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POR MOTOR CYCLES OF CLASS AND QUALITY
at Keenest Ba.rsa.in Prices, see the Big Show at

THE HOUSE WITH THE
GREAT REPUTATION
FOR VALUE & SQUAltE
DEALS.
We oHer genuine

1916
MODELS

th.it are the last word in
p?rfection and improve-
ment, ready for instant
deliver^-, at lowest prices
for ca^ or easy terms,
or most liberal exchange
allowance in part pay-
ment of new machine.
Also 20O

CLEARANCE BARGAINS
ol surprising values.

WAUGHOPE'S
9, SHOE LANE,

FLEET ST., LONDON.
'Pltone: 6777 Ilolboni.

\Vires :
" Opificei I.omlon."

h.p. Get To-day's Full List. It includes these :

a-5 twin CALTHORPE-J.A.P. Comtan'n £70 7

a\ QUADRANT, all-chain drive, 3-Epeed £62
4 V QUADRANT, chain-cum-belt,3-speed £60
8" ROYAL ENFIELD Combination .... £91 7
2.'. 2-stroka 1916 ALLON, 2-speed £42

2i NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., i-speed ... £33
igi6 ENFIELD Combination S5 gnt.

23 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-5pe-d, 1916. . £37 IS
6 countershaft ZENITH, isilJ .... £84 6 3

2t LEVIS 1916 Popular £32
2j CALTHORPE, 2-slroke, 1916 ...£23 17 «
23 i9ioCALTHORPE-J.A.P.,smgle-sp.. £32
3.1 1916 twin JAMES £63 3

4i JAMES and S'car, Lucas lighting set £93 16
7-9 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Sidecar ..ilOS 19

4j B.S.A., chain-cum-bclt, 3-speed £62
b ZENITH, countershaft and F.E., and

Hii.pitrss ^jidecar £103 13 9

2» model E LEVIS, 2-5troke, 2-speed . . £47 10
2 i N. IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-sp., kick start £44 8

G.W.K. Light Car, witb extras £199 10

^ MONTGOMERY ^ Oi^^AjJi"^SIDECARS^ ^^'Jn

BRISTLE WITH IJOOO . PQINTS,,.,
W.MONTGOMERY & ; tfci, <;o\4*iTis'i;. % \U,'\J

Sole London Agents—W. H. Elce & Co., 13, fiiuhjssgjte ^jveijuc, |i|q.? > .

DON'T LISTEN TO INTERESTED PARTIES,
YOUR OWN HEALTH AND COMFORT DEMAND AN

XL
II it is not 50% more
comfortable than any
other Saddle, you can

have your money back
in full.

ALL
Test one for yourself
FREE, and you will

ride in ease long dis-

tances without backache or fatigue.

JUNIOR, 21 /-. ORDINARY, 28/6.

XL-ALL WORKS. Hall GreS!?.

HElRiCU L E S
Strength — beauty— comfort— security^
finish— ease— protection— In fact, every
desirable and necessary feature is embodied.
Catalogue from HERCULES CYCLE &
MOTOR Co , Ltd., ConybereSt., B'HAM.

S I D E CJ^:RS

PRAISE F<>» THE

Bat motor
MANUFACTURING Co.

PENCE, LONDON, S.E.

" 1 tiave nothing but praise
for the machine : have been
running without spares, but
not needed them."

—J.W.W

A perfect

piece of

FoundiT

Work.

Cylinder making is an art almost foreign to the EngUsb industry
Always ttie exception

Douglas
cylinders are createi in my own factory, wbere the Engineer
Pattern-maker, and Foundry-man co-opento to prodoee that
part upon which all engine efficiency dep^ds Is such a manner
as to reflect credit on all concerned. Their production stands
aloM as a specimen of Foundty ait.

L.. 0/

WOLF I TESTIMONY TO THE

MOTORS

53, Tulkelh Crescent, Ashton-on-Ribble, Prestoo.

WONDERFUL "WOLF."

The WULFRUNA

The Wulfnina Engineering Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton.

Dear Sirs,—Just a word to let you know that I am very pleased with my machine. 1 have done on an average
250 miles per week. Tt is the best machine I have had in seven years' riding. Yours truly, F. DEWHURST.

ENGINEERING COMPANY, LIMITED, WOLVERHAMPTON.
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MATCHLESS 8 B/2 COMBINATION. Powerful, Reliable, Silent, and Distinctive.

The Combmation yoo will

Select After thfe War.
„««,««-i«»» .", ."•• * » »••

Sole Manufacturers

H-COLLIER 'g SONS ,L^ PLUAiSTEAD • S E

In nnswerinij this advertisement it is desirable to mention " 'J'he Motor Cycle.'
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"SAMSON TIGER"
MECHANICAL MOTOR

CYCLE HORN. GAMAGES
Same as car

Illy fitted with
sliorter trumpet
aud clip to fit

I

on top tube.

Price 22/6.

AUXILIARY
SAFETY ARMl
for SIDECAR. 6 /3

THE
'GAMAGE'
PLUG.

Extra strong

Electrodes and best

Porcelain. British make.

Suits any engine.

Every Plug Guaranteed.

Price 1 /9, post free.

THE GAMAGE
MOTOB CYCLE
CHAIN RIVET
EXTRACTOR.

Price 2/6.

Post free.

Very powerful.

Simple to use.

SIDECAR COMBINED LVGGAGE
CARRIER & PETROL TIN CARRIER.

k:t:i~ ^ r-~

I

Very strong and light. Can be fitted
to any make of Sidecar. Price, com-
plete with two long straps, 30/-.

•GAMAGE" MOTOR CYCLE
TYRE GAITER.

This Gaiter clips into the bead of the rim,
find makes an excellent temporary repair.

No kit is complete without one.
To fit 2, 2j, and 2Hn. tyres - Price 1 /5

For 3in. tyres, 1 /9

TERRY'S MOTOR
CYCLE VALVE

SPRING
LIFTER.

Fits any Engine

Holds spring up
and valve down
automatically.

f/8 each.

MOTOR CYCLES IN STOCK
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY:
41 h p. B^S.A., Model K, 3 speeds, kick starter,

free engine, chain-cum-belt transmission .... £62

4i h.p. JAMES Combination Set, 3-speed

gear, kick starter, complete with apron, etc. . . £73

2i h.p. Alldays ALLON, 2-stroke, 2-speed,^

very low riding position £44

2i h.p. Alldays ALLON, 2-strolce, single-speed £36

2J h.p. NEW IMPERIAL -J.A.P., 2 speeds,

wonderful climber, low petrol consumption . . £38

2| h.p. RADCO, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, chain-cum-

belt transmission, Petroil lubrication £33 10

WATSONIAN Featherweight Cane Side-

car, suitable for lightweight machines, 49 !bs. . . £8 15

WATSONIAN Featherweight Wicker Ditto. £7 16

The Stanley Dermatine Belt.

THE "V.M."

PILLION SEAT,
With Footrest and Dressguard.
Dressguard cut for tool bag or
not, as desired.

Price, with backrest,
Seat only

Seat with backrest -

Description.

—

13" wide. 12" back to front,
3^" high. Upholstered dark green, suitable
for practically all motor cycle earners. Can
be used on most carriers without removing
tool bag by reversing stays that attach seat
to carrier.

A. W. GAMAGE, LTD., HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.

40/-
20/-
26/-

BULBS AND BULB CASES.
Metallic Filament

> Buib% 4-volt for use
with tail lamps, 1 /

Polished Boxwood Case
>^"wi|| for spare bulb, 2d. The

^bulb is screwed Into the

ase of the box and the

( uver is then screwed on, and
enables the bulb to be sa

carried in tool bag or pocket.
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nr WHY BUY FOREIGN DRY CELLS
are superior and at favourable prices?When onr British Made

15

^HIRBmbm^h

1

THE "VOLEX"
EMPERAL BATTERY.

British Made.
Of particularly heavy capacity,

recommended for Motor Car,

Boat, or Engine Ignition; for

Hghtiug, actuating horn, etc.

Recommended for export, and
in conjunction with our"\'okx"
Special Metal Filament Bulbs
about 150 to 200 hours' light is

obtamable. Holds up in stock
for years.

4 volts, size 6J X 7^ X zjin.

6 volts, size 6V x 5 X 5in-

Price

Price

10/6.

14./1

The "VOLEX"
AERO DRY
BATTERY.

British Mside*

A very convenient si;^e

for many puriHDses,

such as Motor Cycles,
Cycle Cars,etc. Suitable
for ignition, lighting,

electric horn operating.
Holds up in stock for

years.

4 volts, size 6i X 4^ X 2iin.

6 volts, size 6i X 6 X 2|ia.

THE "VOLEX

llll
illl ^

' SPECIAL METAL
FILAMENT BULB.

ft

I

For use with our "Volex" Dry Batteries,

ensuring maximum burnuig hours.

4 and 6 volts, min screw cap, 9cl- each.

4 and 6 volts, small B cap, 1/6 each.

The "VOLEX" Dry Battery
Motor Cycle Lig'htins Outfit.
Includes "Volex" Giant Dry
BalLery, Conducting Cord,
Switch, and Penetra Motor
Cycle Head Lamp or Sidecar

Lamp with Bulbs.

Price

The "Volex"
Giant Dry
Batteries.

For Motor Cycle &
Sidecar Lighting
and Ignitioa
Starting they are

excellent, and
have no superior.

Spare "Volex" Giant Battery, 6/Gb
Or complete with Rear Light, 4-2 /6i
Fitted with Sidecar Lamp in plac6
of Head Lamp, 7/6 extra. Spare
Battery for Combination Set, 8/6,I

Bromley Cross, Bolton,
15th February, 1916.

J. G. H.
Please send me one of yomr "Volex"

Emperal Dry Batteries The above is to
repUce one of the same bought May, 1914
(about 21 months ago), which has served
ever since for working the Bosch Dual
Ignition Coil of one of my cars, foe
starting. I am more than satisfied with
the result, the cost being less than that
ot the mere charging of the pair of
Accumulators. «

WARD & COI.DSTONE,
Sampson VVorks.SALFORD, MANCHESTER.
'Phone—7083-4-5-6 Central. 'Grams—" Multum, Manchester."

KINGDICK
? MOTOR ?

I CYCLES I

r AND i

i ENGINES!

QRDERS executed

as Government re-

quirements permit.

ABINiDON ECCQ LTD.
MAKERS OF
THE FAMOUS

mimtmimtipM,
London Representative: C H. Smith, 12, Mortimer Street, W.

In answring these advertisementa it is desirable to mention " Tke Motor Oycle."
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THE MASTER MODEL.
''The Choice of the discriminating rider.''

The acknowledged superiority of the New Hudson Master Model (The
Big Six) among discriminating riders created an insistent demand
which compelled us in 1914 to erect additional large factories for

the manufacture of Motor Engines, countershaft gears, and components.

To ensure the maintenance of the standard of high

quality and superiority for which New Hudsons are

justly famous, these factories were equipped with

the most modern and accurate machine tools.

This plant has been very largely engaged on Government Contracts during

the period of the war, but supplies now going forward will enable us to

fill some of our earlier contracts. It may be that we can put you in

touch with one of our agents who will secure early deliveries. Write us.

THE NEW HUDSON CYCLE CO., LIMITED,
PARADE MILLS, BIRMINGHAM, England.

LONDON : 44, Gray's Inn Road.

AUSTRALIA :

SYDNEY—Bennett & Barkell,

132, Castlereagh Street,

ADELAIDE—J. N. Taylor & Co.,

121, Grenfell Street.

MELBOURNE—Acme Cycle & Motor Co.

355, Longsdale Street.

SOUTH AFRICA :

CAPETOWN—Corner of Strand Street

and Long Street.

TRANSVAAL—Fisher & Simmons,
P.O. Box 4391, Johannesburg,

NATAL—Warden & Hotchlciss,

P.O. Box 399, Durban.

PARIS : 5, Rue de SablonvUle, Neuilly.

NEW ZEALAND :

WELLINGTON—Magnus Sanderson

& Co., Ltd., Wakefield Buildings,

Victoria Street.

DUNEDIN—W. A. Scott & Sons,

183, George Street

In ~ answering this advertisemeiit it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." A3
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MIDLAND
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.

WHY IS IT
that you should insist on buying MIDLANDS
when buying Motor Cycle Tyres ?

Because "Midlands" are the last word in

Motor Cycle Tyres. They are the result

of years of investigation and practical expe-

rience. The product of manufacturers whose
experts are not merely rubber and tyre ex-

perts but practical motor cychsts and that

says a lot. Nevertheless the price is no more
than you would pay for tyres of other makers.

THE MIDLAND RUBBER COMPANY, LTD.
HEAD OFFICE and WKS.t RYLAND ST., BIRMINGHAM
LONDON DEPOT : 31-34, E.igle Street, Southampton Row,
W.C. Coventry Depot : Priory Works, New Buildings. Glasgow
Depot: 451, Eglinton Street. Dublin Depo' : 12, Gt. Brunswic .

street. Cardifi Depot : Plymouth Street. Milan Deooi Via

Sirtori 6. Amsterdam Depot ; 50, Lange Leidsche Dwaars Straal

O^LD'SBESTKOTO^^'^^

is the outcome of the fulness of expert

engineering knowledge, technical capacity,

and mechanical ability of its designer.'

THE ENGINE.
The engine, for example, is best balanced, the lightest, the most
powerful and reliable 3^ h.p. yet" constructed. Engine features

include positive oil pump, roller bearings, overhead exhaust valve,

steel cylinders. ClaudeUHobson Automatic carburetter, etc.

THE SPECIFICATION.
The specification indicates the fine constructional excellence of the A. B.C.
Motor Cycle. Leaf springing fiont and rear. Four-speed car type gear box
with gate-change. Enclosed chain-drive. Two cush drives. Two waterproof
internal expanding brakes. Easily removable rear wheel. Mechanical lubri-

cation. Enclosed kick-starter, A. B.C. patent rigid handle-bars, and other
exclusive constructional details.

A.B.C. MOTORS, LTD., Walton-on-Thames.
'Phone—Walton-on-Thames, 220. 'Grams—" Revs, Walton-on-Thames."

H.A.C.

THE BELT FOR RUDGE, ZENITH, PHILIPSON,
GRADO, BRAMPTON, or ANY GRADUAL GEAR.

SPECIAL OFFER.
7"
S"

28/- 30/-
H"
34/-

11"

36/- USUAL PRI.CE for 8ft.

22/- 24/- , 26/- 28/-
SPECIAL PRICE
for any lentitli up to 8£t.

Plus 8d. Postage.

UNDER OUR GUARANTEE.
Owing to a delivery of faulty material by
our Steel IVlanufacturerst a number of belts
have been despatched to customers v^hich
are likely to be causing trouble through the
links pulling put- We hereby undertake to
replace any belt with this defect on the
nominal payment of 2/6 to cover postage
and inc dentals.

Address a.SI conimunica.tions to

—

The ZILLA PATENT BELT COMPANY, Ltd.,
101, Great Western Street, MANCHESTER.

In answering tficse advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor C'l/cle."

<K^^i;saayts>MaaisaigBi«q
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In, answering IhU adue/tUemeiU it is dtsirahU to mention " The Motor Cyc A5
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Every

Motor Cyclist

should draw upon

this Storehouse

of Motor Cycle

Kno\tf ledge.

fl
"Hints and Tips lor Motor
Cyclists" contains what may
be termed the cream of all

motor cycling knowledge up
to date.

The book gives hundreds of

useful "wrinkles" and little

items of information con-

cerning the running, manage-
ment, and repairs of motor
cycles, culled from the

experience of many years of

riding, and covering every
detail of the machine.

The arrangement is simple

and straightforward and
leference is simplified by an
extensive index and marginal

subtitles on every page.

Invahiable to

ihe new rider.

>.

Motor@:lists

The

Fifth

Edition
Revised, Enlarged, and
brought up to date.

Contains over
400 separate
paragraphs.

tfjT No matter what type ot^ machine is used, this little

book will be found of the
greatest service to every rider.

Price

:

One Shilling net.

By post, 1 /2.

From ILIFFE & SONS
Ltd., 20, Tudcfr Street,

London. E.C., and aXl

Booksellers and Railway
BooksiaUs.-» -*"*~-^ .•

a6 In answcrinij tlirxr ndi-crtixements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.

%. ^^lr^^^J>^m»K^aJJ
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The

Royal Enfield
Way Pays Best.

Royal Enfields are doing good service in the

businessworld to-day. Under ordinary conditions,

with loads averaging from 2 cwt. to 3 cwt., there

is no more advantageous way of delivering goods
than by means of a Royal Enfield Sidecar

Combination.

The all-chain driven Royal Enfield is specially

suitable for this class of work. It is reliable to the

highest degree, and its economy in petrol con-

sumption and running costs is remarkable. Recent
tests carried out with a Royal Enfield at

Brooklands by "The Motor Cycle" gave an
average of 76 miles to the gallon.

We can quote actual instances of where Royal
Enfield Models are carrying goods of all

descriptions—differing as widely as butcher's meat
and builder's materials—and doing it day after

day without trouble. We shall be pleased to send
our catalogue, with fuU particulars of this model,
on request. Mention "The Motor Cycle" when

The ENFIELD CYCLE CO., LTD., REDDITCH.

London Office and Showrooms

:

48, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Oi/d
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THEY STAND FOR SAFETY AND SUPERIORITY.

Section of
3 inch Non-
Skid.

There is more than the advantage of security in

Firestone Non-skid Tyres, in which superiority

reaches the highest point of efficiency.

The present exacting conditions—the severe service

of sidecars and the frequent over-loading—demand
something more than an ordinary tyre.

Discriminating motor cychsts are turning to

Firestone equipment, because it answers their

demands for greater safety, more mileage, and

more comfort.

?!re$ton«
Non-skid
Tyres

are built with Firestone accuracy for speed and endurance,
' and to meet every tyre requirement of the motor cycle.

stocked in all Standard British Sizes and to fit I Write for the Firestone Motor
Harley-Davidson, Indian, Excelsior, Thor, and all , ,^ , ~ n l j, j ^ „^ t. ,

American standard machines. 1
Cycle Tyre Book—post free from

FIRESTONE TYRE & RUBBER CO., LTD., 216, Tottenham Court Road, LONDON.
Agents everywhere.

D

The INSURANCE POLICY
that Covers

Pillion Riding (with Sidecar attached) and the use of the
machine for occasional personal business journeys.

Without Extra Premium.

R\eVrc C^ fv%TCkf^ir\ • Unlimited Third Party Claims and all Law Costs — Accidenls to
ISKS tV^OVerea . the Machine— Fire — Theft — and Transit Risks.

Premiums 3h.p., ^3-7-6, 4h.p., «3- 12-6, 5h.p., «3-17- 6
6h.p.,«4-0-0, 8h.p.,«4-S-0.

Including a Free Subscription to "The Motor Cycle" for Twelve Months I

[—|(33c5]|SllS3[S^CS3|S3S3t53ES3|S3lS3c53tSlES3cS3lS3(S3|S1lS]|Sl[S^[S3[S]£SDcPlSlC^

ENQUIRY FORM
(To be sent to address below).

Make of
Machine. H.P. Date of

Manufacture.
Present Value.

Registered
Number.

Will machine be driven solely by owner ? ,

Will passenger be carried on luggage
carrier or pillion of motor cycle ? . . .

.

If so, will sidecar attachment be used ? . .

.

Name

Address .

FUl in this form and send to " THE MOTOR CYCLE " INSURANCE DEPT., HERTFORD STREET, COVENTRY.

a8 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Highest Award and Gold
Medal R.A.C. only official

Speed Trials. Gold Medal
Turin Exhibition.

THE LITTLE GIANT

LIGHT JACK.

Specially suitable for

Motor Cj'cles and Side-

cars. All pressed steel.

No castings. Light in

weight, but
a giant in
strength.
Weighs 3 lb.

Em

Each Instrument individu-

ally calibrated by Experts.
Unaffected by w^eather
changes.

NEWTON discovered the infallible laws of
gravity. The centrifugal gyroscopic
principle on which the Jones Speedometer

is constructed is quite as infallible. That is

why the Jones has a world-known record as
being the on^ dependable Speedometer.

Motor Cycle Model No. 12.
Speed to 80 tn.p.h. Total and Trip Mileage

Price £3 - 5 -

O

LISTS or—
MARKT & CO. (London), Ltd,
98-100. CLERKENWELL ROAD. E.G.

The LONG HORN.
A hand - operated purely

mechanical horn. The most
reliable and best horn that

you can fit. Its response to

a touch is instantaneous—

•

completely
under the

ope rator's

control.

cf^^Ztb^
I

—does not to any appreciable extent

affect the Rider of a ' New Imperial
Light Tourist,"- as its extreme

economy of running is so marked

—

averaging almost twice the mileage

of other types of the same power.

Therefore, the rider of a " Light

Tourist" saves his own pocket, and

is studying the National interest.

This applies equally to First Cost as

follows

—

Two-speed . . . . . . £38
Two-speed, Clutch and Kick-

starter . . .

.

. . £44 8

Lady's Two-speed, Clutch
'

and Kick-starter. . .. £46 8

NEW IMPERIAL CYCLES, LIMITED,
BIRMINGHAM. (Est. 1887.)

i Send for latest Illustrated Catalogue and :

i
Booklet, "Don't Take Risks, and Why I "

i

J
In answer'tntj these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A«
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Can you tell the difference
between a

1912 and 1913 P. S? M. ?

Although you may have followed
motor cycling closely for many years,
the probability is that you could not.

The first P. & M., built in 1900, embodied
certain new principles. The P. & M. of

to-day embodies precisely the same cardinal
features. The design was right from the
start, and it is only in details that improve-
ments have been possible.

You may have noticed on other machines that
gears in a certain position, a particular typ? of
transmission, or a particular form of starter,
is boomed to such an extent that the unhappy
purchaser is persuaded that that special feature
will supersede all others. The- following season
the manufacturer will have discarded the
design altogether, and the buyer realises the
effect of this when he wants to sell his machine.

It is, therefore, easy to understand the high prices
which obtain for second-hand P. & M. machines.

PHELON & MOORE, LTD.,
CLECKHEATON YORKS.
4, PERCY STREET, W.

k- !-

*

-J

In ansn-ering ^Hs advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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MOTOU CYCLHS FOR SALE.
Velocette.

VBLOCETTE. 1915, ai.'lli.p.. 2-stroke. T.T. bars, Pnl-
iiiyi tyres, platiug' exeellent ; £23.—Tranmore, Whit-

ley Biklge, S.O. £7717
Villiers.

"l Q 15 VilUera 2-stroke, in splendid condition, very
J-t^ fast: exchnnge for 1913 2-speed Douglas, or
with cash for 1914.-S., 22, Hatfield Ed., Stratford.

[7374
VILLIEES.—Burford latest model ligbtweiglit. Villiers

patent engine, Druid forks, large saddle, foot-
boards, lamps, horn, etv., smart sturdy little mount,
done 300 onlv, as new, suitable Indy or gent; £22/10.—
136, Dalmally Rd., E. Croydon. [7563

Win=Precision.
33.h.p. Wia-Precision, 1912, new ball beariags, tbor-
4 oughly good condition, tools, accessories, 90-95

m.p.g.; £19.-Bowdeu, K'.T.C, Oxford. [7581

White and Poppe.
3 ill. p. White and Poppe (m.o.v), Bosch mag., Lycett

2 saddle. B. and B. carburetter, low, smart, reliable
machine, Dunlop belt. Hutchinson 26 x 214 tyres, lamp,
tools; bargain, £8/10.—Watson, 45, Charles St., Com-
mercial Rd., E. [X3194

Williamson.
WILLIAilSON", 19141/2 model, and special sidecar,

many spares, extras; must sell, bargain.—Eitson.
309, Albert Crescent, Langside, Glasgow. [7675

1C|14 Williamson, 8!i.p., w.c, 2 speeds, clutch, hood.
J-«7 screen: £52/10; would exchange lower power and
cash.-Lacour, 201. Graham Rd., Hackney. [7722

8h.p. Williamson, water-cooled engine, 2-speed gear
and clutch, fitted with a 2-seated side-by-side

.sidecar, complete, including hood and screen; £55.

—

Wauchope's. 9, Shoe Lane, London.' [7766

Wolf.

WOLF. 4h.p., 1916, 3-speed countershaft gear, kick
starter, chain drive, hand-controlled clutch;

£55/10/6; exchanges entertained.—Eagles and Co.. HiErh
St., Acton. [X3219

WOLF, 1915. ai/oh.p., 3-speed. K.S., coach combina-
tion, with accessories ; £52/10 ; deferred pay-

ment terms if desired.-Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-
stoff, and 50, High b.-^., Wood Green. [7657

Zenith.

1Q12 3*/2h.p. Zenith and Sidecar, in splendid order
X*/ and condition; £27/10.—Jones, Garage, Broad-
way, Muswell HilL [7892

1Q14 Zenith-Gradua, 8h.p., clutch, kick starter, Canoe-
Xt/ let, wind screen; exchange good solo and cash.—
1, Candy St., Old Ford. [7835

1Q12-13 Zenith 6-8h.p. Combination. J.A.P. engine,X t/ Gradua gear, Lucas lamp, speedometer ; photo

;

£35, nearest; separate. 80, Bispham Rd., Southport.
[X3191

ZENITH-GRADUA 3%h.p. C-ombination, in splendid
running order, mosfc powerful; an utter bargain,

£25, complete.—Granden, 86, Gray's Inn Ed., W.C.
[7898

ZENITH, 191&, 4h.p. twin, Gradua gear, lamp set,

speedometer, lovely machine, practically new ; £45.
—Ray, Earlsferry House, Prideaus Rd., Eastbourne.

[7865
LATE 1915 8h.p. Zenith-Gradua, clutch model,

splendid condition, accessories, £65; tandem-
seater C.B. side-ar, £14; after 5 p.m.—Driscoll. 58,
Woodfield Rd., Ealing. [7794

Ladies* Machines.
DOUGLAS, lady's 1914, a^^h-p., perfect condition;

£39/10, near ofler.-McClelland, Chalet, Cissburv
Rd , Wo;:thing. [7812

1 Q16 O.K., lady's open frame, Mark 3, 2-speed,
X»7 clutch, not ridden 20 miles; £57/10.—Robin-
son's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [7702

1Q15 Lady's Connaught, 3h.p., 3-speed, krck starter,LU and clutch: cost over £50, accept £23/10.—
Lowe, 80, Sycamore Rd., Handsworth. [X3250

LADY'S Humber, 2^;ih.p., free engine, 3-8peed gear,
condition perfect, £25; late 1912 model.—Applv

after 7, Perry, 35, Highbury Place, N. [7723

33.h.p. Lady's Model Rex. free engine, spring forks,
4 mag., excellent running order; £14.—L. Barton,

Shirley, Queen's Drive. Mossley Hill, Liverpool. [7726

LADY'S 1916 New Scarlet-Metro, a'/oh.p.. 2-stroke,
2-speed countershaft gear; retail price £38/10,

accept £34; motor business discontinued, owner en-
listed.-Uttings, Bumham Market, Norfolk. [7813

Miscellaneous.

SEVERAL Good Combinations, including Rover,
Singer, Harley-Davidson, from £30.—Bunting,

Harrow. i;7842

f>3.h.p. Motor Cycle. 1915. brand new, British make,
/W4 Druid forks, Hutchinson tyres, mudguards, brakes,
toolbag, complete; £30.—View 131, Wardour St., Lon-
don, W. [7613

MACHINES and Sidecar Combinations for immediate
disposal: 7h.p. clutch model Indian, 1915, £40

;

1915 Harley-Davidsou. £65; 1913 Rex and sidecar, £30;
6h.p. Enfield combination, £50 ; Matchless and sidecar.
£38 ; Harley-Davidson and sidecar, £65 ; exchanges
made.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Binning-
ham. • [X3061

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
•Miscellaneous

"l(C|13 3-spoed Triumph, tyres as new; £34.

1Q13 3-8peed Triumph and Cowey speedometer, and
Xt/ lamps, and wicker sidecar; £38/10.

"1015 Siin 2-stroke, 2-speed. as new; £27.—Bull, St.
Xt/ Giles' Sa-, Northampton. [X27V5

HEBDEN'S have actually in stock for Immediate
delivery:

T^EW 1916 Royal Enfields. 2^. 3, 6. and 8h.p. modeU.

HARLET-DAVIDSON Combination, 7-9h.p., brand
new; list price £95. to clear £85.

1 Q16 2''^h.p. Jap-New Imperial, 2-speed, clutch, and
Xt/ kick starter; £44/8.

"jQ16 2'/2b.p. Jap-New Imperial, 2-speed; £38.

1 Q16 2'Ah.p. Jap-New Imperial Lady's 2-speed,
Xi/ clutch, and kick-starter; £46/8.

"I Q 15 5h.p. Indian, 3-speed, kick-starter, in grand
Xt/ order, and fit up complete; £50.

TRIUMPH Junior, 2-stroke, in splendid order, just
like new, original tyres on; only £32.

1Q15 2i,V3]i.p. Wolf, 2-stroke, 2-Bpeed; £33/10;
Xt/ accept £28; a gift, brand new.

10 15 2V-h.p. Wolf, Peco engine, 2-3peed; £35/10;
it/ accept £50 »o f-lear; brand new.

I Q 14 Clvno. 2'/.h.p., 2-Epeed, guaranteed just like^^ new; £28.

IQia 3h.p. Enfield, grand condition; £30.

"I
015 2'/2b.p. Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, splendid order;

Xt/ only £26.

2ih.p. Premier, 3-speed, clutch, perfect condition, a
a beauty; £21.

NEW Williamson Cycle Car, 8h.p. Douglas engine,
and 3-speed gear; £126 list, no reasonable offer

refused.

HEBDEN'S Motor Mart. St. James' St.. Burnley.
Tel.: 488. [6491

COLLIER'S Motorics for cash bargains or exchanges.
—Address, Deal St., Halifax.

C<OLLIER'S.—Triumph, 3h.p., mag., new tvres,
' £15/10; 1909 3V-h.p. Triumph, £19/10.

COLLIER'S.—1912 3y2h.p. 2-Epeed Humber. £26/10;
1912 3y'.h.p. 2-speed chain-drive Bradbury,

£22/10.

COLLIER'S.—Royal Ruby, 2V.h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke,

slightly shop-soiled; £31/10-

COLLIER'S.—1915 2-speed Ivy 2-stroke, wants tun-
ing up, £21/10; Douglas, 2^h.p., single-sx)eed,

£12/10.

COLLIER'S.—New electrically-equipped American
Excelsior; pre-tax price, £71/10, cannot repeat.

COLLIER'S. — Humber, 3h.p., wants attention,

£3/7/6; 1912 sVah.p. 2-speed Premier, £22/10;
sidecar, £3/10 extra.

COLLIER'S.—1913 3V2h.p. 2-speed Torpedo and side-

car, £29/10; 2-speed twin Minerva and sidecar,
£19/10.

COLLIER'S.—1912 SVsh.n. Zenith-Gradua, £24/10;
1915 2V2h.p. 2-speed wizard, 2-stroke, wants re-

pairs, £19/10.

COLLIER'S.—Rex brand new 6h.p. sidecar combina-
tion, £71, offers wanted ; new Rex sidecar,

£12/10.

COLLIER'S.—Twin Minerva, 2-speed, coach sidecar,
£17/10; 1913 S'M.p. Rover, Grado gear, £25/10.

COLLIER'S.—Motosacoche mag. lightweight, excel-
lent machine. £9/15; 1913 2V.h.p. mag. Pre-

cision, £15/10.

COLLIER'S.—1913 Res twin sidecar combination,
£43/10; 1914 combination, almost as new,

£49/10.

COLLIER"S.~1908 5V2b.p. free engine twin Rex.
£13/10; Royal Ruby, 6h.p., 3-speed, merely

soiled, £67, makers' price £87.

COLLIER'S.—N.S.U.. SVoh.p., 2-speed, £19/10; 6h.p.
2-speed twin Rex and sidecar, £22/10; 3V2h.p.

mag. Humber, vertical m.o.v. engine, £12/10.

COLLIER'S.—SiAh.p. free engine Rudge, £19/10;
3>/2b.p. free engine Triumph, £19/10.

COLLIER'S quote the keenest exchanges. Send foi

full list.—Address, Deal St., Halifax. [082(

MOTOR Cycles, 3V> to 4h.p., for immediate delivery:

Trump-Jap, 3-speed, £36; Triumph, 1912, £34;
Motosacoche 2-speed twin, £30; Scott, shop-soiled, £60;
New Hudson and sidecar, £65; Triumph, 3-speed, £45.
—At Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

tX3062
ACTUALLY Ready for Sale: Lightweight motor

cycles—Connaught, S-speed, £26; Regal 2-8troke,

£26- jjouglas, £10; another, £15; Velocette, £21;
Levis. £20- Simplex 2-8troke, £20: Enfield, £20; Sun
(lady's), £36; Kadco, £15; A.J.S., 2-speed, clutch, £28:
New Ryder. £18; Connaught, £20; New Hudson, 2-

stroke, £22.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row. Bir-

mingham. [X3063

411 letters relating to adverti.sements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

EAGLES.—Douglas, 2%h.p., 1914, 2 speeds, free
engine, kick-starter, new condition; £38.

EAGLES.-Triumph, 1913, S'/oh.r., T.T. model, hand
controlled, Plulipson puUey, fine condition; com-

ijlete, £29.

EAGLES—Wolf, 2V''b.p., 1914. overhead inlet \alve,
variable mag,, fine condition; £17/10.

EAGLES.-Triumph, 3V,h.p.. 1911-12, clutch model,
N.S.U. 2-speed gear, with Montgomery £14/14

ddecar; £32.

EAGLES.—Timnp-Jap, 4h.p., 1913, 3-speed gear, foot
clutch, tick starter, latest pattern coachbuilt side-

car; complete, £38.

2^ih.p., 3 915, 2 speeds.EAGLES.—Impeiial-Jap,
new; £27.

EAGLES.—Levis, 2V::h.p., 1915, Popular 2-strokp,
perfect condition, fully equipped; £21,

EAGLES.-Wolf,
£23/10.

2^y4h.p., 191^; 2-stroke, as new

EAGLES.—Sun-ViUiera. 2Voh.p.. 2-stroke, T.T. handle:
bars, fine condition; £18/10.

EAGLES.-N.S.U. 3'/oh.p. Model de Luse, 1913.
spring frame, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar; £29/10.

EAGLES,
" The Motor Cycle

Co., High St., Acton, W.

Any of the above can be had on approval" '

Eagles anddeposit system.
[X3217

WALBRO, Saffron Walden.—The following motoi
cycles must be sold; all are in very good order,

iome quite new ; close otters considered

:

WALBIIO.-1915 2V2h.p. Coventry Eagle, 2 speeds,
fine little machine; £28.

TX/"ALBItO.- -1912 4Ii.p. Bradbury, very powerful; £22

WALBRO.—1915 2V>h.p. Coventry Eagle, single speed,
little used: £24.

WALBRO —1915 2'/'li.p- Alldays Allon, 2 speeds, per-
fect; £2S.

WALBRO.—1911 6h.p. twin Rex, free engine model,
in perfect order, good tyres; £14.

WALBR0.-1915 2V2h.p. Sun V.T.S., used twice only.
perfect as new; £24.

WALBRO.—1914 6h.p. T.T. Bat-Jap, overhead valves,

3-speed gear, in nice order, little used; £38.

WALBRO.— 1911 2;':ih.p. Douglas, in very good order,
very fast, nearly new tyres; £15,

WALBRO.—1914 4h.p. Bradbury, 3-speeds, and free
engine, QOachbuilt sidecar, a nice lot; £40

WALBRO.-Three Auto-Wheels, standard models; £7.
£9, and £10; in new condition. i

WAIiBRO.-Brand new 5-6h p. twin Fafnir engin.>
set, Fafnir 2-speed gear fitted to crankcasi:

Matchless silencer,

£30.
all complete; the lot ready to fii

WALBRO.—Brand new Canoelet sidecars, models C5
and D3, in stock, fitted free while you wait.

WALBRO.- Si.x used speedometers, 25/- and 30/-
each, Jones and Stewarts; two new Corbin-

Browns, tor Indians, 40/- each.

WALBRO.—1916 4i4h.p. B.S.A., model K, been 50
miles only; £58.

WALBRO Cycle and Motor Co., High St., Saffron
Walden, Essex. 'Phone: 45. [X3154

3-STROKE Lightweights.—We have a stock and can
offer delivery of Sun, Calthorpe, Diamond, Wolf,

Levis, all models; cash or exchange.—Colmor© Depot,
261, Deansgate, Manchester, and 31, Renshaw St..

Liverpool. [0ai6

RIDER TROWARD has Browns (2). Douglases f2].

New Hudsons (2), New Imperial, New Ryder,
Allou, Motosacoche, Blackburne, Indian, James, Enfield,
and others. See to-day's small -advertisements. Open
9 p.m. and Sundays. Exchanges. 'Phone; 5392.-78,
High St., Hampstead [one minute tube). [7790

MUST be Cleared ; on munitions ; room wanted.—
£5 to £100.—For a real bargain in second

hand motor cycles, cycle cars, gears, magnetos, etc.,
you cannot do better than call or write Sjorgan and
Maxwell, The London Motor Mart, 8Q, High Rd.,
Streatham, who can positively save you pounds,
shillings, and pence. At the moment we have Bat,
Brough, B.S.A., Bradbury, Calthorpe, Chater-Lea,
Dot-Jap. Enfield, F.N., Humber, Matchless. New
lurperial, Peugeot, Rover, Rudge. Singer, Sun-Villiers,
Triumph, Levis, Williamson, Wolf, etc. ; several cheap
sidecars: sis 2-speed (ouutershaft gears, new, -£5/ 10
each. Lists free. Trade supplied. (0748

COMMERCIAL MACHINES.
LONGMAN Bios., King St., Acton. 'Phone: 1578

Chiswick.—We are specialising in sidecarriers for
tradesmen and commercial use. We are prepared to ad-
vise clients on the most suitable sidecarrier and machine
tor their leunirements. Tuition free. Write, 'phone, or
call for particulars. [7753

TRICARS FOR SALE.
MOTOR Tricycle, differential axle, 1(

Whincop, Shoemaker, Peasenhall,
ss engine: £2.
Suffolk. (7599

I

their

BIGGEST & BEST STOCK in the NORTH.

Motor Cycles, New and
Second-hand, ior all pur-
poses of pleasure or
business, and the best
pleasure Sidecars or busi-
ness Sidecarriers fordelivery
work.

UNBIASSED EXPERT ADVICE ON
SELECTION FOR ANY TRADE.

Largest Range of

ALL DOUGLAS MODELS IN STOCK

whenever possible. Write us if you want earliest

delivery. Also the following in stock :

WE HAVE H.P.

SPECIAL 6 Enfield Combination . . 90 £n$.

FACILITIES *> Enfield ColonialComb'n £89 15
_"„„,.„ 8 Enfield Combination. . 92gns.
FOR QUICK

,5 Enfield, dynamo, Com'n 105 „
DELIVERY 3 Enfield, Mods. 140 & 150 55 „
OF SCARCE 5 Indian, Model B, j-sp. .£70

;„., ^nWiT.o 7 Indian, Model G, 3-sp. .£75
1916 MODELS

^ Indian, Model C £78
AND
BUSINESS '^" '"'''°'' ^''''iars in Stock.

<5,n- 22 Calthorpe, 2-str., 2-sp. £32 11
'"'"'

2j Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed .£37 16
CARRIERS 4 Calthorpe-Jap Comb'n .£70 7

FROM 2i ExteUior, 2-5troke £30 16

1 ruiT iiD 2f Excelsior, 2-str., z-sp. .£44 23i,ni. ur. ^ O.K. Junior, 2-speed.. £33 1 6
TELL US 21 O.K. Junior, 2-stroke . .£2j 10

VOUR WANT, 2! „ „ 2sp., M.A.G.£42 10

.„„ 4}B.S.A., Model K £62
"""

2', Levis Popular £32
RECEIVE ,5 Diamond, 2-str., 2-sp. .£38 17

OUR OFFERS. 2i Diamond, 2-stroke £31 10

STUDY THESE LOW PRICED BARGAINS

NEW 1915 REDUCED AND SECOND-HAND
MACHINES. THE BIGGEST VALUES
ON OFFER.

29 h.p. 1914 DOUGLAS, kick start £38
8 b.p. 1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON & S'car £60
7 h.p. 1914 INDIAN, 2-sp., spring frame . £47 10
7 h.p. rgrj INDIAN Combination, electric,

speedometer, spring frame, new £99, for £88
5 h.p. rgiG INDIAN, 3-sp., used 40 miles £59 10

2i h.p. 1915 HOBART, 2-stroke, new £31 10
2 h.p. igrs O.K., 2-speed, new £29 10
1915 ROYAL RUBY, .2-stroke, as new ... £24
3ih.p. I9f5 Twin 2-sp. MOTOSACOCHE,

new - £48
3* h.p. HUMBER and Sidecar £28 10
3ih.p. TRIUMPH, 2-speed £20
1916 ENFIELD 180 ComDination, used few

miles £79 10
7 h.p. 1916 INDIAN Po'verplus and Side-

car, as new £79 10
3i h.p. EDMUND, spring frame £40

i h.p. INDIAN and Sidecar £45
3ih.p. B.S.A., J9r3, 2-speed £33 10
1915 SUN-VILLIERS, 2-stroke £25
3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 2-speed £20
3" h.p. ENFIELD, almost new £44
8 h.p. WILLIAMSON and Sidecar £70

3J h.p. HUMBER and Sidecar £28

ALEXANDER & CO.,
113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH,
272-274, Gt. Western Rd., GLASGOW.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
T>ASTONE'.S for value in eidecarB.

ASTONE'S.—New cigar raltern BidecatB, complete
with MicheliD tyre, £7/10.

B ASTONE'S.—New coaehbnilt latest nnderslung fiide-

car, complete with Micbelin tyre, £7/15.

B ASTONE'S Sidecar Dept., 228, Pentonville Ed..
King's Cross, London, N, Close 6.30, Saturdays

1 o'clock. [6227

B

M.IDDLETON Sidecars.-
bury Park, N.

27, Stroud Greeu Rd., Fins-
[3633

SIDECARS.—We have a model to suit any machme,
including 2-strokes having 2 speeds,

FACTORS wiio already have supplie.s of oliassis T\-ill

find it pays to fit our bodies, proof of wliirh one
customer of our.? sold 100 tliis TS'Oy during sefison 1915.

—

Write, T. Williams and Co., Sidecar Manufacturers,
Collyburst St, Works, Manchester. [7857

PHCENIX Sidecars and Phoenix Sidecar Bodies—We
are actual manufacturers. Established }889.

PHffiNlX Sidecars.— 38 modeJs to suit ali motors.
Write for list.

PHCBNIX Sidecars— 1916 list now ready, immediate
delivery; largest stock in Lrondon.

PHOENIX Sidecars— 100 complete sidecars always in

stock ;--Harley and Americaii models

PHCENIX Sidecars.— Coachljuilt from £8/5, wicker
and cane from £5.

PHCBNIX Sidecars.—We make special niodeis foi

American motors frbm 11 gtis.

PHCENIX Sidecars on Hire, exchanges made; good
prices allowed for other makes.

We have always aPHCENIX Sidecars, second-hand.
large selection from 50/-.

PHCENIX Sidecar Bodies -Special line in coaclibuilt

from £2L5, own mak«.

PHCENIX Sidecar Bodies.—Guaranfeed lajee:t stocl
in London; several stock-soiled and cle;ii;mc«.

PHCENIX Sidecars —Largest and most vaiii?d sidecai

and body catalogue published.

PHCENIX Sidecars are manufactured thinughout in

our own works, originators of the Pl'ce^ix Trimc
forecar, popular throughout tJie world.

PHCENIX Sidecar Dept . Proprietors Phcenix Motors.
Ltd,, 736. Hoiloway Rd . and 4, 5, 6. Criterion

Mews, London. N. Tel; Hornsey 449. T.A. : Sycar-

nis, Upholl, London. [221S

GROSVENOR 12 go Coachbuilt^idecar, lugftage grid,

like new, mileage lOO only; £8—21, Rupert St.,

Boltom [7427

BRANfi y^w Grosvenor Sidemr: £9/10: suit light-

weight —Sutton, 29 HoJyivell Lane, Conisborough.
near Eotherham. [X3195

BRAMBLE Sidecar, No 1. painted green, lined gold;
cost 17 gns. two muuThs ago. ofleiH wanted —Sliayle.

Great Alne. Alcester.
,

[X3283

SIDECARS.— Several bullet-shaped coachbuilt bodies,

with or without chassis, cheap. — Write, Stokes
and Holt. Ltd., Belgrave Rd.. Leicester. [0718

DOUBLE-SEATER Cane Sidecar, child front, special

undersluug, 4-poiut, Avon: cost £11, accept £6,
nearest ofler — 23, "Westland Rd., Wolverhampton.

1X3156
GROSVENOR Sidecars, special sporting model light-

weight sidecar for Douglas, and similar machines

;

£9/15. Catalogue free,— Grosvenor Motor Co., Bradford
St., Bolton. r.7574

SALE. 2-seater sidecar, practically new, WooUbrown
cane body, B. and H. chassis, having wheel

trough, and 4-point connections; £10.—Otty. Lnurieston,
Osmondthorpe, Leeds. [X3120

SPECIAL Sidecars to suit American Excelsior and
Harley-Davidson; Cape hoods 30/-, wind screens

17/6: splendid value in lightweight model at £8.—Mel-
ville Sidecars, Halifax. [X1034

WATSONIAN and Juno Sidecars, 9 models, imme-
diate deliveiTi cash, prices from £6/13/6

;

gradual payments from 12/3 monthly.—Juno Showrooms,
248, Bishopsgate, London. [7823

BODIES.

B ASTONE'S lor value in sidecar bodies, full range,
latest models; inspection invited.

ASTONE'S.—New cigar pattern bodies; £2/5.

ASTONE'S.—New coachbuilt bodies; £2/19/6.

BASTONE'S Sidecar Dept., 228, Pentonville Rd.,
King's Cross, London, N. [6228

CAMBER Cigar Bodies, Indian red; £4/7/6.—Bright
and Hayles, Church St., Camberwell. [7874

CAMBER Tandem Bodies, for adult and child;
£4/17/6.—Bright and Hayles, Camberwell. [7873

BRAND New Coachbuilt Canoe Body; offers.—Lang-
ley, 100, Elgin Crescent. North Kensington. [7844

CAMBER Coach Bodies; £3/12/6; lists free.—
Bright and Hayles, Church St., Camberwell.

[7872

COACH Bodies, latest; great sacrifice, 25/-; brand
new.—Venus Sidecars Co., 746, Seven Sisters Rd.,

Tottenham. [372,3

A 24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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BODIES.
COACH Bodies, 2-senteis, 1916 barcains. 70/-, dirert

__ from Venus Sidecar i'actory, 746, Seven Sisters.

Tottenham. [7309

CONVERT Your Old Sidecar to Coach Bodies liom
£4/5.—Bright and Hayles, 73, Church St.,

Camberwell. [7875

COACH Bodies made to any model; repairs, re-paint-
ing, re-upholstering; estimates free.—Venus Car

Factory, Tottenham. [5594

SIDECAR Bodies.—Coloured sketches of original de-
signs and working drawings supplied; first-class

work guaranteed.—Cooper's Velncle Journal, Ltd., 19,
Ganick St., Long Acre, London, VI.O. Tel.: Gerrard
2425. [0818

OKA Bodies always in stock. Practical 2-seater/V^^v bodies, coach cigar bodies, 87/6; cane ditto,
52/6; wicker cigar bodies, 40/-; lightweight coach bodies,
underslung, beautifully finished, 55/-; featherweight
bodies, 50/-.—G K. Sidecar Co.. Lorenzo St., Penton-
ville Bd., London, W.C. [7503

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.
Dtro Cycle Car, 1912, in good order. 8h.p. J.A.P.

;

427.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell HillM[7S91ORGAN', sporting type, J.A.P. engine. Bosch mag.,
lamps, horn ; £45, guaranteed.—Wauehope's. 9,

Shoe Lane, London. [7772

KILEY Cycle Car, 3-speed. hood, screen; £50, offers,
exchange 3-wheeler, or combination.- 9, Redcliilip

Mews, Earl's Court. [7724

CYCLE Car Back A-vle, chain drive, differential, band
brakes, springs, wheels, unused; £6/10.—Trevaylor.

Obehsk Bd., Woolstou, Hants. [X3124

chain.
excellent

.

[S2876

BEDELIA, 4h.p., new condition: £25; seen Preston.
Lancashire; or exchange with cash 1914 Morgan

—Lieut. Oockshott, Orderly Boom. Fishguard Harbour
[7675

SMART Little Cycle Car, single. 2-seater, mag., Car-
den shaft, 60 m.p.g., brass lamps, horn, etc. ; £37.

or exchange 2-cyl. or modern combination, cash adinst-
mant-C.W.L., 351, North End Rd., Fulham. 1X2628

A.O., 6h.p., lamps, hood, wind screen, speedometer,
recently oyerhauled. re-painted, and varnished.

nearly new tyres, very little used: will sell cheap, or
exchange for motor cycle.- 6, Alberta Terrace, Notting-
ham. [7883

TRUMBULL 2-seater. llh.p., 4-cyl.. completely
fitted, including detachable wheels, used 700

miles only, owned and specially tuned by Brooklands
expert; serious illness prevents use; cost £155, accept
£115, or near oJIer.-Tollady, Hemingiord, Bicester.
Oxon. [X3245

CARS FOR SALE.
4ih.p. De Dion Car. running order, make good cycle

a car; £9-13. Linacre Ed. Willesden Gieen
[7719WAVERLBY Light Car. must sell at once; what

offers'r photo, stamp.—65u, Rosendale Rd., Dul-
wich. [7743

TRUMnULL 13.2h.p. Light Car. brand new. late 1915
_model ; special reduced price. £125.-Crow Bros..

1Q14 Sporting Morgan, new hood, gears, and
J~*J acetylene lamps, tyres good, engine exc(
£65.— Broadbent, Collingham, Yorks.

Guildford 1.7115

FOED 5-seater Touring Car. in good condition: bar-
gain, £56 ; part exchange considered.-Toms, Cathe-

rine St., Leicester. [7737

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
TTXTENDED Payments.—All makes supplied: lowest
J-i terms —Service Co., 292, High Holborn, London.

TNSUEANCB —Lloyd's motor policies payable monthly
J- Before insuring elsewhere write for prospectus —
Manager. General Insurance Co., 199, Piccadilly Lon-

" 10810

OFFICIAL
PRICES
OF

STANLEY
BELT

ACCESSORIES.

JULY
6.

THIS week we interrupt our
talks to emphasize the
point, which does not ap-

pear to be fully understood in some
cases, that the prices stated week by
week in our advertisements are the

Ices at which you should be able to buy
STANLEY goods. Do not pay more.
The '• STANLEY " FASTENER

as ordered by H.M. War Oiflce Used wherever
motor cycles are used. The BEST at any
price. Hardened and tempered hook and
flanged pins. Never breaks. 9d.

The "LION" FASTENER
Introduced to meet the demand for a CHEAP.
RELIABLE BELT FASTENER. Guaranteed
5,000 miles. 6d.
The "STANLEY"SPARE LINK

the best belt length adjuster yet invented.
Saves time, trouble, any money Saves the
cost of a new belt : Fits any hook fastener. Is.

Showing how the " Spare Link " is used

The "STANLEY" SHIELD
protects the belt fastener, prevents wear of
the pulley, and conserves power. Specially de
signed for use with the Phllipson Pulley. 8d

don.

S"-",

ENGINES.
Motor Cycle Engine; 35/-.—42, Tentnor BdNew Cross. [7797

P^^S^?^'^^ Engine Repairs and Spares.-Grande.'s
Motor Cycles, 86, Gray's Inn Bd., W.C. [X2107

Qih.p Brown m.ov. Engine, good condition; £3/5.-^'^ 19. Kimberley Av., Seven Kings. Essex. [7564
Qlh.p Peugeot, 80x90. automatic inlet- 30/-- good
^^.i condition.—Eushop House, Ohapel-en-le-Frith.

LX3171"PNGINE, S-6h.p. twin, and Bosch mag. £8/10; also
J-* lOh.p 1916 2-cyI. W.C. engine, as new, complete.*12.— 65a, Bosendale Rd., Dulwicb. [7740
DRITON Engino, 10-12h p., 2-cyl,, water-cooled, com-
-•-» plete with Bosch mag., carburetter, flywheel and
clutch: £19.—Tuke and Bell. Ltd.. Motor Dept., Carl-
ton Engineering Works, High Rd.. Tottenham, N.

[6661

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
pjOSCH Magneto, off Triumph, sale £3/5; one same,
-•-' only watertight, £3/15: also twin DA2, open type,
£4: exchange.-24. The Parade, Upper Tooting Rd.,
S.W. [7829
MAGNETO Repairs and aU spare parts.—The Rnn-

baken Magneto Co.. Ltd., Camp bt. Works, Deans-
gate, Manchester. TeL: 8266 City (3 lines). TA-
Eunmag, Manchester. [0715

Showing how the "Shield" is used.

Stanley Adjusting Links, 6d. for 3.

Stanley Belting, 1/3 to 2/5 per ft.

(A Stanley Fastener given free with each Belt
10% Increase on Belting only.

Two interesting booklets sent on request.

STANLEY MOTOR BELT
& FASTENER CO,
llnventorsof the Original Hoi

Fastener and other
practical Belt Aids),

^^^^^k (C. Webb, Manaserl,

^^V!^k BROMLEY. KENT.

CO. ^
Hook ,^^A

Write Dept.B,

Ruffy-Baumann School

of Flying,

London Aerodrome,

Hendon, N.W.

Write

Dept. B.

Ruffy^Baumann

School of Flying,

Kendall's Mews,

Portman Square, W.

'Phone: 5046 Mayfair.

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
PARKER and Rice, Magneto Specialists; experU

on all magnetos, Bosch, Eisemann, etc.

PARKER and Rice.—Re-winding, re-magnetisingv
overhauling, etc. ; repairs executed with expedi-

tion and unapproachable workmanship; low quotations,

IMPORTANT.-Parker and Rice give 12 months'
written guarantee with each repair, and deliver

magnetos to time.

PARKER and Rice have a large stock o( spar*
parts for all makes and type* of magnetos.

PARKER and Rice have some good new and second-
hand magnetos lor sale, which will be guaranteed

for 12 months.

PARKER and Rice have taken over larger premise*
at Acton. Their address now is 75, Park Rd.

North, Acton, London. "Phone; Chiswick 1518, State
your trouble. Let us quote you. t'*505

SEND Your Magneto Repairs to the Runbnken Mag-
neto Co . Ltd., Camp St., Works. Deansgate,

Manchester 'Phone: 8266 City (3 lines). T.A,: Eua-
raag, Manchester.

REPAIRS.—The Runbaken Magneto Co., Ltd., hav«
the largest and beat equipped works in thii

country for dealing with thia class of work. Moderate
charges. Can return within 24 hours.

SPARES Department,—We can supply from stock all

spare parts tor Bosch, Eisemann, Mea, U.H., eto.

Send tor illustrated booklet.

THE Runbaken Magneto Co.. Ltd. Camp St Works,
Deansgate. Manchester. 'Phone; 8266 City '3

lines). T.A. : Eunmag, Manchester. Call or write.
[0404

MAGNETOS Repaired by Bosch specialists; skilful

workmanship, expedition, and moderate cba'-Rcs

,

I and 2-cyl magnetos in stock; every magneto guaran-
teed.—Magneto Mart and Repairing Co,. 142. Wardour
St.. W. 'Phone: Gerrard 727. [7584

MAGNETO Repairs of Every Description. We bav«
had some years' experience with the Bosch Co.,

and are entirely British, and give same guarantee at
halt their prices m 24 hours. We stock all spare
parts, also new and second-hand magnetos.—The Mag-
neto Repairing and Winding Co.. ' 158, Seymour St.,

Euston. London. 'Phone; Museum 1158. [7547

BELTS.
ZILLA Belt. 7ft. Sin., new March, used very little:

10/-.-FulIer, Maltoa, Yorka. [X3082

1QI6 Belts, best makes, sent on approval, post paid
J-t? against cash; 6tt. 6in.x¥4in. 7/-. 7ft. ein.x^in.
7/6. 7tt. 6ui.x7aia.. 8/6. 6ft. Sin.xlin. 8/6, 7ft. 6in.X
lin. 9/6. Srtxlin. 10/-.—Pitts' Stores, Eedditch. Tel.:
91 i:s:329l

TYRES.
T EGGATE'3, Edinburgh, for Tyre Value.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.—For great rednctiona in
brand new clearance tyres. See below for approval

terms. Prompt despatch guaranteed.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh—Clearance.-1916 new pat-

tern Clincher Dreadnought, 6-ply fabric, extra
heavy, rubber studded, beaded covers. 26x2^1 31/-,

list £2: 26x2i/o, to fit 2% rims, 31/6, list £2; 26x2^/^
32/6. list £2

LEGGATE'S. Edinburgh—CIearance.-19I5 new pat-

tern Clincher de lose, heavy rubber studded.
headed covers. 26x2 21/-. 26x2^4 21/-, 26x2%. to

at 2V4, rims, 23/6, 26x2V2 25/6.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh - Clearance. — 1916 new
Clincher de luxe, beaded edge, 4-ply (abric, special

heavy, rubber studded covers. 26x2Vo, for 2^ rims,
27/6. list £1/16/6. A customer writes: "I have
covered over 8.500 miles on one of your extra heavy
Clincher De Luxe tyres fitted on my Triumph. It ii

the best value 1 have ever struck."

LEGGATE'S, 'Edinburgh.—Standard 1916 Clincher
Dreadnought. 3-ribbed, 6-ply fabric, beaded covers,

650x65 39/9, 700x80 44/9. 700x80 for 650x65 rims
44/9, specially made tor voiturette rims of extra
pC'werful passenger outfita and light cars. A customer
wriies: ' Your 700x80, for 650x65 rima, is truly
marvelioua value."

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.-Standard 1916 Dunlop 4-
plv. extra heavy, rubber-studded, beaded covers,

26x2% 37/9. 26x21/2 39'-. 26x21/0 for 2^4 rima 40/-,
26x3 for 2"/2 rims 40/9. 650X65 41/-.

LEGGATE'S. Edinburgh. - Clearance. — 1918 extra
heavy. 4-pIy. rubber-studded, bea'ded covers, 28x2'/^

(for Tndian-^i 31/-. list 41/3; 28x3 (for Indiana or
Harley-Davidsons) 33/-, list 44/-.

LEGGATE'S. Edinburgh.-1916 Dunlop tubes, bast
quality, extra heavy, fully guaranteed, 24x2 6/6,

:24x2y4 7/-, 26xl^,i 6/6, 26x2 6/9, 26x2^4 7/9,
26X2% 8/6, 26x21/2 8/9, 26x3 9/6, 650x65 10/6,
28x21/2 9/-, 28x3 10/6.

LEGGATE'S. Edinburgh.—These goods are all brand
new, and sent anywhere on 7 days' approval against

remittance, cash refunded in full if goods not approved
of.

LEGGATE and
Slataford Ed.,

Co.. Motor Cycle Specialists, 15,
Edinburgh, 'Phone: Central 8693.

[X2688
7//^ Allowance Guaranteed for old tyre towards nearly

' U all new motor cycle covers.-Particulars to
Taylors'. Tyre 6tockist=i, Store St., London, W.C. [0628

All letters relating to advertiseoientR should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oS the issue. A25
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TYRES.
ECONOMIO.—Free. We present where stated below

a fully Buarauteed Simms plug.

ECONOMIO.—Commeroial users note. We are pre-
pared to quote special terms for business purposes.

Send reauirements.

ECONOMIC—Kempsliall clearance non-skids, 26X2^4
30/-, specials 32/6, 26x2% 35/-. 26x2% 40/-,

26x3 for 650X65 52/-, including plug.

ECONOjVIIC—Eempshall clearance deepened tread 26
.. X2i/i anti-skids, 23/-; special for Douglas and 26X

2 rims, including plug.

ECONOMIC—Kempshall clearance anti-skids, 26X2
18/-, 26x2% oversize 25/-, 26x2y2 27/-, 28x21/3

27/-, 28x3 30/-, including plug.

ECONOMIC.-Kempsliall 28x21/2, 2Vi special raciug
cover, for Indians, 25/-; as used in the T.T. races.

EGOi^OMIC-Clincher 24x2 heavy 4.ply De Luxe.
17/6: 26x21/1., 214, 6-ply Dreadnoughts, shop-soiled

only, 37/6.

CONOMIC—Continental, 26x21^, wired, oversize
for 26x2, 10/6; heavy studded ditto, 17/6.

ECONOMIC. -Continental Model de Course, 26x21/2,
21/4, oversize, 23/-, listed 35/-; including plug.

ECONOMIC—Large numbers of odd 26x2i4 and
26x21/2 covers from 7/6 to 17/6 to clear.

ECONOMIC—Continental 26x214 steel stud combina-
tions, 36/-; basket pattern, 26X2 16/-, 26x214

16/-, 26X2% 17/6.

ECONOMIC—Special clearance of 26X2V2 Wood-Milne
covers ; special rubber studded 20/-, listed 31/6

;

special grip ribbed, 25/-, listed 39/-, including plug.

ECONOMIC. — Wood-Milne 28x21/4 Grip-ribbed
specials 16/6, listed 31/9, extra heavy 21/-, listed

39/-; including plug.

ECONOMIC-Wood-Milne 26x21/2, 21,4, oversize for
26x214. rubber-studded special 22/6, listed 32/9;

extra heavy Grip-ribbed 27/6, listed 40/-; including
plug.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne, 28x3, for Indians, heavy
grip ribbed 30/-, heavy grooved 30/-. v

ECONOMIC—Avon 26X2 Druids 15/-, 26x2^4 In-
victa 16/-, 26X2V4 tricar 25/-, 26x21/2 27/6; free

plug with tricars.

Iri CONOMIC.—Tubes, fully guaranteed, not clearance,
1 26x214 7/6, 26x2% 8/6, 26x21/2 9/6; Contin-

ental, 28x21/27214, 7/6, 650x65 6/-; Clincher, 24x2,
3/6.

ECONOMIC—Enfield riders note. Continental, 650

x

75, very heavy rubber studded, oversize for 650 x
65, 27/6 ; special for driving wheels.

ECONOMIC—Pedley Belts, latest pattern, lully

guaranteed, %in. 1/5, Vsin. 1/8, Im. 1/11; 16%
allowance lor old belts.

ECONOMIC—Clincher Plexis belting, 8tt. 6in.x
li/ain. 1/6, 7ft. and 7ft. 4in.xlin. 1/3, Con-

tinental ^ain. 11; fastener free.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 137, Lewisham High Rd., New
Cross. 'Phone: 'New Cross 1393. Open till 9.

[7318
BASTONE'S.—Presents free a 3s. repair outfit to

purchasers of Goodyear, Henley, Peter Union, and
Michelin clearance covers, as below

:

BASTONE'S.—Goodyear heavy rubber-studded covers,
B.E., 26X21A, 21/-, list 32/6.

BASTONE'S.—Henley rubber-studded covers, S6X2,
14/-, list price 30/-: 26x21^, 16/-, list 32/-; 26x

21/2, 18/-, list 33/-.

BASTONE'S.—Michelin standard heavy covers, 26x2,
16/6, list 29/-; 26x21/2 or 650x65, 19/6. list

36/5.

BASTONE'S.—Peter Union twin-ribbed heavy covers,
26X2, 19/6, list 29/3; 26x21/2, 26/6, list 34/3.

ASTONB'S.—Guaranteed red tubes, 26x2, 4/6; 26x
21/4, 4/9; 26x2.1/2, 6/-; 26X3, 7/6.

BASTONE'S.-New 1916 Michelin covers (not clear-
ance), beaded, 26x1% 11/6, 26x2 14/9, 26x214

16/-, 26X21A 18/-, 28X2 16/6, 28x214 17/-: also wired
edge in stock.

BASTONE'S, 228, Pentonville Ed., King's Cross,
London, N. Close 6.30 o'clock, 1 o'clock Satur-

days. [6225

EXCEPTIONAL Ofler for month only, in order to
advertise British made motor tyres and belts, abso-

lutely new. direct from works, with makers' guarantee.
We will supply any size tyre or tube at reduced prices.
Agents wanted for Eempol, the famous petrol substi-
tute.—Kemp's Rubber Works, Hardman St.. Manchester.

[7527
TANKS.

TANKS Repaired and Re-enamelled; 10/6.—Bright
and -Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell. [7876

TANKS.—Tanks any shape to order, repaired, or
enamelled: all-metal sidecar bodies; general sheet

metal work : lists Iree.—Attwoods, 86, Rosebery Av.,
EC. Tel.: Central 12445. [5591

PATENT AGENTS.
INVENTORS Advised Free. — King's Patent Agency,

Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria St., London. [5818

HENRY SKERRETT, Chartered Patent Agent, 24,
Temple Row, Birmingham.-Patents, trade marks,

and designs. Motor patents a speciality. [0636

B

armstronc&sturivie;
OEAR REPAIRS.

Every part for every type of ArmstionB motor gear
actually in stoclt. -Parts can Ije sent next post.

Gears tlioroughly overhauled and repaiiecl. Urgent
repaiis in 12 hours.

Most Sturmey parts in stock.

NO WAITING. COMPLETE STOCK.
Gears thoroughly tested before despatch by expert

gear mechanics.

COUNTY CYCLE AND ENGINEERING CO.,
The Gear Specialists,

64, STAINES ROAD, HOUNSLOW.
A26 AJl letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

—WANTED
IMMEDIATELY

GOOD
S£COND-HAND

OUTFITS
Solo OP Combination.

Call with them if possible.

CASH IMMEDIATELY

on acceptaiice.

We pay carriage on machines
sent fop inspection subject

to oup asking fop san^e.

Tiie following

NEW MACHINES
Delivered from STOCK

:

ENFIELD, NEW HUDSON, B.S.A.,

INDIAN, ALLONS, LEVIS, CAL-

THORPES, NEW IMPERIALS.

LAMB'S
151, High Street, Walthamstow,

and 50, High Road, Wood Green.
'Pbones: Walthamstow, 169.

Hornsey, 1956.

GARA<jES.
GARAGE.—We can garage or store your motor cycle,

or combination^ or car.—Wilkins, Simpson, anrt
Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [7597

STORAGE.—Owing to oui taking over five additional
premises as extensions to this garage, we are now

able to storg motors, not in use, at the following nominal
charges: Motor cycles, 1/- per mouth; motor cycles and
sidecars, 21- per month; 3-wheeled cycle cars, 3/- per
month : light cars (short wheelbase}, 5/- per month

;

Ford cars 7/- per month, motor cars 10/- per month.
For landauleta and extra long wheelbase cars there is

a slightly higher charge.—Messrs. Green Taxis, Villiers
Street Garage, Cboring Cross, London. [6916

INSURANCE.
FOR Insurance of all kinds (specially motor), apply,

Ernest J. Bass, Insurance Broker, Bishops Stort-
ford. [0693

WHT Pay Your Insurance Premium a year in ad-
vande when you can pay monthly without extra

cost? Lowest rates for motor cycles. Before insuring
elsewhere write for prosRectus of Lloyd's Motor Policies
payable monthly.—Manager, General Insurance Co., 199,
Piccadilly, Loudon, W. [7734

SITUATIONS VACANT.
"ITTANTED, motor and motor cycle mechanics; good
VV jobs to right men. No person on Government J

W

work need apply.—Apply nearest Labour Exchange,
quoting No. A1959.

"

[0819

PATTERN Makers (wood) required for imm.ediate
Government work. Experience of high-class petrol

motor work an advantage. Good wages and prospects,
war bonus, and overtime. No man on Government work
can be engaged.-Write, or apply in first instance to
your nearest Board of Tiade Labour Exchange, men-
tioning this paper and No. A2016. [7502

AUCTION SALES.

WE May Not go in sixpenny three farthing bargain
sales, but we can place your motor in auction

sale on commission basis.—Messrs. Green Taxis, Villiers
Street Garage, Charing Cross, London. [6914

LOST AND FOUND.
LOST on Erockley Hill, 25th June, brown toolbag.

Will gentleman on Indian who found same kindly
return.-154. Church Rd., Willesden. [7670

WANTED.
ANTED, A.J.S. Motors, new; half profit to secure.

Cross, Agent, Rotherham. [X3227

PEUGEOT Cylinder, 3'/>h.p., new or second-hand.-
Smith, 67, Duncan Rd., Sheffield. [X3112

UNDERSLUNG CoachbuiJt Sidecar, cheap for cash.—
12, Bream St., Old Ford, Bow. [7619

SCOTT, 1914, perfect, cheap.—Write, Oughton, 15.
Brownhill Rd., Catford, S.E. [7711

MAGNETO wanted, also Grade or N.S.0. gear, for
cash.—LI, 716, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7882

WANTED, modern sidecar combination, cash.—35.
Palmerston Rd., Forest Gate, Essex. [X3210

DOUGLAS 1915 Silencer, complete.-Brown, 25,
Ormiston Rd., Shepherd's Bush, W. "

[7571

WANTED, good combination ; state lowest spot cash.
—12, London Place, Hackney, N.E. ^ [7834

rai5 Combination, aVih-P. B.S.A., 6h.p. Enfield, or
*y Zenith.—4, Trinity Rd., Chelmsford. [7833

F.N. Agent, to take up successful paraffin vaporiser.-
Particulars, Burnett, Manse, Stonehaven. [X3075

WANTED, Roc-Humber 2-speed wheel, 1911.—85,
Trafalgar Rd., Moseley, Birmingham. [X3109

-| i\ /\ Motor Cycles Wanted ; spot cash paid.—BringXVV or send. Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [7745

SIDECAR or Chassis for- spring frame Indian, cheap.
—Mogridge, 33, Rodney St., Liverpool. [X3254

T.T. Levis, Douglas, or Counflught ; about £20.-48,
Devonshire Rd., Orrell Park, Liverpool. [7573

WANTED, motor cycle, Xevis or Triumph prefened,
cheap.-200, Montagu Rd., Edmonton. tX2881

GOOD Second-hand Machine or combination for im-
mediate cash.—46, Hillerest Rd., Acton. [7755

WANTED, heavy spring forks, 7V2in. head, iVsin.
stem.—90, Albion Rd., Stoke Newington. [7645

ANTED, motor cycle, cheap; also push cycle.—E.
May, Greyhound Lane, Streatham, S.W. [7861W

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1915 model, also Binks carbur-
etter.— Glazebrook, Castle Rd., Kenilworth. [X3286

LIGHTING Dynamo, small, Motosacoche type pre-

ferred.—Angus, Pitreavie, Loughton, Essex. [X3081

ROLLO Tandem Seater Variable Geared Cycle Car, in

good running order.—Box 579, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[XSOSO

TWO Magnetos wanted, single and twin, cheap; ex-

change.—24, The Parade, Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.
[7828

INDIAN, 1915, 31/2 or 5h.p., perfect condition; cheap.
—Tucker, Victoria Quadrant, Weston-super-Mare.

[7666
-| Q16 6h.p. Royal Enfield Combination, cash.—Par-
J-*y ticulars, Smee, Luther's Farm '^

-1-^---

Chingford,

advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Sewardstone,
[7718

M«i
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WANTED.
WAKTKD. good motor cyole, with speed gear pre-

ferred —436. Whitehorse Ed., Tbornton Heath.
[7664

WANTED, 6h.p. twin, with speed gear, cheap for
cash.—SS'Unders, Brockwell, Chesterfield.

[X3213
MOTOR Cycle or Combination, recent model, lowest

cash.—99, St. Stephen's Av., Shepherd's Bush.
[7697

WANTED, motor cycle or conibinjition, nny condi-
tion, cheap lor cash.—75, Telford Av., Strentluini

Hill. [S.2878

WAXTKI\ Whittle or 5;illa belt, %in.x8ft., good
condition r cheap.-37, Hamilton Ed., Walthfuu-

stow. [7676

1Q15 or 1916 Triumph, B.S.A., or P. and M.—
J-t? MacDowell, 5th Black Watch, North Camp.

[X3214

WANTED, combination, coimt^-rshaft gear, about
£50, not earlier 1914.-Mydaelton House, War-

rington. [X3228

WANTED, 1915 Indian, 5h.p., 3-speed, or 1914
T.T. Triumph.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith

Ed., W. [7750

WANTED, Triumph cylinder, 1907, 3 or S'/ah.p.

;

state full dimensions.—MinfOld, Hunthill Ed.,
Blantyre. [X5190

"IIJ'OTOR Cycle, not earlier than 1914; exchange
-LtA free engine Triumpli and cash.—Rupert Smith,
Thrapston.

"

[X3248

WANTED, Auto-Wheel, with or without cvcle; cheap
for cash.—268, Lavender Hill, Claybam Junc-

tion, S.W. [7634

SHOULD You Wish to Buy, sell, or exchange a
motor cycle, write W. Bunting, North View.

Wealdstone. [7729

AUTO-WHEEL, any model, good condition, or low
powered w.c. engine; spot cash.—65, Hieh St.,

Eeckenham. [X2871

WANTED, Sturmey 3-speed pear, with controls, also
Triumph chain stays.-Mountain, 148, Church

St., Grimsby. [X3117
\T7ANTED, 2, 3, or 4-speed countershaft gear, tick-
VV starter; cash waiting.—Morgan, 681, Fishponds
Rd., Biistol.

MOTOR Cvcles and Chas.si
out ot repair.—Motor Kenair CCi

Sisters Kd., N".

[7802

Twenty wanted, cheap.
740, Seven

[7618

WANTED, good combination, new condition : state
mileage and lowest price.—A. Hobhs. High St.,

Shepton Mallet. [X3101

WANTED, Douglas, Colonial, 3-speed. not iater than
1915; must be perfect.—I'emberton, Jeweller, Gt.

Harwood, Lanes. [X3086
33.-3b.p. m.o.v. Brown Engine (onlj'), or cylinder and
4 piston, in good condition.-59, Church St., Shir-

ley, Southamptori. tX3046

WANTED. A.JS. Simbeam. Zenith, or Triumph,
1^15 or 1916; ca«h waiting.-WiUson, 22a, Prin-

cess ?Q . iiayswater. [7863

Enfield. Sunbeam, Hariey-David-
spot cash.- Green, 7, Cromford

[7610

WZ-ANJ'.':©. A.J.S.,
V> Sioii. Douglas;
Ed , ^'andswoitli.

WANTED, motor cycles, ca^h waiting.—Wands-
worth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wands

worth. Town Station. [X3281

WANTED, crnukcase, for 7-9h.p. Peugeot twin en-
gine, must be in first-class condition.—Nicnb

Hippodrouie. Southend. [7744

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles, purchased for cash.
Send particulars and lowest prices.—Sei vice <'o ,

292, Hicb Holboru, W.C. [0^79

DOUGLAS, 1915-16. T.T. model, perfect, for imme
diate cash.—Albert, c/o Leach Bros., Grocers.

23, Mavket Place, Kingston. [7795

MAGNETOS Wanted, especially Dixies, second-hand,
any condition, for cash; best prices given.—Parrie,

13, Hardwick Rd., Chiswick, W. [7627

WANTED, rear cylinder for 6h.p. Enfield, 1912
model.—F. J. Robson, Blackhill Garage, Rit-

son's Rd., Blackhill {Co. Durham). [7716

WANTED, 3V^h.p. free engine clutch, 1914, or later;
must be j^heap^—Palmers'^ Motor and Cycle

Engineers, Orwell Ed., Clacton-ou-Sea. [7625

BRAMBLE No. 1 Model Sidecar, 26x21/0 wheel,
good price given for one in good order,—

Marriott, Market Sq., Wellingborough. [7811

1Q15 Combination, 6h.p. A.J.S., Sunbeam, or Norton,
JLt/ good condition.—Particulars and lowest cash
price, 47, Waterloo Place, North Shields. [X3083

WANTED, N.S.U. 2-3peed gear, Philipson pulley, ad-
justable pulley, to suit Triumph.—E. Westwood,

1-3, Bradford St., Ancoats, Manchester. [7643

WANTED, good 4h.p. combination; exchange Cal-
thorpe-Jap 2-speed lightweight, new last month,

cash adjustment.-Bright, Owleshayes, Aylesbeare. [7852

MOTOE Cycles, combinations, light cars, bought for
cash and sold on commission.—Morgan and Max-

well, The London Motor Mart, 80, High Rd., Streatham.
[X2560

DOUGLAS. T.T., 2%h.p., or single-cyl. Norton or
Tiiuiiipli, recent model, good condition; bargain.—

Letters only to Potter's, Eoh-i-noor House, Kingswav,
London. [7589
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BUY YOUR BIKE
at WOOTTEN'S.
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED.

NEW 1916 MODELS ACTUALLY
IN STOCK.

HARLEV-DAVIDSON, Model i6F, '/-} k.p..

^-speed £80 15
ROVER, 3', h.p., 3-spee(i ; £6B 10
nrtXLEWOOD, 3^h.p., 3-speed £65
CALl ?HORPE, 2j h.p., 2-sreed £37 16

SECOND-HAND.
CLYNO, T913, Combination, =5-6 h.p., 3-speed. . £60
BRADBURY, 1912, 3I h.p £22
ENFIELD, 1912, 2} h.p., twin, 2-speed £22
TRIUMPH, 1909, 3i h.p., and all accessories . . £20
MATCHLESS, i9i4,"7-0 h.p.. Combination, 3-sp, £70
B.S.A., 1915, 4t h.p., Combination, 3-speed . . . £65
FORWARD, 1912, 2j h.p £14
VELOCETTE, 1916, 2i h.p., 2-stroke, 2-5peed. . £32
DOUGLAS, 1913, 2i h.p., 2-speed £33
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2} h.p., 2-speed £38
NEW IMPERIAL, 1916, 2} h.p., 2-speed, as new £33
A.J.S., 1916, 4 h.p., 3-speed, as new £68
B.S.A., 1913, 3V h.p., 3-speed £30
BRADBURY, 1912, tree engine £24

WRITE FOR FULL LIST.

WOOTTEN'S MOTOR CYCLE
GARAGE AND BICYCLE

SHOWROOMS,
55, Hig^h St., OXFORD.
'Phone : 308.

WANTED.
WANTED to purchase, second-hand motor cycles, for

spot cash; Douglas, Triumphs, E.S.A.. Royal Eti-

tields, and others— Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London
[777J

LONGMAN Bros.. Kine .St.. Acton. Thone: 1578
Chiswick.—We are in immediate need of machines:

sood prices paid. Eudge specialists ; distance no object.
[7754

WANTED, modern combination, about 6h.p., A.J.3.,
Sunbeam. Enfield preferred, must be in good

condition.—J. Empson, Susans Rd., Eastbourne.
[X3215

WANTED, good second-hand lamps, horns, speed
ometers. and other modern accessories.— Particu

lars and lowest price for cash. Service Co., 292, High
Holborn, W.C. [0743

WE Have no bargain basemant. but we will sell your
motor for you on quite reasonable terms.

—

Messrs. Green Taxis. Villlers Street Garage, Charing
Cross, London. [6915

WANTED, combin.ntrion and solo mounts: good prices

p.Tid on up-to-date mounts. Call with them, if

possible, or 'phone; cash on acceptance.—Lamb's. 151.

High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed.. Wood Green.
[7658

RIDEE TROWAED can accept several more motor
cycles for sale: 5% commission: advertised, gar-

aged, cleaned, insured, collected, free: no sale, no charge.

—New premises, 78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone:
5392. C7791

GEO. SMITH, i"". Lavender Hill, Clapham Junc-
tion, are buvv.o of motor cycles, combinations,

sidecars, speedometers, lamps, etc., for cash; write,

bring, or send; good prices paid. 'Phone: Battersea
1271. [7140

WANTED, 1915-1916 powerful combination, single

or twin, or Morgan runabout : give value in motor
cycles as advertised under " Miscellaneous Motor Cycles "

—The Walbro Motor Co., Saffron Walden, Essex,

phone: 45. . [S3152

WANTED.—Advertiser will pay good price for a

1914 or 1915 Douglas, must be in good condi-

tion also modern combination, Enfield. A.J.S., or

B.S A. preferred: no dealers.—Box LI. 671, c/o Tlie

Motor Cycle. [7315

ANTED. Bowden. Armstrong, Albion, N.S.U ,

. . Sturmey. or any good make of gear, also mag-
neto', carburetters, engines, frames, forks, tyres, or any
motor parts, alsj Sturmty anl Armstrong hub gear

parts.—Fi'th, Woodbridge Rd.. Moseley, Birmingham
[7211

SEND Vour Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage. Tooting,

Wimbledon Station, L. and S.W. Railway, per

goods or Tooting Junction passenger train. Cash offer

will be telegraphed immediately on receipt of machine
Machine can be included in fortnightly auction without

charge if offer not accepted. Reserve price mav be

fixed"—Sole address. Palmer's Garage and Motor Cycle

Auction Rooms, 183, 185. 187, 189, High St., Tooti-..:

[7746

EXCH.\NGE.

F.N. Cycle Engine, for motor cycle DvnoUte, complete.

—King, Lismore, Ireland. [X3123

RUDGE, 3'Ah.p., clutch, for 2-stroke, AUon pre-
'

ferred.—73, Kent House Rd., Beckenham. [7831

1Q16 AUdaya AUon, 2iih.p., 2-3peed, for late Eudge
Xtf Multi, or combination.—19, Garton St., Leicester.

[S3U4
CYCLE Agent closed, exchange stock for mo(<ii

cycle to value.—70. High St., Lye, Stourbndgo
[XBins

POWERFUL Tandem Combination tor lightweight
ditto or sell £35—Miss B. Holland, E.astry. Kpt

[X31l'i'

EXCHANGE Ford van, as new, late model, for com-
bination and cash, or sell.—C-S., 497. Old Ford

Kd.. Bow. [7859

MATCHLESS. 1915. 6h.p., clutch model; and side-

car, for lower power solo, good miike.—Riley, South
Av., Stourbridge. [X3167

N.S.U. Gear, coninlete. for 3V<.h.p. single anti-clock

magneto, or sell cheap.—C. Buckley, 35, Beresford

St.. Camberwell, S.E. [7586

EXCHANGE.—Any make of motor cycle taken in

part exchange tor light cars.—Service Co.. I'eather-

stone Buildings, W.C. [0664

EXCHANGE Eoc. 4h p.. F.E.. H.S., Bosch, B. and
B.. fast machine, and cash, for 2-strok6, or sell

£12.—Wiggin, Ipswich. .
[7899

Oilh.p. Twin Royal Enfield, in good condition, and
/W4: cash to £40 for lirst-elass combination.—Walton,
Itawson Sq., Burnley. [X3087

EXCHANGE New Household Furniture for 1914 or

later 4",h.p. B.S. A. or Scott motor cycle.—Ash-
worth, Du'sley, Glos. [X3212

31 h.p. Rudge Multi, 1914, and coach sidecar, and
2 cash, exchange 2-seater car.—Deal, 23, Thorn-

bury Av., Southampton. [7849

EXCHANGE Good Coachbuilt Sidecar, splendid con-

dition, for Auto-Wheel, or what offers?- 244.

Dudley Rd., Birmingham. [X3151

WANTED, recent cvcle car, or A.O. ;
exchange late

1915 Eudge Multi coachbuilt combmatjon. See

Eudge colmnn.—Gayford. 17854

EXCHANGE Your Present Mount for new model,

good allowance.-W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd..

287, Deansgate, Manchester. [7731

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. a27
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I GREAT SALE!
HIGH POWERED MACHINES. •>

1916 INDIAN Powerplus and Y
Sidecar £96 Y

1916 INDIAN, 5 h.p.. 3-speed- £70 oY
1916 ENFIELD, 6 h.p., and Sc. 85 Gns. %
MEDIUM POWERED MACHINES f
1916 A.J.S., 4 h.p., 3-speed - £76 ,«

1916 B.S.A., 4l h.p. - .- - £62
1916 NORTON T.T. - - - 52 Gns. .j.

1916 ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-sp. - 50 Gns. >
LIGHTWEIGHTS. %

1916 NEW IMPERIAL -J.A.P., %
2-speed ------- £38 !•

1916 LEVIS Popular, 2-stroke- £32 <
1916 LEVIS, 2-speed- ... £47 10 .J.

1914 DOUGLAS, 2-speed - - 34Gns. <•

191^ NEW IIVIPERIAL-J.A.P., *>
2-speed, lamps, horn - - 28 Gns. •!

1916 LEVIS, very slightly <
shop-soiled ----- 27 Gns. '
WHAT OFFERS for the following?

*:*

1916 MORGAN Sporting, complete. .j,

1916 SINGER, 10 h.p., complete. A
1913 HUMBERETTE, perfect. >
JULIANS, «^4°^?„^k:>> Bijrtrest Motor Cycle and Liyllt Car Dealers in tile South. ^^

* io years' reputation. 'Plione 1024.

:•^t««:«.:

EXCHANGE.
EXCHANGE 1915 Calthorpe, 2-speed, 2-stroke, lor

recent 3y..h,p. machine or combination.—Newn-
ham, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.

Newn-
[7749

NO MORE

* Valve Trouble'
AN INDISPENSABLE ADDITION TO

YOUR TOOL KIT.

From all Agents and Factors, or
direct from Manufacturers :

EXCHANGE Stewart speeilometer. trip, nearly new,
for Grade, or N.S.TJ. gear, suit lightweight.— 16,

Chambord St.. Bethnal Green, London. [X3113

SIZAIEE, 8h.p., sporting 2-Beater, mag., screen, lamps,
accessories, oomnlete, for good powerful combina-

tion, or £50.-14, Dodbrooke Rd.. West Norwood. [7887

EXCHANGE Rudge and Coachbuilt Sidecar or 6h.p.
twin Ision for lightweight and cash.—W. and

H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester. [7730

4 h.p. Twin, 2-speed, perfect order; £24, exchange;
give cash for higher power suitable heavy side-

car.—Kenworthy, Long Bennington, Grantham. [7843

EXCHANGE Lathe, with slide rest and chuck,
splendid condition, and good typewriter, lor

mag. motor cycle.—170, Cape Hill, Smethwick.
[S31S0

WANTED, lightweight, with speeds, in exchange
for 3V2b.p: T.T. Brown, fully equipped.—W. and

H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester.
[7735

~l Q15 Premier S^^-V- MilUord Combination, perfect
Xt7 order, splendidly fitted up, cost nearly £100
last year, for lower pow«- and cash.—Kelham, Bourne.

[X3157
4)3.h.p. Bradbury, drop frame, footboards, B. and B.,
-^4 mag., runs well; bargain, £11/10, or give with
cash for higher power.—Wilson, 85, Church Rd., Willes-
den. !:7690

TRIUMPH, 1910, 3V2b.p., good condition, and Rover,
3h.p.. low, coll ignition: wanted, light car or cycle

car, or sell £16 and £8.—V.E.W.S., 160, Norwood Rd..
W. Noi-wood. [7671

MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 6h*. Combination, 2 speeds.
twin belts, nearly new Stelastie tyres: exchange

for cycle car, 3-wheel preferred, sell £48.-21, Great Elms
Rd., Bromley, Kent. [7572

LATEST £20 Model Cabinet Hornless Gramophone,
inlaid Sheraton style mahogany, as new ; exchange

iwith cash if necessary) for motor cycle (private}.—Box
Ll,717. c/o The Motor Cycle. [7880

WILL Excliange value in motor cycles (see advert.
under "Miscellaneous Motor Cycles") for 1915-

1916 coral.iutitiou, single or twin, or Morgan ru:-L-.i')un1.

-Tlie Walbro Motor Co., SafEron Walden, Essex.
'Phone: 45. [X3153

EXCHANGE 3V2I1.P. Rex, Binks 3-]'et, Bosch mag.,
spare tyre, all accessories, good condition, 3in.

3ft. gap bed screwcutting lathe, tools, accessories,

treadle, and £10 for B.S.A. 4i4b..p. chain-cxun-belt.—
16, Queen St., Barnard Castle. [X3265

3 ill. p. Erol, m.o-v., side by side valves, B. and B.
2 carburetter, Simms mag., T.T. bars, spring forks,

low frame, comfortable, fast, good running order; sell

cheap, £14/10, or give with cash for geared machine,
or 2-stroke.—Thomson, c/o Hinkley, Mill House. Witters-
ham. Kent. [7691

Rd. 655099.

VALVE REMOVER, 1/- each.

(Postage 3d. extra.)

A. T. AUSTIN & CO.,
359, High St., Stirchley, Birmingham.

REPAIRERS.
A .J.S. Specialist.

A.J.S. Repairs are my special itv.—Youngs, 2 and 3,

The Parade, High Rd., Kilburn. [3555

VALVES.—Nickel steel valves, any size, 4/6; per pair,

8/6.-C. R. Foster, Kirkstall Rd., Leeds. [0253

BRADBURY Spares and Repairs.—Agents, Bright
and Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell. [7877

REPAIRS.—Motor Cycle Repairs, best attention.—Wil-
kins, Simpson and Co., 11, Hamnieismith Rd.,

London.
' '

[7596

ARMSTRONG Gears Repaired, or parts supplied
promptly.—The Rotary Jointing Co., Regent St.,

Warrington. [5312

A.J.S. Official Repairers and spare part stockists.-Sole
London agents, Taylors, Ltd., Store St., W.C.

-

[0779Museum 1240.

WELDING Experts.—Broken mcttor cylinders, alu-

minium crank cases, etc., welded and machined;
nothing too difficult.—Below.

TONGUE Welding Works, 174, Oldham Rd., Middle-
ton, Manchester. — Sound work ; reasonable

charges. [4523

F'OR First-class Guaranteed Repairs to all makes of
motor cycles call on Walter Matthews, Motor Cvcle

Repair Expert, 117, Suffolk St., Birmingham. [0820

PLATING, enamelling, tanks a speciality. Prices
and particulars on application; write now.—

Murray's Plating Works, Union St., Coventry. .[X3289

LAMP, magneto, and speedometer repairs by practical
men ; also re-plating ; highest class work only at

lowest prices.—Smyth, Ltd.. 53, Museum St„ W.C. [7799

FRAME Repairs and Alteration.—Special frames and
tanks built, any designs; enamelling and plating.

—A. Pilkingtou and Co., 54, Alston Rd.. Birmingham.
r6607

PISTONS, fitted with top and bottom step-cut rings,
hardened steel gudgeon pin, and yom^ cylinder re-

boied and ground, 28/-.—C- R. Foster, Kirkstall Rd.,
Leeds.

"

[0310

SWIFT Cycle Co., Ltd., undertake the thorough repair
and overhaul of any make ot motor cycle at their

large and well equipped repair works, 132-134, Long
Acre, W.C. [7648

THE GRANDEX-

PREGISION
21 h.p. Two-Stroke

A MACHINE OF PROVED MERIT AND
HIGHEST VALUE.

FITTED WITH THE LATEST
ALBION Two -speed Gear.

£31 complete.
Ready -Foi- Delivery,

Agents wanted where ukrepresented.

GRANDEX MOTORCYCLES,
86, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.

BARTLETT'S
Sole London and District Agents for—

NORTON,
ARNO, and
OMEGA
Motor Cycles.

SECOND-HAND.
1QI4 ROVER, 3i hp-, T.T. £38

1914 ENFIELD, 3 h.p.,

2-speed .

.

1913 DOUGLAS, 2-speed

1913 TRIUMPH, F.E., and
Philipson

42
32

35

LIGHT CARS.
1914 SINGER, Dynamo .

.

£180

191 4 LA PONETTE, as

new. Cost over ^300.. 200

1914 LAGONDA Coupe 125

74, Gt. Portland St.,

London, W.
'Phone : 943 Mayfair.

A2S All letters relating to advei-tisements should ^uote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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YORKSHIRE'S

I
HODGSON 1

lOHORTON Ra,

BRADFORD.
niEP 5361

MMOTOR- CYCLE-DEALER .1

NOTE THIS PRICE

£35
It is the actual value of a motor
cycle which I am offering for sale.

The price will be reduced ^2 103.

per week until sold. First cheque
received m any one week secures

the bargain, and the machine will

be sent on appro, for two clear

days, and can be returned if not as

stated.

The machine is as follows :

—

ENFIELD 3 h.p. twin, 1913, two-

speed gear, all chain drive, me-
chanical lubrication, tyres good,

appearance, plating, and enamelling

good ; thoroughly overhauled and
all mechanically sound, ready to

ride anywhere.

NEXT WEEK'S PRICE

£27 - 10-0
--^^ —

ECONOMISE!!!
PAY YOUR MOTOR
INSURANCE PREMIUMS
MONTHLY AND CURTAIL
EXPENDITURE IN VIEW OF
INCREASED TAX^ATION.

Exceptional Term*
for MOTOR CYCLES.

Write ftor particulars ofLloyd'* Motor
Policiea, statinK your requirements

:

Secretary

:

THE MOTOR INSURANCE BUREAU,
14, Atochurch Lane, LONDON, E.C.

\ THE LIGHT MOTOR DF.POT j
iyo FOR C.\R,S. 6 CYCLES. <=^^
URGE STOC K OF LEADING .MAKF- S ALWAYS l{J_HAN

SHoWrOG.MS; 77, PILGRIM STREET.

NEWCASTLE

I 'Sleuth* Motor Cycle Tyre is absolutely'

.nl'catable at the price. H resi&ts wear and
iJives satisf.-ictioii. Rubber-studded tread has about 32ozs. rubber
backed with ihree-rly rubber proofed Egyptian canvas. Beaded
edfic. 26s2ini. 19/9 or 4/- monthly 26x2iins. 21/- or 4/3 monthly.
2&x2iins. 23/6 or 4/9 monthly. TUBES. 26 x 2ins. S/9 26x sjins.
6/3 26x24ins. 6/6 Cinrin^e Paid. J G. GRAVES Ltd.. Sheffikld.MOTOR CYCLE TYRES ON EASY TERMS

REPAIRERS.
ECONOMY.—Send your alterations, brazing, overhaul-

ing, .magnetos, any motor job, to Shilcocks.

Pioneer Motor and Electrical Works, High Ed., New
Southgate, N. Established 1888. [X2883

MAGNETO Repairs.— 24 hours' service. All makes.
Spare parts suitable for Bosch magnetos a speci-

ality.—Sinims Motor Units, Ltd., 191, Wardour St.,

London, W. T.A. : Simotunit, Loudon. [0746

COMPRESSION.—Cylinders re-bored and ground,
new piston, rings, and gudgeon, from 18/6;

efficiency guaranteed.-Reliance Motor Engineering
Co., Spon Lane. Smethwick, Birmingham. [4821

ARMSTRONG and Sturmey-Archer Gears.—All parts
in stock : no waiting. Repairs by experts ; recom-

mended by Messrs. Sturmey-Archer and other leading
manufacturers. — Cromwell Engineering Co., Putney
Bridge Rd., S.W. [7620

MADISON Motories, Littleover, Derby, specialise re-

pairs, pistons, renewals, welding, motor castings,

to lOOh.p. ; model Vc^.P- petrol motors, heavy tooling
done, 9/9: gas, oil, petrol engines. Catalogue 2d.

[X3056
STURMEY-ARCHER and Armstrong Hubs repaired

by experienced workmen. All carts in stock. We
do not keep you waiting for your repairs. Give us a
trial. We quote you cheap, and guarantee our work.
All hubs are given a road test before we despatch.

—

Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [7895

CYLINDERS Re-ground, fitted with pistons, rings, and
hardened gudgeons

;
prompt delivery and moderate

quotations: guarantee 3 months. Simplex steel pistons
supplied to order. Valves, sprockets, timing gears,

bushes, shafts, or crank-pins machined from patterns

or sketched. Forged crankshafts or connecting rods sup-

plied for IDouglas or similar engines.—Norman and Bliss,

Motor and General Engineers, London Rd., Hounslow.
'i'hone: 227. 1:4318

GEARS, Gears, Gears. Gears.—Sturmey-Archer, Arm-
strong, ]>ouglas, r, and M.. AYilliamson, B.S.A..

Clyno, and all u.her motor cycle gears overhauled and
paits supplied. To e^isure irompt delivery we keep
£1,000 worth of stock always in hand. Orders for

abroad promptly despatclied. Special concessions clients

on service: Recommended by Sturmey-Archer, and
all other leading firms. Complete gears for sale.

Countershaft gears fitted and hub gears taken in part

payment.—West London Motor Co., 165, Percy Rd.,
Shepherd's Bush, and 108, High St., Netting Hill Gate.
London. 10744

MISCELLANEOUS.

1 Q16 Catalogue, 180 pagee, post free.—Accessories at
X«7 lowest prices; cheapest house in the trade. Wind
screens, 6 patterns, 19/6 to 32/6; Goodrich car tyres
in .stock. Sidecar chassis, 90/-; lamp brackets, 20
patterns; belt rims, various sizes, 6/-; 4in. mudguards,
3/3 pair; sidecar guards, 5/3: tyres, all makes, at lowest
prices, spring seat pins. 6/6; kick-staiters, 16/8; Walbro
sidecar screens, 30/-; front stands, 4/-; oilskin clothing,
black, brown, yellov?. jackets from 6/9 to 15/6;
leather gauntlet gloves, 5/6; long exhaust pipes, 10/6;
sidecar shock absorbers, 7/6 set; Stewart speeii indicators,

63/-: Gloriphone horns, lS/6; sidecar hoods, 35/-: large

P. and H. generators, 10/9; superior Holland jackets
and leggings, 12/9 suit; spring forks. 42/6 ; frames,
84/-; handle-bar levers, 12 pattern; the Grado gear.
50/- to 80/-; Bowden band brakes, complete, 17/9;
decompressors. 6 / 6 ; silencers, 4 /-. The only city

house for Tetrol. Tanks and pulleys made to order.

Pillion seats, 7/6, rubber cushion, handles, 3/- pair;
rear lamps, 3/3. Accessories £4 or over supplied
on gradual payments.—M.C. Dept., Metropolitan
Machinists' Co., Ltd., 248, Bishopsgate, London.
Phone: Central 12857. [6615

DOUGLAS Latest Handbook, with price list of

spares, 1/-, post free.—Below.

DOUGLAS Spares, huge assortments, all and sundry.
—Robinson's Garage, Green 'St., Cambridge. [7708

ALBION Free Engine Pulley, 45/-; 2-speed gear,
35/-.—Herbert, Nethergate, Dundee. [S3221

TRIUMPH Carburetter and Controls, good order

;

bargain, 18/6.-55, Hercules Rd., S.E. [7603

N Sale, Armstrong gear, 3-speed, fitted in -back
wheel.—Isherwood, St. Paul St., Bury. [X3223

ADJUSTABLE >

iLLION SEAT

TYNESIDER CARRIER SEATS
FROM 5/6 UPWARDS.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK.
SriuI /ni- jiefp iUiishfiled price li^l.

o
wIND Screens to order, 25/-; boods, 50/-.

and Hayles, Church St., Camberwell.
-Bright
[7878

The new Tynesider Carrier Seat folds up as shown above. Can
be used for either passenger or fratiile goods, .V compaet
emereency seat. It is an ideal seat for litrht or heavy weiglits.

sidecar combinations, and improves the appearance oE the
outfit, ilonnted on a special sprinjr attacliment, it is seU---
balancitiK. absorbs road shocks, and adds to safety of carrier

riding, wliile the spring rods work in guides on tlie principle

of a i>iston—thus preventini,' sideaway. All ndjustable, and v.\[l

fie any carrier. Price, complete -with reversible cushion. 18/6;
ivithont tlie backrest, 12/6. Seat, complete with clips but
without springs or backrest, 5/6- Tynesider Bueket-shape-d
Pillion Seats, from 15/6 t-o 35/6. Children's. 14/6. with
safety strap.

THE LAST WORD in

MOTOR CYCLE SEATS.
The e s -

sence of

comfort
is the
Tynesider
Bucket
SeaL Low
pes ition,

sur p asses

pan seats,

beautifully

sprung, no
sidesway.

Can be
detached and
usedasaPilUoa
seat. Cost less

than a saddle.

21/- complete,

with adjustable clip to fit

Indian or any other cycle.

Better quality, 27/8.

Superior quality, 3C/6 complete.

Jsl: your dealer to get one for you.

HENDERSON'S SEAX WORKS,
UNION STREET, NORTH SHIELDS, Eng.

Without springs, 15/6.

TRIUMPH Spares, pre-war stock, large assortments.
Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [7709

EVEREST Carburetter and petrol pipe, nearly new;
27/6.-Hazebrook, Castle Rd., Kenilworth. iX3285

LUKIN Carburetter, cheap (practically new).—Bryant,
Builder, Hartopp Rd.', Saltley, Birmingham.

[X3118
DOUGLAS Gear Box, without control, 75/-: ZEl mag-

neto, clockirise, 75/-.—LI, 715, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[7881

AMAC Carburetter, just taken off 1915 Douglas, abso-
lutely perfect ; 1 1 /-.—Jephson, Langdon Battery,

Dover. [X3144

SPARKING Plugs, Maxo electric horn, 26x2i/i Rich
tube, decompressor.—Beardshaw, Auctioneer, Wood

Green. [7642

BASTONE'S.—New Simms mechanical horns, list 25/-.

clearance price 15/-.—228, Pentonyille Rd., King's
Cross, London, N. .[6226

eo-sc
A RUBBER band

' * which fits between
the tube and the rim. It

saves the tube from rust,

bolt heads, nips, and
T revents cover from
creeping. Cost 3/9 each.
Saves you time, money,
and trouble. Ask your
Agent about it or wTite us

^^

L.EO
SWAI N|

&. CO.
a37DEANSCATE MANCHESTER

All letters relatinii to advertisements should auote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A29
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TRANSPARENT
NUMBER PLATES.

(WOOD'S PATENT.)

A LONG FELT WANT SUPPLIED.
The law says thai it is necessary to clearjy show

identificaiion marks and registration ntmtbers, otherwise

you are liable to a fine.

The advantages of Wood's patent translucent Num-
ber Plates are as follow : They comply with the law,

are alwavs clear and legible, never require repainting,

cannot possibly get out of order or broken as thera is

no glass in the construction. Are fitted with a Ruby
rear sign. Sent ready for fitting, which can be done

in a few seconds.

Price for use with own Electric Generator,

Battery, or Accumulator, 10/6.

Price for use with rider's own lamps, 7 /6.

Plates complete will be sent by return on receipt of

registration numbers, accompanied with postal order.

W. 0. WOOD, Millgate, Market Place,

STOCKPORT.
TeTepbone: 262, Stockport.

MISCELLANEOUS.
OETO Wind Screens, Atkinson's patent: 30/-. An

ingenious sidecar wind screen, vide The Motor
Cycle."

HOODS, wind screens, aprons, highest analitj*. lowest
prices

; price list gratia.—Atkinson's, 24, Arminger
Rd., Shepherd's Bush, W. . [7413

ARMSTRONG Gears Repaired, or parts supplied
promptly.—The Rotary Jointing Co., Regent St.,

Warrington.

ROTARY Metallic Pasta for all screwed joints,
1/3 per tin; Rotary sheet jointing for cylinder

to crank case joints, 1/2 sheet.—Above. [5311

B

THE LEAMINGTON PATENT PILLION SEAT.

1 Patent 116C8,
Registered
Designs.

Child's size

as illustrated

18/-.

Full size,
23/-.

Spring
Cushion, 5/-

extra.

Upholstered
Back,

2/- extra.

W. J. BRADLEY, Patentee and Manufacturer,
69. Regent Street. Leamington.

R

Amer-ioim. Supplier Co. I_.t<i.

163 G*. I»ortT:wrxa vSt. tfOridtm^V.

NOWHERE CAN YOU DO AS WELL.
Therefore so First to

^AUCHOPES:
9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.G.

OSCH Magneto, perfect, 75/-; B.B. carburetter,
variable jet, 17/6; Grade gear, lightweight, 30/-.—

193, High St., Tonbridge. [X5255

DOUGLAS 1914 Carburetter, complete, 12/6; latest
genuine Douglas T.T. bars, 7/6.-32, Dartmouth

Rd., Chorlton-cum-Hardy. £7856

OSB0RNI3 Variable Gear (used once), 35/-; wanted,
26x25^ sidecar wheel, complete.—J. Billett, 2,

AVyke Rd., Trowbridge. (Ifl [X3074

THE Motor Exchange, 24, The Parade, Upper Toot-
ing Rd., S.W,, has following for sale, deposit

system,- open Sunday morning:

O.A.X2y2' 'Wood-Milne B.E. Steel Stud Tyre, as new,
/WW £1; 26x21/2 B.E. front wheel, -as new, 8/6; 26X
2V-?. B.E. back wheel and belt rim, as new, 12/6; Bosch
DA2 magneto, single, anti-clock, 65/-; plated generator,
Miller, 6/6 ; Phosnis coach sidecar, wind screen, new
l.'nnlop, £6; 6-8h.p. water-cooled Humbei engine, £5;
3h.p. m.o.T. Lincoln-Elk engine, perfect, £3: large stock
new and second-hand tyres and tubes; TJ.H. magneto,
for lightweight, anti-clock, £2/15; B. and B. carbur-
etter, late type, for sysh.p., £1 ; another, 15/-. [7830

1/Q. Post Free, new acetylene tail lamp, fix
/ *J nuiiiber plate. — Pahnet'a Garage, Tooting.

Approval against remittance. [7043

SILENCER Extension Pipes.—Circular adapter and
tube, 3ft. in length. 5/9; supplied to fit all makes.

—Hodges, Exeter Rd.. Dawlish. [7674
j

WIND Screens, 6 patterns, for sidecars, 19/6, 27/6,
30/-, 32/6; sidecar hoods, 33/6.—Juno Show-

rooms, 248, Bishopagate, London. _ [7824

CLEARANCE Sale.-Motor frames, tanks, variable *

gears, plugs, covers, tubes, wheels, etc., new ; lists. \

—W. A" Gorton, Wolverhampton. [7480 '

BONA-FIDE Agents send trade card for latest whole-
sale catalogue, cycle and motor cycle accessories

;

deliveries from stock.—Burslem, Oldham. [7479

IDEE TROWARD has large stock second-hand
lamps, horns, tyres, tubes, oelts, and other acces-

sories; lists free.—78, High St., Hampstead. [7792

HANDLE-BARS, best quality steel, 10 gauge, stems
15 gauge, tops best plating, 12 patterns; 71- each

—Juno Showrooms, 248, Bishopsgate, London. [7825

WANTED, single magneto; sell 810x90 Dunlop
grooved 20/-, Michelin 10/-, Breeze automatic

car carburetter 15 /-.—Norris, Underriver, Sevenoafcs.
[7736

PULLEYS "for any motor, Moto sacoche 4/3, others
4/9, aflinstalile 10/6, plated, guaranteed; post free.

-Perkins, 455. High Rd., Leyton. 'Phone: 248 Wal-
fhamstow. [7135

CALTHORPE 1915 Gear Box, minus controls.
£3/17/6; P. and H. lamp set, -£1; Brooks belt and

tube case, 6/-; Triumph Bosch wheel, 5/-.—47, Newland
Av., Hull. [X3263

LUMINOUS Paint for wrist watches, clocks, match-
boxes, etc.; .remain" luminons for years; bottles

1/6 and 2/9.-Tobin and Co., 39, Charles St., Hatton
Garden, E.C. [7070

BANCROFTIAN Co.'s Great Annual Sale.-Come and
see us; we have the largest stock of accessories

in London, and at unheard-of ' prices. Below are a few
examples:

TYRES, clearance, but absolutely perfect: Clincher
650x65 light car, 21/-; 700x75 or 80, 22/6;

studded 26x2yo, 16/6; 26x3, 17/6; Peter Union 26x
2M>, 15/-; 26X2, 15/6; 26x21,4 Midland studded. 16/6;
Hutchinson, Firestone, Dominion, and other makes
equally cheap. Wired 26x2y2 and 2% Clincher studded,

J16/6.
TUBES.—Hutchinson clearance, perfect, 26x2 3/6.

26X2yi 4/3, 26X2V2 5/3, 26X2% 4/6, 26x3 6/6^
other makes equally cheap. Don't buy any tyres until
you see us ; we can save you money.

WATERPROOF Clothing. — Double - breasted heavy
texture suit, complete, 21/6, as sold at £2/2; very

I

best on the market as sold at £3/10, our price 38/6;
idust suits, complete, 7/11 ; dust coats, long-. 6/3;
seatless trousers, heavy waterproof texture, 13/6 ; leg-
gings from 4/6,- and everything for motor cyclists at
cut prices. Handle-bar watches with patent lock, 5/6,
10/- line. No lists.—Bancroftian Co., 64, Bi.shopsgate,
London, E.C. T.A.: Chaikel, London. TeL No.: Lon-
don Wall 9897. [2969

VALVES, high-class finish, 3% nickel steel, guaran-
teed, 3/6 each; piston rings, best quality, most

popular makes, 1/6 each.—Juno Showrooms, 248,
Bisbopsgate, London. £7826

OILSKINS, motor suits, handle-bar muffs, rain coats,
for everything waterproof, send for list.—The

Para Rubber Co., Waterproof Garment Makers. John
Bright St., Birmingham. [X2458

-|- ^^E^^ sont J'ost Iree

X N T O every Coverall for Motor Cyclists I'

make, goes not only my 20 years* experience

as a tailor and cutter, but my long experience.

of actual riding. Just how much this means to

you in the matter of an efBcient teally rain-

Froof, tailor-made coverall, is explained ia my
post tree Booklet,'With patterns.

SEND NOW FOR A COPY.

'IRVINE SMITH-Kffi.

KNIGHT & PARTNERS,
LTD..

The Motor and Cycle Trade AUCTIONEERS.
hold WEEKLY SALES BY AUCTION of

MOTORS, MOTOR
BICYCLES, SIDECARS,

CYCLES, & ACCESSORIES,
and

: INVITE FURTHER ENTRIES :

Offices: 27,OLD QUEEN STREET,
WESTMINSTER, S.W.

PETROL and OIL TANKS
We specialise in highest grade tanks of every des-
cription, best workmanship and material,- satisfaction
-guaranteed.

Every tank tested under pressure
before leaving our works. PRICE, FROM 15/- Ask
for booklet, post free. Trade Enquiries Specially Invited.

ApDurM fir Ctv Water Street. Blackfriars,
. UKLCIN & CO., saiford, Manchester!^ Telephone : aigr Central.

A30 AU letters rel?ting to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
N.S.U. Gear, complete. 50/-: 26x2'/- butted tube.

5/-: 2% butted, 2/6; endless, 2/6; saddle, 4/-;

Swan seot-piu, 5/-; girder forks, 4/6.—C. Buckley, 35,

Beresford St., Camberwell, S.E. [7585

ARIEL Motor Frame, £2; Indian pan saddle, 15/-;
24x2ia. beaded cover, new, 10/-; 26x21/2111. ditto,

17/6: 1914 Auto-whcel, £8/10; new 650\65 steel-studded
cover, 35/-.—Murray, 37a, Charles St.. Hattou Garden,
Holborn. [X3267

MAGNETOS.-1-cyl. Boscli. DA2, £4/5: 2-cyl. Bosch.
ZA2. waterproof, £4/15; several motor cycle lumps,

generators, boms, speedometers, tool boxes, L't^lts, mirrois,
etc. ; all goods on approval.—Smyth, Ltd., 53, Museum
St., W.C. [7798

ONE 26x214 Dunlop Cover, beaded, unused, 12/6:
wicker sidecar, 26in. wheel, irood oidti, £3; Budge

adjustable pulley, 10/-; Lucas King's Own motor cycle

lamp set, perfect. £1/5; 26x2i4 endless tube, new, II-.--

W. Jones, 64, Rhosddu Rd., AVresh im. " [X5224

BOLTS, nuts, studs, screws, spindles, cotters, washers
etc., a most useful tissortment. cycle, Whitworth,

and metric threads: 5 gross assoited for 5/-; steel bjiHs

assorted, Vn to V^. 7d. gross.—Assets Auctions Co.. Ltd..

129, Newington Causeway, London. S.E. [4870

PHILIPSON" Pulley, 45/-; Brampton gear, 30/-;

N.S.IJ. gear, 45/-; Dr^iids, 25/-; Biuks 3-;et, £1.;

1911-12 Arno ball bearing engine, Bosch mag., £6:
pair 26x21,4 wheels. 15/-; 24x2V2. 7/6: 2 wicker sideeai

bodies, 5'-. 7/6; tank, with fittings, 7/6.— Giuns, Ciirle-

tou, Carlisle. [7851

BARGAINS.— 8ft. 2in. of 5^in.xi4in. Renolds chain,
8/-: plate clutch, chain drive, 30/-; 5-6h.p. Rex

cradle frame, spring forks, tank, wheels, etc., 60/-

;

26x2 Hutchinson, 3/6; Lucas self-contained, 4/-;

cylinders flywheels, pistons, handle-bars, tubes, cheap

;

exchanges.—Chalkier, 31, Carlton Rd., New Soutligate.
[/SI'"

Q-SPEED Chain-cum-belt Gear Box, ^3 ; 26 x 214
>V heavy Kempshall, new, 30/-; 3h.p. Fafnir engine,
30/-; sy^h-p. Ariel engine, 35/-; 3y2h.p. Humber 1911
cylinder, "31/2 h.p. T3 Quadrant cylinder and piston
and rings, 25/-; 45/- Powell and Hanmer lamp and
generator, new, 30/-; 26x2y. front wheel, 8/-. Wanted,
%iii- Whittle belt.—349, Gloucester Rd., Bristol.

[X3268
MODERN Lightweight, complete, less unit and tank,

2- new tyres, £4; new frame for 4-6b.p., 30/-;

framo with tank and wheels. 30/-, suitable SVsh.p.

;

Minerva engine, 2^4h.p., complete and perfect, 30/-;
Fafnir, incomplete, 15/-: B .aud B. carburetters, 10/-

each : Matchless bars, 8/- : sidecar luggage carrier, 9/-,

cost 20/-; Ru ',"- ;eui wheel, complete, 10/-; numerous
other parts.— Walton, Dawson Sa-- Burnley. [X3089

GODDARD'S motor cycle houses.

.From £3:5:6
Made in sections to bolt

together. Made ot

well-seasoned Jin. T
and G. and V-jointcd

Matchboards, and coui-

plete with uoor a-.d

window. Nev> .uus-

trated list post free.

GODDARD'S Ltd., Crown W 'ks. Vicarage Lane, llford, Essex
Telephone—880 llford.

= RRECISION ENGINE ^spares: i
ONLY STOCKISTS IN ENGLAND. =
REPAIRS &. OVERHAUi-S. =

S GRAIMDEX, 86, Gray's inn Road, W.C. =

Ladies' Machines.

IN
view of the increasing interest ladies

are taking in the pastime, and in

order that olt lady readers may as

readily as possible get into touch with

those offering machines specially de-

signed for them, we have instituted a
special heading for advertisements re-

lating to LADIES' MACHINES. See
page 31 o{ this issue.

H ADVERTISEMENTS for this column are accepted
ji at the usual rate, viz. : first 12 words or less

1/6, and 3d. for every two words after. Each
paragraph is charged separately, and name and
address must be counted. "Copy " should be

posted so a2 to reach us not later than first post

on Friday mornings, and be addressed to " THE
MOTOR CYCLE," 20. TUDOR SI RE-T, ^ONDON,
E.C

li(>i:M
PLUGS
29 Vauxhall Bridcie Rd.

LONDGNS AW

Read

T The ^r^

Every Wednesday. ONE PENNY.

OP ALL NEWSAGENTS.

All about Economical Motoring.

.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BUTTERWORTH'S, Butterworth's, Butterworth's.—

Minerva, 2;4h.p., m.o.v.. vertical, new mag., com-
plete machine, in good running order, low frame, clear

at £7; M.M.C. 3'/.h.p. engine, carburetter, saddle,
frame, wheels, bars, tank, low Jrame, £2/10 lot; Carl-

ton 3h.p. engine. 12/6; A.K. knee grip, 3/6; car
>teei'ing column, new and complete, 30/-; light cycle
car diffci -ntial bevel and pinion drive, 25/-; two belt-

driven back wheels and axle, suit one building cycle
'•ar, ^ei; Radco 1915 2-stroke lightweight, nearly new.
and all access^ories, including speedometer and tools,

£20; %in. Whittle belt, in splendid condition, 7/6.—
Call after 8 oVloek -jveaihas, or week-ends, on muni-
tion work, Butterworth's Garage, 64, Mill Lane, Brix-

ton Hill. [X3149

DOUGLAS Pistons, 15/-: connecting rods. £1/7/6;
crankshaft complete, £2/5; valves complete, 5/-;

"rank case, 1914, £2; crank case, 1915, £2/5; two
Douglas r;agneto8. £3/3: pair of 1915 cylinders, £2
each; tappets, 3/6 each; tappets guides, 2/6 each; rings,

2/6 each. I have something of everything in the
Douglas line. One 1911 cylinder, £1; Douglas gear
'inx, £7/10; 1911 connecting rod, 10/-; 1910 piston,
5/-: a large quantitv of Douglns cams and timing
wheels, footrest pads,' complete, 7/6 pair; one Stewart
speedometer, new, 50/-. Stamp for replies. Midland
covers. 26x21-.. up^ 22/-; Hutchinson T.T., new, 22/-;

Continental, 650x65, new, 25/-: MitUand belts, 7ft. 6in.

x%in., new, 8/6; one new Watford speedometer, £3/10;
sidecar outer cover, Clincher, 12/- ; tube cases, 3/6

;

belt cases, 4/6; belt and tube cases, 5/6; all new leather

goods; wicker sidet^ar body, 5/-; trndesman's push-tiike

sidecar carrier, £2/10; Chemico vulcanising plant, cost

£10/10, as new, lardlv used, all necessary tools included,

£7/10; 3-speed Armstrong hub, T.T. pattern, suit 3V2,

£5/5- Sturmev-Archer 3-speed hubs, new J.A. and J.S.,

£10/i0: Douglas valves. 5/- each. I carry a large stock

of Armstrong spare parts, and can repair gears immedi-
ately, also snppW parts by return.—Jones's Garage,
Broadway, Muswell HiU. [7890

u EVERY VUBt f-.l.fARANTEED
TO SAVfc ITS OWN COST.

SeARLE UnBURSTA8L£ INNER

^6"x2r% j5l 9s. Od.ea^ I UBES.
CATAI,OG FREE.

S.U.I.T. CO., LTD., 6, Livt^ry Si, B'HAM.

MEMO To ensure insertion
letters containing
advertisements in-

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ tended for these^'^^^^^^^'^* columns should be
posted in time to reach the ofBces of ** The
Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,
Tudor St., E.C),
morning previous

by the first post on Friday
to the day of issue.

SEE WHAT

YOU GAIN
By Using

Greater security and freedom from Belt
trouble, more pleasure from your riding,

no time lost in Belt adjustment, and all

the expense of fastener renewals saved
over long periods, often more than the
entire life of the machine.
THESE POINTS PLEASE ALL WHO MUST HAVE THE ^^
BEST, LIKE THE FRENCH WAR OFFICE AND THE ^^
THOUSANDS OF EXPERT RIDERS FOR WHOM WE
SUPPLY THESE FASTENERS. YOU SHOULD TRY THEM.

ASK YOUR DEALER. HE WILL RECOMMEND AND SUPPLY THEM.
Sold by Dealers Everywhere.

SIMPLEX ADJUSTABLE - Is.

SIMPLEX IMPROVED - 9cl.

Sole Manufacturers

:

HERWIN, CANNY & CO.,
36, WILLIAM STREET, WOOLWICH, LONDON.

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A31
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Sectional
Motoring
/. Maps .*.

c.
Experience has shown that sectional

4 maps are the most convenient for

use on the road. The two maps
described here have been prepared by

Messrs. Bartholomew especially for

the convenience of motorists. They

are well printed, strongly mounted,

and occupy very little space on the

car. Military officers and other car

users travelling in unfamiliar districts

will find these maps of the greatest

possible assistance.

- Obtainable from leading booksellers and bookstalls,

or from the publishers :

ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED,
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.

A32

Sectional Road Map
of England and Wales
This consists of the well-known "Autocar" Road Map of England and Wales, divided iitlc

24 separate and loose sections, printed on stout caidboard, and with a key map on the back
of each section. Scale 8 miles to the inch. Size of Case complete, 8in7 x pin.

Net.

D-i/'V/'^o • In Stout Waterproof Envelope 4/6
Jr/lCCi . In Neat Cloth Case 6 /-

•^^^^—^^— In Solid Hide Case, with transparent front 12 /6

By Post

4/11
6/5
12/11

Sectional Road Map
0/South Eastern England
With special contour colouring. The area covered by this map embraces Luton on the North,

Portsmouth on the South, Winchester on the West, and Broadstairs on the East. It consists of

eight separate sections, on strong card, with index map on back of each section Scale 4 miles

to the inch. Heights are shown by contour colourmg and distances between towns are

plainly marked.

Net. By Post

In Stout Waterprool Envelope 3 /6 ... 3/11
In Neat Cloth Case 4/6 ... 4/11—^——^— In Solid Hide Case, with transparent front 12/6 ... 12/11

Prices
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Imports of Parts for Existing
Machines.

THE
prohibition of imports of motor vehicles

anci parts is placing manufacturers who
use foreign-made engines or other parts

in an awkwarci position. Cases have

come to our notice where such firms

ordered some time before the prohibition came
into force certain Important replacements from

abroad, but the Department of Import Restric-

tions has refused to- issue a licence for importa-

tions of the goods. In one instance, we know
that there has even been difficulty over the im-

portation of parts which were intended to replace

stock which had been' taken to fulfil urgent Army
orders, but it is not likely that the objection in

this case will be upheld. It seems, too, a some-

what harsh ruling that existing British-made

machines having, say, foreign engines, must be

laid up for want of some important detail owing

to the refusal of the Department of Import'

Restrictions to grant a licence to import the

goods. It goes almost without saying that users

of motor cycles of foreign origin, whose agents

may not have had the foresight or opportunity

to lay in complete stocks, are likewise suffering

whilst their machines lie out of commission.

Of course, the obvious y.etort of patriotic

people is that British goods should have been

favoured, but then a man might reasonably reply

that leading British firms have sold machines with

engines minus a name, and it has not been clear

to notices that the- engine, or whatever it may
be, hailed from abroad. We could quote

numerous instances where manufacturers have

studiously refrained from any suggestion that

their machines were not entirely British made.

In any case, from the foregoing remarks it

would- appear that tilie owners are to be

made' to suffer for having refrained from

obtaining the fullest details of the origin

of the machine they purchased. It may
be that as time goes on the Department of Import

Restrictions may not maintain such a severe

attitude and grant permission for the import of

parts intended for existing machines, so as to

cause a minimum of inconvenience to the

assemblers of tire machines and their clients.

At any rate, that is our suggestion in order to

minimise the inconvenience of manufacturers as

well as users. The case is rendered all the

more difficult, as engineering firms are too much
occupied on munitions at present to make special

replacement parts, and in any case this method
is not a desirable one, for the making of special

parts, singly or in small quantities, entails a

waste of time and money out of all proportion to

the results obtained, and the parts when pro-

duced are both more costly and less satisfactory

than those supplied by the manufacturers of the

engine, or gear or whatever may be the unit in

question. We hope the matter will receive the

attention it deserves.

A Suggested Extension.
A precedent has been created by the proclama-

tion gazetted last week, which announces that

licences to import will be granted for replace-

ment parts for- vehicles intended for the convey-

ance of essential goods. The same pr(xlamation
^permits the importation of spare parts for im-

ported commercial vehicles which are already

in the United Kingdom. It would prove a

great convenience to owners of machines could
licences be extended to the importation of parts

for all existing motor vehicles, provided a suit-

able declaration is demanded.
We hope that this point .^vill be duly con-

sidered by those in authority, for the matter is

one of real imjDortance to many. There has in

the past been no inducement to riders, save in-

dividual patriotism, to purchase the British

article, and all nations have been free to dump
their produce upon our shores. It is, therefore,

rather hard lines that those who have been
encouraged by successive Governments to up-
hold free trade should be suddenly deprived of

the use of their machines because Britain has
at last awakened to her own interests.

.r^K

An intiex to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the bacl< cover.
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TRIALS DIFFICULTIES IN HOLLAND.
Our Dutch Friends hold another Motor Cycle Reliability Trial.

A DUTCH TRIAL-SCENES IN THE "THREE PROVINCES TOUR."

The control at Meppel. A Douglas rider suffers a puncture. A ticklish bit—negotiating the path through cornfields.

There were many British machines in the trial. " Coming through the rye."

THOUGH Holland has remained neutral, the war has
had a great effect owing. to its geographical position
in relation to the belligerent nations. Motoring and
motor cycling, however, appear to be in a flourish-

ing condition, and trials are held afc intervals by the different

clubs. These events have been referred to from time to

time in The Motor Cycle, and we are now able to give some
particulars of the most recent—the Three Provinces Tour
of the Noord-Nederlandsche Motor Club.
Our Haarlem correspondent, describing this event, writes

as follows :
" Motor reporting is the most complicated form

of journalism. In addition to the usual qualities, literary,
artistic, poetic, which every reporter possesses, one ought
also to be able to assist at small repairs between controls in
record time, to be everywhere at the.same time, to give a clear

account of what one sees (in this instance) of a 239 km.
ride in seven classes, on fifteen different roads, with seven

average speed limits. Your correspondent will advise the

hiring of an aeroplane next tinie, offering Ks services as an
observer !

"

Of the seven classes three were for motor cycles, and
there were thirty starters in the motor cycle classes. There

was a separate route for each class, each route describing

an irregular 8 through. three provinces. The start was from
Groningen at 7.30 a.m., and all classes finished in the early

evening at Zuidlaren.

The motor bicycles covered 150 miles, the sidecars 13S,

and the cars 170. The routes took competitors through

typical Dutch scenery, and one part of the course was
through cornfields.

150 MILES TRIAL
FULL results are now to hand of the reliability trial

held by the Victorian M.G.G. at Easter. The route
was from Melbourne to Mortlake, and the event
preceded the big 200 miles roa-d race that we

reported in our issue of June 22nd, page 590.
The weather was extremely bad, heavy rain falling most

of the time. Bad climatic conditions are much more
serious on an overseas trial than at home, owing to the
unmade roads and their consequent rapid deterioration
after rain.

Following are the complete results :

Solos under 600 c.c.

-. fF. B. Murphy (2| h.p. Dougks) i rp.„
'- IT. Purves (2J h.p. Douglas) /

^^®

3. E. HoUoway (3^ h.p. Rover)

1.

2.

1.

2.

1.

2.

30.)

IN VICTORIA.
Sidecars under 600 c!k

A. J. Sutherland (3^ hj). P. and M.
E. C. Roberts (4 h.p. Px'ecision sc.)

Solos over 600 c.c.

H. Dickinson (7 h.p. Indian)
G. L. Ruck (7 h.p. Indian)

SroECARS over 600 c.c.

J. Gunn (7 h.p. Indian so.)

J. H. Rhodes (7 h.p. Indian sc.)

Gunn was the only man to lose no marks.
A Melbourne nurse, who is a keen motor cyclist, rode to

Mortlake on her two-stroke lightweight, in order to be of

assistance if necessary to any competitor hurt in the
Victorian club's 200 miles race.

:^Ji., :^^-. ,vi.^'^.fc.:;;.ifat.:tA;.:-
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NEATNESS IN LADIES' RIDING ATTIRE,
Latesl Developments of (he Striside Skirt.

THE developments of the past few years in the

design of ladies' garments for motor cycling

have been rapid. The symmetry am] graceful

appearance disclosed in the

accompanying pictures would
not have been dreamed of a

few years ago. In one photo-

graph we see a young lady

garbed in a warm coat and
skirt ready for a long spin on

business. It is a serviceable

hard-wearing garment, and the

object for which it has been

The garment is the acme of simplicity, allows

freedom of movement, and is suitable not only for

use on a motor bicycle, but for the river and on the

golf course. In' one of these photographs the natural

fall of the skirt (the Striside), the division of which

is not noticeable, is clearly demonstrated. The mount
is a single-geared Levis, though, naturally, for a

lady's use the two-speed variety would be more
suitable.

Now that the development of women's
dress for motor cycling is receiving

the attention it deserves, manufacturers

should devote their attention to rtnder-

Illustrating the suitability of the Striside skirt

designed is at once apparent. In the last picture she

is about to start on her daily errand of mercy. Note
the apron tucked up ready to be let down for use in

a moment as soon as the hospital is reached. It falls

down over the divided skirt, the presence of which
is not then 'letected.

A NEW COLONIAL
MESSRS NORTON MOTORS, LTD., have in

process of manufacture a new 4 h.p. model
designed to suit Colonial requirements having

a bore and stroke of 82x120 mm., 633 c.c. It is

still in the experimental stage, and no machines can

be supplied for some time to com6, but it will appeal

to bur Overseas readers when it does appear.

Its chief features are increased clearance from the

normal 4J4in. to about 6j^in. ; this necessitates con-

siderable alteration in the frame, most noticeable at

the bottom bracket where the Sturmey-Archer three-

speed gear box is carried, and at the head, which is of

much greater depth than in the ordinary models.

The tank has been redesigned, but while it follows

the usual Norton shapa, the slope on the nose has

for touring, visiting by motor cycle, or walking.

ing their engines externally as clean as possible. Suit-

able clothing and well-guarded machines will greatly

increase the number of lady motor cyclists. We are

indebted to Mr. E. Harrison, 41, The Grove, Ham-
mersmith, W., the seller of the Striside skirt, for these

attractive pictures.

-<-

MODEL NORTON.
been reversed, and both the width and depth have

been increased, giving greater petrol capacity (2j^

gallons). Mudguard clearance has been especially

studied, and at all points so much space is provided

between wheels and guards that it would seem im-

possible for them to become choked, no matter how bad
the road conditions. The carrier has been enlarged

and strengthened, and is of very substantial build.

Engme details are practically as before. When
certain other points have been decided upon, and the

present conditions of labour, etc., which are causing

delay, have been overcome, this model will be eagerly

sought after by many motor cyclists Overseas, who
know the splendid character and reliability of the

Norton products.
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A Further Selection of Letters from Readers all over the World.

OUR June batch of letters from Overseas again

brings us many letters from that enthusiastic

motor cycling dominion, Australia. From
many of the expressions scattered throughout these

letters' it is evident that new British machines, scarce

at any time in the dominions, are now almost extinct.

Many things lead to this state of affairs, the chief, of

course, being that very few manufacturers .are in a

position to turn out machines at all, even for sale at

home. We have heard of several instances where

enterprising manufacturers have attempted to relieve

this shortage and have succeeded in getting a few

machines exported, but owing 'to the uncertainty of

sea voyages at the present time quite a number of

these mounts are now at the bottom of the ocean.

This, of course, also does not help to increase the

already small supplies. Many writers express regret

that the American machines are getting such a hold

in the Dominion, not only owing to the .better facili-

ties for obtaining spares, but also because the

machines are in many cases more suitable for the road

conditions. However, we feel su»e there will be

pleasant surprises for those Overseas riders who are

patient and wait for the "after the war" British

models. It is significant that of the four British motor
cycles selected by the military authorities, and chosen
specially owing to their proved road-worthy qualities

when put to the most severe tests on English roads,

three have had to be considerably modified to enable

them to stand up satisfactorily when submitted to war
zone conditions, and these conditions very closely

resemble those encountered in the Colonies.

We select the following extracts from our Overseas

mail:
A Novel Sidecar Wheel Stand.

Mr. H. Smith, East London, South Africa : "I do not
think underslung sidecar chassis are much good for this

country, especially when off the main roads, as they are
inclined to foul the tops of some of the humps. These roads
are generally simply two deep cart ruts with a hump in

between. When an underslung chassis is used this hump
is quite useful for jacking the sidecar wheel up when a
puncture has to be repaired, but has the drawback of
stopping one's progress if the two wheels of the outfit get
into the ruts at once. I have noticed that there is a great
strain on the chassis, and some are very inclined to drop
in the front."

Biding through Sand.
Me. H. J. Wright, Toowoomba, Queensland, Australia

:

" Am writing to thank you for so ably championing the
cause of Colonials and those who have rough tracks and
not roads to use their motors on. You ask in the issue of
February 24th liow we manage in sand. Well, I may say
we class sand into two sorts—usually deep drift sand and
that with intermittent lumps of rock, stumps, grass, and

A14 ^

so on. Most riders here, when coming to patches of loose
drift sand that they know contain no stumps, etc., open
up and rush it, putting as much weight on the front wheel
as possible. The other sort—well, it generally means low
gear and foot slogging. If you have not a loW gear (fixed
engine) —well, you usually hop off and run alongside as fast
as you can; if you cannot run, it is ' push.' By heavens, if

some of those British firms do not soon put on spring frames
they are going to lose their business in these parts, and I
am pleased to see that The Motor Cycle, is taking this matter
up so energetically. I myself have ridden a 3^ h.p. Triumph
and a 3^ h.p. Precision (built in Melbourne). The Precision
had Druid forks, Terry links, and large tyres, and was
quite comfortable. Re spring forks, there is too much
bounce and not enough shock absorbing. I have broken
three front mudguards through the wheel continuously
bumping back on to the head. Why does not some firm
give us a fork with enclosed springs, similar to the Harley-
JJavidsoo and Rudge, and about 6in. play instead of 2in. if"

Popularity o£ British v. Foreign-made Mounts.
Mr. ^ Donald Fokeust, Te Aroka, New Zealand: "0«

reading your introduction to extracts from Overseas letters
in January 6th number (which, by the way, is the current
number here) I am tempted to answer your last paragraph.
"Yes, you see in these opinions the commencement of a

waning of the popularity of British-made motor cycles in

these countries, audi it is only the patriotism of Colonials
that is making the process as ,slow as it is. To take any
good English machine and bump over these roads for thirty-

miles is often exquisite agony, yet the same road to an
Indian rider seems quite aU right, i'he longer spring frame,
larger wlieels, and 3in. tyres make all the difference between
misery and comfort.

" As far as prices are concerned, I fancy that the American
machine will soon command a highe^ price than the Britisli

AN EGYPTIAN MOTOR
CYCLING GROUP.

M. Bannounah sends us this photograph, taken in Cairo, of himself

and his two nieces and nephews. The little girl on the left has since

learnt to drive the Motosacoche, though she has some difficulty in

reaching the controls

jmmk
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Overseas Opinions.

—

machine. To-day the Auckland agents are charging
£95 for an Indian and Excelsior and £90 for inany
of the best-linowii Britisli cycles.

"British manufacturers should foresee that if the
Americans get a good hold of Australian markets it

will take years and cost fortunes to oust them out
again, whereas all that is required
now to hold the market is a com-
fortahle machine of good old
British quality."

British Quality Best.

"J.G.," Doll's Point, Sandring-
ham, N.S.W. :

" As a very satis-

tied subscriber to your paper for
tlie last eight years, and haying
at heart the interests of Empire
trade, I look with some apprehen-
sion on the growing American
import of motor cycles. Reliable
figures show how the Americans
are cutting into the Australian
market while Britain is un-
selfishly engaged in defending
not only her own liberties but
America's as well.

"I trust that English manu-
facturers will find means to bestir
themselves, so that, in addition to
filling the demand for munitions,
they may spare attention to the
urgent problem of _ retaining and
e.\tending their markets.
"It is particularly desirable that they should study Colonial

requirements. What suits the Colonies will give superlative
satisfaction at home ; but what suits at home will very often
be quite unsuitable out here. We want 7iri. or 9ini. under
clearance, not merely for crank case but for everything—
footrests, gear boxes, silencers, magneto platforms, front
chain cases, kick starter, control wires—everything. The
evidence I could give to support this would fill a long letter.

We need larger wheels and. tyres—at least 28in. x 3in. We
need spring frames. We need American standards of service
in spares, plus English standard in. quality of goods, which
America cannot pretend to approach."

No Raia for Seven Months.
"A.M.O.," Broken Hill, Australia: "It may be of

interest to your English readers to know that at present
we are in this city paying 3s. 3d. per gallon for Shell and
Plume benzine, and it is expected that the price will rise

higher.

"The roads in this district are ' terrible, which is only
to be expected, as- we have not had rain for over seven
months. We have also to pay very high prices for machines
out here. Mine is a Blue Bell 3i h.p. single, and cost
£68 10s."

Motor Cycle Useful to Farmer.
Mr. a. T. Stxtakt, Bredosdorp, South Africa :

" You
camiot imagine how useful a motor cycle is to a farmer.
As you may know, we go in very largely for grain farming
in this district. If one of the machines break, for instance,
and an extra has to be obtained, much time is saved by
going by motor cycle, when one can be back at work in a
few hours, whereas if it is ordered by mail, a wait of two
days and sometimes a week ensues."

American Advertising in India.

Mr. J. W. MxTRPHT, Sitarampur, Bengal :
" I do not say

tliat the American is not a good machine, but I do say that
a British machine is better, and I have ridden both for years.

" The war, of course, may be the excuse of the British
manufacturer for not letting us know here what he is selling,

but before the war he was not doing his duty to the country
in this respect. It is mostly English firms here who deal in
m'otor cycles, and perliaps they get a bigger commission on
American makes.
"There is very little solo riding done Oulside Calcutta,

nearly every one going in for a sidecar. Even if they are
single men they generally keep a sidecar attached and take
a dium along. Again, the roads are not the ideal roads,
and solo riding is accompanied with a certain amount of

Mr. J. Ferwerda, of the North Holland Motor Club.
As many of our readers will remember, Mr. Ferwerda took
a very prominent part in the Anglo-Dutch motor cycle

entente. He is shown with his new Simplex, which is of

Dutch manufacture. It is fitted with a twin-cylinder

(64 mm. X 77 mm.) M.A.G. engine, combined chain and
belt drive, kick starter, and three-speed gear. At a recent

speed trial, held on a half-mile grass track, Mr. Ferwerda
made fastest time in his class.

danger, more so than at home. Your front or rear
wheel may suddenly get into a sand pocket on the
road, and unless you are an experienced motor cyclist
you may come to grief. There are a himdred reasons
which go against solo riding in India, but I have no
time to jot them all down at once.

" I had no intention when I started this letter

except to bemoan the lack of ' high
explosives,' as shown by the
dearth of advertisements respect-
ing British motor bicycles. I do
not know how my pen caught me
napping and made me speak about
solos and sidecars. I would like

to see British motor bicycles

advertised half as weil here as,

say, Beecham's Pills. It would
pay the makers in the end."

Australian Conditions.

" AoSTRALi.\.N," Annandale, Syd-

ney, Australia :
" Commenting on

retail prices. My 4 h.p. Douglas
outfit (without any extras), listed

in England at £77, cost me £120.
" American machines are fast

becoming more prominent—and

why? They suit our conditions,

and sell for a moderate price.

English manufacturers must wake
up to the fact that America is

captivating the Australian market
for the higher powered machines,

and largely for the reasons given.

"I agree with other Oversea correspondents with regard

to structural details. Our conditions require— (1.) Plenty of

ground clearance. (A frienid of mine, who rides an American

machine, mounted my 4 h.p. English machine, and tried to

turn' at an angle, with the result that he broke one of my
footboards and capsized with the machine.) (2.) Suitably

sprung frame. (3.) Stronger rims and wider tyres. (4.) Wide
mudguards without valances, and plenty of clearance between

guard and tyre. (5.) Front fork attachments that wiU stand

plenty of rough usage.

"No doubt the Great European 'Reliability Trial' will

have as a result the production of machines that will suit

Australian conditions. Let us hope so."

A Lady Motor Cyclist in the Cape Province.

Miss L. Hopkikk, Cape Town, S.A. :
" My mount is a

lady's 2| h.p. Douglas, on which I have travelled 8,000

miles in a period of two and a half years. My longest day's

jom-ney with passenger on carrier is 160 miles. It is a

great pity there are not more spring frame machines. I

think the general opinion out here is that the Douglas is

the best lightweight, and, as regards sidecars, the Enfield

and Indian run each other closely. There are about two
dozen lady riders in this country. I consider I have been

extremely lucky as regards breakdowns ; not once have I

had to train, and only twice have I pushed the machine,

and then only a couple of hundred yards, owing to the

chain breaking. I have travelled practically the whole of

the above distance alone ; in fact, the first 3,000 miles I rode

the machine I had no one to accompany me. I have a
fair amount of mechanical knowledge, and by careful study

of ' Tracing Troubles ' I had every confidence when I first

ventured out on long journeys by myself. The motor cycle

was so simple to learn that as soon as I got on the machine
I was able to steer it, and after twenty minutes' tuition I

rode home vmaccompanied."

Men in the Services, either at home or abroad, may
have "The Motor Cycle" sent to them regularly at

the following rates, which include postage :

Home ,. 6/6 per annum ; 3 /3 six months.
Abroad.. 10/10,, „ 5/5 „ „

Remittances, together with addresses in full, should
be addressed to the Publishers, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.
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The Consumption of Automatic Carburetters.'

I recently remarked rather timidly that my own
experiments pointed to the conclusion that automatic

carburetters are extravagant in petrol. At the same
time, my tests have been made with such a variety of

engines that I rather threw out an enquiry than asserted

a dogma ; but a letter to hand from a trade reader

confirms my speculation. He has recently tried out

six different carburetters on a 33^. h.p. B.S.A. and
sidecar, and the vaporisers which he employed were

none of them genuinely automatic single-lever types,

so that he has not tried the pattern which impressed

me as remarkably thirsty. Nevertheless, his conclu-

sions are as follow : Allowing for great pains and con-

siderable skill in adjustment and' fitting, the petrol

consumptions registered with the sextet ranged from

55 m.p.g. to 80 m.p.g., and, without exception, the

more sensitive the carburetter the greater the petrol

economy. One of these two-lever vaporisers he
describes as to all intents and purposes automatic in

use, it being possible to keep the air lever wide open
for practically the whole of the running; but his

utmost efforts failed to procure a better record than

55 m.p.g. with it. At the opposite end of the scale

he had no difficulty in securing 80 m.p.g. with the

same load, the same road, the same conditions, when
using the most sensitive carburetter of the six. This

rather justifies the ancient snefer that an automatic

carburetter is one which gives an imperfect mixture at

all engine speeds.

Two Corollaries.

On the other hand, the experiments outlined above
are not conclusive against the automatic carburetter.

They did not include a single car type carburetter

;

and many motor car vaporisers include, in addition

to a multiplicity of jets and air intakes, an automatic

petrol reserve, which enables the mixture to be kept

thin during bursts at which engine speed is constant,

by providing an emergency rush of petrol to enrich

the mixture under sudden demands. These more
complex designs may aid economy of fuel, though my
personal belief is that they fail to do so. I have tried

two such carburetters on motor cycle engines, and
they both proved more extravagant of fuel than the

semi-automatic motor cycle types, though they gave

far better running. In the second place, my corre-

spondent's tests did not include a multiple-jet type.

The three-jet carburetter is at best only a compromise ;

it is an attempt to give perfect mixture at three arbi-

trarily selected engine speeds, e.g., very slow, 20

m.p.h., and all out, coupled with a certain interaction

and balancing of the various jets at intermediate

engine speeds. The only three-jet which I have tried

on motor cycle engines is the Binks, of which I am
a great admirer; and I must except it from my accusa-

tions of extravagance. It requires care in tuning, but

when tuned up it usually improves the consumption

no less than it extends the flexibility. Furthermore,

the true multiple jets, like the Everest and the

Wilkinson 12 jet, are stated by the few riders who
know them to be verj' economical. I should there-

fore opine that the two-lever types are simple and

admirable comprqmises, but are too simple to combine

all the virtues; and that, if we- want their virtues with

real economy superadded, we shall have to advance

into the region of multiple jets.

Against Multiple Jets.

Whether such an advance is desirable remains an

open question. Motor car engines provide no true

parallel. The pilot jet of a 20 h.p. engine is huge

compared with the pilot jet of a 2^^: h.p., and
_

is

therefore less liable to choke. Again, the entire

carburetter of a motor car is well sheltered under the

bonnet, sucks in clean air, and is usually provided

with a filter of generous dimensions. The motor cycle

carburetter, on the other hand, is exposed to a great

deal of dirt, and either has no filter at all or one of

lilhputian size. Add to this an owner who may not

understand anything about his machine, and so be

incapable of the simplest diagnosis, and we cannot

blame those designers who value simplicity above most

other factors in a carburetter. Nevertheless, it is a

fairly simple matter to conduct air to the carburetter

through a pipe which will not admit dirt, and an even

simpler affair to add a substantial and efficient filter.

Therefore, if the multiple-jet carburetter ultimately

proves to be the best, it can be standardised. In the

meantime, there are certain carburetters so extravagant

of petrol that I avoid them as I would the plague.

The 1916 Douglas Engine.

I am one of the lucky few (outside Service men. Ken
eniendu) who are running the latest 2% h.p. Douglas,

and it is extraordinary how each successive year brings

an increase of power to this little engine. When I

sampled its earliest rriodel, I was frankly amazed at

the plucky way in which it romped up long hills, and
yet every spring since has added a new kick to it. The
latest example is simply bursting with willingness, and
rips away on top gear in astounding fashion; on a

recent trip West, which included some fearful hills, 1

never found it necessary to drop below second gear.

Moreover, the extra power is not attained by any

sacrifice of flexibility, as sometimes happens. We all

know what it is to rejoice on discovering that the 1916
edition of our pet 3JI h.p. can do 5 m.p.h. more than

the 1915 edition; and presently to discover with a sigh

that the slow running has been spoilt, or that the

petrol consumption has gone up rather appreciably.

But the new Douglas, possibly owing to carburetter

improv-ments, is better at both ends of the scale ; it

can storm along in more masterful fashion than one
expected ; and eke it can tick like a sucking dove.
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Commercial Sidecarrier Reflectfons.
Much Already Done. More to be Accomplished.

BUSINESS AND
An 8 h.p. Coventry Excelsior owned by Edwin Bricknell, of Coventry,

also for touring- It has proved an unqualified success, and since last

business box body 3 cwt. can be carried easily, and this load did not

part of this year.

IN
our last issue we produced a mass of evidence of

the suitability of the motor cycle and sidecarrier

for tradesmen's work, especially the rapid delivery

of parcels. This applies with special force to those

tradesmen, -whether their shops may be in toAvn or

village, who have to deliver goods frequently to country

customers. A sidecarriet can cover a given round in

far less time than a horse and van; therefore deliveries

can be made more frequently, with greater convenience

to the customers, and more profit to the retailer.

Evidence is reaching us almost daily of the increased

popularity of -the commercial sidecarrier, and we hear

of it being used in what would seem the most unlikely

trades. For instance, we illustrate herewith the outfit

used by a papei'hanger and decorator, which is shown
carrying a ladder and steps, in' addition to other trade

requisites.

Easy to Drive.

Every tradesman who adopts the sidecarrier should
make a point of keeping careful accounts of all

expenses ; not only of runnmg costs, but insurance,

licences, and other incidental expenses. He will then
have certain evidence that the sidecarrier is far cheaper
to run and maintain than a horsed vaij. Another point

is that a woman or girl, to whom it would be unsafe
to entrust a restive horse, can drive a sidecarrier after

a little practice, and drive it well. To obtain the best

results the machines should be fully employed, but not
overloaded, and kept 'in really good running order.

With this object in view, a periodical overhauling is

advisable. The naost serious rival to the sidecarrier

is a machine of the Auto-Carrier type of tricar. This

PLEASURE.
Mr. Bricknell uses it in his business of painter and decorator, and

August, when it was delivered, it has covered 4,000 miles. On the

prevent the owner using his machine in the heavy snow of the early

is not so speedy, but for some uses may be considered

preferable in view of the fact that its load capacity

is about double that of the average sidecarrier.

Doubtless in the near future manufacturers will

devote much more attention to the sidecarrier; develop-

ment will then be rapid, and we shall have vehicles

eminently suitable for every trade.

An advantage of the sidecarrier that is often over-

looked is that it is in itself a means of increasing a

business. There are two reasons for this, the prin-

cipal and most obvious being that by its adoption a

business man's ar^a of activity can be increased and

more work done in a given time. Secondly, a smart

motor vehicle with- an attractive box body suitably

lettered is a travelling advertisement in itself. It

attracts attention, and so indirectly assists in [ringing

more customers to the owner's counter.

A typical Britisb-built sidecarrier—the 6 h.p. Royal Enfield with

deliveiy van body for 2-3 cwt. loads.
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ecReOTioNX

How a Lady Motorist is

"Doing her Bit" in War-

time.

TRAVELLING by train the other

day- 1 heard the question asked,
" What are you doing in the great

war ? " and this question repeated itself

over and over again to me until I fancied

that it was intended for me personally.

What was / doing in the great war? What are a

number of women doing who have homes and families

to look after? Are we helping, are we denying our-

selves, or working any harder to help our country and
dear ones in this national crisis ? Is it sufficient to

feel we are sending our husbands, _sons, and brothers

to endure hardships in the trenches and battlefields ?

What can a woman with home ties do without neglect-

ing her duties there ? I cogitated over tlie question

—

in fact, it would not leave my thoughts—until a happy
suggestion offered itself. / can help tJwse of my own
sex who are helping their country, and so do " my bit."

Therefore this is what 1 arranged. •

Living in the Midlands, within thirty ^r so miles

from the centre of munition manufacture, I am
acquainted with numbers of the workers, who afe

toiling from morning to night in the big factories with

little to brighten their lives. It was an easy matter to

come in touch with several whose health was feeling

the strain of confinement, and I felt sure they would
do better work if for a short time their, thoughts could
be otherwise engaged and a healthy recreation offered

them.

Big car, small car, and sidecar at Stanway.

I am the possessor of a reliable and capable Royal

Enfield sidecar combination, and journey to a munition

works at midday on Saturday where, by arrangement,

I meet a couple of workers and motor them through

the busy streets to the quiet seclusion of shady lanes

in Worcestershire and Warwickshire, where we partake

of an al fresco lunch and get to itiy home in time for

tea. After a rest and change, these busy people, who

are out for a holiday (merely a short week-end), enjoy

a real country meal sitting in a cool dining room with

French window thrown wide open, through which the

twitter of sparrows and robins and the song of the

thrush and nightingale are heard.

Sunday is spent awheel, and the high roads shunned

if possible, preference being given to the quietude of

country lanes, when my guests delight in, the fragrance

of the flowers and trees of early summer, and the beauty

of the fresh country side..

Chestnut Sunday.
A recent trip was taken in -the Cotswolds, and as it

was " Chestnut Sunday," we chose the most appealing

route where these magnificent blossom's could be seen

in all their glory. Quite an early start was made, with

lunch and tea packed securely in the locker under the

seat of the sidecar, and the three of us wended our way
towards Broadway. Parties of Royal Engineers were

at work rectifying the damage done by the blizzard,
~

and they must have been indeed busy to have got

matters as ship-shape as they had in so short a time.

Through the delightfully winding ascent in Broadway
village we passed to the foot of the long hill,

generally known as " Fish Hill." J secretly

wondered how my Enfield would take the gradient,
'' with three up " and luggage, but the powerful engine

never jibbed, and, knowing the ' district so well, I

climbed the greater part "on top." We pulled up
just past the summit on which stands- the_ Fish Inn,

and under, the shade of some trees we were able to give

assistance to another cyclist who Iiad met with a

puncture.

Motorists will do well to be wary in the districts

where telephone and telegraph repairs are taking place,

as nails and pieces of wire abound. ,, My advice is to

steer clear of the sides when possible. A turn to the

right between a couple of stone pillars from which the

gates have been removed brought our party through a r~

i9»
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Recreation for War Workers.

—

series of fields into the picturesque village of Snowshill.

The surface of these byways is fairly good, and 'the

gates awkward, but the view is charming.

,

In the run from Snowshill to Ford we did not meet
a soul, but at the old inn we encountered quite a bevy
of motorists, some partaking of

an appetising meal oiv the

verandah. -

Lilies of the Valley.

It may be interesting to

motorists to learn that at a

spot near Guiting Wood one is

able to pluck, unmolested, quan-

tities of wild lilies of the valley,

whose blooms are as fine as those

grown in any garden.

The fresh air was making us

very hungry, so on reaching the

woods on the top of Stanway
Hill we dismounted and had
lunch. How my guests enjoyed

the home-cured ham, fruit tarts,

and locally made cheese washed
down with Worcestershire cider

and gingerbeer, and so did I.

The drop down into Stanway
village will long be remembered.
One overlooks the valley for miles, and the laburnum
trees, which grow in wild profusion on both sides,

were golden in their glory, the chestirut trees were

lit up with their pyramid blossoms, and the scent of

the hawthorn was wafted on the gentle breeze.

At Stanway a photograph was taken of the famous

gateway designed by Inigo Jones, at the entrance to

RECREATIVE AND RECUPERATIVE
CYCLING.

Taking women war workers for a sidecar run.

Stanway Hoose, the Gloucestershire residence of the

Earl and Countess of Weymss, and here we were able

to help a lady motorist who was in trouble with a big

car. A little further we came in full view of the

chestnut avenue on the Stanway estate. Its beauty is

indescribable, the myriads of blooms, each in itself a

wonder, formed a picture never
to be forgotten, and one which
will remain in the memory of my
guests as- a bright spot during

many a long tiring day.

It is surprising how much can
be stowed away in a Royal
Enfield sidecar, and my guests

were astonished when I produced
from its capacity a patent spirit

kettle and stove, which will easily

boil in a gale of wind, and a well-

stocked tea basket. A cup of tea

is always refreshing, but never
before has one tasted so well as

on this hot afternoon in such
exquisite surroundings.

Still following by-lanes, we
returned home via Toddington,
Ashton-under-Hill, Elmley Castle,

and Hinton Cross, and in the
cool of the evening reached

'

Evesham.
By quite an early start the next morning I took my

war-workers back to their centre in time for business,

and I felt with the aid of my staunch friend, the
reliable Royal Enfield, I had not only given two indis-

pensable munition workers a healthy recreation, but I

had, in a way, done something to help the great war.
(Mrs.) M. Hartley-Smith.

MOTOR

SIDECARS FOR THE ITALIAN ARMY.

A large number of single-cylinder Stucchi machines are being used by the Italian War Office, and now the 5-9 h.p. twin-cylinder model is

being delivered. The illustration shows the two 6-8 h.p. outfits that underwent a 500 miles test in the war zone before being finally adopted

by the War Office of our Ally.

^i
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IN THREE INSTALMENTS,
By H. ADDISON,

(The first appeared on

THE question of balancing the horizontally-

opposed twin is of particular interest, inasmuch
as this class of motor cycle engine is the only

one which can be literally perfectly balanced in every

respect. Indeed, rite engine is self-balancing, for at

any moment one piston is travelling at exactly the

same speed as, but in the opposite, direction to, its

fellow; hence the inertia effects set up completely

neuiralise each other without the necessity for any
other balancing device whatever (fig. 8). ' Nevertheless

the engine in

its usual form
could not
claim to be

CO hi pletely
balanced. With
the t'W'O - throw
crankshaft
generally em-
ployed, it is

not practicable to arrange the cylinders co-axially ;

one of them _ is offset with regard to the
other, consequently the inertia forces, although equal
in magnitude, do not act in ,the same line. The
result is that an " unbalanced couple " comes into

play, tending to twist the engine about a vertical axis,

as shown by the arrow in fig. 9 {a).^ Actually the

Fig. 8.

(a)

fi

-te

I—*-<

^a^

'^=s-
-PE

Fig. 9.

effect of this couple is quite unobjectionable ; but it

is possible to eliminate it entirely by using a forked

connecting rod and a three-throw crankshaft, thus

permitting the cylinders to be placed in line, as in

fig. 9 {b).

The Ideal Engine.

From the practical standpoint the discussion of the

horizontal twin might be left at this stage, but as

"4

B.Sc, A.M.I.C.E.

May 4th, page 422, the second on May 25th, page 486.)

another step will bring us to the motor cyclist's ideal,

the completely balanced engine, a few further remarks

may be of interest. So far it has been assumed that

the whole of the weight of the connecting rod is con-

centrated at the crank pin and at the gudgeon pin;

no case has yet arisen where 'anything hke complete

balance is attainable, and so the slight error involved

in this assumption is entirely negligible. Under the

true condition of affairs, however, it may happen that

on account of the oscillations of the rods about their

respective gudgeons, a disturbing couple is introduced

as shown in fig. 10, the inertia forces R R tending to

rock the engine about yj>

the axis of the crank-

shaft. Even this dis-

turbance, trivial
though it is, can be

removed if the metal

in the connecting rods is distributed so that

the "centre of percussion " of the rod, when the

rod is swung about the centre of the small end', lies

e.\actly at the centre of the big end. This condition

is fulfilled if, when the rod is swinging -freely about

the centre of the small end, its' oscillations just keep

time with those of a simple pendulum having a length

equal to the distance between the centres of the rod

(see fig. 11). For this purpose a " simple pendulum "

may be taken to

mean a small

metal ball sus-

pended from a

piece of thread.

To sum up,

then, a twin hori-

zontal engine
would be- per-

fectly balanced

in every respect

if (i.) the cylin-

ders were ar-
^

ranged co-axially, as in fig. 9 {b)
;

(ii.) the working
parts of one cylinder were precisely equal in

weight to the corresponding parts of the others ;

(iii.) the rods fulfilled the condition laid down above

as regards the position of the centre of percussion

;

(iv.) the crankshaft were accurately balanced. None
of these requirements are at all impossible of achieve-

ment, and consequently it is quite a practical proposi-

tion to construct a motor cycle engine which would
run with as little vibration at 3,000 r.p.m. as at

T,c>o r.p.m.
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The Mechanics of Balancing.—

Balancing a Side=by=side Twin Engine.
In this type of engine the axes of the cylinders are

parallel one with the other, the crank pins being set

at 1 80° (fig. 12); hence when one set of reciprocat-
ing parts is at the top of its stroke, and so exerting its

maximum upward inertia force Pt, the other set is

at the bottom of its stroke, thus exerting its greatest
downward pressure Pb. Consequently the total un-
balanced force will be Pt—Pb, that is,

:xPx ^-.

P-Px^
Expressed in words, thiswhich equals

means that the primary force of one cylinder exactly

neutralises that of the

other, leaving an un-

balanced secondary
torce equivalent to twice

the maximum secondary
force of one set of
parts. The engine as it

stands is. therefore, as

Avell balanced as is

possible, for, as w'e

have already seen, no
system of rotating

balance weights will

counteract the effect of
the secondary forces.

In addition to the

unbalanced force, there.
Fig. 12.

will also be an unbalanced couple represented by the
arrow in fig._ 12 ; it will be much more serious than the
one at work in the horizontal twin engine, on account of
the greater distance D between the centre lines of the
cylinders (compare figs. 9 (a) and 12). This couple
will tend to make the engine " pitch " about a hori-
zontal axis at right angles to the axis of the crank-
shaft; if this latter lies parallel to the length of the
vehicle, as in a car, this pitching tendency will be in
a fore-and-aft direjrtion, while in the Scott motor
cycle (the only well-known machine employing this
type of engine) it is across the frame. There is no
means of completely eHminating the unbalanced
couple e.xcept by introducing an equal and opposite
couple, which can readily be effected by placing two
two-cylinder engines end to end.

Balancing a Four=cylinder Engine.
A four-cyUnder engine may conveniently be regarded

as two two-cyhnder units coupled together, and it

follows from what has just been said that" there need
,be no unbalanced
couple in such an
engine ; if one unit

be arranged the
" opposite hand,"
as a draughtsman
would say, to the

other, the two rock-

ing couples act in

opposite directions,

and so _e x a c 1 1 y
neutralise one
another (fig. 13).Fig. 13.

IX

Here we have the reason for the familiar arrange-

ment of cranks in this engine—the two inner pins

on the same axis, and the two outer pins on an
axis 180° away from the inner ones. Although by
this means the unbalanced couple is eliminated, thfe

total unbalanced force remains unaffected, and will

amount to four times the maximum sei'imdary inertia

force of one set of reci]3rocating parts.

It is interesting to note that if a third pair of cylin-

ders be added, the Cranks being set at 120'^', the engine

will be perfectly balanced in every respect, as regards

both forces and couples. This accounts for the

popularitys of the six-cylinder engine among pleasure

car owners ; but, as the day of the commercially
successful six-cylinder motor cycle has yet to dawn,
the question need not detain us.

Comparison of Various Types of Engine.

In comparing the degree of balance or unbalance in

various classes of engine, the fair_est method will be to

confine ourselves to engines of the same speed, total

cylinder capacity, and ratio of connecting rod to crank
length. This means that we shall have to deal with

engines of different individitii! cylinder capacities, and
therefore a further point that must be decided on is

the manner in which the inertia force at a given speed

depends upon the individual cylinder capacity. Very
roughly, it may be taken tliat this variation is in simple

proportion, i.e., halving the capacity halves the inertia

force, or doubling the one doubles the other. Hence
if the maxirnum primary inertia force P for a single-

cylinder engine be represented by 100 lb., the value

of P for each cylinder oi^ a twin engine will be 50 lb.,

and for a four-cylinder engine 25 lb., provided, of

course, that the conditions just stated obtain (speed,

horse-power, etc., identical in all cases). This assump-
tion is admittedly a somewhat sweeping one, but it is

sufficiently accurate for present purposes. As before,

it will be assumed that the connecting rods are fi\e

crank lengths long.

The results already obtained may now be summar-
ised and tabulated thus :

Type of Ensine.
(Speed, H.P.Tetc,
same throughout.)

(a) Single cylinder . .

.

(/)) 50° twin

(c) Side-by-side twin .

id) Four-cylinder . . , .

(c) ";iO° twin

(/) l-lor. opposed twin

Valvie of 1'

for each
Cylinder.

100 lb.

oO II).

SO lb.

25 lb.

50 lb.

Least Unbalanced I'orce,

or ' Unbalance."

= \ X 100 (1 -t- S) = CO lb..

0.82 .; 1' = 0.S2 X 50 --= -U lb.

'1 P ,- j;= 2 X 50 X { = 201b.

1 • r ^ j~= i ;< 25 X i = 20 ;b.

0.2s .< 1> »= 0.2,S X 50 = 11 lb.

= 01b.

It should be explained that the value roo has been
chosen merely a^ an arbitrary standard of compari-

son; also that the figures in the last column refer to

the theoretical unbalance still remaining after the

engine has been balanced as well as possible.

This table repeals some' rather striking facts. As
we should expect, the single-cylinder engine is an easy

first from the point of view of hid balance. Next in

order comes the 50° twin, which is about two-thirds

as much out of balance as the single. Then come
the two-cylinder side-by-side and the four-cylinder

B5
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(e)

Fig. 14.

-60

-SO

-40

-30

-20

-10

engines, both of these being only one-third as much
out of balance as, or three times heiier^ balanced than,

the singfe. (It may be noted in passing that the four-

cylinder type has no advantage over the two-cylinder

as far as the unbalance is concerned.) .
The 90° twin

is a distinct improvement on all previous types, being

about four times better balanced than the single-

cylinder engine, and about three times better than the

50° twin. Finally, we have the horizontally-opposed

twin with no unbalanced force. ...
It is worth while pointing out that the unbalanced

forces in types c, d, and c consist entirely of secondary

forces, and so can be materially reduced by lengthen-

ing the connecting rods.

The accompanying diagram (fig. 14) is self-explana-

tory, its purpose being to show graphically the

foregoing results. Although several assumptions

have been ' made in calculating the figures from
which this diagram was prepared, and important
matters such as unbalanced couples have been
neglected, yet undoubtedly these figures give a very

fair idea of the degree of 'balance attainable in the

various types of engine that have come under review.

^ iQ Q I 1^

AN
OLD FRIEND.
WELL-CONSIDERED

MODERNISATION OF AN
OLD MACHINE.

THERE must be many well-

cared for and improved
machines of moderate age

about the countiy of which the six-

year-old Matchless illustrated here-

with is a particularly good example.

The owner, Mr. J, H. Wilkinson,

of Doncaster, has added many im-

provements to bring the machine

up to date. ,

The engine is a 5 h.p. J. A. P.

with overhead valves, the rockers

of which are fifted with lubricators.

These are found to be far more effi-

cient than the plain oil holes which did duty previously.

To allow of

the easy removal

of the cylin-

ders the tube be-

low the tank was
cut near each
end, and two

,
half-tap joints

made so that the

tank can be

swung to' one
side \ after the

removal of the

two bolts. The
free engine
wheel required

n o structural

J. H.

Removable oar/^ oftube

Removable part of lower tank tube to

facilitate cylinder removal on J.H,Wilkinson's

Matchless.

A SIX-YEAR-OLD MACHINE MODERNISED.
Wilkinson's single-geared 5 h.p. Matchless m Its latest form.

alterations, and Mr. Wilkinson himself made the

brake and foot levers, which included a foot-operated

exhaust lifter. A long exhaust pipe terminates in a

car whistle operated by the right foot ; this has proved
very useful in traffic.

The handle-bars were originally T.T. pattern; these

have been bent up to a more comfortable angle, and
long handle grips made of corrugated hose pipe fitted.

The carburetter is, of course, the 12-jet Wilkinson
which, the owner assures us, enables the machine to

be run .at any speed from six to sixty miles an hour.

This has a hot air pipe not shown in the photograph
fitted from the union of the front exhaust pipe, which
has effected a considerable improvement, both in con-

sumption and power, especially when running on a
petrol-paraffin mixture.

The occupant of the saddle is in temporary charge
of the machine.

b6
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TYPES OF AVON TYRES—No. 1

THE safest, strongest, and
speediest of all rubber anti-

skids and unrivalled for the driving

wheels of high-powered machines,

especially those used for heavy
sidecar or pillion-passenger work.

The " Sunstone " is manufactured

by the exclusive Avon Electro-

hydraulic process—the latest and
greatest method of tyre-building.

It has a 4-ply Egyptian casing of enormous strength, and

—

an important . feature—two plies round the beads. An
exceptionally thick tread of tough rubber in - compression

ensures long life and unusual freedom from cuts or punctures,

while the unique desigrt of clean-cut grooves, closed at each

end, provides a really effective anti-skid.

Type.

Sunstone

Combination

Three-ribbed -Jf- . . .

Tricar

Stonehenge .......

Druid

Lightweigbt 3-rib . .

.

Ligbtweight. studded.

Endless Tube * * .

For
Machines

Up to 8 h.p.

Upto5-6h.p.

•Big' Models

Up to 5-6 h.p.

Up to 4 h.p.

Up to 2f h.p.

2-strokes, etc.

do.

U/4.
12/-

14/10

6/11

* For high-powered machines with motor rims. Also made 650 X 65 at 40/- and 43/8.
t24X2l2/-. t24x2l4/10. ** Dome ends 2/3 per tube extra.

Full iUustrated Catalogue free from

—

Avon India Rubber Co., Ltd., 19, Newman Street, Oxford Street, London, W.
Depota—IVIanchester. Birmingham, Glasgow, Bristol, Newcastle, Nottingham, Aberdeen,

1,000 Agents hold stocks. Ample supplies available.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Molor Cycle.' B7
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(jet this Catalogue
It is, like the Ariel machine itself, a superb and handsome
production.

The book, which contains 32 pages, is printed in two colours

on art paper and profusely jllustrated.

All the models are shown and described, also various im-
portant Ariel patent constructional features. Many useful

hijnts and tips, and other interestmg items are given,

GRATIS ON REQUEST.

ARIEL WORKS, LTD. (°x"), BOURNBROOK, Birmingham.

•b3 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
Further Vacancies in the M.M.G S. R.F.C., an J R.E. Railway Operating Division.

This section was instituted with the sole object of assisting readers and directing them to the many different branches of

the Army and Navy for which their special knowledge suited them. At the outbreak of war numerous letters reached us
(and continue to arrive) from men at home and overseas possessed of motor engineering knowledge, explaining their difficulty

in obtaining particulars of Specialised Sections (notably the Motor Sections), recruiting officers being invariably occupied by
the demands of the line regiments. The Editor is Inspecting Officer for the M.M.G.S., Heavy Section, Machine Gun Corps,

and R.E. Despatch Riders. Throughout, the work has been purely honorary, and no commissions have been accepted.

To date, 9,992 readers have taken advantage of our proffered assistance.

THREE telegrams, two telephone

messages, and twenty-eight letters

of application were the first day's

result of the appeal in the last issue for

e.\perienced motor cyclists for the sidecar

batteries of the Motor Machine Gun
Service. Letters have followed each day
since, and appointments were made for

Tuesday and Wednesday tliis week with

suitable men.

A further request for experienced

riders having been received since the

last issue went to press, applications are

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN THE
R.N.A.S.

An air-mecbanic and former Tourist

Trophy rider has a few minutes to spare

after tuning up the engine of an R.N.A.S.

aeroplane.

still invited. Readers ready to join

immediately and conforming to the

conditions of enlistment below may
attend without notification at the

Coventry Recruiting Office, Masonic
Hall, on Tuesday next, the 11th inst.,

on which date an inspection has been
arranged. Those applicants accepted
will proceed at once to the training

centre. Reserve cards should be brought
for reference.

For the guidance of prospective re-

cruits, the conditions of enlistment are
appended :

Applicants must be experienced car
drivers or motor cyclists, able to execute
ordinary running repairs.

Pay, Is. 2^d. per day, all found.
Enlistment for dui'ation of war.
Usual separation or dependants'

allowance. '

Age limit, 19 to 40.

Applicants must be fit for. General
Service abroad, or for Garrison Duty
abroad.

various parts of the country (including

Scotland and Wales) for the positions

announced in our last issue, and was due
at the Nottingham Recruiting Office,

Stanford Street, for the same purpose
yesterday. The popularity of the

il.M.G.S. among Nottinghamshire and
Lincolnshire men is surprising, and a

score or so of men having applied from
these counties, the Nottingham appoint-

ment was made for their convenience in

the matter of travelling.

Among recruits accepted last week for

the M.iLG.S. were :

Barker, A. J. E., Northampton.
HaniUton, E. V., I'ilton.

Stanger, W., Maue.bester.
Erander. P., Earlsto\rn.
Lo'?k, W.. Koiuford.

that recruits will receive Is. 8d. per diem
on joining, with a further rise of 6d. per
diem after twenty-eight days, and after

a furtlier period of thirty-two days 5s'. 2d.

a day. Tlie prospects of promotion are
excellent. The type 0+' man required is

one who has been through an engineering
Morks ; in fact, only fully qualified men
used to lathe work are being considered.
Tlie work will entail the looking after of

internal combustion engines of high horse-
)}ower. and the training will be invaluable
to tliose who receive it in after life.

Applications ?hould be addressed to

Quarterrnaster-Sgt. Smith. Room 530,
War Office, Loirdon, S.W.

Notice to E.E. Despatch Eiders.

In connection with the Royal Engineers'

despatch riders, the age of recruits in this

Section must now be between eighteen

years nine months and thirty-five. The
examination of applicants for this section

has again been rendered more stringent.

With regard to the 2?. 6d. per diem
rate of pay, there seems to be a doubt

about this, judgmg from letters received

from despatch riders now in training.

It is interesting to note that Lawrence
Kemp, of Coventry, a motor cyclist passed

by the Editor for the Royal Engineers'

Despatch Riders' waiting list last week,

has served three years in the Charron
automobile woeks of Puteaux, and, of

course, speaks French fluently.

Royal Flying Corps.

We are constantly receiving letters

from readers asking us the name and
address of trade testing pa-rties for the
above corps, and we are now advised by
the Special Recruiting Officer for the
R.F.C.. Capt. H. Stuart Ebber, that a
R.F.C. Special Recruiting Officer will be
at the Recruiting Office, Corn Exchange,
Sheffield, during this week and until th«
15th inst. The party will later visit

Stockton-ou'Tees, Carlisle, and Glasgow.
There are other recruiting parties at
present stationed at Leeds, Manchester,
Birmint'ham. and London,

R.E. Railway Operating Division.

A notice regarding the above section

of the Royal Engineers appeai-ed under

T/ie Motor Cycle Recruiting Section in

the issue of June 29th, page 610. Further

to the statement made in that paragraph,

v.'e are now informed by the War Office

A Russian officer on his P. and M.
The rider, M. Worobleff, tells us

that all his company are equipped

with motor cycles of this make.

On Tuesday last, the 4th inst., iMr.

Geoffrey . Smith, Editor of The Motor
Cycle, attended at the Recruiting Office,

Coventry, to examine applicants from

MOTOR MACHINE GUNS TO
THE FORE.

A BATTERY of the Motor Machine
Gun Service is engaged in the
Gej'man East African campaign.

Renter's correspondent with British Head-
quarters makes the following reference

to the battery in his description of the
advance on and fight at the Lukigura
RSver :

" At three o'clock in the morn-
ing General Sheppard's Punjabis and
the Rhodesians swung down the main
road, making for the bridge, and at

sunrise Sir John
W i 1 1 u g h b y ' s

armoured motor
dashed to the front
and engaged a pom-
pom at close ijuar-

ters, A splinter

went througlr the
radiator of the
car, and it had to

retire, but repairs
were made, and
the car was soon
again to the fore."
The battery le-

ferred to is the
Light Armoured
Motor Battery
which formed the
subject of a double
page photograph
in our issue of

March 23rd, 1916,
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SIDECAR DEVELOPMENTS.
A LIMOUSINE TOP.

THE accompanying photograph has
been sent to us by filr. Leon
McVicker, who gives the following

particulars of the arrangement. The
limousine top is coachbuilt, has celluloid

windows, and weighs but 9 lb. It is

Design of detachable top for sidecar body
provisionally patented by C. A. Easting.

The circle shows the manner in which
access is gained to the seat. Quickly

detachable celluloid panels are used, and if

desired the front screen only can be used

as shown in the photograph below.

Detachable limousine top lor sidecar, designed

by Leon McVicker.

detachable and easily removed when not
required. The outfit was regularly used
last winter, and no trouble was ex-

perienced from head winds. ' The top
obviously affords the passenger very com-
plete protection against the elements.

The motor cycle to which the sidecar is

attached is a 4 h.p. New Hudson. This
has given -ts owner great satisfaction.

A GOOD DESIGN.

AN indirect result of the advent of

the cheap car has been that in-

creased attention has been paid to

the comfort of sidecar passengers, and
in particular their protection

from the elements. Cape cart

hoods and short screens are

now seen, but they still leave

room for improvement.

Quite one of the best attempts to

provide protection for the sidecar passen-
ger is that illustrated herewith. The
arrangement, which consists briefly of
easily detachable ~ celluloid screens and
canvas apron and top, has been pro-
visionally patented by C. A. Easting,
insurance broker, of 59, Abbey Road,
Warley Woods, Birmingham. Btr. East-
ing is a keen motor cyclist, but his wife

' does not enjoy the best of health, and,
in order that she might enjoy sidecarring
under adverse vreather conditions, Mr.
Easting evolved his detachable screen
and hood.

At present only the front half circle

shaped screen has been made, and this,

with the front apron, provides good
protection for the passenger. The com-
p~lete design, as shown in the sketch,
provides for the continuation of ceiluloid
panels at side and rear, so that, with all

in position and the canvas top, a com-
pletely enclosed seat is '(hs result. The
whole affair is light and quickly- and
easily detachable. Arrangement will he
made for carrying the panels when not
in use in a case at the back of the
sidecar.

The astmg screen in ts present form. The complete design, when completed, will

appear as in the sketch reproduced above. The photograph shows the designer driving

his B.SA. The inset shows the screen minus the top cover.

A NORTON INNOVATION
FOR CARRYING A CHILD.
THE problem of carrying a junior

extra pa-ssenger often confronts the
family man who owns a sidecar

outfit, and there are several methods
of " stowing away " the child. Un-
fortunately, from the child's point of

view, "stowing away" more aptly
describes the usual methods, such as jam-
ming the poor infant into the toe of the
sidecar, perched on a stool, or petrol tin,

and, incidentally, cramping the adult
passenger ; or again, the more dangerous
mode of putting the child on. a cushion
on the carrier to hang on as best he can.
There are also several makes of double-
seated sidecars on th^ market, but most
of them are remarkably heavy.

During a recent visit to the new works
of Noirton Motors, Ltd., at Phillips
Street, Aston, Birmingham, we inspected
a clever idea, which solves the problem
effectively and neatly. In the usual
pattern of Norton sidecars the back of
the body forms a very commodious store
for kit and luggage. ' Very little of this

space has been occupied in the fitting of

the miniature dickey seat. The back
part of the Body is hinged at. the bottom,
and two flat metal arms hold it firmly
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NEWS FROM GERMAN EAST AFRICA

German East Africa is certainly an

interesting place from which to get

reports on Dunlop motor-cycle belts !

And when I hear that every belt-driven

machine used by the Dispatch Riders

under General Smuts' command is fitted

with a Dunlop round-top belt, I draw rny

own conclusions, i.e., that the rigours of

active service conditions have served to

demonstrate the inherent superiority

of yet another Dunlop product.

DUNLOP RUBBER CO., LIMITED,
FOUNDERS OF THE PNEUMATIC TYRE INDUSTRY,
Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM. LONDON— 146, Clerkenwell Road, E.G. BRANGHES-Covenlry,
Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.

^-
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oiMiDeanis french^line
EXTRACT FROM LETTER.

" The Motor Cycles you supplied to us some time ago for the transport of

Wounded French Soldiers in the Vosges Mountains have done, and are
still doing, most excellent work in the first line of the French Army.
These Cycles are spoken of in THE HIGHEST TERMS by aU who
liave come in contact with them in France."

What satisfaction is expressed in these words—recognise the difficuhies of

heavy ambulance work over any and all sorts of so-called roads which
strains every part and portion of the machines.

SUNBEAMS under such a test are spoken of "IN THE HIGHEST
TERMS." No better testimony is needed of the ReUability, Workmanship,
and Superiority of SUNBEAMS.

Owinsr to the great demand for Sunbeam Motor Cycles for War purposes, the public are respectfully informed that

further deliveries cannot at present be made from the Works, and those who require Sunbeams should purchase
the existing stoclt of the various Agents who have had the foresight to provide for this contingency.

Write for fully Illustrated Catalogue to

JOHN MARSTON LTD., — 11, Sunbeamland, — WOLVERHAMPTON,
London Showrooms:—57, Holborn Viaduct, E.C., and 157-158, Sloane Street, S.W.

Liverpool:—68, Renshaw Street.Manchester:—20 Peter Street.

LOOK FOR
THIS NAME ON

YOUR ENGINE

IT IS A
Guarantee

OF

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
IN DESIGN & WORKMANSHIP.

J. A. PRESTWICH & CO.,
Northumberland Park. TOTTENHAM

*'Prestwicii Tottlane, LondoD.' Telephone : 1613 Tottenham.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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ARRIVAL OF THE
SIDECAR DICKEY SEAT.

A development of the

capacious folding locker,

forming the bulbous back

of tile Norton sidecars, is

that of making it into a

dickey seat for children, as

ustrated.

at an angle of about 45°. The centre of
the cover board of the locker is cut out
aud a small upholstered seat is pivoted
so as to -shut up flush with the cover
when not in use. A padded Back rest is

provided, and further elaborations will
probably be added to give additional
comfort. It is both stroug and safe, as
Avell as roomy, for a child ; it is not in
any way unsightly, and adds practically
nothing to the weight of the sidecar. It

does not affect the balance of the sidecar,
and the whole outfit, with driver and one
and a half passengers, rides as easily as
can possibly be desired. We might "sug-
gest the addition of folding canvas side
pieces to exclude the dust, raised by the
passage of the outfit over the road.

Credit is due to Mr. Watson, the
designer of Watsonian sidecars, who is

responsible for the idea. At the same
time, it should be noted that it is pro-
tected, and is supplied exclusively with
Norton outfits.

A WRIST WATCH PRO-
TECTOR.

A WRIST Avatch may almost be con-
. sidered part of the personal equip-
ment of a" well rigged motor cyclifft,

so great are its advantages for ridiiig

over a watch carried

in a vest pocket.

Snce the war the use
of wrist watclies has
spread enormously,
they being very I'mpu-

lar with soldiers of

all grades, and for

military motor cyclists

they are a -sine qua
non.

Being carried in a
somewhat exposed
position there is

always the risk of

breakage of the glass,

and to get over this

trouble Hirst Bros,
and Co., Ltd., of Roscoe Street, Oldham,
have introduced the " Mesh Guard

"

illustrated. It is made of metal for fit-

ting over the watch glass, and the squares
are so designed, we are told, that each
of the twelve-hour figures has its own
indiWdual square.

Hirst Bros.' wrist

watch protector.

IRISH TRIAL RESULTS.
THE awards in connection with the

Twenty-four Hours Trial of the
Dublin and District Motor Cycle

Club, reported in our last issue, were
anireunced on Friday last. Eight of

the nineteen competitors secured full

marks at the open controls, and made
clean runs through the non-stop sections,

- and consequently the awards depended
on the variation from schedule time at

the two secret controls. W. H. Freeman
was foimd to be but 13s. out, W. J.

Henderson 15s., and A. W. Mooney 23s.

Freeman consequently wins the Rudge-
Whitwoi'th Cup, and this being his

second successive win the cup becomes
his absolute property.
The prize for the best performance of

a team of three riders was won by
jMessrs. Mooney, Dooly, and Lucy. The
passenger machine prize, for which the
winner of the Rudge-Whitworth Cup was
not eligible, was won by W, J. Hender-
son, and the lightweight prize by C. B".

Franklin.
The markings of the nineteen finishers

were as follow :

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS.
Marks.

W. 11. Freeman (7-9 Indian) 200
W. J. Henderson (7-9 Harley-Davidson ec.) .. 200
A. W. Mooney (7-9 E.'Ctelsior sc.) .. .. 200
S. A. Allen (3 Enfield) 200
P. Grimes (7-9 Indian sc.) 200
A. Carton (7-9 Indian sc.) ; 200
T. Woods (4>/, B.S.A.) 200
F. L. Dooly (41/4 B.S.A.) 200
F. McDonagh {VA B.S.A.) 199
C. S. Kettle (4i,i B.S.A.) 199
D. Lucy (2% Douglas) 198

SILVER MEDAL WINNERS.
R. Walshe (41/1 B.S.A.) 198
F. Cunningham (7-9 Indian sc.) .. .. 196
C. B. Franklin (2'/, Indian two-stroke) .. 193
.!. Stewart (2'?4 DouglasT 193
C. S. Redmond (3^/. Indian) .. .. ..190
Cpl. J. Griffiths [Z-'k Douglas) 180
T. Toole (4i/i B.S.A.) 171
T. J. Duaphy (3 Enfield) 170

Walshe missed a gold medal by being
early at an open control.

WORTH REMEMBERING.
The rider of a two-stroke machine

htted with chain-cum-belt drive had the

misfortune to break the magneto chain
five miles from anywhere. Fortunately,
he discovered that the driving chain, of

which he had a spare, was of the same
pitch as that for driving the magneto,
and he therefore shortened the spare
chain and used it for the magneto.

LEST WE FORGET.
IT has occurred to us that a tit

and proper way 6i perpetuating thb'

memory of the late Sir R. K. Arbuth-

not, Bt., C.B., M.V.O., would be

that the Auto Cycle Union, of whose
committee 'he was an active member,
should put up a challenge cup, to be
known as the Arbuthnot Trophy, to be
competed for by officers of the Royal
Navy. It may seem somewhat strange

at -first that we should suggest that

a sporting trophy should be employed for

the purpose of commemorating the life

of a great man who died a hero's death,

hut the case is an " exceptional one. Here
we have a gallant sailor who, if he liad

lived, would have received many honours

at the hands of King and country, and
who devoted the major portion of the

little spare time he had to his motor
bicycle. He was not only a lieen rider

and a hard rider, but he worked diligently

for the movement when he could, and
his good work will long survive him. By
popularising the motor bicycle in the

Navy he helped to spread the pastime
among the general community. That is

a point which must not be forgotten. His
name is inseparably coupled with his pro-

fession and with his favourite sport

;

therefore we argue that the cup which is

to perpetuate his memory should be a

trophy to be won annually in a motor
cj'cle competition, and that the competi-
tors should be officers of the Senior

Service in which he had so distinguished

a career. There avUI be. difficulties, we
admit. The naval officer is a keen and
skilful rider, but his leave daj's are few
and far between ; still, tliat the right

kind of competitor can be got hold of we
are snre.
- We would finally suggest that all who
wish to contribute to a trophy to per-

petuate the memory of one who may be
said to have been the premier motor
cyclist of Great Britain, should send their

donations to the Secretary, the Auto
Cycle Union, 83, Pall Mall, S.W., as soon
as it is announced that that body is will-

ing to organise the event. We do not,
of course, suggest that the competition
would be held until after the war.

A lady rider of a Harley-Davidson showing

her neat and suitable attire.

BI3
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
" SUMMER " TIME.

July 6ih
8!-h

„ 10th
„ 12fli

9^46 p.m.
9.45 „
9.44 „
9.42 „

Sidesarriers and the Increased Petrol Tax.

Owners of sidecarriers who use their

machines exclusively for business pur-~

poses are not affected by tlie increased

petrol tax. When the additional tax
comes into force, the ordinary user will

pay Is. per gallon in tax, whilst com-
mercial vehicle users will only pay Ijd.

per gallon in tax.

"Cleveland Triumphs Again."

The above is a heading to an adver-

tisement in an American contemporary
of the Cleveland lightweight, that has
been illustrated in these pages. The
heading is rather amusing, in view of

the undoubted external likeness of the
Cleveland to the Baby Triumph.

A Lost Machine.

Enquiries are being made for the where-
abouts ot a 5 h.p. 1915 model Indian

that belonged to a man who lost his life

on the I II vincible in the Jutland naval
engagement. Up to the time of writing

all efforts to trace the machine have
failed, though it is thought it may have
been garaged somewhere on the east

coast of Scotland. Registration number
is BK 3212, and it had a Stewart speedo-

meter and Lucas lamp. Any information

that may lead to the machine's recovery
should be sent to Mr. Gordon D. Dewar,
127, Festing Grove, Southsea.

Liverpool Motor Cyclist Volunteers.

The i\Iotor Cycle Section of the

National Motor Volunteers, at Liverpool,

recently held an inter-squadron team
lelay despatch carrying contest. The
general scheme w<is the carrying, in the
quickest time by teams of ,four men act-

ing in relays of a despatch from Sefton
Park to Hale, rid Kirkby Station.

Rookery Station, Collins Green, and
Sankej' Station. This course was .speci-

ally chosen for its comparative easy
nature in view of the fact that this was
the first event of its kind. Four teams
completed the journey, the best perform-
ance being only 40gm., or an average
speed of 20 m.p.h., which, taking into

consideration that the way ha;d to be
found by map alone, seems exti-aordinarily

good. Each of the winning team received
a pocket compass as a prize. A somewhat
similar contest is down on the programme
for July 23r<i.

Women driving all Types of Road Vehicles.

A fortnight ago we commented upon
the steady increase of women motor
cyclists. But this "is only one type of

motor vehicle women are- driving now-
adays. They can be seen driving side-

carriers, light vans, anc toui'iaig cars

all over the country, and one day last

week a young girl was seen driving a

3 ton Army lorry. And she was
handling it very well, too.

Importation of Commercial Motor Vehicles

Prohibited.

As from July 5th the importation of

commercial motor vehicles (in which
are included sidecarriers) and chassis

into this country is prohibited except
under certain conditions.

Licences to import will be granted

in cases where the goods were either

en route for the United Kingdom or

actually paid for at the date of the

Proclamation, and also where it can

be shown that the importation is desir-

able in the national interests or where
the car is urgently required for any of

the purposes specified in Class A of the
Order of Priority for the distribution

of motor spirit or for agricultural pur-

poses, or for the conveyance of essential

goods. Licences will further be issued

for the importation of spare
- j)arts for imported com-
mercial vehicles which are

already in the United King-
dom.

A SPEEDY SIDECAR
IN APPEARANCE AND

REALITY.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
RECREATION FOR WAR WORKERS.
THE CONQUEST OF WRYNOSE AND

HARD KNOTT PASSES.
OVERSEAS VIEWS AND NEWS.

More Petrol Substitutes.

We extract the following from last

week's Punch :

"The following letter was received

from a Chinese storekeeper, in response

to an order for benzine :

" ' Madam,—Very sorry we have
no benzine, but we have ground
cloves, nutmegs, cinnamon, and
ginger. Hoping to be excused foT

the trouble.'

"Victims of the petrol census may
be glad to know of these substitutes."

Cruelty to Lightweights.
The reader who Avrites to us and asks

if his 2^ h.p. lightweight is big enough
to take a sideca-r should bear in mind
the following extract from the excellent

little booklet published by the.Villiers
Engineering Co., Ltd., on their 2^ h.p.

two-stroke motor: "As engines are

easily liable to derangeiiient by neglect
and misuse, our guarantee does not
apply to defects caused by wear and
tear, misuse or neglect. The term

'misuse' usually includes ... .

the attaching of a sidecar to

the motor cycle driven by this

engine."

The machine is an A.B.C., and

the rider will be recognised as

J. L. Emerson, a Brooklands

record-breaker.
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I
Irish 24 Hours^ Reliability Trial. |

'

HARLEmVIDSON

'

Sidecar Combination wins

The special CUP
AND

A GOLD MEDAL.
2 for the best performance in the Passenger Class. f

O

©

WE ENTERED ONE MACHINE
WE OBTAINED HIGHEST AWARD.

THE ABSOLUTE SUPERIORITY OF THE

SILENT GREY
DEMONSTRATED BEYOND QUESTION.

HARLEY-DAVmSON MOTOR CO., LTD.,

74, NEWMAN ST., OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.

> i^iuuiiuuumig^iuauiumji HARLEY-DAVDSON itarAvasirfjsasitii I Hi vjasaastrssesitii |>:

In answering (his advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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NEVER have the lonely wilds of

Wrynose or the rugged crags of

Hard Knott seen anything like

the coming of the munition men,

at least not since those far-distant days
when Roman legions made the seaward
slopes of the westerly pass their abode
and training ground. But the modern
chariot is not noisy in its movements,

and, as we struggled up the Wrynose
steeps, from everywhere came the echo-

ing bark and whirr of motors. All were

not victorious on Wrynose or its ap-

proaches, and as we came from northern

Lakeland, a Rover, left derelect, was
passed on Owlett Hill, and there were

machines Crossed the notorious pass
speaks well for the efficiency of modern
construction. Amongst the light machines
the 2| h.p. Douglas and the 2^ h.p. Royal
Ruby figured prominently. The former
was skilfully handled by B. Boyren, of

Barrow, whilst George Braithwaite, of

Kendal, "fairly ate up everything," as

a keen Yorkshire spectator described it.

The silent steady stride of the 3| h.p.

Scott was worth noting, the more so as

the machine, ridden by H. Harland, had
just come from Hull specially for the
day's sport. Another distant visitor was
Gilbert Browne, a keen despatch rider,

who, on special leave, had corrie from the

others. After the previous day's heavy
downpour, we were not surprised to pass

many machines left at the foot of the

climb and others at various stages of the

ascent.

The lower slippery grass corner close

to Fell Foot Farm had caused little

serious trouble, and it was on the upper
section, the most trying part of Wrynose,
where real "liveliness ' was in evidence.
About a dozen machines were more or-

less held up, or kept down, by the grip
of gravitation. The slimy, sliding slope
of stony looseness, set at an angle verging
on 1 in 3, which forms the road, was in

very bad condition, and nobody made a
complete non-stop climb at the first

attempt. Doubtless this was partly
caused by the hurried nature of the
attack, for all were anxious to reach
Cockley Beck farm at the further side

of the pass and meet another large batch
of munition workers, who had come up
Dnddon Dale direct from Barrow-in-
Furness.

Wrynose.

Still, to climb Wrynose at all on such
a day was a remarkable motor cycling
feat, and the fact that over a dozen

sunny south to his native mist and
mountains. Amongst the sidecars an
8 h.p. Enfield, driven by H. Cleary, per-

formed splendidly. The same must be
said of the 6 h.p. A.J.S., which, though
carrying a huge load, reached the summit
in charge of Harry Whinnerah. A 2J h.p.

Humber, driven by R. Ghaplow, secre-

tary of the Westmorland Club, also

climbed well.

Spring Frames on Freak Hills.

On the westerly side of Wrynose there
was stiU greater " Stir," for more than
a dozen of the Barrow contingent were
encountered struggling bravely up.
Thanks to some marvellous gymnastics,
the English machines made especially

good non-stop ascents. Those noticed on
the other side of Wrynose were again
conspicuous, and both T. Dudson, on a

3^ h.p. Rudge Multi, and W. Tomkins,
on a 5 h.p. Matchless, made fine ascents.
On the other hand, the uncertain per-
formances of others led to general re-

marks regarding the unsuitability of
spring frames for the class of work in

hand. A recent kindly criticism on this
point_by " Ixion " in the pages of The
Motor Cycle was recalled by the wi-iter.

rrr

(Centre top) Riders ot 2\ h.p. Royal Ru
(Left) The second hairpin on Hard Knot'

Federation) followed by H. Harland (3| h.p S!

(Right) Big twinrcylinder solo machines oh i

(6 h.p.. Matchless) followed by A. Walker (6 hi

(Lower centre) The paity at Cockley Beck

whose remarks in a former article hai

been questixaned: Would that "Ixion'
could have been present on Wrynose a

Walna Scar, for evidently he does no

realise the kind of hills which the sport

ing munitioners have been tackling; i.i

solid frame was obviously best, for thei

was absolute danger in being sprung int
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T^ard ^loffpasses

the half-way halting place between the
two passes.

Hard Knott.

A busy afternoon was spent in climb-
ing Hard Knott Pass from both sides,

though some, having once descended the
farther side to Eskdale, seemed satisfied

to stay there. The^main features of the
Cockley Beck side of Hard Knott were
its dozen "hairpins" and comparatively
good surface. The lower double bends
proved exciting, and some of the side-

cars made skids that scattered the road
surface and spectators very effectively.

The two 3^ h.p. Indians, driven by J. H.
Wilson (Grasmere) and B. Pole (Barrow),

where the gloomy crags of Hard Knott
loomed threateningly.

The weather now became somewhat
damp, yet this did not deter several

enthusiasts from tackling the westerly

side of Hard Knott, which must cer-

tainly be considered the most difficult

part of the two passes for motor cycles

as well as cars. Undoubtedly the beat

performance here was made by George
Braithwaite, on the 2^ h.p. Royal Ruby,

,
for, except for a momentary halt through
the crank case wedging in a big mass of

turf near the summit, he made a full

length non-stop run. B. Boyren, on the

2| h.p. Douglas, was almost equally
successful, exceptr for a stop on the

h.p. Indian machmes on Wrynose.

lied from Cockley Beck. J, Wardle (2i h.p,

fdouble hairpin on Hard Knott. W. Tomkins
Observe the group of riders in background

(iveen Wrynose and Hard Knott Passes.

By GEORGE D. ABRAHAM.
' Motor Ways tn Lakeland,'* " The Complete Mountaineer," '' Mmmiain A^vejitures

at Home and Abroad," etc.

Ijiid-air and flung do'wn the precipitous
iiiountain side. Space forbids detailed
escription of the further adventures on

:;Vrynose : suffice it to say that, despite
,he laggards and those who would not
•inger for lunch, over two dozen machines
yere gathered together during the picnic
lart of the programme at Cockley Beck,

took the corners steadily, whilst the
5 h.p. of the same make, ridden by J.

W. Wilson, of Kendal, was up midst
the brackened heights on the skyline
almost before one realised its success.

Of the bigger machines, the thrilling

attack of C. Dyson (5-6 h.p. Ariel),
Stanley Bewsher (8 h.p. Bat), and A.
Walker (6 h.p. A.J.S.) enlivened the
proceedings, whilst the skilful handling
of a single-speed Triumph by R. F.
Sharratt deserved attention. The splendid
dash of young Eric Peacock, another one-
armed member of the party, was so sur-
prising that the writer unfortunately
forgot to note the make of his machine.
This rider made a remarkable recovery
when one of the descending Indians
jumped a hairpin bend prematurely, and,
landing in the road below, left only a

few inches_of wheel grip on the edge of

the precipice for the up-coming climber.
Half-a-dozen sidecars succeeded in reach-
ing the top, and finally the .quiet, steady
ascent of a P. and M. outfit was especi-

ally soothing after the uproar of the
crowd foregathered in the summit mist.

treacherous hairpin below the upper zig-

zags. This portion of the climb w»s
tackled successfully by several riders.

Good Climb by a Single-cylinder Ontfit.

From the average spectator's point
of view, the climb by T. Wilson, on
the 3i h.p. Rover with light sidecar
attachment, was most remarkable. The
astonishing agility of the one-armed
passenger, young Eric Peacock, did
almost more than anything else to make
success possible. The way he shed him-
self and rescued the outfit on the pre-
cipitous outside edge of the lower hair-

pin, whilst still keeping all on the move,
was one of the most stirring sights of
an exciting day. The crowd on the
upper "hairpin" spontaneously cheered
the plucky pair as they swung upwards
and out of sight in the clouds. Then,
after some of the bigger machines had
shown their paces, the party was
scattered by the oncoming storm. Thus
ended a glorious day, which will, live
long in the memories . and. records of
motor mountaineering in Lakeland.
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CHAT (continued)

"Notice to Quit."

Xlie Germans have " got the push," to

use a term with a double meaning.

Motor Cyclists Ineligible.

The list of motor cyclists ineligible for

military service or discharged, which we
compiled some weeks ago, was applied

for by anotlier Birmingham manufacturer
last week. Will those cm the list, who
obtain positions kindly notify us, so that

their names may be removed?

The Petrol Census.

A correspondent writes from EskdaJe
to say that, as no daily papers reach that

place, he only heard of the petrol census

"after the last date given for filling up the

forms, when he saw particulars in The.

Motor Cijde. Certainly the technical

papers should have had ample notice of

the proposed census.

The National War Funds.

At the week-end the principal war
fimds stood as follow :

The Prince ol" Wales's National
Eeliei Fund .£3,328,000
rlistrilrateai £5,914,220

British Red Cross Fund .. .. 4.025.140 C
Tobacco Fund ' 109,499 6 11
The Queen's Work for Women

Fund 169,599 3 4

Cattle on the Roads.

A decision of considerable importance

to motor cyclists was given by Judge
Harington at the Reading County Court

last week. In January, Lt. A. D. Ross
was driving his wife in a sidecar, and
encountered a herd of sixty cows. He
slowed up, but one of the cows ran into

the sidecar and overturned it. Judgment
was given against the owner of the

cows, on the ground that he had not

e.xercised sufficient care in providing
only one man to look after the cows.

This seems to us a most just-decision.

Petrol Supply.

All petrol users are anxiously awaiting
intimation as to the commencement of

the petrol permits, but no official state-

ment has yet been made. In the mean-
while, however, it is worth drawing
attention to the statement made last

week by the Chancellor of the Exchequer
when questioned as to the position of

a motorist stranded far from home with
an emptj' tank and his petrol licence

showing that he had purchased all the

petrol to which he was entitled. Mr.
McKeima stated that the unfortunate
motorist would not be able to buy any
morCj and would have to trust to a

friend coming along who would offer a

helping tin.

The Sailocs this Time.

The sidecar outing to be organised on
July 8th by the Harley-Davidsou Motor
Co." will be' for the benefit of sailors who
were wounded in the recent great naval
action. The men will be transferred from
the R.N. Hospital at Greenwich to South
Palace Yard, Westminster, outside the
House of Lords, and a start will be made
thence at noon for Lord Northcliffe's seat,

Sutton Place, Guildford, which is just off

the Ripley Road. Owners of Harley-
Davidson sidecar outfits Avho are able to

co-operate are requested to .get into com-
munication with Mr. J. A. Masters, the
Har]ey-Da^^dson Motor Co., Ltd., 74,

Newman Street, W.

More Petrol Figures.

In reply to questions asked in the
House last week, it was stated that the
total import of petrol spirit into the
United Kingdom in the twelve months
ended Jlay 31st, 1916, was 144,000,000
gallons. The quantity imported apart
from that used for Government purposes
cannot be stated. The quantities on
which duty was paid in the same period
frere : At commercial rates, 48,500,000
gallons ; at private rates, 65,100,000
gallons ; total amount on which duty
was paid, 113,600.000 gallons.

Another Advantage of a Motor Cycle.

Near Dunchurch on Sunday afternoon,
about 4.50 p.m., two M.M."G.S. men

—

one on a twin Rex sidecar, the otlier on
a Triimiph—passed us at a lively bat.
Evidently they were on the way to camp
after short leave. Service men who travel
by train have to start back an hour or
two earlier to that district owing to

the restricted Sunday train service, and
men must, of course, report at the tiine

they are due back. ' Thus a motor cycle
is cheaper to run than the cost of railway
fare, and the leave is prolonged.

Meeting a Meat Eating Beast.

Encounters with wild beasts are foi'-

tunately not a thing to be expected or .

to take precautions against in this

country, but it appears that a motor
cyclist clergyman, when riding in Wales
recently, came almost face to face with
a savage-looking brown bear who was
at that moment engaged in dining off

mutton (uncooked). Putting on all

speed, the rider flashed by, a mile or

so further on passing a gipsy encamp-
ment, from which it is probable the
bear had escaped.

In Memory of a Gallant Sailor.

At the A.C.U. committee meeting this

evening (Thursday) Mr. E. M. P. Boileau
(The Motor Oyde) will move a resolu-

tion to the effect that, in order to

pei'petuate the memory of the late

Rear - Admiral Sir R. K. Arbuthnot,
Bart., and his 'association with the motor
cycle movement; a cliallenge trophy be_
put up. It would be known as ' the"
Arbutlinot trophy.

PETROL SUBSTITUTE.
IT was reported last week in the daily

press that Mr. F. W. Bricknell, the
Hull City Engineer, had arranged for

a six months' supply of motor fuel at

8d. a gallon. This seemed too good to

be true, and that our scepticism was
justified is proved by the following letter

from the gentleman in question in reply
to an enquiry we- addressed to him

:

Petbol Substitute.
" Sir,—Referring to yours of the 29th

June, the report to which you. refer is

totally inaccurate.
" I informed my committee that I was

making a contract which would effect a
saving of about 8d. per gallon on present
prices, but as the supply was limited
and not marketed I suggested that no
entry should be made in the minutes,
and asked the reporters not to mention
the transaction. One of them, however,
who, I believe, is a motor cyclist, became
uijduly excited, and, it appears, sent a
report to the Central News, with the
result that I am to-day inundated with
enquiries.

"As a matter of fact the spirit is a
petroleum spiwt of a somewhat higher
specific gravity than Taxihus.

F. W. Bricknell."

TESTING STUCCHl MILITARY SIDECARS ON A 1 IN 5 GRADIENT
WITH A HAIRPIN BEND.

The Stucchi is an Italian machine and large numbers are in use by the Italian War Office.
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"The good old

ZENITH''
-but read the letter-

Zenith Motors, Ltd.,

Hampton Court.

Hull, 16/6/16.

Models from 3| to 8 h.p.

Catalogue with pleasure.

Dear Sirs,

You will no doubt be interested to hear that the

6 h.p. Zenith, which was supplied through your local

aqent jusi three years ago, is still running as well as

ever.

Its mileage to date is approximately 60,000, and I haVe neoer

once been hung up with mechanical trouble. I have found it to be a

most economical machine in every way. The Petrol consumption has

teen very satisfactory, averaging close upon 60 m.p.g., and I do not

find that the Gradua Gear appreciably shortens the life of a belt.

i>

I think a word of praise is

due to the finest machine I

have ever ridden— "the good

old ZENITH.''
Yours, etc,

ZENITH MOTORS, Ltd.,

A "Clukh and Countersh!i(t" type, with Kick HAMPTON COURT, ENG.
StEirter, Positive Locking Clutch, longest Belt

Drive, and the Gradua Gear.

m

1916 MODELS.
J' oriel

1

2

3

4

15

7

Big Four, 82 X !23 chain drive

3 J h.p., 79 X 100 chain drive ..

Big Four, chain belt .

.

3i h.p., chain belt

Big Four Combination, chain or chain belt, 3

Brooklands Special, certified 73 m.p.h.

8 BroolJands Road Special, certified 70 m.p.h
9 Tourict Trophy
16 Countershaft T.T.

tyres

Pr'ro

68 Guineas
66 „
" „
65 „
85 „
68
63 ,.

52
67

The Norton

3 \ Spa rts
Models
hold 2 1

WORLD'S
RECORDS

ALL WORTH WAITING FOR.

NORTON MOTORS, LIMITED,

BIRMINGHAM.

LONDON: Bartlett & Co., Gt. Portland St.

'I made a 7-9 look like a baby 2-stroKe."

In answerinc; these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

i?A

iOt

^.

6X9
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WHITELEYS
will supply you with

Any Make of Motor Cycle by Easy Payments
and add 2 per cent, only to the List Prices for a year's credit.

Should you select a Caltborpe two-stroke, two-s-peed (cash price, 31 ;

payment of f^b 4s. od., to be foUowti:!

;uirieas), you pay 13/- extra only. The machine is delivered after

by 12 monthly payments of £2 5s. od.

WE HAVE THE BEST ASSORTED STOCK OF MOTOR CYCLES IN GREAT BRITAIN
3chine= arrive from the v.-orks daily—it

SOLO MACHihiES.

New machines arrive from the v.-orks daily—it is therefore impossible
Showrooms are

7-9 b.p. 16J 1916 HARLEY-DAVIDSON, dynamo C, s. d.

electric lij^btiug set 89
7 h.ti. AMERICAN EXCELSIOR, 3-speeJ 75
4-5 h.p. ZENITH, clui:ch. Model D 73 18
4} h.p. No. 6 JAMES, 3-speed 66 5

2^ b.p. N.U.T., twin, T.T. (late- 1915, new) 65
ijh.p. ALLOW, .vstroke, 2-spee(l 42
25 h.p.0ALTHORPE-J.A.P.,::-spee.l, variable ignition 37 IS
2; h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2-slroke 29 10
2'. h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2 stroke, 2-speed 36 10
2i-3h.p. WOLF, Model "A," 2-^peed 33 10
li h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2.speed, v.iriable ignition. . 37 IS
2J li.p. KOBART, 2-stroke, 2-speed 37 16
I'i h.p. LEVIS, latest mold 32
2j h.p. ALLON, 2-stroke 36
23 h.p. O.K.. 2-stroke !!5 10
2* h.p. IXION, 2-stroke 28 10
2I h-p. IXION, 2-stroke, 2-speeu 35 10

West End Agents for the famous JAMES Motor Cycles -

Sale London Agents for the IXION MOTOR CYCLES.

for ns to give a complete list. .Among the machines on show in our
the following-

COMBINATIONS. c s. d.

7-9 h.p. ibF HARIEY-DAVIDSON, special H.-D.Sc. 110

4j h.p. JAMES Combination 60 15
6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination 33 5

4{ h.p. QUADRANT-B.S.A., 3-5peed countershaft
gear, Canoelet Sidecar ... 72 10

4 h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P. I'win Lightweight Com-
bination, Enlield 2-speecI gear, handle starter ... 70 7

4| h.p. JAMES Combination, with Lucas dynamo
lightiiig and electric horn 98 16 6

THE BIGGEST STOCK THE BEST BARGAINS.

Pacicing Free. Carriage Paid to any Address jn the U.K.

T.D.C. DE LUXE MOTOR CYCLES, INDIANS, B S.A.*

a.nd ROVERS, suppfied by deferred pa.ymcnts on
specia.1 terms— pa.rticula.rs on application.

A feyy Bargains fn Second-hand
Machines and Combinations.

Wm. WHITELEY, Ltd., QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W.

WIRE ^^^

LONDON
VICTORIA R?
WIUESDEN JUNC.

Establislied 1897

Manufacturers of Bowden Wire
and of all Levers and Acces-
sories used in its application.

Trade Marks and Names:

Bowdensolo Bowdenamel Bowdensilver
Bowdenoir Bowdenite Bowdenbrass

Contractors to the Admiralty, the War Office,

and Allied Foreign Governments

The Best Warning

Signal for Motor Cyclists,
No Warning Signal is "just

aagood " as the Gloriaphone,

because it is un que in con-

struction — warning — easy

handling.

Ask for the Gloriaphone, and

you can convince yourself of

its superior qualities.

Moderate in price^bestln value.

ETIENNE&CIE.,
61, Gt. Eastern St.,

London, E.C.

Inspect the Gloriaphone at your dealers.

-43k for Type "B" for Motor Cyclss.

PRICE

2216
Black and Nickel
Complete with Clipff.

In answering theat advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
AH letters should be addressed to the Editor. " The Motor Cycle," Hertiord Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name aad ..ddiess.

Copper Cooling Devices.

Sir,—I am sorry I have not replied to Mr. Donaldson's
letter sooner. I shall be very pleased to give full par-

ticulars as to making and the results of using these radia-

tors. I may say I am now getting 81 m.p.g. out of my
heavily laden De Luxe Norton sidecar outfit over long runs
—a marked increase on my consumption previous to fitting

the radiators. A. LINDSAY (Capt.)

Piston Tap or What?
Sir,—I have had recent experience on the subject. After

taking down a 7-9 h.p. Indian, to fit a new big end bearing,
I was troubled with a slight scraping knock which apparently
emanated from the front cylinder. I put. down the cause to

lack of lubrication, and on testing the mechanical oil pomp
I found practically no oil was being delivered to the front
cylinder. After clea,ning the pumps and slightly increasing
the flow of oil the knock completely disappeared. The Indian
is, of course, fitted with a lead direct from the mechanical
pump to the front cylinder. H. W. KILBY.

Spring Frames on Freak Hills.

Sir,—Referring to " Ixion's " remarks on the spring
frame for freak hill-climbing, I might say that if he will

try a hill like Walna Scar on one of these machines he will

find, when he meets with a piece of rock standing above
the level of the road, he is lifted up, and when he drops
again he rebounds with the springing, and probably meets
with another piece of rock and does the same thing. What
chance has he~ of climbing a hill like this when he is

constantly doing gymnastics in the air ? There is no doubt
the spring frame machine is very comfortable on the main
road. J. G. BETHWAITE.

Sir,-

A Trip to Imbros.
-I ask you, in fairness to myself, to publish this

answer to a letter which appeared in your issue of
June 22nd.

'

This may help your three correspondents to remember
the incident. I was staying for a few days only in Imbros,
and had gone from the R.N.A.S. camp to the departure
office to find out if trawlers were leaving, as the weather
was rather rough and delayed departures were frequent.
One of the three correspondents was sent down with the
Clyno outfit to meet 'me, and was good enough to let me
.ride back.

I trust the disclosure of this fact has not caused any
trouble, which is the only explapation I can see for the
curious, though rather unnecessary, denial.

G..L. ROSSITER.

Four-cylinder Engines.
Sir,—I was very pleased to see Mr. Thompson's letter on

June 29th. If Mr. Lee does not avail himself of Mr.
Thompson's offer, I should be pleased to borrow the patterns,
with the owner's permission. It is a good sporting offer

of his. I must also thank Mr. Thompson, as since cleaning
the magneto and taking the inner tube out of the silencer
my machine has improved in starting, slow running, and
picking up on top. I have trouble with the back wheel
continually slacking back on its bearings. The makers cannot
suggest a remedy except punching the threads of the nut.
Can any of your readers suggest something permanent?

CHARLES H. VOWELS.

Average Speed.

Sir,—I have been very much interested from time to time
regarding the average speed of some of your readers. Having
heard several fellows talk lightly of averaging 40 m.p.h. on
a long run, I decided to see exactly what my machine (T.T.

Scott) would do the journey from \orth London to Ponty-
pridd—a dist.ance of 176 miles—with a 10 st. passenger on
the carrier, I myself weighing 13 st.

Starting ii,t 11 a.m. we covered the first eighty-eight miles

in three hours and the remaining eighty-eight in 3h. 10m.,
at an average running speed of 29 m.p.h
Now, I was running all out practically all the way, towns

and villages excepted, and I venture to say that few machines
would overtake me for any length of time on account of

water cooling and wonderful speed at which curves can be
taken on the Scott. I have been the owner of three machines
prior to the Scott—^all first-class makes—and can safely say
that for speed on give and take roads they cannot be com-
pared with the Scott.

It seems absurd to hear men say they averaged 40 m.p.h.
for the run, when I know from experience that I can invari-

ably leave them should 1 come across them on the road.

I have just seen a Scott taken down for decarbonising after

3,000 miles, and was siu'prised to find all the rings were
absolutely free in their grooves. I may say I have nothing
to do with the Scott Engineering Co. beyond that of a very
satisfied owner. A. COLLINGS.

Tnumph mounted motor cyclist of the Royal Flying Corps. The
machine is one of the latest 4 h.p. countershaft models with the semi-

T.T. bars, and is the type now being supplied to the R.F C.
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Wounded Soldiers' Outings.
Sir,—I am rather envious of the various fellows I see

trom time to time in your excellent photographs of

"Wounded Soldiers' Outings.'" I suppose there is no
chance of one being held down here (Portsmouth), as I

should dearly like to be on "the road" again, for I have
now been, separated from "the old 'bus " for eight months,
"owing to business abroad," and my home is in Bir-

mingham, so there is no chance of visits fiom friends.

T.T. TRIUMPH.
fPerhaps the publication of this letter will induce some

patriotically-minded motor cyclist (and what motor cyclist

is not patriotic?) to fulfil the de'sire. Others in different

centres might follow suit.

—

Ed.]

The Public Schools Motor Cycle Club.

Sir,:—I note with considerable astonishment that it is

suggested a Public Schools Motor Cycle Club should be
formed. I am sure that many rea'ders of The Motor C'l/cle

have not forgotten that in 1914 a club bearing this title

was - already in existence. This body had its registered

offices at 17, Basinghall Street, and was a very active and
energetic little club. It was open to past and present
members of the Public Schools and of Woolwich, Sandhurst,
Osborne, and Dartmouth. As regards the Public Schools
wht)se members it admitted, these were taken from the list

drawn up by the Public Schools Club.

May I point out that this club is not. dead but dormant?
It has a record to be proud of, and its committee and
members have' acquitted themselves nobly for King and
country. Clive Preen, the secretary, is at present doing
Government work in Egypt ; C. Q. Roberts and Tallboys-
Getting were both killed in action ; B. C. Barton is in the

Army Service Corps in France ; R. L. Keller and P. C.

Douglas in the Royal Flying Corps.

Is it fair to advocate the organisation of another body at

the present time when our own club is necessarily dormant
owing to its committee and members being otherwise
engaged ? It is a properly recognised club, duly affiliated

to the Auto Cycle Union, under whose auspices it held
luimerous competitions, such as inter-Public Schools race
meetings at Brooklands, hill-climbs, and week-end runs.
In its competitions there took part both past and present
members of our great Public Schools, and the naval and
military training centres, and there is no doubt that it

fulfils the duty which it was intended to fulfil. I therefore
ask for fair play. As soon as the war is over the club will

use its endeavours to foster the sport. A. Q. ROBERTS.

HEALTHY RECREATION AT THE M.M.G.S. TRAINING
CENTRE.

The C Battery 'cam in the recent cross-country race. The winner,
Knight, is shown by a X. The names are: Back row (left to

right). Elliott, Miller, Martin, Lovat, and Evans; front row (left to

fight), Stott, Kniglit, Harnes, and Bacon. The man m uniform is

Batt Sgt.-Maj. Keen

Petrol War Tax.

Sir,—I feel sure that the motor cycling community as a

whole are grateful for the good influence of The Motor
Cycle, on their behalf in materially assisting towards the

present more equitable form of taxation. I for one shall

quite smilingly pay up—and economise. I confess when
I first read the news I was filled with joy at the thought,
that the thousands of .cheap over-pSwered non-British cars .'

and the huge road-destroying commercial lorries would., at.'

last be compelled to toe the line with us at least in one
degree; And now my "envy, hatred, and malice" will

soon turn to downright cursing and swearing. Why should

the tradespeople and manufacturers get off? Hundreds of

shopkeepers who keep a small pleasure car, when they heai'd

of the proposed tax, quietly hung the business plate on the

back of the car—and smiled ! I know a watch repairer who
used a small car, but has recently hung up his name and
address, and so- converted his car "for Tjusiness only."

Now, how on earth is anyone to know should the watch-
maker decide to deliver a watch two miles away by going
a pleasant fifty mile run tc do so ? I am quite sure private

car owners and motor cyclists would like to see all types

of petrol using vehicles bear with them the sixpenny petrol

tax for the duration of the war.
SPARTING PORSON. .

Piston Tap or What?
Sir,—Regarding the article by " Trials Rider " on piston

Up in your issue of ilay 25th, I had an experience a few
weeks .ago which, I think, throws some light on the subject.

About three months ago I took over a new Triuniph (1915,

countershaft) and " ran it in " very carefully. After about

1,000 miles the machine was running perfectly, the engine

being particularly quiet. On dismantling the cylinder for

cleaning, however, I accidentally snapped the lower piston,

ring, and, not having a spare handy, I replaced the cylinder

minus the bottom ring, thinking that I should benefit by
the oil groove thus- formed.
On returning the machine to the road I was surprised to

hear a peculiar tapping when running under certain condi-

tions. I thought at first that it was play in one of the

tappets, but on examination the adjustment proved to be
correct. The tapping was very distinct when, rurmmg at

about 10 or 15 m.p.h. , especially- after a. stretch of hard
driving, but on opening out again it would entirely dis-

appear. I soon discovered tliat the trouble was due to a
slight piston rock, owing to my removal of the bottom ring,

which would naturally have a steadying effect on the skirt

of the piston and compensate for any slackness between the
piston and cylinder walls. On replacing the ring the trouble
entirely disappeared.

* I should be pleased if you could find room for this letter

in your columns, and should like to hear other readers'

experiences on this matter. A. RYCROFT.
B.E.F., France.

Petrol Waste.

Sir,—From time to time I have read in your interesting
paper letters from correspondents dealing with the wastage
of petrol that goes on in the A.S.C. and other branches
of the Service. I myself had occasion to witness an
incident of wilful wastage of the "precious spirit" which
will no doubt be of interest to you.
A few days ago an Army biplane had a breakdown, and

mechanics were sent down to put a new engine into it. When
they had finished, instead of wiping their hands on a rag, one
of them took a can of petrol, held it between his legs, undid
the stopper, and washed his hands and arms in the petrol
as it gushed out, just as if it had been water from a tap !

Some of the other mechanics then did the same. Mean-
while the driver who had brought down the spare engine
was giving the bodywork of his transport a wash down
with petrol from another can. It was then found necessary
to make some adjustment to the carburetter of the aero-
plane, part of which was taken out and adjusted. Mean-
while—I should say for at least ten minutes—^petrol was
running out on to the ground in a steady stream, none of
the mechanics thinking of turning it off.

I am a schoolboy, and own a 2| h.p. Douglas, which I

use to go backwards and forwards to school on, instead of
using a train. At the most I use no' moi'e than ten to

twenty gallons of petrol per year. D. G. TREGELLES.

J
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Fit

WDOdrMOne
Motor Cycle Tyres
and experience real " tyre

comfort." They are made
on generous lines, and show
an increase of 25% Air

Capacity, Withal they are

the most economical, be-

cause, after all, "the best

is really the cheapest."

Wopd-Milne, Ltd., Preston.
Wire—" Comfort, Preston.

'

'Phone—Preston 4r3.

LONDON : Manchester Avenue, E.C.
Wile—"Bytuming, Loudon."
'Phone—City 4797.

Birmingham. Leeds. Maachest.;r
Bristol. Belfast. Dublin.

Glasgow. Etc.

The 'GRADO' MULTI-PULLEY
FREE CNOINE. =

Starts your machine like a car! ^z
Takes your machine and sidecar up hills ^

icnpossible without ! ^^
Gets you safely through thickest traffic ! z:i
Ensures safety over greasiest roads ! 'z^,

In fact.it turns work and danger intop pleasure! ^^^
Just half a turn of the handle on top tube :rz

changes from top gear to free engine. m
Price up to 4 h.p £330 =

6 h.p £3 10 =
10/- extra to suit Engines with crank i^

bosses, like J. A.P., old Rex. etc. —
Lightweight Model . . . . £2 10 =
PuHeya with new ball thrust benrinctt: Liu'htweiwht, —
£3 5s.; lip to 4 h.p.. £4; iu> to 6 h.p , £4 10s. =

THE GRADO MANUFACTURING CO., =
Pershore Street, Birmingham. nz

^ais33sim
We specialise in the

manufacture of Sidecars

for Motor Cycles from 2^
to 4 h.p.

Send us your name far

latest list.

131, Conybere Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
phone: 520 MIDLAND.

.
Grams: vVAlSONlAN.

^

^

$

SPEEDOMETER
— the one reliable means of

checking running costs.

The chief use ol a Speedometer is to mdicate the

speed. This the Stewart does with unfailing

accuracy. There isn't anotlier Speedometer made
that is so dependable. You may be quite sure

that what you read on the Stewart dial — and you

have only to give a glance to ascertain the speed —
is absolutely correct. But the Ste-*vart serves other

purposes than indicating speed. It gives the

season mileage— a record interesting in itself arid

valuable for checking upkeep expenses — tyre wear,

petrol consumption, and the Uke So that to have

a Stewart on your motor cycle is not only to

increase your pleasure, but lo have a very essentia

aid to economy

MOTOR CYCLE MODEL.
Registers from Zero to

75 m p.h. Season Mile-
age 10.000 and repeal-

ing. Trip recorder 100
and repeating. Will fit

either side of front wheel,
or back wheel fitting

supplied at no extra cost.

Write tof Booklei ^ 1

The Cooper-Stewart Engineering Co., Ltd.,

11, Broad Street, Bloomsbury, London, W.C

4

i^
In answering tJiese advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

3£ ^
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'Illllllllllllllll^'

The Food Drink which promotes
fitness and efficiency is

HORUCHS
MALTED MILK

A glass of Horlick's is always the best invigorator. Taken
before a ride it will give strength and endurance, and after

strenuous exertion there is no better pick-me-up. At all times

it gives and maintains fitness and stamina, and is especially

useful to men on Active Service.

SUPERIOR TO TEA, COFFEE, COCOA, AND BEEF EXTRACTS.
READY IN A IViOMENr WITH HOT OR COLJ WATER ONLY. NO COOKING.

Served in Hotels, Ca-Fe's, and Railway Refreshment Rooms

I
Ala

t the
Also a.vsLita.t}lG as delicious food tablets to be dissolved in
the mouth. Relieve hunger and thirst and prevent fatigue.

= Supplied in Sterilised Glass Bottles, at 1/6, 2/6, 11/-, by all Chemists and Stores
^ I Le lablets also m coDvemeni hocke> Masii- =i- 6d. an*' 1'- -acti

= Liberal sample of either powder or tablets sent post free for 3d. in stamps.

i HORLICK'S MALTED MILK COMPANY, SLOUGH, BUCKS.
^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinit/

w?

^

The ESSENTIALS for Perfect Lightweight

Service to-day — Sound Design and Work-

manship, Superior Finish, Easy Running and

Control, and extreme Economy in all directions

— find their highest expression in the Two-
Stroke IXION, the most trusty Two-stroke

that's made Note the models offered :

—

"The Two'Stroke of the Year."

\Model A, 21h.p., 2-st., Fixed Gear i£28 ID '

Model B, 2ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed j£3S lO
Model C, Sidecarette,2i,2-st.,3-sp. ^55 O
Model D. Ladies' 21 h.p., 2-st., 2-sp. £38 O

Confirm our claims at the nearest IXION Agency and
ask us for The iXION Caulogue giving full particulars.

The IXION MOTOR MANFG. Co.,
Great Tindal St, Ladywood, BIRMINGHAM.
Sole London Agent : Wm. Whitelcy. Ltd., Queen's Rd., W.

^

AUTO-CYCLE UNION
PROTECTION, ADVICE, INSURANCE, CONVENIENCE, ECONOMY.

llluslratei Booklet post free on application to—
Secretary, Auto-Cycle Union, Royal Automobile Club Buildings, Pall Mall, London, S.W.

production of a pioneer, the

C. is the world's leading motor
cycle.

Its Poad sovereignty has been
demonstrated in every land.

4i h.p. Single-cylinder,
6 h.p. Twin-cylinder,
Countershaft 3speed IVIodels,

Art list and delivery dates from
any Rudge-\Miitworth depot.

LLOYD MOTOR ENG. Co., Ltd.,
132, Monument M., BIRMINGHAM.

B24 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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SUESTITIS

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publi^cation or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envetope for reply. Correspondents are

urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Magneto Chain Adjustment.

I have a 1913 3^ h.p. Triumph
motor cycle. A very annoymg
noise has developed, which is, I

think, due to the rattling of the
magneto driving chain in its

case. It is especially noticeable at

speeds o{ 30 m.p.h. or over. Will you
please inform me if there is any way of

tightening this chain?—B.B.

Yes ; you undo the holding-down bolts

•of the magneto and slide it on its base.

You will find that ' these pass through
elongated holes. -

Another Argument.
Some of my friends contend

that, given a motor engine run-

ning at, say, 1,000 r.p.m., and
giving, say, 10 m.p.h., it will,

if the spark be advanced to give

1,500 r.p.m. (the throttle not being
touched), increase the speed to 16

m.p.h. and so on, the speed increasing

in exact proportion to the engine
revolutions. In theory this may be so,

but in practice I think the two do not
keep in proportion.

—

Amateur V.
The road speed varies with the engine
speed, of course, on the same gear, pro-

vided that no slipping takes place in the

transmission or between the tyres and
the road, and this should not occur at

the speeds you name, though it un-

doubtedly does occur at racing speeds.

Spark Timing too Early.

I have recently purchased a 4
h.p, 1911 single-cylinder and side-

car. This is my first machine,
and I am, consequently, quite a
novice. The combination runs

exceedingly well, with plenty of power.
The only trouble I have is knocking.
This happens when going slowly on
top gear such as when turning corners
and also when I cliarge from low gear
to top (N.S.U. gear). If I retard the
spark the knocking at once stops ; in

- fact, I find the machine runs much
better -with the spark almost fully

retarded. Has a retarded spark a bad
effect on the engine? I believe the
engine is quite clean, as I had it over-
hauled after I purchased it,, and have
since done only about 30O miles. The
knocking also stops it I cut down the
air a little. The free engine on the
N.S.U. gear (which is quite new) does
not seem any too free. Will this im-
prove as it gets used?—F.J.N.

It entirely depends upon how the engine
IS timed, but, from the symptoms, we
should say that the spark is timed too
early. It should be timed in the follow-

ing manner : Place the piston exactly on
top of the compression stroke, and con-
nect up the magneto with the points just

about to break, and the ignition lever

two-thirds retarded. This will mean that
the explosion when the ignition is fully

retarded will take place when the piston
has travelled about 1.5 nun. down the
firing stroke. You should check this, and if

you find the timing is in advance of tliis

setting it would be advisable to retime
the magneto. If the engine is as far

advanced as it appears to be, no liarm
will ensue through driving with ^a re-

tarded, or partially retarded, spark

;

but,., of course, if the machine wero
normally driven on" a retarded spark it

"frould cause overlieating and an increase

in carbon deposit owing to incomplete
combustion. We think that the clutch

will free after a little further use. It i.«i

necessary to see tliat the gear is ade-

quately lubricated.

An InefScient Horn.

I have a- French three-nota

motor cycle horn. Whilst away
touring the notes refused to

sound on compression, of tha

bulb, and the air seemed to blow
back. I have recently taken the horn
to pieces, and on assembling it again
I can only get one note to sound. Will
you please suggest the causa and
remedy?—W.F.D.

Remove the reeds from the horn and blow
through them. Also slip a piece of thin

paper between the tongue and the other

portion of the reed. This should clear

away all dust, and 'the horn should then
.sound. These horns are very easily

choked by dust.

FIRST APPEARANCE OF THE TWO-STROKE INDIAN LIGHTWEIGHT IN A
. BRITISH TRIAL. (See our last issue):

C. B. Franklin leaving Newathbridge in the Dublin and District M.CC. twenty-four

hours' trial. The Franklin-Indian combination did remarkably well, as usual.

B23
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A Magneto Failure.

I had my machine down la?t

S'
winter, and since then I have
been unable to make it go. The
engine is perfectly timed. I have
had a new Lodge, three-point plug

fitted, and had the carburetter over-

hauled by the makers. When I take

the plug "out to see if it sparks on the

top of the cylinder nothing happens,

but a decent shock can be got by hold-

ing the terminal and just Ava.lking the

machine. When I take off the magneto,
place it on wood and the plug on a dry

brick floor, I can get a splendid spark,

not only at the points but all over the

plug, by turning the magneto round
slowly ; but when I place both magneto
and plug on cast iron nothing happens.

I may say I run. the motor cycle fairly

fast when trying to start down a decent

hill. I do not tliink there are any leaks

in the induction pipe.

—

Gkeen Horn.

READER'S REPLY.

Fitting a Magneto Switch.

In jour issue of .June 22nd there is

a letter asking whether the fitting of a

magneto cut-out does any harm to the

magneto. I liave owned three motor
cycles, and on my first

—

& Sj h.p- single-

speed B.S.A.—I fitted a magneto switch,

with the result' that, not the magneto,
but the engine, especially the big end,
was very badly worn. When a machine
is doing about 2,000 r.p.m. the sudden
shutting off of the throttle, which takes,

say. about a third of a second, will

allow ten- revolutions of the flywheel,

that is five explosions, to slovf the
macliine, but the magneto cut-out shuts
oft' the engine instantaneously, thus
causing great strain on the bearings. I

think this may be of interest to some
of your readers.

—

Const.\nt Rider.

The magneto seems to be in quite

order, and we should therefore imagine

that the trouble is due to a defect in the

liigh-tension wire. The magneto should

A spark when standing on cast iron. Of
course, when you lay the plug on the iron

you must be' sure that only the body
is in contact. If the terminal were
touching you would get no spark. W^e can-

not understand why the plug should spark
when the magneto was insulated, as the
current must pass from the plug body to

"earth," i.e., the frame of the magneto.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Great Missenden to Hoeley.—M.O.W.
Great JNIissenden, Amersham, XJx-

bridse, Staines, Weybridge, Cobham,
Leatnerhead, Dorking, Reigate, Horley.
Approximately 55 miles.

JULY 6th, ip,0.

Glol'ces.tbb to Worthing.—CD.
Glouce.ster, Cirencester, Cricklade,

Aldbourne, Hungerford, Newbury, Kings-

clere, Basingstoke, Alton, Petersfield,

Midhurst, Petworth, Washington, Findon,

Worthing. Approximately 135 miles.

Chichester to Oxford.—H.L.A.

Chichester, Petersfield, Alton, Basing-

stoke, Aldermaston, across the Bath
Road, Pangboui-ne, Streatley, Walling-

ford, Dorchester, Oxford. Approxi-

mately 80 miles.

Staitord to Penzance.—W.G.

Stafford, Renkridge, Wolverhampton,
Kidderminster, Worcester, Gloucester,

Stroud, Nailsworth, Bath, Chewtoii

Mendip, Wells, Glastonbury, Durston,

Taunton, Exeter, "Moretonhampstead,

Two Bridges, Tavistock, Callington,

Liskeard, Lostwithiel, St. Austell, Probus,

Truro, Redruth, Camborne, Penzance-

Approximately 290 miles.

Baldock to CheltenhjUI.—R.E.I.

Baldock, Hilchin, Luton, Dunstable,
Tring. Aylesbury, Thame, Wheatley,
Oxford. Witney, Northleach, Andovers-
ford, Cheltenham. Approximately 103
miles.

Folkestone to Bath.^L.J.B.

Folkestone, Shornclifl'e, Hythe, Ash-

ford, Charing, Maidstone, Wrotham,
Heath, Ightham, Riverhead, Westerham,

Limpsiield, Godstone, Redliill, Reigate,

Dorking, Shere, Guildford, Farnham,

Odihara, Basingstoke, Whitchurch,

Andover, Ludgershall, Upavon, Rushall,

Devizes, Melksham, Box, Bath. Ap-
proximately 165 miles.

Hiring Motor Cycles.

In response to enquiries we often

receive from readers desirous of hiring

motor cycles, we may state that a Jlan-

chester firm undertaking this class of

work is the JIanchester Jlotor Cycle Hire
Co., of 194, Oxford Road.

A BeI)ellion Souvenir.

Under the title " Dublin after the Six
Days' Insurrection," Messrs. Wecredy,
Percy, and Co., Ltd., 11, Findlater
Place, Dublin, have issued a picture

souvenir of the Sinn Fein rebellion, con-

taining thirty-one -camera pictures by
5Ir. T. W. llurphj'. The pictures bring
home to one the scenes of devastation

that presented themselves when the

suppression of the rising IV'as accom-
plished. The booklet is published at 8d.

post free.

To Minimise Puncture Troubles.

A cprrespondent strongly recommends
" Puncure " (obtainable at Halford Cycle
Stores) for use in porous inner tubes and
as a cure for punctures. He has used
this specific with great satisfaction for

some time, and finds that it heals all

small punctures, makes the use of an
inflator very seldom necessary, does not
interfere with the repair of large cuts,

and has no bad effect upon the patches.

A Good Record.
H. E. Newcombe, a Cirencester owner

of a 1914 model 2^ h.p. three-speed Jap-
Wolf, WTites that he recently made a.

clean ascent of Nailsworth Ladder, and
that he also brought a passenger on the
carrier up Birdlip. The machine has
covered 7,500 miles, and the only renewals
to the engine, we are told, have been
valve springs and a new big end bush.
On long runs the petrol consumption is

about 140 in.p.g.

E2fi

Petrol Substitutes.

The demand for petrol substitutes con-

tinues, and we are told that one firm

alone—Kemp's Vulcanising Co., Ltd.., of

Hardman Street, Manchester—luive sup-
plied more than a thousand barrels, each
containing forty-two gallons of their
" Kempol " fuel within the last few
weeks.

The John Bull Compound Patch Strip.

Most motor cyclists have found the
need for a long patch at some time or
another, and probably it has been
necessary to fix up a temporary repair

with several
smaller patches
lapped over each
other. With the
object of obviat-
ing this trouble,

the Leicester
Rubber Co.,

1 Ltd. , makers of

I
the John Bull

' specialities, ' have
introduced an
ISin. band or

strip of good red

The John Bull patch strip, rubber, bevelled

at the edges and
prepared similarly to an ordinary patch.

With this the rider has the advantage
of being able to cut off any length of

patch to suit his requirements. It is

made in three widths, viz., ISin.xlJin.,

IBin. x2in., and IBin. x2|in. The cost

is 2s. for the smaller size, other sizes

being proportionately more.

Catalogues Received.

We are in receipt of the latest cata-

logue of the Royal Ruby heavyweight
motor cycles. It is a fine production,

incorporating as it does numerous illus-

trations of the many interesting features

which this machine possesses. It shows,

for example, the adjustment of- the

footrests ; the rear mudguard and carrier,

which form a single unit, and on one

of the horizontal stays of the carrier

the pump is carried ; the gear box
bracket ; the thief-proof device, which
prevents the stand from being lowered

when in position by means of a padlock
;

and" the interconnected control of the

clutch. Both the single and twin-cylinder

machines of 5 h.p., 6 h.p., and 8 h.p.,

and sidecars also, are incorporated in

this catalogue.

J.A.P. Motors. J. A. Prestwich and
Co., Ltd., Northumberland Park, Tot-
tenham, N. We have received a booklet
of the 2^ h.p. J.A.P. engine, which deals
with the subject in a particularly clear

and lucid manner, the author being him-
self a practical rider as well as a highly
qualified designer. The fullest possible

information concerning this efficient little

engine is given, and an illustration shows
the name of every visible working part,

which is, of course, invaluable to the
novice. It is further illustrated by
means of a sketch showing the interior

parts. The trade man also is not. for-

gotten, as mechanical drawings are to be
found of the engine, giving the principal

dimensions, so as to enable it to be built

up into various frames, and also the size

. of the pulley side bearings and spindles,

whether for chain or belt transmission.
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You can't

drive a

knife

through

the tread

STELASTIC

TYRE
IS ABSOLUTELY CUT-PROOF

AND

PRACTICALLY PUNCTURE-PROOF.

A wonderful combination of spiral steel " meshes " o£

pure rubber working in perfect harmony.

Stelastic Tyres are the only Tyres holding the R.A.C.

Certificate for 5,000 miles, on all four tyres, without

cut or puncture.

And for these 5,000 miles the Stelastics carried a two-

ton Daimler.

THE NEW CHOCK BEAD
PREVENTS ROLLING and is a wonderful
improvement on other ir.akes.

Covers. Tubes.

i s. d. s. d.

28 X3 ..2 9 6. .10 6
650x65mm. 2 9 6.. 10 3

LIGHT CAR.
'

Covers. Tubes.

i s. d. s. d.

700x80mm. 2 19 6.. 13 6
700x80 mm. 2 18 6. .13 6
Stcei Studded
to fit 650 X ^5 L'iras.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF ALL SIZES.

Write for particulars to

STELASTIC TYRES, LTD.,
76, YORK ST., WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.
Telegrams

—
" Torkitire, London." Telephone—Vic. 4442 and 4361.

26x2^ .

Covers

i s-

. 2 5

.

d,

3 .

Tubes.
5. d.

. 7

26X2^ .

(tofitit)

. 2 7 9 . . 8 3

26X2^ . . 2 7 9 . . 8 3

z6x2j .

(IpfitaS)

26x3 .

. 2 9

. 2 14

6 .

6 .

. 8 3

. 9 6

The

Originality
w it i c h li a s s e c u r e d f o r

"•"
Sphinx plugs their position of

Honour throughout the world

also finds expression in the mode of

tl\eir packing.

The aixangement is such that without

breaking tl e seal which holds the

SPHINX
plug in the box, the lid may be lifted,

revealing a removable card fully de-

scriptive of the type of plug. Thus
the obvious merit of sealing is coupled

with the equally essential advantage of
.

1 nowing precisely whether the plrg

under the seil is, the pattern suitable

for the purpose in view.

Interesting booklet showing the

various types of Sphinx plugs free

on lejuest.

THE SPHINX
Manufacturir g Co.,

DepL B/G,
BIRMINGHAM.

ilTT'S'*-;

SP|«I|X

feiS*it>'s MOST a

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B27
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Judge by Results
THE superiority of "The Motor Cycle''

as a medium for small advertisements

of Second-hand Machines, etc., is

very clearly demonstrated by the unsolicited

testimony given below, which is typical

of the correspondence we receive.

Never Had so Many Answers.
Re your letter of the 4th inst. I

thank you for aanie, but have to in-

form y.ou that the article is sold. All

the articles I advertised were sold the

same week, and I have never had so

many answers to an advertisement
before. I am still having answers, and
have to return the money in some cases.

S. Hover, 208, Merton Road,
Wandsworth, S. W.

Over 100 Replies Weekly.
Re Armstrong Parts advertisement.

It says much for the way that " The
Motor Cycle " readers study your
columns, for we are pleased to be able

to inform 5'ou that we have had
weekly over one hundred replies to

our advertisement, the majority of

which we are able to supply by return
with the parts they want.

County Cycle & Engineering Co.,

24, Staines Rd., Hounsiow.

Twenty-four Enquiries.

The last time I advertised in your
paper was a few weeks ago. It was
a macliine belonging to my brother.

I had about twenty letters and four

telegrams in reply, and sold the
machine to one of tlie applicants.

R.J.H., Kettering.
Address advertisements to

"The Motor Cycle," 20,

Tudor St., London, E.C. (or

Hertford St., Coventry).

Copy must be posted to

arrive by FIRST POST
ON FRIDAY.

For rales see Miscellaneous

A dve'riiseme lit -pages.

Some Real Good Offers.

Last week I advertised in " The
Motor Cycle " for a 1915 combination.
1 thought I should manage to get
suited by so doing. I should like you
to know the result.

I received over fifty letters, besides
several postcards, and some were real

good offers. Needless to say, I was
very soon suited.

G. J.McKay, 183, Battersea Park
Road, London, S.W.

Twenty-one Replies.

I had ten replies to my advertise-

ment in your paper of a 1914 Triumph
and sidecar, also five offers of exchange
and -four callers and two wires.

R. F. Met£di:\, Bedford.

Plenty of Applications.
Mr. was the first to answer

my advertisement, and he wanted to

know if I was willing to send on cover

if he deposited money with you,

and I agreed. I had about twenty other

applications, some ofwhom sent on cash.

F. A. Vallis, Somerset Rd., Frame.

Swamped out with Replies.

Please, oh please, stop my adver-

tisement. Simply swamped out with
callers, letters, and postcards. Many
pounds returned.

The above are absolute facts. Sold

the same day as advertised.

W. WinWord, 342, Gt. Clowes St.,

Higher Broughton, Manchester.

A Salisiied Buyer Every Time.
We might say we have had several

advertisements with you now, as you
know, and each' time we have met
with a satisfied client.

Clark & Son, Motor Engineers,
Long Melford.

Sold in Half an Hour.
Will you please insert the overleaf

advertisement in your excellent paper
" The Motor Cycle," of which I am a
regular subscriber. I thought I would
just tell you I inserted an advertise-

ment a little while ago re L.M.C. After

appearing in your issue I received a
telegram, and upon taking, machine
in reply I sold it within half -an hour

to a very satisfied customer.

C. Jennings, Barum House,
Sampford Peverill, Tiverton.
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HUNTS, Ltd., M.,.r Faclcrs, "IJ;Z,.IT
Specialists in Motor Cyclists* Clothing.

HUNT "ALL-WEATHER" SUIT. The HUNT
Mnnufactured in

double texture fawn
waterproof material.
Coat double-breasted,
wind and rain cuffs,

storm collar, throat
tab, ventilated under
arms, two side pockets
wilh flaps. Leggings
manufaci ured of the
same material to
match, with straps for
attaching to brace
buttons, spat feet.

Stock sizes : Coat,
length 36in., chest 40,

4^, 44in, (size taken
over coat). Leggings,
full length 34in., lengt'"'

inside leg 29!n. Price
of suit complete,

£17 6
Coat only . . £1 o o
Leggings only 8 6

Postage 6d.

North Road
Leggings.

THE HUNT
NEWBURY COAT.
New design. Fitted with
strap, which can be
buckled at front or back
(see illustrations).

Alanufactured of double
texture fawn Paramatta,
double - breasted, storm
coiiar, throat tab, storm
sleeves, two outside
pockets with flaps,

ventilated under arms

;

proofing guaranteed.
Stock sizes : Coat, length
j6in., chest 40, 42, 44in.
(size taken over coat).
Price of coat, quality

Ai, £17 6
Postage 6d.

Front "^ levi Bad ^ lew

Manufactured of double
texture waterproof Para-
matta. Worn over the
ordinary trousers, fastened
round waist with leather
strap and buckle. Being
manufactured in one piece,

they are a great protection
to the stomach. Impossible
for rain, wind, and dirt to

drive in on to the rider's

trousers as with the ordinary
leggings. Strengthened at
fork, spat feet, fastening at

side with patent clips.

Stocked in three sizes, i.e —
No. I . Men's length over

all 43in., inside leg 3iin.

No. 2 . Men's length over
all 45in., inside leg 33in.

No. 3. Men's length over
all 47in., inside leg 35in.

Price, quality Ar, 18/6 per
pair. Postage 6d.

Ditto, without seat,. 16/6
per pair.

THE BEST
'^RELIABILITY

o( the

RICH
DETACHABLE
Tubes & Covers
4,500 miles on a
RICH Tube without
using the pump.
This absolutely un-
solicited tcstimouial

can be seen with a

thousand others, at our
office; also hundreds
of ends of all other
makes— British and
Foreign— with the

opinion of the riders.EARTH
GUARANTEED AIR-TIGHT, with Free Air Passage.

' PRICES

:

24m. or 26iQ.

8/.

11/-

12/-

13/-

14/6
20/-

26/-

Pedal Cvcle, 26 or 28111., ij, ig, i

650 X 65

28in.

S/-
12/-

13/6
14/6
16/6
23/-

30/-

.6/-.

Not sold under the above prices.

Cyclists' own tubes fitted with Detachable

Joint. 13.2/3; 2,5/-; 2i. 5/-; 21,6/-;

3, 7/-; 3.Un. 8/-. Pedal Cycle, 1/6.

Always send size of Cover.

Write for Booklet.

The Thames Rubber & Leather Co.

-1 99, Upper Thames St., London, E.G.

Testiraocial.

Gentlemen, HiKliKate.

Please send me a Rich Tube.
I must mention tlie one I

tried and have in use since

mil ia still actinc splendidly,

and I am now tiansferring

the present one to the front,

arid fitting a new one tQ the
hack. They are a boon.

oVER
Ideal f 'jr Touring and
Commercial Work at
home and abroad.

STURDY— RELIABLE— POWERFUL.

SEA
3i h.p. Single-cylinder.
6 h, p. Twin-cylinder,

Countershaft 3-sp. gr models
Alt List Free from

—

OVERSEAS MOTOR CO., Ld.
JOHNSTONE STREET. BIRMINGHAM.
s

/ C^^ ^.f-j—. J, / /^' ' *^ MEANWHILE WRITE SHAME rCiiH i.«t/ie

BOOKED FOR EARLIEST POiSlBLe DELIVERV

THE. NEW BlG'H

*^*^^^^*^^'-'' ^ * ' " I have now just completed
10,000 MILES JN TWELVE MONTHS. I am still using

the same chains and sprockets." {Rider's initials) Rev. R.C.O.

VELOCE, LIMITED, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B29
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. lor every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offiees of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the olBces of

"The Motor Cycle." Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the nrst post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cose of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. All replies should be addressed,
" No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.G."

J)«rDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to seal money to unkno\vn persons

may deal in perfect salety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the m.oney be deposited with '* The
Motor Cycle," both parties _are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt of thc-

gobds is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit th.

amount to the seller, but it not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £^10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
i'lo the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders shoxild be made
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication tbat the advertiser is wiUing to avail himself 01

the Deposit* System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that eflect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enqoiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite Impossible to reply to eaon
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A .J.S. 4h.p. Combination; £93/17.—Attwood's Garage,
rx Eccleshall, Staffs. [7682

A.J.S., 2%h.p., 3-speed; f58.—Attwood's Garage,
Eccleshall, Staffs. [7683

A.J.S., 4h.p., new, ivith sidecar, in stock.—Pickering.
Mardol, Shrewsbiuy. [X3189

A J.S., 2%h.p., 2-speed, new, in stock; £55.—Pickering,
Mardol, Shrewsbury. [X5188

A .J.S. New 1916 6h.p. Combination, and 254h.p. sport-
ing models here waiting.—Moss, Wem. [X3233

A-J.S., 2S^fa.p., 3-speed, 1.700 miles use; £48.—Tur-
pins, 22-29, Preston Rd., Brighton. [0716

A.J.S., 1913, 234h.p., 2-speed, free, elntch, kick, good
condition, all on; £25/10.—J., 2, Kendall Av.,

Sanderstead, Sun-ey. - [7616

"I Q16 A.J.S., betrntiful combination, 4h.p., recently
X«/ delivered ; expert examination ; accept £10 off
list price; Military Act.— 4, Warwick Kd., Blackpool.

[X3119

A.J.S. 1914 6h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, countershaft,
hand clutch, kick starter, Mills-I'^ford coachbuilt

sidecar; sacrifice £60.-139, St. Michael's Hill, Bristol.
[7864

A.J.S., 1914, 2^ih.p., 3 speeds, kick start, enclosed
chain drive, speedometer, new tyre, spare tyre, tube,

valves, etc., just overhauled; £40.—Sladdin, Bradford
Rd., Brighouse. £7630

VALUE
These are points that make it worth
your while to call and see Britain's

largest and best stock of Motor Cycle
Bargains now on show at

TALL AND
PRICES
QUITE
SMALL.

nCHOPES
All Best Makes, new and second-hand,
fully guaranteed, ready to ride, at
unapproachable low prices for cash or
easy terms. Before you decide, get
our to-day's big list of

CLEARANCE OFFERS.
Here are a few selections

:

No. h.p.

10466. 3i 1915 RUDGE Multi £45
10477. jj 1012 2-sp. SINGER £20
10478. 2} igii single-speed DOUGLAS.. £17 10
10479. 8 1914 2-sp. WILLIAMSON and

2-seater Sidecar £55
IC482. 35 igi6 3-sp. BROUGH £59
10465. 4 single-speed BRADBURY £23 10
10492. 2j 1911 ROYAL ENFIELD £24
10494. 2:i 1913 2-sp. T.T. DOUGLAS ... £27 10
10498. 3S 1916 3-sp. NORTON £57 10
10495. 5 INDIAN and Sidecar £65
10502. 6 REX and Sidecar, 2-speed ... £15
10504. 2j 1915 2-sp. REVERE £35
10505. 4J IQ13 2-sp. B.S.A. and Sidecar, £45
10430 2 191 i 2-sp. CALTHORPE Junior £17 10
10432 2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE JuniorSIS 10
10435, 6 1912 REX-J.A.P. and Sidecar. £27 10
10445. ai twin N.S.U £15
10448. 4i 1914 3-sp. B.S.A > £57 10
10453, 3* 1915 SUNBEAM and Sidecar. . £73 10
J0454. 2j 1915 2-sp. CALTHORPE-J.A.P. £25
10458. 2^ 1914 2.sp. 2-sUot:e CLYNO . . . £25 10
J0459. 3i 1915 ROVER. Gradua pulley.. £40
10462. 5-6 1913 2-sp. N.S.U 40gns.
10465. 3l 191S T.T. I.O.M. Multi RUDGE £55
10419. 2.5" 1915 CALTHORPE-J.A.P. .... £31 10
10421. 7-9 Sporting MORGAN-M.A.G. ... £85
10427. 3i 1912 3-sp. ROVER and Sidecar £32 10
10384. 2? 1914 2-speed 2-stIoke ALLON . £32 10
10390. 2* .1915 2-speed W^OLF-J.A.P. ... £30
10393. i| 1916 AUTO-WHEEL £11 10
10396. 3.V 2-speed FAFNIR £12 10
10402. 4I 1915 GRANDEX £37 10
10372. 6 1912 MATCHLESS and Sidecar £40
10373. 7-9 1913 2-sp. INDIANandSidecar £50
10342. 1} 1914 AUTO-WHEEL £10 10
10354. 4 1914 2-sp, BRADBURY £03
10323. 2} 1911 2-sp, DOUGLAS £25
10325. 3 J Single-speed CENTAUR £12 10
10332. 3i Single-speed BROWN £15
10333. 3i 1908 2-sp. TRIUMPH and S'car £32 10
JO335. 4-5 1915 2-sp. BAT £47 10
10301. S 1913 BAYARD Light Car ... £125
10271. 2i, 1915 2-SD. LEVIS £37 10
10205. 3i 2SP. N.S.U £20
10142. 3* 1913 3-sp. SINGER £32 10
10109. 3* 1909 F.E. TRIUMPH £25
10070. 6 1914 2-sp. ENFIELD Combin'n £65
10068. 3i 1912 QUADRANT, var'ble gear £20
10021. 34 1912 SWIFT £20
9867. 2j 1911 2-sp. ENFIELD £22 10
9847. 4i 1915 3-SF. QUADRANT £42 10
9839. 3* 1907 TRIUMPH and Sidecar.. £22 10
9772. 3j 1914 w.-cooled 3-sp. HUMBER £35

WAUCH0PE'S,F2kl?°' '*"'

'Phone: 5177 Holborn. Wires

ST., LONDON
"Opificer, London."

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act,

advertisers requiring: workmen, and whose
business consists wholly or mainly of

engineering: or the productions of munitions
of war, or substances required^for the pro>-
duction thereof, and whose works are^ I

situated within 30 miles of London, must-
include in every such advertisement the '

words. "No person resident more than 10
I

miles away, or already en£:ag:ed on Govern-
ment work, will be engaged,"

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with
the approval of the Board of Trade, who.
will allocate to each advertisement a, box
number, and collect and distribute to the'
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained '

from any Labour Exchange or from the
|

offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engaged on

,

Government work need apply.

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S,

,

A,J.S. 61i.p. Combination, Lucas lamps and ho i

hood, screen, and spare wheel, late 1914 irioc
|

iust thoroughly overhauled, in perfect condition; wl
offers ?—Dent's Stonegate, York. [7S

A.J.S, and Millford Sidecar, 1914, 6h.p., 3 spee

lamp, horn, spSedometer. hood, screen, beauti .

outfit, in perfect order; nearest £55.—Write, Co<y[

F. Company, Bullhouse Camp, Eisley, [76i|'

A.J.S, Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed countershaft e l

bos, hand-operated clutch, kick starter, fit[
I

with detachable and interchangeable wheels, with A' 1'

heavy 690x65 tyres, spare wheel and new tyre. La
dynamo lighting set and 3 lamps, adjustable wind sort

large hood, luggage carrier, large pan saddle, Stefl

mechanical horn, and full kit of tools: bought new 1

1915, has done less than 500 miles, and condition pra

cally as new: prioe £115: deferred payments arraw
2% only extra.—Wm. Whiteley, Ltd., Queen's I

London, W. pi

Alldays.
1 6 Allon. 2^h.p., lamps, horn, mileage 500 ;

£3(

9, Wiltshire Ed., Brixton. CS.Z,

16 Allon 2-speed; 32 gns.—Traward,. 78, High .

Hampstead. 'Phone : 5392. . t7
j

COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, eirminchi
can supply immediately all models of AJld

Allon, W;

NEW 1916 Allon, 2-speed; £38, or offer; excha
combination.—95; Tufncll Park fid., HolloK

London, E7'

ALLON", 2y"h.p., 2-stroke, as new; owner gone
I'rance; -sacriiice £27/10.T=-H:olloway, 35; Lyii

Ed., Acton, * [X3

ALLON, 2y..h,p., 2-stroke, 2-speed model, splej

condition; £30; guaranteed.—Wauchope's,,'
Shoe Lane, London.

*

IT

ALLDAYS AUCn, 2-speed, new; ,
special bargi

£38/17 cash: gradual payments 2X.—Eeferee.Oi I

Co., 332, JHigh Hoibom. W '

ALLDATfi-MATOHLBSS, 1915, 2Sih.p., . 2-^.
splendid condition, good climber; £22.-200, ,

James's Ed., South Bermondaey. [7'

ALLONS, single speed £36, 2-spesd £42, 2-speed oli

£45 . actually in stock : generous deferred tei
i

;

—Lamb's,' 151. Hieh St, Walthamstdw, and 50, -Hi,
Ed., Wood Green. ,

- [7 .
^,

Antoine. 5

ANTOINE, 2%h.p., mag., B,B., just overhauled; ofl

—Jones, 95, Verney Ed., Eotherhithe,
,

CI,

ANTOINE 6h,p. Combination, just overhauled, i

gift, £17; exchange good lightweight—Murrasji
Chart Ed,. Folkestone. - -M

Ariel.
'

AEIEL, all models in sto'ck ; easy payments arranji

—Jones, Garage, Broadway, -Muawell HilL til

COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmiiiaf
have in stock for immediate delivery all imi

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars, u(

Auto-Wheels. ;

AUTO-WHEEL, fitted to lady-back tandem; 18|
bargain.—Otway, 113, King's Ed. '

»"^~

Surrey.

ATJTO-WHEEL, 1915, with 3-8peed cycle.:, i
another, 1914, £7,—A, O,. Walker, 90a, ElS'

Ed., Forest Hill, -'W

kiira

B30 All letters relating to advertisements Should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue;
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Auto-Wheela.

|14 Auto-Wheel, good condition, £.7 ^T; pay cash
foi' recent 4-6h.p. combination.—Newnbam, 223,

imersmith Rd., W. [7747

rXO-WHEEL. 1914, complete, little used, siuple

lever control; £8/10.—Murray, 37a, Charles St.,

on Garden, Holborn. [X3266
Bat.

p. 1912 Bat, ainele epeod ; £23—Harvey. Hudson.
South Woodlord. ' [X3140

il5 Bat-Jap. 3-8peed, and sidecar, £60; A,C.
^ Sociable, £35; exchange -79. JX^nby St.. Peck-

[7631

It, 8h.p. twin J.A.P., 1914, overhead. T.T., in

nice order, round tank; £28.—Warren's, 6, Warren
ttK)ndou. ; . f7821

:VTS in stock, latest 4-5h.p.. 2-Sfieed. also seconrl-

. hand 1914 uiodel. same power. £35— P. J. Evans
:i r.iight St.. Birnungham. fX3185

»14 Bat-Jap, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, new coach-
- built sidecar, lamps, horn, speeds, splendid con-

m: £48.—Westrop, Ashwell. [7807

jp. Bat-Jap Combination, 3 speeds, luxurious Bramble
sidecar, as new ; any trial ; sacrifice.—Lydford.

K Sutton, Langport, Somerset. [7611

EAT and C.B. Sidecar, 5h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, 1915,
i' 2 front and electric rear lamps, kick starter, spare
';. speedometer, horn, in first-class order ; £50, or
ange Indian combiuation, cash adjustment.—28,
^ham Rd..- Tooting. [7583

Blackbui-ne.
LACKBURNE, SVsh.p., 3-speed, clutch, hub. under
2.000, perfect order; nearest £40.—Andrew's Gar-
Liskeard, Cornwall. [7715

iLACKBTJRNE, 3V2h.p., 3-8peed, handle-bar clutch,
' 1914, re-enamelled; 37 gns.—Troward, 78, High
Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392. [7786

Bradbury.
BADBTJRY, 3Vjh.p., 1912, N.S.U. 2 speeds, in good

order; £20.—Warren's, 6, Warren St, London.
[7818

1 14 S'/^h-P- Bradbury, 3 speeds, wicker sidecar

;

' £35; cash or easy terms.-E. E. Jones (Garages),
Swansea. _, [0822

12 Bradbury, 4h.p., wicker sidecar, N.S.U. 2-speed
gear, accessories, Jonea speedometer: £25.-88,

land St., Southport. [X3222

KADBURT Combiuation, 4h.p., 2-speed. free engine,
perfect order ; £ 1 8, or exchange lightweight.—

c8on, 1, Meadowside. Springfield Rd., Ciiehnsford.
[X3269

p. 1914 Bradbury. 3-speed, complete lamp, gener-
ator, horn, tools, etc., in topping condition, good

I, "plating, enamel very, good ; £26.—Day, Okehamp-
[7568

tEADBURY, 41i.p., 2-8peed, Bosch, B. and B., new
tyres and mudguards, recently overhauled and enam-

, splendid condition; £34 cash.—L. B. Knight.
hbridge, Somerset. [X3006
RADBURY, 19U, N-.S.U. 2-speed, just thoroughly
overJiauled, vrith the following parts newly fitted,

uder, piston, B.B. carburetter, ball bearings (engine),
rly new tyres; bargain, £19/10 cash.—87, High St,,

ibury. [X3065

i^ECfAL Bargain.—1913 Bradbury, waterproof
Bosch, h.b.c, very fast and powerful, very

aomical, climb anything, any trial with pleasure,
J secures, worth £30 ; sidecar, £4 / 1 0.—Millards,
pers, Chesterfield. [X3200

Broi^gh.
Ih.p. Brough, 1916 open frame model, 3-speed

Sfcurmey-Archer countershaft gear, horizontal
^ne. fast machine, 60 miles per hour road, 70 miles
:;k; 60 gns.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

[7764
Brown.

'RGWN, 1912, overhauled by makers, re-enamelled;
£16.~Troward, 78. High St., Hampstead. 'Phone:

\2.
, [7782

'24.—Brown. 3V,.h.p., T.T.. like new, fully equipped.
• —W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate,
nchester. [7734

ROWN 3Voh.p. Combination, 2-speed countershaft,
Bowden gear, kick start, H. and F. control, Simms

f,. Whittle belt, handsome 1916 coachbuilt sidecar,
ranteed perfect; £28.—Fretwell, 83, Pinner Rd.,
Irrow, Middlesex. [X2870

B.S.A
i.S.A. 4Wh.p. Models; £62 and £64.-Attwood's
} Garage, Eccleshall, Staffs. [7686

:OLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, for
i

immediate delivery of B.S.A. [0798

-S.A., 1915, 3-apeed countershaft, and coachbuilt side-
car; £55, no offers.-Hancox, The Orchard, Belper.

tX3003
i-S.A., 1915 model K, No. 2 sidecar, with hood and
' wind screen- £55.-83, Riversdaie Rd., Erith, Kent.
1 [X3288
I.S.A., 1915 Chain Drive Combination, perfect; bar-
J gain, £55.—Milton, Camp, Chilworth, Guildford.
' [7665
i.S-A. Cliain Drive Combination, 1915, lamps, horn,

Watford, done 2,600; £60, no offers.—24, Hearn-
e Rd.. Balham. [7565

aBHH,
CORONET SIDECARS,

We are building special models for Harley-
Davidsons, Execisiors, and Indians, enamelled
either grey orred to match machinesj aud fitted

with 28x310. tyre and four point attachment.

FROM

£10 15s.

Send for Illustrated

Catalogue describing

thc-e well - known
Sidecars,

EXCHANGES.

TRADE SUPPLIED,

£9 15s.

SPORTING MODEL

1916 HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.
\^'c can ^ive Immediate Delivery and we wdl
make a big allowance for your old machine.

CASH OFFERS WANTED.
7-9h.p. PREMIER, 1914. 2-speed counter-

shaft, with £13 10:.. new coach Sidecar £55
6 h.p. REX, 2'5peed, magneto £13 1 i

z'-\ h.p. MINERVA, magneto, variable pear £9 15
7-gb.p. INDIAN, 1Q15, 3-spped, electrical

model, and £iS Montgomery Sidecar. . £69 15
1016 7 9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON £80 15
igi6 ditto, clecti-ical model £89
7-gh.p. INDIAN, 1915, electric model, with

Mitltord £18 18s. Sidecar, screen S75
5 h.p. ZENITH, 1913. Zenith gear £29 15
2:; h.p. WOLF, 1916, 2-stroke, 2-speed . . . £33 1-3

20 h.p. FORO Van, new, 1916 model . . . .£130
20 h.p. FORD Van, 1915 model £90
6 h.p, REX, 1912, 2-speed model £25
z\ h.p. TYLER, igi-i, 2-sperd model £24 15
3.\ h.p. TRIUMPH, i;ro model £17 15
3V h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1912 model £14 15

5 h.p. INDIAN, 1915, 3-speed, finished

red, beautiful condition £55
2% h.p. ENFIELD, igi2, 2-specd £15 15
3.! h.p. TRIUMPH, 191^, Philipson puUev £26 15
3' h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V £4 15
4 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 1915. 3-specd

model, with £13 coach Sidecar £55 15
21 h.p. ENFIELD, 1912, 2-sp., chain drive £15 15
2 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £3 15
2? h.p. Machine with P. & M. engine £2 15
3 Ji.p. LINCOLN-ELK, ign, magneto ... i*12 15
2^ h.p. TRIUMPH, rqii, 2-speed model,

with Sidecar, lamps, and horn £23 15
2.V h.p. PREMIER, TQ12, 3-speed model . . £20 15
7"g h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON,eiectricaUy

equipped, complete with sidecar .... £69 15
3ilip, NUMBER, 1911, 2 speed £17 15
4 h.p. ZENITH, 1911, variable gear £18 15
1915 TRUMBULL Light Car, hood, screen,

detachable wheels, speedometer, electric

horn and lamps £89 U

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
New i5 Weatherproof Magneto, £3 10s. ; B. & B.
Carburetter, 12/G ; Amac Carburetter, 12/6;
Good complete Sidecar, 32/6 ; Burbury £13 Coach
Sidecar, £6 5s. ; i^ h.p. Petrol Stationary Engine,
2 flywheels, electric ignition, £4 15s. ; Coach
Sidecar, underslung frame, £5- 5s. ; Wicker
Sidecar, enclosed body, 42/6 ; Sidecar Chassis,

with tyte, 27/6; Lightweight Coach Sidecar,
new, £7 15s. ; Jones Speedometer, 25/-; New
Coach Sidecar Body, £3 5s. ; New Sidecar Chassis,
complete with all fittings, 65/- ; 1916 Binks Car-
buretters (your old carburetter taken in exchange).

WANTED to buy 2 FORD CARS, bodywork
unimportant.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H AUI FAX.
' Phone : 1062. Close at 6 p.m.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S. \., 1916 models in stock ; cxchangea or extended
terms quoted.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgata

Aj., Camomile St., E.C. [0492

B.S.A. 4'/,h.p. Machines from stock, chain and chaiu-

ruDi-belt drive: £64 and £62 respectivelj'.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [7774

B.S.A., 1915, model K. 4h.p., S-speed, chain-cnm-bolt,

one of the hard-to-set machine; £43, bargain.—
Layton's Garage, liicester. Oxon. [X3237

B.S.A,, S'Ah.p., clntoh model, 1913, wicker sidecar,

new Kempshall, Michelin, and Zilla bait, good
order; £33.—Hinson, Builder, Bourne. [7605

B.S.A., 4Mh.p., 3-3peed, countershaft, clutch, kick

starter, lamps, mechanical horn, new last October,

little used: esS.—F. Wooldridge, High St., Crewe.
[X3162

NEW 1916 B.S.A., 6h.p., countershaft, with kick start

and clutch, latest design, fitted with Mills-FuHords
Enipress sidecar; the combination complete £103/18,
guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [7775

B.S.A., models H and K, delivered from stock, also

1914 all-chain 3-speed, £49/10, sporting sidecar

and accessories; 1912, 2-speed, £30; 1914 all-cham

drive model, witli Corvette sidecar, £49/10; generous

deferred terms.-Lamli's, 151, High St., Walihamstow.
aud 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [7655

Burlord.

BURFOED-TILLIEKS 2-stroke Motor Cycle, 1915,
as new; bargain, £23.-Bastone's, 228, Pentpo-

ville Rd., King's Cross, London, N, [7217

Calthorpe.

Id 14 Calthorpe Lightweight, beautiful order; ex-
i-U change higher power, not earlier 1912.—Davies,
Alma Cottage. Maesgwyn Rd., Wrexham. [X3232

CALTHORl'E-J.A.P., 2')ih.p„ 2-speed, late 191S
model, speedometer, only ridden 1,200, perfect;

£29/10 cash.-White, High St., Banbury. [X3064

"liljie Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield 2-speed, done 100 miles,

-Lt/ or exchange with cash for recent Triumph.—Bar-
ton. Claremont, Fotheringbain Rd., Enfield. [7672

COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colm«re Row, Birmingliam.
have in stock all models of Calthorpes for im-

mediate delivery: also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

1016 2%h.p. Calthorpe-Jap (nominally second-hand),
-1-t? Enfield 2-speed, run 100 miles; £35; cash or

easy terms.—R. E. Jones (GaragesI, Ltd., Swansea.

CALTHORPE, 2',ih.p. J.A.P., with Enfield 2-speel

gear, brand new, shop-soiled only; list £36/15,
accept £35,- P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[X3180
CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 1916. latest model, Enfield

2-speed gear, just arrived from works; £32/11,—
Wilkius. Simpson, and Co., 11. Hammersmith Rd,, Lon-
don, [7593

CALTHORPE-J,A,P,, 1916, latest model, 2%h,p., En-
field 2-speed gear, just arrived from works; £37/16.

Wilkins, Simpson, and Co.. 11, Hammersmith Ed.,

London. [7592

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, 1916 models. — Just
arrived; 2-sfroke 2-speed 31 gus., J.A.P. 2v^ih.p.

2-speed 36 gns. ; easy terms arranged.— Storey's, 118. Gt.

Portland St.. W. [0777

C\LTHORPE-J.A.P.'s,^ with Enfield gears, actually

in stock: £37/16: deferred payments by arrange-

ment.-Lamb's, 151. High St., Wnlfhamstow, and 50,

High Rd., Wood Green, [7650

C.\LTHORPE latest 1916 2-speed models in stock;

cash or exchange; no waiting. Also a few brand

new 1915 models, slightly soiled, at reduced prices-
Eagles and Co., High St., Acton, (X3218

C-VLTHORPE-J.xVP,, 1915, Enfield 2-speed gear, drip

feed lubrication, ] lunlop belt, Lucas horn, he;id

and tail lamps: £25/10.—Wilkins. Simpson, and Co..

11, Hammersmith Rd,, London, [7623

3ih,p. Calthorpe, Bosch mag., 3 speeds, recently over-

2 hauled, tyres good; any trial: nearest offer to

20 gns. owner joining army ; seen by appointment.—
Westou, 3, Epirus Mews, North End Ed., Fulhani.

[X3258
CALTHOEPE-J.A.P.'a and 2-strokes; immediate de-

livery from stock of all models; cash or exchange.
A few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore the Agents,

Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgate, Manchester.
(0815

CALTHORPE-J.AP., 1916 latest models in stork,

254h.p., 2-speed, free engine, 36 gns. ; 4h.p. tn in

J.A.P. lightweight combination, complete, 67 gnp. ; ladv'a

2-stroke 2-speed model, 34 gns. ; cash or ex^fmded terms.

—Elce and Co., 15-16, Blshopsgate Av., Camomile St,

E.C. [0551

CALTHORPES, new 1916 models, 2-';ih,p. J.AP. en-

gine, 2 speed Enfield gear, £37/16: 2-stroke models,
2-3p6ed, £28/17/6; 2^;4h.p. single speed models. £32;
also the sidecar combination, fitted with twin-cyl 4-5

h.p. J.A.P. engine, 2-jpeed gear, handsome light coach-
built sidecar, the combination 67 gns. ; exchanges or

easy terms arranged,—Wauchopes', 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
don. i;7?61

Campion.
CAMPION-VILLIERS, ' 2y2h.p., fine iittle light-

weight, engine extra good, a guaranteed machine;
£21, or reasonable offer,-Layton's Garage, Bicester,
Oion. [X3236

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the ntimlMr at tiM end of eacb advertisement, and the date of the Issue, bii
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SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
ALL GUARANTEED IN GOOD

RUNNING ORDER.

SIDEOAR OUTFITS.
REX, 1914, 6 h.p. de Luxe, 3-speed modeljCoach-

built Sidecar, chain drive, 650X 65 tyres, just

been overhauled £53
MATCHLESS, 1914, 8 h.p., M.A.G. engine, 3-sp.

countershaft gear, all f.hain drive, Lucas
dynamo lighting outfit, 3 lamps, 650x65
tyres, Watford speedometer, and excellent
outfit £78

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-0 'i_.p.. T915, 3-speed,
with Coronet Sidecar (coach built), head
lamp, electric horn, and full complement of

tools £64
A.J.S. J913 6 h.p. 3-speed Ctunbination, coach-

built Sidecar £55
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 2-';pecd, Model dc Luxe,

handle starting, twin engine, 650X65 tyres,

coach-built Sidecar, jtist been overhauled,
excellent condition nnd a bargain at £46

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., 191T, 2-speed countershaft
^ear, chain-cum-belt, complete with wicker
Sidecar ; cheap at £30

NEW HUDSON, 1914, 6 h.p., 3-5peed, kick start,

complete with New Hudson coach-built
Sidecar with screen, all accessories £53

ZENITH, 1915, 6 h.p., countershaft, complete
with MiUfnrd Sidecar .,.. £68

NEW HUDSON, 1915, 3^-4 h.p., s-speed coun tcr-

shaft, kick start, i^oach-buiU Sidecar, as new £55

LIGHT OARS, E-fcc.

G.W.K., loh.p., 4 speeds, 80 mm. tyres, 1914
model, just being repainted ^ £120

MORGAN, 1915, 8 h.p. G.P. No. i, water-cooled,
disc wheels, hood and screen, large tyres, all

lamps, Binks carburetter, -'cry fast £125
FORD, 1913,20 h.p.,4 seater,detachablewheels,

make a splendid light van £60
SI7.AIRE-NAUDIN, 1914, 12-14 h.p. Coupe,

C..\.V. large size dynamo outfit, 5 lamps,

5 detachable wheels, just repainted and
overhauled, like new £310

CADILLAC^ 1914, 20-30 h.p., 6-speed model,
7-seater. just overhauled, dynamo light and
starting, just being repainted, make a very
fine hire car £320

G.W.K., 1915, only done 1,000 miles, and like

new, detachable wheels, all accessories . . . .£150

G.W.K., exactly as above, but just repainted. .S153
A.C., 5-6 h.p., late 1913, hood and screen,

lamps, all tyres_new, splendid condition .. £50
MINERVA, 28 h.p., 1910, 5-seater; £6 6s. tax

;

just being overhauled —
KNIGHT Junior, 1914, 11 h.p., sporting body,

excellent order £155
CALTHORPE, 10 h.p., 1915, standard, 4-seater,

all accessories £180

SOUO iVIOTOR OYOi.ES.
ENFIELD, 1916, 3 h.p., 2 speeds. Palmer tyres,

T.T. bars, mechanical oiling £45
INDIAN, 1914, 7 h.p., clutch, just overhauled. . £40
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2j h.p., 2 speeds, spring forks,

Bosch magneto £22
PORTLAND-J.A.P., 1913, 8 h.p., 3 speeds,

B.S.A. gear box, chain drive, T.T. bars .... £34
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1914, 2 h.p., 2 speeds ... £19
RUDGE 1913 3'- li-P- Midti, T.T. bars £34
ZENITH, 1915, 3\ h.v., twin, T.T. bars £50
DOUGLAS, 1913, 2 speeds, T.T. -bars £3«
IVY, 191^, 2-stroke, single-speed iE18

KERRY-ABINGDON. 3- b-P-, magneto, 2 speeds £22
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3^Vh.p., clutch model £28
REX, 1900, 3-^ h.p., 3 speeds, magneto £14

Exchanges arranged on any of the above.
All in good sound order.

MOTORMART
1004 136 a PortlandSUondonW
Telephone -^b2 Moyfair Telegrams'Mi&za\s Wesd^

B?2 All letters relating to advertisements

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater=Falnir.

CHATER-FAPNIR, mag., new Pedley belt and
tyres, first-class condition and order; sE14.—14,

Dodbrooke Rd., West Norwood. [7889

Chater.Lea.
SIDECAR Combination, Cliater-Lea, Slip.; £75: new

1915. cost £110.-Eveis, Watli. [X3107

6b. p. Ohater-Lea, TJ.H., B.B., whittle. Brooks, spring
loiks, tyres excellent, pnll anything, accessories;

£16.— 37, Eivait Ed., Forest Hill.-S.E. [7727

CHATER-LEA K"o. 7 81i.p. 1913 O.B. Combination,
as new in appearance, and mechanically perfect.

700x80 Dnnldps; a bargain, with accessories; at £50,
no ofiers: want car.—Moore, 69, Denmark Hill, S.E.

[7647
CHATER-lEA 2-stroke, 2-speed countershaft, Chater

— engine, specially designed for competitions, UJI.,
new Dunlop studded, pan seat, Lucas bghtiug, drip
lubricating, T.T. bars, speedy, and sporty; expert ex-
amination: £28, no offers.— 1, f^andringbam Rd., Dal-
ston. [7600

Chater-Lea-.Iap.

SPECIAL Chater-Lea-Jap, 8h.p., countershaft, and
special design torpedo sidecar, perfect :, cost £90,

accept £60: done 2,000.—Particulars, Cooper, Brook-
side, Conisborough. . [X3106

Claiks.

^ilb.p. 2-Btroke Clarks, powerful, 1916, splendid order
/W4: througliout- any trial; £22, offers: also roomy
wicker sidecar complete, bargain, £2.—W. Coles, 61,
Xaseby Ed., Luton, Beds. (D) [X3060

Clepient.

OUb.p. Clement, spring forks, Amac carburetter: wants
'WA seeing to: £8.—Ballard, 1"

St., London, S.W.
Clyno.

CLTNO, 1914, 6b.p., 3-speeds,
detachable wheels, £35.—P,

,St., Birmingham.

Coltage Place, isloane
[7694

clutch, and starter,
J. Eians, John Blight

[S3179

TO 14 Clyno Combination, 6h.p., 3-speed', detachable
JLtf wheels, spare wheel, all accessories, excellent coir-

dition;f65.—Sharp, Hurst Earm, Milford^ Surrey. [7536

Connaught.
1916 Connaught, 2^4b.p-, 600 miles, fnllv

£22/15.-54, Seymour Ed., Ley-
[7629

OXXATJGHT.S in stock for immediate delivery.
standard, and 2-speed models : prices-

P. J. Evans, John Blight St., Birming-
[X3181

Coventry Eagle.

COVFXTRT Eagle, 1916, 2-6tioke Triumph, 2 speeds,
iudistinguish.able from new; £30.—ATaneii's, 6,

Warren St., London. , [7822
Dalm.

D-^LM 2-strokes, 2»ih.p., 1916, 500 miles only: £26.
—31, AUfaitliing Lane, ATandsworth. [7579

B AE GATS'.-
equipped, spares

from £28;i7;6.
ham.

Olh.p^ De Dion,
'2 Post Oace, Slerton.

De Dion.
Chater-Lca; £9-, or offer.

-

-Skelton,
[X3007

Douglas.
oyeThiinled, fast

;

TryOUGL.iS, 1911

"pvOUGLAS, 1914, T.T., 2 speed:

rpEOWAED, 78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone

IQIO Douglas: £15.—Harvey, Hudson. South
yXI f,,rd. I

"I
Qll^ Douglas^ 2 speeds, coinplete;

35 gn

Jeweller, Eotherham.
£18.-Croes,

[X3226

DOUGLAS, 25ih.p., 1914^.^, 2-speed, new condition,
accessories.—Adler, 56c, Putney Hill. [7884

DOUGLAS, 2-speea, T.T. model, very fast, and almost
new condition : £30.—Bunting, Harrow. ^ [7841

DOUGLAS, 3y2h.p., late 1914. 2-speed, kick starter,

clutch, splendid order £43.—^'ewton, Helmsley,
[X2880

"Id 11 Douglas, new wheel, tvre, and cr.antshaft fitted,
Xi' very last; £18.—Walker, 9, ~ ' "'

ferinline.

DOUGLAS, late 1912,
buretter

Carnegie St., J)un-
1X3121

good condition, Amac car-

11, Deacon Ed., luugston-on-
Tnames. [X3251

IQll 2^ih.p. Douglas, Urst-rate going Older; cheap;
-l-i/ owner in Aimv; £18.—J. Dyson, Clayton West,
Huddeisfleld. [7827

DOUGLAS, late 1914, T.T.. 2 speeds, very fast, fully
equipped, little used ; 35 gns.—436, Whitehorse~ [7663Ed., Tliornton Hejlth.

DOUGLAS, "late 1914,
splendid condition

;

western Ed., Twickenham.

DOUGLAS, 1913, T.T. model, complete with tools,

horn, and lamps, just overhaiiled: ^30, a. bar-

T.T.,
£37.-

2^h.p., speedometer,
-Carstadat, 1, South-

[7693

gain.—Dent's, Stonegate, York.

DOUGLAS, 1915, Colonial frame,
condition, lamp, hom; £46, no"" - . - .

i^gjjf.

does 68,
.-E

[7805

splendid
Fairley,
[7858

The House
for all the latest

1916 iVIOPELS
All the undermentioned

aCTOtlLY IN STflCI

at the time of going to press.

EXCHANGES.
ENFIELDS

jTOQ
6 h.p. Combinations . • A»0^

3 h.p. Twins .... *0Z

5

MORGAN
Ko. 2 Grand Prix, disc ^Yheels

hood and screen, etc., etc.

MORGAN
No. I G.P. Mag.,
engine - - -

water-cooled

£146

£135

INDIANS
5 h.p. 3-speed, semi T.T. bars -

7 h.p. Powerplus, rigid irame

7 h.p. Powerplus, spring frame

7 h.p. Dynamo, with sidecar,

Powerplus and-spring frame

£75

£80

£83

£112

7-9 h.p-, 3 speeds, dynamo
equipped, Model lOJ -

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS
£89

£110

£80 11

£101

Or with De Lnie H.-D. sidecar

7-9 h.p., 3 speeds, no equipment.

Model iCF -

Ditto with sidecar

Also all Models of
CALTHORPES,
ROYAL RUBYS,
ALLDAYS ALLON
COVENTRY EAGL
and J.H.

Best Exchange Terms in the tradf

MOTORMART
100§ 136 Gt Portland St, London W.(

telephone -bhi Moyfoir relegrams'lKhAimie Wesd^'
Officers' Mess,' Grain Fort,

should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oj the issue.
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Halifax Motor Exciiange
68, NORTON ST., HALIFAX.
'Phone—766. Telegrams—" Perfection.'

NEW MODELS.
MORGAN de luxe, M.A.G. engine, hood, etc. £127
WILLIAMSON Cv cl-ca, w.c. Douglas engine £126
RITZ 4-cvlinder Light Car £145
OVERLAND 4-seater, 12 Ji.p. (ta.-i (^ 4s.). .£225
CONNAUGHT, 2} h.p., 2-speed £41 16
ROYAL RUBY, 2.t h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke
ROYAL RUBY-J.A.P., 2i h.p., 2-speed . . .

.

ROYAL RUBY, 5 h.p., 5-speed, shop-soiled ,

U.S.A. EXCELSIOR, 3-speed countershaft .

,

LEVIS, 2i h.p., 2-stroke

£36 10
£39 10
£75
£75
£32

NEW IMPERIAL, 2* h.p., variable ma.eneto £3S
REX, 6 h.p., kick start, and Rex Sidecar . . £71

1916 (U.S.A.) EXCELSIOR,
7 h.p., 3-spccil Tioilel 84 V 89 countershaft gear,
chain drive, mechanical and hand lubrication, high-
tension magneto, multiple-disc clutch with dual
control, kick starter, 2 gallons petrol capacity ; £75.
Or with electrical equipment ; £85.
A few late 1915 naw 7 h.p. 3-speed twin Excelsiors,
with electrical equipment, at pre-tax price ; £71 10$.

Exchanges quoted. Easy Payments arnnged.

Sole Yorkshire Distributers. Trade Supplied.

PERFECTION SIDECARS
to suit B.S.A., SUNBEAM, and other machines,
Dunlop tyre, body finished btick and gold; £12.

SOLO MACHINES.
1915 2lh.D. 2-speed NEW RYDER, 2-5troke £19 19
igr^ 6 h.p. 3-speed CLYNO £39 10
1913 2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £34 10
1913 3J Ji.p. ROVER, Grado gear £27 10
1912 3.V h.p. 2-speed TORPEDO £19 19
1912 3^Vh.p. ZENITH-GRADUA £26 10
912 a-Vh.p. 2-sp. BRADBURY, chain drive £26 10
1912 3,1- h.p. 2-speed F.E. HUMBER £26 10
1912 3.1 h.p. T.T. TRIUMPH, very fast £26 10
EXCELSIOR, 3} h.p., 3-speed, Druid forks. . £17 10
KERRY, 3 h.p., magneto, Saxon forks £12 10
5i h.p. magneto REX, spring forks £12 10
N.S.U., twin, 2-speed, spring forks £15 10
TRIUMPH, magneto, new tyres £18 10
P. & M., 3.^ h.p., 2-speed, chain drive £25 10
S.P.K., 3I h.p., 3-speed coimtershaft £2» 10
REX, 1910, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, t'.E £22 10
REX, 1909, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, F.E £18 10
REX, 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks £11 15
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., magneto, spring forks . . £14 10
DOUGLAS, 2I h.p., 2-speed, wants attention £18 10
TRIUMPH, 3! h.p., clutch model £21 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
I9i6s-6h.p. 3-speed COVENTRY EAGLE

and Sidecar £72 U
1914-15 (new) REX 2-speed Sidette £71
1914 6 h.p. ARIEL, ctiain drive, and Sidecar £4S
1914 6 h.p. REX Sidette, almost as new . . £53 10
1913 5 h.p. REX Sidette, very smart £43 10
1913 7-9h.p. QUADRANT and Sidecar £49 10
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £32 10
1912 3ih.p. 2-5peed PREMIER and Sidecar £33 10
1910 3*. h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £24 10
3i h.T'. 2-speed P. & M. and Sidecar £19 19
REX, 5i h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £22 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
1914-15 Grand Prix MORGAN and accessories £98 10
MORGAN, 1913, lamps, horn, screen, etc. .

.

£57 10
ROVER b h.p. 4-seater, all on, bargain .... £39 10
RENO 15 h.p. 4-cyUnderTouring C?r £65
PREMIER 7-9 h.p. 2-seater Light Car £67 10
1913 FORD 20 h.p. 2-seater Car £50
New Mechanical Horns 17/6
New Acetylene Tail Lamp, post free 1/4
Ai Mudscreen, cost 21/-, take 10/6
P. & H. Separate Generator Lamp 17/6
Miller's late type Lamp Set £| 4
REX, 6 h.p., t\viii engine, magneto and carb. £9 10
M.M.C. 8 h.p. W.C. Engine, fine condition.

.

£4 10
5J h.p. W.C. Engine, 2-speed, clutch £5 10
3-wheel Cycle Car Chassis, 26x2.'. wheels .. £3 15
Brooks B150 large size Pan Seat" 18/6

Cash Oifers Solicitsd.

WANTED.—Second-hand 1913-1914
DOUGLAS, for Cash.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, new, latest pattern, 2^!4h.p. models for
immediate delivery, inoludinff War Ofhce black

Douglas.—Motrot, Yeovil. Tal.: 50. [5855

DOUGLAS, 1915. 2'!4h.p., 2-speed, T.T., done 500
miles, unsoiled. complete; £60 May, 1916, take

£16.-60, Kenwood Ed., Edmonton. N. [7725

DOUGLAS Specialists.—Gibb, Cough, London Bd.,
Gloucester. Gibb, the International Douglas rider.

winner of numerous cups aud Eold medals. [1189

1Q15 2^/ih.p. 2-speed T.T. Douglas and accessories,
J- */ in perfect condition: £44/10: seen any time.—
Bound's Garage, 223, High Rd.. Kilburn. [7660

-] Q15 Douglas, 2?4h.p., T.T.,
-Ltf long exhaust, semi-T.T.

"|iQ12 2-speed Douglas, footboards, Lucas lamps, and
-L«/ new Brooks saddle, splendid condition; bargain,
£19/10.-Maddocks, Tattenhnll, near Chester. [X3264

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2%h.p., 2-si)eed, splendid machine,
last, lamps, all accessories, spares, semi-T.T.

handle-bars; £32.-Gomall, West Clifie, Lytham. [7815

"I 015 4h.p. 3-speed Douglas, sporting coachbuilt side-
-- «^ car, and accessories, all in good condition ; seen
any time; £55.-Bound's Garage, High Rd., Kilburn.

[7659
1015 (November) Douglas, 2-'4h.p., 3-speed, clutch,
J-iJ kick starter, T.T. and toiiring bars, Lucas acces-
sories, like new; £45.—Empson, Gamlingay, Sandy, Beds.

[7720
1012 2^h.p. T.T. Douglas, perfect condition, new
-LU tyres, F.R.S. lamp set, 25/- mechanical horn,
fast; £23.—Merton, Grange Farm, Gamlingay, Saudv.

[7721
COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Leicester,

and Liverpool, bave in stock complete range of all

models Douglas for immediate delivery, also full range
of spares. . [0800

2-speed, with special
ars, very fast, in ex-

cellent condition; £42.—Robinson's Garage, Green St.,

Cambridge. [7703

DOUGLAS, 2')4h.p., late 1914 model, T.T., Stewart
speedometer, Klaxon horn, Lucas lamps, in new

condition, including tools, and many spares; £45.

—

Dent's, Stonegate, York. [7504

DOUGLAS Motor Bicycles.—254h.p. models. We
have one or two brand new latest pattern

machines in stock for immediate delivery. The number
is very limited, and further supplies are almost im-
possible to obtain. We therefore suggest you order
from us at once and obtain instant delivery.—Douglas
Specialists, Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.
TeL: 388. Telegrams; Bicycles. [7700

Edmund.
EDMUND, adjustable spring frame motor cycles ; price

£46/4; early delivery. Some are financed by others,
in our case, it is unnecessary ; we garage motor cycles for
1/- per week.—Messrs. Green. Taxis, Villier St. Garage,
Charing Cross, London. [6639

Enfleld.

ENFIELD New 1916 6h.p. Combination actually in
stock; no waiting.—Moss, Wem. [X3234

Birmingham,
[0801

ENFIELD, 3h.p.. 1914, 2-speed, chain drive^^ perfect
condition ; bargain,. £28.—Hayes, Aylesbury. [7582

TCiNEIELD, 1915, 3h.p., 2-speed, in excellent condi-
-Ei tion ; £36.-Stour Cycle Depot, Stourbridge. [X3164

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, fully eauipped. in
lovely condition; £65.-12, Myddleton Ed., Bowes

Park. [7624

1 016 8h.p. Enfietds actually in stock; easy payments
-L^ arranged.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Mnswell

FARLOW SIDECARS.
Built throughout in our own factory.

Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style>

exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which
are the buyers' ideal.

COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Eow,
for immediate delivery of Enfields.

Model I.

Underslung Chassis,

with Luggage Carrier

combined.

Splendidly made and
built tor hard work.

£11 a

Hood £2 *

Screen . £1

This is

MODEL No. 2.

A BEAUTIFUL LIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE £10

Hood £2 4s.

Screen £1.

Delivei7 from Stock

Your Agent will supply

The following New Models are all in Siocic

:

1916 4 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, interchange-
able wheels, very fine 90 gns.

I9t6 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination 90 gns.

19166 h.p. J. H. Combination 90 gns.

1915 2j h.p. NEW HUDSON, 2-sp., 2-stroke £38
1916 2? h.p. OIH EGA-J.A.P., 2-speed ...... 38 gns.

1916 5-6 h.p. British EXCELSIOR, Sturmey
countershaft 3-speed gear 68 gns.

1916 4} h.p. British EXCELSIOR, Sturmey
countershaft 3-speed gear 64 gnS,

1916 FORD Touring Car, 20 h.p £135
1916 FORD Chassis, 20 h.p £115
1916 FORD Van, 20 h.p £130
I9if) 20 h.p. FORD Ambulance £135
1915 12 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car, 4-cy!.,

water-cooled, detachable wheels, all on £120

Hill. [7894

TWIN Enfield, 2^4h.p., chain drive, 2 speeds, excellent
condition; £20, lowest.—E. Mawer, Holton Eecker-

ing, Wragby. [X3078

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, new, latest 1916 model,
actually in stock ; price 85 gns.—The Morris Gar-

ages, Oxford. [0811

"1 Q13 Enfleld, 6h.p., 1916 coach sidecar (unused);XC 48 gns., perfect.—Troward, 78, High St., Hamp-
stead. 'Phone: 5392. [7788

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, actually in
stock; £89/5; exchange entertained.—Eagles and

Co., High St., Acton. . [X3220

ENFIELD, 1913-14, 3h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, and kick
starter, speedometer, etc. ; £32.—P. J. Evans, John

Bright St., Birmingham. [X3184

1 Q14 6h.p. Enfleld Combination, speedometer, P. and
-L^ H. lamps, splendid condition; any severe trial;
60 gns.—280, Camberwell Ed., S.E. [7335

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, latest model,
.iust arrived from works ; £89/5.—Wilkins, Simpson,

and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London, [7590

"I
Q15 214h.p. Enfield 2-stroke, 2-speed, 2 lamps, horn,

-Lt/ engine just ovrehauled, condition perfect; £27/10.
—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [7706

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., only run 1,500 miles,
just overhauled, for sale, all accessories, complete;

£50.—Apply, H. Pegg, 695, Atherton Ed., Leigh, Lanes.E[X3004NFIELDS actually in stock for immediate delivery,
6h.p. combinations, 3h.p. and 2i4h.p. models, ready

to drive away.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. [X3178

CASH OFFERS WANTED.
igi6 3V h.p. PREMIER, 3-speed countershaft

model, and Coronet Sidecar to match,
only done. 500 miles £55

4 h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed, kick starter . . £20
1914 6 h.p. NEW HUDSON Combination,

countershaft drive, 3 speeds, kick
starter, fine turnout £44

1911 P. & tn.f 2-speeds, very smart £22
3I h.p. HUMBERf 2 speeds, fine goer £20
4 h.p. BRADBURY and rieid Sidecar £18
19 1 3 SCOTT, lamp, speedometer, etc £30
igi-i WOLF, lightweight, 3-speed £25
2-stroke OMEGA, Druid forks £16
1914 DOUGLAS, 2-spced, fine machine .... £36
Sh h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH, fine goer £17
34 h.p. 1909 REX de Luxe, 2-speed, handle

starting £19
i8-22 h.p. SIDDELEY Lorry, 4 speeds, chain

drive, 2 ignitions £50

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed,

25/. each.

ODD BARGAINS.
& B. Carburetter, h.b. control 10/-

Senspray Carburetter, h.b. control 10/-
Ainac Carburetter, h.b. control 10/-
Lukin Cycle Car Carburetter, 8 h.p. size .... 15/-
Latest Mechamcal Horns, black and nickel.. £1

Canoelet Sidecar, very fine £8
8 h.p. Precision Water-cooled Engine, new . .£15

6 h.p. Twin Antoine Engine, water-cooled . . £6
5-6 h.p. Sarolea Twin Engine £4 10
F.R.S. Lamp Set, 500ft. beam, shop-soiled 35/-
F.R.S. Lamp Set, i,oooft. team, shop-soiled 45/-
New Clincher Clearance Covers, de Luxe,
"heavy," rubber-studded, 26X2J, 26X2I,
26X2^, and26X2iX2j each £1

FARRAR'S MOTORS
(Telephone 919)

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.
AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A17
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD, 1916; immediate deliTery of latest 6h.p.
combination, now in stock; £89/5; make sure of

this now.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith
Rd., London. [7591

ENFIEIiD, 6h.p. com bination, 1915, done under
, 3,000 ; speedometer, Lucas horn, sidecar screen,

head lamp, spare tube, lots of spares; £69/10.—Wilkins,
Simpson, and CJo., 11, Hammersmitti Ed., London, [7598

LATE 1914 23/ili.p.. Enfield, kick start, 2-8peed, speed-
ometer, lamps, horn, excellent condition ; nearest

£32 : exchanges considered.—Walton's, Dawson Sq.,
Burnley- [X3088
ENFIELD Late 1913 6h.p. Combination, new tyres,

speedometer, lamps, etc., in first-class condition;
£46, or near offer ; any trial.—3, Carson Rd., W.
Dulwich. [7779

ROTAL Enfield Combinations, 6 and 8h.p., free
delivery from stock; 85 gns. and £91 lespectiTely

;

easy payments, or exchange.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London [7760

ENFIELD Combination, new last Friday, ridden
from London only, quite new, lamps, Lucas horn,

etc.; £84, will sell £10 less than list.—Bruce Wood,
Horn Park, Lee, S.E. [7778

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, delivery at once
from stock; 85 gns.; exchanges or extended

terms arranged.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
At., Camomile St., E.C. [0480

ENFIELD 6h.p., £89/5, 3h.p. £52/10; aetuahy here;
also 8h.p., just overhauled, £91/7: generous de-

ferred terms.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and
50, High Bd., Wood Green. [7652

ENFIELD Motor Cycles in stock ; 6h.p. combinations,
with or -without Lucas electric lighting set ; 3h.p.

twin, 2-speed ; also 2-stroke model ; cash or exchange.—
Stour Cycle Depot, Stourbridge. [53165

ENFIELD 19151A 6h.p. Combination, used 4 summer
months only, Jones, Sin. Palmer cord, everything

complete, spares; nearest 69 gns. ; any trial: appoint-
ment.—Motorist, Bayview, Esplanade, Weymouth. [S3148

1Q15^4-1916 Royal Enfield 6h.p. Combination, speed-
J-t7 ometer, Stewart horn, lamps, full kit tools, tyres
like new; £65; call with cash, after 12 o'clock: no
letters.—Alfred Symons, 75, High Rd-, Wood Green.

[7606
ENFIELD, 3h.p., 1916, latest model, just arrived

from works; immediate delivery; make sure of

this now ; £52 / 10. We are Enfield specialists.—
Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd.,
London. [7594

ROYAL Enfield 6h.p. Coachbuilt Sidecar Combina-
tion, cost £103 July, 1915, Lucas electric lighting

set, speedometer, powerful and silent machine, excel-
lent condition; £70.—E,, 26, Caddington Bd., Crickle-
wood, N.W. [7681

1 Q12 6h.p. Enfield Coachbuilt Combination, in very
-Li/ good running order, with new 26x3in. back
tyre, and complete with speedometer, lamps, horn,
etc. ; a bargain, £38.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [7866

ROYAL Enfield 2%h.p. Twin, just been overhauled
by makers, re-plated and re-enamelled (khaki), new

belt and tyres, Dnnlop studded, new lamps and horn,
complete: £30, bargain.—W. Stevens, Lovelle Cycle
Works, Ripley, Derbyshire. [7570

Excelsior.

1 Q 1 6 British Excelsior, 4^>^h.p., S-speed, chain-cum-
X*/ belt, and Bramble sidecar; cost £85 two months
ago, offers wanted.—Shayle, Great Alne, Aleester. [X3282

F.N.
N.. 2%h.p., Bosch mag.; £9/10.—Halford, BilUng-
ton Rd., I^eighton Buzzard. [7646

10 F.N., 4-cyl., running order; seen Durham; bar-
gain, £12.—Box 584, c/o The Motor Cycle. [S3202

F.N., 5-6h.p., new gears and tyre, fully equipped;
oflers.-White, Rosewume, Bicknacre, Chelmsford,

Essex. [7696

1Q13 2%h.p. 2-3peed F.N., h.b. clutch control, ex-
JLt7 cellent condition; best offer seciires.-Dark,
Didverland, Holsworthy. [X3104

F.N., low frame, B. and B., good condition, and per-
feet order, cane sidecar; bargain, £15-—R.H., Fish-

mongers, 162, Heath Bd., Twickenham. [7713

1Q14 F.N., 5-6h.p., special cylinders, B. and B., 2-
-i-v speed, clutch, accessories, and spares, mileage
5,000, tyres as new, with sidecar; £40.—Stone, 114,
Palace Gates Rd., Wood Green. [X3111

Harley'Davidson.
"DRAND New Harley-Davidsons.—See below.

MODEL F, 7-9h.p., 3-speed; £68.—The Premier
Motor Co.

ODEL J, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, with dynamo electric
lighting outfit; £75.—The Premier Motor Co.

THE Above are guaranteed brand new ; standard
specification and standard equipment.— The

Premier Motor Co., Birmingham.

SPECIAL Gloria Sidecars, to match; 19 and 25 gns.
Yon save £17 by purchasing your new combina-

tion direct from the recognised H.D. experts. De-
livery carriage paid to any address.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7238

F
19

M

DON'T Buy
Another man's

Troubles

!

DEAL DIRECT WITH

GODFREY'S
and you won't

know what
trouble is.

Write for our full list of

New Machines and Second-

hand Guaranteed Bargains.

4

EXCHANGES.

EASY TERMS.

a

TD.

GODFRErt
208, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.
'Phone—7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Harley-Davidson.

1 Q15 Harley-Da-vidson. IIJ, with Mills-Fulford side-
Xtf car, new 1916; £70.—Aflkivith, 49. Downs Bd.,
Clapton, N.E. [S2999

HAEI/EY-DAVIDSON, 1915-16, llj, mileage 500,
in perfect condition.—Dennis, Sonth Darenth, near

Dartford. Kent. £65. [X2875

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915 (Angnst), IIJ, and
Coronet sidecar, little used, in perfect order; bar-

gain, 63£:ns'; Cooper, Baker, Windsor. [7621

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-

L

pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of alll
models of Harley-Davidsons and spare parts. '[08021

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, late 1915, 7-9h.p., BoBDh|
mag., Bluestreak tyres, not been on road; accepts

£60.—Cartwright, Photographer,..Ystradgynlais, Brecon-

1

shire. [X3084-|

~f Q IS Harley - Davidson Combination, electrically jJ-*? equipped, all extras, spare new cover and tube;!
£70, or exchange Morgan runabout-—Apply, Dawson,!
3, Shirley Villas, Shirley Rd., Hayes, Middlesex. [X3116|

HARLET-DAVIDSOKT Electric Model £89, stand-T
ard £80/15; deUvered from stock; also sidecars tol

suit; deferred payments to suit customers' individual

i

requirements.—Lamb's, 151, High Bt., Walthamstow,J
aud 50,. High Rd., Wood Green. [765^

1 Q15 Model IIF 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, 3-speed,L
i*' with special Canoelet coachbuilt sidecar™
enamelled to luatch, overhauled aud guaranteed irtr
good running order; ££65.—The Premiei' Motor C6.i||

Aston Kd., Birmingham. '786^

1 016 Latest HaTley-bavidson,\ just deliverea from
J-^ works, comijlete combination, fitted with £21
sidecar, with lighting set and hooter; immediate de-
livery from stock; £105/19 cash; extended payments
or exchange.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [7767

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, the silent grey. 1916 models,
immediate delivery from stock, with Gloria, Mill-

ford, or Canoelet sidecars; two only 1915 electrically

equipped models at pre-Budget price, £76/13. Write
or call.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester,
and 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool. [0817

T Q15 Model IIP 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, 3-speed,
-Li' only used for a few hundred miles and equal
to new in every respect, Stewart speedometer, Lucaa
lamps and horn, fitted with brand new 20 gn. Gloria
coachbuilt sidecar, a very fine combination; £80.—The
-Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7868

HARLEY-DAVIDSOlSr, 1916, and handsome coach-
built sidecar with apron, 3-3peed countershaft gear

box, clutch kick starter, electric head and rear lamps,
electric horn. Smith speedometer, Goodrich tyres 28x3,
used as demonstration model only, and done under 50
miles, absolutely like new; price £104, a bargain; de-

ferred payments arranged, 2% only extra.—Wm- Whiteley,
Ltd., Queen's Rd., London, W. [7219

Hazlewood.

1 Q14 5-6h.p. Hazlewood, Bramble sidecar; accessories

;

J-«7 £45, bargain.-Chester. 13, Welbury Drive, Brad-
ford. 1X3057

Henderson.
HENDERSON, 1915 model, bought late 1915. in

perfect condition, Millford coachbuilt sidecar;

£85.-Box 578, e/o T/te Motor Cycle. [X3047

Hobart.
HOBART-VILLIERS, 2y2h.p., 1915, sturdy little

machine, extra good engine, overhauled; £21, 01

near offer.—Layton's Garage,-Bicester, Qxon. [X3238

HOBART, latest 1916 2y2h.p. 2-speea 2-stroke Villiera

engine, countershaft gear, controlled from handle-
bars, 36 gns. : all-blaok finish, delivery from stock; ex-

changes or extended terms.—Elce and Co., 15-16,

Bishopsgate At., Camomile St.. E.C. ' [0481

number.HUMBER, 1913. SVoh.p., coach sidecar, 2-speed,
handle starter; £36.-84, EraneJs Rd., Leyton.

£7847HUMBER Lightweight; bargain, £12/10; exrhanges
considered.—Burroughs, 71, Church St., Camber-

well [S3077^

HUMBER, 1911-12, Sy^h-P-. 2-speed, handle start;3
bargain, £27; sidecar £3.—Box 575, c/o TM MoUrrl}

Cycle. [XS005

HUMBER 1913 SMjh.p. Combination, 2-speed, handle
starter, very leUhble ; i.36.— 85, Lavender Grove.

Dalston. [7846

HUMBER, SVah-Pv 2 speeds, F.E., perfect order;
£30, or offer; no dealers.-r-58, -NortB Side, Wands-

worth Common. [764S

3ih.p. Humber, 1911, 2-speed, recently overhauled,
2 good running order; £14.—Brown, 40, Haw-

stead Rd., Catfori [7566

1 Q14 (new May, 1915) Humber, 3V2h.p., sidecar,
-l-t7 Sturmey-Archer 3-speed; £42.—Twaits, 5, Bris-

tol Rd., Forest Gate, E. [7562

HUMBER. 3-speed S.A. gear, 1915, only soiled, side-

car. Pillion seat, all accessories; £50.—Leigliton's,
opposite Wood Green Station, N, [7638

HUMBER 1912 SVah.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2
speeds, clutch, and handle start, good condition ;

•

£25, complete.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-,
ham. ^ [X3176

A18 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber,

HUMBEU, 1913, 3V2I1-P.. coach sidecar, 2-3peed. free

engine, handle staitei

Cliurch lid., Southgate Ed.,
nice condition;
London, N.

£34.-30,
[7836

10 14 number Lightweight. T-T. bars. 3-apeed, speed-
J- if ouieter, lamp, liorn, etc., overhauled _by raakera.

splendid couditian:
heath.

£18/10.-31, Charlton Ed., Black-
[X3059

1 Q13 Hnmber, 2y'.h.p., B. and B. carburetter, Bosch
Xt]/ mag., 3-spee(i, free engine, Hutchinson heavy,
Stuart speedometer, accessories: £17, Quick sale.— 15,
Summerhill Rd., Hartford, KenL £7810

Indian.

INDIANS. 1916 models, 5h.p. and Pnwerpltts modeL
—Atlwood's Garage, Eccleshall, Staffs. [7685

1Q14 7h.p. Indian Combination, spring frame, etc.;

Xt/ must sell; 47 gus.-30, Talbot St.. Burnley.
i;X2872

INDIAN. 7h.p., 1914. 2-speed, Canoelet sidecar, good
condition; £55.—Barkston, 244, Earl's Court Rd.,

S.W. [7839

1Q14 Hendee Combination,* splendid condition; £50;
Xt/ near oHer.—Richardson, g, " '

""'

Kensington.
Redcliffe Mews,

[7626

SCOTLAND.—7h. p. Indian, 1913%, with sidecar and
accessories, perfect order; £48.—Walls, House

Agent, Ltunfermline. CX3187

INDIAN. 1913, 7-9h.p., sidecar, OTerhauIed, parts re-

newed; £45, or near offer.—Wilkins, Simpson, 11,
Hammersmith Rd., W. [7609

1Q14 Indian, 7-9h.p., spring frame, 2 speeds, clutch,
Xt7 tick start, perfect

GEIT IT AT

Mors

. _ , „ -Troward, 78, High
St., Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392. [7787

1 C|14 7h.p. Indian Combination, spring frame, etc.;
Xt/ 50 gns., or exchange for lightweigh't and cash.—
Myrtle Cottage, Ormorod Rd., Burnley. [X2873

INDIAN, 7h.p., T.T., 900 miles only, new December,
quite equal showroom machine, lamp, horn, speed-

ometer; sacrifice £45-—Cooper, Baker, Windsor. [7622

"I Q12 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed and clutch, Bints car-
X«7buretter, and nearly new ^17/17 Gloria coacli-

built sidecar; £33.—Wilkin, Hunters Bar, Sheffield.
1X3206

INDIAN Combination, sporting, 1912, 3iAh.p., 2-speed,
clutch, electric lamps and horn, spares; £28.—

Messenger, Albany Cottage, Cul de Sac Ed., East Mole-
ser, Surrey. [X3211

"J
Q15 Indian Combination, 7h.p., S-speed, spring

X«7 frame, electric light and horn, kick start, clutch,
T.T. and touring bars; £65.—Galbraith, 10, Piufield
St., Glasgow. [X3196

INDIAN, 1916,'"7-9h.p., T.T., indistinguishable from
new, £58; Indian, 1916, ZVC ~

_ "

T.T., indistinguishable from new, £48.—Warren's,
Warren St., London. [7819

"I
Q14 7h.p. 2-speed Indian Coachbuilt Combination,

Xt/ electric equipment, new tyre back wheel and
sidecar, all in first-class order; £60.—Moseley, 70, St.
Ann's Rd., Harrow. [7569

INDIAJSr, July, 1914, 7-9h.p., electric equipment, De
Luxe sidecar, 2-speed, clutch, speedometer, excel-

.ent condition ; £45, or exchange.—Webster, Stanlev
Kilburn CoUy., Derby. [S2879

"fQ14 Indian, 7h.p., with coachbuilt sidecar, ridden
X«7 3,000 miles, new back tyre, and perfect condi-
tion, nimieroas spares ; sacrifice £48/10.—Tamplin and
Makovski, Ltd., Bell St., Reigate. [X3247

1 <il3% 7-9h.p. Indian and Swan sidecar, spring frame,
Xt/ T.T. bars, 2 speeds, clutch, speedometer, lamp, and
accessories, good condition; bargain, £45.—C. Stevens,
183, Desborough Rd., High Wycombe. [7580

INDIAN, 1916, latest Powerplus Model F, in stock,
7-9h.p., 3-speed, spring frame; £83; your present

mach,ine can tie taken as part payment.^Elce and
Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St, E.C. [0491

1Q15 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p.j 3-8peed, T.T. and
Xt/ touring bars, electrically eqmpped, wind screen,
spare tyre and tube, spare chains, etc.; £73; would take
good solo machine and cash.—47, Cambridge Rd., E

[7698
IQI3V2 Indian, road racing model, T.T. bars, free
Xi/ engine, clutch, 7lLp., new tyres, speedometer,
lamps, toolbox and back seat combined, newly enamelled,
little used, £38.—Wilson, 7, Duke's Terrace, R.A-M.C.
Depot, Aldersbot. [7808

3-STROKE 1916 Indian, 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,

just delivered to owner, who has been called up,
splendid hill-climber, fast, and flexible, only used 30
miles, absolutely new condition; £46, no ofiers.—Hutchin-
eon, 98, Marchmont Rd., Edinburgh. [7607

BARGAIN Seldom Met With.—Twin red Indian and
sporting sidecar, 2 speeds, clutch, tyres, gears,

and engine guaranteed perfect; quick sale £35 the lot,

worth £50; any trial or expert examination wclfomed.
—Brown, Gloucester Rd., Chesterfield. [X3201

INDIANS in Stock.—Latest models. Powerplus com-
binations, sporting Powerplus 3 speeds models,

standard 7h.p. overhead inlet combinations, with
lighting set, the famous 5h.p. 3-speed double-purpose
mount, and 7-9h.p. clutch model road racer.—P. J.
Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X3177

James.
COLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgnte. Manchester, have

in stock complete range of James motor eycles.

i:0803

- Sole London and District Agents for -

A.J.S. & British Excelsiors.

Sole District Agents for Calthorpes,

Contracting Agents for all other Makes,

TERMS: CASH, EXCHANGE, or
EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

NEW MODELS.
6 h.p. AJ.S. Combination £102 18
4 h.p. A.J.S. Combination S93 17
4 h.p. B.S.A. Combination S80
7 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric

equipment £C9
2% h.p. 2-?tr. EXCELSIOR, 3-sp., & clutch £44 2

Coach-built Sidecar for same ... £10 10
8 h.p. British EXCELSIOR, 3-speed £78 15
2| h.p. ALLONS, 2-speed £42
4 h.p. CALTHORPE Combination £70 7
6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £89 5

2;f h.p. CALTH0RPE-J.A.P., 2-speed £37 16
25 h.p. CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed . . £32 11

2} h.p. lady's CALTHORPE, 2-speed £35 19
MILLFORD Empress Sidecar for H.-D. £23 8 4
ROVER Sidecar, with brake £15 15

1916 TYRE CATALOGUE
Useful to every motorist.

PLEASE WRITE FOR COPY.
Also for List of Second-hand Machines.

The 'MARVEL'
STEAnn

VULCANiSER.
,

Both Covers and
Tubes of an^ size

|can be effectively

vulcanised. A
permanent repair

isguaranteed. Saves ex-
1 tense of sending tyres

.way, and a great
aving in time.

Anyone can do it.

To prove this, we will

iDrwaid on 10 days'
pproval against remit-

tance. Money returned,
less carriage, if not satisfied. Immediate delivery.

Complete mth supply of all necessary materials.

Price—motor cycle and cycle car size, 13/9 ; car
size, 27/6. Carriage paid.

SPECIAL AGENTS for REX and J.A.P. PARTS-
TRADE SUPPLIED.

OLOTHING BAROAINS.
WASHING AND DUSTPROOF MOTOR CYCLE

SUIT IN DRAB HOLLAND.

COAT.—Double-breasted, tab at neck. Two
pockets.
OVERALLS.—Legging shape, spatfitting fronts,

sprinR buttons, fastening at sides.

Wonderful Value 9/9
In Khaki Colour 10/3
Second Qualitv ----------- 12/9
Best Quality - - - 15/9

Chest and inside leg measu,reb only required.

20 PAIRS SEATLESS TROUSERS,
From double-texture proofed material. Inside

leg measure from 3oin. to 36in. A clearing line

at 15/- per pair, worth ar/- 10 pairs FULL
SEATED ditto 16/6, worth 25/- Inside leg

measure only required.

LADIES' OILSKIN COATS.

In Black, Brown, and Yellow, 18/6 and 25/-.

State chest measure.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms : 21a, STORE STREET, W.C<
Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C-

Garage: 12, Tottenham Mews. W.C.

'Phone—Museum, 1240.

Telegrams—" Dynametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

JAMES 4^h.D. Combination, Canoelet, wind sereen,
3-spe0d countershaft; £50.-20, Burlington Place.

Easttioume. [7804

1 015 James, SVoh.p, twin, 3-speed gear boz, handle
Xtf bar clutch, Eick start, as new; 39 gns.—Troward,
78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392. [7789

JAMES, 1913, 4h.p., single-cyl., countershaft gear,

chain drive, kick-starter, condition as new; £30,
or with sporting wicker sidecar £33.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [7869

J.A.P.

J -A.P., 3y.>h.p.. racing model, very fast, jnst thor-

oughly "overhauled, new back tyre and new belt,

winner several racing competiflons ; owner abroad

:

£27/10.—Particulars, Smail, Mornington Ed., Ilkley-

1X3002
J.E.S.

QPEOIALLT Built 1915 J.E.S. Lightweight, speed-

i3 ometer, lamps, spares, tools, mechanically perfect,

enamel, plating unscratched. absolutelv as new; trial,

appointment: £15, c"st £27.-57. Chester Terrace.

Brighton. [7577
Kerry.

KEEET-ABIN"GDON. 1912, 3y2h,p., T.T., all acces-

sories, perfect condition; £17.—Morgan, 5, Dodding-

ton Grove, Kennington [X2877

Levis.

LEVIS, 1915, Popular, 2%h.p.. brand new; £22/10.
-Orompton, 4, Fold St., Bolton. [X3125

1 016 2i4h.p. Popular Levis, delivery from stock;

-La i£32;—Wilkin, Hunter's Bar, Sheffield. [X3207

LEVIS PoprUar, 1916; £32; in stock.—Williams,

A.J.S. Agent, Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

1 Q16 SVoh.p. 2-speed Chain-drive Model E Levis;

-LI/ £477 10.—Wilkin, Hunter's Bar, Sheffield.
[X3208

LEVIS 2'14h.p.. 1915 Popular model, condition as new;

£23, guaranteed.—Wauohope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-

don, vmo
COLMOEE Depots. Birmingham and Leicester, for

delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles from

stock.
LOSii*

LEVIS 1916 Popular Models from stock; £32 cash.

or gradual paymeuts.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane
London. ['^57

LEVIS, 2-Epeed, 2%h.p., 1915 model, 30 gns. :
26iiJ.

wheels, tools, etc., guaranteed.—Wauchopes, 9,

Shoe Lane, London. [7771

LEVIS. 1914 (late). 2M:h.p., complete, Lucas acces-

sories, excellent condition; £25.—P. J. Evans. John

Bright St., Birmingham. [X3174

LEVIS 1916 Popular Model, 2V4h.p. ; £32; in stock;

immediate delivery.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 1 1

,

Hammersmith Ed., London. [769S

LEVIS Popular, new; special bargain; cannot re-

peat; £28 cash: gradual payments 2%.—Eeteree

Cycle Co., 332, High Holborn. [0764

1 016 2V>h.p. 2-speed Chain-drive Model E Levis,

-LJJ not "done 300 miles, scarcely soiled; £40^
Wilkin, Hunter's Bar, Sheffield. [X3209

LEVIS. 1914. 2V>h.p.. 2-speed gear, in splendid con-

dition, and In sound order throughout ;
£28.-

Turner, Alexandra Ed., Hounslow. [X5158

LEVIS 1916, Popular models.-We are sole Oxford-

shire agents, and can deliver correctly tuned

Popular models at once.-Layton'a Garage, Bicester

Oxon. [X3Z4,;

LEVIS Populars, with Enfield gears, £47/10 ;
actually

in stock; deferred payments it desired.—Lamb s.

151. High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood
Green. t'^Sl

LEVIS 2-Btroie Motor Cycles, latest 1916 models —
Bnle London and district agents. Cars and Motor

Sundries Lt(/ , 175-177. Shaftesbury Av., London, W.O
'Phone: 1432 Eegent [0711

Martin.

MAETIISr 5-6h.p., brand new, never ridden; cost

£56, take £30; must reaUse this week.—65a, Eosen-

dale Ed.. Dulwlch. [774J

Matchless.

8ho T.T Model Matchless-Jap, overhead valves, vecy

fast; £32.-82, Caledonian Kd. [7728

MATCHLESS. 1915, 6h.p. clutch model, and acces-

sories; £45.—Eiley, South Av., Stourbridge. [X3163

MATCHLESS, 6h.p., late 1912. with No. 4 Gloria

sidecar, splendid condition; £50.-425, Smithdown
Ed., Liverpool. [X3257

MATCHLESS, 1915, Sh.j., beautifully fitted up, and
in fine order- £73/10; deferred terms if desired,

—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, agh
Ed., Wood Green. [7656

MATCHLESS. 1914. 5-6h.p.. 3-apeed, free engine

kick start, good tyres and belt, fast and powCTfuI

33 gns., or exchange lower power. 'Phone :
2180.—E.H.

Silrerdale. 12, Thrale Ed., Streatham, S.W. [784;

MATCHLESS, 1913, twin J.A.P.. 2-speed, wit!

Dunhill coachbuilt 2-seat. sidecar, fine pa^
senger outfit, recently overhauled; worth easily £50.

accept £42.—Laytou's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X324o

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. A19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Combination, 1915 (October), 8B,
mag., Lucas dynamo lighting set, Cowey

speedometer, Stewart mechanical horn; cost ^115, new
condition, £93.—Bruce Wood, Horn Park, Lee, S.E.

[7777
MATCHLESS, 1914. 8h.p. J.A.P., 2-siieea, .^Iinin

drive, kick start, large Lucas head light, e!<H-'-tric

rear, Cowey and Binks, good tyres, comfortable sidecar,
luggage carrier; £57.—A. Nowell, Heaton House. Hand-
forth. Cheshire. [X3230

3ih.p. Twin Matchless Motor Cycle, 3 speeds, free
2 engine clutch, kick starter, countersliaft, ne^v

tyres, lamps, and horn, in excellent coudition, very
fast and flexible; price £38.—John O. Beadle, Ltd.,
Motor Engineers, Dartford. [0827

MATCHLESS Combination, 1914, 1915 M.A.G. en-
gine, 3-speed countershaft, 700x80 Palmer covers,

"almost new, lamps, electric horn, screen, and luggage
carrier, the combination is in escellent condition, and
the Eolls-Royce of motor cycles; 65gns.; another ma-
ciiine considered in part.—Longman Bros., King St.,

Actoa. 'Phone: 1578 Chiswick. £7751

Minerva.
MINEBVA, 25,.';h.p., new back tyre, less belt; £4/10.—

55, Hercules Rd., S.E. [7602

MINERVA Motor Cycle, 5^/ih.p., Th.o.i.-v.. Aniao

;

£6.—George, 300, Portobello Rd., Kensing-ton
£7567

3ih.p. Minerva, B. and B., good tyres, new pistuu;
2 bargain, £5.—Colby, Charsley Rd., Catford.

[X3287
31h.p. Minerva, Boaeh mag., B. and B., Dmid spring

2 forks, adjustable pulley, Stewart speedometer,
overhauled, re-lmshed, £14; exchange higher power, any
condition.—52, Chauncey St., Lower Edmonton, N. [7641

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE 1913 Twin, 3V'h.p. M.A.G., Eiifit^Id

gear; 27 gns.—Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead.
'Phone: 5392. [7783

MOTOSACOCHE, 3y2h.p., perfect order, enamel and
plating unmarked, M.A.G. engine, Enfield 2-

speed, kick-starter, Bosch watertight, P. and H. head
lar.ip, accessories; ^39.—14, Dodbrooke Rd., Wei=t Nor-
wood. [7886

New Hudson.
14 New Hudson, 6h.p., 3 speeds, lamp, etc. ; £35.

m, Norwood Crescent, Southport. [X3193

NEW Hudson, 2^/4h.p., 3-speed, and clutoh, excellent
condition; £25.—Newton, Ehiconich, Ross-on-Wye.

[7587
1 014 New Hudson-Jap, 4h.p., S-speed, all in f^ood
-Ltf condition, and fast; £36. — The Bujig;ilow,

Billingsley, near Bridgnorth, Salop. [X3161

"1 Q13 Sy^h.p. 3-speed New Hudson and sidecar, in
JLiJ very good order; £3&; easy payments if desired.
—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [7893

~|Q15 3%-4h.p. New Hudson, coachbuilt sidecar, 3-

JLt/ speed gear box, new condition; £60; ciish or easy
terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Sv/ansea. [0821

NEW Hudson, 2iy(ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, latest model,
only ridden 200 miles, lamps, horn, tools, etc.;

iacrifi.ce (military reasons), £32/10.—Dargue, 15, May-
field At., Halifax. tX3076

19

N
N^

New ImperlaL
EW Iraperial-Jap, 1916 models, in stock; £38 and
£44/8.-Crow Eros.. Guildford. [6450

EW Imperial, 1915, 2-speed; 24 gns.-Troward, 78,
High St., Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392. [7784

COLMORE Depots, Manchester and'Leieester, for im-
mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[0805
IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1916. latest model. 2-speed, in

stock; 8838.—Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon.
i:X3241

NEW Imperial. 1916, 2^4h.p.. light tourist, 2 speeds,
hardly soiled; £35.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

St., Birmingham. [X3173

NEW Imperial, 2-speed, new; special bargain, £36/15
casli : gradual payments 2%.—Referee Cycle Co.,

332, High Holborn. [0765

NEW Imperial, 2V2h.p., 2-speed, 1914, running order
but not smart; ^22, or nearest offer.—Layton'

a

Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X3244

NEW Imperials, latest models in stock; 2-speed, also
kick-starter hand-controlled clutch models.—P. J.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X3172

1 Q16 New Imperial-Jap, 2%h.p., 2-3peed, free, all
J- *y accessories, ridden 300 miles ; £30.; owner in
France.—112, Burnt Ash Rd., Lee, 'S.E. [7673

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1 91 5, 2\i.h.p., 2 speeds, speed-
ometer, Stewart horn, new spare belt, case, etc.,

overhauled, fast and powerful ; £ 27.—Kent, Oliver'

s

Hydro, Buxton. [X3126

"IQie New Imperial-Jap's, 2-speed models, from
j-iJ stock. £38; also clutch and kick start models,
£44/8.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.

,£7759
3Hi.p. 1916 New Imperial-Japs, 2-speed -gear models,

2 £38, very latest design, fitted with semi T.T. or
roadster bars, latest IDniid spring forks, also clutch and
kick start models, £44/8, guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, London. [7776

A^o AH letters relating to advertisements should

That Problem

of RIDING
COMFORT

—how vital to-day

!

And it all centres around
the shock-absorbing Cap-
acity of your Spring Forks

If you would experience the
" c o n t rj3 1 "-confidence and
comfort of a vibrationless wheel
you should INSIST on your
mount being equipped with the
safest and most resilient of

Shock-absorbers — the

DRUID
MARK II.
This is the ONLY Fork witli a per-
fect "Twin Action"— the ONLY
Fork which totally absorbs within
itself every class of road shock— theONLY Fork to effectively ensure
comfort, safety, arid speed awheel.

Full particulars with
pleasur e on request.

A. DREW &
Co., Ltd.,

Leopold Street,

Birmingham

The

DRUID

Mark II

Made in
3 models—
for Solo or
Side car
lUachineSs

E.H.S.

quote the number at the end of each

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEW Imperials, the handy Ti'ghtvreights, with J.A.P.
engine and 2-speed gear. We are the accredited

agents for Manchester, and Liverpool district, and can
offer immediate delivery from stock; extended terms
and exchanges arranged. Call or write.—Colmore
Depot, 31, RensTiaw St., Liverpool, and 261, Deans-
gate, Manchester. 10814

N.L.G.
"1 Q14'!4 N.L.G.-J.A.P. 6h.p. Combination, C.B. side-
-*-«' car, accessories; seen after 5 p.m.; best offer
over £50 secures same.—DriscoU, 68, Woodfield 'Rd.,
Ealing. [7793

Norton.
NORTON", SVsh.p., gooil condition; £30; may be seen!

by appointment in Blackheath.—Heplv to A. I
Branch, 15, Edmunds Place, Aldersgate St., B.C. [786o|

OCTOBiEE (1915), SVJh.p. Norton, S-speed hub model;
o^vner going to the Front ; £50, or nearest ofter.—

Seldon, 3rd Battn., Gloucester Regt., Milsted Camp, near!
Sittingboume. tX3085|

"IQ15-16 Norton, T.T., practically brand new, specialXU machine, Philipson,, Klaxon, F.R.S., hardly used,,
powerful: write for particulars; £45.—Motor, 23, Doug-'
las Av., Wembley, JViiddleses. [7800 i

1016 Norton, countershaft gear, chain-cura-belt tians-1
-LiJ mission, speedometer, lamps, horn, tools, new^
condition throughout;, price £59, guaranteed.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [7769

N.S.U.

N.S.U. Combination, 2 speeds, 4h.p., free engine,
Bosch, overhauled; £20.-46, Chipstend St.. P.ir-

sou's Green, S.AY. [S3260

N.'S.U., S^/^h.p., mag., B. and B., new tyre, lamps,
horn, perfect condition, low; £11, or nearest offer.

—Matthews, 23, Maitland Park Villas, Hampstead, Lon-
don. [X3115

MotO'Reve.
Qjih.p. Moto-Reve, 1914, T.T., Dunlops, B. and B„
-^4 variable pulley, spares; expert examination: £20.
—Glenfield House, Binley Ed., Stoke, Coventry. [X3100

A SNIP.—Late 2=j4h.p. twin Moto-Reve, beautiful.,
engine, guaranteed perfect, adjustable pulley, ^

magneto, stand, carrier, etc., very fast; must sell in-

stantly, ^9 to clear, worth double.—Wehb, Jeweller,
Chesterfield. tX3199

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE, 2Vyi.p., engine perfect, Dunlops,

Bosch mag.; £7/10.—Mrs. Kipps, Eastry, Kent.
[X3102

O.K.

O.K. Junior, 1915, 2-speed, as new; £25.— 65a, Rosen-
dale Ed., Hulwich. [7741

Omega.
OMEGA, 3h.p., Oct., 1915, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, run

300 miles, lamps, etc., condition as new : £28,
or neiir offer.—3, Carson Rd., W. Dulwich. [7780

P. and M.

Pand M. Combination, splendid condition; 50 gns.—
E., 642, HoUoway Ed., N. [7699

P.
and M., 3V.li.p., wicker sidecar, splendid running
order: £30; trial.—Wilhams, HaiTage, Eomsey.

[7608

1 Q13 3'/>h.p. P. and M. and Coachbuilt Sidecar, just
i-U renovated.—Wilkin, Hunter's Bar, Sheffield.

1X3203

P.
and M., 3^,^h.p., 2-speed, free engine, 2 spare tyres

.and accessories; must sell; bargain, £17, or nearest.

-1, Wastdale Ed., Forest Hill. [7860

P.
and M., 2-speed, 1911, splendid order, C.B. under-
slung sidecar, Cowey, P. and H.; nearest £28.—

Clcnette, 44, Kilmartin Av., Norbury. [7288

TO 14 3M>h.p. P. and M., 2-speed, wicker sidecar, in
-I-*/ perfect condition; cash or easy terms; £45.

—

R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0721

1 Q13 S^/^h.p. P. and M., 2 speeds, free, torpedo side-
A-*y car, "speedometer, tyres perfect, spares, 100 m.p.g.,

perfect condition; any trial; £36.-4, Doddington Place,
Kennington, S.E. [7680

"Id 14 3y>h.p. Phelon and Moore, 2-speed gear-, kicll

JL^ start, chain drive, Lucas lamp set, 1 gn. horn,

Cowie speedometer, excellent tyres, engine guaranteed
perfect; £42/10.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge. P'^OS

Peugeot.

PEUGEOT and Sidecar, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, handle
starter, just been thoroughly overhauled, spares,

tyres very good; £28, or near offer.—O'Neill, 2, The Re-
treat; Mortlake, Surrey. -[X3147 ;

A REAL Bargain for Quick Sale.—5-6h.p. Peugeot
and sidecar, B. and B., Bosch w.p. mag., Chater-

Lea fram'c, Druid forks, Zenith pattern tank, new
Mabon clatch, speedometer (trip), P. and H. head
lamp, eU:., engine and tyres as new, low and fast; £28. *

—293, Portland Rd., S. Norwood. .[7897---'

Pope.

POPE, late 1915, 4h.p., 2-speed gear, all in new con-
dition, with new 1916 sidecar, complete, ready for-:

the road: £42.-S.R., 136, Gt. Dover St., S.E. [7710 '

Precision.

1 014 3%h.p. Precision, 2-speed, clutch, kick starting,

JLU lamps, generator, horn, pump, condition, order :

as new; bargain £28/10.-24, Tudor Gardens, Barnes, i

S.W. I'?832

adv&>tisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

31h.p. Premier, 3 speeds, speedometer, lamp; Dearest
5 £25.-Ha5-ter, 12, High St., Warminster. [7801

1Q11 Clutch Model Premier, iu good condition: £17;
J-v seen any time.—Bound's Garage, High Rd., Kil-

[7661

PREMIER, 1913, 3»/oh.p., N.S.TT. gear, good condi-
tion: £22/10.—Barkston, 244, Earl's Court Ed.,

[7838

PREMIER. 1914, must be sold; offers wanted: ap-
pointment only.—66, Greyhound Lane, Streatham,

Sih.p. Premier, F.E,, . ^ . . -

2 condition; £25.—Leighton's, opposite \Yood Green

S.W. [786:

and sidecar, G^ad^^a gear, fine
Green
[7639

1Q14 3^h.p. Premier, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar;
iX»/ £45; cash or easy terms,—R. E. Jones (Garages),
Ltd., Snansea. [0823

thoroughly
Premier Show-

[S;3122

PREMIER, 1914, 2y2h.p., 3-speed: £25
OTerhauled by, and on view at,

rooms, 20, Holbom Viaduct, London.

PREMIER. 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-speed countershaft, lamps,
speedometer, 2-seated Mills-Fulford sidecar, splen-

did condition; £65.-32, Norfolk Rd., Gravesend. [X3216

PREMIER, 1913, SVjTi-V-, S-speed countershaft, under-
slung art cane sidecar, Stewart speedometer, Bosch,

perfect condition: £37/10.-61. Mayfair At., Hford.
[7615

PREMIER, 19131/4, Watsonian coachbuilt sidecar,
Armstrong 3-3peed, tools, spares, lamp, and over-

alls; £34. suit officer.-Lee, 7, Tivoli Rd„ West Nor-
wood, S.E. [7576

1Q13 I'remier, sy^h.p,, clutch, 3-speed, horn, lanips,
-i-*y speedometer, tyres nearly new, splendid condition.
recently overhauled; £32.-
pital, Codiord, WUts.

-Quartermaster, Militjiry Hos-
[X3155

PREMIER, 1912, SVsh.p., 3-speed, an nnusnally fine
sample, almost as new, maintained extravagantly

j
by late owner, good mechanically and almost new in

I

all other details, complete: ^26, great bargain.—Lay-
ton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [313239

1 Q13 Premier, twin-cyl., 334h.p., new N.S.TT. 2-speed,
.;
X«7 smart cane sidecar, excellent running order; ex-
ceptionally good condition throughout, complete with
lamps, etc.; bargain, 29 gns. ; take lightweight.—Newn-
ham, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W. [7748

PREMIER, 3i/4h.p., 3-speed, and coachbuilt sidecar,
wind screen, luggage carrier, lamp, horn, good

I kit of tools, the whole turnout as new, and in splendid
condition : bargain, £35 ; will ride any reasonable dis-

tance.—67, Raim St., Birmingham. [X3253

Quadrant.
_ , B. and

£7/15; London.-Box Ll,710, do
[5,667

Radco.
T>ADCO, 2i4h.p., perfect order, practically new; bar-
XV gain, £20.—14, Dodbrooke Rd., West Dnlwich.

[7885
RADCO, 1915, fu^Jy equipped, reduced to £21.—W.

and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287. Deansgate, Man-
chester. [7732

1Q15 Radco. 2^h.p., 2-3trote, top-hole condition;
-*-«-' owner being called up: £18.—Cohn, 15, Bridle
lane, Beak St., Regent St., W. [7669

Revere.
REVERB. 1915, 2»4h.p., 2-stroie, in perfect condi-

tion; £22.-51, Gilpin At., East Sheen, S.W.
[X3170

QTJADR-\NT. 3h.p., very low, running order,^
B. carburetter:

T]'c Motor tyde.

Rex,

RES, 5-6h.p. twin, 1913, 2-speea, free engine; £30,
—73, Church St„ Camberwell. r7875

3h.p, Rex, variable C.A.V. mag., B. and
order: £6.-120, Carolgate, Retford.

[7879

B., good
[7712

REX 5i.p. Combination, good, dry battery; £12,
offer.—Mrs. Cock. Limes. Wormley, Herts.R[X3145EX, 1911, 7-9h.p., T.T., very fast, good condition;

£20, or exchange.—Toms, Catherine St., Leicester.
£7738

LATE 1912 5-6h.p. Rex Twin, coachbuilt sidecar;
£32/10: cash or easy terms,—R. E. Jones (Garages),

Ltd., Swansea. [0824

REX, SV^h.p., spring forks, Simms, B.B., good work-
ing order; £10, or nearest offer.—17, St. Cathe-

nne's, Wimborne, Dorset.
'

[7632

REX 6h.p. 2-speed Motor Cycle, with sidecar, good
condition- first £22 secures.-Dowdeswell, 98,

Bedwas Ed., Caerphilly, S. Wales. [X3229

REX, 3V2h.p., free engine, m.o.v., spring forks, low,
leather belt, nearly new non-skid, 26x214 Kerry

tyre, new carburetter, fast, powerful, pefject order, all
accessories, wicker sidecar, complete outUt; trial run;
bargain, £10.—Dixon, 17, Bedford Sq., Rutland St..
Stepney. [X3231
£»h.p. Late 1914 Rex Sidette, 3-sneed countershaft gear" box. hand-operated clutch, kick starter, drip feed
rabricator large pan saddle, special toolbox and carrier,
P. and H. lamp eet. rear lamp, horn, Lucas mirror.
Continental tyres 26x21/0, in nice condition and good
going order: price £52/10; deferred payments .arranged,
2% only extra.—Wm. Whiteley, Ltd., Queen's Ed., Lon-
don, W. [72"'l

THE

IT.T.RaceI
The Lads

!

-The Happy Days
I Never Mind.

CARRY ON.

! IN STOCK.
2^h.p. EDMUND, spring frame, 2-sp.,&c.£46 4
2* h.p. EDMUND, T.T. model £46 4
&'. h.p. ENFIELD Combination £89 6

4i h.p. JAMES) 3-speed, and Sidecar . . £80 10
3ih.p. PREMIER s-speed Combination £79 18 9
aih.p. T.T. SUNBEAM, 3-speed, fully

equipped, only done 300 miles £72
T.T. IXION, 2-stroke £28 10
JAMES, 2-speed £38 10
Lady's METRO, 2-speed £38 10
HOBART, z-speed £36
SPARKBROOK, 2-speed £40
EXCELSIOR, single-geared £30 16
OMEGA, 2-5peed, 3 h.p £39 18
OMEGA, single-geared £31 10
OMEGA, 2l h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed £39 18
Lady's IXION, 2-speed £38

SECOND HAND MACHINES,
OVERHAULED.

rgis 4 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, hood
and screen £80

19:3 3i h.p. PREMIER, 3-sp., and Side-
car complete, extra seat for child in

sidecar, grand goer, new tyre £37 10
1916 ENFIELD, 2-stroke £38
1915 SPARKBROOK, 2-5peed, 2-stroke. £35
1915 5 h.p. 3-speed INDIAN, T.T £55
1915 SPARKBROOK, 2-speed, completeH with commercial Sidecar £45

II r9i3 T.T. DOUGLAS, 2-speed, complete £33
1910 3.J h.p. SCOTT, 2-speed £22
1909 TRIUMPH, 3l h.p., overhauled , . £20
5 h.p. twin PEUGEOT, magneto, fine

condition, low £22
T.T. sjh.p. N.S.U., racing machine,

well kno\vn as " Ragtime "
; C.A.P.

carburetter. Bosch magneto ; real

hoi stuff ; a snip £20

Send for" our* Sidecap List

(Post Free).

We Stock
AND ,RECOMMEND

PEDLE^LTS

B The North Wales

Motor Exchange,
~ HOLT STREET, WREXHAM.

Telephone—283.
Ttligrams—"Motor Exchange, Wrexham."

B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

REX 6h.p. Twin Combination, handle stflrting, very
low, jnst renovated thronghout ; £25 : esclianga

lightweight and cash.—H.fl,, 33, St. Stephen's Ed., Bow,
E. [762B

Rex-Jap.

1 Q13 Eex-Jap, 6h.p., Roc 2 speeds, lamp, etc.; i25.—
Xt/ 10, Norwood Crescent, Southpoit. [X319a

REX-J.A.P. 8h.p. De Luxe Combination, splendid
condition, as new, accessories ; £^Z, or escbangt

Kood solo mount.—EozeU, Christchuich Orescent, Rad-
lett, Herts. [7855

"I Q 13 6h,p. 2-speed Rex-Jap Coachbuilt Combina-
-L«-' tion, new extra heavy Dunlop tyre, complet*
with all accessories, machine overhauled by makers,
necessary new parts fitted, and guaranteed perlec*,
very good appearance; £45.—The Premier Motor Co.*
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [7870

5-6h,p. Bex-Jap and cane side-entrance sidecar, a
speeds, tanole starter, large acetylene head light,

.'^idecar and rear lamps, large A.L. Pouular generator,
new spare tyre, in good going order, and cheap a*
£39/10: deferred payments arranged, 2% only extra.—
Wm. Whiteley, Ltd., Queen's Ed., London, W. t7220

Pover.

ROVER, 1913, SV-h.p. free engine, in nice condition;
£24.—W'arrea's, 6, Warren St., London. [7820

ROVEE Coachbuilt Sidecar and Fittings, very little

nsed; seen any time, £7/10.—31a, Broomfield
Rd., Chehnsford. [X3271

ROVER. 1914, 3'/nh.p.. 3 speeds, Sturmey-Archer,
excellent condition; £38.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

St., Birmingham. [X3182

ROVER, 1914, late, 5%h.p., 3-3peed clutch model in
excellent condition, lamps, etc. ; 36 gns.-Longman

Bros., King St., Acton. [7752

1Q15 Eover, 3-speed countershaft, perfect condition
-Lt/ throughout, lamps, speedometer, nom.—Enoch, 24,
Cowper Rd., Berkhnmsted, Herts. [X3261

ROVERS.—Late.'^t models in stock; combinations, T.T.
racers, semi-sporting models, with Philipson, eto.

—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X3175

ROVER, 1915, T.T. model, fitted with Philipson*!
Grado Multi pulley, handsome machine, all ac-

fi^ssories, complete; 40 gns.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [7758

ROVER, 1916, 3V2b.p., 3-speed countershaft gear;'
delivery from stock, with coach sidecar, £84/7;

exchanges or extended terms.—Elce and Co., 1 5-1 6,

Eishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.O. [0552

ROVER, 1914, SM-h.p., 3 speeds, free engine, and
Supreme coachbtiilt sidecar (as new), perfect order

;tnd condition, tyres nearly new; been very carefully used,
complete with lamps, horn, etc.; £48/10, bargain.—Elt,
Sliambles, Worcester. [X3146

Royal Ruby,
ROYAL Enby, 2V->h.p., 2'*itroke, X3^^' ^18, or nearest

offer.—Miller, Ermelo, Clarenc'FEd., Fleet, Hants.
[X3246

ROYAL Ruby, 2Jy^h.p., 2-speed, equipped ; cost £42
January, 1916, bargain. 28 gns.—Walls, Outfitter,

Dartmouth. [7837
Rudge.

RTTDGE Mntli, 1914, almost new, speedometer; £35.
—Warren's, 6, Warren St., London. [7811

12 3'/^b.p. Eudge, free engine, good condition; £25.
—E. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [078E

31h.p. T.T. Isle of Man Eudge Multi, fast 'machine,
2 fitted with all accessories; £55.—Wauchope's,

9, Shoe Lane, London. [7762

RUHGE Multi and sidecar, late 1914, in perfect con-
dition; any trial; £38.—Kelly, 22, Bushey Ed.,

Harlington, Middlesex. [7601

3ih.p. Eudge Multi, one month old, not done 500
2 miles, £50: with coachbuilt sidecar £55.— Tilt,

Westminster Rd.. Coventry. [S3284

RTJDGE and Sidecar, 2-speed gear, in first-class condi-
tion; price £30, or ofEer.—Address, 1, Belvoir Ter-

race, Sneinton, Nottingham. [X3045

1 Q15 Eudge Multi, 3V2h.p,, delivered August, done
X«/ 600 miles. Millers* lamp and horn complete,
unpunotured ; nearest £46.—The Garage. Whit land,

S. Wales. [7518

1Q14 3V2h.p. Eudge Multi, C.B. MiUs-Fulford side-X */ car, splendid order, complete accessories ; £40

;

seen and tried by appointment.—H., 304, Elgin Av.,
London, W. [7588

LATE 1915 5-6h.p. Eudge Multi, complete with Eudge
coachbitilt sidecar, hood, wind screen, speedometer,

horn, and lamps, grand condition, mileage 2,000; £55;
part exchange cycle car.— Gayford. 205. Anerley Ed.,
Anerley. [7853

RUBGE Multi, 1913, fitted 1915 cylinder and pis-

ton, with sporting cane sidecar, perfect order,
speedometer, lamps, horn, and spares, complete: £37/10;
hv appointment only.—Lieut. Williams, Straflord Lodge,
Oatlands Park, Weybiidge. [7644

Scott.

OLMORE Depots, BirmiDgham and Manchester, for
Scott motor cycles. [0806

CJOOTT Canoelet Combination, in splendid condition;
10 £32/10 a bargain.-Shilcock, 100, High Rd.. New
Southgate, N. [X2882

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

1 Q 14 Scott Combination, aluminium torpedo body,
-M~*y one of the smartest turnouts on the road; 44
gns. : ^ould separate.—Allan, The Glen, North Ed-
Hayes End, Middlesex. [7668

SCOTT, 1914 model, fitted with new Mills-Fulford
sidecar, complete with all accessories, runs slow

;ind fast, a nice, superior combination; £55.—Wati-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Iiondon. [7765

1 Q 13 Scott and Gloria Sidecar, speedometer, full
J-t/ equipment, fine condition; any reasonable trial
given; ^£35/10.—Tuke and Bell. Ltd., Motor Dept.,
Carlton Engineering Works, High Rd., Tottenham, N.

[6660
SCOTT Motor Cycle, completely re-built in 1915; owner

gone abroad, tyres almost new, speedometer, horn,
lamps, and generator, tools, etc., also sidecar; £38, com-
plete.—Rev- G. Sumner, Earnbank, Wonnit, I'^iieshire.

[7612
THE Plum of the Week.—S^ib.p. Scott, 2 speeds,

kick-starter, Binks carburetter, 1915, drip feed,
and improvements, engine, gears, etc., perfect,
thoroughly overhauled cost of £9 ; owner abroad

;

£26/10, lowest; with sidecar £30 for spot cash.—
London House, Dinnington, Rotherham. [X3198

Sparkbrook.
SPARKBROOK Lightweights in stock; £40.

Attwood'a Garage, Eceleshall, Staffs. [7688

Sun,
UN-V.T.S. Lightweights in stock: £31 and £37,

Attwood's Garage, Eceleshall, StafEs. [7689

COLilORE Depots, Birmingham and Manchester, for
delivery from stock of all models of Sun motoi

cycles. [0807

SUN 2-8trokes, 1916 models, single and 2-specds;
delivery from stock.—Jackson Wright, 10, Pudding

Chare, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [6611

"|Q15i Sun-Villiers, 2-stroke, lately overhauled, rear
-•-«/ tyre new, U-H. mag., Senspray, footboards, horn,
no lamps; £17.—T., 73. Wilton Rd., Salisbury. [X3169
'lQ16 Sun, 2%h.p. V.T.S. engine, 2-Etroke, 2-speed;
J-v original nett price £37, not ridden 50 miles,
genuinely new as list; £31/10.—Robinson's Garage, Green
St., Cambridga [7701

SVN V.T.S., 2i^.p., 2-stroke, late 1915, in excellent
condition, good hill-climber ; reason for selling,

owner requires sidecar combination; £26.-W. Matthews,
I'lant Farm, Flitwick, Beds. [7640

"I Q14 2^h.p. Single-cyl. Sun-Precision, Lightweight,
-L«7 free engine clutch, 26x2in, Clincher Dread-
nought tyres, a reliable machine, in good condition

;

£17.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [7871

Sutfbeam.
SUNBEAM SVsh.p. Models; £73/10.—Attwood'a Gar-

age, Eceleshall, Staffs. [7687

UNBEAM, new 1916 SVoh.p. standard model actually
in stock.-Moss, Wem. [X3235
15 3V2h.p. Sunbeam, perfect order; 50 gns.—A. L.

Pitts, Redditch. Tel-: 91. [X3290

33.h.p. Sunbeam, 1914 model, 2-8peed gear and chain
4 drive; £32/10.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-

don. [7763

3ib.p. Sunbeam, new, accessories optional; owner no
2 time to ride.-Coales, 12, Laburnum Grove, Bees-

ton, Notts. [X3159

SUNBEAM, 1914, 2%h.p., 2-speed, h.b. clutch, good
condition ; £35.—Smith, 39, Gloucester Rd., Fins-

bury Park, -N. [X3058

1 Q14 6h.p. Sunbeam and sporting Fitau coaclibuilt
-1-i/ sidecai. 2 head lamps, etc., magnificent outfit,
in fine condition; £69/10.—Crow Bros., Guildford.

[7114
SUNBEAM, SVoh.p., new March, 1916, P. and H.

head lamp, generator, and tail, A.K. knee-grips,
electric horn, speedometer, etc., in perfect condition

;

owner bought car; £70.—Box 576, c/o TJie Motor Cycle.
[X3oni

3ih.p. Sunbeam, latest pattern, black and gold finish.
2 T7ith Mills-Fulford coach Skiff sidecar, apron and

mtit, Lucas black lamp set, Lucas rear lamp set and
1 gn. horn, ridden 100 miles only; £87.—Robinson's
(iarage, Green St., Cambridge. [7704

1 Q16 SVoh.p. Sunbeam, absolutely latest pattern, black
J-*J and gold, with Lucas lamp, horn, speedometer,
watch, etc.. and nearly new coach Millford sidecar, the
whole turnout in beautiful order, 500 miles only; £86,
—Capt. Mallam, 26, Trinity St., Cambridge. [7707

Triumph.
3ih.p. Triumph. 1912. splendid condition; £23.-193,

2 High St., Tonbridge. [X3256
31.h.p. F.E. Triumph; £20. guaranteed.—Wauchope's,

2 9, "Bhoe Lane, London. [7768

11 Triumph, F.E., with accessories; £21.—Harvey,
Hudson, South Woodford. [53139

13 Triumph, 3-speed, tyres as new; £34.—Bull, St.
Giles' Sa-, Northampton. [X2283

S
19
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TEIUMPH, 1916 model, 4h.p., countershaft, new—

Attwood's Garage, Eoclesliall, Staffs, [7684

JUNIOE Triumph, 1916, nicely eciuipped, and in
splendid tune; £35.—Bunting, Harrow. [7840

15 2-stroke Triumph, splendid order; £36/10.~F.
J. Bull, St. Gile's Bg., Northampton. [X2282b19

NOTE THE NEW PRICES
of our

SPECIAL CLEARANCE
of

KEMPSHALL HEAVY
ANTI-SKIDS.

Our Price. List Price.
25 X 2i £12 £l 12 6
26 X 2i X 2. £13 6 £l 17 6
26 X 2!- £14 6 /I iS 6

*2? X 2.1 £16 6 £220
»28 X 3 £18 6

^.American.
£2 17 6

" SERVICE "

LEATHER BELTS
THE BEST

for

All PURPOSES'*—^" WEATHERS

fin. . . 1 /9 per foot One-third
Jin. 2/- reduction for
iin. 2/3 „ soiled and

I m. 2/6 „ spliced
ijm. 2/9 „ J lengths.

Accessory Clearing House.
We are open to buy, or take in part exchange,
up-to-date Motor Cycle Accessories of all kinds.
Send us your Lamps, Speedometers, and Hems
for free valuation. Utmost allowance for cash
or exrhange.

2S9-293, High Holborn,
LONDON, W.C.

Light Cars : Featherstone Buildings.
Works : Harpur Mews.

Telephone : Holbom, 6430.
Telegrams ;

" Admittedly."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph. '

TRIUMPH, 1910, Brampton Tariabla gear, wicker tor-
pedo sidecar; £21.—Toms> Catherine St., Leiceeter.

£7739
1 Q14 Triumph, 4h.p., Gloria sidecar, 3 speeds, per-
J-^ foct; what offers ?-47, Newland Av., Hull.

rX3262
1 Q13 S^^h.p. 3-speed Triumph and Sidecar, like
J-^ new-; £38.—Wilkin, Hunter's Bar, Sheffield.

tS:3205
TBIUMPH, 3^^h.p., 1914, T.T. racer, perfect condi-

tion; £30, or nearest.—90, Allerton Ed., LiTer-
pooi. tssies

"I Q13 3i^h.p. 2-speed Triumph, and Sidecar,- perfect
J-^ condition : £35.~Wilkin, Hunter's Bar, Shef-
field. [X3204;

1 Q15 Triumph and Millford Sidecar, complete Lucas
-Ltf lamps, etc.; £58.— Cross, Effingham Sa.j Eother-
ham. [S3225
3-SPEED Triumph and Gloria Sidecar, splendid con-

dition; £45.—Leighton's, opposite Wood Green
Station, N. [7636'

TKITJMPH. 1909, late, new tyres; £15, or exchange
lightweight.-A. C. Walker, 9Da, Elsinore Ed.,

Forest Hill. [7679

TRIUMPH, 1910 clutch model, good condition, £20;
also 1912 clutch model, £25.—Stour Cycle Depot,

Stourbridge. [X3166

TRIUMPH Baby, 2-stroke model, 2 speeds, excellent
condition; £35.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [53183
3-SPEED Triumph and Sidecar, 1914 model, all ac-

cessories; anv trial; £47.—Harford and Co.. Station
Rd., Canterbury. [6988

TRIUMPH. T.T. (1913 engine), perfect, fast, witli

accessories- £26/10.—Leighton's, opposite Wood
Green Station, N. [7635

TRIUMPH and Cane Sidecar, N.S.U. 2-speed gear
fitted, just overhauled; what offers?—Dent's,

Stonegate, York. [78Q6

1Q13 Triumph. S-speed, lamps, and I/ucas horn, and
Xt/ sidecar, in good condition; £42.—Bull, St. .Giles'

Sq., Northampton. [X2282a

TRIUMPH, 191.0, perfect running order; accept £15
for immediate sale.— 4, New River Crescent, Pal-

mer's Green, London. [7578

1 Q14 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed, and coachbuilt sidecar,
-lU like new: 50 gns., or near oSer.-13, Shibdon
Rd., Blaydon-on-Tyne. [X3197

TRIUMPH, T.T., renovated, and new tyres; bar-
gain, £20.—W. and H, Motor Co., Ltd., 287,

Deansgate, Manchester. [7733

3-SPEED Triumph and Sidecar, screen, lamps, and
speedometer, spares, etc.; £40.—Leighton's, opposite

Wood Green Station, N. [7637

TRIUMPHj 1914, 3-8peed, and C.B. sidecar, host of
accessories and spares, first-class order, little used

:

£50.—Pettit, Newport PagnelL [X2874

1 Q12 Triumph, free engine, Philipsons pulley, Jones
J-t/ speedometer, engine re-bushed last year; £28.—
12, George St., Richmond, Surrey. [7695

TRIUMPH, S^^h.p., 3-epeed Sturmey-Archer gear, with
cane sidecar, lamps, etc.: first cheque £27/10.—

Greenwood, Market St., Eamsley. [7848

TRIUMPH Junior, an exceedingly fine sample, over
hauled and guaranteed sound, Lucas lamp, etc.

;

£32/10.—Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxou. [X3240

TRIUMPH, SVsli-p.. 2-speed, free engine, splendid
condition; first offer of £18 acepted for quick J

sale.—76, Summerley St., Earlsfield, S.W. [7796

TRIU'MPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-Bpeed, horn, lighting set,

first-rate condition and appearance; privately
owned; £37.—31a, Broomfleld Rd., Chelmsford. [X3270

T.T. Triumph, 1911, Si^h-P-. thoroughly overhauled,
enamelled, and plated, perfect condition ; £25. -r*^

Dovaston, 37, Orford St., Wavertree, Liverpool. [X2361

1 Q 14 T.T. Roadster Triumph, P. and H. set, LucasX t/ horn, rear drive Watford, all tools, condition
like new; £42.—Harvey, Hudson, South Woodford.

[X3142
3ih.p. Triumph, 1911, free engine, in perfect condi-

2 tion, lamp, generator, Cowey's speedomefei, all

accessories; £30.—E. Maling, Blackwell Hall, Darling-
ton. [X3110

1 QI4V2 Triumph, 4h-p., 3 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar, -

S,*y magnificent condition, not done 1,500, spares,
including tyres, Badcock's by-pass; £48.—Southwood, 4,
Francis Rd-, Watford. [X3079

1Q13 3y^h.p. Triumph and Gloria wicker sidecar, 3-
Xt/ speed, thoroughly overnauled, new rims and tyres
recently fitted all wheels, good condition; £40.—Daniels,
Lightpiil, Stroud, Glos. [7617

1 Q13 Triumph, 3Voh.p., 3 speeds, Sturmey-Archer gear,
Xt/ with coachbuilt Gloria sidecar, spring wheel, in
perfect condition ; 40 gns.—Proud, 9, Pemberton Gar-
dens, Upper Holloway, N. [X3249

TRIUMPH, 1913, and coachbuilt sidecar, 3 speeds,
clutch, 3 lamps, horn, Stewart speedometer, not

.

done 4,000 miles, runs over 80 m.p.g. ; £48.-68, Shep-
herd's Lane, Dartford, Kent. [7692

Trump.
TRUMP-J.A.P., 5-6h.p., 3-speed, Bosoh watertight,

and Canoelet sidecar, new tyres, speedometer,
lamps, and full equipment; £30.-14, Dodbrooke Rd.,
VJps.t Norwood. [7888

A22 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Central Office for Motor
Cyclist Recruits.

SIX
_ months ago we recorded the fact that

6,ooo prospective recruits had made appli-

cation to us, and had received advice to

the best of our ability as to the most
suitable section for them to join, Last

week the total reached 10,000—quite a little

army in itself. At the outset it was patent that

readers of this journal, being naturally interested

in things mechanical—quite apart from the

thousands of readers who are skilled engineers

and mechanics of all classes—were destined to

play an important part in this world war, and
consequently we early made it our duty, in

response to continuous applications, to direct

men of experience to the different specialised

sections for which they were most suited.

Obviously, a skilled man in the right place

is far more valuable to his country. On this

point, however, it may clear the air if it is stated

that a condition of enlistment being " general

service," the War Office may, when exigency

demands, transfer or adapt recruits to any depot
or regiment, i.e., a motor cyclist despatch rider

may one day find himself in a line regiment with

a rifle and bayonet, or a food lorry driver

allotted to an armoured car. The figure of

10,000 named represents the number of indi-

vidual applications we have personally handled
—naturally we have no record of the thousands
of readers who have made direct application to

one or other of the numerous depots whose
requirements have been readily announced in our

pages for. the benefit of readers. We may be
forgiven for stating, in order to clear any
misconception, that our personal efforts, as- well

as theg page regularly devoted to recruiting

matters, have been entirely without pay. Our
sufficient reward is in the knowledge that this

journal—essentially one appealing to the peace-

loving mind—has been able to prove itself a

national asset in the time of the country's need.

The late Lord Kitchener, the War Office

authorities, as well as commanding officers of

different motor sections, have been good enough
to express their appreciation of our work.

Two=stroRes v. Four-stroKes.

A
SHORT time ago the relative positions of

two-strokes and four-strokes were discussed

on this page. As is generally recognised,

there is a good deal of healthy rivalry exist-

ing between makers of these two types of

engines, and we expressed the view that, instead of

the rivalry decreasing as was generally supposed,

due to the rapid advance of the two-stroke, the

future trend of design might reasonably show
that the miniature four-stroke engine was by no

means eclipsed for all time. The development of

the simple two-stroke, however, seemed after a

while to reach a stage after which little or(,no

progress could be discerned. Even now there

are certain faults common to a two-stroke engine

which arf not present in the four-stroke. Our
opinions of the past were based mainly on the ex-

travagance of a two-stroke engine in the matter of

petrol consumption when Compared with a four-

stroke. At the time the opinions were expressed,

petrol was just half the price that it is now. How
much stronger, therefore, is this all-important

point of economy in favour of the four-stroke

engine ? We need not go over old ground in detail,

but it is worth, perhaps, mentioning once again
that in the early days tiny four-stroke engines
failed by reason of their rapid deterioration.

Latter-day developments, however, have produced
a most efficient engine, almost everlasting valves,

and an engine that will remain cool even after

prolonged non-stop runs. These improvements,
which were originally effected in the 500 c.c. four-

stroke engine after extended racing experience,
have gradually been reflected in the lightweight

engine, and the present four-stroke lightweight

cannot be compared with the machines on which
many motor cychsts served their novitiate. <6. The
race for supremacy between the two and the four-
stroke will be interesting and instructive.

, An index to the advertisements in ttiis issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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SIDECAR BODY DESIGN.
HOW THE GENERAL APPEARANCE MAY BE IMPROVED.

THIS article is an attempt not only to improve
upon the beauty that can with a little thought
be introduced in building the body of a sidecar,

but also the comfort. For instance, in fig. i, which
can be specified as a family sidecar, the lines lend to

the body a sense of floating lightness only to be seen
in a yacht that has been dry dockfd. The judicious

handling of colour (in this model, black, grey, and
silver) lends a certain distinction and originality that

Fig. 1
.—A yacht-sliaped family sidecar.

pleases, as it is out of the ordinary. On most sidecars

too little attention is paid to the design of the hood.
Nothing can so upset an other\vise attractive design
than a cumbersome and ill-shaped hood. The hood
illustrated looks as if it were part and parcel of the
design, and this is as it should be.

Leaving the beauty part of the design for a moment,
let us consider the comfort. The principle followed
is streamline, but with this difference : the stern of the
car is upswept and flat, thereby effectually preventing
the clouds of dust from settling in the fair occupant's
hair. The seating accommodation is larger than that of
most sidecars, and, necessarily, the sidecar itself is

wider, but this width is hidden in the rounded shape.
The^ seating is built upon the same proportions as an
ordinary armchair, and to sit in it is a revelation after

many sidecars, which often seem to us to be too
narrow.

The locker-under-the-seat idea is done away with
in this design, the whole of this space being taken
up with canvas webbing and coil springs, as in arm-
chair practice. It

ning over pot-holes

no account as far

senger is concerned

makes run-

a thing of
as the pas-

Fig. 2.—A doctor's coupe.

The locker is situated in the flat stern, with access

to it through a hatch-shaped cover. A child's^

seat is hinged to the off-side of the body, which lets"

down as shown in the illustration, the width of the

body giving plenty of room for both occupants ; beside

w^hich the * windscreen is movable forward and the

front deck of the sidecar lets down, so as to give

greater length when required. The upholstering, is in

grey with a nickel beading. The hood is of a dark

grey colour, held by black .supports with nickel fittings,

the same fittings being on the sidecar.

Suitable for a Doctor.

Fig. 2 is a doctor's sidecar, arhd has been designed

on an economy basis. It is an undoubted fact that

a sidecar outfit can be run very much more cheaply.^

than any car, and a coupe sidecar well designed

will just about suit the doctor who now finds his car

too expensive a method of propulsion.

The car is designed on the same comfortable lines as

No. 1, the enhanced comfort of tlw springing taking

away all fears of upsetting a doctor's hand for a

delicate case or for operations. In the sketch can be

seen the dashboard of a sidecar containing an appoint-

ment card, a watch, and a speedometer, the speedo-

meter in "all the models illustrated being fitted to the

sidecar wheel, and placed so as to be easily read from

both the motor cycle and also the sidecar.

The locker is lined with plush or some other suitable

material, and is behind the dashboard, the drive of

the speedometer being so arranged that on closing the

locker door the drive is connected

automatically to
" the dial. The

Fig. 3.r-The Harley-Davidson body. Plan on the left and section

on the right.

small sketch shows -how this can be done. The locker is

large and roomy enough to contain all that a doctor

requires, and, being placed in the front of the body,
is well away from all dust. This model, of course,

would be also suitable for a lady.

A Harley=Davidson Model.
Fig. 3 is a sidecar designed especially by the writer

. for the Harley-Davidson Co. . It is well known that

beauty in sidecar design is either a perfect match
between sidecar and machine or in a charming contrast.

In this model "we have decided on a match. The
whole body is designed after the manner of the Harley-
Davidson tank, the sides being curves as w'ell as the

upper and lower portions. The same roomy comfort
is found in this model, and the arm rests are recessed

as in the sectional sketch. The hood is in keeping

with the general design, the colour scheme being

Harley-Davidson grey, black mudguard and disc,

together with nickel fittings.

The first of these sidecars is now being built, and
is intended for Sir Hugo de Bathe, an enthusiastic

sidecarlst. -
'

-H.M.
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Even Oiling on Flat Twins.
I have received a variety of letters dealing with the

relative lubrication of front and back cylinders on
horizontally opposed twins. A Douglas enthusiast

writes from France to say that, when his machine was
new, the oiling was certainly very unequal, but, on
taking his engine down for the first time, he discovered

that the paper cylinder washer had shifted during the

tightening of the bolts by the assembler, and that it

i covered the oil hole designed to convey an additional

supply to the skirt of the front piston. In making his

new washer, he cut a much larger hole in the washer,

and has since enjoyed even oiling. Other riders of

horizontal twins support my contention that few engines

of this type (and of the V type) distribute the oil

fairly.

Multi=cylinder Oiling and Two=stroKes.
I expect the difficulty of assuring even lubrication

is one of the factors which has delayed the develop-

I
ment of two-stroke twins. Those of us who have
wrestled with the four-stroking problem on more
engines than one will realise that a two-stroke twin

with a tendency to over oil one cylinder would be a

holy terror. Imagine a twin which is two-stroking

regularly on one cylinder and four-stroking on the

other ! - Certain factory itesters must have spent some
hurnorous and tragic hours wrestling with such condi-

tions; but they can he dealt with, and two-stroke

practice should then react on four-stroke practice, and
uneven oiling become a bad dream of bygone days.

Rigid and Flexible Drives.

Increasing experience has led me to modify my old

opinions on the three commoner types of transmission.

Taking the average of all the machines I know, I

should still say that nothing is quite so uniformly sweet

as- the direct belt drive ; but that, allowing for wet
weather, sidecar work, and the tendency of evolution

in variable gears, the chain-cum-belt drive is obviously

superior. I would even go further, and add that I

think the chain may ultimately oust the chain-cum-belt.

'A badly designed chain drive on either a single-cylinder

'or a V twin can still cause the maximum amount of

vibration and trouble ; and inferior chain drives are

-far commoner than they ought to be. There are still

many machines which have crude cushioning devices,

awkward or unreliable adjustments, and chain cases fit

only for the scrap heap. There are also- a strictly

limited number of machines equipped with such perfect

chain drives that the keenest belt enthusiast need
have no hesitation in buying such a mount. The first

essential is a first-class engine. In addition to such an
engine, the machine really requires two separate

cushioning devices, one for the fore chain, and one for

the rear; and a few of the spring drives on the market
effect their object so efficiently that it is really difficult

to mark any harshness in the drive, even when one
cylinder is missing, or pulling in a weak and half-

hearted fashion.

Naked or Uncased Chains.

Very possibly the battle between the chain-cum-belt

and the two-cham drive may be fought out on the

point of encasing the rear chain satisfactorily. It is

an easy matter to enclose the fore chain in a neat,

rattleless, and get-at-able casing of cast aluminium^
the back chain is the real problem. Its case is

almost bound to spoil the appearance of the machine,
though appearance is a irunor point. It is a very

thorny problem to manufacture a light, accessible, and
rattleproof rear chain case, especially when the neces-

sity of back wheel withdrawals and chain adjustments

are taken into consideration. Many makers have

abandoned- experiments in favour of a mere chain

guard which is really quite efficient. Then the rear

chain must be readjusted whenever the comparatively

quick wearing front chain needs resetting, whereas the

rear belt seldom needs tightening when the gear box
is shifted back a trifle. I must say that the chain-

cum-belt drive is the better of the two for the time

being, in my opinion ; but I dare not prophesy as con-

fidently as once I did that it is the ultimate survivor.

We have still to reckon with the shaft drive. If the

once harsh chain drive can be smoothed down till it

is tolerable on a single-cylinder, and—^at its best

—

delicious on a horizontal twin, we must not assume
too readily that the shaft can only make good on four

cylinders.

L.ong=stroKe Engines.

Mr. Norton claims that reduction of pressure on
the bushes, and consequent slowness of wear, is a great

merit of the long-stroke engines so particularly con-

nected with his name in the motor cycling world.

Will some leading designer of short-stroke engines

please weigh in with a letter explaining why the bulk

of our designers plump for the " square " type of

engine ? We can hardly expect Mr. Norton to state

the arguments which weigh against his choice ; and
quite a nuniber of our readers are wondering why so

pleasant a design as the Norton is comparatively un-

common. I wonder if it is remarkably difficult to

obtain the Norton quality of balance on a long-stroke

single-cylinder? Not long ago a firm lent me a long-

stroke single which it^was intending to launch with

a great flourish of trumpets, but it was ultimately with-

drawn, by no means to my surprise ; it developed an
astounding kick, but the vibration at nearly all engine

speeds was the veritable limit.
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A SPECIAL 8h.p. CAMPION.
8hp. J.A.P. Engine, Sturmey-Archer Three-speed Countershaft Gear, Chain Transmission.

Is®'

THE CAMPION CYCLE CO., of

Nottingham, has just produced

a special 8 h.p. J.A.P.-engined
sidecar mount, which possesses

many points of real interest. In general

design it is precisely the same as the

1915 model, which we
described in oar issue of

November 4th last (page

442), the departures being

mainly in connection with
the , fittings.

First of all the engine
is one of the latest 8 h.p.

J.A.P.'s, having exhaust
valve caps with cooling

fins, whilst it also lias the
new lubrication system
adopted by Messrs. J. A.
Prestwich and Co. The
gear is a Sturmey-Archer
countershaft three-speed
type adapted to all-chain

room for an adult passenger m addition.

The rear portion is hinged, and inside the
compartment a tin of petrol, oil, tools,

and a small amount of luggage may be
carried, and so overcoming the usual
trouble ot cramping the passenger.

Sturmey-Archer gear with chain auii

chain-cum-belt transmission, should par

ticularly appeal to the Overseas rider.

Though in general design the Oversea
model is a duplicate of the British mode;
a different type of frame, giving an exti

Ijin. ground clearance, ;

used. The tyres are 650 x.

65 mm. On the latest

products an internal ex-

panding, band brake ia

used at the rear, and a

rim brake on the front

wheel.
A number of machines 1

of this type were shipped
|

to Denmark a few week< 1

but in this case tli

Licensing Committee "

the Board of Trade stipu-

lated, as usual, that the

machines should be des-

patched minus tyres.

Latest model 8 h.p. Campion passenger outfit. The engine is a J.A.P., the gear a three-speed countershaft Sturmey-Archer, and the drive io by
chain throughout. A good sidecar is fitted with a capacious back compartment.

drive, the front chain being enclosed in

an aluminium oase, and the rear one pro-
tected on its upper edge. The carbui'etter

fitted is an Amac, on which is provided
a pipe and tap in the induction pipe
taking hot air direct from the front
cylinder. The owner of this special

machine finds that this results in a saving
^ of fuel, and estimates that an extra speed
of five miles' per hour is obtainable. The
substantial width of the mudguards will

be noted. They are all 8in. wide, with
side extensions to the front guai'd, v.hilst

the sidecar guard has an inside covering
practically enclosing half the wheel, and
so preventing any splashes of mud reach-
ing the sidecar. The back mudguard and
<;arrier are hinged, and may be quickly
removed for ease of repair in the case of
a puncture. Tyre troubles, however,
should be practically non-existent, seeing
that in this particular machine 700 X 80
mm. Dunlop car tyres are fitted. Mark
II. pattern Druid heavy forks absorb the
road shocks.

The sidecar, it will be agreed, is- of
very taking appearance. It has a small
seat in front for a child, and gives ample

AI4

The Campion illustrated represents the
first occasion upon which all-chain drive

has been applied to a Sturmey-Archer
gear. A shock absorbing device is fitted

in the back hub, although on the standard
Campion this is dispensed with. After
eight hundred miles oi road testing the

owner of the mount
r' _ '- '^ illustrated fs de-

lighted with its

performances.

''

The Overseas
Model.

Whilst at
,

the
Campion Works we
were able to in-

spect part of a
batch of machines

The latest radiated to fulfil an order
valve cap of the J.A.P. from D u n e d i n

,

engine. New Zealand.
These machines

are bound to create a good impression on
account of their solid construction and
absence of fitments, which have not proved
themselves in constant road u.sage. The
8 h.p. J.A.P.-engined model, fitted .with a

MORE SUNSHINE FOR
WOUNDED SOLDIERS.

WHAT .has become known, from
preliminary notice.s, as the

i

Thornton Heath sidecar outing

for wounded soldiers took place

on Wednesday of last week. The run i

was favoured with glorious v.eathet

with the excp.plion of a passing thunder--

storm, and the men thoroughly enjoyed'H
themselves. 11

The leiijing light in the enterpris.s-i

was Mr. * !fred Taylor, of Thornton'
Heath, and ht was assisted by a large
number of sidecarists, the total number
of machines present being fifty-two.:i

Of these, twenty-seven were Enfieldsji
and there were two ladies among tho.

drivers. The men were taken fromi
the Crescent Hospital, Croydon, andj
the destination was tYte Leith Hill Hotel,!
where tea was served in the garden

,
Each driver paid for his passenger's tea.
and the Enfield Cycle Co. presented
each man with a box of cigarettes.

Photographs taken at different stages
of the run will be found in .this issue.
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CLOTHING AND

CLEANLINESS.

How the Use of a Motor Cycle can be Extended

IT
has alwaj's been the aim of

this journal to foster develop-

ment in motor cycle design" to

the fullest extent. Since the intro-

duction of the practicable mount
we have endeavoured to develop to

the best of our ability every item

which promised real progress in

design. So far development has

resulted in perfect reliability ; in

the future, therefore, attention has

to be given to refinements. First

must ' come cleanliness, and then

comfort; better still, both should

be evolved together. Now that so

few machines are being made,
designers should consider how best

to add refinements to their pro-

ductions, and then incorporate

them as soon as they are ready for

manufacture. Up to the present

cleanliness has been studied only
from the point of view of keeping
the rider's garments free from
mud, and tlie Great War, which
is turning out to be^ the greatest

reliability trial ever held, will

render the post-war models of -the

W.D. pattern better than ever in

'this respect. Mud that clogs bearings

With present-day mud - guarding, motor
cyclists are obliged to present the appearance

depicted above, even in fine weather.

and working
parts must be excluded, so the result is that not only
the machines but the

rider - as well are pro-

tected. It does not matter
if oil flies about, as the

D.R. need not be too

particular about his over-

alls, but if oil gets on
the clothes of the private

owner, he is, or ought
to be, considerably

annoyed. The idea that

one cannot ride a motor
bicycle without getting

filthy has, unfortunately,

some foundation. It is

a most important matter,

and needs the most care-

ful attention.

If the motor bicycle
is to become even more
popular than it is at

present, it must be a
cleaner machine than it

is now. The engine is

Thus attired one should be able to ride a motor cycle in summer
weather.

necessarily exposed, and any oil

which it exudes may be caught by

the rider's clothes. Dust and mud
can be brushed off, but oil cannot

be cleaned by petrol from mackin-

toshes without destroying their

waterproof qualities.

The Importance of Cleanliness.

Now what we want to aim at is

freedom from oil, which is not an

easy matter when the engine is^

always, and the transmission

usually, in an exposed position.

To add to these difficulties, a

motor cycle engine^sometimes un-

kindly but quite accurately called

an oil-cooled motor—is always

thirsty for lubricant. Oil wilj^

therefore leak from crank case and
timing gear case joints, tappet

guides', and release valves, while

it is flung in all directions by
exposed .chains. Next we have the

lubrication systems to consider.

The petroil system so prevalent on
two-strokes is mechanically good
and delightfully simple, but de-

serving of the strongest censure on

account of i,ts extreme messiness. Fuel can never be

taken aboard unless oil is taken in at the same time.

And no one can draw oil

out of a slow dripping

tap, measure it off, and
pour it into the tank

without getting his hands
or his gloves dirty. The
"mixture" exudes from
the filler cap and the

carburetter. From the

top of the tank it runs

down the sides just where
the rider grips with his

knees. If he be wise

and wear a long coat the

front of this gets into a

horrible condition as the

petrol part of the mixture

rapidly evaporates and
the oil is left behind.

Drops of the golden fluid

fly off the carburetter

and alight on his trouser

overalls,, and after a

hundred miles he is not

A15
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A machine should be so guarded that tennis or cricket players

can ride to the grounds if they are five or twenty miles away
from home.

fit to be seen. The system, therefore, can hardly
appeal to anyone who takes any pride in his personal
appearance. The drip system to the inlet pipe in

two-stroke engines and in four strokes oil-tight tappet
guides, perfect crank case joints, and adequate relief

valve exits, are the solutions, while doubtless consider-

able improvement could be obtained by the adoption,
of a mechanical lubrication system -which guarantees
direct delivery of oil to all moving parts, without an
excess of lubricant in the crank case, and naturally the

transmission should be enclosed. .

Now it should be perfectly possible for a man to

ride a motor bicycle in the height of summer for a

considerable distance without overalls, and it should
also be possible to ride in flannels to the river, the
tennis court, or the cricket ground, but few machines
even of 1916 pattern will allow this to be done. The
rendering of an engine practically oiltight can be
accomplished, but all that can be done at the present
time is to keep the speed down and use as little oil_as

possible if one desires to keep particularly clean ori

a. short run. When times are again normal and trials

are held once more the Auto Cycle Union, at the end
of the next six days trial, should arrange for the
machines to finish up at Brooklands, undergo' a short
speed test, then see that the riders are garbed in clean
holland overalls, set a minimum speed of thirty miles
an hour, send them round the track for, say, ten laps,

and give a prize to the cleanest man and machine at
the end of the test. :

The Increasing Output of British-made Magnetos.
IT

is extremely gratifying to see how the British

magneto* industry has taken advantage of the
demand for Brirish magnetos which has been

caused by the war stopping supplies from
foreign sources. It has always been a
source of dissatisfaction' to the patriotic

Britisher to have his favourite mount deco-
rated with a foreign magneto. Now,
however, we are pleased to see there is no
need for this state of affairs to exist, for

we have a large number of British-made
magnetos, equal in every respect, and in
many ways superior, to the German-made
article of pre-war days. Not only have
we ample supplies for home use, but the
outputs are now so large that we look
forward in the future to see England one
of the chief exporting centres for mag-
netos, instead of, as of old, importing prac-
tically every machine used.
The Electric Ignition Co., I^td., of Bir-

mingham, were one of the first firms to
realise this demand, and have, by perfected
organisation and the concentration of their

energies on pne model, succeeded in pro-
ducing one of the finest instruments ever
manufactured, in addition to having pro-
bably one of the largest outputs of British-

made magnetos.
Although the company wish it to be

understood that they have no intention
of placing any additional models on the
market until more settled times arrive,

we are given to understand that they
,

are experimenting with many new models,
and have alrea:dy produced a two-cylinder

Ar6

F1G.2.

F.G.3.

F1G.4.

Removal of rocl<er arm from

contact breaker.

motor cycle magneto which on test has proved
most satisfactory.

The single-cylinder model at present made is con-
structed on sound and well-proved lines,

all - the parts being very strong and
substantial.

The accompanying illustrations show
how easy ,it is to adjust the platinum
contacts. Having removed the central

holding down screw with the small
spanner supplied and taken off the
contact breaker, first loosen the screws
A and B (fig. i), next turn on one side

the spring clip C (fig. 2), when the
rocker arm can be lifted carefully off its

bearing (as shown in fig. 3) with the
fingers. Then when exposed (as in

fig. 4) the points can be cleaned and
trimmed up with a small file. The
adjustment should be carried out when
the contact breaker has been re-

placed.

We have received an extremely neat
booklet of instructions on the care and
management of the E.I.C. magneto. This
contains many most useful hints and tips,

in addition to a guarantee for one year
for any E.I.C. magneto against faulty
workmanship or' material. It is most
interesting to note that this guarantee is

retrospective, and covers practically every
magneto the firm have manufactured.
Owing to their increasing, export busi-
ness, they " have found it desirable
to have this booklet also printed in

Russian.. ,
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Electric Lighting for Lightweights.
The Claims of (he Storage Battery System.

31

AFTER the war there will be a great
rush for electrically illuminated
motor cycle^. As it is, many of

the few 1916 British-built sidecar

outfits are equipped with dynamo lighting

sets, and it has already been mentioned
in The Motor Cycle that some firms with
spare moments on hand in the making of

munitions are adapting this form of

lighting for solo machines. At the same
time, the claims of the simple storage

-battery lighting system for certain types
of machines and certain classes of work
must not be overlooked. It is cheaper,
less weighty, and simpler tlian a dynamo
set, and hence it is eminently suited for

lightweights. For a man who uses his

machine, whatever its power, for running

a few miles into town from the country —
and back again every evening, a set such
as the foDowing is all that is necessary.

A2| h.p. two-stroke Coventiy E.Ncelsior machine fitted with storage battery electric lighting.

Electric lighting direct from storage battery, as fitted to

a 2f h.p. two-stroke Excelsior.

The equipment illustrated

and described herewith is one
standardised, after successful
trial, by Bayliss, Thomas and
Co., makers of the Coventry
Excelsior, and is shown fitted

to one of their 2| h.p. 4wo-
stroke machines recently de-

livered to a local client.

A metal case for the accu-
mulator is carried under the
tank and behind the engine,
being attached to the tube
below 'the tank by two metal
straps and steadied by a flat

bar carried down to a joint of

the gear box bracket. The
case is enamelled and lined to

match the tank in the usual
Excelsior colours. A pair of

four volt twenty ampere hour
accumulators are carried side

by side, one in use and one in

reserve. Simple wiring is

carried to the lamp.

The H.H. head light is pro-

vided with a very efficient

reflector and metal filament

lamp givmg low consumption,

and a neat ^ switch is provided at the

back of the lamp, which can be reached
from the saddle.*

The rear light is fitted on the carrier,

and is controlled by a separate switch.

Hunt lamps, with all black finish, are used.

Recharging of the accumulators is the

only expense entailed, and as each cell

is said to give fifteen hours continuous
light the necessity to recliarge will not
occur often. The whole set complete with
carrying case, one accumulator, lamps,
and wiring sells at £3 10s. net, a spare
lamp bulb in a safe carrying case being
included.
The machine to which this lighting set

is fitted has a particularly smart appear-
ance, and a short trial run served to

show that it has a considerable reserve
of power. Speeds up to 30 m.p.h. were
easily obtained on about half throttle;

no doubt it would exceed 40 m.p.h. if

necessary, and sliould do most of its

climbing on top gear. It is chain-driven

throughout, yet it was difficult to notice

any difference from belt drive. A two-

speed gear with substantial control levers,

together with a handle-bar operated
clutch, anake it extremely easy to handle.

THE LIMIT IN LIGHTWEIGHTS.

THE photographs on. this page of a
novel lightweight motor bicycle

have been forwarded to us by M.
H. Duvauchelle, an enthusiastic French
reader of The Motor Cycle,. He is a
clever amateur mechanic and a pilot

working on, the Seine Estuary, and up
that river as far as Rouen. The machine
has been, made specially light so tliat it

xan be easily taken ashore from Ids steam
tug. The weight is 50 lb.,, 20in. wheels
are employed, and a 1 h.p. four-stroke

50 mm. X 55 mm. engine, which develops
its power at_2,450 r.p.m., is fitted. The
engine lias an outside flywheel. The
machine's maximum speed is 19 m.p.h.,
and last month, we are told, it traveUedi
500 miles. The transmission is by chain,,

and spring forks are used.

A LIGHTWEIGHT
INDEED!

A Frenchman's 1 h.p. two-

wheeled runabout, which
weighs only 50 lb.
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' GASOLENE CAVALRY," or, in plain

English, United States infantry on Harley-

Davidson sidecars used for the protection of

Mexican border towns against raids

A New Lightweight Grandex.
21 h.p. Two-stroke Engine, 33 mm. x 70 mm. = 232 c.c. ; Two-speed Countershaft Gear.

WE recently had an opportunity of

examining the new 2| h.p. two-
stroke Grandex. As will be

seen from the illustration, this is a
most attractive looking little machine.
The frame is symmetrical in design,
having a sloping top tube and a tapered
tank holding just over a gallon of
petrol. The forward portion is devoted
to lubricating oil, which is fed through a
Best and Lloyd semi-automatic drip feed
lubricator to the induction port. The
engine is the well-known 2J h.p. Pre-
cision two-stroke, and it is interesting to
note that the 2| h.p. four-stroke J.A.P.
engine can be fitted into the existing
irame without alteration. Great care has
been exercised in rendering this engine
oil-tight, the bearings being most effi-

ciently packed with this end in view.
Care has also been taken to render the
machine adequately silent, the silencer

being of ample dimensions and of great
tliickness so as to deaden all noise. The
exhaust from the relief valve does not
pass . into the open air, but through a
special pipe is transferred into 'the

exhaust outlet.

A* Three-sprocket Chain Drive.

A noteworthy feature is the tliree-

point drive, by means of svhich the
magneto is driven by the same chain,
which also conveys the power from the
engine to the countershaft, and this

Grandex power unit from the transmission

side, showing unusual arrangement of jingle

cham drive for magneto and transmission.

chain, it will be noticed, is adequately
protected. The gear box is a two-
speed Albion. A feature of the frame
construction is that the chain stays form
a single piece with the bottom" frame
member, which greatly adds to the
strength. All parts, such as. mudguards,
luggage carrier, and stand, are most sub-

stantial, and, though the machine is a
lightweight, strength has not in any
single case been sacrificed to lightness.
It will be noticed that comfortable foot-
boards are provided. Points of con-
v.enience have been carefully studied,
and a drain tap is fitted to the rear of
the tank, so that petrol can always be
obtained for cleaning purposes if desired.
A very excellent foot brake is fitted,
which acts on the inside of the belt rim.
The brake shoe is of V section and is

lined, with Ferodo.

TAN-SAD PILLION SEAT.
WHATEVER may be said against the

practice of pillion riding, it will

always be indulged in- by many
persons. No doubt some accidents occur
through the passenger being jolted from
the rough and ready seat usually mounted
on an unsprung carrier. This danger is

entirely obviated by a new form of pillion

The new 2£ h.p. two-stroVe Grandex. A sloping tank and Albion two-speed countershaft
gear are features.

The Tan-Sad pillion seat.

seat known as the Tan-Sad. It consists of
a strong metal frame provided, with a set
of clamps for attaehment to the ordinary
carrier.' This is done by turning the two
iaxs between the clamps with a small
punch or rod and drawing in the clamps
till they grip the carrier tightly. Pivoted
at the front end of this frame is another
frame carrying an upholstered leather
seat ; the back connection is made with
four coil springs, thus providing a well
sprung seat which effectively absorbs
road shocks. Additional springs may be
added if necessary. It can be obtained
from the Tan-Sad Works, 5a, Parker
Street, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
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IRISH 24 HOURS RELIABILITY TRIAL,
23rd and 24th June, 1916.

WE ENTERED NO MACHINES, BUT PRIVATE OWNERS OF

Motocycles

WHO ENTERED SECURED THE

RUDGE-WHITWORTH CUP
FOR BEST PERFORMANCE.

ALSO

The Special Lightweight Prize.

Three Gold Medals and Three Silver Medals.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
" INDIAN HOUSE,"

366-368, EUSTON RD., LONDON, N.W.
Telephone: MuBeum 1G43. Telegrams: Hendian, Eusroad, London.

IRISH BRANCH lo, Wicklow Street, Dublin.

AUSTRALIA 109-113, Russell Street, Melbourne.

CANADIAN WORKS . . . . 12-14, Mercer Street, Toronto.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." -3

Mr. W. H. Freeman, a private owner, has

secured the special prize in this Trial for

the past three years.
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It will interest

repay you.
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WOOD-MILNE, LTD., PRESTON
LONDON : Manchester Avenue, E.G.

Bristol, Leeds, Manchester, Birmingham, Glasgow, Belfast Dublin^ &c.

Wire: "Comfort, Preston."

Telephone : Preston 4.13.

Wire :
"' Byturning, London."

Telephone : City 4797
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ANOTFIER SIDECAR TRIP FOR THE WOUNDED.

GROWING POPULARITY OF
SIDECAR RUNS FOR
WOUNDED SOLDIERS.
PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN AT THE
THORNTON HEATH OUTING ON
JULY 5th, AND REFERRED TO ON
PAGE 28 OF THIS ISSUE.

( 1 .) Scenes in the grounds of the Crescent

Hospital, where the men were picked up

(2.) A lady motor cyclist (Mrs. Robins)

who participated in the run.

(3.) Mrs. Richardson with a big load

—

a good test for the 6 h.p. Enfield.

(4.) Near Leatherhead on the Epsom road.

(5.) The road was dusty between Dorking

and Leith hill.

I'S.i^i'mf\ **)
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
Latest Recruits in the M.M.G S. This Week's Vacancies.

FURTHER instructions for recruits

for the Motor Machine Gun
Service have been received from

the commanding officer of this

Bection, Lt.-Col. R. J Colson, and appli-

cations from experienced motor cyclists

and car drivers are invited on the same
terms as previously Inspections have
been arranged as follows

:

London.—Saturday, July 15th, at The
Motor Cycle Oifices 20, Tudor Street,

London, E.G., from 2 to 4 p.m.

Coventry.—Tuesday, July 18th, Re-

cruiting Office, Little Park Street, from
12 to 4.30 p.m.

Readers conforming to the conditions

of enlistment wlio may be ready for

immediate service may attend at Coven-
try without previous notification. It

would, however, be wise for all appli-

cants to be examined before the:^ Medical
Board at the headquarters of their

respective places of attestation previouslj^.

The conditions ot enlistment in the

Motor Machine Gun Service aire repeated
below :

Age.—19 to 40.

Enlistment.—For duration of the war.
Medically Fit.—For general service

abroad or for garrison duty abroad.
Pay.—Is. 2id. per day, all found ; the

usual separation or dependant's allowance.

Central Office for Motor Machine Gun

Service

:

Mr. Geoffrey Smith,

19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

Last week inspections of recruits were
held in Coventry (on Tuesday) and Not-

tingham (on Wednesday), when the
following candidates were accepted

;

Addy, J. F., Boston, Lines.
AUtoff, E. A., Netherfleld.
Baker, C J., Heckington.
Boyall, li. A., Nottingham.
Core, F., Coventry.
Dakin. E., Clay Cross.
Donaldson, L., Mansfield-^obdhonse.
Durston, G., "Wells. Som.
Fielder, A., Freshwater, I.O.W.
Flower, J., Derby.
Forman, T. E.. Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Horner, A., Beeston, Leeds.
Jones, j". 0., AVellingborougli.
King, G. H., Egtemont.
Lambert, C. E. B., Witham, Bath.
Mann, G. E., Mirfield.
Manning, A., South Molton.
Melhuish, F., Harborne, Birmingham.
Moore, J., Birmingham.
Myers, S., Calverley.
Nash, C, Coventry.
Ogden, F.. Little Aston, Staffs.

Petts, J. W., Clay Cross.
Pogmore, W. T., Mansfield-Woodhouae.
Preston, J., Nelson.
Raymond, A., Coventry.
Eobinson, J. W., Darlington.
Stretton, F'., Much TVenlock.
'Ijiompson, J. T.. Coventry.
Turner, D., Coventry.
Wagstafi. E. H., Leicester.
Watson, A., Burnley.
Wilkius, TV., Wells, Som.
Wood, S., Lindler, Huddersfield.

We frequently receive applications from
men of eighteen years of age who desire

to enlist in the Motor Machine Gim

Service. For future guidance, it should
be noted that the present .minimum age
is 18i.

New Age Limits for Despatch Riders.

It should be "noted by prospective,

despatch riders in the Royal Kngineers'
Signal Section that a new rule fixes the

age limits between eighteen years and
nine montlis and thirty-five.

B.E. Inland Water Transport Section.

Recruits ai'e required for the above i

Section for service abroad, steam tugs,

steam barges, and canal barges. A
certain number of men -with a complete
knowledge of internal combustion engines
are wanted. Age limits, nineteen to forty.

Royal Flying Corps.

From July 17th to 22nd a trade test-

ing party will be in attendance at the
Recruiting Ofiice, High Street, Stockton-
on-Tees, in order to test men of the
different R.F.C. trades.

A Keen Youngster.

An enthusiastic youth of eighteen,

having failed to secure local enlistment
in the Royal Flying Corps, communicated
with the headquarters at Farnboroueh,
Mr. Pemberton Billing, and finally His
Majesty the King, but all with no suc-

cess. He enquires if we can assist him

!

,
AIR, LAND, AND SEA.

A MOTOR CYCLE IS THE
FAVOURITE MOUNT

WITH AIRMEN. LANDMEN
AND SEAMEN

(Left)'' Tech- Sgt.-Maj. F. Farrer, R.F.C., makes

good use of his two-stroke Velocette in visiting the

various parts ot the aerodrome.

(Right) Sgt.-Maj. Fields, Durham Light Iniantry,

finds his Douglas very helpful in enabling him to visit

the various training grounds.

(Below) Petty-officer Godfrey W. Turner, Admiralty

Recruiter, covers 200 miles per week on his O.K. in

the course of his duties.
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MILITARY AND NAVAL NOTES.
EXCITING TIMES WITH AN A.S.G.

DESPATCH RIDER.
NEWS of the exjjerieiices of motor

cyclists attached to the A.S.C. is

not so common as that of the R.E.
despatch riders ; lience the following
extracts from a letter from a man in the
former will be welcome. The writer is

J. Scott Anderson, an old member of the
Glasgow JM.O.C, wlio has been in France
for twelve months. He is an A.S.C.

motor cyclist with
a siege battery,

E.G. A., and from
the following it will

be gathered that,

though on the whole
the risks ran by
military motor
cyclists are not
great, there are
occasion? when Eng-
land would be con-
sidered distinctly

safer !

" The other day I

had to take one of

our officers up to an
' 0. Pip ' (observa-

tion post), and dur-
ing the time I was
waiting for him a
bullet whizzed
tbiough the front of

the sidecar.

"Last week after

returning with an
officer from the O.P.
with our sidecar the

chain broke. The
oflBcer naturally left

me, and walked to

the nearest battery
to obtain a motor bicycle to take him home.
At the same time he 'phoned to H.Q.
for one of my chums to come and assist

me. All I "had to do the job with was a
small ' King Dick ' and a screwdriver
(tool-kits are very difficult to get nowa-
days), so his assistance was very useful.

We were only about 700 yards from the
Bosche, and before we had been at it

very long over came their shrapnel, whiz-
bangs, and all nlanner of things ; it was
a. matter of jumping in and out of the
ditch until they quietened down.

" This is only one of the many experi-
eaces I liave liad of this kind, and
although we are in the A.S.C. we have
to be prepared to take on dangerous jobs
quite as often as any R.E. rider. The
lattet's work consists chiefly of cari-ying
despatches (mostly secret) from and to
their brigades H.Q., which are usually
three or four miles behind the lines. Our
work consists of carrying despatches
from the Group Headquarters to the
various batteries, the latter being some-
times quite close to the trenches. Riding
down a road which is being shelled is

quite an ordinary occurrence.

J. Scott Anderson,

despatch rider at-

tached to the A.S.C.

M.T., some of whose
experiences in France

are described on this

page.

IN INDIA WITH THE M.M.G.S.
THERE are now batteries of the JVIotor-

Machine Gun Section in various
parts of the world, though we hear

more of the doings of those in France
than elsewhere. For this reason a letter

from a man with a battery in India is all

the more welcome. It is from Sgt. A._

Fielder, and it gives a good impression
of the life men of this particular battery
are leading out there. The following are
extracts from Fielder's letter :

"We are very comfortable here, and,
although rather hot, are getting' used to

it. We have just returned from a
thousand mile patrol duty, and a brief
description might interest you. We
started from Pindi on April 5th , for

Nowshera, a distance of eighty miles,

passing Fort Attock, near Hindus, and
Kabul on the way, and had a decent
journey, except for the dust, which was
awful. We stopped at Nowshera on the
6th. On the 7th we left for Chakdara
Fort, up on the frontier, passing Mardan
IMalakan Forts, etc. ; distance sixty miles.

As this is up on the Himalaya Moun-
tains, it was a fairly stiff climb. On the
8th we went field firing. The object of

this was to put the fear of Go^ into the
native chief and tribesmen, which we
fairly succeeded in doing, returning
afterwards to Mardan ; distance fifty

miles In the evening we went to see

an Indian war dance, which is a very
impressive sort of affair.

Through Heavy Rain.
" The 9th, being Sunday, we spent

tuning up our cycles. On the 10th we
left for Peshawar in the pouring rain,

and arrived covered with mud, etc.
;

distance forty-five miles. On the 11th
we went to Landikotal Fort, through the'

Khyber Pass, returning to Peshawar the
same day ; distance seventy-five miles.

The road was very dangerous, being
twisty and right at the edge of the cliffs.

On the 12th we were inspected by the
Chief Commissioner, who was very satis-

fied with our work. On the 13th we went
to Chubcudda for field firing (this was
where a big ' scrap ' took place last

August), returning afterwards to Pesha-
war ; distance fifty miles. The 14th (day
of rest) was spent overhauling the

machincte. On the 15th we were inspected

by the General in Command before leav-

ing for Kohat ; distance forty miles. On
the 17th we left Kohat for Thall, a nice
journey ; distance sixty-one miles. On
the 18th we left for Parachina, right up
on the hills, where it was very cold at
night, snow being on the hills just above;
distance fifty-nine miles. On the 19th
we went field firing on the Afghan
frontier, afterwards returning to Thall

;

distance eighty miles. Here the natives
lield sports in our honour, and some
of the performances were very good,
especially their horsemanship.

Ail Inspection.
" On the 20th we left for Kohat, where

we were inspected by the General in

Command, afterwards going field firing;

distance seventy miles. Oh the 22nd
we left for Bann, a good journey,
crossing several fords two feet deep

;

distance seventy-nine miles. On the
24th we left for jMirenshaw, over most
awful roads ; distance forty mOes. . One
of the biggest frontier ' scraps ' have
occurred here. Quite a pleasant place to
spend Bank Holiday in. On the 25th we
left for Banu, a distance of forty miles,
tuned up machines, etc. On the 26th we
went field firing, and afterwards had a
lecture by C4eneral Fane. On the 27th
we returned to Kohat, a good journey

;

distance seventy-nine miles. On the 29th
we returned to Peshawar, the hardest
climb in the whole journey. On May
1st we left Peshawar for Pindi, a dis-

tance of 117 miles, in the pouring rain,

and so ended a month's hard travelling.
"Being the sergeant-mechanic / in

charge, I had a fairly busy time of it."

We are told that some sixty members
of the Cape Peninsula M.C.C. are now
on active service.

Capt. Stenson Cooke, in civilian life

secretary of the A. A. and M.U., ha|i

been promoted to major on the Head-
quarter Staff at the War Office.

S9P5r^a.

SERGEANTS OF A M.M.G.S. BATTERY NOW IN INDIA.
The names are, from left to right—Kellett, Fielder, Ward, Whitfield, and Barton. All are on

Triumphs, which, Sgt, Fielder informs us, are giving every satisfaction.
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SIDECAR BODY DESIGN. THE SAILORS' SIDECAR OUTING.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING FOR LIGHTWEIGHTS.

[iME TO IlpHT L^?^P>5
SUMMEli ' rtME

9.ai p.m
9.40

9.38

... 9.36 )'

July 13th

„ 15th

„ 17th
„ 19th

Ten Thousand Recruits.

The ten thousand mark was passed last

week in our official work of recruiting

for the M.BI.G.S., Heavy Section,

M.G.C., and R.E. Signal Service.

Trading with Enemy Firms.

We congratulate the Daimler Co. on
its ultimate victory in its recent case

against the Continental Tyre Co. (a

German concern). At last law and
justice are in agreement.

Small Demands Satisfied.

A discharged Army man, who last week
returned from a motor cycle tour extend-

ing from the East Coast to Wales and
then to London, reports that he had no
difficulty in purchasing petrol at one and
all his replenishing stations. Perhaps it

was because a motor cycle requires but
.". gallon or so to "fill up."

Fetrol Imports.

No less than 19,820,337 gallons of

motor spirit were imported during the

last month and 69,478,569 gallons during
the half-year. Duty was paid on up-

wards of nine millions and fifty-five

millions respectively. Upwards of seven
million gallons more petrol were imported
during the past month than in June,
1915.

SiJecar Runs for Wounded Soldiers.

A motor cyclist, Cpl. E. J. Langley,
who is now convalescent at the Military
Hospital, Lewisham, would be grateful

to any sidecar driver who would take
him for an occasional run.. On Thursday,'
Friday, and Saturday he is free from
1 to 6!30 p.m. Langley has served at

the Dardanelles, and was invalided
home in the spring.

Light Cars and Wounded Soldiers.

Jhe many parts played by light cars

in restoring to health wounded soldiers

are brought out in a striking manner in

the issue of The Light Oar, published
yesterday (Wednesday). It is a special

Red Cross number, and there ar^ many
articles dealing with this subject, set

forth in the attractive manner that
has become such an appreciated feature
of our contemporary. An article- by
B. Alan Hill, a well-known motor cyclist

and light car owner, entitled " A Day
in the Life of an Ambulance Driver,"
is sure to interest readers. Some months
ago Mr. Hill was invalided out of the

Red Cross service.

BIO

A Warning.
Motor cyclists are advised to exercise

special caution in the neighbourhood of

Magul (on the road from Liverpool to

Southport), and to see that their brakes
and lamps conform to the law.

No Decline in Prices.

Second-hand machines still maintain
their high values. Many a motor cyclist

who- bought a motor . cycle, new or

second-hand, during the "doubtful"
autumn and winter seasons of 1914-15,

can still get at least as much as he
paid. 4ii"l there is no sign of - a
decline yet.

The Motor Cycle to the Rescue.

An exciting story was told at the
Kingston Court last week, when a woman
was charged with stealing clothing. The
girl shop assistant, who took the goods
on approval, started to chase the woman
on foot, and finally enlisted the services

of a motor cyclist, who took her on the
carrier of his machine and then fetched
a policeman.

Petrol Estimates.

Estimates of petrol requirements having
been on the high side, practically every-

body, including business houses, so it is

said, will have to be satisfied with a

reduced allotment.

The R.A.C., a day or so before the
cards were officially due, warned motorists
against overstatements of their require-

ments.

Boosting Sidecarriers.

We wish gratefully to acknowledge
many letters of appreciation we have
received as a result of our special

Economy and Utility Number of The
Motor Cycle, and at the same time to

thank those readers who handed over

their copies of the paper to tradesmen.

Oldham Motor Club's Wounded Soldiers'

Outing.

The third motor outing for wounded
soldiers organised by the Oldham and
District Motor Club was held on Sunday,
the 2nd inst. Of the ninety motor
vehicles used sixty were motor cycles and
sidecars. After collecting the men they
proceeded to Scaminonden," where tea was
taken, after which a concert was given.

The return journey was commenced at

about 7 p.m., and all voted the outing
a great success.

The Petrol Census.

Up to the present particulars relating

to at least 300,000 motor vehicles have
been received by the Petrol Control
Committee, and in a few days this body
will be in possession of the complete
statistics of the recent petrol census.

There is little doubt but that considerable
restrictions in the consumption of spirit

will have to be enforced in the near
"future, as it is stated that the estimated
scarcity is serious. No action is to take
place till after the Finance Bill has
passed through Parliament.

The start of the sailors' sidecar outing from the Palace Yard, Westminster Abbey, to which
point the Jutland Battle heroes had been brought from Greenwich 14ospital on motor 'buses.
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UTILITY — DEPENDABILITY — ECONOMY
were never so perfectly welded as in the

BIG SIX COMBINATION.
The luxury of a car with the economy of a Motor Cycle, affording the

cheapest form of motoring.

The Big Six Motor gives a steady flow of power and speed, only limited by your

desire; its flexibility is such that it is easily restrained to a walking pace, even on

the top gear, picking up instantly.

Those who had the good fortune to secure a 1 91 6 model, the delivery of which has been

restricted by Government's requirements, are loud in praise of its impressive appearance,

advanced design, workmanlike construction ; its vigorous yet silky running, together with the

serviceability of its fitments for all weathers.

All these desirable features, however, are eclipsed in value by its dependable service

and inbuilt endurance qualities ; combined they have earned for this model the title of

The Incomparable Twin.

i

Im answering this adveriisemenl, it is desiraoU to manlion " 27ie Motor Cycle.
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THE NEW PETROL DUTY. \

We understand that the motor \

spirit licence duty willcome into \

operation on August 1st. j

The National War Funds.

At the week-end the principal relief

funds-, stood as follow :

Tlie Prince of Wales's Fund .. £5,916,210
Fnnd for the Sick and Wounded 4,014,450
Tobacco Fund .. ..- .. .. 109,952 15
The Queen's Work for Women

Fund 170,001 '

Week-end Doings in "The Motor Cycle."

The wounded sailors' sidecar outing to
Lord Northcliffe's estate, held on Sa-tur-

day last, the 8th- inst. , is described in

this issne. The Motor Cycle regularly
includes all the week-end news in the.

Eucceeding issue.

Estimated Petrol Requirements.
It would be interesting to know, now

that the Petrol Committee of the Board
of Trade have had an opportunity of
investigating the demands as shown by
the petrol forms supplied by motorists,
whether they tally in any manner with
the estimate of requirements announced
in the House a fortnight ago. One
wonders why the returns were not
examined first, and the figures after-
wards issued from concrete evidence.

New Owners and Petrol.

Judging by letters received, an official

pronouncement by the Petrol Control
Committee would be welcomed on the
position of purchasers of motor vehicles
Bince the taking of the petjol census.
Some readers who have acquired motor
cycles during the- past fortnight are
anxious about obtaining petrol if and
when any restrictions are in force. The
only thing to do is to fill in a petrol
census card without delay, and state
clearly the reason for not having sent it

in to the Control Committee hy the date
of the census.

The Imports and Exports of Motor Cycles.

In view of the prohibition of imports,
it is not surprising that the number of

motor cycles which entered this country
is far less for the past month than ^in

June, 1915, the numbers being a« follow

:

1914. ... 1915. ... 1916.

400 ... 822 ... . 57
and the value with parts

—

1914. 1915. 1916.

!^; £23,409 ... £65,671 ... £15,192
fejfj- The exports may- be considered very
satisfactory, the number of motor cycles

exported in June being practically the
same as last year, and the total for the
half-year considerably larger. ,

- Number of motor cycles - exported in

June :

1914. ... 1915. ... 1916.

1,958 ... 1,020 ... 1,016

Number exported in the lialf-year

:

1914. 1915. 1916.

10,818 ... 4,734 ... 5,599
The value of the exported motor cycles

and parts is as follows

:

June—1914. 1915. 1916.
^ £119,934 ... £68,162 ... £71,187
Half-year

—

1914, 1915. 1916.

£648,206 .y £343,649 ... £455,611

V

Reception to American Trade Visitors.

Yesterday (Wednesday) evening the

London board of directors of the Harley-
Davidson Motor Co., Ltd., gave a recep-

tion and dinner to the Milwaukee
directors, Mr. Walter Davidson (president

of the company) and his colleague, Mr.
J. A. Stone, who are on a visit to this

country. They attended the sailors'

sidecar outing last Saturday.

Goods of Enemy Origin.

The I\Ianagement Committee of the

A.C».D. considers that the Union should
put on record its opinion that no motor
cycle sold as of British manufacture
should contain any part of enemy origin,

and it invites the co-operation of the C.

and M.C.M. and T.U. in achieving this

result.

Climbing Applecross on a Lightweight.

A Eoss-shire doctor writes to the effect

that he has climbed Applecross, from
both sides, on the same afternoon, his

machine being a 1915 model 2^ h.p. O.K.
Junior. It is a standard machine, we
aie told, with standard gears, and no
special tuning was made, the climbs being

done during the course of professional

visits in the district. The rider stopped
- once on each side to let his engine cool,

and then climbed the remainder without

trouble. It was a warm day, but, never-

theless, there was snow on the summit,
which is 2,054ft above sea level.

The R.F.C. Motor Cycle.

As is fairly generally known, the P.

and M. is the standard motor cycle

adopted by the E.F.C., but owing to the

enormous and rapid growth of this corps

colossal demands were made upon the P.

and M. Co. some weeks ago for the supply

of motor cycles and spare parts for the

different depots. Temporarily, the com-
pany were unable fully to meet these

demands, and consequently a small

number of machines of other makes were
borrowed from the C.I.M.T. for the use

of squadrons in training in England.
Latterly, however, Messrs. Phelon and
Moore, Ltd., have been able to effect a

greatly increased output, which will

enable them to meet all demands of the

R.F.C, so that very shortly the P. and
M. will once more reign supreme, and
gradually machines of other makes will

be withdrawn.

s.o.s.

Extract from a letter from a reader
seeking advice on the running of his

machine :
" Should I ... fit a

longer wire from the magneto to the
plugs, so that the spark will occur
later y

"

Unusual Speed Limit Orders
The Automobile Association has been

unformed of Orders just issued by the
Local Government Board, which should
be carefully noted by motorists. From
half an hour after sunset until half an
hour before sunrise motor cars and
motor cycles in the borough of Ports-
month must observe a speed limit of
ten miles per hour. This Order will

be operative for twelve months.
A ten-mile speed limit has also been

imposed for a period of twelve months
in respect of a portion of- the Upper
Shoreham Road (from Mill Lane to the
Shoreham Golf Club House), which
passes through the military camp.

Average Prices
or

Second-hand Machines.

WE give below the average prices of

second-hand models offered for

sale in The Motor Cycle. Where
it is possible to obtain a sufficient num
ber of each model the average for the

past week is quoted, otherwise the last

average that appeared is given, if within

foul' weeks.

A.J.S.

Allen .

B.S.A.

Calthoi-pe
Chater-Lea
Douglas

Enfield

19
19
19
19
19

Bradbury
19

19
19
19
19
19
19:

19
19
19
19
J9

19
19
19
19
19

W
19
19

H.-Davidson 19
19

Humber ... 19.

19
... 19
... 19

Indian 19:

19
19

, 19

19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

.. 19
New Hudson ig:

19
19

New Imperial 19
19

New Ryder
O.K

James

Levis

Matchless .

.

P. & M.

Rudge .

19
19
19
19

Premier ... 19
Radco 19
Re.K 19

, 19
Rover 19

19

, 19
19
19:

19
", 19

19

, 19
Scott ig

19

, 19
Sunbeam . . 19

,. " • 19
Triumph ig

..19

.. 19:

• 19
• 19

.. 19
Willianisou . 19:

Zenith 19

„ 19

II, H.^

LS ^ 3-sp. sidecar .

.

[4 (^ 3-sp. sidecar .

.

[5 2} 3-speed
[6 2^ 2-sp. 2-stroke .

[5 2j 2-stroke

[4 4 sidecar

[3 4 2-sp. sidecar .

.

^6 4} 3-speed

5 4i 3'Sp. sidecar .

.

5 4i 3-speed ......

4 4i 3-sp. sidecar .

.

'5 22 2-speed

.5 2j 2-stroke

15 2j 3-speed
:5 2\ 2-speed

:5 25 2-sp. T.T
:5 4 3-speed

:4 23 2-speed

14 2j 2-sp. T.T
:3 2} 2-speed
:6 6 2-sp. sidecar .

.

;5 6 2-sp. sidecar .

.

:4 6 2-sp. sidecar .

.

:3 6 2-sp. sidecar .

.

:5 3 2-speed

[4 3 2-speed

:5 7-9 3-sp. sidecar.

.

5 7-9 3-speod

3 2i
2 3i 2-sp. sidecar .

.

3 3I 2-sp. sidecar .

.

5 3I 3-sp. sidecar .

.

^5 7' 3-sp. sidecar .

.

5 5 3-sp. sidecar .

.

[5 5 3-speed
[6 Powerplus sidecar

[4 7 2-sp. sidecar .

.

:4 T.T
5 4i 3-sp. sidecar .

.

;5 3j3-«peed
:5 Popular ........

14 2-5peed
15 *^ 3-sp. sidecar .

.

'
' 8 3-sp. sidecar .

.

^.1 8 3-sp. sidecar . .

[5 2i 2-speed

5 4 3-sp. sidecar .

.

:4 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

2i 2-speed
2^ 2-speed
2-speed
2-speed
2-speed
3V 2-sp. sidecar .

.

3j 2-sp. sidecar .

.

3^ 3-speed
2-speed 2-stroke .

6 2-sp. sidecar .

.

6 2-sp. sidecar .

.

3i T.T
3J 3-sp. sidecar .

.

32 3-speed

3V 3-speed
5-6 raulti sidecar.

3.V multi

si multi sidecar.

.

3i multi

3\ multi sidecar.

.

^' 2-speed
2-sp. sidecar .

.

2-sp. sidecar .

.

3-sp. sidecar .

.

2-speed
2-sp. 2-stroke .

3-speed
3-sp. sidecar .

.

3-speed
3-sp. sidecar .

.

T.T
2-sp. sidecar" .

.

Gradua sidecar

Gradua

Average Latest
tor weekly
last average
week, obtainable

- /:g2

if.»
-

- (47

ft6
£47
£50
£28

£44

£39

£6g
£64
£48

£68

£35
£48
£69

t4

t4

3
:5

14

:4

:3

4
3
3

5
4
4

3 33
4 33
[4 6
14

13-

4 4
14 4
:3 3i
:3 3V

:3 3'

[4 8

'3 6

3 a

£23
£27

£33
£26

£44

£20

£38

lis

£29
£37
£28
£61

£29
£41

£4_6

£55
£35

£32
£76

£40
£34
£77

£^8
£28

£62
£48
£96

'''
£7a
£62
£46

£72
£65
£50
£30
£59
£48

£27
£25

£^9

C31

£^3

£51
£40
£43
£«

£31— £40— £e8
— £3.1

— £46

£39 —— £3»
— £35
£50 -
— £69

£34 —
£35 -
— £38
£49 —
— £33
^•^ r.— £28— £58

£38
£33
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THE WOUNDED SAILORS' SIDECAR OUTING. A halt near Guildford.

->-•••-<-

THE ARBUTHNOT TROPHY.
A.C.U.. ADOPT "THE MOTOR CYCLE" SUGGESTION.

AT a meeting of the General Committee of the

Auto Cycle Union, held on the 6th inst., the

following resolutions were passed unanimously

:

1. That in order to perpetuate the memory o£ the
late Rear-Admiral Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart., C.B.,
M.V.O., and his association with the motor cycle

movement, a challenge trophy, to be known as " The
Admiral Arbuthnot Trophy," shall be put up, to be
run off annually under the competition rules of the
Auto Cycle Union, and to be competed for by any

" gentleman holding a commission in H.M. Naval Forces.

2. That the first competition shall be organised as

soon after the cessation of hostilities as possible, and
that the Competitions Committee of the A.C.U. should
be instructed to draw up the regulations.

3. That a fund be created for the purchase of a suit-

able trophy.

It was agreed that the trophy should take the form
of a statuette of the late Admiral, and that the regu-

lations should be drawn up as soon as possible, so that

no unnecessary time should be lost between the cessa-

tion of hostilities and the holding of the first com-
petition. In the meantime, Mr. T. W. Lough-
borough, the A.C.U. secretary, will be very glad to

receive donations to the fund for the purchase of the

trophy, and begs to announce that the following dona
tions have already been promised

:

Royal Automobile Club ... ...

Auto Cycle Union
Hendee Manufacturing Co
JNIessrs. Iliffe and Soils Ltd. (proprietors

The Motor Cycle.)

Temple Press ...

J. R. Nisbet, Esq. ...

Otto Thomas, Esq.
Rev. E. P. Greenhill
H. P. F. Harding, Esq
A. W. Torrington, Esq
W. H. Wells, Esq
Julian W. Orde, Esq.

£5 5
5 5

5 5

5 5
5 5
2 2

R.E. DESPATCH RIDERS
STATIONED NEAR
THE SUEZ CANAL.

All the men shown saw service

in Gallipoli. There are five

Triumphs and one Colonial

Douglas. Names from left to

right : Cpls. Middleton (stand-

ing), Talbot, Rounds, Gibson,

Wrightson (standing), 2nd Lt.

W. Murdoch, Cpls: Riley (stand-

ing), Jarvie, Taylor, and Webster
(standing). We have to thank
Lt. Murdoch for the photograph,

who, though in the picture, does

not belong to the D.R.'s.

B14
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THE SAILORS' SIDECAR OUTING.
Wounded Heroes of the Jutland Battle enjoy a Trip into Surrey.

Crossing Putney Heath.

A SULLEN sea and lowering sky.

Far out on the horizon the
smudges of smoke that betray the
presence of the grey sentinels

that guard these shores.

Aboard them there is a mighty silence

Broken only by the sharp ringing of the

telephonic controls. The Fleet is going
into action. Boom ! boom !—long-drawn-
out muttering of heavy guns. The
enemy has opened the ball. It is at last

Der Tag.
Around the Fleet fountains of foam

spring up as if from a hundred whales
that have suddenly spouted.

Men stripped to the waist, bootless,

with their wide trousers rolled well up
to their knees, handle their mighty
weapons. Enclosed in- their steel turrets

they sail into the fight. Crash goes a
(15in. Crash ! crash ! crash ! follow its

sisters. Crash, and yet again and again
crash and bellow and crash—crescendoes
of mighty sound, deafening, terrifying,

stupendous spasms of noise, leaping up
and up the scale of frightful discord,

never-ending hideousness that swells and
swells into one great devastating roar.

An appalling crash that leaps into the

smoke and stuns even the smashing
sound of our own great guns. A shell

has burst in the aft barbette. There,

there is death, death and hideous appal-

ling wounds, a welter of blood and agony,
of wire, steel and twisted framework.

That is one aspect. Now look on this.

A quiet and gracious pla<:e it is, and lies

in the pleasant pastures of wooded
Surrey. An old, old place. A building

of bygone days set upon fair lawns and

Mr. Walter Davidson, one of the American

directors of the Harley-Davidson Co. Mr.
Davidson and his colleague, Mr. J. A. Stone,

are on a special visit to this country.

surrounded by stately trees. The voices

of fair women and the laughter of little

children, intermingled with the deep
tones of those brave fellows who took
part in the scene first described.

The first scene was in the battle

off Jutland, the second in the outing
given by the Harley-Davidson Motor Co.

to wounded sailors. And now as to the
outing itself.

A Prompt Start.

Starting promptly from the Old Palace
Yard at Westminster Abbey, a fleet of

fifty Harley-Davidson sidecar combina-
tions weigh anchor at 12.15 p.m. with
its sailor passengers for Sutton Place,

the residence of Lord Northcliffe, who
kindly placed his grounds at the disposal

of Messrs. Harley-Davidson for the fUe.
A delightful run was anticipated, and

those anticipations were fulfilled. No-
thing could have been more delightful,

and the weather was perfect. AH too

soon the long line of sidecars and their

attendant cars' passed through the

pleasant villages of Esher, Cobham, and
Ripley, the sailors receiving many a
salute^ and heartening cheer from the

passers-by and inhabitants.

The first stop was made just outside

the entrance to Sutton Place, and here
the whole cortege halted, and was photo-
graphed, to the huge delight of the sailor

passengers.
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The Sailors' Sidecar Outing.—

An amusing incident occurred as the
sidecars turned in at tlie park entrance.
A large carthorse, evidently taking it

into his head to join in the tun, acceler-

ated down the drive on top speed.
'' Throw a hawser to him. Bill," shouted
one of the sailors.

After lining up, both passengers and
drivers adjourned to get rid of " the dust
of battle," as one jolly Tar put it, and
so on into lunch, which was served in a
large_marquee. One hundred and twelve
people sat down to this, and an. excellent
lunch it was, and enjoj'ed to the full by
the guests. Gusts of laughter, the pop-
ping of corks, and the clatter of knives
showed what- a trencherman Jack is.

Arbuthnot, who went down with his ship,

the Defence, in particular. There was
to be an Arbuthnot Trophy Cup, which
was only to be competed for among the
members of His Majesty's Senior Service

—the Royal Navy.
He told an amusing incident he had

heard coming down. The -little son of

Fleet-Surgeon Stewart, who was in one
of the cars following" the sidecars, pointed
out to him the stream of sidecars, and
said; " It must be very nice to be in

one of those little boats, but I should
much rather be in this big cruiser."

Sgt. Smethurst, of the Marines; in
returning thanks, informed the company
in general that the best way, to his
thinking, was to give three cheers. When

JULY 13th, IQ16.

we had taken our hands from our ears,

Sgt. Smethurst had gracefully sat down
—all good luck to him.

Fleet-Surgeon Stewart then spoke, and
proposed the toast of ''The H.D. Co.,"

who, he said, had spared no trouble in

making that a memorable day for the

sailors.

A Medical Opinion.

He stated, with medical authority, that

motor runs accelerated the convalescence

of the wounded by 25%,. and that when-
the men got back they ought to be
ready to be discharged.
Mr. Walter Davidson said that he felt

rather chary of taking a sidecar com-
bination down, as the rules of the road
wei'e so different in America, but (said

he) he had risked it, and had arrived
safely and had not causfed more wounds.
AJter lunch a musical eiitertainment

was provided, to the great and un-
restrained delight of the guests. This
was over all too. soon, as Mr. Masters,
the^ organising secretary, informed us
that the hospital authorities insisted
upon the return of the sailora by 5.15.
At 4.15 the order was, passed round,
" All aboard. " " Whei-e's my chauffeur ?

"

was the call, and so, to the music "of
many bubbling exhausts, the fleet got
under way again for home, which was
reached safely at 5.30, both sailors and
guests cheering to the echo. The last
call from those brave boys as they dis-
appeared from our view was, " Are we
downhearted?" and our answer was
" No !

" Well, are we?

Wounded heroes ot

the Jutland naval

battle were enter-

tained on Saturday

last to a sidecar

outing to Lord
Nortfccliffe's estate.

The top view shows
the procession pass-

ing the Hut Hotel

at Wisley.

At the lunch were present Mr. Walter
Davidson, president of the Barley- „
Davidson Co., and his colleague, Mr. J.

Centre:

A. Stone; Mr. Duncan Watson, director The cross roads at
of the London Board of the Harley-
Davidson Co. ; Fleet-Surgeon Stewart,
R.N., the Admiralty representative; afid
Mr. Otto Thomas (The Motor Cycle),
chairman of the A.C.U.

The Toasts.

The first toast, that of "The King,"
was proposed by Mr. Duncan Watson,
and was drunk after the whole of the
guests had sung the National Anthem.
Mr. Duncan Watson, in his speech that
followed, pointed out that motor cycling
had always been associated with the
Navy, and with Rear Admiral Sir Robert

Bottom:

Passing through

Esher.

i_ - '^^^ t i^slil^'^^
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PETROL ECONOMY.

"^

Now that the price of petrol is so high, we were
naturally vfery interested to hear, when recently

at the A.J.S. works at Wolverhampton, that

the makers were utilising coal gas as a fuel for running-

engines when bemg tested on the bench. We were
told that the power and speed were not quite so good
as when petrol was used, but the results obtained were
quite satisfactory, as the comparative results were much
the same, while the saving of trouble and mess was
^uite considerable.

The method of supplying -the gas is simple in the
extreme. A large main gas supply pipe runs along
the back of the test bench, and small branch pipes are

taken off and lead direct to the engines. At the

induction pipe entrance a bunsen burner attachment
is fitted up, so that the quality of the -mixture can be

adjusted when necessar)', while the speed may be varied

by turning on or off the gas supply.

At first the gas was' introduced directly into the

ordinary carburetter. This worked quite satisfactorily

but was not quite so convenient as the present arrange-

ment. The engines show no signs of overheating, and
start quite satisfactorily on the gas. We saw two
engines running in this manner, one a 2^ h.p. single,

the other a 4 h.p. twin, and both appeared to run

with perfect regularity.

AN A.B.C. IMPROVEMENT.
FEW firms are more up-to-date or progressive than

A.B.C. Motors, Ltd. They have succeeded in

producing one of the most ingenious and original,

and at the same time practical, machines at present

on the market, and only an excess of Government work
prevents their supplying these to the~ public.

The latest development is the introduction of a new
_ type of hub which contains two internal expanding
brakes working independently, one of which is actuated

from the handle-bar and the other by the pedal. The
brake drum foims part of the hub, and thus the

tendency to unscrew that arises with screwed-in brake
drums is avoided. The brakes are made of a cast

aluminium alloy, lined with Raybestos and provided
with hardened steel plates where the cams m.ake con-

tact. It will -be noticed that the brake drum is ribbed

so as to assist cooling. Another point of interest in

connection with this hub is that two separate and dis-

tinct transmission shock absorbers are fitted.

A.B.C. brake drum. The left view shows drum and sprocket in

position, while that on the right shows the drums detached and

the manner of their working side by side.
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THE AUTO CYCLE UNION REPORT.
Useful Work in Connection with Recruiting and Taxes.

BELOW we give extracts from the
report of the Management Com-
mittee of the Auto Cycle Union,

dealing with the work accomplishea
during the first half of 1916.

Membership.

Having regard to the unprecedented
conditions, the membership, with the
exception of that of the Affiliated Clubs,
may be considered satisfactory.

Finance.

As will be gathered from the report on
membership the receipts from subscrip-

tions are satisfactory, amounting to over
75% of the estimated income from tliis

. source for the year. Receipts from other
sources are also up to expectations. On
the expenditure side further reductions
under every heading, as compared with
last year, were made when preparing, the
1916 Budget, and it has been found pos-

sible to work to these figures. The
Insurance Department has also succeeded
in paying its way.

Recruiting.

Up to within the last few weeks the

staff has been busily engaged in recruit-

ing for the Motor Cyclist Section, R.E.
ilr. Loughborough's scheme of a Central
Office to co-ordinate the work of the

various , local '" Reserve Committees "

proved invaluable, and gradually became
so automatic in working that it was
taken over by the military authorities,

whilst at the same time the introduction

of universal military service eliminated

the majority of Jhe difficulties that had
faced those who have endeavoured so

successfully to find the right m«n for this

special branch of the Army. Since the

Central Office was established in .January

804 recruits were "finally approved,"
whilst during this period 1,779 applicants

were interviewed, and some 3,400 applica-

tions by letter were dealt with. In con-

nection with this matter letters of

appreciation and thanks were received

from the War OfEce"->and from the Signal

Service, R.E.

Legislation.

The recent proposals, now happily
withdrawn, for increased taxation of

motor cycles called for energetic action

on the part of the Union. Within a

few hours of the Chancellor's announce-
ment on April 4th, the Secretary was in

consultation with Treasury officials, and
for some considerable time thereafter,

both independently and in collaboration

with the Ro3'al Automobile Club, every
effort was made to convince the Govern-
ment that, particularly as regards motor
cycles, the proposed taxes were most
unfair. A complete statement of the
arguments for and against taxation was
submitted to the Government before
the end of April, from which the fol-

lowing paragraph is extracted :
" The

above two methods of gradation are
suggested in place of the proposed
Treasury Eating Rule, and as more
likely to be accepted at the present time
than would any scheme of taxation
involving a revision of the whole of the
' carriage duties.' The Auto Cycle
Union would, however, take this oppor-
B22

tunity of urging the early reconsidera-

tion of all such taxes, and would strongly

recommend a merely nominal tax—for
statistical purposes—on all horse-drawn
or m.echanically-'propelled vehicles with-
out exception, coupled with a tax—for
revenue purposes—based on ton-mileage,
e.g., a petrol tax or a tyre tax."

This statement was reviewed in the
Westminster Gazette of May 9th as

follows :
" The Auto Cycle Union is the

only organisation which has had the
courage to tell Mr. McKenna the truth
about it. In his statement the secretary
(Mr. T. W. Loughborough) makes it -

ckar that the formula is not a true
measure of horse-power ; that it has no
relation to the purchase price of either
new or second-hand machines ; that it

is inapplicable for technical reasons, and
gives a very unfair comparison of horse-
power between cars and motor bicycles

;

and, further, that it forces manufac-
turers to adopt one type of engine to
the exclusion of other equally meritorious
designs."

Furthermore, the services of an M.P.
were secured to represent, if necessary,
the views of the Union in debate. The
-following is taken from the Secretary's"
letter to this gentleman, dated May
25th : "I have been carefully consider-
ing the amendment to the Finance Bill
which you suggested I should frame, and
I have no doubt whatever in ray own
mind that the proper course the Govern-
ment should pursue would be to delete
Clause 11 in its entirety and to sub-
stitute therefor an increased tax on
petrol."

It is probable that the action taken
by the Auto Cycle Union in this matter
directly influenced the Government to
abandon the increased licence duties.

PetroL

Close touch is being kept with develop,
raents of this important question, and the
interests of the private motor cyclist are
being safeguarded as far as possible.

Insurance Department.

The business done by this

department has naturally
been affected by the war, but
in spite of the unfavourable
conditions a considerable per-

centage of members continue
to take advantage of the
recommended policy, whilst
over three hundrejj new
members have this year
availed themselves of the
concession granted to full

policy holders.

The particularly valuable
arbitration clause in the
policy has resulted in three
disputes being submitted to

the Union for settlement.

Annual Handbook.
A supplement to the 1915-16

Touring Guide has recently
been issued to all . members.
It was found impracticable
to produce a 1916-17 edition
of tile Handbook on the
former comprehensive lines,

but the supplement wUl be

found to contain all essential information

not comprised in the 1915-16 volume.

Touring and Legal Departments.
The work of these departments, con-

ducted for the Union by the Royal
Automobile Club, has considerably

lessened, particularly that in connection

with touring. Approximately three

hundred applications for advice as to

routes. Customs duties, shipping, etc.

(and these largely from members con-

nected with the Services), have been
dealt with, whilst there have been
handed to the Legal Department about
one hundred applications for free legal

defence or advice.

THE EASTING SIDECAR
HOOD Af>rD SCREEN.

WE have now had an opportunity of

seeing and trying the Easting
sidecar screen and hood in its

finished state. A photograph of the

screen alone and a sketch of the complete
article were reproduced on page 14 of our

last issue, but it was not till the middle
of last week that Mr. Easting had the

complete scheme in being. The front

screen is formed slightly concave, and
is supported on brackets in such - a

manner that it -may be swung to one
side to allow of easy entrance to the
sidecar. The screen alone affords excel-

lent protection from the _ wind, and
during our run no difficulty was experi-

enced in lighting a cigarette while

travelling at 20 m.p.h.
With the celluloid side panels and

waterproof top an absolutely stormproof'

sidecar is obtained. We found that

when entirely closed the body was. quite

comfortable, though communication with
the driver was by no means easy. A
good feature is that, if the weather is.

not sufficiently bad to warrant the whole
cover being fitted, one side panel only
can be fitted, so giving protection on
whichever side the wind is blowing.

Easting screen and hood tor sidecars, which results' ia a

completely enclosed seat for the passenger. Theicompotient

parts are light and quickly put together.
''

'
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should bo addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertiord Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

r Steam Motor Cycles.

, Sir,—I am at present engaged in designing a steam motor
cycle, and, having a large workshop in which I can work,
would be glad to hear of anyone interested and willing to
experiment with me. F. BARTHORP.
^Letters addressed to Mr. Barthorp, c/o The Editor, will

be forwarded.

—

Ed.]

The Consumption of Automatic Carburetters.

.Sir,—I am glad that-"Ixion" excepts the Binks three-
jet from his remarks about being extravagant, as I use
this carburetter on a 1913 ftforgan (8 h.p. J.A.P.), and find
it very economical.
After careful tuning I can obtain fifty-five miles per

gallon, London riding, and can go dead slow on top gear,
and also get a violent acceleration.
The jets used are 00, 3, and 6, which might be of some

use to the readers of your excellent journal.
B. J. BESWICK.

The Cost of Running a Motor Cycle.
Sir,— X beg to submit a statement showing the total cost

(running and otherwise) of a 1909 3i h.p. motor cycle, which
I bought in January, 1914, and sold again in January, 1916.

^ Cost per Mile
in pence.

Mileage 10,000
Cost Price of machine ....
Kepairs .• Bought at date
New Inner Tube of purchase of
New Tyre machine.
Spare Parts, Tools, etc. ... _

-Sidecar (for the last nine months only) '. 50

Rs. a.

300 o
25 o

Deduct Selling Price
425
410

Depreciation
, 15 o

Running Repairs (includes reboring cylinder.
fitting new piston, bushes, etc.) 87 11

One New Tyre 26- 8
One New Belt . . . . '.

.
'. 18 o

Petrol (iiSJ gallons). Oil, etc 133 6
Interest on Rs. 425 at 4% per annum 34 o

Totol Cost "^
3U 5

0.0240

0.1403
0.0424
0.0283
0.2134
0.0544

0.5033

The actual mileage was 9,957, but as this figure alters the
total cost per mile by 0.0022 of a penny onjy, the mileage
of 10,000 was taken for the sake of convenience.

I have included every item I can think of in order to
increase the cost per mile to a figure nearer the average (say
3d.), but even then it is only just over a halfpenny. If
the depreciation had been nearer the theoretical figure of
Rs. 100, the cost would have been increased to 0.6633
pence per mile only. PHUT-PHUT.
Bombay.

Prompt Satisfaction.

Sir,—Very often when reading your valued paper, which,
by the way, took a great part in making me a motor cyclist,
I have been struck by the complaints made in the corre-
spondence columns regarding the treatment of customers by
certain motor cycle firms. Can you find room for an appre-
ciation of at least one?

I am a thoroughly satisfied rider of a Premier 1914 3^ h.p.
machine, which I run regularly with a Swan sidecar, not
a lightweight either. Some time since I sent the machine

down for an overhaul, and in assembling the back wheel a

ball got in between the axle and hub, scoruig them botli

badly, and the pieces of steel it scored off wore the cones

and balls. I wrote the Coventry Premier Cycle Co., and
they sent me by return a new axle, cones, and balls com
plete, apologising tor such a thing occurring, but explaining

how difficult things were in the labour way just at present

When I came to reassemble the hub I found the cups were
also badly worn. Again I wrote the company, and then

they asked me to send them the wheel and they would
replace them and do all that wanted doing, and as the fault

was theirs they would pay carriage hoth ways (which goes

beyond their guarantee), and get the work done at once. I

sent the wheel off on Monday morning, June 19th, and

received it back on Thursday morning, June 22nd, put in

proper order, even a broken spoke being replaced, and

securely packed in a crate. In these days of grumbles and
complaints and difficulties with labour, it is refreshing to

meet a firm which carries out its obligations in so prompt
a manner without any quibbling or bother, and I think some
of the others would do well to take a leaf from its book.

I may say that whenever I have written the Premier Co.

for information they have always replied promptly, although

I bought my machine second-band. The usual disclaimer.

J. H. ABELL.

A Ha'p'orth of Tar.

Sir,—Just lately I had the misfortune to witness one,

and take part in another, breakdown, which, with a little

care and forethought in the construction of the respective

motor cycles, should not have occurred. In both cases the

frame had snapped near the junction of the tubing in front

of, and of that immediately above, the engine. This tubing,

which takes all the strain, had snapped like a carrot an
inch below the joint.

I am assured by a practical motor engineer that for the

cost of sixpence or a shilling the tubing concerned could

be made sufficiently stout to withstand the road strain neces-

sarily impcsed upon it.

I do not think it would be fair to name the two makes
concerned, as there are probably others equally as bad, but
as a keen motor cyclist I regret that for the sake of a
shilling or so a motor cycle should be made a danger trap

on a rough road. LUPUM HABEO.

Average Speed.

Sir,—I am amazed at the letter signed A. Ceilings in last

week's issue of The Motor Cycle. Mr. CoUings says that he
rode from London to Pontypridd, 176 miles, in 6h. 10m. ;

that is to say, at 29 m.p.h. on the average, and, of course, a
good deal faster than that in parts of the journey. It is

plain, even to one who knows but little about motor
cycling, that the danger of accidents, resulting sometimes
in injury to limbs, sometimes in death, varies directly
with the speed at which motor cycles are ridden. It is also
plain that in order to make it certain that motor cycle riding
should cause 710 bad accidents the riding of motor cycles
would have to be stopped altogether. If the speed limit
were 8 m.p.h. it is as certain as a thing of the sort can be
that during the year at least one child would be run over.
The makers of our laws in their wisdom, or folly, have

said, " We will do away with the old law which forbade the
riding or driving of machines impelled by any power except-
ing human muscles on the high roads, but, as the introduo-
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tion of mechanically driven machines brings in a new element
of danger, and as the danger is greater the more quickly
these machines go, we do it on condition that they shall
nerer go more quickly than ' n ' m.p.h." At present the law
has fixed "n" at 20. It a man rides at more than 20 m.p.h.
he is breaking the law, and lie is making it a little bit more
likely that he will kill or injure some child or someone who
suddenly comes into the road from an unsuspected cross-road,
or some maa on a walking tour who has lain down by the
roadside to rest during the heat of the afternoon, and
jumps up awakened by the noise of the car, and is maimed
for life before either he or the man with the car can say
"Jaok Robinson."
Of course, nonei of these sad things do happen to the

great majority of those who habitually break the speed limit,

but they do happen now. and then. And what I want to
ask Mr. A. Collings and a host of other motor cycle riders is,

" I.» it quite honourable to break the law when it does not
please you to observe it, when all the time you are taking
advantage of the fact that the law lias been altered so as to
allow you to ride a motor cycle on the highway at all?"

WILLIAM THOMPSON.

Sir,—I have just been reading- a letter by Mr. Osborne
Blythe in 5'our issue of April 13th.

I see he is most emjihatic in his disbelief that an average
of 45 m.p.h. is possible in England. He is, I imagine, the
owner of an excellent touring machine with touring bars.

Personally, I wouldn't risk my neck riding any machine
without semi-T.T. bars at anything like speed.

1 would like to mention a few averages I have done.

I don't expect Mr. Blythe to believe them, or anyone else

for that matter.
I remember when I was a cadet at Sandhurst in pre-war

days doing the fifteen miles from Brooklands to Sandhurst,
most of which is along a winding lane bordered by high
liedges, in alarming time. I had half an hour to get back
and parade for a French examination. I was in my seat in

the hall on time, but my hands trembled so that my writing
was not good. The machine was a racing Rudge—a beauty.
Another time I rode from Sandhurst to Lichfield with a

passenger on the carrier in six hours. We stopped for

lunch, after which we had a stroll at Henley, and at

Coventry I went to look up my brother who was in the
Daimler works, and had tea with 4iim, With the same
passenger I rode from Lichfield to Holyhead, non-stop, in

under the four hours. The machine was a T.T. Rudge
Multi, 500 c.c.

I have a road racing 7-9 h.p. Indian now which I have
tuned up. I lightened the pistons in the usual way, and
also removed the baffle plate of the front cylinder. The
other night, bright moonlight, I rode 90^ miles over the
road in Ih. 34m.

I might point out that here (India) the roads are practi-

cally dead straight and quite open ; in short, when they
are clear, as they are at night, it is track, riding, and one
can go all out.

I did this time for a bet, and was timed by two friends,

over the Sialkit-Lahore road.

I wonder will one of your readers credit this?
Si.iLKiT, Punjab. J. TIDMARSH, -Lt.

Fast Stretches.

Sir,

—

Re fast stretches, I notice that "B.A.T." says
there are only two comers on the Cambridge and New-
market road that a car cannot take at 60 m.p.h. Has
"B.A.T." any idea what 60 m.p.h. is really like round even
the slightest corner in a car ?

If "B.A.T." -were to think a little more, he would find

that there are at least six corners or bends in the said road
that a, car could not possibly take at 60 m.p.h.

'

RUDGE.

. Piston Tap or What ?

Sir,—I have had the same trouble with my 1912 Triumph.
When going over 35 m.p.h. it started tapping, as though
it had a loose gudgeon pin, and then slowed down to ten

miles an hour, and would not climb a small bridge.
After examining the engine, and finding nothing loose or

bioken, I fitted a new plug, which stopped all the tapping,
and the machine will now go any speed and up any hill

without trouble. A. GOMERSALL.

. Petrol Waste.

Sir,—Having seen several letters in your excellent paperj
on petrol wastage, I am writing to point out what seems]
to me to be a very unnecessary use of the precious spirit.

1

I refer to the number of motor onmibuses which one se^si

standing in the approaches to London railway termini with.'

their engines running, in some cases at quite a high speed.

Two examples I have in mind are those of Victoria and
London Bridge stations, where there are seldom fewer than
eight 'buses standing, and frequently many more.

Surely it would not be a great hardship for the drivers
to switch off when arriving and start up again when ready
to go, 'arid so save a very considerable amount of petrol.

ERIC E. HART.

A Silly Act.

Sir,—On the Chester Road near'Stonebridge I was resting

by the roadside when three testers came along on two-
.stroke machines. The leader looked curious in the distance,

and seemed as if his hat were over his face. To my surprise,

he was riding backwards, his handle-bars behind him. He
nodded' to me as he passed at 20 m.p.h., and that threw
him out and upset his balance. His bicycle ran up the
bank, down again, and wobbled across the road, and the
rider, evidently forgetting his position, tried, to steer his

back wheel, and ran up the opposite bank. No damage was
done, although he narrowly escaped being run over by his

two companions. He then rode to the top of the hill, turned
his machine, got on again backwards, and came blinding
along at, I should think, 25 m.p.h. 5036.

[We publish the above letter, not because we share our
correspondent's admiration for the rider referred to, but
because we hope it may be a warning to others to avoid
such pernicious practices. The rider endangered not only
his own neck, which may be of small consequence, but
also the life and limbs of anyone who might have been
using the road in a proper manner. We trust that the'

police will rigorously put down dangerous driving of this

kind.—Ed.]

Spring.^Frame Design.

Sir,—Being a motor cyclist and reader of your -valuable
paper for over eight years, I thought the following par-

ticulars of my spring frame would be of some interest

to you.

Having an old Minerva 2| h.p,

I decided to try an idea, which
The main
engine and back ^1%
pivoting in front ^^
venting a n y \^

machine at my disposal,

I have since protected,
features are that the
wheel vpork together,
of the engine and pre-
uneven tension on the

An old machine that has been fitted with a spring frame. See letter

from Mr. Herbert O. Troman

belt. There is no knee movement, body and limb? moving
together. Flexible petrol and oil pipes are fitted, and when
only three bolts are removed the working parts are free

from the rest of the frame for griiiding valves or any other

repair. I have ridden the machine for the past four months,
very often with my brother on the carrier. It has proved
very satisfactory. HERBERT 0. TROMAN.
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The New Road at

Holne Chase,

near Ashburton.

(1) The hairpin corner which

has been done away with.

(2) The newly cut road on
the right of the bridge.

(3) The old road, now blocked,

and the new road on the left.

The numbers on the illustrations correspond to the numbers on the map reproduced below.

TO motor cyclists Ashburton is perliaps the best

"known of the principal " gates " to Dartmoor.
It is on the main road from Exeter to Ply-

mouth, and has figured in many of the long-distance

reliability trials. The town has a long and interesting

history, and in 1285 was made a 'Stannary Town in

connection with the Dartmoor tin industry—that is, a

town where the miners had their tin weighed and a

. sort of hall-mark affixed. The other Stannary towns
were Chagford, Plyrapton, and Tavistock. The
brothers Lysons, who wrote their Magna Britannia

in 1822, state " that there had been nothing peculiar

in the government of Devonshire as a district from
that of the rest of the kingdom, except that of the

Stannary Laws, which have been in force from an early

period in the mining' district in the south-west part of

the county." The Stannary parliaments were at first

held in the open air upon an elevated spot, about six

miles from Ashburton,

known as Crockern Tor.
" Till within the memory
of man the commission
was opened and the jurors

sworn upon this spot,

after which the court

was adjourned to one of
the Stannary towns.

'

'

In later centuries Ash-
burton was an important
wool centre.

The town contains an

ancient grammar school

and -a church, said to

have been founded in

l?/^a-je

Sketch map showing new and old roads at Holne Bridge. Positions

from which the three photographs reproduced aliove were taken are

shown by the numbers.

1 137. The present building, which includes a fine

tower 90ft. in height, dates from the fifteenth century,

with some remains of earlier work.

These- objects are easily missed by riders of the

present day who just " pass through," and to a casual

observer there does not appear to be much of mterest

in the town. The most noticeable object is a large

golden lion above the portico of the principal hotel,

which catches the eye on the near side as soon as the

main street is entered. Another sign, not nearly so

obvious, is a small equestrian figure on the ridge of

an old house on the opposite side. This was the sign

which interested travellers in the seventeenth century.

During the Civil War it indicated a s'afe refuge for

the Cavaliers of the army of Charles I. Whether or

not these curious little signs were ever numerous does

not appear to be known. Another remains at Totnes,

eight miles further along the main road, and one still

exists on a fine Eliza-

bethan house at the top

of Exeter's steep Fore
• Street.

But it is doubtful if

the competitors in the

Jarrott Cup and similar

events gave much thought

to antiquities as they

passed through Ashbur-

ton ; what most probably

occupied their minds was
the knowledge that about

two miles distant, lay

the local terror known as

Holne Chase. In the

B27
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ride this

Extinction of a Dartmoor " Hairpin."—
days of fixed gears and less tractable engines than

was certainly a name with

First a sharp left-hand turn

concealed bridge, which spans

gave warning that something

we now
which to conjure.

over a narrow and
the gurgling Dart,

was doing, and before one had time to recover from
one's surprise another left-hander swung one -clear of

the bridge and opened up a vista of about one

hundred yards, apparently quite choked by a collec-

tion of all the motor cycle enthusiasts of the neigh-

bourhood, to say nothing of their " crocks " and
female impedimenta lined along the hedges. A shout

or a rattle above, caused by the failure of another

competitor, gave warning that Devon's most notable
" hairpin '.' was at hand, and almost before you
realised it j'ou were foot slogging around its i in 3
gradient ; with a bit of luck you struggle round and
up, up, you go only to come to grief a few hundred
yards^ further on, when your hot engine positively jibs

at a still steeper specimen of a typical Devon main -

road. •
Those competitors who were compelled to make

several attempts at this bit of the course probably

carried away some recollections of the beauties of this

delightful spot, and will perhaps recognise it from the

accompanying photographs. They may also experi-

ence a difficulty in finding their bearings. The fact is

the erstwhile terror has been superseded by a broad,

almost flat road of no "negotiable" interest, which

hears to the right after crossing the bridge.

FIRST TRIAL OF THE YEAR IN

THE CAPE PROVINCE.

SCENES IN THE SEVENTY MILES [

RELIABILITY TRIAL HELD BY
I HE CAPE PENINSULA M.C.C. ON

- ASCENSION DAY.

The New Road.
Since those days of real excitement, when machines

called for actual skill in driving, the mechanical
engineer has provided" gears, clutches,, and engines

capable of making fun of the gradients and twists

which at one time inspired us with real terror. Con-
sequently Holne Chase has been deprived of much of

its interest. Nevertheless, many will regret that the

hand of the improver has been let loose on such an
old friend. True, the hairpin still exists, but its

terrors are "preserved"—^like the best fishing. As
will -be seen from illustration No. i a gateway is in

course of erection across its mouth. No. 2 shows the

alternative road which has been cut on the right-hand

side of the bridge, and No. 3 shows where this new
road debouches on to the old. This also is blocked by

a gate bearing the legend " Private road "—second
only in its aggressiveness to the sign " Trespassers

will be prosecuted." The corners of the bridge have
also been eased : improvements which will undoubtedly
appeal to the "scorcher" and the drivers of

" peregrinating drawing rooms " with isftr wheel-

bases, but the alterations will
, be regretted by lovers

of the picturesque and by many an old competitor.

Some compensation is, however, gained in the fact

that the new road, which has been well carried -out,

promises to -be very pretty, and it certainly opens up:

a charming view of the River Dart as it tumbles and;

foams along over the granite boulders which in vaini

attempt to obstruct it in its scamper to the sea. -

H. Tapley Soper.

Sss='*»»
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(Top) J. F. Smuts (3|- h.p. P. and M. sidecar) leaving the luncheon control. (Left) Different ways of tackling a drift. ' (Right) -The

i""""*""'
J- Roylowski (6 h.p. Enfield sidecar), passing the timekeeper at the summit of test hill. Second and third places were secured

by W. McFarlane (6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar) and G. W. Prillevitz (6 h.p. Enfield sidecar) respectively. McFarlane is shown pushing his machini
through the water on the left.
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A selection ot questions of general interest received from readers and our replies tnerelo. All questions should be addressed to the Editor,
'

' The Motor Cycle,

"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal '* in the left-hand comeroE envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Registration Fee.

I have been charged £1 for

the registration of a motor cycle
and sidecar. Would you please
inform me if this is the proper
charge, as I was under the

impres.sion the registration of a com-
bination was the same as for a motor
cycle, i.e., 5s.?—G.E.B.

The proper charge for the registration
)f a motor cycle is 5s. The sidecar is

lot to be counted ; you cannot register
t sidecar.

iicence for Motor Cycle used for Business.

My wife has an Auto-wheel.?Is it necessary for her to pay a
licence if she has her name,

-^ business, and address on the
machine? She is an enquiry

agent for a firm of furniture dealers,
and uses the motor entirely for busi-
ness.—E.L.

There is no exemption for a machine of
.his kind. Exemption from tlie local
a.xation licence can only be obtained if a
nachiue is used solely and entirely for
.he transport of goods and mercliandise,
md is fitted with a box for this purpose,
m which the owner's name and address
ire painted in letters not less than one
pch in height.

Driving Hints.

I should be grateful if you
would reply to the two following
questions, since as a novice they
have puzzled me considerably.
lM,y machine is a 1916 model

5-6 h.p. twin combination with three-
speed gear box. (1.) Running down
liill with the throttle closed and the
engine in top gear, using the compres-
sion of the engine as a brake, when
the machine slows down at the bottom
can I open the throttle on the top
gear, or must I change to a lower gear?
(2.) When in trafEc, will it hurt the
machine to use the foot brake to slow
up, or must the brake be used only

j.
when the clutch is out?—E.W.V.

1.) It all depends upon the speed at
l.^iich you are travelling. If you have
jilowed down to the speed at which the
j;econd gear should be engaged, then you
jihould drop into second. If, however,
jrou have not slowed down too much,
jnerely open the throttle, perhaps ease
.he clutch aa you do so to take some

of the strain off when picking up speed.
(2.) It is better to shut off the engine
and apply the foot brake or ease the
clutch. You might close the throttle and
then apply the brake without taking
out the clutch until the engine has been
brought to that pace at which it would
be naturally running according to the
degree of throttle opening. What we
mean is that if you shut off the throttle
suddenly the machine will continue to
run for some distance before settling
down to the speed obtainable from that
particular degree of throttle opening

;

therefore you may use your brake so as
to decelerate the machine more rapidly.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

Tlie proprietors of this journal, being fully in

accord with the recommendations asreed

upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured

in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation, either during or after the war.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

Long Induction Pipe.

The carburetter on my 1913^ twin being worn out, I have had

'f fitted a new 1916 model of the

-U same make. This being bigger

and of different design it could not

be fitted close up to the induction pipe,

which had to be provided with an

extension, with the result that the jet

is now about Tin. from the junction of

the induction pipes. Using a No. 29

jet aa before, I find that now (1) I

cannot get slow running. (2.) It will

not take more than half throttle, even
with all air shut off. Would you tell

me if these phenomena are due to the

distance between the jet and the induc-

tion pipes, and if so, whether they can

be cured by a larger jet—say No. 32?
—D.J.

(1.) We do not think that fitting the
carburetter so far from the engine has
the effect of preventing the petrol from
vaporising properly. We should, how-
ever, recommend you to try the effect of

a warming pipe fitted with a funnel-

shaped end, taking hot air from one of

the cylinders direct into the carburetter.

It might also be advisable to try the

effect of the next size larger and the

next size smaller jets. (2.) It is seldom
possible to open the throttle half way
without opening the air lever to suit.

Indeed, if it were possible, the carbu-
retter would be out of adjustment and
a smaller choke required. The latter

would effect easier starting.

Running on ParafBn.

Now petrol is such a price I

^ shall be glad if you wiU tell me
> what alterations (if any) are
-2J required in order that I may use

paraffin. I use a Senspray
carburetter with a 27 jet.—C.A.P.

To get a motor bicycle to run really well

on paraffin is a difficult matter. The
great thing to do is to get the paraflin

to vaporise as well as possible. The
vaporisation can be aided by fitting a
funnel close up against the radiating fins

.
and conducting the hot air obtained

therewith direct to the fixed air intake

to the carburetter. This helps matters
a little. The engine, of course, must be
started first of all on petrol, as, until

warm, it will not rim on paraffin. Unless
the combustion is perfect, there is an
excess of carbon deposit, fouling of the
valves, subsequently causing pre-ignition.

Also it is well to lower the compi-ession.

Belt Slip in Wet Weather.

Will you be so good as to tell

me a real cure for belt slip in

wet ? On Saturday I had to ride

fifty miles in heavy rain, and
could only dodder along at

12 m.p.h., because the engine raced

under more thVottle. I wiped the belt

several times, but it was not until the
rain stopped after forty-five miles that

I could do anything like the usual pace.

The belt was properly tight and the

proper size for the pulley. It is just

when it is wet and you really want to

move _that this annoying thing happens.

Can you help me?—C.A.C.S.
It you use a rubber belt the only remedy
is +t shield the belt from the wet, unless

you are prepared to fit a large counter-

shaft pulley. Of course, in wet weather
rubber belts are notoriously bad in this

respect, and if you ride in all weathers
it is better to have a leather belt to use

on these occasions.

SPECIAL NOTICE,—Copie of this lournal nmy tww only oe sent to neutral cininlrics in America and Ajnca i^ poaieU irect rr&rn the

office of the publish-ers or by newsagents who have obta:incd permission from the War OffUx, as in the case of neiUrat European countries.

The vv-hlisliers of The Motof Cyot.,e huve obtained ihp. necessary permission and. co^.^^sequently. can post copies tor subscribers as- ufivai.
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Overheating and Knocking.

Will you please answer the
following questions about my 3i
li.p. machine, which is of recent
date : (1.) Why, when I start

out with sidecar and passenger,
is it that the machine goes excellently

for about two miles; but then begins
knocking violently, sometimes even
knocking until it stops, regardless of

- the position of the ignition and air

levers? The compression is excellent,

and the machii>e has only run about
300 miles since the cylinder and piston
were cleaned. Do you think this might
arise from worn hearings)? (2.) How is

the ball bearing secured on the pulley-
shaft, and how is the other secured in

the timing gear side of the crank case?
What means should be used to get the
one off the shaft, and the other out of

the crank case, as I have tried to
remove them, but did not use much
violence lest I should break something?
—A. Reader.

(1.) Your trouble sounds like overloading,
due to the use of too high a gear. It is

likely that the machine is suffering from
pre-ignition, which may be' due to over-

oiling having caused excessive carbonisa-

tion, or to the use of inferior quality

oil, or to the use of a plug the points

of which project too far into the cylinder.

Thin electrodes invariably heat up
quickly. (2.) The ball bearings are a

driving fit on the shaft. The best way
is to hit one off with a piece of brass and
a hammer. The crank case must, of

course, be divided.

Carburetter Adjustment.

I shall be obliged if you will

give me your advice on the
foHowing trouble I am experi-

encing with my 1913 model
3^ h.p. If the throttle is more

than half opened the engine starts

misfiring at once. This engine never
did run with the air lever more than
half open, due to the carburetter

having extra holes for racing purposes,
with a full size jet (40). The magneto
is apparently in perfect order and
clean, while the contact breaker is

clean and the points are properly

adjusted. A new plug has been fitted,

and the carburetter thoroughly cleaned.

The trouble has only recently appeared,
since the cylinder has been rebored, a

new piston fitted, and the compression
raised slightly by fitting a flat-topped

piston instead of a conoave-topped one
(this was done by the makers). The
machine starts very easily, and runs
well slowly ; the only trouble being
that it misfires with more than half

gas, in spite of any adjustment of the
air lever.—E.A.W.

The alterations to your engine may
have upset the carburetter adjustment.
You should, therefore, experiment with
different sized jets until you get better

results. The carburetter should stand the
throttle being fully opened. , It is just

possible that the present jet is too large.

As a matter of fact, misfiring on opening
the throttle is usually due to an impeded
How of petrol. We take it for granted
that you have ascertained that the petrol

feed pipe and carburetter passages are

clear. You might also make sure that

both your valve springs are in good con-

iition.

gear.

Economy.

I am greatly puzzled at the
high petrol consumption (50

ni.p.g.) of my 3^ h.p. Triumph
and sidecar combination, fitted

with a Sturmey-Archer hub
Most of my riding is done with-

out a passenger, and last winter the
consumption got as bad -as 40 m.p.g.,
but after careful tuning, etc., I have
only succeeded in getting 100 to 110
miles from a can of Taxibus. During
the last 200 miles I have been working
with a borrowed cylinder piston and
carburetter, but find the results still the
same. My top gear used to be 4|- to 1,

then 4^ to 1, and now is 4^ to 1, and I

usually ride at a comparatively low
engine speed, giving very little extra
air, although on hills I lower the gear,

increase the engine speed, and am able
to give half extra air without knocking.
Now some people advise me to lower
my top gear nearer to 5 to 1 ; others
-say that lowering the gear will make
matters worse. I have tried a smaller
jet, but find loss of power, and a larger
jet made matters worse.—H.G.

If you want to reduce your petrol con-
sumption give all the air the engine wiU
take and keep the petrol level fairly low.
We think you would get the best results

with a gear of 4| to 1 or even 5 to 1.

Generally speaking, you cannot get
economical running except by fitting a
smaller jet, which entails loss of power.
The only thing to do is to effect a com-
promise somehow—that - is, lose some
jiower and use less petrol. Also look
carefully for petrol leaks in the tank,
pipes, or carburetter. A little paraffin

mixed with the petrol will help you to

discover these.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"T.L.C." (Cranwell).—Wooler. Petrol

and oil consumption, reliability, etc.

"G.H." (Gateshead).—Suitable jet

sizes with a Binks three-jet carburetter

attached to 8 h.p. twin J. A. P. engine.

"C.S.W.R." (Melton Mowbray).—Suit-

ability of Searle unburstable inner tubes
for motor cycles. ''

jVLY I3ih, igi6.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
OuLTON Broad to Oldham.^R. E.G.

Oulton Broad, Loddon, Norwich, East
Dereham, Swaffham, King's Lynn, Long
Sutton, Fossdyke, Swineshead, Sleaforu,

Leadenham, Newark, -OUerton, Worksop,:
Sheffield, Ashopton, Glossop, Stalybridge'jl

Ashton, Oldham.

Bletohley to Aberystwyth.—H.C.
Bletchley, Buckingham, Aynho, Ded-

1

dington, Chipping Norton, Moreton-in-;
the-Marsh, Broadway, Evesham, Wor-
cester, Bromyard, Leominster, Kington,
New Radnor, Rhayader, Llangurig,
Pont-Erwyd, Aberystwyth. -

Farnborough to Leeds.—A. P.

. Farnborough, Bagshot, Ascot, Wind-
sor, Slough, Beaconsfield, Amersham,
Chesham, Tring, Dunstable, Westoning,
Ampthill, Bedford, Eaton Socon, Stilton,

Stamford, Grantham,, Newark, Tuxford,
Retford, Bawtry, Doncaster, near Ponte-
fract, Leeds.

Bristol to Carlisle.—J.E.T.

Bristol, Alveston, Gloucester, Tewke
bury, Worcester, Kidderminster, Bricl|

north, Wellington, Whitchurch, _ Ta
porley, Warrington, Wigan, PrestoH
Lancaster, Kendal, Penrith, Carlisle.

Carlisle to Bottrnemouth.—J.E.T.

By the route previously given as fl

as Gloucester, then go through Stroul
Nailsworth, Swainswick, Bath, Beckiiig
ton, Warminster, Longbridge, Dever
near Shaftesbury, Blandford, WTmborri
Bournemouth.

London to Dartmouth.—H.W.S.
London, Kingston, Esher, Cobhan

Ripley, Guildford, Hog's Back, Farnhan
Alton, Alresford, Kingsworthy, Wij
Chester, along the Southampton Road
Bassett, turn right by a pond for Shirle|
continuing through Totton, Cadna
Ringwood, Wimborne, Bere Regis, Dd
Chester, Bridport, Lyme Regis, Colyfori
Sidford, Exeter, Chudleigh, Newb
Abbot, Torquay, Paignton, Kingswea
Dartmouth.

i

EXEIVIPLIFYING THE PUBLICITY VALUE OF A SM.ART SIDECARRIER.

A Lea-Francis machine with an attractive body used by a Nottingham stationery fimi.
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.While the leading

variable gear, the

Sturmey - Archer,
is devoting most of

its output to the

army needs-, there

are a few points for

ordinary motor cy-

clists to think over.

Consider the experience behind the
Sturmey-Archer. For sixteen years
we have been making variable gears.

During that time we have foirnd out a
lot. All we have discovered in gear
making is in the Sturniey-Arclier of

to-day.

Consider the care necessary in choice
of metals. We have learnt what gives

the best results. Consequently, there
are no experiments to be tried on
Sturmey - Archer customers. The
choice of the right material counts for

more than users might imagine. We
KNOW.

Consider the huge plant necessary to
turn out every gear in mathematical
precision— for the tiniest, fractional
variation will be a serious thing to the
user. That plant we have, and therein
lies one of the secrets of Sturmey-

,

Archer superiority.

Consider the value of an established
name and a guarantee behind every
gear on which you can rely. We can't
afford to run any risks with the
Sturmey-Archer reputation. That is

a guarantee of excellence which needs
most and final consideration.

Meanwhile note the address :

Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd.,

Nottingham.

I

;.y.v.-3

''/*;'

m
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I SUBMIT there
is a solid reason why you should adopt a

BINKS CARBURETTER, viz.:

YOUCUTYOUR FUEL BILL INTWO
if you adopt my system and use my
fuel. You can, of course, use petrol or
benzol without alteration.

Price of
Ccirburetter
complete—

pius 10";, extra
war cost.

FIT ANY
MACHINE.

Small extra Tank
to clip on Frame,

17/6
Pipe & 3-wayTap
to enable you to

get an easy start

when stone cold,

12/6
plus 10%

war advance.

»•*»*

READ!
MY 3-PHASE JET DAMPING CARBURETTERS
have such perfect vapourising properties that they
enable you to use fuel at 1/4 per gallon in .^2-galloa

casks, which you are allowed to keep on your premises.

Your engine will tick over dead slow, and pull dead
slow in traffic, yet give the. full power. It is almost
impossible to tell you are not running on petrol at 2/6
a gallon. It cannot damage your engine or soot it up,

and makes Motor Cycling possible in these times.

I give you my personal assurance of the truth of what
is stated above. Please send at once for full particulars

of the carburetter, and also for my Treatise on Carbura-
tiqn, and terms of One Month's Approval Trial.

C. BINKS, Ltd., Eccles.
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyde." B3I
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor CyclCj" Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.G.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
_For the convenieace of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
ia the advertisement. Ail replies should be addressed,
" No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G."

3»»-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
FersoQS who hesitate to sead money to unknown persons

raay deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money he deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

Koods is three days, and if a sale is effected wo remit the

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For ail transactions exceeding £io in

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged, when under
(to the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to IliSe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that eilecti

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisemeats and receive do

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silene as an Indication that the goods adveitiscU have
already been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

ABINGDON Eing Dick," Sept., 1915, PBilipaon, Oowey,
I'.H. lamps, Stewart mechanical,, tyres unpunc-

-lured, tools, complete: 39 gns. ; not done 2,000 miles.—
Scott, 2, London Lane, Eroiuley, Kent. (D) [7985

A.JS.

A.J.S., 4h.p., new, with sidecar, in stock.—Pickering,
Mardol, Shrewsbury. [X3189

A.J.S.. 2^4h.p., 2-speed, new, in stock; £55.—Pickering,
Mardol, Shrewsbury. [X3188

A.J.S. New 1916 6b. p. Combination on the premises
waiting.—Moss, Wem, [X3708

A.J.S., 2%h.p.. 3-3peed, 1.700 miles use; £48.—Tur-
pins, 22-29, Preston Ed., Brighton. [0716

A.J.S. 4h.p, Combination, early delivery.—Williams,
A.J.S. Expert, Chapel Ash Depot, "WolTerhamptcn.

[X3638
23.h.p. A.J.S., all-chain, excellent condition, oil ac-
4 cessories ; £37.—Haines, 169a, Lower Clapton Rd.,

N.E. [X3702

A.J.S. 4h.p. Combination, new ITav, 1915, P. and H.
Uinips, etc., good order; £72/10.—Castle Hill Cot-

tage, Malthouse Lane, Kenilworth, Wanvickshire. [X3741

A.J.S. 19^2 6h.p. Twin Combination, coachbnilt side-
car, a good outfit: £40.—Tuke and Bell, Ltd.,

Motor Dept.. Carlton Engineering Works, High Bd.,
Tottenham, N. [7991

Halifax Motor Exchange
68, NORTON ST., HALIFAX.

'Phone—766. Telegrams—" Perfection."

NEW MODELS.
MORGANS. De luxe, M.A.G. engine, hood,

etc £127
EXCELSIOR (American), 7 h.p., 3 speeds .. £75
NEW IMPERIAL, 2I h.p., variable magneto £38
OVERLAND, 12 h.p., 4-seater, electric start-

ing and lighting (£4 4s. tax) £225
RITZ 4-r.vlinder 2-seater Liglit Car £145
CONNAUGHT, 2jh.D.,2-speed £41 16
ROYAL RUBY, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke .. £36 10
ROYAL RUBY-J.A.P., 2', h.p,, 2-speed £39 10
ROYAL RUBY, 6 h.p., 3-sDeed, sliop-soiled £67
REX, 6 h.p., liick start, and Rex Sidecar . . £71
WILLIAMSON Cy-cl-ca,W.C.Douglasengins£126

1916 (U.S.A.) EXCELSIOR.
7 h.p., twin, 84 X 8g, mechanical and hand lubrica-
tion, kick starter, . high-tension magneto, spring
forks, 2-gallon petrol capacity, 3-speed countershaft
gear, multiple disc clutch with hand and foot con-
trol, handle-bar control, spring seat-pillarj 3in. non-
skid tyres, finish Excelsior grey ; £75.
A few late 1915 new yh.p. 3-speed rhodels, with
electrical equipment, at pre-tax price of £71 10s.

Exchanges quoted. Easy payments arranged.
We are sole Yorkshire distributers. Liberal terms

to trade.

Coachbuilt PERFECTION SIDECARS to suit, £13 10

SOLO MACHINES.
1915 2I h.p. 2-5troke 2-speed IVY £26 10
1915 SON-VILLIERS, 2-stroke £21 10
1914 6 b.p. 3-sp.CLYNO, detachable wheels £39 10
19x3 3.\ h.p. ROVER, Grado gear £27 10
1912 3i h.p. ZENiTH-GRAOUA £26 10
1912 s\ h.p. 2-sp. BRADBURY, chain drive £29 10
RUDGE, 3I h.p., F.E., good order £19 19
EXCELSIOR, 3J h.p., 3-speed, Druid forks . £19 19
KERRY, 3 b.p,, magneto, Sa.\on forks 69 1

5

P. & M., aJh.p., 2-speed, very smart . . £25 10
REX»-«|o8, twin, 2-sp., F.E., wants attention £12 10
DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., twin, spring forks £15 10
TRIUMPH, magneto spring forks, new tyres £18 10
MOTOSACOCHE magneto light\veigbt £9 15

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
6 h.p. (new) REX Sidette ; reduced to £71

1916 5-6 b.p. COVENTRY EAGLE Combin'n £72 10
1915 7t.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Scar £65
1914 6 h.p. ARIEL, chain drive, and Sidecar £45
I9i4 6h.p. REX Sidette, almost as new £40 10

1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £43 10
QUADRANT, 7-9 h.p. 2-speed,_twin, chain

drive, and coach Sidecar. Fine lot. .... . £45 10
1910 6 h.p. REX, 2-speed, and Sidecar ... £24 10
1912 3ih.p. 2-speed PREMIER and Sidecar £33 10
1910 si h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £2^ 10
P. & M., 3* h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £19 19
J.A.P., 8 h"p., FJE., and coach Sidecar £17 10
REX, si h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £19 19

MISCELLANEOUS.
RENO 15 h.p. 4-cylinder Touring Car £65
ROVER, e h.p., 4-seater, all on £39 10
X913 MORGAN, 8 h.p., repamted, as new . . £57 10
BRAMBLE Coach-built Sidecar (new) £15 10
WILLIAMSON Sidecar, as new £11 10
2915 REX Coach Sideiiar, with apron (new) £12 10
New Mechanical Horns ; usual price 25/- , . 17/11
WANTED, 1915 G.P. Morgan and Simbeam

Combination.

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act,

advertisers requiring: workmea^and whose
business consists wholly or mainly of
eng-ineering or the productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement tlie

words, "No person resident more tfian 10
miles away, or already eng:ag:ed on Govern*
ment work, will be engagred."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with
the approval of the Board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchang:e or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already eng^aged on
Oovernment work need apply.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

16 Allon 2-speecI: 32 gns.—Troward, 78, High S*.

Hampstead, 'Phone: 5392. [.7'

ALLDATS 2-BtToke, 1914, little Tised: £17; ei

lent condition.—Bobinson, Sandy, Beds. zSl'.-

"IQ14 3V.h.p. 2-speed Alldays Matcliless. exrelleBi.

J-*? condition, £35.—Parker and Son, St. Ires, HaW-
[Si:

7Q16 Allon, 2 speeds, Lncas lamps, horn, ac^essonXU £28/10.—Osman, 60, Clinton Ed., 'Soutli Tol'

ham.
'

, [81.::

ALLDATS Allon, 1916. 2^/jh.v, 2-speed. lamps, a
new.—W. Keen, Ebodes Faim, Mill Hill. London,

Isr.W. I813t

COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, BiTminglBn
can supply immediately all models ot AUdflr

Allon. [07»^

ALLDAYS Allon, 2-speed, iiew; special baip.

£38/17 cash; gradual payments 2%.—Beteree Ct

Co., 332. High Holborn. [OH:

ALLONS, single speed £36, E-speed £42. 2-sijeed olutci
j

£45 actually in stock ; geneions deierred tenii?

—Lamb's, 151. High St., Walthamstow, and 50, Bit

Ed., Wood Green. [79:

Ariel.

1 Q15 3V>h.p. Ariel, 3-speed countershalt ge.-ri. ex'

i-tf lent" condition; £45.—Whiting, Castleilia

Bucks. [£l

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, -Birnnneli

have in stock for immediate delivery rjll dj<

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecaiK. [o:

AEIEL 8h.p. Twin Sidecar Combination, i:nflfl'

speed gear, handle starting, splendid ,
i uili*!

lamps, speedometer, horn; £50; seen any tii:-c,-l

Lewisham High Kd., New Cross, S.E. [f:

Atilier.

ATILIEB, 4h.p., Uabon free engine, Eos i

hauled; £16.-167, Glenfarg Ed., Catfcic ;:?

AutO'Wheels-
AUTO-WHEEL, new,- never been on the rcci!; i

clear.-Masters, Eaunds, Wellingborough. :X?

A0TO-WHEBL, £7, little wear, easy startf) ;
r-

enlisted.—Harris, Homestead, Birchingtoii ;::

ATJTO-WHEEL, perfect order, little used: iS :

Rogers, Seaforth, St. Ives, Cornwall. (V, [XT-

ATJTO-WHEEL, splendid condition, little iisrd;

- gain, £6/10.—Crow Bros.. High St.. Guildtoi':

... -
- if^

WALL Auto-Wheel, 1914, complete, little nsul. »:
new: £8/10.—Murray, 37a, Charles St., H..:

Garden, Holborn. [X?:

AUTO-WHEEL, flrst-rat« order, sight feed oil;

Hamftond spring shock absorber, bit ycle

tached; *12.—Durkin, 44, Landguard Ed., Soutbar

ton. [*'

ONE Auto-Wheel, scarcely done 700 miles nhuiy'

good as new; first money order for £6 ?li,'i)l

ceive same as petrol is unobtainable here — CL:

Dunnion, Glenview TeiTQce, Omagh. [i-

Bat.

BATS in stock, latest 4-5b,p., 2-speed. nkr •'•

hand 1914 model, same power, £36j—P. '
''

"

John Bright St., Birmingham. J-'^'

B:i2 All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed,
tyres, new tyre and

' MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Blackburne.

BLACKBURNE. 3H;li.P-. 3-3peed, handle-bar clutch,
1914. re-enamelled; 37 gns.—Troward, 78, HieU

9t., Hampatead. 'Phone: 5392. [7786

Bradbury.
BRADBURY, ah.rr, 2 speeds, in good order; £17-

6, Warren St., London. [8207

1 Cl'12, Bradbury, fitted Lloyds 2-speed gear, splendid
M-U order; £25.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. -

[8150
1Q14 3'/2h.p. Bradbury, 3 speeds, wicker sidecar;
X*J £35; cash or easy terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages),
Ltd.. Sivnnsea. [0825

BRADBURY, 4h.p., 3 speeds, and clutch, everything
in good order, including tyres; £22/10 cash; Lon-

don.—Box Ll,767. e/o TJie Motor Cycle. [8183

free, cane sidecar, spare
„..,.. -. . _ belt, splendid condition;

;e26.—Beresford, Alcester Rd., Wallington. [8094

BRADBURY 1913 Combination. 4h.p., Eosch, 2
speeds, new tyres; 28 gns-—Wandsworth Hotor Ex-

change, Ebuer St., Wandsworth Xowu Station. [8174

BRADBURY, 4h.p., 2-speed, pedal starter, new Tedley
belt, Kethpshall tyres, valves, and Hillfofd coach-

Quilt sidecar; offers wanted.-£ox 601, c/o The Motor
Cycle. 1:5:3551

BRADBURY. 1913, in good running order, 4h.p.,
very last and powerful, h.b.c, climb anything

;

£20; trial by appointment.—Crosford, Hasseudean, The
Rise, Grove Park, Lee, S.E.

.
. [8187

COST £'10 (receipts shown).-6-8h.p. twin Bradbury,
bliilt to order, cane 2-seater, special fittings, under

3,000 miles; appointment.—Ered Wright, 18, Temple
Fortune Lane, Golder's Green, London. [7910

1 Q12 Bradbury, 4h.p., not used for 2 years, new
JLiy cylinder, new back tyre, almost new front, air
spring seat pillar, plating and enamelling very good,
new horn, spare butted tube, spare rings, guaranteed
perfect order ; trial by appointment ;^ £21, lowest.-
Browne, Ashley, Market Drayton. [X35^1

Brough.

BROUGH, SVah-P- steel cylinders, T.T., 2-8peed
countershaft, >915, as new, lovely condition, speed

4-60; price 40 gns.—201, Preston Rd., Brighton. [X3348

Brown.
BROWN, 1912, overhauled by makers, TG-cnamelled

£16.-Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone:

"O .S.A. New ^1916 Model

B

B.S.A
k; actually in stock

[7782

waiting-.—Moss, Wem.
'

[S3709
.S.A. Motor Cycle, 1916. model K, in stock.—Chil-
ton, High St., ^Watford.' [8122

COLMOEE Depot, 261, Deiinsgate. Manchester, foi
immediate delivery of B.S A. [0798

"D.S.A., 1915; model K, 4h.p., 3-speed, chain-cum-belt,
J-* one of the hard-to-get machine: £43, bargain.

-

Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X3734

1Q16 B.S.A., chain-cum-belt, and coachbuilt sidernr;J-^ cost £82 two weeks ago, fully equipped- sacrifice
£75.—LI, 768, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8135

B.S.A., J915, 4Vih.p., 3 speeds countershaft, and smart
coachbuilt ^sidecar, usual accessories, excellent con-

dition; £52.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.

.
"O. S.A. 1914 Chain Drive Combination, hood, screen,
-i-* all accessories, speedometer, in splendid condi-
tion; £60.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester.

B.S.A., 1915, model K, 4i/4h.p., chain-cum-belt, 3-
speed, really- gcMd condition; £46; fullest par-

approval with pleasure.-Tollady, Bicestei.
tX3618

3-speed gear, kick starter,

ticulars

;

Oxfordsliire.

B.S.A., 1915. 4l4h.p.,

countershaft drive
light coachbuilt sidecar:
Tlie Motor Cycle,

£60; i?ortsmouth.—1,1,744, c/o

t7926
B.S.A^, 1916, model K, 4h.p., 3-sp,eed; we can to-day

deliver from stock; price £62 complete; buy before
a further advance in price takes effect.—Layton's Gar-
age, Bicester, Oson. [X3619
"1013 B.S.A., 2-speed, with nearly new coachbuilt car,
-Ltf Lucas lamps, speedometer, etc., in good order,
£45; also 1915 B.S.A.. 3-speed, tyres unpunotured, ac-
cessories, £50.-54, ^Yyndham Ed.,' Salisbury. [X3578

B.S.A., models H and K delivered now, also a 1912
^2-speed £30- 1914 all-chain drive model, with

coach sidecar, very carefully used, £52/10- generous de-
'«"«i.*?™''',"~^^™'>'S'-151' Hieh St., Walthamstow, and
50, High Ed., Wood Green. [7960

Cnlthorpe.
"iqiS Calthorpe-Jap: Enfield gear, lamp, horn, etc. •

-«-•-' bargain, £26.-Earl, 5, Heath iSt.. Hampstead.

r^ALTHOEPE-.T.A.r., brand new, 25/4J.P., wi'fh^E'n-^ field 2-speed gear and free engine; £35.—Mm«.
Wem. [X3712
CALTHOEPE, 1915, 2V2h,p. J.A.P., Enfleld 2 speeds,

as new, £25; a 1915 2-stroke, 2 speeds, in perfect
order, £20.-6, Warren St., London, [8204
/"^OLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham,
v.' have in stock all models of Cnlthorpes for im-
mediate uenvery; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

CORONET SIDECARS.
We are building special models for Harley-

Davidsons, Excelsiors, and Indians, enamelled
either grey or re;i to match machines, and fitted

with 28X3in. tyre and four point attachment.

£10 15s.

Send for Illustrated

Catalogue describing

these well - known
Sidecar?,

£9 15s.

SPORTING MODEL.

191^ HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.
Wc can give Immediate Delivery, and we will

make a bi;^ allowance for your old machine.

CASH OFFERS WANTED,
4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., 1915, 3-speed, chain

drive, with '£13 coach*Sidecar £47 15
3I h.p. TRIUMPH, 1912, free engine, and

Philipson gear £26 1

5

FORD Car, igrs, detachable wheels £85
7-9l].p. PREMIER, 1014, 2-speed counter-

shaft, with £13 105. new coach Sidecar £55
6 h.p. REX, 2-speed, magneto £13 15
2'1 h.p. MINERVA, magneto, variable gear £9 15
7-gh.p. INDIAN, 1915, 3-speed, electrical

model, and £18 Montgomery Sidecar. . £69 15
1916 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON £80 15
1916 ditto, electrical model £89
7-9h.p. INDIAN,'1915, electric model, with

Millford £18 i8s. Sidecar, screen S75
8 h.p. ZENITH, 1Q13; Zenith gear £29 15

2I h.p.-WOLF, 19161" 2-stroke, 2-speed . . . £33 10
20 h.p. FORD Van, new, 1916 mojel . . . .£130
20 h.p. FORD Van, 1915 model £90
6 h.p. REX, 1912, 2-speed model £21 15
2\ h.p. TYLER, 1915, 2-specd model .... £24 15

3J h.p. TRIUMPH, 1910 model £17 15
3^ h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1912 model £13 15
5 h.p. INDIAN, 1915, 3-speed, finished

red, beautiful condition £65
2| h.D. ENFIELD, 1912, 2-specd £15 IS
3,y h.p. TRIUMPH, 1912, Philipson puUev £26 15
3' h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V '. £4 15
4 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 1915, 3-specd

model, with £13 coach Sidecar £55 15
2 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £3 15
3 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1911. magneto ... £12 15

3i h.p. TRIUMPH, icjii, 2-speed model,
with Sidecar, lamps, and horn £25 15

2\ h.p. PREMIER, 1Q12, 3-speed model . . £18 15
7^9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electrically

equipped, complete with sidecar .... £69 15
3.Vhp. HUMBER,'i9rr, 2 speed £17 15
2^h.p. MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1910 £12 10
1915 TRUMBULL Light Car, hood, screen,

detachable wheels, speedometer, electric

horn and lamps £89

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Bosch Magneto, 50/-; B. and B. Carburetter,

12/6; .'\mac Carburetter, 12/6; Good com-
plete Sidecar, 32/6; Burbury £13 Coach Side-
car, £6 5s.; lih.p. Petrol Stntionaiy Engine,
2 flywheels, electric ignition, £4 15s.; 'Coach
Sidecar, underslung frame, £5 5s. ; Wicker
Sidecar, enclosed body, 42/6; Sidecar , Chassis,
with tyre, 27/6; Lightweight Coach iSidecar,
new, £7 15s.; Jones Speedometer, 25/-; New
Coach Sidecar Body, £3 5s. ; New Sidecar Chassis,
complete with all fittings, 65/- ; 1916 Sinks Car-
buretters (your old carburetter taken in excliange)^

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H AUI FAX.
'Phone : 1062. Close at 6 p.m

MOTOR CYCJ.es FOR SAI E.

Calthorpe.
1 QIS 2^:(h.p, Cnltliorpe-Jap (nominally second-hand),
-l-t/ Enfield 2-spQed, run 100 mile.^

: £35; cash or
easy term.q.—R. E. Jones (Garages), I,'d., Swansea.

i:0825
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2%h.p., 2-3peed, 1915, only run

800 miles, perfect condition; £26.-T. E. Svkes.
90, Nursery. Terrace, JTewsome Rd., Huddersfield.

[X3663
CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, 1916 models. - Jiia!

arrived; 2-8troke 2-0peed 31 gns., J.A.P. 2%\\ v..

2-3peed 36 gns.; easy terms arranged.—Storey's, 118, Gt
Portland St., W. [0777

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1915, 23/ih.p., 2-speed, T.T.
bars, speedometer, lamps, mechanical horn, ex-

cellent order: £27.—Elce and Co., 15-16. B'shopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.G. :o"a91

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.'s, with Enfleld gears, actually
in stock: £37/16 : deferred payments by armng-e-

nent.—La
High Rd.,

151. High
Wood "^ Green.

Walthamstow, and 50,

[7955

1 Q 1 3 41/ih.p. Precision-Calthorpe, 2-speed counter-
1-*/ shaft, kick start, new Watford, lamps, etc.. new
indersluug sidecar, reliable tourinfj turnout
-6793, Romford Rd., Manor Park

£34 cash.
[8067

immediate de-CALTHORPE-J.A.P.'s and 2-stroke: .

livery from stock of all models; cash or exchange.
A few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore the Agents,
Calthoi'pe the moiur cvcle. 261, Deansgate, Manchester.

[0815
Campion.

CAMPION-VILLIERS, 1915. 2Vjh.p., sound light-

weight, extra good -ngine; £20; approval any-
where; satisfaction guaranteed. — Layton's Garage,
Bicester, Oson. - [X3617

CAMPION, brand new, 4h.p, J.AP. engine, 3-speed
Sturmey-Archer countershaft, Dunlop tyres ; list

nice £66^0, first cheque for £60 accepted.—A. ]i.

rnger, 14, Handel Mansions, Handel St„ W.C. (D.:

[7954

Chatet-'Fafnir.
pHATER-FAFNIR, mag., new Pedley belt and tyi05,

yj first-cla=.s condition and order; £12.-14, Drd-
hrooke Rd.. West Norwood. [8171

ChaterLea.

CHATER-LEA, with 1914 6h.p. J.A.P. engine, new
N.S.U. gear, wicker sidecar, reliable turnout:

£30.—Manor B"'arm, Eton Wick, Windsor. [809G

2-speed, clutch, kick starter.

mt .condition; bargai
&raham, 27, Wandle Rd., Upper Tooting. [7993

4 h.p. Chater-Lea. 1912 engine, very lively and eco-
nomical, variable gear, free engine, tyres, belt good.

OHATER-LEA. S'.^h.p,. ...
V^ spring forks, excellent .condition; _bargain, _£16.

£17
ham.

with sidecar £19.- -Coleman, Sheldon Rd., Chippen-
[X3722

1 Q13 8h.p. Chater-Lea Combination, wicker torpedo
Xi/ sidecar, J.AP. engine, new drip feed lubricator,

new back tyre, tools, and spares, new tube, P. and H,
lamps, Cowey speedometer, in excellent running order:
trial given; £50. or nearest ofCer.—Seen at R. Kendall.
Garage, 7, Melbourne Grove, East Dulwich, or write

110, Kennington Rd.. S.E. [7944

Clarendon.
CLARENDON. 2i/jhp., spring forks, perfect going

order, accumulator; £3, bargain.—J. Pearce, Wocd-
mancote, Cirencester. [7970

Clyno.
PLYNO. 1912, 5-6h.p. twin, Bosch, 2 speeds; £27/10.O —1, Ebner St., AVandsworth, [8175

Oili-P- Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed, hand clutch, upeedo-
-^2 meter; 30 gns.—Hart-Smith. 6, Throwley Rd..
Sutton, Surrey. [8093

CLYNO. 1914, 6h.p., 3-speeds, clutch, and starter,
detachable wheels, £35.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

St., Birmingham. [X3654

CLYNO. 2'/ih.p 2-stroke, 2-3peed, hand clutch, 1914.
just overhauled, new condition throughout, 2Viin-

tyres; £28.— Green, 44, Craven Rd., Rugby. [X3693

CLYNO, 1915, 8h.p., 3 speeds> with sidecar, -very little

used, equal to new ; what oilers : can be seen anv
time.—Edgerley, Knows Hill, Twyford, Berks'. [X3557

CLYNO 1914 Special Combination, cost £130, little

wear, guaranteed perfect, spare wheel, screen, speed-
ometer, lamps, horns, valves, chains, etc.; £60,—Eden.
Marston Green, Birmingham. [X3549

Connaught.
CONNATJGHT, 2%h.p., good appearance, tyres and

running order; £14.—The Garage, The Green.
Southgate, ISr [8040

CONNAUGHTS in stock for immediate delivery
miniature, standard, and 2-speed models ; price.'

from £28/17/6.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birminff-

j
liam. [X3660

De Dion.
23.h.p. De Dion, mag., good condition; £7/10, or es-
4 change ultra lightweight.—37, Carlton Rd., Small

Heath, Birmingham. [X3740
Dot.

DOT-J.A.P., 8h.p., 1914. 2-sneed gear, with luxurious
coachbuilt sidecar, Lucas dynamo lighting set, elec-

rdc horn, push button in sidecar, coachbuilt box fitted

to chassis behind sidecar, a splendid turnout; £70.—Col-
more Depot. 261, Deansgate. Manchester. [8083

All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. AT?
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FOR SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
ALL GUARANTEED IN GOOD

RUNNING ORDER.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

overhauled, fast; X15/15.

1914, T.T., 2 SDeeds

T~»OUGLAS, 1911

"rjOTJQLAS,

'T'EO'W'AED, 78, High St„ Hampstead.

1 Qia. Douglas. 2«ih.p,

35 gus.

Phone

:

5392.
[7781

-^ -,^.^., „ speertji: £42.—Dewhurst,
Wincobank, Sheffield. [X3627

DOUGLAS. 1913, 2%-3h.p., Bosph, 2 speeds, very
fast: £29/15.— 1. Ebner St., Wandsworth. [8176

DOUGLAS, late 1913, 2%!. p., 2 speeds, Stewart, ex-
cellent order; £32, or near.—Locke, Draper, Penge.

[6004
DOUGLAS, 1911, new tyres and belt, all in good

running order; £13, offer.—455, Tork Rd., Wands-
worth. . [8113

DOUGLAS, 2'>ih.p., 2 speeds, perfect condition, eco-
nomical; bargain, £20.-436, Whitehorse Ed.

Thornton Heath.

DOUGLAS,
starter,

£32.—Moss,

[7973

1913, 2-speed gear, free engine, tick
footboards, accessories, excellent order

;

Wem. [S3713

DOUGLAS, 1913% (Novemherl, 2?ih.p., 2 speeds,
hardly used; any trial; £32/10.—Housekeeper, 15,

Austin Friars, E.G. [7975

DOUGLAS, 1914. 2 speeds, perfect condition:
£32/10, or nearest otter.—Woodall, 23, Argyll

Av., Victoria Park, Manchester [8105

DOUGLAS, new, latest pattern, 2^4h.p. models for
immediate delivery, including War Office black

I Douglas.—MoSat. Yeovil. Tel.

;

DOUGLAS, 1913
tyres, very fast.

l£32.- Deacon Rd,,

1 Q13 Douglas,
f
-L *y dition. a<

50. [5855

(October},.a[speedo»neter, lamp, new
in splendid condition, 120 m.p.g.

;

Kingston, Surrey. [X3716

.
254h.p., T.T. model, 2-speed, good con-

dition, accessories, lamps., horn, etc.; £34, or
offer.-28, Brcoklands Ed., Eomford. [7909

DOUGLAS Specialists.—Gibb, Gongh, London Ed.,
Gloucester. Gibb. the International Douglas rider,

winner of numerous cups and gold medals. [1189

Douglas, 4h,p., and Millford sidecar, lamps,
speedometer, etc.. in splendid condition; £61.—

31. Inglis Ed., Ealing Common. - [7925

DOUGLAS, 2%lh.p., 1913, 2-speed, fast, tip-top con-
dition ; owner tiuying heavier machine : £36.—Van-

SIDECAR OUTFITS.
MATCHLESS, 1914, 8h.p. M.A.G. engine, 3-speed

countershaft gear, all-chain drive, Lucas dynamo
lighting outfit, 3 lamps, 650x63 tyres, Watford
speedometer, and excellent outfit £78

REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 2-5peed, model de lu.xe, handle
starting, twin engine, 650x65 tyres, coach-built

Sidecar, just been overhauled, excellent condition,

and a bargain at £46
TRIUMPH, 3Jh.p., 1911, 2-speed countershaft gear,

chain-curn-belt, complete with wicker Sidecar

;

cheap at £30
NEW HUDSON, 1914, 6 h.p., 3-speed, kick start, com-

plete with New Hudson coach-built Sidecar with
screen, all accessories £53

ZENITH, 1915, 6 h.p., countersbaft, complete with
Millford Sidecar £68

NEW HUDSON, 1915, 3*-4 h.p., 3-speed countershatt,
-, ^rvis'

kick start, "coach-built Sidecar, as new £55 _£j|
'°

A.O.S., 1914, 6 h.p., 3-speed, lamps, horn, speedo- lAnnlv "willis
meter, and Millford Sidecar, as new £73

''^•' '

BRADBURY 19T4 6 h.p. Combination, cane Sidecar,

3-5peed, kick start, speedometer £66 , „. jtii, „- -,, u, ,r, i,-,, , ro, ,»
ENFIELD 1915 6 h.p. Combination, lamps and speed. ; !

"o"*' ^iggs and Hill, Hayes, Middlesex (G.^^ .E.l [8134

very good condition '. £70 1 Q14 Douglas, 2%h.p., model W, clutch, Itick-start,

, _.—.-_-.— ^-..MEvcs E.! 1-^*-^ Stewart speedometer, plated horn, good tyres;LIGHT C#\KS», Etc. *36.—Eobinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [8050
G.W.K., ro h.p., 1 speeds, 80 mm. tyres, I9r4 model, -..^ ^ttot > a i» , r,, „ ot/u ,1 , •

just being repainted £120 TiOUGLAS, late 1914, 2%h.p., al accessories, luclnd-

popn Tn,, onhn ..se-iter detarhable wheek •
i
-^ '"^ -Tones speedometer, excellent condition; noFORD, 1913, 20h.r., 4-5eater, detachable wheels, I

dealers ; £40, or near offler.-Manor House, Ewell, Surrey.
make a^plendid light van £60 [7949

SIZAIRE-NAUDIN 1914 12-14 h.p. -Coupe, C.A.V. ptOLMOEE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Leicester,
large size dynamo outiit, 5 lamps, 5 detachable ]yy aud Liverpool, have in stock .complete range of all

wheels, just repainted and overhauled, like new £310 models Douglas for immediate delivery^, also full range

CADILLAC, 1914, 20-30 h.p., 6-speed model, 7-seater, 1
of spares. [0800

just overhauled, dynamo light and starting, just 1 Q15 24ih.p. T.T. Douglas, 2 speeds, Lucas lamps,
being repainted ; make a verv iine hire car . . . .£320 ,

-L^ Lucas horn, touring mudguard, Kempshall heavy,

A.C., 5-6 h.p., late 1913, hood and screen, lamps, all jlong exhaust; £45.—Oharlton, 9, Dewhurst Ed., West
tyres new, splendid rjjndition £50 ,

Eensington. [X3357
MINERVA, 28 h.p., 1910, 5-seater; £6 6s. tax; just "pkOUGLAS, 23^h.p., late 1914 model U, 2-speed gear,

being overhauled '. —
1

-*^ not done a thousand miles, full equipment, in ex-

KNIGHT Junior, r9i4, 11 h.p., sporting body, excel- I™"™* condition; owner fighting
;
lowest £38.-0. Wigg.

lent order ...!.. .........?..... £155 ^l. Bow St., London, W.O. [8001

^^-.. --* iuir-ft^r>i9 *^^^r^Le;^ tlQH Douglas, engine re-hushed, frame re-enamelled,

.u,...u® "t tTL • * v. , A i^.J^'^ new tyre and Pedley belt, Xl'all saddle, B. .and
INDIAN, 19x4, 7 h.p., clutch, just overhauled ...... £40, j, drip feed, 100 m.p.g. with passenger;^19.-8. Turner
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2.J h.p., 2-speed, spring forks, Bosch 1st., Higher Broughton, M.anchester. ' [X3699

PORTLANDS Ap''ioV^'8ho''44'Deed'BSA'ieM*^'i"n0UGLAS, 4h.p., late 1915, 3-8peed clutch, and 16PORTLAND-J.A.P., 1913, s h.p., 3-5peed, ti.b.A. gear
I x^ gn. Mills-Fulford Empress sidecar, perfect condi-

...iP.'i;™'" ™™' i' ^ •

J Si tiof- 'ittle used for week-ends only; £60.-Harrington,
CALTHORPE, 19x4, 2 h.p., 2-speed .-. £19 Chemist, 137, Woodlands Ed., lUord, Essex. - [7952
RUDGE X913 3i h.p. Multi, T.T. bars £35; „ , ,,, ,,„
ZENITH, J915, 3l h.p., twin, T.T. bars £50 1 Q15 Douglas, 2%h.r, model U, 2-speed, upturned

IVY, T915, 2-stroke, single-speed £18 r^*^. °; semi-T.T. handle-bars, Lucas lamp and horn,

KERRYrABINGDON, 3,V"h.p:, magneto, 2-speed ..... £15
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3 J h.p., clutch model £28
REX, 1909, 3^ h.p., 3-5peed, magneto £14
F.N., 5 -6 h.p., 1914, 2-speed, as new £32
MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p., twin ; wants tuning £7
NEW HUDSON, 19x3, 3.V h.p., 3-speed J.A.P. engine.

.

£36
TRIUMPH, J912, 3i h.p., clutch model £30
ROYAL RUBY, 2.'. h.p., 1915, J.A.P., 2-speed £33
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3! h.p., clutch, Philipson pulley . .

.

£28
B.S.A., 1915, 4i h.p., 3-speed, chain drive £53
N.U.T., 1914, 2

J- h.p., T.T., twin, overhead valves . .

.

£38
BAT-J.A.P., 1911, 8 h.p., 2-speed, spring frame £25

Exchanges arranged on any of the above.
All in good sound order.

MOTORMART
100§ 136 Gt Portland SUondonW

in absolute perfect condition throughout, mileage
under 2,000; £44.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [8052

DOUGLAS, T.T. model, 2-speed, new Hutchinson
tyres, Amac carburetter, _ in perfect condition,

practically new, lamp, and horn, tools, pump; excep-
tional bargain, £42.—Robinson's Garage, Green St.,

Cambridge. [8051

DOUGLAS, 1913 (NovembeT), 2-speed, semi T.T.. new
extra hea^y tyres, Pedley belt, lamp, horn, knee-

grips, long exhaust, new piston and crankshaft just
fitted, usual spares, speedy machine, enamelling and
plating in good condition ; £32.-54, Clive Rd., Rochester.

[8126
OUGLAS, 1914, 25/ih.p. model V, 2-speed, lamp,
horn, speedometer, knee-grips, spare chain, plugs,

and valves, complete set of tools, not ridden ior 9
months, owner likely to be called up : thoroughly over-
hauled 6 weeks" ago, excellent condition ; i;55.—Box
605, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X3611

DOUGLAS mtor Bicycles.—2'j4h.p. models. De-
liTcries ai'e'almost impossible to obtain. We are

large Douglas agents. If "^here is any possibility of

immediate deliveries we can in all probability assist

you. We suggest, you write us jour requirements.—
Douglas Specialists, Robinson's Garage^ "Green St..

Cambridge. [8045
Elco.

2-stroke Elco, in good condition: £16,
"no oflefs.—Oswell, 39. Churcbgate, Leicester.

[X3640

W

100§ 136 Gt Pordand St.London%
tilephone -552 Moyfalr Te/egrams'M>i<aAe 'iNeaid

Ai8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

OAh.p. 1915V2.

Tm£ House.
For ex stock deliveries.

1916 Models of the under'-

mentioned makes actually in

stock.

NO WAITING.
Ready to ride away.
EXCHANGES.

ENFIELDS.
6 h.p. Combinations •

3 h.p. Twins - • •

INDIANS.

5 h.p. 3-speed, senxi T.T. bars

Powerplus, rigid frame7 h.p.

7 h.p.

7 t-P-

Powerplus, spring frame
Dynamo, with sidecar,

Powerplus and spring frame

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.
7-9 h.p., 3 speedSj dynamo
equipped, Model i6J

Or with De Luxe H.-D. sidecar _

7-9 h.p., 3 speeds, no eqiiipment,

Model i6F

Ditto with sidecar . • • -

ROYAL RUBY.
2} h.p 2-stroke, single speed •

2j h.p. 2-stroke, 2-specd - • ;

2| h.p. Jap-de-Luxe, 2-speed - -

ALLDAYS ALLON.

2-J h.p. 2-stroke, single speed -

2j h.p. 2-stroke, 2-speed * • •

2j h.p. 2-stroke, and clutch

Also all Models of
OALTHORPES,
COVENTRY EAGLE,
and J.H.

Best Exchange Terms in the trade.

£94 10
£55

£75
£80
£83

£112

£89
£110
£80 15

£101 15

£29 10
£36 10
£42

£36
£42
£45

MOTORMART
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INSPECT
FOR

IINew Imperial and Lin-
coln Elk Motor Cycles,
Middleton and Scott-

Westall Sidecars.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfleld.

h.p. Enfield, 1916, as new: higbest offer.-

163, South St., St. Andrews.
-Donaldson

,

[7911

New Machines in Stock.
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2^b.p., 2-sp. £36 15

191S 3-speed HARLEY-DAVIDSON . . £68 5
NEW IIWPERI AU-J.A.P., 2j h.p., 2-sp.,

kick start and clutcll £44 8
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2J h.p., 2-sp. £38
Popular LEVIS £32
ENFIELD Combination £89 5
SPARKBROOK, 2-stroke £40
ALLDAYS-ALLON, 2-speed, 2-struke . £42

Second-Hand Bargains.
1914 RUDGE, 5-6 h.p., 3-speed . £45
1914 A.J.S., 5-6h.p., 3-sp. Combinat'o £70

1915 s-speed HARLEY-DAVIDSON . Ui
1914. 3-sp. CLYNO and coach Sidecar fibti

1915 NEW IMPERIAL £3? 1>1

J915 2-stroke 2-speed VELOCETTE . U2i

1913 MATCHLESS, 3! h.p., twin, over
head valve, 3-speed £3t '}

igto B.S.A., 3.Vh.p
. , £15 C<

2} h.p. HUMBER, twin, 3-speed £2J a

8 h.p. THOR, 2-speed, dynamo light-

ing set, speedometer, and Sidecar,
run 750 miles . . .^. £6.^i il

r9i5 MATCHLESS Xombination,
M.A.G., all accessories £76 i)

2i h.p. 3-speed PREMIER £20 4

Second-hand Cars.
1914 SINGER, dynamo lighting £1 '&

1913 MORRIS-OXFORD £US
1914 STANDARD £15l.-

igrj HILLMAN Delivery van £1 JO
I9r4 HILLMAN £1ol

1914 CALTHORPE Coupe £niS
1913 MORRIS-OXFORD £135
1915 MORGAN, water-cooled, magneto £110
1914 Water-cooled HUMBERETTE ... £90

WE STILL HIRE OUT MOTOR
CYCLES AND LIGHT CARS.

REY'S

CAR DEPOT :

378, 380, 382, 384,
EUSTON ROAD.

"Phone : 4219 Regent.
MOTOR CYCLE DEPOT

:

173, Great Portland SL
'Phone : 1970 Regent.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.
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ENFIELD New 1916 6h.p. Combination in stock: ex-
changes arranged.— Mo33, Wein. [X3711

/ lOLMOEE Depot, 31. Colmore Row, Birmingham,
"—

' for immediate delivery of Enfiolds. [0801

ENl'tEIiD Combination, 1916, indistinguishable from
new, speedometer; £75.-6, Warren St., London.

[8202
ENFIELD 6h.p. Con:>ination, new, latest 1916 model,

actually in stock
;

price 85 gns.~TEo Morris Gar-
ages, Oxford. [0811

1 Q13 Enfield, 6h.p., 1916 coach sidecar {unused)
;

JLt/ 48 gns., perfect.—Troward, 78, High St., Hnmp-
stead. 'Phone: 5392. [7788

ENFIELD, 1916, 3h.p., accessories, only done 700
miles; £45: owner going to Front.—Lieut. Blofeld,

43, Sydenham Hill, S,E. [X3673

ENFIELD Combination, 6li.p., 1916, very little
used, . well fitted up,' new condition; 73 gns.

—

51, Burnt Ash Ed., Lee, S.E. [8103

6 h.p. Enfield, purchased in Feb., 1916, hood, screen,
speedometer, usual spares, 2 lamps; £67.—Macey,

20, "Woodgrange Ed., Forest Gate. [X3695

ENFIELD 1911 Lightweight, 254h p. twin, mig., splen-
did order; £15/10.-Wandswori]i Motor Exchange.

Ebner Bt, Wandsworth Town Statjfu.. [8177

1 Q15 2i4h.p. Enfield 2-stroke, 2-speed, 2 lamps, horo,
-L*^ engine just ovrehauled, condition i.erf6ct;' £27/10.
—Robinson's Garage, Greeu SK., Cambridge. [8049

ENFIELD, 3h.p., T.T., 2-ipeed, kick-start, speedo-
meter, new tyres, overhauled by makers, new con-

dition; ^34.—Stagsdene, Maybank Rd,, Woodford.
[8099

ENFIELDS, 6h.p 90 gns., 3h.p. 55 gns. ; actually
here: .generous deferred payments.—Lamb's, 151,

High St., Waltiiamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green.
[7957

ENFIELDS actually in stock for immediate delivery.
6h.p. cojubinations, 3h,p. and zy^h.-p. models, ready

to drive away.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. [X3658
ENFIELD Coinbination, 1914, Lucas lamps and horn,

Cowey speedometer, excellent condition throughout

;

expert examination invited: £65.-12, Kryddleton Rd..
Bowes Park. [7967

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, 61i.p., new April, done
300 miles, speedometer, horn, lamps, spares, in-

surance transfer; bargain, £80.-17, Cicada Rd., Wands-
worth, S.W. [8063

1 Q 16 3h,p, Enfield, only week old, nnsoiled, com-
-tt.'plete with Lucas lamps, horn, registered; cost £58,
first cheque £50 secures.—Jobborn, 33, Roscoe St.,

Middlesbrough. [X3634
Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR, 1914, S^Ah.p., lampa, speedometer,
horn, toolbags, B. and B. variable jet, Bosch mag.,

adjustable pulley, Diuid forks, new tyres, excellent con-
dition; trial: £28.—Blackman, 17, Fortess Rd., Kentish
Town, London. [7966

Fafnif.
3ih.p. Fafnir, 2-speed, F.E., and sidecar; £16; any

2 reasonable trial.-— 1, Wards Terrace, Broad Lane,
Tottenham. [7920

F.N.

FN., 4-cyl., 1912, and sidecar, perfect condition, just
overhauled; £18.-W.B., 103, Sherland Ed,.

Twickenham, Middlesex. [8135

"1 Q13 4-cyI. F.N., compression, bearings, etc., guar-
J- «/ anteed perfect ; any expert examination or trial

;

£32,—Ll,760, c/o The Motor Cycle. [7989 I

r.N., 1912-13, 2-8peed, disc clutch, Middleton sidecar,
complete, spare engine {less one connecting rod),

frame, spring forks ; lot 30 gus.—Letters, 47, Curzon
Rd., Ealing. [X3592

7 h.p. F.N., new March, 1915, 3-speed, and clutch, 3in.
tyres, with Montgomery Da Luxe sidecar, with hood

and screen, a good lot, ready to go anywhere; £65, cost
oyer £100,—Perry, 391, High Rd., Ilford, Esses. [7968

^ Grandex.
GRANDEX-PRECISION, 2y2h.p., 2-speed, Bosch,

B.B.. Druids, footboards, 120 gallon; £18.-15,
I'llesmere Rd., Dollia Hill, N.W. , [8124

Harley Davioson.

1Q16 Harley-Davidsons in stock.-Parker and Son.
*-' 'St. Ives, Hunts. [8146

t
I ARLFT-DAVIDS0N3. 1916 models; immediate de-

i live:" tmm stock.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate,
Al.iu.-.hesl-?.

.
[0830

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Twin, done under 250
miles, perfect condition ; £58/10 to clear.—

M.:--iiaras, Motor Engineers, Middlesbrough. [X3603

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-
pool, Leice.itef. for immediate delivery of all

models of Harley-Davidsons and spare parts. [0802

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., late 1915, only run
2,000 miles, condition as new, £58; with Mills-

l-'iilford sidecar, £70.—Coupland, 1, Palewell Villas East
Sheen, 6 W. [7974

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 7-9h.p., new
September, 1915, practically unused, hood, speed-

ometer, accessories ; £72,-17, Netheiwood Rd., Shep-
herd's Bush. [7935

FARLOW SIDECARS
Built throughout in our own factory.

Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style,

exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which
are the buyers' ideal.

Model I.

Underslung Chassis,

with Luggage Carrier

combined.

Splendidly made aad
built for hard work.

£11

Hood «2 *

Screen .... £1

This is

MODEL No. 2.

A BEAUTIFUL LIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE £10

Hood £2 4s.

Screen £1 .

Delivery from Stock

YourAgent will supply

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

FARRAR'S MOTORS
(Telephone 919)

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

The fallowing New Models are all in Stock :

igi6 4 ii.p. A.J.S. Combination, interchange-
able wlaeels, very fine 90 gns.

19166 h.p. ENFIELD Combination 90 gns.

1916 6 h.p. J.H. Combination 90 gns.
1916 3? h.p. OIViEGA-J.A.P., 2-speed 38 gns.

1916 5-6 h.p. British EXCELSIOR, Sturmey
countershaft 3-spepd gear 68 gns.

igi6 FORD Touring Car, 20 h.p £135
1916 FORD Chassis, 20 h.p £115
igifi 20 h.p. FORD Ambulance £135
:9i5 12 h.p. TRUMBULL Cycle Car, 4-oyl.,

water-cooled, detachable wheels, ^ on £120

CASH OFFERS WANTED.
4 h.p. WOLF, countershaft gear, 2-speed,

chain drive, and Burbury coach Sidecar £35
3h h.p. igoS TRIUMPH. A beauty £19
1916 3^- h.p. PREMIER, 3-speecl countershait

model, and Gjronet Sidecar to match,
onlv done 500 iiiiles £5S

4 h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed, kick starter . . £20
igii P. & M., 2-speeds, very smart £22
3* h.p. HUMBER, 2 speeds, fine goer £20
4 h.p. BRADBURY and ri^id Sidecar £18
191S WOLF, lightweight, 3-speed . . . ; £25
2-slroke OMEGA, Druid forks £16
1914 DOUGLAS, 2-speed. fine machine .... £36
35 h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH, fioe goer £17
3^ h.p. igoij REX de Luxe, 2-speed, handle

starting ; £19
r5-22 h.p. SIDDELEY Lorry, 4 speeds, chain

drive, 2 ignitions £50

ODD BARGAINS.
New Splitdorf-Dixie Magneto, single, anti-

clock £4
Ditto, V twin, 50=* £4 10
B. & B. Carburetter, h.b. control 10/-
Senspray Carburetter, h.b. control 10/-
Amac Carburetter, h.b. control 10/-
I.ukin Cycle Car Carburetter, 8 h.p. size .... 15/-
Lalest Mechanical Horns, black au-l nickel. . £1

Canoelet Sidecar, very fine .' £8
8 h.p. Precision Water-cooled Engine, new . .£15

fc h.p. Twin Antoine Engine, water-cooled . . £6
5-6 h.p. Sarolea Twin Engine £4 10
F.R.S. Lamp Set, 500ft. beam, shop-soiled 35/-
F.R.S. Lamp Sel, i.oooft. team, shop-soiled 45/-
New Clincher Clearance Covers, de LiLxe,

"heavy,'' rubfcer-studded, 26X2J, 26X2I,
26X2 J, and 26x2^X2! each £1

All letters' relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, aiq
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

HARLET-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915, WF, 8
Ii.p., Goodyear 3in. tyres, speedometer, lamps, etc.,

Biuavt. reliable, economical; £70.—Day, 154, The Eye,
East Dulwich. [8007

7-9h.p. 1915 Harley-Davidson, 3-speed gear model,
fitted with sporting eidecar, electric lamps and horn,

speedometer, T.T. handle-bars, fast machine, in condi-
tion like new; f75,—Wauchope's, 9, Bhoe Lane, Lon-
don. [8061

HAELET-DAYIDSON" Electric Model £89, stand-
ard £80/15; delivered from stock; also sidecars to

suit ; deferred payments to suit customers' individual
requiremente.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow,
and 50, High Bd., Wood Green. [7959

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson Combination, model J, electrical
-* V equipment, speedometer, spares, etc., all on,- abso-
lutely it ; ordered not to ride cycle only reason for sell-

ing : would entertain exchange, Ford, or reliable small
modern car.—A.W., 19, High St., Beckenham, Kent.

[53585
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, the silent grey. 1916 models,

immediate delivery from stock, with Gloria, Mill-
ford, or Canoelet sidecars; two only 1915 electrically
eiiuipped models at pre-Budget price, £76/13. Write
or call.—Colmore Depot. 261, Deansgate, Manchester,
and 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool. [0817

Hazlewood.

1 Q14 5-6h.p. Hazlewood, Bramble sidecar, accessories;
-ift^ £45, bargain.—Chester, 13, Welbury Drive, Brad-
ford. ts:3057

HAZLEWOOD, 1913, 2%h.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-3peed
gear and free engine, Lucas lamps front and rear,

spare Talve, 2 belts, and inner tube, 2,000 miles; £30.
—45, JBroadgate, Preston, Iriincs. [X3676

Hobart.
HOBART-VILLIERS, 1915, 2V2h.p. ; -we have an

extra fine sample, esceptionalJy fine engine, good
ftppearance, well tyred ; £21 ; approval anywhere.—
Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oson. [X3620

Humber.HTIMBER, 1912, 2-speed, complete, 2 iamps, horn,
running order; £25.—Edwards, Grocer, Syston,

Xeicester. [53595

3ih.p. 1912 Humber, 2-speed, free engine, handle
2 starter, sidecar, lamps, horn, spares, recently

oveihauled, new gears, bearings ; £30.—Whatley, High-
bury Av., Salisbury. [X3579

Indian.
13 Indian and Sidecar, complete, electric lamps

;

£43.— Cioss, Jeweller, Rotherham. [53629

INDIAN, 1915, 7.9h.p., T.T., free engine, speedometer,
fully equipped; £46.-6, Warren St., London. [8206

1 Q14-15 7h.p- Indian, clutch model, perfect condition,J-^ very fast; £43.—Harvey, Moors, Eroadstairs.
[53505

'T-9h.p. Indian Combination, 1914, in splendid condi-
• tion; any trial; £55, or offers.—Plumpton, Cullomp-

tou. [X3542

1 QI5 3V2h.p. Indian and Sidecar, 3-speed, last, reli-Xt7 able, in perfect condition; ^£60.—Whiting,
Castlethorpe, BucTcs. [8098
*1 Q 15 Indian Combination, 3-speed, lamps, MillfordAt/ red sidecar; £60; perfect order.-Glover Bros.,
Windsor St, Coventry. [536^5
7-9h.p. Blue Indian, 2-speed, F.E., coach sidecar, wind

screen, perfect condition, all spares; £36.—Holden,
6, Norwood Av,, Blackburn. [53698

INDIAN, 7h.p., clutch model, late 1915, good condi-
tion; £50, or reasonable ofEer.—Cpl. Guest, Fern-

bank, North Walsham, Norfolk* [53666

INDIAN. 1915 (May), SVsh.p., S-speed gear, kick
starter, 2 Lucas lamps, horn, etc., little used, per-

fect order; £45.—Bacon, Wellington, Salop. [53679

1012-13 7h.p. Indian, T.T. D model, 2-speed, with
-A-t/ £25 Gloria sidecar to match, all as new,- perfect

;

complete, £45.-5, Mogador Terrace, Wyke, Wevmoutl)-
[53683

INDIAN. 1915, 5h.p. T.T., 3 speeds and clutch, prac-
tically new, only used for a few miles^ £48.—

Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,
E.G. [0492

1 Q14 7h.p. Indian, T.T., 2 speeds, clutch, kick-start,
J- »/ very little used, perfect, lamp set, horn, speedo-
meter ; £36/10.—Empson, Merton Farm, Gamlmgay,
Sandy. [8109

NOV., 1915. Indian, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, kick start, Canoe-
let sporting sidecar, and accessories, as new; any

trial given; £57.—Berkeley, 41, Warwick Av., Maida
Vale, W. [8009

LATE 1912 Blue Indian, 7-9h.p. twin, 2-speed,
clutch, enamel and general condition very good

;

£24; owner serving.-Apply, Dickinson, Gt. Nelson St.,
Liverpool. [8129

1 Q 1 5 Indian Combination, 7h.p., 3-apeed. spring
-- 17 frame, electric light and horn, kick start, clutch,
T.T. and touring bars; £65.—Galbraith, 10, Pinfield
St.. Glasgow. [X3196

7h.p. Indian, 1916 model F, spring frame, with Model
de Luxe sidecar, speedometer, horn, delivered last

week, taken in part exchange for car; price £90.—H. W.
Longhurst, J.P., The Cottage, Bromham Park, near
Bedford. [53626

19
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AskingForIt
It is asking for trouble to

challenge a Powerplus
INDIAN on the open road.

But ride one, and you will

find that the controls are so

beautifully simpleandeffec-

tive that, although power
and speed can be had at

will, the engine is equally

responsive for slow running,
and its docility in traffic

such that it can be ridden

with perfect safety by the

merest novice.

CALL& INSPECT THE
1916 INDIAN MODELS.

OR WRITE FOR FULL
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

OTHER NEW MODELS
IN STOCK:

Attdays Alton. Royal
Enfield. Calthorpe - Jap.
Radco. Levis. Coventry
Eagle. New Imperial. Etc.

Also a large range of

Gueiranteed Second-hand
Machines.

Exchanges. :: :: ::

Easy Terms. Sidecars.

May we send you our fall list ?

GODFREFt
208, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.
'Phone—7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAJ^, 7-9h.p., torpedo eoachbuilt sidecar, electri
(ally equipped, spring frame, new September, 1914,

splendid condition : £55.— Mills an3 Co., Photographers,
Slades Green. Erith. [7977

INDIANS.— Second-hand 1915 5h.p. eoachbuilt com-
bination, f55; 1914 7h.p. eoachbuilt combinatitm,

extra large car, £48; both very good condition.—P. J.
Evans, John Bright St., Bimringham. [X3661

7-9h.p. Indian 1916 Combination, Powerplus, machine
and sidec-a^r, complete with dynamo lighting set,

kick start, and 3-Ei>eed gear, spring frame, the com-
bination complete as new; £80, guaranteed-Wauchope's
9, S>hoe Lane, London. [806C

INDIANS in Stock.—Latest models, Powerplus com
binations, sporting Powerplus 3 speeds models,

standard 7h.p. overhead inlet combinations, with
lighting set, the famous 5h.p. 3-apeed double-pui-post
mount, and 7-9h.p. clutch model road racer.—P. J
Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X365t

1 QIS Indian- Combination, model C, 7-9h.p., sprint,
Xt7 fi-ame, 3 speeds, kick starter, electrically equipped,
speedometer, watch, mechanical horn, spares, and v^res,
etc., 3 accumulators, new Dunlop and tube on xeai
wheel. Mills-Fulford sidecar, with Godfrey's De Lust
eoachbuilt body; £68; any trial.—C. D. Willoughbv
Monaro, Blagdon Rd., New Maiden, Surrey. ' [7984

James.

JAMES No- 6 Combinations in stock; no waiting-—
Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [0829

"IQ16 James, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, lamps and horn,
-I-t' practically new; £35.— Green, Sutton-on-Trent.

rS3588
JAMES, 2-strolie, 2-speed, accessories, done 250, abso-

lutely perfect.—Cooper, Chemist, Halesowen.
[X3670

COLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, baye
in stock complete range of James motor cycles.

toeos
LATE ^J^h-p. James Combination, Canoelet sidecar, 3

speeds, clutch ; 50 gns.—Husk, Blythyille, Wiven-
hoe. [7995

"I Q 33 James Combination, good condition ; £35

;

-l-t/ owner joined up.—Hill, Post Office, Woolton HiU,
Newbury. , [X3553

JAMES, AVoh.p., 1914, 3-speed countershaft gear, all

in good condition; £37, or ofier.—455, York Rd ,

Wandsworth. [8115

1 QI5V2 SVoh.p. James Twin, only used since Christ-
J.«7 mas, 3 speeds, and clutch, front and rear lijjht,

horn, etc.; £51.—C/o 33,
' Bedwellty Rd„ Aberbargoed,

near Cardiff. _ [X3514

"|Ol6 3^^h.p. Twin S-speed James, countershaft genr,

X*/ hand operated clutch, kick start, complete witli

lamp, horn (Lucas), as new, only done 30 miles, propeity

of officer: accept £60.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row,
Birmingham. [X3347

Kerry.
5h.p. Twin-eyl. Kerry, complete, less ijag.: 50/-:

nearest cheque secures; bargain.—Foxford, Tiver-

ton. [X3667

KERRY Motor, 2%h.p., B.B. carburetter, splendid
condition; £10/10, or exchange.—28, Bourne Rd.,

Besley. raiSS

3ih.p. Kerry-Abingdon, N.S.TJ. gear, Bosch, lamp, all

2 spares, sound order; £24, or oSers.—Scarborougli,
Royd Terrace, Halifax. [X3639

Levis.

LEVIS. 2i4h.p., late 1915; £24, or best ofler.—33,
-Holland Park, W. [8026

LEVIS, 2-stroke, 1916 Popular model, from stock;
£32.-Baeon, Wellington, Salop. [X3680

LEVIS 1915 Popular Mo%l, lamp set, splendid run-
ning order: £21 cash.—81, Amersham Vale, New

Cross. [79'I1
'

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham and Leicester, ioi
delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles from

stock. toeo^

1Q15 Baby Levis, complete, carefully used, very eco-

XI/ nomicol; £20, bargain.—Frank Boden, Matlock
Bath, Derbyshire. [X3636

LEVIS Popular, new; special bargain; cannot re

peat; £28 cash; gradual parments 2%.—Referee
Cycle Co., 332, High Holborn." [0764

LEVIS, 1916, Popular models.—We are sole Oxford-
shire agents, and can deliver correctly tuned

Popular models at once.—Layton's Garage, Bicester,,

Oxon. i:X3735

LEVIS Populars, with Enfield gears, £47/10; actually

in stock ; deferred payments if desired.—Lamb's,
151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood
Green. [7956

LEVIS 2-stroke Motor Cycles, latest 1916 modele.-
Snle London and district agents. Cars and Motor

Sundries Lttf , 175-177. Shaftesbury At.. London, W.C
'Phone.- 1432 Regent. _[0711 ,

Llacoln-Elk.

LINCOLN-ELK, 1915, 3y.h.p., Bosch,. Druids, splen-

did order- £16/10.-1, Ebner St., Wandsworth.
[81=^

L.M.C.

L.M.C., 4h.p. T.T., in new condition, all on, speed-

ometer, lamps, spare tube, etc.; must sell thin

week; sacrifice best offer over £25.—Hu'ens. 13, Grant
P d„ Addiscombe, Croydon. f802

9
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Martin.

MAETIN'-J.A.P., T'.T., 4%li.p., esoelleut condition;
£22,—Bunting, Abbeycroft, Berechuich Rd., Col-

chester. 1X3691
Matchless.

MATCHLESS Motor and Sidecar, in perfect condition,
6h.p. : clieap.—113, Hnldane Ed., Jiast Ham.

[X3718
MATCHLESS, 4h.p., all in good condition, and good

running order, I'ast ; £17/10, ofler.—455, York Ed..
W.nndsworth, [8114

MATCHLESS Sli.p. Combination, completely
i fitted,

many spares, perfect condition : £47. or nearest.—
Cpl. Gibbons, 27, Waterloo Bridge, Loudon. [7999

"VTATCHLESS, 1915, beautifully iitted up, and in
J-TX fine order: £73/10; deferred payments if desired.
—Lamb's, 151, High St., WaltLamstow, and 50, High
Ed., Wood Green. [7961

MATCHLESS 1913 8h.p. 2-speed Combination; must
sell owing to recent serious illness ; thoroughly

good outfit; any reasonable offer, accepted.—Tollady,
Bicester, O.'cfordshire. [S3621

MATCHLESS, igls. twin J.A.P., 2-SDeed, with
Dunhill coachbuilt 2-seat. sidecar, line pas-

senger outfit, recently overhauled: worth easily £50,
accept £42.— Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X3736

Oih.p. Twin Matchless Motor Cycle, 3 speeds, free
JS- , engine clutch, kick starter, countershaft, new-
tyres, lamps, and horn, in excellent condition, very
fast and flesible; price £38.—John O, Beadle, Ltd..
Motor Engineers, Dartford- [0827

Minerva.
MINEEYA, 4h.p.. with sidecar. £17, in splendid con-

dition, just overhauled: photograph sent.—Bevis.'
I 188, Biytlie Rd., West Kensington. [8038

MINERVA Lightweight Motor Cycle, good condition,
mag. ignition; sacrifice £8/10. or nearest offer.—

H. Peters, 83, Hill Cottage, Strand-on-Green, Cliiswick.
[X3533

Moto.Reve.
MOTO-EEVE 2!4h.p. Twin, in splendid guaranteed

order throughout, practically as new, little used

:

ffoiug cheap, a bargain.—Cross, 94, Heath Rd., Twicken-
ham. [8125

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE 1913 Twin, 3i;,U.p. M.A.G., Enfield

gear; 27 gns.—Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead.
' 'Phone: 5392. [7783

MOTOSACOCHE, 3i'2h.p., perfect order, enamel and
plating unmarked, M.A.G. engine, Enfield 2-speed,

Bosch watertight, P. and H. head lamp, accessories

:

£35.-14, Dodbrooke Ed., West Norwood. [8169

ew Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 1915, 2-stroke, as new, not run -600
miles, all on; £22, offers considered.-181, Hyde

Park Rd., Leeds. [X3672

NEW Hudson, 1915, 2-stroke, 2-speed, very litfle'tis'ed

:

«80. or nearest offer.-Sub.-Lieut. Simons, Aero-
drome, Chingford.' [7988

NEW Hudson 1915 6h.p. Combination, hood, all ac-
ce8.sories, yery little used, in perfect order; £65.—

Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [8084

1 Q15 3%-4h.p. New Hudson, coachljuilt sidecar, 3-
X*/ speed gear bos, new condition; £60; cash or easy

• terms.-E. E. Jones (Garages). Ltd., Swansea. [0821

NEW Hudson, 2i4h.p., 2-3trok6, 2-speed, 1915 model,
footboards, lamps, horn, tools, in good condition r

£29, or near offer.-Box 588; c/o Tht Motor Cycle.
[X3353

TW^EW Hudson, 1914-15, Big Six, 3-speed, clutch, kick
i-" start, countershaft chain and belt drive, under-
slung coachbuilt sidecar, black and gold finish ; 48 gns.
-Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392,

[8200
New Imperial.

|C|16 New Imperial-Jap; 35 gns. — Cross, Agent,
X«/ Eotherham. [X3628

NEW Imperial; 1915, lamps, horn; "26 gns,, or ofler.
—322. Green Lanes, N. [8005

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1916 models, in stock: £38 and
£44/8.-Crow Bros., Guildford. [6450

NEW Imperial. 1915, 2-speed l 24 gns.—Troward. 78,
High .St., Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392. [7784'

IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1916, latest model, 2-speed, in I

stock; £38.—Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon.
[X3737TO 16 New Imperial-Jap, purchased last January, per-Xtr feet order; £32.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts.

|

COLMORE Depots, Manchester and Leicester, for im-

!

mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[0805
IIVTEW Imperial, 1915, 2y2h.p., 2 speeds, excellent

-1-^ condition, £28; 1916 ditto, £30.—Crow Bros.,
GuUdford. [8163

NEW Imperial, 2-speed, new; special bargain, £36/15
cash

: gradual payments 2%.—Referee Cycle Co..
^32, High Holborn. [0765

NEW Imperial, 2y2h.p., 2-speed, 1914, running order
but not smart: £22, or nearest offer.—Layton's

Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X3738
TVrEW Imperials, latest models in stock; 2.sneed, also
.1-" kick-starter hand-controlled clutch models.-P. J.
Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X3657

GET IT AT

lAYLORS
- Sole London and District Agents for -

A.J.S. & British Excelsiors.

Sole District Agents for Calthorpes.

Contracting Agents for all other Makes.

TERMS: CASH, EXCHANGE, or
EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

NEW MODELS.
6 l.p. A.J.S. Combination £102 18
4 h.p. B.S.A. Combination £80
7 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric

equipment £89
.2j h.p. 2-;tr. EXCELSIOR, 2-5p., & clutch £44 2

Coach-built Sidecar for same ... £10 10
8 h.p. British EXCELSIOR, 3-speed ....£78 15
2j h.p. ALLONS, 2-speed £42
4 h.p. CALTHORPE Combination £70 7
6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £89 5
2} h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-specd .... £37 16
2jh.p. CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed .. £32 11

2i h.p, lady's CALTHORPE, 2-5peed £35 19
ROVER Sidecar, with brake £15 15

Write for Full List of Shop-soiled and Second-

hand Bargains ready for Immediate Delivery,

SELECTIONS.
De- And r2

Cash. posit. Pay-
:f s. £ s. ments of

1915 2}b,p. NEW IM-
PERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed 28 IS 10 15 32/3.

r9r2 3^ h.p. P. & M.,
2-speed, and coach
Sidecar 33 15 13 15 35/10

igrs 2j h.p. EXCELSIOR,
2 speed, and clutch -.. 36 10 1010 46/7

Z914 6 h.p, A.J.S. and
Canoelet, hood and
screen 70 25 80/8

igrs 5-6 h.p. HAZLE-
WOOD-J.A.P. 3 speed,
and Sidecar 60 20 71/8

I9r4 8 h.p. ZENITH,
c /shaft, and Sidecar . . 62 18 78/10

igrs 3^h.p, ARIEL, 3-sp,

and Sidecar 40 10 53/9
1914 3)^ h.p, SUNBEAM,

3-speed, and Sidecar . . 65 25 71/8
19 14 8 h.p. BAT and Sc. 55 15 10 71/8
igrs 4ih.p EXCELSIOR,

soiled only 59 — —
1013 CALTHORPE-J.A.P.

2-sp.,new, C05tf36 155. 32 10 40/-
1915 3^ h,p. ARIEL and

Sidecar 59 19 10 71/8
r9i3 2i h.p. PREMIER.. 13 — —
I9r6 Coach-built Body

only, grey finish 6 6 — —
I9r6 Sidecar, coach, cigar
shape body, s,s 9186 — —

Wicker Sidecar 2 50 — —
1916 Tyre Catalogue now ready, |>ost tree.

SPECIAL AGENTS tor REX and J.A.P. PARTS.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.

Garago: 12, Tottenham Meurs, W.C*

'Phone—Museum, 1240.
Telegrams—" Dynaraetro, Westcent, London."

j
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

New Imperial.
EW Imperial-Jap, late 1914, 2^ih.p,, 2-8^^6(1.

head light, electric tail lamp, splendid running
order; price ^625.—P., 29, Church St., Fenny Strat-
ford, Bucks. [8088

NEW Imperials, the handy lightweights, with J.A.P.
engine and 2-speed gear. We are the accredited

agents for Manchester and Liverpool district, and can
offer immediate delivery from stoak; extended terms
and ex-changes arranged. Call or write.—Colmore
Depot, 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool, and 261, Deans-
gate, Manchester. [0614

New Ryder.
1Q15 New Ryder, 2-speed; £26. -Troward, 78, Hi&li
JlU St., Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392. [8201

Norton.
1 QIB Nortons in stock,—Parker nnd Son, St. Ive.'i,

Xt7 Hunts. [8147

NORTON 1916 Big Four Combination, indistinguish-
able from new, speedometer; £70.-6, Warren St.,

London. [8203

OCTOBER (1915), S'/oh.p. Norton, 3-speed hub model;
owner going to the Front; £50, or nearest offer.—

Seldon, 3rd Battu., Gloucester Regt., Milsted Camp, near
Sittingboume. 1X3085

N.S-U.

3h.p. N.S.tr., 2-3p6ed, free engine, new Dunlop tvres,
£15.-llale. Glen Terrace, Chester-le-Street. [X3649

3ih.p. N.S.tr , sinple-cyl., 2-speed gear, ni.o.i.v., le-

2 cently OTorhauIed; £15, or ofler.—J. Palmer, Eton
College, Windsor. . [8037

N.S.X7. 1914. 61/oh n . 2 speeds, free engine, kick start,

nnd .siaecur; tlQ.-Whalley, 19, St. Paul's St,.

Low Moor 01itb«roe. [X3671

N.S.U. 5-61).p. 190'* Twin. 2 sneeda B. and B., Bosch,
machine been overhauled: £18; exchanges enter-

tained.—Full particulars, Bos 602, c/o The Motor Cycle.

i;X3508
P. and M.

P.
and M, SVnh.p., wicker sidecar, splendid running
order: £30

J"
trial.—Williams, Harrage, Romsey.

[7608
"IQ14 P. and M. and £15/15 Mills-Fulford sidecar.
J-t/ perfect, all accessories.—H. Blackburn, 13, Brad-
ford Rd., Brighouse. [X3359

1Q14 S'/oh.p. P. and M., 2-3p66d, wicker sidecar, in
Xt/ Tierfect condition; cash or easy terms; £45.—
R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., -Swansea. [0721

P.
and M. Combination, ' 3^h.p., condition as new,
speedometer, lamps ; great sacrifice, £32 : enlist-

ing.—Roberts, 20, Belmont Park, Lewisbam, S.E. [8030

P.
and M., 1908, SVoh-v-, 2-sp&ed, renovated by makers -

2 years ago. scarcely used since, splendid order;

offers.-Bandmaster Elhs, Glencorse Barracks, Milton
Bridge, Midlotlii-iQ. .

[X3602

P.
and M,, 1912, 3'^.?., 2-speed gear, new coachbuilt

sidecar, full outfit, in good condition; £40.—Tuke
;ind Bell, Ltd.. Motor Dept., Carlton Engineering Works,
High Rd., lottenham, N. [7990

1Q14 SV-h p. Phelon and Moore. 2-speed gear, kick
J-«7 starf, chain drive, Lucas lamp set, 1 gn. horn.

Cower speedometer, e5:cenent tyres, engine guaranteed
perfect; £42/10.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cam
bridge. [8048

Peugeot.

PEUGEOT, S'Ah.p., free engine, Bosch, B. and B.,

good condition; £22.-23, Queen's Rd., Lough-
I'orough. £X3675

PEUGEOT,- 4V2-6h.p., 2-speed, Bosch mag., B. and
B. ; £12/10.—Grove, 224, Fore St., Upper Edmon-

ton, London. £8.036

Premier.

PREMIER, 4h.p., 2-spe6d, free engine, starter, ex-

cellent condition; £18.-18, Talfourd Place, Peck-
ham. nB86

1 Q14 SV^h-P. premier, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar;
Xt/ £45; cash or easy terms.—B. E. Jones (Garages).

Ltd.. Swansea. t0823

3ih.p. Premier and Sidecar, 2 speeds, kick start,

2 lamps, horn, and tools; £25, bargain.—Earl. 5,

Heath St., Hampstead. [X3748

PREMIER, 19;4-]5, 3y-'-4h.p., Bosch, 3 speeds, like

new: £33/10.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange.
Ehuer St., Wandsworth Town Station. [8179

PREMIER. 1915. 4h.p , S-speed countershaft. £72
combination, short t ip, lamps, splendid condition

;

£48. o^ers.— 309, Sydenham Rd., Sydenham. [7912

PREMIER 2Vih.p.. 19r.4Vj. free engine, P. and H.
lamps, an aixeptioniJy fine specimen, perfect con-

dition throughout; £25.~H. Ikin, Tarviu, Chester.
[X3700

PREMIER 2'Ah.p. 4-s«.oke Lightweight, excellent con-

dition, well tyred, lamp and horn, thoroughly
lecommendable machine; £20; approval.—Layton's Gar-

age, Bicester, Oion. [X3622
P.V.

P.V. Ccnbiniition, spring frame, 1913, 5-6h.p. J.A.P.
engtae, S-speed Armstioni? gear, coachbuilt side-

cnT, all accessories, good condition; rider called up:
o2er oasn oriteinis.—R.L.J. , 38, High St., Teddington.

1:8042

Quadrant.
QUADRANT 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed, Lncas

lamps, mechanical horn; dS35.—36, David Lane,
Shadwell, E. [8085

411 letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement and the date ol the issue. a2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

RADCO, 2i^h.p., perfect order, practically new; bar-

gain, £20.-14, Dodbrooke Rd., West Norwood.
[8170

TlADCO, 1916, complete; £17, cost £27/15; splen-
XV did condition.—Perrin, 6, Etna Ed., St. Albans.

[8065
Rex.

REX, 5-6h.p-, Bosch, clutch, run on paraffin, very
powerful; £12/10. — J.- Pearce, Woodmaneote,

Cirencester. [7971

LATE 1912 5-6h.p. Rex Twin, coachbuilt sidecar;
£32/10; cash or easy terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages),

Ltd., Swansea. [0824

REX (late) Coach Combination, 5"6h.p., mag., 2
speeds; £25.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner

St., "Wandsworth Town Station. [8180

REX, late 1913, twin, 6h.p., 2-speed, free engine,
coachbuilt sidecar ; no reasonable offer refused.—

Stone, 158, Shaftesbury At., W.O. [7928

3ih.p. Res, 2 speeds, mag., E. and B., Tariable, fine
2 order; bargain, £12/10; also iWn- Amac, 15/-.

-M.H., 1, Acuba Rd., Earlsfield, S.W. [7942

REX, sy^ii.j}., mag., E.B., lamp, horn, Tery good
tyres and bejt, £7/10; or exchange lady's push

bike and cash.— 274, Derby Rd., Chesterfield. [X3597

REX 1912 6h.p. Combination, 2-speed, 1916 cylinder
and piston, new heavy Dunlops, 75/- lamp outtit,

accessories: expert examination invited; £30.—Collins,
192, Windmill Lane, Smethwick. [X3687

T>EX, 5-7h.p., T.T. 1912, In new condition and per-
XV feet running order, tyres and belt practically new,
plate clutch, handle start-, all accessories, fast; £27.—
14, Dodbrooke Ed., West Norwood. [8166

Rex-Jap.
REX-J.A.P., 1913, 6h.p., 2 speeds, free, handle,

Terry's, Badoock's, Amae, lamps, horn, Watford,
perfect, with wicker sidecar; £30.—North Oxford Motor
Works, 61, Woodstock Ed., Oxford. [X366fi

1 Q 12-13 Rex-Jap, 8h.p., 2 speeds, handle starting,
-*-*? gear overhauled by makers, receipt shown, new
piston, rings, big-end, pulley, and extra heavy Dunlop,
coachbuilt sidecar, £35, or close offer; 6h.p. J.A.P.. new
piston, rings, big-end, £12.—E., 3, Tillette Brook St.,

Sunderland. [.X3686
Rovftr.

ROVER. 1914, S^/sh.p.. 3 speeds, Sturmev-Archer,
excellent condition ; £35.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

St., Birmingham. [X3655

ROVER, 1914, late, 3V2h.p., 3-8peed clutch model, in
excellent condition, lamps, etc.; 36 gns.—Longman

Bros., King St., Acton. [7752

ROVER, 1914, sy-h.p., 3-8peed and clutch, speed-
ometer. Pillion seat, etc.; £38.—Elce and Co., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0552

ROVEE Motor Cycles, 3-speed countershaft models.
in stock for immediate delivery ; no waiting.—Col-

more Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [7936

ROVER, 1912, SVoh.p., free engine, 3 speeds, good
condition ; £28, or exchange higher power.—E.

Bnrnham, Orchard Grove, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks.
[8119

8h.p. Rover Sporting 2-seat6r, mag.. Zenith carbur-
etter, gate change, hood, lamps, shock absorbers

;

bargain, £45.—Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden,
Holborn. 1X3697

ROVER, 2Voh.p. Peugeot engine. Palmer cord back
tyre, new belt, and Hellesen battery; absolute

bargain, room wanted, £5.—Clark, Garage, Long Mel-
ford, Suffolk. [8106

ROVER, 1914, 3V2h.p., T.T. model, an exceedingly
fast and well-preserved machine, good in every

way; approval with pleasure; £36, bargain.—Layton's
Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X3623

1<C|14 Rover and Canoelet Sidecar, wind screen, Stur-
-L^J mey-Archer 3-apeed, new extra heavy JDunlop
tvres and belt, tools, accessories, spares, excellent condi-
tion, little used owing to war; £50.-35, Asburst Ed..
North Fiuchley. [7981

THIS Week's Bargain.—3 Vs^i-P- Eover combinntion,
guaranteed perfect, 3 r-peeds, clutch, all accessories,

unuped last 14 months ; any liial 3 up any hill in Derby-
shire : must sell instantly ; £36 secures, no offers.

—

Brown, Gloucester Rd., Chesterfield. [X3644

ROVEE, 3yoh.p., early 1915, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer,
Phcenix sidecar, lamp, tools, all spares, in perfect

running condition, just overhauled, new tyres, belt, only
done 4,000 miles ; a genuine bargain, OAvner joining
army, £42, all complete.—C. Cliarles, 6, Regent Parade.
North Einchley, N. [7940

Rtidge.

1 Q12 3V2h.p. Rudge, free engine, good condition; £25.
M-^ —E. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0785

|Q13 Eudge Multi, with new belt and good tyres,
-Lt/ Lucas 25/- horn; £23.—Walker, Eishbnrn, Ferry-
hill. 1X3648

3ih.p. I.O.M. Rudge Multi, fast machine, fitted with
2 all accessories ; £49.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

London. [8059

*I014 T.T. Rudge, very fast, and perfect mechanical
X*/ order; sacrifice £29.—P. Eiddelsdell, Boxford,
Suffolk. [8138

RITDGE Miilti, 5-6h.p., new 1914,- recently over-
hauled, new belt, picked engine; £38.—H. Cooke,

97, Lichfield St., Tamworth. [X3632

YOUR CHOICE
will probably be found in the following selection

from our stock. We offer the most liberal Gash,

Exchanee, or E.P. Terms, and have the best stock

in the Kingdom.

NEW MACHINES IN STOCK.
SOLO MACHINES.

IVY, 2-speed £35 3 6
WOLF, 2-speed, clutch, and kick starter. . £34 13
ALLON, single-speed £36
ALL.ON, 2-speed £42
ALLOIH, 2-speed, and clutch £45
SUN-VILLIERS, 2-speed £36
ROYAL RUBY £29 10
CONNAUGHT Miniature £28 17
CONNAUGHT Miniatme, 2-speed £36 6
CONNAUGHT standard £36 17
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2 stroke £36 15
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-stroke, 3-speed ... £44 2
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed ...... £38
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch,

and kick starter . . .
.- £44 8

INDIAN Powerplus, with electrical equip-

ment and speedometer £90
JAMES No. 7, 3tV h.p., twin, 3-siieed.. . . . £66 5
ZENITH, 6 h.p., countershaft £84 .

J.H., 2-&troke, 2-speed £37 16

CAMPION, 2-stroke £32 10
O.K.-J.A.P., 2-speed £36
O.K.-J.A.P., 2-speed, and clutch £38 15

O.K., M.A.G. engine, 2-spced £40
Baby LEVIS £32

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

JAMES, 4} h.p., 3-speed, Canoelet Sidecar £80 15
AMERICAN EXCEI^IOR, 7-9h-P-, 2-speed,

with 1(5 guinea Sidecar to match .... £85
ENFIELD Combination 85 gns.

SECOND-HAND —
' SOLO MACHINES.

2} h.p. DOUGLAS, 1911, twin, magneto.. £18
3! h.p. KERRY-ABINGDON £18
3} h.p. FLEET Motor Cvcle £14
2! h.p. IVY, 2-stroke £17
2 h.p. O.K., 2-sp., practically new, done

25 miles £30
WOOLER, 2-stroke, 1914 £22 10
2j h.p. LEVIS, 1915, 2-stroke £24

3.i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1911, with 1913 engine,
Philipson pulley, and accessories .... £25

3.V h.p. B.S.A., 1912, 2-speed £28 .0

4" h.p. SERVICE-J.A.P., 3-5p. Armstrong
gear, countershaft drive £31 10

2j h.p. SERVICE, 2-stroke, rji5, 2-speed,
litUe used !

'.
. £37 10

aj h.p. ALLON, 1915, 2-speed £34
ii h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £15
2I h.p. WOLF, 2-stroke, scarcely used ... £20
2} h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £20

3; h.p. ZENITH-GREEN, Gradua gear ... £30
2 h.p. O.K. Junior, little used £24
2i h.p. VELOCETTE, 1915, 2-speed, chain

drive £28
6 h.p. REX, 2-speed, and Canoelet Sidecar £35

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1900, N.S.U. gear,

coach-built Sidecar £29 10
3! h.p. RUDGE, ign, N.S.U. gear. Sidecar £27 10
3.', h.p. HUMBER, 1912, 2-sp., and coach-

built Sidecar tIS
7 h.p. INDIAN, 1912, 2-speed, and clutch,

with coach-built Sidecar, screen, etc.. £37 10
3! h.p. BRADBURY, 1915, 3-specd, with

chain drive, Rudge coach-built Sidecar £50
6 h.p. CLYNO, 1914, chain drive, No. 6

Sidecar, hood, screen, lamps, etc. . . . £65

289-293, High Holborn,
LONDON, W.C.

Light Cars : Featherstone Buildinss.

Works : Harpur Mews.
Telephone—Holborn, 6430.
Telegrams—"Admittedly."

MOTOR-CYCLES FOR SALE.
JRudge.

10141^ Rudge. Multi. clutch, pedal start, foot oiler,

Jt.^ speedometer, spare vaWes ; £J0.—Aimstron^^ 17,

Carlton Terrace, Spennymoor. - [XSSOfl

RUDGE Multi, 5-6h.p., with Victoria coachbuilt ei'le-

car, all tyres new. htfnpe, born, speedometer, trond

condition.—H. Cotton, Goulceby, Louth. [7964

3ih.p. Rudge Multi, Mills-Fulford cane sidecar, mile-
2 age 6,000, cojuplete" witJi accessories ; 37 gns.

;

appointment.—Alva Cottng'e, Ashford, Middlesex. [7951

RUDGE Multi, -5-6h.p,. coaelibuilt sidecar, excellent
condition ; £44, >iargain ; seen by appointment.—

Webb, 2nd Lt., E.(F.)R.E., Pier Kd., Gillingham, Kent.
L7929

1 Q15 Rudge Multi. 3V2h.p., delivered August, done
-L*7 6oo_ miles, Millers' lamp and h&rn complete,
unpuuctured ; nearest £46.—The Garage, Whitlinul.

B. Wales. - - [7518

p UDGE, late 1912. T.T.. in excellent order, long
Xv exhaust, liamps, and horn ; £20.—Longman Bros.,

King St., Acton. 'Phone: 1578 Chiawicb. Rudge
specialists. 48181

RUDGE Multi, SVsh.p., T.T. model, actual winning
machine of last" Senior Tourist Trophy Race, in

splendid order, 60 m.p.h. guaranteed; £50.—Elce and
Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0551

1 Q14 3V2h.p- Rudge Multi, new Montgomery siderar,

X*7 in perfect condition; would exchange for a good
6 or 8h.p. Indian or Excelsior, or any other good make,
and cash adjustment, or a good pony and cart suit

grocer.- G. J. Jones, 13, Broad St., Blaenavon. [X3356

Scott.

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham and Manchester, for

Bcott motor cycles. [0806

SCOTT, 2-speed, free engine. T.T., powerful; £25.—
S.-Sgt. Wareham, Highwood Scnool, Brentwood.

[8095

SCOTT, 2-speed, kick start, needs adjustments ; sell,

or exchange lightweight.—A. C. Walker, 2, Lv.ill

Mews, Eaton Sq. ^ [8212

Shaw.
HAW, 3y2h.p., good running order; bargain, £10.—

A. Simpson, Threlkeld. Penrith. . [X3550

Singer.

SINGER, l%h.p., Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter,
new back tyre and Service bslt, just overhauled,

re-bushed, grand order throughout; £12.—Clark.
Garage, Long Melford, Suffolk. _ [8107

Simplex.

1 QISV" 2%h.p. 2-stroke Simplex and coachbuilt .'^ide-

X»7 car, 3-8peed, clutch, kick starter, good condition,

Lucas lamps, etc.; £35.—Powell, 105, Carpenters Ri],.

Lozells, Birmingham. [X3614

Sun,

UN", 2-stroke8; all models from stock from £29/10.—
Colniore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [0828

COLMORE Depots. Birmingham and Manchester, for

delivery from stock of all models of Sua motor
cycles.

• [0807

SUN 2-6trokes, 1916 models, single and 2-sp€cd8;

delivery from stock.—Jackson Wright, 10, Pudding
Chare, Newcaetle-on-Tyne [6611

1016 Sun-Villiers, 2-speed, Lucas lamps, run about
J-*7 500, perfect: £30, or near; ride about 20.—
Kilby, Union St., Farnborough, Hants. [8069

S

S^

S'

Sunbeam.
UNBEAM New 1916 3V-.h.p. 3-speed model in stcrk.

—Moss, Wem. [X3710

SUNBE-iM 3V2h.p. Combination, April, 1916, 500
miles only, condition as new, full accessories; £87.

—Dr. Morris, Infirmary, Bristol. [7969

1QI6 sy.h.p. Sunbeam Combination, fitted with Lncas
-Ltf lamps and horn, latest improvements, new Febru-

ary; bargain, £85.-747, Washwood Heath Rd-, Bir-

mingham. .- £X3522

SUNBEAM, 6h.p., 1915, delivered July, with 17 gn.

sidecar, lamps, horn, and spare, excellent run-

ning order; £85.—Caines, Renscombe, Worth, Lang-
ton Matravers. [8080

SUNBEAM, 1914, 3-8peed, 3V2h.p., with sidecar, Lucas
lamps, horn, spare valve, chain and tyre, pur-

chased in 1915, and not much used; £49. no offers.—

Paidy. Mus. Bac, Beethoven House, Wolverton Av.,_^,

Kingston-on-Thames. [7905^

31.h.p. Sunbeam, latest pattern, block and gold finishJ

2 with Mills-Fulford coach Skifl sidecar, apron and"

mar, Lucas black lamp set, Lucas rear lamp set an^
1 gn horn, ridde-n 100 miles only; £87.—Romnson'tf
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [804^

T.D.C.

T.D.C. 1915V'., 23ih.p., 2-8troke, 2-speed, pan saddlej
Lucas head and rear, will take light sidecar ; whaw

oflers?—N., c/o Brewster's Library, Pmner, Middlesex/
[.8023

Triumph.
TRIUMPH, SVah.p., T.T., good condition; £17.—K.i^

40, Adelaide Rd., N.W. . [8032]

3ih.p. Triumph Motor Cycle and sidecar; £14/10.—^
2 Waldegxave Rd., Teddington. [flOZaf

/CZ2 Ail letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of. each advertisement* and the date ol the issue.
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The Noise of Motor Cycles.

A
FACT which one cannot fail to observe

is that present day motor cycles are, with

few exceptions, no quieter than they were

a few years ago. The Government orders

on the subject and the outcry against

noisy machines prior to the war will be fresh in

our readers' memories. As a climax to the

general complaints, an Order was laid down that

no cut-outs should be used on motor cycles, nor

should the exhaust be allowed to enter the air

without first passing through an expansion

chamber. Where the Order failed, however,

was in the introduction of the personal factor in

determining a noisy or quiet motor cycle. It

will be recalled that the Order leaves it to the

police to decide whether a motor cycle is noisy

or not, and as the opinions of policemen are

widely divergent, it is not surprising that in some
districts the utmost laxity prevails, whereas in

:>thers the police are correspondingly severe.

We have surely reached a stage at which a

silent motor bicycle is not a difficult problem.

We are possessed of magnificent engines, in

which we can afford to sacrifice a small degree

of efficiency in order to obtain silence of running.

Our opinion is that nothing is more impressive or

more' likely to attract new converts to the pastime

—iwhen happier days return—than the sight of a

practically noiseless machine flitting along the

road. We realise that an absolutely noiseless

mount might be a danger on occasion, though
this point is, to our mind, greatly exaggerated.

Cars which make no noise at all, and which

occupy ten times the amount of room on a road
that a motor bicycle does, and, therefore, con-

stitute a much greater danger—if silence spells

danger—exist in thousands.

Tlie purport of this article is to appeal to

those motor cyclists who appear to take a delight

in rousing the countryside to have a little more
respect for other road users' feelings, and
conform strictly to the letter of the law. If they

fail to do so spontaneously, it is certain that it

will not be long before legislation of a much
more severe nature will be introduced. It is,

therefore, in motor cyclists' own hands to decide

whether they will continue to ignore restrictions

and use semi-open exhausts and silencer cut-outs

and thus bring about stricter regulations.

A Reduced Supply of Petrol.

MANY of our readers have apparently mis-

understood the work and actions of the

Petrol Committee. The work of the

Petrol Committee has been to find out

how much petrol is available, and this

has now been done. Motorists who were owners
of motor vehicles actually in use were asked to fill

in certain forms on which the amount of fuel in

hand and the quantity required was stated. It

was pointed out that if the forms were not sent

in no fuel would be supplied to the motorist who
did not comply with the ' request. Numerous
readers of Tke Motor Cycle for reasons, some
good iand some bad, omitted to fill up and send
in these forms, and now write to ask us what
they ought to do, while others who are equally

ignorant of the procedure have bought new
machines since the order came into force. Our
advice in both cases is that the motor cyclist

should write to the secretary of the Petrol Com-
mittee at 19, Berkeley Street, London, fully and
clearly stating his case, and enclosing a filled

-up form, and on no account omitting to mention
the use to which he intends to put his machine.
Petrol cards or tickets will be obtainable on
August ist, and will be available for -six months
in the case of medical men, four months in the

case of commercial users, and three months in

the case of private owners. Each licence will

fix the quantity of spirit which the licensee may
obtain per rronth, .and the additional war tax
(6d. per gallon) must be paid in advance. We
hear it rumoured that only 25% of the amount
asked for will he granted. Motorists, therefore,
must not be misled by the incorrect statements
in the daily press a day or two ago.

An index to the advertisements in tlnis issue wilt be found on tlie page facing the bacl< cover.
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SCENES IN THE DUTCH MOTOR CYCLE CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP.

THE CLUB

CHAMPIONSHIP OF |

THE DUTCH M.C.C. '

HELD RECENTLY.

EIGHTTEAMSTOOK

PART. AND EACH

TEAM CONSISTED

OF TWO SOLO
MOUNTS AND ONE

PASSENGER

OUTFIT.

(3.) Mr. K. Witte-

Veen on a James sidecar

outfit at the start in

Amsterdam.

(4.) A good stretch

of open road.

(5.) The South
Holland team, who
came through the trial

without losmg marks,

and so won the cham-
pionship.
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Reliability.

Since 1916 opened I have driven various machines
a total of just on 5,000 miles with no other troubles

tlian periodic decarbonisations and a few sooted plugs,

so far as honest road work is concerned. If I have
experienced a few other troubles, they have been
exclusively ascribable to experimental work with
special trial fittings. I have neither had a puncture
nor choked a jet, and I have grown so careless that I -

have not infrequently tackled a longish run without
so much as a spanner and a spare plug, a belt

fastener, or a tyre outfit on board. If these lines

should happen to catch the eye of some whilom
enthusiast who has spent the last five or six years in

some unrideable colony, I wonder whether he will

believe them.

Enclosed Chain Drive.
I quite agree with Mr. H. M. Batten that enclosed

chains are infinitely preferable to open chains. I

should, however, add a very big " but," and my
"but" should be taken as possibly a more valid

reason for the common dislike of such designs than the

isolated cases of broken chains jamming inside chain

. cases which Mr. Batten cites. It is that some chain
cases on the market are of simply atrocious design.

It is extraordinarily difficult to open tliem up for

access to the chain, and usually more difficult to replace
them. I have tested many kinds, and there are few
on the market which I prefer to an open chain. The
split cast aluminium case, which Mr. Batten votes for,

is obviously the goods for the front chain, and ought
to be universal. The designing of the rear case is the
rock on which many makers encounter shipwreck.

Belt=rim Brakes.
I never thought I should write a word against the

belt-rim brake, and I may yet have to withdraw the
hint I now offer. The belt-rim brake has always
appealed to me as the simplest, most foolproof, most
rehable, and -easiest adjusted brake it was possible to
apply to a motor cycle. But after years of aversion of
the band brake, and even greater aversion of the con-
cealed internal expander, I have been driving an

;
external band of modern design, and it has proved a
revelation. When I first needed it, I needed it very
badly. I had foolishly counted on finding a lonely hill

deserted, and was sliding down much too fast when 1

met a herd of bullocks, jammed between hedges on
a very bad corner. I crushed on the band, expecting
to feel the usual stagger of the hind part of the
machine, and to experience something of a dry skid,

possibly mild, possibly demanding much resistance on
.
my part. Not a bit of it. The machine slowed down
perfectly smoothly without a wobble or a protest. I

held my pen In leash for a thousand miles, expecting
chatter, glazing, or adjustment difficulties to crop up
in due course ; but so far they have not appeared, and
as I ride other machines with belt-rim brakes " in

between whiles," as the cumbrous colloquialism goes.

I have every chance to muse on the merits of the othei

type. I look like revising one of my sturdiest

allegiances.

Everybody Using Mixtures.
I made a long trip last week, and took the oppor-

tunity of consulting many garage owners on the fuel

question. They testified that most motor cyclists now
call for the petrol-paraffin mixture, and many who only

kept a nominal quantity of paraffin in stock in the old

days have laid in a big cask or drum of a high-grade

brand. They agre& that the north-country riders are

specially fond of the mixture—canniness being a

typical north-country virtue—and say that many Lanca-

shire and Yorkshire owners used to demand paraffin

before the war. A north-countryman informs me that

he has used equal parts of petrol and paraffin for

years on his Clyno sidecar outfit, but that the petrol

now sold is not good enough to stand so large an

admixture of heavy fuel, so he is fitting a Binks car-

buretter. For myself, I -am going one better, and
using Binks fuel neat, after starting and warming up
my engine. By the way, I have a correspondent who
is evidently an old Parliamentary hand, accustomed to

resurrect bygone speeches of ministers against them

;

for he sends two of my paragraphs, one of which is a

note on- top feed carburetters, whilst the other

describes how I unscrew my carburetter lid to insert

the starting dose of petrol. In future I shall append
a footnote to all my paragraphs, explaining that I have
at present three machines in my shed, and ring the

changes on seven different carburetters. Lest I be

next attacked for un-

patriotic extravagance, let

me hastily add that two of

the mounts are trade loans.

A SERVICEABLE AND
NEAT HAT FOR

LADY MOTOR CYCLISTS.

This most becoming headgear

is known as the Reta.

The upper illustra-

tion shows how it is

worn in fine weather

with the peak turned

up and the back flap

folded. In heavy rain

the back flap and front

peak come down and
an elastic chin strap

secures the hat firmly to the head. A lady

reader who has tried the Reta hat is most

enthusiastic about the neat manner in which it

left her hair. It is sold by Mr. E. Harrison,

41, The Grove, Hammersmith, Lonion. W.
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THROUGH
FEMININE
GOGGLES,

HUlillllllllllllllllllllllllKllllllllllllin

MOST lady motor cyclists' earliest

experiences are obtained on a

low-powered lightweight, and

rightly so. After one is familiar with

the driving and controls of the lesser •
;

. machine one may captain a high-powered

mount. I am, personally, no believer in -

tackling a 6 "h.p. or 8 h.p. machine

without first having well passed the" initial stages..

It is rash to trust to one's hand or foot finding

the clutch when in a tight corner, or to trust to

luck in an emergency. For the past week, thanks to

the courtesy of Messrs. Humphries and Dawes, of

Birmingham, I have had one of the open-framed O.K.
Juniors at my disposal. The machine in appearance

is most dainty, enamelled black and green with smart

lines, the low open frame giving ample room for

ordinary skirts. The tiny engine of 2 h.p. is fitted

with an overhead inlet valve and Amac carburetter,

while a two-speed gear box is provided. The detail

work is remarkably good throughout, roomy foot-

boards with raised ends to protect the boots, two really

efficient brakes and wide comfortable handle-bars.

Makers of ladies' mounts often make the mistake

o£ fitting impossible upturned bars, which render the

steering awkward and sometimes difficult. A priming

tap to ease starting, should it be required, is fitted,

and a well-made guard over pulley wheel and belt.

The chain from the engine to the countershaft is also

A TRIAL OF A
LADY'S O.K. JUNIOR.

uuriiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

enclosed. I looked round the machine,

noting these details with satisfaction.

On the Road.

As there was neither handle nor kick-

starter, I put the gear lever into the low
position and ran a few yards to see what
happened. The engine commenced to

fire Immediately, so puU-ing up I stepped across the

•tiny frame and paddled away with ease.' For a

hundred yards or so the engine misfired whilst I

manipulated the throttle levers to _find the correct

mixture. This was soon determined and away we
went, the tiny power unit firing merrily. I turned the

machine in the direction of my favourite test hill, a

gradient of i in 8, with a sharp curve at the bottom
to prevent a rush. The engine ticked over at fifteen

miles an hour for the lower part until the increasing

rise called for the low gear, and on this we sailed

easily over the summit. This was quite good for the

baby engine, and the makers are to be congratulated

upon placing on the market such an eminently suit-

able mount 'for the begirmer—low, comfortable, and
withal possessing so many practical features.

May Walker.
[Details of the O.K. Junior were given in

The Motor Cycle for M^y 18th, pages 467-8. The
engine is a single-cylinder M.A.G., 64x77 mm.
bore and. stroke, 248 c.c.

—

Ed.]

On the r.oad with a lady's model O.K. Junior. Note convenient position ot change speed lever (left) and dress guarding (right).
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HINTS FOR
BEGINNERS.

pis' .^mV;

TUNING THE POPULAR LIGHTWEIGHT TWO-STROKE.
(The previous instalment appeared in the issue of June SSnd, pages 576-577.)

Overhauling the Magneto.
' Next transfer your attention to the magneto.
The high-tension wire leads to a carbon brush, which
in turn presses lightly upon a brass ring. The carbon
brush is housed in a vulcanite carrier, which in some
instances is screwed into the magneto casing from the

outside, while with others it is carried inside one of

the end plates. In the first instance, detach the high-

tension wire from^ the magneto terminal, and then
unscrew the vulcanite carrier, using the fingers only,

as should pliers be used there is every possibility of a

iireakage. Now take a pencil and wrap a clean
piece of rag round it, dip it in petrol, and insert it

through the hole, and revolve the magneto by hand,
-pressing the pencil and rag down upon the ring while
doing so. This will quite clean out any foreign matter
that may be lodged there. Now, by lightly turning to

the left, remove the carbon brush from its housing,
and look at the end that was in contact with the ring,

and if at all shiny pass a smooth file across it once
or twice, or draw it lightly across a piece of fine emery
paper. Now take a piece of rag and twist it round
until it is small enough to pass inside where the spring
and carbon brush go; this is brass tubing, and will be
benefited by a wipe out with this piece of rag dipped

in petrol. Replace the

brush and aft-erwards its

housing by reversing the

order of withdrawal. In

the case where the high-

tension wire is carried

through the cover at one
end, remove the two
holding down screws,

when the cover will be-

come free, and can be
lifted off. The carbon
brush will be found
inside the co-ver, and the

procedure may be exactly
as before, except that matters are simplified owing to

a greater amount of the slip ring being visible and
much more accessible.

Now remove the contact breaker cover, when it

will be found that in most instances the whole contact
breaker can 'be removed by simply withdrawing the
centre screw; having done this remove the carbon
brush that will be found on the back and treat this as

you did the other one, but before replacing attend
first to any adjustment that may be necessary. To
do this, first remove the rocker spring at one end only

;

this will enable the rocker to be lifted off. It will

Sectional view ot driven end
ot magneto showing arrange-

ment of high-tension pick-up
carbon brush and slip ring.

Contact breaker and segment

sleeve.

then be an easy matter to pass a smooth file across the
platinum points, and so remove any uneven places or
pitting that may be there. Next examine the fibre

block at the end of the rocker, and if this shows signs

of wear it is very easy to renew it. First remove the
old fibre and keep it as a pattern, and then procure an
ordinary fibre brake block of the red variety as fitted

in cycle brakes. Dry this thoroughly in front of a fire,

especially if you suspect it of being damp, and when
quite dry cut another to your pattern but slightly

deeper to allow for the

wear on the old one,

then place it in position,

seeing that it is a tight

fit ; when properly
secured, finish off the

part that comes in con-

tact with the cam with

a file or emery paper.

This has been a complete
success in my case in

three instances. Having done this, it will be neces-

sary to readjust the points; having replaced the rocker
and spring, put the contact breaker in position on the

magneto again, seeing that the centre or holding on
screw is done up securely. Now revolve the shaft

slowly until the rocker is lifted on to the cam, and by
means of a magneto spanner screw up the adjusting

screw until the platinums are so far apart that the

gauge on the spanner will just pass through, when you
may screw up the locking nut, and all should be well.

Timing the Ignition.

The magneto can now be replaced and timed. To
do this proceed as follows: place the magneto upon
its platform, but do not screw the fastenings up too

tightly at first, as the chain will have to be adjusted

;

now retard the magneto as far as possible, turn the

magneto shaft round until the platinum points are just

about to open, next bring the piston to the top of its

stroke, and then couple up with the chain, which
should have previously been removed from the paraffin

and wiped quite clean. Adjust the chain so that

there is no slack in it, but avoid tightness. It is

as well to turn the engine over until the chain has

moved right round its length, meanwhile feeling the

chain to discover if there are any tight places in it
;

if so, adjust the chain when in its tightest position,

and then screw the fastening nuts of the magneto
firmly home. Finally dress the chain with good lubri-

cating oil and replace the cover. In the case where
there is fixed ignition, the position I favour most is

^3
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Hints for Beginners.—

with the points about to brealc, and the piston within

^in. of the top of the compression stroke.

The next item to receive attention will fee the spark-

ing plug. It will be as well -to give this a good
clean out by turning it upside down and pouring some
petrol into it and working a piece of very thin wood
about in all the crevices around the electrode ; then

shake out the petrol and see that the points are quite

clean. With the two-stroke engine, I have had good
results from three and four point plugs, but my best

results have been obtained from the single point

variety. Care must be taken that the points are

not too far apart. For easy and quick starting I find

the magneto gauge gives the best results; therefore I

set my points so that the gauge- just passes throtigh

between them ; with this netting, provided other items

are in order, one or two pulls of the back wheel will

start the engine easily when upon the stand. Now
replace the compression reiease after cleaning it.

Carburetter Adjustment.
Then as to the carburetter : this will require to

be taken to pieces and thoroughly cleaned. If the

carburetter is extravagant in petrol try the next size

smaller in jets ; this may be the means of economising

and obtaining more power, but as no hard and fast

rule can. be followed with carburetters it is only 'by

personal experimenting with different sized jets and
varying levtls that the best results can be obtained;

but the main points to aim at are to use the smallest

jet possible that gives even rumiing, and to keep the

level in the float chamber down as low as possible in

conjunction with it. When mounting the inlet pipe

on the cylinder place a brown paper washer which has

been seccotined on both sides between the faces of

the joint ; this will prevent any chance of an air leak

there. In placing the carburetter back again on the

inlet pipe, see that it is perfectly straight, and
placed across the machine as much as possible—that

is, the float and jet chambers side 'by side, and not one
behind the other, as when the latter is the case the

PUBLIC SCHOOL BOYS AND "THE MOTOR CYCLE."

Three Charterhouse boys who are keenly interer'pd in motor cycle

matters. Practical riding experience and the tecrini^al knowledge
acquired by reading are the finest schools for prospective recruits in

the mechanical sections of our Army.

-The N.C.O.'s of E Company -Heavy Section Machine Gun Corps
at their training centre. Their names are from left to right : L,-Cpls.

Smith, Hemck, Ciegg, Williamson, Russell, Moulding, and Sgt. Maloney,

on the cycle Sgt. Pye, and in the sidecar Company Sgt.-Maj. Smith.

level is constantly altering with the rise and fall of the

road. Should any doubt exist as to the carburetter

union being air-tight, this can be bound round with

insulating tape. The ..petrol pipe can now be put on
again, care being taken that the. pipe is not bent in

such a manner that the joints do not seat
'

' squarely.
'

'

Should this happen, a gradual leakage will take place.

Don't Neglect the Bicycle Parts.

It now remains to attend to the exhaust pipe and
box. These should be dismantled and scraped clear of

carbon whenever possible, and made perfectly "free,"
as anything tending to choke the exhaust will very

quickly destroy power. It is an undoubted fact that

most riders, even where they give attention now and
again to their engines, etc., sadly neglect the bicycle,

its bearings, and various fittings. This should not

be the case. The overhaul should be made the

occasion properly to clean out wheel bearings and
re-pack the hubs with a suitable grease, grease being

better than oil, as it prevents road grit entering the

bearings. See that all cones are properly adjusted,

while a touch here and there with enamel will save

the appearance of the machine. Also 'give attention

to the springs and axles of the front forks, and see

that they are in good order and receiving the proper
supply of oil. Examine the belt and remove any pieces

of flint that may be found sticking in the sides ; these

will, if allowed to remain, cause veiy rapid wear of the

pulley faces.-- The last item, but not the least, will

be the tyres. First remove all small pieces of flint

which can generally be found sticking here, as these

will eventually work their way through if allowed to

remain and cause a puncture, besides letting the water

through and ruining the canvas. Attention to this

point will probably mean many more miles in the life

of your tyres. Afterwards fill up all small cuts with

a good tyre stopping, following carefully the maker!s
instructions when using it. The overhaul may now be
considered complete, and the first time the machine is

taken on the road again it will be a joy to hear the

healthy bark of a well-tuned engine, while its old

power will be there once more. After an overhaul

of this description it is really wonderful how much
better a rider seems to understand his machine, so that -

he can detect by sound almost every alteration, also

its cause, should the slightest derangement take place.

Alec. W. Stanbrough.
B4
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Duplicate Clutch Control for Bradburys.
THE Bradbury Co. lias designed a

neat duplicate clutch control, which
is to be fitted to all future Bradbury

models. The handle-bar control, placed

to the left-hand of the rider and operat-

ing by means of a stout Bowden cablej

C^uick pifch

thread

C/u/iA
-

ac/ua/}'n6 p/n

Plan view of Bradbury clutch control,

remains as before, but in addition a
pedal-operated control, placed conveni-
ently above the right footboard, is now
to be included. The two controls are
quite independent, and in both cases the
adjustment is extremely simple.

Tlie photograph conveys a fair idea as
to the working of the pedal controls. As
regards the: hand control, the only altera-

tion made is in the securing of the Bowden
cable at the gear box end, so that the
nipple at theiend of the cable, cannot dis-

engage from the
clutch actuating
arm when the foot

control is in use.

The pedal is of

sensible dimen-
sions, and the rod
from it operates a
small disc, so that
when the pedal is

depressed the disc

rotates' one
quarter turn. In-

side the disc is a
quick pitch thread
mechanism, and
when the disc is

turned this thread
comes into engage-
ment with a cor-

responding tliread

on the small bolt

passing loosely

through the clutch
actuating arm, so
that the small
bolt tends to draw
the arm inwards.
At the end of this

bolt are lock nuts by which adjustment
is obtained.
The device has been thoroughly tested,

and works well, and the duplicate control
may certainly be regarded as a very
desirable: refinement.

Right-hand side of Bradbury power unit, showing combined foot

and hand clutch control.

R.E. DESPATCH RIDERS IN EGYPT.
In sending us this photograph Cpl. A. C. Webb has given the names of the men together with the towns from which they come. This is

very interesting, as the riders come from all parts of the United Kingdom and Overseas Dominions. The names are as follow, reading from
left to right

:

Bacic row : Cpls. Knott (Fulham), de Cunha (Calcutta), Marston (Leicester), Paterson (Glasgow), Lea (Leicester), Saunders (Southampton),
ffutler (Kingston), Partlo (Reading), and Hinchcliffe (Sydney, N.S.W.).

Middle row :- Cpls. Thomas (Auckland, N.Z.), Clifford (Sunderland), Matt! -ws (Leicester), Webb (Coventry) ; Lt. Foster (Leeds)

;

Cpls. Murgatroyd (Scarborough), Hess (Ayr), and Nicholls (Crouch End).
Bottom row : Cpls. Richmond (Chorley), Clydesdale (Belfast), and Neave (Salisburj').

B7
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THE 2|h.p. DOUGLAS.
ONE-LEVER CLAUDEL CARBURETTER; NEW FORKS AND SILENCER.

The latest pattern 2f h.p. Douglas from the valve side. Transmission side of the new Douglas.

WE recently had the opportunity of

seeing the latest model 2| h.p.

Douglas, which is^so far greatly
ahead of anything the Douglas firm has
turned out. The machine, of course, is

not ready for sale to the public, owing
to the Government's call upon the
Douglas factory, but some notes con-

'cerning it will doubtless be of interest.

As regards general outline, the machine
remains very much the same, but there
are numerous improvements in detail.

The oil is delivered through a sight
drip feed of totally new design, the
oil dripping through a pipe enclosed in

a casing of cup form, the interior of
which is white, and so designed that
the glass cannot be obscured and the
drips can be seen under all conditions.
The little engine remains much the

same as when we saw it on the occasion
of our last visit to the works. The
compression taps in the cylinders have,
however, been discarded, as they were
never necessary-, for no one ever wants
to inject to start a Douglas. The little

tap on the top of the crank case is

retained for cleaning purposes.

An Automatic Carburetter.

The most striking change of all is the
fitting of a Claudel carburetter made by
the Douglas Co. under licence. The
single lever is an improvement of untold
worth. For many years we have experi-

mented with different types of auto-

maticj;arburetters on this machine, some
good and others only fairly so, but the
diiference in running and the improve-
ment in flexibility were so great that

The one-lever Claudel-Douglas carburetter.

The latest spnng forks, showing the grease

cups on the spindle ends,

we were firmly convinced, and often
stated, that the automatic carburetter
was the carburetter of the future. It
will be noted that air is taken in warm
from the back cylinder. This is a most
important item, which has been much
neglected by many designers.
The footrests are now carried on

separate lugs, so that in the case of one
getting bent or broken it can be instantly
removed and straightened, or replaced by
a new one. The toolbags are worthy of
special remark, being of large dimensions,
and extending the whole length of the
carrier. Straps take the place of

fasteners, so that the toolbag is always
secure, and there is no chance of getting
the contents lost upon the road. The
bags are, of course, enclosed in metal,
and there is a separate compartment for

spares.

The suljstantial mudguard is now
carried well away from the saddle, so

that there is ample clearance between

these two points. The front mudguard
has also been greatly improved by the

addition of large valances. A weak
feature in previous models has been the

stand clip attached to the back mud-
guard, but this has been greatly altered

for the better, and is now quite secure.

Impioved Spring Forks.

Not the least important improvement
incorporated in this machine is the

silencer, which is now merely-an expan-
sion chamber with a long exit pipe, fitted

with a fish-tail end, which is carried

well beyond the rear axle. The forks

have been improved in the anchoring of

the springs and the provision of stronger

springs, while grease cups have been pro-

vided for every working part, which is

certainly as it should be. Another good

feature is the provision of a cover for the

chain. The machine is, of course, fitted

with a three-speed gear.

We tried the machine for a short time

in trafiic, and were immensely pleased

with its running. We found that it could

be ridden in a certain quiet square at

eleven miles an hour on top speed with-

out the engine missing, and we feel con-

fident that this can be improved with a

little further adjustment. On low gear

the engine could be throttled down to

such an extent that it was barely possible

to balance the machine.

New Douglas lubricator and rounded tank. 1
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CAR OR SIDECAR?
A Comparison of the

Methods of Control

with the Advantage
in Favour of the Car.

WITH a view to economy, there are probably

many car owners who are contemplating

giving up their cars in favour of sidecars.

As the writer until recently was a confirmed carist,

and has since had some experience of modern sidecar

i outfits, his impressions may be of interest to those in

( similar positions.

A car driver about to purchase his first motor
cycle passenger machine is really much more difficult

to suit than the absolute novice. This appHes not only

to the actual selection and equipment of the machine,
but also to its care and driving. Excepting for what
one may call "road-sense," the fact of having driven

cars, say as the writer has done for the past ten years,

is not going to help one in the least as a motor cyclist

;

gather the reverse. On the other hand, a car owner
who has served his- apprenticeship on a motor cycle

will probably get on much better with a car than a

novice. But this should not deter motorists from
taking up the two or three-wheeler, because it is only

a matter of time before one_hecomes as much at home
on a sidecar as on a car.

Good Equipment of Sidecar Desirable.
The former car owner will be well advised to buy an

outfit the specification of which embodies as far as

^possible car practice. For instance, detachable
wheels, three or four speeds, hood and screen for the

sidecar, dynamo lighting, .and foot-operated clutch are

fitments that the writer would endeavour to have on
any machine'he was purchasing. Needless to say, all

those enumerated are not absolutely necessary, but it

is better to spend, say, an extra ^2^^ on the first cost,

and avoid disappointment later. Thus the writer

assumes that the car owner is prepared to spend about
^100-^120, and it should be stated that this article

is written after experience with a couple of sidecars

of well-known make, the first cost of which in each
case was in the neighbourhooS of £n.o. Some
readers may ask what is the use of paying ;£i2o for

a sidecar when a good second-hand light car can be
bought at a slightly bigger figure ? To this the correct

retort is that as regards running costs, taxation, and
accommodation, the sidecar is undoubtedly the more
economical.

The First Drive,
If one has only been accustomed to driving medium-

powered cars,.the acceleration and hill-cUmbing powers
of a 750-1,000 c.c. sidecar are very striking, and .the

former car driver should proceed _yery cautiously for

. the first few miles. On the method of clutch operation
with which the outfit is equipped will depend mainly
the manner in which the novice progresses on this first

trip. Hand control only will be worrying, and if the

machine is so equipped the driver will be well advised

to practise coming to a sfandstill, changing gears,

etc., before occasions make such operations necessary.

With a foot-operated clutch, or a dual control, one is

perfectly happy. Another matter that will be found

rather disconcerting at first is the two carburetter

levers—one for the throttle and one for the air; like-

wise the ease with which the engine may be stopped
accidentally ! Mention of the engine reminds one that

our former car driver will require a word of warning
as to the inadvisability of running, the air-cooled

engine when the machine is stationary. Being so

accustomed to running the water-cooled engine of a

car for ten minutes or so in order to allow it to warm
up before leaving the garage, the writer found it most
difficult to avoid doing likewise with his sidecar. One
feels that one has not the control over the sidecar as

on a car, and one longs for an accelerator pedal and a
hand throttle stop to prevent the engine stopping

altogether.

Steering and Clothing.

Regarding steering, it is only a matter of time before

one becomes quite used to it. For the first few runs

the sensation to the driver when he is well on the left

side on an over-cambered road is rather uncanny. On
the question of clothing, the car owner undoubtedly
scores over the sidecarist, for, however well the motor
bicycle may be mudguarded, on a long run overalls are

necessary for the driver. The sidecar passenger is, of

course, quite as well protected as in a car, and with

a hood and screen special clothing is not necessary.

The feeling of exhilaration one gets *fter a run on
a comfortable sidecar is quite absent after a car run,

and this the writer considers is one of the charms of a
good sidecar. Unless one can afford a high-powered
car the three-wheeler is undoubtedly the thing. The
modern car of less than 15 h.p. lacks that quick
acceleration and capability of rapid hill-climbing that

one obtains. with an -8 h.p. sidecar.

In conclusion, the writer may say that the only
difficulty he has had in changing over from a car to a
sidecar has been in converting his wife to the charms
of the latter. But even this has not proved insur-

mountable. Bluebeard.
>-•••»<

THE EVOLUTION OF A PRIMING TAP.

t-'-'Ys^ ^"^^ "^%E^ ^"w5'
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(From " Motor Cycle Itlmirated " of May iiih,)
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THE SIDECAR DE LUXE.

U*T'

A Special Gloria Produclion, excellently Designed and beautifully Finished.

material, is'HE sidecar is

the most un-

mechanical ar-

rangement it is possible

to conceive "
j so say not

only many owners, but

even the manufacturers

themselves : yet it has

caught public favour.

Until something as cheap
to buy, as economical to

run, and as handy, is pro-

duced, there is very little

chance of it being aban-

i; similar

fixture.

Complete Protection.

With tha hood and

side screens in position

the passengers are very

efficiently protected with-

out being in any. way
cramped. There is ample

room in the body for the

adult passenger at the

same time as the front

seat is occupied by a

WEATHERPROOFNESS IN SIDECARS.
A luxurious Gloria sidecar attachment with extra child's seat in front. Complete protection from the elements is afforded.

doned for a long time to come. Whatever may be

said against it, at the present time the tendency with

all makers of sidecar bodies is to elaborate, improve,

and generally endeavour to attract attention until, as

is frequently the case, even the most severe critics are

won over.

One of the most ambitious designs we have seen yet

is a special attachment, unobtainable by the ordinary

motor cyclist, but produced
specially for Mr. R. A.

Tomson, manager of the

Gloria Co., . of Coventry.

This attachment represents

quite the last word in sidecar

luxury. It has a large

double-seated body provided

with a hood, curved front

screen, and folding side

windows. As will be seen

in the illustration, in fine

weather the hood is carried

neatly folded down at the

back, and the side windows
drop into the side panels.

The front screen, which is

made of transparent mica or

B16

The Gloria sidecar spring wheel has been iacreased in efficiency

by the employmen of an extra involute spring at the top.

junior. And yet the storage room is not curtailed,

there being a lock-up trap in the back of the body
and a large coach-finished box mounted on the back
carrier. The springing of this model has been very

carefully designed, the rear being supported on large

C springs, with the addition of a special Gloria shock
absorber, consisting of a short pivoted arm and an
involute spiral spring carrying the wheel axle. The C

springs support the body,
and the spiral spring carries

the frame. The front of the

body is carried on a flat leaf

spring set crossways in the

frame. The tubular frame
is extremely substantial, as

also are the four connections

to the motor cycle frame. A
stand for the sidecar wheel is

provided.

The particular m o d_e 1

which we illustrate was
finished in a rich purple

enamel, with pale blue band
and gold lines; upholstered

in a mottled blue .leather,

black leather hood, and
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The Sidecar de Luxe.—
mahogany stained windscreen frames. This elaborate

style, combined with a powerful motor cycle finished to

match, formed one of the smartest outfits we have seen.

To use an Americanism, "It is some sidecar."

Naturally, "it is by no means a lightweight, the side-

car alone probably scaling 170 lb., but with a machine
of suitable power this should be no drawback.

A Gloria Motor Cycle after the War.
The motor bicycle shown in our illustration is a

powerful twin-cylinder three-speed chain-driven Gloria,

a "newcomer to the motor cycle world, of which, no
doubt, much will be heard after the war. For months

the forerunner has undergone exhaustive tests, but, as

it is still in a purely experimental stage, it would serve

no useful purpose to describe it at this juncture, and
it is useless readers troubling the Gloria Co. (which,

by the way, is Government controlled) for particulars.

Suffice it to' say that three different types of twin-

cylinder V-type engines liave been tested under all

conditions of road use by men who know what a good
motor cycle should be like. We can promise our

readers that the Gloria, when it finally makes its

appearance, will be a remarkably fine production,

embodying all the latest ideas, and quite in keeping

with the excellent work for which the Gloria Co. is

noted. ,'

SHEFFIELD MUNITION WORKERS TAKE WOUNDED SOLDIERS FOR A SIDECAR OUTING.
A party of Sheffield motor cyclist munition workers entertained a number of wounded soldiers, (resh from the " great push,' to an

afternoon's outing into the Peak District last Saturday. They took tea at Bakewell, and, of course, stopped at Haddon Hail, immortalised by

Dorothy Vernon.

PETROL
DRASTIC RESTRICTIONS

RUMOUR follows rumour with

regard to the amount of petrol

which will be allowed to

private motorists. For instance, it

was stated in the ^daily press on
Monday that 80% of their require-

ments would be available. Unfor-
tunately this view was soon proved

to be far too optimistic, and it is

probable that private owners will

receive about one quarter of what
they asked for. Private users will

get less than commercial men and
doctors, and the general reduction all

round will be about 50%.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

LICENCES.
AND MUCH UNCERTAINTY.

We hear that something like half

the motor 'buses will be taken off

the road, and possibly an equal pro-

portion of taxicabs, while char-a-

banc trips will be entirely abandoned,

except for the transporting, of muni-

tion workers.

At the present time it is almost

impossible to buy petrol in many
places, and this difficulty seems likely

to continue until the issue of the

petrol cards on August i St.

The requirements of the Govern-

ment amount to approximately

2,000,000 gallons per week.

B17

The proprietors of this ioumal, being fully in

accord with the recommendations agreed

upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they urill not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured

in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation, either during or after the war.

lUFFE & SONS LTD,
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A MOTOR SKICYCLE.
A Natural Development of the Child's " Scooter."

THE child's skicycle or scooter has

long ceased to be a novelty, and
has taken its place among the

child's regular playthings, but
any attempt to propel the toy by motor
power takes it out of the reach of the

average junior, and we are afraid that

this invention will not obtain the

popularity its forerunner had.

Cross section of the twin-cylinder engine

and wheel, and also section through the

wheel showing the turbine-like flanges

through which the exhaust gases pass

Mr. Joseph Maina, of Brixton, London,
is responsible for this novelty under
patent No. 7,056, 1915.

He has incorporated the poVer unit,

consisting of a twin four-stroke engine,
en bloc with the front wheel. The two
cylinders are placed vertically on either

side of the wheel, and drive by a reduc-
ing gear on to the axle. Simultaneous
firing by one plug in a combined compi'es-
sion space tends to simplicity. We
presume the magneto is geared oft the
axle, but ignition, carbwation, and lubri-

cation details are not clear in the patent
drawings.
The principal departure from the

ordinary is the endeavour to utiUse the
exhaust. to give extra power. The escap-
ing gases are directed through vanes in

the centre of the front wheel after the
manner of a turbine, the intention being
to add impetus to the already driven
wheel, but we believe this idea has been,
experimented with before, and has proved
to be a fallacy. The frame is similar to
the usual skicycle, with refinements in
the springing arrangements. A cylin-

Bl8

drical petrol tank is carried on the steer-

ing column. The lower part of the frame
is to be made to fold over alongside of

the front wheel for easy storage.

Generally, the machine may be said

to be efKciently designed, with the excep-
tion of the use of the exhaust to aid

propulsion, but we are very dubious of

it coming into public use.

It would be unreasonable, and even
dangerous, to allow a juvenile free use

of such a machine on the pavements, and.

should it be confined to the roadway, the

child runs a grave risk of being killed

by other faster vehicles. No idea is

given in the patent specification of the

approximate size of the machine or the
h.p., and even if constructed large enough'
for an adult it cannot be ridden in a

- standhig position with any degree oi

comfort ; but it is a , distinct novelty,

and any further developments on these
or similar lines will be awaited with
interest

WOUNDED SOLDIERS' SIDECAR RUN IN THE NORTH MIDLANDS.
A party of soldiers from the Hooton Hall hospital were taken for a run to Worksop and

the Dukeries, the picture showing the start. The organiser was Dr Pycroft, and many
local sidecarists assisted in making the outing a success.
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
INSPECTIONS of recruits for the Motor

Machine Gun Service were held at

the Coventry Recruiting Office on
Tuesday, and in London (20, Tudor
Street, E.C.) on Saturday last. The
names of those motor cyclists and car

drivers accepted will be found in the list

given below.

Ballard, A, H.. Eerkhainpsted.
Brotheridge. A. T.. Eodborough, Glos.
Burke. H, O., Aldershot.
Chandler, W. E.. Lewes.
Colombe. P. M. V., Loudon.

,
Cox, G. A., Cheltenhaui.

! , Croasdale, F. W., Bristol.
Danka, C. L., London.
Eady. W. E., Wilbr.
Escott, A. J., London.
Evans, M., Brigg.
Forster, W. A., London.
Francis, F. S., Broseley.
Frank, S., Romford.
Gautbj, H., Brigg.
George, -F., Cerne Abbas.
Green. I., Pontvpridd.
Harrison, W., Ryton-on-Tyne.
Howkins, G., Coventry.
JeUy, V. Guildford.
King, W., Nortb/)rpe
Lee. F. J , Wellfa'iborongh.
Manani, A , London.
Mepgs, A L., Slough.
GUev, C , East Dereham.

- Bead, A. H., Biundall
Riisson, G W.. Wellington, Salop.

- Short, A. O., Cerne Abbas
Stenhouse, A , Stiilmg.
Summers. W , Honlton
Sutton, R . Newton-le-Willows
Tate, E , Richmond, Yorks
Weighell, W., Launceston.
Wiiittaker, J. H , Blackpool.

Central Office for Motor Machine Gun
Service :

Mr. Geoffrey Smith,

19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

Appointments with another group of

candidates had been arranged for Tuesday
this week at the Coventry Recruiting
Office.

It seems likely that the immediate
requirements of the Motor Machine Gun
Service will be satisfied at an inspection
which has been arranged for Tuesday
next, the 25th inst., at the Coventry
Recruiting Office, between 2 and 4.20
p.m. Should the applicants exceed the
vacancies existing on that date, a
waiting list will be formed to meet
future calls of the Commanding Officer.

Readers having motor cycle or car

driving experience and wishing to enlist

in the M.M.G.S. should note the follow-

ing particulars :

Age.—19 to 40.

Enlistment.—For duration of the war.
Medically Fit.—For general service

abroad or for garrison duty abroad.
Pay.—Is. 2^.d. per day, all found ; the

usual separation or dependant's allowance.

Men may attend any of the inspections

without previous notice, provided they
are ready for immediate enlistment if

accepted, but it is desirable that all be
examined by the Medical Board at the
headquarters of their respective places of
attestation beforehand.

A recruit accepted by Mr. Smith in

London on Saturday last was born in
the West Indies, and has lived there
up till recently, when he paid his own
expenses home to enlist.

. Royal Engineers Signal Service.

Men passed for the waiting list of the
Royal Engineers Signal Service are
called up much more promptly than in

the past. A few months ago it was no
uncommon thing for a man to be kept
waiting three or four months, and even
then have to enlist in some other section.
Tw3 readers passed by the Editor as
despatch riders received their calling-up
papers within a week.

For the benefit of prospective despatch
riders, we repeat that new regulations
recently introduced provide that men
must be between 18 years 9 months and
35 years of age. Also the test now
applied is much more stringent than
formerly, only first and second-class men
being accepted.

AT THE TRAINING CENTRE OF THE
MOTOR MACHINE GUN SERVICE.

(Left) The regimental band.

(Below) N.C.O.'s of the Ford battery. Mech.-Sgt.
L. A. Bees (the former L.M.C: riderj on Triumph ;

Sgt.-Major Forsyth at gun; Sgt.-Drivef Lightfoot
driving.

: Reg. Sgt.-Mai. Dowland
on a B S A.
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A HARLEY-DAVIDSON DINNER.
Receplion to Directors of a Leading American Motor Cycle Company.

ON Wednesday evening last week a

reception was held, and a 'dinner

given to vai'ious members of the
motor cycle press and trade, to welcome
thei Milwaukee directors of the Harley-
Davidson Motor Co., Mr. Walter David-
son, president of the company, -and his

colleague, Mr. J. A. Stone, at the Hotel
Pagani, Great Portland Street, W.
Previous to the dinner the company were
entertained to a series of kinema pictures

of events in which Harley-Davrdson
machines in London had recently taken
part. There were shown the first -two
Earley-Davidson wounded soldiers' out-

ings, starting from St. Thomas's Hospital,
and finally the wounded sailors' outing.

The Speeches.

At the conclusion of the dinner Mr.
Duncan Watson rose to propose thfi health
of His Majesty the King, whose portrait

in the style of a cameo was situated over
his head, tastefully illuminated by electric

light, and surrounded by the flags of the
Allied nations. Next the National
Anthem was sung with deep feeling, and -

then Mr. John J. Withers, a director of

the London company, rose to propose the
toast of Messrs. W. Davidson and J. Al
Stone. He had, he said, only to ask those
present to drink the health of his friends
from the United States. Good wine needs
no bush, and he could add nothing to the
lustre of their names. Their factory
produced an extraordinarily efBcient
motor bicycle, and he hoped that they
would turn out a still better one. It

was really not a time to speak of politics,

though politics formed a part of their

lives at the present moment. There had
been some talk of a premature peace, and
he asked Mr. Walter Davidson to tell

his friends across the Atlantic that there,
would be no premature peace, and that
the end would only come when we were
satisfied, and not before.

Mr. Walter Davidson, in reply, said
that part of Mr. Withers's speech had
affected him very deeply. He felt very
strongly about this war. His people
had been Scotch. The Milwaukee in-

habitants, who were not all Scotch
—(laughter)—had thought him mad for
coming over to England, and thought
he would meet with an untoward fate
owing to submarines or Zeppelins.
"Still," said Mr. Davidson, "we are
here." He was pleased to be here, and
thanked the chairman for the privilege
of meeting' so many good friends.

Zeppelin Raids.

Mr. J. A. Stone said that as he
looked round the room and saw the
Stars and Stripes and the Union Jack
entwined it brought back memories to
him of early days. He was proud to
see that English-speaking races were
now keeping together. The Americans
had been said to be " dollar-chasers,"
and they had no interests in the struggle
save money. He was glad to say that
there never had been a shadow of doubt
where the sympathies of the majority
of the American nation had been, and
that there was a growing sentiment
throughout the States towards the

Allies. What more could America have
done ? There was no nation more un-
prepared for war. English statesmen
had received moral support and en-

couragement from across the Atlantic.

This was his second visit. He was over
here in August and September last year,
and was in the thick of the Zeppelin
raid on September 8th, and it brought
the ' war home to him. Next day he
saw the infinitesimal damage which had
been suffered, saw its effect upon the
English people, and said, " My German
friends, all you have done is to provide
England with more soldiers."

Scotsmen.

Next followed the toast of "The Chair-
man" by Alderman Beaumont. "The
chairman of the London company^ Mr.
Duncan Watson," said Mr. Beaumont,
" is a Scotsman." That fact was evident
by many signs ; by his unnatural canni-
ness, and by what had been flashed on
the screen -before the dinner. If a Scots-
man saw a crack in the wall of circum-
stances he would get through, and, what
is more, would expand it and bring other
Scotsmen with him. Mr. Duncan Watson
was a good fighter and a hard fighter.

He never hit below the belt, but he was
a bad man to have against one. We were
now happily in the possession of the truly
benevolent neutrality of the U.S.A.
Mr. Duncan Watson then rose to pro-

pose the toast of "The Visitors." He
thanked Alderman Beaumont, Ex-Mayor
of Marylebone, for his words, and said
that not only was he a Scotsman, but
the American Harley-Davidson chiefs
were Scotsmen too. Mr. Stone had come
over last year to put a proposal before
him which he had accepted, and he hoped
now_ to associate himself with the Harle., •

Davidson Co. for some time to come. It

was his duty to greet the members of
the press, their agents, and other friends,
the Mayor of Marylebone, the Town
Clerk, and Alderman Beaumont. He had
great pleasure in welcoming Mr. Otto
Thomas. The body he represented had
done much against the drastic form of

taxation with which they had been
threatened. He greeted Mr. Geoffrey
Smith, Editor of TJie Motor Cycle, Mr.
Pascall (Colmore Depot), one of their
Birmingham agents, and Mr. Saylor
(Goodyear Tyres), who represented the
tyre industry.

In reply the Mayor of JMarylebone
extended a hearty welcome to the Harley-
Davidson Co. on behalf of the borough,
and hoped that it had come to stay. He
had greatly enjoyed the remarks of Mr.
Stone, and believed that aU right-think-
ing Americans knew the Allies' cause
to be the right one. He hoped that the
Harley-Davidson Co. would stay and
prosper, as it thoroughly deserved to do.

The Work of the A.C.U.

Mr. Otto Thomas (Chairman the
A.C.U.) stated that the Auto Cycle Union
was doing its best to fight for the cause of
motor cyclists, and to ensure an adequate
supply of petrol. He was right in

saying, as an example of what the Auto
Cycle Union had done, that it had been
responsible for the withdrawal of the

threatened taxation. It had done morej
it had put forward proposals of a prac-
tical character. The Auto Cycle Union
had done good work in recruiting, and
one of its first considerations had been
how to win the war, and it had become
appointed the clearing house for recruits

for the Royal Engineers' Despatch Rider
Service. Furthermore, it created a body
to look after men connected with the
motor movement who had been injured
at the Front, and would see that not one
of these men would be in need after the
war, but would always have a helping
hand extended to him.

Mr. R.. D. F. Paul said he did not
know which to admire most, the business
or the sporting side of the Harley-
Davidson Co., but every credit was due
to Mr. Duncan Watson, Mr. Masters,
and Mr. W. Cooper. He welcomed the
schemes that were evolved, and' greatly

appreciated what they had done, speak-
ing in loud terms of praise for the
wounded sailors' outing. He was glad
that Mr. Walter Davidson had not, like

most Americans, gone to see the beauties

of England on a Rolls-Royce, but instead

had started by taking an excursion into

the country on the occasion of the
wounded sailors' outing as a driver of

one of his own sidecar combinations.
Mr. Hermalin said a few words on

behalf of the Harley-Davidson staff in

London.

A "Silent" Baby(?)

Mr. Geoffrey Smith (Editor, The
Motor Cycle) said how pleased he had
been to meet men of ' this big company,
who had had sufficient pluck and con-

fidence in their productions to start

business in a country which was in a
state of war. That this confidence had
been justified was shown by the fact

that they had, to use an American
expi'ession, "made good." He heartily

welcomed Mr. Walter Davidson and his

colleague, and hoped to see them back;

again soon, perhaps with a Silent Grey
baby—lightweight.

Mr. McKenzie, in the course of an
amusing speech, in which he related his

experiences in America, - said that he
considered that the Harley - Davidson
machine was the nearest approach to

British" finish and British production he
had yet seen in the U.S.A.

ilr. Pascall said that three years ago
he had gone to the United States, and
found them very backward in the design

of motor bicycles. With the exception of

one or two firms they were not nearly up
to English .standard. He thought that

English infiuence had made the Harley-
Davidson what it was to-day. "When he
was in America two-speed gears were a .

rarity, and anyone who saw a sidecar

thought he had made a discovery.

Mr. Saylor, speaking of the romance of

the Harley-Davidson Co. and of its

wonderful growth from a small beginning,
said that its success had been due to three
causes—concentration, co-operation, and
confidence.

Mr. Duncan Watson then returned
thanks on behalf of his directors and
himself, and the proceedings terminated
with the singing of tlie National Antheni.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible {or the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to tha Eiitor, " The Motor Cycle," Hert.ord Street, Coitentry, and must be accompanied by the writer's namo and address

Petrol Lighting.

Sir,—Can you or one of your readers supply me Avith
the address of a gasolene lighting outfit for motor cars?
This fitment was British made, and, I think, used a mantle.
I have read your most excellent journal f6r a number of
years, and have found many valuable " tips " from your
columns. SIDNEY C. TRAVER.

Chicago, U.S.A.

Paraffin as a Fuel.

Sir,—With reference to the illustration and description of
my vaporiser that you published in The Motor Cycle on
May 26th, you may be interested to hear that I liave now
covered about 1,000 miles ou paraffin with splendid running
results, and have taken the engine down and find there is

very little carbon deposit, no more than if I had been using
petrol. The bearings are in very good order also, which
goes to prove that the paraffin is efliciently vaporised and is

not getting past the piston rings and diluting the oil.
; WSI. BARNETT.

The Motor Cycle in Australia.

Sir,—I should like, as an Australian officer, over here on
Active Service, to correct some of the impressions which
many of your Australian correspondents give of the condi-
tions in that country. Anyone wcijld imagine that we spend
our motor cycling lives ploughing through deep sand and
jolting over impossible humps; and that the English motor
cycle is hopelessly inadequate for the work. The truth is

that the average roads of Atistralia, while not good, are by
no means so atrociously bad as some people say. I have
ridden over many roads in England considerably worse than
the Australian average. It is quite true that just round
Sydney the main roads are as bad as can be, but in most
other parts of New South Wales, at any rate, they are quite
decent. For instance, I never had any difficulty in riding
from Sydney to Leura—sixty-three miles and more than 3,000
feet high—in le.^s than three hours on my little Douglas, and
tliat included the dreadful fifteen miles of the Parramatta
Koad, the chief glory of the State.
As a matter of fact, the best English motor cycles are not

only quite suitable for Australia, but are eagerly rushed
after, and I have no doubt that there is now a waiting list

as long as my arm for the two machines I know intimately

—

the Douglas and the Scott—to say nothing of the Triumph,
New Hudson, etc. I have no patience with a fanatic who
says that motor cycles should have no valances, or tliat the
4 h.p. Douglas fails there because some imbecile bent its
footboard in trying to corner too quickly. I see many
despatch riders who ride in far worse conditions than any-
where in the civilised parts of Australia, and they all tell

me that the 4 h.p, Douglas is a most splendid solo rough-
riding machine, and probably the best in the world. I only
wish I could get one.

No doubt the American machines are at present monopo-
lising the Australian market ; but things may be very
different after the war. I have yet to see any American
bicycle that will give the constant runabout service of the
little Douglas. It starts at a very .slow W'alk, does 100 miles
and more to the gallon, needs practically no looking after,
never sideslips, and is, to my mind, at any rate, the most
altogether lovable little machine on earth. And as for speed,
1 fancy the Scott will hold its own with most of the big
Americans, and when a spring-framed Scott comes into being

it is going to be mine. I know nothing like the beautifully

sweet smooth and silent dash of the Scott up hill.

At present the Americans are having everything all their

own way over there, and I fancy that Australians may have

perhaps forgotten how good the good English machines really

are, but after the war I believe there will be a very different

tale to tell. As to whether a spring frame is quite necessary

on a little machine like the Douglas time will show. My
present experience is that Terry's links, knee-pads, and a

big Brooks saddle go far to avoid it; but 1 am quite willing

to let Douglas Brothers decide tor me in that respect. With
powerful high-speed machines like the Scott, which storm

up a 1 in 9 hill as if it were level, I am sure a spring frame

IS badly needed in Australia. One real grievance that vve

have is that the English firms appoint only one agent, in

whose hands we are left like sheep in the shearer's. The
result is that, in snrae cases, we liave to pay an advance of

60% or more on the English list—not trade—prices,

whereas, I believe, the cost of bringing out a machine to

Sydney is not more than about £15 in normal times. I

mention no names, because most of the principal agents arc

personally known to and friendly with me, but none the less

the grievance is a real one, and the English makei's will find

the American competition pretty severe unless they are

prepared to see that their machines are sold in Australia at

a reasonable price.

0. MacLAURIN, Lt.-Col. A.M.C., A.I.F.

A Tip for Rudge Riders. .

Sir,—The following tip might prove helpful to Rudge
Multi riders, and, incidentally, do much to lessen the

prevailing fallacy that Rudges "eat belts." When changing

up, close the throttle lever temporarily until the lever

(gear lever) is in the desired position. (N.B.—Do not move
more than three notches at a time at the outside.)

C. M. THOMAS, G.C., R.M.A.

Sparking Plugs.

Sir,—Has " Ixion " tried the Reliance sparking plug? At
one time I had a twin Rex 5 h.p., a.i.v., and the front

cylinder always got too much oil which caused a lot of

trouble with the sparking plug. After having tried several

makeS', with more or less the same result as described by
" Ixion," I tried the Reliance, and was very pleased with
the result. I am now riding a Scott, using the same make
of plug, and so far have had no trouble, although I have
used oil plentifully. E. J. COPE.

Binks Fuel.

Sir,

—

Its Bmks fuel I am trying it with a big single

Excelsior combination, and find it excellent. I inject petrol

through the decompressor, and the engine starts at once.

The running is unaltered, but the cost works out at rather
more than Is. 3d. per gallon. I only received thirty-seven
gallons instead of forty-two (through leaky cask), and can
get po compensation. There is also the carriage from
Manchester and carriage of cask back. Thus :

Paid for forty-two gallons at Is. 3d. ... £2 12 6
Carriage both ways 5

£2 17 6.Thirty-seven gallons cost

(Nearly Is. 6Ad. per gallon.)

H. J. DUNNE COOKE
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"As Docile as a Two-stroke."

Sir,—I thought perhaps these photographs of my Zenith

would interest sonie of your readers. I find this machine

very fast and powerful, and yet as docile as any two-stroke.

The appeai'ance • is

unique, the frame
being French grey

and the wheels
black; thus another
example of the cult

of disc wheels. I

think it an ideal

machine for fast

touring and competi-
tion work.

R. BRASS, Lt.

J.A.P. «nglne on the big Zenitli,

showing lever for operating the

Zenith-Gradua gear.

"Spots" and Cheap
Fuel.

Sir,—Like ~ most
other motor cyclists,

I am rather inter-

ested in the cheap
fuel question. Long
before the war
began I used to try

various dodges to
cut down the fuel

bill. I tinker e d
with the carburetter
until I got the
lowest possible con-
sumption consistent

with moderately good power. I have used only three makes
of carburetter, i.e., Amac, Binks, and B. and B. single-jet
model. The machine on which practically all my tests—if
I may so call them—were canded out waa^a 696 c.c. single-
cyhnder with heavy coachbuilt sidecar attached. I did-
experiment a little with a 499 c.c. single, but that was
without sidecar, and the experiments were confined to the
use of various jets in the B. and B. carburetter, and to the
use of pure benzole and benzole-petrol mixture. With regard
to benzole, I may say that if I could at present obUin it
I would never use petrol. My experience with it in three
different engines was e.Kactly the same, namely, more power
and consequently greater mileage at a, given speed, cooler
and cleaner engine, and total absence of konk, except when
severely overloaded.
My present mount is, as I say, a 596 c.c. single-cylinder

fixed engine with Philipson pulley, heavy sidecar and a
thirteen-stone passenger; I myself weigh eleven stone. This
machine I found, on stopping and starting runs on ordinary
give-and-take roads of fairly good surface, averages 75 to 80
m.p.g. on No. 11. petrol, running at an average speed of
20 m.p.h. or thereabouts. Recently I tried a half-paraffin
mixture, but the result was not very

'
~

good. I admit I made no alteration , . .. , ,..,

to the carburetter, with the result that
much of the paraffin was not consumed, '

and, of course, left the engine decidedly i

free when cold ; I therefore stopped
using the mixture after the first two
gallons were consumed. I also tried

"Spots" as directed, and to my mhid
the addition of "Spots" to petrol
makes it as good a substitute as pos-
sible for benzole. Some may say that
is a very poor recommendation, as there
are many who dislike benzole, but j.

venture to say if these objectors give
benzole a really fair trial they wiU be
more than satisfied. Why I mjself
have a friend who would not use
benzole on any account, simply because
he oiice saw a seized piston, the machine
being driven on a benzole-petrol
mixture by a not too skilful driver.
He admits the seizure might have
occurred on pure petrol, and he also
knows how my machine runs on pure
benzole, but at the same time he will
not use it.

" Spots," I find, give me more power for a given throttle

opening, though I do not think the engine is any cleaner.

Certainly the carbon is softer, but whether I get 25%
greater mileage I do not know, as I have not been able to

make a careful test just yet. I have used " Spots " for

about 1,000 miles, wet and dry, on good and bad roads, and
I can fully endorse what your correspondent, " Chief
Consul, C.T.C.," says.

Recently I did a 95 miles non-stop run, with a 13 stone
passenger and a large quantity of luggage and spares. I

should say the load carried was about 28 stone—that is to

say, myself, passenger, and luggage. About one-third of

the road was of moderate surface, but was wet and had
plenty of sticky mud ; one-third dry and bad surface ; and
one-third dry and rather good surface. Several very stiff

main road. hills were met with, two of which were each over
two miles in length. On this occasion I used " Spots,!'

but my consumption, as nearly as I can calculate, went up to

60 m.p.g. ; but opposite that must be placed the fact that
I did the distance in'3h. 40m. I am quite sure I should
never have been able to get up some of the hills on pure
petrol. I know absolutely that there are several hills that
the machine climbs with ease when " Spots " are added,
but which took all my driving skill before such addition Vfas

made. Like " Chief Consul," I' did not notice so much
difference when I first used " Spots," but I certainly did
notice a great change when on one occasion I "filled up"
without them.

I cannot speak too highly of the Philipson pulley. It is

a delightful form of gear, giving- exactly the correct gear
when it is wanted. Mine is fitted with an extra strong
spring, so that it is only very slightljf automatic in action,

and then only Tin very heavy hills. I much prefer to do the
control work myself. I use a top gear of 4j to 1 for sidecar
work, which is rather higher than is usual, but this, I

find, is the most suitable gear for this particular engine.

I have not, so far, been able to obtain Binks fuel in small
quantity, but when I do lay hands on some I will try it

with the three above-mentioned carburetters ; but at present
I pin my faith to petrol and " Spots " and a B. and B.
single jet with extremely low petrol level, and last, but
not least, a Philipson -pulley. H.II.

Hints, for Beginners.

Sir,—I was much interested in the article, " Tuning a Two-
stroke," in the issue of the 22nd ult.

May I suggest that it is a good plan to clean the outside

of your 'bus before you take it down. "Shinio" is a grand
thing for cleaning the ports and ^jiston ring slots; you can
get them beautifully bi-ight with it. Oiling the piston ring

slots is new to me. I do not think I have .seen it in print

before. Why are the joints in two-strokes made with secco-

tined paper and in four strokes nearly always with oiled

paper ? I think a good tip for a beginner is to leave his

magneto alone if there is nothing wrong with it.

LIMIT GAUGE. ,

I

A high-powered solo mount de luxe—the big Zenith belonging to Lt. R. Br
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^ m:MLM^
A selection of questions of general interest leceived from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, *' The Motor Cycle."

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not must ba acC9llipanisd bp a stampsl aidreS52i en^elopa for reply. Correspondents are

urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kipt distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Sidecar Attachment.

When attaching a sidecar to a

J^ motor cycle would it be advant-
> ageous to set it so that the motor
-1-1 cycle leaned very slightly away

from the sidecar, or would it be
better to set it so that the motor cycle
leaned towards the sidecar (a vertical

lean in, each case)?—H.N.W. .

In our opinion, when attaching a sidecar

to a motor cycle, your better plan would
be to fix it so that the motor cycle leans
neither away from nor towards the side-

car, but perfectly vertical.

Tyre Sizes.

(1.) Will you please tell me if

a 25x2^in. tyre will iit a 26 x Sin.

rim? I believe I have seen it so

stated. (2.) Also will you please

tell me the best way to take the
stretch out of a new belt?—S.C.

(1.) A 2^in. tyre will usually fit a 2in.

rim, if there is sufficient clearance in

the - forks. (2. ) Hang up the belt with
a heavy weight on it, and leave it all

night. Or it may be fitted to the machine
and stretched by applying pressure by
pressing the lower portion down with
the -foot, turning it round a little and
applying the pressure again, and so on.

After which it will be found a consider-

able length may be removed and that
most of the elasticity is gone.

Testing for Clutch Slip.

(1.) I have a 1914 5-6 li.p.

^ A.J.S. fitted with a countersliaft

\ three-speed gear. Is there any
-iJ way of ascertaining by turning

the wheel on the stand that the
clutch has the right strain on the
springs, and will the clutch slip more
readily on top gear than on low? (2.)

How many miles should a pumpful of

oil last with sidecar and passenger? I
give one every four miles, and my
crank case, etc., is always covered
with oil, so 1 think it is getting too
much, but would like to be safe. (3.)

How should the magneto be timed for
sidecar use-? I understand from what
1 read in youi paper more than a year
ago that 'when riding with a sidecar
attached one -should time one's magneto
slower," so that one could nearly always
ride with spark fully advanced.—S.M.

(1.) You cannot test the clutch for slip
on the stand. You must take the machine
out on the road and test it on" a stifi hill.

The clutch is more likely to slip on the
'"g'l gear than on the low when pulling
up hill.

_ (2.) A pumpful every ten miles
for medium speeds would be about right ;

half a pumpful every five miles is better.
Evidently there is a leakage somewhere

in your crank case. (3.) Tlie ^magneto
should be timed as follows : Place the
piston exactly on top of the compression
stroke, and connect up the magneto with
the points just about to break and the
ignition lever two-thirds advanced.

A Sidecar to Prevent Skidding.

I should feel grateful if you
would kindly give your opinion
on (1.) The use of a light sidecar

with normal power air-cooled

motor bicycle to prevent skidding,
having a 3^ h.p. three-speed, which I

am often obliged to use in wet weather
on v-ery rough hilly roads, which are
characteristic of this district (Wicklow),
with plenty of mud. The machine is

constantly skidding, and I have to use
low gear practically all the while.
WiU it strain the macliine if I fit a
light sidecar on such hills, or would it

merely remedy the complaint? (2.) I
notice the engine wiU occasionally stop
if I give its usual proportion of air, and
about every ten explosions misses once
or twice. The plug is clean and right.
How can I remedy tliis?—W.F.M.

(1.) You can quite well use a light side-
car with this machine, and this would
help to prevent skidding. Such a side-
car would not strain the machine in the
least, and would enable you to get over
the difficulty. The only objection to a
light sidecar is tliat it might possibly
upset when turning a corner, therefore

?

you would get steadier running by fitting

a body in which tliere was a weight il

you do not wish to carry a passenger.

(2.) Perhaps there is a slight obstruction

in the jet.

Cleaning Macintosh Overalls.

(1.) Will you kindly tell me
if there is a satisfactory way of

cleaning double texture macin-
tosh overalls, chiefly oil-stained?

I may say that I have tried soap
and petrol without success. (2.) The
oil seems to blow out of the crank case
through the engine-shaft bearing on to

the N.S.U. pulley, and of course is

thrown in all directions. Is there any
method of stopping this without re-

bushing?—W.G.B.
(1.) We are afraid that there is nothing
which will clean these garments satis-

factorily. If you use an excessive
amoimt of ptt~^l you may remove the
stains, but you wUi ;probably destroy the
proofing. (2.) Possibly the pulley bear-
ing is worn; if this be the case it will

have to be rebushed. If the oil comes
out of the gear itself there is nothing
you can do, as the gear is lubricated by
means of oil leaking from the crank case.
If this be so, all you can do is to fit a
shield to keep the oil off your clothes ;

or you may plug the hollow engine-shaft
and fit another crank case release, in

which case the gear should be lubricated
occasionally by hand.

THE MOTOR CYCLE TO THE RESCUE
ON FL^G DAY.

The driyer of a sidecar brinjs another hehper and a further stock of fiags to the stall outside

the Middlesex hospital.
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Pre-ignition.

When travelling along (up hill,

down hill, or level) the machine
will lose power suddenly and
smoke will come from the

exhaust. The engine will gener-

continue to pull badly until I

r lift the exhaust valve or close

and open the tlirottle, when all will be
well again and the smoking instantly

disappears. Sometimes the engine loses

more power than at others. I have
had the machine at the makers', and
they fitted a new cylinder and valves,

wluch did. not make any difference. I

have also tried another carburetter and
magneto without -result. The valve
gear and engine appear in perfect

order, and I am totally at a loss to

account for the trouble, which is very
annoying when going up hill, as I have
sometimes to run with the machine.^
S.W.

The trouble is pre-ignition, caused by the
use of an unsuitable plug, which results
in loss of power and eventually stoppage.
If the engine is pulled up even for a few
seconds it will start again as well as ever
and continue to run for a short time.

Firing with a Closed Throttle.

I have a 1916 two-stroke
machine, which has rather an
irritating fault. When I am
running down hill, with the
throttle fully closed, firing takes

place intermittently, giving the machine
a jerk each time. . I would not mind
an occasional explosion, but I suppose
sixty to seventy occur a minute. I

have made quite sure that the throttle
piston reaches to the bottom of its

seating when .the handle-bar lever is

fully closed, and I have also shut off

the air valve as well when descending
a hill, but the explosions still occur.
I suppose this can be due to no other
cause than gas getting past the throttle
somehow. This, however, seems a good
fit, and the machine is quite new.
There are two other machines of the
same make in thi.s town (St. Austell),
and these have the same fault. The
makers, to whom I wrote, replied to

the effect that " it is quite impossible
to prevent a certain amount of gas
getting past the throttle when the
lever is closed, and a charge being fired

occasionally in consequence." (I pre-

sume they do not mean by " occasion-
ally " one explosion a second I) Any-
how, this fault quite spoils the pleasure
of going down hill, and I should be
glad to know if you or any of your
readers can suggest a way of over-

coming this trouble. In other respects

the machine is excellent. Perhaps
some of your -readers of an inventive

turn of mind have succeeded in deal-

ing with this difficulty. I do not wish
to raise the exhaust lever, as I do all

my driving on the throttle.—S.B.P.
The trouble is apparently due to a leaky

throttle slide. One way to prevent the
explosions taking place is to fit a mag-
neto switch, which presents no difficulty,

if you order a contact breaker cover

from the magneto makers to which a
switch terminal is already fitted. It will

be easy then to switch off when running
down hill. Another way such explosions
may sometimes be prevented is to open
the air intake wide, and so weaken the

mixture to such an extent that it will

not fire.

A MOTOK CYCLIST IN A SANITARY
SECTION.

Cpl. W. Carlyle Ford, a Douglas-mounted

motor cyclist attached to a R.A.M.C. Sanitary

Section in Egypt. Before the war. Ford was

assistant surveyor to the St. Thomas R.D.C.,

Devon.

Engine Refuses to take Air.

I should be greatly obliged if

you would advise me as to the

probable cause of a little trouble

with my machine. It is a 1914

4 h.p. Triumph fitted with, semi-

automatic carburetter Up to the

present I hav.e been able, on the open
road, to run splendidly with the extra
air lever iuUy open and the gas about
one-third open. After my last trip

(i.e., the next day) without touching the

machine in any way I found I could

hardly open the air lever at all ; the

machine stopped almost at once if I did,

even after running for some time. The
machine still runs well, but gets much
hotter. I have taken the carburetter

and cylinder down, but find nothing
wrong so far as I know (I am not an
expert, but have a fair idea flf the

working of the machine). I have used

Mex motor spirit for the last few runs,

but that has not affected it before.

—

F.Y.G.

We can only think that the jet is partially

stopped up, or that the petrol supply is

impeded in some way. Perhaps there is

JULY 20th, igi6..

a piece of foreign matter in the petrol

pipe. You should also make sure that

no air leaks exist between the carburetter

and cylinder, and that the valves are

seating properly.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous oi obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must

'

enclose a stampedaddressed enreltipe in which the

replies may t>e forwarded. Answeis to the queries

should be addressed c /o The Editor.

-Rex" (Chester).—1912 6 h.p. four-

cylinder two-speed F.N. Reliability,

maximum speed, consumption, tyre we»r,,i

ani if suitable for occasional use withi

sidecar.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Oswestry to Swansea.—W.N.F.

Oswestry, Welshpool, Newtown, Llarvn

idloes, Rhayader, Bnilth, Llanwrtyd

Wells, Llandovery, Llandilo, Pontardun

lais, Swansea.

Leicester to Whston-supeb-Mare.-
E.H.

Leicester, Sharntord, Coventry)

Warwick, Stratford-on-Avon, Eveshami

Tewkesbury, Gloucester, Filton, Cliftor

Downs, Flax Bourton, Congresburjfj

Weston-super-Mare. Approximately

miles.

Rothbrham to Blackpool.—J.W.J.

Doncaster, Ferrybridge, Aberford, twjv

miles south of Wetherby turn left
'
anii

go through Harewood,- Otley, Ilkl^;

Skipton, Gisburn, ,
Clitheroe, Whalley;

Preston, Lytham, Blackpool.

Watford to Chagfohd.—P.T.W.

Watford, Rickmansworth, Uxbridge

Staines, Bagshot, Camberley, Hartlei

Row, Basingstoke, Andover, Amesburj;

Hindon, Wincant..n, Sparkford, Ilchester

Ilminster, Chard, Honiton, Exeter

Moretonhampstead, Chagford. Approxii

mately 180 miles.

Leighton Buzzard to Hastings.—A.S.

_ Leighton Buzzard, " Hockcliffe, Red'

bourn, St, Albans, Hatfield, Hertford.

Harlow, Ongar, Brentwood, Ingravei

Orsett, Tilbury, by ferry to Graveseiid.

Meopham, Wrotham, Tonbridge, Pemi

bury, Lamberhurst, Robertsbridge

Battle, Hastings.

BuoKiB (Banfeshike) to Haleswortii
(Scffolk).—F.P.

Buckie, Keith, Huntly, Tap-o"-Noth

Inverurie, Aberdeen, Stonehavec

Laurencekirk, Brechin, Forfar, CupSl

Angus, Perth, Kinross, Cowdenbeatl;
Queensferry, Edinburgh, Dalkeitl

Lauder, Greenlaw, Coldstream, Woolei

Long Framlington, Morpeth, Newcastlti

on-Tyne, Chester-le-Street, Neville'i

Cross, Aycliffe, Scotch Corner, Leemiii|

Borough'bridge, Wetherbj, Aberforo
Ferrybridge, Doncaster, Retford, Newarli
Grantham, Donington, Long Suttbi!'

King's Lynn, Stoke Ferry, Thetfoi^

Diss, Harleston. Halesworth.

afUClA-i. NOTlUj^.—virijiea oj tills juumrJ may rujw uruy be seM w rieutra. c<yuntrtes in Amenca-an Africa H pustea direct from the. I'f

otflee of the publishers or by newsagerds who have obtained permission Iram the War Ufflee. as in the case of neutral European countries I :

The publishers ol The Motor Cycle have ohimned the necessdn/ permission, and conseguenlly can post copies for subscribers as usual. *_;
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MIDMMD
MOTOR CYCLE & CYCLE TYRES

ENTHUSIASM
goes a long way but the rider who fits Midland
tyres goes further and fares better. Why ?

Because in Midland motor cycle and cycle

tyres the finest materials, the longest ex-

perience, and the most modem manufacturing
facilities combine to ensure the production

of tyres which are satisfactory m every
respect. Specify Midlands for your machine.

PROMPT DELIVERY.

THE MIDLAND RUBBER
COMPANY, LIMITED.
.Head Office and Works:
RYLAND ST., BIRMINGHAM.

London Depot : 31-34. Eagle Street, South-
ampton Row.W.C. Coventry Depot : Priory
Works, New Buildings. Cardiff Depot :

Plymouth Street. Glasgow Depot: 451,

Eglinton Street. Dublin Depot : 12,

Great Brunswick Street. Milan Depot

:

Via Sirtori 6. Amsterdam Depot :

50. Lange Leidsche Dwaars StraaU

I

•••iMai^Bi !

THE

MORGAN RUNABOUT
EVEN MORE RELIABLE

THAN THE SIDECAR.

Won the Gold Medal
three years in succes-

sion in the English Six

Days Trials, and the

Grand Prix for Sidecars

and Cycle Cars in which
no sidecar survived.

PRICES from £100

AVERAGES 50-60

miles per gallon.

Morgan Motor Co., Ltd., Malvern Link.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these Bolumns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d, for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to __—-r-co"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed .^--=—

^

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the oinces of "The Motor Cycle/' Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offlees of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.G.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, tetters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

Wlien this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. All replies should be addressed,
*' No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle/ 20, Tudor Street, E.C."

3»-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons vvbo hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit tht

amount to the seller, but it not we return the amount
to the depositor, Emd each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
tio the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be mad.;
payable to IhSe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is wihing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that eiiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an Indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it i^ quite impossible to reply to eaca
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A.B.C., 1915, Sy-h-p., horizontal tirin, T.T.. 4 Breeds,
spring frame; £63.—Odell, Nutley, York Rd.,

Guildford. [SaiS.e
Abingdon.

ABINGDON" King Dick. 1912, 5V2-4h.p., mag., 2
speeds, countershaft, kick ; bargain, £25 cash ; easy

terms arranged.—"Wandswoi-th Motor Exchange, Ebner
St., Wandsworth (Tot^ti Station). . [X4082

A.J.S.

A.J.S. New 1916 6h.p. Combination on the premisee
waiting.—Moss, Wem. [X4261

A.J.S., 1914, 2S/yi.p., purchased 1915, sporting model,
Lucas accessories; £39.-1, Fennel Rd., Li-veipool.

[X4145
A.J.S., 2^/4h.p., 1911-12, perfect; bargain, £16.—

Pickard, 27, Woodland Park Rd„ Tottenham.
[8371

A.J.S-, magnificent combination (new); just cost £100,
accept £90; enlisted.— 136, Devonshire Rd., Black-

pool. 1X4132

A.J.S. Lato 1915 4h.p. Combination, e3:ceUent condi-
tion, as new; £72.—Frank Lee, 105, Lark Lane,

Liverpool. [X4160

1 Q14 A.J.S., 2%h.p., 3 speeds, ^ck-starter, lamps,
-M-U etc., in splendid condition; £40.—Allport,
Woodhaven, Woking. (D) [8432

EVERYBODY'S WANTS
AT PRICES TO SUIT

EVERYBODY'S PURSE
will he found ready for Immediate Delivery in

the great stock of New and Second-hand Machines^
all fully guaranteed, now on display

IN THE SHOW ROOMS AT

nOtOPES
New and slightly used. 1915 models of best makes
and a great array of reUable Second-hand Motor
Cycles and Sidecars, at surprisingly low prices for

cash or easy terms, are included in our

CLEARANCE OFFERS.
GET TO-DAY'S LIST. IT INCLUDES THESE :

No. h.p.

10514. 4i 1915 3-sp. chain drive B.S.A. . £52 10
10517. 3'.- single-speed igl2 TRIUMPH.. £25
10519- 3j- 1914 :-sp. PREMIER £35
10523. 2i 1Q13 2-sp. DOUGLAS £44
10527. 5-6 1912 2-sp. F.N £30
1052S. 4 1914 3-sp. TRIUMPH and So.. £55
10529. 3,V 1914 ZENITH £45
10530. 3* 1915 T.T. single-speed ROVER £50
10533. 4i 3-sp- 191= QUADRANT £27 10
10534. si 1914 binslc-speed LEVIS . ... £17 10
10536. 3.', 1914 ROVER, single-speed, T.T. £35
104156. 3! 1915 RUDGE Multi £45
10477. 24 1912 2-sp. SINGER £20
1047S. 2I 1911 single-speed DOUGLAS.. £17 10
10479. 8 1914 2-sp- WILLIAMSON and

2-seater Sidecar £55
104S5. 4 single-speed BRADBURY .... £23 10
10495. 5' INDIAN and Sidecar £65
10504. 2i 1915 2-sp. REVERE £35
10506. 4I 19 1 3 2-sp. B.S.A. and Sidecar. £45
10430. 2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE Junior £17 10
10432. 2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE Junior £18 10
10435. 6 1912 REX-J.A.P. and Sidecar. £27 10
104+5. sHwin N.S.U £15
1044a. 4J 1914 3-sp. B.S.A £57 10
10453. 3'- 1915 SUNBEAM and Sidecar.. £73 10
10454. 2J 1915 2-sp. CALTHORPE-J.A.P. £25
10458. 2i 1914 2-sp. 2-stroke CLYNO ... £25 10
10462. 5-6 1913 2-sp. N.S.U 40gns.
10465. 3i 1915 T.T.I.O.M.MultiRUDGE £55
10419. 2.1 1915 CALTHORPE-J.A.P £33 10
10427. 3* 1912 3-sp. ROVER and Sidecar £32 10
10384. 2i 1914 2-speed 2-stroke ALLON. £32 10
lojqo. 25 1915 2-sp. WOLF-J.A.P £30
I03i>3. ij 1916 AUTO-WHEEL £11 10
10396. 3'r 2-sp. FAFNIR £12 10
10402. 4} 1915 GRANDEX £37 10
10372. b 1912 MATCHLESS and Sidecar £35
10373. 7-9 1913 2-sp. INDIAN and Sidecar £50
10342. ij 1914 AUTO-WHEEL ........ £10 10
10354. 4 1914 2-sp. BRADBURY £30
10323. 2j 1911 2-sp. DOUGLAS £25
10325. 3I single-speed CENTAUR £12 10
10333. 3* 1908 2-sp. TRIUMPH £26
J0335. 4-5 19TS 2-sp. BAT £45
10301. 8 1913 BAYARD Light Car £100
10271. 2S 1915 2-sp. LEVIS £37 10
10205. 3i 2-sp. N.S.U £20
10142. 3 V 1913 3-5p. SINGER £32 10
10109. 3i 1909 F.E. TRIUMPH £25
10070. 6 1914 2-sp. ENFIELD Combin'n £65
10068. 3i 1912 QUADRANT, var'ble gear £20
10021. 3* 1912 SWIFT £20
9867. 2I 1911 2-sp. ENFIELD £22 10
9847. 4i 1915 3-sp. QUADRANT £42 10
9839. 3j 1907 TRIUMPH and Sidecar. . £22 10
9772. 5I 1914 w.-cooled 3-sp. HUMBER £35

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, SHOE LANE,
') FLEET ST., LONDON

'Phone: 6777 Holbom. Wires :
" Opificer, Lon'tlon."

DEFENCE OF THE REALM AC1

Under the provisions of the above Ad
advertisers requiring: workmen, and whos
business consists wholly or mainly a
engfineering: or the productions of munition
of war, or substances required for the pro
duct ion thereof, and whose works at'

situated within 30 miles of London, mas
include in every such advertisement thi

words, "No person resident more than II

miles away, or already eng-ag:ed on Govern
ment work, will be engagred,"

Advertisers whose works are situate*
more than 30 miles from London can onl;
have their announcements inserted witi
the approval of the Board of Trade, whi
will allocate to each advertisement a bo:

number, and collect and distribute to thi

advertiser all replies received. The neces
sary forms of application can be obtainet
from any Labour Exchangre or from tbn
offices of this paper, and each advertise
ment must contain a clear reference tothti
effect that no person already eng:ag:ed on
Government work need apply.

MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.

A.J.S,
A.J.S., 6h.p., 1914, lamps, indicator, spare tyrei

,

accessories; instirance policy; bargain, ~£'l

Reeves Garage, Purley. 'Phone: 384. P:

A.J.S. 1912 6h.p. Twin Combination, coachbnilt
car, a good outfit: £40.—Tute and Bell, :

Motor Dept., Carlton Engineering Works, High
Tottenham, N. - ['

A.J.S., 1913, 6h.p., 3-speed, with Swan de Lusg
ear, new hood and screen (cost £4 May), latea

and B. carburetter, 70 m.p.g. with passenger, Ci

speedometer, a grand climber, little used, and, in i

tect running order ; 60 gns.—Frisby, 233, Westbo
Grove Lohdon, W.

'

fJ

A.J.S., 6h.p., 3-speea, etc., late 1914, detachable
wheel, spring pillar saddle. F-R.S.- lamp, and '.

cylinder, wind screen, hood, and storm apron, large
of spares, recently thoroughly overhauled by ma
re-bushed, all faulty parts renewed, in perfect ci

tion; price £90.-22, Westland Rd., Watford, Hen
[X'

Alldays.
-| Q14 4h.p. 3-speed Clutch Alldays Matchless^
JLt' feet; £35.-24. The Parade, Upper Tooting
S.W. [

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birming
can supply immediately all models of All

Allon. Di;

1 Q15 Allon, equal to new, Cowey speedometer, la I

M~*y horn, accessories.—Burstow, Westlands, Hors!
Sussex. - D

ALLON, 1916, new, £36; owner in army, so ca
use; offers wanted.—Gunner Harwood, 01^

Fort, Isle of Wight. [i

ALLON, 21/^h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed model-, splei

condition ; ^£50; guaranteed.—Wauchope's,
Shoe Lane, London. E

"JQ16 Alldays Allons. 2-speed models, in stock j-i

Ji*y easy payments arranged.—Jones, Garage, B-
way, Muswell Hill. - £

ALLDAYS Allon, 2-epeed, new; special bar
£38/17 cash: gradual payments 2%.—Referee '

Co.. 332, High Holborn. [

1Q15 Alldays 2^;4h.p. Allon, 2-stroke, splendid oX t/ tion, lamps, horn, toots complete ; first

secures.—Thompson, Asylum, Arlesey, Beds. [X

~IQ16 Alldays Allon, 2-'f4h.p., 2-speed, hand cl]

X*/ cost £45 last February; condition as new gu
teed: sacrifice for £32.—Jones, 38, East Av., !

madoc. [

ALLONS, single speed £36, 2-speed £42. 2-spGedc
£45: actually in stock; generous deferred ti

-Lamb's, 151. High St., Walthamstow, and 50,
Rd., Wood Green. I

1 Q14 3V'h.p. Alldays Matchless, Sturmey-Archf
Xt/ speed, Bosch, Senspray, Dunlops, overhauls
makers, first-class condition, spares, accessories ;. £
Jenkins, Grammar School, Coleshill, Birminghfll

ArieL

ARIEL, all models in stock; easy payments arra
—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [

31h.p. Ariel, perfect order ; £17/10 ; exchai
2 Walker, 39, Manor Rd., Bentley, Doucast

ARIEL, 2^fih,V; mag., Amac, with sidecar, a
good condition; £12.-13, Batley Rd., Stoke

ington. I

B32 All letters relating t« advertisements should ^uote tbe number at tbe «nd of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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J\IOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

;

Ariel.

I.IOLMORE Depot, 31, Colrnore Eow, Binnineliam,
' li.iye in stock for immediate delivery all models
Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars. 10797

916 Ariel 5-6h,p. Combination, done under 2,000,
gunr.auteed in first-class condition, all accessories

;

0; easy payments arranged. Jones, Garage, Broadway,
nswell Hill. [8566

'i

AutO'Wheels
; TTIO-WHEEL and Bike, spring forks, as new; £20.
f -138, Church Bd., Battersea. [8474

', UTO-WHEEL. perfect, nearly new: bargain, £8/10.
,,- —Bausor, la. Mortlake Terrace, Kew. [8313

'UTOWHEEL, splendid condition, little used; bar-
i. gain, f6;iO.—Crow Bros., High St., Guildford.

[8154
UTO-WHEEL, as new. £10/10 : also Lady's Singer

% cycle, £2/10; together £12.-260, Well Hall Ed.,
iHinm, Kent. [8359

itTALL Auto Wheel, 1914. complete, little u^cd, equals
y new; £8/10.-Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton
rdeu, Holborn. [X4252

[7ALL Auto-Wheel, attached Rover cycle, 2-speed
I.V gear, with fittings complete; £8.—Seen Mostyn
irage, Ackerman Ed., Brixton, S.W. [8293

} 0TO-WHEEL, in thoroughly good condition, with
'L new spare tyre, owper bought car; price £7/10.—
a^t, 13, Gleddow Terrace, Old Bromptou Ed., S.W.

[X3977
TJTO-WHEEL, 1915, attached 3-speed Ariel, ex-

i- cellent ruimiug order; £15/15; seen evenings by
pointment.—Curtis, 13, Coniston Ed., Muswell Hill,

, [8353

I
UTO-WHEEL, fitted to 3-speed lady-back tandem,

!L absolutely in splendid condition ; best offer ne-
sted; owner called up.—Speechley, 45, Church Ed.,
ton. [X4253

UTO-WHEEL fWall), complete, powerful, perfect
L running order; room wanted; trial given; appoint-
isnt after 7 p.m.; £8/10.-28, Goldsmith Ay., Manor
|rk, E. - [8355

L UTO-WHEEL, had very little use, thorough order

;

L £7/10. or with bicycle, which was specially
.lit for same, £11/10.—Rtrmsey, 44, St. Thomas
1., Hackney. 'Phone : Dalston 1373. [8386

Rat.
h.p. Bat, 1914, countershaft, sporting sidecar; £55.

.' —175, KnoUys Ed., Streatham, S.W. [8373

>AT. 4',.',hp., Bosch, good order; £12, or exchange
' lightweight.—Farley, Porfholme, Selby. [X3782
>AT-J.A.P.. 8h.p., Gloria sidecar, perfect condition;
' ohei's wanted.—Mrs. M. H. Allen, Longfield, Kent.

[8504
»AT, o'-Ii.p., spring saddle seat, good running order;
* £10.—McCrindle, llQ, Princes St., Kilmarnock.

'

- [X3778
>AT-J.A.P., 7-8h.p., and MilUord sidecar; £28, com-
* plete.—W. Bradwell, 9, JSlunsfleld Ed., Buxton,
rbyshire. [X4138
>AT3 in stock, latest 4-5h.p., 2-speed, also second-
* hand 1914 model, same power, £35.—P. J. Evans,
hn Bright St., Birmingham. [X4127

I'AT-J.A.P., 6h.p., sidecar coachbuilt, clutch, kick
* starter, 3 speeds, excellent condition, Stewart
edometer; £50, or offer; joining up.—Howard, 7,
leherne Terrace, Earl's Court, London. [8312

Bradbury.
>BADBURY, 4h.p., 1912-1913, good condition;

I' bargain, £20.—On view, 81, Newington Butts,
S. [8506

914 3',4h,p. Bradbury, 3 speeds, wicker sidecar;
£35 ; cash or easy terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages),

d., Swansea. [0822

914 4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, F.E., and Dunhill's
underslung sidecar; £32.-268, Hornsey Ed,,

)lloway, N. _ - - [8536

{RADBUET, Bowden 2-speed gear, sidecar. Whittle,
Stelastic, excellent condition ; £34.-30, Church

1., Sottthgate Ed., N. [X4016
>EADBUEY, new sidecar, countershaft gear, Sen-
' spray, many spares. Whittle, good tyres; £32.—
, Lavender Groye, Dalston. [8266

5RADBURT, 2-speed, chain drive, O.E. sidecar, ex-
cellent condition; £36/10, what offers ?—Chas.

'nnett, 39, Cross St., Macclesfield. [X4154

JLACKBURNE, 1914
•• gns. — Troward, ;

hone ; 5392.

Blackburne.
3-3peed,
High

hand clutch ; 34
St., Hampstead.

[8458

JLAOKBUKNE, 3M;h.p., 3-speed, clutch, hub, under
» 2,000, perfect order; nearest £40.—Andrew's Gar-
3, Liskeard, Cornwall. [7715

Brough.
JEOUGH, 3l,2h.p., 1915, S-speed, hand clutch, only
' 2,500 miles, new tyre back wheel, perfect order

;

6.—Tozer, c/o Berry, Middletou, Market Harborougli.

, , „ [X4137
'ih.p. Brough, May, 1916, horizontal twin, overhead
;? yalvos, 3-speed Sturmey-Archer countershaft,
'hi T.T. handle-bars ; nearest £60 ; inspectinn London

;

Iner going Front.—Box LI, 792, c/o The Motor Cyeie.
i [8347

BBHHBeHBBsiaaaaaBBBBBgasBa

I CORONET SIDECARS, g
"^

|gg We are building special models for Harley- gg Davidsons, Excelsiors, and Indians, enamelled gg either grey or red to match machines, and ntted g
P with aSx'sin. tyre and four point attachm'^nt. g

£10 15s. H

Send for Illustrated 5
Catalogue describing _
these well - known _
Sidecars. g
EXCHANGES. S

a
TRADE SUPPLIED. B

£9 15s.

SPORTINQ MODEL.

CASH OFFERS WANTED.
4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., igi5, 3-spee:], chain

drive, with (ji coach S decar £47 15
3.'. h.p. TRIUMPH, 1912, he-' engine, and

Philipson g.rar £26 15
FORD Car, 1915, detachable wheels £85 .0

7-9h.p. PREMIER, 1914, 2-speei counter-
shaft, with £13 IDS- new coach Sidecar £55

6 h.p. REX, 2-speed, magneto £13 1 i

2% h.p. MINERVA, magneto, varable jrear £9 15
7-()h.p, INDIAN, 1915, 3-speed, electrical

model, and ^ib Montgomery Sirie::ar. . £69 15
1916 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVJDSOfJ £80 15
1916 ditto, electrical model £89
7-9h.p. INDIAN, 1915, electric model, with

Millford £18 iHs. Sidecar, screen £71 15
8 h.p. ZENITH, 1913, Zenith gear £29 15
2-2 h.p. WOLF, 1916, 2-stroke, 2-speed . . . £33 10
20 h.p, FORD Van, new, 1916 moJel . . . .£130
20 h.p. FORD Van, 1915 model £90
6 h.p. REX, 1912, 2-speed model £21 15
2i h:p. TYLERj 1915, 2-specd model £24 15
3I h.p. TRIUMPH J910 model £17 15
3i h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 19x2 model £13 15
5 h.p. INDIAN, 1915, 3-speed, finished

red, beautiful condition £55
21 h.p. ENFIELD, 1912, 2-speed £15 15
3.? h.p. TRIUMPH, 1912, Philipson pullev £26 15
3" h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V ". £4 15
4 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 1915, 3-speed

model, with ^^13 coach Sidecar £55 15
2 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £3 15
3 h.p, LINCOLN-ELK, 191 1, magneto ... £12 15
3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, iqii, 2-5peed model,

with Sidecar, lamps, and horn ....... £25 15
2i h.p. PREMIER, 1Q12, 3-speed model . . £18 15
7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVlbSON, electrically

equipped, complete with sidecar .... £69 15
Sjh.p. HUMBER, 1911, 2 speed £17 15
2\h.p. MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1910 £12 10
1915 TRUMBULL Lighfr Car, hood, screen,

detachable wheels, speedometer, electric

horn and lamps £89

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Bosch Magneto, 50/-; B. and B. Carbmretter,

12/6; Amac Carburetter, 12/6; Good com-
plete Sidecar, 32/6; Burbuiy £13 Coach Side-
car, £6 5s. ; Druid Forks, 20/- ; 2 h.p. Clement-
Garrard Engine, with carburetter, 32/6; 1911
Rex, less engine, with two speed, £10; Coach
Sidecar, underslung frame, £5 5s. ; Wicker
Sidecar, enclosed body, 42/6; Sidecar Chassis,
with tyre, 27/6 ; Lighnveight Coach Sidecar, new,
£7 15s. ; New Coach Sidecar Body, £3 5s. ; New
Sidecar Chassis, complete with all fittings, 65/-

;

igi6 Binks Carburetters (your old carburetter
taken in exchange).

1916 HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.
\Vc can give Immediate Delivery and we w 11

niake a big allowance for your old machine.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A E. I F- AX.
Phone : 1062. Close at 6 p.m.

saasnaaaaaaaaajiaaflBflBBaBfl
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AlOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brown.

Ii.j). Brown, lunning oriter. neu' tyre and belt; 8 trna.

11, .Sun St., Maltham Alibej'. [8252

BKOWJf, 2V>h.p., seen nrnning: mnst sell immedi-
ately: J;5;i0.-45, Chureh Ed., Acton. [X<1254

BROWN, 3Vjh.p., 1912, overha.uled by makers, new
tyres, belt. Xl'all pau saddle; 14 gns.—Troward,

73, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone : 53!32. [8459

3

B.S.A

B.S.A. New 1916 Model K actually in
waiting.—Moss, Wem.

stock : no
[X4262

B.S.A., 3%h.i
coinplete.-

g.SA.

COiMORE Depot, 261. Deansgate, Manchester, for

immediate delivery of B.S.A. [0798

i„ 2 speeds, sidecar, in good order: £30,
Meek, 254, Archway Ed., Highgntp. N-

£8216
Motor Cycle and Sidecar, 4h.p., nearly new.—
Burrough, Steven Parm, Felstead, Chelmsfoifl.

t8261
B.S.A., 1915, chain, countershaft, eoaeli sidecar, tyie^

good; £58.—Craig, 215b, Latchmere Ed., Bntter-
sea. [8482

LATE 1914 B.S.A., T.T.. like new, onlv ridden 500
miles; bargain, £35.-2, St. Ann's Well Rd.. Not-

tingham. CX3771

BS.A.., 1916 model K. Canoelet sidecar, not driven
300 miles; ivhat offers?—42, Highbridge St., Wal-

tliam Abbey, Esses. [8546

B.S.A. 4i/4h.p. Machines from stock, chain and chain-
cuui-belt drive; £64 and £62 respectively.-Wnu-

chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
"

[8406

ICJIG B.S.A., chain-ciira-belt, and coachbuilt sidecar;
X«/ cost £82 two weeks ago, fully erinipped; sacrifice

£75.—LI,768, c/o The Motor Cycle- [8185

S.3-A., models H and K, delivered now, also 1912
2-speed £30; generous Jeferr.id terms.—Lamb's,

151, High St., WalthamstoWi and 50, High Ed.. Wood
Green. [3319

1Q15 4i4h.p. B.S.A., chain-cum-belt, and Mills-Ful-
.
tf ford sidecar, and accessories, in perfect condi-

tion ; £54; " ' ' ^--
. - .

Kilburn.
seen any time. -Bounds' Garage, High Rd..

[8299

B.S.A. Combination, 2-speed, clutch model, all chain
drive, Lucas lamps and horn, coachbuilt under-

slung sidecar,
Grimsby.

almost new; £55. -Rose Branch, Scartho.
[8223

B.S.A., 1913, clutch model, Lucas lamps and horn,
Cowey speedometer, all accessories, overalls, etc^

seen after 6 o'clock

;

"Wimbledon.
-Loader, 92, South Park Rd.,

[8331

B.S.A. 1914',-j 4^11. p. Combination, coachbuilt Canoe-
let sidecar, chain drive, _ 2 lamps, 3-speed, lot

spares, 2 lamps, overhauled, enamelled by makers May,
1916, just like new; part exchange for 2-strok6, or sell

cash 55 gns., or nearest offer ; trial allowed.—Wiliford,
Grocer, Crowland, Peterborough. [X4020

Calthoi'pc.

1 Q15_Calthorpe-Jap,^nfield gear^^ lamps,

3287,
£26.—Earl, 5, Heath St.,

horn, etc.

;

Hampstead. 'Phone

:

[B543

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.
miles,

CALTHOEPE Junior, 1914, 2-speed, good order; 13
gns.—Cockburn, Doiisdene, Flower Lane, Mill

Hill, N.W. [8303

2^,ih.p., Enfield 2 speeds. 800
late 1915, perfect; £26/10; owner bought

?idecar.—4. High Ed., Wood Green. [8246

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
have in stock all models of Calthorpes for im-

mediate delivery; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

T Q16 2'!:'jh.p, Calthorpe-Jap (nominally second-hand),XO Enfield 2-speed, run 100 miles : £35 ; cash or
easy terms.-E. E. Jones (Garages}, Lid., Swansea.

[0825
CALTHOEPE. 2-stroke, 1916. latest model, Enfield

2-speed gear, .just arrived from works; £32/11.-
Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Kd., Lon-
don. [8286

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.. 1916, latest model. 25ih.p.. En-
field 2-speed gear, just arrived from works; £37/16,

— Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd-,
London. [8285

CALTHOEPE Motor Cycles. 1916 models. - Just
arrived; 2-8troke 2-speed Signs., J.A.P. 2^4h-P-

2-speed 36 gns. ; easy terms arranged.—Storey's, 118. Gt.
Portland St., W. [0777

CALTHOEPE, latest 1916 2-speed models in stock,
cash or exchange; also a few brand new 1915

models, slightly soiled, at reduced prices.—Eagles and
Co., High St., Acton. [X4214

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.'s, with Enfield gears, actually
in stock; £37/16; deferred payments by arrange-

ment.—Lamb's, 151, High St., "' '" '

High Rd., Wood Green.
Walthamstow, and 50.

[8314

CALTHOEPE, 1916 models, delivered from stock
for cash and extended terms; write "for catalogue

and full particulars.—City Agents. Elce and Co., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0491

CALTHOEPE, 2-3troke, 2-speed, 2i4h.p., "with lamp
and generator, only run a short distance, and cou-

rlition like new; price £22/10 cash, or extended pny-
inents 2% only extra; deposit £4/10, and 12 monthly
payments of £1/10/9.—Wm. Whitelev, Ltd., Queen's
Rd., London', W. [8325
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Calthorpe.

SALE.

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.'s and 2-strokes; immediate de-
livery from stock of all models; cash or exchange.

A few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore the Agents,
Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgate, Manchester.

[0815
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1916, 2^,h.p., 2 speeds, 2

weeks old. not done 30 miles, all accessories, in-
cluding 2 electric lamps, upscratched ; cost over £40,
price £35.—Harden House, Waverley Rd., Enfield.

[8508
CALTHORPE, 4i4h.p., with sidecar and hght delivery

van, 2-speed, kick start, B.B. carburetter, variable
jet, all accessories, very little used: £50 for whole
tHrnout ; sold separately if desired.—McCrindle, 11a,
Princes St., Kilmarnock. [53777

CALTHORPES. new 1916 models. 234h.p. J.AP. en-
gine, 2 speed Entield gear, £37/16; 2-stroke models,

2-apeed. £28/17/6; 2S4h.p. single speed models, £32;
also the sidecar combination, fitted with twin-cyl. 4-5
h.p. J.A.P. engine, 2-3peed gear, handsome light coach-
built sidecar, the combination 67 gns. ; esclianges or
easy terms arranged.—Wauchopes', 9, Shoe Lane. Lon-
don. [8407

Campion.
CAMPION-VILLIERS, 2-stroke, 2Voh.p.. new tyre,

belt, fine order; £18; exchange Rudge, Triumph.
—67, Wantage Rd., Rending. [S4191

2V2h.p., sound hght-
;- £20 ; approval nnv
— Laytou's Garage.

-[X4231

ed, fast mount, good
carrier seat, acces-
does 120 m.p.g,-

[8323

The Housel
FOR SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.

ALL GUARANTEED IN GOOD
RUNNING ORDER.

CAMPION, 4h.p., 1913, Jardine 2-apeed, clutch,
speedometer, Senspray, horn, lamp, new Dunlop

back, £32.-Electrician, Grantley Hall, Ripon, Torks.
[X4248

CAMPION-VILLIERS, 1915, -' '
' '

weight, extra good engine
"where; satisfaction guaranteed. -

Bicester, Oxon.
Centaur.

CENTAUR 2^iih.p. Twin, little us
climber. Empire Luxe saddle,

series, guaranteed perfect, as new.
The Haven, W allington, Surrey.

ChaterJ-afnir.
CHATER-FAFNIR, 3i/ih.p., mag., in splendid condi-

tion and running order, tyres and belt pjactically
new; £14.-14, Bodbrooke Rd., West Norwood. [8583

Chater-Jap.

BARGAIN.—6h.p. Jap-Chater, Bosch. £5 tools and
spares, clutch, complete with sidecar; must sell;

others; seen London.—Rfn. P. Wright, 23019, 14th
K.R.R., D. Comp., Hut 11, South Camp, Seaford. [8309

vari-
. - good

baigain, all in perfect order, £40; easy payments ar-
langed—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell iUU. [8559

CHATER-J.A.P., fih.p., S.V. 1916 combination, with
Jardine 4-speed gear, 3in. steel-sfudded Palmer

back tyre, accumulator Ughting set, smartest turnout
on the road, not done 200 miles; cost £130, £80 (ofiers)

:

owner called up.—Letters only, Lang'ford, 1, Martabau
Rd., Stoke Newington.

Chater-Precision.
1:Ql-4 8h.p. .Chater-Piecision, 3-speed, chain drive.
J-*7 ilarge coachbuilt sidecar, all accessories, light car
tyre, Palmer, new, a good, sound lot: £47/10; easv
pay^ments arranged.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell I

-|Q15 8h.p. Chater-Lea, J.A.P. engine, Mabon
X_t/ able gear and clutch, and coach sidecar; a

MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
Connaught.

stock for immediateCONNAFGHTS in stock for immediate delinery
miniature, standard, and 2-sneed models ; price

from .£28/17/6.—P. J. Evans, John Biigl.'t St., Biiminji
ham. [X413;

CONNAXJGHT. 1916, 2V2h.p., 2-5peed, used once
property ol officer; exceptional bargain, £30.-

Seen at Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Came
mile St., E.G. [049;

AS New, late 1915 Connaught, 2^/4h.p., 2-strQke
countershaft 2-sp2ed gear, cfcain-eum-belt drive

Xl'all saddle, 26x2 heavy Dunlop R.S. tyres, lamps
and horn, guaranteed perfect; £35.—The Premier Moto
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8341

De Dion.
23.h.p. De Dion, spring forks. B. and B. carburettei

4 new Hutchinson tyres, splendid condition; £7/10
-133, Park Av., Barking. [X407I

Despatch Rider.

DESPATCH Rider 1916 2i/2h.p. 2-stroke, T.T. handli
barp, 24in. wheels, verv sporty model, unscriitched

bargain, £28—Dove, 154b, Cheltenham Rd-, Eiistol.

[X424
Diamond.

1 Q16 2y2h.p. 2-speed 2-stroke Diamond, also 2V'h.j
-L*/ 2-speed Ertfield gear J.A.P. model.—Wilkii
Hunter's Bar, Sheffield. [3:420

Douglas.
y\OTJ_GLAS, 1914, good condition, 2%ii.p., 2 SDeeds

£32.—Wild, Ridge, Shipley.

DOUGLAS, 1913, T.T., 2-speed, fast; £33.-
Garage, Walton St., Aylesbury.

DOU-GLAS. 1913, 2-speed,
August.—554, High Rd.,

DOUGLAS,
secures.—Willmot,

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed,
little used, perfect order

;

Staines.

HiU. [8558
Chater°Sarolea.

CHATER-SAROLEA, 6h.p. twin, Bosch. B. and B.,
Sturmey 3-speed, kick starter, Palmer cord tvres.

radial castor wheel sidecar, F.R.S. head lamp, splen-
did order; seen any evening after 7.30; £35, or nenr

3IDECAR OUTFITS.
MATCHLESS, 1914, S h.p. M.A.G., 3-sp.. chain drive,

Lucas dynamo lighting outfit, 3 lamps, speedom'r £7fi

REX, 1914,6 h.p., 2-speed, modele de luxe, _hand le

starting, coach-built Sidecar, just been overhauled £46
TRIUMPH, 3^- h.p., 1911, 2-speed countershaft gear,

chain-cum-belt, complete with wicker Sidecar

;

cheap at £30
NEW HUDSON, 1914, 6 h.p., 3-speed, kick start, com-

plete with New Hudson coach-built Sidecar with
screen, all accessories £53

NEW HUDSON, 1915- 3^-4 h.p., 3-speed countershaft,

kick start, coach-bmlt Sidecar, as new . , ', . . £55
A.OI.S., 1914, 6 h.p., 3-speed, lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, and Millford Sidecar, as new £73
ENFIELD 1915 6 h.p. Combination, lan.ps and speed.

;

very Rood condition £70
HABLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 3-speed, 7-9 h.p., Bramble

Sidecar, like new £68
HUMRER, 1912, sh h.p., 2-speed, handle start, wicker

Sidecar '. £28. _„ ^^^
,

HARLEY, 1914, 7h-P-) 2-speed, and coach-built S'car £44
1

Place. W.C.
INDIAN, 1914, 7fa-P-. 2-^peed. rlectr.c bghting.spring

frame. Gloria 30 guinea Sidecar £65
INDIAN, 1913, 7 h.p., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speed,

and spring frame £48

SO 1.0 IVIODEI.S.
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2j h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £22
CALTHORPE, 191+, 2 b.p., 2-s7>eed £19
RUDGE 1913 3V h.p. Multi, '1 .T. bars £35
IVY, 1915, 2-stroke,- single-speed £18
KERRY-ABINGDON, 3.'. h.p., magneto, 2-speed . £15

r-^.-, .. ITRIUMPH, 1912, 3^ h.p., clutch model £28 ^ , _

Li.4156
p_,^^^ 5-6 h.p., 1914, 2-speed, as new £32 Turner, High St., Walton-on-Thames.

IMOTO-REVE, 2h.p., twin; wants tuning £7 "I Q14 T.T. Douglas, 2-speed, Bosch, Amac, escellc
NEW HUDSON, 1913, 3^ h.p., 3-speed J.A.P. engine. . £36 -L*/ condition, tools: sacrifice, first cheque £52 secim
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3'. h.p., clutch model £30 —Harold Tayior, 19, Saxou St., AVrexham. [X42i

5?Xiil'«S"^^'
-^^P'

'^i'^'i!-'\^rV""'^'^^i !S TlOUGLAS Specialists.-Gibb. Gough, London "Ed
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3I njp^clutch, Phihpson pulley ... £28 U Gloucester. Gibb, the International Douglas lidt

[X57V.

EborB
[852

T.T.: £30; test
Tottenham, N. [827

good order, fast; £15; first chequi
Middleton, Malvern. [X401

1 Q09 Douglas, in good trim, new tvres [Hutchinsoa
i*/^ £12/12.—Joues, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill

t85C
clutch, kick starter, vei

£37/10.—Railway Gnrag
[85^^

1 Ql'5 SVah.p. Douglas, kick starter, new tyres, lamp;
-I- «/ etc., grand order ; ofiers.—Henly, 7, Wobun

[855^

"1 Ql3 Douglas, 25^h.'p., clutch, horn, speedometer.- goO'

J-«7 tyres ; £32, no oflers.— Stutfield, Grove Houe-
Hampton, Middlesex. [833^

2 speed
-Wallac

[824.

. . pattern, 2^ih.p. models it

imjaiediate .delivery, including War Oflfice Mat
Douglas.-Mofiat. Yeovil. Tel.: 50. -. [56S-

T.T., 2-speed. Lucas lamp
perfect condition ; £42710.

[82£

"I |Q14 Douglas, .2%h.p., clutch, kick starter,
jL*J Hutcbinsons, perfect condition; £58.-
Fountain auildings, Bath.

OUGI/AS, new, latest3)c

1 QIS Douglas, 2%ii.p.
-i-v speed JLudioator,

otter.— 332. ^yhitehorse Ed„ Croydon. ,[8301

Ed.

Chater-Lea.
I^HATEE-LEA No. 7 Combination, Sh.p., mechani-

cally perfect, tyres good: £40.—H.N., 4, Eookwood
Stamford Hill. [X4111

Chater-Lea'Minerva.
CHATER-LEA-MINBRVA aVzh.p., 2-speed, F.E..

and sidecar, Druids, Bosch, and B. and B., gcod
tyres and belt, etc.; £22, or near offer.—15, lyy Lane.
Brockley. [8431

Clyno.
CLYNO, 19143,4, 2-stroke, 2-speea, handle-bar clutch,

excellent condition : £26. — Muscott, Mount
Pleasant. Llandrindod Wells. [X4187
6 h.p. Clrao Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed counter-

shaft, carries 4 persons; £25, or near offer.-
Richardson, Parade View, Dawlish. [X3974
CLYNO Late 1912 Combination, f42.-Bayford

Lodge, Wellington Ed., Hatch End, Pinner. After
7 p.m., Saturday after 3, all day Sunday. [X4019

CLYNO Combination, 1914, 6h.p., 3 speeds, kick
starter, 4 detachable wheels, speedometer, special

lody to sidecar; £65.-6, Warren St., London. [8388

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT, 2-5peed, 1914, perfect; £26.—W. and

H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester.
[8465

(CONNAUGHT, 2-stroke, 2i/2h.p., in good running
V^ order; cheap, £14.^W. Bethell, Long Marston,
Triug. [X3774

list

Ash
1X4207

N.U-T., 1914, 2] h.p., T.T., twin, overhead valves

BAT-J.A.P.. 191 1, 8 li.p., 2-speed, spring Iranic .

.

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., j-speed

TO 16 Cormanght Miniature, shop-soiled; £26,
J-t/ £28/17.-Williams, A.J.S. Agent, Chapel
Depot, Wolverhampton.

RUDGE, r9t3, ,.'• h.p., inulti, l.irge tank £32
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., igrj, 2; h.p., 2-spee4 £28
REX, 1913, 3! h.p., 2-speed, and clutch £29

L.1GH-r CARS, Etc.
G.W.K., 10 h.p., 4 speeds, 8c mm. tyres, 1914 model,

just being repainted - - . £120
FORD, I9r3, 20 h.p., 4-seater, detachable wheels;

make a splendid light van £60
SIZAIRE-NAUDIN I9r4 r2-T4 h.p. Coupe, C.A.V.

large size dynamo outfit, 5 lamps, 5 detachable
wheels, just repainted and overhauled, like new £310

CADILLAC, T9r4, 20-30 h.p., 6-speed model, 7-seater,

just overhauled, dynamo light and starting, just
being repainted ; make a very f.ne hire car . . . .£320

A.C., 5-6h.p., late rgrs, hood and screen, lamps, all

tyres new, splendid condition £50
MINERVA, 28 h.p., r9io, 5-seater; £6 6s. tax; just

being overhauled —
KNIGHT Junior, r9i4, 11 h.p., sporting body, excel-

lent order £155
G.W.K., rqis, 10 h.p., special Innish, domed guards,

speedometer £1 70
Exchanges arranged en any of the above.
All machines guaranteed in good running order.

£38

|||!j)OUGLAS,

MOTORMART
loos 136 Ct IbrtlandSUondonW
V^ephoriv -552 Moyfair Telegrams'^^^txXe Wcsdo

nnei of numerous cups and gold medals. [11^

late 1915, 2^.p., 2-sp8ed, T.T., exceUei
condition tlirong-hout, Lucas lamp, spares : SA\

offers.—Neat, Ironmonger, Middlesbrough. [X4l;;

1 Q13 2^4b.p. Douglas, 2-speed, lamps, horn, Cowe
At/ engine just overhauled, takes 2 anywhere, fe
last; f 30.—Shar-pe, Fairfield, Kingston, Surrey. [82*

1 Q13^ Douglas, 2-speed, elutoh, kick start, wide mu
X.*J guards, extra good condition, recently overhaule
ibaigain, £34/10.—Jarvis, -8, Swiss Terrace, Hampstea-

[S39"
DOUGLAS, 191434, model T.T., a^uh.p., 2-speed. i

parts in splendid condition; £38.—Rev. Sylveet
Fowler, Boche, Cornwall. (Mark envelope ." DouglaB.i

WAR OJfice Douglas, 2-speed, Bosch mag., little ose
perfect order, 2 lamps, horn, speedometer; cc

£60 tliie season, £48.—Bunnett, 44, Roek Rd.. Cai
bridge. , LXaO;

DOUGLAS, 1915, S^Ah.p.. War Office model, esca
lent condition, overhauled, lamp, horn, speej

meter; ^£45, or near offer.—Layton's Garage, Bicast"
Oxon. [X42

3-speed model, delivered moo
used, with horn, tools, lauii

'

,etc. ; £52/10; guaranteed.-Wauchope's, " 9, Shoe L;ii

London. [84'

COLKORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Leiceet
and Liverpool, have in stock complete range of

models Douglas for immediate delivery, also full rai

01 spares. [08

DOUGLAS, 1915, Colonial model W, 3-speed, elut(

kick starter, lamps, horn, accessories, excelle
condition, little used; 42 gns.—27, Seymour Rd., H;i

ringay. N. [85-.

DOUGLAS. 1915, 2%h.p., tip-top condition, lov-

engine, done about 600, rested all the winter, Lu(
lighting. Kiuxon horn; £45, or very near offer.-Ca
Anne. I'orkshire Club, York. [X41

DOUGLAS, 1915, 234h.p., 2-speed, footboar
speedometer,, lamp set, norn. purchased new t

year, condition perfect; bargain, ;e46.—Elce and <
15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0£

DOU-GLAS, 254h.p.,
ago, scarcely been used,_

A18 All letters relating to advertisements should quote tti€ number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Inexpensive Passenger
Motor Cycle.

FROM almost the first days of motor cycles,

designers have been scheming how best

to make the machine carry a second
passenger. First came the trailer, with its

many obvious disadvantages ; but this, was
short-lived. Then the tandem-seated tricar was
over-elaborated until it became practically a

three-wheeled car, and as such was found want-

ing in almost evei7 case. The sidecar, in spite

of its theoretical and mechanical faults, has sur-

vived the belt-driven cycle car introduced with

such a flourish of trumpets, and appears to fill

the bill better than anything else at present

available.

Though at first devised simply as an attach-

ment, the sidecar has become so popular that

many machines are built which are intended to

have their sidecars permanently attached. This

being the case, it is somewhat remarkable that

these combinations are still nearly always built

as two units—motor cycle and sidecar—instead

as in one homogeneous whole, designed through-

out to stand the strains and stresses to which the

loaded vehicle is likely to be subjected on the

road. It is true that brazed lugs have given place

to the detachable cHps which once had to be

fixed with much labour to the machine, and this

is a step in the right direction, but it is about as

far as makers have gone in most cases, even when
the sidecar coriibinations are supplied only as

complete vehicles and not sold separately. We
are not alluding here to tliose motor cycles which

have to serve the double purpose of solo mount
and sidecar machine. These come into a dififerent

category, and must be designed with these objects

in view.

So long as the driver of the motor cycle

remains separated from his companion and ex-

posed to the elements the sidecar combination

cannot compete with the li^ht car for the favour

of those who place their comfort in a prominent

position. The occupant of the sidecar is certainly

very comfortably situated, but not so the driver,

unprotected as he is from rain and dust. This
is certainly a handicap, though in the matter of

speed, first cost, and cheapness of running there

is no doubt but that the sidecar has the

advantage.

From time to time double-seated sidecars have
made their appearance, and this journal has done
its utmost to encourage their development.
Hitherto, however, "double sidecars" have
been adaptations of the orthodox sidecar outfit,

i.e., the power plant has been mounted into a
diamond-frame bicycle, and a very wide sidecar

body fitted, with the controls suitably arranged

for the driver's hand.

It has been left to the fertile brain of Mr.
Alfred A. Scott to design a double-seated sidecar

machine or sociable intended as such from the

first stroke of the pencil on the drawing board.
This machine, which bristles with ingenuity and
originality throughout, we are privileged to intro-

duce to our readers this week. We venture to

think that its exclusive features will be studied

with the greatest interest. Apart from the
" flat " frame, which seems to mark a new era

in sidecar construction, the Scott sociable

possesses real novelty and attractiveness in design

at every turn. It strikes us as the most promising
" cycle car " design yet devised, and may revive

interest in the vehicle which has hitherto proved
an illusion, not to say a disappointment, to
hundreds.

Whether greater advantages are to be found
in a vehicle with three wheels or four remains at

present a debatable point. The three-wheeler
is cheaper .to build and cheaper to run owing to

its light weight. The four-wheeler has greater

stability and a better appearance, and will no
doubt be the ultimate choice of most men who
can afford the extra cost. It must be men-
tioned, however, that Mr. Scott only adopted
the three-wheeler after long consideration and
study of the advantages and disadvantages of
the two types.

/rarii|

An index to the advertisements in tliis issue will be found on tlie page facing the back covef.
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THE MOTOR CYCLE IN MESOPOTAMIA/
Carrying Despatches Through Deep Mud and Blinding Dust.

The following extracts from a long and interesting letter, dated June ist, from
impressions of the hardships, difficulties, and dangers endured by our gallant men
known as a T.T. and trials rider that he needs no introduction to our readers.

Egypt, as well as Mesopotamia. The deletions are by the British Press Censor.

TO-DAY by the decree of a mercifuJ

Providence The Motor Cycle, of

April 13th, 1916, has fallen to my
eager hands. It is your Spring Number.
(By the way, congratulations on excellent

production during war time.) Pleasant

memories are revived by your contribu-

tor's reminiscences of bygone reliability

trials, old faces, old places, old successes,

and failures—all concerned in chasing the

elusive "gold." These recollections

sustain us in a country like this, where
conditions create misery and horror.

Active service motor cycling, with its

varied aspects and vicissitudes, has been

my bit in the great upheaval, but,

experienced and optimistic as I am, I

was never so convinced of the inherent

excellence of the present motor cycle as

I am to-day. I ask friend " Ixion " to

believe that, since those anxious days of

Mons, I have seen few breakdowns
directly traceable to faulty design or con-

struction. The large number of mechani-

cal casualties could almost wholly have
been avoided by intelligent anticipation

of, and provision for, abnormal strains

and stresses by the rider. I wager that

most of our despatch rider artificers will

support me when I say that 75% of their

labour is the outcome of neglect. On the

other hand, I yrge manufacturers to give

us increased diameter in wheels, which
will also bring about increased ground
clearance ; handle-bar operated clutches

are absolutelj' essential (this point does
not require discussion) ; a totally enclosed

kick-starter ; and folding crank.

Active Service in the East.

To turn to the more personal side, I

will endeavour to interest you in an ex-

tract or two from my notes, from which
you may gather that we have our share

of Active Service trials and tribulations.

After a few pleasant months' sojourn in

Egypt in charge of D.E.'s, I tired of the,

more or less, strict routine duties that
obtain at a big base, and, sniffing excite-

ment, I prevailed upon my CO. to

release me to a division soon to go into

action. Successful after a lot of juggling

with rank, I soon saw the finish of a

150 mile train crawl, and joined the 13th

Division under orders for Mesopotamia
at headquarters on the sands at .

During the short stay here for refitting

purposes I am on duty ; weather, dull

and wet. The seas of slimy mud vividly
recall the earlier days of the campaign in

France. The machine slithers and
writhes beneath me as I pick my way
around and out of the" holes in the
" road." Natives driving bony liorses

and rickety carts bear down upon one
with yells and curses. After the priA'a-

tions of a tliree weeks' journey by sea
and land we arrive at , pending a
move in the direction of Kut-el-Amara to

attempt the relief of General Townshend,

beleagured there with his gallant force.

To our dismay, it is thought that we
(motor cyclists) will be unable to operate
with our machines higher up the Tigris,

so w-e are supplied with horses after

lianding in the motor cycles to store.

I will not dwell upon the limitations,

bordering upon futility, of this new form
of despatch carrying, but after a week
or so of preparation (for the time a closed
chapter) we move forward to engage the
enemy. I give my notes :

The Attempt to reach Kut.

The last day of March, an uncertain
drizzle, not unlike the Scotch mist, and
shutting out from view the grey, snow-
capped mountains. All is now ready for

the big offensive, and we spend the day
idling around. At 7 p.m. we move off to
march up to . Following by the
bank of the river we have not gone far
when a long-promised storm breaks,
sheets of water hurtle down, and then

4^ •Passed by the Censor'

Cpl. A. J. Sproston, whose interesting

account of his doings as a despatch rider in

. Mesopotamia appears on this page,

for hours lightning plays around. By its

flashes our horses pick their way through
the heavy going. We climb in and out
of Turkish trenches and guUeys, these
now turned into miniature rivers and
quagmires. Soaked to our skins and
shivering with" intense cold, we drag
along through tie night. Downi on its

knees and now upon its haunches my
horse sinks, sliding and plunging through
the horrors of the inky darkness. Eagerly
awaited dawn breaks, exposing sheets of

water over this vast terrain, fallen mules
that cannot rise owing to loaded packs,
and huddled groups of men in baths of
liquid mud. So we cover the ten miles
to , fourteen hours of misery. No
food tiU evening, bully and biscuits mixed
with dirty water from the Tigris. Late
that evening another storm, most of the
fellows out in it all. I am luckier, and
get invited to a tent by some kindly
Indians. These coloured warriors soon
get tea by aid of a Primus stove. Thus
refreshed, I tumble down side by side
with a hefty Sikh, and fall into the
deepest sleep enjoyed lately.

Censorslup restrictions prevent me from

Corporal A, J. Sproston convey some

in Mesopotamia, Sproston is so well

He has seen service in France and

detailing my experiences during the

series of furious battles for Kut, in

%hich, I trust, we D.R.'s played no

light part. We all deplore that a

result commensurate with our efforts was

not secured.

A Dust Storm.

However, I jump to May 1st, the early

part of which was devoted to a visit

from our Commander-in-Chief. Finished

before breakfast, and then hell-devised

misery breaks upon us- in the shape of a -

south-westerly gale, creating a dust -

storm that blinds and stifles, bearing

along blasts of scorching air. Neither •

nook nor cranny can be found to afford

protection, and we motor cyclists drag

our horses to the river, fighting a passage

through sand clouds. Once again in

possession of my motor cycle, I force

my way over trenches up to Brigade

H.Q., kicking the ground to assist the

maltreated machine, and through dust,

at the same time snatching a hand from

the hot bars to fight the flies that assail

my nose, eyes, and ears.
j

May 2nd.—Heat still terrific. We are

adopting all sorts of weird adaptations

in dress in order to keep cool—football

type knickers, shirts worn outside to

keep up a circulation of air around the

body, sleeves hacked off tunic or shirt

at the elbow, a battered helmet smacked •

down over the ears giving protection to ,

forehead and neck, all covered by a

linen net to ward off flies and mosquitoes.

Thanks be to Heaven that we can wander
indolently down to the Tigris's pic-

turesque banks to bathe and wash our
scorched and blackened bodies.

The Douglas Suspected.

Leisure in plenty just now, and re-

lieved of most of the despatch work at

night. The depredations of the Arabs
after dark bring about an offer of

rupees to any sentry or picquet shooting
or capturing one of the thieves. At
midnight I am down on the wai'm grass
in the close confines of a blanket, and
my slumber is broken by the voice of a
guardian of the night in whispering con-

sultation with a confrere anent a sus-

picious-looking figure crouching down
upon the other side of the trench, shades
of rupees looming large in their

imaginations. They discuss the advis-

ability of bayoneting or firing upon the

intruder. Raising myself, I peer in the~

direction of the suspect ; it is my in-

offensive all-black Douglas, reclining

peacefully where I dropped it. At the
top of my voice, and with an adjective
or two added, I acquaint the anxious
ones with the nature of the suspect.

They retire, wounded in pride and
pocket.
A few days elapse, each one hotter than

its predecessor. I- am ordered by the
staff to proceed on iriy machine to

and search the vicinity for certain units.

A good breakfast, well armed, a full
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The Motor Cycle in Mesopotamia.^

water bottle, and a trusty Douglas m_
good fettle for a trying ordeal. The firsfc~

few miles are covered without incident.
Falling in with a brigade office, I am
urged to go on by another route, because
within hailing distance an hour or two
back one of their waggons was looted,
three men . and horses also taken ; but
getting along I see no more cause for
alarm than a single Arab climbing
cautiously out of a hole. Crashing and
smashing along, my poor little machine
is just flung about by the execrable mud
lieaps of the plains, plunging into
treiK?hcs, and ploughing through paths
of suffocating dust. Constant recourse
to" my water bottle, the liquid now
almost to boiling point from the sunis
rays, is the only method to avoid
collapse. Heated chunks of air waft
along, as hot as the gases exuded from
the plucky little motor. When remount-
ing after a stop, even contact with the
burning saddle becomes torture to the
body. This is motor cycling at 110°
iji the shade I

^^S(^1LE
To ^li'gress somewhat, I would set out

that this wonderful behaviour of the
motor cycles, and the treatment I have
endeavoured to describe, is part of the
daily routine. Certainly the journeys
undertaken are short, but the accumu-
lated mileage covered without mishap
or repair is stupendous. In addition to
drawbacks, we have no tools or organisa-
tion to cope with breakages, and an all-

round shortage of oil and petrol. Up to
within a few days back, two machines
have been carrying out the work normally
undertaken by ten horses, so when a
few more machines came to hand great
was the joy in the hearts of the motor
cyclists at the departure of the animals.
I will not dilate further upon the
prowess of our mechanical steeds, but
to my muttons. My Avater supply soon
gives out, and it is not long before I
am in the throes of a terrible thirst
(here I am afraid of the Censor).
An.xiety and pain allayed as I spot in

the hazy distance what proves to be
part of the Field Company. Push-
ing ahead, after consuming enough water

7^

to float a Dreadnought, I run into a
maze of trenches fronting the now
notorious position of (etc.).

Beyond this young Achi Baba, the
plain, devoid of vegetation, provides
easier going, and soon I can distinguish
the welcome tents of those I am out to

findf. A short stay and some tea. I then
,

make a bid for my fifteen-mile journey
back to camp. Home just inside two
hours, tired and hungry—the finish to
one of the most arduous and difficult

rides I have ever accomplished.

AN OBSERVER KILLED.
SEC.-LT. J. C. M. STEWART, Royal

Flying Corps, early in July was killed
while acting as an observer in an

aeroplane returning from a successful
bombing expedition over the German
lines. Mr. Stewart was a director of
Noel Paton, Ltd., and at the outbreak
cf the war he was forming a company
for the development of his invention of
a tour-speed chain gear box for motor
cycles.

MAIMED RIDERS.
ALTERATIONS TO STANDARD CONTROLS.

AFTER the war there will be
numerous men, alas ! vtinus legs

and airms who will wish, if ]X>ssib]e,

t« follow their old pastime of motor
cycling or car driving, as the case may
be. As a matter of fact, there are

ah-eady a few instances of men discharged
from the Ajrmy through the loss of a
limb who, by the help of manufacturers,
have been able to return to their old

hobby. This applies in particular to car
owners, but if the controls of a car can
be adapted to the needs of a man deprived
of a leg or an arm, surely those of a

motor cycle can. The average motor
cyclist is such a keen man that the loss

of a limb in the service of his country
is not going to prevent him from return-

ing to his favourite pastime as soon as

Handle-bars of Sparkbrook, adapted

for a rider who has lost his right arm
below the elbow.

he can, and it is to be hoped that the

manufacturer will help him by making
the necessary alterations in the control
arrangements.

Many One-armed Riders.

That the logs of an arm need not
deprive a man from enjoying the deliglits

of motor cycling has been proved more
than once in the columns of T7ie Motor
Glide. Another example is supplied by

a Kettering reader, Sydney Davis. He,
with a friend who shares the s;une mis-

fortmie of having lost an arm, does a
good deal of riding. Davis rides a two-

stroke Sparkbrook and his friend, H.
Winstone, a Douglas. Winstone has lost

his left arm, and the only alteration to

his machine has been the placing of the

exhaust lever on the right side of the
handle-bar instead of the left.

As Davis has lost his right arm, it

meant the controls of the Sparkbrook
being brought to the left, leaving the
right hazidle end bai'e. The latter was
straightened out, as shown in the sketch,

and a piece of steel screwed on to provide
a rest tor that part of the right arm, i.e.,

to the elbow, which Davis still has.
This leaves his one hand free for the
controls.

TWO ONE-AiyvlED MOTOR CYCLISTS WHO THOROUGHLY ENJOY RIDING.
Recent references in our pages to motor cycling for men who have lost a limb have brought

forth the above photograph from Sydney Davis, of Kettering (on the left). Both he and

H. Winstone, on the right, have been riding for about two years. The machines are a

2i h.p. Sparkbrook and a 2£ h.p. Douglas.

AI.3
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OCCASIONAL COMMENTS.
By •

False and True Ideals.

To-day's post brought me the most original and
amushig letter I have ever received from a reader. It

happened to be intensely abusive, and anonymous,
except in so far as the writer confessed to being a

corpulent palerfamilias of over forty ; and its main
interest lay in the fact that it was a radical and bitter

denunciation of the whole policy of the trade, and also

of the technical press. To put its point in a

nutshell, the critic complains that motor cycling is

being run in the interests of 'people wlio cannot

ride-—duffers, elderly men, weaklings, and (he re-

serves his most scathing language for these) women !

In other words, those who have influence in the

development of the sport and industry are push-

ing variable gears, which render hills climbable

by indifferent riders and indifferent engines ; are

pushing spring frames, which will attract soft-skinned

hedonists into our ranks ; and are generally trying to

convert motor cycling into a cotton-wool sort of pursuit.

The thorough-going nature of my correspondent's

denunciation is evident from one sentence, " I have
ridden every type of variably-geared motor cycle built

since 1903, and I despise them all! " He ends up
by surmising that I am getting old, soft, and lazy, and
that my two ideals are to make motor cycling as cosy

and lazy as I can, in the dual interest of gilding my
own labours and of getting as many readers as possible

for " my paper " (wish it were mine, by the way !).

The Dilemma.
Unwittingly my correspondent is criticising not the

policy of The Motor Cycle or of our leading factories,

but the whole trend of modern civilisation. Life was
far more strenuous in the Middle Ages, and developed

a few cast iron, individuals at the expense of the

weaker ruck who went to the wall. 1903 marks the

mediaeval period of motor cycling. Only a cast iron

athlete could regularly employ the motor cycles of

that day for prolonged hard work; we had very few
riders, but those who stood tlie racket could ride. To-
day we have thousands of riders, most of them some-
what weakly and unskilled ; when their engines get

into rotten order, they climb hills by changing gear ;

when the engines get still worse, they pay a mechanic
to tune them up ; and so good riders are comparatively

scarce. We are developing, as a world, on the lines

of the greatest happiness for the greatest number ; and
if my friend despises that philosophy, he must tilt at

bigger men than I am, and at vaster institutions than
The Motor Cycle, or the industry which it attempts to

serve. Until he has succeeded in revising the principles

which at present influence civilisation, he will fail to

reconvert commercial industries, like the motor cycling

trade, into restricting their energies to producing half-

rideable machines for the delight of a few eccentric

stalwarts.

Some MighUhave-beens.
On the positive side his letter was more interesting.

He asks why The Motor Cycle and the trade have, not
shelved variable gears a^id spring frames in favour
of engines that will keep really cool all the time ; engine
bearings that will remain perfect for three years ; abso-
lutely silent valve gears; plugs that won't pre-ignite,

A.14
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yet will start as easily as the standard Lodge
;

32in.

wheels and 3^in. tyres; more comfortable saddles;

overhead valves wit-h detachable seatings ; steel cylin-

ders covered with copper ; cooling fins right down the

cylinders ; outside flywheels with hollow rims full of

mercury ; Whittle belts made of rubber blocks ; the

abolitioi? of the "harsh" chain-cum-belt ; the utter

condemnation of all baby two-strokes, on the ground of

their high fuel consumption and general inefficiency (as

compared with good four-strokes of equal capacity)

;

the complete and final abolition of all V twins ; and a

variety of other fads less original in character. (One
rejoices to see that, like all root-and-branch reformers,

our iconoclast cannot be consistent ; several of his

ideals are devices for increasing his personal comfort
and simplifying his labours, despite his professed

yearnings for the strenuous life.)

A Special Demand.
On the whole, this letter, like so many others which

I have received, goes to prove that there still lingers

an unconquerable but limited demand for the so-called

T.T. model, to wit, the simple, single-geared roadster,

with a high-efficiency engine, which makes the highest

possible demands on its owner's riding and tuning

skill. This demand is recognised—or was up to 1914
—by most manufacturing concerns. It is the excep-~

tion to peruse a catalogue which does not list a T.T.
model. Yet, such inclusions do not quite meet Jhe
point. They usually take the form of the standard
roadster model, minus its gear box, plus a spec^ial pair

of handle-bars, plus possibly a special set of cams or

lighter reciprocating parts. But what the sportsmen
want is a high-efficiency single-geared model, specially

thought out from lamp bracket to back mudguard.

In Reply.
On the main question my friend is far too slashing.

There are plenty of hard riders left ; in fact, there

are more than ever there were. Peace-time trials

show it. Anybody who has seen Gibson or Bischoflf

coaxing a 3J-^ h.p. sidecar outfit through a Six Days
course knows that mechanical skill has not been slain

by variable gears ; anybody who saw a certain team
of riders with 63^ gears attack the Applecross hair-

pins in the last Scottish Trials knows what recklessly

daring cornerwork is ; the T.T. races are not picnics,

as Jake de Rosier perceived, and some of the D.R.'s
daily lives contradict all my correspondent's deduc-
tions. For the rest, motor cycling may not be on the

average as sporting a hobby as once it was, but the
duffers and weaklings who ride nowadays would be
even less strenuous and less sporting if they were- not

motor' cyclists ; they would be sculling or playing

tennis or watching professionals play footer. As it is,

they are facing the problems of the road, they are

burdened with the task of bending a whimsical engine
to their wills ; they are within the zone of infection of

the speed fever. If they are less dashing and daring

than the pioneer motor cyclists, they are nevertheless

more of men plus the motor cycle than they could
ever have been minus the motor cycle. It is nonsense
to pretend that motor cycling is sapping the manhood
of the nation ; it would be truer to say it has played

its part in salving it.
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THE 8h.p. FRERA.
A NEW ITALIAN MODEL BUILT ON DECIDEDLY BRITISH LINES.

FRERA FEATURES.
8h p. 45° Twin, 1,140 c.o.

Overhead Inlet Valves.

Automatic Claudel-Hobson Carburetter.

Splitdorf Magneto.

Best and Lloyd Pump and Drip Feed
Lubricator.

Three-speed Countershaft Gear Box.

Multi - disc Clutch, handle - bar
controlled.

Entirely Enclosed Chain Transmission.

Kick Starter.

26 X Sin. Tyres.

OF all countries, with the exception

perhaps of Ajnerica, there is little

doubt but that in Great Britain

motor cycling has been most popular, and
consequently motor cycles have reached a

greater degree of perfection than any-

where else. Until quite recently no one

could say that a Continental machine of

any kind was a thing of beauty. Now,
however, things are improving, and many
of the Continental makers are turning out

machines on decidedly British lines. This

will be noticed to a considerable degree

in the photograph of the latest 8 h.p.

Frera, a machine of -Italian origin.

- This machine is fitted with a 45° twin-

cylinder engine of rather unusual size,

the capacity being 1,140 c.c. The valves

are situated one above the other, the

inlets being meclianically operated by
long tappet rods. The inlet dome is easily

The neu' 8 h.p. Frera, one of the latest Italian productions. It has overhead inlet valves,

while the transmission is by entirely enclosed chains. The tendency for machines of

foreign origin to follow British lines is most noticeable m this mount.

detachable, complete- with the valve and
seating. An automatic Claudel-Hobson
carburetter is used. The machine, we
can well believe, is very silent, the
exhaust being led first through a large
expansion box, from which it passes
through a long extension pipe.

Clutch and Transmission.

A countershaft three-speed gear box,

provided with a handle-bar controlled

multi-disc clutch, is fitted. The cliain

>-•••—<

transmission is neatly enclosed in oil-tight

chain cases. The machine is built speci-

ally for sidecar work, and lugs for the
sidecar attachment are incorporated in
the frame.
As Avill be seen from the illustration,

the whole machine has a most business-
like appearance.

This firm also make a 4 h.p. single for
sidecar work and a 2^ h.p. lightweight,
both of which models are used by the
Italian Army authorities.

GIRLS' PLUCKY ENTERPRISE.
Two New York Ladies Attempt a Journey Across the American Continent.

ON July 4th two enthusiastic New
York girls started on the arduous
and enterprising task of riding two

motor cycles from Sheepshead Bay to San
Francisco (a distance of 3,814 miles),

which city, according to their schedule,

they should reach by August 9th. This
is the first coast to coast ride ever

attempted by women, and anyone who
has read of the difficulties encounteredi by
riders on previous attempts wUl appre-

ciate the magnitude of the undertaking,
and, should they be successful, it will

undoubtedly reflect great credit on both
the reliability of the macli.ines and the

pluck, endurance, and skUl of the riders.

Both Miss Adeline Van. Buren and her

sister, Miss Augusta Van Buren, were
born athletes, and from early childhood
have indulged in many different sports,

including skating, swimming, horse-riding,

and so on, in all of which they have been
very successful. Motor cycling, however,
lias eclipsed them all, and for the past

three years has reigned supreme in tlieir

estimation.
They both ride 1916 Powerplus rear-

sprung Indians, mounted on which they
are seen in the photograph. Their dress,

though perhaps somewhat unconventional,
is undoubtedly neat and serviceable.

ACROSS THE AMERICAN CONTINENT.
Miss Adeline Van Buren and her sister, Miss Augusta Van Buren, with their Powerplus Indians,

on which thev are attempting the 3,814 mile journey from Sheepshead Bay to San Francisco.
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Lakeland's First Outing for Wounded Soldiers.
A SUCCESSFUL TRIP IN WET WEATHER.

By GEORGE D. ABRAHAM,
Author of ^' Motor Ways in Lakeland," "The Coinl>lete Mountaineer^* " Mountain Adventures at Home ajui Abroad" etc, etc.

ii "ry/ORSE than ' Wipers ' at its wettest !

'

' Thus
\A/ spake one of the many jovial and irre-

pressible Tommies who participated in the

first "joy-ride " of its kind in Lakeland. Everything

had been beautifully planned except the weather, and
few found joy at the outset from Kendal in such a

downpour as even Lakeland seldom sees.

However, the party came through mist and moisture
cheerfully to find shelter and dryness amongst the

leafy -shades on the shores of Windermere. Clouds
hid the mountains, but not the smiling faces of the
kindly natives, who fairly showered roses and numerous
other good things on the men who
had "done their bit." The fifty-

odd vfounded soldiers, many of them
North-country sportsmen 'who have
been shorn of arm or leg, are not

likely to forget their Lakeland
outing.

Strange Behaviour.

A midday lunch had been planned
at Keswick, in that popular haunt
of motorists, the Royal Oak Hotel.

The way thither lay through Amble-
side, along the shores of Rydal
Water and Grasmere, and over the

cloudy heights of Dunmail Raise.

The only exciting adventure of the

outing occurred at Grasmere. On
one of the awkward turns the sidecar

driven by F. Chadwick was run imo
by a motor cyclist coming in the

opposite direction. Serious damage
was done to the sidecar, and the

driver sustained a sprained ankle,

but, sad to relate, the driver of the

colliding motor cycle recovered him-

self and rode off without even an

apology. Let us hope an explana-

tion may be forthcoming. Chad-
wick's machine was left behind, and
its tVv'o passengers gathered up by
the car in charge of Mr. Miles, of

Kendal, who was official collector of derelict passengers

and drivers. Ere the day was done he had a large

and jovial crowd aboard.

The Weather Improves.

Little was seen of the grandeur of the western road

along Thirlmere and its craggy surroundings on the

outward run, for damp clouds filled the narrow dale,

but during the two hours' halt at Keswick the moun-'

tains shed their misty mantles for a while. The sun

actually shone for a few seconds of silvery gleam on

Derwentwater as the long hill of Castlerigg was climbed

on the return journey. Then, later, there was a chance

for a few moments of seeing something of Thirlmere

during the sprint along the splendid road on the east

side. At a suitable place for the camera man a halt

Al5

was called, and the fact noted that the beautiful sheet

of water which now supplies Manchester with water

has for the first time reached its full height of fifty

feet above its original level. " No wonder! " said one

jocular Tommy, who had still moist memories of the

morning deluge.

Welcome Gifts.

Then, on the south-westerly top of Dunmail Raise,

came another halt, of which the natives had evidently

heard rumours. A party of ladies dispensed cigarettes

and various delectable fruits. A characteristic picture

The wounded soldiers enjoying tlie beautiful scenery under Helvellyn. The water in tKe

background is Thirlmere.

was that of a one-legged Scotsman, with a cigar be-

tween his teeth, a cigarette behind each ear, an orange

in both hands, and through it all a smile that defies

description. . At Ambleside there was a fldweiy

welcome^ and white heather as well as splendid rose^

gave obvious pleasure to tlie recipients. After tea

came the delightful evening ride ^ along Windermere,
with the Pikes of Langdale, now almost clear, mirrored

in the lake's purple depths. Kendal was reached over

Banerigg and through Staveley. Though the dull"

weather hid much of, the glory of the district, the outing

was voted an unqualified success. Much of this was
due to the energy of the organiser, Mr. George Braith-

waite, who had gathered in the soldiers mostly from
the V.A.D. hospital at Kendal. He also," on his

Morgan, acted as " whipper-in ".during the run. The'

^1
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Lakeland's First Outing for Wounded Soldiers.

—

excellent plan was followed of each sidecar owner pro-

viding the day's entertainment for his passenger—

a

capital arrangement which prevented calling on public

subscription in these times when generosity has so

many ca-lls.

Nearly every well-known make of machine was
represented, and several noted riders of competition

75

days were conspicuous. Notable amongst these was
B. Jefferies, alas ! shorn of one leg, but able to handle

a Perry light car most efficiently. Harry Whinnerah,
the well-known one-armed driver of the A.J.S., had a

passenger likewise handicapped, and his joke was that,

whatever trouble arose en route, they should be able

to surmount it, for they had at least two arms between
them.

A halt for a pKotograph on Dunmail Raise—a beautiful pass through the Lakeland mountains.

^ <a O^ ' <

Kick-starter on Sturmey-Archer Lightweight Gear.

w^E have already announced the fact that after

the war a two-speed Sturmey-Archer counter-

shaft gear will be obtainable for lightweight

machines. Its features were outlined in The Motor
Cycle of March 30th, when we referred to it as the

result of a trial we had been privileged to make with
the gear fitted to a Sun two-stroke lightweight.

Since that time the gear has been subjected to many
.miles of road testing, and a kick-starter has now been
•added, the design being much the same as in the

• three-speed S.A. gear, now so largely in evidence, and
embodying the same anti-backfiring arrangement.
Complete with the kick-starting mechanism, which,
of course, entails the use of a separate pair of gear
wheels, the gear now weighs 17 lb. The action of the
kick-starting pedal is controlled by a spiral spring,

having six coils, one end of which is secured in a disc,

having holes around its periphery. The disc being
permanently held in position, it will be gathered that

the spring can be tensioned up by moving the end to

the next hole.

Unusual Method of Operation,
Another striking change in connection with the gear

is the method of control, which is all arranged on the

gear box itself. There are two pedals, one above the

other, the duty of the lower one being none other than

to press the top lever upward. To engage the low

gear the top pedal is depressed, and to effect the

change the lower lever, which, of course, extends

an inch or two beyond the low gear pedal, forces the

top pedal upward and thus engages the high gear. It

will be understood that by doing away with the more
usual rods and hand control of the gear, objectionable

rattles, due to wear of the joints of the controlling

rods, are done away with, besides which adjustment

is seldom necessary. Foot control on the gear box
has the further advantage of enabling the gear box to

be dropped out of the frame in a few moments.
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A selection of questions of general interest leceived from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,'*

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not must ba asci>:npanied bp a Stamped addresssd envelops for reply. Correspondents are
urged to write clearly and on one side of the papsr only, numberina; each query separately, and beeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand cornsr of envelops, and should be kept distinct from qusstions bearing on technical subjects.

The Low Generator.

I should be glad to know if

the Low acetylene generator is

adapted for use on a motor cycle,

and if it can be used with any
make of acetylene lamps, and for

tail as well as head light.—C.S.W.R.

Yes, the Low generator is made in a
size suitable for motor cycles, and would
supply sufficient gas for both head and
tail lamps. No special lamps are
required.

Difficult Starting.

I have a 6 h.p. sidecar corn-

el bination which I find very
> difficult to start when the cylin-
-IJ ders are cold. I have to inject

a large quantity of petrol before
the engine will start. I have trouble
with the throttle and air levers; also,

the throttle refuses to open, at times
making it so that I cannot close the
air, but when I have snatched the
throttle open I find that there is no
resistance to the air being closed.—R.H.

We should advise you to take the carbu-
retter down, clean it, and see that the
throttle and air slides are working freely

;

also see that the air closes properly.
Any air leaks at the carburetter air slide,

at the' induction pipe, or carburetter
unions, will militate against easy starting.

Cooling for Stationary Engine.

The Engine as a Brake.

In the case of a 1915 two-

^j stroke, (1) Should the engine be
^ used as a brake downhill? Are
-i-l there any drawbacks? (2.) Can

four-stroking at speeds of less

than twelve miles per hour (top gear)

be cured? r~fancj^ the cause is car-

buration in my case, but do not know
what to do. There has been flooding,

which aggravated the four-stroking,

but the machine had a tendency to

four-stroke from the start.—F.T.

(1.) There is every advantage in using
the engine as a brake when descending
a hill. There are no drawbacks. (2.)

It is exceedingly difficult. Most of these
engines refuse to- run. very slowly.
Probably a smaller jet would cure the
difficulty to some slight extent. The
flooding should, of course, be cured.

Q stroke a.o.i.v. motor cycle engine
> as a stationary power plant, but
-2-J I am troubled with cooling the

engine. I have tried several fans,

the present one being the most efficient,

but not good enough yet. There are
eight blades measuring 3in. x l^in.,

and it is driven at about six times
engine speed. Can you recommend any
special method or any size of fan for

cooling the engine? The fan is on the
valve side of the cylinder.—P.V.B.

Your overheating trouble may not be due
so much to an inefficient fan as to some
adjustment of the engine being wrong,
suck as the a.o.i. valve having too great a
lift, too weak a mixttire, the carburetter
supplying too rich a mixture through
having too large a jet or insufficient

air. Adjust the carburetter in such a
way that when full air is given the engine
will misfire or stop. This will ensure
that the mixture is not too strong. See
tliat the valve tappet clearance is not
too great; also make sure flie exhaust is

quite free, and not causing back pressure.
We should think that your fan has too
many blades. It should be quite suffi-

ciently large, especially when driven at
six times engine speed.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, bein^ fully in

accord with the recommendations agreed

upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured

in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation, either during or after the war.

ILIFFE &. SONS LTD.

Cracked Exhaust Seating.

For the second time I have

JT] had a motor cycle cylinder crack

^ across the exhaust valve seat

-U at the thinnest part of the

cylinder wall. I am very inter-

ested to know what are the general

causes of this and the best preventive
course to adopt. Would over-carbon-

isation at head of cylinder have a

tendency to make the cylinder metals
of too varying thickness, and thereby
strain molecules of metal when the
cylinder cools down, causing the same
to crack at the weakest part?—E.J.L.

The usual cause of the valve seating
cracking as you describe is a faultily

designed cylinder, which is unable to

stand up to any undue heat. There is

no preventive except not overworking
the engine. Carbon deposit will not
cause this trouble. You might be able

to get the crack satisfactorily welded,
but the better way would be to get a
new cylinder.

Fitting Oil Feed to Front Cylinder.

I am fitting a drip feed tqj

^ my front cylinder. Would you

^ please tell -me how far up from
-2-J the base of the cylinder to tag

the thread? Engine 4-5- h.p,

J.A.P.—F.S.H.

Any point in the cylinder wall is suitable,

provided that it is below the level of the

piston top when the piston is at its lowest

point of its stroke. Probably lin. to

2in. horn the cylinder base would be

about right.

Position o£ Outside Flywheels.

Will you please inform me (1]

"^^ Why the outside flywheel of a

> two-stroke engine is always on
-i-l the near or driving side? HaS

the off side been tried? (2.) Is

there any reason why the inside flange

of a large pulley (9in. or so) should

not be weighted to balance the engine

and an outside flywheel dispensed with J

-H.K.P.

(1.) Flywheels have been fitted on both
sides. At present the Baby Triumph hag

its flywheel on the right-hand side. (2.)

No advantage would be gained by weight-
ing the pulley, as the engine should be

perfectly balanced otherwise. On most
engines your idea of combining the pulley

and flywheel would not be of any use^

owing to the fact that they are chainr,

driven to the countershaft gear box.

Petroil Lubrication.

I am a rider of a 2^ li.p. twoi

^1 stroke, and am puzzled as to hov^
^ much oil to mix with the petrol.

-^ The instructions on my tank are

one-sixteenth of a pint of (T.T.)

oil to one quart of petrol. Those on
my friends' tank one-eighth of a pint

to one quart. I have also seen sugges--

tions of one-si.xth of a pint to a -quart..

Another maker's measure for a 2^ h.p.

two-stroke appears to contain not more
than one-twelfth or one-fourteenth of

a pint to a quart. Tliese figures differ

so considerably that I should be
extremely glad to have your, or any
of your readers', ex-periences as to thS-

best and safest speed running mixture
for short and for long journeys.

—

Pert

The usual proportions are one-fourteenth I

to one-si.xteenth, i.e., roughly half a pint,

to one gallon of petrol. Some ma-chines
will take more, and some less. If yoa
occasionally see smoke from the exhaust
pipe upon opening out after switching'

off for a short distance, the quantity .01-

oil is about right, viz., slightly on the!

over-lubricating side.
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The universal popularity of the

is maintained by relia-

bility, efficiency, and
neatness of design.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
"INDIAN HOUSE,"

366-368, EUSTON RD. ,LONDON, N.W.
Telephone: Museom 1643. TeleBrama: Hendian, Eusroad, London.

IRISH BRANCH 10, Wicklow Street, Dublin.

AUSTRALIA 109-113, Russell Street, Melbourne.

CANADIAN WORKS . . . . 12-14, Mercer Street, Toronto.
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Model B. 5 Ji.p.. 3-8peed.

Count the Indians on the road.

In answering this adveriisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Striking Success
IN THE

Dublin and District M.C.C. 24 hours Open Trial.

4i h.p. Motor Bicycles
WON

FOUR GOLD MEDALS
Mr. T. WOODS. 200 Marks.

Mr. S. C. KETTLE. 199 ..

Mr. F. L. DOOLY. 200 Marks.

Mr. F. McDONAGH. 199 „

AND

TWO SILVER MEDALS
Mr. R. WALSHE, 198 Marks. Mr. T. TOOLE. 171 Marks.

Seven B.S.A's Started, Six Finished.
Under the most difficult tests B.S.A. reliability is continually

scoring big successes. From every point of view, particularly that

of economy, the B.S.A. is the ideal solo and sidecar machine.

LATEST B.S.A, CATALOGUE FREE,

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS COMPANY LIMITED,

13. SMALL HEATH. BIRMINGHAM.

B4 In answering this advertisement it u desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
Requiremsnls of the Motor Machine Gun Service.

SINCE the announcement in our last

issue went to press, Mr. Geoffrey

Smith, editor of The Motor Cycle,

has received fresh instructions from the

Coiiunanding Officer of the Motor Machine
Gun Service as to future requirements

;

applications from recruits wiJl continue

to be dealt with, and men of suitable

experience with cars or motor cycles

accepted for this Service. It should be
noted from the particulars of enlistment

detailed below that youths who have
attained eighteen years of age may now
be accepted. This will no doubt give

pleasure to many youthful readers who
have had to be rejected in the past on
account of their age, and all such may
now apply again, or attend one or other

of the inspections.

On Tuesday next, August 1st, Mr.
i Smith will attend at the Coventry
[Recruiting Office, JIasonic Buildings,
i Little Park Street, between 2.30 and

1
4 p.m., in order" to examine candidates

1 for enlistment, and on Wednesday,
August 2nd, at the Recruiting Office,

Stanford Street, Nottingham, between
2.30 and 3.30 p.m.

j

It is proposed in the near future,

jprovided that there are a sufficient

I

number of applications from the north

1
country, to arrange an inspection at

Manchester, but the time and date will

be announced in a later issue.

I
The amended conditions of enlistment

in the M.M.G.S. are as follow :

' Experience.—At least one year's motor
icycle or car driving experience.
i Age.—18 to 40.

i

Enlistment.—For duration of the war.
Medically Fit.—For general service

abroad or for garrison duty abroad.
.} Pat.—Is. 2-^d. per day, all found ; the
jisual separation or dependant's allowance.

j
A FTER our last issue went to press

lr\ many readers received cards show-

I

ing the amount of petrol they will

pe allowed under the control scheme that
jiomes into force on August 1. It is

litrange, but it appears that, so far as

present information goes, all motor
lyclists, whatever they asked for on their

Detrol requirements forms, and whatever
;he purpose to which machines are put,

ire being aUotted six gallons for three

nonths. It is really an extraordinary
iitate of affairs, but the following are
jiome of the instances that have already
been brought to our notice.

\
"A" lives in the country, five miles

irom town, and uses his machine solely

ibr running to and fro to business.

Isked for six gallons per month.
!

." B " is an alien who uses his machine
jolely for pleasure. Asked for ten gallons
)er month.

j

" C " is engaged at the London depot
ilif one of the large motor cycle firms in

ihe country, and engaged on war work.
I

" D " is manager of a large controlled
i»orks in the Midlands. He lives eight
ailes out in the country, and uses his

Central Office for Motor Machine Gun
Service :

Mr. Geoffrey Smith,

19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

It should be noted that the present
vacancies are in the Light Section.

Enquiries for enlistment into the Heavy
Section Machine Gun Corps (which was
closed a month or two ago) still continue
to reach us, though it has been stated
on several occasions that this section is

closed. *

We receive many letters both from
home and abroad, from men desirous of
transferring to the M.M.G.S., but it will

save time and disappointment if we
mention that transfers are not possible.

In applying for enlistment into the
M.iM.G.S., recruits should state :

(2. J

(3.)

(4.)

Age.
Experience.
If called up and date.

Whether fit for service Overseas.

The following men were accepted for
the M.M.G.S. last week :

Brady. L. W., London.
Cbapman, J. C, Cambridge.
Clare, J. W., Wolstanton.
Clunie, A. S., Manchester.
Cook, Q., Olialford Hill.
Coulthard, R., Cleator (Cumb.)
Ferguson, R.. Galashiels.
Franks, P., Worksop.
Grace, A. D., Loudon.
Hurathouse, H., Newton (Derbyshire).
Jones, H. B., Wrexham.
Jones, T. I., Wrexham.
Littleprond, M. B., SwaSham.
Masters, H. G., Loudon.
Milward, F. T., Clevedon (Som.)
Sellick, F. C, Bradford.
Sidwell, E. A., Darlington.
Thornton, E., Ynrdlev (Birm.)
Tippett, F., Fraddou.
Webster, F. O., Loudou.
Williams, E. V. O., EUesmere.

PETROL ALLOWANCES.

It should be noted that all recruits

for the M.M.G.S. pass through Jlr.

Geoffrey Smith's hands. Frequently
letters are sent on by recruiting officers

and others for attention, but delay some-
times means that a man is due for service

before the application reaches Mr. Smith.

A Youngster's Desire Fulfilled.

A fortnight ago we referred to the

case of a youngster of eighteen who,
having failed to secure local enlist-

ment into the Royal Flying Corps,

communicated with the headquarters at

Farnborough, Mr. Pemberton Billing, and
finally with H.M. the King. No success

attending his efforts,- he wrote to us. The
paragrapii respecting him attracted the

attention of the Officer-in-charge of Trade
Tests, Duke of York's headquarters,
Chelsea, S.W., who wrote to us for the
man's address, which we furnished, and
the recruit in question—C. C. P. Marriott,

Barrow Hill, Chesterfield, was last Thurs-
day accepted for training as a fitter and
posted to the R.F.C. Depot at Soutli

Farnborough.

A cvcle agent's week-end joke (?).

We are officially advised that the Royal
Flying Corps is open again for experi-

enced motor cyclists between the ages of

19 and 45. Applicants must have passed
for general service.

DESPATCH RIDERS R.E. SIGNAL
SERVICE.

STILL another new regulation to be
observed by prospective recruits in

the R.E. Signal Service is that candi-

dates for this section must have been
educated at a public school. University,
or have received professional education.

We have already mentioned that the new
age limits are 19 to 35. Several men in

the South Midland divisional area were
examined by the Editor last week.

machine for running to business. Asked
for two gallons per week.
All are allotted six gallons.

Apparently no discrimination whatso-
ever has been made, and if it proves to

be general throughout the country a
strong protest will be the result.

Quite apart from this entire lack of

discrimination, it seems rather remark-
able that claims of those using their

machines solely for pleasure should be
dealt with before business claims.

On the petrol census forms users filled

in their requirements on a monthly basis.

The wording on the petrol permit form
is " Total number of gallons based on a

three months' supply." Thus two inter-

pretations can be placed on the latter,

i.e., that the amount given is for one
month or for three- months, though it is

almost certainly for the longer period.

After receiving petrol permit forms,
users remit to the Petrol Control Com-
mittee the licence duty, at 6d. per
gallon, due on the amount of petrol

allowed. Upon receipt of this duty
the Committee send users a licence for

the amount named.

B.'i
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ORDNANCE WORKERS' HILL-CLIMB.
Sixfy-five Competitors in a Hill-climb at Newnham confined to C.O.W. Badged Men.

At the starting point of the Coventry Ordnance Works hiil-climb at Newnham, near Daventry, on Saturday last.

SOME slight indication of the spread
of the motor cycle movement is

seen in a hill-climbing contest held

at Newnham, near Daventry, on Saturday
last. This event, though confined to

employees of the Coventry Ordnance
Works, attracted sixty-five entries,

though this number by no means repre-

sents the number of devotees of the
motor cycle at this one works.
To Mr. J. W. Hodgson, the assistant

manager of the Howitzer Department,
the competition owed its initiation. A
committee was formed at the works,
the A.C.U. was approached, the Newn-
ham District Council's permission ob-

tained, and, despite difficulties faced in

the way of timekeepers, petrol shortage,
and hill-climbing equipment, a very suc-
cessful affair was the result.

The C.O.W. workers are nothing if

not practical, and consequently the
machines came to the starting line in

fine trim, and if only the riders had
learned the value of a quick start, and
the inadvisability of changing up too
soon, the times would have been better

than they were. As it was, seconds
were lost in getting away, and only one
or two were noticeable for perfect
starts. One of these was J. Gillett

(three-speed B.S.A.) ; another W. A.
Berry, who on a single-geared 4 h.p.

Triumph got away like a catapult and
made a magnificent ascent ; and also

G. Kelsall, whose Douglas fired within
three yards of the starting line, and
was quickly out of sight.

The handicap was framed by the
Editor of The Motor Cycle, who had
to place men varying in experience
from two weeks to twenty years (the

" latter period according to B. Haywood,
the former Singer light car expert),
whilst the power and weights of
machines and riders differed in a corre-

sponding degree.
The course measured five-eighths of a

mile, a standing start being .given.

b6

In Class I. (twenty-seven entries) the
first four men were within four-fifths of
a second. A. J. Dixon (an old Singer
rider) appeared in Class II. (eleven
entries), and rode well from scratch
mark.
The twins in Class III. were not

so fast as the fleetest singles, the
fourteen entries being represented by six

Douglases, five Indians, two Enfields,
and a Motosacoche.
The fastest time of the day was accom-

plished by W. A. Berry (4 h.p. Triumph)
in 52^3.

Single-cylinder sidecar machines showed
up well in Class IV., Triumphs occupy-
ing first and second places, with a twin
Hazlewood third. King had an aeroplane
strut from seat pillar to gear box on his

Douglas to take up the strain when using
the kick starter, and a tiny lever to raise

- the float needle on hills.

CLASS I.—SINGLE-CYLINDER MACHINES
WITH CHANGE SPEED GEARS.

Actual
time. H'cap
sec. sec

1. J. Gillett (4 h.p. B.S.A.) 62 3!
2. C. Hodgson (1912 Triumph) ....... 67J <)|

3. F. Raven (1916 Rudge) 65 7

j

4. J. W. Hodgson (igid Triumph) 62 3

CLASS II.—SINGLE-CYLINDER MACHINES
WITH FIXED GEAR.

1. W. A. Knight (1910 Triumph) 59 12

2. *W. A. Berry (1914 Triumph) 52J
3. A. J. Dixon (3V h.p. Singer) 52g
4. J. Beasley (1912 Rudge) 06

Machine not according to entry form.

CLASS III.—TWIN-CYLINDER MACHINES.
1. R. T. M. -Ayshford (1912 7h.p.Indian) 525
2. G. Kelsall (1915 Douglas) 66
3. R. .Smith (1916 7 h.p. Indian) 55S
4. J. Hobson (1914 Douglas) 69J

CLASS IV.—SIDECARS.
1. T. Binns (4 h.p. Triumph) 105
2. V. Capon (3i- h.p. Triumph) 113I
3. A. S. AsquiUi (5 h.p. Hazlewood) r20|
4. 0. C. F. Kmg (2i h.p. Douglas) 146

scr

9

J7

14

16 <

30

A competitoi approaching the oend—the steepest section ot Newnham.

i&
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THE SCOTT
SOCIABLE.

A THREE-WHEELED
PASSENGER MOTOR CYCLE
OF NOVEL AND ORIGINAL

DESIGN.

SPECIFICATION IN BRIEF.—Vertical two-
stroke water-cooled engine, 76-2 x 63'5 mm.
bore and stroke = 578 c.c. capacity ; clutch
situated in fly wheel ; three-speed gear, shaft
drive; triangulated frame, sprung fore and
aft; detachable and interchangeable disc
wheels.

One of the early Scott sociables undergoing a test over rough grass tracks.

THE machine with whicli this article

deals will create quite unusual
interest in tha motor cycling world

not only on account of its unconventional
and ingenious lines, but because it bids
fair to fill the gap which the four-wheeled
cycle car has as yet failed to fill. The
fact that the machine is the invention of

Mr. Alfred Scott, whose originality and
ingenuity have been so well exemplified
in the Scott two-stroke motor cycle, has
already gone far in creating a feeling of

curiosity and interest towards the new
three-wheeler, a brief description of which
appeared in The Motor Cycle a few.
weeks ago.

When our first article was published
circumstances did not permit our giving
more than a brief outline of the principles
followed in the construction of the
machine, but the accompanying illustra-
tions represent the vehicle on the lines
on which it has since been developed as
a touring car. Though improvements

C/y/K55/S

SCOTT CAR (1707. ISIS

will probably be made, ere conditions

permit its manufacture on a large scale,

the vehicle must not be regarded merely
as an exj^eriment. It was designed in

the first place as a machine gun carriage,

for which it is particularly suitable on
account of its mobility, stability, and
remarkable quickness in operation. .4s

such it has undergone an unusually severe
road test, having covered' a distance of

over 15,000 miles with a load equivalent
to that of four eleven-stone passengers.
With this load it has successfully climbed
Sutton Bank, Red Bank, Kirkstone Pass
(from Ambleside), Kidstone Pass, and
several equally severe gradients.

The Scott three-wheeler includes so

many novel and interesting features, even
down to the smallest points of its con-

struction, that to do justice to its designer
we cannot possibly describe the machine
fully in one issue ; we propose, there-
fore, to deal later with those points in

its design which offer peculiar advantages
over existing practice.

Why Three Wheels?

The production of this machine has
been governed by certain deciding factors.

In the first place it was necessary to

produce a machine which presented the
advantages—cheapness in production and
in maintenance—of the sidecar outfit, but
without the disadvantages of the latter.

It must, therefore, provide adequate
protection for both occupants, it must be
light, otherwise it could not be cheap
to run, it must be speedy, easy to handle,
and cheap to manufacture.
The question, "Why three wheels?"

will probably be often asked. The
answer is that three-wheel construction
adapts itself to triangular framework,
and a triangle is infinitely stronger
than a rectangle. With this point
we intend to deal fully in our next
issue, when it will be explained
how the advantages of the three-wheel
design so far outweighed its disadvant-
ages as to leave no doubt jn the mind of

the inventor as to which design to adopt.
In adopting four-wheel design one would
have to give up advantages which have
been proved in :idecar use, and adopt
principles which have many tunes been
abandoned.

B7
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THREEQUARTER VIEWS OF THE NOVEL TWO-STROKE TWIN-CYLINDER THREE-SPEED SCOTT SOCIABLE.

The front guard serves as the petrol tank. , The radiator is carried in the fore part of the body.

The Frame.

The frame is a tubular structure

throughout, and is distinct from motor
cycle practice in that no brazed junction
lugs are used. The frame is built up out
of a number of ej'e-headed tube lengths,

which are assembled so as to form a
series of triangular structures, held at

their pivot apex joints by nut and bolt

fixings. The complete frame can be dis-

mantled and packed away in the form of

a bundle of tubes, which, by reference to

a plan, can be reassembled to form a
complete chassis.

The design of the frame is such that
the tube lengths are subjected only to

direct compression and tension, inter-

mediate bending stresses, which wotild
cause fatigue of the metal, being avoided
by the application of the load only at the
apices of the triangle structures.

The complete chassis may be described
as consisting of the following units :

1. Bundle of eye-headed tubes, from
which the frame is assembled.

2. Swing bracket, which takes the
place of spring forks.

3. Back axle, complete with three
radius rods.

4. Power unit, with gear bos, etc.,

integral.

5. Four interchangeable wheels (one
spare).

Front Wheel Spring Bracket.

The springing centres upon one system
—the use of coil springs, which are

. cheaper, lighter, and have a greater range
of action than laminated springs.

On reference to the plan of chassis,

it will be seen that the front wheel
swings on a steering head, which is

mounted at the apex of a triangular
bracket, the latter being pivoted at its

base a a to the chassis. Viewed in

elevation, the action of the bracket is

that of a bell crank lever, the position
of the springs being clearly shown in
the upper view.

It will be seen that this construction
gives immense lateral strength, so that it

is impossible to twist the steering head,
wliile slackness in the pivoted bearings
a a would not greatly matter, since the
bearings are in constant thrust. Thus
chatter would not occur, even though
the bearings became excessively slack by
long weax, neither would this slackness

b8

affect the steering. The arrangement
would appear to have the advantages of

the spring fork without its disadvant-
ages, and mechanically it is much superior

to the latter.

COMPtXrC POWZR UNIT -90<^

The back axle, which is very strongly v

stayed, complete with bevel box andd
expanding brakes, is a unit in itself.

Since the use of coil springs has been n

decided upon, the back axle is deprived!

CHASSIS
CAMTwe CNetNC

ENCINC ATnCMeOAT O. b.'B c
moHrm/ia. BKAOfcr ata. .
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The Scott Sociable.—

of the usual attachment to the frame
afforded by laminated springs, which
ordinarily restrain all side movement

;

consequently this movement must be
prevented in some other way. This is

achieved by the employment of three

separate radius rods, forming, as it

were, a three-point attachment for the

rear axle. (Jne acts as a propeller

casing, and extends between the bevel

box and the engine ; its companion, of

the same length, extends from the left-

hand brake drum (sidecar whe^I) to a

bracket on the chassis ; while the third

lies across the frame, being pivoted to

the bevel box on the one side and to the
apex of the frame, close to the sidecar
wheel, on the other. The two first

members provide for fore and aft align-

ment, while the cross member takes up
the side strains.

The rear springs are attached by means
of a bell crank lever, there being two
pairs of springs to each wheel. The
action is such that the motion of each
pair of coil springs is varied, and the

period of recovery is also varied, so as

to damp out all effects of bouncing, etc.

In other words, the action of the road
wheels is transmitted first to one pair

of springs, which act as shock absorljers

for the other p&ir. This system affords

'each wheel a more extensive motion than
would be possible were laminated springs

employed.

Policy of Braking.

The first machine was fitted with
'brakes acting together on the rear

''vheels, but on the later models the

orakes have been independent. It was
(found in practice that when the brakes
i^ere applied to both rear wheels with the
mgine shut off, the engine exercised a

narked braking effect on the driving
vheel, and this upset the balance of

hings, since the sidecar wheel was not

imilarly influenced. The double brake
vas abandoned, therefore, for a system
vhereby the foot brake operates only

on the sidecar wheel, while the hand
brake operates on the driving wheel. In
ordinary use the action of the foot
brake is counterbalanced by the braking
effect of the idle engine, the hand brake
being- reserved for emergencies and for
application when the machine is standing.
Both brakes are Ferodo-lined, internal

expanding. Rod controls are employed,
and no springs are used, the internal
expanding ring being a spring in itself.

Steeling.

Steering is by gear pinions contained in

an aluminium box, and great care has been
taken to ensure the castor wheel effect of

ordinary motor
cycle steering, the
peculiar advant-
ages of which
will be described
in a succeeding
article. The wheel
is dished out, and
allows the steer-

ing pivot to be
placed so that a
line passing verti-

cally through "its

axis passes cen-

trally through the
tyre.

The steering
wheel is so

arranged that it

will tilt upwards
out of the driver's

way when mount-
ing and dismount-
ing.

Engine and Wheels Method of fixi«g the

Offset irom Frame. Scott detachable wheel.

In order to ^^ ""'^^ ""S >s a

attain proper dis- '°°5= ™"'"'-

t r i b u t i n of

weight, the power unit must lie approxi-
mately midway between the steering and
driving wheels, and this has led to a
mode of construction by which both
engine and, wheels are carried offset from
the frame.

On the face of things, this may appear
an insecure method of mounting the

engine, and so indeed it would be were
it not for the ingenious triangular con-

struction of the engine supports. These
are so arranged that no side strains are
imposed, the tubes being subjected only
to direct compression and tension. Conse-
quently, there is no danger of fatigue in

the tabes, and this would rapidly occur
were the framework mechanically in-

correct in design. We may add that
whether the engine be running under
load or free the security of the attachment
is manifest by the absence of vibration.

Detachable Wheels.

All wheels are interchangeable, and a
very neat arrangement is employed for

their quick detachment. The hub cap is

provided with castellations, into which a

tyre lever can be easily inserted. The
act of inserting the lever pushes back
against the tension of three flat springs
a collar which is mounted on the cap.
This releases the ratchet arrangement
which ordinarily prevents the cap from
unscrewing, and after giving the lever a
few turns the wheel can be withdrawn.
The whole process of changing a wheel
occupies only a minute or so, and is a
perfectly clean undertaking.

Power Unit.

The engine is a two-cylinder two-
stroke, having a bore and stroke of 3in. X
2. Sin. (578 c.c), the bore being ^in.

larger than that of the Scott motor cycle

eng le. It is rated at 5 h.p., and its

high efficiency is chiefly due to the
employmflit of a rotary inlet valve (patent

No. 1,290, 1915).

One important point with regard to

this engine is that all joints are made by
simply replacing the cylinder—that is to

say, the one joint between the cylinder
and the aluminium crank case casting
performs not only its usual function, but
covers also the exhaust and transfer con-
nections, which, in usual practice, demand
separate jointings. How this is accom-

Both sides of the power unit. (Left) Cover plate removed, exposing the gear box. The fiywheel has been removed in order tashow the

skew-cut pinions which drive the load shaft and the auxiliary shaft. The gear-changing mechanism is seen in the lid of the inspection plate.

(Right) General view of the power unit, which is rated at 5 h.p.

k
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plished is clearly shown in the sketch,
which is a plan view of the flange face on
to which the cylinder is bolted. E, T, and
W represent exhaust, transfer, and water

Flange face on which the cylinder

beds.

E. Eidiaust. T. Transfer. W. Water.

respectively. The exhaust passes from
the engine into a channel contained in

the crank gase casting, the silencer pipes
being taken direct from the lower portion
of the ciank case casting. Likewise,
special water ducts are contained in the

crank case, and the water is fed to the
cylinder from below, being taken away
by a water jacket connection. The
engine, therefore, presents a very clean
and simple appearance. The danger of

leakage is also very much reduced, one
large joint only being depended upon.

Rotary Inlet Valve.

The rotating inlet valves are contained
in and form part of the crank case doors,
and the induction pipes are connected to
them by a ground ball joint. The valve

Part section of the rotary

inlet valve.

consists of a case-hardened steel sleeve,

which rotates on a phosphor bronze boss.

Both the sleeve and the boss- are provided
with ports, so that when the sleeve
rotates on the boss these ports come
opposite each other at a given point in

the revolution, and the charge is drawn
through. It is practically impossible for

leakage past the valve to occur, since

not only the crank case compression but
also the weight of the rotating sleeve
tend to hold the gas-tight joints together.

The sleeve is driven round by a pin
projecting from the end of the crank.

This system gives more perfect crank
case compression than it is mechanically
possible to obtain by the usual method,
and it is not necessary to weaken the
cylinder by the inclusion of a third port,

only the exhaust and transfer ports
being swept by the piston. These are
placed at exactly opposite sides of the
cylinder, and their position is so arranged
that the angularity of the connecting rod
causes the piston to bear on the transfer

port side of the cylinder during the com-

JULY 2yi/i, TQ16.

obtained between the engine and the
loadshaft. The gear box is so designed
that the only sliding feather is on the
high gear dog clutch, i.e., where it is

subjected to the least load. Three
forward speeds are provided, a reverse
being unnecessary, since the machine
can be turned in its own wheelbase. By
a simple arrangement it is made im-
possible for the driver to engage the
clutch till the gears are properly home,
and similarly it is ^impossible to move the
gear lever till the clutch is fully dis-

engaged.

Parts of the rotary inlet valve.

pression stroke, so that the tendency for
the gas to leak by the piston at this

important juncture is much reduced.
Mr. Scott considers this to be a most
important point, since it prevents falling

off of power as the cylinder becomes
worn. Skefko bearings are used where
possible, and the big ends of the con-
necting rods are provided with double
roller bearings.

Petroil Lubrication.

The working of the rotary inlet valve
is much assisted by the petroil lubrica-

tion, this system having been adopted
on account of its simplicity, and for the
more plausible reason that the engine is

found to give better results when lubri-

cated in this way than when the hand
pump feed, originally fitted, was used.

Water Cooling.

Water circulation is assisted by the
use of a centrifugal pump, and the water
jackets consist of aluminium sleeves

which slide over the cylinders. Rubber
joints are provided at the base to prevent
leakage and to allow for unequal expan-
sion. These aluminium covers are held
down by the nipples in which the spark-
ing plugs and compression taps are
screwed, the nipples passing through the
aluminium jackets into the cylinder

heads.

Transmission.

The flywheel is situated midway between
the cranks, and it contains the clutch.

On either side of it are pinion wheels,-

having a 10° spiral drive, and one of

these is driven through the clutch, while
the other is fixed to the crankshaft. The
former, which revolves with tb" engine
only when the clutch is engaged, conveys
the drive to the gear box, while the
other, which always revolves with the
engine, drives the magneto and also a
shaft which works the water pump, and
on which the engine starter operates.

The gear box is integral with the
crank case, and a one-third reduction is

Though this arrangement renders the

gears practically foolproof, the writer is

inclined to question its advantages from
the point of view of the more or less

experienced driver.

Engine Started from the Seat.

At the driver's right hand is placed a

lever, giving ample leverage, by which
the engine is started. The lever operates

a quadrant which engages a gear wheel

on the auxiliary shaft, and, since the

teeth on these two members are skewed,

the tendency is for the quadrant to force

the gear wheel away from it when
pressure is applied. This it does, thereby
engaging the ratchet, so that no springs

are required except for returning the

hand lever.

From a normal posi-

tion at the driver's

seat the petrol can be
turned on, the engine
primed (if necessary),

the carburetter flooded,

and the engine started

by a pull at the hand
lever

!

Clatch.

The clutch is a par-

ticularly novel and in-

teresting piece of work.
It consists of three

members, a central

cone, which is free to

slide on the shaft,- an
inner steel ring, which
is split to^jermit it to

expand, and the fly-

wheel itself. When
the clutch is home the
split ring is firmly

held between the fly-

wheel and the inner
cone, and it is this

ring which conveys the
drive to the loadshaft.

The action of the
clutch is as follows :

As the clutch is slowly

Sectional view <

the clutch embodit I

in the central fl|

wheel.
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i( engaged tlie internal cone conies slowly

'I

into contact with the expanding ring, and
J the friction between the bevelled surfaces

slowly takes up the drive. As the pedal is

' still further released the ring begins to

il
expand till its outer face comes in contact

'; with the flywheel, which will still further
!• tend to drive it in the same

direction. When the pedal is

fnially released the force of the
spring is sufficient to hold the

! cone tightly home, and it is now

^^(^ILE
practically impossible for the inner ring
to rotate independently of the members
between which it is held.

This clutch is extremely sweet and
progressive in action, yet it can be made
to grip instantly when required. It is

the outcome of long experiment aimed at
producing a type of clutch which requires

absolutely no attention, and
which, therefore, can be made
so inaccessible that it cannot be
tampered with.
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Points of Importanof.

As will be seen from our illustrations of

the complete machine, very ample pro-

vision is made as regards mudguarding,
the vehicle being as comfortable in every
way as a touring car. Since the chassis

is designed to withstand all stresses, the

very lightest bodywork can be employed.
The framework may appear to consist of

an unnecessary number of tubes, but there

is no superfluous tube in its whole con-

struction. Appearances, moreover, are

deceptive, since the compkte framework
is considerably lighter than that of a
motor cycle and sidecar. The weight of

the fully loaded vehicle is 5-6 cwt., or

approximately halt that of the alternative

four-wheeler.

As regards the transmission, it will be
observed that every working part is

properly enclosed, while the inventor
seems to have left us nothing to adjust.

The clutch is contained in the crank
case. Not even a corner glimpse of it

can be obtained, while the shaft drive is

calculated to prove most dependable.
H.M.B.

[Further articles on the mechanical details

of the Scott Sociable and its road tests

will appear in subsequent issues.

—

Ed.]The Scott chassis , the triangulated construction ol which is rendered clear in this view.
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Huge Crowd Witness High-speed Motor Cycles.
THE annual 300 mile motor cycle

race was held at Dodge City, Kan.,
on the 4th inst. The race, which

has now developed into one of the
principal American motor cycling events,

is held on a dirt track of two miles to

the lap. The event attracted a crowd of

(Top centre) A bunch of competitors '

just after the start in the 300 mile race
|

BlT)odge City.

spectators estimated to number 20,000
or more.
The race was won by Irving Janke, on

an eight-valve racing Harley-Davidson,
who covered the 300 miles in the
wonderful time of 3h. 46m. 36s., which
equals a speed of 79^ m.p.h. In so doing

he broke the American record by
10m. 9s.

On the same day racing was held at

Sheepshead Bay, where the Harley-
Davidson again was successful in

winning the two miles American cham-
pionship.

— . . (Bottom centre) Irving Janke, the

~ ' winner, and Roy Weishaur, who was

'I
third, both mounted on eight-valve

Harley-Davidsons.

Irving Janke (eight-valve Harley-
Davidson), winner of the Dodge City
300 mile race at 79J m p.h.

Red ParkhurstXeight-valve Harley-

Davidson), winner of the two mile

Ame'ican championship at Sheeps-

head Bay.
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A REMARKABLE SIDECAR (Illustrated). THE MOTOR CYCLE IN MESOPOTAMIA,
ORDNANCE WORKERS' HILL-CLIMB (lUustrated).

'JmE TO JlpHT L>^P>^
sUMMEN riM^.

July 27th ... 9.25 p.r

„ 29th ... 9.22 „

„ 31st ... 9.19 „
Aug. 1st ... 9.18 „

Hoisted with one's own Petard.

It is rather amusing to note that

one of the daily papers that took such a

prominent .part in the "pleasure"
motoring campaign of a few months
ago is now showing great alarm at the
petrol restrictions. JJoubtless the

owners of the paper in question - are

now anxious as to the extent to which
they will have to reduce the mileage of

their motor delivery vans.

The Admiial Aibuthnot Trophy Fund.

The most recent subscriptions received

by the A.C.U. for the Admiral Arbutlmot
Trophy Fund are the following

:

Godfreys, Ltd ..£2 2
Joseph Iiuoas, Ltd. .... 2 2
E. M. 1'. Boileau 10
H. J. Jolinsou 5

The total sum of subscriptions received

and promised stands at present at £57 Is.

The Petrol Position.

The Petrol Committee are making
frantic efforts to get all the notices out
by August 1st. The prospect for the
civilian user does not look promis-
ing at the present time o"wing to the
demands by the military during the pre-

sent offensive having been so enormous ;

at one time it was doubtful if any
petrol at all could be supplied to the
private owner. All motor cyclists, except
doctors, commercial travellers, veterinary
surgeons, etc., will receive the same
allowance, no matter what demands they
have made, namely, two gallons per
month, three monthly licences being
issued. The licences are nominally
available for three months— that is

to say, not more than si.x gallons
may be purchased in that time—but if

the rider does' not use his machine suffi-

ciently often to ensure his consumption
of the three tins during the tliree months,
he may still purchase the balance left

on his card over an e.xtended period.
On receipt of the note stating that the
motor cyclist is entitled to receive si.x

galloios in three months, he need not,
unless he likes, send for his card or
ticket, but may wait until such time as

is convenient for him to do so.

The Latest Ruse ?

We are informed by Mr. H. Blofeld, of

the Woodlands, Sydenham Hill, S.E.,

that a man in the uniform of an officer

called on him to inspect a nearly new 3

li.p. Royal Enfield that he had advertised

for s^ale. The prospective piu'chaser, who
intimated that he held a conmiission in

the Northumberland Tyneside Fusiliers,

requested a trial run, which was granted.

Since then Mr. Blofeld has seen neither

man nor machine.

A Slidlan^idecai Outing fcr Wounded.
The sidecar run for wounded soldiers

arranged by Mr. W. H. Carson, of the
Coventry Excelsior Co., in conjunction
with Mr. Fnlford, of sidecar fame, was
carried out on Saturday last in. a very
successful manner, the glorious weather
contributing to the general enjoyment
of the proceedings. The soldiers were
taken from Coventry hospitals through
typical Warwickshire scenery to Aston-
le-Walls, a little village near the Edge
Hills. Mr. Fulford's home is at Aston-
le- Walls, and he had enlisted the '

sympathy of the clergy and residents of
the district, the result being a very
enjoyable tea and entertainment. The
return journey was then commenced.

ORDNANCE WORKERS HliX-CLlMB. J. GiUett (4h.p. B.S.A.;, wmner ot Clais 1. tor single-cylmder variably-geared machines.

He is shown crossing the finishing tape, the gradient here being about 1 in 6.
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COVENTRY ORDNANCE WORKS
HILL-CLIMB.

F. Raven (SJh.p. Rudge), third in Class I.,

at the cross roads on Newnham (see p. 78).

Another "Scoop."
The side-by-sidecar, the sidecar double,

the sociable sidecar" (call it what you
will) has arrived ! A runabout, designed

throughout as a double-seated car, has
been evolved and exhaustively tested by
Mr. Alfred A. Scott, and the first illus-

trated description of it appears in . the

current issue of The. Motor Oycli.

Originality in Sidecar Design.

The Scott sociable possesses more
original features than any war time
motor cycle yet produced, though there

are a number of new designs at present

undergoing test "behind the scenes."

Of which more anon.

An Extensive Test.

The new Scott car, which is bound ta
create a sensation, has been tested in

Government hands, and its total mileage

on the road before the iinal design was
settled upon amounts to something in

excess of 15,000.

Naval Officers and Petrol Licences.

We have received several letters from
Naval officers, who, owing to absence on
duty, liave not had an opportunity of

filling up their petrol forms, and now do
not know whether they will be able ta

obtain supplies. We should advise all

such to fill up the necessary forms at

once and state the reason of the delay.

It will be very hard lines if they are
debarred from obtaining their fair share

owing to the circumstances outlined

above.

"I'll have the Month."
A Bolton motor cyclist, summoned for

driving to the danger, etc., at Blackpool,

defended himself on the ground that his

exhaust lever snapped, and to avoid a

char-a-banc he threw the gear into free

position. He was about to dismount
when the machine sideslipped, and he
fell striking against a woman. He

• explained that it was a pure accident.

_A fine of £3 and costs, in addition to

-"costs of witnesses, was irnposed. When
defendant asked What is the alternative?

he was told a month's imprisonment, and
his reply was, "Well, I'll have the
month." "We shall want the machine,"
said the Clerk. " All right," was the
reply. " I'll bring the machine, and I

will appeal."

The Motor Skicycle.

A reader suggests that the motor-
propelled "scooter" described in our
last issue would be - useful for busy
departmental managers and others in get-

ting about quickly from one part to

another of a large works 1

The National War Funds.

At the week-end the principal war
funds stood as follow :

The Prince of Wnles's National
Relief Fund (iE3,353,000
distritrated) £5,930.933

British Red Cross Fund .. .. 4,106,860
Tobacco Fund 110,698 15 10
The Queen's Work for Women

Fund 170,093 13 9

Police Activities at High Wycomhe.
In view of the recent fine of £2 for

having a movable lamp, imposed by the

Wycombe magistrate on the driver of a
War Office model Clyno motor cycle

equipped with a regulation Lucas lamp,
it may interest the police authorities

there to know that there is a small

fortune awaiting them in fines and con-

fiscated lamps if they can spare the

valuable time of one of their constables

to look out for the several hundred
similarly equipped War Ofiice machines
now running around the country. They
are all finished in khaki, too

!

Wounded Soldiers' Sidecar Picnic organuied

by Ladies.

It would be difficult to" conceive a

more enjoyable outing than that which
took place on Saturday last at Eastcote

Park. The hosts were the ladies attached

to Messrs. Bourne and HoUingsworth, of

Oxford Street, W., and they saw to it

that the wounded soldiers who were their

guests wanted for nothing. The ladies

had secured the assistance of about fifty

motor cyclists in order to transport the

wounded to the venue of the picnic, and
it was quite an interesting sight to see

the sidecars parked in the enclosure.

Despatch Riders in the Irish Rebellion.

The official despatch of General Sir .J.

G. Maxwell dealing with the Irish rebel-

lion contains a tribute to the work of

motor cyclists. The following quotation

shows that the despatch riders undertook
dangerous work : "I wish to acknow-
ledge the great assistance I received from
. . . the Civilian and Officers' Training
Corps motor cyclists, who fearlessly

carried despatches through streets in-,

vested with snipers."

Motoring While They Can.

The advent of real summer weather
and the near approach of limited petrol

supplies resulted in ai large amount of

motor traffic on the main roads over the

week-«nd. Many motor cyclists are

making full use of their machines while

they can get a fair amount of petrol.

After August 1st many will have to be
contented with much shorter runs.

Cycle and Motor Trades' Benevolent Fund.
A special meeting of the Executive

Committee has decided to issue the usuai

autumn appeal to the trades by means of

a presidential letter, the course adopted
during the last two years, instead of by
a dinner. Of fifty-seven councillors who
replied to the circular seventeen were in

favour of a banquet, twenty-eight against,

while twelve preferred to leave the

.

matter to the committee.

" Six Gallons for Three Months."

During the past few days the words
that have been on all motor cyclists' lips

are the above. Everyone appears to be
having allotted the same amount, whether
he uses his machine for business or

pleasure. For instance, Mr. T. Golds-
worthy-Crump, district surveyor of the
Taunton Rural District Council, has been
allotted this apparently standard amount,
though he asked for twelve to fifteen

gallons per month.

Some of the hostesses and guests at the Eastcote Park wounded soldiers' picnic,

referred to in a paragraph above.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AH letters Should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must he acoompsnied by the writer's name and address

How to Clean Overalls.

Sir,—Overalls can be cleaned by scrubbing with Fels

Naphtha soap and sponging with clean water. A better

job can be made by soaking and rubbing with this soap,

drying in the open air. My motor coat, which would have
been cast aside as useless, has just taken a new lease

of life. F.C.H.

Courtesy!

Sir,—We hear so many complaints of the high-handedness
of the police that an instance to the opposite extreme may
be of interest. I was driving a 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson
combination through CTuildford the other evening, and in

entire forgetfulness of ten-mile limits, I dropped, into second
gear and came up that hill nearly all out. I wa^ neither
blinding nor showing off, but I do like to swing a machine
up a sharp pimple like Guildford at a good speed. Nearly
at the top^ out steps the man in blue ; then I realised what
a fool I was. Judge of -my surprise when, after accusing
me of coming up the hill at nearer forty miles than ten, he
urged me to be more careful in future, etc., etc. ! L thanked
him for his courtesy, and drove on in absolute amazement.
I think motorists should know when the_ police treat them
well, and take extra precautions on those occasions to

observe the law. AUBREY HARRIS.

A Butcher's Sidecarrier.

Sir,—I saw in a recent issue of your paper several motor
cycle business turn-outs. I enclose you a photograph of

my tui'n-out with two live lambs in the box.
The cycle I am riding is the big 4 h.p. Noi'ton, chain

and belt drive, which I consider has no equal for pulling
power and real hard wear. I have an
intimate friend in the motor cycle trade, '

so I have had the pleasure of riding
various makes, but never one that has
equalled mine. This machine has been
in use every day for the last seven
months, delivering goods every morn-
ing over very hilly and shockingly bad
roads, but it keeps up its work mar-
vellously. I fetch all manner of live

stock, and have had five pigs nine
weeks old in the box. I have gone on
long journeys into Wales at week-ends.
The box can be detached in about
three minutes and % pleasure sidecar
attached. The front of the box is

fitted with a lid as a receptacle for
carrying tools, etc.

I used to keep a horse, but I found
the motor cycle was cheaper, less

trouble, and far more speedy. I do
the round in about one-third the time,
and that alone is something in these
short-handed days. I live amongst the
Cheshire hills, on the borders of Derby-
shire, but the Norton climbs them all

with perfect ease. The carrier was
designed and built by T. Linuster, of
Macclesfield.

W. JACKSON.
Bl8

Sidecars as Taxis.

Sir,—Your ' article in last week's issue on the sidecar

de luxe has made me wonder why, in these days of petrol

economy, motor bicycles and sidecars are not being used

occasionally in place of ta.xis. W. G. ROBERTS.

Distribution of Weight in Sidecars.

Sir,—In Jooking through some back numbers of your excel-

lent paper I noticed a letter from Mr. A. J. Sheppard, -in

your issue of June 29th, which I had itot noticed before. I

trust Mr. Sheppard is not rejoicing, in what he must think

a " significant silence." His letter is interesting, but. rather

self-contradictory. He begins by saying that he has tried

scientific distribution of weight, but, discouraged by the

erratic steering, discarded it in favour of the slip-shod un-

mechanical method.
Then follows a most interesting and unique list of

measurements. He states tliat "the line of sidecar axle"

is 4in. in front of the back axle of the inachine. Does he

not know that the sidecar wheel and driving wheel should

be coaxial, and should pivot about the same point when
turning corners? A most enlightening experiment for Mr,

Sheppard would be to turn a right-hand corner on a sandy

surface and note the furrow ploughed by his sidecar wheel.

Then he actually admits that he has broken " the back
bottom stay on which the sidecar chassis is fixed" "even"
with the weight distributed in his novel method. He says

the front of the seat is 14in, in front of the sidecar axle.

This is not very helpful to one unacquainted with the length

of the seat.

What is' the life of a tyre on his sidecar wheel? I have
written to my friend, Mr, Corke, who has been driving the

outlet described in my previous letter, and you will no doubt
hear from him in due course.

'
H. ST. V. ADDENBROOKE.

The sidecarrier mentioned in the letter from Mr. W. Jadtson.
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Is the Machine of

Perfect Dependability

Renowned forEconomy on petrol, oil, and tyres

;

Ease of Control ; Speed on the Road ; Compact-
ness of Design and Comfort ;

great Accessibility

;

Capacity of long and arduous Touring.
Don't take risks— insist on a "New Imperial
Light Tourist."

Prices : Two-speed . . £38.
Two-speed, Clutch and
Kick Starter £44 8s.

Lady's ditto . . £46 8s.

Makers: New Imperial Cycles Ltd., Birmingham.

The New Imperial is just the

machine you want nowadays
because it is economical to

run. And if you buy it from
us it is equally economical to

pay for, because we will sell

it to you on the monthly
instalment plan. Our terms
you will find most generous. For
instance, for the No. i two-speed

model at £^8 we should want a cash

payment of £8 and twelve monthly
instalments of £2 13 9 subject to

bonus. Other models can be supplied

on proportionate terms, and second-

hand machines,if they are saleable, are

accepted in part exchange. Write to us

for fiu-ther particulars or ccdvice ; our

experience is entirely at your disposal.

289-293, HIGH HOLBORN,

LONDON, W.O.

Victoria Rd., WELESDEN JUNCTION, H.W-

EstablTshed 1897.

Manufacturers of Bowdcn Wire
and of all Levers and Acces-

sories used in its application

Trade Marks and Names

:

Bowdensolo
Bowdenoir

Bowdenamel Bowdensi!ver
Bowdenite Bowdenbrass

Contractors to the Admiralty, the War
Office, and Allied Foreign Governments.

G.,iV.Ll.r

"TANPILLION"
MOTOR CYCLE SEAT.

MOTOR CYCLISTS!
Take your friend in comfort, whether
a Lady or Gentleman, by fitting one

of the latest "TANPILLION" IM-
PROVED SPRING SEATS.

WILL NOT ROLL.

Adjustable to fit carriers yin'^ to loin.

wide with clamps to miss pannier

bags.
PRICE 15/- EACH.

MaanCictarers :

FRANKASHBY & Co., ^if*S^'

I BOOKS forMOTOR CYCLISTS.
J Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists,
L Full of useful "wrinkles" with regard to the care and
T management of motor cycles. Every part of the machinefand every aspect of its use are fully covered. In all

nearly ijOoo hints and tips are given.
Price l/-net. By post, 1/2

Tracing Troubles,
Motor Cycle Faults, their identification and their remedies,

simply and fully explained. Written in simple language
by a practical motor cyclist of long experience, and fully

indexed for ease of reference. A very useful book for

everyone who uses a motor cycle.

Price 1 /. net. By post, 1 /2

Obtainable (with remittance) from ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,

20. Tudor Street, LONDON, E.C., also from all Booksellers

-—•--";
In answering these ad-vertisemenU it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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A Praiseworthy Ambition.

Sir,

—

I am a Tommy from the Dardanelles, just resting
at a convalescent camp near Jlanchester through trying to

stop a shell out there.

I would like to get into communication with a patron of

your well-known paper, The. Motor Cycle, residing in the
Manchester district, who would care to teach me to manage
a motor cycle. The reason I ask this favour is because I

want to transfer into the Signal Service for further service
in France. T. BARDLEY.

Petrol Permits.

Sir,—Is it possible to explain on what system the petrol
licences are being issued ?

I made application for twelve-fifteen gallons per month,
which is my average consumption, and have received a
notification that I have been allotted six gallons for three
months ! My machine is used almost entirely for public
work, and it is impossible properly to supervise a district

of this size (Taunton) without a motor.
A friend of mine who uses his machine for occasional

visits to the golf course has had the whole of his application
granted. Ke_ applied for two gallons per month, and gets
all he asked for

!

There must be hundreds of others situated the same as
myself, and to whom rapid and cheap transit for professional
and business purposes is an absolute necessity.

T. GOLUSWORTHY-CRUMP,
District Surveyor.

Petrol Consumption with Automatic Carburetters.

Sir,—In your issue for July 6th " Ixion " weighs the pros
and cons of the two-lever and one-lever carburetters. Now
he has left one type of carburetter out. I refer to the car
type fitted with a properly designed hot air intake, viz., the
Claudel Hobson. Some montlis ba<;k in his " Occasional
Comments,"~

" Ixion " remarked that he was taking delivery
of a machine, the description of which left no doubt as to it

being an A.B.C. 3i h.p. 180° twin. He also gave a semi-
promise to give the readers of The Motor Cycle the results

of his tests with regard to petrol consumption, speeds, hill-

climbing, etc.

Now the A.B.C. motor cycle, with its startling, yet sound,
innovations, appeals to me, as it must appeal to many other
readers of yoiu- interesting paper, and as this machine is

fitted with the Claudel Hobson carburetter plus a well-
designed hot air intake, it seems only fair to this type of
carburetter and machine that "Ixion" should give his
experiences. F. MASON, M.T., A.S.C.
B.E.F.

[The article in question is in type and will appear when
space permits.

—

Ed.]

Spring Frames and Freak Hills.

Sir,

—

I have been interested in the remarks made lately

in The Motor Cycle, firstly by Mr. Abraham, secondly by
" Ixion," and thirdly by Mr. Abraham and Mr. Bethwaite.

I fancy, through reading " Ixion's " weekly outbursts,
that what he does not know about hill-climbing, freak or
otherwise, is not worth knowing, in spite of the doubt
expressed by both correspondents last week.
Mr. Bethwaite seems to share the opinion of Mr. Abraham,

viz., that on very rough ground rear springs accentuate the
roughness, whilst on moderately rough ground they damp
out the roughness. This on the face of it is ridiculous.

What actually happens on a freak hill or elsewhere is

that, when the rider meets an obstacle—a piece of rock or

anything else—the rider is lifted, as Mr. Bethwaite rightly

says. Yes, but not so far as he would be it he had a rigid

frame, for the springs are compressed thereby, and on
passing the obstacle the springs push the wheel down into

the hole immediately (there is no chance then of wheel spin),

and the rider and machine are let down gently and without
rebound (if the springs are leaf springs, as are generally
adopted) ; consequently there is no need for gymnastics.

Lest I\Ir. Abraham or Mr. Bethwaite should think I am
as much a novice as they think " Ixion," let me hasten to

say that, though I have figured in no trials or public events
of any description, I have done much freak riding, and
generally, alone for the love of it. I know upper Wharfe-
dale in Yorkshire and its ^environs pretty well, having
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explored them on a P. and M., a Scott, and an Indian (rear
sprung) in turn, and I did best on the Indian simply because
of the spring frame. A. ROBINSON.

Sir R. K. Arbuthnot's Sportsmanship.
Sir,—Recent references to the late Sir R. K.^ Arbuthnot

as a motor cyclist emphasise the fact that he was the first
amateur in one ot the Tourist Trophy races in the Isle of
Man, but other feats of his may be aptly recalled to
memory at this- time, when a memorial to his name and
fame is being established.
He was, for example, the absolute winner in 1910 of the

Jarrott Cup, presented in connection with the annual com-
petition from London to Land's End and back—a journeym which not speed and speed alone, but accurate judgment
as to speed, precise punctuality, and faultless running to
the watch bring men to the front places. And in the
somewhat similar, though less arduous, competition, also
organised by the Motor Cycling Club, from London to
Edinburgh, the late Admiral figured as a medal winner, on
more than one occasion using brief leave from his ship
when in northern waters to train some five hundred miles
to London, merely for the fun of motor cycling forth-
with back to Edinburgh with the club at Whitsuntide.
His fondness for road trials was more pronounced even

than his keenness for racing, and on this side of his motor
cycling activity he received, deserved, and, I believe,
enjoyed, a very cordial and widespread 'appreciation of
his sportsmanship. - F. T. BIDLAKE.

Cooling Devicess—
Sir,—Some time ago Capt. Lindsay, R.A.M.C, gave a

description of a Norton machine of his, and mentioned a
cooling device. My own machine, a 1913 4 h.p. Singer and
sidecar (a two-speed and clutch model), had given me great

satisfaction, but was inclined to get a little hot. I there-
fore designed a copper radiator, and should be very glad
to hear from Capt. Lindsay how it compares with his.

Briefly, it consists of a sheet of -^in. copper, cut to fit

the cylinder head, and having two holes cut in it, to accom-
modate the valve caps.. It is then bent at right angles to
follow the fins, which it touches, and again bent at right
angles and slotted, to go between the valve springs and the
cylinder. Another piece is made of ] section, so that it

projects an inch . from the first piece of copper, and a piece
ot sheet copper is deeply corrugated and placed in this space.
The whole is securely riveted together. I think the sketch
makes the construction plain.

I also drilled and tapped the exhaust valve cap, and fitted

a -pe-in. brass rod in it (copper was unobtainable). On this

rod I fixed twelve pieces of copper gauze of a fairly thick
mesh, separated by pieces of copper tubing. The whole was
enclosed in a piece ot thin copper tube, which had a wide
slot cut down it fore and aft to let the air through. The
top of the rod is threaded, and a piece 'of strip brass is

bolted on to hold the copper tube down (see sketch).

Both these devices have proved satisfactory, and have
improved hill-climbing and reduced oil consumption. I find,

as Capt. Lindsay does, that the radiator will remain cool

enough for the hand to remain on it while running, but
when the machine is at a standstill the radiator becomes
very hot. With a following wind the radiator seems to have
very little effect.

L. P. PRIOR, Sec.-Lt., London Regt.
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Spring Fork Improvement.
la place of the usual parallel side links

upper and lower central links A B are
employed. The link B is pivoted at C to

Ij the steering head,
and at D to the
cross member of

the fork girder.

Furthermore, it is

extended in front
of this pivot, and
fitted with a spcfing

E.—C. Stirk and
J. Hadley, No.
10,200, 1915.'

A Wooden Sidecar Frame.
The novel suggestion here advanced is

that the sidecar chassis be formed of a

main member A of wood, bent to shape,
and reinforced by metal flitch plates B
on either side. The axle member D is

similarly formed, and is attached at both
ends to the member A by tenoning, and
is further secured by metal brackets E F.
These brackets are secured by clips G,
and serve to clamp the rear springs H,
whilst each bracket also is formed with
a split socket J—one for the sidecar wheel
and the other for the attaclunent to the
motor cycle. At the front further attach-
ment means K are provided, and a trans-
verse spring L is carried, which supports
the front of the body.—H. S. Harvey,
No. 8,875, 1915.

-J

A Useful Sidecar.

This sidecar has been designed to afford
considerable carrying capacity for luggage,
and at the same time to serve for use as
a bed. The body A is provided with a
hinged back B, which can be lowered into
a horizontal position when desired for
sleeping. The luggage carrying boot does
not extend right to the front, but is

parted off at E, so that two separate
compartments are formed for -the carriage
of smaller articles. Doors are fitted

where required, and pivoted metal straps
F are provided to support the hinged
back B when in the horizontal position.—A. Timpe and W. A. Mercer, No.
11,855, 1915.

An Auxiliary Attachment.

This attacliment resembles a Werner
motor cycle, the engine A being
mounted in front of the head B, and
driving the front wheel through a belt

C. The feature of the invention, how-
ever, is the fact that the engine, etc., is

carried upon a spring fork D attached
by links E to the ordinary fork end F.
The exhaust pipe is shown at 6.—A. and
E. Kruger. No. 9,092, 1915.
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London Firm's Extension.

Godfreys, Ltd., have secured a large

garage near their headquarters in Great

Portland Street, W., and are prepai-ed

to store motor cycles for riders wishing

to leave their machines in safe custody

for extended periods.

New Midland Repair Works.

We are informed that an engineering
repair depot is being opened in Coventryi

by Mr. George Pilkington, who was with
the Rex Co. for a long period. The titlel

and address of the concern are George:

Pilkington and Son, 123, Allesky Oldl

Road, Coventry.

Delivery Delays.

Owing to the extremely congested statei

of the railways, difficulties are beingi

experienced by C. Binks, Ltd., in deliver-

ing promptly their new fuel. The firmi

tell us that they have instituted a special;

department to deal with this new brancb-

of their business, aiid that fuel is des-

patched on the same or the day foUowingi

receipt of order, but in spite of thiii

delays occur for the reason mentioned.

Magneto Repairs.

The Runbaken Co., of Manchester,,

has recently been placed under Govern-:

ment control, but the repairs and sparen

department is still able to give prompt
attention to orders, and undertakes U
return any magneto with a fully-gua^

anteed repair within forty-eight hours o>

its receipt.

A New Tyre Filler.

"Puncturene" is the name given to

preparation for the repair of all mnei'

tube leaks. It is inserted in the. tube vie

the valve in liquid form. We are tolol

tliat it is not injurious to rubber, and'

that when an inner tube is charged il

will last for twelve months. Punctureni'

is marketed by Mr. S. Bakes, Little

Horton, Bradford, Yorks.

Reviews.

The' Graded Road Maps of England.!

Section 47. Lancashire. Gall and Inglisf

Is. 8d. An exceedingly clear map of un-

doubted value to the motor cyclist. Blaclt

triangles show the positions of the seriouii

hills, the purple lines indicate tramway
lines, yellow lines the fast and gooc

roads, and the blue lines roads which aw
exceedingly rough and liardly wortl
attempting except for a definite purpose-

The Easting Sidecar Hood and Screen.

We are informed that a company _is it

course of formation to place on thd

market the Easting sidecar , hood and

screen, described in our issues of Julj

6th and 13th. Central offices will hd

opened very shortly in Birmingham, and
it is hoped to commence deliveries within

a week or two. In the meanwhile coini

munications should be addressed .to Mil
C. A. Easting at 59, Abbey Roadj
Warley Woods, Birmingham.
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BEST
"^RELIABILITY

ol the

RICH
DETACHABLE
Tubes & Covers

^,500 miles on a
ElCH Tube without
usinc the pump.
This absolutely un-
srvlicUed testimonial

can be seen with a

thousand others, at our
office; also hundreds
of ends of ail other

naakes— British and
Foreig n— with the

EARTH opinion of the riders.

GUABANTEED AIR-TIGHT, with Free Air Passage.

PRICES

:

Siin. or 26ia. 28in,

8/- 9/-

2m 11/- «/-
2im «/- "/6
ajin 13/- 1*/6

2Sin.,650X63 14/6 16/6

3in M/- 23/-

3|in 26/- 30/-

Pedal Cycle, 26 or zSin., ij, i|, ij, 6/-.

Not sold'under the above prices.

Cyclists' own tubes fitted with Detachable

Joint. li, 2/3 ; 2, 5/-; 2j, 5/-; 2I, 6/-;

3, 7/-; 3jin- 8/-. Pedal Cycle, 1 /6.

Always send size of Cover,

Write for Booklet.

The Thames Rubber & Leather Co.

199, Upper Thames SL, London.E.C.

Testimonial.

Gentlemen, Hieligate.

Please send me a Kich Tube.
I must mention the one I

tried and have in use since

I9Lt is still acting splendidly,

and I am now transferring

the present one to the front,

and fitting a new one to the

hack. They are a boon.

A Question of Choice.
The importance of " Choice " is demonstrated
nowhere on the motor cycle so emphatically as in
the Control Fitments.

Upon their perfect action and instantly -efficient response
to t\\f. rider's "will depends his safety, comfort, a^icl

confidence awheel.
Hence, in your case— when fitting-up or replacnig —
choose wisely from the

BOWDEN BRAKES,
CONTROLS&WIRES, etc.
— the Specialities that — by viitvre of their stronp design,
careful manurai-tuie, and beautiful fiuiab — hear an
unrivalled reputation tor Keliabliity and Durability.

Made in a compiehensive range to cover every possible
n-ed, "EO\VDEN,* Ti'seley, Fitments are ihorouRhiy
tested before leaving our works, to ensure the hitiliest

possible efficiency in service.

^yrite us at once for copy of our new 48-paze Art Catalogue
— brimful of illuminative BOWDEK inlormation.

The Bowden Brake Co., Ltd.,
Tyseley, . . Birminghan:i.

I SUBMIT there
is a solid reason vrhy you should adopt a

BINKS CARBURETTER, viz.

:

YOU CUTYOUR FUEL BILL INTWO
if you adopt my system and use my
fuel. You can, of course, use petrol or
benzol without alteration.

Price of
Carburetter
complete

—

plus 10% extra
war cost.

FIT ANY
MACHINE.

Small extra Tank
to clip on Frame,

17/6
Pipe & 3-wayTap
to enable you to

get an easy start

when stone cold,

12/6
plus 10%

war advance.

READ!
MY 3-PHASE JET DAMPING CARBURETTERS
have such perfect vapourising properties that they
enable 5'ou to use fuel at 1/10 per gallon in .(2-galloa

casks, which you are allowed to keep on your premises.

Your engine will tick over dead slow, and pull dead
slow in traffic, yet give the full power. It is almost
impossible to tell you are not running on petrol at 2/9
a gallon. It cannot damage your engine or soot it up,

and makes Motor Cycling possible in these times.

I give you my personal assurance of the truth of what
is stated above. Please send at once for iuU particulars

of the carburetter, and also for my Treatise on Carbura-
tion, and terms of One Month's Approval Trial.

C. BINKS, Ltd., Eccles.
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B23
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—Fiftt 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to __

—

r'co"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed ___-2^—^

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle" Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the flrst ^jost on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is oaken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters .may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sura of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies mast be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. AH replies should be addressed,
'* No. 000, c /o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.C."

D«-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit Ih-

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding ^f^io in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited. '

The letter " D '* at the end of an advertisement is an
indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that eQecU

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to ttieir enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impassible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Abingdon.

SALE.

A.J.S. New 1916-61i.p.
waiting.—Moss, Wem,

ABINGDON King Dick, SVoi.p,, S-speed, free engine,
sidecar, good order; £35.-26, Shepherd's Bush

Bd., london. [8794
A.J.S.

Combination on the premises
[X1675

A.J.S., 4h-p., 1915, iirst-class condition, all acces-
sories; £60.—Dan Gu7, Weymouth. [8799

"IQ16 A.J.S., 2%h,p., 3-speed: £58; early delivery,-
J-t/ Williams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

[X.4696

A.J.S. Latest 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen, etc.,

brand new, in stock.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd.,
Newmarket. [8632

A.J.S-, 4h.p., Lucas lamp and horn, machine perfect;
o^vner joined Plying Corps; price £60.—Banks,

OliBord St., Yorks. [8689

1 Q16 2^ih.p. A.J.S., 3'Speed, speedometer, very little
J-^ used, as new; 50 gns.—Julians, Broad St., Read-
ing. 'Phone : 1024. [X4701

A.J.S., 2%h.p., late 1915, about 800 miles, as new,
tyres unpunctured; cost over £60, with equip-

ment—W. Blackham, Optician, Blackburn. [8631

1016 A.J.S., 2%h.p., 2-SBeed, hand-controlled clutch,
At/ in perfect condition, ridden under 100 miles, as
new; £56.—Eobinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.

[8746

Halifax Motor Exchange
68, HORTON ST., HALIFAX.

'Phone—766. Telegrams—" Perfection."

NEW MODELS.
MORGAN de luxe, M.A.G. engine, hood . . .£127
EXCELSIOR (American), 7 h.p., ,3 speeds . . £75
NEW IMPERIAL, 2i h.p., variable magneto £38
OVERtiAND, 12 h.p., 4-seater, electric start-,

ing and lighting (£4 4s. tax) £225
RITZ 4-cylinder 2-seater Light Car £145
C0NNAUGHT,2jh.D., 3-speed £41 16
ROYAL RUBY, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke .. £36 -10

ROYAL RUBY-J.A.P., 2i h.p., 2-speed £39 10
ROYAL RUBY, 6 h.p., 3-sDeed, shop-soiled £67
REX, 6 h.p,, kick start, and Rex Sidecar . . £71
WILLIAMSON Cy-cl-ca,W.C.Douglasengine£126

1916 (U.S.A.) EXCELSIOR.
7 h.p., twin, 84 X 8g, mechanical and hand lubrica-
tion, kick starter, high-tension magneto, spring
forks, 2-gallon petrol capacity, 3-speed countershaft
gear, multiple disc clutch with hand and foot con-
trol, handle-bar control, spring seat-pillar, 3in. non-
skid tyres, firfish Excelsior grey ; £75.
A few late 1915 new 7 h.p. 3-speed models, with
electrical equipment, at pre-tax price of £71 lOs.

Exchanges quoted. Easy payments^ arranged.
We are sole YorksTiire distributers. Liberal terms

to trade.

Coachbuilt PERFECTION SIDECARS to suit, £13 10

SOLO MACHINES.
igis 2} h.p. 2-stroke 2-speed IVY £26 10
DOUGLAS, 1014, single gear, chain-belt . . . £28 10
igi4 6 h.p. a-si?. CLYNO, detachable wheels £39 10
1913 3.1 h.p. ROVER, Grado f^ear £27 "10

1913 2.V h.p. PRECISION lightweight £15 10
igi2 3h li p. lENITH-GRADUA £26 10
1912 3.V h.p. 2-sp. BRADBURY, chain drive £29 10
CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., 6 h.p., 3-speed £33 10
ENFIELD, =2 h.p., twin,"chain drive £17 10
RUDGE, s\ h.p., F.E., good order £19 19-

EXCELSIOR, 3I h.p., 3-speed, Druid forks . £17 10
KERRY, 3 h.p., magneto, Sa.\on forks £9 15
P. & M., 3^ h.p., 2-speed, very smart £24 10
TRIUMPH, magneto,spring forks, new tyres £14 10
MOTOSACOCHE magneto lightweight £9 15
F.N., 2^ h.p., 2-speed, shait drive £17 10
REX, 1910, 32 h.p., 2-speed, handle starting £17 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
6 h.p. (new) REX Sidette ; reduced to £71
igie 5-6 h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE Corabin'n £72 10
1915 7b.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON and S'car £64
1914 6 h.p. ARIEL, chain drive, and Sidecar £45
1914 7-Sb.p. 2-speed INDIAN Combination . £53 10
1914 6 h.p. REX Sidette, almost as new. .. . £49 '10

1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £43 10

1913 Sjh.p. 2-speed TORPEDO and Sidecar —
QUADRANT, 7-9 h.p. 2-speed, twin, chain

drive, and coach Sidecar. Fine lot £45 10
1912 shh.-p. 2-speed PREMIER and Sidecar £33 10

1909 3ih.p, 2-speed TRIUMPH and Sidecar £26 10
J-A-P-.'Sh-p., F.E., and coach Sidecar £17 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
RENO 15 h.p. 4-cylinder Touring Car £65
1913 MORGAN, 8 h.p., repainted, as new . . £57 10
BRAMBLE Coach-buiit Sidecar (new) £14 14
WILLIAMSON Sidecar, as new £9 15

3915 REX Coach Sidecar, with apron (new) £12 10
New Mechanical Horns ; usual price 25/- . . 17/11
WANTEDi 1915 G.P. Morgan, Sunbeam Combina-

tion, and Douglas.

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT
\

Under the provisions of the above Act«u
advertisers requiring: workmen, and whose]
business consists wholly or mainly of
eng^ineerins: orthe productions of munitions '

of war. or substance^ required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already engraged on Govern-

1

ment work, will be engaged."
i

Advertisers whose works are situated '

more than 30 miles from London can only
havS their announcements inserted with'i
the approval of the Board of Trade, whoi
will allocate to each advertisement a box<
number, and collect and distribute to the'
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained <

from any Labour Exchange or from then
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment' must contain a clear reference to then
effect that no person already engaged on r

Government work need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. 1912 6h.p. Twin Combination, coachbuilt bi

car. a good outfit; £40.—Tuke and Bell, IjI

Motor Dept., Carlton Engineering Works, High -I

Tottenham, N. Xli'

LATE 1913 6h.p. 3-speed A'J.S. Combination, eSei

tional condition, Lucas lamps, speedometer, coa'

built sidecar ; accept £52 cash ; trial.—Wm. Else, BbI

Bank, Matlock. IX^V

A.J.S., 6h.p., 3 speeds, 1914'ji combination, -with
'

c.c. engines, detachable wheels, Watford trip sp6|

ometer, horn, lamps, etc., coacJibuilt sidecar, with sc):et

condition as new; price 80 gns.—Apply, W. Groves,'
Church St., Edmonton. '

[X4l<

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, 1916. Tvith Lucas dynai^

lighting and horn, 1,500 miles careful use, •«

spare wheel complete, a perfect outfit ; any expert
amination ;

property of naval otfieer; £95 for qw)
sale.—Lieut. Chapman, K.N.R., A.M.O, Ciomarty, M
(D) [X4('

Alldays.

1 Q14 SVih.p, 2-speed Alldays Matchless, excel]
'

A*/ icondition; £33.—Pailter and Son, St. Ives, Hui
.

'
E8I

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingti;
can supply immediately all models of Alld

Alion. - [0-

ALLDAYS, 1914,
justment; £14,

Twickenham.

2-strote,
or offer.

all accessories, wants
-Allen, 66, Wliitton 1

[8'

ALLDAYS Allon, 2-speed, new;, special barg;

£38/17 cash; gradual payments 2%.—Referee C:

Co., 332, High Holbom. [0'

1(Q15 2V2h.p. Allon, 2-strolve, 2 speeds, free, si^i

-»-*^ condition; 25 gns., or exchange 1915 2V-1

New Imperial-Jap.—Selbie, Edenbnrg, Sherinfihnm,

ALLONS, single-speed, 2-speed, and 2-spc-p(l clu

models actually in stock, £36, £42, and £45 resi

tively; also 1915 Model de Luxe 40 gns., and 2-str

clutch model, heap accessories, ridden 500 miles, £38/:

deferred payments arranged.—Lamb's, 151, Higli
Walthauistow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [8'

Anzani.
ANZANI Sh.p. Twin Sporting Bike, very fast : £1

Silver, 45, Ashburnham Bd., Bedford.

ArieL

[X4(

ARIEL 1913 Coach Combination, 3 speeds; £32/
or exchange.—11, Luna Rd., Tnornton Heath, S

IS-

ARIEL, SV'li.p., 2-speed, with sidecar, excell

order; bargain, £20.—Newnham, 223, Hamn
smith Rd., W. [8J

1Q12 3V^h.p. Ariel and Phcenix wicker sidecar,

Xtf speeds, hub gear, good r:ondition; £30.—Par!
sou, City Freemen's School, Brixton, S.\V. [8i

ARIEL 1913 Combination, SV^h.p., 3 speeds, clut

new tyres and tubes, speedometer, P. and H. Ian

£32/10.-Bryant, 146, TressilUan Rd., Brockley. [8'

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birraingli;

have in stock for immediate delivery all moi

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars. [0

ARIEL, 3V^h.p., Empire sidecar, variable pulley, i

engine, new tyi'cs, Rom combination back, g'

going order; £24, or near ofEer.—Point House, 118, Bi
lever Rd., Wormwood Scrubba. [8i

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

^lEIi' 81l.p. Twin Sideiiir Combinntion, Enfield 2-

l^speLHl pear, liaiulle starting, splendid condition.

m, speedometer, lioin; £45: seen any time.—110.
ilsham liifc'll Ed., Ken- Cioss, S.E. [8713

Auto-Wheels
(i' A'T.T, Auto-'Wlieel, in lunuing order; £6.—'Vrhit-

I more, 46, Cotou Ed., Nuneaton. i;X4333

IfALL Anto-Wheel, 1914, new, shop-soiled only

;

K £8/10.—Morcom, Motor Dept., St. Dennis, Coru-

} tX4,')93

< rTO-\VHEEL, Tvith numerous spares, tools, coni-
. pli^te with eontiols and tittings, lor tricycle, used

I. oiilv, really new; £8.—Eobinson's Garage, Green
t'Cnuil.ridRC. [8755

AlTO-WHEEL, 1915=4, B.S.A, model de luxe, com-
" plete B..S.A. gent's cycle, 23in. frame, cost ^30.
i!ien under 200 miles, quite unscratched; take £19,
i':>Ifers.—See below.

,UTO-\VHEEL, B.S.A., lOlS'/j, as new, perfect,
.1 ^£8/10; another similar, £.1110; also one at

li
10.—.Seen running at Geo. Smith's, 268, Lavender

I, Clapham Junction. 'Phone ; Battersea 1271.
r [8618!Bat.
\TS in stock, latest 4-5h.p., 2-speed, 60 gns.~P. J.
Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X4636

iT-J.A.P., 8h.p., 2 speeds, and clutch, ivrth C.B.
sidecar, excellent condition; £32.—Pomeroy, Chein-

liiTllornton Heath. [8761

lAT, 5-6h.p., 1914, 3 speeds, countafshaft, all in
V good condition, very fast; £40; exchange SV-h.p.—
'. York B.d., Wandsworth. [8802

|13-14 Bat-Jap 8h.p. Combination, spring frame,
' clutch, countershaft gear, perfect order; £45.—
fues, 13, Carnarvon Ed., Bristol. [X4661

.A.T. Motor Cycle (1914). and luxurious sidecar, in
good going order, has run less than 4.500 miles.

-<-Tass accessories; £50 cash (cost £102].—J.W.M G ,

Hayne Ed., Beckenham, Kent. [8942

Blackburne,
LACKBURNE, 1914. 3 speeds, handle-bar clutch,

doe.s 80 m.p.g. ; 33 gns., including 6 gallons
rol.—Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone:
2. [8841

^XTACKBtTENE, S'/oh.p., 1915. 3 speeds, and h.bc.
clutch, lamps, horn, etc.. excellent condition : £48.

vlam and Co., 197, London Ed., Croydon. 'Phone:
«. [8691a

Bradbury.
iEADBURY, 4h.p., 2 speeds, in good order;
£17/10.-6, Warren St., London. [?929

112 Bradbury, fitted Lloyds 2-speed gear, excellent
\f order; £25.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts.

J; [8868
[EADBURr, 1913, 4h.p., 2-speed, free engine, coach
\ cigar sidecar; £25.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bow.
t

- [8896
p. Bradbury, 1914, 2-speed, kick starter, complete
with sidecar; £39/10.-Porter, Waratah, Hockley,

ex. [8885

B14
3V.>h.p. Biadbury, 3 speeds, wicker sidecar;

, £35: cash or easy terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages),
., Swansea. [0822

RADBUEY, 4h.p., free engine, pedal start, new-
tyre, new condition; -£26.-Colmore Depot, 31.

more Row, Birmingham. [X4509
RAllBUEl', 2^;ih.p., re-bushed, new tyres, mng., B.
and B., and about £10. for higher power, or sell

.-16, O.arlyle Ed., Manor Park. [8644!

^14 Bradbury 4h.p. Combination. N.S.U. 2-spoed
' gear, free engine, splendid condition; £35.—
ffin, 149, Fort Ed., Bermondsey. [8616

[|14 6h.p. Bradbury Combination, 3 speeds, first
if chegue £46; also 1913 6-8h.p. Eex-Jap ditto,
speeds, £30.-Mofor, 13, Liuacre Ed., Willesden
,'ea-

^

[8770

I'BST Sidecar Combination Offered.-4h.p. 1913 Brad-
bury combination, 3 speeds, tvres good, fuUv guar-

eed; any trial; £31 secures, worth £42.—H. Jlillard,
ssterfield. [X4654
ai4 4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed countershaft, chain
^ drive (new chains), kick starter, Dunlop tyres
client. Phtvnix coachbuilt sidecar, low, easy to drive,

!|6Ssori63^ £38/10.-356, Lordship Lane, E. Dulwich.

Jr»,„ V [8825
]L|14 6h.p. 3-speed Bradbury Coachbuilt Combina-^ tion, as listed in 1914 Bradbury catalogue at
.is, model de luxe sidecar, enamelled dark blue
oughout, large size head lamp, tail lamp, and horn,
rhauled and guaranteed perfect; £52.—The Premier
tor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [8922

Brough.
EOITGH, 1915, S'/ah.p., horizontal twin, counter-
.shaft 2-speed, 60 m.p.h.; £46.-17, Hamilton Ter-

(e, NW. [8727

J
Brown.

^ Gns—Brown m.o.v. Twin, strong, fast, tyres good,^ coll.—Eailway Garage, Staines.

B.S.A,
I.SA., new 1916 model K In stock; no waiting.—
' Fitch, Chatteris. [8324

CORONET SIDECARS.
We are biiildiu;^ special models ior Hiwley-

Davidsons, Excelsiors, and Indians, enamelled
either grey or red to match machines, and titled

j

with 28X3in. tyre and four point attachment.

FROM

£10 15s.

Send for Illustrated

Catalogue describing

these well - known
Sidecars.

EXCHANGES.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

£9 15s.

SPORTING MODEL.

1916 HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.
We can ^ive Imjxiediate Delivery, and we will

make a big allowance for your old lu.-^chine.

CASH OFFERS WANTED.
4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., T915. 3-speed, chain

drive, with ,^13 coach Sidecar £42 15
7-()h.p. PREMIER, 1914. 2-speed counter-

shaft, with ^13 103. new coach Sidecar £49 15
6 h.p. REX, 2-speed, magneto £11 15
2.^ h.p. DOUGLAS, 1910 £13 15
2^ ti.p. MINERVA, magneto, variable gear £9 15
7-9h.p. INDIAN, IQ15, 3-speed, electrical

model, and £18 Montgomery Sidecar. . £69 15
1916 7-9 b.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON £80 15
igi6 ditto, electrical model £39
7-gb.p. INDIAN., T915, electric model, with

Millford £18 i8s. Sidecar, screen £69 15
5 h.p. ZENITH, 1913, Zenith gear £29 15
2-2 h.p. WOLF, 1916, 2-strnke, ?-speed ... £33 10
20 h.p. FORD Van, new, iqi6 model . . . .£130
20 h.p. FORD Van, 1915 model £90
2t h.p. TYLER, 1915,' 2-5peed model £24 15
3^ h.p. TRIUMPH r 910 model £16 15
3^ h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1912 model £13 15
5 h.p. INDIAN, 1915, 3-speed, finished-

red, beautiful condition £49 15

2i h.D. ENFIELD, 1912, 2-specd £15 15
3 h.p. CLYDE, M.O.V £4 15
4 h.p. NEW HUDSON, igrs, 3-speed

model, with £i-^ coach Sidecar £55 15
2 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks £3 15
3 h.p. LINCOLN-ELKj 1911, magneto .-. . £12 15

3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, 1911, 2-speed model,
with Sidecar, lamps, and horn .' £25 15

2\ h.p. PREMIER, 1Q12, 3-speed model . . £16 15
7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electrically

equipped, complete with sidecar .... £69 15
3ih.p. HUMBER, loir, 2 speed £17 15
2lh.p. MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1910 £10 15
1915 TRUMBULL Light Car, hood, screen,

detachable wheels, speedometer, electric
horn and lamps £89

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Bosch Magneto, 50/-; B. and B. Carburetter,

12/6 ; Amac Carburetter, 12/6 ; New 20/- Brass
Electric Sidecar Lamps, 5/6 ; Ditto Tail Lamps,
5/6, approval ; Kew Spare Valves for Harlej'-
Davidsons, 3/9; Bosch Magneto for twin Rex,
55/-; Douglas Carburetter, 10/6; Late Model
Senspray Carburetter, 12/6 ; New 26 \2\ or 2^
Tubes, "6/-; Sidecar Safety Couplings, 8/9 (for
any machine, including P. & M.'s) ; Druid Forks,
20/-; 2 h.p, Clement-Garrard Engine, with car-
buretter, 32/6 ; 1911 Rex, less engine, with 2-sp.,
£10; Lightweight Coach Sidecar, new, £7 15s.;
New Coach Sidecar Body, £3 5s. ; New Sidecar
Chassis, complete with all fittings, 65/-; 1916
Binks Carburetters {your old carburetter taken
in exchange).

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H AUI FAX.
B 'Phone : 1062. Close at 6p.m.

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBi
All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the iss:ie.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

"O S A. New^lQle _JMoclel K actually in 6ton]c

waiting.—Moss, Weni. [X4674

COLMORE Deriot, 261, Deansgate, Mancbester, for
iniinediate delivery of B.S.A. [0798

B.S.A., 1915, countershaft model, 3-speed, free engine
and chain drive: £47/10, including accessories.—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [8845

I'liie B.S.A., chain-cnm-l)elt, and coachbuilt sidecar:
jL9j cost £32 two W6ek.t ago, fully equipped : sacrifice

£75.-Ll,768, c/o The Motor Cycle. [8185

B.S.A. Late 1914 Combination (coachbuilt). 3-speed
countershaft^ cbain-cirin-belt drive, lot of spares:

Goidthorpe, near Rother-
[X4590

S50.—Reeve, 90, Barnsley Ed.
haiu.

B

B.S.A. 1915i/> Chain Drive Coachbuilt . Comhinatinn.
Teri"y3 links, Lucas Iamp3, Klaxon, plating hlcw

new: £62, or exchange twin.—Dormor, Burbage House.
Buxton. ' |:X4623

i.A., 1914 (latel, model K, 3-speed counterdhnft.
kick starter, and superior coachbuilt sidecar, all

in splendid order, usual accessories; £52.—J. Harold
Joell, 51, High St., Redcar. [8906

B.S.A., 1914, SVjh.p., 2-speed, clutcli, fitted up ready
to ride away, beautiful condition; solo £35, with

sidecar £49/10. -Geo. Smith, 268. Lavender Hill, Clap-
ham Junction. 'Phone: Battersea. 1271. [8622

1 Q16 B-S.A., model H, February, -ffith Phcenix. sport-
J-*^ ing sidecar, accessories; cost £78, accept^ £65:
done 50 miles; litthtweight part.—Particulars, offers.

J.B., 12, Albion Place, "Wiuchfield, Hauta. [8675

B.S.A.'s.—Our large contract with them enables n-

to give promptest delivery of models H and K .

also in stoclc -a 1915, Lucas accessories, magnificeiitlv
equipped, beautiful order, 60 gns.: and 1912-3 free eii-

_ine model, with side-.-ar, £35: liberal extended pay-
ments if desired,—Lauib's, 151, High St., Walthamstow,
and 50, High Rd., Wpod Green. [8715

Rurfoi!d.

BURFORD-VILLIEUS 1915 2-stroke Motor Cycle,
nearly new; £23.-228, Pentonville Rd., King'^

Cross, London. [8833

Calcott.

CALCOTT, 1913. 2i,i;h.p., Brampton gear, good order
throughout. £16. or exchange with rash for 1915

or 1916 New Imperial lightweight.—72, St. Augustine
Ed.. Southsea. [8757

Calthorpe.
CALTHORPE, 1915. J.A.P. engine, Enfield 2 speeds,

£25; another at £22.-6, Warreu St., London.
[8934

Tj Q15 Calthorpe-Jap, 254Ii.p., Erf^field 2-Epeed. in
J- •J' excellent conditioa; £25.—Newnham, 223.
Hammersmith Rd., W. [8834

CALTHORPE, 2";4h.p., 2-strote, • 2-speed, Dec, 1915,
lamps, horn, tools, etc.-, almost new; £27.—J.

liernards, 17, Omuianey Rd., Kaw Cross. [8361

COLMORE Depot. 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
have in stock all models of Calthorpes for im-

mediate delivery; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

1 Q 16 25;ih,p. Calthorpe-Jap (nominally second-hand},
JL^ Enfield 2-speed, run 100 miles; £35 ; cash or
easy terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea.

[0825
CALTHORPE. 2-stroke. 1916. latest model, Enfield

2-speed gear, just arrived from works; £32/11.—
Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., Lon-
don. [8665

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1916. latest model, 2y4h.p., En-
field 2-speed gear, just arrived from works; £37/16.

—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11. Hammersmith Rd.,
London. [8664

CALTHORPES, all 1916 models, ex-stock, wholesale
and retail.—Li.st from special agents, Geo. Smith,

268, Lavender Hill, Clapham Junction, 'Phone

:

Battersea 1271. [8623

CALTHORPE Motor Cycles, 1916 models. - Just
arrived ; 2-3troke 2-speed 31 gns., J.A.P. 2^/4h.p.

2-3p3ed 36 gns. : easy terms arranged.— Storey's, 118, Gt.
Portland St., W. [0777

CALTHORPE, latest 1916 2-3peeci models in sfcoct.

cash or exchange; also a few brand new 1915
models, slightly soiled, at reduced prices.—Eagles and
Co., High St., Acton. [X4626

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.'s and 2-sfcrokes; immediate de-
livery from stock of all models; cash or exchange.

A few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore the Agents,
Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgate, Manchester.

[0815
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2i4h.p., 1915, in perfect con-

dition, used only 5 weeks; cost £39 with acces-
sories, accept £27 cash, complete.—Seen 101. Gt. Port-
land St., W., or write Owner, 248, Upland Rd., Dulwich

[8718
CALTH0RPE-J.A.P.3 with Enfield gears, 5 models

actually in stock, £37/16; also a 1916 single-speed
shop-soiled model, bargain, £25/10; deferred terms if

desired—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50.

High Rd., Wood Green. [8710

CALTHORPE. 2-stroke. 2-speed, 2i4h.p., with lamp
aud generator, only run a short distance, and con-

dition like new; prico £22/10 cash, 'or extended pav
ments 2% only extra; deposit £4/10, and 12 monthlv
payments of £1/10/9.—Wm. Whiteley, Ltd., Qneou'.'i

^Ed., London, \V.
'

[8325

AI7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Campion.

CAMPION-VILLIEES. 1915, 2V2h.p., BOnnd lieht-
weiffht, extr.i good enf^ine; £20; approval any

where; satisfaction guaranteed. — Layton'B Garaee,
Bicester, Osion. [X4679
MARVELLOUS Bargain.—4h,p. Campion and side-

car, 3-speed, lamps, all accessories, tyres good,
climb anything; must sell instantly; £22/10, lowest;
first cheque or caller secures.—Webb, Jeweller, Chester-
field. [X1657

I Q 14 8h.p. Campion-Jap, countershaft gear, clutch
-»-^ and kick-starter, Bosch mag., 650x65 Dunlop
Voiturette tyx-es, special Phcenix 2-seater sidecar, with
large comfortable body and e-xtra strong chassis, lamp^,
and horn; £52.—The Premier Motor Co.» Aston Rd..
Birmingham. [8924

Chater-I-'afnir.

CHATEE-FAFNIE, 3h.p.. accumulator, good tyres,
new belt, running; £6.-25, CoJegate St., Norwich.

1X4547
CHATEE-FAFNIE, 3h.p., in excellent condition and

order; £9/10: exchange with cash higher power.—
Kairlight, 22, Katherine Ed., East Ham. [8808

Chater-Lea.
6h.p. Cliater-Le.a, clutch, coach sidecar, m.o.T. ; £22.—

180, Olapham Park Ed., S.W. [8703

8h.p. Chater-Lea Coach Combination, hood, screen

;

any trial; £50.-241, Brighton Ed., Croydon,
Surrey. , [X4309
CHATEE-LEA 8h.p. No. 7 Combination, excellent

condition, guaranteed, speedometer, lamps; £50,
near ofier.—24, Eolfe Ed., Charlton, S.E. [8649

6h.p. Chater-Lea Coachbuilt Combination, S-speed
countershaft, all chain drive, Bosch, B. and B.,

lamps, wind screen, etc. ; £35.-24, Keir St., Barnslev.
1X4650

CHATER-LEA Motor Cycle, 1913, 8-lOh.p., with
new coachbuilt sidecar, on special sprung chassis,

handle starting, twin-cyl., 3 speeds, multiple clutch,
Bosch mag., Stewart speedometer, 7in. Rushmore
head lamp, large Service generator. Service post-
horn, and watch; £50.—Easton, 15, IJong Acre, W.C.

[8817
Clyno.

CLTNO 6b,p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-sreed, free,
kick starter; £32/10.-85, Suffolk St., Poplar, E.

[8826
CLTNO Combination, 1914. 6h.p., 3 speeds, kick

starter, 4 detachable wheels, speedometer, special
body to sidecar; 50 gns.— 6, Warren St., London. [8937

CLTNO 5-6h.p. Twin, 2-speed, coach sidecar, screen,
horn, lamps, and spares; £37/10; trial by appoint-

ment.—Stewert, 123, Crescent Bd., Alexandra Park.
[8778

Connaught.
CONNATJGHT, 2=4h.p., 2-stroke, footboards, com-

plete ; £20.—Colmore Uepot, 31, Colmore Eow,
Birmingham. [X4535
CONNAUGHT, 1914, variable ignition. Knight's

patent lubricator; 18 gns.—Troward, 78, High
St., Hampstead. 'Phone ; 5392. [8839

C0NNAUGHT3 in stock for immediate delivery,
miniature, standard, and 2-speed models

;
prices

from £28/17/6.—P. J. Evans, John Bnghl St., Birming-
ham. [X4633

Dalm.
ALM, 2'4h.p., 2-stroke, 1915, 3 speeds; £25, bar-
gain.-11, Luna Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E. [8724

Despatch Rider.

DESPATCH Eider 1916 2y2h.p, 2-stroke, T.T, "handle,
bars, 24in. wheels, very sporty model, unscratched

;

bargain, £28.-Dove, la4b, Cheltenham Ed., Bristol.
[X424::

Douglas. -

DOUGLAS 191S Model U, 2':lh.p., S-speed ; £45.-
Stour Cycle Depot, Stourbridge. [X4672

DOUGLAS Motor Bicycle for sale, 1916.—Hare, Aires-
ford Lodge, Tottenham Lane, Hornsey. [X8722

1tkl4 2-jih.p. Douglas, 2-speed, lamps, perfect condi-
J^fJ tion; £36.—H. Wright, Ajlesey, Beds. [8945

l Q13 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-sBeed, tyres, belt new, little
J-O use; £31.—Victor, 80, Huntley St., N.W". [8875

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2^/(h.p., in perfect condition, lamps,
etc. ; £45.—Pigot-Disney, E. Molesey, Surrey.

[8769
DOUGLAS, Z%h.v.r 1914, iirst-class condition, little

used: £37.—Gregoire, 198, Foster HUl Ed., Bed-
ford. [882.=i

DOUGLAS Motor Cvcles in stock, 1911, 1912, 1913,
1914, and 1916; £16 to £45.-5, Warren St.,

Loudon. [8938

DOUGLAS, late 1914, 2?4h.p., 2 speeds, like new,
any trial; £40; after 5 p.m.—Housekeeper, 15,

Austin Friars, E.O. [8828

"I Q13 Douglas, 2^^h.p., clutch, horn, speedometer, good
--*' tyres: £32, no offers.—Stutfield, Grove House,
Hampton, Middlesex. [8330

"IQ14 2%h.p. Douglas, T.T. model, specially fast,
-I*/ Amac, Lucas lamp set; £34—William Nixon,
Brampton, Cumberland. [X4612
DOUGLAS, late 1915 model W, perfect order, and

with accessories; £45.—Colmore Depot, 31, Col-
more Eow, Birmingham. [X4497

1Q15 23^h.p. 2-speed Douglas, good as new, and ac-
-t.*/ cessories; £46; seen any .time.—Bounds' Gar-
age, High Ed., Kilburn. [8687

D
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The. House.
FOR SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.

411. GUARANTEED IN GOOD
RUNNING ORDER,

SIDEOAR OUTFITS.-
MATCHLESS, 1914, S b.p. M.A.G., 3-sp., chain drive,

Lucas dynamo lighting outfit, 3 lamps, speedom'r £78
REX, 39141 6h.p., 2-speed, modele de luxe, handle

starting, coach-built Sidecar, just been overhauled £40
TRIUMPHf sih.p., 1911, 2-speed countershaft gear,

chain-curn-belt, complete" with wicker Sidecar

;

cheap at , £30
NEW HUDSON, 1914, 6 h-P-, 3-5peed, kick start, com-

plete with New Hudson coach-built Sidecar with
sci'een, all accessories £53

A.J.S., 1914, 6h.p., 3-speed, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, and JVLQlford Sidecar, as new £73

HUMBER, 1912, 3^ b.p., 2-speed, handle start, wicker
Sidecar £28

HARLEY, 1914, 7 b.p., 2-speed, and coach-built S'car £44
INDIAN, 1914, 7h.p., 2-speed, electric lighting, spring

frame, Gloria 30 guinea Sidecar i

INDIAN, 3913, 7 h.p., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speecI,

and spring frame £48

SOLO nnoDEus.
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2I h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £22
CALTHORPE, 1914, 2 h.p., 2-speed ., £1

RUDGE 3913 sih.p.Multi, T.T. bars £35
IVY, 1915, 2-stroke, single-speed £18
KERRY-ABINGDON, 3! h.p., magneto, 2-speed £15
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3I b.p., clutch model , ; £28
F.N., 5-6h.T)., 3914, 2-speed, as new £32
NEW HUDSON, 1913, 3^ li-P-. 3-speed J.A.P. engine. . £36
TRIUMPH, T912, 3.L h.p., clutch model £30
ROYAL RUBY, 2hh.p., 1915, .T.A.P., 2-speed £33
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3^ h.p., clutch, Philipson pulley ... £28
N.U.T., 1914, 2jh,p.,T.T., twin, overhead valves ... £38
BAT-J.A.P., 1911, 8 h.p., 2-speed, spring frame £25
TRIUMPH, 1934. 4 h.p., 3-speed £48
RUDGE, 1913, s-ih.p., multi, large tank £32
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1915,2^ h.p., 2-speed .... £28
REX, 1913J 3^ h.p., 2-speed, and clutch ..,. £29

LIGHT OARS, Etc.
TALBOT 15 h.p. Coupe, Mulliner body, Bedford cord,

C.A.V. 12 volt set ; like new £375
SUNBEAM, late 1912, 12-16 h.p., open five-seater

touring ; very fast ; being repainted £J

MORGAN, X916 No. 2, many extras, only done 300
miles £145

G.W.K., 10 b.p., 4 speeds, 80mm. tyres, 1914 model,
just being repainted T £120

FORD, 1913, 20 h.p., 4-5eater, detachable wheels;
make a splendid light van £60

CADILLAC, 1914, 20-30 h.p*., e-speed model, 7-seater,

just overhauled, dynamo light and starting, just
being repainted ; make a very fine hire car , . . .£320

A.C., 5-6 h.p., late 1913, hood and screen, lamps, all

tyres new, splendid condition £50
MINERVA, 28 h.p., 1910, 5-seater; f^6 6s. tax; just

being overhauled
KNIGHT Junior, 1914, 11 h.p., sporting body, excel-

lent order £155
G.W.K., 3915, 10 h.p., special finish, domed guards,

speedometer £170

Exchanges arranged on any cf the above.
All machines guaranteed in good running order.

ROYAL Enfield, 6h.p., coachbnilt sidecar, "withj
£32.—Holder, Green St. Green, Orpington. [X

ENPIELD Combination, late 1914, beautiful'
tion, Lucas equipped; 60 gns.—Moss, Wem. P

ENPIELD, 2%h.p., all-chain drive, twin engine^
—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Biimi^

ENEIELD, 1916, 6h.p., very little used, --weUi
up, new condition; . 72.gns.—51, JBiunt "-^

Lee, S.E. :
*

.

ENFIELD 2%h.p. Twin, Bosch mag.,' ii^' t^J
belt; .£8.~Mylam and Co., 197, London

"*
Croydon. 'Phone: 2379.

A18 AH letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue..
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1Q15 2->4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, long esKaust, Einh
J.*f Lucas set, knee-grips, etc. ; 40 gne.~23, R.F.i
Villas, South Farnborough. [86S

DOUGLAS, 1915, 4h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, lam
and horn, very good condition throughout; £5

—Dan Guy, Weymouth. [g?*

1 Q14 2^th.p. 2-speed Douglas and accessories, in pt
-Itf feet condition; £38; seen any time.—Bound
Garage, High Ed., Kilburn. [86(

~|Q14 Douglas, Bosch, speedometer, lamps, generatt
-Lt/ overhauled, tools, spares, all as new; £36.—8.

(

147, White Hart Lane, Barnes. [88]

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2-Bpeed. fully eQUipped, spec
ometer, absolutely perfect, only done 2,000 niiJe,

40 gns.—29, Wilbury At., Hove. [S61

DOUGLAS, 1914, 234h.p., clutch, tick starter. spe«
ometer, and watch, good condition; £38.-20

Richmond Rd., GiUingham, Kent. [X46i

DOUGLAS, new, latest pattern, 234h.p. models i

immediate delivery, including War Office" bla
Douglas,—MofEat. Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [58

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, for

boards, wide mudguards, just overhauled, with t

cessories; £32, bargain.—Moss, Wem. [X46

DOUGLAS Specialists.—Qibb, Gough, London R;
Gloucester. Gibb, the Internntioual Douglas rid

winner of numerous cups and gold medals. [11.

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2'jih.p., War Office model, exc
lenfc condition, overhauled, lamp, hern, speer

meter; JE45, or near offer.—Layton's Garage, Bicesfc
Oxon. £X46j

LOOK Here.—Late 1914 Douglas, very fast, 2-8pei

;

tyres new, all accessories, knee-iirips; £36 secure,
used very little; 1913 model £29.—H. Millard, Chest
field. 1X461

OUGLAS, 3%-4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick start,
accessories, little used, new condition; accept £*>

or lightweight and cash.—Cox, 1, Stockton Bd., On
entry. ^ 1X47

1 Q14 T.T. Douglas, very little used, new tyres,
JLiJ eluding one spare, lamps, all accessories a

spares; £40.—Oram, 20, Caddingtou Bd., Cricklewo*.
London. [87

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, LeiceeV
and Liverpool, have in stock complete range of

models Douglas for- immediate deliveryj also full rai

of spares. [Of

DOUGLAS, 1916 (March), 2y4h.p., T.T., S-sp^
lamp, knee-grips, new overalls, goggles, mile^

400, one puncture; £47/10.— Godfrey, Bank Pla.
Tipperary. tX4^

DOUGLAS, 1913, single speed, engine, tyres, e
splendid condition, F.R.S. lamp, spares, fast,

liable machine; £24.—Hardiman, 24, Fairlawn I
East Finchley. ^ "

IX4(

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2^.p., run lees 200 miles sH
war, excellent condition; owner returning Fro

j
£36.—Write or call, Lt. Saunders, Heaiher V'iew.Jl
ford, near Farnham. [8l(]|

D,OUGLAS, 2%h.p., 2-speed, kick starter, clutch, 1! 1

engine, enamelling, plating, tyres excellent, eleo' I

lighting installation; £45.—Edward Hands, Bur"|
Walk.s, Loughborough. [X4'

1Q16 Douglas, War Office model, 2-speed, footn
f

-l-«7 semi-T.T. bars, latest pattern, brand new,
only in stock ; immediate delivery.-Robinson's Gar I

Green St., Cambridge. [8 1

1 Q13 Douglas, 2%h.p., model W, clutch, kick sit
JLi/ footboards, touiing bars, 2 lamps, horn, t* |!

etc., condition engine perfect; £33/10.—Robinson's 1

age, Green St., Cambridge. [81 Ij

DOUGLAS, 1910, capital condition, engine just a I

hauled, Amac, P. and H, lamp, new heavy 1

1

lops and tube, new belt, spare valves, springs, e f

£16/10.—Rhodes Elhff, High St., Yarm-on-Tees. [X4
|

DOUGLAS, 25^h.p., 2-speed, recently stove enanKi
grey, £15 just spent making good as new, laiJ

speedometer, horn, footboards, Palmer cord and Dojil
heavy; 30 gns. 'Phone: Bonsfield, Brixton 459.—'^E
Crespiguy Pork, Denmark HiU, S.E. £l[|

Enfield. ^ \

ENFIELD. 3h.p., 1914; £35.-1, London ^'

Chelmsford. ]

ENFIELD Bh.p. Coach Combination, all on; baliil

£48.-Leighton's, Wood Green. Rl

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Biimingil
for immediate. deUvery of Enfi.elds. . 0|

ENFIELD, 3h.p., 1914, 2-speed, chain drive, pe:|f

condition; bargain, £28.—Hayes, Aylesbury. [X^S
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SPECIALISTS in

MOTOR CLOTHING.

Stocktaking
CLEARING LINES

at

GREAT REDUCTIONS.

MrOR CYCLISTS' WATERPROOF
UrS in Fawn material. Comprising DOUBLE-
IlilSTED COAT, with wind cuffs, storm collar,

fcv pockets, extra well sewn, and stayed at
lliints. OVERALL SEATLESS TROUSERS,
&i to leg, spat fitting on boot, large giissets

v:; freedom in putting on, press-button fasten-
g-Lt sides. Usual price 42/-.

SALE PRICE 32/6.

1i FAWN PARAMATTA UNLINED COATS
ilwith belt at waist, wind cuffs, straps on

i

I

:i:n. long, summer texture, slightly faded.
I

'I ICO 25 TT.

PRICE from 10/- to 20/-.

PRAB TWILL WATERPROOF GOATS,
breasted fly front, lined overcheck mater al,

to 5oin. long, 38in. to 42in. chest measure,
price 30/-.

SALE PRICE 24/-.
J^ELLOW OILSKIN PONCHO COATS, in
earn texture, belt at waist, wind curls, 40'n.
(leyelvet collar, leather strap and buckle at
re. Usual price 25/0.

j SALE PRICE 18/9.
Ijpairs MOTOR CYCLISTS' FULL-SEATED,
iCING-FITTING, SPAT-FRONT TROUSERS.
1 es. Cost 2r/-.

! I SALE PRICE 16/-.
ly BLACK LEATHER DOUBLE-BREASTED
Ined serge, 2&in. long, 38iii. chest. Cost

SALE PRICE 30/-.
I|ly BLACK OILSKIN DOUBLE-BREASTED
Ai, clnth collar, leather stays to holes, tab at
ro double-?ewn seams, sSin. long. Cost 14/-.

SALE PRICE 10/6.
5,ly ditto, 52in. long. Usual price 21/-.

SALE PRICE 13/6.
GLOVES—" ASBESTOL."

^^' ^ In tan or bla:k.
*1 1 "N Fleece Linej.

' j- *= rl3 Uhlined, 7/9,9/-
fPSKIN-BLACK OR TAN-SHORT
i i GAUNTLET CUFFS.

[\ ! 4/6 and 5/3
iff of the above artxles sent on
jUpproval ayain.U remittance.

.11/6,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD 1915 8h.p. Combination, Luofia dynamo
lierhting set, speodometer, horu; £80.—Withers.

Tansy Close, Clent, WorcB. [X4673

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, latest model, just
arrived from works; 90 giis.—Wilkina, Siuipson.

;ind Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [8662

ENFIELD 1916 Combinations, delivery from stock;
exceptional exchange quotations; extended pay-

ments.—Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [S4678

ENFIELD. M.A.G. S'/^h-P. twin, 1915, indistinguish-
able from new, Enfield gear, handle start, acces-

sories; £35.-14, Dodbrooke Rd., \V. Norwood. [8858

ENFIELDS actually in stock for immediate delivery,
6h.p. combinations, 3h.p. and 2yih-p. models, ready

to drive away.—P. J. Evaus, John Bright St., Birming-
liam. £X4635

T |Q13 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, coach sidecar, re-
Xt7 cently overhauled and body re-painted, complete,
lamps, etc. ; £45.—Butterwortli, Primrose Mills, Old-
ham. [8705

ENFIELD Combination, late 1914, hsod, screen,
speedometer, 2 new tyres, spare valves, chains.

tubes, etc., accessories; £60.-2, Earfield Rd., Leyton-
stone. [8872"

ENFIELD, 1916: immediate delivery of latent 6h.p.
combination : now in stock; 90 gns. : make sure

of this now.—Wilkins. Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammer-
unith Rd,, London. [8663

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination. Lucas dynamo
set; Watford speedometer, -spring handle-bars, wind

screen; £80: owner called up.—Cos, 22, Orchard Rd..
!i:ingston-on-rhames. - i;X4544

ENFIELD, 3h.p.. 1916, latest model, just arrived
from works; immediate delivery; make sure of

This now; 55 gns.'; WO are Enfield specialists.—Wilkins,
-Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [8666

LATE 1915 6h.p. Enfield Coachbuilfc Combination,
wide mudguards, etc., 650x65 Palmer cord and

Dunlop light car tyres, in new condition; any trial;
£63.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[8923
ENFIELD 6h.p. Coijibination, bought Feb., 1916.

lamps, horn, screen and cover, overalls and all

spares, little used, splendid condition ; £68 ; in after
7.30 p.m.—Rae, 30, Muncaster Rd., Clapham Common,
S.W. [8679

ENFIELD Combination. 1916 (late), 6h.p., ridden
under 800 miles, dynamo lighting; cost £110,

take £85 quick sale, no offers, a real bargain.—Geo.
Smith, 268, Lavendei' Hill,- Clapham Junction.
Battersea 1271. [8624

ENFIELD 1913 6h.p. Combination, speedometer.
F.R.S. and sidecar lamps, watcji, ' tools, new spare

tvre, and various other spares, all in splendid condi-

I
tion,; owner joined up; bargain, £40.-5, Queen's Av.,
Muswell Hill. 'Phone: 221 Homsey. [8864

ENFIELDS.—Birmingham agent, P. J. Evans, 87-
91. John Bright St, "Immediate delivery all

models, including lighting set combination, special 8h.p.
with hood and screen, and standard 6h.p. combination;
also 3h.p. standard and sporting models, and 2Vih.p.
2-stroke: prices from 42 gns. [S4313

ENFIELDS, 8h.p. 6h.p., and 3b. p. solo models, actu-
ally in stock, 92, 90, and 55 gns. respectively:

liberal exchanges, deferred payments if desired ; also
6h.p. De Luxe combination, electrically equipped, hood
;ind screen, valuable accessories, mileage 1,950, 95 gns.

;

i!ao 1916 8h.p., hood, screen, Lucas accessories, mile-
,ige approximately 1,000, £95 :

generous deferred pay-
iiionts.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50,
High Rd., Wood Green. [8712

F.N.

F.N., 1912, 5-6h.p., in splendid condition, just over-
hauled; £22.—Newman, 181, New King's Rd.. Fnl-

ham, S.W. [8661

F.N.. 1911, 5-6h.p., drop frame, new gears and tank,
T.T. bars, tyres good; £19/10.- Gill, 32, Derwent-

water Rd., Acton. [8893

F'.N., 1912, 5-6h.p., Bosch, clutch, tyres and condi-
tion good ; £25 ; exchange lightweight and cash.

Phone: 9962 Wall.-Jarrett, 130, BunhiU Row, E.C.
[8945

F.N., 4y2h.p., 4 cyls. and sidecar complete, lamps,
etc., iust overhauled and in good condition.

—

Rowland Motor Co., 16, Haverstock Hill, Chalk Farm.
[8815

F.N.. 5h.p., 1913, 2-sp6ed. h.b.c. clutch, mag. cut-out.
Binks latest 3, kick starter, speedometer, new

f^over, excellent condition, underslung sidecar, exi^ellent
reasonable sale: nearest oSer £33, together or separate.
—Suuningdale, Reigate. [8699

Grandex.
16 Grandex, 2^;.'ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, demonstra-

tion model; price £29.—Dove, 154b, Cheltenham
Rd., Bristol. • [X4241

1 Q15 Grandex-Jap, 2%h.p., 2-strpfce, 2-speed. very
JL«? fine condition; £24.—Newnham, 223, Hammer-
smith Rd., W. [8836

Harley^Davidson.

"led 16 Harley-Davidsona in stock.—Pa rTjer and Son,
Xt/ St. Ives, Hunts. [8S65

HARLEY - DAVIDSON, new. 4h.p., shop-soiled

;

£52/10.—Cleale and Sons, Chelmsford. [8615

1 tQ15 Electrically Equipped Harley Combination

;

J-«? £70; lower power part.-37, Arlington Rd., Snr-
.itou. [8894

19

Sole London and
District Agents for

A.J.S. & BritishExeelsiors.

Sole District Agents for Calthorpes.

Contracting Agents for all other maXsi

TERiHS: CASH, EXCHANGE, or
EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

NEW MODELS.
6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £102 18
7 h.p. HARLEY -DAVriDSON, electric

equipment £89
2jb.p. 2-str. EXCELSIOR, 2-5p., and clulch £44 2

Coach-bu'lt Sid'^car for same £10 10
4 h.p. CALTHORPE Combination £70 7
6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £94 10
-i h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., s-speed £37 16
2j h.p. CALTHORPE, 2 stroke, 2-speed .. £32 11

2i h.p. Lady's CALTHORPE, 2-speed £35 14
ROVER Sidecar, coach-built, with s/c brake £15 15
6 h.p. A.J.S. Sidecar £18 18
4.t h.p. B.S.A. Sidecar and luggage grid. . . £17 10

Write for Full List of Shop-soiled and Second-
hand Bargains ready for Immediate Dclinery.

SELECTIONS.

Cash.

(. s.

1916 6 h.p. A.J.S. Com-
bination de luxe, hood,
screen, etc 105

1916 4 h.p. AJ.S. Cont-
bination, hood .^screen 95

1915 2} h.p. NEW IIW-

PERIAL-J.A.P., 2-spee j 28 15
1912 3ih.p. P. & M.,

2-speed, and coach
Sidecar 33 15

igrs 2j h.p. EXCELSIOR,
2-speed, and clutch.. 3C 10

1914. 6 h.p. A.J.S. and
Canoelet, hood and
screen 70

1913 4 h.p. DOUGLAS
Com., fuilv equipoed . 08

19:48 h.p. ZEN It H,
c /shaft, and Sidecar. . 62

19:3 3^ h.p. ARIEL, 3-sp.

and Sidecar 40

De- And 12'

posit. Pay-

£, s. raents ot

45 105/-

45 87/3

10 15 32/J

13 15

10 10

25

48

18

10

35/10

46/7

80 /B

37/8

78/10

53/9

The 'MARVEL'
STEAIVI

VULCANISER.

I
Both Covers an 1

"JTubes of any size

dean be effectively

vulcanised. ,\

permanent repair

isguaranteed. Savesex-
pense of sending tyres

away, and a great

savmg in time.

Anyone can do it.

To prove this, we will

lorward on lo days'
approval against remit-
tancc. Money retiirnc-l,

less carriage, if not satisfied. Immediate delivery.

Complete with supply of all necessary materials.
Price—motor cycle and cycle car size, 13/9; car
size, 27/6. Carriage paid.

191G Tyre Catalogue now ready, post ffrea.

SPECIAL AGENTS tor REX and J.A.P. PART3^
TRADE SUPPLIED.

H. TAYL.OR & OO., L.TD.,
Showrooms: 21a, STORE STREET, W.G.
Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.G.

Garage: 12. Tottenham Blews. W.C.
'Phone : Mussum, 1340.

Telegrams : " Dynaraetro, Westcent
London."

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A19
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£68.—The Premier

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

T> AAND New Harley-Davidsons.—See telow.

MODEL F, 7-9h.p., 3-speed

;

Motor Co.

MODEL J, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, with dynamo electric
lighting outfit; ^75.—The Premier Motor Co.

THE AbovS are guaranteed brand new ; standard
specification and standard equipment. — The

Premier Motor Co., Birmingham.

SPECIAL Gloria Sidecars, to match; 19 and 25 gns.
You save £17 by purchasing your new combina-

tion direct from the recognised H.D. experts. De-
livery carriage paid to any address.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8352

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS, 1916 models; immediate de-
livery from stoet.—Colmpre Depot, 261, Jjeansgate,

Mimchester. 10830

HAELET-nAVIDSON, 1915, and coachbnilt sidecar,
good tvres, accessories, in perfect order; £68.—

Vincent Motors, Eugelej'. [X4490

HARLET-DAVIDSON", 7-9h.p., IIF, late 1915, run
under 2,000 miles, good condition; £55.— Ogilvie,

Langham Hotel, London. [8862

HAHLEV-DAVIDSOJv, late 1915 twin, done under
2,000 miles, as new; £55.—Potter, 33, Birdhurst

Rise, Croydon. 'Phone: 1328 Croydon. [8791

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p. Twin, done under 250
miles, perfect condition ; £58/10 to clear.—

McAdams, Motor Engineers, Middlesbrough. [X5603

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-
pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of all

nodels of Harley-Davidsons and spare parts. [0802

HAR.LEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, Model llF, 7-9h.p.,

3-speed, and special Canoelet sidecar, enamelled
to match, overhauled, and in good condition.t( £65.

—

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birminghain. [8925

HABLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915 model F, mileage 1,100,
also H.D. sidecar (Feb., 1916), mileage 300, -whole

-omljinatiou as n^w; no reasonable oSer retused.-Cliarles
Walker, 13, Grape St., Shaftesbury Av., W.C. 'Regent
5895. £8706

HARLEY - DAVIDSON" Combinations actually in
stock, £101/15 and £110, or solos £80/15 and

£89- deferred payments if desired; liberal exchanges.
-Lamb's, 151. High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Rd, Wood Green. [8714

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1914, 2 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, horn, lamps^ speedometer, watch, glass,

etc., with 1916 Montgomery coach sidecar, wind screen,

luggage carrier, all in perfect condition, mileage 4,000;
£55, no ofi'ers.— 3, Scholars Rd., Chingford. [8902

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, the silent grey. 1916 models,
immediate delivery from stock, with Gloria, Mill-

ford, or Canoelet sidecars; two only 1915 electrically

eriuipped models at pre-Budget price, £76/13. Write
or call.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester,
and 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool. [0817

2
Hobart.

3.h.p. Hobnrt, 3 speeds, free engine, perfect
4 WiUsIier, Benvyn, Eexhill.

£25.—
[8645

HOBART 3-speeci 4h.p. Twin, and 9 en. Gloria side-

car, all accessories; any trial; £39.—East Kent
Motor Co., Station Ed , Canterbury. [0S32

HOBAKT-VILLIEES, 1915, 2i,!,h.p. ; we haye an
extra fine sample, eKceptionally fine engine, good

appearance, well tyred; £21; approval anywhere.—
Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X4680

Hopley,
HOPLET, 5-61l.p.. 2-speed, and clutch handle start,

and coachbnilt sidecar; £20.—Colmore Depot, 31,
Colmoie Eow, Birminghaur. [X4503

UMBER, 2lih.p.

Kumber.
Bosch, fast, and reliable; £12.—.... . .

P. Clark, Sunbury, Middlesex. [8676

ICfcll Humber, SV-h.p., single speed, good condition
J-tF and tyres; £16.-77, Brockley Rise, Forest Hill

:X4609
HTJMBEE, sy.h.p., late 1911, 2 speeib, sidecar; any

trial; £20, or exchange solo.—10, Milton Ed., Bow,
E. 18878

HTJMBEE, 2-speed, all accessories, S'/sh.p., done 500
miles, almost new; 25 gns.—736, HoUoway Rd.,

London.
^

[8374

3ih.p. Humber and Sidecar, 2 speeds, handle starter,

2 perfect order ""' ''* """' "'-'--

Vncle. (D)
£25.—Box 641, c/o I'he Motor

[X4512

1 1 1 Humber, sidecar, 2-speed, 3rAh.p., spares, good
-11/ condition; £20.—Nobbs, Sandleford, Bramber Ed.,
>). Finchley. [8887

HITMBBE, late 1911, S'/ih.p., N.S.TJ. gear, oyer-

hanled, new piston, tyre; £20, offers.—Harrison, 41,

J rove, Hammersmith. [8731

rQ13
Humber, SVoh.p., 2-Epeea, clutch, had very little

«' Trse, condition as new, new heavy tyres : £30 ; also

adecar cheap.—Gieetham, Millom, Curiiberland. [X4495

Indian.
r?IDIAN, 1916, 7-9h.p., T.T.,
L Warren St., London.

.almost new; £55.—6,

[8930

TO MAKE A PROFIT AT THE EXPENSE OF
A CUSTOMER IS TO MAKE A LOSS. DEAL
FAIRLY, AND EVEN IF YOU MAKE A LOSS
THE RESULT IS A PROFIT. ESTABLISH
CONFIDENCE, AND YOU CAN SELL CHEAPLY
BECAUSE THE TURNOVER PAYS. THIS IS,

AND ALWAYS HAS BEEN, THE PRINCIPLE
OF GODFREY'S.

NEW MODELS IN STOCK—INDIANS.
ALLDAYS ALLON, ROYAL ENFIELD.
CALTHORPE-JA.P., RADCO, LEVIS,
COVENTRY EAGLE,NEW IMPERIAL,
etc.

SECOND-HAND GUARANTEED
MACHINES.

£30.

£34.

335.

£35.

£30.
£45.

£22. igi5 23-h.p. RADCO, standard, vnth access.
£25. IQI2 23 h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed, clutch, and

kick starter, not overhauled.
1915 2^ h.p. VELOCETTE,2-stroke, 2-speed,

chain drive.

1913 3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, semi-T.T.
bars.

19T4 2.1 h.p. CLYNO Lightweight, 2-strGke,
2-speed, clutch, and sporting coach-
built Sidecar.

1913 7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, and coach-
built Sidecar, in good running order,
but not overhauled.

101-36 h.p. MATCHLESS, 3-sj>eed.

1914 3 h.p. go bore ZENITH; Gradua gear,

kick starter, and clutch, lamp, .qeu-

erator, horn, and rear light.

£45. *i'ji3 -li h.p. JAMES and Sidecar, 3-speed
gear, kick starter, lamps, and horn.

£46. 1914. 7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer, with head
lamp and Low generator, and Corbin-
Brown speedometer.

£48, 1915 3 V h.p. HUMBER, 3-speed, kick starter
(or with Sidecar £57).

£49. igi5 7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer.
£50. *igi4 3I h.p. ZENITH,. Gradua gear, kick

starter, and clutch, with Montgomery
coach-built Sidecar, and accessories.

1915 2i h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed, with lamp,
generator, and horn, condition as
new.

1915 5 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, kick starter,

and Verona coach-built Sidecar.

1915 7 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 3-speed,
Model F, and kick starter.

J916 4\ h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed, chain drive,

idck starter, and Millford Corvette
Sidecar, lamps, horn, speedometer.

£78. *i9i5 7 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, kick starter,

dec trically equipped, with coacn-
built Sidecar.

£85. *i9i5 7 h.p. MATCHLESS, M.A.G. engine,

3 -speed gear, kick s tarter, and
Matchle?* coach-built Sidecar, com-
plete with Lucas dynamo set, includ-

ing head lamp, sidecar lamp, and
tail lamp.

£99. 1916 Model F 7 h.p. twin INDIAN, spring
frame, 3-sp. gear, rear drive speedo-
meter, Splitdorf ignition-lighting ont-
lit, kick starter, and de lu-^e coach-
built Sidecar with lamp_

Sidecar combinations.

£52.

£59.

£60.

£72.

TD.

GODFREYl^
208, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.
'Phone—7091 Mayfair (2 lines),

EXCHANGES. EASY TERMS.
Write for full list.

MOTOR CYCLES FOI< SALE.
Indian..

CLUTCH Model T.T. Indian, 1914. 7-9h.p.- sq
fice £33.-1, London Ed,, Chelmsford. ' [si

INDIAJS" 1913 T.T., 2 speeds, clutch, caoe side
perfect -order; £36.-320, High St, Poplar, k

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, and Indian !?

sidecar, complete outfit; £60, exceptional bar"
—Below.

INDIAN, 1915, Sh.p., 3-speed, semi-T.T., corny
with accessories ; £48.—Elce and Co., Iin

Agents, 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E(
[f

INDIAN", chitch model, late 1915, 7h.p., and
oonnefiories; £40.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore I

Birmingham. rxfl

"I Q15 Sli.p. Indian, 3-speed, and Swan sporting \ K
X*/ car, in perfect conditicn; £65.—H. Wri '

Arlesey, Beds. [( \-

T Q15 Sh.p. 3-speed Indian and coachbuilt sidecar, i;.

-i-*^ accessories; £63.—Ay, Jackson, 18, Smeaton, '

Barrow-in-Fumess, *
[j I;

7-9h.p. Indian Bacer, clutch, only mn 500 m
condition, liehtirie set: £50.-98. Naes Hcondition, lighting set

;

Ponders End, Middlesex.
£50.-98, Nags Heaj

"I
Q15 7h.p. T.T. Indian, done under 900, as ne^

J~U Lucas lamp and horn; £47/10.—Write,
Y.M.C.A., Tottenham Court Bd., London.

INDIAN 1914 7h.p. Coachbuilt Combination. 2-«

clutch, speedometer, fine condition, nfw sid^
Call or write, R.,

fine condition, nt-w sid^
162, Gt. Portland ^t., W

INDIAN, 1915, 5h.p., 3-speed. kick starter, \^
head and tail lamps, Dunlop tyres, Lucai"

50 gns.—Julians, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone:

INDIAN 1913 Combination, 2-Epeed, clutcliil
start; £36, a bargain.—Geo. Smith, 268, L^

Hill, Clapham Junction, 'Phone : Battersea Sf

INDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p., 3-speed, T.T., rigid-'

model, Dunlop tyres- £75.; in stock for imni
delivery at P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmin,

£S
INDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p., 3-speed, and spring f

dynamo lighting set, 2 lamps, horn, and_3
ometer; £90.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., M
ham. £1

1Q16 7h.p. Indian, model F, Poyerplus, 3 s

-Ltf spring frame, speedometer, with sidecar;

£105, price £90; brand new.—Ayscough, Penarth ;

Penarth.

INDIANS.—Model O, 7h.p., in stock for immedia
livery, spring frame, 3 speeds, 2 electric lami

horn, also speedometer; £78,-
St., Birmingham.

, J. Evans, John ]

INDIAN M.C., with sidecar, 5-6h.p., 1915, in i

-condition, only run 6 weeks; £55 cash, 1

can be seen 101, Gt. Portland St., W., or writfl (

248, Upland Ed., Dulwich.

DISC-WHEELED 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, elect

equipped, late 1914, touring and racing
speedometer, does over 70 m.p.h. ; 48 gns.~Tr'
78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone : 5392.

INDIANS.—Birmingham agent, P. J. Evans,
John Bright St. Immediate delivery ex-stoel I

3-speed standard aud sporting models, with and
|

out sidecar; price £70; sidecars from 11 gns. [ r

1Q15 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, in new cor
jXJ/ - tyres unscratcbed, spring frame, elec
'

equipped, speedometer, 1,200, all accessories and ;

£78/10.—Oram, 20, Caddington Rd., Cricklewooc
]

don.

1 Q16 Powerplus 7-9h.p. Indian Combinati I

XtF speed, clutch, spring frame, dynamo IJj

horn, speedometer, voltmeter, de luxe sidecffll

tion as new; £80; guaranteed.—Wauchope's^
Lane, London.

"Id 15% 7-9h-p. Indian, guaranteed perfect, '

jX *y frame, 3 speeds, T.'X. bars, speedomete I

starter, etc., tyres perfect, spares, 1,700
"""'"

trial here; cost £78 November, accept £58
Lieut. Till, E.N-A.S., Felixstowe.

INDIAN, late 1911, 7h.p., T.T. clutch colfl

(sporting), splendid condition throughout (Sil

3 up), just fitted new tyres, chains, etc., at I

£8; £35, or close offer; owner called up; seen ail

—62, Pemberton Gardens, Upper Holloway.

INDIANS in Stock.—Latest models, Powerpli|
binations, Sporting Powerplus 3 speeds

Standard 7h.p. overhead inlet combination I

lighting set. The famous 5h.p. 3-speed double I

mount.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmii I

INDIAN, red, Sh.p. Tourist Trophy, 3-speed, I

kick start, 8 months old, only completj
miles, practically Hew Dunlops, 2 lamps, spec I

mechanical horn, usual tools, all in splendid ci I

very fast machine; - bargain, £48.-54, Cli'f

Rochester.

INDIAN. 7-9h.p., De Luxe sidecar {late 1911
—trie light and horn, extra lamp sidecail

ometer, watch, special hood. Triplex wind 8(3fljf

plete spares (including battery and inner tabe!|

(txwls, only done 1,000 miles, unscratehed, and^f
'ally smart; cost over £120. accept £85; appfJuil

Athens, Bowes Ed., Walton-on-Thames.

1%:

r%

A20 AJI letters relating to advertisements fihould auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issuM
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ixion.

N. 2-strok6. 2-speed (Villiera 2V-2i\.v. engina). Jittod

ith Stewnit apeedometer, meohnnical horn, lamps
luenitor, in uice order and condition; cash price

ir oil extpnded payments 2% only extra; deposit

i 12 monthly payments of £1/14/2.-^01. Uhite-

td, Queen's Rd., London, W. [8524

James.
"ES 1916 Combination, 4Uh.p., lamps and horn,

J new; £67/10.-Dun Guy, Weymouth. [8798

IV.S No. 6 Combinations in stopk; no waiting.—
Jolmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, [0829

iMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate. Manchester, have
n stoct complete range of James motor cycles.

[0803
6 James 3Voh.p. Twin, shop-soiled only, complete
with accessories; £58.—Colmore Depot, 31, Col-

Bow, Birmingham. [X4499

5 ^V^h.p. James, S-speed gear, Millford, only done
2,000, in perfect order; 58.—S-purgeon, 12, Ton-
Rd., Maidstone. [8883

.p. James Combination, 3-speed gear, free engine,
and kick-st^rt, almost new, latest model, hand-
turnout; 70 gns.; guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9,

Lane, London. [8844

rES 3'/2li-P. Twin, 1914, 3-speed countershaft,
jand clutch, kick starter, speedometer, mechanical
accessories; £40; called up.-Mitchell, 200, Mai-
d., Brockley, S.E. [8673

.6 3Vi.h.p. Twin James, hand and foot controlled

clutch, 3 speeds, lamp set, not done many miles,
chains, and condition perfect, 95 m.p.g. ; £53.—
aeon Ed., Kingston, Surrey. [X4614

15 2yjh.p. 2-speed James Lightweight, perfect
mechanical order, appearance as new. Brooks
saddle. Lucas lamps and horn, C.A.V". mag.;

gain, £32.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd.,
ingham. [8926

Lea^Francis.
[5 3'/'h.p. Twin Lea-Francis, 2-3pe6d countershaft,
Icick' starter, perfect condition throughout; £41.
ers, Brigade Hdqts., Elveden, Thetford. [8822

Levis.

6 Levis Popular; £32; in stock.—Williams, Chapel
Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X4668

i''IS, 2i4h.p., new, done 500 miles, lamps, horn,
etc.; £25.— S., 41, Ash Rd., Stratford. [8740

TS 2i4h.p. 1915 Popular, all accessories; £21.—
Kingsford, 22, Piatt's Lane, Haaiuitoad. [8812

' Levis, 2V;>h.p., fine condition: will accept £23/10.
rLowe, 80, Sycamore Rd., Handsworth. [8653

"IS Baby, 1916, cost £32. soiled, price £26. bar-
tain.—120, Carolgate Bridge, Retford, Notts.

[8654
MORE Depots. Birmingham and Leicester, for
ielivery of all models of Levis motor cycles from

[0804

riS Popular, new ; special bargain ; cannot re-

iieat : £28 cash
:

gradual payments 2%.—Referee
Co., 332. High Holborn. [0764

IS 1916 Popular Model. 2i4h.p., slightly sliop-
' soiled, special bargain. £29.—Wilkins, Simpson,
0., 11, Hammersmith Ed., London. [8667

:T Levis, late 1915, excellent condition and np-
(Sa-rance, not used during winter mouths; £24, or
jfer.—Tom Karn, 7, Victoria Place, Epsom. [8737

5'/2 Levis Popular Model, thoroughly good through-
,
out, perfect hill-climber, fully equipped

; price
':.; Auto-wheel part eschanga.—136, DalmaUy Rd ,

j)ydon. [8911

lis 2-stToke Motor Cycles, latest 1916 models.—
^^''le London and district agents. Cars and Mntor
es Lttf , 175-177. Shaftesbury Av.. London. W.C
; 1432 Regent. [0711

IS (3), second-hand, 1915, £26, £24, and £22;
.11 perfect, only want seeing.—Further par-
,3 from Geo. Smith, 268, Lavender Hill, Clapham

iDjon. 'Phone; Battersea 1271. [8620

ilSES.-Three Populars, £32, and two No. I's with
^infield gears, £47/10; actually in stock; deferred
yljols by mutual arrangement.—Lamb's, 151, High
.. Mlthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [8711

Lincoln<Elk,
I'DLN-ELK, 1911, 3h.p.. B.B,. Bosch, new tyres,

J'elt; must sell; £14.-397, High St., Lewisham,
E-' [8672

04 3Voh.p. Lincoln-Elk and sidecar, perfect condi-
fs tion, 3 speeds, speedometer, etc. ; £35.—Ford,
^^t., East Grinstead. [X4664
ifc 4i4h.p. Lincolu-Elk and Watsonian sidecar.M guaranteed not done 1,000 miles, as new; £49.
In en. Chemist, Olney. [8900
IIJOLN-ELK, 3Voh.p., 1914, single speed, just

j tiioroughly overhauled, and guaranteed perfect
a©j £20.—31a, Broomfleld Rd., Chelmsford, [X4692

Martin.
T ITIN-J.A.P., 23^h.p., overhead inlet and exhaust
-*- ilv-^s, Amac forced feed carburetter, lamp, horn,
^-"iirtPF, in new condition throughout; £23-—Vin-
I I 'inra, Rugeley. [X4491

GAPAGEr
11

MOTOR CYCLES.
B.S.A., 4\ h, p., 3-speed, all chain drive.

4i h.p., H-«i>eed, ohainand belt drive.

BROUGH, 31 li.D., twin, tf-speed, couiitor-

shatt Bear. Model H.C.
S.V h.u., twin, y-apeed. Model H., T.T.

CALTHORPE.2-atroke, 2i h.p., S-apeed.

2i|' h.p. J.A. P., 2-speed.
ENFIEIiD,2-fltroke, 21 h.p., 2-speed.

Model UO, 3 h.p. twin, 2.speed.

r> h.p. coflch-built Combhiatioii.
6 h.p. Combination, dynamo liKhting.

JAMES, 'J-strolie, 21 h.p., 2-speed.

8i h.p,, twin, 3-speed.
4Hi.p..^-9peed, and James CanoeletS/c
MEW IMPERIAL, 2i h.p. J.A.l^

enKine, 2-speed.
2i li.p.. 2 speeds and clutch.

ZENITH, 3i h.p., twin, w ith Gradua
gear.

SIDECARS.
CANOELET, coaob-built.from 12 gns,
GODIVA. coach-built, from .. 10 gns.
MILLFORD, coach-built, from 10 gns.

EXCHANGES.
We specialise in exchange transactions

and will allow full value for your old

Motor Cycle or Light Car in Part Pay-
ment (or any new one.

"SECOND-HANDS."
The following is a selection
from GUP large stock of
machines of all types:

CLYNO, 191J, G h.p. Combination,
Lucas eleciric liyhtint; set, speedo-
meter, etc £68

O.K., 1916. 2.1 h p., 2-strolce. 2 speeds 30
ENFIELD, 1915, 3 h.p.. lamps aud
horn 40

ROYAL ENFIELD, mr,, 6 h.p.,
Comhinntion, lampH and horn .. 68

DOUGLAS, 1913. 2j,' h.p.. 2 speeds
and Iciclt starter, lamps, horn, and
speedometer .. .. .. .. 34

ZENITH. 19.3, 3'. h.p. .clutch model,
u-ith Gradua cear, speedometer, lu ad
lamp, back lump, and hurn .. ,. 36

JAMES, Iftin, 2^ h p., 2 s rolie, 2

speeds, Lucoj lamp tset, rear lamp,
and horn 33

DOUGLAS, 1912. 2iJ h.p., 2 speeds
andc.lntch 2S

ALLON, lOlo. 2J h.p.. 2-8t.. 2-speed 31
CALTHORPE- MINOR, 191i, 2

h.p. , 2-specd 16
CALTHORPE- J.A.P., 1915, 9ft

h p., 23peed5, headlump, back lamp,
and horn 30

MATCHLESS, 1914, 8 h.p., coach-
built Comhinntion 2speeds, counter-
shift Rear, all accessories .. ..57

MATCHLESS, 1918, H h.p., two
speeds, chitch, aud kick starter, all

accessories 38
2ENITH, I9l.g, 6 h.p., with Gr.iduu

(loar, h.ad lamp hack lamp, horn,
Cowey speedometer, and Canoolet
sporting sidecar 40

ZENITH, 1918, 3i h.p .with Gradua
cear 30

M.A.G.-ENFIELD, 1914, Si h.p.
twin, two speeds and kick starter,
headlieht set, horn, rear lamp, and
coach-built sidecar 42

PREMIER, 1915, .^V h.p. twin.
countershaft three-speed gear, lamps,
and horn 45
RUDGE'MULTL 1914, H h.p.,
lamps aud horu 35

Deferred Payments accepted for
either New of Second-hand goods.

I EASTERN GARAGE Co., |= Official Repairers to =
= R.A.C.,A.C.U.,A.A.&M.V. =
^ 418,Bomford Rd., ForestCate.E. ^
"^ Telephone : 490, East Ham. =
z:z Telegrat-QS : ' Egaraco London.

"

^
r,l

MOTOR

"VrATCHLESS,

8 h.p. Matchless,
c.Tr. tip-top

offer.—Greeuwood,

CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

4h.p., low and fast, all in good fnii-

dition; £11, ofler.-455, York Ttd., WaudBworlh
[8803

2-speed. 2 belts, new coachl)uilt tide-

order, thorough overhaul; £37, nerii

Springbank, Keighley. [i1492

MATCHLESS,
chain drive,

car; £57.—Nowell

1914, 8h.p. .T.A.P., 2-speea, kick start,

lamps, speedometer, comfortable sidi;-

, Handforth, Cheshire. [X4641

MATCHLESS Combination, 1915, 7-9h.p. M.A.fi , 3
speeds, many extras, including Pillion seat, mile-

age 4,260, just like new; £80.—Tarry, 102, High St,
Bromley, Kent. [6807

MATCHLESS, 3-speed countershaft, 7h.p., kick start.

1915 Empress sidecar, accessories; £65; part ex-
changes considered.—" Bvamlea," Clrarlton Kd., Shep-
perton-on-Thames. [£800

MATCHLESS, 1913, 61l.p., twin belt. Lucas head
lamp, Dunlop extra heavy tyre, 2-speed gear and

hand clutch, kick starter, and sidecar; 45 gns.—Julians.
Broad St., Reading. 'Phone 1024. [X4129

MATCHLESS, 1913, and sidecar, 8h.p., 2 gears,'

under 7,000 mileage; owner at Front since 1914;
condition guaranteed, many accessories and spares ; £50
cosh, or nearest ofler.—Williams, Langdale, Hulton,
Essex. [8609

3

Oih.p. Twin Matchless Motor Cycle, 3 speeds, free
J 2 eugine clutch, kick starter, countershaft, new

tyres, lamps, and horn,, in excellent condition, very
fast and flexible; price £38.—John O. Beadle, Ltd.,
Motor Engineers, Dartford. — [0827

Maxim.
MAXIM 4^h.p, Twin, m.o.T., mag., drip feed, Saxon

forks, built 1916, low, fast; £18.-275, Komford
Kd., E. £8728

Minerva.
3,h.p. Minerva, Araac, m.o.i.v. ; sacrifice £5.—George,
4 300, Portobello Rd., Kensington. [8905

8 h.p. Twin Minerva and coach sidecar, 2-speed, fully

equipped, first-class condition; lowest £30.-122,
Napier Rd., Leytonstone. [8776

Moto-Reve.
MOTO-REVE 2i,4h-p- Twin, guaranteed perfect order;

bargain, £10, offers.—Graham, 27, Waudle lid .

Upper Tooting. [8882
Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE 1913 S'/^Ii-P- Twin, Enfield gear,
does 70 m.p.g. ; 26 g"ns., including 8 gallons

petrol.^Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone :

5392. [8840
New Hudson.

NEW Hudson. 1913. 4h.p.. 3-speed gear, clutch, kirk
starter, footboards, with accessories; £29.—Moss,

Wem. [5461fl

NEW Hudson 4h.p. Combination, 3-speed, tick start.

new Dunlop covers, 1913 model; £33.—Chirnev
Harpenden. [8607

1 Q15 6h.p. New Hudson Combination, in excellent
J-i' order, very little used.—Turpins, 22-29, Presto'i

Rd., Brighton. [0716

NEW Hudson, 1913, 3'/2li-P-. 3-speed, and clutch, cane
sidecar; £29; seen by appointment.—James, 257,

Friern Rd., Dulwich. [8892

NEW Hudson, 3Voh.p., 1912, and sidecar, perfect
order, 3-speed, and clutch, new covers; £29/10.—

Jordan, Builder, Staines. [8492

1 Q15 3%-4h.p. New Hudson, coachbuilt sidecar. 3-

-1*7 speed gear box, new condition; feo-; cash or easv
terms.-R. E. Jones (Garages], Ltd., Swansea. [0821

1 Q13 (late) 4h.p. New Hudson and Sidecar, in splenX t7 did condition ; £35 ; take lightweight in part
payment.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.

[883E

NEW liiudson, 2''/4h.p., 3-speed, free engine, clntcii,

kiik starter; sell £25, or exchange with cash tor
higher power.~T. McDonald, 7, Lower Appleton Rd..
Widnes, Lanes. [868:^

NEW Hudsqn, 1913. 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, ki( k
start, in splendid order throughout; £27/10, abso-

lute bargain; sidecar if required.—3, The Mews, Vic-
toria Rd., Clapham, S.W. [8741

NEW Hudson Big Six Combination, 1914^, in splen-
did condition throughout, Lucas horn, lamp set.

speedometer, property of gentleman
;

price 45 gns.—
Bos LI, 822, c/o jf/te Motor Cycle. [8602

-| Q15 2i/2h.p. 2-stroke New Hudson Lightweight,
-L«7 countershaft 2-speed gear, Dunlop tyres, foot-
boards, appearance and mechanical condition as new

;

£32.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [8927

New Imperial.

NEW Imperial, 1915, lamps, horn; £26, or offer —
322, Green Lanes, N. [8721

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1915, single-speed, only run 500;
£22.—Chirney, Harpenden. [8606

NEW Imperial-Jap, latest models, in stock, £38 and
£44/8.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [8336 _

COLMORE Depots, Manchester and Leicester, for im-
me'diato delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[0805
1 tC|16 New Imperial^Jap, 2 speeds, unscratched; must
JL«/ sell; sacrifice £29,-436, Whitehorse Rd., Thorn-
ton Heath. [8700

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEW Imperial, 2-speed, new; special bargain, £36/15
cash: eradual payuients 2%.—Referee Cycle Co.,

332, High Holborn. [0765

"PSJEW Iiuperial, 1915, 2-Bpeed, electric horn, new
-^ ' speedometer, little used, perfect condition; £26.
-Wood, Draper, Steyning, [8763

"VTEW Imperials, latest models in stock; a-sneed, also
-Li kick-starter hand-controlled clutch models.—P. J.
Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X4634
TVTEW Imperials, the handy lightweights, with J.A.P.
-L" engine and 2-speed gear. We are the accredited
agents for Manchester and Liverpool district, and can
offer immediate delivery from stock; extended terms
and exchanges arranged. Call or write.—Colmore
Depot, 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool, and 261, Deans-
gate, Manchester. [0814

Norton.

BIG 4 Norton Combination, S.A. countershaft: de-
livery from stock.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd.,

Newmarket. [8633

"VrORTON, 1914, T.T. clutch model, does 65 m.p.h.,
-L^ 80 m.p.g., top feed B. and B.; 32 gns., including
6 gallons petrol.

NORTON Combination, 1915-16, Sturmey counter-
shaffc gears, coachbuilt sidecar, fully equipped

and perfect, does 70 m.p.g.; 69 gns., including 8
gallons petrol.—Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead.
'Phone : 5392. [8842

O.K.

O.K., 2h.p., 2-speed, good condition; £22.—Bridger.
18, Beaumont Av,, Richmond, [8738

-K., 1914, 2h.p., 2-speed countershaft, in good con-
dition; £19.—Chalklen, Snodland, Kent. CS.4690

1 Q16 O.K., Mark III. open frame, 2-8peed, hand-con-
-*- •^ trolled clutch. Clincher de Luxe tyres, in perfect
order, soiled only; £36.—Robinson's Garage, Green St.,
Cambridge. [8748

P. and M.

1 Q145/ Phelon-Moore Combination, fullv equipped;
XtJ bargain, £59/15.—Abson, 49, Kirkgate, AA'ake-
tield. £^4669

P.
and M., 1912 model, bought new Feb., 1913, 2-

speed, wicker sidecar, only done 7,000; price £32.
—Chirney, Harpenden. [8605

1 Q14 3V2h.p. P. and M., 2-speed, wicker sidecar, in
JL«7 perfect condition; cash or easy terms; £45,—
R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., 'Swansea. [0721

P.
and M., 1913. S^Ah.p., 2-8peed gear, new coachbuilt
sidecar, full outfit, in good condition; £40.—Tuke

and Bell, Ltd., Motor Dept., Carlton Engineering Works,
High Rd., Tottenham, N. [7990

1 Q14 S'Ah.p. Phelon and Moore, 2-speed gear, kick,
J- i/ start, chain drive, Lucaa lamp set, 1 gn. horn,
Cowey speedometer, excellent tyres, engine guaranteed
perfect; £42/10.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
t'ridge. [8745

P.
and M., 1914, condition equal to new, C-oronet side-
car, coachbuilt, all accessories, 3 new spare covers,

2 spare butt-end tubes, one engine chain, 10 gallon
petrol, No. 1, lamps, 2 horns, 1 valve ; £58.—Pickles,
230, Queen's Rd., Halifax. [8769

Peugeot.
PEUGEOT, 6-7h.p., N.S.U. 2-speed, free, Mills-Fulford

side-entrance quick detacbahle sidecar, new tyres

;

£20.—BeaKley, Laurel Av.j Twickenham. [8876
4h.p. Peugeot, mag., 2 speeds, countershaft, handle

starting, all h.b.c, Druids, sidecar with child's seat,
tyres and tubes excellent ; £28 ; seen by appointment.—
82, Pis Rd., Letchworth, Herts. [8880

Premier.
3ih.p. Premier, free engine; £18/10.-Grove, 224,

2 Fore St., TJpyer Edmonton, London. [8784

PREMIER, SVoh.p., T.T engine, perfect; must sell;
£25, or offer.— 101, Tooting Bee Rd., S.W. [8732

1Q14 3V2h.p. Premier, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidebar

;

J-tf £45; cash or easy terms.—E. E. Jones (Garages),
Ltd.. Swansea. [0823

PREMIER, 3V2h.p., and sidecar. 2-speed, free engine,
Lucas lamps, horn, tools; genuine bargain, £22.—

Jukes, 10, Victoria St.. Wolverhampton. [X4332
2ih.p. Premier, 1913, thoroughly overhauled by

2 makers, first-class condition; £16.—P. A. Smith,
Erudiield Villa, Raunds, Wellingborough. [8678

PREMIER, 1912, 5V2h.p., clutch model, a splendid
and powerful machine; bargain for quick sale,

£17/10.-3, The Mews, Victoria Rd., Clapham, S-W.
[8742

PREMIER, 1913, SVyh.p.. 3 speeds, clutch, Canoelet
sidecar, Lucas lamp set, speedometer, electric rear

lamp, luggage grid, Dunlops, Kempshall tyres; £35.—
102, Eleanor Rd., Hackney. [X4605

Quadrant.
3ih.p. Quadrant, 3-speed, clutch model; i£25; guar-

2 anteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
[8848

Radco.
RADCO, 2V:.h.p., 2-stroke. practically new; £17, no

offers.- 14, Dodbrooke Rd., W. Norwood. [8857

1Q15 Radro. 2-stroke, very little used, perfect condi-
J-t?

,
tion; £18/10.-Ellis, The Haven, Wivenhoe,

Essex. . [8762

SOLVE "^W*B*9
YOUR DIFFICULTY. '

JMachines not to be got elsewhere
ofFered ready for delivery immedi-

ately in our
GREAT STOCK AT LOW PRICES,

New or Second-hand, or the

PREFERRED BY ALL, BUT HARD TO GET
ON ACCOUNT OF THE SMALL PRODUCTION.
ALL DOUGLAS MODELS IN STOCK

Whenever possible. Write us if you want earliest

delivery. Also tKe following in stock :

OUR BIG H.P.

FACILITIES 6 Enlield Combination . . 90 giis.

PNARi c 114 ^ Enfield Combination.. 92 „enHDLt us g Enfield, dynamo, Com'n 105 „
TO GIVE 3 Enfield, Mods. 140 & 150 55 „
PROMPTEST 5 Indian, Model B, 3-sp. .£70

nri lucRv 7 Indian, Model G, 3-sp. .£75utLiVbKT
J, Indian, Model C £78

SCARCEST All Indian Sidecars in Stoclc.

1916 MODELS
^j Calthorpe, 2-str., 2-sp. .£32 11

WITH 2I Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed .£37 16

PLEASURE '^ Calthorpe-Jap Comb'n .£70 7

<iinpraR<: ^i Excel?ior, 2-stroke . .
. .£30 16

SIDECARS 2j Excelsior, 2-5tr., 2-sp. .£44 2
OR TRADE 2 O.K. Junior, 2-speed.. £33 1 6

SIDE- 'i O.K. Junior, 2-stcoke . .£25 10

PARRirPS =i " 2sp., M.A.G.£40
CARRIERS. 2j Levis Popular £32
WRITE FOR 2; Levis de Luxe, 2-speed.. £47 10

OUR OFFERS. 2i Diamond, 2-stroke £31 10

IF VOU WANT ABSOLUTELY THE
FINEST VALUE STUDY THESE REALLY
EXCEPTIONAL LINES. ^,*.—

NEW 1915 REDUCED AND SECOND-HAND
MACHINES. THE BIGGEST VALUES ON OFFER.
igi6 INDIAN, 2-stroke, used 30 miles only £47
23 h.p. J914 DOUGLAS, kick start £38
8 b.p. 191J HARLEY-DAVIDSON & Scar £60
7 h.p. 1915 INDIAN Combination, electric,

speedometer, spring frame £66
5 h.p. J916 INDIAN, 3-sp., used 40 miles £61

2 J h.p. 1915 HOBART, 2-stroke, new .... £31 10
2 h.p. 1915 O.K., 2-speed, new £29 10
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke, as new ... £24
3i h.p. HUMBER and Sidecar £28 10
3"} h.p. TRIUMPH, 2-speed .' £18 10
igi6 ENFIELD 180 Coraoination, used few

miles : £84
7 h.p. 1916 INDIAN JPowerplus and Side-

car, as new £79 10
3i b.p. EDMUND, spring frame 138
7 h.p. INDIAN and Sidecar, spring frame £45
3.5 h.p. B.S.A., 191^. 2-spe«d £30
1915 SUN-VILLIERSj 2-stroke £25
3I h.p. TRIUMPH, 2-speed £20
3 h.p. ENFIELD, almost new £44
Another 3 h.p. 1915 ENFIELD, 2-speed . . £38 10
3V h.p. PREMIER £12 10
3), h.p. 1913 RUDGE-MULTI £35
4 h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed £23
^4 h.p. HUMBER and Sidecar £28

ii h.p. igrs LINCOLN-ELK, 2-speed, and
sidecar £36

3l h.p. MATCHLESS and Sidecar £25
1916 G.W.K., automatic lubrication, as

new, very special car £180

ALEXANDER & CO.,
113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH,
272-274, Gt. Western Rd., GLASGOW.

R

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

RADCO. 1915, 2-8tioke, in ftist-clafis condition, hs
used : £18, a reul baigain : ready for the n

owner called up.—B.C., 15, Bridle Lane, Regeot St.,

Rex.

REX, Sy^hp-. wicker sidecar, F.E., Boscli, good
dition.—Jones, 50, Halidou St., Homeiton, N

REX, 1910, 6h.V; 2-sVeed, torpedo -wicker sidi

lamps, etc.;- £18/10.—Toms, Catherine St.,

caster. [J

3ili.p. Res Motor Cycle and 40 gallons of bei

2 £5 the lot.-Motor Broker, 32, Manors C)

Newcastle. £X<

"OEX Twin,. 5-6h.p. T.T., clutch, 1912, condition
-tV running without lault; £21.-14, Dodbrooke
Vv . Norwood. [I

LATE 1912 5-6h.p. Rex Twin, coachbuilt s'ul

£32/10: cash or easy terms.—E. E. Jones (Ciai;

Ltd., Swansea, D

REX 1913^2 6h.p. Sidette, twin, speeds, horn, b
50 m.p.g., heavy Dunlop unpunetured covers

:

Silver, King St., Reading. [

REX 2%h.p. Lightweight Motor Cycle, new nyl

and piston, good tyres, £11; wanted, a Hn
Roc gear starting handle.—Wright, 69, Wellienb
Hull. [X

REX 6h.p. Combination. 1912-13, 2 speeds, tie
gine, handle starting, overhauled and re-bi

last Autumn, scarcely used since, new Kempshall 1

non-skid, spare new Diinlop rubber-studded, new
Bull belt and spare belt, large toolbox on luggage cai

full kit of tools, jack, lamps, horn, in very good c

tiou; £35.-Carter, 101, WeUesley Rd., Ilford. |

Hex-Jap.
EX-J.A.P., 1913, 6h.p., 2-speea, free engine,.,

sidecar; sell cheap.—29, St. Leonard's St,

1 Ql3 Rex-Jap Twin, Sh.p., in fiTst-class condition
JitJ well-made sidecar complete; good lightw
taken in part exchange.— S. E. Neale, Wootton S
Marlborough, Wilts.

Rover,

ROVER, 1913, 3V'h.p., free engine, in nice cond
£25.-6, Warren St., London.

ROVER, SVoh.p., 3-speed gear, all perfect; £3|i
plete.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmaie Row,.*

mingham. {3i

ROVER and sidecar, slightly used; cost £90, i

£67/10.—Cohuore Depot, 31, Colmore Row,
mingham. [3

T.T. Rover, 1916, 3V2b-P-. Philipson pulley,
tools, in condition as new; ^49.—WauchMji

Shoe Lane, London. '*

1 Q15 Rover, countershaft 3-speed gear, perfi
J-*y dition throughout, all accessoiies

;
price.l

"Bowley, H.A.G., Canterbury. ,^

ROVER Motor Cycles, 3-speed countershaft -%

in stock for immediate delivery ; no waitingji

more Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester.

ROVER, 1912-13, 3Vohp. AiTnstrong 3-spee(*

clutch, in excellent condition, enamel and j

like now; £28.—Clayson, 27, Bridge St., Nprthai.

ROVERS in stock for immediate delivery.; ,

.'

countershaft, £66/10; T.T. SVah.p., with"]
son pulley, £56.—P. J. Evans, John Brighf St
mingham. C

ROVER Combination, SVah.p., 3-speed, £5/5 i

meter, 3 lamps, 2 generators, new couditi

spares, Dunlops ; 42 gns.— 9, Gompton Av., Can
Lane, Islington, N.

ROVER, 1914, SVah.p., T.T. model, an exc&
fast and well-preserved machine, good va^

way; approval with pleasure; £56, bargain.-"^
Garage, Bicester, Oxon.

ROVER, 1913, SVah.p., clutch model, complS
set, horn, etc.; £26, no 6ffers; lightwei

exchange.—Geo. Smith, 268, Lavender Hill,

Junction. 'Phone ; Battersea 1271.

IDEAL Sidecar Combiuation.—Late 1913
speed model, guaranteed perfect order -ad

tion, used very little during war, very fast a^
ful; £36- secures this wonderful bargain,-BriM
cester Rd., Chesterfield.

1015 Rover, countershaft 3-8peed, 1.20pf1
Xi/ F.R.S., Watford speedometer, horn, reail

etc., 1916 Canoelet model D4, hood and sere?!

gage carrier, apron, smd wings, . absolutely jl
£65/10.—Lawrence, Builder, Carey St., ReadinfiJ

Royal Ruby.

ROYAL Ruby in stock for immediate delive^l
-with the famous 2V2h.p. 4-stroke JA.P.'./|

countershaft 2-speed gear, Dunlop tyres, etc. ; it'jl

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Biitninghtfflii

19

A22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each

JRudge.

12 3^A'^.v- Eudge, free engiae, good conditioi|

—R. E. Jones {GaragesJ, Ltd., Swansea. -

RUnOE, 3V>h.p.. free engine, cU in good 'coi||

£26, ofler.—456, Yodl Kd., 'Wandswortfel

3ili.p. Eudge Multi, I.O.M. model, late 19W|
2 ometer; £38/10.-47, London St., Gle|l

advertisement, and the date of the jssueial
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The Petrol Allowances.

THE
petrol licences which have been issued

to motor cychsts mean a great curtaihnent

. in the use of motor cycles'. HaU' a gallon

a week is an extremely meagre allowance,

though motor cyclists are lucky in having

the most economical form of motor conveyance

extant ; and they will be able to cover a mileage

which should, if they so desire, equal or even -

exceed that of car owners, who are to have one

and a half to two gallons of spirit allotted to

them' for use during the same period.

Needless to remark, very few are convinced

of the necessity of such drastic limitations, and

consequently motorists do not take kindly to the

new scheme. Many, especially the pleasure

riders,- would have preferred a more liberal

supply during the summer months, even _at the

expense of total prohibition at the end of

September, but this would not have suited those

who ride throughout the year for business or

professional purposes. A certain amount of

rest is absolutely necessary to busy men, and

those who have been lucky enough to take their

holidays before the petrol permits came into

force have been able to journey in a most

pleasurable manner, viz., by road. Now, how-

ever, a motor cyclist must go to his holiday resort

by train, which is not in the interests of economy,

as train fare is much in excess of the cost of

riding a motor bicycle.

A good deal of dissatisfaction exists in the

car world by reason of owners having received

different allotments though their estimated

requirements were the same, and the purposes

for which the petrol was required also tallied.

Among motor cyclists the main grumble is the

very small amount issued, and business men
have good cause for complaint. Commercial

travellers, road surveyors, and tradesmen, as well

as men engaged exclusively on war work, in the

course of which it is necessary for them to cover

considerable distances, have all been treated on

the same level as joy riders. Why, therefore,

were they asked to state the purpose for which

they required the petrol ?

Conserving Petrol Supplies.

A
WEEK or two ago we dealt with the

method of bench testing motor cycle

engines _ at the A.J.S. factory by coal

gas, and suggested that other manufac-

turers might well follow suit in order to

conserve the supplies of petrol. A reader

followed with a statement that every specimen

of a certain aeroplane engine uses up thirty-two

gallons of petrol during its test. We, therefore,

drew the attention of the Petrol Control Com-
mittee to this subject. The reply received from
the secretary is as follows

:

" I "am to express the thanks of the Com-
mittee for the suggestion contained in the

articles in The Motor Cycle of July 13th,

referring to the use of coal gas as an

economical means of testing motor engines,

and, further, for the publicity given to the

suggestion."

Whilst the above is satisfactory as far as it

goes, we would have preferred that the Petrol

Control Committee had been able to state

definitely that it was taking active steps to

bring the matter strongly to the notice of engine

makers. If the suggestion is good, then official

action should be taken without delay. There is

nothing really new in the idea, and no doubt

every engine maker is acquainted with the possi-

bilities of using coal gas. What is necessary is

that the Committee should display sufficient

energy to go out of its way to bring the uses of

coal gas for bench testing engines directly to the

notice of the managers of the largest engine-

making concerns. There are many other

sources of waste into which we need not go,

such as the ceaseless parade of empty lorries

on our main roads which often pass other empty
lorries going in the opposite direction. .It would
not require much organisation for one lorry to

do the transport work of two in cases of this kind.

^^$»i

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the bacl< cover.
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The King of Spain Witnesses a Sidecar Race.
A Well-contesfed 130 Miles Road Event.

Winner of tlie 1 30 miles cliamp:onsKip sidecar race.

A Harley-Davidson machine and Dunlop tyres.

A 130 miles road race for sidecars, held in Spain
on July 17th, was honoured by the presence

of royalty. ' A special stand was located near

the replenishing pits, and H.M. King Alfonso, Her
Majesty the Queen, and some of their children were
present during the race. His Majesty also showed his

interest in the proceedings by presenting a cup, which
was won by a Harley-Davidson team, the riders being
I.liviria, Marti, and Landaluce.

The course consisted of two circuits of the

Guadarrama and Navacerrada course (total distance,

130 miles). This entails two big climbs of 4,500 and
5,000 feet respectively. The starting point was at the

Puerta de Madrid.

ROAD RACING IN SPAIN.

H.M. the King and Queen of Spain

in the Royal box.

The James representative, who, with his wife as

passenger. *' toured " round the course.

There were sixteen starters, and the first man wenti

off at 8.30 a.m. It was a glorious day, and there weret

many spectators. The sun was very hot, and con-i

sequently the race proved a good test for the tyres:;

The Dunl^ps fitted to the winning machines camef

through splendidly. The Dunlop Co. only opened a:

Spanish branch in October, 1914, and, naturally, they-

are pleased with the good showing their tyres are^

making.

The few neutral countries in Europe should, by
reason of the fact that they are able to hold motor
cycle races during the war, produce many good riders

to compete in International events hereafter. We refer

in particular to Holland and Spain.

->-C9(»« <-

Eking out the Petrol.
Six Gallons in Three Months the Standard Allotment.

Petrol Substitutes.
List of Articles dealing with

NOW that every motor cyclist, for whatever
purpose he uses his machine, appears to have
been granted a permit to use six gallons of

petrol in a period of three months, attention will be
more than ever drawn to means whereby this quantity

may be made to suffice as long as possible. Extra air

valves and smaller jets will not be of much use to the

majority of users, who certainly use more tha'n half a

gallon a week ; the only hope for the great majority is

to try substitutes. There are one or two new fuels that

have been placed on the market during the past six

months, and the results of tests with them have been
described in The Motor Cycle. Paraffin has been tried

by many readers, and they have given their experiences

in our correspondence columns. With the adoption
of such severe petrol restrictions it would not be out

of place, therefore, to give the dates of the issues in

which have appeared experiences of users with these

petrol substitutes. It will be seen from a study of

these results that, by careful experiment, it is possible

to obtain nearly as good results as with petrol.

Paraffin and Paraffin Petrol Mixtures.
Febraary 17th, 1916, page 153 May 18th, 1916, page 480.
March 2nd. 1916, paee SIR May 25lh, ,1916, page bU4.
March 23ra, 1916, page ?,RR June Sth, 1916, page 54a.
March, 30th. 1916, page 307. June 15th. 1916, page !j71.

April 13fh, 1916 page 3.'i9. Juna 22nd, 1916, page 5!)2.

May 11th, 1916, page 456.

Spots.

May 25tl , page 501, and June - 1st., page 524.

BinKS. ..

AprU 27th, 1916, .page 399. I Jiine Sth, 1916 rage 533.
May 18th, 1916, page, 465. I

Although not making a great difference, there arii

one or two points that should be watched in order ,i'

avoid wasting any petrol or petrol substitute.
|

In these days every little helps. For instanc^

maaiy machines might take smaller jets with little loS

of power. Extra air devices should be tried if ndli

already fitted, £(nd all leaks avoided. Then it is suii

prising the number of people who do not turn off tlfl

petrol just previous to stopping in order to use \^.

all the petrol in the float chamber, so preventing i

being wasted through evaporation should the machini

be left standing for a time.
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Stranded with Expired Permits.

Imaginative motor cyclists are enquiring what Avill

happen when a rider whose petrol permit is exhausted
pfor the time being gets stranded by the roadside for

' want of fuel, through a petrol leak or through over-

estimating the distance which his remaining supply
will carry him. Obviously, the Government cannot
cater for our ei^rors of judgment or our misfortunes.

If it did, astute riders of uncertain morals would get

Stranded every time they went out, and fall back on
the emergency regulations. We shall have to choose
between chance generosity, or storing our machine in

the nearest farmshed and coming for it when the next
k permit falls due, or carrying a supply of some unotificial

it
fuel, such as paraffin or Binks, on which engines can

1 be started and run if they are hot when the attempt
is made.

A Bonniksen Next Time.

I always believe in keeping on good terms with the

I police, and when one of the local constables accosted

1 me the other day as I was referring to a map, I demon-
1 strated the many novelties on my A. B.C. to him, as -

[
he evidently had a smattering of mechanical knowledge.

;i
Suddenly his eye spotted my Watford speedometer,

i which on all A.B.C. machines is calibrated to 80

I
m.p.h. for reasons which need not be laboured here.

; He looked at me very meaningly, and said, " I see I

must keep a special eye on you !
" I have not owned

a Bonniksen speedometer yet, but unless memory
betrays me, their needles go round and round the dial

ad lib. instead of registering such accusing digits as

"8o." Anyhow, I ask Mr. Bradshaw if he considers

it wise or kind to give his customers away to the police

so completely. I feel quite nervous now whenever I

go put. When I .get my " C " model A.B.C. after

the war, I shall specify a speedometer calibrated in

kilometres, and I can then explain to any too interested

policemen that eight French kilometres go to one
English mile, or some such lie.' It can only be a

matter of weeks before that constable catches me doing

-a mild 30 m.p.h. up our local pimple on second gear
(qi^); and as the exhaust is healthy under those con-

ditions, I am sure to be charged with doing 60 m.p.h.,

and fined accordingly. [Better get one calibrated in

Russian versts, or Greek parasangs ; after the war
some of our police will know what a kilometre is.—

-

Ed.]

Choose your Load Carefully!

The very day on which I perused the special side-

carrier number of The Motor Cycle I viewed a smash
which has a moral. A certain dealer in antiques has

looted his local town bone-dry of Lowestoft, Chippen-
dale, Toiby jugs, Morland prints, and all those other

treasures for which he is accustomed to pay such wee

sma' sums to ignorant owners, and extract such

gigantic cheques from wealthy Americans. So he next

commenced to hunt the local countryside, and found

diat some of the farmhouses and cottages, which had

long remained in the tenancy of one family, were per-

fect treasure houses. After wearing out a pony and

trap,' he invested in a motor cycle and sidecar,

extended his range, tapped new sources of supply,

and kept his window and coffers well replenished. At

last Nemesis attacked him. He had paid his third

visit to a cottage, wherein resided a genuinely antique

old lady, short of ready money, but nevertheless the

obstinate possessor of a glass case of old china which

made his mouth water. Having an old age pension

and simple wants, she was loath to part with her heir-

looms, though ignorant of their value. But at last

war prices began to squeeze her a little, .and the third

call saw Treasury notes pass, and the china trans-

ferred to the sidecar. En route home Quinney took

a left-hand corner too fast. The china certainly looks

older 'than ever, but barbed wire entanglements of

rivets all over its surfaces have hardly enhanced its

value.

Cleanable Sparking Plugs.

Several' correspondents with large boxes of odd

sparking plugs worth a sovereign or two, and only

rei|uiring a thorough clean to restore their pristine

efficiency, eirdorse my demand for a really cleanable

plug. One of them, an electrical engineer, writes very

learnedly of the weakening of the spark due to leakage

over the surfaces of insulators which are not really

filmed with black carbon, but merely stained brown,

or roughened, or becoming porous. He failed to obtain

even a faint spark in air from a pair of comparatively

new 4s. 6d. plugs of the fixed insulator type. So he

took them entirely to pieces, cleaned them meticulously,

in.serted fresh ii^bestos packing, and tested them in a

Wheatstone bridge testing set, when the insulation

proved perfect, and the plugs are now behaving better

than ever. Speaking as an ignoramus in these matters,

it appears to me that the joint- between the barrel and

insulator is merely a compression joint. The amateur

motor cyclist is necessarily truste'd with the main-

tenance of many compression joints, e.g., at his valve

seatings, valve cap seats, sparking plug washers, and

compression taps. Why should we not be trusted with

one more? Is there some abstruse electrical justifica-

tion for the scrapping of thousands of plugs annually

simply because they are difficult to clean ? Or is it

with the plug makers as it is vvith the mustard firms?

The latter make their profits from the mustard we

leave on our plates; do the plug makers reap their

shekels from the soiled plugs which we scrap, because

for lack of detachable insulators it is a fearsome job

to clean them ?

A13
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The Great
Utility of

a Motor
Cycle.

MARKET gar-

deners and trait

growers in all

parts of the country,

and particularly in

the Vale of Evesham,
have long discovered

that the motor cycle is

indispensable to them.

Rapidity of mov^'ment

between their offices and
various plantations,

markets, and railway

stations is essential if

they are to keep up
with the rush of present

day business transac-

tions.

This year, with the

great shortage of labour,

the necessity of possess-

mg rapid means of loco-

motion is more pro-

nounced than ever, but
duruig the last few
months a new factor

has appeared in garden-
ing centres which has
further emphasised the

utility of the motor

(Top) A lady gardener

conveys her employer from
» one holding to another on an

Enfield outfit.

How it Helps
Lady Gardeners.

cycle. The factor is

the advent of the well-

educated town girl,

who from purely
patriotic motives ha.s

thrown herself heart
and soul into the work
of producing and
marketing ^the fruit

and vegetables which
the Vale of Evesham
produces in such large
bulk. 'Without her
help local growers
3vould be unable to

consign to the custo-
mers those delicacies

which are so necessary
for perfect health.

Many of the Evesham
growers occupy land
in various districts,

some lyhig miles from
the town

It is here that the
motor cycle is pecu-
liarly adaptable. The-
push bicycle takes too
much out of one,
especially in bad
weather, to be always
advantageously used if '_

the girl's work lies"

some miles from her
residence. A motor
cycle with sidecar

(Oval) Two lady market
gardeners arrive at the
scene of their labours on
a sidecar.

The Enfield outfit is useful to collect empties. The sidecar being used for canying hampers.
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The Great Utility of a Motor Cycle-

attachment will take two or three workers to their

destination in next to no time, while there is plenty of
accommodation for lunch and tea, and, if necessary,

for the various implements to be used in the course

of the day's work.

Again, the employer frequently finds it necessary to

communicate with another plantation some two or three

miles distant, and what would occupy a horse and
cart half an hour can be done by the lady motorist in

five or ten minutes. And just now the old adage
" Time is money " is more true than ever before. It

not infrequently happens that important packages of
fruit have to reach the railway station quickly, and no
vehicle is quicker or safer than the motor cycle. For
the carriage of empties from one part of the holding
lo another this means of conveyance is most useful and
expeditious. In fact, in every department of the
market gardener's business the motor cycle sidecar

combination is invaluable, and those who have not seen
for themselves the extent to which it is used in the
neig'hbourhood of Evesham would hardly believe that

it has become so indispensable.

AIary Hartley- Smith.

A member of the Doncaster M.C.C.. Philip G. Robinson, who now
holds a commission in the R.F C. The photograph was taken before

Robinson received his appointment, and shows himself and Mrs.
Robinson on their Triumph sidecar With this machine Robinson did

a good deal of Government work previous to joining the R.F.C.

Ho, yus, we 'as our little larfs when business ain't too brisk
;

l""r instance, there's a pal 0' mine 'oo's always on the frisk
A-thinkin' out some new kybosh for pullin' feller's feet,

E diddled Die a dozen times, but Kinky got 'im sweet.

Aye,< pinned 'im on 'is 'ind legs, too, and didn't let 'im go
Until I'd 'ad me little grin at 'ini for once ; wot 'o !

You see 'e tried to be a bit too smart with Kinky Bill,

So Kinky ups and goes for 'im an' puts 'im through the mill.

You may remember 'ow we 'ad a picnic in a ditch

Alonger Black Marias try in' to give us both the stitch.

A good deal went to glory from ole Kinky Bill that day;
Wegatters ain't much use to me—not that sort, anyway.

KINKY BILL (2).

Four generations of Williamsons, of Nottingham, on a Campion.
The driver may be remembered by some of our readers as " Uncle

Sturmey " of T.T. fame, the Sturmev-Ardier gear expert, who died

suddenly some time ago.

The saddle pin was squiffy, so I made a wire noose
To 'old the saddle on the 'oar, and left some 'angin' loose.

With that and other makeshift jobs I gets back to me base,

And there I meets this pal 0' mine, a chap called Funny Face.

Of course, 'e 'ad to 'ave a snack at Kinky Bill and me

—

" Charles Chaplin 'as arrived at last to see the fun," ses 'e.

"Poor Charlie thought 'e do a T.T. stunt an' see it all;

But fell off in a 'hurry when 'e 'eard the bugles call."

" That must 'ave took some thinkin' out," I ses ;
" but any'ow.

This broken-winded motor bike 'as saved me life just now.
"The sillj^ fool," ses. Funny Face, "and is 'e livin' stillt

'Is number's up at last then," and 'e collars Kinky Bill.

'E never twigged that copper wire wliic'n I'd put there to 'old

The saddle tight {and which was 'anging' down, as you've
bin told).

'Well, that was what up-ended IMister Bloomin' Funny JNIug,

The other end of it, you see, got tangled in the plug.

So when, 'e starts the engine up and goes on foolin' round,
Pretendin' to be wild because we got 'ome safe and sound.
One cylinder was firin' and the other 'ad a " short,"

Which sent the current tlu'ough the wire, an' so gave me
some sport.

For on jumped Funny, with a grin—the last 'e 'ad, you bet

—

And caught a most surprisin' shock that 'e won't soon forget.

It froze 'inr on the saddle, fairly stuck 'inr on 'like glue;

'E couldn't move a muscle, and 'e didn't 'ar£ look blue.

" That blots yer copybook," I ses. " Switch, orf, you fool,"

'e shrieks

;

"The perislier's a-sendin' streaks o' lightniu' througli me
breeks."

"I only wish,".! answers back, "that you was in my place

To see yerself, because, lor', you 'ave a funny face."

At that I cracked out larfin' tUl it fairly made me cry

To see 'ow Kinky Bill 'ad abserlootely wiped 'is eye.

I let 'im go at last when my ole 'bus 'ad done 'is worst

;

But Funny Face don't sit down now without a look round

first. • W. W. Abbott.
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HILL-

CLIMBING IN

DERBYSHIRE

SOME members of

the Nottingham
and District

M.C.C. lately dis-

covered a hill in

Derbyshire that had
not previously been
climbed.

Accordingly, a few
days ago a number
of, members journeyed
out and vi-ere joined

at Matlock by some
riders from Sheffield.

The hill starts out of
the main road in

Matlock Bath, and is

known as the " Wap-
pings." It rises
from the level of the

,Derwent to an alti-

tude of over a

thousand feet. The
surface for the first

part, which winds up
among the houses on
the hillside, is made
up of uneven stone
flags, and affords

little assistance to
any rider whose
machins has not good
rubber-studded tyres.

There are several

sharp bends at
1 o w, single - figure

gradients, some being
claimed as i in 3 by
the local inhabitants.

How the Riders
Fared.

Mr. Cohen, of the

S t u r m e y - Archer
gears, was the first to

make the attempt
with a 4 h.p.' Norton
sidecar, but wheel
slip, caused by a
steel - studded back
tyre, brought about
his downfall at the

second bend. Another
Norton rider was
baulked by the first

machine standing at

a corner. Weinstock
(6 h.p. Campion side-

car) conked out on

A16

FREAK HILL-CLIMBING AT MATLOCK BATH.

CTop) J. Richards, on a 6 h.p. King Dick sidecar, just starting. Notice the

passenger seated on the carrier to prevent wheel slip.

(Centre) George Hunt (8 h.p. Campion sidecar) on the first steep stretch. The
main road is seen on the left. The large flagstones do not render the

surface ideal

!

(Bottom) Another Campion rider going well.

AUGUST 3rd, igi6.

y\ New Freak

Ascent discovered
at Matlock Bath.

the first attempt,
though at the second,

without a passenger,

he r e a e h e d the

summit without

assistance.

The sensation of

the day was provided

by Blake, of Shef-

field, on a 2\ h.p,.

chain - driven . Levis

fitted with a Hender-
son sidecar, who
claimed his gear to

be no lower than iit\

to I. Shedding his

passenger, he came at

the hill with a rush,

and negotiated the

bends in brilliant

style. The next climb

was made in quite a

different manner, and
to onlookers made the

hill look qiiite easy.

It was by J. Richards

(6 h.p. King Dick
sidecar), - who came
up from the bottom

at a uniform rate of

speed. The King
Dick pulled slowly

but steadily, having

power in hand all the

way. George Hunt
(8 h.p. Campion side-

car, with Charles
Campion as pas-

senger) next tried,

but failed owing to

being baulked by
,

spectators at the first
j

bend. After a restart
|

at the foot he came i

up in brilliant style. 1

Cohen, who had
;

failed on Bis '.first
-]

attempt, havkig per-i

suaded a friend tc

lend him his back

wheel shod with

rubber-studded tyre,

made the next ascent

;

the result was a fast,

clean clunb. Others

to make the ascent,

were G. Wilkin (Nor-

ton sidecar) and Mc-
Keggie, who made a-
good solo climb on a

3J^ h.p. twin Brough.i
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A Further Selection of Letters from Readers scattered all over the World.

IN
continuation of our practice of quoting extracts

from communications sent to us by motor cyclists

in the Dominions Overseas, we give below a further

collection of instructive opinions and experiences.

The increasing volume of letters which we noAV receive

from the motor cycling fraternity abroad show that

the pages which we devote monthly to airing our

Overseas readers' views are appreciated. A most

interesting letter from Lt.-Col. C. MacLaurin, an

Australian officer on active service in this country,

appeared in our correspondence columns in our issue

of July 20th. This gallant officer expresses the opinion

that Overseas correspondents are much too severe in

their criticism of the design of the British motor cycle

and its capabilities as an Overseas mount. He also is

of opinion that the average road conditions in Australia

are much exaggerated as a rule, and that he has found
many roads in England far worse than the average

Australian ; and adds that not only, in his opinion, are

the best British machines quite suitable for Australian

conditions, but repeats that they are eagerly sought

after, even in spite of the high prices now charged.

The War Zone as a' Comparison.
Bad though some of the roads must be in certain

countries abroad, it is difficult to conceive worse riding

conditions than exist in the various war zones, where
the roads for miles round are pitted and torn with

shells, and churned up by heavy traffic. Despite these

conditions, almost every day we hear of the remark-
able performances and the unfailing reliability of the

British-made motor cycles used by our despatch riders.

Inflated Prices Again.
It becomes quite monotonous in reading through

our Overseas correspondence to notice the continu.al

grumbles which appear, almost without exception in

every letter, about the exceptionally high prices

charged for everything in the way of motor cycles and
accessories by the Overseas agents compared with the

manufacturers' home prices.' The difficulty of obtain-

ing spare parts also seems pronounced. Whilst we can
fully sympathise with our correspondents, we would
take the opportunity of pointing out to them that at

the present time we, at home, are having quite as

bad a time in these respects as they are. Petrol
is almost unobtainable, even at the high price of
2s. lod. per gallon, plus 6d. tax, new machines are

unobtainable, except in very small nurnbers, at any
price, while it means a tiresome delay to obtain spares.

Until the conclusion of hostilities such difficulties are
bound to be encountered, and Overseas riders will

have to be well satisfied if they are able to purchase

British motors and accessories at all, but we all look

forward to the better conditions that are sure to exist

both at home and Overseas after the war.

Spare Parts.

Mr. F. S. Davies, Calcutta, India :
" My great

grievance is the difficulty in procuring spares. I con.sider

tliat when a local firm undertakes the agency of any
motor cycle it should be compelled by the manufacturers to

keep in stock a complete range of spare parts. One does

not buy a motor bicycle to have it laid up for two months
while one waits for an exhaust valve and spring or tappet
to arrive from England. Machines should be non-rustable
for Indian use, as in the monsoon it is impossible to get a

machine dry at all for weeks. In Central India the roads
are composed of pressed murram, or fine gravel, which
clings and binds, and in a ride after rain the gravel clogs

the guards and acts as a brake, bringing the machine to a
standstill."

Confined to a Fifteen Mile Radius.

Mr. J. C. DcNLOP, Jalpaigure District, India :
" I am

quite a keen motor cyclist, but the facilities for such a

pastime are not very favourable here. Roads are rather

narrow, with very stiff hills in places, and one has to keep
to the limits, of a sub-district, where fifteen miles is about
the average run."

Unreasonable Prices Charged by Agents.

Me. H. F. Pooley, Bassein, Burma :
" Advertisements

are of little use to Overseas riders unless manufacturers
state the prices of the articles they wish to sell. An Over-
seas rider is not always in a position to wait months before
getting a reply, and then a further long period before the

SIDECARRING IN NEW SOUTH WALES.
Scott and A.J.S. outfits photograplied on a piece of good road

near Sydney. The Scott belongs to a soldier and the A.J.S. to

Mr. Cunningham, of Petersham, Sydney. In sending us the photograph
Mrs. Cunningham tells us that the A.J.S. has given great satisfaction,

it being often used for lengthy tours, when it carries herself, husband,
and two little children.
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article required arrives in the' country. . . . The system
in vogue for buying macliines in this country is seriously at

fault, and the sport is being very much hampered by
unreasonable prices being charged."

Spare Fart Difficulty.

"B.W.," Cape Town, South Africa: "In this country
we have many grievances, .an important one being the

question of spare parts, which as a rule one has to wait
for, say, two months while the agent, who has not got the

part in stock, has to write to the manufacturers for it. If

the manufacturers in England when they appoint an agent
insisted *on that agent stocking an all-round range of spare

parts, all parties would be satisfied, and it would tend to

increase the sale of the particular machine."

Riding Conditions in New Zealand.

Sapper P. V. Thomas, New Zealand Engineers, Christ-

church :
" Coming away from New Zealand, and landing

in England for the first time, the first thought is what
splendid roads you have in comparison with ours. What roads
I liave seen around Devon and around Birmingham have
been very good indeed. I should say that if one wants
bad roads one has to look for them. The country here seems

trip from Dunedin to Christchurch is a most uninteresting

ride of 240 odd miles. Just a few slight rises in the road, and
one goes for miles without touching a lever, and can see road,

road for miles ahead on the plains. The only thing to

break the monotony of the ride is the water races for

irrigation. .purposes, which cross the road every few miles

These will break more th^n the monotony if one gets

careless, as one soon learns to one's cost. Our roads are

rough, and in many places unformed, even our main
roads. In winter they are in many places unrideable. S'o,

compared with our roads, I think that home readers have
little to complain about. There are always plenty of sheep,

cows, and cattle wandering about the roads, too, and
arguments.are plentiful. We generally come off second best."

Water Splashes.

Mb. J. W. Stmonds, South Grafton, N.S.W. : "Rims
require to be strong for the roads here. I recently saw a
man nearly killed by the wheel collapsing; he was riding a
nearly new machine along an ordinary country road at a
very moderate speed, and the wheel collapsed without a,

moment's notice. During a day's journey on the Australian,
roads a rider has to run tlirough many low lying creeks 12iii.

to 18in. deep running across the road> which ofteni cause a
lot of magneto trouble if this instrument is set too low. The
American machines seem to be getting a hold in these parts

chiefly, I think, on account of their
low prices."

Agents' Charges.

"A.A.F.," Sydney, N.S.W. :
'* The

motor industry, fruitful a source of
Overseas trade as it may seem, is being
literally starved and kept baclj in what
would be a race of progression by the
greed of the agent. Prices are out
of all proportion to values. Repairs are
difficult to get properly and reasonably
executed. For instance, .1 was riding
my machine along a main street on a
dark night when I hit a projection in

the shape of a sewer main cover sticking
up from the crown ^f the road, which
cracked the crank case. I sent the
crank case half to a welding specialist,

and a crack 2^-3in. long was filled at a
cost of 17s. 6d., and the job is not
oiltiofht."

[-4 fuTther series of extracts from our
overseas mailbag will be 'published

next month.—Ed.]

CROSSING A SOUTH AFRICAN DRIFT.

A 3| h.p. Rover sidecar negotiating a difficult

stretch during a tour by a party of East London
motor cyclists to the Perie Mountains, fifty

miles away. We wish to thank IVIr. H. T.
Medefindt, of East London, for the photographs.

greener and has more vegetation than in
New Zealand, taking itij'mile for mile.
Here in England one never seems to be
really in, the country. Just when you
think things are looking peaceful and
countrified you run into another small
town or village. Go to New Zealand,
branch off the main roads there, and
before you know where you are you are
miles from anywhere or anybody. The
contrast is most marked. Your roads are
more interesting than ours. There are
more turns and scenery, more to keep one's
mind occupied, so naturally more enjoy-
ment derived. We certainly have scenery

—splendid scenery—natural bush, rushing
river, and in many cases no bridges. The

Hand-power temporarily replaces the petrol engine.
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starting or stopping, climbing or
coasting, cornering "hairpins" or speed-
ing on the straight^on muddy macadam
or smooth wood—this non-skid Avon is always on guard. If

conditions create a tendency to side-slip or wheel-race that any
tyre can stop, then the " Combination " will stop it every time.

And it is stronger^—heavier—more durable than any motor
cycle tyre yet manufactured. Note the extraordinary depth of.,

tread, with the reinforcing layers of rubbered canvas extending
down the walls, and the three-ply casing with two plies round the

heads. No conditions are too severe for this cover and no work
too heavy.

Type.
For

Machines ir r 2V 2r 2J" to fit

2r
3"

Up to 8 h.p.

Up to 5-6 h.p.

'Big' Models

Up to 5-6 h.p.

Up to 4 h.p.

Up to 2J h.p.

2-strokes, etc.

do.

17/4
12/-

14/10
6/11

22/s
19/3

14/7t

16/6t
7/2

MI-
SS 1-

38/6
24/9
21/2

16/9
18/2
8/3

49/6
55/-

41/3
26/9

9/4

57/9

44/-

29/6

9/4

60/6
S9/9
48/4
49/6
31/4

10/2

Combination

Three-ribbed * . - -

Stonehenge

£)[-uid

Lightweight 3-rib . . . •

Lightweight, studded.

.

Endless Tube** ..

* For high-powered machines with motor rims. Also made 650x65 at 4-0/- and 43/8.
t 24X2 12/-. J24X214./10. ** Dbme ends 2 /3 per tube extra.

^

Ir

fe

^«

i

Full illustrated Cataloffue free from

—

Avon India Rubber Co., Ltd., 19, Newman Street, Oxford Street, London, W.
Depots—Manchester, Birmingham, Glasgow, Bristol. Newcastle, Nottinghsun, Aberdeen, Swansea, Paris

1,000 Agents bold stocks. Ample supplies available.

In aTiswering this advertisement U is desirable to jnentian "The Motor Cjjcle.'^
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CORNERING.
To be able to corner at speed with
safety is an important matter, as well

as a pleasurable feeling, and special

provision for cornering is made in

the Dunlop rubber studded non-skid
motor cycle cover. In addition to the

main rib with its large and effective

staggered studs, there are two side

ribsjoutofwhich project smallerstuds
which, if the tyre is properly inflated,

just touch the road and no more.

Should, however, there be any cant
on the tyre due to cornering they
come into action more strongly, or
should the road be very bumpy they
touch harder and more frequently,

and in extreme cases the side ribs also

come into action strongly, thus form-
ing an increasing non-skid accord-
-"" to the necessities of the case.

DUNLOP
RUBBER CO., LTD.,
Fonodtrs of the pBeamatic Tyre Indnttrr,

Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM.
LONDON— 146, Clcrkenwell Rd.,
E.G. Branches—Coventry, Nott-
fngham, Manchester, Newcastle,
Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool,
Glaseow, Dublin, Belfast.

The Dunlop rubber studded non-skid motor cycle tread.

B4
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WHY THREE WHEELS?
Some Considerations which led to the Adoption of Certain Distinctive Features

of the Scott Sociable.

SOME surprise exists that sidecar lines

of construction have so far influenced

the design of the Scott three-wheeler,

described in last week's Motor Cycle,

that it might aptly be set down as a

sidecar outfit built as one unit, and the
question, "Why three wheels?" is per-

haps a natural one. It might be answered
by another question—"Why four?"

It may be depended upon that the
ingenious inventor of the Scott three-

wheeler chose the right-angled triangular

position of the wheels for very good
reasons, and in the following article we
intend to deal with some of the peculiar

advantages of this interesting vehicle.

The Advantages and Disadvantages of the

Sidecar Outfit.

We have in the sidecar outfit a vehicle

which, although unmechanical, has
thoroughly established itself and with-

stood the ordeal of severe road test. Its

disadvantages are : Difficulty of obtain-

ing perfect alignment owing to its un-

mechanical design ; exposed and uncom-
fortable position of the rider ; the neces-

sary strength can only be obtained by
piling on weight, so that it is a good
deal heavier than it need be ; if the
vertical alignment be correct the sidecar

is apt to lift on corners ; difficulty of
rear springing.

Details of the internal expanding

brake. The exterior diameter

is Sin.

In spite of these significant defects it

has proved a very desirable type of

vehicle as evidenced by its popularity,

while it has the following distinctive

qualities to its credit : Economy, un-

equalled mobility, speed, simplicity, and
cheapness of production. If, therefore,

we can remove the former objections and
still retain the latter good qualities, we
clearly have a machine which will meet
a popular demand.

It must not be thought that because the

sidecar is unmechanical other vehicles

following on the same lines are necessarily

so. The sidecar outfit is unmechanical
because it is a combination. Its imper-
fections arise from the fact that the frame
of a motor cycle, which can be ridden as

a single track machine, does not lend
itself to withstanding the lateral strains

imposed by a sidecar, and the necessary
degree of strength is obtained only by
stiffening up certain members so that
they will resist stresses which they are
badly placed to bear.

In the Scott three-wheeler the inventor
lias followed sidecar construction only in

so far as its advantages lie. He has pro-

duced a machine designed throughout as

a three-wheeled vehicle. It is neither a
combination nor a compromise, and thus
lateral strength has been obtained with-

out adding weight, while the various

other disadvantages of the sidecar combi-
nation have been avoided.

Strength ot Triangular Structures.

Sidecar construction was adopted not
simply on the strength of the sidecar

having proved a success, but because the

design offers certain peculiar advantages.

A ^ B C.

Strength of triangular structures.

Foremost, the three-wheel construction
naturally adapts itself to a triangular
framework, and a triangle is' stronger for

its weight than any other design. It is

stronger than a rectangle because a
rectangle needs to be braced, whereas a

triangle is braced in itself. Referring to

the accompanying sketeh, it will be seen
that there is nothing to prevent a

rectangle assuming the shape shown at

A under severe strain, unless it be braced
- as shown at B. It is then no longer a
rectangle but a series of interconnected
triangles. Though it contains double the
number of tubes, it is no stronger than
the triangle C.

A triangle cannot be distorted unless
one side be lengthened or another short-

ened, and, therefore, if triangular con-

struction be properly applied it may be .

regarded as indestructible.

The Scott frame consists simply of a
series of triangles, so placed that the

tube lengths are subjected only to direct

compression or tension. Consequently,
no amount of overloading can cause the
frame to buckle. Breaking point is

reached only when the strain becomes
sufficient to destroy certain members by
coanpressing them endwise, or by pulling

them in two. As a comparison, an ordi-

nary darning needle may be capable of

suspending a heavy weight in direct ten-

sion, whereas a side strain (such as that
imposed on the main members of many
sidecar outfits) of small amount would
be suflScient to snap it. To apply the
simile further. If the needle be held
vertical, and prevented from bending by
a surrounding framework, it will be
capable of resisting a surprising load in

direct compression.

Here we have the fundamental law of
triangular construction. A triangle can
be destroyed, but in whatever direction
the destructive force be applied it cannot
be distorted. It was largely because the
three-wheel design adapts itself to tri-

angular construction that this form of

design was adopted in the Scott Sociable.

Why not a Tricycle?

On the face of things it may appear
that tricycle construction would be the
more correct, but such design presents
no advantages and numerous disadvant-
ages. In the first place, the tricycle is

End view of ScoU power unit, showing the

induction pipe connection and universal joint

for propeller-shaft.

Steering design of Scott sociable.

difficult to balance and to steer at high
speeds, while this does not apply to the
sidecar. It presents difficulties in the
distribution of weight as regards the
power unit, it demands the transmission
of a four-wheeler, while giving none of

the advantages of the right-angle three-
wheeler. It is a design which many
times has been adopted and many times
abandoned. The sidecar has proved
advantages, whereas the tricycle has not.

One great advantage in having the
steering wheel more or less in alignment
with the driving wheel is that this

system renders it possible to retain the
full advantages of the caster wheel effect

of motor cycle steering. The Scott was
first designed as a machine gun carriage,
and our illustrations show it as it has
since been developed on the lines of a
touring car. As a machine gun carriage
it was particularly necessary that the
vehicle should retain the mobility of the
sidecar outfit—that is, that it be capable
of turning, "under steam," in extremely
narrow compass.
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Why Three Wheels7—
The Scott three-wheeler can turn in

a circle with the sidecar wheel as a

stationary pivot—a state of affairs

arrived at by adopting the principle of

motor cycle steering. The pin on which
the axle of the wheel pivots is set at

the same angle as the steering head of a

motor cycle, so tliat if a hne passing

through its centre were produced up-

wards, it would pass through the steer-

ing head on the corresponding single-

track machine, and, by so doing, the

castor action is still retained.

The Question of Weight.

It is interesting to note that the

framework of the Scott chassis weighs
less than the framework of the Scott

motor cycle and sidecar outfit. As a

second interesting comparison, the power
unit (which is an excellent piece of work),

complete with gear box (an integral cast-

ing), magneto, radiator, etc., weighs
approximately 20 lb. less than a modern
6 h.p. four-stroke power unit with its

corresponding components.

Nut and Bolt Fixings.

It was explained in last week's issue

that the frame consists of a number of

eye-headed tube lengths, secured by
means of nut and bolt fixings. The
advantages of this system are as follow :

Should a tube become damaged, it is

not necessary to submit the whole frame

*^ s^

Ôrdinary tube and telescopic spare tube.

for the brazing in of a new member.
One or two telescopic tubes are carried

as spares, and in a few minutes the

damaged member can be removed and a

telescopic spare substituted. The nut

and bolt fixings are considerably cheaper,

and permit of a higher degree of acces-

sibility than would be possible if brazed
junction lugs were used, and after

severe test it has been found that the

joints do not work loose. They are not,

indeed, so likely to do so as the nut and
bolt fixings of sidecar connections, the
frame being more rigid, owing to the

scientific construction.

No Brazed Junction Lugs.

The distress of the brazer detailed to

oraze up the Scott fi-ame by the use of

junction lugs would be pathetic, and so

would be the distress of the man
paying for the lugs ! If ordinary junc-

tion lugs were used, the frame would
be difficult to make and costly to pro-

duce. Mox'eover, the brazing of com-
plicated junctions is dangerous, as the

risk of burning the tubes cannot be
avoided. One burnt tube may mean a
broken frame, but perhaps cost of pro-

duction is the most important point.

The independent tube system is cheap,
'convenient, and enormously strong, while
it represents the bedrock of simplicity

as regards construction. Given the
necessary bundle of tubes, any novice
could build up a Scott frame simply by
reference to a plan.

b6

The lolding steenng wheel ot the Scott,

sociable.

Single Driving Wheel.

The fact that only one wheel drives

may be criticised, it being argued that

the design lends itself to a two-wheel
drive. The disadvantages of the latter

system, however, especially as regards
cost of production, far outweigh its

advantages.
The weight of the fully loaded Scott

outfit is 5-5 cwt., or approximately
half that 'of the alternative four-wheeler,
and therefore the driving wheel is

doing but half the work, while it carries

less weight.
The possible disadvantage of uneven

wear of tyres is reduced to a minimum
by the design of the quick detachable
and interchangeable wheels, which is

such that the task of changing round
the wheels is a perfectly clean under-
taking, while it occupies less than two
minutes per wheel.
A real advantage of the one-wheel

drive is that it renders it possible to set
all road wheels at a slight rake. Every
sidecarist knows the advantage gained
in steering, etc., by having the machine
leaning slightly away from the sidecar,
so as to counteract the camber of the
road. By setting the wheels at a rake,
not only is the steering improved, but
strength is gained, while it gives longer
life to the tyres.

Advantages.

Summing up, then, this novel three-
wheeler offers the following advantages :

Framework practically indestructible,

owing to its triangular construction. No
brazed junction lugs. Nut and bolt

fixings, which permit of any tube being
removed, and its place temporarily taken
by a telescopic spare. (Should it be
desired to re-enamel the frame, this can
be done piecemeal.) The vehicle occupies
less room on the road than the alter-

native four-wheeler, it is lighter, and
consequently much faster on hills. It

costs less than half to produce. Sprung
fore and aft. All wheels set at a rake
and offset from frame—instantly detach-
able and interchangeable. All working
parts enclosed. No transmission adjust-
ments. Substantial mudguarding and
ample tyre clearance. Hand starting
from the seat. Car comfort and control.

RECEPnON OF THE SCOTT
SOCIABLE.

AS was to be expected, tremendous
interest has been aroused by the
description in the last issue of

The Motor Cycle of the new three-

wheeled Scott sociable. Within a couple
of hours of the paper being on sale, a
wire came to the Editor asking for the
name and address of the manufacturers.

AUGUST 3rd, igr6.

and Friday morning's post brought a

batch of letters on the subject. Every-
body does not think alike on any one
matter, and consequently it is not sur-

prising that there is one adverse
criticism. This comes . from a private

motorist (cycle and car) of ten years'

experience, who, whilst appreciating the
excellence of the mechanical features,

says " the Scott sociable is horrible,"

referring to its exterior appearance.
The following, is typical :

" I was
very much struck with the description

of the Scott three-wheeler in this

week's Motor Cycle. It embodies points
which for some time I have longed to

see embodied in one model. ... I

should like to place an order for one
of the machines as soon as they Will be
available."
The Scott Engineering Co., Ltd., have

received quite a batch of enquiries,

though, as a matter of fact, Mr. Alfred
A. Scott, the designer and builder, is not
now at the works named, but is consult-

ing engineer to the Scott Co. One man
offered to go to the works at Bradford
straightway and pay for a machine if

he could have one.

On- July 13th we described a new two-

stroke lightweight Grandex machine,
which has a new design of frame on the

lines of the increasingly popular straight

tube type. The bore and stroke of the

Precision power unit fitted to this

machine are 64x70 mm.=225 c.c.

The road from Johannesburg to

Durban, S.A., appears to be as attractive

to record-breakers as those separating

Melbourne and Sydney and Launceston
and Hobart, Australia. .It is 470 miles

by road from Johannesburg to Durban,
and the best time at present by sidecar

is 18h. 51m., while solo time (Indian
lightweight) is 19h. 59m. Several

attempts have been made to lower these

times, but without success. A Douglas
rider is reported to have done it in 19h.

Ij^'^a'inscz:'

The new 3J h p. Quadrant power unit with

vaporiser fittol to induction pipe for use of

paraffin. (See next page.)

J^
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The Quadrant "After the War" Model.
Many Departures from former Design. A Useful Paraffin Vaporiser.

New model SJ h.p. Quadrant with sloping top tube. This particular machine is fitted with a vaporiser, the design of Mr. T. Silver,

enabling the engine to run on paraffin. The tank containing the petrol for starting purposes will be noted beneath the saddle.

IV/E speak of an "after the war"W model, but our readers will join

with us in the fervent hope that

it may prove to be a 1917 model. At
the present time many motor cycle firms

are using what little time they can spare

from munition work to get improved
models on the stocks, and, no doubt, the

motor cyclist of the future will derive

much benefit, indirectly, from the experi-

ence gained on war work when the makers
are able to return to their regular work.
We have been able to inspect and make

a short road trial of an entirely new
model, now well past its experimental
stages, from the works of the Quadrant
Co., Lawley Street, Birmingham.
The frame has been redesigned, with a

top tube sloping direct from the head.
This necessitates a broad tapering tank,
which held one and a half gallons of

—

not petrol, but pure paraffin when we
tested the machine, but of that we will

speak later.

A Smaller Engine.

The power unit is of the usual sturdy
type associated with this firm, but of

smaller capacity than formerly, 85 ram. X
88 mm. bore and stroke, nominally 3i h.p.

The valves follow the usual Quadrant
practice, the inlet being situated behind
the cylinder, and the exhaust on the
right-hand side.

The transmission is all-chain through
a B.S.A. thi-ee-speed countershaft gear,

with foot-operated clutch and kick
starter. A new silencer is fitted across
the frame, made up of two cylinders

enclosed iij an aluminium expansion
chamber, with outlets on either side of

the centre chamber. The M.L. magneto
which is to be fitted follows well-known
lines, and is made by jNIessrs. Morris and
Lister, of Coventry. The carburetter is

the popular Amac, and, assuming that
petrol is used, excellent running is

certain ; it served equally well with
paraffin as the fuel. This machine, with
its attractive appearance and power
amply sufficient for sidecar work, should
soon gain a big reputation when it comes
on the market, as we hope it will

shortly do.

The Use of Pure Paraffin.

Mr. Tom Silver, who is responsible for

this machine, had experiences in the- use

of heavy fuels in the early days of the
motor industry. Now the increasing
difiiculty in obtaining petrol has led him
again to experiment with paraffin as the
"moving spirit." He has perfected a

small addition to the ordinary carburetter

by which it is possible to run any
machine on paraffin only. It consists of

a cylinder about four inches long by two
inches diameter placed round the inlet

pipe with a connection to the exhaust
port, so that some of the hot gas passes
around the induction pipe and heats the

sprayed paraffin sufficiently to cause it

to vaporise thoroughly before reaching
the cylinder.

Vaporiser fitted to new single-cylinder

Quadrant for runnmg on paraffin. Position

of small petrol tank will be noted.

r

For starting purposes a small tank of

petrol is carried neatly set in the frame
under the saddle. A pipe from this tank
joins the pipe from the main tank just

before attaching to the float chamber.
A few minutes' running on petrol and
the induction pipe is sufficiently warm
for the change to be made by turning
off the petrol and turning on the paraffin.

The taps are conveniently placed, so that
this can be done from the saddle whilst
riding. We may say that we were some-
what sceptical, but a short trial dispelled

all doubts of the ability to run on
parafiin only.

The warming process took from one
to two minutes, but less might have been
sufficient, and when the change was
mad" it was difficult to detect any differ-

ence in the running.

Easy Starting.

When the engine had warmed up to

the normal we were able to stop and
restart by paddling off, not once or twice

by luck, but many times, without the
slightest difficulty, the engine firing

within a couple of yard% of the start

every time. No appreciable difference in

power was noticed, but we had not the
opportunity of testing it on a good hill.

Knocking seemed absent, although we
deliberately attempted to make it knock.
There are certain points to be re-

membered : To allow sufficient running
on petrol to warm up the induction pipe

thoroughly ; to turn off the paraffin and
tuin on the petrol a short distance before
stopping for any lengthy period, so that
the float chamber shall be full of petrol

with wliich to restart. When these points

have become habitual running on paraffin

is as easy and cei'tain as on petrol.

Many of the disadvantages of paraffin

result from incomplete vaporisation, but
it is claimed that as this heating system
produces complete vaporisation, the
faults of diluted lubrication and conse-

quent wear in the bearings, dirty engine
and exhaust, etc., are entirely absent.

The FaralBn Vaporiser shortly to be .

Placed on the Market.

Any make of carburetter can be used ;

a longer induction pipe may be neces-

sary, also a larger jet may be required.
On the trial machine Amac jets Nos. 29
and 33 were used. The vaporiser can be
fitted to any engine with very litCIe

trouble, and should soon justify its cost.

This vaporiser is fully protected, and
we understand that Mr. Silver is en-
deavouring to put it on the market at

the earliest opportunity. Motor cyclists

who are interested are advised to com-
municate with him direct. We nope £0
make a more exhaustive test of both the
new Quadrant and its economy device in

the near future.

-
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THE GI\EAT UTILITY OF THE MOTOR CYCLE. WHY THREE WHEELS ? (lUus.)

SATURDAY'S H.Q.C.D. HILL-CLIMB.

'JlME TO liGHT I^nP5
"SUMWEK " TIME,

Aug. 3rd 9.14p.m.

„ 5th 9.11 „
„ 7th ... ... 9.8 „
„ 9th 9.4 „

Petrol Secretary's Allowance.

Mr. W. Cole, the secretary of the

Petrol Committee, is a motor cyclist, and
has, we understand, allotted himself

petrol at the rate of half a gallon per

week for three months.

Petrol Allowances.

Some misapprehension may exist as

to the manner in which the six gallons

of petrol allowed to each motor cyclist

for the months of August, September,
and October may be obtained. Motor
cyclists cannot get the six gallons just

when they please ; it is stated on the

licence that ,not more than two gallons

can be purchased in any one month.

The H.Q.C.D., A.A. Section.

The letters H.Q.C.D. stand for the

Headquarters Central Detachment Special

Constabulary, which is a body of

motorists working voluntarily for the

Metropolitan Special Constabulary. Their
work consists in being on duty during
night raids, calling up special constables,

and making themselves generally useful

on such occasions. Motor cyclists for

this duty are urgently wanted, and should
apply to Mr. Bartleet, A.A. and M.U.,
Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, W.
Petrol is provided for this work. Volun-
teers must be members of the A.A. and
M.U.

P-^

An American Appreciation of the late

Admiral Arbuthnot.

Mr. W. H. Wells has been good
enough to show us a letter he has
received from Mr. George M. Hendee,
the head of the great Indian concern.
Mr. Hendee writes: "I read in The
Motor Cycle of the death of Sir R. K.
Arbuthnot, and I can well imagine your
grief and sorrow at losing this most
noble exponent of motor cycling."

Brighton Road Users' Note.

The Automobile Association states that
the road between Shalford and Guild-
ford, vid Quarry Street, Guildford, on
the Brighton Road, is closed owing to a

subsidence. The road is likely to be
closed to traflBc for some time. The
alternative route from Guildford to

Shalford and Brighton is vid the Ports-
mouth Road to Peasmarsh, and then
turn left to Shalford.

Despatch Riders in the Somme Fighting.

"The despatch riders are a constant
source of wonder and admiration. Their
missions are often of the most perilous,

and the mortality among them has been
considerable. Behind the lines one sees

them all day and everywhere, pounding
along on their motor cycles, soaking wet
and cased in mud, or, in dry weather,
covered with dust and grime, so that
their features are quite indistinguishable,

somehow threading their way through
all the blocks and intricacies of the
traffic, among horses and guns and lorries

and columns of marching men. And
at night, wherever one is, in the still-

ness or through the noise of the guns,
somewhere on the nearest road the cease-

less purring of their machines goes on.

Individually, I presume, they sleep
some time. Collectively, they never

stop, the constant playing of their

shuttles going on day and night through
all the complicated fabric of the moving
armies." (From The Times, July 27th.)

Mr. Joynson-Hicks on Petrol.

At the annual meeting i<( the A.A. and
M.U. held last week, Mr. W. Joynson-

Hicks, M.P., chairman of the association,

referred to the waste of petrol in the

Services. He said that all motorists wera
prepared to pay their share, and even

more than their share, of taxation for

war purposes, but they were entitled to

demand that the authorities themselves,

particularly the Army and Navy, should

be as economical as they possibly could in

the use of petrol. Mr. Joynson-Hicks
went on to say that there was no lack

of petrol in the world ; all that waa
needed was more transport to get it over
here.

Returns to his Old Love.

Mr. Oscar Hedstrom, whose name will

be known to thousands of our readers
by reason of his prominent connection
with the Indian motor cycle, has returned
to the Hendee Manufacturing Co. after

an absence of three years. Mr. Hed--
strom built the original Indian, and ha
was identified with the development of

Indians from 1901 to 1913, when ha
retired to take up farming in • New
England. But his great interest in

motor cycles continued too strong, and.
he has returned to his old love. He was
the originator of the laminated springing
for motor cycles, and the designer of the
Indian Hedstrom carburetter, which,
excepting for the addition of a pilot jet,

has remained practically unaltered for

seven or eight years. Mr. Hedstrom was
born in Sweden, and went to the United
States when a child.

! I

MEETING A RED CROSS TRAIN WITH SIDECARS.

A suggestion made in this issue that sidecars might be used to convey slightly wounded men from ambulance trains to hospitals in order to

save petrol is seen being carried out in this picture. It was taken at Coventry on Friday last, when a batch of Rudge sidecars met an

ambulance train and conveyed some of the Tommies to a local VA.D. hospital. Mr. V. A. Hoiroyd is on the extreme right.
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Methods of Road Repair.

We have received information tliat

three steam rollers are at work on the

Yelverton-Plyraouth road. This is wel-

come news, but at the present time those

responsible for the work are making
themselves unpopular by leaving fifty

feet of heavily metalled road unrolled and
unlit at night,

An Irish Wounded Soldiers' Run.
The popularity of sidecar outings for

wounded soldiers has spread to Ireland.

A few days ago a number of Belfast

motor cyclists took about two dozen
soldiers from local hospitals to Millisle,

Co. Down. The weather was delightful,

and the men thoroughly enjoyed them-
selves. Another outing is being arranged.

Motor Cycle Manufacturer Wounded.
Lt.-Col, Charles E. Scott, formerly a

director of the Scott Engineering Co.,

and the brother of Mr. Alfred A.
Scott, the two-stroke expert, is, we
regret to hear, at present in hospital

at the base rather badly wounded, but
it is hoped that he may soon recover
snfficiently to enable him to get home.

Paraffin as a Fuel for Two-stroke Engines.

We are informed that a reader has been
rmining his Radco two-stroke on paraffin

with great satisfaction. He obtains a
better consumption and a higher average
speed (twenty-four miles per hour as
against twenty). He now uses the oil

tank to cany petrol for starting pur-
poses. This is connected with the induc-
tion pipe, and when a little petrol is

injected the engine will start easily.

After about five minutes' running the
machine will start on paraffin. Our corre-

spondent mixes a little saltpetre with the
paraffin to reduce the carbon deposit, and
uses a thicker lubricating oil.

Some little while ago a member of our
staff made some experiments with paraffin

on a Clyno two-stroke, and found it

to be quite satisfactory. Both these
machines used the petroil metliod of

lubrication.

pT@Ig((J€ILE

Week-end Events in this Issue.
The centre pages of this issue of The

Motor VyU are devoted to the H.Q.C.U.
hill-climb, held at Pebblecombe on Satur-
day last. The Motor Cijde is the only
journal dealing descriptively and pictori-
ally with week-end event.s in the suc-
ceeding issue, and thus regularly provides
its readers with first news.

No More Petroi at Fishguard, Patchway,
or Pilning.

The Great Western Railway notify
that it will be found necessary upon the
exhaustion, on or about August 31st,
of the petrol supplies on hand to
suspend the arrangements by which
motorists are able to replenish their
petrol tanks from supplies at Fishguard
Harbour Station, after conveyance of
motor cars and cycles from Ireland by
the company's boats, and at Severn
Timnel Junction, Patchway, and Pilning
Stations, after the conveyairce of cars
and cycles through the Severn Tunnel.

The Admiral Arbuthnot Trophy.
The following donations have been

received at the time of going to press.
Donations should be sent to the A.C.U.,
83, Pall Mall, S.W!

Auto-Cycle Union £5 5
Royiil Automobile Club .. .. 5 5
S. Bettiuann, Esq 5 5
S. G. Frost, Esq., E.F.O. ..550
The Hendee Manufacturing Co. .. 5 5
The Gloria Company 5 5
Messrs. Ilifle and Sons Ltd.

(Proiirietors of The Motor
Cycle) 5 50

"Motor Cycling" 5 5
Messrs. Pbelon and Moore. Ltd. .. 5 5
The Triumph Cycle Co 5 5
JU. J. Sehulte, Esq 5 5
Messrs. Godfreys, Ltd 2 2
Messrs. Joseph Lucas, Ltd. .

.

2 2
J. R. Nisbet, Esq 2 2
G.W.K., Ltd 2 2
Eev. E. P. Greenhill 110
H. P. E. Harding, Esq 110
B. T. Lang, Esq 110
J. W. Orde, Esq 110
J. Simmonds, Esq 110
Otto Thomas, Esq 110
A- W. Torkington, Esq 110
W. H. Wells, Esq 110
E. M. P. Boileau, Esq 10 6
M. C. Breese. Esq., R.F.C. .. 10 6
Geoffrey Smith. Esq 10 6
H. Johnson, Esq 5

Total to date £76 7 6

A sidecarist, with a convalescent Scotch soldier aboard, crossing the swing bridge over the

canal at Aldermaston. Photographed during the course of a run for wounded soldiers

organised by Basmgstoke motor cyclists.
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North London Wounded Soldiers' Run.
Mr. H. J. Carter, 383, Green Lanes,

Harringay, N., tells us that he is

forming a club for the purpose of
giving wounded soldiers sidecar runs
on Sunday afternoons. North London
motor cyclists who would care to co-

operate should write to iMr. Carter.

After the Work has been Done.

We read in the daily press that the
principal motoring organisations held a

joint meeting last week, and resolved ou
joint action in connection with the petrol

supply question. It was also resolved to

offer assistance to the Petrol Control
Committee. It seems rather late in the
day, to put it mildly, to offer such
assistance. The following bodies were
represented : R.A.C., A.A. and M.U.,
C.M.U.A. and S.M.M.T.

Benzole and the British Government.

According to reliable information which
has reached Lord Montagu via Denmark,
the Stettiner Co., of Germany, lias

already erected eleven to twelve large

coalite plants to increase the supply of

benzole. Year's ago, practically all the

British automobile journals urged our
own Government to move in the matter,

but without result. Everybody now
knows how, at the eleventh hour, the
sale of benzole was prohibited, and the
whole supply taken for high explosive

shells. Had the output of benzole been
encouraged, there would probably have
been no shortage of motor spirit to-day

for military or civilian purposes.

Where are we?
There are rumours—and they may be

no more than rumours—that there is an
ample supply of petrol in the country
for all pui'poses, and that the present

restrictions are simply due to the Govern-
ment having the idea that th6 use of

petrol encourages extravagance, and
thus desires to force economy upon the

nation. A Colonial firm, we are informed,
has offered to supply 4,000,000 gallons

of motor fuel per month and eight tank
steamers to ensure delivery. We hope
that the Government will accept the

offer. The price quoted is llfd. . per

gallon free on board at a Canadian port.

Petrol Substitutes.

With the forthcoming great petrol

restrictions, motor cyclists are already

beginning to experiment in earnest with

other fuels of various descriptions.

Many enterprising garages are already

stocking, and are able to supply in

either large or small quantities, white

oil, which is a highly refined kerosene.

When mixed with a small proportion of

ordinary spirit excellent running is

obtained, and if starting is effected on

petrol the fuel can be used neat. If,

however, it is to be quite satisfactory,

some sort of vaporiser is required ; even

a properly designed hot air intake makes
a difference. This week-end we had a

most satisfactory journey on a Scott

running on half petrol and half white

oil. The consumption was better than

on pure petrol, and the running perfectly

sweet. Starting from cold was the only

difficulty, and this was made easy by an
injection of a little petrol into the

cylinders.
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A SPECIAL O

Lieut. 0. C. Godfrey starling Frank Applebee (Indian)

MILL=C
An Inter-squad Cori

WHEN you see S.C. on the 1

of a sidecar do not think
these letters are*the well-kn

abbreviation for this type of vehi

They stand, of course, for Spi:

Constable. Now these partic

specials, who organised an impron
and informal hill-climb on Pel-

combe Hill, near Dorking, on Ss'

day, consider themselves somewhat
of the ordinary, as they have a

special duty to perform, namely
tear round London on raid nights

call up their colleagues who don

possess motor cycles. They belon;i

the A.A. Section of the H.Q.C,

lately commanded by Mr. Ch;l

Jarrott, now Capt. R.F.C., and at i

sent commanded by Mr. C. Tempe:-

The idea on Saturday was to

an inter-squad hill-climbing comn

tion, each squad of six men \

designated by the day on whicli

members are on duty. As there

many novices as far as competia

are concerned, though each squad li

sisted of six men, five only couii:

so that one failure should not dej'

a squad of its chance. The rei

were worked out on The Motor I

formula.

Numerous well-known faces weii

be seen. Mr. George Reynolds
the time at the summit of the hill,il

Mr. W. H. Wells at the foot. Ai\

the competitors we noticed E. Gwi
(Indian) ; D. S. Kapadia, of the 1

M.G. (Rex sc.) ; R. M. Brice,

veteran sportsman on a 6 h.p. J.j

engined Vindec, which is a prw

tion of Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd.t

Charlesworth (Zenith sc.) ; and B
Applebee (Indian). Among the oft!

at the start we noticed 0. C. Gpdi
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j-lREClREAT:
ilPebblecombe Hill.

jbc.-Lt. R.F.C., who is just com-
r his sick leave, and Mr. H. W.
|tt, chief inspector of the A.A.
. of the H.Q.C.D.
jthe men had a flying start. The
ansational climb was made by

If
Applebee, who showed the

ikrs just how it should be don£.

^5 time he rounded the first bend
ijs going so fast that he had"to
it.

lieciding the winning team, the
[nances of the best solo and
i: combinations were taken, and
.fierence between the average of
.itype was added to the sidecar
hes. On time the results were

:

I
SOLO MACHINES.

i^der and machine. Squad. Time
fpplebee (7 Indian), Thursday ..

llesworth (6 Zenith), Friday .. +3Hec
line (7 Indian). Wednesday .. ^-5 sec.
' SIDECAE3.
der and machine. Squad. Time.
ardy (8 Zenith), Wednesday ..

.:. Frasetti (7 Indian). Monday ., +2? eec
ihite (7 Indian), Wednesday .. +31 sec.

1 fastest solo machine beat the
I sidecar combination by 8|s.

(LA EESULTS (subject to conflrmation).
Solo Machines.

1 esworth (6 Zenith), Friday
l)!!iee (7-9 Indian). Thursday.
Hora I3V2 Rover), Friday.

Sidecars.
illiams (6 EnfieldJ, Tuesday.
>Serd (6 Enfleld), Wednesday.
ardy (8 Zenith), Wednesday.

1 inter-team contest, for the cup
^ed by Sgt. E. A. Miles, was
the Wednesday squad, with the

ay squad second. The winnino-
onsisted of F. H. Jefferd (6 h.p.
sc), F. A. Hardy (8 h.p. Zenith
T. White (7 h.p. Indian sc), L.

le (7 h.p. Harley-Davidson sc),
Gwynne (7 h.p, Indian).

FOIS THE HoOoC

Competitors appreciated the shade at the starting point

i^S" .•':'>y-.i ag'>>j?—'y>' "'K-t.a«»^t<»y? ''^"^-•^V <g..^ ? >'»^^i ^^'^
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
Youths of 18 now Accepted. Next Week's Arrangements.

THE" fact of youths of eighteen years
of age now being accepted for the
Motor Machine Gun Service ha-s led

to an increased number of applications
for this popular section.

On Tuesday this week at the Recruit-
ing Office, Coventry, and yesterday at
the Recruiting Office, Nottingham, a
number of men were examined and
accepted, for service.

Central Office for Motor Machine Gun
Service :

Mr. Geoffrey Smith,

19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

Particulars of enlistment and a form
for filling up may be obtained on appli-

cation to the address given on this page,
but it is not necessary to write. Those
readers who conform to the conditions of

enlistment mentioned on this page, and
who are ready to join up at once, may
attend any of the inspections named.
Recruits coming to Coventry proceed
either the same day or the next day to

their training centre.

A list of jecruits accepted prior to the
new regulation admitting youths of

eighteen years of age is appended

:

Dean, L. W., BinniDgliam.
Evans, M., Brigg.
CTOOdaid, N. H., Eastboiixne.
Goodwin, J., Normacott.
Maclennan, A., London.
Matthews, J., Coventry.
Paton, H. S., Templetonlinrn, N.B.
Roberts, O. N., Pwllheli.
Short, E. W., Sherborne.

In the case of recruits living at a
distance a free railway warrant will be
issued if the applicant will take the
trouble first to get examined before the
Medical Board for his district.

The amended conditions of enlistment
in the M.M.G.S. are given hereunder:
ExPEKiENCE.—At least one year's motor

cycle or car driving experience.

Age.—18 to 40.

Enlistment.—For duration of the war.
Medically Fit.—For general service

or for garrison duty abroad.
Pay.—Is. 24d. per day, all found; the

usual separation or dependants' allowance.

Applications.

In applying for enlistment into the

M.M.G.S. letters should be as brief as
possible, and should mention :

(1.) Age.
Experience.

If called lip.

Whether fit for service Overseas.

Date applicant could join up.

Next Week's Inspections.

Next week Mr. Geoffrey Smith will be
at Coventry and London in order to
examine and accept suitable recruits as
follow :

Coventry.—The Recruiting Office,

Little Park Street, Tuesday, August 8th,
2.30 to 4 p.m.
London.—r/ie Motor Cycle Offices, 20,

Tudor Street, E.G., Saturday, August
12th, 2 to 4 p.m.

(2.)

(3.

(4-

(5.

H. E. Walker writes from the Argen-
tine Republic to the effect that he is

leaving for England at the beginning of

August in order to enlist , in the Motor
Machine Gun Service, as he has noted
from The Motor Cycle that this section
is open for recruits. Walker is an
assistant ranchman, but had one and a
half years' motor cycling experience in
England before going to the Argentine.

DESPATCH RIDERS AT HOME.
THERE are many motor cyclists at-

tached to the A.S.C, M.T., in

different parts of England, and it

is always as interesting to hear of their

doings as it is of those Overseas.
Among the men stationed in the S.E.

A.S.C., M.T., DESPATCH RIDERS IN ENGLAND.
Names left to right : Cpls. W. Pratt (Douglas) and Taylor (Triumph), L.-Cpl. Shepherd

(Douglas), Cpl. Wood (Indian), and Pte. .Jordan (Douglas).

Cpl. Eric Williams riding his med-cal

officer's Brough.

district of London is that well-knowi
rider, W. Pratt. He tells us that he 1^^

charge of six men, and they all get \

good deal of London riding. Occasional!;!

a run with a convoy to another camp ii

another part of the country cOmes as

pleasant change. Cpl Pratt is muol
struck with the increase, since the war
of the number of careless riders am
drivers on the roads, and says that hi

ERIC WILLIAMS CONVALESCENT

WE had another opportunity a fs*

days ago of meeting Cpl. Erai

Williams, who is now rapid_
completing his recoveiy at Edmonti^i
Hospital. He is in good hands thoSi

and great interest is naturally talS^

in him, as many of the medical offic^

are motor cyclists. At the hospital -thei(

are two Villiers machines, a Brougl
(belonging to Maj. Taylor, R.A.M.Cl
and a Radge. _3

Williams had very interesting storM
to tell us of the recent fighting. Thao^
to lessons learnt in previous attempts'*)

advance, the motor cyclist has not tlii

hard work to do he had in the past, awi

is now used as a reserve means 4
communication. Williams's post at l4i

beginning of the offensive was in a dug:

out at the end of a communicatioli

trench, his machine leaning against ^
parapet, and only once had he to calSj

a message on his Triumph, which, ^3
the way, he had converted to suit w
own tastes.

B14
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters sbould be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and I'ddress.

Is it in the Air?

i Sir,—Regarding your article on American high-speed
I racing in the issue of July 27th, we should suggest that

f over the pond they must employ some method of their
i own of measuring miles. One can hardly expect the public

i
to take such published speeds seriously, and, if so, it

j

obviously puts our own racing men and machines in this

I
country at a very low level. J.H.

Spring Flames and Fieak Hills.

Sir,—Regarding Mr. Robinson's letter dealing with spring
frames for freak hill-climbing, I might say that I do not
doubt "Ixion's" abilities. What I say is that Stoney-
thwaite Rake is an exceptional hill, and will surprise most
motorists when they see it. Seeing that he believes so much
in the spring frame for freak hill-climbing, I should esteem
it a. great favour if he will let me know (if he would like
to try his spring frame on Stoneythwaite Rake) when he
intends doing so, as my friends and I will surely be
there to watch him. J. G. BETHWAITE.

Petrol Permits.

Sir,—From this week's Motor Cycle I gather that all

niotor cyclists, whatever their use of machine, have been

;

given a licence for only two gallons of petrol per nurnth.
i That is my own case. My work is in no sense "private
riding," much less "pleasure riding"; it is entirely in the
service of the Missions to Seamen, which is at present doing
a very large work amongst the naval men—in fact, a well
recognised "war object." I have to travel extensively, and
quite often in country places difficult of access by railway.
In my form I filled in my name, and added, "Represent-

ing the Committee of the Missions to Seamen," explaining
also that my riding is entirely for the society. My average
i.s 700 or 800 miles a month, and I asked for twelve gallons
of petrol per month. It is nothing less than a scandal that
such treatment should be accorded to a purely professional
use of a; motor cycle. (Rev.) F. C. LEES.

Sir,—I have been notified by the Petrol Control Com-
mittee that my supply of petrol for the next three months
is restricted to six gallons. I am wondering why we were
asked to give an estimate of our requirements at all, as all
the motor cyclists in my district seem to be allowed the
same quantity, irrespective of the type of machine they
ride, or the purpose for which it is used. The owner of
a lightweight,' riding fifty miles per week for recreation,
who asked for eight gallons, is given six.

I am a commercial traveller, employed by a firm in one
of the reserved occupations, averaging 250 miles per week,
mostly on business in connection with Government work,-
and I also am permitted to have six gallons as against my
estimate of thirty-six gallons. This is not much more than
15% of my requirements, whereas a firm which lets cars on
hire is granted 50% of the quantity requested." I have,
no doubt you will be inundated with complaints similar to
this, and I hope to hear shortly that the stock of petrol has
accumulated to such an extent that a further allowance can
be made to genuine business riders.

I might also mention that I am a special constable, and
in the event of air raids have undertaken to give the neces-

sary warning over a very scattered and hilly district. This
entails a journey of about thirty-five miles, and may have
to be undertaken twice in a night. My half a gallon of

petrol per week will not do many of these trips.

ROBERT J. COSH.

Sir,—With reference to the petrol question, a man at

Wood Green has received a permit allowing him to purchase
288 gallons of petrol in the three months. He is a builders'

merchant, and is connected with firms on munitions, and
does carting for them by liorses, etc. His application was
granted because he said the carting was of national import-
ance, and he held a motor car in reserve, and would not
take the petrol unless obliged. I have seen the permit.

MOTOR CYCLIST.

[The foregoing are but a selection of the many letters of

complaint received from readers against the action of

what has come to be known as " the most unpopular com-
mittee " yet formed in connection with the war.

—

^Ed.]

Costly Spare Parts.

Sir,—In reply to a letter from R. Logan, Botany, N.S.W.,
in your issue of April 6th, 1915, as N.S. Wales agents for

J. A. P. engines and spares, we beg to state that we have
had J.A.P. valve caps always in stock. Mr. Logan could

not have applied to us for the line. Our price for making
a J.A.P. valve cap would not exceed 5s.

Mr. Logan's advice that British manufacturers should
insist that their Overseas agents carry large stocks of

spare parts, in a similar manner to the American firms, is

amusing, inasmuch as the agents in this State for British
motor cycles, notwithstanding the difficulty in obtaining
supplies from Great Britain, carry ten times the quantity
of spares carried by the agents for American motor cycles.

In support of this statement, we send you separately our
lists of J.A.P., Triumph, Rudge, and New Hudson spares.

BENNETT AND BARKELL, LTD.,
Sydney. J. Baekell, Managing Director.

[The list referred to is very complete.

—

Ed.]

Storage Space required for Sidecars.

Sir,—The attention you so frequently give in your paper
to sidecar combinations makes them appear very attractive

to the novice, but there is one matter that does not appear
to have been dealt with, viz., the overall dimensions of
combinations and what the minimum storage space required
is. No doubt this varies with different makes. Can the
sidecar be readily detached froin the machine, for it should
pack closer in this condition ? It would be very interesting
to know into how small a space the separated parts can
be readily packed, for many of us have very little space,
and the possibility of keeping a combination at all depends
upon its going into a certain space and passing through
restricted passages, so the question of dimensions is rather
important.
Your article upon cleanliness, in The Motor Cycle for July

13th, reminds me that I have frequently seen lightweights ia
which tha footboards are so low that with the silencer ia
front of tha engine the exhaust gases pass over the foot all

tha tim«. H. EDGAR PARKER. 1

Bii

L
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Petrol Waste.
Sir,—The photograph of the A.J.S. testing room in your

issue of July 13th is most interesting. If gas can be used
successfully for testing purposes, why should it not be used
jn the road? There would surely be plenty of possible
methods : we have had compressed acetylene in cylinders
for lighting purposes a good while now. It would be very
interesting if the A.J.S. Co. could tell us how long an
engine of given capacity can run on a unit volume of gas.
I have heard that thirty-two gallons of petrol are used to
test each aeroplane engine of a certain well-known and
excellent make. Would it not be " some " saving if they
used coal gas?
The experiments of Mr. Barthorp with steam motor cycles

sound interesting. I should like to help him if he lives
fairly near my home (Wolverhampton). I may say I have
used "flash" boilers in model power boats.
"H.M.'s" sidecar body designs are very shapely and

attractive; but, as he is going in for "something better,"
why does he not place the centre of weight of the body and
passenger directly above the sidecar axle?

H. S. V. ADDENBROOKE.

A Juvenile's Motor Cycle.
Sir,—Observing in your issue of July 20th an interesting

illustrated description of "A Motor Skicjcle," I would like
to make a few suggestions which, to my mind, would improve
and add to the safety of such a novel form of mechanically
propelled juvenile two-wheeler which might replace the
present juvenile bicycle.

Firstly, a miniature two-stroke engine capable of attaining
about 15 m.p.Ii. maximum speed should be made (such an
engine would run quite well and smoothly, since it seems
these engines are more efficient in the smaller sizes) ; quite
a simple three-port type would be sufficient, and this should
be mounted on the back wheel instead of the front, as Mr.
Maina has arranged. I believe that, in Mr. Maina's design,
there would be some peculiar "over-balancing" effects when

turiiing sliarply round a corner due to the position that the
engine would be placed in, since it is a fixture to the end
of the steering column, so to speak. The engine would be
run on petroil for simplicity, or a sump cast, on the crank
case, which would be arranged in such a manner as to lubri-

cate the engine automatically. Of course, a reducing gear
would still be used from the engine to the back road wheel
to obtain the suitable ratio. The saddle should be mounted
in a column, wliich could be carried upwards from the back

'

portion of the frame with a tie rod to the frame steering
head, as shown in the rough sketch appended. The above
suggestions, I believe, would bring this invention of Mr.
Maina's quite within a practical form, and it could then be
placed within the hands of elder juveniles, say, between
twelve years and sixteen years of age, aftei- which they would
be quite capable of handling the modern up-to-date junior
motor cycles. I should say that such a machine could be
made and would sell somewhere in the neighbourhood of
twelve or fifteen guineas—perhaps cheaper when catering for
quantities.

,
NEWERA.

Dust.

Sir,—Almost every motorist will have experienced riding
behind some vehicle which ha's been raising a goodly cloud
of dust. Whenever any of us have imdergone it for either a

Bl3

prolonged or short period it has created a good deal of

annoyance. Apart from the aggravation caused therefrom,
I wonder how many motor cyclists liave considered how
injurious this is to one's health.

Most of us are acquainted with the properties of dust,
inasmuch as it ofttimes fills up the gauze protecting the air

inlet of our carburetters, etc. In the same way, it finds a
resting place in the nostrils and back of the throat, and
anyone suffering from catarrh of these membranes will surely
know that it is not good for them.

I am quite awa-re that motorists do not go about with
their mouths wide open in the face of a cloud of dust; but,

even so. Nature does not provide us with a respirator or

some complete protection against this evil, as evinced when
one happens to glance at one's countenance after a good run
on a dry day, and observing that dirty black line on one's

lips, and the gritty feeling in one's mouth.
I know that motorists, as a rule (andi I am no exception)

object to adorning themselves with any more wearing
apparel than at present, for I am afraid that, when fully

equipped, we motorists present the appearance of liighway-

men, but I firmly believe that motor cyclists should protect

themselves, when occasion arises, -against the dust evil. If

there wei'e some simple combination made to prot;?ct the

nose and mouth as well as the eyes it would certainly find

favour with hygienic loving motorists.

I hope this will not alarm any of your readers, as I once

heard a medical gentleman laughingly define dust as being

clean dirt, JOHN BELL.

American Motor Cycles.

Sir,—One of the questions we shall all be asking after

the war will be, " What machine shall I buy ? " and I regret

to say my answer will be "An American." I feel I can

claim to be patriotic, but still my patriotism is not proof

against the clumsiness of the average British heavyweight,

and for many reasons I would not dream of using a light-

weight. For too long have we been content to pat ourselves

on the back and point to our wonderful 3^ h.p.

singles, but British manufacturers seem quite

oblivious to the fact that to some people a

single-cylindered engine is anathema. I have
owned fifteen machines during ten years' motor
cycling, and I always make a point of trying

every machine I can, and now I would never
ride, willingly, any but a four-cylinder bicycle.

The T.A.C. showed promise, and I am sure

it would have had a very big sale, had it been
shortened and lightened, but it was unfor-

tunately over-developed into a 10 h.p. water-

cooled affair. The average 8 h.p. twin of

British make is a most impossible solo machine..

I have tried a great many, and all seem to be
first-class skidders, and the makers have got

that particular weight distribution and steering

angle that make a machine thoroughly un-
comfortable to ride. My last machine v/as a

7-9 h.p. spring frame Americ&n-made bicycle, and was a
perfect joy to rid.^,, either in the open or in traffic. I will

not enlarge on its merits, except to say that I feel

it is an unfortunate fact that no machine made can
touch this 1916 model. One cannot help feeling that
the outlook for British manufacturers wiU be a desperate'
one soon unless they bring their machines up to date.

Already the Colonies are demanding Americans, and willing

to pay more for them, because th.ey know they are the most^
suitable for rough work. It is time that the motor cycling '.'

press plainly told manufactm-ers to get out of the rut of.

the present conventional design. In the meantime, can any-',

one question the following statements? j

The American has produced tlie^first practical rear sprung

;

frame.
j

The American is the first to standardise electric lighting,^

The sole four-cylinder bicycle is of American manufacture. \

Big tyres and big wheels are of American origin. ':J

H.M.'S. . H.E.R. :

[Though we publish the above letter from a naval motor j

cyclist, his views must be somewhat isolated, and we think";

it well to dissociate ourselves from some of ^he opinions.,

expressed. "H.E.R.'s" experiences of British twin-i
cylinder mounts were obviously unfortunate, and he haS:^

a treat in store !

—

Ed.] " '^
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Where the Motor Cycle Wins.

A. Press Photographer—
\4r. j. Edge, of Liverpool—tells in " The

Motor Cycle," June 29, of how he beats his

'ivals, who rely upon trains and cars, by

tsing hi.IS

ZENITH

The BIG " 8 " ZENITH, " Clutch and Countershaft

"

type, with Kick Starter, Positive Locking Clutch, longest
Belt Drive, and the Infinitely Variable Gradua Gear.

Read what he says of his machine

:

An Appreciation of a Reliable Mount.
This is my second Zenith. The iirst, a 6 h.p.,

served me well for two and a half years. Then I

exchanged it for one of the latest 8 h.p, machines,

which I received last June, and since then I have run,

mostly with sidecar attached, 2,700 miles. The
original belt is still on, and looks like new. The back
cover I took off at 1,850 miles, and had it re-

rubbered by Bates at a cost of about 12s. The
original plugs are still in the engine, so beyond oil and
petrol (the latter=7o m.p.g.) I have had no other

expense. In the last fourteen years I have had at

least that number of machines, but the present is

proving the most satisfactory of the bunch.
Mercurial.

Models from 3| to 8 h.^.

Catalogue with pleasure.

ZENITH MOTORS, Ltd.,

HAMPTON COURT, ENG.

WIRE LTD.

LONDON

Fit

Motor Cycle Tyres
and experience reat " tyre

comfort." They are made
on generous lines, and show

an increase of 25% Air

Capacity. Withal they are

the most economical, be-

cause, after all, " the best

is really the cheapest."

Wood-Milne, Ltd., Preston,

wire—"Comfort, Preston.

'

'Phone—Preston 413.

LONDON : Msnchester Avenue, E.C.

Wire—"Bytnming, London."
Phone—City 4797.

Binnmgham. Leeds. Manchester.

Bristol. Belfast. Dublin.

Glasgow. Etc.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." BX9
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The Food Drink which promote
fitness and efficiency is

«<

HORLICKS
MALTED MILK

A glass of Horlick's is always the best invigorator. Taken
before a ride it wiU give strength and endurance, and after

strenuous exertion there is no better pick-me-up. At all times

it gives and maintains fitness and stamina, and is especially

useful to men on Active Service.

SUPERIOR TO TEA, COFFEE, COCOA, AND BEEF EXTRACTS.
READY IN A MOMENT WITH HOT OR COLil WATER ONLY. NO COOKING.

Served in Hotels, Cafe's, and Railway Refreshment Rooms

Also available as delicious food tablets to be dissolved in
the mouth. Relieve hunger and thirst and prevent fatigue.

Supplied in Sterilised Glass Bottles, at 1/6, 2/6, 11/-, by all Chemists and Stores
1 be Tablets also in convenienE i-ocket blaska ac 6d. and t /- each.

liberal sample of either powder or tablets sent post free for 4d. in stamps.

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK COMPANY, SLOUGH, BUCKS, ENGLAND.
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinHiiiiiiiilii

THE DUNHILL M.C.
JACKET & OVERALLS
AS SUF>r>I.IED TO H.M. COVER NIMIENT.

Planned on the saddle, so to speak, the garments com-
bining smartness with perfect ease and freedom.

.Built of Paramatta Twill of the finest- Proofing, and quite

impenetrable to wind and rain.

The quality is unequalled anywhere for the price.

GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY
WATERPfiOOF.

PRICES :

Cheapest quality Jacket (belt extra)

£1-1-0

Seatless Trouser Overalls

Best Quality : Jacket with belt

£2-2-0

Seatless Trouser Overalls £1-4-0

Dunhills,
Ltd.,

359-361, EustonRd.,
London, N.W.

2, Conduit St., W.

42, Lombard St.,E.C.

Manchester

:

90-92, Cross Street.

Glasgow

:

70, St.Vincent Street.

THE BELT FOR RUDGE, ZENITH, PHILIPSON^,

GRADO, BRAMPTON, or ANY GRADUAL GEAR.J

SPECIAL OFFER.
1"

I"

28/- 30/-
H"
34/-

li"

36/- USUAL PRICE for SB

22/- 24/- 26/-
-- , SPECIAL PRICE
JSal" for any leuctli up to aft.

Pins 8d. Postase.

EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS. \"1 cannot give even an opproxiraation of the mileage belt iias_i(

done, as I tide, more or less, every day, w later and summer. Sinceo
I have had the belt I have twice toured the Lake District (it having-'S
taken me over Hooister and Kirkscone), once through Derbyshire andj
North Wales, end once through South Wales and Somersetdiire ; also3
to the South and West of Scotland. A lot of my riding is done over

j
the Yorkshire Moor and Coast roads." J

"Having tested your belt and given it a good trial I think it only "J

right to let you know the re?ult. Since I tc'ok up motor cyclingj^'.

eight years ago. T have had nothing bat trouble with belts—slippin*,
''

stretching, and short life r since U'^ing the ' ZiLLA ' I have been quite
free from all belt trouble. Anyone using a Rudge-Multi or othef j
variable geared machine should not hesitate but use a 'ZILLA' andja
say good-bye to other makes." '3

Take the advice of experienced riders and order at once. 4

Address a.11 communications to—
The ZILLA PATENT BELT COMPANY. LtdJ
101, Great Western Street, MANCHESTER!

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention '' l^Jie Motor Cycle,"
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editorr " The Motor Cycle,'*

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not must He accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are

urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Two Sparks at Once.

Please tell me how I can fit

IqI
two plugs to each cylinder of my

1 7 7-9 h.p. road racing Indian. I

LiJ have tried fitting an extra one
in the compression tap hole, but,

I although the engine will fire quite

i
evenly on either of the plugs, it will

; not fire on both at once. The magneto
! is a Bosch. I tried both at once by tap-

i

ping the high-tension lead.—H.S.C.
|The only way y,ou can obtain a spark at

|both sets of plugs at once is by fitting a
double pole plug in one of the orifices in

each cylinder, or a special magneto.
Special plugs are made by Messrs. Lodge
tor this purpose. Using two plugs at

Dnce may cause somewhat difficult starting

jmd a tendency to knock at low speeds.

Water in Jet.

I have a 7-9 h.p. twin, and
lately I have been very much
troubled with it. I injected

petrol in the compression taps,

and it ran for about fifty yards
and then stopped. I have had the jet

out, but it seems all right. As I am
a novice, I should be thankful if you
would give me a hint or two upon the

matter.—T.W.
We should say that the trouble is pos-

iibly due to water in the petrol, which
3 very difficult to get rid of, especially

is it can be in the jet, and when you
.ake the latter down it seems to be quite

•lear, because the drop of water in it is

ransparent. We should recommend you
jarefuUy to overhaul your carburetter
md the petrol system.

Timing the Magneto.

(1.) Having upset the timing
rzi of the magneto on my 8 h.p.

> Bat-Jap, I cannot get it to fire

LiJ on both cylinders. Will you
kindly explain correct timing?

(2.) How can I find out which cam is

for each cylinder?—J.L.

II.) Time the engine as follows : Place
the ignition lever about two-thirds re-

;ardeQ; place one of the pistons on top
lead centre, firing stroke—that is, when
ihe piston reaches the top of the cylinder

ifter the inlet valve has closed. Then
;ime the magneto so that the contact

3oints are just breaking for that par-

icular cylinder. If you time this cor-

ectly the other will look after itself.

,2.) We think you will find that No. 1

pam is the rear cylinder, but the best
Lvay to find out is to see which cam
:auses a spark to occur at each of the
ligh-tension wires. If No. 1 causes a
ipark or a shock to be felt at the

ierminal which goes to the rear cylinder,

lien you know just how you stand.

Excessive Knocking and Vibration.

I have a 1913 three-speed single

^1 which, owing to excessive engine

> vibration and severe knocking,
-i-l has never been satisfactory. I

sent it to the makers, who re-

bored the cylinder and fitted new
piston. For a time the knocking dis-

appeared, except when picking up, so

I lowered the compression with a plate
between tlie cylinder and the crank
case, which slightly improved matters.
It has gradually been getting worse,
until now, after less than 1,000 miles,
it knocks and overheats far worse than
ever. I took it down and discovered
slight play in the gudgeon pin, and
two very bright places in the skirt of

the piston, also one very black place
about lijin. long in one of the fings.
I filed the bright places down and put
the piston back, with very little im-
provement. My repairer suggests that
he fit a new piston, with one ring at
the top and one ring at the bottom,
and not cut away in the waist. (1.)

Do you consider this would improve
matters? (2.) Are you in favour of
this kind of piston? I have bought an
Amac carburetter, -but, unfortunately,
it is too large to fit on the inlet pipe.

(3.) Do you consider this would be an
improvement on the present one, which
is an old pattern?—M.H.

A knock is a very difficult trouble to
trace without actually seeing the engine.
The play in the connecting rod should be
taken up, as this

"

would cause
knocking. If the

piston has become
distorted it might -• \
also cause the

trouble. We would

' 1'

not advise a different type of piston from

that already fitted, as the difference in

weight might upset the engine balance

and so render vibration worse. Your
filing the piston would be likely to do
more harm than good. (1.) No, we do not

fancy this would remedy your trouble.

(2.) We prefer the waisted type with all

rings at top. (3.) The trouble may lie

in the carburetter giving too rich a mix-

ture, and so causing overheating. If so,

a change of instruments migiit effect

a cure.

Four-stroking Down Hills.

Please answer me the following

questions: (1.) Why does my
2^ h.p. Levis, single speed, four-

stroke down hills or down a

small incline? Moving the con-

trols does not end the trouble. (2.)

Why does oil come out of the hole iu

the filler cap when the machine is run-

ning? (3.) What does ten miles per

hour really mean? Does it mean a

certain machine has gone ten miles in

one hour or touched ten, e.g., S. George
went ninety-three miles per hour on

an Indian at Brooklands? Does it

mean he travelled ninety-three miles or

touched ninety-three miles?—C.R.

(1.) A two-stroke is always inclined to

four-stroke when running light, though

the trouble may be accentuated by having

too rich a mixture. Try a slightly

smaller jet. (2.) This is probably due
to vibration. (3.) It may mean that so

many miles are actually covered in one

hour, or it may only mean that a certain

distance, usually not less than a kilo-

metre, is covered at such a speed that

so many miles would be covered if the

speed were maintained for one hour. The
distance over which tho record is made
IS usually stated.

A French military motor cyclist, holding the rank of Etat-Major, who has contributed from

time to time to 7"Ae Motor Cycle. His mount is one of the latest Triumphs.

B2t
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Local Taxation Licence.

Would you kindly answer rxto^ the following question, viz. :

> I took out an Excise licence in

i-^ January for my motor cycle (a

Rudge Multi). I have since

exchanged the Multi for an L.M.C.
Shall I have to pay another local

taxation licence for the L.M.C? I

have received a notice to that effect.

—W.B.
No. The £1 local taxation licence

entitles you to keep one motor cycle

for the period of twelve months. If

you sell it and then purchase another,

the same licence holds good, provided
you do not have the two machines at the
same time.

Castoi OIL
Would a good grade of castor

?' oil be suitable for use with a
two-stroke engine for lubrication

-2J purposes, and, if so, what
quantity should I use as com-

pared with ordinary lubricating oil?

It is a little thinner body. I have an,

idea that the castor oil would be cleaner
in use than ordinary lubricating oil.

—

E.R.
Castor oil is quite unsuitable for the
lubrication ©f motor cycle engines, and
we do not recommend you to use it under
any circumstances. It is true that castor
oil is used in aeroplane engines, but these
are so frequently taken down and cleaned
that any evil effects it may have upon
metals are removed.

Peirol-paraffln Mixture.

Se petrol-parafiin mixtures,
kindly inform me on the follow-

ing : My machine is a standard

2J b.p. Douglas, T.T. model. I

have not altered it in any way
;

have not touched plug gaps, or inter-

posed gauzes in induction pipe. I have
a 24 jet in Amac. I know it is rather
small, but I get good results, 112
m.p.g. and 47 m.p.h. on petrol. 1 am
making a hot air intake to help small
jet. I have been trying a 50% mixture
of petrol and paraffin, and get fairly

good speed results, etc., on the
level. With the same jet I get
100 m.p.g. and the same speed as with
petrol. Kindly tell me a cure for the
following: (1.) Engine slows up quicker
on hills than with pure petrol. (2.)

When accelerating on a hill it does
likewise ; of course, closing air cures to
some extent. (3.) After your tests, do
you consider Binks fuel better than
a 50% mixture of petrol-paraffin? (4.)

Does it evaporate at atmospheric tem-
perature? (5.) Is it possible to start
up from cold? I might add I can
start up from cold on a 50% mixture
easier than on petrol.—^H.E.C.

(1 and 2.) We think you are almost bound
to experience this lack of acceleration
when using a paraffin mixture, as, of
course, it does not evaporate so readily
as pure petrol. Fitting a hot air pipe
to the carburetter would undoubtedly
assist matters. (3.) You would probably
get better results by using Binks fuel if

mixed with petrol. (4.) Yes, it will
evaporate when once the engine has been
started, and will evaporate at atmospheric
temperature, but only very slowly. It
i-i necessary to start on petrol. (5.) No,
not without injecting petrol first.

A FEATURE OF THE LATEST DOUGLAS.
The new Douglas tool bags. Note their

size and divisions for spares. (See description

on p. 56. July 20th.)

READERS' REPLIES.

Engine refuses to take Air.

May I be allowed to make a suggestion
to "F.Y.G.," who in your issue of Xuly
20th refers to the refusal of his 1914
Triumph to take air? If "F.Y.G." goes
to a Triumph depot, obtains a new air

slide and length of Bowden cable (sup-

plied complete for about 3s. ready for

fitting), and fits same in his carburetter,

I think he will find a cure for his trouble.
It did in my case, when symptoms were
identical.

—

John Melville.

Preventing Belt Slip.

With regard to "C.A.C.S.'s" query in

The Motor Cycle of July 13th, I think
he can overcome his trouble to a great
extent by treating his belt with a
preparation obtainable from the In-
creased Power Co., Queen Street, E.G.
This somewhat messy preparation is very
slightly smeared on the sides of the belt

which come in contact with the pulley
flanges, and in tay case I have found it

invariably prevents slipping even in

heavy rain. Usual disclaimer. — L.
Squire.

Oiling an A.J.S.

I have driven a 5-6 h.p. 1914 A.J.S
combination for two years for trade
work, and after trouble with the oiling

(the only trouble I have had on a

splendid machine) I find the following
the right method : Open Best and Lloyd
so oil can run in a stream, give two full

pumps, and then no more for eight or

nine miles ; never give less than two
at a time, and even three pumps will

not matter. I have never had a sooted
plug, and the same two plugs have been
in the machine since I bought it. Re
clutch slip, place the front wheel against
wall, start engine, lift clutch, and put
in bottom gear, drop clutch very gently.

SPECIAL NOTICE .

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" FOB NEUTRAL
COUNTRIES.

Under the existing regulationg, copies of
newspapers may now only be sent to neutral
countries in Europe, A in erica, and Africa
if posted direct from the office of the pub-
lishers or by newsagents who have obtained
permission from the War Office for the
purpose.
The publishers of TM Motor Cycle have ob-
tained the necessary permission, and, conse-
quently, can post copies for subscribers as
usual. The subscription rates to all neutral
countries are 10/10 per annum; six months,
5/5.

THE PUBLISHERS,
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tndor St., London, E.G.

AUGUST 3rd, jgi6.

arid engine should stop. Magneto is

timed rather far advanced on my
machine, and will pull better on hills

if retarded about one-third.

—

William
F. Heweti.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
A.D.R. (Palling, Norfolk).—4^ h.p.

single-cylinder O.K. -Precision sidecar

combination, 1913 model. Speed, con-

sumption, etc.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Leicester to Blackpool.—B.C.

Leicester, Loughborough, Derby, Ash
bourne. Leek, Congleton, Holmes Chapel

Northwich, Warrington, Wigan, Preston

Lytham, Blackpool.

Loughborough to Rhtl.—W.A.H.
|

Loughborough, Castle Donington

Derby, Uttoxeter, Stone, Woore, Nant
wich, Tarporley, Chester, Queensferry

Flint, Holywell, Rhyl

Birmingham to Durham.^E.M.
Birmingham, Sutton Ckildfield, Tam

worth, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Nottinghaniil

Mansfield, Worksop, Doncaster, Feri^

bridge, Aberford, Wetherby, Boroug"

bridge, Northallerton, Darling^

Durham.

Langport (Somerset) to Stratford-osi

Avon.—E.L.P.
Langport, Somerton, Castle Carji

Bruton, Frome, Trowbridge, Melkshaidi

Chippenham, Malmesbury, Cirenceste^ii

Fosse Way, Stow-on-the-Wold, Moretqili

in-the-Marsh, Stratford. 110 mii|'

approximately.
j
-i

Westbury (Wilts.) to PenmaenmawS'
—R.H.M.

Westbury, Trowbridge, Bradforar

Batheaston, Swainswick, Nailswor^
Stroud, Gloucester, Tewkesbury, Wdjc

cester, Kidderminster, Bridgnorth, Wai
lington, Whitchurch, Wrexham, Moldl

St. Asaph, Abergele, Conway, Penmaa^

Swansea to Edinburgh.—C.N.

Swansea, Llandilo, Llandovery, Brecolf

Three Cocks Junction, Willersaji

Leominster, Ludlow, Church Strettoi'

Shrewsbury, Wem, Whitchurch, Tarp|
ley, Warrington, Wigan, Preston,

"

caster, Kendal, Penrith, Carlisle, Lo^
town, Langholm, Hawick, Selkirk, StO'^

Edinburgh. Approximately 370 miles.' ii

Chatham to Nottingham.—L.T. ^
Chatha.m, Gravesend, by ferry to Bl

bury, Billericay, Chelmsford, Dunmoi
Thaxted, Saffron Walden, Great Chests
ford, Cambridge, Huntingdon, Nonriai

Cross, Wansford, Stamford, OakhaBi

Melton Mowbray, Nottingham. Appr<d
mately 160 miles.

Towcester to Liverpool.—A.S. ;,^|

Towcester, Daventry, along Wat:
Street to a point just beyond the vill

of Weeford, where turn right and ^
through Lichfield, Rugeley, Wesf
Stone, Pipe Gate, Woore, Nantwil
Chester, Birkenhead, then by ferry?

I/iverpool. §
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TYRE BARGAINS
SPECIAU CLEARANCE UINES.

Kempshall
Heavy

Non-skuL 650x75 *Autobi'
Oversize for

650x65 rim.

Conlinental ' Autobi* for

Voiturette Rims 650x65.
Specially suitable for

beavy machines.

y^

COVERS.
CONTINENTAL.

Our List ROVERS *''"'

Price. Price.
OJVtKa..

^^-^^^

26X2}X2i De Luxe, extra
beavy 25/-

26X2l A Won, rub. stud.. 19/6
26X2i „ „ . 22/6
26X21 ,, ribtjed ... 14/6
26X2.V Equality, rub. stud 13/6
KEMPSHALL.
26X2^ Heavy anti-skid .. 22/6
26X2i ,, non-sttid .. 30/-
26X2J ,, anti-skid .. 23/6

-__ „_„ _ 28X2i ,, racing cover 30/-

650^65 HeavyFJuted 19/- 33/- w°°°-""-ne„,
,•' ' ' 26X2i Gnp-ribbed, heavy

CLINCHER. 26X2J
24X2 De Luxe, ex. hea^'y 26X2^ ,, ,,

cover, w-ith Tube (for z\ rii-ns>

Complete 17/5 32/- 26X2.V ' „ ,. 20/-
26x2} De Luxe 2t /- 32/- (for2jr:ms) ,, ex. heavy 25/-
26X2g ,, wired-on . 21/- 34/- 26X3" ,, heavy 21/-
26X2JX2} Dreadnought . 32/6 40/- (for 2i rims) ,, ex. heavy 26/-

2S<2} Standard 17'
26x2V ,, wired-on. 10/-

•28 X2i Model de Course .. 18/-
26X2iX2i T.T., basket

pattern 21 /5
25X2} T.T., b,isket pat-

tern, heavy 21 /S
650X65 Autobi 22/-
650X75 or 700x80 Autobi,

rubber studded 27/6

27/6
25/-
34/-

2S/9

34/-
39/6

44/3

17/6
17/6
22/6

List
Price.

36/-
32/-
32/-
27/6
26/6

32/5
42/-
37/0
5"/-

29/-
30/6
32/9

31 /fi

39/-
36/6
44/-

Our
PriC2.

Wood-Milne

Grip-rib

Heavy.

List
Price.

Kempshall
Heavy Anti-

Skid.

COVERS.
HUTCHINSON.
26 X2i Passenger, ribbed.. 28/6 42/-
28 X 21 Passenger 29/6 45/-

TUBES.
CONTINENTAL, WOOD-MILNE, etc.

24X2 Endless only 4/- 6/-
26x2 4/6 6/9
25X2} 5/6 7/9
26X2i 5/9 8/3
25X 2iX 2} Endless only. . 5/9 8/9
26X2* Endless only 5/6 8/9
26X3 7/6 9/6
28X2.V 7/6 9/3
28X3 9/6 11/9

Butted, 1 /6 extra.

BEL.TS Our List

Price. Price.

CONTINENTAL. per foot.
lin. section 1/3 2/2
tin. , 1/- i/ii
CLINCHER FLEXIS.
I Sin. section (8ft.

6in. lengths only) 1 ,'6 2 /6
lih. section (7ft.

lengths only) . . 1/3 2 /x

Jin. section (7ft.

lengths only) . . 1 /- 1/9

RETREADING
Special Heavv 15 /-

Heavy '. 12/6
Medium 10/-
Studded or Ribt-ed Retreads.

Sections on application.

1A11 goods sent' on 7 days approval against remittance. A 3/- Repair Outfit
presented free of charge to all purchasers of goods to the value of ^i or over.

ELITE RUBBER CO., LTD.,
266, Vauxha.H Brid|;c Boad,

VICTORIA, S.W.
'Phone—Victoria 6563. '

"

Now this is a Warning Signal that

people understand—it^s the

WARNING SIGNAL
—a full-throated instrument that makes them
pay attention. The slightest pressure on the
plunger produces a far -carrying sound that is

obviously an imperative warning. It is just
the kind of signal you need on your motor
cycle. It is beautifully made in black finish,

with Nickel Projector. Note the specially
strong bracket, which is supported at each
end, and will stand any amount of h^rd wear.
Attaches to top tube or handle-bar.

Obtainable from all Traders, and from

The COOPER-STEWART ENGINEERING CO., Ltd.,

11, Broad Street, Bloomsbury, London, W.C.

In answ&nng these adveTtisements it ta desirablf to mention " The Motor Cycle E23
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ESTABLISHED 1865.

REASONABLE POLICY CONDITIONS. PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.

H.P.
Premiums for Private Use Only.

VALUE OF MOTOR CYCLE and SIDECAR.
Not Exceeding £50. Exceeding £50

Under 3 J

34

44
5—6
7—9

£2 7 6

2 10

2 15

3

3 17 6

£2 10

2 15

3

3 10

4 7 6

15% REDUCTION IF INSURED BEARS THE FIRST £1 OF ALL CLAIMS.

Extra benefits and Personal Accident Insurance included at slightly increased premiums.

I
•t

FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO—
Head O-FRce: 61, COUEMAN STREET, UONDON, E.G.
Wes-fc End O-Hlce: 193, PICCADIUUY, L.ONDON, W.

Telegrams
—
"Perpend, Ave. London." Telephone—London Wall, 5306 (4 lines).

• »

• II

,.!J

4

ROAD SOVEREIGNTY
DEMONSTRATED IN EVERY LAND.
Special Models for Colonial con-
ditions

—

\\ h.p. Single-cylinder, 6 b.p.
Twin-cylinder. Countershaft 3-speed
Gear Alodels.

Art list and delivery dates from \
any Rudge-WTiitworth depot, or from ^

LLOYD MOTOR ENG. Co., Ltd.» ^
132. Monument Rd., BIRMINGHAM^ ;

DUTCH RESULTS.
JUNE 1st ... RELIABILITY TRIAL ... 1st PRIZE.
JULY 9th ... RACE AT AMERSFOORT ... 1st PRIZE,

Beating all Competitors.

VELOCE, LTD., Fleet St., BIRMINGHAM.

*• ^ /y 4 We are busily" engaged in munitions, but, as soon as

iTiAWllflnft
things in Europe are put right, we hope to fulfil

UiS COVENTBY.

^
our obligations to our numerous clients. Meanwhile, write
and have your name booked for earliest possible delivery.

'

y y^y TT TTf TTTTf y^^^'TTTIlSl

B24 In answerina thete adveHitementa it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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THE BEST OF ITS CLASS.

c^-̂

d^
^^

> Price

-^ £9-9-0
Net.

Weight, 65 lbs.

A genuine Lightweight G)ach-bui!t Sidecar.

MEAD & DEAKIN, TYSELEY, BIRMINGHAM.

•

,<•

Every

Motor Cyclist

should draw upon

this Storehouse

of Motor Cycle

Knowledge.

[
"Hint? and Tips for Motor

I

CycU&ts " contains what may
be termed the cream of all

motor cycling knowledge up
to date.

Tte book gives hundreds of

iiseful "wrinldes" and little

items of information con-

cerning the running, manage-
ment, and repairs of motor
cycles, culled from the
experience of many years of

riding , and covering every
detail of the machine.

The arrangement is simple
and straightforward and
reference is simplified by an
extensive index and marginal
subtitles on every page.

invaluable to

the new rider.

M
Motor^cusTs

The

Fifth

Edition
Revised, Enlarged, and

brought up to date.

Contains over
400 separate
p a r agr ap h s.

tfjT No matter what type of
-~ll machine is used, this little

book will be found of the
greatest service to every rider.

Price

:

One Shilling net,

By post, 1/2.

From ILIFFE & SONS
Lid., 20, Tudor Street,

London, B.C., and all

Booksellers and Railway
Bookstalls.

In anj'irerlnrj thone. adverliseinents it fs desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to ,—

—

-tTccT'
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offlees of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

rudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the conveaience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Of&ce.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

re^istratioa and to cover postage 00 replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the Dumber will appear
in the advertisement. All replies should be addressed,
" No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.G."

PTDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to senl money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect satety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the (uoney be deposited with " The
-Uotor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt ot the

floods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit ihi,

amount to the seller, but it not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party lo the transaction nay^
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
iio the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be mad.;
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end ot an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself 01

the Deposit System, Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have aot advised us to that eflect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the good!) advertised have
::iready been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that U ts quite impossible to reply to each
uae by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Advance.

ADVANCE 5-6h.p. twin 1916 Motor Cycle, 2 speeds,
free engine, lamp and geneiritor new, only been

tested; bargain, £45.-93, Montagu. St., Kettering.
i;X5046

A.J.S.

A.J.8. 6h.p. Combination, 1914, equipped ; £75.—F.
Lycett, Bnr.^lem. [X4997

A.J.S. New 1916 6h.p. Combination on the prenii.sps

waiting.—Moss, Wem. _ [X5074

\ .J.S. Latest 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen, etc.,
-tjL brand new, in stock.—A- J. Yoimg and Co., LM.,
Newmarket. [8632

]|Q16 2%h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, speedometer, -very little
-LU used, as new; 50 gns.—Julians, Broad St., Bend-
ing. 'Phone : 1024. [X4701

1Q16 2^/ih.p. 3-speedl A.J.S. Motor Cycle, actually in
J-«7 stock: £58.—Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Cnr
Co-, Ltd., 7, Bath Ed.. Exeter. [9164

A.J.S., 6h.p., 1913 (September), excellent condition,
lamps, Imrn, speedometer, watch, mirror; £45.—

Belsey, Puckle Lane, Canterbury. [X5071

A.J.S. 1912 6h.p. Twin Combination, coachbuilt side-

car, a good outfit: £40.—Tnke and Bell, Ltd.,
Motor Dept.. Carlton Engineering Works, High "Rd.,

Tottenham, N. [7991

MAKE CERTAIN
YOU GET ALL

THE POINTS THAT ENSURE COMPLETE
SATISrACTION AND UNBEAfABLE
VALUE BY FIRST CONSIDERING

THE OFFERS AT

noroPES
The kingdom's largest selection of New and
Second-hand and slightly used 1915 Models of

Best Makes at the lowest bedrock prices for cash
or easy terms and a full guarantee with every
model. Ask for our

CLEARANCE OFFERS.
GET TO-DAY'S LIST. IT INCLUDES THESE;
No. h.p.

10538. 3.V 1915 3-sp. twin INDIAN & Sc. £55
10539. 7-9 '15 3-5p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON £65
10540. 4i 1914 3-sp. JAMES and Sidecar £50
105^2. 3J 1913 3-sp. HUMBER £25
10546. 4' 1914 3-sp. TRIUMPH £45
10529. 3! 1914 ZENITH £45
10547. 4 igi6 single-sp. T.T. NORTON. £50
10333. 3'.- TRIUMPH and Sidecar £22 10
10553. li J-E.S £10 10
10557. 4i 1915 3-sp. JAMES Combinat'n £73 10
10563. 5 1916 ENFIELD Combination. . £90
10565. 3i twin N.U.T £35
10514. 4J 1915 3-sp. cbain drive B^.A. . £52 10
10517. 3,1 single-speed 1912 TRIUMPH.. £25
10519. 3.', 1914 2-sp. PREMIER £35
10523. 2:1 1913 2-sp, DOUGLAS £44
10527. 5-6 191Z 2-sp. F.N £30
10530. 3J 1915 T.T. single-speed ROVER £50
10533. 4I 3-sp- 191= QUADRANT £27 10

10534. 2J 1914 bingle-speed LEVIS . ... £17 10
10536. 3i 1914 ROVER, single-speed, T.T. £35
10466. 3J 1915 RUDGE Multi £45
10^77. 2i 1912 2-sp. SINGER £20
10473. 2I 1911 single-speed DdUGLAS.. £17 10

10479. 8 1914 2-sp. WILLIAMSON and
2-seater .Sidecar £55

10485. 4 single-speed BRADBURY ,,,. £23 10
10495. 5 INDIAN and Sidecar £65
10506. 4I 1913 2-sp. B.S.A. and Sidecar. £45
10430. 2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE Junior £17 10
J0432. 2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE Junior£18 10

10435. 6 1912 REX-J.A. P. and Sidecar. £27 10
10448. 4^ 1514 3-sp. B.S.A £57 10
I04';3. 3.1 1915 SUNBEAM and Sidecar,, £73 10

10458. 2J 1914 2-sp. 2-stroke CLYNO ... £25 10
10462. 5-6 1913 2-sp. N.S.U 40 gns.

10465. 3S 1915 T.T. l.O.M. Multi RUDGE £55
10419. 2I 1915 CALTHORPE-J.A.P £33 10
10427. 3-1 1912 3-sp. ROVER and Sidecar £32 10
10584. 2J 1914 2-speed 2-stroke ALLON. £32 10
lojoo. 2i 1915 2-sp. WOLF-J.A.P £30
103^3. li 1916 AUTO-WHEEL £11 10
10396. 3i 2-sp. FAFNIR -: £12 10
10402. 4:1 1915 GRANDEX £37 10
10373. 7-0 1913 2-sp. INDIAN and Sidecar £50
10342. 1} 1914 AUTO-WHEEL £10 10
10354. 4 I9J4 2 sp. BRADBURY £30
10323. 2} 1911 2-sp..D0UGLAS £25
10325. jj single-speed CENTAUR £12 10
10271. 2'. 1915 2-sp. LEVIS £37 10
10205. 3.' 2-sp. N.S.U £20
10142. 3V 1913 3-sp. SINGER £32 10
10109. 3J 1909 F.E. TRIUMPH £25
10070. 6 1914 2-sp. ENFIELD Combin'n £65
10068. 3i- 1912 QUADRANT, var'ble gear £20
10021. 3* 1912 SWIFT £20
9867. 2j 1911 2-sp. ENFIELD £22 10
9847. 4i 1915 3-sp. QUADRANT £4? 10
9S3Q. 3J 1907 TRIUMPH and Sidecar. . £22 10
9772. 3* 1914 \i .-cooled 3-sp. HUMBER £35

WAUCHOPE S,fl'eetst.,lond'on

'Phone; 6777 Holbom. Wlre8 ;"Opificer, London."

DEFENCE OFTlfE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act*

advertisers requiring* workmen, and whose
business consists wholly or mainly of
engineeriDer or the productions of munitions
of war. or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already eng:ae:ed on Govern-
ment ^vorkt will be eng-aged."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with
the approval of the Board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchange or from the -«

offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engaged on
Government work need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. Latest Type 6h.p. Combination, detachable
'

wheels, with spare wheel and tyre, coachbuilt side- 1.

car with wind screen, Watford speedometer, Lucas lamps,
and Stewart mechanical horn, mechanical condition aiitti

appearance as new, not done 2,000 miles; £90.—The

.

Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9195 i

AUdays.
jCOLMORE Depot, 31; Colmore Row, Birmingham,!;!

- can supply immediately all models of AUdaya :j

AUon. * [0796-

]Qi5 2-speed AUdays Allon, in good condition,
-t/ £27/10; seen any .time.—Bounds, Garage, High

Rd., Kilburn. [9050-

ALLDATS Allon, 1915, 2-"^h.p., 2-stroke, as new, all

accessories; £35.—Harrison, Biiilder, Denmark
Ud., Camberwell. i:8964'

"IQ16 AUdays Aliens, 2-speed models, in stock; £42;
X*J BUSY pavnieuts arranged.-Jones, Garage, Brond-
way, Muswell HiU. [9193

"IQ16 AUdays AUon, 2-speed, in splendid order and
J-tF condition- £33; ea.sy payments' arranged. —Jones.
Gfirage, Mnawell Hill.

- i'SlVT

ALLDAYS Allon, 2-speed, new; special bargain,

£38/17 cash- gradual payments 2%.—Referee Cycla

Co.. 532, High Holbom. [07^*''&3'

W
8

Ariel.

ARIEL, all models in stolIc : etisy pnj'nlents nrrangedK
—Jjnes, Garage, Broadway. Muswell Hill, [918i

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birminghamii
have in stock for immediate delivery all modelft'

ot Ariel motor cycles, witli or without sidecars. [07979

Auto-Wheels
AUTO-WHEEL, good working order; bargain, f5/18(:

no oilers.—Gleucroft, Belvedere Av., Wimbledon.

,

£8996'

ALL Axito-Wheel, excellent condition, shock ab"

sorber: bargain, £8.— Court, Hartley. Worceetety
1X4979?

Bat. ':!

h.p. Bat-Jap, single gear, £21, or liglitweiglit.lanfl^

cash.—Haines, 94, Adelaide Rd., Leytou. [X501S

BATS in stock, latest 4-6h.p., 2-speed, 60 gus. :
alec

1914 4-51l.p. sporting 2-speed twin, £35.—P. -T.

Evans, John Bright St.. :Birmingham. [X50ei

1Q14 4-5h.p. Bat-Jap, in splendid order, and verj

X»/ last, done verv little woik; price £40.—W. H.

Stewart, 94, Clock House Rd., Beckenham. [8933^

BAT-JAP., 6h.p., sidecar coachbuilt, clntoh, iJM'

starter, 3 speeds, e-xcellent condition, Stewag
speedometer: £50, or ofler; joining up.—Heward, J
Coleherne Terrace, Earl's Court, London. [90g

Blackbuine. "J
LATE I91.'v-Blaekburne Combination, sulendid co^S

tion ; must sell, account ill-health ; lamps, wiSli

screen, speedometer, new tyres; any ti.al; bargain.-^K
Nelson Ed., Gillingham, Kent. tSOy

Bradbury. j|

3 3 h.p. Bradbury, B. and B., Mellesen, wants att|n(

4 tion; £3/10.-Wright, Town Fields, WmsSW'
Cheshire. [X496J

BRADBURY, 4h.p., -jariable gear, £22 ; light coasb'

built sidecar, £5.—Broom, 77, Marylebone Laaei

London, W. 1X475.

Al8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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BRAIIBURT, 1915, 4h.p
JJ.. Eosch, good condition; £27/15.—

P

John Bright St,, Birmingham.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

1 Ql^ 3'/i>h,p. Brndbury, 3 speeds, wicker sidecnr;XU £35; cash or easy terms.—E. E. Jones (Garapes),
Ltd.. ywiiusea. [0822

PETROL. 8 galls., g:iTen with 1913 Brndburr, 1915,
Sturniej' 5 speed; 27 pns.—Tioward, 78, High St.,

Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392. [9142

3 speeds, clutch, B, and
J. Evans,
[X5034

i|T ATE 1913 Bradbury, 4h.p., clutch, 2-speed N.S.U.,
:,JLi B. and B.. variable jet, new heavy Kempshalls,
spares, absolutely sound lot; £29/10.-1^60, 30, Choline-
loy Rd.. Eeading. ' [9094

BRAUBUEr, 1913. cluch model, 4h.p., Bosch. 2
speeds, l;*rnps, beautiful condition ; £28/10 cash

;

bnsy terms quarter down.—Wandsworth Motor Excliange.
[Ebuer St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [X4966

Brown.
f| K GiJTS.—Sh.p. Brown, m.o.v., twin, strong, fast, tvres
X<^ good, coil.—Eailway Garage, Staines. [9172

rOEOWN, 3y2h.p., 1912, overhauled, pan saddle, new
[M tyres, belt; £15/15, including 6 galls, petrol.—
iProward 78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392.

[9141

B.S.A.

B.S.A.. new 1916 models H and K actually in stock
—Moss, Wem. [XSO?";

B.S.A., 1915, T.T., 3-speed model; £47,
Hobson St.. Cambridee.

[X5077

Kittel, 21,
[8966

COLMOEE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, for
immediate delivery of B.S.A. [0798

B.S.A., 1916 K, new, £62: and 1913 clutch, £26;
good order.—Digby, Mersea, Esses. [9078

IQ16 B.S.A., model K, delivered April. Lucas lamp
I*/ set, accessories; £58.—Bos LI, 868, c/o The
lotGT Cycle. [8948

IQL4 B.S.A., 3-speed, kick starter, guaranteed like
Lft/ new, not marked; £42.-Maddocks, Tattenhail,
lear Chester. [X5054

B.S.A. 1916 Model K, 4h.p., used 300 miles only, an
as new, guaranteed perfect; £55.—Tollady, Hemiug

ord, Bicester.
" "

d
ng-

LS5060

B.S.A. 1916 Models H and K in stock, immediate
delivery; prices £64 and £62.—Wallace, Fountain

Juildings, Bath. [9020

(iQie B.S.A., model K, and coachbuilt sidecaiL 4i^
L*/h.p., ruu only' 1,200 miles, perfect condition; £70;
lan be seen Stevens' Garage, Elect. (U) [X4920
fc'OE Sale-B.S.A. motor cycle and sidecar, good con-
;L dition; owner gone to the Fmnt : £50, or offer.—
iLpply, Mrs. Perrin, "139, Cromwell Ed., S.W. [8974

J Q16 4h.p. B.S.A. and Canoelet sidec.ir do luxe,
!l-t/ almost new, done about 300; £75; easy payments
rranged.—Jones Garage, Bxoadway, Muswell Hill. [9174

B.S.A., 1914,. 4h.p., 3-speed. countershaft, chain drive,
Stewart speedometer, Lucas lamps, horn- £40.—

I.ieut. Peters, 9th E. Yorks, Eugeley^Camp, Stafford.

:. „ [X4917
1 tai5 4h.p. Cbain-cum-belt B.S.A. and Mills-Fullord
;L t/ sidecar ajd accessories, in good condition

;

157/10; seen any time.—Bounds, Garage, High Ed.,
Lilhurn. [9051

1916, 4VUi.p., 3-speed countershajt gear,
_, JNg. 2 BJ^A. p.oachbuilt ^sidecar,

peedometer. lamps, horn, complete, condition as
ew; exceptional bargain. £60.—Below.
8.S.A. 1916 models in stock, ready for immediate

delivery, 4V4h.p. 3-speed countershaft' gear,
hain-cum-belt drive £62, all chain drive £64; ex-
hanges or extended payment terms quoted.—Elce
nd Co.,- B.S.A. Agents, 15-16, Bishopsgate A v.,

>momile St., E.C. [0551

S.S.A.'s. model H and No. 1 sidecar in stock ; also
a 1914 with Lucas accessories. £48/lX): liberal

ktended payments if desired.-Lamb's, 151 High St.,

I^'althamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [9030

jD-S.A., 1913, 3V2h.p., 2-speed gear, chain drive, F.E.
"-' clutch, kick start. Lucas lamps, horn, speedometer,
;Qd coachbuilt Bramble sidecar, all as new, done under
.000 miles, as owner been abroad; £45.—Tazawell,
(umham Abbey, Bucks. [X4737

Calthorpe.

915 Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield 2-speed gear,
g:euerator, etc., perfect condition.-

"

3287.

O.S.A.,
iL-* chain drive.

lamp,
Heath St.,

ampstead. 'Phone: 3287. [9127

i^OLMOKB Depot. 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
-^ have in stock all models of Calthorpes for im-
mediate uenvery ; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

J'^ALTPIOEPE, 2-stroke, 1916. latest model. EnfieldU 2-8peed gear, just arrived from works: £32/11,—
Mlkius, Simpson, and Co.. 11, Hammersmith Ed., Lon-
im. [9001

I pALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1916, l.lte.it model, 2%l).p.. En-
!^ field 2-speed gear, just arrived from wo^ks: £37/16
Wilkins. Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed..
sndon. [9000

'<ALTHOEPE Motor Cycles. 1916 models. — JustJ arrived
; 2-8troke 2-speed 31 gns^ J.A.P. 2%h.p.

speed 36 gus. : eas.v terms arranged.—Storey's, 118, Gt.
[ortland St., W. £0777

AN EFFICIENT
ENGINE

.GIVES MAXIIViUM POWER WITH
MINIMUM CONSUMPTION OF PETROL.

r-ODFREY'S, being Experts, can
'^ guarantee that Efficiency which,
to the customer, means Economy in
running and absence of all trouble.

WRITE FOR FULL LIST OF NEW AND SECDNQ-
HAND MACHINES.

NEW MODELS in STOCK
include

INDIANS, ALLDAYS ALLON, ROYAL
ENFIELX), BROUGH. CALTHORPE-
J.A.P., RADCO, LEVIS. COVENTRY
EAGLE, NEW IMPERIAL, etc.

SECOND-HAND GUARANTEED
MACHINES.

THOROUGHLY OVERHAULED AND READY
FOR THE ROAD. SELECTED FROM AN EVER-
CHANGING LIST.

£22.
£25.

1913 2i h.p. RADCO, standard, with access,

1913 2i h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed, chitch, and
kick starter, not overhauled.

19x5 2} h.p. VELOCETTE, 2-stroke, 2-speed»
chain cbrive.

1913 3V h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-speed, serai-T.l,
bars.

1914 2j h.p, CLYNO Lightweight, 2-stroke,
2-speed, clutch, and sporting coach-
buiU Sidecar.

1914 7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer, with
head lamp and Low generator,. and
Corbin-Brow^n speedorafter.

1915 3] h.p. HUMBER, 3 speed, kick starter
(or with Sidecar £57).

igi5 7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer.
1915 7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer.
1915 5 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, kick starter.

1915 5 h.p. INDIAN, 3-5peed, kick starter.

1915 7 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 3-speed,
Model F, and kick starter.

£72. *i9i6 4J h.p. B.S.A^, 3-speed, chain drive,
kick starter, and Millfcrd Corvette
Sidecar, lamps, horn, speedometer.

£78. *I9I5 7 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, kick starter,

elec trically equipped, with 'oaca-
built Sidecar.

£85. *I9I5 7 b-P- MATCHLESS, M.A.G. engine,
3-speed gear, kick starter, and
Slatchless coach-built Sidecar, com-
plete with Lucas dynamo set, includ-
ing head lamp, sidecar lamp, and
tail lamp.

£99. 1916 Model F 7 h.p. twin INDIAN, spring
frame, 3-sp. gear, rear drive speedo-
meter, Splitdorf ignition-lighting out-
lit, kick starter, and de luxe coach-
built Sidecar with lamp_

•Sidecar combinations

£30.

)E34,

£35.

£46.

£48.

£49.
£50.
£55.
£55.
£60.

TD.

GODFREYl^
208, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.
'Phone—7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

EXCHANGES. EASY TERMS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

/CALTHORPE, latest 1916 2-speed models in stock,
Vy cash or exchanse; also a few brand new 1915
models, slighUy soiled, at reduced prices.—Eagles nnd
Co., High St., Acton. [X4986

CALTHDRPE-J.A.P.'s with Enfield gears; 5 motMs
actually in stock, £37/16 ; deferred t&rnis if de-

sired.—Lamb*- 151, Htgh St., Walthomatow, and 50,
Hi^h Rd., Wood Green. [9026

CALTHORPE 1915 Coach Combination, ^i^h.p., mng-,
3 speeds, chitch, new condition; sneriftne 38 giis.

cash; terms arranged. —'Wnndaivorth Motor Exeliange,
Ehner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [X4991

CALTflORPE-J.A.P.'s and 2-strokes; immediate de-
livery from stock of all models; cash or exchange.

A few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore the Agents.
Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgate. Manchester.

[0815
CALTHORPE Motor Cycles.-Latest 1916 models iu

stock: 2^4h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, free engine, 36 gus.;
2iAh.p, 2-speed 2-strok8 lady's model, 34 gns. ; 4h.p. twin
J.A_P. lightweight combination, 67 gns.; exchanges oi

extended payment terms quoted—Elce and Co., 15-16.
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G., City Agents. [0480

Campion.
CAMPION-VILLIERS, 1915, 2"/oh.p.. extra good en-

gine, thoroughly sound machine; offered nt £17/10.
worth much more;—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxnn

[X5063
^h.p. Campion, C.E. sidecar, 3 speeds, free, Limdle
'i ''+ni-ting, l-'.It.S. lamp, spare belt, 2 tyres, touring
;iiid'T?r. bars etc., perfect; £27 or take part luvni-
ture and cash.—No. 653, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X4747

Cliater Lea.

rC| 14 Chater-Lea, 6h.p., No. 7, and- coachbuilt
«/ sidecar, all accessories; a cheap lot, £44; easy

jiayments arranged.—Jones. Garage, Broadway, Mus-
well Hill. 1917£

Chater-Lea*Jap.

"I Q15 8h.p. Chater-Lea, J.A.P. engine, Mobon Tnri-
X*? able gear and clutch, and coach sidecar; a good
bargain, all in perfect order, £40 ; easy pnynients ar-

ranged.—Jones, parage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [9185

Chatei'Piecision.
"BQ14 Sh.p. Chater-Precision, 3-speed, chain- drive.
X*7 large coachbuilt sidecar, all accessories, light car
tyre, Palmer, new, a good, sound lot ; £47/10 ; easy
payments arranged.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, MusMell
Hill. [9184

Clyno.
5 h.p. Clyno, countershaft gears, perfect order; cheni

for guick sale.-Thompson, 40a, Old Castle Mar
ket. Ipswich. [906',

CLYNO 1915 2i^h.p. Lightweight, £25; good Tnlne-;

deferred payments if desired.—Lamb's, 151, Higt
St., Walthamstow, and TO, High Rd., Wood Green. [903:

6 h.p. Clyno, Inte 1914, 3-speed countershaft, ehain
drive. Canoelet sidecar, thoroughly overhauled

;

£45, no oflers.—Simpson, Round Hill Cottage, Brook,
near Lyudhurst, Hants. [9054

1Q 13-14 3-speed Sh.p. Clyno, No.- 6 sidecar, spareXv wheel, used only Sundays April, October, better
condition than most 1915 machines, goes well half

paraffin; £55, lowest.—Parlies, 79, South Row, West-
bourne Park, W. [9116

Connaught.
PETROL, 6 galls., given with 1914 Connaught, vari-

able ignition , 17 gns.—Troward, 78, High St.,

H;inip3tead. 'Phone: 5392. [9142

CONNATJGHTS in stock for immediate delivery,

miniature, standard, and 2-speed models ;
prices

from £28/17/6.—P. J. Evans. John Bright St., Birming-
ham. tX5024

Douglas.
T^OTJGLAS, justover^iauled. new tyres and belt ;__£1_6,

-9, Market Sa-. Biggleswade. [910?

"I Q15 Douglas, 3 speeds, complete, Lucas lamps; £45
XJ/ -Cross, Jeweller, Rotherham. [X474C

DOUGLAS, 1913 model N, 2^i-3h.p. twin, Bosch,
fast; £25/10.-1, Ebuer St., Wandsworth. [X4967

DOUGLAS. 1916, W.O. model, 2Yih.p., 2-speed, semi
T.T. bars.— Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oson. [X5061

DOUGLAS, 1915, W.O. model, 2^.p., 2-speed, com-
plete ; £45. or near ofler.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester.

[X5063
"I Q09 Douglas, in good trim, new tyres (Hutchinson);
Xt/ £12/12.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill.

[9186
DOUGLAS, 23^h.p., 1914, W. 2,000 miles, used 5

months ; £37 ; lamp, horn.—Rogers, Mullion, Corn-
wall. [896C

1Q15 Douglas, Colonial model, 2-speed; enlisted; £43
Xt7 close offer.—Spencer, Richmond Rd., Kingston
Surrey. [9075

DOUGLAS, 1914. 2-speed, kick start, clutch, Bosch,
new condition; £35.—Tree. 268, Mitcham Rd.,

Tooting. [:9121

DOUGLAS, 2Vih.p., delivered March, 1914, 2-speed,
clutch, kick starter, iu splendid order; £37.—R. F.

Fuggle, Edgware. [9023

1 Q14 Douglaii, 2-8peed, in very good order; £35.—
X t/ Jonfis, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. Easy
payments arranged. [9175

DOUGLAS, new, latest pattern, 2^Ah.p. models fo:

immediate delivery, including War Office hlncli

Donglas.-Moffat. Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [585£

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of tne issue. A19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOTJGLAS, 1913. 2^4b.i)., 2 speeds, chitch, in first-
elass order, overhauled this year; £35.—Vanstone,

Higgs and Hill, Hayes, Middlesex. [9037

"liQlS 4h.p. 3-Bpeed Clutcli Douglas, sidecar, and ac-
-t«-' cessories, in perfect condition: £57/10; seen any
time.—Bounds, Garage, High Ed., niilburn. [9049

DOTJGLAS Specialists.—Gibb, Gough, London Kd.,
Gloucester. Gibh, the International Douglas rider,

winner of nuQierous cups and gold medals. [1189

DOUGLAS, 1912, in perfect condition, entirely new
eugine March, 1916, by maker; £21, bargain.—

Sergt. "Warick, 2/1 W.N. Amb., Howburv Camp, Bed-
ford. i:X5006

1 Q 15 234h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, Colonial V model,
-»-•-' perfect order, long exhaust, lamps, horn, speed-
ometer, spares ; 40 gns.—Lieut. Dunsford, Egypt Point,
Cowes. [9108

"jQ14 T.T. Douglas, very little used, new tyres, in-
J-iy eluding one spare, lamps, all accessories and
spares; £40.—Oram, 20, Caddingtou Rd., Cricklewood,
London. [8774

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Leicester,
and Liverpool, have in stock complete range of all

models Douglas for immediate delivery, also full range
of spares. [0800

DOUGLAS, 1914, 254h.p., Sinks, long, nickelled ex-
haust, new tyre, belt, lamps, horn, chain cover,

fast, spares: ordered abroad; £34.—Browning, R.N.A.S.,
WestgatenDn-Sea. [9114

1 Q16 Douglas, War Office model, 2-speed, footrests,X t/ semi-T.T. bars, latest pattern, brand new, one
only in stock ; immediate delivery.—Robinson's Garage,
Green St.. Cambridge. [9135

1 Q13 Douglas, 2^ih.p., model "W, clutch, kick start,
J- */ footboards, touring bars, 2 lamps, horn, tools,
etc., condition engine perfect; £33/10.—Rohinson's Gar-
age, Green St., Cambridge. [9136

Enfield.

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combinatiorr, 1915, lamps and horn;
£68.-F.- Lycett, Eurslem. [X4999

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
for immediate delivery of Enfields. [0801

ENFIELD Combination, late 1914, beautiful condi-
tion, Lucas equipped; 60 gns.—Moss, Wem. [X5075

ENFIELD 1913 2^A-3h.v. twin, mag., 2 speeds,
countershaft; £26/10.-1, Ebner St., Wandsworth.

[X4968
1 Q16 8h.p. Enfields actually in stock; easy payments-
-I-*' arranged-—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell
Hill. [9187

ENFIELD 25^h.p. Twin, 2-speed, free, perfect order
and condition; £20.—Fletcher, Gippeswyk Rd.,

Ipswich.
,

[X5048

1 Q12 2%h.p. Enfield Twin, 2-sp6ed, free, Eoach, B.B.,
JLU Brooks, perfect condition; £18/10.—Williams,
Sharpness, Glos. [8959

ROYAL Enfield, 2i4h.p., 1915, as good as new, ver
little used £30 cash.—Colonel Statford, Holm-

[X4871

1914, 6h.p., perfect
or offer.—Naylor, White

[9025

ENFIELD Combination, August, 1914, excellent con-
dition ; 55 gns. ; exchange Douglas or cycle.—20,

hurst, Malvern.

ROYAL Enfield Combination:
order, complete; £55,

St., Southall, Middlesex.

Beauchamp Rd., Clapham Junction. [9085

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, latest model, just
arrived from works: 90 gns.—Wilkins, Simpson.

and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. . [8998

ENi^IELD, M.A.G. SMih.p. twin, 1915, indistinguish-
able from new, Enfield gear, handle start, acpee-

sories;,^35.—14, Dodbrooke Rd., W. Norwood. [8858

1Q16 Royal Enfield Combination, 90 gns.; 3h.p. twin
Xt7 model, 55 gns.; actually in stock.—Exeter Motoi
Cycle and Light Car Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter.

[9165
ENFIELDS actually in stock for immediate deliveiv

6h.p combinations, 3h.p. and Si^h.p. models, ready
to drive away.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birniing
Iiam. [X5023

ENFIELD. 1916; immediate delivery of latest Gh.y
combination ; now in stock ; 90 gns. : make sure

of this now.—Wilkius, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammer-
smith Rd., London. [8999

IpNFIELD Combination, 1916, 6h.p., 2-Speed, dc
J livery from stock; 90 gns.; exchanges or e.\

tended terms quoted.—Elce and Co., 15-1-6, Bishops
gate Av., Camomile St., E.G. Enfield Agents. [055^

ENFIELDS.—Birmingham agent, P. J. Evans, 87-
91. John Bright St. Immediate delivery all

ciodels, including lighting set combination, special 8h.p.
\.itli hood and screen, and standard 6h.p. combination;
also 3h.p. standard and sporting models, and 2i/th.p
r-stroke; prices from 42 gns. [X502f

T7NFIELDS, Bh.p. 6h.p., and 3h.p. 'actually i

-fl-J stock, £92, £94/10, £57/15 respectively.
1 1 beral exchanges, deferred payments if desired ; als(
f-h.p. De Luxe combination, electrically equipped, hood
; id screen, valuable accessories, mileage 1,950, £95;
;i!so 1916 8h.p., hood, screen, Lucas accessories, mile-
i ;e approximately 1,000, £95, open to near offer; de
t rred payments entertained.—Lamb's, 151, High St.,

Walthanjstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [9028

I ME. House.
FOR SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.

ALL GUARANTEED IN GOOD
RUNNING ORDER,

SIDEOAR OUTFITS.
MATCHLESS, 1914, S h.p. M.A.G.

, s-sp., chain drive,

Lucas dynamo lif^hting outfit, 3 lampb, speedom'r £78
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 2-speed, modele de luxe, handle

starting, coach-built Sidecar, just been overhauled £46
TRIUMPH, 3.Vh.p., 1911, 2-speed countershaft gear,

chain-cum-belt, complete with vncker Sidecar;

cheap at £30
NEW HUDSON, r9i4, 6 h.p., 3-speed, kick start, com-

plete with New Hudson coach-built Sidecar with
screen, all accessories £53

A.J.S., 1914, 6 h.p., 3-speed, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, and Millford Sidecar, as new £73

HARLEY, 1914, 7b..p., 2-speed, and coach-built S'car £44
INDIAN, 1914, 7 h.p., 2-speed, rlectriclighting, spring

frame, Gloria 30 guinea Sidecar £65
INDIAN, 1913, 7 h.p., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speed,

and spring frame £48

SOUO IVIODEI.S.
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2I h.p., 2-5peed, spring forks £22
CALTHORPE, I9r4, 2 h.p., 2-s?eea £19
RUDGE 1913 3i h.p. Mnlti, T.T. bars £35
IVY, 1915, 2-stroke, sm/;le-speed £18
KERRY-ABINGDON, 3l h.p., magneto, 2-speed £15
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3V h.p., clutch model, £28
NEW HUDSON, 1913, 3.V h.p., 3-speed J.A.P, engine. . £36
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3V h.p., clutch model £30
ROYAL RUBY, 2i h.p., 1915, J.A.P., 2-speed £33
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3^ h.p., clutch, Philipson pulley . . . £28
N.U.T., 1914, 2$ h.p., T.T., twin, overhead valves . . . £38^

BAT-J.A.P., i9ir, 8 h.p., 2-speed, spring frame £25
TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3-speed £48
RUDGE, i9r3, 3.'. h.p., multi, large tank £32
CALTHORPE-J.A'.P., 1915, 2ih.p., 2-speed £28
REX, 1913, 3i h.p., 2-speed, and clutch £29

UIOHT OARS, E±c.
LAGONDA 10 h.p. igzS Coupe, just repainted £120
MORRIS-OXFORD lo h.p. 1913, dickey seat; very good

order £140
TALBOT 15 h.p. Coupe, MuUioer body, Bedford cord,

C.A.V. 12 volt set ; like new. . , .^ £375
SUNBEAM, late 1912, 12-16 h.p., open five-seater

touring ; very fast ; being repainted -, .£295
MORGAN, igi6 No. 2, many extras, only done 100 -

miles .£145

S.W.K., 10 h.p., 4 speeds, 80 mm. tjnres, igr4 model,
just being repainted ' £120

rORD, i9r3, 20 h.p., 4-seater, detachable wheels;
make a splendid light vari £60

.CADILLAC, 1914, 20-30 h.p., 6-speed model, 7-seater,

just overhauled, dynamo light and starting, just

being repainted ; make a very fine hire car ... .£320
A.C, 5-61i.p., late i9r3, hood and screen, lamps, all

tyres new, splendid condition £50
VIINERVA, 28 h.p., 1910, 5-seate.r; ^6 6s. tax; just

being overhauled —
ANIGHT Jimior, 1914, 11 h.p., sporting body, excel-

lent order £155
S.W.K., 1915, 10 h.p., special finish, domed guards,

speedometer £170

Exchanges arranged en any of the above.
All machines guaranteed in good running order.

MOTORMART
100§ 136 Gt FbrtlandSUondon W.
Telephone -552 Mayfair TelegfOms'MidizoXe Wcsdo

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD, 3h.p., 1916, latest model, just arrived
frotQ works; immediate delivery; make sure of

this now; 55 gns. ; WG are Enfield spefialists.—Wilkins,
Simpson and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., London. (9002

Excelsior. I

"pXCBLSIOa, British, ai/jh.p. combination, all accc*
^ sories, very poiverfid and smart lot; £35.—Bunt-
, Harrow. [9202

F.N.
'

1913, in splendid order throughout; JE28.—Bo.^
LI, 900, c/o Tlie Motor Cijcle. [9215

jr.xx.

F.N., 4-cyl., 1913, as new, not ridden SO miles; £45.
—Apply to Bodman, 2, First Av., Mortlate. [9075 .

5-6h.p-, 4-cyl., in good order; £20 ;
private J

owner.—O. Hubbard, 68, Albany Ed., Sitting?
bourne. tX5047

Harley Davidson. >

"D RAND New Harley-Davidsons.—See below.

MODEL F, 7-9h.p., 3-speed ; £68.—The PremieB
Motor Co.

MODEL J, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, with dynamo electtffli

lighting outfit; £75.~The Premier. Motor Co'^I

THE Above are guaranteed brand new; standarfi
specification and standard equipment. — TMii

Premier Motor Co., Birmingham.
j

SPECIAIi Gloria Sidecars, to match; 19 and 25 gm^
You save ^£17 by puxchasing your new combin»|i»

tion direct from the recognised H.D. experts. Dfrii

livery carriage paid to any address.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston ltd., Birmingham. [8352

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS, 1916 models; immediate de-^

livery from stock.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate,
Manchester. [0830

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, and coachbnilt sidecar,

good tyres, accessories, in perfect order; £68.—
Vincent Motors, Rugeley. [X449Qj

8 h.p. Harley-Davidson, Montgomery combination, i
speeds: anv trial here; price £55; owner enlisted

23. Mnlpas Rd., Newport. - [XbOlJl

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., late 1915 Phcenisi
£14 sidecar, good condition; £65, or near ofEeF.?^.,

" South St., Godalming, Surrey. IXH8W
COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Liyi

pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of i

models of Harley-Davidsons and spare parts. [OSCfSO

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 7-9h.p., electrfti

model, 3-speed, in most excellent conditioBi

throughout, equal to new; £85.-243, Putney Bride(i

Rd., Putney. Tel.: No. 1616 Putney. [905?

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. 1915 model F, mileage 1,10(^1

also H.D. sidecar (Feb., 1916), mileage 300, wliol('

combination as new; no reasonable offer refused.—Chaj"
'

Walker, 13. Grape St., Sliaftesbury Av., W.C. 'Reff-
5895. [871

1 Q16 Harley-Davidson Combination, run 2,000, speefl"
-L*J ometer, lamps, Klaxon horn, in first-class ordtfl

and condition, property of member of the statK joii

up; £80. or reasonable near offer.-Box LI, 899.
The Motor Cycle. SiISm. 3i

HARLEY - DAVIDSON Combinations actually ja

stock, £101/15 and £110, or solos £80/15 i^i
£89- deferred payments if desired; liberal exchongeB
Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, Higl

Rd., Wood Green. [9021

HARLEY-DAVXDSON, 7-9h..p., 1915 model, ele(

trie lighting set and hooter, practically new ; 8<

fppt £60, or near offer; present owner going abroacfcjjl

Telephone Avenue 4224, or write Silent Grey, c/o D#
ijons, Leadenhall St., E.C. [&pt

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, the Silent Grey; imme.
delivery of 1916 models, all new 1915 types _,

out : one or two second-hand bargains in F antf^

models from £60.—Send your orders to Colmore DeB)
261, Deansgate. Manchester, and 31, Renshaw
Liverpool. [01

HARLEY^-DAVIDSON Combination, 7-9h.p.. 19!

2-speed, spare outer and 3 inner tubes, clock, a_
iccessories, condition good, start long journey any ii

5tant, certain of timely arrival, Phcenix sidecar coii

plete; joined army; £65; part exchange anything por

ible, such as gold watch, but must sell quickly; oflflrj

please; no postcards.—Pte. Lloyd, 22157, Aliwal Br
lacks, Tidworth. [9?

Hazlewood.

LATE 1913 5-6b. p. Hazlew nod-Jap, countershaft
coachbnilt sidecar, kick start; £38.—Tickle,

worth, Leicestershire. [S'

Hobait.
1 Q14 Hobart, 2-stroke, single gear, with mag., spi^

j-*y meter, etc.; £14; ready for lunninj.— Till.^

Eardley Rd., Streathom. [f

HOBART 3-speed 4h.p. Twin, and 9 gn. Gloria
car. all accessories ; any trial; £39.—East

Motor Co., Station Rd., Canterbury.

HOBART. 1916. 2-speed, practically brand n&w,^
under 500 miles ; must sell ; offprs ; Saturday f

noons.- 123, Lordship Rd., Stoke Newington, N
HOBART-VILLIERS, 1915, 2iAh.p. , .._

extra fi.ne sample, exceptionaUy fine engine,

appearance, well tyred; £21

;

Layton's Garage. Bicester, Oxon.

we hn"

engine
approval anywl

[sscy;

A20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
number.

SALE.

HUMBER 1913 LightwetKht. 2h.p.. maff,
£13/10.-1, Elmer St., \yand8fl-orth.

IQll Humber, sidocfir, 2-3peed, SV'jli-P
. . . .

Xt/ condition; £20.'*'-N'obbs, Sandleford, Bramber Kd.

runs well

;

[X4969

spnres, ppod

N". Fiucbley. [8887

IQl? 2-speed Humber, with coachbuilt sidecnr, tyres
J-t/ new, fine order; bargain, £23.—la. Union St
iVolTerbampton. [X5043

Qih.p. Humber and Sidecar, 2-speed, lamps, meoliani-
t>2 cal horn, fine condition, complete; £23, oHera.—
136, St. Ann's Ud., Tottenham.^ [8954

PETEOL. a ealls-, given with 1915 Humber, 3-3peed,
underslung coach sidecar; 45 gns.—Troward, 78,

High St., Hampsteai 'Phone: 5392. [9147

IQll SV^h.p. Humber Motor Cycle, less back wheel,
\*y carburetter, and mag. : a hnrgain, all in perfei-l

jider ; £9.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill.
1.9176

IdeaL
3ih.p. Ideal, o speeds, new back tyre, low built.

2 smart appearance, perfect condition throughout

;

£22/10 : consider exchange higher power,—Garmesnn,
la, Bichardson Rd., Eccles. [X5004

Indian.
^DEA'TsTD_New 7-9h.p. 3-speed Indian; 55 gns.

-

Co., PeterboTOug.

IQ13 7h.p. Indian, T.T.,
t-v wear of bore, etc.,

-Rubber
[X503S

INDIAN Koad Racer, 1915, long exhausts, very fast

:

£45.—2nd Lieut. Pemberton, Aerodrome, Swaff-
^lara. i;8977

13 7-9h.p. Indian and sidecar, electric lamps, etc.,

complete; £42.—Cross, Oflingham Sa-, Eotber-
lam. PC4739
pTNDIAN", 1916, 7-9h.p.. 3-speed, spring' frame, in ex-
X. cellent condition throughnut: £60.—Dominy, Jewry
3t., Winchester. [9071

INDIAN", 1913, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, spring frame, conch-
builf sidecar, in sound'^ mechanical order; excep-

fional bargain, £36.—Below. ,

TNDIAN. 1915, 5b.p., T.T:, 5-speed. clutch and kie-k-
J- starter, ^PTuTilete with accessories ; £48.—Elce and
30., 15-16, Biahopsgate Av., Camomile St., -E.C. [0481

IQ15 T.T. Indian, 3»/.h.p. twin, 3 speeds, and lightLU sidecar, sportv turnout; £55 cash, no offers.—29
Portland Rd., Southall, Middlesex. [915',

INDIAN Powerplus. 7h.p., 3-spced, T.T.. rigid frame
model, Dunlop tyres- £75; in stock for immediate

lelivery at P. J. Evans, John liright St., Birmingham
^ [X5Q2-:

iNDIAN, 7-9h.p.. clutch, free engine, bought January,
L 1916, in perfect condition, very fast, done ouiv
,400 miles; £47.—N.F-S., 10, Vulcan St., Bedford.

[X485^
jl C|J-5 Indian. 5h.p., 3-speed. Montgomery sporting
-tf cane sidecar to match, done 1.500, gunrnotcei
terfect

; £60.—Woodman, Claremout Place, Cha+*
t9118

.
clutch, just overhauleu, i..

_, _.. , good running order; £35, oi
ifEers.-Uix; 19, Middleton Ed., Golder's Green, N.W.

[899'3
flTDIAN, 1915, 5h.p., 3-speed, kick starter, electni-
iL head and tail lamps, Dunlop tyres, Lucas horn

;

:0 gns.—Julians, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone: 1024.
I.X413I

TNDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p., 3-3peed, and spring frame.
L dynamo lighting set, 2 lamps, horn, and speed
meter; £90.-P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birminp
am. i:X5029

T'ATE 1915 Indian, 5h.p., excellent condition; ex-
Li change for similar machine, British or American.
-Pte. Wilson, A.S.C., 2a Camp, Hut 22, Lark Hill
Salisbury. _ [9070
fNDIANS.—Model" C, 7h.p., in stock for immediate de-
L liTery. spring frame,- 3 speeds, 2 electric lamps and
lom, also speedometer; £78.—P. J. Evans, John Bright
t, Birmingham. [X5032
IQ16 Powerplus Indian Combination, new April.
L*/ spring frame, dynamo lighting,- horn, speed-

ometer, Millford sidecar; cost £112, sell £85.— Gilmour,
I

jasstown, Dumfries. [8985

IQ14 7h.p- Indian and sidecar, fitted up complete,
^*^ and iu fine condition throughout, second to none;
:65. or would consider a deal for car.—Rowley, 35,
.umley Rd., Skegness, [8986

late 1913, 7-9
. . engine, 2-speed, lamps, screen.

ools, etc., perfect condition ; £38.—R. Watson, 139.
Lvenue Parade, Accrington. [X5035
[NDIAN, 1913, new 1914 7h.p., T.T., free engine,
L very good condition, fast, best P. and H. lamp,
peedometer, etc.; trial. £35.—Apply, G. Dalziel, Chiise
louse, Kingswood, Surrey. iX4919
rNDIAN, 1913, 3i/2h.p., Millford sidecar, 2-speed, free
L engine, Lucas set, speedometer, powerful machine,
sed small mileage only, condition perfect throughout

;

29/10.-C., 597, Finchley Ed., Hampstead. [£066
[NDIANS—Birmingham agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91,

John Briglit St. Immediate delivery ex-stock 5h.p.
-speed standard and sporting models, with and with-
ut sidecar; price £70; sidecars from 11 gns. r^^31
INDIAN. 1914, 7-9h.p., T.T., 2-sp6ed, kicK

'

start,
L sporting sidecar, engine overhauled, only run 12
lonths, all accessories, spare tube, lamps, horn, etc.

;

or offer.—67, High Bridge, Newcastle-ou-Tyne.
£8962

BLUE Indian and coachbuilt sidecar,
h.p., clutch, free engine, 2-speed,

55,

GEZT IT AT

Mors
- Sole London and District Agents for -

A.J.S. & British Excelsiors.

Sole District Agents for Calthorpes.

Contracting Agents for all other Makes.

TERMS: CASH, EXCHANGE, or
EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

NEW MODELS.
5 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £102 18
7 h.r. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric

equipment £89
Ditto, complete with Sidecar €110
2} h.p. 2-5tv. EXCELSIOR, 2-sp.,and clutch £44 2

Coach-ljuiU Sidecar for same .... £10 10
4 h.p. CALTHORPE Combination £70 7
6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination £94 10
2} h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed £37 16
2? h.p. CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed £32 11

3t h.p. Ladvs CALTHORPE, 2-speed £35 14
ROVER Sidecar, coach-Luilt.withs/c brake £15 15
6 h.p. A.J.S. Sidecar £18 18
4^ h.p. B.S.A. Sidecar and luggage grid .... £1710

Write for Full List of Shop-soiled and Second-
hand Bargains ready for Immediate Delivery.

SELECTIONS

Cash

i
1916 6 h.p, A.J.S. Com-

bination, hood, screen,

spare wheel and accos-

sor.es. Run 500 miles. 110
191O 4 h.p. A.J.S. Com-

bination, ho >d & screen 95
1912- sih.p. P. & IW.,

2-speed, and coach
Sidecar 33 15

19152J h.p. EXCELSIOR
2-speed, and clutch .... 36 1

1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. and
Canoolet, hood aad
screen 70

1914 Sh.p. ZENITH,
c/shaft, and Sidecar.. 62

1913 3i h.p. ARIEL, 3-sp.

and Sidecar 40

USEFUL ACCESSORIES.
Spare Petrol Tanks, square, to fi.x on carrier,

r gallon size 2/6
Spare Petrol Tanks, i gallon size 1/6

(Post ge, 4d.)

Petrol Cocks, N.P., lor auxiliary tanks 2/3
Y Pieces for 2-way generator connections, ea. 6d.
Drain Taps 1/6
Split Pins, assorted, per box, i gross 1/4
Flexible Oil Pipe Connections, 5 J' long 1/-
Terry's Tyre Levers, set ot 3 1/6
Terry's Valve Lifters 1/6
Swan Valve Litters 1 /-
Swan Valve Grinders 1 /-
Johnson's Prepared Wax, for pdhshing coach-

work, enamel, etc 7d. & 1/6
Johnson's Cleaner, for removing.tar, oil, etc.. . 1 /6
Tinol Soldering Outfits 5/3
Auxiliary Safety Arms 8/3
Little Giant Jacks for Sidecars 5/3
Rear Lamps (acet.) 2/3
Rear Lamp Generators, v\lth bracket 7/6

All Accessories over 5/- Carriage Paid.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.

Garage: 12, Tottenham Mews, W.Ci

5.

De-
posit.

£ s.

.\n,\ 12
Pay-

itents of

43 87 ,'6

5 13 15 35/10

10 10 46/7

25 80/8

10 78/10

10 53/9

Telegrams-
'Phone—Museum, r240.
-" Dynametro, Westcent, London.''

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

B!

1Q15 7-9h.p. Indian Conibinalion, iu new condition,
-Ltf tyres uuscratehed, sprint? frame, electrie-nlly

equipped, speedometer, 1,200, all accessorieainnd spares:
f78/10.—Oram, 20, Caddiugton Ed., Crieklewood, Lon-
don.

,
[8775

INDIANS in Stock.—Latest models, Powerplus com.
binations. Sporting Powerplus 3 speeds models.

Standard 7h.p, overhead inlet combinations, with
lighting set, The famous Sh.p. 3-speed double-purpose
mount.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[X5033
Jalnes.

JAMES No. 6 Combinations in stock: no waiting-—
Colmoie Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [0829

COLMORE Depot. 261, Deansgate. Manchester, have
in stock complete range of James motor cycles.

[O303

JAMES, 1913-14, and cane sidecar, at^h.p., 3-speed
conntershalt, kick starter. Brooks saddle, perfect

order: £37/10.—Collyer, 286, High Bd., Wood Green,
N. 1X4987

J
ABIES 1916 4i4h.p. Combination, 3-speed. clutch
and kick-starter, delivery from stock; £80/15.—

Kice and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.G. [0491

TO 14 James Combination, 4i4h.p., kick start, clutch_,

barg.iin, £49.-reen, ebony lamp sets:
d., Brockley, S.E.

Crofton Park
[X4918

JAMES Comliination, Lite 1915. Hj'jb.p., 3-speed
countershaft gear, clutch and kick starter, hood,

'.creen, horn, speedometer, and Lucas front and rear
lamps, in splendid condition: co-st £90, bargain, £75,
or nearest offer.— 3, Lower Addiscomhe Ud.. Croydon.

[8980
J.A.P.

Sh.p. J.A P.. 90x77, riin 150 miles, a. i. v.. offers

:

1911 Kex engine, dismantled, parts.—J. \Vinter.

24, Mount "Pleasant, Lonth. rX5041

A h.p. J.A.P. and Sidecar, new- 3-speed Armstrong gear,i recently overhairled : £22/10.— .^pplj', Stelastin

Tyres, 76, York St., Westminster. [9024

J.E.S.

J.E.S., lady's, Drnid spring forks, little used. £12iiO:
J.E.S. ,

gent's, low built frame, good condmon,
£10- J.E.S., set for fixing to pedal cycle, new condi-

tion, £7.—Apply, Kingsbury, Hampton, Middlesex. [9033

.T.H.

J ,1-1-, 1916, 2V.h.n.. only run 200 miles: bargain. £31.

-W. and H.' Motor Co., Ltd.. 287. Deansgate, M:m-
hester. (9014

Levis.

POPULAR Levis, 2lih.p., 2-stroke: £2S.-F. Lvcett.

Burslem. [S;5002

excellent: £20, or nearest.- 11.
;X4872

Simpson,
[9003

1 Q 14 Levis, 2lih.p.,
Xt/ Ereeknock Ed., Camden Ed.

T EVIS, new July, 1916, lamps, horn; £28.-4, Stor-

i-f mont Ed., Clapham Common. [9155

LEVIS 1915V2 Popular, perfect cKjMdition : cheap. £23:
must sell.-35. Mile End Bd., E. [9008

LEVIS, 2yh.p., new, done 500 miles, lamps, horn,

etc.; £25.-S., 41, Ash Ed., Stratford [8740

COLMOEE Denots. Birmingham and Leicester, for

delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles from

.toek [080^

LEVIS, 2'/ih.p., countershaft, single speed, Bosch,
Amac, good running order: £17.—CuUen, Fox Plidl,

Didcot. [X5019

LEVIS Popular, new; special bargain; oannot re-

peat: £28 cash: gradual payments 2%.—Eeterea
Cycle Co., 332, High Holborn. ro764

LEVIS 1916 Popular Model, 2i4h.p., slightly shop-

soiled, special bargain, £29 —Wil
and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed.; Londc

LEVIS 2-stroke Motor Cycles, latest 1916 models.-
Snle London and district agents. Cars and Motor

Sundries Lt(' , 175-177. Shaftesbury Av.. London. W.C.
Phone: 1432 Kegent. . [0711

LEVISES.—Three Fopnlars, £32, and two No. I's with
Entield gears, £47/10: actually in stock: deferred

[layuieuts by mutual arrangement.—Lamb's. 151, High
St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [9027

, Lincoln-Elk.

LINCOLN-ET.K, 4Vih.p., and sidecar, clutch, 2 speeds,

nearly new heavy tyres, splendid order; £30.—
Hopton, 2, Foundry Lane, Biggleswade. [9110

M.A.B.

PETEOL, 8 galls., given with 1913 M.A.B. Sy^h.p.
' twin, Enfteld ge".., coach sidecar; 29 gns.—Troward,

78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392. [9145

Martin.

MAETIN-J.A.P., 254h.p., overhead inlet and exhau.st

valves, Amac forced feed carburetter, lamp, horn,

speedometer, in new condition throughout; £23.—Vin-
cent Motors, Eugeley. [X4431

Matchless.

Sh.p. T.T. Model Matchless-Jap and siSecar, overhead
valves, very fast; £35.-11, Eandalls Ed., Kijig's

Cross, N. [S99C

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2t
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 25/th.p., amart, inoy mount,
tyres and general condition splendid; £20, a bar-

gain.—Bunting, Harrow. [9199

MATCHLESS
splendid condition; trial

Rd., N. Tel.; " -

Combination,
" £65.-

ISTortli 2337.

8h.p. M.A.G..
52, Pentonville

[8955

Combination, 1915
, ! spare tyres

64, Macoma E,d., Plumstead, Kent,

MATCHLESS . . _. . .. _., .

3 speeds, 2 spare tyres, mileage 2,500; £6&.— S.,

7-91i.p. M.A.G,
&.— S,

[9073

MATCHLESS 1915 8h.p. 3-speea Combination, fine

Older, accessories: 70 gns. ; deferred terms if de-
sired.—Liimb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50,
High Rd., Wood Green. [9031

MATCHLESS, 1913, 6h.p., twin belt, Lucas head
lamp, iJnnlop extra heavy tyre, 2-speed gear and

liand clutch, kick starter, and sidecar; 45 gns.-
Broud St., Reading. 'Phone 1024.

-Julians.
[X4129

free
new
Tery

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, 2-speed, twin belts,

speedometer, watch, pillion, wind screen, 3 lamps,
tools, etc.; £42, or near offer; lightweight taken part
6xchange.-14, Chipley St., New Cross, S.E. [9010

3ih.p. Twin Matchless Motor Cycle, 3 speeds,
2" engine clutch, kick starter, countershaft,

tyres, lamps, and hoin, in escellent condition,
fast and flexible; price £38.—John C. Beadle, Ltd.,
Motor Engineers, Daitford. [0827

Minerva.
MINERVA, 2^/4h.p„ B. and B., running order; £8,

nearest.-21, Havelock Rd., West Kensington.
[9172

2JLh.p. Minerva, m.o.v., new dropped frame, spring
4 forks, nearly new mag., splendid little mount:

f 10/10.— Garmeson, la, Richardson Rd., Eccles. [X5005

MotO'Reve.

MOTO-REVE 2^h.p. Twin, splendid guaranteed order
throughout, practically as new, little used ; £12,

bargain.—Cross, 94, Heath Rd., Twickenham.

New Hudson.

[8957

NEW Hudson 6h.p. Combination, countershaft, 1915,
Lucas electric set; £80.—P. Lycett. Burslem.

[X4998
NEW Hudson, 2-stroke. 2,200 miles. Miller lamp,

Dunlops, like new; £23.-41, Kirkstall Rd., Streat-
ham. [X5036

j Q 1 5 6h.p. New Hudson Combination, in excellent
X t/ order, very little used.—Turpins, 22-29, Preston
Rd., Brighton. [0716

PETROL, 6 galls., given with 1913 New Hudson,
4h.p., 3-speed; 25 gns.—Troward, 78, High St.,

Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392. [9146

NEW Hudson, 2i4h.p., 1915 Model de Luxe, excellent
order, heavy Dunlops, in new condition, fine

climber, and very flexible;

Rd., Nuneaton.
£26.—Rev. Philpott, Arburv

[X4977

1 Q14 S'/sh.p. 3-speed New
Xtf clutch, chain-cuni-belt

~| Q16 New Hudson 6h.p. 3-sreed Combination, £92/10 :

JLV model D 2-stroke, 40 gns.; model C 2-stroke, £38:
actually in stock.-Exeter Motor Cycle and Light Car
Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter. [9166

Id 13-14 New Hudson, 3-speed, single-cyl., luxurious
X«7 sidecar, all perfect, full equipment; price £40;
seen tried appointment.-Bosanquet, Camden Metal
Works, Georgians St., Camden Town. [9084

1 Q 13 New Hudson, 3V2h.p., 3-speed, and very nice
XJ/ sidecar, enamelled New Hudson grey; a cheai
lot at £38; all accessories; easy payrnents arranged.—
Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [9180

Hudson, kick starter,
drive, 26x2^^ Palmer

tyres, complete with Canoelet coachbuilt sidecar, enam-
elled to match, combination guaranteed in perfect con-
dition; £35.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
mins'ham. [9196

New Imperials

NEW Imperial, 2V:>h.p. J.A.P., free engine, kick start;
£44/8.-F.' Lycett, Burslem. [X5001

NEW Imperial-Jap, latest models, in stock, £38 and
£44/8.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [8356

"|Q16 2^itfcp. New Imperial, 2-speed model, in stock;XU £38.—Alfred Proctor, Chepstow.f [X498S

COLMORE Depots, Manchester and Leicester, for im-
mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[0805

NEW Imperial-Jap, late 1915, 2-speed, nearly new,
splendid condition; £25.-11, King's Rd., Brigh-

ton. • [897:

NEW Imperial-Jap, 2V2h.p., Rally touring sidecar,
lamps, and horn, new July; £48.—P, Lycett, Burs-

lem. [X5aoo

NEW Imperial. 2-speed, new; special bargain, £36/15
cash: gradual payments 2%.—Referee Cycle Co.

332, High Holborn. [0765

"I Q15 New Imperial-Jap, 2Vah.p., 2-speed, F.E., ex-
XtJcellent condition; £27; exchanges.—Newnham, 223.
Hammersmith Rd., W. [9081:

1Q15% New Imperial, 2%h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed gear,
-i-U lamp, horn, splendid running condition; sacrifice

£25.—Alfred Proctor. Chepstow. [X4981

NEW Imperials, latest models in stock; 2-speed, also
kick-staiter hand-controlled clutch models.—P. J.

latest models
d clutch model:

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X5030^-

A22 AH letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each

^umh^

7-9li.p. HARLEYrDAVIDSON and Sc, i6F £101 IS
7-9h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON comb.dec. .£110
8 h.v. ENFIELD Combination 92 gns.
6 h.p. ENFIELD Standard Combination.. SOgns.
3 h.p. ENFIELD 1/w'gbl, 2-5p., k /starter 55 gns.

(3 in stock)

4j- h.p. B.S.A. Cham drive £64

4i h.p, B.S.A. belt-cum-chain £62
5 h.p. INDIAN c/bn.(m/c. alone £70) £86 10
=il h.p. ARIEL Combination £82 10
6" h.p. NEW HUDSON Com., fawn, 3-su. £92 8

2i h.p. LEVIS Popular (3 in stock) £32
2i h.p. LEVIS Model E, 2-speed £47 10
2ih.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-sp. Enfield £37 16
2lh.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, single-speed . . £36
2Vh.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-speed £42
2?, h.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-sp. & clutch £45
2| h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-sp., 1/tourist £38
2jh.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-sp., k/starter £44 8

NEW 1815 SH0F>-S01LED only.

2i h.p. CONNAUGHT, single-sp. I What 1 £32
a! h.p. HOBART, 2-sp., 2-str. \ Offers ( £33 10

SIDECARS. Reduced
Prices.

CANOELET - HARLEV - DAVIDSON,
28 X sin. wheel, quite new, never
removed from crate ; usual price

£17 los £14 10
CANOELET - HARLEY - DAVIDSON,
28X3in. wheel, £ig 15s., never re-

moved from crate,apron and screen . . £16 10
WATSONIAN, IHodel F, art cane for

lightwemht £9 3 6
WATSONIAN, Model H, coach Sidecar £11 10
WATSONIAN, Model N, coach Sidecar,

lor 3i h.p £12 11 6
WATSONIAN, Model G, coach Sidecar,

for lishtweisht £10 18 6
COMFY" coach ,Sidecarforli?htweight. . £8 17 6
PHOENIX INDIAN coach S/car, all red £13 10
INDIANStandard,28X2iin. wheel.... £15

SECOND - HANDS.
ROVER 3-'. h.p. 3-sp., coach com., all access £45
TRIUMPH I9ii-i2 3jh.p., Mabon chitch £19 10
MATCHLESS 1915 8 h.p. 3-sp. combn. acces. 70 gns.

ENFIELD 6 h.p. de Luxe, elec, hood, screen £95
ALLON, 2-str. clutch model, speedometer £38 10
ENFIELD 8 h.p. 1916 com., hood, screen £95
WOLF 1915 4j- h-P- .^-SP- com., k/starter £49 10
INDIAN 19165 h.p; & coach Sidecar, p. new £7810
BRADBURY 6 h.p. 1914 3-ps., k/st., S'car £57 10
NEW HUDSON 2i h.p. 1912, J.A.P. 3-sp. £21
SERVICE PRECISION 1912, 2J h.p., s-sp. £16 10
P. &M., 3ih.p. J9r3,2-5peed £39 10
DOUGLAS 1912, 2-sp., k/starter good cond. £26 10
ALLON 1915, 2-sp., k/starter, accessories. . 40 gns.

SUN VILLIERS 191 (, new JQ15, 3-sp., 2-5tr. £27 10
ARIEL 1915, 6 h.p. com., 3-sp., c/s'ft., gear

k/starter £68 10
WOLF 191.1 2jh.p-. smgle-sp., 2-str £21
CLYNO 2j h.p. 1915, single-sp., accessories £25
ALLON 1915, 2sp., 2ih.p. & S/c, access. £35
BRADBURY I9r4, 4 h.p., 2-sp., coach com. £33 10
HUMBERETTE 8/jo h.p., 2-3tr.,woith tjo £62
ROVER, 6 h.p., 2-str., & access., worth £33 £30
FORD, new 1915, rear Windscreen, shock

absorbers back and front, Stepney wheel
and t>Te, sj^eedometer, ej;haust whistle

and 5>Ten, special running boards and
tool chest, oil lamps, carefullv used.

Open to offers
'. £128 ID

LAMB,
151, HIGH ST.,

WALTHAMSTOW,
N.E.

'Phone:
Walthamstow 169.

6 minutes Hoe St . iG.E.R.)

50, HIGH RD.,
WOOD GREEN,

N.
'Phone: Hornsey 1956.

Hours—9 to 8-30.

Thursdays, i o'clock.

no<xx:;<>cx><>o<>oo<>oo<><><x>o<>o<>oc[

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

IQI6 2^;'(h.p. 2-spee(l New Iiuperiul-Jnp. only 3
J-t/ mouths old, runs perfectly on petrol sulistitute;
any trial ; owner buying combination ; i32.—Spiing-
field, High St., Sidcup, Kent. 19059

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1916 models, delivery Irom
stoq,k; 2Voh.p., 2-speed, £33; aVzh.p. ladies'

model, 2-8peed, clutch, and kick-starter, £46/a.—
Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate At., Camomile St.,
E.G. [0492

NEW Imperials, the handy. lightweights, witU J.A.P,
engine and 2-speed gear. We are the accredited

agents lor Manchester and Liverpool district, and can
offer immediate delivevy from stock; extended terms
and exchanges arranged. Call or write.—Colmore
Depot, 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool, and 261. Deans-
gate, Manchestea-. [0814

New Ryder.
PETROL, 6 galls., given with 1915 New Ryaev-Jap,

2-8peed: 24 gns.—Troward, 78, High St., Hamii-
stead. 'Phone: 5392. [9144

Norton.

BIG 4 Norton Combination, S.A. countershaft: de-
Jivery from stock.—A. J. Young and Co., Ltd.,

Newraarkef. "- [8633

NORTON T.T. SV^h.p., competition machine, in splen-
did order, and verv fast, enamelled red, with gold

lines: £30.—Sydney Hall, Stevenage. [X4913

NORTON, lote 1913, 4h.p.. coachbuilt sidecar, 3-8peedfcL
free engine, new tyres and belt; £35: perfect con

dition.—Ledger, Market St., Wellington, Salop. [X499:

PETROL, 8 gaUs., given ivith 1915-16 Norton Big
Pour coach combination, Sturmey coimtershaft

gear, perfect; 66 gns.—Troward, 78, High St., Hamp-
stead. 'Phone: 5392. [9148

N.S.U.

N.S.U., 1914, 2h.p.', 2-speed, free, 130 to gallon, f^uod

condition; £19.-12, Oakhill Ed„ Sutton. [9117

~|Q14 5-6h.p. N".S.IT, Combination,' 2-speed, free en-.

-L«7 gine, 20 gn. Bramble sidecar, tyres, etc., as new;,
exchange for AC. Sociable of recent dote.— 9> Clephang;
Kd., Essex Rd., N. [905^

N.S.U., 1912, 3h.p. twin, spring frame, 1915 B. and|
B., new adjustable pulley and saddle, Hutchinson^

R.S., Douglas T.T. bars, Cowey, very good order; £1(^
-B., 21. Semley Rd., Norbury. After 7. [90631

N'

N.U.T.
tr.T. Si/oh.p. Twin, 3-speed, chitch; £32.-W. nt^^
H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deonsgate, Manchester

[9012;

O.K.

1 Q16 O.K., Mark III. open frame, 2-speed, hand-cOi,
-Lt7 trolled clutch. Clincher de Luxe tyres, in perlecl
order, soiled only ; £36.—Robinson's Garage, Green Sti

Cambridge. [913'

Omega.
3h.p. 2-stroke 1914 Omega, B. and B., Simms mag-t^

perfect condition; bargain, £20.-6, Colly Rd., Nor^T
wood, London. [9122'

P. and M.

1Q14 3V^h.p. P. and M., 2-speed, wicker sidecar, iri

A t/ perfect condition : cash or easy terms ; £45.-^
R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0721"

1 Q12 3^/^h.p. P. and M., 2-speed, sidecar, new cyl
___

J-t/ der, piston, and kick starter, lamp, horn, spares^a

iu^t overhauled; £30.—Hurley, Oakhill Rd., Ashtea^i
Epsom. [9111,1

P.
and M., 1913. 3V>h.p., 2-speed gear, new coachbuiltT
sidecar, full outift, in good condition; £40.—Tuke^i

ind Bell. Ltd., Motor Bept., Carlton Engineering Worksu^,
High Rd.. Tottenham,. N. [799(rJ|

1(Q13 P. and M., countershaft 2-speed and free, Mill*
JL*/ ford coachbuilt sidecar, Lucas outfits, just over-

hauled, excellent condition througliout; £35.—T.. 92,

Northcote Rd., Clapham Junction. [8951^-

1 Q14 3V2h.p. Phelon and Moore, 2-Bpeed gear, kid^
JL «/ start, chain diive, Lucas lamp set, 1 gn. lioro;^.

Cowey speedometer, excellent tyres, engine guarantefeff

Eerfect; £42/10.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
ridge. ^ [9132

P.
and M., 1914, condition equal to new, Coronet side-

car, coachbuilt, all accessories, 3 new ajjare covers,

2 spare butt-end tribes, one engine chain, 10 gallou

petrol, No. 1, lamps, 2 horns, 1 valve; £58.—Pickles,

230, Queen's Rd., Halifax. [876ff.;

Peugeot.

PEUGEOT Twin, 3y2h.p., Bosch, B. and B., p©rfe(

condition; £10.-75, Venner Rd., Sydenham.
'"'""'

Pope, ,^

POPE, 1914. 4i^h.p., CB. sidecar, 2-speed, F.'ET'

spares; £38; or exchange Douglas, 1914-15.—31?>^
Ennersdale Ed., Lewisham. [916^E'

Premier.
3i3i.p. Premier, T.T. bars. Grade pulley, very fastv';

2 £22.—Roodhonse, Engineers, Conisborough.* Jt"

ih.p. Premier, excellent condition; bargain.—Geo-
2 F. Newcombe, 15, Ashcroft Villas, Cirencesteiv>

[909?

1 Q14 3^'h.p. Premier, 2 speeds, coachbuilt side«!nc?'

At/ £45; cash or easy terms.—R. E. Jones (GnragesK

Ltd.. S\\unsea. [0823

2
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The Effect of Cheap Fuel on
Lubrication.

BEFORE motor cyclists adopt the cheaper
white oils and paraffin-petrol mixtures as

the motive power for their engines, they

should consider very carefully what
effect these are likely to have on the oil

with which the engine is lubricated. So long

as the combustion is perfect there is nothing to

fear, but if paraffin in any quantity is allowed to

escape unburnt past the piston rings into the

crank case it is likely so to thin the lubricating

oil that the latter no longer has sufficient

viscosity to maintain an oil film in the bearings,

with the result that, when the oil film breaks

down at the moment of greatest pressure, we
have metallic contact between the bearing sur-

faces accompanied by excessive heat and undue
wear.

It is possible that this injurious effect will be
less noticeable on motor cycles than in the case

of car engines, for the reason that the oil is being

constantly fed to a motor cycle, in the majority

of cases, from a fresh supply and used up in a

few miles, whereas in a car engine a sufficient

supply of lubricant is carried in the sump to last

i,ooo miles, and the addition of paraffin (even

in small quantities) to this may very seriously

interfere with its lubricating powers. As a

matter of fact, the analysis of an oil so used in

a light car showed quite a considerable loss in

viscosity.

It therefore behoves all motor cyclists who
wish to experiment with the heavier fuels not

only to see that their piston rings are a good fit,

but also that the vaporisation of the fuel is

assisted by heat. They will then have little to

fear. What we should advise motor cyclists to

do is to drain the oil from their crank cases

more frequently, say every 150 to 200 miles,

and charge the crank case with fresh lubricant.

Still another useful tip is to use slightly thicker

oil, i.e., with more body in it, than in the normal

course. There will then be less fear of the

oil in the chamber becoming diluted to the

extent of causing damage to the bearings.

Economy Committee at Cross
Purposes.

ON
the one hand we have the War Savings
Committee urging the people of this

country to economise to the utmost ; on
the other we have a committee placing

obstacles ia the way of that desirable

achievement. We have in mind particularly at

the moment the question of travel. The
cheapest possible method of power locomotion,

whether the Government Departments know it

or not, is by motor bicycle. We are in the
middle of summer and the holiday period, and
no doubt a great many munition workers,

exempted men, and people over military age, are

contemplating or have made arrangements for a
short respite. Deprived of a reasonable quan-
tity of petrol they must resort to the already con-
gested railway, and that means a bigger outlay,

unnecessarily so seeing that the motor bicycle

will be lying in its shed unused for lack of a tin

of petrol. Some may retort that this is not the
time for holidays ! True, but many a toiler

finds that the continuous pressure of modern
times absolutely demands a rest to restore him
for efficient work. Then again, many a man
abandoned his holiday last year. We ask

—

seeing that no one has touched upon this point

,—^if the question of
'

' seasons
'

' has been con-
sidered? We estimated on the official petrol

cards our spring consumption. After this

summer term-^-essentially the one in which the
most petrol is used by motorists—we arrive at

the autumn period, when motoring wanes, partly

owing to colder days and less favourable
weather. The fact remains that motorists £ire

very much incensed at the meagre allotment at

the period when money could have been saved
by using one's motor—on which the tax has been
paid—in preference to a railway carriage, always
so stuffy and objectionable on a hot day.

An index to the advertisements in tills issue will be found on tlie page facing tlie baol< covei*.
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The Scott Three=wheeler.
This novel vehicle suggests a whole catalogue of

subjects for thought and discussion, but its supreme
interest consists in the fact that one of our leading

engineers has at last considered the problem of a

light three-wheeler de novo, and has found it soluble

along sidecar lines. In the past the same problem
has been attacked by many engineers," and has found
various solutions. In earlier days the idea of
detachability betrayed most engineers into the side-

tracks represented by the sidecar and the tricar ; and
when progress piled on weight, horse-power, and
general luxury, the underlying basis of the motor
bicycle dominated men's minds so cornpletely that

years passed before anybody broke away from it. The
tricar proved a failure ; the sidecar has done well in

private ownership, though its very disappointing
records in long distance competitions suggest that it

has only recently become a desirable machine to buy
" for keeps " where hard work was in prospect. The
A.C. Sociable and the Morgan runabout frankly
broke away from the obsession of utilising a motor
bicycle frame and make-up as the major portion of
the three-w'heeler, and the Morgan has a particularly

good record in competition. Many thinkers have
finally abandoned the three-wheeled principle in

favour of the glorified quadricycle, recently yclept a
cycle car, though tiieir productions have never really

established theniselves on the market; and their main
result up to date has been to suggest an unquestion-
able success in the light car, leaving the problem of
a light motor cycle passenger combination still largely

unsolved. At last an engineer arises who agrees with
Mr. Morgan that the three-wheeler is the real solution,

but differs from him profoundly as to the correct

method of applying the three-wheeled principle.

While the former adopts a chassis resembling in plan
a steep isosceles triangle with its base in front, the
latter prefers a right-angled triangle with its

hypotenuse as the off side. The only serious objection
to either consists in appearance. The Morgan always
looks rather unsupported behind, and the Scott looks
lopsided; this point may be ignored, as the sidecar
is mpst ungainly in appearance, but has nevertheless
won the public affection.

Its Promise.
I should not devote so much space to the Scott if

I did not feel that its intrinsic mehts promise it at

least as large a niche on our markets as the Morgan
already enjoys. I have always felt that the costly
sidecar outfit de luxe, however well designed and
niade, was an absurdity. Its. dirtiness, inaccessi-
bility, and discomfort arose from the folly of starting
with a complete motor bicycle as the basis, and
forgetting that the motor bicycle could be ignored in

i^}"?i'""JtiiiiifM'«iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiffliiiir/(^^

all cases where detachability was no longer desired :

i.e., the sidecar may survive in its lighter and simpler

forms, since some men will always want a passenger

carrier as an afterthought or for occasionar use, and

that in all other cases the sidecar is an absurdity.

Nevertheless, the enormous mileage annually covered

by sidecars shows that the Scott arrangement of a

three-wheel chassis is sound in principle and has

certain practical advantages. Wherefore the ultimate

evolution of such a machine as the Scott, which is ^

the sidecar principle purged of its absurdity, is

inevitable. One's sole doubt as to its being the pioneer

of a type commanding huge sales is the reflection that

most users would undoubtedly prefer the appearance

of the Scott plus an extra wheel, and whether many
users would not pay, the extra cost implied by such-

an addition, connoting a fourth wheel, an extra axle,

and a reverse gear. Anyhow, the sidecar principle,

thus purged of its anomalies, is sur? to be tried out,
,j

and Mr. Scott is at least the pioneer of a long series!

of experiments, whether or not he proves to-be the ^

founder of a permanent type. This brilliant attempt

to endow the sidecar principle with permanence is the

main interest of the new vehicle. Should it fail, we
may expect to see the passenger market simmer down
eventually ,with the detachable sidecar and the light

car as its two extreme?, the gap being filled by a fleet

of variegated designs, including sufh compromises as

the Morgan and the light quad.

Fascinating Details.

In its dual, attack on the few survivors of the four-

wheeled cycle car and- the sidecar de luxe, the Scott •

three-wheeler is assisted by a host of brilliant details.

Being assembled from a bundle of tubes with an
ease reminiscent of a Meccano model, it is cheap to

.

construct and repair. It eliminates the need for a

reverse by retaining the microscopic turning circle of
'

a sidecar. It is far better sprung than any sidecarj

has ever been. Its engine is extremely iccessible, :|

and will nevertheless keep perfectly ciean. . The
transmission may prove to be the best yet fitted tOj

a motor cyde. Its light weight makes fo. speed,]
low fuel bill, and tyre life. It incorporates con-j

venient and sightly accommodation for a good bulla
of luggage. There is no inaccessible wheel—^a meriH
which is novel on three-wheelers of all previous

designs. The engine is a simplified form of the-

simplest type of engine known to us if we take it for

granted that the rotary valve will give no serious,^

trouble for a considerable mileage. The hand starter

is better than any kick-starter, and far better than
the usual motor car handle starter. The lubrication

(" petroil ") is of a type admitted to possess marked
technical and practical advantages ; the external dirti-

ness inseparable from it is of comparatively small
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Occasional Comments.

—

account when the engine is encased, and does not

come between the driver's calves. Decarbonisation is

extraordinarily simple, as sidecarists accustomed to

cleansing an 8 h.p. V twin mounted in a diamond
frame will be the first to perceive. Altogether the

alternative types of three-wheeler, and particularly

the high-powered ;^'i2o type of sidecar, must face a

very formidable rival indeed. Its main principle is

singularly attractive, and the detail work, so far as

it can be judged by eye or on paper, seems absolutely

brilliant. At the moment of writing I have little

information as to the resurrection of four-wheeled

cycle cars after the war; but if a four-wheeled

edition of the Scott three-wheeler could be listed at,

say, £,io more than the present vehicle will cost, the

most dangerous rival would be identifiable. In the

meantime we do not know what the peace price of

the Scott three-wheeler will be.

Light Car Competition.

In all considerations of the future evolution of light

two-passenger outfits, we have to keep a watchful eye

on second-hand light cars, and especially when the

question of ;£, s. d. is considered. The light car is in

THE NEW 5 h.p, SCOTT THREE-SPEED SHAFT-DRIVEN
SOCIABLE (Described exclusively in "The Motor Cycle" of

luly 27th and August 3rd).

raised at least 40% by ttie practical cessation of manu-
facture since August, 1914. In other words, within two
years of the declaration of peace, there should be an
almost unlimited supply of second-hand light cars avail-

able at about ;£ioo apiece. Such a car as a 1913 Morris-

Oxford, Singer, or other leading make, would be un-

commonly good value at ^100 to-day; and the ;£ioo

bargain of, say, 1919, will represent a little-worn 1916
Calcott' (to name one make). Such alternatives will

knock the ^£120 sidecar outfit clean off the market, one

would thinic ; will very seriously interfere with the pro-

duction of cheap quads ; and will limit the chances of

such new introductions as the Scott three-wheeler, and

render its retail price one of the main factors, if not

-the main factor, in its commercial success. One might

confidently predict an enormous vogue for such a

vehicle at, say, ^ISi but with every ;^5 advance

towards ;£ioo its chances of big sales would dwindle

appreciably; and at ;£ioo its market might even

ai)proach the problematical. For we must remember
in all speculations and prophecies that tlie days will

come when cars will be no longer sold, as bicycles

once were sold too, for one, two, or three years' use,

but for five, ten, or even fifteen years' work; and the

history of the bicycle shows that the durability factor

of mechanical transport machines lengthens out fairly

rapidly, as design settles down. First cost will very

soon be the dominant factor in the success or failure

of the lighter two-passenger outfits ; and uncertainty as

to the future in this respect has deterred many big con-

iii.

Shows the complete protec-

tion for driver and passenger
- provided.

-its infancy, and its 1913
editions were admittedly

poor stuff as compared
with the 19x5-1916 types.

Yet these 1913 models
are daily fetching up-

wards of ;£i3o, which is

a lot of money for the

class of buyer who merely

seeks the cheapest satis-

factory transport for two
people. Moreover, the

supply of second-hand
light cars is still remark-
ably small, as the 1913
output was very limited

;

and the prices have been

Engine exposed, showing extreme accessibility.

forms the petrol tank.

The front mudguard

Entrance from driver's side,

a very desirable arrangementi

not found on many cars of

much greater price and power.

Observe tilting steering wheel.

cerns from dabbling with

light three and four-

wheelers, especially since

the light car made good.

Indeed, this truth forms

the sole justification of

those makers who con-

tinue to embody high-

powered twin bicycles as

the groundwork of costly

passenger outfits ; they

have proved to be g9od
temporary compromises

;

and innovations . were

certainly rather risky.-

A13
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An Aeroplane Type Sidecar Body.

|-»te

A sporting sidecar attached to a 1913 model Rudge. The rear suspension is a novelty, being composed of elastic bands on the lines of an

aeroplane's landing chassis.

THE smart-looking sidecar body here-

with illustrated has been built to

the design of a naval officer by a
well-known firm of aeronautical engineers.

It is constructed of a mahogany and ash
framework covered with aluminium sheet.

In order to combine extreme lightness

with strength no door has been fitted

;

this also, of course, prevents the clean

lines being broken. It will be seen that
the body closely resembles the fusilage

of an aeroplane. The method of springing
the rear of the body is decidedly novel,
elastic bands being used in a somewhat
similar manner to that in the shock-
absorbing device on an aeroplane's land-
ing wheels. We understand that this

method of springing is perfectly comfort-

able, while the system is very worthy,J
owing to its simplicity and lightness. We!
are told that the. "body is only thre^
pounds heavier than the old cane body'

which this one replaces.
\_

The owner speaks in very high term^
of his Badge, which, although only 3'

1913 model, is capable of pulling a-

sidecar well.

Improved Mudguarding.
THE middle of summer may not seem

the most appropriate time for re-

ferring to the mudguarding of

motor cycles, but the great room for

improvement in this respect is sufficient

excuse, if any be needed, for so doing.

The auxiliary leather guards illustrated

herewith are not new, sketches of this

particular type having been published in

The Motor Cycle of December 23rd last.

They are so practical, however, that the'

photographs showing them actually fitted

to a Sunbeam will be of general interest.

The inventor is Mr. J. A. Macgill, of

Bangkok, Siam.
The . guards consist of a couple of

strips of varnished leather attached
beneath the footboards, carried over a
crossbar situated some six inches above
the front of the footboards, and then

carried back and attached to another

tubular crossbar situated in any con-

venient position on the top tube, pre-

ferably as near the rider's legs as

possible. In conjunction with a good ,

front guard, these strips afford excellent
j

protection from mud, rain, and cold.

]Mr. Macgill tells us that he has had,;

the top crossbar nickel plated, which
improves the appearance.

J. A. Macgill's auxiliary leather guards fitted to a 3Jh.p. Sunbeam.

-^.1 +
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STEERING HEAD DESIGN.
A POINT WHERE IMPROVEMENT IS OVERDUE.

PlANE OF BaLLJ

AN interesting point was raised in The Motor
Cycle by a correspondent in France in connec-

tion with steering head troubles, and it certainly

is extraordinary that it has taken the test of war to

bring this point into prominence, for it certainly is no
new one. One piece of advice which is often given

to prospective purchasers of second-hand machines is

" to see that there is no shake or looseness in the

head," but in view of the fact that few machines on
the road can hold the steering head adjustment for

more than about 500 miles, the advice is more or less

superfluous. Under ordinary conditions, no doubt no
serious trouble results, beyond the slightly increased

tendency to sideslip which
slackness anywhere in" a frame
produces, but to the mechanic-
ally-minded rider the disadvant-

ages of a sloppy steering head
are sufficient to make it a source

of chronic worry.

There are several causes which
combine to produce the trouble

in question, most of which could

be easily removed, as usually

happens in such cases, if the

matter were investigated. Most
motor cyclists are familiar with

the usual steering head con-

struction, which is one of the
' few legacies of the push bicycle,

now that pedals and the free

wheel are happily things of the past.

Pressing in the Ball Races.
The head itself, shown in section in the diagram,

usually a steel pressing or a malleable casting, is

recessed top and bottom, and into this recess the

grooved steel races are pressed. _ Now herein lies one

of the difficulties, for in order that the load shall be

equally distributed over all the balls, and not concen-

-trated on a few, it is essential that the working faces

of the two ball races should be truly parallel. Several

possibiUties of error arise : first the working surface

or plane of contact of the balls may not be parallel

with the face C of the ball races, the races themselves

may not bed properly in the recess owing to a care-

less workmen allowing dirt or scale to remain in the

recess, or not pressing thern in squarely, and lastly

'he face D -of the recess may itself be out of

parallelism with the corresponding face of the upper
race—an error that is exceedingly likely to arise even
if truly square when machined on account of the dis-

tortion produced in brazing. If any of these errors

arise a serious overloading of certain of the balls will

take place, with a consequent rapid wear of both balls

and races.

The Difficulties of Adjustment.
Another fruitful cause of trouble is the fact that

. the working face of the adjusting nut is almost certain

to be out of square with the axis of the head, a point

generally recognised in the design of ball thrust

bearings ; the consequence is that the top half of the

upper ball race lines itself ud with this untrue surface.

and thus throws the load to one side of the bearing,

with the evil results already mentioned.

The next point in order of demerit is the adjust-

ment, an operation calling for a great deal more skill

and pains than it usually receives, especially in view

of the fact that a ball thrust bearing may easily be
given an initial axial load of as much as a ton by un-

skilful .adjustment, and still work easily enough to

escape notice. How often does one see amateurs

—

yes, and often mechanics who ought to know better

—

adjusting the head with the front wheel on the ground,

and as long as the handle-bars turn fairly freely and
there is no shake, the head is considered correctly

adjusted." Obviously, it is im-

possible to tell by this method
whether an initial and unneces-

sary load is not being applied to

the bearing. Instead, the front

of the machine should be sup-

ported, and preferably the front

wheel removed, so as to make
the "feel" of the bearing as

sensitive as possible; but this is

a refinement which is often ren-

dered unnecessary by the shock-

ing existing condition of the

balls and races.

Section of steering head showing how ball races

are inserted.

Larger Bearings Necessary.

To effect some improvementsome
in this matter is not difficult

when one considers in how many directions it may
be attempted. In the first place, the size of the

present bearings in nearly every case is hopelessly

inadequate, and even at the expense of an unusually

large head they ought to be increased both as regards

diameter and size of balls. The adjusting arrange-

ment is another point which requires considerable

modification to ensure alignment, and, if at all possible,

the length of head should be increased to reduce the

journal loads which this long-suffering bearing has

also to carry. A good lubricator, too, should be
fitted.

Plain Bearings not a Remedy.
As regards the suggested solution of the difficulty

by the use of plain bearings, there is not much hope
in that direction. . Plain bearings are neither neces-

sary nor desirable, as readers of The Motor Cycle

who remember the old plain bearing bicycle will

know, for a dismount had to be made every ten miles

or so for the purpose of oiling the wheel bearings.

This, by the way,' is the origin of the custom, still in .

vogue with the fair sex, of carrying an oilcan in the

tool bag, to the great detriment of the appearance

of the inside of the bag and the condition of one's

fingers after opening it. At least I have never been

able to obtain an explanation from any lady as to

why she carries a messy piece of goods like the aver-

age cycle oilcan, which- she never by any chance uses

on the road ; so I take it that, like other inherited

and undesirable instincts, it is a vestigiary trace of

the plain bearing bicycle. Antidote.

413
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ECONOMICAL TRAVELLING.
FIVE HUNDRED AND TWENTY MILES ON FOUR GALLONS OF PETROL.

FINDING that I had the inside of a week at my
disposal, and having need to visit a relative in

Cornwall, from motives of economy I decided

to make the trip by motor cycle. I spent no time in

tuning up my 3 h.p. Enfield or other preparations, took

no spares, but a couple of sparking plugs, and left my
home in the Midlands at about noon, intending to ride

just so far as I felt inclined on that day, and to finish

the journey on the next.

The First Gallon.

My way lay via, the Fosse Way, which south of

Halford is rather narrow and with the surface of an
ordinary country lane, rather rough,^ but far preferable

to the pot-holey roads one often. meets with on many
main thoroughfares. I lunched at a wayside inn, not

far from Fosse Bridge, where there is a steep drop and
rise, sitting on a stone bench by the roadside, having
so far covered about fifty miles.

The road was now wider and better. Cirencester

was soon left behind, but when I had left the Tetbury
Road and was nearing Malmesbury an. ominous bump
showed that the rear.tyre was fiar. This short account
is not intended to be a record of tyre trouble, therefore
it will sufiice .•:,,..

The Second Gallon,

At Ilminster I was advised to avoid Chard and take

the direct road to Honiton. This I did, and found the

road hilly, but not at all bad. From_ Honiton to

Exeter the road was in excellent condition, and I

enjoyed a capital run at a fairly fast pace. Exeter

streets were pot-holey and bad—^the worst roads

encountered during the trip—and I was glad to leave

the city behind, but so long as I followed

the Okehampton Road I found the sur-

face bumpy. However, after

about a couple of miles, I bore to

the left and made for More-
tonhampstead and Dartmoor.

The road now ran through "° "^^-

lovely scenery, but was very Wmchcomb

liilly—in some places it was CHELTENHAMv

say that,

luck in

to

my
tyres was out,

and I had to

remove the
back cover no
less than
seven times.

On the other

hand, I had
no involuntary

stops except

those in con-
nection with

tyres.

Cironcestep

I-

Keriih

Haslinjs

Elliiiglon

Mqrelon-in-lhe-Ma(i i
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louPton-oiMlic-Wal>

Norlhlcach
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ALTERNATIVE ROUTES FROM THE MIDLANDS TO NEWQUAY
(Followed by the Writer of the Accompanying Article).

Bruton

well engineered,

and wound in and
out through the

trees as it climbed the

wooded slopes above the

valleys ; in others it seemed

to take a de-

light in ascend-

ing the steepest

places. F a r-

rant s Hill, for

example, being

like the roof of

a house, apex

and all, when
a detour of a

With occasional delays I passed through Chippen-

ham, Melksham, Frome, Trowbridge, and Bruton. It

was now beginnina to get dusk, and I commenced to

look out for a suitable stopping place. The inn at

the pretty village of Sparkford was full, so I

journeyed on to Ilchester, where I found comfortable

quarters.-

A run of about a dozen miles on the following

morning, during which I passed by an ancient camp to

the south of the road, brought me to Ilminster, where

I took in a gallon of petrol.

A16

mile or so would have taken one round by the River

Teign, here little more than a brook. Then followed

the long rise (three miles) of Doccombe, where the road

curls till it seems to be climbing in a spiral. Within a

few miles I reached the wilds of Dartmoor itsalf ; the

climbs gave me no trouble, and I was able to run down
the hills, which for the most part are straight, at about

35 m.p.h. with the engine at rest. The roads, which

are sometimes rough, were in very good condition, and

the day was glorious.

The ascent from Two Bridges past Princetown

J
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Economical Travelling.—

was followed by two long descents ; the first to

Merivale Bridge is suitable for fast travelling until near

the bottom, where there is a right-angled turn to the

right, followed by a bend to the left just before reach-

ing the bridge. Here I saw about 100 Dartmoor ponies

of all ages and some twenty men looking over them.

The next hill, Moorshop, is winding and needs care.

Passing through Tavistock and over country which was
still hilly, I soon crossed the Tamar into Cornwall, and
was immediately faced with the stiffest climb I had
encountered on the trip—the ascent through Gunnis-
lake village. This was made rather rough by traction

engine traffic. The road rises about 600 feet in 1 3^2

miles. The view looking back towards Devon was
magnificent, and reminded me of the cliffs above the

Wye at Simonds Yat, with huge rocks standing boldly

out amongst the trees.

My way now lay through Callington, Liskeard, down
the lovely Glynn Valley, through Bodmin, and over
Goss Moor, where there is about three miles of almost
dead straight open road on a slightly falling gradient

—

a very fast stretch—to Indian Queen. Here I turned
to the right through the twisty Colon lanes to New-
quay—my destination.

The Third Gallon.

After a couple of,days spent by the sea, I left for

home on a drizzly morning, taking the coast road
through St. Columb, Wadebridge, and Camelford, as

the rain seemed likely to be worse inland. And so it

.
proved, for when I turned away from
the coast at the last place and crossed

tlie moors to Launceston, it became
much heavier, and I was glad to take

MOTOR CYCLES IN THE SERVICE
OF FIRE BRIGADES.

In America part of the equipment of all

modem fire stations is a small fleet of motor

cycles, which are very useful for ciearmg the

way for the big motor engines and taking

express messages, etc. These photographs

show a typical Harley-Davidson fire machine,

and it will be noted that four small

extinguishers are carried on the carrier.

1^5

shelter and lunch at Lifton. The weather then im-

proved, but, after skirting Dartmoor to Okehampton, I

ran into another storm ; however, the delay was not for

long. Wishing to avoid Exeter, I made for Bow, but

soon lost my way in the country lanes. Fortunately,

a pretty girl in a car came to my assistance. At
Crediton I turned to the left, taking the direct but hilly

road to Tiverton.

The. rest of the day's trip through Taunton to

Glastonbury, where I stayed the night, was uneventful.

The Fourth Gallon.
The next morning broke fine, but I did not

make a very early start, owing to tyre repairs. Wells

was soon passed. Then came a long climb over the

Mendips and an undulating road to Bath. After turn-

ing off the London Road there is a two-mile ascent on

to the Cotswolds, where there is a fine open run skirt-

ing some lovely parks, but passing through few villages,

till one drops down into Nailsworth and Stroud. The
road from Stroud to Cheltenham is very attractive,

especially from Painswick to the foot of Birdlip.

There are tramlines all the way from Cheltenham,
through Prestbury, to the top of Cleeve Hill, but,

after being accustomed to seeing trams always taking

the best parts of the road, it was pleasant to see them
running unostentatiously in the ditch, and leaving the

road almost unobstructed. " At Broadway both tyre

troubles and rain began, and my trip for the last forty

miles was anything but pleasant.

In conclusion, I must pay a tribute to my machine,

which ran excellently throughout, and climbed every
hill on the route. The petrol consumption was very
satisfactory. I had a small quantity in the tank before
putting in a gallon at the start. The total distance of

the trip was 520 miles, and I rode a further twenty
miles before the last gallon was exhausted. The cost

of this journey by rail would have been about 50s.,

and had I gone by train I should not have been able

to pay a visit off the main route without fuither e.xpense

in carriage hire. The oil consumption amounted to

about half a gallon.

So much for the economy of the motor cycle, even
with petrol at its present price 1 Auriga.

^
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" Motor Cycles and How to Manage Them."

FRONT CHflllN

ADJUSTING ARM,

Some Notes on the 17th Edition of the oldest Handbook dealing with the Pastime

THE seventeenth edition of " Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them"
has just made its appearance on

the bookstalls throughout the country.

At first thought the present may not

be considered an altogether opportune

moment for bringing out a revised

edition of such a book, however popular

it may be. As a matter of fact, the

demand for a handbook describing in

simple language the principles of opera- ,

tion and the care and upkeep of motor
cycles of all types has grown as a

result of the war, the reason partly

being the great expansion of the different

military sections in which motor cycles

are used. Many riders, with very slight

technical knowledge, have joined motor
sections, and they have found " Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them" of

great use in "polishing up" their

knowledge, and so making themselves
more efficient soldiers. Then, again,

the number of ladies and men above
military age who have become motor
cyclists continues to increase at a steady
rate, and for all these a book such as the

one under review is a sina qua non.

Hence for these reasons it has given us

ILA/GEAR5 50UD WITH SHAFT

opinions ex-

pressed therein

are not merely
one man's point
of view, but a

condensed com-
position of all

the most use-

ful and instruc-

tive features

gleaned from
all sources, and
some of which
have appeared

'

from time to

time in The
Motor Cycle.

The revised

edition contains

a complete
and comprehen-
sive list of illus-

trations, there

being no fewer
than four hun-
dred. The com-
plete manner in

which the book

ECCENTRIC
ADJUSTMENT,

Fig. 42.—Sectional drawing of the three-speed Lea-Francis countershaft

gear. (Atypical illustration from " Motor Cycles and How to Manage Them,"
17th edition.)

LOOStLy MOUNTED GEAR
WITH EXTEMSlOn TO WHICH
SPROCKET 15 ATTACHED

DOUBtE DOG. SLIDING OM SQUARE

deals with each unit

from the bicycle to the engine, gear
box, and carbu-
retter would en-

able the merest
novice in a very
short space of

time to grasp
fully the prin-

ciple of work-
ing, the different

types, and the
manner to locate

and rectify all

reasonable faults

of practically any
type of motor
cycle.

The great
strides in popu-
larity of the

two-stroke lightweight have made it

necessary to give this type of engine
more prominence than in previous edi-

tions, and a

cubic capacity table, speed tables, and
much other most useful information.

SQUARED P05ITIOM OF MAIMSHAFT

.OOSELY MOUNTED DRIVEM \AfflEEL.

-MAinSHAFT TO WHICH PULLEY 15 ATTACHED.

Fig 32.— Interior mechanism of a simple two-speed gear box or the

Douglas type. (A typical illustration from "Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them," 17tK edition.)

pleasure in revising, under difficult

conditions, the last edition of "Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them."
There are always newcomers to the

ranks of motor cyclists, and it is un-
doubtedly to the interest of all novices
to know as much as possible about the
construction and the faults from which
their machines may suffer, for, even
though they may not be inclined to

do their own repairs, it is as well to

know what is wrong and what may be
necessary to do to make the repaii*

Knowledge of the mechanism has always
been both useful and interesting, but
never before has it been so essential

for the novice to have some knowledge ,

of his mount as it is to-day, with garages
depleted of men and the manufacturers'
works engaged on munitions, so that
private repairs are delayed, if carried
out at all. It will, therefore, interest
the many newcomers to the ranks of
motor cyclists to know that the latest
sdition of " Motor Cycles and How to
Manage Them " is now on sale. This
handbook, which is the oldest manual
dealing with the pastime of motor
cycling, has been compiled and revised
from time to time entirely by practical
motor cyclists, and the views and

special section

is devoted to

the principle of

working of the
different types
of two - stroke
engines, and
many usefu
tips on rectify

ing fault
peculiar to this

type are given.

The more ex-

perienced motor
cyclist will find

much to in-

terest him ; for

instance, the
chapter on the
balancing o f

motor cycle
engines, illus-

trated descrip-
tions of dif-

ferent makes of

machines

OUTLET TO
FRONT CYLINDER

Change Speed Gears.

The mechanism of change-speed gears^
is a subject which puzzles a good many.'
practical motor cyclists; the various ,|t

types of change-speed gear have, there-

fore, received very special attention, and, ".

with the aid of sectional drawings and
diagrams, every rider who takes an
interest in the mechanical features of his

machine should be able to follow the

working of any change-speed gear fitted

to a motor cycle.

The lady motor cyclist has been care-

fully catered for, and a special chapter
written by a lady motor cyclist deals
with feminine requirements. In fact,
" Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them," complete as it was in previous
editions, now contains all the informa-
tion any motor cyclist is likely to i

require from A to Z.

^TO PUMPSDRfP FEED

ORItL£Da?ANK;
PJN

HANNEL ,

iTOCRANK PIN

:CESS IN
FLYWHEa

-WilN
FOR OIL

VOIR BELOW MAIN BEARING BUSH
MdN RETURN VALVE

'

Fig. 12.—Crank case and flywheel of a J.A.P. twin-cylinder engine, showing
and arrangement of the lubrication system. (A typical illustration from " Motor

a c c e s s ries, Cycles and How to Manase Them." I7th edition.)
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Use your motor cycle as a delivery van

We have a quantity of

PARCEL CAR BODIES

As shown in illustration, suitable for almost any sidecar chassis.

Hendee Manufacturing Co.
Indian House,^

366-368, Eustoa fioad, LONDON, N.W.
Telepbooe : Museam 164S.

Telrgiams: 'Hendian, Eusroad, London."

Irish Branch—10, Wicklow St., Dublin.

Australia—109-1 13, Russell Street,

Melbourne.

Ginadian Works— 12-14, Mercer Street,

Toronto.

In OTiswering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

DESCRIPTION.
Tie INDIAN PARCEL CAR is most substantially made with Ash ribs and 6 mm.
3-ply board. It is divided into two separate compartments, the front accessible through a
hinged top with two spring locks, and the rear compartment by means of a door opening
outwards, which is provided with a lock and key. The overall dimensions of the PARCEL
CAR box are 48in. long, 19in wide, and 24in. deep. Enamelled Indian red, nickel Bttings.

PRICE, BODY ONLY, £3 F.O.B. London.
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WARNING!
It has come to our notice that

Valves stamped with the letters

"B.S.A.," and stated to be suit-

able for B.S.A. Motor Bicycles,

are being offered for sale.

The unwarranted use of the letters

B.S.A. in any form is an infringe-

ment of our trade mark rights, and
proceedings will be instituted

against offenders.

Genuine B.S.A. Valves are stamped
on the head with three Piled Rifles

and letters B.S.A. (as illustrated).

THE BISNINGHAM SMALL ARMS

COMPANY, LIMITED,

13, SMALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

Latest Catalogue of B.S.A. Motor Bicycles free on request.

B4 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

A
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DrivingaSpiiMwPaw
A Test of the

QUADRANT
PARAFFIN
VAPORISER
using " Ldmp
Oil" at Is. per

gallon.

OUR brief trial of

the post-war 3g
h.p. Quadrant de-

scribed in our issue for

August 3rd induced us

to arrange for a more
exhaustive test with
the paraffin vaporiser.

Mr. Tom Silver accordingly placed the
machine and sidecar at our dis-posal, with
the auxiliary tank filled with petrol.

The main tank was empty—in fact, bone
dry—and, driving on the lighter fuel, we
repaired to an oil shop to fill up with
paraffin.

• The 85 X 88 mm. engine started at the
first kick down of the starter pedal, and
we moved off, with Mr. Silver driving, so

smoothly and quietly that our first im-
pression of the 3^ h.p. Quadrant was its

silent running.
After a few minutes' running we

turned off the petrol and opened the
paraffin tap. The air lever had been
fully open, and, without changing the
positions of either the air or the throttle,
we continued our way without noticing
any difference in the running. The
vaporiser was now warm, but it was
still possible to bear the hand upon it.

After several miles had been covered
the vaporiser was much warmer; but the
running was not materially affected,
which rather proved that a very high
temperature was not so necessary as
might be considered, although the higher
temperatures probably would have a
beneficial effect upon the engine lubrica-
tion, for incompletely vaporised fuel
would tend to wash the film of oil from
Jhe cylinder walls. On this point it is

interestiiig to note that a more frequent
. use of the oil pump did not appear to be
necessary when paraffin was used.

Fixed Magneto Timing.
We now called a lialt to take the

driver's saddle, while Mr. Silver became
the passenger. On looking jfoxxnA the con-
trols we noticed the absence of a magneto
lever, and -were informed that this had
been taken off in order that the condi-
tions should be exactly the same for both
petrol and paraffin. The timing of the
ignition was the Quadrant standard
practice, i.e., f^th before the top of the
stroke.

The vaporiser' by now was almost cool,
and, with the air lever fully open and

Filling up with paraffin at a shilling per gallon. Mr. T. Silver,

designer of the vaporiser fitted to the Quadrant, on the right.

the throttle about a third open, we con-

tinued the run. We found no dift'erence

in tlie driving, and only succeeded in

creating a knock under conditions which
would have produced similar results with
petrol.

A Light Sidecar.

The first impression in the saddle was
one of extreme lightness—in fact, it

reminded us very much of the side-

carette, and enquiry revealed the fact

that, despite the coachbuilt sidecar, the
weight complete was only 295 lb. We
had driven another 3;^ h.p. sidecar the
day before, and this weighed 385 lb.,

hence the light weight of the Quadrant
was a decided change.
A drove of cattle emerging from a

side road necessitated a quick pull up.
However, we were able to pick up
speed again without resorting to a lower
gear, but for the first time we noticed
a difference with paraffin, as it was not
possible to accelerate so quickly.
Our objective had been a hill of about

1 in 8 gradient, which we knew suffi-

ciently well to form a comparative test.

This hill usually compels the 3^ h.p.

sidecar owner to change down, and we
know the exact spots where we have
changed down on
similar machines
and also the speeds

at which it has been
surmounted. There
is a narrow bridge
at the foot of the

hill which precludes
high speeds, and,
all things considered,
the hill provides a

good test for our
purpose. We halted
about half a mile
from the hill in

order to verify the
pipe connections.
We disconnected the
unions to make sure
that when the petrol
tap was turned off

117

there was no possibility of the spirit

percolating through to the carburetter,

and, after feeling the vaporiser and
cylinder for comparison on a later test

with petrol, we resumed the journey,

and the hill was climbed with ease

and good speed. Turning at the top

of the hUl, we traced our way to

our previous halting place, and, after

waiting until the cylinder was approxi-

mately the same temperature as when
starting on the paraffin test, we re-

climbed the hill with petrol, but with no
other apparent advantage than a slightly

higher speed.

Starting after a Stop.

Changing over to paraffin again, we
journeyed on. To turn the taps is quite

a simple matter while under weigh. A
further few miles, and we called a halt

for tea. When we came to start up
again the vaporiser was almost cold, and
we realised that we had omitted to

change over to petrol before stopping

;

hence the carburetter was full of paraffin.

Should we disconnect the union and
drain the float chamber, or try just a

priming of petrol? Although antici-

pating failure, we tried the latter. Even
Mr. Silver was doubtful, but the engine
fired and continued to fire.

We were very favourably impressed by
the Quadrant vaporiser, and, for the

summer months at lea.st, the device seems
to solve the present fuel problem. From
our test there does not appear to be any
of the usual disadvantages connected with
the use of paraffin. There is no black
smoke from the exhaust, nor acrid fumes.
Overheating does not take place, neither

does the plug soot up, as is sometimes
the case when heavy fuels are used.

Maximum speeds are not so good as with
petrol, probably due to the fact that it

is impossible to open tlie throttle fully

lor want of more air than the petrol

carburetter will give, therefore it would
appear that an extra air inlet in the in-

duction pipe, such as is used on cars,
~ might increase the range of thrott'}»

supply.

Mr. Silver hopes shortly to be in a
position to deliver the fitment complete
with auxiliary tank at an approximate
price of 25s. In ordering it is only neces-
sary to state the make of engine and size

of induction pipe, but it would probably
assist if the induction pipe were sent.

The fitment will form part of the
standard specififcation on all post-war
Quadrants.

The new Quadrant passenger machine on which the paraffin test

was made. A light coachbuilt sidecar was fitted, the complete weight
being 296 lb.

B5
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MILITARY AND NAVAL NOTES.
A GLIMPSE AT THE M.M.G.S.
GUNNER J. MAESDEN, of the

M.M.G.S., in an interesting letter

from the Front, tells us that the
Clynos ajid TriumplLS stand a really extra-

ordinary amount of knocking about, the

roads being b^d enough to ruin the

heaviest tractors. He also says that the

M.M.G.S. are doing tine work in France,
for they can move about eo quickly.

When the men go into the trenches for a
few days the cycles are left behind and
they go in cars, but in general, when
moving from place to place, the sidecar

outfits are efnployed.

THE RANK OF D.R.'s.

A DESPATCH rider (R.E.) has written

to ask whether he lias the same
rank as the regimental N.C.O.'s.

He says tliat the D.R.'s are given i,anish-

ments which would on no account be given
to the regimental N.C.O.'s, but that, at

other times, they are reprimanded for jiot

acting as such.

STOLEN MACHINE RECOVERED.
AV , E hear from L.-Cpl. Godsell, who isW with the 11th Light Armoured

Motor Battery in Egypt, that he
has recovered his stolen motor cycle

after six months. This was the result

of a notice in The Motor Cycle. He tells

us that his battery is using Douglas
and Triumph motor cycles. The latter

especially are doing very well out there

in spite of the sand, through which they
puU in a most excellent manner.

A LUCKY SPARE.

CPL. M. TANNER, a despatch rider

attached to the R.E. Signal Ser-

vice, who rides a three-speed
Triumph, writes as follows

:

. . .
" It may perhaps interest you

to know how a Clyno outfit offered me
great assistance in a tight corner out here
some little time ago. I am on special

duty that takes me nearer to the line

than is generally allowed, and naturally

at times it is warmer than desired. It

was on one of these occasions that I had
the misfortune to break my exhaust
valve. After a series' of sprints and
'taking covers,' I came across a gunner
with a Clyno from which I ' bagged ' a
valve which fitted O.K. with about gin.

clearance after tappet adjustment, but
nevertheless carried me back to semi-

civilisation, where I was able to get a
Triumph valve."

ANOTHER MOTOR CYCLIST
AIRMAN.

WHILST in Wolverhampton recently

we met H. R. Davies, the well-

known Sunbeam rider, who tied

for second place with 0. C. Godfrey in

the last Senior T.T. Race.
A short time ago he transferred from

the R.E.'s, in which he had a commission
for some considerable time, to the R.F.C.
He now has his ticket, which he obtained
after only a little over two hours' flying

on a dual-controlled machine.

MOTOR CYCLING IN GREECE.

A DESPATCH rider whose regiment
has spent seven months in Egypt,
three in Gallipoli, and' six in

Greece, considers that road conditions

"around Salonika are worse than any-
where else. The so-called roads are

rough in the extreme, and the motor
cyclists have to cross mountain ranges
and wade through many rivers. The
rider in question, Cpl. H. Russell, con-

cludes with a word of praise for his

Triumph and the Sturmey-Archer gear.

The only improvement he suggests is a
little more ground clearance.

A FINE PERFORMANCE.

MR. TUDOR-HART, who is partner
with Mr. Robertson Brown in

Robertson Motors, Ltd., is, w-
regret to say, reported as missing. After

joining the Inns of Court O.T.C, he
was gazetted Second-Lieutenant in the

Northumberland Fusiliers, and at the
end of last year was transferred to-

the Royal Flying Corps. He was one

of the heroes of a thrilling fight in the
air on June 25th, which called forth the
following "words of praise from th«

G.O.C. of the 4th Brigade R.F.C. :

'

' The Army Commander wishes to con-

vey to Capt. W. A. Summers and Lt.

W. 0. T. Tudor-Hart his appreciation
of their bold and plucky performance,
which reflects great credit on the pilot

and observer."

F. C. Dee, who is quite an old-time
motor cyclist and a member of the
M.G.G:, is now a lieutenant in the

A.S.C., and has lately

been posted O.C. to an
H.A.M.T. Section.

DESPATCH RIDERS OF THE
67th DIV. SIG. coy.. R.E.

(Top row) Reading left to right

:

Sgt. H. Leadley, Art.-Cpl. S. Adams,

Cpls. F. E. Winter, S. S. Spencer,

W. F. J. Harvey, A. Upperton,

A. T. Reeve, G. Birkett. and H. F.

Tomlin.

(Bottom row) Reading left to

right: Cpls. K. R Gates, G W.
Pearce, S. V. SpiUer, H. S.

Hunter, T. R. Braybon, P. Grinstead,

and W. F. Garrett.
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
Last Week's Recruits. Further Inspections Arranged.

INSPECTIONS of recruits for the Motor
Machine Gun Service were held at the

Coventry Recruiting Office on Tuesday,
and at the Recj-uiting Office, Stanford
Street, Nottingham, on Wednesday last.

The names of those motor cyclists and
car drivers accepted will be found in the
list given below.

Amp, J. W., Ossett.
Bond. G. S., Taunton
Burs.nll, W., Beverley-
Chai)mau, B. B., Gloucester.
Collier, H. W., Gloucester.
Comer.r, H., Long Eaton.
Uenniss. F., Cleethoipes.
Dunstau, G. C. N'ottingham.
Garnett, H.. Harrogate.
Gibbons, K. M., Stoke-on-Trent.
Oillett, E. T., Ealing.
Hillas, H.. Brndlord.
Johnson, G. K., North Shields.
King, G. H., Coventry.
Mnssey, W. J., Kirton Lindsey.
Ni.xon, W., Nottingham.
Penn, B., Coventry.
Pikett, G. A., Mansfield.
Reeve, C. V., Norwich.
Ridgway, H., Biimingham.
Seaman, H, G., Norwich.
Seddon, R. E., Acton.
Smith. W., Coventry.
Wil3d**n, R. J., Northmoor.
Young, A., Warwick.

Central Office for Motor Machine Gun
Service

:

Mr. Geoffrey Smith,

19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

Appomtments with another group of

candidates had been arranged for Tuesday
this week at the Coventry Recruiting

Office, whilst on Saturday next Mr.
Geoffrey Smith will be in London, and
on Tuesday in Coventry, in order to

examine and accept suitable recruits.

Full particulars of enlistment and a

form for filling in purposes may be
obtained on application, whilst the con-

ditions of enlistment are mentioned on
this page. Those prospective recruits

conforming to requirements, and who
are ready to join up at once, may attend
any of the inspections outlined on this

page. The two next dates arranged
are

:

London.—The Motor Cycle Offices, 20,

Tudor Street, E.G., Saturday, August
12th, 2.30 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Coventry.—The Recruiting Office,

Little Park Street, Tuesday, August
15th, 2.30 to 4 p.m.

A free railway warrant will be
issued to prospective recruits living at

a distance, if the applicant will pre-

viously get examined before the Medical
Board for his district.

The amended conditions of enlistment
in the Motor Machine Gun Service are
given hereunder :

Experience.—At least one year's motor
cycle or car driving experience.

Age.—18 to 40.

Enlistment.—^For duration of the war.
Medically Fit.—For general service or

for garrison duty abroad.
Pay.—Is. 2^A. per day, all found ; the

usual separation or dependants' allow-
ance.

->-»o«

PETROL IN THE HOUSE.
Official Figures. Hopes of tfte Future. Tlie Use of Substitutes.

THE petrol -supply problem was
thoroughly " aired " in the House
of Commons on Tuesday of last

week, and, though many of our readers

doubtless read in the daily press the

important speech on the subject made
by Mr. Lewis Harcourt (First Com-
missioner of Works), the subject is of

such interest to all our readers as to

warrant the main facts made public

being placed before them.
The debate was opened by Sir F.

Banbury, 'who criticised the Petrol

Control Committee for its lack of dis-

crimination in dealing with claims. Mr.
Harcourt then made an official statement
on behalf of the Committee, and in the
course of his speech the following figures

were revealed :

Licences applied fof 324,000
Private car licences 110,000
Demanded by ciyilians [private
and commercial) 153,000,000 gals.

Available per annum 70,000,000 „
Licences issued for 75,000,000 „
Available per month for private
cars 700,000 „

Ditto motor cycles 181,250 „

What every motor cyclist would like

to know, of coiu'se, is what will be the

position at the end of three months

—

will the amount be increased or de-

creased ? On this point Mr. Harcourt
could make no promise, merely stating

bhat he hoped that the time we should
have to go short might be measured by
B few months.

Not Sufficient Tankers.

The whole trouble, apparently, is due
to the lack of tankers, and Mr. Harcourt
stated that he hoped the Admiralty
would soon be in a position to supply
more of these vessels, and so release
petrol tankers which are now used for
the purpose of bringing the heavy oil

for naval purposes. Incidentally, it was

mentioned that the unforeseen and un-

foreseeable rapidity of output of oil-

driven battleships is closely connected
with the foregoing. The question of

Sunday motoring also came up, and Mr.
Harcourt said that its prohibition may
yet come.
The scarcity of ships to bring petrol to

the country does not, however, explain
the lack of discrimination displayed in

dealing with claims. Mr. Harcourt said

it would be impossible to make detailed
enquiries in the case of 324,000 owners.
Granted! But surely some discrimination;
could liave been shown between extreme
cases, such as the purely pleasure rider

and the man who uses his machine solely

for business, both stating frankly on their

application cards the purposes for which
they used their macliines. According to

Mr. Harcourt the Control Committee hopes
to give further consideration to individual
cases as time permits. In the meantime
motor cyclists must be satisfied with their

half-gallon of petrol per week, and avail

themselves as far as possible of the use
of substitutes. On this subject, however,
"we direct attention to a leading article

in this issue, which urges that substitutes
may not be adopted indiscriminately, and
gives two valuable tips. We have devoted
a good deal of space in The Motor Cycle
during the past few months to experiences
of our own and our readers with pai-affin

and other substitutes, and this week's
issue contains a description of a run on a
3^- h.p. single-cylinder sidecar running on
an all-paraffin mixture with most satis-

factory results. The conclusion arrived
at from these experiences is that all motor
cyclists will find it well worth while to

experiment with these cheaper fuels.

It is possible that with a wholesale
adoption of paraffin mixtures a shortage
of that fuel may occur, and it has been

pointed out that if the shortage of petrol

is due to lack of tankers the same result

will be arrived at with paraffin as soon

as its consumption has risen to a certain

figure. The price may rise, but it does

not seem likely at the moment that

there will be any immediate shortage of

paraffin, though international affairs and
home conditions alter so quickly that it

is not safe to prophesy.

.

Protesting Too Late.

Some surprise and regret has beer

caused among motorists and motor cyclists

generally that the motoring organisations

did not band themselves together for the

purpose of looking after the interests of

their members earlier than they did, i.e.,

a fortnight ago. We announced the

decision reached at the first meeting, i.e.,

to offer the assistance of the representa-

tive bodies to the Petrol Control Com-
mittee in carrying out the new distribu-

tion scheme, in our last issue. But this

was much too late, and the only hope is

that they will look after the interests of

motor vehicle owners by keeping closely

in touch with future developments of

petrol distribution and supply.

READER'S TEST OF A PETROL
SUBSTITUTE.

In these days any fuel that can take

the place of petrol is eagerly sought for by
motor cyclists. Our readers will, there-

fore, be interested to hear that we have
received a letter from a correspondent
who has been using Kempol with very
satisfactory results. This rider first used
it mixed with a small quantity (20%) of

petrol and afterwards by itself. He
found that no alterations were required

to the carburetter—an Amac, The
machine was a 6 h.p. Clyno sidecar.
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Aug. 10th ?.2_ p.m.

12th
14th
16th

8.59

8.55

8.50

Police Traps and the War.
A lady fined at Willesd-en for exceeding

the speed limit wrote that " police traps

would never win the war."

Government Sidecars on the Wrong Side.

Sidecars are still being supplied for

use in France attached to the left-hand

side of the bicycle, though on the Con-
tinent the rule of the road is the

opposite to ours.

We are not Surprised!

20,0C0 letters are received daily by the
Petrol Committee, says Mr. Lewis Har-
court. No doubt a good proportion re-

present appreciation by motor cyclists of

the generous treatment accorded to

them ! Half a -gallon a week in mid-
summer !

Petrol for Volunteers.

Mr. S. W. Philpott, motor cycling

officer of the Liverpool Motor Volunteers,
tells us that he understands that

Volunteer Headquarters may be able to

make arrangements with the Petrol Com-
mittee to enable motor cyclists of the
National Volunteer Corps to obtain
petrol at ordinary prices for necessary
purposes.

Adulterated Petrol.

A reader writes complaining in strong
terms of the fact that he has purchased
petrol which has obviously been
adulterated. His denunciation of the
petrol companies in extracting the last

farthing for their spirit, and then
adulterating their spirit on top of this

is certainly deserved if it can be proved
to be true. Has any other reader noticed
any difference?

More Petrol for Motor Cycle Road
Surveyors.

Assistant county surveyors who ride
motor cycles in the course of their pro-
fession will, we understand, have their
claims for additional petrol considered
by the Board of Trade. This will be a
comfort to, among.st others, our corre-
spondent, Mr. T. Golsworthy Crump,
who uses his motor cycle for this particu-
lar work. He is one of the oldest motor
cyclists in the county nf Somerset, and
a prominent member of the Taunton and
District M.C.C., which was of great value
to the A.C.U. on the occasion of the last

trial held in that part of the world.

sS

The Hard Worked Petrol Committee.

It took eight days to issue a petrol

licence to a member of our staff, though
he posted a cheque immediately on
receipt of the notification of allotment.

Popularity of the Half-and-half Mixture.

The owner of a 2j h.p. Popular Levis
informs us that he is getting excellent

results with half petrol and half paraffin.

On this mixture he says the machine runs
most satisfactorily, and starts without
injection.

Paraffin Fuel.

Many motor cyclists have the idea that

a motor cycle will refuse to fire on paraffin

unless a proper vaporiser is fitted. A
motor cyclist who was compelled to make
a journey of about forty miles with a
6-6 h.p. twin fitted with a Senspray
carburetter was unabla to obtain any
petrol. He- accordingly emptied the last

few drops of petrol from his tank into an
oilcan and filled up "with a gallon of

ordinary paraffin. He was astonished to

find that after injecting the usual amoimt
of petrol into the cylinders for starting

the engine fired at the first kick, and
continued to run perfectly. The driver

assures us that had he not seen the
paraffin put in, and for which he paid
Is., he would never have detected any
difference in the running. The warm
weather undoubtedly makes a big differ-

ence when experimenting with petrol

substitutes.

Inaccessibility.

On a new machine which has lately

come into our possession the compres-
sion tap in each cylinder was loose and
that in the rear cylinder was leaking
badly. Imagine our horror when we
found that the inlet pipe had to be
detached from one cylinder and the
exhaust pipe from the other before the
defects could be remedied.

National Motor Volunteers.

The motor cyclist section of the Liver-
pool Motor Volunteers held a parade on
Wednesday evening, August 2nd, for the
purpose of obtaining motor cycling
recruits. About twenty N.C.O.'s and
men, with two motor cycle officers, left

Sefton Park end of Queen's Drive, and
followed a route which practically
encircles the city. At every main road
or convenient spot a halt was made, and
every motor cyclist passing that way was
stopped and asked to join the National
Motor Volunteers, all the advantages of
wliich ,were also pointed out to them.
They all took the stoppage in' good part,
though one or two appeared to think
they had been stopped by the military
authorities for the purpose of having their
maclunes examined. The meeting was a
success, and several fresh members
obtained.

An Economical Two-stroke.

In these days of greatly reduced petrol

supplies the record of a reader who has

run nearly 4,000 miles on a two-stroke

Connaught is of interest. Over a distance

of 3,850 miles his petrol consumption has

averaged 137.5 miles—a remarkably good

performance.

Bad Feeling.

Motor cycle traders in Dodge City,

Kansas, U.S.A., have received a shock
in the form of an order from the

municipal authorities ordering them to

move their garages and repair shops from
the main business district within ten

days. Such high-handed action is difficult

to understand. Legal authorities of the

motor cycling associations are coming to

the assistance of the agents concerned.

Average Prices of Second-hand Machines.

We give below the average prices of
second-hand models offered for sale in

I'he Motor Cycle. Where it is possible

to obtain a sufficient number of each
model the average for the past week is

quoted, otherwise the last average that
appeared is given, if within four weeks.

.\verage Latest
for weekly

Make. Year. H.P. last average
week, obtainable.

A.J.S rgi) 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £73 —
„ 1916 2|3-5peed ^54 —
, 1915 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — ^92

Alton 1915 2^ 2-sp., 2-stroke. ^^32 —
Bradbury .. r9T3 4 3-speed. . . . . . . £28 —

„ .. X9r4 4 sidecar....... — ^37
B.S.A 1916 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £68 —

19144 3-speed j?4l —
Calthorpe .. 1915 2.J 2-speed — £28
Clyno 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £50 —
Chater Lea . 19x4 6 sidecar ^^44 —
Douglas ... rgi5 2J 3-speed £42 —

„ ... 19154 vspeed £57 —
1914 z% 2-speed £37 —
1913 2j 2-speed. ....... Jf32 —

Enfield I9r/| 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £57 —
„ 1915 3 2-speed — jfjo

19143 2-speed — in
H.-Davidson rgis 7-9 3-sp. sidecar. . ^63 —
Humber. . . . X913 3^ 3-sp. sidecar . . — 5^35
Indian 19155 3-speed (Cst . —

,
19x6 Powcrplus sidecar /35

,, 1914 7 3-sp. sidecar . . £60
,, 19x3 7 2-sp. sidecar . . £tS —

James X9X5 4J 3-sp. sidecar .. — '^62

,, 19x4 4| 3-sp. sidecar . . (,^^

"—
Lewis 1915 Popular £25 —

,, r9X4 2-speed —

•

£27
Matcliless .. X915 8 3-sp. sidecar . , £67 —

•

,, . . 1914 8 3-sp. sidecar . . £^0 —
New Hudson 1915 2-^ 2-speed ,^24 —

,. 1915 4 3-sp. sidecar . . — £59
„ 19x3 3} 3-sp. sidecar . . £39 —

New Imperial 1915 2I 2-speed £26 —
P. & M 1914 3I 2-sp. sidecar . . £48 —

19x3 3i 2-sp. sidecar . . £33 —
Premier .... 19x4 3.V 3-sp. sidecar , . £40 —
Rex 19x4 6" 2-sp. sidecar . . — £51
Rover 1914 si T.T £35 —

19x4 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . £42 —
Rud.?e 19x4 3I Multi sidecar. . — £39

1913 3} Clutch £28 —
Scott 1914 3I 2-speed — £38
Sunbeam . . 19x4 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £69

„ . . 19x6 3i 3-speed — £70
Triumph . . . 1915 2i 2-sp. 2-stroke . — £35

„ . 1914 4' 3-sp. sidecar . . £44 —
Williamson . 19x4 8 2.sp. sidecar . . £53 —
7«Dith ..... 1913 6 Gradna sidecar £37 —
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Smelly Exhausts.

During the last few days the exhaust
of most motor vehicles is reminiscent of
the pungent odours associated with en-
gines of the early days. This is un-
doubtedly due to the fairly general use
of petrol substitutes or petrol mixtures
in carburetters either incorrectly adjusted
or unsuited to their use.

Petrol Regiuirements.

The petrol asked for by some car
drivers would keep many motor cyclists

on the road for lengthy periods. For
instance," Mr. H. Massac Buist refers in

The Car to a family of two persons who
have asked for 300 gallons per month.
Assuming that they drive on thirty days

" in each month in cars capable of averag-
ing 20 m.p.g., this means a joint dis-

tance of 200 miles a day. What their

, allotment was we have no means of

knowing, but we hope two gallons a

month.

The Transport of Wounded.
Sitting up cases might quite well be

transported from the hospital trains to

the hospitals by sidecars during the
fine weather. The London Ambulance
Column, which carries hundreds of

thousands of patients per annum in

privately owned motor vehicles, will

not countenance their use. More's the
pity, we think, especially as the reason
is ignorance of the comfort of the
sidecar. This course has been followed
in Coventry. See photograph on page
100 of our last issue.

Petrol Restriction and Week-end Tra£Bc.

.1 We rather anticipated a marked de-

crease in motor traffic on the roads
diiring the week-end, due to the difficulty

of obtaining petrol, but normal numbers
were to be seen, while in the vicinity of

the Thames we noticed no apparent
depletion in the numbers of motor-
propelled craft. One of three things is

evident—that motorists are making a

splash with their full month's supply,

that numbers still have a good stock, or

are eking out their allowance with
paraffin or petrol substitutes ; the latter

seems the most likely, as the somewhat
noticeably smelly exhausts denote.

The N.C.U. Prisoners of War Fund.

This fund was originated last summer
when it was discovered that several

cyclists were prisoners of war in the
hands' of the Germans, and entirely

.
without food parcels from England. The
•fund is an excellent one, and has done
milch to alleviate the sufferings of those
ivbo have been taken prisoners, and it

is interesting to note that several motor
cyclists are among the number of
prisoners receiving relief. Funds are
very urgently needed, and should be
sent to the Secretary, the N.C.U.,
Lonsdale Chambers, 27, . Chancery Lane,
W.C. One prisoner, Mr. W. R.
Wuest, appealed for relief through the
Auto Cycle Union, which forwarded the
postcard to The Motor Cycle, which in

turn sent it to the right quarter, and on
receiving his parcels he has written the
N.C.U. a very grateful postcard. He
is especially thankful for receiving bread
parcels. Another motor cyclist, Mr.
Gordon Fielding, as well as Mr. Wuest,
was touring the country when war
broke out, and was interned.

Petrol from Canada.

The 4,000,000 gallons per month uffer

from a Colonial firm, mentioned in our
last issue, was referred to in the House
last week. The firm is the Crown Oil
Co., of Ontario, but it appears that the
tankers are still on the stocks, and it

would be October before the petrol could
be obtained. Even then, if the present
heavy military requirements continue,
such an amoivnt would considerably
relieve the situation all round.

Lightweights in Africa.

An officer who has taken part in the
Cameroons campaign writes that the
two-stroke lightweight should be in-

valuable in that quarter of Africa. A
machine that develops a high speed is

not wanted, but one that will burble
along at about 20 m.p.h., and yet be
capable of attaining 30 m.p.h. What
attracts the writer is the possibility of
picking^ a lightweight machine up
(figuratively) and putting it in one's
pocket when obstacles are encountered.
He suggests as an ideal specification :

Two-stroke engine, three-speed gear,
stout tyres, and fairly sturdy build.

A Strange Notion of Economy.
One of the interesting revelations made

in the House of Commons last week when
Mr. Harcourt made his statement on
behalf of the Petrol Control Committee
was the fact that petrol for France is

first of all brought to England. Here it

is taken from the tankers and "canned,"
and then it is again shipped and sent
over to France. Hitherto it has been
taken for granted that petrol for the
Army in France went direct, and the
news that it does not is another instance
of the entire lack of appreciation concern-
ing the economy of

labour and time shown
by those in respon-
sible positions. '"L ' .•«

G.W.R. porter filling petrol tank of two-
stroke Allen at Pilning after machine and
rider had come through the Severn Tunnel.
At the end of this month the railway

company intend discontinuing the practice
of refilhng petrol tanks at either end of the
tunnel. Apparently a motor cyclist will have
his tank emptied at one end and find at the
other that he has no petrol.

A.A. Scouts on Service.
It was stated at the annual meeting

of the A.A. and M.U. that 450 patrols
had joined the Services. Those now on
the road were either rejected or dis-
charged men.

The National War Funds.
At the week-end the principal war

funds stood as follow :

The Prince of Wiiles'a Nation.i)
Eelief Fuud (£3,443,250
distributed) £5,937,168

British Red Cross Fund .. .. 4,159,147
Tlie Queen's Work for Women
„ i'lmd 170,141 3
Tlie Kitchener National Memorial

l^und .. ., 191,000

The Admiral Arbuthnot Trophy Fund.
The latest subscriptions received for the

Arbuthnot Trophy are the following :

B,s.A., Ltd '£5 5
Humber, Ltd 5 6
W. Hushes Butterfield .. .. 2 2
North Wales Motor Exchange .. 110
L. Francis Jones, E.F.O. .. • .. 1 1

C. Furlonger, E.F.C 5

The total received now amounts to

£98 16s. Od.

A New Road in Dorset.
The Dorset County Council are about

to construct a new coast road, and it is

proposed to employ on the work a large

number of German prisoners of war.

The employment of war prisoners on
road construction is a course we have
advocated many times. In view of what
has been done in France in the same
direction, it is surprising it has not been
done before.

Petroil and the Severn Tunnel.

The illustration on this page reminds
one that riders of two-stroke machines
lubricated on the petroil system find on
arrival at either entrance of the Severn

Tunnel that the railway company will

not give them receipts for the tanks'

contents. The petrol-oil mixture has to

be emptied out, and, arrived at the other

end, the rider must purchase more petrol.

The alternative now is to take the
Gloucester Road and ' cross the Severn
by the ferry at Newnham.

The Cheapest Substitute.

A member of our - staff notices no
decrease in power with his water-cooled
two-stroke when run on ordinary paraffin,

purchased at a country store for the sum
of Is. per gallon. A speed of over 50
m.p.h. was obtained, while the consump-
tion was over 70 m.p.g. During the
week-end he covered a journey of 200
miles, 120 being done on a half-and-half

mixture of petrol substitute and petrol,

the return journey being accomplished
on common paraffin, as stated above,
starting at 5 a.m.

Auto-wheels in India.
At the Allahabad High Court, Mr.

Justice Walsh, on June 23rd, decided
that an Auto-wheel attachment is a
bicycle, and should be taken as an
ordinary bicycle. The owner had been
summoned for using an Auto-wheel
without a licence. His lordship held
that the vehicle was really not a motor
car, neither in the ordinary nor in the
commercial sense of the word. A bicycle
might be propelled presumably in various
ways besides that of the ordinary from
the saddle. It might be propelled before
the wind with a sail. That was merely
a temporary aid or attachment which was
independent of the original construction
and design of the vehicle.

BII

r
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A Machine of Much Genuine Originality.

GENUINE originality is very refreshing to a jaded

journalist in days when most machines follow

broadly accepted lines; the thrill of such

novelties as the Scott and Douglas debuts is not a

common experience. The A.B.C. machines occupy

a unique position in that everybody is talking about

them, whilst comparatively few people know them,

since the factory is run on the system of a limited

output of de luxe machines. They are further unusual

in that they outwardly bear some resemblance to several

well-known makes, but that inwardly they bristle with

striking and valuable innovations. As one of the few

riders who have taken delivery of the latest model, I

may be allowed to discourse on its merits under two
heads, separating the technical and practical aspects.

I.—Technical.
The machine is built regardless of cost, and its war

price is ;£75, which is steep for a 500 c.c. twin; but

this policy enables the designer to realise engineering

ideals in lieu of building down to a price, a considera-

tion which hampers most commercial engineers. The
engine is the heart of the machine, and the A.B.C.
engine differs from every other engine—car or cycle

—

which I have ever sampled in that it combines the

maximum of efficiency with the maximum of refined

running. It can hiss like a snake at 2 m.p.h. or bellow

like a bull at 65 m.p.h. The first feature is obtained
by an extraordinarily excellent balance ; if the engine

is run throttled down with the clutch out, a hand, laid

on any portion of the machine, will feel no vibration.

The speed and revving capacities are probably shared
by several other first-class engines, though I fancy the

A.B.C. has the legs of most; and in this connection
it must be remembered that its specification includes

every weighty luxury imaginable, and its total weight
is probably about 300 lb. The main feature of its

revolution work is that it does not get tired. The
second gear ratio of the four provided is 9^/^ to i ; I

have driven it for ten consecutive miles on this gear

as fast as the country roads near my house permitted,

and it was perfectly fit and fresh at the finish; I do
not know whether it is more remarkable that I could
stand this, or that the engine could stand it. Two
unusual points of design are mainly responsible. On
the average engine both piston and cylinder are made
of the same metal (cast iron) ; the piston gets the hotter
of the two and expands more ; seizure is always a
possibihty with such engines' under maltreatment. But
the A.B.C. has steel cylinders, and either aluminium
or cast iron pistons. The cylinders always expand
more than the pistons, and seizure is practically im-
possible, so long as an oil film is maintained. Com-
pression is safeguarded by fitting an overhead exhaust
B12

valve on the top of the inlet valve, so that there is no

"hot point " at one side of the cylinder barrel, and
the tendency for piston or cylinder to warp, or expand
in lop-sided fashion, is all but eliminated.

The technical knowledge and painstaking work-

manship underlying these points are characteristic of

the entire machine from stem to stern. The clutch,

for example, is perfectly smooth in action, and is

fitted with both hand and foot control, the leverage

in both cases being so good that the little finger

suffices to operate either lever or pedal. Both brakes

go on as silkily as a spoon enters a tin of treacle
;
you

cannot jam them, and the maximum power of the

front brake is insiiflScient to lock the front wheel or

upset the steering. The steering angle and balance

are so designed that I can ride " hands off" at 45
m.p.h. Both cylinders can be detached, leaving the

crank case in situ—an uncommon feature on horizontal

twins ; so can the magneto—but this point redounds
rather to the discredit of other " flat " twins than to

the honour of the A.B.C, as its arrangement is

obvious. The gear box is made of phosphor bronze

;

many gear box troubles are a'scribable to the shafts

being mounted in less rigid materials. The gear lever

is mounted at the best height and angle for convenient

operation; four ratios—the maximum for practical

purposes with a rigid drive—are provided, and the

two higher gears, vvhich often require interchanging

at high road speeds, can be changed on the valve

lifter, which is simpler than the use of the clutch. The
chain drive is so adequately cushioned that it feels

exactly like a belt in perfect condition; indeed, the
machine can be drjven with only one cylinder firing,

full compression being retained in the idle cylinder

without shock or jar being received via the trans-

mission. The kick-starter is fiilly enclosed, and is

dirtproof. An automatic carburetter is emp]< yeu,

which gives an approximately perfect mixture &': all

speeds, after the exhaust pipe, from which hot a,.- is

taken, is warmed up ; in other words, after the Krst

mile from a cold start. In actual practice, the mix-
ture appears perfect after 300 yards, though there

may be a tendency to choke under sudden- accelera-

tions for a mile on cold days. The frame is sprung
fore and aft, without loss of lateral rigidity, and the
springs deal indifferently with either 'horizontal,

vertical, or compound shocks
; yet they never bounce

or clash. The handle-bar cannot loosen under
sudden wrenches, t.g., in " scrapping " a hairpin

bend with sidecar attached.- The lubrication is

mechanical and automatic, the rider's duty being

limited to opening a tap on starting out, whilst a tilted

sight feed glass informs him whether oil is actually
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feeding. The standard engine develops over 12

b.li.p. In other words, the machine embodies all the

theoretic ideals which motor cyclists are prone to

associate with the millennium.

II.—Practical.

In actual riding it is difficult to imagine that the

most critical purist could find any point to criticise,

except the weight ; and weight is naturally inseparable

from a luxurious specification combined with substan-

tial workmanship. Does a rider desire to travel

slowly? He may climb the test hill at Brooklands

at less than 3 m.p.h. without slipping his clutch, sup-

posing he is an adept balancer. Does the user wish

for a speed burst? He can do approximately 45
m.p.h. on second gear, 60 m.p.h. on third, and to-

wards 70 m.p.h. on fourth. Does he prefer to potter

at an even average of 25 m.p.h.? If he is a clever

rider, he may maintain this pace exactly all day long
" irrespective of wind or gradient, as the machine will

run steadily at this speed anywhere, if the correct gears

and throttle opening be employed. Road vibration

is as near as no matter non-existent. I made my tests

over country roads, scarred all over with war potholes,

and ridged by two deep ruts and a central hump.
I failed to register any bumps up my backbone, and
gentle bouncing was equally inconspicuous. The
pistons never gum in the cylinders, and on frosty

mornings, despite the temporary absence of a hot air

supply for the carburetter, the engine started in

response to one or two thrusts ©f the kick-starter

without any priming.

Silent Gear Changes,

The novice at gear handling need never be afraid

of the changing. Provided he declutches, he may
change " up " from first to fourth with his engine

doing 4,000 r.p.m. and the gears will go in silently;

or he may change " down " from fourth to second at

30 m.p.h. with his throttle shut and again no noise

will be heard. Car experts will pardonably regard

these two statements as fictions, but they are none
the less facts. I do not know why Mr. Bradshaw does

not communicate the secrets of his gear change to car

designers, or why car designers do not puzzle over the

A.B.C. gear box, until their gears are as changeable

as his; but the incredible facts are as stated. I have

several times all but unsaddled myself with the jerk

caused by experimental changes of this character, but

I have yet to hear the gear teeth scrape, so that damage
to gears through careless changing is likely to be non-

existent on the A.B.C.

In conclusion, I am well aware that the glowing

claims which I now make for the A.B.C. will be taken

with a grain of salt by my readers, but I think that as

the machine becomes known riders will gradually be

forced to admit that a machine of quite astounding

intrinsic excellence has been added to our gallery of

stars. IxiON.

. SCENES DURING THE THIRTY-SIX

HOURS TRIAL OF THE
DUTCH VOLUNTEER MOTOR BRIGADE,

The total distance was 560 miles, which was
run continuously except for the usual stops for

meals. Quite a feature was the number of

Douglases, which performed remarkably well.

A couple of two-stroke James also made a very

good showing. Thirty-one competitors finished

the total distance to time.

The upper of the large pictures shows three Douglas riders coming through Utrecht.

The lower flashlight scene was taken at 3 a.m. at )-.eyden.

B13
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PETROL SUBSTITUTES.
WE have had so many enquiries relat-

ing to petrol substitutes that the

following list of fuels which we
know are already on the market will

probably be of service to our readers

desiring to obtain a supply of any of

these fuels

:

would seem that the census of the figures

quoted would lead one to suppose that,

despite the Petrol Committee's state-

ments, there is still enough petrol left in

the country to supply the needs of the
Services and the private owner as well

at least once a week.

' Benzolite."
' Petroline."
' Petrolior."
' Beatsol."
' Russelline." .

' Harwood's Motor
Fuel."

"Wital."
" Kempol."
" Petrofin.'-'

" Binks Fuel."
" Hall's Motor

Spirit."

"White Oil."

SUNDAY MOTORING
AGAIN.

THE Daily Mail has been taking a
motor traffic census during the week-
end, and found that on Sunday last

between 9 a.m. and noon 86 motor
bicycles passed through Maidenliead, 122
through Eedhill, 75 through St. Alljans,

47 through Tonbridge, 92 through Hat-
field, and 21 through Godalming. This
covers the Bath, Brighton, Holyhead,
Hastings, Great North, and Portsmouth
roads respectively. No comment is made
upon these figures, the only remarks of

importance being that, "Despite the
drastic petrol restrictions motor car traffic

on some of the great highways leading
out of London is no less than it was two
months ago."

It seems that the daily paper's idea is

to get Sunday motoring stopped. If

motor vehicles ai-e used on Sunday only
for healthful pleasure, we may say we
think it would be an outrage to put a
stop to their employment. It is sug-
gested that the use of petrol leads to

expenditiure of money. Motor cyclists

know perfectly well that it does not,

but that it is a saving of money, and if

one has to travel, even with petrol

at the present price and the extra 6'-*^\

tax, it is cheaper to journey by ,*^_.i
motor cycle than by train. It

THE MEANING OF PRO-
HIBITION.

READERS will share our astonishment
upon glancing at the import figures

for the month of July, the cause,

being the fact that, in spite of the so-

called prohibition of imported motor
vehicles, 253 motor cycles came into the
country last month. The prohibition

came into force, on paper at any rate,

at the end of last March, but vehicles

for which a deposit had been paid could
be imported after that date. So it is to

be presumed that the foregoing is the
explanation. In the meanwhile it will

be interesting to see which arrives first

—the declaration of peace or the end of

the stocks of foreign-built motor cycles

on which deposit was paid by March 27th.

Impokts.
July, Juue, July,
1916. 1916. 1915.

Number .

.

253 57 495
Value-
Complete machines £11,386 £2,341 £24,442
Tyres and parts .. il5,848

Exports.

£12,851 £13,385

July, June, July,
1916. 1916. 1915.

Number .

.

866 1,016 881
Value-
Complete machines £37,227 £42,865 £39,924
Tyres and parts .. £34,628 £28,322 £24,677

Peikol IwlPOE,TS.

There is a drop in the amount of

petrol imported last month when com-
pared with the same mouth of last year. -

The figures are ;

July, 1916
July, 1915

11,526,600 gallons.
15,438,600 gallons.

Duty has been paid on 10,528,695
gallons during the month ended July
31st, 1916.

-^X SMAKl, HUME-BUILT SIDECAR.
It is canoe-shaped and ample protection is afforded for the occupant. It is finished in

yellow with black lines, and attached to a 5 h.p. Indian. This is not ihe first body the

owner, Mr. Hiskins, of Birmingham, has built, as reference to' " The Mojor Cycle" of

October 7th, 1915. will show.

BI4
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STILL MORE PETROL
FIGURES.

ACCORDING to the, experiences of the

Petrol Control Committee {and it

should know), users, on the whole,

did not make out extravagant estimates

of their future requirements when filling

in the petrol application forms.

The estimated requirements per annum
of the owners of some 200,000 private

cars and motor cycles show a total of

39,828,000 gallons. In 1915 the actual

purchases of petrol by these owners, as

indicated by the amount of petrol on
which the ' full duty was paid, were
66,904,000 gallons. 'The census therefore

revealed a voluntary economy of 27,076,000

gallons, which disposes of the idea that

applicants in general, fearing a limitation

of supplies, inflated their demands.

"ON SERVICE."
LT. S. A. ROWLANDSON has sent us

a copy of the latest issue of On
Service. It is quite up to the

excellent standard set by previous issues,

and there are one or two very amusing
bits.

Rowlandson appears to be going strong.

He tells us that there is always plenty of

work to do. A few days ago some of the
men at G.H.Q. were discussing Six Days
Trials of the pre-war days, and Rowland-
son stated that had he known, when going
over the courses in Lakeland and York-
shire, what machines were to be subjected
to during the war he would never have
agreed with the complaints made. He has
about 400 machines to look after, and he
says that even now, after two years of

war, many of them are not up to the
work in some respects.

A VIEW OF THE DESPATCH
RIDER.

LORD NOETHCLIFFE, in a most
interesting article in Monday's
Times, entitled "The Army behind

the Army," pays a tribute to the des-

patch riders in the following words :

"Supplementing the telephonic system is

a telegraphic link, and there is also the

wireless. The Army Signal Corps is to

be congratulated on a tine achievement.
Over and above these there are the motor
despatch riders, some of whose experi-

ences during the war have been as

thrilling as those of our air boys. The
noisy nuisance of our peace time roada

at home has been a prime f<ictor in the

prompt waging of war. Motor cycles

and portable telephones appear in the

most out of the way spots. Far beyond
Fricourt I met these cyclists making
their way in and out and around the

shell holes.

"A few days later when visiting one

of the workshops at the base I saw the

wrecks of similar machines twisted and
smashed out of all recognition by
shrapnel, each speaking of an adventure, ,

and perhaps a tragedy. The fact tliat
|

these derelicts were being examined for,

possible repair is a portent of the rigid

economy with which, on the French side

of the Channel, at any rate, and perhaps
on both, the war is now being conducted.'"

J
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TO TEST A CARBURETTER FOR WASTAGE.
HOW THE LOSS

IN
the days when I used petrol as a fuel I carefully

tuned one of ray machines to give what I thought

were maximum results as regards power and con-

sumption for sidecar use. It accomplished approxi-

mately 75 m.p.g. at an average speed of 28 m.p.h.,

which was quite passable for a 3^^ h.p. two-speed,

used over really mountainous roads and during the

truly appalUng weather conditions which prevailed

when the tests were made.
Then I took to using a heavy fuel with a flash point

well above normal atmospheric temperature, and dis-

covered, to my utter astonishment, that not only did

the carburetter leak abominably, but that, at full

throttle openiligs, it was losing almost as much fuel

as it used, owing to blow-back.

At first I jumped to the conclusion that this loss

occurred only with the heavy fuel, and since the leak-

age conveyed unsavoury reminiscences of- the road to

my own person (my right leg being near to the car-

buretter) I promptly put it down as one of the dis-

advantages in the use of a heavy fuel. A little care-

ful reasoning, however, revealed the fact that if the

wastage occurred with the aforesaid heavy fuel it must,

indeed, occur also with petrol, i.e., it had been going

OF FUEL WAS DISCOVERED AND REMEDIED.

Method adopted to prevent wastage of petrol blovm back from
the jets.

on all the time, only it was not visible when petrol

was the fuel used, owing to the instant evaporation of

the spirit. With the heavy fuel, however, which did

n«t vaporise at atmospheric temperature, solid chunks
of the precious fluid could be seen dripping and
i.urting from the carburetter with each fluctuation in

jcceleration. Thus, by using the heavy fuel, it was
found that the carburetter was, in reality, most waste-
ful in operation, though I should have dwelt in blissful

ignorance of the fact so long as petrol was the only
fuel used. Now, however, I realised why it vaas that
the right leg of my overalls always became unspeak-
ably disreputable when a small quantity of cylinder oil

was mixed with the petrol.

Preventing the Wastage.
The next thing was to prevent this wastage. The

valve timing was carefully checked, and a stiffer inlet

spring fitted. This did not improve matters, probably
because the timing was already dead accurate, and
the spring quite stiff enough. I am of the opinion
that blow-back occurs with every single cylinder

engine, unless the induction pipe be of such length

that it holds sufficient gas to damp the fluctuations

of pressure, i.e., to act as an air cushion. The up
and down movement of a large inlet valve at the end
of a short induction pipe is quite sufficient to cause

blow-back.

The timing was next altered—result, tremendous
" revs," no British pluck on hills, quite unsuitable for

sidecar use, originaF timing resumed. Other experi-

ments proved equally fruitless—the blow-back could

not be cured by any practical means.
The next step, then, was to prevent the wastage of

the fuel which escaped from the air holes. This was
finally effected by placing a muffle round the air holes,

and by fitting, at the bottom of this muffle, a short

length of copper piping connected with the hot air

intake. The accompanying sketch explains matters.

Now this system has two huge advantages. The
first is that any blow-back from the jets is caught by

the muffle, and is at liberty to flow down into the hot

air pipe, which is (or should be) warm enough to

vaporise it completely. The second advantage is that

warm air is drawn, via the copper pipe, into the muffle

and past the jets, thus assisting carburation. Unless

this air is warmed the effect of the hot air intake is

very much modified by the cold draught meeting it

from the jets. After running a mile or two, the muffle

on my carburetter is quite perceptibly above the tem-

perature of my hand.

These notes are written with reference to the Binks

carburetter, but they apply to all carburetters except-

ing those which take all air past the jets.

The Necessity of Warming the Carburetter.

In these days, when the quality of petrol varies,

every opportunity should be taken for warming, not

only the air supply, but also the carburetter body.

By dint of careful adjustment and the inclusion of

th^ above-named fitment, I now regularly obtain 100

miles per gallon with sidecar occupied, and 120, or

thereabouts, solo-—and this over distinctly trying roads.

Moreover, it is always possible to run on paraffin,

though the engine shows a tendency to overheat, so

that there is no danger of being held up for want of

fuel. On Binks fuel I obtain better all-round results

than on petrol, and Broxburn light combustion oil,

containing one quarter petrol, yields results as good,

on a normal road, as petroK I have convinced myself

that these heavy fuels are completely vaporised, so

that their use is not likely to damage the engine.

The pith of the article is, however, " If you wish

to learn how wasteful your carburetter really is, try

it with a heavy fuel. The leaks and splashes which
are not shown with petrol will then become visible."

H.M.B.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.
The proprietors of this journal, being fully in accord with the

recommendations agreed upon at the Paris Economic Conference, give

notice that they will not permit the advertisements of new goods
manufactured in enemy countries to appear in this publication, either

during or after the war.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be adflrcssed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

excepted) six gallons in three months, and to every ownev

of a car twenty-four gallons, irraspcctivn altogether of tM

power of the cycle or car, and of the purpose for which

it is to be v-sed. Could anyone have imagined a more tutue

A Qaeiy.
Sir,—Have any of your readers heard of any experiments

made with a petrol-paraffin mixtOre doped with methylated
spirit? As methylated spirit contains little carbon, it might
keep the cylinders clean. It is dear now (about 7s. 6d. per
gallon), but my idea is that a small quantity added to plain

paraffin would help it. . R. L. BOYD.

A Vaiiable Compression.
Sir,

—

I have been experimenting with Binks fuel, and
find that lowering, the compression makes a world of

difference. In my engine, 8 h.p. M.A.G. twin, there are

alternative plug positions, the unused ones being filled with
a solid plug. I took out those solid plugs and put in a
couple of spare sparking plugs. This had the effect of

reducing compression, and the difference was most marked^
I then had a couple of hollow dummy plugs made, and this

was a further improvement.
I feel convinced from this that variable compression would

be a great advantage at all times. It would postpone the
period for decarbonisation, as knocking, I am convinced, is

caused (with petrol) by the increased compression in a foul

engine from the thickness of the carbon deposit, and not so

much from overheating.
If one could increase the compression space as the engine

got dirty, one could run for a much longer time without
decarbonising. DOUGLAS C. GROVE.

A Youngster's Desire Fulfilled.

Sir,—I wish to thank you very much for recommending
me for the Royal Flying Corps by forwarding my letter to

Lt. B. v. Grealy. It was kind on his part also recommend-
ing me on the test card.

I may say I am very happy and hopeful of success after

they have made me a soldier. I shall recommend your paper
also, because it is the best and cheapest motor paper on
the market to-day.

I send this with much joy and thankfulness for your
K" 1 11 fin p^s

CYRIL P. MARRIOTT (2nd Air Mechanic, R.F.C.)
[The above is from the eighteen-year-old boy who, as men-
tioned in The Motor Cycle last week, page 77, had made
such great efforts to enlist in the R.F.C, He had written

to H.M. the King and the headquarters at Farn-
borough.

—

Ed. ]

Petrol Permits.

Sir,—With respect to the petrol restriction, upon which
you commented in the last issue of The Motor Cycle, my
licence is for two gallons per month, normal quantity
eight gallons per month. A friend of mine has a light

car, chiefly for pleasure, using four gallons per month

;

he has a licence for six gallons per month ! My district

is large and Dopulous, and I have 208 riiiles of highways,
many being sett-paved. We cannot grumble at restrictions,

but surely, after being supplied with the nature of use
and amount of stock (in my case none), the Petrol Com-
mittee might be fair. R. CURTIS CORDON.

Sir,—The form sent out by the Petrol Control Committee
telling us our fate bore these words, "The committee has
considered your estimate of the amount you require . .

."

Now I do not believe that the Committee liave done any-
thing of the kind. From what I hear they seem' simply
to have assigned to every owner of a, motor cycle (doctors

BiS

arrangement? ,

Here am 1, a country minister with a widely scatterea

parish to care for, sick people miles apart to visit, religious

services in outlying villages to conduct, and I am to get

a beggarly half gallon a week wherewith to do it- ^'"^

here beside me is a. man who does nothing, and keeps a

small car solely for his own amusement, and he is to get

two gallons a week to play with. Is it not stupid?

Sir —As surveyor on a wide j-urjil district, I use a motor

bicycle. When applying for the petrol licence, I stated

what it was used for, and hoped I would get a reasonable

supply, as it was used on public work. I asked tor

eight gallons per month, and got two gallons. A motor

driver here who uses a bicycle to come to town once a

week asked for one gallon per month, and gets as much

as I do. 3Iy district is full of soldiers. The traffic is

extraordinarily heavy, and only one-third of my men are

left, which means more running about for the surveyor.

The military have broken down one large footbridge six

times since the war started, which has cost me two

hundred miles extra travelling to see it repaired. If I

could only get the petrol wasted by the military in my
district, I would be in luxury. One military friend told

me when he wanted to clean his overalls he took a bucket

of petrol.
f 1 T -J

One good may come of the shortage of supply. 1 ride

a 2J h.p. Sunbeam with Amac carburetter. Thanks to a

tip in your paper, I put pins in the holes above the jet, and

increased my mileage per gallon from 90 to 108. Then

I added Spots, and on the last two-gallon can of Pratt's

I got 134 miles per gallon. My running is done with many
stops, and on a long run ' I am sure I could improve on

those figures. M.I.MUN.E.

Petrol Waste.

Sir,—I fear tliat Mr. Addenbrooke's suggestion for ruiming

on coal gas is impracticable. My figures are probably not

accurate as I have only memory to go on, but I think they

are sufficiently near to prov« my point. Coal gas is chiefly

a mixture of hydrogen and methane (about !i6% on an
average). One vol. of this mixture requires, roughly, five vols,

of air for its explosion—a much smaller proportion than

petrol gas. The capacity of an ordinary 3i h.p. engine is

500 c.c. or 30."5 cu.in., therefore in each charge there must
be 6.1 cu. in. of coal gas, i.e., a cubic foot of coal gas will

last for 286.5 explosions, or ten feet of gas will give

5,730 r^olutions, say two and a half minutes' run-

ning of wie engine. So that if Mr. Addenbrooke wishes to

eke out his two gallons a month with coal gas he must be
prepared to carry a sidecar full of gas cylinders

!

(Rev.) J. M. PHILPOTT.
[We agree with our correspondent. Gas, of August 2nd,

has a leading article on this subject, in which it is stated

that 1,000 cu. ft. of gas roughly equal four gallons of

petrol. A cylinder which will hold 100 eu.ft. of gas com-
pressed to 120 atmospheres measures'4ft. in length and 6in.

in diameter, and the weight of it is 1 cwt. This would
suffice for forty miles on a motor cycle capable of doing
100 m.p.g.—Ed.]
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^^^^^J cannot purchase a simpler or more perfect variable gear.

AS SUPPLIED TO
(No holes or grooves in pulley flanges.)

1916 Both hands at liberty
to grip the steering bars

HIS MAJESTY'S
FORCES CMOTOR CYCLE SECTION)

PHILBPSON'S Patent AUTOMATIC

GOVERNOR PULLEY.
See "The Motor Cycle," Jan. 7th, 1916, pages 4 & 5. Extract rom article " Some Fads
and Fancies," written by Captain A. B. Lindsay, M.B„ writing of his 1914 cSc 1915 3 V h.p.

" A ' Pliilipson ' Governor I'liUey was the only gear used, and with it3 aid the Machinj; cUmhed
somealle'-'edroaHain (rlamorgan^hire and Breconshire. where no motor cvc^^•hf^d'^Vl-^be^;^ he tore.'

Also writing ot his 1915 Brooklands Road Special

—

'A Variable Pulley Gear fitted Kave ttood a.^rvii'e. but beins severe on the average rubber beit, 1
substituted for it a ' Phitipson ' Pulley and fitted up a handle-bar control. This gave a very flne
variable gear, and I have yet to find th" ordinary roid hill that I cinnnt rlimb. Pelt wear h&i
been alight."

Extract Itom "The Hotor Cycle," June 8th, 1916

—

The Philipson Pulley in conjunction irlth a Hub Gear.
" If it is fitted to a Machine with a three-speed hub ratioad at. Bay, 4i, 7, and 18. the pulley
practically Rupulies all the ratios interniediate between 4 and 18. and does so more or lesB
automatically, except at the three points indicated in the series.

Thisisthe Governor which
automatically regulates the
Gear.

Douglas machines are wonderfully improved
by fitting; this Gear—"Clutch models excepted."

ACCEPT NO GEAR AS GENUINE UNLESS
IT BEARS THIS TRADE MARKm *

ENTIRELY FREE from troublesome and weighty
complications — only 2 working parts — no
levers, rods, wheels, etc., to worry about. Simply

takes the place of the ordinary pulley (one nut
only secures the complete gear to the
engine) — can be fitted without any
alteration to most engines in a few
minutes—Send for booklet.

PATENTED ANB

THIS GEAR HAS A WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION FOR SIMPLICITY AND EFFICIENCY.
HOME AND ABROAD.

"[Sole Makers

:

Telegrams
—
"Safety. Bolton."

PHILIPSON & CO., Engrineers, ASTLEY BRIDGE, BOLTON.
ESTABLISHED OVER 30 YEARS. Telephone—1 47, Eagley.

HIGHLY DISTINCTIVE
THE KEYNOTE OF THE

SILENT GREY
' Wonderfully efficient mechanical oil pump

Perfectly designed 3-speed transmission

Indestructible multiple dry plate clutch

Efficient and properly designed brakes

Automatic Carburetter, twist grip control

A power unit renowned for its marvellous
flexibility etnd efficiency for every service

Two independent tanks enabling Paraffin or
other fuel to be ceuried as well as petrol

of comfort, safety, speed, and reliabilityA combination

We hold the finest stock of new models and spare parts to
be seen in the country, and can give immediate delivery

HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTOR CO., LTD., 74, newman st , london, w.
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." Big
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Restrict your
ighting

— if ECONOMY— additional to

the Lighting Laws— demands such
a vital step, but restrict it wisely to

the "Economical" service of the

"P&H"— The -RELIABLE
Lamps.
" Restrict" it to the Dependable Lamp we
illustrate— the "P & H" Projector Head-
light, Model 127 H.B.

This widely-bought Lamp will efficiently meet
your every lighting need— and to know fully

about it let us send you our Art Booklet of the

"P&H" MOTOR CYCLE LAMPS.

Powell & Hanmer, Ltd., =sS.' B'ham.

P & H" Projector
Headlight, Model

127 H.B.

This model is designed 60
ample proportions to

ensure an exceptionally

good light, and withstand
excessive vibration. Has
6iin. Front ; Real Man-
gin Mirror Reflector

;

Bray's " RONI " Burner,
17 J Litres with Patent
Adjustment for ^roperly
focussing the light

;
5Hn.

Plate Glass Convex Lens ;

a new Registered design
Improved Generator of

large capacity and highest
efficiency, and special

Adjustable Carrier made
of finest solid steel stamp-
ings fitting any shape
handle-bar with lamp and
generator in the necessary
level position. Nickel-

plated or Ebony Finish.

The Secret of Tune
Lies in keeping every little detciil of your engine and trans-

mission in perfect condition. Good compression by no means

ensures this—the valve heads may be perfect, while the stems

and guides are worn. This will cause slight leakage, often

affecting the mixture, and always causing noise and vibration

when running on high speed. There may be a slight slackness

at the gudgeon pin bearing, so slight that you hesitate to

renew it. But if you had a lathe you would be enabled to

turn up bushes, guides, valves, etc., at a trivial cost. Then

you would not hesitate. Write for particulars of The
"Drummond " 4in. Screw-cutting Lathe

DRUMMOND BROS., Ltd., Reed Hill, Guildford, SURREY. DrummonD
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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A Praiseworthy Ambition.
Sir,—In answer to the letter of T. Bardley, I should be

pleased to give him free lessons on my 3i h.p. Triumph. I

am a school teacher on holiday for a month, and have ridden
for four years. The only difficulty seems supply of petrol.

Perhaps some other Manchester man could oblige. If not we
can make the best of the gallon I have on hand.

HABRY WREN.
60, Gorton Lane, West Gorton, Manchester.

Parts for Existing Machines.

Sir,^Your article in July 5th issue on getting parts for

existing machines has touched us in a very sore place, as
here in Toronto we have between 130 and 140 Triumph
machines running. We have always made it a rule to have
every part in stock. We ordered in February parts worth
hundreds of dollars, but we have not yet heard when we shall

receive them. We are as patriotic as anyone, and would
sink our business if it would help the "Allies, but we have
clamouring customers who want parts, as many use their

machines for business purposes. We help out as well as we
can by making spares, but you know this is impossible to

do in lots of parts. We have now a score of epople who
have put their machines on. one side, but we are helpless,

and we know the Triumph people are on war work or they
would send them. With the Indian agents here selling

their twins for 275 dollars, England cannot compete. The
English trade has certainly got a black eye in Canada.
The E.xcelsior lightweight, a copy of the Triumph, is

selling here for 185 dollars, and the Triumph would cost us

about 225 dollars to land here. What chance have we of

getting a fair price?

Toronto. TANGENT CYCLE CO.

Is it in the Air?
Sir,—In reply to the letter of " J.H." (August 3rd), we,

the undersigned triumvirate, wish to convey to "J.H." that

we will individually or collectively guarantee to trim him to

a standstill over any road he may choose, and we will ride

an American twin against him. He may choose any make
of English twin His letter shows him to be insular in the

extreme. Before going further, we may state that we are

three Canadian-born despatch riders, who have had board
and dirt track experience ; in fact, one of us holds the

world's record at 104 m.p.h. on a three lap to the mile track

on a machine which he built up himself in the factory.

The records of the Norton, Eudge, Triumph, etc., are a

credit to their makers. Do we deny that they are authentic ?

Do we calmly sit down and practically accuse the officials

who timed these machines of acting falsely? Then why should
" J.H." insinuate that the Federation of American Motor
Cyclists has falsified the rate of speed made by the Harley-
Davidson? Has "J.H." forgotten that the Indian still

holds the record for England, and that the Indian was
beaten to a finish on July 4th, 1916 (not saying that the

Indian will not give the others as good as it got before

the season is out, it being a characteristic of this firm)?

Spread out, " J.H.," see what the world is doing around
you— your iieart is probably in the right place—and do not

"be too sceptical 'about what is going on a few miles from
your back door., H.F.M.

L.M.P.
J.A.M.

American Motor Cycles.

Sir,—Being an enthusiastic reader of your paper and a

keen follower of readers' opinions, as expressed in your corre-

spondence columns, I should like thoroughly to endorse
"H.E.R.'s" letters r(, "Twins." With him, as with me,
singles are anathema ; in fact, I may say, in my opinion,
the ihrej^ most popular brands of singles are the worst.

I had better not mention names.
I have constant riding experience of all classes of machines,

and I find the machine for solo riding is undeniably the
7-9 h.p. clutch model Indian, and for sidecar work I use

a 7-9 h.p. American Excelsior. These two I ride constantly,

together with a 2^ h.p. Campion two-stroke for short

journeys, and, with " H.E.R.," I can honestly say that for

power, springing, design, steering, large wheels, tyres,

saddles, and ready-to-ride machines, the 7-9 h.p. Yank
undoubtedly gets there every time.

HUGH BROCKLEBANK.

12y

Sir,—There seems in your columns of late a tendency to
criticise British machines unfairly, and to hold up the
American motor cycle as the acme of perfection. Especially
is this noticeable in the letters from Colonial correspondents.

I am sure many readers, like myself, must have waited
patiently for some answer to these criticisms from the British
manufacturers, but apparently none is forthcoming.

Possibly our makers are content to let their wares speak
for themselves, and leave the matter to the intelligence of
the motor cycling public, but are they not depending too
much on public intelligence (which is always an unknown
factor), and is "the man in the street" capable of judging
a sound engineering job when he sees it? In any case their
silence seems questionable business policy.
Undoubtedly it is a small minority in this case that makes

Itself heard, but I am afraid in this world a noisy minority
will always be a more potent factor than a silent majority.
The new recruit to motor cycling is likely to be prejudiced
by adverse criticisms, which are allowed to go unchallenged.
The American manufacturer is to be congratulated on

making an almost foolproof machine, embodying an auto-
matic carburetter, mechanical oiling, etc. ; he will always
find an extensive market amongst a certain class of rider,
who demands an absolutely foolproof machine, with a large
reserve of engine power to allow for his shortcomings in

tuning, driving, etc. There is, however, a far larger class
of man, who takes an intelligent interest in his machine,
who keeps his engine in respectable tune, who can be
trusted with a two-lever carburetter and a positive oiling
system, to whom the economy of the medium-powered mount
will always make an irresistible appeal, and it is for this
class mainly, I think, that the English maker caters.

I think I may say, without fear of serious contradiction,
that our English manufacturers have nothing to fear in the
matter of workmanship, material, or design from any of the
foreign rivals. P. C. KERSLAKE-SMITH.

A COMPARISON—LIGHTWEIGHT MOTOR' CYCLE AND
HEAVYWEIGHT LOCOMOTIVE.

If a South African were asked the quickest means of travel, he would
say on rails of course 1 But the motor cycle has proved otherwise.

One of the new two-stroke Indians, ridden by Jordan, raced a train

from Johannesburg to Durban and beat it by 1 hour 39 min. Jordan's

time for the 470 miles was 19 hours 39 min. = 23| miles per hour.
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A selection o£ questions ^£ general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addresssd envelope for reply. Correspondents are
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

How to treat a New Mount.
I am taking deliyery of a new

B6
li.p. motor cycle, and as I

have never had experience of a
new machine before, perhaps you
could give me some tips as to the

best way to run the engine in. Should
I drive the engine slowly for some
time?—T.L.

The great thing is to run the machine
well within its power, and give it plenty
of oil. You may reclcon the machine will

be run in, after about 1,000 miles, but it

Khould be greatly improved at the end
of 500. You should on no account over-

drive it. This is most essential in the
case of a new machine.

Magneto Timing.

Having removed tlie magneto
I^ chain from my 3^ h.p. single, I

j> am experiencing difficulty in re-

LsJ timing the magneto. I should
therefore be glaJ of your advice

on the,matter. Would you also tell me
the cause of petrol spraying back
through the air inlet opening? A friend

tells me that a longer inlet pipe would
stop this.—R. G.

The usual timing for the magneto is as

follows : Place r the piston on top of the
firing stroke—that is, first top dead
centre after inlet valve has close'd. Place
the ignition lever two-thirds retarded,

and connect up the driving chain with
the contact points just about to break.

Some machines will take more advance
than this, others less. Blow back from
the air intake is fairly common on some
machines, and excessive blow back may
be caused through wrong timing or weak

valve springs. A short length of pipe
attached to the air intake opening will
save much petrol wastage from this
trouble.

Carburetter Adjustment.

(1.) I have a 2^ h.p. Villiers

?engined two-stroke motor cycle,

with an Amac carburetter. I
-SJ consider that the petrol consump-

tion is high. I cannot get more
than 70 m.p.g. Can I do anything to
improve this? The engine runs well
with the air lever wide open on the
level, but if the lever is closed slightly
the engine fires back into the carbu-
retter until the lever is only open about
one-third. On hills the air lever has
to be closed to about one-third open.
This seems to me queer. (2.) Do you
consider half petrol and half paraffin

could be used on a two-stroke without
damage to the engine? I am afraid of
the paraffin condensing in the crank
chamber.—J.E.V.

(1.) Two-stroke engines are naturally rather
heavy on petrol, but we consider you
ought to be able to get rather more than
the figure you state. The only thing
you can do is to experiment with different

sized jets. To get the best possible results

you need to have the engine and machine
generally in perfect order. (2.) We think
you will be quite safe in using a per-

centage of paraffin mixed with your
petrol; but when doing this it is advis-
able to have some means of heating the
mixture before it is admitted to the
engine—-fitting a hot air intake pipe to
the carburetter will assist matters. Pro-
vided the mixture is properly vaporised
no trouble will be experienced.

Swivelling Head Lamps.

I understand that certain

lamps are taboo in sundry

.

coastal districts. This is a
very difficult matter for novices -

like myself, as we cannot be
expected to understand fully the re-

quirements of the law if those
requirements are made to vary in dif-

ferent towns. Personally, I should
., like an expression of opinion from
you as to what kind of lamp fully

satisfies all demands. I have a

P. and H. head lamp fastened to

the handle-bars by two nuts, and this

can be tilted by simply releasing the

nuts. Is this lamp all right?—J.C.

Swivelling . lamps, or lamps which are '

capable of movement in any direction

independent of the machine, are illegal

throughout the country. You should
have your lamp securely fixed to the
bracket. This can be done either by"
means of riveting, or it might be
securely sweated. At a recent court
proceeding, the magistrate stated that

the only really satisfactory method of

securing the lamp was by brazing, but
this is a lamp maker's job. The regula-

tions which vary according to district

are the dimming regulations. In all

coast towns discs with six ^-in. holes,
'

in addition to one thickness of tissue

paper, are necessary. This amount of

dimming is quite satisfactory for any
part of the country, though in many
parts inland the perforated disc is not
compulsory, while out of towns in

certain parts no dimming at all is neces-
sary. Particulars of this appeared in

Tht Motor Cycle of January 13th.

fe^. A,J_ l^VSi^^C^SnUSh <L ^...* '^~ ^i

Sidecar outing for convalescent soldiers at Basingstoke. A few o( the passengers with the motor cycles and sidecars in the grounds of the hospital.

B2a
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iOOOO GALLONS
FREE FROM

PARAFFfN

NO SPECIAL
CARBURtTTOR

0k 9ktoi SfeoiPaajG Soiled

THE PRODUCT.
A straight distilled water white

spirit of petrol type and odour.

Flash approximate . . 78°-80°

Total distillation . . 195°-200"

ITS USES.
Used neat or mixed with

petrol or paraffin as desired, a

far cleaner and sweeter spirit

than much of the petrols now
on sale.

CARBURETTORS.
Will vaporise in any and every type of

carburettor. Machines fitted with con-

trolled air inlet or a rough warming
jacket round induction pipe gives

absolutely perfect results.

44THE HISTORY OF PETROLIOR."

2/11
Per gallon cash.
Free on Rail London.

Prices of Packages see below.

2/11
Per gallon cash.
Prices of Packages

see below.

For many years past we have handled hundreds of thousands of gallons

of this spirit for special technical work, and the discovery of its adaptability

as a motor propellent is due to old clients' reports as to the uses to which
they were adoptmg this spirit. The regular flow of repeat business proves

the efficiency of the product.

§i^=-5-gaHon Drums.

3/-

PRICES OF PACKAGES
10-gallon Drums.

4/6

42-gallon Barrels.

7/6
This amount mast be added to your cheque for spirit, and we will allow in full on return,

carriage paid, in good condition to our works.

CONTAINS NO PARAFFIN.

VAPORISES IN ANY TYPE OF CARBURETTOR.

THE PETROLIOR CO., 28, Kingly Street, Regent Street, London, W.
'Phone—2446 Central.

CASH WITH ORDER ONUY.

In answering this advertisement it is' desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. B23



Removing a Two-stroke Cylinder.

I sliall be glad if you would

^^ kindly tell rue how I can. take off

> the cylinder of my two-stroke
LiJ without removing the magneto.

When I have taken o£f the petrol

pipe and carburetter and want to re-

move the exhaust pipe, one end of which
is in the cylinder and the other end in

the silencer, can I do so without lower-
ing the silencer? The magneto is on top
of the silencer and appears to me to be
fixed to the silencer and not on a

separate platform, therefore, to de-

carbonise the cylinder, it seems that 1

have practically to take down the whole
thing, which, 1 think, ought not to be
necessary. I do not want to interfere

with the timing if I can help it. I

shall be obliged if you can give me
the necessary instructions.

—

Novice.

After removing the holding-on nut you
could very probably remove the exhaust
pipe by unscrewing the holding-down nuts
of the cylinder, and* slightly raising it

from the pipe. If you have to remove
the magneto it is perfectly easy to replace

it properly and set the timing as follows

:

You must get the piston on the top of

its stroke, fully retard the magneto, and
turn it till the points are just breaking,
then couple up.

Throttle not Shutting.

I am not satisfied
,
with the

"^i carburation of my machine, and
^ should be grateful to you for

-2-1 advice. It is a Chater-Lea
combination, with 8. h.p. J.A.P.

engine and Amac carburetter, date
1913. When I got it last year, follow-

ing instructions and my practice with a
former machine of 3^ h.p., I used to set

the air lever open one-third and then
run on the throttle lever. This was
excellent against the wind

AUGUST loth, i<piO.

or an
incline, but on the level speed was far

too great for the narrow roads here-

abouts, and my progress was by a series

of bursts,-^ disconcerting to myself and
passenger. I found by experiment that
on a favourable road I could run at an
easy 20 m.p.h. with the throttle lever

shut tightly, varying the speed by the'

alteration of the air lever, opening or

shutting it as less or more power was
needed. Also in town driving I found
it best to ran on second speed with the
throttle shut and manipulating the air

lever. If the third speed is in and
the throttle shut the air lever lias to be
open wide to keep the engine from
roaring ; but then there may be a sudden
stop if I am not quick in regulating the
air. It seems as though there were
some arrangement in the setting of the
throttle barrel so that it never quite

shuts, and the suction is so perfect
that enough gas can be got if the air

does not make it too weak. The run-
ning is quite good at fair speeds, and I
get 50 m.p.g. with self and passenger
weighing over 20 St., but I feel that

- something better should be had when
slow running is necessary.—N.B.H.

There is something very wrong in your
carburetter adjustment, for if correctly set

you should be able to stop the engine by
shutting the throttle fully, irrespective of

the position of the air lever. Running
the machine as you have been doing is

hoth extravagant and likely to do damage

B24

to the engine. It appears as though the
throttle slide is sticking for some reason
or other. The return spring may be
broken, or inay have lost its strength.
There may be grit between the slides, or
the Bowden cable may be insufficiently

long to allow the slide to shut completely.
You should remove the control slides—

a

very simple operation—and make sure
none of the above faults exist.

READERS' REPLIES.

Firing with a Closed Throttle.

1 notice in your " Questions and
Replies " column in your issue of July
20th a letter from one " S.B.P." com-
plaining of intermittent explosions after

closing the throttle on his two-stroke. I

used to have the same trouble with my
own engine, although the throttle seemed
quite shut, but I have cured it now by
fitting an ordinary compression tap in the

induction pipe, which I open when
descending a hill. Incidentally, I gener-

ally keep it open when the engine has

become warm, as I find it pleasanter to

be able to shut off the engine at all

times without the objectionable splutter-

ing which occurred formerly, and at the

same time it makes little difference to

the running—except at starting—and only
means a less frequent manipulation of the
air lever. Some weeks ago your corre-

spondent " Ixion " mentioned the advant-
ages of the B. and B. variable jet carbu-
retter on two-stioke engines, and I can
quite endorse his remarks, as I find it

has cured my engine of four-stroking at

all speeds, and has given me much more
power on hills, while it has improved
the petrol consumption, now enabling me
to get forty miles per gallon more than
the previous fixed-jet carburetter. My
machine, a 1915 Connaught standard, has
run the last 3,850 miles on twenty-eight
gallons of petrol, this working out at

137.5 miles per gallon. I have found
with my machine that a carburetter

addicted -to four-stroking habits causes

a much more rapid carbonisation of the

engine, for the original single-jet carbu-

retter made cleaning necessary every

400 to 500 miles, while the present B.

and B. only makes it necessary every
800 to 1,000.—R.\LPH Chapman.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" J.P." (Lincoln).—3|- h.p. Scott run-

ning with petrol and paraffin mixture.
"A.L.JM." (Portsmouth).—Running of

2^ h.p. James or similar machine on
paraffin- (100% or -less mixture), especially

with regai'd to effect on engine lubrication.

SPECIAL NOTICE .

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" FOR NEUTRAL
COUNTRIES.

Under the existing regulations, copies of
newspapers may now only be sent to neutral
countries in Europe, America, and Africa
if posted direct from the office of fhe pub-
lishers or by newsagents who have obtained
permission from the War Office for the
purpose.
Tlie publishers of TUe Motor Cycle have ob-
tained the necessary permission, and, conse-
quently, can post copies for subscribers as
usual. The subscription rates to all neutral
countries are 10/10 per annum; six months,
6/5.

THE PUBLISHERS,
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor St., London, E.C.

Bradhury Balance Sheet.

The statement of accounts of Bradbury

and Co., Ltd., Oldham, for the year

ending June 30th, 1916, shows a profit

on- the year's trading of £33,910 2s. Id.

The directors recommend a dividend j)f

10% on the preference shares and Is.

per share on the ordinary shares.

A New Darlington Firm.

Mr. C. W. Smith, a Darlington motor

cycle agent, has gone into partnership

with Messrs. A. E. Gates and R. Gates,

formerly of the Northern Sidecar and-

Motor Co. (Darlington), Ltd., Which

went voluntarily into liquidation. The'

headquarters of the new concern are in

Northgate, and the building of sidecars;

will shortly be proceeding apace.

Catalogues Received.

The latest catalogue of Messrs. Brown
Brothers, Ltd., 15, Newman St,, W., is,

as usual, an instructive volume. A novel

feature is the section devoted exclusively

to motor cycle accessories. It begins by,

giving illustrations and specifications of

the two types of the Vindec motor

bicycle, which is one of Brown Brothers'-'

specialities, Gf these there is the 2i h.p.

two-stroke and the 6 h.p. sidecar. Among
the accessories we notice

^
all the very

latest in the motor cycle line.

Good Hill-climbing by a Lightweight.

Th'e owner of a 2J h.p. two-speed

Calthorpe-Jap writes that during a holi-

day tour in Devon he made clean ascents

of Lynmouth and Dartmeet Hills, the

latter with a passenger on the carrier.

The total distance covered was 770 miles,

and the petrol consumption, we are told,

worked out at 102 m.p.g.

Engineering Standards Committee.

At a special meeting of the Main Com-
mittee (Sir Jolm Wolfe Barry, K.C.B.,

chairman), held on July 27th, Mr. Charles

le Maistre, A.M.Inst.C.E., M.Inst.E.E.,

who has been in cliarge of the -work of

the Electrical Section since 1903, was
appointed secretary to the committee in

succession to the late Leslie S. Robertson,

M.Inst.C.E., who was lost with Lord
Kitchener .in H.M.S. Hamjjshire.

History o! a Great Company.

The Crimean war was responsible for

the bringing into being of concerns which 4

in these days are a great national asset

—

the Birmingham Small Arms Co., Ltd.,

of Birmingham, for instance. The
origin of this company dates from 1855,

when the gun makers" of Birmingham
were called upon by ±he Government to

furnish arms for use in the Crimea. A
history of this concern has been pub-..'

lished, entitled "B.S.A. History from
the Days of fhe Crimea to the Great
War." The illustrations show the

Enfield muzzle-loader of 1857, as well

as illustrations of all the rifles made
by the company up to the present

Service rifle.
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OWDEN
i9/IREbContractors

to H.M &c

AlliecL
Foreign
Governments

ESTABLISHED 1897.

arul Ccmtrals

Manufacturers of Bowden Wire

£ind of all Levers and Accessories

used in its application.

Trade Marks and Names :

Bowdensolo Bowdenamel Bowdensilver

Bowdenoir Bowdenite Bowdenbrass

Orders filled only as Government
reguiremenis permit.

London
VICTORIA RO>MD NW
WILLESDEN JUNCTION
OodboldK

THE BELT FOR RUDGE, ZENITH, PHILIPSON,

GRADO, BRAMPTON, or ANY GRADUAL GEAR.

I

SPECIAL OFFER.
28/-

r
30/

IF
34/- 36/- USUAL PRICE for 8ft.

22/- 24/- 26/-
-Q. SPECIAL PRICE
£tj/^ for any lencth up to 8ft,

' Plus Bd. PoBtace.

' EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS.
" 1 cannot give even an approximation of the mileage belt has

done, as I ride, more or less, every day, winter and summer. Since
I have had the belt I have twice toured the Lake District (it having
taken me over Honister and Kirkstone), once through Derbyshire and
North Wales, and once through South Wales and Somersetshire ; also
to the South and West of Scotland. A lot of my riding is done over
the Yorkshire Moor and Coast roads."

" Having tested your belt and given it a good trial I think it only
right to let you know the result. Since 1 took up motor cycling,
eight years ago, I have had nothing bat trouble with belts—slipping,
stretching, and short life ; since using the * ZILLA ' I have been quite
free from all belt trouble. Anyone using a Rudge-Multi or other
variable geared machine should not hesitate but use a ' ZILLA * and
say good-bye to other makes."

Take the advice ol experienced riders and order at once.

Address a.11 communica-tions to—
The ZILLA PATENT BELT COMPANY. Ltd.,
101. Great Western Street. MANCHESTER

I SUBMIT there
is a solid reason why you should adopt a

BINKS CARBURETTER, viz.:

YOU CUTYOUR FUEL BILL INTWO
if you adopt my system and use my
fuel. You can, of course, use petrol or
benzol without alteration.

Price of
Carburetter
complete—

plus 10% extra
war cost.

Small extra Tank
to clip on Frame,

17/6
Pipe & 3-wayTap
to enable you to

get an easy start

when stone cold,

12/6
plus 10%

war advance.

READ!
MY 3-PHASE JET DAMPING CARBURETTERS
have such perfect vapourising properties that they

enable you to use fuel at 1/10 per gallon in 42-gaIlon

casks, which you are allowed to keep on your premises.

Your engine will tick over dead slow, and pull dead
slow in traffic, yet give the full power. It is almost

impossible to tell you are not running on petrol at 2/9
a gallon. It cannot" damage your engine or soot it up,

and makes Motor Cycling possible in these times.

I give you my personal assurance of the truth of what
is stated above. Please send at once for full particulars

of the carburetter, and also for my Treatise on Carbura-

tion, and terms of One Month's Approval Trial.

C. BINKS, Ltd., Eccles.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle." A17
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St, B.C.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

£ach advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the conveaience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle*' Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage oo replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. All replies should be addressed,
" No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle/ 20, Tudor Street, E.C."

2W*DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System, If the money be deposited with *' The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of tlus receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and ii a sale is efiected we remit the
amount to the seller, but If not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding -^10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£io the fee is IS. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques, and money orders should be made
payable to Ili&e & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that eiSect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ot. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

16 2S^h.p. A.J.S. 3-speed Motor Cycle, actually in
stock : £58.—Sanders, Garage, Kidderminster.

11X5411

A.J.S., 2^.p., 1914, 3-speed, kick starter, just thor-
ouehly OTsrhauled; £34.—Nurton, Gnuwharf, Sheer-

ness. £9359

"I(pil6 2^ih.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, very little used, as new;
-*- tJ 50 gns.—Juliane, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone

:

1024. tX4701

"IQ13 2%h.p. A.J.S., 2-sp6ed counterBhaft, clutch,
J-t^ lamps, horn, etc.; £23.—Breeze Hill, West St.,

Bolton. [X5390

. A -JS. Latest 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen, etc.,
-^jL brand new, in stock.—A. J. Toung and Co., Ltd.,
Newmarket. [8632

A.J.S. , late 1914, 6h.p. twin, 3-speed, enclosed chain
drive, Watford, first-class condition, 12 months'

use only, property of officer on active service; £55, or
near ofEer.—Apply, W. A. Dcdd, Woolton Hill, New-
bury. [9236

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1914 Combination, double lighting,
electric and acetylene. Klaxon £4/4 horn, Lucas

hand horn, Cowey speedometer, trip recorder, hood,
screen, and eide curtains, spares, etc., cost £120, mile-
age about 1 ,700 ; offers. Eoscoe, 1, Denman Grove,
Seacombe, Ches. [X5457
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"I COME FROM NEW
ZEALAND, where Square
Deals and Godfreys mean
the same thing

"

(Writes a Customer).

" Mr. R. tells us that your Second-

hand Machines are in both appear-

ance and service as good as new,

while considerably below the price of

similar new machines.

(An enquiry from India.)

ALLTHE WORLD OVER
the firm of Godfreys has

established a reputation for

value and straight desils. -

Motor Cycles.

Sidecars.

Light Cars.

For Cash or Deferred Payments.

Your old Mount taken in. part

Exchange for either a New or

Second-hand Machine.

WRITE FOR FULL LISTS.

TD.

GODFREFt
208, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.
'Phone—7091 Mayfair (z lines).

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act*

advertisers requiring: workmen, and whose
business consists wholly or mainly of
engineering: or the productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
Include in every such advertisement the
words, *'No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already eng:ag:ed on Qovern-
ment work, will be eng:aged."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with
the approval of the Board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchan^re or from the
offices of^ this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engraved on
Qovernment work need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. 1913 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, spea
ometer, 2 lamp sets,, Scheblei carburetter, nearli

aew Kempshall tyies, excellent condition and tun( 1

£43; after 7 p.m-—193, Bioomwood Ed., Clapbam Con
mon, 8.W. [930

j

A.J.S. 1915 Combination, detachable and interchangi ij

able wleels, spare wheel, complete, coachbnilt tai !

dem sidecar, adult and child, both seats spring upbo.:
stered, wind screen, lamps unused, as good as new; £9(^
—Dalladay, High St.> Newhaven. [943'

AUdays.
1 Q14 S'/^h.p, Alldays MatclUess, 2-speed, splendid coi
X«7 dition; £33.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunt 1

[941
iALLDAYS, 1914, 2y2h.p., new condition, - little usee
'

bargain, £16/16.—D., 7, Bast Kd., Maidenhead.
1935

ALLDATS Allon, 1916, 2 speeds, 2-stroke, bran
1

new; listed £45, accept £40.-6, Warren St., Loi
don. [937

'

COLMOQE Depot, 31, Colmore Bow, Birminehan
can supply immediately all models of Alidaji

Allon. £079.

ALLDAXB MatchlesB 1915 Sh.p. Combination, i

speed, kick starter, perfect ; £55.—H. WrigL
Arlesey, Beds. [933'

ALLDATS Allon, 2-8p8ed, new ; special bargaii!
£38/17 cash; gradual payments 2%.—Referee Cycii

Co., 332, High Holborn. [076

Ariel.

1 012 Ariel, 3'/^h.p., Tariable gear; £18; perfect nui
Xf./ ning order.—Capell, North Lodge, Baldock. [925

AEIEL, 4h.p7, free engine, handle starter, overhauled'
owner sacrifice £20, lowest.—Crescent House, Her

ford Ed., Edmonton. _ [X531

AEIEL Combination, 1913, 3i^h.p„ coachbuilt,
speeds^ clutch, lamps, etc.; £30.-11, Imna Edi

Thornton Heath, Croydon. £934'

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmiughan:
have in stock for immediate dehvery all model

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars. [079

Auto-Wheels.
ATJTO-WHEEL and Humber Bicycle {3-sr^e"^ gear

in good condition; £12.—Crump, Fatringdon, Altoi
Hants. £928

B.S.A. Auto-Wheel, very little used, in perfect rai

ning order; £8/10.—Cambridge, Greatham, nea

Stookton-on-Tees. * [X530

AUTO-WHEEL de Lus?, Gent's, 1916, very littli

used, perfect condition ; £12.—Nunns, Manor HoiWt'

Abbotskerswell, Devon. £926

AITTO-WEEEL. £6/17/6 : excellent condition ; pai",

cash for good motor cycle or combination.—Newi
ham, 223, Hammersmith Ed., W. [943

THREE Auto-wheels, Wall's, late models, in spleii

did condition and running, little used; £7, £8, £!

—Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn.
'[3:537

Bat.

BAT, 5-6h.p., 1915, T.T., 3-9peed, all in good cond

tion; £45, or exchange 3^.p., offer.—455, Toi
Rd., Wandsworth. £944

BATS in stock, latest 4-5h.p., 2-speed, 60 gns. ; ah
1914 4-51i.p. sporring 2-speed twin, £35.—P.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham, £X55£

Al^ All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

T>AT-J.A.P., 5-61i.p..

BRADBURY,
perfeot; _27 gns.,

Bat.
oYerliend, late 1914 model,

sporty mount, 3-speed H, genr, and enamelled
OFrencli grey; £45.—Moors Motor Works, West Croydon.

£515089
rt>AT-J.A.P., 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, engine just overhauled,
lL* excellent condition throughout, Gloria sidecar, all

iiccessories, spares ; dE45.—Phillips, 88, Bruford Rd.,
(WolTerhahipton. [S5365

Bradbury*
ilQll Bradbury, free engine model; £16.—Cross.
J-U Jeweller. Botherham. [X5419

BRADBURY, 4h.p., N.S.tT. 2 speeds, in good order;
£17/10.-6, Warren St., London. [9372

;"| Q14 S'/sh.p. Bradbury, 3 speeds, wicker sidecar

;

1
L'*y £35; cash or easy terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages),

jl-td., Swansea., [0823

1913, with 1915 Sturmey 3-speed gear,
including 6 galls, petrol.—

Trowa'rd, 78, High St., Hampstead. [9392

BRADBURY Combination, 4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick
starter, 95 m.p.g., excellent condition; £35.—A.

Smith, 15, Bramshot Av., ChaiUon, S.E. [9222

"I Q15 Bh.p. Bradbury, 3-speed, kick starter, all chain
JLiJ drive, coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, horn, speed-
Dmeter, mechanically perfect ; first checiue for £47
secures.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester.

[9265
!"jQ14 6h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Bradbury Combina-
JLiJ tion, chain drive, De Luxe coachbuilt sidecar,
wind screen, large head lamp, etc., Stewart speedometer,
recently overhauled, splendid condition; £55, or near
.^fier.- 5, Albany Rd., Manor Park, E. [9298

^"TDRADBURY, 1915, 4h.p., countershaft 3-3peed, h.b.c.
jJL* clutch, all chain drive, with coachbuilt sidecar,
lamps, horn, speedometer, an exceptionally fine combina-
tion, had most careful use, 75 m.p.g., runs well on
Imbstitute; worth £60 easily, accept £52/10.—Laytous'
iGarage, Bicester, Oxon. [X5452

, Brough.
S"DROUGH, 1916 (June), Sy^h.p. horizontal twin, over-
iJO head valves, 3-speed countershaft gear, clutch, kick
starter, well equipped, mileage 300, practically brand
new ; £60 ; might entertain part exchange.—Sinclair,
East Molesey. [X5387

Brown.
Gns.— 5h.p._ Brown, m.o.v. twin, strong, fast, tyres
good, coil.—Railway Garage, Staines- [929015

Blh.p. Brown, perfeot condition, T.T. bars, drop frame
2 and tank, spring forks, mag., adjustable pulley2

}.2 gns.

B

-Box 677, c/o The Motor Cycle.

B.S.A.

[S5363

S.A. New 1916 Models H and K- actually in stock,
no waiting.—Moss, Wem, [X5420

COLMOEE Depot, 261, Deansgate. Manchester, for
immediate delivery of B.S.A. [0798

(D.S.A., 1916 model K, 4h.p., countershaft 3-speed,
|L> perfect, lamp, horn; f53.—Tollady, Bicester, Oson.

[X5454
e.S.A. 1914 T.T. Model, in perfect condition, tyres

^ good: £30,—Montresor, 84, Port St., Evesham.

Bf
[X5383

S.A. 1916 Model K, 4h.p., used 300 miles only, and
as new, guaranteed perfect ; £55.—Tollady, Heming-

(Ord, Bicester. Pi;5447

B^.A., 1915 model, 4h,p., 5-speed countershaft, good
condition, overhauled; £46.—Laytons' Garage,

Jicester, Oxon. i;S5453

B.S.A. 1916 Models H and K in stock, immediate
delivery; prices £64 and £62.—Wallace, Fountain

iuildings, Batb. [9020

B.S.A., 1912-13, 3^h.p., 2-3p6ed, sidecar, speedometer,
strong detachable motor shed, complete; £35 cash;

lew by appointment,—Hill View, Queen's Rd., Lough-
on. [9317

B.S.A. Models H and K actually in stock, with No. 2
sidecar; deferred terms by arrangement; ex-

I

hanges.—Lamb's, 151, High St., 'Wnlthamstow, and 50,
High Ed., Wood Green, 'Phone: Nos. Walthamstow
1.59, Hornsey 1956. [9316

JO^a.A. 1^16 models in stock, ready for immediate
I*-*

delivery, 4y2h.p. 3-speed countershaft gear,
j.:hain-cum-belt drive £62, all chain drive £64: ex-
ffihanges or extended payment terms quoted,—Elce
'md Co,, B,S.A. Agents, 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
pamomile St., E.G. [0551

Calthorpe.
'^ALTHORPE Junior, 1914, 2-8peed, good condition;^ £11.—Batten, 20, Featherstone Lane, Featherstone,
forks. •

[X5359
'pALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2%h.p„ perfect condi-
»-^ tion, private owner; £27/10.—Tideswell Ed., Put-
tey, 'Phone: 1650 Putney. [9455

DOLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
have in stock all models of Calthorpes for im-

laediate delivery; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

inALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2%h.p., 2-sDeed, as new, bought
'^ May. mileage 500 : cost £38 ; condition perfect

;

.ake £28 speedy sale.—Bright, Ov^leshayes, Aylesbear*.
[9473

IpjALTHOEPE-J.AP., 1916, latest model, 2%h.p., Bn-
,^ iield 2-speed gear, just arrived from works; £37/16.
.-Wilktns, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd.,
ijondon. j240

j
S CORONET SIDECARS.

We are building special models for Harley-
Davidsons, Excelsiors, and Indians, enamelled
eitlier grey or red to match machines, and fitted

with 28X3in. tyre and four point attachment.

FROM

£10 15s.

Send for Illustrated

Catalogue describing

these well - known
Sidecars.

EXCHANGES.

TRADE SUPPLIED,

SPORTING MODEL

1916 HARLEY-DAVIDS0N5.
We can give Immsdiate Delivery, and we vrill

make a big allowance for your old machine.

CASH OFFERS WANTED.
4i h.p. STAR, brand new £68 model, big

single, 3 speeds £55
2i- h.p. Stationary Petrol Engine, new

£22 los. model, magneto, 2 flywheelsin £16 10
4 h.p. WOLF-J.A.P., 1915, 3-specd, cha

drive, with £13 coach Sidecar £42 15
7-9h.p. PREMIER, 1914, 2-speed counter-

shaft.with £13 lOG. new coach Sidecar £49 15
6 h.p. REX, 2-speed, magneto £11 15
2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 1910 £13 15
2I h.p. MINERVA, magneto, variable gear £9 15
7-9h.p. INDIAN, 1915, 3-speed, electrical

model, and £rS Montgomery Sidecar. . £69 15
1916 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON £80 15
1916 ditto, electrical model £89
1914 FORDTouringCar, detachable wheels £85
2I h.p. WOLF, igrG, 2-stroke, 2-speed ... £33 10
20 h.p. FORD Van, new, I9r6 model , . . .£130
2o"h.p. FORD Van, 1915 model £90
2^ h.p. TYLER 1915, 2-speed model £24 15
3i h.p. TRIUMPH 1910 model £16 15
3I h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1912 model £13 15
8 h.p. WILLIAMSON, 1913, with torpedo

coach-built Sidecar £45
3ih.p.HUMBER, igrs, 2-speed, Sidecar.. £29 15
3I h.p. PREMIER, igiSf 2-speed counter-

' shaft gear, belt and chain £26 15
3 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1911, magneto ... £12 15
3* h.p. TRIUMPH, rgii, 2-speed mode!,

withSidecar, lamps, and horn £25 15
2i h.p. PREMIER, IQ12, 3-speed model . . £16 15
7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electrically

equipped, complete with sidecar .... £69 15
3J h.p. HUMBER, 1911, 2 ^peed £17 15
2Xb.p. MATCHLESS-J.A.P., i9ro £10 15
1915 TRUMBULL Light Car, hood, screen,

detachable wheels, speedometer, electric

horn and lamps £89

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Bosch Magneto, 50/-; B. and B. Carburetter,

12/6 ; Amac Carburetter, 12/6 ; New 20/- Brass
Electric Sidecar Lamps, 5/6 ; Ditto Tail Lamps,
6 /e, approval ; New Spare Valves for Harley-
Davidsons, 4/9; Bosch Magneto for twin Rex,
55/-; Douglas Carburetter, 10/6; New 26x2;^
or 2^ Tubes, 6/- ; Sidecar Safety Couplings, 8/9
(for any machine, including P. & M.'s)

; £16 r6s.
Gloria Coach Sidecar, just repainted, £7 15s.

;

Lightweight Coach Sidecar, new, £7 1 5s. :

New Coach Sidecar Body , £3 5s. ; New Sidecar
Chassis, complete with aU fittings, 65/-; 1916
Binks Carbiu:etters (your old carburetter taken
in exchange).

HALIFAX WAKES.
Our works will be closed from August 14th to

August 19th. Customers please note.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H AUI F AX.
'Phone : 1062. Close at 6p.m.i

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Calthorpe.
CALTHOBPE 2-stloke 1915 latest Model, EnfleW

2-3peed gear, - just arrived from works; £32/11.—
AVilUins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd..
Lonlon. [92<11

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P.'s with Enfield gears; 5 models
nftually in stock, £37/16; deferred terms if de-

sired.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50,
Higli Ed., Wood Green. [9311

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., late 1915, 2%h.p., Enfield 2-

speed, with pretty little coachbuilt sidecar, electric

horn and lamps, all in first-class condition ; trial willingly

:

accept £35.-24, Silohoster Ed., W. [9283

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P.'s and 2-strokes; immediate de-

livery from stock of all models; cash or exchange.
A few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore the Agents,
Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgate, Manchester.

[0815
CALTHOEPE Motor Cycles.—Latest 1916 models in

stock; 2^.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, free engine, 36 gns.;
2i4h.p. 2-speed 2-stroke lady's model, 34 gns. ; 4h.p. twin
J.A.P. lightweight combination, 67 gns. ; exchanges or
extended payment terms auoted.—Elce and Co., 15-16.
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.O. City agents. [0480

Campion.
CAMPION-TILLIEES, 1915, 2i/2h.p., extra good en-

gine, thoroughly sound machine; offered at £17/10,
worth much more.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon.

[:X5449

1 Q15 6h.p. Campion and sidecar, splendid condition,
Xf7 several spares; £70, or would exchange for 2-

stroke 2-speed, cash adjustment.-Boots, 27, Neville St..

Cleethorpes. [X6315

"I Q 14-15 6h.p. Campion, Jap twin, chain drive, kick
J-U start., Jaidine two-speed gear and clutch, Ivy
sidecar, a very fine combination, and in good condition:
separate belt attachment for solo work, with adjustable
pulley; price £58, no ofiers.—0. Bush, King's Standing,
Burton-on-Trent. [X533;

Chater-Lea.
3ih.p. Ohater-Lea, Bosch, £12; Triumph 1912, £23.

2 —193, High St.. Tonbridge. tX5374

"I Q13 Chater-Lea 8h.p. Combination, splendid coach-
X?7 built sidecar, Pillion seat, twin-cyl., 3 speeds,

countershaft, speedometer, P.H.S. lamps, horn, extra
wide mudguards, waterproof apron, very good lot ; £50.
or exchange light cycle car.—McKeuzie, Berriew St.,

Welshpool. CS5265
Chater-Sarolea.

6 h.p. Twin Chater-Sarolea, Bosch, 2-speed, free en-

gine, coachbuilt sidecar, tyres excellent; trial; £18.
or nearest offer; must sell.—17, Norris Ed., Eeading.

[9322

Clyno.

CLYNO 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2-speed, free,

kick starter; £28.-54, Shaftesbury Av., Eoundhay,
Leeds. [X6378

"J
012 5-6h.p. Clyno, 2-speed countershaft gear, 18 gn.

-JLt/ Turner sidecar, lamp, horn, -speedometer; only
£40.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [9414

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT. 2-stroke, 1916, indistingnishablo from

new, run 500 miles; £27.-6, Warren St., London.
[9370

CONNAUGHTS iu stock for immediate delivery;
miniature, standard, and 2-speed models ; prices

from £28/17/6.—P, J. Evans, John Bi-ight St., Birming-
ham. [X5400

Coventry Eagle.

COVENTET Eagle, 1916 2-stroke Triumph, 2 speeds,
indistinguisha'ble from new; £32.-6, Warren St.,

London., [9377

COVENTET Eagle, 2y2h.p., late 1915, 2-strokB, all

accessories, very little used, new condition; £25. or
near offer.-3, Carson Ed., W. Dulwich. [9463

Daliq.

DALM 2-strok9. 1915, 3
rider, perfect condition

Tliornton Heath, Croydon.

Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 2',5h.p., 1911, good order; bargain, £15
—14, Dodbrooke Ed., West Norwood. [9421

DOUGLAS, 1911, 254h.p., good tyres, etc.; must be
sold,-58, Garfield Ed., Lavender Hill, S.W. [9330

DOUGLAS, 1915, W.O. model, 2%h.p., 2-speed, com-
plete; £45, or near olfer.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester,

'tK5448
DOUGLAS, 2^4h.p., 2-8peed gear and kick st.ut and

clutch; £33/10.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmoro Eow.
Birmingham. [X5309
4 h.p. Douglas, 1915ynachine, and coachbuilt sicTecar

speedometer, lamps and horn, good condition; £'56
-Moffat Yeovil. [9341

1Q16 Douglas. 2-speed, footboards, new, not used;
-M-O having to join up; what offers over £55?— 4.

clutch, suit lad?
£25.-11, Luna Ed.,

[9344

Water Lane. Lincoln. [X5426

£9, first cheQue.- 2"f4h.p. Douglas, new tyre, running,
but wants attention ; snip.—Butlin, Bungalow,

Galleywood, Chelmsford. [X6258

DOUGLAS, 2';4h.p.. 2-speed, free engine, footboards,
head, tail lamps, good condition; £28.—Lord. 16,

Wentworth Ed., Manor Park. [9266

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 25Ah.p., 1914 T.T., 2-sDeed, speedometer,
lamp, tools, just overhauled ; f25.—Bandolph,

3rd Coy., B.M.A., WoolTrich. fSSSSO

1 014 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-sp6ed, nice condition thxough-
J-t/ out, eauipped, £35; also ditto AUdaye Matchless,
£20.—Matthews, Stansted, Essex. [9458

DOUGLAS. 1915, 2%h.p., 3 speeds, as new, £45; a
1914 at £38, a 1913 at £31, a 1912 at £27, a 1911

at £16.-6, Warren St., London. [9373

DOUGLAS, new, latest pattern, 2%h.p. models for
immediate delivery, including War Office black

Douglas.-Moflat, Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [5855

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-8peed, clutch, tyres nearly new,
overhauled recently, speedy machine; £35.—Van-

stone, Higgs and Hill, Hayes, Middleees. [9459

DOUGLAS Specialists.-Gibb, Gough, London 'Ed,
Gloucester. Gibb, the International Douglas rider,

winner of nomeroua cups and gold medals. [1189

33.h.p. Douglas, about 1911, engine just been over-
4' hauled, good tyres and belt, in fine running order

;

a bargain, £14.-16, Haverstock Hill, Chalk Farm. [9430

"|Q13 Douglas, exceptional order, new throughout, 2%
-I-«7 tyres, new wheels; £35; lightweight part; offers,

particulars.—12, Albion Place, Winchfield, Hants. [9250

IT.—1916 Douglas, 3-speed, clutch. Colonial model,
speedometer, horn," " lamp, generator, perfect ; no

dealers; cost £72, quick sale £52.—LI,906, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [9231

COLMOEE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Leicester,
and Liverpool, have in stock complete range of all

models Douglas for immediate delivery, also full range
of spares. [0800

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1914 T.T. model, done less than
2,000 miles, just been overhauled.—For trial, at

Armatrong's, Station Ed., Harrow-on-the-HilL Owner
gone war.

'
[9255

DOUGLAS, 1913, single speed, engine, tyres, etc.,

. splendid conditionj^P.E.S. lamp, spares, fast, re-
liable machine; £24.—Hardiman, 24, Fairlawn Av.,
East Finchiey. [9350

1 Q16 Douglas, War Office model, 2-apeed, footrests,
-I- «/ semi-T.T. bars, latest pattern, brand new, one
only in stock; immediate delivery.—Eobinson's Garage,
Green "St., Cambridge. -[9386

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1914, 2-3peed, T.T., good order,
complete accessories, £40 ; also Wafsonian feathei-

iveight sporting cane sidecar, disc wheel, £5/5.—Millard,
166, West Hill, Putney. [9304

rC|13 Douglas, 2%h.p., model W, clutch, tick start,
*/ footboards, touring bars, 2 lamps, horn, tools,

utc, condition engine perfect; £33/10.—Eobinson's Gar-
:ig6. Green St., Cambridge. [9387

1 Q14 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-ep6ed model W, horn, Lycett
-M.*J La Grande saddle, Stewart speedometer, Bosch
ijiag., Dimlop belt, tyres fair condition, engine perfect;
£42.—Eobinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [9388

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2^.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, T.T. or touring bars, long or short ex-

haust, Amao jacketed carburetter, fully equipped, run-
ning on 50% paraffin without alteration ; best oflei above
£35 gets it.—136, DalmaUy Ed., Croydon. [9467

1 Q16 Douglas, T.T. model, Lucas lamps and horn,
Xt/ long exhaust, very fast, £44 ; 1913i4 'i'ourist

model, clutch and kick start, wide mudguards, had very
little use, grand order, bargain, £33.—Jarvis, Corner
House, Southgate. 'Phone: 3986 Hampatead. [X5407

4h.p. Douglas, very latest model, in use for demonstra-
tion purposes only, complete with luxurious coach-

built sidecar, Lucas dynamo lighting set, electric horn,
speedometer, complete set tools, ridden under 2,000
miles, oondition as new throughout guaranteed; £95/10.
-Eobinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [9383

Enfield.

3h.D. Eoyal Enfield, 2-speed; £28/10.—Ohilton, High
St., Watford. [9336

ENFLE3LD, late 1915, complete; any trial; £68.—P.
Corby, 88a, High St., Merton. [9440

OTjMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham,
for immediate delivery of Enfields. [0801

ENFIELD, 3h.p., 2-speed, new Dunlopa, lamps, tools,

as new; £33.—Sibley, jun., 72. South St., Eom-
ford, Essex. 1X5298

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 19155^, in splendid
condition, wide mudguards; 65 gns.-280, Camber-

well Ed., S.E. £9258

ROTAL Enfield, 2%h.p. twin, 2-speed, new tyre; quick
sale 20 gns., bargain.—Butlin, Bungalow, Galley-

wood, Chelmsford. [X5259

ROYAL Enfield, 2^h.p., twin-cyl., splendid order
guaranteed; £18/10.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore

Eow, Birmingham. [X5308

1 Q14 2%h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, kick starter, almost new
J.U condition throughout; beat offer over £27.—Wal-
tons, Dawson Sq., Burnley. - [X5351

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, latest model, just
arrived from works ; 90 gns.-Wilkins, Simpson, and

Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., London- [9238

ENFIELDS actually in stock for immediate delivery,
eh-Tp. combinations, 3h.p. and 2^^h.p. models, ready

to drive away.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. rX5404

IB

c

\ HE. HouSE-

FOR SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
ALL GUARANTEED IN GOOD

RUNNING ORDER.

SIDECAFC OUXFITS.
MATCHLESS, 1914, Sh.p. MA.G., 3-sp., chain drive,

Lucas dynamo lighting outfit, 3 lamps, speedom'r 478
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 2-speed, modele de luxe, handle

starting, coach-built Sidecar, just been overhauled £46
TRiUMPH, 3i h.p., 1911, 2-speed countershaft gear,

chain-cuni-belt, complete with wicker Sidecar

,

cheap at £30
NEW HUDSON, 1914, 6 h.p., 3-speed, kick start, com-

plete with New Hudson coach-built Sidecar with
screen, all accessories £53

A.J.S., 1914, 6 h.p., 3-speed, lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, and Millford Sidecar, as new £73

HARLEY, 1914, 7 h.p., 2-speed, and coach-built S'car £44
INDIAN, 1914, 7 h.p., 2-speed, electric lighting, spring

frame, Gloria 30 guinea Sidecar £(S

INDIAN, 1913, 7 h.p., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speefl.

and spring frame £48
ZENITIl, 1914, 6 h.p., countershaft clutch moc*l,

with sporting underslung Sidecar £60

SOLO nnooEus.
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2| h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £22
OALTHORPE, 1914, 2 h.p., 2-speed £19
RUOGE 1913 3ih.p. Multi, T.T. bars ._ £35
IVY, 1915, 2-stroke, single-speed '..•.,.. £18
KERRY-ABINSDON, 3* h.p., magneto, 2-speed £15
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3I h.p., clutch model . .- £28

NEW HUDSON, 1913, 3i h.p., 3-speed J.A.P. engine.

.

£36
TRIUMPH, igi2, 3.Vh.p., clutch model £30
ROYAL RUBY, 2i h.p., igJS, J.A.P., 2-speed .- - £33
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3i h.p., clutch, Phihpson pulley ... £28

N.U.T., 1914, 2} h.p., T.T., twin, overhead valves ... £38
BATnl.A.P., 1911, 8 h.p., 2-speed, spring frame £25

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4b.p., 3-5peed £48
RUDGE, 1913, sih.p., multi, large tank £32
REX, 1913, 3* h.p., 2-speed, and clutch £29
BROUGH, 1914, 8 h.p., T.T. model, original road

racing model £45

I.IGHT OARS, Etc.
LAGOND A 10 h.p. 1915 Coup6, just repainted £120
MORRIS-OXFORD 10 h.p. 1913, dickey seat; very good

order ^ £140
TALBOT 15 h.p. Coup6, Mulliner body, Bedford cord,

C.A.V. 12 volt set ; like new £375
SUNBEAM, late 1912, 12-16 h.p., open five-seater

touring ; very fast ; being repainted £295

G.W.K., 10 h.p., 4 speeds, 80 mm. tyres, 1914 model,
just being repainted £120

FORD, 1913, 20 h.p., 4-seater, detachable wheels;
malce a splendid light van £60

CADILLAC, 1914, 20-30 h.p., 6-speed model, 7-seater,

just overhauled, dynamo light and starting, just

being repainted ; make a very iine hire car . . . .£320

A.C., 5-6 h.p., late 1913, hood and screen, lamps, all

tyres new, splendid condition . . . ; £50
MINERVA, 28 h.p., 1910, 5-seater

; £6 6s. tax; just

being overhaxiled —
KNIGHT Junior, 1914, 11 h.p., sporting body, excel-

lent order £155
G.W.K., 1913, 10 h.p., special finish, domed guards,

speedometer .£170

Exchanges arranged on any of the above.

All machines guaranteed in good running order.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD 1916, immediate delivery of latest Sh.p.
combination, now in stock ; 90 gns. ; mate snre ol

this now.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co.. 11, Hammersmith
Ed., Ixindon. 19239

1Q15 Enfield Ooaehbuilt Combination, Hutchinson
Xtf oTersize tyres. 3 lamps, horn, speedometer, hood
and screen; cost il20, sell £85.-8, Holmes St., Bury
Ed., Eoohdale. [X6297

ENFIELD Sh.p. 1916 latest model, just arrived from
works, immediate delivery, make sure of this now;

55 gns. ; we are Enfield specialists.-Wilkins, Simpson,
and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., London. [9242

1 Q15 Eoyal Enfield 2-stroke Lightweight, chain driTO,
A.iJ countershaft 2-speBU gear, Paimer tyres, com-
plete with accessories, in excellent condition; £30.—The
Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [9273

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, 6h.p., 2-speed, de-
livery from stock: 90 gns.; exchanges or ex-

tended terms quoted.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-
gate At., Camomile St., E.G. Enfield agents. [0552

ENTIELDS.—Birmingham agent. P. J. Evans, 87-
91, John Bright St. Immediate delivery all

models, including lighting set combination, special Sh.p.
with hood and screen, and standard 6h.p. combination

;

also Sh.p. standard and sporting models, and 2^h.p.
2-stroke: prices from 42 gns. [X5398

ENFIELDS, 8h.p., 6h.p., and ^h.p. models actually
in stock; also an Sh.p. 1916 combination, hood and

screen, Luoas accessories, £90; and a 6h.p, 1915 De
Luxe, electrically equipped, hood and screen, £89/10

j

deferred terms by mutual arrangement; excbauges.—
Limb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50. High Ed.,,

Wood Green- 'Phone: Nos. Walthamstow 169, Hornaey
1956. £9316

Falnir.

Sh.p. Fafnlr, Chater-Lea- frame, re-bushed, new piston^'

pulley, belt, stand, and carburetter, also MicheUn
tyre; absolute bargain; coil and battery; £5/10.—Clark,
Garage. Long Mellord, Suffolk. [9329

F.N.
101-4 4-oVl. 7h.p. F.N., wicker sidecar, lamps, com-h
-LiJ pleta; £65.—Miller, Brighouse. [X5431'

F.N., 7h.p. S-speed gear, and coaohbuill sidecar; £65.

t

—Box L1.923. e/o The Motor Cycle. [9277/

Grandex.
GEANDEX-PEBOISION, 2-stroke, excellent condi.!

tion; owner buying more powerful machine.—
Marere, West CUS, Heme Bay. [936Sii

Harley-Davldson.
RAND New Harley-Davidsons.—See below.

MOTORMART
100§136 GtlbrtlandSUondonW

B
MODEL F, 7-&h.p., 3-speed; £68.—The Premiaj

Motor Co.

MODEL J, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, with dynamo elec&id
lighting outfit; sE75.—The Premier Motor Co.

THE Above are guaranteed brand new; standaro
specification and standard equipment. — Thd.

Premier Motor Co., Birmingham.

SPECIAL Gloria Sidecars, to match; 19 and 25 gnS'i

You save £17 by purchasing your new combinar
tion direct from the recognised H.D. experts. De'
livery carriage paid to any address.—The Premie: ;

Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8351 I

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, late 1915, 7-9h.p., little used
with sidecar; £60.—Bane, 25, Gower Bd., Fores

Gate. [923;
'

HARLEY-DATTDSONS, 1916 models; immediate de

livery from stock.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate
Manchester. [083i

HAKLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, and coachbnilt sidecai

good - tyres, accessories, in perfect order ; £68.-
Yincent Motors, Bugeley. 1X4491

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, .Manchester, Live)
pool, Leicester,^ for immediate delivery of a]

models of Hailey-Davidsons and spare parts. [080(

HARLBY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., IIF, lato 1915^ wit
Mills-Fulford sidecar, original tyres, aceessoriea. i

perfect condition; £75.—No. 678, c7o The Moior Ci/eU
£5538:

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916 model J. electric ligl)

sot, electric horn, electric welded sidecar, not ion
600 : lightweight taken in part payment.-Coveney, Flw-
Hants. [930'

HARLEY-DAYIDSON". late 1915, Montgomery coaol
"

built sidecar to match, with accessories, outfit r

new. small mileage: must sdl; .£65.-29, Brigstock Ed
Thornton Heath. " [942

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidflon Combination, 3-speed, dynan
electric lighting, absolute new condition throughou

not done 400 miles: any trial; sacrifice £75, cost £9^

-Else, Dimple.. Matlock. [X541

HARLEY-DAVIDSON", 1916, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, ni.

done 300, lamps, mechanical horn, semi T.T. bar

Swan sporting sidecar; cost £103/18 month ago, accoi

£87, carriage paid.— 2, Castle Terrace, Edinburgh. [92"!

HARLEY - DAVIDSON Combinations actually I

stock, £101/15 and £110, or solos £80/16 an

£89; deferred payments if desired; liberal exchange
—Lamb's, -151, High St.,- "Walthamstow, and 50, Hie
Rd., Wood Green. [931

A20 AIMetters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davldson.

HARLEY-DAVIBSON" 8h.p. Combination, 1915, 3

speeds, 2 lamps, mechanical horn, speedometer, run
mly 2,000 miles, condition unacratched; £67/10.—Cass's
Motor Mart, only address 5. Warren St., Euston Rd.,

n'. Museum 623. [9379

HARLEY-DAYIDSON" and Sidecar, property of naval
officer who is unable to mate use of it, 1915 model

IIF, lamp, horn, and accessories, new back tyre; done
100 miles; £60, or near offer.—Macrae and Tolfree, 2,

Dastle Terrace, Edinburgh. [X5353

HAELET-DAVIDSON, the Silent Grey: immediate
delivery of 1916 models, all new 1915 types sold

jut; one or two second-hand bargains in F and J
nodels from £60.—Send your orders to Colmoro Depots,'

Z61, Deansgate, Manchester, and 31, Kenshaw St.,

riiTerpool. •. [0817

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915 model IIJ, 7-9h.p., 3-

speed, dynamo electric lighting outfit, Harley
Davidson coachbuilt sidecar, 21 gn. model, with disc
ffheel, speedometer, sidecar lamp, wind screen, etc., com-
'iuation cost over £110, has not done 2,000 miles, and
3 ffuaranteed in perfect condition.; £82.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9274

II
Henderson.

HENDERSON. 1914. 4-cyl., lOh.p., with coachbuilt
sidecar, speedometer, 3 electric lamps and batteries,

!orapleteIy fitted, and in first-rate condition : £55.—
Tuke and Bell, Ltd.. Motor* Dept., Carlton Engineering

^WoTka, High Ed-, Tottenham, London, N. [9456

Hobart.
HOBART 3-8peed 4h.p. Twin, and 9 gn. Gloria side-

car, all accessories; any trial; £39.—East Kent
|Motor Co., Station Ed., Canterbury. [0832

HOBART-VILLIEES, 1915, 2iAh.p. : we have an
extra fine sample, esceptionaUy fine engine, good

appearance, well tyred ; £21 ; approTal anywhere.—
Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X5450

number.

HUMBER. SVah-P- 1912, 2 speeds, free, handle start,
and sidecar, driven away; £22.-14, Dodbiooke Ed.,

West Norwood. [9422

HUMBER, 2h.p., splendid order, equal to 1916 ma-
chine; £16. with accessories.-Colmore Depot, 51,

Oolmore Row, Birmingham. [X5305

11015 Humber, 3V^h.p., 3-speed, Canoelet sidecar,
il-U Cower, Lucas set, and spares, tyres as new; £40.
i-Wilde, 217, Hampstead Ed., N-W. [9405

31h.p. Humber, 1911, 2-speed, free engine, handle
,

a start., wicker sidecar, all new tyres; £26.—Parkin-
ijon, 62, Richmond Ed., Newport, Mon. [X5334

HUMBEE, 31/^h.p., Sturmey gears and clutch, new
coachbuilt sidecar, wind screen, good condition

;

liacriflee £30 cash. Also wicker sidecar body, well up-
laolstered, with door, 18/-.—38, Eeplingham Ed., South-
iSelds, S.W. £9408

Indian.

19

INDIAN, 1914, 7h.p., clutch, good condition: £30 —
Lewis, 70, Twisden Ed., Highgate. [9235
16 7-9h.p. Powerplus Indian, f65; with 20 gn.

sidecar, £78—H. Wright, Arlesey. Beds. [9337

INDIAJS, 7h.p,, 1914, Swan sidecar, all in excellent
order; £60.—Eichardson, Sconce Hills, Newark.

[X5336
TNDIAN, late 1915, 7-9h.p., in exceptional nice
[A order and condition; £46.-6, Warren St., Lon-
|5»n- [9375
TNDIAN, T.T., 1915, 5h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, onlyi run 200 miles; £43.-11, Luna Bd., Thornton
Heath, Croydon.

'

[9343
7h,p. Indian, double seated S.C., Sept. 1915, done

1.200: perfect; £85, or offer.—Gandy, 111, Eden-
:ield Ed., Eoehdale. [X5359
INDIAN, 1913, 7-9h.p., 2-8peed, spring frame, coach-

I'Uilt sidecar, in sound mechanical order, escep-
nonal bargain, £36.—Below.

rNDIAN, 1915. Si. p.. T.T., 3-speea. clutch and kick-
• irter, complete with accessories; £48.—Elce and

16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0481
f vN, 1915, 5h.p., "and sidecar, 3 speeds, clutch

' 1 k,,.T£ starter, new condition; £65.—P. J. Evans
;riftbt St., BirminghatD. [X5406

lljio 5;7h.p. Indian, 3 spfeds, kick starter, new con-
^y anion -, £46, or combination £5 extra, bargain —
?ike, 102a, Church St., Chelsea. [9320
:lqi5 T.T. Indian, 3y2h.p. twin, 3 speeds, and light.»^ sidecar, sporty turnout; £55 cash, no oSers.-29
(Portland Ed., flouthall, Middlesex. [9157

'T''^,^,^?'
T-SliP-. clutch, free engine, bought January,

./««'?' '".rerfect condition, very fast, done only
1,400 miles; £47.-N.F.S., 10, Vulcan St., Bedford

TNDIAN, 1915, 5h.p., s-speed, kick starter, etectrto'» head and tail lamps, Dunlop tyres, Lucas horn

;

jO gns.-Juhans, Broad St., Beading. 'Phone: 1024.

T^^'^-'l*'^''' 2-speed, kick starter, free engine, coach-'-y bunt sidecar, splendid condition, tyres, eneine
:ind appearance.-Bees, 7, Burwasb Ed., Plumstead.

I'^^i^J^i ^n^T"'"!' "'P- 3-speed, T.T., rigid frame
iMi™™°o5''J''V'''°vS tyres- £75: in stock for immediate
rieUyery at P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham*

[XS399

GET IT AT

lAYLORS
- Sole London and District Agents for -

A.J.S. & British Excelsiors.

Sole District Agents for Calthorpes.

Contracting Agents for all other Makes.

TERMS: CASH, EXCHANGE, or
EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

NEW MODELS.
6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £t02 18
4 h.p. A.J.S. Solo £76
7 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric

equipment £89
DittO) complete with Sidecar £110
2j h.p. 2-str. EXCELSIOR, 2-sp.,an<i clutch £44 2

Coach-built Sidecar for same .... £10 10
4 h.p. CALTHORPE Combination £70 7
2j h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., a-speed. . . . £37 16
2jh.p. CALTHORPE, 2-stroker2-speed £32 11
2i h.p. Lady's CALTHORPE, 2-speed £35 14
ROVER Sidecar,coach-built,withs/c brake £1S IS
6 h.p. A.J.S. Sidecar £18 18

Write tor Full List oi Stiop-soiled and Second-
hand Bargains ready tor Immediate Delivery.

SELECTIONS

Cash.

£ s.

I9r6 6 h.p. A.J.S. Com-
bination, hood, screen,
spare v/hecl and acces-
sories. Run 500 miles. 110

r9r6 4 h.p. A.J.S. and
accessories 72

1912 3i h.p. P. & M.,
2-speed, and Co ich

Sidecar 33 15
rgrs 2J h.p. EXCELSIOR,

2-speed, and clutch. ... 36 10
1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. and

Canoelet, hood and
screen 70

r9r4 Sh.p. ZENITH,
c /shaft, and Sidecar.. 62

1913 32-h.p. ARIEL, 3 sp.
and Sidecar 40

De- .^Vnd 12
posit. Pay-

3S 63/-

13 15

10 10

23

10

35/10

46/7

80/8.

78/10

53/9

USEFUL ACCESSORIES.
Spare Petrol Tanks, square, to iix on carrier,

I gallon size 2/6
Spare Petrol Tanks, ! gallon sve .A /i

(Postage, .^d.)

Petrol Cocks, N.P., for auxiliary tanks. ... 2/3
¥ Pieces for 2-way generator connections, ea. 6d.
Drain Taps 1 /g
Split Pins, assorted, per box, 1 gross 1/8
Flexible Oil Pipe Connections, ji" long 1 /-
Terry's Tyre Levers, set of 3 ...

" 1/6
Terry's Valve Litters 1 /j
Swan Valve Litters 1 ;_

Swan Valve Grinders 1 /_
Johnson's Prepared Wax, for polishing coach-

work, enamel, etc 7||, & 1 /6
Johnson's Cleaner, for removing tar, oil, etc.. . 1 /6
Tinol Soldering Outfits 5/3
Auxiliary Safety Arms 9/6
Little Giant Jacks for Sidecars 5/3
Rear Lamps (acet.) 2/9
Rear Lamp Generators, with bracket 7/8

All Accessories over 6/- Carriage Paid.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE STREET, W.G.
Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.

Garage: 12, Tottenham Mews, IBTX.

*PhoQe—Museum, 1240.
-Telegrams—" Dynametro, Westcent, London."

r9243

LEVIS Model E, 2-3peed Enfield gear, splendid con-
dition, Lucas lamp, generator, rear light, and horn

£38.—Bowers, 320, Broad St., Birmingham. [XSSei
AH letters relating to adyertiaements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

LATE 1913 Indian 7-9h.p. Combination, 2-apeod
countershaft, h.c. clutch, absolute perfect order/

bargain, £38/10.—Lee, 30, Cholmeley Ed., Beading.
[9427

INDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p., 3-sp6ed, and spring frame,
dynamo lighting set, 2 lamps, horn, and speed-

ometer; £90.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. [X5403
IQIS 7-9h.p. T.T. Indian, engine and clutch just
-LiJ overhauled, battery electrio lighting, new Dunlop
back tyre, front very good condition ; £45.—Sub.-Lieut.
Booth, E.N.A.S., Howden. (:X5121

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p., electrically eq,uipped, speedo-
meter, disc wheels, does 20 m.p.h., 2-3peea, clutch,

kick start: 39 gns., including 6 galls. petroL—Troward,
78, High St., Hampstead. [9394

INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3-apeed,
- clutch, accumuiafoi lighting set, electric horn, disc

wheels, speedometer, first-class condition; £80, or near
offer.—Fox and Godlington, Cambridge. [X5326

INDIAN, 1914 model, good condition, nm 5,000 miles,
T.T. bars, electric lamps and horn, kick start, good

tyres, and spare parts; £50, or nearest offer.—M. Mor-
ton, 1, Osborne Villas, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [9303

INDIAN, T.T., Sh.p., 3 speeds, foot and hand clutch,

and racing Phoenix sidecar, with new tyre and
disc, engine just overhauled, perfect condition; £67, or

nearest-Elennedy, Seatiew, Isle of Wight. [X5295

INDIANS.—Birmingham agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91,

John Bright St. Immediate delivery ex-stock Sh.p.

3-apeed standard and sporting models, with and with-

out sidecar i price £70; sidecars from 11 gns. [X5397

5~6h.p. Indian, 3-3pe8d, with sporting sidecar, T.T.
bars, new September, original tyres unpunctured,

many extras, fast and economical; £60: must sell, got

car; photo.— 6, Chuxchwaya Crescent, Horfield, Bristol.
[9225

NDIAN3 in Stock.—Latest models, Powerplus com-
— binations. Sporting Powerplus 3 speeds models,
Standard 7h/p. overhead inlet combinations, with
lighting set. The famous Sh.p. 3-speed double-purpose
mount.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.

PC540:
INDIAN, 7h.p., late 1915 (Sept.), model O, counter-

shaft 3-3peed gear, clutch, kick starter, footboards,

electric horn, head and tail lamps, and speedometer,
with £17 Montgomery sidecar to match, all guaranteed
perfect, only run 2,500 miles; £75, bargain.—Moss,
Wem. £X5421

Ivy.

IVY 2-3troke, 3-3p6ed Sturmey-Archer gear, in splen-

did going order; £24, or best offer.—Johnson, 24,

Portmill Lane, Hitcbin. [9268

1Q16 Ivy-Jap, 4h.p. twin, Sturmey countershaft 3-

J-J/ speed, Lucas lamps, Stewart horn, MiUs-Fulfoid
SkifE sidecar, ridden 500 miles; cost £85, accept £75.
or near offer; called up.—Deane, Matlock Bath, Derby-
shire. [X5358

James.

JAMES No. 6 Combinations in stock: no waiting.—
Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [0829

COLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, have
in stock complete range of James motor cycles.

[0803
JAMES, 1914, 4^h.p., 3-3peed, clutch, kick starter,

all in good condition; £40, offer.-455, York Rd.,
Wandsworth. . [9442

JAMES 1914 Combination, Model de Luxe sidecar,

excellent condition: £49.-Apnly by appointment,
Foot, 72, Wellwood Rd., Goodmayes, Essex. [9237

JAMES 1916 4i^h.p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch,

and kick starter; delivered from stock; £80/15.—
Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.C. £0491

JAMES 4Hb.p. 1914 Combination, 3-speed, all chain
drive, Lucas lamps and horn, all spares, excellent

condition; lowest £45/10.-21, Durnsford Av., Wimble-
don Park. [9354

j.a.

J.H., 1916, 2V'.h.p., only run 200 miles: bargain, £31.
—W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd.. 287. Deansgate, Man-

chester. [9014
Kerry.

KERRY-ABINGDON, 3Vqh.^., 2-speed. free engine,
re-enamelled and re-plated, electric horn, and speed-

ometer ; £30.—Hatcher, 69, Dock Rd., Victoria Docks.
E. [9446

Levis.

-| QIS 2^4h.p. Levis Popular; £20.—Shorland, c/o Eyles,
JiV Welfoid, Rugby. [X5442

Id 15 Levis and accessories, in good condition; £22;
JLtJ seen any time.—Bounds' Garage, High Ed., Kil-
burn. £9282

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham and Leicester, for
delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles froni

stock. {0804

LEVIS Popular, new ; special bargain ;- cannot re-
peat ; £28 casb :

gradual payments 2%.—Referee
Cycle Co., 332, High Holborn. f0764

LEVIS 1916 Popular Model, 2i4h.p., slightly shop-
soiled; special bargain, £29.—Wilkins, Simpson, and

Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

LEVIS 2-3troke Motor Cycles, latest 1916 models.—
Sole lK)iidpn and district agents. Oars and Motor

Sundries Ltd., 175-177, Shaftesbury At., Iiondon, W.C.
'Phone: 1432' Eegent. [0711

LEVISES.—Three Populars. £32, and two model E's
ffith Enfield gears, £47/10, actually in stock; de-

terred payments by mutual arrangement.—Lamb's, 151,
High St., Waltbamstow, and 50, High Kd., Wood Green.

t9312
Lincoln-Elk.

LINCOLIS'-ELK, 1913, 4i4b.p., 2-8peed, free, Mont-
gomery sidecar, spares, good condition; £28.—

Hartley, 29, Common, Thornhill, Dewsbury. [X5434

LINCOLN-ELK, 3V2h.p., 1914, recently overhauled
and enamelled, 1916 Senspray ; owner going to

l^rauce; accept any reasonable ofEer.-Clegg, 1, Shirley
Rd., Southampton. [X5430

Martin.
MAETIN-J.A.P-, 25^h.p., overhead ' inlet and exhaust

valves, Amac forced feed carburetter, lamp, horn,
speedometer, in new condition throughout ; £23.—Vin-
cent Motors, Rugeley. [S4491

Matchless.
MATCHLESS, 3V2h.p., aU in good condition, and

good tyres; £16.-455, York Ed., Wandsworth.
£9443

MATCHLESS, 1914, 2-stroke, all accessories, perfect
running condition; £20 .—Wilde, Ness, Ifeston,

Cheshire. [X5354

MATCHLESS Combiaaticn, 1915, 7-9h.p., 3-speed,
horns, lamps, speedometer, equipped, run on Binks

fuel, absolutely as new; £84.—Woodcote, Knebirorth.
[9401

MATCHLESS, 6h.p., 2-speed, Canoelet sidecar, F.E.S.
head light, Cowoy speedometer, etc., mileage about

6,000; a genuine bargain, £45.-0. Kendall, Nantglyn,
Coventry. i:X5463

MATCHLESS 1915 Sh.p. 3-speed Combination, fine
order, accessories ; 70 gns, ; deferred terms if de-

sired.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50,
High Rd., Wood Green. [9314

MATCHLESS, 1913. 6h.p., twin belt, Lucas head
lamp. Uunlop extra heavy tyre, 2-speed gear and

hand clutch, kick starter, and sidecar; 45 gns.—Julians,
Broad St., Reading. 'Phone 1024. [X4129

3ih.p. Twin Matchless Motor Cycle, 3 speeds, free
2' engine clutch, kick starter, countershaft, new

tyres, lamps, and horn, in excellent condition, very
fast and flexible; price £38.—John O. Beadle, Ltd.,
Motor Engineers, Dartford. [0827

Minerva.
INERVA, 3i^h.p., in real good order ; £5 ; suit
beginner.— 6, Warren St., London. [9371

MINERVA, 2i^h.p., ready ride away, excellent condi-
tion ; £6.—Hunt, 39, Carter St., Goole. [X5093

3ih.p. Minerva, low Chater frame, overhauled, com-
2 plete, less tank and mag.; £6.-540, Fishponds

Rd., Bristol. [X5096

MINERVA, 3-31/^h.p., spring forts, Bosch mag., per-
fect; £10; owner enlisted.—J. Pearce, Woodman-

cote, Cirencester. [9466

MINERVA, £4, battery ignition, new shaft, coil,

petrol tap, B. and B. carburetter, tyres good.—
Hutchinson, Lammerlaw, Helensburgh. [X5266

MINERVA, 2h.p., B. and B., aceumiJator ignition,
good tyres ; £5 ; can be viewed by appointment only.

—Binstead, 36, Braydon Rd., Stamford Hill. [9246

MotO'Reve.
1Q11 Moto-Reve, 2^h.p., perfect; £7/10.—Tugwood,XU 42, Brecon Rd., Hammersmith. [9230

MOTO-REVE 2^h.p. Twin, late model, good light
machine, lamps, etc.; owner joined the army; £12,

or nearest.—Apply, Green's Garage, Villiers St., Charing
Cross, W. [9223

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, Druids, mag., in nice

condition; 12 gns.-Lee, 104, Trafalgar Rd., Peck-
ham. • [9229

1Q12 Motosacoche, 2Y2h.p., mag., B. and B., Druids,
'JL iJ touring handle-bars, footrests, good condition,
Donlop tyres; bargain, £6/10.—Evaus, 2, Race St.,

Newcastlo-on-Tyne. [X5301
New Hudson.

1 Q15 New Hudson, 2-stroke, single speed, lamps, horn,
XJ/ etc.; £20; any trial.—Deane, Matlock Bath,
Derbyshire. [X5357

1 Q15 6h.p. New Hudson Combination, in excellent
X«7 order, very little Tised; £65.—Turpins, 22-29.
Preston Rd., Brighton. [0716

1 Q14 6h.p. 3 speeds New Hudson, and sidecar, coach-
XJ7 built, newly decorated and upholstered, splendid
condition, all accessories; £50.—Baird, Spence St., Edin-
burgh. [X5264

NEW Hudson, 1913, 3-speed, 23 gns.; New Hudson
combination, coachbuilt, 1913, 3-speed, 28 gns.

;

rncludes 8 galls, petrol—Troward, 78, High St., Hamp-
stead. [9393

"1016 New Hudson, 2-stroke, 2-speed, lightweight, de-
Xt7 livered June, 1916, very carefully kept; owner
going abroad ; bflers ; trial by appointment.—Brooks,
Bagley Wood, Oxford. [9445

M

THE OLD FIRM
VARIED STOCK.

NEW MODELS.
MORGAN de liue, M.A.G. engine, hood . . .£127
EXCELSIOR (American), 7h.p., 3 speeds . . *7S
NEW IMPERIAL, 2J h.p., variable magneto £38
OVERLAND, 12 h.p., 4-seater, electric start-

ing and lighting (£4 4s. tax) £225
RITZ 4-cylinder 2-seater Light Car £14S
C0NNAUGHT,2jh.D., 2-speed £41 16
ROYAL RUBY, 2ih.p., 2-.peed, 2-stroke .. £36 10
ROYAL RUBY.J.A.P., 2i h.p., 2-speed £39 10
ROYAL RUBY, 6 h.p., s-sneed, shop'soiled £67
REX, 6 h.p., kick start, and Rex Sidecar . . £71
Wl LLIAMSON Cy-cl-ca, W.C. Douglas engine£1 26

1916 (U.S.A.) EXCELSIOR.
7 h.p., twin, 84 X 8g, mechanical and hand Inbrica-
tion, kick starter, high-tension magneto, spring
forks, 2-galIon petrol capacity, 3-speed countershaft
gear, multiple disc clutch with hand and foot con-
trol, handle-bar control, spring seat-pillar, 3in. non-
skid tyres, finish Excelsior grey ; £75.
A few late 1915 new 7h.p. 3-speed models, with
electrical equipment, atj>re-tax price of £71 10s.

Exchanges quoted. Easy payments arranged.
We are sole Yorkshire distributers. Liberal terms

to trade.

Coachbuilt PERFECTION SIDECARS to suit, £13 10

^ SOLO MACHINES.
1915 zi h.p. 2-stroke 2-speed IVY £26 10
DOUGLAS, IQ14, single gear, chain-belt . . . £28 10
INDIAN, 1912, 4 h.p., 2-speed £29 10
1913 2ih.p. PRECISION lightweight £15 10
1912 3V h.p. ZENITH-GRAOUA £26 10
1912 3* h.D. 2-sp. BRADBURY, chain drive £29 10
CHATER-LEA.J.A.P., 8 h.p., 3-speed £33 10
BRADBURY, 1911, T.T £19 10
ENFIELD, 2ih.p., twm, chain drive «7 10
RUDGE, 3J^ h.p., F.E., good order £19 19
EXCELSIOR, 3i h.p., 3-speed, Druid forks . £17 10
ALLDAYS, 3i h.p., 2-speeder £25 10
TRIUMPH, magneto,spring forks, new tyres £14 10
DOUGLAS, I9ir, 2i h.p., twm £15 10
F.N., 2:^ h.p., 2-speed, shaft drive £17 10
REX, 1910, 3l h.p., semi T.T £16 10
VICTORIA-PRECISION Lightweight ...... £17 10
CALTHORPE-JUNIOR, 2-speed £19 10
PREMIER, 2i h.p., piston damaged -.7 £15 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
6 h.p. (new) REX Sidette ; reduced to £71

1916 5-6 h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE Combin'n £72 10
1915 7 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON and S'car £64
I9r4 6 h.p. ARIEL, chain drive, and Sidecar £45 0,-

1914 7-gh.p. 2-speed INDIAN Combination . £53 10
1914611. p. REX Sidette, almost as new £49 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar £43 10

3I h.p. 3-speed TRIUMPH and Sidecar £27 10
QUADRANT, 7-9 h.p. 2-speed, twin, chain

drive, and coach Sidecar. Fine lot £45 10
1912 3i h.p. 2-speed PREMIER and Sidecar £33 10
1909 si h.p. 2-speed TRIUMPH and Sidecar £26 10
HAZLEWOOO, 4-5 h.p., twin, and coach

Sidecar, 3-speed, countershaft £42

MISCELLANEOUS.
RENO 15 h.p. 4-cylinder Touring Car £65
1913 MORGAN, 8 h.p., repainted, as new . . £57 10
BRAMBLE Coach-buUt Sidecar (new) ...... £14 14
WILLIAMSON Sidecar, as new £9 15

1915 REX Coach Sidecar, with apron (new) £12 10
New Mechanical Horns ; usual price 25/- . . 17/11
WANTED, 1915 G.P. Morgan, Sunbeam Cbmbma-

tion, and Douglas.

Halifax Motor Exchange
68, NORTON ST., HALIFAX.

'Phone—766. Telegrams—" Perfection.**

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

f Q16 New Imperial^ap, 2-8peed; £33.—Parker and
J-t/ Son. St. Ives, Hnnts. [9416

NEW Imperial-Jap, latest models, in stock, £38 and
£44/8.—Crow Bros,, Guildford. [8336

COLMORE Depots, Manchester and Leicester, for im-
mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[0806
1 C|16 2iy^h.p. New Imperial and Canoelet Minor Com-
J-U bination, in stock; £48/7/6.—Grow Bros., Gnild-
ford. [9342

NEW Imperial, 2-speed, new; special bargain, £36/15
cash ; prradual payments^ 2%.—Eeferee Cycle Co.,

332, High Holborn. [G765

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1915, 2-speed; 24 gns., including
6 galls, petrol.—Troward, 78, High St., Hamp-

stead. 'Phone: 5392. [9396

NEW Imperials, latest models in stock; 2-speed, also
kick-starter hand-controlled clutch models.—P. J.

Evans, John BrigEt~St., Birmingham. [X5402

1 QIS New Imperial-Jap, 2^ih.p., 2-Bpeed, F.E.;
-Lt/ £27/10:: would accept clutch Triumph, or B.S.A.,
with cash.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Bd., W. [9436

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1916, 23Ah-p., 2-speed, variable
mag., lamps, horn, spares ; sacrifice, £31.—D.

Young, Nenk Villa, Edgell Bd., Staines, Middlesex.
[X5350

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1916 models, delivery Irom
stock; 2y2h.p., 2-speed, £38; 2i^h.p, ladies'

model, 2-speea, clutch, and kick-starter, £46/8.—
Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.G. £0492

NEW Imperials, the handy lightweights, with J.A.P.
engine and 2-speed gear. We are the accredited

agents for Manchester and Liverpool district, and can
oHer immediate delivery from stock; extended terms
and exchanges arranged. Call or write.—Colmore

Depot, 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool, and 261. Deans-
gate, Manchester. [0814

Norton.

1 C|14 3^/^h.p. 3-speed Norton, plating and enamel as

Xt/ new; only £40.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts.
19415

BIG 4 Norton Combination, S.A. countershaft ; de-

livery from stock.-A. J. Yonng and Co.. Ltd.,

Newmarket. [8633

NORTON 1915-16 Big Pour, Stnrmey-Archer 3-8peea
countershaft gear, handle-bar clutch, kick start,

coach sidecar, fully equipped: 63 ens^ including 10
galls, petrtd.—Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead.

[9395

N.S.U.
1 Q14 N.S.TJ,, 2h.p., spring frame, Gradna gear, speed-
JLU ometer, Klai{)n, has been very little nsed; £16.—
46, Alfred St., Islington, N. [9053

N.U.T.
U.T. 3y2h.p. Twin, 3-speed, clutch; £32.—W. and
H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester.

[9012

O.K.
.K. Junior, 2-Bp6ed, 1915 model, been 300 miles;

what oflers.—65a, Eosendale Ed., Dnlwicb. [9324

"I
016 O.K., Mark IIL. open frame, 2-spQed, hand-con-

Xt? trolled clutch, Clincher de Luxe tyres, in perfect

condition, soiled only; £36.—Eotinson'a Garage, Green

St., Cambridge. [9385

Omega.
OMEGA, 3h.p., Oct., iSlS, 2 speeds, lamps, horn,

etc., run under 1,000 miles, condition as new; £30.

or near ofEer.—3, Carson Ed., W. Dulwich. [9464

1014 2=4h.p. T.T. Sporting 2-stroke Omega, spring

X*7 frame, 2Vi tyres, electric head and tail lamp^
excellent condition; absolute sacrifice, £14 cash only.^

West, Baddow Ed., Chelmsford. [55414

P. and M.
"1 14% Phelon-Moore Combination, fully eQuipped;
Xt/ T)argain, £58/15.—Abson, 49, Kirkgate, Wake*
field. [553G9

P,
and M, new 1913, 2-speed and free, kick staiter;

£35, or exchange Indian.—12, Corn St., Witney;
Oxon. 19439

P.
and M., 1910, 3V''h.p.. 2-speed, F.E., good condi'

tion; bargain, £18.-10, Stackdale- Terrace, Wood^
house, Leeds. [X5366

-|Q14 3l^h.p. P. and M., 2-8peed, wicker sidecar, in"

X »/ perfect condition : cash or easy terms ; £45.—
R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0721

P.
and M., 1914, condition eqnal to new. Coronet sid*

car, coaclibuilt, all accessories, 3 new spare cov«:s,

2 spare butt-end tubes, one engine chain. 10 gallon

netrol. No. 1, lamps, 2 horns, 1 valve; £58.—Pickles,
230, Queen's Ed., Halifax. [8769

Phoenix.

~|016 Model H, Phcenix sporting sidecar, done 50

Xtf miles- cost £78, accept £65; lightweight pan;
condition no object.-Particnlars, offers, 12, Albion Pla%

'

Winchfield, Hants. [9249

Premier.
-|Q14 S^Ah.p. Premier, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sideMi; >

X«? £45 T cash or easy terms.—E. E. Jones (QaragMh '

iXtd.. Swansea. [0823

N
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Are Imports Prohibited?—No!
WHAT must have occasioned a good deal

of surprise to our readers was the men-

tion in our last issue of the large number
of motor cycles imported during the

month of July. Our figures, which were'

culled from Board of Trade returns, showed that

253 machines, of a valiie of ;£ii,386, and

parts to the value of ;£i 5,848, were imported

into this country. Seeing that imports of motor

vehicles were supposed to be totally prohibited

in March last, the extent of the figures will cause

much astonishment. One can well understand

that machines 'expressly made for the British

market, and embo(iying some more or less special

detail in their specification, have a right to find

their way to this country. Particularly is this the

case when a deposit has been paid on the order.

As no difi'erentiation is made in the Board of

Trade returns between touring and commercial

motor cycles, it is impossible to tell how many
of the 253 machines received in this country

last month have sidecarriers attached or are

-intended for goods delivery. At the same time

it is well to recall that as from July 6th last the

importation of commercial motor vehicles (in'

which are included sidecarriers) and chassis

was prohibited except under certain conditions,

the latter being more generous than in the

case of pleasure cars and cycles. Even
allowing for all this, however, it does seem

extraordinary that during the four months ended

Jiily, a total of 1,020 machines, which together

with parts were valued at ^99,558, should find

their way to this country. Quite apart from the

question of whether or not such imports should

be accepted, one wonders what the future owners

of these thousand odd machines will do in the

matter of petrol. If they are to be allotted the

usual amount, then the petrol situation will be-

come more acute. For comparison, the British

exports during the same period totalled 3,403

machines of a value of £2^6,500, including

parts.

Progress.

IN
spite of the war and the fact that many

. motor cycle factories are at present engaged

on Government work and the manufacture

of munitions, we have been enabled to

chronicle in recent issues the introduction

of many striking innovations and improvements

as well as much real progress in the matter of

detail. We will refer briefly to a few examples

only, which prove that the brains of our de-

signers have not been idle.

No sidecarist, actual or potential, can have

failed to be impressed with the great ingenuity

of the weatherproof sociable sidecar outfit

recently illustrated and described. Whatever
individual views may be held as to the general

appearance or the desirability of adding a

fourth wheel at a considerable increase in the

first cost, .in taxation, and in running expenses

owing to extra weight, there can be no two
opinions as to the excellence and originality of

the mechanical details, which go to make up the

complete whole, or to the great amount of study

and consideration involved in the production of

such a vehicle.

Another innovation is a motor cycle frame

which is duplex throughout and so arranged that

any engine, single or twin, can be accommodated
within the side members. The springing of the

saddle has not been forgotten, but we think it

would increase the comfort of the rider if the

footrests or the rear ends of the footboards were
suspended on the same springs.

A large step in the right direction has been
taken in the matter of lubrication, and a

mechanical pump is being placed on the market
which can quickly be fitted to almost any make
of motor cycle. The amount of oil is controlled

by the throttle lever so that more oil is given

when required.

We also hear that a firm renowned for single-

cylinder engines has an experimental twin on the

road. All this is good and indicates keenness

and progress.

.)^T>i

An index to the advertisements in tViis issue will be found on the page facing the back coven
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SOCIABLE SIDECAR DESIGN.
Flat Triangulated Frame and Rear Steering.

Now that the Scott sociable has set

the fashion in sidecar design, we
may expect to see many examples

of similar constructions in the near

future. It seems fairly obvious that, the

luxurious sidecar outfit in which the side-

car is intended to be permanently attached

to the motor cycle must, if it survive at

air, follow these lines.

The designs which we publish on this

page are the patent of Sir Arthur Trevor
Dawson and George Thomas Buckham,
both of Vickers, Ltd. ; patent No. 9,392,

1915. Contrary to usual sidecar practice,

the steering wheel is in the rear, and

either, or both, of the front wheels can
be made to drive. Rear steering tricycles

have, of course, been made before, but
the steering wheel has generally been in

the middle, thus making a three-track
vehicle.

Constructional Details.

In the design under review the main
frame consists of two isosceles triangles

lying obliquely one above the other and
having the axle of the front wheels as

their common base. These are joined at
the apex by a short strut, which thus
forms two other isosceles triangles having

Side and end views]

and plan of the Vicker^

sociable rear- steering

sidecar.

the strut for their common base. Frog
this base another triangle is carried
the right, to which is fixed

. the trailinf
wheel, and this last triangle is further .

supported by a tube connecting it to the
other end of the axle. This results in a
very stiff and strong frame, which is

entirely triangular. It is intended that
'1

the occupants of the vehicle shall be f

seated side by side "well forward over the
front axle. The position of the engine
is not indicated, but, presumably, it <

would be fixed much as in the Scott 1

machine. We await further details with 1

interest.

DOUBLE PLUG IGNITION.
Are Two Sparks More Effective than One ?

THE query in our issue of August 3rd
with regard to having two plugs

in each cylinder igniting simul-

taneously has brought a most interesting

note from Messrs. The Sphinx Mfg.
Co., who have been conducting experi-

ments with double plug ignition. They
tell us they have succeeded in obtaining

fairly satisfactory results without either

a special magneto or a double-pole plug.

The first method they adopted was as

follows : The high-tension wire was con-

ducted in the ordinary way to one plug,

the current for the other l^lug being
induced by taking a branch lead from
the main high-tension cable to a con-

denser, and so to the second plug. The
condenser has the effect of producing an
induced spark in the plug of an intense
nature upon the breaking of each impulse
of the main high-tension current. In
practice this is practically instantaneous
with the original spark. Another method
tried was by leading the main high-ten-
sion cable direct to the condenser, and
then both the plug cables are taken
from the condenser, which divides the

current, so to speak, into two separate

sparks. Either of the above methods
is capable of producing two instanta-

neous sparks of sufficient intensity to

cause ignition.

Actual Tests.

These two methods were tested on

Two methods adopted by Messrs. The
Sphinx Mfg. Co. for producing two sparks

simultaneously without using either a special

magneto or spark plugs.

A MEMBER of our staff has been
trying a petrol substitute known
as Petrolior, which is a colourless

spirit emanating from the same origin as
petrol, but one that does not come within
the regulations affecting petroleum spirit.

The flash-point is between 78° and 86°,

and the total distillation between 195° and
200°, while the specific gravity is .778.

It can be used pure or mixed with from
5% to 25% of petrol. It has no objec-
tionable smell.

The. engine started on the fuel with-

A TEST OF PETROLIOR.
out difficulty. At first it did not
run very regularly, but improved a little

when warm. Petrol was then added in

the proportion of two parts of petrol to

one of Petrolior. Starting was not easy,

and the engine ran rather erratically

until it had warmed up, when little

difference could be detected between the
running on Petrolior and on petrol. In
the open country the power on hills

seemed to be just as good as ever, but
there seemed to be a rather greater,

tendency to knock. Thi^ was the first

several types of a well-known make of
engine, but the results have not been too (

promising, the increase in power being
negligible, and, in fact, a single plug
placed in the usual place, over the inlet

valve, gave better results- than one plug
in this position and one in the cylinder
head. The exhaust gas was analysed^
and found to contain a certain quantity v

of unexploded, gas. Upon analysis when I

using the two sparks the exhaust was
found to contain less unburned gas, yet
the actual results were in no other way
superior to those obtained with a single
plug. The cause for lack of improve-
ment is suggested to be that the multiple •

sparks are individually weaker than the 1

single spark, which occasions difficulty in i

starting and a tendency for the plugs to
become easily, fouled. Under the eir-

.

cumstances it would seem that, ..unless a .

means of producing two really powerful 1

sparks is at hand, better results are
obtained by using one fat, healthy '

spark, which causes very rapid ignition,
rather than two separa.te sparks of some-f
what doubtful quality.

of a series of experiments with the fuel, 1

which we shall try with varying propor-

'

tions of petrol. It is to be sold in any
quantity, and information concerning it 1

can be obtained from the Petrolior Co.,i

28, Kingly Street, Regent Street, W.

A buttonhole badge is being di

tribnted by Douglas Bros., of Bristol,

and any reader may have one on appli-

cation. Tbey are in two varieties, one
for buttonholes and a second pattern'

with a brooch for ladies' use.
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Petrol that is not Petrol.

A rider of my acquaintance has been using the

petrol-paraffin mixture, not for the past three months,
but for the past three years ! He asks me to warn
readers that the stuff now sold as petrol will not stand
anything like the admixture of paraffin which the

petrol of, say, 1912, would bear, and that experi-

mentalists should be careful to use One of the alleged

higher grades, and not No. 2 or commercial spirit. I

publish the tip for what it may be worth, as I noticed
a similar suggestion in a recent issue.

Some Control Oddities.

I see the Petrol Committee is attempting to excuse

some of the oddities of its procedure by explaining

that its staff is rather inexperienced. Its inexperience

has been kind to me, as my book authorises me to

buy just twice the amount of petrol specified in the

original docket. For a similar reason, one supposes,

a friend of mine has been allotted 50% more fuel

than he asked for. Neither of us is inclined to be
harsh in our criticisms. On the other hand, some
severity should be applied in revising the lists at the

end of the first quarter. Many users have been ranked
in Class B who have no earthly right to be there.

The. astute cynics who applied for three and four
times their past consumption have in many cases

received more petrol than they ever dreamt of "buying
in the halcyon days of peace. Petrol has been claimed
for starred occupations, so to speak, by persons who
actually employ it partly in joy rides and partly in

hiring work, minus a hackney licence, and so forth.

The scheme is by no means as bad as some critics

pretend, seeing that it was necessarily rushed through
on very scanty and unreliable information, and that

amid the pressure of a great war ; but it badly needs
the equivalent of a King's Proctor to eliminate many
injustices-, many hardships, and many dishonesties.

Inflated Estimates.
Personally, I was rather surprised that Mr.

Harcourt meekly swallowed users' estimates, ajnd,

further, went out of his way to compliment motorists

on their honesty. He explained, on the one hand,
that the civilian consumption in 1915 was 111,000,000
gallons, and that the estimates for the next twehx
months amounted to 153,000,000. This- one fact is

sufficient to make us smell a rat, for we all know that

pleasure motoring has dwindled extraordinarily during
the last twelve months ; and if the defects of war
railway services and the loss of men and horses have
induced many firms to resort to motor transport, the
net result of reduced pleasure motoring and increased
motor delivery work cannot possibly produce a
42,000,000 gallon rise in civilian consumption. Mr.
Harcourt's estimate of our honesty as a class is based
bn the fact that "85% of motorists only asked for

(qaimEjt^
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from eight to twenty-four gallons a month." Striking

a mean, this implies that the bulk of private owners

asked for, say, four gallons a week. I.e., at the rate

of nearly 20,000 miles per annum for motor cyclists,

or of 6,000 miles per annum for light cars. The
authorities should know, probably do know, exactly

what percentage of the motorists of the country own
motor cycles and light cars {i.e., comparatively

economical vehicles in respect of fuel) ; but, from my
private experiments and tests with the returns, I

should say that the mileage indicated by the total

estimates works out at about four times what is

actually being covered. Further, 1 know that many
patriotic owners deliberately cut down their require-

ments to the absolute minimum, and asked for half

the amount of fuel which they were actually buying
at the time of the committee's appeal. It would,

therefore, seem that a selfish minority indulged in

some particularly steep lying, and that the guileless

Mr. Harcourt has been pretty outrageously hood-
winked by some of these dishonest gentry.

A Side=prop Stand for Heavyweights.
Does any reader know if an old type of stand, once

fitted to the Matchless machines (and consisting- of

two separate legs, each of which could be used to

prop up the machine or both simultaneously to lift it)

is still being made ? I have one or two enquiries from
elderly users of heavy solo machines for a,stand of this

type. They say, with some justice, that they do not

care to. raise the tail of a 3 cwt. machine six inches

off the ground except when it is absolutely necessaiy

;

and that a side prop is all that is needed at stoppages
where no serious repairs are in contemplation.

/5--C-. (

THE RESULT OF MILITARY EXPERIENCE OVERSEAS.
The B.S.A. macKines used in the German East African campaign

are fitted with auxiliary back stands in the form of props as

illustrated. These are very necessary in sand and loose ground.

AI3
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Controllable Mechanical Lubrication.
A Best and Lloyd Posiiive Feed Oil Pump, having a Variable Stroke, governed

by the Throttle Lever.

FOR years motor cyclists have
clamoured for a more certain

method of lubrication than the

usual " hit or miss " hand pump type
or the drip feed, We have urged, in

this journal, from time to .
time, the

Sectional view of the new Best and

Lloyd pump.

development of mechanical lubrication,

and it has been our belief that perfec-

tion will not be approached until the
feed of oil to the engine is governed
with the throttle opening, so that the
engine shall supply itself with just
the proper amount of oil needed accord-
ing to the work it is called upon
to do.

We have seen in the past
mechanical lubrication alone, and
throttle controlled lubrication alone,
but what, we believe, is the first

attempt to combine the two
methods is now being developed by
Messrs. Best and Lloyd, of Cam-
bray Works, Handsworth, Birming-
ham. It consists of a small pump
run preferably off the timing gear
by worm drive. It is intended to

be fitted to the side of the crank
case. An eccentric cam operating
on the roller head of the pump
plunger makes the necessary down-
stroke, the return being given by
a small spring of piano wire. Two
ball valves in the lower part of
the casting alternately admit and
let out the •oil.

The Variable Stroke.

So far the construction is simple.
The unique point of this pump is

in the control of the stroke. Sur-
rounding the pump shaft is a
movable drum, slotted first verti-
cally and then diagonally to a
stop. There are three of these
slots, and the diagonal portions
vary, being ^in., iin., and |in.
high respectively. Only one of-
these slots is in action at a
time, and the shape of the slot

determines the stroke

of the plunger. Having
once found, by experi-

ment, the slot most
suitable to the engine,

it need not be altered,

except to allow for big

changes in temperature
and consequent thicken-

ing of the oil, as from
summer to winter. The
wire from / the handle-
bar control to the

throttle lever is passed
through the guides pro-

vided, and coupled up
to a peg on the mov-
able drum, so as tc

rotate the drum to and
fro at the same time as

the throttle opens and
shuts. The diagonal part
of the slot then comes
into operation, the drum
rises as it turns, and
so allows a greater lift

to the plunger, thereby
increasing the flow of

oil to the engine. The
actual .lifting of the
plunger is done by the
coil spring, the slotted
drum only controlling
the amount of the lift,

whilst the revolving cam
above compels the down-
stroke.

The Sight Feed.

The oil supply is taken
from the usual position
in front of the tank,

Front view of the pump.

The variable stroke pump is shown
fitted to a Lea-Francis twin to supply

through a sight feed on the tank and

thence to the engme. A cover is, of

course, provided.

and the delivery may be eithei

direct to the engine or back to a

sight feed on the tank, and thence

to the engine. With a sight feed

in use the variations can be dis-

tinctly seen, from an occasional

drop every five or ten seconds

when the throttle is shut to a

considerable jet of oil every one
or two seconds when the throttle

is fully open. Also a distinct

difference in amount passing is

noticeable, according to which of

the three slots is in operation.

' The cable control need not ba

in one with the throttle ; a separate
lever and wire could be used, or

one lever on the bar could operate
two separate wires at the same,
time. The worm drive is geared
very low—about 62 to 1—and as

this and the sliding parts are the
only points of friction, the chance
of wearing is very slight. It

appears that there are only two
things which could stop the
pump's action—the breaking of

the control wire and the possible
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Controllable Mechanical Lubrication.—
breakage of the coil spring. In the first

case, repair is a simple matter ; the

Slotted drum which gives the variations

m stroke.

chances- of the latter mishap are very
small, and fitting a spare spring is very
easy.

A Practical Test.

We have seen the pump working both
on the bench and fitted to a twin motor

\ cycle. In both cases
there was not the
slightest doubt' about
its action. The oil

increases or de-

creases exactly as

the throttle
lever is moved.
For all practical

purposes, it

does not impose
any extra load
oil the engine,
is quite noise-

less, and, being
small, only 4in.

by 3in., and
projecting l^in.,

in no way does
it affect appear-
ance or accessi-

bility. The ap-

proximate
weight is 20 oz.

The makers say
that only a
couple of hours'
work by a

mechanic are
necessary to fit

it to any motor
cycle. The use
of aluminium
wherever pos-

sible makes the
additional weight very little, and a

neat metal cover renders it quite
weatherproof.
We are quite sure that this innovation?

despite its small size, does not lack

efficiency, and that it, or further
developments of it, will become a
regular fitting to all motor cycles worthy
of the name;

Messrs. Best and Lloyd have already
built up a big reputation. Their many
types of lubrication fittings are well
known throughout the motor world, and
this variable stroke oil pump promises
considerably to enhance that reputation.
At the present time the pump is not on
the market, but the makers will be
pleased to supply specimens for experi-
mental work to interested ^rms. Their
factory is one of the many Government
controlled establishments, and supplies to
the motor cycle market must be deferred
until apris la guerre.

Side view of pump
showing projecting shaft

driven off timing gear.

FOUR DESPATCH RIDERS
PROMOTED.

WE hear that Sgts. F. 0. Schofield
and E. S. Howard and Cpls. E.
K. Swanston and W. E. Jupe, all

R.E. despatch riders, who have been
motor cycling in France for a very con-
siderable period, having all enlisted at

the beginning of the war, have been
granted commissions as second lieuten-

ants in the R.E. Signal Service, after
having successfully passed through a
cadet course.

MOTOR CYCLE RACING ON A GRASS TRACK IN HOLLAND.

These photographs were taken on the occasion of a race meeting, the first

of its kind, organised by the Motor Club " Noord-Holland." British machines

performed very well, wmning four events out of a total of five. Successful

riders on Velocette (left) and James (right) are shown in the inset picture.

A15
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A DOT DEVELOPMENT.
DUPLEX FRAME; SADDLE ON LAMINATED SPRINGS.

MESSRS. HARRY REED and Co.,

manufacturers of the well-known

Dot motor cycle, have recently

produced a new design of lightweight

frame, the lines of which are clearly

shown in our illustrations. It consists

of a double framework of_ small gauge
tubing, while- the power unit, tank, etc.,

are carried between the two frames.

The two sections are connected together

at several pomts by small cross members,
so that they form a rigid structure, and
tlie design is of special advantage - in

that the frame members do not come in

the way of any portion of the internal

mechanism, so that any design of twin-

cylinder engine can be fitted. Since the

engine lies between the frame members,
moreover, these members are subjected

to no twisting stresses, the tubes being

either in direct tension or compression.

The accompanying sketch illustrates

the point clearly. A represents a single

tube frame on which twisting stresses

are imposed in the direction indicated

by the arrows. The down tube tends to

distort as shown in sketch. B represents

a double frame on the lines of the Dot,

but in this case the tube members are

subjected only to direct tension and
compression.
The makers claim that this new frame

is very considerably stronger than the

single frame, while it weighs only 2 lb.

heavier.

In the case of a sidecar outfit a rigid

framework is desirable for many reasons,

bat in dealing with a solo mount the

weakness of a frame may lie in its very
rigidity. An extremely rigid solo mount
is often uncomfortable to ride, and in

the old days of high-powered racing

motor cycles it was found that when
the heavy and powerful engines were
mounted in very rigid frames, the frames
invariably broke, whereas resilient frames
stood up to the work.

Tbe Advantages o£ a Resilient Frame.

A correctlj' designed resilient frame
is, therefore, superior in most respects-

to a rigid frame, and two light tube
members are obviously more resilient

than are heavy ones as regards absoi-bing -

The new Dot lightweight with 2J h.p. J.A.P. engine and duplex frame. The saddle is

mounted on two laminated springs.

road shock. Thus, while the Dot frame
would appear to be of good design as
regards resisting intermediate twisting
stresses, it affords a high degree of
resiliency which adds to the comfort of
the rider.

The makers claim that this frame
possesses extraordinary shock absorbing
qualities, and it wiU be observed ithat

the saddle is mounted on two laminated

I

_
B A

Diagram showing the advantages of a

duplex frame.

springs, which should impart a luxurious
floating motion to the rider.', (The saddle
position is extremely low.
The engineering mind may possibly

criticise the two curved members extend-
ing from the rear wheel junction lusj,

pointing out that the design renders it

possible to employ straight tube tri-

angular construction throughout. The
first frame built was of the latter order,

Valve side of the Dot duplex frame, shewing how the engine is attached to the lower

members. Note alternative saddle springing.

but it was found that the design fell

short of mechanical perfection in that

there was insufficient stiffness to main-
tain the vertical position of the rear

wheel.
The transmission is inside the frame-

work, and by a simple arrangement of

shields attached to the frame members
the whole of the mechanism can be
enclosed.

A NEW BURBERRY COAT.
BURBERETS have lately introduced a

new coat which is quite ideal for the

motor cyclist, in appearance it is

exceedingly neat. It possesses the advant-
age of fastening up in a practicaliy in-

visible manner at the left-hand side of

the back, while the front is so designed

The new "Burfron" Burberry waterproof coat.

to form a conduit over which watei

flows away completely free of the legs.

There are two buttons only, one at tli€

collar and the other at the waist, while

a belt is supplied—certainly a great asset

when a motor cycle is ridden. Altogether
we consider that the "Burfron," as the

new coat is called, is quite a practical

garment.

a6
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^JVUR }YnEEL^?>
Mr. A. A. Scott's Reply to a Crilicism which is Typical of Many Received.

Undoubtedly, the introduction of the ingenious design of the Scott double-seated sidecar with its S h.p. two-
cylinder two-stroke engine, three-speed gear, shaft-drive, and detachable wheels, marks a most important step

toward the solution of the passenger motor cycle problem. Criticisms have on the whole been favourable, but many
correspondents take a dislike to its appearance. The fitting of a fourth wheel is to them the obvious course.

Consequently we invited Mr. Scott to expound his reasons for the adoption of a flat frame and three wheels in

answer to such critics. A typical letter is appended

:

To the Editor, "The. Motor CijcU."

SIR,—The Scott sociable is horrible.

You say that its e.xclusive features will be studied
with interest, that it possesses real novelty, and all

this is true. The mechanical features are distinctly
attractive, but the finished article has an extremely ugly
and clumsy appearance.

It reminds one of the cycle cars which appeared at the
motor cycle show a few years ago—when the alleged boom
was on. Much could be said in favour of any one of them,
but most of them have never been seen since, as no self-

respecting person would make himself look ridiculous by
riding in one.

The man who wants comfort and cleanliness will have
a four-wheeler, but there is not one motorist in a' thousand
who will look at a lop-sided contraption like the Scott
sociable, and I sincerely hope that no more atrocities like

this will be perpetrated.

I speak merely as a private motorist (cycle and car) of

ten years' e.xperience. S. L. BuRN.iRD.

We submitted the above letter to Mr. Scott, and his

reply is given hereunder

:

Mr. Scott's Reply.
Sir,—I welcome Mr. Burnard's letter, as it gives me the

opportunity of answering this criticism scientifically.

ITirst of all, let me say that at the outset and all along
I liave anticipated (andi met many instances of) the fierce

opposition of the man who wants a. car on four wheels
exactly like, and equipped with all the luxiu'y of modern
practice at the same price as, a modern motor bicycle and
sidecar. This type of man despises anything but a car, and
so I am quite unmoved by this outburst. I am not appealing
to him, and never expected to interest him to any extent
in my machine.

It was witli this in mind that I strongly advised you to

show a threequarter view from the " ugly side " of an
ordinary standard motor bicycle and sidecar in. contrast with
the same view of my three-wheel combination, and ask j'our

readers which is the more attractive in appearance? The
conservative will, of course, liave one reply ; the analytical

mind will differ. However, the Mr. Burnard type of man
is of minor importance : even if he paid the price for what
he wants his following is still a comparatively insignificant

one. The output of the light car is only a fraction of the
total production of four-wheel cars tor all purposes. I note
from the local returns that the registrations of motor bicycles
exceed all the cars put together, so if I can succeed in

interesting only one-tenth of this market

—

the motor bicycle

and sidecar—at the same price, surely I am. more usefully

employed in thus attempting to meet the wants of the
multitudinous motor cyclist rather than pandering to the
select few by adding one more light car (at, say, £200) to

the existing list.

I would analyse Mr. Burnard's letter as follows :

(i.) The Scott Sociable is horrible.

The finished article has an extremely
ngly and clumsy appearance.

(2.) The man who wants comfort
and cleanliness will have a four-

wheeler.

Probably any motor bicycle and
sidecar outfit is horrible from the

standpoint of a car owner.
Conservatism. In 1909 I was re-

peatedly told that the Scott motor
bicycle was quite the ugliest machine
that had ever appeared. In xgr6 I

am frequently told that it has the

most gracehil appearance of any
machine on the road. There is no
permanence in unconsidered opinions

of this sort.

Ugliness. Although the primitive

mind has derived unfailing amuse-
ment from the unsynimetrical effect

—

the parti-coloured fool, for instance

—

beauty does not essentially depend
upon symmetry. (The lop-sided elfect

of Amiens Cathedral towers is pro-

fessionally admired.)

I prefer the frank disclaimer of the

labourer who remarked, " I don't

know much about them things, but

seems to me t'wheel ought to be in

t'middle."
Clumsiness is more a matter of

movement than appearance. The
machine was made for action, not

merely to look at.

Hitherto, the man wanting comfort

and cleanliness has had no other

alternative. 1/ he can get this at

half the expense in first cost, taxa-

tion, and running costs, with the

additional advantage of mobility, he
is very liliely to jump at the oppor-

tunity.

What I think is really intended by
this statement is—the man who wants
" swank " will have a four-wheeler.

Additional comfort and cleanliness

can scarcely be gained merely by the

addition of a fourth wheel— rather

otherwise.

A recldess statement ! Mr. Burnard
should look before he leaps. There
are, as a matter of fact, somewhere
about ten motorists to every one-

Burnard—who are enjoying the look-

ing at and riding of lop-sided con-

traptions of all sorts of frightfulness

from the basket-work sidecar to the

luxurious coach-built windscreened

outfit.

Why ? Mr. Burnard must every day
see hundreds of lop-sided atrocities in

the street, and they are constantly

being perpetrated, and cannot be
killed like the cycle car.

Is it because Mr. Burnard objects

to any development which may put

off the production of his four-wheel

ideal ? Why not realise that, in spite

of his sincere hoping for the contrary,

the motor bicycle and sidecar has done

more than any four-wheel car to meet
the wants of the many, and so is

worthy of the fullest development
and improvement.

If this extravagant letter had been written with some
knowledge of the running of the machine—what it can do,

etc., or criticising the principles of design—the remarks
might be worth more attention. I am sure you will agree

(3.) There is not one motorist in a
thousand who will look at a lop-sided

contraption like the Scott sociable.

(4.) I sincerely hope that no more
atrocities like the Scott sociable will

be perpetrated.
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WHICH DO YOU PREFER ? A Scott sociable and a typical sidecar, both viewed from the " ugly " side.

that it betrays an extremely uninformed point of view,
foflned entirely by appearances, as viewed from the con-
ventional standpoint.
However, I find from experience tha.t, although I am not

out for the car owners' approval, I can always make them
change their views a bit after a trial trip.

The passenger inside cannot see, and, consequently, does

not care whether there is a fourth wheel or not, and the

opinion of the people outside does not materially aflfect his

comfort. It is the approval of the man with a motor cycle

and sidecar that I want and hope to get.

Alvbed; a. Scon.

DEVELOPMENT OF A HOME-BUILT SIDECAR
GOOD WORK OF AN AMATEUR IN HIS

SPARE TIME.

Mr. F. T. White, of Sydenham, the owner of the sidecai

outfit illustrated, built the body some time a?o. and it was

described in its original

state in The Motor Cycl.

of October 21st, 1915.

The top picture shows it as it was then, with just

a small yet effective windscreen. This was regarded

merely as a temporary affair, find now Mr. White
has replaced it with a very attractive detachable top
that provides complete protection for the occupants
of the sidecar. It is a light structure and offers

very little wind resistance. Its takin" appearance is

undoubted, the interior curtains affording a nice

finishing touch »«*4, .V -«,-•<:
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TYPES OF AVON TYRES—iNo. 4

THIS Cover is extremely
popular for "^tlie driving

wheels of medium-
power solo machines, and as

an "all-roiind" equipment
for sidecar combinations up
to 5-6 h.p.

"Tricar" Covers have a

4-pry casing, with two plies round the beads and
a generous tread of best Avon rubber—notable for

its extreme toughness and resiliency. With
ordinary fortune and fair treatment, they are always
good for splendid mileage.

The round-rubber-studded tread gets a good grip

of the road, even under bad conditions, and is a
great safeguard in cornering.

Type.
For

Machines If T 2i" 2-1"
2J" to fit

2r
3"

Up to 8 h.p.

Up to 5-5 h.p.

'Big' Models

Up to 5-6 h.p.

Up to 4 h.p.

Up to 2? h.p.

2-strokes, etc.

do.

17/4
12/-

14/10

6/11

22/9
19/3

14/7t
16/61

7/2

44/-
53/:

3S/6
24/9
21/2

16/9
18/2
8/3

49/6
55/-

41/3
26/9

9/4

57/9

44/-

29/6

9/4

60/6
59/9
48/4
49/6
31/4

10/2

Combination

Three-ribbed ^ - . .

.

Stonehenge '
'.

. .

Lightweight 3-rib

Lightweight, studded. .

Endless Tube * * . .

X- For high-po'wered machines with motor rims. Also made 650 <65 at 4-0/- and 43/8.
t 24X2 12/-. t 24X2 14/10. ** Dome ends 2/3 per tube extra.

*

Q

lAvn^l

Avon India
Depots—Manchester,

Rubber Gow
^Full illustrated Catalogue free from

—

Ltd., 19, Newman Street, Oxford Street, London, W.
Aberdeen, Swansea, Paris.Birmingham, Glasgow, Bristol,

1,000 Agents^ hold stocks.
Newcastle, Nottinghsun,

Ample supplies available.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mentUm '" The Motor Cycle.
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3^ h.p. Single-cylinder Model.

Si h.p. Single-cylinder Combination.

The

High
Service Qualities

and

Low
Operating Costs

of the

Ariel
The high service qualities of the Ariel

have been demonstrated time after

time in all the most important

reliability trials of recent years, and
confirmed by thousands of Ariel

owners. Economy of operation is

another strong Ariel feature, and
includes :

—

More miles per gallon of petrol.

More miles per quart of lubricating oil.

More miles per pair of tyres.

More years of constant service.

Fewer repairs and replacements,

3^ h.p. and 5-6 h.p.
Countershaft 3-speed Gear Models.

New 32 page art list post free.

ARIEL WORKS LTP
(Dept. A),

BOURNBROOK, BIRMINGHAM.

B4 in answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention, "The Motor Cycle."
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HOW TO ECONOMISE.
Another Contribution to our Series bearing upon the Fuel Question, containing Useful
General Advice on Obtaining the Maximum Mileage from a Given Quantity of Spirit.

ECONOMY in petrol consumption, at

all times desirable, and, since the
rapid rise in prices, more or less

vital, has now become absolutely com-
pulsory to all, except the lucky few,
whose requirements, being not more than
two gallons per month, are to obtain
all, or more than all, thej' asked. The
average motor cyclist has now three
courses open to him :

i He matf curtail his viotoriiKj

by reachinr/ his business on certain
days by means of the railway or a
push-cycle.

S. He may use one of the many
substitutes now on the market either
by itself- or mixed with a certain
amount of petrol, accordimj to the
extent to which his requirements
exceed his supply.

3. He may so adjust his carbu-
retter as to obtain an increased
mileage per qallon, at the -lame time
paying attention to those parts of
the engine and cycle which have
some effect upon easy running, and
therefore upon consumption. In
this connection it cannot be too
strongly emphasised that perfect
compression is absolutely necessary
for the best consumption.

Petrol Substitutes.

On the first of these points nothing
further need be s.jd, for each rider can
judge for himself how far economy can'
be exercised in this direction. In some
cases both train and push-cycle will be
equally out of the question; in others
one of these methods might' entirely
supersede the use of a motor cycle for
the time being, but, of course, with a

great sacrifice of

money.time
both.
• It will be neces-
sary, therefore, for
most regular riders
to turn to the
second or third
points. If a man's
mileage is much in

excess of that
attainable on two
Gallons per month.

he must, of course, fall back upon sub-
stitutes. These can be obtained at vary-
ing prices, from paraffin at about Is. per
gallon to a prepared fuel which costs

more than jietrol.

Cheap Fuels the only Alternative.
Every careful reader knows that The

Motor Cycle has devoted much space,
especially during
the last few
months, to experi-

^^^]W^|p^

A variable jet controlled from ihe handle-bar

applied to a Senspray carburetter.

A simple device to assist in breaking up the petrol spray fitted

to an Amac carburetter,

ences and tests of the cheaper fuels,

paraffin - petrol riiixtures, etc. There
is, of course, nothing new in the use of

paraffin. The writer used a mixture up-

wards of ten years ago in a machine fitted

with a Longuemare carburetter with quite
satisfactory results, and later on a small
twin with a Motosacoche carburetter.
Hill-climbing was certainly improved on
this machine, which is contrary to the
usual experience when using paraffin.

(This was referred to in a leading article

on July 31st, 1913.) But paraffin is

messy. The white Oils and other substi-

tutes are probably much cleaner than
paraffin, both inside the engine and out-

side the machine.

Carburetter Adjustment.

If, however, a rider can accomplish
almost his required mileage on his allot-

ment of petrol it is possible that careful
carburetter adjustment may give
him the extra miles that he requires.

Generally sjieaking, a small jet

increases the mileage, but a smaller
jet usually necessitates a corre-

spondingly smaller choke. A No.
24 jet recently fitted to an Amac
carburetter in place of a No. 26
^ave an increase of 17 m.p.g., via.,

from 98 to 115, the machine being
used under the , same conditions
throughout. The running of the
engine is not so pleasant, and the
air lever requires more frequent
manipulation, but the power is

more than sufficient for present
requirements, and the speed ample.
Lowering the petrol level also

tends to econonjV; but this must
not be overdoire. In general, >f

the petrol is about an eiffhth of an

inch below the top of the jet the results
will be good, but this does not apply to

every carburetter. For instance, tlie level

in a Senspray can be much lower, and
an Amac must not be tested with the
working jet in position (for the normal
level is above this, as is also the case
with some of the automatic carburetters),
but -with the special testing jet supplied
with every carburetter.

The B. and B. Universal is a handy
c a r b u retter on
which to carry out
experiments in jet

size, and very
economical results

can be obtained.
160 m.p.g. has been
covered with a B.
and B. fitted to a

2| h.p. twin, but
_

the reserve of

power . was not
great. The jet can,
ii w e V e r , be
operated from the
saddle.

Useful Tips.

M any useful

dodges and hints

have been given
from time to time

in the pages of The Motor Cycle. On April

6th last -Mr. J. W. G. Brooker advised
that the spraying holes in an Amac
should be enlarged and pins inserted,

with the object of breaking up the petrol

spray more completely. This effected an
improvement in cimsumption of about
25 m.p.g. The writer of a letter in last

week's issue improved his consumption
by 18 m.p.g. by the same means. On
January 13th, 1916, a method of' making
the jet of a Senspray variable is de-

scribed ; this, it is claimed, improved the
consumption of a two-stroke from 60 to

120 m.p.g. It is- to be presumed, how-
ever, that the original jet, while it gave
easy starting, was much larger than it

need have been.

Method of

attaching pipe

to spraying

nozzle

A method of supplying hot air above

the }et of a Senspray carburefter.
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How to Economise.
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When using a h,eavy fuel it is desirable

to decrease the size of the jet, and also

to fit a gauze or some device which will

assist in the vaporisation of the fuel.

We know of one rider who has used

paraffin most successfully for four

months, and he advises a piece of

flannelette to be placed across the inlet

pipe to assist in vaporising the fuel,

Linen bag covering carburetter to prevent

ingress of dirt and grit, and also ccllectmg

any fuel which nay dnp.

while he also states that a little lubri-

cating oil mixed with the fuel prevents

any risk of damage through impoverished
lubricating oil. An extension pipe fitted

to the air inlet is also an aid to economy,
especially when it is so arranged as to

convey warm air from the neighbourhood
of the cylinder flanges. A pilot jet or

by-pass, too, can be fitted with advant-
age when a carburetter is not already
provided with such a device.

The chief difficulty which will be ex-
perienced by the rider when utilising one
of the heavy fuel substitutes will be the
difficulty in starting from cold. Many
machines will give equally good results

on the heavy fuels, and in some instances

COLLAR CONTROLLING
PETROL LEVEL

Bottom feed float chamber and jet. The
level can be varied by movmg the collar up

to lower the level and down to raise it.

better results are obtained than on petrol

once the engine has been started and
the cylinders warmed up. Even
when a 50% mixture of fuel and
petrol is used there may be a

certain dlfHsulty in obtaining the

initial explosions. If undiluted
white oil or paraffin is to be the

petrol substitute, some provision

must be made to effect a start, and
the simplest method is to run on
petrol until the engine has gained
enough heat to enable it to vaporise
the paraffin sufficiently. There are

several ways of ensuring a supply
of petrol for starting. The simplest
is to carry a large oilcan. An
ordinary liberal injection of petrol
given through the compression taps
will, in fairly warm weather, render
starting quite normal. A more
elaborate method is to have a small
auxiliary tank for pure petrol and
a two-way tap and twin feed pipe
to the carljuretter. Thus petrol is

fed for starting, and when warm
this can be turned off and the
paraffin or heavy fuel turned on.
The chief objection to this method

is that unless the heavy fuel tap
has been turned off previous to

stopping, so that the contents of

the carburetter float chamber are
thus exhausted, difficulty will arise

when the ne.xt start is required, owing

AUGUST lylh, 1916.

to the presence of heavy fuel. This
can, of course, be overcome by fit-

ting a tap in the lowest point of the

heavy fuel supply pipe, so that any fuel

remaming may be drained away. This

is a somewhat wasteful method. There
is, moreover, a slight liability of an air

lock being formed. A method recently

adopted by the writer and found most
satisfactory is to lead a small bore pipe

from the auxiliary petrol tank to a tap

fitted into the induction pipe. When a

start fi-om cold is desired the paraffin or

heavy fuel is turned on in the ordinary
way, the carburetter throttle shut, the

compression tap in the induction pipe

opened, and the tap from the au.xiliary

tank turned on, so that a very small

supply of petrol is dripped into the

induction pipe. By experiment it will

be found which is the correct amount to

be turned on to give satisfactory starting

and running until the engine is warm
enough to allow the throttle to be opened

COLWR CONTROLLING
PETROL LEVEL

GUIDE PEACHING

THROUGH AIR CONE

To adjust the petrol level in a top

carburetter all that is necessary is to move the

small shoulder on the needle, up to raise the level

and down to lower it. The correct position for the

petrol is about Jin. from the top of the jet.

and the running continued on the heavy
fuel.

When using heavy
fuels, particularly
paraffin, we repeat the

advice given in the lead-

ing article in our last

Autovac petrol economiser.

It is fitted over the jet, and

is so made to create a partial

vacuum at the top of the

nozzle. Below the vacuum
cone a fine gauze net retains

and vaporises any surplus

petrol, and checks wastage

caused by " blow back."

AIR CONE

riNE SEWING
ATTACHED TO STEM

A simple variable jet constructed from an ordinary domestic sewmg needle. The
control is by means of a milled screw cap. Undoubtedly such an arrangement as this

"ould ensure economv. at the -same time enabling full power when necessary.

issue, to drain the crank
case more frequently,

say every 150 to 200
miles. This is a pre-
cautionary measure to

prevent paraffin which may not have
been vaporised from leaking past the

piston and so diluting the oil in the base
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\ How to Economise.

—

' chamber, to the detriment of the bear-

ings. Another tip was to use slightly

thicker oil than that normally employed.
One occasionally hears a motor cyclist

asserting that his machine is mo.st waste-
i i'u! of petrol, and quoting some ridiculous

figure such as thirty miles to the gallon.

li One thing is certain, that the engine is

not consuming petrol at this rate. The
; abnormal consumption is due mainly to

I
wastage. Waste of petrol can occur

!
unknown to the rider at many different

' points. For instance, the petrol tap
' under the tank is a frequent source of

j

leakage, especially on old types of

{
machines. Likewise the union under the

float chamber. The needle valve, too,

Jf^^^OL®
after continual use, fails to cut oft the
supply of petrol when the action of the
buoyant float brings the weights into

operation, with the result that the float

chamber overflows and the spirit runs
down the sides of the float chamber, as

well as dripping from the base of the
spray chamber, and is lost.

It will be gathered that these troubles

will occur when the machine is standing
as well as when - it is running if the
rider fails to turn off the petrol supply
tap. To check whether the needle valve

point is a good fit in its cone seating,

remove the top of the float chamber,
put the needle in position, and turn on
the petrol tap. If the needle is a suffi-

ciently good fit to prevent more petrol

->-•••—<-

AN IMPROVEMENT IN SIDECAR LUGGAGE CARRIERS

A sprmg luggage carrier for sidecars.

THE luggage carrier which is attached
to the back of a sidecar, is generally

attached to the chassis, and is con-

sequently unsprung. This, of course,

subjects the contents to much vibration,

and those sidecarists who have to carry
any luggage of a delicate nature will

welcome any attempt to improve this

state of things. We illustrate herewith
an excellent sprung carrier, the inven-
tion of Sir Arthur Trevor Dawson,
George Thomas Buckham (both of
Yickers, Ltd.), and Frank Smith (of the
Clyno Engineering Co.), No. 10,683/1915.
In this construction the carrier is

supported on two cantilever springs

which are attached to the back of the

chassis. To prevent the carrier from
rolling, it is fastened by two movable
arms to a rocker bar. The rocking

arms and the rear arms of the canti-

lever springs are proportional in length
to give a slight rocking movement to

the carrier ; that is to say, the carrier

does not have a parallel motion in side

elevation, though prevented from roll-

ing. The dotted parts show part of a

spring, etc., placed in an alternative

position, the front end, which would
then be attached to the sidecar frame.

PETROL PERMITS NOT TRANSFERABLE.
AN interesting point in connection with

the new petrol licences has been
raised by a correspondent, who is

borrowing a .sidecar outfit from a friend

tor the purpose of taking a week's tour.

He is anxious to know if, in addition

to borrowing the machine, he can also

borrow his friend's petrol card in order

that he m^ay obtain en route petrol to the

quantity stated on the card.

We have approached the Petrol Com-
mittee on this point so as to obtain a

definite ruling, and they inform us that
the petrol licences are not transferable.

Therefore it is not possible for anyone
possessing a petrol card to allow another
person to purchase the fuel.

On first thoughts there would seem to

be no objection to such a' procedure, as
the petrol card is only available for a

certain quantity of spirit, and no one will

be able to purchase more than the stated
quantity within the specified period, and

therefore this would not lead to a greater
usage of . the fuel. As the shortage of

petrol in the country is the alleged reason
for the necessity of curtailing motoring
to as great an extent as possible, the
Petrol Committee evidently think that if

the owner of a petrol licence does not
desire to use the amount of spirit to

which he is entitled, this quantity should
not be utilised by anyone else, but should
be held in reserve for subsequent, allot-

ment. According to the figures published
in our last issue the Petrol Committee
have issued licences for more petrol than
is available, and therefore, it would seem
the Committee do not want all owners of

petrol cards to purchase the whole
amount to which . they are entitled.

Naturally, if everyone were to do so

there would be no petrol to be purchased
towards the end of the time limit for the
petrol cards at present in use, unless the
available quantity should increase.

T4I

entering the float chamber, all is well.

To test the level in the jet, remove the

top portion of the spray chamber exposing
the jet, and turn on the petrol tap. If

the petrol rushes over the top of the

jet, the level is too high, and the test

has proved that this is occurring prac-

tically all the time the machine is

running. In testing the level of the

petrol, it is better to fit a dummy jet,

i.e., one with an open top, so that the
level to which the petrol rises may easily

be ascertained. Before coming to a

standstill, turn the petrol tap oft, and
so drain the float chamber and pipe.

This economical method has the added
advantage of ensuring a supply of fresh
spirit when a restart has to be effected.

Average Prices
OF

Second-hand Machines,

WE give below the average prices of

second-hand motor cycles offered

for sale in The Motor Cycle dated
August 10th, 1916. Where it is possible

to obtain a sufficient number of each
model the average for the past week is

quoted, otherwise the last average that

appeared is given, if within a period of

four weeks,

.•Average L.-vtest

for weekly
H . P. last aver.age

week, obtainable.

.\.J.S 1914 6 3-sp. sidecai" . £65 —

Alton
Bat
Bradbury

B.S.K. ...

Year.

, 1914
1916
1915
1913
J914
1913
1914
1916
1916
1914

. 1915
1915
1914

fc2
1C9O

C.ilthorpe .

Campion . .

Chater Lea
Clyno 1914
DoUf^las . . ^ 1915

1915
... 1914

iinfield. .... 1914
I9J3

191S
,, 1914

H. -Davidson 1915
Huraber. . . . 19:3
Indian 1915

1913
,, 1916

„ 1914
1913

James 1914
1914

Levis 1915

„ 1914
Matctiless . . 1915

.. 1914
Mew Hudson 1915

1915
New Imuerial 1915
P. & M.'. . . . 1914

J913
I'remier .... 1914
Radco 1915
Re.^ 1914
Rover 1914

., 1914
Rudge

6 3-sp. sidecai" .

2-2 3-speed
6 3-sp. sidecar . .

2-? 2-sp., 2-stroke. —
5-6 3-speed £43
4 3-speed- £28
4 sidecar —
4 3-sp. sidecar . . —
4 3-speed £54
4 5-speed

- iJ2

f.i7

5-spcci.i

2-spced C%°
6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

^63
6 sidecar —
6 ;j-sp. sidecar .

.

—
" "3-speed £\g

£+1

- ai

2'J 2-speed £44
2}2-speed £33
6 2-spd-. sidecar —
6 2-sp. sidecar .

2;f 2-sp. 2 stroke

3 2-speed

7-9 3-sp. sidecar.

3.V 3-sp. sidecar .

5 3-speed . . .

.

5 3-sp. sidecar

£70

£47
£61

£44
£50

£57

£34

£35

Powerplus sidftcar .^79

7 3-sp. sidecar .

7 2-sp. sidecar .

4^ 3-sp. sidecar .

4I 3-speed
popular
2-speed
8 3-sp. sidecar .

8 3-sp. sidecar

£60

as
£40
£26

£78 -
O 3-bp. blUCUdl . .

2J 2-speed £20
4 3-sp. sidecar . . —

Scott
Sunbeam

Triumph . .

1914
1913
1 9 14
1914
5916
1915
1915
19T4

1914Williamson
Zenith 1913

... 1914
1913

4 3-sp. siaecar . . —
zS 2-speed £26
3! 2-sp. sidecar . . £54
3^ 2-sp. sidecar .

i's 3-^P' sidecar ,

2-stroke
6 2-sp. sidecar .

,

3.VT.T
3.V 3-sp. sidecar .

.

5 Miilti sk\&ca.T .

3I clutch

3.^- 2-specd
6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

3I 3-sp

3i 3-sp- sidecar .

.

2I 3-sp. 2-stroke .

4 3-sp. sidecar . .

8 2-sp. sidecar .

.

6 ' Gradua sidecar

£45
£20

£39
£50

£27

£50

£59

£35

£51
£35

£28
£33
£69
£70

I vjiitLiua >'ii.n.'>.rti —
6 Gradua sidecar ^bo

3 J Gradua .... (^6

'-
£37

£36

B7-
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
Twenty-six M.M.G.S. Recruits Last Week.

THERE are still vacancies in the
Motor Machine Gun Service for

experienced motor cyclists and car
drivers able to execute ordinary running
repairs.

Inspections o£ recruits v.'ere held at the
Coventry Recruiting Office on Tuesday,
and at the offices of The Motor Cycle, 20,

Tudor Street, London, E.G., on Saturday
last. The names of those motor cyclists

and car drivers accepted are given below.
Attfleld, F., Alderahot.
Beanuiont, T. W.. DeTvsbury.
Belton, P. J., Aldershot.
Browu, G. L., Birminebam.
Chambers, H. H., Derby.
Darlington, H. TV., London.
Eyies, T. O. N., Wimbledon.
Fallaize, P., London.
Gipson, P., Chatteris.
Hollis, A. W., Osfoid.
Hore, G. W., London.
Huggett, T. W.. Horley.
Isaac, J. 0., Liskeard.
Johnson, C. W., Beverley.
Lo\y, F., Harborne, Birmingham.
Mattocks, B., Aldershot. %
Norgrove, G., Smethwick.
Reuleaui, G., London.
Eobinson, W. H., Whitchurch (SalopI
Eoot, O. W., London-
Smith P., West Meon, Hants.
Stevens, F. E.. London.
Williams, A. C., Penarth.
Windsor, H. B., Reading.
Woodhead, F., West Hartlepool.
Woodward, F. W., Market Harborough.

Central Office for Motor Machine Gun
Service :

Mr. Geoffrey Smith,

19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

Arrangements had also been made for

a furtlier group of candidates to attend at

the Coventry Recruiting Office on Tues-
day of this week. The two next dates
arranged are :

Manchester.—Messrs. Iliffe and Sons
Ltd., Century Buildings, Deansgate,
Wednesday, August 23rd, 2.15 p.m.

CovENTRT. — The Recruiting Office,

Little Park Street, Ttjesdat, August
29th, 2.30 p.m.

Full particulars of enlistment and a
form for filling in purposes may be
obtained on application, whilst the
conditions of enlistment are mentioned
on this page. Prospective recruits con-
forming to requirements, and who are
ready to join up at once, may attend
any of the inspections announced on this

page.

A free railway warrant' will be issued

to prospective recruits living at a

distance, if the applicant will previously

get examined before the Medical Board
for his district.

The amended conditions of enlistment

in the Motor Machine Gun Service are

given hereunder :

Experience.—At least one year's motor
cycle or car driving experience.

Age.—18 to 40.

Enlistment.—For duration of the war.

Medically Fit.—For general service,

or for garrison duty abroad.

Pay.—Is. 2id. per day, all found ; the

usual separation or dependant's allow-

ance.

In London on Saturday one of the

applicants was M. Gaston Reuleaux, a

French-Belgian, who has served eight

months as a civilian chauffeur attached

to the Belgian Army. He is at present

chauffeur to the Regent of Persia, H.H.
Nassereul Moalk. M. Reuleaux is anxious

to be attached as a motor driver to the

Royal Flying Corps or the Motor Machine
Gun Service ; he speaks French, English,

a little Flemish, Dutch, and German.

/.
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R.F.C. MOTOR CYCLISTS IN THE PUNJAB.

(Left) Cpl. Neal, driving, leaving Risalpur for Nowshera. (Right) A tunnel through the hills on the way to Malakand.

MILITARY MOTOR CYCLES
IN INDIA.

IN The Motor Cycle of January 20th
last we gave the impressions of motor
cycling in India gained by a corporal

with a mechanical transport unit. A few
days ago we "had a letter from an A.S.C.,
M.T., officer with the same section that
throws some light - on the difficulties

military motor cyclists have to contend
with in parts of India. Though mainly
concerned with cars, our correspondent,
Lt. E. C. Abbott-Young, has seven motor
cycles to look after, i.e., four Triumphs,
two New Hudsons, and one Abingdon
King Dick. By far the greater part of

bS

the work appears to fall on the Triumphs,
which stand up remarkably well.

Dust appears to be the great trouble
in the North-west Frontifer Province. It

is really terrible at times, and the chief
casualties among the two-wheelers are
due to dry skids in the dust. Our corre-
spondent recently rode along a road
which was nine inches deep in dust,
and says, " Over and above the noise of
the exhaust I could hear the dust falling
in solid sheets, and it sounded like going
through a watersplash.

"

by the Editor of this journal. The firm

wiU continue to do business from their

premises in Bishopsgate Avenue, E.G.

L.-Cpl. L. C. Tizzard, Somerset L.I.,

who has been awarded the Military

Medal, is a Douglas employee. Already
three other old Douglas men have been,

similarly honoured.

W. H. Elce, of Messrs. W. H. Elce
and Co., has joined the R.E. despatch
riders as an artificer. He was examined

Capt. T. Henderson Begg, Gordon
Highlanders (T.F.), who, we regret to

state, was killed on July 23rd, was a
keen motor cyclist and weU-kuown in

Scottish motor cycling circles as a Rudga
exponent. He was only recently married.

m
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The Design of Motor Cycle Steering Heads,
SOUND SCHEMES SUGGESTED BY EXPERIENCE.

The subject of steering head design was touched upon in our pages some weeks ago by a writer from the Front. On
August loth we pubUshed an article deahng with the question, and, in view of its importance, give some further very
practical remarks below. These are from the pen of a M.M.G.S. sergeant whose wide experience gives him the right

to speak authoritatively.

PROBABLY most men who have had to keep

motor cycles in order have noticed how often

the steering heads need adjusting. This neces-

sity for frequent adjustment is very noticeable with

most heavy sidecar machines, and in the case of the

veiy heavy gun machines used in the

M.M.G.S.. the adjustment of the

steering liead or the renewal of the

races is so frequent a necessity, tliat if

a dozen machines were picked out hap-
hazard on the road, probably not more
than one or two would be foimd to be
in a satisfactory condition in this

respect.

This very undesirable state of affairs

leads one to suspect something faulty

in the design, but it should not have

been necessary to wait until unsatisfac-

tory performance forced this point on
our attention. To anyone possessing

mechanical insight, the conventional

arrangement of the bearings in steer-

ing heads appears obviously wrong
almost at the first glance.

In the following article the forces

acting on the steering head of a motor
cycle are analysed, the type of ball

bearing commonly used is shown to be

unsuitable for carrying these forces,

and two designs with bearings suited

to the forces acting on them are illus- Fig. 1,

trated.

Fig. I is a diagrammatic drawing of a common type

of steering head, fitted with two thrust bearings, one

at the top and one at the bottom in the usual manner.

Suppose R is the upward reaction of the ground on

the front tyre. For all practical purposes this will act

vertically upwards through the centre of the wheel.

Imagine this reaction divided into two components,
one along the axis of the

steering column and one at

'

right angles to it. This can

be done by the parallelogram"

of forces shown inset.

From this it will be seen

that, if the steering head in-

clines 30° from the vertical,

the reaction R is equivalent to

a thrust of .86 R acting along

the steering column and a

force of J4 R acting at the

point O at right angles to the

column. The thrust .86 R is

caxried quite simply by the

lower thrust ring, but in the

design shown there is abso-

lutely no provision made for

carrying the force of J^ R at

right angles to the column.

This force produces two reactions P and Q at right

angles to the steering column. The magnitude of P
may be calculated from

:

P X 5i = 2 Rx 25 (on the see-saw principle).

Therefore P = 2.27 R.
The force Q is equal to the sum of

>2 R and P, therefore Q = 2.77 R. It

will thus be seen that the force Q act-

ing sideways on the lower thrust bear-

ing is more than three times the thrust

of .86 R, yet the bearing is designed

to carry a thrust and not a sideways

force.

Due to the reaction R there is no
thrust. on the upper bearing, the whole
force being the sideways force P. It

might be noted here that the existence

of these sideways forces is very

apparent (though not more real) in the

case of the Triumph and the Clyno

M.M.G.S. machines, .where heavy

springs are fitted to carry the very

considerable forces at right angles to

the steering column.

T'wo Suggested Design.s.

What, then, are the possibilities of

designing a steering head in which the

relatively large forces at right angles

to the column are provided for as well

as the thrust ?

Two designs are shown in figs.

2 and 3. In fig. 2 a journal bearing is first placed

on the steering pillar, then a thrust bearing on top.

In the upper end of the steering head is placed first

a thrust bearing and then a journal bearing. In this

design the lower thrust bearing carries the thrust .86

R and nothing else. The upper and lower journal

bearings carry respectively the forces P and Q and
no thrust. The possibility of

thrust on the journal bearings

is eliminated by leaving the

outer races free to slide in the

steering head.

Fig. 3 shows a design in

which bearings capable of

carrying both thrust and side-

ways force are used. This

design, the writer believes, is

actually in use in a few
machines, but there is no
harm in drawing attention to

it and noting its great supe-

riority over the type, as shown
in fig. I. The writer rode a

pedal cycle many years ago in

which the steering head was
designed in this way.—J. H.
Sinclair, Sgt., M.M.G.S.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
"SUMMER " TIME.

Aug. 17th 8.49 p.m.
„ 19th 8.45 „
„ 21st 8.41 „
„ 23rd 8.37 „

£5,942,159
4,174,842
111,892 17

s.o.s.

A correspondent writes :
" Will you

kindly inform me if.it is possible for a

two-cylinder engine to be a four-stroke?"

The National Belief Funds.

At the week-end the principal war
funds stood as follow :

The Prince of Wales's N.ntional
Relief I'und (£3,443,250
distributed)

British Red Cross Fund .

.

Tobacco Pund ..

An Australian Club's Record.

The Victorian Motor Cycle Club's
eleventh annual report was issued at the

end of May. The present ' membership
is 215, Snd sixty-eight members are in

one or other of the Services. As a result

of the 200 miles road race, reported in

The Motor Cycle of June 22nd, the Red
Cross Society benefited by over £100.

No Changing oJ Petrol Permits.

Last week a motor cyclist, who had
not received his petrol licence and had
an important journey to make, borrowed
a friend's permit on the promise to

return the compliment at a later date. A
query on the same subject having reached
us, we sought an official ruling, and the

Petrol Control Committee of the Board
of Trade denounces the practice

!

Nursing the Overseas Trade.

We understand that the Durban,
Natal, Rudge agents have been able to

get a shipment of ' 1916 Rudges, War
Office permissio i having been obtained
by the manufacturers. Messrs. Buttery
and Hatton, the firm in question, received

the machines last month, and they are

the first for a period of twenty months 1

We understand that there is a scramble
for them in Natal.

Mail Delivery by Motor Cycle.

An important law has recently been
passed by the U.S.A. Congress per-

mitting the use of motor bicycles by rural

mail carriers. Previously only side-

carriers were allowed by the Postmaster-
General for this class of work, but the

new law allows of the use of any type
of motor vehicle, provided the work is

carried out satisfactorily. The passage
of this law means for U.S.A. motor cycle

firms, it is stated, a market for from
5,000 to 10,000 additional motor cycles

during the next twelve months.

Utility o£ Motor Cycles recognised by New
Zealanders.

According to Mr. J. B. Clarkson, the
well-known motor trader of Wellington,
N.Z., three out of every five motor cycles

sold in New Zealand are used for busi-

ness purposes. They are not necessarily

attached to sidecarriers, but the owners,
being people who find it necessary to

cover considerable ground in performing
their duties, use their machines in the
course of their work. This was the

important point made by Mr. Clarkson
in an interview with a representative of

our New York contemporary. Motor Cycle

Illustraled.

Arbuthnot Trophy Fund over £100.

The following donations have been
received up to the time of going to press

for the above fund, which was organised
in order to perpetuate the memory of

Rear Admiral Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, who,
it will be remembered, was killed on
H.M.S. Defence, m the great Jutland
naval battle. The trophy is to take the
form of a statuette of the Admiral, and
is to be competed for in an annual motor
cycle competition, open only to naval
officers. Donations should be sent io the

A.G.U., 83, Pall MaU, S.W.
Anto-Cycle Union £5 5
Royal Automobile Club .. .. 5-5
S. Bettmann, Esq 5 5
S. Q. Frost, Esq., R.F.O. .. 5 5
The Hendee Manufacturing Co. .. 5 5
The Gloria Company 5 5
The Motor Cvcle 5 5
Temple Press, Ltd 5 5
Messrs. Phelon and Moore, Ltd. .

.

5 5
The Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd. .. 5 5
M. J. Schulte, Esq 5 5
B.S.A., Ltd 5 5
Humber, Ltd 5 5
Messrs. Godfreys, Ltd. .. ..2 2
Messrs. Joseph Lucas, Ltd. .. 2 2
J. E. Nisbet, Esa 2 2
G.W.K., Ltd 2 2
W. Hughes Butterfield .. .. 2 2
Rev. E. P. Greenhill 110
H. P. E. Harding, Es(i 110
E. T. Lang, Esq ,110

. J. W. Orde, Esq 110
J. Siinmonds, Esq 110
Otto Thomas, Esq 110
A. W. Torkington, Esq 110
W. H. Wells, Esq 110
North Wales Motor Exchange iper

Tlie Motor Ciiele) 110
L. Francis Jones. E.F.C 110
Ur. Trenchard Eossiter, R.N. (per

The Motor Cycle) 110
E. M. P. Boileau, Esq 10 6
M. O. Breese, Esq., R.F.O. .. 10 6
Geoffrey Smith, Esq 10 6
County Cycle and Eng. Co., Ltd.

(per The Motor Cycle) .. .. 10
H. Johnson, Esq 5
C. Furlong, E.F.C 5

Total to date £100 7

Australian Auto Cops.

The Sydney police force is to be augment rf

by a motor cycle corps for " scouting duty
i

the suburbs."

Price of Petrol in Western Australia. ^

Users of petrol in Western Australia s

now paying 3s. 3d. per gallon, so that it

as expensive as here, though, so far as '

are aware, there is no real shortage in tl

part of the world.

' A Mysterious Noise ?

TJie Motor Cycle and Cycle Trader te

a story of a novice who took his machine ba

to the agent, riding it very slowly and cai

fully, because a " mysterious and rath

alarming noise " had suddenly commence
This noise was caused by the stand, whi
had become unfixed, bumping along the roa

Postponed Petrol Permits.
The Petrol Committee is at present dealii

with the cases of munition firms and othe

whose work is of national importance. The
may receive an additional allotment whe
circumstances warrant such a concessio

This news will bring relief to " Scottish Ro;

Surveyor" (see Summary of Correspondenc
and others. No less than 24,000 motoris

%vere late in making their returns ; theN

applications were put on one side for " tl

time, but are now being considered.

Petrol Substitutes.

One of the most popular substitutes

present is White Oil, which is obtainable

many garages throughout the country. M!|

H. Taylor, whose firm sells it at 2s. p

gallon, tells us that tests prove it to give ve

satisfactory results with a 25% mixture
petrol. No injection of petrol is necessary.

Bodinnick Ferry.

The ferry from Fowey to Bodinnick h,

recently been made suitable for motor trafS

Previously the ferry consisted of a small boa

and the approaches were very bad. Tl

descent is still deep, being about 1 in
'

on the Bodinnick side and-1 in 7 on the Fowf
side, but the surface now consists of grani

sets. The new ferry boat is capable of carr

ing two cars at a time. Fowey may now 1

approached from the east, as well as vid Los

withiel and Par, and the roads to Loo (

Polperro, and Liskeard are much shortenei

This ferry is one of the two which cross tl

river, or rather estuary, at Fowey, the secoi

being nearer the sea at Polruan, but uiif

recently neither was suitable for motor traffi

CANADIAN MOTOR

Douglas mounted motor cyclists artached to a Div. Sig. Coy. ol a Canadian Divisioi

King, Perkins, ThomGon, IVIcKay (Art.), Jacobs. Harrison, Norris, Van Antwerp. Fanes,

of a sergeant ; formerly a lieutenant was in charge.
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inded at Mens.

.nong the British prisoners of war sent

> Germany to Switzerland . last week-end

vLieiit. 0. E. Wallis, 1st L. North Lanes.,

ii at the outbreak of war was advertising

jiger of our sister journal The Light Car.

euas taken prisoner quite early in the war,

ji he was wounded.

|t-valve Indian on the Market.

'.,e 1916 catalogue of Williams, Hunt, and
I South African agents for the Hendee
nifacturing Co., includes the eight-valve

(in as being imported to special order only,

iiprice is £102 10s. This is interesting, as,

i^jjh this model has been used in many
p[, in America and Europe, it is the first

ji it has been placed on the market. The

4^ African prices for Indians appear to be
\' more than those for the same machines
Hgland. Thus the three-speed Powerplus
)2 10s. in South Africa and £90 in Eng-

\i\ the lightweight £55 in South Africa

,(i£49 10s. in England.

I' Motor Fuels.

M another petrol substitute has been

aid on the market, and we give herewith

jw details concerning it. It is made in

rli qualities. No. 1 Has a specific gravity

15-750, with a flash point of 75, and is

lijat the price of 2s. 6d. per gallon ; No. 2

4i specific gravity of 770, and a iiash point

'p, the price being 2s. 3d. per gallon

;

i': No. 5 has a specific gravity of 785 and
h point of 83, the price being Is. 9d. per

n. Known as the Triple fuel it is sold

he British-American Oil Syndicate, 1,

marie Street, W.
S 11 another new fuel is called the Magic,
cuarketed by Symons Motor Works, Black-
3, near Bromsgrove. It is said to give

xlent results as to power, and though it

Dices rather more deposit than petrol, this

iisty and easily removed. The price is

.per gallon, and it can be supplied in

iiland drums.

(Iventry Premier Light Car.

S:.ny motor cyclists will be interested in a
s,iption of a Coventry Premier light

rpublished in yesterday's issue of our

itf journal, The Light Oar. With the
Cjition of a small two-cylinder four-

niler, the name Coventry Premier has
fcl rto been associated with bicycles and
)l- bicycles. The new car is quite a light

r le luxe.

No Petrol Permits.

Complaints continue to reach us from
readers who have made their application

for an allowance of petrol, but so far have
received none. The only advice that we
can give is that they should possess their

souls in patience, and write again to the

Petrol Committee, 19, Berkeley Street,

London.

Petrol for Special Constables.

A fortnight ago we announced Hhat
motor cyclists are wanted for the
H.Q.C.D It should be understood that

though petrol for the work, which con-

sists in being on duty during night raids,

is provided, it has to be paid for ; in fact,

members of this A.A. Section of the Head-
quarters Central Detachment find every-

thing themselves. Those willing to help

should write Mr. Bartleet, A.A. and
M.U., Fanum House, Whitcomb Street,

London, W., who will willingly supply
full particulars.

Motor Sections and the Training Reserve.

It is not yet known officially how
recruiting for the different motor sec-

tions will be affected by the organisa-

tion of the Training Reserve, the

formation of which was authorised in

Army Order 259 issued last week.
Briefly, the Training Reserve will serve

as a general pool from which drafts can

be found for any regiment which cannot
obtain all the men it requires from its

own regimental reserves. In the past,

when a regiment required reserves, it

was necessary to transfer men from
another regiment which had a surplus.

This method was not popular.

If the new Army Council instructions

on the organisation of the Training
Reserve are applied to the motor sec-

tions, it would mean that men able to

drive motor cycles or motor cars would
be put into a general pool on their re-

porting for active service, and the dif-

ferent motor sections requiring recruits

would draw upon them as necessity

arose. At the present time there are

dozens of examining officers scattered

about the country examining recruits

for the different motor sections, A.S.C.,
R.E., and R.F.C., but the number of
recruits of late, in consequence of the
last groups having been called up, has
naturally fallen considerably.

lEJPATCH RIDERS.

ftp right : Lt. Steele, Sgt. Taylor, Cpls. Tarrigan, Dickson, MacDonald, Hooper, Score,

iwnay be mentioned that sections of British despatch riders are now placed In charge

SPECIAL FEATURF.S.

HOW TO ECONOMISE (iUus.),

STEERING HEAD DESIGN (Ulus.).

A DOT DEVELOPMENT (iUu..).

Proposal to Boycott German Goods.

In a letter in the current issue
" Britisher " suggests the formation of a
league of motor cyclists pledged to refuse

tO' accept German goods of any kind both
now and after the war.

AWARDED THE ALBERT MEDAL
FOR GALLANTRY.

Lieut. S. A. Rowlandson, who a few

months ago led a party of men into a

burning building where there .ay an

unexploded German shell ; they carried

the shell out and extinguished the fire.

The many motor cyclists, both trade and

amateur, to whom he is known will join

us in offering our heartiest congratulations.

Economy in a Nutshell.

Those motor cyclists who are anxious to

economise, or who may' be using one of the

dozen or so substitutes for petrol will

find the article in the present issue

entitled "How to EJponomise " of con-
siderable assistance The hints and tips

incorporated in the article are the result

of prolonged riding experience. The wise
rider will keep the article by him for

reference purposes.

Motor Cyclist Airmen.

We have frequently referred to the

number of motor cyclists in the Royal
Flying Corps, and the excellent training

school for such a section . that the motor
cycle has proved. Some motor cyclists

have enjoyed rapid promotion, such as

A. Mackenzie Cott, the owner of Big
Ben, now a captain and equipment officer;

also H. Lister Cooper, the Triumph rider,

J. W. Woodhouse, the Precision engine
expert, of Birmingham, and A. M. C.
Scott, formerly with Premiers, who have
all gained their captaincy. There are,

of course, many other motor cyclist

officers in the flying section, and many,
too, anxious to gain admittance.
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A NOVEL CHAIN GRIP.

THE motor cyclist making chain adjust-

ments often wishes that he pos-

sessed a third hand ; some small

tool for temporarily holding the ends of

the chain in posi-

tion is almost a
necessity. There
are several devices

for this purpose
now on the
market, and an-

other very simple
tool comes from
an A ra eri c a

n

soarce. - It con-

sists of a piece of

steel wire formed
with a coil in the
centre, the ends
being made to fit

between the
rollers. All that

novel chain grip.

is necessary to use it is to cross the ends
and insert them in the chain ends. ' Both
liands are then free to work.

THE EMPIRE PETROL
ECONOMISER.

To motor cyclists who feel that their

engines would stand more air the

Empire automatic petrol economiser
should prove a particularly u'seful fit-

ment. It consists of an air valve which
opens as the suction of the engine
increases, and so weakens the mixture,
thus producing greater economy. It is

also useful on descending a hill, as the
throttle may be closed, and if the

economiser is placed between the throttle

add the engine the vacuum jn the
induction pipe will cause the valve to

open and permit cold air to be drawn
in, thus cooling the engine. And since

it destroys the vacuum in the combustion
chamber, it will prevent oil being drawn
up past the piston rings above the
piston, which is a common cause of

excessive carbonisation.

The device consists of a gun-metal
body, a threaded spindle, a spring,

a mushroom headed sleeve, which
carries a leather washer, which is

free to slide on the long extension of the
spindle, and a cap, which is drilled

with holes. The elbow, which forms
part of the body, is. screwed into the

induction pipe, care being taken to make
an air-tight joint. The partial vacuum
in the induction pipe, caused by the
downward movement of the piston on

the induction stroke, causes the washer
to rise from its seating and admit
cool air into the induction pipe, thus
reducing the richness of the mixture
coming from the carburetter. By means
of the adjusting screw the pressure on the
spring can be increased or decreased at

will. The device is well finished, and
certainly should tend towards economy,
which is 30 necessary at the present
time.

A NOVELTY FROM
AUSTRALIA.

EVIDENTLY our motor cycle cousins
" down imder " suffer considerahle

discomfort on their very bad road
surfaces. Our own English roads are bad
enough, but they are smooth compared
to the average road in Australia.

With 'the idea of minimising, if not
entirely eliminating, handle-bar shocks,

Part sectional view oi the Empire
petrol economiser.

The MacLean handle-bar spring.

Mr. -Percy Ma<;Lean, of Hamilton,, New
South Wales, has invented a curious look-

ing device, which is to act as an insulator

between the handle-bars and- the frame.

From the illustration it will be seen to

consist of two powerful graduated springs,

a series of arms, and no fewer than seven
pivots. The thinner parts of the springs

take the small vibrations, the thicker

parts coming into action to absorb the
larger shocks.

Our contemporary, The Motor of

Australia, speaks very higlilj', not to

say amusingly, of this invention, de-

scribing it as "an appliance that makes
tlie holding of the handle-bars of a motor
cycle as easy as stroking the hand of

one's best girl."' Neither article being at

liand we have no means of verifying this

statement. A terrible picture is drawn
of the woes of motor cyclists in the
Commonwealth due to bad roads—health
is sadly impaired, heart strain and diges-

tive troubles being the direct outcome of

"clinging for dear life to the handles to

prevent them being shaken' from one's

grasp."

Making due allowance for journalistic

eulogies, it is certain that the invention
is reasonable and effective, and should

go far to eliminate discomfort. It lias

been patented throughout the world, and
is now being manufactured by the

Twentieth Century Engineering Co., of

Sydney, N.S.W.

TWO NEW APOLLO PLUGS.

WE have received two sample Apollo

plugs from Messrs. Brown Bros.,

Ltd., 15, Newman Street, W. The
plugs are made of mica on a novel

principle. Brand Al is an all-mica plug,

the central electrode of which is first ot

all wrapped up with a

sufficient number of layers

of mica to withstand an
electric pressure of 80,000

volts. After this has
been securely fixed mica
washers are compressed
on the whole length of

the wrapping, and these

are then turned in the
lathe to tlie necessary
dimensions. The next
process is to compress
the outside mica washers
over the cone. The whole
is then secured by
mechanical means that
entirely obviate any pos-
sibility of the washers
coming loose. Xhey are
afterwards rendered water-
proof by impregnation with a special com-

pound. liS the Apollo plug, the makers
claim that all the difficulties with refer-

ence to the manufacture of a satisfactory

mica plug- have been overcorne.

The other model is Brand S, which we
illustra'te. This consists of a porcelain

g=g^ PORCELAJrvj

COPPER WASHER

Apollo

mica and por-

celain plug.

MICA

i| CENTRAL
.CTRODE

\RING WITH EXTERNAL
ELECTRODES

Parts ol the Apollo mica and
porcelain plug.

cap surrounding the mica wrapping on

the centre electrode. A copper washer
is inserted between the boCy of the plug

and the porcelain. The external elect-

rodes are substantial, and the plugs look

as if they will be highly suitable for

motor cycle work.

A new branch of the Firestone. Tyre
and Rubber Co., Ltd., has been opened
at 2a, Atkinson Streil, Deansgate, Man-
chester.

B14
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A selection 01 questions ot general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tu.'or Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are

urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of referen ce. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept dir,tinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Magneto Contact Breaker.

Why doe.s the rocking lever of

?' ^ magneto work in a fibre-bushed
hole? It is not to insulate it,

-^ because the other platinum is

carried by an insulated block
which is connected to tile condenser by
the central screw, and the current
must flow across the points to earth,
the path being provided by the spring.
—J.I.H.

Fibre is not used in this case as an
insulating medium, but simply because
it is the most suitable substance for this

bearing, as it does not require lubrication.

Pre-ignition.

Sly mount is a single-cylinder

2| h.p. machine, not out of the
shops above a month. On one
particular road, an incline 1 in

45 for one and a half miles (pre-

ceded by a steep hill of half a mile),

I find that towards the end of the
gradient my macliine stops dead, and it

means a rest for a minute or two before
I can start again. I use top gear, with
the throttle sufficiently open not to

choke, air control ttireequarters open,
E.I.C. ignition fully advanced. Can
you explain the trouble and tell me
how to remedy it ? I have been travel-
ling as fast as 30 m.p.h. when the
engine has suddenly stopped.—H.J.C.

We should say the trouble is caused by
pre-ignition, due to your using a plug the
points of which project too far into the
cylinder. Use a good single point plug,
and we think the trouble will cease. The
piston rings being gummed up with
carbon deposit might also cause the
trouble. If possible use a smaller jet

;

"this may cause the engine to run rather
cooler.

Fitting a Single-lever Carburetter.

(1.) Would there be any objec-
tion to fitting a single lever
to a 6 h.p. twin? Do single

lever carburetters give the same
power, flexibility, and slow run-

ning as the two-lever type? How does
their petrol consumption compare with
this type? (2.) Is a 6 h.p. too large
for solo riding? (3.) Does it make any
difference if each cylinder of a twin is

fitted with a dififerent kind of sparking
plug? (4.) Which is to be preferred,
hand or foot control for the clutch?—
G.E.A.

(1.) There would be no objection what-
ever to your having a single lever carbu-
retter fitted to your 6 h.p. machine.
Provided you buy a carburetter of good
make it will be quite satisfactory. It

should not affect the running as regards
flexibility, slow running and power, but

it might be a very little more extrava-

gant. (2.) A 6 h.p. machine is a little

heavy for solo riding, but many people
do not mind weight. There are numerous
riders of 7 h.p. solo machines. (3.) It

does not matter at all, provided both
plugs are good. (4.) This is largely a

matter of taste. For solo riding a hand
clutch is best, while probably for sidecar

work a foot clutch is to be preferred.

Dual control is fitted to some machines.
This, of course, is best ot all.

Lack of Power on One Cylinder.

I should be much obliged if you
could suggest what is wrong
with my 1913 7 h.p. Indian. It

seems as if the back cylinder is

running fully retarded, as the
sound of the exhaust is just a slov? dull

flop. When running on the stand, if

I short the front cylinder the back
one just turns over, but if I short the
back cylinder the front one races away
as usual. I have cleaned the points,
also the carbon brushes and holder,
and checked the valve timing (which
is quite corect) ; the lift is the same
on both cylinders, and the ignition is

timed to break dead on top when half
retarded. There is a good spark at
both plug points.

—

Fuzzled.
It is very difficult to diagnose your trouble
from the particulars you give. It is

evident, however, that the ignition is not
the cause of the trouble. See that the
compression on the rear cylinder is as
good as on the front. If not, remove the
valves, and see that they are in good
condition, and grind them in if neces-
sary. INIake sure your inlet dome is

screwed down tightly, and tliat there are
no air leaks in the induction pipe. If

the spark is right, tuning right, and
compression good, there is no reason why
you should experience any trouble. Also
make sure all the valve tappets are
adjusted correctly. When the engine is

cold there should be only just clearance
between the inlet tappet rods and rockers,
while there should be about ^ mm.
between the exhaust tappets.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, being fully in

accord with the recommendations agreed

upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they mil not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured

in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation, either during or after the war.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

Overheating.
I am in great trouble with an^ N.S.U., which overheats after it" has run a mile and stops. I

,

-U liave tried a new silencer. The
ignition is all right. I have a

B. and B. carburetter, and have tried

smaller jets. I use the best oil, and

give it plenty. I hope you can give

me some information regarding the

trouble I am having.—E.M.
We should recommend yoi to make sure

that the engine is free from carbon

deposit. Also see that the valves are

working properly, that the exhaust valve

has its full lift, namely about ^in., and

that the valve springs have not lost their

temper. The trouble may also be caused

by a faulty plug causing pre-ignition.

Try one of good make with substantial

electrodes.

Knocking on a Two-stroke.

I should be much obliged if

^ZTl j'ou could advise me as to the" probable cause of a recent de-

-iJ velopment of persistent knocking

in my three-speed 1914 two-stroke

motor bicycle. I bought the machine

second-hand in March last, when it

seemed to be in good tune, and I was
assured the main bearings had recently

been rebushed. Since then, owing to

unsatisfactory running and a tendency

to overheat, I have had the engine

taken down and thoroughly over-

hauled and decarbonised by a local

man. The main bearing was reported

all right, but the big end bearing was
loose and so was rebushed. Since then,

' except for a temporary trouble caused

by getting water in the tank, the

machine has gone well on the few occa-

sions I have been able to use it. But
quite lately (it has hardly done 120

miles since the ovei'haul) I found a
strong tendency to knock—in fact,

with the air lever anything like fully

open it would be knocking nearly all

, the time, even on the level, and, of

course, more so up hills. The machine
would run best with the air . nearly
closed. Advancing or retarding the

spark seemed to make little or no differ-

ence. The agent says he thinks the

fault is in the bearings.—H.L.L.
We think the trouble is probably due to

a partially choked jet, which causes a
weak mixture, and, consequently, knock-
ing. Make sure the exhaust gases are

not muflJed or choked in any way. Two-
strokes, if they have been run at all

hard, are sometimes inclined to get the

piston rings gummed up, which might
also cause bad running and knocking
This is one of those troubles which is

exceedingly hard to diagnose without
I actually seeing the machine.
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Overheating,

My 1912 6 li.p. sidecar combi-
nation has started to overheat in

an alarming manner. This is

what happens. It starts up fairly

easily after an injection with the
spark fully advanced, half gas and half

air, and then races like mad, and gets-

almost red hot in three minutes. I have
tried to get it to run slowly, but can-
not; it either races or stop's; it does
not at any time develop full power,
and the consumption is only 45 m.p.g.
The back cylinder gets hotter than tlie

front, though the engine is well lubri-

cated, and the pistons are if anything
a bit loose in the cylinders, and the
exhaust is not bafHed in any way. Can
it be that the magneto timing is not
correct?—H.G.S.

What we should recommend you to do is

to give the macliine a thorough overhaul.

Take off the cylinder, remove the carbon
deposit, clean the rings, see to the valves,

also that their springs are strong enough,
and in reassembling be especially careful

to see that there are no air leaks at the
carburetter or induction pipe unions.

The engine refusing to run slowly is most
likely due to one of the faults mentioned.
Make sure that the jet is not too large;
you should not be able to start with air

lever half open. When fully closed and
throttle only just open alow running
should be possible.

Heated Crank Case.

"(1.) 1 have a 1913 Triumph,
f^ri carefully used ; big and little ends
I > good. Recently I had trouble
LiJ with loss of power and overheat-

ing in crank case. I tool! the

engine down, but the trouble continued,
with, at times, misfiring. Eventually
the engine was taken down by the

agent, who, thinking gases got past,

replaced the top piston ring with one

TP^in. wider. I was then told it

would be all right. Now a trial run

of twelve miles proves that the crank
case and the case, including chain,

between timing gear and magneto, are

just as hot. The compression is good.

I use Mobiloil BB. What do you
advise? (2.) What is the cause of

the Sturmey-Archer three-speed hub
screeching when starting away by
clutch on low gear?—C.G.J.

(1.) The crank case of practically any air-

cooled engine gets fairly hot, so, unless

extremely bad, this

trouble need not worry
you. If the compression
is good, it is not likely

that the heat of the crank
case is due to the e.x-

ploded gases leaking past

the " piston rings, but
simply to conducted heat
from the cylinder. The
loss of power may be
due to incorrect carbu-
retter setting, or pitted or

stretched valves^ or even
a faulty plug. Use one
of the single-point variety
of good make. (2.) The
screeching when letting in
the clutch is probably
due to the clutch requiring
lubrication. Lubricate the
hub freely with thin
engine oil.

Refusal to Fire after Overhaul.

I have a 2^ h.p. twin motor
cycle—1911 Enfield—which I took

down, and had a new bush fitted

to the pulley side. Before I took
it down it ran well, now I can-

not get it to run. It will fire now and
again, but will not pick up. It is only
the back cylinder that fires. I have
tried different valve and magneto
timings, but without success. After
trying it and taking out the plugs I

find the front one is wet with petrol

and the back one dry. I have bad the
magneto to pieces, and it gives a good
spark when off the machine, but when
on the front cylinder does not appear
to be such a good spark as the back.
The carburetter has no jet, the float is

enclosed in a brass cup in two parts.

(1.) Should the top part of the cup
holding the float be loose when the
bottom is screwed up tightly ? (2.) How
does the carburetter work, and how is

it adjusted? (3.) Could you give me
the correct valve timing? (4.) The
correct magneto timing? (5.) Tlie mag-
neto couplings are a little slack, would
this make any difference?—C-J.P.-

It is possible that you have not refitted

the carburetter correctly and an air leak

now exists. Make sure all connections
between the carburetter and the engine
are airtight ; also see that both the
electrical cables are sound and not short-

ing anywhere. (1.) The top part of the
carburetter should not be loose. (2.)

There are two small cuts at the joint of

the flood chamber. These act as jets,

and one supplies each cylinder. It is,

therefore, important that they should be
identical in size, and free from obstruc-
tion. It is quite possible that the source
of your trouble lies here. (3.) The
exhaust valve should close on the top of

the exhaust stroke, and the inlet com-
mence to open immediately after the
exhaust closes. (4.) The contact points
should commence to separate when the
piston is on the dead centre of the com-
pression and firing strokes, the magneto
being then, fully retarded. Tlie advance
and retard of the ignition on this machine
does not take place on the magneto
itself as is usual in most cases but on
the magneto transmission. (5.) The mag-
neto couplings being slack should not
interfere with tbe spark, but this might
affect the timing.

AN ECONOMICAL METHOD OF MILK DELIVERY.
Sidecarrier supplied by A. Pilklngton, Aston Road, Birming-

ham, to a Midland dairyman. The owner uses it for.

conveying milk from his farm, five miles from Birmingham,
and delivering direct to customers. The two chums when full

contain 36 gallons and weigh nearly 4 cwt.

AUGUST 17th, igi6.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Coventry to Swindon.—L.T.K.

Coventry, Warwick, Wellesbourne
Hastings, Halford, Moreton-in-the-
Marsh, Stow - on - the - Wold, Burford,
Lechlade, Swindon.

Gl.^sgow to Darlington.—C.McC.

Glcisgow, Hamilton, Lesmahagow,
Douglas Mill, Abington, Crawford,
Beatt-ock, Lockerbie, Ecclefechan, Long-
town, Brampton, Alston, Middleton-in-

Teesdale, Barnard Castle, Darlington.

Geanth.^m to Pltmocth.—A.G.P.M.

Grantham, Melton Mowbray, Leicester,

Wolvey, Coventry, Warwick, Strat-

ford-on-Avon, Evesham, Cheltenham,
Painswick, Stroud, Nailsworth, Dun-
kirk, Bath, Chewton Mendip, Wells,

Glastonbury, Durston, Taunton, Welling-

ton, CuUompton, Exeter, Chudleigh, Ash-
burton, Ivybridge, Plymouth.

London to Edinbubqh.—R.W.H.
London, Finchley, Barnet, Hatfield,

VVelwyn, Stevenage, Baldock, Biggles-

wade, Eaton Socon, Biickden, Stilton,

Staantord, Grantham, Newark, Tuxford,

Retford, Bawtry, Doncaster, Ferrybridge,

Aberford, Wetherby, Boroughbridge,
Leeming, Scotch Corner, Barnard Castle,

Middleton-in-Teesdale, Alston, Brampton,
Longtown, Langholm, Hawick, Galashiels,

Stow, Edinburgh.

Norwich to London.—R.E.C.

Norwich, Wymondham, Attleborough,
.

Thetford, Newmarket, Six Mile Bottom,
continuing straight on past the cross

roads to Linton till you come to the

turning to Royston ; follow this until

you come to a solitary public house on
the right known as " The Coach and
Horses " ; opposite this you will see a,

turning to the left, and proceed via Bark-
way, Ware, Hertford, Essenden, Potter's

Bar-, Barnet, to London.

Maidstone to Shrewsbury via London,
AND BACK AVOIDING LOXDON.—W.H.

Maidstone, Wrotham Heath, Wrotham,
Farningham, Sidcup, Lewisliam, London,
wliich you reach by way of the Old Kent
Road, continue down New Kent Road,
past the Elephant and Castle, straight on
over Westminster Bridge, make your way
through St. James's Park, out by Hyde
Park Corner, turn to the right and go up
Park Lane, where turn right and then
left for Orchard Street, straight away to

Regent's Park, continue due north down
Marlborough Road to East Finchley, then
through Finchley, Barnet, St. Albans,
Fenny Stratford, Stony Stratford, Tow-
cester, Daveutry, along Watling Street,

through Kilsby, Smockington, Ather-
stone, Fazeley, Muckley Corner, Bridge-
town, Galley, Crackleybank, Wellington,
Shrewsbury. For the return journey
proceed in the following manner : Shrews-
bury, Cressage, Much Wenlock, Kidder-

•

minster, Bromsgrove, Alcester, Stratford-
on-Avon, Shipston-on-Stour, Enstone,
Woodstock, Oxford, Dorchester, Benson,
Nettlebed, Henley, Maidenhead, Windsor,
Staines, , Chertsey, Weybridge, Cobham,
Leatherhead, Dorking, Reigate, Red-
hill, Westerham, Riverhead, Ightham,
Wrotham Heath, Maidstone.
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PATENT

TRIPLE WINDSCREEN
WITH the side wing's closed, the passeng^er rides

in complete enjoyment and security from
draughts and dust. A touch allows the screen to

swing^open out of the way of the alighting' passenger.

Adjustable to any angle, the screen is very easy to

fit, and suits almost every make of car. The side

wingj can be detached.

In Polished Walnut •with Nickel Fittings:

Price complete with Side Winga f 3 O
Price of Siuxle Screen £2 2

Dunhills LTD.
359-361. EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
42.43, LOMBARD STREET E.C.

Mntichesier: Glasgow;

90-92, Cross St. 72, Vincent Si.

:iiii>iiliiii!iiiiii:iiii:nii:iiii:iiii:iiii'iiiiiiiii:iiiliiiil'iiliiliii!iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii[if

4

fClears the Way

!

One press on the plunger does it.

They move just as if the fire engine
were threatening their safety. The
Stewart Warning Signal is no com-
promise. It's a lusty, emphatic,
not-to-be-denied order to clear the

way. It penetrates the understand-
ing of the most stubborn carman.
It keeps children out of harm's way.

The "Stewart" is the Warning
Signal that never goes wrong—it

is the companion accessory to the
famous Stewart Speedometers. It

is a great advance on ordinary
horns, and sold at a price only
made possible by the large output.
Have one fitted at once on your
motor cycle.

WARNING SIGNAL

25/-
All Black Finish, with Nickel

Projector. Attaches to top

tube or handle-bar.

Of all Traders, and from

COOPER-STEWART ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.

11, Broad St., Bloomsbury, London, W.C.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B19
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AMAC CARBURETTER
AND PARAFFIN

Due to the Special Con-

struction of the

SPRAYING CHAMBER
(see illustration) in the

AMAC, excellent results

can be obtained with a

PARAFFIN - PETROL
MIXTURE.

A

'Write for Catalogue.

Aston Motor Accessories Co., Ltd.

Aston Cross, Birmingham.

THE BELT FOR RUDGE, ZENITH, PHILIPSON,

GRADO, BRAMPTON, or ANY GRADUAL GEAR.

28/.

ZILLAB
LEATHER & R

SPECIAL OFFER,
_ 30/- 34/- 36/- USUAL price for 8ft.

22/-* . 24/- 26/-
-. . SPECIAL PRICE
^O/— for ftoy leneth np to 8ft.

Plus 8d. Posta»:e.

EXTRACTS FROM RECENT LETTERS.
' 1 cannot give even an approximatioQ of the mileage belt has

done, as I ride, more or )ess, every day, wioter and summer. Since
I have had the belt i have twice toured the Lake District {it having
;:aken me over Honister and Kirkstone), once through Derbyshire and
North Wales, L.nd once through South Wales and Somersetshire ; also
Lo the South and West of Scotland. A lot of my riding is done over
tJie Yorkshire Moor and Coast roads."

" Having tested your belt and given it a good trial I think it only
right to let you know the re=ult. Since 1 took up motor cycling;
eight years ago, 1 have had nothing but trouble with belts—slipping,
stretching, and short life : since u-^ing the ' ZILLA ' I have been quite
free from all belt trouble. Anyone using a Rudge-Multi or other
variable geared machine should not hesitate but use a ' 2JLLA' and
say good-bye to other makes."

Take the advice or experienced riders and order at once.

Address a.11 comiTiunica.tions ±0—
The ZILLA PATENT BELT COMPANY, Ltd..

101. Great Western Street. MANCHESTEK.

Starts your machine like a car-

Ensures safety over greasiest roads

!

n Just half a turn of the handle on top tube

^ changes from top gear to free engine.

5 Price up to 4 h.p £3 3

^ „ „ 6 h.p £3 10

^ 10/- extra to suit Engines with crank
^ bosses, like J.A. P., old Rex, etc.

. <) Lightweight Model . . . . £2 10
V I'ulieys with new ball thrust bearines ; Lifilitweit'lit,

V) £3 53.; up to 4 h.p., JE« ; up to 6 h.p., £4 lOs.

J
THE GRADO MANUFACTURING CO..

V Pershore Street, Birmingham.

BOOKS forMOTOR CYCLISTS.
Motor Cycles and How to Manage Them.

The Standard Handbook on the Motor Cycle. he
Seventeeath Edition, now on sale, is the biggest and best

wort: of the k-nd ever published.
Price I /.6 net. By post, 1 /lO.

Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists.
Full of useful "wrinkles" with regard to the care and
aiana.<enient of motor cycles.

Price 1 /- ne;. By post, 1 /2

Tracing Troubles.
Motor Cycle Faults, their id.entiScation and their remedies,
siaiply and fully explained.

Price 1 /- net. By post, 1 /2

Obtainable (with remittance) from ILIFFE & SONS LTD..

20, Tudor Street, LONDON, E.C., also from all Booksellers

In answering these adveTtisenient.i it is dntsirable lo mcni.inn ''The Motor Cijclc."
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

Paraffin Vaporiser.
Sir,—Allow me a small space in your valuable paper to

contradict Mr. T. Silver's claim to being the inventor of
the paraffin vaporiser as illustrated on page 99 in your
issue of August 3rd.
Over two years ago I invented a vaporiser by which the

cheapest paraffin cr^ld be used. We fitted dozens of
different makes of machines ^with this device, and nearly
every machine in this neighbourhood (West Dulwich, S.E.")
is^ so fitted, and my present Morgan is running quite gaily
with the jacket, and I only use petrol for starting. All I
do IS to unscrew the float chamber top and fill it with petrol.

A. DURANT, Oakleigh Motor Co.

Two Tips from France.
Sir,—Enclosed are two rough sketches of little improve-

ments I liave made to my 1916 Triumph. I have had a great
deal of trouble with broken front fork springs, which is a
very common complaint out here, so I have fitted a 4 h.p.
Douglas spring, as shown in the first sketch, using two pieces
of good spring steel for the purpose. The nut in front is a

Suppleitientary spring added to a military Triumph. (See letter

from "F. C. H., Corporal R.E.")

rear hub nut, the collar on wliich compensates the loss of
thread, due to the thickness of the spring steel plate B. I
have had this on for some months, and liave not broken a
spring since it has been fitted.

Metal coyer on the quadrant of Sturmey-Archer countershaft
gear, the object of which is to ward off dirt and keep petrol
from washmg away the lubricant.

The second sketch relates to the change gear quadrant.
I find that on flooding the carburetter all lubricant on the
quadrant is immediately washed off and the lever jams. To
overcome this I have made a box of thin sheet iron, with the
valve cap of a car tyre for the plunger guide. This box is

bolted on with the lever bolts and moves with the lever, and
has been very satisfactory indeed, the lever never having
jammed since it was fitted.

B.E.F. F.C.H., Corporal R.E.

Spring Frames and Freak Hills.

Sir,

—

In reply to Mr. Bethwaite, I should be delighted

to try any Lakeland hill on my spring frame Indian, and
when I wrote my first letter fully expected a challenge,

but unfortunately its publication was held back fourteen

days, and I am now in the M.T., A.S.C., at London, S.W.,
so cannot fix up any date. A. ROBINSON.

A Memory of the Hi-fated International Six Days Trial.

Sir,—It is now just two years since we beat our hasty

retreat from Grenoble. It was such a beautiful spot. I

should have been quite content to stay, ma is non, c'est

la guerre, and what a time we had nevertheless ! I

thoroughly enjoyed it. I could not allow the date to pass

without writing toyou in commemoration of our trip, etc. I

cannot tell you how welcome we have found Tlie Motor
Cycle, both when I was at the Front and in Rouen.

(Pte.) MAURICE GREENWOOD, A.S.C., M.T.

The Boycott of German Goods.

Sir,—In the early part of 1915 you kindly inserted a
letter in which I urged the boycott of German-made goods.

I did not, of course, refer to goods already in this country,

but to new goods which it might be assumed Gtrmany would
seek to import after the war. I suggested that joint action

on the part of the Auto Cycle Union and the Manufacturers'
Union, on what may be called the official side, and a

league of motor cyclists pledged not to use new goods of

German origin on the "users'" side of the movement,
would easily -bring about the desired result.

The proprietors of The Motor Cycle have now set an
example to the publishers of the kingdom in announcing
that they will not permit the advertisements of new goods
manufactured in enemy countries to appear in any of their

publications, either during or after the war. This encourages
me again to make an appeal to motor cyclists, especially as

I am no longer " a voice crying in the wilderness " in this

matter. To-day most thinking men agree that our victory
over Germany in actual warfare will be only half a victory
if we leave her free to pursue her economic fight against
us after active hostilities have ceased. By her pre-war
methods, and because of our slackness, Germany succeeded
in acquiring control of many of our prime necessities in

manufactures ; and her insidious, penetrating, pernicious
influence entered into, and often undermined, our com-
mercial activities in every field. No doubt we got many
goods cheaper in consequence, but we helped Germany to
build up the war machine designed to crush us, and now
have to pay an appalling price in human life and treasure
in order to smash that machine. Without entering into
party politics, one may say that surely a policy of so-

called "cheapness" which does not count the ultimate
cost must be smashed also !

For our own protection, for the building up of British
industries, for the general prosperity of the Empire, we
must shut out German competition, at least for a term of
years. But there is another, and, as I think, a greater,
reason still,^ namely, the necessity for punishing a nation
which, by its conduct during the- war, has literally put
itself outside the pale of civilisation.

B2I
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Tliink of the evidence of Lord Bryce-'s Cominittee relating

toThe first invasion of Belgium and France; of the treat-

ment of the British pi'isoners in Ruhleben and elsewhere

;

01 the sinking of the Lv<ita,nia; of tlie murder of Nurse
Cavell and of Captain Fryatt ; and of the treatment of the

natives in German East Africa, the evidence of which has
only recently come to hand. Are not these things sufHcienl

to- justify one saying that Germany must not only be beaten
in the field, but also punished for a term of years after

active hostilities have ceased?
It may be said that any form of punishment would not

be in accordance with the British spirit of sportsmanship,
and might, indeed, be called vindictive. The answer is that

Germany is not a clean fighter, and the just punishment of

crime is not vindictiveness. Tiie " Gerrnan Kultur " spirit

is abnormal in its extreme egotism, its cruelty, and its

bestial attributes. For the sake of the German people them-
selves, in the name of humanity and freedom, and all that
is best in us, that spirit of "German Kultur" must be
crushed, and we must do our share in our own small way
in the effort which will be needed to crush it.

It may be urged that for such an attempt a league of

motor cyclists is superfluous, as the Government can be
trusted not to permit the importation of German goods after

the war. No one, however, who reflects upon the happen-
ings of the past two years will trust this or any future'
Government to take the necessary action, unless the force
of public opinion compels such action to be taken.
The existence of a strong league of motor cyclists might

well prove to be a determining factor in the case, At all

events, it can do our cause no harm to form such a league,
and, on the other hand, it may prove the nucleus of a' really
powerful national body, able to make its influence felt when-
ever any question arises which affects the interests- of motor
cyclists in future.

A simple illustration of the value of combined effort is

shown in the recent successful resistance of the Government's
scheme for the taxation of motor cycles.

I do not lose sight of the fact that the A.G.U. is a
league of motor cyclists in a sense, and I know that the
A.G.U. was responsible for the successful resistance referred
to.' I would personally prefer the A.G.U. so to enlarge
its constitution as to include all motor cyclists wishing
to combine for this particular purpose on payment of a
nominal fee of, say. Is. a year. Perhaps this may be the
result of my letter, but in order to test the possibility of

the formation of such a league, may I ask each one of your
readers in sympathy to be good enough to send me his, or

her, name and address, stating if willing to join such a
league, either running as a separate body, or, preferably,

linked up to the A..C.U. Should the response be adequate,
further steps would be taken in the matter without delay.

BRITISHER.
LLetters may be addressed to " Britisher," c/o The Motor

Ci/cZe.—Ed.]

Farafnn as a Fuel.

Sir;—The official Petrol Committee has undoubtedly been
most indiscrimiuating in its " rushed job " ; but, rather
than whine about half a gallon a week—even which amount
I doubt if many motor cyclists will actually get, as it

will all probably be wanted for more important vehicles,

such as aircraft—we ought to be grateful to receive a licence
for this small amount, -which can ill be spared.

I am a keen motor cyclist myself, and run a heavy twin,
which I have by no means laid up. I find I can start up
on three or four injections of methylated spirit, and if the
engine is kept revving -well it will then continue to run
quite excellently ou Royal Daylight, or better still on
Benzolite. This from cold.

The great objection to the general use of paraffin is that
the price will jump up, which will be hard on the poorer-
classes who use this as the cheapest means of illumination
—bar daylight—and then doubtless the Government will
step in onee''jhpre.-rstothe accompaniment of more whimper-
ing, no doubt. C. CASH.

p^(^ILII AUGUST ijih, igi6.

Sir,—I thiwk tlie following perhaps may be , of interest
to your readers, especially to riders of the B.S.A. machines.

I emptied the tank of my B.S.A. (model'H and coachbuDt
sidecar, with combined weight of passenger and driver,
twenty stone), and put in 50% of petrol and paraffin, and
823

ran the combination over a fairly hilly course at a, speed of

from twenty to twenty-five miles per hour. The. engine, after

running fifty-eiglit and a half miles to the half gallon, stopped
firing. The engine started from cold after the. second or

third kick with no petrol injection ; when warm the engine •

would start at the first kick. On my next run I tried

common paraffin, only si.xpence for half a gallon. I emptied
the tank and put in the half gallon of paraffin, injected a

little petrol in the cylinder, and the engine started at the

first kick from cold, and fired right away without any
trouble. The engine stopped firing after a run of fifty-four

miles on sixpennyworth of common paraffin ; there was not

the slightest sign of overheating on the mixture or the

paraffin.. On the 50% mixture the engine seemed to pull

better than on petrol only. On the paraffin it was not quite

so powerful. 1 ran the above fuels without any alterations

to"the carburettej or engine. W. E. MANNING.

Sir,—I have been using paraffin for some time in my 2i
h.p. Levis two-stroke motor cycle with very good- results.

Perhaps m3^ idea w'ould be useful to other two-stroke riders,

should you consider it worth publishing.

I have reversed the induction pipe on the cylinder. This
brings the carburetter (Amac) in front of the cylinder instead

of behind ; it is then close to the exhaust pipe, from -which

I take hot air through a funnel fitted from the main intake

of the carburetter round the exhaust pipe. (The bend of an
old motor cycle horn suits admirably.)

I have also fitted a jacket to the vaporising chamber of

the carburetter made from a 2in. length of steel cycle tubing

by splitting and bending out into U shape. A large hole is

bored in the back through which the union pipe of the carbu-

retter can pass, after the union nut is removed. Two ends
are then brazed on, scribed, and filed out, and the whole
made to butt up nicely to the vaporising chamber of the
carburetter.

The depth of this jacket is about ^in., just sufficient to

be held in position by the union nut ivhen tightened on the

induction pipe. Into this "jacket," through a hole near the

top, I brought a ^iin. bore copper pipe, the- other end of

which was tapped into the exhaust pipe near the cylinder.

A few -iVin. holes at the opposite side of the "jacket" near
the bottom allowed the exhayst gases to escape.

The carburetter gets so hot after a minute's running that

the hand could hot be held on it. It gives very good vapori-

sation of the paraffin.

Again I set the float chamber as far forward as possible.

I find this gives the carburetter an automatic action, the

fuel level adjusting itself to road -gradients, and doiiig away
with the necessity of using the air lever so much when
taking hills.

I start by filling the Hoat chamber with petrol. Should I

have forgotten to run the carburetter dry before stopping it

is easily emptied with a squirt as used -for injecting petrol,

into compression taps. J. J. MEEHAN.

PETROL PERMITS.
" We ask people their requirements and then we dis-

tribute the petrol pro rata between the classes according
to the urgency and utility of their services."

—First Commissioner of Works,
House of Commons, August 1st.

Many letters continue to reach us on this subject, but
space does not admit of the publication of these in full.

"J.S.B." uses a machine for business purposes, and asked
for twenty-eight gallons per month. He gets two gallons,

while a friend, who has a car for occasional hire, is allotted

no less than seventy gallons per month.

" R.E." states that he and a friend both use their

machines for identical purposes—partly military and partly
private. The friend asked for twelve gallons and got it.

"R.E." asked for eighteen gallons and gets six.

" W.M.S." and " S.E." filled up forms on the first day,
and have twice -written since that time to the Petrol Com-
mittee, but so far have had. no allotment at all.

" Scottish Road Surveyor," who for nearly ten years has
used his motor cycle solely on his rounds, on receiving the
usual allowance of two gallons per month, wrote to the Petrol
Committee asking for a larger supply, and was told that this
was impossible.

%
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TYRE BARGAINS
^^ SPECIAU CLEARANCE LINES.

Special line in
Pedley Covers.

650 X 65 Continental Extra
Heavy Fluted Covers.

Special for driving wheels
of heavy combinations.

COVERS.
CONTINENTAL.

Ouf List

Pi'ice. Pricp.
COVERS.

26x21 standard 15/- 21/6
26x2'- ,, ^vircd-ou 10/- 21/-
26X2 'I.T,,hasketpattera17/S 25/6
26y2fX2i- „ ., 21/6 28/(,
O50X65 Ex. Heavv Fluted 22/- 16/-

(as illustration)
CLINCHER.
24X2 De Luxe, ex. heavv

rover, with Tube
Complete 17/6 12/-

26x2} De Luxe 21 /- V/-
26x23 ,, wired-on . 21/- 14/-
26X2JX2j Dreadnought . 32/6 40/-
28x3 De Luxe 35/- 4a /b

26x2} A Won, rub. stud.. 19/6 12/-
26X2J „ „ . 22/6 12/-
26X2i „ ribbed ... 14/6 27/6
26;<2> Equality, rub. stud 13/6 26/
KEMPSHALL.
26X2J Heavy anti-skid .. 22/6 12/6

26X2J: „ non-skid , . 30/- 42/-

/ Our
Price.

26x23 Heavy anti-skid .. 23/6
28x2i ,, racing cover 30/-

WOOO -MILNE.

26~-'2g Grip-ribbed. Qeavy 17/6

List

Price.

37/0
ln/-

COVERS.
HUTCHINSON.
26 X 2} Passenger, ribbed.

Wood-Milne
Grip-rib

Heavy.

Our List

Price. Price.

28/6
29/6

42/-
45/-

22 /S

20/-
25/-
21/-
27/6

40/-
41/6
41/6
41/6

30/6
32/)

31/1^

39/-
36/6
12/-

26X 2t
(for z\ rims)

26X2.>
(for 2.1 rims) ,, ex. heavy
26X 3 ,, - heavy
23 V, „
PEDLEY.
26X2I Heavyweight
26x2}
26.x 21
2ex2.vx2i
26X3 (for z\ rims) 44/9
28x3 50/6
O.tf these prices we allow 10% for old

covers.

28X2A Passenger

TUBES.
CONTINENTAL, WOOO-MILNE, etc.

24x2 Endless only 4/- 6/-

26x2 4/6 6/9
26X2i 5/6 7/9
26x2} 5/9 8/3
26X21x2} Endless only.

.

5/9 8/g
26X2J Endless only 5/6 8/9
26x3' 7/6 9/6
28X2.1 7/6 9/3
28x3 9/6 ii/q

Butted, 1 /6 extra.

Kempshall
Heavy Anti-

Sliid.

BEI.TS Ou. List

Price, price.

CONTINENTAL. per foot.

Tin. section 1/3 2/2
im. ,. 1/- i/ii
PEDLEY.
Jin. section .... l/5pertt.
Sin 1/8 „

I in 1/11 „
rSin. ., 2/4 ,,

15% allowance off these prico=

foi old bdlts.

RETREADING
Special Heavy 15/-
lieavy 12/ti
Medium 10/-
Studded or RibL-od Retreads.

Sections on application.

ELITE RUBBER CO., LTD^
266, Va.uxha.ll Bridge Road,

VICTORIA, S.W.
'Phone—Victoria 6553.

All goods sent on 7 days' approval against remittance. A 3/- Repair Outfit
presented free of charge to all purchasers of goods to the value of ^i or over.

AUTO- CYCLE UNION
PROTECTION, ADVICE, INSURANCE, CONVENIENCE, ECONOMY,

Illustrated Booklet post free on application to— ': '

Secretary, Auto-Cycle Union, Royal Automobile Glub Buildings, Pall Mall, London, S.W.

DUTCH RESULTS.
JUNE 1st ... RELIABILITY TRIAL ... 1st PRIZE
JULY 9th ... RACE AT AMERSFOORT ... 1st PRIZE.

Bsating all Competitors.

VELOCE, LTD., Fleet St., BIRMINGHAM.

ftcdonodsMM. uro COVBNTR£

lil

—being engaged in munitions of war,

ask the indulgence of their Agents and
the Motor Cycle Public, while matters in

Europe are being put right. Have your
name entered for earliest delivery.

I I lU I I M I I niiiniiiiiii

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B2.j
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES,

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. tor every

two words after. Eaeli paragrapli is cliarged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to

ILIFFB & SONS Ltd., and crossed

All advertisements in this section should be

accD.Tipanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle" Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the flrst post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenieace of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" 0£&ce.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. All replies should be addressed,
*' No. 000, c/o 'The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.C."

3»rDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to senl money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt ot the

goods "is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit th.

amount to the seller, but it not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pay^
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding iio in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, w]ien under
£10 the fee is is. AU deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Uiffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ol

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that eQect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive do

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

siten:e as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed o(. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that u i:> quite impossible to reply to eaca
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES JFOR SALE.
A. B.C.

A .B.C. 1915 T.T, Clutch Model, in fine order; £52/10.
-Crow, Bros., Guildford. [9611

Abingdon.
"1Q15 Abingdon Twin, 6-7h.p. King Dick, automatic
-L*y lubrication, 3-speed. countershaft, rubber studded
] )iinIops and belt, Stewart, Lucas aud horn, coachbuilt
sideeor; £70, or ofl'er.—75, Mare St., Hackney. [9510

A.J.S.

A.J.3. 1916 New 4h.p. Combination for immediate
delivery.—Moss, Wem. 1X^365

A.J.S., 1913, 6h.p., sidecar, excellent order; ^^5.—
Watt, Crooksbury Sanatorium, Farnham. [6625

-| Q16 2%h.p. A.J.S. , .3-speed, -very little used, as new;
Xt/ 50 gns.—Julians, Brogd St., Reading. 'Phone:
1024. . i:X4701

A.J.S., 1913, 2V->h--V; 2 speeds, hand controlled clutch,

grand condition, like new, new tyres, 110 m.p.g.

;

£26.-47, Rupert St.," Bolton. - [X5746
6h.p. 1915 A.J.S., Canoelet 2-seateT sidecar, mileage

about 1,000; £85 cash; good reasons for selling.-
C/o West End Garage. Hereford. [X5841

6h.p. 3-speed A.J.S., new March, 1916 (£93), Watford
speedometer (1,660), horn, best Lucas set, etc.,

perfectly like new; highest offer.—lord, Mountfield,
Prestwich. - [X5716

ALLTYPESof ALL BEST MAKES.
SingJe-speed, 2 or S-speeds, 2-strokes

and Sidecar Outfits ol every kind
will be found in tlie

CLEARANCE

at really surprising prices to suit all purses, cash

or easy terms, and every machine, new or second-

hand, fuily guaranteed.

GET TO-DAY'S LIST. IT INCLUDES THESE "

10567. '2} 1915 2-sp. 2-str. CALTHORPE £25
'10570. 4-5 1915 2-sp. BAT £47 10

10573. 2} 1915 2-sp. CALTHORPE £31 10

10574. 2.V 1915 2-sp. JAMES £37 10

10575. 4i igi5 JAMES arid Sidecar .... £55
losSr. 35, 1908 single-speed TRIUMPH.. £24
10582. 3I J915 3-sp. ROVER and Sidecar £60

10583. 4-5 1915 3-sp. HAZLEWOOD .... £37 10

10584. 3.V 1912 PREMIER and Sidecar.. £20
10538. 3J 1915 3-sp. twin INDIAN & Sc. £55

10539. 7-9 15 3-sp- HARLEY-DAVIDSON £65
10540. 4I 1914 3-sp. JAMES and Sidecar £50
10542. 3.V 1913 3-sp. NUMBER £25

10546. 4" 1914 3-sp. TRIUMPH £45
10529. 3!- 1914 ZENITH, countershaft.. £45

10333. 3? TRIUMPH and Sidecar £22 10

10553. li J-E.S £10 10
10563. 6 igi6 ENFIELD Combination. . £90
10565. 3! twin N.U.T £35
10517. 3i single-speed 1912 TRIUMPH.. £25

10519. 3.V 1914 2-5p. PREMIER £35

10523. 2i 1Q13 2-sp. DOUGLAS £44
10527. 5-6 igi2 2-sp. F.N £30

10533- 4t 3-sp. 1912 QUADRANT ..... £27 10

10534. 2i 1914 single-speed, LEVIS . ... £17 10

10536. 3.V I9r4 ROVER, single-speed, T.T. £35
10466. 3I 1915 RUDGE Multi £45

10477. 2t 1912 2-sp. SINGER £20
10478. 2I 1911 single-speed DOUGLAS.. £17 10

10485. 4 smgle-specd BRADBURY £23 10

10495. 5 INDIAN and Sidecar £65
10506. 4} 1913 2-sp. B.S.A. and Sidecar- £45
10430. 2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE Junior £17 10

10432. 2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE Junior £18 10

10435. 6 1912 REX-J.A.P. and Sidecar. £27 10
10448. 4j 1914 3-sp. B.S.A £57 10

10453. 3-1 1915 SUNBEAM and Sidecar., £73 10
10458. 2J 1914 2-sp. 2-stroke CLYNO ... £25 10
104^2. 5-6 1913 2-sj. N.S.U ..-.-- 40 ens.

10465. 3i 1915 T.T. I.O.M. Multi RUDGE £47 10

10427. 3* 1912 3-sp. ROVER and Sidecar £32 10

10384. 2J 1914 2-speed 2-stroke ALLON- £32 10

10390. 2i 1915 2-sp- WOLF-J.A.P. £30

10393. li 1916 AUTO-WHEEL £11 10

10396. 3.1 2-sp. FAFNIR £12 10
10402. 4i 1915 GRANDEX -. £37 10

10373. 7-9 1913 2-sp. INDIAN and Sidecar £50

10342. li 1914 AUTO-WHEEL £10 10
10354. 4 1914 2-sp. BRADBURY .....£30
10323. 2j I91I 2-sp. DOUGLAS £25

10325. 3.1 single-speed CENTAUR <, £12 10
10205. ii 2-sp. N.S.U £20
10142. 3V 1913 3-sp. SINGER £32 10
10109. 3.t 1909 F.E. TRIUMPH £25
10070. 6 1914 2-sp. ENFIELD Combin'n £65
10068. 3.1 1012 QUADRANT, var'ble gear £20
10021. 3), 1912 SWIFT £20
9867. 2I igir 2-sp. ENFIELD £22 10

9847. 4i 1915 3-sp. QUADRANT £4?, 10

9839. Jj 1907 TRIUMPH and Sidecar. . £22 10

9772- 3i 1914 w.-cooled 3-sp. HUMBER £35

WAUCHOPE S, FLEET ST., LONDON
Phone: 6777 Holborn. Wires :"Opificer, London."

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act.

advertisers requiring: 'workmen, and whose
business consists wholfy or mainly of
eng:ineeringr or the productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already eng:ag:ed on Govern-
ment work, will be ejigaged."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with
the approval of the Board of Trade* who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary fornts of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchangie or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already eng:ag:ed oa
Government work need apply.

1

t|MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

1Q16 2'i4B.p, A.J.S., 2-speed countershaft,
Xtf f'hiiin drive, h.tj.c- obitch, etc., lamps, mechanical
horn, trip sfieedometer, mileage 1.200, perfect condi^i'ij

tioii; £48.-23, E.F.C. Villas, South Farnborougli. [9547. JJ

Alldays.
COLMORB Depot, 31, Colmore Bow, l-iimliugli,™i,

can supply immediately all models ot Alldays Alien

[0796

"JQ16 Allon, 2-stroke, 2-speed, little used, practically
-LU equal to nev: : £27/10.— E. Clisswell, Newmarliet.

[X5877
"I Q16 254h,p. Allon, a-speed, 2-stiol;e, little used; £15.
-I-c/ —Applv, Manager, Victoria Park Hotel, Barrow-

in-Furness. [X5695

ALLDATS Allon, 2-speed, new: special bargain,

£33/17 cash: gradual payments 2%.—Eeleree Cycle

Co.. 332, Hieh' Hoiboru. [0763

1 Q16 2^;4h.p. Alklavs Allon, 2-speed, and clutch, not

XjtJ done 20 miles; cost £45, bargain, £38-—Wilkin
and Co., Hunters Bar, .Sheffield. [X5811

ALLDAYS Matchless, 2i/2h.p., 1914, 2-stroke. Amac
carburetter, in excellent condition, nearly new

tyres; first cheQue for £14/10 secures.-Ideal Cycle Co.

Thnndersley, Essex. [9660

ALLDAYS Matchless 1915-31/Ji.p. Combination, coacli-

built, 3-speed, clutch, ch.nin drive, 2 new spare

chains, accessories : £50, or near otter ; perfect condi-

tion.— 16, The Avenue, Highams Park, Ohingiord. [9581

Ariel.

ARIEL, 1916, Si^h.p., 3-6peed countershaft gear and

clutch, run about 200 miles, condition perfect;

£60.-158, High St., Hull.
.

[X5840

COLMOBE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
have in stock for immediate delivery all models

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars. [0797

/Vuto-Wheels
AUTO-WHEEL, 1914 Model do Luxe, splendid cniuli-

tion; £7/10 to clear before stock-taking--Wollno

Motor Works, Ely, Cambs- [X5660

THBBE Aiito-W^heels, late models, single lever con-

trol, little used, splendid condition and ruaniug

order- £7, £8, £9 each.—Murray, 37a, Charles St.

Hatton Garden, Holborn- [X6748

Bat.

BATS in stock, latest 4-5h.p-, 2-speed. 60 gns. ;
also

1914 4-5h.i.. sporring 2-speed twin, £35.—P. J-

Evans,- John Bright St., Birmingham. [X58(10

BAT, 1913, 6h.p., 3-speed, and new coachbuilt side-

car, new Dunlops, and accessories, splendid con-

dition; £35.—Murley, 7, Gracechurch St., B.C. [9638

Bradbury.

BRADBURY, 2^/4h.p., mag., re-bushed, new tyres;

£8/10.-16, Oarlyle Ed.. Manor Park. [9584

"1Q12 Bradbury .and Sidecar^ complete^^ lamps^^etc.

£24.— Cross, Effingham Sq., Rotherham. [X5743

Bradbury. 3 speeds, wicker sidecar;

'"- rages],

[0822

1 Q14 3V-.h.p. ^ , - -.- --—
i-U £35;" cash or easy terms.—Er." E. Jones (GarageBl,

Ltd., Swansea.

BEADBURT Combination, nearly new, every Bcms-

sory, spare belt, tube, insurance included; »45.—

Newman, 85, Ohalton St., King's Cross. [X5723

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

1 Qll Bradbury, 3Vjh.p., N.S.TJ. gear, in splendid
:X*J condition, same front tyre as when new, £23

;

; sidecar, £2/10.—Clayphan, Laughton, Gainsborough.
[X5722

BEST Bargain Ever Offercd.—No?., 1913, 4h.p. Brad-
bury and sidet-ar. tyres, engine, and 3-speed gear

i
as new. climb anything with 3 up, host of spares,

etc., etc.; any trial here with pleasux-e; ^30 secures,

no otEers.—n. Millard, Chesterfield. [S5872

BRADBURY, 1915. 4h.p., countershaft 3-speed, h.b.c.

clutch, oU chain drive, with conchbuilt sidecar,
lamps, horn, speedometer, au exceptionally fine combina-
tion, had most careful- use, 75 m.p.g., runs well on
mbstitute; worth £60 easily, accept £52/10.—Laytons'
Garage, Bicester, Oxen. [S5856

Brown.
BROWN", 1914, Sy^h.p., grand condition, bargain;

£24—W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 3,87, Deanssate,
Manchester. [9604

B.S.A.

B.S.A. New 1916 Models H and K actually in stock.
no waiting.—Moss, Wem. [X5862.

B.3.A., new 1916 model K, actually in stock.—
Grassby, Barton-on-Huniber. [^5789

COLMOEE Depot. 261, Deansgate, Manchester, for
immediate delivery of B.S.A. [0798

ilQlS E.S.A., model K, perfect order throughout; best
Xt7 cash offer.—Laybourn, Wolsingham, Co. Durham.

[X5771
B.S.A., 1915 model, 4h.p,, o-sneed countershaft, good

condition, overhauled; £46.—Laytons' Garage,
i

Bicester, Oxon. [X5857

B.S.A. 1916 Models H and K in stock, immediate
delivery; prices £64 and £62.—Wallace, Fountain

,
Buildings, Bath. [9020

B.S.A., 1915, 4i,^h.p., practically new, splendid condi-
tion, with sidecar; £60.—Barnes, 22, Wrekin Rd.,

.Wellington, Salop. [X5767

B.S.A_, 1913, 2-speed, with handsome coachbuilt side-
car, tyres as new, perfect tune and condition;

,
trial he»e; £33.—Rector, Lamport, Northampton. [9523

B.S.A. Motor Cycles, models H and K, immediate de-
liyery from stock; trade enquiries entertained.—

Colmore Depot, B.S.A. Agents, 261, Deansgate, Man-
chester. [9544

41h.p. 1915 B.S.A., 3-speed, chain drive, and B.S.A.
i conchbuilt side".ar, fitted with lamps, liorn, and

i.!?i.;eedometer, in splendid order-; cost £90, accept £63.—
>Jordau, 51- ^^orth St., Brighton. [9554

1.1 Q16 Model H B.S.A., Phcenis sporting sidecar, done
1

-L«^ 50 miles; cost £78, accept £65; lightweight
part; condition, no object.—Particulars, offers, 12,
Albion Place, Winchfleld, Hants. [9249

B.S.A- Models H.and K actually in stock; also 1915
4i4h.p., belt-cum-chain model, and .sidecar, splen-

did fitments, £65: and 1914 2-speed and sidecar, all
accessories, £45 ; deferred payments if desired,—Lamb's,

ilSl. High St., AVaithumstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood
I
Green. [9561

Calthorpe.
CALTHORPE, 2h.p., 2-speed. footboards, horn, in very

good order; £15 cash.—Brook, Burnham, Som.C[9494ALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2~Kih.p., Enfield 2-speed
gear; .sacrifice, £26/10.—King, Chemist, Sutton.

Surrey.
'

[9637

pALTHORPE, J.A.P., 2y2h.p., Enfield 2-speed; £27.-
V^ \V. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man-
chester. ^ [9605

,"JQ16 Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield 2-speed gears, used 500-It/ miles only, guaranteed equal to new; 30 gns.
'E. Crisswell, Newmarket. [X5878
/^ALTHORPE, 1915 J-A.P.. 2V.h.p., Enfield 2 speed.,
v-^ in exceptional nice order and condition, fully

;
equipped: £25.-6, Warren St., London. [9593

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
_
have in stock all models of Calthorpes for im-

mediate d.elivery; also at our Mpnchester Depot. [0799
pALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1916, latest model, 234h.p., En-^^ field 2-speed gear, just arrived from works; £37/16—WJlkms, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd.

:
London. 9240
CALTHORPE 2-stroke 191G Latest. Model, Enfield

2-speed gear, just arrived from works; £32/11 —
I Wiikma, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed.,
;

Ijondon. [9241
ji^ALTHORrE-J.A.P.'s with Enfield gears. 3 models
[V ^^ctually. m stock. £37/16; deferred terms if de-
I'^red.-Lamb's. 151. High St., Walthamstow, and 50,
[High Rd., Wood Green. [9556
' T>ETROL.—Sis gallons given with brand new 1916
J- Calthorpe, 2-speed, 2-strok6, speedometer, lamps-
^st £40. price 33 gns -Rider Troward, 7S, High St..
Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392. .

. [9601

(^ALTHORPE, 1915, 2%h.p. J.A.P.. Enfield gear,
^,

^^ £26, with lamps and horn £27/10, and speedo-
I
meter £29 ; light cane sidecar, £4.—Kemp, 285,

\

Finchley Rd., N.W. 'Phone : Hampstead 5384. [9628

irf^ALTHORPE-J.A.P.'s and 2-strokes; immediate de-V> livery from stock of all models; cash or exchange.
-,iA few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore the Agents,
jfl Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgate, Manchester.
:\ [0615

CORONET SIDECARS.
We are building special models for Harley-

Davidsons, Excelsiors, and Indians, enamelled
either grey or reel to match machines, and fitted

with 28 X sin. tyre and four point attachment.

FROM

£10 15s.

Send for Illustrated

Catalogue describing

these well - known
Sidecars.

EXCHANGES.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

3 ^

£9 15s.

SPORTING MODEU

1916 HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.
We can give Inmiediate DeHvery, and we will

make a big allowance for your old machine.

CASH OFFERS WANTED.
4J h.p. STAR, brand new £68 model, big

single, 3 speeds £55
2k h.p. Stationary Petrol Engine, new

£22 10?. model, magneto, 2 flywheels £16 10
4 h.p. ZENITH, 1911, Gradua variable gear £19 15
2^ h.p. IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1915, 2-speed,

lamp, horn, etc £32 10
/-gh.p. PREMIER, 1Q14, 2-speed counter-

shaft, with £13 I03- new coach Sidecar £49 15
6 h.p. REX, 2-specd, magneto £11 15
2j h.p. DOUGLAS, igro £13 15

2I n.p. MINERVA, magneto, variable gear £9 15
-7-9b.p. INDIAN, 1915, 3-speed, electrical

model, and £rS Moalgomery Sidecar, . £69 15
1916 7-9 h^j. HARLEY-DAVSDSON £80 15
1916 ditto, electi-ical model £89
1914 FORD Touring Car, detachable wheels £85
2:1 *^-P- WOLF, 1916, 2-stroke, 2-speed . . . £33 10
20 h.p. FORD Van, new, i9r6 model . . . .£130
20 h.p. FORD Van, 1915 model- ; . £90
2.1 h.p. TYLER 1915, 2-specd model £24 15

3I h.p. TRIUMPH 1910 model . £16 15
3V h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, I9r2 model £li 15
8 h.p. WILLIAMSON, 1913, with torpedo

coach-built Sidecar £45
3-J h.p. NUMBER, 1913, 2-speed, Sidecar.. £29 15
yK h.p. PREMIER, 1913, 2-speed counter-

shaft gear, belt and chain £26 15

3 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, igri, magneto ... £12 15

3^ h.p. TRIUMPHj rqii, 2-sp'eed model,
withSidecar, lamps, and horn £25 15

2.V h.p. PREMIER. 1Q12, 3-speed model . . £16 15
7-9 h.p. HARLEY-OAVIDSON, electrically

equipped, complete with sidecar . . , , £69 15

S\ hp. HUMBER, 1911, 2 speed £17 15
2:Vh.p. MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1910 £10 15
1915 TRUMBULL Light Car, hood, screen,

detachable wheels, speedometer, electric

horn and lamps £89

_ MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
New £5 weatherproof Magneto, £3 lOs. ; rgii

Rex Spring Forks, 30 /- ; ditto Tank, 17/6 ; Long
Lengths Steel Tubing, r-^ X I2g., I4g., i6g.

;

Bosch Magneto, 50/-; B. and B. Carbmretter,

12/6; Amac Carburetter. 12/6 ; New 20/- Brass
Electric Sidecar Lamps, 5/6; Ditto Tail Lamps,
5/6, approval ; New Spare' Valves for Harjey-
Davidsons, 4/9 ; Bosch Magneto for twin Kck,
55/-; Douglas Catburetter, 10/6; New 26x2^
or 2t Tubes, 6/-; Sidecar Safety Couplings, 8/9
(for any machine, including P. & M.'s)

; £16 i6s.

Gloria Coach Sidecar, just repainted, £7 15s.

;

I-ightweight Coach Sidecar, new, £7 15s. ;

New, Coach Sidecar Body, £3 5s. ; New Sidecar
Chassis, complete with all fittings, 65/-; 1916
Bmks Carburetters (your old carburetter taken
in exchanga).

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A i. i F AX.
'Phone : T<^f2, Close at 6 p.m.BBBBBBBBBHaHBaHHai

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Campion.

CAMPION--VILI,IEKS, 1915, 2i/oh.p.. extra gooil en-
gine, tiioroughlr sound macliine ; offered at £17/10.

worth much more.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon.
tX5858

CAMPION-VILLIEES, late 1915, 2V,h.p., 2-speeil.

absolutely in new condition
;

great "hargain, saci i-

ficQ £25 quick sale.—Brown, Southwell Rd.. Eainworth.
Mansfield. [XS754

NEVEE Again ; first person or first cheque secures
this.—3V2-4h.p. Campion, 3-speed gear, Bosch

mag., Senspray, tyres as new, lamps, horn, spare belt
and tyre, toolbags, etc.; ^19 secures; with good side-
car, £22 ; engine and gears guaranteed.—Bon Marche,
Chesterfield. [X5871

Chater-Lea.
"1Q13 Chater-Lea, 8h.p., 3-speed, large coachbuilt sida-
-Itf car, lamps, overalls, etc., accessories include 2

(extra) new tyres, overhauled 1916; cheap, £48.—Pickers-
gill, Valuer, Dewsbury. [X5766

1Q15 8h.p. Chater-Lea Combination, hood, screen.
-LiJ luggage grid, tyre carrier, and all best accessories,

only run 3,700 miles; cost £120, best oiler over 50 gns.

for quick sale.-185, Shernhall St., Walthamstow. [9584

Connaught.
CONNAUQHT, 2-3troke, 2-speed. lamps, bom ; any

trial; £25.—Deane, Matlock Bath, Derbyshire.
[X5758

1 Q15 2%h.p. Connaught 2-stroke, 3-speed, kick-
^*y starter, drip feed lubrication; ^30.-52, Wood-
cote Rd., Wanstead. [9569

"fQ15 Connaught Miniature, 2iAh.p., splendid order.
-1-t/ P. and H. lamp, and all accessories: £20.—Cose,
Stieethay Cottage, Streethay,' near Lichfield. [X5652

CONNAUGHT. 2?4h.p., open frame, fixed gear, in

good condition, 1914 model; iei6/10.—Pte.
Shorter, A Coy., 31st Eoyal Fusiliers, Portobello.

[9639
C^ONNAUGHTS in stock for immediate delivery;
y miniature, standard, and 2-speed models: prices

fiom £23/17/6.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. [X5799

Diamond.
1Q16 2V'h.p. 2-speed 2-stroke Diamond in stock: 37
-Lt7 gns.— Wilkins and Co., Hunters Bar, Sheffield

1X5313
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-speed; £1 8.-Gonrlay, Tallow-
field. [X5516

1Q14 Douglas, 2-speed, fine machine; £32.—Glenn,
i-V Uppingham. [X5681

DOUGLAS, 1911, no fault; bargain, £15.-14, Dod-
brooke Ed., West Norwood. [9678

DOUGLAS. 2'!ih.p., sale or exchange 3y2h.p. Triumph.
—68, Staflord St., Wolverhampton. [X5821

DOUGLAS 254h.p. Twin, fixed gear, to be sold cheap.
—66, Greyhound Lane, London, S.W. [9682

"I Q15 Douglas. 2-5^h.p., 3-speed model, complete, Lucas
X iJ lamps, etc. ; £45.—Cross, Jeweller, Eotherham. -

tX5742
DOUGLAS, 1915, W.O. model, 2?!ih.p., 2.speed, com-

plete : £45, or near offer.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester,
[X5859

DOUGLAS, 1916. 2^4h.p., 3-speed, War Office model,
with accessories; £48.—Eiley. South Av., Stour-

bridge. [X5834

DOUGLAS, late 1914, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, like new,
all accessories; £38.—Housekeeper, 15, Austin

Friars, B.C. [9630

DOUGLAS, Inte 1912, 2-speed, T.T., new cylinders
and pistons, thoroughly overhauled: £28/10.—E.

Crisswell, Newmarket. [X5379

T.T. Douglas, November, 1914, used 15 weeks, just
overhauled, new tyre and belt; £37.—Despatch

Sergeant, West Lawn, Sandgate. [X5717

DOUGLAS, 2->ih.p., W.O. model, late 1915, good
condition, lamps, horn, speedometer; £44.—Hol-

royd, 1, Simmons St., Blackburn. [X57S6

1 C|15 Douglas Model W De Luxe, clutch, kick starter,
X J/ etc., including spares ; bargain, 44 gns.—Address,
Coles, Kadway, Kineton, Warwick. [X5796

DOUGLAS, new, latest pattern, 25.4h.p. models for

immediate delivery, including War Office black
Douglas.-Moflat, Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [5855

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, in first-

class order, overhauled this year; £34.—Vanstone,
Higgs and Hill, Hayes, Middlesex. [9667

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle, thoroughly overhauled, new
Palmer cords; £16/10; exchange lathe, tools;

offers.—Manager, Engineering Works, New Baruet. [9528

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%h.p., fully equipped, speedo-
meter, not done 3,000, never been touched, better

than new; 40 gns., or nearest.—29, Wilbury At., Hove.
[9623

1^14 Douglas, 2-speed, clutch model, Lucas lamp.;
Xt/ and horn, Binks carburetter, good condition,
specially fast ; £38.—Nixon, Brampton, Cumberland.

[X576S
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, kick-start, clutch, Bosch,

spare new tube and belt, lamps, horn, and acces-

sories; £37/10.—Box 700, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[X5369

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle, 2%h.p., in excellent condi
tion, spares, and accessories; sacrifice 15 gns.—

G. Eichard, 25, Jeffreys Ed., Clapham, London, S.W
[X5843

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. ai7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Leicester,
and Liverpool, have in stock complete ranji;e of all

models Douglas for immediate delivery, olao full lange
of spares. [0800

1 Q13 Douglas, 2^h.p., model W, clutch, kick start,
J-iJ footboards, touring bars, 2 lamps, Lorn, tools,

etc., condition engine perfect; £33/10.—Eobinson's Gar-
age, ''Green St., Cambridge. [9649

SCOTLAND.—Douglas war model, 3 gn. lamp, horn,
kn'pe-grips, spare valves, chain, best accesseries,

little used, attractive machine; £44; lide 50 miles.—
Barr, Viewforth, Currie, Midlothian. [S5508

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2^,4h.p., 2-speed, horn, speedometer,
just overhauled by Douglas Bros, at cost of

£10/10, ridden very little, splendid condition; £38.—
Home, CoUey Manor, Keigate, Surrey. [9498

1 Q15 T.T. Douglas, Stewat't speedometer, horn, P.
J-«7 and H. lighting set, Hotchin=on front tyre, new
Dunlop heavy back, Dunlop belt, mechanically jier-

fect; ^£45.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Caiubridge.
[9651

4h.p. Douglas, very latest model, in use for demonstra-
tion purposes only, complete with luxurious coach-

built sidecar, Lucas dynamo lighting set, electric horn,
speedometer, complete set tools, jidden under 2,000
miles, condition as new throufrhout guaranteed; £95/10.
—Rofainson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [S647

En£eld.
COLMOItE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,

for immediate delivery of Enfields. [0801

15 Enfield 6h.p. Combination; £70.—Dr. Penny,
Devon County Asylum, Esminster. [X5691

ENFIELD 1915 Combination, little used; £68.-11,
Luna Rd., Thornton Heath. Exchange. [9643

"OOYAL Enfield Sh.p. Combination, 1916, as new;
-tV £75.—Steele's Garage Co., Haverstock Hill. N.W.

[9524
ENFIELD, 6h.p., coach, 1913, accessories; £39/10;

lowest.—F. Lewis, Normandy St., Alton, Hants.
- £9575

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, late 1914 model, splen-
did order, Lucas eauipped; £63.—Moss, Wein.

iX5866
ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1915")4, in splendid

condition, wide mudguards; 65 gns.—280, Camber-
well Rd., S.E. £9258

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, fitted Lucas elec-

tric lighting set; 105 gns.; in, stook.—Stour Cycle
Depot, Stourbridge. [S5836

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, latest model, just
arrived from works; 90 gns.—Wilkins, Simpson, and

Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [9238

ENFIELD, 3h.p., 1916 model, run only 2.000 miles,
complete with lamps, horn, numbers, perfect order

;

£40.—Wallace, 36, Clarence St., lungston. [9657

ENFIELD Late 1915 Combination. 6h.p., fuUy
equipped, lamps, spare, etc., splendid turnout;

£63; seen any time.—136, Lambeth Walk, S.E. [9580

ROYAL Enfield 1912 2?4h,p. Twin, shaft 2-specd. 1915
carburetter, complete with accessories, in splendid

condition; £23, or offer.—1, Orford St., Chelsea. £9536

ENFIELD 1915 Sh.p. Combination, Lucas dynamo,
lighting set, speedometer, horn, hood; screen, grid,

any examination ; 80 gns.—iios 692, c/o The Motor Cycle.
X5700

1 Q15-16 Enfield Combination, only done 2.000, hardly
-*.«7 scratched, car tyres, perfect, lamps, Klaxon and
electric horns, speedometer ; 60 gns.—Kelham, Bourne.

i:X5770
ENFIELDS actually in stock for immediate delivery.

6h.p. combinations, Sh.p. and 2i4h.p. models, ready
to drive away.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-
ham, CX5802
6h.p._ Enfield Combination, in splendid condition, en-

gine, gears, tyres, etc., as new, screen, lamps, and
Duraerous spares; £58.-246, Northumberland Park.
Tottenham. [9614

ENFIELD 1916, immediate delivery of latest 6h.p.
combination, now in stock; 90 gns. ; make sure of

this now.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith
Rd., London. [9239

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1914, good condition,
Lucas horn and rear lamp, p. and H. on front, all

nearly new tyres, with 6 tins of Shell No. 1 petrol given
in

; lowest price £59.—TTpton, Church St., Eastwood,
Nottingham. [X5751

ROYAL Enfield Combination, 1914, F.E.S. head
lamp and generator, Watford speedometer, electric

sidecar lamp, spare tube, tools, everytliing complete,
splendid condition; £60.~H. Eigler, 136, Wimborne
Rd"., Eouruemouth. CX55iO
ENFIELDS.—Birmingham agent, P. J. Evans, 87-

91. John Bright St. Immediate delivery all
models, including lighting set combination, special Sh.p,
with hood and screen, and standard 6h.p. combination;
also Sh.p. standard and sporting models, and 2''/iIi.p.

2-strok6; prices from 42 gns. [X5804
ENFIELDS. Sh.p., 6h.p., and 3h.p. models actusjly

in stock; also an Sh.p. 1916 combination, hood and
screen, Lucas accessories, £90; and a 6h.p. 1915 De
Luxe, electrically equipped, liood and screen, £89'10;
deferred terms by mutual arrangement; exchanges.—
Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50. High Rd-,
Wood Green. 'Phone: Nos. Walthamstow 169, Homsey
1956. £9560

S. IS? ffl

\he. House.
FOR SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
ALL GUARANTEED IN GOOD RUNNING ORDER.

SIDEOAFE OUTFITS.
MATCHLESS, 1914., Sh.p. M.A.G., s-sp-. chain drive,

Lucas dynamo lighting outfit, 3 lamps, speedom'r £78
REX, igr4, 6b.p., 2-speed, modele de luxe, handle

starting, coach-built Sidecar, just been overhauled £46

TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p., 2-speed countershaft, Sidecar . . . £30
NEW HUDSON, 1904, 6 h.p., 3-speed, kick start, New

Hudson cnach-built Sidecar £53

AJ.S., i9r4, 6 h.p.,. 3-speed, lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, and Millford Sidecar, as new £73

HARLEY, I9r4, 7 h.p., 2-speed, and coach-built S'car £44
INDIAN, 1914, 7 h.p., 2-speed, elp-ctric lighting, spring

frame, Gloria 30 guinea Sidecar £65
INDIAN, 1913, 7 h.p., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speed,

and spring frame £48

ZENITH, 1914, 6 h.p., countershaft clutch model,

with sporting underslung Sidecar £60
A.J.S., 1915, 6 h.p., 3-speed, and Sidecar —
REX, I9r3, 6 h.p'., 2-speed, cane Sidecar £28

SOLO IVIODELS.
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2| h.p., 2-speed, spring forks 3

CALTHORPE, TgT4, 2 h.p., 2^peed £19
RUDGE I9r3 3} h.p. Multi, T.T. bars £35

IVY, igrg, 2-stroke, single-speed £1

KERRY-ABINGDON, 3.V h.p., magneto, 2-speed £15
TRIUMPH, I9r2, 3', h.p., clutch model ... £28
NEW HUDSON, 1913, 3^ h.p., 3-speed J.A.P. engine. . £36
TRIUMPH, r9r2, 3V h.p., clutch model , £30
ROYAL RUBY, aih.p., 1915, J-A.P., 2-speed £33
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3V h.p., clutch, Philipson pulley . . . £28

N.U.T., 1914, 2| h'.p., T.T., t\vin, overhead valves . . . £38
BAT-J.A.P., igri, 8 h.p., 2-speed, spring frame £25
RUDGE, I9r3, 3* h.p., multi, large tank £32
REX, i9r3, 3^ h.p., 2-speed, and clutch £29

BROUGH, r9i4, 8 h.ti., T.T. model £45

HARLEY, 1916, 7-9 b.p., 3-spced, T.T £65

NEW RYDER, igrC, ?,-stroke, dropped frame £22
HARLEY, 1915, 7-9 h-P-. .vspeed, T.T. bars £56
RUDGE, rgis, 3* h.v., Philipson pulley £42
INDIAN, 1915, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, T.T. model £45

UIOHT OARS, Etc.
LAGONDA 10 h.p. 1915 Coupe; just repainted £120
MORRIS-OXFORD, 10 h.p., 191 3, dickey seat, very

good order £1 35
TALBOT 15 h.p. Coup6, Mulliner body, Bedford cord,

C.A.V. 12 volt set ; like new £375
SUNBEAM, late 1912, r2-i6 h.p., open five-s^atcr

touring ; very fast ; being repainted £295
G.W.K,, 10 h.p., 4 speeds, 80 mm. tyres, 1914 model,

just being repainted £100
FORD, 1913, 20 h.p., 4-seater, detachable wheels;

make a splendid light van £60
CADILLAC, 1914, 20-30 H.p., 6-speed model, 7-seater,

dvnarao light and starting ; make a very fine

hire car £320
A-C, 5-6 h.p., late 1913, hood and screen, lamps, all

tyres new, splendid condition £50
MINERVA, 28 h.p., 1910, 5-seater; £6 6s. tax;, just

being overhauled £80
KNIGHT Junior, 1914, 11 h.p., sporting body, excel-

lent order £155
G.W.K., iqr5, ioh.p., special finish, domed guards,

speedometer £160

New 1916 ENFIELD, HARLEY-DAVIDSON, INDIAN, J. H.,

CALTHORPE, ROYAL RUBY, SUN, B.S.A. ex actual stock

Also FORD, SGRIPPS-BOOTH, and OVERLAND Cars.

Exchanges arranged on any of the above.

All machines guaranteed in good running order*

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. -

EnQeld. 1
ENFIELD Sh.p. 1916 latest model, just arrived from^

works, immediate delivery, make sure of this nowf^
55 gns. ; ive are Enfield specialists.—Wilkins, Simpsonut
and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., l-oudon. [924a-

Excelsior. '
-j

Sh.p. Excelsior Motor Cycle and Sidecar, side entrance,'
wants tuning; £6/10.—Belmont, 7, Fairfax Rd.,

'

Hamptonwick. [9509,

"I Q 1 5 ^Voh.p. Excelsior Combination, speedometei^-
J-«/ horn, .lamps, etc., perfect running order: am"^
reasonable trial ; ^50, or near offer.—Apply, Wood, Bel
grave, Clifton Rd., Rugby. VS.57r

F
P.N.

N., 4-cyl., good running wder; £1 5.—Steele's Garagj
Co., Ha-reistock Hill, N.W.

MOTORMART
100§ 136 O BDrtlandSUondonW
fk/epfione 'Sb2 Moyfair Fe/e^rams'Midicale Wcsda

F.N., 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., 1911, shaft drive, fixed Qn^gim.
£11, or exchange for good combination by firsi

class maker.—Warburton, Femleigh, Luddenden Footl-.
Torks. liSdSi^

Harley'Davidson. ;3

"ORAND New Harley-Davidsons.—See helow. j!

MODEL F, 7-9h.p., 3-speed ; £63.—The Premier.
Motor Co.

MODEL J, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, with dynamo electric
lighting outfit; £75.—The Premier Motor Co.

THE Above are guaranteed brand new; standard
specification and standard equipment, — The

Premier Motor Co., Bii-mingham,

SPECIAL Gloria Sidecars, to match; 19 and 25 gns.
You save £17 by purchasing your new combina-

tion direct from the recognised II.D. experts. De-
livery carriage paid to any address.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [8352'

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS, 1916 models; immediate de-

livery from stock.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate.
Manchester. [0850

GOLMOEE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-
pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of all,

models of Harley-Davidsons and spare parta., [080fi

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, electrical model, not used
many weeks, condition guaranteed almost as new;

would consider lower power model in part payment, oi

55 CDS. cash.—Jones, 8, Selkirk Parade, Cheltenham.
I,X5786-

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916 model, fully guaranteed,
and Hercules 4-point suspension sidecar, quite

new, but shop-soiled ; usual retail price £97/10, best

offer secures, as loom is wanted.—Smith, 42, Evesluin]

St., Redditch.
- [55787

HARLEY - DAVIDSON Combinations actually in

stock, £101/15 and £110, or solos £80/15 and
£89- deferred payments if desired j liberal exchanges.
—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Ed., Wood Green. [9558

"IQ15 Model IIB 4i^h.p. Harley-Davidson, single-cyl.,

Xi7 chain drive, clutch, kick start, 28 x Sin. Goodyear
tyres, an ideal, fast, solo machine, had little use, and
guaranteed as new ; JE38.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston
Rd., Birmingham. [9685

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, the Silent Grey; immediate
delivery of 1916 models, all new 1915 types sold

out ; one or two second-hand bargains in F and J
models from £60.—Send your orders to Colmore Depots,
261, Deansgate, Manchester, and 31^ Reushaw St.,

Liverpool. [0817,

HARLEY-DAVIDSON", 1915, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, with
Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, honi, lamps, Z

spare covers and tube, large kit of tools and spares, iu

perfect condition, not ridden since overhauled by makers,
engine specially tuned; £70.-Home, Colley Manor, Eei-

gate, Surrey. [9499

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.r. Late 1915 CombiDa-
tion, electric lighting set and hooter, mileage 1,050,

Stewart speedometer, saddle rest, heavy studded tyre on
back wheel, spare nearly new cover and tube, adjust;ib]e

wind screen, large car style hood, carrier, motor suits,

caps, goggles, pinups, plenty of costly spares, excellent

condition- £78, and petrol, a real hargain,—Feathe&^toue,
Estate Agent, Sheerness. 'Phone: 100. 19529

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD Coachbuilt Combination, 5h.p. twin,

3-speed countershaft, kick start, speedometer, me-
chanical horn, Bosch, B. and B., F.R.S. head lamp,

footboards, wind screen. 2 new tyres (one 3in.), sidecni

and enamel unscratched. machine in grand condition,

85 m.p-g. - £60, or offers.—55, Bulstrode Rd., Houus-
}ow, Middlesex. . [9540

Henderson.
HENDERSON Motor Cycle, 4-eyl., 2 speeds, 7-81i.p.,

speedometer, electric lamp, horn, Gondola sidecar,

hood, wind screen, splendidly equipped.—Radclifie Villa.

Atheneeum Rd., Whetstone, N". [9537

Hobart.

HOBART 3-8peed 4h.p. Twin, and 9 gn. Gloria side-

car, all accessories ; any trial

;

£39.—East Keut
Motor Co., Station Rd., Canterbury. [0832

HOBART (late), fine combination, 7h.p. twin, mag.,

2 speeds, beauty ; 28 gns. cash ; easy terms Quarter

down.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange. Ebner St., Wands-
worth (Town Starion). fX5773

AlS All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Halifax Motor ExGhanye
68, NORTON ST., HALIFAX.

'Phone—76O, Telegrams—" Perfection,'

NEW MODELS.
MORGAN tie li'.xo, M.A.G. engiup, hood, etc. £127
WILLIAMSON Cy-cl-ca, w.c. Douglas engine £126
RITZ ^-cylinder Light Car £145
OVERLAND 4-seater, 12 h.p. (tax £n 4S.1..£225
ROYAL RUBY, aV h.p., f:-speed, 2-3troke'. . £36 10
ROYAL RUBY-J.A.P., zi h.p., 2-5peed £39 10
ROYAL RUBY, 6 h.p., 3-speerl, shop-soiled. . £68 10
U.S.A. EXCELSIOR, 3-speed countershaft . . £75
REX. 6 h.p., kiek-start, and Rex Sidecar. . . £71

1916 (U.S.A.) EXCELSIOR,
7 h.p., 3-speeil model, 84 ;< 89 countershaft gear,
chain drive, mechanical and hand lubrication, high-
tension magneto, multiple-disc clutch with dual
control, kick starter, 2 gallons petrol capacity ; £75.
Or with electrical equipment ; £85.
A tew late 1915 new 7 h.p. 3-speed twin Excelsiors,
with electrical equipment, at pre-tax price ; £71 IDs.

Exchanges qboted. Easy Payments arranged.

Sole Yorkshire Distributers. Trade Supplied.

PERFECTION SIDECARS
to suit B.S.A., SUNBEAM, and other machines,
Dimlop tyre, body finished black and ?old ; £12.

SOLO MACHINES.
191+ 2-speed CALTHORPE - PRECISION

Lishtvveight £1$ 10
1914 2j h.p.2-5peed DOUGLAS £37 10
191+ Ti h.p. single-speed DOUGLAS £28 10
1913 2} h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £34 10
igi2 4 h.p. 2-speed INDIAN £27 10
1912 jih.p. ZENITH-GRADUA £26 10
1912 3t h.p. 2-sp. BRADBURY, chain drive £26 10
19x2 3Mi.p.2speedALLDAYS MATCHLESS £25 10
1912 3! h.p. XT. BRADBURY £19 10
igi2 2; h.p. PREMIER Lightweight, wants

repairs £11 15
1912 HUMBER Magneto Lightweight £15 10
1911 3i h.p. TORPEDO-PRECISION £17 10
EXCELSIOR, 3* h.p., 3-speed, D.-uid forks.

.

£16 16
S-i h.p. magneto REX, spring forks £12 10
N.S.U., 3^ h.p., 2-speed, free engine £18 10
F.N., 2-speed, magneto, lightweight £17 10
TRIUMPH, magneto, new tyres £18 10
S.P.K-, 3.1 h.p., 3-speed countershaft £24 10
R.EXi 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks £11 15
DOUGLAS, 2.i h.p. Twin Lightweight .

.

£15 10
TRIUMPH, 3;- h.p., clutch model £21 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
,1915 5-6 h.p. 3-speed COVEJSTRY EAGLE,

v.ith high coach Sidecar and accessories £72 10
I9r.j-i5 (new) REX 2-speed Sidette £71
19x4 7-9 h.p. 2-speed (red) INDIAN Comttn. £53 10
1914 6 h.p. REX Sidette, almost as new £53 10
I9i3 6h.p. REX Sidette, very smart £43 10
1913 7-9 h.p. QUADRANT and Sidecar £42 10
19x3 3-speed countershaft Twin HAZLE-

WOOD £42
19x1 3> h.p. 3-speed TRIUMPH and Sidecar . £27 10
1913 7-9 h.p. INDIAN Combination £45
19x3 6 h.p. ARIEL, chain drive, and .Sidecar £42 10
19x2 sJh.p. 2-speed PREMIER and Sidecar £33 10
1909 3J h.p. 2-speed TRIUMPH and Sidecar £26 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
RITZ 4-cyl. 2-seater Light Car, shop-soiled £130
MORGAN, 1013, lamps, horn, screen, etc... £57 10
RENO IS h.p. 4-cvlinder Toiuring Car £65
PREMIER 7-9 h.p. 2-seater Light Car £67 10
191J FORD 20 h.p. 2-seater Car £89 10
1913 FORD 5-seater Touring Car £65
New Mechanical lioms 17/6
New Acetylene Tail Lamp, post free 1/4
Ai Mudscreen, cost 2x/-, take 10/6
P. & H. Separate Generator Lamp 17/6
Miller's late type Lamp Set £1 4
REX, 6 h.p., twin engine, magneto and carb. £7 10
M.M.C. 8 h.p. W.C. Engine, fine condition. . £4
5 V h.p. W.C. Engine, 2-speed, clutch £5
Brooks Bx5o large size Pan Seat 18/6
Bosch Twin Magneto £2 10
New Wicker Sidecar Bodies . 16/6
New Wicker Sidecar Bodies, large cane 37/6

Cash Offers Solicited.

WANTED.—Second-hand MORGAN RUNABOUT,
and 1916 3 h.p. SUNBEAM Combination.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Holiart.

HOBART-VILLIEES, 1915, 2V>h.p. ; we have an
e-xtra fine sample, exceptionally tine engine, good

appearance, ivell tyred; £21; approval anywhere.-
Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X5860

Humber.
1Q13 3'/>h.p. Humber Combination, fully equipped:
J-t/ £25.—Dono, 6, Windmill Hill Lane, Derby.

K5679
HUMBEE, 1913, SJAh.p., 2.speed, underslung C.B,

combination; 1915 engine: £25.-27, Ormeley Rd.,
Balham. [X5829

HUMBEE, SVsh.p., 1912, 2-5peed, free, handle start,
flS; with sidecar, £20.-14, Dodbrooke Kd.,

West Norwood. [9676

1 Q13 Humber and Sidecar, 2-speed, handle start:
Xtf £25, or good treadle lathe.—L. Richards, 80. Cor-
raace Rd., Erixtpn. [9562

IQIl Humber, 2-sp6ed, sidecar, spares, SVsh-p-, good
^vJ condition: what oilers? — Nobles, Sandleford,
Biamber Ed., N. Finchley. [9548

ErUMBEE 2»4h.p. Twin, 1913, T.T. bars, free engine,
L new Dunlop tyres, fast little bike, perfect: £21/10.

Walbro Motor Works, Ely, Cambs. [X5658

lirUMBER. 3^,^h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, lamp, gener-
ator, sidecar, tyres good, ready to ride away

£'3'10.-74, Upper Tooting Ed., S.W. [9556

BUMBEE Lightweight, 1913 model, 3-speed, clutch,
tyres in excellent condition, engine, just thoroughly

ovw hauled.—Write or call, R., 162, Gt. Portland St., W.
[9534

HUMBEE. 1912, 3%h.p., 2-speed, free engine, and
Millford sidecar, thoroughly overhauled; after 7

p.m ; bargain, £27/10 ; trial.-13, Birkbeck Av., Acton.
W. [9603

Indian.

INDIAN. 1915 model, 7-9h.p. T.T., in exceptional nice
condition ; £46.-6, Warren St., London. [9591

INDIAN, 1916, new 5h.p. model in, stock, T.T. handle-
bar; exchange entertained.—Moss, Wem. [X5867

INDIAN, 1915, SV'-h.p. twin, 3 speeds, very little used:
£46.—Jones, Hurst Nook, St. Annes-on-Sea. [X5741

INDIAN, 1915, 5h.p., 3-speed. nearly new; £43.-11,
Luna Ed., Thornton Heath. Exchange combina-

tion. [9642

INDIAN, 1915, 5h.p., and sidecar, 3 speeds, clutch
and kick starter, new condition; £65.—P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingham.
'

[X5807

1Q14 Indian and Sidecar, 7-9h.p,, spring frame, 2-
-Lty speed, electric lights, electric hooter; £50, no
offers.—Deimel, Eutland Lodge, Shortlands, Kent.

[X5720
INDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p.. 3-speed, T.T., rigid "frame

model, Dunlop tyres- £75; in stock for immediate
delivery at P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham,

[X5803
INDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p., 3-speed, and spring Irauie,

dynamo lighting set, 2 lamps, horn, and speed-
ometer; £90.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. [X5806

1015 5h,p. Indian Combination, 3-speed, kick starter,
J-*y lamp set. speedometer. Klaxon and spares; £59,
or exchange for 1914 Pord touring ear.—762, Forest Ed,,
Walthamstow. [9670

INDIANS—Birmingham agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91,
John Bright St. Immediate delivery ex-stoek 5h.p.

3-speed standard and sporting uiodels, with and with-
out sidecar; price £70; sidecars from 11 gns. [X5801

1 (1116 5h.p. T.T. Model Indian, countershaft 3-3peed,
-JLtf clutch, kick starter, 28x3iu. Dunlop tyres, as new,
Stewart speedometer, and niechanical horn, hardly used,
and guaranteed perfect; £60.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Ed., Birmingham. [9686

7 h.p. Indian, late 1914, ridden leas than 3,000, first-

class condition throughout ; any trial or examina-
tion ; electric lamps, horn. Xl'all, speedometer, tools,

spares, etc, complete : £50 ; runs well on paraffin,—
PhilUps, Marchburn, Riding Mill. [X5480

INDIANS in Stock.—Latest models, Powerplus com-
binations. Sporting Powerplus 3 speeds models,

Standard 7h.p. overhead inlet combinations, with lighting
set, The famous 5h.p. 3-speed double-purpose mount.—
P. J. Evans, John Bright St, Birmingham. [XG797

INDIAN, 5h.p. model B, 3-speed, kick starter, hand
and foot operated clutch, latest model Millford

coachbnilt sidecar, Lucas head, tail, and sidecar lamps,
Lucas guinea horn, Corbin-Brown rear driven speed-
ometer, outfit like new, not run 1.000 miles; £80.—2nd
Lieut. Taylor, Horsesand Fort, Portsmouth. [9619

Ivy.

IVY, 2y2h.p., 1916, 2-3troke, 2 speeds, complete with
lamps, horn, numbers, run only 300 miles; £32/10.

—Trenby, 36, Clarence St., Kingston. [96S9

James.
JAMES No. 6 Combinations in stock; no waiting.—

CoLmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [0829

COLMOEE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, have
in stock complete range of James motor cycles.

[0803
JAMES, 1914, 4i/,h.p., T.T., nearly new Dunlop heavy

tyres, in exceilenl; order, fast and reliable ma-
chines; £35.—Ideal Cycle Co., Thundersiey, Essex. [9661

SHOP -SOILED

SIDECARS!!
\^'e have a few new but showToom-soiled FARLOW
Sidecars, which we ofier as follows :

Model No. I. Usual price £xi. SALE PRICE £8.

Model No. 2. Usual pxice £io. SALE PRICE £7.

All carryin.g our usual guarantee.

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed,

25/. each.

i

FARLOW SIDECARS
Built throughout in our own factory.

Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing stylei

exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which
are the buyers' ideal.

Model I.

Underslung Chassii,

with Luggage Carrier

combined.

Splendidly made and
built for hard work.

£11

Hood £2 4

Screen £1

This is

Model No. 2.

A BEAUTIFUL LIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE £10

Hood £2 4
Screen ...... £1

Delivery from Stock-

Your Agent will supply

MEW STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
iQiS Grand Prix MORGAN, all on £130 S
igtf) 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, c/built 90 gns.
rgiG G h.p. A.J.S. Com., detachable wheels 98 gnS.
xgxG 6 h.p. J.H. Combination, M..*..G. eng. SO gns.
10x6 3 h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed, kick starter 55 gns.
19x6 5-6h.p. ENGLISH EXCELSIOR Big

. Single, 3-speed 68 gns.
jQi5 ej h.p. OMEGA-J.A.P., c/shaft gear . . 38 gns.
910 FORD Chassis, 20 h.p £115
t)il) FORD Ambulance, 20 h.p £135

J91S XX h.p. TRUMBULL Light Car, new . .£120

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
igrr 3i h.p. P. & M., 2-speed, chain drive,

M.O.V £22
igx5 cV h.p. WOLF, 3-SDeed, done 900 only £25
igi-t 3 h.p. OMEGA, 2-stroke £16
igog 3.1 h.p. REX de Lu-xe, 2-speed, handle

starting £17
19x3 6 h.p. A.C. Sociable, fine condition .. £44
1915 6 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3-sp. counter-

shafx gear, kick starter, Farlow Sidecar £59 10
18-22 h.p. SIDDELEY Lorry, 4 speeds, chain

drive, 2 ignitions £50

ODD BARGAINS.
3^ h.p. Minerva Engine, M.O.V. , sjood £3 10
New Splitdor£-Dixie Magneto, single, anti ... £4
Latest Mechanical Horns, black and nickel. . £1

Canoelet Sidecar, verv fine £8
6 h.p. Twin Antoine Engine, water-cooled ... £6
F.R.S. Lamp Set, 500ft. beam, shop-soiled 35/-
F.R.S. Lamp Set, i,oooft. beam, shop-soiled 45/-
New Clincher Clearance Covers, de Luxe,

" heavy," rubber-studded, 26 x 2% and
26 X 2i X 2i ." each £1

FARRAR'S MOTORS
(Telephone 919)

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. Aig
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

JAMES 3'/.]]. p. Twin, 1914, 3-speecl countershaft,

h.b.c, kick starter, complete accessories : £40, otter,

perfect condition.— Mitchell, 200, Malpas Ed., Brock-
lev, S.E. [9612

J.A.P.

J .A. P.. 1913. 41i.p., B. and B., 2-speed, free engine,
and Montgomery sporting sidecar, nearly new, Lucas

lamp, horn, etc., front and back stand, tyres in splen-

did condition; £26, quick sale.— 64, Mill Lane, Brix-
ton Hill. [X5795

Lark.

LAEK-,I.A.P. 4h.p. T.T., 1915, nice condition, tyres
as new, very fast, well spruntj ; a real bargain,

£26, lowest.-Cpl., 4,- Sprinsflcld Terrace, Chatham.
[9501

Lea-Francis.

1 Q 14 3i4h.p. 2-speed and Clutch Lea-Francis, lamps,
-«-*^ and horn, in lovely order; £38.— Wilkin and Co.,

Hunters Bar, Shelfield. [X5815

31h.p. 2-speed Lea-Francis Combination, Lucas head
2 lamps and horn, Stewart speedometer, tool kit, and

spares, disc sidecar wheel, and petrol carrier, lirst-class

condition: £65.—West, Garthside, Rugby Rd., Leam-
ington. [X5745

Levis.

"JQ16 Levis Popular, new, only done 60 miles; £29.—
At/ Motor, Park Lodge, Eoehampton, S.W. [X5750

16 Popular and Model E Levis actually in stock.

—Wilkin and Co., Hunters Bar, Shelfield. [X681219
JQ16 LoTia Popular, excellent couditiou, 100 m.p.g.
J.9J 75% paraffin; £26.—Levis, C. Mess, Eelton, Grant-
ham. [X5753

COLMOEE Depots, Binningliam and Leicestei, for
delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles from

stock. [080/1

3ih.p. Levis, splendid condition ; owner joining up

;

4 £18/10, a bargain.—Bugden, 9, Cecil Rd.,
Rochester, Kent.

.
[9500

LEVIS Popular, new; special bargain; cannot re-

peat; £28 cash; gradual payments 2%.—Referee
Cycle Co., 332, High Holborn. [0761

LEVIS 1916 Popular Model. 2i4h.p.. slightly shop-
soiled; special bargain, £29.—Wilkin s, Simpson, and

Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London.
^

[9243

LEVIS, 1916, absolutely as new, Lucas lamp set, rear
light, large horn, tyres and everything perfect

;

£27/10.-Walbro Motor Works, Ely. Cambs. fX5656

LEVIS 2-stroke Motor Cycles, latest 1916 models.-
Sole London and distiict agents. Cars and Motor

Sundries Ltd., 175-177, Shaftesbury Av.. London, W.C
'Phone: 1432 Regent. [0711

LEVIS, new model E, 2'/-h.p., all chain drive, Enfield
2-8peed and clutf.h; fist priee £47/10, our price

£42, exceptional bargain-, cannot repeat. — Hitchings,
Ltd., 74, Bold St., Liverpool [X5713

LEVISES.-Three Populars. £32. and two model K's
with Enfield gears, £47/10. actually in stock: de-

ferred terms by mutual arrangement.—Lamb's, 151,
High St., WalthamsTow, and 50. High Rd., Wood Green.

19557

rJncoln-EIk.

LINCOLN-ELK, 1912, 3'/jh.p^, ^ag., jplendid condi^
tion ; must sell

'"

Wandaworth.
£ 1 2/1 5.-68, Elmsleigh Rd

[X5820

3JLh.p. Lincoln-Elk, complete, minus mag., B. and B.,
2 good tyres, etc.; £4, casli ; also 1 pair 28x2V.'

wheels with tyres and new tubes; 30/- —C. Marks,
Shrawley, Worcester. [9520

Lugton.
4h.p. Lugion-Preeision Coachbuilt Combination, new

April, 1915, Sturmey-Archer 3-3peed, screen, hood,
speedometer, lamps, etc.; £36.-7, Wilton Mews, Bel-
grave Sq., London. [9613

Matchless.
MATCHLESS. 5-6h.p., and sidecar, 3 speeds; £45.—

3, Burgons Buildings, Fallowfield. [X5517

MATCHLESS. 1914, 8h.p., speed, free engine, all

accessories, any trial ; £32.— Green, 7, Cromford
Rd., Wandsworth. [9518

1Q15 Matchless Combination. 3-speed, M.A.G. engine,
J- tJ* complete with lamps, horn, speedometer, valves,
tools, and spare parts; £65.—Wilkin and Co., Hunters
Bar, Sheffield. [X5814

MATCHLESS, 1913, 6h.p.. twin belt. Lucas head
lamp, Uunlop extra heavy tyre, 2-speed gear and

hand clutch, kick starter, and sidecar; 45 gns.—Julians,
Broad St., Reading. 'Phoue 1024. [X4129

MATCHLESS, 7h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick-
start, Empress sidecar, 1914-15, accessories;

^65 ; consider 3V2h.p. combination part exchange.—
Bramlea, Charlton Rd., Shepperton-on-Thames. [9572

MATCHLESS 1915 8h.p. S-speed Combination, fine
order, accessories ; 70 gns. ; deferred terms if de-

sired ; also a 1913 8h.p. and Canoelet sidecar, 45 gns.—
Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Rd., Wood Green. [9559

3ih.p. Twin Matchless Motor Cycle, 3 flpeeds, free
2' engine clutch, kick starter, countershaft, new

tyres, lamps, and horn, in excellent condition, very
fast and flexible; price £38.—John O. Beadle, Ltd.,
Motor Engineers, Dartford. [0827

" The time has come," the sad man said,

"To talk of many things

—

Of motor bikes and permits for

A pint of gasoline ;

And whether it is wise to try
Running on paraffin."

Easy
" Quite easy," said the optimist,

"To have a pleasant run

—

On paraffin and petrol mixed
The Indian goes like fun."

The sad man cheered up much at that,

And promptly ordered one.

So much depends on the machine. Purchase a
good one, properly tuned up by experts, and
whether new or second-hand you will get
satisfactory running on a mixed spirit. Buy a
dud machine and the best petrol will be
wa:^ted on it.

The Moral is ; Deal with GODFREY'S.

NEW MODELS IN STOCK
INDIANS, B.S.A., ALLDAYS ALLON, ROYAL
ENFIELD, BROUGH, CALTHORPE J.A.P.,

RADCO, LEVIS, COVENTRY EAGLE, NEW
IMPERIAL. ETC.

CATALOGUES ON REQUEST.

Second-hand Guaranteed Machines
thoroughly overhauled and ready for the road.

Selected from an Ever Changing List.

zk h.p. PREMIER, single-speed.

2:f h.p. RADCO, standard, witli access.

2l h.p. VELOCETTE, 2-stroke, 2-speed,
chain drive.

3I h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-sr., serai-T.T. bars.

7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer, with access.

3 h.p. twin ENFIELD, 2-speed gear and
kick starter.

2^ h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-speed, with lamp,
generator, and horn.

3V h.p. NUMBER, 3-speed, kick starter.

Or with Sidecar £57.

7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer.-

915 7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer, lamp,
generator, and horn.

7 h.p. INDI.4N Road Racer.

5 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, kick starter,

lamps, generator, and horn.

5 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, kick starter.

7 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Mode) F,
3-speed, and kick starter.

4 J h.p. B.8.A., 3-speed, chain drive, Idck
starter, and Millford Corvette Sidecar,
with accessories.

7 h.p. Model G INDIAN, 3-speed, kick
starter, with accessories.

7 h.p. INDIAN, 3-?poed, kick starter,

electrically equipped, with coach-built
Sidecar, hood and screen.

7 h.p. MATCHLESS, M.A.G. eng., 3-sp.
gear, kick starter, and Matchless coach-
built Sidecar, with a-'^cessories.

Model F 7 h-P- twin INDIAN, spring
frame, 3-speed eear, and de luxe
coach-built Sidecar, and accessories.

7 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, with coach-
built Sideci'r^ hood and screen. _

Sidecar combinations.

£15.
£22.
£30.

1913
1915
1915

£34.
£46.
£48.

1913
I9I.|.

1916

£48-. 1915

£48. 1915

£49. 1915
£49 10. I

£50.
£53.

J915
1915

£55.
£60.

1915
J915

£72. *I916

£72. 1916

£78. •1915

£85. •1915

£99. •1916

£99. 1916

TD.

GODFREF t
208, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.
'Phone—7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

EXCHANGES, EASY TERMS,

M
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Matchless.
ATCHLESS Combination. 1914-15. model 8B

; iLib
combination has been fitted regardless of fxijonue,

costing over £12. and is otl'ered at the low fieure o(
65 gns., solely because the owner is called up lor service.

SVah.p. or 5-6h.p. Zenith considered part.—Full particu-
lars can be obtained from Longman Bros., 1, King St,
Acton. [9683

New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, SVahP-. 1914, 3 speeds, handle storteii

coachbuilt sidecar; £36.-6, Warren St., London.
[9594

IQlS 6h.p. New Hudson Combination, in esoellerit

J-U order, very little used; "£65.—Turpins, 22-29,
Preston Rd., Brighton. [0716

NEW Hudson, 1913, 3-speed, 3V2h.p. ; 22 gus. ; side-

car to suit.—Rider Troward, 78, High St., Hamp-
stead. 'Phone: 5392. [9599

NEW Hudson, 1915, 2i/oh.p., 2-stroke, done 1,500.
lamps, 2 generators, horn, tools, etc. ; £22, or

nearest.—Gardner, 9, Elm I'lace South Kensington.
[9507

NEW Hudson Combination, 4h.p., 1914, S-speed,

chain-cum-belt, wind screen, hood, speedometer, new
spare belt, tyres good, in excellent condition throughout;
trial run given; £50.—Williams, Milford, Derby. [X5690

1 QI3 3V2li.P- New Hudson Coachbuilt Combination,
-LU 3-speed, clutch, kick starter, speedometer, 3
lamps, liorn, in first -class running condition; £35, or

near offer.-Chalmers, The Cottage, Franklin Rd., Gill-

ingham, Kent. [9673

New Imperial. .

NEW Imperial-Jap, latest models, in stock, £38 and
£44/8.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [8336

COLMORE Depots, Manchester and Leicester, for im-

mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[0805
1 Q16 2V-'h.p. New Imperial and Canoelet Minor Com-XU bination, in stock; £48/7/6.—Crow Bros., Guild-

ford. [9342

T iQlS New Imperial Lightweight, splendid condition
JlcJ throughout: best c^xsh offer.—Laybourn, Wolsing-
ham, Co. Durham. [X5771a

NEW Imperial, 2-speed, new; special bargain, £36/15
cash; gradual payments 2%.—Referee Cycle Co..

332, High Holborn. [0765

NEW Imperials, latest models in stock; 2-speed, also

kick-starter, hand-controlled clutch models.—P. J.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X5798

BRAND New 1916 New Imperial-Jap, 2^4h.p., mng.,

2 speedSj countershaft: £35/15 cash; easy terms
quarter down.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebuer St.,

Wandsworth [Town Station). [X5774

NEW Imperials, the handy lightweights, with J.A.P.
engine and 2-speed gear. We are the accredited

agents for Manchester and Liverpool district, and can

oHer immediate delivery from stock; extended terms
and exchanges arranged. Call or write.—Cdraore
Depot, 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool, and 261. Deans-

gate, Manchester. [0814

New Ryder.
PETROL.—Six gallons given with 1915 New Ryder-

Jap, 2-speed, 24 gns.—Rider Troward, 78, Hifjh

St., Harapstead. 'Phone; 5392. [9600

Norton.

BIG Four Combination, under 700 miles; coat £90,

sell £65: see Exchange column.—Plowman, Chemist,
Middlesbrough. '- [X5737

1 Ql-S B.R.S. Norton, guaranteed 70 m.p.h., Lucas
X«7 lamps, Stewart horu, all tools, in lovely condition;
£48.-Wilkin and Co., Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [X5810

N.S.U.

Iih.p. N.S.U.' Lightweight, new carburetter, Boscli

2 magneto, Triumph bars; £9/10; push cycle and
little cash.—D. Murphy, Blackridge, West Lothian.

[9516

31 h.p. T.T. N.S.U., Matchlesr spring forks,' B. and
5 B., mechanical valves, modern low-biailt machine,

less mag. and pulley; £6/10; photo, Id. stamp.— 57,

Dinorwic Rd., Birkdale. [X5760

N.U.T.
.U.T. 3V2liP- Twin, 1914. 3-speed, bargain; £36.-
W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man.

O.K.
[9608

.K. 2-stroke, 1915^1, used little, Brampton forks;

first offer; cost £28.—Box 696, c/o The Molor Cycle.

1X5763
P. and M.

1Q14 SVoh.p. P. and M;, 2-speed, wicker sidecar, in

X */ perfect condition ; cash or easy terms ; £45.-
R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0721

~|Q15 P. and M. and coachbuilt sidecar, Lucas lamp
Xt/ and horn, spare valve, etc.; £62, or exchange for

solo mount.—J. F. Aimitage, RotUwell, near Leeds.
[9491

Peugeot.
5-6h.p. Peugeot, good condition, twin, Bosch, B. and

B., 2-speed, new Dunlop on back, lamps, horn,

accessories; £22, or nearest offer.—No. 976, M.T., R.N.D..

Blandford, Dorset. [55696
Premier.

1014 S'^h.p. Premier, 2 speeds, ^coachbuilt sidecar

Xt/ £45; cash or easy terms.
' ""

Ltd., Swansea.
R. E. Jones {Garages),

[0823

A20 AH letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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TRIUMPH MECHANICAL HORNS, complete with
clip to 6t handle-bar or top tube, N.P. and
black finish, lo years' guarantee .. Price 27 /S

Car size, long trumpet (as illustrated) 27/6
STEWART MECHANICAL HORN 25/-
LUCAS 6o, ebony black, bulb horn 21 /-

.' Ditto, lightweight size U/.

MAGNETO SPANNERS. Very useful for all

magnetos. Each Gd.

CANOELET LIGHTWEIGHT SIDECARS,
New model. Weight 65 lb. Price £9 9s.

Write for leaflet.

MOTOR
CLOTHING.

GREAT
REDUCTIONS.

Motor Cyclist's

Dustproof,

Windprooi,

and

Showerproof

Double-breasted

Coat

and

Spat Leggings

Iri drab Holland washing material .... 9/9
In khaki shade 10/3

„ second quality 12/9
best quality 15/g

IFAWN PARAMATTA MATERIAL. Thoroughly
waterproof. Coat double-breasted, two pockets,
tab at neck, windcuffs, extra well sewn anj
seams cemented on inside. Seatless Trousers
spat fronts, spring butts at sides ...... 32/6

OILSKINS in lilack or khaki. Made from very
fine material and well seasoned. Medium tex-
ture. Coat latest shape, double-breasted,
epaulettes on shoulder point, velvet collar, large
tab at throat, two X flap pockets at sides,
windcuffs, double-stitched edges and holes.
Seatless Trousers, spat fronts, spring clip fasten-
ings at sides. The cheapest and best Oilsldn
Suit on the market. Chest and inside leg
measures only required.
Khaki colour 29 /-
Black colour 27/6
Sou'wester, blor-k 1 /q

M yellow 3/6

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

PEEMIEK, 19131/2, 3V2h.p., 3-8peed, clutch, Phojnix
coach sidecar, accessories, perfect condition ; trial.

-217. Well St., Hackney. [X5735

PBEMIEE Motor Cycle. SV-h.p., free engine, splendid
condition: trial; £20, Bargain.—R. Croaaley, 21,

Wellliouse Rd., Barnoldswick. [9490

PREMIER, 3V2h.p., and Millford sidecar, new 1915.
3-speed countershaft, F.R.S., speedometer, every

spare, faultless condition: nearest £50, real bargain.—
10, Genoa Rd., Anerley. [9177

Precision.

PRECISION, 3%h.p., singla-cyl., T.T. model, nearly
new tyres, in good condition throughout: £17.—

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9687

R
19

t Oilsldn
iside leg

,

Rex.
EX, 3V'b.p., 1911, Bosch, variable gear; sacrifice
£12/10.-28, Tranmere Rd., Enrlsfield. CX5734
08 3V2h.p. Res, complete, less unit; accept £3/10.—
Whitley, Photographer, Crowle, Doncaster. [X5782

REX 3V2h.p., magneto, B.B., new belt, lately over-
hauled, plated, enamelled; bargain, £10.—Baynton,

I

43, Campbell Rd., Twickenham. [X5701

REX, 1912, coach sidecar, 5-6h.p. twin, mag., 2
speeds: bargain, £26/10 cash; easv terms quarter

,

down.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebnei St., -Wands-
,

worth (Town Station). [X5775

REX. 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, semi-torpedo sidecar,

,

practically unused, new tyres, belt, B. and B. ; trial

;

.first £25.—Murrnv. 30, Bardwell St., Corporation St..

;

Caledonian Rd., N. [9668

REX Combination, De Luxe model, late 1914, Sh.p.,
2-siieed. coachbuilt sidecar, tyres and belt as new,

in splendid condition throughout, 3 lamps, spars tyre

;

seen by appointment; £50, or near ofler.—T. G. Amph-
lett, Oakfield House, Ombersley, Droitwich. [X5712

Roc.

ROC 4h.p. Combination, in splendid condition, re-
cently overhauled; trial given; £25.-147, Pem-

devon Ed., Croydon. [X5809
Rover.

ROVER, 1911. free engine, just overhauled by makers
£24.-48a. Church St.. Burnley. [X5824

ROVER New 1916 Corabinntion for immediate de
livery, 3-speed countershaft model.—Moss. Wem.

..^ rX5863
T> OVER.' 1916, 3-speed. kick start models, immediate
J-tj delivery from stock.—Colmore Depot, Rover Agents
261, Deansgate, Manchester. [9545

ROVER, 1916, SV.h.p., 3-speed countershaft. £66/10
combination, £85; in stork, immediate delivprv.—

Uallnce. Fountain Buildings, Bath. [9021

ROVER Motor Cycles, 3-specd countershaft models,
in stock for iQimediate delivery : no waiting.— Col-

more Depot. 261, Deniisgate,. Manchester. [9041

ROVERS in stock for immediate deliverv 'S^.'.,\\ p
countershaft. £66/10; T.T. SV-h.p., with Philip

son pulley, £56.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Bii--
mingham.

,

'

[X5S05
1C|12 Rover, SVsh.p., free engine, B. and B. car
-Lt^ buretter, Bosch, mag., excellent condition, with
good tyres and engine; £24.—Robinson's Garage, Green
St.. Cambridge. [9648

Rudge.

I Q12 3V2h.p. Rudge. free engine, good condition: £25
JL«7 —R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd.. Swansea. [0785

RUDGE, 1913, Si/oh-p., variable pulley, fine solo
mount; £22; exchange 1911 combination.—Clark.

Tideswell. [X5785

RUDGE, 3V2h.p., 2-3peed, and sidecar, disc wheels;
£35.—W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate,

Manchester. [9606

RUDGE, 5-6h.p., coach sidecar, hood and screen
£48.—W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansentp!

Manchester. [9607

RUDGE, 1913, with Millford sidecar, lamp, horn,
etc., Dunlops. all practically new; £25 the lot;

must sell.—Walbro Motor Works, Ely, Cambs. [X5659

RU]:)GE Multi, 3y2h.p., kick start, h.b.c. clutch, new
Dunlopa. Canoelet coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, and

horn, in good condition; £35.—The Premier Motor Co..
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [9688

Scott.

COLMOfiE Depots. Birmingham and Manchester, for
Scott motor cycles. [0806

COTT, 1913, in exceptional nice order; £30.-6,
Warren St., London. [9592S

19 16 Scott, only run 30 miles; owner buying car.
Willoughby. Belfcwood. Rickmansworth. [9641

SCOTX, 1913, appearance equal new, new fitments-
' full particulars: cheap.—Apply, Ryan, Lanesboro'!

Ireland. [X5482

SCOTT, 3?4h.p., with siderar, excellent condition, been
standing by considerable time: £35, genuine bar-

gain.—17, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush, London.
[9669

SOOTT 1914 Coach Combination, twin, water-cooled,
mag., 2 speeds, countershaft, kick, nice order;

great bargain. £42/10.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange,
Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [X5776

Sole London and
District Agents tor

A.J.S. & British Excelsiors.

Sole District Agents for Caltliorpes.

Contracting Agents for all other nia;ce:

TERMS: CASH, EXCHANGE, or

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

NEW MODELS.
7-9 HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination,

electric equipment, cancelled order
;

cost£iio; price £99
6 h.p. A.J.S. Comhination £102 18
6 h.p. A.J.S, Combination, family Sidecar £104 18

4 h.p. A.J.S. Solo £76
4 h.p.CALTHORPE Combination, 3-speed £70 7

2i h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed £37 16

2} h.p. CALTHORPE, 2-stioke, 2-speed ... £32 11

2} h.p. Ladv's CALTHORPE, 2-speed £35 14

2| h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-speed and clutch £44 2

We have some fine Bargains in
hig:h-class Combinations at War
Prices. FuGI list on application,
EXTENDED PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

USEFUL ACCESSORIES.

TORPEDO PETROL TANKS.
Aluminium finish, best quality, holds

3 pints, complete witli drain tap, price 10/6
(Jt with petrol cock and union, extra. . 1 /6

SQUARE SPARE PETROL TANKS.
To fit on carrier, holds i gallon 2/6

Post 4d.

THE IVIARVEL STEAM VULCANIZER.
Both Covers and Tubes of any size can be

effectively vulcanized. Anyone can
do it. Saves pounds. Ten days'

approval against remittance. Motor
Cycle and Cycle Car size 13/9
Carsize 27/6

AUXILIARY SAFETY ARMS FOR
SIDECARS.

Converts 3-point attachment into 4-point.

Clips li and rj. State size required.

Price 9/8

1916 TYRE CATALOGUE,
POST FREE. All makes listed.

SPECIAL AGENTS for REX and J.A.P. PARTS.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LiTD.,
Showrooms : 21a, STORE STREET, W.O.
Wholesale: 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.

Garage: 12, Tottenham Mews, W.C.
'Phone : Museum, 1240.

Telegrams :
" Dynametro. Westcent,
London."

411 letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Singer.

SINGER, late 1913, 4i41i.p., 2-sjieed conntershaft,
luxurious sidecar, splendid condition; £37.—Apple-

ton, Eudbrooke Barracks, Warwick. [X5842

1 Q14 Singer, 2^4h.p., 3-6peed, clutch, Bosch, tyres
J- tf almost new, tboroughly overhauled, perfect ; £27.
—Write, Sapper Berry, Harolds' Park Searchlight, Naze-
ing, Waltb.im Cross. [9516

MOTOR Cycle for Sale, owner at Front: Singer,
2'/2h.p., 1913, good condition and appearance,

running Al, B. and B. carburetter, lamp, tools, etc.;
i£20, or offer.—Lested Lodge, Chart Sutton, Maidstone.

[9622

Sparkbrook.
BAEGAINS.—Two 2y2h.p. 2-spe6a Sparkbrook light-

weights, new and unused; to clear £35 each.—
Stamford Garage, Stamford, Lines. [9535

Spur.

IQ16 Spur Motor Cycle and Sidecar, 2-8troke, comr
J-if plete: £26.-12, The Broadway, Muswell Hill.
'Phone: 668 Homsey. [X5772

Sun.
QUN-VILLIEES, 1916, ridden 87 miles only, perfect;
K-> £22/10.—Walbro Motor Works, Ely. [X5657

SUN. 2-strokes; all models from stock from 29/10.

—

Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [0828

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham and Manchester, for
delivery from stock of all models of Suu motor

cycles. [0807

SUN-PBEOISIOlSr. 3%h.p., 3-speed, S.A., tyres good,
lamps, horn, perfect; trial; £25.-15, Leamington

Place, Beach St., Birmingham. [X5781

3-SPEED 2.strok6 Sun Motor Bicycle, ran under 50
miles, equal to new, fitted with Dunlop tyres,

guaranteed in perfect condition; ^30.—Robinson's
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [9650

Sunbeam.
SUNBEAM, 2%b.p., 2 speeds; £32.-3, Burgons Bulld-

i-ngs, Fallowfleld. [X6515

CUNBEAM 1916 SV^h.p. Combination, with acces-
O' series; £80.—.Stour Cycle Depot, Stourbridge.

[X5835

1 Q14 6h.p. Sunbeam, No. 5 Gloria car, hood and
X*/ screen, and fittings; ££75.—Sleightholme, Iron-
bridge, Wiltshire. [X5868

SUNBEAM, 2'i4h.p., 1914. 2 speeds, free engine, h.b.c.
' clutch, tyres good, lamp set, speedometer, horn

:

£30.—Cousins, Coppice Bd., Theydon Bois, Esses. [9542

T.D.C.

T.D.C. and Hercules, 1914%, 4h.p., 3-speed, free,

clutch, Bosch, Senspray, Stewart, lamps, practi-

cally new condition; £30.—Advertiser, 132, Caulfield
Ed., East Ham. [9566

Torpedo.
TORPEDO, 2-strok6, practically new; £18.—R. H. S.

Oliver, Sunnycroft, Bury St. Edmunds. [X5653

TORPEDO. 1914, 2-stroke. good order; must clear;
£15.-Ideal Cycle Co.. Thundersley, Essex. [9662

19
Triumph.

13 T.T. Triumph- any trial here; £28.—D. Fox,
Tamworth Rd., Lichfield. [X5765

TRIUMPH, 3>/>h.p., free engine, Oct., 1912, carefully
used; £29.—Judge, Chemist, Derby. [X6818

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3 speeds. S'/jh.p., in nice condi-
tion; £34.-6, Warren St., London. [9587

TRIUMPH, 1912, SVjh.p., clutch, fine condition;
£2b.—1., 6, Manor Parade, Sutton, Surrey. [9634

'IQ12 Triumph, S.Vah.p., free engine; £30.—Seen
Ji*y Stannali, Skin Market Place, Bankside, S.E.

[9532
TRIUMP.H, 1915 Baby, 2-stroke, like new, guaranteed

perfect, suit lady or gent ; £36.—Moss, Wo^i
[X5864

TRIUMPH, 3y2h.p., 1912 model, free engine, spare
tvre, tube, lamps, tools, etc. ; £24.-242, Brown-

hill Bd., Cattord. - [9563

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3y2h.p., good condition, acces-
sories, £31. or near,—Lieut. Sherrard. 3/5th

Essex, Halton Camp, Bucks. [X5861

TRIUMPH. 1911, clutch, re-enamelled, re-plated, new
tyres and belt, like new, only wants seeing : £23.

—Saunders, Brockwell, Chesterfield. [X5778

"lOlO Triumxih, Brampton gear, extra heavy Dunlops,
J-t/ especially good condition; £19/10; approval.—
Goodey, Gisburne Rd., Wellingborough. [X5S31

3ih.p. Triumph, free engine, cluteh. lamps, etc., con-
2 dition as new.; a bargain, £22 ; 100 m.p.g.—

Smith, 15. Br.imshott Av., Charlton, S.E. [9620

TRIUMPH, 1913^4, excellent condition, engine just
returned Triumph, lamp, horn, Palmers, Pedley

belt ; 26 gns.—Monck, Offenham, Evesham. [9513

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 1914, fitted 3 speeds, lamps, horn,
tools, 18 gn. Gloria sidecar, in splendid order;

£52/10.—Batchelor, Clarence St., Kingston. [9658

"IQ14 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-speed, with O.B. sidecar, in
J.*/ excellent condition; £45, or would exchange for
higher power twin.— 3, Portland Ed., Wyke, Weymouth.
( [9549

ACTUALLY IN STOCK.
7-9h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDS0NaudSp.,i6F£101 15
7-9hp- HARLEY-DAVIDSON 00™!; eke. £110
6 h.p. ENFlEtD standard Combination.. 90 gns.
3 h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed, kick sburters.. 65 gns.
5 h.p. ENFIELD Combination 92 gns.
4i h.p. B.S.A., chain drive £64
4i h.p. B.S.A , belt-cum-chain £62
6 h.p. NEW HUDSON Com., 3-sp., fa«-n £92 S
H h.p. LEVIS, Popular Model (3 models) £32
2= h.p. LEVIS, Model E, 2-5peed £47 10
-'J h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-sp. Enfield £37 16
2.Vh.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, single-speed . . £36
2i h.p. ALLO AYS ALLON, 2-speed £42
24 h.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-speed, dutch £45
2* h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-sp., l/tourist £38
2} h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-sp., k/starter £44 8

NEW 1915 SHOP-SOILED only

2} h.p. CONNAUGHT, single-speed £32
2i h.p. HOBART, 2-speed, 2-stroke £33 10

(reasonable ofEers accepted)

SIDECARS. Reduced
Price.

CANOELET - HARLEY - DAVIDSON,
2.SX3in. wheel, only shop-soiled,
Harley finish ; usual price £iy los. £14 10

WAT50NIAN, Model F, art cane, for
lightweight £9 3 3

WATSONIAN, Model H, coach sidecar. £11 io
WATSONIAN, Model N, coach sidecar,

for 3V h.p £12 11 6
WATSONIAN, Model G, coach sidecar,

f'.r lightweight £10 18 6
WATSOfllAN, Model G, co.ich sidecar,

with apron, only soiled £9
G.K. sidecar, Harley'finish throughout

;

usually rs gns £1310

SECOND . HANDS.
2} h.p. igre VILLIERS, 2-stroke, Sidecar. £39 10
2i h.p. igrs JAMES, 2-sp.. 2-stroke, access £31 10
2ih.p. rgie NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed .. £38 10
4- h.p. r9r2 BRADBURY, c-speed. Sidecar £34 10
li h.p. igre COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-speed £39 10
6 h.p, I9r6 ENFIELD, eiec, hood, access. £89 10
2 J h.p. 1915 ALLON, 2-stroke, horn, watch £38 10
8 h.p. 1916 ENFIELD Com., lamp, hood. £90
2% h.p. jgi2 NEW HUDSON, J.A.P. 3-sp.. £21
2jh.p. J912 SERVICE-PRECISION, s/sp.. £16 10
3i h.p. r9r3 P. & M., 2-speed £39 10
2\ h.p. rqrs ALLON, 2-sp., k/start, access. 40 gns.
2J h.p. r9r4 SUN-VILLIERS, 2-sp., 2-5tr.. £27 10
6 h.p. I9r5 ARIEL Com., 3-sp., k/starter £68 10
2j h.p. igrs WOLF, 2-slroke, single-speed £21
8 h.p. MATCHLESS Com., Lucas access.. 70 gns.
3* h.p. I9l3-r4 ROVER coach Combinat'n £42
rgrs HUMBERETTE Light Car, 4-seater,

8 h.p., 3-speed £65
ic)i3-r4 REX and Sidecar, and accessories £22 10
Sh.p. rgrs MATCHLESS, 3-sp.,elec., S'car 45 gns.
4ih.p. rgra GHATER-STEVENS, cane Sc. £16 10
r9T4 B.S.A., 2-speed, coach Sidecar, access. £45
igr? Baby TRIUMPH. 2}h.p., 2-sp., access £36 10
igrs ALLON, 2-speed, cane Sidecar, access £32
igrs B.S.A., 4j h.p., 3-sp., Sidecar, access £65

DEFERRED PAYMENTS.
'

5% extra only. Terms, quarter down and
balance not exceeding 12 monthly payments,
with substantial discounts if account cleared
in I, 3, or 6 mouths.

LAMB,
151, HIGH ST.,

WALTHAMSTOW,
N.E.

' Phone

:

Walthamstow i6g.

5 minntea Hoe St. (G.E.U.)

50, HIGH RD.,
WOOD GREEN,

N.
'Phone : Hornsey 1956.

Hours—9 to 8-30.
Thursdays, i o'clock.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TBITTMPH, 1911, SVoh.p., free engine, pedal start,
Grado pulley, and TvickeT sidecar; £26/10; before

1 o'clock.—A., 129, Warwick Rd., Earl's Court, Londoa.

1Q13 Triumph, 3 speeds, sidecar, splendid conditioD;
J-t/ £35. or exchange with cash for Sh.p, combination.
—Wood, 33, Craig St., Blautyre, Lanarkshire, Scotland.

tX5844
1Q12 Free Engine Triiunph, new piston and cyUnder,
LiJ 1915 Philipeon pulley, nearly new tyres, just
overhauled; £30.—Crates, Post Office, Ivinghoe, near
Tring. [9674

1 Q12 Triumph, dropped handle-bars, footboarda,
J~*y Brampton variable gear, engine -re-bushed, new
rings, etc., tyres perfect; £32.—Salter, Dry Sandford,
Abingdon. [9635

TmUMPH, 1912, 3V2h-P., free engine, exceedingly
good machine, mechanical condition and appearance
new, accessories^ spares ; 25 gns.—Clark, North

Witham, Grantham. [9573

1
Q12J^ Triumph, Sturmey 1915 3-speed, machine just

JLiJ returned from makers, re-bushed, new valves, also

splendid eoachbuilt sidecar ; £35 ; exchange 4-51i.p.

Zenith, give cash adjustment.—11, Gamies St., Peck-
ham. [9567

TEITJMPH, 3V2h.p., F.E. clutch, Cowey, Lucas front

and rear lamps, Philipsons, new rear tyre, otbera
nearly new, new belt, new piston, etc., cane sidecar,

splendid condition; £28.—Hughes, Tanlan, Bettws-y-

Coed, North Wales. [S5694
Trump.

TRUMP-J.A.P., 5-6h.p. twin, and Canoelet sidecar,

3-speed, handle start, new tyres; £35.-14, Dod-
brooke Rd:, West Norwood. [9683

Waverley.
WAVERLEY-J.A.P., Sh.p., semi T.T. combination,

underslung torpedo sidecar, Indian red, clutch,

liandle starting, new lia. belt, sporty lot; a snip. 28
gns. ; must 'sell.—Cpl., 4, Springfield Terrace, Chatham.

[9502
Williamson.

WILLIAMSON, 1914, 2 speeds and clutch, wickei
sidecar, good condition; £52/10, or close ofier.—

12, Myddleton Ed., Bowes Park. [9568

Win=Precision.
33.h.p. Win-Precision. 2-speed countershaft gear
4 kick-starter, nearly new eoachbuilt sidecar,

accessories; nearest £38.—Apply, 342, Baker St., En-

field. [9631

Wo\t.

I Q 1 QVz Wolf, 2-Btrok6, 2-speed, countershaft, cost

iJ/ £44 with accessories April, receipt shown, looks

and is like new; sacrifice 30 gns.—15, Summerhill Ed.,

Dartford, Kent. [9617

Zenith.

4h.p. Zenith-Gradua C-B. Combination, red; absolute

bargain, £35; spares, accessories.—13, Arldow Rd.,

New Cross, S.E. [9615

31h.p. Zenith-Gradua, with sidecar, complete, unre-

2 deemed pledge; £27/10.—Fish, Pawnbroker, 25,

High St., East Ham. [55725

PETROL.—Six gallons given with 1912 Zenith, 3',^

h.p., 22 gns. : sidecar to suit.—Rider Troward, 78,

High St., Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392. [9598

ZENITH-GRADTTA, 1913, Sh.p., and eoachbuilt side-

car, smart, fast, economical ; bargain, 30 gns.—
Grimston, 154, The Rye. East Dulwich. [9539

ZENITH Motor, 3i^h.p., model 1913-14,' with speed-

ometer, good condition, new tyres ;
price £24.—

Dehousse, 55, Cresswell Rd., Twickenham. [9684

1Q14 Zenith-Gradua, J.A.P. SVoh-p. twin, Bosch,

Xt' engine and mag. just overhauled and parts re-

newed (cost over £8), all accessories, many spares, P.

and H. lamps, horn; owner going abroad; £37, or new
offer.—Write, G.H., 800, c/o Deacon's, Leadenhall St.,

E.C. t9533
Miscellaneous.

EAGLES.—Chater-Lea, Sh.p.. 1912-13, JA.P. engine,

3-speed countershaft gear, chain drive^ 650x65
tyres, with sidacar; £43/10.

EAGLES.—Imperial-Jap, 2%h.p., 1915, 2 speeds, smart
appearance; £25/10.

EAGLES.—N.S.TT., SVoh.p. Model de Luxe, spring

frame, 2 speeds, eoachbuilt sidecar; £29/10.

EAGLES.—Rudge, 3V2h.p. touring model, N.S.F. 2-

speed gear, free engine, pedal starting, fine sidecar

machine, accessories; £30.

EAGLES.—Wolf, 2%h.p., 1916, 2-stroke, shop-soiled;

£23. >

EAGLES.—Triumph, 3V->h.p., standard 1909, over-

hauled, all accessories; £18/10.

EAGLES.—Calthorpe-Jap, 2S,ih.p.. brand new 1915,

Enfield 2-spe6d gear, slightly soiled; £32.

EAGLES.—Trump-Jiip, 4^.p., 1913, 3-8peed gear, foot

clutch, kick-starter, complete; £30.

EAGLES.—Douglas, 234h.p., 1913, 2 speeds, free en-

gine, kick starter, hew condition; £34/10.

EAGLES-—Wolf, 2V2h.p., 1914, overhead inlet Talve,

variable mag., fine condition; £15.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on approval
*' The Motor Cycle " deposit system.—Eagles and

Ca, High St., Acton, W. [X5715

A22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Noise.

WE wonder how many times we have
written on this subject, but we make
no excuse for dealing witli it again, as

noise is as bad on motor cycles at the

present time as ever it was. It is not

always the same noise which offends. Hitherto

we have been concerned chiefly with the strident

sound of the exhaust ; legislation has somewhat
minimised this defect, so there are not now quite

the same grounds for complaint. What we are

concerned with at present is valve clatter and
transmission noises. These are worse on multi-

cylinder engines, which owing to the number of

valves and tappets set up a clatter which the

makers could, we feel, readily eliminate if they

would take the trouble. At high and medium
speeds the chorus becomes merged into that more
or less harmonious " continuity of sound which
we call silence."

Silence can be largely attained without sacrific-

ing much in efficiency, and first of all steps

should be taken to quieten the tappets and valve

gear. We do not expect complete silence, but

we do expect an improvement in this direction.

Chain noises are easier to cure, as this may be
done by the simple operation of fitting a chain

case, though tmless this is well done it may
make the noise worse. Gear box noises are

quite unnecessary, and fortunately are not

common, but we have come across quite a bad
instance lately.

It is not only the four-stroke engine which is

the offender, the two-stroke also is a sinner in

respect of unnecessary noise. Not only is its

exhaust more trying to the ear than that of a

four-stroke, but it is prone to that curious " two-

stroke rattle " about which there has been so

much correspondence in our pages.

If manufacturers wbuld perfect their produc-

tions by improving flexibility, reducing noise, and

making machines more accessible and more easily

started, the motor cyclist's lot would be far

happier. A man rides a motor cycle to get health

and benefit therefrom, and attaches a sidecar so

that he may share his enjoyment with another,

but he does not want his companions to be

irritated by a clatter which renders it necessary

to shout so as to carry on a conversation.

"

Signalling.

THAT a considerable amount of misconcep-
tion exists on the matter of signalling with

the hand when turning corners is very

evident. Not long ago a motor cyclist

turning into a main road put out his right

hand, meaning that he intended to turn to the

right. The driver of an approaching car took

it that the cyclist would remain on the right

hand side of the road instead of crossing in front

of him, and turned to his own right ; the cyclist,

however, crossed to his left and a collision

resulted. Each driver blamed the other, but

we are of opinion that the unnecessary signal

was the cause of the accident.

Generally speaking, only one signal is neces-

sary, and that should be made by extending the

right hand when about to turn off the main road
to the right, for when doing this the rider takes

the road. of following traffic which should over-

take him on his right as well as the road of

oncoming traffic. This signal should be made
in ample time to allow the following traffic to

change its course. It is not sufficient to extend
the hand and immediately to turn across the

road, as in this case it may be impossible for a

vehicle coming up quickly from behind on the

right to avoid a collision. Another signal,

useful at times, is that of beckoning with the

right hand as a sign that following vehicles

should pass.

All motorists know that horse drivers are very
remiss in the matter of signalling, and are con-
stantly on the look-out for unexpected move-
ments when overtaking vans and tradesrnen's

carts, but they do expect some signal from a
fellow motorist before he leaves his own proper
side of the road.

i

An index to the adw*>i(Hri«*»ments In this issue will he found on the oade facind the back cover.
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Mrmsrw£6K^s^M0T0R crgj^.
Being the Initial Experiences of an Australian

Girl who learnt to Ride in England. -^

I

ALWAYS wanted to ride a motor bicycle. I did

hot even dare to suggest it to my people, because

they are nervous, and considered that, for a girl

to say that she wanted to ride a motor bicycle, was but

another way of saying she wanted to commit suicide.

At length I left my native land, and came to this lovely

old England of yours, and went to live in Somerset.

The first week I was there, the girl with whose

family I was enjoying a holiday wheeled out her

father's two-stroke Triumph, and, mounting uncon-

cernedly, flew off up the road and out of sight, asjf

such a proceeding was an everyday occurrence, as I

learned later it was. I waited all the afternoon for

the stretcher which I fully expected would bear home

her remains, but I waited in vain. She rode home
again some hours later, looking wind-blown certainly,

but fresh as a daisy.

Meeting her at the gate, the following conversation

ensued

:

" How did you have the courage ? " I asked.

" The courage for what? "

"Why to ride that!" I said, pointing at the

Triumph.
" Courage ! It didn't need courage !

" she exclaimed.

"Anyone could ride this."

" Do you think I could do it ? " I asked.

" Certainly you could," she said; " but I would not

advise you to try and practise on father's machine.

Can you ride at all? " she asked.
" A push-bicycle," I

said, glad that I could

ride something.
" That won't help you

much !

"

My gladness vanished.

Another week passed,

and my friend took further

excursions. I got restive.

Finally I bought a two-

stroke Allon, and a friend

who rode a s i ih i 1 a r

machine undertook to

teach me "to ride on a

lonely stretch of road.

After a few minutes' in-

struction in the use of the

various control levers, I

was allowed to mount, my
friend running along by
my side. I was very sur-

prised at the ease with

TL •
1 u , .. J J ..L which I could manage it,

1 he gid v.'ho introduced the 111 1

writer to the delights of motor 3"° rode home, about

cydine riding a Babf Triumph. a mile and a quarter, un-

The 'Ariter of the article, a native of Melbourne, riding

her two-stroke Allon in a Somerset lane.

aided. I had gained my long-wished-for goal! -After

that first ride T felt somewhat exhausted, probably

from the nervous strain, but after a second ride this

feeling vanished, and I began to experience the joys

of the rush through the fine summer air.

Conclusions with a Hedge.
The third time I was out with my girl friend, I had

rather an exciting experience. She was riding the

Baby Triumph, and about a hundred yards ahead of

me took a right-angled corner in fine style. When 1

was halfway round the corner, to my horror, I realised

that the Allon "had the bit between its teeth," and-

was rushing at ninety miles an hour (or so it seemed.^"

to me) straight for the hedge on the off side of the.

turn. I just had presence of mind enough to use the

foot brake, when the machine struck the hedge and

reared right up on its hind legs, so to speak. It was

a very thorny hedge. For a second the bicycle was'

undecided as to falling backwards on me or forwards.

Fortunately, it did the latter, and I slid gracefully over

the back mudguard, to the great interest of three men
Oil a haystack, who were looking on with open-mouthed
amazement. I managed to pull the machine out ofr

'

the hedge, and mounted again quite unhurt. Wlien-'

ever a difficult corner presents itself now I take great

care to^ake' it as close as is compatible with the laws

of the road, so as to leave a good space to run out in. 1

case of emergency. ';'

Another time I started off up the High Street in full; I

view of the townsfolk, confident that I looked an eX".. •

perienced motor cyclist, but, after a run of about 200' >

yards, the Allon, with a resigned sigh, stopped dead.

I knew less about machines than I cared to admit, and I

after a few minutes a man standing by, after a con-

templative stare at the bicycle, remarked, " Wouldn't
it be as well to turn on your petrol, Miss ; her might

go then?" " Miss " did so and departed. The end

of my troubles was not yet, however. About three

miles further on, as I was spinning along, very con-

tented with myself for having negotiated a curve in

great style, a herd of cows came into sight, and I

started to wobble badly. I could not find the brake,

and, in my flurry, opened the throttle full out. The
bicycle, with a seeming yell of delight, started to show

what it could do, but after a short wild flight, and just
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My First Week as a Motor Cyclist.

—

as I was about to spring on to the foremost bovine

bosom, 1 gathered my wits together, closed the throttle

tightly, and lifted the exhaust. The result was a timely

halt on the brink of disaster. To add to my discom-

fiture, the herdsman said brightly, " Look out. Miss !

The little 'un, she be fierce." Following behind was

the tiniest calf I have ever beheld. I quite forgot to

say that there were only four cows in the herd, includ-

ing the " fierce 'un."

My next ride was all pleasure, and I began to feel

that I was really mastering the machine. Together
with my friend, riding as usual the Baby Triumph, we
explored some of the charms of Somerset, and I am
looking forward to an early tour.

I am a fairly experienced rider now, and the sport
has never lost its charm for me, but rather the pleasure
increases with each outing., I think it is "bonza."
Australians will understand that.

M.F.

Rheims as it is now—Thanks to the Germans.
With a Motor Cycle amidst the Ruins of a Famous French Cathedral City.

AN excellent im-

pression of the

havoc wrought
in Rheims by the

German guns will be
gathered from these

illustrations. For many
months references have

been made from time

to time in the French

better from the back.

The top view was
taken at a street

corner, and shows a

large private house that

has been almost totally

demolished.

The photographs

were sent us by a

French military motor

official communiques of

I

the Hunnish shelling

of Rheims Cathedral,
the front of which is

shown in one of the

pictures. As a matter
of fact, the view does
not show clearly the

amount of damage
done, this being seen

cyclist, and his Triumph
may be seen in the

pictures. The excel-

lent condition of the

stone paving is in

striking contrast to

the general atmos-

phere of wreckage and
desolation to which the

town has been reduced.
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American T^vins.

It does not seem to have dawned upon our corre-

spondents that, whereas practically every American

maker lists a 7-9 h.p. twin as his regulation solo model,

there is not one British firm of any great dimensions

which takes a serious interest in the high-powered twin_

solo model. A few firms list them, because there is a

certain demand from speed merchants in this country ;

but the majority of big British twins are constructed

first and foremost with an eye to sidecar work, and

our standard solo models are all of 4 h.p. or less. It

would therefore not be surprising if America (special-

ising on the big twin) could surpass our best 7-9 h.p.

types, just as it is only natural that we (specialising on

the 2-4 h.p. types) lead the world in our own pet

department. Nevertheless, I am not at all sure that

our critics are on as sound ground as they imagine.

My last three American leviathans, all high-priced

machines of leading make, were very, very nice while

they were new ; but I was not at all sorry when the

time came to dispose of them.

The Speed Factor.

In the above connection it is extremely easy to

exaggerate the value of speed records. Their function

is to indicate the character of the brains possessed by

a firm's designer, for in these days of keen competition

most firms can command first class jockeys. But the

kind of brain which can work out a record-breaking

engine does not necessarily avail to design the ideal

touring machine ; and even if a factory possesses a

brilliant technician, balanced by a practical rider who
sees that the machine as a who!? is suited to the needs

of the common man, the chief essential still remains

to be named, viz. , honesty. We want, first and fore- -

most, a good, sound, durable machine; we want,

secondly, fair treatment from the maker after pur-

chase ; we want, third !v, a machine devoid of irritating

little defects, such as discomforts and inaccessibihties ;

we want fourthly, if we can get it, an engine slightly

above the average in refinement and efficiency. Racing
successes do no more than imply that we may get the

latter half of my fourth desideratum. Anybody who
lays too great a stress on speed records is, therefore,

talking arrant nonsense.

Sustained Speed.
In all such matters it is, of course, necessary to

differentiate between brief speed bursts and sustained

speed. A Grand Prix, a Tourist Trophy, and a few
other races constitute a searching test of motor manu-
facturers in many different ways. Victory is only

earned by a combination of technical genius, metal-

lurgical knowledge, perfect workmanship, and first-

rate foresight and organisation. The more nearly the

racing vehicles can be tied down to the semblance of

standard models, the better chance there is that manu-
facturers will acquire knowledge which can be
embodied in their next season's model. If the racing

machines are more or less standard in their vital parts,

the race then takes the form of compressing testing

strains equivalent to a year's ordinary work into a few

crowded strenuous hours, and if the maker is honest

his- new models will profit by the race. British makers

have a unique reputation for honesty, even if it is

coupled with a reputation for a certain blundering

stupidity, and such races have, therefore, always

brought much fresh custom to British makers. But

not a few foreign makers enjoy a widely different

reputation. Their racing department is very largely

divorced from their manufacturing department, and

forms a sub-section of their advertising department.

The advertising department performs sensational feats

of one sort or another, and so creates a demand. Then
the manufacturing department says, '" We shall get a

big demand this year ; we can sell so many machines ;

how much can we make on them?" and proceeds t:i

cheapen production, and sell machines which dis-

appoint the riders who understand what the victory

implied as being possible. There will be a struggle tn

skim the cream of the motor markets when the war i.i

over, and it may as well be said here and now that we

motor cyclists are not such fools as some people in the

trade imagine. We may be tempted to sign one

cheque by dint of lurid advertising, but we never take

very long to learn which firms concentrate their best

energies on their stock machines, and which firms treat

us fairly after purchase ; so that honesty will always be

the best pohcy for the trade as a whole. " Getting

your name up " as the first step to success, and " un^

loading a giant output " as the second step, will never

make for continued predominance in the motor cycling

world. The royal road is rather to sell us sound

machines, and to treat us decently after purchase, and

I think that, on the whole, the British maker is easily ,

supreme on these lines, though he would be better than

he is if he possessed more of the imagination which

distinguishes some of his foreign rivals.

520 Miles on Four Gallons.

Do many riders of 3 h.p. Enfields average 130 ,

m.p.g. over such a route as " Auriga " describes in

our issue of August loth? If such experiences are

common, I shall have to hurry up and buy a little

V twin ? I have often tackled approximately ' the

same run on machines of every conceivable horse--,,

power from 2 h.p. to 8 h.p., but I always found:

my consumption enormous. I suppose I drive a

little too fast for low consumptions. On this route,

there are lots of hills which tempt one to open out, y
and also plenty of places where a little speed on the'

flat is safe and pleasant. I suspect " Auriga " is a

member of that small minority who retains some._^

reverence for legal limit. I must confess that I have^.

often made his run at 70 m.p.g. on a 2| h.p."-

Douglas, and I suppose that my speed is the real'^

culprit rather than my carburetter.
'
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THE OPINIONS OF A NEW ZEALAND DISTRIBUTER.

WE have recently had an opportunity
of renewing our acquaintance
with Mr. J. B. Clarkson, of

Wellington, N.Z., and took occasion to

discuss with him the prospects of busi-
ness in the outlying parts of the Empire
after the war.
Mr. Clarkson is, of course, aware that

The Motor Cycle holds very strong views
as to the enormous value of these
markets, and the danger of their being
entirely lost to British manufacturers
unless immediate steps be taken to

conserve them. He agreed, and stated
that he has been pressing upon manu-
facturers the necessity for getting
together at once in order to formulate
a policy designed to ensure the retention
of these markets, and he is of opinion
that unless this be done without delay
the markets cannot be iield.

Eegarding methods of manufacture,
Mr. Clarkson's view is that each im-
portant British manufacturer must con-
centrate upon a single model, instead of,

as at present, dissipating his energies
and spending large sums of money in

experimenting with machines of differing
design or power. Concentration upon
'the single model, standardisation, an
output in thousands and a consequent
reduction in cost, " and so an ultimate
lower price to the buyer, express Mr.
Clarkson's views briefly, and upon this

phase of the question they are entirely
in accordance with our own.

The Supply of Spares.

-Mr. Clarkson's opinion is that British
manufacturers' "service" methods are
far from satisfactory, particularly in the
matter of spares. He em-
phasises the need for a well-

organised spares department
as an essential part of the
selling side. In this con-

,

nection, from personal in- '

spection, we may say that
Mr. Clarkson's " spares

'"

department in Wellington is

one of the finest we have
ever seen at home or abroad.
This he claims to be due
to his own business methods
lather than to the support
of British manufacturers at
home.

son's view expressed that there is

great need for improvement in this

particular, and that, as we have always
contended, the abnormally high prices

charged unquestionably check sales

and so restrict the growth of the
movement. Mr. Clarkson's opinion is

that reform is necessary at both ends of

the business ; that is £0 say, by increased
output the manufacturers' selling price

must be considerably reduced, and, on
the other hand, it should be possible to

reduce considerably the agent's selling

expenses. He naturally contended that
business as between British manufac-
turers and Overseas buyers necessitates

wholesale distributing houses such as his

own. He asserts that his organisation
can sell more machines, and more
economically, than a British firm would
do by establishing its own distributing

centre in New Zealand, or in Australia,

as the case may be ; but he entirely

agrees that the difference in prices at

home and Overseas is far too great, and
admits that this is to a considerable
extent due to want of control of selling

agents' prices.

Easy Payments.

We expressed the opinion that the
machine passes through too many hands
and carries too many intermediate
profits. Mr. Clarkson was disposed to

agree, though he thought that the easy
payment system has a great deal to do
with the differences in prices. He states

that the vast majority of machines are
sold in New Zealand on easy payment
terms, and that it is usual for the agent
to add 10% to his ordinary selling price

for the concession of extended pay-
ments.

Incidentally, Mr. Clarkson complained
of heavy freight charges, and is of

opinion that State control of our shipping
would probably reduce the cost of freight

on motor bicycles by 30s. each.

Immediate Action Necessary.

Mr. Clarkson's views con firm us in

our frequently expressed opinion that
manufacturers must lay their plans
immediately, must thoroughly over-
haul their methods, and must fix up
agencies with maximum selling prices for

their machines, according to the condi-

tions obtaining in the particular colony
or dominion.
We are convinced that direct agencies

with enterprising and responsible firms

can be arranged in practically every
town or district of importance ; but the
"spares" problem has to be dealt with
on broad and generous lines, and this

seems to demand either a central dis-

tributing depot run by the manufacturing
firm concerned, as, for example, one
established in Melbourne to supply aJJ

agents in Australasia, or the recognition

of a wholesale distributing house such as

Mr. J. B. Clai'kson's ; but, in either case,

there must be better control over ulti-

mate selling prices, better service, and
readier recognition of the needs of our
Overseas buyers.

It is now in a very special sense a time
of true Empire-building. May we once
again urge upon the motor cycle industry
the importance of getting together now
to consider hoAv best they can contribute
their share to the cementing thereof by

the improvement and exten-
sion of trade relations and
the securing of the markets
which lie open to them.

The Price Question.

When we reached the ques-
tion of selling' prices Over-
seas as compared with those
at home, we were specially
gratified to have Mv. Clark-

THE TRAILER AMBULANCE.
Motor cycle ambulance trailer, forming part of a gift of Australian

citizens for their ExpeditionaryForce. The bicycle is an Indian, and

the trailer has accommodation for two wounded men. Though
successful under favourable conditions, the practicability of a heavy

solo bicycle towing a trailer under road conditions such as rule in the

French war zone in winter is doubtful. The sidecar ambulance will, we
consider. Drove far preferable, and has, indeed, proved its worth already.

INDIAN PRESIDENT
RESIGNS.

It is stated that Mr. George
M. Hendee has resigned Tiis

post as president of the
Hendee Manufacturing Co.

He is the biggest trade man
in the United States, and his

name is almost as well known
in England. Mr. Hendee is

50 years of age next Septem-
ber^ and established the
present Hendee Manufactur-
ing Co., the designer of the

original Indian being Oscar
Hedstrom.
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HORSE-POWER TESTS OF MOTOR CYCLES.
How the Available Power at the

RECENT events have directed the attention of

motor cyclists very forcibly and disagreeably to

the topic of hor'se-power ratings, and in par-

ticular to that aspect of the question which deals with

the calculation of power for taxation purposes, now
happily at an end. In this article, however, a much
less vexatious, and possibly a more interesting, branch

of the subject will be discussed, and yet it is one of

which the ordinary rider—or anyone else, for that
.

matter—knows remarkably little : it is the measure-
'

ment of the actual horse-power delivered to the back

wheel of a motor cycle, that is, the net power available

for propelling the machine. After all, that is the

important figure from the rider's standpoint, because

on it depend the speed that can be attained on the

level and the limiting gradient that can be ascended.

Bench tests are useful in their way, and it is doubt-

less very impressive to be told that your 3^-^ h.p.

engine has developed 8 h.p. or 10 h.p. under work-

is'hop conditions, but unfortunately such tests are of

little value in our present quest. For, when the

engine is assembled in the completed machine, how-

are we to know how much of the power then generated

is dissipated in overcoming the resistance of belts, in

losses due to
,

faulty aUgnment, or in grinding the

teeth of the gears? In fact, the ideal solution of the

problem would be some sort of apparatus on to which

any rider could wheel his motor' cycle straight from

the road, start the engine, and read off on a scale the

h.p. delivered at the back wheel, with as little trouble

as he reads off his own avoirdupois on a " Try-your-

weight " machine on a station platform.

The Sporting Method.
[

Contrast this tempting if fanciful proposal with the,

customary method actually employed for estimating

the relative nett or effective horse-power of different

machines, and of selecting the one in which, for a

given cylinder . capacity, the greatest power is trans-

mitted to the rear wheel. , The competing motor
cycles, together with an army of riders, attendants,

and spectators, are shipped across a (usually)

tempestuous sea, and dumped on to a mountainous
island, the inhabitants whereof are deprived of the

use of their roads in order that the machines may
career madly round and round a specified route for a

stated number of times. After various calculations

have been performed, one of the motor cycles is

adjudged .the winner, the details of its performance
being vehemently thrust on the public notice by its

gratified makers for many months afterwards.

Granted that this is a very one-sided picture of the

T.T. race ; that it is a test of the riders as much as

of the machines ; that the sporting element of the trial

is a powerful attraction; and that it is contrived to

test the reliability as well as the power of the

machines
;

yet the solid fact remains that one of the

chief objects of the contest is to select the motor cycle

with the liighest overall efficiency. The elaborate

restrictions imposed by the promoters to ensure that

all competing machines run as nearly as possible under
identical conditions leave no room for doubt on this

point. From this aspect, then, does there not seem
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Rear Wheel may be Ascertained.

a certain waste of energy about the proceedings?

"But it's the only way," you say. It may be the

only way that has been tried, but surely it is not the

only conceivable plan.

An Alternative Suggestion. _,

Here is a suggestion for an alternative method. In

your visits to the theatre or music hall you have pro-

bably witnessed exciting spectacles in which cavalry

charges or motor. car elopements are represented; the

legs of the horses or the wheels of the cars, as the

case may be, are indisputably in vigorous motion, and

yet the animals or the vehicles to which they respec-

tively belong make no progress whatever across the.

stage. Why? Simply because, instead of the road

being stationary and the traffic in motion, the traffic

is at rest relatively to the proscenium opening

("proscenium opening" is, I believe, the correct

term), while the road rtioves, the road in this instance

consisting of an endless band. Now suppose we
anchor a motor cycle above this travelling band, and

allow the back wheel to do the work of pushing the

Fig. 1
.—Diagrammatic sketch of dynamometer.

roadway behind it; then by observing the speed of the

wheel, and the thrust exerted on the "road," the

effective horse-power becomes immediately calculable.

Perhaps a few general remarks on the question of

the measurement of power may here be usefully inter-

polated, for the average motor cyclist is very naturally

more familiar with the connection between cylinder

capacity and horse-power than with the fundamental
principles of this branch of mechanics. Power is

defined as the rate of doing work, hence to 'ascertain

the power exerted by an engine or motor we must
measure how much work it performs in a given time.

Since work (in the technical seiise) is the product of

force and distance, it follows that the measurement of

power involves observations of force, distance, and
time, or, what comes to the same thing, of force and
speed. The unit of power is the horse-power ; one
horse-power is said to be exerted when 33',ooo foot-

pounds of work are done per minute. To calculate

the horse-power of any source of energy, therefore,

we must divide the number of foot-pounds of work
done per minute by 33,000. In the case of a motor
oycle, there is no difficulty in measuring the speed

;

ttie trouble occurs when the other factor, Jorce, has :

to be evaluated. The force whose value we require

' to know is the " tractive force," i.e., the thrust that

the back wheel exerts on the road.
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Horse-power Tests of Motor Cycles.

—

Let us now see how the travelling band arrangement
will assist us in this respect. Essentially all that is

needed is a roller or drum, as shown in the diagram

tig.' I—the band itself may be abandoned (Sorry! that

really was quite unintentional). Mounted on the same
shaft as the roller is a brake drpm by which the power
of the engine is absorbed, while a spring balance

measures the actual value of the tractive force.

Assuming the machine under test to be fitted with a

rear-driven speedometer, and that this registers a

speed of S miles per hour, while the balance reading

is W lbs., then the requisite nett or effective horse-

power will be 'given by the expres.sion

.- Work done per minute
rd.J^.=

33,000

Wx S X 5,280

60 ws
33.000 ~375

_ Force (lb.) x Speed (ft. per min.)

33,000

Although such an apparatus scarcely fulfils the ideal

we had before us, yet its convenience and utility

certainly seem to render it worth more than a passing

thought. Imagine some enterprising garage pro-

prietor to have constructed a testing machine or
" dynamometer " on the lines suggested (it ought not

Fig. 2.—Alternative arrangement of dynamometer.

to be a ve'ry costly business), and some equally wide-

awake rider to have taken his motor cycle to undergo

a test. To fix the machine in position is. the work of

a few moments, and in quite a short time the engine

can be running under any desired conditions—say, to

represent a run at 25 m.p.h., with a specified throttle

opening. The power being noted, the conditions may
be slightly altered—a larger jet fitted, for instance—
and another set of readings taken to observe the

effect. In a similar fashion the influence of every

possible- kind of adjustment may be accurately deter-

mined ; no matter whether it is the fuel, the timing,

the carburetter, or the magneto that is altered, the

corresponding increase or decrease in speed or power
will at once be apparent.

Useful for Tuning Purposes.
It is hardly necessary to emphasise the ease and

certainty with which an engine could be tuned by the

use of a plant of this description. In tuning by ordi-

nary methods it is often difficult to ensure that after

each adjustment the trial runs are made under iden-

tical conditions. Thus, you find that with a certain

brand of fuel you can traverse such and such a route

with an expenditure of so many gallons, while with

some other brand you require half a gallon more fuel.

But if the first run was made, with dry roads and a

following wind, while during the second you had to

contend with rain and a head wind, who is to say
which is the more economical fuel? All such doubtful
factors are eliminated in the present proposal. This
apparatus should also yield particularly valuable in-

formation on such questiorti as the relative power
losses entailed in all chain, chain-cum-belt, and belt

transmission, and in the various speeds of a gear box.

It is not my intention to enter into the construc-

tional details of the apparatus, but one or two of the

more salient practical objections may be dealt with.

It is manifestly essential in the arrangement shown in

fig. I that the centre of the motor cycle wheel should

be vertically above that of the rotating drum, and
owing to the unavoidable vibrations of the spring

balance, this condition might be somewhat difficult to

fulfil. Such a contingency could be guarded against

by substituting a rigid link for the spring balance, the

load being measured by a pair of balances acting on
the brake drum. The apparatus would then take the

' form shown diagrammatically in fig. 2, but the prin-

ciple is unaltered, as the tractive effort W is given by
the difference of the balance readings (provided, of

course, that the brake drum is the same diameter as

the drum on which the motor cycle wheel rests). Some
kind of fan for cooling the engine during long trials

is obviously "indispensable, as also might be a water-

cooling de'vice for the brake drurn, but the provision

of these ought not to tax unduly the ingenuity of any

capable mechanic.

A Second Arrangement.
In any case, the brake drum is by no means an

essential part of the equipment; the power generated

by the motor cycle engine may be absorbed and
measured in any other convenient manner. Thus, the

roller or drum in fig. i may be coupled to a dynamo,
and the power deducted from volt and ammeter read-

ings. One final point : if the arrangement shown in

fig. 2 be adopted, the revolving drum must be

mounted on ball bearings, otherwise the journal fric-

tion will impair the accuracy of the tests. The small,

almost negligible, friction offered by ball bearings will,

to all intents and purposes, compensate for that with

which we are crediting the motor cycle on account of

the front wheel being stationary. In other words,

since our object is to reproduce as completely as

possible the conditions under which the machine nor-

mally runs, the front wheel as well as the back ought,

strictly speaking, to be in motion ; and the work
performed by the engine under test in rotating the

drum {i.e., in overcoming the journal friction) is

roughly equivalent to that which it would do on the

road in turning the front wheel.

To meet the murmurs of those who resent the

intrusion of mechanical methods into fields in which
a happy-go-lucky sporting element has hitherto pre-

dominated, let me explain that it is not suggested for

an instant that the proposed testing apparatus should

or could do anything more than supplenitnt existing

processes. At the same time, it may be permissible to

remark that if you are out for sport, then have as

many and as sensational races as ever you like ; but

if your intention is to judge the merits of a motor
cycle regarded as an engineering product, then test it

in a scientific wav. " Mohandis."
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A selection of Questions of general interest received from readers and our replies tiiereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not must bj ac:9in>llisl by a Sta;nil!l a!lllress!d cnY8l»ps for reply. Correspondents are

urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of en/elope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Failure to Run Slowly.

I use a 5-6 h.p. single-cylinder

1914 model motor cycle fitted

with Senspray carburetter, and
although the machine is running
perfectly I cannot get it to run

slowly. The engine will not fire

regulax'Iy until the throttle is opened
a bit, and this trouble is tiresome
when in traffic. I use a 45 jet, and
the carburetter, etc., is quite clean,

the plug points are set correctly, and
the platinum points are also right.

The carbon brush of the magneto has
been cleaned, and still the engine will

not run slowly. Would the petrol level

in- float chamber being too low cause
the trouble?—E.R.A.

This trouble is nearly always due to air

leaks at the carburetter or induction
pipe unions, or to too small a jet. We

I should say that the petrol level might
I
have some effect on the matter.

Driving a Two-stroke.

(1.) What is the correct method
of descending a hill on my 1914
model 2i h.p. two-stroke motor
cycle? I usually leave the air

lever fully open, and close the
gas lever, letting the compression act
as a brake. When this slows the
engine down too much, I open the gas
lever for a period of ten yards and
close again, then open and so on. Is
this correct? (2.) I rarely use the
compression lever (except for starting),

but when I do lift it, going down a
hill, there is a distinct rattle. Is this

a sign that the piston is a bad fit in

the cylinder? (3.) How often should
I drain the crank case? (4.) What is

the best method of judging the correct
size of jet to use, just for ordinary
town and country riding? (5.) What
packing should I use for the joint
between the cylinder and the exhaust
port? There is a slight gap on the
underside of the joint.—J.W.H.

(1.) Your method is correct, except that
the air lever might be drawn back to
meet the throttle, and so provide a
reduced charge. (2.) This rattle usually

-

takes place in a two-stroke if it has been
running for some time. It does not neces-
sarily mean that the piston is a bad fit in
the cylinder. It may be that one of the
rings is gummed up. (3.) Once every
five hundred miles. (4.) You can find
the best method of judging the correct
size of the jet by working down from
a large size—say 32—until you get the
correct size with which the machine runs
best, when it will neither choke up nor
miss at speed. (5.) We should say
asbestos or Hallite packing.

iE2

Correct Lubrication.

I have a 2^ h.p. four-stroke,

^ and I do not seem able to mak&
> the exhaust smoke unless I give

about four- or five pumpfuls of

oil. I should be obliged if you
could say if it is any the worse for

this.—P.N.
It is no fault that you are unable to
make your engine smoke, provided that
you are sure the full pumpful of oil is

actually being delivered to the crank
case, and not being simply pumped back
into the tank. If the piston is a good
fit it is often possible to give several
pumpfuls of oil without causing smoke
to issue from the exhaust.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, bein? fully in

accord with the recommendations agreed

upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new soods manufactured

in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation, either during or after the war.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD

Testing for Overheating.

I have a 1912 3^ h.p., which,

^1 after I had ridden it about forty

> miles, was very hot and refused
-IJ to pull up hills. I took it to a

garage and had it rebushed and
new rmgs fitted, but still it gets

extremely hot in about two hundred
yards—too hot to -bear the hand on
the cylinder—and the crank case also

gets very hot. The engine stops as

soon as ever I give it more air than
gas. I have tried three different jets

from 28-30, and I believe the old one
is a 32, and still I cannot get the
engine to take extra air. I have had
the cylinder off, and the engine seems
quite clear in every way.—^A.B.

Placing the hand on or near the cylinder
is not the correct way to test for over-
heating. You can never bear the hand
on the cylinder of any air-cooled engine..

If the engine runs well, and does 'not

either lose power or pre-ignite, you need
not worry about bearing your hand on
the cylinder. Sefusal to take air is due
either to too small a jet or an air leak
between the carburetter and engine.

Provided you are able to give a certain

amotmt of extra air, it does not matter

.

about the refusal to take more air than
throttle opening.

Petrol Permit not Transferable.

I shall be greatly obliged if

you can give me information on
the following point. I imagine
it may be of interest to others

of your readers also : If the

owner of a motor cycle lends his

machine to a friend, can the friend use
the owner's petrol permit?—N.L.M.

The point you raise is of very consider-

able interest to all motor cyclists, and we
have approached the Petrol Committee
for a definite ruling. We are informed
by the committee that the petrol licences

are strictly non-transferable, so that, . in

your case, it will be impossible for you
to borrow your friend's licence as well as

his machine.

Lamp Regulations.

I propose making my lamp
fixed by soldering it well. Will
this comply with the regulations?.

I have one coat of aluminium
paint on the glass. Is this suffi-

cient for Northants. area?—J.S.F.

You should really have your lamp secured
by means of two stout rivets either

instead of or in addition to the solder in

order fully to comply with the rules. We
think, in most instances, soldering, pro-

vided it was really well sweated up,

would satisfy the police. In a police

court recently a magistrate stated that
soldering was not sufficient, although we
understand that Messrs. Joseph Lucas
were informed by the authorities that
soft soldering was sufficient to comply
with the regulations. One sheet of tissue

paper over the glass is all that is needed
in Northamptonshire. The paint is quite

all right also. .

- Preserving a Rubber Belt.

While home on leave recently^ I bought a new Dunlop belt for

> my 2^ h.p. Premier, but, being
-!-l stationed a considerable distance

from home, it is verj' difficult to
get leave long enough to allow of any
motor cycling, and, consequently, the
machine is standing idle. Can you tell

me the best method of preserving the
belt, as a dealer tells me that a belt
will perish a great deal sooner if not
used than if employed regularly every
day ? Also, do the tyres perish it con-
stantly pumped up?—A.M.B.

The belt would be best preserved if

removed from the pulleys and put aw^y "

in a dark, cool, damp place. It should
not be rolled up tightly. The tyres

should be blown up hard, the machine
jacked off the ground, and kept, in a
dark, cool place also. Rubber goods
perish more rapidly when not in use.

m^
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WARNING!
It has come to our notice that

Valves stamped with the letters

"B.S.A.," and stated to be suit-

able for B.S.A. Motor Bicycles,

are being offered for sale.

The unwarranted use of the letters

B.S.A. in any form is an infringe-

ment of our trade mark rights, and
proceedings will be instituted

against offenders.

Genuine B.S.A. Valves are stamped
on the head with three Piled Rifles

and letters B.S.A. (as illustrated).

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS

COMPANY, LIMITED, , . . . .

13, SMALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

Latest Catalogue of B.S.A. Motor Bicycles free on request.

B4 if answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Does Motor Cycling cause Neuritis ?

Having just spoilt seven weeks
in bed owing to an attack of

neuritis in the right leg, and as

my medical adviser seems to Uiy

the bhime on motor cycling, I

should esteem it a favour if you would
let me iiave your valuable opinion as
to whether it might be set up by that
most enjoyable and, tj my mind,
health-giving sport.—R.L.

\7e do not think that neuritis is a com-
|)laint that can often be properly laid

to the door of the motor cycle ; but
probably, in the event of excessive
vibration being conveyed by any means
to the joints of an individual who is

constitutionally inclined to suffer from
this complaint, an ill effect would be
produced by continuous use of a motor
cycle. We would suggest that you
reduce your riding for the time being to

a minimum, and observe whether or jiot

the neuritis disappears.

Clanking Noise.

I have a 3-^ h.p. single-geared

\g^\ machine which heats very
I > quickly. When cold the engine
1-^ starts quite well, but if I start

when hot it develops a clanking
noise until I get up a good speed,
then it disappears again. The same
thing occurs when I raise the exhaust
lever or close air and throttle levers

to run slowly. I have examined the
connecting rod to see if there is any
play in the bushes, but it seems all

right.—N.
Provided all the bearings are in good
condition and aie without up and down
play, the most likely cause of the clank--
ing noise is as follows : Ignition too far

advanced ; the spark should be timed so
that it occurs when the piston is on dead
centre with the ignition lever about half
advanced. Pre-ignition, due to excessive
carbon deposit or a plug which has
unsuitable electiodes, might be the cause.

Valve Breaking.
Can you tell nip whether there^ is anything in the method of

^ driving motor cycles which is

-HJ conducive to the breaking of
valves:—W.H.U.

Driving all- out at high engine speeds
tends to the breaking of valves, while
careful driving well within the power
of the machine has the opposite -effect.

Using Engine as Brake.
I wish to fit a magneto cut-^ out switch to my 2^- h.p. New

> Imperial-Jap motor cycle, be-
-2J cause I believe the braking power

of the compression is consider-
able. Is there anything against its

use ? • Kindly mention method of
wiring. Does a decompressor really
fulfil all the functions that it is said
to. do?—E.C

The compression does not really act , as
a brake at all ; it has simply a cushion-
ing effect. It .requires a certain amount
of resistance' to overcome, but when
overcome the spring back is equal to the
previous resistance. As regards a cut-
out, '"witch. You may fit one of these
by all means. All you have to do is

to order from the makers of your mag-
neto a contact breaker cover with a
switch terminal fitted—that is to say,
if there is not a switch terminal already
fitted. The wiring is the simplest thing
in the world. You simply take a low-
tension wire from the switch to the
terminal on the magneto. A decom-
pressor is a device for reducing the
compression in the cylinder. . It certainly
accomplishes this function, and assists

starting with single-cylinder engines in
particular.

In our issue of August 3rd, a reader,
in paying testimony to I.P.O. belt grip,

mentioned the old address of the firm.

The correct address is the Increased
Power Co., Ltd., 7, Southwark Street,
London Bridge, S.E.

^59

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Oxi-OUD TO NEWrORT.—B.C.

Oxford, Eyn.shani, Witney, Northlcach,
Gloucester, Newnham, Lydney, Chep-
stow, Newport. Approximately 88 miles.

Hatfield to Bocnor.—H.
Hatfield, St. Albans, Watford, Rick-

mansworth, Denham, Uxbridge, Coin-
brook (just' avoid), Staines,' Chertsey,
Ottershaw, Guildford, Godalming, Pet-

worth, Bognor. Approximately SO miles.

Penzance to Barnstaple.— H.R.H.
Penzance, Redruth, Mitchell, St.

Columb, Wadebridge, Camelford, Strat-

ton, Deptford, Bideford, Barnstaple.

Cardiff to Bideford.—H.V.M.
Cardiff, Severn Tunnel Junction, by

train to Pilning, Westbury, Clifton, Flax
Bourton, Congresbury, Churchill, Cross,

Highbridge, Bridgwater, Taunton, Mil-
verton, Wiveliscombe, Bampton, South
Molton, Barnstaple, Bideford. Approxi-
mately 130 miles.

BouHis'KuouTH 10 London (avoiding
Winchester).—J.R.

Bournemouth, Christchurch, Lynd-
hurst, Totton, Southamirton, Botley,
Bishop's Waltham, Corhampton, Hedge
Corner, Chawton, Alton. Farnham,
Hog's Back, Guildford, . Ripley, Esher,
Kingston, London.

BiiuiiNGH.ui TO Pwllheli.—A.G.N.

Birmingham, Halesowen, Stourbridge,
Bridgnorth,

, i\lorville. Much Wenlock,
Cressage, Shrewsbury, West Felton,
Whitchurch, Llangollen, Corwen, Pentro
Voelas, Festiniog, Portmadoc, Criccieth

Pwllheli.

BlRKKNHEAD TO ToKQIIAY.—W.S.H.

Birkenhead, Cliester, Whitchurch,
Hodnet, Wellington, Bridgnorth,

Kidderminster, Worcester, Tewkesbury,
Gloucester, Stroud, Bath, Beckington,

Erome, Bruton, Ilchester, Ilminstei-,

Honiton, Exeter, Cliudleigh, Newton
Abbot, Torqu.ny.

Harrogate to Ilfracombe.—T.H.

Harrogate, Wetherby, Aberford, Ferry-

bridge, Doncaster, Worksop, Newark,
follow Fosseway tlirough Leicester 'to

Sharnford, Wolvey, Coventry, Warwick,
Stratford-on-Avon, Broadway, Winch-
combe, Cheltenham, Stroud, Nailsworth,
Bath, Marksbury, Chewton Mendip,
Wells, Glastonbury, Othery, Durston,
Taunton, Hilverton, Bampton, South
Molton, Barnstaple, Ilfracombe.

A peaceful scene by the pond on the Totteridge road between Whetstone and the Hale, Edgware.
The trees seen in the background were levelled in the great blizzard of March last.

Pickering to Kingussie.—J.S.R.

Pickering, Helmsley, Thirsk, Northal-
lerton, Darlington, Durham, Newcastle.
Morpeth, Wooler, Coldstream, Green-
law, Carfraemill Inn, Pathhead, Dal-

keith, Edinburgh, Granton, by ferry to

Burntisland, Cowdenbeath, Kinross,
Perth, Dunkeld, Pitlochry, Blair Atholl,

Dalwhinnie, Kingussie. Approximately
300 miles.

r-^
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A Motor Cyclist with General Smuts.
Some Experiences with a Liglit Armoured Motor Battery

in German East Africa.

THE Editor has received a very
interesting letter from one of the
drivers in a Light Armoured Motor

Battery, the men of which he enlisted,

and which is now operating in German
East Africa. His communication is

appended, after being passed by the
British Press Censor :

"I do not suppose that you can call

me to memory among the thousands of

your recruits, but as a guide I may say
that I did some articles for you in ' civvy

'

life, ' Some Notes for Fast Tourists,'
about a year ago, and used to belong to

the M.M.V.C.
" At Bisley I used to drive the old box

body Napier from September until

January last, and then came out here
driving one of the ammunition lorries for

this armoured car battery. In turn I

have driven Fords, was a scout on a
Douglas, and then, as the other men went
sick, eventually became driver on No. 3
armoured car, which I took up to Kondoa
Irangi.

"I expect you are more interested in

bicycles than cars, and so vfill try and
keep off the hopelessness of the low built
English cars as compared with the
generous clearances of the Yanks and
suchlike copy for your sister journal.
The Autocar.

Stripped Motor Cycles.

" Our battery tried to move up with
the foot and horse in the rainy season,
and naturally found the thick black mud
its master. The front mudguards of the
Douglases clogged up very quickly, and
so were cut away at the bottom stays.
Our scouts were practically allowed to
do anything they liked to the machines,
and so very soon they were stripped down
d la Brooklands, because the fellows did
not relish hauling unnecessary weight
through the swamps. When the Napier
ammunition lorry was abandoned on the
side of the road the machine I took over
had no front mudguard, the spares box
and carrier were missing, back mudguard
cut away at the saddle, all accessories
except pump gone, as were front shield
and stand, and the only tools and spares
were in the pannier strapped to the lamp
bracket.

" The drifts, often two feet deep and
quite rapid, gave the scouts a lot of
trouble. Those budding speed fiends who
had removed the ends of their silencers
were very often rather surprised to find
that their less noisy companions rode
through the shallower streams without
Eft

trouble, whereas their own engines dried

up through choked exhaust gases.

Wheie Colonial Experience Scores.

" It is interesting to note that two
Australians who had come over to join

the M.M.G.S. very quickly showed up
when any rough riding or bad mud holes

were met. Although generally sighing

for big twin machines, they soon showed
that very different tactics are necessary

Overseas from those followed at home.
We quickly found that the only way to

get across a bad patch of thick mud is to

rush it all out, and let the impetus carry

the machine as far as it will. Then pick

the bicycle up and walk with it (if pos-

sible) on to dry ground I

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" AND
THE SERVICES.

Mainly, no doubt, on account of the

fact that "THE MOTOR CYCLE"
has interested itself in motor cyclists

joining one or other of the Services,

we are regular recipients of communi-
cations from all the different war
zones. We appreciate these accounts,

written to us quite spontaneously, and
know from experience that they are of

absorbing' interest to fellow riders in

the Services or those engaged upon
war work at home.
During the last few months experi-

ences of motor cyclists in Mesopotamia,
the Cameroons, Macedonia, India,

Egypt, and German East Africa, not

to speak of the fighting fronts nearer

home, have appeared in these pages.

Among the writers are airmen, lorry

/rivers, despatch riders, and men in

one or other of the combatant sections.

We intend continuing to publish

extracts from accounts of experiences

received,in our Military pages,to main-
tain for "THE MOTOR CYCLE"
its position as the Journal of the

Services.

" When the roads dried they were just
like a frozen ploughed field, and why the
frames did not break I do not know. We
had a lot of trouble with the footrests
breaking. The fellows simply could not
sit on the saddles over the dried up
swamps, and had to use their bent legs as
shock absorbers. You can judge what
the roads were like when my car broke

'

up three twin wire wheels in eighty
miles

!

Motor Cycle Infantrymen.
"All the same, the 'Dugs.' are wonder-

ful
^
little machines, and if the South

African infantrymen stick to their word

Douglas Bros, should have a huge sale
in South Africa when the war is over
and normal times return.
"As I daresay you know, there are

motor cyclists mounted on B.S.A.'s out
here. They did a splendid run up across
country in the dry weather to Kondoa.
The men carry absolutely everything

—

arms, tent, bedding, and cooking outfits
on

.
the machines, and the way those

B.S.A.'s are standing up to the rotten
roads and the huge loads is a revelation
to all. The only trouble is in the low
magneto position and rather small ground
clearance. The R.F.C. P. and M.'s are
also plugging away very staunchily.

Suggested Overseas Design.
" If I were designing a machine for

Overseas I think I should have a 5-6 h.p.
low compression twin, with magneto and
silencer placed as on the coimtershaft
Zeniths ; a loop frame of very heavy
gauge tu'bing, 28 x Sin. wheels, three-
speed countershaft gear box, with belt-

"

cum-chain drive, and plenty of clearance,
both ground and mudguard. The latter
could very well be flat or slightlv domed
shields S^in. from the tyre, and the
clutch miiH be H.B.C.
"The South Africans are an awfully

sporting set of men, and if only the
English manufacturers had given them .,

decent, polite attention, and studied their *

wants, there would be more money in
Coventry and less in the U.S.A., Practi-
cally all of the younger men are hoping
to buy motor cycles after the war, and, •

as I said before, the performances of the
English machines out here have certainly
impressed them very favourably. A good
British spring frame machine would sell
like hot cakes.

"Well, this is getting lengthy, but ,'

when m hospital, away from the bovs ,
and excitement, time hangs somewhat.
I have had four attacks of malaria, and '•

am convalescent up back at the base, t
Nairobi. I would give pounds for a few -C
copies of your paper. I)

"W. Miles WEESTEn-THOM.\s."

A RECORD BREAKER IN FRANCE.
SYDNEY GEORGE, the well-known

e-xponent of an Indian and holder of
the record for the fastest speed on

a motor bicycle on a British track, is

now a despatch rider in the R.F.C. He
is now mounted on a P. and M., and is

now in France, where he has been for
some time. The faithful machine he
rides has carried him 30,000 miles, and
he informs us he has never had the
cylinder off. This, we should imagine,
is another record to his credit, and to
that of the machine he rides.
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Dynamo Lighting for Motor Cycles.
C.A.V. DEVELOPMENTS.

AN after the war development of the
motor cycJe that is as certain as
day following night will be the

great popularity of electric lighting. We
refer in particular to dynamo outfits,

though it is admitted that there" will
always be a field for the storage battery
equipment.
At the outbreak of war 75% of new

cars were fitted with dynamo sets as

Location of switches inside

sidecar (bicycle side) of

CA.V. dynamo lighting set.

standard, but as regards motor cycles the
same stage had not- been reached, and
only a small percentage of the machines
on the road were so equipped. However,
one or two firms had standardised
excellent sets for sidecar outfits, and
since the war commenced other electrical

firms liave been experimenting likewise.

Small Car Dynamo.
For instance, C. A. Vandervell and Co.,

Ltd., whose name is a household word in

connection with electric equipment, have
already made preparations for marketing
a motor cycle dynamo set after the war.

As a matter of fact, the firm are in a

position to supply and fit at their Stan-

, hope Street Works, Birnjingham, a

limited number of sets
in which a C.A.V. model
" D6 " small car dynamo
is used. It is adjusted
to give a reduced out-
put, and the set is a
very satisfactory sub-
stitute.

Mr. D. Elyard Brown,
of the C.A.V. Co., has
his Norton sidecar
equipped with one of
these dynamos, and- so
far he has covered about
4,000 miles. With this

particular outfit there is

a bracket for the head
lamp allowing of several
different positions for
the lamp. The latter
is so fixed that the front
is slightly, behind the
bars. The dynamo is

fitted to a special
bracket on the left of
the bicycle, that is to
say, between the bicycle
and sidecar, and driven
from the engine-shaft
by a Whittle "belt. A
feature of the equipment
is a small speedometer
light, which has a
shutter enabling the
light to be directed
exactly where it is

wanted. The usual side-
car and tail lamps com-
plete the equipment, not
forgetting the batteries
that are located in the sidecar

A New Searchlight.

We also illustrate a C.A.V. search-
light. It is run from a dynamo, inter-

changeable, and identical in appearance
with that shown fitted to the Norton, but
specially wound' to give the necessary
output for starting and working the
tungsten arc with which the searchlight
is fitted, or alternatively cliarging a
battery for a wireless installation, or

working a heater circuit.

Searchlight-equipped sidecar

The electrical equipment is

C.A V. and the dynamo is located

on a special bracket above the

left-hand footboard of the bicycle

and driven by the Norton eneine

EXPERIMENTAL DRUID
FORKS.

THE Druid forks which we illustrate

herewith differ from the more usual
type only in the position of the

springs. The attachment to the fork

blades is the same as before, but the
tops of the springs are fixed to a special

-A^S&if

Mr. D Elyard Brown, a director of C. A. Vandervell and Co., Ltd., and his dynamo I

Norton sidecar. Mr. Brown is one of the oldest members of the M.C.C.
ghted

Latest pattern Druid fork, which is located

above the links instead of below, as in

previous models.

bracket which forms the top part of the
steering head. A patent for this adapta-
tion has been granted to the legal repre-

sentatives of Artluu Drew (deceased),

No. 11,00,6/1915.

Br
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
"summer " TIME.

Aug. 24th 8.34 p.m.

„ 26th 8.30 „
„ 28th 8.26 „
„ .30th 8,22 „

Follovdng the Panama Canal.

The Panama Isthmus has been crossed

for the first time by two motor cyclists

on a Harley-Davidson sidecar. Twenty-
five miles of the trip had to be covered
on the railway sleepers.

Across Canada by Motor Cycle.

Runs by motor cyclists and car drivers

across the United States from Atlantic

to Pacific, and vice versa, are not at

all uncommon. So far, however, a

similar run across Canada has not been
made, though it has been attempted by
a motorist, who was finally compelled to

use the railway. Now President F. A. 0.

Johnston, of the Canada Motor Cyclists'

Association, suggests that a keen motor
cyclist could make a name for himself
"by a run from ocean to ocean through
the wide plains, roadless forests, and
mountain ranges of the Dominion. The
d'stance, roughly, is 4,000 miles

Ihermo-cooling.

A reader, who signs himself
" Theorist," but points out that he is

neither engineer nor mechanic, suggests
that the cylinder of a motor cycle could
be cooled by means of a vacuum jacket
surrounding it on the principle of the
Thermos flask. This is the first time
that we have heard that a cylinder can
be cooled by retaining the heat in it.

No Petrol for Joy Chars-a-bancs.

In criticising the allocation of petrol to

motor cyclists, we and our readers have
drawn attention to the large numbers of

chars-a-bancs throughout the country that
are used for joy rides pure and simple,

though the vehicles are classed as com-
mercial vehicles. Consequently, we were
not altogether sorry to see that official

steps have been taken to forbid from
September 1st the use of motor spirit in

chars-a-bancs used for pleasure purposes.
Chars-a-bancs used in connection with
ambulance or hospital work, naval, mili-

tary, and munition service, conveyance
of munition workers to and from work,
and services certified as being desirable
in the interests of the travelling public

'

will not be affected by the new regu-
lations.

SPECIAL FEATURES .

A MOTOR CYCLIST WITH GENERAL SMUTS-
HORSE-POWER TESTS (Ulus.).

MY FIRST WEEK AS A MOTOR CYCLIST
(iUus.).

Petrol for Road Surveyors.
There does not appear to be much

prospect at the moment of road surveyors

who use motor cycles for business of

receiving special consideration from the

Petrol Control Committee. Mr. Harcourt
announces that at present ithas not been
found practicable to make any special

arrangements for such users, though chief

constables have been informed that they

will have plenty of petrol. If chief con-

stables, why not county and road sur-

veyors?

Petrol Permits Again.
A correspondent writes :

'

' Two cases

I know of, both in the same business.

One man runs a Ford van, motor cycle

and sidecar, also stationary engine, all

in connection with his -business, and is

allowed 78 gallons for three months, six

gallons of it only for motor cycle. In
the other case, which is a smaller busi-

ness, the man runs only a Ford van, and
is allowed 144 gallons for the three

months."

REIGATE WOUNDED SOLDIERS SIDECAR RUN, . (See next page.)

Some of the sidecars at Cobham.

b3
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The Sgt. Hubbaid Fund.

Some little time ago we announced that

a fund had been opened in aid of the

widow and children of the late Sgt.

Hubbard, R.E. Mr. A. W. Thrush, of

Erdington, Birmingham, now informs us

that he has collected the sum of £18 19s.,

which he has handed to Mrs. Hubbard,
and for which she was very grateful. -

The sum was contributed as follows :

F. A Newlesnte, MP., £2 ; W. Eggiuton, i.2 2s.

:

H. Eeliliin, £2: S. K- Jones. S.\ 13s.: A. W.
Thru.*, £1 5s.: A. E. Ansdl, £1 Is.; Chas. Alder,
£1 Is.; J. Eoll;Kmi, £1 Is.; Alec Uoss, lOs. 6d.

;

E. H. Baylis.s, 10s. ei ; N. MiixlieW. 10s.: O. H.
Wetlieretl, 10s.; T. Cnssins. 10s.; A. Butteifield,
IDs.; H. Sliinue. 5s. 6il. ; (j. Jone.?, 5s,; O. CiUlljy,

5s. ; C. Allerton, 5s. ; H. Jones, 53. ; F. WlliUvorth.
5s.: V. C. HornWo, 5s.; W. G. Jonea, 5s.; E. A.
TV.^lteI, 5s.: F. Johnson. 5s.: F. lierldaes, 2s. 6d.

;

F. Boflers. 2s. 6ti. ; C. Bowers, 5s. ; S. A. Newman,
2s. 6d.: G. C. Knox, 2s. 6d. ; S. Hall, 2s. 6d.

;

H. Irf'es, 2s. 6d. : S, Jones. 2s. 6d. ; \V. Lee, Is.;

H. Winilinr.st, Is. Totiil, £18 19s.

Still Plenty of Fuel.

Hardly anj' appreciable difference is

yet to be noted in the number of motor
cyclists' on the main roads in the

vicinity of the large towns. It is only
v;hen a long run is made- that the small
number of motor vehicles of all kinds is

observed. With the help of substitutes
and private stocks of petrol, mostj'iders
are finding it possible to indulge in

week-end runs, at least.

Admiral Arbuthnot Trophy Fund.

This fund has, since the last list was
published in our issue of August 17th,
been brought up to the total of £105
13s. by the following subscriptions :

Messrs. Douglas Bros ^5 5
F. G. Short, Esq 5 5
Zenith Motors, Ltd 2 2
Lt C B B.iU¥ . 110
H A Howse, Esq 2 6

More Summonses for Movable Lamps in

Buckinghamshire.

We continue to hear of cases of con-
victions of motor cyclists under the
Defence of the Realm Act for using
motor c}-cles fitted with swivelling or

ir.ovable lamps. Apparently it makes no
difference whether the rider is stopped
iS the daytime or at night ; in fact, all

the cases we have heard of the rider has
been stopped in daylight. The fines have
ranged from 10s to £2 and the lamp
confiscated. Both these cases were in

the sauie court, the higher fine being in

the case of a War OtEce machine. It is

interesting to note that practically all

War Office machines that liave been
turned out are equipped with Lucas King
of the Road head lamps, and which are
capable of movement independent of the
machine. This regulation is a most
absurd one when seriouslj' considered, for

what is easier, should a motor cyclist

wish to signal, then to remove the lamp
bodily from the machine, which, in the
case of a back socket lamp, only entails

the loosening of one nut, and flashing the
lamp about in his hands to his heart's

content? This would really be' much
easier than moving a lamp fi.xed on a
swivel on the machine.

Sti'.l they come.

Four further petrol substitutes recently

introduced are Force, Arbeco, Relico,

a;id Lightning. This brings the number
ni substitutes to sixteen, so that, with
paraffin, motor cyclists need not seri-

Lusly curtail their riding. The Daily
aia ! might note this fact, and allow war
xi'oi'cers to enjoy peacefully what little

itfieatiou they get.

The National War Funds.

At the week-end the principal relief

funds stood as follow :

The I'unce ot Wales's N.itionnl
Reliet Fund (£3,443,250
distlihuted) £5.943,295

Blitish E«d Oioss Fund . 4,193,008
Tob.aoro Fnnd ... . 112,430 3 4
Tile 17 trhenei National Sleiiioiial

Fund 237,500

VET ANOTHER MOTOR CYCLIST AIRMAN.
Lieut. 1. B. Hart-Davles, R.F.C., who, in spite of his age—he Is 39 next birthday

—

obtained his "wings" last week. He is doubt'ess one of the oldest pilots to obtain their

'wings during the war. Only a few readers will need reminding that Hart-Davies is an
ardent motor cyclist, and holder of the End-to-end record on both motor cycle and light

car. It will be noted that he is still faithful to the Triumph, on which make he made one of

his End-to-end records.
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Paraffin with a Two-stroke.

The Villiers Engineering Co. recom-

mend riders of two-stroke engines, wlio

wish to run on paraffin, to fill their main
tanks with this fuel, combined with the

usual proportion (one to sixteen) of oil,

and to put petrol and a little oil into the

Using paraffin in a Villiers engine.

oil tank. Both tanks are then connected

with the carburetter, and the procedure

is now as usual, viz., start on petrol,

when the engine is warm turn on the

paraffin, before stopping turn off the

paraffin, and turn on the petrol again to

ensure an easy start next time.

The Boys at the "Wisley Hut."

Some forty wounded soldiers from two
of the local Red Cross hospitals were

taken recently by the Reigate trades-

men in sidecars representing almost

every well-known make, with a sprinkling

of cars. All went away in good style

at 2.30 in the afternoon, and after a

delightful run through the most pic-

turesque of Surrey scenery the party

arrived at the famous " Hut," situated

in. its glorious and health-giving sur-

roundings of pine woods. Here the boys
certainly enjoyed themselves, at once
taking to the boats which the worthy
proprietor of the Hut, Mr. Pullen, placed

at their disposal. A muster of seventy
odd sat down to tea. All proclaimed the

run ''great," and hoped that it was but.

the forerunner of many more expeditions

of the same kind

Paraffin in the Cold.

When the necessity for using some
other fuel than petrol first arose the

weather was hot, and many were the

enthusiastic experimenters with vaporisers

and heavy fuels, and wonderful were the

results. " Absolutely no difference from
petrol," and so on, were the remarks, but
we fear that as the cold weather comes-

on the disappointments will be many.
We made a run in the cold early hours

recently, using pure paraffin. The result

was power non-existent, and misfiring the

order of the day.

Proposed Outing for Wounded Soldiers

and Sailors.

No outing has yet been arranged, for

the wounded at West Ham Hospital.

All readers who are able to co-operate

in such an undertaking are asked, there-

fore, to communicate at once with Mr.
Stephen S. Crouch, 140, Belgrave Road,
Wanstead. If sufficient sopp.-rt is forth-

coming, a committee will be. formed and
the necessary arrangements made.
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THE LIGHTWEIGHT MACHINE
FOR THE

COMMERCIAL TRAVELLER.

TWELVE months ago I came to the conclusion

that there was a lot of good prospective business

which I could not profitably reach by train.

Not many commercials can afford half a day to make
one or two calls, and there are many villages which

cannot be reached in less time. When the war broke
out my business looked like suffering, and I felt that

it was time to make some effort to extend it, and a

motor cycle seemed to be the best means to this end.

I went carefully into the whole matter, and mapped
out a series of weekly- tours, yielding from fifty to

eighty prospects per week. Though never previously of

a mechanical turn of mind, I " read up," and sought

the acquaintance of

motor cyclists. My
available cash was
about £A°y and,

being a novice,
I felt it expedient

to buy a new
machine rather than
a second-hand one.

So that I was
limited to the choice

of a lightweight,

and eventually de-

cided on the O.K.
Junior, 2 h.p. And,
diverting a moment
from my subject,

I should just like to

say here that the

O.K. has given me
splendid service so

far, and carried me
—and my ugly but

necessary luggage—up some fearful hills. I have only

ridden eight miles in a train during the last six weeks,

but have averaged 250 miles per week on the bicycle

during that period, and, moreover, I have made 24%
more calls than I set out to do, for I found time to

branch off my main route first on my left and then to

another village on my right.

• My Itinerary.

Perhaps the districts worked will interest other com-
mercials thinking of buying a motor cycle for business

purposes only. One week's tour takes me (from Bir-

mingham) through Coventry to Rugby, Market Har-
borough, Kettering (for Monday night) ; Tuesday I

spend in the Northants villages between Kettering and
St. Neots (Hunts.)'; Wednesday between St. Neots and
Bedford ; Thursday to Bucks County (overnight at

Stony Stratford), and then working home to Birming-

ham on the Friday—292 miles in all. Another week
1 go round part of Shropshire, making about seventy

calls between Bridgnorth, Ludlow, Shrewsbury,

A COMMERCIAL TRAVELLER'S LIGHTWEIGHT.
The machine is a 2 h.p. O.K. Junior, with chain-cum-belt transmission.

Note the spacious case on the carrier.

Oswestry, Wellington, ^nd home—about 250 miles.

Another week is spent in some of the Worcester

villages between Birmingham and the Malverns, then

on to Ledbury and Gloucester. From Gloucester I

go on to the Forest of Dean for three days, and find

some terrible roads and hills for the little O.K. Those

who know this district will agree that, after rain, these

Forest roads are a very severe test for non-skid tyres,

and, incidentally, , have given me much confidence in

the security of my carrier box. The climb—and

"road"—from Lydbrook, past Joys Green, to

Ruardean Hill is, I think, about the toughest proposi-

tion I have tackled so far. And it is not easy running

from Cinderford to

Coleford. _ Then I

have a week's work
in the more scat-

tered villages of

North Staffordshire

and the borders of

Derbyshire, includ-

ing Ashbourne, and
three weeks' work
in the Monmouth
valleys.

At the outset 1

was up against the

difficulty of carrying

my bags—a busi-

iress and a spare.

I did not like, the

idea of strapping

these things to {he

carrier (which would
have meant leaving

part of' my stuff so

strapped whilst making calls). So I had a tin box built

as a temporary fixture, 2oin. x i2in. x loin. high, and

securely bolted to the carrier. The box is fitted with

lock and key, and takes my two bags and a light rain-

proof coat for evening wear. The photograph will

give a good idea of the box, the bags being partly

drawn out, of course. My coat folds over the top bag,

thus making a tight fit, so that there is no movement
whatever when on the road, and no shifting of weight.

And I so arrange my stuff in the bags that the heavier

stuff is near the saddle, and consequently little weight,

overhanging. I have had the carrier strengthened, and

a supporting strap is used as a precaution against a

possible fracture.

Better than a Train.

As my calls are almost entirely ". country " calls, I

have found no difficulty in finding a place to leave my
machine for half an hour or so whilst doing my busi-

ness, and the locked box has so far secured me against

petty pilfering.
,
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The Lightweight Machine tor the Ccmmercii; Traveller.

—

Nine out of ten commercials " pass " a lot of good
prospective business when they buy an 8s. 4d. railway

ticket. The motor cycle costs less, and it certainly

enables me to touch prospects I could not otherwise

reach. And I am sure, at any rate during the spring

and summer, one feels far better and more fit for work
•after three hours in the saddle than one does after such
;i period of train travelling.

The undesirable but necessary box which I have to

carry, and the diminutive appearance of the engine on
-the O.K. Junior, have created much interest in busi-

ness and "trade " circles, and I am frequently asked
whether the weight I carry does not cause me^ to skid

badly. I may have been fortunate, but I have never
yet skidded when carrying the box aboard—though

^^(^LE J-55

twice when without it. I suppose this fact is agamst
theory, but there it is, and, though anything but an

e.xpert rider, I have been over some bad roads, includ-

ing the ride through Warrington and Wigan to Black-

pool, and the greasy forest roads before mentioned.

In conclusion I can very strongly recommend any
commercial traveller, say under fifty years of age, who
may be anxious to open up new business, to try one of

the reliable lightweights now offered. Let him
approach the agents and tell them the purpose for

which he desires the machine, have the carrier

strengthened, be sure of good brakes and tyres, carry

a few spares, and "Tracing Troubles.'' I feel con-

fident the outlay could, in hundreds of cases, be made
commercially profitable, and enjoyable too, as in my
case. H.L.

->—oo«—f-

The 1916 2|h.p. Spring Frame Douglas.
A FAST AND COMFORTABLE MACHINE.

I
AM at present riding a sample of the latest 2^ h.p.

spring frame Douglas, which is a revelation in

luxurious road travel. The type of springing

should be familiar to readers from previous illustra-

tions in The Motor Cycle. Long . inverted semi-

eljiptics are pivoted centrally on the main frame

;

their fore ends are attached to brackets fixed to the

middle rail of the frame under the tank, and the

, hinged rear frame rides on their tips. They allow

plenty of movement, and the progress over really bad
roads is devoid of shocks. Under moderate jars the

rear frame rises and falls without the rider being

conscious of its motion ; under severe shocks the

blows are eased, and the rider is conscious of a much
gentler swaying than the average first-class front fork

. conveys.

_y In other respects the machine evinces mere detail

• iihprovements. The engine efficiency is higher than
ever, and the speed, especially on hills, is astonishingly

good. Starting is always easy with horizontal twins,

and the wee Douglas, being a small engine for this

pattern, is possibly the easiest starter on the market.

It will start from stone cold at the first depression of

the kick-starter, provided the air intake of the carbu-

retter is covered ; and it can always be paddled off in

a yard or so on second gear when once warm. The
. bearings of the front fork links and of the rear spindle

of the back frame springs are wisely equipped with

screw greasers, and should wear much better than those

patterns which are left to the mercy of oil helmets.

The detail work throughout is of good design and
construction. The toolkit is designed and made

- specially for the machine, not ordered by the thou-
sand from a tool maker without reference to the needs
of the nuts and other parts requiring attention occa-

sionally.

High Saddle Position.

\ The sole criticism I should offer is that the saddle

is unduly high from the ground line (about 32in.).

\
This high position has evidently been adopted as part

of the spring frame, design, and certainly affords a

very comfortable upright position, without tending to

make the rider hunch his shoulders. But the low

position is generally popular nowadays, and a rear-

sprung machine of another make, with very similar

rear-springing, shows a saddle height of no more than

26in. This low seat may tend towards round
shoulders, but it is infinitely preferable when one

stops, or is paddling the machine about. I should

really advise the firm to drop the saddle 4in. or so

for next season, and then they will have a mount
possessing extreme comfort and all the handiness and
controllability of the standard " Duggie."

Road Rider.

...<5L-^ou< ^sissmm PE^s&Ksui'yfr

Sidney George, a despatch rider in the R.F.C., mounted on a

P. and M. This essentially touring mount is somewhat of a

contrast to the monster eight-valve Indian on which he attained

the remarkable speed of 93 m.p.h. at Brooklands. (See page 160.)

K~
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
M.M.G.S. Closed tor the Time Being.

AG-ROUP of recruits attended at the
Recruiting Office, Coventry, on
Tuesday of last week for examina-

tion and enlistment into t^e Motor
Machine Gun Service.-^ The names of

those motor cyclists and car drivei's

accepted are given below :

Buckle, J. F., Stroud. .

Bullivaut. Cj., Oflchurch, Esaditch.
ButterfleJd, H„ Barrowford, Lanes,
Dowse. G-, Osbournby, Liucs.
Evans, O., Bradtoid.
Ford, G H.. Tamwortb.
Foster, C. G . Norwich.
Hewson, A. W., Coventry.
Partes, H. E., Onken^ates.
Sedgwick, E.. Barrow-in-Furness.
Sparkes, S. W., Coventry.
Taylor, F., Coventry.
William s. E., Didsbnry, Manchester.

Appointments with other candidates
had been arranged for ye-sterday (Wednes-
day) at the offices of Messrs. Iliffe and
Sons Ltd., Century Buildings, 199, Ueans-
gate, Manchester, and on Tuesday next
Mr. Geoffrey Smith will attend at the
Recruiting Office Coventry, at 2.30 p.m.,
in order to examme and accept suitable

Central Office for Motor Machine Gun
• Service :

Mr. Geoffrey Smith,

19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

his district and mention his class when
applying.

applicants. Only a limited number of

men can be accepted at the latter inspec-

tion, as recruiting for this section has
been closed. No "men should attend
unless they have received railway war-
rants. As soon as recruiting is re-opened
notification will be made in this column.

The amended conditions of enlistment,
in the ilotor Machine Gun Service are
given hereunder

:

ExrEEiENCE.—At least one year's motor
cycle or car driving es^perience.
" Age.—18 to 40. . .

EsLTSTMEXT.^-For duration of the war.
MsDiC-iLLY Fit.—For general service

or for garrison duty abroad.
I'-^Y.—Is. 2^-d. per day, all found ; the

usual separation or dependants' allowance.

Full particulars of enlistment and a

form for fiUing-m purposes may be
obtained on application, w-hilst the con-

ditions of enlistment are mentioned on
this _page.

A free railw'ay warrant will be issued

to prospective recruits living at a distance
if the applicant will previously get

examined before the iledical Board for

Ajnong the candidates who presented'

themselves for enlistment at the Recruit-j

ing Office, Coventry, on Tuesday of

week, w-as a youth who produced his birthj

certificate showing him to be eighteen
years of age that day, whilst another
entkusiastic youth, wTip had travelled

from Ulverston, had to be refused enlist-

ment on account of age, which was given
as 18^, but which proved to be 17^.

i

MILITARY NOTES.
QUITE A VETERAN !

THE man whose illustration accom-
panies this paragraph has had a

varied experience since he joined
the Army in the early part of October.
3914. L.-Cpl. H. Sargeant, the rider

in question, is well known in Wimbledon
motor cycling circles, and had been riding
f:)r eight years when war broke out.

He found himself in France in the month

Lance-Cpi. £l. baigcanl, who joined tne

Army in October, 1914, and has had a

most varied experience since.

following that in which he joined, and
he was attached to a field ambulance,
riding a Douglas, for twelve months.
Then he was transferred to a siege
battery as despatch rider, his, mount
being a Triumph. After several months
he was again transferred, and he is now
driving a 3 ton lorry, but he says that
he much prefers motor cycling.

CANADIANS SIDECAR OUTING.
THE popularity of sidecar outings for

convalescent soldiers has spread to
Canada, and we hear that a

Toronto agency has arranged an outing
for men sent homo from the firing line.

UI4

A SIDECAR BUILT IN THE WAR
ZONE.

SOME few months ago we illustrated

two motor cycles that had been
assembled behind the firing line in

France. Now, through the courtesy of

Art.-Cpl. P. J. Egerton, R.E., we are

enabled to give some particulars and an
illustration of a sidecar built by himself

under similar conditions. The difficulties

encountered must be experienced to be

believed, and great ingenuity was dis-

played by Egerton.
The chassis was made from channel

iron with the aid of a blacksmith's forge,

and the body framework was saiwiv hsom

a 6in. X jin. beech

-plank. The hoops
were made in sec-

tions and screwed
together, a ,hack

saw being found
very useful for cut-

ting out the sec-

tions. The body
framework was
then covered with
sheet zinc, the only

metal obtainable at

the time. For the
springing Egerton
managed to secure
a couple of ClyiK)

C springs, which
he attached to the
rear, and hinged
the front to give
the necessary move-
ment. The sidecar
was then attached
to a Triumph, and
the outfit, we are
informed, has been
running daily for

three months with-
out giving trouble.

MR. SCOTT'S BROTHER KILLED.

IT is with very sincere regret we learn

that'Lt.-Col. C. E. Scott, late com-
mander of the lst/6th West Yorkshire

Territorials, and formerly director of the

Scott Engineering Co., Ltd., suc-

cumbed a few days ago to wounds in

the arms and thigh. Three weeks ago
we mentioned in these columns' that

Col. Scott had been wounded, but the
serious nature of his injuries was not at

the time realised. Col. Scott died at

Camier Hospital, his wife being present,
and we tender our sincerest sympathies
to her and Mr. Alfred Scott, the well-

known inventor, in their loss.

5^Sft.w .<l«Si«c

J

SIDECAR BUILT BY A SOLDIER IN FRANCE
(See paragraph on this page).

Names : Standing, Cpls. Davis and Kelly, and Sgt. Moon ; Cpl.

Chamberlain on carrier, Cpl Powell in sidecar, and Art.-Cpl. Eserton
builder of the body, in the saddle.

I
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

An Appeal.
Sir,—Being a prisoner of war, a keen motor cyclist, and

a constant reader of your valuable paper, I shall be
pleased if you will let me appeal to your home readers for
any small gift of cigarettes or eatables. Any small parcel
Avould be very gratefully accepted by a gravel-crushing
Territorial. PHILIP T. ELLIS (Cpl.)
Gefangenenlager, Diilmen i. Westf., Germany.

Three or Four Wheels.
Sir,—Mr. Scott in his reply to Mr. Burnard writes,

" hitherto the man wanting comfort and cleanliness has had
no other alternative " than the four-wheeler. He ignores
apparently the A.C. and the Morgan, which have, I venture
to think, already accomplished what he hopes to achieve.
But I welcome the coming of the Scott with interest, not
at all with apprehension, and hope to meet it in friendly
rivalry in competitions after the war. It is a further proof
that the three-wheeler, which the Morgan has done some-
thing to popularise, is coming into its own. A correspondent
.in. your contemporary The LiglU Car remarked that the

A.C. and the Morgan had not received the flattei'y of imita-

,tion by other makers. As regards the Morgan, I may point
out that several important points, to which the success of

the Morgan is largely due, cannot be imitated. They are

covered by patents. H. G. MORGAN.

A Home Made Turnout.
Sir,—I think the accompanying illustrations would interest

iuany readers.

The sidecar, excepting a portion of the sidecar chassis, I

made three years ago, and it has proved very successful, is

very comfortable, strong, and weatherproof, is made with
sheet metal, and has carried two persons on many occasions.

The motor was redesigned and built since November last.

The engine is a 1910 3^ h.p. two-stroke P.M.O. I bought
this engine in 1910, but liave not used it until this year. I

have made a few alterations to it. Gear, four-speed Jardine.

Carburetter, Binks, latest three-jet. Saxon forks. Stewart
;speedometer. Special guards. Large footboards, cork
studded. Bowden control. Spring seat.

It is clean and comfortable to drive. The top gear is

3^ to 1, and it wUl climb any Mil I have yet met with full

load. I cannot say~ what speed it will do, but have dona
just over 30 m.p.h. without forcing it aU out. I have been
getting 45 to 50 ni.p.g., but hope to improve upon this.

W. H. MUSKETT.

The Silver Patafiin Vaporiser.

Sir,—May we reply to Mr. A. Durant's letter in your
issue of August 17th ? This gentleman makes an emphatic
statement contradicting Mr. T. Silver's claim.

If Mr. Durant will refer to some of the articles already
published on this vaporiser he will note it is distinctly

stated that this vaporiser was used in 1903, and made prior

to that date. It is probable Mr. Durant was not connected
with the motor trade at that time.

Therefore, until we hear of another claim previous to

1903, we must still adhere to our statement, i.e., that Mr.
Silver was the originator of the vaporiser.

We would like to remind Mr. Durant that the vaporiser
is protected. QUADRANT MOTOR CO.

Petrol 5/6 a GaUon?
Sir,—Like other motor cyclists, I am allowed two gallons

of petrol per month. How am I to be certain tliat the tin

with which I am supplied contains that amount? I have
just weighed one tin of petrol (seal unbroken) against
another and find a difference of between 7 lb. and 7^ lb.

The fullest cannot be more than full, and, presumably, the
tins are not made to contain more than two gallons. What
amount of petrol does the lightest tin contain?
Can you tell me what a tin containing two gallons ought,

to weigh? I am a clergyman, with a large and scattered
country parish, and my work involves, a mileage of not less

than 300 miles per month. I cannot under the ' present
arrangement pay the same number of visits to the sick and
poor, though rich neighbours may use six times the amount
of petrol for pleasure rides. But at least let me be sure that
I do get my two gallons. A.J.W.
[A gallon of petrol weighs about 7^ lb., therefore one of the

tins cannot be much more than half full. A full tin should
weigh about 18 lb. This is by no means the first complaint
of tliis kind that we have received. We should advise our
readers to weigh the tins before accepting them where
this is possible.

—

Ed.]

Sidecar outfit built bv our correspondent, W. H. Muskatt

BI7
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A Combined Vaporiser and Whistle.

Sir,— I send you a sketch of an invention with which
I have been running my motor cycle for some time past

with very great success tind also with the utmost economy.
The drawing, which I have sent to the Patent Office for

protection, is self-explanatory I consider it to be an ideal

and simple Combination, suitable for any machine, and one
which will prove to be a great boon to motorists during
the coming winter.

f Th ree wa y Tap To

f^ Dpcompres5or and

T-K'^=i WhisHe

A combined whistle, decompressor, and vaporiser. (See letter

from E. Rowland.)

Taking it m the first place as a vaporiser, it is most
effective. By simply op'eiiing the decompressor an easy

start is assured, and a good blast of hot air is forced

round the cai'buretter, thus warming up iiv a few seconds

;

then while running, the decompressor is closed, the air in

the pipe being kept warm without any escape of gas, and
the increased area of the chamber (owing to the pipe being
part of it) prevents knocking and reduces any tendency to

over-heating. -

I believe this to be the only vaporiser that can be regu-

lated whilst running, whilst as a syren or whistle it is a

terror, and this again can be regulated from a mild to a

hair-raising alarm, and it can be fitted to almost any
machine with ease. E. ROWLAND. '_

Sidecars and Cycle Cars.

Sir,— I am much interested in the controversy of the

passenger motor cycle problem, now raging in your most
excellent journal.

I should be glad if a few remarks by myself would be

acceptable. In the first place, why is Mr. Scott, that well-

known talented designer, giving us a resurrection of the

sidecar? Mr. Scott is, I should say, a far-seeing business

man, who knows that the cycle car will come into its own
by sheer merit, and the sidecar will be a relic of the

past. Now, no one can possibly admit that the sidecar is

mechanically correct, although as a passenger-carrying

machine it answers well. But, beyond this, there is a

public desire, and rightly so, that a machine may be

evolved having the virtues of the sidecar combination
without its defects.

The question then arises, what form must this vehicle

take ? Now the point is there are three factors to be

considered—efficiency, cheapness, and appearance. It

must be admitted that cheapness is generally associated

with inefficiency and nastiness ; but cheapness should be
associated with simpleness. Now we have the clue : cut

away all your unnecessary complications, design your
machine to be efficient, give a kind regard to the appear-
ance, and you have the ideal cycle car.

Personally, I claim to have designed, built, and tested

for a mileage of 12,000 a machine built on real cycle car
lines, not a machine composed of scrap parts of small cars.

The sense of security, the accessibility of working parts,

and the simpleness of construction are a revelation. Is

there a sidecar combination to-day whose owner does not
covet the genuine cycle -car, and long for the day when he
may easily possess such a machine? That such a demand
does exist is evident by the number of letters and- enquiries
I have received.

At the moment I await the opportunity of a large manu-
facturer who can prepare and place on the market in large
numbers this ideal machine, which can easily be retailed
at £75. GEO. HADDEN.

The Boycott of German Goods.
Sir,—It is with extreme regret that I find that The Motor

Cycle is supporting the idea of a trade war with Germany
after the present blood war shall have ceased—a support
which puts " Britisher " in such high feather. Is it not
enough that muddling diplomacy on both sides should have
brought all Europe into the catastrophe of blood and murder?
Are we, the inhabitants, and, ipso faeto, the sufferers, going
to show that even democracy is just as muddleheaded as its

diplomatists, in that we are calling for a continuation of tlie

hatred on "business lines"?
Have we forgotten that we entered the war for the pur-

pose of defending the neutrality or Belgium, and that no
ulterior motive, apart from any diplomatic arrangements to

help France " in certain eventualities," moved us to take
the unfortunate step ?

"Britisher" says we " mtist shut out German competition,"
and if we do, what then? Are not all advances in arts,

sciences, or engineering brought about by a . comparison?
How then shall we compare our motors with German motors,
and show the superiority of ours if we are to shut them out?

I take it that we all want the war to end ; but are you
helping the end to come by announcing the fact that you are

determined to crush Germany now and after the war? You
at once, by such action, give Germany the justification for

saying that the war, as far as she is concerned, is a war
of defence

!

"Britisher" says that the "spirit of German Kiiltur"

must be crushed, and I agree with liim ; but does

"Britisher" imagine tliat he. is going to accomplish that

object by so stifling Germany that she is unable to rise

from the baseness of that kultur by reason of the fact that

she is not allowed to rise even commercially ?

Suppose you do crush German trade in this country and
elsewhere, will it be to the credit of Great Britain that we
have cruslied it by force of arms and political trickery rather

than' by sheer merit? Let "Britisher" reconsider, and see

if he cannot propound some better means of helping Germany
to rid herself of the shibboleth of "Kultur."

H. PRITCHARD.

' J

^„^^^^KS^»

G. Hadden's. four-wheeled two-seater. The specification includes a 654 c.c. twin air-cooled J.A.F. engine, transmission by chain and

belt, and a two-speed gear a la Ford The weight, we are told, is only 3J cwt., and the average consumption 75 m.p.g. , (See letter on

this page.)

A
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ereI SUBMIT th
is a solid reason why you should adopt a

BINKS CARBURETTER, viz.:

YOU CUTYOUR FUEL BILL INTWO
if you adopt my system and use my
fuel. You can, of course, use petrol or
benzol without alteration.

Price of
Carburetter
complete

—

plus 10% extra
war cost.

Small extra Tank
to clip on Frame,

17/6
Pipe & 3-wayTap
to enable you to

get an easy start

when stone cold,

12/6
plus 10%

war advance.

READ!
MY 3-PHASE JET DAMPING CARBURETTERS
have such perfect vapourising properties that they
enable you to use fuel at 1/10 per gallon in 42-gaHon
casiss, which you are allowed to keep on your premises.

Your engine will tick over dead slow, and pull dead
slow in traffic, yet give the full power. It is almost
impossible to tell you are not running on petrol at 2/9
a gallon. It cannot damage your engine or soot it up,

and makes Motor Cycling possible in these times.

I give you my personal assurance of the truth of what
is stated above. Please send at once for full particulars

of the carburetter, and also for my Treatise on Carbura-
tion, and terms of One Month's Approval Trial.

C. BINKS, Ltd., Eccles.
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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YES"You run on Paraffin.

BUT-You want OUR

SPECIAL OUTFIT.
(PROV. PROTECTEDO

Tank, Bands to fit

all size Top Tubes,

Filler, Tap and

Union,

JiS^JpfJ^

33/:ar:Oi

Special Brass Piece

for connecting
Tubing, 3 feet of

Copper Tube.

Price, complete, 15s. 6d. Cash with order.

Or with Torpedo Tank and Superior Fittings, as above, £11 O ^orden^^^

EST ATTWOOD'S TANK WORKS,
1S76. 86, Rosebery Avenue, LONDON, E.G.

EASILY FITTED TO ANY MACHINE. PAYS FOR ITSELF IN 500 MILES,

'Phone

:

12445

Central,

Extract from "THE MOTOR CYCLE TRADER," Aug. 4/16.

WHAT A NORTON WILL STAND.—A Norton" Big Four "machine,
with De Luxe pattern sidecar attached, was recently employed for conveying
two heavy passengers, in addition to the driver, four fuU cans of

petrol and some luggage, a distance cf nearly t^venty miles, including the
traversing of some of the worst streets in Birmingham from the traffic point
of view. The sidecar passenger weighed iij stone, and the occupant of the
carrier seat 14 stone, the driver turning the scale at loj stone, or 37 Stone
in all. The petrol cans with their full complement of spirit would add
something considerable to the weight, and the combination empty must
weigh very nearly, if not more than, 400 lb. There was also a full tool kit

and some heavy overalls, etc., in the "boot." The total weight resting on
the three wheels would certainly run very close to 1,000 lb., and with
this the single-cylinder engine of 650 c.c. simply played with the
Bull Ring Hill in middle gear, and afterwards negotiated some quite long and
trying grades without having to come down from top. The power of this

engine is unquestionably very high.

HOLDS 21 WORLD'S RECORDS.

BARTLETT'S Are Sole London and
District Agents for—

•

THE PREMIER BRITISH BUILT MOTOR CYCLE,
74, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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The Paragon Folding Sidecar Chassis.
WE liear a great deal of economy these

days, and motor cyclists as a body
have to practise it in a rigid form,

as regards petrol. At the same time,

there is another kind of economy that
has to be considered by some riders, and
that is the economy of space. This often
assumes an acute form in the case of

keen sidecarists whose accommodation for

their outfits is very limited. Sidecarists

who are awkwardly situated as regards
space will be interested in the Paragon
folding sidecar chassis, the chief feature
of which is the fact that it is capable
of being folded. It is a sound idea that
has now stood approximately two years'
testing in the hands of various users.

The chassis drawing shows it on the
point of being folded. The body has
been removed as well as the tension arm,
which is fastened to the lug by means
of a quickly detachable bolt. The body
is removed by pulling it backwards, and
then pulling it again in the reverse

On the left are sliown details ot the fitting

of body frame, A being the flat portion that is

released when the body is taken off.

PARAGON FOLDING SIDECAR CHASSIS.
Examples of tradesman's and touring sidecar bodies on the same Paragon

foldmg chassis.

direction. This releases the flat portion

marked A, which engages with slots on
the a.\le tube. When this is done the

sidecar wheel can be pushed forward and
allowed^ to lie closely up against the

machine, and this will enable it to pass

through a 30in. doorway.
The fact that the body is so easily

detachable is a most important point, as

a tradesman may use his machine 'for

delivering goods and for pleasure purposes
dui'ing the week-end. The sidecar is

substantially constructed, the cross

members, both in front and behind, .being

duplex and pivoted at each corner.

Spring washers are provided top and
bottom to prevent rattle, and castellated

nuts are supplied secured by split pins.

The front ends or tongues of the frame
on which the springs are mounted are

held in position by special ti'igger bolts.

Sidecar Dust and its Preventive.
ONE of the greatest dra^i'backs to

sidecaring is the dust that is

sucked up by the back draught
of the body, and which generally de-

posits itself in the hair of the lady

passenger.

The idea, as seen from the sketches,
consists of an air scoop and tube led
through the offhand side of the sidecar,
and so through to the back. A saw-cut
through the tube, a stopper in the end
of it, and slot cut in the back of the side-

car complete the fit-

ment, and a neat and
non-obtrusive job can

be made of it with a little care. My
idea is that the wind pressure sucked up
by the scoop will, when forced through
the narrow slit at the rear of the sidecar,

effectually break up the air eddies that

cause the dust.

I should be interested to hear from any
sidecarist who tries the experiment and
to compare results. It is, of course,

necessary to have a scoop of greater
capacity than the slit at the rear—

' out 4 to 1, I think, would be the
happy medium. H.M.
[The idea is, we think, based upon a

fallacy, and we shall be surprised to
hear that it is successfid.

—

Ed.]

An attempt to lay the dust. In the plan

view the letters refer to the following :

A. Saw-cut letting out the compressed air.

B. ^Scoop.
C. i.Un. tubing.
D. Small tiu can cover soldered to end piece ol

pipe.

A simple gadget which I am fitting to
tt sidecar might, I think, prove interest-
ing to family men, or those who have
sidecars and are lucky enough to have
fair passengers for them.
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E is provided for the gunner, with bade
rests at_F. A support G is provided on
the sidecar to give stability when the
outfit is stationary.—The Enfield Cycle
Co.. Ltd., and P. W. Smith, No. 914,

1915.

(nt'i/^~i/) //)j IP^yy) Two-stroke Exhaust System

A Motor Cycle Fire Engine.

The illustrations depict a motor cycle,

the rear wheel of which is adapted for

use as a water pump. The motor cycle

could thus be used
for q u en ch i n g
fires, emptying
flooded ' cellars,

etc, In construc-
tion the enclosed
rear w-heel is

divided into two
chambers by a
partition A, the
right-hand cham-
ber enclosing a
rotai'y pump B.

The water enters

at C, and fi'oiri

'

the pump cham-
ber it passes

through valves in the partition A to the

left-hand chamber, and thence to the

delivery, pipe. Chain gearing D is pro-

vided on the motor cycle, whereby the

back wheel may either be driven in the

ordinary w'ay, or, when the back of the

machine is supported on the stand E,

improve tJre exhausting of

burned gas from the cylinder a rotary
air pump A, driven from the crankshaft
B, is arranged in the exhaust box C.

The result is to set up a partial vacuum

in the exhaust system, which has an
eductor effect on the burned gases directly

the port is micovered by the movement
of the piston.—Villiers Engineering Co.,
Ltd., and F. H. Farrer, No. 13,986, 1915.

An Internal Hub Brake.

The fixed spindle A has momited on it

a sleeve B, upon which is carried the

the gearing may drive the rotor B of the
pump. The necessary hose, piping is

shown at F. Whilst possibly the machine
might not be particularly comfortable to

ride, it -would pi'obably be very useful

for the contingencies for which it is

apparently designed.—W. H. Bridges,

No. 10,284, 1915.

Another Sidecar Gun Mounting.

The sidecar frame has an approximately
rectangular base A, and supports at the
front and rear sockets B C for the

-.P^
i^^-"- ^

machine gun D. The gun ffiay thus be . expanding the
mounted in, either socket so as to face tact with a
either forwards. or backwards with regard hub shell C.

—

to the machine. A spring-supported seat 1915.

hub shell C. , At the left-

hand end the hub shell is

enlarged to enclose a
stationary brake ring D,
and this ' ring D is

expanded by cam
mechanism, as usual,

operated by rotating the
sleeve B. To effect this

the sleeve has fi.xed upon
it a grooved wheel F,
around which wraps the
cable of a Bowden wire
mechanism (not shown).
By pulling on the wire
the sleeve B' is rotated,

fixed ring B into con-

surface on the rotating

W. : S. Harris, No. ' 8,853,

The County Chemical Co.

The manufacturers of the Chemico -

specialities are now in a position to give

much better deliveries than at any period

over the last eighteen months, and the

position is daily improving.

Catalogues Received.
We are in receipt of the latest cata-

logue of Ixion two-stroke motor cycles.

The latest model Ixion is a 2| h.p.

three-speed sidecarette, the three-speed
gear being in the hub. (The Ixion Motor
Manufacturing Co., 35, Gireat Tindal
Street, Ladywood, Birmingham.)

Scott Spare Parts.

The Enfield Cycle Co;, Ltd., of

Redditch, inform .us that they have a .

number of spare parts for frames, forks,

etc., for Scott machines. They will be
pleased to send particulars to any motor
cyclists or agents who are wanting such
parts.

Repairs to Three-speed Gears.
We recently paid a visit to the work-

shop of the County Cycle and Engineer-
ing Co., at 54, Staines Road, Hounslow,
who make a speciality of repairs to three- ,

speed gears, a special work which is often ,

in demand by our readers. We noted '

that the work v.fas carried out extremely
well, and that the parts made w'ere ex-
cellently finished, and looked as if they :

wo-uld .give first-class service. \

The John Bull Lace-up Tyre Gaiter.
A bad burst often, in the end, means ,

a new cover; a large cut in the tread .•,

can be temporarily filled with tyre stop- ''-!

ping, but this does not last long~ and •!

ultimately the cover must be remodelled ;

by the makers or discarded. One of the
most effective methods of extending the
life of a tyie is to use a giitei The

Leicester Rubber Co., Ltd., has intro-

duced a new type which meets the
requirements of the higher powered pas-
senger motor cycle fitted with the larger

section of tyres, It can be adjusted, by
means of the sti'ong lace supplied with
each gaiter, to fit perfectly any section

tyre from 65 mm. up to 80 mm. The
rubber erriployed irt its manufacture is

of exceptionally good quality, and it will

form a very useful addition to the equip-

ment of the motor cycle.
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WAR-TIME
TESTIMONY

In War
as

In Peace

produces

excellent

results

and

Maintains
its

Pre-eminence
as a

market place
for

Second-hand

Bargains

€.
The rates for paragraph advertisements in The
Motor Cycle are : First 1 2 words or less 1 /6,

and 3d for every additional two words. Each
paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted. Advertisements should
be posted to arrive not later than by first post

on FRIDAY morning for the following Thurs-
day's issue. . Address The Motor Cycle,

Gsventrv. or 20. Tudor Street, London. E.G.

C[.

During the war The Motor Cycle has enhanced

its already high reputation as THE newspaper

for motor cyclists. It is read by practically

every owner (and intending buyer), whether

in the army, navy, air service, or civil life, and

is, therefore, the most suitable medium for

readers' advertisements of second-hand goods

— for sale, wanted, or to be exchanged.

^1^1 ii^essi^ae^

ig^»vv^
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Callers on day of pablication.

In respect to my advert. In The Motor
Cycle, on arriving home on Thursday
afternoon I found a gentleman had been
waiting two hours to see my -machine.

Since then I have had lo APPLICA-
TIONS, and my wife informs me that

as early as eleven o'clock on Thursday
morning a man came to see the machine.

C. HECTOR PETERS,
13, Mayow Rd., Forest Hill, S.E.

aggg:

mmi
igl<
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An excellent advertising medium.

I must give The Motor Cycle credit for

being an excellent advertising medium.
Your paper must have been newly
published when QUITE A HOST OF
OFFERS came for my carburetter, and
also offers to supply tank I asked for.

JAMES PAUL.
124, mgf^ St., Perth.

Sold same day.

1 wish to thank you for inserting the

last advert. I sent in place of the one
that was too late.

It may interest you to know that the

machine was SOLD THE SAME DAY
that the advert, appeared. I also had
MANY WIRES AND LETTERS.
Undoubtedly The Motor Cycle is THE

paper for motor cyclists in every way.

/. L. RUTTER,
Newlands Park, Sydenham.

Delighted with speedy replies.

I am delighted with speedy replies

received through the medium of your
valuable paper, The Motor Cycle. Last
week, advertising exchange. I have
HAD REPLIES EVERY POST, and
have suitably exchanged with a satis-

fied reader. G. HARROP,
Abbeyhill Rd., Oldham.

Il^ggg
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
paicES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts^ and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to

lUFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the olllces of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement-, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clarical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes. ,

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to aumbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

Wlien this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. Ail replies should be addre^'sed,
*' No. 000, c/o 'The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.C."

J)«-DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons whJ hesitate to seni money to unlcnown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of oui

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision aiter receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit th.

amoimt to the seller, out iX not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. l-'or all transactions exceeding iio in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£io the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with ai

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be mad.
payable to IliSe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail hunseU 01

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that eflect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an Indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisei^ often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S.. 19X6, early delivery of one 6h.p. combination.
-Moss. Wem. [56274

1Q16 A.J.S., 2^4h.p., early delivery.—Williams, A.J.S-
JL i/ Ex jert. Chapel Ash Depot, WoWeihampton.

1X6250
1 Q16 2^4h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, very little used, as new;
At/ 50 gns.—Julians, Broad St., Reading. 'Phone

:

1024. £5:4701

A.J.S., 1913, 6h.p., sidecar, excellent order; £45,
or reasonable offer.—Watt, Crooksbnry Sanatorium,

FarnLam. [9885

A.J.S., 1914, 2Yih.-p-. 3-speed pountershaft, lamp, horn,
and accessories ; £36.—Cyril Kilner, 54, Gloucester

Ed., Finsbury Park. [9939

"I Q 15 2%h,p. A.J.S., 2-speed, drop frame, lamp set,
-LtJ horn perfect ; £40.—Stout's Garage, Egremont,
Cumberland. 'Phone: 13. [X6123

Alldays.

AL.L0N3 in stock.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Mus
well Hill. Easy payments arranged. [9*988

1Q14 S'Ah.p. AUdnys Matchless, 2-speed, splendid con-
J-^ dition; £33.—Parker and Son, St, Ives, Hunts.

[1001
"|Q16 Alldays AUons. 2-speed models, in stock; £42;
M-€F easy payments arianged.—Jones, Garage, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill. " [9708

THE OLD FIRM
VARIED STOCK.

NEW MODELS.
MORGAN de Luxe, M.A.G. enijine, hood . . .8127
EXCELSIOR (American), ^h.p., 3 speeds'.. «75
NEW IMPERIAL, 2* h.p., variable masneto £38
OVERLAND, 12 h.p., 4-seater, electric start-

ing and lighting {^4 4s. tax) £225
RITZ 4-cvlinder 2-seater Light Car £145
CONNAUGHT, r| h.p., 2-5peeil ..r £41 16
ROYAL RUBY, a' h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke .. £36 10
ROYAL RUBY-J.A.P., iih.p, 2speed £39 10
ROYAL RUBY, 6 h.p., vspeed, shop-soiled. £68 10
REX, 6 h.p., kick st.lrt, and Rex Sidecar . . £71
WILLIAMSON Cy-cl-ca, W.f. Douglas eng. £126

1916 (U.S.A.) EXCELSIOR.
7 h.p.. twin, 84 y 89, irtechanical and hand luorira-
tion, kick starter, liigii-rension niagnetc, spr.'ng

forks, 2-gallon petrol capacity, 3-speed countershaft
gear, multiple-disc clutch ivith hand and foot con-
trol, handle-bar control, si)r:ng seat-pillar, 3in. non-
skid tvres, finish Excelsior grey ; £75.
A few late 1915 new 7 h.p. 3-speed models, with
electrical equipment, at pre-tax price of £71 10s.

Exchanges qurted. Easy payments 2i% extra.

We are sole Yorkshire distributers, fjberal tcnns
to trade.

Coachbuilt PERFECTION SIDECARS to suit, £13 10.

SOLO MACHINES.
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2I h.p., 2-spccd £37 10
DOUGLAS, 1914, single gear, chain-belt . . . £28 10
INDIAN, 1912, 4 h.p., 2-speed £29 10
1912 3l h.p. ZENITH-GRADUA £26 10
1912 3* h.p. 2-sp. BRADBURY, chain drive £29 10
1912 6" h.p. 2-speed CLYNO £24 10
1912 2 h.p. HUMBER Lightweight ....... £15 10
BRADBURY, 1911, T.T £19 10
RUDGE, 3i h.p., F.Ii., good order £19 19
EXCELSid'R, 3'. h.p., 3-5peed, Druid forks. . £17 10
ALLDAYS, 3! h.p., 2 speeder £25 10
TRIUMPH, magneto, spring forks, new tyres £14 10
DOUGLAS, J911, 2! h.p., twin £15 10
N.S.U., 3i h.p., 2-speed', spring forks £17 10
F.N., 2i h.p., .-i-speed, shaft drive £17 10
REX, 1910, ^\ h.p., semi-T.T £16 10
VICTORIA-PRECISION Lightweight £17 10
CALTHORPE Junior, 2-6pee,i £16 10
PREMIER, 2.i h.p., warts rep.aire £12 15
DOUGLAS, 2.? h.p., t.vin, spring forks £15 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
6 h.p. (new) REX Sidette ; reduced to .... £71
J91O 5-6h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE Comb-nan £72 10
1914 7-9h.p. 2-speed INDIAN Combmaliou . £53 10
1913 7 h.p. 2-speed ARIEL and Sidecar . . £42 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £43 10
3.} h.p. 3-specd TRIUMPH and Sidecar £27 10
QUADRANT, 7-9 hp-, c-speed, twin, chain

drive, and coach Sidecar. Fine lot .... £45 10
1912 3jh.p. 2-speed PREMIER and Sidecrr £33 10
1909 3J h.p. 2-srced TRIUMPH and Sidecar £26 10
HAZLEWOOD, 4-5 h.p., twin, and coach

Sidecar, 3-5peed co.mtershaft £42

Halifax Motor Exchange
68, NORTON ST., HALIFAX.

'Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Perfection.

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACf 1
' ^A

Under the provisions of the above Aotf |
advertisers requiring: workmen, and who^
business consists wholly or mainly
engrineering: or the productions of munitidA_
of war. or substances required for the pro-

'

duct ion thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already engagred on Govern-
ment work, will be engag:ed."

Ad^rtisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with [I

the approval of the Board of Trade, wfaoti

will allocate to each advertisement a tmt'
number, and collect and distribute to tfetfi

advertiser all replies received. The nec^i
sary forms of application can be obtain^^
from any Labour Exchangre or from tlui
offices of this paper, and each adverti^
ment must contain a clear reference totwi
effect that no person already engagred ot^i

Government work need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. ?^

AUdays.
COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, BiruiiA

can supply immediately all models ol' Alldays (AJ,

1 Q15 2%h.p. 2-speed Alldays Allon, m peifect :co!'

-LU tiou: £27/10; seen any time.—Bounds, Qm
High Bd., Kilbiirn. {pi[

ALLDAYS Allon, 1916Vo, 2-stroke, 2-speed, sfeft

tyres, hardlv ridden; best offer secures.— 65, Ajiii

Rd., Anfield, Liverpool. '0[

ALLDAYS Allon, 2-speed, new; special b^
£58/17 cashiTgradual payments 2%.—Referee^

Co., 332. High HollKirn. *&

ALLON, 1915, 2-speed, speedometer, lamp, i:ld

hauled and painted this month, perfect conaf"'
£32, or ofEers.—P. I'ower. Barracks, Taunton. 1%

ALLDAYS Matcliless, ' SVoh.p.. 2-speed, F.E. dtntJ

6iu. Lucas hend lamp, and light eoachbuil^
car, all in excellent condition; £32.-25, AlphJiTJ
Cambridge. ^ iljl

ArieL

ARIEL, all models in stock; easy payments arrfegji

—Jones, Garage. Broadway, Muswell Hill. ^,

ARIEL, 1913^^. SiAh.p., variable speed, .free

all accessories; £19.-49, Totteuhall Rd., V ,.

Green, N. .W.

"IQ12 Ariel, 3-speed gear, decompressor, etc. ;.ifiXU with sidecar £28.—Colmore Depot, 31, C^l
Row, Birmingham. tX'6'

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Binui]
h;iTe in stock for immediate delivery all

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars.

1Q12 SiAh.p. Ariel, variable gear, £16: 1912 ^
At/ o.h.v. twin, new Dunlops, £14; both good ^K
tion and appearance; full particulars sent.-Ginns, "*'

ton, Carlisle.

A.S.L.
1014 3'Ah.p. A.S.L. rrecision Combination, toil

X*J built, Giado pulley, F.E. ; £26.—Parsonfc^
Hockley Hill, Birmiugliam. P^

Auto-Wheels *1

1 Q14 Wall Auto Wheel, good condition, and rii&

Xt7 well, £5/15; or with Referee cycle, £?«
Appletou, 56, Cathles Rd., Bnlhnm, S.W. j^

WALL Auto-Wheels,' 1914- and 1915 models,>*ti"

plete, Uttle used, three for sale; £8, £9,-.^

Model de Luxe B.S.A. £10/10.—Murray's, 37a, CT£

St.. Hattoa Garden, Holborn. [i6a

Bat.

BAT, SV'-h.p., good condition, new Saxon spring loiJ

£8.-27, Eignold Rd., Forest Gate, B. [97

1014 Bat-Jap, 4h.p., 3-speed gear, clutch and.Jt
Xi/ start; £37.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore W
Birmingham. [X6C

BAX, 6h.p., 3-speed countershaft, clutch, kick start.

spring frame, only ridden 900 miles, everrfltf

as new; called up; £56.—Rutter, Chemist, SydealgJ

BAT-J.A.P., 8h.p., 1913, 2-speed, dual clutch contj

WilEinsou carburetter, Canoelet coachbuilt 'nnfl

slung sidecar, wind"' screen
; £33; exchanges.—90, Ql*}

Rd., Bow, E. [9c'

Bradbury.
4h.p. Bradbury Combination, 2-speed, 1912, new D'

lops; £20.—Bond, Canvey Island. [XSft

^ AM letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

cfi-
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

PETEOL Free with 1913 Bradbury, 1915 3 ^

26 gus.—Rider Troward, 78, High St., Haiiipstead,
[9903

BEAPItURY, 1912, good condition, ro-bushed, t'oach

sidecar; £26.-Haywood, 95, Tufnell Tark Rd., N.
[X6230

,1Q14 3V.h.p. Bradbury, 3 speedy wicker sidecar;

X*7 £55: cash or easy terms.—R. E. Jones (tiarages),

Ltd., Swansea. [082^

1 Q12 Bradbury Combination, 3'/^h.p., 2-speed, free

XU engine, good order; £25.-22, Beeeh^vood Av.,

rhornton Heath. [X6205

BRADBURY, 3'/oh.p., 2-8peed N.S.TJ., Amac oarbur-
etter, Bosch mag., bimijs, tools, etc., good oondi-

tion: £25.—25, Morton Rd., Islington. [9890

BRADBURY Combination, ah. p., 2-apeed, clutch, kick
starter, 95 m.p.g., excellent condition; £35.—A.

Smith, 15, Bramshot At., Charlton, S.E. [9826

BRADBURY, 1915, 4h.p., countershaft 3-speed model,
h.ii Q. clutch, with coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, horn,

speedometer, an almost new combination, had most
earelul use, 75 m.p.g.; price £52, or reasonable offer:

^approval anywhere.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxtm.
I [X6237
'1Q14 Bradbury, 4h.p., 3-speed S.A., Philipjon pulley,
-I.*/ new Duuiops, recently overhauled by makers, £32:
nitli I'lirenix C.B. sidecar, ^yalbro screen, luggage grid,

lamps, spare*., complete, £40, or offer, or exchange with
cash later model, countershaft B.S A., or higher power.—
Motor, Herno Villa, Western Rd., Brentwood. [9933

FOR Sale.—Petrol allowance. To car 'owners. Garage
your car, and eke out your petrol allowance by

buying my 6-8h.p. t^vin Bradbury motor cycle with
built-to-order-tandem-sideear seating 2 adult passengers
comfortably. Does 50-55 m.p.g. Cost £110 in 1914.

I
Done under 3,000 miles: everything the best; seen, by
:appointmeut only, at Miramnr. Beltinge, Heme Bay,
iOr 18, Temple Fortune Lane, Golder's Green, London,
IN.W. [9731

Brough.

B ROUGH, 1915. horizontal twin, 2-speed; 39 gns.—
Rider Trowaid, 78, High St., Hampstead. [9905

I Brown.
BROWN", 1914, 3y2h.p., grand condition, bargain

;

£24.-W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deans^.ate,
I
Manchester. [9604

I

B.S.A.

COLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manoliester, for
immediate delivery of Jl.S.A. [0798

B.S.A. New 1916 Models H and K actually in stock,
no waiting.—Moss, Wem. [X6272

B.S.A., all models in stock.—Jones, Garage, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill. Easy payments arranged.

i:9989
[ "D .S.A., 1914, 3-3peed, chain-ciim-belt model, perfect

I

X* condition ; 58 gns.—Cohuore Depot, 261, Deansgate,

I

Manchester. [9845

B.S.A. 1916 Model E. brand new, just delivered

.

£60 —Jonej, Withyholt Farm, Charlton King.i,
Cheltenham. [X6262

B.S.A. 1916 Models H and K in stock, immediate
delivery

: prices £64 and £62.—Wallace, Fountain
Buildings. Bnth. [9020

B.S.A., 1915, 4h.p., model K, 3-8peed, overhauled,
;;iitiraiiiee(J conUition ; £46, or reasonable ofEer.—

Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X6238

B.S.A. 1916 Chain-cum-helt Model, 4Vih.p., 3-3peed
countershaft gear, with sporting sidecar, lamp set,

' rear light, horn, speedometer; £65.—Below,

B.S.A. 1916 models in stock, ready ior immediate
delivery, 4Vih.p. 3-.';peed countershaft gear,

I ohain-cura-belt drive £62, all chain drive £64; ex-
: changes or extended payment terms quoted.—Elce
and Co., B.S.A. Agents, 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.-

1 Camomile St., E.G. - [0597

B.S.A., 1914, 2-speed, F.E.. smart coachbuilt eidecar,
very little used, sple-fdid condition; anv trial:

J £42/10, or nearest ofEer.-Hill, 24, Silcnester Rd., W.B[X6191.S.A. 1915 Combination, art cane sidecar, 3 speeds,

I

conntersliaft, Lucas lamps, automatic horn, speed-
ometer; £52/10.—Jacques, 17, Riland Rd., Sutton Cold-

|,
field. £9814

I
iQie 4h.p. B.S.A. and Canoelet Sidecar de Luxe,

I

-i-v almost new, done about 300; £75; ea.cy pay-
ments arranged.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell

I

Hill. [9697

"jQ16 B,.S.A. and 13 gn. coach sidecar, electric lamps,
X9J mechanical horn, watch,, speedometer, tools, etc,
as new; £74.—Seen Earl's Garage, 5, Heath St., Hamp-

I

stead.' [9963
T>.S.A. Motor Cycles, models H and K, immediate de-

I
JJ liverv from stock; trade ennuirie? entertained.—
Colmore Dapot, B.S.A. Agents, 261, Deansgate, Man-

: Chester. [9544
."1 013 B.S.A., 2-speed, kick starter, all chain drive,
-*-t/ with sidecar, just overhaulpd. everything splen-
did- condition: £38/10, bargain.—Maxwell, Wells St

; Scunthorpe, Lines. [X6115

B.S.A. 1916 Chain-cum-belt Model, 4i/ih.p., 3-speed
countershaft gear, with sporting sidecar, lamp set

rear liTht. horn, .'Speedometer; £66.—Elce and Co, 15-
16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0552

S CORONET SIDECARS.
We are hiiildir.e; special models lor Harley-

Davidsons, Excelsior?;, and Indians, enamelled
either ?rey or red to match machines, and titled

with aSxsin. tyre and lour point attachment.

FROM

£10 15s.

Send for Illustrated

Catalogue describing

lbe=e well - known
Sidecars

EXCHANGES.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

"">

£9 15s.

SPORTING MODEL.

1916 HARLEY-DAVIOSJNi.
We can give Immediate Delivery, and we will

make a big allowance lur your old niHchini^

CASH OFFERS WANTED.
4i h.p. STAR, brand new £68 model, big

single, 3 speeds £53
2i h.p. Stationary Petrol Engine, new

£22 10^. model, magneto, 2 flywheels £16 10

4 h.p. ZENITH, 19 1 1, Gradua variable gear t19 15
2.1 h.p. IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1915, 2-spced,

lamp, horn, etc £32 10
7-9h.p. PREMIER, iQi^. s-speed coanter-

shaft, with £13 loj. ne>v coach Sidecar £49 15
6 h.p. REX, 2-^pw.l, magneto £11 15

2} h.p. DOUGLAS, iqio £13 15
2-1 ii.p. MINERVA, magneto, var.abie gear £» l5
7-9h.p. INDIAN, 1915. 3-spced, electr.c::il

model, and /lO Monigonicry Sidecar. . £63 15
1016 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSOM £80 15

J916 ditto, electiical model £89
1914 FORD Touring Car, detachable wheels £85

2'i n.p. WOLF, 1910, 2-stroke, 2-speed . . . %S'S 10
20 h.p. FORO Van, new, 1916 model £130
20 h.p. FORD Van, 1915 model £90
2.'. h.p. TYLER, 1915, 2-spe.-d model £24 15
3.1 h.p. TRIUMPH, 1910 model £16 15
3^h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, igi2 model £1j lo

8 h.p. WiLLIAMSON, 1913, with torpedo
coach-built Sidecar £45

3J h.p. HUMBER, 1913, 2-speed, Sidecar.. £29 15
3.V h.p. PREMIER, 1913, 2-speed counter-

shaft gear, telt and chain £28 15

3 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1911, magneto . . . £U ^o

jfWi. p. TRIUMPH/ 1911, 2-speed model,
withSidecar, lamps, and horn £23 15

2.i h.p. PREMIER, TQ12, 3-speed model . . £16 1i
7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON.eiectncHlly

equipped, complete with sidecar .... £69 15

3! Up. NUMBER, 191 1, 2 speed £17 15
aih.p, MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1910 £10 15
iyi5 TRUMBULL Light Car, liooU, screen,

detachable wheels, speedometer, eiec trie

horn and lamps £89

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
New ;^5 weatherproof Magneto, £3 ICs. ; 1911

Rex Spring Forks, 30/- ; ditio Tank, 17/6 ; Long
Lengths Steel lubing, ij x i2g., i4g., i6g.

;

Bosch iVIagneto, 50/-; B. and B. Carburetter,
12/fi ; Aniac Carburetter, 12/6 ; New 20/- Brass
Electric Sidecar Lamps, 5/5 ; Ditto Tail Lamps,
5/B, approval; New Spare Valves for Harley-
Davidsons, 4/9; Bosch Magneto for twin Rex,
55/-; Douglas Carburetter, 10/6; New 26x2-^
or 2'( Tubes, 6/- ; Sidecar Safety Couplings, 8/9
(for any machine, including P. & M.'s)

; £16 i6s.

Gloria Coach Sidecar, just repainted, £7 15s,;
Ligh tweigh t Coach Sidecar, new , £7 1 5s. ;

New Coach Sidecar Body : £3 5s. ; Ncvv Sidecar
Chassis, complete with all fittings, 65/-; 1916
Binks Carburetters (your old carburetter taken
in exchang:^i.

fclUOTH'S MOTOKIES,
POKTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A L. I P- A X .

'Phone: 1062. Close at 6n.m
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

4Xh.Ti- Now 1916 B.S,A,, 3-speea and free engine
4 models, with kirk start, chain-cnm-belt, £62: all

chain drive, £64; immediate delivery from stock; cnHh.
exchange, or easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe I-.;ine.

tleet St., London. 19916

1 Q16 B.S.A., 4J/4h.p., chain and belt drive, 3-sii«^d,X t/ coachbuilt sidecar, Lucas lamps, Stewart sijecd-

omoter, horn, mileage 1,500, splendid condition : 67
t'us., including 9 montlis' comprehensive insur;mre
Iiolicy.-Brooklyn, Mayfield Rd., Sanderatead. [9C69

B.S.A— Models H and K actually delivered from stock
with Canoelet B.S.A. sidecars, models B3, C3, and

C4, also a 1912 free engine machine £29/10, with acces-

sories: deferred payments by mutual arraneement.—
Lamb's. 151. High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Rd., Wood Green. [9797

B.S.A., 1915-16 4Vlb.p. model K, and Mills-Fulfcrd
family sidecar, us new, unscratched, child's sent.

wind screen, apron, and storm cover, P. and H. lead
light set, Lucas rear S3t, horn, watch, spares, etc., \\h.\

complete insuiance cover t£4/10/2) to 1917 (transiV^r-

ablej: lot cost £88, sacrifice for £i'8: bike and sidei-'ar

alone £70.—H.H., 78, Cowley Kd., Oxford. [Xfc259

Calthorpe.
15 Calthorpe, 2-stroke, 2-speed, not nsed much;
£22.—Bond's Dental Offices, Newbury. pL6^63

CALTHORPE, 2h.p.. 2-speed, footboards, horn, in veiy
good Older; £15 cash.—Brook, Burnham, Som.

[9494
CALTHORPE, J.A,P., 2V2h.p., Enfield 2-speed; £27.-

W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man-
chester. [9605

"I
ilil5 Calthorpe-Jap, S%h.p., Enfield gear, all acces-XU sories; bargain, £24.—Earl, 5, Heath St, Hamp-

stead. [99C4

"i(Q15 2^j.'ih.p^. 2-spesd Calthorpe and accessories, per-XH feet condition; seen any time.—Bounds, Garage,
High Ed., Ealburn. [9805

1 Q 15 Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, Enfield, lamps, tools.
X fj spare tyre, perfect condition ; £28.—Casteilun,
Chemist, Market Rasen. (D) l.9Gi;i

CALTHORPE-J.AP.. 1915. 2^/4h.p., perfect condi-
tion, private owner; £27. — 10, Tideswell Ed

,

Putney. 'Phone: 1660 Putney. [94C5

CALTHORPE Junior, 1914; will exchange or part
exchange for higher power, or sell £17/10.-4,

Pleasant Ed., Eccles, Manchester. [X6254

COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Eirminghnm.
have in stock all models of Calthorpes for im-

mediate delivery; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1916, latest model, 2%b.p., Kn-
tield 2-speed gear, just arrived from works; £37/16.

— Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith lid.,

London. - 9140

CALTHOEPE 2-atroke 1916 Latest Model, Enfield
2-speed gear, just arrived from works; £32/11.—

Wilkins, Siinpaon, and Co., 11, Hammersmith lUl.,

London. [9^41

CALTHORPE, 1914 wicker combination, 4i4h.p..

mag., gear box, variable, 2-speed, Precision engin^^
new condition ; sacrifice 35 gns.-R. Summerton, Hal-
lord, Shipston-on-Stour. [97 l 4

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.'a with Enfield gears, 36 gns. ;

4 models actually in stock ; deferred payments,
exchanges.- Lamb's, 151, Higli St., \Yalthamstow, a^J
50, High Rd., Wood Green. [9794

4)ih.p. Calthorpe, 2-stroke, 2-speed, December, 1915,^ -i lamp, spares, just re-bushed, owner serving. £20:
deposit.—2nd Lt. Victor Burns, No. 5 Artillery School,
icotton Camp, Catterick, iorks. [9Sl3

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., late 1915, 254h.p., Enfield 2-

speed gear, with pretty little coachbuilt sidecar,

electric horn, etc., all in perfect condition, take 2 up
any liill; £35.-Hill, 24, Silchester Ed., W. [X6190

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.'s and 2-strokes; immediate de-
livery from stock of all models; cash or exchan^'e.

A few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore the Agents,
Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgate, Manchester.

L0815
CALTHOEPES. J.A.P. 2^4h.p. engines, 1916 mod-1.^

£57/16, with Enfield 2-speed gear; also single-speed
models, £32; and 2-strokes ; we have several gi-tid second-
hand machines of this make to ofier from £17/10.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [9919

Campion.
CAMPION-VILLIEES, 1915, 2V2h.p.. extra good en-

gine, thoroughly sound machine; offered at £17/10.
worth much more.—Laytoua' Garage, Bicester, Oxon.

[X623o
Chater*I.ea.

"I
Q14 Chater-Lea, 6h.p., No. 7, and coachbuilt side-

XiJ car, all accesMries; a cheap lot, £44; easy pay-
ments arranged.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Musv^e.l
Hill. [9698

1 Q15 8h.p. Chater-Lea, J.A.P. engine. Mabon vari-X^ able gear and clutch, and coach sidecar; a good
bargain, all in perfect order, £40; easy payments
arranged.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill.

[9699
Chater=Lea=Murphy.

rn-lATEE-LEA-MUEJ'HT, 2-stroke, 1915. Bosch, BO and B., Saxon forks. Palmer back unpnuctured

;

£10/10. no offers,—W'adhams. 42, Milverton Ed., Erding-
ton. "Warwickshire. [X:6212

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue: AI7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-Peugeot.

6h.p. Chater-Peiigeot and Coronet sidecar, Bosch, B.
and E., Dniids, Giadua gear, free engine; £22, or

nearest ; seen any time ; any examination, trial run,
photo.— Mills, Coombe Honse Lodge, Coombe Bd., Croy-
don. ' [9778

Chater- Precision.

1 Q14 Chater-Precision, 3%h.p., Stmmey-Archer 3-
-*- 1/ speed, coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer, spare tyies
and belt, all accessories ; trial ; bargain, £35.-1, Bos-
nell St., Radford, Nottingham. [98t39

1Q14 Sh.p. Chater-Precision, 3-speed, chain drive.
J-*-' large coachbuilt sidecar, all accessories, light car
tyre, Palmer, new, a good, sound lot; £47/10; easy
payments arranged.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell
Hill. [9700

Clyno.

1Q14 Clyno, 2-stroke, 2'j4h.p., footboards, etc.'; £21.
J-£/ —Colmoie Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Eirpiingham.

[X6100
1Q12 5-6h.p. Clyno, 2-speed countershaft gear, 18 gn.
JL t/ Turner sidecar, lamp, horn, speedometer; only
£40.—Parker and Son, St- Ives, Hunts. [1003

CLYNO Combination, 1912, 5-6h.p., wicker sidecar,
excellent condition, and in good running order, all

on, accessories, and spare tyre: £27.—Sgt. Turner, Royal
Engineers, Dunstable Signal Depot. [S.6170

Connaught.
|Q14 Connaught, 2-stToke. 2-speed, spare petrol tank;
-Li/ £26.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Bow, Birming-
ham. [X608S

CONNAUGHT, first-class condition, 3 speeds, handle
start, very silent running, Watsonian coachbuilt

sidecar, all accessories: £35, or ofler, bargain.— Green,
81, Herongate Rd., Wanstead. [9737

3|,K,
De Dion.

De DioD, B. and B., spring forks, new Hutch-
inson tyres, splendid condition.—Apply, 34. Row-

sell St.. Bow, E. [X6215

3 ill. p. De Dion, Boseli mag., yariable ignition, h.b.c
2 splendid running order; £16, or oflers.—Jenkins,

Govilon, Abergavenny. ' [X6267

Diamond.
"I Q15 2V>h.p. 2-stroke Diamond, in good condition, all

LiJ complete, nearly new; £27.—Tott, 81, High St.,

Ponders End, Enfield. [9739

Dot.

» h.p. Dot-Jap, 1914, 2-speed, free engine, underslung
^ " ' '--.-" -.-^-- .

. ^j.jj(j Leeds,
Motor Cycle.

19760

6 h.p. Dot-Jap, 1914, 2-speed, free engine, underslung KtA, 1913, o n.p., z-speeu, wane c,:u<-^ai ••••.
sidecar, big Kempshalls, Lucas lamp; trial Leeds, BUDGE 1913 .-i-S b.p. Mult), with Rudge coach-bu.U

appointment; £45.—Box LI, 981, c/o Th " ' - - '

Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1911, no fault; bargain, iElS.—14, Dod-
brooke Rd., West Norwood. [9678

DOUGLAS, 1912, 2%Ui.p.. 2-speea, good order; £23.—
8, New Rd., Bexley Heath. [9787

IN Stock, immediate delivery. 1916 3-Bpeed Douglas:
£52/10.-Cleale's Garage, Chelmsford. [S6199

DOUGLAS, 1914, 254h.p., 2 speeds, free, clutch, kink:

£38.—Goode, 163, Stockwell Ed., Brixton. [9843

10 16 Douglas, 2S4h-p., 2-speed, new, full equipment;
XiJ £52.—The Garage, The Green, Southgate, N.

[9743
GENUINE 1914 T.T. Douglas. 2'!4h.p., 2-sp6ed, lamps.

horn, etc. ; £37.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith
Ed., W. [9954

1013 2-J4h.p. Douglas, grand condition, all accessories;
Ji*y must sell; best offer secures.-Henly, 7, Wobuni
Place, W.C. [9870

DOUGLAS. 1913, very little used, in perfect condi-
tion; £30.—Swaddling, 144, High Ed., Streatham,

London, S.W. [9760

"I Q13 Model W Douglas, 2^ih.p., 2-speed gear, very
-l-*y good order; £34.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore
Eow, Birmingham. [X6096

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-speed, perfect running order;
£16/10, or part exchange typewriter.—47, Bonner

HiU Kd., Kingston. [9971

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed. perfect condition, little

used, all accessories, electric light; £33/10.-16,
Camden Ed., Wanstead. [9850

1Q14 234h.p. T.T. Douglas, 2-spe6d gear; £33, in-
JLt/ eluding spare tank; bargain.—Colmore Depot, 31,
Oolmore Eow, Birmingham. [X6092

33.h.p. Model W Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, kick start,

4 in stock for imniediate delivery.—Robinson'
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [9857

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., late 1915, 3 speeds,
kick starter, coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer, lamp

»et, in new condition; £70.—Below.

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2^ih.p., 3 speeds, T.T., in excep-
tional nice condition; £48.-6, Warren St., Lon-

don. [9979

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, horn, lamp, been over
hauled and re-enamelled

Bernard Ed., Wallington, Surrey.
£38.—Nichols, 20,

[9868

"IQ12 Douglas, 2-3peed, speedometer, fast, and inX *y good condition ;_ £20, or offer.-Lt. Keating,

IF YOU
have an insufficient allowance of petrol to run your twin

or large single, we shall be pleased to exchange for a

lower-power machine, and can delivei ex actual stock

1916 models of the undermentioned makes:

ROYAL RUBY, SUN, ALLDAYS ALLON,

J.H., B.S.A., CALTHORPE, LEVIS,

COVENTRY EAGLE, etc.

We give the keenest exchange quotations in the trade.

Also

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, EXCELSIORS,

INDIANS, and ENFIELDS,

ex actual stock.

For Second-hands we cannot be beaten on price, whilst

every machine canies our full and comprehensive guar-

antee. The undermentioned represents only a portion ol

our second-hand stock :

SIDECAR OUTFITS.
MATCHLESS, 1914, Sh.p. M.A.G., g-sp., chain drive,

Lucas dynamo lighting outfit, 3 lamps, speedom'r £74
REX, 1914, '6h.p., 2-speed, modele de luxe, handle

starting, coach-built Sidecar, just been overhauled £40
TRIUMPH, 3.1 h.p., 2-specd countershaft, Sidecar ... £32
NEW HUDSON, 1914, 6 h.p., 3-speed, kick start, New

Hudson coach-built Sidecar £53

A.J.S., 1914, 6 h.p., 3-speed, lamps, horn, speedo-

meter, and Millford Sidecar, as new £69
HARLEY, I9i4f 7t-P-, 2-speed, and coach-built S'car £44
INDIAN, 1914, 7h-P-. 2-speed, electric lighting, spring

frame, Gloria 30 guinea Sidecar £62
INDIAN, 1913, 7 h.p., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speed,

and spring frame £42
ZENITH, 1914, 6 h.p., countershaft clutch model,

with sporting underslung Sidecar .'. £60
A.J.S., 1915, 6 h.p., 3-speed, and Sidecar —
REX, 1913, 6 h.p',, 2-speed, cane Sidecar £28

£50

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S/iLE. ..^

Douglas. 4.

DOUGt/AS, new. latest pattern, 2^ih.p. models i^<
inime(]iate delivery, includint- War Oflice bla(H<

Douglas.—Moffat, Yeovil, Tel.: 50. [5855;

23.h.p. 1914 Douglas, 2-speed, T.T. model, '. complete
4 with all accessories and tools; 37 gne.

;
gmirftn-

teed.—Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [3914^

WAR Office Douglas, brand new, latest pattern, 2n
speed, seuii T.T. bars, in stock; immediate de-

livery.—Robinson's Garage, Gieen St., Cambridge. [986.9

DOUGLAS, 1911, perfect, all acpeeaories, new Duo^
lop back, higher power wanted ; £20, or exchanMl

sidecar outfit.—Johnson. High St., Burnham, Bncbft

Sidecar .

SOUO MODELS.
DOUGLAS, zgii, 2I h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £20
CALTHORPE, 1914. 2 h.p., 2-speed £19
RUDGE 1913 3i h.p. Multi, T.T. bars £33

IVY, 1915, 2-stroke, single-speed £18
KERRY-ABINGDON, 3^- h.p., magneto, 2-speed £15
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3.\ h.p., clutch model £28
NEW HUDSON, 1913, 3.V h.p., 3-speed J.A.P. engine.

.

£34
TRIUMPH, T912, 3.Vh.p., clutch model £30
ROYAL RUBY, 2.'. h.p., 1915, J.A.P., 2-speed £33
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3^ h.p., clutch, Philipaon pulley ... £28
N.U.T., 1914, 2j h.p., T.T., twin, overhead valves ... £34
BAT-J.A.P., 1911, 8 h.p., 2-speed, spring frame £23

RUDGE, 1913, 3* h.p., multi, large tank £35

REX, J913, 3i h.p., 2-speed, and clutch £29
BROUGH, 1914, Sh.p., T.T. model £45

NEW RYDER, 1916, '2-stroke, dropped frame £22
HARLEY, T015, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, T.T. bars £56
RUDGE, 1915, 3^. h.p-, Philipson pulley £42
INDIAN, igij, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, T.T. model £43

RUDGE, 3.V h.p., special, T.T., Philioson pulley £42
NORTON, r9i5, 79X100, T.T., as new £64

Fiili List of Light Gars, etc., on receipt of a postcard with

pleasure.

PETROL Free.—Douglases, 1910 single-sneed £v
1912 2-speed £22, 1913 T.T. (45 ra.p.h^ 24 gi'

—Rider Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phoni
5392. • [99^

DOUGLAS, 31/2 or 4h.p., 2 or 3-speed, wanted in e^
chantfe lor lAlldays Matchless. 2-8troke, 2Vjh.p., 3;i

speed, and cash, or sell £27/10.—Robinson, Hilltim,-

Llandatt. [9934

'

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Leicest^
and Liverpool, have in stock complete range of all

models Douglas for immediate delivery, also full ranJM-
of spares. ' [080^

1Q12 T.T. Douglas, new tyres, belt, F.R-S. lampsi. .

-L*/ £20; 1915 clutch model, condition as uajP i

throughout, guaranted, lamps, horn, etc., ,£35.—Empi
son, Gamlingay, Sandy. [983^ *

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2%h.p., T.T., special mudguarffl. 1

and long exliaust pipe, Lucas liorn and lamps, ''OiM 1.

plete kit of tools and spares, beautiful condition; £3»^1,

-D. Collins, 11, Blandford Rd., EaHng, W. [997Z I

£25.—Douglas, 2-speed, 2';^h.p., just overhauled b»
.

Douglas, new Dunlops, Bosch, 2 lamps, horn, 2 1

toolbags, tools, mns perfectly, plating, etc, splendid.-^
Pte. Medhurst, H.A.C., Armoury House, Finsbury, E.0,'

[X6211
1Q16 4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick start, latest model,
*-*? used fpr demonstration only, complete with coaclt .

built sidecar, Lucas dynamo lighting set, 3 lamps and
accumulators, electric horn, Cowey speedometer, com-
plete set tools, ridden under 2,000 miles, condition as
new throughout guaranteed; £95/10.—Robinson's Gar-
age, Green St., Cambridge. [9854'

Enfleld.

1 Q13_Enfield Coach Combination; 46 gns.— 8, Connog-
Rd.. Enfield Wash, Middlesex. [9758

1914 and 1915

DOUGLAS MACHINES
bought for cash.

MOTORMART
1004136 GtPortlandSUondonW
fe/ep/ionr -S52 nyfoit &/«a/i7/nj"Alxlicole Wesdo

Cambs. Eegt., Halton Park, Bucks. [SSI 6^9

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol tht issue,

COLMOBE DeiJOt, 31, Coluiore Eow, BiimiiiBhara..
for immediate delivery of Euftelds. [0801

ENFIELDS in stock.—Joues. Garage, Broadway, Mus-
well Hill. Easy payments arranged. [9990.

ENFIELD 2=/lli.E. Twin, 2-speed, oiain: f18.— Cliairf. .

feur, Woodlands Lodge, Galleywood, ClielmsfoKj-.

[X6184,

ENFIELD Combination, coachbuilt, splendid condi-'

tion 45 gns.—10, Temple For"tune Hill, Hendon.
[9946

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, late 1914 model, splen.

did order, Lucas equipped ; £63.—Moss, Wem.
[X6275^

1 Q16 Sh.p. Enfields actually in slock; easy paymenlis
X iJ a'-raneed.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell'
Hill. [9701

~|014 3'i.P- Enfleld, thoroughly sound, and complete;
-l«? £34/10.—Colinot'e Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Bir-

mingham. [X6091'

6h p. Royal Enfield Combination, 1913, perfect: £60.
-W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate.^

Manchester. [9607-

ENFIELD Sh.p. Twin, 1914, good condition, 140?-

m.p.g. petrol substitute, yaporiaer fitted.—89. Oak
Lane. Bradford.-

'

[9840

10I6 6h.p. Enfield Combination, as new, and acces*

-li' series; £77/10; seen- any time.—Bounds, Garage,

High Rd., Kilbum. [9804

ENFIELD 8h.p. Combination, 1914, good condition,

2 Lucas head lamps, Low generator, etc. ; £55.—
Contes, 75, Alexandra Rd., Hendon. (9893

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, latest model, just

arrived from works; 90 gns.—Wilkins, Simpson, and
Co., 11, Harnmersmith Ed., London. [9238

1013 Eoyal Enfleld 6h.p. Combination, coachbuilt

Xt/ sidecar, and Lucas accessories; £50.—Colmore
Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [X6076

12 6h.p. Enfield Combination, coachbuilt sidecar,

2-speed gear; £45, with accessories.—Colmoie

Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [X6094-

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 1913-14, lamps, horu,

speedometer, condition perfect; accept £42/10 quick

sale.-50, Hughenden Ed., High Wycombe. [9834

NFIELD, 3h.p., 1915, with Empire lightweight side-

car, Lueas horn and speedometer; £50, or near

19^

E^'
offer.—Harmon, Englefleld Green, Surrey. [9774

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, C.B., done 5,100, splen-

did condition, plenty ol spares, 3 lamps, speed-

ometer, Lucas horn; £50.-3, Exeter St., Eochdale.
£^5698';

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., late 1914, hood, screen,-

spare cliain. tube, cover, speedometer, condition as

new bargain, £60.-5, Little lUord Av., Manor Park.

Essex. [9819
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CAN '1^ •I
HELP YOU OUT

With quickest delivery of all best new scarce 1916
ipodels ; bargains in sligtitly-used second-hands;
the most efficient petrol substitntes ; and the best

starter for use with all the new fuels.

QUICK DELIVERY AT
LOWEST. PRICES OF ^^-'T/nCT

The Machines most sought after lor their ur-ts-
date features and perfect manufacture.

ALL DOUGLAS MODELS IN STOCK
Whenever possible. Write us if you want earliest
delivery. Also the following in stock :

IMMEDIATE H.P.
DELIVERY 6 Enfield Combination.. 90 gns.

OF THE ^ Enfield Combination. . 92 „
it^muB^nn 6 Enfield, dvnamo, Com'n 105 ,,CUkV 3 Enfield. Mods. 140 & 150 55 „
_,.„ 2l 2-stroke Enfield 42 „

STARTER. 7 Indian, IVIodel G, 3-sp. .£75
00 ' Iniian, Model C £7S
•»w' ~

Indian, 2-stroke £49 10
POST FREE. .... ^. ,.,

All Indian Sidecars in Stocl(.

THE 4i B.S.A., Wodel H £64
PERFECT 4J B.S.A., Model K £62
STARTER 2j Calthorpe, 2-5tr., 2-sp. .£32 II
FOR USE 2i Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed .£37 16
WITH 2i Excelsior, 2-stroke £30 16
PETROL 2I Excelsior, 2-str., 2-sp. .£44 2
SUBSTI- 2 O.K. Junior, 2-speed.. £31 10
TUTES. 2i O.K. <lunior-Jap., 2-sp. £36

2j O.K. dunior, 2-stroke . .£25 10
EASILY 2j „ ., 2-sp., M.A.G.£40
FITTED TO 2i Levis Popu.ar '....£32
ANY MAKE 24 Levis te Luxe, 2-speed .. £47 10
IN A FEW 2; Diamond, 2-stroke £31 10
MINUTES. 2i Sparkbrook, 2-speed... .£40

SPECIAL BARGAINS
23 h.p. 1914 DOUGLAS, kick start £35
7 h.p. 1915 INDIAN Combination, electric,

speedometer, spring frame £66
.I h.p. 1916 INDIAN, 3-sp., used 40 miles £61
1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke, as new ... £24
1916 2j h.p. INVICTA, 2-sp., soiled only £37
3* h.p. TRIUMPH, 2-speed £18 10
39r6 ENFIELD 180 Combination, used few

miles only £86
y h.p. 1914 INDIAN, 2-speed, and S'car £48 10
3' h.p. EDMUND, soring frame £38
2i h.p. 1915 DOUGLAS war model £46
7 h.p. INDIAN and Sidecar, spring frame £45
?t b.p. B.S.A. 191^. 2-soeed £30
2} h.p. 1915 DOUGLAS, 2-speed £42
35 h.p. TRIUMPH, 2specd £20
^ h.p. ENFIELD, almost new £44
8 h.p. 1915 T.T. N.U.T., overliead valves. . £55
1915 NEW RYDER, 2-stroke £20
3i h.p. PREMIER £12 10
3ih.p. i9r3RUDGE-mULTI £35
4 h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed £23
1913 3} h.p. TRIUMPH, free engine,speedo-

meter, lamp, horn £26
1915 5 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed £50
MORGAN GRAND PRIX, 1915, overh'd

valves, hood, screen, ace, cost ^140 £100
1916 G.W.K., automatic lubrication, as

new, very special car, many extras . . £180

OF ALL THE PETROL SUBSTITUTESBEATSOL
IS BEST.

Price 2/10 per.gallon (or free ot duty in 42 gallon
barrels, 2/8 per gallon). Start with a Petrol in-
jection, then run entirely on Beatsot.

Barrels charged 10/-, but returnable.

ORDERS SUPPLIED IN ROTATION.

ALEXANDER & CO.,
113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH,
272-274, Gt. Western Rd., GLASGOW

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD 1916, immedinte deHTery of Inteat 6h.p.
combinntion, now in stocik ; 90 gns. ; make sure of

this now,—W'ilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith
Rd,, London. [9239

T3 0YAL Enfield, 1915 T.T., 3h.p.» 2-3peed, footreatp,
-tlj free engine, T.T. bars, nend lamp and rear licht,
horn; £47/10.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.G.

'

[0481

ENFIELD 3h.p. 1916 latest model, jnst arrlTsd from
works, immediate delivery, make sure of this now

;

55 gns. ; we are Enfield specialists.—Wilkina, Simpson,
and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., London. [9242

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, 6h.p„ 2-speed, de-
livery from stock, 90 gns. : also dynamo lighting

model, 105 gns. ; exchanges or extended termB quoted.
—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.> Camomile St..
E.C. [0479

6 h.p. New 1916 Koyal Enfield Combination, all chain
drive, handsome turnout, higlily finished machine

and sidecar ; 90 gns. : delivery from stock ; cash, easy
terms, or exchange arraiiged.—"Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Fleet St., London. [9918

ENFIELDS.—Two Sh.p., two 6h.p. combinations, and
one 3h.p. lightweight actually in stock; also elec-

tric 1915 model, with hood and screen and speedometer,
£89/10 : generous deferred payments.—Lamb's, 151,
High St., Wa1thamstow, and 50, High Ku., Wood Green.

i;9796
"IQ15 Enfield Combination, mechanically perfect, 75
J-t/ m.p.g., appearance as new, fitted with Blundells
triple wind screen, speedometer and watch combination,
Miller lamps and generaftor, not used, new spare tyre
and tube, and spares; £80.—Collier, Undertaker, Sturry,
Eent. [9788

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, just received
from works; £94/10; the finest and most economi-

cal 2-seater proposition yet issued. Get our exchange
quotations ; they make a new outfit possible, even in
war time ; balance can be paid by instalments if

deaired.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X6239

ENFIELD, 6h.p., late 1912, splendid condition, over-
hauled to commence season with, rear wheel 650 x

65 Bates special heavy, other wheels Bates and Dunlop.
little worn, lamps, horn, and spares, carefully used

:

100 miles trial run if necessary; also motor suit: £55
the lot.—Ineson, Plumber, Heckmondwike, Yorks. [9777

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOB. 1914, 4iAh.p., sidecar, Armstrong 3-

Bpeed: £35.-7b, Eden St., Hampstead Ed., Lon-
don. £1006

Fafnir.

3JLh.p. T.T.. late 1912 Fafnir, Chater frame, splendid
2 condition, hardly used during war, fast, smart,

sporting machine; bargain, £25.-5, Thornton Place.
York St., Baker St.

.
[9925

FAFNIE, sy^h.p., m.o.v., and cane sidecar, Mabon
variable gear, handle starting, Bosch mag., Sen-

spray carburetter, sound running order; best offer over
£15.—Smith, 92, Melford Ed., Leytonstone. [9846

F.N.

F.N. 6-6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2 speesd, hand
clutch, overhauled, 1912 model; 25 gns.—Eider

Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead. [9907

F.N., 4-5h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, Bosch mag., tools,
lamp, generator, fine ruuTiing condition; eschance

considered.—LI, 9 9 5, c/o The Motor Cycle, [9992

Harley-Davidson.
"DRAND New Harley-Davidsons.-See below.

MODEL F, 7-9h.p., 3-speed; £68.-The Premier
Motor Co.

MODEL J, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, with dynamo electric
lighting outfit; ^75.—The Premier Motor Co.

THE Above are guaranteed brand new ; standard
specification and standard equipment. — The

Premier Motor Co., Birmingham.

SPECIAL Gloria Sidecars, to match; 19 and 25 gns.
You save £17 by purchasing your new combina-

tion direct from the recognised H.D. experts. De-
livery carriage paid to any address.—The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [8352

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, IIF, bought 1916, very
little used, good as new ; £55.-3, King's Ed..

Windsor. [9876

HAELEY-DAVIDSONS. 1916 models; immediate de-
livery from stock.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate,

Manchester. [0830

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-
pool, Leicester, " for immediate delivery of all

models of Harley-Davidsons and spare parts. [OSOfi

HAELEY-DAYIDSON, late 1915, Montgomery side-
' car to match, outfit as new, small mileage; best

offer; must sell.— 8, Stockwell Park Walk, Brixton. [9815

"I Q15 Ha rley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., electric equipment,
Xc/ and Harley coachbuilt sidecar, in splendid con-
dition; £76.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.C. [0480

HAELEY-DAVIDSON and new sidecar, machine
absolutely perfect, has had thorough overhaul at

makers; £75. very cheap.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore
Row, Birmingham.

, [X6086

SHOP -SOILED

SIDECARS!!
We have a few new but showToom-soiled FARLOW
Sidecars, which we offer as follows

:

Model No. I. Usual price jTn. SALE PRICE £8.
Model No. 2. Usual price £io. SALE PRICE £7.

All carrying our usual guarantee.

FARLOW SIDECARS
Built throughout in our own factory.

Farlow Sidecars have tliat pleasing style,

exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which
are the buyers' ideal.

Model r.

Underslung Chassit.

with Luggage Carrier

combined.

Splendidly made and
tuilt for hard work.

£11

Hood £2 4

Screen £1

This is

IVIodel No. 2.

A BEAUTIFUL LIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE £10

Hood £2 4
Screen £1

Delivery from Stock.

Your Agent will supply

SECOND-HAND BARQAINS.
igrr 3i b.p. P. & M., 2-speed, chain drive,

M.O.V £22
igi5 zJh.p. WOLF, 3-sDeed, done 900 only £2S
19143 h.p. OMEGA, 3 -stroke £16
1909 yh h.p. REX de Luxe, 2-speed, handle

starting £17
r9i3 6 h.p. A.C. Sociable, tine condition . . £44
igi5 6 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3-sp. counter-

shaft gear, kick starter, Farlow .Sidecar £59 10
r8-22 h.p. SIDDELEY Lorry, 4 speeds, chain

drive, 2 ignitions £50

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/. each.

NEW STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
1915 Grand Prix MORGAN, all on £130 8
1916 5 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, c/built 90 gns.
rgr6 5 h.p. A.J.S. Com., detachable wheels 98 gns.

1916 6 h.p. J.H. Combination, M.A.G. eng. SO gns.
TO16 3 h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed, kick starter 65 gns.
T916 5-6h.p. ENGLISH EXCELSIOR Big

Single, 3-speed 68 gns,
r9i6 2'J h.p. OMEGA-J.A.P., c/shalt gear . . 38 gns.
1916 FORD Chassis, 20 h.p £115
1916 FORD Ambulance, 20 h.p £135
1915 rr h.p. TRUMBULL Light Car, new . .£120

ODD BARGAINS.
3^ h.p. Minerva Engine, M.O.V. , good £3 10
Isew Splitdorf-Dixie Magneto, single, anti ... £4
Latest IMechanical Horns, black and nickel.. £1

Canoelet Sidecar, verv fine £8
6 h.p. Twin Antoine Engine, water-cooled ... £6
F.R.S. Lamp Set, 500ft. beam, shop-soiled 35/-
F.R.S. Lamp Set, i.oooft. L^am, shop-soiled 45/-
N'ew Clincher Clearance Covers, de Luxe,

" heavy," rubber-studded, 26 x 2i and
26 X 2^ X 2i each £1

FARRAR'S MOTORS
(Telephone 919)

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.
*1I letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. Arg
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
|

Hailey-Davldson.
HARLEY-DAVIPSON" Model llJ, electric light, en-

gine L 1304 IK, slightly shop-soiled, guaranteed
t»j-nii(l new, unused ; £70.— Stout's Gaiage, Egremont.
Cuiaberlancl. 'Phone: 13. [X6122

1 Q15 Model IIF 7-9h.p, Harley-Da-vidson, 3-speed,
Xf/ completely overhauled mid re-enamelled, fitted

T\ith specin] conchbuilt Canoelet sidecar, in excellent
condition throughout; £70.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Ed.. Birmingham. _ [9911

HARLEY - DAVIDSON Combinations actually in
stock, £101/15 and £110, or solos £80/15 and

£89; deferred payments if desired; liberal exchanges.
Also several sidecars to suit, £13/10 upwards.—Lamb's,
151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood

-^. Green. 19800

/ XTAULEY-DAVIDSON, the Silenv Giey; immediate
/ XX delivery of 1916 models, all new 1915 types sold

out; one or two second-hand bargains in F and J
models from £60.—Send your orders to Colmore Depots,
261, Deansgate, Manchester, and 31, Eenshaw St.,

Liverpool. [0817

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD, 1914, Sh.p., 3-speed gear, clutch,

lamps, speedometer, nice condition ; £35.—Kenier,
15, Oreswell Rd., Twickenham. [9893

Henderson.
HENDERSON.—This weelt's bargain. Nearly new 4-

cyl. Henderson combination, 20 gn. Swan coach-
built sidecar, smart turnout: £52/10, or offer; must be
50ld.-3, The Mews, Victoria Rd., Clapham, S.W. £9867

Hobart.

1 Q I'l 2-speed 2-stroke Hobart, splendid order, and
X«7 fomplete; £24/10.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore
Row, Birmingham. . [X6082

HOBART 3-Epeed 4h.p.' Twin, and 9 gn. Gloria side-

car, all accessories ; any trial ; £39.—East Kent
Motor Co., Station Rd., Canterbury. [0832

HOBART, 1915, sacrifice, 2-stroke, lamps, gener-
ator, watch, horn, not done 80 miles; £14/15, bar-

gain- joining up.-Smithy i, Charlton Villa, Staines
Rd., Bedfont, Middlesex. [9970

21/^h.p. ; we have an
sample, exceptionally fine engine, good

appenianee, well tyred ; £21 ; approval anywhere.—
Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxen. [S6234

HOBART-VILLIERS, 1915.
extra fine

Humber.
SVoh.p., sidecar, 2-speed, handle start

;

cheap.-Write, Dental, 332, Lillie Rd..
Fuiham. [9742

"I
Ql'^ 2h.p. Humber 'Lightweight; £19, complete with

Xtf accessori'es.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row

HUMBER,
16 gns.,

Birmingham. [X6075

HUMBER, 3y2h.p., 1912, 2-speed, free, handle starti,

£18; witli sidecar, £20.-14,. Dodtarooke Rd.,
West Norwood. [9676

TQll 3V2h.p. Humber Motor Cycle, less back wheel,
X«J carburetter, and nuig. : a bargain, all in perfect

order ; £9.—Jones, Garace, Broadway, Muswell Hill.

[9702
HUMBER, SVuh.p., 2 speeds, handle start, free engine,

wicker sidecar, splendid condition, well tyred, acces-

sories- £30: owner enlisted: seen and tried by appoint-
ment-Walter Bros., 21, High St., Clapham. [9750

Indian.

1 Q15 Indian and Sidecar, 5;6h.p.

tJon; £55."C. !•'.

3-speed, good condi-
Hooper, Emit Merchant,

Evesham. [9768

3 ill. p. Indian Lightweight, sporty machine, good con-
2 dition; £16.—A. O. Walker, 90a, Elsinore Rd..

Forest Hill. [9969

1 Q15 Indian. 7h.p._clutch model, complete with accea-
Xt/ series; £35.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row
Birniiugliam. 1X6085

[9772

7-9h.p., 2-speed, 2 new tyres,
""'

L.B.E., -Herald" Office.

[9728

1 Q14 Indian, electrically equipped, nice sidecar (Mont-
Xt7 gomery) ; £45.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row.
Birmingham. [X6087

"JQ14 Hendee Special, with Middleton C.B. sidecar;
X *7 £58, "lowest.—Letters only to 5, AVestern Rd.,
Mitcham, S.W.

INDIAN' Combination,
splendid condition ; £50,

Button, Surrey.

Th.p. Indian Outfit, new March. 1915; £62; would
entertain exchange 1916 Triumph.—38, Radnor

Drive, Liscard, Cheshire. [X6128

31h.p. Twin-cvl, Indian Motor Cycle, --1915 model,
2 3-sijeed, fast solo mount; price £47/10.—Wau-

r-Jicpe's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [9921

INDIAN. 1&13, 7h.p., sporting combination, 2-speed
counteishaft, h.c. clutch, little ustd, splendid order

;

£37/10.-Lee, 30, Cliolmeley Rd., Reading. [9806

2-speed, in excellent condition,
many spares; £40.—Steele, 1,

Connnugiit Gardens, Muswell Hill, London, N- [9747

INDIAN, 1915, 5h,p., 3-speed, clutch, kick starter,
acce.ssories, in really s'ood condition ; £42.—2nd

INDIAN. 1912. 7h.i
wicker sidecar.

Lt. J. W. Carter,
Aveley, Essex.

3/9 Mid'llesex Regt., Belhus Park.
[X626]

It's no use crying

over spilt Petrol!

Or the greater misfortune of

paying away good money for

an unsatisfactory machine.

Both troubles can be avoided

—the lesser one by care,

the greater by dealing

with

GODFREY'S
the firm who have established

for themselves a world-wide

reputation for square deals.

New Models in stock comprise :

INDIANS, B.S.A., ALLDAYS
ALLON, ROYAL ENFIELD,

BROUGH, CALTHORPE-J.A.P.,

RADCO, COVENTRY EAGLE,

NEW IMPERIAL, etc.

Write for Catalogues and complete

List of neiv and second-hand

Guaranteed Machines (Solo and

Sidecar Combinations).

Liberal exchange values. Straight-

forward system for deferred

payments.

TD.

GODFREF t
208, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.
'Phone—7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN Combination, late 1915, 7h.p., 3-siieea, 3
electric lamps and horn, hood, screen, speedcnetcr,

tools, etc., practically new; £80.—Winiiworth, 3. East
Clifl, Broadstairs. [9823

"IQ15 Indian, 5h.p., 3 speeds, free engine, kick
J-f starter, large P.H. lamp set, Lucas horn and
back lamp, tools, machine, condition as new : £43.—
697a, Old Kent -Ed., London. [X6277

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., 1914%;, ele.'trically

equipped, 2-speed, clutch, spring frame, Millford
coach sidecar, hood, wind screen, luxurious outfit; cost
£105. sacrifice £52/10; lightweight part.—28, Wesley..
St., Failsworth, Manchester. [X6242 ;

INDIAN 5h.p. 3-speed 1915 (September) Combination, S
practically new, complete with speedometer, horn,

lamp, generator, kit of tools and spares, Millford coach-
built sidecar with storm apron and lamps ; cost £88,
accept £70.— Oscar Davies, c/o Norton's Garage, Llan-
drindod "Wells. [X6116: ',

Ivy.
•

.1

4h.p. Twin T.T. Ivy, nearly new; £30.^0. F. Hooper, -i

lYnit Merchant, Eyesham. [9769 ...

James. ^
JAMES No. 6 Combinations in stock : no -waiting.— f>;'

Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. {0829 f;;

COLMOEE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, iaye rj

in stock complete range of James motor cycles. *.*

[b803 f.j

JAME'S, 1914Vo. ^Vih.p. combination, speedometer, ' >i

lamps, liornr' perfect order; £50.-173, Vi-^ToriafB

Ed., Alexandra Park. _
[9880 3

2ih p. James, 2-strote, 1915 machine, completejwith -.

2 all accessories and speedometer, and almost new; ..j

£37/10.—Wauchope's, '9, Shoe Lane, London. [9923 .

JAMES Combination, 1915, tyh.p., 3 speeds, with .3
Lucas dynamo lighting set, Lucas electric horn, m

speedometer, good condition; £68.—Elce and Co., 15-".^

16, Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St., B.C. [0551"=;

J.A.P. J.

A GENUINE Bargain.— 5h.p. J.A.P., free engine, 2 .*

speeds, and sidecar, coachbuilt, extra new tyre for .-.

same, hr,;;gage carrier, lamps, and all accessories, new .

belt, good tyres, recently overhauled; all at £28.—F.
Foley, 65, High Ed., Lee, S.E. [9751 ,^

-<

Juno. *j

"1014 Juno Combination, 4i^h.p. Precision. 3-speed-:
-L */ Sturmey-Archer, kick starter, 85 ra.p.g. ; sacnfice v

£35- coachbuilt sidecar, perfect; deposit.— 139. St. -

Michael's HiU, Bristol. [9960 :.

Kerry.
KEEET-ABINODON. sV-i-V: 2-speea, with cane~;

sidecar; £25.—Seen at Newson's Garage, Palace j;
Parade, Hornsey, N. - [9891 3
1t|13 Kerry-Abingdon, 3Vjh.p., P. and H. lamps, tube I
J. t/ and belt case, spare belt and tube, all in good "^

condition; £18. or best" dffer.—Miller, Bishop Middle- .!

ham. Ferry Hill. . [X6102 H
Lea-Francis. '.

LEA-FRANCIS, 1914, perfectly sound, not used for

6 months, owner ou active service; .£50, or very

close offer.-Lt. Hmiter-Smith, Merilees, Cedar Ay.,."
Chelmsford.

,
.

1X6213

LEA-FRANCIS, late 1915, 3y2-4h.p. twin J.A.P.,

Bosch mag., 3-speed gear, clutch, and kick starter,
,

wirh Montgomery De Luxe 21 gn. sidecar, and Lucas.',;]

.ticcessories, practically new throughout; £75.—Moss, M
Wem. [X6275...;;

Levis.

LE"V"IS, 2V'>h.v-, excellent order, runs perfectly; £21.— .

The Garage, The Green, Southgate, N. [9744

.

LE"V"IS 2i^h.p. 1915 Popular, all" accessories; £22.— .

Kingsford. 22, Platts Lane, Hampstead. [9965 -

1 015 Levis, splendid condition, mileage under 1,500;
XiJ £22, or offer.-Posnett, Bermondsey Settlement,

S.E. [X6210

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham and, Leicester, for

delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles from
stock. .

[0804

1 014 2iAh.p. Levis, perfect condition; sale owing to

XV rider's ill-health; £20, no of(ers.-0. L. "^'hatley, •

Aston Lodge, Malvern "Wells. [X6014

LE"VIS Popular, new; special bargain; cannot re-

peat; £28 cash; gradual payments 2%.-Eeferea
Cycle Co., 332, High Holborn. I"0764

LEVIS 1916 Popular Model, 2i,4h.p., slightly shop-

soiled; special bargain, £29.—Wilkins, Simpson, and
Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., London. [9243

LE"V"IS, late 1914, 2r^h.p., single speed, overhauled

and re-enamelled, good condition; £22.—Elce and

Co., 16-16j Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0491

IQlS^l Levis Popular, only done 40 miles, entirely

XU like new and fully equipped; sacrifice 22. gns..

or exchange with cash for good SVgh.p. combination.—

136, Dalmally Rd., E. Croydon. [9974

LEVISES - Popular models £32, model E with 2-speed

gear, rustless rims, £47/10; also 1916 Popular,

with accessories. £24/10, bargain; deferred payments,

exchanges.-Lamb's, 151, High St., "W"althamstow. and

|50, High Ed., Wood Green. [9''96

All letters relating to advertisementr should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Mncoln-EIk.

LINOOLIT-Er/K, aVih.p.. sidecar, 2 speeds, kick start,

speedometer; £25.—Bezzart, 14, Shaftesbury Rd.,

HoUoway. [9775

1015% 4^h.p. Lincoln-Elk, 2-speed, F.E , kick start,

Xtr perfect condition, good 'Sidecar machine; ofacer

leavinf: country; sacrifice £35.—Rees, R.S.M., 2/lst W.E.
Ambulance, Howbury Camp, Bedford. i;X6255

Matchless.

6h.p. Matchless C.B. Combination, 2 speeds and free,
j

3 lamps, speedometer, tools and spares, all' good
|

condition; £37.-14, Chipley St., New Cross, S.E. i

[:X6193
MATCIILES3-J.A.P., 1914, 6h.p. Twin, 6-speed

Gradua gear, overhead valves, new Dunlop tyres

and belt, perfect running ordor; any trial; 50 gns-~31n.
Broomfield Rd., Chelmsford. [X6214

MATCHLESS 1913 8h.p. and Canoelet sidecar, all

accessories ; bargain. 45 gns. ; generous deferred
terms if desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow,
and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [9798

MATCHLESS, 1913, 6h.p.. twin belt. Lucas head
lamp. JJunlop estra heavy tyre. 2-speed gear and

band clutch, kick starter, and sidecar; 58 gns.—Julians,
liroad St., Reading. 'Phone 1024. [X4129

31h.p. Twin Matchless Motor Cycle, 3 speeds, free
2' engine clutch, kick starter, countershaft, new

ryres, lamps, and liorn. in excellent condition, vary
fast and flexible; price £38.—John C. Beadle, Ltd..

Motor Engineers, . Dartford. [0827

MATCHLESS, 1915, 7-9h.p. M.A.G. engine. 3-speed
gear, kick starter, -and Matchless coachbuilt sidecar,

complete with Lucas dynamo lighting set, including
lamps and Cowev speedometer; cost over £115, accept
£87, bargain.—Head, 112, Wellesley Rd., Croydon.
'Phone: 273. [9729

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 7-9h.p., Gradua gear, lacing
model, with aluminium sidecar, Bosch mag., accu-

mulator electric head and tail lamps, latest Binks car-

buretter, new tyres, belt (Bates), fine jjondition ; ex-

change for cycle car; sell for £50.—Penoyre, Hurst
GroTe, Walton-on-Thames. [9786

MATCHLESS Combination. 1914-15. 8B model,
M.A.G. engine, 7h.p., 3-speed countershaft, lamps,

electric horn, screen, etc., 700x80 Palmer cover tyres;

the Rolls-Royce of motor cycles, perfect condition
throughout ; SV^h-p. twin Zenith or 4-5h.p. considered
in part; £65.-8, King St., Acton. [9927

Metro.

METRO, 2i^h.p., few months old, 2 lamps, horn, full

kit, fine climber, fast, and economical, new con-
dition; £25.—Wheeler, Brj'n Awel, Mold. [S6117

Minerva.
MINERVA 4y2h.p. Twin, sidecar, Roc gear. Bints

carburetter, Bosch, Whittle, splendid going; £24.
-Glen, St. Brides, Callander, N.B. [9932

MotO'Reve.

MOTO-REVE Twin, 254h.p.. Bosch, Druids, good
tyres, low, up to date; £7.—Baker, c/o Purchon,

Alexandra Rd., Morecambe. [X6182

19
New Hudson.

16 New Hudson Lightweight, single, exceptionally
good ; £26.-20, Potterne^vton Lane, Leeds.

i:X6223

NEW Hudson, 4h.p., 3-speed, 1914 coach sidecar, new
upholstery; £48.-1, Queen's Av., Winchmore Hil!

N. [9967

NEW Hudson, 1914, 4h.p., 3 speeds, kick starter.

coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer; £38.-6, Wanen
St., London. £9980

33.h.p. New Hudson, 3-speed. clutch, consumption 130:
4 £26/10.-21, R.F.C. Villas, Lynchford Rd., S.

Farnborough. [S:5900

1 Q 1 ^ 6h.p. New Hudson Combination, in excellent
J.«/ order, verv little used; £65.—Turpins, 22-29.
Preston Rd., Brighton. . £0716

Id 13 New Hudson. 3^/^h.p.. 3-speed, and very nice
X*^ sidecar, enamelled New Hudson' grey; a cheap
lot at £38: all accessories: easy pavments arranged.—
Jones, Garage, Broadway. Muswell Hill. [9704

NEW Hudson, 1913^4. 4h.p., coach sidecar, 3 speeds,
clutch, kick starter, spring footboards, speed-

ometer, lamps, perfect condition throughout; bargain,
£40, or ofiers :;>exchnng6 solo and cash.—Write, Aldridge.
12, Sundorne Rd., Charlton, S.E. .. [9947

New Imperial.
"1 Q16 New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed; £33.—Parker and
Xt/ Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [1004

NEW Imperial-Jap. latest models, in stock, £38 and
£44/8.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [8336

COLMORE Depots, Manchester and Leicester, for im-
mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.N* [0805EW Imperial-Jap, 1914-15, 2-8peed, good condition:
£23.—Fluck, 102, Manor Rd., Stoke Newington.

N. [9733

NEW Imperial. 2-3peed, new; special bargain, £36/15
cash : gradiml payments 2%.— Referee Cycle Co.,

332, High Holborn. [0765

GEI-r IT AT

lAYLORS
- Sole London and District Agents for -

AJ.S. & British Excelsiors. S

Sole District Agents for Calthorpes

Contracting Agents for all other Makes

.

TERMS: CASH, EXCHANGE, or
EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

NEW MODELS.
6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination «1 02 18
4 h.p. A.J.S. Solo £76 "

7 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric

equipment £89
Ditto, complete with Sidecar £110

2i h.p. 2-str. EXCELSIOR, 2-sp.,and clutch £44
Coach built Sidecar for same .... £10 10

4 h.p. CALTHORPE Combination £70 7
25 h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., c-spced £37 16
-1 h.p. CALTHORPE, 2-stroke,2-sreed £32 11
2 j h.p. Ladv's CALTHORPE, 2-stieed £35 14
ROVER Sidecar, coach-built, withs/c brake £15 15
6 h.p. A.J.S. Sidecar £18 18
BANDELET Lightweight Sidecars £9 9
WATSON!AN coach-built lightweight Side-

cars £12
B.S.A. CANOELET Sidecar, with luggage

grid ;... £17 10

2

Write for Full List of Shop-soiled and Second-
hand Bargains ready tor Immediate Delivery.

Do- And 12
posit. Pay-
£ s. ments of

3S 23/-

13 15 35/10

10 10 4S/7

2j 80 /S

10 73/10

10 53/9

SELECTIONS.
Cash.

i s.

igi6 6 h.p. A.J.S. Com-
bination, hood, screen,
side curtains, speedo-
meter, and accessories.

Six weeks in use ..,. . 102 10
1516 4 h.p. A.J.S. and

accessories • 72
rgi2 s-Vh.p. P. & M.,

2-speed, and coach
Sidecar 33 15

1915 22 h.p. EXCELSIOR,
aspeed, and clutch ... 36 10

1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. and
Canoelet, hood and
screen 70

iqi4 8 h.p. ZENITH,
C/'sbaft, and SidecTir . . . 62

1913 3^ li-P- ARIEL, 3-sp.

and Sidecar . ; ^0
1912 2.Vh.p. A.J.S. and

Sidecar 26
AUTOWHEEL,goodorder 6 6
IQ13 PREMIER Light-
weight 12 12

USEFUL ACCESSORIES.
Spare Petrol TankSf square, to fi-K on carrier,

I gallon size (Postage, 4d.) 2/6
Petrol Cocks, N.P., for auxiliary tanks 2/3
Y Pieces tor 2-way generator connections, ea. 6d.

Drain Taps 1/6
Split Pins, assorted, per box, i eTO.=;s 1/8
Flexible Oil Pipe Connections, 5 Un. long ; . . .

. 1 /-

Terry's Tyre Levers, set of 3 1/6
Terry's Valve Litters 1/6
Swan Valve Lifters 1 /-

Swan Valve Griiders 1 /-

Johnson's Prepired Wax, for pol sh^i^ cnarh-
work, enamel, etc 7d. & 1 /6

Johnson's Cleaner, for removing tar, oil, etc.. . 1/6
Tifiol Soldering Outfits 5/3
Auxiliary Safety Arms 9/6
Little Giant Jacks tor Sidecars 5/3
Rear Lamps (acet.) 2/9
Bear Lamp Generators with l^racket 7/6

All Accessories over 5/- Carriage Paid.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE STREET, W.G.

Whoiesale: 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.
Gara.se: 12, Tottenham Mews, W,C>

'Phone—Museum, 1240.

Telegrams—" Dynani'tio, U'estcent, London."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEW Imperi.al-Jap, 2iAli.p-. 2 siieeds, speedomo-.er,

LucEia lamp Bet, wnteli. new this ye.ir; £30: flvint;

olHoer.-lOO, Hieb Ed., New Soufligate, N. [989';

2iili.p. 1916 New Imperinl-Jnp, 2-speed counteraliaft
4 gear, complete with nil accessories; 35 ens.

:

guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [992^1

93.h.p. 1916 New Imperial-Jap's for delivery froni

4z stock; 2-speed countershatt. models, price £58;
iisy terms arranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Lon-

don. [9920

"1Q15 New Imperial-Jap, 2y2h.p., 2-speed, little used
i-*y enamel and plating equal to new, good tyres, iu

perfect order; £28/10.-Turner, 141, Beckett Ed., Don-
caster. [X6232

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1916, 2?41i.p., 2-speed, variable

mag., unregistered, never been on road ; called up
unexpectedly, must sell ; offers.-Magdala, Alfred Ed ,

Cromer. [X6011

NEW Imperial, 1916, 2-speed, kick starter, ridden 70

miles- £58/10, real war bargain; deferred payments
it desired.—Lamb's. 151. High St., Walthamstow, and

50, High Ed., Wood Green. [9799

NEW Imperials, the handy lightweights, with J.A.P
engine and 2-speed gear. We are the accredited

agents for Manchester and Liverpool district, and can

offer immediate delivery from stock; extended terms
and exchanges arranged. Call or write.—Colmore
Depot. 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool, and 261. Dean.
gate, Manchester. [081^

New Ryder.

PETEOL Free with 1915 New Eyder-Jap, 2-spced

:

24 gns.-Eider Trowavd, 78, High St., Hampstecd
[9904

Norton.

NOETON, 1915-16, SV-hp.. T.T.. lamps, etc.; £45
no offers; military reasons.-7, St. Mark's Rd.,

Netting Hill, W. [9327
N.S U.

f ih.p. Twin N.S.TJ. Engine, overhead valves, Euthardt
Oa mag., brand new; £21.—Pilot, John Bright St.

Birmingham. [X6265

FOE Sale, bargain, N.S.U. motor cycle, 4?4h.p., un-

finished;- £21.—I'. Barnett, -Belleville, Lower
Whitely, Reading. [9782

N.U.T.

N.U.T. S'Ah.p. Twin, 1914. 3-speed, bargain; £56.-
W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man

Chester.
'

- [9606

O.K.

1|Q15 O.K., 2»lh.p., 4-stroke, overhead valve. Bates
Xit? and Dunlop tyres, perfect condition, engine ju?t

overhauled; £22/10.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cnu)-

bridge. [9853

Omega.
OMEGA 2-strote, July, 1915, 3h.p., as now, nil acces-

sories; £20.—Murphy, 57, Rochdale Ed., Blacklev.

Manchester. [X6010

P. and M.

3 ih.p. P. and M., 2 sneeds, and free engine, entire

2 chain drive; £21/10.—Cohnore Depot, 31,^ Ccl-

more Eow, Birmingham. [X607;-.

TO 14 3y,h.p. P. and M., 2-speed, wicker sidecar, ia

J-tf perfect condition; cash or easy terms; £45.-
R. E. Jones [Garages), Ltd., Swansea. \ [0721

P.
and M., 1912, 2-speed, wicker sidecar, good coi.di

tion, recently overhauled, fully equipped; £35.-
170, Granville Ed., Child's Hill, N.W. [9832

1Q15 4-speed 6h-p. P. and Mi, with 25 gn. Gloria
i-*y sidecar, 5 gn. Cowey, Lucas horn, nnscratched.

perfect, all tools, tvres like new, only done 1,800 miles:

cost £120, accept £95.-56, Morpeth St., Hull. [X62eS

3 ih.p. P. and M. 1913 Coachbuilt Combination, under-
2 slung screen, handle starting, 2-speed, free en-

gme, lamps, back-rest, 95 m.p.g., smart lot; any tri:il

after 7: £33.-44, George Lane, Lewisham, S.E. [9872

P.
and M. 1914t/2 Combination, with Phelon and
-Moore coachbuiU sidecar, full equipment, in per-

fect condition ; only reason for selling, owner in the

army • must be sold ; best offer secures.-Campbell,

Ontgate, Oleator, Cumberland. [X6121

Peugeot.

PEUGEOT, 6-7h.p,, N.S.U. 2-speed, free, new belt and
tyres, sidecar, Millford side entrance, perfect; £20.

—Laurel, Smith Works, Twickenham. [9852

Precision.

1015 3?ih.p. Precision, Calthorpe 2-speed counter-
Xt/ shaft, enamel and plate as new; exchange for

twin, or sell £30.-42, Mellows Ed., Beddington, Surrey
[9767

Premier.

PREMIER. 2'/oh.p., runs on substitute; £18, or offer.

-9, Holly St., Smethwick. [X6251

3 ih.p. Premier Combination, 2-speed countershaft.
2 like new; £43.-193, High St., Tonbridge. [X6206

J Q 14 2i^h.p. Premier, perfect order, new condition

;

it/ £17.—Montgomery, Victoria Eooms, Bristol.

1X6105
PREMIER, syh.p., T.T. engine, new tvres and belt,

Binks carburetter; £25.-101, Tooting Bee Rd ,
.

S W. [9949

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

"I Q14 SVah.p. Premier, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar;
-M-ij £45; cash or easy* terms.—R. E. Jones [Garages),
Ltd., Swansea- [0823

1 Q13 Premier, S^/^h.p., 3-speed, and sidebar, re-enam-
J-t/ elled and overhauled; ;£32.—Hj'de, 69, Newlands
Rd., Stirchley, Birmingham. [S6231

IQI4 2V2h.p. Premier, clutch model,- Armstrong- 3-
-*- *^ speed, perfect condition, h.b.c. ; £25.—Risby,
Liverpool Rd., Longton, Lanes. |;X62a3

PREMIER, 1913, 2M!h.p., complete; this machine is

in exceptional condition, quite economical, and
thoroughly desirable; £20.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester,
Oxon. [X6240

PREMIER, 3V2h.p., and MilUord sidecar, new 1915,
3-speed counterslioJ't, F.R.S., speedometer, every

Bpare, faultless condition ; nearest £50, real bargain.-
10, Genoa Rd., Anerley. [9477

PREMIER, S^Ah-p., 3-speed, late 1913, little used,
iu first-class condition, new back tyre, will stand

any investigation, £33 ; also 1915 coachbuilt sidecar,
with hood and screen, £9; will sell together or separ-
ately.—L., Atlas Co., Stanley Rd., Woodford. Tel:: 189.

19759

Hadco.

RADOO, 2J4h-P-. little used, must be sold; price
£17/17, bargain.—T.H.I>., 288, Romford Rd., E.

[9825

"I Q15 Radco, 2-sp6ed countershaft gear bos, T.T. bars;
XfJ £24/10.—Colmsre Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Bir-
mingham. [X6097

GENUINE 1915 Radco, single speed, 2-strok0, lamps,
etc. ; 18 gns. ; pay good cash difierence for recent

combination.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.
t9955

RADCO, 1914, 2-stroke, 2-speed countershaft gear,
practically new tyre, in real good order; must

sell; £18, no offers, bargain; bring reasonable distance.
—Butlin, Bungalow, Galleywood, Chelmsford. [Xei85

Regal.

1 Q14 Regal, 2-spe6d, 2-stroke, open irame, guaran-
J-t/ teed as new; £24/10.—Colmor© Depot, 31, Col-
more Row, Birmingham. [X6098

REGAL-GREEN-PREOISION, 5h.p., 3 speeds, coach-
built sidecar, very little used, perfect condition

;

£42.-38, Nicholls St., West Bromwich. [X6207

"I Q15 Regal-Green, 3-speed Sturmey countershaft gear,
-it/ and clutch, special sporting sidecar; £47/10,
complete with accessories.-Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore
Row, Birmingham. [X6083

Rex.

REX, 3^^h.p,, free engine, kick starter, £7/10; wanted,
combination, about 4i4h.p., below £40, instalments

preferred.-89, Marlborough Rd., Bowes Park, N. [X6208

3ih.p. Eex, accumulatorT h.b.c, new Dunlop belt,
2 engine fine condition, less tyres and saddle ; what

ofEers ?—William Cook, Stafford Cottage, Philadelphia
Rd., Porthcawl. [X6130

REX de Luxe Twin, 6y2h.p., 1913-14, art cane side-

car, lamp, horn, speedometer, and carrier, all new
tyres; 48 gns. ; seen by appointment.— 181, Bowes Rd.,
New Southgate, N. [9783

>EX, 6h.p., 2 speeds, clutch. Service belt, speedo-
meter, lamps, grand tyres, cnne sidecar, whole

turnout in thorough order and condition- great bargain,
£28.-38, Loughborough Rd., Brixton, London. [9889

|014 Res 6h.p. Twin, 3-speed combination, with 2-
-JLt7 seater sidecar, complete with accessories, in first-

rate order; £45—Tuke and Bell, Ltd., Motor Dept.,
Carlton Engineering Works, High Rd., Tottenham, N.

[9749
RES 6-8h.p. Twin, coachbuilt combination, 2-speed,

belt drive, free engine, kick starter, shop-soiled
only; jiGcept £65: take any machine part payment;
good price allowed.—A. Holland, Clarendon St., Cov-
entry. i:X6287

Rex'Jap.
6h.p. Res-Jap, fitted with coachbuilt sidecar, Grade

Multi pulley and free engine; £27/10; guaranteed.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [9915

Rover.

1 Q 1 5 Rover Combination, cannot tell from 1916
Ji*y machine; £65.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row,
Birmingham. [X6095

1 Q 13 Rover, 3-speed gear, clutch, and pedal start.
Ji*y splendid order; £35.—Colmore Depot, 31, Col-
more Row, Birmingham. [X6099

ROVER, 19151/2, countershaft 3-speed, in excellent
condition, lamp, horn, and spares ; £48.—Helling,

Beechen Clifl House, Bath. [X6127

ROVER, 1916, 3-speed, kick start models, immediate
delivery from stock,—Colmore Depot, Rover Agents.

261, Deansgate, Manchester. [9545

ROVER, 1916, 3'/2h,p., 3-3peed countershaft, £66/10;
combination, £85; in stock, immediate delivery.—

Wallace, Fountain Buildings, Bath. [9021

1 Q14 SVah.p. Rover, and brand new Canoelet Minor
*- *y sidecar, all in splendid order ; £45.—Colmore
Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X6081

ROVER, 3y2b.p., 1912, clutch model, sound order,
finish fair, a good sturdy machine at the clearance

price of £20 ; no offers, please.—Laytons' Garage, Bices-
ter, Oion. [X6235

W

S SparePetrolTanks
M- Specially designed for Paraffin

Sfk Conversions, with large filler

j5 cap, union cock, T piece, and

M two feet of copper tubing, the
SS whole forming a complete outfit.

^ B S/' complete, h

These KEMPSHALL new heavj^

ANTI-SKID COVERS are also

an opportunity you should not

miss :

—

26 X 2| 22/6
26 X 2| 25/-

28 X 2j 28/-

28 X 3 29/6

Torpedo-shaped Acetylene
SIDECAR LAMPS,

well-finished in black or nickel-

plated, showing red light to

rear, complete with bracket,

10/- each.

Accessories of all kinds, and
Motor Cycles, in good
condition, wanted for cash or

exchange. Any goods supplied

on confidential easy payments
if desired.

A FEW SPECIAL LINES IN

OUTHTTING.
SERVICE WADERS, Leather Soles (all

Sizes) 25/-
(Order now, as the' price will advance shortly.)

SE.<iVIGE WATERPROOF SUITS, best

quality 25/-
SERVICE BLACK OILSKIN SUITS 10/11
SOU'WESTER to Match 1/11
BLACK HORSEHIDE GLOVES, Lined,

Gauntlets 3/3
AIR PILLOWS 1/6

SERVICE GOGGLES.

BEST QUALITY LENSES, 3/6.

SERVICE EYESHIELDS (Non-inflammable), 2/6-

Goods sent on approval against Deposit.

TheService Co-(London) Ltd.

292-293, High Holborn, London, W.C.

lelephone—6-130, Holbom.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

"I
012 Rover, SVsh.p., free engine. B. and B. car-

-i-O buretter, Bosch mag., excellent condition, with
good tyres and engine; £20.~Robinsou's Garage, Green
St., Cambridge. [9855

ROVEB, 1914, 3 speedBt enamel, etc., perfect, unused
18 months, new coachbuilt sidecar used once ; £45,

or exchange for 1916 Bonglas, or with cash for really
good twin combination.— S., 41, Ash Ed., Stratford.

[9951
GENUINE 1914 Eover Coachbuilt Combination, 31/2

h.p., 3-speed model, exceptionally fine condition,
complete with special aluminium numbers, speedometer,
lamps, horn, etc., very handsome outfit; 53 gns., or close
ofler.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Ed., W. [9966

Royal Ruby.
j

ROYAL Euby, 1915, 2i'2h.p., 2-stroke, spare belt
'

accessories, excellent condition; £19.—Seed, 14,
'

Laburnum Ay., Wallsend. [9766

1 Q15 Eoyal Euby, 2 speeds, 2-gtroke, open frame, suit
JLU either lady or gent; £27.—Colmore Depot, 31,
Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X6093,

Rudge.
12 3%h.p. Eudge, free engine, good condition; £25.. ,

—E. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0785
[

13 Rudge Multi, SVah.p., coach sidecar, good con- :

dition throughout; £37.—Collins, Harlow. [9931

FOE Sale, Eudge Multi; owner joined the forces.—
Apply, Simpson, The 014 Hall, Ackworth. Ponte-

fract. [9746

RUDGE, sy^h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar, disc wheels;
£35.—W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate,

Manohest«r.
, ,

[9606:

1Q13 Eudge, 3V2h.p., clutch model, in fine condition;
X?? £29; easy payments arranged.—Jones, Garage,
Broadway, Muswell Hill. [9694

RUDGE, 1912, SVoh.p., T.T., 3 new tyres, belt, good-
condition throughout, yery fast; £26.-6, West

Heath Ay., Goldefs Green. [9771

1Q14 Eudge Multi, 5-6h.p., with Eudge sidecar, com-
JLiJ plete with all accessories and spares; £45.-11,
St. Anthony's Ay., Eastbourne. [9874

RUDGE T.T., late 1912, specially tuned, racing cams,
yery fast, excellent condition and appearance ; will

sacrifice for 19 gns.- 1, King St., Acton. [9928

1Q14 3y2h.p. Eudge Multi, Empire coachbuilt sidecar,
J-t7 in perfect condition, 3 lamps, speedometer, and
horn; £40.-201. East Barnet Ed., New Barnet. [9938

RUDGE Multi, 3y2h.p., late 1915, military finish, with
Montgomery sporting sidecar, tip-top condition

;

£40, no offers.—P.A., 614, Wandsworth Rd., S.W. .

i;X6194
5-6h.p. Multi Rudge, in good condition, and acces-

sories; £32, or will exchange for good lightweight;

seen any time.—Bounds, Garage, High Rd., Kilburn.-
[9801

1 Q15 Eudge Multi, 5-6h.p., and coachbuilt sidecar,
Xt7 fully equipped, speedometer, spares, etc., little

used, fast, powerful; first cheque £45 secures; called

up, must sell.—A. Hurley, 2, Eden St., Kingston, S.W.
/ (9875,

Scott.

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham and Manchester, for

Scott motor cycles. [0806-

CCOTT 1913 Combination, in real nice condition;O £32.-6, Warren St., London. [9977

SCOTT, 1913, excellent condition, newly overhauled
' and enamelled; £35.—Henderson, 4, Mary's Place,

Edinburgh. [9912

"1C|14 Scott Combination, absolutely perfect, Binks
JLJ/ Carburetter, speedometer, lamp, horn, spares; 45
gns.—Tunstall, Draper, Hindley. [X.6181

1014 Scott Combination, in splendid order, guaran-
Xt/ teed in perfect order, all accessories; £50; easy

payments arranged.—Jones, Oarage, Broadway, Muswell
Hill. [9693-

1013 Scott, perfect condition, 15 gn. Canoelet sidecar,

Xt/ wind screen, B. and B., electric horn, lamps,

new tyres; £38/10.—Garaged at 163, Loughborough Hd^
Brixton. 19966

OGOTT, 1913, Millford cane sidecar, 1914 lubrication,

f^ thoroughly overhauled by makers, new crankcase,

front wheel, mudguard, and forks 1916; £42, offers.

—Findlay, 98, Bryn Ed., Swansea. [X6267

Simplex.

"I Q14 2^h.•p. Simplex, 2-stroke, splendid order; £19.

XU —Colmore Depot, 31, Cohnore Eow, Birmingham.
iX6090

Singer.

CJINGEE, 3V>h.p.. free engine, 1912, in nice condi-

i^ tion; £18.-6, Warren St., London. [9978

1014 4%h.p. Singer Combination, 2-speed gear, pedal

XV start and clutch; £37.—Colmore Depot, 31, Col-

more Row, Birmingham. [S6080

3ih.p. Singer, 1913, clutch model, good condition,

2 £10 new parts, runs well on pure par.^ffin; any-

trial; £24/10.— Glenville, Deshoro Park Rd., High
Wycombe. [X6192

Sparkbroolf.

GPAEKBROOK, 1916, 2-stroke, 2-speed, month old;O £34.-Digby, Mefsea, Essex. [9735

422 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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Overheating and Engine Slops.

THE
writer of an article wliich we publish

in this issue puts forward a very interest-

ing theory with reference to the results

produced by overheating, or what is

commonly supposed to be overheating.

The case to which he alludes is when an engine

simply " peters out," after a long spell of

hard work, without konking (owing to pre-

ignition) or any of the usual symptoms of under-

oiling and partial seizure.. He found, when
making some observations of an electric spark

passing between two wires .5 mm. apart (about

the distance plug points are usually set), that

as the wire points, and consequently the air

surrounding them, became heated, the sparks

diminished in intensity mitil the electric current

passed in the form of a " silent discharge,"

i.e., without causing any spark, the reason for

this being that heated gas becomes a fairly

good conductor. Presumably the air was more
or less at rest, and was therefore heated by the

wires. This condition would not obtain at the

plug points, where the gas is being replaced

at every stroke, but, on the other hand, the

same amount of heat might easily be present in

the gas, owing to the general temperature of

the whole cylinder head after the hard work

done by the engine in hill-climbing or a speed

burst.

The ignition of petrol vapour requires a

minimum temperature of rather more than

700° F._ (In the case of paraffin and benzole

the temperatures are 600° F. and 900° F.

respectively. These figures explain why konk-

ing is common with paraffin, but extremely rare

with benzole.) If compressed gas becomes a

sufficiently good conductor to admit of a " silent

discharge " at a I'ess temperature than this, the

theory is obviously a possible one. And, be it

noted, it is not yet put forward as being proved,

but only tentatively. It is, however, a matter

of much importance and interest, and if any of

our more scientific readers can throw any more

light on the subject, they will be conferring a

benefit upon motor cyclists, and, in fact, the

whole motoring community.

Motor Fuels after the War.

IN
view of the fact that the question of motor

'

fuels is a most important one at present and
likely to remain in the front for some con-

siderable time after the coming of. peace,

the article in The Autocar of August 19th

on " The Yield of Benzole " will have been read

by many widi very great interest. In the opinion

of some, petrol will be dumped on the market
at a very cheap rate : so cheap that motorists

will not consider the purchase of benzole at

ordinary prices. If petrol be cheap, so much
the better ; but we know many riders who always

used benzole in preference to petrol in the pre-

war days when petrol was really petrol.

The author of the article to which we refer,

however, makes the welcome assertion that,
" judging by the fact that the coal tar industry

is vastly more profitable than most others, it

does not seem outside the regions of possibility

that good profits can be made, even if benzole

were almost given away." Without going deeply

into technicalities, we may say that benzole is

only one of several valuable by-products obtained

from coal in the making of gas, some others

being coke, tar, and ammonia. Coke is used for

metallurgical industries arid for household pur-

poses. Tar produces many valuable compounds
which yield important dyes, toluene used in the

manufacture of explosives, solvent naphtha, a

certain amount of benzole, pitch, and other sub-

stances too numerous to mention. There is a
large demand for ammonia as a fertiliser.

Thus we see that, quite apart from the value
of the benzole, the coking of coal and sub-
sequent distillation of the by-products may be
very profitable. It has been estimated that, if

50% of our yearly consumption of coal were
treated in this way, the yield of benzole would
be about two hundred million gallons.

»j)

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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Difficult Starting.

In view of the many complaints aboutl reluctance

to start which we receive, I give prominence to tlie

ancient tip of covering the air intake of , the carbu-

retter. I met a new machine at the station last week,

and, after filling the tanks, made about thirty vain

attempts to get the engine going with the kick-starter.

Finally I held a rag over the air intake, and it started

at the next kick. The engine has behaved similarly

ever since, and though it will not start at all by

any other dodge, it invariably answers to the first

kick if the air intake is covered up.

Spring Frames and Freak Hills.

I have now had time to test Mr. Bethwaite's con-

tention that spring frames are inferior to rigid patterns

on freak hills. My conclusions are that the answer

must depend on the type of spring frame, crediting

Mr. Bethwaite with complete sincerity. In my tests a

spring frame A. B.C. and ditto 2% h.p. Douglas (1916)

were pitted against a 1916 rigid frame machine up two
hills of phenomenally bad surface; I can indicate the

atrocious nature of the road by saying that the foot-

rests on both sides of the A.B.C. were bent backwards
by the sides of a rut in which I had to ride, in order

to avoid boulders lying on the hoof track. Nobody
outside Bedlam would pretend after three ascents of

this hill on my trio of machines that the spring frames

are not infinitely superior; and Mr. Bethwaite's experi-

ence must surely be based on some pattern of spring

frame which gives an excessive rebound.

Converting a Douglas to Heavy Fuel.
I was sufficiently pleased with my early experiments

with Binks fuel to order a full conversion set for my
2^ h.p. Douglas. The set is, of course, standardised

for this popular make, and will slip into place after

half an hour's work with a soldering outfit. It con-

sists of three-jet carburetter, hot air pipe, neat black
pint tank and clip (to carry a supply of petrol fo.r

starting), length of petrol pipe, T piece, and spare

cone nut and union for coupling up. A cheaper mode
of using heavy fuels and mixtures would take the form
of utilising the existing carburetter; but I am a great

believer in multiple-jet carburetters for this purpose,
,

as the finer spraying orifices certainly assist the

vaporisation of a sluggish fuel. Previous experience
of three-jets indicates that even petrol benefits by their

superior atomising properties ; oi fortiori, they are still

more useful for petrol-paraffin and other noxious com-
pounds.

The A.B.C. Bicycle.
I have been ovenvhelmed with letters about my

article on the A.B.C, and have one small correction
to make. The article was written some months ago,

ATO

and the actual weight of the jigger was considerably

overstated, partly because I came to it fresh from a

baby two-stroke, partly because Mr. Bradshaw's typist

struck a " 3 " instead of a " 2 " in writing to me on
the subject. The weight is not more than that of the

ordinary vertical single-cylinder 500 c.c. In reply to

various correspondents, the machine is not capable of

remarkably slow speeds on the fourth ratio ; though it

will tick over absurdly slowly in neutral, more slowly

(I fancy) than any other engine would in normal adjust-

ment, its power is attained by high engine revolutions,

and there is not sufficient power at very low revolutions

to permit the machine to'run dead slow on a very hi;i,h

gear ; I always change down to third gear for traffic

work. I am hardly in a position to state what the

normal petrol consumption should be, as I keep two
or three bicycles running, and use the A.B.C. for speed
work on good roads, or for fast climbing on freak

roads. Still, I can get 70 m.p.g. under these condi-"

tions, and opine that a higher economy should be
possible in steady riding on ordinary undulating roads.

A further point is that the maximum speed obtainable

on fourth gear is only possible when conditions allow

the machine to be " whacked up." You cannot work^
engine revolutions up to an abnormal figure on an
abnormal gear except where conditions approximate
to track work. The machine is fast because it can
attain unusual speeds on second and third gears,

rather than because its phenomenal fourth gear

maximum can often be resorted to, and because the

combination of high r.p.m., a variety of gear ratios,

and a terrific carburetter- all.ow of ferocious accelera-

tion. The " jump " when the engine is put on second -

gear and full throttle at the corner, footing a single

figure gradient is truly remarkable.

Rapid Cylinder Wear.
Some months ago a reader in India asked my help

in diagnosing an engine knock, which had developed -.

on a new British machine of the first class within
.

700 miles of purchase. The knock turns out to have
been due to wear of the cylinder bore, and two facts

worthy of notice are that such wear should occur after

such a short mileage, and, secondly, that it was not

accompanied by any loss of power. The owner sug-

gests that the dust of the Indian roads may be respon-

sible. On this point the testimony of other Colonial.
,

riders would be interesting. Many Colonial riders have-,

told me that naked chains are useless in their districts,
'

as the fine dust permeates the chains and wears them-:

out rapidly ; but I never heard a Colonial rider.

.

complain that dust ground his cylinder bore oval so
.

quickly. Makers of Overseas models may care to

consider whether it is worth while providing extra

protection for the main air intake.

J
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1,200 MILES ON
CHEAP FUEL.

Experiences of a Petrol Substitute

with a 6 h.p. Sidecar.

The Petrol Restrictions need not

Stop Motor Cyclists.

'^^ -U *-A^

A DESIRE to keep going an only hqbby and
means of recreation, coupled with an intimation
that permission could not be granted me to join

His Majesty's Forces, led my wife and myself carefully

to consider the possibilities of running on cheap fuel.

Our machine is a 1914 model AJTS. of 750 c.c.

capacity, and up to this time had given us about 5,000
miles of faithful service, its running being all that

could be desired in every respect. The sidecar is a
Montgomery of 1915 pattern chassis, a worthy suc-

cessor to a two-year-old chassis of lighter pattern,

which (fortunately when empty) tried conclusions with
a hedge and ditch in the New Forest at 4 a.m. on a
summer day in June, 191 5, the result reducing
the chassis to a heap of scrap iron, but the light cane
body survi'ved, and was easily repaired and reinstated.

For the sake of easy comparison the petrol consump-
tion up to this time is appended.

Carburetter. Jet No. mp-g-
Amac 25 56

This over a year and five months, mainly with sidecar.
The ever increasing price of petrol, the difficulty of

obtaining even the modicum allowed by Government,
finally decided us, and a Binks three-jet carburetter
was fitted and a supply of the Binks fuel obtained.

Fitting the Carburetter.
The carburetter connection as sent was about 4in.

long, and this was at first fitted to the already long
induction pipe of the A.J.S. machine. The jets fitted

when sent were Nos. o, 3, and 7, and some little time
lyas spent in trying over the machine with petrol as a
fuel, and the jets finally decided on were Nos. 00 (a

size smaller), 3, and 8 (a size larger).

At this stage a week-end run of 190 miles solo was
undertaken over main roads in the South of England,
tlie outward journey coming out at

:

Carburetter. Jets Nos. m,p.g. Fuel.
Binks ... 00 ... 66 ... Petrol 2 with

3 paraffin Jth.
8

The return journey was ridden under less favour-
able conditions in heavy rain for about half the time,
and with, a view to petrol economy the time taken was
a good deal longer. Results :

Carburetter. Jets Nos. mpg-
Binks As above 77

Thus is the effect of an easier pace clearly seen.

The supply of Binks fuel had now arrived, and a

business run with sidecar attached of about thirty-

five miles, necessitating some six or seven stoppages,

was the first essay on the new fuel. I should say that

the Binks system had been fully adopted, and a

smaller tank for petrol for starting purposes had been

fitted. I do not wish to lay too much stress on this

first ride, as the effect of the overlong induction

pipe and the want of a hot air intake was apparent.

Most of the defects of bad carburation presented

themselves in that thirty-five mile run, and the

consequent inability to climb hills which should have

been easily taken on top gear proved very disappoint-

ing ; and this with a 1-43 mile run in prospect on

the morrow.

Improvements.
That night several alterations effected a marked

improvement ; a hot air intake pipe was fitted, bend-

ing round behind the back cylinder, and about one
and a half inches was cut off the induction pipe, this

then being turned down in a lathe to accomrnodate
the stump of the carburettjir, which was thus brought

into a position between the cylinders. On the

following morning a start was easily effected by
lightly priming the cylinders from the main tank and
filling the float chamber with petrol from the small

tank (the float chamber having been previously nearly

emptied of the heavy fuel by allowing the engine to

run itself out on the last occasion). ~ The sidecar

carried a cargo of spare cans of Binks fuel, about
a pint of petrol in a bottle, kit bag, maps, a weight
to help the controllability of the outfit in the absence

of a passenger, and a windscreen (carried in its

usual position, as the " Usual Passenger" was to be
picked up later). The 143 mile run to the Midlands
over the Holyhead Road was accomplished in the

time expected, and a business appointment kept

exactly to the minute. It was somewhat of a surprise

to find the road in good condition, having regard to

the present war conditions. The most noticeable

feature of the run was the excellent speed maintain-

able on the second pilot jet (No, 3), but a knocking
occurred on hills on the main jet (No. 7).

On the second day a further run of 151 miles to

the South Coast was done, and Cheltenham, Stroud,

<fe
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1,200 Miles on Cheap Fuel.—

Nailsworth, Bath, and Shaftesbury were all visited

in turn. The same characteristics as in the previous

day's run were reproduced, but as the hills were more
frequent (the way to Cheltenham leading up the hill

to Winchcombe, the widespread view from the top

of which was greatly admired), the knocking occurred
more fr.'quently, although several .small adjustments
to the carburetter were made, and it was realised that

careful experiment would doubtless effect a cure.

The destination that week-end was Bournemouth,
and during the following week a -trip was taken to

Lyme Regis, accompanied by the " Usual Passenger "

in the person of my wife. Now the road to Lyme
Regis from Dorchester lies on the roof of Dorset

;

and you have to get there. However, the verdict of
the " Usual Passenger," which should be received
with all respect, was "very good." The steepest

hills were taken on middle gear on the second pilot

jet, and the run was practically a non-stop one in

each direction. However, the knocking continued
slightly on the main jet when going uphill.

A Larger Main Jet.

Further details of the return home—a journey of

ninety-five miles from Bournemouth—and. the sub-
sequent .week-end run back through Mid-Susse.x,

Fareham, and Southampton need not be entered
into except to say that Bury Hill, north of Arundel,
was climbed in the usual excellent style. I had unfor-

tunately left the spare jets behind the previous week,
but now fitted a No. 9 jet in the main

—

i.e., two sizes

larger than No. 7—and on the last run taken, but withj

an empty sidecar, the larger jet effected decided im-J

provement in the running of the engine, the knocking '

hav\ing decidedly decreased, but the extra air lever was
called into use now and then.

To sum up, the results obtained with the cheap fuel

are as follow :

Mileage travelled

to date.

1,253 58|
Jets Nos.

00
3
7 (now 9)

The engine had been decarbonised just previously

to the arrival of the Binks fuel, and after 1,100 miles

running the engine was again taken down and cleaned.

The carbon deposit found was no more than when
petrol was used, but the absence of a gauze screen in

the hot air intake (since fitted) was responsible for an

increased amount of road dust, found, chiefly in the

inlet valve chambers.

The writer has covered upwards of 10,000 miles on

various machines purely as a private rider, and, though

not a nevice, has no curiosity to " see the works " so

loiig as things are well, but he is a sensitive rider who
can quickly recognise any deficiency in the running,

and occasionally, in the opinion of the " Usual

Passenger," nearly degenerates into fussiness. The
result of the experience gained is sufficiently good to

justify the continued use of the fuel, and it will be

interesting to see how the machine behaves during the

colder weather of the winter months which are now v

before us. F.J. P.

> ^e^ <

H.M. the Kin^ Inspects Motor Sections.

IT
is not generally known that the first inspection

of troops by Mr. D. Lloyd George after he took
up his new office as Secretary of State for War

was the Heavy Section of the Machine Gun- Corps. It

has been stated in the press that when Mr. Lloyd
George reviewed the Australian troops a few days ago
it was his first official appearance among the troops,

but such is not the case, as he visited the Armoured
Car Section of the Machine Gun Corps at its training

camp and saw a demonstration of the vehicles forming
the equipn:^ent some days previously.

The men of this section, it may be added, are mainly

motor cyclists and motorists originally intended for

the Motor Machine Gun Service. They were recruited

and examined by Mr. Geoffrey Smith, Editor of The
Motor Cycle, who recently received a letter from
Lt.-Col. R. W. Bradley, D.S.O., containing the

fcllowing extract:
" I must place on record my high appreciation

of your work—both for the Motor Machine Gun
Service and for the Heavy Section Machine Gun
Corps. The raising of the latter Corps within the

time limit available would not have been possible

but for your valuable assistance."

It may be remarked that, since Mr. Lloyd George
witnessed the demonstration of the Heavy Section,

Machine Gun .Corps, His Majesty the King has also

visited the camp on the occasion of a field day of the

Corps, and was delighted with what he saw, finally

shaking hands with the officers.

This is another feather in the cap of the Motor

Sections, for, as we have already stated, a battery bfi

the Motor Machine Gun Service which went to the

Front at the end of 1914 proved to be the- first repre-

sentatives of Kitchener's Army to go overseas. Thai

battery in question. No. i, was commanded by Captain 1

R. J. Colson, now Lt.-Col. and Commanding Officer i

of the Training Camp.

BRITISH MOTOR CYCLES IN DENMARK.
A Campion sidecar, showing Axel Andersen, of Aarhuus (leaning on

the sidecar), the Campion Company's Danish agent, and his manager. ^

Quite a number of Campions are now running in Denmark.
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THE CAUSE
OF

OVERHEATING.
liliSillillB!!;

A NEW THEORY ON A VERY VEXED QUESTION.

THE question of overheating lias been much dis-

cussed, but is always interesting. It will, I

think, be agreed that there are at least two
types of what is known as " overheating," each of

which represents certain typical phenoinena. We
have instances where an engine, "when driven hard,

commences to knock, and again we get cases in which
the engine simply peters out without any _sign of a

_ knock. Now the first condition is, I think, almost

certainly due to pre-ignition. It would seem probable
that some internal part of the explosion chamber be-

comes heated to such a temperature that when the

gas is compressed its temperature just round this

heated part is raised to a point above it^ temperature

"of ignition. The mixture in this way is fired just as

if a spark had passed at the plug points, the only

difference being that the ignition takes place too early,

which results in a veiy sudden shock being given to

the piston and other parts which are moving" with it.

The whole phenomenon is pretty simple, and can be
,
'brought about at will by advancing the ignition too far.

The second condition is, however, considerably

more puzzling. There is no suggestion of early igni-

I

tion, and, in fact, when matters reach -their worst state

I

there is apparently no ignition of the mixture at all.

The engine simply stops firing.

I think most motor cyclists who have done much
riding will remember cases when, after having

travelled all out either on the level or up-hill for a

considerable distance, their machine has commenced
to slow down, and has finally stopped entirely. In

these instances there is no trace of knocking, the first

noticeable symptom being a slowing down, and a feel-

ing as though " all the power had gone out of the

engine." The explosions become .muffled and woolly

and then cease.

Two Suggested Explanations.
I myself have had motor cycle engines which did this,

and I have also noticed the same thing on a cycle car,

though in this case the engine did not stop entirely.

The partictilar car to which I refer had a practically

open exhaust, and made a particularly healthy noise.

Whilst climbijig' a long and very severe gradient the

exhaust gradually tailed off until at the top of the

hill it could hardly be heard. ,The climb was made
on second and. first speed with the throttle almost fully

open the whole way. I think from this description

the reader will be able to rgcogni.se the particular type
• i overheating to which I refer.

Now I seem to have seen two suggested explana-

tions, which were as follow :

(i.) That, owing to the heat of the engine, the

incoming charge becomes expanded so much that the

amount (weight) drawn into the cylinders is too small

for the development of any appreciable power.

I do not think this explanation can be correct. The
velocity of the gas passing into the cylinders when
the engine is running fast is great. The gas is a bad
conductor of heat, and one does not see how in the

e.xceedingly short space of time during which it is in

contact with the hot walls and passages of the cylinder

it could become sufficiently attenuated to produce the

phenomenon in question.

(2.) Defective Lubricaiion.—This, I think, is

certainly not the cause. It is difficult in the extreme

to see how this could cause a failure of the engine to

fire. One would expect the result to be a general

tightening of the moving parts—the piston in particu-

lar—in fact, an extra load on the engine. It should

bring the machine to rest more or less gradually, but

there appears no reason why the engine should cease

firing.

A Likely Theory.
I will now turn to what I think may possibly prove

to be the real explanation. During the course of Some
investigations on an entirely different subject I had
cause to examine the sparks produced by an induction

coil between the ends of two wires separated by about

.5 mm. The examination was made under a micro-

scope specially rigged up for the purpose. The
apparatus 'was so adjusted that the strength of the

current producing the sparks was perfectly under

control. When the current was fairly weak the sparks

presented more or less the normal appearance, though

many minor points of interest w«re observed, which it

is unnecessary to enter into. here. Matters continued

thus until the current was increased to a value at

which the ends of the wires commenced to glow a dull

red colour. The sparks then became much less sharply

defined, and presented a more or less nebulous appear-

ance. On further increasing the current until the

electrodes were bright red the sparks disappeared

entirely. This phenomenon is, indeed, entirely in

agreement with the well-known fact that at high

temperatures gases become quite good conductors

(comparatively speaking) of electricity.

Now these experiments were conducted under

normal atmospheric pressure, and since the conduc-

tivitv of a gas varies inversely as its pressure ^within
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limits), it occurred to me tiiat it was worth while

seeing whether a similar effect could be obtained in

a gas when under increased pressure. I accordingly

constructed a glass tube, containing two suitably

placed electrodes, which could be filled with gas at

a pressure of about 30 lb. per square inch. An
examination was then made under these conditions,

when very much the same effect was obtained, though

in this case the temperature before the sparks dis-

appeared was higher.

Now I think it will be dear from the foregoing that

I suggest that in the case of a petrol engine the points

of the plug, and as a result the gases in their immedi-

ate neighbourhood, become so hot that they (the gases)

present no considerable resistance to the passage of

the current. Under these circumstances the current

does not pass in the form of a spark, but rather as

what may perhaps be termed a "silent " discharge.

The heat developed by a given current varies directly

as the. resistance through which it passes, and in this

case, the resistance being small, the amount of heat

developed is small—in fact, too small to raise the

gases to their ignition temperature. Of course, this

theory requires the plug points to be hot, but not

necessarily so hot as themselves to ignite the gas. I

am quite ready to admit that the whole question

requires careful investigation before any real reliance

can 'be placed on the results. One wants to know the

temperature of ignition of- the compressed gases, and
also the minimum temperature of the gases between
the electrodes to prevent a spark passing. If the latter

figure is higher than the former the theory is exploded ;

>
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if, on the other hand, the converse holds, then the gas',

will not be exploded.

Further Investigation Necessary.

Unfortunately 1 have neither the time nor the

'

apparatus to investigate these two points. I am"
tempted to bring forward the facts as observed and

"

the suggestions resulting therefrom in the hope that

some cornments may be made which may serve to

clear up a matter still shrouded in mystery. _ I have
,

entirely omitted one consideration, viz., that the in-

sulation of the plug may break down in many cases

at a high temperature. Perhaps after all this may
prove to be a sufficient explanation. However, that

is a question which I would leave to those more
capable of expressing a definite opinion. T used

in all cases a 2in. objective in the binocular body of

my microscope ; of course, the binocular instrument

gives a much more satisfactory result than the

monocular, but is not in any way necessary, and li

think an ordinary magnifying glass, magnifying aboutji

eight times, would give a fairly good result, though I''!

have not tried it. If a small coil is used, the elec-

trodes should consist of very thin wires, say number

36 or 40 S.W.G. copper. The current from a small-

coil is not able to heat up thick electrodes, whilst ini

the case of a plug in an engine, the points are heated

by the explosions.

If a microscope is used it is well to connect it by a

wire to a gas or water pipe, as in the event of one of

the wires froiri the coil coming into contact with it,

a very unpleasant shock will be experienced when 1

making an observation unless the instrument is earthed.

C. H. Stephenson.

^O Oil ^

A TYPICAL DUTCH ROAD RUNNING ALONGSIDE A CANAL.

The photograph was taken during the Assen meeting. This meeting

consisted o; a reliability trial, a fault-finding competition, and a fox and

hounds race. The disc wheels of the front machine are worthy of note.

The inset shows a competitor in the fault-finding competition with his

Triumph, the rider being Mr. Henri Meyer, editor of " Het Motorrijwiel,"

who will be remembered by competitors in the Anglo-Dutch trials.

A4
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THE MOTOR CYCLE IN JAPAN.
A Motor Cyclist's Impressions of the Fine Scenery and Difficult Roads.

MOTOR cycling is becoming increasingly popular

in Japan, not only amongst the resident

foreigners, but also amongst the Japanese

themselves. Prices run rather high, owing to the cost

of freight and the import duty of Y90.00 (about

fy los.) per motor cycle of any power. This fact

alone debars all but the relatively small ,moneyed class

from the pleasures of motor cycling. This is easily

understood when it is considered that the - average

monthly income of a professional man, say a doctor,

is but ;£io, and that of a clerk about ^^4.

As examples of the prices of new machines ruling

before the war, a 2|- h.p. Douglas two-speed kick starter

cost about ^62, and a 3^ h.p. B.S.A. with three-speed

hub gear cost about ;£,']€>. The agents for the various

makes of machines carry practically no stocks of
spares, and com-
petent repairers

are very few.

TJie female
Japanese rider
has not yet
appeared,, and I

am convinced will

not appear for a

few generations

to come, as the

woman occupies

a very low posi-

tion in the rela-

tions of the.
sexes.

There are

many drawbacks
to motor cycling

in Japan, the

foremost being
^the roads and
the . native road
users. The few
main roads are

reasonably good,

but are spoilt by the extensive use of loose gravel,

which, thrown periodically upon the road surface, is

left to the traffic to roll in. As the road traffic is very

light, this operation takes a considerable time to

-complete, by which time a fresh lot of gravel is due.

There is, it is rumoured, actually a steam roller in

Tokio, but it is not used because the road bridges are

unable to tarry it.

Japanese Roads.

The roads have no foundations, and consequently
break up badly in the wet weather or under heavy
-traffic. In the country the bridges are usually crazy
' wooden structures, very shaky, and with always a
modicum of loose or rotten flooring planks. Ferries

abound, and in flood times, when the rivers are swollen
to a breadth much greater than normal, they are very
difficult to negotiatel Many of the bridges disappear
entirely during the wet \Yeather, as also do whole
stretches of the roads* In the dry weather the dust

Interested villagers at Toya, showing author's Brough motor cycle in the foreground,

is very thick, and in the wet weather the roads are

seas of mud.
Amongst the hills and off the main roads fine scenery

is t6 be found, but trials and tribulation await the

bold wanderer off the beaten tracks. Ferries with

precipitous approaches, water splashes, narrow serpen-

tine tracks, rising and falling at terrific grades, loose

stones and boulders^ mud, gulleys, river beds, and
hysterical pack horses all go to spice the journeyings

of the intrepid motor cyclist who forsakes the main
roads. These exploring expeditions are not without

their charm, however, despite the adverse road condi-

tions encountered. I advi.sedly designate these trips

off the main roads "exploring" expeditions, because
of a complete absence of really truthful maps : that

is, truthful from a motor cyclist's point of view.

Except in a
few of the most
important cities

there are no rules

of the road. In
the country the

people have no
conception of a

speed above that

of a , trotting

rikisha man; con-

sequently they

are very sluggish

in making way
for an approach-

ing motor cycle,

and, generally,

when the motor

cycle is all but

upon them they

are seized with

panic.

The traffic

mostly met with

consists of hand
carts, two-

wheeled horse carts, pack horses, rikishas, and

four-wheeled orrinibuses called "basha." The last-

named are only encountered about the larger towns.

Their speciality act is that of obstructing motor

vehicles, but a liberal use of horn and cut-out almost

invariably reduces the horse to such a state of nerves

that, rather than endanger his passengers, the

"basha" driver instructs his horn-boy to alight and

hold the plunging horse until the motor cyclist is safely

by. On occasions I have seen the " basha " driver, on

hearing an approaching motor cycle, actually take his

horse from between the shafts and lead it into a

near-by field in order to avoid the bout of equine

hysterics likely to ensue should the motor cyclist pass

too close to the excitable quadruped. The horn-boy

referred to above is generally a diminutive ragged

youth who trots before the "basha" blowing a

strident horn, when passing through towns or villages,

in order to clear a way for the ramshackle vehicle.

This is made necessary by law for the " basha," but

*i5
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does not apply to the speedier motor car. The speed

limit for the latter, however, is 12 m.p.h. Needless

to say, this limit is habitually exceeded by car drivers.

The Animal Population.

Horses, generally, in Japan, being totally unused

to the sound of the exhaust from a petrol engine, shy

speed, etc. ; and unwittingly impede the rider's move-
ments. On a sweltering summer's day these .atten-

tions are extremely exasperating, especially when
one's temper has already been ruffled by the advent
of a fault developing on the, machine. But the crowd
is quite amiable; not aggressive, but merely interested,

Punctures are very rare. The stones with which
the roads are made up, being taken from the river

beds, have no sharp edges ; and the road surfaces

being soft, the stones are rolled in by the vehicular

traffic without being broken. As the natives use no
nailed boots, very few nails are deposited upon the

roads ; and broken glass or jagged-edged tin cans,

etc., are very rarely encountered.

A Rise in Petrol,

Petrol of a kind can be obtained in nearly all the

towns and larger villages. It is used by the Japs foi

cleaning purposes, and is sold in one pint beer bottles.

I
Pcntoon bridge over the Tamgawa river at Furuto.

violently upon the approach of & motor cycle, and
cause considerable anxiety to both drivers. The effect

of a-plunging horse attached to a two-wheeled cart

Bridge at Tasliiro svi-ept away at flood time. Temporary bridge

on left, X

True, it is more often than not well flavoured with

foreign solid matter, water, etc., but it serves its pur~

pose. Imported Pratt's and Shell, or petrol- pro-

The Tokido Qapan's main thoroughfare), near Hiratsuka, in

flood time.

carrying long bamboos, or an excited, overladen pack
horse with nothing to restrict the full use of its hind

legs, when encountered upon a narrow road, can better

be imagined than described.

The people, however, are generally very helpful and
considerate to the motor cyclist in trouble or enquiring

the way. A curious, jostling crowd .always throngs

round the halted motor cyclist. The various .members
explain the working of the machine to one another;

burn their .fingers on the engine; ask questions as to

A16

A provincial hotel at Gotemba.
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duced in Japan, can be obtained in the larger towns

in the ordinary four-gallon sealed cans. Petrol pro-

duced in Japan, which in pre-war days cost 5s. per

four-gallon can, now costs 9s., and bids fair to rise

yet higher in price.

Japan as a motor cycling country has its advant-

ages, however. There is no speed limit for motor

cycles, though " driving to the danger " is a punishable

offence. The pastime of timing unwary motor cyclists

over alleged measured stretches of road with 5s.

Yankee watches is denied the police here. We cariT

no identification number-plate except a small wooden

tag, which is, in effect, just a receipt for the tax, and

need not riecessajrily be attached to the machine. The
licence in this district is ids. per annum for any motor

cycle, plus a local tax of about 2s.

An Ideal Mount.
My specification for a suitable machine for solo

riding in Japan is as follows :

Engine.—3^3 h.p. opposed twin. Cylinders both

easily detachable without removing the complete

engine from the frame. Overhead valves. Valve

gear protected, and provided- with lubricators.

Engine should not form a stressed member of the

frame, but be independently attached. The outside

flywheel should not make magneto contact breaker

inaccessible.

Carburetter.—Fitted snugly against crank case,

out of the way in case of a fall. Ample gauzes to keep

road dust out of mixing chamber, -and large area petrol

filter.

Ge.\rs, etc.—Three-speed countershaft gear.

Change lever should not prevent rider from gripping

petrol tank with both knees. Gears 4^/^, 7, and 12 to

1. Large diameter countershaft pulley. Handle-bar

controlled clutch, capable of withstanding continued

slipping without burning out.

Transmission.—Chain-cum-belt. Chain should be

outside engine flywheel, and be enclosed in an oil bath

case. lin. belt, well protected from mud and rain.

Belt rim attached to rear hub shell by independent

spokes, and as small in diameter as possible. Large

diameter belt rims become damaged when riding in

deep ruts.

Wheels, etc.—28ui. diameter. Tyres, 28in. x 2fin.

or 3in., extra heavy. Rims extra strong, and of a width

smaller than the sectional diameter of the tyre, so as

to escape damage when riding amongst large loose

stones.

Brakes.—Enclosed band brakes on both wheels.

Wheel and belt rim brakes are useless and dangerous

when rims are at all battered.

A Chain=niail Mud-flap.

Mudguards.—sin. or 6in. wide, almost flat in

cross section, and at least lin. clear of tyres. Side

valances are useless, as they cause mud to clog, and
make tyres inaccessible for repairs. Front mudguard
should not be carried too far forward, but be bent

upwards at a point immediately above the wheel

centre. Indestructible mud-flap should be fitted to

front guard : I would suggest a light steel chain-marl

flap.

Frame.—Loop pattern, reinforced, with front and
rear springing. Springs must be very stiff. The usual

Druid pattern spring fork allows the front mudguard
and base of steering column to come into contact when
a had shock is received.

Silencer.—Fitted with extra baffle for making
exhaust very silent when passing restive horses, etc.,

and which can be cut out for ordinary riding con-

ditions.

Lighting.—\n default of a really compact, power-
ful, and reliable dynamo lighting set, a powerful
acetylene head light with large generator is essential,

and a small auxiliary storage-battery electric head
light would be very handy for use when passing
through the many long dark tunnels met with on the

main Japanese roads.

General Requirements.
There should be at least 6in. clear ground clearance

Ample petrol tank, not too wide about the rider's

knees, fitted with large filler caps and petrol filter.

Large pan saddle well sprung ; springs enclosed so

that rider's coat tails cannot enter between the coils

when springs are loaded, and so be caught when the

springs are relieved by the rider dismounting.

Semi T.T. handle-bars clipped direct to steering

head or forks, so that bars cannot twist when sub-

jected to excessive side strain.

Footboards kept as high and narrow as possible.

In deep ruts or amongst large loose stones footboards

suffer badly if at all low or wide. A bar fitted across

each board towards the forward end, against which the

front of the rider's boot heel could rest, would assist

to keep the feet from being jerked off the board?

when riding over bad roads.

A complete set of the necessary tools, spanners,
^

etc., should be enclosed in two ample pannier tool-

bags of stout metal reinforced leather, kept flush with

the sides of the rear carrier. A third bag should be

fitted between the mudguard and back rail of carrier,

and be divided into receptacles for carrying the neces-

sary spares, a complete set of which should be in-

cluded in the machine's equipment.
All black finish.

Ail bolts and nuts standardised, and fitted with

locking devices, spring washers, or split pins.

Rear stand arranged to be operated from the saddle,

so that when the rider is forced to stop suddenly on a

steep hill the stand can be used as a sprag to prevent

the machine from running backwards when gear is put

into neutral to restart the engine.

A mechanical horn on the lines of the " Auto Vox "

(in which a friction pulley driven by the engine fly-

wheel causes an air current to pass through an ordi-

nary reed) would be a useful fitment. Such a

mechanical horn could be made very small, and could

be tucked away under the forward end of the tank.

I am convinced that ty paying special attention to

such small items as control levers, lamp and speed-

ometer fittings, etc., by substituting neat brazed lugs

for loose clips, and by making the accessories suit and

fit the machine, much could be done in the way of

weight cutting without reducing the strength.

The foregoing specification appears to me to voice

the requirements of the general run of overseas motor
cyclists, judging from the letters reproduced from time

to time in -the much appreciated Overseas section of

The Motor Cycle, and by my own experience in Japan.
E. V. Stevens.
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MILITARY NOTES.
News of Service Motor Cyclists in Egypt, France, and German East Africa.

CONDITIONS IN EGYPT.

THE name of A. G. Fenn will be

familiar to many readers, as he took
part in numerous competitions in

the pre-war days. At the moment he is a

driver in the A.S.C., M.T., and stationed

in Egypt, whence he has sent us some
impressions of Army life.

The following are extracts from Fenn's
letter, which has been passed by the

British Press Censor ;

" I do not suppose yoa hear much of

what goes on in Egypt, as I see very

little mention of affairs here in the

English papers ; but you must not be

surprised at the magnitude of Operations

when you eventually learn the truth,

which, I suppose, will be published

one day.
" It is insufferably hot here just now,

.ilthough up to six months ago it was
fairly respectable In the towns it is not
so bad, but out in the desert the heat
seems to be magnified tenfold, as though
we lived in the focus of an immense
mirror. Temperatures of 120 degrees are

not at all uncommon, and it is no joke
when anything needs repairs, which,
fortunately, is not too often. On the

whole, the War Office lias selected some
of England's best in the M.T. line. 1

have had Vauxhalls, Sunbeams, Daimlers,
Fords, Austins, etc.—of all sorts of ages

and respectability—lorries, a Holt Cater-

pillar, and even an afternoon on a steam
roller ! The chassis number of each car

I write down in my diary (not counting
the roller), and perhaps I may run across

some of them in future years.
" I could tell you all sorts of falsehoods

about hairbreadth escapes from fanatics
and howling Dervishes, but, to be quite
candid, I have not had, nor heard of, any-
thing of the sort since I have been out
here. Shells we have, and occasional

visits from enemy aeroplanes, but,

beyond a bang or two in the distance,

there is nothing which could be magnified
into war horrors. Of course, we some-
times find ourselves in an irrigation canal
at night time, when we have no lights,

or get stuck in the sand, and go hunting
for camels, which is really great fun, and
helps to pass the time, but nothing suffi-

ciently exciting for me.

The Dieaded Sandstorm.
"What we dread most is a sandstorm.

^V^le^ we get caught in one of those it is

as near hell as matters not. The hot
wind seems to blister one, and the sand
gets in everywhere—goggles, eyes, ears,

throats. We simply cannot drive in one,
and have to wrap ourselves up in our
side curtains and wait until it stops.

" But for these, and the specially

designed insects which seem to have
been invented expressly for troops, we
should be quite contented ; as it is we

are all right. Literature is expensive

where I am ; a copy of '2'Ae Motor Cycle
costs me 5d. '

"I managed to pick up a 1915 Indian
at a reasonable price when I was in the

nearest town, but do not get much chance
to use it because w'e are so busy. The
chains take some protecting, for we have
over two miles of sand to get over some-
how before we strike anything in the

least resembling a road. What a game !

"

THE MARRIAGE OF MAJOR
WATSON.

WE offer our congratulations to Major
W H. L. Watson, the author of

"The Adventures of a Despatch
Rider," on his marriage to Miss Barbara
Wake-Walker. Major Watson went out
in the early days of the war as a despatch
rider (corpoi-al R.E.), and later on trans-

ferred to the Army Cyclist Corps. His
delightful book, which we reviewed in

the early part of the year, is a true

record of the excellent work of the motor
cycle despatch riders.

THREE-WHEELERS ON WAR WORK.
Both the War Office and the Admiralty employ, numbers.of Auto-Carrieri- tor express

delivery purposes. Our illustration is from a snapshot taken a few days ago in Kingsway,

and shows a War Office Auto-Cairier loading up.

MORE GERMAN EAST AFRICAN
EXPERIENCES.

AS a sequel to the article on page 160

of The Motor Cycle of August 24th,

describing the experiences of a

motor cyclist serving in German East
Africa with Gen. Smuts's troops, we now
reproduce a letter from another man
serving with another light armoUred
battery in the same country. The writer

of this second letter is Sgt. Bilbe, at one
tinie a technical journalist, and before the

war a leading light in the Endrick
Engineering Co.

The two articles

together assist
one in realising

the enormous
transport diffi-

culties that are
being overcome in

this campaign

;

also the super-
severe testing the
motor cycles are
getting.

The letter is reproduced herewith prac-
tically in cttenso, after being passed by
the -British Press Censor :

"Three days since I received The
Motor Cycle for February 10th, sent on
from training quarters at home, and this
reminds me that I might have advised
you that I left there on February 4th.
1 had put in some seven months, mainly
as sergeaat-in-charge ' of the armoured
shop, which was responsible for the pro-
duction of some good things in the way
of machine gun hand carts and some
other things which one must not par-
ticularise.

"There were sudden changes made at
the end of January, and I found myself
appointed to this battery, which, along
with another L.A.B., left home on
February 4th. We came out to Mom-
basa' via: Cape Town 'and -Durban, -along
with the cars and motor cycles, and had
quite a good passage, as the company

Sgt. Bilbe, CA.B.
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Military Notes.—

on board was not large enough to cause
uncomfortable crowding. We came up
country—partly by rail, rest by road

—

at the end of March. At present we
have not seen any actual fighting, having
been in leserve, but two other batteries
(one Sir John Willoughby's) have taken
part in recent advance work, and, I

believe, done very well.
" Lite with this battery is by no means

unpleasant. We get excellent rations,
including soap, tobacco, and matches,
and can obta,in extras, such as tinned
fruit, sardines, pickles, etc., at various
stores, which spring up under the control
of enterprising Indian traders or the
X.M.C.A. at almost every place where
there are troops. On the trek the men
have perforce to rough it a bit, but in
the camps everything is done for their
health and comfort. The chmate is good,
and here on the high plateau, over
2,000ft. above sea level, the heat is not
excessive, and we are all fairly well used
to it, though topees and spine protectors
must be worn.

Road Conditions.

"The rainy season, which should have
ended some three weeks since, but is

lingering on in some districts, held up
- operations. The roads are, of course, un-
metalled, simply worn tracks, and on
these the mud was very bad; indeed, it

is-still so in many parts, though not here.
LTo get about at all on the Douglases
during the rains the mudguards had to
be removed, as they clogged up. Most

.
of the riding now is over bush, and for
this the machines have been stripped of
the front guard and the mudshield, while
the back guard has been cut at the
centre of the carrier, and only the tail

piece with the stand clip retained. Most
of my work is in connection with the

;
motor cycles of the battery, and I have
done some riding. The roads are better
than one would expect, the deep sand
patches being the worst feature. Riding
through the busJi is distinctly exciting,
and the tyres get stuck full of thorns,
yet very few cause punctures. Bent foot-
rests are pretty common, of course.
"The armoured cars have done quite

good work here, and can operate well
in the bush. Possibly the most suitable
type has not been evolved yet, but the
moral effect on the blacks has been
enormous ; they call them rhinos, as the
armour is proof against anything except
pom-poms or shell fire.

"There is a depot of the R.F.C. here,
and this is provided with P. and M.
machines, one or two with sidecars. It
is a remarkable thing that these machines
(P. and M.) are invariably run as sup-
plied, i.e., with mudguards, etc., and
also are kept scrupulously clean, present-
ing a contrast to most other makes,
which, whether in the original finish or
daubed over with khaki paint, usually
are stripped, almost always damaged
somewhere, if only footrests "bent, and
invariably dirty. It should, however, be
remernbered that the work of the P. and
M.'s is mainly that of carrying messages,
etc., in the vicinity of the depots. We
get all sorts of transport—long Cape
waggons with strings of twelve mules or
oxen, Ford cars, heavy motor lorries,

some trailing howitzers, and there is a
rickshaw (commandeered from somewhere)

which is driven behind two mules, some-
times as a pair, and at other times as a
tandem by two officers, who run a fair

risk of the affair tipping up and dropping
them on their heads.
"This is a great country for game. I

have been out after buck and zebras, and
have seen the spoor of lions close to

camp. Unfortunately, hunting has now
been prohibited, and the only chance of

getting any sport is when on the move."

A LETTER FROM SALONIKA.
AjMONG our Service letters the other

day was a communication from an
R.E. officer, a former despatch lider,

who went out with the original Expedi-
tionary Force. He is now a lieutenant

R.E. in charge of Signals with the
British Force at Salonika. He says

:

" We are still ' cari-ying on ' with motor
cj'cling here. The roads are beyond
description. I do not think the people

.at home quite realise the kind of tracks
we have to ride over. The 'Six Daj's'
are play to it ; the hills are not bad
either. We liave one run with a hill

very nearly up to Applecross standard.
The Triumphs are good, but have not a
great amount of crank case clearance, and
the spring forks give a certain amomit of

trouble ; they are always strapped, which
saves a good many springs.

A Composite Machine Suggested.

"I think the ideal machine, or rather,

combination of machines, for this part of

the world, or any part of the world,
would be Rudge with I.O.JI. frame,

forks, and wheels. Triumph engine,

countershaft three-speed or four-speed

gear, and alt chain drive, but with chain

covers, not chain cases. Still, as we do
not get what we want, only what we can,

and not much of that, what is the use of

day-dreaming ?

" It is raining like the d 1 at the
moment, and I pity the poor D.R. who
gets a long run to-night ; the roads will

be in a lovely state, mais c'est la guerre.
Things seem to be moving in France a
bit. Well, the sooner it is over the
better we shall all be pleased. I dream
of a powerful twin and smooth straight
roads.

" They are teachi&g the Serbs to ride,

and are giving them new Triumphs—men
who have never seen a motor bicycle
before most likely, and they will have to

ride over tracks which would make a
' way up ' competition rider think hard,
and brand new Triumphs I would give
my eyes for."

DOWN WITH FEVER.
AV/E are sorry to hear that Cpl. A. J.W Sproston has been down with fever

contracted after six months' service

in Mesopotamia. At the end of July he
was recuperating in a hospital in South
India and hoping -to be sent home when
fit Sproston has seen service since the

beginning of the war, and The Motor
Cycle of July 27t.h last contained a vivid

account of his despatch riding experiences

in Mesopotamia.

THE SOMME FILM.

ALL motor cyclists should see the

wonderful War Office film of the

Battle of the Somme. In the very

first picture thrown on the screen one
sees some excellent riding by motor
cyclist despatch riders. A column of

troops is passing through a French vil-

lage, apparently on pave, while the side

of the road is thick with mud.' The troops

naturally occupy the best part of the
road, and the D.R.'s come swinging
round the corner in the slosh, and again
swing off it on to "the hard road. This
is a fine exliibition of riding, especially

when one sees it accomplished by one
machine carrying a passenger on the
carrier. One frequently sees a D.R. fl.ash

past in a picture so fast that one cannot
distinguish the make of his machine.

COY. SGT..MAJOR, SERGEANTS, AND SECTION LEADERS, MOTOR
CYCLISTS CO. ADVANCED SIGNAL DEPOT, R.E.. FRANCE.

Names from left to right—Back row : Cpls. H. G. Gray, J. S. Larking (New Zealand^,

G. Tranweiser (Canada), W. Pooley, H. A. Oakes (Canada), and L. W. Bates.

Middle Row : Cpls. Mendoza, £, BartJeet, E. C. Bromley (Canada), J. Lawrence
and E. H. Beaton (Canada).

Front row : Sgt. F. Early, Sgl.-Maj. W. Jeffrey, Sgt. Moir.and Cpl. J. R, A. Savidge.

All these men nde Triumphs. We are indebted to Cpl, Savidge tor the original photograph

^5
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The Charms of Derbyshire
DERBYSHIRE and

the Peak District

have always
proved a strong attrac-

tion for motor cyclists.

The reasons are not far

to seek, and may be put
down to several causes,

such as . the grand
scenery, the sporting
hills that are to be
found off the main
tracks, the excellence of
the main roads, and,
above all, the historical

associations of the neigh-
bourhood. The princi-

pal places of interest are
within easy reach of the big centres of population of
the Birmingham, Sheffield, and Lancashire districts,

and hence Derbyshire is a popular week-end
rendezvous with riders from these districts.

A map reproduced on this page, together with the
photographs, will be of interest to those riders who
have not yet explored the delights of this section of
the country, and., the following notes may prove of
use to those about to make their first visit.

Outline for a Round Trip.

_
Castleton is a good starting place for Lancashire

riders, who would reach it via Chapel-en-le- Frith.
Among the points
of interest

Castleton are

caverns and
castle,
si tu a ted
at the top
of a pre-

The *' Surprise
'* Panoiama that one sees when travelling between Fox House and Hathersage.

It is now grass covered, but one or two climbs have

been made by motor cyclists and described in these

pages. The road to Tideswell provides another good
test for the hill-climbing powers of one's mount, the

surface being fair. This road was embodied in the

1914 A.C.U. Spring Trial.

Leaving Castleton by the Hope Valley one soon

reaches Hathersage. A right-hand turn in the village

leads to Grindleford and tllfe well-known test hill,

Sir William. The surface of this difficult hill

has much improved since the days of trials, and is

now in fajrly good condition. . The plague village of
Eyam is reached from the top of the hill, and it

contains many relics.

Surprise Panorama

8 MILES

TO SHEFF/ELD

Route described in the accompanying article.

Many well-known test hills and places of interest

are included.

cipitous cliff. A mile or so out is the

Winnats, a narrow rocky defile between

the limestone hills that at one time

formed part of a coach road to Buxton.

b6

TO DERBY
Za. KlltES

More Hills.

There are two more
good test hills at Stoney
Middleton. From here

,
the main Derby-Buxton
road can be reached

direct via Monsal Dale,

though the better road is

via Calver, Hassop, and
Longstone to Monsal and
Miller's Dale. The views

in this neighbourhood are

grand, and one of the best

standpoints is a little to

the right of , the hotel at

the Dale Head. There are

various roads to Miller's

Dale, one of them lead-

ing to the top of Litton

Slack, another famous
test hill. The valley can
again be reached by an
easier descent at the side

of the hill, and the journey

resumed through Miller's

Dale, and so to Buxton.

i
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The Charms of Derbyshire.—

Cowdale, approaching Buxton,
is another hill for the gradient-

hunting enthusiast, and on the

other side is yet another, i.e.,

Kingstondale. The best way is

to go up Cowdale and continue
along the road at the top, which
will bring the rider down Kingston-
dale. Care must be taken to

avoid missing Cowdale ; it is about
two miles from Buxton, on the left-

hand side of the road coming from
the south, and a farm gate has to

be opened.

The Descent Through Tadding=
ton Dale.

Travelling southwards along the

main road from Buxton, one has a

grand run to Ba-kewell, including

a magnificent two-mile descent

through Taddington Dale, and a

couple of miles further on is

Haddon Hall, immortalised by

Dorothy Vernon. A stop might well be

look over the beautiful old hall and its

At the station at

Rowsley a left turn

should be taken for

Chatsworth (the road

to the right leads to

Matlock).

The run through

Chatsworth Park is

very enjoyable, and
Chatsworth House is

open to the public on

certain days. Baslow

Approach to Peak Cavern. Castleton

made here to

grounds.

luncheon basket

day's outing may

1S3

is just north of the park, and the

main road may then be followed

through Calver until the junction

with the Sheffield road is reached

at Fox House. Here turn left and
travel on to Hathersage and
the' _

original starting point,
Castleton.

After passing over a stretch of

level moorland road just beyond
Fox House, a sharp turn in the

road suddenly reveals a beautiful

panorama, and if the day is clear

a stop should certainly be made
to enjoy for a few minutes the

extensive view at this delightful

spot.

When proved substitutes are

available in abundance, tired muni-

tion workers might do worse than

follow up this interesting circuitous

route, which embraces the majority

of the interesting spots of the Peak
District. With a Avell-stocked

and fine weather, a very pleasant

be said to be assured.

TYPICAL

DERBYSHIRE

SCENERY.

(Top) Scene in Eyam,
fourteen miles from
Sheffield. The plague is

said to have made its

appearance in the cottages

5ho^^5l

(Bottom left) Foot o(

Hathersage Hill. The
church in the background
IS well worth visiting.

(Bottom right) Grindle-

ford Bridge, over the

Derwent. " Sir William,"

a well-known test hill,

commences to ascend in

the village of Grindle-

ford

B7I
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ITALIAN MACHINE GUN SIDECARS (lUus.). THE CAUSE OF OVERHEATING.
1,200 MILES ON CHEAP FUEL (lUus.).

][mE, TO liGHT L^^VP^
"summer " TIME.

Aug. 31st 8.1'9p.m.

Sept. 2nd
4th
6th

8.14

8.10

8.5

No Competitions in New Zealand.

Owing to the fact that so many of the

young men have enlisted, motor cycle

competitions in New Zealand have been

practically dropped, though an occasional

meeting is held.

Hobart-Launeeston Record.

The motor cycle record for the road

that separates the two principal towns
of Tasmania changes hands at fairly

frequent intervals. We hear that it is

now held by Sidney Stearnes, a youngster
of 17, who rode an Indian.

Will it Come to England?

Motor races and aeroplane displays

that were to form part of the pro-

gramme of the American Liberty Day
celebration at the Sheepshead Bay
Speedway, near New York, 'on a recent

Sunday, were called off at the last

moment because the Sunday Observance
Committee obtained an injunction. This
is interesting in view of the opposition

to Sunday competitions in England.

The Bristol Avoiding Route.

We recommend motor cyclists journey-

ing to the West, who wish to avoid
Bristol traffic, on approaching the city

from the Gloucester side to leave the
main road at Filton, immediately after

reaching the city tramways, by a turning
to the right through the suburbs of

Southmead and Henleaze to Durdham
Downs. Continue with the open Downs
on the right, past the Clifton Zoological
Gardens, and Clifton Promenade, to the
Suspension Bridge over the River Avon
(tolls—motor cycle, 2d. ; car, 6d.). Follow
main road for one mile, and take left-

hand turn through Beggar Bush Lane,
down Belmont Hill (some care needed
here), and join the main Weston-super-
Mare Road at Flax Bourton. Turn away
to the left, six miles on towards Weston,
at Congresbury village, to join Bridgwater
Road at Churchill. This route will be
found to be full of interest, and abounding
in pretty scenery, whilst traffic will be at

a minimum. A pleasant diversion may
be obtained by running round Durdham
Downs—an extra two miles—the. views
over the River Avon and Bristol Channel
from the sea walls being especially good,
and many riders whose previous know-
ledge of the city is of the sordid tram
ride through its slum districts wiD be
agreeably surprised at its many beauties.

?8

Trip for Wounded Soldiers.

It is proposed to arrange a Sunday
afternoon outing for wounded soldiers

quartered in Birmingham during Sep-
tember. Those sidecarists who are able to

assist are asked to communicate with the

Easting Windscreen Co., of 79, Colmore
Row, who will arrange the whole affair,

and, if possible, assist those who are

held back by a shortage of petrol.

A Fast Four-cylinder.

A four-cylinder motor cycle is hardly
considered the mount for track work.
Consequently, the performance of the

rider of a four-cylinder Henderson in

California is worthy of note. The
Henderson was driven from San Fran-
cisco to Los Angeles, a distance of 462
miles, in lOh. 39m. This is an average
of about 45 m.p.h. over roads of all

kinds. It beats the previous motor cycle

record by six hours.

Improved Road Directions in the West.

During a week-end visit to the West
we noticed improvements in signposting

in the central parts of Bristol. This city,

like many others of ancient origin, has
retained a tortuous network of narrow
streets, so much so, that strangers

experience great difficulty in finding their

way across the town. Recently signposts,

giving many names and distances, have
been erected at the principal junctions,

notably at the Tramway Centre and
Bristol Bridge, and motorists can now
cross the city with a minimum of

difficulty..

A Missing Machine.

An Enfield two-stroke was let out on
hire by the INIanchester Motor Cycle
-.Hire Co., 194, Oxford Road, Manchester,
to a man who has deserted from the
King's Liverpool Regiment. The fly-

wheel is weighted with lead in the sunk
part, and the cylinder head supported
by an iron strap from the back down
tube to the compression tap. Frame
number 287, engine number 15,789.

New Inner Tube after Excessive Pie Eating.

At a picnic of Portland, Ore., motor
cyclists there were several competitions,
one being a pie-eating contest. In this

competitors had to lie flat on their

stomaclis, with their heads down hill and
their hands folded, and gobible up black-

berry pie without the use of their hands
or rising up. The winner was awarded
a new inner tube, for his motor cycle

we presume.

Making the Most of the Petrol.

One of the latest means for getting

over the petrol shortage has been evolved
by the Hercules Motor Spirit Co., of

Blomfield House, London Wall, E.G.
This firm is prepared to receive consign-
ments of petrol, which will be mixed with
a heavier oil, then treated chemically,

and eventually returned to the owner.
The mixture will show, we understand, an
increase in bulk of approximately '50%,
giving an appreciably greater mileage per
gallon, and still retaining ali those
cliaracteristics which render petrol suit-

able for internal combustion engines.

A 1916 TRIUMPH - IN SOUTH AFRICA.
W. E. Courtney, who won a- gold medal in the hill-climb "heW on July 22nd-by the

East London M.C.C. Third, fourth, and sixth places were also secured by riders

of Triumphs.

^
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The Admiral Arbuthnot Trophy Fund.
Below are given the total donations to

the Admiral Arbuthnot Trophy Fund
received up to August 28th by the secre-

tary o£ the Auto Cycle Union.
£ g d

Auto Cycle Union .

.

. 5 5
S. Bettmann, Esq . 5 5
RS.A. Co., Ltd. .. . 5 5
Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd. .

.

. 5 5
Messrs. Douglas Bros. . 5 5
S. G. Frost, Esq., R.F.C. .. . 5 5
Gloria Cycle Co., Ltd. . 5 5
Hendee Mfg. Co ^

. 5 5
Humber, Ltd . 5 6
The Motor Ci/rlc . 5 5
Temple Press, Ltd . 5 5
Messrs. Phelon and Moore, Ltd. . . 5 5
J. A. Prestwich and Co. . . . . 6 S
Royal Automobile Club . 5 5
M. J. Schulte, Esq . 5 5
G. P. Sharp, Esq . 5 5
Triumph Cycle Co.. Ltd. .. . 5 5
Aston Motor Accessories, Ltd. . 2 2
W. Hughes Butterflcld, Esq. . 2 2
Coventry Chain Co., Ltd. .. . . .. 2 2
Messrs. Godfrey, Ltd. . 2 2
G.W.K., Ltd . 2 2
Messrs. .T. Lucas, Ltd. . 2 2
Lycett Saddle and Motor Acce.

series Co., Ltd . 2 2
J. R. Nisbet, Esq . 2 2

Messrs. Rotherham and Sons . 2 2
Rover Co., Ltd . 2 2
Sphinx Manfg. Co . 2 2
Zenith Motors, Ltd . 2 2
Lt. C. B. Barry
Kev. E. P. Greenhill
H. P. E. Harding, Esq. ..

L. Francis Jones, Esq.
R. T. Lang, Esq
Newcastle and District M.C.
North Wales jVlotor Exchange .

J. W. Orde, Esq
Dr II. Trenchard Rossiter
J. Simmonds. Esq
Otto Thomas, Esq
\. W. Torkington, Esq. ..

W. H. Wells, Esq
E. M. P. Boileau, Esq. 10 G
M. C. Breese, Esq., R.F.C. 10 6
Capt. A. M. Low, R.F.C. .. 10 6
Geoffrey Smith, Esq 10 6
County Cycle Co 10
Anonymous . ... 5
C. Furlonger, Esq., RFC. S
H. Johnson, Esq. 5
n. A. Howse, Esq. . 2 6

£ 131 11 6

The Removal of Toll-bars.

The municipal authorities of Middles-
brough have, after obtainhig Parlia-
mentary powers, purchased five toll-bars
within the borough, and freed the roads
for good. This is certainly a commend-
able action.

Supply of Petrol.

j\Iany wild rumours regarding the
limitation of petrol supplies have been
circulated for many months. For in-

stance, one of the wildest, and one for
which there is not the slightest justifica-

tion, spread in the Wolverhampton dis-
trict last week-end, it being to the effect
that the prohibition of petrol for chars-
a-bancs joy rides, to come into force
to-morrow, was to be extendied so as to
include motor cycles and private cars.

Italian Machine Gun Sidecars.

We are enabled to present our readers
this week with a series of illustrations of
the Italian counterpart of the British
motor machine guns. A glance at the
pictures on the centre pages will show
that the Italian macliines differ from ours
in some points, such as protecting plates
for rider and gun operator. But the
main point is ttiat the Italian Govern-
ment has adopted the sidecar machine
gun outfit, its choice doubtless being
influenced by the numbers in use by the
British War Office. In this connection,
we may remind our readers that the
originator of the sidecar machine gun
outfits is Jlr. Alfred Scott, designer of

the Scott Sociable, who designed a Scott
machine gun outfit immediately upon the
outbreak of war.

Road Warnings.

The following roads are bad and should
be avoided : Basingstoke to Camberley,
Guildford to Hindhead and to Hasle-
mere, and Winchester to Romsey.

New Indian Chief.

Mr. John F. Alvord, head of the
Splitdorf Electrical Co., has been elected
president and general manager of the
Hendee Manufacturing Co., Ltd., in
succession to Mr. George M. Hendee.

Petrol or Paraffin.

A neat and effective method of using
petrol or paraffin, or a combination of

the two, has been invented and patented
by Mr. Gordon C. Huffam, of 21, Mead-
way Court, Golder's Green, N.W. The
device can be fitted to most carburetters,

and is arranged to take the place of the
usual jet attachment. In the main tank
can be placed the paraffin or any petrol-

paraffin mixture which is found suitable

to the engine. A small subsidiary tank
contains petrol for starting purposes

;

both fuels are turned on at the tanks;
and the supply to the jet is then con-

trolled by a tap below the jet. When
pointing downwards this supplies petrol

straight to the jet (not to the float

chamber) for starting purposes. This
makes it quite unnecessary to drain the

Hoat chamber before a start can be made
—obviously a great convenience. A
movement of 90° cuts off the petrol and
connects the float chamber containing the
heavy fuel with the jet. Another move-
ment of 90° supplies a mixture of pure
petrol and heavy fuel, which may be

advantageous at times, and the

fourth position can drain the float

chamber, the petrol pipe having
previously been disconnected.

Some members of a Motor Machine Gun Battery now in India, where the photograph was taken. Many of the men shown were formerly
employed in &)ventry motor cycle works. The photograph has been sent home by Pte. T. Collins, sixth man, standing, second row, reading
from the left.
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"THE MOTOR CYCLE" RECRUITING SECTION.
IMPORTANT WAR OFFICE DECISION.

Central Office for Motor Machine Gun

Service

:

Mr. Oeo§rey Smith,

19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

IT
was announced on this page last week
that recruiting had been closed

temporarily lor the JVIotor Machine
Giui Service. On Wednesday, August
23rd, an inspection of recruits was held

at The Motor Cycle Offices in Deansgate,

Manchester, when the following men
were accepted, to report as accommoda-
tion becomes available.

G. W. Artllur, Walsnll.

H. Asliwoith, Castleton, Lanes.
G. H. Bradshaw, Manchester.
C. Clarke, SalJord.

W. H. Oolibett, WokinB.
A. G. Dowding, FuUiam.
H. O. East, Coventry.
F. Evans, Cliorley.

E. E. Graham, rodiham. Lanes.

G. W. Mcllraith, Bedford.

E. G. Paine, Woking.
K. Stewart, Ormskirk.
G. Taylor, Oldham.

On Tuesday of tliis week another

examination was held at the Coventry

Eecruiting Offices, and the names of

those men enrolled will be announced in

our next issue. At both inspections motor

cyclists desirous of joining the Royal

Engineers Signal Service as despatch

riders attended, but the Training Centre

of the R.E. is full up for the present.

On Saturday Mr. Geoffrey Smith,

Editor of The Motor Cycle, received

an important letter (reproduced on

this page) from the War Office

notifying a change in the system of

recruiting motor cyclists, which all pro-

spective recruits should carefully note.

The official announcement means that

the work of the various Motor Cyclist

Reserve Committees will now come to an
end in the matter of recruiting. The

.

first step towards the change, it will - bo
recalled, was the alteration of the

Central Office for R E. despatch riders

War Office,

London, ^.W.

22nd August, 1916.

Sir,

I am commandeil by the Army Council to Infortn you

that consequent on the Introduction of the Hllltary Service

Act, the method of ohtalnlng motor cyclists for Military

Service will be arranged hy the Coramanda ae men are called

up, and it *ill therefore not he neoeBsary to make any

further calls on your valued services in this direction.

The Council desire me to tender to you an

escpression of their thanks and appreciation for the most

patriotic and cordial assistance which you have rendered,

and to say that in view of the good work you have performed,

they feel that if ever in the future they have need of

your advice and help they may rest assured of your

co-operation,

I am,

Sir,

Vour obedient Servant,

Geoffrey Smith- Esq.

,

Editor "Motor Cycle",
19, Hertford Street;

Coventry.

/o h (LaJjcT

MACHINE GUN SIDECARS FOR THE ITALIAN ARMY
(Seepages 186-187.)

Bicycle side of one of the new Frera outfits, showing 90° 8 h p.

twin-cylinder engine and other details, such as carrier seat and rifles

on rear of sidecai body. The " business " side of these machines is

hown in the preceding two paee

some months ago from the A.C.U. offices

in Pall Mall, where the secretary, Mr.
T. W. Loughborough, was in charge, to

the R.E. Signal Service Training Centre,
Woburn, Beds. It would appear that
henceforward motorists reporting for

service will be allotted to any section

which happens to be in want of recruits

at that time.

Thus the Motor Cj'clist Sections have
been brought into line with Army Order
259 recently issued, in which it was
announced that all recruits (line regi-

ments, etc.), will be put into a general
reserA'e, which will be drawn upon from
time to time.

The number of applications from motor
cycle and car 'driver recruits dealt with
in The Motor CijrU Offices totalled 10,586
on Saturday last.

The Empire petrol economise!', de-
scribed in our issue of August 17th, is

sold by the New Motor Speciality Co.,
43, Oxford Street, London, W.

BI4
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LUBRICATING DANGERS
WITH PARAFFIN.

OWNERS who are seriously thinking

of using either paraffin or one of

the numerous substitutes as a fuel,

whether neat or in a mixture of half and
half, should bear in mind that their

present oil is a great deal too thin for

the work.
It must be remembered that this heavy

fuel is found to take a great deal more
vaporising than petrol, and some' oi it

will undoubtedly get past the rings ana
thin the lubricating oil, when excessive

wear will take place. The accompanying
illustration clearly shows where the

engine will be affected.

Our advice is to employ an oil of

greater viscosity than is necessary with
pure petrol. The excess paraffin mixing
with this will tliin it down to the right

consistency, and the engine should not
show undue wear. H.M.

.Unvaponied

worhj pasffhe

Showmg where wear will appear it

unvaporised paraffin impoverishes the

lubricating oil.

PETROL-PARAFFIN
REGULATING DEVICE.

IN view of the small number, complica-
tion, and difficulty of fitting special

paraffin vaporisers, Messrs. Bramco,
Ltd., of Coventry, are introducing a very
novel tliree-way adapter valve, to enable
petrol and paraffin, or any other low
grade fuel, to be mixed while running to

the best advantage. For economy, of

course, the greater proportion of paraffin

or heavy fuel that can be used the better,

but all who liave tried know that an
engine will run properly with a much
greater proportion of heavy fuel when hot
than when cold. Thus, unless some .

device is fitted which enables the propor-
tion to be altered after a start has been
made the greatest degree of economy, or
the easiest possible starting from cold, is

not obtained. This new - device; which
hails from America, where it has been
used, we are told, with great success for

a considerable time, consists of a cross-

shaped hollow casting, comprising three

fuel unions with a control cock in the

centre ; the upper union is connected to

the carburetter. The two hori-

zontal unions are taken respec-

tively to the petrol and heavy
fuel tanks, while the arm on
tlie right-hand side forms a drain cock
enabling the supply pipes and carburetter

to be drained of fuel. This is specially

useful when it is desired to start on pure
petrol.

The control cock enables the supply of

either fuel to be regulated gradually from
all of one fuel to all of the other, the two
thus being perfectly mixed in any
desired proportion before reaching the
carburetter. Thus, a start can be made
on pure petrol, and when the engine is

warmed up the heavy fuel can be gradu-
ally turned on and the quantity of petrol

reduced, and, according to the atmospheric
conditions, the heavy fuel can be reduced
or increased at wil' to enable the best
results combined with economy to be
obtained. This regulating cock is con-
trolled from the handle-bar by means of

a Bowden control which is marked with
a graduated scale. This fitting, which
sells at 55s., should certainly enable the
best possible results to be obtained with
fuel mixtures in conjunction with the
ordinary carburetter.

HIGH SPEEDS
IN THE ARGENTINE.

A TWO days' race meeting was held

by Buenos Ayres motor cyclists last
_

month, the first half of the pro-

gramme being held on the 16th, and the

second half a week later. There were
four classes, and the distance over which
(S»npetitors were timed was, in all cases,

a flying kilometre. The meeting is known
as the "'flying kilometre championship
of South America," and this is the fourth

year on which the gathering has taken
place.

The racing was held on a paved road,

with excellent surface, running from
Buenos Ayres towards La Plata. Com-
petitors, we understand, were allowed a

flying start of the unusual length of two
kilometres, and the timing of the measured
kilometre was electrically controlled.

Results :

3V2 H.P. S0L03.
m.p.h.
67.10
63.35
61.20

G. Turon (Bat)
D. Campanella (Indian) ..

P. Sabbatini (Triumph) ..

SIDECARS.
P. Comino (8 J.A.P. sc.) .. .. 67.60
A. Beruasconi (8 Harley-David-
soa sc.) 66.60'

J. Sclliovone (7 Indian sc.) .. 62.00

UNLIMITED TOURING.
A. Bernasconi (8 Haiiey-David-
son) 75.00

A. Maubeit (7 Davton) .. .. 68.65
R. J. Osinde (8 Harley-Davidson) 65.80

OPEN.
1. C. Santiago (7 S-valve Indian) .. 99.00
2. A. Selmo (7 Excelsior) .. .. 83.00
3. R. Reganti (7 Indian) .. .. 75.00

Santiago, winner of the open class, has
now held the championship for three

years in succession. He also improved
considerably on his last year's time,
which was 75.5 m.p.h. A very strong
side wind blew on the- day the two last

classes were run,. :• The highest speed
made at Brooklands on a motor cycle is

85 m.p.h., also an Indian.

Bramco arrange-

ment for control of

petrol and paraffin

mixture.

STRAINING PARAFFIN.

A CONTRIBUTOR in referring to the
use of heavy fuels makes the
following' suggestion for improving

paraffin for use as a fuel. The idea, if

not sound from the point of view of

making the fuel more explosive, would
certainly have the advantage of removing
any dirt or impurities which are very
likely to be present in common paraffin.

He states that " Chamois leather strainers

were largely used in America a year or so

ago for petrol. The practice was, how-
ever, given up owing to a large number
of accidents, due, it was said, to the fact

that the leather had a certain chemical
action on the petrol, which, for some un-

Apparatus suggested for straining paraffin

through chamois leather.

known reason, caused it to become exces-

sively explosive, and it is suggested that

straining paraffin in a similar manner
might have somewhat the same effect.

As paraffin is rather a dense fluid there
is a difficulty in getting it to pass through
the leather, so he has devised a simple
apparatus for overcoming this difficulty.

A large tin is obtained from which the

bottom is removed or perforated with
holes. Next a plunger must be made and
weighted to r the extent of about 20 lb.

,

which should be sufficient to force the

paraffin through the leather.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
411 letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

Petrol Allowances.
Sir,—Here is a point re the new petrol regulations that

occurred to-day. I am allowed two gallons a month ; I

have had half a gallon ; on going into a garage to ask for

one gallon I am refused, because the management will not

open a tin for anyone; They say it is impossible to get
four separate hall' gallons out of one tin! I could not take
the tin because I am half a galkjn on the wrong side ! In
any case my tank only holds one and a half gallons. If this

standpoint is taken up by the garage people; I am afraid
many motor cyclists will find themselves in the cart.

SMITH WHITING.

Cultivatiug Overseas Trade.
Sir,—Referring to the article on the Colonial motor cycle

market and Mr. Clarkson's views, on page 155 (August 24th),
~

it seems to me, as a motor cycle rider, that the only way to

secure the Overseas market is for English manufacturers to

agree to put some of their best ideas in a common pool, in

the same way as has been done in other trades.

How would a-^iotor cycle combining the following do

:

6 h.p. A. B.C. engme. Sunbeam oil bath gear_ cases, Enfield
spring handle-bars and lubrication, leaf springs front and
rear, four-speed A.B.C. gear box, Coventry Silent chains,

Lucas electric lighting set, automatic carburetter, two tanks
for petrol and paraffin, combined rubber and steel-studded
tyres, valve springs enclosed, spring-up stand unde" engine,

etc.? A. FEIRON.

Petrol Waste.
Sir,—We have noticed references at times in the press

as to whether it would be possible to run motors on ordmary
coal gas. We submit rough sketches of the ideas of a

r\-1f
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member of this firm, which were about to be tried out when
he" was called up. It is obvious that motor cycles can
either run on petrol or coal gas independently, or a mixture
of both at the same time ; or the motor cycle can be run on
the coal gas until the engine is hot, and then ordinary lamp
oil used.
There is a little screw under the jet in most carburetters

that can be taken out and a union tor the gas supply screwed
in. The tap necessitates an extra control from the handle-
bars. When running on gas only, the throttle can be left

wide open and the running controlled by the air and gas
tap controls. The compressed gas cylinders can usually be
obtained by any dealer in magic lanterns. A larger jet
should be used in the carburetter.
No patents have been, or are being, applied for any

application of this. GREEN TAXIS.
BiS

Steering Head Design.
Sir,—With reference to recent articles on the above sub-

ject, I would suggest that the ideal bearing for the motor
cycle steering head is the Timken adjustable taper roller bear-

ing. These bearings, standing up as they are in everyday use

in commercial and other vehicles, are infinitely preferable

to non-adjustable ball bearings, and much preferable even to

adjustable ball bearings; for both these bearings are working

under almost impossible conditions for small oscillations,

when both races have only a very small part of their surface

and one or two balls at most under stress, reducing the

proverbial line contact to a point contact till they dig a little

hole. PIECAN.

520 Miles on Four Gallons.

Sir,

—

I notice tliat " Ixion " has a short comment on my
ride from the .Midlands to the West and back. I may
say that I was myself surprised at the excellence of the

consumption figures in view of the large amount of low gear

work necessary, although this was to some extent neutralised

by being able to run down most of the long Dartmoor hills

in " free engine." I have heard of a similar machine doing

140 m.p.g., but cannot vouch for this. Will "Ixion" please

note that I am not under the impression tliat a petrol can

holds a gallon?—a misapprehension which has been in the

past responsible for some rather extravagant claims. I cannot

get the same consumption on short runs, but my last tin of

petrol carried me 232 miles, daily distance about eleven

miles ; two starts, sometimes three.

When " Ixion " says that he suspects me of being " a

member of that small majority who retains some respect

for the legal limit," I do not know whether he speaiks with

approbation or a veiled contempt. I should like to believe

that it was the former, but I fear that the latter is more
likely, ily favourite speed in the country is from 30 to 35

m.p.'h. This does not mean driving all out, which I dislike,

and the engine runs very nicely at these speeds. In towns
my speed is moderate. There is, I think, no excuse for

lurid cornering in crowded streets. AURIGA.

American Motor Cycles.

Sir,—With reference to "H.E.R.'s" letter on twins and
Mr. Brocklebank's letter on the same subject, I think your

editorial comment about hits the mark. To compare these

over-engined crudities with the average clean designed and
sweet running English machine is absurd. With Mr.
Brocklebank's dictum, that the three most popular singles

are the worst, I, guessing well the culprits, agree. I would
point out that people who follow the crowd and are content

with "the three most popular singles" deserve all they get.

1. Twist grip controls. A system of control that means
contortRig one's wrists into the position of least muscular

efficiency whenever the inevitable emergency crops up.

2. Crude kick starters or even dangling pedals, aban-

doned in England a few years ago. Where are the much
boomed electrical engine starters ? I would ask.

3. Constant attention is necessary to the average
American engine, if used daily.

4. These carburetters are automatic mostly in name.
All these- factors will prevent my ever purchasing any-

thing from across the herring pond. When America can
produce a Levis or Connaught, a 2| h.p. A.J.S. or Douglas,
a Norton, Sunbeam, or A. B.C., an A.J.S., Scott, Enfield,

or Matchless, then I will possibly change my mind.
B.E.F. A. LINDSAY (Gapt. R.G.A.)
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Petrol and Paraffin Tests.

Sir,—As the question of paraffin as a substitute for petrol

is being widely discussed by the motor cycle community at

the present time, the following results of tests made with
cheap fuel may prove of intere.^t.

Paraffin-petrol mixtures (Parapet—why not?) having been
used successfully for some months by the writer but no
record made of thcar efficiency, it was decided that an accurate

test should be made with an 8 h.p. Zenith and sidecar and

Warming a carburetter by

means of a flexible tube from the

exhaust.

2| h.p. French Zedel
lightweight. Both machines
were fitted with B. and B.

carburetters, the large one
having a simple heating

device which could be cut

out at will. This merely
consisted of a flexible metal
tube wouiid several times
round the petrol feed pipe,

carburetter, and induction
pipe, and connected to the

exhaust.

To obtain equal throttle

setting in each test a stop

made of brass strip was
attached to the handle-bar control. A three to four-mile
stretch of country road in Essex was selected, having, with
the exception of one hill (gradient 1 in 9), a practically level

and good surface, and which, being a by-road, was devoid
of traffic.

The test was then carried out in the following manner

:

Two giUs of Pratt's No. 2 were poured into the empty tank
of the Zenith, a running start made, and the tlirottle opened
as far as the stop would permit. The road being level a

constant speed of 31 m.p.h. was maintained until the pre-

arranged accelerator mark was reached, when the throttle

was opened fully and the maximum speed logged.

The position of the necessary gear change was marked by
the passenger dropping a large white stone overboard at

the moment of changing.

Upon reaching the summit of the hill the original setting

was reverted to until all the petrol was consumed, which
consumption worked out at 62 m.p.g.

Similar tests were made with the other fuels as shown, the

engine being allowed to cool down between each. Tlie

heating attachment "was next; brought into operation and
the test repeated. Testes were then made with tlie light-

weight machine, but with standard carburetter adjustment.
It was noticed, when using paraffin mixtures with the

standard carburetter, that starting was difficult, acceleration

poor, and a choking effect apparent at full throttle.

With "Spots" treated petrol no difference was noticeable,

but with "Spots" and paraffin the choking completely dis-

appeared, but no increase in mileage was shown.
For those wishing to retain the same degree of liveliness,

etc., as obtained from petrol, with a saving of lOjd. a gallon,

a 50% " parapet " mixture used in conjunction with a simple

heating device, as shown, is recommendt-d.

A liberal injection of petrol will ensure easy starting, and
once the engine is thoroughly warmed up tlie acceleration
will be as good as can be desired.

With regard to carbon deposit, the writer's 8 h.p. J.A.P.
engine was dismantled after running 3,000 miles on this
mixture and the usual amount of deposit was found, whilst
the piston and rings were by no means lacking in oil.

A. WARD.

Paraffin as a Fuei.

Sir,—I have watched with much interest the alarm amongst
motor cyclists re reduction of petrol, and herewith enclose
a diagram showing how I get over the difficulty.

I run entirely on paraffin, and find starting and running
quite easy and no depreciation in power in hot weather.
On early mornings and late

nights I find I occasionally re-

quire to start on petrol, and so

have fitted up ray Sunbeam,
as shown in the diagram,
with a cylindrical tank
(clipped beneath the frame
and holding three pints of

petrol), a four-way union
having a tap in the bottom,
a petrol pipe from the small
tank, a pipe from the main
paraffin tank, and a pipe
feeding the carburetter.

In cold weather, when
starting is a little difficult, I

drain the carburetter of
paraffin from the tap, re-

placing fuel in the main tank. Flood with petrol, then turn
off petrol and turn on paraffin. Starting is then easy, and
change of fuel is gradual.

I have tested this method for some time on Triumph,
Bradbury, and Sunbeam bicycles, and find it acts splendidly.
I fitted the device myself, and the cost of tank, pipe, and
fittings amounted to lis. 6d., and I soon saved this in the
difference in the cost of fuel. T. BURBIDGE.

Sir,—May I just give the following hint for the benefit

of readers who may be using paraffirj or paraffin mixtures.
I met a novice the other day on a 1915 3g h.p. Quadrant
outfit, on which there was absolutely no sign of compression.
After trying valves, I removed cylinder and found that both
piston rings had seized in the slots. Apparently, the carbon
had recently been cleaned of^ the piston top, but the rings had
been left untouched, as is very often done, with the result

that, although the machine had only done fifty miles on a

mixture of three parts paraffin, the rings had seized owing
to excessive carbon in the slots. On removing carbon from
slots th« machine ran perfectly. Although there was
absolutely no compression, the machine would take top gear

on the road, which I think is a tribute to the Quadrant.
J. V. WRAIGHT, R.N.A.S.

SUMMAJIY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Yank Denton, now riding a Douglas in the B.E.F., is

willing to take up the challenge issued to " J.H." on August
10th by "H.F.M.," " L.M.P.," and "J.A.M.," one of

whom claims to hold the world's record of 104 m.p.h. He
will purchase a T.T. model direct from an agent, and guar-

antees to ride them to a standstill on a give-and-take road

if they ride machines purchased in the same manner.

8 h.p. Zenith Combination. 2} h.p. LlOHTWE GHT (Single Gear).

Fuel Mileage.
Speed on Level
pt given Setting.

Hill-climb, Standard
.'Vdjustment only. All Out on Level.

Mileage.

Speed
on

Level
at given
setting.

Hill-cli'b

Standard
Adjust-
ment
only.

All Out

Standard
Adjxistm'nt

Heatin,?
Device.

Standard
Adjustin'nt

Heating
Device.

Maximum
Speed.

Position

of Change.
Standard
Adjustm'nt

Heating
Device.

Level.

Petrol 63

61.7

58.6

5,3.6

62.2

62

62

S3

57.5

m.n.h.
31

31.6

29

25

27

m.p.h.
32

32

31.6

38.5

2.1

, n,^.h.

42.5

.9

i4

36

X

appro.x. X

X — lOyds.

X —35yds.

X —30yds.

m.p.h.
59

58.6

63

49

60

m.p.h.
59

69

58

52.6

53

96

9i

95

91.7

91 .9

m.p.h.
3

30.5

23.5

25

26

m.p.h.
39

39

35

30

30..-)

m.p.h.
4<

48

5)% paraffin 44

39

Pure paraffin aud " Spots " .

.

39.5

Big
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Obtaining Petrol when Touring,

Sir,—The difficulties of obtaining petrol will prevent many
motor cycJists from touring. Although they may have a few
tins in stock, it is impossible to carry more than one tin
on the carrier. I would suggest that the difficulty might be
overcome if motor cyclists in different parts of the country
could get into touch with one another throiigh your adver-
tisement coliunns. For example, 1 wish to go from Bristol
to North Wales, and if some good, kind Samaritan in North
Wales, who has intentions of touring and passing through
Bristol, will promise me a tin of petrol, I will promise him
a tin when he passes through Bristol. A.E.D.

The Silver Parafi&n Vaporiser.

Sir,— In reply to Mr. Silver's letter in The Motor Cycle
of Augu.st 24th, allow me to state a few facts. In the first

place, I have been connected with the motor trade since
its commencement, and, moreover, I rode a Butler motor
tricycle, the first motor ever introduced into this country,
in the opening run to Brighton with a paraffin vaporiser
fitted, and I ran all the way on paraffin, picking it up at

cottages eti route, as petrol was almost unprocurable on the
road in the early days. The device is really a very old

one used on ordinary stationary oil engines, with a cup
underneath for warming-up purposes, and used extensively

in the States. We started fitting the device commercially
over two years ago. Re the last part of his letter about it

being protected. If this was done in 1903 the patent would
have expired. I have seen Mr. Silver's apparatus, and there

are no protection numbers stamped on it such as the Patent
Office requires. Perhaps Mr. Silver can tell us when and
how it is protected, as really no novelty exists. In con-

clusion, I would point out that during the last six months
we have had even a simpler device under test, where no
petrol need be carried at all when once the engine has been
run to start, and we hope shortly to put in on the market
for a few shillings. A. DURANT.

Oakleigh. Motor Co.

Three or Four Wheels.

- Sir,—Would it be possible for Mr. Scott to give a rough
idea of the retail price of his invention ? If it is no more
than the price of a high-power sidecar outfit, I mean to

go for one as soon as it is on the market. The differ-

ence in price between a sidecar outfit and a light car makes
just all the difference to me, and probably to many others.

Taxes, tyres, etc., are a further very real consideration.

Though I drive a 7 h.p. outfit, I am very far from being
an expert. It would be a huge joy to me to have the

shaft drive and detachable wheels, etc., as a relief from
much dirt and anxiety. Altogether I am vastly interested

in the new machine, and only wait to know something
definite about the price before I put my present outfit up.
for sale. Mr. Scott's reply to Mr. Burnard is quite con-

vincing so far as I am concerned. SUPER-AMATEUR.

Sir,—I have read with interest the correspondence in The
Motor Cycle re the Scott Sociable, and wish to state my
own opinion of it.

I have just purchased a motor cycle and sidecar, pre-

viously owning a ''ar, and must admit I prefer the car for

several reasons :

Firstly, the driver is more comfortable in a car.

Secondly, I think in wet weather the sidecar is miserable
for the driver.

Therefore, if the Scott Sociable comes out at the same
price as the motor cycle and sidecar, and you can easily

get at nuts, which need frequent attention on a sidecar, it

is a very fine combination. Even if it be expensive, person-

iiUy I would prefer four wheels for the little extra cost.

P. G. WARNER.

Sir,—After reading Mr. Scott's reply to my criticisms of

the Scott sociable- in The Motor Cycle of August 17th, I

feel inclined to remind him that abuse is no argument.
I have criticised his own offspring, and he is naturally

indignant.
Mr. Scott has still to learn that in judging the appear-

ance of anything the analytical mind is of no account. If

E?0

one wishes to buy a hat and a shopman produces an ugly
example, does one buy it on analysing its qualities as

expounded by the shopman? Not I, aliyhow! It is ugly;
'nuff said ! I can get an excellent hat, and smart, for all

that I have a fat head ! (This is literally true.)

I am in full agreement with Mr. Scott that the sidecar
combination is not attractive in appearance, but why in

heaven's name produce a machine like the Scott Sociable,
which, in my opinion, is far worse-!

Mr. Scott says that my type of man is of minor import-
ance; but there he is aU at sea. I am his own very man.
I am the sidecar man. Tried cars—can't afford 'em. Side-

cars—wife doesn't like being all comfy and poor me out in

the elements. I ride the humble motor bicycle now, and am
just pining for a clever engineer like jMr. Scott to produce
for me a nice, clean, comfy sociable—and then he produces
a machine like that! It's horrible; I am a disappointed man
.—I am in tears.

,

S. L. BURNARD.

Para£Sn as a Fuel.

Sir,—In The Motor Cycle for August 24th I noticed in
" Current Chat " you refer to bad running on paraffin under
the heading of " Paraffin in the Cold."
May I, as one of the enthusiastic experimenters referred

to, state my experience. For some time past I have been
rimning my 1915 B.S.A. with coachbuilt sidecar on pure
paraffin, starting up on petrol from an auxiliary tank. Just
recently, owing to considerable tyre trouble, I was forced

to undertake the run up from Somerset by night, starting

J)efore lighting up time, and arriving in London about 5 a.m.
This run was accomplished on pure paraffin, and, moreover,
the carburetter was loose, just being bound on with insu-

lating tape. I had several longish stops, but after starting
each time on petrol my engine ran perfectly on paraffin.

I am not writing this doubting in any way the correctness
of your statement, but just to prove that it need not apply
in every case.

The only alteration I have made is to put a conical shape
piece of gauze in the induction pipe.

P. G. WHITTON.

[A number of interesting letters are unavoidably held'

I

over.

—

Ed.]

Sgt. Archie Roosevelt, son of the

one and only Roosevelt, is in the

5th Regiment, U.S.A. Army. He
Is how at a business men's training

camp at Plattsburg, where he is

actmg as despatch rider, using for

the purpose a Powerplus Indian.

%
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A selection of questions ot general interest received from readers and our replies thereto All questions should be addressed to die Editor, " The Motor Cycie,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not mJS! be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are

urged to write dearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

The Delivery o£ Petrol.

La.st June I paid for eight

^1 gallons of petrol, and as I had
> not got my machine with me at
-iJ the time I left them to be called

for, but, owing to ieing laid up
with neuritis in the leg, have never
had the chance, and now I have, with
the rest of motor cyclists, been allotted

six gallons for three months. Can I

get possession of the four cans of

petrol which were paid for so long ago
from my dealer, and if the dealer
cannot ^ive me delivery have I a

claim ou him for money paid (22s.)?

—

R.L.

This distinctly interesting problem
has not been at present, we believe,

definitely decided in the courts. Upon
the whole, we are inclined to think that
you have not a good case for compelling
the petrol dealer to deliver the eight
gallons you ordered and paid for in

June. Undoubtedly a contract was
entered into, but your normal right to

have delivery made as and when required
is, we fear, prejudiced by a clause in

the e.\isting Finance Act, and also by an
Order in Council issued recently. The
Finance Act states : "A person shall not
supply motor spirit to a person unless

I he is the holder of a licence for the

I

time being in force under this section,

\ or in excess of the amount authorised
! to be supplied by the licence "

; whereas

I
the Order in Council says, " If any per-

i son who is under a contract to supply

I
motor spirit refrains on the request of

' the Board of Trade,
ior any person ;

i
authorised for that

ij purpose by the Board

j
of Trade, from de-

1
livering motor spirit

I in accordance with his

contract, that person
shall not be liable to

any action or proceed-
ings taken against
him in respect of the
non-fulfilment of his

contract so far as it is

due to compliance
with that request."

It must be understood
that we are not able
ito state authorita-

itively the legal posi-

tion, but, assuming
that the result of the
Itwo passages quoted
,is to render it impos-
sible for you to secure
delivery of the petrol,

you undoubtedly can
recover the money
paid for the four cans.

Gear for Sidecarring.

I at present ride a 3^ h.p.^ single, to which I recently

> attached a cane sidecar. It is

-2J a three-speed machine. For solo

work I found it had a sufficient

reserve of power, but for passenger
work I have to change down rather

frequently in a rather hilly district.

(1.) What do you consider the lowest

power I can use consistent with a con-

fident ascent of hills? (2.) If the power
you indicate necessitates a twin-cylinder

machine, are twin-cylinders much more
complicated than singles? (3.) Do you
consider the present time an advan-
tageous one for buying second-hand
machines in view of the shortage ol

new machines? Are second-hand prices

higher than they used to be? (4.) Am
I right in assuming that there has

been little improvement in design

during ttie last two years owing to

the war, and that a 1914 machine
would be almost as up-to-date as a

1916 machine?—H.V.O.R.
(1.) Suitably geared, you should- find a

3j h.p. quite sufficient for almost any
district with a light sidecar. Your top
gear should not be higher than 5-1. (2.)

A twin is, of course, to be preferred to

a single for sidecar work. It is very
little more complicated than a single.

(3.) No ; second-hand machines are fetch-

ing good prices now—in many instances

higher than in pre-war days. (4.) Some
machines have altered very little

;

others have greatly improved in detail.

'SP^^Jfe^

M-'BST mrcJK

A COUNTRY GROCER'S SIDECARRIER.
A 3i h.p. Rovet outfit owned by Mr. F. Hunt, of West Wickham,

Kent. . The large capacity body will be noted.

Ifc

Local Taxation Licence.

Will you kindly inform me

^ whether I am entitled or not to

^ use my motor cycle without a

-i-l local taxation licence? It is used

solely for business purposes. The
motor cycle is a 3i h.p. New Hudson
standard pattern. I do not use a

sidecar. If there are any -alterations

needed, perhaps you will be able to

tell me what to alter.—J.J.JiI.

You will not have to pay a local taxation

licence if you use a sidecarrier properly

constructed for the transportation of

merchandise, and which has your naipe

and address painted on the side. Your
motor cycle alone is liable to the licence,

as it is "not constructed in such a way as

to make it suitable for carrying goods.

Piston Tap.

I have recently purchased a

^ 1914 3i h.p. single in splendid

V condition, but I cannot trace the

-2-1 cause of a metallic rattle or

knock which is very noticeable

when the engine is running at slow

speeds. There is no up and down play

in either the big or the little end.

The two rings fitted at the top of the

piston are a good fit all round, with
little or no play whatever. I have
reduced the jet, and get at least 90

m.p.g. , and the engine does not get too

hot. Tire knock or rattle starts after

the engine has been running for about
five minutes, and does not alter on any
of the three gears, and yet if I open
the gas the power is considerable, and
will takejpe up almost any hill on top

gear. Whether I ride the machine solo

or with the sidecar the noise is just the

same, but when , climbing hills it

almost disappears. I have checked the

timing, adjusted the valves and tappets
correctly, oiled carefully, removed all

carbon deposit, and liave done every-

thing I can think of without the
slightest result. The strange part of

the whole affair is that after purchasing
the machine I rode some forty miles to

my home, and certainly never noticed

any imusual noise until I had taken
the engine down and removed a
quantity of carbon from rings, piston,

and cylinder head.—S.F.

Your trouble is undoubtedly a piston tap,

due to the piston being a rather sloppy
fit. Unless very pronounced it will be
quite harmless, and may disappear when
the piston and rings have attained a
slightly carboned state, such as they were
probably in when you first purchased the

machine. If the sound is very noticeable

it will probably mean a new piston, and
possibly a new cylinder to stop it. Use
a thick lubricating oil.

B23
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Two-stroke Overheats.

Will you kindly give me a few

^T] reasons why my 2^ h.p. two-

> stroke overlieats in a journey of

-iJ six miles—up very ordinary hills?

I give it any amount of oil, so

I do not think that can be the reason.

—D.G.

The usual cause of overheating is in-

correct carburation. You most probably

have too large a jet fitted. An engine

will also overheat if not clean inside.

You should make sure there is not exces-

sive carbon deposit on the piston top,

and that the rings are free in their

grooves. You should give enough oil to

cause the engine to be on the point of

smoking without actually doing so.

Magneto Timing.

I have a 3^ h.p. single, fitted

^ri w-ith a Bjsca magneto, which,

^ when timed correctly, works
-iJ splendidly, but within a month

the magneto has slipped twice,

causing it to spark too late. I find

that travelling over rough ground
caused the trouble—at least, I presume
it was that, as the trouble started after

going over a bad surface. Could you
tell me how to time it myself, as it

may land me miles from a garage? It

is a 1914 model, and I think the mag-
neto is in good condition, as I can get

a splendid spark from it.—S.G.S.

The magneto should be timed in the
following manner : Place the piston

exactly on top of the compression stroke,

and connect up the magneto with the
points just about to break and the igni-

tion lever two-thirds retarded. This will

mean that the explosion when the igni-

tion is firUy retarded will take place
when the piston has travelled about 1.5

mm. down the firin^ stroke. The mag-
neto ought not to slip if the cone fitting

of the sprocket is an accurate fit and
the holding nut is screwed up sufficiently

tightly.

Popping in Carburetter.

I have a 2^ h.p. two-stroke
which has been running very
satisfactorily up till lately, when
it has developed an annoying
habit of blowing %ack through

the carburetter. At the same time it

takes very little air indeed, and if

accelerated stops altogether. It is

fitted with a Senspray (30 jet), and all

the joints are free from air leaks.

The petrol pipe is quite clear. The
petrol consumption has hitherto been
far greater than it should be for a

machine of this power (about 70-80

m.p.g.). Would a warm air intake
improve this?—J.W.

Y'^our trouble is undoubtedly due to too

weak a mixture, caused by a stopped-

up jet or petrol pipe or an air leak either

between the carburetter and engine or

somewhere in the crank case. Make
sure that joints such as oil unions,
pipes, etc., are in perfect condition.

Yes, a warm air intake would probably
make an improvement in the consump-
tion. To obtain the best consumption you
should make sure all adjustments are

ciuite correct—exhaust pipe free, and igni-

tion sufficiently far advanced, and so

on. Use as small a jet as possible con-
sistent with satisfactory running.

*24

Four-stroking.

I have purchased a second-
hand 1915 2^ h.p. two-stroke,

two-speed motor cycle. The
engine four-strokes and back-
fires badly, and on taking cylin-

der down I find the piston has only
one ring—the top one—th.e bottom one
being missing. Does the missing ring
account for the machine four-stroking
and back-firing?—L.C.

We do not think the missing ring would
cause the trouble, though it would
undoubtedly be as well to have this

replaced. The four-stroking is probably
due to faulty carburation—possibly too
large a jet. Also try a new plug of good
manufacture with stout electrodes.

READERS' REPLIES.

Heated Crank Case.

I was worried in the same way as
" C.G.J." by the crank case of my 1913
Triumph getting excessively Jiot. The
remedy in my case was Price's A.—E.

Okton.

Does Motor Cycling cause Neuritis ?

With reference to "R.L. 's" question,

may I, with all deference, point out that
the word "neuritis" is, by us medical
people at least, used to express disease
of nerves, most usually of an inflamma-
tory nature? When we wish to describe
joint troubles of a similar type, we use
the term "arthritis." I am quite aware
that many p^eople use the term '

' neu-
ritis " to express almost any pain in a
limb, and often elsewhere. But, after

all, we may as well be accurate in our
use of technical terms. I may say, as

an old motor cyclist, that I think the
use of a motor cycle is far more likely

to ward oft than to produce either

arthritis, neuritis, or fibrositis in an
otherwise healthy rider, provided he has
a well-built machine and a good saddle,
and rides reasonably.

—

Physici-4n.

Kefusal to Fire after Overhaul.

In your answers to " C.J. P." on August
17th you do not give one possible solution

of trouble which Iras occurred to me,
namely, not realising which cam in. the
magneto should fire whicli cylinder. On
one occasion I rewired the high-tension
leads from the magneto on my machine
{6 h.p. twin Bradbury), leaving them of

equal length, and, testing through with
a test battery, joined the one worked off

the rear cam to the back cylinder and
the one off the front cam to the front
cylinder. 1 then timed in the usual
manner by the back cylinder, and
found that the front cylinder was firing

half-way up the compression stroke. Of

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, being fully in

accord with the recommendations agreed
upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured

in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation, either during or after the war.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

course, as the engine is not symmetrical,
;

the cams are not symmetrically placed,

and there is a short gap from the front

cam to the back cam, and a long gap
from the back cam to the front cam. Of
cour.sc, also, the remedy was to cross the
leads and time the back cylinder to the I

front one. This seems very obvious; t

but if one does not notice the nimibi

stamped on the cam and the magne
terminal it is quite an excusable mistak
—W. G. H. JfiLES, Capt. R.M.L.I.

. RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Le.4mington to Torquay.—J.A.B.

Leamington, Warwick, Barford, Welles-
bourne Hastings, Ettington, Halford,
Moreton-in-the-Marsh, Stow-in-the-Wold,
Foss Bridge, Cirencester, Malmesbury,
Chippenham, Melksham, Trowbridge,
Frome, Bruton, Sparkford, Ilchester, 11-

minster, Honiton, Exeter, Chudleigh,
Newton Abbot, Kingskerswell, Torquay,
Return Exeter, Cuilompton, Taunton,
Glastonbury, Wells, Bath, Stroud, Chel-;

tenham, Broadway, Strafford-on-Avon,
Warwick, Leamington.

BlSLEY to NORTH.AMrTON.—A.J.B.

Bisley, Bagshot, Ascot, Windsor, .

Slough, Beaconsfield, Araersham, Wen-
dover, Aylesbury, Winslow, Buckingham,
Towcester, Northampton. Approximatelj
75 miles.

Birmingham to Scarbokough.—A.S.Wi
Birmingham, Sutton Coldfield, Lich-

field, Burton-on-Trent, Derby, Mansfield,

Worksop, Doncaster, Selby, York, Mat;
ton, Scarborough. ^

Hinckley and Gloucester to Exeteh.—
J.T.H.

Hinckley, Coventry, Warwick, Strat-

ford-on-Avon, Bidford, Evesliam, Tewkes-
bury, Gloucester, Bristol, Cross, Bridg-

water, Taimton, Wellington, Cuilompton,
Exeter. Approximately 190 miles.

Liverpool to Br.\inthee.—H.G.
Livei-pool, Birkenhead, Chester, Tav-

porley, Nantwich, Pipe Gate, Stone,

Rugeley, Lichfield, Weeford, Atherstone,

Lutterworth, Market Harborough, Ketter-

ing, Thrapston, Huntingdon, Cambridge,
Great Chesterford, Saffron Waldeii^i

Tliaxted, Great Dunmow, Braintree. j

"

Balham tx) Eastbourne.—J.G.W.
Balliam, - Croydon., Godstone, Ed

Grinstead, Witch Cross, Uckfield, Horg
bridge, Hailsham, Eastbourne. -

Birmingham to Blackpool.—J.S.

Birmingham, Walsall, Cannock, Sti

ford, Stone, Newcastle - under - Lyisi
Holmes Chapel, Northwich, Warringtq
Wigan, Preston, Lytham, Blackpool.

PCRTSlMi'TH to HARWICH (AVOIDO

London).—J.P.S.

Portsmouth, Petersfield, Farnbaw, i

Farnboroiigh, Bagshot, Staines, Uxbritigej

Rickmansworth, Watford, St. Alba^j^

Hatfield, Hertford, Ware, Bishops Sf^i4
ford. Great Dunmow, Braintree, GpJ
Chester, Harwich. «
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TYRE BARGAINS
SPECIAL. CUEARANCE UINES.

Special line' in

Pedley Covers.

650 X 65 Coniinental Extra
Heavy Fluted Covers.

Special for driving wheels
of heavy combinations.

Wood-Miln.
Grip-rib

Heavy.

COVERS.
CONTINENTAL.
26X2i Standard 15/-
26X2i

,, wircd-on 10/-
26 X ^J T.T., hasketpattern 17 /S

26X25 X2i „ „ 21/6
65DX65 Ex. Heavy Fluted 22/-

(as illustration)

CLINCHER.
2.,'Xz De Luxe, ex. heavy

cover, with Tube
Complete ....;;.'. 17/6

26x2} De Luxe '.

. 21/-

26X5'S ,, wired-on . 21/-
26>, 2!X2j Dreadnought . 32/6
23X3 DeLuxe 35/-
2by 2| A \Von, rub. stud.. 19/6
26X2.i „ ,, . 22/S
26.x 2.V „' ribbed" :.. 14/6
26x25 B quality, rub.stud 13/6

Our List

Price. Price.

COVERS.
23 /s

2'i/-

25 /6

28/9
36/-

Our
Price.

26X2I Heavy anti-skid .. 23/6
28X2.V , racing cover 30/-
MIDLAND.
26x2 Ribbed and studded 15/9
26 X 2i Heavy rabber stud. 21/6
MICHELIN.
26x2jTridentbeaded edge 22 /6
26 X 2.V Wired on Trident

(foir F.N.) 22/6

KEMFSHALL.
26x2! Heavy anti-skid

26> 2i ,, non-skid
22,/6

30/-
32/6
42/-

List
Price.

37 /fi

^o/-

30/6
35/-

29/5

30/5

32/9

Our • List

Price. Price.

31 /p

39/-
36/5
42/-

B2,.X2UeLuxe, ex.neavy WOOD-MILNE,
cover with lube _ ^f^^^i Grip ribbed, heavy 22/6
Complete .....;,. 17/6 32/-

(for 2i rims)
26X2} DeLuxe 21/- 32/- 26^4 20/-

S^V'-l i"rs f^^^'u^-lVil ^*'r (for 2'.f rims)
"

ex.heavy 25/-
26>, 2!X2j Dreadnought . 32/6 40/- ^^.^ - ^ ' „J,
23X3 DeLuxe 35/- 48/6 Hyl "

'"^"'^^
27 o

26X2( A Won, rub. stud.. 19/6 32/- PEDLEY. "

B^^^^^f
"- v^"A- ??« ^Vik 26 X2i Heavywight ....40/-

26X2.V „ nbbed ... 14/6 27/6 ,5y4 '
.

"
.

,

...
',g

2ex2J B.quality, rub.stud 13/6 26/') lly,^%\\\\\\\\\,\\\\\\\i{%
26X2IX2J 41/6
26 X 3 (for 2i rims) 44 /9
28x3 _, 50/6
Off these prices we lUlow 107° (or old covers.

1A1I goods sent on 7 days' approval against remittance. A 3/- Repair Outfit
presented free of charge to ail purcliasers of goods to the value of £1 or over.

OOaiK:nQXBED ESMIBn ll^ai B[ID C^XiKDoai

COVERS,
HUTCHINSON.
26X2i Passenger, ribbed. . 28/6
28 X 2I Passenger 29/6

TUBES.
CONTINENTAL, WOOD-MILNE, etc.

24X2 Endless only 4/-
26x2 , 4/6
26X2;t ^/®
26x2} 5/9
26X2^X2} Endless only.

,

5/9
26x2^ Endless only 5/6
26x3" ' 7/6
28X2i 7/6
28X3" 9/6

Butted, 1 /6 extra.

42/-
45/-

6/-

6/9
7/9
8/3
8/9
8/9
9/6
9/3

II /g

BELTS
CONTINENTAL.
^Jn. section ....
PEDLEY.
^in. section .... 1/5 per ft.

Jin 1/8 „
I in. 1/11 „
iSin 2/4 ,,

15%" allowance off these prices

foi old bilts.

RETREADING
Special Heavv 15 /-

Heavy '. 12/6
Medium 10/-
Studded or Ribbed Retreaas.

Sections on application.

ELITE RUBBER CO., LTD.,
266, Vauxhall Bridge Road, '

VICTORIA, S.W.
'Phone—Victoria 6553.

EEm^CDBKi:DaKDc^xi

The Seventeenth Edition
of

lOTOR^CLES
& Kowto tivaav&ge tKenv.

OTOR^LES
Ahofftomanage thenv.

The most complete work,

of the kind ever published.

376 42S
Pages. Illustrations.

Carefully revised, re-

written throughout, and

much enlarged.
Many new features.

fj.
Service riders will find this book

an indispensable companion . .

Price 1/6 Net. By Post 1/10

Obtainable from The PUBLISHERS, Iliffe & SoNS Ltd
,

20, Tudor St., London, E.G. and all leading booksellers,

OWDEN
IREb

ESTABLISHED 1897.

^ezAeiifcfAe Unaaus

and. CoTLtzxJs

Manufacturers of Bowden Wire

and of all Levers and Accessories

used in its application.

Trade Marks and Names :

Bowdensolo Bowdename! Bowdensilver

Bowdenoir Bowdenite Bowdenbrass

Orders filled only as Cofosmmmil
requirements permiU

London
VICTORIA ROAD NW
V^ILLESDEN JUNCTION
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS- in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every
two words after. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be counted.
Series discounts and special terms to regular
trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-
tisements should be made payable to

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed
All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The IMotor Cycle" Olfice.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. All replies should be addressed,
"No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.G."

iWDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. It the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and ii a sale is effected we remit thu
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £io in
value, a deposit fee of zs. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be madi
payable to Iliffe & Sous Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is aa

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisemeats and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A.B.O., 1915, 4 speeds, spring frame, racing engine,
recently overhauled by makers, perfect condition

;

ffhat offers?—Phillips, 77, Lansdowne Rd., HandGwortli,
Birmingham- [X6561

A.J.S.

A.J.S., 1916, 2^.p., 3-Epeed; immediate delivery.—
Sanders, Garage, Kidderminster. [X6585

1 Q16 A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination in stock, ready to ride
J-t? away; £102/18.—Cross. Agent, Rotherham.

tS6567
A.J.S., 1912, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, just overhauled, 26x2V'

tyres; £30.—Dr. Haslam, 218, Wigan Rd., Bolton.
txesol

1 Q 15 A.J.S. Combination, 6h.p., complete lamps,
J-iJ horn, and numbers; £86.—Cross, Jeweller, Kothei-
ham. [X6596

A.J.S., 6hip,, 1913 (September), excellent couditiou,
lamps, horn, speedometer, watch, mirror; £55.—.

Belaey, Buckle Lane, Canterbury. [X6531

6h.p. A.J-S. Combination, complete with lamp, horn,
and spare wheel, has not done more than SOO miles

;

"«95.—H. E. Steel, Ltd., Cheltenham. [i0<*3,

A.ff.S. 1915 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen, aids cur-
tains, interchangeable wheels, enclosed chain drive,

S^speed, Binks Pilot cnrburetter, good order; £85.—
Hewett, 167, High St., Homerton, London,, N.E. [1151

OFFER UNIQUE ADVANTAGES
To Every Buyer. The largest stock

of Bargains in New and Second-hand
Machines, the lowest prices for Cash,

easiest Easy Terms, and fullest guar-

antee. OVER 10,000 SATISFIED
CUSTOMERS.

GET TO-DAY'S LIST. IT INCLUDES THESE :

10583. '2J 1915 2-sp. NEW IMPERIAL «35
10587. 3^ 1914 3-sp. QUADRANT &S/G £42
10588. 3i 1913 RUDGE Miilti & Sidecar S4B
10590. 8" 1912 3-sp. MATCHLESS &Sc. £35
10591. 5 1915 3-speed INDIAN £45
10596. 3l 1913 RUDGE Multi £35
10597. 6 1914 3-sp. twin SUNBEAM

Combination £87 10
10567. 2j igi5 2-sp. 2-str. CALTHORPE £25
10570.- 4-5 igrs 2-sp. BAT £47 10
10573. 2i 1915 2-sp. CALTHORPE £31 10
10574. 2i 1915 2-sp. JAMES £37 10
10581. 3i 1908 single-speed TRIUMPH.. £24
10582. si 1915 3-sp. ROVER and Sidecar £60
10583. 4-5 1915 3-5p. HAZLEWOOD £37 10
10584. 3^ igi2 PREMIER and Sidecar.. £20
1053S. 3I 1915 3-sp. twin INDIAN & Sc. £55
10539. 7-9 '15 3-sp. HARLEY-DAVIDSON £65 0.

10540. 4i 1914 3-sp. JAMES and Sidecar £50 C
10542. 3i 1913 3-sp. HUMBER £25
10529. 3i 1914 ZENITH, countershaft . . £45
10333. 3'' TRIUMPH and Sidecar £22 10,

10553. li J.E.S £10 10.

10565. 3i twin N.U.T. £35
10517. 3L single-speed 1912 TRIUMPH.. £25
10519. 3I- 1914 2-sp. PREMIER £35
10523. 2j 1913 2-sp. DOUGLAS £44
10527. 5-6 1912 2-sp. F.N £30 V

10533. 4i 3sp. 1912 QUADRANT £27 10
10534. 2i 1914 single-speed LEVIS . ... £17 10
10466. 3t 1915 RUDGE Multi £45
10477. 24 1912 2-5p. SINGER £20 0.
(0473. 2I 1911 single-speed DOUGLAS.. £17 10
10485. 4 smgle-speed BRADBURY £23 10
10495. 5 INDIAN and Sidecar £65
10506. 4i 1913 2-sp. B.S.A. and Sidecar. £45
10430. 2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE Junior £17 10
10432. 2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE Junior £18 10
10435. 6 1912 REX-J.A.P. and Sidecar. £27 10
10448. 4J_I9I4 3-sp. B.S.A '.£57 10
10453. 3I 1915 SUNBEAM and Sidecar.. £73 10
10458. 2j 1914 2-sp. 2-5troke CLYNO . . . £25 10
10462. 5-6 1913 2-sp. N.S.U 40 gns.

10465. 3i igisT.T.I.O.M.MultiRUDGE £47 10
10427. 3J 1912 3-sp. ROVER and Sidecar £32 10
10384. 2* 1914 2-speed 2-stroke ALLON. £32 10
10390. 2J 1915 2-sp. WOLF-J.A.P. . . . ; . £30
10393. 1} 1916 AUTO-WHEEL £11 10
10396. 3} 2-sp. FAFNIR £12 10
10402. 4i 1915 GRANDEX £37 10
10342. il 1914 AUTO-WHEEL £10 10
10354. 4 1914 2-sp. BRADBURY £30
10323. 22 1911 2-sp. DOUGLAS £25
10325. 3* single-speed CENTAUR £12 10
10205. 3* 2-sp. N.S.U £20
10142. 3^ 1913 3-sp. SINGER £32 10
10109. 3i 1909 F.E. TRIUMPH £25
10070. 6 1914 2-sp. ENFIELD Combin'n £65
10068. 3l 1912 QUADRANT, var'ble gear £20
10021. 3* 1912 SWIFT .£20
9867. 2} 1911 2-sp. ENFIELD £22 10
9847. 4J 1915 3-sp. QUADRANT £42 10
9839. 35 1907 TRIUMPH and Sidecar. . £22 10
9772. 3.t 1914 w.-cooled 3-SD. HUMBER £35

WAUCHOPE'S,F^a??f.,tS!!gb»
"Phone: 6777 Holbora. Wires :"Opificer, London."

MOTOR

A.J.S., 1914, 6h ,

excellent condition

;

CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

6h.p., and coachbuilt sidecar, 3 8peett„
n; £60.—Cass's Motor [Mart, only"

address 5, Warren St., Euston Kd., W. AInseum 623;""

[1183

A.J.S., 6h.p., 1914 model, and Gloria coachbuilt side--
car de luxe, complete with hood and screen, Lucas*

lamps, Cowey speedometer, horh, engine recently thor-
outrbly overhauled, whole machine (including tyres) in
splendid condition, done under 5,000 miles, runs e'lually

well on 1'etrofi.n; £65.-AVaterfield, 16, Hallam St., W.
U137

Alldays.

ALLON, 25/ih.p., 1916, quite new, hardlr need; 30
gUB.-Perry, 391, High Rd., Ilf.)rd, Essex. [1141

COLMORE Depot, 31, -Colmore Row, Binniugham,
can supply immediately all models of Alldays Alloa.

[0796
ALLONS, new 1916 2-3troke 2-speed models, £42;

exchange or easy terms arranged.—Wauchope's, 9,

Slioe Lane, London. [1217

1 Q16 Allon.
J-*' etc., new;

2 speeds, clutch, lamps, mechanical horn,

imablo to take delivery; '£42.-276,
Central Market, E.G. [1119

ALLDAYS Allon. 2-8peed; new ; special bargain,

£38/17 cash: grEidual "payments 2%.—Referee Cycle
Co.. 332, High Holborn. X0763

ALLDAYS Allon, ISlSVa, a^^h.p,, 2-8peed, 2-stroke,

1916 cylinder, perfect; £28, bargain.—112. Stonc-

leigh Rd.,-Eirchfields, Birmingham. [X6579

ALLDAYS Allon, 2-speed, June, 1916. lamps, horn,
tools, special nuidguards, very reliable mount; £36.

—Murphy, Blenheim Mess, Farnboroush. [1178

ALLDAYS Combination, 1914, 4^^h.p. Precision en
gine, Canoelet sidecar, 3-speed, clutch, very line

condition, doanything; £48.—Capt. J., 7, North Parade.
Llandudno. [S6606

Anzac.

ANZAO, 19161/2- 23^h.p., 2-st.rok0, fitted for paraffin,

new condition; nearest £20/10.—Sanders, 29, Den-
mark Rd., Gloucester. [1085-

Ariel.

ARIEL Combination, coach, 3 speeds, clutch, niQe

turnout; £28/10.—U> Luna Rd., Thornton Heatli,

S.E. [1123

3ih.p. 1915 Ariel, decompressor, new tyres, lamps,
2 horn, and usual accessories; £30.—Lloyd, Well-

and House, Spalding. [1059

COLMORE Depot, 31, Golmore Row, Birmingham,
have iu stock for immediate delivery ail models

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars. [079?

Auto-Wheels,

AUTO-WHEEL, latest design, condition like new: £9;
guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9,. Shoe Lane, London.

[1218

THREE Late Model Wall Auto-Wheels, little used,

single lever control; £7, £8, and £9.—Murray, 37a,

Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X6587

Bat.

BAT, May, 1916, 4-5h.p., 2-speed model, all giey

finish, mileage 1.170; condition perfect; £50.—
Binuingbnm.

[X6530
AT-J.A.P., sidecar, coachbuilt, kick starter, 3 speedsj

.

Stewart speedometer, excellent condition ; £45; ^
.joining up.—Howard, 7, Coleherne Tenace, Earl's Courfe -

London. _
[1118 .

/h.p. Twin Bat-Jap, 3-speed, T.T., special oompetitioD
\y model, picked engine," overhauled, ^ood tyres and

2nd Lt. Jolly, Gt. Brook ^t. Barracks,

lelt, lam'rs and Lorn, powerful and reliable
ofler—Day, Okehampton.

£36, ot

[1082

Blumfield.

BLTJMPIELD 1915 S-6h.p. Twin, 2-speed, kick starS
countershaft gear, Mark II., Druids, Bosch, Binka,

^350x65, F.R.S. electrics, large comfortable ooacb sidecar,

Pillion seat, tools, spares, perfect, go anywhere ; £48,
no offers.—Beeston House, Williams Av., Wyke, Wey
mouth. [X6639..

Bradbury. ,

BEADBTTRY, 1912, 3V4h.p. ;- 16 gns.-EuiT, St. Alt'
drews Villa, Station Ed., Byfleet. lllSl:

BRADBURY, 4h.p., 2-3peed, sidecar, all accessories; ,

£28.—Kennedy, St. Thomas's Hill, Canterbury. .
..

[116S-

1ftl3 Bradbury, 4h.p., 2-speed, just overhauled; £22:
Xtf on approval; near offer.—Clark, Section, Tyn^ -

mouth. tX6553

LATE 1912 Bradbury Combination, 3i,51-P.. now
tyres, belt; £25.—Macdermott, 971, Middleton

Rd., Oldham. [X6633

1 Q14 SVah.p. Bradbury, 3 speeds, wicker "sidecar;
At/ £35;" cash or easy terms^—R. E. Jones (Gftrages),

Ltd., Swansea. [0822

1 Q12 2-speed Bradbury, coachbuilt sidecar, been tho^
J.U cughly overhauled; price £26.-95, Tufuell Park

., Holloway, N. U02S

Al8 All letters relating to advertisements should ouote the number at the end- of eBch advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury.

1Q14 (enrly) Bradbury, 3-speed, new belt, tyres, P.
XJ/ and H. head lamps and generator, Lucas toil,

horn, tools, etc., perfect condition; any trial; £26, or

oSer.—Day, Okehampton. [1081

BKADBtJKY 4h.p. Combination, countershaft 2-

speed gear and clutch, all chain drive, kick starter,

O.B. sidecar, late 1913, with Jones speedometer, r. and
H. lamps, horn, tools, fine condition, a grand climber,

and reliable; best oflers.—89, Barking Ed., East Ham,
E. Ulll

BEADBUEY, 4h.i)., late 1913, and coachbuilt side-

car fCanoelet), just been re-bushed, in perfect run-
ning order, 3-speed gear, clutch, plating as new, well

cared for, lamps, liorn, mirror, spares, etc., complete ; a

bargain, £40.—Bos 738, c/o The Motor Cycle. (Adv.sr-

tiser please send address.) [X6681

Brough.
PETROL Free with Brongh, 1915, horizontallyjxipnosed

_twin, countershaft, 2-speed gear
78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone

B.S.A
1916 K, £58,

39 gns.—Troward,
5392. [1190

B .S.A..

sea, Essex.

'.S.A. New 1916 Models H and
no waiting'.—Moss, Mem.

COLMORE Depot. 261, Denns-ate.
immediyte delivery of B.^.A

also sidecar.—Dig'by, Mer-
tlll7

B.S.A. New 1916 Models H and K actually in stock,
no woitine.—Moss, Mem. [X.6654

Manchester, for
[0798

B.S.A., late 1912. chitch model, lamps, horn, etc.;
bargain, £25.-224, Belgrave Gate, Leicester. [1243

B.S.A., 1913, 3Mili-P-. free engine, brand new tyre,
speedometer, in perfect concUtiun, like new ; must

sell; £28.-35, Mile End Ed., K. [1071

1Q12 3Vi;li.p- Free Engine B.S.A., all accessories, per-
-LiJ feet condition; £24, or nearest; o.licer abroad —
Box 735, c/o The Motor Ojfclc. (D) [X6617

B.S.A., 1916, chain-cum-belt mcdel. 4',4h.p., 3-speed
counterthaft gear, with coai^hbuilt sidecar, lamp

set, rear light, horn, etc.; £68.—Below.

B.S.A., 1916 models, in stock reaxJy for immediate
delivery; ^y^h.p. 3-speed countershaft gear, chain-

cum-belt drive, £62 ; all-chain drive, £64 ; exchange
or extended terms quoted.—Elce and Co., B.S.A.
Agents, 15-16, Bishopsgate Ay., Camomile St., E.G.

[0492
B.S.A., 1916, 4i^h.p., chain drive model H, S-speed

countershaft gear, kick starter, etc., only run 700
miles, quite equal to new, guaranteed, with accessories

;

£58, bargain.—Moss, Wem, [X6656
4h.p. B.S.A., with special Ganoelet sidecar, late 1915

model, spesdometer, Lucas horn, 3 P. and H.
lamps ; this machine is in perfect condition, and is very
smart; mileage driven is under 2,000; bargain at £75.—
Apply, Beadle, Motors, Dartford. [1014

B.S.A,—Models H and K actually delivered from stock
with Canoelet B.S.A. sidecars, models B3, C3, and

04, also a 1912 free engine machine £29/10, with acces-
sories; deferred payments by mutual arrangement.

—

Lamb's. 151, High St., ^Yalthamstow, and 50, High
Rd., Wood Green. [1094

4_lh.p. New 1916 B.S.A. Models, chain drive £64.^4 chain-cum-belt £62 ; these famous motor cycles
aria fitted with the countershaft 3-speed gear box ; the
all-chain drive is recommended for sidecar work, and
the chain-cum-belt for solo; cash, exchange, or easy
terms.—Wauchope'a, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London,

[1208
Buck.

4h.p. Buck, Multi Grade gear, free engine, coachbuilt
sidecar, all accessories, splendid condition; £30.

—

T. O. Burch, 36, Belmont Ed., Ilford, i;ssex. [1044

Calcott.

CALCOTT, 2V2h.p., 1914, in good condition; must sell:
£16, or ofEer.-Burton, 13, Gelderd Ed., Leeds.

[1149

Calthorpe.
CALTHOEPE-J.AP., 2Vih.V: 2-speed Enfield gear,

free engine, brand new, unused; £54.—Moss, ^v'em.C[X6657OLMOKE Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham,
have in stock all models of Calthorpes for i m-

mediate delivery; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799
' 1Q15 Oalthorpe-Jap. Enfield 2-speed gear, lamp, etc.,
•L^J in good condition; £22, or near.—Wifien, 48,
Nelson St., St. Peter's St., Hackney Ed., N.E. [1156

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P.'s with Enfield gears, 36 gns!

;

4 modeh actually in stock ; deferred payments,
exchanges.-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and
50, High Ed., Wood Green.

. [1091

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.is and 2-strokes: immediate de
livery from stock of all models; cash or exchange.

A few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore the- Agents,
Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgate, Manchester.C[0815ALTHORPE-J.A.P., Aug., 1915, 23/Lh.p., 2-speed En-

_
field gear, only ridden 400 miles, runs perfectly,

special saddle and horn, lighting set, practically" unused,
every accessory; cost £40, price £28.—Johnson, 70,
Lancaster Gate, London. [1136

CALTHORPES, J.A.P. 2S4h.p. engines. 1916 models,
£37/16, with Enfield 2-speed gear; also single-speed

models, £32: and 2-strokes ; we have several good second-
hand machines of this make to offer from £17/10.—Wau-
cnppe's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [120f

BHOSHaaaaHBBflflai
CORONET SIDECARS,

We are build int; special models tor Harley-
Davidsons, Excckiors, and Indians, enamelled
either grey or red to matcii machines, and litted

with 2SX3in. tyre and four point attachment.

FROM

£10 15s.

Send for Illustrated

Catalogue describing

these well - known
Sidecars.

EXCHANGES.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Coronet Underslung Chassis.

4-point attach"

ment, special

mudguard.

TORPEDO SIDECARS, £9 15s.

1916 HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.
We can give Immediate Delivery, and we will

make a big allowance for your old machine.

CASH OFFERS WANTED.
4i h.p. STAR, brand new £68 model, big

single, 3 speeds £55
2i h.p. Stationary Petrol Engine, new

£22 los. model, magneto, z flywheels £16 10

4 h.p. ZENITH, 1911, Gradua variable gear £19 15

2ih.p. IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1915, s-speed,

lamp, horn, etc £32 10
7-9h.p. PREMIER, lOM. 2-speed counter-

shaft, with £13 103. new coach Sidecar £49 15
6 h.p. REX, 2-sreed, mag.ieto £11 15

25 h.p. DOUGLAS, iqio £13 15

2!^ n.p. MINERVA, magnet ,
vanabie gear £9 15

7-9h.p. INDIAN. 19 5. 3-speed, electrical

model, and £i& Mon:^omery Sidecar. . £69 15

I9r6 7-9 h.p. HARLEY DAVSDSON £80 15

19 16 ditto, cleciiical model .«. £89
1914 FORD Touring Cir, detachable wheels £85

2I h.p. WOLF, J916, 2 stroke, 2-speed ... £33 10
20 h.p. FORD Van, new, 1916 model £130
20 h.p. FORD Van, 1915 model £90

2i h.p. TYLER, 1915, 2-spe'd model £24 15

3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1910 model £16 15

3i h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, igi2 model £13 15

8 h.p. WiLLIAMSON, 1913, with torpedo
coach-built Sidecar £45

3^h.p. HUMBER, 1913,2-sFeed, Sidecar.. £29 15

sih.p. PREMIER, 1913, 2-speed counter-

shaft gear, belt and chain £26 15

3 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 191 1. magneto .. . £12 15

3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1911, 2-speed model,
withSidecar, lamps, and liorn £25 15

2A h.p. PREMIER, IQ12, 3-speed model . . £16 16
7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVlbSON, electrically

equipped, complete with sidecar .... £69 15

3i h p. HUMBER, 1911, 2 speed £17 15
2Ah.p. MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1910 £10 IS
1915 TRUMBULL Light Car, hood, screen,

detachable wheels, speedometer, electric

horn and lamps £89

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
New £g weatherproof Magneto, £3 ICs. ; igii

Re.x Spring Forks, 30/- ; ditto Tank, 17/6 ; Long
Lengths Steel Tubing, ij x I2g., i4g., i6g.

;

Bosch Magneto, 50/-; B. and B. Carburetter,
12/6; Aniac Carburetter. 12/6 ; New 20/- Brass
Electric Sidecar Lamps, 5/6 ; Ditto Tail Lamps,
5/6, approval ; New Spare Valves for Harley-
Davidsons, 4/9; 1911 Twin Rex, frame only,

20/-; Douglas Carburetter, 10/6; New 26X2i
or 2^ Tubes, 6/- ; Sidecar Safety Couplings, 8/9
(for any machine, including P. & M.'s)

;
£16 i6s.

Gloria Coach Sidecar, just repainted, £7 15s.;
Lightweight Coach Sidecar, new, £7 15s,

;

New Coach Sidecar Body . £3 5_3. ; New Sidecar
Chassis, complete with all fittings, 65/- ; 1916
Binks Carburetters (your old carburetter taken
in exchange).

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H AL.I FAX.
* Phone ' T^6?. Close at ^n.mBBi

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each flrivpitisement. and the date of the issue. A19

MOTOR CYCLI:S l-OR SALE.
Calthorpe.

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., latest 1916 models, in stock:
2%h.p., 2-speed. 36 gns.; 4h.p. twin 2-speed

lightweight combination, 67 gns.; lady's 2-stroke 2-

speed, 34 gns. ; extended terms quoted.—Elce and Co.,
15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0552

Campion.
CAMPION, 1914',;.. 3-8peed countershaft Janiine

gears, 6h.p. J.A.P*. Klaxon, hood, screen, De Luxe
sider-ar, with carrier, not done 2,000, like new; l>nrgnin,

£64.-C. Revell, 47, .Sheffield Rd., Chesterfield. [X6b29

MUST Sell this week.—"3'/r1Ii-P Campion. Bosch, 1915
Senspray, Sturmev-Aicher 3-speed, long T.T. ex-

haust, lamp and generator, horn, etc., etc, engine, gear.s

i;uaranteed perfect, take 3 anywhere, £19 lowest; witli

sidecar complete, £22/10 ; wonderful opportunity fnr
securing reliable combination.—Bon Maiche, Chester-
field. tX6565

Chater-Lea>Jap.

NO. 7 Chater-Lea Combination, with latest Bh.p. J.A.I',
engine, thoroughly overhauled and re-enamelled, all

accessories; £59.-24, Gwendolen Av., Putney, S.W.
C1034

Clyno.

CLXNO Gh.p. Combination, 2-speed, electric light,

speedometer, hood, screen, powerful ; £35 ; evenings
onlv.-3, Thirsk Rd., Tooting Junction, S.W. • [1148

CLTNO 1914 Conversmn. 6h.p., coach combination,
3-speed, kick starter, all accessories; £35, absolute

war bargain.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and
50, High Rd., Wood Green. [1097

CLYNO Combination, 1915, 5-6h.p., 3 speeds, kick-
start, sidecar fitted with hood, screen, inter-

changeable wheels, spare, excellent condition; £80.—
Eh-e and. Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.C. [0480

CLYNO and Sidecar, late 1914, interchangeable wheels,
spare, 3-speed, Avon Sunstones all round, 3 lamps,

speedometer, spares, excellent order, climb anything

;

trial by appointment; £57/10.—H. Wayside, Kenlev,
.Surrey. [1049

LATE 1913 5-6h.p. Clyno, 3-speed countershaft gear,

interchangeable wheels, IJosch mag., special Gloria
sidecar, new tyres, speedometer, fully equipped, splendid
condition ; nearest £52, a bargain.-37, Deans Walk,
Gloucester. LX6559

Connaught.
I 'U14 Connaught. 2-stroke. 3 speeds, complete lamps.
J-t/ 9tc. ; £23.—Cross, Jeweller, Rotherham. [X6568

1 Q16 Connaught, 800 miles, run paraffin; immense
JLft? bargain, £20.-54, Seymoui Bd., Leyton. [1073

Dalra.

ALM 2-3troke, 1915, 3 speeds, clutch, lamps, etc.;

£24.-11, Luna Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [1125D
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1914, T.T., excellent condition, tyres new;
£36.-91, Pimlico Rd., S.W. [1113

"B ftll 2y[h,p. Douglas, in excellent condition; £18.—
Xsi Houghton, Forehill, Ely, Camhs. [1160

DOUGLAS. 1913. 2%h.p., good condition; £30.-
F.W., 18. Woolstone Rd., Catford. [1036

DOUGLAS, 1912, excellent condition, not used sinri'

1914: £18.-104, Casewick Rd., West Nonvnnd
1X6299

DOUGLAS, 2^.'ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, lamps, spares; 5t
gns.—Mitchell, Woodland Cottage, Wallington.

tisso

DOUGLAS, late 1913, T.T., 2 speeds, new Hutchin-
sons, in good order; £33.-120, St. Ann's Ed., Lon-

don, N. * [X6312

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle, 2^h.p., 2-speed gear, recently
overhauled; bargain, £38.—Neall Bros, Ltd.,

Daventry. [X6494

"1 013 2^^|h.p. Douglas, grand condition, all accessories;
XU . must sell; best ofller secures.—Henly, 7, Woburu
lliice. W.C. [9870

DOUGLAS, 2^/4h.p., 1912, 2-spe6d, just spent £10
overhauling.' etc.; £30.—H. Wareing, 182, Port-

land St., Southport. [X6673

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, new tyres, lamp, horn,
tools, footooards, fine order; £56.—Botchelor,

Clarence St., Kingston. . [X6637

Q3.ILP. Douglas, 1911 model, single speed, very power-
/V4 ful and fast; £17/10, guaranteed.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, London. [1210

DOUGLAS, late 1914, 23ih.p.. 2-speed, perfect condi-
tion ; £33; owner going overseas.—Peterman, Gros-

venor House, Saudgate. [X6516

LATE 1914 3y2-4h-p. Douglas, clutch, kick-starter.
2-speed. beautiful condition; £45.—W. S. Stuart,

Photographer, North Fincbley. [977C

<r>Ah.p. Model W Douglas, 3-8peed, clutch, kick start.
/^4: in stock for immediate delivery.—Robinson's
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [9857

DOUGLAS, 1912. mechanical valves, chain-cum-helt

;

first cash offer lor £16/10 secures.—Waller, Hill-

side, Eynsford Rd., l^arningham. [X6520

1 Q15 Douglas Mpdel W De Luxe, clutch, kick starter,
-JLt/ etc., including spares; bargain, 44 gns.—Address.
Cole^, Radway, Kineton, Warwick. [X6599

L.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, new. latest, piitrem, SVjb.p. -models for
iiiiinedinte deliverv. inclnding War Office blank

Douglas-Moffat, Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [5855

WAR Office l^ong-las, brand new, latest pattern, 2-

speed, semi T.T. bars, in stock; immediate de-
livery.—Kobinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [9856

DOUGLAS, 1911, 25/ih.p., 2 speeds, dutch, lamps,
horn, new tyres, just overhauled; £20, first cherine

secures.—Harrison, 27, Regent I'arade, Harrogate. [1072

pETROL Free with 1913 T.T. Douglas, 23 gns. ; 1912
-- 2-speed Douglas, 22 gns.; 1911 Douglas, 18 gns.
—Tioward, 78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392.

[1193
COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Leicester,

and Liverpool, have in stock complete range of all

models Douglas for immediate delivery, alao full range
of spares. [0800

1 Q 15 (Oct.) 2^h.p. 3-speed Douglas, Colonial, semi
X-^ T.T. bars, lamps, speedometer, etc., 50 m.p.h
guaranteed, as new; £45, no offers.—Box 732, c/o The
Motor Cycle. (D) , [X'6614

EXCEPTIONAL Eargain.-Genuine late 1914 Doug-
las, all Itlack model, fitted with dynamo lighting

set, 2 electric lamps, electric and mechanical horns, fast,
powerful ; £42 secures this bargain.—Brown, Gloucester
Ed., Chesterfield. i;X6564

1Q16 4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, kick start, latest model,
*-^ used for demonstration only, complete with coach-
built sidecar, Lucas dynamo lighting set, 3 lamps and
accumulators, electric horn, Cowey speedometer, com-
plete set tools, ridden under 2,000 miles, condition as
new throughout giiaranteed; £95/10.—Robinson's Gar-
age, Green St., Cambridge. [9854

EnOeld.
COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row. Birmingham,

for immediate delivery of Enfields. [0801

OYAL Enfield Lightweight Twin, mag. ; must sell

;

£12/15.-1, Ebner St., Wandsworth. [X6574

ENTIELD Combination, 6h.p., late 1915; any severe
trial; 65 gns.-280, Camberwell Ed., S.E. [1224

1Q16 3h.p. 2-8peed Enfield, only 2 weeks old, perfect;
-t*/ £50.—Stac^y, 12, Ecclesall Ed., Sheffield. [X6592

ENI'IELD Combination, 1915, a beautiful machine,
hardly used; £66.-11, Luna Ed., Tiiornton Heath.

[1124
TJINFIELD 6h.p. Combination, late 1914 model, spleu-
J-i did order, -Lucas equipped; £63.—Moss, Wem.
_ 1X6655
TjiNFIELD CsiHbination, 1915, spare chain, tube.
J-J cover; £65.—Joseph, 15, Corawall Gardens, Preston.
Brighton. [1177

1 Q14 23^h.p. Twin 2-apeea Eoyal Enfield, lamp, horn.J-v etc.; £24, or offer; officer going abroad.—Box
734, o/o The Motor Cycle. (D) [X6616

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, lamps, speed-
ometer, excellent condition; £55.—Townend, Gar-

age, Foots Cray Ed., Eltham, S.E. [1061

ENFIELD Combina*i«§, 1915, splendid condition, all
black Lucas lamp, all spares, little used; £55,

lowest.—Channer, 3, Week St.,' Maidstone. [1055

1Q16 Enfield Combination, lovely condition, tyres per-
J-t/ feet, done 3,500; £73; exchange 1915 4h.p.
Triumph and cash.-35, Bishop St., Shrewsbury. [X6451

1Q16 Enfield Combination, complete with lamps (un-
-it/ used), Klaxon, tools, etc.; 75 gns., cost £100
May; ride any distance.—14, Brankdome Ed., Norwich.

[X6456
X^NPIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, run 1,000 miles
J-J only and good as new, complete with lamps, horn,
numbers, etc. ; £80.—Wallace, 36, Clarence St., Kingston

[X6636
~|016 Enfield Combination, new July, not done 1,000
-i-tf miles, complete with lamps ; seen by appoint-
ment ; 70 gns.—Earley House, Lower Earley) Eeading.

[1231

"IQ14 Enfield 6h.p. -Combination, speedometer, lamps,
--*-' ^Pillion seat, spare cover, run 4,000 miles, good
condition; £60.—Pollard, St. John's Av., Bridlington.

_
- [X653S

1Q16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, 90 gns.; 1916 3h.p.
--«/ twin, 55 gns. : delivery from stock.—Exeter Motor
Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Ed., Exeter, and Tavistock Ed.,
Plymouth. [0838

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, 6h.p., 2-speed, de-
livery from stock; 90 gns.; exchanges or extended

terms.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mile St., E.C. [0551

NEW 6h.p. Enfield Combinations from stock, 90 gns.

;

also a good 1916 second-hand combination, nearly
* new, with all accessories, 80 gns.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [1211

6h.p. Enfield Combination, in splendid condition, en-
gine, gears, and tyres as new, speedometer, screen,

lamps, complete; £55, no offers.—246, JSTorthumberland
Park, Tottenham. [1121

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, coach sidecar, Novem-
ber. 1913, speedometer, lamps, horn, spares, per-

fect condition, little used; £49, no offers.— 7, Hencroft
St., Slough, Bucks. [1064
6h.p. Enfield Combination, late 1914, 700x80 cover

on back wheel, all lamps, tools, etc., in fine con-
dition, only wants seeing; £62.—Harvey, Hudson and
Co., South Woodford. [X6512

FOR 1916.
ROYAL RUBY, SUN, ALLDAYS ALLON,
J.H., B.S.A., CALTHORPE, LEVIS,

COVENTRY EAGLE, etc.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, EXCELSIORS,
INDIANS, and ENFIELDS.

You cannot beat us on either Cash or Exchange Terms.

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS,
And if price and quality coimt for anything, we bid fair

to obtain it.

EX-STOCK DELIVERIES.
LIST OF SECOND-HANDS

carrying our full and comprehensive Guarantee.

SIDECAR OUTFITS.
ZENITH, 1914 (late), 5h.p., countershaft and clutch,

lamps and speedometer, Verona coaclxbuJlt Sidecar,

like new _ £68
REX, 1914, 6h.p., 2-speed, modelp de luxe, handle

starting, coach-built Sidecar, just been overhaided £40
TRIUMPH, ^.>h.p., 2-speed countershaft, Sidecar... £32
HARLEY, I9M, 7 h.p., a-speed, and coach-built SVar £44
INDIAN, 1914, 7h-P-. 2-speed, electric lighting, spring

frame, Gloria 30 guinea Sidecar £62
INDIAN, 1913, 7h-p., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speed,

and spring frame £42
ZENITH, 1914, 6 h.p., countershaft clutch model,

with sporting underslmig Sidecar £60
A.J.S., igrs, 6 h.p., 3-speed, and Sidecar, like new. . . . £85
REX, 1913, 6 h.p., 2-speed, cane Sidecar £28
RUDGE, 1913, 5-6Ti.p. Multi, with Rudge Sidecar. ; . . £50

SOLO IVIODEL.S.
DOUGLAS, igii, 2? h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £20
CALTHORPE, 1914, 2 h.p., 2-speed £19
RUDGE 1913 si h.p. MuUi, T.T. bars ^ £33
IVY, 1915, 2-stroke, single-speed £18
KERRY-ABINGDON. 3' b.p., magneto, 2-speed £15
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3.1 h.p., chitch model £28
NEW HUDSON, 1913, 3.V h.p., 3-speed J.A.P. engine. . £34
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3\ h.p?, clutch model £30
ROYAL RUBY, 2?, h.p., 1915, J.A.P., 2-speed £33
TRIUMPH, 1912, Sz h.p., clutch, Philipson pulley £28
BAT-J.A.P.r igir, 8 h.p., 2-speed, spring^ frame £23
RUDGE, 1913, 3-V h.p., mnlti, large tank £35
TIEX, 1913, 3.'. h.p., 2-speed, and clutch -£29

FIROUGH, i9r4, 8 h.p., T.T. model.: £45
NEW RYDER, 1916, 2-stroke, dropped frame £22
HARLEY, 1915, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, T.T. bars £56
RUDGE, 1915, 3^ h.p., Philipson pulley £42
INDIAN, 1915, 3.'. h.p., 3-speed, T.T. model £43
RUDGE, 3.1 h.p., special T.T., Philipson pulley £42
NORTON, 1915, 79X 100. T.T., as new £54

CARS AND LIGHT CARS.
N.A.G., 14-20 h.p,, new chassis, 4-speed gear-box,

CA.V. 12 voltset £275
SUNBEAM, 12-16 h.p., 4-specd, 5-seater, hood and

screen, just thoroughly overhauled £295
KNIGHT JUNIOR, 1014. 12 h.p., 2-seatcr, sporting

body £155
TALBOT, 1913, 15 h.p.. Coupe body by Mulliner, in

Bedford cord, dynamo lighting £375
MINERVA, 26 h.p., 5-seater, make an excellent

25 cwt. van. Perfect mechanical order £8C
MORRIS-OXFORD, T913, 10 h.p., all lamps and

accessories (including speedometer) £135
G.W.K., 1914, 9 h.p., just re-painted and new hood

fitted £100
G.W.K., I9r5, 9 h.p., detach, wheels, domed guards,

all black finish, speedometer and mech. horn. ... £160
DEEMSTER, 1914, 9.5 h.p., 2-seater, all accessories

;

a bargain at £110

1914 and 1915

DOUGLAS MACHINES
bought for cash.

MOTORMART
100§ 136 G. PortlandSUondonW
te/ephariffSS2 Moyfair re/e^rams'Abdicale Wcsdd

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, new 3 months
ago, everything as new, tyres unpunctured. with

acceaeories and wind screen; 76 gns.. coat £98.~iS'\ile8,
391, High Ed., lUord, Essex. [1140

ENFIELD 8h.p., GIi.p. combiuntions, and 3h.p. iight-
weifjhta actually in stock; also electric 1915 model,

with hood, screen, and speedometer ; £89/10; i^eiieious^
deferred payments,—Lamb's, 151, iligh St., WalthailL
;itow, and 50, Hi^h Rd., Wood (Jreen. fl'(ffl|

I 0^5 Enfield Combination, mechanically perfect, 7a
-\^ m.p.g., appearance as new, "fitted with BlundelM
triple wind screen, siieedometer and watch combination^
Miller lamps and generator, not used, new spare tyra^
yud tube, and spares; £80.—Collier, Undertaker, Stnrfy,
Kent. [9788

"1016 3h.p. Enfield Twin, 2-speed gear, as new, liot
-*- tJ' done 500 miles ; anyone getting- this machiut^
friends would tliiuk it had been bought as new and jurt^
ridden a lew miles ; with Lucas lamp, generator, an^
liorn; rear light and generator ; accept one price only3
no offer, £43.—Moore, 26, Forsyth Ed., Newcastle^onfll
Tyne. [S66683

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR with sidecar, 3V'.-4h.p.. Matchless
speeds; trial; £16/16.-1, Ebner St., Wandsworthl

iX-657^
Fafnir.

3ih.p. Fafnir, with Eoc 2-speed- gear and coachbtull
2 sidecar; £15.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon*

don. [1212 >
F.N.

-6h.p. F.N., 4-cyl., T.T. 2-speed model; £30.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [1213

F'-N., 1913, 5-6h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, ex-
cellent condition throughout; £27, or part exchange,

for Heudersou, Rudge B.S.A.—Box L2,034, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [1240

Grandex.
1 |Q14 Graudes4^recision, 2'/oh.p., 2 speeds, good cou-
-Lf/ ditiou ; £13/10; exchange higher power, cash.—
20, Clifford Rd., Fishponds, Bristol. [1065

LATE 1914 2^/iIi.p. Grandex-Jap, 2-speed, lamps, ac-

cessories, splendid couditton, new tyres ; bargain,
£16.-436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton Heath. [1078

Harley-Davidson.
eARLEY-DAVIDSONS. 1916 models; immediate d&.

livery from stock.—Colmore Depot, 261. Deansgate,
Manchester. [0830

1 Qle Harley-Davidson Combination, as new; cost
-L *y £96, offers, or lower power and cash.-Write,
Builder, 37a, Elm Grove, Peckham. [1153

1Q16 Model J Harley-Davidson, electrically equipped,
Xt/ not done 20Q miles: owner in France; £80.—
Whitehorse Ed., Oqiiornton Heath. - [1078

COLMOEE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-
,

pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of all

models of Harley-Davidsons and spare parts. [O806

HAELET-DAVI7>30N, late 1915, mileage obouf
1,200, with dynamo lighting set, ready for the road;

£54, hargain.-Chapman, 52, Gt. Eastern St., B.C. [1047

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915. new last TSTovember, and
sidecar new last month, electric light and horn,

perfect, running now on neat Petrofin
;

price £60, or
nearest offer.-Green, 6, Union St., Maidstone. [1056

1Q15 Harley-Dayidson. 7-9h.p.,. electric equipment,
-L*' and Swan sporting sidecar, with disc wheel,
dropped handle-bars, 3-speed countershaft gear, and ^
chain drive ; £75 ;

guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [1216

HARLEY-DAVinsONS Combinations actually in

stock, £101/15, and £110. or solo £80/15; de- <

i'erred payments if desired; liberal exchanges; also side- '

cars to suit from £13/10.-Lamb's, 151, High St., Wal-
thamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [1098

HAELEY-DATIDSON, the Silent Grey; immediata
"

delivery of 1916 models, all new 1915 types sold

out : one or two second-hand bargains in F aniL J
models -from £60.—Send your orders to Colmore Depots,
261, Deansgate, Manchester, and 31, Eenshaw St.,

Liverpool. [0817 -

HARLEY-DAVIDSON (1915 model IIF}, with very
handsome Mills-Fnlford coachbuilt sidecar, painted

green, in splendid running order and appearance, almost
equal to new; cash price £75, or on deferred payments
2% extra; deposit £16/10, and 12 monthly payments of
£5.—William Wliitel^y, Ltd,, Queen's Rd., London, W.

[1226 .

HAHLBY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916, S-speed
twin, model 16F, mag., model A sidecar, just

-

bought, and unused, Lucas lamps and horn, Stewart
speedouieter, luggage carrier, Dunlop tubes, and third

seat, - complete set of- spares, and tools, together with
transferable insurance policy; price £100.—Apply, Lieut.-

Col. Perry, 142, Manchester iRd., Btirnley, Lanes. [1084

Hazlewood.
4-5h.p. 1915 Hazlewood, 3-Bpeed. and free engiiae

model, complete with Lucas aeceSsories; £37/10.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [1205

Henderson.
HENDEESON, lOh.p., 4-cyl., 1914 (does 70 m.p.g.).

and specially sprung coachbuilt sidecar, all in es- 1

cellent condition, will do 6 or 60 m.p^. on top gfeary- ,

cost £109, price now £55.—Dr. Fox, Brook War Hos^
yital, Woolwich. [1138;.

A20 All letters relatinjg to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the jasue.

"^a
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Halifax Motor Exchange
68, HORTON ST., HALIFAX.
'Phnne—76G. Telegrams—" Perfection."

NEW MODELS.
MORGAN de luxe, M^'^.G. engine, hood, etc. £127
WILLIAMSON Cy-cl-ca, w.c. Douglas engine £120
RITZ 4-cyliiider Light Car £145
OVERLAND 4-seater, 12 h.p. (tax £4 4s.).. £225
ROYAL RUBY, 2J- h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke . . £36 10
ROYAL RUBY-J.A.P., si h.p., 2-speed £39 10
ROYAL RUBY, 6 h.p., s-Sneed, shnp-soiled . . £68 10
U.S.A. EXCELSIOR, 3-speed countershaft . . £75
REX, 6 h.p., kick-start, and Rex Sidecar. . . £71

1916 (U.S.A.) EXCELSIOR,
7 h.p., 3-specd model, 84 : S9 countershaft gear,
chain drive, mechanical and hand lubrication, high-
tension magneto, multiple-disc clutch with dual
control, kick sta.-lcr, 2 gallons petrol capacity : £75.
Or with electrical equipment ; £85.
A few late 1915 new 7 h.p. 3-speed twin Excelsiors,
with electrical equipment, at pre-tax price ; £71 10s.
Exchanges quoted. Easy Payments 2.V per cent,

extra.

Sole Yorkshire DistriHiuters. Trade Supplied.

PERFECTION SIDECARS
to suit B.S.A., SUNBEAM, and other machines,
Dunlop tyre, body finished black and ?old ; £12.

SOLO MACHINES.
1914 2-speed GALTHORPE - PRECISION

Lightiveight £16 10
191+ 2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £37 10
1914 23- h.p. single-speed DOUGLAS £26 10
11)13 2j h.y. 2-speed DOUGLAS £34 10
1912 4 h.p. 2-speed INDIAN £27 10
1912 sih.p. ZENITH-GRADUA £26 10
1912 3j h.p. 2-sp. BRADBURY, chain drive £26 10
1912 3Hi.p.2-speedALLDAYS MATCHLESS £25 10
1912 ji h.p. T.T. BRADBURY £19 10
1912 2.1 h.p. PREMIER, wants repairs £11 15
1912 HUMBER Magneto Lightweight £16 10
1911 3^ h.p. TORPEDO-PRECISION £17 10
1911 34 h.p. 3speed TRIUMPH £26 10
EXCELSIOR, 3i h.p., 3-5pec-d, Druid forks. . £16 16
N.S.U., 3i h.p., 2-speed, free engine £18 10
f.N., 2-speed, magneto, light^veight £17 10
TRIUMPH, magneto, new tyres £18 10
S.P.K., 3i h.p,, 3-speed countershaft £24 10
REX, 3V h.p., magneto, spring forks £11 15
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p. Twin Lightweight £15 10
TRIUMPH- \i h.p., clutch model $21 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
1916 5-6 h.p. 3-speed COVENTRY EAGLE,

with high coach Sidecar and accessories £72 10
i9i'V-i5 (new) REX 2-speed Sidette £71
1914 7-9 h.p. 2-specd (red) INDIAN Combtn. £53 10
I9i3 6h.p. REX Sidette, very smart £43 10
1913 7-9 h.p. QUADRANT arid Sidecar £42 10
1913 3-"ipeed connterehaft Twin HAZLE-

WOOD, coach sidecar, screen, and apron £42
1913 6 h.p. ARIEL, chain drive, and Sidecar £42 10
1912 3j h.p. 2-speed PREMIER and Sidecar £33 10
1911 3,V h.p. 3-speed TRIUMPH and Sidecar £28 10
1909 3.1 h.p. 2-speed TRIUMPH and Sidecar £26 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
RITZ 4-cyl. 2-SPater Light Car, shop-soiled £130
MORGAN, TO13, lamps, horn, screen, etc... £57 10
RENO 15 h.p. 4-cvlinder Toiu-ing Car £65
PREMIER, 7-9 h.i3.2-seater Light Car £57 10
1915 FORD 20 h.p. 2-seaterCar. . £89 10
1913 FORD 5-seater Touring Car £65
New Mechanical Horns 17/6
New Acetylene Tail Lamp, post free 1/6
Ai Mudscreen, cost 21/-, take 10/6
P. & H. Separate Generator Lamp 17/6
Miller's late type Lamp Set £1 4
Lucas Kings Own lamp set £1 5
REX, 6 h.p., twin engine, magneto and carb. £7 10
M.M.C. 8 h.p. W.C. Engine, fine ronjition. . £4
5i h.p. W.C. Engine, 2-speed, clutch £5
Brooks Bi5n large size Pan Seat 18/6
Bosch Twin Magneto £2 10
New Wicker Sidecar Bodies 16/6
New Cane Sidecar Bodies, large size £1 17 6
Sidecar Chassis, with wheeL .'i. £1 5

Cash Offers Solicited.

WANTED.—Second-hand MORGAN RUNABOUT.
and 1916 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Combination.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hobart.

"pqfOBART 5-speed 4h.p. Twin, and 9 gn. Gloria side-
-^-1- car, nil accessories
Motor Co., Station Rd

any trial

:

Canterbury.
£39. -East Kent

[0832

HUMBEE, 3h,p.,

£14.-'vVebb, 2,

HUMBEE,
£24, or

Walthnuistow,

Humber.
chain drive, excellent con(3ition

;

Sylvan Rd., Forest Gate, Essex.
[1163

2T*ih.p. twin, 3-apeed, new condition

;

exchange and cash.—W., 18, Wood St.,

Essex. [1154

1 till 5 3iA.h.p. 3-3pe6d Humber, brand new; £55.—
J-i/ Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Ed., Exeter,
and Tavistock Bd., Plymouth. [0844

HUMBEE, 2%h,p.. 1913, Armstrong 3-speed, Stewart
speedometer, splendid condition; £22.—H. Pearce,

Woodfield, Durham Bd., Sidcup. [1107

[012 3\l.h.p. 2-speed Humber, with coachbuilt side-
J-*? car, in good order; £32/10.— Kxeter Motor Cvcle
Co., Ltd., Bath Ed., Exeter, and Tavistock Ed.. Ply-
mouth. [0842

1Q14 Humber, SVoh.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick start,
-LU smart cane sidecar, Lucas head lamp, machine

SHOP - SOILED

SIDECARS!!
We have a few new but showToom-soiled FARLOW
Sidecars, which we offer as follows :

Model No. I. Usual price £ii. SALE PRICE £8.
Model No. 2. Usual price ^lo. SALE PRICE £7.

All carr/in? our usual guarantee.

neTv condition; exceptional bargain,
223, Hammersmith Kd., W.

-Neivnham,
[1187

FARLOW SIDECARS
Built throughout In our own factory.

Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style,

exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which
are the buyers' ideal.

HUMBEK for sale, 1912, 3i/l>h.p., Brampton
able ggar, free engine, etc., in good condition.

5 -6b. p. Twin Indian, little used, mag., etc.;
Nonvood Crescent, Southport.

van-
_. ^ . .

just
been overhauled and re-bnshed tliiougbout; £22, or
nearest oft'er; would exchange with cash balance for
new lightweight ot good make.—Haines, 28. Woodlands
Av., AVaustead, N.E. [1029

Indian.
£18.-10.
[X6648

7 h.p. Indian and sidecar, good condition ; £30 .—
Horsham, Stortford Villa, Sturry. [1108

"1-0)13 T.T. Eed Indian. 7-9h.p., clutch,
-i-df £30.-80, Bigphain Rd., Southport.

lamp, etc.

;

[X6646a

~t Q16 5h,p. Indian, new June, unscratched; bargain,
-•-«7 ^58.—A. Holmes, Vicker's Canteen, Weybndge.

[1223
1(1114 7-9h.p. Eed Indian, with Mills-Fulford sideoar,
X*7 complete; £40.—Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Ed„ Shef-
field. [X6594

INDIAN. 5h.p., 1911, free engine, English controls,
good running order, will ride 30 miles; £18/18.—

77, Mnyfield Av., Dover. [1019

LATE 1915 Indian, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, coachbuilt side-
car, tyres, engine, appearance good^ £68.—Eees.

7, Burwash Ed., Plumstead. [X6515

7 h.p. 1914 Indian, 2-speed and free engine model,
very powerful and fast, spring frame; £35; guar-

anteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Ijondon, [1215

7-9h.p. Indian, rigid frame. 1913,
tyres good, splendid condition; a

or nearest offer.-C. Brigenshaw, 30,
ivent.

5-speed, clutch,
bargain, £33/10,

North St., Strood,
[1167

INDIAN 1916 Powerplus Model, with coachbuilt side-
car, guaranteed not ridden 80 miles ; a bargain at

£80.-Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd "

and Tavistock Rd., Plymouth.

F°

Exeter,
[0839

INDIAN Combination. 3>/2h.p., late 1914, 2 speeds,
kick starter, electric eauipmeut, speedometer, only

ridden 4,000 miles; unprecedented bargain, £42; view
after 6.-83, Woodstock Rd., Ohiswick. [1045

1 Q15 7-91i.p. Indian, spring frame. 3 speeds, electric
J-t/ head and tail lights, horn, speedometer, splendid
condition, fitted with coach sidecar, sporting model, to
match; £66.—Apply, Box 731, c/o The Motor Cycle.

. [X6632
1 Q15 3V2h.p. Twin-oyl. Indians, 3-speed, fnllv
-Ltf equipped; done 1,600,. and brand new 16 gn. Mill-
ford Indian coachbuilt sidecar, a fast and economical
combination; £56.—Empson, G^mlingay, Sandy, Beds.

[1158
I,NDIAN 1913 7-9h.p. Combination, 2-speed. hand

clutch, new chains, countershaft, splendid order,
appearance: genuine snip, £37/10, or exchange 4Vi- 5-6

h.p., cash either way.—Lee, 30, Cholmeley Ed., Heading.
[1237

'OR Sale, Indian, 1914 model, 7-9h.p., exceptionally
jood order, only done 3,500 miles ; officer home

from France after 17 months service, is unable to ride
any longer owinp to wounds; price £55.—C. S.' Richard-
son, Mailing Deanery, Lewes. [1020

LATE 1915 Indian Combination de Luxe, electrically
equipped, mileage 1,600; cost £118. price £78;

equal to new throughout, and yon save £40; operation
causes sale; expert examination with pleasure.—24, Mid-
land Terrace, Willesden Junction. [1128

INDIAN Combination, 1916 Power Plus, 7-9h.p.,
electrical model, only few months old, all in

splendid condition, with large hood ana triple wind
screen; a bargain. £89/10; runs well on kerosene and
petrol.—E.I.C., 54, Broadway, Wimbledon. 'Phone

;

135. [X6455

NEVER Again-—Guaranteed 1914 2-speed spring frame
Indian, with £35 Gloria coachbuilt sidecar, luggage

grid, spare petrol tin holder, electric lighting and horn,
very fast and powerful, extra tank for running on
paraffin- £52/10, rock bottom.—H. Millard, Esq.,
Chesterfield. [X6613

Ivy.

IVY 1915 2-stTok6, perfect condition: £19, or nearest
ofEer.-53, Ayres Rd., Brooks Bar, Mancheeter.

[X6578

Model I.

Underslung Chassis,

with Luggage Carrier

combined.

Splendidly made and
tuilt for hard work.

£11

Hood ..^.." £2 4

Screen . .^ . . £1

This is

Model No. 2.

A BEAUTIFUL LIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE £10

Hood £2 4
Screen £1

Delivery from Stock.

Your Agent will supply

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- each.

B

NEW STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
1916 Grand Prix MORGAN, all on £130 3
1916 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, c/built 90 gns.

1916 6 h.p. J.H. Combination, M.A.G. eng. SO gns.

1016 3 h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed, kick starter 55 gns.

1916 5-6h.p. ENGLISH EXCELSIOR Big
> Single, 3-speed 63 gn*.

1916 sjh.p. OMEGA-J.A.P., c/shaft gear .. 38 gns.

1916 FORD Ambulance, 20 h.p £135
1915 II h.p. TRUMBULL Light Car, new . .£120

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1911 3J h.p. P. & M., 2-speed, chain drive,

M.O.V £22
1915 2.V h.p. WOLF, 3-speed, done 900 only £25

191,1 3" h.p. OMEGA, 2-stroke £16

1909 j.\ h.p. REX de Luxe, 2-speed, handle
starting £17

r9i3 6 h.p. A.C. Sociable, fine condition .. £44

1915 6 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3-sp. counter-

shaft gear, kick starter, Farlnw Sidecar £59 10
[8-22 h.p. SIDDELEY Lorry, 4 speeds, chain

drive, 2 ignitions £50
to h.p. HUMBER Lorry, 3 speeds, two

ignitions £40

ODD BARGAINS.
Pair 1915 A.J. S. 6 h.p. Spring forks 39/-
Rigid Sidecar, no tj^re 17/6
Coue Sidecar, side door model £3 10
New Splitdurf-D^xie Masjneto. single, anti ... £4
Latest Mechanical Horn-;, black and nickel.. £1
Canoclet Sidecar, verv fine £8
5 h.p. Twin Antoine Engine, water-cooled ... £6
F.R.S. Lamp Set, socft. beam, shop-soiled 35/-
F.R.S. Lamp Set,' 1,000ft. L>eam, shop-soiled 45/-

D
FARRAR'S MOTORS

(Telephone 919)

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ivy.

IVY, 1915, 2i^h,p. model, new last September, not run
1,000 miles, as new, gunranteed; £25.—Moss, Weiii.'

[X6658
IVY, 1913, SMili.p., 3-speed hub gear, semi T.T. bars,

eveiTthmff in perfect .condition, fast machine;
£22/10.-Dr. Haslam, 218, Wigan Rd., Bolton. [X6302

"I Q14 Ivy-Precision 4h.p. Combination, Godiva C.B.
JLt/ sidecar, Grado Multi gear, speedometer, watch,
iiid accessories, low and sportr, very powerful, perfect

;

£34, or uoar offer.—J. E. Doughty, Tailor, 198, Mitcham
Rd., Tooting, S.W. [1033

James.
JAMES No. 6 Combinations in stock; no waiting.—

Colmoie Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [0829

COLMOEE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, have
in stock complete range of Jamea motor cycles.

[0803
JAMES, 4i.4h.p., 3-speed, new condition, with acces-

sories; £35. 'Phone: P.G. 471.—Leighton's, Wood
Green Station. [1015

JAMES, late 1914, twin, 3 speeds, clntch, recently
overhauled, all accessories ; £56 ; trial given.-

Taylor, 37, Lovelace Gardens, Surbiton. [X6682

PETROL Free with 1914 James, 18 gn. Canoelet
sidecar, countershaft' all-chain drive; 41 gns.—

Tioward, 78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392.
[1192

<r>ih.p. James, 2-stroke, 2-speed model, 1915, com-
f^ 2 plete with all accessories and speedometer

;

£37/10, guaiauteed.—Waiichope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
don. [1204

JAMES 1916 4V2h.p. Combination,- 3-speed, clutch,
and kick-starter, delivery ii'om stock; £80/15;

cash, exchange, or extended terms.—Elce and Co.,
15-16, Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.G. [0481

4ih,.p. James Combination, with lamps, horn, and all

4 accessories, 700 X 80 tyre on back wheel, spare
can carrier, all tools, etc., exceptional condition; £45.
—l-'isher, Brunswick House, Malmesbury Rd., S. Wood-
ford. [X6511

^ih.p. James, 2-strok6, 26in. wheels, new November,
'W^ 1915, only run 1,800 miles, not ridden since
April, absolutely perfect order and condition, excellent
machine, big lamp set ; owner bought car ; any reason-
able trial: to be inspected in Wolverhampton; £30.—
Hunt, Ledwyche Orchard, Tenbury. [X6310

JAMES 1916 4'Ah.p. Countershaft 3-speed Combina-
tion, kick starter, Lucas dynamo lighting set, Wat-

ford sijeedometer, Canoelet sidecar with hood, etc, all

in splendid condition, purchased in May last; value
£97/7, will accept £80, or nearest ofSer.—Henderson,
Soinerville, Vicarage Rd., Hounslow, Middlesex. [1066

Kerry.
EERT-AEDSTGDON, S^M-p., 2 speeds, clntch, per-
fect; £19.-229, London Rd., Croydon. [1017

3ih.p. Kerry, 2 speeds, free engine, good order, Binks
2 carburetter; 19 gns.—30, Talbot St., Burnley.

i:s:6676
BARGAIN.—Kerry-Abingdon, less accumulator, new

tyres, etc.; £4/10.-80, Bispham Rd., Southport.
[X6647

"1 12 3'Ah.p. 2-speed Kerry-Abingdon. in good order

;

JL%f £21/10.-Exetex Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath
Ed., Exefer, and Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0843

Lea°Francis.

1 Q14 3'^h.p. Lea-Francis, 2-speed, kick starter, clutch,
^f detachable rear wheel, perfect condition ; £38.
-Wilkin, Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [X6619

K

19
Levis,

16 Popular and model E Levises, delivery from
stock.—Wilkin, Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [X6624

LEVIS, Dec, 1916, a^^h.p. Popular, new belt and
plug; £20.-Wilson, 139, Freshfield Rd., Brighton.

[X6532
LEVIS, late 1914 model, grand condition; £17/10,

guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.
[1205

33.h.p. Levis, 1914, Watford speedometer; £25 —
4 Shackle, opposite White Hart, Harlington, Middle-

sex. [X6547

1 Q16 2i4b.p. Popular Levis, 3 weeks old, done 100
X£/ miles; bargain, £26.—Wilkin, Hunters Bar, Shef-
field. [X66_23

COLMOEE Depots, Birmingham and Leicester, for
delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles from

stock. [0804

O-STROKE Levis, 3-speed, large Lucas head lamp set,^ Jones speedometer, etc. ; £26.—Batten Bros., CuU-
omptou.

'

[X6671

LEVIS 1916 Popular Model, in use one month; price
£28, with accessories.—Mrs. Coui-tneyr Marlfteld,

Winchester. [X6508

1Q15 2V2li-P- Levis Engine, Burmnn 2-speed, 2^,^in.
J-t' tyres, done 2,000 miles, overalls; £28, or offer.

-Tallou, Bold Sq- Chester. [X6332

LEVIS Popular, new; special bargain; cannot re-
peat ; £28 cash

: pradual payments 2%.—Eeferee
Cycle Co., 352, High Holborn. [0764

LEVIS, No. 1 model, 1914, 2V3h.p., splendid order,
80 gallon, 35 hour two up, lamps and horn ; cost

£39, bargain, £20.-Boulter, 108, City Rd., E.G. [1173

The CustomerComes
First at Godfrey's !

!

That is why their
Customers Come Ag:a.in«

MOTOR CYCLES : New Models in Stock.

Model-K. il h.p. INDIAN, lightweight,-3-sp,

gear £49 10
„ G. 7 b.p. twin INDIAN, rigid frame,

3-speed gear, kick-starter. . . . £75
„ F. 7 h.p. twin INDIAN, spring

frame, 3-speed gear, rear drive
speedometer, and kick-starter £83

„ B. 5 h.p. twin INDIAN, 3-speed
gear, kick-starter £70

22hp. CALTH0RPE-J.A;P. en-
field, 2-sp., variable ignition £37 16

2\h.^. CALTHORPE Lady's,
2-stroke, Enfield 2-speed, vari-

able ignition £35 14
4 h.p. CALTHORPE Lightweight

Combination, twin- -engine,

with Enfield 2-speed, counter-
shaft gear, variable magneto,
handle starter, complete with
highly-finished coach. Sidecar £70 7

z\ h.p. RADdO,2-stroke, with Albion
2-spced countershaft gear. .. . £35

2ih.p. LEVIS, 2-stroke £32
„ A. sVh.p. ZENITH Standard, T.T.

bars, Gradua gear £62 7 6

„ C. 4-5 h.p. ZENITH Standard,
Gradua gear £65 16 9

„ II. 2i h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-stri,

with countershaft 2-sp. gear £44 2
No. 4. 2ih.p. NEW IMPERIAL light

tourist lady's model, 2-speed,
clutch and kick-starter, vari-

able ignition £46 8
I. 2-\h.p. NEW IMPERIAL light

tourist, 2-5peed, vari. ignition £38
Model K. , 4I h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed counter-

shaft gear, chain-cum-belt
drive, kick starter £62

,, H. 4i h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed counter-
shaft gear, chain drive, kick-

starter ^ £64 0'

Second-hand Guaranteed Machines.

1913 2I h.p. PREMIER, single-speed £15
191,') ?.Jh.p. RADCO Standard, with access. £22
1915 2I h.p. VELOCETTE, 2-stroke, 2-speed,

chain drive £28
I9r6 2^ h.p. NEW HUDSON, 2-slToke,2-^peed

countershaft, lamps and horn £31

1913 3.V h.p. TRIUMPH, 3-sp., semi T.T. bars £34
1914 2lh.p. CLYNO Lightweight, 2-stroke,

2-speed and clutch, and sporting
roachbuilt Sidecar £35

1913 3i h.p. RUDGE Miilti and cane Sidecar,

lamps, horn, and speedometer £38
igrs 3i h.p. HUMBER, 3-speed, kick starter.

' Or with Sidecar £52 £44
7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer, specially built

far hill climbing competition £45
1914 7 b.p. INDIAN Road Racei;, with head

lamp and low generator, and Corbm- -

Brown speedometer £46
1915 7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer £49

1915 7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer, lamp,
generator and horn £49 10

1915 7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer: £50
1915 5 b.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, kick starter,

lamps, generator and bom. . £53
1916 7 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, kick-starter,

Model G £69
*i9T5 7, h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, kick starter,

electrically equipped, with coacbbuilt
Sidecar, hood and screen £78

•1916 7 h.p. INDIAN, 3-5peed, kick starter,

speedometer and Splitdorf ignition-

lighting outfit, with coacbbuilt Side-

car, hood and screen £99 0'

* Sidecar Combinations.
These Machines, which have all been thoroughly
overhauled and replacements made where necessary,

are only offered subject tn being unsold on receipt
of Deposit.

Where Accessories are not included, we are prepared
to supply a brand new P. & H. Lamp and Generator,
also Horn, for the special price of 28/-, or 35/-,
according to size selected. Rear Light complete
with Y-piece and Tubing. 6/-.

Full Specification of any Machine on request.

GODFREY'S, LTD.,
208, Gt. Portland St., LONDON, W.

'Plione—7091 Mayfair C2 lines.) Exchanges. Easy Termg

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

LEVISES, Populavs £32, model B with 2-Bpeea gear,
rustless lims, 447/10: defeired payments, ex'

rhanijes.— Lamb's, 151, HigS St., Walthamstow, and SOI
High Rd., Wood Green. [1092

LEVIS, gent's 1915 Popular model, 2-speed, Chater*
Lea, aluminium footboards, speedometer, lamps,

horn, and all' accessories, in perfect condition • £35.—
A. A. Smith, 229, Broadvay, Baxiey Heath, Kent.
'I'hone: 139. [1129

LincoIn-EIk.
LINCOLN-ELK, 1914, 4.!ih.p.,' 2-speed, free, and side-

car^ new tyres, good condition; £28.—Colville,
High St., ilarlow. [1024

Lugton.
4h.p. Lugton-Precision, coachbuilt combination, hood,

'

screen, speedometer, lamps, Sturmey-Afcher 3*
speed, Whittle belt, new April, 1915; 30 gns., no offers.
—7, Wilton Mews, Upper Belgrave St., London. [1122

Martin.
"IQ14 2-",ih.p. Racing Maitin-Jap, overhead valves, 3.'

-*-^ speed gear, very fast; £28.—Wilkin, Huntere
Bar, Slieffield. [X6621

Matchless.
MATCHLESS Combination, 2 speeds, accessories, as

iiew; £55.—John Main, LefHenwyne, Maybole. .

[X6684
MATCHLESS 1913 Sh.p. Combination, 2-spee4,

pedal starter; *30.—29, St. Leonard's St., Bow'.
[1146

1 Q15 8B Matchless Combination, F.R.S. lamps; bar- •

-i-^ gain at £70; any trial.—Stacey, 12, Ecelesall Rd.,
Sheifleld. • tX6591

MATCHLESS, 1913. 8h.p., and Canoelet sidecar, ail

accessories; bargain, 45 gns. ; deferred terms if

desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50,
High Rd., Wood Green. ' (1095

MATCHLESS, 1915, 7-9h.jp. M.A.G. "engine, 3-spced
gear, kick starter, and Matchless coachbuilt sidecar,

complete with Liicas dynamo lighting set, including
lamps and Cowey speedometer; cost over £115, accept
£87, bargain.—Head, 112, W.ellesley Rd., Croydon.
'I'hone: 273. [9729

MATCHLESS Combination, 1914-15, SB model,
M.A.G. engine, 7h.p., 3-speed countershaft, lamps,

electric horn, screen, etc., 700x60 Palmer cover tyrea;
the Rolls-Royce of motor cycles, perfect condition -

throughout ; SVah.p. twin Zenith or 4-5h.p. considered
in part; i£65.—1, King St., Acton. [9921«

MATCHLESS (CoUiei's 1913 twin belt drive), '7h.p., .i)

2-speed and kick starter, Lucas head and real
'

lamps, Cowey speedometer, coachbuilt sidecar and apron,
in very good going order and splendid appearance ; cash
price £45, or on deferred payments 2% extra; deposit
£llv!lS, and 12 monthly payments of £2;i6;8.—William
Whiteley, Ltd., Queen's Rd., Xondon, W. [1225

Minerva.
3.h.p. Minerva, in perfect running order; £6.—Mat-
4 thews. Poplar Pavilion, Poplar, E. [1114

F'OR Sale, 3V'.h.p. Minerva and sidecar, free engine:
£10.—Norsworthy, Thames View, Chertsey Rd.,

Addlestone. - [S.659S

MINERVA, 224h.p., mag., B.B. carburetter, belt and
tyres new, perfect running; 12 gns.—Mr. Morris,

West Clandon, Suiiey. [1057 -

MINERVA, 3',yi.p., B. and B. carburetter, C.A.V.
mag., splendid condition; £16/10; wanted, good

combination,— 4, Criterion Birildings, Windows Bridge,'

Thames Ditton. £1157
__

Moto-Reve.

MOTO-BEVB, 1912, 25^4h.p. twin, mag., fully

equipped, sound tvres, good-runmng order; £16.—
Box L2,036, c/o The Motor C-yck. [1247

New Hudson,

NEW Hudson 2-stroke, T.T., overhauled; bargain, 18
gns.—W. Jennings Bozeat, Wellingborough. [1069

1 014 New Hudson, 6h.p., coach sidecar, 3-speedi
J-U clutch, perfect; cheap.—49, Chestnut St., South-

port. .

' "

[X6672

NEW Hudson, new 1916, 4h.p., 3 speeds, kick start,

in stock: £63.—Tilley and Son, The Esplanade.
Weymouth,

- [IIM

PETROL Free with 1913 New Hudson, 2%ih.p., 3-

speed: 19 gns.—Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead.
'Phone: 5392. [1194.

1 015 6h.p. New Hudson Combination, in excellent
-If order, very little used; £65.—Turpins, 22-29,

Preston Rd., Brighton. [0716

NEW Hudson, 25/;h.p. J.A.P. engine. 3-speea, clutch,

in perfect condition; £25.—Mitehelmore, 13, Pop-

lars Av., Willesden Green. _ lX64a?

NEW Hudson, 2i4h.p.. 2-stroke,- 2-speed, late 1915,.

Lucas, Thompson-Bennett horn, etc., over 10.0

m.p.g. • £25, or nearest.—Box L2,002, c/o The MotciT

'

Cycle. U007

NEW Hudson, 2%h.p., 2-stfoke, 2-speed gear; £38^
several of these machines in stock.—Exeter Motm-

Cycle Co.. Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd^
Plymouth. ["840

-IQIS 2iAh.p; 2-stroko -2-speed New Hudson, in ex^-.
XZf lent running order, as new, all accessories ; £28,:

lor near offer.-Lce-Opl. Gaines, Bincleaves BarraoM,
(Weymouth. [X64Sn,

2

A22 All letters relatina: tn artvertisKinents Khnnid auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 1915, 4h.p. combination, 3 lamps,
nocumiilator, Hparea, perfect condition, 80 m.p.g.,

wicker seat for back; X66.—Clements, Oliailes St..

Easton, Bristol. [S6580

NEW Hudson, 41i.p., 1916 model 6B, 3-Bpeed counter-
shaft, little used, Lucas lamp, Watford speedometer

;

bargain, £65 ; deferred paviuents if desired. Also new
9B combination just arrived, £92/10.—Lamb's, 50, High
Ed., Wood Green, and 151, High St., Walthamstow.

[1099
New Imperial.

COLMORE Depots, Manchester and Leicester, for im-.

mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[080t

NEW Imperial. 2-Bpeed, new: special bargain, £36/15
cash ; gradual payments 2%.~Referee Cycle Co..

332. High Holbom. [0765

3.^h.p. New Tmperial-Jups from stock; 2-speed gear
4 models. £38; ca.sh, easy terms, or exchange. --

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Laue, London. [1205

NEW Imperial. 1916. 2-3peed. kick starter, ridden 70
miles : £38/10, real war bargain ; deferred payments

if desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. and
50, High Kd., Wood Green. [1095

NEW Imperial, 1916 models, in stock; 2',l,h.p. light
tourist, model. £38 ; lady's model, 2-speed, clutch,

and kick-starter. £46/8.—Elce and Co.. 15-16, Bishops-
gate Ay., Camomile St.. B.C. [0491

NEW Imperials, the handy lightweights, with J. A.P.
engine and 2-speed gear. We are the accredited

agents for Manchester and Liverpool district, and can
oHer immediate delivery from stock; extended terms
and exchanges arranged. Call or write.—Colmore
Depot, 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool, and 261. Deans
gate, Manchester. [0814

New Ryder
NEW Eyder. 2-stroUe, lovely condition, very fast and

jowerfnl: £22/10- 'Phone: Palmer's Green 471
-Leighton's, Wood Green Station. [1016

Norton^
1Q13 3y2h.p. T.T. Norton, exceptionally last, in per-
J-if lect condition; £26.—Wilkin, Hunters Bar, Shef-
field. - i;X6618

NORTON Combination, as new, Lucas lamps, not
done 1,000 miles; £70, a bargain.—Staccv, 12.

Ecclesall Ed., Sheffield. [X659C
N.S.U.

N.S.IT. 6h.p. Twin and sidecar, 2-speed, free, Bosch

;

£17.—Wood, 99, Granville Buildings, Luke St.,
Shoreditch. [1102

1 Q14 2iih.p. N S.U. Lightweight. 2 speeds, free engine.
J-*' good condition; cost over £40, accept 18 gns.—
30, Talbot St., Burnley. [X667'l

O.K.
,K., 1914, 2-8peed, splendid lightweight, 120 m.p.g.

:

£19.—Bridger, 18, Beaumont Av., Eichmond. [1022

1Q15 O.K., 254h.p., 4-strok6, overhead valve, Bate-
J-t/ and Dunlop tvres. perfect condition, engine jusi
overhauled; £22/10.—Eobinson's Garage, Green St., C;nii
bridge. - [985E

P. and M.

1Q14 31/2I1.P. P. and M., 2-speed, wicker sidecar, ii

-l-^^ perfect condition; cash or easy terms;. £45.—
R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0721

P.
and M. 19141/, Combination, 2 speeds, and free
engine, P. and M. coach'ouilt sidecar, Stewart speed

ometer. full equipment; £48/10. or exchange for cycle
car.-495, Garratt Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W. [1171

Peco.
3.h.p. 2-stroke 1916 Peco, never used; £33, genuine
4 bargain.—Reynolds, Budebury Ed., Staines. [1021

Premier.
PREMIER, 1913, 4h.p., 2-speed. handle-start, new

coach sidecar; £26.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bow.
[1147

PREMIER. 1914. 3 speeds, and sidecar; best offer
over £30.-Wright, 65a, Rosendale Ed.. West llul-

ivich. [1135
PREMIER, new 1916, 3y,h.p., 3-speed, kick start, in

stock; £63.—Tilley and Son, The Esplanade, Wey-
mouth. [1145
"IQ14 3i/>h.p. Premier, 2 speeds, coachhuilt sidecar;
-•-«/ £45: cash or easy terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages).
Ltd., Swansea. [0823

"PREMIER, JVjh.p., 19131/2, 3 speeds, sidecar, excel-
J- lent condition, economical; offers.-231, We=t-
bourne Grove, W. [113?

PREMIER, 19131/1,, 3>/2h.p., 3-speed, clutch, Phceni:i
J- coach sidecar, perfect condition; trial; £40.—217,
Well St., Hackney. [X657 7

,
pREMIFR, 2y2h.p.. late 1915, 3 speeds; cost £44 net;

i J- take £25, or offer.-Lillies, Frenchwodd Av., Pres-
ton. Owner enlisted. [X6452

1 14 3y2h-p. 3-speed Premier and Millford sidec.i

o

2

Id' not done 1,000 miles; £43, as new.—Wilkin.
Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [X6622

"PREMIER, 1915, 2i/,h.p., Grado Multi pulley, good
J- "tyres-and accessories; must sell; accept £24.—Coss-
ham, Shipham, Winscombe. [1041
"1015 SVjh.p. Premier, T.T. engine, good tvres, belt,
-*-*' Binks carlmretter; must sell; £20.-101, Toot-
ing Bee Rd., Tooting, S.W. [1249

GiEI-r IT AT

lAfiMS
- Sole London and District Agents for -

AJ.S. & British Excelsiors.

Sole District Agents for Calthorpes

Contracting Agents for all other Makes.

TERMS: CASH, EXCHANCSE, or
EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

NEW MODELS.
6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination E102 18
7-9h.p. H.-D. Combination, electric, equip-

ment, new, cancelled order, cost £110,
latest model £99

C!i h.p. 2-str. EXCELSIOR, 2-sp., & clutch £44 2
Coach-built Sidecar for same £10 10
4; h.p. EXCELSHOR, 3-speed, cost £67 4s.,

cancelled order £55
4 h.p. CALTHORPE Combination £70 7
23 h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed .... £37 16
2j h.p. CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed . . £32 11

2i h.p. lady's CALTHORPE, 2-speed .... £35 14

Write lor Full List at Shop-soiled and Second-
hand Bargains ready for Immediate Delivery.

SELECTIONS. And 12
Cash. Deposit. Pay-
£ s. £ s. ments

rgil 2jh.p. DOUGLAS, of
W.O. Model 45 — —

igiD 4 h.p. A.J.S. Com.,
machine run 300 miles 85 '^- ^

1916 Gh.p. A.J.S. Com.,
spare wheel, hood an 1

screen, and accessories,

run 500 miles 110 — —
I9r6 6 h.p. A.J.S. Com.,

hood, screen, side cur-

tains, speedometer, and
accessories. Six weeks
in use 102 10 — —

1912 sih.p. P. & M., 2-sp.,

and coach Sidecar .... 33 15 13 15 35/10
1915 23h.p. EXCELSIOR,

2-spoed, and clutch . . 36 10 10 10 46/7
1913 3lh.p. ARIEL, 3-sp.,

and "sidecar 40 10 53/9
1912 2,Vh.p. A.J.S. and

Sidecar 26 — —
AUTOWHEEL, good order 6 6 — —
1913 PREMIER L'weight,
bargain 12 12 — —

WHITE SF>IRIT.
The New Petrol Substitute. 2/3 per gallon.

50 gallon steel barrels sent carriage paid.

CANOELET MINOR SIDECAR. Light
weights and Sporting Models .... £9 9

Apron 10/6 extra.

WATSONIAN Lightweight, Coachbuilt,
Model H, new £1113 6

H.-D. SIDECAR, new, cancelled order,

cost £22 £18
ROVER SIDECAR, with brake, soiled

only, cost £17 r7s ' £15
B.S.A.- CANOELET SIDECAR, new,

with luggage grid £17 10
A.J.S. SIDECAR, "for 6 h.p. machine,

new £18 18
COACH-BUILT SIDECAR, suit si h.p.

machine £5 5
CANE SIDECAR, hood and screen, very

roomy, underslung type £6 15
r9r6 A.J.S. SIDECAR BODY, luggage

grid, new £9 S
2 UNDERSLUNG BODIES, painted

grey, soiled only each £4 15

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.

Wholesale: 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.
Garage: 12, Tottenham Mews, W.C.

'Phone—Museum, 1240.
Telegrams—" Dynametro, Westcent, London."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Premier.

LATEST Model 1916 3%1j,i). S-speed Premier; £64?
delivery from stock,—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock Ed., Plymoutli. (OS'll

PREMIER, 3VJiV; 1913. now 1914 Millford Bider-fir,

speedometer, lamps, excellent condition, spares: £^0
net, bargain.—Richards, 43, South Bar, Banbury. [1050

LATE 1914 Premier, 7-9h.p., 2-8peed countershaft,
and coachbuilt sidecar, all in new condition, ac-

nessories : £53.—Henry Cox, Charlton Rd., "Wantage,
Berks. (D) [X6679

PREMIER, 1912, S'/ih-P-. Bosch, B. and B., lamps,
etc, B.S.A. 1913 2-speed, sound order, gears

wants alight adjustment; offers.— 10, Graham St., Lozel's,
Uirmingham. (X6544

Quadrant.
QUADRANT 4h.p. Motor Cycle, Bosch. Amac, runs

on paraffin ; £18; joined army.—Roberts, 65a,
Rosendale Rd., West Dulwich. [1134

Revere.
16 2V,h.p. 2-8peed Revere, scarcely soiled; £32.—

Wilkin, Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [X6620

Rex
EX, 3'/2h.p., free engine, Mal)on clutch, B. and
B., new Pedley, very good tyres, and sidecar; £12.

121, Loughborough. Rd., Brixton. [1025

REX 5-6h.p. Twin, mag., Binks carburetter, Mabon
clutch, good tyres, one new, Dunlop belt new; £14.

or offer.-43, Bedford Rd., Dartford, JKent. [1127

REX, 1913, 6h.p., 2-speed, free engine, coachbuilt
combination, good condition, powerful and reliable,

lamps, and horn ; £38 cash
;
part exchange.-A. Holland,

Clarendon St., Coventry. [X6667

"|Qi4 Rex 6h.p. Twin, 3-apeed combination, with 2-

-JLiJ seater sidecar, complete with accessories, in first-

rate order; £45,—Tuke and Bell, Ltd., Motor Dept.,
Carlton Engineering Works, High Rd., Tottenham, N.

1.9749

Rex-Jap.

6 h.p. Rex-Jap and coachbuilt sidecar; £27^0.—
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [1207

EX-J.A.P. and Sidecar, 6h.p., good condition; £30.
Waterhouse, 115, Broomspring Lane, Sheffield

[X6e34
Rover.

1 2 Rover, clutch, coachbuilt sidecar ; £27, cycle'

separately.—Post Office, Fenny Compton. [X65S9

ROVER 1916 New Combination for immediate de-

livery, \^icJl S-speed countershaft sear, etc.—Mo3s,
Wem. [X6659

ROVER, 1916, S^/^h.p., 3-3peed countershaft; cost
£66/10; not yet ridden; owner joined up; offers

-Glengarth, Weils, Som. [X6535

ROVER Combination, 1915. S^/^h.p., 3-speed counter-
shaft gear, complete, perfect; £55.—Lloyd, 7, St.

Mary's Crescent, Leamington Spa. [X6555

ROVER, 1913, 3-speed, free clutch, engine over-

hauled, all new bearingrs, new tyres and belt; anv
trial; £28.—Highfield, 2, Dulwich Rd., Brixton. [1013

NEW 1916 Rover countershaft model, B.S.A. model
K, and EnJield combination, in stock; cash, terms,

or exchanges.—Batchelor, Clarence St., Kingston-on-
Thames. [X6638

ROVER Combination. S^Ab-P-. 1914, 3 speeds and
clutch, speedometer, and head lamp, and tools;

must sell; owner abroad; £50.—Seen Laceby's Garage,
Streatham. [1058

1 Q12 Rover, 3'/^h.p., free engine, B. and B. car-
-*-«/ buretter, Bosch mag., excellent condition, with
:?ood tyres and engine; £20.—Robinson's Garage, Green
^t., Cambridge. [9855

1014% Rover, SVsh.p., 3-speed, clutch, and Canoelet
J- 1/ coach sidecar. Lucas lamp set and horn, tyre.3

iinpunctured, combination in new and perfect condition;
£40.-47, Mossloid St., Burdett Rd., Bow, E. [1155

' Rudge.
12 3y2h.p. Rudge, free engine, good condition; £25,

R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0785

1 O^-'* 3V'li.p. Rudge, splendid condition; inspection
At/ invited- £29.—Stanley. 91, Larkhill, Blackburn.

tX6612

I.CM. Rudge Multi. 3y2b.p., late 1915, excellent con-
dition, very fast; £50.—Evans, Clare Rd., Wvke,

Bradford. tU) tX6610

1015 Rudge Multi, 3V2h.p., splendid order; full par-
-L *J ticulars given ; bargain, £35.—Owen, Dolvcwrt,
WhiWand, S. Wales. [X6608

RUDGE Multi, 3'/2b.p., 1916, done about 1,500 miles,

just overhauled, perfect condition, over 100 to the

"alion • £50, no offers; or exchange 1915 6h.p. twin.—
Wilsoii, 101, Hatton Garden, E.O. [1060

Scott.

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham and Manchester, for

Scott motor Cycles. [0806

SCOTT Coachbuilt Combination, late 1915; exchange
solo bike and cash, or sell £65.—O.I*, 497, jiOid

Ford Rd., Bow. [Xe4S7

1Q15% Scott, and Scott coachbuilt sidecar (standard
-L«/ models), little used, condition new, under 900
miles : £65 ; owner in France.-Gaskin, Trelawncv.
Northam, N. Devon. [IIOS
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

THE rick of the week.—Genuine late 1913 Seott, No.
1980. fitted 1915 cylinders, 1916 S-jet Binks, with

Itot air lijuffler, 1916 drip feed lubrication to each
cylinder, best quality Bramble sidecar, coachbuilt, en-
fe'ine, g'earB, kick staiter, perfect order ; £34 secures, uo
oliers.—Mallards, Chesterfield. [X6566

Seal.

SEAL 2-seater Sidecar, wheel steering, 8h.p. J.A.P.
engine, 3-speed, handle starting, hood and screen,

tn first-class condition.—Austin, 18, Newgate St., Chester .-

[X6605
Singer.

SINGEE. 2V2h.p., 2-speed, clutch, just overhauled, good
condition; £20.—Allen, Stores, Bordon, Hants.

[1063
SINGER, 1914, 2-speed countershaf+,- Gloria cane side-

car, in good condition.; £40.—Seen at 59, The Mall,
Ealing [1086

SINGER, 3V2h.p., nearly new, 100 m.p.g. ; called up;
£25, complete; s€en any time; payments taken.—

Miller, 62, Hampstead Ed., N.W. [1104

iQl2i,^ S^^h.p. Singer, free engine, clutch, Tariable
-*- «-' gear, Bosch mag., engine overhauled and perfect,
new Dunlop belt, good condition throughout; £22/10.—
Bell. 19, Washington St., Workington. [X6572

Sparkbrook.
SPAEKBEOOK, 1916, 2-stroke, 2-speed, month old;

£34.—Digby, Mersea, Esses.

.

[9735

BARGAINS.—Two 2V2h.p. 2-spe6d Sparkbrook light-
weights, new and unused; to clear £35 each.—

Stamford Garage, Stamford, Lines. [9535

SPAEKBEOOK. new Oct., 1915, . 2-stroke, 2-speed,
complete, splendid condition, Dunlop tyres ; must

sell; owner joined;
Mandesley.

-^Ackers, 1, Gordon Terrace,
[1230

Sun,

SUN, 2-strokes; all models from stock from 29/10.—
Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [0828

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham and Manchester, for

delivery from stock of all models of Sun motor
cycles. [0807

SUN-VILLIEES, 19151/2. 2V'h.p., 2-8troke, perfect,
done 600 ; £22 ; what offers.—J.S.T., 20, Queens-

do-ma Rd., Clapton. [1131

1Q16 Sun, 2i/2h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, Dunlop tyres,
-*- if really soiled only, under 50 miles ; exceptional
bargain, £30.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [9859

"I Q 13 4i'4h.p. Sun-Precision, Sturmey-Archer gears,
X*/ coachbuilt sidecar, hood, wind screen, fitted up
for substitute fuels; £37/10; woiild separate.—Drake,
Westbrook, West Lane, Middlesbrough. [X6298

Sunbeam
"IQ14 3Voh.p. Sunbeam, countershaft gear, with Gloria
At/ sidecar, complete; £39.—Batten Bros., Cullomp-
ton. [X6670

"1 1'' Sunbeam, SVsh.p., 3-speed, sporting Canoelet
-L*J sidecar, speedometer, perfect condition; £58.—
Smith, Bohen, Dewsbui'^ Rd., Leeds. [X6304

SUNBEAM 1916 3Vjh.p. Combination, 2 months old
only, complete with Inmps, horn, and numbers,

jieifeot order; £75.— Gorleston, St. Albans Rd., Kingslon-
on-Thames. [X6635

1Q16 3V2h.p. War Office Model Sunbeam, speed indi-
J-tF catQr a^d lamps, in perfect condition, belonging
to ofilcer at Front

;

and Sous, St. Mary'i
£60, or- nearest offer.—J.
Garage, Bedford.

Crawley
[X6488

PETROL for 2,000 miles free with 1915 Sunbeam
3VL>h.p. combination, brand new 1916 sporting

coach sidecar, luxuriously equipped; 69 gns.—Troward,
78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392. [1191

1Q14 6h.p. Sunbeam Combination, nice firm condi-
X«7 rion everywhere, fitted_with luxurious Sunbeam
sidecar, 5-speed countershaft gear and chain drive, h.c.

clutch from handle-bar, Lucas lighting set, speedometer,
and tools to complete; price 75 gns.

; guaranteed; any
severe trial given.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Loudon.

[1201
SUNBEAM 1916 8h.p. Twin Combination, new con-

dition, unused spare wheel with tyre, Low gener-
ator, Lucas horn and lamps, Watford speedometer ; cost
all on at Easter £140; 4 gallons oil, lot of tools and
various spares included; any trial: price £115. oj- near
offer; war stock accepted.— 169, Hemingford Rd., Lon
don, N.

T.D.C.

T.D.C. De Luxe, 1916. 23411.P.,
tion ; 18 gns. — Fitzgerald,

Chelmsford. -

Triumph.
1Q13 3-speed Triumph, complete lamps,
J-v Cross, Jeweller, Rotherham.

[;X6458

2-stroke, new condi-
16, Moulsham St..

[1142

etc. ; £35.—
[X6597

"IQ12 Triumph, 3-speed, just overhauled.—Brown, The
X«/ Gables, Walkden, Manchester. ' "

T,T. Triumph, SVoh.p., special engine,
£29.-11, Clifton Rd., Paddington.

[X6537

m.p.g.;
[1162

TRIUMPH, SVi-h.p., clutch model, good condition

;

£18.~Hicks, 67a, High St., Maldon. [X6305

, ...Jendid
Sidney Clark, Arlesey.

[X6640

IQll sy^h.p. Triumph, powerful, very fast,
J-tF condition: £18: trial.—SidnBv Clark.

ACTUALLY IN STOCK
4^ b.p. B.S.A., chain drive S64
4} h.p, B.S.A., belt-cum-cliain £62
6 h.p. ENFIELD Standard Combination 90 gns.

8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination 92 gns.

3 h.p, ENFIELD, 2-$peed,kicIt-starter.. 55 gns.

7-9h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, and bulb-

ous back Sidecar model i6E £101 15
7-9h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON,elec.equip.£110
2l h.p. LEVIS Popular (3 models in stock) £32

2i h.p. LEVIS, IVIodel E, 2-speed £47 10

2j h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed,

Enfield gear (3 in stock) £37 16
2.', h.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, sinKle-speed £36
2.1 h.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-speed £42
2? h.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-sp. & clutch £45
2jh.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed, light

toiunst £38

Xi

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
Open to Offers.

REX and S/car, 5-6 h.p., 2-5p., h/start £27 10

1913-4 REX.de Luxe,6 h.p., 2-sp., S/car. £47 10

1913-4 REX, 6 h.p., 2-sp. .Sidecar, access. £47 10

I9r3 REX, 6 h.p., a^sp., S^ar, access, £45
jgi6 NEW HUDSON, 4 h.p,, model 6B, £65

1916 JUNO-VILLIERS, 2i h,p., 2-sp,, &
WaLsonian Sidecar, ridden 100 nliles £39 10

J915 JAMES, 2ih,p,, 2-sp,, 2-stroke,

new tyres and accessories £34 10

1916 NEW IMPERIAL, 2$ h,p., 2-sp,,

only shop-soiled, kick-start .,,. £38 10

J912 BRADBURY, 4 h-P-. 2-sp., & coach
Sidecar, many accessories £34 10

1916 COVENTRY EAGLE, 2! h,p,, 2-sp. £39 10
i9i6ENFIELD,6h,p,,elec„hood, access, £89 10

igrs ALLDAYS ALLON, 2i h,p,, clutch.

model, 2-speed and accessories £38 10

1912 NEW HUDSON-J.A.P., 2i h.p., 3-sp.

pedal starter £21

1913 P. & M., Jl h.p., 2-speed £39 10

1915 ALLDAYS ALLON, 2J h.p., 2-sp.

clutch, kick-starter, and accessories, , £42
19I5SUN-VILLIERS,2! h,p,,2-sp,,2-str, £27 10

1915 WOLF, 2| h,p,, 2-str., single-speed £21

1913-4 ROVER, 3ih,p., coach Com £38 10

1913 MATCHLESS, vsp.,S/c., lamps £47 5

1913 CHATER-STEVENS, 4i h.p, S/c, £16 10

1915 BABY TRIUMPH, 2i h.p,, 2-sp., ace, £36 10

1915 TYLER-PRECISION, 2i i,p,, ace, £21

I9r2 B.S.A., 3.' h,p,, clutch, S/car,access, £34 10

1913-4 DOUGLAS, 2-sp,, k/start & horn,

Hutchinson tyres £45
1914 BRADBURY, 6 h.p,, 2-sp., acces,s, £63
1913-4 CLYNO, 6 h,o., 3-sp,, coach £38 10

1913 ROVER, 3i h,p,,T,T, mod,, P. & H.
lamp, Stewart warner horn £32 in

1915 2; h,p. CONNAUGHT,.quite new. . £32 •
1915 2I h.p. HOBART, 2-sp., 2-str., quite

new £33 10

1914 AUTO-WHEEL good condition. . £8 10

1915 FORD, 18-2C h,p., Standard touring

Car, careMlv used £105

TO CONVINCE YOU BEFORE YOU DECIDE TO
BUY, we are prepared to demonstrate and put

through test in your presence any machine at

your request.

DEf'ERRED PAYMENTS
by mutual arrangement.

WANTED.—1914, '15' & 16 Second-hand Com-
binations. Spot cash on acceptance. Carriage
paid on goods sent at our request. Call with
machines, if possible,

SIDECARS.—Watsonian, all models, from £6 10s.
to £11. Several Sidecars from 14 gns. for
Indians and Harley-Davidsons.

LAMB,
151, HIGH ST.,

WALTHAMSTOW,
N.E.

' Phone

:

Walthamstow 169.

5 minutea Hoe St. (G.E.R.)

50, HIGH RD.,
WOOD GREEN,

N.
'Phone : Hornsey 1956.

Hours—9 to 8-30.
Thursdays, i o'clock.

Oih.p. Triumph,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

NOV. (1915). Baby Triumph, run 1,700 miles. lampBi
horn; £36.—Drnce, 14, ATondale Rd., Earisdonjl

Coventry. [X66a(>'

TRIUMPH Junior 1915, 2-stroke model, 2-speed gear/
little U5ed, guaranteed perfect, suit lady or gent;

£35.—iioss, Wem. [X6660
1912 T.T. model, complete mtli all

acce^soriee; £25, guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9,
Shoe Lane, London. [1200

TEIUMPH. 3i^h.p., N.S.U. 2-speed, coachbuilt -side-
car, lamp set, luggage and petrol carrier, perfect

order; ^26.—L., 55, Poplar Walk Ed.. Heme Hill. [1120

4h.p. Triumph, 3-speed, clutch, speedometer, lamps,
tools, spares, little used, just overhaiiled ; £45;

called up.—29, St. James's St., Walthamstow. [1027

1 Q16 Triumph,- 4h.p., countershaft 3-speed, kick start,
J-v new 2 months ago, lamps, horn, spares, guaranteed
perfect; £63.—Kelham, Nassington, Peterborough.

[X6576
TRIUMPH, late 1913, SVjh.p., 3-speed combination. 2

new Kempshalls, and Pedley belt, excellent condi-
tion; any trial; . .

-. -_ - -.

Pulham.
-Apply, Biggs, 86a, Lillie Rd.,

[1182

Triumph, 2-8trok6, 2-speed, Dunlops,
iddle, in excellent order throughout,
£36.—Robinson's Garage, Green St.,

"-^ [9860

7 Q13 3V2h.p. Free Engine Triumph, 3-speed, new back
J-t/ tyre, overhauled, lamps, perfect running condi-

"I Q15 Junior
J-t-' Brooks 8

engine perfect

;

Cambridge.

tion,
Hpui

also coachbuilt sidecar,
e, Cardigan.

nearly new: £40.~Pari8
[X6543

Oih.p. Triumph, 2 free engine, clutch, speed-
ometer, new belt and back tyre, all complete, and

excellent condition; £25.^Baxter, 42, Elmdale Rd.,
Palmer's Green, ^. [1035

1 Q14 Triumph, 4h.p., with Milllord's coachbuilt
--*' sidecar, 1915, luggage carrier, 3-speed, clutch,
new tyres and belt, accessories, perfect condition; JE50.
—Goodwin, Colchester JRd., Coggeshall. [1143

A Gns.- 31/^h.p. TriiKtph combination, 1914, Stur-
OVf uiey-Archer 3 speeds, adapted for paraffin, Pilot

jet, spring seat pillar, lamps, spare cover, tube, belt,

valve, etc.- 174, Sussex Ed., Southport. [X6513

TRIUMPH, 1911, free engine, adjustahle pulley (new),

Dunlop heavy and butt-end tube (new), running on
Sinks, lamps, horn, fast, sound condition ; £25 ; ex-

change.—Frobisher, 413, Wellington St., Grimsby. [X6631

1 Q16 4h.p. Triumph, 3rspeed countershaft gear, been
J-tF very little used, and in new condition, complete
with Millers lamp set and mechanical horn, unscratched;
£63.—The Walbro Cycle and Motor Co., Saffron Walden,
Essex. [X6533

TRIUMPH, 3V2h.p., 1912, bought April, 1913, clutch

model, adjustable pnlley, ' mileage under 4,000,
splendid condition, written warranty given, large quantity
spares, accessories, practically unused during war ; im-
mediate sale, nearest 27 gns.—Surveyor, 48, Balfour
Ed., Ilford. [X6303

Velocette.

VELOCETTE, 2-stroke, 2-spe6d, chain drive, new €
weeks ago, only done 350 miles, complete with

head lamp, tail lamp, horn, etc. ; £34/10, cost over £40.
—Ellis, The-Haven, Wivenhoe, Essex. [1180

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON, 8h.p. (Douglas engine}, sidecar, runs

on paraffin; £62, near offer.-12, Myddleton Ed.,
Bowes Paili. [1067

Wolf.

"I Q14 Wojf, 2yah.p., splendid condition, running order;
J.J7 bargain, £11.—Taylor, Gladwyn, City Eel., Chester.

1X6611
WOLF, late 1914, fitted with 4h.p. J.A.P. engine and

accessories, perfect order ; £29,-Moss, Wem.
[X666a

WOLF, 4h.p.. 3-speed, all chain, new Easter, in
splendid condition; £50.—Johnson, Middle St,

Bolsover, Derbys. [X6604

1 Q 1 6 Wolf, 2-stroke, 2-speed, hand clutch, kick
JLt/ starter, mech^mical horn, 120 m.p.g. paraffin mix-
ture; £53.-2, Wellington Park, Bristol. tX6453

_

Wooller.

WOOLER, 2^4h.p., 2-strok6; cannot take delivei^
from makers ; sacrifice deposit ; immediate c^^

livery.—Fridham Cottage, Sudbury, near Harrow. [lO^^T

Zenith. '^\

"pETEOL Free_ wiUi Zenith-Gradua 3yoh.p, 19 gns.^
[1189

3ih.p. Twin-oyl. Zenith, countershaft, free 'engin^. *

Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead.

19^

2 'and tick-start model ; price £45, Euaranfeed-r-^
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, [120^ i

13 4h,p, Zenith (semi T.T.), Sturme.r-Archer si
speed, splendid condition, Lucas lamp, etc."l

£25,—Box 733, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D) tX66iS' '.

'"

Ladies' Motor Cycles. ,^

"I Q 1 & New Lady's Calthorp*, 2-speed, clutch, 32 gnsrj
iJ? Hobart, 1913, 3-speea, clutch, 24 gns,—Trowaifl, I

78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392. ,ril?S
'

LEVIS Lady'3, ISl'S, Entield 2-8peed, speedometer,
lamps, horn, and all accessories, good as ne^';

£42.—A. A. Smith, 229, Broadway, Bexley Heath, Kent
Phone: 139. [1130

A24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of eacli advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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The Standardisation of Controls.

THE
question of stanc3ar(]ising the method

of controlhng a motor cycle is a subject

we liave dealt with on many occasions in

the past. The desirability of ""uniformity

of control is kept fresh in one's mind by

the evidence occasionally given in connection

with accidents. It was mainly with the object of

reducing the possibility of accident that The
Motor Cycle interested itself in- this important

subject. Leading articles focussing attention

upon the matter appeared in our issues of April

2nd and October 8th, 19 14, and we also took

the opportunity of drawing the special attention

of the Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and

Traders' Union, as well as the Auto Cycle Union,

to the -urgent necessity of manufacturers meeting

and coming to a decision on the question of desir-

able standards of control. Following upon our

issue of Oct. 8th, 1914, a letter appeared in our

Correspondence columns from Mr. Basil H. Joy,

secretary of the Institution of Automobile Engi-

neers, expressing his agreement with our rer

commendation. He pointed. out that the Engi-

neering Standards Committee had at that time-
October, 1 914—a sub-committee at work on the

subject of standardisation of controls of motor

cars, and it appeared to him that the standardisa-

tion of controls of motor cycles would be a simpler

matter than that of cars. Since that date nothing,

so far as the motor cycling public is aware, has

been done, . for the very obvious reason that

manufacturers are too much occupied in the pro-

duction of munitions of war to give their atten-

tion to such topics. Though from enquiries we

found that manufacturers generally took only a

lukewarm interest in the subject, our efforts were

accorded a certain amount of support which pro-

mised to develop.

The secretary of the Motor Cycle Manufac-

turers' Union brought the matter to the' notice of

his management committee. That body duly con-

sidered, and, indeed, had not disposeci of thg re-

commendation when meetings ceased in order to

enable the representatives to concentrate their

whole efforts upon munitions. The secretary

recently assured us that the matter was still on the

tapis, though it certainly stood in the background
till happier times, so that but for the war motor
cyclists interested in the subject would now have

known whether in the view of manufacturers it

was possible to arrange that instead of some
makers fitting (i) carburetter levers which opened
outwards and others inwards, (2) the exhaust

valve lifter or clutch on the left or right side of

the handle-bar, (3) brakes operated' by the left

or right foot—all could be made to see eye to eye

and settle upon a definite position for each par-

ticular fitting. The subject, simple as it appears

on first thoughts, is in reality complex, and it will

require very strong support from the riding public

to cause manufacturers to change their patterns

and possibly adopt somebody else's ideas.

During the last week or so a contemporary
has revived this question, and has announced
that the Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders, Ltd., is about to make a definite move
with regard to the standardisation of control of

British machines. Obviously the reference to the

S.M.M.T. is a mistake, as this body of car manu-
facturers would be no more likely to adopt any

scheme applying to motor cycles than the repre-

sentative body of motor cycle manufacturers

would settle upon- any important change apply-

ing to motor cars. No ! When the time is ripe

it will be for the Motor Cycle Manufacturers'

Union to act, and, if that body concurs, the

Engineering Standards Committee will be re-

quested to consider and settle the details.

It will be gathered, therefore, that though the

matter is in the background owing to the war, it

has by no means been overlooked. Much as one
may.regret that all such important problems should
remain in abeyance, seeing that with a compara-
tively small expenditure of time a unanimous
decision might be reached, it is recognised that

the whole skill of engineers should at this junc-

ture be devoted to crushing the common enemy.

An index to the advertisements in this issue wiii be found on the page facing the back cover.
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Overheated Sparking P.ugs.

I want to press that little matter of sparking plugs

overheating on four-stroke engines, which I men-

tioned the other week. I have a pair of brand new

British plugs of decent make ; tw'o of my machines

stick every time on two hills near my house when
these plugs are in use; but make comfortable ascents

every time with a pair of Hun plugs installed.

Further, I can run- one of the two machines to a

standstill in a very few miles on the level with the

British plugs in action; but it does not dry up on the

enemy-made igniters. Are British makers aware of

this contrast? If so, seeing that the Hun plugs are

available for analysis, why don't they produce a cooler

plug?
Slo'w Speed on Top Gear.

One of my correspondents enquires how slowly the

19T6 A. B.C. will run on top gear. I drove mine a

mile to-day with the Watford speedometer at g m.p.h.

on the fourth speed of 4.% to i. Mr. Eradshaw would,

however, be the first to dislike this point being treated

as a criterion of the machine; and, as a matter of fact,

no owner would drive it in this fashion, as the accelera-

tion on such a high gear is bad. The design aims at

attaining flexibility and acceleration by the combina-

tion of (a) easy gear changing, {b) immense r.p.m.

possibilities, and (f) an unusual number of gear ratios.

It is therefore senseless to drive slowly on the high

ratios. For example, the engine balance is so good

lliat there is no objection whatever to doing the slow

work in traffic on second speed {g% to 1), and so

retaining the power of a ferocious acceleration up to

45 m.p.h. in a very brief distance. Speaking offhand,

I should say that I usually drop to second gear in

heavy traffic, though the acceleration on third gear

is good.
Back t3 a One=lunger.

My readers may realise that for quite a long time

I have been riding two-strokes and twins almost exclu-

sively. The other day I went out again on a rigid-

framed single-cylinder, and the experience was electri-

fying. My readers may have taken my enthusiasm for

multi-cylinders (especially of the " flat " type) and for

spring frames with a pinch of salt ; but let any doubters

repeat my own experiments. Confine your riding for a

few months to spring frames, horizontal twins, and
baby two-strokes. Then make a long trip over war
roads on a powerful single of the highest class obtain-

able, and that with a rigid frame, and see how you like

it. I will go so far as to say that, for fastidious riders,

the rigid-framed single-cylinder is doomed ; and I say

that in full consideration of my many friends in the

trade, whose past laurels are mostly achieved on the

type of machine Avhich I now decry. They will find

that their keenest rivals are out to kill road vibration

and engine vibration ; and the firm which sticks over
long to a type of machine that Is the limit in respect of

both forms of vibration will soon get left. So it is

Qi£yJ^a'jcion^

really kindness that prompts me to make my language

balance the strength of my feelings. The rigid-framed

single of which I write belongs to a famous make,

and probably very many riders • up and down the

country would give their eyes to get delivery of its

latest model ; but the difference between the two types

in respect of the character of the locomotion they

afford reminds me of the contrast between a growler

on setts and a yacht cleaving a smooth sea with a

steady breeze behind her.

A Red Herring.

Many side issues will be dragged into this con-

troversy before the trade and the public learn their

inevitable lesson. For example, a well-known

enthusiast chips me with a reminder that his favourite

single has done fractionally better time over a flying

mile at Brpoklands than my pet twin can boast of.

What of it ? That machine A can do a mile in 40s.

as against the 4o%s. of machine B is a matter of no

interest except to racing men and advertising,

specialists. The main issue is simply stated. If it is

possible to reduce road and engine vibration by only

25% by adopting a certain type of frame and a certain'

pattern of engine, the machines which effect this reduc-

tion will ultimately master our markets unless immense

sacrifices in weight and cost are entailed. This last

caveat need not be reckoned with. Machines of the

newer design are. already in existence which weigh less-

than several famous rigid-framed singles, and which

cost no more than the average amount, or. considerably

less (say, 15% to 20% less) than the most expensive

samples of the dominant type.. The actual possibilities

in the way of reducing vibration are probably much
higher than 25%.

A Thoughtless Designer.

In the days when I had a fad for accessories, corre-

'

spondents used to sigh for a glimpse of what they were

pleased to describe as my " pantechnicon," and draw

fancy pictures of a kind of two-wheeled gipsy caravan,

with which I was humorously supposed to travel.

They will smile when I confess that of late I have been

carrying a pulley drawing tool strapped to my carrier.

It was thuswise. I had only one motor bicycle

—

partly owing to a disappointment in delivery, partly

owing to wartime economies. This motor bicycle
—

'

I suppose I must call it by that name—had an encased

chain, which was known to break on occasions.

Before I could unco^'er it for repairs, I had to take off.'

the countershaft pulley. This pulley was, as all well-

fitted pulleys should be, very tight on its key and taper.

Vou could not use wedges to shift the pulley, because

there was a second light sheet metal chain case behinc|;

the pulley, which naturally buckled when used as a~

fulcrum for levers or wedges. So, until anothec*.

machine became available, there was nothing for it but-^

to carry a pulley drawer. . I only hope the responsible'

designer's munitions are more carefully planned.
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300 Miles between

Sunrise and Sunset

i

PLEASANT MEMORIES OF A TRIP FROM LONDON TO THE LIZARD.

I

WAS looking through an old diary the other day,

and I came upon an account of this ride. It is

just an ordinary account of a big ride—from
London to the Lizard. There's nothing wonderful in it

—either in regard to distance or adventures—but it is,

excepting for trials, the longest ride I have ever. done.

The machine was a Douglas, 1914 two-speed 3^^ h.p.

T.T. model, and had only been two hundred miles

before this ride. The time of the ride was July, 1914,
just before the outbreak of war.

The bicycle was got ready the night before. The
tanks were full, there was a spare belt and a spare

inner tube, and all that remained next morning was to

pack my bag and strap it on the carrier. I was living in

" digs," and, as I could not expect my landlady to rise

and cook for me at 5 a.m.—I had determined to start

at 5.30 a.m.—I had laid in some
ham overnight. For once in my
life I got off punctually

;
gener-

ally I am about an

hour late in starting

on a long ride, and
every trial I have ever^

been in—well, I have

coffee. Here a misfortune happened. My machine,
which was on the slant at the side of the road, toppled
over and smashed a footrest. Those fcotrests—they
were the only fault I ever had to find with the Douglas.
They cost me about £,t, in repairs, and then I had
footboards fitted—but more of that anon, for I had
not yet finished with footrests for that day. The next

half-hour passed sadly—who does not grieve over the

first scratch or blemish on his new machine?
Through Staines and Egham I went, where low

mist wreaths hung over the land, obscuring the sun,

and making me chill and cold. Beads of damp

>M,^ ^^f^.-.^Z

kept many a timekeeper and marshal busy cursing me
at the start.

My way led through Hammersmith, Brentford, and
Hounslow to the main Salisbury Road. Hardly a
thing was stirring in London. At Hammersmith a
few people were hurrying about, seemingly ashamed
at being up so early—or perhaps so late ! After
passing Hammersmith I met a long line of market
carts coming from the outskirts of London laden with

j
carts commg from the outskirts of Lone

« fruit and vegetables for Covent Garden.

My Second and Third Breakfasts.

The air was cool and brisk, and, although I had
breakfasted half an hour before, I was hungry again.

At Kew Bridge I spied a coffee stall, and made an
excellent second breakfast of hard-boiled eggs and

formed on the handle-bars, and it seemed to me that

the machine was shedding tears, or even blood, over
the broken footrest. But at the top of the long rise

after Egham we came into sunshine again. The
tears on the handle-bars" dried, and I got warm and
cheerful. What little wind there was came from
behind, so that as I went along I seemed hardly to be
moving, so placid was the air. Anyhow, I did move,
for even after a rest and a smoke on Salisbury Plain

—

boiling hot even at that time in the morning— I arrived

in Salisbury in time to make a third—and incidentally

an excellent and substantial—breakfast in the County
Hotel at 9 a.m. After a fill-up for the machine I left

Salisbuiy at 10 a.m., and an uneventful ride brought

me to Honiton in time for lunch at 12.30 p.m.

The One Involuntary Stop.

The smooth purr of the Douglas delighted me as I

sped along. Here, just outside Salisbury, I passed

a spot where I had once spent two hours with water

in the magneto, and here at Shaftesbury was the hil!

where my old T.T. single speed had conked out after

AI?
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running all the way up from Penzance. Here was
Chard, where a former mount had once caught fire,

but had been put out without even getting charred

(will this pass the censor?). Chard Hill was sur-

mounted with ease—only the last fifty yards or so

necessitating bottom gear. Yarcombe Hill was
conquered on top gear, including the hairpin.

I felt glad indeed as I sped along and recounted all

my old troubles on other mounts, and thought that

they were gone for ever ! At lunch time I began to

feel the effects of the sun, and my face was red.

At lunch I met the rider of a baby Triumph pro-

ceeding to Exmouth, and we started off together. I

set the pace, a pretty stiff one, on the fine main road

to Exeter, but the little two-stroke purred along quite

comfortably at my side at about 35 m.p.h., until my
new friend branched off to the left for Exmouth.
The heat was excessive, &nd at one place I got

tar squirted in my face. After this I bathed my
face in a stream which made matters worse. My face

hurt quite badly, and there seemed not a breath of

wind.

Beyond Exeter, the detour through Crediton and
l!ow to Okehampton was taken to avoid the bad main
road. Here I had to clean an oily plug—my only

involuntary stop of the day. Tea was very welcome
at that excellent little A.A. hostelry at Lifton, about

four miles on the Exeter side of Launceston. I

always try to stop there for a meal when going West,

and advise others to do the same.

At tea I used most of the milk to bathe my face,

and very little of it for its legitimate purpose. This,

combined with the fact that the wind veered round to

the west after tea, made matters more pleasant, but

>-

still my face was black with sunburn when I arrived

at my destination. Just before reaching Launceston,

I caught fire—those footrests again! The front ones

could only be reached by a man 6ft. tall, and the

left back one was perilously near the exhaust pipe.

My Hutchinsons had got on the pipe and smouldered,

as had also my trousers. Fortunately my leg was not

burnt, but trousers and Hutchinsons were about done

for. It was after this had happened twice more that

I had footboards fitted, and after that there was no

more trouble. Nothing of interest arose during the

rest of my journey^ The twenty-two iniles between

Launceston and Bodmin were covered in threequarters

of an hour—the moor looking beautiful in the evening

light. A stop was made at Bodmin for petrol and oil

—the first fill-up with oil since leaving London—and

then a non-stop run right through to the Lizard

followed. There was a fine view of the sinking sun

just after climbing the steep hill out of Truro.

By the way, I think almost every town and village

of any size in Cornwall is on the slope of a hill. I

can count up twelve Cornish towns on hills of more or

less severity—in the case of six the main street is a

single-figure gradient.- To follow the narrative once

more, the road from Truro to Helston—a succession

of long winding hills—was quickly traversed, and the

Lizard was eventually reached just as things were

assuming a queer shape in the dusk and in time to

avoid using a lamp.

To sum up, the total distance was covered in 15^4

hours, including 2]/^ hours for meals, etc. The petrol

consumption averaged over 80 m.p.g.

The journey was a great contrast to other journeys

I have made on a single-cylinder machine over the

same country. - E.R.T.

^•»>—<-

SHAPE OF PETROL PIPES.
RECENTLY a friend of the writer, the owner of

a new twin-cylinder machine, has experienced

a good deal of trouble due to water in the

petrol—so he imagined. The trouble usually took

place when on the way home after fall of darkness,

and particularly after a day's hard riding, the first

symptoms being a quick falling off of power, then sudden
acceleration, till presently the

engine would stop, the float

chamber empty. After flooding

the carburetter the machine

would go ahead another half-

mile, then stop again, and on

reaching home the rider would
carefully drain off the petrol,

generally to find a few blobs of

water at the bottom of the tank.

Removing the gauze did not

remova- the fault, which was
repeated at least once a week in

spite of various " remedies,"

till one day it dawned upon the

bewildered experimentalist that the trouble occurred

only when the tank was three parts empty.

The trouble was solely due to the shape of the

petrol pipe, as a more experienced rider might have
discovered earlier. When the tank was almost empty,
air passed into the pipe and caused an air lock.

A.16

This particular pipe was shaped as in fig. i, the

bend B being at a slightly higher level than the bend

A, so that any air drawn in with the petrol lodged at

the point B and impeded the flow of the spirit.

One can fully conceive that a fault of this kind is

not the sort a beginner would quickly locate, but it is

by no means unusual for the coil of a petrol pipe to

be wrongly arranged to an ex-

tent that hampers the running..

of a machine. Many new mounts
the writer has straddled have
shown symptoms that the car-

buretter is periodically starved-

during the first three or four

miles of a run, these symptoms
being a sudden slackening of the

engine, succeeded by bursts of.,

speed on opening the throttle,-

and general unsteady running...

As a rule, a judicious rearrange-'^

ment of the feed pipe remedies

the trouble.

When it can be arranged, a long, straight petrol

pipe tends to a steadier feed than a short curly one,

but unless of ample length breakage is liable. But

when the curls are necessary they should be arranged

with a constant slop downwards, as shown in fig. 2.

H.M.B.
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A Further Selection of Letters from Readers scattered all over the World.

BEING the first issue of the month, we again give

a selection of extracts from our correspondence

from keen Overseas riders. In making the

following selection we had the greatest difficulty in

choosing extracts from many of the letters without

repeating continually the old grumble, which appears

almost without exception in every letter received from

practically all of the Dominions, viz., that of exorbitant

charges by agents and the difficulty of obtaining spares.

In order to give what we hope will be a final airing to

this grumble, we will quote a glaring instance of the

difficulties and inconvenience our Overseas cousins

have to endure in order to indulge in the sport, or, we
should now say, that most economical means of travel-

ling, the motor cycle.

Mr. A. M. Cross, of Jzeugloweni, Natal, required

spares for his British machine. He applies to the

Natal agents ; they tell him they have none, but will

try and obtain them from Johannesburg. Some weeks
later they write and say, " as we have been unable to

obtain them, shall we order from home?" They are

instructed to do so. Four months later he is informed
that the goods have been ordered, but have not

arrived. He then writes himself direct to Messrs.

, the makers in England, who reply that they

cannot supply direct, and refer him to their agents at

Cape Town. These agents upon being approached
state that they cannot supply, as they are only agents

for the Cape provinces, and not Natal. As a last

resource, he writes to a London firm of agents, from
whom after considerabte delay he' receives some of the

parts required. Mr. Cross also states that some of the

Natal agents refuse to supply parts to riders unless

their machines were purchased through them.
This example is quite typical of the complaints we

receive almost daily. We rather fancy our corre-

spondents do not realise that at present the conditions

at home are in some respects as bad as abroad,

and are not likely to improve until after the war. In
many instances manufacturers have a difficulty in

obtaining machines even for their own use, so busy
are they on other more important war work. We fancy
that if Overseas riders will only wait with patience until

the British motor cycle industry can settle down again
they will find their grievances rectified, and machines
which will put the best American machine in the shade
for rough work and durability will be obtainable in

ample quantities at more reasonable prices.

Reasonable . Prices.

Mr. J. B. Veesfield, Simonstown, S. Africa: "The
prices of motor cycles in this part of the colony are very
Tea-<(onable.

"

Heavy Riding.

Mr.
^
F. K. McMaster, Birriwa, New South Wales :

" I
now ride a three-speed' 9 h.p. Indian with mag-dynamo.
A 5^ h.p. machine would not be powerful enough for my
tt'ork, as I am often obliged to ride over ploughed ground
with half a bag of wheat on the carrier ;, and I also have to
follow the sheep tracks up the mountain sides."

Larger Xyres.

Mr. C. 'Vertfe, Young, New South Wales :
" I find that

at least 26 x 2^in. wheels should be fitted to any motor
cycle for use on the roads cut here, as with smaller sized

'

tyres the rims get badly dented. My machine is fitted with
screw-down needle valves in the tank instead of petrol taps.

These, I find, eventually become loose and allow petrol to
splash out. I have fitted <a petrol tap and soldered up the
opening where the needle valve was fitted."

Ground and Mudguard Clearance.

Mr. F. Beckman, Grafton, New South Wales :
" To over-

come the spare difficulty British firms should open depots
of their own in place of having agents. If this were done
I am sure the British machines would outclass the American
altogether, but, while the American machine is the cheapest,
it must get a share of the public patronage. Regarding
ground clearance, 5^ to 6in. is about correct. There should
be I'iin. clearance all round the mudguards. The mud on
our roads chokes up the wheel, which necessitates a dis-

mount every now and again to clear the wheel with a stick."

DesirabiliV of Enclosed Chains.

Mr. G. L. Ross, Capetown, S. Africa :
" I ride a 6-8 h.p.

Clyde-Jap, 1912 model, with sidecar. Once a year I go
for a 300 or 400 mile tour with my wife and little son.

We have never had a mechanical breakdown ; our principal

trouble has been negotiating sand and awkward bends. I

fitted a chain case to my machine, and have not had the
slightest trouble with it, neither have several A.J.S. riders

of my acquaintance. It is a fitment I consider absolutely

necessary, and am astonished at other manufacturers not
coming into line. Machines of 4 h.p. are conspicuous by
their absence on our roads as passenger machines. No motor
cyclists of my acquaintance are insured, as the premium
is in the neighbourhood of £7. I have ridden for three

years, and if insured I should have spent over £20 with
nothing to show for it. The solo rider is a rarity here."

Enfields in New Zealand.

Royal Enfields appear to have made some very staunch
friends for themselves among motor cyclists in New Zealand.
iMr. F. Townshend, of Leeston, Canterbury, New Zealand,
who rides a 1915 6 h.p. combination, reports that his machine
.eats up the hills in a most glorious style. In a recent run
out to Chxistchurch, fifty-five miles, the time taken was
2h. 40m., out of which has to be deducted certain voluntary
stops on the various hill sumjnits for admiring the magnifi-

cent scenery. What these figures really mean, however, will

be better understood by mentioning that the first hiU rises

1,700 feet in a distance of four miles, after which comes a
series of five of between 400 and 80O feet high, of which
" the grades and bends are terrible." What appears to please

this motor cyclist most are the excellence of the mudguard-
ing, and the splendid suitability of the spring forks for

the road conditions of that colony.
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Overseas Opinions.

—

High Prices.

Me. W. C. MoRETo:^?, Walcha, New South Wales :
" I

am in thorough sympathy with those Australian readers of

your useful and interesting paper who indulged in a hearty
growl at the way we motor cyclists are put upon by the

high prices asked for English machines in this part of the
world. I am a loyal Britisher, and shall go for the British

machine every time, but it makes one think when £97 10s.

is asked for an English machine, while an equally or more
powerful American machine can be bought for £80, and
the duty on American machines out here is 5% higher than
on British goods."

African Riding Conditions.

Mr a. HorKiRK, Cape Town, South Africa :
" For town

riding the standard machines are good enough, save that
the mudguarding should be more efficient, and there should
be more clearance between the cover and the mudguard to

allow for buckled rims and patched covers. The motor cycle
for country riding is a different proposition altogether. In
the first case it is absolutely essential that the bicycle should
have a cradle frame, with large saddle, low riding position,

with at least, eight inches of clearance from footboards and
crank case to the ground, with plenty of clearance between
mudguards and wheels to allow for buckled rims and patched
covers, with magneto and carUuretter as high up on the
machine as, possible for running through rivers, with chain
drive for sandy gulches with steep banks, and a two-gallon
tank for petrol, for in most country districts petrol is hard

to get, and then most of the storekeepers will 'inly sell four-

gallon cans, and with a two-gallon spare tin on o"., pillion

stand one can fill up from this tin instead of leavu ^ half
behind. It is a noteworthy fact that the record time for

the Johannesburg to Durban trial (IS^h.) and Johannesburg
to Cape Town (6d. Ih. 35m.) is held by Percy Hunt on a
spring frame machine from the land of Notes, and when
Percy Hunt and Morley finished the 1,000 mile record run
they were quite active, while after a 400 mile trial through
the Karroo on a rigid frame machine one gets quite
exhausted by the constant shocks from the rocks and
watercourses which strew the path."

Durability of British Machines.

Mr. Frank Clarke, Newcastle, New South Wales: "I
am' writing on behalf of my two friends. We three own
6 h.p. machines, fitted with J.A.P. engines. One of my
friends has a three-speed Sturmey-Archer (countershaft) gear,
"while the other is a fixed engine model, and my own a
standard Zenith. My friends' machines were built in
Sydney, of Chater-Lea fittings, and have given satisfaction.

Newcastle is connected to Sydney by rail, so we do not
have much difiiculty in obtaining spare parts, etc. ; there
are also motor cycle depots in town here. Most riders here
choose heavyweight machines of 6 to 8 h.p., because of
their durability and stamina. American machines seem on
the increase, and compare favourably with English machines
as far as running when new, but do not wear half as well
as the English. My Zenith, which has completed 8,000
miles by speedojneter, does not show any signs of wear yet."

-<

A New Zealand Motor Cyclist's Experiences.
WE recently had a visit from a young Overseas motor

cyclist, Mr. A. B. Thomas, of Henderson, New
Zealand, who wrote to us some months ago on the
difiiculty of obtaining spare parts for British-made

machines abroad. We printed his letter, and on the occasion

of his visit had quite an interesting conversation with him.
He has joined the New Zealand Engineers as a despatch
rider, but up to the time of calling on
us had not received his machine, which, » -

of course, will either be a Triumph or

a Douglas. In his part of N.Z.,
he told us, the roads were very bad,
there being only about two miles of

good road in the cities. However, there
will be some improvement shortly, since

trams will be brought farther out and
the roads will consequently be properly
made. In the country very little has
been done as regards road making.
- Mr. Thomas is. very indignant about
the difficulty of obtaining spare parts.

There seems to be an extraorainary
shortage of cylinders, for example, and
the price one has to pay for the parts
is enormous. The usual procedure is

to hear that the spare part is not in

stock, and then the motor cyclist is

charged a high price for having
the part specially made. Mr. Thomas
was also very strong on the prices of
British machines in New Zealand. One
costing £60 in England is sold in New
Zealand at a cost of between £90 and
£95. -It has recently been pointed out
to us by a trader from the Overseas
Dominions that one of the reasons for
these high prices is that the purchasers,
being often domiciled far from the
towns, needed a great deal more
attention than the motor cyclist at
home. The prices, he told us, in

eluded looking after it in a very
thorough manner, and, in the case of a breakdown, on
receiving a message the dealer would immediately go out,
and, if necessary, spend the whole morning tuning the
machine up. Mr. Thomas, however, informs us that
instances of this nature are very rare. He thought that
there would be an enormous increase in the motor cycle
trade .in New Zealand, and that in a few years more
B3

machines would be sold in that country than at home. He
thought there would be every chance of a dealer making
a fortune who sold machines at a reasonable price, and he
said that dealers, instead of encouraging the trade, were
killing it.

_
Asked about the price of petrol, he said that in normal

times it was 2s. to ^s. 4d. a gallon, but when he left a

A SOUTH AFRIC4N CUL\'ERT BRIDGE,
The one shown is about forty miles from Cape Town, and was erected by the R.A.C.

of South Africa. The lady shown with the Douglas is the sister of Miss L. Hopkirk, a
keen Cape Town motor cyclist, a very interesting letter from whom appeared in our
Overseas Section of July 6th. Miss L. Hopkirk has covered nearly 10,000 miles in less

than three years, and her sister often goes on the carrier.

few months ago it was selling at 2s. 8d., but there was no
difficulty about getting it. As to the type of machine
wanted in New Zealand, Mr. Thomas told us that he, per-

sonally, favoured a spring frame horizontal twin of from
2| h.p. to 3^ h.p. He was most enthusiastic as to the
superiority of the twin as against the single, owing to the:
smoother running.
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Spring Carriers.

How to Improve Luggage Carrying Capacity

THE ordinary motor cycle carrier

leaves much to. be desired as a

mounting place for luggage, and
now that it is often necessary to carry
a petrol tin in addition to one's ordinary
luggage the spring frame scores im-
mensely ill that

i t affords a

sprung position

for the load.
There are many
articles which
cannot very well

be mounted on a
rigid carrier, as,

for instance, a

camera or a

doctor's equip-
ment , as the
terrific jolting
would speedily ruin such delicate articles.

The next best thing to a spring frame
then is a spring carrier.

insulated from the frame by means of

cycle saddle springs.

The third form of carrier is well sprung
and of useful dimensions. In this case,
the front is fixed as follows : Screwed

Plan view of saddle

carrier.

Saddle attachment of pillion seat carrier.

The accompanying illustrations show
three types of spring carrier, which have
then- individual uses, and with which the
writer has experimented. Aiiy one of
them can be made at a village cycle shop.
The first is perhaps the simplest, and is

particularly useful for carrying small and
delicate loads, as it is ysprung with the
rider. Two strips of -|in. x ^-in. flat iron
are shaped- to fit under the saddle, and
holes are punched so that they can be
secured by the nuts holding down the
saddle body. These strips are first fixed

Attachment of back springs for pillion seat

carrier.

"

in position, and the thin wooden platform
is then laid on them and marked for the
screw holes.

The second is a carrier most suitable
for mounting a pillion passenger. The
front of the' carrier is secured to the

1/ saddle,
, so that it derives the benefit of

the saddle springing, while the back is

Hinge for double purpose earner.

to a, stiff steel strip running across the

rigid carrier is an oblong block of oak, at

the top of which is fixed a hinge, one
flange of the latter being screwed to the

oak block wliile the other is screwed to

the underside of the . carrier platform.

Pillion carrier, front end ot which is

attached to saddle.

The rear portion is supported on springs,

the strength and number of these being
varied with one's requirements.

We have here three types of carrier

:

The first for carrying a light packet, such

as a doctor's bag ; the second for mount-

ing a passenger (the front end, which, in

this case, carries most weight, being
sprung with the rider, this being neces-

sary for good balance) ; the third is a

carrier which, though not so well adapted
to passenger work, is the best for those

who wish to carry a petrol tin in addition
to a well-sprung load.

Another great advantage of these
spring carriers is that the articles

mounted on them will keep in place with-
out being fettered like Persian slaves.

Personally, I think that, in rigid frame
motor cycles, the luggage carriers, to be
of any real use, should be sprung, prefer-

ably with the rider. Is not this a
problem for the saddle manufacturers to

tackle? H.M.B.

A LAMP "TELL-TALE."
How often one wonders during a

night ride whether one's back light

is alight, and to ascertain by turn-

ing one's head is mnerally asking for a
bad spill. A shnple fitment that can bo
carried out by anyone is explained in

the sketch, which shows a short piece of

tubing soldered on to the back of an
acetylene back lamp, so that a round
spot of light is thrown on the road just

in front and a little to one side of the

Rear-sprung carr.cr

A simple rear light " tell-lale.'*

rider's right foot. It is then an easy
matter to tell exactly how your back
lamp is behaving.
To make a really good job of it, it is

(best to take a piece of tube and fit

a glass to it in the following fashion.

After having cut the glass to fit the
outside circumference of the tube,
lightly cement the inner portion where it

fits, and then leave to dry—this, of
course, after you- have soldered the tube
to the lamp itself. Two thin wires then
crossed over the face and twisted tight
make a secure holding with a spot of
solder on the twist to finish it off. lUany
tail car lamps from the ea,rly paraffin

days have been fitted with a device
somewhat similar to the foregoing.
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Heavy Sidecar Machines as Solo Mounts.
Is the Combination Machine Useless without its Sidecar ?

AN article appeared in our issue of June ist de-

scribing and illustrating one of the latest War
Office Clyno officers' sidecar outfits, which had

then covered some 800 miles test in our hands. Since

then we have had the pleasure of continuing the test,

which eventually totalled over 2,000 miles; a certain

distance of which was covered without the sidecar. As
a sidecar our experience on the road during various

journeys, amounting to over 1,000 miles, and including

the Birmingham Munition Workers' Trial at Easter, was

that the machine behaved in a most exemplary manner,
and during that distance required no adjustment what-

ever, except that the petrol feed pipe broke after about

800 miles. As for hills, we have not found an ordinary

hill during our trips, which included some of the hilly

district in. the neighbourhood of the Thames valley

in Bucks., for which the low gear was required, in

spite of the fact that on several occasions three pas-

sengers were carried ; while on one run from High
Wycombe to Bourne End, taking the rough steep road

over the hills from Loudwater, four passengers were -

carried, yet the Clyno ran merrily over on second with-

out a suggestion of a knock, in spite of its previous

1,000 miles without overhaul or adjustment.

Solo Riding.
Many people imagine that these machines, being

built as permanent sidecar outfits, are quite unsuitable

used as solo mounts. However, one day, requiring a

fast solo mount, we decided to try the Clyno without

the heavy sidecar just to see how it would figure, and
incidentally save petrol, so valuable at the present

time. Although the sidecar is attached by no

fewer than six substantial connections, which gave

the impression that the work of detaching would
be a somewhat tedious operation, we were pleasantly

surprised to find that ten minutes was ample. A sub-

stantial kit bag containing a complete change of clothes

was strapped on the carrier, and a start was made at

3 p.m. one sunny afternoon for Cardiff. The first

hundred yards or so felt somewhat strange, as we had
not been astride a really heavy mount for some little

time. However, once on the open, but bumpy Birming-

ham Road, the full pleasure of a powerful twin ridden

solo came to us, and was enjoyed more fully owing

to the fact that a baby two-stroke had formed our

usual mount for some time. The eighteen miles to

Birmingham, or rather King's Heath, were covered in

excellent time, and even the atrocious roads near

Meriden, which on previous journeys on the small

machine had caused great discomfort, appeared on the

heavy mount to be almost smooth, in spite of the fact

that the spring forks had ^ been designed for heavy
sidecar work, and so were none too resilient.

A Good Test,

A non-stop run to Worcester ensued, during which
we: indulged in good turns of speed. Tea was taken

here and the journey resumed via Malvern, Ross, Mon-
mouth, Usk, and Newport, Cardiff being reached just

before lighting-up time after a most enjoyable ride.

Next day broke fair, and the morning was spent on
short rides through the city,- where the easy starting

and controllability of the Clyno entirely obviated any
discomfort which might have been noticed due to the

weight. In the afternoon a start was made for Swan-
sea, but shortly after leaving Cardiff rain commenced
to fall, which ultimately turned into one of the heaviest

downpours we have had the misfortune to be out in

for a very long time.

The long stretch of badly-laid t'ramlines into Swansea
was negotiated without the least discomfort, apart

from the unpleasantness of the rain, which was so
heavy that at one point the road was flooded to a

depth of about a foot, but none of these conditions

caused a skid or a misfire. Next day, after repairing

a tyre, which had deflated during the night, the acces-

sibility of which was greatly simplified by the detach-

able wheel, a start for the Midlands commenced at

noon. The route selected was via Brecon, Hereford,
Ledbury, Malvern, , Upton, Evesham, etc. Upon
arrival at Coventry, after an absolutely uneventful ride

during which nothing was touched except the tyre, we
were firmly convinced that this type of machine, in

spite of the many opinions to the contrary, formed an
eminently comfortable and controllable solo mount.

ITALIAN MILITARY SIDECARS.

A fleet of sidecars used for the rapid movement of small numbers of troops from one spot to another. Each machine carries three men

Bvl

.1
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MILITARY NOTES.
Despatch Carrying in the Jungle. Road Condi ions in the War Zor.es.

ACCESSORY MAN IN THE
A.S.C., M.T.

JF. SPENCER., of the Priory Motoi
• Accessories Co., Coventry, joined the

M.T., A.S.C., some few montlis ago.
He is now in France attached to an
ammunition park serving Australian
troops. Though attached to a workshop
section, Spencer is detailed to drive a
A h.p. Douglas sidecar, so that he gets
some runs occa-sibnallj'. During recent
hot weather in France bathing in the
canal, about four miles from the camp,,
has been greatly appreciated.

DESPATCH RIDER MEETS A LION.

IN addition to trying road conditions in

German East Africa, motor cycle

despatch riders attached to General
Smuts's forces run the risk of meeting
wild beasts. For instance, the following

is extracted from a recent message from
a Press Association correspondent writing

from Kondoa-Irangi

:

" These despatch riders have performed
wonders of endurance, and won through
hardships tliat cannot be put down on
paper. Singly they go off for 'a fifty or

100 miles ride through desolate country,

infested with wild beasts. And should
they be out when night falls, then all

there is to do is to shin up a tree.
" One man had almost a tragic experi-

ence. He was riding along very fast in

the semi-darkness when suddenly he saw
a lion across the road. He managed to

swerve a little, but grazed the lion's

hindquarters and struck his tail. He
then ran ' smack ' into a stone, was
tlirown from his mount, and strained his

ankle. The lion had not made off, but
had turned round to see what manner of

beast it was that had hit it. While it

hesitated the despatch rider got up a tree.

There had been no time to unship the

rifle. The man stayed on his risky percll

all night, without a bite

of food or anj' covering,
soaked to the skin by the
tropical rain that fell.

When morning came the
lion had gone, but the
road was like a miniature'
lake, so that riding was
out of the question. But
the despatch had to be
delivered, so on he limped
as best he could, every
step a pang of pain. A
little way along the road
he struck a wireless camp,
where he found the two
men he was seeking.
"Another despatch

rider was charged by a
rhino, which, luckily,

stopped short on account
of the unearthly yells of

a couple of troopers, who
were witnesses of the
encounter."

WHERE ARE THE
WORST "ROADS"?
SINCE the early days

of the war readers
have been made

familiar, through the
medium of our " Military

Notes," with the diffi-

culties encountered by
despatch riders in the
various war zones. i\'Iore recently, or

within the past nine months or so, we
have been able to appreciate to some
extent the appalling "road" conditions
prevailing in iMacedonia, Mesopotamia,
and German East Africa, and in i-eading
the experiences of military motor cyclists

in these parts of the world one wonders
in which country motor cyclists are
operating under the worst conditions.

A TWO-STRETCHER SIDECAR AMBULANCE
This business-like looking outfi. has been standardised by

ihe Hendee Mfg. Co. after careful testing. Regulation stretchers

are used, and they are fitted with special pedestals which fit

into sections of the carrier frame, where they are clamped down
to prevent sliding or slipping from position. The chassis is

specially constructed for the work while the bicycle is a

Powerplus Indian.

MOTOR CYCLE RECRUITS FROM THE INFANTRY.
The R.F.C. need so many motor cyclists that infantrymen having

some knowledge of motor cycles are being transferred. Our picture

shows an infantryman starting for a trial run on a R.F.C. P. and M.

Judging by the extracts of letters pub-
lished, we should say that there is very
little to choose betviieen Mesopotamia and
German East Africa. In both the
countries named motor cyclists have had
to contend with » trying, and at times
unhealthy, climate, coupled with an entil'e

lack of roads. In German East Africa
many riders, according to more than one
report, have also had encounters with wild
animals, whilst difficulties in the jungle
are fairly common. Without actually go-
ing to both countries one cannot accurately
compare the prevailing conditions ; the
point is that in all the war zones the com-
bination of hardy, keen riders and good
motor cycles are accomplishing work that
before the war would have been described
as absolutely impossible. Despatch riders
and their machines have been buffeted
about in France a great deal more than
in all the Six Days Trials combined, but,
as we have said, the conditions in the
war zones further afield are still worse.

MOTOR CYCLIST AIRMEN.

WE have often referred to the number
of motor cyclists who have joined
the Royal Flying Corps, their per-

formances proving what a good training
motor cycling is. No better proof could
be produced in favour of this contention
than the fact that Lt. George McCubbin,
D.S.O., the young aviator who brought
down the famous Immelman a few weeks
ago is a keen motor cyclist. A little less

thar two years ago, according to the
South African Motorist, Lt. McCubbin
was riding a Triumph in Durban.
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THE HOSPITAL SHIP.
A BURST TYRE.

SHORT is the blissful hour that comes before the

sunrise : yet when life is as full of incident as

he found it by Cape Helles an hour may be an
eternity. There is .a limit for tired nerves, worn out

with sudden alarms and more sudden death on all

sides, and it is in

that hour full of

shadowy mists that

all men's souls sail

from the peninsula

on the wonderful
hospital ship that

carries them home
and back in an

hour, leaving them
at the dawn with

memories to fight

for, and courage to

see them through.

He lay in a
cramped position at

the entrance to the

best dug-out on the

peninsula ; beside

any such work in

Flanders it would
have appeared
rather like a bunker
on suburban links.

;5^'^}#^;-=^

4k-

^,^..

Beside him was a new tunic

which in the most natural manner he had removed
from all that was left of one of his friends the previous

night. Its chief merit lay in its low population.

The hospital ship had, deposited him on the Ports-

mouth Road with his Zenith, and looking over his

shoulder he was pleased but not surprised to find that

"she" was there too. Hospital ships are very

thoughtful. As he turned round 'towards Weybridge

he felt her hand drawing the •

cigarettes from his pocket, and

a minute later a lighted Vir-

ginian was pushed between his

lips. He raised his right hand
in thanks. " Mustn't let her

all out," he shouted over his

shoulder, " that tyre on the

front w^heel's got a very weak
spot; it'll go sooner or later."

Yet . when he got close to

the station he found that a

short "blind" before the hill

could not be avoided. " Shall

I ? " he shouted, and a tight-

ened grip was enough answer.

They were just picking up
well when the tyre went; in a'

fraction of a second h'e realised

that he had no control over

the machine, and fi.xed the very

spot amongst the heather at

the side where they should
pitch. Yet they seemed to be
minutes reaching it. He felt-

b8

as though he had just stopped everything for a
little, while he examined the spot, looking into each
yellow flower and noticing every drop of dew. The
noise of the burst had been appalling : and yet he

'

seemed quite used to it; vaguely he remembered
having heard it once at quite frequent intervals, some-

where out of Eng-'

land, when—ah ! yes

he raised

himself on a stiff

elbow, almost
drenched in the dew.
Well, anyhow, the

first hour's sun

would dry that thor-

oughly ; it didn't

take long in such a

climate. . . But
where was the 'bus ?

... . Oh! of

course, he had been
dreaming. But how
vivid it had been.

" What was that,

Speeby?" he
shouted. "H.E.,"
growled a voice be-

hind him. " Double
L," he added with

They were just picking up well when the tyre went."

a laugh, curling himself up again,

ON BROOKLANDS

' It seemed as though he had been driving for hours, every,

nerve in his body seemed tense : every muscle strained."

It seemed as though he had been driving for hours,

every nerve in his body seemed tense : every muscle
strained. He knew there was something at stake

;

something big : -and somehow he felt he was wirming,

there was a wonderful rush of wind in his face, yet his

eyes were quite unaffected : he couldn't be wearing a

helmet, since he felt .his hair

waved back in the breeze, and
his head was cool ; he felt

somehow as though he had
just had a glorious shampoo.
That made him laugh. He
couldn't somehow stop laugh-

ing .
.'

. it seemed so jolly

fine to be winning so easily

:

there was nothing ahead of

him on the track! he was
simply unbeatable. What if

he stopped and lit a cigarette

and then went on ? He
shrieked with laughter at the

idea. What a jest it would be

!

Somewhere behind him
there came a little purring that

grew a bit insistent. His con- .

fidence seemed to leave him
suddenly : both machines were

'

roaring now, but what a splen-

did cackle ! His hands got

hot and sticky, and he felt his

grip on the bars loosening.
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The Hospital Ship.—

Perspiration began to pour fron: him : then a shadow
started crawling up behind him. He could see the
machine out of the corner of his eye : it was certainly

gaining. With a roar that startled him it overtoolc

and passed him. Well, it was hardly worth while
going on, now. He seemed to be drifting just any-
where. Two or three machines passed him. Then
suddenly a very small voice right in his ear distinctly

said. "Who ran that belt through?"
With a long sigh he rubbed his eyes and sat up.

" Who a . . . what . . .
?"

-" Who ran that belt through?"
"Who did ivhat?"
" Oh, do wake up, you chump: didn't you hear a

machine gun?"
"No . . . well, yes: I suppose I must have: 1

seem to remember it."

ON THE PORTSMOUTH ROAD,
He was leaning on his Zenith just where the road

turns at the entrance to Ripley, explaining very care-
fully to- someone that that house over there was the
twelve-pound house ; referring to the newly painted
golden medallions on the great iron gates. He

> • •'

seemed to be surrounded by every motorist he had
ever known ; he recognised every machine, and every
detail on it: dirty knee-grips here; enormous exhausts
there; he caught sight of a Brough, and waved his

hand and shouted, "Hullo! Ken."
" " Harry's comin' along on somethin' rather sweet,

isn't he?" said someone; and they all stopped talking

and listened to the perfectly running engine.

He stretched lazily and opened his eyes. Ever so

far above him the blue sky reached out to infinity.

Straight overhead an aeroplane passed on an early

morning reconnaissance. How clearly he saw it, he
could even distinguish the exhaust. . . that engine

sounded pretty healthy. With a puzzled look in his

eyes he repeated to himself very softly: " HaiTy's

...comin' along on somethin' rather sweet, isn't he?"
Who could have said that just now ? Good lor', he
must have been dreaming.

He roused himself and scrambled to his feet.

Crossing over he kicked Speeby affectionately

:

" Come and help with the breakfast," he said.

" Comin', sir," said Speeby, sitting up.

He burst into a shriek of laughter at the " Sir."

A slow smile dawned over Speeby's face. " I dreamt
I was on a ship," he explained.

•—

«

Electric Ignition for Acetylene Lamps.
A Method of Lighting an Acetylene Lamp from the Saddle.

ONE of the inconveniences of acetylene lamps is

that they are very troublesome to light. Nothing
is more disagreeable when returning from an

excursion at the fall of night, and travelling quickly so

as to arrive in time for supper, than to be obliged to

get down from the machine in order to Hght the lamp.
In bad weather, lighting the lamp is so tiresome that

often the motor cyclist prefers to ride in the semi-
darkness and risk an accident so as to

get home more quickly and without a

stop.

To remedy this inconvenience I have
combined a very simple little arrange-

ment which at the desired moment
•causes a spark from the plug of the

engine to pass above the acetylene

burner. The operation is performed
without descending from the machine
and without stopping, and I have never

had the least trouble with it nor been
obliged to use matches. At lighting-

up time I turn the water tap of the

generator, and while continuing to

ride,- I wait until the gas comes out of the burner.

That is easily ascertained from the odour. At this

moment I take hold of an insulating holder attached
to a supple wire and touch the sparking plug of the

engine. The spark passes above the gas burner, and
the gas> lights. There is a misfire at the engine, but
that is not important. Don't wait too long or you
might burst the lamp.

Construction of the Device.

A piece of insulating material, wood or fibre A, is

fixed under the burner carrier between the fixing screw
B and the wall C of the lamp. This piece serves as a

support to a thin blade of metal, which is curved in

such a way that its thin end comes over the burner at

the edge of the gas aperture and facing another blade

of metal fixed to the metallic part of the burner by

a collar or a metallic wire. The two blades must have

their extremities as near as possible to each other, but

not so near as to prevent the formation of the fan-

shaped flame. It is between these two blades that the

spark will occur. Care must be taken

thoroughly to insulate the metal fixed

to the insulating piece. The wire

attached to this blade can be a flexible

wire, but well insulated. It will come
out of the lamp by means of any air

orifice, and will be attached to a kind

of insulating handle terminated by a

metallic button.

Alternative Methods.

In the ordinary way this

Camus's method of lighting

acetylene lamp.

handle

of the

as to

at the

would be placed within reach

motor cyclist in such a way
enable him to take hold of it

moment of lighting to place the button against the plug.

In case the plug is difficult of access, a w'.re could be

led from it to some convenient point of the frame within

reach of the hand, where another metallic button could

be fixed, well insulated, against which one could press

the button of the handle to produce a spark.

It is also possible and easy to replace the holder and
the insulating button by a switch, of which one
pole is attached to the plug and the other to the lighter,

but in this case care must be taken to use a switch

well insulated, the poles of which are sufficiently

separated to prevent the sparking from the plug passing

over them. (Dr.) R. Camus.
'

B9'
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HEAVY SIDECAR MACHINES AS SOLO MOUNTS.

THE STANDARDISATION OF CONTROLS. OVERSEAS OPINIONS.

"JlME TO IlGHT L^nP5
"summer " TIME.

Sept. 7th 8.3 p.m.

„ 9th 7.58 „
„ nth 7.54 „
„ 13th 7.50 „

Pure Petrol Very Rare.

Complaints are increasing in number
that most of the petrol one buys nowa-
days IS adulterated—usually with paraffin.

If such is the case it is scandalous in

view of the price charged.

Petrol Substitutes Popular.

Motor -cyclists are settling down to

petrol substitutes, of which there are

about a score of brands. We have
questioned many motor cyclists, and
rarely find any using neat petrol. Heavy
fuel is much more satisfactory with an
air-cooled engine than with one of the

water-cooled type.

Duplicate Tanks.

Users of machines such as the old

two-speed 3^ h.p. Humber and the

spring frame Edmund having duplicate

tanks find the latter of the greatest

possible convenience. One compartment
is filled with petrol for starting purposes,

the other with the substitute favoured.

Paraffin in the Heavy Section.

Motor cyclists of the Heavy Section
of the Machine Gun Corps, who have
their own machines in camp, are trying
to run them on practically pure paraffin.

The two-strokes go very well, we are
told, though they do not two-stroke so

regularly as with petrol.

Obtaining Petrol Substitutes.

Readers about to purchase petrol sub-
stitutes are advised to take advantage
of Tha Motor Oycle Deposit System, the
operation of which is described on the
first page of the Miscellaneous Advertise-
ments. This suggestion is made in view
of some complaints received of non-
delivery of goods after payment has been
made.

Motor Cycle v. Ostrich.

An officer with General Smuts's force
writes of his experiences from Kondoa
Irangi. After describing how an appar-
ently pro-German rhinoceros had over-
turned one of the armoured cars, he
tells the following story of a race with
an ostrich :

" When riding a motor
cycle one day an ostrich took it into
itsptiny head to keep pace with me. I
opened my machine out full, but the
Osti-ichi.had no difficulty in keeping up,
and if it had liked I am sure it could
have beaten me hands down."

Routes to the Scottish Capital.

Of the three roads from Newcastle to

Edinburgh, the R.A.C. at present recom-
mends that via Wooler and Coldstream,
as the road via Carter Bar is still in bad
cpndition. The military embargo has,

however, been removed from the New-
castle-Berwick-Edinburgh road north of

Berwick.

Carry Your Exemption Certificates.

Jlotor cyclists engaged upon Govern-
ment work or work of national import-
ance, and who have received exemption
certificates, would be well advised to

carry them. The authorities are now
holding up at different towns men of

military age whether they are wearing
official badges or not. A troublesome
two or three hours' delay may be avoided
if one is armed with an exemption
certificate. At seaside resorts the special

constables and. military authorities seem
to' be enjoying holding up men and
depriving them of two or three hours'

sunshine while waiting in the police

station for the examination of any papers
they may have. At Llandudno ten days
ago nearly 300 men were rounded up,
much to the disgust of men wearing
badges, and the sum total of all these
efforts was the identification of two
absentees

!

British Motor Cycles for Rumania.
A batch of over 300 Douglases are now

en route to the Rumanian Government,
the makers having received permission
to ship them a few days before the
entrance of Rumania on the side of the
Entente was announced.

The Petrol Committee.

, A veterinary surgeon in West Norfolk,
anxious to economise in petrol, laid up
his car and bought a. lightweight O.K.
Although he filled in the necessary form
in good time and promptly sent it to 19,

.

Berkeley Street, he was, a week ago,

without his due allowance. Our corre-

spondence pages show that this is no
exceptional case. Other users on impor-
tant work cannot obtain more than the
half-gallon per week.

Missing Machine Recovered.

The Manchester Motor Cycle Hire Co.
inform us that as a result of the para-
graph in our last issUe the Enfield two- .

stroke reported as missing from their

premises has been recovered. The person
who is alleged to have stolen the machine
sold it to a London dealer, who in

turn sold it to a customer. The latter

handed the machine over to the police

immediately he saw the announcement
in our last issue.

MOTOR CYCLISTS OF MILITARY AGE ! CARRY YOUR EXEMPTION CARDS !

Birmingham military authorities, in conjunction with the police, are displaying great activity

in roundmg up men who should be in the army, and last Sunday many motor .cyclists, among
others, were stopped to show cause why they were not in kh^i.
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The National Belief Funds.

At the week-end the principal war
funds stood as follow :

prince of Wales's Nntional Belief
Fund (i;3,113,250 distributedl £6,946,363

British Bed' Cross Fund .. .. 4,308,107 1 2

Tobncro Fund 113,182 10 8

Kitchener Natiouid Memorial
Fund 264,000

Help Wanted for a Soldieis' Concert.

Sec.-Lt. K. S. Kelway, A.S.C., M.T.,
B.E.F., France, is getting up a concert

at the Front, and will be glad to receive

used musfc or amusing verses for which

the present owners have no use.

Raffling a Motor Cycle.

Commander Johnstone, R.N., who was
lost in the Jutland Battle, was an en-

thusiastic motor cyclist and rode a Lea-

Francis. A friend of his, Surgeon H.
Trenchard Rossiter, R.N. (also a keen

rider), is going to sell the machine by
raffling it among the ships at his base.

Down " Zummerzet."

On Monday we met Lt. I. B. Hart-

Davies (R.F.C.), looking very fit and well.

He told us that motoring friends of his

visiting Porlock had been, stopped by
the local police and advised to go home,
the ''locals" a.ppar«ntly being under the

impression that motoring had now been
prohibited.

American Twins.

, A letter in our last issue from Capt.

A. Lindsay, R.G.A., on the subject of

American motor cycles, has drawn quite

a batch of letters from readers, a selec-

tion from which will appear next week.

A good many of the cori-espondents, how-

i ever, connect Capt. A. Lindsay, R.G.A.,
: with Capt. A. Lindsay, M.B., R.A.M.C.

I

It is perhaps well for us to explain that,

I so far as we are aware, the two writers

have no connection with one another.

Mail Delivery by Motor Cycle.

A paragraph under this heading in

our issue of August 17th referred to the
use of niotor cycles in the United States

' for country postal work. According to

latest reports, only sidecarriers will be
allowed, the previous report that solo

machines might be used having been
modified. The assistant postmaster who
has charge of the U.S.A. rural mail
deliveries is highly in favour of the use

j

of motor cycles for this class of work,
1
but believes a sidecarrier necessary to

avoid mishaps which might finally result

1
in a ban against the motor cycle
altogether.

The Arbuthnot Trophy Fund over £180.

The following additional subscriptions
to the Admiral Arbuthnot Trophy Fund
have been received during the last week
by the secretary of the Auto Cycle
Union, 83, Pall Mall, S.W. :

S, s. d.
Jomtless nim. Ltd 5 5
Broiyn Bros., Ltd 5 5
J. V. Pngh, Esq S 5
EndBe-Whitworth, Ltd 5 5
Norton Motors, Ltd 5 5
A.JB.C. Motors, Ltd 5 5
C. Macintosh and Co., Ltd 5 5
The Enfleld Cycle Co., Ltd. .. .'.550
H. Collier and Sons, Ltd 5 5
New Imperial Cycles, Ltd 2 2

The total sum subscribed now amounts
to over £180.

, Steps will shortly be
taken to have the "trophy made, which

,

will take the form of a statuette of the
late Rear-Admiral in undress naval
uniform.

^^MOCILII

Twenty Substitutes Now
We have a list of twenty petrol substi-

tutes in our possession, so that it is not

necessary .for motor cyclists to cut down
their riding to fine limits.-

Motor Cycle Charity Races.

Two motor cycle events figured in the

programme of the annual charity sports

organised by the Coventry and District

Clubs' Alliance, held on Saturday last.

The two laps pursuit race was won by
S.- Wright (3i h.p. Humber), and the one
mile handicap by F. Sibley (Baby
Triumph). A photograph of some of the

competitors appears on page 214.

Petrol Supplies—Future Prospects.

At the present time the Government
stocks of petrol appear to have largely

increased, as deliveries have lately been

coming in well. The Admiralty has
taken the matter in hand, we are led to

believe, and there are now greater facili-

ties for bringing peti'ol to this country.

We are told, however, not to be too

optimistic. If things continue to go on
as they are doing, and the Government
stocks are still further increased, we may
hope for a relaxation of the present
stringent rules regulating the purchase
of petrol by private owners ; but if, on
the other hand, the Navy or Army
demand further supplies, it is quite

possible that the present state of affairs

will continue, or that even stronger
measures may be taken. The daily

papers take a very cheery view of the
situation, but those who have interviewed
authorities on the subject warn our
readers not to raise their hopes too

highly.

HUFFAM'S PETROL OR PARAFFIN
DEVICE.

(See page 185 of our last issue.)

(Right) Sketch of the outside. (Left)

Diagrammatic section. (Below) Section

of tap in various positions, which, reading

from left to right are : Petrol only, paraffin

only, petrol-paraffin mixture, and draining

the float chamber. It takes the place of

the usual jet attachment. Mr. HufTam*s

address is 21, Treadway Court, Colder's

Green, N.W.

2oy

Dust in France.

Lord Northcliffe, in his description in

Tuesday's Tbnei- of his visit to General
Birdwood and the Australian troops,

remarks that one of the Australians

remarked that the dust made him fairly

homesick. If the dust in the French war
zone is half as bad as it can be in

Australia it must be very bad indeed.

Wounded Soldiers' Sidecar Outing at

Devizes.

The population of Devizes is not a

large one, but a sidecar outing for twenty-

one wounded soldiers was recently held

by a number of local motor cyclists. The
party went from the hospital at Devizes

to Edington via Potterne, Great
Cheverell, and Erlestoke. Tea was taken

at Edington, and some time was spent

boating on the lake there. The outing

was so successful that it is hoped to be

able to repeat it at a later date.

Petrol Consumption Records.

Economy in consumption is very much
to the fore these days, and, as our corre-

spondence pages testify, many readers

are making efforts to get improved results

in this respect. Some remarkable runs
have been accomplished at one time or

another, the most phenomenal perhaps
being that claimed by two James riders

in the Sutton Coldfield A.C. trial

held about three yeais ago. The
machiiies were both 3^ h.p. twins,

specially tuned and fitted for economical
running, and the results worked out at

334 and 320 m.p.g. respectively.

At the time considerable doubt was
thrown upon these results, including that

of the winner of the light car class

—

a -10 h.p. Singer was credited with doing
eighty-seven miles to the gallon. The
method of measuring the consumption was
the cause of the controversy. The com-
petitors in the Sutton Coldfield trial came
to the starting points with tanks full,

covered the course of twenty-four miles,

the officials subsequently replenishing the

tank and checking the amount of petrol

required to fill it.

Latest M.M.G.S. Recruits.

As mentioned in our last issue, the
final inspection of recruits for the Motor
Machine Gun Service was held at

Coventry on Tuesday of last week,
when the undermentioned motor cyclists

were accepted to await a call from the
training centre of the Motor Machine
Gun Service, the position of the camp
being about to be changed.

In future, as mentioned in the War
Office letter reproduced in the recruiting

section of our last issue, the method of

obtaining notor cyclists for military
service will be arranged by the Commands
as men are called up.

Catclipole, R., Pakefield, Lowestoft.
Ewins. G., Aston, Birmingham.
Fawcett, i\, Kendal.
Franklin. F. S.,- Wallingford.
Hill, E. B., Hall Green, Binuingham.
Housden, H, T., High Wycouihe.
Howes, C. L. v.. Ruyton-Eleveu-Towns.
Isaac, J. H., Merthyr TydBl.
James, N. A., Stroud, GIos.
King, T. A., Earl Shilton, near Hinckley.
Lancaster, S., London.
Mason, J. W., Coventry.
Fetch, H., Coventry.
Ross, \V. A., Rogart, Sutherlandshire.
Sinnett, I. J., Coventry.
Thom.as, W. H., OardiH.
Wilson, P., Coventry.
Wilson, J. H., Grasmere.

BI J
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A WEEK ON THE ESSEQUIBO COAST.
TAKING IT EASY IN BRITISH GUIANA.

THOUGH the weather had been very unsettled, "on

the morning of our start the sun rose in a cloud-

less sky, and gentle breezes foretold a fair,

At 6.30 our 1914 8 h.p. Match-breezy, tropical day.

less and sidecar,

heavily laden with

the various neces-

saries for a week's

stay away from our

home in George-
town, left our
garage, my brother

being my fellow

paasenger. A
quick run of a mile

or so and we arrived

at the wharf on

the east bank of the

Demerara River.
Having bought
tickets, we crossed

on the ferry steamer

in fifteen minutes.

A dig at the kick-

starter and" the engine purred

softly : gently letting in the

clutch and accelerating for the

climb up the steamer's gang-

way, we were soon well on our

way on the twenty-one mile

stretch of winding road along

the west coast of Demerara,
our" destination being Parika,

at the mouth of the Essequibo

River. The surface along

this stretch 'of road was very

indifferent, some
places being shock-

ingly bad, neces-

sitating a very

speed. I

rains, as in this case, they become very " pot-holey."

Several stops were made to take snapshots of pretty

spots, but as Parika had to be reached in time to catch

the 8.45 boat for Suddie, on the opposite bank of the

Essequibo, we were
not able to make as

many stops as we
should have liked.

The run across the

mouth of this huge
river, with its many
large islands, took

three hours, and it

was shortly after

twelve that the

steamer's destina-

tion was reached.

A run of seven

slow

may
our

here

explain that

coastal roads

all run across
country which lies

below the level of

the sea; the roacfs

are made upon
raised dykes or

dams with a deep
wide trench filled

with water on either

side, so that if there

is an accident it

means a bath for

probably both
machine and rider,

if nothing more
serious. 'The sur-

faces are metalled

with burnt earth,

and when a drought
is followed by heavy
B14

miles
arrived

friends'

Queenstown.
remainder of

and we
at our
house at

The
the'

spent

of the;'

spin

day was
leisurely ; irL the cool

evening a ten mile

proved very enjoyable.

Rising early next morning,

with the large Capoey lake

(area about four square miles)

some few miles inland as our

objective, we motored, accom-

panied by our friends on their

James and sidecar, for a mile

or so,

machines

SCENES IN BRITISH GUIANA.

(Top) Matchless End James sidecars used on the holiday tour described

in this article.

(Cen're) An aboriginal Indian's home.

Bottom) The party on the lake with boatmen and attendants.

then, leaving our

we took to a punt

drawn by a mule

(these punts are

used for carrying

canes on the sugar

plantations here)

;

at the end of an

hour we were - on

the. banks of the

lake, then, changing

boats and trans-

shipping our bag-

gage, we paddled

for the opposite

side with its lovely

palms,, white sandy

beach, bathing,

house, and cool

shady .bungalow. A
very enjoyable day

was spent there,

bathing and explor-

ing the huts of the

aboriginal Indians.

At dusk we re-

turned, after a most

enjoyable day, all

very much sunburnt.
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A WeeK on me Essequibo Coast.

—

On the succeeding day we motored south along the

left bank of the Essequibo River, passing through

Saddle on our way to the country beyond. The road

in this direction is very pretty, running through

avenues of mangoes and palms in places ; after pass-

ing the seventh milestone from Suddie the road sur-

face is very bad, being grass-grown in the centre

(this is generally the case with roads in outlying dis-

tricts little used). This terminates after the tenth mile

in a short stretch of loose sand about 4in. deep,

through which it is practically impossible for a motor
to proceed ; the residents (natives) towards the end of

that stretch had apparently never seen a motor cycle

and sidecar, and evinced, great interest in the Match-
less as it glided quietly along. We returned home at

8.40, having covered thirty-six miles; the fresh, cool

morning air had put a keen edge on our appetites,

and we did justice to our breakfasts. In the after-

noon we, did a brisk three-mile walk to the bank of

the lake, and half an hour's paddling in an Indian

dug-out canoe brought us to the sandy shore on the

opposite side, where we indulged in a refreshing dip.
' Before returning home we visited the Indians' hut

which had been photographed on the Saturday, in

order to show them the photograph ; their wonder and

interest to see themselves and their home depicted thus

were amusing. The open sides of Indian houses may
' cause some wonder to dwellers in a cold country, but

it must be remembered that the mean temperature in

these parts is above 80". On our way home we
encountered a troop of monkeys in one part of the

forest. It was interesting to watch them disporting

themselves, leaping from bough to bough and chatter-

ing to one another.
>—c»o

A New but Bad Road.
Starting at three on the following afternoon we

rode north along the road to the Pomeroon River
—the last five miles of the twenty-eight mile stretch

from Suddie has only recently been made, and the

surface was very bad; the road had sunk abruptly in

places, causing holes about 6in. deep. In other parts

there was unrolled metal quite 4in." deep, and then

again other stretches were grass-grown in the centre,

and thus raised high enough to strike the chassis of

the sidecar. A speed exceeding ten miles an hour
was impossible. The scenery in this part is grand,

the road running through virgin forest—gigantic tropi-

cal growth on both sides—through which the sun's rays

cannot penetrate. We reached the banks of the river

at five, and after a look round retraced our way, stop-

ping for tea, which we had brought in a Thermos flask.

At this point parrots were flying overhead in large

flocks, and we regretted not having a gun with us. A
large bag would have been easily possible, for they

were flying literally in hundreds, screa,ching loudly as

they went. Our run home was uneventful, we arriving

there just after dark.

On the last day of our holiday the greater part of

the morning was spent packing. We motored fifteen

miles to the steamer at Aurora, 7 ^ miles on the

other side of Suddie, and from there travelled back
to Georgetown.

There are not many motor cycles in this colony, and
the James and sidecar referred to was the only one
we saw on that coast, but several Ford and other

cheap American cars were to be seen. We enjoyed
a series of absolutely no-trouble runs totalling 170
miles. C. W. H. Collier.

Are Imports Prohibited? No!
OUR comments under the above heading which

appeared in a leading article in the issue of

August 17th caused a good deal .of
,
specula-

tion. In it we showed that whereas imports of foreign

motor cycles were supposed to have been prohibited

as from March last, no fewer than 1,020 machines,

which together with parts were valued at ;£99,5S8,
were imported into this country during April, May,

June, and July.

We wrote to the Board of Trade on the subject en-

closing . a copy of The Motor Cycle containing the

article quoting the official returns, and a reply is now
forthcoming and is given hereunder

:

' [Copy.]

Board of Trade,
Dept. of Import Restrictions,

22, Carlisle Place,
London, S.W.,

28th August, 1916.

Sir,

In reply to your letter of 14th August, relative to the

importation of motor cycles, I am directed by the Con-
troller to inform you that licences tor the importation
of motor cycles have been given by this Department
only on very rare occasions and for very special reasons,

' and that from the records in this Department it appears
that only a very small proportion of the cycles referred

to by you have been imported on the specific authority
of this Department.

I am, however, to point out that there is a standing
rule whereby goods on the Prohibited list, which can

be shown by means of Bills of Lading to have left their

place of origin, consigned to the importer in this country,
before the date on which they were prohibited, are
admitted into the United Kingdom without special

authority from this Department in each case.

I am, sir.

Your obedient servant,
(Signed) H. J. Phillips,

Secretary.

The Editor,

The Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor Street, E.G.

A novel spring seat design evolved by a Coventry motor cycusi.

The seat is supported on the carrier, which is pivoted in front and

sprung on the stout enclosed springs. Observe the 1 h.p. power unit

!

B19
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressel to the Editor, "The Mot r Cycle," HeiUord Street, Coventry, and must be aoiompanied by th» writer's name and address.

Short Measure of Petrol.

Sir,—During the petrol shortage is it not fair that the
Control Committee should enforce the full quantity of two
gallons being supplied instead of tins containing about one
pint or more short ?

I find a good carbide saver is to bore ^in. holes in an
empty ^ lb. tin all over the bottom. When the used
carbide is put in the tin and shaken, it quickly sifts all

the hard from the waste, and keeps the hands clean.

SIDNEY J. WILLIAMS.

An Improvised Toolkit.

Sir,—The enclosed sketch shows how
one can use an old glove for carrying
tools, etc., in the saddle bag or one's
coat. The rider who adopts this plan
will be able to keep his tools handy,
and in good condition, and need not
go to the expense of buying any ready-
made tool carrier. The sketch explains
the idea. J. D. HOBINSON.

Decarbonising on Active Service.
Sir,—With reference to a paragraph

oh page 160 of The Moto'- Cycle of
August 24th, we should very Tiuch like
to know how Mr. Sidney George
manages to lubricate his engine (about
two-thirds of the work out here has to
be done on low gear) so as to keep it

so free from carbon. 30,000 miles without decarbonising
seems rather "steep," and we should like to employ his
methods and obtain similar results. The roads out here
are atrocious, and with so much low gear work the engine-
needs a plentiful supply of oil, also the fuel is a trifle
different from the No. 1 used in peace times.

2nd A.m. C. RAINER.
2nd A.m. KERR.
2nd A.m. PATON.

BE.F. 1st A.m. a. RAYMOND.

American Motor Cycles.

Sir,—Referring to Capt. Lindsay's letter on the American
machine, I think he has touched the tender spot of their
design, and, despite the occasional speed bursts of these
tawdry monsters, the English manufacturer has never had
any cause to fear the invasion which, in normal times, was
so often threatened.

I am moved to write, however, in defence of one, at any
rate, of those " three leading singles " which come in for an
undeserved jibe.

Having ridden every model of the leading single from 1907
until 1916, I can only say that those who follow the crowd
do indeed " get all they deserve," for their wisdom in pur-
chasmg a machine which not only made the motor- cycle
trade what it is to-day, but has, by a factory policy of well-
informed conservatism, established a steady rock amongst a
sea of " talking point " innovators and hasty experinientalists
who have many times brought the industry almost to
destruction.

At least 85% of single-cylinder engine design is not only

influenced by that one leading single, which is so noticeably

omitted from Capt. Lindsay's list of representative machines,
but is absolutely copied therefrom.
Lest I be accused of having an. axe to grind, I wiU not

mention the name of my " leading single," but merely give

a clue to its identity by saying that it is. most nobly doing

its duty in France and other fields, and that the only real

complaint the D.R.'s have against it is that on very rovigh

roads the springs of the front forks have been known to

break. D. H. SMITH, M.T., A.S.C.

Petrol Substitutes.

Sir,—I wish to call your readers' attention to a small

matter which has probably escaped their notice. Previous to

the petrol licence age, Binks fuel was advertised at

Is. 4d. per gallon (not bad for paraffin). With the petrol

permits it rose to Is. lOd. It is still advertised at that price,

but when one writes for a few barrels the price quoted is

2s. 6d. per gallon. This is a clear case of profiteering. Motor
cyclists would do well to keep this in mind when normal
times come- again. I think these and similar cases ought to

be made public. CW45.

[The above letter was submitted to Messrs. C. Binks, Ltd.,

whose reply is appended.

—

Ed.]

Referring to the above letter, signed "CW45," in

which I am accused of exploiting motor cyclists for my
own personal gain, I take this opportunity of repudiating
the accusation of your anonymous correspondent. He
evidently does not know what he is talking about, or

he would not talk such utter nonsense. The price this

fuel is sold at is entirely governed by things outside my
control, but I would suggest that your correspondent
enquires from some shipping house the freightage of

oil from California, and then compare it with the rate

prevalent every six months since the beginning of the
' war ; he will then begin to understand something of

the position. The prices of this fuel are entirely
governed by shipping charges. This fuel is sold at
practically cost price by me. It would be idle for me
to pose as .a philanthropist, but nevertheless it is a
fact that the whole benefit connected with this fuel
concerns the motor cyclists and not myself ; also that
advertisements have to be sent to your journal some
days before they appear, and in the interval the price
may go up, and although the fuel may be advertised
one week at a certain price it does not necessarily follow
that I can sell it at this price, and there is certainly no
obligation for anyone to order it at the increased price.

If an enquiry is made at our works, they will be told
what the price is ; if it is higher than the price adver-
tised, it is their option whether they order it, and if

they send money without making enquiries this money
will be cheerfully returned, provided the higher price
is objected to. After reading your correspondent's
letter, it is .quite refreshing to refer to many hundreds
of letters from motor cyclists who have taken the
trouble to write and thank me for providing means
by which they can use their machines when petrol
restrictions are in force.

., C. Binks.
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the crank case of

Removing the Engine.

Sir,

—

I have lately had occasion to remove and replace
~ my 3i h.p. T.T. machine, and was at

first rather puzzled how satis-

factorily to handle this

weighty job. However, the

pieces of hard wood I use

for running ray light car off

the pavement into the road

solved the problem. They
are the usual triangular sec-

tion, as sketch.

The two were pushed to-

gether under the crank case

as sketched, and, by just

taking the- weight, permitted
all the bolts to be pushed
out with the utmost ease.

Drawing them apart lowered
the crank case, and allowed -

it to be withdrawn from the

frame. The process was reversed to assemble the crank

case again in the frame. J. W. G. BROOKER.

H.
I

The Boycott oJ Geiman Goj4s.

Sir,—It is with extreme indignation that I read Mr.
^Pritchard's letter in The Motor Ci/cle of August 24th.

[.should like to deal with it paragraph by paragraph.

Firstly, I flatly contradict his statement that muddling
[diplomacy on both sides caused the war. This contradiction

rhe admits in his second paragraph, where he remarks that

: we entered the war for the purpose of defending Belgian

sneutrality. How does he reconcile his two statements ?

To take the third paragraph. Is it necessary to compare

four motors with German motors ? Is there not a sufficiency

fof all branches of science and engineering in the world for

fpurposes of comparison "without the admission of the

IGerman variety ?

His fourth paragraph is nonsensical. The remainder of

j;he war will inevitably be, for Germany, a war of defence,

Fbut nothing could possibly give her the "justification"

[for saying that the whole war- was a war of defence. Has
Ithere ever been a more definite war of aggression?

To take his last paragraph next, I beg to state that it

will be very much to the credit of Great Britain to have
crushed German trade everywhere hy force of arms (I take
strong exception to his expression "political trickery");
it is a form of punishment particularly suited to Germany,
as well as being a protection to ourselves against the

dumping of German goods and also the " peaceful invasion
"

policy so beloved of that nation. I believe our object during
and "after this war is not to help Germany out of her

shibboleth of Kultur, but to reduce her to such a condition

that she is incapable of inflicting its results upon other

nations, and, to deal with Mr. Pritchard's fifth paragraph,
the above punishment is the only way we shall have of

attaining that end. If it appears to him too drastic, let me
remjnd h'm of the authenticated atrocities

; possibly if he
were to see even some of the sights I have seen he would
change his mind. I presume he is not thinking of moral
.suasion! M.R.C.S.

The Cause of Overheating.

Sir,—With deep interest I read your leading article in

the last issue of your interesting paper, on "Overheating
and Engine Stops," and beg permission to add my opinion,

which, while not being the entire cause of stoppage from
overheating, has undoubtedly a great influence on the usual
symptoms of overheating.
Knowing that internal combustion engines depend for

their maximum power upon a volatile fuel, which, when
mixed in correct chemical proportions with oxygen (air) and
exploded, occupy greater volume than previously, we
assume that the greater the variation in the cubical contents
before and after, the greater the power generated. Heat
generated by the explosion of the mixture causes the
cylinders of air-cobled engines to become very hot, and the
tendency must be to heat the incoming mixture, or vice
versa, to allow much less to occupy the cylinder space due
to the expansion of the gases on the suction stroke.
Boyle's law of expansion of a gaseous mixture says that

" gases expand ^ts (on^ two hundred and seventy-third) of
its volume for every rise of one degree in temperature."
Therefore, if a cylinder heated from, say, 50° F. to
300° F. were still working, it follows that (being only a
500 c.c. engine) half the quantity of power will be generated,
due to only half the quantity of gases being admitted.
My opinion is that, as the heat increases, the mixture

allowed to enter the cylinder decreases, until the quantity
entered is so small that after explosion the increase in
volume is so small that power drops off and the itiachine
stops. Upon cooling again, the engine is willing again to
generate full power, when perfect vaporisation takes
place at the lowest possible temperature.
While not wishing to depi'ecate the ideas of your corre-

spondent, I hope my theory may be enlightening.

CLIFFORD C. FENTON.

Sir,^—With reference to the article in your issue of the
31st ult. by . Mr. C. H. Stephenson I beg to call attention
to the following : The immediate cause of electric conduc-
tivity in a gas is not rise in temperature but ionisation.
Pure gas, free from ions, has a very high resistance. The
passage of the first spark increase the ionisation, thereby
reducing the resistance of the gas in the gap. Ionisation
by any other means, e.g., by X-rays, has the same effect.

What proportion of ionised gas may remain in the cylinder ;

how this will affect ignition at continued high engine speeds

;

the value of high temperature as an ionising agent on the
gases in question, are all matters for investigation.

I have neither time, apparatus, nor reference literature to
deal with these points at present, and I prefer not to write
without authority. I therefore content myself with referring
your correspondent, and others interested, to the chapter and
references appended on the subject in Mr. W. C. D. Whet-
ham's excellent book " Experimental Electricity."

W. J. CRUTCH, B.Sc.

Lt., R.W. Fus.

War Time Economy.

Sir,^When I come across a good thing I think it is only
fair that others should know of it, and for a really econo-
mical little carburetter fitting, easily fitted by any amatejir,
I would recommend the Wilkinson bypass as fitted to my
own old pattern Amac carburetter on a 6 h.p. twin Jap.
The illustration will explain. It is fitted into the back of

the carburetter body, not into the inlet pipe, so that it can
be easily removed with the carburetter intact ; and in the
position in which I have it it gets the hot air from the front
cylinder head, and I find that, with the milled cap controlling
jet one-fifth of a turn open, I can get even firing on both
cylinders with main throttle shut, and 7S m.p.g. instead of 50
m.p.g. It stands to reason that therunning on pilot alone gives
maximum economy. Of course, the throttle must be opened
occasionally when hill-climbing, but the running on the pilot

jet only on the level is excellent. It also has another
advantage, in that if the main throttle wire breaks at any
time one can always run home on the pilot jet alone, as it

can be adjusted from the saddle easily. The usual disclaimer.

C. PALMER.

Wilkinson by-pass attached to Amac carburetter on a 6 h.p. J.A.P,

engine. (See accompanying letter from C. Palmer.)
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Petrol Allowances.

Sir,

—

I have been much interested in the controversy

arising out of the petrol licences and the tests of petrol and
paraffin as fuel for motor cycles.

As we motor cyclists have been done a great injustice- by-

the meagre allo-wance of petrol allotted to us, I contend
that when petrol, which is now a mixture of, say, 50%
parafSji, is purchased, only the actual amount- of pure petrol

be inserted on the licence. By taking my proportion of

paraffin in petrol we could then get twelve gallons of fuel

for our cycles in three months.
The point arises as to whether this procedure comes

within the meaning of the Act. A.P.R., R.N.

Sir,—I would like to know if any reader of The Motor
Cycle has been served as I have. I see by the papers that
all applications for petrol sent in at the proper time have
now been dealt with. I do not know how I can obtain my
present supply. My census paper was filled up, and
returned from my local post office in July with postal order
for 3s. I have written to the Petrol Committee three times,

but cannot get any reply. H. CHADWICK.

Sir,—My treatment at the hands of the Petrol Committee
may interest you. I am a special constable and use my
Douglas for police work only—at my expense, of course. I

am the only motor cyclist attached to our station, and I have
very important duties to carry out in the event of air raids.

In my petrol census return I asked -for three gallons per week,
and was granted the usual six gallons per three months.
This I promptly returned, with a certificate from my in-

spector, pointing out my important duties, to wliich they
replied, " That owing to the short.age," etc.j they were un-
able to grant me more than six' gallons per month.

SPECIAL.

Sir,—^I am the relieving officer and registrar of births and
deaths for a country district covering 25,000 acres with no
railway facilities. I have to go round my district weekly
for relief and registration purposes, covering at least eighty
miles per week. I asked for six gallons of petrol per month

;

granted six for three months. The same amount, is allowed
to motor cyclists for pleasure. It is quite evident some
business men are required on the Petrol Control Committee.

H, W. FETCH.

The Silver Paiaffin Vaporiser.

Sir,—I have read Mr. Durant's remarks with interest,

but from experience I generally mistrust such sweeping
assertions of lack of novelty so glibly put forward.

In the present case I have little faith in the allegation,

ff it is no more accurate than the statements : first, that if

the device were protected in 1903 " the patent would have
expired" (ignoring the fact that British patents may last

for fourteen years), and, secondly, " no protection numbers
stamped on it such as the Patent OMce requires." (There
are no such requirements.) H. W.K.J.

. Sir,—I should be obliged if you would allow me through
your columns to contradict Mr. A. Durant's statement,
in so much that no letter from me has been sent for
publication prior to this, re vaporiser, to any editor. No,
vaporisers have been sent out or fitted to a motor cycle
for public use ; therefore Mr. Durant could not have seen
it, as he alleges.

Further, I may remind Mr. A. Durant and your readers
that the vaporiser as fitted to the Quadrant is fully pro-
tected, and doubtless the Quadrant people are sufficiently
intelligent to know how to protect their rights.

T. SILVER.

Sir,—Referring to Mr. Silver's vaporiser, the idea is not
new, for in 1904-5 I fitted a similar arrangement to the
induction pipe of a Humber tricar to counteract the abnormal
condensation in the very long induction pipe with which,
you may remember, that machine was fitted. The jacket
was connected up with a Y piece to the same pipe that
conducted hot gases from the exhaust pipe to the Longue-
mare carburetter heating jacket, and both the jacket and
induction pipe had to be heated when running on the so-
called Borneo spirit, which I used at that time, otherwise
the engine fired very en-atically or not at all in cold weather.
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I have in the making and shall fit a similar arrangement
to my present machine, though I am not using parafiin, but
another substitute which requires vaporising.

The arrangement is only an adaptation of the vaporiser
of oil engines of the Priestman and other types, and is such
common knowledge that it will be fitted by the majority
of engineering motorists within a short time, and no doubt
they will be thankful that a manufacturer is in a position
to supply them, should they not have time to be able to

make it themselves. ADAPTABLE.
Preston. —

Three or Four Wheels?
Sir,—There is a truism in Mr. S. L. Burnard's letter,

which appeared in your issue of August 31st. He remarks
that abuse is no argument. Perhaps that explains why so

little notice was taken of his previous letter ! Who started

the abuse?
Mr. Burnard's views may be typical of those of a large

section of the motor cycling community, but will their views
be the same in five years' time as they are to-day? Surely
we should j-udge an invention by its future value, and the
question- of appearance at the outset is of minor importance.
And I might ask how many machines—both solo and combi-
nation—at present on the market can be considered as any-
thing but ugly? The majority—yes, the majority—are
clumsy, ungraceful, and inartistic. There- are a few—the
A. B.C., the Henderson, the AUon, the Lea-Francis, and the

Scott which are actually pleasing to the eye. Yet six years
ago the Scott was laughed at, simply because it was un-
conventional. And who dare laugh at it to-day? So Mr.
Burnard had better ask himself whether he- is not at present
in the position of the scoffers of six years ago.
At any rate, I intend buying a Scott motor cycle next

spring, and I hope one day I shall have the pleasure of

meeting Mr. Burnard in his new Scott sociable, his face

wreathed in smiles. NORMAN WILLIAMS.

A District Nurse's Slount.

Sir,—Your readers may be interested to hear that I am
finding a 2i h.p. two-strolte lightweight Levis extremely
useful for covering a scattered district, where I am working
during the war. The second day of possessing my machine I

did forty-five miles, revisiting a.n ex-district. It was only
my third time on a solo machine.

I am liaving great satisfaction and practically no troubles
from the bicycle, and the small troubles that have occurred
are merely those through over-oiling and other amateur mis-

takes from which, I expect, we all suffer at first.

I strongly advise all war workers, especially women, who
have distances to go, to obtain a lightweight and be inde-

pendent of these present-day erratic train services. I find

a pair of overalls over_ my skirt and apron and a short,

narrow nurse's cloak o-ver that, quite easy for both riding
and working purposes. NURSE PA 2282.

.^>i

A nurse who uses a Levis in her professional tluties.

(See accompanying letter.)
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Nothing succeeds like-the **SUN
TREDEGAR MOTOR CYCLING CLUB'S SPEED TRIALS, JULY 13.

»»

SUNJAP

FIRST & SECOND SIDECAR CLASS
IN COMPETITION WITH " HARLEY-DAVIDSON " 7-9, "ENFIELD " 8 h.p. Etc.

FIRST & SECOND SOLO CLASS
WE CAN
SUPPLY
THE

SPEEDIEST
HEAVY WEIGHT

WRITE FOR LIST OF SPEED MODELS.

THE SUN CYCLE & FITTINGS CO., LTD.,
MAKERS OF THE SPEEDIEST LIGHTWEIGHTS.

ASTON BROOK STREET, BIRMINGHAM

WE CAN
SUPPLY

THE MOST
RELIABLE

HEAVY WEIGHT

ssssf

s:
::

MOTOR CYCLE
UGHTII

iYCLE I

£1J
THE "VOLEX"
AERO DRY

"VOLEX" DRY BATTERY
MOTOR CYCLE
HEAD LAMP
OUTFIT.

BATTERY.
British Made.

A very conyenient
size for many pur-
poses, such as Motor
Oyeles, Cycle Caps,
etc. Suitable for igni-
tion, lighting. el»'-t--o
Ijorn operation. Hold*
up in stocii lor years.

4 volts, size 6'/2X4y2X2'Ain.
6 volts, size 6Vix6 x2V5in.

B-B

Includes "Volex" Giant Drr Batterv, Condnrting
Cord, Switch, and Penetra Motor Cycle Header
Sidecar Lamp, with Bulbs.

Price 32/6 complete outfit.
The batte(-y can be fitted in Sidecar Bottom or
carried in Satchel which can be attached to the
frame or Motor Cycle. The Dry Battery will
give about 80 hours' lisht, and will hold up in
stock for over 12 months^

jare " Volex " Giant Battery, 6/6.

THE "VOLEX*
GIANT DRY
BATTERIES.

For Motor Cycle and Sidecar
Lighting and Ignition Starting
they are excellent, and have no
superior. " Volex " Batteries are
recommended lor export.
4 volts, size 6V2X3in. square, 6/6
each. 6 volts, size 6V2X4x3in.
8/6 each.

4 volts, size 6y2X7i/^x2^in,
" —'*- -"- "" •"" X5m.

THE "VOLEX"
EMPERAL BATTERY.

British Made.

0( particularly heavy capacity,
recommended for Motor Car,
Boat, or Engine Ignition; for
lighting, actuating horn, etc.
Recommended for export, and
in conjunction with our
'• Vo-lex " Special MPtuI ] 1 la-

ment Bulbs about 150 to 200
hours' light is obtainable.

Price 10/6.
Price 14/6.

THE "VOLEX"
Special Metal
Filament Bulb
For use with our
Volex " Dry Bat-

teries, ensuring
maximum burning
hours. 4 and 6
volte, min screw
cap, 1/- each. 4
and 6 volts, small
B cap, 1/6 each.

"VO UXA Ul XE."
Self-Generating Electric Motor Cycle LAMP. I

British Made. The FIRST Cost the ONLY Cost
|

The lamp which produces by the movement I

of the machine an inexhaustible supply of I

electric light to illuminate brilliantly the I

head lamp at no cost whatever. Fitted with
j

Hoffmann Ball Bearings. Complete with
j

head lamp and metal filament bulb, ready
for use, £4/4. Post free. 1

,3ALrOBD^ HANCHESrai^

»KKKK»K&5»S«5»KKKS«SS«»JHE»S{»BHSKS^

{Box 17), Sampson Works.
Contractors to H.M. Government,

TCI p phone—7083-4-5-6 Central.
' i— 1—iLigrams—" Multum, Manchester."

Established 1892.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B25
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A TWO-STROKE AFTER 800 MILES ON PARAFFIN.
WE know of a rider of a Scott who

has been experimenting with parafKn
and paraffin-petrol mixtures, and

has now covered over 800 miles with this

fuel, the last 600 miles having been run
entirely on neat paraffin, petrol only

having been used for starting purposes.

Fearing lest unevaporated paraffin might
be having detrimental effects on the

piston rings and bearings, the engine was
recently dismantled, and it is interesting

to hear that all the rings were quite free

in tlreir grooves, while the amount of

carbon deposit anj'where was extremely
small and of a decidedly soft nature. All
the bearings were in perfect condition,

and seemed amply lubricated. A Zenith
carburetter was used without any device
for heating the fuel, not even a hot air

intake. " Heat is most necessary if the

best results are to be obtained from heavy
fuels.

A WEEK-END CHARITY RACE.

Motor cyclists who competed in the two lap pursuit race that lormed part of the

programme at the Coventry and District Cycling Clubs' Alliance annual charity sports held

on Saturday last.

^-•••-«-

Average Prices
OF

Second-hand Machines.

Hake.

A.J.S. ..

Year.

1914
1916
1915

Alloa 1915
Bat 1914
Bradbury . . 1913

.. 1912
B.S,A
Chater-Lea
Clyno

igi6
1914
1914
1915
1915
1914
J9U
1915
1915
1916
1914

H. Davifison 1915

Douglas

Enfield

Humber
Ind'aD

James

1913
1915
1915
1916
1914
1913
1914
1914
1916
1915
1914
1915

.. 1914
New Hudson 1915

,. J915
New Imperial 1915
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Levis ,

Matchless .

Average
for

H.P. last

week, c

6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

^63
2\ 3-speed ^—

6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£86
2| 2-sp. 2-stroke .

—
5-5 3-speed —
4 3-speed —
4 single-speed .

,

£24
4 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
6 sidecar —
6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£50
2j 3-speed —
25 2-speed £45
2I 2-speed £36
6 2-sp. sidecar .. £57
6 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£66
2^- 2-sp. 2 -stroke .

—
3 2 speed £47
3 2-speed —
7-9 3-sp. sidecar.

.

£66
3i 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
5 3-speed —
5 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
Powerplus sidecar £80

7 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£49
7 2-sp. sidecar .

.

—
4j 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£44
4i 3-5peed —
4I 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£78
Popular —
7.\ 2-stroke £24
8 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£74
8 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
z\ 2-speed £25
4 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
2i 2 speed —

Latest
weekly
average
btainable

as

£68

£44

£49

£30

£34"

£35
£47
£61

£_38

£40

£26

£50

£59
£26

Make.

P. & M. .

.

Premier .

.

Radco
Rex
Rover

Rudge . . .

.

Scott ,\\\\

Sualieam .

Triumph .

.

Williamson
Zenith . . .

.

Average Latest
for weekly

Year. H.P, last average
week, obtainable

1914 3I 2-sT). sidecar . . £47 —
1913 3i 2-sp. sidecar . . — £35
1914 3i 3-sp. sidecar .

. £43 —
1913 3V 2-sp. sidecar .. ^35 —
1915 2-stroke — £20
1914 6 2-sp. sidecar .. ^(^45

—
1914 3* T.T — ^35
1914 3^ 3-sp. sidecar .. £40 —
1914 5' raulti sidecar.. — £50
1913 3 ^ clutch — £28

1914 3I z-speed — £38
1915 3^ 2-sp. sidecar . . £65 —
1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .. — £6g
1914 3i 3-sP' sidecar . . £50 —
1915 3^ 3-sp- sidecar . .

— £72
1915 24 2-sp. ^-stroke . £33 —
I9r4 4 3-sp. sidecar , . £47 —
1914 8 2-sp. sidecar . . — £52
1913 6 Gradua sidecar — £37
1914 6 Gradua sidecar — £60

1913 3 i Gradua — £36—

I

A new generator bracket suitable lor fixing

to the handle-bar or frame, produced by the

F.R.S. Lamp Co., of Pershore Street,

Birmingham. The clip is finished dull

black ioid other parts are plated.

THE KAY QUICK-STARTINQ
DEVICE.

IN view of the restriction in petrol

supplies at the present time, motorists,

have found it necessary to use one

of the many petrol" substitutes now on
the market. The greatest objection to

the use of these substitutes is the diffi-

culty of starting the engine when cold.

With the use of the device in our

illustration (designed and patented by,

Mr. Kay, of Halliwell, Bolton) this

trouble is avoided, and the only thing
required when starting the eiigine is tq

turn on the tap of the small auxiliary]

tank. The engine will then start in the

usual way, although the carburetter may;

Kay adjustable needle valve forsuppiymg

petrol to the '.nduction pipe.

be full of substitute. When under way
the tap should be turned off, and th^
engine will continue running on the
substitute.

The device consists of a small drip-,

feed needle valve, screwed into the,

inlet pipe, which, is set to suit the

engine, and does not again require to be
touched. The petrol is fed from a small

auxiliary tank fitted under the main
tank. It can be fitted to any engine
when a small hole has been drilled and'

tapped in the inlet pipe. The use ofl

petrol with this device is practically!

infinitesimal, and half a gallon of petrol

would last for a long period.

THE
PEACOCK VAPORISER.

THIS is 'a little contrivance which
when placed in the induction pipe
is claimed to increase 1)he vaporising

surface and also to transmit heat along

the induction pipe, and thus tends to

check the entrance of any liquid fuel

•into the engine. When paraffin is used
this is a point of considerable import-
ance. The device is manufactured by
Peacock, Cobb, and Co., of Birmingham.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street London, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Broken Valves.

I have a Calthorpe Junior,

IqI which causes a lot of trouble

> with exhaust valves breaking.
L-S-l Can you suggest a remedy tor

this?— W.T.
Your trouble is probably caused by any
ot the following ; Valves made of poor
material. Overheating, caused through
too large a jet, or a choked exhaust
outlet. Incorrect valve timing, exhaust
valve opening too early, or retarded
ignition. Too strong valve springs.
Driving too hard.

Law Regarding Brakes.

I have just purchased a motor

?'
I

cycle, -and should be pleased if

you will give me advice on
-^ the following question : The

machine is second-hand, and is

only fitted with one brake (front), and
the machine does not appear to ever
have been fitted with another, but X

am told that it is breaking the law to

ride with less than two. Is this so?
—H.F.C.

Yes, it is illegal to, ride a machine fitted

with only one brake, besides being
extremely dangerous using one fitted to

the front wheel only. You will probably
be able to obtain a belt rim or band
brake from any large accessory firm.

Racing Engine in Free.

In the " Questions and Re-
"^l plies " section of your valuable

? paper of August 10th "N.B.H."
-i-l writes you re 8 h.p. J. A. P. car-

buretter trouble, and you reply
that allowing the engine to race in

free owing to a leaky throttle is likely

to do damage to the engine. I have
had the same symptoms with my
5-6 h.p. twin overhead J. A. P., but
have felt no inconvenience until re-

cently. My big end ball races seized

up without warning. Would you
attribute this seizure to be caused by
too rich a mixture, as the lubrication

is O.K.? The carburetter is a J.A.P.
w-ith barrel (revolving) throttle,' which
to all appearances closes tight, but yet
supplies enough mixture to run the
.engine when it is shut off.—E.

A seized big end is more likely to be due
to lack of lubrication. Allowing the
engine to race when in free does consider-

able damage to it, ruining the bearings
and generally wearing the engine out.

Your throttle barrel may be worn, which
causes it to allow a certain amount of
gas to escape. Perhaps you have rather
too large a jet fitted.

Running on Acetylene.

In view of the possibilities of

acetylene being used as the
motive force for motors, I should
like you to answer the following
questions: (1.) Would an ordinary

cylinder casting withstand the extra
strain of the explosion? (2.) Is more
air required for acetylene than for

petrol? (3.) Would the explosion be
more violent and require a later timing?

(1.) Acetylene is a very dangerous gas to

use as a fuel, as the explosion is more in
the nature of a detonation than an ex-
plosion. The average cylinder would not
stand the explosion of a full charge. (2.)

No, about the same proportions, but, if

anything, slightly more. (3.) This is

answered in No. 1. The ignition timing
might require to be retarded.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, being fully in

accord with the recommendations agreed
upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they will not permit the

adverlisements of new goods manufactured
in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation, either during or after the war.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

Cylinder Angle.

I have an early model 5 h.p.

twin-cylinder machine with accu-

mulator and coil ignition. How
can I tell the angle degree, as

I wish to fit a magneto to this

machine, as it is a good puller and
worth the expense? I should say
the date is about 1907.—G.B.

If the makers of your machine are unable
to tell you the angle of the cylinders it

will be necessary to measure the angle
at which the cylinders are set in relation

to the crankshaft. We think perhaps
the easiest way to do this would be as

follows : Take a piece of paper and make
a template exactly corresponding with
the base of each cylinder. Continue these
lines until they meet, then with the aid

of a protractor, a small instrument which
you can purchase at most stationers for

a few pence, measure the angle of the

lines so formed by the two cylinder bases.

When you have ascertained this angle

subtract it from 180°, and it will give

you the angle at which the cylinders

are set.

Timing the Spark.

I have a new 2^ h.p. two-

stroke single-speed motor cycle.

1 have had to return the magneto
to the makers. Would you
kindly tell me (1) the easiest

method of timing when I replace the

magneto? (The thing I do not really

understand is how to measure the

correct distance of the piston from the

top of its stroke before replacing the

magneto chain.) (2.) Would it be any
advantage to have a longer exhaust
pipe (for silencing purposes)? (3.)

Would a too small jet make any great

difference in hill-climbing?—T.H.V.

(1.) The following is the correct method
of timing the ignition : Place piston at

the top of its stroke ; this can be ascer-

tained by putting a wire through the

sparking plug hole, and feeling when the

piston has travelled as far up the cylinder

as possible. The ignition lever should be
fully retarded, while the chain should be

connected up with the contact points just

about to break. (2.) Yes, a long tail

pipe to the silencer renders a machine
much more silent. (3.) A small jet

reduces the power to a certain extent,

and so will too large a jet. This also

causes four-stroking, while a small jet

may cause popping in the carburetter.

Compression Ratio.

(1.) I understand that the com-
pression of a Douglas engine is

very low. What should it be?
Is there any way of testing it

short of using a compression
gauge? (2.) I understand that a mag-
neto generates an alternating current.

' That being the case, would a two-
cylinder magneto produce an alternating

or direct current at each plug respec-

tively? (3.) At how many revolutions

per minute is the horse-power of an
engine usually rated at?—G.B.S.

(1.) Y'ou can find the compression ratio

by measurement, but the actual pressure

can only be found by means of a pressure
gauge. The pressure, as a rule, will be
between 60 lb. and 70 lb per sq. in.

The ratio is usually about 4 or 5 to 1.

The compression ratio is obtained by
dividing your comp'ression space plus piston

displacement by the compression space,

which gives you a ratio of so much to 1.

(2.) The current generated in the primary
winding of any magneto is alternating,

but the current at the plig points is best

described as merely an electrical impulse.,

as it could hardly be described as either

alternating or continuous. (3.) At about
1,500 to 2,000 revolutions.

B20
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Knocking on a Two-stroke.

Can you tell me what is the

g^\ matter with my 1916 two-stroke,

% fitted with Dixie fixed ignition?
-^ Unless I time it practically on

top of the stroke (about 1 to

1^ mm.) the engine knocks horribly.

The other day on a run I was troubled
with this all the way, and stopped at

the bottom of Reigate Hill to cool

down (ignition then advanced about 5

mm.). I ascended the hill well with
no trace of knock, and the bicycle ran
twenty miles home magnificently, very
fast, and no knock. Recently, ho\ve\'er,

it started again (pure petrol).—C.O.D.
Your trouble may be due to excessive

carbon deposit or a faulty plug, causing

pre-ignition, or to either poor or insuffi-

cient lubricating oil. You should be able

to give at least 5 ram. advance. Make
sure the piston top is quite clean, and
that the piston rings are not gummed up
in their grooves—a common fault with
air-cooled two-strokes.

Grinding Noises.

About a month, ago I bought
a 3^ h.p. Rudge-Multi from a
garage owner, and it does not
give me satisfaction. There is

always a heavy grinding noise

from the engine. I am told it is the

plate clutch. At times the engine

makes a tinkling noise, which is very
infrequent now. The engine overheats

very much and very quickly, and pulls

badly on the level and hills. Even
on the lowest gear it puHs badly

on hills. There is plenty of compres-

sion, and recently I got the valves

ground and the piston and cylinder

cleaned, but it has made no alteration

or change in the running. There is a

slight bend in the petrol pipe, but it

gets sufficient petrol. The .other day

I found it hard to start as the engine

was too hot, seemingly I put a new
plug in, and it immediately fired, but

began to misfire very much. * I then

cleaned the old plug and got started,

and it fired all right. I \vonder if the

timing has slipped a little?

—

S.B.

It is almost impossible to say

what is wrong with your machme
without actually seeing it. ,

The
cause of the grinding may be due
to a broken ball race either in

the gear or the engine. We can

only advisf you to overhaul the

gear and the engine thoroughly,

and see that there is nothing bind-

ing or rubbing anywhere, and that

all parts, including the clutch, are

adequately lubricated. The over-

heating may be due to any of the

following causes : Too large a jet,

choked exhaust outlet, and insuffi-

cient valve lift, perhaps due to

too great a tappet clearance.

Whatever is causing the grinding
noi.se may also be responsible for

the overheating, owing to the

friction. The bend or kink in the
petrol pipe would not cause the
trouble. The misfiring was prob-
ably caused either by the new
plug having the points wrongly
Adjusted {there should be a gap
of about " ^in.) or by the plug
being faulty. The timing would
not have this effect.

IB30

Too Rich a Mixture.

Y'ou may be able to offer some

^1 suggestion as to the solution

^ of a little puzzle 1 am experi-

-SJ encing. My mount is a two-
stroke, petroil lubrication. Re-

cently a sudden loss of power occurred,

and as a lot of oil was thrown out

from the joint of crank case, I- thought
this might be due to a loss of crank
case compression. This was remedied
by a brown paper and seccotine pack-

ing, and at the time of taking down
a rather large collection of carbon was
found in the transfer passage. This
and all other parts were cleaned, and
on the return of the machine to the
road I found its old power had re-

turned with interest. After the first

journey, however, it has now developed
another symptom. Whenever a start

is made from cold (or after the engine
has ever so slightly cooled down during
a stop) remarkable difficulty occurs
in starting. Usually it imviediateli/

fires the charge about twice, and then,

running along with the momentum
this gives, stops firing. A quick
manceuvring of throttle and extra air

. (without any defined method, so far

as I can see) usually then starts it

eight-stroking for about twenty yards
or so, then four-stroking for about a
further fifty yards, and finally, in

about 150, to 200 yards, it settles down
to the correct two-stroking, and gives
no further bother until the next stop
and cool down. Sometimes this pro-
cedure is varied, and, instead? of eight-
stroking, it merely smothers the plug
with oil, and no firing of the charge
then occurs at all. When this happens,
patient changing and cleaning of
plugs have to be done until, finally, a
charge or two is fired. Blagneto spark
occurs a good -iin. from top of com-
pression stroke.—S.A.P.

Your trouble is evidently due to too
rich a mixture, which perhaps you did
not notice previously owing to the leaky
crank case joint. Try a slightly

smaller jet. *

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"R.S.J." (Heversham).—8 h.p. British

Excelsior. Consumption and reliability.

"J.W." (Grantham).—Rudge Multi
and sidecar. Most suitable belt ; also
petrol consumption.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Brighton to Tidworth.—H.R.A.

Brighton, Shoreham, Steyning, Pul-
borough, Petworth, Jlidhurst, Petersfield',

Winchester, Andover, Ludgershall, Tid-
worth.

Birmingham to Folkestone.—E.D.P.

.

Birmingham, Coventry, Daventry,
Towcester, Dunstable, St. Albans,
Barnet, Enfield, Chingford, Woodford,
Barking, Tilbury, Gravesend, Chatham,
Maidstone, Charing, Ashford, Hythe,
Folkestone.

Leicester to Bridlington.—J.C.

Leicester, Melton Mowbray, Grant-
ham, Leadenham, Lincoln, Brigg, New
Holland, Hull, Beverley, Great Driffield,

Bridlington.

Ifswich to Chester.—C.S.B.

Ipswich, Stowmarket, Bury St.

Edmund's, Newmarket, Cambridge,
Huntington, Thrapston, Kettering,
Market Harborough, Husbands Bos-
worth, Lutterworth, Atherstone, Faze-
ley, Weeford, Weston, Wellington,
Hodnet, Whitchurch, Malpas, Chester.

Nottingham to Redruth.—S.S.D.

Nottingham, Long Eaton, Isley Walton,
Whitwick, Coalville, Hugglescote, Hinck-
ley, Coventry, Warwick, Stratford-on-
Avon, Evesham, Cheltenham, Stroud,
Nailsworth, Bath, Wells, Glastonbury,
Durston, Taunton, CuUompton, Exeter,
Moretonhampstead, Two Bridges, Tavi-
stock, Callingtoii, Liskeard, Lostwithiel,
St. Austell, Truro, Redruth.

A view in Miller's Dale. This and other Peak district beauty spots were described on
pages 182 and 183 of our last issue.
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WIRE LTD.

LONDON

«-•*

^?/.~

Bowden Wire and of aU

Levers and Accessories

used in its application.

Trade Marks
and Naines:

Bowdensolo Bowdenoir

Bowdenamel Bowdenite

Bowdensilver Bowdenbrass

Orders filled only
as Oovernment
requirements permU,

LEATHER & RUBBER.
UNBREAKABLE : Because the whole pulling strain is taken by a steel

chain core, manufactured to withstand from 3 to 4 times the pulling
.strain of any motor cycle yet built.

NON-SLIPPING : Because the leather and rubber washers on the cham
have 50% greater driving surfaces than leather or rubber belts, and
the combination of leather and rubber will grip the driving pulley in
any weather.

FASTER DRIVE : Because the washer and chain construction gives a
flexibility which allows the Zilla Belt to " hug " the smallest pulley
without that great internal friction, and force reqtiu'ed to bend an
ordinary belt round it.

JUST THE THING FOR SIDECAR WORK, especially in changeable weather
or in exposed positions.

THE BELT THAT SAVES 10% OF PETROL.

a

28/.

SPECIAL OFFER.
r

30/- 34/- 36/. USUAL PRICE for 8ft.

22/- 24/- 26/- 28/.
SPECIAL PRICE
fo»- any lenrth ui^ to 8ft.

Plu3 8d. Postace.

The "ZILLA" is the ONLY PERFECT Belt.
Get a " Z ILLA " and end all your Belt troubles

All orders delivered per return from stock.

The ZILLA PATENT BELT COMPANY. Ltd.,
101. Great Western Street, MANCHESTER.

I SUBMIT there
is a solid reason why you should adopt a

BINKS CARBURETTER, viz.:

YOU CUTYOUR FUEL BILL INTWO
if you adopt my system and use my
fuel. You can, of course, use petrol or
benzol without alteration.

Price of
Carburetter
complete—

plus 10% extra
war cost.

FIT ANY
MACHINE.

Small extra Tank
to clip on Frame,

17/6
Pipe & 3-wayTap
to enable you to

get an ejisy start

when stone cold.

plus 10%
war advance.

READ!
MY 3-PHASE JET DAMPING CARBURETTERS
have such perfect vapourising properties that they
enable you to use fuel at 2/6 per gallon in .(2-gaUon

casks, which you are allowed to keep on your premises.

Your engine will tick over dead slow, and pull dead
slow in traffic, yet give the full power. It is almost
impossible to tell you are not running on petrol' at 2/9
a gallon. It cannot damage your engine or soot it up,

and makes Motor Cycling possible in these times.

I give you my personal assurance of the truth of what
is stated above. Please send at once tor full particulars

of the carburetter, and also for my Treatise on Carbura-
tion, and terms of One Mouth's Approval Trial.

C. BINKS, Ltd., Eccles.
/n answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B31
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle" Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUiVlBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. All replies should be addressed,
*' No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.C."

J»«-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System- If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision alter receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit th(

amount to the seller, but it not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pay?
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of as. 6d. is charged, wlien under
£io the fee is is. AU deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should t>e madt
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ol

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that efiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who leply to adverusements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an -indication that the goodb advertised have
already been disposed ot. Advertisers oltea receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one Dy post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

liQlS Abingdon King Dick, ZVoh.-p., clntch, in really
J-t7 splendid order, overhauled; £16 cash.—Applv, 44.
Selwyu St., Rotherham. [X7003

A.J.S.

16 A.J.S. Combination in stock.—Cross, Agent,
Eotherham. EX7000

A.J.S., 2%h.p., 3-speed, 1916, new, in stock.—Picker-
ing, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [57022

A.J.S., 2^4h.p., 3-speed, 1915, in fine condition; £46,
complete-—Baker, Donnington Honse, Wylde GreeB.

1X6731
A.J.S. 6h.p. 1914 Combination, £52 ; 1913 6h.p.

solo, £44; new 1916 4h.p. model, OTeidue, £76.—
Crow Bros., Guildford. il398

A.J.S., 1915 6h.p. Combination, - complete with oil
accessories, spare wheel, hood, screen; £92/10.—

Walsall Garage, Walsall. [X6960
"B(ai3 A.J.S., 5h.p., with 2 speeds, countershaft, kick
J-^ starter, clutch, sidecar ; bargain, £42/10.—The
Burnes Motor Garage, opposite Red laon, Barnes, S.W

tl480
"IQ15 4h.p. A.J.S., new condition, done 3,500, fitted
Xtf lamps, horn, wheel disca, splendifl machine; ac-
cept nearest £60 ; exchanges.—Walton's, Dawson Sq.,
Burnley. [X6972

19

CASH OR EXCHANGE.
NEW MODELS.

MORGAN de Luxe, M.A.G. engine, hood . . .£127
EXCELSIOR (American), 7 h.p., 3 speed's . . £75
OVERLAND, 12 h.p., 4-scater, electric start-

ing and lighting (£4 4s. tax) £225
RITZ 4cvlinder 2-seater Light Car £145 1)

ROYAL RUBY, 2\ h.p., s-speed, 2-stroke . . £36 10
ROYAL RUBY..J.A.P., 2lh.p., 2 speed .... £39 10
REX, 6 h.D., kick start, and Rex Sidecar . . £71
WILLIAMSON Cy-cl-ca, W.C. Douglas eng. £126

1916 (U.S.A.) EXCELSIOR.
7 h.p., twin, 84 y 89, mechanical and hand luDrira-
tion, kick starter, high-tension magneto, spring
inrks, 2-gaIIon petrol capacity, 3-speed countershaft
gear, multiple-disc clutch M'ith hand and foot con-
trol, handle-bar control, spring seat-pillar, 3in. non-
skid tvres, finish Excelsior grey ; £75,
A few late K315 new 7 h.p. 3-speed models, with
electrical equipment, at pre-tax price nf £71 10s.

Exchanges qurted. Easy payments 2',% extra.
We are sole Yorkshire distributers. Liberal terms
to trade.

CoachbuUt PERFECTION SIDECARS to suit, £13 10.

SOLO MACHINES.
VILLIERS, 1915, 2I h.p., 2-speed £27
DOUGLAS, 1914, 23 h.p., 2-speed' £37
DOUGLAS, 191^, single gear, chain-belt ... £28
DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-5peed £34
INDIAN, 1914, 7 h.p., 2-speed, spring frame £44
INDIAN, J912, 4 h.p., 2-speed £29
1912 3l h.p. ZENITH-GRADUA £J6
1912 3.^ h.p. 2-sp. BRADBURY, chain drive £29
1912 6 h.p. 2-speed GLYNO £24
1912 2 h.p. HUMEER Lightweight £15
NUMBER, 3l h.p, :.sp ed £25
RUDGE, 31. h.p., F.I ., good order £19
EXCELSIOR, 3,; h.p., 3-spoed, Druid forks. . £17
ALLDAYS, il h.p,, 2 speeder £25
TRIUMPH, magneto, spring forks, new tjTes £14
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-speed, wants attention. . £18
N.S.U., 3^ h.p., 2-speed, s ^ring forks £17
F.N., 2j h.p,, 2-speed, shait drive £17
REX, igto, 3l h.p., semi-T.T £16
TRIUMPH, 1911, 3lb.p., 3-speed £26
TRIUMPH, 1909, 3.Vb.o., 2-speed £24
TRIUMPH, 3.V h.p., clutch model £21
TORPEDO, 3! h.p., igri model £17
MINERVA, 2j h.p., wants attention £4
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., t-vin, spring forks £15

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
6 h.p. (new) REX Sidette ; reduced to .... £71
1916 5-6h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE Combina'n £72 10
J914 7-9h.p. 2-speed INDIAN Combination . £53 10
1913 7 h.p. 2-speed ARIEL and .Sidecar ,. £42 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £43 10
1911 si h.p. 3-speed TRIUMPH and Sidecar £27 10
QUADRANT, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, twin, chain

drive, ani coach Sidecar. Fine lot .... £45 10
1912 3I h.p. 2-speed PREMIER and Sidecar £33 10
igoq 3.1 h.r. 2-snced TRIUMPH and Sidecar £26 10
HAZLEWOOD, 4-5 h.p., twin, and coach-

Sidecar, 3-speed countershaft £42

Halifax Motor ExcltanDe

68, HORTON ST., HALIFAX.
'Phone—76O. Telegranis

—
" Perfection."

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act*

advertisers requiring: workmen, and whose
business consists wholly or mainly ot
engrineerins: or the productions of munitions
of war. or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, ** No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already ene:a£:ed on Qovera-
ment work, will be engaged."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with
the approval of the Board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchangee or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engragred on
Government work need apply.

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

1 Q15 2^.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, drop frame, lamp aet.

Xt/ horn, perfect; £40.—Stout'8- Garage, Egremorit,
Cumberland. 'Phone: 13. [1305

A .J.S. Late 1914 6h.p. Combination, overhauled, in
.i\j exceptionaJ nice condition, 3 speeds, kick-starter,

coachbuilt sidecar, complete ; £60.—6, Warren St., Lon-
don. [1598

Alldays.

ALLOJT, 2%h.p.. 2-3troke, 2-8peea, 1916; in stock-
Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [X7023

ALLON, 1916, accessories; owner at Front: bargain,
*26/10.—85, Dalberg Rd., Brixton. [1436

ALLONS in stock.—Jones. Garage. Broadway, Mm-
-well Hill. Easy payments arranged. - [1583

ALLOiT (July, 1915), mileage 1,200, lamps, hom;
offers wanted.—Holt, Horsforth, Leeds. [1277

14 3'/2h-p. 2-speed Alldays Matchless; £36, or neat

offer.-Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. (1618

21.h.p. Alldays, 2-strok6; bargain, £22/10.—W. and
2 H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Mouchester.

[1255

ALLON, 2-stroke, quite new, never used; cost £36,
take £30.-155, Goldhawk Ed.. Shepherd's Bush.

[1267

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Binuingliam,
can supply immediately all models of Alldays AHon.

[0796
ALLDAYS 2-stroke, single gear, excellent condition;

£20.—A. Salter, 54, St. Andrew's Garage, Uibridge.
[1363

"I
015 Alldays Allon, 2-stroke, splendid condition; £20;

-L«/ -Lack, 42, Leamington Park 'Villas, Acton.
[X69'8

ALLON 2-3peed' 2-strok6. complete, almost new; 30
gns, or nearest.—Edwards. Bramley Rd., Snodland,

Kent. [X6726

ALLDAYS Allon, 1916 models in stock; cash or

gradual payments 2% only.—Referee Cycle Co., 332,

High Holborn. [0763

IQ16 Alldays Allons, 2-8peed' models, in stock; £42;
i.iy easy navments arranged.-^Jones, Garage, Broiid-

new, MusweU Hill. [1584

ALLONS, new 1916 2-stroke 2-speed models, £42:
exchange or easy terms arranged.—Wimchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Ikmdon. [1452

1 Q15 Alldays Allon, 2-8peed, and accessories, in per-XU iect condition; £27/10; seen any time.-Bounds'
Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn. [1375

ALLDAYS AUon, late 1915, 2'/2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-siieed,

not done 1,000 miles, lamps, and horn; £32.—F.
Durlacter, Thorpe Satchville, Melton Mowbray. [S6948

ALLDAYS AUon 2-speed 2-strok6, July, ISW. perfect ,

condition. Palmer cord on back; appointment;— |
Orderly Room, B-D.C, Connaught Rd., Albert Dook- I

[X6919
'

ALLDAYS Matchless, 1914, 2%h.p., 2-strok6, Dan-
lop belt. Kempshall tyre, Amac, in excellent run-

ning order; bargain. £1-9; exchanges.—Ideal Cycle Co.,

Th,uudersley, Essex. _
[13C3

A REAL Beauty.—Alldays 2-strok6, guaranteed in per-

fect order, fast, powerful, lamps, tools, knee-grips,

footboards, enamel, plating perfect ; sacrifice for £20,—
Webb, Jeweller, Chesterfield. [X7083

ALLON, countershaft, new this month, disc wheels,

mechanical horn, unscratched, perfect condition,

running on Binks with petrol : sacrifice nearest to £35.

-Christian, Carlton Bakery, Rugby. (X6985

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOI^ CYCLES FOU SALE.
; Alldays.
ALLDAYS Matchless, 1915'/i'. 2Vjh.p., 2-stroke, speed-

ometer, all accessories, viiriable jet and ignition,
120 m.p.g. on paraffin, spare petrol tnuk lor etartinp,
vaporiser; £26.-160, Denmark Hill, Cnnibeiwell. [1311

ALLDAYS AUoDs, all models, from stock, also 1915
2-speed kick start De Luxe model, with Lucas ac-

!
cessories. 40 gus. ; and 1915 2-speed hand clutch model,

I Lucas accessories, £38/10; and 1916 single-speed, oulv

I

shop-soiled, £32/10. real bargain.—Lamb's. 151, High
;
St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [1343

i
ArieL

ABIEL, all models in stor-k ; easv payments arranged.

I

—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [1585

,
1Q15 Ariel, coach sidecar, 3-speed, kick starter; £48
J- *^ or exchange lightweight and cash,
Woodlesford, Leeds.

Wardle,
[X7019

ARIEL, 3i-2h.p., 3-speed, decompressor, speedometer,
accessories, petrol, sidecar; £52, bargain.—96,

Shrewsbury Rd., Forest Gate. [1435

liQlS Ariel, S'/oh.p., 3 speeds, countershaft, excellent
-*.*/ order; bargain. £45.—The Barnes Motor Garage,
opposite Bed Lion, Barnes, S-W. [I'^Sl

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
have in stock for immediate delivery all models

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars. [0797

AEIELS.—3iAh.p. combinations, with their latest re-
finements, delivered from stock, £82/10; easy terms

I

if desired: liberal exchanges.-Lamb's, 151, High St.,
Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [1329

Auto-Wheels
AUTO-WHEEL, latest design, condition like new; £9;

guaranteed.—Wauehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Londnn.
[1453

A UTO-WHEEL, latest model, perfect. £8/10-; Hum-
xl. ber cycle attached, complete, '" '" " " "Matthews,

[X6730
. - ,._,., £12/10,

Pawnbroker, W. , Croydon.

AUTO-WHEEL and Chater-Lea lady-back tandem;
£15/10; deferred terms if desired—Lamb's. 151,

High St.. Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green.

T.™
tl341HREE Genuine Wall Auto-Wbeels, 1914 and 1915

models, little used, as new; £8, ^9, £10.—
Murray's, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn.

[X7044
Bat.

BAT, 3',.oh.p.. 1912, and coachbuilt sidecar; £18.—
6. Warren St.. London. [1599

sidecar^ 1913, small
£40.-Chatterton, I'rin-

[X6866

BRADBURY, 4h.p.,
shaft. Lambert coachbuilt sidecar, complete

:

6, W'arren St., London.

BAT-J.A.P., Sh.p , coachbuilt
mileage, raanv spares, etc,

cess St., Huddersfleld.

BAT-J.A.l'. 4",^h.p. Twin, 1914, ridden under 1.000
miles, not used since beginning of war; owner still

on active service: any trial or exnert examination- £45.
-31a, Brcomfield Rd., Chelmsford. [X7065

Bradbury.
BRADBURY. 4h.p., clutch model, all good condition:

£19/10, offer.—455, York Rd., Wandsworth. [1535

BRADBURY. 4h.p., in first-class order, variable gear,
good sidecar machine; £22/10.—Bunting, Hmrnw.

[1603
"1Q14 SV'^li-P- Bradbury, 3 speeds: £35: cash or ensv
J-*.' terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages). Ltd.. Swansea

[0822
PETROL Free with Bradbury 1913 3-speed, 26 gns.;

also 1913 clutch model, 19 gns.—Rider Troward.
78, High St., Hampstead. 'Phone: 5392. [1485

1914 (November). 2-speed counter-
anehbuilt sidecar, complete: £40.

nearest offer.—Jones, Victoria Rd. , Woodbridge. [1286

BRADBURYS.—Two good second-hand combinations.
both 1913 4h.p., and fitted good coachbuilt side-

cars; one 3-speed countershaft and clutch £32, the
other 3-speed bub £26; guaranteed sound.—P. J. Ev?ns,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [X7061

Brotigh.

BROUGH. 1916. 3iAh.p. horizontal twin, coimtershaft
3-speed gear, kick starter, speedometer, Lucas

lamp, horn, rear lamp, etc.. ridden 2.600 miles, prac-
tically new; cost £74, accept £58; must sell flt once.—
King, c/o Sanderson, The Rowans, Milton Rd., Cam-
bridge. [1521

Brown.
31h-p. Brown, Mabon clutch, Bosch, spring forks, per-

2 feet; £12/10.-248, Bsntlev Rd., Doncaster
[S6993

B.S.A.

B.S.A. New 1916 Modfls H and K actually in stork
_ no waiting.—Moss, Wem. [X6992

Manchester, for
[0798

"D.S.A., 1915, all cham drive. 4i4h.p., coachbuilt side-

COLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate,
immediate delivery of B.SA.

car; £55.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [1399

1 Q16 B.S.A.'s in stock for immediate delivery; £62.—
--*.' Parker and Son, St., Ives, Hunts. [1614

B.S.A.,, all models in stock.—Jones. Garage, Broad-
way. Mus^vell Hill. Easy payments arranged.

T> .S.A.. all models; sole district agents; exchanges
eotcrtnined good allow-ances for old machines,—

Walsall Garage, Walsall. [X6959

BBBHBHBnBBBBHBBgaaaHaflHaVB

CORONET SiDECARS. S
We are bu ilding special models for Harley-

Davidsons, Excckiors, and Indians, enamelled
either ^rey or red to match machines, and fitted

with aSXsin-. tyre and four point attachment.

FROM

£10 15s.

Send for Illustrated

Catalogue describing
these well - known
Sidecars

EXCHANGES.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Coronet Undersiung Chassis.

4-poini attach-

ment, special

mudguard.

TORPEDO SIDECARS, £9 15s.

1916 HARLEY-DAVIDSONS.
We can give Immadiate Deliver;', and we will

make a big allowance for your old machine.

CASH OFFERS WANTED.
4J h.p. STAR, brand new £68 model, big

single, 3 speeds £55

2^ h.p. Stationary Petrol Engine, new
£22 los. model, magneto, -2 flywheels £16 10

4 h.p. ZENITH, 1911, Gradua variable gear £19 15
2ih.p. IMPERIAL-J.A.P.. 1915, 2-5peed,

lamp, born, etc £32 10
7-9h.p. PREMIER, ii:)r4, 2-speed counter-

shaft, with £13 los. new coach Sidecar £49 15
6 h.p. REX, 2-specd, magneto £11 15

25 h.p. DOUGLAS, 1910 £11 15
2j n.p. MINERVA, magneto, variable gear £8 15
7-9h.p. INDIAN, 1913, 3-speed, electrical

model, and ^r5 ^iontgome^y Sidecar. . £69 15

1916 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON £80 15
igib ditto, electrical model £89

1914 FORD Touring Car, detachable wheels £85
. 2} h.p. EXCELSIOR, 1916. 2-stroke £24 15
20 h.p. FORO Van, new, 1916 model £130
20 h.p, FORD Van, 1915 model £90
2.V h.p. TYLER, 1915, 2-spe-d mc^el £24 15
3I h.p. TRIUMPH, 1910 model £16 15

3V h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1912 model £13 15

3.} h.p. JAMES, 1912, 2-speed, chain drive,

and coach Sidecar £26 15

3i h.p. HUMBER. 1913, 2-speed, Sidecar.. £29 15

3I h.p. PREMIER, 1913, 2-speed counter-
shaft gear, belt and chain £26 15

3 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1911, magneto .. . £12 15
3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1911, 2-speed model,

with Sidecar, lamps, and horn £25 15

1915 GALGOTT Light Car.dynamo lightin:? £215
7 9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON.eiectnc^lly

equipped, complete with sidecar .... £S9 15

3 1 lip. HUMBER. 191 1, 2 speed £17 15
2h h.p. MATCH LES5-J.A.P , igro £10 15

1915 TRUMBULL Light Car, hood, screen,

detachable wheels, speeJoineter,eiectric

horn and lamps £89

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
^^sw £5 weatherproof Magneto, £3 IDs.; 1911

Re.K frame and tank, 27/6 ; Long Lengths Steel
Tubing, i^ X i2g., i4g., i6g. ; Bosch Magneto,
50/- ; B. and B. Carburetter, 12/6 ; Amac
Carburetter, 12/6; New 20/- Brass Electrx
Sidecar Lamps, 5/6 ; Ditto Tail Lamps, 5/3,
approval ; New Spare \%alves for Harley-Dav.d-
sons; 4/9; igii Twin Rex, frame only, 20/-;
Douglas Carburetter,, 10/6 ; New 20 x aj nr
2.i Tubes, 6/-; Sidecar Safety Couplings, 8/9
(for any machine, including P. & M.'s) ; /16 i6s.

Gloria Coach Sidecar, just repainted, £7 15s.;
Lightweight Coach Sidecar, new, £7 15s. ;

New Coach Sidecar Body . £3 5s. ; New Sidecar
Chassis, complete with all littings, 65/-; jgiG
Binks Carburetters (your old carburetter taken
in exchang^l.

BOOTH'S MOTORiES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

l-fi A &. I r A X .

'Phrne : 1062. Close at 6 p.m.

B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A

j QI6 B.S.A., ^'/sh.p., coachbuilt sidecar, chain-cum-
J- t^ belt drive, a'll accessories; £65.~C. Hurlock, 63,
Denmark Hill, London. S.E. [1552

B.S.A., 1915-16, 4V4h.p., chain-belt drive, 3-speed gear
box, splendid condition ; sacrifice £45.—S.D., 43.

Greenway Ed., Taunton, Som. [1514

LATE 1913 3i/{.h.p. B.S.A. , 2-specd, free engine, coarh
sidecar, overhauled, perfect; £37, lowest.—Holt, 3S,

Albert St., Brierfield, Burnley. [X7002

B.S.A., 1913, 4h.p., 2-speGd, chain drive, enamelled
and thoroughly overhauled; 28 gns., a bargain.—

Moore, 50, Bridge St., Uuncorn. [1343

IQie B.S.A'., model K, Mills-Fulford 15gn. sidecar,
-i~iy lamps, horn, speedometer, had little use; £64.-
4, Thornton St., Kenipston, Bedford. [1564

B.S.A., 1913, all chain, 2-speed. cushion clutch, kick
start. Cowey speedometer, good condition, recently

,
overhauled ; £30.—9a, John St., Norwich. [S6949

JQ14 3-speed Countershaft B.S.A. Combination, all

-Lt? accessories, new tyres: £50; easy payments ar-

ranged.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [1581

"I
013 B.S.A., 2-speed, nearly new coachbuilt car, Lucn^

-M-*J lamps, speedometer, spares, in thorough order;
£38/10, or near offer.-54, Wyndham Rd., Salisbury,

tl37"

B.S.A., 1915, 4i4h.p., all chain drive, 3-speed gear.
kick-starter, nearly new coachbuilt sidecar, splen-

did condition; 5E6O.—24a, Prudential Buildings, Ports-
mouth. [1419

B.S.A., 1914^, 41i.p., all chain drive, 3-Eperd counter-
shaft gear, lamps, horn, speedometer, perfect con-

dition, unpunctured, only 1,400 miles; £46.-272, Fish-

ponds Pd., BristoL [1457

B.S.A., 1916 models, in stock, ready for immediate
delivery; 4',4h.p.. 3-speed countershaft gear, chain-

cum-belt drive. £62; all-chain drive, £64; eschangei
or extended payment terms quoted.—Below.

B.S.A., 1915, with coachbuilt sidecar, complete with
lamp set, horn, speedometer, cushion saddle, with

backrest, cushion seat for child, luggage grid, etc.

;

^70._Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomili'
St., E.G. [0481

1 Ql'^'^i B.S.A., 3 speeds, tick start, chain drive,

Xt/ apeedometer, lamps, Stewart horn, complete wit;i

Dunhill's Projectile sidecar, all in good running order:
price £45, or exchange lor twin —Dyer, 2, Vincent Ed..
Norwich. [1276

i,A., late 1915. chain-cum-helt, 3-speed counter-
shaft, P. and H. lamps, horn, and spares, Cowey

speedometer, Montgomery long sidecar, hot air intake
fitted, in perfect condition; £54.-16, Midland Rd

.

Welhngborough. [X6895

B.S.A., 4i/4h.p., 1916, chain-cum-belt, 3-speed. with
sidecar, in beautiful condition, new April last, will

run anywhere on paraffin; first cheque for £60 secures;
an unprecedented oiler ; wanted, small car.—Caiman,
Dent;d Surgery, Kilsyth, N.B. [X6942

Model H £64, K £62 ; actually delivered from
with Canoelet B.S.A. sidecars; also a 1912

free engine machine, £29/10, with accessories; deferred
payments by mutual arrangement.—Lamb's. 151, High
St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [1333

B.S.A,, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, all-chain model, perfect,

ridden 3,000. just fitted 2 nev.- Renolds chains, and
new 1 tunlop heavy back, accessories, including Luf-as

he;id light, horn, aud mirror, Cowey, complete set tools,

does 4-55 m.p.b. easily; £42.—Sgt: Child, Essex R.GA,
CaLster, near Yarmouth. [X7025

4ih.p. New 1916 B.S.A. Models, chain drive' £64,
4 chaiivcnm-belt £62; these famous motor cycles

fire firted with the countershaft 3-speed gear box; the
' ail-chain drive is recommended for sidecar work, and
the chain-cum-belt for solo; cash, exchange, or easy
terms.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London.

[1454

Calcott.

CALCOTT 1914 Lightweight, in excellent order; £17.
—Warren's. 586, Euston Rd. Museum 3081. [1411

B

B.SA.
stock,

iSf"-'

Caltherpe.

__ Cnlthorpe-Jap, 2-Bpeed, all accessories, perfef't

4 'condition; £25.—ChUton, 199, High St., Wat-
ford. [1510

CALTHORPE. 1915, 2-stroke, 2-speed: £22; seen by
appomtment.— 62, Frances Rd., Erdington, Bir-

mingham. [X7063

2ih.p. 1915 Cnithorpe-Jap, Enfield 2-3peed gear;
2 £25.—W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deans-

gate, Manchester. [1253

"IQ16 Calthorpe-Jap, 2%h.p;, 2-speed gear, perfect
Xt? order, condition as hew; £25.—Proprietor, Palace
Studio. Carnarvon. [S6733

2-speed. been very
or nearest offer.—

[X6734

1 tQ15 Calthorpe Jimior, 4-stroke,
JL */ little used ; must sell £18,
Eos 740. c/o The Motor Cycle.

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
have in stock all models of Calthorpes for im-

I mediate delivery; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

jlr^ALTHORPES, J.A.P. 2%h.p. engines. 1916 models.

5 V-/ £37/16, with Enfield 2-speed gear; also single-speed
II models, £32; and 2-'"-rokes; we have several good second-
B I hand uiafhinps of this njake to ofEer from £17/10.— Wr"i-

aSDBHBEaseBSQBBHBHBBBaBBHBBfl chope's. 9, Shoe Lane, London.
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pnts arranged.—Jones, Garage, Broadway,
Hill.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

CALTHOHPE-J.A.r.'s, 25/4I1.B. -jvitli Enfield gears, 36
gns. ; actually in stock ; deferred payments, ex-

cIianEes.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50,
High Ed., Wood Green. [1330

CALTHOBPE-J.A.P.'s and 2-strokes; immediate de-
livery irom stock of all models; cash or exchange.

A few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore the Agents,
Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgate, Manchester.
„ [0815
I^ALTHOBI'E-J.A.P., IQlS^/i, 254h.p., Enfield 2.spee(l
V^* gear, lamps, horn, speedometer, and model H.
Watsonian coachbuilt sidecar, little used; £35, or would
separate, a first-class lightweight combination.—Osmond,
3, Thanet Ed., Erith, Kent. [1537

Campion.
CAMPION-PRECISION-J.A.P., aVjh.p., with 2-

speed Jardine countershaft gear box. Swan coach-
built sidecar, with large luggage carrier at rear, new
heavy Dunlop tyres, lamp set. horn, etc., machine run
under 1.000 miles: S52/10.—Wm. Betts. Ltd., Motor
Cycle Dept., 96, Upper Bichmond Bd., Putney, S.W.
'Phones: 1766 and 1698 Putney and Wimbledon 1167.

[1612

Chater-Lea.
CHATEE-LEA, 1915. complete, new machine (less

engine). 2i/, Michelins, tank, guards, X.L. saddle,
etc.; £6.—Wadeson, Ingoldsby, Wadhurst. [56729
"1 Q14 Chater-Lea, 6h.p., No. 7, and coachbuilt side-
-Lt/ car, all accessories: a cheap lot, £44: easy pay-^ .

-r.
, Mnswell

[1587
"1 015 8h.p. Chater-Lea, J.A.P. engine, Mabon vari
-L*/ able gear and clutch, and coach sidecar; a good
bargain, all in perfect order, £40 ; easy payments
arranged.-Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell IT ill.

[1588

CUater-Stevens.
CHATEE-STEVENS. 4i/,h.p., and special cane sidecar

:

real bargain, £16/10.-Lomb's, 161, High St., Wal-
thamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [1338

Clyno.

CLYNO and sidecar, 6h.p., 2 speeds, free; £30, com-
plete; reason sale, called up.—Page Hall, Pen-

rith-
. [S6939

CLTNO, 2-stroke, 2-speed, splendid condition, hardly
been used, all accessories; £28/10.-20, Canonburv

Grove, Essex Ed., N. [1520

PETEOL Free with 1912 Clyno Combination, 34
gns. ; 5-6h.p. 2-speed, clutch, kick-start.—Bider

Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead. [1494

1012 6h.p. Clyno, 2 speeds, and coachbuilt sidecar,
-t-t^ excellent order, ^ many extras; £35.—The Barnes
Motor Garage, opposite Bed Lion, Barnes, S.W. [1474

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT, 1914, 2-speed gear box, perfect; £24

—W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate
Manchester. [1259

1 Q14 Connaught and accessories, in good condition;
-L*J £17/10; seen any time.-Botmds' Garage, High
Bd., Kilburn. [1374

Dalm.
33.h.p. Dalm 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1916, AUon type
4 frame; £28; exchange higher power.—Ad-

vertiser, 52, Brodrick Bd., Wandsworth Common.
[1426

De Luxe.

T^P LUXE, 1916, 2'Ah.p., 2-stroke. perfect: bargain.
-IL' £19.—W. and H. STotor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate,
Manchester. [1257

Diamond.
DIAMONDS, 2-stroke models, shop-soiled only, 28

gns.; Diamond-Jap, 2V'h.p., 2-speed; 36 gns.—Sole
ilLstrict agents, Walsall Garage, Walsall. [X6961

Douglas.
IQll Douglas, all in good condition, good tyres;LU £12/10.-455, York Ed., Wandsworth. [1531

IQ14 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, runs 2-3rd paraffin;
J-t' £34.-Belmead, Maxwell Ed., Northwood. [1378

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed, in very good order; £28.
—Warren's, 386, Euston Bd. Museum 3081. [1405

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2-speed, new condition, with acces-
sories; £45.—Pickering,!^ Mardol, Shrewsbury.

[S7021
DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., first to view will purchase; £15,

no offers.~14, Dodbrooke Bd., West Norwood.
[1641

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, 2 lamps, hooter, been over-
hauled; £40.—Warren's, 386, Euston Ed. Museum

3081. [1406

DOUGLAS. 1913, 2-speed, lamps, horn, tools, perfect
order; £30.—Warren's, 386, Euston Bd. Museum

3081. [1404

ROYAL RUBY, SUN, ALLDAYS
ALLON, J.H., B.S.A., CALTHORPE,
LEVIS,COVENTRY EAGLE, HARLEY-
DAVIDSON, EXCELSIORS, INDIANS,

and ENFIELDS.
Vou cannot beat us on either Cash or Exchange Terms.

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS,
And if price and quahty count for anything, we bid fair

to obtain it.

EX-STOCK DELIVERIES.
LIST OF SECOND-HANDS

carrying our full and comprehensive Guarantee.

SIDEOAR OUTFITS.
ZENITH, 1914 (late), 8h.p., countershaft and clutch,

lamps and speedometer, Verona coachbuilt Sidecar,

like new £68
REX, igi4, 6h.p., a-spe'ed, modele de luxf, han(;Ue

starting, coach-built Sidecar, just been overhauled £40
TRIUMPH, 3.V h.p., 2-speed countershaft, Sidecar... £32
INDIAN, 1914". 7 b.p., 2-speed, electric lighting, sprin^

frame, Gloria 30 guinea Sidecar £62
INDIAN, 1913, 7h.p., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speed

and spring frame £42
ZENITH, J914, 6 h.p., countershaft clutch model

with sporting underslung Sidecar
A.J.S., 1915, 6 h.p., 3-s^>eed, and Sidecar, like new. . . . £85
REX, 1913, 6 h.p., 2-spGed, cane Sidecar £28
RUDGE, 1913, 5-6 h.p. Multi, with Rudge Sidecar £50
INDIAN 1916 5 h.p. Combination, 3-speed £65
MATCHLESS 1914 8 h.p. 3-speed Combination £60

SOLO nnoDEus.
DOUGLAS, 1911,2,^ h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £20
CALTHORPE, i9r4, 2 h.p., 2-speed £19
RUDGE I9r3 3^ h.p. Multi, T.T. bars £33
IVY, 1915, 2-stroke, single-speed £18
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3i- h.p., clutch model £28
NEW HUDSON, 1913, 3* h.p., 3-speed J.A.P. engine.

.

£34
TRIUMPH, 1912, sh h.p., clutch model £30
TRIUMPH, 1912, si h.p., clutch, Philipson pulley £28
BAT-J.A.P., 1911, 8 h.p., 2-speed, spring frame £23
REX, T913, 3^ h.p., 2-speed, and clutch £29
BROUGH, i9"i4» 8 h.p., T.T. model £45
NEW RYDER, 1916, 2-stroke, dropped frame £22
HARLEY, 1915, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, T.T. bars £56
RUDGE, 3I h.p., Philipson pulley, 1915 improvements £42
INDIAN, 1915. 3Vh.p,,3-speed. T.T. model £43
RUDGE, 3H1.P., special T.T., Philipson pulley £42
ROVER, 1914. 3^ h.p., 3-speed model £30
5UN-VILLIERS, 2^ h.p., 1915, 2-stroke £18
ENFIELD, 1915, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £35
HARLEY, 1916, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, T.T. bars £67
INDIAN, 1915, 5 h.p., 3-speed, like new £53
JAMES, 1915, 32 h.p., 3-speed, twin, as new £48

OARS AND LIOHT OARS.
N.A.G., 14-20 h.p., new chassis, 4-speed gear-box,

C.A.V. 12 volt set £300
SUNBEAM, 12-16 h.p., 4-speed, 5-seater, hood and

screen, just thoroughly overhauled £295
KNIGHT JUNIOR, 1914, 12 h.p., 2-seater, sporting

body £155
TALBOT, 1913, 15 b.p.. Coupe body by Mulliner, in

Bedford cord, dynamo lighting £375
MINERVA, 26 h.p., 5-seater, make an excellent

25 cwt. van. Perfect mechanical order £80
MORRIS-OXFORD, 1913, 10 h.p., all lamps and

accessories (including speedometer) £135
G.W.K., 1914, q h.p., just re-painted and new hood

fitted £100
G.W.K., 1915, 9 h.p., detach, wheels, domed guards,

all black finish, speedometer and mech. horn. . . . £160
DEEMSTER, 1914, 9.5 h.p., 2-seater, all accessories

;

a bargain at ..." £110

1914 and 1915 DOUGLAS MACHINES
bought for Cash.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

"TiOUGLAS, 1913, splendid order, lamps, horn, tools;^ £24, or nearest; trial.—Waddams, 42, Milvrrtnn
Ed., Birming'hain. (D) [X7009
23.1i,p. Douglas, 1911 model, single speed, very powcr-

4 ful and fast; £17/10, . , ™ .

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle, 2%h.p., 2-speed gear, recently
overhauled; bargain, £38.—Neall Bros., Ltd.,

Da^entry. [X6494

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2%h.p., model Y, T.T. bars, 2-

speed, practically new; £48, inclusive.—L2, 068, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [1576

T Q 1 1 Douglas, 2S4,h.p., excellent tyres, good order

;

-*-i/ £15.—The Barnes Motor Ga-rage, opposite Red
Lion, Barnes, S.W. f^47p

A18 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,
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__7/10, guaranteed-—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, Ix)ndon. [1456

1Q15-16 T.T. Douglas,_cou3plete, Lucas lamps; £48;
J-*^ done 300 miles, absolutely like new.—Craas,
Effingham Su.. Rotherbnm. . [X6998

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., late 1915, 3 speeds,
kick starter, eoaclibnilt sidecar, speedometer, lamp

set. in new condition ; £70.— Below.

DOUGLAS, 1915, .2-^fiii.p.. 3 speeds, T.T., in excep-
tional nice condition; £48.-6, Warren St., Lon-

don. [1597

1 Q13 Douglas, 2^4h,p., 2 speeds, excellent tyres, T.T
-*-»^ bars, complete; £35.—The Barnes Motor Garage,
opposite Red Lion, Barnes, S.W. [1471

DOUGLAS, new, latest pattern, 2%\i,-Q. models for
immediate delivery, inckiding War Office black

Douglas-Moffat, Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [5855

"1 015 Douglas, 41i.p., 3 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar, new
-i-t' condition; bargain, £65.—The Barnes Motor Gar-
age, opposite Red Lion, Barnes, S.W. [1476

LATE 1914 2^/lh.p. T.T. Douglas, lamps, horn, tools,

fast and economical, pink of condition ; £38.—
Grimston, 154, The Eye, East Dulwieh. [1319

1 013 Late Douglas, Z'^/i'h.y., 2-speed, good tyres, splen-
-Lt/ did condition; £31; after eight o'clock.—Maug-
ham, 42, Leamington Park Villas, Acton. [X6966

1 015 T.T. 2^ih.p. 2-speed Douglas and accessories,
-Li/ in perfect condition ; £42 : seen any time.-^
Bounds' Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilburn. [1373

TQ15 Douglas [Easter, 1916), 2^ih.p., 3-speed, P. and
At/ H. lamp set, horn, tools, etc. ; little used, new
condition; £46.-33, Eendrick Rd., Reading. [X7062

1 Ql^'/; 2-speed Douglas, fine condition, T.T., new
-1*7 Dunlop ljai?k, Lucas horn, lamp, generator; £32;
notes only.—Smith, Long's Boot Stores, Noiih Walshinn

[1298
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2"!.'ih.p. model U, used from Janu-

ary, 1 91 6, Lucas horn and lamps, spares ; ex- -

amination; £45, lowest.—Sawday, Y.M.C.A., Coventrv.
[X695a

DOUGLAS, 1913-4, 2-speed, kick starter, Lucas acces-
sories

;
£42

;
generous deferred payments.—Lamb's,

151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood
Green. [1339

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Leicester,

and Liverijool, have in stock complete range of all

models Douglas for immediate delivery, also full range
of epaies. [0800

DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 1915, 3 speeds, kick
starter, coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer, lamp, gone .

under 800 miles; set £70.—Burkitt, 4, Temple Villas,

Palmerston Rd., Dublin. [X6933

DOUGLAS, late 1914, 2-speed, 2";41i.p., T.T. model,
in faultless condition, good tyres and belt,

enamelling and plating good condition; £42/10, no
offers.—Wm. Betts, Ltd., Motor Cycle Dept., 96, Upper
Richmond Rd., Putney, S.W. 'Phones: 1766 and
1698 -J'utney and Wimbledon 1167. ' [1608

DOUGLAS, 1914. 2^4h.p., T.T., 2-speed, special

racing engine, long plated exhaust pipes, Kemp-
shall back tyre, Lucas lamps, horn, speedonietr, knee
grips, tools, etc., 2 Dunlop belts, has done over 60
m.p.h., doing 50 now, easy starter on substitute, and
very economical; £35.—Tinson, 94, Park Rd., Peter-
borough. [X7050

DOUGLAS Motor Bicycles, 2^/ih.p. models ; deliveries

are almost impossible to obtain. We are large

Douglas agents. If there is any possibility of immedi-
ate deliveries, we can in all probability assist you. We
suggest you write us your reouirements. Douglas
specialists.-Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.
Tel.: 388. T.A.; Bicycles. [1362

_

Elswick.

1Q15 2V2h.p. Elswick, 2-stroke, engine recently over-,

X«7 hauled, good tyres, in perfect condition, lamps,

liorn- £15/10.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.
[1360

Enfield.

3h.p. Royal Enfield, 2-speed; £8/ia.-Chilton, 199,
High St., AVatford. [1509

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
for immediate delivery of Enftelds. [0801

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 1914, fine condition, 140
m.p.g. ; £32.-89, Oak Lane, Bradford. [1567

1 Q16 8h.p. Enfields actually in stock; easy payments
JL */ arranged.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell
Hill. [1589

ENFIELD, 1915, 3h.p., 2 speeds, little used, new
condition.—Holdstoek, Canterbury Rd., Sitting-

Viourne. [1538

1Q16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, and accessories, as

-It/ new; £75; seen any time.—Bounds' Garage, 223,

High Rd., Kilburn. [1372'

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, run 300 miles,

complete with spares ; any trial or examination

;

£75, no offers.-4, King's Rd., Mitcham. [1387

ON Sale, 6h.p. Royal Enfield combination, with acces-

sories, late 1915, not done 1,800 miles; price £66,

—5, Bank Terrace, Easford, Stoke-on-Trent. [X6945
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FORWARD

When the Fastener fails and
you're " miles away from any-
where "—well, there's trouble,
to put it mildly

—

And all to be avoided if you fit

the FORWARD—the fastener
that never fails i

Here are two patterns

—

THE "FORWARD," price 1 /6— a fastener that has been
proved to be the strongest, the
best Unishcd, and the most
efficient on the market. Made
in fin., Jin , Jin., lin., and 1 jia.

THE "KING HOOK" (adinst-
ahle), price 1 /3

—" King- of the
Hook Types," and made witli
double strength hooks, which
are guaranteed unbreakable.
(Detachable pattern, 1/-.)

And the "FORWARD"
LEATHER COVERED LINK,
price 1/- ("King Hook" Leather
Covered Link, lOd.) All sized
except fin.

Now, wouldn't it be hotter to
avoid the risks of inferiority

—

think it oyer, and ask us for
Catalogue.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,

35, Forward Works,

Snmnier Row, Birmingham.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnOeld.

ENFIELD Combination. 1916, 6h.p., 2-speed, de-
livery from stock; 90 gns. ; exchanges or extended

terms quoted.—Below.

ENFIELD Combination, 1915. 6h.p., 2-speed. com-
plete with lamp set, rear li^ht, horn, speedo-

meter, wind screen, etc., in fine condition; £75.—Below.

ENFIELD, 1915, T.T., 3h.p., 2-speed. footrests. free
engine, head lamp and rear light, horn, etc.

;

^45.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., E.C. [0551

ENFIELD, 3h.p.. late 1915, coDiplete, splendid con-
dition, original Palmer cord tyres, very little worn,

owner nbroad; price £35.—Lindley, Kempsey. [X6911

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, complete, usual
accessories, guaranteed excellent condition; £65.—

P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X7059

"I (I>15 Enfield, 6h.p. Model de Luxe combination, Lucas
JLiJ dynamo lighting set, complete, very little used,
3,000 miles; £90.—Sugg, 37, Langdon Rd., Holloway.

[1518
3ih.p. 1916 Enfield, 2-atroke, 2-speed, latest model,

4 with 2 Lucas lamps and horn, in stock, ready for
the road.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.

[1366
1Q16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, 90 gns. ; 1916 3h.p.
-I*/ twin, 55 gas. : delivery from stock.—Exeter Motor
Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd.,
Plymouth. - [0838

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, late 1914, splendid
order, horn, lamps, etc. : £62 ; any trial by ap-

pointuient.—TValhice, New Factory, Tottenham Lane.
Hornsey. N. [1558

NEW 6h.p. Enfield Combinations from stock, 90 gns.

:

also a good 1916 second-hand combination, nearly
new, with all accessories, 80 gns.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe
Lane, London. [1457

NAVAL Officer wishes to sell 1914 Enfield 6h.p. com-
bination, Lucas equipped, Cowey speedometer,

several spares, tyre, and chain, recently overhauled.
splendid condition; £63.— Gordon, Royal Naval College.
Dartmouth. [Sf;977

I^NFIELD 8h.p. Combination. 1913-14, in first-class
-J condition, Luens head lamp and horn, sidecar and

fail lamps, Cowey .speedometer, spare valves, chain.
tubes, etc.; £50: stock of petrel about 15 gallons given
to purchaser.- 9, Forsyth St., Greenock. [X7092

BIRMINGHAM Enfield Agent, P. J. Evans. John
Bright St.. for immediate delivery, all models,

including 6 and 8h.p. combinations, with or without
lighting set, 3h.p. doable-purpose sporting or touring
models, also the lightweight 2-stroke; prices from
42 gns. [X7058

ENFIELD, 3h.p., Ifite 1913. 2 speeds, kick starter,

semi T.T. bars, new Dunlop hack, in e-xcplleot

condition, has climbed Ahns Hill, does 120 m.p.g., fitted

for running on petrol sn'istitute: accept £26/10 cash,
no offers; seen 6 to 9.—Hayden, 79, Wood Lane, Shep-
herd's Bush, W. [X6967

ENFIELD 81i.p., 61]. p. combinations, and 3h.p. light-

weights actually in stock; also electric 1915 model,
with hood, screen, and speerlometer, £59/10: generous
deferred payments. Also T.T. and touring models, 55
ens.—Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50.
High Rd., Wood Green. - [1332

BIRMINGHAM Enfield Agent, P. J. Evans. 87-91
John Bright St.—Immediate delivery all models,

including lighting set combination, special 8h.p. with
hood and .screen, and standard 6h.p. combination, also
3h.p. standard and sporting models, and 2^h.p. 2-

stroke; prices from 42 gns. [X7054

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR, big single, 1914. complete with coach-
built sidecar, and all usual accessories, in good

running order, and tyres all good; ,£50.—St. Edmund
Garage, Northampton. [1563

Fafnir.

FAFNIR, 5 gns., 3V2h.p., m.o.v., Bosch, B. and B.,
h.b.c, good order.-Railway Garage, Staines. [1606

31.h.p. Fafnir, with Roc 2-8peed gear and coochbuilt
2 sidecar ; £ 1 5.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-

don. [1458
F.N

5-6h.n. F.N., 4-cyl., T.T. 2-speed model; £30.-Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [1459

PETROL Free with 1913 4-cyl. F.N. and light side-
car, 21 gns. ; solo, 19 gns.—Troward, 78, High

St., Hampstead. [1487

HarleyDavidson.
BRAND New Harley-Davidson Sidec^ Combinations.

—See below,

MODEL F, 7-9h.p., 3-sTieed, coachbuilt sidecar, enam-
elled to match; £90.—Below.

MODEL J, 7-9h.p., 3-speed. with dynamo lighting
outfit, 2 rear brakes, and other 1916 improvements,

coachbuilt sidecnr ; £ 97 .—Below.

BRAND New, complete with full tool erjuipment. in-
struction handbooks, etc. ; 12 months' full guar-

antee; no easy payments at these prices.—To be obtained
only from The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [1445

"I Q16 Harley-Davidsons in stock; exchanges —Pjirker
-M-O and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [1615

SHOP -SOILED

SIDECARS!!
\ye have a few new but showToom-soiled FARLOW
Sidecars, which we offer as follows

:

Model No, I. Usual price £ii, SALE PRICE £8.

Model No. 2. Usual price £io. SALE PRICE ST.

All carrying; nur usual guarantee.

FARLOW SIDECARS
Built throughout in our own factory.

Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style,

exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which
are the buyers' ideal.

IViodel I.

^fr^B
Underslung Chassis,

with Lu'gage Carrisr

coinliined.

1ni|1
. Splendidly made ^nd

^ tuilt for hard work.

1 «11

y Hood £2 1

ii11

Scxeea £t

This is

Model No. 2.

A BEAUTIFUL LIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE £10

I Hood £2 4
JScreec £1

Delivery from Stock.

Your Agent will supply

NEW STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
1916 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, c/built 90 gns.

igi6 6 h.o. J.H. Combination, M.A.G. eng. 30 gns.

1916 s-6h.p. ENGLISH EXCELSIOR Big
Single, 3-speed 68 gns.

igi6 25 h.p. OMEGA-J.A.P., c/shaft gear . . 38 gns.

iqi6 FORD Ambulance, 20 h.p £135
191 5 II h.p. TRUMBULL Light Car, new . .£120

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1915 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, beauti-

ful condition, well fitted up £70
3^ h.p. NUMBER, 2 speeds, handle starting,

fine goer £22

igii 3^ h.p. P. & M., 2-speed, chain drive,

M.O.V £22
1915 2.V h.p. WOLF, 3-sDeed, done goo only £25
1914 3' h.p. OMEGA, 2-«troke £13
igog v' h.p. REX de Luxe, 2-speed, handle

starting £17
r-)T3 6 h.p. A.C. Sociable, fine condition . . £41
1915 6 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3-sp. counter-

shalt gear, kick starter, Farlow Sidecar £59 10
18-22 h.p. SIDDELEY Lorry, + speeds, chain

diive, 2 ignitions £50
10 h.p. NUMBER Lorry, 3 speeds, two

ignitions £40

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/. each.

ODD BARGAINS.
Cowey Speedometer. 6om.p.h,, fine condition 37/6
N.S.U. 2-spe?.d Gear, complete with controls 65/-
Lycett's 1916 La Grande Saddle, soiled only 15/-
Pair 1915 A.J.S. 6 h.p. spring forks 39/-
Rigid Sidecar, no tyre 17/6
CJHC Sidecar, side door model £3 10
New Splitdorf-Dixie Maijuetu. single, anti ... £4
Latest Mechanical Horu'^. black and nickel., lil

Canoelet Sidecar, verv fine £3
6 h.p. Twin Antoine liogine, water-cooled ... £6
F.R.S. Lamp Set, socft. beam, shop-soiled 35/-
F.R.S. Lamp Set, i,oooft. L^eam, shop-soile'l 45/-

FARRAR'S IVIOTORS
(Telephone 919)

Hotswood Lane, HALIFAX.

*U letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement. anJ the date of the issue. AIO
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Haiiey'Davitlson.

7-9]i.p. Harley-Davidson Com!)in;ition, 1916, in stock.
—Pickering, Mardol, ShieT.-sbury. [X7020

HAKLEY-DAVIDSONS, 1916 models; immediate de-
livery from stock.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgnte.

Manchester. [0830

HARLEY-DAVIDSON.—New and second-hand com-
binations in stock.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-

gate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0492

HARLEY - DAVIDSON, model 16J, purchased
August, only run 200 miles, perfect; £60.—

Dominy, Jewry St., Winchester. [1430

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson Twin, model IIJ, 3 speeds,
-*-v electrical system, Catioelet sidecar, perfect con-
dition; £75.— Gray's Garage, Watford. [X7037

COLMORE Depot, Birmiugham, Manchester, Liver-
pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of all

models of Harley-Davidsons and spare parte. [OSOfi

7-9h,ii. Harley-Davidson, 3-speed, Bosch mag. model,
with rounded tank, magnificent condition^ original

tyres uncut, horn, 9in. head lamps; £59.—Crow Bros.,
Guildford. [1397

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Model llJ, electric light, en-
gine L 15041 K, slightly shop-soiled, guaranteed

brand new, unused; £70.—Stout's Garage, Egremont,
Cumberland. 'Phone: 13. [1304

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, late 1915, IIF
model, with Canoelet sporting sidecar, complete

with lamps, horn, and accessories, new condition; £75.
—Christie Bros., St. Andrews. [1297

1 Ol5 Harley-Davidson and OoachbuiH Sidecar, storm
-!.£/ apron, lamp, horn, tools, etc., purchased from
officer now abroad, done about 4,000 miles.— 12. Canter-
bury Terrace, Maifla Vale, "W". 'Phone: Paddiugton
3214. [1502

1Q14 2-speed Harley-David'son, in fine condition,
J-t/ speedometer, horn, extra carburetter; ^38 cash,
or consider exchange with countershaft 3-speed 6-8h.p.,
cash adjustment.—F. Devereux, Belle Vue, Shellington,
Hitchin, Herts. [1424

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS Combinations, with their
newest sidecars, actually in stock, £101/15 and

£110, or solo £80/15; deferred terms if desired, liberal

exchanges.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and
50, High Rd., "Wood Green. [1335

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, the Silent Grey; immediate
delivery of 1916 models, all new 1915 types sold

out; one or two second-hand bargains in E and J
models from £60.—Send your orders to Colmore Depots,
261, Deansgate, Manchester, and 31, Renshaw St.,

Liverpooh •

[0817

HARLEY-DAVIDSON (1915 model IIF), with very
handsome Mills-Fulford coachbuilt sidecar, painted

green, in splendid running order and appearance, almost
equal to new; cash price £75, or on deferred payments
2% extra; deposit £16/10, and 12 monthly payments of
£5.—William Whiteley, Ltd., Queen's Rd., London, W.

[1226

Hazlewood.
4-5h.p. 1915 Hazlewood, 3-speed and free engine

model, complete with Lucas accessories; £37/10.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [1460

Henderson.
BARGAIN.—Henderson 4-cyl., latest, property of pilot

joined up, very fast; £52/10.—Elm's Garage,
Ohristchurch St., Chelsea, S.W. [X691S

HENDERSON, 1913, 4-cyl., 2-speed, 12h.p., with
Gondola sidecar, speedometer, electric lamp and

horn, hood, wind screen, in perfect condition.—Ra deli fte

Villa, Athenseum Rd., Whetstone, N. [1321

Hobart.
HOBART 3-8peed 4h.p. Twin, and 9 gn. Gloria side-

car, all accessories; any trial; £39.—East Kent
Motor Co., Station Rd., Canterbury. [0832

number.HUMBER Lightweight, lamps, spare belt, etc.

;

' £15/15.-Dansie, Peldon, Colchester. [56728

3ih.p. Humber, 2-speed, splendid condition; £21,—W.
2 and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man-

chester. £1254

3-SPEED Humber Combination, like new, all acces-
sories; £50.—Leighton's, opposite Wood Green

Station. [1550

aih.p. Humber, neat lightweight, absolutely perfect,
2 tyres as new; £14.—Davies, Bulkeley Rd., Poyn-

ton, Cheshire, [X7034

HUMBER, 2-speed, free engine, handle start, run-
ning condition; £12, or offer.—304, Woodstock

ad., Oxiord. [1421

31,h.p, Humber Motor Cycle, Roc 2-speed gear, handle
2 starting, excellent condition; bargain, £14/10.—

Parker, St. Giles, Oxford. [57008

3ih.p. Humber, 2-speed, handle starter, sound order,
2 2 new tyre.s, fully equipped; £22.—Grocer, 30,

Park Av., East Ham. [56910

1 Q15 SV-'h.p. 3-speed Humber, brand new; £55.—
Xtf Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter,
;md Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0844

HUMBER, 1912, 2-speed, free, and sidecar, in ex-
ceptional condition ; any trial ; £20, no offers.—

14, Dodbrooke Rd., West Norwood. [1546

GODFREY'S
To Buy Largely—

Js to have a Big Stock.

To Buy with Experienced
Judgment—

Is to have a Good Stock.

Give to each Customer the
advantage of both at the lowest
possible price—
AND YOU HAVE THE
HISTORY of GODFREY'S
SUCCESS in aNUTSHELL

FOR

NEW & SECOND-HAND
MACHINES,

prompt attention, and good service you
can t beat

GODFREY'S.
New Models in Stock include

—

INDIAN,
ROYAL ENFIELD,

B.S A., ZENITH,
ALLDAYS ALLON,
CALTHORPE-J.A.P.,
RADCO, LEVIS,
COVENTRY EAGLE,
NEW IMPERIAL.

Write for descriptive CateJogues and
full List of our Stock of NEW and
GUARANTEED MOTOR CYCLES.

Your old mount taken in part Exchange
against purchase of either a New or
Second-hand Machine.

YOU CAN PURCHASE ON OUR
EASY PAYMENTS SYSTEM IF IT
SUITS YOU TO DO SO.

GODFREY^ Ltd

208, Gt. Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
•'hone: 7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

MOTOR CYCM^j FOR SALE.
Humber.

1012 SVah.p. 2-speed Humber, -with coachbuilt sifle-
--«.' car, in good order; £32/10.—Exeter Motor Cycle
Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd., I'ly-
inouth. [0842

1014 4h.p. Humber, water-cooled, 3 Epeeds. cliitrh,-
•M.*J and handsome coachbuilt sidecar, excellent liill-

cliinber: £50.—The Barnes Motor Garage, opposite Red
Lion, Barnes, S.W. [1473

HUMBER, 3V2h.p., F.E.. wicker sidecar, 2 epeeds,
Philipson, decompressor, tyres as new, complete

kit, hardly used last 18 months, sole cause selling, per-
fect order; £32.—Lieut. Ross, Ordnance Depot, JJover.

[X6909

"I
QlS Humber, sy^b-p., and cane sidecar, Bosch, B.

J-«-' and B.. P. and" H. lamps, good tyres, one new,
Pedley belt, adjustable pirlley, horn, spares, overhauled,
splendid condition: £32, or close offer; must sell.—10,
Crawley Rd., Wood Green. [1484

HUMBER, 1915, water-cooled, 3-speed, free engine,
clutch, kick-start, Mills-Fulford sidecar, tyres un-

punctured, complete with lamp set and horn, combina-
tion not .run 1,500 miles, in genuine new condition;
cost £85. will accept £57/10 for quick sale.—Wm.
Betts, Ltd., Motor Cycle Dept., 96, Upper Richmond
Rd., Putney, S.W. 'Phones: 1766 and 1698 Putney
and Wimbledon 1167. [1609

Indian.
5-6h.p. Twin Indian, little used, mog., etc.; £18.-10,

Norwood Orescent, Southport. [X6648

1013 T.T. Red Indian, 7-9h.p., clutch, lamp, etc.;
Xi/ £30.-80, Bispham Rd., tiouthport. [X6646a

INDIAN, 1915, 3'/2h.p. twin, 3-speed gear, -very little

used; £45.—Jones, Hurst Nook, St. Annes-on-Sea.
[X7035

"IQ15 5-6h.p. Indian, 3 speeds, fully equipped, small
-LU mileage, as new; £47/10.—Alfred Proctor, Cliep-

stow, Bdw. [X6980

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, 1915, spring frame, brand
new Canoelet sidecar ; £65.—Dominy, Jewry St.,

Winchester. [1431

LOOK Here.—Genuine 1914 clutch model kifk starter
Indian, perfect condition; £34 secures this

wonderful bargain.—Millard, Chesterfield. [X708?

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., splendid condition, electric lamps,
kick starter: £45; take good gun part payment.

—

Bates, 3, St. George's Gate, Canterbury. [1313

ly h.p. 1914 Indian, 2-speed and free engine model,
" very powerful and fast, spring frame; £35; guar-.

anteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [1461

INDIANS, model C, in stock for Immediate delivery,
spring frame, 3 speeds, 2 electric lamps, and

horn, also speedometer; £78.—P. J. Evans, John Bright
St., Birmingham. [X7057

5h.p. Indian, late 1915, 3 speeds, kick starter, run
about 2,000 miles, original Dunlop tyres, iu ex-

cellent condition throughout, accessories; £48.— S., 41,
Ash Rd., Stratford. [1354

INDIAN 1916 Powerplus Model, with coachbuilt side-

car, guaranteed not ridden 80 miles ; a bargain at
£80—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd„ Exeter,
and Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0839

7-9h.p. 1915 Indian and Sidecar De Luxe, 3-speed,
clutch, chain drive, and kick-start model, electric

lighting set, electric horn, mirror; 70 gns.
;
guaranteed.

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [1468

INDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p., 3-speed, T.T., rigid frame
model, Dunlop tyres, £75; spring frame touring

model, £83.—In stock for immediate delivery at P. J.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X7056

BIRMINGHAM Indian Agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91,
John Bright St.—Immediate delivery, ex-stock,.

5h.p. 3-speed standard and sporting models, with and
without sidecar, price £70; sidecars from 11 gns.

[X7056
INDIAN Powerplus Combination, 1916, 7-9h.p., 3-

speed, spring frame, dynamo lighting set, horn,
and speedometer; cost £111; used few trial runs only;
sell £100, or exchange late 2-seater car, cash adjust-
ment.—Apply, Box 752, c/o The Autocar. [X6905

INDIAN Powerplus Combination, 1916, 7-9h.p., 3-

speed, spring frame, dynamo lighting set, horni
and speedometer; cost £111, used few trial runs only;
sell £100, or exchange late 2-seateT car, cash adjust-

ment.—Apply, Box 751, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X6906

1 Q 13 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, clutch,
-Lf/ spring frame, coachbuilt sidecar (cost £25),
large P.H. lamp, Lucas rear, speedometer, horn, and
spares, in splendid condition, ready to ride away; £55;
evenings.—Weycang, 20, Wolseley Av., Wimbledon
Park. [1438

PJ. EVANS. Birmingham and Midland Indian
• Agent.—All models in stock for immediate de-

livery; 5h.p. 3-speed model. £70; 7h.p. T.T. Powerplus;
£75 ; 7h.p. 3-speed, spring frame, and electric light,

£78; special de luxe 7h.p. Powerplus, with spring
frame, £83; sidecars from 11 gns.—87-91, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [X7053

Invicta.

INVICTA, 2-stroke, nearly new, pan saddle, Lireas
horn and lamp; £25.-33, St. Stephen's Rd., Bow.

[1502

Ivy.

IVY, 1915, 2Voh.p., 2-speed, Lucas lamps and hornj
great bargain, £25/10.—The Walsall Garage, Wgl- J

sail. txesea

A20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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No Imports in August.

AN
event which cannot be passed over by

the observant is the total cessation of

imports of motor cycles last month.
Though prohibited in March, neutral-

made machines were allowed to enter this

country under certain conditions up till July, but

August represented the first blank month. We
do not record this important fact as a result of

feelings of rejoicing. We have already acknow-
ledged that, although we British taught our

American cousins in the early days what a motor
cycle should be like, they in turn have shown us

many desirable features of motor cycle construc-

tion. The real point is the important change

wrought by the war and the necessity of keeping

much needed gold in this country. When the

glorious days of peace return we shall be glad to

see once again the best of British motor cycles

competing against the pick of the American
market, but, till then, every patriotic Britisher

with the interests of his country at heart agrees

that imports should cease.

Choice of Regiment.

FOR
the benefit of those who may not have

noticed the important announcement which

appeared on page i88 of our issue of

August 31st, we repeat that the method of

obtaining motor cyclists for military service

will in future be arranged by the different Com-
mands as men are called up. This announce-

ment was made in a letter from the War Office to

the Editor of The Motor Cycle expressing the

Army Council's appreciation of our work spread

over the past two years.

In effect, this new official decision brings the

motor cyclist sections into line with the Training

Reserve outlined in Army Order 259 of August

ist. It is clear that in future, recruits present-

ing themselves for service will not have that

freedom of choice of regiment which has been

an appreciated privilege hitherto. On a man
presenting himself for enlistment, should he be

found to be an experienced motorist, he will be

allotted to atiy section which might at that time

be in want of such a type of man.
Even in the past, all recruits accepted for any

branch of H.M. Forces have been enlisted for
" General Service," so that there was no guar-

antee that a man accepted for any particular

section would continue with that section. In

other words, the War Office may transfer men
from one branch to another, as necessity arises,

just as they have done in the case of motor
cyclist despatch riders attached to Yeomanry
regiments. These men, we hear, have had their

motor cycles taken from them and have been
given rifles and put into line regiments. Other
despatch riders trained on motor cycles have
finally been mounted on " push " cycles when
the conditions of the country demanded it.

Again,, a certain number of men now attached to

the Heavy Section Machine Gun Corps were,

by War Office orders, - transferred from the

Motor Machine Gun Service, for which latter

section they were enlisted, and, indeed, origin-

ally intended. In one of the instances named,
we may state that we have come in for some un-

kind remarks from a few dissentients, though we
are entirely unconnected with any changes which
may have been made ; indeed, we were obviously

powerless to influence therru Naturally, transfers

are not always popular, but this is no doubt
realised by the War Office authorities, whose
paramount object is to win the war. The Army
can be likened to a great machine ; if the War
Office may render it more efficient by trans-

ferring a spoke (representing a batch of men)
from one section to another, it is done without
consulting the likes or dislikes of those who may
be transferred.

The new announcement is bound to come as

a disappointment to many men at present in

munition factories who have hitherto been pre-

vented by their employers from enlisting on
account of the fact that they were engaged on
work of national importance.

Jwv,

An index to the advertisements in tiiis issue wilt be found on the oage facing the back cover.
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THE PROHIBITION WORKS AT LAST.
NO MOTOR CYCLES IMPORTED LAST MONTH.

IN
commenting upon the lengthy interval between
the coming into force "on paper" and actually

of the prohibition of imported motor cycles in our
issue of August loth, we stated that " in the meanwhile
it will be interesting to see which arrives first—the

declaration of peace or the end of the imports of
foreign-built motor cycles on which deposit was paid by
March 27th." The latter has arrived first, and some-
what sooner than we expected, for the Board of

Trade returns for August reveal the very interesting

fact that no motor cycles were imported into this

country during that month. The value of spare parts

has also dropped considerably. It may be as well

to remind readers that under certain conditions motor
cycles intended for use with sidecarriers can still be
imported, though apparently none arrived last month.

It is very gratifying to see a good increase in the

export figures, the motor cycle industry thus doing its

share in reducing the adverse trade balance.

Imports.
Aug., 1916. July, 1915. Aug., 1915.— 253 645

£11,386 £157,400
£15,848 £111,850

866
£37,227
£34,528

1,092

£54,347
£25,519

Number
Value, complete machines —

,, tyres and parts ... £8,182

EXPOBTS.
Aug., 1915. July, 1915. Aug., 1915,

Number 1,322
Value, complete machines £54,632

„ tyres and parts ... £35,395

Tremendous Petrol Increase.

The most interesting part of the Board of Trade
returns, however, is that relating to petrol imports.

The following figures reveal a remarkable increase

over those of the previous month

:

July, 1916, 11,526,600 gals, (duty paid on 10,528,695 gals.).

Aug., 1916, 28,773,053 gals.' (duty paid on 10,017,985 gals.).

Whatever this is due to, it gives us renewed hope
for increased supplies in the quarter commencing
November ist.

> oB» <

WARTIME ECONOMY.
THE EFFICIENT USE OF CHEAPER FUEL.

IN
connection with the articles on the use of cheap

fuel perhaps the writer's experience will prove of

service to those hesitating as to what course to

adopt. My journeys, on business, cover seventy to

eighty miles per week certain, with extras and also an

occasional run in the country (very occasional now).

This seventy miles is made up of journeys of a maxi-

mum length of about three miles and the odd
journeys connected with a small factory engaged on

war work.

Obviously, for odd travelling of this description pure

Binks or kerosene fuel was unsuited, as having to fill

the carburetter with petrol each time would be a'

nuisance and uneconomical. As a compromise a

50% mixture of No. 2 petrol and Binks was used, and
inserted in each two gallons of petrol was a naphtha-

lene ball, price about twelve a penny. The machine
is a 1913 two-speed countershaft 3J h.p. Premier,

with sidecar generally attached, solo only occasionally.

The carburetter is a 1913 B. and B., to which I fitted

a Badcock by-pass about three months ago. Since

making the alterations noted below I have covered

about 700 miles; average human load, 25 stone.

The consumption works out as follows ;

Solo riding test run, Derby to Sheffield and back.

Total mileage Stewart speedometer 78, consumption

5^ pints = ii3 miles per gallon.

Sidecar test run, Derby to near Wolverhampton and
back. Mileage 88, consumption 78 m.p.g.
The sidecar test would have been better but for the

fact that heavy wind caused excessive bottom gear

work. With an intermediate gear this would have
been better. The sidecar is of medium weight.

The average speed of the sidecar can be kept at

25 m.p.h. indefinitely if the roads will allow, 35
m.p.h. having been attained over good surfaces.

Solo riding speed is also limited by road surface,

50 m.p.h. having been touched on good stretches.

The alterations to effect this are as follow

:

(I.) Carburetter.—Fine- gauze hood fitted over jet

to break up spray, hot air inlet fitted, choke tube
removed. Induction pipe lagged with asbestos.

(2.) Cylinder.—j^in. thick packing inserted unclfr
flange. Special radiators fitted to fins of cylinder.

I may say that with the radiators shown I can drive

indefinitely on low gear without overheating, and the
oil consumption is reduced by about 50%.

A. Wilkinson.

(Above) Radiator

and hot air intake.

(Right) Hot air

inlet and spraying

hood over jet.
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Why Horizontal Twins Start Easily.
Not the least cause of the popularity of horizontal

twins is their universal facult)' of easy starting. One
tlieory of the cause is that when a vertical engine is

standing, the oil drains down from between Ihe piston
and cyhnder, leaving the upper contact surfaces almost
bare, and possibly creating a perfect jam of oil down
towards the foot of the piston, especially when it is

left low in the cylinder. Contrariwise, the horizontal

twin maintains its oil film during the longest wait. It

sounds plausible enough ; and, true or untrue, I have
never known a vertical twin or single which started so
readily from cold as my 1915 2% h.p. Douglas, which
would always paddle off in a yard or so, provided it

had been accurately oiled during its last run. On the
other hand, I don't know that I shall feel absolutely

sure on the matter until I have taken down a cold
engine of each type after a. long halt, for it takes some
while to turn, pedal, or kick a really gummy vertical

single free, whereas in theory the first few turns,

pedallings, or kicks should splash up a fresh oil film

;

and, on the other hand, the oil ought in theory to

drain down to the bottom of the circular cross section

of a horizontal twin, which would leave threequarters

of the arc fairly dry. After all, ought not any theory
to take into consideration the facts that the horizontal

twin is chiefly known in very small sizes, say 175 c.c.

per cylinder, whereas the single is known chiefly in

the 500 c.c. size; so you get your initial explosion
after overcoming about a third of the resistance which
a big single represents ; and almost immediately after

the first bang there is a sporting chance of another
bang.

The Cause of Overheating.
I hope the size eight hats will take up Mr.

Stephenson's overheating suggestions {The Motor
Cycle, August 31st, page 175), and work them out to

a conclusion. Like many riders I have always been
extremely puzzled by the special type of overheating
which he describes, viz., when the engine quietly

peters out without knocking. The stoppage is unaccom-
panied by any noise, is generally all but instantaneous,
and has never been explained. We have all had
considerable experience of it lately, as it is the worst
vice of the average baby two-stroke engine. As readers
mil be aware, the engine will usually start off quite

merrily in a minute or so ; whether it repeats the

performance again on the hill depends partly on the
length of the hill, and partly on the length of the
stoppage. The matter is thus obviously a question of

temperature. I confess that a very few months ago I

should have been tickled to death by Mr. Stephenson's
theory of the electric current passing sparks over a
cushion of very hot gas; it seems to fit the facts so
admirably, and I have no alternative suggestion to
offer in its place.

But I have a question to ask him. The phenomenon
dsually disappears with certain exchanges of plugs.

BY 'mm'

In my garage there are at present two machines, a

2j^, h.p. two-stroke and a 2*4 h.p. four-stroke twin,

both of which were delivered with English plugs, and
both of which regularly stopped, with the special

symptoms described by Mr. Stephenson, whenever
the\- were set to climb a hill leading up to my house.

I tried several other makes of British plugs to no

purpose, and one British maker went so far as to

make a special plug for me without avail. Finally,

I -unearthed some rusty old Bosch plugs, and neither

engine has suffered a stop of this kind since. So
before I can accept the new theory, I shall want some
light thrown on the question of whether the temperature

of the electrodes can possibly be a dominant factor

in the temperature of the cushion of gas between them.

If this is so, can there be such a vast difference between
the heating of electrodes of different makes in the same
engine under the same circumstances as to permit or

prevent the
'

' silent discharge
'

' ?

Appearance.
Mr. Scott has inflicted an extremely smashing casti-

gation on Mr. Burnard, but he hardly tackles the real

point in his remarks on the question of appearance.

It is a commonplace that the unfamiliar usually strikes

us as unpleasant ; but Mr. Scott almost implies that

the unfamiliar is invariably recognised as the acme of

beauty when the eye gets used to it ; and this is abso-

lutely untrue. We can reconcile ourselves into tolerat-

ing most hideosities for sufficieot reason ; and in

course of time we master the aesthetic possibilities of a

novelty, and make the best of it. Thus, the early

motor cars offended everybody's taste at first; then we
got accustomed to the missing horse ; finally, we
realised that the prehistoric motor cars were hideous

and improved their aspect until the modern car is really

quite handsome. Now nothing can ever make the

sidecar or the Scott sociable beautiful ; they break
every law of symmetry and balance ; and the lack of

balance in appearance is emphasised in the Scott by
the disc wheels and other items which create a false

impression of solidity,- and exaggerate its intrinsic

lopsidedness. Mr. Burnard does not dislike it because

it is unfamiliar; in its main aesthetic outlines, it is iden-

tical with the sidecar, to which we are quite accus-

tomed, and which we all agree is ugly from an artistic

standpoint. This admitted ugliness is not only per-

petuated, but emphasised in the Scott, for the skeleton

details, which tone down the lopsidedness of the side-

car, are all filled in and blackened and underlined in

the Scott. But on occasions we put up with what is

ugly for sufficient reasons. The sidecar is ugly, be-

cause it is lopsided ; the Morgan is less ugly ; but

we tolerate and even enthuse over sidecars and
Morgans, because they have long been practicable

three-wheelers. The Scott—I hope its designer will

forgive me—is Eesthetically even uglier than a sidecar ;

but if it is better (as I feel it is bound to be)-, it should

annex a remunerative slice of the market.

'\i3
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' Failures" in a tangle on Blea Tam Pass, Lake District, in the A.C.U. One Day Trial of 1912.

I
HAVE already confessed to being a kind of semi-
" shamateur " in a brief and early chapter of my
riding experiences. I was never presented with

free machines, but I often rode special trade machines
on public occasions, as I fear other amateurs were
also in the habit of doing. I do not know how the

modern "shamateur" fares, but in those days the
" shamateur's " lot was not always a happy one.

For example, in one trial, after spending a week
or more getting my own mount in first-class condition,

I was practically forced by my manager to transfer to

his latest idea, which was adorned with a weird pulley

having nicked edges. Small metal bars, secured to the

top of the V belt, were supposed to register with these

notches, and furnish a non-slipping drive. During
the first few miles the most striking

. feature of. this

revolutionary transmission proved to be a fearsome
metallic jangling ; but when I reached a point ten

miles from a railway station, the contraption broke,

and, en passant, ripped a large lump out of my leg.

"Some" Tappet.
The same genius invented an adjustable tappet,

which was excellent in theory but in practice used to

adjust itself on the road until the valves could no
longer seat. Prior to an all-night trial I coaxed him to

remove his adjustable tappets from my engine and
insert solid tappets. I fetched the machine after

supper, and at midnight, thousands of miles from any-
where, the engine stopped. The mechanic had made
solid tappets, left them on the bench, and sent me out
with the old adjustables, of which the exhaust tappet
had—according to custom—lengthened itself in riding.

A14

I became weary of this firm after a few similar

e.xperiences, and in search of excitement transferred

to another. The latter's chief merit was that

they supplied you with innumerable exhaust valves

gratis, whereas pure amateurs had to pay for them,

and as great chunks scaled off the valve face in loc

miles, this free supply system was a real convenience.

I owe them one trying experience. I had been trials

riding hard in a very dry summer, and had not struck

grease for months. On one long trial in new country

we met some appallingly greasy roads, and I had one

or two rather bad tosses in a short distance. Being

of the bulldog breed, I clenched my teeth, and rode

about 150 miles further. When I entered the night

garage I found my frame was broken, and its lack of

rigidity had been responsible for my many tumbles and
bruises.

Tyres for Trade Riders.

After that I .had perhaps the weirdest experience of

my competition life. I had repented of my quasi-
" shamateurism," and was riding purely on my own,
but quite a fleet of trade men bestrode similar

machines in a thousand-mile affair. At the start I had
the laugh of them, for they were all cursing their

managing director who had sent them out on wliat were
practically track racing tyres. I, knowing the weak-
ness of their standard covers, had fitted -a gigantic

Kempshall on a special rim. On the very first day my
carrier broke, and cut my new Kempshall in half. So
I ate humble pie, and borrowed a track racing type

cover from one of the trade men. It was worn out by
night, and on reaching the hotel I was admitted into
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the freemasonry of the team. Undemeath the rear

seat of a car accompanying the trial were spare covers

ad lib., and the entire team were fitting new covers at

least once daily. How we did it I don't know. Those
were the days of the short control system, and the

margin between t8 and 20 ih.p.h. over ten and twenty-

mile controls is not long, whilst we only had half an

hour after breakfast each morning, of which at least

fifteen minutes went to the usual fight for petrol cans

and funnels. I know I had about three dozen
punctures that week, and changed six covers, nor was
I the unluckiest of the bunch.

An Indomitable Sportsman.

About this time much light relief was afforded in

many big trials by a certain sportsman who regularly

finished the day's ride at three o'clock the next morn-
ing. He was not a bad
driver or mechanic by any _
m.eans, but he always rode
some impossible 'bus, often

selecting, for example, a

single-geared lightweight

for a week of bad hills. He
used to say it was easier to

carry it up a precipice than
to push a standard tour-

ing machine ; and certainly

few of us recorded clean

ascents in those days. So
he would usually turn up at

3 a.m. and sleep io the

hotel porch till the servants

woke up, when he would
have a refresher or two,

breakfast with us, and
start out again gaily at 8

a.m. to repeat the perform-

ance next night. His
record achievement was as

and a crash, and we rushed to render first aid. When
we reached the scene there was no sign of the sports-

man's machine, which was at the bottom of a concealed
ditch, but its owner could be seen in the field peering
through the barbed wire fence rather anxiously.

Judges and Strawberries,
It was on this run that the judges in the official car

purchased a huge punnet of strawberries to eat en

route. Finding they had over-estimated their appe-
tite for fruit, they generously tossed the basket—still

containing three or four pounds—to a small laddie by
the roadside. The car was going fast, and the heav^
missile hit the laddie on the temple. He went over

as if he had been shot, and for the rest of the week
the quartette shivered whenever they saw a policeman
looking interested in them.
My friends sometimes wonder why I am not on

speaking terms with a certain press photographer. It

A couple of riders rounding

a bend on Silver Hill in the

A.C.U. 1913 trial. The riders

are K. A. Macdonald (3.} h.p.

Singer) and A. Sumner (8 h.p.

Zenith).

follows : He reached the

half-way house of the day's

run about midnight ; it

was many miles from a

railway station, and at the

foot of the awful hill he found two dejected trade

riders who were wondering how to get back to London.
It was pitch dark, and they had only about a teacup-

ful of carbide and one lamp. But he unearthed a

smithy, where the trio repaired all three machines.

The one decent goer was then ridden up the hill, and
the other two were pushed up, the one and only lamp
being taken up and down the hill for each machine.
Then, with the one lighted machine leading, the daunt-

less trio covered many miles of highly dangerous road,

arid were with us in time to start punctually on the

next day's run. I think it was this day's run which
included a very bad corner not far from the start.

Now this indomitable old sportsman's worst failing

was a habit of taking corners much too fast. So some
of the knowing ones waited at this corner to see him
come along—not too near the danger point, or he
would have smelt a rat. About half an hour after the

leaders had passed, the dauntless one was seen tearing

up at about 40 m.p.h. There was a cloud of dust

(Inset) Running through
Threlkeld in the same trial.

W. J. Sproulle(3A h.p. P. and
M.) foUowed by H. W.
Teeton (3J h.p. James).

was thuswise. Advancing years, corporation, and
reputation led to my being promoted to the proud
position of an official, and riding in a real car with

flags on it. One day the official car broke down on
a particularly lonesome run ; we were giving a courtesy

lift to the aforesaid press photographer, who was par-

ticularly anxious to secure some snapshots on a famous
hill a few miles further on. When the second official

car came up, we sent the camera man on with them
to the hill. It was late in the afternoon before we
had completed our repairs, and we grew so hungry in

the process that there was almost a squabble over the

division of the camera man's luncheon; hotels, of

course, were non-existent in these wilds. Towards
6 p.m. we reached the hill en route to the night

garage, and there we found the press photographer,

almost fainting. Relying on our skill in roadside

repairs, he had disembarked there from the second

car at 10 a.m., since when he had neither eaten nor

drunk. He is a relentless, unforgiving man.
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Here is a pathetic experience. I was well

in the running for several special prizes, not to speak

of the ordinary gold medal, towards the evening of

the fifth day of a very important trial, when my jet

choked in a perfect hurricane of rain and wind. I

was using an experimental carburetter, with which I

had experienced no trouble, and commenced to take it

to pieces quite blithely, being w'ell ahead of minimum
time. I failed to notice that if the carburetter were

dismantled in the ordinary way the jet would inevit-

ably be torn off its socket, and this naturally occurred;

nor had I a spare jet of any sort or kind. As my
mishap occurred along a speed stretch, and the riders

were all hurrying in to garage in a bad temper, I knew
my chances of getting a jet of any sort

were remote. The only thing was to

: try to stop every rider and borrow a

jet of some sort, which couldn't pos-

sibly fit, but might be faked up. Mar-
vellous to relate, I eventually got hold

of a jet made for a very different carbu-

retter, and by dint of much hammering
got it jammed in place and reamered
out to give an approximate mixture.

Frightening the Ladies.

On my very next trial my machine
gave up hopelessly 150 miles from

headquarters. It had rained the whole of the morn-
ing, and was now thunderously hot. I had taken the

entire engine to bits by the roadside, and was
smeared with oil and grease and mud from head to

foot, whilst my apparel was torn and disreputable to

a degree. Moreover, owing to trouble overnight, I

had not shaved for forty-eight hours. I succeeded in

reaching a main line station after a long run across

country, and staggered on to the platform just as a

very fashionable holiday express pulled up. As the

third-class carriages were all full, the guard pushed
me into a first-class compartment, full of Vere de
Veres in their society best, including two remarkably
pretty girls. I never knew before how eloquently the

inbred pride. of centuries can twitch away a skirt.

(Top) Just over two years ago, but how long it seems ! Outside the check at

Stirling in the 1914 Scottish "six days."

(Middle) At the York control in the 1914 " London-Edinburgh."-

(Bottom) Would a despatch rider grumble at the above "road " ? We very much
doubt it. The rider is J. Haslam (Premier sidecar) on Lee Hill, Shibden Dale, in

the A.C.U. six days trial of 1914.

Lack of Petrol Licences.

WE are informed by the Petrol Control Com-
mittee that they possess a large number of

postal ordeis which have been sent to them
for petrol licences without a covering letter, and they

are unable to trace them. This fact may account for

want of attention, of which numerous motor cyclists

have complained. Any of our readers who have sent

postal orders and have not yet received a reply to their

communications .are requested to send the numbers of

Al6'

such postal orders to the Petrol Committee, at the

same time stating full details of their case. The
matter will then receive attention.

Those who have not received their petrol licences

in August may carry forward their August allowances

to November ; that is to say, a motor cyclist who did

not receive his card- last month entitling him to two
gallons will be allowed • to purchase this amount in

November.
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SOME USEFUL TIPS BY A PRACTICAL RIDER.

THE specification of my Scott machine
is as follows ;

Frame, tank, gear, crank case,

and wheels, 1912.

Cylinders, 1915.

Radiator, 1914.

Lubricator, 1915 B. and L. single drip
feed.

Carburetter, 1916 Binks, with very
ingenious quick starter, and hot air

intake.

Magneto, Bosch ZF 2 type (two-spark).

This special magneto was lent me by
Mr. Scott for the purpose of experiment-
ing as regards the possible advantage of

the two-plug system, and the various
renewals above mentioned were also

made for experimental purposes. The
special magneto necessitated fitting a

radiator which left room for the top
plugs, the 1912 radiator coming too near
the- cylinder heads to permit the fitting

of extra plugs in this position.

Value of Twin Plugs.

So far as one is able to judge, there

is no advantage whatever to be gained in

the case of a four-stroke engine by
employing two sparking plugs in each
cylinder, but this certainly does not

apply in the case of a two-stroke. One
of the Scott T.T. machines proved un-

usually extravagant in fuel, and the

fitting of a two-spark magneto entirely

cui'ed this, bringing the consumption
well up to average and slightly improving
the speed of the machine.

I have made careful tests as regards
speed and consumption under the follow-

ing conditions : (1.) With single plug in

each cylinder. (2.) With two plugs in

each cylinder—one in the side, the other

in the cylinder head. The results proved
somewhat surprising. The tests were
made with sidecar gears and with empty
sidecar attached over a toi'tuous moun-
tain route, so that conditions generally

were unfavourable for good consumption.
The following results were obtained :

With single spark :

24.7 m.p.h. 44.2 m.p.g.
Double spark :

32.7 m.p.h. 65.2 m.p.g.
In each case twelve miles were covered.

Great care was taken that all four plugs

weie in perfect order, but with the

single spark the engine was distinctly,

sluggish, and the exhaust lacked that

crisp, clean bark- reminiscent of T.T,
days. Climbing was poor, and the
engine missed fire at intervals. If

for an instant the two top plugs were
connected up, the note of the exhaust
was immediately changed, and one
could feel the engine picking up on the
gradient. It is necessary to explain,

however, that the fuel consisted of a

half and half mixture of petrol and
Binks fuel, and it is conceivable that
the difference would not have been so

marked had a lighter fuel been employed.

Using a Heavy Fuel.

Riding solo my machine gives a mileage
of seventy-eighty per gallon, this being
in a mountainous district. Whether the
fuel be pure petrol, half petrol and half

Binks, or all Binks, makes no perceptible
difference to the m.p.g. On the half and
half mixture the engine "revs." faster
and develops slightly more power than
on all petrol, but if Binks fuel only be
used the running is decidedly faulty. I

have recently hit upon an arrangement,
however, which proves highly satis-

factory, and which would appear to have
removed all the petty nuisances pre-
viously encountered with the heavy fuel.

An Auxiliary Petrol Jet.

From the small petrol tank shown in

the open portion of the frame there

extends an ordinary copper pipe con-

nection, terminating in a filter. From
this filter extends a second copper pipe,

lin. in length, wliich is screwed and
sweated into tlie induction pipe, and
which contains a Binks 000 jet. Thus
when the tap
under the small

tank is on the

petrol enters the

induction pipe

via the 000 jet

'3. 'IX^^^-^iTC^ -^^^^

Method of fixing small petrol tank

on Scott. Note quick-starting jet fixed

in induction pipe.

The main tank contains heavy fuel,

and the small tank No. 1 spirit. In
starting both taps are turned on. A
small quantity of petrol then drips into

the induction pipe, having the same
effect as an injection of petrol, while
the cai-buretter slowly fills with the heavy
fuel. (As a rule it is necessary to flood

the carburetter of a Scott fairly liberally

in order to effect an easy start, and much
fuel can be lost in this way.)
Now the small petrol jet, while acting

as a quick starter, also entirely takes the
place of the ordinary pilot, the latter

being permanently sealed with solder.

In starting, the throttle is opened till

the "pilot" is uncovered; this gives

the correct starting mixture for the
petrol jet. Until the engine is properly
going carburation is erratic, but imme-
diately the engine begins to warm up it

runs perfectly on the petrol jet.

We start on petrol in the ordinary
way—without flooding, without the
trouble of injecting, None of the heavy
fuel passes the carburetter till the throttle

is sufficiently opened to uncover the
middle jet, so that at low speeds, when
carburation is apt to be faulty, petrol

gas only is admitted to the cylinder. At
about 20 m.p.h. the middle jet comes
into use, and the proportion of petrol

now used is much lower than the pro-

portion of heavy fuel. At full throttle

both the middle jet and the main jet are
supplying heavy fuel, while the pilot

only IS supplying petrol Thus, while
petrol is always being consumed, the
proportion' falls off as ttie engine speed
increases, and the mixture does not
become excessively heavy till the- engine
has attained a speed at which it is

capable of properlv carburating a heavy
fuel

The proportions consumed depend, of

course, on the speed at which one rides.

To economise in petrol, cut down the
size of the auxiliary jet and employ a
larger middle jet. By doing this it is

easily possible to cover 250 miles per
week on the predetermined half gallon,

and the arrangement is theoretically and
practically better than the employment
of mixtures, which are apt to fluctuate

—

each different mixture requiring a dif-

ferent carburetter setting. When the
engine is idle the petrol tap is, of course,

turned off immediately.

A Troublesome Knock.

One thing has troubled me exceedingly
with this Scott engine when heavy fuels

are used—a curious and illusive knock.
This knock is evidently determined by
the atmospheric condition. On the rare

occasions when a spare afternoon has
offei'ed an opportunity of investigating

it it has stubbornly refused to occur,

whereas it is sure to develop at regular

intervals during a day of serious business

riding. It never occurs on hills. One
can bring the engine to a standstill on
full throttle without the faintest sug-

gestion of a knock. It occurs only at a

speed of from 27 to 34 m.p.h., and it is

Bi
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unlike any other knock on earth, except

that it is extremely troublesome, demand-
ing instant readjustment of the carbu-

retter controls.

I came to the conclusion that this state

of affairs was due entirely to the high
compression of the Scott engine, the
charge detonating on compression, for no
alteration of the firing point effected an
improvement. It was cured by fitting

small extension pieces into which two
of the plugs screw. These extension

pieces slightly reduce the compression,
and they also have the desirable effect of

protecting the two more important plugs
from oil. But their presence slightly

interferes with the running at high speeds.

Cooling the Plugs.

The plugs in the cylinder heads are
dependent on air cooling, and for a long
time I suspected these members, with
their fine wire points, of causing pre-
ignition. I still believe that their
presence made it necessary to resort to
the use of compression reducers, and with
heavy fuels, which are apt to cause over-
heating, it is well to make every pro-
vision possible in the way of cooling the
sparking plug. I am of the opinion that
most overheating troubles originate at
the sparking plug.

Realising this, I carried out an excellent
suggestion set forward in these columns
by a correspondent, the accompanying
sketch being self-explanatory. The

copper radiators
absorb and dissi-

pate the heat
which would
otherwise be con-
ducted to the
body of the pftig,

and that they do
their work admir-
ably is proved by
the fact that the
plugs in the air-

cooled cylinder

heads always re-

main as cool as those penetrating the

water jackets.

The top plugs are fitted also with

copper discs directly below the cable con-

nections. These were fitted in the hope
of conducting the heat away from the

central electrodes—the real oifenders.

Their value I have yet to prove. If the

plugs were so designed that the heat

would pass readily from the central

sparking point to the top of the stem

these discs would doubtless prove of

value, but the present day sparking plug

is far from being a perfect article, and
anything in the way of gadgets are

hardly calculated to improve it.

Fitting a Hot Air Intake.

I have found that two-stroke air-

cooled lightweights are, when started,

entirely indifferent as to whether the
fuel they consume is all petrol, half
petrol and half something cheaper, or
all something cheaper. I recently filled

up a two-stroke Triumph with paraffin.

It purred home merrily. My little

Velocette, which is a gem of comfort and
efiiciency, starts immediately on a mix-
ture of two-thirds Binks and one-third
petrol. The Scott, on the other hand,
having the very desirable feature of
water-cooling, demands an efficient hot

A sparkiitg plug

radiator.

air intake if heavy fuels are to be used.

When fitting my carburetter, I made
the following provision as regards the

Showing arrange-

ment of hot air

intake from silencer.

~"i( Air\n\akt.

air supply. A lin.

copper tube was fixed

the entire length of the
silencer, and through this

tube the air is drawn,
via two elbows and 1ft.

of flexible piping. The flexible piping
is lagged to prevent radiation, and the
elbow which screws on to the carburetter
is drilled with air holes. In cold weather
these air holes are covered by a steel

clip; in hot weather, when the atmos-'
phere is warm and consequently ex-
panded, the engine runs better with
these air holes uncovered. When flexible

tubing is used, it should be at lea,st ^in.

larger than the air port on the carbu-
retter.

I do not think bad carburation of a

heavy fuel woiild be so likely to damage
the cylinders or bearing of a Scott engine
as it would to damage those of, say, a

3^ h..p. internal flywheel four-stroke.

With the latter the crank case holds a
considerable quantity of oil, which may
become thinned down by gradual per-

colation of the fuel past the piston

rings. I may add that I have never
known this to happen, but I am assured

that it does. With the Scott, on the
other hand, a very small quantity of oil

is carried in the sump, and as this is

constantly changing it cannot very well

become unduly thinned.
During the spring cleaning evolutions

an old leather golf bag was unearthed,
and the stitches having rotted, it was
consigned to that restful place where
so many dear old friends go during this
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regrettable and, I suppose, necessary
period. Realising that the tank of the
Scott was its most disreputable feature,

I rescued this pathetic pre-war relic in

the nick of time, and by the ^jse of a
few brass eyelets converted it into a
most respectable covering for the tank.
The pocket amidship, provided for

spare balls, etc., comes in vastly useful
for carrying a small "King Dick," oil-

can, and other emergency gear.

General Hints.

If properly managed, a Scott motor
cycle is by no means costly to run, while
for speed, comfort, and ingenious design
it would be hard to beat.

To obtain good results observe care-

fully the following words of wisdom. If

a single-drip oil feed is used, keep the
plunger clipped down and depend upon
the suction of the crank case. Should
one cylinder get more oil than the other,

take out the small stops contained in the
unions of the oil feed pipes, and hammer
up_ the stop which is permitting ar
excessive feed to pass. Carefully repea
this process till correct distribution is

obtained.
Low consumption and smooth running

are largely dependent on correct oiling

and the entire absence of air leaks. All
the joints should be carefully made with
seccotine or some other suitable prepara-
tion, running it well round the pins by
which the rods holding down the cylin-

ders are secured, and also round the
cylinder joints.

It is a mistake to correct the tension
of the chains by running the counter-

shaft out of alignment with the engine.
The high gear chain on my machine ia

so slack that it will almost meet, but it

has run thus for over 2,000 miles, and
the alignment being perfect I have no
fears for it. Broken countershaft chains
are invariably due to incorrect alignment
—not slackness.

To correct countershaft alignment place

a square at the extreme edge of the
crank case door, and measure from the
edge of the square to the centre of the
shaft on either side. H.M.B.

Checking alignment of countershaft by the use of a set-square and rule.
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THE EDMUND PANNIER TANK.

Now that paraffin, petrol-

paraffin mixtures, and other
heavy fuels have to form

the chief source of power in these
days of restricted petrol supplies,
motor cyclists will be interested in

the Edmund pannier type petrol
tank, which, owing to the design
of the frame, is essential. The
two compartments are of equal
size, and are independent of each
other ; they can therefore, if

necessary, be used to contain petrol
and paraffin respectively. The
feed pipes can then be connected
up by means of a T union, and
pure petrol used for starting.
After the engine has warmed up,
it may be run on either pure
paraffin or the taps so adjusted as
to give a half and half mixture
or a mixture in whatever propor-
tions gives the best results.

SIMPLE METHOD OF
RUNNING ON PARAFFIN.
THOUGH there is nothing novel in, the

device we are about to describe, it

is some satisfaction to motor cyclists

to know that they can purchase a com-
plete outfit which may be fitted to their

motor cycles to enable them to run on
pure para,ffin without difficulty. Messrs.

Attwood's, 85, Rosebery Avenue, London,
E.G., sell this equfpment, which consists

The spring frame Edmund tanic is divided, enabling

paraffin and petrol to be carried,

the heavy fuel was quite satisfactory, the

only difference noticeable being when one

was stopped by traffic and it was neces-

sary for the engine to pick up. On this

occasion there was the usual '

' paraffin

knock," which may be obviated by
judiciously slipping the clutch or changing
into a lower gear. On a straightaway

run, practically np difference could be
noticed. The test was made on common,
cheap paraffin.

The Attwood petrol substitute equipment

described m the accompanying letterpress.

of a torpedo tank to fit on the top tube,
B four-way •branch to be attaiched to the
bottom of the float chamber, and a coil

of pipe. The torpedo tank contains petrol

for starting purposes.
To start the machine the tap at the

bottom of the four-vfay device (at the

bottom of the float chamber) is turned
,«n, and the float chamber is drained of

paraffin, which- is .placed in the main
tank. This tap is theii.shut off, and the

petrol tap is turned on.. The engine is

started up in the ordinajry way. The
paraffin is turned, on arid the petrol turned
off, when the machine^ should run on pure
paraffin. ^ ,The pipe "conducting parafliu is

wound once or twice round the cylinder,

,E0 that the heavy fuel is thoroughly
warmed ; in fact, after a few minutes'
running the pipe becomes very warm,
and the warmth even extends to the float

chamber.'
, -We - w«re- driven for - some distance in

an old British Excelsior machine, fitted

with a sidecar, in London traffic, and
we were able to see that the running on

A DOUGLAS ON HEAVY
FUEL.

WE recently met quite by accident an
officer not unknown in motoring
circles in peace time who has seen

service both in Gallipoli and at the

Western front, and was enjoying the

concluding days of a spell of sick leave.

He was riding a 1915 2| h.p. Douglas,

to which he had added certain fitments

of his own which enable him to enjoy his

handy little mount notwithstanding the

restrictions of the Petrol Committee.
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When the gallant officer arrived in

England the latter body had not long
assumed control, and he had not heard
much about it, but it did not take him
lung to decide that a petrol ticket %va3

not worth applying for, as by the time
he received it many of his precious days
of respite would have elapsed. So he set

to work and rapidly improved his mount,
so that it would burn practically any-
thing in the way of fuel.

He first fitted a small auxiliary tank
under the main petrol reservoir, to en-

able pure petrol to be carried for start-

ing purposes, and, finding that as it was
situated very little higher than the car-

buretter the flow of petrol would be
greatly assisted, by pressure feed, he
fixed up a tyre valve and a pump con-

nection. He then came to the conclu-

sion that the carburetter was not ade-

quately warmed, so he fitted a half-inch

brass pipe from the rear exhaust pipe

to the existing Amac hot air jacket. In
his opinion, however, this did not suffice,

so he extended the air intake, as seen

in the photograph, fitted an extra jacket

round it, and connected it to the silencer

by means of a further brass pipe, and
provided an outlet for the exhaust gases.

The inlet pipe and the two pipes con-

veying hot air are heavily lagged with
asbestos bound with insulating tape.

Another itnprovement was the fitting

of an adjustable jet, which was done by
enlarging the existing Amac .jet and
passing through it a ..tapered wire to the
bottom of which a small lever or handle
is attached. This needle or wire passes

through a stuffing box containing asbestos

so as to prevent leakage. Our friend

can now start on petrol with a fairly

large jet opening, then turn on the
paraffin or heavy fuel, and after a few
minutes' running close down the jet and
obtain a consumption of well over one
hundred miles to the gallon. There is a

detachable gauze in the air inlet exten-

sion which will collect any free fuel and
also serve to exclude dust. It should be
noted that the rear exhaust valve cap is

provided with a bi'ass radiator.

Douglas adapted for running on petrol substitutes. Note position of petrol tank below main

tank. The sparking plugs shown are similar to those used in Zeppelin engines.

- 5
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addreued envelope for reply. Correspondents are

urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containinf^ legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Caiburetter Blow-back.

(1.) My machine has lately

r^ developed a serious blow-back

^ through the air intake of the

LU carburetter, a 1912 B. and B.,

thus wasting petrol to such an
extent that I was left without any on
the road. After putting in some
paraifin, drops were blown out of the

aperture. I do not think that this is

caused by the inlet valve not seating

properly, as the machine has, never

done this before. (2.) Are disc wheels
dangerous on a solo mount on a<;count

of side winds or other causes? I have
heard that the steering is seriously

affected. Is this so?—D.A.N.
(1.) A weak inlet valve spring would
cause the trouble of which you complain.

When running on heavy fuel a blow-back
is frequently noticed, although it is not
noticed with petrol, as when petrol is

used the spray is vaporised and not seen

when blown back. (2.) We really .do

not think so, and unless the wind were
high you would not feel the ill effects of

the disc wheels when cornering.

Accidents and Insurance.

I have an Allon, insured with
^T] the Co., Ltd., at a premium
^ of £2 7s. 6d. I have had the

i-SJ misfortune to run into a very
bad pot-hole, thereby fractur-

ing the frame of the machine. I

imhiediately informed the company of

the mishap, and forwarded repairer's

estimate. They tell me that no
policy of motor cycle insurance covers

such accident, but they are per-

fectly willing, without prejudice, to

offer me half the cost of repairs,

which would mean £2 123. 5d. for

them to pay. The claim I made is,

in my opinion, perfectly in order,

there being no evidence of reckless

driving, and at the time of the acci-

dent I was fully complying with the
terms of the said policy. I should
esteem it a great favour if you' would
kindly advise me whether to accept
half damages or to stand out for the
whole.—A.D.W.

It is not customary for insurance com-
panies to admit liability in the case of

damage caused by road vibration. The
accident must be due to impact, and
although the policy submitted refers to
" accidental external means " whilst the
machine is being ridden, this is followed
by a proviso that the Company shall

not l?e liable for the fracture of parts
unless caused by impact. We think,
under the circumstances, that the offer

to pay half the cost of repairs is a very
fair one. *

B4

Running on Paraffin.

I wonder if you would be kind
^Tl enough to give me details of

> alterations or additions I should
-i-1 require to make in order to allow

my cycle to run satisfactorily on
paraffin. I refer particularly to altera-

tions to the carburetter. My machine
is a 1912 Triumph with their 1912 type
carburetter.—H.G.M.

We refer you to recetit articles and illus-

trations in these columns bearing upon
the subject. First of all, to enable a start

to be made from cold, it is necessary to have
a small auxiliary tank fitted to contain
petrol ; the pipe from this should be
connected by means of a T piece to the
main fuel feed pipe. Thus, when a start

from cold is desired the paraffin tap is

turned off and the pure petrol turned on.

It may be found convenient to have a

drain tap fitted to the lowest part of the
float chamber to drain off any paraffin

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, being fully in

accord with the recommendations agreed
upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured

in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation, either during or after the war.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD,

which may be left. In warm weather
an air-cooled engine, when once warmed
up, will frequently run perfectly well

without any alteration at all, but to

obtain the best results some device for

heating the carburetter and induction
pipe are really necessary. This may be
done by fitting a vaporiser, such as the
Silver, which we recently described and
illustrated. A simple method is to take
a pipe about ^in. bore from the exhaust
pipe and coil it several times round the
induction pipe, and, if possible, round
the spray chamber of the carburetter.
All air drawn into the carburetter should
be drawn from some position adjacent to

the hot cylinder or exhaust pipe. This
may be done by fitting a pipe from tlie

air intake and leading it to some suit-

able position. Benefit is also obtained
if the paraffin fuel feed pipe is carried
for a coil' or so round the cylinder, so
that the fuel is warmed before entering
the carburetter. You need not make any
alteration to the jet. A slightly lower
compression may also be used.

Too Small a Jet.

I have a B. and B. carburetter^ fitted on my 3^ h.p. single-

^ cylinder motor cycle, which has

-iJ never caused any trouble until

a few days ago. I discovered a
leakage of petrol ; on investigating I

found it came out of the carburetter

as soon as I turned it on at the tank,

and was caused by one of the washers
on the jet being defective. However,
I obtained a new jet (same as the old

one. No. 32), and since fixing same I

find my machine will scarcely take any
air, runs badly, and gets hot . very

quickly. There is also a considerable

spraying back of petrol through the air

inlet directly it is opened. Do you
think the new jet has anything to do
with it?—C.J.

It would seem that as your trouble coin-

cides with the fitting of the new jet it

is probable that, although the jet was
marked the same as the previous one,

the size is really different. Try fitting

the washer from the new jet on the old

one. It looks as though the new jet were
too small, which would undoubtedly
cause the symptoms you complain of.

Blow back from the air intake is often

caused through weak inlet springs.

Popping in Caiburetter.

I have a two-stroke motor
— I cycle which is causing me
5 trouble. It starts up very easily,

-2J but after running with full air

for about one mile it starts

popping back through the carburetter.
Then if I close the air and gradually
open again the engine starts off all

right for a short time, then the same
occurs again. I may say that I have
taken the engine down, cleaned the
cylinder and rmgs, also the carburetter,

but still the .trouble continues.—J.T.

Popping in the carburetter is usually due
to too weak a mixture, which may be
due to any of the following causes :

Stopped or partially stopped jet, choked
petrol feed pipe, or any of the petrol

passages. The trouble might also be
caused -by air leaks, either between the
carburetter and engine or in the crank
cai'e. Retarded magneto timing might
also cause popping. The spark should
occur when the piston is on the top of

its stroke with the ignition fully retarded.

As your machine runs all right for about
a mile, it would seem that the most likely .

cause of the trouble is due to a partial

or occasional stoppage of the petrol

supply.. Make sure there is no water in

the petrol ; this is sometimes difficult to^

trace, owing to its being transparent.
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THE Avon " Druid " Cover

is well-known amongst

motor cyclists as a good product

at a low figure. It is speedy, safe,

and wonderfully hard-wearing if

properly treated and not given

work for which it is not designed.

For instance, the " Druid" is quite

a good cover for the front wheel of

a 3I solo, but the driving wheel would be better off with a

" Stonehenge " or even a "Tricar" if pillion work is in

the programme. Adequate tyring and careful usage always

yield handsome profits in mileage.

Type.

Sunstone

Combination

Three-ribbed ^ . .

.

Tricar

Stonehenge

Druid

Lightweight 3-rIb . .

.

Lightweight, studded.

Endless Tube * * .

For
Machines

Up to 8 h.p.

Up to 5-6 h. p.

;Big'lVIode)s

Up to 5-6 h.p.

Up to 4 h.p.

Up to 25 h.p.

2-strokes. etc.

do.

17/4
12/-

14/10

6/11

22/9
19/3
14/7t

16/6;

7/2

44/-
53/-

38/6
24/9
21/2

16/9
18/2

S/3

2^" to fit

2i-

49/6
55/-

41/3
26/9

9/4

44/-
29 '6

60/6
59 9
48/4
49/6
31 '4

* For high-powered machines with motor rims. Also made 650 -< 65 at 40/- and 43 '8.

t24x2l2/-. 124x214/10. * *Dome ends 2/3 per tube extra.
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Full illustrated Catalogue free from

—

Avon India Rubber Co., Ltd,, 19, Newman Street, Oxford Street, London, W.
Depots—Manchester, Birmingham, Glasgow, Bristol, Newcastle, Nottingham, Aberdeen, Swansea,

1,000 Agents hold stocks. Ample supplies available.

In answp.ring this advertisement it is Jei'irdble to mention *' Tht Motoi Cr-Xf:

Paris
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Through the Mud
A great point about the Dunlop non-skid

motor cycle tread is that none of the

studs are joined up to one another.

Therefore the mud can escape freely

from the channels between them when
the weight is brought to bear, thus per-

mitting the studs to reach solid ground,

without which a tread is ineffective.

A tread of what you might call a closed

pattern, in w^hich the mud is confined

within the pattern of the tread, does

not allow it to escape, and therefore

the tread never reaches solid ground.

This feature of the Dunlop tread is very
effective whether it is a case of driving,

braking, or of a lateral skid. It might

be as well to point out here that

miniature designs become clogged on a

greasy road, having a far weaker effect

even when new than a worn Dunlop.

DUNLOP
RUBBER COMPANY, LIMITED,
Founders of the Pneumatic Tyre Industry,

Para Mills, Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM.

OF ALL CYCLE & MOTOR CYCLE AGENTS.

TRADE / W^B \ MARK
liiiiiiiiiiiimiiNiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiilliiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiuiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiii^
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The Dunlop rubber studded non-skid motor cycle tread.
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An Elusive Knock.
My 2g h.p. motor cycle, which

I bought new sixteen months
ago, develops a most pronounced
knocking before I have gone a
mile, although it gets plenty of

oil, and the engine is quite clean and
the bearings, all in order. I thought
that the compression was too high, so

I fitted a plate between the crank case
and the cylinder, but this had no
effect. I have also changed the plugs,
with the same result. The machine
goes all right before it starts knocking,
and has a healthy exhaust.. I have
done everything I can to stop the
knocking, but have failed, so shall be
obliged if you can help me to solve the
problem.—"E.W.S.

As you say all bearings are in good
order and the engine clean, it is extremely
difficult to suggest what can possibly

be wrong with your machine without
actually seeing it. The usual causes of

knocking are as follow : (1.) Worn bear-
ings (big end or small end). (2.) Worn
piston rings, rings loose fit in their

grooves, or rings stuck fast in their

grooves with carbon deposit (a very
common fault with two-strokes). (3.) Too
weak a mixture. (4.) Insufficient lubi'i-

cation, pre-ignition, caused by carbon
deposit, or a faulty sparking plug. (5.)

A metallic knock may sometimes be
traced to a loose pulley or sprocket. We
presume you are running the machine
on petrol ; paraffin often causes persistent

kjiocking

Removing the Flywheels.

I have a 1910 Triumph, a

beautiful machine, which I am
overhauling. I have got the

engine down, but in seeking to

get out the connecting rod to re-

bush I am confronted by an unexpected
difficulty. I have unkeyed the timing
pinion on shaft and removed that
side half of crank case, but the pulley

side half I cannot move. This" would
not matter if I could get the flywheels

apart, but although I have removed
the nut

,
on crank, pin the. ifin refuses

to drive out. I am a mechanic, having
access to all ordinary tools, bui, nothing
I use seems able to negotiate what in

other machines is a simple operation.

Could you tell me : (1.) If the bearing
spool on the pulley side is fastened
internally. (2.) The method of taking
off that side of the crank case. (3.)

- Whe.ther the crank pin is a driving fit

through the flywheel, or if the flywheel
is screwed on to the crank pin? (4.)

The usual method of getting at the
. connecting rod in this engine?—S.M.
(1.) No ; this is merely a tight driving
fit on engine-shaft. (2.) You require a
piece of brass and a heavy hammer ; the
flywheels can then be driven out of their

bearings. It is best to get someone to

support the crank case while you hit the
end of the crankshaft a few smart blows
with the hammer, interposing the piece

o'f brass to prevent damage to the
thread. (3.) The crank pin is fitted

into the flywheels on a taper. After the
nut has been removed, the pin has to

be driven out in a similar manner to

that described above. (4.) When the
flywheels have been taken apart, the
connecting rod can simply be lifted off

the crank pin. Separating the flywheels

is really no job for the amateur, as re-

assembling is a very tricky job, and
really requires special tools, or at any
rate a lathe, to make a really satisfactory

job. Unless the flywheels are really true

bad running will result.

Intermittent Running.

I have a 4^ h.p single motor

qI cycle and sidecar, and just

y recently had a new cylinder and
-iJ piston; but previous to having

them put in it did a bit of mis-

firing, so I fitted a new high-tension
wire. Now the troub'e is, after I

ha,ve run it about five miles it begins
to misfire, and if I change from top
gear to second gear it will sometimes
keep running and sometimes stop dead.
If I keep in top gear it stops dead after

about thirty yards of misfiring. I have
tried closing the air and giving more
throttle, and have retarded the spark,
but it stops just the same, and after

it has stopped I give it one kick, and
off it goes again for about another mile
and sometimes ten miles, but then
commences missing again. I have
ground the valves in and changed the
plugs, A lot of oil comes out of the -

timing case, which is by the side of
the magneto. Do you think the oil

gets into the magneto? I Ixave looked
at tlie points and they appear all right.—Ch.4s. R.

It is difiicult to say what is the cause of

your trouble from the particulars you
give. An intermittent misfire is usually
due to ignition. See to the following
adjustments : That the little rocker arm
of the contact breaker is not sticking,

and that the points separate correctly

;

the gap when broken should be .4 mm.
"Unless the carbon brush is oily it is not
likely to be the leakage of oil that is

causing the trouble. Tlie symptoms
rather point to a petrol shortage, which
may be caused through grit or dirt in

some of the carburetter passages. We
would recommend you again to see to

this point to make sure. If the engine
stops suddenly it might be pre-ignition
due to overheating, which might be the
result of the new piston being too tight.

Knocking.

Will you please let me know
what is wrong with my 2^ h.p.

engine? It very .soon gets hot,

and if I then attempt to open
out, or climb hills on top, there

is a metallic knocking. It has always
done this. I have had a new piston

and rings from the makers, but it still

persists in behaving in this way. I

have looked to the magneto timing ; it

has a fixed ignition, and the points just

break as. the piston is within about
ain. of top of sti-oke. The valve timing
agrees with your directions in " Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them."
To stop the noise, I have to reduce gas
and speed on the level, and drop to low
gear when climbing. I am using a 24
jet.—D.M.

The trouble is probably due to driving

on too weak a mixture, or to using a
plug tlie points of which become incan-

descent and cause pre-ignition. Use a
good single-point plug of good make, and
try a slightly larger jet. If the knocking
persists, try retarding the magneto timing
slightly.

AN IMPROVED RUBBER GOGGLE
The all-rubber goggle is still very

popular among motor cyclists. While

visiting the Euston Road showrooms of

Messrs. Alfred Dunhill, Ltd., recently we
noticed a pair of these goggles (itted with-

red rubber sponge round the eyeholes.

These are specially designed for use at the

Front when the enemy is using tear shells,

but they will be none the less useful to

those of us who have to remain at home,

and should be most comfortable to wear.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Leicester to Grimsby.—T.J.T.

Leicester, Melton Mowbray, Leaden-
ham, Lincoln, Langwox'th, Lissington,

Market Rasen, Caistor, Grimsby.

Droitwich to Aberystwyth.—H.E.
Droitwich, Worcester,, Bromyard,

Leominster, Pembridge, Kington, New
Radnor, Rhayader, Dyifryn, Aberystwyth.

WiGAN TO SCAREORODGH. J.IM.C.

Wigan, Bolton, Accrington, Burnley,
Colne, Skipton, Ukley, Otley, Tadcaster,
York, Malton, Scarborough. Approxi-
mately 130 miles.

Scarborough to Bedford.—J.M.C.
Scarborough, Great Driffield, Beverley,

Hull, New Holland, Brigg, Lincoln,
Leadenham, Grantham, Stamford, .Stil-

ton, Buckden, Eaton Socon, Bedford.
Approximately 160 miles.

Stroud to Finsbury Park, N.—F.S.R.
Stroud, Cirencester, Fairford, Lechlade,

Faringdon, Oxford, Tetsworth, Stoken-
church. High Wycombe, Pinner, Beacons-
field, Gerrard's Cross, Uxbridge, Ruislip,
Harrow, Hendon, Church End, East
Finchley, Highgate, HoUoway, Finsbury
Park.

Brighton to GRAift-HAji (avoiding-
London).—H.R.A.

Brighton, Shoreham, Steyning, West
Grinstead, Horsham, Dorking, Leather-
head, Cobham, Chertsey, Staines,

Windsor, Slough, Beaconsfield, Amersham,
Chesham, Trmg, Ivinghoe, Dunstable,
Houghton Regis, Ampthill, Bedford,
Higham Ferrers, Thrapston, Oundle,
Wansford, Stamford, Grantham.

SHKrFIBLD TO MaNCHESTI-R AND BLACK-
POOL.—T.B.

Sheffield, Tapton Hill, RiveUn Mill

Bridge, New England, Ashopton, Snake
Inn, Glossop, Denton, Manchester, Swin-
ton, Walkden, Chequerbent, Blackrod,

Chorley, Preston, Lytham, Blackpool.

ILw^',
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
"summer •' TIME.

Sept. 14th 7 48 p.m.

„ 16th 7.43 „
„ 18th 7.38 „

20fch 7.34

The Late Mr. Arthur R. Price.

Trade men have received with deep
regret the news of the unexpected death
last week of Mr. Arthur R. Price, a
well-known Birmingham accessory dealer

ill Vevo goods.

A Big Wounded Soldiers' Outing.

It is anticipated that, all outings for

wounded soldiers will be eclipsed on
Saturday next, the date of the run
arranged by the staff and workmen of

the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd. A large

fleet of sidecars and cars will pick up
men from hospitals in Coventry and
district, and convey them to Stoneleigh
Park, where a varied and enjoyable
programme will be gone through.

Great Increase in Petrol Imports.

Great interest has been aroused by
the fact that 28,773,053 gallons of petrol

came into this country last month,
whereas only 11,526,500 gallons were
imported in the previous month. These
are stupendous figures, and one realises

what they mean better when we say
that the August figures prove that on
the average 38,621 gallons of petrol

came into the country every hour.

Girls' Plucky Enterprise.

In our issue of July 27th we mentioned
that two American lady motor cyclists.

Miss Adeline and Miss Augusta Van
Buren, wore attempting a journey across

the American continent mounted on
Powerplus Indians. During their great

journey they made a detour after reach-

ing Denver in order to make the ascent

of a famous American mountain test

hill, known as Pikes Peak. The length-

of this hill is twelve miles, and it rises

about 14,000 feet, with an average
gradient of 1 in 14 and' a maximum
gradient of 1 in- 9. The surface is

e.\tremely rough, and appalling corners
abound. The two girls report that they
had little difficulty either in ascending or
descending. After the climb they re-

turned to Denver and continued the follow-

ing day on their way to the Pacific Coast.
Their route lies via Salt Lake City, and
around the great desert, which will un-
doubtedly prove the most arduous part
of their long journey. From San Fran-
cisco the sisters will return to New York.

b8

ADVANTAGES.
1. A saving of 6d. to

Is, 6d. per gallon.
2. No restrictions as

to storage.
3. Fairly easy to ob-

tain.

Vaporisation o£ Heavy Fuel.

Yesterday's issue of The Light Oar
contains an article on the use of a
vaporiser in connection with heavy fuels.

The advantages and disadvantages of

heavy fuels, from a light car owner's
point of view, are- summarised as follow :

DISADVANTAGES.
1. Laclr of elasticity

in the engine.
2. Necessity of chang-

ing down earlier on hills.

3. Slightly less power.
4. Petrol essential for

initial starts.

Revival oJ Old Inventions.
Among recent patents filed is one

relating to spring forks. This patent

was applied for by a ilr. Frank Spencer,
and consists of utilising rubber buffers in

place of steel springs. The specification

shows it fitted to a Triumph type fork.

Keaders will no doubt remember that on
practically all Triumph racing machines
the main fork spring was replaced with
a rubber pad to prevent excessive

bouncing. Another revival of an old

practice is seen in the patent applied for

by a Swedish motor dealer, Mr. Emil
Alfred Jern, of Gavle. This patent is

really a revival of the old front-driven

Werner, the engine being mounted on
the steering head, and driving by belt to

the front wheel. The only improvement
on the old Werner system is the inclusion

of a magneto and spring forks. It is

remarkable how these old inventions

keep cropping up under new names.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
TRIALS REMINISCENCES.

ECONOMICAL MANAGEMENT OF A SCOIT.
MILITARY NOTES FROM FAR AND NEAR

Death of a Well-known Manufacturer.
]\Ir. William AUday, of Birmingham,

died last week at the age of 66. He was
managing director of Alldays and Onions,
Ltd., a firm of old standing, and manu-
facturing, besides the well-known Allon
motor cycles, motor cars and commercial
vehicles.

A Commendable Decision.

In the endeavour to avoid street

accidents, the London General Omnibus
Co. has arranged for a special staff of
instructors to visit the various schools
in the London area with a cinematograph
apparatus, for the purpose of pointing
out to the children the dangers that
exist, and to illustrate means whereby
they can be reduced to a minimum.

" Stop Petrol Substitutes" the Latest Cry.

A daily newspaper says that it is time
the Government did something to stop
the use of petrol substitutes. We
expected a growl of this nature sooner or
later. If the unexpected happened, and
the use of substitutes was restricted, it

might mean that the newspaper in ques-
tion would have to curtail its motor
delivery fleet. Then everybody would
laugh.

THE TALLEST MOTOR CYCLE AGENT IN THE WORLD?
Mr. Friis Hansen, of Copenhagen, is 6ft. lOin. in height. He represents the Harley-

Davidson Company in Denmark, and he has just sold a Harley-Davidson to Prince Axel of

Denmark. This photograph was taken in London, and shows, reading from left to right

:

Mr. Duncan Watson (managing director of the English company), Mr. J. A. Stone (director),

Mr. Friis Hansen, and Mr. Walter Davidson (president of the parent concern)

d
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The One-stroke Engine.

Has any reader ever heard of a one-
stroke engine? Such an engine has been
designed by a reader, who has recently
applied for a patent to cover his inven-
tijn.

Royalty wbo Motor Cycle

The King of Spain has always been a
lover of outdoor sport, and a very
enthusiastic motorist from the early
tiays. Hence it is not surprising to
hear that he has purchased a sidecar
outfit for his children, his choice being"
an Indian. On the previous page we
chronicle the purchase of a motor cycle
by Prince Axel of Denmark.

" joy " Chars-a-bancs and Petrol.

At Conway, on iUonday last, two com-
panies running chars-a-bancs in North
Wales were summoned for permitting
motor spirit to be used for propelling
motor chars-ii-bancs on pleasure trips.
In one case the defence was that the fuel
used was a petrol substitute not inflam-
mable • at 73° F. , and therefore not a
motor spirit. The police retort to this
was that the fuel was capable of being
used as motive power for cars, and that
was within the definition adopted in the
Order. In the second case the defence
was that the car was not a char-a-banc
or a like vehicle, being air ordinary hired
four-seater. In both cases fines were
inflicted.

At Bournemouth a different view was
taken. The solicitor for the defence, in
asking for an adjournment, said he was
confident that he could prove the char-
a-banc was not being run on motor spirit.

The magistrates, in granting the adjourn-
ment, said they could make no restric-
tion on the running of the cars in the
meantime.

Are "Joy" Chars-a-bancs Prohibited ?

Here is another case of muddling ! The
Conway Police Authorities rule that
chars-a-bancs are prohibited the use of
the roads, no matter what spirit may be
used. On the other hand, the Bourne-
mouth police adjourned EUcase against a
char-a-banc proprietor on the latter's
undertaking to prove that he was not
using petrm—but a substitute.

Admiral Arhuthnot Trophy Fund
Over £200.

Since the figures published in last
week's issue have appeared the following
subscriptions to the. above fund have
been received :

£ s. d.
Dimlop Rubber Co. 5 5

. Williamson Motor Co . . 5 5
Res Motor Mfg. Co 5 5
Palmer Tyre, Ld 5 5
J. Cbater Lea 110
J. Pedley and Sons . . .

." ..110
Lt.-Commander C. Benson, R.N. ..110
Captain C. T. Bennett 10
The total sum subscribed now amounts

to £206 Is. 6d.

The following donors, it may be men-
tioned, sent their subscriptions through
The Motor Cycle : North Wales Motor
Exchange, Capt. C. V. Bennett, Fleet-
Surgeon H. Trenchard Eossiter, R.N.,
and County Cycle and Engineering Co.
At the next committee meeting of the

A.C.U. it will be proposed that the
competition for the trophy be open to
officers in both Services (see letter from
Capt. C. V. Bennett, page '253 this week).

No Imports Last Month.

August represented the first blank
month in the matter of imports of motor
cycles.

The Principal National Funds.

At the week-end the principal national
war funds stood as follows :

Prinoe of Wales*s National Relief
Fnad (£3,443,250 distributed! £5,950,646

Britisb Red Cross Fund .. .. 4.330,690 4 4
Tobacco Fund .. 113.707
Lord Kitchener National Mem-

orial Fund .. 280,000

Rumanian Petrol.

The Central Powers have hitherto
relied upon Rumania for petrol since

Russia destroyed the oil well plants in

Galicia. Now that this important source
of supply is cut off from the Prussians
there are rumours that a shortage may
soon be expected. The British Isles

might benefit from Rumanian supplies,

were direct and satisfactory means of

transport available.

^,-.^^4^

:

Sgt. W.A.Davenport. Members ot the

No. 5 Battery ("the Coventry battery"),

M.M.G.S., will remember Davenport well,

as he went out with them to France in the

early days, he, Pountney and Cocker being

sergeants. He was invahded home last year,

but is quite well again now, and at present

is with a batch of A.S.C. motor cycle

fitters expecting to go abroad again shortly.

Davenport vreis only married recently.

A Successful Year's Trading.

The directors of Messrs. Singer and
Co., Ltd., Coventry, have declared a
dividend of 20%, the profit and loss

account showing a surplus of £54,099
6s. 9d. In acknowledging the services

of the staff at the annual general meeting,
the chairman, Mr. A. E. Jagger, . was
pleased to mention that Mr. W. E.

, Bullock (works manager), who . has been
ill for some time, was now recovering.

The- War Prisoners' Fund.

Mention has been made before in these
pages of the fact that the National
Cyclists' Union, 27, Chancery Lane,
London, W.C., has established a war
fund for the purpose of sending parcels
to cyclists who are prisoners in Germany.
There are sevei'al motor cyclists among
these to whom packages, qontaining food
to the value of 7s., are being sent every
week. In writing to us Mr. S. R. Noble,
secretary of the N.C.U., states: "We
shall be obliged to stop sending parcels
to the motor cyclists unless our income
shows a very decided increase within the
next week or two."

The Motor Trades' Debating Society.

Next month sees activities of the above
society renewed for the coming session.
Trade men anxious to join should write
the honorary secretary, Mr. Charles D.
Clayton, 62, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.

An Exceptional Case.

A reader who sent his application and
postal order to the Petrol Control Com-
mittee on July 26th tells us that he
received his licence three days later. Our
correspondent considers himself very
lucky, and so he is when his case is com-
pared with many who are still without
licences. The attention of those in the
latter category is called to the announce-
ment from the Petrol Committee on page
222 of this issue.

Petrol Substitutes and Police Courts

Several readers have stated that their

experiences of some petrol substitutes
have shown slightly increased speed
compared with pure petrol. This must
have been the case with a soldier
charged at Aldershot the other day with
exceeding the speed limit. The
defendant stated that he was using a
mixture, and that his machine would
never have exceeded the speed limit oh
petrol . only !

Dominions Sidecar Runs for Wounded
Soldiers.

The popularity of sidecar outings for

wounded soldiers has spread to the Over-
seas Dominions. Cape Town had such
an event soon after the first was held in

England, and Australia followed suit

some time ago. As a matter of fact, the
climatic conditions in most of the
Dominions are more favourable for sidecar
outings than those generally ruling at

home.

A Victorian Hill-climb.

The Victorian (Melbourne) M.C.C. still

run occasional competitions, though natur-
ally the entry lists are very small com-
pared with the pre-war days. The last

mail brought particulars of a hill-climb

held at Wheeler's Hill—a favourite resort

for competition purposes: The results

were :

Over 600 c.c.

1. R. Finlay (American Excelsior).

2. H. Pannach (American Excelsior).

Under 600 c.c.

1. J. Spivey (3^ h.p. Precision).

2. E. Tyler (3^ h.p. Triumph).

Sidecars.
1. P. C. Pries.tley (Ideal-Jap sc.)

2. H. A. Parsons (Harley-Davidson sc.)

More Missing Machines.

Instances of missing motor cycles con-
tinue to occur in different parts of the
country. The following are particulars

of two of the last latest cases brought to

our_ notice ;

A two^cylinder 8 h.p. Bat-Jap sidecar

with dropped handle-bars, Cowey speed-
ometer, obtained- by means of a worth-
less cheque. Information to the Chief
Constable, Eastbourne.
A munition worker's 2j h.p. 1915

Colonial model Douglas disappeared
recently from the Borough Road, S.E.
T.T. bars, long scratch on left side of

tank. Information to Henry Guish, 7,

New Street Cottages, Milton Road, Vic-
toria, London, S.W.
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ILTTA'

FROM MOTOR CYCLE TO AERO
ENGINES.

DA. PEARSON, a partner in the
. firm manufacturing Peco two-stroke

motor cycle engines, has recently
accepted a commission in the R.F.C.
Supervision of aero engine repairs is,

we understand, his chief duty.

/

NEWS OF SERVICE MOTOR C
I

FROM B.R.C.S. TO R.F.C.

MR. GLYNN ROWDEN, who before
the war was chairman of the Cycle-
car Club, and for two years has

been with the British Red Cross Society,
both in France and at home, has lately
been gazetted to a commission in the
Royal Flying Corps as Assistant Equip-
ment Officer. Mr. Rowden was formerly
a very keen motor cyclist.

MOTOR CYCLISTS IN THE R.F.C.

SEVERAL readers have written to us
with reference to the photograph in

the last issue showing infantry men
being tested on P. and RI. motor cycles
with a view to transfer to the R.F.C.
as motor cyclists.

These enquirers, some of them riders

of long experience, have in several cases
applied to the R.T.C. for enlistment,
but have been informed that no motor
cyclists are wanted. This remark may
or may not apply to civilians.

nearly four

—

we have had
four guns in

the line, and
the other two
are on air
guard. I motor
in to business
daily, being
overlord of the
sector, which
means the
supervision of
many lethal

weapons. . . .

I still continue
to imbibe the
practical philo-

so phy of
'Ixion,' and
devote such
spare time as

comes my way
to a close peru-
sal of our blue-covered friend. The
Motor Cycle. I sometimes wish I AV/E are informed by Douglas
had the somewhat ancient Premier W that, owing to re-arrangemen

military base repair shops,

ARIEL MACHINE Q
The use of the motor machine gun sidecar has spreads

adapted for the conveyance of light mn

DOUGLAS REPAIR SERVIGI

here when I think of that very
delightful spurt up the test hill at

Brooklands of nearly a year ago.

Meanwhile, the. Clyno 'bus satisfies

my present desire for speed."

are now not in a position to retain

the curtailed repair service hitit

maintained.

MOTOR CYCLING TO BUSINESS.

WE have had an opportunity of read-
ing a letter written by Capt.
G. W. Huntbach, M.M.6.S.,

from France to a friend at the M.M.G.S.
training centre. Capt. Huntbach is a

keen motor cyclist, and is now in charge
of one of the batteries in France. He
writes : " For the last three weeks—

Capt. G. W. Huntbach, iVl.lVl.G.S., photographed in his

Clyno sidecar 2,300 yards from the nearest Boche sap, and in a

well-known town that has still a few walls left standing.

TRICK RIDING AT A TRAIN-
ING CENTRE.

DESPATCH riders are very care-

fully tested before being finally

accepted. The other day a

would-be D.R. was put through his

paces by a motor cyclist officer at a

large training centre. Riding nor-

mally, he satisfied the latter's re-

quirements, and he was then told

to ride past at a fairly smart pace

steering with one hand. This was
successfully accom-

plished, when the
rider suddenly stood

upon the saddle and
rode past with arms
outstretched. Return-

ing, he blew the horn

with his foot. The
officer was naturally

taken aback. The
trick rider then dis-

mounted and stood at

attention, when the

officer said, " Where on
earth did you ^ learn

to do that? " "Ug
to last Saturday, sir,

'

replied the recruit,
" I was earning £25 a

week at the
Music Hall." Col-

lapse of officer.

A FRENCH RIDER ON ACTPI
SERVICE.

WE are pleased to know that an
our many readers in France a

number of Frenchmen, some of w

occasionally write us about their n(

cycle experiences on active service,

man who sent us the pictures of Rhdi

reproduced a few weeks ago, has ht

varied experience since war began.

.
started in the infantry, and after i

active service received a commisi
He was wounded last Jlarch,

declared -untit for the infantry, so he -

transferred to the mechanical transi

and was made a corporal-instructor r

base with British-built lorries. The

"

move;, was to the front as a sergeati

the heavy motor artillery, wjiere he

present. He has made efforts to ol

a commission in a motor section, bii

barred by his age, which is twenty-tl

and the French War Office will

grant commissions in the automt

services to men over twenty-five.

NEWS FROM " GERMAN EAS'!

ARTICLES published recently in t

pages describing the experience

motor cyclists serving in

German East African campaign I

aroused great interest. So far we 1

only chronicled the doings of men f

home, but next week we shaU publisl

account from a member of the Si

African Despatch Rider Corps.

J^ III. iittmnnmnttmiWS!!S!!!!!!!!!I!I!!!ll!l!II!!!L'!!l'!!l!''!^^
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NOTl
IN THE VARIOUS WAR ZONES.

,S USED OVERSEAS.
ijvery war zone. A batch ot Ariels have been specially

id a few of them are illustrated above.

1 OTE FROM SOUTHCOMB MAY.

^
i^E have had a note from Col.-Sgt.

\ W. F. Southcorab May, late

honorary secretary of the Motor
Ming Club. Southcomb May joined

k M.M.G.S. eighteen months ago, but,

Kg bored with waiting for departure

) rseas, volunteered for service in a

ill Coast regiment intended for German
i , Africa. His letter was posted at

il ibasa, where thev had arrived after

,\ weeks on board ship.

_. MOTOR CYCLIST IN THE
I

SOUDAN.

I E hear that S. W. Carty, before

I the war a prominent motor cyclist

in Newcastle and Liverpool, has

•el ved a captaincy. He has only

e'ltly returned from the Soudan,
n] e he was in charge of a detachment
it irries and men working the supply
;r.' iport of the Western Frontier Force
)p iting against the Sultan of Darfuc.
ft as over 2,000 miles south of Alex-
in ia. Capt. Carty 's section went by
raito Assouan (Shallal), then down the
i^i on barges to Wadi Haifa, then by
rai to Khartoum and El O Beid
!K;dofan). From there they trekked
iu west two hundred miles over desert
111' bush, where nothing but camels for
ra port had been seen previously.
5u; lies of all kinds were carried by
n(^r lorries backwards and forwards
ro the railway at El O Beid to the
oe of operations. Darfur lies between
^ri;h Equatorial Africa and Kordofan.
^h Sultan's army was beaten and the

' ry taken over. Capt. Carty was
ed by the Sirdar (General Sir

t'Siaid Wingate).

CAPT. W. B.
LITTLE.

STAFF Cap-
tain W. B.

Little, the

famous Lake
District motor
cyclist, has just

been gazetted a

full captain in

the Regular
Army. Though
at present re-

taining his work
on the staff of

his brigade, he
will in due
course take up
his duty with
the East Lanca-
shires, to which
regiment he has
been appointed.
This means that

after the war is over Capt. - Little

will remain in the Regular Army

—

a regrettable loss to the motor
cycling world, but doubtless a
national gain.

Thus far, though recently in the

very thick of the fighting, he has
come through practically scathless,

with the exception that he was
" gassed " in the early part of 1915.

His last letter ends, " One longs for

the peaceful heights of Cumberland !

How I should have loyed to have
seen your mountains and dear old

Keswick again-.—it is three years
since I was there in summer time.
However, I shall have to grin and
bear it.

'

Capt. Little was the first motor
cyclist to climb Skiddaw.

A
TYRES ON ACTIVE SERVICE.
MAN in the M.M.G.S., who has

been invalided from France and is

now in a Hertfordshire Hospital,

says that he never had occasion to use a

pump to the back tyre (Dunlop) of hia

Triumph during the six months he was
riding the machine.

M.M.G.S. AND RECRUITING.
FOLLOWING upon the letter from the

Army Council to the Editor of Tfie

Motor Cycle in connection with hia

work of recruiting, the Commanding
Officer of the Motor Machine Gun Ser-

vice, Lt.-Col. R. J. Colson, has written

to Mr. Smith expressing his appreciation

of the services rendered, of which the

following is an extract :

" I feel that I cannot allow your
connection with ua as Recruiting
Officer to pass without writing to

you, and again telling you how very
grateful we of the Motor Machine
Gun Service are for the servicea

rendered in this respect by you.
" Since the formation of the Motor

Machine Gun Service, unquestion-
ably the fact that we have been able
to enrol such an intelligent cla.ss of

recruit is entirely due to the efiorta

of yourself and other friends of The
Motor C'ljd',.

" I write this letter on behalf of

the officers of the Motor Machine
Gun Service, who have much appre-
ciated the work done by yon. To
their expression of thaiiks I wish
particnlarlv to add my own."

Maj.-Gen. Sir F. S. Robb, C.B.,
M.V.O., wrote :

" The excellent work done by Mr.
Geoffrey Smith is fully appreciated."

From a thumbnail sketch made by Capt. Huntbach. The following is his

inscription: "The hill-climb of the future handicap event— lut, 3i h.p.

'Splinter-proof,' Cpl. Helmet-Steele (scratch), makes best time of day in spite

of severe handicap of four whizz-bangs, one belt SAA., and three grenade:
2nd. ' Ixion," on his A.B.C."

I

'"'7^
BI3
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AVERAGE PRICES.
{From "The Motor Cycle" of Sept 7ili.)

\Y/E give below the average privies ofW second-hand models offered for
sale in The Motor Cijclt'. Where

it is possible to obtain a sufficient number
of each model the average for the past
week is quoted, otherwise the last average
is given, if within five weeks.

Average Latest

Year, H.P.

A.J.S..

Allon .

Bat. .

.

Rradbury

B.S.A

Cliatpr Lea .

Calthorpe .

.

Clyno
Connaught .

Douglas . .

.

H.-Davidson
Humber
Indian . . . . ^

James

Levis

Matctiless .

.

New Hudson

New Imperial
P.&M. ...

Premier . .

.

Radco .

Rex . .

.

Rover .

Rudse .

Sv^'tt .

.

Siinteara .

.

Triumpli . .

.

Williaiiison .

Zenjth

:gi4 fi 3-sp. sidecar

916 2^ 3-spqed

915
915 2| 2-E:p. 2-stroke

914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . —
913 8 sidecar ,^40

913 4 3-speed ^24
914 ^38
916 4 3-=p. sidecar .. £63
916 i 3-=peed £47
914 6 sidecar -^45

915 2I 2-speed £22
914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . —
914 2-sp.. 2-stroke ... £23
915 2% 3-speed .^. £47
915 2|2-speed £45
915 4 3-sp sidecar . . £68
914 2| 2-speed ^38
916 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £75
915 6 2-sp. sidecar . , ^70
915 3 2-speed £40
916 3 2-speed —
914 3 2-speed —
915 8 3-sp. sidecar . . £75
913 3^ 3-sp- sidecar . . £28
915 5 3-speed £47
916. Powerplus sidecar ;f9o

914 7 3-sp. sidecar . . —
914 4 1 3-sp. sidecar .. £40
916 4J: 3-sp. sidecar . . —
915 Popular £22
914 2^ 2-sp., 2-stroke. —
915 8 3-sp. sidecar .. —
914 8 2-sp, sidecar .

913 8 2-sp. sidecar .

915 2^ 2-speed

915 4 3-sp. sidecar ,

915 2^ 2-speed £24
914 3i 2-5p. sidecar ., £41
914 sl 3-sp. sidecar .

913 si 2-sp. sidecar .

915 2-stioUe

914 6 2-sp. sidecar .

914 3^T.T
914 3^ 3-sp. sidecar .

915 3,} Multi gear . .

.

914 5 Multi sidecar.

914 3I 2-sp. sidecar .

915 3I 2-sp. sidecar .

914 6 3sp. sidecar .

914 3,1 3-sp- sidecar .

915 2i 2-sp. 2-stroke

914 4 3-sp. sidecar .

915 8 3-sp. sidecar .

913 6 Gradua sidecar £35
915 8 Gradua cidecar £62

- for weekly
last average

week, obtainable.

. £55 -

£27

i5o
£41

(45

£50

U7
^34

£40

i7^

£24

£74

- £2S
£55

£40—
(.X— fzn

(.47

t.^i

MS
/Us

/SO
1^0
tS8 .

in
£62
{3f> —
',53

t70 —

Mclaughlin variable
speed gear.

Incorporated in the Engine.

A VARIABLE geai' obtained by means
of several bevels and sliding pinions

or dog clutches is not altogether

new to motor cycles, and has been quite

common in connection with cars, several

having been arranged to give even four

or five speeds, but a simple adaption of

this type of gearing has been provisionally

patented by a Mr. A. W. McLaughlin.
The gear can be adapted to be placed

m almost any convenient position—either

in the back wheel or in the engine. In
this particular patent specification the
gear is incorporated in the engine, and
so does away with a separate gear bos
unit. It is proposed to utilise the fly-

wheels on which to secure the large
bevel or gear wheels, or the teeth may
be incorporated with the flywheels.

B14

With each set of teeth or bevel gear
on the engine engages a small bevel
or gear wheel, mounted on a shaft, which
is coupled with the final drive. This
may be either by shaft or any other
convenient means.
ThesB gears are mounted in such a

manner that they can rotate freely on
the shaft, but cannot slide. Therefore,
when not connected solidly up by a
sHding double-faced dog clutch to the
transmission-shaft, they are able to rotate
freely, and to give a free engine or
neutral position The" driving-shaft
between these- two loose pinions is

either squared or feathered, on which
the double-faced dog is mounted, and
on which it can sbde but not rotate
independently. Consequently, upon
movement in either direction, it is

possible to lock either pinion solid with
the shaft, and so obtain a variation of
gear ratios.

the number plate, to the back mudguard,
or to one of the carrier tubes. The
T.W.R. Manufacturing Co. also supply
other lamp accessories.

LIVE AXLE FOR SIDECARS
WITH the object of overcoming

trouble

Suggested two-speed gear shown
fitted m the engme crank case,

utilising the flywheel as the driving

j^-ZZZIJ&

pinions. It has been provisionally

patented by Mr. McLaughlin.

The chief point of interest is that, by
adopting this type of gear, all ratios are

what might be termed direct drive—that
is, the drive being transmitted direct

from the power-shaft to the transmission-
shaft

.
through only one set of gears, no

matter which ratio is engaged. The
specification only indicates two speeds
being utilised, but there is no reason
wliT more should not be used.

the

sometimes experienced
with heavy sidecar outfits due to-

rear wheel slip, a Mr. A. E. fialph, of

18, P«rcy Street, Garndiffa"ith, Ponty-
pool, has patented a device which can

be fitted to any sidecar machine without
alteration to the frame, enabling the

sidecar wheel to be driven.

On the hub shell of a hub clutch is

mounted a spur gear wheel which drives
two gears mounted on a short counter-

shaft supported in a casting mounted
on the live sidecar axle. Tliis counter-

shaft transmits the power to the sidecar

wheel via another gear

wheel mounted on the end
of the live sidecar axle.

Now that both wlieels are

being driven, a differential

action is necessary in

order to negotiate corners
without causing wheel
skidding. This is obtained
in a rather novel manner
by means of a connection
between the steering head
of the motor cycle and the
hub clutch. When the
steering head is turned to

negotiate a corner the
clutch is slightly released by means of a
rod connection between the steering arid

I

SOME USEFUL PATTERN
TAIL LAMPS.

THE three tail lamps illustrated are

neat aluminium castings sold by the

T.W.R. Manufacturing Company, 5,

Baldwin Gardens, Acton, London, W.
Having smooth exteriors, being made of

polished aluminium, and being practically

all in one piece, the lamps are easy to

clean, strong, durable, and light. They
are, moreover, quite easily fitted.

The three patterns dealt with are so

designed that they inay be attached to

A. E. Ralph's designW di'iving the sidecar

wheel.

clutch mechanism ; thus when a corner
is being taken the drive is transmitted
to the sidecar wheel only.

EXAMPLES OF T.W.R. TAIL LAMPS.
From left to right : Torpedo-pattern aluminium model for fitting .to carrier stay. For bolting

to number-plate. With adjustable rear mudguard fixing.
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The Arbuthnot Trophy.

Sir,—Will you please place tlie enclosed note for £1 to

che Arbuthnot Trophy Fund? Could not this competition

be open to officers of both services?

C. V. BENNETT, CAPT., A.S.C.

[The amount named was forwarded to the secretary of the

Auto Cycle Union, who in acknowledging our letter men-

tioned that Capt. Bennett's suggestion would be brought

up at the next committee meeting.

—

Ed.]

Petrol Substitutes.

Sir,—Is it not time that the inflated prices of all petrol

substitutes were reduced? What I say is get a vaporiser,

which can be had for a few shillings, and run on the

cheapest, commonest paraffin. Do not mix it with petrol.

After this war petrol will not be heard of. A. DURANT.

Sir,—I was disappointed much the same as "CW45." I

called at the Binks works, and was charged 2s. 8d. per gallon

for five gallons. I asked if it would be necessary to

change the jets in my carburetter (a new 3 jet Binks), and
was told no, as I had a hot air pipe fitted. The result was
not so good as on paraffin. J. LEEDALE.

Sir,—Commencing to run an AUon two-stroke on paraffin,

I found it a deal of trouble to start the machine. Petrol had
to be injected and the plug removed for the purpose. This

seemed the only way. It was then very difficult, and the

process of removing and replacing the plug needed to be

repeated several times. But a better method occurred to

me. I removed the valve from the top of the drip feed,

and, with the pump empty, poured the petrol down the oil

pipe into the crank case. The result was, of course, an

immediate start, and the method never fails. Best White
Rose paraffin is used, at Is. 4d. per gallon, and is quite

satisfactory. (Rev.) T. W. MORGAN.

Sir,—I read with interest Messrs. Binks' letter in your

last issue, as this is the first attempt I have seen in print

to justify the enormous increase in the price of fuel.

Messrs. Binks make a plain statement that the whole

of the increase is to be attributed to the freight. Let us

see what this means. A forty-gallon barrel measures approxi-

mately twelve cubic feet, so we may take 133 gallons to

represent one freight ton of forty cubic feet. This means
that an increase from Is. 4d. to 2s. 5d. per gallon =
I55s. 2d. per ton (i.e., 133 x Is. 2d.). Now do Messrs.

Binks maintain that the freight has increased by this amount
since they advertised the fuel at Is. 4d.? R.B.

Sir,—Seeing the letter by " CW 45 " in your issue of the
' 7th inst. my experience may be of interest.

I sent Messrs. C. Binks, Ltd., my cheque for one barrel of

fuel at Is. lOd. per gallon, and was then informed that the
price was advanced to 2s. 5d., except to users of their

carburetter, to whom it was 2s. 3d. I felt that this was
more than I was willing to pay, and so informed them. My
remittance was immediately returned, with a regret that I

could not purchase at the new price.

What more can "CW45" wish for in these abnormal
times, when the price of everything varies daily?

'The usual disclaimer. CPL., E.E.

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the

opinions of his correspondents.

" ' AU letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cyoie,"

Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name
and address

Adulterated Petrol.

Sir,—I have been expecting for a long time to see com-

plaints in your paper of the quality of the stuff now sold

as petrol, and I hope many readers will take advantage of

your columns to let you know their opinions.

Ever}' motorist or motor cyclist one meets in this neigh-

bourhood (Monmouth) is firmly convinced that petrol is

now' adulterated to a very great extent—in fact, the common
opinion expressed is that it is half paraffin. I know that

the cylinder and valves of my motor cycle—a 3 h.p. Enfield

—

get carbonised up twice as quickly as they used to, and
that if I happen to spill a little of the so-called petrol on my
clothes it smells for hours—^an unmistakable smell of paraffin.

Petrol would evaporate very quickly, so I consider the

experience a convincing proof of adulteration
DAN H. PRICE.

Running on Paraffin.

Sir,

—

I should like to give my experiences to encourage
riders of two-stroke machines. In the course of the last

four months I have ridden two machines, both of which
were fitted with the Villiers two-stroke engine, over a

distance of more than 1,000 miles on paraffin with perfect

success, including a tour round North Wales, embracing the

famous Cross Foxes Hill out of Dolgelly, which the Diamond
took with my brother on the carrier without a hitch.

I am sending you a sketch showing how the bicycle is

rigged up for this work. The paraffin is contained in the
main tank and led to

the float chatnber by
means of a copper
pipe, which is lapped
five times round the

exhaust pipe about
l^in. from the flange

holding the pipe to

the cylinders. This
assures perfect vapor-

isation when run
ning, as the paraffin

is heated after a

short run to such a

degree that, should

the nut be unscrewed
from the base of the

float chamber and a

few drops of the fluid allowed to run on to the hand, a

nasty burn will be caused.

Petrol for starting is taken from a small tank, on the batk
stay of the machine, direct to a nipple and jet soldered into

the anti-blow back cap of the carburetter. This entirely

obviates the necessity of emptying the float chamber of

paraffin before a start can be obtained, as the fine spray of

petrol enters the cylinder direct, so making, practically

speaking, two carburetters—one for petrol and one for

paraffin.

The engine will now start up from cold, with the float

chamber full of paraffin and the petrol spray running, with

one pull of the back wheel. I should like to point out that

I have at no time had an air look in the long paraffin pipe

or carbon deposit on the plug points. The consumption of

petrol by this method is hardly appreciable, as the amount
I have obtained this last month, namely, one and, a half

quarts, . will last indefinitely.

A ride of 216 miles (Wolverhampton to Towyn, North
Wales, and back) cost in fuel 2s. 5d., i.e., two and a half

gallons of common paraffin. F. A. HOLWARD.
B17
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When FUling yonr Petrol Tank.
I have noticedSir,

that a large number
of people, when fill-

ing their petrol tanks
from Shell or Pratt's
cans, invariably hold
the cans the wrong
way, and thus cause
the petrol to splash
badly in the funnel.
The result is a con-
siderable loss. The
enclosed sketch shows
the right way to
prevent this loss,

which at the present
time may- be of value
to several readers.

H.L.S.

Air tutWes CQusmg

f [^frol lo splasb

i;«~ No air bobbles

RIGHT WAY

Cause of Overheating.

Sir,—I was interested to read in your issue of August 31st

Mr. Stephenson's suggestions as to the cause of overheating.

His theory, however, is based on certain assumptions which,
I think, are open to dispute. The phenomenon to which

^ your contributor refers is well known to those who are

familiar jvith spark gaps and sparking voltages. So far

so good ; but can such a phenomenon be reproduced in the

cylinder of a motor cycle engine? Personally, I think not;

the analogy is not strictly correct. The conditions of your
contributor's experiments and those obtaining in an engine
can scarcely be assumed to be similar. The experiments,

I presume, were made in a still atmosphere, and spai'king

was maintained continuously. In a motor cycle engine these

conditions are not repeated. Between each recurring spark
the pressure of the medium rises enormously, and then falls

to a negative value, taking atmospheric pressure as standard.

The gaseous particles in the cylinder would thus appear
to be in a state of motion throughout the entire interval.

In these circumstances it is difficult to believe that the

ionised particles of gas, which are conductors, still surround
the plug points at the next sparking moment, and so by
conduction prevent the ignition of the charge.

In very rare cases Mr. Stephenson's theory may prove

to hold, but I am rather inclined to attribute ignition failure,

accompanying overheating, in the majority of CEises, to a

failure of the plug insulation at the higher temperatures.

That such failure occurs in this manner I have proved to

myself on many occasions by heating the body of a plug

and then testing its insulation resistance.

Much could be added on the general question of overheat-

ing, but that does not concern the above remarks on the

suggested theory. A.K.
Teddington.

Sir,—After reading the leader in The Motor Cycle for

August 31st on " Overheating and Engine Stops," and also

.Mr. C. H. Stephenson's explanation of overheating, and also

realising, as you say, the possible great importance to motor-
ists in general of definitely finding out what causes an engine
to stop when overheated, I have decided to give my own
ideas as to what actually happens.

I am of the same opinion as your contributor with regard
to the amount (weight) drawn into the cylinder being practi-

cally the same when the engine is hot as when cold, also

with the remark that the stoppage is not caused by defective

lubrication ; but I do not think his theory, which he calls
" silent " discharge, is the cause, or how is it that changing
gear will cause an improvement in the firing of the engine!
also the engine will get hotter on a low gear and still con-

tinue to fire.

Before giving my theory I will give the facts I base it on.

I have an old air-cooled tricar, with handle starting direct

to the engine-shaft and accumulator ignition, no exhaust
lifter, the engine being started by forcing it over the
compression. When this tricar is driven up a very steep

hill until the engine stops through overheating, if I get out
immediately and switch off the ignition, and attempt to pull

the engine over compression, I am only able to pull the
piston about one-third the waf up the compression stroke

Bl8

when the cylinder is suddenly forced down with such
violence that, if I held the handle firmly, it will cause the
front wheel nearest to me to lift off the ground. The force
is not like the usual backfire, being a strong push. It is

absolutely impossible to hold the handle of this machine
against the ordinary backfire. If I wait about four seconds
and then try again the same thing occurs only with less

force. After waiting another four seconds, if I pull the
handle very suddenly I can force the engine over com-
pression, when it will practically start and run three firing

strokes, i.e., six revolutions, and then stops. The cylinder
casting being very heavy retains considerable heat for a
short time.

My theory based on this is that on the compression stroke
the gas absorbs the heat from the engine, causing through
expansion, gradually increasing compression as the engine
gets hotter. This heated, highly compressed gas expanding
(lightly exploding) on the compression stroke with gradually
increasing force as the engine gets hotter and hotter, until,

in some cases, knocking is caused.
In other cases, through badly fitting rings, the force of

the gas is practically all wasted before the engine reaches
the tiring stroke, which finally brings the engine to a stop
without knocking.

If this theory is correct it also explains why the engine
revives when the gear is changed, because thereby the engine
can obtain greater momentum to overcome the expanding
gases. F. B. RUDt).
[We think our correspondent is troubled with pre-ignition,

caused by some point in the cylinder becoming incan-
descent, -and the only reason that the symptoms are not
accompanied by knocking is that, the engine being of old
pattern, the compression is lower than generally used.

—

Ed.]

The Scott Sociable.

Sir,—Being a regular reader of your paper, I hope you
will publish the following remarks concerning the Scott
three-wheeler :

I consider the Scott Sociable is perfect, and I can find no
reason^ to justify Mr. S. L. Burnard's expression that it is

"horrible." No, sir, the Scott Sociable is not horrible: it

is. only unusual, perhaps, and unusual would mean horrible
only for the man in the street, who will not, or cannot,
understand, but prefers to laugh I think Mr. Burnard
himself will agree with me when I say the principle and
mechanical parts are excellent. My purpose is only to write
upon the testhetic point of view. What would be the basis
of your opinion when judging the Scott's appearance?
Frequently the artistic value is the result of habit ; and
many people judge beauty by usefulness In the early days
we found the first motor car very ugly, chiefly because we
had been used to seeing a horse before every vehicle.

Thus to some people the Scott three-wheeler seems ugly
because they have become so accustomed to seeing four-
wheelers. A fourth wheel added to the Scott would be
exactly like adding an extra window in a house in order
to obtain a symmetrical effect. (DR.) RENE CAMUS.
French Army.

Sir,—Having read Mr. Scott's reply to Mr. Burnand's
criticism of the Scott Sociable in your issue of the 17th,

we would point out Mr. Scott's remark that "hitherto the
man wanting comfort and cleanliness has had no other
alternative " than the four-wheeler proves Mr. Scott is not
conversant with all that has been done to overcome these
defects.

Without going into the technical causes why the sidecar
combination and motor cycle are the dirtiest vehicles on
the road, we say many years' work by us has enabled the
ordinary standard machine to be converted into a perfectly

clean vehicle and the comfort increased. -

The standard sidecar combination is the most economical
vehicle both in first cost and upkeep, and for these reasons
will be used by a certain section of the community, and if

perfect cleanliness and increased comfort be added, the
vehicle is made usable by a great number of professions

and trades. ~-

KUMFURT MOTOR CYCLE AND ACCESSORIES CO.
- F. Waigh.

Sir,—There is no doubt the Scott Sociable embodies the
desires of motor cyclists, particularly those who are com-
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pelled by their business or profession to ride all the year
round in all weathers, and, as Mr. Scott remarks, the
absence of the fourth wheel does not offend the eye of the
occupants of his Sociable, and is immaterial to their com-
fort. There are two tilings, however, I am anxious to see

announced, and that is the price at which it is to be sold

and its petrol consumption. These two are, in my opinion,

of most interest to sidecarists, and will decide whether Mr.
Scott is to secure the favour Of this market, which, I venture
to say, Mr. Morgan has not obtained, because the purchase
price of the iWorgan runabout is beyond the means of the
average sidecarist. I think " Ixion " is right wlien he says
" the Scott sociable at £75 would obtain an enormous vogue,
but with every £5 advance towards £100 its chances of big
sales would dwindle appreciably, and at £100 might be
problematical." SIDECARIST.

The Silver ParaflBn Vaporiser.
Sir,—Allow me to state that this vapoiiser was fitted to

my old Progress car in 1899, and was not Mr. Silver's idea

at all, nor was it mine or ]\Ir. Durant's. I copied the idea

from an old farm tractor used by my firm in Canada, the

only difference being that it had an outlet as well as an
inlet port for the exhaust gases.

I do not know Mr. Durant, who also claims to have
invented the apparatus, neither have I seen any of his

vaporisers, although I have seen four similar vaporisers of

the Silver type fitted by a Chatham firm.

OLD STAGER.

Sir,—With your permission I will answer Mr. Silver's

letter (page 212, September 7th). From what I can see

these letters will continue indefinitely until you tell us
both to stop. One thing I am pleased to see is that I have
a champion in "Adaptable." Evidently others have been
to the States besides myself ; nearly every oil engine
I came across out there had a similar vaporiser so fitted.

When I get . a minute to spare I intend running round
Queen Victoria Street to see how many oil engines in this

country are so fitted. I have received an anonymous letter

stating that, should ]\Ir. Silver take proceedings against

us, the writer will be ready with proofs that the vaporiser
was fitted to the first motor cycle introduced into this

country. Of course the idea is as old as the hills. IMr.

Silver has evaded the point by not giving us the protection
numbers. If it is protected we shall contest it, and shall

protect all our customers using the device whi^h we have
fitted to their machines.
"H.W.J.K." says that there are no such requirements as

stamping registered numbers on an article registered. Allow
me to state that " H.W.J.K." is wrong, and I would refer
him to the official pamphlet on the Registration of Designs.

A. DURANT,
Oakleigh Motor Co.

The Boycott of German Goods.
Sir,—I should like to write you a line in connection with

Mr. Pritchard's letter in your issue of August 24th.
Even in business will he welcome German commercial

travellers and German goods so soon as the war is over?
"Business"! I am sick of the word. Even now, after

this country has really been fighting for its life for over two_
years, some people seem able to think of nothing but
"business." For my own part, I feel it is not a question of
" crushing German trade," , but—could any Britisher deal
amicably with German firms and in German goods directly
the war is over without feeling that he is in some way false

to the memory of men, from all parts of our Empire, who
.have fallen in this great struggle? And, worse still, false
to those men who will remain with us permanently maimed
or blinded—in some cases, maimed or blinded by wilful
neglect on the part of our enemies? No. 2890, R.F.C.

B.E.F.

Sir,—I am sorry if my letter should have vexed your
correspondent "M.R.C.S." -It was far from my intention
to vex anyone, my desire merely being to question the advis-
ability of adopting a trade war after the blood war.

" M.R.C.S." is quite at liberty to contradict my statement
that " muddling diplomacy on both sides caused the war,"
but as he fails to bring any evidence in support thereof, his
contradiction is of little value against my statement, which
is based on examination of the Government's Blue Book.

Nothing in my letter is so nonsensical as your correspon-
dent's suggestion that in comparing our motors with those
of the remaining motor manufacturers of the world, we
should ignore German motors. Does "M.R.C.S." want us
to believe that German engineering is so rotten that we can
afford to ignore it?

"M.R.C.S." does not wish to "help Germany out of her
shibboleth of Kultur," but " Britisher " in the letter which
started this correspondence said that the "spirit of German
Kultur must be crushed," and I agree with him, so that on
that point it is two to one against "M.R.C.S."
There is no need for "M.R.C.S." to remind me of the

authenticated atrocities, for I have studied the Government
book on this matter closely, and notwithstanding that I

hope " M.R.C.S." will live to learn that hate can never
end hate, and the more you do in the direction of crushing
a nation (the thing, of course, cannot be entirely done) the
more will you prepare for a future imbroglio," instead of
obtaining that which we all desire, i.e., permanent peace.

H. PRITCHARD.

I read a letter by H. Pritchard in your issue of August
24th lamenting that you are supporting the idea of a trade
war with Germany.

If Mr. Pritchard will take the trouble to read translations
and extracts from German writers written before and during
the war he will find good cause to alter his present views.
The German writers in question distinctly point out that
Germans are the chosen people of God, and that they have
the right to mould everyone to their ways of thinking. It

should not be forgotten that Germany has waged an economic
trade war on us at least for twenty years. Every German
is also taught that it would be necessary to wage war to
bring other nations to their way of thinking, and it is all

nonsense to think, as H. Pritchard does, that after the
enemy has been beaten on the field of battle his views
will be changed. Our main trouble previous -to the war has
been the I'aissa faire policy adopted in most of our dealings,
and we have greatly suffered for it in the past, and would
continue to do so in the future if we adopted the views
expressed by H. Pritchard.
Every motorist to whom I have spoken on the subject

think your announcement regarding enemy advertisements
not'only patriotic, but a wise proceeding. S.

Wimbledon Park, S.W.

Atfdch tow fensioi

wire Kere

for Ma|.Cutoui

Variable Ignition for Dixie Magneto.
Sir,—Some time ago I converted a fixed ignition Dixie

magneto to variable with excellent results. ']?he enclosed
sketch shows the con-
verted magneto at full

retard, and 35° of

movement are obtain-
able without misfiring.

All that was neces-
sary was to turn off

the die-cast metal plate

to the diameter of the
projecting lip on to

which the dust cap fits,

but leaving a small
flange at the back. A
square gunmetal plate

was cast and bored out
to fit the new shape of

the original end-plate .

so that they could
revolve in relation to

one another. An operat-

ing bar and a Bowden
magneto control finished

the job.

The alteration has
been in commission on
my Connaught for three

months now, and has
shown no defects. It

is a boon and a blessing

after fixed ignition.

There is no chance of the ring slipping out of position and
altering the gap, as there are three forces to hold it in place.

(1.) Contact breaker spring, (2) position of magnets, (3) dust

cap. The idea is protected. K. ORD-JMACKENZIE
B19
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PATENTS.
Abridsed by ERIC W. WALFORD,

Rear Springing.

The illustration shows a well-thought-

out system of rear springing which can
be used with enclosed chain drive, and
ill which there is a minimum of unsprung
weight, whilst at the same time the main
rear part of the frame is rigid, so that

there is no difficulty in the attachment
of a sidecar. The wheel spindle A is

•carried by a pair of girders B, which are

connected at the back and front, and are

pi.oted at C co-axially with the counter-
shaft. The usual rear frame triangle con-

ptituted by the tubes E F G is somewhat
modified in form, but, as previously

stated, it is rigid, and at the junction of

the tubes E and F are formed the hous-
ings for the pivots of a pair of cantilever

springs H, the front ends of which are
anchored to the frame at J, whilst the
rear ends support the wheel-carrying
girders B. It will be clear that, as the
wheel rises and falls, the girders rock on
their pivot C. The right-hand girder

carries the chain case K, so that there is

no relative movement, and the tension of

the chain remains constant. Of course,

the system may be employed with belt

drive if desired.—Lt.-Commander T. S. V.
I'hiUips, R.N., No. 15,690, 1915.

A Philipson Pulley Development.

It will be remembered that the well-

known Philipson pulley, shown in the
'

sectional view, provides the effect of a
variable engine pulley, either automatic-
ally by means of a governor weight or

positively by the actuation of a brake
device. Briefly, the pulley comprises a
H.\ed Hange A; having a sleeve B on
which may slide but not rotate the mov-
able flange C. The movable flange is

operated by a screw thread device and
spring E, contained within a housing F
on which the brake G acts. It will be
clear that, as the pulley flanges A C are
adjusted, the tension of the belt will vary,

and the present patent covers a develop-
ment whereby, as shown in the plan view,
the driven pulley H also is adjustable to

maintain the correct belt tension, and at

the same time increase the variable speed
effect. This is effected by attaching to

the bo.ss of the pulley flange C a rod J,

the securing pin K of which slides in a
slot in the inner sleeve B. Thus as the
flange C is adjusted the rod J is moved,
operating one end of a pivoted lever L,

ENGINE SHArr
i

COUNTERSHAFT

the other end of which actuates the corre-

sponding flange of the driven pulley H.
Thus, as the engine pulley is opened out
to provide a lower gear, the rear pulley
is closed, taking up the slack of the belt,

and increasing the driving ratio. In

order that the amount of movement of

the two pulleys may be co-ordinated to

give the desired effect, the pivot N of
the lever may be adjustable longitudi-

nally, so that the ratio of movement
may be varied.—W. T. W. H., and P. C.
Philipson, No. 5,814, 1915.

Two-stroke Engine Improvement.
With the object of preventing misfiring

or four-stroking at low speeds, this

inventor proposes to conduct a small
supply of fresh gas, undiluted with
exhaust residue, to the neighbourhood of

the sparking plug. The plug A is located
in a chamber B, which is separate from
the cylinder casting, and communicates
with the combustion head by a compara-
tively small passage C. In the cylinder

wall just below tlie usual transfer passage
is a passage D, which is opened by a port
in the piston E just before the main
transfer passage is opened. Thus a
portion of the charge in the crank case
passes through the passage D and pipe F
through the non-return valve G into the
firing chamber B, driving out any burnt
gas therein, and suiTonnding the plug
points. Immediately succeeding this the
main transfer and compression take
place, and on ignition the pure gas in the
chamber B passes through the passage C,
igniting the main charge, which, under
certain conditions, might not be suitable

for firing by a direct magneto spark.

—

J. T. Booth, No. 14,062, 1915.

SPARKLETS.

Joining the Army.
Mr. R. D. Storey, who has been con-

nected with the Great Portland Street

motor agency of that name, is giving up
his interest in the concern owmg to his

joining His Majesty's forces. He hopes

to return to the business after the war.

C.A.V. in Manchester.
Blessrs. C. A. Vandervell and Co.,

Ltd., have now completed arrangements
at their Manchester depot, 12, Victoria

Buildings, St. Mary's Gate, for the

carrying out of repairs to accumulators
of all descriptions.

Dreadnought Developments.
Under the management - of Mr. H. G.

Olden the business of the Dreadnought
motor policies has greatly increased in

volume, and has necessitated opening
additional premises at No. 1, Queen
Victoria Street, E.G.

Petrol Substitutes in London.
We are informed by Oyl.ers, Ltd., 35,

New Cavendish Street, W., that they
have been appointed sole London agents

for Binks fuel and carburetters. They
have also taken the agency for Kempol
fuel, and intend to specialise in every-

thing relating to petrol substitutes.

Balancing of Engines.
We are often asked advice on the sub-

ject of engine balancing, and it may be

mentioned that the present edition of
" i\Iotor Cycles and How to Manage
Them " contains an extensive article,

written in simple language, on the sub-

ject. The handbook is obtainable from
our publishers, Jliffe and Sons Ltd., 20,

Tudor Street, E.G., price Is. 6d., or by
post Is. 9d.

Institution of Automobile Engineers.
The first meeting of the session of the

Institution of Automobile Engineers will

be held on Wednesday, October llth, at

the Royal Society of Arts, John' Street,

Adelplii, W.C., at 8 p.m., when the
president, Mr. L. A. Legros, M.Inst.C.E.,
will deliver his presidential address. The
address will contain, among other things,

a valuable collection of data in reference
to torque curves of^ internal combustion
engines. It Is hoped that this session it

will be possible to arrange for the full

number of meetings, but, meantime, the
institution is engaged on much important
work in coimeotion with research and
standardisation, the results of which
should be available for the members
before the end of the session.

Review.
We are in receipt of a copy of a

publication issued by the British Com-
mercial Gas Association, known as " A
Thousand and One Uses for Gas." This
issue deals especially with the running in

of petrol engines on town gas, and the

use generally of g^as in the motor car

and allied industries. The issue is quite
interesting, especially in view of our
recently published illustration and par-
ticulars describing the running in of
A.J.S. motor cycle engines on coal gas.
This, of course, results in a great saving
of petrol.

J
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"The Magneto that is not too proud

to spark." Motor Cycle.

Y\/^ILL positively START
' '^ UP at a walk ; exception-

ally lively at picking up ; never
a sign of misfiring at high or
low speeds ; miles per hour
faster than other magnetos

;

totally enclosed; dust-proof
and waterproof.

Write for Booklet,
post free, from—

^^ieFwdl^#9 Ltd.
EJecJrical En^neers.ACTON. LONDON.«

To Users

PETROL
Substitutes

Why
Wakefield

GASTROL
Regd.

MOTOR OIL

must be

chosen.

C. C. Wakefield & Co.,

Wakefield House,Cheapside,

London, E.G.

Prompt dispatch can

now be made.

Warning!

Experiments prove

that, with many
petrol substitutes,

the oil in the base

chamber gets thin

and loses much of

its lubricating value.

The oil is also apt

to get past the piston

rings.

Only the best lu-

bricating oil should

be used to avoid

trouble and expense.

The overwhelm-

ing list of successes

prove Wakefield
Castrol superiority.

Fit

fmm
Motor Cycle Tyres
and exparience real "tyre

comfort." They are made
on generous lines, and show

an increase of 25% Air

Capacity. Withal they are

the most economical, be-

cause, after all, "the best

is really the cheapest."

Wood-Hiine,
Ltd. PrestOD

Wire—" Comfort, PrefltOD.'*
'Phon i—Preston 413.

LOHnoN: Manchester Avenue, E.C.
Wire— Uytuminy, London."
Phone—City 4797.

BirminghAm. L^eds. Maa-
Chester, Bristol , BeUaat,
Dublin. GlasKow. Etc.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to __

—

^tcoT
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed,.—

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offlces of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be pasted in time to reach the ofiSces of

"The Motor Cycle" Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.G.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. All replies should be addressed,
'' No. ooo, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.G."

»ff"DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who besitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," botb parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

Koods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit tht

amount to the seller, but u not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
tio the fee is i3. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to IliSe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may t>e equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that etlect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who leply lo advenisemencs and receive no

answer to tbeir enquiries are requested to regard tbe

silence as an indication tbat the goods advertised have
already been disposed o(. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eaob
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

ABINGDON, 3i/2h.p.. F.B., nearly new; JB16.-162,
Boundary Ed., Walthamstow. [1809

A.J.S

A.J.S., 234J1.P., 3-speed. 1916, new, in stock.—Picter-
ine, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [X7022

Id 15 A.J.S. Combination, complete, lamps, etc.;
-»«? £85.—Oioss, Jeweller, Eotherham. [X7398

A.J.S., 4h.p.,. 3-speed, October, 1915, in splendid
order; £50.—Munro, Falcon Sq., Inverness. [S7316

A.J.S., 4h.p., 3-speed, and sideeaTj new; immediate
delivery; £84.—Munro, 14, Falcon Sq., In-vemess.

[X7314
A.J.S. 6h.p. 1914 Combination, £52; 1913 6h.p

solo, £44; new 1916 4h.p. model, overdue, £76.—
Crow Bros., Guildford. [1398

A.J.S. 1914 6h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, kick starter,
coachbuilt sidecar, in first-class order and condi-

tion; 60 gns.—6. Warren St.; London. , [1829

A.J.S. 1914 Combination, 61i.p., exceptional engine,
3 speeds, Amac (75 m.p.g.), just overhauled, hand

eliitch, 3 lamps, horn, spares, tools; £70.— 57, .Dindrwic
Ed., Birkdaie. ' [X7342

A.J.S., 2%]i.p., late 1912, semi-T.T., 2-speed, kick
- start, lamps, horn, tools, etc., in splendid condi-

tion; owner joining up; £24.—Dickinson, Potato Mer-
chant, Gt. Nelson St., Liverpool. [1794

AT

THE OLDEST AND MO§T UP-TO-DATE
MOTOR CYCLE BARGAIN HOUSE

You get fuller value for Cash, the Easy Terms
are easier, and tbe big selection of latest models
of all best makes is bigger than can be found
elsewhere. Call and see tbe grand . machines
included in our

CLEARANCE OFFERS.
Every one perfect, ready for instant delivery,

and fully guaranteed.

GET TO-DAY'S LIST. IT INCLUDES THESE :

No. h.p.

ro6o3. 2i rgrs 2-speed DOUGLAS £27 10
10608. 4j i9i5 3-speedJAMES&Sidecar£55-
ro6io. 2| 1914 3-sp. NEW HUDSON and

Sidecar £45 D
ro6r4. 3I ign single-speed HUMBER . £25
10620. 7-9 1915 3-sp. INDIAN and Sidecar £75
10624. 2j 1914 2-speed DOUGLAS £35
10627. 3^ rgr4 3-speed MAXIM £15 15
10628. jj I9r4 single-speed DAYTON. . £12 10
10629. 3'' I9'4 3-sp- ROVER and Sidecar £50
10630. 3.V 1913 3-sp. C'shaft TRIUMPH £35
ro632. 4 1915 3-sp. DOUGLAS &S/car £72
ro633. 4 1914 3-sp. SINGER & Sidecar £45
105S7. 3* 1914 3-sp. QUADRANT &S/G £42
10588. 3J 1913 RUDGE Mnlti & Siflec.ir £45
10590. 8' 1912 3-sp. MATCHLESS &Sc. £35
10596. 3l 1913 RUDGE tolti £35
10567. ?! 1915 2-sp. 2-str. CALTHORPE £25
10570. 4-5 1915 2-sp. BAT £47 10
10573. 24 1915 2-sp. CALTHORPE £31 10
10574. 2* 1915 2-sp- JAMES £37 10
10581. 3* T908 single-speed TRIUMPH.. £24
10583. 4-5 1915 3-sp. HAZLEWOOD .... £37 10
10584. 3j 1912 PREMIER and Sidecar.. £20
10538. 3* INDIAN £47 10

10539. 7-9 'J5 3-sp- KARLEY-DAVIDSON £85
ro540. 4I 1914 3-sp. JAMES and Sidecar £50
10542. 3* 1913 3-sp. HUMBER £25
10333. 3i TRIUMPH £22 10
10553. Ii J.E.S £10 10
10565. 3i twin N.U.T £35
10517. 3i sin»le-speed 1912 TRIUMPH.. £25
10519. 3j igT4 2-sp. PREMIER £35
10523. 2j 1913 2-sp. DOUGLAS £44
10527. 5-6 1912 2-sp. F.N £30
10533- 4i 3-sp- 1912 QUADRANT £27 10
10477. 24 1912 2-sp. SINGER £20
10473. 2I igii single-speed DOUGLAS.. £17 10
10485. 4 smgle-specd BRADBURY £23 10
10495. 5 INDIAN and Sidecar £65
10430. 2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE Junior £17 10
10432. 2 1914 2-sp. CALTMORPE Junior £18 10
10435. 6 3912 REX-J.A.P. and Sidecar. £27 10
10448. 4I 19x4 3-sp. B.S.A £57 10
10453. 3* 1915 SUNBEAM and Sidecar.. £73 10
10458. 2i 1914 2-sp. 2-stroke CLYNO ... £25 10
10462. 5-6 1913 2-sp. N.S.U 40 gns.

10384. 2j 1914 2-speed 2-stroke ALLON. £32 10
10390. 2* 1915 2-sp. WOLF-J.A.P £30
10393. Ii 1916 AUTO-WHEEL ........ £11 10
10396. 31 2-sp. FAFNIR £12 10
10402. 4i 1915 GRANDEX £37 10
10342. Ii 1914 AUTO-WHEEL £10 10
10354. 4 1Q14 2-sp. BRADBURY £30
10323. 23 igii 2-sp. DOUGLAS £25
10325. 3-1 single-speed CENTAUR £12 10
10205. 3* 2-sp. N.S.U £20
10142. 3'} 1913 3-sp. SINGER £32 10
10109. 3J 1909 F.E. TRIUMPH £25
10070. 6 1914 2-sp. ENFIELD Combin'n £65
10068. 3l J912 QUADRANT, var'ble gear £20
10021. 3* 1912 SWIFT £20
9867. 2.1 1911 2-sp. ENFIELD £22 10
9847. 4i 1915 3-sp. QUADRANT £42 10
9839. 3} 1907 TRIUMPH and Sidecar, . £22 10
9772. 3J 1914 w.-cooled 3-sp. HUMBER £35

WAUCHOPE'S, FL'Ei?lf..tS2D%^

'Phone: 6777 Holborn, Wires :"Opificer. London."

DEFENCE OFTHE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act.,

advertisers requiringr workmen, and whose
business consists wholly or mainly of
engineering orthe productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already engaged on Govern-
ment work, will be engraffed."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with,
the approval of the Board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchans:e or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already enffaged on
Qovernment work need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. 4h.p. Combination, new April, 1916, about SO'i

miles, dust cover, hood, side curtains, screen, lAict-

dynamo lighting set, 3 lamps, electric inspection lami'i

spare bulbs, spare wheel, Stewart horn, watch, speet-

ometer (Watford), spare wheel cover, sidecar _ aproii

spring seat-pillar, tools, full kit, spare parts, machini
perfect condition, every refinement, equal to new; ii

spection; cost £140, sell £110, bargain.—Chadwicli'

Eiclimond Cottage, Wistaston Green, Nantwich, Obm

Alidays.

ALLON, 23ih.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1916; in stock.-'<

Pickering, Mardol, -Shrewsbury. [X70&1

"1014 3V->h.p. 2-speed Alidays Matchless; £35, or nesn

-LiJ offer.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hiints. [185'"

Oih.p. Alidays, 2-stroke; bargain, £2a/10.—W. tin

'V2 H, Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester
i:i25

COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birminghan
,

can supply immediately all models of Alidays Allm
[079

ALLDAY S Allon, 1916 models in stock ; cash '. (

gradual payments 2% only.—Referee Cycle Co., 331

High Holborn. [076

ALLDAYS Allon, 2-strok6, 2-speed, late 1915. coi

dition good as new ; accept £35.—Arch Jone
Motor Cycle Works, Barnstaple. [X746

"I Q15 8h.p. Alidays Matchless Combination, 3 speed
1

-LiJ kick starter, splendid condition- £50, or Dougli 1

part payment.—H. Wright, Arlesey, Beds. [178 !

3ih.p. Alidays, 1913, Roc 2-speed, Montgomery aid' i

2 car, belt, 2 tyres new, accessories, etc. ; £27.-
1

Pickwell, Pellows Rd., South Farnborough.- [180 i

ALLDAYS AUons, all models, from stock, also 191 !

2-speed kick start Do Lnxe model, with Lucas a< i

cessorieS; 40 gns. ; and 1915 2-8peed hand clutch mode
Lucas accessories, £38/30; and 1916 single-speed, on)

shop-EOiied, £32/10, real bargain.—Lamb's, 151, Hig:

St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [169
,

Ariel. I

31.h.p. Modern Ariel, sidecar, Stunney-Archer i I

2 speed, and clutch, new condition ; £32.-231

1

Walkden Rd., Worsley. [168

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, BirminghaD
have in stock for immediate delivery all mode

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars. [079

Arno. ^

31.h.p. Arno and new cigar sidecar, engine and fran
2 as new, auxiliary tank and Y for paraffin, Philiii

son pulley, and Bowden h.b.c, new Senspray, all blac

Rudge T.T. bars, Watford speedometer, electric Ugh
tyres and belt excellent condition; bargain, £50, nearei <

ofEer.-Bos L2,095, c/o The Motor Cycle. [165

Auto-Wheels
AUTO-WHEEL de Luse, new condition; £7/10; ri(

away.—Dunckley, 48, Ashley Rd., Crouch Hill, I,

[181

AUTO-WHEEL, 1916, as new, perfect; £14, or «
change lightweight, offers.—St. John, R.E., Aldel

shot. [X737/

NEW Standard Model Anto-wheel, crated, Hammou
shock absorber; £9.~Rhodes, Balmoral, Efflde

j

minster. ...
'

. . . "J^'^'

AUTO-WHEEL, £9 ; perfect condition, just cleanec

owner (lady) going abroad.—Thomasc < Laurels, Obsi

iRd., Sonthgate. [16^

B22 All letters relating to advertiseaents should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Auto-Wheels.

AUTO-WHEEL, lute 1914 model, little usod, new
ioiidi,tion. £8/10,- 1915 ditto, f lO.-Murray, 37a.

Oharlea Ht'l, Hattoa Garden, Ilolboru [X7380

AUTO-WHEEL and Chatei-Lea ladv-bnclc tandem;
£15/10; detened terms if desired —Lamb's, 151,

High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Kd., Wood Green-
[1696

Bat.
5-6hp. Bats, new 1916 models, from stock, £63/5, 2-

speed tjear model—Wauchope's, London agents, 9,
Shoe Lane, London. [1755

Blackburne.
in 15 3'Ah.p. T.T. Blackburne, Stiirmev-Arrlier
-1-t/ countershaft S-spced gear, ivith 1916 sporting
vanoelet sidecar. Lucas lamps. Watford speedometer and
iratch. cDunfless spares, a very attracrive outfit, in per-
fect condition; £65.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [1817

Bonn.
BOWXS-VILLIEIJS, 3h.p.. 2-speed, 2-stroke, Miiv

1916. run ''50 miles, good as new; bargain, £32.
-Lieut. Uamaut, E.E. Mess, Chatham.

,
[1630

Bradbury.
DEADBtJBY, 3V2h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, accessories,
A-» gooa condition; £17.-Eouth,, Bridgwater. [1667
DEADBUBY, ah.p., variable gear, £22; sporty side-L» car. £5.—Broom, 77, Mnrylebono Lane, I.ondon,
". £1739
DEADBUEi", <lh.p., 2-speed, free engine; £27; ap-
i-» prorjl.—Dunaan, 3, George St., Penny Stratford,
Bucks.

[1 793
pETBOL Free with 1913 Bradbury, 3-speed, clutch,

r; ,;.^?°'„'.' ^?}^ Bradbury, clutch, 17 gns.-Iroward,
78, High St., Hampstead. [1757
i|Q13 4h.p. Bradbury and coachbuilt sidecar, clutch,LtJ 2-speed N.S.U., nearly new back tvre and belt
-ust thoroughly overhauled; must sell; £28.—Winstone.
Melton St., Kettering. [X7362
DEADBLTIY, 1913, 4h.p., 3 speeds, and sidecar,
*-» been laid up during war, in new condition, no
rear, fully .jiiuipped, many spares; £32.—Watson, 14.
jreeabunk Terrace, Falmouth. [1649
IDHADBURYS.-Two good second-hand combinations
l-» both 1913 4h.p., and fitted coachbuilt sidecars;
me 3-speed countershaft and clutch £25, the other 3-
ipeed hub £25: guaranteed sound.—P. J. Evans, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [X7410

Brough.
PETEOL Free with 1916 Brough. horizontal twin,

done 100 miles ; 55 gns.—Troward, 78, High St
iampstead. [1768

! Brown.
Jih.p. Brown. Chater-Lea frame. B. and E. carbur-
-'2 etter; £6; best arrange appointment liy post

—

'.no Coveney, The Mooiings, Burdon Lane, Belmont,
urrey. [1887

U.S.A.
"lOLMOEE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, for
-* immediate delivery of B.S.A. [0798
D.S.A., 1915, all chain drive, 4i4h.p., coachbuilt side-
i-» car; £55.—Orow Bros., Guildford. [1399

IQ16 B.S.A. 's in stock for immediate delivery; £62.—
Lt/ Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. (1355
O.S.A. Model H, 4%h.p., 3-speed. new; immediatoy dehvery; £64.—Munro, 14, Falcon Sq., Inverness.

t>.S.A., 1913 model, 2-sped, free engine, internal and
•-» external condition e-'icellent, accessories; £34.-23,
•nnces Ed., Peterborough. [X.7400

Q.SA., new 1914, 3i/2h.p., free engine, complete;
1-' splendid bargain, £30 cash.—Clarke, 28, Warbur-
m St.. Stockton Heath, Cheshire. [X7322
D.S.A.. late 1913, 3i/2h.p., clutch model, lamps, acces-^ series, fine condition ; £26/10 : lightweight wanted
-4o6, Whitehorse Ed., Thornton Heath. [1705
lib. p. 1916 U.S.A., absolutely as new; too powerful1 4 for owner ; offers ; new Douglas exchange enter-
uned.—Merioneth Motor Co., Doigelley. [X7467
OU"E Can Give Immediate Delivery from stock of

1
,

J'SA. 41/ihp. model K motor cycles.-W. E.
lark and Co., Motor Engineers, Doncaster. [1643

I

qi6 B S.A., all chain drive, with 15 gn. MiUs-Fulford
L'L' sidecar, electric lamps, speedometer, watch, me-
lianic.ii horn, etc., only done 700 miles; £72, bargain.
-5, Heath St., Hampstead. [1819
D.S A. Model H £64, K £62: octuallj' delivered from
'-' st(j(;k, with Canoelet B.S.A. sidecars- also a 1912
ee engine machine. £89/10, with accessories; deferred
avments by mutual arrangement: exchanges.—Lamb's,
51, High St., Waltbumstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood
reeu. [irgi
Q.S.A.. 1915V:, 4Vlb,p., 3-speed, chain drive, kick
.'-' starter, large roomy coachbuilt sidecar, full acces-
iries, set of tools and spares,- midline conipleteiv over-
auled few weeks ago at cost of £6 (receipt shown), new
lunlop extra heavy tyres fitted: the whole outfit in
^solutely new conditien throughout: will be sacrificed
. £67/10: any examination and trial will be allowed
1 serio-js buyera.-Apply, Box L2,109, c/o The Motor
y''- [1666

CORONET SIDECARS.
We are building special tnociels for Harley-

Davidsons, Excelsiors, and InJians, enamelled
eitLer grey or red to match machines, and titled

with 28X3in. tyre and four point attachment.

FROM

£10 15s.

Send lor Illustrated

Catalogue describing
thc-^e well - known
Sidecar?.

EXCHANGES.

TRADE SUPPLIED

Coronet Underslung Chassis.

4-poJnt attach-

ment, special

mudguard.

TORPEDO SIDECARS, £9 15s.

Wanted 10 191S Harley-Davidsons in exchange
for 1916 Harley-Davidsans. Good allowances.

CASH OFFERS WANTED.
4J h.p. STAR, brand new £68 mode!, big

single, 3 speeds, £55

2J h.p. Stationary Petrol Engine, new
£22 los. model, magneto, 2 flywheels £16 10

4 h.p. ZENITH, igii, Gradua variablegear £19 15
2th.p. IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1915, 2-speed,

lamp, horn, etc £32 10
7-9h.p. PREMIER, iqi^, 2-sFeed counter-

shaft, with £13 105. new coach Sidecar £49 15
6 h.p. REX, 2-speed, magneto £11 15
2^ h.p. DOUGLAS, 1910 £H 15

2I n.p. MINERVA, magneto, variable gear £8 15
7-gh.p. INDIAN, 1013, 3-5poed, electricsl

model, and £ra Montgomery Sidecar. . £69 15

1916 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON £80 15
igi6 ditto, electi-ical model £89
igid FORDTouringCar, detachable wheels £85
2\ h.p. EXCELSIOR, 1916, 2-stroke £24 15
20 h.p. FORD Van, new, 1916 model £130
20 h.p. FORD Van, 1915 model £90
2^ h.p. TYLER, 1915, 2-spe.^d model £24 15
3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1910 model £16 15

3^ h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1912 model £13 15

3I h.p. JAMES, 1912, 2-speed, chain drive,

and coach Sidecar £26 15
3ih.p. HUMBER, 1913, 2-speed, Sidecar. . £29 15

3^ h.p. PREMIER, 1913, 2-speed counter-
shaft gear, belt and chain £26 15

3 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1911, magneto ... £12 15

3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, 1911, 2-speed model;
with Sidecar, lamps, and horn £25 15

1915 CALCOTT Light Car.dynamo lighting £215
7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electrically

equipped, complete with sidecar .... £69 15

S^h.p. HUMBER, igir, 2 speed £17 15
2ih.r. MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1910 £10 15

1915 TRUMBULL Light Car, hood, screen,

de tachalile wheels, speedometer, electric

horn and lamps £89

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
New £5 weatherproof Magneto, £3 10s.; New

Trouser Overalls, 10/6; Long Lengths Steel
Tubing, z\ X I2g., I4g., i6g. ; Bosch Magneto,
50/-; H. and B. Carburetter, 12/6; Amac
Carburetter, 12/6; New 20 /- Brass Electric
Sidecar Lamps, 5/6; Ditto Tail Lamps, 5/6,
approval ; New Spare Valves for Harlev-David-
sons, 4/9 ; Coach-built Sidecar, £4 5s.

;

Douglas Carburetter, 10/6; New 26 x 2^ or
2i Tubes, 6/-; Sidecar Safety Couplings, 8/9
(for any machine, including P. & M.'s)

; £16 i6s.

Gloria Coach Sidecar, just repainted, £7 15s.

;

lightweight Coach Sidecar, - new, £7 15s.

;

New Coach Sidecar Body , £3 5s. ; New Sidecar
Chassis, complete with all fittings, 65/-; 1916
Binks Carburetters (your old carburetter taken
in exchang^l,

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H AUI FAX.
'Ph:)ne : 1062. Close at 6 p.m.MBBBHMaaUl
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthoi'pe.

14 C.llthorrie Junior, good condition; £16/16.—
Apiiiy, White's Giirneo, Camberl^y. [1904

"IQIS Cnltliorpe-J.np, 2"f.'ili.p.. Enfield gear, in spl:;ndi.i
J-t' condition; £21.-5, Hentli St., Hampste.id. [1820

C.\LTH0E1'E Junior. 1914, 2.speed, free engine,
little used; 15gus.— 98. Devonshire Ed., HoMoivav.

;X7294
3.1i.p. Cnlthorpe-J:ip, 2-speed, all .iccessories, perfert

'V4, condilion; £25.-Chilton. 199, High St., Wat-
ford. [X7437

3ih.p. 1915 Cnlthorpe-Jnp, Enfield 2-speed gear;
2 £25.-W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deans-

gate, Mancllester. [1253

NEW March, 1916. Calthorpe 2-speed,, 2-8trol;e, per-
fect condition; owner going abroad; £:i3.—2nd-Lt.

Edge)-, E.F.C., Upavon. [S.7124

CALTHOEl'E, 2.stroke (1916), 2-speed, free engine.
e((ual to new, all accessories ; £30, near otter.—

179, Brixton Ed., S.W. [X7491

CALTHOEPE, 1915 J.A.P. engine, 2>/.h.p., Enfield
2 speeds, as new, £25; a 1914 Calthorpe 2 sjieeds,

£16.-6, Warren St.; London. [1831

1018 Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield speed, new Lucas lamp,
^*y horn, done 100 miles: £35, no offers.-Barton,
Claremout, Fotheringhain Ed., Enfield. [1635

COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham,
liave in stock all models of Calthorpes for im-

mediate delivery; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

CALTHOEPE, 2-stroke, 1916, latest model. Enfield
2-speed gear, just arrived from works: £32/11.—

Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., Ten-
don. [1671

CALTHOEPE-J-AP., 1916. 2"!lh.p., Enfield 2-speed,
new, but shghtly shop-soiled : special bargain, £34.

—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed.,
London. [1668

CALTHOEPE-J.A P.'s and 2-strokes; immediate da-
liverr from stock of all models ; casE or exchange.

A few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore the Agents,
Caithorpe the motor C3Tle, 261, IJeansgate, Manchester.

[0815
CALTHOEPE. 1915, 2>/lh.p., 2-stroke, 2-speea counter-

shaft, variable ignition, reliable, just overhauled,
perfect running order, owner (naval ofiicer) lias bought
combination ; 20 gns.—34, Forest Hill Ed., Honor Oak,
S,E. [1E80

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P.'s, 2i4h.p. with Enfield gears, 36
gns. : three actually in stock ; deferred payments,

exchanges; also tv\o 1916 2-speed J.A.P. models. £34/10.
-Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamstow, and SO, High
Ed.. Wood Green. [1688

Chater-Lea.

NO. 7 Chater-Lea and sidecar, 3 speeds, fitted with
latest 8h,p. J.A.P. engine, thoroughly overhauled

and re-enamelled.- 24, Gwendolen Av., Putney, S.W.
[1898

Chater-L.M.
CHATEE-L.-M. 2-stroke, 1915, Bosch, B. and B.

tvies and Itelt new, Saxon forks.—N. Plutts, 18
Bole!>ridse St., Tamworth. [1776

Clyno.

PETEOL Free with 1912 Clyno Combination; 33 gns.
-Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead. [1773

CLYNO and sidecar, 6h.p.. 2 speeds, free: £30, com-
plete ; reason sale, called up.—Page Hall, Pen-

rith. .rX6939
Connaught.

CONNAUGHT. 1914, 2-speed gear box, perfect; £24.
-W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate.

Mauchester. [1259

1Q14 Connaught, 2^h.p.. 2-stroke, 3-spe6d, acces-
1.0 series, 140 m.p.g. ; £25.—Box L2.I15, c/o Tht
Motor Cycle. [1914

PJ. E'VANS. Birmingham Agent.—Immediate da-
• livery all models Connaught from stock; minia-

ture and douljle-purpose models; prices from £28/17/6.—
87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [i741J

De Dion.
E DION, accumulator ; nearest £4 ; wants adjust-
ing.—Broadway, 2a, East Sq.. Farnborough. [X712.'i

De Luxe.

D;B luxe. 1916. 2%h.p.. 2-strok6. vorfeot ; ba-galr.
£19—W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, U.angate.

Manchester. C1257
DoMglan.

TWO 1915 254h.p. Douglases, £40 and f42.—Lam-
bert's, Thetford.

,
[X7365

14 T.T. Douglas, complete, lamps, etc. ; £34.—
Cross, Effingham Sq., Botherham tX7399

DOUGLAS, 1915. 2-speed, new condition, witn acces-
sories; £45.—Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury.

[X7021
DOUGLAS. 2'4h.p.. first to view will purchase; £15,

no offers.—14, Dodbrooke Ed., West Norwood.
[1541

3.3h.p. Douglas. 1914V2. 2 speeds, perfect eonditioa,
4 very fast; £36.—Seddon, Beaumont Park. Hudders-

fleld. rx7447

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p.. 1915, fully equipped, spares,
£42.—Pte. Hoyle, belsiza Section, M.T. Depot.

D
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Douglas.

lOlS 2-epeed, Donglas, Amac carburetter, raacliin.
-^ *^ perfect ruuuing' order; 38 gns.—Jniinn Tt

St.. Bending.

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2~^th.p., WD. model, accessories.
perfect condition; £45.—Lieut. Field, R.A. Mess,

Eulford, Salisbury. [X7496
"pjOUGLAS, 2^;ili.p.. War Office model, all accessories,
J-' e.xcoUent condition; £40, no offers.—New Ship
Garage, Brighton. [1731

"rjOUGLAS, late 1915, 2';4h.p.. 2-speed, clutch, kickJ^ start, good condition; £33.—Williams, 56, Ainslie
St., B;irrow-iu-Furnes8. ['X7276

horn, speedometer; £43, bargain.-
liiyia Sa-, Warrington.

IQ14 Douglas, .. __ ,. ,.,
-»- «^ kick start, in perfect condition

2-speed, Clutch.
£36/10.-Wat-

[X7346

T^OUGLAS, 2^/ih.p., 1915, War Olfice model, lamps
J--' horn, speedometer: £43, bargain.— Garner, 11, Pal

[X7458

model W, 2%h.p,
rr, in perfect eon '

'

£un, Sudeli Rd., Daiwen, Laucs.

"B $il5 Douglas Model W De Luxe, clutch, kick starter
J- */ etc., including spares ; bargain, 44 gns.—Address,
Coles, Radway, Kineton, Warwick. [X7403

DOUGLAS, new, latest pattern, 2^>^h.p, n^odels for
immediate delivery, including ATar Office black

Donglas.—Moflat, Yeovil. Tel. : 50. [5855

-r|OUGLAS, 1914. 2"fib.p., 2-speed, kick starter, T.T.
J-' just overhauled, tine condition-; £40.—HuckJe'
bridge, 133, Sloane St., London, S.W.

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2^^h.p.. 2 speeds^
ometer. excellent condition

[X7466

clutch, speed-

DOUGLAS,
clutch

;

DOUGLAS. 1912, 2"^h.p.,
tion; £20: take gcod

ometer, excellent condition; £36.—H. Williams,
322, Canterbury St., Gilliugham, Kent. [X7351

1914, splendid trim, all on, 2-speed,
owuer joined up; £35.—Main, Gothic

Works, Angel Rd., N. Tel.: 41 Tottenham. [1678

2-speed, splendid condi
. _ -. -- - „ Auto-Wheel and rash.—

Radnor, 24, Milton Rd., Westhani, Weymouth. [X7280

DOUGLAS, 191434. 4h.p., semi T.T., electrically
equipped; 39 gns. ; exchange G.l-*. Morgan.—

Vesugar, Elm Lodge, Queen's Rd., Teddington. [X7388

"Jin|14 Douglas, 2^41]. p., 2 speeds, new Dunlop tyres
J-tf and belt, in splendid order throughout; £32/10,
otters.— 3, The Mews, Victoria Rd., Clapham, S.W.

£1727
COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Leicester,

and Liverpool, have in stock complete range of all

models Douglas for immediate delivery, also full range
of spares. [0800

1 Q14 Douglas, 2%h.p., model W, rlut-h, kick start,
-I-t/ head lamp let and horn, just overhauled, euginp
guaranteed peifect, condition excellent; £40.—Robinson's
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [1850

4h.p. Douglas 3-Epeed Model, fitted with coacbbuilt
sidecar ; an excellent machine ; any severe

given: with accessories, 70 gus.,

chone's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

trial
guaranteed.—Wan

[1752

1Q15 Douglas, 4h.p., S-speed. gear, kick starter, Lucas
JL*/ lamps, Stewart, electric liorn, with coachbuilt
Swan sidecar, wind screen, hood; £60, a bargain.— S.
Woolford, 53, Elystan St., Chelsea. [1V21

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2^4b.p., 2-speed. T.T., speoJal mud-
guards and long exhaust pipe, Lucas horn and

lamps, complete kit of tools and spares, beavitiful con-
dition; £38.—D. Collins, 11, Blandlord Rd.. Ealing, W.

[1897
DOUGLAS 1915 Combination, 4h.p., 3 speeds, coach-

built sidecar, kick starter, speedometer, indis-
tinguishable from new, £70; Douglas, 1916, 2^4h p.
T.T., 2 speeds, £54, as new; Douglaa, 1915, 234li.p. T.T.,
3 speeds, in exceptional nice condition, £48.-6, Warren
St., London. [1832
DOUGLAS, 2^4h.p., 1915. Colonial model. 3 speed.s.

footboards, Senspray carburetter, Stewart speed-
ometer, brand new tyres and tubes, spare petrol tank,
Long horn, recently thoroughly overhauled: bargain,
£43; write appointment view.—Smith, 25, Hodford
Rd., Golder's Green. 'Phone: Gerrard 1584. [1718

DOUGLAS Motor Bicycles, 25411. p. models; deliveries
are almost impossible to obtain. We are large

Douglas agents. If there is any possibility of immedi-
ate deliveries, we can in -flU probability assist you. We
suggest" you write us your requireiuentB. Douglas
specialists.—Robinson's Garage, Green '

St., Cambridge.
Tel.: 388. Telegrams: Bicycles. [1842

Eagle.

1Q 151/0 Coventry Eagle, 2y2h.p., Villiers 2-strok6,
-Lt/ lamps, Sparton horn, and accessories, excellent
condition; £21.—A. Wilmott, 28, Queen's Rd., Old
-Fletton, Peterborough. [X7486

Elswick.
"IQIS 2V2h.p. Elswick, 2-stroke, engine recently over-
-L*J hauled, good tyres, in perfect condition, lamps,
horn; £15/10.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.

[1840
Enfield.

3h.p. Royal Enfield. 2-speed; £28/10.-Chinon, 199
High St., Watford. [X7436

1 Q14 Enfield Combination, lamps,
X«/ cheap.—Lambert's, Tbetford.

hood, screen

;

[X7366

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
for immediate delivery of Enfields. [0801

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1916: any severe trial-
70 gns.—2, Badsworth Rd., Camberrvell Rd., S.E.

[1871
i

t>^..^„^o^...

S.P.Q.R.
Small Profits, Quick Returns.

Our machines, new and second-hand,
are all offered for sale at the lowest
possible prices, leaving a nominal margin
of profit.

'WARE the dealers who would make
you believe they are in business for

reasons of health.

IN COMMON with our competitors,

we are in business to make money, and,

after ten years of successful trading,

we have realised that the easiest way
(even if not the quickest) is to give each
and every client entire satisfaction.

HOW MANY firms in our business can
say they have never charged premiums
on either Motor Cycles or Light Cars ?

THIS is one of the few ways in which
we endeavour to give that satisfaction.

WE have never sold a machine except
at the maker's catalogue price, and do
not take advantage of prevailing condi-

tions to extract the last farthing from
-our prospective clients.

THINK IT OVER, and, when you are

asked to pay £300, or thereabouts, for a

£225 car, remember our statement.

'MEANWHILE, if you are interested in

1916
INDIANS,

ROYAL ENFIELDS,
ALLDAYS ALLONS,
ROYAL RUBYS,
NEW IMPERIALS,

B.S.A.'s,

LEVISES,
COVENTRY EAGLES,
HARLEY DAVIDSONS.

01

A REI,IABL.E
Second - ha.ncl

MOTOR CYCI.E,
SIDECAR OUTFIT,

U I G H f CAR,
You cannot do better than consult

MOTORMART
100§ 136 Gt Portland St. LondonW
^Uphonff -552 Moyfoir fe/efframs'fiihdicale Wesdo

LISTS? WITH PLEASURE!

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

'-<^i

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnSeld.

TpNFIELD, 1914,. 3h.p., lamps, generator, horn, ca
j-j plete; £27.—Kinvin Eyers, Yarnbxook, Trc
bridge. ^71
TpNFIELD Combination. Jnly, 1914. in excellent uJ-* dition: a bargain. £56.—K. Prior, East Woodhi
Ne-wbury, Berts. [ig

"pNFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1915, perfect con
J-' tion: price £65.-Joseph, 15, Cornwall Gardei
Preston, Brighton. [la

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, lamp, tools; overalls, dynan
some petrol

; £34 cash
;

going overseas.—Liei
Yeadon, 2a Camp. I^arkhill, Salisbury. [X74

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, latest mod
just arrived from works : 90 gns.—Wilkins, Sin

son, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [16

2lh.p. 1916 Enfield, 2-stroke, 2-speed, latest mod
4 with 2 Lucas lamps and horn, in stock, ready i

the road.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridee.
[18

1Q15 Enfield, 3h.p. twin, in splendid condition afi

J-^-' 1,200 miles careful riding, with speedomet
and all accessories; £45.—Francis, Pharmacist, Clifti

Bristol.
^

tX73

"jQ16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, 90 gns.; 1916 3h
J-t/ twin, 55 gns. : delivery from stock.—Exeter Mol
Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd.. Exet«r, and Tavistock E
Plymouth. [08

ENFIELD. 1916; immediate delivery of latest 6h i

combination, now in stock ; 90 gns. ; make sure
this now.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersiuii.
Rd., London. [16

'

ENFIELD, 1912-13, 23/4.3h.p., 2-speed, every c<:

ceivable accessory, like new throughout, low mi;
age; absolute bargain. £26/10.-3, The Mews, Victo
Rd., Clapham, S.W. [16

ENFIELD Combination, 1915, complete with lai

.

set, horn, speedometer, rear light, wind sorei

etc., good Qoudition; £72.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bisho
gate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [05

'

ENFIELD, 3h.p., 1916, latest model, just arri^.

from , works, immediate delivery ; make sure

this now; 55 gns. ; we are Enfield specialists.—Wilki:
Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., Loudo'n. [16

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, late 1913, lamps, speiv

ometer, horn, tools, new tyres, brand new bai'

wheel and cush drive, just overhauled makers; £52,
i

offers.—Winter, 80, Craven Park Rd., Harlesden, N.'.;

tX?! :

23.h.p. Twin Enfield, 2-!;peed, cush drive in ba"|

4 wheel, just overhauled, new cover on bark, ,1

perfect running order, easy starter, fast,' and good h il

climber; price £20.—Taylor, 27, Oxford Rd., Winds"
[X74-

ENFIELD 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, late 19:

Lucas lamp and horn, electric and acetylene lig'

ing, speodometer, electric horn, excellent oversize tyr '

spares, will run on paraffin; £44.—Paymaster Torn
S.M.S. Thames, Sheerness. [VJ

;

~| Q16 Enfield, 6h.p., and sidecar, 2-speed gear, hai
i

J-t/ clutch, handle starter, tyres perfect, Stewart ho; :

Miller lamp, machine in lovely running order, and ab'

lutely as new : 66 gns.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.
[X73

BIRMINGHAM Enfield Agent, P. J. Evans, 87-i-

John Bright St.—Immediate delivery all modti
including lighting set combination, special Sh.p. vi*

hood and screen, and standard 6h.p. combination, a
Sh.p. standard and sporting models, and 2Vih.p.
stroke; prices from 42 gns. [S.74

,

ENFIELDS, 8h.p., 6h.p. combinations (3 in stec
i

and 3h.p. lightweights actually in stock; also 19

electric model, with hood, screen, and speedomef
£89/10: also 1915 3h.p. 2-speed kick start model, £1

;

and 1913 6h.p. combination, £47/10; deferred tec
i

for arrangement and exchanges.-Lamb's, 151, Hi'

j

St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [16
1]

Excelsior.

N.S.A. Excelsior, 7h.p., twin-cyl., 2-speed, in pelf''

running order, good all-round bargain for £1

with sidecar.—W. R. Delaney, Sergs. Mess, Napier B
racks, C.A.S.C., Shornclifl. [X73.

AMERICAN Excelsior, late 1915, 7-9h.p. combinatii'
electrically equipped, coachbuilt sidecar, sp©!

ometer, lamps, and all accessories, excellent eonditrn

only done 900 miles; sole reason for selling, owi

still away on active service abroad; £75, or near off

—F. Crowley, Royal Hart, AshfOrd, Middlesex. [X71

Fafnir.

FAFNIR, 6 gns., SV^h.p., ni.o.v., Bosch, B. and -

overhauled, good order.—Railway Garage, Stain
ns

5-6h.p. Twill Fafnir. m.v., Bosch mag., K. and
Druid spring forks, 3-speed. with Montgomi

sidecar; trial; bargain, £26.—Smith, 141, High 1

Merton, S.W. [!«

Sh.p. Fafnir, perfect condition, new Dunlop belt, a,
|

Michelin tyre and B. and B. carburetter, h*
^,|

lamp, and separate generator, re-bushed throughout '9

makers this season, new Hellesen battery ;
bargfli

^,

£5/10.—Clark, Garage, Long Melford. [l£

F.N.

F.N.. 2%h.p., 3-speed, good running order; £16.-71
Boundary Rd., Walthamstow.

PETROL Free with F.N., 5-6h.p., 1912; 1

Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead.

(It
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Halifax Motor Exchange
68, HORTON ST., HALIFAX.
'Phnne—76C. Telegrams—" Perfectioa."

NEW MODELS.
MORGAN do Luxe, M.A.G. eneine, hood . . .£127
WILLIAMSON Cy-cl-ca, W.C.'Douglas eng. 8126
RITZ +-cvlinder Light Car £145
OVERLAND, 4-seater, 12 h. p., (tax £+ 4s.) £225
ROYAL RUBY, iVh.p., 2-spced, 2-stroke .. £36 10
ROYAL RUBY-J.A.P., 2jh.p.,2spoed £39 10
U.S.A. EXCELSIOR, 3-speed countershaft . . £75
REX, 6 h.p.,kir,k-stai-t, and Rex Sidecar.. .£71

1916 (U.S.A.) EXCELSIOR,
Th.ji., 3-spceii model, 84x89 countershaM gear,
chain drive, mechanic?! ani! hand lubrication, high-
tension magneto, multiple-disc clutch with dual
controi, kick starter, 2 gallons petrol capacity ; £75.
Or with electrical equipment ; £85.
A lew late 1915 new 7 h.p. 3-speed twin Excelsiors,
with electrical equipment, at pre-tax price ; £71 10s.

Exchanges quoted. EasY Payments 2^ per cent.
extra.

Sole Yorkshire Distributers.
, Trade Supplied.

PERFECTION SIDECARS
to suit B.S.A., SUNBEAM, and oUwr machines,
Dunlop tyre, body finished black and gold ; £12.

,
SOLO MflCHINES.

19152* h.p. 2-speed VILLIERS, 2-stroke.. £27 10
I9i,l2jh.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS. £37 10
1914 7.J h.p. single-speed DOUGLAS .!. .: .£26 10
1913 2J h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £34 10
191Z 4 h.p. j-speed INDIAN.-. ......... . £27 10
1912 3ih.p. ZENITH-GRADjJA £26 10
1912 lih.p. 2-sp. BRADSORY, chain drive £26 10
1912 3- h.p;2-speedALLDAVS MATCHLESS £25 10
i9i2 3.Vh.p. 2-speed HUMBER £25 10
1912 HUMBER M.igneto Lightweight £15 10
19H 3- h.p. TiRPEDO-PRECISION £17 10
1911 35 h.p. 3-fpeed TRIUMPH £26 10
EXCELSIOR, 3i h.p., 3-speed, Druid forks. . £16 16
N.S.V., 3-1 h.p., 2-speed, free engine."....'.-..: .' £18' 10
l-'.N., 2-speed, magneto, lightweight £17 10'
TRIUMPH, magneto, new tj'res. ...;...... . £16 10
S.P.K., 3-1 h.p., 3-5peed countcrsh.aft ,. £24 10
REX, 3V h.p., magneto, spring forks £11 15
DOUGLAS, 22 h.p. Twin Lightweight £1510
TRIUMPH, 1909, 3I h.p. 2-speed, free engine £24 10
TRIUMPtI, 1909, tourist £19 19
TRIUMPH, 31- h.p., clutch model.. .'

.

.' £21 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
REX 6 h.p., coachbuilt Sidecar,- new £71
1915 5-6h.p. 3-speed COVENTRY EAGLE,

with high coach Sidecar and accessories £72 10
1914-15 (new) REX 2-speed Sidette £71
1914 7-9 h.p. 2-spp.ed (red) INDIAN Comttn. £53 10
1913 f> h.p.REX Sidette, very smart.. .'. £43 JO
1913 7-9 h.p. QUADRANT and Sidecar £42 10
1913 3-speed courteishaft Twin HAZLE-

WOOD, coach sidecar, screen, and apron £42
1913 7 h.p. ARIEL, chain drivei and Sidecar £42 10
1912 3!- h.p. ;-speed PREMIER and Sidecar £33 10
1911 3Vh,p. 3^speed TRIUMPH and Sidecar £28 10
1909 3ih.p. 2-spe'd TRIUMPH and .Sidecar £26 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
RITZ 4-cyl. 2-spater Light Car, shop-soiled £130
MORGAN, 1913, lamps, horn, screen, e'c... £57 10
RENO 13 n.p. .j-cvlinder Touring Car £65
PREMIER, 7-9 h.p. 2-seatcr Light Cat £57 10
1915 FORD zoh.p. 2-seaterCar £89 10
1913 FORD 5-seater Touring Car £65
New iWechanical Horns 17/6
Ai Mudscreen, cost 21/-, take 10/6
P. & H. Separate Generator Lamp 17/6
Miller's late type Lamp Set £1 4
Lucas Kings Own lamp set £1 5
Large size Lucas Horn 14/6
Brooks' Belt and Tube Case '

5/11
New Acetylene Tail Lanip, post free. ....... 1/6
New Cane Sidecar Bodies ; usual price,

£+ 17s. 6d £1 17 6
New Sidecar Aprons 5/II
Rex Frame, with wheels, tank and forks. ... £3

Cash Offers Solicited.

WANTED.—Second-hand MORGAN RUNABOUT,
and 1916 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Combination.

MOTOR CYCLES
F.N.

FOR SALE.

4-CTL. F.N., Sh.p., latest .. improvementa, perfect:
£20, oflers.-2C, Bulstrode Av., Hounslow. [1709

CALLED Up.-F.N., S-speed, free ensine, 100 m.p.g.,
little used; £18: payments taken: seen any time.

-Miller, 52, Hamprtead Ed., N.W. [1726

F.N., 1914. 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., 2 speeds, clutch, Jones
speedometer, Stewart horn, tyres practically new,

splendid condition
St., E.O.

£35.—Harris, 73, Queen Victoria
[1888

F.N"., 5-6h.p., fast, in excellent condition, just over-
hauled by makers, good tyres, guaranteed, and with

all accessories ; £25,
Richmond, Surrey.

or near oflei^- 79,

Giandex.

Queen's Rd.
[X7291

SHOP -SOILED

SIDECARS!!
We have a few new but showroom-soiled FARLOW
Sidecars, which we offer as follow3

:

Model No. I. Usual price ^ii. SALE PRICE £8.

Model No. 2. Usual price £io. SALE PRICE £T.

All carrying our usual guarantee.

GRANDEX-PEECISION", 2V2h.p., extra cylinder, new
tyres, 115 m.p.g.; £15.—L2,114, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [1913

Hatley'Davidson.
BKAND New Harley-Davidson Sidecar Combinations.

—See below.

MODEL F, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, coachbuilt sidecar, enam-
elled to match; £90.—Below.

J, 7-9h.p., 3-3peed, with dynamo lighting
,
2 rear brakes, and other 1916 improvements,

coachbuilt sidecar; £97.—Below.

BRAND New, complete with full tool equipment, in-
struction handbooks, 'etc.; 12 months' full guar-

antee : no &asy payments at tliese prices.-To be obtained
only from The Premier Motor Co., Aston E-d., Birming-
ham. ' [1445

MODEL
outfit.

Parker
ri85t;

Harley-Davidson Combination, 1916, in stock

1 Q16 Harley-Davidsons in stock; exchanges.
J~*y and Son, St, Ivm/ Hunts.

ty-9h.p.

HAELET-DAVIDSONS. 1916 models; immediate de-
livery from stock.—Golmore Depot, 261, Deansgate.

Manchester-
. [0830

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, late 1915, scarcely used, IIF,
runs 75% paraffin; bargaiPi', 50 gns.—CoopfT,

Baker, Windsor. [1748

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-
pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of i.Il

models of Harley-Davidsons and spare parts. [080fi

7-9h.p. Harlev-Davidson, 3-speed, Bosch mag. model,
with rounded tank.- mngnilicent condition, original

tvres uncut, horn, 9in. head lamps;' £59.—Crow Bros.,
Guildford. ri397

TTARLEY-DAyiDSON, 7-9h.p.,^ . 3-speed, in perfect
condition, little used, tyres uhpunctured, complete

with tools, as listed; £65.— 4, .Camberley Parade, Tun-
bridge Wells. [X7122

HARLEY-DAVin30N, late 1915. 7-9h.p., 3 speeds.
Montgomery sidecar, disc wheel to match, lamp;

set, outfit as new; £70,' or near offer.— 8, Stockwell Parki
Walk, Brixton, [1732

GENUINE 'Bargain.—Last year's Harley-Davidson
combination: £80, complete; -payments taken;

nearly new ; called up ; seen any time. 'Phone : North
1519.— Miller,_ 62, Hampstead Rd., N.W. [1645

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 7-9h.p. Model 16F Com-
bination, lamp set, horn, rear light, as new, only

done about 400 miles, perfect
and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av

condition ; £88.—Elce
Camomile St., E.O.

"

[0551
HARLEY-DAVIDSON (1915). dynamo model, with

Mills-Fulford sidecar, titted with wind screen,
in splendid condition.—Apply. Glendower Motor Co..
Ltd., Glendower Place, South Kensington. 'Phone: 558
Ken. [1638

IQ15 Harley-Davidson and Coachbuilt Sidecar, storni
-*- 1? apron, lamp, horn, tools, etc., purchased from
officer now abroad, done about 4,000 miles.— 12, Canter-
bury Terrace, Maidu Vale, W, 'Phone: Paddington
3214. [1302

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, the Silent Grey; immediate
delivery of 1916 models, all new 1915 types sold

out; one or two second-liand bargains in 1*' and J
models from £60.—Send your orders to Colmore Depots,
261, Deansgate, Manchester, and 31, Renshaw St.,

Liverpool. [0817

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combinations, with their
newest sidecars, actually in stock, £101/15, and

£110; deferred payments if desired; liberal exchanges;
also a 1915 electrically equipped combination, £68/10.—
Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Rd., Wood Green. • [1693

HARLEY-DAVIDSON (1915 model IIF), with very
handsome Mills-Fulford coachbuilt sidecar, painted

green, in splendid running order and appearance, almost
equal to new; cash price £75, or on deferred payments
2% estra: deposit £16/10, and 1-2 monthly payments of
£5.-William Whiteley, Ltd., Queen's Ed., London, W,

[1226

Henderson.
HENDERSON, 1916, 2-speed, a-cyl. model, beauti-

ful order; £73/10; deferred payments if desired;
exchanges.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and
50, High Rd., Wood Green. [17O0

HENDERSON, 4-cyl., late 1915, short wheelbase.
Millford Empress sidecar, hood, screen, speed-

ometer, numerous spares, in perfect order; owner bought
car; £75.—Russ, 25, Beaumont St., W. 4808 Mavfair.

[1735

FARLOW SIDECARS
Built throughout in our own factory.

Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style,

exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which
are the buyers' ideal.

Model I.

Underslune Chassit,

with Luggage Carriw
comliineil.

Splendidly made ind
built for hard work.

£11

Hood £2 4

Screen . . . : £1

Tliisis

Model No. 3.

A BEAUTIFUL LIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE £10

Hood £2 4

Screen £1

Delivery from Stock.

Your Agent will supply

NEW STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
J916 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, c/built 93 gns.

1916 3-6h.p. ENGLISH EXCELSIOR Big
Single, 3.speed 68 gns.

1016 2} h.p. OMEGA-J.A.P., c/shaft ijear . . 38 gns.

1016 FORD Ambulance, 20 h.p £13S
igis II h.p. TRUMBULL Light Car, new . .£120

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1915 2} h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-sp., Colonial model £45

3j h.p. SGOTT, and smart Sidecar £30

1914 3,V h.p. twin JAMES, 3-speed, counter-
shaft gear, speedometer, and Sidecar. . . £33

23 h.p. twin ENFIELD, chain drive, 2-speed £20

1915 h.p, ENFIELD Combination, beauti-

ful condition, well fitted up £70
3! h.p. HUMBER, 2'speeds, handle starting,

fine goer 822

191 1 3i b.p. P. & M., j-?peed, chain drive,

M.O.V., nearly new Dunlops £22
1915 2.Vh.p. WOLF, 3-5Peed, c'one goo only £25

1914- 3" h.p. OMEGA, 2-strote. '. £16

1909 3i h.p. REX de Luxe, 2-speed, handle
starting £17

19T3 6 h.p. A.C. Sociable, fine condition . . £44
rgij 6 h.p. NEW HUOSON, 3-sp. counter

shaft gear, kick starter, Farlow Sidecar £59 10
£8-22 h.p. SIDDELEY Lorry, + speeds, chain

drive, 2 ignitions £50
10 h.p. HUMBER Lorry, 3 speeds, two

ignitions £40

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/. each.

ODD BARGAI^S.
Drrptied Top Tube Frame, new £3
Pair S. Hand 26 V 2^ Wheels, Tyres, Belt Rim £1 6
N.S.U. 2-speed Gear, complete witti controls tiS/-

Lycett's igi6 La Grande Saddle, soiled only 15/-
P.ur 1915 A.J.S. 6 ti.p. spring forks 39/-
Rigid Sidecai-.no tyre . .- 17/6
New Splitdorf-Dixie Magneto, single, anti ... £4
Latest Mechanical Horns, black and nickel. . iA

FARRAR'S MOTORS
(Telephone 919)

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. AI7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Hobart.

1 QI6V0 Hobart, 2-sp6e(l, 2-stioke, drip feed, 300 miles,
-i-«^ like new, spares, guaranteed; i;32.—Moore, 1,
Cambridge St., CoTeutry. [X7495

J Q14 2-speed 2-strok6 Hobart, good order, accessories;
J-t' £25; exchanges considered.—Scuta, Fairseat,
L)3epcut, near Paruborough, Hants. [1717

Humber.
HTIMBEIl, 2i4b.p., 1912, Bosch, fast, reliable, smart;

£12.-P6rcy Olark, Sunbury, Middlesex. [1632

1Q13 Humber, 3M>h.p., 2 speeds, speedometer, watch.
-fl-«/ etc.; £25.~Winu, High St., Eochdale. [X7418

3 ill. p. Hnmber, 2-speed, splendid condition; £21.—W.
2 and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man-

r-hester. - U254
1Q15 SVih.p. 3-8peed Humber, brand new; £55.—
-li/ Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter,
and Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [0844

3ih.p. Hnmber Motor Cycle, mag., clutch, re-hushed,
2 nearly new tyres and belt; £12.—Smith, 16,

Haverstock Hill, Chalk Farm. [1826

HUMBER. 1912, 2-speed, free, and sidecar, in ex-
ceptional condition; any trial; £20, no ofiers.—

14, Dodbrooke Rd., West Norwood. [1546

HUMBER, SV^h.p., splendid condition, can be ridden
away; £10, no oflers; seen after 6, side entrance.

-62, Upper Tulse Hill, Brixton Hill. [X7423

1([|12*3y2h.p. 2-spe6d Humber, with coachbuiTt side-
*-*-' car, in good order; £32/10.—Exeter Motor Cycle
Jo., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd., Ply-
mouth. [0842

HUMBER, SV^h.p., 2-speed, Venus coachbuilt side-
car, P.H. head lamps, Cowey speedometer, Stewart

iiechanical horn, accessories; any trial; £55.-18, Lewis
Rd., Welling. [1738

HUMBER, 1911-12, SV^h.p., all new tyres, sidecar,
handle starting, 2-speed, absolutely reliable, fast,

perfect order: £30, or near ofier.—Rev. Robinson,
Vicarage, Seatou, Devon. [1744

Indian.
7-9h.p. Indian, clutch model; £33.—Lambert's, Thet-

ford. [S7367

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., late 1915, in exceptional nice order
and condition; £45.-6, Warren St., London. [1830

PETROL -Free with LE13 5-6h.p. Indian, T.T., does
70, perfect; 27 gns.—Troward, 78, High St., Hamp-

stead. [1764

~|Q14 Hendee Special, with Middleton C.E. siderar;
-4«^ £58, lowest.—Letters only to 5, Western Rd..
Mitcham. S.W. [1674

~9Q15 Indian Combination, 7h.p., new condition, less
-i-t/ than 1.500; £65.—Apply after 6 p.m., 93, Grove
Lane, Handsworth. [X7133

INDIAN. 7h.p., 2-speed, 1914, with practically new
sidecar to match, recently overhauled; £45.—

Munro, 14, Falcon Sq., Inverness. [S7317

INDIAN". Combination, 7-9h.p., late 1914, 2 speeds,
electric equipment, speedometer, coachbuilt side-

i-ar; £58.-65, Pennyfields, Poplar, E. [1704

INDIAN, 1914^:4, 7-9h.p., spring frame, 2-speed. 1916
sidecar; 52 gns. ; exchange GP. Morgan.—Vesugar,

Kim Lodge, Queen's Ed., Teddington. [X7389

7-9h.p- 1914 Indian, ,2-speed gear and kick start,
electric lighting set, speedometer, nice smart

machine; £46, guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
Lpndon. [1753

1 Q13 Indian. 7-9h.p., 2-speed, kick start, clutch,
J-t7 spring frame, nearly new coachbuilt sidecar, new
parts and tyres just fitted; £39.—H., 22, Bromah Rd.,
Brixton. [S7390

INDIANS, model C, in stock for immediate delivery,
spring frame, 3 speeds, 2 electric lamps, and

horn, also speedometer; £e78.~P. J. Evans, John Bright
St., Birmingham. [X7411

INDIAN 1916 Powerplus Model, with coachbuilt side-

car, guaranteed not ridden 80 miles; a bargain at
£30.-Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter,
and Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0839

1 Q 15 T-T. Indian, 3-speed gear and clutch, kick
-K- 1-' starter, electric lighting set, Lucas horn. Dun-
lop studded tyres, as new, machine in perfect condition

;

18 gns.-Julian, Broad St., Reading. [X7358

INDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p., 3-siieed, T.T., rigid frame
model, Dunlop tyres, £75; spring frame touring

model, £83.—In stock for immediate delivery at P. J.
Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. rX7408

7-9h.p. Indian, with £18/1 o coachbuilt sidecar, as
new, run 1,200 miles, special large head lights,

and all spares; price £75, bargain; open to any trial

or examination.—W. Cox, Shillingstone, Dorset. [X7310

BIRMINGHAM Indian Agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91,
John Bright St.—Immediate delivery, ex-stock,

5h.p, 3-speed standard and sporting models, with and
without sidecar, price £70; sidecars from 11 gns.

[X7409
NEVER Again.—Genuine late 1914 Indian, 7-9h.p.,

spring frame, electric lightings 2 speeds, clutch,
28x3 tyres, very powerful hill-climber; £35 secures, or
nith £35 Gloria sidecar £48, lowest.—Millards, Chester-
field. [X7344

*.i'S&̂

ct** ,o"^ «^

^^̂

WRITE FOR FULL LISTS.

GODFREY'S Ltd.,

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.*PHONE :

7091 MAYPAIR
(2 lines.)

,
MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

> Indian.
fy-Qh-p. 1912 Indian, 2-speed, clutch, just back from

makers after complete overhaul, newly enamelled
and plated, with O.B. sidecar, in splendid condition;
£36

; photo ; would exchang© lees power.—C/o J. Green,"
Timber Merchant, Eotherham. [X7422,

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham and Midland Indian

.

• Agent.—All models in stock for immediate de-
livery; 5h.p. 3-speed model, £70; 7h.p. T.T. Powerplus,
£7-5; 7h.p. 3-speed, spring frame, and electric light,
^78 ; special de luxe 7h.p. Powerplus, with spring
frame, £83; sidecars from 11 gns.~87-91, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [X7406

Ivy.

1Q15 2^4h.p. Ivy, 2-stroke (lady's), has only run 200
J-*-' miles, exnellent condition, all accessories; £30.—
Miss B. Ford, Henbury, Gloucester. [1627

Ixion.
TXION Lightweight. 1914 model, 2'^h.p., Villiers 2-
J- stroke engine, Albion countershaft 2-speed gear,
new Dunlop tyres, finished Ixion gieen, and in perfect
condition. Lucas head lamp, tail lamp, and horn; £22.
—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham.

[1446
James.

JAMES No. 6 Combinations in stock; no waiting.—
Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [0829

COLMOEE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, have
in stock complete range of James motor cycles.

[0803
JAMES, 4i/ih.p.. 1916, 3-3peed countershaft combina-

tion, coachbuilt Canoelet sidecar : cost with "acces-
sories £90; in perfect order and condition; £68; trial
Iiy appointment any time.—C.B., 3, Victoria Mansions,
Hanwell. [1661

JAMES, 1916 (May), 4i4h.p. electiically equipped com-
bination, hood, screen, speedometer, electric horn,

ridden 1,500 miles only, £74/10, great bargain; 1915.
2^h.p. 2-speed 2-stroke lightweight, with Lucas acces-.
series. £34/10; deferred pavments if desired.—Lamb's,
151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., "Wood
Green. [1699

Kerry.

1 (CJI2 3Voh.p. 2-speed Kerry-Abingdon, in good order;
J-«7 £21/10.—Exeter Motor Gvcle Co., Ltd., Bath
Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd., PlymouRi. [0843

Lea^Francis.
LEA-FRANCIS, 1915, 3-speed gear, F.R.S. lamp,

mechanical horn, 1916 light coachbuilt sidecar,
mati;h machine, all splendid condition, new tvres this
season: £65.—Fletcher. Highfleld, Long Eaton. [X7426

Levis.

LEVIS, 2i4h.p., 1915 Popular, all accessories; £22.—
Kingsford, 22, Platts Lane, Hampstead. [1810

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham and Leicester, for
delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles from

stock. [0804

LEVIS Popular, new; special Irargain ; cannot re
peat; £28 cash; gradual payments 2%.—Referee

Cycle Co., 332, High Holborn. [076^'

LEVIS, 1916 Popular model, 2i4h.p., new, but slightlj

soiled; special bargain, £28.—Wilkins, Simpson
and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [1673

LEVIS, 2V^h.p., 1915, Bosch, Amac, lamps, tools,

horn, perfect ; any trial ; £22, or near ofEer.—
Urbani, 98, Addison Gardens, London, W. [X7321 -

LEVIS, 2%li.p., 1915, perfect condition, aluminium
footboai^s, variable mag., new bac^ tyre, new butt-

end tube; £26.—Apply, Box 749, c/o 2'he Motor Cycle.
[X6893

LEVISES, Populars £32, model E with 2-speed gear,

rustless riuLs, £47/10; deferred payments, ex-

changes ; also model E, one month old, 40 gns. ; and
1915 Popular and accessories, £24/10; both like new.
—Lamb's, 151, High St., "Walthamstow, and 50, High'
Ed., Wood Green. [1689

Lincoln-Elk.

Id 14 Lincoln-Elk, 4i^h.p., countershaft gears, kick
A*/ starter, and sidecar; a bargain, £28, offers.—46,

Alfred St., Islington, N. [1737

M.A.G.

PETROL Free with- iSlS M.A.G. SVjh.p. twin, En-
field gears, clutch, kick start; 29 gns.—Troward,

78, High St., Hampstead. [1763

19 U8tJU L

[1736

Martin.
15 2i^h-p. 2-speed jMartin-Jap, very little, used;
£21.-Spiingett, Billeiicay, Essex. (D) ""'*

Matchless.
1Q15 M.itohless, 61j.p. J.A. P., clutch model, Canoe-
-i-*y let sidecar, new tyres, all accessories; £55.—
Curzon Hall Coffee House, Birminebam- [X7420

'

MATCHLESS, 4L.p., 2-sp6ed, free engine, Lucas
lamps, T.T. bars, runs on petrol substitute: £30;;

see advert, for sidecar.—S.G., Oakhurst, Eastrop, Basing--
stoke. [1890,

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1913, Sli.p., and Canoelet sid^
car, all accessories ; bargain, 45 gns. ; deferred

terms if desired: exchanges.—Lamb's, 151, High St.,

Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [169!"

Al8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Sole London and
District Agents for

British Excelsiors and

A.J.S.
Sole District Agents for Calthorpes.

Contracting Agents for all other Makes.
THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS

1916 7-9 h.p. H.D. Combination, electric equip-
ment, latest model, new, cancelled order;
cost ^iio price £99

1916 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, hood
side curtains, speedometer, lamps, a__

complete. In use 6 weeks only. Price

od, screen, I

, and horn,
|

rice £102 10
\

1916 6 h.D. A.J.S. Combination, new, just
delivered £102 18

1915^ 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, lamps,
mechanical horn, etc £72

1916 2j li.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-speed and clutch,
new £44 2

For further Bargains in high-class Combinations
and Solo Mounts, write for list. Extended
Payments arranged.

WHITE SI=»IRIT.
The New Petrol Substitute. 2/3 per gallon
50 gallon steel barrels sent carriage paid

USEFUL AOCESSORIES.
TORPEDO PETROL TANKS.

"V Aluminium finish, best quality,
^^ holds 3 pints, complete with

drain tap price 10/6
Or with petrol cock and union,
extra |/6

Spare Petrol Tanks, with petrol cock,
specially designed for A.J.S. machines,
to fit on maic down seat pillar tube,
holds i-gallon, price 10/6

The 'MARVEL'
STEAIVI

VULCANiSER.
y Both Covers and
Tubesof any size

Ijcan be effectively

vulcanised. A
permanent repair

isguaranteed. Saves ex-
pense of sending tyres
away, and a great
saving in time.
Anyone can do it.

To prove this, we will
forward on 10 days'
approval against remit-
tance. Money returned,

less carriage, if not satisfied. Immediate delivery.
Complete with supply of all necessary materials,

I

Price—motor cycle and cycle car size, D3/9 ; car
.

size, 27/6. Carriage paid.

1916 Tyre Catalogue now reaay, pos. rrse.
SPECIAL AGENTS tor REX and J.A.P. PARTS,

TRADE SUPPLIED.

H- TAYL.OR & CO-, L.TD-
Showrooms : 21a, STORE STREET. W c'

I Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.G.
Garage: 12, Tottenham Mews, W.C.

I

'Phcne—Museum, 1240,
Tplegrams

—

"Dynametio. 'V'estccnt, London."

19
19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS (Collier'3 1913 twin belt drlTe), 7h.p.,
2-speed and kick starter, Lucna head end rear

lamps, Cowey speedometer, coachhuilt sidecar and aprou,
in very pood going order and splendid appearance; casJi

price £45, or on deferred payments 2% extra; deposit
£11/18, and 12 monthly payments of £2/16/8.—William
Whiteley, Ltd., Queen's Rd., London, W. [1225

Metro.

METRO. 1915%, 2y2h.p., ridden 300 miles; aacriflco

£24 for quick sale.— 18, Binsey Lauo, Oxford. (Ji)

[X7290
Motosacoche.

2 h.p. Motoancocho, B. and B., mag., good running
order; £9.—Prior, East Woodhay, Newbury. Berks.

[1680
MOTOSACOCHE, 1912, 2V2h.p., variable gear and

free engine, Bosch, Druida, good tyres, T.T.

;

£10/10.—Box 766, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X7312

New Hudson.
16 New Hudson, 2-Btroke,. only run 200 miles;
£26.-20, Pottemewton Lane, Leeds. [X7273

15 New Hudson, 2-stroke, engine excellent, Lucas
lamp; £21.—Batting, Rothenrick, Hants. [1708

NEW Hudson, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, free engine, coach
sidecar; £42.-1, Queen's Av., Winchmore Hill.

[1902
NEW Hudson and Sidecar, grand order and condition,

tyres and belt ahnost new; £29.—Holl, 47, Rupert
St., Bolton. [X7416

03.h.p. New Hudson, 1914, grey, 3-speed, clutch, per-
/W4 feet condition; £25.-21, R.F.O. Quarters, Lynch-
ford Rd., South Farnborough. [1710

1 Q15 New Hudson, 2'/^h.i)., S-stroka, 2-apeed, splen-
JLt7 did condition, accessories; owner killed in action;
£25.—Eeever, Station Rd., Holmfirth. [X7492

NEW Hudson, 2y2h.p., 2-strok6, 2-speed gear; £38;
several of these machines in stock.—Exeter Motor

Cvcle Co.. Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd.,
Plymouth. [0840

NEW*^udson, J.A.P., SVsh.p., 1913, 3-speed, free
"Engine, lamp, speedometer, horn, and tools, also

spare tube, cover, belt, and valves, in excellent running
order; £27/10.—J. Weir, Ocean Works, Kent St., Hull.

[3:7472

NEW Hudson 4h.p. 1916 6B Combinations, 3-speed
countershaft, little used, Lucas lamp, Watford

speedometer, bargain, £65; also just arrived 6h.p. model
9B combination, fawn finish, and 1912 2^;4h.p. J.A.I'.,

new tyres, £21; deferred terms by arranRement ; liberal

exchanges.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and
50, High Rd., Wood Green. [1694

New Impetfal.

NEW Tmperial-Jap, latest models in stock; £38 and
£44/8.-Ctow Bros., Guildford. [1262

COLMORE Depots, Manchester and Leicester, for im-
mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[0805
NEW Imperial. 1916 models in stock; cash or gradual

payments 2% only.—Referee Cycle Co., 332, High
Molbom. [0765

"I
Q15 New Imperial-Jap, 2^2^.?., splendid condition:i^ best cash offer.—Laybourn, Wolsingham, Co.

Durham. LX7448

NEW Imperial-Jap, 2^h.p., 3 months old, perfect.
lamp, horn, etc. ; ofiicer going abroad; £30. 01

near.—Cpl. Burrow, 3/2nd London Signal Co., Hitchen.
i:X7277

NEW Imperial-Jap, '2%h. p., 1916, 2-speed, clutch, kick
start only, shop-,soiled, £38/10, usual price £44/8,

bargain; deferred payment if desired; exchanges.—
Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd..
Wood Green. [1697

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de-
• livery all models New Imperials from stock, in-

fluding standard light tourist, kick starter, and ladies'

models; also one shop-soiled model £35.-87-91, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [X7412

NEW Imperials, the handy lightweights, with J.A.P.
engine and 2-speed gear. We are the accredited

agents for Manchester and Liverpool disiricx, and can
offer immediate delivery from stock; extended terms
md exchanges arranged. Call or Tvrite. — Colmore
Depot, 31, Rensha-w St., Liverpool, and 261, Deansgate,
Manchester. £0814

Norton.

T.T. Norton, just arrived; first cheQue £54/12 secures
it.—Plastow, Grimsby, Plastow. [X7387

NORTON, 19141/2, Brooklands special, exceptional
machine, just been overhauled and. tuned by ex

perts, 100 m.p-g., grand order; 39 gns. ; appointment.—
Brookman, 29, Oakhill Rd., Putney. [1923

BIG Four Norton Combination. 7 weeks old, model
j.5. chain drive, makers' guarantee; better than new;

cost £96/10, accept first offer of 80 gns.; ill-healtli

cause of selling.—Lister, Manor, Willenhall, Staffs
[X7415

NORTON, 1916, S'/sh.p., Brooklands racing special,

Brooklands certificate, 70 m.p.h., Philipson pulley,

and nil accessories, run 500 miles; £67/10.—Cass's
Motor Mart, only address 5, Warren St., Euston Rd., W.
Museum 623. [1822

N.S.U.

N.S.tr., 2-speed, P.E., good running order; £10.-162.
Boundary Rd., Walthamstow. [1808

Special
Lines

in

OIUSKINS
for Ladies' Wear.

Oilskin, single"

breasted, Raglan
sleeves, velvet col-

l-ir, straps on cuffs,

two large vertical

pockets, full cut
skirt, 15/6. State
chest measure. All

sizes in stock.

Black Sheeting
Macintosh, unlined,

button close at

neck, deep collar,

Raglan sleeves,

straps on cuffs,

belt all round waist,

two pockets at

sides, 25 /6.

Brown or Drab
Rainproof Twill-

cotton Coats, un-
lined, single-
breasted, two
vertical pockets,

Raglan sleeves.l 9/0

Fawn Woollen
Yarn- proofed
Material, unlined,
single-breasted, two
vertical pockets,

seamless back,
Medici collar, 39/6;
or in Whipcord;
with lapel fronts,

37/6. State chest

measure. All sizes stocked-
Black or Yellow Sou'-Weaters—Black, 2/0;

Yellow. 3/9.

SIDECARS.
CANOELET MINOR SIDECAR. Liaht.

weights ariLl Sporting ivlodels .... £9 9
Aoron 10/6 extra.

WATSONIAN LiglUweight, Coachbuilt,
Morlel H, new Sll 10

H.-D. SIDECAR, new, cancelled order,

cost f,22 £18

ROVER SIDECAR, with brake, soiled

only, cost £17 17s £15

B.S.A. - CANOELET SIDECAR, new,
with, luggage grid £17 10

A.J.S. SIDECAR, for 6 h.p. machine,
new £13 18

COACH-BUILT SIDECAR, suit 3I h.p.

machine £5 5

CANE SIDECAR, hood and screen, very
roomy, underslung type £6 15

igi6 A.J.S. SIDECAR BODY, luggage
grid, new £9 9

2 UNDERSLUNG BODIES, painted
grev, soiled only each £4 15

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.
Ga.ra.ge : 12, Tottenham Mews, W.C.

'Phone : Museum, 1240,

Telegrams :
" Dynametro, Westceot,
London."

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, nnd the date of the issue. AIQ
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MCIOU CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.U.T.

N.U.T.. 1914, 3V2b.p. twin, S-speed, clutch, and kick
starter, complete with lamp set, rear light, horn,

speedoineter, etc. £30.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishop.s-
g.ate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0192

O.K.
111114 2y2h.p. 2-speed O.K., splendid condition; £20.
J-*' —Parter and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [1R57

O.K. 2-speed Lightweifrht, new May, 1916 (£40), un-
scratched, done 125, o-verhead valve, fast- £27/10.

—19, Mountfield, Prestwich. [X7474

O.K. Junior, 4-stroke, in splendid condition, little
used : only reason for sale, owner called away

;

£22.—Slatter, Cemetery Ed., Tunbridge Wells. [X7320

1Q16 OK. Junior, 2-speed, horn, tools, etc., abso-
J-*' lutely only done 150 miles, as brand new; owner
.just bought light car; any trial; £33/10.—W. W.
Eavenscroit, 72. Cowley Ed., Oxford. [1862

Omega.
PETBOI/ Free with Omega, 3h.p., 2-stroke; 18 gns.

—Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead. [1769

OMEGA, £25, 2-8peed, 2-stroke, complete with acces-
sories, ready for riding.—Premier Depot, 20, Hol-

born Viaduct. [1837

P. and M.

P.
and M., 2-speed, wicker sidecar, perfect condition

:

£32.—J. Newman, Parkgate, Eotherham. [X731S

P.
and M. 1911 2-speed Combination, perfect, reliable,
smart; £27/10.-41, A^hford Ed., Cricklewood.

PEIEOL Free with P. and M., SV.h.p., 2-speed.
clutch; 16 gns.—Troward, 78, High St., Hamp-

stead. [1772

Premier.
PEEMIER, S'^h.p., 2-speed gear, almost new tyres

;

£22, or oSrers to exchange.—W. Winch, Bnrnham.
Bucks. [1884

1Q15 Premier, 3V2h.p., S-speed countershaft, perfect
J-U order, 93 m.p.g. ; £47/lO.-Gee, Sutton-in-Ash-
field, Notts. [X7379

1Q14 SVih.p. Premier, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar;
X*/ £45; cash or easy terms.—E. E. Jones (Garages),
Ltd., Swansea. [0823

PEEMIEE, T.T. model, Philipson pulley, all acces-
sories, very fast ; any trial ; £28.—C.S., 497, Old

Ford Ed., Bow. [1703

PEEMIEE, 1914, 2i/2h.p., new condition, fnlly
equipped; £15.-Pt6. Osborn, A.S.C., M.T., Bul-

ford Camp, Salisbury. [1865

1 Q15 2M;h.p. Premier, Grado Multi pulley, acces-
--^ series, splendid condition ; cost £40, oilers wanted.
—Cossham, Shipham, Winscombe. [X7470

1Q14 syji.p. Premier, Grado Mnlti pulley, new back
-l" tyre, easy to handle; £18, or ofler.-Hall, 80,
Milton Ed., Waterloo, Liverpool. [X7439

PREMIER 4h.p. Twin, Bosch mag., Gradua gear, B.
and B. carburetter, running order; bargain, £20.

—15, Bullace Lane, Dartford, Kent. [X7349

1 Q13 2V2h.p. Premier, just renovated and overhauled,
-1.^ new Dunlop tyre, belt, rings, valves fitted ap-
proval; £16.-12, Beaconsfleld Rd., Coventry. [X7487

LATEST Model 1916 SMjh.p. 3-speed Premier; £64;
delivery from stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Bath Ed., Exeter, and Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [0841

PEEMIEE, S'/zh.p., 1914, 3-speed, just overhauled
by makers, perfect running order; £40, with side-

car £45; reasonable offers considered.—L2,093, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [1641

PEEMIEE, SVjh.p., 3-speed, late 1913, Watsonian
sidecar, as new, just overhauled, new piston, rings,

bushes, gears fitted with new parts, perfect order ; bar-
gain, £35,—Horner, 5, Lowesmoor Place, Worcester.

[X7156
Quadrant.

QCADEANT, 4%h.p., 1913: £16; for immediate sale
—65a, Eosendale Ed., Dulwich. [1877

QUADRANT, 3h.p., Bosch, Amac, Dunlops, variable
pulley, good running order; £13.—Cullen, Foxhall,

Didcot. [X7473

1Q12 Quadrant, 4y2h.p., 3 speeds, and sidecar, in
-i- 1' good going order ; ofiers.—Marshall's Garage,
Kinglassie, Fife. [X7431

Rex,
EX, 5-6h.p., almost new; £16.— 65a, Eosendale Ed.,
Dulwich. [1878

EX, 5.6h.p., Sarolea engine, new tyre on back: bar-
gain, £5.-1, Ohandos Ed., Tottenham, N. [1733

EX, 3y2h.r.. Bosch mag., Amac carburetter, good
order; £10.-4, Pedworth Ed., Eotherhithe. [1896

REX, 3y,h.p., good tyres, and going order, spring
forks; £7/10.-Stanley, 17, "York St., Walworth.

S-E. [1668

REX, 1913, 5.6h.p., 2-specd, Canoelet sidecar, lamp,
horn, foot pump, accessories, and spare tubes, etc.—

Edwards, Gwenydon, Aberystwyth. [X7272

REX, 5-6h.p. twin, T.T. clutch model, tyres and
belt new, machine in splendid condition; ;e20.

—

14, Dodbrooke Rd., \Ve?t Norwood. [1543

R

IF YOU WANT QUICK
DELIVIERY OF SCARCE

1916 MODELS.
Full o^improvements and desira.ble
new fea.tures. Tell us your wants
in a.ny ma.ke and receive special
offers.
ALL DOUGLAS MODELS IN STOCK OR
A CLOSE DATE. Also the following in Stock:

IMMEDIATE H.P.

DELIVERY 6 Enflelii Combination . . 90 gns.

Qp f||£ a Enfield Combination . . 92 „
..-..--, 6 Enfield, dynamo, Com'n 105 „
tUK. 3 Enfield, Mods. 140 &r50 55 „

_,.„ 2j 2-stroke Enfield 42 „E*SY
5 Indian, Model B, 3-sp. .£70

STARTER. 7 Indian, Model G, 3-sp. .£75

00/ 7 Indian, Model C £78
00/ ~ Indian, 2 stroke £49 10

POST FREE. .., . ^. „.^ . „.
All Indisn Sidecars in SIock.

THE 4} B.S.A., Model H £64
PERFECT 4} B.S.A., Model K £62
STARTER 23 Calthorpe, 2-str., 2-sp. .£32 11

FOR USE 2S Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed .£37 16

WITH 2} Ex:e[9ior, 2-stroke £30 16
PETROL 2| Excelsior, a-str., 2-sp. .£44 2
SUBSTi- 2 O.K. Junior, 2-speed.. £31 10
TUTES. 2| O.K. Junior-Jap,, 2-sp. £36

2g O.K. Junior, 2-stroke . .£25 10
EASILY 2S „ ., 2-sp., M.A.G.£40
FITTED TO 2? Levis Popular £32
ANY MAKE 2I Levis de Luxe, 2-speed.. £47 10
IN A FEW 2i Diamond, 2-stroke £31 10
MINUTES. 2Mpai'l<>>rook, 2-speed.. ..£40

THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL

Bargain
* ^Offers

0'fnewr1915 and slishtly used second-
hand Models are splendid value.

1915-16 6 h.p. CLYNO Combination, spare
wheel, speedometer, lamps, low generator,

and other accessories, like new .... £85

3J h.p. LINCOLN ELK £8 10
2ih.p. 1915 2-speed HOBART 2-stroke,

new, slightly soiled £31

3 h.p. J915 ENFIELD 2-spced £36
2j h.p. I9r4 DOUGLAS, kick start £35
5 h.p. igi6 INDIAN, 3-sp., used 40 miles £61

1915 ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke, as new ... £24
I9r6 2I h.p. INVICTA, 2-sp., soiled only £37
1916 ENFIELD 180 Combination, 8 h.p.

engine, used few miles only '.
. . . £82

7 h.p. 1914 INDIAN, 2-speed, and S'car £48 10
3» h.p. EDMUND, spring frame £38
2} b.p. rgrj DOUGLAS warmodel £46
7 h.p. INDIAN and Sidecar, spring frame £45
34 h.p. B.S.A. 1913, 2-speed £30

3J h.p. TRIUMPH, 2-specd £20
3 h.p. ENFIELD, almost new £44 Q
I9r5 NEW RYDER, 2-stroke £20
34 h.p. PREMIER £12 10
3ib.p. I9r3 RUDGE-MULTI £35
4 h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed £23
1913 3-^ b.p. TRIUMPH, free engine.speedo-

meter, lamp, horn £26
rgrs 5 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed £50

EVERY RIDER SHOULD MAKE A TRIAL OF

THE SATISFACTORY PETROL SUBSTITUTE.
Price 2/10 per gallon {or free ot duty in 42 gallon
barrels, 2/8 per gallon). Start with a Petrol ia-

jection, then run entirely on Beatsol.

Barrels charged 10/-, but returnable.

ALEXANDER & CO.,
113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex

REX 1912 61j.p. Combination, 2 speeds, free engine,
splendid condition and running order ; £30, bar-

gain.—Murray, 37a, Charlea St., Hatton Garden, Hol-
horn. [X7382

REX 1912 Coach Combination, 6h.p. twin, EoacJi,
2 speeds; £26/10 cash, easy terms quarter dowa,

monthly pnyments.-r-Wandsivorth Motor Exchange, Ebncr
St., Wandsworth (To^-n Station). [XT^OS

1014 Res 6h.p. Twiu, 3-speed combination, with 2-
-1-t/ seater sidecar, complete with accessories, in first-

rate order; £45.—Tuke and Bell, Ltd., Motor Dept.,
Carlton EngineeVing Works, High Ed., Tottenham, N.

£9749
Pex-Jap.

1Q13 Sh.p. Itex-Jap 2-sreed Combination, new condi-
--«-' tion; sell clieap.—29, St. Leonard's St., Bow.

[1814
Rover.

ROVER, 2V2h.p., B. and B. carburetter, TJ.H. mag.,
acce.ssori.es; £11, nearest offer.—Eatcliffe, 9, Flor-

ence St., Hendon. [1864

"DOVER, late 19X4, SVah.p., T.T., Philipson prUley,
XV speedometer, horn, lamps ; bargain, 32 pns.—9,

Wiltshire Rd., Brixton, S.W. [X7123

ROVER, 1914, 3'/2h.p., 3 speeds, free engine, unused
for past year, owner in army ; excellent order.—

Karslake, Coaxdou, Lime Grove, New Maiden. [X7287

~|Q12 Rover, 3y2b.p., free engine, B. and B carbn*
X«/ retter, Bosch mag., excellent ctuidition, with good
tyres and enfe-inc; £20.—Robinson's Garage, Green i?t.,

Can-bridge. [1841

T> OVER, ZV-2\i.p., late model, free .engine, 3-8peecl
JtX gear, 1 lunlops, Lucas horn and lamp set, grand >

I
machine £32/10.—Murray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton.

i

Garden, Holborn. £X7381

ROVER, 1913, T.T. model, with accessories, very fine

machine; £32/10; deterred payments if desired;

i

exchanges.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and

'

50, High Rd„ Wood Green. [1695 '

ROVER, 1913, 3-speed, 8,000 miles, re-bored, re-

bushed by makers, good tyres, £29/10; consider
exchange 2-speed lightweight; 1909 Triumph and side--

car, needs repairs, £10,—Jesse Hall, Louth. [1785

BIRMINGHAM Agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91, Joim^'
Bright St., has all Rover models in stock, for im-n

mediate delivery; countershaft T.T., with fixed gear;/

also semi T.T. model, with h.b.c. Philipson; prices fromn
£52. [X7414 '

ROVER. 3Voh.p., 3-speed, T.T. model, perfect condi-

tion, with nearly new Montgomery coachbuilt side*'

car, new heavy Uunlop tyres, B. and B. carburetter,

.

Bosch mag., V. and H. head light, Lucas rear, Brooks
saddle, new footboards, tools, and spares ; 50 gns. ; ma-
chine only, 40 gns. ; or exchange with cash for late

Grand Prix Morgan.—Davis, Belmont, Woliescote, Stour-

bridge. [X7475
Royal Ruby.

T> OYAL Ruby, 2-stroke, 2-speed, Stewart trip speed-
XV ometer, nearly new Avons, all accessories, reliable >

machine, in flrst-clnss order, runs on parafSn ; £23.—
143, Percy Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [1676.i

ROYAL Ruby 1916 2-stroke Lightweight, Villiers 2^
h.p. engine. Albion countershaft 2-speed gear,

Moseley tyres, footboards, twin silencers, large filler

caps, head lamp, tail lamp and horn, condition as new;
£28.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., BirmiHgham,

£14481'

Rudge.
3ih.p. Rudge Multi, excellent condition; £35.—Parker

2 and Son, St. Ives. Hunts. [1858

l 0^2 3V2h.p. Rudge, free engine, good condition; £25.
J.O —R. E. Jones {Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0785

Id 13 SVah-p. Rudge {free engine), sidecar; £30; good
XJ/ condition.—Richardson, 4, Eoregate, York. [X7361'

1 C|13 Rudge, clutch, thorough condition; £18/10.—
Xt/ Butcher, Ennismore Mews, S. Kensington, S.W.'

[1741
T> UDGE and Sidecar, speedometer, disc wheels ; £36.
XV —W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287. Deausgate,
Manchester. [1258 ,

RTTDGE, 2-speed, clutch, 1913, new chain, good cd»-:

dition ; £24, offers.—Gerard, 3, Waltham Terrace.

Queenborough. [1685 '

1 Q13 Rudge Multi and light sidecar, just overhauled,
Xt/ new belt, etc.; £30.—Smith, 16, Haverstock Hill.

Chalk Farm. [1824

1Q15 Rudge Multi, 3y2h.p., splendid order; full pdr-i

X *J ticulars given ;
bargain, £35.—Owen, Dolyewrt,

'

Whitland-, S. Wales. [X6608

31h.p. New 1916 Rudge Multi's from stock, free

2 engine and semi-T.T. bars; £58/18.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, London. [1754

1 Ql'^ 3Voh.p. Rudge, very fast, splendid condition;-
X*/ £28 ~ must sell, owner going on active serviee.-

Armitage, Alford, Lines. [X737fl

RUDGE Multi, 1914, in fine condition, speedometer,-'
fully eauipoed, equals new, Palmer tyres ; £36>—

6, Warren St., London. [1834'

RUDGE, 3V2h.p., N.S.U. 2-speed, free engine, n'eW'

belt, tyres nearly new, extra tank; £25, or offer.—

Turnpenny, Shipton, York. [X7488''

RUDGE, 1913, N.S.U. 2-speed. cane sidecar, apron,

accessories, splendid condition, little used ; £34^—
34, Forest Hill Rd., Honor Oak, S.E. [1881

i.20 Al! letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

litfJlB Budge Miilti. 5-6h.p., coadhbuilt sidecar, fully
X?/ equipped, trip speedometer, spares, perfect order;
£46, quick sale.—Ill, Maiden Ed., New Maiden. [1707

RUDGE Multi, late model, complete, lamps, new
Dunlop cover and belt, good condition, runs on

paraflBn; must sell; accept £23/10.—Edwardes, 208.
Camberwell Ed., S.E. [1750

RUDGE Multi, 1915, 3'{.h.p., splendid condition,
used very little, and Gloria sidecar; £45, complete

[or separate) : must be sold.—Tborneloe, Tailor, Aoing-
ton St., Northampton. [X7289

1Q14 T.T. Eudge, Miller lamps, tyres, engine condi-
J-«7 tion, appearance as new, 60 m.p.b. guaranteed.
100 m.p.g., easy starter, Philipson pulley; sacrifice
£29/10; trial.-S. Biss, Waltham Abbey. [1780

RUDGE Multi, JVib.p., 1916, done about 1,500
miles, just overliauled, perfect condition, over 100

to the gallon; £50; or exchange 1915 6h.p. twin.—
AVrito, Wilson, 101, Hatton Garden, E.C. [1687

1Q13 oVoh.p. Eudge, free engine clutch, with h.b.c,
LtJ Senspray carburetter. Dunlop and J.P. tyres,
recently overhauled and re^enamelled, guaranteed in per-
fect condition throughout ; £28.—The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [1447

Scott.

COLMOEE Depols. Birmingham and Manchester, for
Scott motor cycles. [0806

SCOTT, 5^4h.p., excellent condition ; £25 • owner on
active service.—Main, Heswall, Cheshire. [X7459

T.T. Scott, winner 1912 race, engine still perfect;
will sell cheap.—120, Derby Ed., Nottingham.

_ _ [X7454
|Q14 Scott and coachbuilt sidecar, in excellent con-
-»-•-' dixiou, just been overhauled; £40.—Lt. Bos, 7,
Finchley Av., Church End, Finchley. [1860

1Q14 Scott, recently overhauled. B. and B. carbur-
J-*^ etter, condition excellent; bargain, sell at low
figure.-120. Derby Ed., Nottingham. [X7455

SCOTT and Sidecar, Biuks carburetter, all accessories,
and in excellent condition throughout £30.—Cass's

Motor Mart, 5, Warren St., Euston Ed., W. Museum
623. [1823

SCOTT^ S-Jih.p., water-cooled. 2-speed. recently over-
hauled by makers, new August, 1915, little used,

owner active service France; cheap quick sale.—Meil-
qubam, Hayden, Cheltenham. [X7441

Sarolea.
fjh.p. Twin Sarolea, Chater frame. Matchless springy forks, Mabon speed gear, free engine, handle start-
ing, Bosch waterproof mag.. B. and B., car tyres on
back. Avon Sunstone front, new Dunlop belt, nearly
new coachbuilt sidecar, adjustable wind screen, luggage
carrier, with cord tyre, engines just been done up at
cost £4/11 (receipt shown); £25. or offer; seen any
time.—73, High St., Merton, S.W. [1723

Singer.
3i.h.p, Singer, free engine, splendid running order;

2 £23.—Driver, Barrington, Burford, Oxon. [1312

SINGEE, ' 3h.p., mag., B. and B.. tvres nearly new,
fine condition

; £10/10.-Houghton, Walton, Lutter-
"orth. [X6986

SparUbrook.
jaPAEEREOOK, 2-stroke. latest model; £35; immedi-
*^ ate dekvery.—20, Holborn Tiadnct. [1838
Cl'AEKBEOOK, 2-stroke, Dunlops, Bosch mag 2-

•Y speed countershaft, new; what offers?-No 768
c/o The Motor Cycle. [X7355

Sun
CJUN, 2-stroke3; all models from stock from £29/10 —
>J Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [0828
1Q15 Sim T.T.S., 2 speeds, lamps, horn, etc., done
-•-f 500 miles.—Marshall's Garage, Kinglassie, Fife.

1X7429'I^OLMOEE Depots, Birmingham and Manchester, forv^ delivery from stock of all models of Sun motor
cycles. £0307
"1015 Sun V.T.S., and accessories, in good condition;J-tf £24, offer; seen at any time.— 1, Margaretta
Terrace, Chelsea. [1629

"IQ14 Sun-Villiers. footboards, drip feed, new tyre and
"r„, '^*'*' '"''hPs, horn, etc., flrst-class order.-Mar-
shalls Garage, Kinglassie, Fife. [X7430
IQie Sun, 2i,4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, Dunlop tyres,J-" really soiled only, under 60 miles; exceptional
bargain, £30.—Eobinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge

[1^41
3ih-p. Sun-Villiers, 2-stroke, 2-spced, 1916, in new

2 condition, only ridden 150 miles; cost with ac-
cessories £41, will sell £35; an absolutely perfect mount
speed 3 to 45 m.p.h., easily average 30 m.p.h. • any
trial given.—E. F. Symons, Corn Exchange, Beverley

[X7432
Sunbeam

in 14 SVih.p. Sunbeam, iu good order; £49.-Lam--•-" bert's, Tlietford. [X7363
QUNBEAM, 1914, 3y2b.p., with Gloria sidecar, Stel-
>>-' astic tyres; £62.-0., 31, Eelf Ed., Peckham.

.
£1559

T.D.C.
Qih.p. T.D.C, 1915, 3-speed. Bosch, B. and B., allva accessories, in fine condition ; real bargain, £30
I—Boj: 773 0/0 The Motor Cycle. [X7450

TheBest&CheapestWay
to buy your new machine is through the SERVICE
CO. We give Best Terms for Cash ; most
hberal allowance on your present Motor Cycle in
part exchange, and the Easiest Extended Pay-
ment terms. We can arrange Exchanges and
Extended Payments combined, t.e., our allow-
ance on your present Motor Cycle can stand as
deposit, and the balance arranged in 12 monthly
instalments. Get in touch with us at once, and
send for particulars.

NEW 1916 MODELS ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

ENFIELD, HAZLEWOOD, JAMES, and
AMERICAN EXCELSIOR COMBINATIONS.

ENFIELD 3h.p., and JAMES 3V h.p. MEDIUM-
WEIGHTS.

O.K. JUNIOR, NEW IMPERIAL, ALLDAYS
ALLON, SUN, CONNAUGHT, ROYAL RUBY,
COVENTRY EAGLE, J.H., CAMPION, and
WOLF LIGHTWEIGHTS, etc., etc.

SIDECARS. — SERVICE, WATSONIAN, MILL-
FORD, CANOELET, and IVY Coachbuilt Models.

RIGID, coachbuilt, splendid condition. ... £5

And Second-hand SERVICE lightweight,

coachbuilt, almost new *^ ^n

THIS WEEK'S BARGAIN!
Brand new COVENTRY EAGLES, with

VJIIiers Engine and 2-speed gear,

42 guineas.

Single gear, 35 guineas.

NO EXTRA for Extended Payments.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
stock.
No. h.p. Speciiication. Price.

i8r. zi WOLF, 1915, 2-stroke, very
slightly used £20

282c. 2i ENFIELD, 2-speed £20
78. 2\ ALLDAYS MATCHLESS, 1914 . £t9

947. 2V O.K.-PRECISION £16
179. 2i VELOCETTE, r9r5, 2-sp., chain

drive £28
2r6. 2i LEVIS, Popular model £25
242. 2l ALLDAYS MATCHLESS, 1916.. £24
288c. 3i BOVER, t9r4, T.T. model £35
599. 6 CLYNO, r9i4, chain drive, No. 6

Sidecar, hood and screen, lamps,
etc £65

226. 3! BRADBURY, J9r5, 3-sp., chain
drive £42 10

286c. 3! LEA-FRANCIS, twin, 3-speed.. £40
222. 34 PREMIER, I9r4, 3-speed,

countershaft, Canoelet Sdecar . £48
97. 4 TRIUMPH, r9r4, N.S.U. gear,

Gloria Sidecar £42 10
267. DOUGLAS, rgis, T.T. , fine order.. £35
26=;. DOUGLAS, 1913, and Sidecar £42 10
259. ALLON, I9r6, 2-sp., ckilch, Wat-

sonian Sidecar £40
247. ALLON, I9r5, 2-sp., clutch, splen-

did condition £34
25S. HARLEY, I9r6, done 1,000 mdes,

brand new. Sidecar to match . . £75
CLYNO, 1913, No. 6 Sidecar, spare

wheel, many accessories £55

LIGHT CARS IN STOCK.
Stoct.
No. h-P- Specification. Price.

125. II LAG0N9A, 1915, 4-sea.tcr, fine

order £145
127. 10 BAYARD, 4-seater, dyiiamo

lighting, almost new condition £225
123. loCALTHORPE Minor, 1914 £145
126. 6-8 BABY PEUGEOT, splendidly

fitted, ver>' slightly used, 1916 £155
104. 20 FORD Van, 1916, new, deliver^'

London £134
95. 20 FORD, 2-seater, 1915, done

3,000 miles £95
12 OVERLAND, 5-seaier, brand

new, iust in £225
BUGATTI, 1913, 2-seater, good

order £200

TheService Co-(London) Ltd.

292-293, High Holbom, London, W.C.
Telephone—6^30, Holbora.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

LATEST Model Baby Triumph; £35.—Lambert'!,
Thetford. [X7364

1Q13 Triumph, clutch, sidecar, fall outfit, perfect;
it/ f40.-l,iddell, P.O., Kochford, Essex. [1326

"1 iQ 10 Triumph, Si^h.p., good condition, all complete,
-*-»/ and sidecar; £25.—Taylor, High St., Ledbury.T[X7293BlUMPH. 1913, 3-8peedf bargain, £34.-W. and

II. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester.
_ i;i256

|Q14 4h.p. Triumph, 3-spe6d, lamps, horn; bargain,-ly £38.-0.0., Sanitary Section, nixton Park, Suf-
folk. [X7319
TRIUMPH, 3i/2b.p., tyres and speedometer nearly new;

bargain, £20.—Carr, 35, Arlington Ed., Camden
Town. £1734

TEITJMPH, 1912, 3i,4h.p., speedometer, lamps, good
running order; £26.-162, Boundary Ed., Waltham-

stow. [1806
f Q12 3V2h.p. Triumph, free engine, perfect rlinning
-*-^ order: £24: write or call.—48. T.vndhnrst Rd..order

;

Edmonton.
write or call.—48, Lyndhurst Rd.,

[1719
TEITJMPH T.T. 3-speed Combination; must sell

quickly; bargain, £38.—Webeter, Warwick Ed..
Kenilworth. [X7440
TEIUMPH, late 1911. Brampton gear, in very good

order; £23.—H. M. Lawrence, Killyree, Clough.
Co. Antrim. [X7368
TEIITMPH, 1913, SVoh-p.. 3-speed, and new coach-

built sidecar, will go anywhere ; £45.-20, Welling-
ton Ed.. Ehyl. [X7121
TEIUMPH, SVjh.p., 1912, fast, reliable; £18; even-

ings after 7, or Saturday after 3.-143, Bedford
Hill, BaUiam. [1659
npnaiUMPH, about 1910, flne order, new belt, new
J- tyres, etc.; 18 gna.—Smith, 16, Haverstook Hill,
Chalk Farm. [1825

1 Q12 Triumph, Brampton variable gear, engine just
-Li/ re-bushed, dropped handle-bars; £30.—Salter, Dry
Sandford, Abingdon. [1749

3ih.p. Standard Triumph, everything in new and per-
2 feet condition; £20, lowest.—Blenkarn, 58. Crom-

well Ed., Beckenham. [X7494

COUNTEESHAFT 3-speed ah.p. Triumph, War Offlce
model, perfect condition, all accessories; £63.—

Willson, 22a, Princes Sa., Bayswater. [1811

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p., 3-speed, coachbuilt sidecar,
nearly new tyres, escellent condition ; £50.—

Winters, Leavesden Ed., Watford. [1720

TEIUMPH, 3i/!.h.p., 1909, in good running order;
£15/10; exchange Auto-wheel or lightweight.—

Eobins, 97, Latchmere Rd., Battersea. [1789

car, many spares
Essex.

TEIUMPH, 1910-11, oi/ah.p., touring model, splen-
did condition throughout; bargain, £15/10.-3,

The Mews, Victoria Ed., Claphara, S.W. [1634

"1Q14 T.T. Eoadster Triumph, 4h.p., 3 speeds, ex-
J-t/ cellent condition, and Millford cane built side-

£40, no oilers.—Morgan, Felsted.
[X7347

1Q16 Junior Triumph. 2-6troke, 2-spced, Dunlops,
-L«-' Brooks saddle, in excellent order throughout,
engine perfect; £36.—Eobinson's Garage, Green St.,

Cambridge. [1844
"aQ12 Triumph, 3^,^h.p., free engine, semi T.T. bars,
-»-*/ perfect engine, very good tyres, 2 lamps, horn,
spare belt, tools, etc. ; £25.—Eobinson's Garage, Green
St., Cambridge. [1845

LATE 1914 4h.p. S-speed T.T. Triumph, Cower, Lucas
lamp and horn, knee-grips, numerous spares. £45

:

with 1916 Eover coachbuiTT sidecar, £55.—Smith. 8.

Lower Bridge St., Dublin. [X74S4

TEIUIVIPH, 1914, o-speed. Swan sidecar, many valu-
able spares, tip-top order; £47/10; deferred pay-

ments if desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow,
and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [1701

TEIUMPH, 1908, free engine, new Philipson pulley,
1916 E. and li. carburetter, tyres as new, machine

iu perfect running condition, new belt, Dunlop ; bargain,
£28.—Dow, Motor Agent, Callander. [X7120

TEIUMPH. 1913-14, SVsh.p., with coachbuilt sidecar.
Grade Multi gear, new heavy Dunlop tyres, Stewart

speedometer, and tools complete ; £35 : appointment by
letter.-A. F. Smart, 65, Grosvenor Ed., S.W. [1722

31.h.p. Triumph, late 1913, 3-speed gear, Fulford
2' coachbuilt sidecar, overhauled and re-painted

March, in practically new condition, very little used, 3
lamps and spares, 2 new tyres; £50.—Huxley, I'riary
Brewery, Guildford. [1662

TRIUMPHS.-Two 1914 4h.p. coachbuilt combinations
at £48/10 each; and a 1913 coachbuilt combina-

tion £37 ; all three in perfect condition throughout, and
complete with accessories ; will accept exchanges on
either machine.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Ed., W.

[1874

1 Q12 SVah.p. Triumph, free engine model, completely
Xt/ dismantled, re-enamelled and re-plated, engine,
etc., overhauled, appearance and mechanical condition
guaranteed as new, lamp, horn, and tail lamp; a bar-
gain, £32.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Bir-
miugham. [1449

Trump.
TRUMP-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. Canoelet Sidecar Combination,

3 speeds, free, handle start, Bosch, B. and B., new
condition, new tvres every imaginable accessory ; bar-
gain, :e35.—14, Dodbrooke Ed., West Norwood. [1542

AH letters relatinu to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Tyler.

PETROL Free -with 1915 Tylei, 2^1i.p., 2-stroke: 18
gns.—Troward, 78, Higli St., Hampsteaa. [1770

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON', 8h.p., 1914. air-cooled Douglas en-

gine, chain drive, wicker sidecar ; £52, near oiler.

—12, llyddleton Ed., Boires Park. [1660

w

19

3

"Win^Precision.
IN-PBECISION, Si/jh.p., and semi-torpedo side-

car, good tyres and condition; £20.—14, Dod-
brooke Kd., West Norwood. [1645

Wolf.
16 2^ih.p. 2-stroke Wolf, lovelv machine; £22, or
nearest.-Winn, High St., Eochdale. [X7417

"iTTOLP, 2V2h.p., 4-strDke, reliable machine, in esce!-
Vy lent condition; barg.?in. £16/10; exchange "nith

r...-^ fr"- recptit combination.—Newnham, 223, Hamniei-
saiith Ed.. Vf. [1873

Zenith.

Ib.p- Zenith, with variable gear; £20.—OhjltoH, 199.
2 Higli St., Watford. [X7434

1 Q13 Zenith-Gradua with 1914 4h.p. J.A.P. engine,
^*y perfect, and sidecar; £25.—H. Bronghton. 39,
Market Place, Banbury. [1784

1 Q 13-14 Zenith-Gradua, 4h.p. J.A.P., coachbuilt side-
-I- iy car, good tyres, new belt, lamps, complete : any
trial; £34.-57, High St., Hampton Wick. [1790

ZENITH-GEADUa, late 1911, S'Ah.p., Portland S.E.
sidecar, 3 lamps. 2 brakes, horn, mirror, etc., in

good order; £30; after 6 p.m.—61, Peckham Eye, S.E.
[1886

ZENITH, 1914, 8h.p., semi T.T. bars, lamp set, horn,
speedometer, with sporting Canoelet sidecar,- lug-

gage grid, etc., complete; £52.—Elce apd Co., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0491

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

LADY'S Calthorpe, 2^4h.p.. 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1916 —
Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [X7024

PETEOL Free with 1913 3-speed Hobart Ughtweight,
24gns. ; also new 1916 Calthorpe, 2-speed, 24 gns.—

Troward, 78, High St.. Hampstead. [1763

DOUGLAS, 1912, lady's, with Cowey speedometer,
£25; Xl'all large pan saddle, 35/-; exchange ordin-

ary saddle; Douglas-Amac, 7/6; Whittle belt, 10/-.—
Johnson, Sancreed, Ashton-under-Lyne. [1867

Miscellaneous.

COLIJKR'S Motories for cash bargains or exchanges.
—Address, Deal St., Halifax.

COLLIEE'S.—1916 7h.p. American Excelsior and
coach sidecar, only done 500 miles; £69/10.

COLLIER'S.—Triumph, mag., new tyrei, £15/10;
Clynn, 6h.p., 3-speed countershaft, interchangeable

wheels, £39/10.

COLLIER'S.—1909 2-speed Triumph and sidecar,
ie26/10; 1911 3-speed Triumph and sidecar.

£27/10.

COLLIEE'S.—Eoyal Euhy, 2>/2h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke,
slightly shop-soiled, £31/10; Douglas magneto light-

weight, £14/10.

COLLIER'S.-1912 3y:h.p. 2-speed AUdays. £25/10;
Excelsior. 3Voh.p., 3 speeds, free engine, sprin?

forks. £16.10.

COLLIER'S.-1913 2?ih.p. 2-speed Douglas. £34/10;
1912 5'Ah.p. 2-speed Premier. £22/10; sidecar,

£3/10 extra.

COLLIER'S.—1912 magneto Humber lightweight,
£15/10; 3i<,h.p. S.P.K., countershaft 3-speed,

chain drive, £26/10.

COLLIER'S.-1912 S'^h.p. Zenith-Gradua, £24/10;
1913 3-speed free engine Triumph, fine condition,

£35.

COLLIER'S-—Rex brand new 6h.p. sidecar combina-
tion. £71. offers wanted; new Rex sidecar.

£12/10.

COLLIBE'S.-1914 2%h.p. Douglas. £26/10. fixed
gear; 2i^h.p. 2-speed F.N.. shaft drive. £17/10.

COLLIER'S.-1914 244h.p. 2-speed Douglas. £37/10;
2^^,h.p. 2-speed Douglas, wants little attention,

£18/10.

COLLIER'S.—1913 Rex twin sidecar combination.
£43/10; 1914 combination, very slightly shop-

soiled, £69/10.

COLLIER'S.—1913 7-9h.p. Quadrant and coach side-
ca"-, £45/10; Eoyal Ruby, 2-8peed, 2y2h.p. J.A.P.

engine, slightly shop-sciled. £33/10.

COLLIER'S. -Sr.S.U. 5V2h^.. 2-speed, £17/10; 5h.p.,
kick start, 1913 twin Hazlewood. 3-speed counter-

shoft. £36/10.

COLLIER'S.—3i/»h. p. free engine Rudge. £19/10:
3y2h-p. free engine Triumph, special value. £19/10.

COLLIER'S.-1914 7h.p. 2-speed Indian combination.
£52/10; 2-^4h.p. Minerva, wants attention, £3/18/6.

COLLIER'S quote the keenest exchanges. Send for
full list.—Address. Deal St.. Halifax. [0826

4ih.p.. mag., B. and B., Dunlops, first-class condi-
4 tion; £10.-Buoknall. Mayfield Rd., Acock's

Green. [X7383

TYRE
BARGAINS

Special Clearance Lines.
All goods sent on 7 days' approval against

remittance.

A 3/- Repair Outfit presented free to all

purchasers of goods to value of 20/- or over.

COVERS.
Our List

CONTINENTAL. Price. Price.

25x2iX2iT.T.,basketpattem 21/6 28/g
26X2ix 2i Rub. studded, hvy. 25/6 38/6
26X2I Standard 14/- 22/6
26X2i T.T., basket pattern . . 16/6 26/6
PIRELLI.
26X2J Ex. heavy rub. studded 25/- 39/-
26x2i Britannic hvy. rub.stud. 21/6 35/.
MIDLAND.
26-.'2 Hv. ribbed and studded 15/9 26/-
CLINCHER.
26 2} De Luxe heavy 23/6 30/8
26 2| De Luxe extra heavy. . 25/6 34/6
26 .. 2^X2^ Ex. heavy de luxe. 25/- 36/6
26x2^ De Luxe 21 /- 32 /-

26X2iDeLuxe 23/6 36/3
26X2jX2i Dreadnought 32/6 40/-

26X2J A Won, rubber studded 19/6 32/-
26X2i A "Won, rubber studded 22/6 32/-
26X 2l A Won, ribbed 14/6 27/6
KEMPSHALL.
26 X 2t Hea\'y anti-skid 22/6 32/6
26X2I Heavy non-skid 30/- 42/-
26x2! Anti-skid 23/6 37/6
26X2i Heavy non-skid 39/- 48/-
28X2^ Heavy racing 30/- 48/3
KlICHELIN.
26X2i Heavy Trident 22/6 28/6
26X2j Wired-on for F.N 21/- 30/6
WOOD-MILNE.
26x2^ Grip-ribbed heavy .... 22/6 32 /g
(for 2^ rims)

26x2^ Grip-ribbed heavy .... 20 /- 31/6
(for 2^ rims) ,. extra heavy 25/- 39/-
26x3 Grip-ribbed heavy ... . 21/-' 36/6
(for 2I rims)

HUTCHINSON.
26X2J Passenger, ribbed .... 28/6 42/-
28X2i Passenger 29/6 45/-
Special Lines for Indians, etc
28 X 3 Dominion (special for

driving wheel) 50/- —
28x3 Clincher de Luxe 35 /- 48 /-

Wood-Milne, grip-ribbed 27/6 44/-

TUBES. •

CONTINENTAL, ELITE, etc.

24x2 4/3 6/-

26x2 4/6 6/9
26X2i 6/6 7/9
26X2J 5/9 8/3
26X2JX2I :. 5/9 8/9
26X2^ S/6 8/g
26X3 7/6 9/6
2SX2i 7/6 9/3
28x3 9/6 11/9

Butted, 1 /6 extra.

BELTS.
CONTINENTAL.
8ft. Sin. X Jin. lengths only, 7/- per belt;

list price 13/9.
PEDLEY.

per ft. per ft.

&in. section ..1/3 I in. section .. 1/11
Jin 1/5 ijin. „ ..2/4
gin. section 1 /8. r5% allowed for old belt.

RETREADING.
Special Heavy 15/-, Heavy 12/6,

Medium 10/-, Studded or Ribbed Retreads.

Sections on application. Time required, 3
days from receipt of cover.

ELITE RUBBER CO., LTD.,
280, Vauxhall Brjdec Road,

VICTORIA, S.W. ^
'Phone— Vjcioria 6553.

OUi

G

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

Iih.p, Lightweight, good condition, ride away; £7/10.
2 —1, Abbey Garden, S.W. [1777

EXCELSIOR, shop-soiled model only, £68; also
Harley-Davidson.—Turpins, 22 and 29, Preaton Ed.,

Brighton. L0716

LONGMAN" BItbS. have a good selection of second-
hand machines and combinations at bargain prices.

Write, 'phone, or call, and be convinced for yonrself.—

.

1, Eing St., Acton. 'Phone: 1578 Chiswick. [1853

2-STEOEE Lightweights.—We have a stock and can
offer delivery oi Sun, Calthorpe, Diamond, Wolf,

Levis, all models; cash or exchange.—Colmore Depot, -

261, Deansgate, Manchester, and 31, Renshaw St.<

Liverpool. [0816

"pIDEE TROWAED ha= in Btock .Allon, Brough,-
XV Bradburys, Clyno, Douglas, F.N., Hobart (lady'sj,

Indian, Motosacoche, Omega, P. and M., Sunbeam,
Tyler, Zenith, Calthorpe (ladv's}. and others. See separ-

ate advts. Free petrol. 'Phone: 5392.-78, High St..

Hampstead. [1765

B.ARGAINS: Must Clear.^»Rex 2i/2h.p: Ughtweight,
Bosch, Sensprav, £9/15: 1915 4h-p. Lark-.Jap,

T.T., red, almost new, £19/10; 1914 8h.p. Waveriey-
.Tap combination, underslung Zeppelin sidecar, red,

£28/15; 1914 Grand Prix Morgan, actual racer, almost
new, £84/7; no offers; must clear. Call 9 to 7.—
Liquidator, 6c, Lansdowne Hill, West Norwood, S.E
{See cars.)

'

[1919

1Q16 2V2li-P- 2-speea Revere, almost new, £32; 1914
Xt7 SV-h.p. 3-speed Premier and Milliord sidecar,

£42: 1913 ZV^h-V- T.T. Norton, very fast, £27/10; 1914
2V-'>h-P- Eoyal Ruby, lamps and horn, in good condi-

titoi, £20: 1915 B.R.S. Norton, Philipson pulley, Lucas
lamps and horn, £48: 1916 SV'h.p. Alldays Allon Model
de Luxe, not done 50 miles, £55.—Wilkin and Co., 635,

Ecclesall Rd., Hunter's Bar, Sheffield. [X7396

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
MILLFORD £20 Red Sidecar, for spring frame

Indian; £12.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [1818

ODD Wicker Sidecar, complete; a bargain, 55/--—

Smith, 16, Haverstock Hill, Chalk Farm. [1828

PHOENIX Cane Sidecar, side door, waterproof apron;

£2/10.—S.G., Oakhurat, Eastrop, Basingstoke. [1891

WICEER Sidecar, fitted with side door, light, good
condition; 40/-.—30, Talbot St., Burnley. [X7461

BASTONE'S for value in sidecars. See last week's
adverts.—228, Pentonville Rd., King's Cross. Lon-

don. N. [192t

MILLS-FITIiFORD Cabrio Cane Sidecar, in excellent

condition; cost 18 gns., take £7, bargain.—Bush,
WeUs Rd., Bath. [X7313

NEW Indian Swan Sidecar, beautifully sprung, aad
all refinements; cost £24, accept £15, lowest.—

MiUaid, Chesterfield. [X7343

CANOELET, wind screen, hood, luggage grid, soud(I

tvre, newly re-painted; £6/12/6.-34, Forest Hill

Ed-, Honor Oak, S.E. [1882

RIDER TROWARD has light wicker sidecar, £2/2;
another, 35/*; coachbuilt, side door, £3/10; anotlier,

£5.-78, High St., Hampstead. [1766

SIDECARS.— Several buUet-shaped coachbuilt bodies,

with or without chassis, cheap.—Write, Stokes and
Holt, Ltd., Belgrave Ed., Leicester. [0718

GROSVENOR Sidecars, special sporting model light-

weight sidecar for Douglas, and similar machines;
£9/15. Catalogue free.— Grosvenor Motor Co., Bradford
St., Bolton. [7574

WATSONIAN and Jnno Sidecars, 9 models, imme-
diate delivery; cash, prices from £6/13/6: gradual

pavments from 12/3 monthly. — Juno Works. 248.

Bishopsgate, London. [8919

SPECIAL Sidecars to suit American Excelsior and
Harley-Davidson; Cape hoods 30/-, wind screens

17/6: splendid value in lightweight model at £8.—Mel-
ville Sidecars, Halifax. [XI 034

SIDECARS for any machine, bodies, chassis, hoods,
and screens, supplied separately, inspection invited,

or write, stating requirements, to T. Williams and Co.,

Sidecar Manufacturers, Collyhurst St., Manchester. [1278

SIDECARS, touring, sorting, lightweights, for all

' motor cycles, including Indian, over 100 designs
in stock, chassis and hoods and screens supplied ; a few
shop-soiled models in stock; bargains.—Burbury Sidecar

Works, Farm St., Birmingham. [X6984

SIDE-CARRIERS AND PARCEL-CARS.
R.I.T. 16-20h.p. Light Van, in perfect order; £65.—
Marshall, Castle St., Cambridge. [1301

MILLS-FULFOED Commercial Sidecar, loose trays,

coach body, new; £12.—Campion Garage, London
Rd., Derby. [1684

MILLS-FULFORD Tradesman's Sidecar, cheap, or

exchange lady's and gent's cycles.—127, London
Rd., King's Lynn. [X7489

BODIES.
ZEPP Cigar Torpedo Sports Coach Bodies, upholstered

and finished; 50/-.—Venus Car Co., Seven Sisters

Rd., N. [1866

COACH Bodies, latest; great sacrifice, 25/-; brand
new.—Venus Sidecar Co., 746, Seven Sisters Ed..

Tottenham. 13723

K

A22 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue.
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The Use of Petrol Substitutes.

THERE has been excitement in certain

quarters during the past week concerning

the use of petrol substitutes, which

happened in this way. As briefly announced

in cur last issue, the Conway magistrates

decided that it was illegal to run^a char-a-banc

on a petrol substitute, after taking into considera-

tion the new regulations in which motor spirit

was defined ' as an inflammable hydro-carbon,

and any liquid containing hydro-carbon which

was capable of being used for providing reason-

ably efficient motive power for a motor char-a-

banc. An interfering evening paper then went

to see the Petrol Committee on the subject, and

one of the officials was alleged to have said that

anything used as motor spirit in a motor car was

Hable to the duty, even water used in a carbu-

retter if it could be consumed.

The very next morning the Petrol Committee

denied having ever made such a statement, and

ordinary motorists and motor cyclists were

relieved to see it stated that there was no restric-

tion whatever on the use of petrol substitutes,

and that the Order only applied to chars-a-bancs.

This chars-a-bancs Order has, however, been

interpreted in various ways throughout the

country. In the West, for instance, one morning

a policeman was stationed on the high road to

tell motorists to go home and put their
^
cars

away, as they might not use them for private

purposes. The same thing happened in North

Wales, where all motor vehicles were stopped.

This was, of course, entirely unauthorised, and

motor cychsts are still entitled to use petrol sub-

stitutes if they can get them. Again at Botirne-

mouth the owners of a char-a-banc were fined,

not for using paraffin, but because they employed

methylated spirit for starting up the engine.

By dint of great persuasion our sister journal,

Motor Traction, elicited a declaration from the

Board of Trade conceriiing this use of motor

spirit and petrol substitutes, and this reads as

follows: "While they (the Board of Trade)

have no authority to interpret the regulations,

it appears to them that, in considering whether

any particular vehicle is one to which the

regulation applies, regard may rightly be paid

to the question whether it is being used for

excursions or trips in the way chars-a-bancs are

ordinarily u-sed, but tliat taxicabs or cars of the

nature of ordinary private cars, even if hired

from a garage, would not i?i any case come
within the operation of the regulations."

Notice of appeal has been given in both the

cases referred to above, and the Commercial
Motor Useiss' Association will support the Conway
appeal, which will be regarded as a test case.

In conclusion, it may be observed that if the

limitations of the supply of petrol are solely

in order to ensure an adequate supply for the

needs of the Services and munitions work, as

we have been led to understand, there can be

no objection whatever to the use of substitutes.

Purchase Oil in Drums.

ONE of the leading oil companies has again

drawn the attention of the motoring
'public to the control of tin-plate by the

Government. This the average ' reader

may consider a minor matter from his

point of view, but as a real matter of fact the

que.stion affects him more directly than he
supposes. Motor cyclists are in the habit of

purchasing small quantities of oil—usually

quart, half-gallon, or gallon tins. Almost
without exception these tins are not used again,

^ and it is with the object of preventing the

unnecessary use of tin-plate that the appeal is

made. Now, quite apart from the prevention
of waste, it is distinctly more economical to

purchase oil in bulk, say in five-gallon drums,
than in comparatively expensive small tins.

It is not only the user to whom this appeal is

addressed ; motor agents and dealers throughout
the country can and should assist by suggesting

to their clients the desirability of purchasing
their oil in drums.

. , .,BW^,

An index to the advertisements in tiiis issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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From the Front.
I have just had one of Dr. Lindsay's chatty epistles

from the Front. He is evidently aggrieved at being
deprived of his Norton, and when he gets his next
leave he proposes to call on' the designer of the spring
fork vi^hich he is how compelled to ride, and to take
a gun with him. He coibments violently on the folly

of the War Office buyers, who began by specifying
machines with "sit-up" handle-bars and footrests to

suit. They tardily discovered that full T.T. bars
were the goods for dodging shell holes, but lacked the
gumption to alter the footrest position to suit. Dr.
Lindsay agrees with Mr. Burnard anent the appearance
of the new Scott sociable, and opines that the com-
bination mudguard and petrol tank will soon be
eliminated, first by gateposts and finally by the

designer.

About Spring Forks.
I informed my readers some months ago that I

intended to try out every rear-sprung frame on the

market, and I have nearly completed my wading
through the list.. I need hardly say that I am more
convinced and enthusiastic on the main point than ever

I was. I do not wish to ride another rigid rear frame
so far as long distance work is concerned, and I

imagine that the cruder type of frame will be practi-

cally confined to the cheapest and lightest machines
when the war allows manufacture to be recommenced
on the normal basis. Oddly enough, the subsidiary

points have all come to me as surprises. In particular

I have realised the noisiness and inefficiency of the

average front fork of repute. I have used certain

front forks' without complaint for years past, and
imagined that they were tolerably satisfactory articles.

The jars received from them were as notliing in com-
parison with the much heavier shocks administered by
the old rigid rear frame ; and any noise created by
the front fork was drowned in the clatter of the tool-

kit, as it shivered under the' concussions received from
the rear wheel. But when I take out a rear-sprung
model no concussions accrue from behind, and the tool-

bag and other back-hamper are dead silent. As a

consequence, one's critical faculties are instantly con-

centrated on the fore half of the bicycle, and one
notices the noise and the bumpiness thereof. As soon
as rear springs become standardised, and work into

universal ownership, we shall get a clamour for better

and quieter front forks, so here is an opening for

inventors. .

' '

Decarbonisation.
I do not want to reopen this controversy,- but rather

to underline one or two of its main features. An
experienced rider of many makes states his views in

a letter to me as follows :
" The average small twin

requires cleaning every 400 miles, the 3J h.p. single

ev^ry 600 miles, and the 6 h.p. twin every 1,000
miles." I should describe these averages as

A12

ccasional^
^ommemi

exaggerated, and applying only to a rider who was
as inaccurate in his oiling as he was fastidious about

engine tune ; but the real point of his letter follows :

" A 33^. h.p. water-cooled engine, of which very

few riders have experience, evinces no signs of car-

bonisation in running after 2,000 miles." Parallel

testimony comes from a lubrication expert, whose

name would be familiar to all my readers if I gave

it. He bought a well-known 10 h.p. light car, which

has rather a reputation for being under-cooled. As
delivered to him, its oil consumption averaged 400-500

m.p.g. He finally undertook some alterations which

improved the cooling, and a gallon of oil now
regularly lasts him 1,000 miles. The car has rurr

12,000 miles, and was decarbonised after each 4,000

miles, the quantity of deposit being practically

identical on all three' occasions. During the first two

running periods of 4,000 miles each, the oil consump-

tion was between eight and ten gallons ; during the

last period' of 4,000 miles, the oil consumption was
exactly four gallons. Yet the carbon deposited in

each of the three periods was identical, and in each

case was almost wholly oil deposit. Has any reader

a theory which mil reconcile these two opposed
experiences ? The one points towards cooling as a

vital element in retarding deposit, the other indicates

that cooling has little direct effect.

Sight Feed Oilers.

More often than not, the description " sight-feed
"

as applied to drip-glasses, whether on cars or cycles, is

more of a practical joke than a terminological exacti-

tude. I don't know whether the real culprit be capillary

attraction, or condensation, or vibration, but the fact

remains that on most motor vehicles these glasses are

usually so thickly smeared with green oil inside that

they would not be less transparent if they were made
of steel tube. Still, there are happy days when the

oil confines itself to a thin central trickle, instead of

slinging itself about wholesale, and on these occasions

one usually wonders if the designer concerned is a

recluse highbrow, who has forgotten the real con-

struction of the human neck, and imagines it is as

long as a giraffe's, and has a universal joint every

millimetre ; for twist and crane as you may, you can

seldom see the oil trickle. Hats off—in this respect

amongst others—^to the 1916 Douglas. Its green

trickle is shown against a white opaque background in

a banjo-shaped -ca^e, tilted backwards at an angle of

about 45", and mounted as far forwards as possible

on the top tube—just under the steering head, in fact.

You can see what is going on, whenever the oil and the

weather and your own pump management permit the

front glass to be transparent. On another machine in

my stable, you have to thrust your head down on the

near side of the tank, and push it through a convenient

gap between the exhaust pipe and the cylinder,, if you

wish to watch the oil alass

!
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The writer and his

SALISBURY Plain being a great centre of military

- training and the temporary home of many
thousands of men, visits to that neighbourliood

have been of frequent occurrence by those having
relatives stationed there. An impression of a recent

trip may be of interest to some who liave perhaps
rather a remote idea of that vast tract of undulating
chalk country which has been aptly likened to the

surface of the ocean when heaving after a storm.

There is a choice of routes from the West of England,
the one most frequently used being through Bath to

Melksham on the left bank of the Avon, with its

mile long mail coach road from London forming the

main street. Melksham is a clean and not over busy
town, once a centre of the West of England cloth

making industry, but now reviving on account of the

extensive manufacture of motor and cycle tyres.

Devizes, an ancient and- well-known market town, is

a few miles beyond, and is an outpost of the Plain.

The main street of this place is wide and spacious,

and ornamented by a cross erect(^d by Lord ^idmoiith
in 1814 as a mark of esteem for the borough of
which he had been Recorder for thirty years, and
which he had represented at Westminster for six suc-

cessive parliaments.

An Historic Inn,
It was at "The Bear" Hotel, Devizes, that the

father of Sir Thomas Lawrence, the painter, was
landlord, and here it was that the youthful artist at

the age of seven first learned to draw likenesses and
to repeat poetry for the entertainment of customers.
A worthy and public-spirited host must Mr. Lawrence
have been, for at his own expense in 1770 he set up
tall poles every half mile along the road from Devizes
to Salisbury. These have now given place to ordinary
milestones, but the pioneer of civilisation should not
be forgotten. Another interesting feature of Devizes
and worthy of passing notice is the Kennet and Avon
Canal, which, after taking eleven years to construct
at enormous cost, is carried over the hill upon which
the town is built in a series of twenty-nine locks. Of
the remains of the castle behind the " Bear " not
much is to be seen beyond a mound of a keep with
surrounding ditch.

Running out of the town by way of the Brittox, a
street so-called from the fact that mice a Bretesque

A.J.S. sidecar.

or wooden tower stood upon its drawbridge, the right

hand road to Andover is taken, and Roundway Hill,

which rises immediately from Devizes, is ascended.

This hill, or "Runaway hill," so styled by the

Royalists, was the scene of the CromweUian Forces

being put to flight in 1643. After the Battle of Laos-

down, near Bath, the Royalists retreated to Devizes

under Lord Wilmot, who with 1,500 horsemen engaged

the Roundhead Army, capturing some 2,000 killed or

prisoners. Beyond Roundway Hill, Salisbury Plain

proper is entered, still a bleak expanse, although at

the present day much has been reclaimed and fields of

ripening corn gladden the eye, and clumps of trees

are to be seen on almost every hill, planted chiefly as

a shelter for game. The great bulk of the land is still

occupied as sheep walks, and farm buildings are

seldom out of sight. But the Plain still presents much
the same aspect in the main as when " Thomas
Ingoldsby " wrote:

" Salisbury Plain is bleak and bare,

At least so I've heard many people declare.

For I fairly confess I never was there;

Not a .shrub, nor a tree,

Nor a bush can we see :

No hedges, no ditches, no gates, no stiles,

Much less a house or a cottage for miles

;

It's a very sad thing to be cauglit in the rain

Wlien night's coming on upon Salisbury Plain."

A Lion«ss on Salisbury Plain.

There are, however, several comfortable inns on the

Plain, the " Bustard," a good and well-kept house,

and so-called from the fact that the Great Bustard

was formerly common on the Wiltshire Downs, but is

now never seen, the last pair of these rare and inter-

esting birds being captured some sixty years ago.

The "Pheasant Inn," which we pass further on, is

another famous house of call. It was here that the

jaded Londoners, Charles and Mary Lamb, often came
for rest and quiet, and would walk twenty miles a day

enjoying the " quiet delicious lazy holiday." One
dark night in October, 1816, so the inn records inform

us, a curious and unexpected incident occurred at the

"Pheasant." The Exeter Mail, on its road tc

London, had just pulled up, when the off leader was

seized by a lioness. Great was the uproar which
imm'ediately sounded over the solitary Plain. Two of

the .Tffrighted passengei-s rushed into the inn anc
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locked themselves into an upper room. In the mean-
time a large mastiff had bounded to the rescue, but

paid the penalty of its temerity. The lioness left the

horse, which had fought with great spirit, and pur-

sued the dog, which it killed within forty yards. ' The
keeper of the lioness now arrived, and at considerable

risk drove it into an outhouse and there secured 'it.

It had escaped from a caravan on its way to Salisbury

Fair.

Continuing our road towards Everleigh, numerous
tumuli or barrows and remains of early British camps
and villages are noticed on the surrounding hills, and
authorities state that no tract of country is richer in

these ear^)' remains than that between Everleigh and
Amesbury. In one tumuli recently opened near here

were found the remains of a dog and that of its master,

buried together with a circular wreath of horns of the

red deer and five beautiful arrow heads cut out of

flint. Thus we learn that the profession of the Briton

here buried was that of a hunter from the mute
inanimate memorials to prowess in the chase. We
neared Upavon, the object of our ride, a snugly

placed village of 500 inhabitants nestling at the foot

of several hills. Here our thoughts, which had been
carried back probably four thousand years, receive

a rude awakening as we approach the Royal Flying

©ii©]S((yCILII SEPTEMBER 21st, igi6.

Schools. About-a mile of. steady rising road from the
village brings .us to the aerodromes.

Here were ten aeroplanes all -in flight at the same
time. With a swing of the propeller to start the
engine, the airman, with as much sangfroid as one
would mount a bicycle, would seat himself, and after

a short run be soaring skywards in a moment. Notices

at the roadside warning pedestrians and others to
" beware of aeroplanes " struck me as peculiar, but
as I was still pondering, a huge battle-plane, which had
been practising short runs on the grass, rose about six

feet in order to avoid me on the road, passing within

a foot or so of my head. The shock was so great that

I nearly lost my equilibrium, which fact seemed to

greatly amuse the airman, who returned and accom-
panied me along the road overhead for half a mile,

whilst I involuntarily ducked to avoid the propeller

which seemed to me to be in unpleasant proximity to

my head. With a sudden lift my friend left me, and
with spirals and bankings was soon a mile above me.
The graceful evolutions of the machines were most
interesting to watch, with the sun glinting on the white

planes and polished aluminium bodies. Practice with

machine guns, the gunner perched in a seemingly pre-

carious position, was most thrilling to see.

After a rest and a few calls to look up friends our

ride was continued to the great military camps of

Windmill Hill and Perham Downs,
near Ludgershall. Matters of a per-

sonal nature now interested us, and
at 6 p.m. the homeward run was
commenced, which proved to be a

non-stop run of two hours, thanks

to the trusty A.J.S. sidecar, which,

as usual, ran faultlessly and
economically. I, discovered I had
only used about i|- gallons of my
monthly allowance during the no
miles trip. The roads, too, were un-

doubtedly the best ridden on this

season, having recently been en-

tirely remade. " Bona Satis."

•..sii45s-^.i,:;'>5

THE KING OF SPAIN S INTEREST

IN MOTOR CYCLES.

We announced last week that King

Alfonso had purchased an Indian sidecar

for his children. The lower illustration

shows them ready to start for a ride. In the

upper picture His Majesty is seen inspecting

another Indian, his interest in the sporting

sidecar body being very apparent.

AI4
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1,500 MILES WITH A 1916 TRIUMPH.
Road Experience of a Machine idenlical with (hose used by Despatch Riders.

The writer's

machine.

NO matter what theatre of war a

British motor cycHst may visit,

there he will find motor cycles

rendering yeoman service, scurrying

hither and thither with important

despatdies. And just as certain as one
is to find motor cycles, one will see the

Coventry-made Triumph, a machine
represented in its thousands throughout

the different war zones, as a result of

continuous productive effort on the part

of the manufacturers since the outbreak
of war. Chatting with despatch riders,

as it is the writer's constant privilege,

many will urge that in winter in par-

ticular the even pulling twin-c)linder

mount—as light as compatible with

safety—^is ideal ; in summer, when ability

to keep upright is not so forcibly engrained upon the

rider's mind by the state of the roads, reliability is the

outstanding desideratum. And it is in reliability par-

ticularly where the Triumph excels—why, whereas in

the days of hub gears it was- no unusual thing for a

despatch rider' to have a new mount every month or

six weeks, we have lately heard D.R.'s expressing in

the most affectionate terms how many months (some-

times over a year) their present " 'bus " has served

them.

During the spring and summer it has been our good
fortune to possess a 191 6 model Triumph, so that we
are able to speak of it from personal experience. It

has huge flat bars just as supplied to the Army, and
the riding position provided by these Sfmi-T.T. bars

is very comfortable, but, above all, increases appre-

ciably one's feeling of safety and controllability over

the machine. On long runs, however, a touch of back-

ache is not unknown to riders who are not out regularly.

Some of its Mechanical Features.

The 4 h.p. Triumph of 1916 is practically identical

with the r9i5 design, detail improvements only having

been effected. One of these is the adoption of a new
type of decompressor, of which more
later. For many years the Triumph Co.
pinned their faith to the " square engine,"

a bore and stroke of 84 x 86 mm. and
85 X 88 mm. having^ been retained for a

considerable period.^ But a couple of

years ago an entirely new design of long
stroke engine was
adopted, having a

ball bearing crank-

shaft, roller bearings -

to the connecting
rod' big end, and
single timing wheel
formed in one with
its external cams, in.

eluding the decom-
pressor cam. The
capacity of the new
engine is 550 c.c.

COMPRESSION
' TAP

LOADED
RIM

HOLE FOR TESTING
CORRECT ASSEMBLINO

IF FLYWHEEL5

1916 4 h.p. Triumph, engine and its cnmponent parts.

the bore and stroke being 85 x 97 mm.
respectively. The operation of the

valves is effected by horizontal rockers

which lap over the cams, enabling a

direct lift of the adjustable-headed

tappets. In every respect the engine is

more sturdy and substantial than its pre-

decessors. The valve heads, for in-

stance, are i f^in. diameter (they have
flat tops), wliilst the springs are of

generous dimensions, the coils being of

large diameter, and so assisting in the

dissipation of heat. The cylinder is a

clean job, and the ports naturally con-

siderably larger than heretofore, with air

passages behind to assist cooling.

The 1916 Triumph is not" exces-

sively fast—for that matter, -it is geared
too low to show up its best paces. The real merit of

the latest Triumph is in its ability to maintain a high

rate of speed \\ithout complaint and without trouble

ensuing. High averages on the old 3J4' h.p. models
were possible, but sooner or later a valve gave out,

and, drive you never so cautiously, a hill would be
encountered which would suddenly slow the machine
and cause excessive knocking. Tlie difference with
the " four " is that one may punish it severely, and yet,

after the end of a fast non-stop run, accelerate speed
on a really severe hill and fly over the top with the

greatest ease. The complaint of "drying up" with

the 1916 engine is unknown so far as our experience
goes.

The Transmission System.

In addition to the new type engine, 1915 marked
another real departure in Triumph practice, and that

was the adoption of combined chain and belt trans-

mission and the fitting of a countershaft gear. Thus
transmission troubles were swept aside, for with large

diameter pulleys belt breakages are entirely unknown
(the belt is a tin. section), and the enclosed chain

is well able to look after itself. But this system
of transmission is remarkably rigid,

and at slow speeds there is a certain

amount of disagreeable snatch
noticeable, due to the short belt

centres. Thanks to a first-class

ciuich conveniently controlled, the
kick may be softened until really

under way, and
the clutch does not

seem to mind such
severe treatment.

Originally, our

machine was geared

5 to I, but, finding

that we never had
recourse to the two
lower ratios, we pre-

vailed upon the
Triumph Co. to fit

a larger sprocket on

>Xm DECOMPRESSOR"^
!^,'.,„ HOLE FOR TESTING

nM.^t*rP?I>. CORRECT ASSEMBLING
ROCKER ARM OF FLYWHEELS
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1.500 MUes with a 1916 Triumph.—

the engine-shaft. As a result, the machine has been

a good deal more pleasant to handle in open country,

but, of course, the snatch at slow speeds has been

accentuated. One may be excused for surprise at the

fitting of such a low standard gear as 5 to .1 on a

4 h.p. bicycle, but it may be well to explain here that

the Triumph experts con-

sider that the positive

drive provided by large

pulleys, as adopted in the

case of chain - cum - belt

transmission, does away
with all slip, unnoticeable

with direct belt drive, but

which is nevertheless

present. In their judg-

ment, and from our ex-

perience we concur, a 5 to

I ratio with chain-cum-
belt transmission is equal

to a 4 J^ to I gear with

direct belt drive.

The Triumph carburetter is a magnificent instru-

ment. It enables consistently easy starting—indeed,

we have amazed many riders who have been in trouble

at different times with engines that start sluggishly by
the manner in which our machine has started from
dead cold at the second push of the pedai. Never
once have we found it necessary to prime the engine.

One simply turns on the p'^trol, gives a single press

of the plunger of the float chamber (this operation

involving the sealing of the chamber and ensuring

petrol reaching the jet without waste), a dig at the

kick starter with the air lever wide open and the

throttle lever J^in. open, and the engine regularly

responds.

On ike Road.

At all ordinary speeds the new Triumph holds the

road beautifully, and, thanks to the excellent clutch

fitted to the Sturmey-Archer gear and its -convenient

method of operation
by lever on the left

handle grip, one may
pursue a tortuous

course in traffic with

every feeling of

safety. On the open
road there is some-
thing very nice in

being astride a power-
ful machine. Twenty
miles an hour with

the throttle but a
quarter open, and the

engine longing to be
let out, as proved by
the way it jumps
ahead \yhen the throttle lever is opened but a fraction.
Devouring hills on top gear is probably the most
exhilarating experience, and, one can indulge in any
amount of this sort of thing without complaint from
the engine. We have used the Triumph of which we
are speaking a good deal in connection with our
recruiting work, finding it more convenient, not to say
16

The 1916 model 4 h.p. Triumph referred to in the accompanying article.

An enclosed chain conveys the power to the three-speed S.A. countershaft gear.

faster, on occasion! On a journey to Nottingham,
via Leicester and Loughborough, we could not resist

the temptation to turn the machine round at the foot

of Bunny Hill and try its paces. Not that the hill is

steep, but because, of our old associations. During
the past fourten years, the writer has pushed, been
pushed, run alongside, and pedalled on the various

machines used on this hill.

Consequently there is an

i n w a r d gratification in

being able to make fun of

Bunny Hill on such a

machine as the 4 h.p.

Triumph. The gradient

was deserted, and suffice

to say that the machine
showed no perceptible fall-

ing off in speed even to

the summit. Would that

Countisbury and Lynton
Hills could be dropped
nearer the Midlands ! An
easy ascent of the Old

Wyche at Malvern on second gear convinced us that

the Somersetshire and Devonshire terrors would be
easy prey to the new " four."

Comfort and Road Surface,

Occasionally one yearns for the comfort of a spring

frame, for our roads are deteriorating at an alarming
rate, due .to the abnormal traffic in certain centres and
the small amount of road repair work now possible.

In consumption our Triumph has gradually improved.
Originally it did 65 m.p.g., but latterly, on summer
roads, the figure has been nearer 80. We have alread\

recorded our appreciation of the Sturmey-Archei
countershaft gear. The various changes of speed are

effected with -remarkable ease, though Ave are not
surprised that despatch riders have adapted the geai
control to be operated by the foot, for in the top gear
pncition the knob-ended lever is apt to chafe on the
rider's thigh. If this excellent gear has a fault

it is in the noise

emanating from the

box on the two lower
ratios, both when
dri\-ing and when the

the machine Js pro-

pelling the engine by
its own momentum.
Our experience

with the Triumph ex-

tends to about 1,500
miles, including some
fast work. For that

matter, what is the

use of a steady 4 h.p.

mount built for speed,
and with dropped

handle-bars too, unless one may be allowed to tov
with the throttle lever ? One run of si.xty-two miles
along the Fosseway in pouring rain was accomplished
without a dismount. Only once has the engine ceased
firing involuntarily, caused by the waterproof teiTninal-

jumping off the sparking plug due to striking a pot-

hole violently at speed. Incidentally, the experience

o.
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1 500 Miles with a 1916 Triumph.—

gives some idea of the shocks a fast moving machine

has to sustain in these days of pot-holey stretches. The
Triumph, however, is well able to withstand them.

Not a nut has shaken loose on the machine from start

to finish. By the way, one day we had rather a shock.

Not having had occasion to use the lamp and generator

set, and assuming that all was well, seeing that the

machine is a duplicate of those supphed to the War
Office, we had not observed that the King of the Road
lamp was of the swivelling variety, and rendered it

liable to confiscation and the rider to be fined. The
experience is all the more amazing as the War Oiifice

Clynos have exactly the same type of lamp (supplied

to War Office specification), and recently the High
Wycombe police authorities distinguished themselves

by stopping one of these khaki-finished machines,

seizing the lamp and fining the driver.

An Improved Decompressor.
On later models than that illustrated a small

improvement in detail has been made, the method of

operating the decompressor being replaced by a novel

form of trigger control.

It will be noticed from the accompanying sketch that

there are two positions for this trigger, and no midway
position is possible. When the lever is set down the

exhaust rocker arm is in normal position and engine

at full compression. When the lever is pulled up to

the horizontal position the rocker is pushed inwards

about }i'va. or ^in., and engages with an extra cam
set alternate with the exhaust cam. This has the effect

of lifting the exhaust valve for a short period during

each compression stroke, thus allowing a portion of the

charge to escape, and so reduce the compression.

To start, the rider sets the lever horizontally and

The normal posihon ot the rocker and trigger is shown by dotted

lines The component parts of the fitting are shown below, viz. from

the left : Rocker arm actuating spring, sleeve and thrust pin (a small

bufler sprmo is placed inside), dust cover, and operating ;evers

either pushes off or kick-starts on half compression;

when started and seated, a touch with the foot, and it

springs to the lower position, giving full compression,

ft is neatly made and quite simple in its action.

THE S.M.C. LIGHTWEIGHT.
A Novel American Lightweight with Engine Dimensions of 64mm.x 64 mm. = 206 c.c.

THE motor cycle trade in America has, as is fairly

well known on this side of the Atlantic, concen-

trated on heavyweight high-powered twins,

and in 'connection with which it has undoubtedly

achieved considerable success. Until quite recently

lightweights of any kind have not interested either the

American trade or public, so it is not altogether sur-

prising to find that what lightweights do exist do not

conform altogether to British ideas of perfection. But

of late two-stroke lightweights have begun to interest

the manufacturers, and we now have several Americaji

examples, among them the S.M.C, which is the latest

model produced by the Schickel Motor Company, of

Stamford, Connecticut. It will be remembered that

this firm make a 6 h.p. single-cylinder two-stroke.

An American two-stroke lightweight, the S.M.C

The S.M.C. lightweight is a new production, and is a

curious mixture of American ingenuity and simplicity

which amounts almost to crudeness in design. The
frame is pleasing in appearance, and follows English

lines to some extent. The awkward way in which
the exhaust pipe is conducted away behind the saddle

tube, and the manner in which the exhaust pipe enters

the silencer, practically at right angles, hardly con-

form to English ideas. It will also be noticed that the

machine is .single geared, and has solid forks.

The details to hand are not particularly lucid, but

from them we learn that the engine is lubricated on

the petroil system, and that the chief novelty lies in

the magneto.

The magneto is very similar to that employed on

Ford cars, that is, incorporated in the flywheel. This

dynamo-magneto as fitted to the S.M.C. was illustrated

and described in The Motor Cycle of June 22nd. The
carburetter is of the automatic type, the automatic

single-lever carburetter having received far more atten-

tion in America than it has in this country

As regards the engine. The cylinder is cast integrally

with the crank case, provision being made for the

introduction of the crankshaft, piston, and connecting

rod. The cylinder head is separate. It is attached by

means of a thread which permits of its ready removal

and replacement, while the joint is made permanently

gas-tight by means of a copper and asbestos washer.
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A SOUTH AFRICAN DESPATCH
RIDER IN " GERMAN EAST."

WE are able to give our readers this

week more impressions o£ the

German East African campaign

from the motor cyclist's point of view.

Our issues of August 24th (page 160) and

August 31st (page 180) contained the

experiences of English motor cyclists now
serving in light armoured motor batteries,

whereas the following is from a South

African despatch rider operating in the

same war zone. Tlie writer (D. Leslie)

was at one time very keen upon coming

home to enlist in the Motor Machine Gun
Section, and wrote the Editor for particu-

lars. However, he was so anxious to do

something that he did not wait for

particulars to be sent out to him, and so

enlisted in the South African Despatch

Riders' Section.

Eoads, as we understand at home,
hardly exist in German East Africa, and-

even Colonials find the jungle tracks

very trying. Hence it is only to be

expected that minor troubles were experi-

enced with motor cycles intended for

English or ordinary Colonial service. It

is a remarkable testimony that the

machines with which the South African

despatch riders are equipped have stood

up so well under conditions exactly the

opposite for which they were designed.

The following is Leslie's own account
. of his experiences :

"The South African Motor Cycle Corps

consists of mounted infantry, and the men
were recruited from all the difierent

districts of the Union.
" We were sent up to Potchefstroom,

m the Transvaal, and here we were put
through hard training. When the corps

was up to full strength we were all put

through another test and the best fifty

men picked out as despatch riders, and
named the S.A. Despatch Riders. After

a month's training these fifty D.R.'s, who
must not be confused with the motor
cycle infantry, left Potchefstroom en route,

for Durban, where they embarked on an
auxiliary cruiser.

Tuning Up Motor Cycles at Sea.

"We were told that we would be
required immediately we landed at Kilin-

dine {British East Africa), so the officer

in charge made arrangements with the

commander of the ship to have our
machines brought up out of the hold
on deck. We spread large tarpaulins on
the forecastle deck and commenced the
somewhat unique task of fitting up fifty-

seven motor cycles in mid-ocean.
" As soon as we landed we were packed

into the train and taken within a few

B2

miles of the firing line—about 200 miles

inland. Here we unloaded our machmes,

filled them with petrol and oil, and sat

across the saddles for the first tune.

Next day we were attached to various

units, and were hard at work in one of

the least known districts of British East

Africa only just over a week from the

date of leaving Potchefstroom.

Mud Half Way up Crank Case.,

"The South African country "roads are

certainly not of the best, even among bad

roads, but we never expected anything

like the tracks we have had to ride over

here—there are no roads at all. We just

followed motor lorry tracks across the

veldt, and when these did not take one

to the right destination we turned off

and rode across country, through hushes,

long grass, over ant heaps, and through

dongas. This portion of the country

abounded with game of every description.

Large herds of antelopes could be seen

grazing. on the grassy plains, while every

now and again the noise of our exhausts

would disturb a troop of zebras or a

number of ostriches ; also several rhinos

and giraffes were seen, and of the rhinos

one had to be very careful.

"We did not have much trouble with

our machines until the rainy season set

in, making the roads one big swamp,
and quite impassable even to ox waggon
transport let alone motor cycles. I have

read a lot about the mud in the French

war zone, but I greatly dftubt if it could

touch the stuff we had. If a motor

cyclist could average the same speed as

another man on foot over some stretches

he was doing well. It is no exaggeration

to say that on many occasions I have had
my machine ploughing though mud that

reached half-way up the crank case,

which eventually brought it to a stand-

still and required the strength of three

natives to lift it out again.

Sleeping in the Rain.
" For the best part of three months we

never had a roof over our heads, nor

shelter of any kind, but spent night after

night sleeping in the open, and often in

rain. At first it was not very nice, but

we soon got so used to it that it made no
difference at all. We must have been in

excellent physical condition ; no one

went down with a cold, though some
contracted fever. Now that the rainy

season is over, and the roads are dry
again, our trouble is not mud but sand.

For miles around Kondoa the road lies

in a dry river bed, and is at least

six inches deep in sand. The best way
to get through this is to put in second
gear, open the throttle wide, and charge
the sand as hard as possible, trusting

to the speed to carry one through; but

if the sandy patch is too long or too
deep, put in bottom gear, get the wheels
in a deep waggon rut, balancing oneself
by putting the feet out on either side,

and go through slowly—at walking pace.
The latter will take one through any-
thing.

" We have travelled about the country
for nearly six months without spares or
tools other than our tool-kit. The nearest
mechanics or workshop are at the base

—

nearly 200 miles away. Whenever a
machine gave in with some part broken
we had to pull a good machine to pieces
for spajes, or keep the damaged one
until another crock came along, when
we wo'uld make one good cycle out of the'

wrecks. When we started out, all we
were supplied with was a repair outfit,^
spare tube, gaiter, and plug, not even a
punch or belt fastener!

Some Troubles Experienced.
" We are all mounted on 4^- h.p. B.S. A.'s,

and a stronger machine and more power- _

ful engine would be hard to find, but
one thing they need for this kind of work
is a hand-controlled clutch. Of course,
they have their weak spots for work in

this part of the world, but with the con-
ditions described the same would apply
to any machine.

" The clearance is far too low for cross-

country riding. Front spring, front
spindle, and saddle-piDar were no doubt
designed for home use, and require to
be stronger out here. The kick-starter

should be enclosed, as sand and dirt get
in and clog the ratchet ; the spring jilso

breaks very easily. We have all had
trouble with the American magnetos,
especially during the rainy season, when
they were constantly going wrong owing
^o water and mud getting into them.

" Both rims and spokes could be greatly
strengthened. Another item that could
receive a good deal of attention is the
riiudguarding. There is not nearly enough
clearance for the tyre. We all had to

remove the side pieces of both front and
back guards, and, in some cases, the
whole mudguard. I may add that the
Dunlop tyres are splendid. After five

months' running they are still in excellent
condition, and good for a thousand miles
more. We have had very few punctures."

ENFIELD OUTFITS FOR NEW
ZEALAND POST OFFICE.

Messrs. J. B. Clarkson, the Wellington
(N.Z.) agents for Royal Enfield motor
cycles, have recently supplied twelve
6 h.p. Enfield sidecar outfits to the Post
and Telegraph Department of New Zea-
land. This is the thrid order for this

make of machine from this department,
which speaks well for the behaviour of
the machines previously supplied.
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THE MOTOR CYCLE IN CEYLON'S SUNNY ISLE.
Experiences of a Missionary who uses a Motor Cycle in iiis Work.
• T • /-I 1 1 1 * j1 1 1 i .1 '11 1MOTOR cycling in Ceylon, as

no " tea party." In most

of the main roads is good,

the roads are very narrow—fit for

direction. Therefore, on meeting!

cannot be seen some distance

ahead theire is always a risk of a

collision, for want of elbow room
on the road. Then, again, in

many parts of the island the

roads are very mountainous,

abounding in appalling hairpin

corners, with a potential disaster

at every blind curve. And on

such occasions a smash is apt to

be serious, as there is probably a

fall of anything from a score to

a thousand feet to be contem-
plated should one go over the

edge.

Ceylon Livestock.

But far worse than hills, hair-

pins, narrowness of roads, and
occasional bad surfaces, is the

number of livestock everywhere.

The ride from Kandy to Colombo
is like going through a seventy-

mile farmyard, and is typical of

thousands of miles of riding

throughout the colony. First and
foremost there is the eternal and
ubiquitous bullock cart, with its

two bulls and a " buffalo " of a

driver. If the cart were driven

along the left-hand edge of the

road it would not be so intoler-

able, but, by some inscrutable

design of the Evil One, a cart is

always on the wrong side of the

road. Often enough the driver

will stop by the wayside to have
a glass of tea, or a rice cake, or a

gossip while his cart goes ahead.

Sometimes he goes to sleep in the

cart, and trusts that the bells on
the bulls' necks will clear the

traffic on the road.

I think most of us here would
agree that the Ceylon carter is

" the limit." If it is possible to

have two limits probably the

pariah dog would be given the

questionable honour of equalling

the nuisance of the cart. Then
there are the fowls, which live

on the roads, for the sake of the

pickings consequent on the traffic.

Besides this, there are innumer-
able cattle strolling about to find

pasture along the sides of the

roads. Then there are the pigs,

a general rule, is

cases the surface

but practically all

traffic in only one
any veiiicle which

SCENES IN CEYLON.
(Top) Ancient rock fortress and royal city,

Siginya. 1 ,500 years ago this v/as the rocky strong-

hold of the regicide king of Ceylon.

(Centre) The author's Brough sidecar in the heart

of the jungle.

(Bottom) Ancient stairway at Sigiriya.

the elephants, the rickshaws, the racing hackeries,

babies playing by themselves on the road, stupid men,
and still more stupid women—all obsessed with the one
conviction that they are the sole possessors of the

King's highway, and that no motors need be expected

^.., for at least another year.

I fancy comparatively few
people in Ceylon motor for plea-

sure, but, as there are so few
railways, a great number have
cars or motor cycles as a practical

necessity. For myself, I rarely

visit a railway station, except to

correct my watch ! The other

day I saw my wife off at Kandy
and met her again at the station

in Colombo. It would be a dis-

grace to be beaten by a Ceylon
train, even on a seventy-mile

journey.

Last year I did over 7,000
niiles, in all weathers, over all

kinds of roads. I kept severaL

hundreds of engagements, and
never missed one. The 7,000
miles cost rne just under Rs. 400,

or less than id. a mile, including

a good bit of sidecar work. This
includes every item of expenditure

except depreciation. Without the

motor cycl^ I could not have ful-

filled half my engagements. My
predecessors had two horses, and
could not cover the ground nearly

as well. Not only do I get through
much more work, and thoroughly

enjoy the exhilaration of the rapid

travelling (when there is not too

much livestock in the road), but

I save riiy employers £^2P ^ Y^^r

on travelling allowance—a con-

siderable saving.

Big Climbing.

My district runs up from 1,500

feet to about 6,500 feet. I think

nothing of climbing 5,000 feet to

keep an engagement, and coming
back again for dinner. Once last

year- 1 rode up to Nuwara Eliya

and back (involving 'a climb of

5,ooa feet in the fifty-mile out-

ward \ journey), kept an engage-

ment, and returned for a late

breakfast— 12.45 P-m- Had I

gone by train f could not possibly

have got back before the next

day, and should have spent at

least £^1 more than it actually

cost me, inchiding wear ard

tear uf niachine, etc., at id.'

a

mile,

,

'3
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The Motor Cycle in Ceylon's Sunny Isle.—

After riding a motor bicycle since 1912, Isarn per-

fectly satisfied that it is the only vehicle for a busy

man, between the ages of seventeen and seventy, who
has out-station work. A car is too slow—^I do not mean
that one should " bhnd," but on these narrow roads

the two-wheeler can slip past the carts, while a car

is held up indefinitely, waiting for a chance to get

through. Not only so, but on these long hills there is

no question about which is the better vehicle for solo

work. One of the rides in my district includes a rise

of about 3,000 feet in ten miles, along a narrow road,

abounding in the sharpest hairpins, with dangerous

precipices over the side. This is

the Rambada Pass up to Nuwara
Ehya—a fine sporting ride thjit

would delight the hearts of the

D.R.'s and thousands of others in

England and at the Front.

Practical £xperiences of
Different MaKes.

Now a word about Ihe motor
cycles out here. The 7 h.p. Indian

is a great favourite with the

planters up country for both solo

and sidecar work. It is powerful,

accelerates well on the hills, and is

not too expensive. Indeed, it seems
to fill the bill for very many men.
Personally, I have never ridden one.

But from my own experience, and
that of friends, a word may be said

as to the suitability of other machines. For solo

work the 2^ h.p. Douglas is well-nigh perfect,

except in very hilly country. It starts easily (and that

is a great consideration in a climate where one per-

spires even at the thought of physical exertion), but

its two speeds are insufficient for the long grinds and
necessity for quick acceleration after the dead slow

negotiation of a hairpin. Also, in a drenching mon-
soon rain, I have found that the belt slips on bad hills.

The James 3^ h.p. twin is a beautiful solo machine
For any kind of weather and country. But the frame

needs to be stronger, and the ground clearance is in-

sufficient. Indeed, this may be said with truth of every

tf/^.

The writer of tKe accompanying article,

tKe Rev. A. M. Walmsley. photographed on a

Douglas. This machine gave good service while

in Mr. Walmsley's possession.
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machine I have tried out here. The A.J.S. 2^ h.p.

and the Sunbeam 3^^ h.p., by reason of their enclosed

chains and the clutch, are also first class. The
Triumph is, of course, a great favourite, because of its

absolute reliability and power of picking up after slow-

ing down for corners and traffic. The B.S.A. and
P. and M. are also very well spoken of. Doubtless

there are other machines with good records, but as

I have no experience of them others must testify to

them.

For serious sidecar work at least 6 h.p. is necessary

in this hilly country, but in the low country anything

from 3^ h.p. upwards will do, provided change speed

Q gears are incorporated. ' I think

most men would agree that for

Ceylon the best sidecar machines
would include the 6 h.p. A.J.S., the

6 h.p. Enfield, the 6 h.p. Sunbeam,
the 6 h.p. Clyno, and the 7 h.p.

Indian. An emergency gear is very

necessary, a clutch that can be really

declutched and yet which will not

slip, and chain drive for climbing

mountains in wet weather. We need
strong frames also, in addition to

the better ground clearance men-
tioned earlier.

The action of the Home Govern-
ment as regards exports -of motor
cycles is, I think, open to criticism.

Generally speaking, it is very difii-

cult, if not quite impossible, to get

either a motor cycle or a car out

from home. (This, I hear, does not altogether apply

to the B.S.A.) Personally, I have been waiting for a

new raount for about nine months, and there are no
signs of it yet. The market here is being flooded with

American mounts, and as for cars, if it were not for

Overlands and Fords our firms in Colombo would have
to shut down their import departments, as I was in-

formed by one head salesman. As The Motor Cycle

urged some time ago, the Government should mount
its D.R.'s on foreign machines, and release the home
article for home and foreign consumption. It is true

that that would be sending money out of the country,

but it would be 2. temporary disability. A.M.W.

MOTOR CYCLES ON A TOBACCO FARM.

These pictures were taken on a New England, U.SA., tobacco (arm, where the growers find motor cycles extremely useful for getting

about quickly. The left-hand picture shows tobacco leaves strung on a lath. The machines are'twin-cylinder Popes.
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MILITARY NOTES.

THE ROLL OF HONOUR.
EACH week it is our regretful duty

to record the death, in the service

of his country, of some well-known
motor cyclist, and this week three men,
the names of whom will be familiar to

many readers, have to be included.

Lt. F. C. Sangster, Royal Warwicks
Regiment, . died of wounds received in

France on September 6th. He was the

eldest son of IMr.

and Mrs. Charles
Sangster, of Mose-
ley, Birmingham,
and at the out-

break of war he
was with the
Dunlop Rubber
Co., Ltd. He

-_i 1,^,,.
was a keen motor

_^Mf^^t'^^ » cyclist, his
favourite mount
being an Ariel,

on - which „he fol-

lowed many trials, and is consequently well

known among readers. Sangster joined

the ranks in September, 1914, and received

a commission at the end of the same year.

He was twenty-two years of age.

Lt. George Bax, a well-known Scoti

rider, and connected with Godfrey and
Applebee, Ltd., in more peaceful times,

was killed in action on the 7th inst. He
was in the M.M.G.S., and had been out
at the Front since January, 1915.

We have mentioned Flight-Lt. C. W.
Graham, R.N.A.S., once or twice in these
columns, and now the announcement has
been made that he has been accidentally

killed off the coast of Belgium. We have
already recorded how Graham was with
the Bosch Co. at Stuttgart at the out-

break of war, and how he was subse-

quently allowed to leave via Switzerland,
his Triumph motor cycle being kept by
the Germans at the frontier. He was
well-known in Coventry, being a member
of the local club, and spent some time
at the Triumph works. He was the
son of Mr. C. Graham, a director of

Brown and Barlow, Ltd.

TRANSFERS.
ACCORDING to a recent Army Com-

mand no man may transfer from
one regiment to another for his own

benefit, but only where it is in

interests of the country.

the

HEAT IN MESOPOTAMIA;

IN the course of a long letter to his

relatives at Tunbridge Wells, Cpl.

A. J. Sproston, writing from a hos-

pital in South India of his experiences
in Mesopotamia, says that the heat was
so terrific that the handle-bars became
almost too hot to touch, and the saddle

burned the body.

The late Flight-Lt. C. W. Graham, R.N.A.S.

TECHNICAL CORPS' REQUIRE
MENTS.

A LARGE number of applications from
motor cyclists have reached us

as a result of the photograph pub-
lished a fortnight ago showing men in

line regiments being tested on a P. and
M. motor bicycle with a view to transfer

to the R.F.C. Since the photograph was-

taken, recruiting for motor cyclists has
closed, but we are informed by Sec.-Lt.

G. E. L. Woodhouse, the officer in

charge of the Trade Testing Party
stationed at Curzon Hall, Suffolk Street,

Birmingham, that men of all engineering

trades • are required. The pay in each
case is approximately 2s. per day. Appli-

cation may be made to the different

centres at which Trade Testing Parties

of the R.F.C. are stationed, or direct to

the above address.

B7
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Obtaining Best Results from Petrol Substitutes.
MORE SUGGESTIONS FROM READERS FOR THE EFFICIENT VAPORISATION OF

HEAVY FUELS.

AMONG the many suggested methods
of using heavy fuels sent to us by
our readers is a rather novel vapor-

iser designed by George Mitchell, of

Vaporiser designed by George Mitchell.

Sunderland, which has been used, we
are told, with success for a considerable

time on both cycles and cars. The
device consists of a circular chamber
let into the induction pipe, through
-which the gas passes on its way to the

engine. Through this chamber runs a

number of iin. copper tubes, which are

connected to a by-pass from the exhaust,

and are consequently heated. These
hot tubes form a baffle through which
the charge has to pass, and any un-

vaporised particles of fuel are soon
changed into gas. In order to render

the vaporising effect more efficient, the
tubes are surrounded by a band of

gauze.
Mr. Mitchell tells us that he has

used the system of introducing petrol

vis a drip feed valve into the induction

pipe for starting purposes for a very
long time, but he finds that it is more
satisfactory to have a small pilot jet,

as shown in the sketch, the supply of

petrol being turned on or off at will, the
small jet regulating the quantity.

Another Suggested Paraffin Vaporiser.

Another suggestion for satisfactorily

converting paraffin into a perfect vapour
has been sent to us by E. W. Hayes, of

Sandford Road, Dublin. His idea is

that the fuel should issue from the jet

in the form of vapour, and not as an un-
vaporised spray which must be converted
into vapour as well as mixed with air

some time between leaving the jet and
entering the cylinder. As the latter is

somewhat difficult to ensure in so short

a distance, the chances are that quite a
considerable proportion of the heavy
paraffin spray reaches the cylinder with-
out having been vaporised.
Mr. Hayes's plan is to separate the

spray and float chamber of the carbu-
retter, and re-assemble the two units in

their correct relative positions on each
side of the exhaust pipe. The fuel is

then led from the float chamber vid a
copper pipe, which is coiled a number
of times roimd the exhaust pipe, to the
jet situated in the usual mixing chamber.
The idea is that when the engine is

b3

once warmed up the heat will be
sufficient entirely to vaporise the paraffin

before it reaches the jet, in a similar

way to that employed in paraffin blow
lamps.

The paraffin vapour thus
obtained is then con-

verted into a proper ex-

plosive gas by mixing with
air in the usual way. All

the air should be drawn
from the neighbourhood of

the exhaust pipe, and the
inlet pipe lagged with
asbestos to prevent heat
radiation and cons_eqnent
condensation. The engine
is started by means of

petrol from an auxiliary
tank, or the vaporiser coil

may be heated from an out-
side source, such as with
a blow lamp. It is also

suggested that the float chamber could be
done away with altogether and the fuel

supply regulated with an
adjustable needle valve,

as in some vapour lamps.

In Place of the Exhaust
Valve Cap.

The next device is one
devised by an officer in

the R.F.C.—Sec.-Lt. E. B.

Morgan—and a correspond-
ent, E. W. Plumridge, has
tested it for about 1,000
miles on a 1914 Triumph
sidecar.

The exhaust valve cap
IS removed, and the vapor-
iser, a small gunmetal

takes its place,

tank to hold

thoroughly heated into the float cham-
ber. To start from cold the petrol is

turned on, and after running about 200

Sec.-Lt. E. B. Morgan's design.

yards it is turned off, and the machina
runs on paraffin. .

The only alteration made other than
the fitting of the vaporiser and tank is

that the ignition has been retarded

a
chamber,
A small
petrol is placed upon the
top tube, the ordinary
tank being filled with
paraffin ; the two supplies are fitted with
Y copper tubing to the carburetter.
The paraffin is taken from the main tank
into the vaporiser, and then passes

A sug^stion by E. W. Hayes.

Heavy fuel vaporiser patented by our correspondent, W. Parker.

(See description on this page^

The oil in the crank case has been tested
several times, and there was no sus-

picion of paraffin having leaked past the
piston rings. Furthermore, upon re-

moval of cylinder there appeared no more
carbon deposit than if petrol had been
used. A consumption test of thirty-five

miles was made, when the average
miles per gallon on paraffin worked out
to 99, against 75-80 on petrol.

A Device giving Good Results vtrith 75%
Paraffin.

The vaporiser shown above consists of

a threaded tube, on which 'are screwed
fins. It is then inserted in the induc-
tion pipe, the two end fins gripping the
ends of the pipe, and so keeping it in

position. Each set of fins is fixed out
of line with the previous one to split up
the fuel. There is a sleeve on the
induction pipe to conduct heat from the
engine. A hot air intake pipe is used.

W. Parker, who is responsible for the
design, tells us that he has tested the
vaporiser for a considerable time with
satisfactory results with all paraffin and
various mixtures, finding 70% to 80%
paraffin an excellent fuel.
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It's

RELIABILITY
that counts !

Perfect and unfailing reliability under adverse

weather conditions, over rough tracks and

uneven road surface, even on desert sand

—

such is the rehahihty of the TRUSTy

TRIUMPH, a fact fully appreciated by the

British War Office, and the War Offices of

our Allies.

TRIUMPH CyCLE Co., Ltd., COVENTRy.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle. B9
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The entire output ot the above is at present required for War Purposes.

Prospective buyers are therefore advised to purchase any that are left in stock among the various

Sunbeam Agents throughout the country, or apply to have their names put upon our Waiting List.

Catalogue and fall particulars sent on receipt of postcard to —
JOHN MARSTON, LIMITED— 11, Sunbeamland —WOLVERHAMPTON.

After the war there will be no otVer

Ask the boys at the front, who are

using, it to-day?

STUHMEY-ARCHER GEARS
LIMITED, NOTTINGHAM.

iiii ^\u\,T^!i] wJincntMl luS

In unsweriny these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Another correspondent, " BI 172,"
Emends a sketcli (reproduced herewith) of
a

_
device which has given satisfaction

with a- mixture of tvvo-thirds petrol and
one-third paraffin. He writes :

" I
made a hollow cone of copper wire gauze
and soldered a fiat circular piece of
gauze on to the small end of it. The
large end of the cone is slipped into the
inlet pipe (in which it is a good fit),

and the flat circular piece of gauze,
which is the same diameter as the out-

The method adopted by " BIl 72 " for using

heavy fuel,

side of the pipe, butts against the end
of the latter, and the carburetter holds
it in place. I have removed the gauze
screen from the air intake on the carbu-
retter and used an old piece of flexible

brass motor horn tubing to bring warm
air from the engine.

" The carburetter is a B. and B.

variable jet, semi-automatic, and I have
made no alteration to the level or jet :

it is exactly as sent out by the makers.
1 find I can get about 160 miles

to the gallon of mixture (two-thirds

petrol and one-third paraffin), or at the
rate of about 240 miles per gallon of

petrol. The machine runs as well as

with all petrol, except, perhaps, a slight

tendency to knock on hills and rather

poorer acceleration. The carburetter is

no doubt set somewhat on the economical
side, but there is ample power for

ordinary use. I usually run about a

couple of miles on petrol, and when
warmed up turn on the mixture.

" The machine is an Edmund spring

frame with 2^ h.p. J.A.P. engine, and
the double tank and two-way cock,

Btandaid on this machine, make it very

convenient for heavy fuel tests."

A NEW SPRING FRAME.
A Departure from (he Ordinary Type.

WE have repeatedly called attention

to the need for spring frames and
encouraged their development by

describing the systems devised by our

readers. The Motor Cycle campaign,
though heartily received by the riding

A novel machine designed by j. C.

Maude incorporating rear springing in

which the laminated springs lorm the

chain stays.

public, makes slow progress among manu-
facturers. During the past two and a half

years we have published details of no
fewer than eighty-two designs of spring

frames, and many of these have been
worthy of more than casual attention

;

still manufacturers, with few exceptions,

ignore the great demand for increased

comfort.

Maude system of springing adapted to an

ordinary type of frame.

We iUustraJ;e a design patented and
protected under Patent No. 11,968, by Mr.
J. C. Maude, Coventry, which embodies

' A Douglas engine adapted to run on
petrol substitutes. See description on page

223 of our last issue.

Alternative methods of rear springing

patented by J. C. Maude. (Upper) Where
the spring is not mounted rigidly to the

main frame, but is carried on two links,

giving " parallel ruler " motion. (Lower)

Ordinary cantilever suspension.

several drastic departures from the usual
pattern of frame. It wiU be seen to con-

sist of a kind of cradle of two tubes,

sloping downwards from the head, to

carry the engine between them ; a
vertical support for the front of the seat

and a triangular back fork, the base of

which is a cantilever spring, the apex
being a pivoted support for the back of

the seat. An alternative method of

springing is shown, where a grasshopper
type of spring takes the place of the

cantilever. In this instance two hinged
torque rods are incorporated, which
should greatly improve the rigidity of

the frame.

Tlie inventor already has a machine of

this design running on the road, and the
further developments will be watched
with interest.

Average Prices
OF

Second-hand Machines.

WE give below the average prices of

second-hand models offered for

sal^ in The Motor Cycle. Where,
it is possible to obtain a sufficient number
of each- model the average for the past

week is quoted, otherwise the last average
is given, if within five weeks.

Average Latest
for weekly

Make. Year

A.J.S 1914

.1 .... igi6

,, 1915
AllOQ 1915
Bat 1913
Bradbury . 1913
B.S.A 1916

,1 1915
Chater Lea . 1914
Calthorpe .. 1915

» IQ16
Clyno 1914
Connaught . 1914
Douglas . .

.

1915

f • • • 1915
1915

» - • 1914
Enfield 1916

„ 1915
„ 1915

H.-Davidson 1915
Humber 1913
Indian 1915

„ 1916
„ . • . • • 1914

J mes 1914
1916

Levis 1915
Matchless .

.

191')

New Hudson 1915

„ 1915
New Imperial 191

5

P. & M. ... 1914
Premier . .

.

1914
Rex 1914
Rover 1914

,, 1914
Royal R-uby 1915
Rudge 1915

,, 1915
Scott ...... 1914
Sunbeam .

.

1914

„ 1914
Triumph . .

.

1915

M - • 1914
Wilhamson . 1915
Zenith 1913

1915
T914

H.P.

6 3-sp. sidecar

2J 3-speed
6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

2| 2-sp. 2-stroke .

8 sidecar

4 3-speed

4i 3-sp. sidecar . .
—

4I 3-sp. sidecar . . £6i
6 sidecar —
2A 2-sp 1C23

2^V 2-sp. 2-stroke . £30
6 3-sp. sidecar . .

—
2-sp. 2-stroke . ^'"=

2? 3-speed

2J 2-speed

4 3-sp. sidecar . . i66
2'J 2-speed i37
6 2-sp. sidecar . . —
6 2-sp. sidecar

3 2-speed

7-9 3"Sp- cidecar

3i 3-sp. sidecar . . —
5" 3-speed —
Powerplus sidecar ;^8o

7 3-sp. sidecar . . £52
4.V 3-sp. sidecar ,

4! 3-£p. sidecar .

Popular ."

8 3-sp. sidecar .

2\ 2-sp. 2-stroke

4 3-sp. sidecar .

2i 2-sp
3-V 2-sp. sidecar .

3 1 3-sp. sidecar .

6 2-sp. sidecar .

3iT.T
3.\ 3-sp. sidecar . , —
22 2-sp. 2-stroke . £25
3X Muiti sidecar . £43
3i Multi gear ... '"^''

3I 2-sp. sidecar .

6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

34 3-sp- sidecar ,

.

2t 2-sp. 2-stroke
4^ 3-sp. sidecar .

3-sp. sidecar .

last average
week, obtainable.

. £61
£52

— £90— • £27— £40
£28 —

£45

- f50
£25 -

. - £47

. £43 —
, £66 —

',37 -
- £75

. £68 —
Z39 —

. £70 -
- £28

£47

(M_

l55
£24:.
£41

. £71
£23

£^7

£45
. £45

. £43
£38
£40

£35
£45

- £62
£35

. £45
8 3-sp. sidecar . . £52
6 Gradua sidecar —
3 Gradua sidecar —

Gradua ,
''""

. £30

£35
£62
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1,500 MILES WITH A 191S TRIUMPH
A SOUTH AFRICAN DESPATCH RIDER IN "GERMAN EAST."

OBTAINING BEST RESULTS FROM PETROL SUBSTITUTES,

"Jlme to Ixght Ia^p>s
"SUMMER " TIME.

Sept. 21st

„ 23rd

„ 25th
„ 27th

7.31 p.m.
7.27 „
7.22 „
7.18 „

Taking Motor Cycles to Ireland.

We are informed by the Touring
Department of the Royal Automobile

Club that there are no restrictions, and

never have been any, concerning the

shipment of motor cycles to Ireland, and
there is no difficulty about bringing

thsm back again into this country. This

point was raised by a military reader of

2'he Motor Cycle.

Analysing Petrol Substitutes.

It is reported that the Petrol Control

Committee has taken samples _
of many

petrol substitutes, and is having them
analysed. If it were discovere4 that a

substitute contained petrol, it would be
interesting to know who would be liable

to a fine. The purchaser could not be
blamed unless it could be proved that he
knew it contained petrol.

Prospective Mayor o£ Coventry.

BIr. A. S. Hill, chairman and managing
director of the Coventry Chain Co., Ltd.,

and chairman of Bluemel Bros., will fill

the office of Mayor of the City of Coven-
try for the ensuing year. It is only
fitting that the prnicipal motor manu-
facturing centre of the country should
have as its civic chief a man closely in

touch with the city's principal industry.

Carburation. What is it-?

Every motor cyclist knows that when
his engine goes faster or slower he has
to open or close the air lever to suit the
speed. Many know why this has to

be done, but all are not so conversant
with the phenomenon of carburation.
In yesterday's (Wednesday's) issue of

The Light Car is an article which
explains the action of a single -lever

automatic carburetter, and shows the
difference between this type and the two
lever pattern fitted to nearly all motor
cycles.

Something Not New.
Under the heading, " A New Motor

Engine," The -Times pi'inted the follow-
ing paragraph the other day :

" Accord-
ing to the Nationaltitlcnde, an inventor
named Ellesammer has succeeded in

constructing a carburetter making it

possible to use benzol instead of petrol
i^ motor engines." We congratulate
The T'imes on this wonderful discovery.
It seems possible that alcohol is meant,
and that the inventor is probably
Elleham, who manufactures the only
motor bicycle turned out in Denmark.
BI2

No Regulations Against Substitutes.

It was officially announced at the end
of last week that the Petrol Control
Committee has no intention at present of
making any restrictions in the use of

petrol substitutes.

Steam Boilers to Spare.

It is reported that there are in War-
wickshire twenty-five steam rollers lying
idle, as drivers cannot be obtained. This
is a pity, for we know of many roads
where their services could be employed.

A SEA-BATHING DIVERSION-A FAIR AMERICAN AUTO-PEDDING ON
THE SANDS AT LONG BEACH.

The Auto-ped, an American idea, is not unknown to our readers, as it was illustrated in

these pages some twelve months ago. It is propelled by a small single-cylinder engine, and
the machine illustrated will be seen to be complete with head and tail lamps and warning
bell. It resembles in general outline the motor " skicycle " described and illustrated in

The Motor Cycle of July 20th last.
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Motor Cyclists Killed.

Thvee well-known motor cyclists must
be added to the growing Roll of Honour.
Their names appear on our Military
Page.

k Government Type Mount.
Our experiences with a War Office

model Triumph—one of the first pro-
duced with the new type semi-T.T.
handle-bar—over a distance of 1,500 miles
appear in this issue.

Ihe "Hush Hush" Brigade.

Since our last issue appeared the new
heavy armoured cars have been in action
and proved, according to General Sir
Douglas Haig, of considerable utility.

The men manning these cars we're

recruited through the columns of this

journal.

Wonderful Vehicles.

All the men have technical knowledge.
The "tanks"—as the soldiers call

them—are destroyers on wheels, and, of

course, a petrol engine is the motive
power. It was mentioned in these
columns three weeks ago that H.M. the
King and Mr. D. Lloyd George had wit-

nessed a private demonstration of the
section. A great deal more will be heard
of these cars.

Petrol Substitutes—Possible Restrictions?

It is wonderful what carburetters will

vaporise. We never dreamed a year ago
that our engines would consume anything
but No. 1 or No. 2 petrol. Taxibus was
sniffed at, but these days we are glad to
get anything to help eke out the meagre
allowance of efficient fuel the Petrol Com-
mittee allows us. And now there is talk
of taxing all that is left to run on, and
of not allowing us to buy our white spirits

or paraffin—which is no spirit at all

—

without first entering the sale on oui
petrol tickets. And the reason for this

state of affairs is mostly due to the
meddlesome interference of certain half-

penny evening papers.

OT^ILS
New Australian Records.

We are informed that Jack Booth, the
crack Victorian rider, has set up near
Melbourne new times for the one, five,

and ten miles records. Booth usually
rides a Castrol lubricated Indian, and
further particulars will be awaited with
interest.

Admiral Arbuthnot Trophy JFund Closed.

Tlie Admiral Arbuthnot Trophy Fund,
which now amounts to a total of £212 2s.,

l.as been closed. The latest subscriptions
to be received are the following :

Swift Cycle Co., Ltd. .. ..£3 5
A -Medical Motor Cyclist in Meso-

potamia 10 6
Sec. lieut. Glynn Rowden, E.F.C. 5

niusive Orders.

For the last few weeks rumours have
been curreni in the Midlands regarding
tenders for thousands of motor bicycles

for some mysterious Government. The
matter got further than a tender last

week, an order for thousands, vve were
seriously told, having been placed with a
leading Coventry firm. Enquiries of the
firm named revealed the fact that the
suggestion was as great a surprise to the
directors as the new heavy armoured cars

were to the Germans I

The Jutland Battle Honours.

We note with pleasure that His
ilajesty the King has been graciously

pleased to approve of the posthumous
honour of Knight Commandership of the

Most Honourable "Order of the Bath
being conferred on the late Rear-Admiral
Sir Robert Keith Arbuthnot, Bt., C.B.,

M.V.O., killed in action on May 31st,

1916, in recognition of his services men-
tioned in the despatch relating to the
Jutland battle. Coupled with Sir

Robert's name is that of Rear-Admiral
Hood. Referring to these two gallant

gentlemen, the Daily Mail of Saturday
says: "Who, friends in life, were not
divided in death, and both fell setting

an immortal example to their country."

SHREWSBURY WOUNDED SOLDIERS' SIDECAR OUTING.
Photograph taken on the occasion of the third fortnightly Sunday ' run organised by

Shrewsbury motorists. About sixty convalescent men were taken in sidecars and cars for

a very enjoyable run.
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Selecting a Second-hand Light Car.

Any reader who may think of purchas-
ing a light car would do well to read an
article on the subject in The Light Car
published yesterday (Wednesday). In it

useful advice is given on the points to
examine for wear.

Shows of Second-hand Machines.
All arrangements are now complete for

the holding, during the coming winter,
of shows of second-hand motor cycles and
cars in London and Manchester, and it

is expected that similar shows will be
held next spring in Scotland and Ireland.
Particulars appear on page 255 of this

issue.

The Principal National Funds.
At the week-end the principal war funds

stood as follow :

Prince of Wales's I^ational Belief
Fund (£3,463,925 distributed) £5,963,938

The Queen's Work for Women
,
Fund 170,547

Tobacco Fund 114,074
Red Cross Fund 4,359,518 11 7
Lord Kitchener Memorial Fund 289,000

Improved Roads on Salisbury Plain.

That some roads have improved of late

is indicated by the writer of the article

on page 239 of this issue, describing a
visit paid recently to Salisbury Plain.
According to the writer in question, it

will be noted that many of the roads in
this quarter have been re-made and are
now in first-class condition.

A Sweep in Western Australia.

We are informed that H. V. Norton,
a name well known in Western Australian
motor cycling circles, has recently won
in four consecutive events the track
championship, petrol consumption trial,

two days' reliability trial, and hUl-
climb. Norton used the same machine
(B.S.A.) for each competition.

Birmingham Chamber of Commerce.
The Midland Metropolis has always

been known for its keen business instincts,
and one of the best schemes it has
launched is the recently inaugurated
Chamber of Commerce development
scheme. £50,000 is required for the
establishment of a big house of commerce
worthy of the city and district. Towards
this sum over £22,000 has been sub-
scribed, and further donations should be
addressed to the President and Council,
Chamber of Commerce, Winchester
House, Victoria Square, Birmingham.

Birmingham Wounded Soldiers' Outing.

A number of Birmingham motor
cyclists entertained about thirty wounded
soldiers from Lightwood Hall to another
sidecar outing on Sunday last. The trip

was to Strat£ord-on-Avon, where a steam-
boat trip was arranged, after which tea
was provided. The return journey was
undertaken in the rain, but was never-

'

theless successful.

A further outing has been arranged for

next Sunday, 24th inst., and Stratford
has, by special request, again been
selected as the objective. A start is to

be made from Lightwood Park at 10
a.m. It is proposed to have an outdoor
lunch, which will be provided by the
hospital, while the motorists will arrange
for the tea. All motorists who would
like to assist are welcome, and should
arrive at Lightwood Park by the Beet
Lanes entrance.

BIS
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RRANGED by
the staff and
employees of

the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., the outing for

wounded soldiers injured in the Somme battle,

held on Saturday last, proved highly success-
ful. The day was an exceptional one,
brilliant sunshine following two or three days
cold. Needless to remark, the pleasant
atmospherical conditions added considerably to

le sidecars in a pretty setting in Stoneleigh Park.

the enjoyment of the wounded heroes and the
success of the whole affair.

-'

_

After picking up the passengers at the
different local hospitals, the motorists assembled
on an open space adjoining the Triumph
Works, and, after the photograph had been
taken, the imposing procession of vehicles,
consisting of over fifty sidecars and fifty cars,
departed for a twenty mile trip in different
directions through the lanes of Warwickshire,

arriving about
four o'clock at

the old Deer
Park, Stone-

leigh. The use
of the park had
been granted by
the Right Hon. Lo^i
of the Triumph Co.;

Leigh addressed a.'

Bl6

READY TO START FROM COVENTRY. A huge fleet of sidecars and cars-^bout fifty of each-were used. th< *

^M
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Group of the wounded soldiers for whose benefit the trip was arranged.

is chairman
je-'marquee Lord
! of welcome to

the soldiers, expressing his confidence in a

thorough victory for the Allies. From the

knoll on which the marquee was placed a

1* ;iiig arranged by the workpeople and staff of the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd

magnificent view of the Abbey grounds was

obtained. Leading to the knoll was a grass

bank having a gradient of about i in 4, and

testers of the Triumph Co.,

who had patrolled the route

covered by the cars and

assisted in minor troubles,

besides politely showing the

way, sustained the interest

of the soldiers by showing

what a modern motor cycle

can do on such a precipitous

bank. First one, then two,

and finally three passengers

were carried, while, to the

• great delight of the lookers-

on, two of the men rode up
standing in the saddle, and

another actually attempted

to ride his machine up
backwards. He got half

way, having difficulty in

steering a straight course on
the rough track. Subse-

quently a.' niunber of games
were held, the men taking

part with zest. A start for

home was made at seven'

o'clock, the trip having been
greatly enjoyed, and likely

to be remembered.
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THE NEW ARMOURED CARS.
Some Details of the Twenty Ton Caterpillars used in the Somaie Battle.

Men Recruited and Examined by the Editor of this Journal.

T
Some men of the Heavy Section, Ms.Ghine Gun Corps, who have given the Germans such a surprise with their armoured cars.

HE secret is out ! The British official com-
munique on Friday afternoon last contained
this statement

:

" In this attack we employed for the first time
a new type of heavy armoured car, which has
proved of considerable utility."

The vehicles referred to are of secret construction,
but they are of particular interest to readers of The
Motor Cycle, as they form the equipment of the Heavy
Section Machine Gun Corps. This section was
recruited through the columns of The Motor Cycle,
and many readers have friends attached to it. It is

only three weeks ago that we referred to the fact that
H.M. the King and Mr. D. Lloyd George had made
private inspections of the section.

,
As stated above,

the vehicles forming the equipment are of secret
design, and when it is possible to lift the veil men
with mechanical instincts will be immensely interested.
Suffice_ it to say that they can best be described as
travelling forts. The men on the cars are entirely
enclosed and protected by thick armoured plate, from
which shrapnel and machine gun bullets bounce off
harmlessly. The forts simply bristle with machine guns,
and, as The Times says, one can imagine the feelings
of the_ German infantry in their shell-battered trenches
when in the uncertain light of dawn they see advanc-
ing upon them an array of unearthly monsters cased
in steel, spitting fire and crawling laboriously but
ceaselessly over trench, barbed wire, and shell crater.
The cars, which are known as " tanks " and
"Willies" among the men who handle them, are
propelled by a very powerful petrol engine.
When it is mentioned that the armoured cars weigh

well over twenty tons, it will be gathered what ^
amount of petrol is disappearing. Naturally, ordinary
wheels would never be able to perform satisfactorily
over stretches of ground shell torn, roadless, and\
intersected with trenches ^ The armoured cars in
question move on Caterpillar wheels, adding to their
awesome appearance.' It is marvellous to see them
operating; they climb' up a hill just like a cater- '

pillar, poise on the top,' and corne down the other
side like a thing of life. Should^ a tree, or even a
house, stand in their way, the car simply fells it and
tramples over the debris.

Hats off to the men of the Heavy SectionJVIachine
Gun Corps for their successful debut, and for having
already earned the praise of General Headquarters!
B18

Whose Idea?
"What about the new 'tanks?'" Mr. Lloyd George was

asked by a pressman as he was leaving the War Office
yesterday.

" Well," replied the War Secretary, " we must not expect
too much from them, but so far they have done very well.
"And do^'t you think," he contiilued, "that they reflect

some credit on those responsible for them? It is really to
Mr. Winston Churchill that the credit is due more than
to anyone else. He took up with enthusiasm the idea of
rnaking them a long time ago, and he met with many
difficulties. He converted me, and at the Ministry of
Munitions he went ahead and made them.

" The Admiralty e3?perts were invaluable, and ga,ve the
greatest possible assistance. They are, of course, experts in '

1

the matter of armom- plating. Major Stern, a business
/man at the Ministry of Munitions, had cliarge of the work /

of getting them built, and he did the task very well.
Col. Swinton and others also did valuable work.
^^"Tou see," -remarked Mr. Lloyd George, in conclusion,
" the enemy has by no means a monopoly ' of inventiv*
ingenuity."

We give below some press correspondents' descrip-
tions of the new armoured cars in action :

Mr. Percival Phillips, in The Yorkshire Post:
I heard the fragment of one conversation as a grievouslj

wounded man was lifted out at a casualty clearing station
. . . and he says, " Lord, there was one of them iron
boxes strolling down the high street of Flers like it wa»
Sunday aftenioon." The, man who invented these new and
efficient machines of destruction deserves much of the Army,
if for no more than he has made it laugh as it fought—not
the laughtfer of ridicule, but of admiration.

Pall Mall Gazette:

Truly amazing is the story of the part played by the new
heavy armoured cars, or "tanks," as they are called, in the
recent British advance on the Somme front. The feats- thej
accomplished sound like incidents from fairy tales.
Here in brief are some of the accomplishments as described

by various correspondents :

"

It "leant" against a broken wall imtil it fell, an<i
then crawled over the debris.

It went irresistibly through High Wood, the tree!
smashing like matchsticks before- it.

It went up to machine, gun emplacements, " crushed
the gun under its ribs," and passed on, spitting deatl
at the dernoralised Germans.

It " stamped " down a dug-out as though it were t
wasps' nest.

It " sat on " heaps of ruins and fired down a villag*
street.

It went right through th« old German trenches.
It washed through broken barns and houses,

" straddled " a dug-out, and fired enfilading shots down
German trenches.

It put .a battery and a half of guns out of action
near Flers.
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THE LATEST DUNLOP.
Combination Steel and Rubber

Studded Tyre.

THE pros and cons of the question,

rubber tread versus steel studs, have

given rise to endless argument, and

there will always be many adherents to

both sides. If any decision is arrived

at it usually takes the form of a com-

promise, the combination of . steel and

rubber studs m one tyre ; the advantages
of the one coun-
teracting the dis-

advantages of

the other ; when
the rubber
would slip the
steel holds the
road, and vice

versa. To those

motorists, and
they are numer-
ous, who favour
this type of

cover will come
as a pleasant

surprise the de-

cision of the
Dunlop Rubber
Co., Ltd., to

market a com--
bination cover
in several sizes

for motor cycles

and light cars.

The con-
struction i s

somewhat simi-

Dunlop combined steel l^'' ^o the
'and rubber-studded cover, usual rubber-

studded cover,

with additional layers of canvas and
rubber on the tread to support the steel

studs. These are fixed in such a way as to

linake them almost impossible to. pull out.

On the new tyre the rubber studs stand
slightly higher than the steel studs, so

that when the weight is on the tyre

both kinds will be equally in contact
with the road surface. The thickness of

material on the tread is abnormal; on
the section before us it measures |in.

thick, and it should be practically im-

possible to puncture. This cover should
make an ideal sidecar tyre on account of

its sturdiness. It is to be made in four
sizes for motor cycles, 26in. x 2|in.,

26in. X 2^in., 26in. x 3in., and 650 x
65 mm. (also for light cars, 700 x 80 mm.
and 700 x 85 mm.). A number of tyres
are already in use on the road, and are
giving every satisfaction. It is doubtful
whether this cover will completely oust
the older all-rubber stud and all-steel

stud types, but it is certain to find many
admirers, and should have a big future.

^OT(^!tlS

GRAPHITE FED VIA THE
INDUCTION PIPE.

GRAPHITE has always been recog-

nised as an almost ideal substance
for the lubrication of the cylinder

walls of any internal combustion engine,
especially where great heat e.xists, as in

an air-cooled motor. Considerable diffi-

culty, however, has occurred in intro-

ducing it into the lubrication system in

a convenient manner. Many dodges have

been tried with more or less success, such
as suspending it in the lubricating oil

and so on. A device which, we under-
stand, is quite successful is the Woolf
graphite lubricator, which originates

from America, and is handled in this

country by Messrs. Jarvis Bros., of

Middlesbrough. It consists of a small

pipe, and the engine suction draws th«
small particles of flake graphite into th«
cylinder with the mixture. This opera-
tion, we understand, need only be done
once in fifty miles. Of course, this
system does not replace the ordinary
lubricating oil, but merely au^ents it,

and is claimed to provide perfect lubri-

cation for the cylinder walls.

The Woolf graphite lubricator for

introducing fine flake graphite into the

cylinder oia the induction pipe.

receptacle for the graphite very similar

to an ordinary screw-down greaser.

This is screwed into the induction pipe

of the engine, so that the lubricant is

supplied with the mixture direct to the

cylinder and piston, the parts of the

engine which benefit most by the
graphite lubrication. In the neck of the

lubricator is fitted a tap ; this tap, how-
ever, is really a measure, it being a

hollow plug with a hole at one side

which registers with the graphite recep-

tacle, and is so filled with the lubricant.

Upon the handle being turned the hole

registers with the outlet to the induction

SHOW OF SECOND-HAND
MACHINES.

As already announced, a proposal is

on foot to hold a show of second-
hand motor cars and motor cycles

at the Royal Agricultural Hall, London,
from November 10th to IStb of the

current year, and also at the Royal
Botanical Gardens, Manchester, from
December 1st to 9th. Similar shows, we
are informed, will be held in Scotland
and Ireland in the spring of 1917. The
organisation is in the hands of Messrs.
William Glass and Co., Lincoln House,
High Holborn, London, W.O. Anyone
deciding to send his machine for sale at

this show should communicate with the
secretary of the company in question.

The cost of space for exhibiting will be
reckoned at 2^% of the selling price under
£200, with a minimum of £1 5s. for

motor cycles and £2 for sidecars. The
price includes entry in catalogue, certifi-

cate, insurance against fire, whitening
tyres, and dusting the machine during
the show. The exhibit, however, must
be delivered clean. If the machine is

sold a commission of 2^% is charged on
the said price (5% in all). Each exhibit
will be examined by a qualified expert,
and a certificate will be attached to the
exhibit setting forth its condition, thus
protecting the purchaser against misre-
presentation.

SIR HIRAM MAXIM TO THE RESCUE!
The veteran inventor has turned his attention to the petrol supply problem, and is now
engaged upon experiments with a view to rendering paraffin suitable (or motor engines.

B2I
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Buying Oils in Bulk.

Sir,—Since 1913 we have consistently advocated in our
advertisements in your widely read journal the economy
of purchasing motor oil in bulk, say five-gallon drums, instead

of in comparatively expensive small tins.

Your contributors have frequently pointed out that nowa-
days this matter is of particular importance, and we may
mention for your possible information that the Government
are exercising control over the output of "tin plate"" from
which tins are manufactured.

Nevertheless, we regret to have to advise you that there

are cycle and motor dealers here and there who cannot or

will not see this aspect of the question, and who press- small

tins on the customer requiring a drum. Surely the dealer

must realise that sooner or later his customer will go else-

where for his supplies.

The Motor Cycle, we find, is read almost as much by the

trade as by motor cyclists, and we venture to think that this

letter or a note on similar lines will do good.

PRICES' CO., LTD.

Decarbonising on Active Service.

Sir,—We have just had the pleasure of perusing the
pages of our old friend The Motor Cycle of August 24th, and
note with particular interest the photograph of S. George
and his accompanying remarks, which appear on page 150.

We say " with particular interest " because we are Royal
Flying Corps despatch riders ourselves, though, unlike S.

George (who is at a base depot), we are with a squadron in

an advanced position. As you are aware, the P. and M. is

universally used throughout this corps, and it is only because
we have had experience extending over fourteen months out
here that we venture to criticise the statement of such an
expert as S. George. Considering the poor quality of the
juice that all branches of the M.T. use out here, it is im-
possible lor any engine to do 30,000 miles without thorough
overhauling.

We say nothing against the P. and M. engine ; in fact it

is probably the most reliable out here, but, apart from the
motor cycle, it is doubtful whether the man could, physically,

attain such a total in something under eight months.
We shall watch the pages of your paper with keen interest

for further remarks on this great " record."
1st A.m. mayo. No. 4162.

1st A.m. MORDUL, No. 4143.

1st A.m. NUTT, No. 3849.

B.E.F., France. Isi A.M. SALMONS, No. 6278.

Short measure of Petrol.

Sir,^Regarding Mr. Sidney J. WOliams's letter published
in The Motor Cycle of the 7t!i inst., we heartily agree
that some step should be taken to enforce the correct

measure being supplied by the petrol companies. We, in

common with other garages, are hit hard by this shortage,

because when we have to open a two-gallon can to supply,
for example, half a gallon at a time, we find that the fourth
measurement is, seven times out of ten, short of what it

should be. This we have to make good out of our most
princely margin of profit by opening . another can to make
measure.
The best solution of the problem is to purchase petrol in

bulk and store underground in a tank with meter, but every-
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the

opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

Hertford Street, Coventry, and must bs accompanied by the v/rlter's name
anl address.

one cannot do this. Even if the two-gallon cans were filled

under some system of Government supervision, the question

of leaky cans crops up. Here is another case where we have

to make good any under-measure, because the petrol com-

panies will not now exchange faulty cans, and if wi do not

exchange such cans we lose custom.
We should like to see opinions of other garages on this

matter. JUICE RETAILERS.
Yelverton.

[Is not this question one demanding the investigation of the

Motor Trade Association?

—

Ed.]

Silent Discharge.

Sir,—I was extremely interested to read " Ixion's " notes
in your issue of September 14th on the causes of overheating
and his references to sparking plugs. His remarks confirm
my own experiences. These are not confined to one make
x>i machine, but extend to many, the same thing having
happened with a 2| h.p. New Imperial, a 2J h.p. twin
Forward, a 3^ h.p. twin James, a 3^ h.p. Premier, a 3^ h.p.
B.S.A., a 6 h.p. twin A.J.S., and a j6 h.p. twin Enfield. In
each case, by running for a mile or so on anything over
half throttle, the engine would come to a standstill, though
it would, as " Ixion " also remarks, restart almost immedi-
ately. In some cases I have found that even the momentary
lifting of the exhaust valve would- reproduce normal firing.

Like " Ixion," I, too, have a few rusty old Bosch plugs,

relics of T.T. races, and the fitting of one has invariably
produced the result that my engine would continue to run
on a large throttle opening. It has been most important to

me that an engine should so run, as I have done a tre-

mendous amount of riding in connection with carburetter
designing. It was essential tliat I should know why this-

puUing up occurred, whether it was due to carburetter,
ignition, or oihng, and I have proved, conclusively enough,
for myself, that in every case it has been due to plugs. I.

A good catch—541b. of fish caught before nine o'clock in the morning,

thanks in part to the Zenith sidecar, which enabled Mr. O. B. Geake,

of Tunbridge Wells, on the left, and his friend to get to the scene of

operations with the least delay. The Zenith is two years old, and
Mr. Geake reports no trouble during this period.
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have used five or six different types of British ones, with
the same result in each case. I have taken out the British
and put in the Bosch, the trouble at once disappearing,
only to recur when the other plug was returned.

I have not, so far, carried out any experiments for the
purpose of ascertaining what happens or what the precise

cause is, as I have been working on carburetters, and it was
sufficient for me to know that it was plug and not carbu-
retter trouble.

My reason for writing is to bring forward a little more
evidence that our plugs are not yet perfection. It is only
when the faults in an article are known that they can be
eradicated. HAROLD J. COX.

Sir,—The question raised by your correspondent in this

connection is a rather novel one, and I agree with " Ixion
"

that an expert opinion on the subject would be useful.

My physics are very rusty, but I am quite willing to
'"butt in" in the hope of enticing one of " Ixion's " "size
8 hats " into the arena.

One of the principal properties of a radio-active substance
is its power of rendering air a partial conductor by jonisa-
tion. It was this property, I believe, which led to the
discovery of radium. According to one theory radio-
activity is caused by disintegration of the atom, brought
about by the speed of its component pajticles rising above
a certain critical value.

I think experiments showed most of the common metals
to be radio-active to a light degree, and, as heat has the
effect of accelerating the speed of vibratioji of an atom, it

seems quite reasonable to suppose that a metal becomes more
radio-active as its temperature rises.

If it does, it is probable that at a certain temperature the
metal forming the points of a sparking plug becomes suffi-

-ciently radio-active to ionise the gas between the points and
produce tlie "silent discharge."
Perhaps your correspondent could tell us whether an

engine liable to the mysterious drying up he mentions is

also subject to pre-ignition knock, i.e., is the temperature
producing the supposed "silent discharge" higher or lower
than that causing pre-ignition?

London, N.W. .
- P.C.K.S.

American Motor Cycles.

Sir,—Referring to the correspondence on American motor
cycles, Captain Lindsay has indeed " hit the nail on the
head," to use a somewhat hackneyed phrase. All such
machines which I have come across were very fine for three
months, passable for si.x, but hopeless for a year's hard

' work.

_
In your issue of September 7th, D. H. Smith, M.T.,A.S.O.,

in speaking of his "leading" single, makes a slight error.
Among his leading singles Captain Lindsay mentions the
3^ h.p. "All-British" Norton. It was this engine which
set the fashion in the motor cycle world, and Norton engines
were manufactured before a complete machine was made.

I would point out to Mr. Smith that liis leading single
adopted the long stroke and large valve idea a matter of
two years ago, and this has always been the great Norton
leature. The. machine for greasy road work is the 3^ h.p.
Norton. On my 3i h.p. T.l'. machine I have covered 7,000
miles' since July, 1915—trouble nil. Need I add the usual
disclaimer? JOHN W. WALKER.

-Sir,—I would like to reply to Mr. D. H. Smith's
letter (September 7th, page 210), as he apparently does not
approve of my personal short leet of good things.' I would
point out that I also have ridden every model of his " leading
single " since 1907, excepting a 1909 one, and I am at present
using a 1916 model in the war zone. I shall be pleased to

[
give him any information about it. None of the machines
mentioned in my list can be accused of being copies. Each
one has been a distinct advance on the " policy of conserva-
tism," which is, in my opinion, not the policy for the British
motor cycle industry to take up just yet in the face of a
coming Overseas trade war. The result "of this policy is seen
most clearly in our Overseas Dominions, where America is
gaining ground rapidly. I am afraid I buy my leading single
from the other 15%, who do not copy but lead. Only a short
two years ago saw a (Mr. Smith's) "leading single" become
the copyist.

My leading single was offering the short-sighted public a
countershaft two-speed chain-drive machine two years before

his leading single was offering a fixed gear belt drive. The
bulk of the single-cylinder market is, however, slowly, but
surely, coming into line with the machine I have, in view.
One by one the people who formerly derided the long-
stroke engine most violently are producing long-stroke
engines without a blush.
With all due respect to Mr. Smith, I think I will stick

to my short leet—a list I have drawn up from riding experi-
ence, not prejudice.
Adding the usual disclaimer,
BrE.F. A. LINDSAY (Capt.), R.G.A.

Sir,—Capt. Lindsay in your issue of the 31st ult. makes
many dogmatic assertions anent American motor cycles.
Does he speak from practical experience, or is his opinion
only the result of an intolerable bias? I have never been
astride a "single," but if I allowed my intense appreciation
of the (to me) undoubted superiority of my American twin
to lead me into equally intense disgust with the untried
single it would be an easy matter to give vent to sarcasm.

I have lately taken delivery of a 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson
model 16 F with sidecar, and I can assure Capt. Lindsay
it is anything but an " over-engined crudity" (a most
narrow-minded sarcasm).
Taking Capt. Lindsay's points in turn :

1. Twist grip control.—Which is easier, a twist of the
wrist with a firm grip of the control, or holding the
handle-bar grip with two fingers and a thumb, and manipu-
lating two levers with the rest of the digital members.

2. Kick starters.—Are American kick starters any more
crude than British? J trwv not, if one's eyesight can be
depended on not to transform an English machine into an
American whenever a perspiring motor cyclist is "doing
time" on the kick starter!

3. Constant attention is no more demanded- by American
machines than English. Will Capt. Lindsay tell us what
attention the American machines demand that the English
do not? The boot is on the other foot, to some degree, too

!

4. Automatic carburetters.—If they are not automatic,
what on earth are they? Anyhow, they do give a decent
"tick over" in free engine, which is not the fact in the
case of the average British single from my observation.

5. It is to be hoped Capt. Lindsay does not think his

opinion to be so infallible that his list of machines may
be taken as complete or authoritative. How many of these
machines has he actual prolonged riding experience of ?

May I briefly enumerate the special points about my
particular "crudity" which appeal to me, and. are not
usually found in the average British machine? Substantially
built all round, including carrier, mudguard and stays to

same, silencer. Rigidly assembled (no rattle). Practically

impossible for steering column to alter relative position to

handle-bars. Automatic lubrication : this alone has, to me.
increased the pleasure of riding beyond all expectation. Oil
reservoir, ample for a five hundred miles tour with sidecar.
Clutch which may be slipped indefinitely ; British makers
usually demur at such treatment. Substantial gear box.
Interlocking of clutch and gear controls. Large wheels
and 3in. tyres. Automatic carburetter, easily adjustable
for either economy or power (see The. Motor Cycle, Decem-
ber 2nd, 1915). Sensible spring saddle. Large filler caps.
Carrier which will carry. Loop frame. Gear box on, instead
of hanging to frame. Powerful brakes without unsightly
belt rims for friction surfaces. Mechanical crank case
release of large diameter. Really efficient silencer. Sheet
metal tool box neatly mounted. Enclosed overhead inlet

valves. A goodly array of crudeness !

Usual disclaimer in full. J.W.

The Scott Sociable.

Sir,—I think the offence given to some people by the
appearance of the Scott Sociable is caused partly by the
projecting radiator cover. The radiator could be in full
-view with a plated or dull top of neat shape.
To draw a larger sale, perhaps the plan of fitting at

option a reputable air-cooled four-stroke engine might be
effective. We know everything else on the car will be
all right, but there will always be two opposing opinions
on the two-stroke engine, even if it is a Scott with
distributing valve.

An air-cooled engine would allow of the front being
finished off like a sidecar, which, in my opinion, is dis-
tinctly graceful when it is a Canoelet or similar pattern. A

B23
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projecting cylinder on the off side would not be objection-
able, provided the oil oozing from tappet guides were
hidden.

I agree with " Sidecarist " in the issue of September
14th, but I cannot believe that the price will be much, if

any, less than £100, and most people will want 75 m.p.g.,
which is probably impossible of attainment by a 550-600 c.c.

two-stroke twin in a car for two. W R. DEUCHAR.

Petrol Substitutes.

Sir,—Referring to Mr. Binks's reply to " CW 45 " in yonr
last issue, Mr. Binks gives as his only excuse for the sudden
increase in the cost of his fuel that the freights have in-
creased enormously. Now, in May this fuel was being sold
at Is. 3d. per gallon ; at present the cost is 2s. 6d. per
gallon. Allowing that two gallons

. of the fuel weigh
roughly 15 lb., this means that in the last five months the
freight from Calitoi-nia has increased by nearly £19 per ton.

H.J.L.

Sir,—Seeing the letters re Binks fuel, I think my experi-
ence will be of interest. I sent cheque for barrel of fuel
and three jet carburetter nine weeks ago. I received the
carburetter in seven days, but the fuel has not yet come to
hand after nine weeks. At the end of July I received a
postcard advising me that the fuel had left their wharf and
would take the railway company ten days to deliver. After
waiting nearly another three weeks I advised Messrs. Binks
that the fuel had not come to hand and asked for an
explanation, but my letter was totally ignored. Therefore,
after waiting still another two weeks I wrote again, and
this time received a reply saying that they were absolutely
helpless in the matter and could not say when they would
deliver. W.M.F.

Sir,—Seeing a complaint from " C.W." concerning Binks
fuel, I, too, have a complaint which also should be made
public, and by so doing may get a more satisfactory ajiswer
from Messrs. Binks than I have been able to do. On
April 18th I ordered and paid for forty-two gallons of fuel
at Is. 2d. per gallon wit'h addition of 7s. 6d. for the cask.
I have not yet received the fuel, although I have made
applications for it. Five months is rather a long time to
wait for delivery, and I certainly think that I should be
entitled to my supply before those now ordering. Possibly
they wish me to wait until paraffin is down again to 8d.
per gallon ! E.J.L.

Sir,—On July 20th I sent a cheque to Messrs. Binks
ordering a carburetter and a barrel of fuel. I received the
carburetter about three weeks after." The fuel, however, I

have not yet received. This is now, at the time of writing,
seven weeks within about two days. I have written several
times, and have received about four letters or postcards
saying that they are urging the railway company to deliver,

and that I shall receive it in a few days. I had the same
advice a month ago. 1 have made enquiries at the railway
depots, and am informed that there is no delay in
delivery. I do not' know if any of your readers have had
a similar experience. I for one shall certainly not order
again. I have written asking for proof that it has been
despatched and by what railway, but get no reply. I
have now asked for the delivery of the fuel or the return
of my money, failing which I shall have seriously to con-
sider the question of recovery by other means. Mr. Binks
is at liberty to keep mine and sell it at his advanced price.

C.A.E.

. The Boycott of German Goods.

Sir,
—" Britisher's " suggestion for a league of motor

cyclists pledged not to use "new " goods of German origin

is an excellent idea, and, apart from being another blow
to the enemy in the commercial world, is an important step
towards building up the motor cycling industry in the
'British Isles aftcs la guerre. My name is going in to

"Britisher" without a moment's delay, and I await
future copies of the " blue-eovered book " to see how the
movement progresses When one is separated from the
incomparable hobby for just on a year, it seems essential
that somebody should be blamed for it, and pretty forcibly
too, .and I, for one, will see that no German article of

any description whatever is used by me in connection with
motor cycling or anything else. The Motor Cycle is sent

to me regularly every week, and so far not a copy has gone
astray. T am particularly interested in the descriptions
and illustrations pf devices tending towards economy in

fuel, and also appertaining to the satisfactory use of the

substitutes now being produced. Needless to say, numerous
cuttings are finding their way into my notecase, but as

different engines are not always suited by the same fuel I

should welcome any. correspondence in your columns from
riders of Douglas solo machines showing the results of their

experiments with fuel and carburetter. Before leaving
England I found my machine would run quite well on a

50% mixture of petrol-paraffin, but paraffin can be improved
upon, and I would like to know which of the new fuels

produces the most efficiency in the Douglas with Amac
carburetter.

There are many like myself who desire to know what
arrangement exists for supplying a limited quantity of

petrol to soldiers home on leave from the Front, as the

regulation cards are only valid for residents in the British

Isles, and the man who can do with a week at his favourite

pastime is left wondering what he is to run his machine on.

France - (Gunner) J. CHESHIRE.

The Public Schools M.C.C.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. A. Q. Roberts's letter in your
issue of July 6th, I beg strongly to- confirm all that this

gentleman states concerning the Public Schools Motor Cycle

Club. How on earth can a chib of this name be formed at the

present time, when almost every fit old public school man
is doing his bit in this war ? Is it not absurd ? If the

formation of this new club is being granted permission by
the committee of the original club it is a different matter
altogether. Personally, I do not think this is the case.

Surely the older and more experienced motor cyclists,

especially those in the habit of attending race meetings and
hill-climbs, have not quite forgotten the smart little red

flag with a hand-painted motor wheel, on which was clearly

inscribed "The Public School Motor Cycle Club," Marl-

borough. D. CHURCHILL WEIR.
Bombay.

[The idea Mr. Roberts refers to was one to found a club

for boys at p}-e.sent members of public schools. The
P.S.M.C.C. is for both ixut and present members of

the public schools, Universities, Osborne, Sandhurst,

Woolwich, ete.-»ED.]

[Owing io lack of space we. are obliged, to bold oyer many
letters of interest. They will be published as cii-cum-

stances permit.

—

Ed.]

A Swansea vendor ol fheMowr Lycle, among other papers, and his

6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecarrier. Quite the most novel feature of this outfit,

which belongs to Mr. Charles Evans, is the line Dalmatian and Fiis

special platform. The advantages of sidecarriers for newspaper

delivery are manifold.
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Vmr CARRY ON -^H
BY USING

HEMPOL No. 1

No licence required to store or sell " Kempol," or alteration to carburetter necessary.

The Most Reliable Petrol Substitute Offered.

No. 1 Grad^2/6 PER GALLON 1 IN 42 GALL.
No. 2 Grade—2/- „ „ [ BARRELS.

Casks charged 10/- each—allowed on return in good condition. QUICK DESPATCH GUARANTEED.

TERMS : Cash with Order. F.O.R. Manchester or Sheffield.

Fit Kemp's new device to start from dead cold. Price 15/- (complete) carriage paid.

Sole Proprietors

:

KEMP'S VULCANIZING CO., LIMITED,
46, 48, 50, & 52, HARDMAN STREET, MANCHESTER. Tikl"^.
Also at 125, DEVONSHIRE STREET, SHEFFIELD. 'Phone-902 central.

Send your Tyre and Tubs Repairs and Retreading direct to Kemp's, Manchester.

I

I

rettes
(Medium Strength)

Pure Virginia Tobacco

10 '"3r 50 '« 1/5
For distribution to wounded British Soldiers and Sailors in Military

Hospitals at home and for the Front at DUTY FREE PRICES.

Terms on application to

—

JOHN PLAYER & SONS. Nottingham.

Invcd by th. Impul.1 Tobacco Col (of Cr.ot Brdai. .nd Irabad). ttd

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

P 668,

B25
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t^^

BELDAM
ALL.
BRITIShTYRE^
OF the several lypes of Beldam Tyre there is none

which is more efficient than Beldam V Steel Studded
Tyre, in which the rubber tread and the steel

studs are both on the same level—the grip for

every kind of road surface is there. No other tyre will

wear longer or give you better value for your money.
Write for Price List and cost of Beldam Retreads.

The BELDAM TYRE Co., Ltd., Brentford, Middlesex.
Agent for New Zealand : J. E. Fitzgerald, 139, Lambton Quay, Wellington.
Agents for Cape Colony: The Tyre and Motor Co., Rodney Street, Port
Elizabetu. India : Wilkinson & Co., t2, Dalhousie Square E., Calcutta.

m
J yj

OoSboUs.

PETROL. TANKS.
Trade
Enquiries
Invited.

WHY PUT UP WITH LEAKY OR ILL-FITTING TANKS?
We are Tank Specialists. Give us a trial.

OUR METHOD OF MANUFACTURE ENSURES THE BEST.

SPECIAL.

SPARE TANKS, com-
plete as shown. Plated

Taps, etc.

1 Qu^rt - 5/3 each.

THE GRAISELEY
CYCLE TANK Co.,

Vaie Place, -

IVIerridale St.,

WOLVERHAMPTON.

Pvompt clespa'oli truarimteed.

MOTOR CAR
HOUSE

Constructed of strong frame-
work covered with Planed,
Tongued. Grooved, and V
Jointed Matchboards. Roof
covered with good roofing; felt

find double doors as iliustra-

tion. The whole to be made iu

sections to bolt together and
sent Carr. Pd.- to any station
for cash with order only-

6x3x6ft. bitrh.

55/-
Floors 9/-~

Greo-HOted 2/6

b X .5 X 7ft. hi Ji. 10 X 8 X 8f C. hifli.

lis/- 165/-
20/- 40/-
4/6 6/6

Hx9xf)ft.hieh.
255/-

20 X 12 X lift, high
£27 IDs.
£6.
15/-

THE NOTTINGHAMSHIRE TIMBER CO., Netherfield, Notts.
p. AV. B.A-RKEE : : PHOPRIETOR.

The Seventeenth Edition
of

^OTOR^CLES
&KowtoiTV2a\agc tKenv.

otorC^les
Ahowtoift&ftage thenv.

The most complete work

of the kind ever published.

376
Pages.

425
Illustrations.

Carefully revised, re-

written throughout, and

much enlarged.
Many new features.

U Service riders will find this book

an indispensable companion. . .

Price 1/6 Net. By Post I/IO.

OitonaWe/rom The PuBfSHERS, Iliffe & Sons Ltd.,

20, Tudor St.. London, E.G. and all leading booksellers,
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^MmLnE^
A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to tne Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Corr-spondents are
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects

Giadieni.

I have had an argument with

?'
I

a friend who states that a
gradient o£ 1 in 1 would be

-I-l vertical, which I contend is

wrong. Would you please oblige
by stating whether or not a gradient of

1 in 1 would be vertical.—R.B.
For road surveying purposes a gradient
of 1 in 1 is not vertical. It meaAs that
in one unit of horizontal distance the
ground rises an equal distance. The
resulting gradient would be extremely
steep, the line being at an angle of 46°
to the horizontal line. Perpendicular
would be 1 in 0. In railroad engineering,
we believe, 1 in 1 is recognised as per-
pendicular.

Carburetter Flooding. ^

I have had great trouble with

_| my carburetter leaking after it

^ has been flooded, and, being a
-I-l novice, I would like some advice

about it. I only run about 60
m.p.g. of fuel with my two-stroke. Do
you think the jet is too large?—W.F.

Petrol will always flow from the carbu-
retter after the needle valve has been
lifted. If, however, it drips if left

standing, take the needle between the
finger and thumb and turn it round,
pressing it down on its seating. Probably
there is a little grit there. If this does
not cure the trouble you must grind in

the needle valve with a little oil and
crocus powder. The high consumption
might be quite well due to the leakage
at the float chamber. This does not mean
that the jet is too large. There might,
however, be no harm in your trying a

i smaller one.

Difficult Starting.

My machine is a 5-6 h.p.

— Pudge, overhead valve, and is

^ a little difficult to start. Is

there any way to prime the
cylinder, as there is no compres-

sion tap?—G.H.L.
To obtain easy starting, you should
"make sure all the following adjustments
are in order : Contact breaker points
clean with a gap of .4 mm., see that
the rocker arm is not sticking, make
sure the carbon brush is clean, clean the
carburetter, make sure no air leaks
e.\ist in the induction pipe, that both
valves are in good order with fairly

good springs, and the tappets adjusted
properly. When the engine is cold alittw

about .5 mm. clearance between the
exhaust valve and tappet, and just clear-

ance between the inlet rocker and valve.
In the absence of a compression tap all

.you can do is to prime the engine via
the sparking plug hole by removing the
plug.

Taxes £or Three-wheelers.

I bought a Morgan runabout
this year and paid £1 registra-

tion and £1 for licence (in Slarch
last). I am now asked by the
police to pay another £2 3s.,

making my licence £3 3s. in all. As
this machine comes under motor cycles
and tricycles, I thought I was quite
right in only paying £1, and shall be
glad if you can tell me if I shall have
to pay the extra.—F.P.B.

If the machine weighs over 3 cwt. you
have to pay £1 for registration, but the
car only having three wheels is still a
motor cycle so far as local taxation licence
regulations are concerned, and j'ou are
therefore only liable to a local taxation
licence of £1.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this iournal, being: fully in

accord with the recommendations agreed
upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that Ihey will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured
in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation, either during or after the war.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD,

Too Much Air.

I have a 3^ h.p. horizontal^ twin with racing cams, which

> give a slight overlap in the valve
-iJ setting. This machine is not very

good at easy starting. I have
seen to all the usual adjustments, i.e.,

air leaks, plug points, magneto. To
start, I fully advance the spark and
give full air and half throttle (this is

usual, I think) ; carburetter, Amao with
32 jet. Would a 34 jet be abnormal
for this type of engine? I may say the
present petrol consumption is quite low.

I have to flood the carburetter rather

a lot to start.—V.L.A.

We should think your difficulty in starting

is due to too 'much air, as you say you
have the air lever open for starting.

This is not correct ; you should fully close

the air, and give about one-quarter
throttle. What is wanted is a small

quantity of very rich mixture for easy
starting. Your jet should be about
correct, though you might try a slightly

larger one. When running on full throttle

you should find that by slightly closing

the air an improvement in running is

effected, if the correct sized jet is fitted.

At all other speeds except starting, you
should be able to give full air.

Hints on Driving.

I have a 3^ h.p. three-speed

g^l motor cycle, and I shall be glad

> if you will give me a few instruc-

-iJ tions as to the correct use of the

gears. I find in my district the

second gear with full throttle is as fast

as I want to go. Is it better to use

this or the top gear with half throttle,

which would give about the same rate

of speed? (1.) Which is better for the

engine? (2.) Which way will use the

least petrol? (3.) What is the correct

way to use the air inlet? I close it

to start the engine, and then open it

wide, leaving it in this position until

I want to start the engine again.

—

R.J.T.
(1.) It would be better for the engine,

and (2)^it would be better for the sake of

economy to drive on the top gear as much
as possible, controlling the speed of the

engine by the throttle. (3.) Close the

air only to start, and open it when the

engine is once going, only closing it if

the engine misses fire through too weak a

mixture or is inclined to knock on hills.

Connecting Rod Touching Flywheels.

Could you advise me on the
following questions: I have a
2i h.p. machine, and I am
troubled with the connecting rod

rubbing on the flywheels. It

causes my machine to knock now and
again, and also causes a rattle all the

time I am running. (1.) Should the

connecting rod touch both sides of the

flywheel or should it not? There is no
up and down play on any of the bear-

ings, as I have had them all renewed.
I was thinking of putting a liner on
each side of the big end, but do rot
know if this -will be good practice. (2.)

Is this a common form of trouble? Jly

last machine had all the bearings worn
when I dismantled it, but I was never '

troubled with the connecting rod rub-

bing. (3.) Do you think I should put
liners at each side of the big end, or

have a special bush turned -^in. longer

than the standard, so that I could

have -^in. overlap at each side and
thus prevent the connecting rod from
touching the flywheels?—J.T.

(1.) The connecting rod should not touch
the sides of the flywheels. Perhaps a thit

washer on each side of the big end bear-

ings will prevent this trouble. It is more
annoying than serious. The only thing
that really matters is vertical play. (2.)

The trouble is not a common one. (3.)

We should say that it would be hardly
necessary to have a special bush turned,

but, of course, this would be a rather

more practical way of carrying out the

alteration, though it__jvould not be the

cheapest way of getting over the difficulty.
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Timing.

I recently bought a 1912 4
h.p. motor cycle and sidecar, and-
wrote the makers with regard to

timing and size of jet (B. and B.

carburetter). They sent me the
following instructions : Valve timing.

Exhaust to close at the top of the
stroke, and inlet to open immediately
after. Magneto timing. Platinum
points to break with lever fully

advanced when the piston is at the
top of the stroke. T thought there

must be a mistake on this point, and
wrote the makers again, and they still

insist on this timing for the magneto.
They also recommend a 40 jet to the

B. and B. carburetter. It seems to

me that with these settings there vrill

be great overheating and heavy con-

sumption. (1.) Of coui'se. the valve
timing is normal, but I cannot under-
stand the magneto timing. Would you
be good enough to give me your advice
on the matter? (2.) What do you
think is the reason for this timing? I

cannot get a sensible answer from the
makers—simply a dogmatic assertion

that " this timing is best for a 4 h.p.

machine." (3.) I have a 1915 Amac
carburetter, and think of fitting this.

What size jet do you think would be
about right with medium weight side-

car and 10 stone passenger?—W.G.F.

(1.) We should say that the magneto
timing given is decidedly on the retarded
side. "V 'e would advise -you to try timing
it as foilow.s:. Piston top dead centre,

ignition retarded, contact points
.
just

separating. If this setting should cause
knocking w.hen fully advanced the set-

ting should be gradually retarded a bit

at a time until the full advance can be
taken without knocking being caused.

We should say you could not better the

valve timing. (2.) We fancy the makers
must mean "retarded," not "advanced."

(3.) No. 40 jet seems very large. We
would have thought 30 to 32 plenty

large enough. The only way to arrive

at the correct jet size is by experiment.
First try fitting a jet which is too small

to run the engine properly, then gradu-
ally increase the size until you have such
a size that up to half throttle you require
rather more air than throttle, but after

half-throttle opening rather less air than
tlu-ottle to get the best results. This
applies to the old pattern B. and B.
In the modern semi-automatic type of

carburetter, such as the needle valve
B. and B., Amac, Senspray, etc.. you
should be able to give full air at all

speeds, after a start has. been made,
except perhaps at very slow speeds ; also

at full throttle opening, when the machine
is pulling hard, closing the air levers

slightly should be found to make- an im-
provement in running if the correct sized
jet is fitted.

The Petroil System on a Four-stroke.

Would you kindly state

whether the peti-oil system of

lubrication can be used on a low-
powered four-stroke engine with
the same success as on a two-

stroke? My own machine, on which
I am thinking of using this method, is

a .2| h.p. single-cylinder with overhead
inlet valve.—S.A.

No; this type of lubrication cannot be
used by itself on a four-stroke engine,
as with this type of engine the charge
is drawn into the cylinder only, whereas
in a two-stroke the charge enters the
crank case as well as the cylinder, so
lubricating all parts. The petroil system
can, however, be used in addition to the
ordinary pump feed system, and, if the
piston is inclined to be a tight fit, is

very desirable, as it ensures a liberal
supply of oil reaching the piston, and
rings.

SEPTEMBER 2isi, igi6.

Misfiring on a Twin.

i. I am having some trouble

^ with a 1915 2| h.p. twin. It is

> extremely difficult to start, but
-SJ after starting and getting it

warmed up it will run fairly

well for some distance when it sta.rt9

missing badly, and will stop altogether
on a slight hill. I then examine
the plugs — both new Lodges — the-

jet, and clean out the' carburetter,
making sure there is not a spot of dirt

or water aboat. A start after about
iifty yards sprint will still have it

missing. All the inlet unions are bound
. with tape. The spark seems regular,-

but not too strong. The only thing I
have not done is to fit new inlet valve
guides. They do not seem to be detach-
able. The valves seem rather a loose
fit in the guides. Can. you give me any
advice as to how I can effect an im-
provement ?—W. M.

We do not tliink your trouble is due to
worn valve guides. It is probably due
to some detail in the magneto. Have
you made sure that the contact breaker
rocker arm is quite free and, not sticking?
See that the points make good contact,
and are clean. Also cle^ALthe carbon
brushes, and see that the high-tension
wires are not damaged in any way. Also
pay attention to the valve springs, these
being weak might cause missing. Possibly
(but unlikely) the magnets require re-

magnetising. We presume you have
cleaned out the petrol feed pipe.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
should be addressed c /o The Editor.

"J.P." (Lincoln).—3| h.p. Scott run-
ning with a petrol and paraffin mixture.

"J.B." (Cleator Moor).—Advice on up-
keep of Hendee Special motor dynamo,
also Alkum accumulators in connection
with same outfit.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
NoRTHAJinON TO WlUBlEDON.—H.W.A.
Northampton, Newport Pagnell, Wo-

burn, Dunstable, St. Albans, Aldenham,
Biishey JHeath, Harrow Station, Alperton'

Green, Ealing, Kew, Richmond, Wimble-
don.

HiTCHiN TO Teteury.—C.McD.
Hitchin, Luton, Dunstable, Tring,

Aylesbury, Thame, Wheatley, Oxford,
Faringdon, Highworth, Cricklade, Malmes-
bury, Tetbury.

PULBOKOUGH TO LiMPSFIELD.—G.S.O.
Pulborough, Billingshurst, Horsham,

Crawley, Copthorne Common, New
Chapel, Lingfield, Crowhuvst, Oxted,
Limpsfield. Distance approximately 4P

miles.

Miss Isabell Wells, of Bristol, and her 31 h.p. lady's model Brough. Miss Wells is quite a

novice, but finds the horizontal Brough particularly suitable as a lady's mount, on account of

its ease of starting and^ control. Its flexibility is also a point emphasised by this West
^Country motor cyclist.

jI28

Plitmste.\d to Southsea.—C.H.
Plumstead, Woolwich, Eltham, l\Iot-

tingham, Chislehurst, Bickley, Adding-
ton, Purley, Redhill, Reigate, Dorking,
Guildford, Hindhead, Petersfield, Cos-

bam, Portsmouth-, Sbuthsea;
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STANDS ALONE
—In splendid isolation the " Canoelet " Sidecar remains

the perfect example of the engineers' skill and the

body-builders" craft. Synonymous with comfort,
" Canoelet " means all-round sidecar satisfaction,

especially for the lady who has been used to riding

in a car. She will appreciate the luxury of the
" Canoelet."

MEAD & DEAKIN, Tyseley. BIRMINGHAM.

Simms non-soot Plug
increases engine power.

The fat and fiery spark obtained

with Simms "non-soot" Plug

ensures instantaneous combustion

of the whole of the charge, so if

>our engine does not develop its

li 11 power fit Simms "non-soot"

Plug.

This British-mada Plug fires at

// engme speeds.

1 rice each. Single or Twin Contacts,

3/6
Metric or American Threads.

All dealers, or from

t9tWaiikmrSt.Qxford5t.LondoaW
Sole Makers.

I SUBMIT there
is a solid reason why you should adopt a

BINKS CARBURETTER, viz.:

YOU CUTYOUR FUEL BILL INTWO
if you adopt my system and use my
fuel. You can, of course, use petrol or
benzol without alteration.

Price of
Carburetter
complete

—

Small extra Tank
to clip on Frame,

17/6
Pipe & 3-way Tap
to enable you to

get an easy start

when stone cold,

12/6
plus 10%

war advance.

READ!
MY 3-PHASE JET DAR^PING'CARBURETTERS
have such perfect vapourising properties that they
enable you to use fuel at 2/6 per gallon in 42-gallon
casks, which you are allowed to keep on your premises.
Your engine will tick over dead slow, and pull dead
slow in traffic, yet give the full power. It is almost
impossible to tell you are not running on petrol at 2/9
a gallon. It cannot damage your engine or soot it up,
and makes Motor Cycling possible in these times.

I give you my personal assurance ol the truth ot what,
is stated above. Please send at once for full particulars
of the carburetter, and also for my Treatise on Carbura-
tion, and terms of One Month's Approval Trial.

j
C. BINKS, Ltd.,Eccles.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." Bzq
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WAR - TIME
TESTIMONY

In War
as

In Peace

produces

excellent

results

and

Maintains
its

Pre-eminence
as a

market place
for

Second-hand

Bargains

CE,

The rates tor paragraph advertisements in The
Motor Cycle are : First 1 2 words or less I /6,

and 3d. for every additional two words. Each
paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted. Advertisements should
be posted to arrive not later than by first post

on FRIDAY morning for the following Thurs-
day's issue. Address Thi Motor Cycle,

Cpventry, or 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.

H
4

During the war The Motor Cycle has enhanced

its already high reputation as THE newspaper

for motor cyclists. It is read by practically

every owner (and intending buyer), whether

in the army, navy, air service, or civil life, and
is, therefore, the most suitable medium for

readers' advertisements of second-hand goods— for sale, wanted, or to be exchanged.

NSI assaegggggi
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Callers on day of puhlication.

In respect to my advert, in The Motor
Cycle, on arriving home on Thursday
afternoon I found a gentleman had been
waiting two hours to see my rhachine.

Since then I -have had lo APPLICA-
TIONS, and my wife informs me that

as early as eleven o'clock on Thursday
morning a man came to see the machine.

C. HECTOR PETERS,
13, Mayow Rd., Forest Hill, S.E.

An excellent advertising medium.

I must give The Motor Cycle credit for

being an excellent advertising medium.
Your paper must have been newly
published when QUITE A HOST OF
OFFERS came for my carburetter, and
also offers to Supply tank I asked for.

JAMES PAUL,
124, High St., Perth.

i

IPPi Sold same day.

m^mmmiB

ipppppi

I wish to thank you for inserting the

last advert. I sent in place of the one
that was too late.

It may interest you to know that the

machine was SOLD THE SAME DAY
that the advert, appeared. I also had
MANY WIRES AND LETTERS.
Undoubtedly The Motor Cycle is THE

paper for motor cyclists in every waj'.,

/. L. RUTTER,'
Newlands Park,- Sydenham.

Delighted with speedy replies.

I am delighted with speedy replies

received through the medium of your
valuable paper, The Motor Cycle. Last
week, advertising exchange, I have
HAD REPLIES EVERY POST, and
have suitably exchanged with a satis-

fied reader. G. HARROP,
57, Abbeyhill Rd., Oldham.

m

i

jiJill

S|illl

I
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^gggll
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£30
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Inseparable

HAfiSODS
New Motor Cycles in Stock.

3 h,p. Enfield Twin - - - £57 15

4ih.p.B.S.A. Countershaft model £62

2| h.p. New Imperial-Jap - - £38

2i h.p. Calthorpe-Jap - - - £37 16

-2f h.p. Allon - - - - - £42

Levis, Popular and Model "E."

Several other Lightweights.

DEFERRED TERMS FOR MOTOR BICYCLES.
New: One-fifth down as first deposit, and 2i% interest

only charged.

Second-hand: Half-cost down instead of usual one-fifth.

HARRODS LTD., London, S.W
RICHARD BURBIDGE, Managing Director.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

* Postal Orders sent in payment tor adver-

tisements should be made payable to r-cS"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed __^=

—

'

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the ofllces of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be pasted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle" Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. Ail replies should be addressed,
" No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.G."

3WDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons wh3 hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt ot the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit tbi.

amount to the seller, but u not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding (^\q in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the 'advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply (o advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silea e as an indication that the goods advertisod have
already been disposed o(. Advertisers olten receive so
many enquiries that it u quite impossible to reply to eaoa
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A J-S., 23,ih.p.. 3-speed, 1916, m
*^ ing, Mardol, Shrewsbury.

LATEST Model A.J.S. in stock, 6h.p.;
Cross, Agent, Rotherham.

stock.—Picker-
[X7022

^102/18.—
[S:7880

new, actually
Cowbridge.

stock.—
[X7671

A .J.S. 4h.p. Combination,
xt Cowbridge Garogo Co.,

A .J.S., new 1916, 4h.p., in stock,. £76: 1913 6h.p., in
i^ magnificent condition, £44.—Crow Bros., Guildford.

[2131

A.J.S., I>ate 1914 6h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, counter-
shaft, in nice condition; £60.-6, Warren St., Lon-

don. [2228

A.J.S., 1913-14, T.T. model, 2^ih.p., 2-speed, clutch,
kick starter; £30.—Ashworth, 4, Femdale^ Ed.,

Clapham. [X7737

"I Q13 A.J.S. 6h,p. Combination, 3 speeds, usual acces-
Xtf sories, tyres nractically new; £45.—Parr, 11, The
Chase, Clapham, S.W.

"1Q16 A-J S. 6h-p. Combination,
-1- *J used in August, accessories,
100 gus.-T.H., 157, London Ed.,

[2204

special sidecar, only
etc. (all unused)

;

Liverpool [X7515

A.J.S. 4h.p. 1915 Conjbination, hood, screen, 2 spare
wheels, Lucas lamps, Watford speedometer, onlym 1,600 miles; £75.—Smith,

Hampstend.

E.^2

3, Greenaway Gardens,
[X7747

GASH OR EXCHANGE.
NEW MODELS.

EXCELSIOR (American), 7 h.p., 3 speeils . . £75
OVERLAND. 12 h.p., 4-seater, efectric start-

ing and lighting (tax £4 4s.) S225
RITZ -1 -cvlinder 2-scater Light Car £14S
ROYAL RUBY, 2V h.p., 3-speed, 2-5troke . . £36 10
ROYAL RUBY-J.A.P., 2} h.p., 2-5peed £39 10
WILLIAMSON Cy-cl-ca, W.C. Douglas eng. £126

1916 (U.S.A.) EXCELSIOR.
7 h.p., twin, 84 X 89, mechanical an-i hand- lubrica-

tion, kick starter, liigli-tcn^ion magneto, spring
forks, 2-g.allon petrol capacity, 3-speed countershaft
gear, multiple-disc clutch with hand and foot con-
trol, handle-bar control, spring seat-pillar, sin.'non-
skid tyres, finish Excelsior srey ; £75.
A few late 1015 new 7 h.p. 3-speed models, with
electrical equipment, at pre-tax price of £71 lOs.

Exchanges quoted. Easy payments 2^% ex^ra.

We are sole Yorkshire distributers. Liberal terais

to trade.

CoachbuUt PERFECTION SIDECARS to suit, £13 10.

SOLO MACHINES.
VILLIERS, 1915, 2lh.p., 2-speed £27 10
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2} h.p., 2-5pccd £37 10
DOUGLAS, 1914, single gear, chain-belt . .. £28 10
DOUGLAS, r9r3, 2-5peed £34 10
INDIAN, 1914, 7 h.p., 2-speed, spring frame £44 10
INDIAN, 1912, \ h.p., 2-speed £29 10
I9t2 3.i h.D. ZENITK-GRADUA S26 10
1912 3^ h.p. 2-sp. BRADBURY, chain drive £29 10
igri 3J h.p. Silent ROACH £24 10
I9r3 6"h.p. 2-speed GLVNO £39 10
NUMBER, 3i h.p., 2-speed £25 10
RUDGE, 3! h.p., F.K., good order £19 19
ALLDAYS, 3J h.p., 2 speeder £25 10
TRIUMPH, magneto, spring forks, new tyres £14 10
DOUGLAS, igii, 2-5peed, wants attention. . £18 10
N.S.U., 3i h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £17 10
F.N., 2} h.p.. 3-speed, shaft drive £17 10
HENDERSON, 2-speed, 4-cyI ; . . . £46 10
TRIUMPH, igir, 3^ d.p., 3-speed £26 10
TRIUMPH, 1909, 3i h.p., 2-speed £24 10
TRIUMPH, ^J h.p. clutch model £21' 10
TORPEDO, 3.V h.p., 1911 model £17 10
MINERVA, 23 h.p., wants attention £410
DOUGLAS, 2-3 h.p., t.vio, spring forks £15 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
WILLIAMSON, 1914, W.C , 2-cyl., 2-speed,

2-seater Sidecar £62 10
1916 5-6h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE Combina'n £72 10

1914 7-Qh.p. 2-speed INDIAN Combination . £53 10

1913 7 'h.p. 2-speed ARIEL and Sidecar .. £42 10
igi3 6 h.p. 2-speed REX and Sidecar .... £43 10
jgir 3I h.p. 3-speed TRIUMPH and Sidecar £27 10
QUADRANT, 7-0 b.p., 2-speed, twin, chain

drive, and coach Sidecar. Fine lot .... £45 10
S.P.K., 33 h.p., 3-speed, and Sidecar £29 10
r9i2 3.\ h.p. 2-speed PREMIER and Sidecar £33 10

1909 sJh.r. 3-sreed TRIUMPH and Sidecar £26 10

1913 3* hip. 3-speed TRIUMPH and Gloria
Sidecar £39 ID

Halifax Motor Exchange
68, NORTON ST., HALIFAX.
'Phone—76G. Telegranis—*' Perfection."

AT-J.A.P.. 1911. 8h._p,

—Elce an
"

mile St.. E.C.

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
A.J.S.

1 Q15'^ 2%h.p. A.J.S.. 3-speed, perfect condition
J-«^ new, complete, £45 ; with Rally sidecar, £i

1Q13 A.J.S..
-*- *^ starter,

Wignall. Decorator, Monument Park, Wigan. [2

5h.p., with 2 speeds, countershaft, '.

. clutch, sidecar ; bargain, £42/10;—
Barnes Motor Garage, opposite Red Lion, Barnes, E

[2

A.J.S., 4h.p., Milli'ord 15 gn. sidecar combinat
complete with liorn, tools, etc., outfit as new,

ridden 500 miles; price £85, or best cash offer.—Up
Okehanipton, Devon. [X7

A.J.S. 6h.p. 1915- Combination, hood, screen, and
curtains, interchangeable wheels, enclosed cl

drive. 3 speeds, Binks carburetter, in good order;
-Hewett, 167, High St., Homerton, London, N.E. [1

1Q16 A.J.S.. 2^h.p., 3 speeds; chain drive enclo
J-tf detachable back wheel, in perfect condition,
run 800 miles, property of of&cer now overseas; u
£50.—Mrs. Malcolm Nicholson, HIghfield HaU. L'

[X7

A.J.S., latest model, 6h.p. twin, three-speed, in

changeable wheels, spare wheel complete, car tj'

special sidecar, patent hood, side curtains, extra li

body, adjustable wind screen, handsome turnout, ]

entirely on substitute; £95, or nearest.— Scott,

Catliu's Cafe, Grantham. [X?.

Alldays.

ALLON, 23^h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1916; in stoc

Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [X7'

ALLDATS 2-stroke, in perfect order; £25.—Warrei
386, Euston Rd. Museum 3081. [2'

COLMORE Depot, 31., Colmore Row, Birmingh
can supply immediately all models of Alldays Al

'

[0

ALLDAYS Allon. 1916 models in stock; cash

gradual payments 2% only.—Referee Cycle Co., 2

High Holborn. - [0'(

A LLONS. new 1916 2-stroke 2-speed_models, £
exchange or easy terms arranged.

Shoe Lane, London.
Wauchope's,

[21

ALLON, 1916, registered March 30th, 2-sp6ed, olul.i

kick start, little used, absolutely like new; 40 f

—Horn, Clothier, Bourne. [X7i

1 Q16 AUons, only done 50 miles, complete all act

i*' sories; bargain, £45.—The Barnes Mo>i

Garage, opposite Red Lion, Barnes, S.W. [2J

ALLDAYS Aliens, all models, from stock, also 1£

2-speed kick start Do Luxe model, with Lucas
cessories, £42, reduced to special price £37; also 1£

2-3peed, band chitch, with Lucas accessories, £38/
reduced to £35; and 1916 single speed, only shop-soil

£32/10, real bargain, reduced to £29/10, cash onlj

Lamb's. 151. High St., Walthamstow, and 50, H
Rd., Wood Green. [2C

Antoine. ._

PETROL Free with 1911 Aritoine Bh.p. twin, clnt

kick start; 15 gns.—Troward, 78, ' "
'

stead.

MOTOR Cycle
Chater-Lea

Jackman's, Hurst,

and Sidecar, . 6h.
frame. Whittle
Twyford, Berks.

,
High St., San

[20

p. twin Antoi
}elt; £12.-Tn

[X79

3-SPEED 3Voh,
Depot, 31

.p. Ariel, splendid order; £20.—Colmi
Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X78

ARIEL, Si/oh. p., semi-T.T. model, with variable piill'

gear, a topping mount at bargain price, £25^j[^
tons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon.

31Q15 Ariel, SV^h.p., 3 speeds, ...
Xt/ order; bargain. £45.—The- Barnes Motor Gor.'ii

countershaft,

[X78

escell*

[21

iull.

B21
[21

opposite Red Lion, Barnes, S.W.

ARIEL, 3V2h.p., free, hand-controlled -variable

decompressor, excellent condition, lamps

;

38, ATonmore Rd., West Kensington.

Auto=Wheels.

AUTO-WHEEL, late 1914 model, splendid conditit

shock absorber fitted; £8.—Boyman, 54, Thoinli

Rd., West Norwood. [20-

AUTO-WHEEL, late 1914 model, httle used, ni

condition, £8/10; 1915 ditto, £10.—Murray's. 3'<

Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X78'

AUTO-WHEEL, 1915 model. exceUent condition, nt

Palmer cover, excellent on paralfin; accept £8/1

—Titchmarsh, 26, Habberly St., Kidderminster. [X78!

AUTO-WHEELS for sale, guaranteed perfect,. £6/^

£6/17/6, £7/10, £8/8, £9/9.~George Smith's, un*

ham Junction, opposite Arding and Hobbs. ''apn;.

Battersea 1271. U^
Bat :

15 3-speed Bat-Jap, condition as new;.£34:-Ci
more Depot, 31, Colmore Row,19^ Birmiiigbpni-

[X7e'
overhead valve, T.T. ;_£!

13"—Edce"and"Co.,"l'5-16r Bishopsgate 'Av., i^— -
[051
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MOTOR CYCLES FOU SALE.
Bat. _

!AT aatT Siilecar, 5-speed, fitted with every nccessory, H
hood, screen, etc., nonrly now: £75.—Warren's, H

I, Eiiston Rd. Museum 3081. [2094

AT-J.A P., 1194. T.T., special overhead valve enpine,

. 3-fipeed pear and kick starter, T.T. and touringr biir.s,

triy new iieavy Keuipshall, grey finish, very fast, very

art, in perfect order; £35.—Wnllis, 49, Hiph St.,

jfron Walden, Essex. [X7779

I Bradbury.
S'|12 Bradbury and sidecnr. complete, lamps, etc.

;

|7 £24.-Cross, Jeweller, Kotherhnm. [X7879

BADBCHx, 4h.p., free engine, all in good condi-
tion; £15.-455, York Rd., Wandswortli. [2122

'BADBFRT. 1912, 4h.p., in very pood order; £20.
Wallis, 49, High St.. Saffron ^yalaen, Esses.

[X7784
i.p. Bradbury, S-speed gear, and sidecar: £20.— Col-
more Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

[X7844
'EAIiBURT, 4h.p., 2 speeds, in good order, witJi
I or without sidecar; £17/10 and £20.-6, Warren
i London. [2230

1 12 SV^h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, Bosch mag., Binks,
y wicker sidecar, and speedometer; £20.—Saunders.
lingbourne. [1939

RADEURY cind Sidecar, 2'-speed, F.E., lamps, com-
plete, splendid order.-Mitchell, 13, Pine Grove,

toria Park, Manchester. [S7805

|45 Bradbury Combination, good condition, N-S.U.
f gear, lamp, horn, acce.ssoried ; any trial ; new
g; bargain, £22.—Pusey, The Forge. Wycombe
sh, Bucks. [X7857

ETROL Free with 1912 Bradbury, clutch, 16 gns.

;

1913 3-speed, clutch, 24 gns. ; 1913 2-speed, !

;ch, sidecar, 26 gns.—Rider Troward, 78, High St., '-

"opstead. 'Phone : 5392. [2075
|

RABBORY, 1914, 4h.-p., 3-8peed Stnrmey-Arcl:ei
j

gear, 12 gn. Comty coach sidecar, P. and H. himp i

-and horn, in very good order, nearly new Dunlop
all round; £35.—Wallis, 49. High St., Saffron'

,flen. Essex. [X7776
Broiigh.

BOUGH 3V2h.p- Horizontal Twin, 1915-6, semi
T.T., Sturniey 3-speed, haudle-Viar clutch, ridden

10 i
cost £70 ; as new ; £52.—Davison, Chemist,

leaton. [X.7854

STROL Free with Brough, 1916, horizontal twin,
Sturmey countershaft gear, Lucas horn, speedo-

er, mileage 270; 55 gns.—Troward, 78, High St.,

npstead. [2080

B.S.A.

,S.A.. 1916, 3-speed, new; £56.—Digby, Mersea.
Essex. [2120

S.~A.. new 191G models H and K actually in stock
—Moss, Wem. , [S7810
)LMOEE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, for
Immediate delivery of B.S.A. [0798

S.A. Auto-Wheel for sale, not done 150 miles, in
perfect condition, hardly soiled ; £10.—Holder,

:iborne, Dorset. [2033

i8.A., 1915, 3'/.h.p., coachhuilt sidecar, Binks car-
buretter, 64 to gallon Bints <uel; £38.-9, Lau-

;*r Vilhts, Brighton [5:7743

[14 B.S.A., 3 speeds, kick-starter, and sidecar,
complete; £50.—The B^irnes Motor Garage.

•site Red Lion, Barnes, S.W. [2179

S.A„- 1915, model K, overhauled extravagantly
recently, new cylinder nud piston, etc. ; £46, or

offer.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X7S94

llHI

!|13 E.S.A., 3^/^h.p., clutch model, lamps, accessories,
splendid condition, tvres new; £26/10; hght-

ht wanted.—436. Whitehorse Rd.. Thornton Heath
[2012

S.A., 1914, 4'4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, chain
' drive, Lucas lamps, Stewart horn, like new • 40
: any trial given.-97, Malvern Rd.. West liilburn.

'

- - - [1943
IJb.A., 1916, 4'/^h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, chaia-cum-
4-' belt, all accessories, done 1,500 miles, 2-speed,
•ttl to new, speedometer; £65.—H. McKmnon, Draper,
H-:!)ridge, Mon. [X7521

ISA., 3y2h.p., late 1913, all chain. 2-speen, Chater-
Lea upholstered sidecar, overhauled bv makers in

Sftig at cost of over £10; bargoin ot £45.—Arthur
Jc sou, Tiowbridge. [1953

TS.AT, 1915'^, 4'4h.p., 3-8peed. chain drive, sporting
J-. aluminium sidecar, disc wheel, large number acces-
ses, gnarnnteed perfect condition, very little used

;

£f 10.—Brown, 20, Glover's Court, Preston, [S7861

TS.A.—Two models K actually in stock, £62 each,
A' ready to ride away; Canoelet B.S.A. sidecars from
i*:a6.

: deferred, terms arranged, liberal exchanges;
alt. a 1912 clutch model, usual price £29/10, sals price
silO, spot cash only.—Lamb's; 161, High St., Wal-
thistow, and 50, High Rd.. Wood Green. [2004

IS. A., all-black, late 1915, extra large coachbuilt
Bramble sidecar, 4-polnt attachment, lamp, 2

Wrators, Lucas horn, new 3in. Palmer back, spare
^ij^tube, belt, chain, valves, plugs, sundries, runs
pcBh; 2 tins petrol free; owner proceeding P'rance;
».'-Laflan. c/o Gazeley, Fenny Stratford. [X7903

CORONET SIDECARS.
We are building special models lor Harley-

Davidsons, Excc.hiors, and Indians, enamelled
either grey or red to match machines, and fitted

with 2SX3in. tyre and four point attachment.

FROM

£10 15s.

Send [or Illustrated

Catalogue describing

these well - known
Sidecars.

EXCHANGES.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Coronet Underslung Chassis.

4-poini attach-

ment, special

mudguard.

TORPEDO SIDECARS, £9 15s.

Wanted 10 1915 Harley-Davidsons in exchange
for 1916 Harley-Da/idsons. Good allowances.

CASH OFFERS WANTED.
4 1 h.p. STARj brand new £68 model, big

single, 3 speeds £55

2i h.p. Stationary Petrol Engine, new
£22 IDs. model, magneto, 2 flywheels £16 10

4 h.p. ZENITH, 1911, Gradua variable gear £19 15

2^ h.p. IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1915, z-speed,

lamp, horn, etc ^ £29 15

7-9h.p. PREMIER, 191.1, 2-speed counter-

shaft, with £13 103. new coach Sidecar £49 15
6 h.p. REX, 2-=peed, magneto £11 15
Twin REX frame, tank, wheels, 2-speed

gear, tyres, etc £7 5

2% n.p. MINERt/A, magneto, variabie gear £8 15

7-9h.p. INDIAN, 1915, 3-spced, elecirical

model, and £r5-Moatgomerv Sidecar. . £69 15

igi6 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON £80 15

1916 ditto, electrical model £89
igii FORD Touring Car, detachable wheels £85

2} h.p. EXCELSIOR, 191G, 2-stroke £24 15
20 h.p. FORD Van, new, 1916 model £130
20 h.p. FORD Van, 1915 model £90

2i h.p. TYLER, 1915, 2-spe^d model £24 15

3,1 h.p. TRIUMPH, igio model £16 15

3\ hip. JAMES, 1913, 2-speed, chain drive,

and coach Sidecar £26 15

3J h.p. HUMBER, 1913. 2-speed, Sidecar. . £29 15

3I h.p. PREMIER, 1913, 2-speed counter-

shaft gear, belt and cliaiii £23 15

3 It.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 191 1, magneto .. . £12 15

3* h.p. TRIUMPH, iqii, 2-speed model,
with Sidecar, lamps, and horn £25 15

6 h.p. Twin REX engine, carburetter and
magneto £9

7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON.elertricrtily
equipped, complete with sidecar .... £89 15

3.t h.p. HUMBER, igrr, 2-speed £17 15
2i h.p. MATCHLES3-J.A.P., 1910 £10 45
1915 TRUMBULL Light Car, hood, screen,

detachable wheels, speedometer, dectric
horn and lamps £89

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
New £5 weatherproof Magneto, £3 IDs. ; New

Trouser Overalls, 10/6; Long Lengths Steel
Tubing, I J X I2g., I4g., i6g. ; Bosch Magneto,
50/-; B. and B. Carburetter, 12/6; Araac
Carburetter, 12/6 ; New 20/- Briss Electric
Sidecar Lamps. 5/3 ; Ditto Tail Lamps, 5/6,
approval ; New Spare \'alves for Harlev-David-
sons, 4/9; Coach-built Sidecar, £4 5s.;
Douglas Carburetter, 10/6; New 26 X 2} or
2^ Tubes, 6/-; Sidecar Safety Coupl ngs, 8/9
(for any mach-ne, including P. & M.'s)

;
£16 i6s.

New26X2i&2i rubber studded covers 12/6 and
13/-; Lightweight Coach Sidecar, new, £7 15s. ;

New Coach Sidecar Body , £3 5s. ; New Sidecar
Chassis, complete with all fittings, 65/-; 1916
Binks Carburetters (your old carburetter taken
in exchang3\

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A ^ I FA X .

'Phone ; 1062. Close at 6 p.m.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALK.
B.S.A

41.h.p. New 191G B.S.A. Models, chfiin drive £64,
4 chain-cum-belt £62; these famous motor cycles

are fitted with the countershaft 3-Bpeed gear box; the
all-chain drive is recommended for sidecar work, and
the chain-cum-belt for solo; cnnoelet sidecars to fit,

£14/17; cash, exchange, or easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [2059

Cnlthorpe.
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., brand new, 2^^h.p. - model,

J.A.P. engine, and Enfield 2-speed gear; £34 —
Moss, Wem. [X7811

TQIS Calthorpe-Jap, 25^h.p., Enfield gear, in splen-
jLtJ did condition, complete with lamps, Lncns horn;
£24.-Ilobinsoh, 60, Yorkshire St., Oldham. [X7911

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
have in stock oil models of Cnithorpes for im-

mediate deliTery; also nt our Manchester Depot. [0799

CALTHORPE 1914 Combination,. 4i4h.p., Bosfli
mag., kick starter, 2-speed gear box, new condi-

tion ; 55 gns.—R. Summerton, Halfoid, Shipston-on-
Stour. '

- [1945

CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 1916, latest model, Enfield
2-spGed gear, just arrived from works; £32/11.—

Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., Lon-
don. [1978

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1916. 2^Ah.-p., Enfield 2-speea,
new, but slightly shop-soiled; special bargain, £33.

— Wilkius, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd
London. [1977

CALTHORPE-J.A P.'s and 2-8tToke3; immediate de-
liverv from stock of all models; cash or exchange.

A few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore the Agents,
Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgate, Manchester.

t0815
CALTHORPE-J.A.P.'s, 2%h.p. with Enfield gears, 36

gns.: three actually in stock; also a 1916 2-3peed
J.A.P. model, £34/10, reduced to £33, cash only.—
Lamlt's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Rd,, Wood Green. [2000

CALTHORPES, J.A.P. 2%h.p. engines, 1916 models.
£37/16, with Enfield 2-speed gear; also single-speed

models, £32; and 2-8trokes; we have seTeral good second-
hand nmchines of this make to offer from £17/10.—"Wan-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2060

Campion.
CAMPION-VILLIERS, 1915, an exceedingly sound

and useful machine ; £21, or reasonable offer.-
Laytons' Garage, Bicester. O-Kon. [X7890

Chater-Fafnir.
jlh.p. Chater-Fafnir, 2-speed, F.E., and sidecar; £12.
2 —1, Wards Terrace, Broad Lane, Tottenham. [2137

Chater-Sarolea.
CHATER-SAROLEA Combination, F.E.. Bosch, fine

condition; trial; after 8.30, or Saturday ufteruoou
-12. Shalstone Rd., Mortlake, S.W'. [215G

Clvno

CLYNO and sidecar, 6h.p., 2 speeds, free; £30, com-
plete ; reason sale, called up.—Page Hall, Pen-

rith. [X6939

CLYNO 2-stroke, splendid order, with all accessories

;

£21/10.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Bir-
mingham. [X7827

CLYNO and Sidecar, 1915 conversion; £65, nr ex-
change 3'/)h:p. and cash, Ariel preferred —38.

Granville St., Grimsby. [X7783

"fi012 6h.p. Clyno, 2 speeds, and coachbuilt sidecar.
JL«7 excellent order, many extras: £35,—Tli" Barnes
Motor Garage, opposite Red Lion, Barnes, S.W. [2180

Coventry Eagle.
COVENTRY Eagle. 2iAh.p., 2-stroke. in brand new

condition, little used; £25^Wallis, 49, High St.,

Saftron Walden, Essex. [X7780

Connaught.
"1 Q14 Connaught, .2-stroke, 3 speeds; £21.—Cross,
-i-V Effingham Sq., Rotherham.,

_
[X7878

CONNAUGHT. 1914, 2-speed gear box, perfect; £26,
—W. and H. Motor Co.. Ltd., 287, Deansgate.

Manchester. [1966

1'H16 Connaught, in first-clcss condition, fitted with
Ji-U Dunlop tvres and belt; £2.3.—Firth, Woodbridge
Rd., Moseley, Birmingham. [X7869

CONNAUGHT. 2'K4h.p., 2-stroke, Sturmey 3-speed.

kick start, will run on paraffin; £33.—Miss Davis,

2, Erng Edward Rd., Nuneaton. [X781G

CONNAUGHT, genuine bargain, thorough good con-
dition throughout, £21 : another with 2-3peod gear, '

£27.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmiueiiam.
[X7835

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de-
- livery all models Connaught from stock; miniii-

tura and double-purpose models; prices from £28/17/6.—
87-91. John Bright St., Birmingham. [X7882

Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed, T:T.: £3 2,-Warren's, 386.
Eustou Rd. Museum 3081. [2092

DOUGLAS, 1912, 2-speed; £25.— Warren's, 386,
Euston Rd. Museum 3081. [2093

3

i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1916. beUer thau iiew: £53.—Warreu's,
386, Euston Rd. iluseum 3081. [2091

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-8peecl, just OTeibaTiled; £20.—
Box L2.16e, c/o TJie Motor Cycle. [2035

]0 1 1 Douglas, good tyres and good running orler

;

U £12.-455, York Rd., Wandsworth, [2125

DOUGLAS. 1915, 2-Epeed, £40; another, £42.-
Warren's, 386, Euston Rd. Museum 3081. £2090

DOUGLAS. 1915, 2-8peed, new condition, with acces-
sories ; £45.—Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury.

[X7021
TpiOUGLAS, 2Sih.p., first to view will purchase; .£15,

""i-' no offers.— 14, Dodbrooke Rd., West Norwood.
[1541

DOUGLAS Combination, late 1915, 4h.p., 3 speeds,
indistinguishable froin new, fully equipped ; what

offers ?

"TJOUGLAS, 1916, 25^1l.p., 2 speeds, T.T.

T^OUGLAS. 1915, 2%h.p., 3 speeds, T.T.

OUGLAS, 1914, 2?4h.p., 2 speeds, T.T.

OUGLAS, 1911, 2%h.p., at £16—6, Warren St.,

London. [2223

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., .just overhauled, worn parts re-

newed; seen by appointment; £13^0.-7, Allison
Rd.. Acton. - £2027

1Q 15-16 Douglas, in new condition, done 300 milesXV only, Lucas lamps, etc. ; £48,-M^osb, Jeweller,
Eotherham. [X7877

DOUGLAS, slightly used. War Office model, as new;
£55, complete.-Colinore Depot, 31, Colmore Row,

Birmingham.
"

[57823

DOUGLAS, 234h.p., 2-speed geared, thoroughly over-
hauled; £27.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row,

Birmingham. [57833

1 Q15 2-speed T.T. Douglas,- special engine and £t-
X*/ ments; £46.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row,
Birmingham. £57842

1Q11 Douglas, complete, Lucas lamp set and hoin,
X f/ running order; £10.-Sheppard, Cupemham,
aomsey, Hants. [7512

1 Q 11 Douglas, 2^h.p., excellent tyres, good order

;

LZF £15-—The Barnes Motor Garage, opposite Red
Lion, Barnes, S.W. [2181

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., War Office model, all accessories,
excellent condition; £40, no ofiers.—New Ship

Garage, Brighton. £1731

33.h.p. 1910 Douglas, good running order and condi-
4 tion; £15, or good make lady's bicycle and cash.

- Shingles, Cromer. [2019

TQIS Douglas Model N, single speed, countershaft,
X«/ perfect condition; £21/10.—Whitehead. Eraun-
stone Gate, Leicester [57806

"I
(Q15 Douglas, model Y, 2-speed, new condition, 2,000

Xt7 miles, delivered October; £46.—Eckford, 53,
Kingston Hill, Surrey. [1931

1Q15 4h.p. Douglas, Colonial model, 3-speed, sporting
XtF coachbuilt sidecar, in good order; £58.-179,
Balaam St., Plaistow, E. [1940

QAh-p. Douglas, 1911 model, single speed, very power-
•*W4 ful and fast; £17/10, guaranteed.—Wauchope's,
3, Shoe Lane, London, [2061

JtQl^ T.T. 2-8peed Douglas and accessories, in goodLU condition ; £38 ; seen any time.—Bounds, Gar-
ige, 223, High Rd., Kilburn, [1985

IQ15 T.T. 3-speed Douglas, and accessories, in per-
At/ feet condition; £42/10; seen any time.—Bounds,
jarage, 223, High Rd., KUburn. [1984

1013 Douglas, 254h.p., 2 speeds, excellent tyres, T.T.
Xt/ bars, complete: £35.—The Barnes Motor Garage,
opposite Red Lion, Barnes, S,W. [2182

DOUGLAS, new, latest pattern, 2^4h.p. models for
immediate delivery, including War Office black

Douglas.-Moffat, TeoviL Tel.: 50. [5855

DOUGLAS, 1914, T.T., 2-speed, kick starter and
clutch, new tyres, in fine order; 40 gns.—Welfare,

:;i, Barmouth Rd., Wandsworth, S.W. [2141

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2^4h,p., 2__ speeds, clutch, kick
starter, speedometer, lamp, horn, all as new;

£37/10.-455, York Rd., Wandsworth. £2121

DOUGLAS, 19151/2 (May}, 234h.p., 3 speeds, model
U, P. and H. lamp, and all accessories, as new:

£45.—Ames, Station Hill, ±Sasingstoke, [57514

DOUGLAS Specialists.—Gibb, Gough, London Rd.,
Gloucester. Gibb, the International Douglas

lidcr, winner of numerous cups and gold medals. [2218

1014 T.T. Douglas, 2%h.p., lamps, mechanical, horn,
Xi/ etc.; £38.-7, St. Mark's Rd., W. (few minutes
from.Notting Hill Station, Met, Rly., vfa Baker St.)

[2128
COLMORE Depot, Birmingnam, Manchester, Leicester,

iiiid Liverpool, have in stock complete range of all

models Douglas for immediate delivery, also full range
of ^yares. [0800

DOUGLAS, T.T., 2S4h.p,, 1912; £20: little used,
thoroughly overhauled, perfect condition, fast, good

f-limber, new tyies; trial.—215, Birchfield Rd., Eir-
tningham. . [S7855

MAUDES
FOR

BARGAINS
You cannot beat us on either Ca^ or Exchange Terras.

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS,
And, if price and quality count for anything, we bid fair

to obtain it.

EX-STOCK DELIVERIES.
LIST OF SECOND-HANDS

carrying pur full and comprehensive Guarantee.

SIDEOAR OUTFITS.
ZENITH, 1914 O^te), 8h.p., countershaft and clutch,

lamps and speedometer, Verona coachbuilt Sidecar,

like new , £68
REX, 1914, 6h.p., 2-speed, modele de luxe, handle

starting, coach-built Sidecar, just been overhauled £40
TRIUMPH, 3^ b.p., 2-sFeed countershaft, Sidecar. . . £3i
INDIAN, I9r4, 7 b.p.. 2-speed, electric lighting, spring

frame, Gloria 30 guinea Sidecar £62
INDIAN, igrs, 7h.p,, coach-built Sidecar, 2-speed,

and spring frame £42
ZENITH, 1914, 6 h.p., countershaft clutch model,

with sporting underslung Sidecar £60
REX, 1913, 6 h.p., 2-speed, cane Sidecar £23
RUDGE, 1913, 5-6 h.p. Multi, with Rudge Sidecar £50
INDIAN igrG 5 h.p. Combination, 3-speed £65
MATCHLESS 1914 8 h.p. 3-speed Combination £60
B.S.A., 1914, 4^ b.p., 3-speed, with Swan Sidecar. . £67

SOLO IVIODEI.S.
DOUGLASj 1911,2^ h.p., 2-speed, spring forks. £20
CALTHORPE. rgu, 2 h.p., 2-speed £19
RUDGE 1913 3Vh.p. Multi, T.T. bars £33
IVY, rgis, 2-sxroke, single-speed £18
TRIUMPH, i9r2,3A h.p., clutch model £28
NEW HUDSON, 1913, 3^ h.p., 3-speed T-A-P. engine.

,

£34
TRIUMPH, r9i2, 3* h.p.', clutch modr-1 £30
T^tlUMPH, 1912, sk h.p,, clutch, Philipson pulley £28
REX, 1913, 3.V h.p., 2-speed, and clutch £29
HARLEYr 1915, 7-9 h-P-, 3-speed, T.T. bars. £56
RUDGE, 3' h,p,, Philipson pulley, 1915 improveme-nts £42
SUN-VILLIERS, 2^ h.p., 1915, 2-stroke £18
ENFIELD, 1915, 2\ h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £35
BROWN, 3-V h.p. model, Bosch magneto, 2-Rpeed

gear £14
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2| h.p,, 2-speed' £49

OARS AND UIGHT OARS.
N.A.G., 14-20 h.p., new chassis, 4-speed gear-box,

r.A.V. 12 voltset £300
SUNBEAM, 12-16 h.p., 4-speed, 5-seater, hood and

screen, just thoroughly overhauled £295
KNIGHT JUNIOR, I9r4, 12 h.p., 2-5eater, sporting

body £155
MINERVA, 26 h.p., 5-seater, make an excellent

25 cwt, van. Perfect mechanical order £80
MORRIS-OXFORD, Tgi3, 10 h.p., all lamps and

accessories (including speedometer) £135
G.W.K., 1914, 9 h.p., just re-painted and nev? hood

fitted £100
G.W.K., T915, 9 h.p,, detach, wheels, domed guards,

all black finisli, speedometer and mech. horn. . . . £169
DEEMSTER, 1914, 9.5 b,p., 2-seater, aU accessories ;

abargainat .• £110

1914 and 1915 DOUGLAS MACHINES
bought for Cash.

MOTORMART
1004 136O Portland SUondonW
lkhphonvbb2 Moyfotr ^/<?y/iC7/7i5 'Abdicate Wesdo

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas. I

DOUGLAS, 1914 model, bought end of July, 19
powerful, fast, sporty, in spleiidid condition,

l

new; £32, or close.^Staniforth, 82, Sheffield I
Chesterfield. [X?!

DOtTQIAS, 2%h.p., in splendid condition, nearly j

tyres, enamel good, lamps, pump, etc. ; reason
selling; £14, or ofEer.—E. Andrews, 11, Herschell J
Forest Hill, S.E. {Zi

1Q15 Douglas, 2S^h.p., done 500 miles, speedome
J- if lighting dynamo and lamps, condition perf?
£50, no offers.—Kingston Hotel, Kingston, 81
Thone: 744 Kingston. [li

DOUGLAS 1915 4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds, COlOt
model, spares, Pedley cover, 2 inner tubes, b

chain, plugs, tools, Lucas lamps, horn; £60.— Suii

572, Bearwood Rd., Smethwict. [X?^

"I
Q14 Douglas. 2^4h.p., model W, clutch, kick-sta

-Lt7 head lamp set and horn, just overhauled, eiig

guaranteed perfect, condition excellent; £38.—^b
sons' Garage, Green St.. Cambridge. [21

DOUGLAS, 1913, 23^.p., 2-sp6ed, tyres nearly fl.

1'. arid H. head lamps and generator, rear \&t

horn, spare belt and tube case; £35.—W'ilkins, Simps
and Co., 1 1, Hammersmith Rd., London. [1^

3iLh.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, clutch, tick starter,
4 lamps, 2 generators, fully equipped, heauti

mount as new. rnu under 1.000 miles; £36/10 qii

sale.—Thorpe, "Whitehorse Ed., Thornton Heath. [^C

1 Q12 Douglas, 2?4h.p-, model V, footboards, i

-L«-' turned' handle-bars,, engine, thoroughly oV
hauled, excellent tyres, P. and H. lamp set, hoi
£24.~Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [21

DOUGLAS, latest model, 2?ih.p., U, 2-speed, The
son-Bennett mag., 2 lamp sets, Lucas hocB, riffo

100 miles only, statement guaranteed; see test eai

genuinely new machine; £54/10.—Robinson's (Java 1

Green St., Cambridge. [21

ElswJck.
33.h.p. Elswiet Combination, not done 500; owner t

4= listed; £45, cost £90.—Motorist, 146, Clondes:
Ed., Islington. iflO

EnGeld.
COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingha

I

for immediate delivery of Enfields. [08
!

1 C|12 2^,4h.p. Enfield, just overhauled; £15. nc
-1- *y offers ; approval.- Clark, Section. Tvnemciitli.

[X763h.p. Enfield Twin, as new, Lucas set: £20, bargn
—Flying Officer, 100, High Ed., New Soutllgti-

N. ^ [19

23.h.p. 2-8peed Royal Enfield, condition as ne
4 £24/10.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, B

minghnm. [X78

ENITELD Combination, 1914, hood, screen, spei

ometer, laiiips, sparesj £57.—2, Barfield Ed., Li

tonstone. [19:

T> OYAL Enfield Combination, 6h.p., coachbuilt of

XV 40 gns.—O'^lmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, B
mingham. [X78

ENFIELD' 1913 Combination, new 1914. lomi
spares;;£40; any trial.—198, Ca-vendish H

Balham, &.\\'. [22

ENFIELD, 3h.p.,*1914. good condition, 140 uj.p

substitute, vaporiser fitted; £32.—Jackson, 89.-0
Lane, Bradford. [21'

1 Q15 Enfield Combination, splendid order, just ovi

X«7 hauled. Klaxmi, new Palmer 650; £70, or neare
-Miluer, Hawes, Yoiks. [20:

1Q15 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, excellent condition, fip«

X *J ometer. and all accessories ; £40.—Edgar Cha
man, 7, Castle St., Worcester. ^

[X7ff

1 C|16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, and accessories,
X«/ new, only done 50 miles; £84/10; seen flj

time.—Bounds. Garage, High Rd., Kilburn. [191

1Q11 234h.p. Enfield Twin, good condition throng
Xt/ out; £14 secures; seen by appointment.—GW
liam. Oak Cottage, Christchurch, Coleford, GIos. [19!

3ih.p. 1916 Enfield,. 2-8troke. 2-apeed, latest mod'

4 with 2 Lucas lamps and horn, in stock, ready i

the road.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.

1 015 6h.p. Enfield Combination, dynamo lighting, a

X S/ cessories, perfect throughout ; accept first oiT

over £70 ; must sell qirick.^Bentley, Averdare, Glfli

organ. [20'

|016 Sh.p. Enfield Combination. 90 gns. : 1916 51i;

XI/ twin, 55 gns.; delivery from stock.-Exeter Mofr

Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Eseter, and Tavistock w
Plymouth. [06;

NEW 6h.p. Enfield Combinations from stock, 90 gns

also a good 1916 second-hand combination, near

new, with all accessories, 80 gns.—Wauchope's, 9. Sb'

Lane, London. [20'

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, hood, specJf.1 ^

fold screen, watch, mechanical horn, etc.; «8..

Friday or Tuesday, or appointment.— S., Elsie VjU^

Lansdowne Av.,_ Leigh-on-Sea. [^0'

ENFIELD, iai5, electrically equipped model, hoj

and screef^ usual price £89/10 sale price £84/U
,

also 1915 3h.p. 2-5peed. touring model, usual V^^^k
sale price £37/10; no exchanges, cash only.—Iflp^'
151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, ffigh Ed., W«

,

Green. r20C'

Ai8 A1! tet^rs relatme to advertisements should ouote tTie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Spare Petrol Tanks
specially designed for Paraffin

Conversions, with large filler

cap, union cock, T piece, and
two feet of copper tubing, the

whole forming a complete outfit

Capacity i quart, length yUn.

n gm 0/ - complete ^
These KEMPSHALL new heavy

ANTI-SKID COVERS are also

an opportunity you should not miss.

26 jc 2i 22/6 28 x 2| 28/-

26 X 2| 25/- 28 X 3 29/6

YOU can overcome the v/ear

on the valve gear of your engine

in 10 seconds by the use of the

Service Valve Tappet Adjusters

Made in

following
thicknesses

:

048, '036,

•028, 022".

Price 2d. each or 6d. per set of 4.

Second-hand Accessories of all kinds
•—and Motor Cycles—in good con-
dition wanted for cash or exchange.
Any goods supplied on confidential

easy payments if desired.

Service Belting Always
Grips, Never Slips.

The All-Weather Belt

Prices

below

are for

Standard

No. I

Quality

—

MOTOR

SHOP -SOILED

SIDECARS!!

CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD 1916 Gh.p. Combination, latest model,
just nrrived front works; immediate deliverv : 90

gna. ; exclmnges ; best prices ^Tillowed.—Wilkins, Simp-
son, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. fl981

ENFIELD, 3h.p., 1916, latest 'mode!, just arrived
from woriis, rcmiediate delivery: make sure of

tins now; 55 gns. ; we are Fufield Biiecialists.—Wilkins.
. -._,*,..

Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmrtli Ed., London. [1979 We na 'e a few new bat showroom-soiled FARLOW
-IQ16 Enfield. 6h.p., and sideear. 2-speed gear, hand

S'^«'=^^
'

^*^'<^^ ^^ °^^' ^^ ''^"^^^ =

JLtf clutch, handle starter, tyres perfect, Stewart horn. Model \'r,. i. Usual price £ii. SALE PRICE £3.

Miller lamp, machine in lovely running order, and abeo- Model. \o. 2. Usual price £ro. SALE PRICE £7.
lutely as new: 70 gns. -Julian, Brood St., Beading.

| .Ml carryinK our usual ^aran tee.

ENFIELD Combinations, latest models, "We have
them in stock, and desire your entjuiiies concern-

incr either exchange or extended payment propositions

;

vprv high prices allowed, for good machines.—Laytons'
Garage, Bicester. [X7895

1 Q16 Enfield Sh.p. Combination, spring handle-bar,
Xt7 wind screen, lamps, horn, watch, 3 tins petrol,-

mileago 1,000, perfect condition; 75 ens.—Letters,
Osborne, Eomney Lodge, 177. New Park Rd., Brixton.
Seen at 163. Loughborough Rd., Brixton. [2212

BIRMINGHAM Enfield Agent. P. J. Evans. 87-9t
John Brit;ht St.—Immediate delivery all models,

including lighting set combination, special Sh.p, with
hood and screen, and standard 6h.p. combination, also
3h.p. standard and sporting models, and 2i4h.p. 2-

stroke; prices from 42 gns. [X7888

^] 'pNFIELDS.—Six models netually in stock ready toM -*-^ ride' away : 8b. p., 92 gns. : two 6b. p. standard
eombinatioiif.. ."^ ^an. ; electrically equipped, 6h.p., 105

3i".p touring model, 55 gns. : T.T. model. 55 ens.:
libejal exchanges, generous deferred payments.—Lamb's.
151. High St., "Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., \^''ood

Green. 'Phone. AValtbamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956.
[2002

Excelsior.

AMERICAN Excelsior, Into 1915. 7-9h.p.. 3 speeds,
kick starter right hand side, convertible 2-aeater

sidecar, does 60 m.p.g.
;
price 60 gns.—124, Philip Lane,

Tottenham. [2136

Fafnir.

FAFNIE. 6 gns., 3'/2h.p., m.o.v.. Bosch, B. and B..
overhauled, good order.—Railway Garage, Staines.

[1905
F.N.

FARLOW SIDECARS
Built throughout in our own factory.

Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style,

exquisite.finish, and lasting qualities which
are^the buyers' ideal.

I" 2/- per ft.

7"
S

r 2/6 per ft.

2/3 „ li" 2/9 „
Shop-soiled, spliced, and two-length
Belts at two-thirds of above prices.

The Service Co. (London) Ltd.
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21411.Pt 2-speed, clutch, handle start, footboards;

£13.—Fnirlieht, Brookwood. fai39

PETE.OL Free with 1912 4-cyI. P.N.; 17 gns.—
Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead. [2076

Harley-Davidson.
7-9h.p. Hatley-D.nvidson Combination, 1916, in stock

—Pickeriner. Mardol. Shrewsburv. rX702C[X7020

Model I.

Underslung Chassis,

with Loiggage Carrier

coniliined.

Splendidly made and
tuilt for hard work.

£11

Hood S2 4

Screen £1

This is

Model No. 2,

A BEAUTIFUL LIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE £10

Hood £2 4
Screen £t

Delivery from Stock.

Your Agent will supply

NEW STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
1916 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, c/built 90 gnS.

1916 5-Gh.p. ENGLISH EXCELSIOR Big
Single, 3-speed 63 gns.

1916 ajh.p. OMEGA-J.A.P., c/sbaft gear . . 38 gns.

1916 FORD AmbulancB, 20 h.p £133
191S ir h.p. TRUMBULL Light Car, new . .£120

1(Q15 Harlev-Davidson, 3-speed, Canoelet sidecar, little
-LiJ used; £69.—B,, Eoseneath, Auckland Ed., Cater-
ham. [1974

HAELEY-DAVIDSONS, 1916 models: immediate de-
livery from stock.—Colmore Depot. 261, Deansgate.

Manchester. [0830

HAELEY-DATIDSON, late 1915. scarcely used, IIP.
rnns 75% paraffin: bargain, 50 gns.—Cooper,

Baker, AVindsor. [1748

HADLT^'Y-nArm'^OX, up. and family body, sound,
all on; £72.—Wm. Andrews, Stanton Villa, New

Lawn Ed., Ilkeston. [X7726
7-9h.p. 1915 Harley-Davidson, fitted with dynamo

lighting. :n condition like new; £65, guaranteed.
—Wauohope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.O. [2072

COLMOEE Depot. Birmingham. Manchester, Liver-
pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of all

models of Harley-Davidsons and spare parts. [0802

1015 Harley-Davidson Combination, IIP model, 3
-4-*^ speeds, new tyres, perfect condition and tune;
£70.—Donald, Inglehohn, Vernon Ed., Leigh-on-Sea.

[X7520
HAELET-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916, new. not

done 200 miles, with £3 seat on carrier, complete;
£100.—Harry Muscovitch, 298, Commercial Ed., Lon-
don. E. [2047

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson, llj, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, electric
-Liy lights and born; £55. carriage paid; approval:
will take 3V2h.p. or lightweight partteschan,
2. Castle Terrace, Edinburgh.

Macrae,
[1944

SLIGHTLY ITsed Harley-Davidson Combination,
elecfrically eauipped, complete with new £20 side-

car, with all 1916 improvements; £75, genuine bar-
gain.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham.

[X7837
"I Q 1 5 Harley-Davidson and Coachbuilt Sidecar, storm
JL*y apron, lamp, horn, tools, etc., purchased from
officer now abroad, done about 4,000 .miles.—12, Canter-
bury Terrace, Maidu Vale, W. 'Phone; Paddington
3214. - [1302

HAELEY-DAVIDSOS', 1915, 7-ah.p., 3-3peed, with
Montgomery coacbliuilt .sidecar, horn, la, 'ps, tools,

and spares, in perfect condition, not ridden s.oce over-
hauled by makers; £'63.-Horue, Colley Manor, 'Eeigate.
Surrey. ^, [X7760

"ETAELET-DAVIDSOlSr,^ 1915. 7-9h.p.,. 3 speeds, per.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
igrs 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, 3-sp., Colonial model £45

3J h p. SCOTT, and smart Sidecar £30
1914 3V h.p. twin JAMES, 3-speed, counter-

shaft gear, speedometer, and Sidecar. . . £33
2|hp. twin ENFIELD, chain drive, 2-specd £20
1915 o h.p. ENFIELD Combination, beauti-

.'ul condition, well fitted up £70

3i h.p. NUMBER, 2 speeds, handle starting,

fine goer £22

1911 3|~h.p. P. & M., 2-soeed. chain drive,

M.O.V. , nearly new Dunlops £22
r9i5 2V h.p. WOLF, 3-speed, done goo only £25

1914 3" h.p. OMEGA, 2 stroke £16

1909 3.1 h.p. REX de Litxe, 2-speed, handle
starting £17

rgi> 6 h.p. A.O. Sociable, fine condition . . £44

1915 6 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3-sp. coonter-
'»^haft gear, kick starter, Farlow Sidecar £59 10

18- 22 h.p. SIDDELEY Lorry, | speeds, chain
drive, 2 i.gnitions £50

lo^.th.p. HUMBER Lorry, 3 speeds, two
ignitions £40

NEW IWOTOS CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guaranteed.

25/- eac'n.

feet condition, nearly 'new, complefe, all acces-.

series, coachbuilt sidecar, wind screen, luggage carrier
.nnd petrol carrier; £80.— Gladwin, Empire, Kingaton-on
Thames. i'. [X7764

292-293, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Telephone- 6430 Holborn.

Ail letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. AI9

ODD BARGAINS.
Or pped Top Tube Frame, new ^ £3
P: 1- S. hand 26 v zi Wheels, Tyres, Belt Kim £1 5

S.U. 2-speed Gear, complete with controls 65/-
L-ycett's igi6 La Grande Saddle, soiled only 15/-
Pdir 1915 A.J.B. 6 h.p. spring forks 39/-
Rigid Sidcca", no tyre 17/6
New Splitdurt-Dixie Magneto, single, anti ... £4
LateFt Mechanical Horns, black and nickel.. 1!1

F.R,S. Lamp Set, 500ft. beam, shop-soiled 35/-
F.R.S. Lamp Set, i,oooft. beam, shop-soiled 45/-

FARRAR'S MOTORS
(Telephone 919)

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley- Davidson.

HARLKT-DAVIDSON" Combinations, -with their
newest sidei^ais, actiinlly in etook, £101/15, and

£110; deterred payinente if desired; liberal exclianges.—
Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, aud .50, High
Rd., Wood Green. [2005

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, the Silent Grey; immediate
delivery of 1916 models, oil new 1915 types sold

)ut ; one or two second-hand bargains in F and J
nodels from £60.— Send your orders to Colmore Depots,
261, Deansgate, Manchester, and 31, Renshaw St.,

Liverpool. [0017

Henderson.
HENDERSON", lOlSV^, a-cyl., lOh.p., short model,

scarcely used, absofntely unscratcbed, semi T.T.
oars, 2-speed, clutch, 05 m.p.g., nil accessories, electric

light, spare chains, tubes, etc. ; £68.—P, Biish, Royal
Aircraft Factory, Farnborough. [X7733

Humber.

"I
Q12 3Voh.p, 2-speed Huraber, splendid sidecar or boIo

JLJy mount; £25.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row,
Birmingham. [X7G45

HUMBER, sysh.p., 2-speed, condition good, also
coachbuilt sidecar; offers.— 17, Uxbridge Rd.,

Shepherd's Bush. [2028

HUMBER. 2-speed, new coachbuilt sidecar, perfect;
owner called up ; £26, or nearest.—Ill, Howard

Bd., Walthamstow. [2038

HUMBER, 4h;p., 3-Hpeed, comfortable sidecar, new
Dunlop ou back, good condition ; £25.—Fleming,

St. Nicholas St., Leicester. EX7909

I Q15- 3y2li-P- 3-Bpeed Humber, brand new; £55.—
J.V Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter,
and Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0044

"j Q12 sy^h.p. Humber, 2-speed, handle starter, with
JLiJ Mills-Fulfofd coachbuilt sidecar, in perfect order.

-Webster, Lyndhurst, Bray's Lane, Coventry. [X7672

HUMBER 2%i[.p. Twi;'., 3-speed gear, engine, tyres
all as new, very fast, and a smart little machine

;

fi20.-Wanis, 49, High St., SafCron Walden, Essex.
[X7777

HUMBER, SVsli-P- P-M. 2-Bpeed, chain drive, Bosch,
B. and B., lampS; wicker sidecar; £18, complete;

loen after 8, or Sunday.—49, Estconrt Rd., Woodside,
Droydon. [2043

|Q12 S'/^h.p. 2-Bpe6d Humber, with coaclibuilt side-
-L^J car, "in good order; £32/10.— Exeter Motor Cvcle
Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd., Ply-
mouth. [0842

1 Q14 4h.p. Humber, water-cooled, 3 speeds, clutch.
J-^ and handsome coaclibuilt sidecar, excellent hill-

slimber; £50.—The Barnes Motor Garage, opposite Red
Lion. Bartiea, S.W. [2183

HUMBER, 1913, 4h.p., 3 speeds, free engine, handle
starting, speedometer, lamps, horn, like new

throughout; £27/10; sidecar if required.- 3, The Mews,
Victoria Rd., Clapham, S.W. [2213

Indkin
PETROL Free with Indian, 1913, 5-6h.p., T.T. ; 25

gns.—Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead. [2078

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., T.T., free engine, in real good
condition; £36.-6, Warren St., London. [2225

T-9h.p. Indian, 1915, ooaohbuilt sidecar, complete, as
new; £63.—Tompsett, Moora, Marden, Kent. [1954

I015 5h.p. 3-spe6d Indian Combination, lamps, speed-
LiJ ometer; £70.—K., 24, Chester Ed., Blackpool.

[X7727
1 Q15 5h.p. 3-8peed Indian, Verona sidecar ; £50

;

Xt/ lamps, spares, good order.—Eleader, Stalbridge.
[2114

7-9h.p. Indian, 1914, T.T., clutch model, excellent
condition, very fast; £40.—Bevir, Hurstdown, Hen-

don. [1958

INDIAN Combination, 7h.p., 1914, sporting sidecar,
P.H. lamp, etc. ; £40.-22, Park Rd., Wandsworth

Jommon, London, S.W. '" [2045

1 Q14 7h.p. Indian and coachbuilt sidecar, fitted first-

^*y class, splendid order throughout; ofEers.-Rowley,
35, Lumley Rd., Skegness. [2017

TWO 1914 Indian Combinations, 2-Bpeed, Clutch
models, perfect condition; bargain, price 40 gns.

and 48 gns.—280, Narborough Rd., Leicester. [X7753

INDIAN, 19143/1, spring frame. 2 speeds, Burberry
1916 coachbuilt sidecar to match; £46; exchange

Douglas and cash.—Stratton, Mount Pleasant, Redditch.
[2009

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 1915, model de luxe sidecar, hood
and screen, electric lamp and horn, speedometer,

as new, not done 400 miles; £75.—Edwardes, 20, Black-
friars Rd., S.E. [2211

INDIANS, model C, in stock lor immediate delivery,
spring frame, 3 speeds, 2 electric lamps, and

horn, also speedometer; £78.—P. J. Evans, John Bright
St., Birmingham. [X7804

INDIAN, late 1915, 3-speed, T.T. bars, comfortable
sporting sidecar, condition throughout new, many

spares: got car; £58, no ofleis ; photo,— 6, Churchways
Crescent, Horfleld, Bristol. [2055

INDIAN 1916 Powerphia Model, with coachbuilt side-
car, guaranteed- not ridden 80 miles; ft bargain at

£00.—Exeter Motor Cyble Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter,
and Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. -[0039'!
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WRITE FOR FULL LISTS.

GODFREY'S LTD.,

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

;™S!^FAiR LONDON, W.
(2 lines.)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN, 5h.p., 3 speeds, and Swan sporting co;
built sidecar, in excellent condition; i-47/i

Cass's Motor Mart, only address, 5, Warren
Euston Rd., W. Museum 623. [2

1 Q15 T.T. Indian, 3-8peed gear and clutch, 1

M-if starter, electric lighting set, Lucas horn, IJ

lop 'studded tyres, as new, machine in perfect conditi
45 gns.—Julian, Broad St., Reading. (Xi:

7-9h.p, 1915 Indian and Sidecar De Luxe. 3-8p<
clutch, chain drive, and kick-start model, elec

lighting set, electric horn, mirror; 70 gng.
;
guaranty

— wauchope'a, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [21

INDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p., 3-speed, T.T., rigid frt

model, Dunlop tyres, £75 ; spring frame tour
model, £83.—In stock for immediate delivery at P;
Evans, John Bright St.. Birmingham. [XVi

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., late 1914, clutch kick start, fipe

ometer, electrical eQuipment, Mills coachbuilt' sJ

car, tyres new, perfect- condition ; £57/10; appointmen'
Freeman, 62, New Broad St., London, E.O. [S?!

INDIAN, 1913, delivered 1914. 7h.p.. 2-speed, epr
frame, Millford sidecar, electric lamps, coiiaiti

good tliroughout; £46, or offer.—Sapper Ponsori
Searchlight Station, Warren Rd., Kingston Hill. [IJ

BIRMINGHAM Indian Agent, P. J. Evans, 87^
John Bright St.—Immediate delivery, ex-std

5h.p. 3-speed standard and sporting models, with d

without sidecar, price £70; sidecars from 11 gns.

[xn
INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., late 1 91 5, har

used, like new, 20 gn. sidecar, electric light, el

cost over £100 few months ago; with supply of peti

£85, no offers.- Orton, 256, High St., Manor Park.
[2E.

7-9h.p. Indian, spring frame model, fitted with ha;'
some sporting sidecar, 2-8reed gear, and free eng.

clutch ; the combination, complete" with all acceasori

£35, guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9> Shoe Lane, Londoi
[20

INDIAN", late 1913 combination, 7-9h.p., 2-8p6
clutch, lamps, speedometer, electric horn, and

accessories, including two new tyres, excellent cod
tion ; any trial given: £47.—Bragg, 151, Grosvonor E
S.W. [19

INDIAN Motor Cycle, 1915 model O", 7-9h.p., elect

light and horn, and Milla-Fulford coachbuilt sli

oar, all in splendid condition, only run 2,700 miki,
price £75.—Freeman, Manor' House, Monkton Goml:
Bath.

'

[Xl?:.

SPECIALLY Fitted, burns paraffin, 1914 IndiM
7h.p., Millford sidecar, spring frame, elect

eciuipment, new tyres back and front, in absolutely flr

class condition; £50.—Carty, 33, Castlemain A
Bournemouth. [X7V

A POWERPLUS Indian, G, with Swan sporting sit

c^r, disc wheel, and accessories; price £80,'

offer for quick sal&j cau be seen at Wolfe's Gara(

Wobufri Sri-, W.C, by appointment.—Apply, L2,150, c

The Motor Cycle. [19'

INDIAN, 1915 model C, spring frame, 3 speeds (:

lamp set), this machine has- been "very little use

and is in quite new condition, £55; 16 gn. Phcenix sic

car, fitted with Gloria cane bodv, to fit Indian, complel'

£9.—Wallis, 49, High St., Saffron Walden, Essex.
[X77^

INDIAN 5h.T>. 3-speed 1915 (September) ComBin
tion, practically new, complete with speedom'eM

horn, lamp, generator, kit of tools and spares, Milllo)

coachbuilt sidecar, with storm apron and lamps; 00

£68, accept £65.^06car Davieff, c/o Norton's G^rag
Uandrindod Wells. " [22(

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham and Midland India:

• Agent.~All models in stock for Immediate d
livery; 5h.p. 3-speed model, £70; 7h.pi T.T. Powerplu
£75; 7h.p. 3-speed, spring frame, and electric li^
£78; special de luxe 7h.p. Powerplus, veith sprii

frame, £83; sidecars from 11 gns,—87-91, JoB
Bright St., Birmingham. [S78(

Ivy.

IVY, aVa^i-P. late 1915 model, Dunlop heavy tyre

and aocesGories, as new, only run 800 miles :
£2i

—Moss, Wem. [X7ai

LOOK at this.—Ivy 2-strCke, new November, 1915, an

not ridden since April, Miller head lamp an

generator, 2-note horn, guaranteed in perfect conditio!

and take 2 anywhere; first cheque for £22 secures tb;

woderful bargain.—Brown, Gloucester Ed., Chesterfieli

[X787

IVY, 1916. 6h.p. J.A.P. combination, 3-speed Sturme;
Archer countershaft gear, Ivy coach sidecar, tl

lot nearly new, and complete with 75/- F.E.S. lam

set, Lucas 21/- horn, rear lamp, also Lucas set on sidi

car, wind screen, and apron ; £60.—Wallis, 49. Hlg
St., Saffron Walden, Essex. [X777

James.

JAMES No. 6 Combinations in stock; no wnitine.-

Cblmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [082

COLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, hnV
in etook complete range of Jaines motor cycle?

[080

JAMES 1914 Combination, in perfect condition, ne'

Dunlops, Low generator; £50.-^Fort, Labumunii
Woodside Park, N. [195,

3ih.p. James 2-8troke 2-speed, late Aug., 1915, es

4, cellent condition, only run 1,500 milesj con)

plete with accessories.—Buckley, Yatton, Som. [2lo.

A20 All letters relatinii to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each aidvertisement. and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

j

James.
klih.p. James, 2-stroke, 2-speed model, 1915, com-
;i^5S iilete with nil nccessories and speedometer;
:£37/10, guaraateod.—Wuucliope's, 9, Shoe Xaue, Lon-
ion. [2064

JAJIES Combination, late 1915, 3-speed countershatt.
chain drive, kick starter, done 500 miles, splen-

iid condition ; iSO.— Green, Fisher's Green, Wnlthani
Abbey. [X7765

HERE'S a BarE'ain.~2i/ih.p. Jaraes, 2-stroke, 2-speed,
only ridden 1,000 miles, absolutely perfect, and

]S new, Jieavy Dnnlops, large P. and H. lamp set, pan
(eat saddle, new JJnnlop bolt ; first cheque for £32
lecures it.—Amber House, Gloucester Rd., Chesterfield.

[X7874
JAMES, 1914 (Novembei), 4'/2li.p., No. 6 combination,

good tyres, lamps, and horn, only been used week-
ends ; expert examination iuvited; "would exchange
ifhor power twin combination with cash either way,
[ndiiin, Harlev, or Matchless preferred, or sell £50.—
Oliver, High St., Aylesbury, Bucks. [2032

JAMES 1913 4y2h.p. Combination, T^dth Triplex glass

wind screen, Sturmey-Archer 3-Epeed. gear, Boach
i,uag., Jones speedometer, X*. and H. head lamp, new
lipare tyre, luggas'e carrier, waterproof cover, all lamps
ind accessories, in excellent condition, done about 6,000
Iniles; £55: seen by appointment.—Write (or 'phone
Jampetead 7147), 48, Queen's Rd., Avenue Rd., N.W.

[2029
JAMES, 1915, 2Vih-P-. 2-speed, 2-stroke lightweight,

with Lucas accessories, £34/10, reduced to £31/10,
ipot cash only; also 1916 (May) ^Yih.v- electrically

tq^uipped combination, hood, screen, speedometer, elec-

nc horn, mileage 1,500 only, £74/10. reduced to
169/10, sp^'ial cash price only, great bargain.—Lamb's,
.51, High St., AValthamstow, and 50, High Rd., "Wood
3reeu. [2010

J.A.P.

J.A.P. 8h.p. Combination, 1913, 2 speeds, clutch,
coachbuilt; 5632/10.-11, Luna Rd., Thornton

.leath, Croydon. [2152
Kerry.

fTERRr-ABINGDON, SV^h-p., 2-speed. free engine.
lV h.b.c. clutch. Binks, Moutgomery sidecar, pei-fpct

londition; £30.—Crown Drinks, Bridgwater. [X7918

IQ12 3'/'h.p. 2-speed Kerry-Abingdon, in good order;
Li/ £21/10.-Exeter Motor Cvcle Co., Ltd,, Bath

;)td., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0843

111 Lea-Francis.
't EA-FRANCIS, SVih.p., 1913. 2-speed, -speedometer,
Li etc. : exchange for lightweight and cash, or sell

;t40.-L2,130, c/o The Motor Cycle. [1924

r EA-FRANCIS, 1915, 3-apeed gear, F.R.S. lamp,
LJ jnecihanjcal horn, 1916 light' coachbuilt sidecar,
lati-'h machine, all splendid condition, new tyres this

laason; £60.—Fletcher, Highfield, Long Eaton. [X7426

f EA-FRANCIS, late 1915, 3i/2-4h.p. twin J.A.P. en-M giue, Bosch mag., 3-speed countershaft gear, clutch
'nd kick starter, with Montgomery de Luxe 21 gn. side-
iir, and Lucas accpssories, practically new, guaranteed
erfect throughout; £75.—Moss, Wem. [X7813

Levis.
" EYIS, 1916, 2-stroke; £25.—Warren's, 386, Enston
-J Rd. Museum 3031. [2095

ETIS, 2i/2h.p., in splendid condition, £20.—Colmore
-i Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X7834
EVIS. 1916. 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar, "in nire

~i condition ; £32.-6, Warren St., London. [2229

EVIS. late 1915, practically new, all accessories; £24.
-^ -W.O., 30, Elizabeth St., near Victoria Station,
W. [2024

"10LMORE Depots, Birmingham and Leicester, for
^ delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles from
ock. [0804
' EVIS, 1916, Enfield 2-3peed, chain drive- £38.—W.
-i and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man-
lester. [1965
' EVIS, 2V2h.p., free engine; £25; any trial; or ex-
-i chnni;'e for 2-3peed Junior Triumph and cash.—
'^alford, Wool Co., Nuneaton. [X7817
EVIS Popular, new ; special bargain ; cannot re

J peat ; £28 cash
; gradual payments 2/f.—Referet

ycle Co., 332, High Holborn. [076'^

EVIS, 1916 Popular model, 2i4h.p., new, but slighth
-i soiled; special bargain, £27.—Wilkins, Simpson,
id Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [1980

EVISES. Populars £32, model E with 2-spe'^d gear,
-i rustless rims, £47/10; deferred payments, ex-
langes; also a 1915 Popular with accessories, £24/10,
tdiiced to £22/10, spot cash only.—Lamb's, 151, High
:., AValthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [2001

T.incoln-Elk.
" INCOLN-ELK, 4J4h.p., 1914, with sidecar, good con-
-i ditiou, new tyres; £28.—Colville, High St., Marlow.

[2116
M.A.B.

OETROL Free with M.A.B. sy-h.p. Twin, Enfield
;. gear, kick start; 27 gns.—Troward, 78, High St..
jampstead. [2079

Martin.

th.p. Martin-Jap and sidecar, overhead valves, just
thoroughly overhauled, verv fast ; £30, ofiler.— I'

,

J, Church St., Fenny Stratford. [2020

GET IT AT

lAYLORS
Sole London and District S
Agents for Britisli Excelsiors B

and

Sole District Agents for Calthorpes

Contracting Agents for all other Makes. 9

Write (or Catalogue
and delivery of tlie

make you are inter-
ested in.

Useful Accessories to
Purchase.

COMBINED
OVERSHOE
& LEGGING.
Absolutely \^'ater-

proof.

Fits over ordinary
boot and covers up

to thigh.

Used with success in
the trenches.

Keeps boots and legs

warm and dry.

Fitted with leather
soles.

Price 25/- per pr.

Also with brown tops
and rubber soles,

Price 18/G.

Carriage paid.

Immediate delivery.

State size of boot

The 'IVIARVEL'
STEAIVI

VULCANISER.
Both Covers and
Tubes of any size.

[can be effectively

vulcanised. A
permanent repair

sguaranteed. Saves e.x-

peiise of sending tyres
away, and a great
saving in time.

Anyone can do it.

To prove this, we w It

forward on lo days'
approval agaiQst remit-
tance. Money returned,

'ess ca : satisfied. Immediate delivery.
Compl___ pply of all necessary materials.
I'rice—motor cycle and cycle car size, 13/9 ; car
size, 27 /S. Carnage paid.

1916 Tyre Catalogue now ready, post free.

SPECIAL AGENTS for REX and J.A.P, PARTS.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

H- TAYLOR & 00«, UXD-,
Showrooms : 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.

Garage: 12, Tottenham IVIews, W.C.
'Phrne—Museum, 12.40.

Telegrams— ' Dynamclro, >Vestcent, London."
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matcht&ss.

MATCHLESS. 8h.p., 1914, 2-3peed, coach sidecar;
£48.-29, tit. Leonard's St., Bow. Must be sold.

[2129
MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, 2-speed, in fine con-

dition, little used, fully equipped.—Wat^ou,
Orchard, Bakewell.

^
[193.3

6h.p. Matchless C.B. Combination, 2 speeds and free.

3 lamps, speedometer, tools and spares, all gooil

jndition; £37.-14, Chipley St., New Cross, S.K,
[X7917

MATCHLESS. 1914, 7h.p. M.A.G. engine, 3-flpeea
countershaft gear, 'model 83, extra heavy tyre.'j,

been little used, and in perfect order, £50 ; brand new
Caaoelet Matchless sidecar, 1916 model 1)4, never been
fitted, £15.—Wallia, 49, High St., Saffron Walden.
Essex. 'Phono 45. [X7772

Minerva.
MINERVA, 4-5h.p. twin, low, new 1915 frame,

spring forks, new tyres, belt, Bosch mag., B.
and B., recently overhauled, good running order; trial;

with or without wicker sidecar; 5618/10; called up.—
Smith's Works, Laurel Av., Twickenham. [2157

Moto=Reve. isx^^

MOTO-EEVE, 2^;ih.p., Simms, Dunlops, Druids, new
connecting rods, valves, 1 piston, all rings, gudgeons,

main bearings, camshatt just fitted, uses half and halt;
£14, offers.—Box 785, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X7925

Motosacoche.
•>ih.p. T-twin Motosacoche. M.A,G. engine, Bosch,
/W 4: Amac, Druids, tyres good, ideal lightweight

;

£15.—Appleton, c/o 25, Newgate St., London, E.G.
[2190

New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 2-stroke. racer, overhauled, perf^--'^

gift, £18.—W. Jennings, Bozeat, Wellingborough.
[1929

NEW Hudson, 1915, 2Uli.p.. 2-stroke; £20.— h^i^j

and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.G. [0552

NEW Hudson, 2Vi.h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed gear; £38;
several of these machines in stock.—Exeter Motor

Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Kd., Exeter, and Tavistock Ed..
I'lymouth. [0840

NEW Hudson Big Six 1916 3-speed Combination,
Lucas head and rear lamps, Klaxon horn, E. and

B. latest carburetter, small mileage, privately owned,
practically new ; 60 gns.-Eldridge, Fordingbridge, Hants.

[2054

NEW Hudson 9B . Bh.p. Fawn Combination actually
in stock, deferred payments if desired, exchanges

;

also 1916 4h.p. 3-speed combination, u.sual price £65.
special sale price £59/10 ; also 1912 3-speed 2%.h.p,
model, usual price £21, sale price £18/10, spot casn
only.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50,
High Ed., Wood Green. [200V

New Imperial.

NEW Imperial-Jap. latest models in stock; £38 and
£44/8.—Grow Bros., Guildford. [1262

N^
EW 6h.p. New Imperial-Jap, S-speeder, in stock

;

£75/5.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [2152

COLMOEE Depots, Manchester and Leicester, for im-
mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[0805
1 til 16 New Imperial, 2-speed, perfect, good condition,
-i-O little used; £28.—Browne, 10, York Rd., Maiden-
head. [X7740

NEW Imperial, 1916 models in stock; cash or gradual
payments 2% only.—Eeferes Cycle Co., 332. High

Holborn. [0765

1 Q14 2-spe6d 2^.p. Imperial-Jap, splendid order
XtF throughout; £25.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore
Row, Birmingham. [X7S30

NEW Imperial 1916 Current Models in stock, also
one or two bargains, shop-soiled.—Laytons' Garage,

Bicester, Oxon. [X7696

4r>3.h.p. New Imperial-Japs from stock; 2-speed gear^ 4i models, £38 ; cash, easy terms, or exchange,-
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2063

NEW Imperial-.Tap, 1915, in good order, for sale, or
exchange with cash for a higher powered motor

cycle.—Joseph Pavitt, Aveley, Purfleet, Essex. (D)
[X785.'l

NEW Imperial, 2-speed, lamps, horn, tools, etc., new
condition, bought new 3 months ago; offers; £38

lowest.-Gwilliam, Oak Cottage, Christchurch, Coleford,
Glos. [2201

~| Q16 New Imperial, 2 speeds, extra tank, almost
X«/ as new; bargain, 3630; also 1915 model, £25.—
The Barnes Motor Garage, opposite Red Lion, Barnes.
S.W. [2184

NEW Imperial-Jap, 23/41i.p., 1916, 2-speed, clutch, kirk
start, only soiled; usual price £44/8, reduced £57.

special cash price only.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Wal-
thamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [2003

1Q16 (May) New Imperial, 2%h.p. J.A.P.. 2-speed,
J- 9J clutch, kick start, only done 600 miles ; cost
£44/8; new accessories cost £3/10; sell complete £38.
and 6 gallons petrol.—Write, Hunt, 37, Petherton Rd

,

Highbury, N. [1951

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de-
• livery all models New Imperials from stock, in-

cluding standard light tourist, kick starter, and ladies'

models; also one shop-soiled model £35.-87-91, John
Bright St., Birmingham. iX7883

AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

NEW Imperials, the hondy lightweights, -with J.A.P.
engine and 2-spee(l gear. We are the accrf^dited

agents for Manchester and Liverpool districx. and can
ofier immediate delivery from stock; extended terms
and exchanges arranged. Call or -write. ~ Colmore
Depot, 31. Eenshaiv St., Liverpool, and 261, Deausgate,
Manchester. [0814

Norton.

T.T. Norton, jnst arrived; first cheque £54/12 secures
it.—Plastow, Grimsby, Plastow. [X7936

NOETON, 4>4h.p., 1916, indistinguishable from new,
T.T., free engine clutch; 50 gns.— 6, Warren St.,

London. [2227

NOBTON, 1916, 3>/ih.p., Brooilands racing special,
Brooklands certificate, 70 m.p.h., Philipson pulley,

and all accessories, run 500 miles; £67/10.—Cass's
Motor Mart, only address 5, Warren St., Euston Rd., W,
Museum 623. [1822

N.U.T.

N.U.T., 1916, 31/oh.p., 3 speeds, coTmtershaft, J.A.P.
overhead engine, kick starter, speedometer, practi-

^ally new; £46.-6, Warren St., London. [2226

O.K.

O.K.'s in stock, M.A.G. £42/10, J.A.P. £38.-
Toungs, 2 and 3, The Parade, High Bd., Kilburn.

' [2037

O.K. 1914 2-speed Lightweight, exchange SV'h.p.
or sell i£19.—Bridger, 18, Beaumont Av., Rich-

mond. [2158

1015 O.K., 2Vjh.p., 2 speeds, good tyre.s, reliable ma.
J-«^ chine: cheap. £25.—The Barnes Motor Garage
opposite Red Lion, Barnes, S.W. [2185

O.K., 2y2b.p. J.A.P., 1916, latest model, 2-speed,
practically unused :

present price £38, bargain,
£32/10.—Heybourne Motors, Maidenhead. [1946

Omega.
PETROL Free with Omega, 3h.p., 2-stroke; 17 gns.—

Troward, 78, High St., Hampsteadv [2077
|

P. and M.
"IQ14-^ Phelon-Moore Combination, eaual n^; bar-
-If gain, £58/15.—Abson, 49, Kirkgate, Wakefield.

[X7904

I

PETROL Free with P. and M., SV^li.p., 2-speed,
clutch; 14 gns.—Troward, 78, High St., Hamp-

stead. • [2074

1Q14 P. and M., SV^h.p., 2 speeds, kick start, low
JL*y built, sidecar; £40.—The Barnes Motor Gar.nge.

opposite Red Lion, Barnes, S.W. [2186

1 Q12 3^h.p. P. and M., 2-speed and free, nearly new
-JL ij coachbuilt sidecar, just overhauled, running con-
dition guaranteed, speedometer, lamps, horn, tools, and

|

spares; £37/10.—Lieutenant Sinclair, H.M.S. Vernon.
[S;7676

I

Precision.

3ih.p. Precision, 1913, fixed engine, done 7,000 miles,
^ good condition: best offer secures.-Box L2.158,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [1983 I

PRECISION, 2JAh.p., 1913-14, perfect condition, only
[

used Thursday afternoons; £19/10.—Harding, 29a,
Market St., Wellingborough. [2087

PRECISION Junior Lightweight, 1915, 2 speeds, new
condition; owner joined up: best cash ofier.— 7,

Vale Terrace, King's Bd., Chelsea. [X7799

PRECISION, 4yh.p., Bowden 2.speed gear, kick

!

start, and clutch, new Dunlops, heavy studded
tyres, coachbuilt sidecar; £36, or exchange 2-stroke.—
Sweet, Engineer, Fishponds, Bristol. [X7856

Premier.

PREMIER. 3V!!h.p., N.S.tJ. 2-speed, grand conilitiou

:

£24.-137, Alum Rock,' Birmingham. [X7866

1Q14 3yob.p. Premier, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar;
J-i/ £45;"cash or easy terms.-^R. E. Jones (Garages),
Ltd., Swansea. [0823

PREMIER, 1913, 2y2b.p., clutch, free engine, perfed
running order, new belt, tyres good; £19/10..-

W.L., 20, Asfordby St., Leicester. [X7791

IQIS" 3>/2b.p. T.T. Premier, good tyros and belt, inX^ very good order, and very fast; £19.—Wallis, 49,
High St., Saffron Walden, Essex. [X7782

PREMIER, 2i^h.p., recent model, a ^vfery fine and
economical lightweight; £22, or your reasonable

offer.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X7893

"IQ14 Premier, 3y;h.p., 2 speeds, countershaft, ex-
-*-»? celleut order, with sidecar; £40.—T]]e Barnes
Motor Garage, opi>osite Red Lion, Barnes, S.W. [2187

LATEST Model 1916 3V2h.p. 3-Bpeed Premier; £64;
delivery from stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Bath Ed., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0841

1 Q13Vn Premier, 3Voh.p., countershaft 2-speed, clutch,
-i-«^ Gloria coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer, mechani-
cal horn ; £38, lowest.—G.W., 36, Elmfield Rd., Balham.

[X7915

Quadrant.
QUADRANT, 4h.p., 1913. 3 speeds, clutch, beauti-

ful machine; £22.—11, Luna Rd., Thornton
Heath Clock, S.E. [2153

Radco.
RADCO, 1915. 2-speert, in nice order; £25.—Warren's,

386, Euston Rd. Museum 3081. [2096

A good belt is worthy of a

FORWARD
Fastener—for a poor fastener

will nullify the merits of the

finest belir.

Fit Forward Fasteners with
the Forward Belt Punch to a
good belt and you've done
all you possibly can to avoid
trouble.

The Forward Punch makes a
dead central hole, affording an
adequate hold for the Forward
Fastener — the strongest on
the market.

Ask also for particulars of King Hook
and Champion Fasteners.

FORWARD MOTOR Co.
35, Forward Wks., Summer Row,

BIRMINGHAM.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

RADCO, 1915, 2-fipeed, 2-stroke, exceptionally \

condition, and complete with acceBsoriea : £24/
—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Kow, Birmiogham.

rx7i
ADCO, 1914, 2-stroke. 2 speeds countershart. i

tyres, piston and rings, lontboards, enamel
i

plating as new; nearest £19.—A. J. Jaivis, Waterun
Cirencester. \2-

Regal.
REGAL, 1915, 2 stroke. 2-8peed, open frame; £

ivith 000esaories.—Colmore Depot, 31, Oolw
Row, Birmingham. rX7J

REGAL-GREEN-PEECISION", 1914, and ooachbi
sidecar, very little used; £39; like netf'.-

Nicholls St., West Bromwich. [X7(

Rex.

REX, sidecar, Mabon free engine, accumulator; £6/
—34, Stanbury Ed., I'eckham, London. [l(

1 QIO Bex. Motor Cycle, lees power unit; £3.—BnXtf ley, 248, Hangbton Green, Denton, Mauche«;
[X7f

REX 5-6h.p. 2-speecl Combination, complete, linn

starter, just overlinulerl, wicker sidecar; £3(
171 Burges Rd., East Ham. [21

REX, 5-6li.p. twin, T.T. clutch model, tyres' s

belt new, machine in splendid condition; ^2(
14 Dodbrooke Rd., West Norwood. [li ;

REX 1912 6h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, free engi
handle starting, lamps, horn : splendid bargt

£30—3, The Mews, Victoria Rd., Olapham, S.W. [2i

1 Q13 Rex 5-6h.p. Twin, 3-speed, with coachbuilt «)

*-tJ car, tyres perfect, just been' overhauled ; ti

allowed- sacrifice £20, or ofEer.—Campaigne, 17, H(
sey Rise, N- \\\

,

REX, 6h.p., 2-speed, wicker sidecar, Brnks, Whiti
\

petrol, oil gauges, hinged stoppers, • all tyres-
j

cellent, lamps, horn, spares; ^23.—Evenings,
Quintin Av,, Wimbledon. [21

;

FIRST P.0.0. Secures this bargain.—1911 6h.p. t1
|

Rex, free engine model, new Dunlcp tyre o& ba
:

in good running order; £10: Bosch mag.—Wallls,
High St., Saffron Walden, Essex. [X7S

r|Q14 Rex 61i.p. Twin, 3-speed combination, witb I

JLtJ seater sidecar, complete with accessories, in fl)

rate order; £45.—Tuke and Bell, Ltd., Motor Be))

Carlton Engineering Works, High Rd., Tottenham,
[97

Rex-Jap.
h.p. Rex-Jap and coachbuilt sidecar; £27/lC
WauchopS's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2t

Rover.

ROVER, 1916, new, SV^h.p., 3-8peed countershaft «
biuation, actually in stock.—Mdss, Wem. [iK?t

,

1 014 [new 1915) SVoh.p. 3-speed Rover, practicr

I

At' as new, very fast; £37.—Waverley Hotel, Wals
[21

ROVER, 3V2h.p., clutch model, sound, but not suia

£22, or your reasonable offer.—Laytons' Gara
Bicester, Oxon. ,[X7£

ROVER Combination, fully eQuipped, late 1915,
speed countershaft, new condition ; 60 gns.—'

I Willes Rd., Leamington. [X7(

II Q13 3-speed Geared and Clutch Model Rover, til

Xt/ oughly overhauled and complete; 30 gns.—Colm
Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X7(

"I
Q12 Rover, 3y2h,p., free engine, B. and B. c

J-*/ buretter, Bosch mag., excellent condition, w
good tyres and engine; £20.—Robinson's Garage, Gh
St., Cambridge. [21

"DOVER, 1913, T.T., with accessories, very ilnei
X\j chine; usual price £32/10, special sale pi

£29/10, cash only.—Lamb's, 151,- High St., WaJthc
stow, and 50, JBCigh Rd., Wood Green. [2C

TDIRMINGHAM Agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91, Jc

-O Bright St., has all Rover models in stock for i

mediate delivery; countershaft T.T., with fixed get

also semi T.T. model, with h.b.c. Philipson ;
prices fr

£52. [X7t

TJOVER, 1913, Sygh.p., free engine, Philipson h.b

X\i semi-automatic B. and B., Hutchinsous, Gloi

phone, tools, and spares, condition, plating, enamell
perfect, 38 gallons Binks and petrol ; £30.—We
Waverley Rd., Kenilworth. tX7£

rOOVER, specially selected, very fast, 3i,oh.p., T.

-tfei with Philipson pulley, Cowey speedometer, F.E
lamp, Lucas horn, extra large tank, all in esoeli

order, tools, and spare parts complete; price £37,"

close offer.—Box L2,165, c/o The Motor Cycle. [^
.

Royal Ruby.
T>OYAL Ruby, 2-8peed, 2-stroke, 2y£h.p., hai

XV -soiled; £27/10.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore R
Birmingham. [X7i

Rudge.
"pUDGE Multi, late 1914, practically as new, n
XV equipped, speedometer; £35.—Below,

T>UDGE Multi. 1913, in real good order and coi

XV tion ; £27.-6, Warren St., London. [2-

T>UDGE Multi, 1915, SVah.p., splendid coDditi

XV many spares; £43.-348, City Rd., E.G. ^ [2(

1 012 S^h.p. Rudge, free engine, good condition r^,
IXtF —R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [Oi

A22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Single V. Twin.

OF
the man}' problems which have confronted
the rnotor cycle manufacturer in the past,

none has been resuscitated so many times

as that of single v. twin-cylinder engine.

In the one camp we have manufacturers

whose outstanding motto is "Reliability," and
in the other camp there are manufacturers whose
motto is " Pleasurable riding coupled with relia-

bility." We are tempted to revive the subject

once again by reason of the views of " Road
Rider" expressed in an article in the current

issue. This writer is a man of exceptional experi-

ence of many and .various makes of machines,

and he is an exceedingly competent observer.

As a result of his unequalled experience " Road
Rider " has not the least hesitation' in saying

that after the war there will be a great and rapidly

culminating prejudice against the single-cylinder

engine, and that ere long it will become extinct.

Whilst giving voice to " Road Rider's" con-

sidered judgment, we must say that we are not

so convinced of the speedy demise of the single-

cylinder machine as our contributor. " Road
Rider " bases most of his views upon the fact

that the single-cylinder machine is unnecessarily

uncomfortable, and that people are already tired

of it and want something which provides

smoother running. We contend that reliability

will always be the predominating point of attrac-

tiveness to the buyer, and perfect as the modern
twin-cylinder mount has become, it- is doubtful

if it be yet the equal, from the point of view of

reliability, of the single-cylinder machine. Thus
for utility purposes the single-cylinder will always

be able to claim its adherents. We will further

confess that a multi-cylinder machine is far and

away more attractive in its working than a single-

cylinder machine, and if the same degree of

reliability can be obtained no one would dream

of changing from a twin to a single-cylinder.

But where we again quarrel with " Road
Rider's " sweeping assertion is from the manu-

facturing point of view. Granted that ease of

manufacture should be no valid reason why com-
paratively uncomfortable machines should be
foisted upon the public, one must remember that

manufacturers produce motor cycles from a

business standpoint, and the fact that so many
single-cylinder machines are produced is not

necessarily because their makers consider they

are better than the multi-cylinder machine, but
on account of the fact that they are easier and
cheaper to produce.
To sum up, the comments in this issue will

undoubtedly point to an important tendency in

design. in favour of the multi-cylinder machine,
but we are of opinion that "Road Rider" is

moving much too quickly in suggesting that

500 c.c. single-cylinder machines will become
obsolete in the near future.

Our Over-zealous Police.

A
MOST extraordinary case of police inter-

ference W5S brought to our notice during

the past week. A motor cyclist was
proceeding through Bruce Grove,
Tottenham, at 11.45 a.m. one day,

with his wife in the sidecar and his children on
the carrier, when a policeman in uniform stopped
him and told him that two plain-clothes officers

wished to speak to him. In due course the plain-

clothes men came up, and asked him if he were
the owner of the machine and where he was
going. Subsequently they wanted to know
what he was using, and whether he was travelling

on business or for pleasure. His licence having

been inspected, he was allowed to proceed.

We immediately communicated the full facts of

the case to the Metropolitan Police headquarters,

and we are glad to say that the matter was
promptly investigated. The facts as we related

were found to be true—so we were later informed
—and the error was due to a zealous officer.

Anyway our correspondent need have no fear,

the whole thing was a mistake, he will hear
no more of the threatened summons, and other

motorists are not likely to be molested.

An index to the advertisennents in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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AT the present time it does

not seem altogether good
taste to sing the praises of

solo machines, for, with so many
, disabled soldiers about who appre-

ciate runs, one feels selfish spin-

ning along in solitary fashion,

however much one's journey may
be for business purposes. Still,

there are' times when the petrol

allowance precludes any idea of
generosity, and the solo machine
has to be used in order to get the

greatest mileage possible. On such occasions it is

certainly a fast-running economical little machine that

is required, and a few weeks ago I found a 2^ h.p.

Levis admirably suited for the purpose. Personally
I prefer a passenger by my side to share with me
the exhilaration of the ride, but there are times when
a good running machine is itself as congenial a
companion as it is possible to find. To skim up the
hills and to glide down the other side takes one back
to the old days of trials.

Such an experience I have had upon the mount I

have just mentioned. It was one of the new sloping
framed Levis machines, suitable for either sex, with

The 2i h.p. two-speed Levis. Note the chain drive and low saddle position.

an exceptionally low saddle, which is always in favour

with ladies. TJie engine is. the well-tried 2J h.p.

two-strokCi, produced in the works of Messrs. Butter-

field Bros. The Enfield two-speed gear, in conjunction

with all chain drive, is a feature. The Best and
Lloyd oil pump gives a twin oil feed (cylinder and
crank case).

There are one or two tricky little hills in my
neighbourhood, calculated to try the inexperienced

rider or the inadequately engined mount, . but the

Levis hardly seemed to recognise the hills as such.

I found that the simplest way of starting the Levis

was to give it a push on bottom gear, then put gear

handle into neutral position while I took

my seat, gently bringing the gear handle

into low to start away. It is always
necessary to allow the. engine .to pick up
speed before changing into top. It is

the most lively little two-stroke engine that

I remember, and capable of a remarkable
turn of speed.

Two-strokes are becoming great favourites

with ladies, some of whom are sufficiently

daring to take a passenger on the carrier.

No doubt the difficulty of obtaining petrol

is the sole reason why there are not many
more lady riders on the road ; the twc
gallons allotted per month limits our

mileage to such a
,
great extent unless

substitutes are used.

May Walker.
Lady motor

cyclists of the future,

NEW AUSTRALIAN RECORDS.
SINCE our last issue went to press we have

received the times of the new records made by
Jack Booth and briefly mentioned on page 251.

The new times and previous records are :

One Mile.
37|s.

I

Parsons (Am. Excelsior)

Five Miles.
25|s.

I

Parsons 4.ti.

Ten Miles.
45|s.

I
Parsons 8m.

Booth (Indian)

Booth 3m.

451

111

Booth 7m. 28t

According to a Melbourne contemporary just to

hand the Victorian Motor Cycle Club has refused to

recognise the times quoted for the mile and five miles.

The reason appears to be that Booth made runs on
two successive days breaking the one and five miles

records the first attenipt, and lowering all three at the

second. The club will only grant certificates for

the times made on the first day, thougrt the club's

timekeepers attended the second attempt.
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Miniature Engines on War Service,

It may be news to some of our readers that the
Government is taking lots of small c.c. engines for war
service. The tetest 220 c.c. bantling of the A. B.C.
family was, of course, early pressed into employment
as a starting unit for bigger engines, alike on sea-
planes and on other large power units which I must
not particularise. And the wee two-stroke is not being
overlooked either, whitst at least one 5-6 h.p. two-
stroke twin is wearing khaki.

Carry a Spare Brush.
When the magneto was first introduced I examined

its mechanism scrupulously, and decided to carry a
spare high-tension brush, as the wee carbon pencil
seemed essentially vulnerable. For many a long year
one of these spares reposed snugly in my purse, and in

the early days of the magneto it came in handy more
than once. After a time prolonged immunity ended
my precautions, and, of course, I got nicely had on a

small twin, when both high-tension brushes sheared
simultaneously. I have heard of other cases, and
therefore I advise my brethren to revive ancient habits,

and carry spares.

Multiple Jet Carburetters.

The more I ride, the more I become convinced that

multiple jet carburetters make for petrol economy. In

my garage there are seven separate types of carburetter

at the present moment, two of which are three-jets.

By careful tuning I can get much about the same
power out of the septet, together with approximately

equal acceleration and flexibility. But the three-jets

score on two points very easily, one of these points

being a mere fad, whilst the other is of vital im-

portance. They certainly give ' a lower minimum
of revolutions ; if throttled down with the engine

running free, the single jets give coarse running at the

best, whereas the three-jets close down to a mere tick.

This detail is of interest to sidecar men, but does not

materially affect solo work. On the other hand, the

three-jets readily give a superior petrol economy,
averaging 25% better than the single jets, which
implies an economy of 6d. or more on every 100 miles -

at the present cost of 'spirit, or about 30s. on a year's

riding. The one and only comparative defect of the

multiple jet types is that their fine orifices are far more
liable to choke than, the big hole of a single jet, and
this weakness can be eradicated by fitting a sensible

petrol filter.

The New " Best " Lubricator.
I have never known a novel accessory excite so much

interest as the " Best " pump. I thought my present

mount had a pretty satisfactory lubricator. It has a

small ^ump on the timing cover, which sucks oil from
the tank, and drives it through a sight glass into the

engine. The oil feed thus varies with engine speed,

an idea which is commonly regarded as unsatisfactory,

because most engines are often driven at very low

r.p.m. on high gears under widely different circum-

stances, e.g., ticking on a whiff of gas in traffic, and

pounding on full throttle up a grade. Therefore, the

usual ideal is that the perfect lubricator must dis-

tinguish not only between engine speeds, but also be-

tween engmt loads, as the " Best " does. This criticism

does not apply to my machine, for the simple reason

that it is never allowed to pound slowly uphill on full

throttle. The lowest of its four gears is 13^4 to i, and

it develops over 12 b.h.p., so that it can "rev." up
the steepest freak hill even with a sidecar attached

;

and whenever it is able to " rev." on a lowish gear the

lubricator will feed plenty of oil. Still, most engines

know what it is- to be reduced to a slow pounding pro-

gress by dint of load and grade ; and for such engines

the " Best " lubricator should prove perfect. It is just

one of those brilliant little notions which deserves to

come into universal employment, and I do not see

why its main features should not further serve to

improve the lubrication of many car engines.

Engine Rattle,

I made careful enquiries in Coventry the other day

as to whether the expert two-stroke tecirnicians had

reached any unanimous decision on the subject of

what common or garden two-stroke users familiarly

term " engine rattle." There would still appear to

be two leading schools on this point. The one holds

that the metallic ring, tinkle, or rattle, not uncommon
with dirty and well-worn engines, is due to the

deflector of the piston, when coated with carbon and
elevated at the top of the stroke by wear of the

connecting rod bearings, which may just catch the

under-side of the cylinder head ; I must look for dints

in the carbon on the ridge next time I dismount a two-

stroke engine. The opposition ascribes it simply to

the piston rings getting stuck in their grooves with

carbon, and so catching against the edges of the ports,

instead of, sliding smoothly over them. There would

appear (to an ignoramus, like myself at any rate)

some unnecessary fog on the subject. If the former

opinion is correct, it should be easy to demonstrate

the -fact of piston collision by careful measurements

of the maximum clearance (if any) after allowing for

oval bushes and carbon films ; or, alternatively, to

construct a testing engine, similar in every respect

to the standard engine, except that there should be a

slight depression in the cylinder head, parallel to

and coextensive with the piston deflector, yet keeping

the usual compression ratio. On the other hand, the

question of the piston rings catching wants looking

into. The noise hardly sounds as if it emanated from
two piston rings catching on three separate ports

;

some information might be obtained from tests with

one, two, and three rings, fitted in various combina-

tions with one or more rings pegged down to the

equivalent of being stuck with carbon. Do the piston

rings of a Silent Knight engine ever make tbis or a

similar noise against their ports ?
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ITS PROSPECTS AFTER
THE WAR.

MANY aspects of the motor cycle industry in

days to come defy analysis and prophecy.
Increased reliability and multi-speed gears are

bound to render six day trials something of a farce.

Nobody can determine how far ta.xation and protection

or prohibition may affect prices. _ Nobody can say at

what level fuel prices will eventually simmer down.
But I am venturing to make one unqualified and
dogmatic assertion, which is nevertheless highly con-
troversial ; and I make it in order to wake up the trade
to a position which is largely unrealised. / believe

the §00 c.c. single-cylinder is doomed 1 It is obvious
that if this statement is but partially true, it places
many British firms in rather a serious position. The
500 c.c. single-cylinder is the machine with which the
British trade secured the supremacy of the world's
motor cycle industry. Several of our leading factories

are organised in peace time with a sole view to its

production in enormous quantities. In the past their

outputs have sold with consummate ease. For two
years past our industry has been either stationary or

non-existent, whichever way one pref.ers to- phrase it.

So far as one knows, there has been little time for

engineers to form plans for the future. It is certain

that very few designers have formed clear ideas of

popular taste in the era succeeding the war. Should
it therefore prove that an increasing percentage of the
riders who lead opinion and demand have done for

ever with the 500 c.c. single-cylinder, the British motor
cycle industry will be largely unprepared for the pro-
foundly changed conditions under which it will resume
manufacture. If a deep and increasing prejudice is

rife against what was formerly our most popular model,
it is time that the trade realised this prejudice. It is

time for the Government to release sufficient brains
and energy in each factory for the preparation of a

more rnodern type of machine.

Why the 500 c.c. Single is Waning.
For some time past riders have been undergoing a

slow education in the possibilities of comfortable motor
cycling. While the 500 c.c. single was certainly the

dominant type prior to the war, it was popular because
it was ;established. The most ignorant rider knew
the fame of its most distinguished makers, the power
and reliability and speed of their machines, the honesty
of their dealings. Nevertheless, it had already ceased
to be the most attractive or the most interesting

machine for riders who were better instructed or more
fastidious than the general ruck. Others of us had
tasted the comparative freedom from engine vibration

afforded by such alternative designs as the Scott twin

two-stroke, the Douglas horizontally-opposed twin-

cylinder, the bis: British and American twins—which
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By "Road Rider."

do most of their work throttled hard down—the F.N.

and Henderson four-cylinders, even the despised iaby
two-stroke with its even power impulses. Engine

vibration has ceased to be a matter of any vital import-

ance on these machines, arid many of us, during

brief returns to the thumping single-cylinder, realised

what an increase of comfort the practical abolition of

engine vibration had brought about. During the war,

the big single-cylinders have been all but unobtainable.

As a consequence a vastly increased section of the

public has enjoyed a novel freedom from vibration by

riding various smooth-running mounts. Sandwiched

between such foretastes of the future, we have all had

confirmation of the thumpiness of the big single in

the form of brief spins on the type of machine which

was once all but universal. Moreover, the big single

suffers far more from engine vibration than its fore-

bears did. Their impulses were softened by the

flexible drive of the long belt; the modern single "is

further handicapped by. the harshness of a two-chain

or chain-cum-belt drive. It may be, probably is, the

simplest and staunchest machine available for pro-

longed hard work, the best D.R. machine in the world

;

but it can never again figure as the ideal mount for

pleasurable touring.

The Elimination of Road Vibration.

There is a further factor to be considered—that of

road vibration. Obviously, it is quite as easy to spring

the frame of a 500 c^.c. single as that of a 350 c.c. or

1,000 c.c. twin, and it might appear at first sight that

road vibration was a factor applying equally to all

types of engine. This is untrue. A few pioneer firms

have lately introduced good rfear sprung frames, for

which there will be a perfect furore after the war.

Their general effect on public opinion will be to raise

the standard of comfort, and so to heighten the pre-

judice against engine vibration. Thus, though their

influence on the matter of engine vibration is indirect,

it is very real.

To put the matter more briefly and simply, I do
not personally intend to ride another 500 c.c. single-

cylinder, machine of the current type. I have tested

all the patterns now on the market, and, without haste

or partiality, I have come to the conclusion that this

particular type compares most unfavourably with more
modern patterns. I believe trade will gradually desert

the concerns which cling to this declining type. I

believe the manufacturers ^of more refined and com-
fortable designs will rapidly learn to embody the

reliable and substantial construction long characteristic

of the typical British single ; and that the future of

the 500 c.c. single is limited to the light T.T. patterns

employed as sporting mounts.
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THE CROWN LOCKING
CAP.

'ROM time to time we have published

various methods of securing nuts.

There is the castellated nut and

plit pin, which is expensive and

^oublesome to remove ; there is the

nring washer, which places an unequal

itrain upon the nut and bolt and a strain

m the thread in getting the spring

washer flattened out ; and various other

ypes of locking devices.

The Crown Locking Cap Co., 1, Bank
bambers, Bromsgrove Street, Birming-

ham, have, however, introduced an ingeni-

Bus device, which consists of a cap pro-

fided with a central beam fitting into a

fot which should be first cut in the bolt,

is pointed out that it is just as easy

cut a slot in the bolt as it is to drill a

Kole for a split pin. At right angles to

Tie central beam which engages the slot

ire two tongues, the object of which is

b catch in the thread. When the nut

|as been screwed up to the right degree

lie cap is slipped over so that the central

The Crown locking cap.

Beam engages with the slot. The two
Bongues then ratchet themselves over the
fhread in which the cap has been pressed
Bome, preventing the cap from sliding up
Tie bolt. To remove the looking cap it

only necessary to slip back the tongues

_^y the aid of a screwdriver or some
similar instrument.
The Crown locking cap can only be

employed in cases where the bolt projects
sufficiently fan beyond the end of the nut

' to aJlow the cap to be fitted. The manu-
facturers supply a special slotting saw
for cutting the slot in the bolt.

THE TAN-SAD SPRING
" CARRIER.

EVEN though one is not addicted to

mounting a passenger on the carrier,

there is nothing more useful in

these days, when it is so often necessary

i to carry a full petrol tin, than some-
thing in the way of a spring platform

J
on which to mount it. When mounted on
a rigid carrier a petrol tin soon becomes
battered, and if it springs a leak its

i.
whole contents may be wasted ere the

;.; rider discovers the mishap, while the
^- dead weight of such a load is apt, in
1 time, to fracture the carrier stays.

Luggage of any kind rides much more
comfortably and securely if mounted in

a sprung position than if subjected to the
tremendous jolting and jarring which
ordinarily befalls it aboard a motor cycle.

The Tan-Sad, which is designed
chiefly for mounting a passenger, is fixed

simply by the use of a small key, clipped
under the cushion, and can be placed in
position and securely tightened m a very
few seconds.

The springing of the seat can be varied
to meet one's requirements by the number

of springs employed. Though
provision is made for four

springs, two are quite suffi-

cient for ordinary loads. The
fitments provide a remarkably
comfortable seat for the pil-

lion passenger, and it appears
to be a thoroughly well-made
and well-designed ai-ticle.

The seat is perhaps a shade
far back, and we would sug-
gest that if the pivot joints

were brought further forward
and the seat also lengthened
in the direction of the rider,

balance and the comfort of

the passenger would be im-
proved. It would also be an
excellent plan if the makers
so arranged the fitment that
the tool-bags, having been
removed from the rigid

carrier, could be attached to
the sides of the spring seat, as this would
save the contents ot the tool- bags and
the bags themselves Very considerably.

This attachment, which is far frcm
being unsightly, is made at the Tan-Pad
Works, 5a, Parker Street, Edgbastonj
Birmingham.

ACROSS AMERICA BY
MOTOR CYCLE.

IN our issue of July 27th we men-
tioned that two New York lady
motor cyclists, Miss Adeline and

Miss Augusta Van Buren, were attempt-
ing the journey from New York City
to San Francisco, on the Pacific coast,

a distance of 3,300 miles, mounted on
Powerplus Indians. On September 14th
we were able to give a short account of
how they climbed a famous American
test hill, known as Pikes Peak, near
Colorado Springs.
Our readers will no doubt be inter-

ested to learn that the adventurous

Tan-Sad spring carrier is here shown mounted on two

springs only ; for carrying heavier loads more springs can

be used.

young ladies reached San Francisco on

September 2nd, having been two months,

less two days, on the journey. They
encountered many difficulties, such as

land-slides, desert wastes, and broken

down bridges. The weather condi-

tions were especially adverse, but, in

spite of all these and the atrocious

road surfaces encountered in many parts,

especially, of course, during their journey
across the American desert in Western
Utah, their Indians brought them
through in splendid style.

When one considers the distance, the
absence of roads, and the hundred and
one difficulties encountered on such an
undertaking, which have on previous
occasions proved the undoing of many
hardened riders, the performance of

these young ladies is really marvellous.
After completing such a strenuous

journey, it is not surprising to find that
the riders as well as their machines
should not look so spick-and-span as at

the commencement.

The Misses Van Buren at the summit of Pikes Peak in the course of their 3,300 miles'

journey from Atlantic to Pacific. They left New York on July 4th and reached San
Francisco on September 2nd. The ascent of Pikes Peak entails a climb of 2J miles to

14,109 feet above sea level. In the photograph the Indians have the mudstained appearance

of many days' severe gruelling.
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ROAD TEST
OF WITAL MOTOR

.^ FUEL.

A Fuel which has High Capabilities in the Matter of Speed.

THE machine on which the following tests were

made is a 1916 3 h.p. Enfield. It has been

specially fitted for the use of heavy fuels, the

Amac carburetter having been provided with an

efficient hot air intake, while the mduction pipe has

been lagged to prevent radiation. Almost as important,

minute care has been taken in guarding against air

leaks, it being impossible to obtain good results from

a heavy fuel unless this point be carefully watched.

Insulation tape, seccotine, and indifference as to the

look of things are, to a certain point, common neces-

sities in these days of heavy petrol and still heavier

substitutes.

With high expectations the tank was filled up with

Wital fuel and the engine started. It obstinately

refused to fire in one cylinder, this being the front

cylinder from which the hot air supply is drawn, and

consequently carburation did not improve as the engine

warmed up. Tliis kind of thing had happened before

when experimenting with heavy fuels, and we knew
that, in order to give the Wital sample a fair test, the

engine must be taken down and decarbonised—quite a

brief task with the Enfield engine. While at it we also

took the opportunity of reducing the compression by
inserting a -^m. packing between each of the cylinders

and the crank case, and we can now say with con-

fidence thac this has much improved the running of

the machine.

A note here

which may be of

interest to the

owners of small

twins reduced to

the consumption
of heavy fuels (no

joke intended).

Many of . these

engines will not
run satisfactorily

on heavy fuels^

unless reasonably
free from carbon

deposit. The de-

posit soon increases

the compression to

an extent which
causes pre-ignition,

and the trouble
is aggravated by
the deposit form-
ing more and more
rapidly as bad
running continues. Refilling the tank of the 3 h.p. Enfield after completing one of the tests.

The task of decarbonisation can be made much less

frequent by reducing the compression, and now that

winter is drawing near this can be done with
advantage.

A One=third Petrol Mixture.

The engine now started up with the healthy beat

of a 9 h.p. twin, and it was decided first to try a

mixture of one-third petrol and two-thirds Wital. The
tests were made over a tortuous mountain route, a

thirty-mile circular tour being chosen. Several really

bad gradients and freak corners were encountered, one
of the climbs being 3}^ miles in -length—a steady up'-

ward grind, finishing up with fifty yards of i in 5 by
way of a temperature indicator.

The engine was started up third kick by the assist-

ance of the auxiliary petrol jet, the petrol being cut

off instantly the engine had fired, and throughout the

journey it ran with "perfect sweetness with a plentiful

circulation of oil. Slightly less power on hills was
experienced than when pure petrol was used, the speed
of thp engine becoming subdued early in the ascent, and
unless a change down was made in good time a distinct,

though not particularly malicious, " pink " ensued.

With the Wital fuel mixture we found it particularly

necessary to keep up the "revs," and by doing this

it Avas possible to make very fast ascents. It was

.
not, however,

possible to climb

so slowly and
surely as with

petrol.

The engine has

always possessed

rather unusual
" revving " capa-

bilities, but with

the Wital fuel it

surpassed itself.

It is quite the

fastest fuel the

writer happens to

have " stumbled
across, and on the

few long level

stretches the route

included it proved
very

. considerably

faster than petrol.

The first test

worked out at

82 m.p.g., 28-J
m.p.h.
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Road Test of Wital Fuel.—

A real upland hurricane was blowing, and in order

to obtain fair comparative results it was necessary to

niake the second test that same day. The tank was

now filled with neat Wital fuel, but*, in spite of the

auxiliary petrol jet, a good deal of difficulty was
experleix;ed in starting.

Wital Fuel, no Petrol.

Much that has been said concerning the previous

mixture still applies, though the engine proved rather

more difficult to handle than when the one-third petrol

was included. It took more air, however, and
" revved " with just as much enthusiasm, though it

proved extremely easy to muddle the mixture, with the

result that " pinking " was very apt to occur at freak

corners. The chief difficulty lay in the fact that on

shutting off the mixture at a sharp corner the engine

did not respond instantly on reopening the throttle.

It merely jogged over compression for a few paces,

losing speed, and thus a " pink " ensued when finally it

decided to fire. This could doubtless be put right by
careful adjustment, but many riders have neither time
nor aptitude for this.

There was no sign of overheating on hills, most of

the long ascent being accomplished on the 35 m.p.h.
mark, and by what may almost be regarded as a coin-

cidence, the second round was accomplished within

five seconds of the time taken on the first round. We
append a table giving at a

results

:

glance the compara

Fuel. m-pg-

i petrol, § Wital ... 82
All Wital 83

m.p.h.

28i
281

Distance.

29,7 miles
29.7 miles

Summing up, the Wital fuel would appear to be an

excellent petrol substitute, and no motor cyclist need
hesitate in sampling it. It is, of course, improved by
the addition of petrol as regards starting, and we find

that it gives far better results in warm weather than

in cold.

LIGHTWEIGHT
CERTAIN individuals are pushing the light-

weight sidecar, of which the motive por-

tion is either a baby two-stroke or a feur-

stroke not exceeding 350 c.c. I have done one or

two journeys in a 2^ h.p. Douglas and sidecar,

and must admit that the little jigger, especially

in its three-speeded form, is a very plucky little puller

indeed, though personally I value my Douglas too

much to run it at such a high average of r.p.m., or to

risk its light frame under such stresses. I cannot think

there is any real economy in overworking a miniature

engine or over-straining a featherweight frame. When
the same, craze is applied to the baby two-stroke it

represents sheer lunacy, so far as the bulk of existing

machines are concerned,, and I am heartily at one
with a well-known firm of lightweight makers
who include in their vendor guarantee a fair

usage clause, which excepts machines fitted

with sidecars. The baby two-stroke engine

might conceivably stand the racket moderately

well in the flatter eastern counties, particu-

larly wlien the roads are dry and the weather

SIDECARS.
windless. But it takes most baby two-strokes all their

time to keep cool in hilly country with a single load

and without the wind resistance of a sidecar, and no
sane man would dream of burdening them with such a
load in severely undulating localities. If any deter-

mined economist insists on running the risks he should
use a 23,4^ h.p. motor cycle, with very strong frame,
such as the Colonial model Douglas. Many of the

lighter and cheaper two-stroke frames would not last

half a season under such maltreatment, and it is

unfair on the best of them. When the leading con-
structors of high-powered heavyweights have experi-

enced some difficulty in evolving sidecar chassis which
will stand a season's hard work without fracture, it is

folly to overweight light frames. Ixion.

DESPATCH RIDERS IN MESOPOTAMIA.
Thanks to the courtesy of Cpl. A. J. Sproston we are

able to reproduce these interesting pictures. Sproston, it

may be recalled, wrote a vivid account of his experiences

in Mesopotamia, which was published in The Motor Cycle

of July 27th last. The upper picture was taken on a

railway truck, showing men and their Douglases en route

to a base. The lower view shows a few despatch riders

at the headquarters of the Tigris Corps.

AIS
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING
FOR

MOTOR CYCLES.

How to Adapt Electric Lighting to Two-strokes and other Lightweights.

IN
many issues of The Motor Cycle references have

. been made to the important question of electric

lighting for the now popular two-stroke light-

weight, and it is by no means improbable before

long electricity will come into its own, as an illuminant,

in the motor cycle world to the almost complete
exclusion of acetylene, as has already happened with

regard to motor cars.

With the advent of the highly efficient metal filament

bulb and scientifically designed electric head lamp with

silvered parabolic reflector, resulting in a considerable

reduction in current consumption, electricity has lost

practically all its failings, and the old problem of the

disposition of the battery ceases to appear as an

unsurmountable proposition.

Dynamo Dry Battery or Accumulator.
As is well known, there are at the present time, three

available sources of electricity suitable for the motor
cyclist: (i) the engine-driven dynamo, preferably with

a battery arranged as a floating device or stabiliser to

ensure a steady light when the machine is in motion

and a continuance of light when the vehicle comes
to rest, (2) the dry battery, and (3) the accumulator

used alone.

Of the three alternatives, the dynamo is at present

suitable only for passenger outfits where suitable

accommodation for the various electrical fitments is not

limited, or for the heavyweight solo machine, in which

case a little extra weight is unnoticeable and there are

better opportunities for the mounting of the battery

and dynamo without their presence proving a source of

inconvenience.

But for the true lightweight machine it is at present

unsuitable, and we are compelled to turn our attention

to the remaining two methods.

Dry batteries are now perfectly satisfactory for solo

".ork provided careful attention is paid to the selection

of a reliable, guaranteed article and too much in the

matter of light is not expected from them. They
suffer from the disadvantages, in the writer's opinion,

of having no very obvious means of indicating their

condition other than by short-circuiting with an

ammeter, are not rechargeable, and, owdng to their

adoption not being universal, it is not always possible

to obtain a new battery on the spot if the old battery

fails while on tour.

There are, of course, ways of diminishing these

defects ; it is wise to carry two sets of batteries on the

machine and fit a two-way switch at some convenient

point to allow of either battery being brought into use.

A16

JFor all-round efficiency, however, the writer still

holds to- the celluloid type of accumulator.

In selecting a suitable accumulator for motor cycle

use, two points must have careful consideration,

(a.) It must be designed expressly for the purpose in

order to withstand the road shocks to which it will

be subjected, and the type which some makers list

as a Colonial hiodel is well worth the slight extra

cost, (b.) It must have a capacity and discharge

rate suitable for the work it will be called upon' to do.

The celluloid accumulator possesses the advantages

of light weight arid freedom of inspection owing to the

transparent case over the teak lead-lined type of cell,

and further, if built up with separators of corrugated

perforated celluloid between the plates the construc-

tion is practically solid, and vibration has little effect

upon the life.

With regard to the all-important question of

capacity, the principal difference between an ignition

battery and one designed for lighting is that while the

former is only called upon to deliver current for not

more than one-third of the total time the engine is

running, the latter is expected to maintain a con-

tinuous steady discharge during the whole time the

lights are in use, and consequently the capacity of

the lighting battery must be very much in excess of

what would be considered sufficient for an ignition

cell in use for .the same number of hours. ' The
general trade rule is to rate the continuous discharge

-

capacity at one-half the ignition capacity, and thus a

20 ampere-hour ignition cell becomes only of 10

ampere-hour capacity when required for li'ghting.

There is also a further pointy on the amount of the

discharge, or the number of amperes required on the

continuous discharge to be investigated. Broadly

speaking, this current should not exceed one-tenth of

the capacity of the battery calculated on its con-

tinuous rating, so that for the example previously

mentioned the maximum current taken from a 10

ampere hour cell will be i ampere.

Selecting the Bulbs.

Having arrived at this stage, the question of the size

of bulb supplying the light becomes the next factor,

and it will be necessary to balance the desirability of

a good light against the necessity of eliminating un-

necessary weight-

For ordinary town use and general country riding

a 4 volt .75 ampere screw cap bulb giving about three

candle-power will be found suitable for the head
lamp, and a 4 volt .3 ampere bulb of similar type
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Electric Lighting for Motor Cycles.—

giving about one candle-power for the tail lamp.
This latter fitment should be of the pattern which
can be housed away under the carrier and protected
from the tyre by the mudguard.
The total current taken by the two bulbs in use

will be slightly in excess of i ampere, and, remem-
bering the, rule of one-tenth the capacity, we shall be

well inside the limit by adopting a 15 ampere-hour

4 volt battery for the purpose. If the ignition type

of cell only is available, after being satisfied that the

construction is all that could be desired, see that the

ignition capacity is given at not less than 30 ampere-
hours. The maximum charging rate will probably be
marked at from 1^ to 2 amperes, and at this rate the

battery will be fully charged in ten to twelve hours.

The Best Place for the Accumulator.
With regard to selecting a suitable position for the

battery on the machine, the ideal place is about the

centre of the frame, as this is the point at wliich the

vibration will be least felt, 1
1

—

:
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but as this position is

usually fairly congested by
the time the motor maker
has secured his various

mechanical devices, the

next best situation is aft

of the seat-pillar tube,

and in- the majority of

machines sufficient space
will be found between this

tube and the rear mud-
guard. Faihng this posi-

tion, the only alternative

is to attach the case to the

side of the rear carrier,

but unfortunately the

BATTERY.
L^

Diagram illustrating th: m?thoJ of charging from the house lights

vibration is at its maximum here. [Why not the foot-

board?

—

Ed.] Whatever the position, the battery

must be placed in a strong metal case securely attached

to the frame by steel clips and screws, and provided

with a hinged door. On inserting the battery, make_
the connections, then pack- tightly in place with strips

of rubber to prevent any chance of movement, -and it

is a good plan to attach a piece of sheet rubber to the

top of the case inside, by means of fish-glue, to

prevent the terminals of wire short-circuiting to the

case.

The best kind of wire for the connections between

the lamps and battery is the brass spirally armoured
two-core cable, as used for motor car lamps, but a

-

cheaper substitute, which will be found quite as

satisfactory provided care is Jaken to prevent fraying

by contact with sharp projections, is thS ordinary

twin circular workshop flexible, which has a black

weatherproof finish of impregnated cotton braiding on

the outside, while the core will consist of two sets of

thirty-five strands of No. 40 gauge wire, possessing

great flexibility and ample current-carrying capacity.

Both head and tail lamps should have self-contained

switches, as this simplifies the wiring and reduces the

possibility of loose connections and short-circuiting,

and to prevent the wire swaying it should be clipped

to the frame with the soft metal clips sold for use

with Bowden wire.

The battery will run the lamps continuously for

from twelve to fifteen hours on one charge. If con-
tinuous current electric light is available in the house,
this charging can be performed either during the

daytime if much night riding is indulged in or at

stated intervals during the week. The most economical
method of charging off the house' supply is to connect
the battery in series with the lamps of a room which
is in use nightly, the reduction in light thus caused
being almost imperceptible, while the cost will, of
course, be nil, as the lairips would be used in any case.

Charging the Battery.
The connections can be arranged by removing the

tumbler switch controlling the lamps and substituting

a new tumbler switch of the two-way pattern and a
two-pin wall plug and socket. The permanent wire

connections are then remade in accordance with the

diagram, and a pair of loose wires, preferably coloured

red and black, are attached to the removable plug for

connection to the battery as required, and it will

^_ be necessary to ascertain

which of the two plug
wires is connected to the

positive { + ) source of

supply, as this wire when
found must always be
coupled to the + battery

terminal. To find the

polarity of the supply,

insert the plug in the wall

socket, put the switch into

the charging position, and
dip the bared ends of the

two plug wires into a

tumbler of vinegar and
water. In a few seconds

bubbles will be seen

SUPPLY.

SWITCH _

\—ySOCKET

KNOB UP.
BATTERY
CHARGING

. THROUGH
O LAMPS-

KNOB DOWN.
BATTERY OFH
LAMPS ON.

PLUG.

collecting on the negative wire.

When the battery is to be charged it will now only

be necessary to connect up the terminals to the plug;

wires, insert the plug, and switch on until the acid

in the battery bubbles furiously and assumes a slight

milky colour, owing to the presence of gas bubbles.

When fully charged it can either be immediately
• disconnected or the switch changed over to the

ordinary lighting position, when the battery will be
cut off from the supply, and no harm will result even
if left in this way for some time.

The one disadvantage of this method of charging

is the length of time required owing to the small

amount of current consumed by the modern electric

lamp, and for purposes of calculation a 200 volt 25
watt metal filament lamp can be assumed to require

one-eighth of an ampere, or a 16 candle-power carbon
lamp on the same voltage one-third of an ampere.

The total number of lamps controlled by the switch

should be added together to obtain the actual current

passing through the battery, and this sum total must
riot exceed the maximum charging rate marked on the

battery, which is hardly hkely to be the case.

As a final warning, never allow the battery to run

down so low as to make the filaments appear red-hot

only, and never leave the battery in its discharged

condition a single hour longer than absolutely essential.

Francis E. Schofield.

Bl
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, The Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor atreet, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope tor reply. Correspondents are

urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters contammg legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Popping in Carburetter.

What is the cause of " pop-
ping " or backfiring in the car-

buretter ? It only occurs at slow
speeds or when starting up, but
immediately stops if I flood the

carburetter.—C. S. H.
The trouble referred to is usually caused
by too weak an inlet valve spring or too

weak a mixture. It appears to be the
latter cause in this instance, because
flooding the carburetter seems to cure it.

Consequently, shut oti the air when you
are driving slowly, and see that there are

no air leaks in the carburetter or induc-

tion pipe unions.

Burnt Contact Points.

I shall be glad if you can help
me to solve the following diiK-

culty which I am having with
the U.H. magneto of my 5-6

h.p. 1914 twin. The magneto
worked all right until, say, 11,000

miles, when serious misfiring occurred,

and the points were found to be very
badly burnt. I bought a new pair of

platinum screws on April 15th of this

year, and they gave no trouble until

July 15th, after 916 miles, when I

found, as misfiring began again, that
they too had burnt out. I took them
to an efficient engineer, and he said he
suspected the condenser of the magneto.
He made a thorough overhaul of the
magneto, and found that, except for a

small amount of dust, it was in ap-

parently perfect condition. I refitted

the magneto, put in two more platinum
screws, and ran the machine from
July 25th to August 17th, when, after

368 miles, serious misfiring started

again. I then fitted a new pair of

Jebron points. After a further 278
miles I examined the points (not having
had any serious trouble with them) and
found that the shorter screw on the
lifting part of the make and break was
burnt, the heat having caused a small
hard dome of metal, which I had to

hammer flat again to get a good con-

tact. I am again running on the points

and awaiting my next misfiring trouble
and consequent call for fresh points. I

had a set of new high-tension cables

fitted not long ago so that there might
be no fault there. If you can kindly
help me to stop this trouble I shall be
grateful. The short screw on the lift-

ing part is the one " that burns away
very soon, and then the fixed longer
screw becomes affected and chars and
burns after a time.—T.W.J.

Your trouble is undoubtedly due to a
faulty condenser. The adjustment of the
points would not affect this. We would
advise you to have the magneto thoroughly
overhauled by a reliable firm.

Hot Air Intake.

In your issue of August 17th,

on page 139, " How to Econo-
mise," you show a sketch ol a

pipe attachment to fit on Sen-

spray carburetter on bottom
right-hand cornerj supposedly to heat

the cold air before entering and
mixing with the petrol spirit to the
engine. My machine is a James.
Could you give me a fuller description,

with size or bore of pipe required, and
the number of coils you would recom-
mend round the exhaust ? I might
say that the carburetter fitted to my
machine is a Senspray. Furthermore,
would it be advisable to take out the
gauze at the intake?—H.T.

The pipe should be the size of the
outside .measurement of the spraying
funnel. Two or three turns round the
exhaust pipe should be sufficient. We
should advise you to leave the gauze
in position, and only make a hole in

it for the tube to pass through. If
possible, we think you would be better
advised to fit a large tube to the total

air intake, and draw all the air from
some portion of the engine in close

proximity to the exhaust pipe or com-
bustion head. -

Pre-ignition.

I have a 1915 6 h.p. combina-
tion, which runs splendidly on
the level, but (1) when taking a
hill it is altogether against pick-
ing up ; hills must be rushed with

it. When I open out there is a tinkling
sound coming from somewhere in the
neighbourhood of the magneto, which
sounds as if someone were knocking the
frame with a piece of wire. This
occurs when there are no signs of the
engine knocking; in fact, I have
scarcely ever heard the engine knock,
as the tinkling starts first. Since using
a half-and-half paraffin mixture, this

tinkling is very much more frequent
and pronounced, and that on hills

which ought to be easily climbed. I

have retarded Jihe spark, and shut

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, being fully in

accord with the recommendations agreed
upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured
in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation, either during or after the war.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

down the air, but with no effect, and

the tinkling only ceases when the

petrol lever is slightly closed, and then

only for a few seconds, when it must

be closed further. (2.) The compression

of the engine is not what it should be,

for when hot I can push it against

compression when in top. The valves

are well ground, and there is the

correct clearance- between valves and

tappets. The piston rings are quite

free ; but I have noticed, on each

occasion when I have had the engine

down, that the slots in the rings have

worked their way until they stand one

above the other. If you can give me
any advice upon these questions I shall

be greatly obliged.—J.A.O.

(1.) The tinkling sound of which you com-

plain is probably caused by pre-ignition,

which will be likely to be more serious

when using paraffin. It may be cured by
using less air, or possibly by changing the

plugs, as pre-ignition can quite well be

caused by plugs of unsuitable design, the

points of which get red hot, (2.) If the

slots in the piston rings get into line, loss

of compression will probably result. Before

replacing the cylinder, after taking the

engine down, you should see that these

slots are equally spaced.

Large v. Small Valves.

(1.) Do large valves make an,

appreciable difference in the

power of aft engine, and can

one purchase an instrument for,

enlarging valve seatings in

diameter ' so as to fit larger valves ?

Are small seatings (narrower) better?

(2.) Is really thick-bodied oil the best

for hot air-cooled engines, especially

if the compression is rather poor

(owing to worn cylinder), as few
agents seem to stock it? PersonaDy,

I should have, thought the thicker the

better for hot engines. (3.) Are the

standard speedometer gear wheels fixed

on the right side of the front wheel?
—H.G.B.

(1.) Certainly large valves make some
difference, but you must bear in mind

' that you get practically the same effect,

only in not quite such a scientific way,
by having small valves and a large lift.

As to whether or not you can enlarge

the seating depends, upon the amount of

metal at your disposal, but there is a

tool for enlarging valve seatings sold.

There is not much object in a narrow
seating. (2.) It is best not to use too

heavy an oil, but probably the best type
is one of medium thickness. Deal with
a first-class firm of oil refiners, who will

recommend the most suitable lubricant -if

you tell them the make of your engine.

(3.) Speedometer transmission wheels are

fitted on the right-hand side.
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T.T. Dimensions.

Would you kindly answer the

^1 following questions for me, to

^ settle an argument : (1.) For
-SJ how many years past has the

500 CO. limit applied to entries

for the Senior T.T. race. (2.) Has a

four-cyhnder F.N. competed in the

Senior T.T. of late years? If so, what
were its dimensions (bore and stroke) ?

—D.P.C.

(1.) The 500 CO. limit has applied to

all entries for the Senior T.T. Race since

1912. Previous to 1912 only the single-

cylinder machines were, confined to

600 c.c, but twins were allowed a con-

siderably greater capacity, as it had
previously been considered that a twin

was less efficient than a single of the

same capacity. However, the perform-

ance of the twins in the T.T. (where

for several years a twin-cylinder machine
won the race) rather disproved this

theory, so in 1912 the capacity for both

twins and singles was reduced to 500 c.c,

where it has remained ever since. (2.)

A four-cylinder F.N. motor cvcle coin-

-peted in the Senior T.T. Race" in 1914,

its bore and stroke being 50x53 mm.,
495 c.c.

New Clutch Plates.

A week or two ago I purchased
a new set of plates for my 1913

3i h.p. Triumph free engine

clutch and had them put in

by a local man. The clutch is

all right when " in," but I cannot get

free engine with the ordinary movement
of the rod, and in order to get it have
to screw up the clutch operating rod as

far as it will go. Then, of course,

when it is screwed up so far the clutch

will not come " in " properly and slips

badly. What do you think can be
wrong? The man who put the plates are quite free.

in seems at a loss, and can only advise

me to try to adjust it, but it will not
" adjust."—J.M.

Your trouble may be due to too large a

number of plates being fitted. Try
having one or two removed. Owing to

the plates being new they may be slightly

rough, but will improve after having been
used a little. You might try thoroughly
washing out the clutch with paraffin,

working the clutch pedal up and down
while the paraffin is running through.
Having done this you inject thin clutch

oil. If the plates are a good fit there is

no reason why the clutch should not work
if correctly adjusted.

Two Sparks in One Cylinder.

I have a 1913 free engine

^ Triumph. I have taken the

> compression tap cock out of the
-iJ top of the cylinder and fitted a

small Sphinx plug in its place,

still retaining the usual Bosch plug iu

its standard position. (1.) If I connect
the top of the two plugs with a short
length of copper wire shall I get a
spark simultaneously from each plug?
(2.) Shall I get more even firing and
power? (3.) Will it do the magneto
any harm? (4.) When overhauling the
engine, to swill the crank case out I

half fill it with paraffin oil, and then
run the engine for about five seconds.
Is this a wise thing to do?:—R.M.

(1.) No, you will not. The current w-ill

j- .take the line of least resistance, and will

spark in whichever plug the current
finds the easiest path. (2.) Consequently
this would make no difference to the

running, and (3) will not affect the mag-
neto in any wa.y. If you wish to have
two sparks in the cylinder you will have
to use a double-pole plug or have a

special magneto. (4.) It is better not
to start the engine with paraffin in the
crank case. This washes the lubricant
from the bearings, and starting the
engine would be rather risky.

Overheating.

My mount is a 1911 7 h.p. Rex,
o.i.v., long stroke, and I am
troubled with overheating. I

have had the machine two years,

and have never been troubled
with overheating before taking it down
recently. It gets so hot that it will

not pull even on low gear. The engine
is c'eean inside, and I drive with ignition
as far advanced as possible without
knocking. I may say I have tried all

positions of magneto timing, and the
valve timing is correct.—G.H.

It is very difficult to say what is wrong
with your machine from the particulars
you give. The usual causes of overheating
are as follow : (1.) Too rich a mixture,
caused by enlarged jet ; .too high a petrol
level ; choked gauze in carburetter air

inlet. (2.) Under or inefficient lubrica-
tion. (3.) Choked exhaust outlet. (4.)

Insufficient lift of exhaust valves, caused
by too great a clearance between valves
and tappets. This should be about .4 mm.
(5.) Incorrect valve timing. Exloaust valves
should close when the pistons are exactly
on top of the exhaust stroke ; inlets

should open immediately after. Use a
good make of plug, with stout electrodes.
Make sure all machine and gear bearings

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Liverpool to Ipswich.—G.H,

Liverpool, by ferry to Birkenhead,
Chester, Nantwich, Stone, Weston,
Rugeley, Armitage, Lichfield, Fazeley,

Atherstone, Smockington, Lutterworth,
Husbands Bosworth, Market Har-
borough, Kettering, Thrapston, Hunting-
don, Godmanchester, Fenstanton, Cam-
bridge, Linton, Haverhill, Baythorn End,
Cavendish, Long Melford, Sudbury,
Hadleigh, Ipswich.

Manchester to Aberystwyth.—C.S.
Manchester, Altrincham, Jlere Corner,

Northwich, Crabtree Green, Chester,
Rossett, Llandegla, Corwen, Bala, Dol-
gelly, Machynlleth, Talybont, Aberyst-
wyth.

Rotherham to Blackpool.—CD.,
Rotherham, Mexborough, Marr, Ferry

Bridge, Aberford, Harewood, Otley,
Ilkley, Skipton, Gisburn, Clitheroe,

Preston, Kirkham, Blackpool.

Peterborough to Chatham.—G.W.G.
Peterborough, Norman Cross, Alcon-

bury Hill, Huntingdon, Godmanchester,
Royston, Buntingford, Ware, Harlow,
Chipping Ongar, Brentwood, E. Horn-
den, Tilbury, by ferry to Gravesend,
Rochester, Chatham.

Farnborough to Harpham (Yorkshire).
—F.S.K.

Farnborough, Bagshot, Ascot, Windsor,
Uxbridge, Rickmansworth, St. Albans,
Codicote, Hitchin, Biggleswade, Eaton
Socon, Alconbury, Norman Cross, Stam-
ford, Grantham, Lincoln, Brigg, New
Holland, Hull, Beverley, Great Driffield,

Harpham. Approximately 230 miles.

f\

MOTOR CYCLES FOR HOSPITAL NURSES.

Motor cycles are becoming quite popular among nurses who have, to travel some distance

from their homes to the different hospitals they attend. Our photograph of a 4 h.p, Douglas
sidecar shows a nurse wearing a Strjside skirt, which when the wearer is dismounted looks

in no respect different from an ordinary walking skirt.
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Trend of American Design as indicated by Features of Next Year's Models.

ALREADY particulars of the 1917
models of a number of Ameri-
can makes of motor cycles are

coming to hand, and quite a number of
the improvements and alterations are
worthy of notice. The chief point which
impresses one on seeing, most of the new
models is the decided tendency towards
British appearance. At one time the
American motor cycle, like nearly all

other American machinery, was a type
entirely on its own, but as each new
(fear's model is introduced one sees less

Df the flimsy, gadgety fitments invariably
found on these machines, and more and
inore of the solid and substantial out-
lines usually associated with machines of
British build.

In considering the few makes already
shown in their 1917 form, probably the
point which impresses one most is the fact
that all are equipped as standard with
three-speed countershaft gear boxes and
all-chain drive. Even the four-cylinder
Henderson which, as most riders know,
has hitherto been content with a two-speed
situated in the rear hub, has now a gear
of the three-speed type, which forms a
portion of the power unit. In our descrip-
tion of a trial of ihis machine, which ap-
peared in our issue of November 4th, 1915,
it may be remembered that we pointed out
that the space at the rear of the engine
was simply asking to have a gear situated
in it. In connection with gears and
clutches a point which seems to be becom-
ing fairly universal on all Yankee mounts
is the device which interconnects the gear
change lever and the clutch operating
mechanism, so preventing the gear lever
from being moved unless the clutch has
previously been disengaged. The opera-
tion of the clutch in most cases can be
performed either by hand or foot at will.

Bowden Wires becoming More Popular.

This dual control is a point which has
received a certain amount of attention of
late in this country, the difference
between the two systems being that where
it Is fitted over here the hand-controlled
portion is usually operated by Bowden
mechanism from the handle-bar, whereas
the American method is almost univers-
ally by means of levers and rods, the
operating lever usually being situated on
the tank side. Speaking of controls
reminds one that the various controls,
such as spark, throttle, valve lifter,

brakes, etc., are in nearly all cases still

actuated by means of rods and levers,

the flexible wire system apparently not
finding any great favour- on the other
side of the Pond. But a few makes are
now beginning to adopt wires to a greater

extent, though in most cases in conjunc-

tion with the twist grip method of con-

trol for throttle, valve lift, and spark.

On one or two well-known machines the

flexible wire system appears for the

actuation of the second brake, a fitment

which, owing to the law of this country,

has usually figured on machines imported
into England, but until quite recently

has, on most machines, been conspicuous
by its absence on those sold in America.
Kick starters and footboards, too, are

apparently rapidly replacing the pedalling

gear which until quite recently was
almost universal on American mounts.

Large Kick-starter Pedal.

One well-known firm has made a
simple improvement to its recently-

adopted kick-starter, which corresponds
with a point recently raised by " Ixion

"

in these columns, viz., a kick-starter

pedal with a more generous surface for

the foot. In this particular instance the
pedal is formed by a substantial bicycle

pedal, after the manner of the Lea-
Francis, which, when not in use, folds

neatly out of the way. The footboards,

when fitted, are nearly always made so

as to fold up—a system now fairly well

known to British riders since the Indian
people introduced it some years ago, but
which never found favour in British-built

machines. This tj'pe of board is un-
doubtedly a useful fitment, at times
rendering storage easier and often saving
considerable ' damage owing to a spill

when riding solo.

Engine Design.

When considering the points of engine
design, one immediately notices the
increasing disappearance of the detach-
able cylinder head, which at one time
formed a popular American type, while
the side-by-side position for the valves
on touring models seems to be increas-

ingly popular. Roller bearings are becom-
ing common, and on several of the better-

known makes are being adapted not only
for big-end bearings, but, as on at least

one well-known make, they also form the
main engine-shaft bearing in place of ball

bearings. Mechanical lubrication has now
become almost universal, the simple
adjustable plunger pump forming the
means on most machines. Simplicity of

production and reduction of parts, especi-

ally those of the small variety, are

undoubtedly beginning to be the aim of~

the American designer, whilst strength
and lightness, consistent with cheapness
of production, are also aims worthy to

be followed.

The stands are now nearly all made of

light girder metal formed in one piece

with no brazed joints. Front wheel
stands are making an appearance on soma
of the American models. It is curious

that, although front stands were made
for the machines intended for this

country, they were rarely supplied on
those intended for the home market. This

also applies to the extension of the front

mudguard over the front wheel ; this

fitting appears to be universal now.
I

The new American Harley-Davidsona
are equipped with a front stand, which
is fitted to the main frame just beneath
the engine, a feature which has the

advantage of allowing the steering head
to be quite free for inspection and adjust-

ment when jacked up. The hollow type
of wheel spindle, always fairly common
on American motor cycles, is now more
popular than ever, and is, in fact, practi-

cally universal. .

' Spring Frames.

In spite of the fact that rear sprung'

frames had their origin practically in

America, as far as can be at present

seen, little seems to have taken place in

the way of manufacturers taking up this

type of frame generally. Spring seat

pillars and auxiliary saddle springing,

however, are fairly common. Another
point of interest lies in the fact that,

whereas in England short semi-T.T.

handle-bars are becoming almost universal

for touring mounts, the Yankee stilly

seems to adhere to the long upturnedi

pattern. TJiis is probably due more to^

the twist grip control than to the mora
comfortable position gained.

Single Cylinders.

The single-cylinder has always been a.

more or less neglected pattern, and
although most of the manufacturers still

continue to list and manufacture a single-

cylinder model, little enthusiasm seems to

be displayed in it. Nearlj; all American
singles have been fitted with the engine

in a more or less inclined position, and
although this principle appears to be

most popular, there is certainly a tend-^
ency to assume the vertical position. Tli9i

new Reading Standard smgle, for in-"

stance, has the engine practically in

vertical position, but for some reason 0!

other it is still very slightly inclinei

backwards.
An important point in American motoi

cycles is that nearly all^«iakers are follow-

ing their bigger brothers, the car manul
facturers, and turning out their outfitil

ready for the road complete with lighting

installations, horn, and so on. Th(

dynamo lighting outfits are becoming ver;

popular, and nearly every firm of reput(

lists at least one model so equippei"
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TYPES OF AVON TYRES—Nos. 7 and 8

THE introduction of Avon
" Light-weight " Covers met

the large and rapidly - growing

demand for tyres suitable for

the popular two-strokes, "motor-

cyclettes," etc.

The Avon "Light-weight" Covers

have been specially designed for

this tjrpe of mount, and embody

adequate strength and endurance

with minimum weight, together with the essential qualities

of pace and safety. They will be found to hold the road

at all speeds, under all conditions, and prove exceptionally

reliable in cornering.

Note the stout 2-ply casing and overlapping bead-flaps.

No. 8.—.\s above, but round-
studded tread and slightly

heavier casing.

Type,

Sunstone

Combination ......

Three-ribbed -St ...

Tricar

Stonehenge

Druid

Lightweight 3-rib . •

.

Lightweight, studded.

Endless Tube ^ ^ .

For
Machines

Up to 8 h.p-

Up to 5-6 h.p,

'Big' Models

Up to 5-6 h.p.

Up to 4 h.p.

Up to 2! h.p.

2-strokes. etc.

do.

17/4
12/-

14/10

6/11

22/9
19/3

14/7t

16/6t
7/2

2i"

44/-
53/-

38 /e

24/9
21/2

16/9
IS/2
8/3

2.i" 10 fit

2i-

49/6
55/-

41/3
26/9

9/4

67/9

44/-

29/6

60;6
S9f9
48 /4

49/6
31/4

5r For high-powered machines with motor rims. Also m^de 650 X 65 at 40 /- and 43 '8.

t 24 ' 2 12 /-. t 24 X 2 14/10. * * Dome ends 2 /3 per tube extra.

Full illustrated Catalogue free from

—

Avon India Rubber Co., Ltd., 19, Newman Street, Oxford Street, London, W.
Depots—Manchester, Birmingham, Glasgow, Bristol, Newcastle, Nollingham. Aberdeen, Swansea, Paris.

1,000 Agents hold stocks. Ample supplies available.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B5
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CORNERING
A point of advantage in the Dunlop non-skid

motor cycle cover lies in the fact that when the

main studs wear to the level of the main rib, they

still have non-skidding properties, because they

are not central on the rib but project for half

their diameter outside the rib. No. 1 stud, for

example, projects on the right hand side of the

rib and No. 2 on the Irft hand side and so on
alternately, while the subsidiary studs remain
equally operative during the life of the cover.

We would point out that a small pattern non-

skid with twice as many studs as the Dunlop
is not nearly so effective. Many people have

attempted to copy our design, but are un-

able to do so owing to its being patented.

DUNLOP
RUBBER COMPANY, LIMITED,
Founders of the Pneumatic Tyre Industry,

Para Mills, Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM.
OF ALL CYCLE & A10T0R CYCLE AGENTS.

MARK.

The Dunlop rubber-studded non-skid motor cycle tread.

b6
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TANK" TALK.
FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE

NEW ARMOURED CARS.

SOME of our raw recruits are very
excited. One asked his sergeant the
other day how long it would take to

rise to the rank of Tank Commander.

I heard an old lady on an omnibus
ask a "Tommy" just how "these new
water-tank things " were worked. " Well,
mum," answered the soldier, with a

twinkle, " fust we fills 'em Avith an 'ose,

then we dashes up to the German
trenches, hauls the beggars out' by the
scruH of the neck, and—drowns 'em !

"

—

Mr. Mayfair in Siindcnj Pictorial.

The secret had been well kept ; even
inhabitants of towns in which the
armoured cars had been made were
unaware of the existence of such death-

dealing machines.

More men of the Motor Machine Gun
Service have joined the ranks of the
Heavy Section, Machine Gun Corps.

The officers and men~"at the camp of

the Heavy Section are extremely proud
of the exploits of their confreres in

France, and the majority are keen to

get to the Front anct show their capa-
bilities. The confidence of the men in

.their juggernauts is good to listen to.

The fact that the armoured cars were
christened "tanks" misled many as to
their motive power, and our mention of

petrol engines last Aveek came as news
to many. " Kuklos " of the Daily News
says :

'

' The name ' tank ' seems to
suggest water ballast to put the weight
just where it is wanted pro tern. I

made sure they would be steamers."

Thi-illing stories of the adventures of

the "tanks" are added by Mr. Percival
Phillips to those already narrated. He
writes : Let me begin, haphazard, with
the story of an "emergency" tank

—

thrust into the order of battle at the
last minute with a "scratch" crew, with
instructions to fight on our extreme right
above Combles. Through no effort of the
frightened Boches, the steering gear went

_
wrong, and the pilot could only travel
Btraight ahead. This he did. He eventu-
ally found himself astride a German
trench on the outskirts of Combles—

a

little out of his reckoning. Here he
halted, enfilading the trench repeatedly,
nntil a chance shell of large dimensions
hit the, car, making it impossible to move
forward or back. For five- hours the crew
of the "tank" worked their guns, while
parties of German ajid British bombers

lobbed their missiles across from opposite

sides. Eventually the Germans were

killed or driven off, and the crew of the

"tank" returned safely through a deadly

enemy barrage. A second "tank" had

a hectic experience in Bouleaux Wood.
It travelled about half way up the wood
until in a position enabling it to enfilade

the enemy's trenches. Then the com-

mander discovered that the infantry were

not coming up behind him, so he went
back for them; Again he went forward,

with the infantry following, passing over

enemy trenches and continuing his

journey to the outskirts of Morval. Sub-

sequently the commander

Found that he was again alone.

Not wishing to keep all the fruits of

victory for himself, he again turned and

went back to find the infantry, for whom
he was acting as a kind of chaperon. He
made a return journey of more than 1,500

yards in their direction, and then dis-

covered that tlie infantry had been held

up by a group of machine guns, which had
been turned on them from a trench pre-

viously reported as_nnoccupied. Calmly,
hoisting itself astride the trench, the
" tank " took a hand in the firing, knock-

ing out one machine gun after the other

until the trench was imoccupied—save by
corpses. Unfortunately the " tank " be-

came wedged in an unusually deep crater,

and the crew could not extricate itr, even

though they emerged and tried to dig it

out—with the' enemy firing at them from
another trench seventy yards away. Then
the fun really started. Parties of German
bombers worked around to one side of

the car, while British bombers from the

infantry took cover on the opposite side.

The ensuing duel lasted an hour and a
half. The Germans tried to drop their

bombs on the roof of the " tank " without
success. A corporal of the "tank's"
crew seized a German bomb which fell

among his companions, and tried to fling

it back, but it exploded, blowing him to

pieces. Eventually the German bombers
were driven off, and the crew returned to

the Brifish lines. In one group of

advancing "tanks" eight out of ten

reached the point to which they were
directed at the beginning of the offensive.

North-west of the Ginchy Telegraph

one of this group silenced a group of six

machine guns4n a redoubt, concentrating
its fu'e on one after another. All of them
did useful work in clearing other machine
gun parties out of craters. The enemy
had poised his guns on the far lip of the
crater, and it was extremely difficult to

spot them in the tumbled earth. Another

"tank" in this group captured a trench
full of Germans just east of Delville Wood.
The pilot saw a white flag waving vio-
lently and advancing towards him as he
was about to halt his "tank" on the
trench and sweep it from both sides.

Behind the white flag streamed a long pro-
cession of unarmed Germans with their
hands in the air. The "tank" accepted
their surrender, and told them to pass
back to the British lines. It was the good
"tank" "Dreadnought" that went first

into Flers. Very few Germans were
encountered in the High Street, and they
were promptly shot down. Flers was in

a fair state of preservation, the streets

were navigable, and some of the houses
still standing ; it lias since been heavily
shelled by the German guns. Three cars
visited Flers on the first day, and re-

mained until the Germans began their
first bombardment of the place. There
is a nautical atmosphere about the
"tanks." Their ofiicers salute Navy
fashion. As one of them said to me,
" You have to be everything from a

mechanic to a sailor," and I am inclined
to think they are as handy men as ever
sailed the sea. You should have seen
the "Cordon Rouge" ploughing over a
crater-filled valley on its way to report to

a certain brigadier for duty. The ground
was as tossed about and billowy as the
sea, for not as much as a square foot had
been left untouched by the enemy's
shells. A smart young lieutenant slipped
briskly through the hatchway and " came
ashore," darted down the steep entrance
passage three steps at a time, and came
to attention before the brigadier with a
quarter-deck salute. " ' Cordon Rouge '

is ready for action, sir." "Right," said

the brigadier, " don't bring it down-
stairs."

The Protestants.

We note with considerable pleasure

that those excellent judges of inhuman
warfare, the Germans, sometimes called

Huns, are protesting to the Geneva
Convention against the tanks. This is

perhaps the finest testimonial that • our
gallant soldiers who man the armoured
cars have yet received.

They say that it is not war, but
bloodshed. May we reply with Mark
Twain (quoting from memory) :

" ' That's
about the size of it,' said I. ' If it's a

fair question, may I ask what your side

was proposing to shed ?' "

Lack of space prevents, us from, pub-
lishing a list of German atrocities. We
will merely mention poison gas, poisoned
wells, and disease germs in shells.
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Tank Talk.—

Sooner or later we shall hear a lot of

these armoured cars. It so happens that
there are a numher of journalists form-
ing the personnel of the Heavy Section,

M.G.C. A member of the Daily Mail
editorial staff, the assistant editor of the

Midland Daily Teleqraph, besides others,

are represented, whilst three members of

the section were formerly connected with
The. Motor Cycle.

The "'Somme surprise," as The Light
Car puts it, has been dubbed by the
different papers such varied names as

Juggernauts, Tanks, Caterpillars, Willies,

Trench Destroyers, Ships of the Land,
Iron Houses, Jlobile Turrets, Travelling
Forts, the Land Fleet, the Steel

Monsters.

We have heard of more than one
claim to have produced the armoured
cars which are now " all the talk."
Military and fiction writers forecasted
them years and years ago, and we know
an officer who revived the idea in the
early stages of trench warfare, but was
laughed at by fellow officers for weeks
afterwards. There was an interval, and
the subject was resuscitated, the tanks
later becoming an accomplished fact,

with what success we now know.

Origin of the Tanks.

The following statement is issued by
the Ministry of Munitions :

In view of the many statements, more
or less erroneous, which have appeared
in the press, the Ministry of Munitions
desires to deprecate the circulation of

statements regarding the origination and
construction of the new armoured cars,

commonly designated " Tanks." In due
course an official statement will be issued
giving the history and development of

these machines, when credit will be given
to whom credit is due.

It is only fair, however, to state that
the design and construction of the first

"tank" are due to officers working
under the Admiralty. The Ministry of

Munitions subsequently undertook to
provide facilities for further experi-
mentation, and for the construction and
supply of these machines.

A Birmingham lady, Mrs. George Powell, who uses her de luxe model Morgan in connection

with the St. John Ambulance work. Note position of spare petrol tin.

THE SOUTHERN PART OF
SOUTH AMERICA.

RIGHT at the bottom of South
America, in the town of Punta
Arenas, are a number of motor

cyclists, and we are told that British

machines are preferred, solely by reason

of their reliability and excellent finish.

The first machiue imported was an •

L.M.C. in 1911; now there are about
forty. Tlie L.M.C. is owned by a Mr.
D. P. Bradley, who is at present at home.
He speaks very highly of the way in

which the L.M.C. has stood up to six

years of hfeavy Overseas usage, and it

must be gratifying to the makers, who
have given more attention than the
majority of other British firms to the
requirements of Overseas riders.

In the early part of 1914 Mr. Bradley,
together with a friend mounted on 'a

Douglas, made a remarkable run across

the continent at the bottom of S.A. The
distance traversed was about 400 mile$,

being from Punta Arenas (Chile) to

Port Gallegos (Southern
Patagonia) on the At-
lantic, and then across
the Andes to Esperanza
on the Pacific.

w

French Army lorry driving mstructors. In the background are

two British productions—a Tilling-Stevens lorry and a Triumph
motor cycle.

TAKE IN THE
AIR WARM.
HEN we compare
the carburetter
on a car engine

with the carburetter

fitted to a motor cycle

engine we notice one
great difference. The
carburetter fitted to a

car, if it does not take
in air specially warmed,
has the inlet pipe hot
water jacketed, is at-

tached directly to the
cylinder casting, of

which the inlet pipe
forms a part, and always

takes in air heated at least by the high
temperature inside the bonnet. Now the

main air intake of the modern motor :

cycle carburetter usually points away
from the cylinder, and the air is

naturally stone cold, but the idea is,

,

presumably, to get a straight through 1

passage so as to aid vaporisation. We
are inclined to think that it is more
essential to keep the carburetter warm.
This is no new idea, as the old Longue-
mares were exhaust jacketed, and often 1

the fixed air inlet was fitted with
warm -air scoop, and this was in the
days of .680 petrol. Leaving heavy
fuels out of the question for the
moment, and assuming that petrol is

used, the difference between a warmed
and an unwarmed carburetter -is most '

marked. When either the air or the

inlet pipe is heated the engine runs

more regularly, pulls better, especially

at slow speeds, and is more economical
in Juel. The use of substitutes renders
the heating of the carburetter essential,

but we venture to think that even when
normal conditions are resumed the hot '-

air pipe in the warming jacket will be
retained.

S.O.S.

Extract from a letter received by the

Editor a few days ago :
" I always turn

my petrol off about 100 yards before I

stop, and I find immediately I shut off

petrol—that is from the tank—the engine

goes much nicer and increases speed

25%. Would an air leakage on the tank
just above the tap cause this?"

fflS MAJESTY'S PILOT.

We are told that on the occasion of t

one of His Majesty the King's visits to

France the Eoyal car was piloted by a i

motor cyclist mounted on a 3^ h.p.

James. We are further informed that

His Majesty personally commented upon
the smart appearance of the motor
cyclist's machine.

b8
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IT ALL DEPENDS ON THE TYRE

but there is no need to worry if you are

riding on Bates " British-built " tyres. The
rough road, the sharp turn — neither has

any terror for the cycUst thus equipped.

A Bates tyre is safe at any angle. Its

firm grip of the road will carry you
safely over the most treacherous

surface, and do it as well at the

end of its life as at the begin-

ning. That's the strong point

about Bates protection. It

lasts as long as the tyre does.

The British and Italian War Offices,

The South African Defence Force,

The South African Police, and the

New Zealand Post Office have recently

placed contracts for

Colonial Wholesale StocKholdera

Smith, Denham & Co , Henderson's Buildings. Von Brandis Street. Johannesburg,

S. Africa. Childs. Parr, and Joseph, Nairobi. British East Africa. David F. Laing,

9. Weld Road, Kuala Lumpur, F.M.S. Cycle and Motor Supplies, Ltd., Parish

Street, Wellington. New Zealand. W. Cornell & Son, 122, 124, Pirie Street, and

29, 31, 33, Hyde Street, Adelaide. South Australia. A G. Healing & Co.. Ltd.,

354-356, Post Office Place W«st, Melbourne. Australia. Bennett & Barkell, Ltd.,

. 124-132, Casllereagh Street, Sydney, Australia.

W. & A. BATES, LIMITED,
St. Mary's Mills,— ^LEICESTER.

Depots—LONPON, GLASGOW, & NEWCASTLE.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." BQ

L
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The entire output of the above is at present required for War Purposes.

Prospective buyers are therefore advised to purchase any that are left in stock among the various

Sunbeam Agents throughout the country, or apply to have their names put upon our Waiting List.

Catalogue and full particulars sent on receipt of postcard to —

JOHN MARSTON, LIMITED— 1 1 , Sunbeamland —WOLVERHAMPTON.

SEE
THESE

LETTERS
are on your

CRANK CASE.

^y

They mean that the Engine was built by

J.A.PRESTWICH & CO.,
LONDON.

The EXCELLENCE IN DESIGN AND WORKMANSHIP
are your guide when choosing a machine.

REMEMBER BRITISH AND BEST.

J. A. PRESTWICH & CO., Northumberland Park. TOTTENHAM, N.
Telegrams : " Prestwich Tottlaoe, London.' Telephone : 1613 Tottenham.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention *' The Motor Cycle."

ji
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ROVER
MODIFICATIONS

FOR 1917.
Several Wartime Innovations on

the Latest 3| li.p. Rover.

IN
these trying times, when manufac-

turers are engaged almost entirely on
munitions, it is not surprising to find

few real alterations in design, even when
now and again the makers are able to

produce a machine; in fact, the public
should really consider themselves lucky
if they are able to purchase a machine
the details of which are by no means
new The Eover Co. have, however,
introduced one or two smaJl modifications
in their standard motor cycle, which will

appeal to the buyers of the limited

number available. Probably the most
noticeable alteration from the type which
did duty for the past year or so is the
wider petrol tank, which is now of such
a size that it will hold a full two gallons

of petrol, a good feature in these days
of restricted fuel supplies. Tlie change
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Observe the new aluminium chain cover and large silencer, which are

features of the latest pattern Rover.

place of the notched quadrant, an
arrangement which undoubtedly gives a
very neat appearance, in addition to per-
m i 1 1 i n g the
lever to be in

a- most get-at-

able position,

and at the same
time leaves the
tank sides clear.

Certainly the
easy removal of
the tank may
b 6 somewhat
obstructed by
this arrange-
ment, while it

of course adds
some extra
seams in the
tank
leaks
occur.

where
might

rake mechanism.

speed leve^' is mounted on a bracket

clamped securely to the tank tube, the

lever passing through an opening arranged

in the tank. The tank thus takes, the

Rover tank showing

location of gear change.

The Biakewoik.

The rear
brake is a point
where a small
detail alteration has effected a consider-

able improvement. This consists of a

small additional rod, connecting the brake

1917 model Rover, which only differs from the 1916 model in a few details, and these

are described in the accompanying letterpress.

shoe to the fulcrum bracket in such a

manner as to ensure an absolutely parallel

motion for the shoe. The brake shoe,

which is of the type actuating in the V
of the belt rim, is pivoted on the short

upturned portion of the actuating lever.

If this were the only fixing it would be

clear that the action of the rotating wheel
would cause the shoe to tip, and cause
undue wear at the upper portion of the

shoe. By extending the attachment arm
and connecting it by means of the small

auxiliary rod to the fulcrum lug, the

motion of the shoe is then constant in

relation to the chain stays and belt rim.

The cast aluminium chain case for the

chain drive of the countershaft gear is

also a recent improvement, which not only
enhances the appearance of the machine,
but is also more substantial and less

likely to rattle

than the sheet

metal ones

fitted previ-

ously.

Other Interesting

Points.

Since the out-

break of war
quite a number

f interesting

features have
been incorpor-

ated in the
Rover motor
cycle, of which,
owing to the
absence of
shows and to

interest in other
matters, many
readers may not
have been
aware. • We
therefore think that a short risume of a

few of the more interesting details will

not be out of place. The front wheel
brake, for instance, is quite a novel fit-

ment. It is of the usual rim variety,

operated by means of a Bowden cable

;

but, in order to enable it to be more
effective, a simple arrangement of a lever

giving much greater power is interposed

between the horseshoe and the * cable.

(Continued on page S78.)

Details of front brake

mechanism.
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TIMES TO UGHT LAMPS.
StTMMEB Time.

Sept. 28th
„ 30th

7.16 p.m.
7.11 „

Oct.
Greenwich ' Time.
2nd
4th

6.6

6.2

Airmen Motor Cyclists.

Mr. F. Hulbert, manager of the motor
department of the Triumph Cycle Co.,
Ltd., went up in an aeroplane last week,
piloted by his friend, Capt. H. Lister
Cooper, who will be remembered as a
leading motor cyclist.

The Principal War Funds.

At the week-end the principal national
war funds stood as follow :

Tho Prince of Wales's Fund
(£3.468,925 distributed) .. £5,957,162

British Bed Cross Fund .. .. 4,365,306
The Queen's Work for Women

Fund 170,625
Belgium Belief Fund (exceeds) . . 2,000,000
Kitchener Memorial Fund (ex-

ceeds) 303.000

Why?
An interesting case was tried at

Barnsley last week, where a motor cyclist

was charged with driving a motor cycle
and sidecar to the danger of the public.
The defendant stated that he controlled
the machine from the seat of the sidecar,
an attitude which the Chairman described
as ridiculous. In spite of the defendant's
assertion that he had complete control of
the motor cycle he was fined 20s.

A Motor Cyclist Victim,

An unfortunate accident to a crippled
motor cyclist is recorded in connection
with the Zeppelin raid. This man
was among the first to reach the spot
where the intact Zeppelin fell. On see-
ing the Germans on the road he hurried
for help. In the darkness he unfortu-
nately collided with a motor car and
sustained serious injuries to his leg,

which may have to be amputated.

Hill-climbing in Western Australia.

In cold, rainy weather, the Western
Australia M.C.C. ran off a hill-climb
at the Lesmurdie Falls Hill in July.
The road was so bad, due to the rain,
that there was some doubt as to whether
the event would be run off or not, but
competition -was so keen that it was

^finally decided tcf send the men up.
Eesults :

Under 500 c.c.
H. V. Norton (31/, h.p. B.S.A.)
A. Roberts (3% h.p. Triumph)
L. Hope (3V2 £.p. Sunbeam)

Under 350 c.c.

G. Norton (2% h.p. Sunbeam)
L. Hope (2% h.p. Sunbeam)

H. V. Norton made fastest time (Im.

&|s.) of the day and record for the hill.

Fifty Miles Road Race in Queensland.

The Indian lightweight has arrived in

Australia, and won a fifty miles road
race held by the Queensland Motor Cycle
Club. The time was Ih. 31m. The
scratch man, E. Lakey, on a 7 h.p.
Indian, took 62m.

Johanneshurg-Duiban Record.

Details reach us of an officially timed
ride by two motor cyclists from
Johannesburg to Durban. The two motor
cyclists, who were mounted on a B.S.A.
solo machine and Enfield sidecar outfit

respectively, covered the journey in

five hours less than the fastest train.

The times were as follow :

B.S.A. solo
Enfield sc.

Train

15h. 39m.
18h. 24m.
23h. 22m.

The above times include stops.

Chills in the Early Autumn.
The season is upon us in which

dangerous colds are easily caught. On
bright sunny mornings we leave home
clad lightly, and return in the chilly

night air shivering. The warning applies
particularly to short-distance riders, who
have only a mile or two to travel to

and fro to business. In that short dis-

tance a chill may be caught that will

last for months, especially at this time
of the year.

A SIMPLE CYCLE CAR.

The design combmes the simplicity of a

sidecar with the comfort of a small cai". The
engine is placed between the right-hand

wheels as on the Scott Sociable, andlthe whole

vehicle is a glorified double-seated sidecar

with four wheels. Our sister journal. The

Light Car, of yesterday's date, contams a

fully illustrated description of this machine.

Lamp Dimming Regulations. -

A motorist was recently fined at King's
Heath, Birmingham (where the restricted

lights order is in force, which necessi-

tates a thickness of tissue paper over
the glass), for having instead a dimming
disc with the usual six half inch holes

over his electric lamp. Many motor
cyclists are unaware that if this type of

dimming disc is used (it is only compul-
sory in the Eastern Counties) it is neces-

sary to use it in conjunction with the

sheet of tissue paper in order to render
it legal, even in districts where only one
sheet of tissue paper alone is sufficient.

A Fast Levis.

An interesting case was brought before
the Belfast Court a few days ago. A
rider of a Levis two-stroke was sum-
moned for riding at the rate of 45
m.p.h., according to the police. The
compliment t6 the machine and rider
was overshadowed by a fine of 40s. and
costs ! We learn that the constable's
method of checking the rider's speed was
by slowly counting six, during which
time he says the rider covered 250
yards This antiquated method of
timing is not always confined to Ireland.

The Arbuthnot Trophy Fund.

Just before definitely closing the Admi
Arbuthnot Trophy Fund the Auto Cycle Uni
received and accepted one guinea from
East Midland Centre. This now brings up \

total to the very satisfactory sum of £213 3s

Ha! Ha!
A reader writes : " The rider of a fix

geared machine was causing amusement
some onlookers in his vain endeavours
effect a start. After many unsuccess;
attempts and many more comments from i

spectators, he finally got away, and then
triumphantly drew from his pocket a

affixed at the front of his machine a sm
flag on which was written the w(
PAKAFFIN."

A £5 Reward.
A Norwich reader has written to I

Editor offering to pay any sum up to

for himself and a friend of his to be accept'

together as clerks in the Motor Machine G
Service. It should be explained that 1

writer is a qualified shorthand-typist, a<

has been discharged from the R.F.A.
;

We have pointed out to him that i

recruiting work of The Motor Cycle 1

throughout been purely honorary, and 1

resulted in an estimated saving to the counli

of several thousand pounds.

How to Keep Warm.
On a particularly hot day last week we caa

across a motor cyclist lustily pedalling 1

machine on a stand. To our amazement
was endeavouring to start the engine on r;>

paraffin. We" wondered how he had cover

the four miles that separated him from I

home ; but the distance one can cover in tryr;

to start a refractory machine is wonderful,
many of the old brigade know ! Eventually
grasped the fact that motor cycle engines cam
be started on that fuel, and turned disgustec

homewards, leaving his machine in the lied;

THE SHORTEST WAY 4

The owner of a Matchless sidecar shown in

across country that was unknown to him. The
to get assistance from a neighbouring farm. Tl
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'uerican Sidecars.

Some o£ the American sidecar manufacturers
Ul pay but scant attention to the sidecar.

1 an American contemporary we saw the
her day that tlie designs were very decidedly
I'erior to those of British makers, and we
ould say also from the point of comfort we
eel greatly. During the last two years the
merican sidecar has improved certainly, but
meiica has nothing to compare with the best
I'itish makes.

'le Wear.
The inequality in the value of identically

iced tyres was again brought home to us
rf other day. On the rear wheel of a

h.p. chain-driven sidecar belonging to ap
ijuaintance was a leading tyre showing the
nvas after running four hundred miles,

eposing in the sidecar was an identical
re (which cost the same money). This one
id been run on the above machine under
niilar road conditions, and had no damage
lier than a worn tread ; but it had 3,000
iles on the rear wheel to its credit. We
;ie assured that great care had always been
ken with regard to the tension of the
lains, so that the poor mileage was not due
faulty chain adjustment.

^eiseas Long Distance Boad Records.

Inseveral parts of the world not engaged in

ir~ great keenness is being displayed in lower-

g the times made by motor cyclists in cover-

g the distances between certain towns. Thus,
3 are fairly frequently hearing of improved
nes for the Hobart-Launceston (Tasmania)
d the Johannesburg-Durban (South Africa)
ads. Between the chief Californian cities

;e competition also e.xists, and we hear that
e Los Angeles-San Diego record now stands
the credit of Art. Holmes. Mounted on a

»rley-Davidson, he lowered the previous
Bord by Im. 30s., in spite of a smash, result-
T in a dislocated shoulder.

-WAYS THE QUICKEST.
s ish endeavoured to hasten his journey by cutting

wieeper than it looked, and the motor cyclist had
jj^ed at the second kick upon reaching land.

Tho Roll ol Honour.
Great regret was expressed in Midland

motor cycling circles at the news of the
death in action of Lt. R. Wyley, of

Coventry. He was a keen rider, and
took part in some of the inter-'Varsity
competitions of the pre-war days. His
father. Col. Wyley, is one of Coventry's
foremost citizens.

Armouied Cars or Submarines.

Many and varied are the yarns con^
cerning the "tanks," and perhaps the
most amusing is that recounted to us
by an officer in the R.F.C. This is to
the effect that they will go under water,
one having been started at the bank of
a deep river and coming out smiling on
the other- side in live minutes!

The Standardisation Question.

The Secretary of the Engineering
Standards Committee, Mr. C. le Maistre,
writes that the question of standardising
motor cycle controls may be taken up
seriously in the near future by his Com-
mittee. The controls matter is becoming
of more and more importance in view of

the serious accidents that happen from
time to time.

Where to Repair.

In one of the busiest thoroughfares in
Coventry we recently saw a motor cyclist
apparently in trouble with his engine.
Instead of drawing to^ the side, he com-
menced operations in the stream of
traffic, indifferent to any inconvenience
he may have caused. His obliviousness^
however, vanished abruptly when a
light car driver purposely missed him
by what seemed a fraction of an inch,
a huge trolley almofst touching his side-
car at the same time.

Road Surfaces in War Time.
The condition of many of the main

trunk roads leading out of the Metropolis
is very bad, so bad in some cases as to
cause serious damage to any vehicle
which passes over them. To neglect a
road is false economy, and some time or
other repairs must be effected which will
prove far more costly than judicious
mending at the right moment. The
cause of- the present sad state of affairs
is, of course, due to an enormous increase
of heavy traffic and to a shortage of
labour. We have several times advocated
the employment of German prisoners on
this class of work, and it has been stated
that this is being done in one or two
cases, though not as generally as might-be.

Newhaven a Special Military Area.

For the benefit of those readers who
did not see the Order of the Army
Council published in the daily press of
September 13th, it may be stated that
Newhaven (i.e., the town itself and the
area within the military defences forming
part of the Urban District of Newhaven
and of the parishes of Denton Urban and
Bishopstone) has been declared to be a
special military area under the Defence
of the Realm Regulations. Persons
desiring to enter the area are required,
unless they come within the exemptions
specified in Regulation 29B of the
Defence of the Realm Regulations, to
obtain a permit from the Commandant,
Special Military Area, Newhaven. The
necessary forms on which to make appli-
cation for a permit may be obtained
gratis from the police, and application
should be made to the police station
nearest the applicant's place of residence.

mm
SPECIAL FEATURES.

SINGLE V. TWIN.
ELECTRIC LIGHTING FOR MOTOR

CYCLES.
"TANK" TALK.

A Traffic Census.

A daily paper informs us that on a
road which led to the spot where one
of the wrecked Zeppelins was lying

there passed thirty-three motor cycles

and ninety-one motor cars in ten minutes.

Volunteer Motor Cyclists Wanted.

Motor cyclists are wanted in the Essex
Volunteer Regiment. Those of our
readers who would care to volunteer for

this work should apply to S^. A. H.
Knight, 1st Essex Volunteer Regiment,
B Company (West Ham), Motor Section,
Town Hall, Stratford, E.

To Tourists.

We are informed that the last nine
miles of the Honiton-Ilminstei direct

road (avoiding Chard) is exceedingly
rough and loose. Riders are therefore

advised to go via Chard and Yarcombe.
Also the direct road from Lichfield to

Rugeley is very rough at present ; a

better route is through Handsacro and
Armitage.

Is Everyone Using Substitutes?

The return of summer-like weather over
the week-end resulted in many machines
being seen on the roads, and to all appear-
ances there seemed as many riders, at

any rate in the vicinity of the towns,
almost as before the petrol restrictions

came into force at the beginning of

August. Thus we have further proof, if

it were needed, of the popularity of petrol

substitutes.

Motor Cyclists on the Film.

At one of the picture houses in Coven-
try last week there was shown the film of

Triumph testers performing all sorts of

feats, from climbing 1 in 2 grass banks
to riding through water with the engine
half submerged. It is an excellent

picture, and should do a lot to popularise
motor cycles and at the same time
demonstrate their complete controllability

even under the most exceptional con-
ditions.

A Morgan Wanted Badly.

If any reader has a Grand Prix
Morgan for sale, there is an ofier in the
advertising columns of our last issue of
numerous vehicles for it in exchange.
The advertiser referred to will give all

the following for such a machine :
" Well-

known 1913 light, car, two motor cycles,
tricar, and. Dennis car, and perhaps
sonifi cash." Some cash !

I
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Rover Modifications tor 1917.

—

(Continued from page 275.)

The mudguards, too, are effectively

valanced, and in order to maintain the

accessibility of the rear tyre and to

facilitate the removal of the rear wheel a

neat and efficient type of combined
hinged carrier and guard has been
devised. By merely loosening two nuts
the carrier complete with the whole rear

portion of the mudguard and tool-bags

can be swung up quite clear of every-

thing.

British Magneto.

The engine has remained practically

unaltered since the outbreak of war, and
still has dimensions of 85 x 88 mm.,
which give a capacity of 499 c.c.

PJ^^^ILE
On the machine

which we saw
an M.L. Cov-
entry - made
magneto was
fitted. This
magneto had a

most business-

1 i k e appear-
ance, and was
hard to dis-

tinguish from
the one - time
popular German-
made machines.
Another

simple fitting

is a kind of disc

adj uster on the
rear spindle, Rover belt adjustment.

.
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whereby a certain amount of variation

in the belt tension may be obtained
without shortening the belt, which, in

view of the somewhat short length of belt

necessary with a countershaft gear, would
undoubtedly at times prove extremely
useful, allowing for more minute adjust-

ment to be obtained.

To sum up, the fortunate purchaser
of the present Sj h.p. Rover will un-

doubtedly have one of the best thought
out single-cylinders obtainable, and
withal of irreproachable workmanship.
Even these few small detail improve-
ments go to prove that motor cycle

manufacturers are not entirely unaware
that improvements are possible, and
when eventually peace arrives we antici-

pate with pleasure many surprises in the
way of new designs.

What is Motor Spirit?
THE great question at the moment is,

of course, what is motor spirit, and,

at the time of writing, it seems
utterly impossible to obtain any defini-

tion from any of the Government Depart-
ments concerned. The Petrol Committee
absolutely refuses to express a definite

opinion, even though it is obvious that

by refraining from doing so the Com-
mittee is encouraging the local police

throughout the country to institute pro-

ceedings such as were taken recently

against the proprietors of chars-a-bancs

at Conway, Bournemouth, and elsewhere.

The fact of the matter is, that whether
or not paraffin and petrol substitutes of

the white oil variety are to be regarded
as motor spirits depends upon the

Customs authorities. If these authorities

succeed, as we believe they wish to do,

in taxing paraffin and white oils as com-
ing within the definition of motor spirit,

the Petrol Committee will be bound to

insist upon any sales of these fuels being
recorded on the petrol licences. At the
moment, however, the Petrol Committee
is by no means anxious that the heavier
hydro-carbons shall be included in the

definition, for the Committee would be
involved in a great deal of additional

correspondence if it was bound to control

the sale of paraffin and white oils. We
may take it, therefore, that at the

moment the interests of the Customs
authorities and of the Petrol Committee
are antagonistic to one another. In all

probability we shall not arrive at any
solution of the problem until either the
appeal from Conway has been decided by
a Divisional Court, or the Law Officers

of the Crown have been instructed . by
the Government to frame a definition.

> ^a«» <

Auxiliary Petrol Tanks.
THERE is at the present time con-

siderable demand for auxiliary

petrol tanks which will fulfil two
purposes. Firstly, to carry a small

reserve of petrol, now that so many
restrictions are placed upon the purchase

Brown Bros.' spare petrol tank.

of this fuel ; and secondly to use the

tank as an auxiliary for the purpose of

starting the engine on petrol and allowing

the petrol to be turned off after the

engine has been warmed up, so that

the driver can continue on paraffin or

any petrol substitute.

Two sample tanks of this description

are illustrated herewith. The first is a

half-gallon tank, sold by Brown Bros.,

Ltd., 15, Newman Street, London, W.,
which is secured to the top tube by the

aid of two spring clips. It has a large

filler cap, a petrol union and tap com-
plete, and is well finished in aluminium
paint.

The other tank is made by A.
Pilkington and Co., 54, Aston Road,

B14.

MOTOR ROLLER SKATES.

The power plant, a miniature V-type

engine, is in this case used for the right foot,

the other skate being merely a trailer. It is

interesting to'compare this with the Auto-ped

illustrated on page 250 of our last issue.

The motor skate hails from France.

Birmingham. It is finished in black,

and holds two quarts of spirit. One of

the chief features about this -tank is the

style of clip employed, which is quite

secure, and yet allows the tank to be
easily removed, and has a particularly

strong fixing. A convenient petrol tap

and union are supplied, while the only

criticism we have to maie is that the

filler cap and orifice are »ather on the
small side.

Pilkington's spare petrol tank.

1,000 WOUNDED SOLDIERS BY
CAR AND SIDECAR.

On Sunday last the National Motor
Volunteers conveyed 1,000 wounded sol-

diers to a conceit, at the Albert Hall. A
large fleet of cars and sidecars collected

men from various hospitals around Lon-
don, and the vehicles were divided into

fourteen sections, all under the control

of Commandant George F. Doland.
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BRISTOL AVOIDING
ROUTE.

REFERRING to the pai'agraph in our

issue of August 31st, a corre-

spondent reports that the route

suggested includes a hill which is in very

bad condition owing to recent timber
hauling operations, and suggests the
following alternative :

" Descend Rown-
ham Hill, taking first turning to left

over the bridge, or, as an alternative,

go past the Zoological Gardens to the
fountain, down Bridge Valley Road,
follow the river towards Bristol as far

as second bridge at the entrance to

Cumberland Basin. Cross this and make
for Long Ashton."
We now understand that the timber

hauling work is practically finished, and
when we passed this way a few weeks
ago road repairs were about to be com-
menced. The hill should therefore soon
be much improved, and even now is

not impassable. We did not give our
correspondent's route originally, as it

might prove somewhat difficult for a
stranger to follow. The roads on his
route have also been considerably broken
with military and motor 'bus traffic.

A lady owner of a Hobart sidecar takes a convalescent soldier tor a run.

PETROFIN AND POPS.
MAJOR NICHOLL, who is shown in

a photograph on this page, has
officiated as judge on the occasion

of numerous A.C.U. trials. He is a
clever amateur mechanic, and recently

fitted a. home-made mild steel inlet valve,
which cost but half a crown and is giving
excellent service, to his Bradbury. At
-present the machine is running on Petro-
fin, which gives good results, but is hard

to start on cold mornings. On a recent
occasion, when no petrol was available

for starting purposes, the difficulty was
overcome by pouring a kettleful of boil-

ing water over the carburetter.

"Pops" is as devoted to the sidecar

as his master, and absolutely takes pos-
session of any vehicle in which he is

invited to sit, and should the poor owner
attempt to move him or even take his

coat off the seat "Pops" curls his upper
lip, shows his teeth, and growls. He is a
much-travelled animal, and once spent
some time at Gibraltar.

.^oU

Major D. F. Nicholl, D.S.O., and his -faithful rough-haired fox terrier " Pops," who
accompanies him to camp in the Bradbury every morning.

Average Prices
OF

Second-hand Machines.

WE give below the average prices of

second-hand models offered for sale

in The Motor Cycle. Where it

is possible to obtain a sufficient number
of each model the average for the past
week is quoted, otherwise the last average
is given, if within five weeks.

Make.

AJ.S. ..

Yenr. H.P.

Average Latest
for weekly
last average
week, obtainable

£61

Allon .

Clyno
Connaught

,

Douglas . .

,

En&fcid .

.

£51
£^7

£H

£^A.

£30

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

iqi6 2^ 3-speed

1915 6 3-sp. sidecar .

1915 2J 2-sp. 2-stroke
Bat 1913 8 sidecar
Bradbury . . 1913 4 3-speed
B.S.A 1916 4\ 3-sp. sidecar .

„ 1915 4i 3-sp. sidecar .

Chater-Lea . 1914 6 sidecar .....
Calthorpe .. 191'i si 2-speed

1916 2i 2-sp. 2-stroke

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

1914 2 -speed 2-stroke. . ^23 —
1912 2J 2-speed ^24 —
1913 2^ 2-speed £34 —
1914 2I 2-speed £37 —
1915 4 3-sp. sidecar . . — ^66
1916 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £79 —

•

.... 1915 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £69
„ .... 1915 3 2-speed —

H.-Davidson 1915 7-9 3-sp. sidecar. . £69
Humber . . . 1913 3-V 3-sp. sidecar . . —
Indian 1915 7 3-sp. sidecar . . £69

„ loi 6 Powerplus sidecar £80
James 1914 4} 3-sp. sidecar . . —

„ 1916 4} 3-sp. sidecar . . —
Lea-Francis 1915 3.V twin sidecar . . £70
Matchless .. 1914 8 2-speed £49
New Hudson 1915 2 J 2-sp. 2-stroke . —

„ 1915 4 3-sp. sidecar . . —
New Imperial J916 2 J 2-speed £32
P. & M. ... 1914 3^ 2-sp. sidecar . . —
Premier ... 1914 3^ 2-sp. sidecar , . £42
Rex 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . —
Rover 191 43V T.T —

1914 3.V 3-sp. sidecar . . —
Rudge 1914 3A multi gear . . . £35

,, 1915 3! multi gears'car —
Scott 1913 3I 2-sp. sidecar . . £34

„ 1914 3|- 2-sp. sidecar . . —
1914 3-^ 3-sp. sidecar , . —
1915 2i 2-sp. 2-stroke . £35
1914 si 3-^P- sidecar . . £53
19^5 8 3-sp. sidecir .. —

Zenith 1913 6 Gradua sidecar —
1915 8 Gradua sidecar £60

Sunbeam .

.

Triumph . .

.

Williamson .

£27
£40
£28

£45

£50

£39

£28

£40
£71

£27
£55

£7i

£45
£3S
£45

£43

£40
£62

£52
£55

BI5
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Mi letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

As I am very keen on economy in running, I have been

most particular in my figures. I fitted a hot air intake and

covered the induction pipes with asbestos. I have to prime

Salisbury Plain.

Sir,—In the article by "Bona Satis" in The Motor
Cycle of last week, it is stated, "Beyond Roundway Hill,

Salisbury Plain proper is entered." Roundway Hill lies

to the north of Devizes, right away from the Andover
Road, and there is only a second-rate by-road up to it.

I conclude your correspondent means "Red Hone," on
the direct Salisbury road from here, but even to one
knowing the district it is not clear just what route was
taken. L.A.H.

Devizes.

Our Youngest Eeader.
Sir,—The other day I journeyed by train from Norwich

to Peterborough. At one of the intervening stations a lady,
accompanied by a' little boy, entered the compartment. The
lady had in her hand a copy of The Motor Cycle. I wondered
what she could be doing with if, for she was evidently
not a motor cyclist. At length the secret was out. Turning
to the little boy, whose age I learned was three and a
half years, she said, " I have bought you your Motor Cycle,
my dear." Then the little fellow, seated in the corner of the
compartment with a huge Teddy bear upon his knees, perused
the pages of your journal with an earnestness worthy of a

keen motor cyclist. The lady told me that there was no
paper he liked so much as' The Motor Cycle. Surely among
your many readers you have none so young, and few more
enthusiastic than this little boy of three and a half years.

(Rev.) G. H. BEBB.

A Simple Vaporiser.

Sir,—Petrol having gone up in price, I

to economise with a vaporiser, but without
success until I tried the following" idea.

I procured a small brass cap that would
fit the top of the jet, drilled the other
end, fitted a bit of fine wire gauze (as used
for straining petrol), and then burred the
edge over to prevent it being drawn out by
suction. With this arrangement I can get
more miles per gallon, more power, easier

starting, a cooler engine, and can use more
air. As I have derived benefit from the
various hints in The Motor Cycle, I pass this

tip on to anyone who cares to try it.

J

.

endeavoured

SIMONS.

520 IVIiles on Four Gallons.

Sit,:—It will no doubt interest " Ixion," after seeing his

comment on " Auriga's " performance, to hear that I have
just finished a run on a 1911 2| h.p. Douglas of 480 miles

on a trifle under three gallons of petrol and paraffin mixed
half and half.

My route was by Lancaster, Garstang, Blackpool, Lytham,
Preston, Wigan, Warrington, Chester, Wrexham, Oswestry,
Shrewsbury, Ludlow, Leominster, Hereford, Ross, Gloucester,
Worcester, Bromsgrpve, Stourbridge (my tank ran empty at

Stoiirbridge ; T had used seven quarts—289 miles = 154
m.p.g.), Wolverhampton, Walsall, Lichfield, Derby, Mat-
lock, BasloWj Ghapel-en-le-Frith, Stockport, Didsbury,
Stretford., Patiricroft, Walkden, Chorley, Preston, Lancaster,
and Bentham, I lost a good few miles about Baslow and on
the outskirts of JIanchester through missing my way, but
have not included these.

E/a6

with petrol to start.
'

'I had no trouble at all with the

machine. Some of the roads in Lancashire were so bad that

Not bad for an old

W. H. GREENEP.
I could hardly keep on the bicycle,

machine, is it?

Petrol Substitutes.

Sir,—Being a rider of a Harley-Davidson, I wish to inform

other riders of this machine that I have been running on

pure Kempol without the use of petrol. Machine fires right

off from first kick. I have been using it for the last two

months, and I must say that I do not care if petrol is stopped

altogether. - OTTO VIOLA.

Sir,—Recent letters from various correspondents on " Petrol

Substitutes " at prices ranging round 2s. 6d. per gallon are a

splendid indication of the way in which the public is exploited

at times likes the present. With petrol at 2s. 9d. per gallon,

in which is included a tax of 6d. per gallon, the " substitute
"

is actually dearer than the petrol, which itself carries a large

distribution and dealers'" profit.

No substitute in existence is worth more than 2s. per gallon

at present c.i.f. prices, and the balance is merely extra

profit.

In common alsOiWith some other trade periodicals, you have

from time to tithe mentioned that Sir Hiram Maxim and

other inventors were coming to the " rescue " by trying to

invent some new process to render paraffin suitable for motor

engines (page 255, September 21st). However, there is no

need to invent any such process, three at least having been

in large commercial use for many years converting paraffin

and heavier petroleum oils to petrol itself.

There is no reason to-day why the pubUc should not have

petrol,- if it wants it, at about the same price as is being

charged for substitutes, or less,- but its inabiUty to com-

bine where its interests are affected prevents it.

FRANCIS HYNDMAN (Lt.) R.G.A.

Four-cylinder Motor Cycles.

Sir,—Once in Capetown, some six years ago, I saw a

machine with wheel steering, low bucket seat, spring

frame, and four-cylinder engine, as near as I can remember.
Was it not called the T.A.C.?
In these daj's of progress it appears to me that there was

in the old T.A.C. the germ of a very fine 'bus. Why did

it not succeed? Can you tell me?
Discussing the machine with the few motor cyclists I

have met who ever saw one of its kind, I find we always
finish on a note of regret that such a cycle is not to be had
now. I shall never forget the thrill it gave me to sit in that

bucket seat only about ISin. from the ground. And had not

the machine three speeds with gate change? One is tempted
to say such a machine must be the ideal specification.

FRED ROBERTS.
[The manufacture of the T.A.C. (later known as the T.M.G.)
was largely disorganised owing to the war. Possibly a

machine on the same lines will be revived ere long, as we
have evidence that certain manufacturers are turning their

attention to four-cylinder motor bicycles, and
,
we haye

already proved the feeling of the riding public by articles

in these pages. Similar machines to the T.M.C. are the

7 h.p. F.N., the Henderson, and the Militaire ' model.—
Ed.T
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"Not too proud
to Spark."

" After the lot of trouble experienced

with certain magnetos I thought
it only fair to let you know how
satisfactory your productions are.

I have never had occasion even
to take the mag. cover off except

for retiming, and speaking to an

officer he said for twelve months
he had not seen inside his mag.,

which was also a C.A.V., and in his

words your magnetos are IT, and
we have to fear German goods no
longer."

Corporal, Royal Engineers,

B.E.F., France.

Write for Art folder end Spare Parts List.

ia#9
'Electrical Engneers.ACTON. LONDON.* Ltd.

THE DUNIHILL M.C.
JACKET & OVERALLS
AS SUPRI.IED TO H.nfl. GOVERNIVIENT.

Planned on the saddle, so to speak, the garments com-
bining smartness with perfect ease and freedom.

Built of Paramatta Twill of the finest Proofing, and quite

impenetrable to wind and rain.

The quality is unequalled anywhere for the price

GDABANTEED ABSOLUTELY
WATERPfiOOF.

PRICES :

Cheapest quality Jacket (belt extra)

£1-1-0

Seatless Trouser Overalls 15/6

Best Quality : Jacket with belt

£2-2-0

Seatless Trouser Overalls £1-4-0

Dunhills,
Ltd.,

359-361, EustonRd.,
London, N.W.

2, Conduit St., W.

42. Lombard St.,E.C.

Manchester

:

90-92, Cross Street.

Glasgow

;

70, St.Vmcent Street.

Fit

fmm
Motor Cycle Tyres

and e.xparience real "tyre

comfort." They are made

on generous lines, and show

an increase of 25% Air

Capacity.' Withal they are

the most economical, be-

cause, after all, "the best

is really the cheapest."

Wood-Mime,
Ltd.,

FcestOD

Wire—" Comfort, Preston."
'Phone—Preston 413.

LONDON.' Mancbester Avenue, £.0.
Wire

—
"Eytuming, London."

'Phone—City 4797.

Birmingham. Leeda. Man-
chester. Bristol. Belfast.
Dublin. Glasgow. Etc.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B17
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Now this is a Warning Signal that

people understand-—it's the

WARNING SIGNAL
— a full-throated instrument that makes them
pay attention. The slightest pressure on the
plunger produces a far -carrying sound that is

obviously an imperative warning. It is just

the kind of signal you need on your motor
cycle. It is beautifully made in black finish,

with Nickel Projector. Note the specially

strong bracket, which is supported at each
end, and will stand any amount of hard wear.
Attaches to top tube or handle-bar.

Obtainable from all Traders, and from

The COOPER-STEWART ENGINEERING CO., Ltd.,

11, Broad Street, Bloomsbury, London, W.C.

'lllllilillllllllllL'

The Food Drink which promotes
fitness and efficiency is

HORLICKS
MALTED MILKmm

A glass of Horlick's is always the best invrgorator. Taken
before a ride it will give strength and endurance, and after

strenuous exertion there is no better pick-me-up. At all times
it gives and maintains fitness and stamina, and is especially

useful to men on Active Service.

SUPERIOR TO TEA, COFFEE, COCOA, AND BEEF EXTRACTS.
READY IN A MOMENT WITH HOT OR COLQ WATER ONLY. NO COOKING.

Served in Hotels, Cafes, and Railway Refreshment Rooms
Also a.vaila.ble as delicious food tablets to be dissolved in
the mouth. Relieve hunger and thirst and prevent fatigue.

Supplied in Sterilised Glass Bottles, at 1/6, 2/6, 11/-, by all Chemists and Stores
The Tablets also in convenieat Pocket Flasks at 6d. and 1/- each.

Liberal sample of either powder or tablets sent post free for 4d. in stamps.

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK COMPANY, SLOUGH, BUCKS, ENGLAND.

Bl8 In answerina these advertisements it is desirable to mention" The Motor Ci/ch."
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Adulterated Petrol.

Sir,—I have for some time suspected that petrol is being
adulterated with paraffin, and I have been -experimenting
in order to find some chemical test which will demonstrate
the adulteration. The following test will prove, more or

less conclusively, whether petrol contains paraffin or not :

Take a quai'ter of a test tube of petrol and add three or

four drops of nitric acid (HNO3). There will be a distinct

dividing line or meniscus formed which splits the solution

into two halves. The top layer is petrol ; the bottom is

paraffin. Add a few drops of chloroform (CHCIJ and
shake. A deep yellow precipitate will fall to the bottom of

the tube, while a pale green precipitate will form at the top
of the solution. This test is perfectly simple, and should be
of use to motor cyclists who are doubtful as to the purity
of their petrol. E. J. Ll. JONES-EVANS.

The Cause of Overheating.

Sir,—As no abler pen than mine has replied to the letter

of Mr. Clifford C. Fenton (September 7th), I should be glad
if you will allow me space for a few words. Mr. Fenton is

right when he says as the fuel expands with heat a smaller
quantity will enter the engine, but, in my opinion, the
difference will be but slight. When, however, he begins to

employ figures he gets woefully " off the map." Boyle's law
refers to degrees Centigrade, in which scale 273° is equal to

nearly 500° F. ; the gas will, therefore, not double its volume
in rising from 50° F. to 300° F. The size of the engine is

immaterial. Can it be that Mr. Fenton is connecting a 250°

rise in temperature in some way with a 500 c.c. engine?
Further, Mr. Fenton supposes that in extreme cases the

quantity of gas which enters the engine is so small that the

increase in volume caused by the explosion is practically

negligible. This means that there is no noticeable increase

of heat. But how can the incoming gases approach even
distantly the heat of the explosion? They can only be heated
by the hot parts of the engine with which they come into

contact, and this is far below the explosion heat, for the

heat is being rapidly carried away partly into the exhaust
and partly by conduction through the cylinder walls and
cooling ribs, or the whole engine would rapidly become red

hot. Moreover, long before the explosion heat was reached,

pre-ignition would occur, with violent backfiring. It must
be remembered, too, that the time in which the incoming
gases would have to be heated (and the heating would, I

think, have to be by convection, for the conductivity of gases
is not high) is extremely small, about half a revolution or
one-sixtieth of a second at 1,800 r.p.m.

I fear that l\Ir. Fenton's theory is not very enlightening,
but Mr. Stephenson's article interested me exceedingly.

JOHN BONYTHON.

Severe Scottish Road.
Sir,—It would be very interesting to me, having just

covered the ground, to hear or know the experiences of

Scottish and English tourists from Cock Wig to Tomintoul
or vice versa. Roads so atrocious have to be seen to be
understood ; my pen absolutely refuses to describe their
condition. What are the gradients in their steepest part?
I used to imagine the Devonshire roads pretty bad and
hilly, but the foregoing in the land of cakes "takes the
bun." My machine—a 5-6 h.p. Bradbury—which has done
3,000 miles with cleaning, went over without a hitch, and
it is a tribute to the workmanship and material that the
frame stood the racket. The load was 33-34 stone.

LesHe, Fife. S5780.
[Our correspondent has undoubtedly selected a very severe

stretch of the Highland roads to compare with the Devon-
shire ones. The particular stretch mentioned was included
in the 1913 and 1914 Scottish Six Days Trials, and those
who competed in' those trials will have cause to remember
the severe nature of this stretch. In most cases it is the
length of the Scottish hills, rather than their actual
gradient, which renders them so severe.—En.]

Sidecar Outfit up Gibraltar Rock.
Sir,—I thought it would be of interest to you to know

that the famous Rock of Gibraltar has been climbed by me
on a 6 h.p. A.J.S. and sidecar, with Mr. Andrews, R.N.A.S.,
as passenger, combined weights twenty-five stone ; this is

the first motor cycle and sidecar to reach the top, I believe..

The track leading to the summit rises l,400tt. in a mile and
half, and is composed of loose sand and boulders. Several
times we had to lift the machine over waterways to avoid

A SPORTING COMBINATION.

W. L. Horwood, R.N.A.S., who has climbed the

famous Gibraltar rock on his 6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar

outfit. The track to the summit

rises 1,400 feet in IJ- miles^

. 1 5.I average.

hitting the crank case. A speed of more than seven miles

an hour was impossible, as the machine simply skidded in

the loose sand and in places an error would have meant a

fall on the rocks hundreds of feet below. As an engineer

and motor cyclist from the early days, I can fully appreciate

the slow pulling qualities of the A.J.S. engine. 'The machine
is a beautiful example of a modern sidecar outfit.

W. L. HORWOOD, R.N.A.S.
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American Motor Cycles.

Sir,—I do not wish unduly to occupy the space you could
more profitably utilise in other directions, but I should like

to make a brief rejoinder to Capt. Lindsay's letter, chiefly

referring to the conservative policy of the manufacturers of

my "leading single."

The term I used was "well-informed conservatism"—and
justly so, since the policy of the Triumph Co. (to name my
leading single) was never that of placing the client in the
position of the experimental department, nor even to follow

standard practice, but rather, as a result of ceaseless testing
of every innovation, io create standard practice.

It was not want of knowledge of speed gears that caused
the Triumph to be so long before the public as a single-geared
machine, nor lack of experience in rigid drives that caused
its adherence to the belt, but rather the reverse in each case.

The comment, spontaneously uttered by experienced work-
men when discussing the merits of many machines, "if only
the Triumph had made it! " is a tribute to Triumph work-
manship which must be admitted without question.

I hope my praise is understood to be disinterested, since

in civilian life it is rather to my disadvantage than otherwise
to do so; at present, as a repairer in the M.T., A.S.C., I

sincerely thank Capt. Lindsay for his offer of information
concerning the Triumph he is so fortunate in using in more
glorious circumstances than I am permitted to share, and
would only remind him that, amongst the endless variety of

machines used by the Army, I have every opportunity of

observing which machines require the most frequent and
extensive repair. D. H. SMITH.

Sir,—As a regular reader of your paper, I always enjoy
a perusal of the various letters you receive, and have lately

been amused with the correspondence concerning the
" points " of British machines of various types and the
American high-powered models. Surely ' this question
depends entirely upon the basis from which we start, i.e.,

what factor is to be the deciding one—speed, weight, relia-

bility, economy, or what?
Speaking of my own case, which is probably analogous to

the greater proportion of motor cyclists, I require a machine
to take me from one point to another with the greatest
possible (1) reliability, (2) economy, and (3) accessibility in

case of breakdown. An extra mile or two per hour matters
nothing. We are supposed to have a speed limit of 20
m.p.h., and it is quite fast enough travelling—except for

the so-termed " knuts "—if a combination will do 30 m.p.h.
in comfort.
My experience is that, taking the above as the three prime

_ factors, there has been nothing yet evolved to beat the 4^ h.p.
single-cylinder all chain-drive, with a good variable gear of

three speeds. I ami entirely unconnected with the motor
trade (nor have I any relative in it), so have not even part
of an axe to grind ! I think honour ought to be given
where it is due on the following facts. I bought a new
outfit last Easter, as my old one was getting shaken to bits

by the roads. I wanted a Norton. I could not get one. 1

bought a 4i h.p. Quadrant combination of above type.
Although I had not seen the machine before,

I rode it straight through Manchester up
to Skipton, from there over the worst York-
shire hills with passenger and luggage to

Pateley, then across country to Leeming
Lane, and up to Corbridge-on-Tyne, over
Alston to Penrith, and over Shap back to
Skipton without a single hitch of any f-i)rt.

I have ridden every day since, have done
a 400-mile week-end run down to Hertford-
shire and back, and have .now done about
4,400 miles without a single stoppage from
trouble. I have had iio puncture, save a
slight one in the sidecar tyre, which was
mended in ten minutes. I changed the
front tyre on to. the back between 3,000 and
4,000 miles. Can one wish for anything
better? Facts speak louder than words.
My argument for reliability needs no addi-

tion.

As regards economy, I carefully tested

the petrol consumption on my 400-mile trip,

and did 75 m.p.g. with passenger and
luggage, including aborV; twenty miles of

low gear work and pottering. Some of your

readers would appear to think such a result as this almost

impossible.

As regards accessibility, my cylinder is exceedingly easily

detached single-handed, and can be taken oif, cleaned, and
put back in an hour, and all other parts are quite as

accessible as any reasonable being wants. I find one pump-
ful of oil per seven miles quite sufficient. Six pumpfuls
make one gill. This combination will climb .anything, starts

quite easily with the kick starter, or, if preferred, can be

started at a walking pace on low gear. The silencer is

effective, and Terry's spring links added to the original

spring forks make the roads of to-day quite comfortable

riding. On my particular combination the tyres are extra

heavy Dunlops. Tlie gear is a B.S.A. three-speed, and the

sidecar is a Canoelet ; it is good to look at.

As regards the merits of the twin-cylinder, I maintain

that in taking an equal number of cases of each the latter

gives more trouble than the single. Your correspondence

columns have proved this to me, apart from experiences of

the road. H.F.M.
Leeds.

The Scott Sociable.

Sir,—It is with the greatest interest that I have read your

account of the new Scott passenger machine in your issue

of July 27th. The vehicle described appears to be a very

good attempt to combine the proved qualities of the motor

bicycle and sidecar with protection and comfort for the

driver as well as the passenger, and if it can be produced

at a moderate price its future looks rosy. It is the thing I

have been looking for for years, and there must be thousands

of motor cyclists with the same wants as myself, to whom
it will offer an irresistible appeal.

Mayniyo, Burma. R. STANLEY BAKER.

Sir,—May I, through you, congratulate Mr. Scott on his

new sociable? His machine will give both driver and

passenger the comfort of a car.

Cleanliness is a problem which will be solved both as

regards the machine and driver. The latter will not

require to wear the special clothing which is essential when
riding the sidecar combination.

I see no reason why one of your correspondents condemns
the design -as being lop-sided. Why does he not say the

same of the sidecar? Although in the accompanying
design I have made an alteration, I do not suggest there is

any fault to find with Mr. Scott's design, and comfort is

the chief thing to study, of course combining elegance as

far as is practicable. Great credit is due to JVIr. Scott for

producing a machine which has already been tested for a

large number of miles and proved to be satisfactory, and
which will without doubt prove to be very popular when
it is placed upon the market.

I should like to add that I read The Motor Oycle with
great interest, having it sent out to me every^ week by my
brother, as I am in a place out here where it is not possible

to obtain it! S. WAY (Sgt.)

E.E.F.

Suggested alteration to Scott Sociable by placing front wheel in centre.

from Sgt. S. Way.)

(See letter
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OWDEN
IREbContractors

toH.M&^^
Alliedi::

Governments

ESTABLISHED 1£

^aJeeiif afAe Icmioxis

and Cojitr-aJs

Manufacturers of Bowden Wire

and of all Levers and Accessories

used in its application.

Trade Marks and Names :

Bowdensolo Bowdenamel Bowdensilver

Bowdenoir Bowdonite Bowdenbrass

Orders filled only as Government _

reguiremeiUs psrmit.

London
VICTORIA ROAD NW
W^ILLESDEN JUNCTION
Gotiboldi'

r HE undermentioned

books will assist

motor cyclists to under-
stand their machines

better, to practice economy, and
to secure the most satisfactory

results in actual running. a

"Motor Cycles and How to Manage Them."
The Standard Handbook on the Motor Cycle. The
Seventeenth Edition, now on sale everywhere, has
376 pages and 425 illiistrations, and is the biggest
and best work of the kind ever published.

Price 1 /6 net. By post, 1/10.

" Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists."
Hundreds of useful wrinkles on the care, management,
and running of motorcycles. Fifth edition (Revised).

Price 1 f. net. By post, 1/2.

"Tracing Troubles."
Motor Cycle Faults, their identification and their

remedies, simply and fully explained. Third edition.
Price 1 /- net. By post, 1 /2.

Obtainable Jrom aU leading boolisellers, or direct from the j'ublishera:

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20, Tudor Street,

London, E.G.

V. J

FIRST PRIZE WINNER
(Bain Floating Trophy and Gold Medal)

AGAINST ALL COMERS
in the Maritzburg (S.A.) Reliability Trial, Aug. 7th.

31 motor cycles entered, the majority of which

were high-powered American machines, but the

3I h.p. A.B.C., ridden Mr. H. B. Morcom, secured

premier honours in handsome style.

|ii|;||ji M
ms. A.B.C. MOTORS, LTD.
'S'.!m Walton-on-Thames.

'Phone: "Walton^in-Thames, 220,
'Grams :

" Revs. Walton-on-Thames.

•
IH

ilii

iSi
ORIENTAL Steel Tubes arc renowned

for quality, strength, and -accuracy—be-

hind them is upwards ol 30 yf'ars' experience

in highest grade steel tube manufactare.

We specialise in Seamless Steel Tubes for Motor
Cycle building— and also make Electric Welded,

Butt Welded, and Close Joint Steel Tubes, in all

sizes and shapes. Ask us for particulars.

ORIENTAL TUBE Co.. Ltd^ Wesl Bromwich,

Birmingham. Telephone : 45. West Bromwich.
"Tubes, West Bromwich.'

NO MATTER WHAT /

YOUR REQUIRE-
j

MENTS IN THE WAY I

.... OF .... 5

TRANSFERS

In answering these advertisements it is

« Write to •

F°f
) ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., ?

Motor Cycles ! T.-,™ (^Qygj^^RY.
)and !

"
' I

Sidecais.
^

*.- . . o^..-

desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

London : 20, Tudor Street, E.C. 'j

;e. /
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Crests

Monograms
Letters

Names
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Nannie and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to __

—

jTco"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed __--S^

—

'

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
Foe the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

Wlien this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray ihe cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must l>e added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appeai
in the advertisement. All replies should be addressed,
" No. ooo, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.C."

WDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit tht

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pay
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£io the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with ai

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be mad^
payable to Ihffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is au

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail tiimself 01

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it ir> quite impossible to reply to eacn
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

ABINGDON, SVoh.p., in grand condition and run-
uing order.— 160, Boundary Rd., Walthamstow.

[2366
A.J.S.

.J.S.. 2-speed, splendid condition; "war bargain, £30.
-T. H. Nice, Bury St. Edmund's. [2260

J.S., new 2-%h.p. model, in stock; £58.—BucTrmi?-
liam and Sons, Tiindai St., Chelmsford. [2167

A.J.S., new 1916, 4h.p., in stock. £76; 1913 eh.ji., in
magnificent condition, £44.—Crow Bros., Guildford

[2131

A.J.8., 2'',4b.p., 3-speed, 1916, new, also 4h.p. com-
bination, in stock.—Pickering, Mardol, Shrews-

bury. [X8240

A.J.S., 2'j/,h.p., 1914, semi T.T.. 3-Epeed, kick start,
lamps, horn, speedometer; £39.—Bithell, Mostyu,

Chester. [S8200

A.J.S., 1914, 2%h.p., 2-speed, all accessories, and
speedometer, perfect condition; £32.—169a, Lower

Clapton Ed., N.E. [X8296

A.J.S., late 1914, 2«4h.p., 3-speed, nearly new Dunloii
tyres; £38.-Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av..

Camomile St., B.C. [0552

A.J.S., April, 1916, 4h,p. combination, ridden 1,000
miles, perfect condition; £37.—Cyril Williams,

Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. ' [X8276

A
A

You get MORE & BETTER
AX

More and Better Selection from which to choose,
Larger Value for Cash, best accommodation in the
easiest of Easy Terms, best Guarantee and
Prompter DeUvery than elsewhere. Pay us a
visit, and see the big Bargains included in our

CLEARANCE OFFERS,
Get Ta-day's List It includes these :

No.
10638.

10643.
10644.

ro64g.
10650.
10657.

ro66o.
10661.
ro6fi3.

ro664.

ro668.
ro673.

10674.
ro6o3.
10608.
10610.

106T4.
ro620.
10624.
10627.
10628.
10629.
10630.
10632.

10633.
105S7.
10588.
10590.
10596.
10567.
10570.
10573-
10574-
10584.
10538.
10540.
10542.
10333.
10553-
10565.
10517.
10519.
10523.
10527.

10533-
10477.
10485,
10495-
10430.
10432.

10435-
10448.
10453.
10458-
10462.
10390.
10396.
10402.

10342.
10323.

h.p.

3^ 1912 single-speed INDIAN. .. £20
3S 1914 RUDGE Multi £40
6 1914 ZENITH GraduaS: Side-

car £70
3i 1913 single-speed B.S.A. £25
4" 1914 single-speed BRADBURY £20
4 1914 3-speed TRIUIIAPH and

Sidecar £55
ii 1914 ZENITH Gradna £45
6 1913 ENFIELD and Sidecar.. £45
7-9 1914 2-speed INDIAN £35
7-9 1913 2-speed INDIAN & Side-

car £37 10
4 1914 2-spGed DOUGLAS £42
4i 1914 3-speed B.S.A. & Sidecar £45
6 1915 CLYNO and Sidecar £67 10
25 1913 2-speed DOUGLAS £27 10

4i 1915 3-speed JAMES & Sidecar £55

2I 1914 3-sp. NEW HUDSON and
Sidecar £45

3J 1911 single-speed HUMBER . £25
7-9 1915 3-sp. INDIAN and Sidecar-£75

2j 1914 2-speed DOUGLAS £35
3^ 1914 3-speed MAXIM £15 15
li 1914 single-speed DAYTON. . £12 10
3i r9i4 3-sp. ROVER and Sidecar £50
3$ 1913 3-sp. C'shaft TRIUMPH £35
4" 1915 3-sp. DOUGLAS &S/car £72
4 1914 3-sp. SINGER & Sidecar £45
3i 1914 3-sp. QUADRANT &S/0 £42
3? 1913 RUDGE Mnlti& Sidecar £45
8" 1912 3-sp. MATCHLESS &Sc- £35
3i 1913 RUDGE Multi £35

2i 1915 2-sp. 2-str. CALTHORPE £25
4-5 1915 2-sp. BAT £47 10

2i 1915 2-sp. CALTHORPE £31 10
2* 1915 2-sp. JAMES £37 10
3^ 1912 PREMIER and Sidecar.. £20
3I INDIAN £47 10

4i 1914 3-sp. JAMES and Sidecar £50
34 1913 3-sp- HUMBER £25
3t TRIUMPH £22 10
jj J.E.S £10 10

3i twin N.U.T. £35
3.V single-speed 1912 TRIUMPH.- £25
3.V 1914 2-sp. PREMIER £35

2I 1913 2-sp. DOUGLAS £44
5-6 1912 2-sp. F.N £30
4i3-sp. 1912 QUADRANT £27 10

2i 1912 2-sp. SINGER £20
4 smglc-speed BRADBURY ..-- £23 10
5 INDIAN and Sidecar £65
2 1914 2-sp- CALTHORPE Junior £17 10
2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE Juiiior£18 10
6 1912 REX-J.A.P. and Sidecar. £27 10

4i 1914 3-sp. B.S.A £57 10
3i 1915 SUNBEAM and Sidecar.. £73 10

2i 1914 2-sp. 2-stroke CLYNO . - - £25 10
5-6 1913 2-sD. N.S.U 40 gns
2i 1915 2-sp- WOLF-J.A.P £30
3i 2-sp. FAFNIR £12 10
4i 1915 GRANDEX £37 10
Ji 1914 AUT0-W41EEL £10 10

2I 1911 2-sp- DOUGLAS ..: £25

WAUCHOPE'S,
'Phona: 5777 HoUiorn.

9, SHOE LANE,
FLEET ST., LONDON

Wires :''Oplftcer. London, 1

DEFENCE OFTHE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act,

advertisers requiring: workmen, and wliose
business consists wholly or mainly of
engineering: or the productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, ** No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already eng:ag:ed on Govern-
ment work, will be engaged."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with
the approval of the Board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchange or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engaged on
Government work need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

33.1).p. A.J.S., 1913, clutch, 2-speed, kick starter,
4 Palmer cord tyres, splendid condition; £25.—

Tearsley, Canterbury St., St. Helens. [X8260-

10141/3 6h.p. A.J.S., Millford Empress S,C.. special
-LtJ hood, screen, spare petrol tank, -vaporiser; £70,
or near ofier.—Scott, Sutherland, Chislehurst. [X8277

A.J.S., 2i/l.h.p„ 1911, chain driven, 2-speed, hand
controlled clutch, climbs anything, new Clincher

Dreadnought back; £22.-37, Richmond St., Hull.
[X8281

A.J.S., 2^/ih.p,, 3-speed, April. 1916, lamps, acces-
sories, complete, new condition ; -owner leaving

country; £50.—Cheshire, 99, Shrewsbury Rd., Birken-
head. [X8094

/?-8h.p. A.J.S., 1913, irith Gloria sidecar, hood, screen,
*J luggage carrier, all new tyres, excellent running
order, just been overhauled; £57.-2, Disraeli Ed., Put-
ney. _ [2537

1 014 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, in splendid condition;
J-t/ £68, or would entertain solo machine in part
payment, B.S.A. or Triumph preferred. —Williams, 6,
Pittville Parade, Cheltenham. [S8232

A.J.S. 4h.p. Combination, 1916, Lucas dynamo light-
ing set: spare wheel, Stewart horn, speedometer,

spring seat-pillar, tools, spare, perfect condition, every
refinement, equal to new; inspection; £98.-3, Chester
Bridge, Crewe. [X8089

A.J.S., '-6h.p., 1916 model, mechanical condition as
new, Binks carburetter, 4 gn. F.E..S. head light,

separate rear and sidecar lights, Jones speedometer,
Stewart's mechanical horn, 18 gn. 2-seater Montgomery
sidecar, wind screen, apron, luggage grid and box,
numerous spares; 90 gns.—Woodhead, Hutton Av., West
Hartlepool. [X8259

Alldays.^

ALL(TN, 2-8troke, 1916, lamps, etc., machine like new;
£29.—King, Chemist, Sutton. [2503

ALLON, 23/ih.p.. 2-stroke, 2-speed, 1916; in stock.—
Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [X8241

ALLON, 19151^ 2-stroke, single speed, lamps; £25.
—Arrowsmith, 21, Village Way, Eeckenham. [2401

ALLON. 1915Vo, 2%h.p., 2-stroke, perfect condition;
£25, or nearest.—Jarvis, Whitehill Rd., Gravesend.

• [2306
COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, . Birmingham,

can supply immediately all models of AUdays Allon.
[0796

ALLDAYS Allon, 1916 models in stock; cash or
gradual payments 2% only.—Referee Cycle Co., 332,

High Holborn. [0763

ALLDAYS Allon, 2-stroke, 2-speed, late 2915, con-
dition good as new; accept £35.—Arcli Jones,

Motor Cycle Works, Barnstaple. [X8190

SECURE This Bargain.-Nearly new Alldays 2-stroke,

hardly used, complete; first caller or cheque for
£18 secures ; no offers.—Webb, Jeweller, Chesterfield.

[X8299
BRAND New 1916 Alldaya Allon, 2-speed, fully

equipped, just cost £45 ; must sell, called up since
purchased; sacrifice £35, nearest.—349, Lillie Rd., Fnl-
ham. - [2235

ALLON, 2%h.p., 2-speed, done 600 miles,' new in
June, 1916 Miller head and tail lamps ; owner

going abroad.—2nd Lt., Wills, Southside Cottage, Ger-
rards Cross, Bricks.' [2336

Antoine.

h.p. Antoine, mag., coach sidecar, good tyres; £10.—
31, CoT^-per Av., Sutton. [24546

B22 All letters relating to advertisements should aiiote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

A KIEL, 1913. 3'^h.p., 3 speeds, sidecnr, sppedometer,
-^ 111 ftrst-chiss Older nud condition ; £26.-6, 'Wnlien
St., Loudon. [2191

ARIEL, 3'/jh.p., semi-T.T. model, with vnrinlile ptilley.

peiir, topping mouut nt bargfiiii priee, £25.— L:iv-

tons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X8316
COLMOEE Dejrat, 31, Colrnore How, Birininglinm,

iiave in stoclc for iuiiuediate delivery all models
of Ariel motor cycles, witli or witliout sideoars. [0797

ARIEL, Nov., 1914, 5-6Ii.p twin, grey coachimilt com-
bination, 3-speed couutershal't, clutch, kick starter,

2 adjustable wind screens, passenger's and child's, apron,
speedometer, lamp, accessories, many spares, small mile-
ajje, unpunctured heavy Dunlops, genuine, sound, running
perfectlv ; reason lor selling given : trial : cost nearly
£100, £58. oilers.—Rev. AVaterhouse, 10, Muudania Kd.,
Honor Oak, S.E. [2544

Arno.
3ih.p. Arno, 1912, good condition, recently overhauled;

2 bargain, £16.-Cullis, 57, Clarence St., Lough-
Liorough. [X8203

Auto-Wheels.
latest improvements, with cycle.

£9.-3, Bolt Court, E.G. [2561
1Q14 Auto-Wheel,
JLU perfect

£7.—Wall Auto-Wheel, had little wear, good tvre.—
Apply, Harris, Homestead, Birchington. [2237

WALL Auto-Wheel, special shock absorber, good con-
dition : £8.—Court, Hartley, Worcester. [X8153

AUTO-WHEEL, very fast, and good running order:
£8.—Buckingham and Sons, Trindal St., Chelms-

ford. _ , [2465

AUTO-WHEEL, perfect condition, £8, or e.\chang6
anything useful.—Archer, 102, Cherryhintou Rd.,

Cambridge. [2233

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A., and Swift cycle, Dunlops;
£15/15, or wheel only £11/11.-Bafely, 44, Torri-

don Ed., Cattord. [2353
Bat.

BAT-J.A.P. 4)i.p. Motor Cycle and Sidecar, Bosch
mag., 2-speea, splendid condition ; £20, or reason-

able ofler.—Seen, 79, Myddleton Ed., Bowes Park, Lon-
don, N. [2440

Bradbury.
BEADBUET, 1912, 4h.p., 2 speeds, in good order;

£17.-6, Warren St., London. [X2495

BEADBUEY, 1913, 4h.p., 2-speed, new coach side-
car; £29/10.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bow. [2484

BEADBUET. 1913. 3yoh.p., 2-speed, free engine, new
tyres, good condition ; £30.—Broadhead, Field Lane,

Stairfoot, Barnsley. [2238
BBAIIBUET 1913 Standard Combination, 3-speed,

fully equipped, as new; 26 gns.—Watson, 14,
Greenbank, Falmouth.

"

[2523
1012 4h.p. Bradbury, perfect condition, Dunlop,
-L*J \Aood-MiIne, all accessories; £17/10; after 7.—
21, Semley Ed., Norbury. [2381

Blackburne.
1Q15 Blackburne and sidecar, splendid condition,
^*J lamps, horn, wind screen, petrol saver; bargain.
-Bannister. Eailway St., Chatham. (XS216

Blumfield.
BLUMFIELD Twin, very fast, single gear; £18.—

Buckingham and Sons, Trindal St., Chelmsford.
[2470

1 1114 Blumfield 5-6h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, counter-
-'-*' shaft, chain-cum-belt, kick starter, 3 lamps, horn,
Stewart speedometer; price £44; will exchange higher
power, or for light car.—216, Wolverhampton St., Dud-
ley- [X8261

Bradford.

1Q13 Bradford 4!i.p. Motor Cycle and sidecar, N.S.U.
--•^ 2-speed, free engine, in good condition; £20, or
offer.- 12, Blackhorse Lane, Walthamstow. [X8278

Brough.
"1016 3'/2h.p. 3-3peed (Sturmey-Archer countershaft]
--»/ Horizontal Twin Brough, not done 300 miles, very
fast; £57/10.—Wilkin and Co., Hunter's Bar, Sheffield

[X8217
Brown.

, £18, or ofler.—
Manchester. [X8139

3ih.p. Brown, 2 speeds, and sidecar
2 336a, Stretford Ed.

B.S.A.

1 16 B.S.A.'s in stock.—Parker and Son,
Hunts.

"|Q16 B.S.A.'s in stock.—Parker and Son, St. Ives,LU Hunts. [2515

B.S.A.. new 1916 models H and K actually in stock.
-Mom, Wem. (X8265

COLMOEE Depot, 261, Deans^ate, Manchester, for
immediate delivery of B.S.A. [07,.n8

B.S.A., 1913. 2 speeds, and Millford sidecar, new con-
dition; £34.-15, Warwick Court, Holborn. [2541

S.A. Model H. with B.S.A. Canoelet sidecar just
delivered

; £80-—Wippell Bros, and Eow, Exeter.
[X7994

B.S.A., 1914. model K, condition perfect, sidecar all
accessories; £50.—Pegler, HoUydeue, Wantage

Berks. [2319

B.S.A., 1913, 2-speed, chain drive. New Hndson pattern
coach sidecar; £38.-80, Hampton Ed., Eedl.and

Bristol. [X7995
B.S.A., 1915, 4h,p., fitted with 3-speed gear box, in

splendid order; a bargain, £40.—Smith, Evesham
St., Kedditch. [X8334

B

I
S CORONET SIDECARS.

We ace building special models lor Harley-
Davidsons, Excelsiors, and Indians, enamelled
either grey or red to match machines, and litted
with 28X3in. tyre and four point attachment.

FROM

£10 15s.

Send for Illustrated

Catalogue describing

the=;e well - known
Sidecars.

EXCHANGES.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Coronet Underslung Chassis.

4-point attach-

ment, special

mudguard.

TORPEDO SIDECARS, £9 15s.

Wanted 10 1915 Harley-Davidsons in exchange
for 1916 Harley-Oavidsons. Good allowances.

CASH OFFERS WANTED.
6 h.p. Twin REX 1914, 3-speed, chain drive

with Rex coach Sidecar £45
zJ h.p. Stationary Petrol Engine, new

j{^22 los. model, magneto, 2 flywheels £16 10
4 h.p. ZENITH, igri, Grodua variable gear £19 15
2jli.p. IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1915, 2-speed,

lamp, horn, etc. .• £29 15
7-9h.p. PREMIER, 1914. 2-speed counter-

shaft, with jt,"i3 los. new coach Sidecar £49 15
6 h.p. REX, 2-5pecd, magneto £13 15
3A h.p. NUMBER IQ12, free engine £17 10
2:j n.p. MINERVA, magneto, variable gear £8 15
5 h.p. INDIAN, IQ15, 3-speed, £i8 coach

Sidecar, little used £62 10
1916 7:9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON £80 15
J916 ditto, electrical model £89
1914 FORD Touring Car, detachable wlieels £85
2} h.p. EXCELSIOR, 1916, 2-stroke £24 15
20 h.p, FORD Van, new, 1916 model £130
20 h.p. FORD Van, 1915 model £90
2j h.p. TYLER, 1915, 2-spe.'d model . . £24 15

3I h.p. TRIUMPH, 1910, 2-speed, with
Millford Sidecar £20

3^ h.p. JAMES, 1912, 2-speed, chain drive,

and coach Sidecar £26 15

3i h.p. HUMBER, 1913, 2-speed, Sidecar.. £29 15

3I h.p. PREMIER, 1913, 2-speed counter-
shaft gear, belt and chain £25 15

3 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, 1911, magneto ... £12 15
3J h.p. TRIUMPH, 1911, 2-speed model,

with Sidecar, lamps, and horn £25 15
6 h.p. Twin REX engme, carburetter and

magneto £9
7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSONy electrically

equipped, complete with sidecar .... £59 15

3i h.p. HUMBER. 1911, 2 speed £17 15
a^h.p. MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1910 £10 15
1915 TRUMBULL Light Car, hood, screen,

detachable wheels, speedometer, electric

horn and lamps £89

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
New 3^5 weatherproof Magneto, £3 10s. ; Rex

£18 Sidecar, £9 15; iMontgomery Sidecar, £18;
Sidecar for Indian, £10 ; Long Lengths Steel
Tubing, iixi2g., i4g., i6g. ; B. & B. Carburetter,
12/6 ; Amac Carburetter, 12/6 ; New 20/- Brass
Electric Sidecar Lamps. 5/6 ; Ditto Tail Lamps,
5/6, approval ; Coach - built Sidecar, £4 5s.

;

Douglas Carburetter, 10/6; New 26 x 2.^ or
2^ Tubes, G/-; Sidecar Safety Couplings, 8/9
(for any machine, including P. & M.'s) ; New
26X2J & 2^ rubber studded covers 12/6 and
13/-; Lightweight Coach Sidecar, new, £7 ISs. ;

New Coach Sidecar Body , £3 5s. ; New Sidecar
Chassis, complete with all fittings, 65/-; 1916
Binks Carburetters (your old carburetter taken
in exchang2).

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H AUl FAX.
'Phone : 1062. Close at 6 p.m.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

1Q15 B.S.A., chain-cuni-helt, and acceBBoriea, good na
-I*-' new; £50; aeen any time.—Bounds, Garage, 223,
High Rd., Kilburn. [2338

B.S.A., 1915, 3-3peed, lamps, horn, speedometer, etc.,
with Swan coachbiult sidecar; £60.-1^., c/o Tojip'a

Garage, Merstham, Surrey. [2538

B.S.A., 1915, 41/jh.p., model H, and coachbuilt side-
car, usnnl accessories, splendid condition; £54, no

oflers.-4, Skell Bank, Ripon. [X8285

B.S.A.. 41/ih.p., 3-speed K, December, 1915, under
2.000. perfect,_ £50, sidecar, £3 ;

good Dou^his
part.—53, Lonsdale Rd., Oxford. [X8308

B.S.A. and Sidecar, 1915, model K, in perfect me-
chanical condition; seen and tried any time; £60.

-31a, Broomfield Rd., Chelmsford. [X8185

1013 3'/oh.p. B.S.A., clutch model. lamps, horn, full
-Li/ kit tools and spores, nearly new tyres and belt,

machine in excellent
Queen's Rd.. Erith.

condition; £30. -Hughes. 25.
[X8183

1 Q16 B.S.A., 4*4^.p.. 3-speed countershaft, chain drive,
-i-tf all accessories, practically new; owner giving up;
accept 50 gns.. or nearest offer.—W. Edgell, Brook Cot-
tage, Coleford, Bath. [X8287

B.S.A.—Two models K actually in stock, £62 each,
ready to ride away, and B.S.A. sidecars from 12

gns.—Lamb's, 151, High St.,

High Rd.. Wood Green.
Walthamstow, and 50,

[2345

1Q16 B.S.A. 4i4h.p. Combination, in perfect order,
Xt? all accessories; fine bargain, £64, or nearest ofler;

exchange T.T. countershaft Norton ; seen any time.—
Hurlock, &3, Denmark Hill, S.E. [2372

4 h.p. B.S.A.. with special Canoelet sidecar, late 1915
model, speedometer, Lucas horn, 3 P. and a..

lamps; this machine is in perfect condition, and is

very smart, mileage driven is under 2,000; bargain nt

£75.-Apply. Beadle, Motors, Dartford. [2312

B.S.A., 1915. 41/ih.p., 3-speed, chain drive, B.S.A.
1 6 gn. sidecar, wind screen, grid, horn, speed-

ometer, liJason, back-rest, 3 lamp sets, tools, spare

trie, new Dunlop on back wheel, whole in perfect con-

dition; £60.-Griffln, I'etergate. Grange Rd., Thornton
Heath, Surrey. t2279

B.S.A.. 1914. model K. 3-speed countershaft, with
light coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, etc., exceptional

condition, a verv flue and well cared for ooml)ination.

£48; B.S.A., 1915, model K, countershaft 3-speed, com-
plete with B.S-A. sidecar and usual accessories, this

combination is quite the best one year old outfit that

we have ever had to ofler, £58; approval with pleasure

in either case.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X8327

Calcott.

CALCOTT. 25,ih.p., fine machine; £20, bargain.—
Buckingham and Sons, Trindal St., Chelmsford.

[2472

Calthorpe.

1 Ql5^Calthorpe-Jap, 234h.p„ Enfield gear; £27^-3Sa.
Lyric Rd., Barnes. [X8196

CALTHORPE 1916 Lightweight Combination, run
lOO.-Williams, 17, Church Rd., Redfield, Bristol.

[X8231
CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 2^ih.p., 1915, 2 speeds, little

used; £25.—Buckingham and Sons, Trindal St.,

Chelmsford. [2474

CALTHORPE. 1916, 2i/ih.p., 2-stroke, Enfield gears,
lamps, horn, unscratched; £50.—Bates, Draper. St.

Loyes,, Bedford. [2387

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2V(h.p., Enfield 2-speed,
little used, perfect condition; £24.—T. E. Svkes,

90, Newsome Rd., Huddersfield. [X8284

3 h.p. Calthorpe Junior. 1914, 2 speeds, lamp and horn,
good running condition; price £15.—T. W. Hob-

ling, Bank House, Northam, N. Devon. [X8165

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row. Birmingham,
have in stock all models of Calthorpes for im-

mediate delivery; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

CALTHORPE Junior, 1914V2. 2h.p. Precision en-
gine, 2-speed, adjustable pulley gear, thoroughly

overhauled, new valves, etc., excellent condition; £14.—
Holmes, Y.M.C.A., Coventry. [XS193

Q3.h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, delivered April, 1916, Stewart
-^4 speedometer, horn, lamps, etc., perfect condition;
£30; property of officer returning to duty.—Woodbank,
Bennett's Hill, Oston, Birkenhead. [X7998

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.'S, 25/4h.p., with Enfield gears.
36 gns. ; actually in stock; deferred terms if

desired; exchanges.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-
stow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [2342

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.'S and 2-strokes: immediate de-
livery from stock of all models ; cash or exchange.

A few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore the Agents,
Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgate„ Manchester.

[0815
Cambridge.

CAMBRIDGE-J.A.P., Si/oh.p., Brooklands model,
new Amac, OJL valves, E.LC; ^£22.—Triebner,

8, Manor Rd., Romford. [X8293

Campion.

l Q15 2V2h.p, 2-speed Campion-Jap, as good as new;
Xt7 £26.—Wilkin and Co., Hunter's Bar„ Sheffield.

[X8226
CAMPION-J.A.P., 8h.p., 2 speeds, and sidecar; £42.—

Buckingham and Sons, Trindal St., Chelmsford.
[2468

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B23
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MOTOR SALE.CYCLES FOR
Chater-Lea

CHATEE-lEA No. 7 Coniliination, Sli.p. J;A.P. twin,
maRnifieeiit condition; £65.-12, Giay's Inn Eesi-

donC!K, 180, Clerlienn-ell Ed., London. [2487

CHATER-LEA. gennine No. 7 combination, 3-speed,
ntted TTith latest Sh.p. J. A. P. engine, as new:

£55.-24, Gwendolen Av,, Putney, S.W. [2448

Chater-Lea-Fatnir.
CHATEE-LEA-FAFNIB. 3h.p., mag,

a.o.i.T. : splendid condition
avon Ed.. Eallynieua, Ireland.

spares

;

AsLville
[2277

Saxon forks,
£10.—Mclhoy, Clon-

[X81S7

Chater=Saiolea.
5-611. p. Twin Cbater-Sarolea, Millford sidecar,

rilioto; £14; exciiange lower power.— 88,
Ed.. Leytonstoue.

CIvno

"JQ12 Clyuo Combination, with lamps; only £35.—
Xif Oflers to Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hnnts. [2514

CLYNO 2-stroke, complete usual accessories, e.^cellent
condition; £24.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St..

Birmingham. [X8251

CLYNO, 2-stroke, late 1914, 2-speed. handle-bar
clutch, Lucas lamps, horn, tools, 110 m.p.g., last,

excellent order, only used week-ends, new tyres; £30.—
Eeer. Stoke St., Ipswich. - [X8295

Connaughf.
1 (Q14 Connaught, in perfect conditiou ; £17;
-•.«/ time.—Bounds, Garage, 223, High Ed.,

seen any
Kilburn.

[2340
CONNAUGHT, 1914, 2-speed gear box, perfect; £26.

—W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate,
Manchester. [1966

P.T. EVANS. Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de-
. livery all models Comiaught from stock; minia-

ture and double-purpose models; prices from £28/17/6.—
87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X8246

Dalm.
3 speeds, clutch, nice

iS24.—11, Luna Bd., Thornton Heath.
[2527

Douglas.

DALM 2-.5troke, 1915,
mac]

T\OUGLAS, 1915 4h.p. 3 Speeds Combinat on.

T-\OUGLAS 1916 2%h.p. 2 Speeds T.T.

TTJOUGLAS 1915 2';4h.p 3 Speed T.T.

-QOUGLAS 1914 2^;4h.p. 2 Speeds T.T.

TTVOUGLAS 1912 2;!ih.p. 2 Speeds

TTkOUGLAS
-L' order.—

6

1911
, War

2%h.p
ren St.,

2 Speed
London.

s; all in perfect
[2493

Oiih.p. Douglas, 1913, good running order. good tyres

;

1*4 £33.

23.h.p. Douglas, 1912, just been overhauled, tyres
•4 nearly new; £27.-2, Disraeli Ed., Putney, S.W.

[2534
DOUGLAS T.T.. 1912, rs-enamelled, 2-speed; £25.-

Smith, 16, Haverstock Hill. [2510

"5iai5 Douglas. War, Office model, all-black; £46.-1
-litj Church Circle, Farnborongh. [2457

4h,p. Douglas Combination, splendid accessories, every-
thing like new; £70.—Bunting, Harrow. [2502

1 Q14 T.T. Douglas, lamp, tools, in splendid condition;
J-O £36.-1, Beverstone Ed., Thornton Heath. [X8280

DOUGLAS, 2';ih.p., first to view will purchase; i£15,
no oifers.— 14, Dodbrooke Ed., West Norwood.

[1541
1C514 T.T. Douglas, 2%ih.p., model V, complete,
-I.*-'' lamps, etc.; £34.—Cross, Jew-eller, Eotherham.

[X8214
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2-speed, new condition, with acces-

sories; £45.—Pickering, Mardol,' Shrewsbury.
[X8239

DOUt-iLAS, 1911, new belt, tyres, lamps, generator,
f;ist, powerful; £17/10.-77, Hammersmith Ed.,

W. [2545

You carmot beat us on either Cash or Exchange Terms.

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS,
And, if price and quality count for anything, we l.id fair

to obtain it.

DOUGT.AS. 1913 (Nov.), 2-Epeed
accessories; nearest £37.-10,

ford, S.E.

£>3.b.p, Douglas, 2 speeds,
-/W4 East Putney Gaiag
Putney,

23.h.p. Doiiglas, in excellent condition,
4 accessories: ]

Ed-., Clapliam, London.

clutch, large tyres,
Sangley Ed., Cat-

[2390

jnst overhauled; £35.—The
, 118, Disraeli Ed., East

[2232

all spares and

"r\OtJGLAS, 1915. T.T., 2%h.Ti., Lncas

[58169

, ,.._ ... accessories,
long- eshffust, very fast, excellent condition; £44.—

Vernon, Gaylord, Esher. [X8167

1Q15 4h.p. Douglas, Colonial model, 3-speed, sport-
-l-«7 ing coachbuilt sidecar, in good order; £58.-179,
Balaam St., Plaistow, E. [2556

l'%h.-p., T.T., 3 speeds, perfect
equipped, Jones speedometer

;

£45.-Broad, High Si., Esher. [2432

DOUGLAS, 1915,
condition, fully

DOUGLAS, 1914, 25,4h.p., 2
start, absolutely like a new one

Mews, Victoria Ed., Clapham, S.W-

speeds,
snip,

clntch, kick
£36.-3, The

L2332

Ex Actual Stock, 1916 Models of
ROYAL RUBY, ENFIELD fall Models), B.S.A., LEVIS,

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, INDIAN^ SUN-VILLIERS,
COVENTRY EAGLE, &C.

LIST OF SECOND-HANDS.
SIDECAR OUXFITS.

ZENITH, 1914 (late), 8 h.p,, countershaft and clutch,
Verona coachbuilt Sidecar, like new £68

REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 2-speed, modele de luxe, handle -

starting, coach-built Sidecar, just been overhauled £40
TRIUMPH, 3i- h.p., 2-speed countershaft, Sidecar... £32
INDIAN, 1914, 7 h.p., ri-speed, electric lighting, spring

frame, Gloria 30 guinea Sidecar £62
INDIAN, 1913, 7 h.p., coach-bnilt Sidecar, 2-speed,

and spring frame ; . , . £42
ZENITH, 1914, 6 h.p., countershaft clutch model,

with sporting underslung Sidecar j

REX, 1913, 6 h.p., 2-spced, cane Sidecar £28
RUDGE, rgrs, 5-6 h.p. Multi, with Rudge Sidecar £50
INDIAN rgre 5 h.p. Combination. 3-speed £65
MATCHLESS 1914 8 h.p. 3-speed Combination £60
B.S.A. 1916, 4J h.p., 3-speecl, with Swan Sidecar,

condition equal to new £67
ZENITH, 1915, 3:^ h.p. twin, countershaft and clutch,

coachbuilt Sidecar.
. €52

gNFIELD, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed twin, Enfield Sidecar. . £30

souo nnoDEUs.
DOUGLAS, igiJ, 2J h.p., 2-speed,-spring forks. £20
CALTHORPE, 1914, 2 h.p., 2-speed £19
RUDGE rgis 3.^ h.p. Multi, T.T. bars £33
IVY, 191 5, 2-stroke, single-speed £18
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3.V h.p., clutch model : £28
NEW HUDSON, igr^, 3.V h.p., 3-speed J.A.P. engine. . £34
TRIUMPH, I9r2, 3! h.p.. clutch model £30
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3i h.p., clutch, Philipson pnlley £24
REX, T913, 3.V h.p.- 2-speed, and clutch £29
HARLEY, ig'rs, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed £56
RUDGE, 3^. h.p., Philipson pulley, 1915 improvements £42
SUN-VILLIERS. 2^ h.p., 1915, 2-stroko £18
ENFIELD, 1915, 2.\ h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £30
BROWN, 3.V h.p. model, Bosch magneto £14
SUNBEAM, 1916, 3^ h.p., all accessories, and Canoelet

Sidecar, as new £80
INDIAN, 1915, 3V h.p., 3-speed twin £43
INDIAN, rgis, 5 h.p., 3-speed twin £53
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1914, 9 h.p., 2-speed twin ... £37
ENFIELD, 1911, 2.5 h.p., 2-speed twin, as new £21
TRIUMPH, 1913, sh h.p., 3-speed, excellent order . . . £3G
ROVER, 1912, 3i h.p., T.T. chitch model £20
Zenith, 1912, 3^ h.p., Gradua gear, J.A.P. engine. . . £20
DOUGLAS, 1912, 2:5 h.p.j single-speed £16

OARS AND LIGHT OARS.
N.A.G., r4-2oh.p., new chassis, 4-speed gear-box,

C.A.V. 12 voltset £300
SUNBEAM, i2-i&hip., 4-speed, 5-seater, hood and

screen, just thoroughly overhauled £295
KNIGHT JUNIOR, 1914, 12 h.p., 2-seatcr, sporting

body £1 55
MINERVA, 26 h.p., 5-seater, make an excellent

25 cwt. van. Perfect mechanical order £80'

MORRIS-OXFORD, 1913, 10 h.p., all lamps and
accessories (including speedometer) £135

G.W.K., 1914, 9 h.p., just re-painted and new hood
fitted £100

G.W.K., 1915, 9 h.p., detach, wheels, domed guards,
all black finisii, speedometer and mech. horn. ... £160

DEEMSTER, I9r4, 9,5 h.p., 2-seater, all accessories
;

a bargain at £1 00

1914 and 1915 DOUGLAS MACHINES
bought for SPOT Ca^h.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Douglas.

SALE.

DOtTGLAS, new. Infest iiaftern, 2%h.p. iiioaels for
immediafe flelivery. including War Office black

Donelas.—Moflat, Yeotil. Tel.: 60. [5855

"PJODGLAS, 1914 model X, 2-siieed, clntch, kick
J-' starter. Lucas lamii set. niacliino as new; £35.—
Eay, 32. Upperton Ed., Eastbourne.

DOUGLAS, 1914, 254h.p., 2 speeds,
oraeter, excellent condition ; £36.-

condition
minster

£35.-

1 Q14 Douglas, 2''!4b.p., model W, clutci,
J-*^ head lamp set and horn, just overhauledj

MOTORMART
I00§ 136 Q PortlandSUondonW
l^^^o/f>-552 Mayfair. ^/f^^^j^^ "Abdicate Wcfido

[2542

clutch, speed-
. H. Williaihg,

322, Canterbury St., Gillingham, Kent. [X7351

DOUGLAS, late 19X4, War Office modet S-speed,
kick starter, clutch, condition perfect, trial, acces-

sories; £58.—Wells, Butcher, Wanstead. [2428

DOUGLAS Specialists.—Gibb, Gough. London Rd.,
Gloucester. Gibb, the International Douglas

rider, winner of numerous cups and gold medals. [2218

MOTOR Cycle For Sale, Douglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, new
September, 1914; owner ordered France: excellent

Housekeeper, 56, Victoria St,, West-
[2307

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Leicester,
and Liverpool, have in stock complete range of all

models Douglas for immediate delivery, also lull range
of spares. [0800

kick-start,
engine

guaranteed perlect, condition excellent ; £38.—Robin-
sou's Garag^ Green St., Ctimbridge. [2412

DOUGLAS. October, 1914, 3V2^4h.p., 2-speed, kick
start. Brainlile coachbuilt sidecar, perfect condition;

any trial; low mileage, plenty spares; £45.—Frank Fow-
ler, Oak Farm, Hatherton, Cannock, Statfs. [2249

1012 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed, model V, footboards,
-Ltf upturned handle-bars. Amac, engine thoroughly
OTerhauled, excellent tyres, I*, and H. lamp set, horn;
£26.—Robinson's Garage,, Green St.. Cambridge. [2414

DOUGLAS, latest model, 234h.p., U, 2-speed, Thom-
son-Bennett mag., 2 lamp sets, Lucas horn,' ridden

100 miles only, statement guaranteed; see test card;
genuinely new machine-—Robinson's Garage, Green St.,

Cambridge. [2413

Elbro.

ELBRO, 6h-p., and sidecar, chain-cum-belt drive, 2-

speed. splendid cojidition : £18, or exchange for
solo, Douglas preferred.-200, St. James's Ed., South
Beimondsey. [2329

Elswick.

1 Q14 2^;;jh.p. Elswick, 2-speed, kick.
A«/ speedometer, Clincher tyres
Rd. N-, Croydon. ^

Enfield.

COLMORE Depot, 31. Colmore Row,
for immediate delivery of Enfields.

Tj Q16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, complete, as new;
J-*/ £75, no oifers.— 4, King's Ed., Mitcliani. [2283

EiSTFIELD 1914 Lightweight, splendid condition;
£28/10.-20, Milkwood Ed., Heme Hill. [X800_0

2-speed, 2^^h,p., accessories

;

-L., 134, Addison Gardens,
[X8137

P. and H. lamps,
£28.-19, Sydenham

[2337

Birmingham,
[0801

£18.-1912 Enfield twin,
trial by appointment.-

West Kensington.

ENFIELD, 1913. 6h.p., 2 speeds,
car, new tyres, in real good

Warren St., London.

coachbuilt side-

order; £40.-6,
[2492

ROYAL Enfield 2^4h.p. Twin, Bosch, B.
countershaft, chain, perfect; £18.—Surbiton,

hurst Rd., Guildford.

and B.,

Pnrk-
[2301

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, lamps, screen, horn,
perfect condition; photo, any trial; £50.—Kershaw,

Lonsdale Rd., Dorking. [X8309

JQ16 Enfield Combination, not soiled, run 200 miles:
J-i/ £75 cash, no oifers.—F. Powell, Grocer, Green
End, Whitclmrch, Salop. [X8263

~| Q16 21^11. p. 2-stroke Enfield, 2-speed, latest model,
Xt/ in stock for immediate delivery.—Robinson's
Garage, Green St., Cambridge.

"I
Q13 3h.p. Enfield, excellent condition,

-Lt/ speedometer, new covers; £35, or
Dr. Kough, County Asylum, Gloucester. -

1 Q14 6h.p. Enfield Combination, new tyres, lamps,
-L*y horn, tools, first-class condition throughout; £55,
lowest.—Thorneloe, 88, Division St., Sheffield. [X8274

1Q16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, 90 gns. ; 1916 3h.p.
J-JJ twin, 55 gns.; delivery from stock.— Exeter Motor

[2415

lamp, horn,
ne-ai otter.—

[X8294

Bath Rd. 'Exeter, and Tavistock Rd.,
'

[0838
Cycle Co., Ltd.,
Plymouth.

2-stroke, 2-speed clutch,

horn, etc., original tyres, new condition;
accept £33.—Bruce Wood, Horn Park Fiuni,

[2256

ENFIELD, late 1915, 2y3h.p..

lamps,
cost £45,
Lee, S.E,

1 Q14 6h.p. Enfield Combination,
-I *y tion, Lucas accessories, spare

Q splendid condi- .

valves and inner
W^elcome Villas, Whyte-

[2290
tube; £52, open to ofler.-

leafe, Surrey.

OYAL Eniield 1913' 3h.p. Lightweight, 2 speeds,

chain drive, speedometer, lamps, horn, wati-h;

here's a snip; £26/10.-3, The MewB_ Victoria Rd.,-

Clapham, S.W. ~ [2406 :

ENFIELD Combinations, latest models. We have -

them in stock, and desire your enquiries concern-

ing either exchange or. extended payment propositions:

very high prices allowed for good machines.—Laytons
Garage, Bicester. [X8317

W

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number Bt the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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CASH OR EXCHANGE.
NEW MODELS.

£75EXCELSIOR (American), 7 h.p., 3 speeds
OVERLAND, 12 h.p., 4-seater, electric start-

ing and ligllting (tax £4 4s.) £225
RITZ 4-cylinder 2-scater Light Car £145
ROYAL RUBY, 2\ b.p., 2-specd, 2-stroke . . £36 10
ROYAL RUBY-J.A.P., 2! h.p., 2-specd £39 10
WiLLIAMSON Cy-cl-ca, "W.C. Douglas eng. £126

1916 (U.S.A.) EXCELSIOR.
7 h.p., twin, 84 X 89, mechanical and hand lubiira-

tion, kick starter, high-tension ma,^neto, spring
forks, 2-gallon petrol capacity, 3-SFeed countershaft
gear, multiple-disc clutch ivith hand and foot con-
trol, handle-bar control, spring seat-pillar, 3in. non-
sldd tyres, finish Excelsior grey ; £75.

One only late 1915 new 7 h.p. 3-speed model,
electrical equipment, at pre-tax price of £71 10s.

Exchanges quoted. Easy payments 21% extra.

We are sole Yorkshire distributers. Liberal terms
to trade.

Coachbuilt PERFECTION SIDECARS to suit, £13 10.

SOLO MACHINES.
VILLIERS, 1915, 2* h.p., 2-speed £2T 10
DOUGLAS, 1QI4, 2j h.p., 2-specd £37 10
DOUGLAS, I9r4, single gear, chain-belt . . . £28 10
DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-5peed £34 10
INDIAN, 1914, 7 h.p., 2-speed, spring frame £44 10
INDIAN, I9r2, 4 h.p., 2-speed £29 10
I9t2 3i h.p. ZENITH-GRADU

A

£26 10
1912 3J h.p. 2-sp. BRADBURY, chain drive £29 10
I9t2 3.i h.p. Silent ROACH £24 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed OLYNO £39 10
NUMBER, 3.i h.p., 2-spcEd £25 10
RUDGE, 3! h.p., F.E., good order . £19 19
ALLDAYS, 3.1 h.p., 2 speeder £25 10
TRIUMPH, magneto, spring forks, new tyres £14 10
DOUGLAS, rgii, 2-speed, wants attention. . £18 10
N.S.U., 3.1 h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £17 10
F.N., 2^ li.p.. 2-speed, shaft drive £17 10
HENDERSON, 2-speed, 4-cyl £46 10
TRIUMPH, 1911, 3i ti.p., 3-speed £26 10
TRIUMPH, 1909, 3,V h.p.. 2-speed £24 10
TRIUMPH, 3* h.p. clutch model £21 10
TORPEDO, 3? h.p.,1911 model £17 10
MINERVA, 2I h.p., wants attention £4 10
DOUGLAS, 2I h.p., tmn, spring foriis £15 10

SIDECAR COiyiBSNATIONS, &c.
1916 s-6h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE Combina'n £72 10
1914 Sporting MORGAN £65
1914 7-Qh.n. 2-spreri INDIAN Combination . £53 10
1913 Standard MORGAN , £57 10
I9r3 7 h.p. 2-speed ARIEL and Sidecar

, . E42 10
1913 3-speed TRIUMPH and Gloria Sidecar £39 10
1911 34 h.p. 3-speed TRIUMPH and Sidecar £27 10
QUADRANT, 7-g a.p., 2-speed, twin, chain

drive, and coach Sidecar. Fine lot .... £45 10
S.P.K., 35 h.p., 3-speed, and Sidecar £29 10
1912 3ih.p. 2-speed PREMIER and Sidecar £33 10
igoo 3.1 h.p. 2-5roed TRIUMPH and Sidecar £26 10
FORD 5-seater Touring Car £65

Halifax Motor ExohanDO

68, HORTON ST., HALIFAX.
'Phone—766. Telegrams

—
" Perfecti(m."

MOTOR FOR SALE.CYCLES
Enfield.

Enfield Combination, 2 P. and H. lampa,
horn, spare tyre, spare tube, plu^, tools,

n ^ood^ condition : £65.—Seen at Bounds' Garage, 223,

7Q15 6h.p.
-1-*/ Lucas horn

High Rd., Kilburu. [2341

Enf;
ci

ENFIELD, 3h.p., late 1914, Lucas lamp, speedometer,
horn, and accessories, hardly used owing to owner

on active service ; £35.— Mrs. Long, Moorlands, Frog
hnm, Fordingbridge, Hants.

"

[2270

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, 6h.p., 2-speed; delivery
from stock; 90 gns. ; exchanges or exteoded terms

quoted.—Eiee and Co.. 15-16, Eishopsgate Av,, Camo-
mile St., E.C. Enaeld agents. [0480

ENFIELD Combination. 6h.p., laie 1915, D.A.
lighting set, speedometer. P. and H. lamps,

Lucas horn, in excellent condition, and any trial;

£70.-81, High St., Thorntbn Heath. [2520

lELD. 1916, 2-stroke, 2-3peed, and free engine,
'rive, just arrived from works : immediate

delivery: njake sure of this now; £44/2.—Wllkins, Simp-
son, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London, W. [2273

ENFIELD 1916 Combination, complete with hood,
screen, lamps, Cowey speedometer, tools, in new

coiulition throughout, mileage 2,000;. accept £75; ex-

change Douglas.—Box L2,204, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2284

ENFIELD, late 1913 3h.p. twin, 2-speed. clutch,

handle start, Amac, new Dunlop studded tyres,

semi T.T. bars, complete with Lucas head lamp, rear

lamp, horn, speedometer, and spares, all in excellent

condition- £30; exchanges entertained.-Ideal Cycle Co.,

Thundersley, Essex. [2550

BIRMINGHAM Enfield Agent. P. J. Evans, 87-9L
John Bright St.—Immediate delivery all models.

including lighting set combination, special Bh.p, with
hood and screen, and standard 6h.p. combination, also

3h.p. standard and sporting models, and 2l^h.p. 2-

stroke; prices from 42 gns. [X8245

ENFIELDS.—Four models actually in stock, ready
to ride away; two 6h.p. standard combination 90

gns., electrically equippped 6h.p. 105 gns., 3h.p. touring
model 55 gus., and T.T. model 55 gns.; liberal ex-
changes; generous deterred " payments.-Lamb's. 151,
High St.. Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed.. Wood Green.
Tels.: Walthamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956. [2344

Excelsior.

1 014 5-eii.p. Excelsior and coachbuilt sidecar, in per-
Xt/ feet condition ; £40 ; seen any time.—Bounds.
Garage, 223, High Kd., Kilburn. [2339

EXCELSIOR (America'nL new 1916 mtfdel. 7h.p.,

3 speeds ; £75 ; liberal allowance for Harley-
Davidson.3-68, Horton St., Ilalilax. [0848

Forward.
good condition; £20.—

articiilars, 12, School' St., Barrow-in-Fuiness.
[2257

F.N.

F.N-, 2-speed, 4-cyl., late model, splendid condition,
with sidecar; £27.—T. H. Nice, Bury St. Edmund's.

[2261
4-cyl., Bosch, spring forks, h.b. control, foot-

boards, good tyres; £10, o£Eers.~118, Stow Hill,

Newport, Mon. [2524

F.N., 4-cvl., 4-5h.p., bought new 12 mouths ago, very
little used; what ofEers?—Beaumont, 205, Ark-

wright St., Nottingham. [2452

F'.N'.,
1912-13, 5-6h.p., clutch model, just been over-

haiUed, and like new throughout; £15.-3, The

id'\.

F.N.,
b

Mews, Victoria Ed., Clapham, S.W. [2333

Harley-Davidson.
BRAND New Harley-Davldson Sidecar Combinations.

—See below.

MODEL F, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, coachbuilt sidecar, enam-
elled to match; £90.—Below.

MODEL J, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, with dynamo lighting
outfit, 2 rear brakes, and other 1916 improvements,

coachbuilt sidecar; £97.—Below.

BEAND New, complete with full tool equipment, in-
struction handbooks, etc. ; 12 months' full guar-

antee; no easy payments at these prices.—To be obtained
only from The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birming-
ham. [2391

16 Harley-Davidsons, all models in stock.—Parker- - — [2516

1916, in stock.

[X8238

HARLET-DAVIDSON, 1914. 2-speed. splendid con-
dition; -war bargain. £45.—T. H. Nice, Bury St.

Edmund's. .

" [2262

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS. 1916 models; immediate de-
livery from stock.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deausgnte.

Manchester. [0830

HARLET-DAVIDSON, 1915, 4h.p. clutch model, new
condition; £58.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St..

Birmingham. [X8252
ARLEY-DAVIDSON, late 1915, scarcely used. IIF.
runs 75% paraffin; bargain, 50 gns.—Cooper,
Windsor. [1748

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electric, Nov.. 1915, . and
Swan sidecar, combination practically new, 2.500 ;

any examination ; no time to ride ; £72/10.—Wyatt,
Grocer, Southall. [2300

Xv and Son, St. Ives, Hunts,

7-9h.p. Harley-Dav'idson Combination,
—Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury.

H
Baker,

SHOP -SOILED

SIDECARS!!
We have a few new but sbowroom soded FARLOW
Sidecars, which we offer as follows :

Model No. I. Usual price £ii. SAtE PRICE tZ.
Model No. 2.. Usual price fio. SALE PRICE £7.

All carryinij our usual guarantee.

FARLOW SIDECARS
Built throughout in our own Factory.

Farlow Sidecars have that pleasing style,

exquisite finish, and lasting qualities which
are the buyers' ideal.

Underslung Chanii,
with Luggage Carrier

combi.ned.

Splendidly made and
tuilt for h;ird work.

£11

Hood £2 4

Screen £1

This is

Model No. 2.

A BEAUTIFUL LIGHT
SIDECAR.

PRICE £10

Hood £2 4
Screen £1

Delivery from Stock-

Your Agent will supply

NEW STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
1916 6 h.p. ENFIELD Coial.ination, c/built 99 inis.

1916 5-6h.p. ENGLISH EXCELSIOR Big
Single, 3-speed 63 gr\%.

IQ16 2 J h.p. OMEGA-J.A.P., c /shaft. gear . . 38 gns.
iqi6 FORD Ambulance. 20 h.p £165
1915 II h.p. TRUMBULL Light Car, new . .£120

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1915 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, s-sp.. Colonial model £45
3J h.p. SCOTT, and smart Sidecar £30
1914 3i h.p. twin JAMES, 3-speed, counter-

shaft gear, speedometer, and Sidecar £33
1915 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, beauti-

ful condition, well fitted up £70
3i h.p. HUMBER, 2 speeds, handle starting,

fine goer £22
1911 3i h.p. P, & IW., 2-speed, chain drive,

M.O.V., nearly new Dunlops £22
igi-i 2.Vh.p. WOLF, ;i-speed, c^one 900 only £25 U

1914 3 h.p. OMEGA, 2 "stroke £16
[913 6 h.p. A.G. Sociable, fine condition . . £41
1915 6 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3-sp. counter-

shaft gear, kick starter, Farlow Sidecar £59 10
18-22 h.p. SIDDELEY Lorry, 4 speeds, chain

drive, 2 ignitions . , f 60
b.p. HUMBER Lorry, 3 speeds, two
ignitions £<0

NEW MOTOR CYCLE
FRAMES.

Fully Guarintead.

25/- each.

ODD BARGAINS.
Dropped Top Tube Frame, new S3
Lycetts 1916 La Grande Paddle, soiled only 15/-
Rigid Sidecar, no tyre 17/6
New Splitdorf-Dixie Mai?aeto, single, anti . . S4
Late?t Mechanical Horns, black and nickel £1
F.R.S. Lamp Set, 500ft. beam, shop-soiled 35/-
F.R.S. Lamp Set, 1,000ft, beam, shop-soiled 45/-

FARRAR'S MOTORS
(Telephone 919)

Hopwood Lane, HALIFAX.

All letters relating to adverti-sements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. aI7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 1916 Combination, indie-
tinguishoble from '.new. nm 850 miles; £85; fully

equipped.— 6, Warren St., Louden. [2489

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, IJTer-
pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of all

models of Harley-Davidsons and spare parts. [080e

TQIS Sh.p. Harley-DavidEon, with 1916 22 en. Fitsu
-LtJ coupe sidecar; £67/10; fitted specially for one-
legged rider.—Graham, Spring Rd., Wrexham, [2244

HAELEY-DAVIDSON (late 1915), 7-9h.p., 3 speeds,
Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, lamp set, Lucas

horn, just like new, perfect; best offer.—8, Stockwell
Park Walk, Brixton. [2386

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson, llj, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, electric
X«7 lights and horn; £55, carriage paid; approval;
will take 3i^h.p. or lightweight part exchange.—Macrae,
2, Castle Terrace, Edinburgh. [1944

1Q15 Harley-Davidson and Bramble coachbuilt side-
J-iy car to match, 3-speed, hand and foot clutch, com-
plete equipment: price £67/10, or close offer; exchanges.
—Newnham, 223. Hammersmith Ed., W. [2421

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combinations, with their
newest sidecars, actually in stock, £101/15, and

£110; deferred payments if desired; liberal exchanges.—
Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, an3 SO, High
Ed., Wood Green. [2346

HAELEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 7-9h.p., late
1915, electric lighting set and hooter, original tyres,

new condition ; would take lower power machine and
cash, or sell £75, or near offer: bargain.-Mr. Ayers,
Garage, Kensington Palace, London. [2278

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, 1916, done 280 miles, splen-
did coach sidecar, 3 disc wheels, hood, screen,

speedometer, and dickey seat to hold 2 children or
adult; lot cost June £130; photo; sacrifice £100.—
Cuthbert, 33, Hanley Rd., I'insbury Park, London.

[XS302
HAELBY-DAVTDSON, the Silent Grey; immediate

delivery of 1916 models, all new 1915 types sold

out ; one or two second-hand bargains in F and J
models from £60.—Send your orders to Colmore Depots,
261, Deansgate, Manchester, and 31, Reusha-,v St.,

Liverpool. [0817

1Q16 Harley-Davidson, model 16J, 7-9h.p., 3-speed,
Xf/ dynamo electric lighting outfit, fitted with special
coachbuilt sidecar, enamelled to match, combination
cost new £110, has not done 1,000 miles, guaranteed
perfect in every respect; £85.—The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Bd., Birmingham. [2392

Hazlewood.
10151/2 6h.p. Hazlewood-Jop, 3-speed, lamps and
JLiJ spares, £14/14 sidecar, hood and screen, perfect
tomout; £58.—Barton, 153, Park Ed., Wigan. [X8272

Henderson.
HENDEBSON, 1916, 4-cyl., elaborately fitted, shop-

soiled; £76/10.-11, Luna Ed., Thornton Heath.
S.E. [?528

1 Q14 Henderson, 8-lOh.p., 4-cyl., countershaft gear,
X*y chain drive; £46/10, or exchange. — Collier,
Deal St., Halifax. [0849

HENDEBSON, 1913, 4-oyl.. 2 speeds, ]2h.p., with
Gondola sidecar, speedometer, electric lamp and

horn, hood, wind screen, in splendid condition ; £55.—
EadcliSo Villa, Athenseum Rd., Whetstone, N. [2276

Hercules.
1QI5 4^h.p. Hercules Combination, 3-sreed, handLtf clutoh, speedometer, Bosch, Senspray, hora, spares,
as new; £60.-24, Cottage Grove, Surbiton. [2358

number.
ilh.p. Hnmber, 1914, excellent condition- £31/10 or
4 near offer.-G., 9. Hazlewell Ed., Putney. [2485

2a.h.p. Humber Twin, 1913, T.T., good tyres, lamp-
4 toolbags; £20.—Smith, 16, Haverstock Hill, Chalk

Farm. [2509

HDMBEE, SViJi.p., new tyres and belt, mag., good
order; £10,—Smith, 16, Haverstock Hill, Chalk

Farm. [2508

HtTMBEB, 2h.p., £15, or exchange with cash for
cheap combination.-Chatfield, High St., Ton-

bridge. [2287
31h.p. Humber Combination, exceptional good condi-

2.tion; first good offer secures.-Seme, 7, Homefleld
Rd., Chiswick, W. [2294

1 Q15 SiAh.p. 3-speed Humber, brand new; £55.—
-i-tf Exet«r Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Ed., Exeter,
and Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [0844

"IQ12 S'/nh.p. 2-sre6d Humber, with coachbuilt side-
-«-tr car, in good order; £32/10.—Exeter Motor Cycle
Co., Ltd., Bath Ed., JExeter, and Tavistock Rd., ]?ly-
moutli. [0842

HUMBER Combination, SVsh.v., 2-speed, Binks car-
buretter, all new tyres and belt, first-class lot;

pnee £40, no offers.-Reeve, 70, Philip Lane, Totten-
ham, N. . [2289

Imperi.
1 015'^ 2i4h.p. 2-speed Hobdays Imperi, sound condi-Xtf tion throughout; deposit system; price £24.—
Newman, Haltwhistle, Northumberland. [X8166

2

We don't want to Boast,

but it IS gratifying—when
we recall our firet advertise-

ment in 1910 announcing
a New Business, wliich

would be run on absolutely

straight lines—to be able to

publish in 1916 (6 years

afterwards) extracts from
letters received from five

different customers (all in

the Army) expressing
appreciation.

ALL THESE TESTIMONIALS ARE OF
RECENT DATE, AND THE ORIGINALS
CAN BE SEEN AT OUR OFFICE:

I am sure it is a pleasure to do business
with you, and shall have every confi-

dence in recommending you on every
opportunity as a Straightforward
British Business House.

Your treatment of me through this

transaction has been most considerate,
not to say liberal, and I assure you that
I shall lose no opportunitj' of sounding
your praises in the far North.

I am very much obliged to you for yours
of 14th inst.', enclosing cheque. It is to
my mind an evidence of your straight-

forward deahngs, and I shall remem-
ber it.

4
I am very pleased to hear that you have
disposed of my Indian—^it is one more
proof of the excellence of your firm.

I paid you £35 for the mount, and my
friends with one accord agree with me
that I have got a real bargain in motor
bikes.

if you want a New or Second-hand

Machine it will pay you to write

for our List.

Exchanges. Easy Terms.

GODFREY^ L™
208, Gt. Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
•Phone: 7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE. I
- Indian. I

INDIAN, S-6h.p., 1915, 3 speeds; £42.-BuctineliamJ
and 8ons, Tiindal St., Clielmsford. [24661

fT-Sh.p. Indian, 1915, coachbuilt sidecar, complete, aM
• new; £63.—Tompsett, Moors, Maiden, Kent. [195'ia

INDIAJSr, 1915, 7-9h.p., T.T., in first-clasB order and!
'Condition; £36.— 6, Warren St., London. [24961

INDIAN Combination, 1916 PowerplnB, fully equipped,!
run 300 miles only; cost £115, accept £90.-6,1

Warren St., Xondon.
-"

[2488

1

7-9h.p. Powerplus Semi T.T. Indian, not unpacked;!
cannot take delivery; what cash offers?—Ij2,227,1

c/o The Motor Cycle. [25501

IQie 7-9h.p. T.T. Indian and sidecar, Tery littlalA*^ used, burns substitute; £75, no oflers.—Muir-1
head, 102, London Ed., Salisbury. [X81-881

"IQ15 (August} Sh.p. Tourist Trophy Indian, 3 speedsS
J-*/ mechanical horn, and lamps, splendid condition;!
£48.—Alfred Proctor, Chepstow, Mon. [583031

7h.p. Indian, T.T, 1915 DDodel, large exhaust pipes,!
extremely fast, disc wheel at rear ; accept for quickl

sale £45.—Embro Motor Co., Charlotte St., Hull. [22721

INDIAN, 7h.p., late 1913, S-speed, lamps, with MillJ
ford 1915 coachbuilt sidecar, ' thoroughly oTer-1

hauled; £45, or near offer.—3, Carson K,d., W. DtrlwichJ
_ t244M

SPORTING 19135^ I^Qh.v. Indian and sidecar, justl
been overhauled, done very little mileage; willl

take £40; owner must sell.-Apply, Twiddy,- London Bd.,!
Sevenoats. [23051

INDIANS, model C, in stock lor immediate deliTery,!
spring frame, 3 speeds, 2 electric lamps, andl

horn, also speedometer; ^£78.—P. J. Evans, John Brighbl
St., Birmingham. [X82481

INDIAN 1916 Powerplus Model, Tvith coachbuilt side^^l
car, guaranteed not lidden 80 miles; a bargain atl

£80.—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,- Bath Ed., Exeter,!
and Tavistock Ed..' Plymouth. [08391

INDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p., 3-speed, T.T., rigid fraiuel
model, Dunlop tyres, £.75 ; spiiog frame touringl

model, £83.—In stock for immediate delivery at P. J.!
Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X82491
7-9h.p. Indian, 1913, spring frame, 2 speeds, clut-ch,!

electric lamp and horn, kick starter, 3 new tyresl
and tubes, coachbuilt sidecar ; pric© £45 ; lightweight!
part.—46a, West Sq., Marlborough Lines, FamboroughJ

[24001
BIRMINGHAM Indian Agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91,1

John Bright St.—Immediate delivery, ex-stockJ
5h.p. 3-Epeed standard and sporting models, with andl
without sidecar, price £70; sidecars from 11 gns. 1

[X824T!
IQlSVs Model C Indian and Montgomery coachbuilw
-i-iJ sidecar, with screen, electrical outBt, tvres good,!
only done 3,000, all in good condition; £62/10, oil
nearest.-Robinson, 190585, c/o T.M.O.A.j Osterley Park!
Camp, Middlesex. [23841

1 Q14 Indian Combination, 7-9h,p., 2 speeds. eleotiiMXU equipment, speedometer, coachbuilt sidecar, infl
good condition, carefully ridden, very powerful and fast;.!
first offer of 40 gns, will secure this bargain.—797, c/«
The Motor Cycle. [X81SS^

INDIAN, 1916, 5h.p., T-T. model, countershaft 3
speed gear, kick starter, clutch, 28x3in. extrs

ieavy Dunlop tyres, Stewart speedometer and mechani-
cal horn, conditiou as new; £60.—The Premier Motoi
Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [2395

LATE 1914 Spring Frame Indian ' Combination, 7-9
h.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick start, 5 electric lamps,

and horn, speedometer, Canoelet 30 en. 2-seater sidecar,
new storm apron, exceptional condition, little used;
£60, or offers.—55, Bulstrode Ed., Hounslow, Middlesex.

[2324
INDIAN 1916 Combination, 7-9h.p., Powerplus de

Luxe, spring frame, magneto dynamo, electric

lamps and horn, speedometer, absolutely perfect ; trial,

expert examiuation; done 400 miles; £85, nearest offer,

cost £110.—St. Martin, E.M.S.M., Blyth, Northumber-
land, [X8138

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham and Midland Indian
• Agent.—All models in stock for immediate de-

livery; Sh.p. 3-speed model, £70; 7h.p. T.T. Powerplus,
£75; 7h.p. 3-speed, spring frame, and electric light,

£78; special de luxe 7h.p. Powerplus, with spring
frame. £83; sidecars from 11 gns.—87-91, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [X8244

James.

JAMES No. € Combinations in stock; no waiting.—
Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, "Manchester. [0829

JAMES 1914^A Combination, faultless condition ; sncri-

iice £45.-173, Victoria Ed., Wood Green. [2382

COLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, have
in stock complete range of James motor cycles.

[0803
JAMES, 4J4h.p., late 1913, C.B. combiuation, 3-siie6d

countershaft, good tyres, speedometer, hcod, etc.

;

£37/10.—Boyce, 27, Turnpike Lane, Hornsey. [2473

JAMES 1916 4Vih.p. Combination, 3-speed, rjutch,

and kick starter; delivery from stock; £80/15.—
Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,

E.G. [0481

1 Q 13 James Combination, 3-speed countershaft, all

J-iJ chain drive, recently overhauled, and new parts

fitted, 2 tyres new, lamps, tools, and spares ; £40, close

offer.-D. Rayner, 45, Spiules Ed., Brockley. S.E. [2295^

Ai8 All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

JAMES. 1915, 2'41i.p„ a-iipeed. 2.atroke lightweieht.
with Lucaa accessories, £34/10, reduced to £31/10

spot ciish only; nlso 1916 (May) 1',4h.p. electrically
equipped combination, hood, screen, speodometer, elec-
tric horn, mileage 1,500 only, £74/10, reduced to
£69/10; special price for spot cash; great bargain.—
Lamb's. 151. Hiith St.. Walthamstow, and 50, HifT'i
Ed., Wood Greeu. [2349

J.A.P.

J.A.P., 6h.p., good condition; £5/10. — Swanston.
Sacnston, Durham. [X8275

"IQ14 aVsh.p. J.A.P., Ohater-Lea, Lucas lamps, horn,Xt/ tools and spares; £18.-188, Walsall St., Wolver-
hampton. [X8189
T.A.P., Siih.p., 1914, mag., Senspray, Grado-multi

genrjspares; £15; must sell, worth double.-Cheesman, 1, West St., Dorking. [2426

J.E.S.

.T-^'Jt",,?"'^?.'^''^ condition; a bargain, £13/13.—

B

" HoUin, Broughton, nr. Brigg, Lines. [2532
T.E.S., fitted to Arch bicycle; £12; in good condition.
tf —Halpole, Ludgershall Eectory, Wilts. [Xe087

Kerry.

m^KoYl^i?- 2;sP6<!a Kerry-Abingdon, in good order;
»j t:.'' . '^°~>J.^'" '^°^'>^ Cycle Co., Ltd.. llnfl,
Ed., Exefer, and Tavistock Ed., Plymouth [0843

Kynoch.

K^Ar?w' ^ "^"•^ ^-^^^ ™sine, 4h.p., Sturmoy-J.»- Archer 3 speeds, sidecar combination, in perfect

sTSu^niiy^^'^'^"-^"™*' '' S*- John's It.^'uV;

Lea-Francis.
[2458

T EA-FEANCIS. iii new condition. detachable
-^ wheels, L^ounte^shaft, specially tuned, fast and
slow, over 100 to the gallon, separate lamp sets 2

RrRoaSfng.""^' ^''""'' ''--*=8._47, &a,nilton

Levis.

L'^ffi
1316, Enfield 2 speeds, chain driven, as new;

T EVIS, 1916, brand new; special 'price £30.

LEVIS, 1016, as new, run 200 miles
Warren St., London.

£26.-6,
[2494

LE^as, .2V4h.p., in excellent condition- £17/10 —
Bourne, Alcester Lane End, Birmingham. [2543

COLMOUE Depots, Birmingham and Leicester, for
delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles from

stock. [0804

;

T EVIS, 1916. Enfield 2-3peed, chain drive- £38 -W
-i-J and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man-
chester. (1355

1Q16 2%h.p. Popular Levis, F.E.S. lamps and horn
-'-«-' not done 60 miles; £29.—Wilkin, Hunter's 3ar
Shaffield. [S822i
LEVIS Populars. £32; immediate delivery- cash or
„. ^SJ?''?''' payments 2% only.-Beferee Cycle' Co., 332

' High Holborn. [0764

TO 16 Levises Popular and Model E's : delivery fromJLf
,

stock; cash or easy terms.-Wilkin and Co..
Hunter's Bar, .Sheffield. [X8222

J Q 151/3 Levis Popular, engine guaranteed as new,
i^^,'^™'"' ''"=: £21.-L.-Cpl. Moore, C. Cov.,
K.O.Y.L.L, Eugeley, Staffs. - [X8192
T EVIS 1916 Latest Lightweight, one special sample
-Li in stock; also a few bargains in shop-soiled.—Lay-
tons' Garage. Bicester, Oxon. [X832G
LEVIS, No. 1 model, 2y2h.p., re-enamelled and over-

hauled, easy starter, 80 gallon, 35 hour, two up
Mst £39/10, bargain, £19/10.—Boulter, 108, City Bd .

l^O. [X8279
T EVIS 1916 Popular Model, run under 50 miles,
--i tully equipped, best accessories, and in perfect
condition; Mcept 25 gns.-136, Dalmally Ed., Addis-
combe, Cro5'tion. [2435
T EVIS Populars, £32. model E with 2-speed gear
-Li rustless rims, £47/10; deferred payments, ex-
chunges.-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50,
High Ed., Wood Green. [2343

Matchless.
6h.p. Matchless, 1913, with sidecar, excellent condi-

tion, tyres good, engine perfect; £33/10.-2, Dis-
,raeli Ed., Putney. [2535

TITATCHLESS 8h.j). 1915 Combination, new hood,
-i.'J- screen, horns, 3 lamps, equipped Binks complete
outfit, speedometer, as new; £76.—Creasoy, Knebworth.

j
Tl/TATCIILESS 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 2

, T" speeds, pedal start, accessories ; 5e40 ; consider
]

lightweight part.—Bramlca, Charlton Ed-, Shepper-

'

. ton-on-Tnames. [2530

!
TITATCHLESS Combination, 1914-1915, 8B model,
XTX M.A.G. engine, 3-speed countershaft gear, fully

j

equipped, in perfect condition.—B., Ivydene, Dukes-
Ifhorpe Ed., Sydenham, S.E. [2560

MATCHLESS 1912 Twin, J.A.P. 6h.p., and Phrenix
torpedo cane sidecar, Bosch mag., 2-speed, kick

starter, perfect condition, good as new
; price £45 bar-

gain.-27, Southchurch Ed., Southend-on-Sea. [X809G

IflAYLORS
Sole London and District Agents for

A.J.S. & British Excelsiors.

Sole District Agents for Calthorpes.

Contracting Agents for all other Makes.

TERMS: CASH, EXCHANGE, or
EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
1916 7-9 h.p. H.D. Combination, electric equip-
meat, latest model, new, cancelled order :

cost f I ro - Price £99

1916 4 h.p. A.J.S. Solo, new Price £76 I

1916 4J h.p. B.8.A.,countershaft, cham drive, I

3-speed, just delivered ..j Price £64

1915 4 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, fully

equipped, spare wheel, etc Price £80

1915? 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination bmps,
mechanical horn, etc Price £72

Iigi
n.

6 2j h.p. EXCELSIOR, a-specd and clntcb,
new Price £44 2

1916 4 h.p. CALTHORPE Combination, new. I

Price £70 7

1916 Lady's CALTHORPE, 2-speed, new, un-
used, cancelled order ; cost £35 145.
Price £33

igi6 2jh.p. CALTHORPE-JAP.^speed, new,
|

Price £37 16
|

1916 4} h.p. EXCELSIOR, 3-speed, chain drive,

shop-soiled ; cost £67 4s. . . : Price £55

I1913

3^ h.p. ARIEL, 3-spced, and Sidecar. I

Price r £40
|

2-speed, and Sidecar. I

£33 15 I

Iigi2 35- h.p. P,

Price

igi2 2i h.p, A.J.S., 2-speed, and Sidecar.
Price". £26

1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination

I

19 1

5

Pri(
2i h.p. DOUGLAS, W.O. modei.

. .. £45

For further Bargains in high-class Combinations
and Solo Mounts, write for list. Extended
Payments arranged.

WHITE SPIRIT.
The New Petrol Substitute. 2/3 per gallon.

50 gallon steel barrels sent carriage paid
for London delivery.

1916 Tyie Catalogue now ready, post free.

SPECIAL AGENTS for REX and J.A.P. PARTS.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms : 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.

Garage : 12, Tottenham Mew^s, W.C.
* Phone—Museum, 1240.

Telegrams—" Dynaraetro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MAT0HLES3-J.A.P. 1914 Twin, 5-6h.p., chain drive,
2-8pe6d, kick start, tyres good, thorough running

order, side chair coachbuilt, Oanoelet, with wind Bcreen :
•

£50, or near offer.—Budgen and Son, Wincanton. [2254

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h.p., lat« T.T. model,
only run 5,000 miles, mechanism and appear-

ance aa new; £45 lowest, or exchange with cash lor
medium-powered car, low price.—Mill, 201, Sandfields.
Lichfield, Staffs. [X8313

Minerva.
MINERVA, 2^h.p., thoroughly overhauled and

modernised July, excellent order ; £17.—Seen at
EUiston and Fell, Perry Vale. Forest Hill. [2367

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE, 2y2h.p., Bosch, Whittle belt, tvrea

and tubes good, engme perfect, very low, plating
like new; absolute bargain, £13.—Clark, Garage, Long
Melford, Suffolk. [2321

New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 2^h.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-8peed, clutch,
in perfect condition.—Mitchelmore, 13, Poplars Av..

WiUesden Green. [X8171

NEW Hudson, 4h.p., accessories, Cowey epeedometer,
Paragon sidecar, goes through 30in. door; £43-—

7, Regent's Park Rd., N.W. Tel. ; 3368 Hampstead
[2234

NEW Hudson, 1914, 4h.p., coachbuilt passenger com-
bination, 3-speed, clutch, equal new. lamps, horn,

spares.—Pick^rd. Schoolmaster, RoUeston. Burfon-on-
Trent. [X8163

NEW Hudson, 2V2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-Bp6ed gear; £38;
several of these machines in stock.—Exeter Motor

Ovcle Co.. Ltd.. Bath Kd., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd..
Plymouth. [0840

NEW Hudson, 1915, ehop-aoiled. magnificent coach
combination, 6h.p. twin, 3 speeds, hood, screen,

lamps, speedometer ; £67/10.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth {Town Station). [X8257

NEW HUDSON Model 9B 6h.p, Fawn Combination
in stock, deferred payments if desired, exchanges

:

also 1916 4b-p. 3-3peed combination, usual price £65,
special sale price £59/10; also 1912 3-speed 2%h.p.
model, usual price £21. sale price £18/10, spot cash
only.—Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50.
High Bd., Wood Greeu. [2347

New ImperiaL

NEW Imperial-Jap. latest models in stock; £38 and
£44/8.-Crow Bros., Guildford. [1262

NEW 6h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 3-sp06d6r, in stock;
£75/5.-Crow Bros., Guildford. [2132

1 Q16 New Imperial-Jap, practically aa new; £30.—
±*y Parker and Son. St. Ives, Hunts. [2517

COLMORE Depots, Manchester and Leicester, for im-
mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[0305

"I Q 15 2y>h.p. 2-spe6d Imperial-Jap, splendid order

;

J-«^ £22.—Wilkin and Co., Hunter's' Bar, Sheffield.

[X8225
NEW Imperial. 1916 models in stock; cash or gradual

payments 2% only.—Referee Cycle Co., 332, Higli
Holborn. [07Ga

1Q16 (May) New Imperial-Jap, 2^ih.p., latest, perfect,
J- cF 300 miles. 505 Brixton.—193, RosODdale Rd

.

iJulwich. [2253

NEW Imperial 1916 Current Models in stock, also

one or two bargains, shop-soiled.—Laytous' Garage.
Bicester, Oson. [X8318

NEW Imperial. 1915, 2 speeds, speedometer, lamps,
etc., new tyres; sacrifice, £24.—11, L,una Rd..

Thornton Heath. S.E. [2529

NEW Imperial, 1914, 2-3peed, new Dunlop tyres,

splendid condition, little used; £21, or nearest.—
Dryden, Lilliput Hall, Blnckpill, Glam. [2429

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1916, 2V2I1-P.. 2-apeod, T.T. bars.
lamp set, horn, etc., very little used; £36.—Elce

and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C.
[0551

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1915, in good order, for sale, or
exchange with cash for a higher powered motor

cycle.—Joseph Pavitt, Aveley, Purfleet, Essex. (D)
[X7850

NEW Imperial-Jap, 23^h.p., 1916, 2-speed, clutch, kick
start, only soiled; usual price £44/8, reduced £37,

special cash price only—Lamb's, 151, High St., Wal-
thamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [2348

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.—Immediate do-
• livery all models New Imperials from stock, in-

cluding standard light tourist, kick starter, and ladies'

models : also one shop-soiled model £35.-87-91, John
Bright St, Birmingham. [X8243

NEW Imperials, the handy lightweights, with JAP.
engine and 2-speed gear. We are the accredited

iigeats for Mnncliester and Liverpool disirict, and can
i'fter immediafo delivery from stock ; extended terms
;irid exchanges arranged. Call or write. — Colmore
Depot. 31. Renshaw St., Liverpool, and 261, Deansgate,
Manchester. [0814

Norton.

T.T. Norton, just arrived; first cheque £54/12 secures
it.—Plastow, Grimsby. [X8268

1Q13 3V2h-P. T.T. Norton, very fast; £27.—Wilkin
J-t7 and Co., Hunter's Bar, Sheffield. [X8220 -

NORTON. 4iAh.p., very fast, perfect; £30.-Ricbnrd-
son, 41, Braomar A'v., Wood Green. [24G4I

Ml letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue, a
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Norton.

1CJ15 (Ootoljer), B.B.S. Norton, Philipson pulley,
JLt/ lamps, and horn; bargain, £48.—Willjin and Co.,

Hunter's Bar, Shefflera. [X8219
N.S.U.

N.S.tJ., 2%li.p., 2-speed, twin-cyl., titted complete,
condition as new ; war bargain, £30.—X. H. Nice,

Bury St. Edmund's. [2264

6h.p. N.S.U., 2-speed gear (almost new), Eoscb, B. and
B., 1914 spring forks, coachbuilt sidecar; sacrifice

for £16.-5, Minerva Av., Dover. [2327

N.U.T.

N.U.T., 1914. 3y,li.p. twin, S-speed, clutch, kick
starter, lamps, etc., fast and reliable: owner going

abroad; £36.—Broad, Earlsgate, Watford. [X8170

O.K.

O.K.'s in stock, M.A.G. £42/10, J.A.P. £38.-
Youngs, 2 and 3, The Parade, High Ed., Kilburn.

[2037

O.K.. 1916, special 2V3h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, clutch,

2Vi tyres, Brooks saddle-— 5, York E(i., Leaming-
ton. [X8237

O.K. Junior, 1915, 2-speed mode!, new; special bar-
gain, £29/10.-Referee Cycle Co., 332, High Hol-

boru. (2362
Omega.

OMEGA 2-stroke, £18, or exchange with cash for
cheap combination.—Chatheld, High St., Ton-

bridge. [2251
P. and M.

P.
and M., 3V2b.p., 1913, good condition, "with lamps
and accessories; £35.—Barclay E. Lines, Purtleet.

Esses. [2292

P.
and M. Combination, P. and M. coachbuilt sidecar;
£50.-12, Gray's Inn Eesidences, 180, Clerken-

well Ed., London. [2486

1013 P. and M. Coachbuilt Combination, chainXU drive, 2 speeds, kick start, quite new conditioij

;

£40.-72, Longridge Ed., Earl's Court. [2540

Peugeot.

PEUGEOT Twin 4h.p. Motor Cycle, with sidecar, good
condition; £19.—P.l'., 18S, Blyfhe Ed., Ham-

mersmith. [2330

PEUGEOT, 7b.p., 2-speea, sidecar, condition perfect,
inchuling tyres, complete accessories, lamps, speed-

ometer, spares; £25.—Dawn, 38, Studley Av., Highams
Park, Cliingford. [2315

Precision.

5-6h.p. Precision Combination, 3 speeds, Bosch, Amac,
lamps, horn, C.B. sidecar, good tyres, good condi-

tion ; £45, near offer.-Hose, Brampton, Hunts. [2373

PEECISION Twin, T.T., 4h.p., specially b.uilt, Jardine
countershaft 2-speed, Druids, Palmers, low position,

exceptionally fast, co^nfortable, splendid condition ; bar-
gain, £34.-46, Harrington Ed., Leytonstone, N.E.

[2480
Premier.

PEEMIEE, SVoh.p., P.E., fast, good condition ; ,£16,
bargain.- 160, Boundary Ed., Walthauistow.

[2365a

1 Qll Premier 3i,^h.p. Combination; what offersy—
JLt' Housekeeper, 133-9, Finsbury Pavement, Lon-
don. [2379

LATEST Model 3y;h.p. 3-speed Premier, absolutely
new: no reasonable offer refused.—F. Liddianl.

Prittlewell. (X7993

1 Q14 3y2h.p. Premier, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar;
JLiJ £45;"cash or easy terms.-E. E. Jones (Garages),
Ltd., Swansea. [0823

PEEMIER, SVsh.p., Grade ge.TT, running on substitute,
good condition, tyres as new; £28.-39, Clarement

Si]., Lslington. [2375

1Q13 Premier, SVoh.p., 3 speeds, clutch, 100 ni.p.g.

;

J-*y £25, or exchange big twin.—Loweth, 6, Mount
Pleasant Ed., Ealing. [2437

BARGAIN.—3Voh.p. Premier 2-speed motor and
sidecar, complete less engine; £14—15, Holden

Park Ed., Southborough. [2374

PEEMIEE, 2M,h.p., recent model, a very fine and
economical lightweight; £22, or your reasonalile

offer.-Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oson. [X8319

LATEST Model 1916 SVah^p. 3-speed Premier; £64;
delivery from stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Bath Ed„ Exeter, and Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [0841

1Q15 Premier, 3\^h.p., 3-speed countershaft, kick
J-*y starter, coachbuilt sidecar, spares, perfect condi-
tion; any trial; £45.-47, Eansom Ed., Coventry.

[xasso
PEEMIER, SVah.p., 3.spced countershaft. Dec, 1914,

little and carefully used, like new, Watsoniau coach-
built sidecar; must sell; £40.—Cheesman. 1, West St.,

Dorking. [2427
Quadrant.

QUADRANT, 4i/ih,p., 2-speed gear box motor cycle,
will sell for £12, or exchange for new cycle and

accessories.-Particulars from A. S. Plowman, Halkirk,
Caithness. [2306

Radco.
T>ADCO, 2-stroke, in good running order and condi-
-llj tion; £11.—W.F., 55, Forest Ed., Lower Edmon-
ton.

-
[2293

RADCO, 1916 model, 2%li.p., 2-stroke, excellent run-
ning order, easily adapted to run on cheap fuel

;

£20 ; can be seen any evening after 6.— Griffiths, 140,
Brampton Ed., St. Albans. [2328

/

The Best & Cheapest Way
t l,uy your new machine is through the SEltVICK
CO. We give Best Terms for Cash : most liljeriil

Bllowanee on your present Motor Cycle in l>i>rt ex-

change and tlie Easiest Extended Payment terms.

Vt'e ean arrange Exchanges and Extended Payments
combined, i.e., our altowanee on your present i\Iotor.

Cycle can atiind ss deposit, and tlie balance arrimged

in 12 monthly instalments. Get in touch with us at

(mce. and send for oarticulars.

New 1S16 MODELS Actually in Stock.

Enfield, Hazlewooil, James, and American
Excelsior Combinations.

Enfieltl, 3 h.p., and James 31 h.p. Medium-
weights.

O.K. Junior, New Imperial, Alldays Allon, Sun,

Connaught, Royal Ruby, Coventry Eagle,

J.H., Campion, and Wolf Liglitweights. &c.

SIDECARS.— Service, Watsonian, Millford,

Canoelat, and Ivy Coachlniilt Models.

RIGID, coach-built splendid condition £5

THIS WEEK'S BARGAIN!
Brand New COVENTRY EAGLE, witll Villiers

Engine and 2-speed gear, 42 Guineas. Single

gear, 35 Guineas.

HO EXTRA for Extended Payment!.

Stock SECOND-HAND IMACHINES.
-No. h.p. Specification. Price.

181. 2j WOLF, rjrs, 2-stroke, very
slightly used £20

282c. 2} ENFIELD, 2-5pecd £20
1)47. 2j O.K.-PRECISION £16
1-9. 2i VELOCETTE, 1915 2-sp.

chain drive £28

2J3. 2% ALLDAYS MATCHLESS,i9r6 £24
2S8C. i'^ ROVER, rgj.!, T.T. model. . £35

599. 6' CLYNO, rgi4, chain drive.

No. 6 Sidecar, hood and
Screen, lamps, etc £65

2i6c. 3J LEA-FRAKCIS, twin 2-sp. £40
222. 3.V PREMIER, 1914 3-spMd.

<; /shaft. Canoelet Sidecar £48

97. 4 TRIUMPH, 19T4, N.S.U.
gear, Gloria Sidecar £42 10

265. DOUGLAS, igrs, and Sidecar. . £42 10

239, ALLON, r9i6, 2-sp,, clutch £35
2S7. lyij BROUGH, 3-speed, clutch

model £45

28t. 1915 BiSOUGH, 2-speed £45
>S3. INDIAN Sidecar £15
-- igrs BRADBURY, 2-sp.. N.S.U.

perfect £35

29r. RUDGE, 1912, N.S.U., 2-speed £20
— INDIAti, 1914, 7-9 h.p., electric

Jighting, as new £40
— DOUGLAS, 1913, T.T., 2-speed5.

Fine machine £36

278. O.K. JUNIOR, 1915, ^-speeds.. £20
— ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin, rgrs,

2-speed, kick-starter £38

LIGHT CARS IN STOCK.
— ENFIELD, 10 h.p., 1916, dyna-

mo lighting, 5 wheels,

many extras £200
-- ENFIELD, JO h.p., 1915, as

above £170

125. II LAGONDA, 1915, 4-seater

fineorder £145

127. 10 BAYARD, 4-seater, dynamo
lighting, almost new
condition £225

126. fi-8 BABY PEUGEOT, very
slightly used, 19 15 £155

104. 20 FORD Van, 1911S. new,
delivery London £134

95. 20 FORD, 2-s9ater, rgis, done
3,000 miles £95— 12 OVERLAND, 5-seater

brand new, just in .... £225

'Phone; GiSOHolboro. 'Grams: ".admittedly. '

05S

19

Royal Ruby.
16 Eoyal Ruby, 2-strok6, 2-speed, new; ;£30.—205,

St. George's, Bolton. [X8211

OYAL Euby, 2-stroke, brand new latest model ; offere

wanted.-T. H. Nice, Bury St. Edmund's. [2263

15 2i^h.p. Eoyal Euby, good condition; £20.—
Wilkin and Co., Hunter's Bar, Shefaeid. [X8223

RUBT-J.A.P., 2%h.p., 1915, little used, single gear;

£22.—Buckingham and Sons, Trindal St., Chelms-

ford. [2471

3ih.p. Eoyal Euby, 3-speed hub, and almost new Mills-

2 Fullord coachbuilt sidecar, splendid condition:

f44 ; any trial ; fitted with extra tank, etc.—Box L2,222,

c/o The Motor Cycle. [2549

19
R
19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Radco.

IQIS Kadco. singlo 'speed, 2-stroke, handy little ma-
i-t/ chine, with T.T. bars, runs perfectly on petrel
substitate: accept £18 cash, or will ijay cash difEerence
for a 3^/^h.p. combination of recent date.—Newnhain,
223, Hammersmith Rd., W. [2422

Revere.
16 2V'h.p. 2-speed Revere, as new; £32.—Wilkin
and Co., Hunter's Bar, Sheffield. [X8218 I

Rex. t

EX 6h.p. Combination, 1912; a bargain, £20.—John
Knox, 65, Port St., Evesham. [X8090

REX Combination, coachbuilt sidecar, bought new last

year; cheap.—Spencer, 181, Edward St., Nuneaton.
[X8135

1 Ol2 6h.p. 2-speed Res Sidette. exceptional condition;
JlV £30.-Wilkin and Co., Hunter's Bar, Sheffield

[X8224
T> EX de Luxe Combination, 1911-12, new tyres, mag.,
-tV etc., just overhauled, F.E., 2-8peed: £18.—Webb,
363, Walwoi-th Rd., S.E. [2334

REX 5h.p. Twin, side entrance, tmderslung sidecar,

good running order, tyres nearly new; offers,—58,
Tranmere Rd., Earlsfield. [2539

REX, 5-6h.p. twin, T.T. clutch model, tyres and
belt new, machine in splendid condition; £20.— ,

14. Dodbrooke Rd.. West Norwood. [1543

T> EX, 191 6.(brand new), just delivered, 6-8h.p. twin,
Xv mag., 2 speeds, magnificent turnout; list 85 gns.,

ours 68 gns.-Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,.

Wandsworth (Town Station). [X8256

"I Q14 Rex 6h.p. Twin, S-speed combination, with 2-

JL*/ seater sidecar, complete with accessories, in first-

rate order- £45.—Tuke and Bell, Ltd., Motor Dept.,

Carlton Engineering Works, High Rd., Tottenham, N.
[9749

1 Q13 Rex de Luxe 6h.p. twin-cyl. Combination, Inxuri-
XiJ ously sprung sidecar, 2-«peed, free engine, handle
starter, completely overhauled, in first-class order; £30.
—The PMmier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[2394
Rex-Jap.

REX-J.A.P., 6h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, 2-speed, handle
starter, speedometer, all accessories, excellent con-

dition; £45, or near offer; seen by appointment.—67.

West Side, Clapham Common, S-W. [2354

Rover.

RGVER, new 1917, 3V2h.p., 3-speed countershait com-
bination, just arrived.—Moss. Wena. [X8266

1 Q 14 SVsh.p. 3-speed Rover Combination, splendid
J-t7 condition; £50, or offers.—Parker and Son, St.

Ives. Hunts. [2518

ROVER, S^/^h.p., clutch model, sound, but not smart;
£22, or your reasonable offer.-Laytons' Garage,

Bicester, Oson. [XS316

ROVER, 1916, T.T., Philipson, plating and ennmei
as new, lamps, horn, all accessories; 40 gns.

—

Rover, The Red House, Sidcup. [2442

ROVER, 1913, 3-speed, clutch, Millford coacli side-

car, 2 new tyres, under 100 miles; £35, lowest;

trial by appointment.—Harwood, 21, Warwick Lane,
E.O. [2554

FOR Sale, London district, 1914 3%h.p. T.T. Rover,
splendid condition, new belt ; owner willing to ride

to meet buyer; price £2a—Box L2,229, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [2559

ROVER, SV-b-p., 1915, excellent condition, gradual,

pulley: £35, or exchange for Harley-Davidson com-
bination, with cash remittance.-Hale, 68, Tredegar St.,

Risca, Mon. [X8191

Id 14 3V->h.p. 3-speed Rover, splendid order, engine
•M-iJ perfect, lamps, horn, speedometer, new belt, tyres

good; £35, no offers.—Edwin Simpson, Carlton, Middle-
ham, Yorks. [X8228

1016 Rover 3y2h.p. Combination, brand new, left

X*7 works last week, all the latest Improvements; on
the premises for immediate delivery.—Robinson's Gar-

age, Green St., Cambridge. ,.
[2416

31h.p. "Rover and Sidecar, Nov., 1915, countershaft
2 3-speed, chain and belt drive, condition and tyres

excellent, complete with lamps and speedometer (Stewart)

;

£65.~Barge, F. Coy., London Scottish, Richmond Park
Camp, 8.W. [2259

"1Q14 Rover (bought March, 1915), 3-speed, P. and
-!.»/ H. lamp set, horn, Dunlop extra heavy unpunc-
tured tyres, new inch Pedley belt. Millford 13 gn. coach-

built sidecar, new June, 1915, perfect and unscratched;
£48/10.-Peak, 45, Grosvenor St., Derby. [X8269

A20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE.
Royal Ruby.

ROrAL Ruby, 1916, 2^4h.p., 2-stroke model, counter-
slinft 2-si)eed gear, Moaeley tyres, Inmp, horn, and

fail lamp, condition as new; £28.—The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Ed., BirminKliam. [2396

61i.p. 1915 Royal Ruby-Jap, stand testing, sidecar,
3-spx'd, excellent tyres, spares, new belt, outer

tyre (Sunstoue-Avon), 4 tubes, 9 galls, oil; oflers; owner
called up.—Middleton, Wood St.. Glossop. [2441

1 Q 1 6 Models Royal Ruby in stock for immediate
J- 1' livery; 2%;h.p. 2-strol:e, £29/10; 254b.p., 2-sp(.

.

fitted uith j.A.P. 4-stroke engine, coTintersbaft gear,
etc., £59/10; exchanges arranged.-The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham, [2395

Rudge.
1016 Rudge and Bramble sidecar, complete; £44.—
J.*/ Cross, Effingham Sq., Eotherham. [X8215

1Q12 3'/;h.p. Rudge, free engine, good condition; £25.
-*-*' —R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0785

RUDGE Multi, 1915, fully equipped, in flrst-class
order and condition; ^38.-6, Warren St., Lon-

don. [2499

RUDGE and Sidecar, 2-speed, disc wheels; £35.—W.
and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man-

chester. [1964

RUDGE Multi, 1913, and light sidecar, new belt, etc.,
fine order: £30.—Smith, 16, Hayerstock Hill,

.Ihalk Farm. [2507

RUDGE Multi, late 1913, just overhauled, and re-
enamelled, condition as new; £30.—T. H. Nice,

Bury St. Edmund's. [2266

RUDGE, 1913, SVah.p., new tyres, mudguard. Grade
Multi pulley, just overhauled, lamps, all complete;

£25.—Powell and Son, Abergavenny. [X8140
"1Q15 Rudge Multi, 5-6h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, fully
-i- tf equipped, trip speedometer, spares, little used

;

£44/10.-111, Maiden Rd., New Maiden. [2383

31h.p. Rudge Multi and sidecar, excellent condition,
2 spare tyre, tube, belt, etc. ; £38 ; solo, £35 ; or

exchange lightweight and cash.—BUiettt, EUerslie, Kil-
syth.

,, [X8093
pUDGE Multi, clutch, Sept., 1914, syji-p., speedo-
Xl" meter, lamps, horn, tools, and new belt, good
condition; 33 gns.—C.W., 77, Eaynton Rd., Enfield
Wash, Middlesex. ^- [2443

RUDGE, 1913, 3>/2h.p. T.I. roadster model, semi
T.T. handle-bars, new Dunlop and Kempshall tyres,

N.S.U. 2-speed gear, free engine, lamps, and horn, ap-
pearance as new, guaranteed in perfect cohdition ; £30.—
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Kd., Birmingham. [3297

Scott.

^/^OLMORE Depots, Birmingham and Manchester, for
V^ Scott motor cycles.

, [0806

QCOTT and Sidecar, twin, 2-speed, 2-stroke, Bosch, alltJ accessories; £32.—Ronald Smith, Drybiook, Glos.S[X7992COTT, 1913, 354h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, in real good
order, Binks carburetter; £33.-6, iVarren St.,

London. [2490
QCOTT, 1911, special T.T. model, rotary valves, new
>J' tyres, good mechanical condition, lamps, tools,
spares; £27, or offers.—B. A. Hill, 9, Eaton Ed„ Cov-
entry. [X8154
SCOTT, 1915, accessories, complete, engine No. 3322,

makers' guarantee, and test card, a.B. Pilot car-
buretter, perfect; sacrifice £50.-139, St. Michael's Hill.
Bristol. [2481

IQIS Scott, luxurious combination, lamps, horn,
J-'.f spares; £60, or exchange for recent 4h.p, Doug-
las combination, or 25/ih.p. Douglas and cash.—S. Harris
22, Hatfield Rd., Stratford. [2041

SCOTT, 3^ih.p., 1916, as new, 2-cyl., 2-speed, coach-
built sidecar, very smart turnout, in perfect run-

ning order, large quantity of spares ; £7"0.—Write, Bill,
Parkeston Quay Hotel, Parkeston, Essex. [2269

Singer.

SINGER, 4h.p., nearly new coach sidecar, 2-8peed
countershaft, pedal start, clutch, lamps, speedometer

good order, ready to drive away; £35.—Watson, Hasling-
field, Cambs. [X7771

SINGER, 1913-14, 4',(,h.p., and coachbuilt sidecar,
clutch, footboards, countershaft gear, spares, acces-

sories, excellent condition ; any trial given; £34, bar-
gain, or exchange solo and cash,—A. Vaughan, 81 Mer-
ritt Rd., Brockley, S.E. [2605

Sparkbrook.
SPAEKBROOK, 2-stroke, latest model, brand new

oflers wanted.—T. H. Nice, Bury St. Edmund's.
[2267

Spur.

Spun, 1916, 2%h.p.. 2 speeds, coacIiBnilt sidecar, in
new condition ; £30.-6, Warren St., London. [2497

Sun.

SUN, 2-strokes; all models from stock from £29/10.—
Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [0828

SUN-J.A.P., 6h.p., 3 speeds, 1915, and sidecar; £48.—
Buckingham and Sons, Trindal St., Ohehnsford.

[2469
SUN, 2y2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed. little used; 'owner joined

up; price £30.—Crown Hotel, Lyndhurst, Hants
[2291

Come North fo

We always have it at

BEST FOR KEEN
PRICES AND QUICK
DELIVERY OF SCARCE

1916 MODELS,
Full Of Improvements and desirable
neiw features. Tell us your wants
in any make and receive special
offers.

TO-DAY'S STOCK LIST READS:
IMMEDIATE H.P.
DELIVERY 6 Enfield Combination.. 90 gns.

OF THE >i Enfield Combination.. 92 „

ff^lii^,, 6 Enfield, dynamo, Com'n 105 „CUIV 3 Enfield, Nfods.r40& 150 55 ,,

cAcy 2j 2-stroke Enfield 42 „
r-TADTcD 5 Indian, Model B, 1-sp. .no&IAKTEK. ^ Indian, Model G, 3-sp. .ns

'i'i/m 7 Indian, Model C ; Ha
**"/ 5-6 latest Clyno Combina-

POST FREE. tion, with war tinish 100 gns.

4l B.S.A., Model H £64
THE 4 J B.S.A., Model K £62
PERFECT z| Calthorpe, 2-str., 2-sp. .£32 II

STARTER 2j Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed .£37 IS

FOR USE 2 i Exce!?ior, 2-stroke £30 Ij
WITH 2i Excelsior, 2-str., 2-sp. £37 10
PETROL 3i 3-5peed Norton £68 5

SUBSTI- 2 O.K. Junior, 2-speed.. £31 10

TUTES. 2^ O.K. Junior-Jap., 2-sp. £36
2| O.K. Junior, z-stroke ..£25 10

EASILY -' " " 2-sp.,M.A.G.£4D

ciTxtn Tn 2* Levis Popu.ar i^^

VJJ „,lc 2i Levis de Luxe, 2-speed.. £47 10

IN A FEW '' Diamond, 2-stroke . . . .£31 10

MiuiiTcc 2* Diamond-Jap, 2-speed. 39 gns.MINUTES.
2i Sparkbrook. 2-speed.. ..£40

Canoe1et& Henderson Lightweight Sidecars in stock

THE FOLLOW! !VC3 SPECIAL

*Bar6A!N
* ^Offers

ofnew1915 and slightly used second-
hand Models are splendid value.
tgre CRESCENT, 2-stroke, 2-spced £24
igro CALTHORPE, 2-stroke -2-speed £26 10
1915 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., z-speed £27
rqr2 RUDGE, 3I h.p., 2-speed £27 10
1914 2i h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-sp., kick starter £33
r9r3 7 h.p. INDIAN, Sidecir, hood, screen £40
I9r6 INDIAN, 2 -stroke, 3-sp., kick starter,

as new £44
3i h.p. LINCOLN ELK £8 10

2i b.p. 19T5 2-5peed HOBART 2-stroke,

new slightly soiled £31
3 h.p. 1915 ENFIELD 2-speed £36 J

2| h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed £17 10
5 h.p. 1916 INDIAN, 3-sp., used 40 miles £61

2i h.p. 1915 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed £27
jgi5 ROY.AL RUBY, 2-stroke, .as new ... £24
1916 ENFIELD 180 Combination, 8 h.p.

. engine, used few miles only £82
7. h.p. 1914 INDIAN, 2-speed, and S'car £48 10
3* h.p. EDMUND, spring frame £33
7 h.p. INDIAN and Sidecar, spring frame £45
3I h.p. B.S.A., 1913, 2-speed £30
2 h.p. rqrs DOUGLAS, 2-speed £42
3.1 h.p. TRIUMPH £20

3I h.p. 1913 RUDGE-MULTI £35
4 h.p. BRADBURY, 2-speed £23
> h.p. ENFIELD, almost new ... , £44
EVERY RIDER SHOULD MAKE A TRIAL OF

OUR IMPROVED

THE SATISFACTORY PETROL SUBSTITUTE.
Free of duty in 42 gallon barrels, 2/8 per gallon.

Start with a petrol injection, then run entirely
on Beatsol. Barrels charged 10/-, but returnable.

ALEXANDER & CO.,
113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sun.

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham and Manchester, for
delivery from stock of all models of Sun motor

cycles. [0807

SUN-PEECISION, 4Vih.p., lfel5, Sturmey-Archer 3-

speed, pedal start, new coach sidecar; £38.-29,
St. Leonard's St.. Bow. [2483

3ih.p. Sun-Villiers, 2-speed, late model, fitted coni-
2 plete, Krand condition; war bargain, £22/10.—

T. H. Nice, Bury St. Edmund's. [2268

Sunbeam
SUNBEAM, S'Ah.p., just delivered ; 75 gns.—Wippell

Bros, and Row, Exeter. [X8006

SUNBEAM, 1914, SVoh.p., with sidecar, condition
perfect; £52/10, offers.-Webb, Church Ed.. Eed-

ditch. (X8255

1 Q16 3-i^h.p. Black Sunbeam, in perfect condition.
-Lt/ new June, belonging to officer; £66.—Fitzsimoiis,
Tipton. [X8002

1Q14 6h.p. Sunbeam Combination, good condition;
J-" £68; trial; offers.-Millard, 24, Sheridan Ed..
Belvedere. [2430

1Q14 6h.p. Sunbeam, and Corvette sidecar, in splen-
-A «7 did -condition ; £75, or near offer.—Williams. 6, '

Pittville Parade, Cheltenham. [X8233

SUNBEAM Combination. 1914, 6h.p., 3 speeds, Gloria

sidecar, perfect condition; any trial: £67/10.—
Apply, Box L2,208, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2308

1 Q15 Sunbeam, 3y2h.p., and Gloria sidecar, "Lucas
-Lt/ lamps, screen, apron, luggage carrier, etc., as

new, done 3,000; £65.—Barker, 30, Cecil Mansions.
Balh.am. [2439

10 16 3V>h.p. Sunbeam Combination,/ Mills-Fnlford
JL*? sidec'ar, perfect condition, 3 lamps, Stewart speed-

ometer, and warning signal, pillar seat, extra springs

fitted to front frame.—No. L2,205, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[2285

SUNBEAM, 1916, 8h.p., and sidecar, Lucas dynamo
lighting set, spare wheel, and all accessories com-

plete, only done 3,000 miles, in fine condition; £120
nett.-H. J. Jenkins, 91, Kentish Town Ed., N.W.

[2433

SUNBEAM 1915, SV^h.p., T.T., perfect, mileage

^500, brand new cylinder, every high-class acces-

sory, spares; £65, no offers; view or trial by appoint-

ment.—Shevlofi, 43, Roach Rd., Ecclesall, Sheffield.

[X8289
31h.p. Sunbeam, 1916 green model, MilHord SO. to

2 match, ridden under 2,000 miles, speedometer,

P. and H. lamps, 6in, glass, electric back, Stewart

Warner, insurance policy 8 months; price £100.-49,
Palmerston Ed., Woodston. [2318

1 016 Sunbeam, 3y.jh.p., 3-speed. kick start, chain
i-iJ drive, hand-controlled clutch, with Mills-Fulford

Skiff sidecar, run a few miles only, really brand new,

statement guaranteed.—Sunbeam Agents, Eobinson s

Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [2417

SUNBEAM, new 1916y.., green, S'/oh.p., war model,

3-speed, best quality Empire sidecar to match, screen,

apron, etc., Lucas lighting set, Stewart horn; cost £110,

accept 95 gns., lowest; consider 2%h.p. new Douglas

part exchange—Dicken, Vaughan St., Llandudno.
[X8162

UNBEAM Late 1915 6h.p. Combination, with hood,

— screen, and rug, Lucas dynamo lighting set all

lound, Lucas electric horn, spare wheel (never usedl.

Pillion seat with back, a beautiful turnout; cost £138/10.

first offer-of £100.-H. Q. Broad, 18, St. Martin^ Rd.,

Knowle, Bristol. [X8282

T.D.C.

E LUXE T.D.C, £22, immediate delivery.—W. and

H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester

Trlumpli.

3ih p Triumph, good condition, tyres almost new;
2 £24.-2, Disraeli Ed., Putney. [2536

TO 15 T.D.C. Triumph, 3V>h.p., T.T., practically new;
1.U £36.-17, Hamilton Terrace, N.W. [2378

TRIUMPH, in good order, fixed gear; £18.—Buck-
ingham and Sons, Trindal St., Chelmsford. [2473.

1014 "b.p. Triumph, in flne order, complete, lamps,
i-^ etc.; £41.—Cross, Jeweller, Eotherham. [X8213

TRIUMPH, 3l/,h,p., 3-speed, Gloria spring wheel

sidecar; jesg'/lO.—68, Horton St., Halifax. [0850

1011 SV-h.p. Clutch Triumph, sidecar, new tyres, 2

iSiJ belts'; any trial; £25.-42, Alphington St., Exeter.
[2275

TEIUMPH, 1912, 3V3h.p., good condition, running
order: £25.-160, Boundary Ed., Walthamstow.

[2365
"IQ15 Baby Triumph, accessories, as new; £35.—The
X*J Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham.

[2398

TRIUMPH, nearly new, 4h.p., free engine, speed
gear, new sidecar; £30.-29, St. Leonard's St.,

Bow. [2482

TEIUMPH, 1910, recently overhauled, new tyres and
belt; 18 gns.—Smith, 16, Hav'erstock Hill, Chalk

Farm. [2612

TEIUMPH, 1912. 3y2h.p., clutch model, Hercules
sidecar, splendid condition ; £30.-48, Kellerton

Rd., Lee. [2258

TEIUMPH, 1911, free engine, 2 speeds, good condi-
tion, £23/10; Quickflt sidecar, £3/10.-82, Balaam

St., Plaistow. [2403

s

D
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

LATE 1909 Triumph, Mabon 8-speed, Bates tyres,

with light sidecar; £20—Bolus, 279, Fosse Ed.
South, Leicester. [X8235

TRIUMPH, 2-speed, ' chain-cum-belt, smart sidecar,
conditioa as new; £42/10, or separately.—76, Broad

St., Birmingham. iX8355

TRIUMPH and Gloria Sidecar, PhiUpson pulley, free
eugine, splendid condition; £36, or nearest offer.

-Eden, Leyland St., Derby. [2446

TRIUMPH, -late 1913, 3 speeds, clutch (1914 im-
provements); £30.—Eke and Co., 15-16, Bishops-

gate At., Camomile St., E.G. [0492

TRIUMPH, SVoh.p., Kood tyres and belt, with speed-
ometer, good condition ; £20.—Carr, 35, Arlington

Rd., Camden Town, London. [X8351

|Q14 Triumph, 4h.p., 3-8peed Sturmey-Archer, F.R.S.
J-*/ and Lucas lamps; £38.—Grundy, Gaukrodger
Farm, Sowerby Bridge, Torks. [X8264

1 Q08 Mabon Clutch Triumph, in good running order,
-i-t/ rear tvre (Dunlop) new; £18, offer.—D. Rayner,
45, Sprules Rd., Brockley, S.E. [2296

TRIUMPH, 3y2li.P-» free engine model, complete with
all fittings, in splendid order; war bargain, £20.

—T. H. Nice, Bury St. Edmund's. [2265

31h.p. 1912 Free Engine Triumph, in excellent order,
2 with accessories and extra petrol tanfe ; £27.—

Lt. Adams, 40, High St., Haverfordwest. [X8291

LATE Triumph, 3V^h.p., 2-speed, free engine, speed-
ometer, all lamps, perfect; war bargain, £28, or

nearest.-Pooley, 1, Wastdale Ed, Forest HiU. [2533

TErUMPH. SVsh.p., 191IV2, free engine, clutch, good
condition ; sell or exchange higher jjower ; price

£24; speedometer.—Chas. Amos, Eedhill, Surrey. [2288.

TEIUMPH and sidecar, N.S.U. 2-speed, spare cove?,
tube and belt, and tools, perfect condition ; abso-

lute bargain, £17.—Lyon, 4, Southbrook Rd., Lee, S.E.
[2402

TQ13.T.T. Triumph, lamps, Stewart horn, engine
-Lt/ guaranteed- perfect, new belt, tyres good, enamel
like new, very fast; £29.—Empson, Gamlingay, Sandy.

[2462
TRIUMPH, 1910, SVah.p., F.E. model, with Bowden

countershaft 2-speed gear, thoroughly desirable

:

£30, or reason£jbl6 offer.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester.

Oxon. [X8320

TRIUMPH, 1911, 3%h.p., Bosch, lamps, horn, numer-
ous spares, and tools, new belt and tyre, perfect

condition throughout; '£18; after 5.—317, Cambridge
Rd., E. [2555

TRIUMPH, 3y2h.p., late 1913, Sturmey-Archer 3-

speed gear, with Fnlford sidecar, splendid condi-
tion, guaranteed perfect; £40.—Huxley, Elm Bank.
Stonghton, Guildford. [2325

f Q14 Triumph, 4h.p., S-speed, clutch, and Middleton
X t7 cane eideoar, engine re-bushed, and gears per-

fect, all accessories, tyres and belt new; £40.-172,
Thorpe Ed., Norwich. [2297

l'|Q14 4h.p. 3-8peed Triumph, foot controlled clutch,
'X«7 Sturmey-Archer gear, 26x2% Clincher de Luxe
tyres, Bosch mag., lamps, and horn; £45.~The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham, [2399

TRIUMPHS, second-hand, guaranteed good condirion

:

1913 3-speed coachbuilt combination, £38; 1912
clutch model, £27; 1911 semi-T.T., long fram«, £25.—
P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [58250

TRIUMPH, 1912-13, fitted with new N-S.U. 2-speed
gear, new Burbury sidecar, plating and enamelling

as new, complete "with full set of lamps and horn; £40.
—Claude Hims, Ham Green, near Eedditch. [X8333

ICJl'* Triumph and underslung coachbuilt sidecar, 4
Xt7 h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed, completely equipped,
excellent condition, and very smart appearance; bar-

gain, £48/10; exchanges.-Newnham, 223, Hammer-
smith Rd., "W. [2420

3-SPEED Triumph, new from works Nov., 1913, re-

ceipt shown, engine overhauled there this season,

new Kctra heavy Dunlops, cane Gloria spring wheel side-

car; combination 40 gns., no offers.-Ernest Orton, lO,

Oxford St., Earl Shilton. [2281

TRIUMPH, 1913-14, 3V2h.p., 3-speed and clutch, P.
and H. front, Lucas rear lamps. Klaxon horn,

tools complete, and spares [petrol and oil), excellent
condition ; £35, offers ; also beautiful coachbuilt side-

ciir, if desired.—C. Jplmson, 64, Parsonage Ed., With-
ington, Manchester. [2438

TEIUMPH, late 1915, 3-speed countershaft gear, with
£25 model Gloria coachbuilt sidecar, Stewart speed-

ometer, P. and H. lamps, Lucas horn, mileage 2,100
only, condition perfect, spares include new Pedley belt,

exhaust valve complete, cover, and tube; £85 cash.—
Hatton, Stag Inn, Lower Walton, Warrington. [X8172

Trump.
TRUMP-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. Canoelet Sidecar Combination,

3 speeds, free, handle start, Bosch, B. and B., new
condition, new tyres every imaginable accessory ; bar-
gain, ^35.-14, Dodbrooke Rd., West Norwood. [1542

Vindec.

VINDEC, 1915V2, 2i4h.p., 2-Bpeed, 2-stroke, long
horn, Stewart, lamps, and generator, 100 m.p.g.

;

bargain, £27/10.—Robinson, 18, Chesterton Rd., Plai-

stow. [2357

TRY ^-

IAMB!
" FOR BARGAINS

BIG REDUCTION FOR PROMPT CASH ON
SECOND-HAND MACHINES before Stock-taking.

Our numerous Sal'js are the best testimony of Lamb's
Value. Courtesy and Promptitude are given to every

Customer without distinction.

Usual Net Sale
CONNAUGHT, 2ih.p..jgi<, s/sp. Price. Price.

shop-soUed, T.T. bars £36 3 6 £30
HOBART, 2j h.p., 2-5p., 2-st.,

1915, s'p-s'l'd, tour. mod. (Sold) £36 o £30
CALTHQRPE, 2J h.p., 1916, 2-sp.,

300 miles, Lucas access.' (Sold) ^34 10 £33
NEW HUDSON, 4 h.p,. iqi6, 6B

~

Com., 3-sp., c /shaft, lamp.. £65 £59 10
JUNO-VILLIERS, 2_Vh.i:., 1916,

2-speed, 100 rajles £33 10 £29 10
JAMES, 2j h.p., 2-sp., new tyres,
and accessories £34 10 £31 10

JAMES, 4i h.p., May, 1916, 3-5p.
Com., hood, screen, dynamo set £74 10 £69 10

NEW IMPERIAL-JJ\.P., 2J h.p.,

1916, 2-sp., k/start, nearly new £44 8 £37
RADCO, 2,1 h.p., 1916, single-speed £19 10 £16 10
QUADRANT, 4j h.p., P..S.A.c/5h.

gear, Canoelet Com'n. . . (Sold) £52 10 £48 10
ENFIELD 6 h.p.Com.,i9i4,lanip,
horn (o'haul'd by Enfields) Sold £60 o £52

ENFIELD 3 h.p., k/start, igiC,
hardly any mileage ^52 o £48 10

B.S.A., 4j h.p., 1914, 2-speed, and
Phcenix Sidecar £48 10 £42 10

BRADBURY, 4 h.p.j 1912, 2-sp.
and coach Sidecar (Sold) £31 JO £26 10

ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 1915, Modele de
Lnxe, elec. equip., hood, screen £89 10 £82 10

ALLDAYS ALLON, 1915, clutch
2-speed k /start and accessories ^38 10 £35

NEW HUDSON-J.A.P., 2» h.p.,

1912, 2-speed, pedal start .... £21 o £18 10
ALLDAYS ALLON, 2.Vh.p, 1915,

2-sp., clutch k /start, ace. (Sold) £42 o £37
TYLER-PRECISION, 2J h.p;, 1915,

only shop-soiled, and access. £21 o £19
B.S.A., 3l h.p., 1912, clutch model £28 10 £25 -0

DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., J913, 2-speed
clutch £39 10 £34 10

BRADBURY, 6 h.p., 1914, 2-sp.,

Combination, Xucas accessories £59 10 £52 10
ROVER, 3* h.p., 1912, T.T. mod.,
P & H lamp, horn, fast machine £32 10 £28 10

AUTO-WHEEL, 1914, withChater
Lea lady-back Tandem £15 10 £12 10

ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 1915, twin 2-sp.

and accessories £42 o £37 10
TRIUMPH, 3-sp., 1914, & Swan

S /car, pedal-start, many spares £47 10 £45
LEVIS, 2j h.p., 1915, single-speed,

and accessories, like new £24 10 £22 10
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 1913, Com.,
many valuableaccessories (Sold) £45 10 £41 10

FORD, 18-20 h.p., T915, Standard
Car, carefully used, valuable

spares (Sold) £105 o £100
ENFIELD, 6 h.p. Standard Com.,
one month old, all accessories .

.

£88 10

1S16 MODELS, Actually in Stock.
NEW HUDSON Big Six Combination,
fawn finish £92 8

1 5-seater Touring Car (carriage extra) Sold £135
2 FORD Vans (carriage extra). .Both Sold £130
B.S.A., 4J h.p., chain drive (Sold) £64
B.S.A., 4i h.p., belt-cum-chain (2 in

Stock) One sold £62

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ON NEW MACHINES
b^ mutual arrangement.

LAMB,
151, HIGH ST.,

WAUTHAIHSTOW,
N.E.

'Phone;
Walthamstow 169.

.; minQtes HoeSt. iG.E.B.)

50, HIGH RD.,
WOOD GREEN,

N.
'Phone: Homsey 1956.

Hours—g to S-30.

Thursdays, i o'clock

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Vindec.

VINDEC, 6h.p., BoBch, Amao, 2-speed, kick etart
thoroughly overhauled, Millford spring Tcheel coaeli

sidecar, Jones trip, lots of spares, everything good
£32 ; drive 50 miles.—Allen, West Bridge, Leicester.

[244';

Williamson.

1 Q14 8h.p. Williamson, air-cooled (Douglas engine).
-i-t/ wicker sidecar, good order; ofiers wanted.—12
Myddleton Ed., Bowes Park. [2356

"Win-Precision.

WIN-PRECISION, 3=,4h.p., and semi-torpedo side-
car, good tyres and condition;. ^20.-14, Dod:

brooke Ed., West Norwood. [1545

1

Wolf.
3ih.p. 2-8troke, 2-sDeed and free engine and clutcli,

2 Wolf, 1914-15 machine: f20.-Curd, 24, Th6
Parade, Upper Tooting Kd., S.W. [2548.

WooJler.

WOOLLER, 1915, 2?4h.p., 2-stroke, speeds, clutch;
absolute bargain, and like new; £22/10.-3, The

Mews, Victoria Kd., Clapham, S.W. - [2407-

Zenith.

ZENITH-GEADUA, 1912, 4h.p. J.A.P., in good con-
dition; £20.-46, Western Ed., Tring. [2380

1 Q13 (late) 6h.p. Zenith, Gradua gear, kick starter,
-i-tf and sidecar, fully equipped, condition as new;
£42.—697a, Old Kent Ed., S.E. [2504

ZENITH. 1913, 6h.p.. and wioker sidecar, fuUr
equipped, just overhauled ; bargain, £38.—Elce and

Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0491

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

CONNA0QHT, 2=4h.p., 2-stroke, Sturmey S-speed,
kick start, will run on paraffin ; £33.—Miss DaTis,

2, King Edward Ed., Nuneaton. [X7816

i) 3,h.p, Norton, J.A.P. engine, Bosch, B. and B., clutch
f^ 4 model, splendid condition throughout, well guarded
for dress; any trial; bargain, £18.—Clark, Garage, Long
Melford, Suffolk. [2322:

DOUGLAS, lady's model, new 1914, kick starter, com-_
plete with lamps, horn, and in guaranteed order;'

a bargain, £37.—Douglas Agents, Embro Motor €0.,'

Charlotte St., Hull. [227*!

Miscellaneous.

COLLIEE'S Motories for cash bargains or exchanges.-
—Address, Deal St., Halifax.

COLLIEE'S.-I914 2%lh.p. Douglas. £26/10, fixed I

gear; 2i,4h.p. 2-speed RN., shaft drive, £17/10.*

COLLIEE'S.—1914 2%h.p. 2-speed Donglas, £37/10;,
2^/4h.p. 2.8peed Douglas, wants little attention,

£18/10.

COLLIER'S.—25Ah.p, mag. P. and M., £12/10;
3%h.p. 2-speed Eover, clutch model, £26.

COLLIER'S—1913 7-9h.p. Quadrant and coach side-

ca', £45/10; Royal Euby, 2-Bpeed. 2y2h.p. J.A.P.
engine, slightly shop-sciled, £33/10.

COLLIER'S.—N.S.U. Syjh.p., 2-speed, £17/10;
4yih.p. 3-speed countershaft James, chain drive,

coach' sidecar, £43/10.

COLLIER'S.—1916 7h.p. American Excelsior and
coach sidecar, only done 500 miles; £69/10.

COLIilER'S.—Triumph, mag., new tyres. £15/10;
Clyp'., 6h.p., 3-.speed countershaft, interchangeable

wheels, £3£./10.

COLLIER'S.—1909 2-speed Triumph and sidecar,

£26/10; 1911 3-speed Triumph and sidecar,

£27/10.

COLLIER'S.—Royal Euby. 2y2h.p., 2-Epeed, 2-stroke,.

slightly shoprsoiled, £31/10; Douglas magneto light-

weight, £14/10.

COLLIER'S.-1912 sy^h.p. 2-speed Aljdays, £25/10;
Excelsior, sy'.h.p., 3 speeds, free engine, spring

forks, £16.10.

COLLIEE'S.-1913 2%h.p. 2-8peed Douglas, £34/10;
1912 y/i^-V' 2-speed Premier, £22/10; sidecar,

£3/10 extra.

COLLIER'S.—3yo-4h.p. Indian, countershaft gear,

£29/10; 3ifli.p. S.P.K., countershaft 3-speed,

chain drive, £26/10.

COLLIEE'S.—1912 Sy-h.p. Zenitll-Gradu.% £24/10;
1913 3-speed free engine Triumph, fine condition,

£35.

COLLIER'S.—New Rex coach sidecar, £14/10; new
Bex sidecar chassis, £7/15; latest models.

COLLIER'S.-sy^h.p. free engine Rudge. £19/10;
3yoh.p. free engine Triumph, special value, £19/10.

COLLIER'S.—1914 71l.p. 2-8peed Indian combination,
£52/10; Rex twin frame, wheels, forks, etc.,

£3/10.

COLLIER'S quote the keenest exchanges. Send for

full list.-Address, Deal St., Halifax. [0826

EXCELSIOR, shop-soiled model only, £68; also

Harley-Davidson.-Turpins, 22 and 29, Preston Rd.,

Brighton. [0716

"I Q 1 5 2%h.p. 2-strok6 Motor Cycle, complete, less

JLtF magneto- bargain, £13, or nearest ofier for quick

sale.-W. Gill, Grindleford, Sheffield. [2525

.22 All letters relating to advertisements should fluote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Miscellaneous.

NEW Iludson, 31AI1.P.. 3-speed. and sidecar, £32;
Triumph, 3-speed. solo, £30; T.D.C. do luxe 2-

, 6troke, £18; exchanges entertained. — County Eng.

I

Co.. 64, Staines Rd., Hounslow. [2220

O-STROKE LightweightB.—We have a stock and can
/Q offer delivery of Sun, Colthorpe, Diamond, Wolf,
Levia, all models; cash or exchange.—Colmore Depot,
261. Deanagat©, Mnncheater, and 31, Renshaw St.,

.' Liverpool. [0816

MOTOR Mart, Eastbourne.—New Enfields in stock.

6 and 8h.p, combinations, trade delivery com-
binations, and 3h.p, models. Also several good second-
hand models, including one 1916 6h.p. outfit, equipped
with lamps, electric liorn, Watford speedometer, only
done 300 miles: £85.

1 Q16 6h.p. Zenith Countershaft Model with Swan
J- 1/ sidecar, Lucas lamps, Smith speedometer, tyres
flnd belt as new; £85.

A GOOD Selection of second-hand machines in stock.

-'Phone: 861 Eastbourne. [2531

TRICARS FOR SALE.
RILET Tricar, less engine and gear box, well sprung,

wheel steering, good 700x80 tyres; £4/10.-103,
Holmdene Av., Herns Hill, S.E. 'Phone: Victoria 6553.

[2460HUMBER. 5-6h.p., water-cooled, 2-sp6ed, F.E., li.

and B. carburetter, coachbuilt. recently overhauled.
easily oonverted to trade carrier, now dry battorv, petrol

free: £16.—Olark, Garage, Long Melford, Suffolk. [2320

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
GLORIA Coachl>uilt Sidecar, spring wheel type- £12.

—Laytons' Garaga, Bicester. [X8324

GOD Sidecar, complete; a bargain, 30/-.

Haverstock Hill, Chalk Farm.
-Smith, 16,

[2513

IDECAR Chassis, brand new, Chater-Lea

;

£4/10 to clear.— 6, Warren St., London.
accept
[2501

WATSOfUAN Featherweight Sidecar, wicker body,
nearly new; £4/15.-Laytons' Garage, Bicester.

[X8325
LIGHTWEIGJHT, coachbuilt, slipper shape, slightly

soUed; £5/17/6.-789, High Rd., Leytonstone.
. [2376

PHOHNIX Wicker Torpedo Sidecar, quick detachable
joints, nearly new; £4/10.-18, Terrace Rd., Hack-

ney, N.E. [2479

WATSONIAN New Lightweight Sidecar;- exchange
for gent's 26 B.S.A., Sunbeam.—Sims, Causewnv,

Teddington

.

[X 6 9 16

CHATER-LEA Sidecar, side door, quick detachable
luggage grid; £2/10.—W.M„ 42, Newington Green

Ed., London, N. [2314

DOTJBLE-SEATER [side by side) Sidecar and chassis
to be sold cheap.—Write, The Royal Leicester Sidw

car Co., Leicester. [0718

IQIG Henderson Sidecar, absolutely new chassis,
-i-«^ red sporting body, suitable lor Indian; £10.—
Cecil, 100, Victoria St., S.W. [X8271

BASTONE'S.—The cheapest house for sidecars and
bodies. See last week's adverts.— 228, Pentonville

Rd., King's Cross, London, N. ' [2450

WICKER Sidecar and Chassis, complete with tyre,
in new condition; £2/10, or exchange 2-speed gear

bos for SViih.p. Premier.-798, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D|
[X8201

GROSVENOR Sidecars, special sporting model light-
weight sidecar for Douglas, and similar machines;

£9/15 Catalogue free.— Grosvenor Motor Co., Bradford
St., Bolton. [7574

WATSONIAN and Juno Sidecars, 9 models, imme-
diate delivery; cash, prices from £6/13/6; gradual

payments from 12/3 monthly. — Juno Works. 248.
Eiahopsgate, London. [8919

MILLFORt) Sidecar, coachbuilt, torpedo front, 4
.connections, with- bicycle, excellently sprung,

recently re-tyred; £Q.—Apply, Major Waters, 14, Here-
ford Rd.,. Harrogate. -

[2444

MUST Sell this week.—Sidecar^ cane body, cost £12,
good 26x21^ Dunlop, accept £3; or with extra

nearly new torpedo coachbuilt body, £4/10 the lot.—
MiUards, Chesterfield. [Xa297

SPECIAL Sidecars to suit American Excelsior and
Harley-Davidson ; Cape hoods 30/-, wind screens

17/6; splendid value in lightweight model at £8.—Mel-
ville Sidecars, Halifax. [X1034

GLORIA £35 Indian Coachbuilt Sidecar, 6 couplings,
luggage grid, petrol tin carrier, cupboards, etc.,

etc., £15/10 secures; new £24 Swan Indian sidecar, £14
• secures.-Millard, Chesterfield. [X8298

SIDECARS, touring, 2-seaterB, lightweights, etc., for
any motor cycle. Bodies, chassis, hoods and

screens supplied separately. Eniiuiries welcomed. Trade
Bupnlied.—T. Williams and Co.. Sidecar Manufacturers,
Collyhurst St., Manchester. [2053

SIDE-CARRIERS AND PARCEL-CARS.
/"ELEMENT a?win Van, runs paraffin ; £55; photo.—Vy 20. Milkwood Rd., Heme Hill. [XOOOl
SIDECAR. Tradesman's Carrier, Kerry-Abingdon,

brand new; cost £14/14, accept £9.-6, Warren
' St., London. [2500

TYRE
BARGAINS

Special Clearance Lines.
All goods sent on 7 days' approval against

remittance.

A 3/- Repair Outfit presented free to all

purchasers of goods to value of 20/- or over.

COVERS.
26 X 2 for Lightweight Our List

Machines. Price. Price.
Continental, standard 11 /- 19/6
Midland, ribbed and studded .,16/9 26/-
Peter Union, heavy ribbed ... 18/- 28/-

26 X 2i
Continental, standard 14 /- 22/6
Clincher A Won, rubber studded 19/6 32/-
CUncber de Luxe, rubber stud'd 21 /- 32 /-

Kempshall, heavy anti-skid ... 22/6 32/-
Kempshall, heavy non-skid ... 30/- 42/-
Hutchinson, passenger ribbed. . 28/6 42/-

26 X 2| Oversize for 2^ flims.

Clincher de Luxe, heavy 23 /- 30/6
Clincher de Luxe, extra heavy . 25 /- 33 /-

Pirelli, heavy rubber "Studded. . 26/- 39/-
Kempsball, heavy anti-skid ... 23/6 37/6

26 X 2* X 2i Oversize for 2i Rims.
Continental basket pattern ... 21 /6 28 fg
Continental heavy rubber stud. 26/6 37/6
Clincher de Luxe, extra heavy. 25/- 36/6
Clincher Dreadnought 32/6 40/-
Wood-Milne, grip ribbed

_
..... 22/6 32/9

2'» X 2 J for 2t Rims.
Clincher A Won, rubber stud'ed 22/6 30/9
Clincher A Won, ribbed 12/6- 26/6
Kempshall, heavy non-skid ,..39/- 48/-
Wood-Milne, heavy grip ribbed 20/- 31/6
Wood-Milne, ex. heavy grip rib 25/- 39/-

26 X 3 for 2t Rims.
Wood-Milne, heavy grip ribbed 21 /6 36/6
Clincher, rubber studded 25 /- 38 /-

28 X 2i X 2i for Indian Machines.*.
Kempshall, heavy racing 30 /

- 48/3
Hutchinson, passenger ribbed. .20/- 45 /-

28 X 3 for Indian and other
American Machines.

Dominion, special for back wheel 50/- —
Clincher de Luxe 35 /- 48 /-

Wooci-Milne 27/0 44 /-

650 X 66 '

Pedley , heavy 3-ribbed 4t /9 50/6

700 X 80 Oversize for 650x65 Rims.
Wood-Milne, heavy square tread 30/- 40/6

TUBES.
CONTINENTAL, ELITE, etc.

26x2 4/6 6/9

26X2i 5/6 7/9

26X2J 5/9 8/3
26X2=^X21 5/9' 8/9

26X2.i 5/6 R/9

26x3 " ; 7/6 9/6
28 -:2i 7/6 9/3
28x3 9/6 11/9

Butted, 1/6 extra.

BELTS.
CONTINENTAL.
Jin. section per ft. 1 /- i /ii

8ft. 6in. < gin. lengths only .. 7/- 13/9

PEDLEY.
per ft. per ft.

fiio. section ..1/3 i in. section .. 1/11

gin 1/5 liin. „ .. 2/4

Jin. section 1 /8. 15% allowed for old belt.

RETREADING.
Special Heavy 15/-, Heavy 12/6,

Medium 10/-, Studded or Ribbed Retreads.

Sections on application. Time required, 3
days from receipt of cover.

ELITE RUBBER CO., LTD.,
««e, Vauxhnlt Bridec Road,

VICTORIA, S.W. ^
'Phone— Vicioria 6553

SIDE-CARRIHRS AND PARCEL-CARS.
TRADESMAN'S Sidecar, Milb-Fulford chassis, what

offers? Also required, 15 or 16-toothed sprocket for
1914 B.S.A.—F. Keel, Hatchford Park, Cobham. Surrey.

[2236

HANDSOME 4iAh.D. l^recision Tradesman's Combina-
tion, Mills-Fulford sidecarrier chQaais and ttox,

with sliding trays, Bosch mog., Senspray, Eoc 2-sp66d
gear and free engine, speedometer, lamps, and horn,
car tyres all round unscratched, guaranteed perfect;
£36/10.-Clarke, 54, Cotswell St., Louth, Lines. [2461

BODIES.
CAMBER Coach Bodies, £3/12/6. splendid finish.

-

Bright and Hayles, Church St., Camberwell. [1988

CAMBER Tandem Bodies, £4/17/6.-Brieht and
Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell, London. [1989-

CONVERT Tour Sidecar to coach; estimates free.—
Bright and Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell.

[1990

ZEPP Cigar Torpedo Sports Ooach Bodies, upholstered
and finished; 50/-.—Venus Car Co., Se^en Sisters

Rd.. N. [1866

COACH Bodies, latest; great sacrifice, 25/-: brand
new.—Venus Sidecar Co., 746, Seven Sisters Ed..

Tottenham. \ [3723

COACH Bodies, 2-seater8, 1916 bargains, 70/-, direct

from Venus Sidecar Factory, 746, Seven Sisters Rd..
Tottenham. [1087

SIDEOAB Bodies.—Coloured sketches of original de-

signs and working drawings supplied ; first-class

work guaranteed.—Co~oper'3 Vehicle Journal, Ltd.. 19,

Garrick St., Long Acre, London. W.O. Tel. : Gerrard
2425. [0818

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

"I Q 16 Sporting: Morgan, hood, screen, done 500
J-t' miles; ;e90.—T.D., 195, Cambridge Bd., Mile
End. [2405

A.O. 1914 2-seater, 6h.p., Bosch, hood, screen, lamps,
fi.rEt-clas3 condition; £42/10.-1, Ebner St., Wands-

worth. [X.8258

1 Q14 Morgan, in new condition, new tyres, complete
-L*J hood, screen, lamps, etc.; £78.—Cross, E£Qngham
Sq., Rotherham. [X8212

A.C., June, 1913, perfect order, newly painted, com-
pletely equipped, spares; £55.-160, Croydon Rd.,

Beckenham, Kent. [X828e

MORGAN New 1916 w.c. Grand Prix Model, oversize

tyres, M.A.G. engine, with or without full equip-

ment, in stock, immediate delivery.-Potter, Leicester

Grove, Leeds. [X8236

9h.p. Twin AYater-cooled 2-Beat6r Cycle Car, 3-whoeled,

dual ignition, 3 speeds, reverse, powerful climber,

fast; £30, or exchange good 2-strok6 or Douglas
;
photo.

stamp reply.—Mead, Draper, Amershnm, Bucks. [2252

CHATER-LEA-ARIEL Cycle Car, large 2-5eater,"

6-lOh.p., water-cooled, 3 speeds and reverse, fitted

with hood, screen, lamps, tyres, hood, excellent condi-

tion; £55, or nearest offer.—Hart, 48. Heme Hill Rd.,

Loughbrough Junction, S.E. [2370

KENDALL Carette.- Birmingham built, 1913, 8h.p.,

underslung, light and sporty, hood, screen,

lamps, spare tyres, belts, chaina^ valves, etc., will run
r.,ondon to Brighton on top gear on one gallon petrqi,

fitted with double tank lor substitute; £50. no offers;

take motor cycle part payment.—8, Hall Moon Lane,

Heme Hill. Tel.: Brixton 1964. [2453

CARS FOR SALE.

FORD 5-seater, oversize tyres, well equipped; £65.—
68. Horton St.i Halifax. [0851

IPORD Touring Car, good and cheap; no dealers.—

Greyhound Lodge, Glemsford. [1656

ITZ, new, lOh.p., 4-cyl., 2-Eeater; £145, or ex-

change.—Collier, Deal St., Halifax. [0852

DARRACQ, 3-lOh.p., 2-cyl.. smart 2-seater, in real

nice condition; £40.-6. Warren St., London. [2498

2-SEATER Clement, good condition; drive away; £35.
—Bellamy, 12, Melbourne Sq-, Brixton, London.

HUMBERETTE, nearly now, liood, screen, acces-

sories; £75; combination i)art.—Brown, 13, Mercer

St., London. [2323

SPORTING 12h.p, Sizaire-Naudin 2-seater, detach-
able rims, fine condition; £50. — Owen, 151a.

Oxford St.. W. [2389

PILOT Light Car, 8h.p., 2-8eat6r, torpedo, hood,
screen ; £45 : exchango combination, cash' either

way.—Write, Newlyn House, Whetstone, N. [2506

SAXON, 1915, 2-seater, complete, and in fine condi-
tion; £105, or reasonable ofler; good combination

considered in part payment.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester,
Oxon. [X8321

CHELSEA, 1916. new model, 2-seater. Ask us for
particulars. We have a great bargain for some

lucky individual, but—delays are dangerous, so write
now.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [XS322

TRUMBULL, 4-cyl., 2-seater, quite complete, and
almost new, worth £125, reasonable offers wanted;

good combination considered in part payment, balance
hv deferred payments if desired.-Laytons' Garage,
Bicester, Oxon. j;X8323

E,
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nfter 7.—Vallins, 29, Canterbuiy Ed., S.E.

pOWERFUL p/^h.p. /Rex Engine, m.o.v..

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
EXTENDED Payments—All makes supplied; lowest

terms.—Service Co., 292, High Holborn, Loudon.

INSURANCE.—Lloyd's motor policies payable monthly.
Before insuriug eiseiivbere write for prospectus.—

Manager, General Insurance Co., 199, Piccadilly, Lon-
don, W. [0810

ENGINES.

J .A.p., 7-9h.p., as new, cycle or ear, 85x85 ; iiiiy

examination, £21 ; also 3^)11. p. Brown pattern, £2 ;

" ' -
'

- ^ ~
-

[2317

.... w -. . -- . . complete
with B. and B. carburetter and pulley, perfect run-

ning condition.; £3/10.—Davies, Bulkeley Rd., Poynton,
Cheshire. [X8160
O'S.li.p. Twin Moto-Reve Engine, with h.b.c. carbur-
1^4 etter, £3/10, new condition; magneto for same,
£2 ; would exchange for higher power, or speed gear.-
W.JI., 42, Newington Green Rd., Loudon, N. [2313

TWIN Riley Engine. 5-6h.p., water-cooled, mechani-
cal valves, complete with 3-speed and reverse gear

box, also latest Bosch mag., perfect condition; £15.—
103, Holmdene Av., Heme Hill, S.E. 'Phone: Victoria
6553. . [2459

IGNITION APPLIANCES.
PARKER and Rice, Magneto Specialists; experts on

all magnetos, Bosch, Eisemann, etc.

PARKER and Rice.—Re-winding, re-magnetising,
overhauling, etc. ; repairs executed with expedi-

tion and unapproachable worlrmanship ; low quotations.

IMPORTANT.—Parker and Rice give 12 months'
written guarantee with each repair.

PARKER and Rice have a large stock of spare
parts for all makes and types of magnetos.

PARKER and Rice have some good new and second-
hand magnetos for sale, which will be guaranteed

tor 12 months,

PARKER and Rice have taken over larger premises
at Acton. Their address now is 75, Park Rd.

North, Acton, Londoo. 'Phone: Chiswick 1518. State
/our trouble. Let us quote you. [4605

DIXIE Magneto for sale, fixed ignition, almost new;
£2/10.-Box 802, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X8273

engine ; exchange sy^-h.-p.

-80, St. Mary's Rd., Ports-
moutn. [X82S8

THE Runbaken Magneto Co., Ltd., Camp Street
Works " • - -- - '

H.T. Magneto for 6h.p.
W.C. De Dion engine.-

Manchester. Tel.

:

Runmag, Manchester.
8266 City (3 lines)

Haverstock Hill, Chalk Farm.

"[lJ"AGN-ETqs.—Boulton 2%^.^.

MAGNETO Parts for Bosch, Eisemann, U.H., and
American machines from stock ; send for illus-

trated catalogue, post free. Repairs can be returned
within 48 hours. Wire or 'phone us your require-
ments.

THE Runbaken Magneto Co., Ltd., Camp Street
Works, Manchester. Tel. : 8266 City (3 lines).

T.A. : Runmag, Manchester. [0404

TWO Bosch Magnetos, DA2, anti-clock, suitable for
single-cvl., in good order; £2/10 each.-Smith, 16,

. , ,^... ^. ,. „
j-^g^^

variable, waterproof,
55/-; S'/^h.p., 65/-; 4-cyl., £7/10, carriage paid.

We can now deliver from stock.—^Eoulton and Son,
Old Hall St., Wolverhampton. [X8227

MAGNETO Repairs and Spare Parts,' all makes.
spare parts suitable for Bosch magnetos a speci-

ality.—Simms Motor Units, Ltd., 191, Wardour St.,

London, W. T.A.: Simotunit, London. [0746

MAGNETOS Repaired by skilful workmen; expedi-
tion and moderate charges; several 1-2-cyl.

magnetos in stock; every magneto guaranteed,—The
jMagneto Mart and Repairing Co., 142, Wardour St.-

W. 'Phone : Gerrard 727. [8814

MAGNETO Repairs of every description. We are the
first original all-British experts from the Boscb

Co., where we have had some years' experience. We
guarantee every repair, and can return same in one
day, AJl spare parts, also new and second-hand mag-
netos in stock.—The Magneto Repairing Co., 158, Sey-
mour St., Euston, London. 'Phone: Museum 1158.

[2558
TANKS.

TANKS Repaired and Re-enamelled, 10/6.—Bright and
Hayles, 73, Church .St., Camberwell. [1991

SPARE Tanks, 1 quart, 2 clips, filler, tap, and union,
enamelled; 7/6, by return.—At twoods, 86, Rose-

hery Av., E.G. [1009

TANKS.—Tanks any shape to order, repaired, or
enamelled ; all-metal sidecar bodies

;
general sheet

metal work; lists free.—Atfwoods, 86, Rosebery Av.,
E.G. Tel.: Central 12445. [55S1

TYRES.
SEE Bancroftian Advertisement under Miscellaneous.

[0845

and
prices.

BASTONE'S.-The cheapest house for covers
tube.?. Huge stock to be cleared at low prii

BASTONE'S.-Michelin heavy Trident beaded-edge
covers (clearance), 26x2 19/-, list 26/6; 26x2X^

21/-, list 28/6; 26x2V. 23/-, list 31/-; 28x2i/., fit 28x3
run, 20/-: 700x65, 20/-; ditto wired edge, 26x21/ 18/-
list 28/-.: 26x21/2 19/-, list 30/-; each including SI- outfit
tree. Other 'bargains see last week's adverts.-228,
PentonviUe Rd,, King's Gross, London, N. Tel - 2481
North. [2451

NOTICE THE

POINTS OF ADVANTAGE
OFFERED BY

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES OF THE

BEST & NEWEST

1916 MODELS
of the following :

ENFIELD,

INDIAN,

B.S.A.,

CLYNO,

ZENITH,

CALTHORPE,

DIAMOND,

BROUGH.

Each
Model
perfect,

ready to

ride. Full

g u aran tee. Also write for
our

SPECIAL BARGAIN LIST
of guaranteed Second - hand
Machines and Combinations. If

you are on the look out for a
bargain, don't miss getting our
current stock list. It can save
you much money, as, owing to

alterations and extensions, we are
clearing out second-hand stock at

priceswhich will induce you to buy.

GLASGOW RESIDENTS PLEASE NOTE

272-274, GREAT WESTERN ROAD,

GLASGOW.

TYRES,
;

ECONOMIC—Free. We preeent where stated belOT
a 3/6 guaranteed Simms plug. ;

ECONOMIC—26x2'/i heavy rubber-studded Midlahct
Britannic 21/-, 26x2>/| light 15/-, ribbed anil

rubber-studded 26x2 heavy 20/-.

ECONOMIC—Pirelli 26x2";'s oversize 25/- (listed

39/-), 26x2'/. 20/-, 28x3 KempshaU sideca?

16/6.

ECONOMIC—Special clearance of fully guaranteed
but shop-soiled 26X2V2 KempshaU heavy non-skida,

38/-. listed 48/--

ECONOMIC—KempshaU clearance non-skids, 26x2',^
30/-, specials 32/6, 26x2% oversize 35/-, 650,x

65 50/-, including free plug.

ECONOMIC—KempshaU clearance anti-skid, 26X2W
22/-, 26x2% oversize 23/6, 28x21/3 26/6, includ-

ing free plug.

ECONOMIC-Enfleld riders note 650x65 Kemp-
shall extra heavy steel-stuJs, embedderl in libre,

47/6, fully guaranteed.

ECONOMIC—Special for Saxons, Indians, and Harley-
Davidsons. 28x3iA oversize extra heavy Kemp-

shall steel-stadds, embedded in fiV-ie, 60/-, fully guar-

anteed.

ECONOMIC—Continental 26x21(1 -wired covers, over-

size for 26x2, 10/6, pair 17/6.

ECONOMIC—Continental basket pattern, 26x2 16/.6,

26x2% 18/-, 26x2i/o Model de Course heavy 19/-.

ECONOMIC-Large numbers of odd 26x214 and
26x21/2 covers from 7/6. State reauirements.

ECONOMIC-Clincher 26x21/3X214 6-ply Dread-
noughts 37/6, 28x3 fluted 27/6.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne heavy 28x3 grooved 27/6,

28x3 heavy Clincher de luxe non-skids, 35/-.

ECONOMIC—Wood-Milne special rubber-studded 19/-,

listed 31/6, grip-ribbed heavy 20/-, listed 31/6;

extra heavy 25/-, listed 39/-; including free plug.

ECONOMIC-Wood-Milne 26x21/3x214, for 26x3i/j

]inis, special rubber studs, 22/6, listed 32/9.

ECONOMIC-Clincher tubes, 26x2 4/9, 26x214 5/3,
24x2 3/6; Continental 26x21/2 5/9, 660x65 6/-;

28x3 9/6.

ECONOMIC-Wood-Milne belting, % 1/3; Conti-
nental, % 1/-; Pedley, % 1/3, % 1/5, % 1/8, lin.

1/11. li/s 2/4; 15% allowance for old belts.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co.. 137a, Lewisham High Ed., New
Cross. 'Phone : New Cross 1393. [2562-

TWO 650x65 Dunlop Covers, heavy rubber-studded,
quite new and perfect ; accept 1 gn. each.—Way-

side, Shipton, Oxford. [X7323

KEMPSHALL Tyres for Cars and Motor Cycles; de-

livery from stock ; trade" supplied.—Depot for

KempshaU tyres, 200, Deansgate, Manchester. [2431

7/ /? Allowance Guaranteed for old tyre towards nearly
/ vP all new niotcjr cycle covers.—Particulars to

Taylors', Tyro Stockists, Store St., London, W.C [0626

0/(ix2if4 New Continental Cover, 12/6; ditto, heavier,
/CO 18/6; 26x21/2 ditto, 15/-; ditto, heavier. 20/-;

approval against remittance.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.
[2310

MUST Sell at once, all brand new.—26x2 extra strong-

Wood-Milne cover, 36/-, accept 18/-; 26x2%
grooved Wood-Milne, 21/-; 26x214 special heavy Bates,

20/-- 26X21,4 Avon Stonehenge, 19/-.-^Millards, Drapers,

Chesterfield. [X6301

I7fXCEPTION-4.L Offer for month only, in order to

J advertise British made motor tyres and belts, abso-

lutely new, direct from works, with makers' guarantee!

AVe will supply any size tyre or tube at reduced prices.

Agents wanted for Kempol, the famous petrol substi-

tute.—Kemp's Rubber Works, Hardman St., Manchestai.
[7527

BUSINESSES AND PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED.

WANTED, small motor or cycle business, or would
manage same.— Pilfolrt, Greyhound Lane, Streat-

ham, S.W.
'

[2449

LOST AND FOUND.
5/ _ Reward.—Lost, on Hastings Boad, August 28th,

/ Flimwell to London, bag and tools, etc.—W.
Mack, 71, Listria Park, Stoke Newington, London, N.

[2247

PATENT AGENTS.
IN"SrENTOES Advised Free. — King's Patent. Agencyi

Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria St., London. [5818

FLETCHEE WILSON, of Coventry, Chartered Patent

Agent.-Kegistered United States Patent Attorney.
[1664

HENET SKEEEETT, Chartered Patent Agent, 24,

Temple Row, Birmingham.—Patents, trade marks^

and designs. Motor patents a speciality. 1

[063C

SITUATIONS VACANT,
WANTED, motor and motor cycle .mechanics ;

good
jobs to right men. No person on Government

work need apply.—Apply nearest Labour Exchange,
Quoting No. A1959. [0819

A 24 Al' letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Engine of the Future.

IT
is a feather in the cap of the British motor
cycle manufacturer that a leading American
firm should have followed his lead and intro-

duced for 1 91 7 a type of motor cycle be-

loved by Britishers. We refer to tlie hori-

zontally-opposed twin-cylinder, a type of engine

which first appeared on a motor cycle as a

marketable production so far back as 1904.

Since that date motor cycles with "flat"
engines have always been before the public, and
it is a significant fact that each succeeding year

this type of engine has gathered increasing sup-

port from manufacturers, whilst the importance

of its achieyements on road and track has like-

wise grown in corresponding ratio. To Mr. J.

J. Barter, of Bristol, who first introduced his

Fee motor cycle (later known as the Douglas)

in 1904, a great deal of the credit is due,

and there is no doubt that his missionary work

accomplished in the face of immense difficulties

has opened up a new field for motor cycle manu-
facturers, the significance and extent of which

it is impossible to estimate at this moment. Of
copies there have been many, but no one can.be

blamed for adopting a design which has been

proved by exhaustive tests to be highly suitable

for motor cycle work.' It is no new suggestion

of ours that the horizontally-opposed twin is the

engine of the future. It has faults; for instance,

the overall length does not lend itself to a neat

frame construction, and the rear cylinder in par-

ticular is apt to be difficult to remove, but its

even firing and almost perfect balance easily out-

weigh its disadvantages. Quite apart from the

fact that there is a choice of half a dozen makes

of horizontal twins whose names are well-known,

we hear privately of others on the stocks which

will be introduced after the war. Our remarks

refer exclusively to the four-stroke type of engine,

no manufacturer .having yet got beyond the

experimental stage with the two-stroke horizontal

twin, but the return of peace will see important

developments in this direction.

Improved Petrol Position.

AT
last daylight is seen in the petrol restric-

tions. Those sanguine users who ex-

pected more petrol to be available in the

autumn—just at a period, as we have
already pointed out, when motoring wanes

until the succeeding spring!—will be gratified.

In the words of the Petrol Committee, " The
position is ever so much better, and we hope to

be able to release much more petrol under the

new licences when they have to be renewed next

month for private motor cars and motor cycles.

As soon as we are able to arrive at a definition

respecting the new 'licences the fact will be duly

announced." Readers who have husbanded
their allotted amount of petrol, by the use of

substitutes, can retain their licences until such
time as their stated quantity has been exhausted,

and those who have not bought their petrol can

have the tax returned to them. Meanwhile,
from Saturday next, an increase of petrol for

commercial and certain professional purposes is

promised. ' •

There is no prospect of the Petrol Committee
ceasing to exist, as until the Finance Act is

amended the war tax of 6d. per gallon will have

to be collected, and for that purpose petrol

licences will continue to be issued.

At this juncture it would be interesting to

know whether the petrol tax is yielding the

huge amount it was estimated that the proposed

motor car taxes would produce. We doubt it

personally, though obviously we have no
reliable figures to go upon. In any. case if

shortage there be, it is due directly to the lack

of foresight, in arranging sufficient quantities of

petrol or checking reckless consumption of the

precious spirit at a much earlier date. By
sanctioning the use of more spirit, the Exchequer
will benefit considerably, for every user of

petrol must contribute is. tax for every gallon

he " consumes," and that is why people who
have never yet believed in a dire shortage of

petrol were amazed at the meagre allotment.

An index to the adverti'sements In this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover.
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I

HAD done a slight service for a

pilot, and he asked me if I would
come to look him up the following

Monday, when he would take me on a

test flight. Would I go? Would I

not ? And you may be sure I was
round to look him up at the first

opportunity.

The machine he was going up in

v\'as a . Well, perhaps . I had
better not say what. It was fitted

with an eight-cylinder engine V type

in front, the observer's seat being
immediately behind the engine and the

pilot's seat behind that. There were nunierous little

odds and ends which I don't know the name of, and if

I did it wouldf of course, be inadvisable to mention
them.

' Sensations.

Taking my seat I watched the mechanics pull over
the propeller. At last we were ready. " Contact,"
shouted the mechanic. "Contact," said the pilot,

and with a sharper pull than the previous ones the
engine started and the propeller vanished. Gee ! what
a draught. It compares well with going all out down
a steep hill against a gale of wind. Distinctive engine
noise vanished, and it became more like the drone of

several Scott machines running together. Now the

mechanics pull the chocks away from the wheels and
we move, slowly at first. Soon the motion became
like riding an Edmund spring frame machine over a

field, with, of course, the difference that there v^as a

tremendous wind when I put my head round the corner
of a windscreen not much bigger than this page.
We soon lost that sensation, and barring the fact that

the ground seemed racing away at a tremer.dous

speed we might have been in a motor cycle race held
on a biiliard table surface.

Banking.

.
This was great ; as yet we were only about 20ft.

above the ground, and I was not at all prepared fcr

the next surprise, for the pilot suddenly made the
machine rise rapidly, and I felt as though my head
was being forced into my body by a huge weight. The
nearest I could describe the motion was as that of
rushing down the straight at Brooklands and going
straight up the test hill. Although the body felt like

rising the head felt as if it was being forced down. On
we went, and soon we were over a place which I had
often wanted to see from above, and consequently I

leant over to look at it. The pilot took advantage to
'

' bank
'

' in that direction, and for a bare fraction of

a second I thought I was falling out. I had been
caught napping, and he properly " shot the wind up
me." I suppose it was retaliation for shooting it up
him when I drove him on the motor cycle and sidecar.
Anyway, it felt something like being on the carrier of
a solo machine when you expect the rider to turn
to the left and he turns to the right, only without being
nbl^' to kr.o'.v where he is going.

LITTI^ -JOHK

The track of a motor cycle is

limited to roads, but an aeroplane can
turn anywhere any time. Sitting in

front of the pilot the observer does
not know when he is going to be
suddenly put into a " horizontal posi-

tion." As we turned I made one
violent but unconscious grab for the
opposite side, but there was no need.
Before the banking was completed
I saw a midget figure of a motor
cyclist dashing along a road visible

between the tips of the wings.

It must have been " some " bank,
for in a second or possibly less w« were facing in a

direction which meant we had gone round at least

270°, or threequarters of a circle. We were now going

over sandy country, and although I should judge that

we were 1,000 feet up, the tracks of horse transport

were clearly visible, showing that a convoy had passed,

and in the distance was a cloud of dust which, if we had
been reconnoitring, we should have had to investigate.

Over in the distance I could recognise landmarks
which told me we were at least four miles from our

start,' and then we turned for home. We swooped
down to the sheds and then up again, apparently miss-

ing them by inches, but in reality it must have been
hundreds of feet. We soared up, and then almost

stopping the engine we seemed to come to rest.

Landing.
Then down went the nose, and -I felt like putting

the brake on and switching off ; but there is no brake

and no switch, and so I resigned myself to banging inti.

that patch of green. Whir-r the engine went, and ir

a twinkling the earth disappeared and the sky was
only visible. Again the revs, died down and we
seemed to stop—we were stopped—I tried to balance

—I felt as though I was on a nine inch plank balancing

a heavy twin motor cycle which had come to rest. In

a second I must fall. What was I to do. Whir-r
went the engine, and with a cross between a dive and
a bank I found we v/ere gliding gently over the shed
rapidly coming down. Now for the bump I thought;
but there was none perceptible : right across the aero-

drome we went, gradually slackening speed until we
automatically stopped, and then turning her round the

pilot taxied the 'plane back again to the starting

point. I- thanked the pilot and looked at the watch.

I. had been up for ten minutes, and as near as I could

reckon we had done ten miles.

I feel almost that I should like to fly, and yet when
all is said and done I would prefer to trust myself to

someone else, although on terra firma I certainly

prefer to hold the controls of a motor- cycle in my own
hands.

"*

We are informed that a kilometre hill-climb held
in Denmark on September 24th was won by a rider

mounted on a Harley-Davidson. The winner im-
proved on the previous best timing by 4s.
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From America.
American riders cannot yet have enjoyed mucli

experience of baby two-strokes, but one of their manu-
facturers knows something. He advises users of what
Yankees call the " gasoil " system to stop th^ir engines

after a run by turning oS. the petrol and letting the

engine drain the carburetter, or they may have starting

trouble next day from oil sludge choking up the fine

passage leading to the jet.

A Modern Surface Carburetter.

I have under test a carburetter which is really a

combination of the old surface type and "the modern
spray pattern. It is known as the G.A.S.P., and is

devoid of a jet in the usual sense of the word, the

petrol being fed to a small pencil-shaped roll of wire

gauze, placed in lieu of the jet in a carburetter which
externally resembles the ordinary type. The main
adjustment is performed by raising or lowering the

gauze pencil, and so varying tire amount of petrol-

carrying surface exposed to the air. The vaporiser is

controlled by a single lever, as it is arranged on straight-

through principles, and the throttle piston is so shaped
that the amount of the gauze exposed and the area of

the air intake uncovered at any setting of the lever are

in accurate relation to each other. In other words, it

really amounts to a variable jet carburetter, combined
with the main merit of the old surface tvpe, viz., that

there are no narrow passages which may choke if there
is dirt in the spirit. What would not competition
riders have given for an unchokable carburetter in the

days of the old non-stop trials, when a momentary
stoppage put us out for good and all. The vaporiser

is thoroughly well-made, develops quite as much power
as the standard type, registers a moderate consumption
(neither very high nor very low), and is most reHable
in use, whilst its single lever control v.dll interest many
riders. It should enjoy a good vogue when conditions

return to the normal. Not the least of its merits is the

simplicity of adjustment, it being possible to adjust

the gauze (equivalent to trying a fresh size of jet on
standard types) in half a minute by simply unfastening
an external lock nut.

The Po^ver of a Single.

A correspondent considers that the multi-cylinder

engine is damned because of its habit of giving up the

ghost under hard work on top gear, and calling for a

change down where a single will go on plugging away,
but that if twins had a separate .magneto and carbu-

retter for each cylinder they might display the same
rugged characteristics as a single. As a c-.:e in point

he quotes a recent trip with his big single James and
a- Canoelet sidecar, the live load with luggage totalling

about 28 stone. From Doncaster to Scotch Corner
he struck a stiff head wind, but the James took its load

up all the rises on top gear (4% to i) at between fifteen

and twenty miles an hour. This sort of performance
he very rightly describes as typical of a good single-

cylinder, and as rather beyond the compass of a twin

of the same c.c. He considers that comfort is dearly

bought at the sacrifice of such potentialities, and ques-

tions whether my A. B.C. would equal the performance.

It certainly would not. Under sucl; a load I "should

change down, and, if I so desired, double his speed.

To this alternative method the only objection is that

in my correspondent's experience and opinion there

would be a vast increase of vibration. I have not

ridden the big single James, and so exclude it from my
reference ; but a first-rate horizontal twin of 4 h.p.

causes less engine vibration at 20 m.p.h. on an inter-

mediate gear than the best singles I know do at tire

same speed on top gear. Being familiar with both

types, I should infinitely prefer to ride the twin and to

change down than to drive a single and remain on top.

More Judicial.

Dr. Lindsay, the Norton enthusiast, writes ' from

France in a more judicial vein. He frankly admits the

broad desirability of pushing .designs which reduce

engine and road vibration ; and interprets his penchant

for the flying singles as based on the twin desires for

extreme speed and extreme reliability. Of course, the

days are coming when we shall get vibrationless engines

and spring, frames in conjunction with the speed, power
maintenance, and reliability of the best class singles.

For the moment it is true, on the one hand, that the

single-cylinder is the more durable engine ; that it

maintains its power better ; that it is—on the whole

—

speedier. It is equally true that it is grossly uncom-
fortable.

About SpirRing Plugs.

Dr. Lindsay further points out that in the first article

he ever wrote for The Motor Cycle he underlined the

tendency of many sparking plugs to pre-ignite in super-

efficient engines. He still pins his faith to the single-

point Bosch plug, and by strenuous research in out-of-

the-way garages he has maintained a stock of half a~

dozen or so. He further ingeniously increases his

supply by buying up sound multiple point Bosch plugs,

and substituting the central electrode from- a single-

point which has " gone pliut." He finds that a quarter

of a mile at 45 m.p.h. in a Brooklands Norton renders

many British plugs incandescent, though a Bluemel

and an Ajax behave tolerably well. Another corre-

spondent denounces me for praising German stuff.

This is stark folly. We cannot win a world trade by
shutting our eyes to facts and pretending that we are

top dogs where we are not. Let us all frankly criticise

British goods, British methods, and British policy

wherever we find a fault until British stuff is uniformly

the best. One candid friend is worth a hundred lying

toadies any day; and, candidly, some British plugs

will stand a lot of improving even yet. I must, how-
ever, add the Lodge racer to my list of reliable high-

speed plugs ; it is, to my thinking, just about as good
as the Bosch single-point in most respects except price.
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A RESTFUL HOME FOR WAR WORKERS.
OPEN AIR LIFE BY THE RIVER AVON.

FOR many months past war workers, both male
and female, have been working at high pressure,

and nothing is so conducive to keeping in per-

fect health in mind and body as a complete rest

when the long day's toil is over. The first necessity

for restful repose is a complete change of surround-

ings. In many districts this, unfortunately, is

impossible, and all that the worker can do is to retire

from the factory or office to the home in close

proximity, and either spend an hour or two at a

picture house or other place of entertainment or retire

to bed. In some districts, particularly in the Midlands,

more ideal circumstances prevail, and those possessing

motor bicycles or other quick means of locomotion

may run into the country and enjoy that fresh air

which is unattainable in the hives of industry.

Some war workers in the Midlands this year hit

upon a most happy idea in keeping themselves in the

best possible condition physically for carrying out

the "heavy work which they had undertaken and of

also enjoying the beauties of an English summer.

A New Use for a Cricket Pavilion.

In the happy pre-war days they had watched, on
an excellent cricket field bordered by the classic Avon,

matches between picked teams of the district, and
had enjoyed teas in the excellent and commodious
pavilion. Since August, 1914, the clubhouse has

been empty, and the field, once one of the best in the

county, now resembles an ordinary pasture meadow.
Most of the players have joined the Forces, and are

either in training in England or fighting for their
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h Re3t.'ul Ploms for War Workers.

—

King and country over the seas. Why could not the

pavilion l;e made a summer residence for war workers?
thought one of them, and quickly the idea materialised.

The cricket club authorities were only too ready to

augment their finances, w'hich had suffered, by letting

the house at a rea.sonable rent, and early in July a

party of ardent workers took up their residence there.

The dressing rooms made excellent bedrooms, while

the large room w^as available for meals (when the

weather was unfavourable), for the storage of various

necessities, and when increa.sed sleeping accommoda-
tion was needed. Nearly all the meals w'ere served

on the e.xtensive verandah, and, with the exception of
sleeping, the whole party lived in the open air. All

the cooking w-as done over an open, wood fire, and
those unaccustomed to camp Jife would be astonished
at the excellence and the variety of the meals served.
" Early to bed and early to rise " was the invariable
rule. Boys and girls came to the bungalow tired after

a heavy day's work, but a swim in the river and an
appetising meal put them into the best of humour,
and after an hour or so lazily pulling in the boat they
were ready for bed. An early morning start presented
no difficulties to the manager of the commissariat.
A hot breakfast was always ready, rnd the workers
set out on their short journey well

equipped for the day's toil. Satur-

day afternoons and Sundays were the

great days at the bungalow. Then
visitors from a greater distance were
welcomed, and frequently owners of

sidecar outfits were to be - seen
making their way across the field

to the' pavilion. Bathing, boating,

lazing, and talking were the ordei

of the day.

A Useful Machine.
One of the tenants was the fortu-

nate possessor of a 6 h.p. combina-
tion, and with this re'iable machine

^^(^lUE 2S7

he was able to come "home" more frequently than

others, and with such a powerful engine, too, he was
in a position to be of assistance in carrying the

necessaries from the nearest town to the pavilion, so

our photographs show this vehicle in active service.

When the supply of petrol to motor cycli.sts was;

reduced to the absurd minimum of half a gallon a
week, it was feared that the services of this machine
would be lost, and that the visits of its owner would
be considerably curtailed, but he thought otherwise.

He constructed an auxiliary, tank out of an old- oil-

can, in which he carried petrol, and he filled his tank

w'ith paraffin. Starting up from, his auxiliary tank,

he switched on the paraffin, and the engine when once
warm ran magnificently on the crude spirit. As the

mornings grew colder he had .some difficulty in

starting, but with a little help this was .soon over-

come. He subsequently tried other substitutes, and
good results were obtained from Wital fuel, Petrofin,

Petrolior, and Beatsol, which he obtained at various

prices.

Stabling Accommodation.

Among the week-end visitors to the " Home of

Rest " were ownei-s of large touring cars and light

cars. Accommodation for these larger vehicles pre-

SCENES OF THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD AND LITTLE JOHN.

(Top) Atypical "Dukeries" landscape. Welbeck Abbey, the Duke of Portland's seat, is close by.

(Bottom) In the district of mighty oaks. The " Major Oak "
is in this neighbourhood.

sented greater difficulties than that

of motor cycles with or without

sidecars, which could be pushed

underneath the pavilion. With the

shorter evenings in September and

the - restricted lighting regulations

the tenancy of the bungalow had to

be given up with the greatest regret,

but with the firm determination that

should, unhappily, cricket be im-

possible next year a still more
lengthy stay -will be made on the

banks' of the Avon by those who
this year have so greatly benefited

by their sojourn there.
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A Further Selection of Letters from Readers scattered all over the World.

WE continue our efforts to popularise motor
. cycles the world over by quoting extracts

from- our Overseas mail bearing upon
different aspects of the motor cycle movement.

As usual, there are many complaints with regard to the

prices, etc., of British mounts, while several correspon-

dents are championing their favourite Yankee mounts.

One or two letters contain interesting items with

regard to riding experiences abroad, interesting to both

readers at home or in the Dominions. Of course,

considering the state that the motor trade in this

country is" in at the _present time it is hardly fair for

our overseas cousins to be too critical. So far as obtain-

ing delivery of new machines, in many cases they are

better off than we ourselves here in England. In

visiting various motor factories we continually hear

the statement that they are only producing a few
machines, and all of those are destined for overseas.

In discussing the British v. American motor cycle

problem for overseas use our overseas contem.porary,

Motor Cycling of Australia, makes the following in-

teresting stat-ement which helps to bear out the remarks

made by some of our correspondents :

" In the interests of British motor manufacturers it

is most desirable that they should fully realise the

great strides American builders have made. The
tendency has been to under-rate American competi-

tion, and British manufacturers have frequently ignored

warnings from their own representatives.
" British manufacturers should not

ignore opinions expressed in the

Dominions, because if we do not build

here we are certainly in an excellent

position to test machines under condi-

tions that do not exist in England, and
of which the manufacturer is ignorant.

American road conditions are mostly
similar to ours in- Australia, and the

Colonies possess good testing grounds
from which to obtain data further to

improve machines, particularly as re-

gards springing methods and frame con-
struction."

On this very subject of British motor
cycles and manufacturers' methods, we
are reminded that a letter was received

the other day from a Spanish writer

which exposes the indifference of some
British manufacturers to the foreign
market. Before the war we frequently
heard that cry, and it is only natural that
at the present time it should be

J4

A lady motor cyclist in Cape Town,
Miss L. Hojiiirk, riding her Douglas.

accentuated. The man who wished to purchase a
British motor cycje was a Spanish doctor, and knowing
the few Englishmen in this settlement asked them to

obtain the price of a machine shipped and insured to

any Spanish port. The reply they received was curt
and to the effect that " our prices are such-and-such,
at our works." Delivery date is not mentioned.
We are well aware of the position of the British

makers to-day, but even so, a letter explaining fully

the situation would have been better than a letter

which said in effect, if not in words, "We don't par-
ticularly want your business, will you kindly refrain

from worrying us."
The writer goes on to say that these actions will be

remembered, and that buyers will act accordingly after

the war. Although the above case is not exceptional
we must, in justice to British' manufacturers, point out
that it- is not usual treatment to expect from English'
mak-ers. The Overseas Supplement to The Motor
Cycle gives the lie to a sweeping assertion that British
makers are not courteous in replying to enquiries, and
that they are indifferent to the foreign market.

Long Distance Trips.

Mr. H. Vieitssbux, Campsie, Australia, writes :
" My last

machme was a 3^ h.p. Zenith. I found it a most excellent
machuie. I think, without a doubt, the roads out here are
the worst in the world.
"I u.sed my machine for four months in the summer when

it was 100°-108° in the shade. My trips were from Sydney
to

_
Geelong—215 "miles. This trip i did

twice a week, and in the four -months the
engine was only taken down twice. for clean-
ing. Ec ground clearance, I would favour
five inches."

Foot Horns and Indians in the Colonies.

"Ceylon No. 2," Kandy, Ceylon: "In
your issue of May 18th I notice a letter
from ' Ceylon ' on the above subjects. The
writer wants a foot-operated horn because
it is dangerous to pass bullock carts and.
passengers or take hairpins with one hand
oS the handle-bars. But who on earth does
such a thing? I have been riding out here
for several years, and the invariable custom
is to sound the horn well before approach-
ing a cart or human beings, or before taking
the hairpin, and then to crawl past or round
with both hands on. The man who comes
level with a cart before he has a clear way
and can keep both hands on is aslving for
trouble. A curious thing is that often a
native's skull is too thick to be penetrated
by the sound of any horn, but the human
voice gets there every time.

"'Ceylon' has had three nasty spills

—

twice through sandy soil and once through
a cocoanut. I would suggest that had he
had both hands on the handle-bai-s it would
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Motocycles

DISTINGUISHED
FAST

and

SILENT

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
"INDIAN HOUSE,"

366-368, EUSTON RD., LONDON, N.W.
Ttileplione—MiiUjeum lGi:3. Telegrams

—
"Heiidian. Eiisroatl, London."

IRISH BRANCH .. .. 10, Wicklov/ Street, Dublin.
AUSTRALIA .

,

. . 109-113, Russell Street, Melbourne.
CANADIAN WORKS .. 12-14, Mercer Street, Toronto,
AFRICA . . Indian House, 127-9, Commissioner Streei,

Johamiesburg.
Indian House, 579, West Street, Durban.

I NOTE THE INDIANS ON THE ROAD. I
ix
'm

In answering this adverilseme.nt it is desirable to mention " The Motor C'licle." B5
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he B.SA.44h.p.Mabr
Bicycle fitted \vilK

B.S.A. Countershaft

5hree Speed Qear, runs
sraoothly is easy to handle,

powerful and economical.

Latest Catalogue free from She Birmingham Small

Arms Compairy Limited. Small Heath. Birmia^am

BO In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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Overseas Opinions.

—

have made little or no difference. I have been there myself.

As for barging into natives, I have done that, too. But
in each case I had sounded the liorn previoushj (no effect),

and had then yelled^with botli hands on the bars. I did
' wake the beggars up with a nasty jar,' and stuck on. I

have been clean over dogs, goats, hens, snakes, scorpions,

and young pigs, and they have never yet caused a fall.

(I touch wood humbly.) I have done many thousands of

miles through villages and along the most mountainous
tracks in Ceylon, and have had more tlian one fall, but I

can honestly say it has never been the fault of the horn on
Uhe bar. If 'Ceylon' will clear the road in front of him,

fuse liis voice occasionally, and drop' his feet when going

round liairping or over sand or loose metal I think he will

[be content to leave the hoi'n where it is.

" I heartily agree that ' it is far easier riding in London
ftlian out here.' I remeniber some years ago taking a newly
f delivered machine through Town without stopping the
' engine, but it was child's play compared with our work.

" I must, however, dissent from ' Ceylon ' on the question

of Indians. It is, true 'they find a ready market, since they
are cheap, deliverj' during war tuiae is practically certain,

and spares can always be got through. None of these con-

ditions apply to English machmes. Of the eighteen Indians
recently imported I believe a good proportion were 5 h.p.

models, and, therefore, not rear sprung, so the contention
that the rear springs brought customers is scarcely tenable.

I would also query the statement that ' there are plenty of

English solid framed bicycles for sale.' I have reason to

know, as I hunted in Colombo for months. Apart from a

few B.S.A.'s and Blackburnes, there has been practically

nothing imported from England for over a year. I think
most of us would agree that if we could get an A. B.C.,
A.J.S., Clyno, Douglas, James, P. and M., Rover, Rudge,
Scott, Triumph, or other such make we would, but we cannot.

I got an English 3^- h.p. horizontal twin which happened to

blow into Colombo, and after it had done its first 1,000 miles
a planter offered its original price at sight

!

" Honour to whom honour is due, but hats off first of all

to Old England."

Another Plea for Spring Frames.

Mk. W. Pbie, Sydney, N.S.W. : "I hope that you will

not let the rear springing agitation drop until it is an
accomplished fact on practicallj' all motor cycles. Greater
attention to details such as mudguards, better clearance,

and hinged to facilitate wheel removal, are points requiring
attention. I hope also you will use your influence towards
getting us better equipped machines. I daresay it is too

early to expect a: few vital spares, but surely every machine
should have at least a horn and lamp. Cylinder removal
without taking the engine out of the frame is important,

and it is a pity that the opposed cylinder type really necessi-

tates engine' removal to decarbonise."

American Lightweights.

Mr. Elliott B. Holton, Secretary N.J.M.C., New Jersey,

U.S.A. : "Just in from an observed lightweight run of 180
miles, in which the Cleveland and Indian featherweight
came through with flying colours.
" The average pace was to be 20 m.p.h., but the two men

—

Wanghop on the Cleveland and Robertson on the Indian^
frequently ran into sight of the checks a quarter to half an
hour early. One stretch of thirty-five miles they rolled off

in 71m., which is good considering that seventeen of it was
within tlie city limits of Philadelphia.

" The net results of the test are that anyone can rely on a

two-stroke machine for a real honest-to-goodness trip, some-
thing the people over here have been doubtful of since the

introduction of the lightweight last October.
"The fuel consumption was: Indian, 71.36 m.p.g. ; the

Cleveland *77.17 m.p.g,, including the 12 to 1 mixture of oil.

Our gallon is 46 cu. in. short of your Imperial gallon, so that
the comparison is not bad, all things consi'dered. Had there
been need, penalisation for loose or broken parts would have
been made, using the Scottish Six Days Trials ruling.
" i\'Iy idea of the individual work of each machine is that

the Cleveland, with a B, and B. carburetter, two-strokes
more steadily, but is not as quick to answer the throttle or

as good a Iiill-climber as the Amac equipped Indian, whose
worst fault is to four-stroke at times."
[•92.1 miles per Imperial gallon.

—

Ed.]

Automatic Carburetters.

Mr. J. M. Smith, Bloemfontein, South Africa :
" I have

used and had to do with most makes of automatic and semi-
automatic carburetters, and am of the opinion (gathered
during the last eleven years) that the carburetter with two
levers—air and gas—is, especially in this country (South
Africa), by far the most economical and satisfactory.

" I do not consider that it is within tlie power of any
human being to construct an automatic carburetter that is
quite satisfactory at all speeds of the engine, and more especi-
ally at all temperatures. When the thermometer registers
between 90° and 100° F. it is, to my mind, obvious that the
peti-ol vaporises much more readily tlian where the tempera-
ture is about 30° to 50°,^and in the former case, the air
being much more rarefied, a larger bulk is required to dilute
the mixture, and it follows that the adjustment for, say, 60°
cannot, I should think, be equal to dealing with the higher
temperature.

"I have had automatic and semi;automatic carburetters
fitted to some of the machines I have possessed, but now-adays
I have no time for anything but the two-lever variety. If" I
am wrong I am open to conviction. There is no doubt the
automatic is handier, but ! I also find the automatic con-
sumes nrach more petrol, yet it seems to me that I faintly
remember that ' Ixion ' used to be a constant supporter of
the automatic variety. He has had a great deal more
experience than I, and yet I am really pleased tc see that
he seems to be coming round to my opinion.

." I may say that my experience is not confined to South
Africa, as I have also owned and ridden motor cycles in
Scotland."

Mysterious Pulling-up.

Mr. J. A. M.\CGILL, Bangkok, Siam : "'With reference
to 'H.L.C.M.'s' question on page 438 of your issue
of May 4th, if his carburetter is a B. and B,, old
type, I would suggest a further close examination of
it for the following reason. I once experienced the same
trouble with a 3^ h.p. three-speeder, having a B. and B.
carburetter, the needle of which had been made, or had
become, shorter than standard. The lid of the float chamber
had, fixed to its inner face, the usual block carrying the
balance-weight mechanism, etc., and the top end of the
needle passed through a hole in the block up into a dome,
which was screwed into the lid from outside. The internal
diameter of the dome being less than the diameter of the
hole in the block, a distinct ' step ' was formed. When
the carburetter got tilted the petrol in the float chamber,
obeying the natural law of levels, forced the float (and with
it, of course, the needle, owing to some. play at the collar)

to maintain the vertical position. The result was that the _

stub end of the needle got jammed into the ' step,' thus
preventing the needle from rising smartly off its seat to
admit fresh spirit. When the ' step ' was bevelled off, and
the needle given a chance of sliding up into the dome, the
trouble disappeared. I have noticed in your columns
several complaints of 'drying-up,' to which the above
diagnosis might be applied."

A COLONIAL'S
SIDECAR-DRIVEN

OUTFIT.

1 he.- owner, W. Wilson, ot Port Elizabeth, S.A., has a

double-seated (side-by-side) sidecar fitted to his New Hudson,
and has adapted the controls so that he can drive from the

sidecar.
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A HORIZONTAL
TWIN INDIAN.
An Enlirely New 2i h.p.

237 c.c. Opposed Twin

Lightweight included in

the Indian range for 1917.

5 h.p. and 7 h.p. Twins

retained, all with Three-

speed Gears.

REAL novelty in design is necessarily

restricted in this country by reason

of the war. Clever designs, such

as the Scott Sociable exclusively described

in The. Motor Cycle, do not grow on

hedges. One of the few entirely new
productions to make their bow to the

public since the fateful days of August,

1914, is the 2^ h.p. horizontally-opposed

twin-cylinder engine which is announced

as a leading line of next year's Indian

range. Since the Indian branch was
opened in this country in 1909, motor

cycles bearing this name have, by reason

of their essentially practical design and

first-class materials, assumed growing

importance. .Year after year the Hendee
Manufacturing Co. has introduced some

new model, or embodied some strikingly

attractive feature in its existing models,

with the result that the Indian hold on
the public is a strong -one. Indian prac-

tice is frequently indicative of future

American trend of design, and it is no
bold forecast to state that the Indian

lead is bound to be followed

in America by other motor
cycle manufacturers before

many months pass. In Eng-
land the horizontal twin has
always constituted a warm
favourite. The world-wide
popularity of the Douglas
machine ever since its incep-

tion is proof of • the winning
ways of this type of engine.

For 1917 three distinct

types of machines will re-

present the Indian factory,

THE NEW INDIAN PRODUCTION.
A horizontal twin-cylinder " lightweight." The cylinder dimensions

are 50'8 X 63'5 mm. = 257 c.c.

viz., (1) the 2i- h.p. 257 c.c. " flat

"

twin, (2) the 5 h.p. V-type twin, and

(3) the 7-9 h.p. V-type Powerplus. As
will be seen from the undermentioned
details, the horizontal twin is the real

novelty Its design does not follow

accepted practice, but quite a number of

important features are incorporated, some

of which are immensely practical.

Details o! the "Flat" Engine.

Probably the most striking feature of

the latest production is the compact
appearance of the power and transmission

units, which are carried unusually low

down in a cradle, or loop, frame. It will

cause disappointment to many to learn

that the capacity of the

engine is but 257 c.c, giving

a rating of 2^ h.p. The bore

and stroke are 50.8 and 53.5

mm. The length of the stroke

is noteworthy, as the flat

engine has hitherto been
arranged with approximately
square dimensions, and it

should be interesting to see

how in practice the long

stroke compares with the

sliort. The cylinders are cast

in one piece, and have the

Sectional view of the new " fiat
" twin Indian engine.

valves arranged side by side, and placed
in an almost horizontal position on top
of the engine, metal covers being fitted

over the springs and tappets, so giving a

neat appearance.
The timing gear is situated in a

separate timing case cast alongside the

main crank chamber. The cams, how-
ever, are in the main case, where they
receive a liberal supply of oil splashed
by a 180° solid crankshaft. The» con-

necting rod big end bearings are split,

and are, therefore, easily taken up when
wear occurs. Contrary to usual Indian
practice, a hand pump is solely relied

upon for supplying lubricant to the
engine. The lubrication of the front
cylinder, however, which is a most
important point on horizontal twins, has
received special attention, as in addition
to the ordinary splash caused by the
connecting rods dipping in the oil in the
sump, an ample supply of lubricant to
this cylinder is ensured by means of a
hole drilled longitudinally through the
cylinder wall. This hole leads to the
piston from a trough situated in such
a position in the crank case that it is

continually kept full of oil.

A small glass window is fitted in the
sump, through which the height of the
oil can be ascertained. The sparking
plugs are arranged in the uppermost part
of the cylinder head, just above the inlet

valves, and should therefore keep as free

as possible from oil. The magneto, which
IS a special type of fixed ignition Dixie,
is mounted on the flat top of the case.

A feature of the magneto is that it is

driven at engine-shaft speed, having a
special outside distributer arranged on
the right-hand side to direct the high-
tension current alternately to each cylin-

der. The higher speed at which the
magneto is run should greatly facilitate

starting. Running lengthways immedi-

'

ately beneath the engine a large cylin-

drical silencer is fitted, having a rear

extension outlet pipe.

A Three-speed Gear.

Immediately behind the silencer and
just beneath the rear cylinder is situated

the gear box, which is of the three-speed

b8
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ALWAYS ON
GUARD

The clever and practical design

of the CLINCHER OK LUXE
tough white tread, guards you against

side - shp perils and tyre troubles.

This change m guard from the rider to the tyre

will be greatly appreciated by all Motor Cyclists,

seeing that it relieves them of all nerve strain

when meeting treacherous surfaces. Be on your
guard against substitutes, and insist upon having

NORTH BRITISH

MOTOR CYCLE TYRES
The NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO.,;- Ltd.

LONDON 169, Great Portland Street, W.

FACTORIES .

.

Castle Mills, Edinburgh.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor C'l/de. B9
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The entire output of the above is at present required for War Purposes.

Prospective buyers are therefore advised to purchase any that are left in stocli among the various

Sunbeam Agents tliroughout the country, or apply to have their names put upon our Waiting List.

Catalogue and full particulars sent on receipt of postcard to —

JOHN MARSTON, LIMITED— 11, Sunbeamland — WOLVERHAMPTON

.

"Wait and See."
There are times and occasions when the

classic phrase is worth following, and one of

these IS to "wait and see" the after-the-war

instead of experimenting now (at your own

expense) with unreliable, untried, unknown

substitutes. The after-the-war Sturmey-

Archer will be well worth waiting for.

STURMEY-ARCHER GEARS.
LIMITED, NOTTINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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A Horizontal Twin Indian.

—

New strengthened fork and head lug of

the 1917Powerplus.

pattern, and incorporates a E.aybestos-

lined plate clutcli. The gear is operated

by a quadrant lever on tlie side of the

tank, while the clutch is actuated by a
pedal on the left footboard. The usual

Indian kick-starting device is also in-

corporated. T^in. X -i-in. pitch chains

transmit the power, both being protected

by chain guards only.

The bicycle portions are very similar

to previous Indian models, except that

the front down tube is divided into two,

thus forming very neat hangers for the

horizontal engine. Front spring forks,

exactly similar to those fitted to the two-
stroke lightweight Indian and on the

early model 5 h.p. V twin Indians, are

used. The action of these forks is some-
what similar to" the famous Triumph
front fork. The springs are encased and
situated beneath the steering head, while

the fork blade is hinged about a quarter

of the way down. Girders are not con-

sidered necessary, we are told, owing to

the lightness of the machine. A most
neat and compact appearance has been
obtained by placing engine, silencer, and
gear within the main frame, enabling the

rear stays to be brought up close, so

giving a delightfully short wheelbase, a
somewhat unusual thing when the hori-

zontal type of engine is fitted.

Tlie Controls.

Curiously enough, the .
Indian twist

grip system is not used, but undoubtedly
the control is as simple as possible. The
automatic one lever carburetter is con-

trolled by an orthodox handle-bar con-

trol. No control is needed for the

ignition, owing to its being of the fixed

type, and no valve lifter mechanism is

fitted, as starting the tiny engine by
means of the kick starter is said to be

'so easy that such a fitting has not been
considered necessary. A switch on the

bars is the only other engine control

fitted, but there is a hand-controlled

rear brake, in addition to that operated

by foot.

Powerplus Improvements.

The Powerplus model, which was intro-

duced for the first time about' twelve

months ago, and which has proved itself

such a splendid sidecar

machine, has received a con-

siderable number of detail

alterations, the most notice-

able of which are undoubtedly
the strengthened steering

head, front fork, and the new
pattern tank. The front forks

are now continued right up
to the top of the steering

head, where they are con-

nected by means of a heavy
drop forged plate, which also

forms the lugs wliich hold the

handle-bars. These can be
swivelled up and down to

obtain a variety of positions

to suit each individual rider.

The steering head, too, has
been greatly strengthened by
means of webbing, and in-

corporates a lug to retain the

sidecar fitting. The appear-
ance of the latest tank is

considerably improved. It

pannier type, and is flush at the top,

the top tube of the frame running
through the centi'e ; thus crevices, where
otherwise the dirt could collect, are
absent. The tank, being divided into

two, necessitates two fillers and two
petrol pipes, which arrangement will

undoubtedly come in useful when petrol

substitutes are used. The capacity of

the twin tanks is larger than formerly.

2gx

An entirely new type of change-speed
mechanism is another improvement, the
operating lever being in a horizontal

position, and working in a quadrant
fitted nearly vertically at the side of the
tank, the action being in an up and down
direction, which is claimed to give a
more natural movement. Only one rod
is necessary to transmit this movement to

the operating lever on the gear box, so

that there is no lost motion due to wear,
which commonly occurs where compli-

cated bell cranks have to be used.

Longer Pistons.

A few small alterations have been
made to the engine, the pistons and
cylinders having been made a quarter of

an inch longer, so giving increased bear-
ing surface, while the gudgeon pin has
been placed in a lower position in the
piston, being now below the centre.

New horizontal twin-cyhnder Indian power unit, showing

kick-starter and divided front down tube. The three-speed

gear box rs directly beneath the back cylinder.

IS ot the
Xhis, it is claimed, reduces the tendency
to rock and cause piston rattle. The
engine measurements are 79.375x100.806
mm., which give a capacity of 997 c.c,

and it will be noticed that a long stroke

is also used m this model. A roller

bearing is employed on the drive side of

the crank case, as it has been found
perfectly satisfactory in the previous

model. Ai^art from these items the

machine remains practically the same as

^ . pSE

Indian divided flush top tank. There are two separate compartments, each with its own filler.

New vertical change-speed quadrant on

the Powerplus Indian. The lever on the

right IS for the clutch.

the first model Powerplus, the appreci-

ated rear sprung frame, mechanical lubri-

cation, the cradle spring fork, and the
28iii. x3in. wheels remaining unaltered.
The well-known Indian red enamel is

still retained, with the addition of a
broad black line on all flat surfaces.

BII
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Other 1917 InJian models, which show detail alterations only. (Left) The 7 h.p. Powerplus, which made its first appearance twelve months

ago, and the 5 h.p. with rigid frame.

The 5 h.p. Model.

To those desiring a moderately light
fast solo machine, the 5 h.p. V twin will

undoubtedly appeal, it being ample for
any solo work, and also being sufficiently

powerful to take a light sidecar when
required. This model has the old pattern

engine, viz., that fitted with detachable
cylinder heads and overhead inlet valves.

The frame is the ordinary rigid type,
having only the Indian cradle spring fork
in front. A three-speed gear and usual
Raybestos-lined plate clutch is also incor-

porated as in, previous models. All
models have the frame strengthened by

>-«ee»—<

means of liners, as has been usual in

Indian practice for some years, while

both the Powerplus and the 5 h.p. models
still incorporate the Indian twist grip

control for throttle, spark, and valve

lifter. In other words, the small twin
remains practically unaltered from last

season.

THE NEW ARMOURED CARS.
FURTHER EXPLOITS OF THE " TANKS."

WE notice in the press fresh state-

ments regarding the origin and
construction of the new armoured

cars, in spite of the Ministry of lUuni-

tions's exhortation of last week. We can
state that most are imaginary.

The Armoured Cars Again.

A correspondent at British Head-
quarters in France tells of a British

soldier on a stretcher, alongside a German
soldier, on the way back from Gueude-
court, where " tanks " had figured. The
German could speak English, and Tommy
was saying to him, " Well, we've got

your Gueudecourt."
"Yes," answered the Boche, "but-you

had to come in a ta.xi to take it."

Tommy's Taxi.

" Thei'e is not much that is mysterious
in their construction, for they are

just an improvement on the ' cater-

pillar ' hauler or mechanical centipede

that first made its dehut ten years ago

before the military critics in Great
Britain. During the present campaign
' caterpillars ' have hauled the big guns
of both sides to their positions. England
has only further improved the speed and
mobility of such machines, while render-

ing them bullet-proof. They are a further

proof that England's craftsmen are still

the ' handy jacks ' of yore in this

engineers' war of ruthless destruction."
—Daili) Telegra-ph.

"Pigs."
" In one club a few eager theorists

fell to sketching their conceptions of the

monsters. The drawings were ingeniously

submitted to a taciturn and secretive

fellow clubman who, by virtue of his

connection with the INIinistry of Jliuii-

tions, is supposed to be ' in the know.'
' You can at least tell us which of us

has got nearest to the real thing,' sug-

gested one of the theorists. The man in

the know took up the sketches and
examined them with interest. ' By
Jove !

' he said warmly, 'I haven't played
this game since I was a kiddie.' ' What
game'/ ' asked one of the theorists.

'Drawing pigs with the eyes bandaged,'
said the man in the know as he strolled

away."

—

Daily Mail.

Official Despatch.

The despatch issued from British

General Headquarters at 10.15 p.m. on
Sunday last in connection with the severe
fighting near Thiepval states :

" In this

action the new armoured cars have done
valuable work in clearing enemy trenches
behind the infantry advance."

German Terror.

The. Times on Friday last again re-

ferred to the work of the heavy armoured
cars in the following graphic description

of one which had i^enetrated too far into

the enemy's lines.

A Great Fight.
" When the village of Flers was cleared

the ' Tank ' seems to have had a most
extraordinary experience. Its skipper
and its crew apparently grew b(>red with
sitting still while other men were fight-

ing ; so Leviathan went on alone into the

wilds beyond, to see what it could find.

It found occupation enough. Some dis-

tance beyond the village, when it was
surrounded by the enemy, something
went wrong with its insides and it could

not move. The enemy, discovering this,

grew bold, and, creeping up to it, under
cover of trenches and shell-holes, they
fairly swarmed all over the poor thing,

like the Lilliputs on Gulliver. They
peppered it with bombs, shot through
the crevices in its hide, and, so it is said,

actually climbed on top of it.

" iMeanwhile our infantry had cleared

the village and they also wanted more to

do. Theu they discovered the plight that

the ' Tank ' was in, fighting like a buffalo

ringed round with wolves. So they went
to its rescue, and there seems to have
been some fighting of the best, and when
the enemy had been driven off he left

between 250 and 300 dead on the ground
around the 'Tank.' Behemoth himself

was not seriously hurt, but was scarred

like a bear that has been worried by
terriers. The deran'gement of his interior

has been repaired, and he is full of fight

again.

Goliath.

" When the ' Tank ' went off on this

excursion on its own account the Germans
from one of the nearer trenches, after

Goliath had passed, came running back
to the British lines to surrender in sheer
terror, and an airman who was flying

overhead gives an absurd description of

the 'Tank' marching Ihajestically across

country, its progress marked by an efflor-

escence of white handkerchiefs and
similar emblems of surrender waved from
the tiKjnches. Unfortunately, a ' Tank's

'

capacity for c.Tirryiiig prisoners is limited,

and when the monster was seen td be in

difficulties the enemy who had given
themselves up changed- their minds and
fell upon it, with the results that have
been told.

Lost Tank Regained.
" An incidental advantage of the taking

. of Gueudecourt is that the ' Tank ' which
was left crippled and deserted out ahead
of our ultimate lines on the day when
the new engines were first used and has
lain there ever since, a landmark to both
sides, has finally passed into our posses-

sion again. Rarely was a great success

more cheaply won."
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MOTOR CYCLIST
V.C.

SEC.-LT. EDWARD
FELIX BAXTER,
late Liverpool R.

" Prior to a raid
~

on the hostile line

he was engaged
during two nights
in cutting wire
close to the enemy's
trenches. The enemy
could be heard on
the other side of

the parapet. Sec. -

Lt. Baxter, while
assisting in the wire
cutting, held a
bomb in his hand
with the pin with-
drawn ready to

throw. " On one
occasion the bomb
slipped and fell to

the ground, but he
instantly picked, it

up, unscrewed the
base plug, and took
out the detonator,
which he smothered
in the ground,
thereby preventing
the alarm being
given, and undoubt-
edly saving many
casualties. Later, he led the left

storming party with the greatest

gallantry, and was the first man
into the trench, shooting the sentry
with his revolver. He then assisted

to bomb dug-outs, and finally

climbed out of the trench and
assisted the last man over the
parapet.. After this he was not seen
again, though search parties went
out at once- to look for him. There
seems no doubt that he lost his life

in his great devotion to duty."
The above is the official description of

the gallant act for which a former well-

The late Sec.-Lt. E. F. Baxter.V.C,

as a civilian m a pre-war com-

petition, a despatch rider in the

early days of the war, and as an

officer in the Liverpool Regiment. In the left-hand view he is.seen with his wife,

who was as enthusiastic a motor cyclist almost as her husband.

known motor cyclist has been awarded
the Victoria Cross.

A Family of Motor Cyclists.

Many readers recognised in the list

of V.C.. awards published in the daily

press last week the name of Sec.-Lt.

E. F. Ba.xter as the Liverpool motor
cyclist who in the far-away days before
the war was an enthusiastic racing man
and trials rider.

Edward Felix Baxter was the second
son of Mr. C. Baxter, of Kidderminster,
and was thii'ty years of age. He took
up his residence in Liverpool about

EDWARD FELIX BAXTER,
the Well-known North-country

Rider, awarded the Premier

Military Honour posthumously.

twelve years ago, and
at the outbreak of

war occupied the posi-

tion of chief com-
mercial master at
Skerry's College. To
our readers, however,
he was known as a very
prominent North of

England motor cyclist,

and in many trials his

wife and sister, both
keen motor cyclists,

also competed with him.
His favourite machine
was a Rex, and both
in track racing and
road trials he scored
many successes.

When war broke out
Baxter enlisted as a
despatch rider, but
had to be content with
home defence work.
This did not suit a
man of his tempera-
ment, and in 1915 he
obtained a commission
in a Territorial battalion
of the Liverpool Regt.
Last May we pub-

lished the news that
• Sec.-Lt. Baxter was

missing, and now we have confirmation
of that gallant deed in which it is

presumed he lost his life. Thus one
more name is added to the growing
Roll of Honour of motor cyclists who
have died for King and country.
Our readers will join us in extending

sincere sympathy to his wife and sister,

who in spite of their sorrow must feel

pride in their hero.
Baxter was a prominent member of

both the Mersey M.C. and the Lives-
pool A.G. , and it is proposed tq set up
some form of permanent memorial in his
honour.

AN ITALIAN HOME-BUILT
MACHINE.

WE have received particulars of a
motor- cycle built by two keen
Italian riders. The component

parts are almost all of British manufac-
ture, and the design generally closely

follows British practice. The engine is a
small twin-cylinder J. A. P., and it is

fitted with a Splitdorf magneto and a
Senspray carburetter. The specification
also includes three-speed gear and kick
starter, chain and belt transmission, Saxon
forks, and X.L.AU saddle. Extra wide -

mudguards have been adopted, with a
good tyr>e clearance. The power unit and
gear box appear to us to be built very
low in the frame, giving very little

ground clearance, but, generally speak-
ing, the machine has a decidedly pleasing
appearance. It is always interesting to
hear of enthusiasm which leads to such
practical results as we here describe and
illustrate.

A motor cycle built entirely of British components by two Italian readers. At first glance

it might easily be taken lor an English manufacturer's product.
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THE GRAND PRIX MORGAN FOR 1917.
10 h.p. Air-ccoled M.A.G. Engine and Lengthened Chassis.

THOUGH few motor manufacturers
are able to devote attention to new
productions, there are others in a

more favourable position able to build

up machines in a quiet way. The
Morgan Motor Co., Ltd., Malvern, is

one of these concerns, and the firm in

question has recently finished its 1917
Grand Prix runabout. This machine is,

to all intents and purposes, an amalgama-
tion of last year's touring and Grand
Prix types. The new model has a

lengthened wheelbase—the result of

racing experience—which is found to

give more comfortable riding and the

greatest stability on corners. Usually
Grand Prix Morgans have had water-
cooled engines, this type being favoured,
as it enabled more sustained speed than
the air-cooled engines used hitherto. It

is therefore a departure for the firm to

adopt as standard an air-cooled engine
on the 1917 model.
The engine in question is a 10 h.p.

M.A.G. , the famous Swiss production
which, in different sizes, is already largely

used on motor cycles and appreciated by
users. The 10 h.p. model fitted to the
Morgan is of an unusual size, the dimen-

sions being 82 x 103.5 mm., and the
capacity 1,093 c.c. Though of a new
size, in general, the design follows M.A.G.
practice, having enclosed inlet valves,

with the operating mechanism lubricated
from the crank case. The vehicle illus-

trated is shown with its equipment com-
plete, including hood, screen, and acety-

lene lamp set. The appearance, save for

its increased length, remains unchanged,
and the chassis itself has undergone no
important change for 1917.

Petrol Committee's Latest
Announcement.

AFTER the leading article in this

issue had gone to press, mentioning
that an increased allowance of motor

spirit for commercial and certain profes-

sional purposes had been decided upon,

a further announcement was made "that

this new scheme would not come into

force until November 1st, but notices

from the Petrol Committee giving par-

ticulars as to forms of application under
the new licences will be issued on October
7th.

The 1917 Morgan

Grand Prix runabout,

which has a 10 h.p.

air-cooled engine of

1.093 c.c. capacity, a

lengthened wheelbase,

but is in other respects

practically unaltered.

New licences for the purchase of motor

spirit for use in private motor cycles will

be issued this month to holders of licences

which expire in that month. The licences

will cover the period November to March
inclusive. Application must be made on

the form attached to the present licence,

and sent to the Petrol Committee not

before October 9th. Owners of motor

cycles can obtain a licence for two or

four gallons per month by remitting 5s.

or 10s. with their application" for ten or

twenty gallons at 5d. per, gallon.

Owners of motor cycles who on account

of special services hold licences for more
than four gallons per month should

apply in the first month for the amount
entered on their present licences, and
should remit the duty payable at 5d,

per gallon for a five months' supply.

The Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., find

that, owing to Government work, they

are quite unable to undertake at present

any repair work. Private owners

desirous of having machines overhaufed

or repaired are therefore advised to

approach local agents.

TWO NEW SADDLES.
THERE seems to be a tendency to

mount the peak of a motor cycle

saddle on the top tube, and we illus-

. trate two new inventions designed on this

principle. The first is the patent of J.

Aller, of Hellerup, near Copenhagen, and
is very simple in design, as will be seen^

from the illustration. The front is sup-

ported on a flat spring, pivoted above

the top tube by means of vertical links,

while the rear part is carried on helical

springs in tension. This arrangement

The Aller saddle—a Danish invention.

allows of a swinging backward and for-

ward movement, as well as the usual

rise and fall, which should make for easy

riding.

The second invention, which is

the new Indian saddle, is much
more elaborate. A seat supporting

frame is provided, on which the

seat is pivoted at its front end and
supported at the rear by compres-

sion and tension springs, which per-

mit the saddle to yield to the

weight of the rider. This frame is

in turn spring supported at three

points on the cycle frame : in the

rear by two helical springs in ten-

sion, attached to a T piece exten-

sion of the top tube, and in the

front by a leaf spring clamped to

the top tube and attached by a clip,

which allows of a small adjustment
to the supporting franle already

mentioned, under the centre of the saddle.

The saddle is thus doubly sprung,- and

should be very comfortable to ride.

The saddle suspension adopted on the 1917

Indian flat twin.

Bi6
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THE MORGAN VAPORISER.
A Road Test of a New Device for Heating Petrol Substitutes.

IN the i.^sue of T/ip Motor Ci/r!-; for

September 21st last, page 248, we
described a device of Sec.-Lt. E. B.

Morgan, for facilitating the vaporisation
of heavy fuels. This device, as fitted to

a number of different makes of motor
cycles, was demonstrated a few days ago.

The machines to which it was fitted were
an Enfield, an A.J.S., a Douglas, a
Triumph, a B.S.A., and ail Ariel.

The Morgan is certainly a very satis-

factory metliod of vaporising heavy fuel.

It consists of ,^a special exhaust valve
cap, comprising a small gunmetal chamber,
which is supplied to fit all the best-known
make.s. An auxiliary tank on the top
tube contains sufficient petrol for start-

ing, and this is connected to the carbu-
retter by means of a Y connection.
Paraffin is taken from the main tank
into the vaporiser, and then passes in
a. thoroughly heated condition into the
float chamber It is usual to retard the
ignition slightly on the magneto-shaft.
The demonstration took place at 74,

East Hill, Wandsworth Common, and
.was in charge of Mr. G. J. Rowley.
The weather conditions were not very
favourable for the test, but quite a -

number of people was present. The first

machine we tried was a 1914 Triumph
sidecar. This certainly ran satisfactorily

on paraffin, but there was a considerable
amount of knocking on hills and when

picking up speed after a c'leck in traffic.

This we have found to be pi-evalent on
previous occasions and with other devices

when_ paraffin is used. Our next run was
on a 5 h.p. Enfield sidecar, in which no
knock whatever was present. In the case

of both machines the position of the spark
lever had to be very frequently altered

to prevent knocking.
The device is simple and should be

effective, and certainly is an improvement
not only when paraffin but when other
heavy fuels are used. We had an
interesting test on the 2| h.p. Douglas
with Petrofin passed through the vapo-
riser, and it gave very good results during
a personal trial.

'^iS-''-****^

Morgan vaporiser fitted to A.J.S.,

Douglas, and Triumph machines

re=pccti\elv

The vaporiser takes the place of the

exhaust valve cap.

Road Expert Joins llie O.T.C.

MR. WALLACE E. RICHE, general
secretary of the Roads Improve-
ment Association, has joined the

Artists' O.T.C, and the council has ap-
pointed Mr. James D. Haworth, of the
firm of Major Tulloch and Haworth,
consulting and civil engineers, of 28,

Victoria Street, 'Westminster, S.W., as

acting secretary during his absence. All

Mr. Riclie's male assistants, both at head-
quarters and the various branches, have
for some time been on Active Service. •

All communications to the R.I. A. should
be addressed to Mr. Haworth at the
headquarters of the Association, 15, Dart-
mouth Street, Westminster, S.W,

Lt. Arthur E. Wilson (Royal Warwic'ks)
was wounded a few days ago. He is the
son of Mr. Edward A. Wilson, managing
director of the New Hudson Cycle Co.,
and was with that company before the
war.

We are pleased to note that Vernon
Busby, formerly technical expert to the

Aston Jlotor Accessories Co., Ltd., and
a despatch rider at the outset of hostili-

ties, has lately been promoted to captain
in the R.F.C.

EXPERIENCES WITH
DIFFERENT SUBSTITUTES.

iN spite of the expected increase in

the allowance of petrol commencing
November 1st, many motor cyclists

will doubtless continue to use substitutes.

During the past few months hardly an
issue of The Motor Cycle has appeared
that has not contained experiences with
one or other of the many substitutes at

present on the market, and for the benefit

of readers we have classified the issues

in which the experiences with the
different fuels appeared. So that any
reader thinking of running on, say,

paraffin will be able to turn up without

any delay the experiences of other

readers with the, same fuel.

PARAFFIN AND PARAFFIN-PETPOL MIXTURES'

Feb. 17th
March 2nd

,, 2ird

,,
30th

April 13th
Mtv nth

iKtIl

,, .7^th

June Stii

Aua. 1 7th

Sept. 2Stb

page
153
216
285

l°7
359
45fi

4S0
50t

]une 15th

„ 22nd
July 20th
Aug. loth

., i;th

,
3TSt

Sent. 7th

„ 14th
2ISt

PETROLIOR.

May 25t*l

June 1st

April 27tb
May iStft

June 8tb

SPOTS.

501
I

July 20th

524 I Aug. 31st

BINKS.

399
463
5.?8

Aug. ^ist
Sept. i4tfa

page
571
592
65
117
150
igt
214

225 233
.. 248

132

r66'

66{

173
2l8

B17
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CURI^eNT onAT
Tlcne TO

Oct. 5th 6.0 p.m
7th ... ... 5.54 „
9th ... ... 5.49 ,;

33 nth ... ... 5.45 „

New Models in 'this Issue.

Two entirely new models are described
in this issue, viz., the 1917 type Morgan
runabout and the Indian range for next
year, which includes a horizontal twin
lightweight.

The National War Funds.

At the week-end the principal war
funds stood as follow :

The Prince of Wales's Fund
(£3,468,925 distributed) .. ,f 5,961,094

British Bed Cross Fund .. .. 4,421,673
Queen's Work for Women Fund 170,712 8 1

Kitchener Memorial Fund .. 314,000
Tobacco Fund 114,896

Shut Out Enemy Goods.

To prevent German magnetos—or in-

deed other goods of enemy origin—from
reaching this country is perfectly simple.

The Manufacturers' Union have but to

meet and decide collectively not to use
enemy goods on motor cycles, and they
will have the whole-hearted support of

the British riding public.

Care in Selling a Machine.

A reader relates aii unpleasant experi-

ence in selling a machine. According to

our correspondent, a man, dark and short,

and clean-shaven, calls upon the adver-

tisers in the London district, and, if

his cheque is not accepted, says he has
no change and borrows a small sum to

pay his fare home. No more is seen

of him

!

B.S.A. I^eport.

The annual meeting of the Birmingham
Small Arms Co., Ltd., is being held

to-day. The report for the year ending
July 31st, 1916, states that there are

profits available for the payment of

the usual half-yearly dividends to that

date on the "A" and "B" prefer-

ence shares and a further interim

dividend to the ordinary shareholders

of 15%, free of income tax, in addition

to the interim dividend of 5% paid in

April last.

(Vn Expert One-armed Sidecarist.

Seeing that the R.F.C. has enlisted

several women as motor drivers, a one-

armed reader of Tim Motor Cycle, who
is an expert sidecarist riding continually

on business bent, has written enquiring
for a similar position. We have referred
him to the R.F.C. headquarters, but
should he be unsuccessful we should be
glad to put any interested party into

communication with our correspondent,
who is anxious to release a man for

active service. The writer in question
has driven a sidecar machine over the
Pennines in the snow, and has also
climbed Stoneythwaite Rake and Walna
Scar, and claims to be the only side-

carist 'evho has ever climbed the last-

named ascent.

OVERSEAS OPINIONS.

A RESTFUL HOME FOR 'WAR 'WORKERS.

NE'W MODELS FOR 1917.

More Petrol.

The fact that more petrol will be
released next month is indeed good news.
It will certainly help to keep the home
fires burning so far as motoring is con-
cerned. Not that we think it desirable
for people to motor extravagantly, but a
reasonable amount of motoring for recrea-
tive pui-poses is of benefit to the nation
as a whole on account of its wonderful
health-giving properties.

Racing in East GritLualand.

A couple of motor events figured in a
sports meeting in aid of a Jutland Battle
fund, held on- August 7th at Tsolo, East
Griqualand, S.A. These were -a slow
race and a serpentine race, and in both
cars and cycles competed together. The
first was won by a Ford driver, with J.

W. Shoebotham (7 h.p. T.M.C. sidecar)

second. The latter won the serpentine
race, with F. W. Willows (3^ h.p. New
Hudson) second.

Another British Twin.

Apropos our recent articles on the
subject of single v. twin, we hear that
the B.S.A. Co. has under test 'a 6 h.p.

twin-cylinder mount. It is unlikely to

be marketed until after the war, the
firm's energies being applied to jnunitions.
In the meantime we may be sure that
the new B.S.A. will receive an exhaustive
test on the road. An acquaintance of

ours has already tried its paces, and was
greatly impressed.

The Admiral Arbuthnot Trophy Fund.
The Auto Cycle Union, having heard

that the Harley-Davidson Motor Co. were
anxious to bring the Admiral Arbuthnot
Trophy Fund to a round figure, decided
to accept the kind contribution of this

firm, which amounted to £5 15s. 6d.,

thus bringing the total of the Fund up
to £220. We have also to mention the
following contributions which have not
been previously recorded : H. Taylor and
Co.. £1 Is. ; and First-class Air Mechanic
W.'H. Morgan, R.F.C, 2s. 6d. Tlris

latter sum has been received from France,
and in sending it the donor writes :

" I

would like to endorse Capt. Bennett's
suggestion that the cup be for competi-
.tion for members of both Services. I

shall look for the result of this suggestion
in The Motor Cycle, which, I am pleased
to say, I receive and appreciate weekly."

Thanks!
We have to acknowledge some fla,tter-

ing remarks in connection with our two
years' work in recruiting and examining
motor cyclists by The GhngoiD News, The,

Clarion, The Irish Cyclist, and The
Motor News, among other journals.

These references have appeared since the

magnificent exploits of the Heavy Section,

M.G.C., with their armoured cars. All

the men are motor cyclists or car drivers,

and know how to drive, their vehicle as

-well as man the guns.

Hie Poor Sidecarist Again.

In munition centres' durmg this last

week-end hundreds of sidecar outfits were
seen. There are still i^eople so short-

sighted as not to recognise that all motor
cyclists takiug out lady passengers in the

sidecar are not " slacking." Neither can

the accusation of extravagance be put
forth, for we have frequently urged that

it is economical to keep as "fit "-as pos-j

sible,' and a r«spite from the continuous
toil at high pressure from Monday morn-
ing till Saturday noon is absolutely

essential. It is a national gain when the

health of an individual munition worker
is benefited.

Discrimination in Petrol Allowances.

We sincerely hope that, with iTie issu-

ing of the new petrol licences for the
quarter commencing November 1st, the
Petrol Control Committee may be able to

discriminate, to a certain extent at any
rate, between the claims of the pure joy
riders and the man who uses his machine
solely for business purposes. There can
be no reasons of lack of time, etc., to go
into special cases such as there were at

the end of July and beginning of August,
and if there is a repetition of the same
amount being doled out for all motor
cyclists the committee will be worse
than unpopular.

New Hudson Report.

The annual meeting of the New Hudson
Cycle Co. was held last Thursday,
(September 28th). The report recom-
mended the payment of dividends at the
rate of 6% and 7% per annum on the
preference shares and a dividend at the
rate of 10% for the year on the ordinary
shares. Mr. B. A. Wilson, chairman,
said the company had made great
endeavours to keep its export trade
together, but the firm had suffered
severely in the home trade by its in-

ability to cope with private business due
to Government work The directors,

however, had no doubt the firm would
ultimately be able to recover its ordinary
trade.
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Warlike "Taxis."
" Taxi " is tlio latest name tor the now

liistorical armoured car "tanks"—the
men manning which were recruited

tlirough the pages of Tlia Motor Cydc.

A Removal.

In the early hours of the 24th ult.,

when the Zeppelins visited the southern
outskirts of London, a friend of ours had
an H.E.' bomb dropped in the garden,
which exploded, and moved his garage
completely for half an inch, straining the
building considerably, but the Bat and
sidecar therein suffered no damage what-
soever. No one in the house was injured.

Water 3/9 per Gallon.

A correspondent tells us that recently

he was supplied with petrol containing

about 25% of water. Some of this got

into the tank and caused considerable

trouble. The man at the garage asserted

that it was taken from a freshly-opened

sealed can. Our experience suggests that

this is a most unusual occurrence.

Flat Baby Twins.
Some months ago we described and

illustrated in these pages an experimental

A.B.C. horizontal twin lightweight, which

was intended as an "after the war"
production. A strikingly similar mount
described in this issue is the very lateso

product of the Indian factory.

lAmerican Enterprise.

As an instance of American keenness
• in extending their foreign trade, the

sales manager for an "American motor

cycle firm recently returned from a

journey of 60,000 "miles, the object of

which was to study first hand the require-

ments of such countries as China, Japan,

Java, India, and the Colonies. Inci-

dentally, centres were established where

spare parts of the particular machine

may be obtained.

The Coming Trade War.

In " Pearson's Magazine " for October-

is an article entitled " Even then — ,"

which should cause every man and woman
in Great Britain " furiously to think.''

It concerns the economic war which is

soon to begin. Tire Germans openly

boast that a nation of 75,000,000 cannot

be crushed, and that even if the Allies

beat her to the dust in the present con-

flict she will be successful in capturing

her lost trade afterwards. British and
German trade in 1913 showed a balance

in manufactured goods in Germany's
favour of £36,000,000. This price we
paid as a tribute to the " god of cheap-

ness." We are paying the price in blood

now. The writer suggests protective

duties a.nd State assistance as an essential

future safeguard. But a remedy would
then have to be found to prevent German
goods from coming into our country

through neutrals as neutral manufactures.

An official trade mark or brand is sug-

gested for all British goods, the idea of

which reads very convincingly, the one
suggested by the writer being "The Lion
Eampant." The article will appeal to

all patriots, for the danger will after the
war be real indeed. To have to face the
competition of neutral countries which
have not felt the shock of this conflict

will be bad enough. It behoves us in

consequence to use every device possible,
and to concentrate all our efforts on win-
ning the war after the war.

A New Service Paper.

We have received still another Service
paper—this time under the title of The
Direct Hit. It is the brightly written
monthly of. the 58th London Division.

The articles are varied, and the magazine
will evidently appeal to all sections, in

khaki and out, of its readers. There is

an abundance of humour and the sketches
are good.

In Tennyson's Country.

Among the huge army of motor cyclists

there are undoubtedly many admirers of

Tennyson's poems. Those who wish to

know something about the district in

which he lived and from which some of

his highest inspirations came should
obtain a copy of yesterday's issue of The
Light Car, in which is a descriptive

illustrated ride in Tennyson's country by
a writer who is not unknown to motor
cyclists.

Cruelty to Lightweights!

A few moments before penning this

paragraph the writer saw three up on a

2^ h.p. two-stroke motor cycle, in pillion

fashion. Though that may be unusual,
it is not rare to see these light machines
very badly abused. , Occasionally one sees

a light sidecar tacked on these light-

weights, and very frequently a heavy
passenger on the carrier. It is not fair

pilay, and one should remember that there
are limitations.

The New Indian Opposed Twin.

Once more we find American designers
following the lead of British manufac-
turers. In an article in this week's
issue on the new Indian models is an
illustrated description of a new horizon-

tally-opposed twin Indian. Details of

the machine need not be mentioned here,

but every motor cyclist knows and will

give credit to the original British

designer, .who was the first to see its

possibilities, and to carry out his ideas

to an issue, which has imquestionably
been one of the greatest successes in the

motor cycle, industry.

The Big Emergency.

Most motorists can recall numerous
little emergencies, each one proof that a

big emergency may lie just round the

corner. When it does come, will your
brakes hold? Are you sure? Are you
prepared tor the autumn grease with non-

skid tyres ; but, above all, will your
brakes hold? Try them, for a life may
sometimes depend on the brake alone.

Petrol Licences for the Next Quarter.

Readers are advised to fill in during

the next few days the form of application

for the supply of petrol for the three

months commencing November 1st.

Application forms will be found at the

end of existing, licences, and they should

be sent to the secretary. Petrol Control

Committee, 19, Berkeley Street, London,
W. By so doing little risk should be run

of being stranded at the beginning of

November without a licence to purchase

petrol, as was the case with hundreds of

people last August.

Motor Cycle Tyre Pressures.

It is not usual for manufacturers of

motor cycle tyres to tell their customers

to what pressure the tyres should be

pumped up. This, however, is not the

case in the United States. In the case

of 3in. tyres for powerful motor cycles,

such as are sold on the other side of the

Atlantic, a pressure of from 45 to 50 lb.

should be maintained in the rear tyre

and 20% less in the front tyre.

Sewer Inspection by Motor Cycle.

A sanitary engineer at Pasadena, Cali-

fornia, had recently to inspect six and
a half miles of sewer which had been
completed in that city. This he accom-
jjlished by motor cycle. The machine
was lowered into the' tunnel through a

shaft, and the engineer rode on the

carrier, scrutinising the walls as he was
driven along by his companion. Frequent
stops were made for careful inspections,

and no difficulties were experienced what-
soever throughout the trip.

Motor cyclists are pertormlng valuable work in this great war m addition to despatch riding.

The motor cycles shown are Douglases.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should x addressed to the Editor, "The Uotor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

The Scott Sociable.
Sir,—I am a keen Egyptian reader of your most interesting

paper The Motor Cydc, and I noticed in the issue for Septem-
ber 28th the drawing and the letter of Sgt. Way, about the
Scott Sociable. I think myself that his idea is a splendid
one. as putting the front wheel in the centre makes the
little car look beautiful, and if it is put on the market for a

moderate price I am sure there will be a great rush for it,

and I shall be one of the first. M. BANNOUNAH.

Petrol Permits.

Sir,— I have been wondering if any other of your
readers have had the same experience of the Petrol
Committee as myself.
About a week before the closing day I posted an applica-

tion form. No permit came. I wrote twice, and, getting
no reply, sent a registered letter. Still no reply. I then
asked the A. A. and Motor Union to intercede for me.
On the 16th ult. I received a permit from the com-

mittee. The next morning I received another permit
through the A.A. and Motor Union. I sent the duty, and
got my licence on the 19th ult. On the morning of the
25th ult. I received another permit from the committee.
That is three permits in eight days. CR 2454.

Motor Machine Guns.
Sir,—Being now a member of the Heavy Section and

originally recruited for the M.M.G.S., I regret to hear that
in the future recruiting for both corps will be arranged
by the various Commands. I sincerely trust that your'
esteemed paper will still take an interest in our doings.

. The Motor Ci/de has always been eagerly bought and
greatly appreciated amongst the officers and men of both
corps, and it would indeed be greatly regretted by all of

us, should your paper lose all interest in our work, more so,

as in the near future we hope to do great deeds.

GUNNER L.P.

[We thank " Gunner L.P." for his expressions. It is

certainly not our intention to lose interest in the men of

the Machine Gun Corps (Motors)—on the contrary, we
admire them more in consequence of their great achieve-
ments. References to their doings have appeared in three
successive issues.—En.]

Lightweight Sidecars.

Sir,—I should be glad if you will spare me space in your
much valued journal to combat some of " Ixion's " sweep-
ing assertions regarding the unsuitability of the two-stroke
lightweight motor cycle for sidecar work. I may say I

have had no experience of the Douglas with sidecar, so

will confine my remarks to the two-stroke.

First of all, I think he should state what he calls a

"Baby" two-stroke, for most engines of this type are

necessarily small unless water-cooied.

For the last eighteen months I have been riding a light-

weight Monarch, engine 2| h p. Peco, Albion two-speed, 2iin.

tvres, and sidecar (Empire lightweight model). Last summer
this outfit took myself and passenger from here to Weston-
super-Mare comfortably in the day without any stop
except for refilling and meals. While there, with the
same load, I climbed Cheddar Gorge, also without exertion.

I did a fortnight's riding round Weston, and returned to

Manchester in nine hours. The outfit has been in constant
use since then, and this year took a similar load with the
addition of two tins of that precious fluid (petrol) to Bar-
mouth and back without a hjtch, and while there climbed

some hills possessing alleged roads covered with loose

flints, in places very little better than mountain tracks.

After this severe test when ridden solo, there is no
suspicion of the bicycle frame having been strained in

any way, and the outfit is still perfect.

I trust this experience will allay some of the trembles
" I.xion's " remarks are likely to cause. To all interested

in a similar type oi outfit I would say, choose a good
machine, and line up the sidecar properly, and you are

all right. Usual disclaimer. NIL DESPERANDUM.
Didsbury, Manchester.

The Cause of Overheating.
Sir,— I should like to add more data to the " silent

discharge" question. Like Mr. Cox, I attribute this occur-
rence to "the plug. I have tried a test with three plugs on
a well-known Derbyshire inclined stretch, with the following
results

:

'

(1.) British plug with thin electrodes. After a stretch of

full throttle the pre-ignition knock was produced.
(2.) British plug with substantial electrodes. Vei-y much

better results, but with a gradual falling off of power until

the engine gave out, without the slightest trace of a knock.
Evidently the "silent discharge.".

(3.) An old Bosch produced the best result of all, but I

abandoned the driving to a finish, as the cylinder was too
warm for the comfort of my calves.

The facts convince me that

—

(a.) One engine may be subject to both phenomena.
(b.) This is only a question of plug efficiency.

(c.J The necessity for British plug manufacturers to awake
to the fact that their goods leave room for improvement.
The temperature query is very confusing, as the pre-ignition

knock took place, naturally, with the plug points incan-

descent, but only a moderate internal engine temperature ;

whereas, when I examined the second plug, I found the
points showed less sign of heating, but the engine tempera-
ture was very much higher.

Can any of your correspondents deduce anything further
from my experience? H. S. MARR.

Oh, for the Open Road!
Sir,-^I am a very keen motor cyclist, and, as an interested

reader -of your excellent paper for some years, I often in-

tended to write to you, yet, lo ! this is my first eii'usion.

I can tell you one does miss " the old 'bus " out here, and
the arrival of TJie Motor C't/cle, which I get sent out %veeklT,

is very welcome.
"The old 'bus" indicated above is a travel-worn 3^ h.p.

three-speed Singer placed at the tender mercies of my cousin
for the time being. My friends say that the name was ill-

chosen, as it obviously should have been called the
" Whistler," on account of the cheerful warble the crank
case jelease makes as the engine is stopping ! The engine
had a bit of a turn for speed when I left, but though my
prayers are with the machine often, I expect that its miles
per hour will have tumbled down considerably ere the Hun
is pushed across liis "all fired" Rhine!
There is a long straight piece of pretty good pave running

past our camp, and the D.R.'s fairly scorch past within
oOft. of my hut, thereby unwittingly stirring up a vast
amount of envy, hatred, malice, etc. As far as I can gather,
the Triumph is very popular out- here, as it appears to stand
up to the road shocks well.

The old 3^ h.p. single is still my favourite, although I
have ridden many other types, from a Sun-Villiers to a,
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6 h.p. A.J.S. For some time I Iiave been very keen on
Sunbeams. At home (Ireland) the way in which tlie 3^ h.p.'s

of this make whirl good solid sidecars round a hilly country
with apparently the greatest of ease is an eye-opener. Again,
in our training centre in England I had the use of a W.O.
3^- li.p. Sunbeam for a couple of weeks. Although it had
had over a year of hard work and lots of abuse it was the
sweetest running engine imaginable—fast, quiet, and seemed
absolutely to revel in work. Judging by these experiences,
I imagine that a new 3^ h.p. T.T. Sunbeam model carefully

run in and kept in good condition should be very " hot stuff
"

apart from its other qualifications.

B.E.F., France. J. H. HANCOCK, Sec.-Lt. R.E.

Electric Lighting for Motor Cycles.

Sir,—I note that in an article in The Motor C'l/cU of

September 28th, entitled as above, the writer states that he
still holds to the celluloid type of accumulator. My experi-
ences in the way of electric lighting may be of use to others
who, like myself, dislike intensely the " messiness " of car-
bide. Two years ago I started electric lighting by fitting a
Dynalite. This was a very satisfactory article, its only dis-

advantage being that the light stopped when I stopped.
Therefore, I fitted a celluloid accumulator of good make in
the way suggested by your contributor under the seat pillar.

This, I found, rattled to bits in 500 miles, and was constantly
under repair. I then fitted a Hellesen dry battery, and
found that perfectly satisfactory.

On my present machine I have fitted a Lucas dynamo light-
ing set, with an Alklum steel accumulator fixed" to the two
back forks, upper and lower, of the right-hand side. Con-
trary to the expectations of both Rudge's and Lucas's London
representatives, the balance of the machine was not upset.

Referring to another article in the same issue, where your
contributor condemns the single cylinder type, I have found
this type perfectly satisfactory. My present bicycle is a
Rudge-Multi I.CM. Tourist Trophy model. My speed
ranges from 6 to 65 m.p.h., even with the extra load of the
lighting set.

E. R. D. NAGEL (Sec. Lt.), R.F.A. att.a.ched R.F.C.
[We have found a celluloid accumulator mounted on the left

footboard stand up perfectly well ; this has been in con-
stant use for two winters.

—

Ed.]

Overhead Valves.

Sir,

—

I am enclosing sketch of an alteration which can
easily be made to the Indian motor cycle of the overhead
inlet valve type. Overhead inlet valves always make con-
siderable noise unless enclosed, especially on this make of
machine. If the small springs fitted between the overhead
rocker arms and inlet dorties are I'emoved and put between
the bottom of the operating
rods and valve gear case,

the noise will be greatly
reduced. One end of the
spring will need to be
slightly opened out to bear
on the dust covers at the
bottom of the rods.

I noticed C. Mather's
letter in the issue of June
8th. This idea can easily
be applied to the Sinks
carburetter. A good size
copper pipe is led from the
top of the cylinder to the
bottom of the main air

intake orifice. The end of
the pipe must be brought
as close as possible to the
throttle barrel without
causing it to stick, so that
the engine sucks hot air
through the pipe when the
pilot jet comes into action. I have tried the idea with my
own Binks carburetter, and find a great improvement after
a few hundred yards running.

I have read with interest all suggestions for home-made
improvements which appear in your instructive paper from
time to time. RHODESIAN.
Gatooma, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.

Will the Single-cylinder Survive ?

Sir,—I have read with interest " Road Rider's " article on
"The Future of the 500 c.c. Single" in your last issue. Does
he not rather contradict himself? In his opening paragraph
he says, "I believe that the 500 c.c. single-cylinder is doomed."
But towards the end of his article he says that the " future
of the 500 c.c. single is limited to the light T.T. patterns."
Now this last mentioned type of machine is certainly one
of the most popuk-r on the road. Hence, if the single is to

be limited to this class sui'ely we shall still see many about.
It is more economical, more powerful, and certainly simpler
to take down. I myself own a 3^ h.p. T.T. single of well-

known make, and I can get 100 m.p.g. . At the same time,
the engine will tick over at '6 m.p.h. and accelerate up to

65 m.p.h,
"Road Rider" also speaks of vibration in singles, I have

ridden a 2| h.p. twin in which there was more vibration than
in my mount.
Amongst public school fellows the T.T. single is certainly

the favourite of all machines, and we will always support
this class, and there are plenty of us who own motor bicycles,

too. I am at one with the editorial comment that it will

be a very long time, if at all, before that most popular
mount, the 3A T.T. single, disappears from our roads.

J. S, SIMPSON.

Sir,—It does not seem to 'be generally recognised that an
entirely new class of motor cyclist has come along,

a class which, instead of graduating from the cyclists'

ranks, has, through forced circumstances of the war,

descended from being a car owner to a motor cyclist, thus

reversing the usual process. This man, who has been used
to a four-cylinder engine with automatic lubrication, finds

a single-cylinder engine, %ith its crude lubrication, crude

carburetter, and its horrible vibration, something so bad
that he would rather forfeit motoring altogether than put
up with it.

It is not a case where " Ignorance is bliss," as he knows
what can be got from a properly designed motor unit. Being
indeed one of these men myself, I cannot help but marvel
and admire the pluck and enthusiasm of the motor cyclist

under these conditions. When I can buy a four-cylinder-

engined motor cycle with an automatic carburetter, auto-

matic lubrication, and spring frame, then, and not till then,

will I become a motor cyclist again. ENGINEER.
Nottingham.

American Motor Cycles.

Sir,—No one denies that American machines have many
good points, but the plain truth is that they are neither so

reliable, nor do they last so long as the British-made article.

American engineering does not produce machinery to last.

In 1900 several British railways bought American goods
engines of the 2-6-0 or Mogul type. To the best of my
knowledge every one of them is now scrapped. Yet the
same companies are all still using daily English engines built

in the seventies and early eighties. It pays to rebuild the
British engine, but not the American.
At the Front the American aeroplane engine has been

tried and found wanting. All our aeroplanes are of British

or French manufacture.
The same thing applies to motor cycles. I have ridden

a 5 h.p. Yankee, and my present mount is a 5-6 h.p. Ariel.

I am one of those restless motor cyclists who are always
buying and selling machines, and I have had experier>ce of

a good number. For sweet and easy riding I have found
nothing to beat the F.N. As a solo mount, I have strong

preference for the 2-| h.p. Douglas and the 3^ h.p. T.T.
Triumph, but for a fast and reliable no trouble sidecar

machine the Ariel is hard to beat. My next machine will

be a big twin, and I do not greatly mind whether it is an
8 h.p. Zenith, Matchless, Bat, or Sunbeam, but it will not
be an American, Patriotic motives bar that ; but, wholly
apart from them, I am convinced that the British article is

the better thing. My Ariel was two years old when I bought
it. It had been badly neglected and hardly used, yet after

a simple overhaul and renewals that cost but a few shillings,

it has run a whole season without giving the least trouble.

Where is the American machine that would do that? Time
is the test, and the prices of British and American second-

hand machines tell the tale.

East Dulwich. PROSPERO.
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NAVAL AND MILITARY NOTES.
Airmen Motor Cyclists. The Substitution Sclieme.

ANOTHER AIRMAN MOTOR
CYCLIST MISSING.

WE regret to hear that Sec.-Lt. 0. C.

C4odfrey, R.F.C., on Saturday, the

25rd uit., was forced through

engine trouble to descend in the German
lines, and is reported to have been taken

prisoner. Details, however, are lacking,

but it is to be hoped that Godfrey is safe.

THE LATE FLIGHT-LT. GRAHAM.
THE body of Flight-Lt. C. W. Graham,

D.S.O., R.N., has been recovered

from the sea, and the funerat took

place with full naval honours on Satur-

day last at Barnes Common Cemetery.

The late Flight-Lt. Graham was acci-

dentally killed off the coast of Belgium,

and his portrait appeared in Tho, Motor

Cijide of a fortnight ago.

BIRMINGHAM AIRMAN MOTOR
CYCLIST MISSING.

THE name of R.

H. Edwards
will be fami-

liar to thousands of

our readers, as he

was a well-known
Triumph rider, and
competed with" con-

siderable success in

the various motor
cycle events organ-

ised by Midland
clubs. Some
months ago he was
granted a commis-
sion as a. pilot in

the Royal Flying
Corps, and is now,

\fe regret to learn,

officially reported

by the War Office

as missing since

the 22nd ult.

WELL-KNOWN DESIGNER IN
THE R.F.G.

CAPTAIN G. W. A. BROWN, re-

cently gazetted as an equipment
officer of the R.F.C., is the

designer of the Premier twin-cylinder
two-stroke motor cycle, and was formerly
works manager of the Premier Cycle Co.,

Ltd . of Coventry. He is known in the

car world, mainly by reason of the fact

that he designed the 25 h.p. Talbot that

was the first car to cover over 100 miles

in the hour.

THE NEW SUBSTITUTION
SCHEME.

SOME months ago, in consequence of

applications received from men in-

eligible for service for positions in

motor cycle works, we inaugurated a list

of ineligible and discharged men, and

offered it on several occasions through

our columns for the benefit of manu-

facturers who desired to fill positions or

release fit men anxious to enlist. As a

result of this scheme quite a number of

manufacturers applied to us from time

to time for the list, and a nuniber of

ineligible men found positions in this way.

The War Oflice has now officially

adopted such a substitution scheme, the

object and scope of which is that men fit

for general service are to be released

from munition work and other employ-

ment and made available for the Army.
The defuiite statement is made that no

fewer than a million men must be found -

for the Army during the next twelve

months. A substitution bureau is being

opened at each recruiting office, and lists

of substitutes will be kept, the men's

occupations and previous employers being

recorded. Employers are being invited

to inform recruiting officers of the number
of fit men for whom they are able to take

substitutes. Negotiations will then be

carried out betwieen employers and the

recruiting office in order that men fit for

the less arduous duties at home may be
substituted for men passed Class A

—

General Service. An invitation is also
extended to men rejected for service of
all kinds who might be able to perform
useful work in munition factories and so
release general service men.

LADY MOTOR CYCLISTS IN
BELGIUM.

SOME little time ago we reproduced in
these pages a photograph taken in
England of two lady motor cyclists

attached to the Belgian Red Cross. The
accompanying picture shows these two
ladies. Miss Chisholm and the Baroness
de T'Serclaes, on their Douglas motor
bicycles in a village behind the Belgian
lines. They are attached to an Army
divisional dressing station quite close to
the front trenches. Miss Chisholm rides

a 4 h.p. Douglas, while her companion,'-
who is the English wife of a Belgian
nobleman, rides a 2| . h.p. open frame
machine of the same make, Jliss Chis-
holm tells us that she very much prefers
the heavier machine, as it rides morel
steadily over the appalling roads.

\

They are situated rather to the east of

the Belgian lines at the point where the
Yser narrows, and there .is only a gap of

thirty yards between the German and
Belgian trenches. Motor cycles are in-'

valuable on account of their handiness,'

and iliss Chisholm and the Baroness are
the only lady motor cyclists in the

region.

Miss Chisholm and the Baroness de T'Serclaes on their Douglas motor cycles at a

picturesque village just behind the Belgian lines. They are attached to the Belgian

Red Cross Society.
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READ whatP|OTOT@CIE

PER GALLON

In 42-Gal. Casks.

says on pages 266 & 267

,

in last week's issue,

Sept. 28th, 1916, about

PER GALLON

In 42-Gal. Casks.

THE PERFECT

MOTOR FUEL
Which starts from DEAD COLD.

After exhaustive chemical experiments and tests WE HAVE EVOLVED THE MOST PERFECT PETROL
SUBSTITUTE on the market. Our old recipe was very good so far as ordinary running was concerned, but

we recognised that the saving in £ : s. : d. was not extra great on account of having to mix with 50% of petrol,

and as motor cyclists now are only allowed by the Government small quantities of petrol we found that

this state of affairs could not go on, hence we set to, and, after exhaustive tests, are now able to supply

a fuel which will, without exception, start from dead cold. This fuel is much more volatile, quick to

respond to acceleration, decarbonises, no knocking on hill-climbing, and it decidedly increases miles to the gallon.

UNBIASED OPINION.

Extract from " The Motor Cycle," pages 266 and
267, September 28th, 1916.

With the Wital fuel mixture we found it particu-
larly necessary to keep up the " revs," and by doing
this it was possible to make very fast ascents.

There was no sign of overheating on hills, most of

the long ascent being accomplished on the 35 m.p.h.
mark, arid by what may almost be regarded as a
coincidence, the second round was accomplished
within five seconds of the time taken on the first

round. We append a table giving at a glance the
comparative results:

Distance.
29-. 7 miles.

29.7 miles.

Summing up, the Wital fuel would appear to be
an excellent petrol substitute, and no motor cyclist

need hesitate in sampling it.

Fuel m.p.g. m.p.h

J petrol, 1 Wital .. 82 28*
All Wital .. 83 28i

What a user says : Original can be seen at our ofRce.

August 22nd, 1916.

Dear Sirs,

I have pleasure herewitn in giving my experience in running

on Wital Motor Fuel, and also the improved spirit which

you were kind enough to let me have a tin of.

The conclusion I have come to £is to the former is that it is a

good stop-gap in place of petrol.

I am of the opinion, however, that there is a great improvement
in the new spirit. At a test on the latter this evening, my air-

cooled 8 h.p. Morgan Car started up from cold by simply flooding

the carburetter (and no other adjustment was made beyond this).

I then proceeded to test the acceleration, which was all that

could be desired, both on the level and up-hill. With reference

to the latter, my car, carrying two people, climbed on top gear

the well-known Luddington Hill, leading from Colebrook to

Tarporley. There was an entire absence of overheating or

knocking, and the general performance, saying the least, was
quite equal to petrol. During this test both starting and running,

there was no move than 10% of petrol mixed with the spirit,

and I am of the opinion that equal results could be obtained

by running entirely on the improved spirit.

A colleague of mine has also ordered this spirit, after having

tried same, and proving satisfactory.

I should be pleased to give any further information that you

mav desire. Yours faithfully, Highway Surveyor.
P.S.— 1 have ordered two more barrels, and am now awaiting

WITAL MOTOR FUEL Is a genuine Peirol Substitute. It is cleaner and has no offensive snnell or smoke, It v/ill not harm the

Engine in any shape or form. You can store any quantity you like, as there are no Government restrictions and, you do not require a

licence^ to keep it.

WITAL MOTOR FUEL is of a slightly heavier gravity than Petrol, but there is a great gain in miles to the gallon ; and we can lel

you have immediate delivery in 42 gallon casks.

All orders received will be placed on the rail witnin 24 hours of receipt of saii^, and you can pay your money
through the Deposit System of "Th3 Motor Cycle."

Cash with order. Barrels 9 /- each and credited on return. Carriage paid to near^est Railway Station.

Cheques sent direct to be crossed Lloyds' Bank, Ltd.

THE WITAL MOTOR FUEL CO.
Head Office: 37, MOORFIELDS, LIVERPOOL.
Works : Hodgson St., Liverpool. Manchester : 6, St. MarVs Gate.

Telegrams

—

Benzole, Liverpool."

Telephone

—

1705 Central. Liverpool,

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle."
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IF YOU REQUIRE
a motor cycle for use

with a sidecar — that will

stand up to hard work :

equipped with a gear that

is right for every gradient

and every condition of

road and weather : that

has an up - to - date kick
starter, a clutch that will

not slip when you want it

to grip, and a transmission
that is light on tyres and
engine and yet puts the
power into the driving

wheel— you will choose
the CLUTCH MODEL

Z ENITH

^^\
The BIG "8" CLUTCH MODEL, with the infinitely

variable GRADUA GEAR.
Although engaged on Government
work, your enquiries are welcomsd.

M idels from 3i to 8 h.p. Catalogue with pleasure.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD.,

HAMPTON COURT, /
ENGLAND.

WIRE LTD.

LONDON

Adjust your carburetter? yes: to set the best
results : you may need a little Petrol ('* Spots " treated), to start, but
directly she is warmed up—ECONOMY—POWER—SAVING, EVERY-
THING_ you want. DON'T WAIT AND SEE—TRY IT ! !

Be a " trier " not a ** never wasser."

JUST DROP ONE IN THE CAN

!

Id. saves petrol value 1/-.
SPOTS Increase miteipe per gallon.
SPOTS Increase speed (if required'.
SPOTS Enable you to use extra air.

SPOTS Prevent formation of carbon.

SPOTS Increase power.
SPOTS Make starting in cold

weather easy.
SPOTS DECA.11B0NISE.

" Pills " for your Engine—Money in your pocket.
25 Tablels. 2 /6 50 Tablets, 4/- ( 500 Tablets, 35/-
(Fostage 3d. extra). * (Postage 4d. extra). (Carriage paid).

H your Garage cannot supply you, send us P.O. as above and your dealer's

name and address.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS—

THE COAL BYPRODUCTS COMPANY,
40. Holborn House, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

(Five doors from Southairipton Row).

B26 In answering fhese advertisements desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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A seicction of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle.

"

20, Tudor street, London, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

What Constitutes a Noisy Machine ?

(1.) What constitutes an efficient

silencer to be used on a motor
cycle? (2.) What is meant by a

"cut-out"? (3.) In what respect

is it illegal to use one?—D.L.S.

(1.) The Silencer Regulation says it is

compulsory to have a silencer fitted to

motor cycles "suitable pnd sufficient for

reducing as far as may reasonably be
practicable the noise which would other-

wise be caused by the escape of the
exhaust gases into the atmosphere." (2.)

A cut-out is a device which allows the
exhaust gases to enter into the atmos-
phere without first passing through an
expansion chamber. (3.) The Local
Government Board Regulation says

:

" He shall not use any cut-out, fitting,

or other apparatus or device, which will

allow the exhaust gases from the engine
of the motor car to go straight into the
atmosphere without first passing througlr

a silencer, expansion chamber, or other
contrivance.

'

'

Poor Acceleration.

I have a two-stroke which is^ very bad at accelerating from

> dead slow or turning moderately
-SJ slowly on a hill, and I have to

rush a hill of any size. I have
an Amac carburetter with 25 jet.

I can give full air and get over 120

miles to the gallon, so you will see

that there is not much wrong. I have
tried bigger jets, but found no dif-

ference. The compression is excellent,

but the rings have a very slight up
and down play in the slots. I

fitted a set of oversize rings from
the maker*; and fitted them with
gijin. gap. Then I got no compres-

sion at all, and it would not go, so I

had to put the old rings back. Can
you tell me what is the matter, and
also why the new rings, although
bigger, gave no compression ? Would
a two-speed gear be an advantage ?

—C.G,

It is difficult to say definitely what is

wrong with your machine from the
description you give. The reason the

new rings gave no compression was
because they did not fit the cylinder

accurately ; they probably needed lapping
in with emery. New rings nearly
always give poor running until they are
run in. Your lack of power may be
due to any of the following : Too small
a jet, choked exhaust outlet, ignition

insufficiently advanced, or too high a
gear (if single-geared it should be about
5 or 6 to 1). You would probably find

a two-speed gear a great advantage.

Failure to Respond to Throttle Opening.

I should be glad^ if you could
gji give me some advice as to what
^ is wrong with my motor cycle.

-5j XJp to a week ago I could get a

speed of 38 m.p.h. out of it.

Owing to the control wires jamming, I

liad new ones fitted. Since then I have
not been able to get more than 20
m.p.h. out of it. I start on low gear
with the air shut and throttle about
a quarter way open, and then draw the
air up to the tlirottle. When both
controls are half-way open, that is the
most I can accelerate, and it makes no
difference if I open up full gas or air :

there is no increase in speed. There is

a good spark, excellent compression, and
no leaks anywhere ; the cylinder is

clean, and the valves have been recently
-ground in ; the tappet clearance is the
thickness of a visiting card. I used
to be able tc' get up a good big hill

on top gear easily, but lately have only
been able to get up on low gear. As
I do a great deal of riding, I sliould

be glad if you would let me have your
advice on the matter.—T.B.

All we can thinlc is that the control wires
are still jammed, and probably the
throttle is not opening properly, or pos-
sibly you have reassembled the carbu-
retter wrongly. We should recommend
you, therefore, to take down the carbu-
retter and examine it very carefully,

making sure that the throttle opens fully.

A sidecarrler made by Mr. W. R. Gaudie,

confectioner, of Jarrow, the owner of the

Bat motor cycle to which it is attached.

The back part holds eight trays for calces,

and the front four boxes, which in this case are

used for crockery. The design is well thought

out and it makes an admirable delivery van.

Pitted Exhaust Valves.

In my 1912 Zenith-Gradua with
J. A. P. engine the valves pit very
quickly. 1 bought it second-hand,
and after 300 miles have ground
the valves in again. The timing

is set as follows :

E.xhaust valve opens 70 mm. from top
= 130° = 15 mm. from bottom..

Exhaust valve closes 3 mm. from top
= 20.5°.

Inlet valve opens 1.5 mm. from top
= 14.5°.

Inlet valve closes 82 mm. from top
= 130° = 3 mm. from bottom.

Do you approve of the overlap of the
opening of the inlet valve and the
closing of the exhaust valve for tour-

ing machines? Could this overlap have
anything to do with the excessive pit-

ting? It seems that the repeated
grinding in of the exhaust valve has
brought it down nearer the tappet,
and thus increased both the extent
and duration of the lift, being 7 mm.
and 289.5° respectively now, though -

the distance from the tappet (0.5 mm.)
seems right. I feel tempted to file off

1 mm. from the exhaust valve stem,
but await your advice, not knowing
what was the original lift when the
machine- was new. Or am I entirely

on the wrong track, and should the
stem of the inlet valve be lengthened
so as to bring it also within 0.5 mm. of

the tappet? The valve stems run true

in the guides without friction.—W.D.
We fancy the cause of your valves pitting

is not altogether due to the timing, but
is far more likely to be due to overheat-
ing, caused by poor carburation, giving
too strong a mixture, choked exhaust
outlet, or inefficient lubrication. If all

these points are correct, then faulty
material seems to be the most likely

cause. Nickel steel is usually found the
best metal for valves, the larger the per-
centage of nickel the better. The timing
we favour for touring is as follows

:

Exhaust valve to close with piston on
dead top of stroke, inlet to open immedi-
ately the exhaust has closed. We think
if you see these two settings are right
you can leave the closing of tlie inlet and
opening of the exhaust to the cam design

;

but, roughly, the inlet should close

slightly over bottom dead centre, only a
few degrees, and the exhaust should
open, roughly, one-seventh of the stroke
from the bottom. Tlie lift of the valves
should be as great as possible. We

• should advise you to allow the valves to

lift the full height of the cam consistent
with haviijg about .4 mm. tappet clear-

ance.

B27
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Gear Ratio.

(1.) What should the top gear
^ri ratio be of a 3^ h.p. single-

5 cylinder motor bicycle fitted with
-i-i a sidecar? The rider and pas-

senger weigh 23 stone in all. (2.)

Why should the outfit stop about every

two miles and then start again without
difficulty? The carburetter has a 34

jet, and it and the engine are perfectly

clean. The engine seems to race when
descending a hill.—J.C.

(1.) The top gear should be about 5^ to 1.

(2.) The trouble can quite well be due to

the plug, the points of which become
incandescent and cause pre-ignition. Use
a good single-point plug, and we think

the trouble will cease. Also make sure

that the petrol supply is not partially

choked.

Popping in the Carburetter.

I shall be very much obliged^ if you can tell me what is wrong
"5 with my 6 h.p. twin Jap-
-iJ Zenith, 1912 model, with Zenith

Gradua gear, which I run with

a Gloria sidecar. The engine gets

very hot indeed. Thinking it required

a clean out I took the engine down,
cleaned all carbon deposit off the

pistons, also had the rings off and
cleaned at back and under the rings.

I cleaned all deposit from the inside of

the cylinders and valve ports. I have
fitted one new piston ring at the top

of each piston, ground in the valves,

and fitted two new exhaust springs.

Since refitting the engine up I am still

troubled with overheating. The crank
case gets too hot to bear my hand
on ; the cylinders get so hot that they

burn holes in my overalls. Blowing
back occurs through the carburetter,

and fire is blown through the air in-

take. Then the engine falters, and I

have to drop into low gear and almost
close the air lever until it picks up
again. The engine will not take full

air at any speed. I use a 32 jet in the
1912 B. and B. carburetter. A friend

of mine tells me I have got my timing
set for speed work and most unsuit-

able for ordinary touring with side-

car. It is set as follows : Valve
timing. The exhaust opens -i%in.

before the piston reaches the bottom
-of the stroke, and closes -^in. over top
dead centre. The inlet valve opens on
dead centre and closes when the piston

is rgin. up the compression stroke.

Magneto timing. With the ignition

lever set two-thirds retarded. The
points are just about to break with
the back piston on dead centre.

What is the cause of oil being thrown
out between the crank case and the
pulley?—F.W.C.

The popping in the carburetter is un-
doubtedly due to rather too weak a mix-
ture; try ' a slightly larger jet. It is

almost impossible to tell whether an
engine is overheating by placing your
hand against the cylinder, as an air-

cooled engine always runs at "such a

temperature that it is impossible to

hold one's hand on it even when it is

running cool. Sometimes a badly fitting

piston ring will cause the crank case to

get rather hotter than usual. Provided
the engine runs satisfactorily it does not
matter how hot it gets. We fancy you
will find the following timing correct for

Ezfi

ordinary touring : Exhaust valve should
close on the top dead centre, the inlet

to open immediately after. If you see to

these two settings the opening of the
exhaust and the closing of the inlet will

come automatically correct. Your spark
seems to be about right. You should
adjust the carburetter so that up to half

throttle opening you should be able to

give more air than throttle, but after

half-way rather more throttle than air to

obtain the best running. If you have
the carburetter so adjusted your jet is

about right. You should have to shut
the air fully for starting. The cause of

oil leaking from pulley bearings is due
either to a worn bearing or to a faulty

crank case compression release valve. A
felt washer fitted between the pulley and
crank case might improve matters.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, being fuUy in

accord with the recommendations agreed
-upon at the Paris Economic Conference.

give notice that they will not permit tlie

advertisements of new goods manufactured

in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation, either during or after the war.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD,

Motor Cycles by Rail.

What is the cost per mile for

conveying a motor _ cycle and
sidecar by rail ?—V.J.

The railway rates regulating the con-

veyance of motor bicycles and sidecars

by passenger train are exceedingly com-
plicated. Up to but not exceeding

twelve miles the cost, at owner's risk, is

2s. accompanied by passenger, 3s. if

unaccompanied by passenger, and 3s. 9d.

at company's risk. A motor tricycle

with more seats than one (which we
imagine hieans a sidecar) is charged for

at one-third over this scale for each

additional seat. Full particulars are

given on page 240 of the " Auto Cycle

Union Touring Guide," which is free to

members.

Heavy Petrol Consumption.

I have a 2^ h.p. motor cycle.

@ Would you tell me what to dp
to lower the petrol consumption ?

At present it is only doing
40. to 50 m.p.g., which is

abnormal. It has a No. 26 jet (which
is the smallest size jet it will fire "on)

and a Bosch plug. I have had the

engine to pieces, and thoroughly
cleaned and overhauled it, with no
better results. Would lowering the

petrol level or raising it have any
effect ? The magneto appears to be in

good order.—V.J.

The consumption, of course, is very
bad. Without actually examining the
machine, it is difficult to say what is

the cause of this. If a 25 jet is the
smallest the engine will take, it does
not seem as if you can do very much
in this respect, but it might be possible

to make the engine take a smaller jet

by carefully overhauling the carburetter

and eliminating all air leaks. Also see

that there are no leaks at the petrol

pipe unions or at the filler cap.

OCTOBER sik, igi6.

Paraffin Vaporisation.

Having been invalided home^ from France, I am now using my
> motor cycles. The 4 h.p. Douglas
-2J runs very well on paraffin, but I

cannot get any power with it on
the B.S.A, If I run the paraffin through
the valve cap, as an A.J.S. rider

recently advised, would not the paraffin

get too hot? If it were to boil would it

not be dangerous? What arrangements
could I make with the standard B.S.A.
carburetter to take paraffin?—W.B.

In order to obtain the best results on
paraffin, perfect vaporisation is essential.

The idea of running paraffui through a
special valve cap is quite good. Vfe do
not fancy there would be much danger if

the paraffin were to boil, except air locks

in the supply pipe. Much the same
result would be arrived at by passing the
feed pipe' around the cylinder. All air

drawn into the carburetter should be
taken from some position close to the hot
engine. Keep the induction pipe as warm
as possible.

EXPEEIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
aldose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

should be addressed c /o The Editor.

"C.B.C." (Sunderland).—1913 3| h.p.

Scott sidecar running on a petrol-paraffin

mixture.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
BiKMINGH.iM TO LoNDON (HakBINGAY).

H.S.

Birmingham, Coventry, Dunchurch,
Daveiitry, Towcester, Fenny Stratford,

Stony Stratford, Dunstable, St. Albans,
Barnet, Hornsey, Harringay.

PeTEHBOEOUGH to M.4XCHESTER..—R.S.
Peterborough, Wansford. Stamford,

Oakham, Nottingham, Kimberley, Ripley,
ilatlock Bath, Bakewell, Buxton, Whaley
Bridge, Stockport, Manchester.

H-4R.EIKG.A.T TO TkiNG.—H.S.

Harringay, Hornsey, Fortis Green,
Church End, Hendon, Bushey, Watford,
Berkhampsted, Tring.

BiEMiNGH.iii TO Leeds.—H.W.P.
Birmingham, Sutton Coldfield, Tam-

worth, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Derby, Ripley,
Alfreton, Clay Cross, Sheffield, Barnsley,
Wakefield, Leeds. Approximately 10'7

miles.

BiEjjiKGH.\ji TO Bury St. Ebmtjnd's.—
H.W.P.

Birmingham, Coventry, Rugby, Market
Harborough, Kettering, Tlirapston, Hunt-
ingdon, Godmanchester, Cambridge, New-
market, Bury St. Edmund's. Approxi-.
mately 125 miles.

Sheffield to Plymouth.—R.S.

... Sheffield, Chesterfield, Clay Cross,

Alfreton, Ripley, Derby, ^Melbourne,
Whitwick, Hugglescote, Ibstoek, Hinck-
ley, Coventry. Warwick, Stratford-on-

Avon, ^lickleton, Broadway. Winchcomb,
Cheltenham, Gloucester, Stroud, Nails-

worth, Bath, Radstock, Wells, Glaston-
bury, Durston, Taunton, weiuiigoon,
Cullompton, Exeter, Chudleigh, Ash-
burton, Ivybridge, Plymouth.
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Which Book will

Interest You Most?
The volumes we issue dealing with Royal Enfield Motor Cycles form a perfect

library of motor cycling literature. Which book will interest you most ?

We publish (1) a very complete and copiously illustrated Motor Cycle

Catalogue; (2) a book for ladies interested in motor cycling; (3) an illus-

trated handbook for each model we manufacture ; (4) a volume, which will

be issued shortly, deahng with the motor cycle and sidecar from the

owner's point of view, and other lists, smaller but none the less interesting.

Any of these books will be promptly sent on request. Mention " The
Motor Cycle " and the particular volume you would like.

THE ENFIELD CYCLE Co., Ltd., REDDITCH,
and 48, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.

Contractors to His Majesty's Government, the French and Belgian

Governments, and the Russian Imperial Military Authorities,

In ansivering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." IM9
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se/2C J^ost Tree

. N T O every Coverall for Motor Cyclists I

make, goes not only my 20 years* experience

ds a tailor and cutter, but jny long esperience

of actual riding. Just bow much this means to

you in the matter of an ef&cient really rain-

proof, tailor-made coverall, is explained in my
pist free Booklet, ^vith patterns.

SEND KOW FOR A GO?Y.

(iRMSMmtis^:

IGNITION. TIME MEANS
MONEY. V -.

Are you fed up with unkept promises? Don't let

incompetent men tinker with your Magneto.
W e guarantee to satisiy you, both with workmanship
and despatch.

THE REPAIRERS:
Wm. MOORE & CO.,

14, Cannon Street, MANCHESTER.

The

Seventeenth Edition.

Carefully revised and rewritten through-

out by the staff of " The Motor Cycle."

- - Many new features included. - -

Now
on Sale.

a
376

Pages.

425
Illustra-

tions.

^OTOR^LES
Ahowtonmvage thcnv.

The Biggest and Best book
of the kind obtainable.

Invaluable to every Motor Cyclist, and

particularly useful to men in the Services.

Price 1/6 net. By Post 1/10.
Obtainable frcm the Publishers, Iliffe and

Sons Ltd , 20, Tudor Street, London
E C-, and all leading booksellers.

THE HOUSING OF TH€ MOTOR CYCLE
Quality and Gheapnesi

Combined.

Guaranteed Weatbor-
proOf. Made i n Hectiona

to liolt to'_'ether.

Illiistrat'd Ciitatosuo
Post Free,

Te^tpUonc—PtHney 785,
or call and iii^^pect.

South Western timber Co., fulham!*8.w.

H TMy^ERS^i^D- ^i^
THE IJGHT MOTOR DRPOT

cvo FOR CARS. 6 CtCLF.S. <=
LARGE STOCK OF LE.\ DU-if. MAKF.j ALWAYS jNiJIANn

SHOWROOMS: 77, PILGPJM STREET.

NEWCASTLE
ROSCO CYLINDER BLACK.
PRESERVES YOUR CYLINDERS.

Withstands Heal. , Post Free, sid.Tins, 6cl,
Tins, 1/- Post Free, i/3i

Sole Manufacturers:

OWEN BROS., HULL, Eng.

Prompt despatch t-'uaranteed.

Gx3x6ft. high.

. 55/.
Floors 9/-

Creosoted2/6

B X 6 X 7tt. lush. 10 X 8 X 8ft. hieli.

115/- 165/-
20/- 40/- .

4/6 6/6

MOTOR CAR
HOUSE

Constructed of strong frame-
work covered with Planed,
Tongued, Grooved, and V
Jointed Matchboards. Roof
covered with good roofing felt

and double dnnrs as illustra-

tion. The whole to be made in

sections to bolt together and
sent Carr. Pd. to any station
for cash with order only.

U-xOx.Oft.hik'h.
255/-
63/-
10/-

20 X 12 X lift, high
£27 10s.
£6.
15/-

THE NOTTINGHAMSHIRE TIMBER CO., Netherfield, Notts.
F. W. BARKER : : PROPRIETOR.

^.
^

/ NO MATTER WHAT \

\ YOUR REQUIRE-
\

f MENTS IN THE WAY I
! .... OF .... •

TRANSFERS
For

a Write to •

/ ILIFFE& SONS Ltd., }

Motor Cycles
j ^J--- COVENTRY

.

}and I _
'

^ London : 20, Tudor Street, E.G.
J

bldecars.
f Manchester : igg. Deansgate. f

Crests

Monograms
Letters

Names
Etc.

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

A Useful Little Pocket Companion.
C Every motor cyclist should make use of this book. It is brimful of sound advice

respectmg the care, management, and repair of motor cycles. Every hmt and tip is

numbered, and reference is made very simple by a very exhaustive alphabetical index.

Fifth Edition (Revised).

Obtainable from—
ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.,

and all Booksellers and Bookstalls.

Price 1 / - net.

By post 1 /2.

MotorgcusTs

Si^S^

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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UtMBREAKABLE : Becniise the whole pulling strain is taken by a iie^^

chain core,^ manufactured to withstand from 3 to 4 times the pulimg
strain of any motor cycle vet built.

NON-SLIPPING : Because 'the leather and rubber washers on the chain
have 50% greater driving surfaces than leather or rubber belts, and-
tbe combination of leather and rubber will grip the driving pulley in
any weather.

FASTER DRIVE : Because the washer and chain construction gives a
flexibility which allows the Zilla Belt to " hug " the smallest .pulley
without that great internal friction and force required to bead aa
ordinary belt round it.

JUST THE THING FOR SIDECAR WORK, especially in changeable weather
or in exposed positions.

THE BELT THAT SAVES lO^o OF PETROL.

SPECIAL OFFER.
28/-

1"

30/-
' 8

34/- 36/- USUAL PRICE for 8ft.

22/- 24/- 26/-
„_ , SPECIAL PRICE
Zo/- foi- any len:.-tli up to Sft.

Plus 8d. Postat'e.

The "ZILLA" is the ONLY PERFECT Belt.
Get a " ZILLA " and end all your Belt troubles.

The ZILLA PATENT BELT- COMPANY, Ltd..
101, Great Western Street, MANCHESTER.

Cooper Sidecars
Handsome appearance.

Exceptionally comfortable seat.

Large luggage capacity in rear compartment
to which there is easy access.

Tool box under seat.

Amply sprung.

Wide mudguards, which can be detached by
unscrewing three nuts.

Agetiis wanted where not represented. Telephone No. ; Midland 654.

Cooper Sidecars, Belgrave Road, Birmingham.

AT

HARRODS
Motor Cycles in Stock

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

3 h.p. Royal Enfield 55 Gns.

2| h.p. Calthorpe-Jap (2 speeds) . . £37 16

2i h.p. New Imperlal-Jap . . . . £38

Levis Model " E " £47 10

Levis Popular .... £32

2| h.p. Allen (2 speeds) £42

Several other Lightweights.

DEFERRED TERMS FOR MOTOR BICYCLES.
New : One-fifth down as first deposit, and 2J% interest

only charged.

Second-hand : Half-cost down instead of usual one-fifth.

HARRODS LTD., London, S.W.
RICHARD BURBIDGE, Managing Director.

CttOPER Sice-Caks
Belgravl RCAU.

~- ^BiRMINoMAM

im iliillMl

MOTOR CYCLES.
HOME AND COLONIAL MODELS.

RELIABLE. SPEEDY. POWERFUL.
31 h.p. S.-cyl., 3-speed C'shaft. Prompt delivery.

6 h.p. T.-cyl., 3-speed C'shaft. Deliveries arraaged.

\Vrite for Art List free.

OVERSEAS MOTOR Co., Ltd., Johnstone St.,Birmingham.

'
illlllillllllllllllillllillMmiiiiiiI flfilMI

Don't STOP Riding-
Use Paratfin_but by
our Prov. Protected System

PRICES 1

Standard Outfit - - - £0 15 6
DeLuxe „ ---£110

POST TO-DAY FOR PARTICULARS.

F.ATTWOOD & CO.,l\g?j!.oN',^EFi
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES,

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

• Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to __—r'co"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed =

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle" Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.G.), by the flrst post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is laken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the coQvenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Of&ce.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. Alt replies should be addret'sed,
*' No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.C."

3W^DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons whj hesitate to send money to uaknowa persons

may dea! in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

Ttie time allowed for a decision alter receipt ot the
goods is three days, and it a sale is effected we remit the

aniuunt to the seller, but it not we return tlie amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pay
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

valae, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and mo^ey orders should be madj
payable to Uiffe & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end ot an advertisement is an
indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ot

tlie Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that eifect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers wiio leply lo adver isemenis and receive no

answer lo their enquiries are requested to regard the
silea.e as an indication ihat the gooi, advertiscu have
already been disposed ot. Aavertlsers oUen receive so
many en^uiriej that il i.> quitd impossible to reply lo eaob
OQd by post.

MOTOR CYCLES
A. B.C.

FOR SALE.

A-B.C., 1915, T.T., 4 speeds, spring frame, fast, me-
chanicfil horn, front and rear lamps, splendid con-

dition : £60: seen Timbridge Wells.—Apply, Bos 814.
e/o The Motor Cycle. [X8495

Abingdon.
ABINGDON-KEEEY 1913 SV^h.p. Combination, 2

speeds, excellent emidition, just overbanled; 25
gns.—227, Hanover Euildinss, Tooley St., Tower Bridge.

[2592
1Q14 Abingdon King Dink 5-6h.p. Twin C.B. Com-
-B. iJ bination. -Druids, 3-speed, clutch, etc., h.b.c.

Bosch latest wnter and oil-tight mag., tools, spfires,

apron, etc., tyre's unpnnetured, appearance as new, little

nied owing to wnr. and owner being in Government de-

partment: accept £45.—For appointment address, House-
keeper, 4, Central Buildings, Westminster. [2901

A.J.S.

A.J.S., 2-specd, k.s.. clutch

;

Chestnut St., Soathport.

-|Q16 2-/,h.p. A.J.S,X rJ Cross, gent.
,
done 300 miles,
Rotherham.

A.J.S., 2';4li.p., 3-speed.
bination, in stock,

bury.

\ '.J.S. Coml'inationA-
north

.

^30; approval.—49.
[X8708

like new; £51.—
[X8630

also 4h.p. com-
Mardol, Shrews-

[X8240
late 19_15, little _used; exceptional

1916, new,
-Pickering,

bii'gain, £65.—Parker, Woodcot, Sollershott, Letch-
[2734

Halifax Motor Exchange
68, NORTON ST., HALIFAX.

'Phone—76C. Teleeraras—" Perfection."

NEW MODELS.
1917 2j h.p. 2-speed NEW IMPERIAL .... £38
WILLIAMSON Cy-cl-ca, W.C. Douglas eng. €126
RITZ 4cvlinder Light. Car £145
OVERLAND, 4-scater, 13 h.p. (tax £4 4s.) £225
ROYAL RUBY, st h.p., ?.-speed, 2-stroke . . £36 10
ROYAL RUBY-J.A.P., si h.p., 2spced .... £39 10
U.S.A. EXCELSIOR, 3 speed coiintershaft . . £75

1916 (U.S.A.) EXCELSSOR.
7 h.p., 3-speed model, 64 -^89 countershaJt gear,

chain drive, mechanic<<l anii hand lubrication, high-
tension magneto, multiple-disc clutch with dua)
control, kick starter, 2 gallons petrol capacity ; £75.

Or with electrical equipment ; £85.
One only 1915 new 7 h.p. 3-speed twin Excelsior,

with electrical equipment, at pre-tax price ; £71 10s.

Ex:hanges quoted. Easv Payments 2V per cent.

extra.

Sole Yorkshire Distributer». Trade Supplied.

PERFECTION SIDECARS
to snir B.S.A., SU.NBEAM, and other machines,
Duulop tyre, body finished black and ejold ; £12.

SOLO MACHINES.
1914 2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS ... £37 10
1914 2I h.p. single-speed DOUGLAS £26 10
1913 2j h.p. 2-speed DOUGLAS £34 10
igi2 4 h.p. 2-speed INDIAN £27 10
1912 3i h.p. ZENITH-GRADUA £26 10
1912 3* h.p. 2-sp. BRADBURY, chain drive £26 10
1912 3V h.p. 2-speed ALLDAYS MATCHLESS £25 10
19123* h.p. 2-speed HUMBER £25 10
1911 3j h.p. 3-speed TRIUMPH £28 10
N.S.U., 3i h.p., 2-speed, free engine £18 10
F.N., 2-speed, magneto, lightweight £17 10
TRIUMPH, magneto, new tyres £16 10
S.P.K., 3^ h.p., 3-speed countershaft £24 10
REX, 3V ii.p., magneto, spring forks £11 15
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p. Twin Lightweight £15 10
TRIUMPH, 1909, 3.* h.p. 2-5peed, free c-gine £24 10
TRIUMPH, 1909, tourist £19 19
TRIUMPH, 31- h.p., clutch model / 621 10
DOUGLAS, 2I h.p., 2-speed, wants attention £17 10

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
1916 5-6 h.p. 3 speed COVENTRY EAGLE,

with high coach Sidecar and accessories £72 10
X914 6 h.o. 3-speed BAT and Sidecar £46
1914 7-9 h.p. 2.speed (red) INDIAN Combtn. £53 10
1913 3-speed TRIUMPH and Gloria £39 10

1913 7 h.p. ARIEL, chain drive, and Sidecar £42 10
1912 $>i h.p. 2-speed PREMIER and Sidecar £S3 10
1911 '3S h.p. 3-spced TRIUMPH and Sidecar £28 10

1909 34 h.p. 2-soeed TRIUMPH and Sidecar f26 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
RITZ i-cyl. 2-seater Light Car, shop-soiled £130
MORGAN, T0I3, lamp';, horn, screen, etc.. . £57 10
MORGAN Sporting, hood, screen, tamps. .. . £69 10
RENO 15 h.p. 4-cvlinder To'.uring Car ..- £65
PREMIER, 7-9 h.p. 2-5eatcr Light Cai £57 10
HUMBER 4-cyl. Light Van £45
1913 FORD 5-seater To'-uring Car £65
New Mechanical Horns 17/6
Ai Mudscreen, cost 21 /-, take ." 10/6
P. i: H. Separate Generator Lamp .17/6
jVIiller's late type Lamp Bet £1 4
Lucas Kmgs Ow-n lamp set £1 5

Large size Lucas Horn 14/6
BroolB Belt and Tube Case : 6/11
New Acetylene Tail Lamp, post free 1/6
New Cane Sidecar Bodies ; usual price,

£4 17s. 6d £117 6

New Sidecar Aprons w'th fasteners 1 . 5/11
Rex Frame, wi til wheels, tank, and forks... . £3
Hex Sidecar Chc.ssis, new, latest model.... £7 15

Cash Offers Solicited,

WANTED.—Second-hand MORGAN RUNABOUT,
and 1916 8 h.p. SUNBEAM Combination.

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act,

•advertisers requiring: worl<nien. and wliose
business consists wholly or mainly of
enffineeringr orthe productions of munitions
of war. or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose worlds are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words. "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already eng:ag:ed on Govern-
ment work, will be engaged,"

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with
the approval of the Boaril of Trade, Who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary .forms of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchange or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engaged on
Governm?nt work need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES
A.J.S.

FOR SALE.

A.J.S.. 1916, 41i.p., perfect condition, only 1,000 miles;
£65, no offers.—Leak, 1, Cotton Lane, Bury St.

Edmunds. "
[2661

A.J.S., late 1915, 2%h.p., 3-speed, new condition,
complete with lamp, horn, etc.; £43.—Hopkins,

New St., Ledbury. [X8677

A.J.S., 1916, 3-speed, Binks carburetter, for Endow-
ment Insurance Policy, or sell £46.-rPnrticulars to

Bos 323, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X8624

A.J.S., 1914 model, 6h'.p., 3-speed, fitted with 2 com-
plefce sidecars (1 business and 1 pleasure), excel-

lent condition; £55.—Hopkins, New St., Ledburv.
[X8678

A.J.S., 2%h.p., 2-speed, kick-start, £33, complete;
A.J.S., 4h.p., solo, and 4h.p. combination; in

stock.—Marston, 26 and 31, Bridge St., Chester.
[Xa701

A.J.S.. 6h.p., 1914, and ooachbuilt sidecar, with wind
screen, insurance policy, lamps, indicator, and ac-

cessories; bargain, _£65.—Eeeves, Garage, I'urley. 'Phone
384. [2675

A.J.S., 2%h.p., 3-speed, April, 1916, lamps, acces-

soiies, complete, new condition ; owner leaving
country; £50.—Cheshire, 99, Shrewsbury Hd., Birken-
head. [X8094

33.h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed gear model, clutch and kick-
4: start, chain drive, 1915 machine, nice condi-

tion ; £40 ;
guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

Loudon, [2701

1 Q16 A.J.S. Latest 4h.p. Combination, brand new,
i t/ with spare wheel, tyre, and wind screen ; in stock

for immediate delivery.—Prices and particulars, Robin-
son's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [2801

Alldays.

ALLON, 2%h.p., 2-stroke. 2-speed, 1916: in stock.-
Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. [X8241

ALLONS in stock.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Mus-
well Hill. Easy payments arranged. .. [2640

"|iC|16 Allon, nearly new; £28, offers; exchange; ap-

JiV pointment.—18, Gowlett Ed., Peckhnm. [2770

ALLDAYS "Matchless, 2-stroke, all accessories; £22/10.
—Warren's. 386, Euston Ed. Museum 3081. [2833

(^OLMOKE Depot, 31, Cohiiore Row, Birmingham,
-/' can supply immediately all models of Alldays Allon.

[0796

ALLDAYS, 2-stroke, 1915 model, 3-speed and clutch,

absolutely new condition; £23. — Hopkins, New
St., Ledbury. [X8680

ALLDAYS Matchless, 2-speed, enamelling and plating

splendid condition ; £35.—Parker and Son, St.

Ives, Hunts. [2670

ALLDAYS Allon. 1916 modelsi in stock; cash or.

gradual payments 2% only.—Referee Cycle Co.. 332.

High Holborn. / £0763

TO 16 Allon, 2-strokej little used/ equal to new, £22;
-Lt? also 2%h.p. Eex,-£12, in oi'der.—Thompson, 79a,

Parkhurst Rd., N.

1 Q16 Alldays Allon,
Xt/'easy payments
way, Muswell Hill.

[2606

_. 2-speed models, in stock ; £42,
arranged.—^Jones, Garage, Broad-

/ .
[2641

ALLONS, new 1916 2-stro^b 2-speed models, £42;

exchange or easy terms arranged.—Wauchope's. 9.

Shoe Lane, London.
' [2706

ALLDAYS Matchless, 1914V2, 2V2h.p., 2-stroke, first-

class condition; bargain, ' £20.—Tomkins, Overn-

hnrst, Downend, Glos. [X864y

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

1 Q15 Alldays, 2-£troke, 2 lamps, all accessories, little
XiJ used, new condition throughout; ^£20, bargain.
—436, Whitehorse Kd., Thornton Heath. [2728

ALLON, 1915~':i, 2^:UJ.p-, 2-stroke, 2-speed, not done
2.500 miles, splendid condition, nil accessories:

fSO.-Webb, 5, Glebe Rd., Daseuh;im, Essex. [2570

ALLDAYS Allon, 1915, 2-speed, 2-strol;e, in nery
good order; £25/10: diamond ring part exchange.—

Lindsay, 12, Duke's Mews, Manchester Sq., W. [2672

^ LLON 2-stroke, 1916, with speedometer, and numer-
ous accessories, only done 50 miles; £38jt\.

aearest.-4, .Crofton Av., HrUsliorough, Sheffield. [S:8493

ALLDAYS Aliens, all models, delivered from stock;
and 1915 single-speed with original tvres on,

£27/10: and late 1915, 2-speed, hand clutch. £36/10.
original tyres: deferred payments entertained; ex-
changes.—Lamb's. 151, High St.. Walthumstow, and
60, High Rd., Wood Green. [2794

A.L.P., 2h.p..
series; £16/16

A.L.P.
fast and reliable.

Knight,
" like new, all acces-
Charter Ley, Basing-

stoke. [2881
Ariel.

ARIEL, all models in stock: easy payments arranged.
—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [2542

ARIEL, SVjh.p., new mag., drop frame, spring forks,
in first-class order and condition; £10/10.-455,

York Ed., Wandsworth. [2777

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
have in stock for immediate delivery all models

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars. [0797

ARIEL, SVah.p., semi-T.T. model, with yariable
pulley gear, a fast and flexible mount, in desirable

condition; £23, or reasonable offer; approval.—Lay-
tons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon, [X8748

Auto.Wheels.
excellent condition nearest offer to

Wimborne. [X8638

1 Q 1 6 Bat Combination, petrol
-LtJ Letters, 18, Pinfold Rd., I

cost £103,
Streatham.

AUTO-WHEEL,
£10-—I'arry-Evans, Hillbutts,

BEST Auto-Wheel and new bicycle; £15; ready to
start.—Woodford, 36, .lishvale Ed;, Tooting. [2590

TWO Genuiuo Wall Auto-Wheels, 1914-15 models,
little used, nearly new; £8/10 and £10.—Murray's,

37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. " [X8732

Bat.
5-6h.p. Jap-Bat Twin, spring frame, U.H. mag., h.b.c.

Tn'*h sidecar.—4, Gowan Av., Tnlham. [2626

£73.-
[2892

BAT-J.A.P. Combination, 1914, 3-speed, perfect- £70
—Warren's, 386, Euston Ed. Museum 3081. [2838

"DAT-J.A.P., 1910, 3y2h.p., Bosch, new tyres, fast;
--' £11.—Humphreys, Greycroft, Connaught Rd., Eead-
ihg. [2665

BAT-J.A.P.. 8h.p., and sidecar, P. and M. 2-speed,
good condition; £28, if sold this week- powerful-

after 6.-15, Smallwood Rd., Tooting. [2621

"1Q12 8h.p. Bat-Jap Combination, reauires overhauling.
-*-^ engine, tyres, belt in splendid condition- bargain
for immediate sale, £16.— Dunkley, I'ostman, Brackley,
Northamptonshire. [2757
4-5h.p. New 1916 Bat, 2-speed and free engine model,

for delivery from stock, £63/5; also a second-hand
1915 model, same specifications as above, £47/10,
guaranleed.—Wauchopes, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [2703

Bradbury.
PETEOL Free with 1913 Bradbury, 1915, Sturmey

gears
; 25 gns.—Troward, 78, Higii St., Hampstead.

[2743
BRADBURY. 4h.p., free engine, in first-class order

and condition; £15.-455, York Ed., Wandsworth.

1Q13 Bradbury, 4h.p., 2-speed, just overhauled; £22;
-*-*' on aporoval: near offer.—Clark. Section, Tyne-
mouth. [S8496
BEADBUEY, 1914,. 4h.p. (officer's property). 3-speed

countershaft, kick start, all clinin Hriirc, f.ft.,/i.-+;„..chain drive, condition
-356, Lordship Lime, E. Dulwicli.

[2627
4ih.p. Bradbury, 1912, 2-speed conntershaft, hand

* and foot control, chain-belt. Miller lamp, good
Dunlops, spares and accessories, canoe-shaped cane side-
car, with door, looker, etc.; £29/10; photo.—Pitcher,
College Court, Gloucester. [2567

Brough,
"DEOUGH, 5-8h.p., and .sidecar, 3-speed. 19151/,. ^jjjf""— "-Brickets Laundry, 23, Martell Ed",' Dul-

[2884
Brown.

excellent ; 30 gns.-
' Phone: 363 Syd.

-D offers

wich.

JLh.p. Brown, 2 speeds, and sidecar; £18
»2 335a, Stretford Rd., Manchester.

B.S.A.

or offer.-
[X8139

pj.S.A.. new 1916 models H and K actually in stock
-L» —Moss, Wem. -

[XS640'

COLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, for
immediate delivery of B.S.A. [0798

B.S.A.'s.—Very latest models just arrived
Briggs, High St., Wellingborough.

£62.—
[X8632

CORONET SIDECARS. S
We are building special models for Harley-

Davidsons, Excelsiors, and Indians, enamelled
either grey or red to match machines, and fitted

with aSxsin. tyre and four point attachment.

FROM 2
£1G 15s.

Send lor Illustrated n
Catalogue describing gj
these well - known gg
Sidecars. H

a
EXCHANGES. B

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Coronet Underslung Chassis.

4-point at.ach-

ment, special

mudguard.

TORPEDO SIDECARS, £9 15s.

Wanted, 10 1915 Harley-Davldsons in exchange
lor 1916 Harley-Davidsons. Good allowances.

CASH OFFERS WANTED.
6 h.p. Twin REX 1914, 3-speed, chain drive

with Rex coach Sidecar £45
2i h.p. Stationary Petrol Engine, new

£22 los. model, magneto, 2 flywheels £16 10
4h.p. ZENITH, igri, Gradua variable gear £19 15
2jh.p. IMPERIAL-J.A.P., igrj, 2-speed,

lamp, horn, etc £29 IS

7-9b.p. PREMIER, 1914, 2-speed counter-
shaft, with £13 103. new coach Sidecar £49 15

6 h.p. REX, 2-speed, magneto £13 15

3^ h.p. HUMBER 1912, free engine £17 10

2j h.p. MINERVA, magneto, variable gear £S 15

5 h.p. INDIAN, igrs, 3-speed, (fi8 coach
Sidecar, little used £62 10

1916 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON £80 15
1916 ditto, :lectrical model £89
19 r4 FORD Touring Car, detachable wheels £85
2jh.p. EXCELSIOR, 1916, 2-stroke £24 15
20 h.p. FORD Van, new, 1916 model £130
20 h.p. FORD V,an, 1915 model £90
2* h.p. TYLER, 1915, 2-sped model £24 15

ai h.p. TRIUMPH, 1910, 2-speed, with
Millford Sidecar £20

3i h.p. JAMES, 1912, 2-speed, chain dnve,
and coach Sidecar £26 15

Sjh.p. HUMBER, t9t3, 2-speed, Sidecar.. £29 15

3J h.p. PREMIER, 1913. 2-speed counter-
shaft gear, belt and chain £26 15

3 h.p. LINCOLN-ELK, rgrr, magneto ... £12 15

3* h.p. TRIUMPH, liiir, 2-speed model,
with Sidecar, lamps, and horn £25 15

19^; P. & M. and Sidecar £62 10
1912 FLANDERS van £47 10
7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, electrically

equipped, complete with Sidecar.... £69 15

3J h.p. HUMBER, 1911,2 speed £17 15
2ih.p. MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1910 £10 15

1915 TRUMBULL Light Car, hood, screen,

detachable wheels, speedometer, electric

born and lamps £89
*

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAI."iS.
New £5 weatherproof Magneto, £3 10s. ; Rex

£iS Sidecar, £9 15«.; Long Lengths Steel
Tubing, i^x I2g., I4g., i6g. : B. & B. Carburetter,
12/6; Amac Carburetter, 12/6 : New 20 /-Brass
Electric Sidecar Lamps. 5 /G : I)itto Tail Lamps,
5/6, approval ; Coach - built Sidecar, £4 5s. ;

Sidecar Satety Couplings, 8/9 (for any machine,
including P. & M.'s) ; Lightweight Coach Side-
car, new, £7 15s.; New Coach Sidecar Body,
£3 5s. ; New Sidecar Chassis, complete with all

fittings, 65/- ; 1916 Sinks* Carburetters (your
old carburetter taken in exchangsl,

WANTED, B.S.A. or P. & M. for cash. Also
GARDEN monocar.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
PORTLAND PLACE, SKIRCOAT ROAD,

H A I. I FA X.
'Phone : 1062. Close at 6 p.m.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. Model H, all enclosed chain drive; £64,—
Rolnnsou, Motor Cycles, Northampton. [284 J.

1 Q14 B.S.A., 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, free engine;
-L«^ £34.-Briggs, High St., Wellingborough. [X8636

B.S.A., all models in stock. — Jouea. '.".arage, F.rnnd-

way, Muswell Hill. Easy payments arri.aged. [2643

B.S.A.—Iiniuedinte deliveries.—Jones, Garage, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill. 'Phone: Hornsey 2562. [2657

B.S.A. K Model, new July. 1916, only done 100 miles;
£60, or oflers.— Bartholomew, Haiuton, Lincoln.

[X8613
B.S.A. 1914 4V4h.p. Combination, kick-starter, new

coach sidecar; £42.-29, St. Leonards St., Bow.
[2695

"I Q13 3^/,'h.p. B.S.A., clutch model, lamps, accesEories.
-L *y splendid condition ; £25.—Thorpe, Whitehorse
Rd., Thornton Heath. [2727

-| Q17 B.S.A., model K, in stock, delivery tree; being
J-«!/ on the spot I can give best service.—A. L. Pitts,

B.S.A. Depot. Redditch. [X8682

LATE 1913 3M.h.p. B.S.A., 2-speed. clutch, sperijil

machine, nice condition; £32.—Baveno, Farn-
Uorough Rd., Farnborough, Hants. [2563

belt-cum -chainB S.A., late 1915, AVjh.p.. 3-speed,

drive, complete with lamp, horn, etc., perfect con-

dition; i£43.—Hopkins, New St.. Ledbury. [>8679

1 Q13 2-speed B.S.A., chain drive, all accessories, guar-

-It/ anteed perfect: £30; aisy payments if desired.

—.Tones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [2655

^ Q12 3iAh.p. Free Engine B.S.A., all accessories, per-

-Lt/ feet' condition; £20, no offers; officer going

abroad.—R. Adcock, Derby Hills House, Derby. [X8639

1013 2-speed B.S.A., belt drive, all accessories, in

-i-«/ splendid condition: £30; easy payments if de-

sired.—Jones, Garage. Broadway, Muswell Hill. [2656

LATE 1914 B.S.A., 1i/ih.p.. 3-speed countershaft,

all chain drive, with B.S.A. coachhuilt sidecar, all

in new condition; £47/10.-35, I'almerston Ed., Forest

Gate, E. [X8560

B.S.A. 191S Combination, chain-cum-belt, 3 speeds,

F.E.. kick-starter, overhauled, new mudguards and
tyres, spare belt, and accessories; £50, or near offer.

—Walsh, 542, Blackburn Rd., Bolton. [X8648

lOl^'/- 4h.p. B.S.A. Combination, 3-speed counter-

-L«/ sliaft gear, chain drive, 3 new Dnnlop tyres,

everything perfect ; no rubbish
ometer ;

£55.—Houghton. 106,
lamps, horn, speed-

Poolstock, Wigan.
[X8354

B.S.A., 1914, 2-speed, kick-starter. Phoenix sidecar,

£42; also Oct., 1912, B.S.A., 2-speed, pedal start.

B

B'

— £42 ^...^ ,

ane sidecar"' Kemps'hall n'on-skidsi £34/10 ;' exchanges,

deferred payments.—Lamb's, 161, High St., Waltham-
stow. [2792

S.A., 4J4h,p., late 1915, chain drive, 3-speed, Lucas
dynamo lighting set and horn, Cowey speedometer,

Godiva coachbuilt sidecar, upholstered Bedford cord,

practically unscratched; bargain, £68.—Brewer, 1, In-

man Ed., Earlsfleld, S.W. ' [2675

4hp B.S.A., with special Oanoelet sidecar, late 1915
model, speedometer, Lucas horn, 3 P. and tl.

lamps- this machine is in perfect condition, and is

ve?v smart, mileage driven is under 2.000 : bargain at

£75.—Apply, Beadle, Motors, Dartford. [2312

BSA, 1914, 4i4h.p., chain drive, and roomy Projec-
'

tile sidecar, electric head and tail lamp, horn,

mirror, and speedometer, engine as 1916 standard, new
l:savy tyres, tools, and abundant spares, all in perfect

order; £60.-J. Lindsay, Thurso, N.B. [X8494

S A 's —Three model K belt-cum-chain, £62 each

;

one model H, all chain, £64, actually in stock;

also Canoelct sidecars, 13 gns., to suit, hoods and
screens extra; liberal exchanges, deferred payments.--

Lambs 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High

Ed., Wood Green. [2791

BS A., 1915, 4Vili.p.. chain drive, 3-speed gear, kick

starter, Watford speedometer, Lucas lamps, coach-

built sidecar, with extra seat for child, extra strong

underslung chassis, in good running condition, tools,

spare tyres, overalls ; £59 : ,
also large shed on offer-

Traveller, 7, Hartington St., Moss Side, Manchester.
[2666

S.A., 1915, model K, 3-speed countershaft, with

B.S.A. sidecar, and usual accessories, quite the

best one year old combination we have seen, price £56

;

B.S.A., 1914, model H, 3-5peed, chain drive, with light

coachbuilt sidecar, complete, a very fine and well cared

for" combination; price £46; approval.—Lay tons"

Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X8749

4 Jib. p. New 191G B.S.A. Models, chain drive £64,
t chain-cum-belt £62; these famous motor cycles

are fitted with the countershaft 3-speed gear bos ; the
ail-chain drive is recommended for sidecar work, and
the chain-cum-belt for solo ; canoelet sidecars to fit,

£15/5 cash, exchange, or easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London. [2707

Calcott.

1 012 Calcott, 2i/,h.p., fine machine; £16.-40
-LtJ St., Wellingborough.

Calthorpe.
"1014 Calthorpe Junior, 2-speed. splendid condition;
±1/ £16.-9, Northbrook Ed., Ilford. [X8657

CALTHOEPE. 2?4h.p., mag-, good order; £15.— llal-

ton, 3, Brewer St., Piccadilly, W. [2630

B

High
[X863!i

"I letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue. ai7
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Voa cannot beat us on either Cash or Exchange Terras.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

CALTHOEPE, '2-spcecl, ready to drive away; £20-
Warrcn's, 336, Euston Ed. Museum 3081. [2829

BEAND New Calthorpe Junior Coupe, in stock ; £285 :

dynamo lighting,—Cross, Agent. Eotherham. [X8631

1 Q15 Calthorpe-Jap, 2%h.p., Entild 2-speed; bargain,
J-C 22 gns.—40, College St., Wellingborough.

[XB634
CALTHORPE, 2-speed, 2-stroke. 1915, used 8 mouths

only; £25/10.—Rohinson, Motor Cycles, Noi'thamp-
ton. [2844

"I Q15 2%h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, Eniield 2-speed, under
i-'J 1,000 miles, as new; *26.—410, Eotherhithe St.,

Rotherhithe, S.E. [2860

1Q15 Calthorpe, 2-strok6, 2-speed, just overhauled;
^*y £23, or treat exehauge 1916 Ixion.—Box 805,
c/o TJu Motor Cycle. [X8353

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., Enfield gears, had only 3
months' use, grand order; ^27; good push bikes

wanted.—Bunting, Harrow. [2685

COLJVIORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
have in stock all models of Calthorpes for im.

mediate delivery; also at our Mauchester Depot. [0799

CALTIIOEPE.J.A.P.'s and 2-strokes; immediate de-
livery from stock of all models ; cash or exchange

A few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore the Agents,
Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgate, Manchester.

[0815
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 25/4h.p. 2-speed models actually

in stock, £37/16; also a 1916 Calthorije-Jap, with
2-speed gear. Lucas accessories, horn, registration,
special fitments, .£34/10.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Wal-
thamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [2787

NEW 1916 4-5h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, twin-cyl., 2-sreed . . ^

Enfield gear and free engine, fitted with a light RUDGE, 1913, 5-6 h.p. Multi, with Rudge Sidecar £50
coachbuilt sidecar, the combination complete, £70/7; ' INDIAN 1916 5 h.p. Combination. 3-5peed £65
also 2'f4h.p. 2-speed Calfhorpe-Japs, £37/16; also some MATCHLESS 1914 8 h.p. 3-=peed Combination £60
second-hand 1915 models at bargain prices; cash, easy ZENITH, 1914, 6 h.p., clutch, and Sidecar, all access. £68
terms, or exchange.—Wauchope s, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-.7ciuiTu .

.f '
. . ' . . ' . .

don. [2705
Campion.

CAMPION-J.A.P., 2V..h.p., 1915 model, speedometer,
etc.; £25.—Marston, 26 and 31, Bridge St.,

Chester. [X8700
CAMPION-J.A.P., 4h.p„ 1915, 3-speea hub, complete;

would exchange for lightweight,- S.S.M., 3, Staple
Gardens, Winchester. [2612

Chater-Lea.

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS,
And, if price and quality count for anythmp;, we bid fair

to obtain it.

Ex Actual Stock, 1916 Models of
ROYAL RUBY; ENFIELD fall Models), B.S.A. . LEVIS,

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, INDIAN SUN-VILLIERS, •

COVENTRY EAGLE, &C.

LIST OF SECOND HANDS.
SIDECAR OUTF^ITS.

JAMES 1914 4{ b.p. 3'Speed Conibinaiion, all access. £53
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 2-speed, modelp de luxe, handle

starting, coach-built Sidecar, just been overhauled £40
TRIUMPH, 3i-h.p., 2-speed countershalt. Sidecar... £32
INDIAN, T914, 7 b.p., a-speed, electric liahting, spring

frame, Gloria 30 guinea Sidecar £62
INDIAN, 1913, yh.p., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speed,

and spring frame £42
ZENITH, 191 4, 6 h.p., countershaft clutch model,

with sporting underslung Sidecar £60
REX, 1913, 6 h.p., 2-speed, cane Sidecar £28

£14.—SV^h.p. Chafer and eidecar, light runabout, lot
good condition "'

' .-
- -

Tooting'.
after 6 p.m.— 15, Smalhvood Rd.

[2622

CHATER-LEA 1913, 8h.p. twin, a.c., for No. 7 ma-
chine, little used, new condition, also clutch, gear

bos, operating mechanism, chain sprockets, mag, fitted,
also cover and back wheel: cost £50, nearest reasonable
consideration.-Leighton's, opposite Wood Green Station.

[2733
Chater-Lea-.Tap.

coachbuilt Sidecar £52
ENFIELD, i9r2, 6 h.p., 2-speed twin. Enfield Sidecar. . £30
INDIAN 1915 (late) 5 h.p. 3-speed Combination £63
RUDGE 1913 3^ h.p. Mult:, coach-built Sidecar £33

SQL.O IVIODEI.S.
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1915, 2\ h.p., 2-speed £26
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2^1 h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £20
CALTHORPE, 1914, 2 h.p., 2-speed £19
RUDGE 1913 3* h.p. Multi, T.T. bars £33
IVY, 1915, 2-stroke, single-speed £18
TRIUMPH, igi2, 3^ h.p., clutch model £28
NEW HUDSON, 1913, 3i'h.p., 3-spced J.A.P. engine.

.

£34
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3.V h.p.. clutch model £30
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3^ b.p., clutch, Philipson pulley £24
REX, 1913, 3^- h.p,, 2-speed, and clutch. £29
HARLEY, ig'is, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed £56
RUDGE, 3V h.p., Phibpson pulley, 1915 improvements £42
SUN-VILLIERS, 2.V h.p., 1915, 2-strok(: - £1

CHATER-LEA No. 7 Combination, 8h.p. J.A.P. twin, ENFIELD, ujrs, 2i h.p., 2-spced, 2-stroke £32
magnificent condition; £65.-12, Gray's Inn Eesi- BROWN, 3.V h.p. model, Bosch magneto £14

dencjs, 180, Clerkenwell Rd., London. [2487
. INDIAN, i9"i5, sVh.p., 3-speed twm £43

J.A.P. 5h.p. Twin. Chater-Lea, free engine, and side- i
'NDIAN, i9r5, 5 h.p., 3-speed twin £53

car, in real good order and condition throughout, HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1914, 9 b-P. 2-speed twin ... £37
Bosch mag., enclosed, B. and E. carouretter, good tyres : ENFIELD, 1911, 2,^ h.p., 2-speed twin, as new. .

.

£18.-6. Warren St., London. [2809 — -"
'

' ' - -

Chater=Lea=Peugeot.
£15.—Lea-Pen"eot, 5h.p. twin, Amac. h.b.c, Druid

forks, Bosch mag., Whittle, Millennium gear, 26x
2^/4 Dunlops, lamp, horn, hand and foot brakes. Brook;

£21
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3' h.p., 3-speed, excellent ordei . . . £35
ROVER, 1912, 5l h.p., T.T. clutch model £20
ZENITH, 1912, 3J h.p., Gradua gear, J.A.P. engine. .. £20
DOUGLAS, I9i2.'z2- h.p., single-speed £16
LEVIS, 2} h.p., countershaft, 2-stroke £18

saddle, low positions, running order, sidecar '(coach), 'A>-LDAYS ALLON, 1915, 2-speed, 2-stroke £32
side entrance, registration transferable; first £15.— '

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2J h.p., colonial, 3-specd £53
80, Bispham Rd., Southport. [X8644 NEW HUDSON, 1915, 2-stroke, as new £24

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3^ h-P-, 3-speed £3,'

Chater=Sarolea.
CHATER-SAROLEA 5h.p. Twin, F.E., Chafer side-

car, fine condition; after 8.30; £19/10.-12, Shnl-
stone Rd., Mortlake, S-W. [2623

Clvno.

CLYNO, 1912, 6h.p., 2-speed, coachbuilt sidecar, hood
and screen

; £32.—Revell, Ewell. [S8564

PETROL Free with 1912 Clyno combination; 29
gus.—Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead. [2744

1 tCll4 6h.p. Clyno, with cigar shaped sidecar, not been
J-*-' used for 10 months; owner gone to the l-'ront

;

£60.— G. Gran, Tring. [2880

"IQl4'/j Clyno Lightweight, 2-speed, speedometer,
-i-«-' lamps, free engme, tank fault only; 20 gns.

~

Osborne, Harpur St., Bedford. [2604

CLYNO, War Office model, in stock, complete with
sidecar, detachable wheel, jnst arrived; 100 gns.

—Briggs, High St., Wellingborough. [X8633

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT, 1914, 2-Bpeed gear box. perfect; £26.

W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man-
chester. [2596

CONNAUGHT. 1915, 2-stroke, speedometer,' lamps,
in good 6rder; £20.—Lindsay, 12, Duke's Mews,

Mimchester Sq., W. [2673
CONNAUGHT, 1914. 2-speed, fitted with auxihary

paialfin tank, first-class running order; £23.—
" Exeter.Jolmson, Athelstan Rd., [2782

TRIUMPH, 1914, 2 h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £35
OARS AND L.IOHT OARS.

N.A.G.i 14-20 h.p., new chassis, 4-speed gear-box,
C.A.V. 12 volt set £300

SUNBEAM, 12-16 h.p., 4-speed, 5-seatev, hood and
screen, just thoroughly overhauled £295

KNIGHT JUNIOR, 1914, 12 h.p., z-seatcr, sporting
body r-. £155

MINERVA, 26 b.p., 5-sealer, make an excellent

25 cwt. van. Perfect mechanical order
G.W.K., 1914, 9 h.p., just re-painted and new hood

fitted £100
G.W.K-, 1915, 9 h.p., detach, wheels, domed guardSj

all black finish, speedometer and mcch. horn. . . . £160
DEEMSTER, i9r4, 9.5 h.p., 2-seater, all accessories

;

a bargain at £100

1914 and 1915 DOUGLAS MACHINES
bought for SPOT Cash

MOTORMART
100$ 136 Q IbrtlandSUondonW
Xetephori0 -S52 Moyfoir Telegratns'P^ii\vi\e Wcsdo

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de-
• livery all models Connaught from stock; minia-

hire and double-purpose models; prices from £28/17/6.—
67-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [S8687

Ai8 All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Coventry Eagle,

COVENTRY Eagle, not done 100 miles; £30.—'War-
ren's, 386, Euston Krt. Museum 3081. [2832

Dalm.
DALM, 2-stroke, 1915, 3 speeds, clutch, etc., nearly

new; «23.—11, Luna Bd... Thornton-Heath, S.E.
[2867

Dayton.
DAYTON. I'/'K.p., 2-stroke; £16/10, bfiigain ; what

offers?- 62, Enighton Park,' Sydenham. [2588

De-ie.

DENE-PEECISION Combination, 8h.p., 3 speeds,
lamps, mirror, speedometer, watch, spares, all tyres

new; £60; exchange Ford, cash adjustment, or take
less power piirt payment.—Galley, New- Washington, Co.

Durhiim. [2574
Douglas.

1Q15 Douglas, 3-speed; £43.-Warren's, 386. Euston
-ItF Kd. Museum 3081. [2836

1(ai3 Douglas, fully equipped; £32.—Warren's, 386,
J-t/ Euston Ed. Museum 3081. [2834

1(3114 Douglas, T.T., lamps, etc.; £35.—Warren's, 386,^a Euston Ed. Museum 3081. [2835

PETROL Free with 1911-12 T.T. Douglas; 16 gns-
Trowaid, 78, High St., Hampstead. [2745

DOUGLAS, 1913'/., 2%h.p., 2-speed, kick-starter, new
condition; *32.—29, St. Leonards St., Bow. [2694

1 Q14 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed; a bargain; must sell;

XJ/ £27/10.-11, Sussex Ed., Sou^i Croydon. [2601,.

DOUftLAS, 1911-12, 2-speed, clutch, just oyerh.auled;

£22, or oaer.-12. Ivy Lane, Brockley, S.E. [2662

DOUGLAS, 1911, good tyres, in first-class order and
condition; £12.-455, York Ed., Wandsworth.

[2781

1Q14 Douglas, 2')4h.p., clutch, starter, 2 speeds, new
-li/ back tyre- £35.—L2,265, c/o 2'/ie Mo(or Ci/c/e.

. [2900

DOUGLAS, 2%ih.p., first to view will purchase; £16,
no offers,— 14, Dodbrooke Rd., West Norwood.

[1541

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2-spee(l, new condition, with acces-

sories; £45.— Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury.
[X8239

LATE 1913 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed, clutch, lamps,

and spares; £30.— Baveno, Farriborough Erj., Faru-

borough, Hants.' [2564

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2=4h.p., 2-speed, and clutch, lamps

and speedometer, all like new; £37/10.-455, York

Tin 15 Douglai
-M- 1/ eriuipped

;

[2779

2-speed, TT. model, fully

Ed., Wandsworth.

2%h.p., _ -, _

£44 ; exchanges.-Newnham, 223,

Hammersiiiitir" Ed., W. [2821

23h.p. Douglas, 1911 model, single speed, very power-

4, ful and fast; £17/10, guaranteed.—'U auchope s,

9, Shoe Lane, London. [2708

1 Q13 T.T 2.speed Douglas apd accessories, in perfect

X.'J condition; £30; seen any time.—Bounds, Garage.

223, High Ed., Kilburn. [2628

15 T.T. 3-speed Douglas, in perfect condition, and
JLtf accessories; £42/10; see'n any time.—Bounds,

Garage, 223, High Ed., Killmrn. [2628a

DOUGLAS, 2.speed, kick-starter, clutch, hardly used,

condition perfect throughout, all accessories; trial _;

£36.-16, Camden Rd., Wanstead. .[2768

DOUGL.'^S, new, latest pattern, 254h.p. models for

immediate delivery, including War Office black

Douglas.-Moflat, Yeovil. Tel.; 50. [5855

"TkOUGLAS 1913 ^^Ih.p.. 2-speed, _T.T.., just^ orei-

lops;
hauled, new pistons, tank re-enamelled, new Dun-
£35.—Railway Garage, Staines. [2890

1013 Douglas, 2"/4h.p., 2-speed, complete with lamp,
-L^ horn, speedometer, etc., just overhauled; £30.—

G. Blanchard, 3, Blenheim Mount, Bradford. [S.8578

2iih p Douglas late 1913, clutch model, accessories,

4 good condition, recently overhauled, tyres new;
£34.-89, Richmond Ed., Kingston-on-Thames. [2774

DOUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas, all models in stock,

25,ih.p. and 4h.p.. 1911, 1912, 1913. 1914, 1915.

and 1916; £15 to £55.-6, Warren St., London. [2808

DOUGLAS Specialists.—Gibb, Gough, London Rd.,

Gloucester. Gibb. the International Douglas

rider, winner of numerous cups and, gold medals. [2218

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%h.p., model W, clutch, kick,

lamps, accessories, excellent condition ; any ex-

amiuation; £38.-12, Osbaldeston' Rd., Stoke Newing'
ton. ; [2891

23.h.p. Douglas, kick-start model and 2-speed gear
4 and free engine, complete with accessories;

£37/10; guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon.
don. / [2704

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%h.p., Z'speed. kick-start, clutch,

just overhauled, tyres aud belt practically new;
40 ens;, or nearest offer.—Heys, Redwood, Kenley,

Surrey. ' [2864

MOTOR Cycle For Sale, ifouglas 2%h.p., 2-speed, new
September, 1914; owner ordered France; excellent

condition ; £35.—Housekeeper, 56, Victoria St., ^|^"
minster. [2307

COLMOEE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Leicester,

and Liverpool, have in stock complete range of all

models Douglas for immediate delivery, also full range

of spares. ["800
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The British Magneto. A Three
Years' Campaign by " The
Motor Cycle."

IT
was in 1913 that The Autocar had the bold-

ness to point out that the British motor
industry was, to all intents and purposes,

solely reliant upon German-made magnetos,

and that a complete dislocation of its trade

might ensue were a strike or riot to occur at

Stuttgart. The rnatter was also ventilated in

The Motor Cycle. At that time it was little

thought that the warning was destined to prove

prophetic. As a result of such a bold exposure

it is hardly necessary to mention that we came
in for a considerable amount cf abuse from
German agents and other interested parties, but

having exposed the position we felt that our

object was temporarily achieved. We thus

proved once again our genuine concern for the

welfare of British trade and the desirability that

our home motor industry should be entirely

self-supporting.

Then, in 1914, when this country was driven

into a great war—which England least of all

wanted—we lost no time in urging the desir-

ability of manufacturers at home seizing the

opportunity and building up a magneto industry

in this country. From time to time we have

outlined the manufacturing position in our

endeavours to foster the British magneto, and

have laid our pages open for a recital of the facts

by the different firms who were quick to act upon
our suggestions. Observant readers of this

journal will recall that, whereas at the com- .

mencement of war there were but two or three

firms in this country producing magnetos iii a

small way, the number has grown until there are

now a dozen or so firms actually producing or

about to produce magnetos in quantities. We
have never ceased to keep in mind and to urge

the desirability of producing entirely in this

country all our requirements in respect of mag-

netos, and during our campaign spread over the

last three years—that is, from a time before the

war commenced—^we have published criticisms

and results of experience, with the sole object of

encouraging the home-produced article. We
have had to expose the unaccountable lukewarm-
ness of certain British motor manufacturers who,

up till a few months ago at any rate, were by no
means determined to stamp out the enemy-made
article and to support home industries. Such
strange lack of patriotic interest is, fortunately,

isolated, but nevertheless we are sorry to say

that it does, or did, exist.

So far as The Motor Cycle is concerned, we
have given a lead and openly stated our position,

which is, " that in accord with the recommen-
dations agreed upon at the Paris Economic Con-
ference, we will not permit the advertisements of

new goods manufactured in enemy countries to

appear in this publication, either during or after

the war."

Time for Manufacturers to Act.

Looking back over our efforts and the amount
of space devoted to the fostering of the British

magneto industry, we must, say we feel that, had
a little more enthusiasm been exhibited in manu-
facturing circles, and particularly by the Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' Union, the result would
have been a good deal more advanced than is

actually the case. For -instance, neither indi-

vidually nor as a body have the British motor
cycle manufacturers expressed their determina-
tion not to use foreign magnetos after the war.
For all the public know they intend to " wait
and see." Still, Rome was not built in a day,
and we feel- confident, from the amount of pre-
paratory work which has already been done, tliat

ere long British industry and British capital will

be well able to satisfy all the needs of the trade,

and that the motor cycle makers will recognise
this. In addition to what we have openly pub-
lished, we keep in mind all the time this par-
ticular object, among others, and behind the
scenes are working towards its accomplishment.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will,be found on the page facing the back cover.
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THE Nottingham and District M.C.C. last week
arranged another hill-climbing expedition in the

Peak District. Members were apprised of the

event by the hon. secretary, Mr. W. W. Weldon,
who suggested to members that they should bring

with them their passengers and luncheon baskets. A
start was made from the Market Place, Nottingham,

and the party met at Matlock, first visiting the scene

of the last exploit, a stony, winding track of about

I in 4 to the left of the road entering Matlock Bath.

On the present occasion members were to be introduced

to two comparatively unknown hills in the Darley Dale
district. The pilot should have been Mr. I. Cohen,
the designer of the Sturmey-Archer gear, who spends

his week-ends in search of " impossible
'

' climbs testing

the invention for which he is

responsible.

Unfortunately, the previous day

he broke the special piston of his

4 h.p. Norton, and spent the

morning of the event fitting an-

other which had to be jury-

rigged. Consequently, when he

joined the party later his sidecar

machine did not show up so con-

spicuously as it usually does.

First a hill was tackled to the

left of the Matlock-Bakewell main
road leading from Birchover.

The surface is sirnply a mass of

loose boulders, and there is quite

a long stretch of single figure

gradient approximating i in 5 or

6 in places.

A 4 h.p. Campion-Jap sidecar,

piloted by W. W. Weldon, made
a very creditable show, going up

1. Cohen, the designer of the Sturmey-Archer
three-speed gear, on his Norton sidecar.

comparatively easily after shedding the passenger half-

way up—no mean performance. Cohen's Norton
sidecar, though buffeted about on the boulders, stuck

to its guns, but the other members of the party, with

the exception of a rider of a W.D. model Triumph,
had too much respect for their machines—and wisely

refrained. From the summit of this hill a correspond-

ing rise on the opposite side of the valley was observed.

Closer investigation, however, proved it to be a mere
footpath leading from a disused lead mine, only fit

for motor bicycles. The Triumph rider, reconnoitring

for the party, made a clean ascent at the first time

of^asking, despite two stone ridges six inches high and
a thirty yards pitch roughly measured at i in 3.

After lunch a move was made to. Darley Dale, and
a right-hand turn taken, leading

to the inevitable lane of ruts

covered with loose stones, wind-

ing hither and thither, which,

after a culminating pitch of

atrocious surface, crosses two
fields, when it joins the summit
of Rowsley Toll Bar Hill. All

the bunch, including Standard

and G.W.K. ^ight cars, started in

single file. First an aged Brad-

bury konked/ out after a plucky

attempt; the 4 h.p. Campion-

Jap plugged away until obliged

to shed its passenger, when the

remainder was accomplished in

good style ; J. Richards, on a
6 h.p. Abingdon King Dick,

shattered his driving pulley on a
steep stretch; Cohen's engine

stopped with the piston almost

seizing; and Dr. Mackay, on the

A14
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G.W.K., came to a standstill—not be-

cause of lack of engine power, but be-

cause grease got on to the friction

discs. The Triumph solo mount went
up with plenty of power in hand, but
a Harley-Davidson sidecar was evi-

dently overgeared or out of tune, for

it was reported stopped quite early.

All these hills were more than suffi-

cient to keep the participants busy, but

none would be fit for a reliability trial

when those happy days return. Get-
ting down two of the hills was a far

worse ordeal than climbing them.

The lessons of the day were that

gradient alone cannot stop the modern
three-speed motor bicycle. Where it

is possible for the tyre to obtain a grip

at all, and also, incidentally, for the

(I W. W. Weldon on his 4 h.p.

twin Campion sidecar. Observe the

rough surface.

(2) A W.D. model
Triumph on a stretch

of 1-4 gradient neSr

Birchover.

(3) Interested spec-

tators of a single-cylin-

der sidecar which made
i climb.

rider to retain his

seat in tlie saddle,

the present - day
motor cycle may be
relied upon to suc-

ceed every time.

Anotlier point de-

monstrated was, the

uselessness of a

foot-operated clutch

on rough surfaces.

Boulders constantly

threw macliines out

of their path, and
only by the rider

steadying himself

with his foot and
easing the hand-
controlled clutch
could the aAcent be

continued success-

fully.

Al'i
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ccasionaL

^
Magneto Details.

British magnetos are certainly making good, and on
the whole I have had a very good time with those

that come my way. As one might expect, the smallest

details are those which cause trouble. T±ie condensers
have been an occasional source of worry, from all

one hears ; the rocker arms are still apt to stick up,

and we have yet to manufacture unbreakable high-

tension brushes. In all points our baby industry seems
to have caught up the long start which we foolishly

allowed Herr Bosch to snatch ; and I have good hopes
that, when the war is over, we shall see a British

magneto with a rocker arm which cannot stick up—an
innovation which will save practised riders much annoy-
ance, and protect tyros from straining their hearts and
bursting the ganglion which controls the swear nerve.

Paraffin the Culprit?

There are not many motor cyclists left in England
nowadays, and I was the more astonished to find

several smashed engines decorating the repair bench of

quite a small provincial garage last week. The manager
and their several owners all ascribed the smashes to

heavy fuels, and I was rather surprised to hear that

a large proportion of the broken pistons, etc., had
been sustained in starting up. In some cases starting

had been eased by heavy priming with petrol, in others

by filling the carburetter. The explanation appears to

be that imperfectly burnt fuel leaves residues which
wash away the oil from between the piston and cylinder

in particular, exerting a similar but weaker effect on
bearing surfaces lower down in the engine. Heavy
priming emphasises the trouble, and w'hen an explosion

occurs things begin to happen. The special danger at

starting is due to the fact that the congealed oil in the

crank case is not flung up on the cylinder walls, as the

flywheel is moving slowly, and the oil is too cold to

spray up into a mist. It is certain that many owners
are eking out their petrol ration with heavy fuel, with-

out supplying the extra heat and special mechanical
vaporisers essential to adequate combustion of these

sluggish oils, and without increasing their lubrication.

Complete advice on the subject has appeared in these

columns.

Overheated Plugs.

Messrs. J. A. Prestwich remind me, anent the above
topic, of some sparking plug tests which they carried

out in 1915 (see The Motor Cycle for March i8th in

that year). Seven plugs were tested on an 8 h.p.

J. A. P. engine, running on the bench, coupled to a

Froude dynamometer. Six of them eviiiced loss of

power almost as soon as the engine reached the test

speed of 2,000 r.p.m. (a speed often exceeded by
modern engines), and the firing became bad enough
to cause absolute stoppage in periods varying from
twenty seconds to 5^-^ minutes. The most peculiar

running was obtained with a " pepper-box " type of

Al6

plug, the sparking points being .enclosed -in a per-

forated cap; this missed an explosion or two, cooled

down a trifle in the process, and then restarted firing.

A plug with an externally adjustable' gap produced no

increase of efficiency. Finally, a plug with soundly

designed cooling showed itself equal to ten minutes of

heavy load at 2,000 r.p.m. Messrs. Prestwich sup-

port my contention that inferior plugs often cause

knocking, overheating, and seizure on air-cooled

engines, and they consider that a short-reach plug with

substantial electrodes and good conductivity is

essential.

Twin=cylinder Inlet Pipes.

It is questionable whether the inlet pipe of the

average twin-cylinder is yet as perfect as it should be.

When the pipe is dismounted for decarbonisation pur-

poses, it is often necessary to swathe the joints in in-

sulating tape to eliminate air leaks, and fastidious

riders dislike this untidy practice. In car practice, flat

flange joints are bolted up against a lead washer, but

on motor cycles this method is iTOt common, partly

because a carburetter so mounted is apt to project

across the off side foot support, partly because the bolts

can hardly, be - big enough to accept heavy spanner

work. Nevertheless, it is clear that the average cir-

cular flange with an enveloping nut is not -easy to

register, and very apt to leak. Has anybody got a

special word of praise for any maker's dodges in this

respect ?

Maltreating an A.B.C.
Mr. Granville Bradshaw, the designer of the

A. B.C., when he delivered my machine, defied me
to make it konk by any means except under-lubrica-

tion. Last week I found myself in a district where
narrow, steep lanes abounded, and the conditions

seemed ideal for trying for that elusive konk. I had
to pay about eight visits, entailing a total run of

sixteen miles over routes including plenty of single

figure gradients, and as I had only to stop a minute

at each house the test seemed promising. I traversed

the entire distance on the second gear of 9I to i ; I

took it as fast as possible, the speedometer frequently

recording just over 40 m.p.h. uphill; and I kept the

engine running downhill as well as up. At the finish

of the test I had not elicited a single konk, and though

I could not hold my hand on the cylinders, I could

put it there without withdrawing it too hurriedly.

Immediately after the run I took the machine out on
a deserted stretch of road, and it promptly ran up
to its maximum pace of 65 m.p.h. for a mile, after

which it negotiated a cornersome hill on third gear

(5! to i) without konking. This looks as if there

was something in steel cylinders and overhead exhaust

valves, eh? At any rate, I have never owned a

machine which would not grumble under such mal-

treatment. It would be interesting to know if Capt.

Lindsay's T.T. Norton would perform such a test.
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THE FOLLOWING NOTES OF A RUN ALONG THE YORKSHIRE COAST, UNDERTAKEN
PRIOR TO THE OUTBREAK OF THE WAR, WILL BE READ WITH INTEREST BY MANY,
PARTICULARLY MOTOR CYCLISTS, BY REASON OF THE FACT THAT SOME OF THE PLACES
REFERRED TO ARE FOR MILITARY REASONS AT PRESENT INACCESSIBLE TO THE
ORDINARY TOURIST.

FOR quite a long time it had been my ambition to

cover tiie whole of the Yorkshire coast line, from
Selby as a starting point, and to include the

lower reaches of the River Ouse and Humber.
An opportunity presented itself last autumn, so early

one bright crisp morning I picked up my passenger
" Billy," and we set off in good spirits, soon covering

the, short distance necessary before reaching Selby,

where I filled the tanks while B. had a look round the

fine old abbey.

We left Selby by the York Road, and crossed over

the Ouse by means of a disgraceful old wooden struc-

ture called the Toll Bridge. Fancy, in this en-

lightened age, having to pay a toll of 3}^d. for a

motor cycle and sidecar to cross a bridge on the main
London-York road. This is undoubtedly one of the

objects to which the proper
authorities might attend.

Once safely over the bridge,

there is a good example of
how this little town is develop-
ing, for on our right we noticed
a number of large new manufac-
turing works producing soap
and tar. We soon left these
behind, and entered the village

of Barlby, where we turned right

for Hull. With an exception
mentioned later no one can very
well go wrong, as the signposts
are good and numerous.
At Hemingborough we pulled

up and spent ' a little time visit-

ing the curious old church, the

spire of which can be seen for

miles around. About a couple
of miles further on we noticed

the ruins of Wressle Castle away
The A.J.S. sidecar by the old mounting stone

outside Hemingborough Church.

on our left, and then we had to pay another jj-^d. to

cross the River Derwent by means of a dilapidated

wooden structure named "The Loftsholme Bridge."

By the way, motor cycles ridden solo have to- pay 3d.

toll both here and at Selby.

Some Quaint Inscriptions.

At this bridge we deviated from the main route and

we took the first turn to the left to visit Wressle Castle,

which was of importance during the Civil Wars. The

ancient building, however, is woefully unpicturesque

and of sombre aspect. Disappointed, we retraced our

tracks to our proper route at the place where we left

it. A short spin brought us into Howden, where- we

spent a verv enjoyable half-hour rambling round the

Parish Church and ruins of the old St. .Cuthbert's

Church, which possess some

fine architectural features. There

are numerous buildings of note

at Howden, but these we left for

- another visit, and leaving the

nasty cobbly streets, took a turn

to the right half a mile out of

the town, making for North

Cave, which, like most vilTages

in this district, owns an 'ancient

church of more or less interest.

This particular edifice is of Old

English origin, and on the floor

can be seen the . following in-

scription :

" My Father, a North Briton

;

My mother, Piutlandshire

;

From Dublin, I, their son,

'Hugh Montgomery, Esq.,

When my race is run
Shall rest me in this choir

In hope, as he begun,

God will raise me higher."
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Mong the Yorkshire Coast.—
At the top end of the village we turned right,

ignored the first left turn, where a signpost points to

Hull—which is the direct road, but not a very good
one—and went straight forward to South Cave, a

pretty place where the ancestors of the famous George ^-
VVashington once resided. The village of Elloughton

was next visited, and just after leaving this place a

fine house called Thoipe Hall can be seen to the left.

Welton is soon reached, and proves to be a very pleas-

ing spot, especially considering that up to South Cave
the roads are extremely flat and the scenery uninterest-

ing. In the churchyard a baby was once found, and

was christened Jeremiah Found. In the course of his

life he was married no fewer than eight times before

being laid to rest. On his tombstone is the following

epitaph :

" Here lies Jeremiah Found, who has eight times married
been

;

But now old age has caught him in its cage,

And he lies under the grass so green."

From Welton we went to Melton, where William de
Melton, Archbishop of York, 1317-1340, was born,

and then through North Ferriby to Hessle, a suburb

of Hull, and by following the tramlines, which begin

shortly after leaving Hessle, we arrived in the centre

of Hull, neair the Wilberforce monument.
I believe it was Edward I. who first really com-

menced the development of Hull. When on a visit

to this district he noticed that the two villages Wike
and Myton, which stood where the River Hull joins

the Humber, would form a fortified port. He
christened these villages Kings-Town-on-Hull. Im-
provements were started, which eventually converted

the place into a large city noted as a port, rather than

for its ancient history, foT: "which it might well claim

a title to fame.

We had a look round some of the docks, and after

lunch restarted on our journey, following a tramcar

marked Route M, which brought us to the Hedon
Road. This road is practically dead straight for five

miles. Vv'e had not gone far before a heavy rain-

storm commenced, and after sheltering under a bridge

for nearly an hour, we returned to Hull, where we put

up for the night. Next morning turned out fine, but

WiTiiriifi ai^iriT T'liT ifi r II infniiJtiiriaM

The writer's sidecar at Loftsholme Bridge.

The farmyard through which runs the old toll road from

Withemsea to Roos.

dull, so off we set along the Hedon Road again, the

surface of which was in an awful' condition. We
passed through the more or less interesting villages

between Hedon and Skeffiing, this latter village being

the native place of the brothers Wright, who, together

with Guy Fawkes, were executed for participation in

the Gunpowder Plot. At Easington we had a look

at the church and the old tithe barn, which latter is

said to be the finest in England.

Ship-wrecks and Disappearing Churches.

From Easington a bad road took, us to Kilnsea,

where the church disappeared beneath the sea a

hundred y&ars ago. It is really the first village on
the coast proper, and from this desolate spot it is only

a short distance to Spurn Point. We did not take

the machine to the Head, as we' had no wish to get

stuck in the mud and sand, so returned to Easington.

On we went through Out Newton, a little place

noted for its shipwrecks, and the highest cliffs be-

tween Spurn and Flamborough, shortly arriving at

Withemsea, a quiet little seaside resort. 'Here we
had a run on the short promenade, after which we
made for the village of Roos by the most direct road,

which for a short stretch was in a truly fearful con-

dition. This road continues through a farmyard,

until it nearly topples over into the sea—shortly I

expect to hear that, like Withernsea's old church, it

has disappeared. At the present time it furnishes a

good example of coast erosion, which is going oh at

a rapid rate in this part of Yorkshire. The toll which
used to be exacted is now abolished. I understand
that a new road will shortly be constructed.

Arriving at Roos, we simply followed the telegraph

poles into Hornsea, passing on our way through the

village of Aldbrough, where there is a rebuilt Saxon

B«
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Along the Yorkshire Coast.—

church containing some fine monuments, one in par-

ticular being to Sir John de Meaux. High up above
the arch of the transept is tlie Stone of Ulfus.

Going forward and passing through Mappleton, we
soon reached Hornsea, where we caught a glimpse of

the " Mere," a fine expanse of natural water, said to

be the only remaining one of a number which formerly

graced this district.

We "took- lunch at Hornsea and then endeavoured
to ride on the sands for a little way, but were soon
stuck deep and fast. Our united efforts were neces-

sary to push the machine back to land ;

decided to make for Bridlington, passing

Atwick- and Skipsea. On
leaving this place a largt

grass mound can be seen,

where Droge de Bruce, the I

first Lord of Holderness,

had his castle. Two and
a half miles onwards, we
came to a signpost whic
read " To Bridlington

Quay," and, by turning

right and passing over the

railway bridge,' we soon

arrived at the harbour.

we then

through

309

yards from the road. We made all possible speed

and simply flew past this objectionable sight, but

obtained a bigger waft of its ozone than was altogether

pleasant.

On we went through the village of Reighton, and

at the same time caught a grand view of Filey Bay.

Entering Filey, we crossed over the railway and

straight forward until we noticed a stony hill leading

to the sea. Here we turned right, then first left,

along the crescent and down a very tricky and

dangerous hill to the promenade. From here can be

seen the Brigg, a rocky promontory jutting about half

a mile into the sea, which forms, the north point of

the bay, and away in the distance to the south Flam-
borough Head is visible.^

' Passing the promenade,
we arrived at the boat slip-

way, and not relishing the

odd half-mile ride on the

sands in order to reach the

foot of the Brigg, we
turned up a lovely wooded
ravine, at the top of which
we turned to the right and
made for Scarborough.
We were humming away
up a long incline when we

(1) A view of the old toll road from Withernsea to Roos. 1 ne illustration gives a good idea of how the sea is encroaching on
this part of the coast.

(2) General view of Runswick Bay.
_

(3) The only road out of Runswick Bay,

I suppose Bridlington is so well-known that it is not

necessary for me to dwell on its beauties, but one must
not forget that it has an old history and contains a
very fine priory cliurch and ancient gatehouse known
as the Bayle Gate, both of which should be visited.

Flamborough Head is near by with its beautiful cliffs

and caves, its lighthouse, and fishing. The cliffs all

about this point are, at certain parts of the year, the
Mecca for bird egg collectors, and it is an interesting

sight to see the climbers descending the cliffs in

search of eggs, some of which command a very fair

price. It is, perhaps, advisable to return to Bridling-

ton and take the direct road to Filey, and this we did,

and were very much disgusted to find that a refuse

de,structor had been recently constructed within a few

glanced down to our right and saw a splendid

panorama opening out to view, so we called a halt,

arid from some hundreds of feet above looked down
into the beautiful little Cayton Bay. Leaving this

pleasing spotj we continued to the top of the hill,

where we saw Scarborough in front of us, and by
going straight on we soon arrived at the ' valley toll

bridge. At this point it is advisable—unless one
wishes to stop the night at Scarborough, as we did^
to bear to the right and drop down to the foreshore

via the Aquarium, then continue to the harbour and
-the old town and^ run round the Marine Drive
(toll 2d.).

Scarborough I will make no attempt to describe,

its natural beauty and cleanliness are too well-known.
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Along the Yorkshire Coast.
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Sufficient to say that I heartily endorse all claims put

forward for the town by the advertisements. On the

morrow we were up "early and soon away through the

village of Cloughton, where two routes offer them-
selves to Whitby. One of them runs to Robin Hood's
Bay, near Ravenscar, but as this necessitates going

down an awfully precipitous hill called Stoupe Brow
and a couple of miles ride on the sands, we decided

to take the alternative route via the moor road, which

was in excellent condition.

Later in the day we took the road marked by the

second signpost, and went down into Robin Hood's

half a mile out of Ellerby we took the turn to the right

and made for Runswick Bay, which, in my humble
opinion, is without doubt the prettiest and most pictur-

esque village on the Yorkshire coast, and one which,

seeing that it lies only a very short distance from the

main road, should on no account be missed, but be-

fore dropping down into the bay it is advisable to read

the notice on a signpost, " No road for motor cars."

The wise will leave their machines at the hotel which
stands near by and walk down the hill which leads

to tlie sea. The gradient of the hill is not excessively,

severe, but the surface is bad, in two places excruciat-

ingly so ; a bad left-hand bend has also to be negotiated.

Back we went to the. main road once ni5re,

and found a nasty stiff hill to drop down,
wtiich was somewhat greasy. Nearly at the

bottom we had to take a very shaip right

turn, pass over a narrow bridge and climb

up the other side of the valley before we
arrived at Easington. After leaving Loftus,

for a few miles the whole aspect of the

country seemed to change. Huge chimneys
belched forth smoke and flame, but after

climbing one or two stiff hills we left

this ironstone region behind, and, bear-
ing to the right at the end of Brotton, we
dropped down to the sea once more.

Tl.e bad hairpin corner on the hill out of

Runswick Bay.

Bay, which old-fashioned picturesque fish-

ing village is well worth a visit. In order

to get out of the higher reaches of the

village on to the sea shore it is necessary
to go down a very bad hill, and tourists

with low-powered machines will be well

advised to survey this hill before attempt-
ing it. We climbed out of this pretty spot,

and soon joined the main road to Whitby.
We entered the town by a narrow street,

crossed the harbour by means of the little

bridge, and, ran by the side of the harbour.
On the cliffs to our right a splendid view
of the abbey, built in 857, is obtained, and
the old church which stands close by. Both can be
examined more closely by taking a walk and climbing
no fewer than 199 steps. Whitby contains much of

historical interest, and the town is a good centre for a

number of pretty and very interesting short runs.

Afterwards we took the tortuous road to Sandsend,
and had to pay a 2d. toll for doing so. Sandsend
itself seems a quiet little spot, and is. chiefly noted to

local motorists for being the venue of Lythe Bank, a

stiff and long incline which we had to negotiate in

order to reach Lythe village, near which is Musgrave
Castle, one of the most picturesque spots.

By following the "telegraph poles no one can go
wrong if he wishes to make straight for Saltburn ; but

B4

The seagulls at Staithes.

By climbing a very, stiff little hill we arrived in Salt-

burn, where on the beach motor races used to be held

between there and Redcar. The dusk was gathering

quickly when we left the front to put up for the night.~

The run from Selby to Bridlington was somewhat un-

interesting, except for its historical associations, but

we were delighted' with the remainder of the trip, and
fully determined at a future date to take again the run

from Bridlington to Redcar.

The total distance of the trip is not excessive, being

only about 180 miles, but lime flies quickly, and a

full week-end is necessary if one wishes to visit all the

places I have mentioned, which by no means exhaust

the interesting spots en route. H.W.F.
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^ The one economical factor left in motor-
^^ ing to-day — the one cheerful feature

of the motor cyclist's landscape — is Avon
Endurance. In war, as in peace, Avons
fight the battle of the road with the

single aim to "get you there" at least

trouble and lowest cost.

c Same prices as before the War—same
fine range of weights to select from.

Full illustrated Catalogue free from-

Avon India Rubber C0.5 Ltd., 19, Newman Street, Oxford Street, London, W.
Depots—Manchester. Birmingham. Glasgow. Fristol.

1,000 Agents hold stocks.
Newcastle. Nottingham. Aberdeen. Swanseeu Paris

Ample supplies available.

In answering iltis advertisement it is desirable to mention '' The Motor Cycie." B5
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The Dunlbp Rubber Co., Ltd.,
Birmingham,

England.

Dear Sirs,

Nairobi House,
Sixth Avenue,
Nairobi, B.E.A.

In the interests of motor cyclists generally, I

think the following remarkable instance of the

durability of your belts should be made known.

On m^ 4^ " ^.S.A." Sidecar combination a

I -in. T)unlop belt has done 2,000 miles in six

months over rotten roads in mountain country

without needing to be tightened^ and its ends are

perfect, and the fastener is as if it were inserted

to-day.

The astonishing thing to me is that the tension

of the belt is precisely the same as it was when
the belt was fitted, and I am not able to insert

a shorter link in the fastener.

The performance is the more remarkable when
you remember the disintegrating effect the equa-

torial sunlight has on ordinary rubber.

With compliments,

I am, dear Sirs,

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) A. H. Spencer-Palmer.

DUNLOP : Well, the belt must have

given very exceptional service to cause a

man in Mr. Palmer's position to take the

trouble to write us all the way from

Nairobi about it.

DUNLOP RUBBER CO.,LD.,
Founders of the Pneumatic Tyre Industry,

PARA MILLS, ASTON CROSS, BIRMINGHAM.
OF ALL CYCLE AND MOTOR CYCLE AGENTS.

ii n i » ri M i in iin n i inNinii.ihLn.M.)i.n,ir,..niiniiiiii.nin,ii.n.idM.,,Liniiii.mi:riiiii;hn..uL;!diim;iininiliiiiuli1]llillu:illllilHUiiiiiiiiiiuLLLi^
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ANOTHER
HORIZONTAL
TWIN.

The Humber Co.'s

entirely new 3i h.p. air-

cooled " Hat " twin of

497 c.c, with three-

speed countershaft gear

and chain transmission.

IT is a significant fact that since our
articles of three weeks ago suggest-
ing that all indications of motor

cycle design pointed to the future pre-

eminence of the twin-cylinder motor
bicycle, we have been able to describe a

new horizontal twin-cylinder opposed
motor bicycle, viz., the Indian (see our
last issue, pages 290-292), whilst this

v/eek we are privileged to bring before
our readers still another machine with
an engine of the same increasingly
popular type. This latter mount is the

3^ h.p. twin-cylinder Humber, which
some of our readers may have seen on
the road at different times during the
last eighteen months or so, during which
period it has been subjected to a most
thorough and searching test. Last week
we examined this machine in detail,

being introduced to its many attractive

features by our old friend, J. F.

Crundall, whose name, was better known
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Flywheel side of the new Humber flat twm-cylmder model.

in motor cj'cle circles twelve years ago
than it is to-day. Crundall, as well as

Sam Wright, both racing motor cyclists

of old, have been largely responsible for

the road testing of the machine, and.
were enthusiastic in their praises of this

new mount.

Mechanical Details.

From a short initial experience enjoyed
subsequently, we are decidedly of the

opinion that it is the finest mount the
Humber Co. has yet produced. The
fiat twin is by no means new to this

company, for goodly numbers of its

6 h.p. water-cooled model are to be
seen on the road, and from all accounts
are giving every satisfaction to their

owners. The latest production is prac-

tically a reduced facsimile of the " six,"

and incorporates many of the original

features embodied in the latter's design.

The cranksh.i^t is a very sturdy piece

of work of nickel steel, having bear-

ings of exceptional size, which spell

long wear, and is of the two-throw type
set at 180°. In order to obtain a direct

thi-ust on the connecting rod, thus

obviating bending stress, the cylinders

are staggered, as will be gathered from
one of the accompanying illustrations.

The bore and stroke of each cylinder

are 68x68.75 mm., giving 497 c.c. A
case-hardened steel camshaft formed ' in

one with the cams is placed directly over
the crank, and driven by a train of

gears. Adjustable tappets with nuts
of commendable dimensions are used

—

Pomts to be noted m this view are the staggered cylinders, the pipe conveying hot air

from the silencer to a jacket surrounding part o( the induction pipe, the place for the starting

handle above the induction pipe, and the clutch pedal at the forward end of footboard.

Underside of

gear box, show-

ing niounting.

The clutch is on

the left.

indeed, a feature of the new Humber is

the substantial nature of the working
parts. The valves are set, slightly in-

clined, above the cylinders, an arrange-

ment which is essentially practical,

inasmuch as it ensures perfect acces-

sibility to these important parts.

A point which will commend itself to

those of experience is the absence of

valve caps, which are apt to harbour
heat in a I'egion where heat is detri-

mental. The cylinder, which, by the
way, has numerous finely cast fins

arranged horizontally, is in one piece,

and the valves are removed by the
Humber patented device, which allows
the respective ports complete with their

valves to be removed from the cylinder
after , a yoke securing each pair of

valves has been detached. It will be
gathered that - the condition of the
valve seating can thus be examined

B7
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^Left) The solid crankshaft. (Right) Showing

the yoke holding the valves and their seatings in

position.

with the greatest ease. The connecting
rod is of car pattern, with an adjust-

able big end bearing lined with white
metal, the small end having a plain

phosphor-bronze bush. The pistons are

of the orthodox type, with two rings

situated at the top, which is flat.

The C.A.V. magneto is neatly mounted
on the crank case and driven from the

valve timing gear. Handle-starting is

preferred, the dogs of the starting

handle engaging with the camshaft, thus
enabling two turns to be given to the

engine by one turn of the handle.

Duplicate tubes connecting the front

down tube and seat tube form an excel-

lent cradle for mounting the engine.

This same cradle also acts as the sup-

port for the three-speed gear box, which-
is placed directly under the r^ar

cylinder.

The Cylinders Quickly DetachaWe.

It is always a difficult matter to dis-

pose a horizontal engine of large pattern

neatly in its frame ; but the Humber
designers have found an excellent solu-

tion of their task, and have, moreover,
overcome the objection to many flat

twins, viz., the impossibility of remov-
ing the cylinders in order to decarbonise
without disturbing the crank case.

from Silencer

Hot air jacket lor induction pipe immedi- -

ately above carburetter. Above is the jaw

clutch for the starting handle.

Noticing the close proximity of the

frame tubes to the cylinder heads, we
raised this point, and at once two
mechanics were requisitioned to remove
the cylinder of any machine we selected

while we held the watch. We preferred

tire rear cylinder of a machine standing
in the shops, and whilst one man re-

moved the exhaust nut and a pair of

holding-down nuts on his side, the other

mechanic unscrewed the inlet flange and
his. pair of nuts, and, despite a minute
wasted in the attempt to remove the

cylinder with the piston close to the

crank case, the whole operation occupied
only three minutes. It was found that

the cylinder would not come away until

the piston had been moved to its out-

ward position, so enabling it to be
tilted. This is a tip worth remem-
bering.

The carburetter used is a Longuemare-
Hardy automatic, operated by a single

lever from the right handle-bar. We
proved later by road test that this

carburetter provided the utmost con-

trollability, and the by-pass arrangement
permitted the engine to tick over so

slowly that the explosions could almost
be counted when the throttle -lever was
closed. The induction pipe is heated
by means of a pipe from the silencer

communicating with a jacket formed
around the "T" piece. The silencing

arrangements are particularly good, an
expansion chamber of large size being
placed under the front cylinder and a
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pipe terminating in a further expansion
chamber passing towards the rear of

the machine.

Gear Box of Proved Merit.

The change speed gear, as we have
already mentioned, gives three changes
of speed, the actual ratios being 4.75,

7.88, and 13.15 to 1. The design of the

box is precisely the same as on the 6 h.p.

model, a single sliding

wheel (on both sides

of which dog clutches

are formed) effecting

the various changes.
The shafts are mounted
on ball bearings. Six
gripping surfaces are

provided in the clutch,

there being three plates

of Ferodo, and inter-

posed between them
are two loose steel

plates and two fixed

end plates. The gate
change speed control

mechanism is attached
to a lug integral with
the tank tube, and a

free engine position is

provided between each
speed. The clutch is

operated by a pedal
at the forward end of

the right footboard (by
the way, we would very
much like to see the
control of the clutch duplicated), and
it is actuated by a plunger running
through the main shaft. Ready adjust-

ment of this plunger is provided, an
opening in the chain casing, having been
left for the purpose of giving a slotted

screw a turn as necessary. Further, the
clutch itself may be adjusted quite simply
and readily by giving a turn to the four

nuts arranged equidistantly """und the

A connecting rod

of the Humber
flat twin, showing

adjustable big end

bearing.

Flywheel side ol the new 3^ h.p. horizontal twin Humber engine, winch has its valves

arranged above the cylinders. The hole in the transmission casing is for the plunger rod

and clutch adjustment. The pedal operates the rear brake.
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Another Horizontal Twin.

—

central screw. In order further to absorb
any transmission jerkiness a slrock

absorber of efficient design is incorporated
iii the back wheel. The drive is against
the pressure of a series of four steel

springs, rubber pads further assisting to

damp out the shocks. We tested the
amount of "give" in this device on a
wheel selected at random from a batcli

going through the workshops, and found
that over ^in. movement was possible.

The Bicycle Fittings.

A dummy belt rim is fitted to the back
wheel, and inside- the V groove a fibre

pad 6in. in length provides ample retard-

ing effect, and there is a rim brake
operating on the front wheel. An excel-

lent feature of the back brake is its

equalising action. It is operated by a
pedal at the forward end of the left foot-

board.

TheKumber back brake mechanism has

an equalising action.

As regards the bicycle portions of the

machine, there is no real departure to

chronicle, but the machine nevertheless

represents the soundest practice. For
instance, the front guard has valances on
each side extending the whole length of

the guard, and a front wheel stand is

provided. The rear portion of the back
guard is arranged to fold upwards to

facilitate tyre repairs when the puncture
iiend scores a success.

After our thorough examination of the

machine the engine was started by a

Diagrammatic sketch showing staggered

cylinders, so arranged to enable the con-

necting rods to exert a direct thrust on the

crankshaft.

couple of turns of the handle, and speeded
up on the stand. There was a noticeable
absence of vibration in the handle-bars.
The engine, too, showed no sign of

choking when the throttle was suddenly
brought from halt open to fully closed
in order to- bring the pilot jet into action.
It cannot be stated when the 3^ h.p.

Humber twin will be offered to the
public. The machine we describe is part
of a batch finished in Service colour to
the order of ope of the Allied Govern-
ments.

""

A R.A.F. HILL-CLIMB.
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A Sporting and Well-organised Event held by Aircraft
Workers. [Plwlographs on page 316.)

ON Saturday afternoon last, the B
and E departments of the Royal
Aircraft Factory held a sporting

hill-climb on the steep ascent leading to

Newlands Corner. Altogether, there

were some twenty machines competing,
but as there were six classes the event
took some little time to run o9'.

Since all the machines were owned
by young and enthusiastic engineers,

there were several ingenious fittings,

which are well worthy of mention.
There was the 2J h.p. Douglas owned
by our old friend and colleaa:u3 Sec. Lt.

H. D. Teage, E,.F.C. (T.), which had the
valve stems neatly enclosed by tubular
protectors, but not so neatly as those
on Folland's Enfield, of which the
workmanship showed no small amount of
skill. Davey's Norton, one of the fastest
of the competing motor bicycles, was
fitted with an auxiliary oil tank behind
the saddle tube, and provided with a
pressure pump which delivered the
lubricant through a sight feed fixed to
the side of the main tank. We also
noticed a Triumph and a Bradbury, both
ingeniously fitted with well-made hot air

jackets to their inlet pipes, kept warm
by the exhaust gases.

The Course.

The hill on the north side of New-
lands Corner has an excellent surface,
and on Saturday it was quite dustless.
It begins with a steep pitch of 1 in 12
or thereabouts, which eases down to
about 1 in 15. Competitors were timed
over a course about half a mile in length.
The weather was fine, though there was
a high south-westerly wind, which blew
across the road, and the rain held off.

The event, which was timed to begin
at 2 p.m., was rather late in starting,
but once started it was well run off and
well organised.
The competitors, all novices as regards

competitions, rode well on the whole,
but many changed up too soon.

The Results.

In CLASS I., FOR Motor Bicycled with Engines
NOT EXCEEDING 350 cc, there was no incident save
the failure of one competitor and the efiort of the
rider ot the smallest machine entered to change into
top gear on the steepest part of the hill,

Weii^ht, Fig.
m /c. & of

c.c. rider. Time,
lb.

'
sec.

merit

S. J. Garratt (3.! Triumph) 225 294 74 4190
H. Elvidgc (2 5 Imperial) . . 202 273 6^?. 4350
R. Page (2i O.K.) iSo 280 -87^ 4890

In CLASS II., FOR M.ACHiNE.s WITH Enginfs not
EXciiEuiNr, 500 C.C, there was, of course, greater
speed, nnd it was of more interebt to watch. Rn.iiUsh
innde a good performance, though he rode with his
stand Lrailing on the road.

P. Davey (s,i Norton) .

,

J. English [2} Douglas) ,

D. Turner (3^ Rover) .

490 329 4Ti 2590
347 2^0 51J 3320
499 3^2 47 3420

CLASS III. WAS FOR Machines with Engines not
EVCECDiNG 750 c.c. There was nothing to recor<l as
regards the pertonnances in this class except to point
out that the Norton passed us travelling at a good
speed.

T. P. Mears (5 Ivy). 670 41 v ^5^ -050
F. G. Kennard (4 Bradbury) 554 ^05. k 36 2360
I. English (23 Douglas) ... 347" 2So"-47g 2920

CLASS IV., roR Machines with ENGINE^ noT
EXCEET/iNG i,oooc.c. In this class and a\=o in
Cl;ASsIlI. Mears's Ivy, though travelling well, wubLled
badly. His progress near the finish was somewhat

impaled by a Pord car. It will be seen tJiat the
Norton again dittingnished itself.

P. Dnvey {3^ Norton) 490 329 41I 2600
F. G. Kennaid U Bradbury) 554 ^os.s -381^ 2700
D. Turner (3J Rover) 499 322 44 3000

Unlke ihe previous classes, which were run on
The Motor Cycle tormula CLASS V. was decided
ON Time alone.
T. P. Mears (5 Ivy) 670 — 35 J

—
F. G. Kennard {4 Bradbury) 554 — 36 —
M. Baseden (S Matchless). . 964 ^39 —
It will be noted that Mears's Ivy m^de the same speed
as in Class III.

The last event to be run off was CLASS VI., for
SiD£c.\R Machines.
T. P. Mears (3 Ivy) 670
F. G. Kennard (4 Bradbury) 554
H. G. Clark (3^ Triumph), . 490

Mr. W. E. Wickham, the secretary
of the meeting, deserves congratulations
on its conduct, while the smartness with
which he worked out the formula results
earned our most sincere ii^ratitude.

644 52J 2900
535-5 62J 4S20
573 76 5020

AVERAGE PRICES.
{From "The Motor Cycle" of October 5th.)

Average Latest
weekly
n N'crage

obtainable
£61
£51

C27

Make.

A.J.S. ..

Vear. H.P last

week,
. 1914 C 3-sp. sidecar . . /;6o

1916 2j 3-speed I49
(S a-cn cjidpr'aT —

Alton . .

,

AUdavs
Bat
B.S.A. . ,

C hater-Lea
Calthorpe .

Clyno ....

Connaught
Douglas .

.

Enfield

F.N
H.-Dav.dson

Henderson .

.

Humber . .

.

Indian

James

Lea-Francis.
Levis
Matchless .

.

New Hudson

New Imperia
P.-& M.
Premier

Radco ,

Re.K ...

Rover ,

1915 6 3-sp. sidecar . . —
1915 2^ 2-sp. 2-stroke . —
1916 2^ 2-sp. 2-stroke . ^38
191 3 8 sidecar
1916 4.1 3-sp. sidecar .

.

191^5 4i 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1914 4I sidecar
T913 3^ 2-speed

1914 6 sidecar

1915 2.V 2-sp. 2-stroke

1915 2I Jap 2-speed .

igi.^ 6 3-sp sit^ecar .

i9r2 6 2-sp. .sidecar .

1914 2-speed 2-£troke
19x2 2^ 2-speed
19x3 2I 2-speed ^31
1914 2j2-spced £34
1915 4 3-sp- sidecar . . -
1915 2J 2-speed
T916 6 2Sp. sidecar .

.

1915 6 2-sp. sidecar .

.

191G 2^ i-sp. 2-stroke .

1915 3 2-speed
1912 4-cylinder
r9i5 7-9 3-5^P- sidecar .

1916 7-5 3-sp. sidecar .

1914, 8 10 4-cylinder ..

1913 3^ 3"Sp. sidecar . . —
1915 7 3-sp- sidecar . . —
1916 Powcrplus sidecar ^88
1914 4i 3-sp. sidecar . . —
1916 4} 3-sp. sidecar .

1915 2^ ,i-stroke ....

1915 twin sidecar ....
TCji5 2-stroke

1914 8 2-Epeed ......
1913 8 sidecar

1915 8 sidecar

1915 2i 2-sp. 2-stroke .

1915 2I 2-stroke

1915 4 3 sp. sidecar .

.

il 1916 2J 2-speed
1914 3I 2-sp. sidecar ..

1914 3A 2-sp sidecar

438

^30

(24
£26

£31
£24

£44
£76
£'9

£35

£40
£64
£62

£45
£24

£50

£23
£24

0_4

(66

£79

£'7 —
i92
£+7

£39

£79

£34

£44
£76

£28
{69

£40
£n

£jo

£49

£27

igi2 2.t ^18
T915 2I 2-stroke £24
1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . ^'tc

£21
.

—
— £55— l3t—

iC41

i4i

£45

Rudge .

&un
Sunbeam
Triumpli .

Williamson
Zenith. . . .

,

£26

£49

1914 5^ T.T
19 14 3A 2-sp. sidecar .

1913 3A multi gear .

.

1914 3^ multi gear .

.

1915 3 i multi gear sc.

1913 .ll 2-sp. sidecar .

1914 33 2-sp. sidecar .

1915 V.T.S. 2-stroke ,

^91-1^ 3i 3-sp. sidecar .

191 4 4 3-speed
1914 4 sidcc'ir

1915 2^ 2-sp. 2-stroke

'915 8 3 sp. sidecar —
1913 6 Gradua sidecar —
1915 8 Gradua sidecar —

£45
£35
£45

£35
£45
£34

£23
£62

£47. —
— £35

£53
£55
£60
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ANOTHER HORIZONTAL TWIN (Ulus)

ALONG THE YORKSHIRE COAST (lUus)

HILL-CLIMBING COMPETITIONS.

The "Lightwin"
Is the Hepdee Manufacturing Co.'s

name for their new horizontal twin-

cyUnder machine that was fully described
in the last issue of The Motor Cycle..

The 6 Cwt. Light Car.

Motor cyclists interested in small, light

four-wheelers should read the description

of the Jackson twin-cylinder two-stroke

light car in yesterday's (Wednesday)
issue of The Light Oar. The illustrations

show the great simplicity of the design,

and its weight (6 cwt.) is no more than
some of the more powerful sidecars.

Some Shell Charges.

As from January 1st, 1917, Shell motor
spirit and other Shell petroleum products

will be handled in this country by the

Shell Marketing Co., Ltd., which has
been established, and which will be con-

trolled, by Shell Royal Dutch interests.

The British Petroleum Co.'s contract as

distributing agents for Shell spirit lapses

with the year 1915.

Adulterated Petrol.

A reader states, on the authority of a

doctor of science,, that the method of test-

ing petrol to ascertain the presence of

paraffin, suggested by a correspondent a

fortnight ago, is quite useless, for the

only meniscus or dividing line will be
between the nitric acid and the mixture,

which latter will not be separated into

its component parts of petrol and paraffin.

Discrimination in Petrol Allowance.

We are informed by a commercial
traveller that special treatment is now
being accorded to those who use their

machines for professional purposes. In
some cases as much as ten gallons per
month is being allowed. Our correspond-
ent is receiving six gallons for October.
We should advise other riders similarly

situated to write for a supplementary
licence.

A Passenger for the Sidecar.

A " Birmingham reader, who uses a

sidecar outfit every day in his business,

his mileage averaging about 250 miles
per week, has throughout the summer
adopted an excellent plan that might be
followed by others for giving trips to con-

valescent soldiers. On busmess trips he
had previously travelled alone, but now
he seldom starts out on a day or half

day's run without calling for a soldier

from a neigljbouring hospital. This plan
has proved very successful, and has been
greatly appreciated by the men, and also

the commandant of the hospital.

The Second-hand Show.

The promoters of the show of second-

hand cars and motor cycles to be held

at the Royal Agricultural Hall, from

November 10th to 18th next, tell us

that the bulk of the exhibits in the

cycle section will be owned by men
about to join the army.

A Philipson Pulley Development.

Our last instalment of patent abridg-

ments included a new edition of the

Philipson pulley. The publication of

this has resulted in a great deal of

correspondence for the makers, Philipson

and Co., of Bolton, and they ask us to

point out that this particular design ia

only suitable for cycle cars.

An Uncommon Record.

Two American riders recently made
what might be termed a record hill- ^

climb, or altitude record. The per-

formance was- the scaling of Mount Hood
to a height of 9,000 feet, the machines
travelling the entire distance by their

own power. Leaving the camp at the

base, they began their climb with the

crust of snow bearing them up in fine

shapei Occasionally, as the grade
steepened and the sun gained power,
the machines and riders were buried in

"

the snow. The previous motor cycle

record up Mount Hood was made in

1914 by Axel Kildow, who climbed 7,000.

feet. The machines used were the
Indian Powefplus models.

TESTING R.F.C P. and M 's AT BROOKLANDS, and Incidentally Illustrating their Ease of Steering.

Riding hands off with a passenger on the carrier is a particularly " ticklish " undertaking.

Bia
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brings out a swarm of Airmen, Cyclist-soldiers, and
Special Constables, whose object is to save life.

Many a motor cyclist's life has been saved by the

simple precaution of equipping his machine with

Bates Britishbuilt Tyres
Be warned against the use of cheaper tyres, which
are less safe because they are less scientifically

constructed, and consequently more prone to skid.

The growing popularity of Bates Tyres, and the

consequent increased output, have enabled us to

reduce prices, in spite of increased cost of material.

,Lose no time in taking advantage of the reduction.

May we send you our

New List ?

W.& A. Bates, Ltd.

St. Mary's Mills, Leicester.

DEPOTS—
London, Glasgow,

nd Newcasllc-on-Tym

V* .<

Colonial Wholesale Stockholders.

Smith, Denbam & Co.. Henderson's Build-
ings. Von Brandis Street. Johannesburg,
S. Africa. Cbilds, Parr, and Joseph. Nairobi.
British East Africa. David F. Laing, 9.

Weld Road. Kuala Lumpur, F.M.S. Cycle
and Motor Supplies, Ltd., Parish Street,
Wellington, New Zealand. W. Cornell &
Son, 122. 124. Pirie Street, and 29, 31, 33,
Hyde Street, Adelaide. South Australia.
A, G. Healing & Co.. Ltd., 354-356, Post
Office Place West. Melbourne. Australia.
Bennett & Barkell, Ltd., 124-132, Caslle-
reagh Street, Sydney, Asulralia.

In ( nswering this advertisement it is desirable to mention, " The Motor Cucle."
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Ignition trouiiles cannot exist

' when the Motor Bike or Cycle Car is fitted with a

C.A.V. Magneto.— It's the little contrivance that

sparks for sure even at walking pace— the Magneto

which water, dust, heat, or cold cannot put out of

action— the Magneto that relieves all ignition

anxieties. .'. .•. .". .'. Write now for folder.

^Electrical Engneers,ACTON. LONDON.i« Ltd.

Birmingham

Manchester

Stanhope Street.

1 2, Victoria Buildings.

SEE
THESE

LETTERS
are on your

CRANK CASE.

They mean that the Engine was built by

J.A.PRESTWICH & CO.,
LONDON.

The EXCELLENCE IN DESIGN AND WORKMANSHIP
are your guide when choosing a machine.

REMEMBER BRITISH AND BEST.

J. A. PRESTWICH & CO., Northumberland Park, TOTTENHAM, N.
Telephoae : 1613 Tottenham.

lelegrara? ' Prestwich Tottlane, London.

BI4 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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British Motor Cycles in Favour.

A lead.ng German General bemoans
tlie fact that the German Army possesses

no motor cycles like the British Army.

Flat Twins.

Following upon the exclusive illus-

trated description of the horizontal Indian
which appeared in our last issue, we
describe and illustrate this week another
new flat twin, viz., the 3^ h.p. air-cooled

Humber.

More Petrol.

We aimounced in our last issue that,

instead of half a gallon a week, four

gallons of petrol per month will be
obtainable by motor cyclists after Novem-
ber l.st.

Send in your Petrol Application Now.
General satisfaction has been expressed

by the official announcement of the
Petrol Control Committee of increased
petrol sirpplies commencing November
1st; Details were given on page 294
of our last issue, so that it only remains
for us to remind readers to fill in the
forms at the back of their existing
licences and send them to 19, Berkeley
Street, London, W., for new licences
for the five months commencing Novem-
ber 1st.

The National Relief Funds.

At the week-end the principal war
funds stood as follow :

The Prince of Wales Fund
(£3,468,925 tlistributed) .. £5.962,907

The Queen's AYoik for Women
Fuud 170,779 7 6

British Red Cross Frrnd .. .. 4,460,653
Tobacco Firrrd 115,263
Kitchener Memorial Fund .. 323,000
Belgium Belief Fund .. .. 2,020,000 '0

British Tyre Exports.

Even if British motor cycles cannot be
produced in sufficient quantities to satisfy

a portion of the Overseas demand, our
tyre manufacturers are going ahead with
exports by leaps and bounds. Tyres
certainly seem an instance where enemy
trade has been definitely captured. The
total exports of motor tyres for September
alone was £141,'569, and cycle tyres
£42,096 = £183,655.

Week-end Events in this Issue.

Following our usual practice, week-end
motor cycle events are described' and
illustrated in this issue. A hill-climb,

organised by employees of the Royal
Aircraft Factory, and a Motor Volunteer
inspection were among the important
events of the week-end. Readers of The
Motor Cycle may read accounts of the
proceedings a week in advance of other
journals.

Coventry Premier Ltd. Report.

The directors of the Coventry Premier,
Ltd., in presenting the accounts for the
nine months ending 31st August, 1915,
say that owing to the war it has been
impossible to obtain the audited accounts
of the company's Continental business
for the period now under review. It
must be borne in mind that the English
side of the business has had to bear a
large amount of expenses which other-
wise would be borne by the business as
a whole. The result shown on the
Profits and Loss account is a profit for
the period of £1,737 8s. This profit
reduces the adverse balance to £61,485
18s. 6d.

^^(^ILE
A Successful Wounded Soldiers' Outing.

Mr. Stephen M. Crouch, of Wanstead,
who recently organised a wounded soldiers'

outing, kindly acknowledges our small
assistance as follows: "The short para-
graph you were good enongh to insert on
the subject of the outing for wounded
soldiers in the West Ham Hospital enabled
me to organise a successful outing, which
took place on Saturday, the 30th ult.

Nineteen patients were picked up from
the West Ham Hospital on that day and
given a run, via Chigwell, Abridge, and
Theydon Bois, to the King's Oak Hotel
at High Beech, where high tea was pro-

vided and a few of the volmitary helpers
assisted with a short musical programme.
Tlie return journey was made to the
hospital via Loughton and Woodford."

Points of Indian 1917 Models.

Last week we described the 1917 model
Indian motor cycles, and we have since

received a communication from Mr. W.
H. Wells (who is at present at the works
at Springfield, Mass.), in which he draj^
particular attention to one or two inter-

esting features of the new models, which
will appeal to Britishers. It will be re-

called that the Powerplus model has twin
tanks, and each compartment holds one
and a half Imperial gallons. Incor-
porated with the reinforced frame head
is a |in. eye-bolt hole for sidecar front
main connection Although the illustra-

tion of the complete machine shows the
kick-starter on the left-hand side, the
British models will have it fitted on the
right-hand side as heretofore. The real
novelty of the Indian range, viz., the

flat twin featherweight (they call it the
Lightwin in America), is not likely to be
seen in this country for some time yet,

and when it does appear it is probable
that its specification will be somewhat
amended by i\lr. Oscar Hedstrom, the
designer. Mr. Wells says that the business
outlook in the States is good.

Motor Cyclist Volunteers.

Mr. A. E. Beard writes stating that

there are vacancies in the Motor Cycle
Sections of the National "Motor Volunteei's,

Blackburn Squadron. For full particulars

apply to A. E. Beard. Mill Hill Black-
burn, and for the Darwen Squadrons
apply to J. Martin, Fantoft, Darwen.

Manufacturers and German Magnetos.

Astonishment is expressed in our lead-

ing article this week that the Motor Cycle
Manufacturers' Union has yet done
nothing publicly to stamp out the German
magneto and so encourage British mag-
neto makers to persevere and capture

entirely this important trade hitherto

held b}' the enemy

A Douglas Improvement.

In our " Patents " column we show a
new method of sidecar suspension
patented by Mr. W. Douglas. It will

be remembered that the 4 h.p. Douglas
motor cycle can be supplied with an in-

genious spring frame, and now that the
Douglas people have gone one further
and suspended all three wheels, and the
even running of the big horizontal engine
is considered, one cannot but conclude
that the combination should prove one
of the most attractive ever designed.

DESPATCH RIDERS AT
WORK AND PLAY AT A HOME

TRAINING CENTRE.

Revolver practice forms an Importcint

part of a D.R.'s training, and the upper
view shows a batch of men at a range.

(At left) In some spare moments a few

of the men so rigged up the M.M.G.S.
outfit illustrated ! 7 he sidecar body was
removed from a 3^ h.p. twin Zenith

outfit end an ancient cannon piece

substituted.
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WINNERS OF SATURDAY'S RA.F.

HILL-CLIMB,

a report of which appears on page 313

of this issue.

(1) At the start. (2) T. P. Mears (5 h.p. Ivy), winner of three events. (3) P. Davey Oi h.p. Norton). (4) S. J. Garratt (Junior Triumph).

(3) F. G. Kennard (4 h.p. Bradbury). (6) T. P. Mears with sidecar attached to his Ivy. Mears was the star performer of the day.

-Jji
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LONDON MOTOR CYCLIST VOLUNTEERS ON PARADE.
Inspection of the N.M.V.

AVERY imposing gathering

of tlie National Motor
Volunteers formed

part of the big inspection of

Volunteers held in London and
the Western districts last

Saturday afternoon. The
N.M.V., of which the motor
cycle section is an important
part, was inspected by Maj.-

^Jfr\

..S-i.
^>iBl#<«

V

Gen. Sir Francis Lloyd, and in the
topmost picture he is shown inspect-
ing the motor cyclists.

The N.M.V. met in Eaton Square,
•wheie two of these pictures were
taken, and the cars and motor cycles
were then sent on to the Wellington
Barracks, where the inspection took
place. The task of arranging for the
inspection of such a huge fleet of

cars, ambulances, bicycles,

and sidecars, was no easy

matter, and reflected great

credit on Commandant F.

Doland, the section being

under the command of Maj.-
Gen. D. C. F. Macintyre,

C.B. Last week-end was
memorable for Volunteers.

At the top Maj .-Gen. Sir Francis Lloyd is seen inspecting motor cyclists of the N.M.V. at Wellington Barracks. The two centre views weie
taken in baton bquare, where the National Motor Volunteers foregathered prior to the inspection. The bottom view shows some motor cyclists
ready tor inspection, with the ambulance section in the background.
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IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
THE cessation of the impoitation of

motor cycles into this country, first

indicated in the July Board of

Trade returns, applies to the returns

for September just issued. Exports,

unlike trade generally, show a large

decrease compared with the previous

montli, though an increase compared
with the corresponding period of last'

year. Following are the actual figures :

Imports.

The 1917 model 2^ h.p. two-stroke two-speed Excelsior. It has chain and belt drive and no dutch.

COVENTRY EXCELSIOR
LIGHTWEIGHT.

FOR some little time past, Bayliss,
Thomas, and Co., makers of the
Coventry Excelsior machines, have

been paying considerable attention to two-
stroke models, and many have been sold
both at home and abroad. The model
illustrated is one of two standardised for

1917. This is the 2.\ h.p. Peco-engined
mount, the other being fitted with a

2| h.p. Peco engine. Both are fitted with
chain-cum-belt drive and Albion two-
speed gear. The lower powered one is

essentially a solo mount, but the 2| h.p.

can well take a light sidecar, and the

pages of The Motor Cycle have chronicled
the hill-climbing exploits of the little

2| h.p. Excelsior sidecar. The light

coachbuilt sidecar is enamelled and lined

to match the bicycle, and is well sprung
and upholstered.
The makers of the Coventry Excelsior

are well known for their medium and
high-powered machines, and it is just as

well to mention tiiat they will be con-
tinued for next year.

ABOARD A "TANK."
Experiences of One of (he

Crew.
THE sensations exjjerienced in action

by a member of the crew of a
" tank " are described by a wounded

soldier now in hospital at Salford. In
an interview with a Daily Despatch
representative the soldier said :

" It is

not easy to describe my feelings as I

sat inside at my gun while the strange
monster slid down one side of the shell

hole and slowly crawled up the other,

until at last we were astride of the
enemy's trenches. The waiting for the
order to move was the worst sensation.

When we got moving and began firing

the excitement of the battle kept our
senses alert.

"The motion of a 'tank' I can liken
to nothing better than being on a stormy
sea in a very poor sailing vessel. . We
felt quite safe inside the car. The
Germans tried liard enough with their

artillery, but the men in the trenches we
were attacking were too demoralised by
our strange appearance to do much.

" When we had done our bit the
infantry came along and cleared out
the trenches and dug-outs. It was a
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pandemonium while it lasted, vpith the
rattle of machine guns and bursting
shrapnel about us.

"How was I wounded? Well, after
our work was done, several of us left the
machine to' see how it had stood the
strain, and also to render first-aid to our
wounded. It was so hot in the car that
I had taken off my helmet, and I had
just picked up and put on a German
shrapnel helmet—a thing like a small
shallow barrel—when a piece of shrapnel
came along and caught me on the right
side of the head."

Will the " Tanks " be Filmed Publicly?
We understand that Lt. G. Malins,

who has been resp-^nsible for obtaining
front line pictures, has returned to
England with a second series, which
includes the great attack on Martinpuicjh,
the Brigade of Guards in action, and
the bombardment of the German lines.

Provided these pictures are issued to
the public, a portion of the film which
will be of special interest to motorists
will be that showing the ." tanks " in

action. We hope that in the near future
the public may see pictures of the
"tanks."

A Suggestive Comment.
An officer attached to the Heavy Section

Machine Gun Corps, the section equipped
with the heavy armoured cars, writes

from the Front :
" No doubt you have

read in the daily press the stories of the
'tanks.' Some of them are true!"

Number
Value, complete
machines

Value, tyres

and parts ...

Number
Value, complete
machines

Value, tyres
and parts ...

Sept.,

1916.

£9,215

Exports.

Sept.,

1916.

746

Aug.,
1916.

Sept.,

1915.

437

— £20,859

£8,182 £9,267

Aug.,
1916.

1,322

Sept.,

1915.

637

£31,700 £64,632 £28,847

£28,130 £35,395 £23,351

Petrol Figures.

It is intea-esting to compare the
amount of petrol imported during the
last three months :

July, 1916.-11.526,600 gallons (dutv
paid on 10,528,695 gallons).

August, 1916.-28,773,053 gallons (duty
paid on 10,017,985 gallons).

September, 1916.-13,532,420 gallons

(duty paid on 8,272,239 gallons).

PETROLIOR.
WE made a further test recently of!

P-etrolior in a 4 h.p. Douglas side-

car, following the report made in

our issue, of August 17th. This time
practically neat fuel was used. It wasi

found that starting was difficult without'

a petrol injection, but after one injection

the engine started to fire but ran badly,

for a few moments. When thoroughly
warmed up no difference could be detected
from petrol, except that the engine seemed
to be a little more prone to knock, a
common trouble with heavy fuels. The
price of Petrolior has now been reduced
to 2s. 5d. per gallon, in five or ten-gallon

drums, and in barrels of forty-two gallons'

at 2s. 3d. per gallon.

Another view of the 34 h.p. horizontal twin Humber. It is interesting to compare this

design with the new Indian shown in our last issue. They represent the latest productions in

"flat" twins of two countries. The new Humber is fully described elsewhere in this issue.
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WHY' DOES THE ENGINE CARBONISE?
THE PROBABLE CAUSE AND A SUGGESTED REMEDY.

PERHAPS the greatest fault of ihe internal com-

bustion engine is the comparative frequency

with wliich the removal of carbon deposits

becomes necessary, and the increasingly popular two-

stroke type is a particularly bad offender in this matter.

It is only reasonable to suppose that the mitigation of

this evil, like most others, can best be arrived at

through a knowledge of its causes, and for this reason

it is worth while considering the most probable.

Air-cooled engines carbonise more rapidly than

water-cooled ; this appears to prove that the deposit

is, to some extent, due to the decomposition by heat

of a film of oil on the walls of the combustion chamber.

The fact that the rate of deposit is influenced by both

the quality and quantity of the lubricant employed gives

additional support to the theory that a part of the

deposit is derived from this source.

But the greater portion of it cannot be reasonably

accounted for in this way. In a properly designed

engine it is difficult to understand how an oil film can

form to any extent either upon the piston top or the

portions of the cylinder which do not come into contact

with the piston, and consequently it seems reasonable

to conclude that the major part of the deposit is

derived from the explosive gas mixture.

Incomplete Combustion.

It seems to be taken for granted by many that the

combustion of the petrol vapour and air mixture is

necessarily accompanied by the deposition of soot, a

state of affairs which obviously could only be due to

incomplete oxidation of the hydro-carbon produced in

one of two ways—either by a badly-proportioned explo-

sive mixture {i.e., " too rich "), or by the cooling effect

of metal surfaces preventing complete combustion, a

reaction somewhat similar to that which takes place

when cooled surfaces are brought into contact with a

Bunsen, flame.

The latter explanation is obviously disproved by
experience which demoqstrates that the rate of deposit

decreases as the efficiency of the cooling is increased,

within limits. If, therefore, we assume that the gas

mixture be correctly proportioned for complete com-
bustion, we must seek elsewhere for the cause of all

deposit not derived from the lubricant, and, in the

writer's opinion, the answer is to be found in the con-

dition in which the fuel enters the combustion chamber.

All carburetter designers aim at effecting complete

vaporisation, and most of them undoubtedly succeed

in splitting the fuel into the form of microscopically

minute drops of liquid, a primary condition which is

ideal for its subsequent conversion into a true vapour,

but they usually completely ignore two equally im-

portant factors necessary for attaining this result.

The Cracking of Hydro^^carbons.

These are, first, that the vapour pressure of the

fuel varies with the temperature, and, second, that

energy in the form of heat is absorbed by the fuel when
it passes from the liquid to gaseous state.

In other words, as the mixture of air and minute fuel

particles changes into a mixture of air and fuel vapour,

the temperature tends to decrease until a point is

reached at which further vaporisation practically

ceases, and the remainder of the fuel enters the cylinder

in finely divided liquid form. When this takes place

the cause of carbonisation is obvious. If hydro-carbons

in a liquid state are brought into contact with highly-

heated surfaces, then in addition to simple evaporation

a chemical change (termed " cracking ") takes place,

carbonaceous matter is deposited, and more volatile

compounds are produced.

This method of accounting for the deposit would

explain the beneficial effect of water-cooling, for in

this case the combustion head is kept at a temperature

too low for " cracking " to take place, and simple

evaporation of any deposited fuel results.

Heat the Induction Pipe.

If the above theory of deposit, other than that

derived from the lubricant, is correct, then the remedy
is obvious. After the fuel has been converted into

fine spray and mixed with air in .the carburetter, it

should be brought into contact with surfaces hot

enough to complete the evaporation before the mixture

enters the combustion chamber. This would probably

be most simply effected, not as is sometimes indirectly

attempted by a hot air jacket to the carburetter, but

by leading an exhaust-heated pipe through the induc-

tion tube itself.

The point where the heat energy is required is where

the fuel in the form of fine spray has been mixed with

the necessary air, and by proper application of this

principle it should be possible effectively to vaporise

the dense fuels commonly in use at present.

H. Webster Moss, F.I.C.

Mr. T. S. Bryant writes in praise of his 1916 B.S.A. and

sidecar shown above. At the present time he is home on a well-earned

leave from Nigeria, West Africa. Being a Government official he has

had to overstay his visit to England until the war was over in the

Cameroons. Recently, in company with his wife, he accomplished a tour

through England of 650 miles and experienced no trouble whatever.
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A GERMAN CRY-
MOTOR CYCLES WANTED-

ON Friday last there appeared in the

daily papers an extremely interest-

ing memorandum on the experi-

ences of the Fourth German Corps in the

]5attle of the Somme during the month
of July, and a copy of this memorandum
has recently fallen into the hands of the.

British. General Sixt von Arnim writes,

of course, without any idea that the
document will ever be seen by British

eyes. The parts which will especially

interest our readers are his references to

motor cycles. He points out the weak-
nesses developed in the German Army.
"The reports on the experience gained in

the Battle of the Somme submitted to

Corps Headquarters unanimously agree
as to the necessity for an increased allot-

ment of' weapons, means of communica-
tion, and transport of all kinds, such as

Flannnenwerfer, anti-aircraft machine
guns, captive balloons, reconnaissance and
battle planes, double telephone sections,

motor lorries, horse-drawn vehicles, motor
cycles, . . . etc." Further on he
goes on to report, in referring to the

question of communication, "The existing

telephone system proved totally inade-

quate," and he makes various recom-
mendations for doubling the telephone

section attached to the divisions, for

avoiding building lines through villages

which we always shell, and asks -for a
better supply of motor bicycles. "The
establishment of motor bicycles proved
insufficient for the heavy fighting ; the
deficiency was painfully evident. The
establishment of ordinary bicycles was
also not sufficient fpr the work done."

British Motor Cyclists "Make Good."
All this is extremely interesting to the

British motor cyclist student of the war.
It will be seen how the indulgence in

this health-giving pastime has been of

invaluable service to the nation during
the present terrible war. British motor
cyclist reserves have not been drawn
upon to any great extent. There are
thousands and thousands of expert motor
cyclists in the British Army doing use-

ful work in riding their machines and
keeping open communications. There are

still thousands and thousands of motor
cyclists in the British Army who are
serving in other branches of the forces. If

Germany - wants motor bicycles it can
doubtless get them, though even this is

not an easy matter, since Germany's out-
put of motor cycles is as nothing com-
pared with ours. However, an effort

could be put forward, and numerous
machines could doubtless be delivered in

a. comparatively short space of time, but
the difficulty is to find men to ride them.
We have always made a point of

studying motor cycle conditions in all

countries of the world, and we have
found that England led, and led by
many lengths. Germ-any produced but
one make of any note at all, and motor
cyclists on the German roads 'are few
and far between. Doubtless the roads
Jiad a good deal to do with the develop-
ment of the pastime. Germany had
good roads round the principal touring
centres, but the means of communication
from one town to another were often
in a very bad condition.

THE F.R.S. ELECTRIC
LAMPS.

MANY riders who own first-class

acetylene lamps have become
somewhat tired of the messiness

of carbide, especially so when their

An electric adapter.

journeys are short. Such riders will

welcome the F.R.S. electric adapter, a

little device which enables electricity to

take the place of acetylene. It consists

of a small clip carrying a miniature
screw bulb, which can be instantly

attached to the burner. The wire from
the accumulator can pass through one
of the ventilation holes.

Another useful article emanating from
the F.R.S. factory is the lamp illus-

trated. This particular one is adapted
for electric lighting, and the bulb and

Sg^^

F.R.S electric motor cycle lamp.

holder can be taken out while the light

is on and used for inspection purposes^
The address of F.R.S. Lamps is Per-

shore Street, Birmingham.

DESPATCH RIDERS ON
CAMELS.

WE hear that for operating in certain
portions of Egj-pt despatch riders

replace their motor cycles with
camels. Rather a change in the riding

position

!

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ON
ACTIVE SERVICE.

A DESPATCH rider writes from
France: "I have been out here

now since January, and I have
never missed one weik in obtaining your
most interesting and useful journal. I

always manage to get to the nearest

town and buy one at an average price

of one franc twenty-five centimes (Is.)

!

I have paid two francs fifty centimes
(2s.) forgone copy! But then it's worth
it out here!

"

THE MAN WITH THE
SIDECAR.

WE have received from a corre-

spondent a booklet dealing with
the Koehring Mixer. What the

Koehring Mixer is or what it does is

no concern of our readers or our-

selves, but in the pamphlet is to

be found a rather cunning eulogy

.. of the sidecar, which we reproduce
" below, in the real " American

"

language :

"The Man with the Sidecak.

" We have seen beautifully

finished, costly automobiles with

all the ' class, distinction, snappy
lines, and freak tops that fancy

paint-mixing and money could pro-

duce ; but the most beautiful family

car we ever saw was a second-hand

motor cycle with a home-made
sidecar.

"The sidecar wasn't even painted.

It carried the other two-thirds of

the family—a wife, who, you could

be mighty sure, had given her youth and

good looks to the family welfare, and a

youngster dolled up like a little princess

in a fairy chariot.
" The man on the motor cycle plainly

showed that he was not the ' son ' of

anybody, and that his living came from
hard work. His motor cycle outfit was
the product of industry, thrift, and his

own ingenuity.
'

' We maintain that he is a better man
than many of the nabobs who ride in

the stunning big car, for several reasons :

" First of all, he built part of- his outfit

with his own hands. How many nabobs
can even turn down their grease cups ?

" Secondly, there's no hypocrisy or

four-'flush about him.
" Best of all, he takes the whole family

along ; he finds companionship where he
should find it—with his family, not with
the ' boys ' or at the neighbouring
saloon.

" We believe that the sidecar is the

sign of a real family man, a symbol of

his thoughtfulness and affection. Our
hats are off to the man with the home-
made sidecar."

LIVERPOOL MOTOR
CYCLIST VOLUNTEERS.

MR. S. W. PHILLPOTT reports

excellent progress on the part of

the Motor Cycle Section of the
Liverpool Heavy Car Battalion of the
National Motor Volunteers, The strength
of the section is now nearly seventy, and
it forms a unit of the battalion.

Drills, lectures, and field days are

held at regular intervals, and an interest-

ing diversion was a gymkhana to assist

the funds of the Motor Cycle Section.

One of the members—a building supplies

contractor—has lent the section free of

charge a piece of ground on whicli he
will put up a small drill shed and
garage for which he will charge a
nominal rent. The members, equally
enthusiastic, will also assist. Among
the members is the Liverpool amateur
heavyweight boxing champion, Liverpool
City F.C. goalkeeper, and merchants and
solicitors, small mechanics and trades-
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The Editor does act hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

.

Mi letters should be addresse'^ to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,*' Hertford Straet, Coventry, and must be accompanied by ttie writer's name and address

The Scott Sociable.

Sir,—To me it appears that if the front wheel of the
Scott Sociable were placed centrally, the machine would be
far more likely to tip over in turning corners. Also it

would upset the position of the engine with its extreme
accessibility. Of course this is only a suggestion.

Norwich. B.E.C.

Sir,-

Will the Single-cylinder Survive?

'Some may come, and some may go.

But Norton goes on for ever."
Nothing on earth, or Brooklands, in my opinion, will ever

oust this magnificent production. Usual disclaimer.

H. W. WILLIAIMSON (Lt.), M.G.C.

Sir,—As an old reader of your ."splendid paper, and an
old motor cyclist with an experience of nearly every type
of machine made, I would like you to find me a little space
to add my "shout' to the many and varied expressions of

opinion on the ever-green subject, single v. twins.

I was very interested in "H.F.M.'s" letter of September
28th, giving his experiences with a 4^ h.p. big single—the
last word in discomfort. He is evidently new to the ranks
of motor cyclists, and has not yet heard of the A.J.S., Sun-
beam, or Matchless combinations. As a rider of the best
makes of both singles and twins, I have come to the firm
conclusion that the only place for the single is the track or

fast road work (solo), and to use it for the motive power of

a sidecar combination is absurd. If, after his 4,000 odd
miles of thump, "H.F.M." would get one of the afore-

mentioned machines, he would wonder why makers still

manufacture one-lungers. The last few years motor cycle
manufacturers have copied " car lines " more and more, as

in the instance of starters, three or four-speed gears, inter-

changeable wheels, mechanical lubrication, etc. (springing is

coming, after Ihe war). Who makes a single-cj'linder car
to-day? And who would buy one if one were made? Cost
in most cases need not be considered, as the man who can
afford to buy a combination can afford the slight extra cost

in running attributable to the twin. A. S. BRADLEY.

Sir,—In a recent issue of your paper your contributor
" Ixion " says that he tried a modern single-cylinder mount
after having confined himself for several years to " twins,"
and latterly to horizontal twins, and that the effect was
electrifying, inasmuch as he would not now think of riding a
single. He further invites any reader who has been riding
" twins " to try the same experiment.
Now I have ridden " twins " exclusively for some years

past, and have always been prejudiced against the single.

My last two "twins" were of the horizontal variety. I am
now riding a 1916 T.T. single, and the effect has certainly

been electrifying, but in the opposite sense to that which is

meant by your contributor. I am amazed at the merits of

the single. Theoretically, its balance is not to be compared
with that of the horizontal twin, but, in practice, with this

particular engine the vibration is not noticeable at any speed
under 50 m.p.h. At this speed there is a " period," and the
vibration is quite noticeable, but above and below this it is

negligible. It is far less trouble to decarbonise and keep in

tune than the twin, and, engine for engine, it is, in my
opinion, far superior to the horizontal twin, its performance
with a single gear being equal to that of the horizontal twin
with a two or three-sjieed gear. Take away the gear box
from the "flat" twin and put it on level terms with the

single, and you will find it is as dead as mutton. The only

feature possessed by the " flat " twin which tlie single does

not possess is the ability to attain excessive engine revolu-

tions, and this it does at the expense of hill-climbing on a

reasonably high gear.
Take any decent main road hill, say, good old Westerham,

my 500 "cc. single will ascend this hill at 30 m.p.h. on a

4i to 1 gear with an entire absence of fuss, engine r.p.m.

1,750. The 500 c.c. "flat" twin will not climb the hill at

all on a similar gear, and to attain a speed of 30 m.p.h.
requires a gear in the region of 9 to 1, with which the

engine r.p.m. are 3,500. Now my "single" will also ascend
the hill at 30 m.p.h, on a 9 to 1 gear if I require it, and will

not make any more fuss about it than the " flat " twin does
either ; but which performance is the more pleasurable ?

Has "Ixion" tried such an ascent on a "fiat" twin which
has covered 6,000 or 7,000 miles? When the chains and
sprockets are worn the gear box shows signs of wear owing
to frequent running on the lower ratios and the engine
bearings, pistons, and cylinders are not quite as tight as

they -were once. If he derives any pleasure from the abso-
lutely appalling racket which such a machine makes in the

ascent, I venture to think that such will not be the experi-

ence of the majority of riders, and it certainly is not mine.

To sum up, no one appreciates an engine's ability to " turn
over" under load more than I do ; but, if the "flat" twin is

going to attain this at the expense of flexibility at low
speeds and inability to tackle hills on a reasonably high gear,

it will, in my opinion, be a long time before it displaces the
properly designed modern single-cylinder.

A. C. HUSKINSON.

Sir,—Does "Road Rider" realise that when war e.xpendi-

ture ceases all the world will feel, and be, poor? Cheap
conveyance, not luxury, will be the cry of nineteen buyers
out of twenty. Peace will bring many vacant factories. The
firm for my money will bar luxuries, and turn out only one
type of plain, serviceable, and reliable double-purpose mount,
with one about 550 c.c. cylinder and well-balanced engine.
Its transmission should be non-rigid, and a long range of

ratios available. A strong frame and a S^in. clearance arc
essential. With plain strong sidecar or carrier and acces
sories it ought to sell for less than £40 by the 100,000 ; while
£100 to £150 combinations will only sell by the score, for

the next ten years. TRANSIT.

An Expert One-armed Sidecarist.

Sir,—With reference to the paragraph in The Motor Cycle
of October 5th and work with the R.F.C., I write to say
that I am a cripple to the extent of the loss of my. right
foot, and I have just recently corresponded with the
R.F.C., to which I had an introduction, and they reply
saying that "under my circumstances it is not possible for

the R.F.C. to accept my services, and that no Army doctor
could pass me as fit for any form of Army service." This
latter point, to my mind, will always be against us, unfor-

tunately, however keen \v may be to help and be active.

I should be glad to do anything for anyone requiring prac-
tical help and experience, if you could put me into communi-
cation with such a one. I am a rider of a 3^ h.p. F.E.
Triumph at the present moment, and have had riding experi-

ence of other makes, and sidecar driving, and car upkeep,
and am capable of all the ordinary running repairs and
handling. I should be only too glad of any job in connection
with motor cycles or cars. J.B.S.

Christchurch, Hants.
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A Warning.
Sir,—I should advise motx)r cyclists visiting the Blackpool

district, when purchasing petrol, to n\ake certain that they
get it. Returning home recently I purchased one gallon

of petrol (?) from a well-known garage. This was measured
out from a tin, and I was charged 2s. 9d. I

speedily found out that the so-called petrol was entirely

substitute. I do not object so much to being "had," as

to the fact that this was debited against my petrol allow-

ance with all due pomp and ceremony.
As substitutes go, I may say that I have found them very

satisfactory. ZENITH.
Manchester.

Something Wrong Somewhere

!

Sir,—A few of those fellows who passed through your
hands to join this corps thought the following incident might
interest you.
A N.O. attached to this company managed to borrow a

two-stroke for the night. He was not a motor cyclist ; no,

he had never seen one of the things until he came here, and
he did not join up at Coventry, but was transferred from an
infantry regiment. Well, he was heard asking for infor-

mation as to the controls, etc., and the information was
given him by another N.O., also of the transferred variety,

who had managed to click for another two-stroke.

Everything went well for a few miles, and just as they
were nearing Bury the engine of No. 1 started racing. After
much deliberation it was decided the gears were broken and
the bicycle was pushed a couple of miles. The proprietor

of the garage looked at the pair and smiled, then charged
them Ids. for a new belt

!

We have just heard the box body driver being given most
strict instructions to' pick that lost belt up to-day.

" N0.4,"
Heavt Section, IMaohine Gxjn Cokps.

Electric Lighting for Motor Cycles.

Sir,—I notice in The i^olor Cycle for September 28th an
interesting article on this subject, and I thought it might
be of interest to some of your readers to see how neatly

such an arrangement can be carried out.

I enclose a photograph of my machine, and would call your

attention to the following points : The accumulator is a

Fuller-Block (type BLl), which, in my opinion, is the most
suitable accumulator for motor cycle work, as it never
" sliorts " internally, and it holds its current indefinitely.

The accumulator box is a tin-carrying case, which can be

purchased for a nominal sum with the accumulator. A lid

has been fitted to this, and the accumulator is held inside

it between rubber pads
The screw which Kian be seen on the lid of the box holds

this down securely on the frame and tightens the accumulator

in the box at the same time.

The head lamp is a cheap motor car side lamp carried

on a home-made bracket, and I have carefully focussed up

the bulb (four volt one ampere) by means of packing washers

on the lamp holder.

The tail lamp is an F.R.S., in which I use a flash-lamp

bulb, with its light somewhat dimmed by means of a resist-

ance coil.
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Both lamps are insulated from violent shocks by' rubber
pads, and, as a result of this precaution, I have never
yet broken a filament.

During the last two seasons this outfit has proved extremely
reliable, and I obtain from thirteen to fifteen hours light

without recharging. E. C. FRANK' EVANS.

Hub V. Countershaft Gears.

Sir,—To settle an argument which bids fair to result

in bloodshed amongst the D.R.'s at this Divisional H.Q.,
we should be mucli obliged if you would give us your
views as to, the respective speed capabilities of the hub
gear and countershaft Triumphs. What we really wish to

know is the highest speed attainable by the two models, i.e.,

hub gear and countershaft (W.D.) on a sprint, assuming the

engines to be in decent running order, geared as turned

out for D R. work at. the Front. It may interest the

writer of the article on page 241 in your issue of September
21st to know that in this Signal Squadron we still have
three 1914 hub gear Triumphs in commission, which have
done service since the early days of the war, and do not
show any signs of giving out.

So far as regards the lightweight, one complaint is

inability to get started in four to six inches of mud, when
carrying full kit, including blanket, etc., as has been the
writer's experience. It is practically impossible to run
alongside the machine when endeavouring to start it up. A
clutch fitted to this model would certainly be a boon, in

winter at- any rate.

One of the greatest drawbacks of all machines out here
is insufficient mudguard clearance, but I think this point

has already been emphasised by other D.R.'s.
As much as I appreciate the good points of the models

supplied to us, I am longing to return to my own mount,
namely, a Harley-Davidson, which machine carried me
with full camping equipment across the U.S.A., a dis-

tance of 3,125 miles, to New York, without the slightest

mechanical trouble, A great portion of this distance was
over trails which even out here at the Front we would
not designate as roads. It took .seven weeks to complete
the journey, this, of course, including stops for sight-
seeing, such as Chicago stock yards. Lake Erie, and Niagara
Falls, not forgetting jNIilwaukee, the home of the Harley-
Davidson. The worst roads encountered were in Dakota,
Wisconsin, and Michigan. In the latter State we had
quite a hostile reception from the German settjers, who
appeared to guess our ultimate destination, but we pushed
on, and finally landed in Broadway, New York, none the
worse for our experiences. After a week's sojourn in New
York, we boarded the Adriatic, reaching Liverpool in
eight days. R. FRANK (Cpl.), R.E.

I.E.F., France.

[We submitted the question contained in this letter to the
Triumph Cycle Co., who reply as follows : "There is very

-

' little difference between the speeds of the Triumph hub
gear and countershaft models. Both machines tuned up
without structural alterations will do well over fifty miles
per hour."

—

Ed.]

Overhead Valves.

Sir,—With reference to the_ letter from " Rhodesian " on
page 299 of your issiie of October 5th and the accompanying
sketch, it would seem that the placing of the spring at the
foot of the long tappet would tend to keep the overhead
inlet valve continually open.

g'. C. ARMOND.
[The inlet valve spring will close the valve against the lighter

pressure of the spring which has been moved.

—

Ed.]

A fMew Hudson htted with a storage battery lightmg set.

Petrol Substitutes.

[We continue to receive a number of letters complaining
of the business methods of Messrs. C. Binks, Ltd., of

which those published are a fair sample. Since the

publication of readers' experiences, we have .received

the follawing letter from Mr. Binks. Both sides having
had a hearing, the correspondence is now closed.

—

Ed.]
Sir,—Referring to the letters which have appeared in

this journal complaining about delays and the delivery of

Binks fuel, I will make no comment here as, to the in-

accuracies contained in many of these letters. No doubt
they were intended to do me an injury, so I think it is
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only right for me to state here the position and the
object of the business in Binks fuel.

This fuel department was started primarily to supply
motor cyclists who had already purchased my carburetters
with this fuel at cost price, to enable them to continue to

use their machines. - Eventually I was persuaded to

supply users of any other type of carburetter. The orders
that I have received have been simply enormous, and I

think, speaking generally, the great majority of my
customers have been highly satisfied, not only as to the
excellence of the fuel, hut in my general business methods,
and also have thoroughly appreciated what I have done
for them. I will admit at once that in a certain very
small percentage of cases delay has occurred, and the
reason of this delay has been from various sources quite
outside any control of mine. The procedure is as follows :

A customer writes ordering fuel. He is then supplied
with a printed form to till up, in which it states that
some delay may occur, and if he cannot put up with some
possibility of delay his money is to be returned at once.

Delays may occur for the following reasons :

Losses of letters in post.

Insufficient addresses given.
Incorrect amount of remittance.
Absence of remittance, although stated enclosed.
Temporary closing of railways in certain districts for

military reasons.

Cases of fuel side-tracked on railway system.
Lost on the railway altogether.
Shortages of men who have been called up to join the

Colours.
Urgent calls by military authorities for fuel.

Want of organisation capable of dealing with an abso-
lutely unexpected and unparalleled volume of business.
Apparently some few of those who have ordered fuel have

been in difficulties caused by one of the above reasons.
I also receive hundreds of letters every week with no

address whatever. In one case I received four letters with-
out any address whatever, and only discovered who my
correspondent was by him instructing his lawyer to apply
for the return of his money.

I also i-eceive larger numbers of prepaid telegrams without
any address, and I really often wonder, if the people who
criticise me were in charge of this business, with its 5,000
technical letters and messages per week, whether they
would do any better. Personally I doubt it.

The distillers with whom I am working in connection
with the making of this fuel are one of the largest and most
important firms in the world, and the business of C. Binks,
Ltd., is in a sound financial position. Apparently there
are some few of your readers whose motto is " Business as
usual." -I had quite thought and hoped that this idea
had died a natural death long ago, as it was one which,
if persisted in, would have placed this country in serious
danger.

Our manufacturing business here is conducted with the
very greatest difficulty, and I feel that the situation is one
that calls for patience and forbearance, and I greatly
regret that certain of your readers, whom I had intended to
benefit, should have endeavoured to ._

cause me an injury by publishing
letters such as they have done, many
of which, I regret to say, are abso-
lutely untru'lhful.

I am pleased to be able to say that • ^^__
the organisation, which has been one [

'

of the causes of the delay, has now
been perfected, and I have made
arrangements for the fuel to be actu-
ally delivered from our works instead of

from the distillery. This fuel can, now
be despatched the same day or the
next day following the receipt of the
order, and if no stoppage occurs on
the railway customers can expect to

receive the fuel in the course of a
week's time, but I strongly advise my
customers to come and fetch it away,
from our new department if at all

possible.

1 feel I must also take this oppor-
tunity of thanking a very considerable
number of gentlemen who have written
to me expressing theiy gratitude tor

what I have been able to do for them, and expressing in no

measured terms their indignation that such letters should
have been sent and published in this journal.

CHAS. BINKS.

A Two-stroke oa Heavy Fuel.
Sir,

—

I have three machines in my hands, all of which are

fitted with auxiliary tanks for petrol start. They are :
7-9

h.p. American Excelsior sc, 7-9 h.p. clutch Indian, and the

2| h.p. Campion (illustrated). The Excelsior is fitted with

a half-gallon tank on the
,

sidecar chassis, with force

feed to the carburetter,

the pressure gauge being

mounted on the tank itself.

Two other pipes, also force

feed, are used for cylinder
priming. The compression
is lowered by two plugs
fitted into a Y piece.

The Campion is fitted

with the standard Villiers

engine and two-speed Albion
countershaft gear. The
float chamber of the Sen-
spray is bent round to be
as close to the cylinder as

possible. The fuel, Binks
or Kempol, passes round Mr. H.Brocklebank's engine, showinE;

the cylinder inside the lagged fuel pipe led round cylinder,

radiating fins.

The silencer is a new one, and the extension pipe polished
copper—the tone given being that of an aeroplane !

The little tank on the top tube holds pure petrol, which
feeds primarily to the jet and floods the carburetter without
tickling if so much petrol be needed to start. ITie

mechanical horn has a special clip to the down tube, and is

very co.iveniently placed for really making a row. You cant
in the ordinary positions of these horns on a solo mount.

Petroil lubrication having been found hopelessly inefficient,

a sight feed drip lubricator has been fitted, feeding into the
induction pipe, and this, set to keep the engine constantly
smoking, allows one to drive at 25 m.p.h. to 40 m.p.h. for

three or four hours without any trouble. The engine is

always run practically all out, and has been so run for

eighteen months, and the bearings have scarcely any wear
at all. The disc wheels are made locally, are enamelled red,

and look very smart. This machine takes practically all

main road hills on top, and will go anywhere on bottom.
As to two-stroke engines, I do not love them. They

always four-stroke at starting, and when running down hill

the machine overruns the engine ; they are very inelastic,

and really painfully slow. Their good points are easy start-

ing, handiness, and lightweight for short journeys and
constant stops.

The machine in question looks exceptionally smart, and
goes well, running as well on Binks or paraffin as on petrol,

without any injury to bearings, over a four months' test

constant riding. HUGH BROCKLEBANK.

Mr. Hiigh-Brocklebanks 2^- h.p. two-stroke Campion fitted with disc wheels and

adapted for lunning on heavy fuel. (See letter.)
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Motor Cyclist Infantry in German East Africa.
More Experiences of Motor Cyclists with General Smuts.

As we have already intimated, infantry-

men mounted on motor cycles are
being used in the German East

African campaign, the men being re-

cruited from South Africa and the section

known as the South African Motor Cycle
Corps. It must not be confused with the

despatch riders operating in the same
region, a description of whose experiences

appeared in our issue of September 21st.

The South Africans are mounted on
B.S.A.'s, and in addition to these men
there are the motor cycle infantry

attached to the armoured cars sent out

from England. With this introduction
we follow on with descriptions of the

experiences of the South African motor
cycle infantrymen, the first being extracts

from a letter from Capt. J. F. Ashley,
chaplain of the corps, which appeared in

a recent issue of The Capt Times:"... we set out, in a column
miles long, for the frontier. Each
man had his B.S.A. loaded wherever he
could hang something. The first day
took us past Bura and Maktau to

Mbupuni, the chief difficulty being sand,

which caused many spills, accompanied
by congestion of traffic and vigorous sar-

casm on the part of those following. The
second day we set out early, and it

proved to be such a day that no one in

the corps could recall one like it. A few
miles brought us to Salaita, where we
viewed the scene of the battle, and in

the distance first had revealed to us

Kilimanjaro in all its glory.
" Now began difficulties in real

earnest. A few miles and we left good
roads behind once for all ; mud, ruts,

rivers, and bumps ever since. The chief

sign of the discomfort experienced soon
became evident to those riding half-

way or further back along the column.
All sorts of belongings were strewn along
the road, tins of bully (oh, so valuable
days later), knives, forks, boots, socks,

cups, kettles—all sorts of things that had
dropped off machines loaded like minia-

ture pantechnicons. So we bumped and
jolted to Taveta on the border, where we
left our first real casualty with a broken
ankle.

Crossing Rivers.
" A few miles brought us to a river,

across which men each carried a bicycle

—an exhausting game when you are tired

already. A few miles more and another.

Then a third of the same unrideable
nature ; and here darkness fell. The
fourth river was passed, though this

could be ridden. The roads consisted
simply of narrow tracks, about a foot

wide, alternately road and lorry ruts, and
the great gam.e was to maintain your
equilibrium on this narrow track while
unable to see more than a cycle's length
ahead, and expecting to hit a stone or

tree stump eveiy moment. Every now
and then tlie ruts crossed, and disaster
followed. And so the procession struggled
on, until at last a welcome light

flickered over one long ascent. This
mounted, sure enough there was a fire

and bicycles parked near it. One rode
up, throttled down a few yards away,
thanking Providence this ride was over,

and was assailed by frantic shouts of
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' Keep her going ! Don't stop ! Turn
to the right; only four more miles.' You
can picture the black despair that
settled on one after that. The fire was
there to prevent you riding on over a
broken bridge and dropping nito a watery
grave. Some felt for the moment they
vifished they hadn't been stopped. Then
we lay down and slept, feeling that fifty

bugles wouldn't get us out in the morn-
ing. No, that ride will not be forgotten.

A Mountain Road.

"The corps rested here three or four
days, but our indefatigable O.C. took
the strongest from each platoon, and
pushed on some ninety miles to see the
state of affairs. He came back with
them three days later, and his retinue

was eagerly questioned as to the road.

These men might well have been descen-
dants of those Israelite spies who came
back and disheartened their countrymen.
But the corps refused to be discouraged.
' It can't be worse than what we've done,

or we simply couldn't move.' And away
we went—but the machine no longer

loaded so cumbrously.
"The roads improved day by day, but

still sorely tried our patience and endur-
ance. At one place we passed a remount
camp and halted a while. For two days
these remounts astonished us by the way
they forged along. Hindered by our
lorries as we sometimes were, they passed
us frequently (chaffing us, too), but then

we drew away from them and went
ahead. The last sixty miles to the front

were on the style of the mountain rail-

way system of some fair or' exhibition,

for the road travelled along the top of

a mountain range, descending at last by
a fine piece of engineering oy a spiral

staircase route."

Another Officer's Impressions.

Another description is extracted from
a letter received from an officer serving

with the S.A. Motor Cycle Corps:
" Up to ten miles from Voi (the junc-

tion of the new line being built to German
East) the ground rises slightly, and' the

road is straight and very good. My
platoon was the advance guard,' so I was
able to look back ; it was a grand sight

to see the 400 B.S.A.'s thundering along

with their exhausts open. 'When the

corps is on the move it covers seven miles

of x'oad, and the engines make a noise

just like the breakers on the sea shore.

We made fifty miles the first, day, which
was very good when one takes into con-

sideration the numerous stops which were
made to enable the men to adjust their

kits and machines I might mention,
incidentally, that our kits take some
fastening on, as we carry everything on
the cycle. "There is about 140 lb. of kit

and equipment, viz., blankets, change of

clothing, spare boots, three days' rations,

300 rounds of ammunition, dynamite,
cooking utensils, rifie, bayonet, sou'wester
suits (oilskins), overcoat, semaphore flags,

and a hundred and one other things too

numerous to mention. We slept the
first night by a river, and started oflf

again just as dawn was breaking. The
temperature wa-s 120° in the shade, and
encountering many rivers with their cold

water every couple of miles was a god-

send.
" We again slept on the banks of one

of the numerous rivers and struck camp
just as the sun was peeping over
the horizon. We struggled along man-
fully all day over the worst roads it has
been my misfortune to see, but darkness
overtook us before we reached our desti-

nation, i.e.. New Mosche, which it was
essential for us to reach that night. The
roads were bad in daylight (never once
getting beyond first gear), but, good
heavens, riding the same roads at night
with all the men knocked up was simply
appalling. However, we pitched up at

New Mosche (well in the enemy's country),

at about 11 p.m., dead beat.

A Necessary Overhaul.

"The next day the CO. told us we
could devote to overhauling the machines,
and I can assure you it was needed-
Seventy-five per cent, of the footboards
had gone, and nearly every handle-bar
required to be straightened, but with the
exception of minor repairs, such as re-

placing nuts, straightening forks, etc.,

there was no material damage.
" The next day we started off, minus

six men who had sprained their ankles,

for Kondoa Irangi, the seat of opera-

tions. From New Mosche onwards we
had sand so deep and soft that the

footboards were dragging in the sand
that had been made by those in front,

and when a poor unfortunate fellow

siuck you can just imagine the language
that was thrown at him by those in the
rear. It was impossible to turn out and
pass the offender. However, everything
comes iio an end, even a road in German
East Africa, and on the third day "we
pitched up at Kondoa Irangi. It was
about 11 a.m. as we rode down the

slight incline into Kondoa Irangi, and
the Huns gave us our first baptism, of

fire, putting about twenty shells into us
from the long range gun (brought from
the Koenigsburrj), but as we were
riding at one hundred yards distance
between each cycle nobody was hit. We
took up a portion of the defence known
as ' Observation Kop,' and sweated here
for six long weary weeks, enduring many
hardships. When our large guns got
down to us we were able to retaliate

a bit.

Hovir the Machines stand up.

"Up to the present, after 2,800 miles,

with the cycles very much overloaded
and used over the worst roads (?) in

the world, there is not one machine
that cannot take the road at once. Only
one gear box has been taken down, and
this was owing to the rider having for-

gotten to fill it up with oil ; conse-
quently it seized. The footboards have
nearly all been torn away, and 50% of

the carriers have broken, owing to the
excessive' weight loaded on to them.
We have found that Dunlop tyres are

the best for this rough work, as they
appear to be hard and able to resist

the action of the sand, and the thorns
break off before they penetrate supiciently
deep to puncture the tube."
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DRIVING
INSTRUCTIONS

FOR
TWO-STROKES.

Concise Hints on the Use and Upkeep of the Levis in particular.

MESSRS. BUTTERFIELDS, LTD.,
makers of the two-stroke Levis,
have issued a small booklet of

" Driving Instructions and Useful Hints
and Tips," and as these are likely to be
of considerable use to all riders of two-
sti"okes (though, of course, to Levis
riders in particular), we propose to re-

capitulate some of the most valuable
pieces of advice.

To Start.

After the usual starting instructions,

which refer to the filling of the tanks
and the setting of the levers, we read :

" It is advisable to start the machine
with the low gear engaged. When a
speed of twelve to fourteen miles an hour
has been obtained let in the high gear
sharply, to avoid the engme racing un-

necessarily while in the free position.

Care should be exercised in starting tnis

model, as, owing to the extraordinary
acceleration, the machine may ' get
away ' with you. The clutch should also

be handled judiciously, especially when
the gear is new.

Adjustment of Chains.

" It is very necessary the chains should
be run at proper tension, neither too

tight nor too slack. The two chains

from the engine-shaft sprockets to the

countershaft sprockets are very simply
adjusted by means of the eccentric in the
bottom bracket. To take up any stretch

which may develop in these chains, pro-

ceed as follows :

" On the end of the bracket eccentric
will be found a lock ring and adjusting
quadrant. Loosen the lock ring, also the

WRONG way ol removing cylinder, which
may result in a broken piston.

nut which holds the quadrant in position

;

the eccentric may then be adjusted by
means of the quadrant. This adjustment
should be very carefully made to ensure
neither of the chains being over-tensioned.
It is sometimes a difficult matter to get
both gear chains adjusted to the same
degree of tension, in which case one of

the chains must be left with a slight

tendency towards slackness. See that
the lock ring is properly tightened up
after the adjustment has been made.

" The two-speed gear is the Enfield, and
is of the expanding clutch type, and is

operated by a hand lever affixed above
the tank, in a position convenient to the
driver's hand. There are no clutch or

gear pedals whatever."

Lubrication.

There is - much useful information on
this important point and also a descrip-

tion of the method of lubrication

employed on the Levis, which is as

follows :

" We lubricate our cylinder and piston

walls by leading oil to the side of the

cylinder, this oil-feed being passed
onwards on every upward and downward
stroke by the gudgeon pin, giving a

steady feed of oil to both sides of the

piston. Any surplus of oil that is swept
off the piston on its upward stroke is not
allowed to fall into the base chamber,
but is collected and led to the pulley side

bearing, which, of course, is the longest

and most important of the crankshaft
side bearings. The crankshaft is drilled

and plugged, giving a free passage from
the one side, through the webs and throw
pin, to the other side ; the hollow crank-
shaft being fed through the magneto
driving side main bearing, this feed

corresponding with the feed hole to the
inside of the crankshaft, and an outlet

hole is placed in the throw pin, feeding
the big end bearing, the other outlet hole

feeding the pulley side bearing.
" Will riders please note that we have

given up drilling the central holes in the
gudgeon pin, for we have found that the
little end bearing gets sufficient lubrica-

tion from the accumulation of surplus
oil, in view of the fact that this bearing
only oscillates and does not revolve,

therefore requiring but little oil. Our
chief reason for discontinuing to drill

these holes is that we have found, when
the little end bearing wears, a ' blow-
back ' is set up through the hole, pre-

venting a steady and regular supply of

oil to the piston and cylinder walls.

" Riders are warned to use plenty of oil

of a correct quality, and as a safeguard
in this respect to keep the engine smoking
tor the first 500 miles or so. Too much
oil in the crank case, however, makes
a two-stroke very difficult to start, and
causes four-stroking When this occurs
riders are advised to proceed as follows :

" If the oil-regulating screw has been
accidentally left on while the machine
has been standing, and a quantity of oil

has entered the engine, proceed thus

:

Open the oil-drain tap or plug at the
bottom of the crank case and drain off

all the oil ; oscillating the flywheel will

facilitate this. While the oil is running
out, remove the sparking plug, and, if

oily, clean it with petrol, pouring
some into the plug where the points are.

When the oil drain tap has stopped drip-

ping, leave the tap open and wheel the
machine a few yards, so that the oil from
the cylinder can work out ; after doing
this, close the crank case drain tap, or
re-insert the drain plug, as the case may
be, when the machine should start in the
usual way. The engine may misfire for

a little time, and smoke will issue from
the exhaust. During all these operations
it is, of course, necessary that the lubri-

cation be turned off, and it should not
be turned on again until the silencer

ceases to smoke.

Magneto.
" The timing, when controlled by a

lever, is as usual, but when the timing is

fixed it is necessary to proceed as follows :

CORRECT way of removing cylinder.

The crank case is in such a position as to

cause the piston and connecting rod to be

in line with the cylinder while drawing the

cylinder o({.
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Driving Instructions for Two-strokes.

—

" Turn the flywheel forward till piston
reaches top ot the stroke ; now turn
flywheel backwards until piston has
descended i^th? to -j^ths of an inch,
according to the circumstances (for hilly

country -j^ths is recommended, whilst for

a comparatively flat district -j^ths may be
used). The points should just be in the
act of breaking. See that the gap at the
platinum points corresponds to the gauge
on the E.I.C. magneto spanner. The
E.I.C. magneto requires no lubrication.

Removing and Replacing Flywlieel.

" To remove the flywheel, after unscrew-
ing the nut, the end of the shaft should
be given One or two sharp square blows
with a fairly heavy hammer, at the same
time holding the wheel firmly with one
hand, and pulling away from the engine.
At the first or second blow the flywheel
should come away, and, if the blows are
square and decided, no damage will be
done to the threads on the end of the
crankshaft, as the end of the shaft is

toughened.
" When replacing the flywheel, great

care should be taken that both the end of
the crankshaft and the hole in the fly-

wheel are perfectly clean and free from
grease or grit.

'' It is not sufficient merely to pull up
this nut as tightly as possible with a
spanner by hand, but the special spanner
supplied with each tool-kit should be used,
and the nut ' jarred ' up dead tight by

hammering the end of the spanner as far
as it will go—after taking particular care
that there is sufficient thread on the end
of the crankshaft remaining below the
face of the flywheel boss to allow the nut
to force the wheel dead tight upon the
taper without fouling the last thread.

Removing and replacing flywheel of two-

stroke Levis engine.

"A movable spanner is not sufficiently

strong for this job, so always use the
spanner supplied for the purpose. If a
key is fitted in the flywheel, or if a new
key is being fitted, see that it takes a
bearing on the sides, but not on the top,
otherwise the wheel will be prevented
from going tightly on the taper, and the
flj'wheel will probably not run truly.

Removing Gudgeon Pins and Cylinders.
" Do not remove the gudgeon pin unless

absolutely necessai'y ; a light piston may
easily be distorted. When it is necessary

to remove the gudgeon pin, make sure
that you drive it out the right way,
which is towards the flywheel.

" When refitting the piston, be sure
you do not put the piston on back front.
This mistake has been made more times
than one would credit, and results in a
surprising loss of power.

" The Levis pistons are made light for
efficiency's sake, and while they have an
ample margin of strength, it is very
importa,nt that they be carefully treated
when dismantling the, cylinder. It is most
advisable to stuff the inside of the piston
with rag before the cylinder actually
comes away, otherwise the heavy deflector
head will cause the frail skirt of the
piston to come sharply in contact with
the connecting rod immediately the
cylinder is removed, and will, in all pro-
bability, break a small piece out of the
piston.

Fitting New Piston Rings.

"Replacement rings, as sent out, are
necessarily a fraction larger than new
ones, and will therefore fit the cylinder
after slight wear. Before fitting the rings,
squeeze into mouth of cylinder. The gap
between the ends should be only three
or four thousandths of an inch, and, if

necessary, file the ends slightly till the
gap is correct. Check that the ends fit

nicely round the pegs. If necessary, rub
down the top and bottom edges of the
ring on a flat sheet of emery cloth till the
ring is just free all round. Run in with
plenty of oil."

PATENTS. Abridged by
ERIC W. WALFORD.

An Improved Spring Fork.

IT has often been proposed to form the
upper links of spring forks in such a
manner that a certaiai amount of fore

and aft movement is permitted. In the
construction illustrated this object is

attained, and a neat and strong construc-
tion is provided by mounting the rear
pivots A of the upper links B upon a
spindle C, which is free to slide between
springs D E in boxes F carried by the
upper ball head G. The spindle A passes
through slots in the walls of the boxes,
so that it is free to slide backwards and
forwards within limits, permitting the
desired movement of the spring fork.
The springs are thus enclosed, and may

be removed by detaching the screwed
end caps H.—W. Douglas, No. 14,541,

1915.

each side of the wheel, and in the side
view is one long cantilever which engages
the end of the fork, but in either case
the spring can .be of the half cantilever
type, and arranged above the wheel.

—

W. Douglas, No. 15,099,' 1915. ^

A Tool Carrier.

Instead of this being constructed of
tubes with boxes strapped to it, it is built
up of sheet metal, so bent as to form
a platform at A, which constitutes the
top of the carrier, and two boxes B, into
which push di-awers containing the tools.
The sheet metal carrier is supported upon
bearings C, the upper ends of which are
secured by straps D, which pass round
the sheet metal portion and serve to
stiffen it. The pockets B enclosing the
tool boxes are closed at the back by the
flap G, which is hinged to the platform
portion A, and can be folded up or down,
as the dotted lines show. To the hinged
flap IS attached the rear extremity H of
tiie mudguard, which consequently can
be moved put of the way to facilitate
tyre repairs.—G. I. Francis, No. 101,198.

B28

Sidecar Suspension.

The sidecar wheel spindle A is

carried by a fork B, which is

pivoted by a long bearing member
at C in a loop in the sidecar
frame. The wheel carrying fork is

acted upon by either a full or half
cantilever spring E. The draw-
ings selected show two different
ways of carrying out the inven-
tion. In the plan view there are,

two short cantilever springs, one
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Coirespondents are
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering; each query sepa ately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Hub Gears.

Will you please tell me if there

is any other difference between
the Armstrong T.T. three-speed
hub and the Armstrong three-

speed free engine hub, other than
the absence of a clutch? Does the gear
occupy the whole of the hub, or only
the same space as in the free engine
type?—D.E., B.E.F.

The T.T. three-speed hub is much smaller,

and does not contain a clutch. It does

not occupy the whole of the hub. The
main spindle inside is without a slot for

the clutch, and a larger sun pinion is

fitted.

Magneto Trouble.

I have a J.A.P.-engined 2^ h.p.

motor cycle. When I got the

? machine the engine would run
with the ignition lever slightly

retarded. Now it will only run
with the lever fully advanced. It is an
E.I.C. magneto. Can you tell me what
is wrong, and how I can put it right?

—D.G.R.
Examine the contact breaker points, turn

the engine round, and see if the points

separate properly. The distance of

separation should be .4 mm. If this is

the case the magneto should fire through-

out the whole range of advance. If the
-trouble is as suggested you can easily

adjust the break of the points by means
of the special spanner and gauge supplied

with all magnetos.

Sidecar Incorrectly Attached.

I am riding a Triumph with

j^l sidecar, three-point attachment.

> When going at any speed and I

-iJ attempt to turn to the right the

front wheel immediately skids.

1 dare not indulge in a burst of speed
unless on a perfectly straight road, as

this always occurs, even when turning

ever so slightly at speed, and I have
to shut off at once or skid off the road.

The bottom cross stay of the sidecar is

cranked to bring the sidecar wheel in

line with the back wheel of the motor
cycle ; and the distance between both
wheels, back and front, is equal, and
the combination appears to be lined up
straight. I should esteem it a great

favour if you would tell the probable
cause and how to effect a cure.—J.A.-

It is rather hard to say what is the matter
with your machine without actually seeing
it. Evidently the distribution of weight
is wrong, and there is too much weight
behind and not enough in front. Try
and see if you can advance the sidecar
slightly.

A Leaky Pulley Bearing.

I am troubled with oil leaking

^-1 out of the crank case past the

^ pulley flange in my machine,
-2J the oil being thrown on to the

belt and the left hand side of

the machine. I have fitted a new key
on to the flywheel, but this has not
cured the trouble. Also, I have tried

all sorts of packing and washers, felt,

and so on, but after a few runs the
trouble occurs again.—A.W.

You might possibly cure the trouble by
fitting a second air release valve or by
having the crankshaft on the pulley side
drilled down the centre, and a hole
drilled vertically to meet it inside the
crank case, so that you get an extra
release by this means. This is a practice
which is carried out on several makes
of machines, and might cure the trouble
of which you complain.

Overheating.

I have a 2 h.p. Humber motor
cycle, which overheats after a
run of about five miles. I am

-SJ using good oil. B. and B. car-

buretter, size 25 jet. The gear
is 7 .to 1, and the petrol consumption
80-90' m.p.g. I drive at about 20
m.p.h. What do you think is the cause
of the trouble? The engine will start

from cold with the throttle a quarter
open and the air lever closed. When
the engine has become warrii, with the
throttle lever a quarter open and the
air lever one-third open, I get a speed
of 20 m.p.h. If I open the air lever as
wide as it will go, I have to open
throttle also, then the speed is too
fast.—C.B,

We should advise you to use a smaller
jet, say a 24, and ride with the spark
fully advanced. Also use a good single-
point plug, the points of which do not
project too far into the cylinder and
which are not too thin. You might try
a slightly higher gear.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, beiiig: fully in

accord with the recommendations agreed
upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that Ihey will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured
in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation, either during or after the war.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD

Lubrication.

IMy machine is a 2^ h.p. four-

—
I

stroke. (1.) Which is the best

> oil for lubricating an Albion gear
-iJ box? (2.) Which is the best oil

for lubricating hubs and forks?

(3.) Should the handle-bar exhaust
lifter raise the exhaust valve as much
as the engine does? (4.) I have a two-
speed Albion gear box with no clutch.

Would it hurt the engine to run on the
stand in the free position? (5.) Can
the free position be used going down
hill with the engine stopped? (6.) Can
the free position be used going down
hill with the engine running?—L.J.

(1 and 2.) The engine oil will do for both.

(3.) The valve lifter should raise the

exhaust valve rather more than does the
exhaust cam. (4.) You can run the
engine in the free position for about half

a minute without doing any harm. (5.)

It is better to keep the engine in gear
when descending a hill, and raise the
exhaust valve. This enables you to cool

the engine, also to use the engine to some
extent as a brake. If you coast down a
long hill with the engine out of gear the
difficulty is to engage the gear again
unless you have a clutch. (6.) There is

no object in doing this with the engine
running, as you do not cool the latter in

any degree, and it simply wastes petrol.

Automatic Inlet Valves.

I have an old single-cylinder

engine (make unknown) of about
3^ h.p. It has an automatic
inlet valve which leaks badly,
and allows the engine to blow

back into the carburetter so much that
I cannot get more than about two
consecutive explosions. I have ground
in the valve, and also had it ground
in -at a garage, and I have fitted a

stronger spring, but I cannot make it

any better. The stronger spring seems
to have made it worse. If the engine
is turned over compression with the
induction pipe off one can feel the air

being blown out of the top of the
valve. Can you tell me what to do ?

The valve appears to fit tho seating
perfectly, f.nd I am sure that the
mixture is not too weak, as the engine
runs no "better when the carburetter
is flooded.—L.F.I.

The leak may be not at the valve itself

but in the orifice into which the valve
fits. See that the surfaces of the joint
are clean and true, while a copper and
asbestos washer might also overcome the
difficulty. The opening should be about
five-th'rty-seconds of an inch. If it

is greater than this it should be reduced
by means of a washer.

P29
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Registration.

I recently purchased a motor
cycle, paying part of the cash

down and the balance monthly.
I paid the fee for the transfer of

the number, but I shall not get
the transfer papers until the machine
is fully paid up Some few weeks ago
our police officer interrogated me
regarding the registration, and said he
had been informed it had been trans-

ferred to me, and asked to see the

papers. I explained the position to

him, which he said was satisfactory.

He stopped me again the other day, and
now threatens me with a summons if

I do not get the papers showing the
transfer. Would you inform me if I

am clear of the law or not?—G.W.T.
If it is a fact that the machine is pro-

perly registered you need not worry in

the sUglitest. All the policeman can do
is to summon you for using an unregis-

tered machine, if the registration is not
in order. He is clearly exceeding his

authority, and he has no right to demand
to see your registration papers, though,
of course, he may demand to see your
local taxation licence to keep and use a

motor cycle, and your driving licence.

Front Cylinder Refuses to Fire.

I have a 1913 twin motor cycle.

^^ No. 1 cylinder does not fire until

> the engine is raced. It has been
-i-i so for a long time. I have

cleaned the plug points, and still

it does not fire. Lately, while retiming
the Bosch magneto, I noticed that the

platinum points of contact breaker in

No. 1 open much wider than No. 2.

I presume they open too wide. If so,

please say what can be done to make
them open alike.—H.C.

It is probable that your trouble is due
to air leaks in tile induction pipe. See

that all doubtful unions and joints are

bound with adhesive tape. You should

also attend to the following points : Make
sure all valves are seating properly, and
that the springs are in good order. Try
changing the plugs from the sound
cylinder to the faulty one. This will

show whether the plug is at fault. You
should also attend to the contact points

;

see that they are clean and breaking
correctly. The distance should be .4 mm.,
i.e., about the thickness of a visiting

card. You sliould remove the cam which
has the smaller break and pack it up
with a thin piece of packing—a piece of

strong paper would probably be sufficient.

The points separating unevenly might
cause the trouble.

Pre-ignition.

My motor cycle is a 2| h.p.^ two-speed A.J.S., 1912, or late

> 1911 model. It was thoroughly
-i-i overhauled four months ago, and

I have ridden 290 miles since.

Up to a few days ago everything
seemed mechanically perfect, but now
the engine gets excessively hot after a

mile or two, and is positively " unride-

able" in two or three minutes. Car-

bon deposit is, of course, naturally

suspected, but having regard to the

trouble coming with such suddenness,
I am loth to go to the trouble of taking
down the cylinder. Therefore, I tm-n
to you in the hope that,^ with your
varied experience, you may be able to

supply a simple solution of the over-

heating. I fitted a new sparking plug
recently, and the magneto was cleaned
only the other day.—^K.S.D.

We should certainly recommend you to

take down the cylinder and carefully

examine every part of the engine, and
mr.ke sure the piston rings are free in

their grooves. Also note if the exhaust
valve is lifting properly. The new spark-

Despatch riders attached to *he National Motor Volunteers. Two of the machines are

Douglases, whilst the sidecar outfit is a twin Ariel. The photograph has been sent us by
, F. J. Watson, the owner of the sidecar, and a well-known rider of Swift and Ariel machines.

OCTOBER 12th, ig:6.

ing plug might be the cause of the

trouble. Sometimes an unsuitable plug
will cause pr-e-ignition, which may be
easily mistaken for overheating, as one
gets . very much the- same symptoms.-.

And do not ride with a retarded spark.

f

EXPERIENCES .WANTED.
"R.J.W." (Cork).—4i h.p'. James sc,

HiU-climbing, consumption, speed, relia-

bility, and ease of conti-ol.

"F.L." (London).—Grado-Multi gearj
or Philipson pulley on 34- h.p. single.

Belt slip and wear.

"J.M.S." (Leeds).—1913-14 Auto-
wheel. Spe3d, hill-climbing, and use!
of paraffin.

READER'S REPLY.
DifScult Starting.

If "G.H.L." will adopt the following

plan he should be able to start his 5-6h.p,l
Rudge without difficulty : Turn engin^
over until inlet valve is open. Injeoffl

petrol with oil gun down inlet valve
guide ; also spray a little petrol oveM
carburetter gauze. Air lever one-thira
open, and small throttle opening only
until engine is started, when air levei;!

can be opened as wide as possible.—H.J.T

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Newcastle to Manchestek.—J.W.A.

Newcastle, Durham, Darlington,!
Thu'sk, Ripon, Ripley, Spacey Houses,]
Poole, Apperley Bridge, Bradford,"]
Halifax, Sowerby Bridge, Rochdale,;
Middleton, Manchester."

Cambridge to Southampton.—J.S.B.

Cambridge, Royston, Baldock, Hitchin,!
Luton, Dunstable, Tring, Chesliam,!
Amersham, Beaconsfield, Slough, Wind-|
sor, Bagshot, Camberley, Hartley Rowu
Basingstoke, Winche^er, Southampton,

Bournemouth to St. Ives.—H.C.
Bournemouth, Fleets Corner, LytchettJ

Minster, Bere Regis, Dorchester, Brid-j
port, Cliarmouth, Lyme Regis, Colyford,!
Sidford, Exeter, Moretonhampstead, Two!
Bridges, Tavistock, Callington, Liskeard,!
Bodmin, Mitchell, Zelah, Redruth, HayleJ
St. Ives. Approximately 193 miles.

Stroud to St. Leonards-on-Sea.-
P.R.C.

Stroud, Nailsworth, Cold Aston, BathJ
Warminster, Heytesbury, Wilton, Salis-f

bury, Blandford, Southampton, Fare-J
ham, Cosham, Emsworth, Chichester,!
Arundel, Broadwater, Old Shorehara,!
Brighton, Lewes, Beddingham, PoIe-|
gate, Pevensey, Bexhill, St. Leonards.]
Approximately 182 miles.

High Wycombe to Chatham (AvoimNG
- London).—F.H.S.

High Wycombe, Beaconsfield, Windsorl
Staines, Hampton Court, Kingston!
Sutton, Wallington, at the cross road3
turn right and make your way to PurleyJ
then continue through Upper Warling-f
ham, Westerham, Riverhead, IglShamj
Wrotham • Heath, Aylesford, to ChatJ
.ham.. Appi'oximately 90 miles.

330
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Fit

WMdrMOiie
Motor Cycle Tyres

and experience real "tyre

comfort." They are made

on generous lines, and show

an increase of 25% Air-

Capacity. Withal they are

the most economical, be-

cause, after all, " the best

is really the cheapest.
"-

PrestOD.

the time—not hides it

This improved watch - protector reveals
the time in any position, yet pro-
tects perfectly. It fits any wrist watch,—once fixed you need not touch it.

Telpphonina;, writing, driviDg — whenever the hands are
employed, turn your wrist and the time is before you.

WRIST WATCH

Have one fitted to-day— then the first fall or squeeze your
watch receives the 'Mesh-Guard' has paid for itself.

Insist on tlie ' Mesh-Guar '.' British-owned and Brltiah-
niHde. Sold by lead np Jewellers everywhere. Nii-kel
or Khaki 1/-; in Kolled Gold or Hall-marked Silver 2/6,

'/ any difficulty in (Staining, please setid your name & address to the

* Mesh-Guard * Advertising Dept., 10-1 3. New Bridge St.,London

^

GA AG
GREAT
GIFT

ES
SOME SPECIAL OFFERS for the Motor Cyclist

SPECIAL EYE PROTESTORS.
Give a large- range of vision,

very light and comfortable.
Sale Price

-jQljl^

Usual Price 1/3 Post £o.

590 of the " CYCLECAR."

One of the most satisfactory

Caps produced.

Stout Waterproof Cap, with
Neck and Ear Flaps to fasten

on the crowa. All sizes.

COLLAPSIBLE GOGGLES.
Dustproof. oomfortnble, light,

ideal for motor cyclists.

Sale I/O Sold elsewhere
Price /"

Post 2d.
2/-

MOTOR CYCLING CAPS.
' The Oban.'

250 Very Useful Motor Cycling
or Travelling Caps. Made of
Fawn Waterproof Craveoette,
with flaps to let down or fold

on crowrr. Silk lined.

3/4i Usual Price 4/6

MOTOR CYCLE TYRE LEVERS. 6J in. long.

3d. ^^o?- 8d. HI
Post extra.

35-;

9 in. ADJUSTABLE SPANNERS.

Sale Price 1/9 Post 4(1.

Wonderful Value.

I
SPECIAU

I

3 only shop-soiled Allon single-Sfeed Motor Cycles, 1916 niwdels.

Special Sale Price £30
1916 New Imperial Motor Cycle. Hand-controlled clutch and kick-

•tarter. Almost new. £38 0. Usual price £43

Send for NEW BARGAIN CATALOGUE giving

details of our wonderful FREE GIFT OFFER.

SPECIAL TO MOTOR CYCLISTS.

1.000 of our Special

Showerdust Over,

alls. Jackets, and

Leggings.

Very Strong; and
Durable.

500 Jackets and Overalls, as illustration .. 16/11
500 ditto. Jackets lined with a warm Fleece,

Overalls lined Italian Cloth 28/9
Post Orders Enclosing Treasury Notes should be registered.

Telephone No. Holborn 2700 (12 lines).

A. W. GAMAGE, Ltd., "«»""»""
'^<""»e«>^

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B31
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
paicES.

IADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Eacli paragrapli is eliarged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to^ r'co"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed __—=

—

'

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle" Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For tlie convenience of advertisers letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the. advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. Ail replies should be addressed,
*' No. 000, c /o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.G."

J»*-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to sen \ money to .unknown persons

may deal m perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. IE the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt ot the

goods is three days, and it a sale is effected we remit tht

amount to the seller, but it not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pay-:

carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit tee of 2s. 6d. is charged, wlien under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with ai

Coventry, and cheques and money orders ^ouU be mad^
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end ot an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself ol

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may t>e equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that edect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers wjio reply to aaveidsements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silen e as an indication that the goolb advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries thai it is quite impossible to reply to eaoQ
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

ABINGDON King Dick, 3i/jli.P-. 2-speed, handle-
starter, in good order, with sidecar; «e32/10.—17.

Coldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush, London. [3056

A.J.S.

A.J.S. 6h.p. Coinhination, the very latest.—Bull, St.

Giles's Sq., Northampton. [X9033

A.J.S., 1914, 2^>4h.p., 2 speeds, in real nice condi-
tion ; £28.-6, Warren St., London. C3093

A.J.S., 2%h.p., 3-speed, 1916, new, also 4h.p. com-
biniition, in stock.—Pickering, Mardol, Shrews-

bury, [X8240

1 Q 1 6 4h.p. A.J.S. Combination, ridden 150 miles,
JLtf better than new; £85, no offers.—Russell,
Clifford St., York, [3150

6h.p. A.J.S., early 1914, Gloria coachbuilt sidecar, new
tyres : inspection ; £56.—Partington, Long Lane,

Hindley Green, near Wigan. [X8985

A.J.S., 1916, 3-speed, Binks carburetter, for Etidow-
raent Insurance Policy, or sell £46.—Particulars to

Box ,323, c/o r/te Motor Cycle. [X8624

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, late 1914, just overhauled,
nil accessories ; owner joined army ; £72/10.—

Evans, Garage, Newport, Salop. [2063

Id 16 A.J.S.. 2%h.p., 2-sp8ed, done tinder 600 miles,
X*7 in superb condition ; offers.-.Gilmoui, .Tullibody
lid., Alloa, N.E. (Piivate owner.) [X8955

IT PAYS TO COME BACK TO

after reading al. the other advertisements, or to
call and see our great show after looking over
all other offers.

Nowhere do yon find such a great number and
variety of bargains in best n:iakes, in such splendid
order, fully guaranteed, offered for cash or easy
terms at such

Record Clearance Prices.

HERE ARE A FEW SAMPLES. WRITE FOR
TO-DAY'S FULL LIST. CALL AND SEE THE
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.
No. h.p.

io632. 6 1914 3-sp. BRADBURY £47 10
'0684. 7-9 iqi4 3-sp. INDIAN S27 10
10687. I J single-speed J.E.S. £10
10688. 2j 1911 2-sp. DOUGLAS £22 10
10696. 2} 1915 A.J.S £40
10698. 2| igii 2-sp. DOUGLAS £35
10609. 3 1913 3-sp- HOBART & Sidecar £35
10700. 5-6 1913 2-sp. F.N. and Sidecar .. £32 10
10701. 25 1911 single-speed £22 10
10638. 3.V 1912 single-speed INDIAN ... £20
10643. 3! 1914 RUDGE Multi £40
J0644. 4-5 1914 ZENITH-GRADUA & Sc. £70
10649. 3.V 1913 single-speed B.S.A £25
10661. 6' 1913 ENFIELD and Sidecar . . £45
10663. 7-9 1914 2-sp. INDIAN £35
10664. 7-9 i9n 2-5r- INDIAN and Sidecar £37 10
10668. 3.>. 1914 2-sp DOUGLAS £42
1D673. 4I iqi4 3-sp. B.S.A. and Sidecar. £45
10674. 6 r9i4 CLYNO and Sidecar £68
10603. 2:! 1913 2-sp. DOUGLAS £27 10
10608. 4I 1915 3-sp. JAMES and Sidecar £55
10610. 2I 191J 3-sp. NEW HUDSON, Sc. £45
10614. 3.1 1911 single-speed HUMBER .. £25
10620. 7-9 1915 3-sp. INDIAN and Sid-'cai £65
10627. 3.! 1914 3-sp. MAXIM £15 15
10628. li 1914 single-speed DAYTON .. £12 10
10629. 3.'. 1914 3-sp. ROVER and Sidecar £50
10632. 4 1915 :.-sp. DOUGLAS and S'car £72
10633. 4 1914 3-sp. SINGER and Sidecar £45
10587. 3', 1914 3-sp. QUADRANTS S'car £42
10588. 3.1 IQ13 RUDGE MuUi and Sidecar £45
10590. 8' 1912 2-sp. MATCHLESS & Sc. £35
10596 3.'. 1913 RUDGE Multi £35
10567. 21 1915 2-sp. 2-str. CALTHORPE £25
10570. 4-5 1915 2-sp. BAT £47 10
10573. 2j J915 2-sp. CALTHORPE £31 10
10374. 2.', 1915 2-sp. JAMES £37 10
10584. 3.! igi2 PREMIER and Sidecar. . £20
10538. 3J 1915 twin INDIAN £47 10
10540. 4^ 1914 3-sp. JAMES and Sidecar £50
10542. 3i 1913 3-sp. HUMBER £25
10333. 3.V 1908 2-sp. TRIUMPH £22 10
10553. I J J.E.S £10 10
10565. 3.V twin N.U.T £35
10517. 3,', single-speed 1912 TRIUMPH.. £25
10519. 3.V 1914 2-sp. PREMIER £35
10523. 2I 1913 2-sp. DOUGLAS £44
10533. 4i 1912 3sp. QUADRANT £27 10
10477. 2i igi2 2-sp. SINGER £20
10485. 4 single-speed BRADBURY £23 10
10430. 2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE Junior £17 10

10432. 2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE Junior £18 10
10435. 6 1912 REX-J.A.P. and Sidecar. £27 10
10448. 4} 1914 3-sp. B.S.A £57 10
10453. 3* 1915 SUNBEAM and Sidecar. . £65 C^
10458. 2I 1914 2-sp. 2-stroke CLYNO . . . £25 10
10462. 5-6 1913 2-sp. N.S.U 40 gns.

10390. "2J 1915 2-sp. WOLF-J.A.P £30
10396. 34 2-sp. FAFNIR £12 10

10402. 4l 1913 GRANDEX £37 10

10342 1} 1914 AUTO-WHEEL £10 10

10323. 2I 1911 2-sp. DOUGLAS £25

WAUCHOPE'S, p;k|??TM:gKSbN
'Phone: 6777 Holbom. Wires :"Opiftcer. London."

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act,

advertisers requiring: workmen, and whose,.
business consists whollv or mainly of ^

engineering: orthe productions of munitions '

of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already engaged on Govern-
ment work, will be engaged,"

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with
the approval of the Board of Trade* who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can'^be obtained
from any Labour Exchange or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engaged on
Government work need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

1 Q16 A.J.S. Combination, latest 41i.p., brand nev
-L t^ with spare wheel, tyre, .and wind screen : in stoC'

for immediate delivery.—Prices and particulars, Bobii
son's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [505

"I
013 A.J.S. 3-speed 6h.p. Combination, several 191

-*-«7 improvements, complete with hood, wind screet

lamps, horn, etc., all in splendid condition ; £60.-
Boyce, 331, Archway Rd., Highgate, N. [302l

A.J.'S., latest 1915, 6h.p. twin, 3-speed, intercbangM
able wheels, spare wheel complete, car tyres, speeii

sidecar, patent hood, side curtains, extra large bod;

adjustable wind screen, handsome turnout, runs entir«]i

on substitute; £85, or nearest.—Scott, c/o Catlin's Cai
Grantham. 1X791

Alldays.

ALLON, 2'4h.p.. 2-strolje, 2-speed, 1916: in stock.-

Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury. rx;824

ALLONS in stock.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Mu
well Hill. Easy p<lyments arranged. [26^

COLilOEE nepot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birminghan
can supply immediately all models of Alldays Allor

[079

ALLDAYS Matchless, 2-speed. enamelling and platin

excellent; £35.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunt
[316i

"IQ14 Alldays, 7h.p., splendid condition, mint
-i-t/ silencer; bargain, £35.—Carmichael Bros., Coli

stream. [X899

ALLDAYS Allon. 1916 models in stock; cash (

gradual payments 2% only.—Referee Cycle Co.. 33:

High Holhorn, [076

ALLD.AYS Allon. 1916, 2l/rh.p., 2-speed, 2-strota

i£32.—Bice and Co., 15-16, BishopEgate Av., Cam.
mile St., B.C. [049

PETROL Free with 1915 Alldave Matchless, 4h.p

clutch, kick start ; 26 gns.-Troward, 78, Hig
St., Hampstead. [320

ALLDAYS Allon, 2-stroke, 2-spced, in practically ne
condition, all accessories; £28.-106, St, Paul

Kd., Canonbury. [311

ALLOiSr, 1916, 2'.4h.p., run 400 miles, like new, Milk

lamp set. etc.; cost £40 new, sacrifloe £29.—Em
Chemist, Sutton. [307

"I Q16 Alldays Allon, 2-speed models, in stock; £4i

JL t/ easy payments arranged.—Jones, Garage, .Bron(

way, Muswell Hill. [264

ALLON, 254h.p., 1915%, accessories, run 1,600 mile;

perfect ; £25 ; appointment.—Stokes, 3, Kempshol'
Ed., Streatham Common. [304

ALLDAYS Aliens, all models, delivered from stock

and 1915 single-speed with original tyres oi

£27/10: and late 1915. 2-speed, hand clutch, £36/11

original tyres ; deferred payments entertained ;
e:

changes.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, an

50, High Ed., Wood Green. [279

Antoine.

PETROL Free with 1911-12 Antoine 6h.p. t'wilv

clutch, kick start, new tyres, belt; 14gns.—Koii
ard, 78, High St., Hampstead. [313

s
Ariel.

ELL Ariel_Combination, p6rfect,_ 3--speed, kiek^stflr

spares.-
" *

" ' r---«n/i
-ParticTiUirs, Hen-od, Luion.x [X894

ARIEL, all models in stock ;_ easy payments ar/iingej

—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell liiil. [264

32 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

AKIEL. 3'/jh.p.. vnrial)l6 Jiulley gear, h.b.o., lamps and
horu, fast, exeellont coudition ; £27.—Trolley, Ban-

burr. . [2956

2ih.p. Aiiel,
2

, good condition : iniigt sell

mae.,
iidition

-13, Uatley Ed.,

lamp, pump, horn, all in
joining up; £8. bai-

Stoke Newiagton. [3121

COLMOEE Depot, ^31. Colmore Row, Birmingham,
have, in stock for immediate delivery nil Diodels

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars. [0797

1 14 Ariel Combination. N.S.U. 2 speeds, Millford
J-«.' side?ar. decompressor, electric horn, lamps, alu-
minium footboards. Bosch nurg.. splendid machine; £38.
—22. Chesholm Rd.. Stoke Newingtou. [2965

1 Q16 5-6h.p. Ariel Combination, almost new, all^^ black finish, done 2,000, all possible accessories,
in splendid order and condition guaranteed; £&0; easy
payments arranged.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell
Hill. [3175

AEIEL Combination (1914-1916). 3y«h.p., 3-speed
countershaft gear box, clutch and kick starter,

electric lamps, and special switchboard, horn, luggage
and petrol carrier, in splendid coudition throughout

;

cash £42/10, or by deferred payments 2% extra: de-
posit £10/10 and 12 monthly instalments of £2/14/9;
carriage paid to any address in Great Britain.—Wm.
Whitelej-, Ltd., Queen's lid-, Loudon, W. [2932

AutO"Wheels.
AUTO-WHEEL and lady-back, nearly new; £15, bar-

gaia.—29, St. Leonard's St., Bow. [3036

BEST Auto-Wheel and new bicycle; £15; ready to
start.-Woodford, 36, jishv.ale Ed., Tooting. [2590

AUTO-WHEEL, with, gent's 25in. Swift bicycle, es-
' eelleut condition; £10.—Appleby, Camfield I'lace.

Hatfield. [2916
Bnt.

£73.-
-[2892

16 Eat Combination, petrol; cost £103,
Letters, 18, Pinfold Ed., Streatham.19

BATS.—P. J. Evans, Birmingh-Tm agent.—Immediate
delivery 4-5h.p. sporting model, 2 speeds; £63/15.

-87-91, John Bright St., BirmiBgham. [X9053

Bradbury.

1 iQ12 Bradbiirr, complete, lamps,
Agent, Rotherbam.

etc.; £15.—Cross,
[X9103

BRADBURY, 4h.p., free engine model, splendid con-
dition; £23/10.-73, Church St., Camberwell. [3000

1 Q12 4h.p. Brodburv, fiied pulley, in perfect nmning
J-*^ order; £23.—Richards, 24, Wood St., Ilkeston.

rX8912
BRADBURY, 1912, 4h.p., good condition, spares;

genuine baigain, £17.-81, Newington Butts, S.E.
[2974

BRADBURY, 1912, 4h.p., almost new coachbuilt
sidecar, engine j-ery good condition; £15.—Booth,

Beothroyden, Blacltpool. [X8942

BRADBURY 1915 Twin 3V-h.p. Motor Cycle, Bur-
bury siderar, 1916, coachbuilt, very little used.—

Richardson, Horace St., Boston, Lines. [3098

BRADBURY, 4h.p.. June, 1911, cane sidecar. 1913,
2 speeds, kick starter, chain-cum -belt, Binks, new-

back tyre, all accessories, in fine condition; £28.—Sim,
29, Brcomiands, Paisley. - [X8957

BRADBURY, 1914 (October), 4]i.p., roaehbuilt side-
car, 2-speed. clutch, splendid condition, only run

3,000 miles, new extra heavv Dunlops, all accessories:
bargain, £39.—Shaw, 50. King St., Oldham. [X8969

Brough.
3JLh.p. Erough Hori^^ntal Twin, overhond valves,

2 semi T.T.. 3-speed, h.b.c. clutch, mileage under
2,000, perfect ; £49, lowest.-Davidson, Chemist. Nun-
eaton. [X9039

Brown.
3Xh.p. Brown, fixed, fast, powerful, belt, tyres as new;
2 £16, offers.—E. Porter, Scredington. [X9074

3ih.p. Brown, perfect order ; trial given ; £7, or
2 nearest.—44, Sedgeford Ed., - Shepherd's Bush.

[3177
B.S.A.

S.A., new 1916 models H and K actually in stonk-
—Moss» Wem. iX9071

3ih,i). B.S.A., fixed gear, very good condition; 20
2 gns.-30, Talbot St., Burnley. [X9090

COLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, for
immediate delivery of B.S.A. [0798

B.S.A—Immediate deliveries.—Jones, Garage, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill. 'Phone: Hornsey 2562. [2657

B.S.A., all models in stock. — Jones, Oarage, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill. Easy payments arri-ng'Sd. [2643

1Q17 Model K B.S.A., brand new: compulsory sale;
Xcf highest offer.—Thorp, Mountfield, prestw'ich.

[X9087
1Q16 B.S.A., run about 50 miles, with lamps, Bur-
-i-*/ berry sidecar; £75.-28, Westminster Bridge Rd.
_. [3185
T3.S.A., 1916, model H, little used, splendid order,
J-> guaranteed perlect, with accessories; ^£55.—Moss,
Wem. [X9073

B.S.A., 1915 model, all-chain drive, fully equipped,
top-hole condition ; cash offers, or lightweight

part; private owner.—Bos L2,305, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[3183

B

'<??:
/"or €afue reeeiOed.

It was Captain Cuttle, that well-known character in

Dombey and Son, v;ho remarked: "The bearings of
this observation lays in the application on it."

God.rey's application of the term " for value received
"

Is a thorough appreciation of their responsibility
tov;ards each purchassr, A determination to sec that
he gets full value for his money at the time, and full

satisfaction and attentive servics afterwards. To re-
gard the ssle of each machine as an introduction to
further business and to retain the confidence of the

motoring public which they value so highly.

MOTOR CYCLES : New Models in Stock.
Model F. 7 h.p. twin INDIAN, 3-sp. gear,

spr'g frame, rear drive speedo-
meter, SpUtdorf ignition light- ^

ing outfit, kick starter £90
„ K. 2ih.p. INDIAN Lightweight,

3-5peed gear £49 10
,, G. 7 h.p. twin INDIAN, 3-sp. gear,

rigid frame, kick starter .... £75
„ B. 5 h.p. twin INDIAN, 3-sp. gear,

kick starter £70
2|b.p. CALTHORPE - J.A.P.,

Enfield 2-speed, variable ign. £37 16
2ih.p. CALTHORPE Lady's,

2-stroke, Enfield 2-5peed, vari-

able ignition £35 14
4 h.p. CALTHORPE LVeight
Combinat'n, twin engine, with
Enfield 2-speed c /shaft gear,

variable mag., handle starter,

complete with nighly finished
coach-built Sidecar £70 7

2fh.p. LEVIS, 2-stroke £32
„ E. 2\ h.p. LEVIS, 2-speed £4/ 10
„ 11. 2I h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE,

2-stroke, c /shaft 2-speed gear £44 2
No. I. 2.1 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Light

Tourist, 2-Rpeed, variabia ign. £38
. Model K. 4I h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed c /shaft

gear, chain-cum-belt drive,

kick starter £62

Q.I h.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-sp. ,

gear, 2-stroke, c/;haft drive. . £42
„ 180. 6 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD S'car

Com., 2-speed, handle starter £94 10
„ A. 3I- h.p. ZENITH, standard, T.T.

bars, Gradua gear £62 7 6
„ C. 4-5 h.D. ZENITH, standard, with

Gradim gear £65 16 9

„ E. 6 h.p. ZENITH, standard £76 4 6
., G. 8 h.p. ZENITH, standard £77 7 9

No. 6. A\ h.p. JAMES, 3-speed £66 5

SECOI^D-HAND GUARANTEED MACHINES
£22. 1915 2} h.p. RADCO, standard, with accem
£28. 1915 z\ h.p. VELOCETTE, 2-stroke, 2-speed,

chain drive.

£28. 1915 i\ h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed, lamp,
generator, and Stewart horn.

£28. 1915 3V h.p. OVERSEAS, adjustable pulley,
seuii-T.T. bars.

£30. 1915 2^.h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-5peed. and
accessories.

£31. 1916 2V h.p. NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-speed
countershaft, lamps, and horn.

£35. 1914 2.\ h.p, CLYNO Lightweight, 2-stroke,

2-speed and clutch, and sporting
coach-built Sidecar.

£44. 1915 3I h.p. NUMBER, 3-speed, kick starter
(or with Sidecar £52).

£43. 1914 7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer, with
speedometer.

£49. 1915 7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer.
£52. *i9i4 7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, elec. equipped.
£57. 1915 5 h.p. INDIAN, 3-sp,, lamps, and horn.

£57. 1916 4-5h.p. ZENITH, standard C, Gradua
gear, done 250 miles only.

£68. 1916 7 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, kick starter
(or v/ith PhosnU sporting coach-built
Sidecar £76).

£75. *i9i5 7 h-P- SNDIAN, 3-speed, spring frame,
kick starter, elec. equipped, with coach-
built Sidecar, hood and screen.

Sidecar combinations.

EXCHANGES.^ : : EASY TERMS.

WRITE FOR FULL LISTS.

GODFREYS L™.
208, Gt. Portland St., LONDON, W.
•Phone: 7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

I *0.5.A.i S'/^h.p., 2-8peed-gear, kick starter, and ccnch-
,

J-> built sidecar; £35.-A.B., 17, Sandtoit Ed., Charl-
ton, S.E. [2962

"Itaie 4i4h.p. E.S.A., delivered July, F.U.S. Uiraps;
X*/ £56, lowest.—Shaw, Bank of Livorpool, Wol-sin^-
ham, Co. Durham. [X9069

B.S.A. Combination. 1916^!. 4i/ih.p., hood and screen.
3-speed, speedometer, os new; £70.-213, Caaaland

Ed., South Hackney. [X8907

B.S.A., 4'/ih.p., 1914'/., 3-speed countershaft gear,
lamps, horn, tools, fine order; £42.—Walker, 36,

~ " [3167

2-speed gear, full set of
lamps and horn, spare valve and tools; £32.—W.

Bint, Evesham St., Eedditch. [X8803

IQlS B.S.A. Model K, carefully tsed, splendid condi-
J- «^ tion, lamps, horn, trip speedometer ; £45, no

23, R.F-O. Villas, S. Faruborough. [3062

Clarence St., Kingston.

"D.S.A., 1913. fitted with

1 Q13 2-speed B.S.A,
-*- •? anteed perfect

:

chain drive, all accessories, guar-
£30 ; easy payments if desired.

Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [2G55

1 Q 13 2-speed B.S.A., belt drive, all accessories, in
-A- *^ splendid condition ; £30 ; easy payments if de-
sired.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [2656

B.S.A., 1915, model K, countershaft combination,
splendid order, wind screen, luggage grid

mechorn, paraffin device, spare tank; £60. Garaged
Norbury.—Spencer, 6, Dansey Yard, Wardour St., W.
Gerrard 4405. [3131

B.S.A., 1915, 4^4b.p., and sidecar. 3-speed counter-
shaft, clutch, kick starter, chain drive, in perfect

condition, new Dunlops, Cowey speedometer, spares;
£50, or near oSer, or accept lightweight and cash.—
luman, Hunton, Bedale. [3083
4h.7 B.S-A.. with special Canoelet sidecar, late 1915

model, apeedom eter, Lucas horn , 3 P. and Jbt.

lamps : this machine is in perfect condition, and is

very smart, mileage driven is under 2,000; bargain at
£68/10.—Apply, Beadle, Motors, Dartford. [2312

T QIS B.S.A. 4i/4h.p. Combination, in perfect condi-
J-tJ tion, ridden about 1,000 miles, Lucas £3/10
lighting set, fine lot of accessories, £64, or nearest;
exchange good recent solo mount, A.B.C or Brough.—
Wm. Hurlock, Jan., Ltd., 63, Denmark Hill, S.E.

[3186
B.S.A., 1916, 4^h.p., 3-speed. all chain driven, kick

starter, B.S.A. coachbuilt Gloria sidecar (cost £23),
3 lamps, 3 generators, horn, speedometer, like new, £2
worth of spares; cost £95, accept £59, real bargain.-
Smith. Charlton Villa, Statues Ed., Bedfont, Middlesex.

[5002
B.S.A.'s.—Three 1917 models, K. belt-cum-belt £64

each; one model H, all chain, £66, actually in

stock; also Canoelet sidecars, 13 gns., to suit, hoods and
screens e.xtra; liberal exchanges, deferred payments.

—

Lamb'p. 151. High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Rd., Wood Green. [2791

B.S.A.. 1915. model K, 3-speed countershaft, with
B.S.A. sidecar, and usual accessories, quite the

best one year old combination we have seen, price £56;
B.S.A., 1914, model H, 3-speed, chain drive, with light
coachbuilt sidecnr, complete, a very fine and well cared
for combination; price £46; approval.—Laytcns'
Garage, Bicester, Oxon, [X8749

Calthorpe.
23.h.p. Calthorpe-Jnp. 1915. Enfield gear, perfect con-
4 dition,—35a, Lyric Rd., Barnes.* [2954

CALTHORPE Lightweight. 2-speed, perfect: £19;
exchange higher power.—497, Old Ford Ed., Bow.

[5038
CALTHORPE Junior, 1914, 2 speeds, £14; Calthorpe

Junior, 1915 J.A.P. engine, Eufield 2-sp6ed3, £20.^
6, Warren St., London. [3095

CALTHORPE, Dec, 1915. 234h.p., 2-stroke. 2-speed.
lamps and spares, only used 5 months; £26, quick

sale.—Bernardes, 17, Ommauey Rd., New Cross. [3106

BARGAIN.—1915 2^4h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield 2-

speed gear and free engine clutch, perfect oider;
£20.—After 6 p.m., 24, Tudor Gardens, Barnes. [3009

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row. Birniinshaai.
have in stock al) models of Calthorpes for im-

mediate delivery; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

CALTHORPE-J.A,P., 1916, 25,ih.p., Enfield 2-speed,
new, but slightly shop-soiled; special bargain,

£31, usual price £37/16.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co.,
11, Hammersmith Ed., London. [2945

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P.'s and 2-stroke3; immediate de-
livery from stock of all models; cash or exchange.

A few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore tlie Agents,
Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgate. Manchester.

rOPTS
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2^Ah.p. 2-?pe-d models actually

in stock. £37/16; also a 1916 Calthorpe-Jap, with
2-speed gear, Lucas accessories, horn, registration,
special fitments. £34/10.—Lamb's. 151. High St., Wal-
thamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [2787

Campion.
"j Q 15 Campion, 2i/>h.p., lamps and horn, excellentX t/ coudition ; £25.—Lance Corporal Williams.
A.P.M.'3 Office Kinmel Park, North Wales.

Chater-Lea

[X9042

CHATER-LEA No. 7 Combination, 8h.p. J_A.P. twin,
new condition, accessories ; £50.-24, Gwendolen

At., Putney. (3063

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. ^17
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater.Lea.

CHATER-LEA No, 7 Combination, 81i,p. J.A.P. twin,
luagniftcent condition; f65.—12, Grar'e Inn Kesi-

nencjs, 180, Clerkenwell Rd., London. [2487

CHATER-LEA Combination (1914), 8h.p., with coach-
bnilt sidecar, 3-sBeed countershaft gear, clutch,

anj kick starter, in nice order and condition ; cash £42,
or by deferred payments 2% extra; deposit £8/10 ond
12 monthly payments of £211713: carriage paid to anv
address in Great Britain.—Wm. Wliiteley, Ltd., Queen's
Rd., London, W. [2934

Chater.Lea.Jap,

CHATER-LEA, 6h.p. J.A.P. twin, free engine, and
sidecar, all in nice order; £20, a bargain.— 6,

Warren St., London. [3091

C HATER-LEA, 41i.p. J.A.P. engine, N.S.U. gear,
uitli sidecar; would separate; £27, rare bargain;

trial.— 17, Belmont Hill, Lewisham. [3104

CHATER-LEA, 1912, Sh.p. J.A.P., just overhauled
thoroughly, modernised, brand new 3-speed

Sturmey-Archer countershaft, h.c. clutch, new Binks
3-iet carburetter, new Avon cover back tyre, new
Stewart speedometer, lamps, auxiliary tank, spares,
extra large sidecar; bargain, £40.—Brett, Recruiting
OfSce, Slough. [3153

Chater-Torpedo.

CHATER-TORPEDO, S'/^h.p., Grado multi pulley,
Phcenix sidecar; ^£29, bargain.—11, Baroness Rd'.,

Hackney Rd. [3020

Clarendon.
3ih.p. Clarendon, Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter,

2 Saxon spring forks, good condition- £14.— G.
Joynson, 5, Princess Sa, Longport, Staffs. [X9082

CIvno.

PETROL Free with 1912 Clyno, 6h.p., 2-speed, side-
car; 28 gns.—Iroward, 78, High St.,' Hampstead.

„ [3205
/iLYNO and Sidecar, 1914, Cape hood and wind screen,
vy speedometer; £60, or nearest ofEer.—Box L2,304,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [2992

1 Q 14 Clyno 2-stroke, in new condition, 2-speed, hand-
-!-«.' controlled clutch, Lucas larhp and horn; £26.—
Missin, Cottingham, Hull. . [X9124

1 Q14 Clyno, 2-stroke, 2-speed, free engine, clutch, 2-L^ lamps, good tyres, excellent order; £23.—Robin-
son's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [3046

5-7h.p. Clyno, with Montgomery sidecar, quick fit
connections, kick-starter, chain drive, usual acces-

sories, excellent condition throughout; £35.—Webster.
8, Shalstone Rd., Mortlake. [3059

Connaught.
CONNAnGHT, 1914, 2-speed gear box, perfect.; £26.

W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man-
chester. [2596

1Q15 2'i4h.p. Connaught, 3 speeds, Senspiay, drip
J-fJ lubrication; £28.-52, '(Voodcote Rd., Wanstead.

[3122

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de-
• livery all models Connaught from stock; minia-

ture and double - purpose models, prices from
£28/17/6; one shop-soiled miniature model, with horn
and numbers, £23.-87-91, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. [X9047

Daw.
DAW, 2^h.p., good running order; for quick sale.

£7/10.—Levefidge, Clevedon, St. Mary's Rd..
Harlesden. [3015

Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 2^4h.p., first to view will purchase; £15,
no oilers.-14, Dodbrooke Rd., West Norwood.

[1541
DOUGLAS. 1915. 2-speed. new condition, with acces-

sories; £45.—Pickering, Mardol, Shrewsbury.
[XS239

PETROL Free with 1911-12 T.T. Douglas, good
order; 15 gns.—Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead

[319S
DOUGLAS, 1911, new belt, tank, tyres, lamps, splen-

did running order; £17/10.—2a, Hythe Rd., Willes-
den. • [3006

"fl Oil Douglas, engine recently overhauled, new tyres
iO" and belt, reliable, fast.—26, Morley Av., Birken-
head. [X8804

Tj Q12 Douglas, 1916 engine and Amac. new tyres.
X*J belt, fully eauipped; £25.—Empson, Gamlineav.
Sandy, Beds. [3064

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2?ih.p., 2-speed, T.T., just over-
hauled, all accessories; £34.—Jamie, Bumham

House, Heudon. [3040

DOUGLAS, 1912, good condition, recently overhauled,
T.T. bars, Amac carburetter; £25.-11, Deacon

Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [S9023

~i Q13 2^;^h.p. 2-speed Douglas, T.T., just overhauled.
XtF new liston, tank re-eaamelled, new Dunlops.
£35.—Railway <3aragc, Staines. [3178

DOUGL-'^S, new, latest pattern, 2%h.p. models foi

imiiicdiafe delivery, including War Office black
Douglas.-Moffat, Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [5855

DOUGLAS, 2i4h.p., new December, 1914, in excel-
lent condition, very little used, all accessories;

£40.-Corke, Butcher, Kenley, Surrey. [X8795

33.h.p. Douglas, late 1913, 2-speed, clutch, good tyres,
4 lamps, accessories, engine new condition; accept

£42.—Short, Wiugfleld Ed., Sherborne. [2908

IF YOU WANT THE BEST
at a reasonable price, a visit to

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART
will amply repay you.

A COMPARISON
will show you that our prices are seldom higher, and
usually a Httle below, those prevailing for second-hand
machines, v/hilst you have the satisfaction of knowing
that our machines

DO GIVE SATISFACTION.

LIST OF SECOND-HANDS.
SIDECAR OUTFITS.

JAMES ^914 4ih.p. 3-speed Combination, all access. £50
REX, 1914, 6h.p., 2-speed, modelp de luxe £40
TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., 2-speed countershaft, Sidecar... £32
INDIAN, 1913, 7b.p., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speed,

and spring frame '. £42
ZENITH, 1914, 6h.p., countershaft clutch model,

with sporting underslung Sidecar £60
REX, 1913, 6 h.p., 2-spced, cane Sidecar £28
RUDGE, 1913, 5-6 h.p. Multi, with Rudge Sidecar £50
INDIAN 1916 sh.p. Combination, 3-speed £65
MATCHLESS 1914 Sh.p. 3-=peed Combination £60
ZENITH, 1914. 8 h.p., clutch, and Sidecar, all access. £68
ENFIELD, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed twin, Enfield Sidecar. . £30
INDIAN 1915 (late) sh.p. 3-speed Combination £63
RUDGE 1913 3^ h.p. Multi, coach-built Sidecar £33
B.S.A., 1916, 4i t.p., 3-speed, all-chain drive, Godiva

sporting Sidecar, only done 500 miles £70

SOLO IVIODEL.S.
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1915, 2J h.p., 2-speed ..... £26
DOUGLAS, 191 1, 2J h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £20
CALTHORPE, 1914, 2 h.p., 2-spced £19
RUDGE 1913 3^ h.p. Multi, T.T. bars £33
IVY, 1915, 2-stroke, single-speed £18
NEW HUDSON. 1913, 3^ h-P-. 3-speed J.A.P, engine. , £34
REX, 1913, 3i h.p.- 2-speed, and clutch £29
RUDGEf 3^ h.p., Philipson pulley, 1915 improvements £42
SUN-VILLIERS, z\ h.p., 1915. 2-stroke £18
ENFIELD, 1915. 2^ h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £32
BROWN, 3i h.p. model, Bosch magneto £14
INDIAN, 1915, 3^ h.p., 3-speed twin £43
INDIAN, 1915, S ^-P-} 3-speed twin £53
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1914. 9 b-P-. 2-speed twin ... £37
ENFIELD. 1911, 25 h.p., 2-speed twin, as new £21
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-s h-P-» 3-speed, excellent order . . . £35
ROVER, 1912, 3} h.p., T.T. chitch model £20
ZENITH, 1912. 3.V h.p., Gradua gear, J.A.P. engine... £2C
DOUGLAS, iqi2 2j h.p., single-speed £16
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1915, 2-speed, 2-stroke £32
DOUGLAS, igig, 22 h.p., colonial, 3-speed £53
NEW 4IUDS0N, T915, 2Stroke, as new £24
TRIUMPH, igi3, 3^ h.p., 3-speed £33
TRIUMPH, 191:1, 2 h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £35
DAYTON, 1914, lih.p., 2-stroke, lightweight £15
ALLON, 1915, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £32
INDIAN, 1914. 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, electric equip. £50
INDIAN, 1914 7-9 h.p., T.T., clutch model . ; £38

CARS AND I.IOHT CARS.
N.A.G., 14-20 h.p., new chassisr 4-speed gear-box,

X.A.V. 12 volt set £300
SUNBEAM, 12-16 h.p., 4-speed, 5-seatei, hood and

screen, just thoroughly overhauled £295
KNIGHT JUNIOR, 1914, 12 h.p., 2-seatcr, sporting

body £155
MINERVA, 2(5 h.p., 5-seater, make an excellent

25 cwt. van. Perfect mechanical order £80
G.W.K., 1914, 9 h.p., just re-painted and new hood

fitted £100
G.W.K., 1915. 9 h.p.. detach, wheels, domed guards,

all black finish, speedometer and mech. horn. . . . £160
DEEMSTER, 1914, 9.5 h.p., 2-seater, all accessories

;

k bargain at £100
OVERLAND, 1916, 12 h.p., 5-seatcr, dynamo a.iid

self-starter equip., as new £185

1914 and 1915 DOUGLAS MACHINES
bought for SPOT Cash.

MOTORMART
1005 136Q [brllond SUondonW
telephone -552 May/air fe/f^m/nf 'Abdicole Wosdo

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

IQIS 2?4h.p. 2-speed T.T. Douglas and aecessories-
--«' in perfect condition; £43; seen any time.—
Bounds' Garage, 223, Higli Ed., Eilburn. [2968

1 Q14 Donglas, 2^1i.p., 2-8peed, free engine, lamps and
-Lt/ generator, excellent condition, late model; £37.—
Teer, 32, Dartmonth Kd., Cljorlton-oum-Hardy. [3137

"TiOTTGLAS, 1912, 2%Ui.p., 2-speed, kick starter, in
-*^ good condition, lamps and generator; £26. After
7.—Sanderson, 28, Caniljridge Ed., Lee, S.E. (3007

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed, speedometer, accessories,
Binks carburetter, guaranteed; £32.—Parker,

Officers' Mess, E.E., Fenny Stratford, Bucks. [2981

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed. kick starter, fully equipped,
new rear tyre, excellent eoiirtition ; £34.—A. E.

Wooding, 178, Mitcham Lane. Streatham, S.W. [2957

DOUGLAS Specialists.-Gibb, Gough, London Rd.,
Gloucester. Gibb. the International Douglas

rider, winner of numerous cups and gold medals. [2218

DOUGLAS, 2-''?4]a.p., 2 speeds, 1914, new January,
1915, complete Math lamps, etc., good condition;

£37.-0/0 J. Green, Tioiber Merchant, Rotlierham.
[X9028

"I
Q14 W Douglas, 2-speed, kick-start, touring or T.T.

-Lt/ bars, footboards, 2 lamps, horn, engine guaran-
teed perfect; £36.—Eobinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [3048

MOTOE Cycle For Sale, Douglas 2%h.p., 2-spee(l, new
September, 1914; owner ordered France ; excellent

condition ; £35.—Housekeeper, 56, Victoria St., West-
minster. - [2307

DOUGLAS 1915 Combination, almost new, fully
equipped; Douglas 1916 T.T., 2 speeds, new;

Douglas 1915 T.T., 2 speeds, as new.— 6, Warren St.,

London. - [3087

COLMOEE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Leicester,
aud Liverpool, nave in stock complete range of all

models Douglas for immediate delivery, also full range
of spares. [0800

DOUGLAS. 1914, 2^h.p., 2 speeds, in good condi-
tion, with footboards, lamp, speedometer, horn,

etc.; price £34.—Ashworth, Eose Villas, Stockport Ed.,
Ashton-rrnder-Lyne. [X8956

1012 Douglas, 2"Hih.p., 2-speed, footboards, engine
-fl-V overhauled, new tvre and tube, lamps and horn ;

£25.—Lance Corporal Williams, A.P.M.'s Office, Kinmel
I'ark, North Wales. [X9043

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2 speeds, fine order, £18 ; Douglas,
1914, T.T., 2 speeds, £36; Douglas, 1915, T.T.,

lamps, horn, 2 speeds, fine order, £44.—Batchelor,
Clarence St., Kingston. —' [3166

1Q13 Douglas, 25,ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, kick starter,Xv lamp, generator, horn, speedometer, engine per-

fect, very smart machine; accept £58, or nearest offer.

—L2,303, c/o The Motor Cycle. _ [2993

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-iih.p., 2-speed, tyres nearly iiew,

P. and H. head lamp and generator, rear lamp,
horn, spare belt and tube case: £33.—Wilkins, Simpson,
and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., London. [2949

j ift 1 3 Douglas, 2-specd, lamps, born, recently over-
-L«/ hauled, new back tyre, excellent order, fitted with
arrangement for easy starling on heavy fuel; £30/10, or

exchange.—Lieut. Pnckle. I'ortou Barracks, Gosport.
[3120

"I Q15 Douglas, Colonial T.T. model, 2V4h.p., 2-speed,
-l-t/ lamps, mechanical horn, etc., £43: also 1910
single-speed model, good running order. £12/10.—Newn-
ham, 223, Hammersmith Ed., W. 'Phone: Hammer-
smith 80. [3029

1 Q16 Donglas, latest pattern, 2%h.p., model W, 3-

JLt/ speed, kick-start. Amac / carburetter, C.A.V.
mag., Lucas horn, ridden few miles only, genuinely in-

distinguishable from new; £56.—Eobinson's Cav.Tge,

Green St., Cambridge. [3047

-|(I116 4]i.p. Donglas Sidecar Combination, War Office

X.U model, run about 1,500 miles only, perfect con-

dition, sidecar with spring and fitted with Dunhill wind
screen, complete with Lucas horn, tools, and spares ; can

bo seen and tried in London; £85; no dealers.—Box
L2,270, c/o Tlie Motor Cycle. [2903

Enfield.

ENFIELDS.—Immediate deliveries; — Jones, Garage,

Broadway, Muswell Hill. [2658

3ilh.p. Enfield Twin, 2-speed. perfect, just overhauled.
4 —35, Surrey Ed., Peckham. [2936

COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham,
for immediate delivery of EnfLelds. [0801

"IC|15 Enfield, 3h.p., all accessories, excellent condi-

JL*J tion- £59.—W., 201, George Lane, Lewisham.
[2963

ROYAL Enfield, 19121,4, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, splendid

condition; owner called up: £18.—Patrick, Long-

ford, Coventry. [XS960

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1913, all accessories,

including speedometer; £45.-64, Shelgate Ed.,

Battersea, S.W. [X898S

-I Q15 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., lamps, horn, tools;

X«7 £65. — Barnes, Middleton's Garage, Stroud

Green Rd., N. [3045

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, hood, special 3-

fokl screen, watch, mechanical horn, back-rest,

splendid complete outfit; £77.-70, Wallwood Ed., Ley-

tonstone. [3116

AiS Alt letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the isuie.
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TERMS: CASH, EXCHANGE, or
EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
1916 4ih.p. B.S.A., countershaft, chain drive,
3-speed, just delivered Price £64

1915} 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, Ismps,
mechanical horn, etc Price £72

11916 2i h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-speed and clutch , 1

new Price £44 2

1916 4 h.p. CALTHORPE Combination, new.
Price £70 7

1916 Lady's CALTHORPE, 2-speed, ne\y, un-
used, cancelled order ; cost £35 14s.
Price £33

1916 2} h.p. CALTHORPE-JAP, 2-speed, new,
Price £373

1913 3l h.p. ARIEL, 3-speed, and S decar.
Price ;... £40

I1912

2j h.p. A.J.S., 2-spced, and Sidecar. I

Price £26 |

19 14 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combinalion Price £65

For further Bargains in high-class Combinations
and Solo Mounts, ^vrite for list. Extended
Payments arranged.

STOCKTAKING SALE.
GENUINE REDUCTIONS,

CLEARANCE PRICES IN TYRES.
Cost. £ s. d.

I 26X3 Continental Com. Cover,
little used 65 /- 12 6

I 28x3 Rom, wired on, ribbed
pattern, soiled only 25 /- T2 6

I 26x2i Michelin Trident, wired
on, soiled only 30 /- 1 3 6

1 26X2^ Michelin Light, wired on 16/- 12 6
26X2i Midland Britannic, rub-
ber studded 27/6 16

2 36X2i Pearnoijght, rub. stud'ed 42/- 110
1 26X2 ,, „ wired on 29/- 16
2 26x24 Beldam Bulldog, rubber

studded 40/- 1 10
1 26x2* Stelastic, ribbed 50/- 1 17 6
6 26X2i Hutchinson Passenger,

ribbed 42/9 1 10
T 650X65 Dunlop Voiturette, rib-

bed, soiled 31/6 1 5 9
3 28x3 GooJyear Blue Streak., 51/- 2 2
2' 26x2 J Englebert 50/- 1 19 6
6.650X65 Waterproof Covers, for

fitting on spare wheels 8/3 6 3
Any of the above sent on approval against remit-

tance for the value. Cash returned if not
approved of.

1916 Tyte Catalogue now ready, post free.

SPECIAL AGENTS for REX and jJ\.P,
PARTS. TRADE SUPPLIED.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

2ih.p. 1915 2-stToke 2-speQd Enfield, not done 400;
4 £30; condition as new.—L2, 274, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [2919

ENFIELD Coachbuilt Combination, late 1913: £50,
bargain.—W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deana-

gnte, Mnnchester. [2598

TQie 2i4h.p. S-strote Enfield, 2-speed, Intest model

f

XU in stock for immediate delivery.—Uobinson'a
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [3051

ENFIELD, fast, 1916, 5h.p., T.T., 2-sreed, complete
with lamps and horn, in new condition ; £40.—

Brovru, 17, Monnow St., Monmouth. [X9084

ENFIELD Combination, new, not done 100 miles,
.speedometer, horn, perfect reason for selling ; what

offers r-Ridout, High St., Swanley. [3075

8 h.p., 6h.p. Enfield Combinations, 3h.p. twins and
2i^b.p. 2-speed 2-strokes; immediate delivery from

Jones, Garages, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [2651

ENFIELD, 1913, 3h.p., excellent condition, lamp,
horn, speedometer, new tyres; £32, or near offer,

bargain.—Dr. Hough, County Asylum, Gloucester. [X8992

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, excellent condition and
appearance throughout, tandem sidecar, fully

equipped: £60.-53, Ross Rd., Walliugton, Surrey.
[X9088

1 Q15 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, in splendid condition alter
J-t/ little and careful riding, with speedometer, etc.;

£45, no cflers.—Hanhmy i'rancisr I'harmacist, Clifton,
Bristol. lX9022

"IQ16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, 90 gns. ; 1916 3h.p.
J- 1? twin, 55 gns. : delivery from stock.- Exeter Motm
Cvcle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd..
tiyniouth. [0838

1 tk 14 6h.p, Enfield Combination, every conceirable
J-t/ accessory, tip-top condition, £50; new ti'ade

carrier box, £2/10.-3, The Mews, Victoria Ed., Clap-
ham, S.W. [3189

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, latest model, new,
but slightly shop-soiled ; special bargain, 80 gns.,

usual price 90 gns.—Wilkias, Simpson, and Co., 11,
Hammersiiuth Rd., London. [2948

T Q16 Enfield Combination. 6b.p., purchased March,
-M-Z/ P. and H. lamps, Stewart trip speedometer,
mileage 2,800, beautiful condition ; £70, no offers.—
Brunsden, 87, Caversham Rd., Reading. [3043

ENFIELD 1916 2-3trokes, 2-speed, and free engine,
chain drive, just arrived from works; immediate

delivery ; make sure of this now; £44/2.—Wilkins,
Simpson, and -Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [2950

ENFIELD, 3!i.p.. 1916, latest model, just arrived
from works, ir-mediate delivery; make sure of

this now; 55 gas. We are Enfield specialists.-Wilkins,
Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., Loudon. [2946

1Q16 Enfield. 6h.p., and sidecar, 2-speed gear, hand
-i-*J clutch, handle starter, tyres perfect, Stewart horu.
Miller lamp, maeliine in lovely running order, and abso-

lutely as new; 70 gns.-Julian, Broad St., Reading.
[0856

ENFIELD Combinritions. latest models. We iia^e

them in stock, and desire your enquiries concern-
ing either exchange or extended payment propositioas

:

very high prices allowed for good machiues.-Lavtnus'
Garage, Bicester. [S:8738

BIRMINGHAM Enfield Agent. P. J. Evans, 87-9L
John Bright St.—-Immediate delivery all models,

including lighting set combination, special 8h.p. with
hood and screen, and standard 6h.p. combination, also
3h.p. standard and sporting models, and 2^/4h.p. 2-

stroke; prices from 42 gns. [X9046
ENFIELD, special bargain, late 1915 electrically-

equipped model, with hood and screen, original
tyres, ^£79/10, deferred terms if desired; also a 1916
6h.p.. hood and screen, Lucas lamps, horn, ridden
only 400 miles, 80 gns., deferred payments, exchanges.

—

Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamstow. and 50, High
Rd., Wood Green. - [2784

1 Q16 8h.p. Enfield Combination, Colonial model,
J-O special 2-seater sidecar, purchased Sept. 20th,
ridden 50 miles; must sell, anable to obtain licence to
take motor abroad; makers' guarantee; spares of every
description, all unused, two 26x3 covers and tubes,
valves, plugs, chains, links, etc.; £105, cost £12G.—
Dr. Woollatt, c/o 48, Holborn Viaduct, E.G. [3070

ENFIELDS.—Actually in stock, Sh.n. electrically-
equipped combination, with hood and screen,

spring handle-bars, and their newest sidecar, oversize
tyresj ^116/16; 6h.p. standard combination, with
oversize tyres, and their newest sidecar, 90 gns. ; 6h.p.
standard combination, electrically equipped, 105 gns.;
3h.p. T.T. model, 55 gns.; and 3h.p. touring model,
55 gns.; demonstrations; deferred payments, exchanges.
—Lamb's, 151, High St., "Walthamstow, and 50, High
Rd., Wood Green. [2783

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR, 1914, 5-6h.p., big single, 3-speed, and
coachbuilt si.lecar, and accessories, in perfect con-

dition ; £40, or will exchange for Douglas.—Seen Bounds'
Garage, 223, High Ed., Kilburn. [2971

AMERICAN Excelsior, 1915, 7-9h.p., kick-starter, 3
speeds, delivery combination, suit ironmonger,

builder, or window cleaner j.cost £90, accept £59; only
run 500 miles; bargain.—Harris, 10, Gb. Chapel St.,
Oxford St. [3156

Fafnir.

FAFNIR, 5-6h.p. twin, ball bearing, m.v., Bosch, B.
and B,, Druids. Chater frame, ^-speed, Mont-

gomery sidecar, new Dunlop belt ; trial ; £24,—Smith,
141, High St., Merton, S.W. [3152

Special
1.ines

in

OILSKINS
for Ladies' Wear.

Oilskin, single-

breasted, Kaglan
sleeves, velvet col-

lar, straps on cuffs,

two large vertical

pockets, full cut

skirt, 15/6. State
chest measure. All

sizes in stock.

Black Sheeting
Macintosh, unlined,

button close at

neck, deep collar

Raglan sleeves,

straps on cufls

belt all round waist,

two pockets at

sides, 25/6.

Brown or Drab
Rainproof Twill-

cotton Coats, un-
lined, single -

breasted, two
vertical pockets,

Raglan sleeves,19/9

F a w.n Woollen
Yarn -proofed
Material, unlincd,
single-breasted, two
vertical pockets,

seamless back,
I^Iedici collar, 39 /6

or in Whipcord
with lapel fronts

37/6. State ches
measure. All sizes stocked.

Black or Yellow Sou'-Westers—Black, 2/9
Yellow, 3/9.

COiViBiNED
OVERSHOE
& LEGGING
Absolutely Water-

proof.

Fits over ordinary
boot and covers up

to thij^h.

Used with success in

the trenches.

Keeps boots and legs

warm and dry.

Fitted with leather

soles.

Price 25/- per pr.

Carriage paid.

Immediate delivery.

State size of boot
worn.

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.

Sho^\TOoms :

21a, STORE STREET; W.C.
Wholesale :

38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.
Garage

:

12, Tottenham Mews, WX.
*Phone : Museum, 1240.

Telegrams

:

**Dyiiametro,
Westcent,
London.'*

4IMetter8 relatini! to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the tlate of the issue. AI9
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N.

4-OYL. F.N.. good running order, new tyres; £12, or
exchfinge.—Ginns, Caileton, Carlisle. [3103

PETROL Free with 1912 F.N., 5-6h.p., good tyres;
16eus.-Trownrd, 78, High St., Hampstead. [3200

F'-N. Lightweight, just overhauled; sacrifice £14;
owner called up.—Star, Rylance Row, ^Yigan. [3135

F'-N".,
4yoh.p., Bosch, Binks, low position,' footboards,

splendid order; £15.—Barlow, Plumber, Montou,
Manchester. " [5^9004

F.N., 1912-13, 5-6h.p. clutch model, new Dunlops,
like new. snip of the week; £13/10.-3, The Mews,

Victoria Rd., Clapham, S.W. [3188

F''.N., 25^h.p., 2-speed, clutch, Bosch mag., tyres, tubes
new, perfect order, starts easily; £17/10, or offer.

—Sutton, Little Clactou, Essex. [X9076

F.N.. Sh.p., iust overhauled engine, mag., etc., new
tank, carburetter, etc., re-enamelled and plated;

^17.-8, Half Moon Lane, Heme Hill. [3144

Harley'Davidson.
7-9h.p. Harley-ni9vid.son Combination, 1916, in stock

—Pickering, Maidol, Shrewsbury. [X8238

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS, 1916 models; immediate de-
livery from stock.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deausgate.

Manchester. [083C

"B Q13 Harley-Davidson, 6h.p., 2-speed, only been used
J-t/ about 3,000 miles; ±"45.—Boyce, 331, Archway
Rd., Highgate, N. [3023

COLMORE Depots Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-
pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of all

models of Harley-Davidsons and spare parts. [0802

HARLEY-DAVID30N Combination, coarhbuilt side-
car to match, outfit like new ; X65, bargain.—

Seen. Brixton Motor Works, Brixton Rd., S.W. [3154

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, late 1915, 7-llii.p.. aU acces-
sories, lamps. Swan sidecar, carrier, screen, etc.,

nearly new; £80, a bargain.—Gladwin, Empire, Kings-
ton, Surrey. [X9121

HARLEY-DAVIDSON" 1916 Coach Combination, 7-9
h.p., mag., dynamo lighting, 5 speeds, beautiful

condition ; great bargain, 68 gns.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth [Town Station}.

rX8792
HARLEY'-DAVIDSON, the Silent Grey; immediate

delivery of 1916 models, all new 1915 types sold
out; one or two seeond-liund bargains in F and J
models from £60.—Send your orders to Colmore Depots,
261, Deansgate, Manchester, and 31, Reushnw St.,
Liverpool. [0817

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 11915 model), and handsome
Miilford sidecar, in splendid going order and con-

dition; a bargain, cash £75, or by deferred payments
2% extra ; deposit £20 and 12 monthly payments of
£4/14/2; carriage paid to any address in Great Britain.
—Wm. Whiteley, Ltd., Queen's Rd., London, W. [2929

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 16F and 16J models,-actually
in stock, with their latest sidecars, £101/15 and

£110 respectively, quite the latest outfits, deferred
payments if desired; also a 1916 16F, with, Canoelet
sidecar, F.R.S. accessories, used three times only, 90
gns., great war bargain.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Wal-
thamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [2785

HARLEY-DAVIDSON (1916 model), fitted with mag
uilicent Empire sidecar, electric lignt model, fully

equipped, Stewart speedometer, mirror, and tools, con-
dition in all respects equal to new; cash £92/10, or
by deferred payments 2% extra; deposit £20 and 12
monthly payments of £6/3/11 ; carriage paid to any
address in Great Britain.-Wm, Whiteley, Ltd., Qneen's
Rd„ London, W. [2933

Henderson.

JO 14 Henderson, in perfect condition, all accessories,X «7 short wheelbase ; any trial ; £47/10 ; consider
lightweight exchange.—Henlev, 7, Woburn Place, W.C.

[2906
DECEMBER (1915) Henderson, with Swan sidecar,

wind screen, all accessories, condition perfect, mile-
age 1,700; £85.-Tripp Hill Cottage, Fittleworth, Sussex.

[3125

Humber.HUMBER, 31/l.h.p., 2-Bpeed, free, and sidecar, like
new; bargain, £42/10.-26, Grange Rd., South

Norwood. [3084

HUMBER SVoh.p. Combination, 2-speed, F.E.,
handle-starter, speedometer; £21.—87, New Park

Rd., Brixton. [3100

"IQ15 3'/:.h.p. 3-sp6ed Humber, brand new; £55.—
-fl-O' Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter,
and Tavistock Rd., Plyiimntli. [0844

1013 3-speed Humber, reliable machine, kick starter,
-B-«^ jind upholstered sidecar; owner bought car- £40.
— F., 611, High Ed., Tottenham. [2904

HUMBER and Sidecar, 3'/2b.p., 2-speed and free,
good condition; sell or exchange lightweight and

cash.—Cutter, 40, priory B<1,. Dartford. [X8967

1Q12 SVah.p. 2-speed Humber, with coachlmilt side-
-L*J ciir, in good order; £32/10.—Exeter Motor Cvcle
Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd., Vlv-
mouth. [0842

HUMBER, 1913. 4h.p.. 3 speeds, handle starting.
new Dunlops. new belt, speedometer, lamps, horn

a'l-olutely like new, £26/10; coach sidecar, £3/10.-45
Victoria Rd., Clapham, S.W. [3187

MEN Of the NORTH
who appreciate keenest value in the

best and most reliable machines

siiould get in touch

with

THE
GREAT SCOTCH

BARGAIN HOUS^-
A^ents -for all best ma.kes,

including:—

DOUGLAS, ENFIELD, CLYNO, BAT INDIAN.

P. & M., CALTHOR^E, B.S.A., BROUGH,

MATCHLESS, BRADBURY. HENDERSON,

EXCELSIOR, DIAMOND, LEVIS, NORTON,

ROYAL RUBY, O.K. JUNIOR, SPARKBROOK,

VELOCETTE, and ZENITH.

Largest stock in Scotland, approximating 200

models of newest best makes at absolutely lowest

prices, and slightly used second-hand bargains

offered at prices beyond competition for value.

TO-DAY'S SECOND-HAND BARGAINS ON
OFFER AT GLASGOW INCLUDE :

2J h.p. 1915 twin N.U.T.-J.A.P , 3-speed,
T.T. bars, Kick start, bom, speedo-
meter, in perfect condition £48 10

3 h.p. 1915 T.T. ENFIELD, 2-speed, horn,
lamp, generator £40

4 h.p. 1916 CALTHORPE Combination . . £80
8 h.p. 3914 WILLIAMSON and Sidecar,

2-speed, horn, l^ip £50
7 h.p. 1912 INDIAN and Sidecar, 2-speed £36
2jh.p. 1915 DOUGLAS, War Model, 2-sp.,

lamp and generator £48
2ih.p. 1915 HOBART, 2-stroke, 2-sp.,

shop-soiled only £29 10
2jh.p. 1914 DOUGLAS, T.T., 2-speed ... £34
3J h.p. T.T. NORTON £23
6 h.p.1915 CLYNO Combination, detach-

able wheels and spare £68

TO-DAY'S SECOND-HAND BARGAINS ON
OFFER AT EDINBURGH INCLUDE :

1916 CRESCENT, 2-stroke, 2-speed £24
1916 CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed . . £26 10
I9r5 CALTHORPE-i).A.P., 2-speed £27
1912 RUDGE, s\ h.p., 2-speed £27 10
1933 7 h.p. INDIAN, Sidecar, hood, screen £40
1916 INDIAN, 2-stroke, 3-sf)., kick starter,

as new £45
3i h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £8
1913 3^ h.p. RUDGE Mult £35
1915 5 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, as new . . . £53
X916 ENFIELD 180 Combination, 8 h.p.

engine, used few miles oniy £32
7 h.p. INDIAN and Sidecar, spring frame £45
1915-16 6 h.p. CLYNO Combination, very

completely equipped, new condition. . £80

WRITE FOR FULL LISTS, TELL US YOUR
WANTS, ANY ALA.KE, AND RECEIVE OFFER.

BEATSOL MOTOR FUEL 2/9. VAPORINE 2/3 gal.

ALEXANDER & CO.,
113-115, LOTHIAN RO., EDINBURGH.

272-274, GT. WESTERN RD^ GLASGOW.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian

fT-9h.p. Indian. 1915, coachbuilt sidecar, complete, as
• new; £63.—Tumpsett, Hoors, Miiiden, Kent. [l954

TNBIAN, 19ia, 7h.p., clutch, pood condition; £30.
*- quick sale; appointment.— 9, Bulstrcde Rd., Honns-
low. [2922

INDIAN", 1914, clutch model, ready for road; own^r
officer going abroad; £52/10.—Twiddy, London Ud..

Sevenoaks. . [X9002
IQIS Indian and Sidecar, 7h.p., excellent condition.
--*-' only done 1,500 miles; £60.—Apply, 9a, Grove
Lane, Handsworth. [59012

LATE ,1915 Indian, S^/^b.p., 3-speed, and accessories,
as new ; £50 ; seen any t*me.—Bounds, Garage.

225, Hii-h Ed., ICilburn. [2970

INDIAN Powerplus 1916 Combination, run 340 miles
only, guarantesd like new, fully and well equipped.

cost £115; a bargain, £90.

INDIAN, 1915. 7-9h.p., T.T., indistinguishable from
new ; 42 gns.

INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p. 2 Speeds Combination screen,
speedometer, electric equipment, nice order ; £45.

—6, Warren St., London. [3090

TNDIAN, 1915, 7h.p., T.T. model, disc to back wheel.
-«- long exhaust pipe, exceptionally fast, and in per-
lect order; £45.-Embro Motor Co., Charlotte St., Hull.

[2944
INDIAN, 1915, 5h.p., 5 speeds, kick-start, T.T. bars,

with Phcenix coachbuilt racing sidecar, complete
with lamp set, horn, speedometer, etc., good condition;
£60.—Below.

INDIAN, road racing model, 1915, 7-9h.p., speedo-
meter, good condition; £45.—Elce and Co., 15-16.

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0551

INDIANS, model C, in .^ock for immediate delivery,
spring frame, 3 speeds, 2 cleutiic lamps, and

horn, also speedometer; £78.—P. J. Evans. John Bright
St., Birmingham. [X9049

1 Q15 Indian. 5h.p., semi-T.T;, Montgomery sporting
J-iJ cane sidecar, Stewart mechanical horn, and
speedometer, beautiful; £56.—Woodman, Blencathra.
Maidstone Rd., Chatham. [3021

INDIAN 1916 Powerplus Model, with coachbuilt side-
car, guarjinteed not lidden 80 miles; a bargain at

£80.—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Ed., Exetei.
and Tavistock Ed., I'lymouth. [0839

INDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p., 3-speed, T.T., rigid frame
model. Dunlop tyres, £75; spring frame touring

model, £83.—In stock for immediate delivery at P. J
Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X9051

INDIAN. 1914-15, 7-9h.p., spring frame, and low
sporting sidecar, giiaranteed ns new, some iumout

;

photo on request; £60, or exchange 2-seateT car.—
C.H.E.L., 38, Langbam Rd., Teddington, S.W. [29£3

1 Q15^/^ 7-9h.p. Indian, 3 speeds, and luxurious 2
-M-iJ seater sidecar, electrically equipped, speedometer.
new tvres, all spares, splendid turnout, guaranteed per-
fect, order; £75.-1, Richmond St., Barnsley. [X8945

BIRMINGHAM Indian Agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91,
John Bright St.—Immediate delivery, ex-stock,

5h.p. 3-speed standard and sporting models, with and _

without sidecary price £70; sidecars from 11 gns.
[X9050

1 Q16 Powerplus Indian Combination de Luxe, £21
-LJ/ sidecar, mag., dynamo outfit, electric lamp=, and
horn, speedometer, the lot as new and unscratched,
perfect condition ; cost £113, for quick sale, £80, no
offers.—Particulars, Russell, Clifford St., York. [3149

BARGAIN.—Indian, 7-9h.p., T.T. model, in new con-
dition, lamps, speerlometer, etc., £40 : 1915 7-9

h.p. combination, in per:ei;t mechanical condition, elec-

trically equipped, speedometer, De Luxe sidebar, witli

apron, etc. ; £72/10.—Oram, 20, Caddington Ed., Jx)u-
don.

.

[3078

"|Q14^;4 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, new April, 1915,
-Li/ 2-speed and clutch, spring frame, speedometer,
electric lighting and horn7 Montgomery 20 gn. sidecar,

all as new, and unscratched ; no dealers ; £58 ; appoint-
ment.—C. P. O. Wolsey, Naval Air Station, Eoehamp-
ton, London. [3134

NEVER Again.—Genuine 1914 7-9h.p. Indian, spring
frame, 2 speeds, clutch, electric lamps and horn,

28x3 covers, speedometer,- engine and gears overhauled
at cost of £10, complete with £35 Gloria Projectile side-
car, climb all hills on top; £48 secures ii unsold.—
Millards, Drapers, Chesterfield. [X9057

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham and Midland Indian
• Agent.—All models in stock for immediate de-

livery; 5h.p, 3-speed model, £70; 7h.p. T.T. Powerplus,
£75 ; 7h.p. 3-speed. spring frame, and electric light,

£78; special de luxe 7h.p. Powerplus, with spring
frame. £83; sidecars from H gns.—87-91, ^John
Bright St., Birmingham. [:S9045

Ivy.
with sidecar, 1913, 4Vih.p..

3-speed, overhauled; £26.—
St-ares, 65, Tulsemere Rd., West Norwood. [3099

IVY-PRECISION,
Sturmey-Archer

1 Q 15 Ivy, 2\2h.p., quni-ter-plate Ensign De Ln^e,
Xcr accessories, field glass; sell £38; exchange 2-3-

speed higher power, cash adjustment.—O.P., Aston Tir-
rold, Wallingford, Berks. [3108

Ixion.

IXION, 2V2I1.P.. late 3915,. fitted to use substitirte, in
splendid order; £20, or nearest ofEer.—3, -KjugBley

Rd., Daventry. [X8941

A20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Desirability of Larger Tanks.

WE
have on several occasions pointed out

the advantages that would accrue to

motor cyclists by the fitting of larger

tanks to their machines. This has been
done by many makers in the case of

machines used for competition purposes, but has

not become at all general on touring motor
cycles;. In these days of petrol restrictions tlie

necessity for ample fuel carrying capacity has
become more marked, even when a petrol sub-

stitute is used, for most riders will have their own
particular fancy in fuel, and these fuels cannot
be purchased in every place in small quantities.

We have heard of a garage where not less than
a gallon of petrol was ever supplied at a time,

because the garage possessed only a gallon

measure and the regulations order that all petrol

must be sold by imperial measure. Some garages

indeed refuse to supply less than a tin, the excuse

being that it is frequently impossible to give two
separate gallons from each tin. On the other

hand, we have seen petrol weighed out to a
customer (half a gallon being reckoned as 4 lb.

—presumably it was No. 3).

Increased tank capacity is one of the require-

ments for machines intended for Overseas service.

Even comparatively near the centres of popula-

tion, stores where petrol may be obtained are

much farther from one another than in England,
and consequently Overseas motor cyclists

are lucky to have machines fitted with large

capacity tanks carrying spare tins. Some of the

demands of Overseas riders may appear some-
what unnecessary, but there is no doubt that the

appeal for increased tank capacity is quite

justified, so that bearing this point in mind also

manufacturers can " kill two birds with one
stone" by making modifications on the lines

indicated.

It is desirable, moreover, that a motor cyclist,

especially when on tour, should be able to carry

a good supply of fuel, and if his tank will accom-

modate the contents of a two-gallon can, so much
the better. Spare cans attached to the carrier

are, to say the least, unsightly; they are apt to

interfere with the balance of the machine, and
unless very firmly fixed they will certainly rattle.

Also it is advantageous to be able to take in a

gallon while the tank still contains enough spirit

to run twenty miles or more, as" this minimises
the risk of running short where supplies cannot
be obtained.

Warm the Carburetter.

A
GOOD many readers who have taken an
interest in the descriptions and drawings
of vaporisers which have appeared from
time to time in these columns have latterly

tried the effect of such fittings in con-
junction with pure petrol, often with extremely
satisfactory results. Of course, the vaporisers

introduced of late were primarily intended for

use with heavy fuels, but the improvement de-

tected even with petrol only confirms an impres-
sion we have had, and which we have stated in

print on several occasions, viz., that the average
carburetter fitted to motor cycles would be
improved were it -possessed of some permanent
form of heating device. Users of early motor
cycles fitted with Longuemare carburetters will

recall that a pipe conveying warm air to the
heating compartment around the spray chamber
was regularly fitted ten or twelve years ago.
A user of a 6 h.p. sidecar outfit, who is him-
self an engineer, quite recently fitted up a warm-
ing jacket around the induction pipe of his

machine, a pipe being led from the exhaust to
heat up the chamber. The result obtained quite
surprised him, for, instead of his former sixty-

five miles to the gallon, he is now regularly
obtaining seventy-five miles, so we are told.: The
scarcity of petrol was the cause of the heating
device being fitted, but the owner is now
delighted that he effected the change. Other
readers' experiences would be interesting,

An index to the advertisements in tiiis issue will be found on the page facingethe baok cover.
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A TALE OF JOY AND WOE.
An Officer's Story of a " Glorious Blind,"

with a Sequel.
By GEOFFREY S- DAVISON, Lt. R.E.

THIS is a tale of disappointment—of misplaced

confidence and shattered hopes. I have had

my experiences on the roads of Flanders. I

have had my sideslips and my falls, my pirouettes

and my hairbreadth escapes. These were on roads

that were not roads, but sandy tracks, and where

mud clogged the wheels or dust choked up the

carburetter.

There were no hills there, but the top gear of 5^
to I was none too low for my 4 h.p. " 'bus." Often,

to negotiate a bad bend, it would be necessary to

change down to second, sometimes to low. There
was no excessive vibration on the big single—no sign

of overheating.

At times I would enter into argument with some
new-comer to the land of war. He would decry low

gears. In England, he would remind me, he geared

his 3|- h.p. sidecar machine at 4I to i. Here was I

riding a 4 h.p. solo at a considerably lower gear. It

was disgraceful—cruelty to petrol engines !

I would advise him to leave well alone. Six months
I had had, riding almost every day, and I had never

as yet found the gear too low. I could bear my hand
on the cylinder immediately after a run—vibration was
not noticeable.

Then came the day when the powers that be pulled

us ruthlessly from the line, and placed us in a spot
-—by courtesy a village—in which billets and beds
did not abound. (This was a pity, for we had
expected to live in clover for a time !) Here was a

difference in the countryside. It was no longer flat.

Nojonger did we see a ditch on each side of every

"road." There were Mis, and,, more than that,

broad wide roads.

I was astride my trusty horse when first we came
to these roads, and I swore the time would not be long
before I was on them with a motor bicycle. One
road in particular was better than the rest. It was
wider than any I have seen in England ; it was smooth
and straight.

That is the first part of the tale. The second is

of my disillusionment.

The "Old 'Bus" "Blinds" Again.
What is more delightful than a glorious " blind,"

with no concealed turnings or hidden men in blue?
Motor cyclists who have lost their machines for the
period of the war or have been unable to use them
will appreciate my feelings as I turned into the main
road and gave the old " 'bus " a final pump of oil

before letting it go " all out." I had six miles to

go, and I made bets with myself that I would cover
it in ten minutes. That would be from thirty-five to
forty miles an hour. Ye sparking plugs—what easier ?

I opened the throttle and leant forward on the bars.
We were away, " blinding " along with the noise

A14

(if not the speed) of an aeroplane. Oh, the delirium

of it ! What a bicycle, what an engine ! Six months
of cart tracks and fields, and then—-this ! For the

time the war was but a pleasant game.
It lasted just two minutes, in which I covered close,

on a mile and a half. Then, with a few " splutters,"}

a few sickly " pops " in the silencer, the old " 'bus "1

knocked off work and came slowly to a standstill atl

the side of the road.

Burnt Valve !

I got out my toolkit, and realised that the war was
indeed a terrible affair. The valve cap, as I might

'

have expected, was "solid" in the cylinder.

Hammering, kicking, swearing were of no avail. It

was immovable.

Just when I was giving up hope, and deciding that in

future my pastimes would be push-bicycling or marbles,-

salvation presented itself, in the form of. an R.E.j
subaltern, whose horse I had scared off the road aj

mile back. Luckily he failed to recognise me as the-

cause of his sudden plunge across country, and listened

to my tale of woe with sympathy and concern. He
was a motor cyclist in civil life it appeared (What R.E.
subaltern is not?), and there was a dear old Rudge
awaiting his return to England. So he dismounted
and hit the spanner with the butt-end of a King Dick
till he missed the spanner and hit his thumb. . .

Ignominious Progress.
Then we tied the motor bicycle to the back of his

horse, and he towed me to a village blacksmith. After

an hour's heavy hammering the blacksmith, gabbling
French the while, managed to shift the refractory cap.

I fitted a new exhaust valve, replaced what was left

of the cap, and in a few minutes went on my way
rejoicing.

I went slowly for a mile or so, afraid that the new
valve might burn in the same way as the old. But the
engine had such a healthy beat, and the call for speed
was so irresistible, that once more I opened out and
fastened my nose to the lamp. Off again, faster than
before. Odds pistons and gudgeon pins

—
'twas grand !

Phew ! That dog nearly had me ! Never mind—he
was only a pup, and would probably have squashed out
flat! What's the use o^ worrying? D , here's a

cow! Didn't miss her by much, either!

But every joyous experience must come to an end

—

and war is war.

At home my old single-geared 3J^ is waiting on its

stand. Its usual gear is 4 to i. On this it scales all

ordinary English hills, and, if the pulley be let down,
it climbs Porlock or Rising Sun with ease. I prefer

it too,, for the army 'bus, excellent as it is for bad
roads and ploughed fields, must necessarily carry its^

heavy tyres, gear box, reinforced frames, and huge:

tanks

!
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Discarding the Two=stroRe,
It would be interesting to have heard the discussion

between the technical heads of the Hendee Company
at which the jettisoning of their 1916 baby two-stroke
was decided upon. This is the first instance—to the
best of my belief—of any leading firm adhering to

cheap lightweights, but scrapping the two-stroke
principle. Needless to say, in this case the two-stroke
lyas not judged on its merits. In the absence of

competitions and the existence of prohibition, the
British market, on which two-strokes were already
popular, was practically barred to the 1916 baby
Indian. Of the American market we know little,

except that lightweights are scorned there, and that

the riding conditions are exceptionally severe—so
much so, indeed, that nothing under 7-9 h.p. has really

made good in the States. Nevertheless, the Hendee
people have not abandoned the manufacture of light-

weights, and their new flat twin is distinctly reminiscent
01 the 249 c.c. A. B.C. engine, which has yet to make
a public debut on a motor cycle, and was originally

produced in response to the demand for a feather-

weight engine starter for seaplanes. The real interest

of the Hendee programme lies in the following ques-

tion—^has the two-stroke been scrapped out of defer-

ence to American prejudices or because the Hendee
Co. have satisfied themselves that the miniature flat

twin has the two-stroke beat for ordinary purposes ?

We may have to wait a long while for this piece of

information.

More Flat Twins.
Whatever may be the facts of the above enquiry,

it is abundantly clear that the horizontal twin is rapidly

gaining ground. One of the largest British firms (the

Humber Co.) takes its stand with the Indian firm

among the latest converts. The pros are its perfect

balance and colossal revolutions, as contrasted with
single-cylinders ; and the greater durability of its

bearings, as compared with the V twin. The cons

are the difiiculty of making all the engine details acces-

sible, and the problem of designing a satisfactory frame
to accommodate this type of engine in sizes, over 350
c.c. In other words, its conquest over the single and
over the V twin in sizes up to 350 c.c. is already

inevitable. The extension of its field must depend
on the success achieved by designers in dodging the

pitfalls of inaccessibility and faulty frame construction.

1 am not sure that I ought not to add easy starting to

the list of pros, but I hesitate to do so, as a certain

percentage of singles and V twins are splendid starters

nowadays. So I will only say that I . never owned a
flat twin which was not absurdly easy to start. For
example, I am a very lazy man, and my A.B.C. 3j4
h.p. is on the heavy side. I broke its kick starter

in the first week of ownership, and I have never made
any adjustments to the engine, carburetter, or ignition.

i IJCIQTV^
But I have not troubled to refit the kick starter,

because the machine invariably starts in a yard from

stone cold, even on the noxious fluids which novr

masquerade as No. 3 petrol.

Workmanship,
Mr. D. H. Smith probes the core of the British

motor cycle industry when he names workmanship as

its distinguishing feature. Our best workmanship is

still head and shoulders above that of any foreign motor
cycle I have ever seen ; and our ordinary workmanship,

as exemplified in our second and third-rate machines,

is superior to the average in rival countries. This

dictum may not be endorsed by the dilettante type oi

week-end rider, who never forces his machine, and who
rides chiefly at week-ends, but I have no doubts of its

truth. I secretly fancy that two friends and myself

constitute a trio of the hardest riders in the kingdom;

we are out every day in all weathers ; we ride long

distances ; we like speed ; and we are so busy that we
never tinker until we have to do so. Whenever we
foregather, we find ourselves unanimous on this point

of workmanship. On the other hand, workmanship is

not everything. I ventured to slang a farmer for using

American binders the other day, pointing out the

shoddy character of the details by contrast with a far

more substantial British machine. He agreed with my
point in toto ; but he mentioned four defects of our

agricultural machines which had influenced him in

buying American stuff. The British machines were too

costly ; they were too heavy ; they wore too well, being

out of date long before they were worn out; and they

lacked many ingenious little conveniences offered by.

American makers at a far lower price.

Mutatis Mutandis.
The comparison does not apply very precisely to

motor cycles. American machines are not cheaper,

partly because America has, never produced a decent

single-cylinder machine, and freights and tariffs pre-

vent their big twins from selling at highly competitive

prices (this will come; America's best 7 h.p. sells at

;£55 in the States, whereas our best singles cost more
than that). American machines are not appreciably

lighter, because they prefer to include such weighty

items as lighting outfits, 3in. tyres, and rear springing,

which few British makers have adopted as yet. Neither

British nor American machines are within measurable

distance of becoming absurdly durable. Nevertheless,

considering the comparatively undeveloped state of the

motor cycle industry, the comparison bids fair to be
realised. Superb workmanship may in time become
the main keynote of British motor cycles if we do not

wake up. It is a splendid feature ; but it cannot stand

in isolation against a combination of satisfactory work-

manship, low prices, and lavish specification, especially

as many riders fancy new machines each year.

A15
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IwoTdxurious
A COMPARATIVE
ROAD TEST OF TWO
MULTI-CYLINDER

MACHINES.

WE have recently been able to

sample one of the few 1916"

model 8-10 h.p. Hendersons, at

present in this country. It is just a

year since we last described the running

of the 1915 model of this machine,

and very well pleased we were with it.

Although the present engine has a cubical

capacity of 978, and the cubical capacity

of last year's model was 1,065, we cannqj: say that

we noticed any difference in power.

It may be gathered from a reference to our descrip-

tion of the machine, which appeared on page 470 of

the issue of May 18th, 1916, that the chief improve-

ments of the igi6 model over the 19 15 were in points

of convenience. We were especially struck by the

very convenient clutch control now fitted, which could

be operated either by hand or foot. Personally we
should prefer the hand control of the clutch to be
effected from the handle-bar, whereas actually it is

carried out by the usual American practice by means
of a side lever. We also much appreciated the fact

that the control, as regards the pedals, followed usual

car practice, the clutch pedal being on the left and
the brake pedal on the right. Both clutch and brake

work with commendable smoothness, the clutch, though
of very small dimensions, taking up the drive with

an altogether silky sweetness, yet never slipping in

the slightest degree. The brake, though amply
powerful, was in no degree fierce.

Flexibility and Acceleration.

The great charm of the four-cylinder Henderson is

its extreme flexibility, which permits one to crawl on

On the 1917 model Henderson (just introduced in the St?tes) the chief feature is the

adoption of a three-speed countershaft gear.

Two distinctive machines on the road

—

n four-cylinder Henderson and 3J h.p. A.B.C.

top Speed without slipping the clutch almost at

walking pace. From the latter speed the engine will

accelerate to almost any degree, and a wonderful

acceleration it is. - Up to about twenty-five miles an

hour the engine is quite imperceptible, though at

speeds over that there is a slight tremor, which,

though noticeable, is not unpleasant. A share of the

credit for the ample power, flexibility, and accelera-

tion is due to the excellent Schebler automatic

carburetter with which the 1916 Henderson is fitted.

AH one can find fault with in the Henderson is its

weight, a point not noticed when the machine is started,

but one which renders it somewhat awkward to handle

while wheeling it about. Another point open to

improvement is the kick starter, which does not appear

very strong and does not give sufficient surface for the

foot. On the occasion when we took over the machine
the engine started on the third kick, but it did not

behave quite so well in our hands, and eventually the

pin of the kick starter broke. The engine thereafter

was started by -pushing the machine along with the

low gear in and the clutch out, then engaging the

clutch with the hand lever and quickly declutching it

again. In about thirty seconds the engine was hot

enough to run with the air fully open, and would con-

tinue to run likewise throughout the

day.

In the open country the Hender-
son's acceleration was exhilaratingly

glorious, and, although no oppor-

tunity came of letting the machine
out on the road, we had a very good
inkling of the speed it would
attain. On hills it was a real joy

to drive, and would take quite

respectable gradients at a fast

speed, slow down at corners, and
then quickly pick up again as

if the road were level. The ex-

cellent saddle, which properly

fitted the body, hinged at its

forward end and its rear end
suspended on coil springs, was

.\t6
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Two Luxurious Motor Cycles.

—

delightfully comfortable, and further comfort was due

to the 28in. x 3in. tyres.

A Comparison between Two Entirely Different
Machines.

This machine was in our possession for some time,

and before parting with it we
were invited to try another

very ambitious mount,
namely, the 3^ h.p. A. B.C.,

the rider of which was equally

keen to try the Henderson.
Accordingly we set out to-

gether, he on the four-cylinder

monster and we on the lighter

A. B.C. The comfort of the

bigger machine was due in

some degree to not pumping
the back tyre very hard. The
difference between it and the

A. B.C., which, as all the

world knows, has a spring

frame, was practically neg-

ligible. The reason for this,

we take it, was due to the

fact that the A. B.C. had an
extremely uncomfortable
saddle, which in no way con-

formed to the shape of that part

of the anatomy which rested

upon it. The A. B.C. had
standard 26in. x 2jin. -tyres,

but the spring frame rendered
the' comfort of the two just about equal; still, we
venture to think that had the A. B.C. had a slightly

better saddle it might have scored from the point

of view of comfort. It is an extraordinarily handy
machine, running with comparative quietness, and
possessing a degree of acceiQfation almost equal to

that of the Henderson, if not quite, although
one had perhaps to change gear occasionally

to obtain it, and an absolutely vibrationless engine.

We drove the

smaller machine
practically all

day, and no
matter which of i

,'

the four gears f

provided was in I

engagement no ;
:

vibration could

be felt from the

engine at all,
[

:

while the four- \

cylinder machine '•

which possessed
a two - speed
hub produced a

slight, though
not altogether

unpleasant, " period,'

speeds.
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of cylinders. The 1916 model possesses only two
speeds, and these were ample on account of the power
of the engine, as the low was only used for starting

and once on taking the bad corner on Ranmore
Common, while the A. B.C. has four, and yet so easily

was the gear changed that the complexity of the four-

speed box in no way detracted from, but on the con-

trary greatly added to, the

pleasure of riding. It should

be added that the 19 17
Henderson has a three-speed

countershaft gear box.

We have referred previously

to the extraordinary accelera-

tion of the Henderson, but

on the few occasions on which

we tried it when running

with our companion we found

that the A. B.C. was not

left half a length behind.

As regards flexibility, the

A. B.C. was almost equal to

the four-cylinder, and there

is no doubt that it is a

wonderfully efficient machine,

as our contributor " Road
Rider " has stated.

Power unit of the 1917 Henderson. The three-speed
gear lies transversely to the plane of the machine.
The cranltshaft is prolonged to take the clutch and a
bevel pinion, the latter engaging with the crown wheel
on the mainshaft of the speed gear. The kick-starter

i? seen on the left.

An Interesting Day.

A curious fact was noticed

letting down

The four-speed horizontal twin spring frame A.B.C
is enclosed.

which was apparent at certain

Evenly Matched.

Of the two, perhaps the Henderson may be called

the more complicated on account of the multiplicity

on letting down the A.B.C.
from the stand. Instead of

the back wheel dropping with

a thump, as happens with

an unsprung machine, it came down with a curious

cushioning effect only experienced on motor bicycles

when the back tyre is half flat.

From the point of view of brakes there is very little

to choose between the machines. The A.B.C. was
fitted with two side-by-side internal expanding brakes

which have recently been described in The Motor
Cycle.

Altogether the day was a most interesting one, as it

^^ is very rare for

us to have the

opportunity o f

testing two
machines which
probably show
more originality

in design and
a greater diver-

gence in con-

struction than

any other pair

which could be
selected in this

or any other

country. These
models represent

the British and
American designers' ideas of a lux;urious two-wheeled

motor cycle, so ambitious that they are devoid of

no refinement obtainable in a car. Moreover, they

are thoroughly sporting mounts, having such a turn of

speed as would enable them to leave any but the best

cars far in the rear.

On the latest models the kick-starter
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BEARING PRESSURES.
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A Comparison between the Long and Medium Stroke Engine.

SOME little while ago " Ixion " issued an invita-

tion for a reply to Mr. Norton's claims with

reference to the superiority of the long to the

medium stroke engine. Now I happen to have been
using two machines, one representative of each type,

and I have taken the trouble to compare the two
engines closely, and have put the results of the com-
parison into non-technical language, which will, I

think, be more readily understood by the majority of
readers.

It is first necessary to tabulate a few details of
both engines :

82 X 120 mm. Engine (633 c.c.)

Bev3. per min. ..

Big end speed ..

Piston speed
Diam. of gudgeon

pin
Diam. of crank

pin

1.500
1.854 ft. per min.
1,181 It. per min.

%in.

Weight of Parts.
Weiglit of piston
Weiglit of connecting rod .

.

(divided as)

On big end (rotating)
On small end (reciprocating)
Total reciprocating parts

17+ 7=

17 ozs.

17 ozs.

10 ozs.

7 ozs.

88 X 96 mm. Engine (584 c.c.)

ReTs. per minr .. 1,500
Big end speed .. 1,585 ft.

Piston speed .. 945 ft.

Diam. of gudgeon
pin .. .. %in.

Diam, of crank
pin .. .. l^in.

per 111 in.

per min

Weight of Parts.

Weight of piston
Weight of connecting rod ..

(divided as)

On big end
On small end
Total reciprocating parts

19+7

19 ozs
18 023.

11 ozs
7 ozs

=26 ozs

Employing flywheels of the same diameter, we can,

on the short stroke engine, make our crank pin of a

greater diameter than that on the long stroke engine.

The diagram representing the flywheels of any

engine, bringing out mainly the rim portion, proves

this. The distance marked C is the clearance which is

essential under the flywheel rim to admit the connect-

ing rod big end.

In two engines, one of 120 mm. stroke and the

other of 96 mm. stroke, the difference in this clearance

is 12 mm., enabling the crank pin to be at least

6 mm. larger in radius, i.e., 12 mm. larger in

diameter for the medium stroke engine.

Having a larger bore, the short stroke engine will,

of course, have more space between the gudgeon pin

5mall diameter

Crank Pin

Larije Diameter

Crank Pin

Showing how a larger crank pin can be used in a medium stroke

engine, flywheel diameter being the same in each case. The
necessary clearance for the big end is shown at C.

bosses in the piston than will the long stroke engine,

and will thus admit of a wider small end to the

connecting rod and a wider bush. There is prac-

tically no reason for supposing the gudgeon pin can
be larger in diameter in either case. These points

appear to have been grasped by the designer of the

medium stroke engine under consideration, as his

gudgeon pin is the same diameter as that of the long

stroke, but is wider, whilst his crank pin has a greater

diameter. Of course, another point arises in the

width of the big end bearing. By placing a com-

paratively small diameter cylinder on a wide crank

case, the long stroke engine designer can make his

big end as wide as the big end of the short stroke is .

naturally, but, of course, a slight sacrifice of appear-

ance is entailed.

Explosion Pressures,

With regard to the greater pressure due to the

explosion on the bearings of a medium stroke engine,

owing to the greater

arc of the piston

head, we must re-

member that wear is

dependent not only

on the pressure, but

also upon the dis-

tance through which
the pressure^ is

exerted. Now,
granted we do not

obtain a higher ex-

plosion pressure on a

long stroke engine,

and the area of the

medium stroke engine

piston is greater,

therefore, to equalise

the work done, the

pressure on the bear-

ings of a long stroke

engine must occur through a greater distance, and
thus tend to equalise wear. This accounts for the

peculiarity of a long stroke engine known as
'

' hang-
ing on " under load at low speeds especially, but
it is not a help to long life for the bearings by any
means.

Briefly, we may thus sum up for the effect of explo
sion pressures on the bearings of the connecting rod.

1. .The bearings can be larger for a medium stroke
big bore engine than for a long stroke small bore
engine, other conditions as sjDecified being equal.

2. Although the pressure is momentarily greater

for a medium stroke engine, its greater bearing area
helps to equalise matters, Jbut the long stroke engine
suffers wear for a greater distance of its bearing travel.

3. On the main shaft bearings the wear will be
equal," as far as explosion pressures are concerned, on
both engines, as the total power transmitted will be
equal. These bearings, of course, will be of the same
diameter and length in either case.

1 will now consider wear on cylinder walls and
piston, as these have the same relation to each other

as a bearing and pin.

Regarding the cylinder walls, as, of course, a
greater length of cylinder will be exposed on the long

stroke than on the short stroke engine, we may fairly

assume that the question of lubricating the walls of

the long stroke engine will be more difficult to solve

than in the medium stroke engine, and where, as is

usual on motor cycle engines, the lubrication is by

The --greater angularity of the.

connecting rod in the long stroke

engine.
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Bearing Pressures.—

' "splash " from the flywheels and connecting rod, the
cylinder will, it is reasonable to assume, be starved of
lubricant at the higher end. This state of things will

cause heat and wear in the cylinder and piston, and a
greater tendency to distortion than will occur in a
medium stroke engine.

Angularity of Connecting Rod.
Another source of wear is derived from the angle

which the connecting rod makes with the cylinder wall.

In the engines I am discussing the length of the .

connecting rod is in either case Sin. between centrgs^'^

Therefore, as can be seen in the sketch on the previous
page, the centre line of tlie connecting rod must be more
nearly parallel to the cylinder wall on the medium
stroke engine, and must thus exert less thrust on the
wall than is possible with the other condition of engine.
The stroke of the long stroke engine is 120 mm.,

that of the medium stroke engine 96 mm., i.e., the
former engine has a stroke exactly ly^ times the
latter. This, then, will be the ratio of the pressure
acting on the- cylinder wails in favour of the medium
stroke engine. Again, the angle through which the
connecting rod swings is, of course, dependent On the
length of stroke, this in its turn governing the wear
on the small end bush. The further
the bush moves on the pin in a given
time the greater will the wear be. I

think we may say, then

—

1. Pressure of the piston on the

cylinder wall must be greater on the
long stroke engine, and therefore cause
more wear.

2. Allowing equal gudgeon pin
bearing pressures, owing to the in-

creased movement of the bearing on the
long stroke, greater wear takes place.

Centrifugal Pressures.

Having now dealt with the question
of wear generated by the explosion

pressure entirely, I will turn to the

question of the very important inertia

pressures, which, in a high speed
engine, play the greater part in wear-
ing the engine bearings.

The factors which influence this

wear are :

1. Weight of reciprocating parts.

2. Speed of reciprocating parts.

3. Amount of rotational balance
'^^'

obtained.

In the two engines we have under consideration,

we have given already the speed of the piston and
rotating parts, taking the balance weights as being

effective on a circle equal to the stroke in both cases.

This would be the usual method of balancing.

With regard to weights, the advantage is, in

these two engines, slightly on the side of the long

stroke, and these have been given previously.

Knowing we cannot balance a reciprocating body by
means of a rotating one, as we must try to do in a

single-cylinder engine, we must concede a certain

amount of unbalanced weight acting on the crank pin

radius.

Sections of two engines. 82 X 1 20

mm. and 88 X 96 mm., approxi-

mately to scale. Note that the

longer stroke has a narrower small

end bush and a small diameter

crank pin, whilst the crank case,

big end widths, and the flywheel

diameters are the same in either

Now, supposing one takes a mass, say, of i lb., and
swings this round on a string, it is at once evident that

a considerable pull is felt by the hand. Exactly the

same condition is set up for the bearings of an engine

which is slightly out of balance, causing undue wear.

Assuming the engine in both cases to be 4 oz. out

of balance, we require to know the magnitude of the

unbalanced force at, say, 1,500 r.p.m. This is

found by the formula P =
, where

P = The pressure or force required.

w = Weight of unbalanced mass in lb.

^2—. Velocity of mass in ft. per sec. squared.

^ = Acceleration due to gravity = 32.2 ft. per sec.

per sec.

r = Radius at which mass swings in ft.

Thus p^ •^5x30.9x30.9 ^8 lb. approx.
32.2 X .1968

"

for the long stroke engine, and

„ .2S X 26.4 X 26.4 ,, J. J
P = — 3^ =27 lb. approx. for the

- 32-2 X .157

medium stroke engine.

It must be clearly understood that these forces are

an addition to the existing loads on the bearings. Of
course, the stresses due to the reversal of the

reciprocating weights at the end of each

stroke would show favourably for the

medium stroke engine approximately as

the above.

When the question of higher speeds

is entered, the favourable conditions

rest more pronouncedly with the medium
stroke engine, owing to the lesser speed

of the moving parts. It is important

to note .the v^ factor in the given

formula, as this, combined with the

lesser radius, will always render the

short stroke engine the smoother running

of the two when other conditions are

equal.

- From this we are correct in assuming

that the medium stroke engine will be

lighter on its bearings, and will thus

be more suitable for high speed work.

There will be much less vibration, and
the engine will be more pleasant to

handle.

We may say, then, for inertia

pressures :

I. The bearing pressures are greater

in the long stroke engine, and increase

rapidly with speed.

is less vibration and smoother running2. There
on a medium stroke engine.

3. Wear on all bearings, especially big end and
main shaft bearings, is greater on a long stroke

engine.

In conclusion, I may add that, although the long
stroke is fairly successful on an engine of four or

more cylinders, owing to better rotational bslance,

on a single-cylinder engine a bore-stroke ratio of

more than i to i|- to i is undesirable, and creates

unnecessary difficulties in designing a smooth running

engine which will wear well.

A.A.S., Wh.Ex., etc.

3
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SOME USEFUL WINTER CLOTHING HINTS BY A CANADIAN.
BEING a Canadian and used, as

readers can imagine, to great cold,

I v^ill outline in this article a few
hints and tips as to how to keep warm
on the coldest winter day. Although
there is a great difference in the cold of

Canada and the cold of these Islands, I

think the clothing and methods I suggest
will meet all requirements.

Firstly, I think I had better explain
this difference of cold. In Canada it is

a dry cold, so dry, in fact, that the snow
is powdery and light. Hence we get a
blizzard when strong winds blow, and
to make a snowball out in Canada is an
impossibility.

Now in this country it is a wet cold,

and I think we will leave it at that,

except to point out that it is more diffi-

cult to deal with a damp cold.

The usual method in England employed
to keep out the cold generally amounts
to smothering oneself in multitudinous

A coat made of witney blanket.

clothing, leather waistcoats, or leather-

coats, overalls, oilskins, etc., until one
looks like a petrified mummy. Have you
ever seen an ordinary no account grey
pirate of a two-legged sparrow try to
keep warm? If you have I guess you
have not known why he keeps scr snug
during the snow months. Well, I will
tell you. He puflfs his feathers out at very
nearly right angles to his body, with the
result that he creates a warm air jacket
around himself,, and that is the whole
secret of keeping warm.
B4

I have met many and many a motor
cyclist with a strap round his midriff in

the middle of the summer. Believe me,
he only makes himself warmer by doing
that, because he generally creates a warm
air jacket around himself by the bunch-
ing of his clothes. But I digress.

Canadian socks

worn under

trousers.

How to Keep Warm.
First get, beg, borrow, buy, or steal

a real witney blanket, and make what
we call a parka. Now blanket is about
the finest material we can get for keeping
out the cold, and, strangely enough, it

ventilates in the most extraordinary way.
For instance, many a time have I seen
my " pard " "packing" a trail for the
dogs. (That is worse than pushing a
7-9 h.p. combination in compression on
low gear, I can assure you, and gettin;

whiter and whiter every minute throug
his perspiration oozing tlirough and freez-

ing solid on the outside.)

Make your parka on the very loose
side, so that when you buckle it across
the middle you have an air space all

round your vitals as in sketch No. 1.

As blankets soil, or rather show the dirt

easily through their

light colour, it is

advisable to have
it dyed some shade
of brown or grey
according to your
taste. You can
pipe the seams off

with leather if you
like, so that you
can ride without
any other over-
covering ; but, of

' course, there being
more rain than not,

,Wool socks over thin you must wear an
silk socks. overall over the

Th. Silk Soda

parka. Oilskins I would never advise,

because of all the unhealthy garments
they are the worst, especially when they
are strapped in about your middle.
Now although you have your parka on,

I suppose it is needless to tell you that

you must still wear your flannel shirt

and vest and pants. My own plan is

to wear a silk vest next to the skin and
a wool one over that. The same with
your nether garments.

Leg Coverings.

It may astonish you, but the most
vulnerable parts of your anatomy for feel-

ing cold, or rather for conveying cold to
your system, are the shins. If you will

just bend down while you are reading
this and feel the poor amount of flesh

between your bones there and the cold,

cold world you will get at my meaning,
and any doctor will tell you the same.
So you must protect the skinny parts.

Personally, I wear field boots, one pair
of silk socks, one pair of heavy wool over

farm Arj^pac

TKick Wool SKorTSfit^.

Iiick Wool OveKSfockiiy

made front old Swearer

doubled at A

Reld DocjT wbich alloMj

Warm -All Space.

Warm covering for the legs.

them, and a pair of Canadian socks.

Now Canadian socks are great cold
defiers, but if you cannot get them you
must try the next best thing which will

act in the same way. Take some old

sweater and cut off both arms, slip your
leg into the arm, and pull to its full

length so that the sweater arm covers
from just below the knee to the heel.

Now take the heel part and turn it back
until it reaches about the middle of the
calf.
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Cold Weather Clothing.—

The doubled over part fills every cranny
of the loose part of the boot (looseness

again, you see, tells), thus forming a very
warm nest for the ankle and efiiectnally

warming the foot down to the toes, the
upper part of the sweater warming the
shin bone and lower leg.

For the thighs, a good thick pair of

Bedford cord breeches will do with your
wool pants ; but, to ^eel really warm,
over the pants should be worn very loose
wool breeches cut on the same principle

as the Bedfords as in the illustration.

You would have to have these made,
but they repay you, as cold is a thing of

the past when wearing them.
Novi as to gloves. You cannot do

better than purchase a pair of bag gloves
with the index finger free from the bag
part, but be sure to get a pair that straps
at the wrist. You will want a pair of

similar gloves of light wool inside them.
For headwear I have never worn any-

thing more cosy than a racing helmet,
and I cannot recommend anything better

;

but, attached to mine, however, is an
adjustable flap that I can pull down at
will to protect the eyes in rain.

To close. Do not forget a woollen
mufller round your throat. This will

keep the draughts from exploring too
familiarly.

Never go out feeling cold. If you do
feel cold stamp or run about until you
feel warm, or try and start your engine
on paraffin (I guarantee this will warm
you), but do not go near a fire to get
warm whatever you do. H.M.

-^-•••—f-

A Sporting Sidecar.
A Light Model specially produced for Low-powered Machines.

THE taking sidecar illustrated

is the latest product of

Cooper Sidecars, Belgrave
Boad, Balsall Heath, Birmingham.
It is a light sporting body, suit-

able for fast, but comfortable,
touring, attached to a low-powered
machine. The chassis is of the
simplest type, and, although very
strong, is quite light. The main
frame is formed with one main
tube, bent in a triangular loop,

which, when bridged at intervals

and attached to the substantial

axle which also forms the rear

connection to the cycle, makes a
strong yet light chassis. Three
points of connection are provided,
'l^ie body, which is, of coui-se, the
Cooper speciality, is very neat, and,
while providing a very sporting
appearance, is thoroughly comfort-
able. The back of tTie seat is not
high, being, in fact, on a level with the
front. The upholstering, however, is so

arranged that a perfectly comfortable

The Cooper sporting model sidecar, a feature ot which i

luggage space in the bulbous back.

riding position is rendered possible despite
the snallow back".

The bulbous rear portion of the body

th,

is not wasted space, as in so many
sporting bodies, but accommodateii
a very roomy locker in a similai

manner to that provided in the

large touring body illustrated some
little time ago. This locker, even

on the sporting body, provides

sufficient room for quite a large

bag, while on the heavy model
there is sufficient room for still

more luggage. The bodies of both
models are very neat, and it would
be difficult to notice that so much
luggage-carrying room is provided.

Locker space is an important
detail wliich makes a great deal

of difference when touring, for

not only is the luggage perfectly

protected from the weather and
road vibration, but it also over-

comes the necessity for such care-

ful packing and strapping, which
is necessary when luggage is

carried on a grid or carrier, besides
being a very much neater way of

carrying it.

Vaporisation of Heavy Fuels.
More Suggestions from Readers.

WE continue to receive suggestions

from readers for the vaporisation

of heavy fuels. Many of these

have been published during tlie past few
weeks, and in this issue we glVe a few
more. Though the allowance of petrol is

to be increased next month, thousands of

riders will still continue to use heavy
fuels, and this, together with the ap-

proach of cold weather, makes it all the

R. Baker Whittlck's vaporising device for

heavy fuels.

more imperative to arrange for the proper
vaporisation of whatever petrol substitute
is used.

Simplicity Itself.

A reader (R. Baker Whittick), who
owns a Triumph, sends us a sketch of a
vaporiser he has fitted with satisfactory
results. It consists, firstly, of a tube
attached to the air intake of the carbu-
retter, and bent round so as to catch the
hot air coming off the cylinder fins.

Round this pipe a tin cover was fitted,

which brings additional heat direct from
the exhaust. This was accomplished by
fitting a small pipe from the cover to the
exhaust outlet, as shown in the ' sketch
on the left.

From a Boot Polish Tin.

That a satisfactory vaporiser can be
easily and cheaply made at home is

proved by the device illustrated, and
rigged up by a Coventry reader, J.

Robert Reid. It consists of a Nugget
boot polish box, which, after a large hole
has been made in the centre, surrounds
the float chamber. It is soldered top and

bottom. A pipe brings heat from the

exhaust, and then, if desired, the outlet

pipe can be taken to the air intake and

so warm the air drawn over the jet, and

assist in spraying the fuel.

This device is fitted to a Rudge-Multi,

with Senspray carburetter, ^and Mr. Reid

tells us he gets good results with a mix-

ture of 75% paraffin and 25% petrol. He
has to prime with petrol for starting

from cold.

ExKaust pipe

.

A vaporiser made from an empty boot

polish tin.

B5
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

What Soldiers Like.

Sir,—I thought perhaps you might like to know how much
your paper is appreciated out here in France. I was^ origin-

ally enlisted a gunner in the Motor Machine Gun Service,

and, after a somewhat varied career, am still alive to look

forward every week to my copy of The. Motor Cycles that

is sent out from "Blighty."
For my own part I very much enjoy the illustrated articles

of trips through different parts of Great Britain. And I

would suggest, now that there is rather a "close" season

in motor cycling, that the large numbers of your Service

readers at present abroad would thank you for a liberal

supply of such articles.

A few photographs that recall to us pleasant visions of a

sunlit road and the happy times we had (and hope to have
again apres la guerre) are, like "Fragments from France,"

a fine tonic to cure "fed-upness."
I may say that I was quite surprised at finding it was

possible to buy current copies of your paper within a couple

of miles of the firing line.

B.E.F. W. H. LETHEREN, Sec.-Lt., R.E.

Economical Management of a Scott.

Sir,—I was much interested in the article which appeared
in your issue of September 14th, as I, too, had been experi-

menting with a 1912 Scott, which had been brought up to

date in much the same way as the machine of the writer of

the article. Before the above-mentioned article was seen

the two fittings shown
in the accompanying
illustration had al-

ready been completed.

The auxiliary tank,

holding about half a
gallon of petrol for

starting purposes, was
made out of a Mac-
farlane water-biscuit

tin, the length being

reduced by about 3in.

It was attached to the

tube by ordinary iron
" hooping," which is

used to strengthen the

ends of wooden cases,

etc. A bracket was
also soldered on to the
bottom of the tin, as
there was a tendency
for the "tank" to

vibrate at high speeds.
The total cost of mak-
ing this, with tubing,
T piece, and filler cap
was under half a

H

Scott equipment for using heavy fuel.
crown.
For the hot air in-

take the same method
was used as that mentioned by the writer of your article

—

the most obvious and perhaps only method for a Scott
machine. In my case, however, ordinary copper tubing was
used instead of flexible tubing, as being cheaper. It might
seem as if the length of the piping would spoil its efficiency

;

b6

but, as a matter of fact, not only does the jet chamber and
induction pipe become thoroughly warm after a few hundred
yards, but also the float chamber and its contents.

The fuel used is a half-and-half mixture of petrol and
paraffin. The Scott runs as well on this as on pure petrol,

no difference in speedy hill-climbing, etc., being noticeable.

Pure paraffin was tried, but the engine " choked." This, in

my opinion, is partly due to the number of gauzes through
which the mixture has to pass before it reaches the combus-
tion chamber. Only one thickness of gauze is used now,
instead of the usual two, and, possibly, it all the gauzes were
dispensed with the machine would run on pure paraffin.

With petrol one gets objectiona;ble " blow-backs " if the full

number of gauzes is not used, but these disappear when
paraffin is used. (Rev.) V. B. YEARSLEY.

Electric Lighting for Motor Cycles.

Sir,—With reference to Lt. Nagel's criticism on the
use of celluloid-cased accumulators mentioned in my article

on the above subject, I have used this type of cell con-

tinuously on various motor cycles for the last three and a

half years without the slightest damage taking place. On
my latest two-stroke (a 1916 model) a C.A.V. celluloid type
cell, mounted in precisely the same position as his own,
has already seen considerably over 1,000 miles' use on
rough roads, and it is practically impossible to distinguish
it from new.
The advantage of celluloid is that it enables the condi-

tion of the plates and height and condition of the acid to

be readily observed, which is a great factor in the suc-

cessful use of accumulators for lighting purposes on motor
cycles, especially when one is dependent on the local garage
for charging facilities.

With the steel or ebonite- cased cell the internal condition
is largely a matter of guesswork. Provided the celluloid

cell is of a good make and is tightly packed in its box to
prevent jolting, I fail to see why it should be more prone
to damage than any other type. F. E. SCHOFIELD.

American Machines'.

Sir,—I quite agree with " Rhodesian " in his tip for over-
head valves on the Indian. I have also found it quite an
improvement, and, with the addition of a small fibre cap
over the small push rod it makes the valves as silent as

.

side by side.

But I should like to make a few remarks regarding the
wearing qualities of this machine in contradicting
" Prospero's " statements. I uphold him in his points on'
other machinery, but would like to give my experience as
regards two of the principal motor cycle productions. •

(1.) The clutch and ^ear box of the Harley-Davidson and
Indian will take a lot of beating. I have just examined and •

cleaned a 1913 7-9 h.p. Indian two-speed gear box and for all

'

practical, purposes it was in as good condition as the day the
machine was put on the road.

(2.) Engines. Three weeks ago my pal in the workshop
dismantled an 8 h.p. thi-ee-year-old Harley-Davidson engine.
It had one cracked piston, and the rings were bad, otherwise'
nothing else required renewing. This machine had been
run hard by one who did not know a piston from a big end,

.

and had had a sidecar attached the whole of the time.
I have just assembled my 1915 5-6 h.p. engine after a com-

plete inspection. This machine has run about 12.000 miles.
All it required were two new top rings and a good internal
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cleaning. I, of course, had the heads off for decarbonising
purposes.

(3.) Wheels and frames. Where can anyone find wheels
which will stand up any better than the American pattern?
The frames also may bend in a smash, but very seldom
crack or kink.

(4.) Brakes. How is it I notice some of the latest British
machines of good makes are beginning to copy the American
back drum brakes? MECHANIC M.T.

Sir,—" J.W.'s" letter requires an answer from me. To"
have it suggested that my opinion is the possible result of
intolerable bias by a gentleman who naively admits his own
bias is sarcasm run mad. He has " lately " taken delivery
of so and so. Precisely my point. Mr. J. W. Walker's
point and " Ixion's " concise summary of the question (vide
The Motor Cycle of August 24th, page 154) are all summed
up in the sentence in Mr. Walker's letter :

" Very fine for
three, passable for six, and hopeless for a year's hard riding."
To answer question No. 2. Yes ; American kick-starters

are more crude than English. Where is there an American
with a kick-starter as neat as the Sturmey-Archer, Sunbeam,
or A.J.S. ?

Point 3 would be a list of annoying troubles petty and
otherwise—-the natural result of having a collection of small
nuts, bolts, studs, pipes, and flimsy levers placed on a
vibratory piece of mechanism like a motor cycle engine. I
wauld advise "J.W." to cast his eyes around and not glue
them to one machine.

Electrical troubles. To re-utilise an old phrase of my own,
" Magnetos that are too proud to spark " hail in large
quantities from across the herring pond. We have some
here (France).

Point 4. A carburetter is not automatic if it requires a
small extra air lever to be manipulated from the saddle by
leaning down and feeling for it. My present Triumph,
carburetter is more automatic than any American I ever sat
on, yet it is a two-lever.

Point 5. My list was not meant in any way to be authori-
tative or complete. As stated, it was a purely personal short
leet of really good things—the result of a fair amount of
riding experience. I would point out that there are several
English machines which will give him all the good points he
enumerates, bar possibly 28in. wheels, and I would further
point out that the home product will still be giving excellent
service a year or so after the average American has rattled
itself to the scrap heap.

B.E.F. A. LINDSAY, M.B. (Capt.), R.A.M.C.
P.S.—Capt. E.G. A. was your error. N'est ce pas?

A Trial of Petrofin.

Sir,—Having run 400 miles on Petrofin, I give my experi-
ences. No alterations have been made in any way. The
machine is a 1914 2| h.p. Douglas, Amac carburetter. I fill

the carburetter with pure petrol, inject pure petrol into each
cylinder, turn on Petrofin, apd the engine starts at once.

I get over 84 m.p.g. The following differences are noted
between petrol and Petrofin :

"^ The engine takes little air until six miles have been run.
The engine is very sensitive on throttle and as to mix-

ture, and slow in picking up after corners, when it is apt
to "pink" or backfire in the carburetter. When picking
up after corners it starts firing on the back cylinder, then
on the front, and possibly backfires in the carburetter. This
is doubtless due to air leaks, as the carburetter is old. On
the level the pleasantest speed is 27 m.p.h., with the
throttle nearly snut and a little air.

As the engine runs hotter than with petrol it takes a
httle more oil. On hills it is slow, necessitating more
frequent use of the low gear; but if allowed to cool first it
goes up anything on top, as with petrol.
In conclusion, Petrofin is more tricky to drive with, as

" it is strongheaded," and gets a set mixture of its own,
which must not be altered, of 27 m.p.h. or so. At this speed
the engine keeps fairly cool: it will do 50 m.p.h., but
naturally overheats soon. All the taxis in Cambridge run
©n white paraffin at Is. Id. per gallon and one-third petrol.
They mis a penny block of camphor with each gallon of
paraffin (as in London). I find my Douglas runs better on
Petrofin with a penny block of camphor per gallon.

J. H. LAWSON-WALTON (Lieut.),
13th K.R.R., ATTACHED R.F.C.
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Improved Hudguarding.
Sir,^I have no desire unduly to deprecate Mr. Macgill's

mudguard attachments, described and illustrated soma
little time ago, but what I would like to point out or
suggest is that such attachments would not be necessary
if the present practically standard method of mudguarding
were redesigned. Several years ago I urged two leading
makers, whose machines I used, to fashion the mudguards
on what I would term car style, i.e., broad nine or ten
inch guards, slightly curved, with small ribs along the
edge to prevent water and mud from scattering out sideways.
Such guards to have an inch of clearance from the tread
of the tyre, thus enabling them to be easily cleaned out,

and clogging up with mud and snow, so often the case with
the present closed in form of mudguards, rendered impossible.

My suggestion was politely acknowledged by the makers in

question, but was not adopted. Since then I note that

the Enfield and A.J.,S. firms have begun to fit their machines
with broad open guards, and recent Norton models have
the baok wheel thus protected, though retaining the old

style of guarding over the front wheel (which, by the way,
is the principal offender, so far as mud, dust, and wet
slinging is concerned). It may be urged that the style of

mudguards I advocate would mean wind resistance and over-

heating by the engine being too well shielded ; but my
experience with Douglas machines fitted with outspread
wings on the front guard is that ordinary wind resistance is

not apparent, and a series of perforations through the right

hand wing enables a draught of air to impinge on the front

cylinder, thus checking any tendency for the engine to

become unduly heated.
Supplementary fittings, such as shields made of tin or

leather, roller blinds, etc., I regard as so much clumsy,
unsightly extra stuff clamped and bolted on, and more or

less a hindrance when certain adjustments are necessary.

The majority of makers at present are probably too busy
with Government work to think about mudguards, but I

hope, when normal times return, that those very important
and all necessai-y fittings will undergo such alterations as

will make them really effective. E. G. LINDSAY.

A Home-made Sidecar.

Sir,—Noticing from time to time the interest you take in

home-built sidecars, I am sending you a photograph of one
I built in my spare time. It is made of three-ply wood,
has a V-shaped windscreen, and is extremely light. It

offers very little wind resistance. I have attached it to

my 1915 B.S.A. machine, of which I cannot speak too
highly. I have fitted a "drain pipe" exhaust and altered

the handle-bars to my own taste. I have been running on
half paraffin and half petrol without any alteration to the
carburetter. With this mixture there seems to be no
difference in running, except on hills, when a little more
careful manipulation of air and spark levers is required.
It is only necessary to inject petrol when starting from cold.

I give the engine just a little more oil than when running
on "pure" petrol. I have examined the residue in the
crank case from time to time, and can see no signs of the
paraffin getting past the rings, so I should imagine that the
half and half mixture vaporises properly.

... G. P. RAMSEY.

Another home-built sidecar body. (See letter from G. P Ramsey.)

B'/
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The Scott Sociable.
Sir,—I have been following with great interest the corre-

spondence about the new Scott Sociable in

your excellent paper.
In reply to Sgt. Way's idea of placing

the front wheel in the centre, I would
suggest that Mr. Scott's original idea was
better, for, even in peace time, the roads
in this country leave much to be desired,

and on rough roads surely two tracks are

better than three.
,

A point with regard to piston head
design. Why is it motor cycle manufac-
turers insist, I think without exception,

on making their piston heads nearly fiat?

Surely if the combustion chamber were
more nearly spherical (see sketch), with
the plug in the centre, greater power and efficiency would
result. E. PLANE.

.
Sir,—I have been very interested the last few weeks

in reading the letters in The Motor Cycle with reference
to the Scott Sociable. Whether it is a "beauty" or not
seems to me to be matterless if it will prove to be as satis-

factory and efficient as a standard 5-6 h.p. twin and sidecar.

The motor cycle and sidecar was by no means beautiful
when it first made its appearance, but it has proved to be
the passenger outfit so far.

Some months ago, before the description of the Scott
Sociable was published in 77iC Motor Cycle, I saw a sociable

which, if it were not the Scott, was its double—at least it

had a two-stroke Scott engine, and was very like the descrip-

tion and photographs in The Motor Cycle, and bore the
registration numbers of the district where the Scott is built.

When first I saw the machine it was standing in the left-

hand side of a main street, with the front and driving wheel
about a foot or so off the crown of the road, the offset

wheel, of course, being nearer the pavement. The engine
was started up with both driver and passenger in their

seats, but when the machine was put into gear and a start

attempted the sociable refused to mount the camber.
The same thing was' tried several times, but without suc-

cess, and to get away the passenger and driver had to get

out and push or drag the front wheel on to the crown of

the road before a start could be made. I never saw a motor
cycle and sidecar in the same predicament, and have seen

dozens start away from exactly the same place.

Why the sociable refused to mount the camber of the road
I cannot say, but it appeared to me at the time to be due
to the fact that there was too much of the weight on the
back wheels, and the uneven pull of the passenger's weight
made the front wheel lean over a great deal, and, however
the steering wheel was turned, the front wheel refused to

right itself to allow the motor to start off. I may add the

camber of the road was by no means out of the ordinary.

Perhaps this trouble has been remedied, as, in my opinion,

it was a very serious drawback to the sociable. I do not
wish by any means to run down the machine in pointing

this out, but as many of my friends who witnessed the

incident have often mentioned it (and more so this last

week or two after reading the letters in your paper) an
explanation would be welcomed. Personally, I think it only
fair the makers ought to have the chance of e.xplaining

through the medium of your paper as to whether this has
been remedied or not. F. GREENWOOD.

Will the Single-cylinder Survive?
Sir,—The "entirely new class of motor cyclist" which

" Engineer " assures us has come along must be very small
in numbers and influence compared with the class which will

arrive when the Army releases its millions of men, and only
after the war will the question of the survival of the single-

cylinder be answered.
Of late years the policy of the motor cycle trade has been

that of over-development in the search for comfort and
luxury ; that which is essentially the ". poor " man's motor
should be as comfortable only as is consistent with cheapness
of first cost, economy of upkeep, simplicity of construction
and control, and absolute reliability.

The
. single-cylinder is the only type to satisfy all these

requirements, whilst the favoured of "Engineer" and, of
late, your tame weather-vane " Ixion," secure comfort at
the expense of cheapness, simplicity, and economy, and

b8
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maybe reduce absolute reliability to something a little less

certain. The horizontal twin, gaining power only by

abnormal r.p.ra. and controllability by variation of gearing,

cannot possibly equal the low fuel consumption of the single,

which will do 90% of a day's work on top gear, thanks to the

true engine flexibility and power which made possible the

overwhelming success of the 3^ h.p. as a fixed geared S9I0.

Annually the cost of motor cycles has increased, simply,;

because a certain class, of motor cyclist has been m a P°»-|
tion to pay for the increased comfort and luxury demanded;}

but such riders will eventually be in the minority, and it"!

but reasonable to suppose that as the price of an outfit J

equipped as they desire almost approaches that of a small

car, the small car maker will eventually secure their custom.

After the war the small tradesman and the young artisan

will form the backbone of the motor cycling public, and

power with economv and reliability will be in most demand.

This state of affairs' has obtamed for some time in the manu-

facturing districts of the North of England, and it is signifi-

cant that here the single far outnumbers all other types for

both sidecar and solo use. D- H. SMITH.

Sir,—May I add a word for the twin? Mr. A. C. Huskm-

son, in his enthusiasm for his new single-cylinder mount,

makes a most ridiculous statement in regard to the pulling

power of the horizontal twin. What manner of twin has he

in mind that requires a 9 to 1 gear to climb a hill that a

500 c.c. single can climb on a 4^ to 1 gear? Any decent

500 c.c. "flat" twin should climb the same hill as the

single on a 5 to 1 gear.

May I relate a few instances of hill climbing by twins

known to me? During the hill-climbing meeting at Nails-

worth in February last George Brough made several ascents

of the " Ladder " on a 8i to 1 gear. This was on a standard

3i h.p. Brough. This m'&chine was not one of his " specials,"

but a standard machine belonging to a customer. In the 1914

Jarrott Cup trial Brough and I both rode 3^ h.p. Brougha.

George Brough's gears were 6^ and 4 to 1, if I remember

rightly, and my own 7^ to 4| ;
yet we had no difficulty in

ascending all hills, and I was told afterwards that our

machines were among the fastest on the hills, and some ot

them are pretty stiff. Another case of a good climb wai

made by a 1912 fixed gear 2| h.p. Douglas that used U
belong to my friend, G. L. Rossiter—well-known to Ports

mouth Road hahituds—which climbed Pebblecombe on ^^
6 to 1 gear ; also on my Brough I have climbed Dashwooc
Hill with a 4^ to 1 gear at over 25 m.p.li.

Why does Mr. Huskinson imagine that a twin with won
out chains, sprockets, gear box, and with the engine gettinj

"slack "will make more noise than a single in a like condi

tion? I should say that the single, provided it is fitted witl

the same type of transmission, will make a much mor<

horrible row, with its uneven power thrusts jerking the wori

chains, etc.

Mr. Huskinson thinks that running an engine on _ lowe:

gears will wear it out quicker than hanging on to high gears

Sly experience has always been that more wear takes placi

in an engine and transmission on a fixed gear machine, o)

where a high gear is used a great deal. It is the thumping

at low engine speeds that wears out the bearings, trans

mission, etc.—not " revving." I have been running my owi

machine for over eighteen months, and have covered Wei

over 8,000 miles, and the bearings—big and little ends—hayf

not yet required taking up.

I have ridden most types of power units and the Brougl
horizontal twin for the last two and a half years, and mj
conclusion is that the horizontal twin is the finest type'

unit for a motor cycle it is possible to have. The increasinj

number of famous motor cycle houses to take it up is a goo(

argument for this. All credit to the pioneers, Douglas Bros
I hold no brief for any motor cycle firm, but just state mj

experiences. K. V. CHIDLEY.

Treatment of Belts.

Sir,—Now that a lot of motor cycles have to be storei

away, owing to "joining up" of the owners, it will bi

found a very wise plan to remove the rubber belt. - If tK
belt is not taken off the machine it will be found (afte,

a few months), with being kept stretched for so long, thai

the rubber covering will be cracked. This will follow witl

it peeling off, and end in buying a new one, whereas if }

were put away in a cool, dry place it would remain as goot

as ever. J.D.R.
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Why Does the Engine Carbonise ?
Sir,—I always find your journal most interesting, and

feel compelled to extol the article 'by Mr. H. Webster iMoss
on "Why Does the Engine Carbonise?" in The Motor
CycU of October 12th.
The points raised and reasons given appeal to me as a

chemist. I am inclined to think that the mischief arises
more from the lubricating oil than from the petrol, and
ahould imagine that petroil engines would show this defect
more than petrol woi-ked ones
Why lead an exhaust heated pipe through the induction

pipe 1. It seems to me t'lat a larger exhaust as a jacket all
round the induction pipe should be more effective, and
could be made to improve the "silencing" in running.

I often think that the principle of a scent spray could be
better adapted to the jet to relieve the trouble of flooding.
Why not fix a small metal piston near tank with a pipe

leading to a small container of petrol near carburetter with
an outlet inside jet chamber? This would give a vaporiser
of rnuch finer divided particles than ordinary jets. This
should start up more easily with foot on pedal and hand
on piston.

_
Had I time and tools I should be inclined to experiment

in this direction. W. PILKINGTON.

Paraffin—A Suggestion to Manufacturers.
^''>

—

\ should like to seize the opportune moment of
communicating a very important suggestion, through the
medium of your valuable and widely read paper, to motor
manufacturers throughout the country, strongly urging them
to adopt the " dual system of paraffin and petrol " for use
on all their trade carrier machines, and also on their general
runabout machines, and even, to extend my suggestion
further, use this for all testing purposes, etc.. since it has
been proved and found that there is very little loss in general
efHciency in running engines on paraffin. During these days
of urgent necessity for economy in the use of petrol, I feel
convinced that this suggestion would mean a great saving
of petrol, since there is at the present time an enormous
quantity of petrol being used for the above purposes which
might, I think, be easily avoided.
There are various methods of carrying this suggestion into

simple practice, the simplest, I think, being one in which
a small compartment or a separate tank is used to carry
the petrol for starting-up purposes only, and a two-way tap
or the like employed, so that either petrol or th« paraffin
may be turned on to feed the engine through the carburetter
at will of the operator, and this might simply be arranged
if desired for handle-bar control. A. S. BAYLIS.

Magneto Details.

Sir,—Regarding your contributor " Ixion's " statement in
Thu Motor Cycle of October 12th about sticking rocker arms
on British-made magnetos, I should like to kSow why the
fibre bush is still fitted.

Is it another instance of the hypnotising effect of the name
"Bosch"? Now the reason I ask this question is because
I have a 1911 3^ h.p. machine which has done over 38,000
miles, and although the contact breaker is similar to the
Bosch, I have never had a stick-up. The magneto is German
make, but has a metal-to-metal bearing for the rocker.
The same make of magneto had a still further improved

contact breaker fitted just before the war. In this case
the rocker was discarded altogether, arid the platinum con-
tact attached direct to a sprmg.
Then again tEere are the novel American magnetos. Now

why cannot English makers exercise their originality, and
realise that even the Bosch was far from perfect in regard
to the contact breaker? D. E. JEWITT.

An Appreciation.

Sir,—Some months ago I wrote to you about my Douglas,
saying I did not think I could manage it, as the saddle was
too high and the machine appeared to be rather heavy for
me. On receiving your reply to the effect that you were
quite sure that if the seat were lowered I could manage it,

I took your advice, and have had some glorious rides since

;

not far at a time, it is true, because I happen to be a
postal official, and the hours will not admit of my going
a long distance in one day.

I have bought two of your handbooks. I always take The
Motor Cycle, and read the articles published therein with
great interest.

You have brought a great deal of pleasure into my life,

for which I heartily thank you.
(Miss) BERTHA I. STUBBINGS.
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Meaiittj Paaoturas.

Sir,—I send you herewith a
sketch of an idea which I have
found very useful to me a number
of times.

Sometimes when you get a punc-
ture on a country road, the patch
is inclined to be awkward and will

not stick to the tube, but by using

an ordinary adjustable spanner as

a cramp you can obtain a good
mend. All that is needed are two
pennies. The sketch will explain

the idea.

J. D. ROBINSON.

Engine Noises.

Sir,—From time to time an outbreak of explanations of

" konking " and other weird engine noises takes place in

your columns. Most of the theories given have been palp-

ably wide of the mark, betraying as they do a complete

ignorance of the simplest chemistry and mechanics ; others

are possibilities, but I have never noticed mention of what
in all probability is the true reason, viz., "rupture of the

lubricating film at the moment of maximum pressure," most
particularly at the gudgeon pin. The conditions of konking.

favour (1) a high instantaneous pressure on the piston
; (2),

extreme attenuation of the oil from high temperature
; (3)

a thin film, because of slow relative motion between the

surface of the gudgeon pin and of its bearing ir the con-

necting rod. Hence rupture of the film.

When the explosion occurs the film is driven away, broken
through, and a momentary metallic blow of the " konk "

kind is probable; a short senatSSzure is sure to tollow from

the increase of friction This results in a greater or less,

retardation of all the moving parts, which opens up the

way for an easy explanation of all the noises described by
your readers.

From observations made on a cycle engine of my own,
very liable to knocking, I came to the conclusion that the

highest note was produced when the action took place in

the gudgeon pin, the next when the connecting rod end
momentarily broke through, and occasionally a kind of

compound "chug" occurred in the main bearings At any
rate the idea is worth considering and testing by anyone
with the requisite leisure and learning. OLEOFIEND.

Overheated Sparking Plugs.

Sir,—I have read "Ixion's" remarks re overheated plugs,

in The Motor Cycle of September 7th with considerable

interest. A short time back an appreciative comment on the

A. B.C. machine appeared from the same writer. I had looked
forward to this report, as I was anxious to know whether any
plug trouble had been experienced with the engine under
review, but apparently this make has not even one small
fault.

My present mount is a T.T. Brough—a fast and reliable

machine—but I find that plugs do not last long. At moderate
speeds they are quite satisfactory, but when the " fifty

"

mark is passed misfiring soon begins, and on examination I

find that oil is working out between the porcelain and metal
body of the plug. The centra! electrode can also be movect
about, but as soon as the engine gets cold it sets tight again-

and the firing is perfect for a few miles. On one occasion

the centre of the plug blew right out when trai'elling at

speed. The plugs used have been of best English make.
My engine is perfectly clean and in good order, and the
timing must be about right, as I can touch 60 m.p.h. by
speedometer. The front cylinder is guilty as often as the

back. Perhaps some of your readers have had similar bother,

and have found the remedy, i.e., a plug which will stand
up to the work. ROBERT J. COSH.
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COLD WEATHER CLOTHING (iUu.).

BEARING PRESSURES.

SIDECAR OR CYCLE CAR?

Bather Late in the Day

!

A new feature introduced into " Pell

Mell," the revue at the Ambassadors'
Theatre, is a satire on the Petrol Control
Committee.

Overseas markets.

The Cleveland two-stroke—the Ameri-
can lightweight which follows so closely

the design of the 2| h.p. two-stroke
Triumph and the single-cylinder F.N.—is

the latest motor cycle to seek a footing

in Holland, an Amsterdam agency having
been opened.

The Term "Flat Twin."
Under the heading "A few Spare

Links," E. B. Holton, writing in an
American contemporary, says :

" Here's
one from the other side, and, as it is good,

I hope we adopt it into our own lingo.

It is the English appellation for a double
opposed motor, and is 'flat twin.' The
beauty of it is that it fully describes the
type, and at the same time is short."

Police Trap at Aldershot.

We are informed that there is a police

trap working almost dailj^g^ Queen's
Avenue, Aldershot, between the Canal
Bridge and North Camp, in the twelve-
mile limit. The military police summon
all offenders, both civil and military, and
the cases are dealt with at Aldershot
Police Court. Fines are generally 15s.

or £1. Numerous D.R.'s have been
caught recently.

More Cheap Cars.

The. Autocar informs us that there
are reports in France concerning the
formation of a company, with a capital

of £3,000,000, to manufacture cheap cars
after the war capable of competing with
the Ford. We frequently hear vague
talk of an amalgamation of companies
in England to turn out motor cycles in

vast quantities, and at prices unheard
of ; but we do not think cheaply manu-
factured motor cycles would benefit

motor cycling in England, though it

might for a pei'iod popularise it.

A Curious Coincidence.

On the very day previous to our leading
article appearing in the last issue on the

British magneto, in which it was stated

that neither individually nor as a body
have the British motor cycle manufac-
turers expressed their determination not
to use foreign magnetos after- the war,
it was announced in the French official

report that Adjutant Pilot Baron and
Adjutant Chazard had bombed the
Bosch magneto factory in Stuttgart.
Dense smoke was seen rising from the
factory as the result of the bombard-
ment. The French are evidently in

earnest about this matter, even if the
British are not.

A One-handed Motor Cyclist.

Mr. Nelson, of Shipley, who, unfor-
tunately, has lost one hand, which is

replaced by a hook, writes us in reference
to the R.F.C. At present he rides a
4 h.p. Norton motor cycle, and can
manage motor cars as well. He has
offered his services for Motor Transport
and been refused, and has also been
rejected three times by the military.

Obscured Number Plates.

A correspondent informs us that police

are active in Regent's Park Road, North
Finchley, and are especially keen on
catching motor cyclists whose number
plates are obscured. Two constables are
employed on this important duty. Our
informant was stopped for having his
number plate partially obscured by a
cloth he had wrapped round his spare
petrol can to prevent it scratching the
enamel on the carrier;

Driving by Night in London.
No one drives a motor vehicle by night

in London unless he is compelled, though
sometimes it happens that one is over-

taken by darkness, and the ordeal has to

be faced. Then excessive caution has to

be- exercised. Foot passengers crossing

the street are next to impossible to see,

motor omnibuses and trams are hardly
noticeable, so dimly are they lighted, and
overtaking is risky and uncertain. The
driver has to keep his eyes skinned the

whole time and must drive very slowly.

Three for Free.

From the small advertisements of a
daily paper :

" 3^ h.p. motor cycle and
sidecar for sale, 4-stroke, 3 engine, 2-

speed, in going condition."

A Natal Trial.

The Pietermaritzburg Club's annual

trophy run, a matter of 157 miles over

typical Overseas roads, was won by an
A.B.C. rider, who lost eight marks out ;

of one thousand. Thirteen of the twenty-

three riders were mounted on big Ameri-
can twins.

Latest Lighting.

We are glad to see the official order

that, commencing January 1st, all vehi-

cles, except bicycles, push tricycles, and
hand vehicles, will be required to show
two" front lights, one at each side.

_
It

is already compulsory in certain counties.

The extension of restricted lighting on
vehicles to the whole country is de-

scribed elsewhere in this issue.

Second-hand Machines.

Now that more petrol is obtainable

and fewer new mounts are to be had the

second-hand trade should be brisk. As i

it is more and more difficult to get repairs

carried out, motor cyclists will have- to

rely still more on their own, skill and
resourcefulness, and we advise those who
contemplate overhauls during the winter

months to read all the books they can on
the management of their mounts.

Prince Axel of Denmark
s a keen motor cyclist, and

scorns the lightweight, pre-

ferring the speed and power

of the 10 h.p. Harley-

Davidson, on which he is

^.
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Ihe Motor Cyclists' Round Table.
' Oui' correspondence pages, which extend
to four pages this week, are exceptiona.lly
interesting.

The Admiral Arbuthnot Trophy Fund.

1^ . A cheque for 5s. having been sent to
' The Motor Cycle by Lt. Frank Mav,
R,N.A.S., for the Arbuthnot Trophy
Fund, Mr. T. W. Loughborough, secre-

tary of the A.C.U., has decided to accept
jt. This is the sixth amount received by

. this journal and handed over to the
A.C.U. -

A Machine Stolen.

Messrs. Maude's Motor Mart are
an.xious to trace a machine which was
sold against a cheque which has been
returned "no account," the purchaser
of which cannot now be found. The
machine is a 1915 Sj h.p. Zenith, engine
No. 2,426, frame No. 3,400, fitted with
Watford speedometer, P. and H. lamps,
and Lucas horn. Information should be
sent to Messrs. Maude's Motor Mart,
100, Great Portland Street, W.

t The Second-hand Show.
Owing to unforeseen difficulties, Mr.

Hugh H. Gregory, who had arranged
to issue the certificates stating the

- mechanical condition of the entries at
the forthcoming show of second-hand

. . cars, has, with great reluctance, been
compelled to withdraw from this appoint-
ment. Messrs. William Glass and Com-
pany, the organisers of the show, have,
however, succeeded in securing the ser-

vices of Mr, G. Foster Pedley, who is

well-known in all branches of the motor
industry.

The Auto-Cycle Union's Recognition.

The Auto-Cycle Union has shown its

approval of the forthcoming show of

second-hand cars and motor cycles by
reserving space for an office at the
Royal Agricultural Hall. The Union
was formed for the protection of motor
cyclists, and is pleased to recommend
the show to such of its members as

are desirous of disposing of their

machines.
Prospectuses of the show may be

obtained from the secretary, William
Glass and Co., Lincoln House, 295, High
Holborn, London, W.C.

Franklin goes to America.

C. B. Franklin, one of the best known
competition riders in Ireland, and who
has on many occasions taken part in

classic events on this side of the Irish
Channel and on the Continent, is going
to America to take up an important
position on the mechanical side at the
Hendee Manufacturing Co. 's factory at

Springfield (Mass.) Before he entered
into the service of the makers of the
Indian as manager of the Irish depot of
the company, Franklin followed the pro-
fession of an electrical engineer, and his
skill in electrical matters was a con-
tributing factor of no small account in

his success in competitive events.
Franklin will remain in America for a
period of six months at least. Mean-
while, the Hendee Co. is closing tem-
porarily its depot in Dublin, this step
being made necessary owing to the
restrictions regarding the import of
foreign-made motor cycles.

The National War Funds.

At the week-end the principal war
funds stood as follow :

The National Belief Fund
(£3,465,925 distribjited) ,. £5,964,924

British Ked Cross Fund .. .. 4,478.396
Tobacco Fund 116,646
The Queen's Work for Women

Fund 170,780 13 6
Kitchener Memorial Fund .. 331,000

The New Lighting Order^A Wrinkle.

In view of the new Lighting Order,
which specifies that all sidecar combina-
tions must show two white lights to the
front, showing tlie full width of the
vehicle, a few notes on the subject will

be of interest. As the extra side lamp
need not be used for illuminating pur-
poses, . but merely to show the width, a
simple solution of the difficulty is to use
an ordinary small tail lamp, substituting
a. white glass for the red one. If this

glass is painted over with whitewash
mixed with size the light will be suffi-

ciently obscured, and will serve the pur-
pose quite satisfactorily.

Obtaining More Petrol.

In our issue of October 5th a corre-

spondent described how, in his endeavours
to obtain petrol, his original application

bringing ho reply from the committee,
he sought the aid of the A. A., and finally

received three permits within eight days.

Our Scottish contemporary. The Motor
Woi'ld, quotes a case in which a ear
owner, finding his allowance insufficient,

sent in two further applications, one for

each of his cars, and a few days ago got
what he asked for, which was a deal
more than in the original permit.

A trick, which is a punishable offence,

and not to be confused with the cases

just cited, is that given in a recent issue

of The Light Car. According to a garage
proprietor, after he had entered the
figure 2 (2 gallons of petrol) on a petrol

licence tlie holder simply converted the
"2" into "i"! Needless to say, we do
not recommend such a practice.

A LADY MOTOR CYCLIST ON
GOVERNMENT WORK.

The machine is a lightweight Calthorpe

two-stroke, which our correspondent finds

of great assistance in her work for the

Forage Department of the A.S.C.
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Motor Cyclist Volunteer Major.
Congratulations to Mr. T. W. Lough-

borough, secretary of the Auto Cycle
Union, on being gazetted a Major, com-
manding the 12th Battalion Surrey
Volunteer Regiment.

Sporting Light Cars.

In yesterday's issue of The Ligjit
Car, Miss Viola Meeking descrfbes a
sporting light car body modelled on
the lines of an aeroplane fuselage.
The finished drawing looks extremely
attractive.

J.A.P. Parts.

J. A. Prestwich and Co. have just
issued two excellent booklets of spare
parts. One covers the 4 h.p. and 5 h.p.
twin engines and the other the 6 h.p.
and 8 h.p. engines. They are both well
illustrated and arranged for quick
reference.

Larger Tanks All Round.
Our leading article, " The Desirability

of Larger Tanks," must not be confused
with the armoured car tanks. We believe,
however, that the remark would apply
equally truthfully to both "tanks" for
warfare and tanks for the storage of
petrol on a motor bicycle. We shall
see !

American Magnetos.

Are we to see American magnetos made
under German patents in this country in
large numbers after the war? It is an
aspect of the magneto question which
must receive careful consideration by the
authorities. We note that the Bosch
Magneto Co. of America announces an
enormous increase in tlie size of its

factory with the object of multiplying
the output.

A Strange Order.

We are advised that an Inland Revenue
inspector called at a garage in the London
district the other day, and informed the
proprietor that all petrol substitutes if

poured direct into the tanks of motors
must be entered on the petrol cards.
This is a strange ruling, and one ap-
parently which may be at once overcome
by selling the substitute in tins, for the
agent then has no knowledge as to
whether it is for use as a motor fuel, or
for lamps, cleaning purposes, etc. Why
dictate rules so easy of circumvention?
We cannot believe that it is a general
ruling.

Bowden Brake Report.

The report of the Bowden Brake Co.,
Ltd., after making allowance for depre-
ciation, payment of directors' fees, etc.,

shows a net profit for the year ended
August 31st, of £14,663 6s, 5d., as
compared with £5,484 5s. 3d. for the
previous year.

Douglas Soldiers' Parcel Fund.
We Iiave received from Messrs. Douglas

Brothers an interesting booklet deal-
ing with the working of the Douglas
Soldiers' Parcel Fund, the object of tlie

fund being to co-operate in an endeavour
to compensate in a small way their
fellow workmen who are serving in the
war. Seven hundred and thirty-four
parcels have been despatched to one
hundred and four soldiers with the
British Forces. From January 8th to

May 13th £197 was collected, which Mr.
Douglas subsidised to the extent of £49.

B15
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PERHAPS some would think it rather risky to

go touring with three up on a 2 J^ h.p. sidecar

combination, but when I state that the power
unit is a Peco, readers must realise that I had
" some " engine, and indeed it performed its hard

work admirably.

The Isle of Wight was our objective. I journeyed

from Birmingham as far as Swindon alone, packing

a little luggage securely in the sidecar to weight it

and prevent it lifting on corners.

It was past midday before I started, and the

weather was not very promising. Before reaching
• Evesham I ran into a heavy thunderstorm, and at

Broadway I sheltered for an hour till the rain ceased.

Fish Hill, leading out of Broadway, is a nice

little " pimple," but, using

second gear, I easily

ascended it. My way was
then through Stow-on-the-

Wold, Burford, Lechlade,
Highworth, and Swindon,
which I reached at 8 p.m.,

and found most comfort-
able quarters for myself

and the machine at the

Coventry Hotel in Newport
Street.

Two Passengers.

At about eleven o'clock

next morning I met my
good mother and a cousin
who were to be my passen-

gers.
. They had trained

from Birmingham, so after

rearranging the luggage
and putting two cushions on the back carrier we made
for Marlborough.
T proceeded slowly at first, as my cousin (on the

carrier) had never travelled thus previously, and I

wondered if she would be at- all nervous, but I was
soon at ease and we went merrily on.

I was curious to see how the little engine would
tackle the steep hill at Marlborough (leading into
Savernake Forest) with its load of about 26 stone,
for I knew it would be the worst hill we should
encounter this side of the Solent. There are two
hairpin bends in the distance of about half a mile,
and I fancy the gradient is somewhere about i in 8.

Owing to not dropping to bottom gear earlier, I

did not get the best out of the engine. When nearing
the second bend I decided to jump off and run about
Bl6

The 2f h.p. two-stroke Regal-Peco sidecar machine which was
driven, with the load shown, by the writer, Mr. A. A. Smith,
from Birmingham to the Isle of Wight.

twenty yards to ease the strain, and then, mounting
again, we reached the summit feeling exceedingly

proud of the performance. As we looked back, a

lovely bird's-eye view of Marlborough was obtained,

and the ride through the forest was enchanting. We
passed through little hamlets with terribly long names,

as, for instance, CoUingbourne-Kingston and Colling-

bourne-Ducis. Here we turned right and then left by the

church and on through Tidworth, Shipton Belhnger,

Cholderton, Boscombe, to Sahsbury. A good portion

of this road Bartholomew calls "secondary," but it is

decidedly picturesque, and that was why I chose it.

At Salisbury we stopped for replenishment, and
after a peep at the cathedral sped away to Southamp-
ton, arriving at the pier at 4.30. Here the sidecar

tyre went flat, and we
had to wait till 6 p.m. for

the boat. I mended the

puncture on the pier ; at

least, I thought I had, but

after getting the machine
on the boat the tyre was
down again. A rider of a

Zenith very kindly gave me
assistance, and by the time

Cowes was reached we
were ready to ride away-
Another fifteen miles

landed us with friends at

Cranmore, near Yarmouth,
very enthusiastic over our •

journey of about eighty

miles.

While on the Island I

had several runs, always
,

" three up," and onCe with

four ! One day we went to Totland Bay and Fresh-

water. On another we journeyed round IBrook, at the

foot of Mottistone Down, on the edge of which, and
commanding a- glorious view, is Brigadier-General"

Seely's fine stone mansion.

From here we got on the grass-grown military coast

road, which proved exciting and novel, for we had
to keep opening gates, and at one point we found

'

ourselves in a field ! However, we eventually got on
to good roads again, and passed through Brighstone

(pronounced Brigston), Shorwell, "and on tcf Caris-

brooke, inspected its grand old castle, then on into
'

busy Newport, and back to Cranmore.
We visited Totland again, for it fascinated us.

The views from the cliffs are glorious, and it was hard .

to leave the place—one of the Isle's fairest spots. I -

i
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Birmingham to the Isle of Wight.

—

could have exposed many plates there if I had only

dared, but owing to the war I had to keep my photo-

graphy somewhat under restraint, for khaki was every-

where and cameras strictly prohibited.

The Steepest Hill on the Tour.
We also had a run to St. Catherine's Point—what

delightful nooks there ! Creeping at a snail's pace

along the glorious Undercliff we arrived at Ventnor.

It was, indeed, strange to see this" lovely place so

deserted.

Here we found the steepest hill of our tour—the

one from the promenade up into the town; including

two " hairpins " in its short length, it is indeed " a
"

hill. I shed my passengers at the foot and rode up
with the sidecar empty. I didn't like the idea of

perhaps having a stop half-way up. At the garage,

where I procured petrol, amazement was expressed

at my boldness in travelling " three up " on' so small

an outfit, but I put it down to their ignorance of the

power of two-strokes. Many high-powered engines,

they told me, had failed on that hill. The climb out

of Ventnor to Bonchurch was very steep, and caused
me to jump off and run a few yards.

We followed the delightful coast road to Shanklin
and Sandown, then branched off inland to Brading
and on to Ryde, and " home " via Newport—a run
of fifty miles.

When we finally left the Isle of Wight for home,
we crossed the Solent from Yarmouth to Lyming-
ton, a distance of only four miles, yet the charge for

the motor cycle and sidecar was 3s.— is. more than

the Southampton-Cowes route, which is treble the

distance!

The run through the New Forest to Salisbury was
delightful. We saw a great many soldiers, and many
a joke passed between us.

T-wo Polite Signs.

By the way, how polite some of the motor signs are

in the Forest. At one village we were requested to

"Please drive slowly." We did; and then the next

sign greeted us with " Thank you."
Owing to more tyre troubles we had to make two

days of our journey back to Birmingham, for at 8.30

p.m. we found ourselves at Highworth, near Swindon,

and stayed there for the night.

The week's run was 460 miles, and I used nine

gallons of fuel, which works out at -ust over fifty

miles to the gallon—not at all a bad average con-

sidering the load. I used a 30 jet in my Senspray.

I also lowered my gear for the run, having ratios of

5H> 9%> and 14 to i.

Altogether the tour was very enjoyable, notwith-

standing tyre trouble, and it proved also that it is not

necessary to possess a high-powered engine to travel

" three up." A. A. Smith.

ACTIVE NORTH-COUNTRY

MOTOR CYCLISTS

Tlie motor cycle section of the Liverpool Heavy Car Battalion of the National Motor Volunteers on their weekly turnout last baturday.

The section is a growing and important one, and though on Saturday the weather was bad in the extreme, it will be seen that a good number
Rathered for training. (See next page.) «
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North-country Motor Cyclist Volunteers.
ACTIVITIES OF THE LIVERPOOL M.C. SECTION.

SATURDAYS INSPECTION OF THE MOTOR CYCLiST VOLUNTEERS.
The motor cycle section of the Liverpool Heavy Car Battalion of the National Motor Volunteers lined up for inspection on the outskirts

of the city. ^ ,

THE present strength of the Motor
Cycle Section of the Liverpool
Heavy Car Battalion of the National

Motor Volunteers is approximately
seventy. Manoeuvres are held weekly,
and great enthusiasm is evinced. The
Section is separate from the squadrons,
and forms a unit of the battalion. The
Commandant is permitted to make his

own arrangements for drill, lectures, etc.

Quite recently there was an, inspection

by Col. Smith, the County Commandant,
fifty men putting in an appearance. It

was generally admitted that the men
were extremely smart, which is under-
standable in view of the fact that they
all own the machines they ride. Col.

Smith complimented the Section and its

MOTOR CYCLE RACING
IN SPAIN.

WE have received an account of a
motor cycle race which took place

in the Paseodel Principe and
Bou-l»vard, Almeria, Spain. The course

was 152 kilometres, and the competitors
were sent off at intervals of five minutes.

M. Herrera, mounted on a New Imperial
motor cycle, was despatched first, and,
finishing the course in 71 mins. , easily

proved to be the wirmer. Jose Martinez,
on an Alcyon, came in second, and took
15 mins. longer to cover the ground.
We are always pleased to hear of such

successes ; it shows that the British
makers are still endeavouring to hold the
market abroad, and are putting good
material in the goods they do send out.

It is by superior workmanship and dura-
bility that we shall keep our Overseas
trade, and nothing will be more ben^cial

Bl8

officers on their appearance and keen-
ness. Sports and a gymkhana held
recently to support the funds of the
Section produced nearly £40.

All the men pay a nominal subscription
(voluntarily) of Is. per month, N.C.O.'s
double, so that the Section is on a self-

supporting basis. Some of the men who
have businesses of their own are able to

assist the Section in many ways ; for

instance, a building supplies contractor
lent the unit, free of charge, a piece of

ground 500 superficial yards in extent,

and has promised to put up a small
drill shed and mechanical quarters.

H. W. Coopland is showing a lively

interest in the unit, and has been
appointed honorary motor cycle section

->-><»ea~^

to us than to seS a single British machine
coming out on top against a crowd of

foreign makes.

NEW PETROL LICENCES.
IT is stated that with reference to the

new petrol licences no delay is likely

to arise in their issue. We hope that

will be the case, for we had numerous
complaints of annoying delays in the
early days of the issue of petrol licences.

Mr. Runciman tells us 100,000 persons
wrote complaining of inadequate allot-

ment, but later stated that if the present
rate of importation of motor spirit is

maintained the supply wiU probably be
sufficient to meet requirements for the
purposes of the war and other essential

needs. Most motor cyclists will be aware
by now that they may have four gallons

a month after the expiration of their

original licences.

commander. The Area Commandant,
E. H. W. Butterworth, has presented the

Section with a fine silver rose bowl on
a plinth as a challenge trophy to be]

allotted at the discretion of the Section
officers.

Some idea of the varied character of

the members may be gathered when it is

mentioned that among the ranks are gas-
fitters, electricians, jomers, solicitors, and
business men. Also included in the ranks
are the Liverpool amateur heavyweight
boxing champion and the Liverpool City
football goalkeeper. With S. W. PhUl-
pott, whose energy is well known, at the
head of affairs, the Liverpool Motor
Cyclist Volunteers are among the most
virile in the country.

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS FOR
RUSSIA.

THE Harley-Davidson Motor Co., Ltd.,

have just completed, through their

London headquarters, an order for

over 300 sidecar outfits, several thousand
tyres, and a big stock of spare parts

for the Russian Government. The whole
consignment was shipped within three

days from receipt of order, we are iold.

The new charges decided upon by the
Hull Corporation for the use of the new
electric derrick for transporting motor
vehicles to and from the Hull - New
Holland ferry steamers are : Motor
bicycles, 6d. ; motor bicycles with side-

cars. Is. ; light cars up to 10 cwt.. Is.

6d. ; touring cars, 2s. ; limousines, etc.,

2s. 6d. All possible damage to vehicles

and other risks have been covered by
insurance by the association.
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MILITARY NOTES.
"The Credit for (he Tanks." How Many People does it Require to Invent a Tank?

IN the House of Commons on Thursday
last week, Mr. Lloyd George gave the
following explanation :

A great deal has been said in the
press about the service of these extra-
ordinary machines, and I do not think
I could serviceably add anything to what
has already appeared on the subject. We
are very satisfied with our experience of

these machines. There is no doubt they
have been a very considerable success,
and, as they improve with experience,
I have no doubt they will render even
greater service than they have done in

the last few battles. I was asked to

whom the credit is due for this invention.
I have already expressed my opinion on
that subject, and I have no reason to

vary it in the least, but perhaps there
are one or two whose names I should
specifically have mentioned. There were
the Admiralty experts, whose services

were so invaluable in designing these
machines. Mr. D'Eyncourt, chief naval
constructor of the Admiralty, probably
had the greatest share in the matter of

designing this, formidable weapon. I

should perhaps also have mentioned Sir

Maurice Hankey, secretary -of the War
Committee, to whom we are very con-
siderably indebted for the first suggestion
that something of this kind should be
tried. I still say that these suggestions
would never have fructified, had it not
been for the fact that my right honourable
friend the member for Dundee (Mr.
Churchill), who was then First Lord of

the Admiralty, gave practical effect to

them by making the necessary experi-

ments, setting up committees for carry-
ing the suggestions into effect, and by
putting the whole of his energy and
strength towards materialising the hopes
of those who had been looking forward
to an attempt of this kind.

Col. Norton Griffiths : Had not Col.

Swinton a good deal to do with them?
Mr. Lloyd George : Oh, yes.

_ I men-
tioned him in the statement I made in

the press. He had a good deal to do with

Lt. Frank May, R.N.A.S. (on the right

in the upper picture), is still faithful to

The Motor Cycle and the A.J.S. machines
In the pre-war days he was a very keen

amateur rider, his favourite mount being a

2J h.p. A.J.S. Apparently the latter has

been replaced by a 4 h.p. twin of the same
make,

the experiments at the start. He was a
most enthusiastic promoter of the idea,

and the fact that it was carried througli
with such zeal was largely due to the
enthusiasm he threw into the work. The
same applies to Major (now Colonel) Stern,

'

whose practical business ability was in-

valuable in securing the manufacture on

a large scale of these engines of war.

The Censor in the Nursery.
The secrecy about the " Tanks " is

very disturbing to a certain section of

MOTOR CYCLIST VOLUNTEERS AND THE
WAR OFFICE.

Members of the National Motor Volunteers, London
Section, with an A.J5. sidecar and Zenith motor cycle

respectively. The good work of the Volunteers is likely

to lead to official recognition by the War Office in the

near future.

our trading community. A toy iTianu-

facturer in a large way of business tells

me that he has had scores of applications

from retail toyshops for workii'ig roodels

of a "Tank." The British boy of to-

day has no use for pejce-time toys. He
is all for aeroplanes, and airsliips, and
machine guns, and now, too, he wants
a "Tank"—and won't be hafjpy till he
gets it.

—

The People.

What abouf the Men Inside?

And now that Mr. Lloyd George has
made an attempt to relegate the tanks
to their proper place in the scheme of

war, may we be allowed a surcease of

exploitation in this particular area?
Let us remember that it is the men who
are winning us this war. Tanks would
not win it in ten centuries.

Motor Cyclists manning the Tanks.
Another batch of men originally re-

cruited for the Motor Machine Gun
Service and examined by Mr. Geoffrey
Smith, editor of The Mot,or Cycle, have
volunteered for service in the Heavy
Section, M.Q.C. — the section which
handles the heavy armoured cars now -

commonly known as "tanks."

NEWS OF OVERSEAS MOTOB
CYCLISTS.

MR. ALEC ROSS has received a card
from Cpl. A. J. Sproston, who, as

we have already announced, is re-

cuperating in a hospital in Southern
India from the effects of the Mesopotamian
climate. Under the date of September 7th
he writes that he is almost his old self

again and in a beautiful district 5,000 feet

above sea level, where there are good
roads and many motor cycles. The latter,

Sproston says, are mostly two-strokes.

Mr. H._ R. W. Moss, A.S.C., has been
good enorigh to send us a copy of On
Service, for September, of which he has
been editor since its inception.

We congratulate J. Chafer
Lea, jun., on his promotion to

the rank of captain in the
A.S.C. He has been doing
excellent work in this corps in
France since almost the very
beginning of the war.
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A NEW GRADO VAPORISER.
A Simple Method oi Healing both the Fuel and the Mixture.

THE use of paraffin as a fuel to

replace petrol necessitates the use
of some extra device to facilitate

its vaporisation, and the past three
months has seen the introduction of a
gmall army of inventions and suggestions,

all, more or less, successful.

Practically all of them follow the idea

of heating the fuel on its way to the
carburetter, or betvfeen the cartjuretter

and the engine.

Double Heating.

The latest attachment is the Grado,
made by the Grado Manufacturing Co.,

Pershore Street, Birmingham, already
well-known as the makers of the
"Grado" Multi-pulley. It is more am-
bitious than many devices we have seen :

ExKausf
* -Outlet

farojffi? £,upfij.

-Heated paraffiiv

I0 floafcdortjijet^
uctfoij pipe

Sectional view of the Grado vaporiser.

Grado vapoiis^er, between carburetter and inlet valve.

not only does it heat the fuel

on its way to the float cham-
ber, but the mixture is re-

heated in its passage to the
engine.

From our illustrations it will

be seen to consist of a brass

tube conveying the fluid fuel,

around which is a second tube
for the passage of a portion of

the exhaust, thus effectively

warming up the paraffin. After
passing through the carbu-
retter, the mixture returns
through a screen of small
holes, and, impinging on the
outside of the exhaust jacket,

passes on into the .induction

pipe. This method of double
heating, combined with the
usual partial vaporisation by

=.-•••—«

METROPOLITAN POLICE
TRAPS.

THE police in that extensive district

known as the Metropolitan area are

more active than ever against
motorists. We have received information
of a police trap in Barnet towards the
end of the ten-mile limit, on the Elstree
Road (a road of secondary importance),
beginning a few yards west of the
church. The situation of the trap is in

a wide highway where there is little

traffic. Two traps are worked in the
Cromwell Road, South Kensington, one
near the Brompton Oratory and the
other beginning about 100 yards west of

the Gloucester Road crossing. Then
there are other traps, one in the village

of Roehampton and one on Surbiton
Parade, situated by the gardens leading
down to the riverside. A favourite
control is often working near the Albert
Hall, in Kensington Gore, in which many
victims are caught. The first three of

these traps were working on Saturday last.

All these are placed where there is no
apparent danger and there is a tempta-
tion to exceed the limit slightly, especially
when there is little traffic. Special
constables who are motor cyclists or car
owners should remember that by joining
the Special Constabulary they release
officers of the regular police force for
this un-English practice. If there were
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no specials there would probably be no
traps. A page of T7ie Motor Cycle
would hardly suffice to deal adequately
with the police traps in the Metropolitan
area, and many and varied would be the

tales of woe revealed.

Section of the Barry floatless carburetter.

the carburetter, should transform the'

liquid paraffin into a perfect vapour.,

The construction is good, the outer casei

being an aluminium casting, and the!

whole is readily detachable for cleaningi

purposes.

Easy to Fit.

All the fitting that is necessary is a'

small pipe from the exhaust and the:

connections to tank and carburetter. Aj

petrol injection is needed to start the

engine, and a small tap is provided forj

this purpose over the induction pipej

manifold. We have had no opportunity;

of testing this arrangement, but we
understand it has given very good results^

and it should prove an effective aid to

the use of paraffin and the many heavy

fuels which are now sold under different

A FLOATLESS CAR-
BURETTER.

THE carburetter we are about to

describe is not on the market at

present ; it is none the less interest-

ing. Mr. Barry, of Rathmines, the

inventor, tells us that it has improved
the consumption of his car from 32 to 45

miles per gallon, and, that being the

case, there is no reason why it should

not give equally satisfactory results on
a motor cycle.

As there is no float chamber, the

supply of petrol is controlled by a needle

pressed by a spring on to the jet, which
has a conical seating. A disc is attached
to the needle to enable the suction of

the engine to lift the needle from the jet,

and as the motion increases with the

speed the needle is' lifted higher and
more petrol is supplied. The extreme lift

of the needle is controlled by the screw
at the top of the carburetter. At start-

ing the needle is raised by the lever on
the left, which allows petrol to flow over
the jet and mix with the -air admitted
through a series of holes. A butterfly

throttle (not shown) is fitted also a
Bowden extra air valve, if desired. With
the addition of a hot air box around the
air port good results are obtained from
a 60% mixture of petrol and paraffin. It

is stated that the carburetter will work
equally well in any position.
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SINGLE V. TWIN.
"Ixion's" Opinions on the above

Conlroversy.

IT
is perfectly evident that tlie influx of big American

twins, caused by the transference of our industry

to munition work, has caused many riders to

revise their opinions as to the merits of the single-

cylinder engine. The opinions of many correspondents

and of more than one of my colleagues might be

summed up in this quotation from a letter just to

hand, " The big twin scores easily on account of its

superb manners." Of this the British manufacturer

is, of course, perfectly aware. He realises as

thoroughly as his most experienced customers that the

500 c.c. single in point of racket and vibration is

comprehensively w-orsted by any first-class high-

powered twin. But he also knows what few amateur

owners recognise, that it is a very difficult job to con-

struct a V twin of which the crankshaft and connect-

ing rod bushes will last as well as those of the 500
c.c. single, and this especially applies to the big end

bushes of the connecting rods. These bushes are the

weak point of all motor cycle engines, the available

area being strictly limited where internal flywheels

are retained, and being generally restricted by the

narrow belt or chain line practicable with a motor

cycle frame.

My Trials Experiences.
It so happens that, as a motor journalist, I

frequently subjected motor cycle engines to very

serious tests before the war. I normally accompanied
both the big Six Days trials, and in this work I gave

the engines I employed a worse gruelling than any
competitor, in that I usually watched all the hill-

climbs, and then maintained a highly illegal average

speed to overhaul the trial before the next hill. Other
journalists profess to do this, but in practice I have
usually noticed that most of the scribes take the latter

half of the day's run very easily, whereas I have
usually " scrapped " the whole distance. I find that

the engine bearings of the 3^ h.p. single require

attention after six days of such work, and that the

corresponding bearings of a V twin-cylinder will not

last out the week unless; indeed, the engine is one
of very high power, and is consequently never fully

opened out. Some while ago I made a resolution

never again to trust a V twin for such jobs. Manu-
facturers have acquired similar information ; hence
their apparently inexplicable devotion to the compara-
tively coarse and vibratory single-cylinder.

The Dilemma.
We may find that the increase of knowledge which

the last two years have brought will enable our manu-
facturers to give us V engines which will wear reason-

ably well, besides extending the durability factor of
the single-cylinder. But the position when war broke
out was that the bearings of the highly- efficient single-

cylinder did not -svear satisfactorily, and that those

of the medium-powered V twin wore very unsatis-

factorily indeed. It was not by accident, nor yet by

reason of a special 1,000 c.c. demand that the

Yankees plunged on the 7-9 h.p. engines; the earnest

maker had to choose between a single-cylinder, which

was coarse, reliable, durable, and cheap, or a high-

powered twin, which was heavy, expensive, smooth-

running, and tolerably durable. The English makers

made one choice, the Yankee makers preferred the

alternative. The medium-powered twin of 1914 was

a failure as a compromise ; it was run at high revolu-

tions with a minimum of big end bearing area, and its

durability factor was too low. It would be very

interesting if some engineer would set out for us

pictorially the comparative bearing areas of a 3-^ h.p.

single-cylinder, 4-5 h.p. V twin, and 7-9 h.p. V twin.

Reaching a Decision.
I am not at all sure that either solution is really

sound. Heaven forbid that we should produce nothing

better mannered than the 3^ h.p. single, which I

frankly find rather intolerable after a prolonged dose

of horizontal twins, Scott twin two-strokes, and various

V engines. Heaven forbid equally that every motor
cyclist who wants a pleasant mount should be burdened
with a machine scaling some 3 cwt., costing up towards

£100, if its specification is luxurious and its workman-
ship good, and demanding that its cumbrous engine

shall be taken out of the frame whenever carbon accu-

mulates. The one solution is cowardly, the other is

clumsy. These are early days to don the prophet's

mantle, for we are only just realising that we must
work for superb manners in association with a dura-

bility as yet never attained. But there are hints to

be assiinilated. How does the Scott compare with the

older types in respect of engine durability ? How does

the 3J4. h.p. horizontal twin compare iri^the same line?

Credit where Credit is Due.
I did not start this controversy, and I assume no

responsibility of a speculative kind. But I do assert

that if my choice in future were to be limited to the

British single or the Yankee 7-9 h.p. twin, I would
bluntly remark " a plague o' both your houses," and
give up motor cycling to-morrow. If the inventors of

the world can offer me no better alternative I will seek

pleasanter travel on a pushbicycle or a light car, accord-

ing to my purse. I refuse, on the one hand, to be

shaken -and rattled by the one-lung slugger; I refuse,

on the other hand, to consider ;£ioo and 3 cwt. as

essential to solo riding. But if I can get reasonable,

bearing durability, combined with the delicious running

and comparatively low weight of such machines as

2%-^% h.p. horizontal twins or V multi cylinder two-

strokes, I shall remain a motor cyclist; and my present

impressions are that both these types are superior

solutions to the two outstanding patterns—our own
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Single V. Twin.

—

3/^ h-p. single and the 7-9 h.p. Yank—which most
disputants persist in regarding as the only combatants
in the arena. The good old crusted Tory wing of

our industry clings to the 1907 types, burnished up a

little to suit the times. The mediocre copyist admires
foreign institutions, and produces slightly variegated

editions of the big Yankee twins. The extreme Radical
wing comes out with disturbing novelties, such as those

I have indicated. When the war ends there will be
a general election. I shall be surprised if the old

Tory, or the follower of the Stars and Stripes, com-
mand the bulk of our suffrages.

Handling the Heavyweights.
As some of the correspondents on the heavyweight

question have grumbled about the awkwardness of

manipulating these machines when their engines are

not working I print an ancient tip. Always manoeuvre
them from the saddle. Do not seize them by the

handle-bars and lead them about as you would a baby
two-stroke. Immediately on entering the garage, seat

yourself in the saddle, and paddle them about with

your feet ; all sense of effort is thus eliminated, for

the balance is in this manner easily preserved, and
they become as lamblike as Holroyd's ancient Moto-
sacoche.

AUTOMATIC CARBURETTERS.
-The Difficulty of Attaining Petrol Economy.

SEVERAL readers, some of whom are in-

ventors or experimenters, evince great interest

in the question of fuel economy with

automatic carburetters. The writer has no wish

to assert that the automatic types are inevitably

more extravagant of petrol than the two-lever types,

but it is his opinion that existing automatic

patterns are mostly rather thirsty. There is every

reason to hope that we shall eventually get better

single-lever carburetters. One of our correspondents

remarks quite accurately that the ideal automatic car-

buretter must give a perfect mixture for all the engine

speeds and throttle openings, coupled with a slight

temporary enrichment of the mixture under all

accelerations. He adds with equal truth that many
vaporisers are spoilt by one of two weaknesses. Either

there is a weakness at a certain throttle opening,

which compels the mixture to be unduly enriched over

the whole range, or the petrol vapour and air are

insufficiently mingled, weak zones of mixture are

formed, and enrichment over the whole range is

employed as a corrective. This particular reader is

getting 90 m.p.g. from his own experimental automatic

carburetter on a 650 c.c. sidecar outfit, and the figure

indicates that he is working on very sound lines. In
' the past the evolution of motor cycle carburetters has

>—

«

LIGHT ON PETROL LICENCES.
VARIOUS questions have been raised by corre-

spondents in connection with the new petrol

allowances, and we give below a few specimen

questions and their answers for the benefit of readers

in general

:

'

Qvi^tion.—I am not desirous of sending for a licence to

cover a period of five months at the moment, as I may have
to give up my business and join the Army in the course

of the next six weeks or so. May I therefore postpone
sending for the licence and still be sure of getting it?

Answer.—Yes. It is open for any motorist to apply for

a licence at any future time. Probably, supposing that you
apply in December, you will get a January-May licence;

but this is not quite settled.

Question.^Supposing 1 send for my five months' allowance
now, and in two or three months, say, join up : must I

lose the money I pay on the licence?

Answer.—No. You can claim a refund for the unpur-
chased spirit at the end of the licence period.

Question.—We are told that we must apply for petrol

licences after October 9th in cases where the licences expire

at the end of this month. At the moment I have no motor
vehicle, but I am on the look-out for a second-hand machiner
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to some extent been hampered by an exaggerated

dernand for simplicity. The manufacturers have

plumped for a carburetter which is cheap to buy, i.e.,

one constructed of a few simple parts ; a carburetter

which is easy for its testers to set, i.e., simple in its

internal mechanism ; and a carburetter which cannot
easily be deranged by a tinkering duffer, i.e., one with

a plain single jet and choke tube. It is the

writer's opinion that as soon as we get an alli-

ance between a first-rate inventor and a scientific

manufacturer, which will offer the trade a first-class

automatic at the price now paid for comparatively

crude semi-automatic, the situa^tion will alter. At
present inventors are hampered by the fact that

assemblers are accustomed to pay a certain price for

carburetters, and will not pay more, while this standard

price does not offer the inventor a profit on a car-

buretter of complex construction. In other words,

automaticity and fuel economy are not mutually

exclusive in essence, and we may hope to get 100

m.p.g. single-lever carburetters for 334 h.p. sidecar

outfits and 5 h.p. solo machines before very long.

The main trouble may be that they will be expensive

to buy, and that the motor cycle manufacturers will

be averse to standardising them.

Road Rider.

and if I purchase one shall then, of course, desire a licence.

Is it important that I apply for the licence before the end
of the month?
Answer.—See answer to Question 1. It is not compulsory

for you to apply for the licence renewal before the end of

this month.

T
AN AIR-COOLING DEVICE FOR

SPARKING PLUGS.
HE ingenious little air-cooling device which we

illustrate consists of a ribbed terminal made
of an alloy which has special radiating proper-

ties. Since the terminal is composed
of a metal which is a good conductor

of heat, and is screwed firmly down
on to the upper end of the central

electrode, it serves to conduct away
the heat therefrom, and so is bound
to be an advantage on any sparking

plug. It is sold by Messrs. Gordon's
Motor Works, Royston, Herts.
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SIDECAR OR
CYCLE CAR?

A Comparison
from the Point of View of a

Family Man.

By FRANCIS E. COOKE.

A3J^
H.P. motor cycle and sidecar make on the

whole a very satisfactory conveyance for a man
and his wife, and at a pinch will accommodate

a small child in addition. Indeed, for a couple of

years or so I contrived to pack my wife and two

children in a Canoelet sidecar, and my 33^ h.p.

Premier pulled the load for hundreds of miles with-

out failing us. But that was in Essex, where the

country is for the most part flat, and weight does not

tax an engine so much on level roads as one would

IMnk. . I found it necessary, however, to maintain

the machine in a high state of efficiency, cleaning the

lengine every six or seven hundred miles, which, during

^the summer, meant taking it down -about once a

lonth. After the novelty had worn off this constant

fcleaning became rather irksome, and I began to wish

for a greater margin of power.

After a time what had been merely a desire became
an urgent necessity, for the children had grown to

such an extent that it was a physical impossibility to

cram them into the Canoelet any longer. At the best

it had always been a tight fit, and it had been neces-

sary to stop every twenty miles or so in order that

they might stretch their legs. Moreover, I was about

to move into Surrey, and it was evident that more
power would be required to carry four people up the

Surrey hills than had sufficed on the flat roads of

Essex. And so the fate of the 3j^ h.p. machine was
sealed, and I had to consider with what I would
replace it.

A cycle car seemed the natural solution of the

problem, and when I moved into my new house I had
a garage put up that would accommodate a small car.

I could not afford to pay much over ;^ioo for a cycle

car, and the selection available at that figure is not a

large one. When I came to look into the matter I

found to my dismay that the accommodation of such
cycle cars as I looked at was quite inadequate for my
purpose. In some cases there was not overmuch
room for two, whilst in the widest there was only room
for two adults and one child with a good deal of

squeezing. This knocked the bottom out of the

cycle car scheme, and I consequently found myself in

something of a dilemma.

More Po-wer and Room.
I found the solution to the problem in the Premier

Co.'s showroom in the shape of a very long tandem-
seated sidecar. On. measuring it up 1 found there

would be ample room for my young child to sit on a

hassock between the two seats without unduly crowd-

ing the others. It had a fine strong-looking chassis

with five-point connection and laminated springs.

As the company agreed to make me a satisfactory

allowance for rpy old combination I decided to buy

this tandem-seater and mate it to one of the big 7-9

h.p. Premier twins with three-speed countershaft gear.

Improving the Springing.

The sidecar at the outset was not an unqualified

success, proving most uncomfortable, so much so, in-

.

deed, that my wife, when I took her for a short 'trial

spin, begged me to let her walk home. There seemed

to be no give in the springs at all, and, as I sub-

sequently found from personal experience, it bumped
one about like an unsprung farm cart. When I_ com-

plained to the makers they replied that it was sprung

for a load of twenty stone, and would be most un-

comfortable with any less weight. As the total weight

of the passengers I proposed to carry did not exceed

fourteen stone, I set about rectifying the fault. Tak-

ing down the back springs I removed two leaves from

each, and this modification, with the addition of a

spring seat supplied by the makers, made the sidecar

passably comfortable. When only one passenger is

carried the load is made up with ballast in the form

of a 56 lb. weight. This is enclosed in a wooden
frame which fits exactly the toe of the sidecar so that

it cannot shift about, the weight being borne by the

front springs. When driving with an empty sidecar

I find this weight is quite sufficient to prevent bounc-

ing, and at the same time it helps to steady the com-
bination. I have now a vehicle that will accommo-
date the whole family in comfort without undue
crowding, and have still room to take another

passenger on the carrier should I want to. No cycle

car that I have seen would yield the same accom-
modation nor be likely to give such satisfactory

results.

Economy in Petrol and Tyres.
The power and speed of this big Premier twin are

really astonishing. It will pull the four of us up
practically any main road hill on top gear (5—i), and
maintain a steady 30 to 35 m.p.h. all day long on
give and take roads. Gradients such as that
from West Clandon up to Newlands Corner ; Bury Hill,

on the Arundel Road; and Fish Hill, Broadway, the
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Sidecar or Cycle Car?

—

machine simply plays with, and the only hill I have
yet changed down to second on was the Wyche, near

Malvern, and then only to round the liairpin.

I have no practical experience of cycle cars, "but

should say that my combination is a good deal more
economical. The petrol consumption, carefully

checked over some 1,700 rriiles, works out at sixty-four

miles per gallon of 'i^o. 2 Pratt's, not taking into

account what I have wasted and used for cleaning

purposes. The tyres, extra heavy rubber-studded
Dunlops, 650x65 mm. on back wheel and 2j^in. on
front, seem to be wearing very well, and have not been
cut or punctured. That on the driving wheel, I

should say, will run another fifteen hundred miles,

whilst that on the front wheel shows no appreciable
signs of wear. The original tyre on the sidecar, a
light Michelin, I scrapped after 1,000 miles, as it then
punctured three times in quick succession. It was by
no means worn out, but I do not care to use tyres that
are not reliable, and it was not strong enough for the
work to which it was put. To put a light sixteen
shilling tyre on a sidecar sprung to carry 20 stone and
costing nearly ;£2o strikes one as being unwise, and
it speaks well for Michelin tyres that this one
yielded such good results as it did.

The machine has chain-cum-belt drive, and the
ij^in. Dunlop belt shows no signs of wear at all and
has only been shortened once, and, thanks to the large
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pulley, never slips. The three-speed countershaft gear

is most efficient, and can be changed as easily as a

hub gear without declutching. The gear box has a

large filler cap, and can be lubricated very ex-

peditiously with the aid of a small funnel. The clutch,

composed of exceptionally large plates, is mounted on
the pulley and very accessible; It is, moreover,
•extremely sweet in action, rendering the machine
delightful to handle in traffic.

Although the three Premier motor cycles I had
previously owned had given every satisfaction and
afforded me no end of enjoyment, I do not think I knew
what real comfort on a motor cycle was until I bought
this big twin. Thanks to the great weight which
enables the machine to hold the road, the even torque
of the twin engine, sprung footboards, the large tyres,

and a Brooks B170 saddle, it is the acme of comfort,

and bad roads that used almost to shake me to pieces

on a 3^ h.p. are now hardly noticeable. And what
is more, it is the most tractable machine in traffic that

I have ever driven.

There must be many motor cyclists who, like myself,

do not care to leave their children at home in the

charge of a maid, and yet it is something of a problem
how to carry them. I would strongly advise anyone in

that position to try a big twin and two-seater sidecar,

as I am sure it is a sounder proposition than a cycle car,

being more economical and, I should say, more
efficient.

A Colonial

Built Engine.

F. D. Johnston, of Perth, W.A., and his machine, the engine of which he built hinnself.

WE recently had a visit from Mr. F. D. John-
ston, formerly foreman at the garage of

Messrs. Gettys, Ltd., West Perth, Western
Australia. Mr. Johnston, who is at present engaged
in an important munitions factory " somewhere in

England," shortly before leaving Western Australia

completed the first motor cycle engine ever built in that

State of the Commonwealth.
The engine, it will be seen, is fitted with large over-

head valves, has the usual aluminium crank case, while

cast iron is used for the cylinder, piston, detachable
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head, and flywheel. The capacity of the engine is

350 c.c, giving a horse-power of 2^. The crank-

shaft anc^ connecting rod are turned from solid bar

nickel steel, and run in phosphor-bronze bearings. In

the piston there are two rings, while the piston is

drilled to assist lubrication. The cams are made de-

tachable, and are screwed and pinned to the timing

wheels, thus allowing a range of cams to be used for

various types of work. The magneto is driven by a

sprocket and chain. From the photographs the

engine appears to be particularly well made.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope lor reply. Correspondents are
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of enyelopa, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Finding the Cubic Capacity.

(a.) Is it possible to calculate
?the cubic capacity of an engine

from the bore and stroke? (b.)
-2J If not, what other data would

be required, and what would be
the method ?—J.K.K.

(a.) It is quite possible to calculate the
cubical capacity of an engine from the
bore and stroke, (h.) The formula is

as follows : D= x .7854 x S x N. D,
diameter of cylinder; S, stroke; N,
number of cylinders. •

Heating the Inlet Pipe.

Would you kindly tell me the
?besfc way of heating the inlet

pipe on a G.P. Morgan? The
-SJ inlet pipe is long, and in conse-

quence becomes very cold and
frosted. I have trouble with the
engine stopping when running slowly,
and I would be glad to know if you
think heating the inlet would cure the
trouble.—S.I.F.

The trouble appears to be mainly a
badly adjusted carburetter. Evidently
too much air is admitted at slow speeds.
If you take the air in warm, we think
you will find a general improvement
all round. The inlet pipe can be enclosed
in a jacket through which water heated
by the engine can pass on its way to the
radiator, or a tube can be brought from
one of the exhaust pipes to a jacket sur-

rounding the pipe, as oh the flat twin
Humber described in our last issue.

A Question of Alignment.

While left on the stand in the
—

I

street ray motor cycle has twice

% been knocked over, and each
-iJ time it has fallen on the same

side. After the second fall I

found a great tendency to wobble,
and on greasy roads the back wheel
lurches badly. I presume the frame
has been bent slightly, causing the two
wheels to be out of track. I may say
the wobble is worse on slack tyres

than on hard tyres. (1.) How can I

test the wheels for being out of

alignment? (2.) How can I get a
true alignment without having the
frame straightened?—J.F.H.

(1.) On a level wood, stone, or cement
floor wheel your machine first through
a pool of water and then on to a dry
part of the floor, taking care to see that
the front wheel is pointed dead straight

.

ahead. If the tracks of the wheels abso-
lutely coincide you will then know that
the machine is in alignment. (2.) You
must have the frame straightened, and
this must be done by an expert repairer,
otherwise you will never get the wheels
into line.

Irregular Firing at Slow Speeds.

I should be very much obliged
if you will infoi-m me what is

the cause and the remedy of the
following : (1.) I have a 1915
7 h.p. twin, which runs all right

with the throttle half open, but when
I close it down it seems there is only
one cylinder firing. (2.) If I raise the
exhaust lever, the one cylinder will

keep on firing until all the fuel in the
carburetter is used up.—E.H.J.

(1.) There is evidently an air leak between
the carburetter and the faulty cylinder

;

this may be difficult to find, but it must
be stopped. (2.) Adjust your exhaust
lever so that it operates equally on both
valves. Apparently it does not raise one
of them.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, being fully in

accord with the recommendations agreed
upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured
in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation, either during or after the war.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD

Timing.

My machine is a 1913 3g h.p.

three-speed single-cylinder. (1.)

How should the engine be timed,
both as regards valves and mag-
neto, for speed? (2.) Why does

advancing the magneto lever cause the
engine to increase in speed? (3.) Can
a magneto be timed " advanced " for

speed and retarded for "non-speed,"
apart from what one can alter by
means of the little advance and retard

iever?—R.L.H.

(1.) The engine should be timed in the
following manner : Valves : Set the
exhaust valve to close just after the com-
pletion of the exhaust stroke. It will

then commence to open when the piston

is about one-seventh of the length of the

stroke from the bottom of the firing

stroke. The inlet should commence to

open as the exhaust closes, and remain
open for one complete stroke of the

piston or a little more, that is, while the

flywheels turn through 180° to 200°.

Magneto : Place the piston exactly on
top of the compression stroke, and con-

nect up the magneto with the points just

about to break and the ignition lever two-
thirds to fully retarded. (2.) Because
it causes the spark to take place earlier

in the stroke, and consequently when the

compression is at its highest point, and
the explosion is then more powerful.

(3.) Certainly, this is the best method
to adopt.

Carburetter Choking.

I shall be greatly obliged if you^ will kindly answer the following

^ queries with regard to my 1913

J!J 7-9 h.p. rear sprung Indian.

(1.) It has a coachbuilt sidecar

fitted (three-point suspension). Can
you suggest a scheme for altering it

to four or five-point suspension, to

obviate the present whip of the sidecar

due to spring movements? (2.) On
opening out on hills or on the level

choking occurs, th'e engine splutters,

and the power dies away. The extra

air has to be closed part of the way up
hill, when immediate increase of power
is noticeable, which, however, dies

away rapidly. No overheating is

noticeable. The valves and timing

are apparently in order (although hints

as to the exact setting would be accept-

able). Is this likely to be due to the

apparent heaviness of the petrol now
obtainable, as petrol now appears to

smell badly of paraffin, and does not

evaporate quickly? Will the weighting

of the float improve matters? I have
also noticed stoppages on hills, as lately

described in your pages, and have been
unable to discover the cause. (3.) 1

have recorded 70-72 m.p.g. over a con-

siderable mileage, but this was until

about two months ago, and the con-

sumption has apparently deteriorated

with the quality of the fuel.—E.T.

(1.) If the machine is fitted with an
Indian sidecar you can get the necessary

fittings to equip it with four-point sus-

pension by writing to the Hendee Manu-
facturing Co., Ltd., 366-358, Euston
Road, London, N.W. (2.) As regards

the valve setting. If you set the exhaust

to close on the top of the stroke, since a

double cam is fitted the inlet opening
will be simultaneously made correct.

There should be T^in. advance on the

ignition. The trouble of which you com-
plain is possibly due to the level of the

petrol being incorrect. The petrol should

come to within -^m. of the top of the jet;

the level may be reduced by bending
down the arms on which the float is

suspended. (3.) Seventy miles to the

gallon is quite good, but if you get an
increase in the consumption it is possibly

due to periodic flooding of the needle

valve, which may be caused by impurities

in the petrol. The needle valve need not

be ground in, but should be merely
tapped occasionally, and sometimes turned
round on its seating, when the grit will

be displaced.
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The Lighting of Sidecars.

I should be glad if you would
inform me whether it is obliga-

tory for me to have a lamp on

my" sidecar. At present I

have only a standard head lamp
and tail lamp on my machine, and I

CO not wish to go to the expense of a

lamp and generator if it is not com-

pulsory.—J.E.B.

Yes ;
you must have a . lamp on your-

eidecar showing the full width of the

vehicle, but a powerful light is un-

necessary. In some districts a light is

not compulsory, but it is. always

desirable.

Starting with a Single Gear.

(1.) What would cause knock-

^ ing in an engine on a single-

^ geared machine when starting

-LI with the clutch? (2.) Can the

effects of knocking be seen, and
what is knocking? (3.) How are the

valve guides removed on a 1911

Triumph? (4.) What is the best

method to remove and replace the

piston rings?—F.W.

(1.) The absence of a two-speed gear.

This means that you must start " on a

gear high enough for ordinary purposes,

and unless you let the clutch in very,

very gently, and retard the spark suffi-

ciently, and also have a clean engine,

knocking is quite possible. (2.) The
ultimate effects of knocking are badly

worn bearings. The cause of knocking,

also called konking, has never been
properly explained, but it is thought
by some to be side rock of the piston

against the cylinder walls, caused by
the explosion occurring before the

piston reaches the top of the stroke.

(3.) These are screwed into the cylinder

casting. (4.) The best plan is to use

an expanding tool, which is like a pair

of pliers reversed. You insert the ends
in the slot in the piston ring, and gently

force them apart. When there is a gap
you slip a thin piece of tin between the

piston and ring, and gradually work it

round. When it is free, then equally

Epace three similar pieces of tin round
the piston and lift the ring off. The
difficulty is to remove these rings with-

out breaking them, especially if they are

carbonised badly.

Cleaning by the Oxygen Process.

I should be very much obliged

^1 if you would give me any
> information as to how cylinders
-2J can be decarbonised by the

oxygen process. I believe this

is quite possible for an amateur to do,

and I should be glad if you would
give me a short account of the opera-
tion.—E.M.F.

The process is one which an amateur can
carry out quite well ; but, of course, it

is expensive, as considerable outlay is .

required for the cylinder of oxygen. A
special burner or torch is used, and also

a reducing valve so that the supply can
be comfortably controlled. A lighted gas
jet is first inserted, or even a wax taper,
into the cylinder head, after the valve
caps have been removed, the piston placed
on the top of the stroke, and the carbu-
retter emptied. On the oxygen being
turned on to play upon the cylinder head
the carbon will catch fire and be rapidly
burnt, and will continue burning until
no carbon is left. Care must be taken
to move the flame about so as to clean
the whole cylinder.

Refusal to take Air.

Will you be good enough to

Q inform me regarding my 2^ h.p.

> Sun-Villiers? It suddenly started
-^ one evening to misfire and back-

fire, and has lost all power and
will not take any air without continue
ing to blow back all along the road,
and only ceases when I close down the
air. I have, since this started, taken
the engine down and thoroughly cleaned
all carbon deposit out. I have also
thoroughly cleaned out the carburetter,
but I did not fit new piston rings, as
I thought the compression was still

good; the magneto seems O.K., and
gives a good spark. I have just fitted

a new Lodge two-stroke plug, but I

cannot put things right. I do not think
the release valve leaks, as I tested
this.—B.S.

We take it that you mean popping in the
carburetter not back-firing. Popping and
blowing back through the carburetter is

practically invariably an indication of too
weak a mixture. This may be due to a
choked jet, caused by either water in

the petrol, which may be difficult to-

trace, owing to its being transparent, or

to foreign matter in the jet or carburetter

passages. Air leaks between the carbu-

retter and engine are also likely causes,

or an air leak in any portion of the crank

case, owing to faulty cylinder joint. You
might check the magneto timing. The
spark should occur when the piston is on
top dead centre, while the ignition is

fully retarded.

The Tax on Petrol.

I ride a 1916 Rover and side-

car. I recently received my
licence to buy petrol. Now this

licence costs me 5d. per gallon

for an allowance of six gallons of

petrol per three months. Now petrol

costs me 2s. 9d. per gallon, so that

with the 6d. per gallon re tax I am
paying really 3s. 3d. per gallon. In
a recent issue of The Motor Cycle I

noticed a letter by Lt. Hyndman,
E.G.A., re prices of substitutes. He
says the 6d. per gallon tax is included
in the 2s. 9d. per gallon, so that I am
being done out of 6d. every time I

purchase a gallon.—H.B.
Lt. Hyndman is quite right, but you are

not being defrauded, for there is, and has
been for some time, a tax of 6d. per
gallon on petrol, which is included in the
price. The 6d. per gallon paid to the

Petrol Committee is an extra war tax,

making a total tax of Is. per gallon. It

is not proposed to continue the war tax
after the termination of the war.

i

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Gloucester to 'EASTBotiiiNE.—L.R.C.S.

Gloucester, Cirencester, Cricklade,

Stratton, Aldbourn, Hungerford, New--
bury, Basingstoke, Odiham, Farnham,
Elstead, Milford, Highdown Ball, Hors-
ham, Oowfold, Hurstpierpoint, Ditchling,

Lewes, Polegate, Eastbourne.

Blackberry pickers taking lunch at Hinton Roughs (Worcestershire), a spot where both

blackberries and sloes are prolific. The motor cycles are an Ariel and A.J.S.

King's Lynn to Dudley.—R.W.T.
King's Lynn, Wisbech, Guyhirne,

Thorney, Peterborough, Oundle, Market
Harborough, Husbands Bosworth, Lutter-

worth, High Cross, Smockington, Coven-
try, Birmingham, Dudley. Approxi-

mately 120 miles.

Bristol to Bedeoed.—W.J.M.
Bristol, Downend, Acton Turville,

Malmesbury, Cricklade, Faringdon, Ox-

ford, Bicester, Buckingham, Stony Strat-

ford, Newport Pagnell, Bedford.

Barry to Exmouth.—T.A.W.
Barry, Cardiff, Newport, Severn Tun-

nel Junction, train to Pilning, Bristol,

Bridgwater, Taunton, Cullompton, Exe-

ter, Exmouth. If you wish to avoid

the tunnel (no petrol is supplied there

now), you can go to Newnham and cross

by ferry, or to Gloucester and do the

whole trip by road.

Aberdeen to Barnsley.—W.S.
Aberdeen, Stonehaven, Laurencekirk,

Brechin, Forfar, Glamis, Coupar Angus,
Perth, Kinross, Cowdenbeath, Burnt-

. island, ferry to Granton, Edinburgh,
Dalkeith, Lauder, Coldstream, Wooler,
Morpeth, Newcastle, Neville's Cross,

Ferryhill, Darlington, Scotch Corner,

Leeming, Boroughbridge, Wetherby,
Aberford, Ferrybridge, Pontefract,

Barnsley.

B30
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Two-speed Model - £38
Ditto, with clutch &
kick starter - - £44 8

Lady's ditto - - - £46 8

— is the common and
regular experience of
all riders of the - -

Read the following, which speaks for itself.

Sheffield, 22nd Jane, 1Q16.
" I have been riding on one of your 2i h.p. New Imperial
' Light Tourists' for nearly 12 months and I must say it

is a ' Grand-un.' I have clone OVER 9,000 MILES
on the machine, travelling in connection with my busi-
ness, with not the slightest bit of trouble. The condition
of borae of the roads about here is simply awful, but the
strength of the frame withstands all bumps in great pot
holes and I weigh 10) s^one. Only last week some well-
known motor cyclist? here were discussing the merits of
different machines, and one made the remark that your
'humble' had ths best lightweight in the town, and I

have. I am more than satisfied in every detail."

L. E. WILKINSON.
Established 1S87.

Sgnd for Catalogue and BookUl
" Don't take Risks—and Why !" NEW IMPERIAL CYCLES, LTD., BIRMINGHAM

THE 'GRADO'' VAPORIZER
(PROV. PATENT No. 13113)

HAS SOLVED THE PETROL TROUBLE. IT MAKES

PARAFFIN EQUAL TO PETROL.
This is why : The Paraffin is twice heated before entering the engine—once in liquid form,

and again after it has left the carburetter jet.

FOR ATTACHMENT
TO CNClNt

attachment "-,

carbOretter

What, then, the " GRADO " VAPORIZER
guarantees, is a superheated mixture,

perfect combustion, high power, and
clean engine.

It is. very light and strong, and can be
easily taken to pieces.

The Price of the attachment is £2 - 15,
and it will save its cost in a month.

con-Write for full particulars showing internal

struction. Manufactured only by

The Grado Manufacturing Co.,

Presto Buildings, Pershore Street,
BIRMINGHAM.

In answering thase advertisements it is desirable to mention " The. Motor Cycle." B31
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—^Flrst 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

V Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

fisements should be made payable to

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

Wheo this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
In the advertisement. All replies should be addressed,
^" No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G."

3«^0EPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt of the

;oods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 23. 6d. is charged, wlien under
jfio the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
oayable to Iliffe & Sons Limited,
^The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that efiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to adveriisenj^nts and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eaob
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.B.C.

A.B.C., 1915, T.T., cane sideenr. full equipment; £65.
—Alfred White, Hampton CoiiTt I'alace, Middle-

ses. [3351
A.J.S.

03.h.p. A.J.S. in stock: £55.—Cross, Agent, Eother-
</4.' ham. gs:9610

RARE Opportunitj-.—1916 A.J.S., 4h.p., and sidecar,
just delivered; first chetjue £96.—Taylor's Garage,

Falmouth. [3267

A.J.S. 4h.p. Combination, just delivered from -works.—
I'lices and particulars, W. Brandish, Triumph Gar-

a5«, Coventry. [X9655

A.J.S. Combination, 1913-14, 6h.p,, recently over-
liauled, thoroughly reliable; £50.—Cassels, West-

field, Drumchnpel. [X9476

A.J.S. 1915V> 4h.p. Combination, splendid condition,
nil accessories, speedometer; £75.—Naylor, OldnalJ

Rd., Kidderminster. [X9417
A -J.S. 6h.p. Combination, late 1914, jnst overhanled,
^v all accessories ; owner joined army ; £72/10.—
Evans, Garage, Newport, Salop. [2983
'A .J.S. 4h.p. Combination, complete with spare wheel,
-ta- in stock; also A.J.S. 2%li.p. 2-speed, 1914 model,
£33.—Marston, 26 and 31, Bridge St., Chester. tX9595

A.J.S., 2V2h.p., 1911, chain driven, 2-8peed, hand
controlled clutch, cUmbs anything, new Clincher

Dreadnought back; £20.-37, Richmond St., Htdl. ,

tX9313 '

MOTOR CYCLES '*^S'sTo°c'k."

INDIANS, ROYAL ENFIELD, B.S.A.,
ALLDAYS ALLON, ZENITH, JAMES,

LEVIS, CALTHORPE-J.A.P.,
NEW IMPERIAL, &C.

Second-hand Guaranteed Machines.

£17. 1914 a\ h.p. TORPEDO, 2-stroke.

£17. 1914 2l h.p, ALLDAYS MATCHLESS, 2-str.

£28. 1915 -zl h.p. VELOCETTE, 2-stroke, 2-speed ,

chain drive.

1915 2| h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-sp., lamp,
generator, and Stewart horn.

1915 3* h.p. OVERSEAS, adjustable pulley,

sema-T.T. bars.

I9l»2lh.p. NEW HUDSON, 2-stroke, 2-sp.

countershaft, lamps, and horn.

1914 2\ h.p. CLYNO Lightweight, 2-stroke,

2-speed, clutch, and sporting coach-
built Sidecar.

1913 7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, spring frame.

1915 3j h.p. HUMBER, 3-sp., kick starter

(or with Sidecar £52). .

I9r4 7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer, with
speedometer.

1915 7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer.
£52. '1914 7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, electrically

equipped, with Sidecar.

1915 5 h.p. INDIAN, 3-sp., lamps, and horn.

1916 4-5h.p. ZENITH, standard C, Gradua
gear, done 250 miles onlv.

1915 3i h.p. SUNBEAM, 3-speed, T.T. bars,

kick starter, and accessories.

1915 7 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, spring frame,
kick starter, electrically equipped,
with coach-built Sidecar, hood and
screen.

£78. •1915 7 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, spring frame,
kick starter, electrically equipped,
with coach-built Sidecar.

Sidecar combinations.

WRITE FOR OUR FULL LIST OF BOTH NEW
& SECOND-HAND MACHINES & LIGHT CARS.

£28.

£28.

£31.

£35.

£38.
£44.

£45.

£49.

£57
£57.

£60.

£75.

GODFREY'S, L™
\ £08 , GT POBTlAND ST,

L

LONDON

,

^^.

SljeHott^e of all

Lgadit)3 JAakti
/"'irbcst Secoijd-^

Hat)dAacbitjes.
- Exchanges cr-

Easy Terms.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

1 QI6 A.J.S. Combination, latest 4h.p., brand new,
-I-^ with spare wheel, tyre, and wind screen ; in Btook
lor immediate delivery.—Prices and particulars, Bobin-
son's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [3368

1Q16 4h.p. A.J.S. Combination, 800 miles, electric
-l-v light (Lucas), spare wheel, hood, every possible

refinement, better than new; an absolute bargain, £90,
no ofEers.—Smith, Eichmond Cottage, Wistaston Green,
JSTantwich. [X9611

"1 Q16 4h.p. A.J.S., latest model, specification a»
-l-tf list, with Lucas horn, ridden about 500 miles,

soiled only, genuinely and really indistinguishable

from new, condition euaranteed; £.10.—Robinson's
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [3369

Alldays,

ALLON, 1916, like new, perfect; £27; part or
change.—18, Gowlett Ed., Peckham. [3357

COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham,
can supply immediately all models of Alldays Allon.

[0796
IALLDAYS 2-8troke, only run few miles; great sacri-

fice, i20.—Thorpe, Whitehorse Ed., Thornton n|

Heath. [3407 ,1

ALLDAYS Matchless, 3y2b.P-. 2-speed, enamelling J

and plating excellent; ;ie36.—Parker and Son, St;

Ives, Hunts. [3437 f,

PBTEOL Tree with 1915 Alldays Matchless, 4h.p., J

clutch, kick start; 26 gna.—Troward, 78, High. 1!

St., Hampstead. [320* •

1Q15 Allon, 2-stroke, 2-speea, good condition; must :

-Li/ sell; first reasonable offer.-Baker, 146, Heaton
Moor Ed., Stockport. [X968i

ALLON, 2%h.p., almost new, 2-speed, clutch, lamps;

cost £50, nearest £39.-40, Summerfleld Crescent,

Edgbaaton, Birmingham. [X9614

ALLDAYS 2-stioke, forced feed lubrication, all com-

plete, practically 1916 engine; £18, bargam.-
Grey, 37, Whitehall Ed., Smethwick. [X9617

ALLON, 191534, 2?ih.p., 2 speeds, 2-stroke, not done

2,500 miles, all accessories, splendid condition;

£30.—^Yebb, 5, Glebe Ed., Dagenham, Essex. [X9509

Antoine.

PETEOL Free with 1911-12 Antoine 6h.p. "twin,

clutch, kick start, new- tyres, belt; 14 gns.—Trow-
ard, 78, High St., Hampstead. [5198

Ariel.

AEIEL, 1913, 7h.p., chain drive, countershaft gear,

sidecar, and accessories; £42/10.—Collier, Deal

St., Halifax. [3487

COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Kow, BirmiDgham,
have in stock for immediate delivery all models

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars. [0797

A.S.L.

A.S.L., o'Ah.p., spring frame, footboards, etc.; £22/10.
—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Bow, Birmingham.

[X9373

Auto-Wheels.

AUTO-WHEEL de Luxe and Enfield Cycle, special

built; £12.-97, Latchmere Ed., Battersea. [3327

AUTO-WHEELS de Luxe, two, 1916, 4 months old,

£12 each, or nearest offers.-Arnold, Candie Ed.,

Guernsey. [X9416

GENUINE Wall Auto-Wheel, not used since over-

hauled and tested by makers; £7.—Geer, Gas

Works, Goring, Oson. [3318

B.S.A, Auto-Wheel, in good condition, 1914; £10, 01

will excliange in part payment for 2i,^h.p. Ught-

weight.—Phillips, Motories, Glyn, Chirk. [X9312

THREE Genuine Wall Auto-wheels, 1914 models,

little used; £7/10, *S/10, and i£9/ 10.—Murray's,
37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X9517

AUTO-WHEEL (May, 1915), in excellent condition,

absolutely reliable, attached New Hudson cycle: .

absolute bargain, £9.— Groves, 27, Tyaon Ed., Forest "l

Bill, S.E. [3403 '

Bat.

IQIS Bat Combination, Sh.p., splendid condition:
i-V £70.—Manger, Florist, Halifax. [X9507

BAT, 1914, 6h.p., 3-speed countershaft, and Bramble
sidecar; £48/10.-Comer, Deal St., Halifax. [3486

BATS.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham agent.—Immediate
delivery 4-5h.p. sporting model, 2 speeds; £63/15. .

—87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X9S54 1

3ih.p. Bat, Grado Multi gear, Bosch, nearly new tyres,

2 lamp set, re-bushed throughout; £20, carriage

paid anywhere; must sell.—Bat, 15,' Thornton St., West
Hartlepool. [3255

1 Q16 6h.p: Bat Combination,' petrol, spring frame,
JLU 3-sp6ed, countershaft, MilUord coachbuilt sidecar,

accessories, spares: cost £104; everything new; £73.--

Lieutenant, 18, Pinfold Rd., Streatham. [3292

B32 All letters relatijig to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

BAT-J.A.P. Combinotion, 1913, eii.p., 2-speed connter-
slnft, lamps, mechanical horn, ^,-notl tjrea, Oanf,&-

let O.B. sidecar, hood, wind screen; dB45. or exchange
flolo mnchiuo.—Laurel House, Newchurch, Warrington.

[S9545
1Q14 6l2.p. Twin T.T. Bat-Jap, special overhead valve
Xtf J.A.f, engine, heavy Kempsliall tyres ao new,
plate and enamel as new, extta large 3-speed and free
engine hub. with kick starter, round tank, finished grey
very smart and last machine, in perfect order; to be
sold a bargain, £36.—Wallis, 19, High St„ Safiron Wal-
den. Esse.-;. 'Phone: 45. [X9461

Bradbury.

1 012 SVuh.p. Bradbury Combination, 2-speed, and free,

y*J good order; £20,—AVright, Waberthwaite, Cum-
berland. [3444

BRADBURY. 4h.p., 2-speed, kick starter, sidecar,

lamps, and horn, good condition; £21.—Clark, 67,

Waterloo Terrace, Preston. [X9472

BRADBURY 1913 Combination, 2-speed, kick start,

lamps, horn, good condition; £25.-180, Finchley
Ed., N.W. 'Phone: 2161 Hampstead. [3448

BRADBURY 1915 Twin Si/jh-P- Motor Cycle, Bur-
bury sidecar, 1916, coachbuut, very little used.

—

Richardson, Horace St., Boston, Lines. [3098

N
19
19

4h.p. Bradbnry, free engine, Mabon clutch, complete
with lamps, horn, speedometer, in perfect running:

order; £16.—Sonthgate, 1, Ques Rd., Westgate-on-Sea.
[3235

BRADBUKY, 1913, 4h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed
gear, 1916 B. and B. carburetter, extra heavy

tyres, Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, with child's seat,

all excellent condition, spare cover, luggage carrier, 3
lamps, etc.; £39.—Mills, Lordswood, Southampton. [3281

B.S.A.

COIiMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Mancliester, for
imujediate delivery of B.S.A. [0798

EW B.S.A., with lamps, etc., and almost new coach
sidecar; £70.-28, Westminster Bridge Kd. [3474

13 B.S.A., 2-speed, pedal starting, and sidecar
lamps; £32.-29, St. Leonard's St., Bow. [3382

16 B.S.A., model K, ridden 500 miles, as new:
£50.—Lieut. Fr<.st, A.S.C. Mess, Bulford. [3212

1 Q16 B.S.A., T.T. model, demonstration machine;
-I-*/ first cheque £42/10 secures.—Piastow, Grimsby.

[X9607
B.S.A., 1916^/^, chain drive. Klaxon, speedometer,

horn, lamps, nearly new; £55.-367, Green St.,

Upton Park. [3352

1 Q 13 B.S.A. Combination, 2-speed, Millford cane
J- */ sidecar, splendid condition ; £32.-1 5, Warwick
Court. Holborn. [3314

B.S.A., 1915, model K, 3-speed, with O.B. sidecar
and complete eauipraent; accept £50 for quick

deal.—Tollady, Bicester, Oson. [X9649

LATE 1913 3V2h.p. B.S.A.. 2-speed, clutch, special
machine, nice condition ; £32.—iJaveno, Farn-

borough Rd., Farnborough, Hants. [3300

B.S.A.. 4^h.p., 1916 model K. £62, brand new; free
delivery, free tuition,—James Grose, Ltd., 8, New

Bridge St., Lu^gate Circus, London. [3228

1014 T.T. B:S.A., lamps, good tyres and belt, etc.,
X«/ a really ftne machine; price £33.—Sanders' Motor
Cycle Depot, Bridge St., Hitchin, Herts. [X9388

B.S.A,, 1915i perfect, climb anything, with £15/15
Comfy sidecar, all accessories, canopy, 3 new

tyres; any test; £55 lowest cash.—Seen at 47, Curtain
Ed.. E.G. [3513

B.S.A., 1915 model .K, countershaft combination,
splendid order, wind screen, luggage grid, Mechorn,

parafEUi device, spare tank; £60; garaged Holbrow's,
Norbury.—Spencer, Olonette, Kilmartin Av., Norbury.
Qerrard 4405. [3131

IQie B.S.A., 4J4h.p. model H, with No. 2 sidecar,
--t' new last June, done 500 miles, perfect conditiou,
with lamps, speedometer, all accessories and overalls

;

£70; seen by appointment.—2, Elms Rd., Clapham
Common, S.W. [3517

B.S.A. 1915 Model H 3-Rpeed Coimtershaft Combina-
tion, Dunhill's nnderslung B.C., Lucas lamp set,

mechanical horn, Watford speedometer, lot Bpaies, petrol,
tyre, tubes, etc., total mileage 3,500; called up; £52/10.
—Lee, 30, Cholmeley Rd., Reading. [3293

B.S.A., 1916, 3-apeed, chain drive, and Canoelet coach-
built sidecar, complete, good condition, very fast,

45-50 with sidecar, 60 m.p.h. solo, engine tuned by
B.S.A. Co. for high speed; price £67/10; any trial.—
Apply, No. 361, c/o TAe MoiOT Cycle. [59579

B.S.A., 1915, model K, 3-speed countershaft, with
B.S.A. sidecar, and usual accessories, quite the

best one year old combination we have seen, price £56

;

B.8.A., 1914, model H, 3-speed, chain drive, with light
coachbuilt sidecar, complete, a very fine and well cared
for combination: price £46; approval.—Laytons'
Garage, Bicester, Oson. rX9640
"D.S.A.—Three 1917 models with their newest fitments
-L* just arrived from works, £64 each; also a modelH at £66; as single-cyl. mount these 1917 models are
simply perfect. B.S.A. Canoelet cars with hood and
wind screen actually in stock, from 13 gns. Exchangee,
E.P. suggestions invited.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Wal-
thamstow (Tel.: Walthamstow 169), also at 50, High
-Rd., Wood Green {Tel.: Horneey 1956). [3305

GET IT AT

lAYLORS
Sole London and District Agents for

A.J.S. & British Excelsiors.

Sole District Agents for Caltliorpes.

Contracting Agents for all other Makes.

TERMS: CASH, EXCHANGE, or
EXTENDED PAYMENTS. v

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
if)i6 .^^ h.p. B.S.A., countershaft, chain drive,

3-speed. Just delivered Price SG4
1915^ 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, lamps,

mechanical horn, etc Price £72
1916 2j h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-spced and clutch,
new Price £44 2

I9r6 4 h.p. CALTHORPE Combination, new.
Price £70 7

J916 lady's CALTHORPE, s-speed, new, un-
used ; cancelled order ; cost £35 14s.
Price £33

1916 2j h.p. 'CALTHORPE-JiAlp.',' 2'sp.', new.
Price £37 16

1913 s) h.p. ARIEL, 3-speed, and Sidecar.
Price £40

1912 2j h.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, and Sidecar.
Price £26

I9r4 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination ... Price £65
igrs 2j h.p. DOUGLAS, War Office model.

Price £45
For further bargains in high-class Combinations
and Solo Mounts, write for List. Extended
Payments arranged.

WHIXE SPIRIT.
The New Petrol Substitute. 2/3 per gallon.

50 gallon steel barrels sent carriage paid
for London delivery.

ENGINE PARTS.

We carry a good assorted stock of Valves and
Piston Rings, Cranlc and Gudgeon Pins, etc., of
most makes.

PISTON RINGS.
each

J. A. P. 2^ h.p. genuine 2/-
J.A.P. 4-6-8 h.p. genuine 2/6
Peugeot 3 .V h.p. twin pattern 1/4
Clyno 5-6 h.p 1/9
Moto-Reve pattern 1/6
Douglas 2| h.p. pattern 1/7
Douglas 4 h.p. genuine 1/9
A.J.S. 2j, 4, and 6 h.p t /9
Triumph, P. & M.. Bradbury, Rudge, B.9.A.,

and Precision 1/11
Postage on the above, 2d.

VALVES—INLET AND EXHAUST.

J..^.P. 4-6-8 h.p. and 90X77i, Inlet or
Exhaust, genuine 5/8

J.A.P. pattern valves 3/10
Triumph, Rudge, P. & M., Bradbury, F.N.,

Douglas, and Enfield pattern 3/4
Douglas 4 h.p. genuine valves complete . . 6 /-

Postage on the above, 3d.

A.J.S., J.A.P., and REX PISTONS and CYLINDERS
IN STOCK.

A.J.S. SPARE WHEELS each £3 7 6

1916 Tyre Catalogue now ready, post tree.

SPECIAL AGENTS lor REX and J.A.P. PARTS.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms : 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.

Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.
Garage: 12, Tottenham Mews, W.C.

'Phone—Museum, r240. ^
Telegrams

—'Dynametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A., Into 1913, clutch mcdol, fully eqwiiwed,
beautiful condition; compelled to sell; siicriflce

£25.-436, Whitehor.-e Ed., Tliornton Heath. [3405

Calthorpe
CALTHOBPE-J.A.P,, 2Vt.h.p., 2-apeed. 1915: £22-

Sawyer, Garage, Wreutham, Suffolk. [3265

CALTHORPE Junior, 1914, 2-3i)eed, lamp ,nnd horn,
good condition; £13/10.—ileadow View, Dyni-

church, Kent. [33G2

CALTHORPE Jtmior, 1914, 2-sr(60'J, Precision engine,
splendid condition; £15/10.—McSIahon, 3, County

View Terrace, Limerick. [X9538

1015 Calthorpe-Jap, 2^h.p., 2-3peed, lamps, horn.
J-iy variable ignition; £26, or reasonable oil'er.—

Parker, Preston Gubbalds, near Shrewsbury. [X9475

COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
have in stock nil models of Calthorpes for im-

mediate delivery ; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P.'s and 2-stroke3; immediate de
livery from stock of all models; cash or escliange

A few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore the Agciits.

Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgate, Manchestei
[0815

Chater-Lea.

CHATEE-LEA Combination, 8h.p., S-speed and free

engine, in fine condition ; £40.—Grandes Motors.

349, Euston Ed., London. [3237

Ctiater.Lea-Jap.

CHATEE-LEA-J.A.P., 4h.p., 1914 combination. 3-

speed gear, perfect running order ; sacrifice £25.—
Apply, 41, Wyndham Ed., Kingston-on-inames. [3296

CHATEE-LEA-J.A.P., 8h.p., handle starter, drip and
hand lubrication, 3-speed countershaft, multiple

disc clutch, foot control, 2-seater cane sidecar ; a war
'largain; first cheque, £30.—Martin, 16, Eegent St.,

Cambridge.

.

[3380
Clyno.

CLYNO, 1913-14, Sh.p., 3-speed. chain drive; £39/10.
—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [3488

PETROL Free with 1912 Clyno, 6h.p., 2-speed, side-

car; 28 gns.—Troward, 78, High St., Hampsteari-
[3205

1Q14 6h.p. Clyno Combination, in new condition.—
-M-t/ Full particulars on application to No. 359, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [X9536

CLYNO 6h.p. Combination, brand new, now in stock

;

first cheque for £105 secures.—Embro Motor Co.,

Charlotte St., Hull. [3275

CLYNO and Sidecar. 1914, Cape hood and wind screen,

speedometer; £60, or nearest ofier.—Box L2,304.
r/o The Motor Cycle. [2992

lCfcl4 6h.p, Clyno and cane sidecar, 3-speed, clutch,
J-t^ kick start, good condition, first-class running
order, complete, all accessories; £40, or best olfpr.—

Hall, Norton, Letchworth. [X955r,

11115 6h.p. Clyno Combination, with spare wheel,
Xt/ latest B. and B. carburetter, overhead feed,

lamps, horn, 2 spare chains, tools, spring seat, and nil

(lie latest improvements, little used; £68.—Box
352, c/o TU Motor Cycle. [X9412

5-6h.p, Clyno, 2-speed, and coach sidecar, wind screen,

waterproof cover, mat, 3 lamps. Low generator,

speedometer, mirror, tools, spare chain, several spare

covers, Senspray (takes paraffin), in splendid conditiou,

well up to any hard work; £35.-156, Westbourne
Grove, W. [3220

Connaught.

PJ. EVANS. Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de-
• livery all models Connaught from stock; minia-

ture and double - purpose models, prices from
£28/17/6; one shop-soiled miniature model, with horn
and numbers, £23.-87-91. John Bright St., Birming-
ham. [X9550

Coventry Eagle.

COVENTRY Eagle, 1916, 3-speed twin, and coach
-sidecar, Uttle used; £69/10.-Motor Exchange.

Horton St., Halifax. [3490

COVENTRY Eagle, 2y2h.p., 2-speed. 2-stroke; £45;
delivery from stock. — Exeter Motor Cycle Co.,

Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd., Plymouth.
[0841

COVENTRY Eagle, 1916, S-speed, 2-strok6 model,
actually in stock, finish and fitments to these ma-

chines are infinitely superior to many well-known makes

:

special price £39/10 for cash.—Lamb's, 151, High St.,

Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [3302

De Dion,

DE DION, S'/sh.p.. low, fast, powerful, ready to rida

away; £8/15.—Blackburn, 86, Salisbury St.. Liver-

pool. [X9470
Despatch Rider. .

DESPATCH Eider. 1915, 2-stroke, 2i/.h.p.. low frame;
£20.—Write. 18, Beecliwood Av., Thornton Heath.

[3346
Douglas.

LATE 1914 Douglas, T.T., 2 speeds, perfect condi-

tion: £34.-Earl, 5, Heath St., Hampstead. [3422

"I till Douglas, new engine and tyres, lamp; £18, bar-

it/ gain.—Eobinson, Briston, Melton Corstable.
[X9a5a

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., first to view will purchase; £15,
no offers.— 14. Dodbrooke Rd., West Norwood.

[1541

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue. Al7
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

1 Q15 2%h.p. 3-speed Douglas, T.T. footboards, perfect,
J-tf lampa: 40 gns.—Stocks, Thuilfltone, Sheffield.

(U) [X9530

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., £15/10; 1913 2-Bpe6d, £34/10
1914 single gear, £27/10—Collier, Deal St., Hal:

f;ix. [3489

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., splendid condition, new tyres

;

bargain, £14/10, ofler.—35, Oolwell Bd., E. Dnl
wicb. [3420

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2^.p., 2-8peed, clutch, accessories,

good condition; SSgns.—17, Upton Lane, Forest
Gate. [3349

DOUGLAS, 1915, 3-speed, splendid condition: £45,
or near ofler.—35, Bichmond Bd., Kingston-on-

Tbames. [3439

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-sp6ed, little nsed, large Bioots
saddle; £36, with petrol.—Jackson, 89, Oat Lane,

Bradford. [3286

LATE 1914 2-speea T.T. Douglas, folly guaranteed
very fast: £34 secures this bargain.—Millard,

Chesterfield. [X9562

33.h.p. Douglas, S-speed, just OTerhanled; bargain;
4 £33.—East Putney Garage, 118. Disraeli Bd.,

East Putney. [3381

1 Q14 2^h.p, 2-sp6ed Douglas, lamps, born, and
J- *y speedometer ; £33.—Wilkin and Co., Huntera
Bar, Sheffield. [X9526

LATE 1913 Douglas, 25^h.p., 2-Bpeed, clutch, lamps,
and spares; £30.—Baveno, Famborougb Ed., Farn-

borougb, Hants. [3301

LATE 1915 2%h.p. T.T. 2-Bpeed Douglas, in splendid
condition, e-uaianteed; £42/10.—Simister, Jordan-

cate, Macclesfield. [X9171

1 Qll 234h.p. Douglas, good running order, Voltalite
*-*J lighting set; £15.—Tarr, Aspley Cottage, Guild-
ford Ed., Ash, Surrey.

'

[X9566

1 Q14 2-8p6ed T.T. Douglas, perfect condition, £36;
^•y 1913 a-fipeed kick start Douglas, £33.—H.
Wright, Arlesey, Beds. [3417

~IQI5 2%b.p. 2H3peed Douglas, Colonial model, engine
J-*' jnat been thoroughly overbauled; £37.—Wilkin
and Co., Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [X9527

DOUGLAS, new, latest pattern, 2'/4h.p. models for
immediate delivery, including War Office black

Douglas.-MofEat, YeOTil. Tel. : 50. [5855

DOUGI*AS, 1914, 2 speeds, kick starter, new tyre, ©s
ceptional condition; £38.—Lock, c/o Clayton and

Co., Melbourne Ed., Wallington, Surrey. [3446

1014 T.T. 2^.p. 2-8peed Douglas and accessories,

-1*7 in perfect condition; seen any time; £37/10.—
Bounds' Oarage, 223, High Ed., Kilbum. [3271

DOUGLAS Specialists.—Gibb, Gough, London Ed.,
Gloucester. Gibb, the International Douglas

rider, winner of numerous cups and gold medals. [2218

1 Q12 Douglas, iingle speed, footboards, lamps, etc.,

Xv in exceptional condition, everything perfect.—

Sanders' Motor (^cle Depot, Bridge St., Hitchin, Herts.
rX9390

-| Q14 W Douglas, 2-speed, kick-start, touring or T.T.
X«/ bars, footboards, 2 lamps, born, engine guaran-
teed perfect; £36.—Eobinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [3366

DOUGLAS {Not.. 1914), 25ih.p., kick start, clutch,

2 speeds, just overhauled, belt and tyree practi-

cally new; £37, or near ofler.-Hugo, Bedwood, Kenley,
Surrey. [3335

DOUGLAS, late 1915, Colonial model, 4h.p., 3-speed,
lamps, mechanical horn, etc. ; any trial ; 57 gns.

;

Been by appointment.—Ijeslie Compton, 9, Edith Grove,
Chelsea. [3425

DOUGLAS, 1913 model, purchased 1914, 2 speeds,
kick starter, in absolutely new condition, ana very

little used; £38.—McVoy, Grocer, opposite G.C. Station,

Wembley. [5408

COLMOEE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Leicester,

aud Liverpool, have in stock complete range of all

models Douglas for immediate delivery, also full range
of spares. [0800

DOUGLAS, late 1913, 2^,ih.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick
start, speedometer, mechanical horn, tools, lamps,

new back tyre, excellent condition; £36.-4, Sportebank
St., Catford, S.E. [3404

DOUGLAS, 1913, S^iib.p., 2-epeed, clutch and kick
start, complete, not used since outbreak of war,

fully equal to the average 1915 machine; accept £36,
worth fully £45.—ToUady, Bicester, Oxon. [X9648

DOUGLAS, 2^.p., 2-spGed, new October, 1914, per-

fect condition, just overhauled, tyres equal new,
Brooks saddle, F.E.S. lamp, mechanical horn; £35/10.
—Nixon, Boxgiove, Carshalton Park Ed., Carshalton.

[3443

1 C|15 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-sp6ed, in excellent condition,
XtF very fast machine, complete with lamp, speed-
ometer, horn, tools; £45 cash, loek bottom; any trial.

—Car Mart, 297, Euston Ed., N.W. 'Phone: Museum
2000. [3214

1 Q16 4h.p. Douglas Sidecar Combination, War Office
X*:/ model, run about 1,500 miles only, perfect con-
dition, well sprung sidecar, fitted with Dunhill wind
creen, complete with Lucas horn, tools, and spares ; can
bo seen and tried in London; £85; no dealers.—Bos
Ii2,270, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2903

IF YOU WANT THE BEST
at a reasonable price, a visit to

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART
will amply repay you.

A COMPARISON
will show you that our prices are seldom higher, and
usually a little below, those prevailing for second-hand
machines, whilst you have the satisfaction of knowing
that our machines ^

DO GIVE SATISFACTION.

LIST OF SECOND HANDS.
SIDECAR OUTFITS.

JAMES igi4 4ili.p. 3-speed Combination, all access. £50
RHIL1914, 6 h.p., 2-speed, modele de luxe £40
TRIURlPH, 3} h.p., 2-speed countershaft. Sidecar. . . £32
INDIAN, 1913, 7 h.p., coa6b-built Sidecar, z^speed,

and spring frame £42
ZENITH, 1914, 6Ii.p., cotmtershaft clutch model,

with sporting underslung Sidecar i

REX, 1913, 6 h.p., 2-spced, cane Sidecar £28
RUDGE, 1913, 5-6 h.p. Multi, with Rudge Sidecar. . . , £50
INDIAN 1916 5 h.p. Combination, 3-speed £65
MATCHLESS 1914 8 h.p. 3-=peed Combination £60
ZENITH, r9i4. 8 h.p., clutch, and Sidecar, all access. £68
ENFIELD, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed twin, Enfield Sidecar. . £30
INDIAN 1915 (late) 5 h.p. 3-speed Combination £63
RUDGE 1913 3* h.p. Multi, coach-built Sidecar £33
B.S.A., 1916, 4j h.p., 3-speed, all-chain drive, Godiva

sporting Sidecar, only done 500 miles £70

SOkO MODELS.
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1915, 2I h.p., 2-speed £26
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2j h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £20
GALTHORPE, 1914, 2h.p., 2-speed £19
RUDGE 1913 3i h.p. Multi, T.T. bars £33
IVY. 1915, 2-stroke, single-speed £18
NEW HUDSON, 1913, 3J h.p., 3-speed J.A.P. engine.. £34
REX, 1913, 3i h.p.; 2-speed, and clutch £29
RUDGE, 3i h.p., Philipson pulley, 1915 improvements £42
SUN-VILLfERS, ajh.p., 1915, 2-stroke £18
ENFIELD, 1915, 2 J h.p., 2-speed, 2-sti-oke £32
BROWN, 3i h.p. model, Bosch magneto £14
INDIAN, ig'is, 3i h.p., 3-speed twin £43
INDIAN, 1915, 5 h.p., 3-speed twin £53
BARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1914, 9 h.p., 2-speed twin ... £37
ENFIELD, 1911, 2;} h.p., 2-speed twin, as new £21
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3i h.p., 3-speed, excellent order . .

.

£33
ROVER, 1912, 3* h.p., T.T. clutch -model £20
ZENITH, J912, il h.p., Gradua gear, J.A.P. engine. .

.

£20
DOUGLAS, iqi2 2| h.p., single-speed £16
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1915, 2-speed, 2-stroke £32
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2^ h.p., colonial, 3-speed ,. £53
NEW HUDSON, 1915, 2-stroke, as new £24
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3i h.p., 3-speed £33
TRIUMPH, 1914, 2 h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke ., £35
DAYTON, 1914, ijh.p., 2-stroke, lightweight £15
ALLON, 1915, 2| h.p., 2-spefd, 2-stroke £32
INDIAN, I9r4, 7-9 h.p., -s-speed, electric equip. £S0
INDIAN, 1914 7-9 h.p., T.T., dutch model £38

CARS AND LIGHT CARS.
N.A.G., 14-20 h.p., new chassis, 4-speed gear-box,

C.A.V. 12 volt set £300
SUNBEAM, 12-16 h.p., 4-speed, 5-seater, hood and

screen, just thoroughly overhauled £295
KNIGHT JUNIOR, 1914, 12 h.p., 2-seater, sporting

body £158
MINERVA, 26 h.p., 5-seater, mal<e an excellent

25 cwt. van. Perfect mechanical order £80
G.W.K., 1914, 9 h.p., just re-painted and new hood

fitted £100
6.W.K., 1915, 9 h.p., detach, wheels, domed guards,

all black finish, speedometer and mech. horn. ... £160
DEEMSTER, 1914, 9.5 h.p., 2-seater, all accessories;

a bargain at £100
OVERLAND, 1916, 12 h.p., 5-seater, dynamo and

self-starter equip., as new £185

1914 and 1915 DOUGLAS MACHINES
bought for SPOT Cash.

MPXORMART
100§ 136Q Partland S\.London W.
fe/ep/tonf&S7 Moyfoir ^/<?^/'^/7,.f 'Abdicate We&Ao

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.4h.p. Douglas CombinatioI^ May, 1915, new tinpanfr

tured tyres, horn, lamps, 1916 cylinders, extra oil-
ing to front, coachbuilt attachment and icreen, speoijl'
backed pillion seat, overhauled KingBwood Febraaiy,
spare belt, chain, sprockets, etc., perfect condition ; cort
£90, accept X70; buying higher sowOT.—Eowell, 39,
Ashover Ed.. Leicester. [3233

Edmund.
EDMUND, 2%h.p., 2.speed, spring liame; eteil;

in etoclr.—Maraton, 26 and 31, Bridge St., Chester.
[X9e03 :

Enfield.

COLMOKE Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham,
for immediate delivery of Enflelds. [0801

ROYAL Enfield 2%h.p. Twin, jnat been overhauled,
perfect: any trial; £19/10.-71, Vespan Ed., Sheih

herd'a Bush. , [3402 .

ENFIELD, 1916, 3h.p., hardly soiled, fine mount;
£50, cheap.—Oolmore Depot, 31, Colmore Eow,

Birmingham- [X9379

"IQ16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, same as new, only
Xi/ done 50 miles; £85.—Seen Bounds' Garage, 223,
High Ed., Kilbum. [3270

ENPIELD, 3h.p., kick start, new August, 1916, run
196 miles only; £45.—Adams, Bargrennan, New-

ton-Stewart, Scotland. [X9447 •

ENFIELD, 6h.p., 1916, done 2,000, hood, wind 1

screen, 3 lamps, trip speedometer, ready for any-
where; £70.—Lesadd, 237, Dford Lane, Dfoid. [X9587 J

ENPEEIiD 1913 3h.p., excellent condition, lamp, horn,
,

speedometer, new Dunlops; £32, or near o^er; ,

bargain.—Dr. Hough, County Asylum, Gloucester.
[X9478 !

ENFIELD Combination, late 1916, mileage 400, alio «

Enfield commercial carrier, perfect pleasure and J

business outfit; £90.—C, 122, Craven Bd., Eugby.
[X9519

ENFIELD Combination, 1913, speedometer, lamps,
spare tyres, valves, and chain, splendid condition

throughout; trial; £46.—Hodgson, 15, Wilson St., Derby.
[3460

I 015 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, in splendid condition after r

XiF little and careful riding, with speedometer, etc; :

£45, no offers,—Hanbury Francis, Pharmacist, Clifton, .

Bristol. [X902a i

Id 15 6h.p. Enfield Combination, splendid condition,
,

--*' tyres good all round, 3 lamps, spare tube and ;

tyre, usual accessories; £65.—Seen Bounds' Garage,

223, High Ed., KUburn. [3269 1

ENFIELD Combination, 90 gns.; 3h.p. twin, SS i

gHs. ; 2Wh.p. 2-stroke model, 45 gns.; delivery t

from stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., .

Exeter, and Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [08S8 )

ENFIELD, late 1913, 6h.p. combination, Lucas K.E.
lamp set, Jones speedometer, spare cover, tnbd,

jet, sprocket, etc., no 1913 in better condition; £50,

no offers.—Smith, 23, Eichmond Ed., London, N. [X9422 i

ENFIELD 3h.p., 1915, in splendid condition, nevf

Dunlop tyres, engine just overhauled, all com-
plete, speedometer, lampa, etc.; £36, or nearest ofler;

must sell —Turnbnll, 6, Ordnance Ed,, Southampton.
[X9466

1 Q 1 6 Enfield, 6h.p., and sidecar, 2-speed gear, hand 1

i.U clutch, handle starter, tyres perfect, Stewart horn.

Miller lamp, machine in lovely running order, and abao-

lately as new: 70 gna.—Julian, Broad_St., Eeading. ''-^ [085* I

ENFIELD Combinations, latest models. We have
them in stock, and desire your enquiries concern-

ing either exchange or extended payment propositions:
,

very high prices allowed for good machines.—LsvtOM'

'

Garage, Bicester. [X964I I

BIRMINGHAM Enfield Agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91, .

John Bright St.—Immediate delivery all modeu *

including lighting set combination, special 8h.p. with i

hood and screen, and standard 6h.p. combination, also n

3h.p. standard and sporting models, and 2l^h.p. 2-

stroke ;
prices fronx 42 gns. tX9547

LATE 1914 6h.p. Enfield, fitted hood, screen, Low
generator, lamps, tools, speedometer, only done

.
30 i

miles since been overhauled at Enfield worka, fast, and ^

most reliable, perfect order; £67, or will aell 8h.p. 191^6

dynamo lighting model, hood and acreen; do not want t

two.—Butler, Butcher, Treorky. 1X;942S

ENFIELD, 1917 modela, just arrived from worisj :

Bh.p. combination, hood and screen, £102/2 ; 6h.p.

standard combination, £94/10; both fitted with tlie •

latest type sidecar, hood, acreen, and luggage grid ; teimi 1

one quarter down and balance in 12 or less inatalmenta;

liberal concession for abort term paymenta ; exchanges.—
Lamb'a, Enfield Specialists, 151, High St., Waltham-
stow ('Phone: 169 Walthamstow), also at 50, High Ed.
Wood Green ('Phone: Hornsey 1956). [3303

ENFIELD 3h.p. Touring Model actually in stock,

kick starter, £57/15; also 3h.p. witb T.T. bars, no

kick starter, £57/15; also 1915 6h.p. electrically cqmpped
combination, 3 Lucas lamps and horn, speedometet

hood and screen, groat war bargain, £79/10; also 1913

6h p. coach combination, £47/10; also 1916 6h.p. com-

mercial combination, ridden 1,700 miles, heap aooos-

aories £84- and 1916 3h.p. model, ridden 400 niilei,

£49/10- also another 1916 6h.p. standard combination,

very little used, £80 ; all in really fine condition, reason-

able suggestion invited and liberal exchanges.—Lamb's,

151, High St., Walthamstow (Tel.: Walthamstow 169),

also at 50. High Ed., Wood Green ('Phone; HornsSy
[3304

also at 50, High Ed., Wood
1956).

A18 AH letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

AMERICAN Excelsior, 8h.p., and racing sidecar;
bargain, ^45.—"W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd.. 287,

Deansgate, Manchester. [3391

ESOELSXOB, new 1916 standard, 7h.p., £75; new
1915 electrically equipped, £71/10; new sidecar,

<13/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [3491

EXCELSIOR, English, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, 1915 double-
seater C.B. sidecar, speedometer, mirror, watch,

temps, decompressor, etc. ; £42.-59, Frifh Bd., Leyton,
E. [3285

IQIS American Excelsior Combination, 7-9b.p. twin,
JLtf bardly any wear, coachbuilt double-seated sidecar,
speedometer, horn, lamps, tools, etc. : £65, or near
offer.—Apply, Manager, Tilbury Laundry Co., Tilbury
Docks. May be seen any day. [X9454

A REAL Bargain.—We have purchased a large con-
signment of brand new 1916 model American

Excelsior motor cycles, 7h.p., 3-speed, with all latest
improvements, including new type mechanical lubricator,
hand and foot controlled clutch, grey finish, etc., ex-
actly as listed at £75, which we can offer for a short
time only at £65 spot cash; sidecars to match from
JS14 to £20. Why buy a doubtful second-hand when
you can get immediate delivery of the good old X
brand new at this price?—To be obtained only from
The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [3339

F.N.

!.N., excellent condition, accessories; £8/10.-159,
Victoria Park. Rd., Tidal Basin, E. [3334

Grandex.
GEANDEX-PRECISION", 1916, 2%h.p., shop-soiled

only; to clear, £23/10,—Grandex Motors, 349,
Euston Ed., London. [3241

GRA^^DEX-PEEOISI0N, 1915, 2Voh.p., 4-stroke, in
splendid order, as new; a bargain to clear, £17/10.

—Grandex Motors, 349, Euston Ed., London. [3240

Harley<Davidson.
HAELET-DAVIDSONS, 1916 models: immediate de-

livery from stock.—Colmore Depbi, 261, Deans-
gate, Manchester. [0830

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-
pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of all

models of Harley-Davidsons and spare parts. [0802

UF 3-speed Harley-Davidson Combination, practically
new, with coachbuilt underslung sidecar, the

whole outfit perfect; £72. —Anderson, 260, Fishponds
Ed., Bristol. [X9302

HAELEY-DAVIDSON; 7-9h.p., 1915. with H.D.
sidecar ; no reasonable offer refused : trial by ap-

pointment.—Trotraan, 10, Bowfell Ed., Fulham Palace
Bd., Hammersmith. [3278

1 QIS Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., and coachbuilt side-
J-«^ car, 3-speed, clutch, excellent condition; bar-
gain, £59/10 ; exchanges.—Newnham, 223, Hammer-
smith Ed., W. 'Phone : Hammersmith 80. [3396

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, new models in stock; 7-9h.p.
3-speed, model 16F, and special Montgomery side-

car to match, £102/1/6; your present machine taken
as part payment.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate
Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0552

HAELEY-DATIDSON. 7-9h.p., 1915, Phoenix coach-
built sidecar, ridden 3,000 miles, lamps, horn,

tools, etc., new tyres sidecar and driving wheel, excellent
condition, and fast; a real bargain. £60, or near offer.
—Lieut. Kilner, 1, Camp Fovant, Wilts. [X9307
HARLEY-DAVIDSON. the Silent Grey; immediate

delivery of 1916 models, all new 1915 types sold
out; one or two second-hand bargains in F and J
models from £60.—Send your orders to Colmore Depots,
261, Deansgate, Manchester, and 31, Eenshaw St.,

Liverpool. [0817

1Q15 Model IIF 7-9h.p. Harley-DaTidson, S-speed,
JLt/ 28x3in. Goodyear tyres, Gloria coachbuilt side-
car, chassis and body enamelled to match, with pleasure
and commercial bodies, in perfect condition through-
out ; £75 ; an ideal tradesman's combination.—The Pre-
mier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [3340

Hnzlewood.
HAZLEWOOD Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds

and clutch, tyres almost new, new belt, fitted with
auxiliary tank complete for running on substitutes,
coachbuilt 4-point suspension sidecar, perfect; £60, or
near offer, or would consider part exchange with 1914-15
T.T. Douglas.—Apply, Box 363, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X9616
Henderson.

HENDEBSON, 4-cyl,. 2-8peed, chain drive; £46/10.—
Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [5492

FOR Sale, Henderson, late 1915, with Millford coach-
built sidecar, little used, fine turnout; £75.—Box

350, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X9398

Hobart.
HOBART Single-speed £31/10, Hobart 2-speed

£37/16, in stock.-Marston, 26 and 31, Bridge
St., Chester. [XB597

Horley.
IQll 2^/ih.p, Horley, Simms mag., B. and B., variable
-i*^ puUev, tyres and belt excellent: £12/10.—White-
head. 83, Chelmsford St., Oldham. [X9169

Humber.
UMBER, 2JAh.p., new belt, perfect order; bargain,
£12.—H. "V. Locke, Draper, Penge. [3316H

MOTOR CYCLES.
ALLON, 2-siroke, 2-speed £42
B.S.A., 4} h.p., 3-speed, chain drive £54
B.S.A., 4J h.p., 3-speed, Model K . . £62
BROUGH, 3.'. h.p., twin, s-speed . .

.- 63 jns.
BROUGH, 3i h.p., Uvin, 2-sp., T.T.. £63
CALTHORPE, 2-stioke, 2-speed ... 31 jns.
CALTHORPE-II.A.P., 2ih.p., 2-speed 36 gns.
ENFIELD, 3 h.p,, twin, 2-speed ... 55 gns.
ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination .... 90 gns.
JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed - £38
JAMES, 3^ b.p., twin, 3-speed .... 63 gns.
JAMES 4I h.p. Combiuatiou £80
NEW IMPERIAL, 2! h.p., 2-SDeed £38
NEW IMPERIAL, 25 h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick starter £44
NORTON, 3J h.p., B.R.S. model . . £63
ZENITH -GKADOA, 3! h.p., twin . . S;6i

EXCHANGES.
We^ specialise in exchange transactions, and
will allow tul! value tor your old motor
cycle or light car in part payment tor any
new one.

SECOND-HANDS.
The following is a sBlection from our large

Hock of machines of all types :

CLYNO 1914- 6 h.p. Combination, Lucas
electric lighting set, speedometer, etc. £68

ZENITH, 1913, s} h.p., clutch model,
with Gradua gear, speedometer, head
lamp, back lamp, horn, and coach-
built Sidecar £40

JAMES, 1915, 2i h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed,
Lucas lamp set, rear lamp, and bora £33

ALLON, 1915, 2j h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £33
CALTHORPE -J.A.P., 1915, 2| h.p.,

2-sp., bead lamp, back lamp, and horn £30
MATCHLESS, 1913, 8 h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick starter, all access. . . £38
ZENITH, 1913, 3i h.p., Gradua gear.. £30
PREMIER, 1915, 3I h.p., countershaft

3-speed gear, lamps, aod horn £45
INDIAN. i9r4, 7h-P-, T.T., clutch
model, head light set, rear lamp,
horn, and speedometer £33

CALTHORPE, igrg, 2ih.p., 2-stroke,
2-speed, head Sght, rear lamp, horn,
and speedometer £28

ZENITH, 1915, 4 Ii-P- twin, counter-
shaft model, lamps and horn £48

VINDEC, 1911, 5 h.p., 2-speed, head
light, rear lamp, horn, and coach-
built Sidecar £22

CHATER-J.A.P., 1912, 8 h.p., counter-
shaft 3-5peed gear, all-chain drive,
and coach-built Sidecar £45

CLYNO, 1915, 6 b.p., coach-built Com-
bination, hood, screen, luggage car-
rier, interchangeable wheals (spare
wheel and tjrre). Lucas lamps, horn,
and speedometer £78

ROYAL ENFIELD, 1916, 6 h.p. Com-
bination, as new £80

DOUGLAS, 191S, 2j h.p., War Office
Model : £50

AlLDAYS-MATCHLESS, 1915, 3} h.p.,
coach-built combination, 3-specd..
lamps and horn £45

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3 speeds,
Cowey speedometer and horn £45

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ACCEPTED for
either NEW or SECOND-HAND GOODS.

EASTERN GARAGE Co.,
Official Repairers to

R.A.C, A.CM., A.A. <Sh MM.,
4 18, Romford Sd., Forest Gate.E.

Telephone
Telegrams :

'

490 East Ham.
Egaraco, London.'

in^HgHi

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

1Q13 Humber, 4h.p., 2-3peed, handle start, speedo-
J-v metar, and sidecar; £30,-29, St. Leonard's St.
Bow. [3383

HUMBER 2-/ih.p. Twin, S-apeeJ, clutch, speedometer,
accessories; £25.—Hawley, Fort Cumberland, Portfi-

mouth. [3216

HUMBER, 1912. SV^h.p., 2-3peed. fine solo or sidecar
machine; £24/10.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmorr^

Row, Birminsham. [X9378

HUMBER, S'/sh.p., B. and B., well tyred; can lie

ridden away; £10 net, bargain; before 7.— 21,
Brailsford Rd., Brixton. [3423

HUMBER, 3y2h.p., 3-3peed. 1915. brand new; £55.-
Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd.. Exeter,

and Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0842

1Q10 3^h.p. Humber, m.o.i.v., B.B. carburetter,
-i-v" Dniidfl, 26x2^ wheels, good covers and belt, new
adjustable pulley, complete, leas mag.; £7 cash.—Pud-
ney, Walton-on-Naze, Essex. [X9404

HUMBER, S'/ah.p., 2-speed, Dec, 1912, Harcourt
radiators, Avon Sunstone belt, B.S.A. carburetter,

good condition, horn, lamp, etc., Canoelet sidecar; £35
net.—Cox, Preston Close, Yeovil. [3258

HUMBER, S'/^h.p., 2-3peed, free engine, handle start,

in very good condition; price £30, or exchange
with cash for higher power machine and sidecar,-Apply.
Meeka, 55, Dalling Rd., Hammersmith. [3273

Indian
7-9h.p. Indian, clutch, speedometer, etc., aa new; £45

—6, Fields Rd., Newport, Mon. [X9500
7-9h.p. Indian, 1915, coachbuilt sidecar, complete, aa

new; £63.—Tompsett, Moors, Marden, Kent. [1954

INDIAN", 1915, 5h.p., 3 speeds, sporting sidecar; £56.
—Clayton, Melbourne Rd., Wallington, Surrey.

[3447
5-6h.p. Indian, in good running condition; £25.—W.

and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man-
chester. [3388

INDIAN. 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-Bpeed, spring frame, coach
sidecar; £53/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

Halifax. [3493

1 014 Indian Combination, splendid condition, recently
J-v overhauled by us; £55.—Eobb and Co., 14, Wood-
stock Rd., Poplar. [3414

1 Q15 Indian and Sidecar, 7h.p.. excellent condition,
X*/ only done 1,500 mites; £60.—Apply, 93, Grovw
Lane, Haudsworth. [X9012

1 014 7h.p. Indian and coachbuilt sidecar, fitted first-

X«7 class, splendid order throughout; offers.-Rowley.
35, Lumley Rd., Skegness. [3239

7 h.p. Indian Outfit, new March, 1915; sell at low
figure, or exchange lightweight and cash.—38, Rad-

nor Drive, Liscard, Cheshire. [3324

INDIAN Powerplus, June, 1916, sidecar do luxe, speed-
ometer, lamps, horn, 2,000 miles; £75.-17, Uen-

nington Park Rd., West Hampstead. [X942D

7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, spring frame, electric eauip-
ment, Montgomery sidecar, hood, screen, spares

;

£48, lowest—Langan, 292, Kingsland Rd.. London.
[X9450

INDIAN Powerplus, T.T. model, S-speed, kick start,

including jpecial Millford sidecar; £85 : slightly

used, all accessories.-Marston, Bridge St., Chester.
[X9604

1Q16 Powerplus Indian, 7-9h.p., electric lighting ami
X?/ horn, speedometer, Mills-Fulford sidecar, donp
3.500 miles, excellent condition; £88.—Dunn, Cross
Keys, Mon. [3440

INDIANS, model C, in stock for immediate deUvery.
spring frame, 3 speeds, 2 electric lumps, and horn,

also speedometer; £78.—P. J, Evans, John Bright St..

Birmingham. iX9549
POWERPLUS Indian, slightly used only. lamps,

speedometer,- and Klaxon horn; first cheque £68
secures ; 3^/^h.p. model, all accessories, £47.—Humber-
stone, 7, Bolton Lane, Ipswich. [X9156

INDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p., 3-3peed, T.T., rigid frame
model, Dunlop tyres, £75; spring frame touring

model,- £83.—In stock for immediate delivery at P. J.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. (X9591

BIRMINGHAM Indian Agent, P. 3. Evans, 87-91.
John Bright St.—Immediate delivery, ex-stock.

5h.p. 3-speed standard and sporting models, with and
without sidecar, price £70; sidecars from 11 gns.

[X9590
INDIAN 1915 (November) Sh.p. Combination, ail ac-

cessories, perfect mechanical condition, enamelliniT,
plating, and tyres as new, not used December to Mav

;

£62, or near offer; appointment.—Hunt, 12, HanwortJi
Rd., Feltham, Middlesex: [3277

BARGAIN.-1913 7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, hand
clutch, new gears and chains, thoroughly over-

hauled, absolutely perfect condition throughout; £33/10;
or with all-metal torpedo sidecar, £40; photo.—Bell, 88.
Broadway, Northampton. [3463

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., late model, 2 speeds, clutch, spring
frame, speedometer, horn, 2 electric lamps, tools,

spares, has not been used for 12 months, small mileage,
very silent; owner called np; £46.—Indian, 56, Hamp-
stead Rd., N-W. 'Phone: Museum 2756. [3297

BARGAIN.—Indian, 7-9h.p., T.T. model, in new con-
dition, lamps, speedometer, etc., £40 ; 1915 7-9

h.p. combination, in perfect mechanical condition, elec-
trically equipped, speedometer, De Luxe sidecar, witti
apron, etc.; £72/10.-Oram, 20, Caddington Rd.. Lon-
don. [3078

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, aiq
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN", 7-9h.p., new Aug., 1915, spring frame, 3-
Bpeed, clutch, electric lighting set, electric horn,

speedometer, with handsome sporting sidecar, 3 Dunlop
tyres, interchangeable, all in perfect condition, nn-
scratched; £75: North of Scotland; owner going in for
car.-Box 1,2,359, c/o The Motor Cycle. [3469p J. EVANS, Birmingham and Midland Indian
-- • Agent.—All models in stock for immediate de-
livery; 5h.p. 3-speed model, *70; 7h.p. T.T. Powerplus,
*75; 7h.p. 3-speed, spring frame, and electric light,
*78; special de luxe 7h.p, Powerplus, with spring
name, iS3 ; sidecars from 11 gns.—87-91, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [X9553

Ix]on.
TXION, 2-strok6. 2-8peed, T.T. long exhaust, large head
1- t Sh*' i^'' light, perfect condition throughout, fast,

ciinibs well, sporting machine; buying Garden: no
callers.—East, Eendolls, Harrow. [3227

Jaoies.

"I
Qle James Combination, good as new; £65.—Parker-^i' and Son, St. lyes, Hunts. [3432
TAMES No. 6 Combinations in stock; no waiting.—" Colmore Depot, 261, Doansgate, Manchester. [0829
COIMOEE Depot, 261. Detinsgate, Manchester, haye

in stock complete range of James motor cycles.

TAMES, 4^4h.p., J-speed countershaft, coach sidecar;" £43/10, bargain.-Motor Exchange, Horton St.,
Halifax. [3494

1Q13 3y2h.p. James, coachbuilt sidecar, free engine;
^y^ »25: appointment.—Phelps, 68, Morton Ed.,
I»Iuigton. [X9531
TAMES, 3r^h.p., 3-speed Armstrong, Lucas lamps," horn, good tyres, full tool kit, fine order- f24

—

OiOTOr and Smith, Basingstoke. [X9636
TAMES, 2-stroke, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, tyres not soiled," guarantee as new; £28, genuine bargain.—Hallam,
Bosedale, Dove Holes, Stockport. [X9589
TAMES.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.^ —Immediate delivery all models, including 2-
troke, 3i,4h.p. twin, and 4>^h.p. big single. [X9S51
TAMES 1915% 4i4h.p. Combination, 3-speed counter-" shaft, lamps, speedometer, wind screen, good tyres,
splendid condition; £57.—Lient. Buckle, Naval Oamp.
Blandford, Dorset. rX9463

J.E.S.

J-'^-?,„-^"?S*'"7'
'° Triumph cycle, very little used:

£12.—Whitlock, Holsworthy. [X9465

Kerry.
31h.p. Kerry-Abingdon and aidecai, just overhauled;

2 any trial; £18/10.-F. Bhunnan, 77a, Elton St.,
Waterloo Ed., S.E. [3326

Qii.p. Kerry-Abingdon M.O., Sied gear, new Dnnlop,
'-'a condition splendid; any trial; £18.—Curd, 24,
The Parade, Upper Tooting Bd., S.W. [3455

Lea-Francis.
T EA-FEANOIS, 1914, in ftrstKJlass running order,
--J nearly new tyres; owner on active service; £44.
—C/o 31a, Broomfield Ed., Chelmsford. [X9486

Levis.

LEVIS, Baby, 1915, perfect; ^620.—W. and H. Motor
Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester. [3392

LEVIS, 2-speed Enfield gear; £47/10; in stock.—
Marston, 26 and 31, Bridge St., Chester. [S9602

1Q16 Popular Levis, lamps, horn, etc., little used;
.*-«/ £24 cash.—Taylor's Garage, Falmouth. [3268

1Q15 2l^h.p. 2-speed Levis, perfect order- £22.—itF Wilkin and Co., Hunters Bar, SheflJeld. [X9524

COLMOEE Depots, Birmingham and Leicester, for
delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles from

took. [0804

LEVIS, 2-stroke, in good condition; a bargain to
clear, £14.—Grandex Motors, 349, Euston Ed.,

London. [3239

LEVIS, 2V2h.p., splendid order in every detail; £20,
complete.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Bii-

mlngham. [X9376

LEVIS, 1915, 2 speeds, splendid machine, extra fast-
must sell at once; £24.-436, Whitehorse Ed,

Thornton Heath. [3406

LEVIS 1916 Latest Lightweight, one special sample
in stock ; also a few bargains in shop-soiled.—Lav-

tons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X9642
"|<il6 Popular and model E Levis, delivery from stock-
-•-•^ cash, exchange, or easy terms.—G. W. Wilkin
«nd Co., Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [X9523

LEVIS, 1915, just overhauled, new complete piston,
new Clincher de Luxe tyre, 2 belts, splendid run-

ning order; £23/10.—E.A., 171, High Ed., Balham.
[3298

Lincoln-Elk.
LINCOLN-ELK, 4l4h.p., 2 speeds, K.S., speedometer,

sidecar, £25, or exchange lightweight.-Bezzant,
14, Shaftesbury Ed., Holloway. [3330

L.M.C.

PETEOL Free with 1912 L.M.C., S^h.p., T.T, ex-
cellent order; 17 gns.-Troward, 78, High St.,

Hampstead. [3201

SURRIDGE'S
PATENTS.
COMBINED HEAD AND REAR

LAMP CONNECTORS
with Gas Bag ensures a steady

light to both lamps.

Plaice 4/- Each.

Without the Gas Bag, 2/6 each.

Length overall 70 inches.

GAS BAG LAMP
CONNECTORS FOR
HEAD LAMPSONLY

A Perfect Steady Flame
at ail times.

6V/-; 9", 1/2; 12", 1/4;

15-, 1/6; 18',1/8;24",2/-
cach.

The Repair Outfit you should use.

2/6 Each.
HOLDTITE PATCHES and OUTFITS
have been supplied to H.M. Government
in their thousands and are stili demanded

Surely this should prove that the
HOLDTITE is the BEST under all

conditions. Send for the new list.

If your Agent wants to put you off
with any other Patches. REFUSE and
DEIVIAND THE BEST that has stood the
SEVEREST TEST AT THE FRONT.
YOUR AGENT can supply, and it is up to
him to stock HOLDTITE PATCHES etc-

Write me direct if unable, and kindly
give name of your agent.

58, LOMOND GROVE,
CAMBERWELL, LONDON.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
M.A.G.

PETBOL Free with 1913 M.A.G. 3iAh.p. twin, De
Li8«a valves, Enfieid gear; 25 gna.—Tioward, 78.

Higli St., Hampstead. [3203

Matchless.
1Q13 3i^h.p. Twin Matchless, 3 speeds, lamps, horn,
-I-*/ -etc.; £32.—Simister, Jordangate, Macclesfield.

[X917fl
TITATOHLESS-J.A.P., 6h.p., fine engine, in good
J-'X order ; £45.—Grandex Motors, 349, Euston Ed.,
London. [3238

MATCHLESS, 1913, 8h.p., 2-8peed, coachbuilt S.O.,
good condition ; trial given ; nearest £35.—J. Bull,

423, East India Dock Ed., Poplar, B. [X9170

1 Q15 Matchless, 7-9h.p., all chain drive, 3-speed gear,
J-*' and 2-seater sidecar.—Julians, 84, Broad St.,

Eeading. Biggest motor cycle dealer in the South.
[0853

MATCHLESS Combination, 1915, 3 speeds, M.A.G.
engine, mileage under 5,000, new condition, many

extras; ^75 cash.—Tarry, 102, High .-it., U:(.mley,
Kent. [3428

IQlS Bh.p. Matchless-Jap Combination, 3 apeeds, ei-
-*-«? cellent condition, new tyres, Lucas lamps, speed-
ometer; £78.—Paymaster Morriss, Blandford Camp
Dorset. [X9399

Minerva.
MINEEVA, 4-5h.p. twin, Euthardt mag., Mabon

clutch, good tyres, low frame; £12.—Massey,
Eouuton Ed., Waltham Abbey. 1X9480

MINEEVA, 3V2h.p., Bosch, B. and B., new Dunlop
belt, recently re-bushed, 45 m.p.h., trial, £12;

also Minerva carburetter, 5/-; Bowden controls, 5/-.—

Jessop, Kirton, Boston, Lines. [X9405

MINEETA, 3^^h.p„ m.o.i.v., B.B. carburetter, new
Druids. 26x2Vi wheels, good covers and belt, ad-

justable pulley, in good condition thTOUgliout; £6/10
cash.—Pudney, Walton-on-Naze, Essex. i;X9403

MOTOE Cycle, twin Minerva, 4i/2h.p., Bosch, new
frame, belt, tyres, spring forks, good running

order: any trial; £16/10, with sidecar; called up.—
Estate Office, 94, Heath Ed., Twickenham. [3465

MotO'Reve.

.

MOTO-EEVE, 2h.p., single-cyl., mng., ready drive
away ; £9.—Butlin, Bungalow, Galleywood, Chelms-

ford. [3245
Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOOHE, 3V2h.p. twin, 2-spe6d gear, all

chain drive, footboards.—Colmore Depot, 31, Col-
more Eow, Birmingham. [X9380

MOTOSACOOHE, 2y2li.p.. Bosch, Druid forks, sound
tyres, tubes, engine perfect: bargain, £14, or near

ofEer.—W., 79, St. Stephen's Ed., Hounslow. [3251

New Hudson.

1 Q16 2i/2h.p. New Hudson, 2-stroke. model O, new;XU accept £30.—Thos. Booth, Frodsham. [3221

£38, or ofler.—1913 3y2h.p. 3-speed New Hudson and
coach sidecar, accessories, done 1,400.—Mrs. Arthur,

Brackenlea, Olaygate, Surrey. [3347

NEW Hudson, model C, 2-stroke; £38; delivery from
stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd.,

Exeter, and Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0840

NEW Hudson, 2%h.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-speed, clutoh,

Armstrong gears, in perfect condition ; £24.—
Mitchelmore, 13, Poplars Av., Willesden Green. [X9511

1Q13-1914 3^h.p. 3-speed. New Hudson, complete
At/ with lamps, horn, etc., not- run 1,000 miles, as

new; £40.—Simister, Jordangate, Macclesfield. [X9172

NEW Hudson Big Six Combination, C.B., counter-
shaft, clutch, 3-speed, speedometer, lamps, etc.;

trial arranged; perfect condition.- 17, High St., Wiif-

Ghester. [X9659

NEW Hudson, model C, £38; New Hudson, model
C, slightly soiled, £35 ; New Hudson model 6B .

combination, £78/15; all in stock.—Marston, 26 and
31, Bridge^t., Chester. [X9596

NEW Hudson 1914% Big Six Combination, 3 speeds
and kick starter, all accessories, very smart and

powerful ; bought car ; £.52 / 10 ; good condition.—J.
Yates, 683, Leytonstone Ed., Essex. [3320

1Q15 2i^h.p. New Hudson 2-8trok6 Lightweight-Xv countershaft 2-speed gear, Dunlop rubber studded
tyres, accessories, in perfect condition throughout ; £29.
—Tlie Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Birmingham.

[3341
New Impetial.

NEW Imperial, latest 2Vjh.p. and 6h.p. models ^
stock.-Crow Bros., Guildford. [3437

EW Imperial, 1917, new, 2y»h.p., 2-speed modd;
£38.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [5495

COLMORE Depots, Manchester and Leicester, for im-
mediate dehvery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[OSOfi
"1 Q 1 5 New Imperial-Jap, go anywhere, perfect condi- i

J- *y tion; £25.—Stobbs, Grocers, Tv^^lsingham, C(h
Durham. [X95W 1

NEW Imperial 1916 Current Models in stock, alsb i

one or two bargains, shop-soiled.-Laytons' Garage,

Bicester, Oxon. [X9643,i

~l 015 New Imperial-Jap, 2-8peed, new condition: price
J-t7 £27/10.—Sanders' Motor Cycle Depot, Bridie i

St.. Hitchin, Herts. [X9389 '

N.

A20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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The Danger of Cattle at Night.

AN
Order demanding lights to be carried by
persons in charge of cattle on the road
at night has been issued at last, but it

has taken years o£ propaganda to bring

about such a desirable state of affairs.

It is eight years ago since the Coventry Motor
Club obtained over 5,000 signatures to a petition

to the Warwickshire County Council, urging

them to adopt such a byelaw. When the

petition was presented there was great hilarity

among the farmer members of the Council, yet

all over the country one reads of accidents which
have occurred owing to cattle being driven on

the road at night without any warning light.

In some cases accidents have proved fatal, and
we have still in our mind two cases of motor
cyclists colliding with horses on the road at night

with serious results. At various times this

question has been taken up by different bodies,

but all, particularly those who were earliest to

recognise the desirability of such a byelaw, were
laughed to scorn for their pains. The danger

is surely obvious. As a matter of fact, a still

more glaring instance of Government laxity is to

permit tree trunks to be transported on the road

at night with a large portion of the trunk pro-

jecting rearwards, and without a light to show
the danger. It is only comparatively lately that

certain counties put a stop to such a practice,

not before there had been fatal accidents due

to collisions. The Order, under the Defence

of the Realm Act, has been made, no doubt, as

a result of reduced lighting generally, but it

should never be allowed to lapse in the public

interest. In the case of a herd or drove of cattle

the Order stipulates that there must be two

persons in charge, each carrying a light. We
notice that a white light is mentioned. In 'the

past we have urged that a distinctive light, such

as a blue or green light, should be shown, so

that motorists would know what to expect, and

accordingly be on the alert. There may be a

difficulty at present in obtaining coloured lights,

but we imagine that white lights swinging all

over the road are bound to cause confusion.

However, one can rejoice that at last the

authorities have deemed it desirable to protect

the life and limb of road users by introducing

such an obviously fair ruling. At the risk of

repetition we reiterate that it is slow-moving
objects that particularly need warning lights,

especially in the rear. Up to the last year or

so the reverse view seems to have been taken,

for until lately it has been imperative that fast-

moving vehicles only should exhibit distinctive

rear lights.

Position of Shock Absorbers.

THE
other day we overheard a conversation

among a group of motor cycle engineers

as to the relative merits of a transmission

shock absorber placed (i) on the engine

shaft, or (2) in the rear wheel. Advocates
of the engine shaft position used as their argu-

ment that engine snatch should be nipped in the

bud, i.e., on the engine shaft itself, and so ease
the strain on the gear box and transmission, and
further urged that to spread the transmission
units over three distinct parts of the machine
was bad, and, infer alia, meant a " loose

"

sprocket or belt pulley" on the back wheel if the

latter position were chosen. Such criticisms

seemed sound enough, but the other side scored
equal points by asserting (a) that a slipping

medium on the engine shaft had to be adjusted
so delicately to be really efficient at slow
speeds that it refused to drive at high speeds;
(t) there was no more snatch noticeable in the
transmission when the shock absorber was
placed at the rear than when it was in front;
and (cj that when placed in the rear wheel it

performed the dual purpose of damping out
road shocks.

After all, practice constantly upsets theory,
but the pros and cons are not without interest

now that the question of improving the comfort
of single-cylinder machines is in the air.

„ Ito4,

An Index to the advertisements In this issue will be found on the page facing the back covei*.
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A V-TYPE TWO-STROKE.
The Latest Production of the Vitesse Co.

WE are enabled to give our readers a

description of a remarkable design
of two-stroke twin-cylinder engine,

whicli is at present in its experimental
stages, but bids fair to be a complete
success. Such an engine has often been
referred to by correspondents, and several
attempts to satisfy the demand for such
an engine have already been made.
The Valveless Two-stroke Engine C!o.,

of 303, Broad Street, Birmingham, are
the makers of engine units for light-

weights, notably those incorporated in the
Sun-Vitesse models and other makes, and
it is to be expected that their experience
with this type of engine will greatly
influence the latest development.
The cylinders of this V type twin are

Bet at 60°, with crank throws at 120°
to give even firing. Each cylinder is

practically identical with the ordinary
V.T.S. 2| h.p. two-stroke engine, 70 x
70 mm., giving a capacity of 538 c.c,
or approximately 5^ h.p.

Sfaggered Cylindeis.

The cylinders are staggered, being
about l^in. out of line, set with transfer

Rear cylinder

and crank case

or the new
V.T.S. twin
two-stroke

Special design of crankshaft showing

bob weights.

ports inside the angle, and tlie exhaust

ports at front and back. The inlet ports

are arranged on the sides and connected
by a specially-

shaped induc-
tion pipe. The
usual V.T.S.
type pistons
have been
adopted, as also

the design of

small ends to

the connecting
rods. It is in

the crank case

that the princi-

pal variations
ifrom the usual
designs occur.

The crank case

is made of alu-

minium in three

pieces, which
bolt together to

form two separ-

ate chambers,
with a particu-

larly ingenious
form of gland

Piston head and connect- between them ;

'

ing rod, showing parallel ^^^ ^°^ ^^^

roller bearings for big ends, present we are
not permitted

to describe this part of the engine.

. Adjustable Boiler Bearings.

The crankshaft is an excellent piece of

work, running in Timken taper roller bear-
ings capable of adjustment. The big ends
are quite an unusual feature. As will

be seen from our illustration they are of

large diameter, but of narrow section,

with plates riveted on either side, the

bearing being taken on Timken parallel

roller bearings. The whole engine forms

a very successful combination of two
single engines, in which the compact,

and at the same time simple, method of

constructing the double crank case is the

most notable feature. The sei)aration of

the cylinders effectively eliminates the

principal trouble in twin two-strokes,

namely, unequal overheating and conse-

quent distortion of cylinders. Lubrica-

. Section of Hywheel end of shaft, showing

main roller bearing.

tion is effected in exactly the same way
as in the single engine. An outside fly-

wheel is fltted, with drivmg cog on the

inner side. The inlet pipe is not decided
upon yet, but it will probably take the

form of a two-arm tube casting, with a

third arm for attaching the carburetter.

The exhaust pipe and silencers will be of

orthodox type. So far the engine is at a
purely experimental stage, and as to its

behaviour when running on the road we
are unable to speak, but its development
will be followed with great interest.

->-«»Oo—f-

Another system of rear frame springing.

Another Spring Frame.
AVERY simple type of rear sprung

frame has been patented by C. W.
Pidcock, of Hampstead. The ac-

companying sketches make the action of

the device perfectly clear, but it seems
to us to have an unnecessarily large
number of hinged parts, all of which
would be subject to wear, and when
worn would cause rattling. The rear
triangle of the frame is hinged at the
bottom bracket and at the axle, the rear
stays being supported below the saddle
by a bell crank, to which a spring or
springs can be attached in a variety of

ways, two of which we show. Patent No.
15,332, 1915.

The Pidcock spring frame, showing the

hinges.
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Flat Twins on the Bummel^-
Before I plunge again into the vortex of controversy

let me fortify my natural modesty by a small chortle
over the conversion of the Humber and Indian com-
panies to the_ flat twin. They may induce readers
to regard my irresponsible vapourings more seriously.
I see Mr. Huskinson invites me to take away the gear
box from the flat twin, and I shall find it as dead
as mutton. He might as well challenge me to box him
with my right hand strapped behind me. The flat

twin may be, probably is, a trifle less dogged uphill
on a high gear than a vertical single would be on the
same ratio, though no 2^ h.p. single ever made can
beat the flat twin 350 c.c. Douglas under these con-
ditions, which suggests that the bigger flat twins are
not_ quite as

'
well designed as the original pioneer of

their type. But the flat twin gets its own back, and
more, in acceleration! I won't try to rob Mr. Huskin-
son of his gear box. But let a 3J4 h.p." single and a

i% h.p. flat twin, with similar gear ratios, round a
corner together and discover a fierce hill. Both will

have to change gear; but the flat twin will steal yards
from the single. As hinted' above, I doubt whether
it is_ true that the flat twin is necessarily and eternally
an inferior hill-climber on high gears, though some
recent examples are guilty under this head. If it is

true, it is equally true that all engines have to be
revved pretty hard on occasions; that the average
vertical single is the last word in discomfort when it is

turning over at a really fast pace. Noise, unlike
vibration, is a question of taste ; some like noise, others
hate it ; some adore one sort of noise, and detest
another sort; Mr. Huskinson thrills to the thwack-
thwack-thwack of a well-tuned single on the tug; give
me the b-r-r-r-r of a flat twin on the bummel.

What about Wear ?
Mr. Huskinson next tries to push me into deep

waters. Have I ever tried a flat twin after 6,000
miles, when a myriad little demons of wear have
developed illegitimate clearances in bearings and
sprocket teeth and chain rollers and such like. The
racket, he opines, is absolutely appalling. I shrewdly
suspect he is writing from a brief trip on a solitary
machine which has been cruelly man-handled in its

younger days, for I do not rush into print without a
few comparative experiences behind me, and my
fortune has been the exact opposite of his. After-
6,000 miles of hard work my' chain-driven singles and
V twins have certainly sounded like a drunken binder
on cobble stones; and if a hard-worked flat twin can
do with a little attention after an equal spell, it is not
so badly worn, and the increase in noise is distinctly
less marked. If one compared a 3^ h.p. single driven
by a timid and elderly gentleman in the Fens with a
flat twin man-handled by a somewhat carousy nut,
his conclusion might almost hold good. But on a fair

basis, the boot should be on the other leg. Revolu-
tions, as such, and within reason, do no particular

lonnij
BY 'IKlQ/f

COMMnNT6
harm. The heavy power strokes of the capacious
single-cylinder, occurring at long intervals, are far

harder on rigid and semi-rigid transmissions than the

lighter and more even torque of a flat twin. To quote

a rough parallel, would the bevel of an 8 h.p. one-
lung De Dion voiturette really keep silent as long as

that of the same firm's 10 h.p. four-cylinder? My
experience of chain and bearing life on the vertical

single does not drive me into silent ecstasies of

reminiscence. Cceieris paribus, the durability factor

of the flat twin should show a vantage over that of

singles and V twins.

The Running of T-wo=strokes.
I venture to suggest that the correspondents who

send us such variegated testimony to the merits of

various two-strokes fail to appreciate the true point at

issue, namely, the combination of all the virtues in

one and the same 'engine. Eliminating such accidental

factors as the design or adjustment of carburetters and
lubrication systems, the real problem is the design of

the ports. One maker adopts a certain area, location,

and relative position for his ports, and gets far inore

power than most of his rivals ; but, very probably, his

engine runs hot, and four-strokes at low speeds.

Another maker employs an alternative port design, and
gets a cool engine, steady two-stroking at all speeds,

and so forth ; but his engine is sadly deficient in kick,

and is a weakling compared with the hotter and less

regular engine. A third embodies yet another port

design, and obtains marvellous petrol economy, but

sacrifices in return some other feature of at least equal

.importance. Readers will appreciate the fact
.
that

every modification of port area and port location is

tantamount to a change in valve timing or valve lift or

valve area, or even all three ; and just as the four-stroke

engineers have spent years in developing a satisfactory

combination of valve area, lift, and timing, so the

two-stroke engineers have a long furrow to hoe. I have
sampled innumerable baby two-stroke engines, and I

think I may dare to say that we are still waiting for

a baby two-stroke engine which will (a) be really

economical of petrol; {b) and two-stroke over a

genuinely wide range of road or engine speeds
;

(c) and
develop plenty of life and power; {d) and keep cool

under hard work. You may get any of these qualities

singly in several existing engines
;
you may get two,

or possibly even three, of them combined in one or

two specially good engines. But you will not find the

quartette in combination on one and the same engine,

because no designer has yet evolved a port design
which meets all our needs. I hope I am not a cynic,

but whenever I read a panegyric of a two-stroke engine
with which I am familiar, my experience supplies a
" Yes, but .... " [here insert the contradictory

of (a), {b), (c), or {d), as above]; and if I read a glow-

ing tribute to one of the few baby two-strokes which I

have yet to test, I feel in my bones that a five-mile trip

on it would suggest a similar reservation.
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OVERHEATING
AND

"^J^-ii

AND ITS RELATION TO THE USE OF HEAVY FUELS.

SPARKING PLUG
DESIGN.

As a light car owner I am agreeably satisfied with

the modern British sparking plug, but as a

motor cyclist I realise that it has many short-

comings. That is to say, that though the modern
plug is quite satisfactory when used in a corhparatively

cool-running car engine, it falls short of actual require-

ments when contained in the cylinders of an air-cooled

motor cycle engine.

In these days, when two-stroke engines are popular

and heavy fuels are necessary, something extra special

in the way of a sparking plug is seriously required if

constantly good results are to be obtained on a long

ride. A two-stroke air-cooled engine (and many four-

strokes for that matter) is a very hot bit of stuff, and

the explosion of a heavy fuel is generally a good deal

hotter than that of petrol. The conditions, therefore,

are such as to bring motor cyclists to the realisation

that the present design of sparking plug is not quite

what it might be.

It is riot my intention to attempt to adyise the

manufacturers of sparking plugs how they should go

about their business, but it is fairly obvious to any

practical rider that the demands Of the air-cooled

engine have been neglected ; and it is quite conceiv-

able that if some genius of the sparking plug world

were to lay himself out to design a special air-cooled

plug, he would find a ready market—even though the

price were in proportion with the novelty.

Pre=ignition and Heavy Fuels.

Since the general use of heavy fuels began, a large

number of riders have discovered that, though their

machines run well for a mile or two on the heavy fuel,

strange troubles begin at the end of that distance. If

it be a small air-cooled twin,^ one cylinder cuts out, and
if it be a two-stroke, pre-ignition, which seldom has

the same effect on two machines, is the result. Pre-

ignition is one of the most curious and tantalising

problems with which the motor cyclist has to deal. It

may stop one's engine dead as though the fuel were

suddenly turned off ; it may simply cause misfiring and
irregular running, or its only result may be an irritat-

ing loss of power. Pre-ignition may affect the run-

ning of the engine in just the same way as bad car-

buration, but with this difference—that, while bad car-

buration can, by dint of perseverance, be set right,

pre-ignition, when the sparking plug is at fault, is

almost impossible to cure.

Regarding the numerous troubles experienced with

heavy fuels, I believe that the majority have their root

at the sparking plug. The rider, however, naturally

expects bad carburation, and so he attacks his car-

buretter time after time, probably aggravating the

defect. After careful observation for some months

A14

past I have come to the decision that 90% of the

troubles experienQed with heavy fuels (and one finds

them everywhere) are .not due to bad carburation at

all, but to defects in the ignition system.

_ An Obvious Fact,

This, indeed, is obvious on the face of things. If

carburation is satisfactory when the engine is cool, it

should naturally improve as the hot air intake and
induction pipe become warmed up. Carburation aj

defects, therefore, must be expected before the enginejj
is properly warmed, ntjl after. Sparking plug

troubles, on the other hand, do not begin until the

engine has reached' its maximum temperature, and
from that point onward they are likely to continue.

Now a heavy fuel, say white oil or paraffin, while

giving a slightly hotter explosion than petrol, will

explode at a lower temperature than petrol. In

using these fuels, therefore, we are. up against twO;

difficult propositions; the first is that the gas in the

cylinder will, with the slightest encouragement,

explode' on compression; the second is that the hot

explosion overheats . the engine, and consequently any,

fine protruding point in the combustion head is ex-

ceedingly likely to cause pre-ignition.

We have long suspected glowing flakes of carbon

deposit of causing pre-ignition, but my engine has

no carbon deposit, no rough edges—nothing to cause

pre-ignition excepting the fine wire points of the spark-

ing plug. I am convinced that the carburation is per-:

feet, yet when using too heavy a fuel this engine runs

abominably after 106 yards on bottom gear. All the

symptoms indicate that at irregular intervals the

charge ignites before the spark actually occurs—

a

backfire, or a wasted charge.

A Suggested Design.

Obviously, the fine points of the sparking plugs are

to blame, hence the foregoing statement that 90% of

the troubles experienced with heavy fuels are ignition:

troubles.

Now there are two things which affect the tempera-

ture of the plug points: the first is the amoimt of

metal exposed to the hot gases, and the second is the

provision made for conducting this heat away. The
heat from the base of the plug is absorbed by the

cylinder; if we can keep the base cool so much the

better, but the base is not the real offender, because

pre-ignition occurs just the same with the Scott engine,

and in this case the base of the plug seats in a water-

cooled jacket. It is the central electrode, bedded in a

material which is a foor conductor of heat, that is

at the root of our troubles.
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Overheating and Sparking Plug Design.

—

The first sketch shows how inefficient the modern
sparking plug is as regards the pre-ignition question.

It is a veritable

pre-igniter in itself.

Surrounded by an
insulator, the thin

stem of metal has
nothing to do
but to accumulate
heat, and there is

absolutely no pro-

vision made for

conducting such
heat away.

The second,
while not intended

as a proposed de-

sign, represents an

Radiator

Insulation

Central

Electrode

Ordinary Desiijn Proposed Design

A comparison of sparking plugs,

showing how the heat could be carried

from the point of the central electrode.

idea which naturally occurs to 'the practical rider. We
desire air-cooled plugs. We find that the central

electrode is the offending part. The obvious course

is to design the aforesaid central electrode so that it

will be exposed to as little heat as possible, with ample
provision for instantly conducting that heat away and
dissipating it.

In this design the plug is so arranged that a very

small portion of the central electrode is exposed to the

hot gases, while all possible provision is made for

conducting such heat as it accumulates towards the

head of the plug. I believe that a plug, designed on
these lines, would not cause pre-ignition, even on an

A. B.C. or Scott engine, and that its use would remove
half the difficulties of the heavy fuel question. My
experience is that, with a heavy fuel, the modern car-

buretter, fitted with an efficient hot air intake, fills the

bill; all we want is a sparking' plug, the central elec-

trode of which will keep reasonably cool. H.M.B.

AN OVERSEAS CLUB.

ANEW club, which will develop the social side

of the pastime, has been formed among motor
cyclists resident in Adelaide, South Australia.

Notwithstanding the fact that the members ride

various makes of machines, ranging from lightweights

to powerful' twin-cylinder sidecar outfits, they have
adopted the^ name of the " Social Harley-Davidson
Club." Why the Milwaukee firm should be so

favoured we must confess to ignorance, particularly as

prominent in the photograph reproduced may be
recognised an American Excelsior and several British

machines, among them Humber, Douglas, and
Triumph. There may be some latent reason for

this, and Britishers will be curious to hear the
explanation.

A gathering of Australian motor

cyclists in the National Park, Adelaide,

on the occasion of the first outing of

a newly formed motor cycle club.

The formation of the club has for its object the

holding of summer outings and social evenings once a

month in the winter, when lectures will be given on

subjects of particular interest to motor cyclists. Out-

ings for wounded soldiers, too, have been arranged^

Our Overseas mail brought us particulars of the

opening run held on the 2nd ult., when the destination

was the National Park. There were no fewer than sixty

motor vehicles of all shapes and sizes employed to

transport a party of 200, and a highly successful day

resulted. The membership roll is already over forty,

and it is considered a good omen for the future

prospects of the club that so many should have en-

rolled and such enthusiasm have been exhibited on the

occasion of the first outing.

A»5
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AN ALUMINIUM ENGINE.
A System of Aero Engine Construction having Possibilities for tlie Motor Cycle.

WE have previously laid considerable stress upon
the effect which aeroplane engine design is

likely to have upon motor cycle engines in

the future, for the ideals are largely similar in both
cases, and the methods of construction might also be
much the same, although the designs must differ.

An aluminium aircraft engine known as the

Wisconsin is a case in point, and end views showing
the general construction accompany these observations.

Its constructional details should be most interesting

to motor cyclists, though there are many points which
could not very well be embodied in a motor cycle,

e.g., six cylinders and overhead camshaft. For the

sake«of lightness the engine is largely constructed of
an aluminium alloy, the crank case, the pistons, and
even the cylinders being 'of this metal. The cylinders

are cast in pairs and lined with hardened steel, the

heads being cast integral with the cylinders them-
selves. The tops of the pistons are well ribbed for

the sake of strength, and yet they are light in weight

;

two rings are fitted, and the gudgeon pins take their

bearings in the aluminium alloy itself, and this has
proved highly satisfactory. The connecting ro.ds are

. chrome-vanadium steel forgings machined all over,

terminating in big lugs of the four-bolt type.

A16

At first glance these

illustrations might

be taken for a single-

cylinder engine with

twin magnetos ; it is

in reality a six-

cylmder aero engine

made almost entirely

of aluminium.

WILL
SUCH ENGINES
APPEAR ON

MOTOR CYCLES
IN A FEW

YEARS' TIME?

The crankshaft is of heat-treated nickel-chrome

steel, having hollow crank pins to reduce the weight,

and the camshaft is of the same material. This is

placed above the cylinders, and contained in an

aluminium casting attached to the cylinder heads, in

which are oil troughs for the purpose of lubricating

the cams, which are integral with the shaft, and the

operating mechanism ; the excess oil is returned to

the crank case through ducts. The camshaft runs in

bronze bearings.

There are many other interesting features, for

which we must refer our. readers to our contemporary.

The Automobile Engineer.

The weight of the engine is 600 lb., and at 1,200

r.p.m. it is capable of exerting 130 h.p., while at

1,400 r.p.m. the horse-power rises to 145. This

means that at thQ latter speed—quite a moderate one
for a motor cycle engine—the weight comes out at

nearly 4.14 lb. per h.p., or less than 15 lb. for a

3J h.p. engine. Of course, it is not to be expected

that this proportion would hold good for the lower

powers, or that a 3J h.p. engine could be less than

20 lb. in weight, but yet it is evident that a motor
cycle engine constructed on these lines would effect

a great saving in weight.
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A Sidecarist's Account of a Trip in Perthshire and Inverness.

ACCORDING to the sworn testimony of the motor
cyclists, the driver of the. Napier car in the

party was only persuaded to accompany them
on the assurance of lielp in any emergency. At 1230
one Saturday morning a 6 h.p. Sparkbrook and a 6 h.p.

Enfield, carefully loaded up with petrol, provisions,

and the necessary implements for catching fish, set

forth from Dundee for Tummel Bridge Hotel.

The Napier, with its load of five, probably to ensure

arrival before the dinner had entirely disappeared, had
set out an hour before, and our object was to overtake

it in the neighbourhood of Dunkeld. The day was

perfect, and the prospect of a short respite from the

conditions of war service made us eager for the bracken

and heather-clad hills of Perthshire.

Purring along -delightfully in the Enfield, the climb

up the Birkie Brae seemed like level ground, but some
pot-holes impossible to avoid almost led to a disaster.

A Petrol LeaKage.
The luggage on our carrier consisted of a tin of the

precious fluid, petrol, and it had been strapped ^and

corded so securely (?) by our friends somewhere behind

in the Sparkbrook that even Hudini himself could not

have removed it inside fifteen minutes. One terrible

bump over a sample pot-hole, however, and we had a

" trailer " usually associated with a boy and a dog.

Pulling up quickly, we saw our two-gallon tin following

us at the end of about eight yards of rope and strap,

and at each bump leaving a little circle of moisture

on the parched road. Locating the leak, we propped

the precious tin in the sidecar,

thanking the Enfield designer for

his thought in providing such extra

room, and we then waited the arrival

of the " strappers and fixers."

Over the next five minutes we
draw a veil, and it was only on the

appearance of veal and ham pies,

etc., that peace was declared. Once
refreshed we again took the lead

—

we had the only speedometer—for

the famous Tullybacart hill and the

Vale of Strathmore. We had just

commenced ' the descent of the hill

when the " Spark " driver pulled

alongside, and with a sarcastic smile

suggested that we need not walk any j^e amateur gipsies

further. With a wave we offered to ' Rannoch

follow, but just at that moment a " phizz " made us

look and the man in a hurry was forced to draw in

at the roadside with a deflated back tyre.

A Useful Refinement.
Then the ears of tlie builders of the Sparkbrook

must have tingled, for we gazed in admiration as the

proud owner slid out his back wheel, slipped in -^ new
" tube, and was ready again in a very few minutes On
we went with the whole glorious Strath before us,

away through quaint old Coupar Angus, and thence

by the charming village of Meikleour with its ancient

cross and famous Brankstone. Then came our turn.

Just as we were admiring a lovely farmyard scene

another " phizz," this time on our own back tyre,

called for attention.

Our prolonged stay in that farmyard was due
to tyre troubles, and the remarks of the rustics

about our " detacliable tyres " added much to the joy

or otherwise of the occasion. Having now given the

Napier as much start as we could afford we put a little

more vim into our pleasure, so that the sounds of the

hay cutters and other agricultural implements became
entirely obliterated. Caputh and Dunkeld, where the

Scottish Horse were resting after their terrible time at

Gallipoli, were soon passed, and we wound along the

main road to Inverness through some of the finest

scenery in the Highlands. The Tay, still in spate from

the recent heavy rains, ran some hundred feet below,

and the ever-changing views of both river and
rock were extremely beautiful.

Hidden from view under the

trees alongside a tumbling hill-

stream was the Napier and its

occupants, the latter packing up the

baskets of fragments that are the

inevitable results of a feast. When
the cheers announcing our arrival

had echoed away up the Glen we
unpacked our " provision depart-

ment," and after a wash in the

brook partook of a second lunch.

A Lusty " Stone=putter."

Meanwhile, the "car cargo" in-

dulged in air-gun practice and
" putting the stone," which latter

preparing the fire in
g^me was terminated when a par-

Wood, ticularly vigorous member of the
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In the Ciifltral Highlands.—

party " put
'

' the stone right to the corner of the road

and nearly sent a vehicle down into the river.

Our flasks (Thermos, please) emptied, and our frag-

ments collected, we set off via Pitlochry, and the climb

through the pine woods to Queen's View, Loch Tummel.
Any strangers who may take this route must exercise

great care when turning down from the Inverness road,

as the bend is very acute and the hill steep, and

immediately on crossing Garry bridge another sharp

turn with a stiff hill calls for extra caution. The road

here is very beautiful—^just a long avenue of pines, but

owing to the great demand for timber huge tracts of

forest are being cleared, and the drawing

of heavy lumber waggons over the roads in

all weathers has rendered the surface terrible

in places.

The Queen's View " Mist."

Several of our party had never seen

Queen's View, Loch Tummel, and as we
neared the locality excitement became
evident. " Excelsior " is the motto on this

bit of road, for it is a climb all the way,

but just as we saw the summit a real Scotch
mist and heavy drizzle blotted out the whole

After a smoke we unpacked the rods, adjusted the

bait, and went our several ways to fish—but not all

to catch, alas ! One novice returned, weary and wet,

with a single trout. Another member also announced
one capture, and would have caught more except for

the fact that his next fish was whipped out of the

stream so vigorously that it looped the loop several

times round a high b'ranch of an overhanging tree,

and in proof of the story " is hanging there to this

day." Our fisherman proper reported—and produced
'—fourteen, a fact that made us all feel proud.

Supper on the seats outside the hotel, with the cloud-

capped hills gradually disappearing from our view, a

' (Upper) Starting from Tummel Bridge Hotel. The sidecars are a

(Lower) Lunch on the road that runs alongside the shores of Loch
of the Black Wood of Rannoch.

scene. However, we left our machines and climbed

out to the edge of the jutting crag, pointing out as

well as we could the points of interest. Had there

been a visitors' book we would have copied the entry

of a Ben Nevis climber under similar circumstances

who wrote, " I've seen the mist but ' mist ' the scene."

A short run at the legal limit down the side of the loch,

and with a sharp turn we are jerked over the well-

known hog back bridge to our home for the night.

One of the benefits of motor cycling that is not

sufficiently emphasised is the glorious appetite and
sound digestion that always mark a long run, and the

waiting maid at Tummel Bridge Hotel would bear
eloquent testimony to the efforts of our party at the

dinner table.

Sparkbrook and an Enheld

Rannoch, under the giants

quiet smoke, and then off to bed.

A hearty " ham and egg " break-

fast—and Tummel Bridge is

famed for its H. and E.—and
then began preparations for our

journey.

A Stiff Climb.

At 10.30 we waved our " fare-

wells " and set off for Loch
Rannoch. The road is of good
surface, and winds through a

lovely glen to Kinloch Rannoch.

The hill at Dunalastair, how-
ever, is a terror, and needs

very careful driving. The gradient at the bend

must be about i in 4. Of the road round Loch
Rannoch it is difficult to write. Certainly it is one of

the most charming lochside roads in Scotland, and on

this lovely morning, with the boatloads of farmers

and crofters in their Sabbath " braws " singing on

their way to church, it was lovely indeed. About
five miles up the south side of the loch we chose a

spot for lunch, and awaited the arrival of the Napier.

Slowly the minutes dragged on—half an hour passed

and still no news, and we had almost given up hope

when the truants roared up to us. They had gone

straight on past the end of the loch for four-or five

miles before discovering their error.

Luncheon in the shadow of the remaining giants of
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Polishing up in the Tummel Bridge Hotel yard for the second

the Black Wood of Rannoch, a little fishing but no
fish, a little potting at the target, and then away we
went again.

We set off for the long and heavy climb over the

shoulder of Schiehallion to Whitebridge. The district

here is just a chaos of hills and glens with corkscrew

roads, but of such beauty that the equal is seldom
seen. On the summit we stopped and added our mite

to the cairn that is rapidly growing, and to admire the

day's run. Note the effective windscreen on the Sparkbrook sidecar.

glorious expanse of niountainj moor, loch, river, and

forest.

From Whitebridge we have a four miles descent to

Coshieville, and there joined the Tay Valley and ran

along by the cultivated land to Weem, where we had
tea under the beeches.

By this time the rain had begun to fall, and after

waiting threequarters of ah hour for the "Spark " and
the Napier, we set off for home.

->-••€»—<-

A
News from a "Tank" Operator.

GUNNER of the Heavy Section, Machine
Gun Corps, the section operating the famous
" Tanks," writes from France as follows :

Our daily life goes on satisfactorily here. We
are working rather harder
training that had fallen

into arrear somewhat be-

fore we left England, but

there is nothing to com-
plain of. In fact, com-
pared with the men in

the trenches, we are hav-
ing a very easy and com-
fortable time, though the

folk at home might con-

sider it a rough life

enough.
" We are all briskly

employed in some sort of
work or another. Fortu-
nately the weather . has
been brilliantly fine and
warm, with congenial

auturnn sunshine all day
long, so you can imagine
how this, and the fine per-

formance our corps put
up in its first experiences

of action, has bucked us
all up. The men are all

as cheerful as can be,

and one could not wish
to be among a better lot

of fellows. This is a very

on a part of

quaint little French villag

community. Everybody 1

tumble-down little houses,

outside the back door and
derinsr in and out of the

<.»jiS3-<*lee!

5^;j;qr=<»^-'-
-

.
_ -

Sgt.-Artificer C. Collins, A.S.C., MT., a Coventry motorist attached

to armoured cars, who enlisted in the Motor Machine Gun Sei^ice

during the early days of the war. Owing to an accident, Collins is at

present in hospital in England. His three brothers and four brothers-

in-law are serving with the Colours,

;e in a typically pleasant

ives happily together in

with the manure heap just

the pigs and fowls wan-
kitchen quite like mem-
bers of the family. The
folk are desperately hard-

working and thrifty, but

are very civil-spoken. I

am trying hard to im-

prove my P'rendi ; such

an opportunity must not

be lost. There is a fine

old chateau hereby, and
a church with a fantastic

tower and spire just like

an illustration of H. R.

Millar's in the ' Strand '

fairy stories. There are

a few cafes where light

wine and sour beer are

bought. We are an early-

rising corps. Reveille at

6 a.m., and most of us

are in bed by 9 p.m. The
papers give very good
accounts of the perform-

ances of our corps, and we
are all delighted to think

that our comrades have
made so brilliant a begin-

ning. One feels proud of

belonging to a corps that

is helping to make history.

"
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, The Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanieil by a stamped aiHreSSSd enilelope for reply. Correspondents are

urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containmg legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

To Assist Pedalling.

Would a two-stroke, 2in. X

?'
I

l^in., develop enough power to be
used as a cycle motor after the

LiJ style of the'j.E.S.? Please say

the approximate power under
good conditions.—R.L.B.

Such an engine would have a capacity

of about 75 c.c, and if well designed and
soundly constructed should answer your
purpose. It should give about | h.p.

Slow Running.

(1.) I have a 1914 6-8 h.p. Rex,

slow

— fixed gear, solid front forks—the

^ firm's Brooklands model. No
doubt you know the kind of

machine. As I wish to get very
running, would you be kind

enough to give me your opinion on the

matter ? I have a B. and B. carburetter

on now, but as I want to go beyond
carburation to obtain slow running. (2.)

I thought of a Philipson pulley. What
would you suggest using?—W.L.E.F.

(1.) To obtain slow running it is neces-

sary to be very careful to eliminate all

air leaks between the carburetter and
the engine, and to use a small jet. The
spark can also be retarded to some extent,

but to run for long on a much retarded

spark is likely to cause overheating. Do
not set the plug points too near together.

(2.) We can thoroughly recommend the
Philipson pulley.

Lighting.

I should like to know whether
^n a motor cyclist has any right on

^ the road if he pushes his machine
-2j after lighting-up time without

front and rear lights. If he has

not, what is he to do with his machine,
if there is no house in the immediate
neighbourhood? Recently I had to

push my motor bicycle because the

water had got in the gas pipe of my
acetylene generator. A pedal cyclist

ran into me while I was pushing' my
motor cycle, and was thrown badly.

Has he any claim? I was pushing the

machine on the left side of the road.

He was riding too fast for safety, and
did not see me till he was right upon
me, though he had a good light which
would undoubtedly shine on my rear

light glass, which was knocked off by

the force of his impact.—N.F.G.
The latest ruling is that a bicycle (and
we presume a motor bicycle would be
included) may be pushed when unlighted,

provided that it is kept at the extreme
left-hand side of the road, but, if your
mishap occurred before this ruling, we
ar: afraid that you would be liable, as

the motor bicycle then came into the same
category as a handcart, which must show

a white light to the front and a red light

to the rear. It is rather a difficult

question to answer, but- this is certainly

a view which the Courts might take. Of
course you might plead that the cyclist

was riding faster than he ought to have
done, but it would be very hard to per-

suade a Court that he was responsible.

The push cyclist would always be given
the benefit of the doubt in a case against

a motorist.

Petrol Consumption.

I have been troubled .for a^ long time with an excessive

> petrol consumption. The machine
-U is a 1915 model, twin-cylinder,

three-speed, with cylinders of

70x54.5 mm. bore and stroke, c.c.

496, Amac one-lever carburetter. I

have taken an immense interest in

motor cycles since I became a rider

in November, 1907, and this will be
the ninth machine I have had. I had
a 1911 P. and M. (sold recently),

which did me yeoman service, and with
an Amac carburetter has been running
110 m.p.g. I began by fitting a new
carburetter, viz., a pilot .jet B. and B.,

really a magnificent hill-climber, but
I could not improve on 50 m.p.g. I

carefully noted that the joints to cylin-

ders were air-tight, etc., and by very
careful driving I once got 62 m.p.g.
average. I then obtained an Amac
carburetter (standard), latest model,
28 jet, and found an improvement,
though it did not climb hills as well.

On the advice of a friend, I fitted a

25 jet, when I noted it would then

take full air, but the climbing powers

"were, of course, further reduced.
^

I

managed to get about nineteen miles

to a qna,rt of petrol, which works out

at about 76 m.p.g.—best I have done

yet. The timing of valves and spark

has been noted twice, and corrected

and checked in accordance with the

makers' directions, and all seems quite

in order. The compression of the

front cylinder is not so good as the

rear, and as the inlet valve guide

appears worn I am renewing it.

Would this give rise to a marked
increase in petrol consumption through
air leakage? I know^ the extreme
importance of having the junctions of

the T inlet pipe and the cylinders

absolutely air-tight. Is it also needful

that the junction of the T inlet with

the carburetter shall be as air-tight?

—J.H.
You cannot expect quite 'the same fuel

efficiency in a t.win as in a single, but
you certainly ought to get better, con-

sumption than you have been doing.

It is important that all joints between
the carburetter and engine should be
air-tight, but a leak would be more
likely to affect slow running than petrol

consumption. We are inclined to suspect

a leak in the tank or tubing. If you
put a little parafl5n with the petrol, this

will easily be detected if it exists. A
high Compression tends to economy, and,
of course, there must be no leaks in the
engine past the piston rings, valves,
valve caps, or sparking plug.

.T

L- -v^".

Gnr. A. Templar, ot the Light Armoured Motor Bafteiy, M.M.G.S., Egyptian

Expeditionary Force, with his Triumph in the desert. In writing lie remarks that the

scene is by no means typical, for in most parts either loose stones or dunes abound. Note
the skeleton remains in the foreeround.
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A Cracked Cylinder.

I have a 4^ h.p. single-cylinder

^T] 1916 model machine, the com-

^ pression of which has not been
-2J very good lately. I removed the

exhaust valve with an idea of

grinding it in, and was surprised to

find a crack in the cylinder in the

wall between the exhaust valve- and
the main chamber. I presume this has
partly to do with the bad compression,
and would be glad of your opinion as

to the cause, and whether there is

any harm in continuing to yxm the
machine.—P.J.T.

This, of course, would account for the
loss of compression of which you have
been complaining. The best plan would
be to submit the cylinder to a firm of

welders, and they will tell you on inspec-

tion if the crack can be welded or not.

It may eventually extend, and there will

be further loss of power. It is a matter
which should be seen to as soon as

possible. The cause is probably due to
overheating, and consequent unequal ex-
pansion of the metal of which the
cylinder is composed.

Loss of Compression.

Having reason to be dissatis-

fied with the compression of my
1915 6 h.p, twin (it could be
wheeled along quite easily on top
gear), I decarbonised the cylin-

ders and piston and ground in the
valves. I find now, after a run of fifty

miles, that the compression is improved,
a,lthough I can still wheel it along with
top gear engaged without much effort.

The front cylinder does not run with
.

nearly so much power as the rear one.

On the stand, at comparatively low
speeds, the engine will instantly stop
if the back cylinder is shorted, but if

the throttle is opened about half it

will continue to fire, but rather weakly.
The spark is very strong, and the plug
seems all right. The valves are cor-

rectly adjusted, and the inlet pipe,

under the oil test, appears perfectly

air-tight. The rings are quite good,
and clean right round. I use a Sinks
three-jet carburetter, and the only
reason I can think of as the cause of

the trouble is that the charges of gas
to each cylinder are not of equal
strength. When the front cylinder is

shorted it makes no appreciable differ-,

ence to the running of the engine on
the stand. I am completely at a loss

as to what . to do, and I should feel

greatly obliged if you would suggest a
remedy. I always understood that it

xequii-ed a good deal of effort to push
a motor cycle against compression.

—

Puzzled.
The trouble of which you complain is

rather puzzling, as everything" appears
to be satisfactory from what you say in

your letter. Are you sure that the valve
clearances are correct, as unless the valves
close absolutely you will get a leak of

compression ? If the leakage is not at the
valves, valve caps, or plugs, it must be
at the piston rings. It is rather difficult

to get these V twin-cylinder machines to

run with each cylinder giving equal
power, but there should not be much
divergence in the case of a modern V
twin with mechanical inlet valves. It is

just possible there might be a. blow-hole
in your cylinder.

U^^^aui
Auto-wheel Licences.

Could you tell me what licences

ai'e required for an Auto-wheel?
—F.L.

The licences for an Auto-wheel- are the

same as for any other motor cycle, viz.,

Inland Revenue £1, driving licence 5s.

In addition to this, 5s. must be paid for

registration. The first two are paid

annually. If, however, the Inland
Revenue licence is taken out after

October 1st the charge for tbe remainder
of the year is 10s.

J65

casing and the seating. This, in my case,

would last until I wished to remove the

valve for cleaning.—^E.J.C.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Carnarvon to Fishguard.—M.W.

Carnarvon, Beddgelert, Harlech, Bar-
mouth, Dolgelly, Dinas Mawddwy,
jMachynlleth, Aberystwyth, Aberayron
Cardigan, Fishguard.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, being fully in

accord with the recommendations agreed

upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they wiU not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured

in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation, either during or after the war.

ILIFFE &. SONS LTD.

Coventry to Cardiff.—R.R.
Coventry, Warwick, Stratford-on-Avon.

Bidford, Evesham, Tewkesbury, Glouces-

ter, Newnham, Chepstow, Newport,
Cardiff. Approximately 110 miles.

Chingfobd to Droitwich.—A.V.L.
Chingford, Enfield, Chipping Barnet,

St. Albans, Tring, Aylesbui-y, Bicester,

Aynho, Banbury, Stratford-on-Avon, Al-

cester, Droitwich.

READER'S REPLY.

Automatic Inlet Valves.

Like "L.F.I." in your "Questions and
Replies " columns I had an automatic
inlet valve 5-6 h.p. twin which gave a
lot of trouble by blowing back past the
valve case seatings, which had only a
very narrow ledge. The copper asbestos

washers supplied by the makers were
perfectly useless. The tighter the cap
was screwed the worse the trouble,

Seccotine, gold size, and various things

were also tried with asbestos cord, but
were not always satisfactory. Eventually
I found it quite cured by discarding the

asbestos and using a thin rubber washer
cut out from an old I,R, hot water bottle.

Put the washer in position, and screw
the cap lic/htli/. Start the engine, and
as the rubber gets melted with the heat
gradually screw down the cap until there

is practically nothing between the valve

Basingstoke to Bedford,—F,J.D,

Basingstoke, Swallowfield, Reading,
Henley, Great jMarlow, High Wycombe,
Amersham, Tring, Dunstable, Ampthill.
Bedford.

Hemel Hempstead to Winchester.—
H.C.B.

Hemel Hempstead, WatforS, Rickmans-
worth, Uxbridge, Staines, Bagshot,
Blackwater, Hartley Row, Basingstoke.
Winchester.

Wolverhampton to Colchester,—CO
Wolverhampton, Walsall, Fazeley

Atherstone, Smockington, Lutterworth,
Husbands Bosworth, Market Harborough,
Kettering, Thrapston, Huntingdon, Cam-
bridge, Linton, Haverhill, Halstead, Col-

chester, Approximately 160 miles.

Portsmouth to Birmingham,—W,P,W
Portsmouth, Coshara, Fareham, Bishop'

Walthara, Winchester, Whitchurch, New
bury. East Ilsley, Abingdon, Oxford
Wo'odstock, Enstone, Shipston-on-Stour.

Stratford-on-Avon, Birmingham.

BRITISH MOTOR CYCLES FOR THE ALLIES.

Recently the War Office authorities sent urgent instructions to Messrs. Douglas Bros.,

• Bristol, for a large number of motor cycles, and our picture shows G,W. Railway employees

who in a few hours made ud a complete train of Douglas machines.

B5
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The 1917 Sun Two-stroke Lightweight.
General Excellence maintained with Numerous Improvements in Detail.

THERE seems to have been a tendency
of late to relegate the two-stroke
machine to the Background, and we

have, not infrequently, heard the opinion
that its popularity will not last. We are
at a loss to know on what foundation
such statements are made, unless it be
the unfortunate experiences "of those who
have discovered that some two-stroke
models were carelessly designed and slung
together in a very reprehensible fashion.

But the thoroughly good two-stroke
engine will always command a consider-

able popularity ; its even, smooth running,
quick acceleration, and simplicity will

outweigh any minor disadvantages, most
of which are rapidly being eliminated

;

noisy exhaust, oil slinging propensities,

extravagance in petrol, and carbonisation
now cause very little, if any, trouble to

the owner of a modern well-designed

engine. The Sun Cycle and Fittings Co.,

Ltd., Aston Brook Street, Birmingham,
for several years past have marketed a

(Top) The decompressor or release valve.

(Below) The new pattern silencer of curious

shape.

rery reliable series of lightweight models,
and the principal features of these are
being retained in the new models for 1917.

The Engine Unit.

The heart of the machine is still that
excellent engine, the V.T.S., of British
manufacture, dimensions 70 x 70 mm.,
giving 269 c.c, or approximately 2^ h.p.

The piston is improved by the fitting of

The latest type ot engme complete with

the new silencer, and incidentally showing

method of mounting the British-made

magneto. _

deeper rings, ^in. in place of -j^^in., and
the taper gudgeon pin is still further held

by split cotter pins at each end, the sides

of the piston being recessed to accom-
modate them. The crankshaft and con-

necting rod, phosphor bronze bushes,
cylinder and transfer ports remain as

before. A very neat type of decompressor
or release valve is fitted, operated by
Bowden cable. The casting of the crank
case, magneto chain case, and magneto
platform all in one piece was always an
excellent feature of the V.T.S. unit, and
its retention is a matter of course. A
British-made magneto, the Thomson-
Bennett, is fitted as standard, a sign of
the times which points to the rapid
advance of British magnetos, and gradual

^^^r^„:t^-SKA

ousting of the numerous foreign makes.
The silencing of the exhaust is one of the

most notable improvements, an unusual
type of exhaust box being employed. It

is rectangular in section and tapers from
front to back ; the interior is divided
into two chambers, and the exhaust
ultimately reaches the open air through
a Hat-ended tube.

An Albion countershaft gear box is

incorporated in the two-speed models,
driven by Hans Renold chain running
in an oil bath gear case. A |in. Dunlop
belt completes the drive.

Mudguarding.

Perhaps the chief alteration in appear-
ance is the back mudguard and carrier.

This guard is now made 7in. wide, and
flatter in section than usual, set well up
to give plenty of clearance, and a neat
grooved fitting to the bottom stays is

added. Sid^ wings are omitted, and it

is next to impossible to get the guard
choked Up with mud. The carrier is

56

flywheel side ot the 1917 model 2J h.p. Sun-Vitesse lightweight.

On the 1917 Sun the rear mudguard is ot

exceptionally wide dimensions.

set further back and slightly lower,

and forms in one with the guard a very
substantial piece of work. In other

respects the various parts remain as in

1916 : Amac or B. and B. carburetter,

lubrication by separate supply through
Best and Lloyd sight feed to a shelf

in the top of the crank case, and by
drilled ways to the main bearing, and
through the crankshaft to the big end.
Tank, frame, Druid forks, brakes, and
all the usual fittings are of noted
British manufacture, and go to complete
an excellent specimen of the two-stroke
lightweight motor cycle. As must be
expected in these times, prices are in-

creased somewhat, the two-speed model
as described being marketed at about £39.

It is very interesting to note that a
number of these machines are destined
for Portugal, our ally being one of the
latest to buy in the English market.

A
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A Simple Attachment to Facilitate the Use of Paraffin.

A FURTHER addition to the already long list of

devices for assisting in the use of heavy fuels

is being made by Messrs. A. Pilkington and

Co., 56, Aston Road, Birmingham. Simplicity is its

particular advantage, and it does not necessitate the

cutting about or derangement of the existing carbu-

retter or induction pipes. It consists of a brass T

A device, easily attached, whicK enables heavy fuel to be used

with the existing carburetter.

union with copper connecting pipes, one tapped into

the induction pipe, one turned into the fins to supply
hot air, and" the lower pipe connecting to a small

auxiliary tank of petrol. Into the centre of the brass

jimction is fitted a small needle valve, controlling the

petrol supply.

To start up, this valve is set to give a very small

supply; the best position is easily found by experi-

ment, and the petrol turned on. This will give

sufficient supply for slow running, but more power can
be obtained by opening the needle valve. The rider

can proceed for a short distance, a hundred yards or

so is all that is necessary, until the engine has warmed
up, _when the change to- tlie heavier fuel can be made
without dismounting. First open the throttle, and
for a yard or two a mixture of petrol and heavy fuel is

in use, then close down the needle valve and the

engine will carry on without hesitation. It is, in fact,

a miniature carburetter, simple and perhaps primitive,

it is true, but none the less eflicient. The actual

vaporisation of the heavy fuels is left to the ordinary

type of carburetter. Messrs. Pilkington and Co. also

supply a very good type of auxiliary tank, suitable for

use in conjunction with this starter, a description of

which appears in our issue of September 28th last.

->—«••—
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CATTLE ON THE ROAD AT NIGHT.
Lights to be Carried by Persons Driving Animals. A Real Danger Minimised at Last.

A MOST important regulation under the Defence

of the Realm Act has lately been made, which

deals with the question of cattle driven on

the highway after dark. We refer to the matter

editorially this week. The order reads as follows :

(1.) Every person who shall cause or permit

—

(a) Any horse, mare, gelding, mule, ass, bull, ox,

cow, heifer, steer, or calf (in this Order referred to as

cattle) ; or

(h) Any sheep, lamb, goat, kid, or swine

to be driven or led, during the period between half an hour
after sunset and half an hour before sunrise, along any street,

highway, or road to which the- public have access, shall

provide a lamp capable of shomng a white light both to the

front and to the rear, which lamp shall be carried at the rear

of the animal, herd or drove.

Provided that, in the case of an animal or animals not

exceeding four in number which are being led, the lamp may
be carried by the person leading the animal or animals,

instead of being carried at the rear.

(2.) If the herd or drove contains

—

(a) More than twenty head of cattle, or

(h) j\'Iore than 100 head of sheep, lambs, goats, kids,

or swine,

he shall provide a second lamp also capable of showing a

white Ught to the front and to the rear, which shall be
carried in front of the herd or drove.

(3.) The person in charge of the animal, herd, or drove
shall see that the lamp or lamps are properly trimmed and
lighted and are carried in such a manner that the light is at

all times visible for a reasonable distance, without obstruc-

tion, in the direction in which the animal, herd, or drove is

jproceeding, and also in the reverse direction ; and the person
carrying any lamp shall carry it accordingly, and shall, on
the approach of any vehicle, swing or wave the lamp so as

to indicate that there is an obstacle on the road.

This Order shall not apply in the case of an animal which
is being ridden or which is drawing a vehicle, or led at the

rear of a vehicle, on which the lights required by law are

displayed.

This Order shall take effect on and after 22nd Oi-tober,

1916, and shall apply to the whole of England and Wales.
This Order may be cited as the Lights (Driving of Animals)

Order of Uth October, 1916.

A MUD-COVERED
DESPATCH RIDER'S

DOUGLAS.
,/^V^\

This photograph will assist readers at home in realising

the very bad road conditions in the French war zone

during the winter months. The rider is L.-Cpl. J. Ft

Harvey, formerly in the motor trade in Liverpool, who
joined the army three days after the outbreak of war.

BZ-
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Greenwich Time.

Oct. 26th 5.14 p.m.

„ 28th 5.11 „
„ 30th 5.7 >^

Nov. 1st - 5.3 ,,\

Ihe Latest.

Lights on cattle ! After many years
agitation, an order has been issued to

the effect that all cattle on the roads at

night must be accompanied by a person
carrying a white light.

Cooling the Plug.

A water-cooled sparking plug is sug-
gested in The Light Car published
yesterday (Wednesday). Evidently the
plug question is a troublesome one among
light car owners as well as motor cyclists.

Dispensing with the Koad Test.

Motor cycles are still tested on the
road, but there is a possibility that a

good deal of preliminary road tests may
be dispensed with in the future if an
electrical shop test of the completed
machine be adopted. Such a system
is described in last Wednesday's issue

of The Light Car, showing how the
power can be tested at the road wheels.

Special Road Warning.

A resolution was recently considered
by the County Council of Hants, asking
for a speed limit of ten miles per hour
for the village of Liphook. The Council
decided not to apply for a speed limit

order, but to request the police authorities
to prevent dangerous driving. The A. A.
and M.U. has been requested by the
local Council to assist in making this
decision known to motorists passing
through the village of Liphook.

Increased Taxation—Abroad.

The Australian Government proposes
to increase the licence fees on motor
cycles, and to prohiBlt all speed trials.

It recommends these drastic proposals
because, in its opinion, races and
overloaded sidecars seriously damage the
roads. Moreover, _ it contends that
motor cycles are the noisiest machines
on the road, hence the proposed pro-
hibition of trials.

A special sub-committee has been
appointed by the Victorian and N.S.W.
Motor Cycle Clubs to prevent, if possible,

these proposals being carried into effect.

It points out and illustrates a report
showing the serious damage done to
the roads by untaxed horse and bullock
teams.
To suggest that rubber tyres damage

some of the Australian roads is worse
than accusing a camel of damaging a
desert tract in the Sahara.

An Error.

A case recently came to our knowledge
of a motor cyclist being caught in a trap
and accused of doing over twenty-two
miles per hour, whereas his speedometer
never exceeded seventeen miles per hour
at the outside. An error of one second
was found between the two watches, and
the victim was exonerated.

Another Problem Solved.

We have heard of a rider whose inner

tube blew out, resulting in a hole several

inches long, and quite beyond ordinary
patch repair. He solved the problem
by tying string round the tube tightly

an inch or two from each end of the
burst. He then wrapped his handker-
chief tightly around the tube at the
hole. This primitive repair enabled him
to reach home safely, and without damage
to the tyre.

Cycle Cars Very Old.

The writer of the article on " Auto-
mobiles " hides no simple facts in his

contribution to the new book " Eclipse

or Empire " just published. Touchmg
upon the origm of cycle cars, this is

what he says :
" Cycle cars were origin-

ally British, but failed through lack of

financial and manufacturing support.

They were reintroduced in France, and
again taken up and brought to maturity
here, whilst the light car, as a develop-

ment from them, is entirely British, and
the British product is supreme."

Illllllllllllil,ilt;llllll>''

SPECIAL FEATURES.
NEW DESIGNS (Illus.).

IN THE CENTRAL HIGHLANDS.

MILITARY NOTES.

Report o£ Self-Sealing Rubber Co., Ltd.

The twenty-first annual report of the

Self-Sealing Rubber Co., Ltd., shows
that the net profit for the year's working
was £4,000. With the last year's balance

of £299, and writing off income tax,

the declared dividend is 12^% free of

income tax. The sum of £2,511, less

the directors' remuneration, is carried

forward to next year's balance. A very

satisfactory year

!

The Second-hand Shows.

The Management Committee of the

Manchester Automobile Club has given

its approval to the forthcoming shows
of Second-hand cars in London and
Manchester. This approval, especially

applies to the Manchester Show, which
will be held in the Exhibition Buildings,

Royal Botanical Gardens, from December
1st to 9th of this year. . It is hoped,
therefore, that motorists in the Midlands
will do their best to support the patronage
of the Club Committee, either by visit-

ing the show or by entering such cars

as they may wish to dispose of, in, order

that the event may be an unqualified

success.

Two hardened New Zealand campaigners—Cpl, A. J. Davies (left) and Cpl. F. C. Garland.

After despatch riding in Egypt, New Zealand and the Dardanelles, they are back again in

England, with a mileage of 40,000 to their credit. Their machines are 2J h.p. Douglases.
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More New Models in This Issue.

Two entirely new designs are described
and illustrated in this issue. The new
V type twQ-stroUe Vitesse engine is

likely to create considerable interest, as

this engine has been on the road under-
going private test for nearly two years.

The National War Funds.

At the week-end the principal war
funds stood as follow :

The Prince of AVnles's Fund
(£3.468.925 distributed) .. £5,966,954

Tlin British Red Cross Fund 4,489,615 6
Tolwcco Fund 115,955
Tile Queen's Work for Women

Fund 170,798 4 2
Kitthener Memorial Fund (over) 338,000

The Admiral Arbuthnot Trophy.

The A.C.U. is at the present moment
in negotiation with Lady Scott, the

widow of the famous explorer and a well-

known sculptor, for the execution of the

statuette which is to form the trophy.

It seems peculiarly apt that Lady Scott

should be invited to undertake this work,
being herself the vridow of a distinguished

naval officer.

The Question of Beaiing Pressures.

We have received from Mr. J. L.

Norton a communication on the question
of bearing pressures in relation to long
stroke engines. It will be remembered
we published an article last week on the

sub-ject, and Mr. Norton takes exception
to certain statements made, and says
the article is based on erroneous assump-
tions, and that vital factors have been
omitted. Mr. Norton is too occupied at

the present time to write the necessary
lengthy explanation of his assertions,

but promises to do so as soon as . an
opportunity occurs.

Ehe ESect of Naphthalene Balls.

In view of the attempts made by
certain firms to place on' the market
multi-coloured balls smelling, and some-
times looking, like -moth balls, which
are claimed to remove carbon deposit
from the pistons and cylinder heads of

internal combustion engines, our sister

journal. The Autocar, recently sent a
sample box of these to Faraday House,
whose experts report as follows :

" The
tablets consist of naphthalene (C,,H,)
only. We consider that the tablets
could not remove carbon deposit from
the piston heads and combustion cham-
bers of an internal combustion engine.
The tablets are not of uniform weight.
The mean weight of three tablets was
found to be 1.48 gm. When this amount of

napthalene is dissolved in

a gallon of petrol, the
J

maximum increase in

calorific value is 0.04%
(i.e., 1 in 2,500, prac-

tically nil). The result

would be the same with
a mixture of paraffin and
petrol. The figure given
above shows that there
could be no appreciable
increase in the mUeage
obtainable by the addition
of one tablet to a gallon

of petrol. Our experience
with very similar
materials in actual engine
tests entirely confirms the
conclusions given above.
(Signed) Alexander
Rus.sELL, Principal."

Petrol Permits in Ireland.

We are informed that in Ireland it is

necessary to have a police permit to

fiurchase petrol in addition to the usual

icence which is issued by the Petrol
Oommittee on payment of the tax of 5d.

per gallon. Steps are also taken to

ensure that traders do not supply petrol

in excess of the quantity authorised by
the police permit.

Singles v. Twins.

The controversy started by " Road
Rider " on the subject of the sui'vival of

the single-cylinder machine continues to

produce a large number of letters, only a

selection of which we are able to publish.

Mr. J. L. Norton enters the arena this

week, and, of course, champions the
single, " the most mechanically and
thermally efiicient type of engine in use
to-day." He asks the mileage per gallon
of various 500 c.c. twins, as compared
with singles of the same c.c.

Single Cylinders.

So far from the 500 c.c. single entirely

disappearing, we heard last week that a

fii-m hitherto specialising in big single-

cylinders will ere long market a 500 c.c.

mount. The post bellum 500 c.c. single-

cylinder machine should be a great

advance over the same sized engine of

pre-war days in the light of the know-
ledge recently gained on the subject of

ultra efficient engines.

Donations Wanted.
We are in receipt of an advance copy

of an appeal for donations for the Cycle
and ilotor Trade Benevolent Fund

;

secretary, Mr. A. J. Wilson, 154, Clerken-
well Road, E.G. In issuing the appeal
for donations Mr. H. W. Dover, of North-
ampton, the president, is following the
example of last year's president, Mr.
Harry Smith, in postponing the customary
banquet until after the war. Without
being a war charity the Fund has, in

addition to its other beneficent activities,

which have been uninterruptedly main-
tained, assisted in numerous cases of

distress caused solely by the war. In
many cases weekly allowances are being
made to dependants of subscribers serving

, ;jiL. .
in His Majesty's

Lfili i- Forces, while grants
JWiH|^y have also been made
'S^T ft'i' subscribers on

^f.^ joining up to enable
/ '~ ' them to meet liabili-

A YOUTHFUL RIDER OF A LIGHTWEIGHT.
Master George Dalmeanle, aged 5» a member of an

American troupe of trick cyclists, with his specially constructed

lightweight which he rides on both streets and stage.

ties which have not been allowed for by
the various State schemes. Together
with the literature sent we have received
a small booklet containing a few letters

of thanks received by . the Benevolent
Fund during the last twelve months.
Donations may be sent either to the secre

tary or to Mr. H. W. Dover.

Petrol Prices.

The current prices of motor spirit in

England and Wales generally are : First

quality, 2s. lOd. ; second, 2s. 9d. ; third,

2s. 8d. per gallon. Motorists who are

asked to jpay more should write to the

secretary of the Motor Trade Association,

157, Great Portland Street, London, W.
In Ireland and Scotland prices vary

according to the district.

The Dixie Magneto.

It appears that certain American mag-
netos imported since the outbreak of war
had German magnets. A naval officer

has again brought the matter to our

notice, and we have elicited a reply from
a firm of agents in this country, who
state that the Government Departments
are now satisfied that the magnetos
imported into this country are entirely

of American manufacture.

Increase of Imports in N.S.W.

During the first halt-year of 1915 and
1916 there were imported into the State

of New South Wales motor cycles to the

value of £20,498 and £36,407 respectively,

representing an increase of £15,909.
Rubber goods, chiefly tyres, during the

same period increased from £69,034 for

the first half-year of 1915 to £355,220_ in

1916, this huge increase no doubt being
occasioned by the absence of Grerman-
made tyres, and British makers wisely

seizing their chances.

Our Substitution Scheme.

At this juncture, men are as much
the coins of the nation's wealth as those

of silver and gold. To the manufacturer
engaged on munitions of war the first is

indeed of more importance than the

last, and as difficult to get. Those in

need of assistance in this direction are

reminded that the Editor of this journal

has a list of experienced motor cyclists

unfit for, and discharged from, military

sfervice, which he -will be pleased to

submit to any manufacturer who is in

need of more hands or wishes to sub-

stitute eligibles by ineligibles.

Street Accidents at Night.

We should say that in the case of 90%
of the accidents to pedestrians who cross

the darkened roads at night the drivers

of motor vehicles are not to blame.
Pedestrians often cross a street . where
there is no lamp, walk in the roadway
instead of on the footpath, and cross over
without looking both ways first of all.

There would be a marked decrease in the
number of accidents if it were laid down
that all drivers travelling at a reasonable
speed, and against whom no act of care-

lessness could be alleged, were exonerated
from all responsibility in the case of a
person being run over. If such were the
state of affairs the man crossing the street

would take greater cafe of his own safety,

and much lighten, the burden of the
motorist who is compelled to drive after

dark.
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MILITARY NOTES.
ITEMS OF INTEREST FROM CAMP AND BATTLEFIELDS.

A DESPATCH RIDER'S
IMPRESSIONS.

THE Editor has received an interesting
letter from Cpl. W. Pratt, the
erstwhile P. and M. exponent, who

was formerly a lorry driver with the
A.S.C.M.T., more recently an instructor
at home, and is now out in France
again with the Heavy Section, Machine
Gun Corps. At present he is acting as

a despatch rider. He tells us he has
many an interesting tale to impart, but,
as he points out, at present secrecy
forbids. Pratt says, " You may guess
I am interested, and I know you are,

on account of your connection with this
section." He goes on to say that things
are very, very different from when he
was out in France last year. The artillery

is amazing. It is one incessant roar, and
one needs to be near the fighting line

to realise its effect. He winds up by
stating that the roads are indescribable.

TANK CREATORS—STILL THEY
ARRIVE.

ALTHOUGH we published in our last

issue a statement by Mr. Lloyd
George, setting forth the names, of

persons chiefly responsible for the design
and introduction of the " Tanks," we
notice that in reply to a question asked
by Capt. Burgoyne in the House of Com-
mons as to whether the idea originated
with the R.N.A.S., Dr. Macnamara,
Financial Secretary to the Admiralty,
stated that :

'"There is no doubt that the idea of

using armoured cars for trench warfare
occurred individually to several people,
and all the Admiralty can do is to take
what appears in the official records as

to who was responsible.

"The idea was suggested by officers

of the Royal Naval Air Service from
their experience of naval armoured cars
in Flanders in the early days of the war.
After various expeiiments by officers of

Cpl. W. Pratt, A.S.C., M.T., a popular competition rider before the war, mounted on a Douglass

Usually he piloted a P. ahd M. motor cycle.

the E.N.A.S., the late First Lord of

the Admiralty (Mr. Churchill) instructed
Mr. D'Eyncourt, the Director of Naval
Construction, to undertake the design of

a tank, or landship, capable of carrying
out certain definite performances,

" The officers of the Air Dept. at

the Admiralty primarily concerned were
Commodore Sueter, Wing Commander
W. Briggs, and Squadron Commander
T. G. Hetherington.

" While the principal credit for the
design of the ' Tanks ' now being used
at the Front rests with Mr. D'Eyncourt,
the latter has mentioned the following
gentlemen as rendering him valuable
assistance :

" Mr. W. 0. Tritton (Managing

Director of Messrs. W. Foster and Co.,
Ltd.); Lieut. D. C. Wilson, R.N.A.S.
(now Maj. Wilson, M.G.C.) ; Mr. P.
Dale Bussell, Contract Dept„ Admir3,lty ;^

Lieut. A. G. Stern, R.N.A.S. (now Lt.-

Col. Stern, M.G.C.) ; Capt. Symes,
M.G.C. ; and Mr. F. Skeens, Acting
Assistant Constructor."

IN THE TANKS.

THE Editor has received the accom-
panying letter antl photograph from
Gunner W. Hudson, who, together

with his five colleagues, is a member
of the Heavy Section, Machine Gun
Corps. Curiously enough, the letter was
censored, and certain deletions made, by
Sec.-Lt. H. B. Elliot, who was formerly
connected with The Motor Oycle^ He
writes :

" I have been asked by several of the
boys on the enclosed photograph to send
same to you, as they are six of the boys
you passed for enlistment at Coventry
last year, and all are out here doing
their 'little bit.'

" The photograph was, of course, taken
in England before embarkation, but we
have all forgotten where.

" Curiously, six counties are represented,

and all are very great friends, who did
not know of the others' existence until

they met at Coventry.
" I shall be glad if you can return

photograph ; all six send their wishes
for the further success of 7'he Motor
Cycle."

Six counties are represented In this group of men tnllsted In the Heavy Section M.G.C,
by the Editor of The Motor Cycle. (See accompanying letter.)

A POSER.
A question from the examination paper

for candidates for commissions in the
M.T., A.S.C. : "The sparking plug on
your Triumph cycle becomes unservice-
able; you have no spaire. How would
you act ?

"
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A Canadian Scottie helping a Clyno ammunition sidecar out of a difficulty. This official photograph issued by the Canadian War Records

Office shows the appalling state of the roads. Correspondents often attempt to convey an idea of the muddy surfaces, but the photograph

reveals fully the unspeakable difficulties of transit. Even the caterpillar " tanks " would have trouble here !

A MOTOR CYCLIST THE FIRST
TO CROSS THE^ ISONZO.

WE learn that Motor Cyclist Gino
Ottoboni, of a Bersaglieri Cyclist

Battalion, was the first motor
cyclist to cross the Isonzo Bridge on his

2,^ h.p. Frera, on the occasion of the
taking of Gorizia. He says, " I put
the first Italian wheel along that road,
and it was certainly a great honour for

me since the morning of May 1st, when
I first began to work on this front."

A.S.C., M.T.
PROSPECTIVE recruits for the Motor

Transport Section should note that,

for the present, men passed in Class
A cannot be accepted in this branch
of the A.S.C.

HEROES OF THE "TANKS"
HONOURED.

CAPT. A. i\I. INGLIS has been
awarded the D.S.O. for having
brought his tanks forward over very

difficult ground. Although one of the
wheels of his tank was blown off by a
shell he succeeded in reaching his objec-
tive, and manoeuvred through the whole
operation.

Sec.-Lt. G. 0. L. Campbell, on the
occasion of his tank breaking down, re-

moved all the guns to his commander's
tank, and remained with him throughout
the entire operation, personally taking
charge of one of the guns.

.
For this he

receives the iNIilitary Cross.

R.F.C. REQUIREMENTS.
SKILLED fitters of all classes, as well

as skilled blacksmiths and copper-
smiths, are the only trades at present

open to prospective recruits in the

Royal Flying Corps. The need of the
former is urgent. Men in category A
are not now accepted as car drivers.

AFTER TWO LISTS OF
INVENTORS.

ACCORDING to a letter written to

the daily press by Mr. C. W.
Pennell, chairman of Messrs.

William Foster and Co., Ltd., Dr.
Macnamara's statements as to the origin

of the " Tanks " are disputed. Mr.
Pennell claims that the credit for the

only successful design of " Tank " is

entirely due to Mr. W. A. Tritton,

managing director of Messrs. W. Foster
and Co., Ltd., and Maj. Wilson, and
that the first "Tank" was built 'solely

by Messrs. William Foster and Co., Ltd.

Mr. Pennell adds " that the idea of

a protected and movable fort has been
going begging for generations, and no
one can truly claim to be the inventor
of the idea. The man who has been
able to evolve a practical, workable
machine from the mass of ideas, sugges-
tions, and requisitions of the many
Gpvernment departments concerned is

the man to whom the whole credit is

due. Why has this credit been with-
held?"

A COVENTRY MILITARY
MEDALLIST.

GNR. W. LEE, of the Motor Machine
Gun Service, who was one of the

original No. 5 Battery recruited

through The Motor Cycle exactly two
years ago, and who has been serving in

France for upwards of twenty months,
has been awarded the Military Medal for

gallantry and devotion to duty in action.

Five other members of the M.G.C.
have recently received similar distinction.

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " IN
FRANCE.

CPL. W. C. P., writing on behalf of

a number of Despatch Riders in

France, challenges the statement of

a D.R. in the issue of the 12th inst., that

a certain French agent charges the
average price of 1 fr. 20 centimes, and
even goes to the extent of 2 _ frs. 50
ceritimes for copies of The Motor Cycle.
The latest writer considers that the
statement is an exaggeration. All the
men of his Signal Section have never
failed buying this joiirnal for a sum not
over 30 centimes, the average price being
about 25 centimes. He points out that
the journal may be bought from the
enterprising garqon, just behind the line,

for the sum of 30 centimes.

We learn that Lt. S. A. Rowlandson,
who, by the way, is to be married shortly,
is now attached to the Heavy Section,
M.G.C.

E13
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A UNIQUE TROUSER
GUARD.

THERE are quite a number of trouser

guards in use on single-cylinder

motor cycles, but we have seen no

design, with the exception of the one

we* are about to describe, which is

arranged so that the guard collects air

and deflects it upon the valve ports,

a region in which cool air is beneficial.

The inventor, Mr. M. Wright, Deaue
House, Chilton, Ferryhill, Durham, has

produced a shield which may well be

called multuin in 'parvo, acting as it

does as trouser guard, valve port cooler,

and with still a third object of con-

veying warm air to the extra air inlet

of the carburetter. Mr. Wright's machine
a Triumph, and the

three-in-one accessory which
we illustrate is intended

for that make and machmes

running results are obtained. As proof

of the fact that the air is really warm
at the point where
it enters the carbu-

retter, a 'rough
model of this de-

flector was shown
to us, which had
been used on a
Triumph, the back
end of which had
had the paint
scorched by reason

of the heat of the

air impinging on
The three - in - one

the end oi tne j -i j

guard. To those ''"^^"^ described

who fhid the need °" '!"= P^S^"

of a trouser guard for the valve ports,

this little accessory is bound to appeal,

for, as we have pointed out, it not only

protects the rider's trousers, but at the

same time performs two_ other useful

purposes.

L^

A trouser guard, air deflector, and warm air collector combined.

of similar construction. It was only

recently that we dealt with the desira-

bility of heating carburetters on motor
cycles, and a great many motor cyclists

have found that by warming the air

entering the extra air supply, beneficial

WAR WORKERS
IN A

PAPERCHASE.
AST week-end mem-

bers of the Daimler
Motor Cycle Club,

holders of War Service

badges, held a paper-
chase over a course of

appro.ximately fifty miles.

A start was made from
the outskirts of Coventry in fine

autumn weather, and a liberal trail

of The Motor Cycle clippings, laid

by Mr. D. F. Heather from a B.S.A.
sideeai-, accompanied by Mr. Peters on an
8 h.p. Zenith, enabled the competitors

OCTOBER 26th, igi6.

to follow without difficulty—that is if the
village yokels had not been tempted to

practise a little mischievousness. Round
hairpins, along narrow lanes, over the
Fosseway, and twirling about for over
twenty miles, led to the climb from
Warmington village across the main road,
which kept the riders busy, then doubling
back to the Banbury Road. The latter

town was skirted, and after more lanes

and bylanes had led through beautiful

old-world villages, the Daventry Road was
reached. In some of these villages the
village youth had collected all the paper
obtainable and laid false trails at forked
roads—the competitors did not mind, it

added to the fuji The speeds to be
averaged had been drawn for at the start,

and at the finish, on the summit of

Newnham Hill, near Daventry, it was
found that A. Johnson (driving a 6 h.p.

Zenith sidecar, formerly owned by E. B.

Ware) had ridden nearest to time, being
but Im. 44s. out in liis reckoning. The
speed he had drawn was 19.8 m.p-h.
No doubt this sixty-mile trip in the

crisp air of a lovely autumn day was the
means of many jaded workers resuming
with renewed vigour their efforts im the

Great Task.

THE NEW LIGHTING ORDERS.
On his way home on Monday last, the

first day of the new lighting regulations,

a member of our staff noted the follow-

ing between the hours of six and seven :

Two pedal cycles entirely without lights,

one pedal cycle with a glaring acetylene
head light, one car with a single light in

front, and one led horse with no light

whatsoever. So far the new regulations

seem to have been more honoured in the

breach than in the observance.

-...~.t',.' .^ate^:^^^^> ^

'OUR DAY." Every patriot succumbed to the persuasion of the pretty saleswomen, motor cyclist officers in khaki not escaping their

appeals. Both the macliines shown are Douglases.

.B14
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RACING ON THE BED OF A LAKE.
An Account of a Motor Cycle Meeting held at Kalgoorlie in We5(ern Australia.

A TEN MILE RACE ON THE DRIED BED OF A LAKE.
A Sunbeam leading in a fine race held on the bed of Lake Perkolllli, Western Australia.

THE Goldfietds Motor Club held their eighth

motor " picnic " on September 3rd last. An
interesting fact in connection with the event

is that the members used as their " Brooklands "

the bed of the dried up Lake Perkolilli. It makes a

capital track in the dry season, and on this occasion,

being favoured with fair weather, good racing was
witnessed. British motor cycles

were well represented, among them
being the Douglas, Triumph, Sun-
beam, Singer, and Royal Ruby.

Fast times were put up by several

riders, and the following are the

results :

Four Mile Open Handicap.

1. F. Thornton (5 Indian), 40s.

2. A E. Pike (3i Triumph), 40s.

3. G. Bird (7-9 Indian), scr.

The winner's time was 5m. 45|s.

2| H.P. AND UNDER, B^OUB MiLES.
1. W. Guille (2| Douglas), scr.

2. — Bowlin (2i Royal Ruby), 40s.

3. L. Pilkington (2| Sunbeam), 40s.

The winner's time was 8m. 15s.

3^ H.P. AND OVER, FoUR MiLES.

1. G. Bird (7-9 Indian), scr.

2. A. E. Pike (3i Triumph), 35s.

3. J. Elsbury (3^ Sunbeam), 25s.

The winner's time was 4m. 361s.

In the Ten Miles Open Handicap G. Bird won, on

his 7-9 h.p. Indian, covering the distance in 12m.

4s., equalling a speed of 49.72 m.p.h. The Final

Handicap was won by F. Thornton, on his 5 h.p.

Indian, in 7m. 225.

The proceeds from the meeting went in aid of the

Patriotic Fund.

The competitors gathering for the start of the four mile race for 3J h.p. machines.

Sunbeams, Singers, and Triumphs are to be observed.

->-•«<»—<-

ADJUSTING GEAR CONTROLS.

WE all know that a motor cycle sometimes sets

us to tackle jobs entailing a disturbance of

the main rod from the gear lever to the gear
box fork, and that manufacturers offer us no assistance

in the readjustment of the parts. In some cases it

is a simple matter, e.g., when the gear box is so wide
that there is an appreciable motion of the external

lever attached to the striking fork between each pair

of gears, when there are no pieces of spring steel in

the connection, and when all the details of the control

are accessible. The other day a new three-speeder was
delivered to me, one where only first and second gears

were available. 1 found that {a) if all parts were
disconnected, it was excessively difficult to " feel " the

three gear positions by waggling the small lever on top

of the gear box, as in a narrow gear box the clearances

are almost infinitestimal ; {b) there were three light

springy parts in the control couplings, which quite

upset any attempt to work by the lever on the gear

box
;

(c) the control couplings were mostly situated

under the crank case, or behind the external flywheel,

or in other frightfully inaccessible places, so that if a

trial adjustment suggested an alteration of, .say, i^in.,

it was intensely difficult to make the correction. I

have now made six attempts to adjust that rod, and
not one of them has provided me with more than two
gears—sometimes I get first and second, sometimes
second and third, but never all three.

—

Road Rider.

Bi;
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of ' his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address-

Overheated Sparking Plugs.

Sir,

—

I notice with interest a letter from a Mr. R. J.

Cosh, in your issue of October 19th, who rides a Brough
and has plug trouble. I also ride one, and have had a- lot

of trouble. I have tried all well-known makes, giving up
to 7s. 6d. each for them, but always had the same troitble,

I recently wrote to the Sphinx Manufacturing Co. and
told them my troubles, and they sent me a pair of their

special two-stroke plugs at 3s. 6d. each. . They seem to

have solved the difficulty, for they have now been running
without trouble for over four months, this with liberal

engine lubrication and high speeds. As far as I can
judge, these plugs are not on the market, but can be pur-

chased direct from "the makers.
I hope this will help to solve the difficulty. The usual

disclaimer.

LAWRENCE CLAYTON (Capt.).

Dixie Magnetos.
Sir,

—

Be the little paragraph which appears in The Motor
Cycle: referring to "Goods Made in Germany." Has nobody
yet pointed out that the Horseshoe magnets of the Dixie
magneto are made in Germany? I stripped a Dixie fitted 'to

a 1915 Calthorpe some few weeks ago and found, to my
disgust, that oh the inside of the magnets was stamped
" Germany." W. C. JOHNSON' (Li.), R.N.

We submitted a copy of this letter to the American
Supplies Co., Ltd., the distributers of the Dixie magnetos in

this country, who reply as follows :

[Copy.]

" Your corresjjondent is quite in error. He is referring to

a Dixie magneto that is fitted to a 1915 motor cycle, and
undoubtedly the material used in the manufacture of this

'magneto was purchased by our works in America during the
year 1914. At this time, before the war, we did purchase
some of the magnets used in the manufacture of the Dixie
magneto from the American representative of a German firm.

Since the beginning of the war, however, this was dis-

continued, and the magnets now used in the Dixie magneto
are entirely of American manufacture ; , in fact, this state-

ment applies to the magneto throughout. It is entirely of
^

American manufacture, and we have entirely satisfied the
Government Departments, whom we are supplying . with
these, on this score.

"American Stipplies Co., Ltd.,
" H. J.- Hinley, Manager."

Will the Single-cylinder Survive?
Sir,—With "Road Rider's" contention that the single-

cylinder "'bus" of 500 c.c. is on its last lap, I disagree.

I am of opinion that, while there are on the market such
machines as the 3^ h.p. Rudge (Multi), Triumph, Norton,
Sunbeam, etc., in company with, not necessarily a gear box,

but such devices as multi-gear, Philipson pulley, and, not
forgetting the Zenith Gradua, the single-cylinder has little

to fear. For the man who wants utmost reliability, with
simplicity of cleaning and repairs, the single is " IT," and,
I have every reason to believe, will remain so.

L. W. E. HURSLEY.

former car owners has arisen to whom the single is a

monstrosity, and who would prefer not to motor at all

than endure its horrible faults. This has not been at all

my experience. I began motoring some ten years ago

with a single-cylinder, single-geared machine, and got a

good deal of pleasure out of it, although I found it very

inconvenient in traffic and for climbing bad hills in winter.

Since then I have driven many makes of cars of every

horse power, but on the outbreak of war sold my light

car and subsequently bought a 3^ h.p. Sunbeam and side-

car. This machine has proved remarkably satisfactory and
is a pleasure to handle under any circumstances. With
ordinary "careful attention it has proved perfectly reliable,

which is a. great factor to anyone who has not unlimited

time at his disposal for constantly tuning up. It is very

comfortable to drive, quite fast enough for ordinary tour-

ing, and in traffic will tick along at a very slow speed

without a sign of labouring. The twin-cylinder is no
doubt very pleasant to drive, provided it is in perfect ti-im,

but it frequently suffers from unequal firing of the two
cylinders, as well as from unequal lubrication—both fa,ults

which are not easy to rectify, and which must have an
appreciable effect on its balance.

In conclusion, therefore, as a car driver, I must say that

I am perfectly satisfied with the reliability, economy, power,

and, bearing always in mind that it is a single-cylinder,

with the flexibility of my Sunbeam combination, which is

infinitely more flexible than, an 8 h.p. single-cylinder car

I owned about eight years ago. W.R.Y.

Sir,—-I have been very interested by recent letters in

your paper respecting the " Survival of the Single-cylinder

Machine," and its merits as compared with twin-cylinder

machines. " Engineer " points out that a new class of

Bi8

Sir,—The various letters re the survival of the single-

cylinder have been read with interest, and I cannot but

think that in some instances the harsh criticisms have been
dictated by prejudice or inexperience rather than by a true

knowledge of facts, or it is possible the writers have been

unfortunate in their choice of a single-cylinder machine, or

unhappy in their methods of driving, otherwise there woula
certainly be more, or less, than the wholesale condenmation
of what is probably the most mechanically and thermally

efficient type of engine in use to-day.

That there are advantages t"o be found in the use of

two cylinders (particularly if horizontally opposed) admits

of no argument, but the same may be said of the use of a

single-cylinder, yet the champions of the twin generally

appear adverse to give the humble single credit for any
one redeeming feature. So far as sheer speed goes, the

single has generally proved itself the equal, if not the

superior, of the twin of equal capacity. Neither the usual

V twin nor single can be perfectly balanced, but the dif-

ference in vibration, or absence of vibration, of a good
single and V twin is negligible (frequently unnoticeable),

and I have more than once heard pronouncements in favour
of the single on this score. This is opposed to correct

theory, and is merely evidence that, as a type, the single

is most advanced. The notion that a single is uncomfortable
or unpleasant to drive inay be dismissed at once ; this is

borne out by numerous riders of all ages.

I believe, in the matter of economical fuel consumption,

the average single is ahead of any type of twin. It would
be interesting to learn the usual mileage per gallon of

various 500 c.c. twins as compared with singles of the

same c.c, both solo and with passenger, particularly during
winter riding.

Comparisons of speed, power, or acceleration , with
decisions in favour of the twin, are most frequently made
by the owners of hig twins against presumably 500 c.c.
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Safety and Speed
go with Bates Tyres
They not only mean economy in petrol, but they stand the toughest of tests,

because they are the products of a British firm whose chief aim has been
to place upon the market the best motor cycle tyre that could be made.
Moreover, the increased output has made it possible, in spite of higher
cost of materials, to reduce prices.

LOSE NO TIME IN WRITING FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST.

Here is the enthusi-
astic testimony of a
government official

in Australia :

" On the advice of a
friend I had Bates
Tyres fitted to my new
mount. The machine
has now been used for

16 months and the
tyres are a treat to see.

In future I will see

that my machines are
always equipped with
your excellent tyres."

Colonial Wholesale

Stockholders :

SMITH, DENH-VM & CO.,
Henderson s Buildinss, Von
Brandis St.. Johannesburs:,
S. Africa. CHILDS. PARR,
and JOSEPH, Nairobi, Brit-
ish East Africa. DAVID F.
LAING, 9, Weld Road, Kuala
Lumpur, F.M.S. CVCLt &
MOTOR SUPPLIES. Ltd.,
Parish St., Wellington, New
Zealand. W CORNELL &
SON, 122. 124, Pirie St., &
29, 31, 33, Hyde St.. Ade-
laide, South Australia, A, Q.
HEALING & CO., Ltd,, 354-
356, Post Office Place West,
Melbourne, Australia, BEN-
NETT& BARKELL. 1 24- 1 32,
Castlereagrh St., Sydney,
Australia,

W. & A. BATES, LTD., ST. MARY'S MILLS, LEICESTER.
Depots—London, Glasgow & Newcastle-on-Tyne. After Nov. i the address of the Glasgow Depot will be 2+, Carltoa PI.

BI9
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ANEWM.G.COAT.

It is essenrial that you nhould protect your-

self E^ainst the vagaries of the weather.

Dunhills' New M.C. Coat will prove an

excellent weatherproof for your tour.

It is made of proofed twill with a lining of

oil cambric, and is thus impervious to any

weather i

A detachable fleece lining is very fashion-

able with many motor cyclists. It is most

useful during the climatic changes at this

period of the year.

PRICE £3-15-0

Send a card for pattern.

Ounhills
359-361, EUSTON RD., LONDON, N.W.

—42-43, LOMBARD STREET, E.C.—

LTD.,

MANCHESTER

:

90-92, Cross Street.

GLASGOW:
72, Vincent Street.

Fit

WDOd-Miln
Motor Cycle Tyres

and experience real "tyre

comfort." They are made

on generous lines, and show

an increase .of 25% Air

Capacity. Withal they are

the most economical, be-

cause, after all, "the best

is really the cheapest."

Wood-Mi.ne,
Ltd..

Preston.

Wire—"Comfort, Preflton."
'Plione—Preston 418.

LONDON Manchester Avenue, E.C..

Wire
—
"Bytuming, Loudon."

'Phone—City 47D7.

Binningham. Leeds. Man-
chester. Bristol. Belfast,
Dublin: Glasgow. Etc.

fn answering these advertisew.ents it is desirahlo tn 'mention " The. Motor Cycle."
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singles; such comparisons will not greatly help us. 7 h.p.,
whether developed by a single or multi-cylinders, should
score on these counts every time ; but if equal capacities
be compared, then I venture to say the simple single will

give an astonishingly good account of itself to its critics.

Perfection is not claimed, there being room for improve-
ment in this, as in all types, but there is a place for it

in the scheme of things—a big place—and it is impossible
to say that it will not occupy a bigger place than other
types in the future, as it certainly does to-day, and purely
on account of its intrinsic merits of simplicity, economy
of upkeep, and general all-round efficiency. It is at present
the utility mount par excellence.

I have also read " Ixion " on single v. twin. I regularly
turn to his articles with interest and pleasure, but my
faith in the soundness of his deductions or decisions received
a severe shock when I read that he would give up motor
cycling altogether rather than ride a single or a heavy twin,
which statement will be taken to mean that, in his opinion,
such are unfit to ride. Surely " Ixion " cannot mean this,
or has his keenness for the road and motor cycling interests,
so far deteriorated ? I hope not.

JAS. L. NORTON.

The Boycott of German Goods.
Sir,—It is, perhaps, almost unnecessary to say that the

'

' British Empire Union " is in the strongest possible
.sympathy .with the position taken up by "Britisher." The
Union has adopted as its watchword Mr. Hughes's stirring
appeal for the entire eradication throughout the Empire
of German influence. How extensive and how dangerous
that influence has been, not only in the commercial and
industrial, but in the political and financial sphere is not,
I fear, even" yet fully realised by the nation. Our national
independence has been determinedly and deliberately under-
mined ; and we have not yet succeeded in breaking thrtirigh

the toils in which we have been involved by the treacherous
ingenuity of the Germans.
Those who, like Mr. Pritchard, object to our adopting

a policy of commercial defence in the future, have probably
never examined the trade methods of the Germans. Every-
where they worked on a deliberate plan and with official

assistance to weaken the political independence of the
countries with which they traded, and so by a system of
"peaceful penetration," to pave the way for German
military aggression.

"Never Again!" consequently has become the motto of
all who care for the strength, safety, and independence of
the British Empire. Never again shall it be placed in_ such
a position of peril as that from which it has but just
escaped. Never again shall we in our open-handed care-
lessness and generosity provide Germany with huge profits

with which to pay for the armaments she has directed
against us.

" Britisher " suggests a special union or league of motor
manufacturers and owners' to boycott German goods. I

could wish that he and those who think with him, could
see their way to join either as a separate organised body,
or as individuals, our British Empire Union. There is,

I fear, some danger of a large amount of patriotic enthusiasm
being dissipated among a plethora of leagues and societies.

The British Empire Union is a non-party organisation.
Its policy is directed to the eradication of German influence,
and the adoption by this country of a national and imperial
commercial policy, that shall unite more closely the
Dominions with the Motherland, and the British Empire
with her Allies. As a first stej) it is urging on the
Government the importance of giving immediate effect to
the resolutions adopted at the Paris Conference.

I shall be most happy to send full particulars of the
work of the Union to "Britisher " and any of your readers
who may be interested.

F. C. CULLING-CARR.
Hon. Secretary, The British Empire Union.

346, Strand, London, W.(5

Sir,-

American Motor Cycles.
-May I fill a few lines of your splendid journal with

one or two words anent sundry points raised by various
writers in the "Letters to the Editor" columns?

1. I have just returned from nearly two years as a motor
machine gunner at the Front, and not having kept my eyes
sl)ut, can endorse Capt. Lindsay's admirable letters by

observation as well as by personal experience. In your
most recent number (October 19th) his remarks are very
much to the point. The excellent workmanship of the most
famous British motor cycle does not always resist the
systematic and thorough shaking to which French roads
subject despatch riders' machines. Strip metal gearshifters,
" twiddley " knick-knacks, and such features—all too common
on Uncle Sara's productions—do not settle down to live their

appointed lives where they were put

!

2. Personally, I am inclined to think that the fault with
American magnetos lies not with the design so much as with
the- too thin coating of shellac with which the vitals are

protected.

3. To my mind, " Oleofiend's " words on " Engine Noises
"

contain more than a grain of probability. Experts kindly
step forward !

4. In consequence of " Ixion's " article on the sticking*

of rocking arms in magnetos, may I, in no other capacity

than that of a satisfied user, bring to his notice the remark-
ably sturdy, simple, and ingenious contact breaker on the

G.A.V. magnetos? I have yet to find one fail to "break,"
and hardly see, in fact, how they could do so.

5. Finally, may I recommend Mr. Robert J. Cosh to give

nny or all of the following plugs a trial on his mount : The
Splitdorf " Commonsense " ; any of the Lodge mica insu-

lated plugs, and particularly the' three-point waterproof
model, which admirably suits the exposed front cylinder

position on " flat " twins or the K.L.G. (Lee-Guinness). This
latter is difficult to obtain though, and costs a lot—12s. or

thereabouts if I remember rightly.

These plugs have rendered me yeoman service both in

England on a variety of horizontally opposed twins and (the

first two) in France on Douglas machines. With them I

have never had the trouble your correspondent complains of,

all my cases of loosening bodies and " blowing out " having
occurred with porcelain insulated plugs, such as the Bosch.

Cambridge. AN EMMA-EMMA GURK, M.M.G.S.

Petrol Permits Galore !

Sir,-—On October 5th you published a note from me in

which I set out that after making an application for a petrol

licence and writing three letters and waiting six weeks I

had received three allotments in eight days. I obtained a

licence on September 19th, and returned the other two allot-

ment notes—one direct to the Petrol Control Committee and
one through the A. A. and M.U. To my surprise, on the 8th
inst. I received a letter from the Petrol Control Committee
acknowledging one of my letters, dated August 17th, and
enclosing me a petrol form No. 1 to enable me to make a
return. On the 10th inst. I received another letter from
the committee referring to one of my letters, dated July 31st,

informing me it had not been possible to trace my return,
" if any made," and requesting me tu fill up a schedule on
the end of the letter. The attentions of the Petrol Control
Committee are now getting embarrassing! CR2454.

A. F. Dodge, a veteran motor cyclist, who uses his Rudge-Multi
exclusively for business purposes. He is out every week-end with h-te

camera, wet or fine, riding on the most appalling roads, and has llie

reputation of never stopping for weather.

B2T
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Difficulty in Starting.

Sir,—I have fitted up my 5 h.p. New Hudson in the same
manner as described by F. A. Holward in your September
14th number, but I cannot get my machine to start on the

petrol jet. I have a Binks carburetter. Perhaps some of

your readers could suggest the cause of the failure.

BRIGHTONIAN.

The Scott Sociable.

Sir,—My \\e,vi is that the sociable is a perfectly natural

development, as many home-made "imitations," earlier than
the Scott, will- show. Its success does not therefore depend,
as stated by " Ixion," on its selling price second-hand, as

compared with other specialities. It will always be found
that the best " sellers " second-hand are the most reliable

and serviceable machines, and the Scott Sociable has to.

prove itself in use. That does not affect the wisdom of

extending the front of the sidecar round the cycle so as to

shelter the driver and make the combination look complete,

and I wonder the Enfield Co. and other "combine" concerns

have not done it before. Only in the cases of machines not

designed to pull sidecars are the present hung-on carriers

justifiable. Looking at the Scott chassis we can see that it

is a short cut to the next stage, and by comparison the

previous best, the Enfield combination, seems a long way
round, and the result not so good. The pictures show the

Scott to be clean, mechanical, and workmanlike, and it

should greatlv influence sidecar design. R. COLLYER. ..

Sir,—I was very interested to read Mr. Burnard's criticism

of the Scott Sociable and Mr. Scott's reply in your issue of

August 17th, just to hand, as although I was extremely
favourably impressed with this machine from the mechanical
point of view when I read the first report in an earlier issue,

yet the same thought struck me that Mr. Scott would find

himself up against considerable opposition on account of its

aijpearance. Before the war I was connected with the light

car business, and I know only too well how often superlative

mechanical merit is overlooked in favour of appearance,
especially by the fair sex.

I agree with Mr. Scott that Mi Burnard's letter is rather

sweeping in arbitrarily dismissing a machine which obviously

is the result of the most careful thought and scientific

ingenuity of an engineer with such a high reputation as Mr.
Scott ; but I must agree with ilr Burnard that the appear-

ance is distinctly against the machine. The obvious com-
parison with the sidecar is, in my opinion, not a true

criterion, as the very fact of its being so far removed from
the sidecar combination brings it for purposes of comparison
into the light car class, where the lop-sided appearance is

undoubtedly against it. The motor cycle and sidecar no
one attempts to call a symmetrical affair ; but a motor cycle

with a sidecar attached is accepted as such, whereas (and

this is my point) I fear the Scott will not be classed from
point of view of appearance as an elaborated motor cycle and
sidecar. The price of this machine is an interesting point on
which I think no information has yet been forthcoming. It

it compares favourably with the best sidecar combinations^
that is to say, comes within £100, I predict that the objec-

tion against its appearance will vanish, and it should have a

large sale. I for one shall be very tempted after the war.

Wishing your paper, which I eagerly look forward to in

my mail, continued success,

Egypt. H. LAMBERT (SEC.-Lt.), A.S.C., M.T.

Sir,—I join with those of your readers.: who consider that

the Scott Sociable (admirable as it may be in some respects)

is an unfortunate departure. It seems to me that the

designer has gone oft' at a tangent from the natural curve of

evolution. I well remember the days of old when I rode a

Singer Apollo tricycle, and later on several Singer " straight-

steerers." These machines kept to the true line of progress,

and the final type of " straight-steerer " was the approved
tricycle of the present day. There were contemporary types

on the road—some were not unlike the Scott design ; but

they all disappeared before the superior merits of the normal
tricycle. It is evident, therefore, that the equilateral or

isosceles triangle has advantages over the right-angled

variety ; it is the natural tripod, in fact. It follows that

the Morgan has a more stable as well as a more beautjiful

basis -than the Scott. But neither will stand comparison
with a smart four-wheeler.
The sidecar does not come into the question. It is merely

an addition to a powerful and highly developed motor cycle.

I drive a Royal Enfield combination myself, and I consider

that (as it obviously does not pretend to be more than a

mere attachment) it is better looking than the Scott Sociable,

or the Morgan for that matter.

Then in nature the highest types are bipeds and quadru-
peds, and in vehicles the two-wheeled and four-wheeled types

have stood the test of time, and reign triumphantly. Surely
the same laws apply to cycle cars. If Mr. Scott will only

apply his talent to the designing of a smart four-wheeler he
will be glad to forget his latest pathological monstrosity. It

is surely illogical to design an elaborate cycle car on the

lines of a mere makeshift. J. A. STEWAJRT.

Straining Heavy Fuels.
Sir,—I have now run my machine nearly 2,000 miles on

paraffin and have found that a fluft'y substance collects in

the tap, preventing the fuel from flowing. This is the result

of having to buy the paraffin from a local shop which caimot
supply a strainer. Could not machines be fitted with a

strainer which fits into the opening of the tank and is easily

detachable to facilitate cleaning? I have found it necessary
to drain the crank case of oil every 200 miles. R.E.G.
[Many machines are already so fitted.

—

Ed.]

Impiessions oJ a Two-stroke.
Sir,—Perhaps my early experiences may be interesting to

women who so far have not become acquainted -with this

valuable and health-giving pastime. I used to look upon the

motor cycle with some superstition and dread, but recently

I purchased a single-speed 2^ h.p. two-stroke Dreadnought,
and after about half an hour's practice with the different

controls, riding the machine on the quiet country roads in

^+he vicinity of my home, I soon became quite an exponent
of the art.

My first ride of any note was about a week after, when I

rode from my home to Whitby. My first stop was at Malton,
where I pulled up and had some refreshment, after which I

passed along again via Pickering to Levishara, a delightful

little hamlet on the border of the moors. I finished my
journey to Whitby without mishap, which goes to prove the
efficiency Of the present-day model. So far I have only had
one accident, and that was when I was carrying a friend

on the back. I had the impression of the hedge getting
closer as I was negotiating a corner. The result was that
my friend was forced to dismount rather unceremoniously

!

whilst I, fortunately,- managed to keep my balance.

I have now had my machine just over twelve months, and
am beginning to feel quite a veteran. JMy advice to all who
so far have never tried a motor cycle is to obtain one, and
I feel sure they will be recompensed by many hours of

pleasure. My chief difficulties now are the restrictions on
petrol, and I am considering the employment of some substi-

tute. I can, however, do about 100 m.p.g., so that I am
still "carrying on" to a
certain extent on petrol.

(Miss) A. M. LAMB.

Miss A. M. Lamb with h
Iwo-stroke Dreadnought. (Si

letter on this page.)
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HENDERSON
SIDECARS.

Owing to completion of War
contracts we are now in a

position to give

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
of all models, suitable for every

make of motor cycle. Send your

enquiries NOW.

Art Catalogue on request.

HENDERSON SIDECARS,
London Road, Sheffield.

^ N T O every Coverall for Motor Cyclists I

make, goes not only niy 20 years' experience

as a tailor and cutter, but my long experience

of actual riding. Just how much this means to

you in the matter of an efficient really rain-

proof, tailor-made coverall, is explained in my
post free Booklet, with patterns.

£END NOW FOR A COPY.

IRVINE SMITH'l^m

GODDARD'S motor cycle houses.

From £3:5:6
Made in sections to bolt
together. Made of
well-seasoned -Jin. T.
and G. and V-jointed
Matchboards, and com-
plete with floor and
window. New illus-

trated list post free.

GODDARD'S Ltd., Crown W'ks, Vicarase Lane, llford, Essex
Telephone—880 Hford.

ALL ABOVT ECONOMICAL MOTORING.

;ht(ar.
Every vVednesday. ONE PENNY.

^our cycled
[lookshabl:;

when ROBBIALAC will

make it look like new
and give a hard, dur-

able surface that

effectually resists wear, weather,

petrol, and grease for a whole
season ? This famous air-

drying enamel gives re-

sults equal to the best

stoving enamel.

Sold by Cycle and Motor
Dealers. In tins 1/3, 1/9.

3 /6 (postatre extra, 5d., 5d.',

6d., respectively). Black and
all popular shades.

Robbiaiac Brush—lin. lOd.,

IJin. 1/2, 2in. 1/8 (postage
3d. extra).

Sole Manufacturers—
JENSON & NICHOLSON, Ltl'.

LONDON.

sf>are: retrol. tank.
HALF. HKsai Gallon.

Black enamel, fitted with two solid brass pieces which fit the radius
of top tube, making a firm fiNture. With tai>, 2ft. copper tube, and
T piece, forminu a complete outfit. — Price 9/6 complete
The Excel Sheet Metal Co., 133, Foleshill Road, Coventry'

SPECIAL TERMS FOB QUANTITIES,

CenturyMagnetos

163 O*- PorasiTaiSt. I^ondtm-M:

If you want to insure
your motor cycle or sidecar

you can obtain a quotation by
sending particulars of make,
h.p., date of manufacture, value,
and registered number, to

Manager, Insurance Dept., " The
Motor Cycle " Offices, Coventry,

BARTLETT'S
THE NORTON AGENTS.

ONE 1916 MODEL NEW.
NORTON Big 4, T.T. Bars and

Sporting Sidecar.

1916 ROVER, 3jh,p.,T,T £42
1915 A.J.S., 2| h,p., 3-speed,

T.T £45
1916 ARNO, shop-soiled, T.T. £40

1915 B.R.S. NORTON £50
i9i5 0ALTH0RPE-JAP,2-speed £27
1914 NEW IMPERIAL, 3i h.p.,

overhead, J.A.P., T.T. .. £35
1914 ZENITH, 3* h.p £38
1913 TRIUMPH, F.E £32

1913 ENFIELD, 2-speed, 3 h,p. £35
1914 ARNO T,l £22 10
1914 MATCHLESS Combinat'n

hood, screen, lug, carrier £60

1914 MORGAN, De Luxe, hood,
screen £75

1913 HUMBER, 11.9 h.p £165
1914 SWIFT, 7-9 h.p., as new £115
DE DION, 8 h.p., fine order,

3-seater £60

74, Gt. Portland St.,

"^^^V, Mayfa,r. LOIldOn, W.

MOTOR CYCLE DEPOT :

173, Gt. Portland Street.

'Phone : 1970 Regent.

1916 MODELS IN STOCK
including ;

3i h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-JAP, 3-speed...

zi h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-JAP, 2-speed,
clutch and kick-starter

2j h.p. NEW IMPERIAL-JAP, 2-sp., T.T.
3 h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed
6 h.p. ENFIELD COMBINATION
4J h.p. B.S.A., chain drive model
4I h.p. B.S.A., chain-cum-belt model
2i h.p. ALLDAYS ALLON Two-stroke ...

LEVIS Popular model
SIDECARS—Canoelet, Swan, Middleton,
Scott-Westall, etc., etc., from

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1913 MULTI-RUDGE
1916 DOUGLAS
1916 SUNBEAM and Sidecar
1916 RUDGE and Sidecar
rgis 3-speed gear B.S.A.

VARIOUS SECOND-HAND BARGAINS &
CYCLES (Solo) FOR HIRE.
Terms on Application.

CAR DEPOT

:

378, 386, 382, 384,
EUSrON ROAD.

'Phone; 4219 Regent.

£60

£441 8
£38
£57 15
£94 10
£66
£64
£42
£32

£7 IS

£35
£48
£75
£75
£48
MOTOR

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B2.4
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these eolumns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to __—-—rl5o"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed __-^^

—

'.

All advertisements in this section, should be

• accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

shDuld be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle" Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which It appeared.

The proprietors are not respbnsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes. .

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, tetters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" OfB.ce.

When ttiis is desired, the sqm of 6d. to defray the cost of
rcf^istration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appeac
in the advertisement. Ail replies should be addressed,
" No. 000, c/o 'The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G."

3)«-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money -to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be depfisited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed tor a decision alter receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit th;

amount to the seller, out it not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pay;
carriage ona way. For all txansactions exceeding £ro in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is chai-ged, when under
;^io the fee is is. AH deposit matters are dealt with ac
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be mad^
payable to IliSe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself 01

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that eflect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
W Readers who reply to aUvenlsements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silen e as an indication that the good:> advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive -so

many enquiries that it 1^ quite impossible to reply to eaoh
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

ABINGDON King Dick, 1914, T.T. model, condition
perfect, 3-speed, clutch, Cowey, all accessories;

£32.-16, Camden Rd., Wanst-ead.
,

[3649

A.J.S.

"I Qie 2%h.p. A.J.S. in stock.; £55.—Cross, Ag-ent,
Xt? Rotherham. [X9957

IQie A.J.S., 2^;4h.p., in'Btock: £55.—Cyril "Williams,
-L«/ Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X0024

A.J-S. 1916 6h.p. Combination, fitted with spare
wheel, heavy tyres, and -screen, etc.—Moss, Wem.

[X9984
T3ARE Opportunity.—1916 A.J.S., 4h.p., and sidecar,
-M-^j ju.qt dehvered; fir^t cheque £96.—Taylor's Garage,
Falmouth. [3267

A.J.S. 4h.p. Combination, just delivered from -n-orks.-
Prices and particulars, W. Brandish, Triumph Gar-

age, Coventry. [S9653

A.J.S. 2yoh.p. Lightweight, 2-3peed, splendid condi-
tion, spares, accessories; £25, or near ofler; any

trial.—Attlee, Eomsey. [3601
"1 Q 15 A.J.S. Combination, interchangeable wheels,
J-tf spare wheel and tyre, little used; £80.^Potter,
Leicester Grove, Leeds. [X9963

A.J.S. 4h.p. Combination, with spare wheel and storm
apron, iust delivered.-Bristol Agent, Fair, 201,

Cheltenham Ed., Bristol. [XOOSl

BEST FOR ALL BUYERS,
Most satisfactory house for the expert as well as

the new rider.

INVITE YOU
TO SEND
FOS TO-DAY'S
BIG LIST.
IT INCLUDES

Are sho\\dng Britain's

largest display of bar-
gains in newest models
of best makes, and a
matchless selection of

j
CLEARANCE OFFERS AT RECORD PRICES |

ALL AT LOW BED-ROCK QUOTATIONS
FOR GASH OR EASIEST EASY TERMS,
WITH IMMEDIATE DELIVERY, AND
EVERY MACHINE FULLY GUARANTEED

No. b.p.

ro705. 12-16 VAUXHALL Car ... .• £125
10707 3J 1912 clutch TRIUMPH £25
10713. +-5 igi+ ZENITH-GRADUA . £37 10
I07r4. 2i igi6 2-sp. CALTHORPE-J.A.P. £31 10
10715. 3i- 1914 2-sp. ROVER and Sidecar £42 10
10717. 4 '3-5p. PRECISION £22 10
10718. 3i 1912 2-sp. B.S.A £27 10
10724. si 1912 3-5p. TRIUMPH and So.. £42 10
10726. 4 1916 3-5p. DOUGLAS and So.. £87 10
10727. 4^ 1915 3-sp. B.S.A. and Sidecar. £60
10728. 10-12 rgii DELAGE Car £175
ro73i. 5-6 1914 RUDGE and Sidecar . . . £37 10
10682. 35 1914 3-sp. BRADBURY £47 10
10684. 7-9 1914 3-sp. INDIAN £27 10
10687. 1} single-speed J.E.S. ...... £10
10688. 2I i9ir 2-sp. DOUGLAS £22 10
10696. 2j 1915 A.J.S. £40
10699. 3 1913 3-5p. HOBART & Sidecar £35
10700. 5-6 1913 2-sp. F.N. and Sidecar . . £32 10
10701. 2^- igri single-speed £22 10
10638. 3J 1912 single-speed INDIAN ... £20
10643. 3I 1914 RUDGE Multi £40
10649. 3*-^9i3 single-speed B.S.A £25
10661. 6" 1913 ENFIELD and Sidecar . . £45
10663. 7-9 1914 2-sp. INDIAN S35
10673. 4I 1^14 3'''P- B.S.A. and Sidecar. £45
10674. 6 1914 CLYNO and Sidecar £68
10603. 2i 1913 2-sp. DOUGLAS £27 10
10608. 4i 1915 3-sp. JAMES and Sidecar £55
10610. 25 191J 3-sp. NEW HUDSON, Sc. £45
10614. 3* 1911 single-speed HUMBER .. £25
10628. li 1914 single-speed DAYTON . . £12 10

10629. 3* 1914 3-sp- ROVER and Sidecar £50
10633. 4 1914 3-5P- SINGER and Sidecar £45
10587. 3l 1914 s-sp. QUADRABTiS'car £42
10588. 35' 1913 RUDGE Multi and Sidecar £45
-10590. 8" 1912 2-sp. MATCHLESS & Sc. £35
10596 3i 1913 RUDGE Multi £35
10567. 2* 1915 2-sp. 2-str. CALTHORPE £25
10573. 2! 1915 2-sp. CALTHORPE £31 10

10584. 3.i igi2 PREMIER and Sidecar. . £20
10338, 3I 1915 twin INDIAN £47 10
10540. 4I 1914 3-sp- JAMES and Sidecar £50
10542. 3i 1913 3-sp. HUMBER £25
10333. 3* I9°8 2-5p. TRIUMPH £22 10
10553. il'J.E.S £10 10
10565. 3.', twin N.U.T. £35
10517. 3J single-speed 1912 TRIUMPH. . £25
10519. 35 1914 2-sp. PREMIER £35
10523. 2j 1913 2-sp. DOUGLAS £44
10535. 4l 1912 .3-sp- QUADRANT £27 10

10477. 2i 1912 2-sp. SINGER £20
10485. 4" single-speed BRADBURY £23 10

10430. 2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE Junior £17 10

10432. 2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE Junior £18 10

10448. 4} 1914 3-sp. B.S.A £57 10

10453. '3* 1915 SUNBEAM and Sidecar.. £65
10458. 2J 1914 2-sp. 2-stroke CLYNO . . . £25 10
10462. 5-6 1913 2-sp. N.S.U 40 gns.

10390. 2j 1915 2-sp. WOLF-J.A.P £30
10396. 34 2-sp. FAFNIR £12 10
10402 4i 1915 GRANDEX £37 10

WAUCHOPE S, fleIeT ST., LONDON.
Phone; 5777 Holbom. Wir

DEFENCE OFTHE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act,

advertisers requiring: workmen, and whose
business consists whoUy or mainly of
engineering- orthe productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and —whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already engaged on Govern-
ment work, will be engaged."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted .with
the approval of the Board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms oE application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchange or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engaged on
Government work need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

"I Q 15-16 2^4h.p. A.J.S., sporting model, 2-speed, clutchj I

JLiy lamps, mechanical horn, spares, little used, per-

fect. 120 m.p.g., 42?ns.: also 1914-New Imperial, £24.
-Hillarr, The Peak, Basingstoke. [3642'

1 Q16 A.J.S. Combiuation, latesF 4h.p., brand new,
Jl *7 -with spare wheel,, tyre, and winii screen ; in, stock
for immediate deliverv.—Prices and particulars, Robin-
son's Garage, Greeu St., Cambridge. [3368

"I
Q16 4h.p. A.J.S., latest model, specification as

it/ list, with Lucas horn, ridden about 500 miles,

soiled only, genuin(ly and really indistinguishable'
from new, condition guaranteed; £70.—Robinson's.
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [3369

A.J.S. Coml)ination, 1914, double ligliting set, D.A.
cylinder, electric Klnson £4/4 horn, Liicas hand

-horn, Cowey trip speedometer, £575 watch, hood, screen,"

side curtains, hardly ''been ridden, mileage 2,000; -cost
over £130, sell £85.—Roscoe, 1, Denman Grove, -Sea-

combe, Cheshire. [XQ018
Alldays. _

-^

ALLOiSTS in stock.—Jones, Garage. Broadway, Mus-
well Hill. Easy payments arranged. [3820

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
can supply immediately all models of Alldays Allon.

[0796
7Q15->4 Alien, 2-stroke, 2-speed: £30 r exchange with
J-t/ cash tor combinatiou.—Clapham, King George
St., Greenwich... [X0032

0.5.h.p. AJlon, 2-strnke, 1916 model, 2-speed. handle-
^4: bar clutch, ridden only 200 miles; £36.—Cook,
33, Blandford St., W. [3570

Ariel.

ARIEL, all models in stock: easy payments ar-'anged.

—Jones, Gara,ge, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [3821

COLMORE Depot, 31. Colmore Row. BirmingUam,
have in stock for immediate delivery all models

of Ariel 'motor cycles, with or without sidecars. [0797

JCfcl3 3V)h.p. Ariel, Palmer front, E:empshall back,

J-U Pliilipson, knee-grips, pulley, lamp, . Lorn, etc.,

fast machine; £28.—Thos. L. Hunter, Old Cumnock.

-

[3531

ARIEL, SV-h-p., semi T.T- model, with variable pulley

gear, a fast and serviceable mount at the low

price of £22/10.—Laytons' Garage, Bioester, Oxon,
-

. [S0084

1 Q16 5-6h.p. Ariel Combination, almost new, all

-Ltf black finish, done 2,000, all possible accessories,

in splendid order and condition guaranteed; £80; easy

payments arranged.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell
Hill. . [3822

AutO'Wheels.

THREE Genuine Wall Auto-Wheels, 1914 models,

little used, splendid condition, from £7/10.—Mur-
ray, 37a, Charles St., Hatton Garden, Holborn. [X9960

AUTO-WHEEL, and Lea and Prancis bicycle,

strengthened back wheel, adjustment for wheel

lirazed to bicycle, excellent condition; £-17; Auto-wheel

separate £8/10.—Attleborough Viearaee, Nuneaton.
[S9S85

Bat.

BATvS.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham agent.—Immediate
delivery-4-5h.p. sporting model, 2 speeds; £63/15.

-87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X9979

"IQ15 Bat-Jap,. 6-8h.p., countershaft 3-3peed, clutch,

JLJ/ kick starter, with large Swan coachbuilt side-

car finished dark green, whole outfit is in nearly new
condition, all tyres are excellent, and lamps, horn,

etc. are fitted, very handsome turnout; £67 1 W^
exchanges.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W-
'Phone- Hammersmith 80.^ [3666

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number atthe end oX each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bradbury*

IQl*^ Bradbury 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed gear, tyres
Lv new, splendid condition; £30.—Fogden, 53, Den-
mark Hill, Camberwell. [3545

BEADBUBY, 4h.p., Brampton gear, gas and electric
liphts, fitted Attwood's paraffin appliance; £21

B, F. Bunting-, Harrow. [3655

1014 4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed countersbaft, kick
JL*/ starter, all chain drive, Dunlop combination; 50
jns.—356, Lordship Lane, E. Dulwich. [5637

LATE 1914-15 Bradbury, 3-speed countershaft gear,
and sidecar; £57, or near offer; first-class condi-

iion.—Horswill, 103, Brook St., Chester. [3723

BEADBUBT, 1914 (October), 4h.p., coachbuilt side
car, 2-speed, clutch, splendid condition, run 3,000

niles, new extra heavy Dunlops, all accessories, care-
fully used: £38.—Shaw, 50, King St., Oldham. tX9945
BEADBTJEY, 1913 [lat^ 4h.p., N.S.TJ. gear, free en-

pine, kick start, P.H. lamps, Stewart trip, new
Dunlop tyre and belt, recently overhauled, sidecar, water-
aroof apron, excellent order; trial; £50.—Brackenhurst,
King's Kd., Sunninghill, Ascot. [3716

BEADBTJEY, 4h.p., 2 speeda, clutch, free engine,
kick starter, new coachDuilt sidecar, electric light,

jpeedometer, ^nted iron grey colour, all to match, ex-
lellent condition, just overhauled; £35.—Fairfield, 19,
ijran At., Brooklands, near Manchester. [X9893

Brown,
£20.—Brown, 2%h.p., perfect condition, lamps, pump,

horn, accessories, easy starter; cash wanted.~4S,
Ravensdale Ed., Stamford Hill. [X0073

B.S.A.
,S.A., new latest _models H and ^ in stock, no

[X9985B waiting.—Moss, Wem.

B

COLMOEE Depot, 261, Deausgate, Manchester, for
immediate delivery of B'.S.A. [0798

.S.A.—Immediate deliveries.—Jones. Garage. Broad
way, Muswell Hill. 'Phone : Hornsey 2562. [3823

B.S.A., 1914, 2-speed, chain drive, Lucas lamp set,
horn; iE37.—Seen afc 248^ Bishopsgate, London,

E.C. [3777

B.S.A. Models H and K for immediate deliveiy.—Sole
Bristol Agent, S. J. Fair, 201, Cheltenham Ed

Bristol. [X0056

PETEOL Free with 1915 B.S.A., semi T.T. clutch
model, new condition ; 36 gns.—Troward, 78, High

it, Hampstead. [3673

I Q16 B.3.A., 4^h p., chain drive, combination, very
-•'little used, fully guaranteed; £62.—Box L2,413,
s/o The Motor Cycle. [3849

IQ14 B.S.A., 3V2h.p., clutch model, good condition,
L*J very fast; must sell; £27, bargain.-M., 18, Mai-
rem Ed., Dalston, N.E. [3774

B.8.A., 1915, model K, 3-8peed, with C.B. sidecar
and complete equipment; accept £50 for quick

leal.—ToUady, Bicester, Oxon. [X0077

B.S.A., 1913, 4^h.p., clutch model, splendid ma-
chine; £24/10, bargain; don't miss it.—3, The

Slews. Victoria Ed., Clapham, S.W. [3805

B.S.A., 1914, 4%h.p., countershaft 3-speed, all-ohain
drive, in fine order, lamps, and horn; £40.—

'"enlor, 36, Clarence St., Kingston. [3653

B.S.A., 1916, 4%h.p., all chain drive, Montgomery
sidecar, coachbuilt, only done 1,800 miles; bargain,

!65.~Balon, .200, High St., East Ham. [3855

in 14 T.T. B.S.A., lamps, good tyres and belt, etc.,
l-«' a really fine machine; price £33.—Sanders' Motor
Jycle Depot, Bridge St., Hitchin, Herts. [i9388
IQ13 2-speed B.S.A., chain drive, all accessories, guar-
Lt/ auteed perfect; £30; easy payments if desired.
-Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [3824

IQ13 2-speed B.S.A., belt drive, all accessories, in
-*/ splendid condition; £30; easy pavments if de-
ired.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [3825

B.S.A., 4^h.p., 1917, 3-speed countershaft, K
models, just delivered from works; £64; liberal

xchange terms.—Eagles and Co., High St., Acton, W.
, „ [X0088
IQ13 3'^h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar, 2-speed. F.E., elec-
L*/ trie light on sidecar, Lucas head lamp, all spares
nd accessories, including belt, 2 tubes. Deluge overalls;
!38.— 12, Columbia Ed., Bolton. [X0005

IQ13 B.S.A., clutch model, in perfect condition, fewLy tools and spares, 4 gallons petrol, 2 gallons lubri-
atmg oil, tins included; £24 the lot; owner enlisting.
-G. Macbeth, 15, The Eoyalty, Sunderland. [3709

tih.p. 1915 B.S.A., countershaft 3-3peed gear
_
4, model, ^nd free engine and kick start, fitted

^th handsome coachbuilt sidecar to match, includes
U accessories; £60.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, E.G.

[3796
tih.p. 1914 B.S.A., 3-speed countershaft gear, free
* engine and kick start, all chain drive machine,

tied with No. 2 B.S.A. sidecar ; £ 45, including
ccessories; guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
london. [3783
D.8.A., 1914, and smart cab sidecar, chain drive, 2
'J speeds, F.E., all lamps, speedometer, etc., a good
joking and absolutely dependable outfit, economical,
nd very easy to run on petrol or substitutes ; cost £80,
37/10, lowest; bnying car.—Lieut. B., A.8.O., Old Park,
Janterbury. [X9687

WE OFFER
exceptional bargains in second-hand
Motor Cycles and Light Cars, overhauled
in our own Works, and guaranteed to be
in good running order. They are available
for cash, or deferred payments can be
arranged. A selection is given belovf.

Write or call for list.

A large stock of new models of all types
including the

ENFIELD, HAZLEWOOD, JAMES, B.S.A., and
AMERICAN EXCELSIOR COMBINATIONS.

ENFIELD 3 h.p. and JAMES 3! h.p. MEDIUM-
WEIGHTS.

O.K. JUNIOR, NEW IMPERIAL, ALLDAYS
ALLON, SUN, CONNAUGHT, ROYAL RUBY,
COVENTRY EAGLE, J.H., CAMPION, and
WOLF LIGHTWEIGHTS, etc, etc.

SIDECARS. — SERVICE, WATSONIAN, MILL-
FORD, CANOELET, & IVY Coachbuilt Models.

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES
Stock
No. h.p. Specification. Price.

947. 2^ O.K.-PRECISION £16
311. 2^ TORPEDO, 2-stroke £18 10
280. 3I BRADBURY, 1912, very nice

machine £20
237. 2i SERVICE, 2-stroke, 2-sp., 1915 £24
312. 2i SUN-VILLIERS, 2 speed, 1915 £27 10
298. 2I RADCO, 1916, 2-speed £27 tO
323. 2i LEVIS, 2-stroke, fi.ne machine. £20
259. 2I ALLON, 1916, 2-specd, clutch. £36
308. 2I DOUGLAS, r9i4, T.T., 2-speed £40
306. 5-6 RUDGE Multi & Sidecar, 1913 £32 10
309. 3^ PREMIER, 1914, like new,

Canoelet Sidecar, hood, screen,
many accessories £60

326. 6 ENFIELD rgi5 Combination,
full'/ equipped £65

324. 3i BLACKBURNE, 1915. 3-speed,
countershaft, and Sidecar £50

303. 2V DOUGLAS, 1915, T.T., over-
hauled £44

290c. 3V RUDGE Multi, 1916, Phoenix
coach-built Sidecar, accessorips £52 10

327. sh: P- & M., 1914, P. & M. Sidecar,
and accessories, almost hke new £48

CARS IN STOCK.
125. II LAGONDA, 1915, 4-seater, fine

order ;. £145
127. 10 BAYARD, 4-seater, dyn. lighting,

almost new condition £225
126. 6-9 Baby PEUGEOT, 1913, splendidly

fitted, very slightly used £155
04. 20 FORD Van, 1916, new. Delivery

London £134
133. ID ENFIELD, 1916, 2-seater, dyn.

lighting, spare wheel, speedo-
meter, clock, looks like new .... £200

134. 10 ENFIELD, J913, 4-cyl., dynamo
lighting, electric horn, speedo-
meter, etc , £170

zc MORGAN, G.P., 1914, accessories £95

EXTENDED PAYMENTS ARRANGED.
EXCHANGES A SPECIALITY.

SOLE LONDON AGENTS lor BROUGK, CLYNO,
CONNAUGHT, and METRO MOTOR CYCLES ;

EMPIRE and HERCULES SIDECARS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.4

B.S.A. 1916 4i,4h.n. Combination, 3-spee(l counter-
shaft gear, not run 400 miles, complete, with lamps,

speedometer, mechanical horn, and tools, guaranteed,
unscratolied ; £65.—Hatcher, 83, Dock Ed., Victoria
Docks, E. [3610

B.S.A., 4^/l,h.p. model H, Lucas dynamo lighting set

and horn, Cowey speedometer, Godiva coaclilmilt

sidecar, upholstered Bedford cord, practically uu-
scratched: bargain, £65.—Brewer, 1, Inman Ed,, Earls-
fleld, S.W. [3771

B.S.A.. 1915 model, with usual accessories, complete,
including B,S.A. sidecar, the whole outfit in almost

new condition, and carrying a written warranty as to

soundness throughout; worth £65, accept £56.—Lnytous'
Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X0085

B.S.A. 1915 model H S-speed Countershaft Combina-
tion, Dunhills underslung torpedo S.O., 2 lamp sets,

speedometer, mechanical bom, lot spares, tyre, tubes,

etc., mileage 3,400; absolute bargain, £51 ; called up.

—Lee, 30, Cholmeley Ed., Beading. [3600

Id 16 B.S.A. Model H, 3-speed. enclosed chain drive,
-iv and coachbuilt sidecar, titted wind screen, horu,

lamps, etc.. complete, new September, total distance

covered 95 miles, insurance transferred free; death cause

of sale: £62.—I'arnswortfi, Bleasby, Nottingham. [X0D74

B.S.A.—Tliree 1917 models, with their newest fitments,
- just arrived from works, £64 each; also a model

H at £66; B.S.A. Canoelet sidecars, with hood and
wind screen, delivered from stock, 13 gns. ; exchanges,

also E.P. suggestions entertained; also 1915 41411. p.

model K £45, and late 1914 K and B.S.A. Canoelet

sidecar, £44/10.-I>amb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow,
and 60. High Ed., Wood Green. Tels.: Walthamstow
169, and Hornsey 1956. [3584

Calthorpe .

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2%h.p., Enfield gear, per-

fect; £26.-35a. Lyric Ed., Barnes. [3597

CALTHOEPB Junior, 1914, 2 speeds, In real good
order; £14.-6, Warren St.; London. [3754

SOLE Bristol Agents for Calthorpes ; Immediate de-

livery.—Derby Motor Co., Bishopston, Bristol.
[X0035

CALTHOEPB Junior, 2 speeds, fitted for paraffin,

runs well; £15/10.-51, Gilpin Ay., East Sheen,
S.W. [S9932

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1916, Enfield 2-speed gear, nil

accessories, good as new; £27/10.—E. F. Buntmg,
Harrow. [3634

Oflh.p. Calthorpe-Jap, in first-class condition, 1915
^4, machine, 2% tyres; £25.-Ohilton, 199, High St..

Watford. [3538

IQIS-IS 2'4h.p. Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield 2-sBeed, all

-1-*/ accessories and spares; £30; after 6.-34, Fins-

bury Sq., E.G. [3743

COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham,
have in stock all models of Calthorpes for im-

mediate delivery ; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

1Q15 Calthorpe-Jap, 2i4h.p., Enfield 2-speed. rc-

-L«7 liable machine; £26; exchanges.-Newnham.
223, Hammersmith Ed., W. 'Phone : Hammersmith
SO. [3670

CALTHORPE-J.A.P.'s and 2-stroke3; immediate de-

livery from stock of all models; cash or exchange
A few 1915 shop-soiled only.—Colmore the Agents.
Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgate, Manchester

[0815

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 2%h.p., new in August, Enfield
2-3peed gear, variable ignition, spare belt and

leather case carrier, P.H. lamp set, plugs, not done
1,000 miles; £30.—Brown, 18, Islington St., Swindon

[3581

CALTHOEPE Junior, late 1914, 2h.p., 2-speed, just

overhauled, new bearings throughout, new piston,

rings, and belt, splendid condition, very economical

;

£18, oflera.—Smith, 7, Atterbnry Terrace, Stockton-
on-Tees. [X9897

Campion,
CAMPION Motor Cycle, 1915, Precision 2y2h.p., 4-

stroke, 2-speed, countershaft, nearly new, good con-
dition ; £27; exchange Baby Triumph.—Kew, Alford,
Lines. [3571

Chater.Lea

LATE Sh.p. Chater-Lea and Sidecar, 2-speed, kick-

starter, free ensine, all accessories; bargain, £33.
or nearest.—1, Wastdale Ed., Forest Hill. [3781

Sh.p. Chater-Lea, with 2-seated sidecar, 3-speed gear
box, new condition, guaranteed perfect ; any trial

given: £45.—Watson, Foresters Arms, Brady St., White-
chapel., Near offer. £3744

Chater-Lea.Jap.

CHATEE-LEA, Sh.p. twin J.A.P. engine, and sidecar,

in real good order; £18.-6, Warren St., London.
[3756

S-8h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap, cane sidecar, 2-speed, new
tyres, tubes, tools; £30.—176a, Queen's Ed., Batter-

sea. [3750

PETEOL Free with 1914 Chater-Lea-Jap, Sh.p.,

Sturmey-Archer S-speed countershaft gear box,
handle-bar clutch, kick start, large, luxurious sidecar, 2

tyres new; 44 gns.-Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead.
£3672

Clyno.
T 014 Clyno Combination and accessories, in good con-

'

J-V dition; £57/10.-Bonnds' Garage, 223, High Ed..
Eilburn. [3613

Alt letters relating; to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A17
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLYNO Combination, late 1913 mode!, detachable
wheels, spare wheel with tyre complete, speedo-

meter, watch, lamps, tools, and all accessories, 2-seater
sidecar: any trial given.—White, 78a, Junction Rd., N.

[3783
Connaught.

IQ16 Connaught, 2-stroke,_fltted Dunlop tyres, good
Xi/ condition
Binningham.

X21.—27, Woodbridgs Bd., Moseley,
[X9991

CONNAUGHT, 19143«, 191S model, (aultless condi-
tion, specially tuned; bargain pTice.~4, New Itiyer

Crescent, Palmer's Green, London. [3567

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de-
• livery all models Connaught from stock ; minia-

ture and double - purpose models, prices from
£28/17/6.-87-91, John Bright St.,.i Birmingham.

[X9978
Coventry Eagle.

COVENTET Eagle, 2y2h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke; £45;
delivery from stock. — Exeter Motor Cycle Co.,

Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock R<3., Plymouth.
[0841

Dayton.
DAXTOIT, l',^-2h.p.,' 1914^ 2-Btroke, new lamps,

horn; £13/10, or nearest: Saturdays after 3, even-
ings 6.—Gardner, 9, Elm Place, South Kensington, S.W.

[3749
Despatch Rider.

DESPATCH Eider, 1915, 2-stroke, 2%h.p., low frame;
X20.—Write. 18, Beechwood Av., TSomton Heath.

[5346
Dot.

DOT, late 1913, 6h.p. twin J.A.P. and Canoelet
sidecar, Jardine 2-speed and F.E., countershaft

gear, chain drive, handle starter, latest Longuemare
automatic carburetter, just overhauled, runs well on
paraffin, very reliable and economical, silent as a car,
splendid climber, spares and accessories ; bargain,
£ 50.—Boydell, 44, Leigh Rd., Atherton, Manchester.

[X9998
Douglas.

DOUGLAS 1915 4h.p. Combination, almost new:
£70.

r^OUGI/AS 1914 4h.p. Combination; £65.

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2?4h.p., 3 speeds, T.T.; iS47.—6,
Warren St., London. [3764

Tl Q15 2-speed Douglas, perfect; £3S.—Wilkin and Co.,
i-*y Hunters Ear, — - -

Douglas,

Sheffield. [X0014

1913, excellent condition, lamps.

1 Q 14 2-speed Douglas, in good condition

;

J-*J kin and Co., Hunters Bar, Shefaeld.

33h.
4 "horn, and generator; £30.

35,h.p. Douglas, 1913, perfect running order, tyres
4 as new; £32.-2, Disraeli Rd., Putney. [3787

£32.—Wil-
[XOOll

LATE 1912 2-3peed Douglas, excellent condition

;

£25/10.—Singer, Henry Rd., Tottenham. [3678

33.h.p. Douglas, 1915, hom, lamps, wide mudguards:
4 £42 cash.—Babb, Porthill, Shrewsbury. [X9689

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., first to view will purchase; £15,
no offers.—14, Dodbrooke Rd., West Norwood.

[1541

1 C|13 Douglas, T.T., 2-speed, and accessories, in good
Xf/ condition; £30.—Bounds' Garage, 223, High Ed.,
Kilbum. [3619

DOUGLAS, 3-speed, clutch, May, 1916, 700 miles,
everything as new, perfect.—Box 378, o/o The

Motor Cycle. [X9894

DOUGLAS, 2^.p., 1915, 3-spoed, lamp, hom, tools,

etc., very good condition ; £46.—Edward Kemp,
Louth, Lines. [3623

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2%h.p., 2-speed, heavy Dunlop on
back, and new belt; £33.—Orchin, 22, Abys Ed.,

East Dulwich. [3673

1 015 Douglas, W.D., 2-sp6ed, end accessories, in goodXU condition; £43/10.—Bounds' Garage, 223, High
Ed., KUbum. [3620

SEGOND^HAND BARGAINS
SIDEOAR OUTFITS.

JAMES X914 4ih,p. 3-speed Combination, all access. £50
REX, 1914, 6h.p., 2-speed, model? de luxe £40
TRIUMPH, 3ih.p,, 2-speed countershaft, Sidecar... £32
INDIAN, 1913, 7b.p., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speed,

and spring frame £42
ZENITH, 1914, 6h.p., countershaft clutch model,

with sporting underslime Sidecar £60
RUDGE, 1913, 5-6h.p. Multi, with Rudge Sidecar. ,. . £46
INDIAN 1916 5h.p. Combination, 3-speed £63
ZENITH, 1914, 8h.p., clutch, and Sidecar, all access. £68
ENFIELD, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-sDeed twin, Enfield Sidecar. . £30
RUDGE 1913 3^ h.p. Multi, coach-built Sidecar £33
B.^.A., 1916, 4j h.p., 3-speed,"all-chain drive, Godiva

sporting Sidecar, only done 500 miles £70
SCOTT, 1914, 3| h.p., 2-sp., and Scott Sidecar Chassis £45
B.S.A., 1915, 4 h.p., 3-speed, cha-n drive, C.B. Sidecar £50
ZENITH, 1915, 3I h.p., twin, clutch, and C.B. Sidecar £52

OARS AND L.IOHT OARS.
N.A.G., 14-20 h.p., new chassis, 4-speed gear-bos,

C.A.V. 12 volt set £300
SUNBEAM^ 12-16 h.p-, 4-speed, g-seater, hood and

screen, just thoroughly overhauled £295
KNIGHT JUNIOR, igi4> izh.p., 2-seater, sporting

body 1 £155
G.W.Km 1914, 9 h.p., just re-painted and new hood

fitted £115
6.W.K., 1915, 9 h.p., detach, wheels, domed guards,

all black finish, speedometer and mech. hom. ... £160
DEEMSTER, 1914, 9.5 h.p,, 2-seater, all accessories

;

a bargain at : £100
OVERLAND, 1916, 12 h.p., 5-seater, dynamo and

self-starter equip., as new £185
FORD, 1916, 20 h.p., 5-seater, shop-soiled £125

SOLO n/IODEI-S.
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1915, 2^ h.p., 2-speed £26
DOUGLAS, igii,2| h.p., 2-speed, spring forlcs £20
CALTHORPE, 1914, 2 h.p., 2-speed £18
RUDGE 1913 34 h.p. Multi, T.T. bars £33
IVY, 1915, 2-stroke, single-speed £18
NEW HUDSON. 1913, 3i b.p.. 3-speed J.A.P. engine. . £34
REX, 1913, 3^ h.p., 2-speed, and clutch £28
RUDGE, 3^ h.p., Phihpson pulley, 1915 improvements £40
BROWN, 3i h.p. model, Bosch magneto £14
INDIAN, I9'i5, 5 h.p., 3-speed twin £52
ROVER, 1912, 3^ h.p., T.T. clutch model £20
DOUGLAS, T912 2|- h.p., single-speed .

£1

"

ALLDAYS ALLON, 1915. 2-speed, 2-stroke £32
DOUGLAS, rgi5, 2|^ h.p., colonial, 3-speed £53
NEW HUDSON, 1915, 2-stroke, as new £24
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3i h.p., 3-speed ..» £33
TRIUMPH, 1914, 2 h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £34
INDIAN, 1914, 7-9 h.p., 2-^eed, electric equip £50
ENFIELD, 1910, 2i^h.p., twin, Grado gear £14
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, igiS* 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, twin.. £56
LEVIS, 1914, zih.p., 2-stroke, countershaft £18
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, as new £53

1 Q15 2%h.p. 3-speed Douglas, semi-T.T. Jootboards,
J-«/ excellent condition
Penistone. (D)

£41.—Stocks, Thurlstone
[X0045

DOUGLAS, 1914, T.T., S-speed, equipped; £35; sefen

any time.—South-Western Garage, 283a, Brixton
Ed., London, S.W. [3630

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, open^frame, good
condition, tyres, lamps; £20,

Oxton, Birkenhead.
Lee, Hope Lodge,

[X9941

LATE 1914 2-speed Douglas, 23^h.p.,

1915, complete with lamps, etc.;
Ann's Pd., Rotherham,

new January,
£35.-27, St.

[X0002

1 Q12 Douglas, 2-speed, new tyres, Lucas black lamp
Xt/ set, good condition, fast; snip, £22.-404, "
ratt Lane, Earlsfleld, S.W.

Gar-
[3629

DOUGLAS T.T., 2%h.p., 2-speed, 1913 model, over-
hauled, re-enamelled, Amac, Dunlops, fast; £35.

-Railway Garage, Staines. [3835

T^OUGLAS, late 1914, 2-8peed, T.T., special low gear,
JLf hardly used; owner in seiTice; £38.—Petty Officer,

19, Qrimwood Ed., Twickenham. [3596

"I
014 W Douglas, 2-speed, kick-start, touring or T.T.

J-*' bars, footboards, 2 lamps, horn, engine guaran-
teed perfect; JE36.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [3366

A18

NEW MODELS.

19'

ALL THE UNDERMENTIONED ACTUALLY IN STOCK,

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model i6F tSO 15
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model i6F, T.T. bars £80 15
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sidecar to either of above. . £21

ROYAL ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £94 10
ROYAL ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speed £57 15
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2ih.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £44 "

B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-speed, all-chain, H £64
B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-speed, chain-cnm-belt, K £62
B.S.A., 3J h.p., T.T., fixed gear, D £50 10
INDIAN, 7 h.p., Powerplus, model G £75
INDIAN, 7 h.p., Powerphis, and Sidecar £104
ROYAL RUBY. All models ex stock.

LEVIS, 2i h.p., s.-speed. Popular model £32
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-stroke, de luxe £37 15

1914 and 1915 DOUGLAS MACHINES
bought for SPOT Gash.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOTJOLAS, new, latest pattern, 2%h.p. models fo
immediate delxTOiy, including War Office blac:

Douglas.—Moftat, Yeovil. TeL: 60. [585.

DOUGLAS, 2S4h.p., late 1914, with light sidecar, 2

speed, tick-starter, clutch, perfect condition, lifctl

used ; £45.-53, Hodtord Kd., Golders Green. [383!

A SNTP.—2%h.p. Douglas, guaranteed perfect, climi
anything, fast, powerful, any trial here; £l'

secures, no offers.—Bon Marche, Chesterfield. [X004:

DOUGLAS Specialists.—Gibb, Gough, London Ei
Gloucester. Gibb, the International Dougla

rider, winner of numerous cups and gold medals. [221t

1 Q12 Douglas, single speed, footboards, lamps, eta
X«7 in exceptional condition, everything perfect.-
Sanders' Motor Cycle Depot, Bridge St., Hitchin, Herts

[X9391
SOME 'Bus.—A Douglas, 1914%, model V, T.T., rea

good, fast, perfect; ^36; entertain exchange com
bination.—Albert, 23, Market Place, Kingston, S.W.

[365;
15-16 4h.p. Douglas Combination, done 2,500
lamps, horn, speedometer, tools, spares, guaran

teed perfect; «67/10.—H.F., 38, Claverton St., Bath
[X002;

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 1913, 2-8peed, complete witi
accessories, excellent condition, recently overhaoledi

—Quote H.K. 426, Macrae and Dick's Qarage, Invergoisi

don. [X003'!

DOUGLAS, late 1913_, perfect condition, good luna
ning, all accessories, spare tyre new: £28.—P.-

Selfe, c/o Officers' Mess, Airship Station, Hoo, Krail
Kent [X995li

3:3h.p. Douglas, late 1915, War Office model, Lucat
4 lamps, excellent condition; £48; excbange

1914 3Vr4h.p.—Rogers, Nancledra, near , Penzanoe/
Cornwall. ' [STMi

COLMOUE Depot, Binningham, Manchester, Leicestttt-

and Liverpool, have in stock complete range of ali

models Douglas for immediate delivery, also full range
of spares. [0800(

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed, £27; Douglas, 1911, %
speed, iei8; Douglas, 1914, 2^peed, lamps, hornf

tools, fine order, £636.—Batchelor s, Clarence Bfc,'

Kingston. [SSMI

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2Jih.p., 2-spe6d, kick startBf,!

clutch, new Dunlop and belt, enamel and platingi

perfect, appearance as new; £35, lowest.—203, Highijl

St., Plumstead, Kent. [X0034 :

~|Q13 2-speed T.T. Douglas, has just been enamelled
Xt/ grey and re-fitted at cost of £12, special chain
ease, long niokel exhaust, P. and H. lamp, Stewart hom,
Jones speedometer, knee-grips, Pedley handles, spare

tube, 2 valves, belt, etc., never used, beautiful machine;
£35.—J. Lidderdale, Weeping Cross, Stafllord. [X9683

Edmund.
EDMUND, 1916, spring frame, Levis engine, Enfield

2 speeds, chain driven, run 50 miles, guaranteed
like new; £40.-6. Warren St., London. [3758

Enfield.

ENTIELDS.—Immediate deliveries. — Jones, Garage,
Broadway, Muswell Hill. [3826

ROYAL Enfield, 2i4h.p., 2-speed; price £19.-248,
Bishopsgate, London, E.C. [3778

COLMOBE Depot, 31, Colraore Eow, Birmingham,
for immediate delivery of Enfields. [0801

1 Q14 Enfield Coachbuilt Combination; £53, bargain.
-i-tf —Olapham, jun.. King George St., Greenwich.

[X0031
ENFIELD, 1916, 3h.p., 2 speeds, lamp, horn, speed-

ometer, grand condition; £45.—Box 376, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [X9885

ENFIELD, 2%h.p., 1914, 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps,
horn, etc., perfect condition, good tyres: £32.—

8, Half Moon Lane, Heme Hill. [3701

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen,

speedometer, lamps, new back tyre, perfect condi-

tion; £55.—Vine and Lee, Portslade. [3800

1 Q15% 6h.p. Enfield Combination, hood, screen,

JLt' lamps, Cowey, in splendid condition through-
-- --- -- 11

- -
-
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out; ^£65.—280, Camberwell Rd.', S.E. [3697

and

arages, Broadway, Muswell Hill.

as new, hood, screen,
_" ' ' seen

after 7.—S.C, 497, Old Ford Rd., Bow. [3680

ENFIELD, 31i.p., 1914, recently oTerhaaled, escellenl

condition, 2-speed, chain drive; bargain, _.£27^;

8 h.p., Bli.p. Enfield Combinations, 3h.p. twins
2%h.p. 2-speed 2-strotss ; immediate delivery from

Jones, Garages, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [3827

"I dlG^A Enfield Combination, as new, hood, si

JLJ/etc, £78; or good lightweight and cash;

with sidecar £30.—Hayes, Aylesbury. (D) [3560

1Q16 Enfield Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting

-1-*/ set, Watford speedometer, almost, new; £85,

lowest.—G., 5, Rugby Mansions, W, Kensington. [3711

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, splen

did condition, engine just overhauled, Lucas lamps;

f65.-Downes, 3, High St., Starbeck, Harrogate. [X0029

TO 15 Late Enfield, 3*h.p., original tyres, hardly worn,

J-«/ Gloriaphone, lamps, etc., not been used for 9

months; JE35.—Clegg, 1, Shirley Ed., Southampton.
[355o

1015 Enfield 3h.p. Twin, ih splendid condition aftei

JLi/ little and careful riding, with speedometer, etc

;

£45, no oflers.—Hanbury Francis, Pharmacist, ^mon,
Bristol. [X9022
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnQeld.

ENFIELD 1916 Combination, run only 3,000 miles,

and in perfect order, complete with lamps, horn.
Bind tools, etc. ; £75.—Wallace, 36, Clarence St.,

Kingston. [5655

1Q16 6h.p. Enfield Combinotion, O.K. double sidecar,
X*7 all new, July, fully equipped, mileage 300; cost

£106, sacrifico £86.—Oswald, 227, Stockport Ed., Levens-
halme, Manchester. [X9882

ENFIELD Combination,- coachbuilt, 1912, 6h.p.,

lamps, spares, motor suit, done 3,000 yearly, run-
ning splendidly, condition good; £35.—Eing, 2, Kingley
Park Terrace, Northampton. [X9818

£13/10.-Late 1911 Enfield twin. 2%h.p., re-bushed,
new piston and rings last month, new Dunlop and

Palmer tyres, Bosch mag., re-enamelled, as new.—D.R ,

Orderly Koom, Thorpeness, Suffolk. [9850

ENFIELD Combination, 90 gns. ; 3h.p. twin, 55
gns. ; 2Viih.p. 2-stroke model, 45 gns. ; delivery

from stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd.,
Exeter, and Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0838

1Q16 Eufleld, 6h.p., and sidecar, 2-speed gear, hand
-i-v clutch, handle starter, tyres perfect, Stewart horn.
Miller lamp, machine in lovely running order, and abso-
lutely as new: 70 gns.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

[0856
1016 6h,p. Enfield Combination, latest model,
•i-t/ mileage 2,800, Stewart trip speedometer, P. and
H. lamps, spare tank, machine in perfect condition,
nnscratched; £70.-87, Caversham Rd., Reading.

[3706
IQIB 6h,p. Enfield Combination, in first-class con-
l-*y dition, 3 lamps and generators, mechanical
bom, speedometer, all tools, spare valves and plog un-
osed ; £70 ; trial by appointment.—Leney, Chiuiam,
Kent. [3695

ROYAL Enfield, late 1915, 2-stroke. 2-sp6ed, Bates
front, Dunlop studded back, scarcely scratched;

will sell at sight £30, including front and rear lamps,
generator, etc., no offers.—Samuel Tumor, Packington
Bd , Ashby-de-la-Zouch. [X9828

BIRMINGHAM Enfield Agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91.
John "Bright St.—Immediate delivery all models,

including lighting set combination, special Sh.p. with
hood and. screen, and standard 6h.p. combination, also
3h.p. standard and sporting models, and 2^h.p. 2-

stroke; prices !rom 42 gns [X9972
ENFIELD 1917 Models just arrived from works;

Sh.p. oombination, hood and screen, £102/2; Sh.p.
standard combination, £94/10; both fitted with the
latest type sidecar, hood, screen, and luggage grid ; terms
quarter down, and balance in 12 or less instalments;
Qberal concession for short term povments; exchanges.
—Lamb's, Enfield Specialists, 151, High St., Waltham-
stow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Gieen. Teh.: Waltham-
ftow 169, and Homsey 1956 [3585

ENFIELD 3h.p. Touring Model actually in stock,
kick starter, £57/15; also 3h.p., T.T. bars, no

kick starter, £57/15; also 1914 6h.p. electrically
equipped combination, 3 Lucaa lamps and horn, speed-
ometer, hood and screen, great war bargain, £79/10

:

6h.p. 1916 commercial combination, ridden 1,700 miles,
heap accessories, £84; and 1916 3h.p model, ridden 400
miles, £49/10; 1916 6h. p. standard combination, very
kttle used, £80, really fine condition ; reasonable sug-
gestions invited; liberal exchange; and a 1916 Enfield
ce Luxe, heap accessories, ridden approximately 1,000
miles. £90.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and
50," High Ed., "Wood Green. [3586

Excelsior.

AMERICAN Excelsior, 8h^., and racing sidecar ;

bargain, £45.—W. and H. Motor Co., J^td., 287.
Deansgate, Manchester, [3391

ESCELSIOE, 2%h.p., 2-stKij!:o, and sidecar, only been
used 2 months ; owner reverting to car owing to

£etrol increase; price £55.—Apply, Box 384, c/o 'iiie

totor Cycle. [X002e
7-9h.p. Excelsior, electrically equipped, only 3 weeks

old, 3-speed gear, free engine, dual control, kick-
Btart, property of an oflicer; £60, bargain.—Seen at
Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [3793

5-6h.p. Excelsior, November, 1915, 3-speed, and coach-
built Millford sidecar. Palmer cord tyres, in ex-

c^ent condition, will climb anything, not done 1,000
iPiies

: price £50.; owner bought car.—Apply, Shankland,
WliinfeU, Kilmacolm, Scotland. [X9829
PXCELSIOR (American), 1916, electrical model, 3
-L-i lamps, electric horn, speedometer, spares, with
beautiful £20 coachbuilt sidecar to match, -only ran a
lew miles, otherwise brand new; cost £105, must sell.
£75, no offers.—29, Brigstock Rd., Thornton Heath.

[3650
Fafnir.

FAFNIR, 3V2h.p., mag.. B. and B., new tyres, all
accessories; owner called up; bargain, £12.—Gor-

don. 364, Brockley Rd., Crofton Park, S.E. [3782

F.N., 2^h.p., 2-speed,
bargain.—Box L2 "'

F.N.
^^KA, free, shaft drive; £12/10,
2,410, c/o The Motor Cycle.

25,h.p. F.N., new tyres, belt, and magneto, B. and a .

4 footboards, requires new pulley, otn&rwise per-
fect; £12.—Campbell, 57, Tweedside, Walkerbum.P[X9867N., smgle-cyl., 1913, and specially made sidecar,

will carry passenger anywhere, runs splendid on
paraffin: £30, or exchange higher power machine and
cash adjustment.—P., Gloucester House, Park Lane. W

[3772

GEZT- IT AT"

UlAYLORS
Sole London and District Agents for

A.J.S. & British Excelsiors.

Sole District Agents for Calthorpes.

Contracting Agents for all other Makes.

TERMS: CASH, EXCHANGE, or
EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
1916 2| h.p. A.J.S., sporting model, Srsp.,

4. months old £52
rgiS 4k h.p. B,S.A., couatershaft, chain

drive, 3-speed. Just delivered £64
igi6 Sh.p. ENFIELD Combhiation. Just

delivered £96 12
1916 2jb.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-speed, and

clutch, new £44 2
1916 4 h.p. CALTHORPE Combination,

new £70 7
1916 Junior TRIUMPH, 2-speed, run 500m. £38
rgiS 2i h.p, CALTH0RPE-J.A.P., 2-speed,

new ; cancelled order ; cost £37 16 ; £34
rgia 3i h.p. ARIEL, 3-speed, and Sidecar £40
i9r4 ALLON and Watsooian Sidecar, 2-sp. £28
1916 H.-D. Combination, electric equip-

ment. Just delivered £115
I9r4 2^hp. IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed.. £18 10

For further Bargains in High-class Combinations
and Solo Mounts, write for List. Extended Pay-
ments arranged.

ELECTRIC FLASH TORCHES.
Standard, with domed lens 2/6
Baby round, 5i X li 3/3
Medium,, 6|xii 4/3
Large „ 9 X li 5/6

Postage paid over 5 /-

ENGINE PARTS.

We carry a good assorted stock of Valves and
Piston Rings, Crank and Gudgeon Pins, etc, of
most makes. .

PISTON RINGS.
each

J.A.P. 2\ h.p. genuine 2/-
J.A.P. 4-6-8 h.p. genuine 2/6
Peugeot 3 i h.p. twin pattern 1/4
Clyno5-6h.p 1/9
Moto-Reve pattern 1/6
Douglas 2J h.p. pattern : ... 1/7
Douglas 4 h.p. genuine 1/9
A.J.S. 2I, 4. and 6 h.p t /9
Triumph, P. & M., Bradbury, Rudge, B.S.A.,

and Precision 1/11
Postage on the above, 2d.

VALVES—INLET AND EXHAUST.

J.A.P. 4-6-8 h.p. and 90x77 J, Inlet or
Exhaust, genuine . . , . , 6/8

J.A.P. pattern valves 3/10
Triumph, Rudge, P. & M., Bradbury, F.N.,

Douglas, and Enfield pattern 3/4
Douglas 4 h.p. genuine valves complete .. 6/-

Postage on the above, 3d.

A.J.S., J.A.P., and REX PISTONS and CYLINDERS
IN STOCK.

A.J.8. SPARE WHEELS each £3 7 ^

1016 Tyre Catalogue now ready, post free.

SPECIAL AGENTS tor REX and J.A.P. PARTS.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.

Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.
Garase : 12, Tottenham Mews, W.C.

'Phone—Museum, 1240.

Telegrams
—"Dynametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1916, brand
new, actually in stock.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1316, run
1,000; £85.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916, as new, electric equip-
ment; «70.—6, Warren St., London. [3762

HARLET-DAVIDSONS, 1916 models: immediate de-

livery from stock.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deans-
gate, Manchester. [0830

COLMGEE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-

pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of all

models of Harley-Davidsons and spare parts- [0802

HAELEY-DAyiDSON (llJl, electric light and horn,

Stewart speedometer, tyres and condition very good;

£58.—Buck, 0/0 Mrs. Trayler, High St., Wivenhoe. [3527

HAELET-DATIDSON, 7-llh.p., late 1915, dynamo
lighting set, Canoelet sidecar, splendid condition

throughout; bargain, £65.-Oray's Garage, Watford.
[3542

1015 Model 16F Harley-Davidson, in perfect order,

XJ/ as new, been in use 3 months only, with Verona
coachbuilt sidecar to match; 80 gns., bargain.-Fan-

court, St. Paul's St., Stamford. [X9929

1016 Harley-Davidson. 16P, with special Gloria
LU coachbuilt sidecar to match, perfect condition,

hardly soiled; £85, bargain, cost £108.—Hollycroft.
Bryn Ed., PontUanfraith, Hon. [X9904

LATE 1915 Harley-Davidson Oombination, disc wheels

all round, extra fast one, absolutely as new, only

done 400 miles; sacrifice £72,. take solo Douglas, Tri-

umph, Norton part.—Else, Dimple, Matlock. [X0020

HAELBT-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., 1915 model IIF.

scarcely used, and in perfect order ;
first offer over

48 gns. secures, great bargain.— 3, King's Rd., Windsor

HARLEY-DAVIDSON new models in stock; your

present machine taken as part payment.—luce

and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomde St., KU
HAELET-DATTDSON 1916 Coach Combination, 7-9

h.p., mag., 3 speeds, kick, dynamo lighting ;
almost

a gift. 68 gns. ; exchanges entertained.-— Wandsworth

Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town St|^t^i™'g

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, with

Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, horn, lamps, tools,

and spares, in perfect condition, not ridden since over-

hauled by makers; £63.-Horne, CoUey Manor, Beigate.

Surrey. I^.^*^

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916. 7-9h.p., 3 speeds,

model 16F, with special Montgomery sidecar to

match, used lor a few miles only, euaranteed as new;

£95.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Ay.. Camornile

St., B.C. 1°^°"^

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Model P and their latest

bulbous back sidecar actually in stock ; also shop-

soiled bargain, with H.D. Canoelet sidecar, absolutely

equal to new; easy payments, exchanges.-Lambs 151,

High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Qreen

HAELBY-DAVIDSON, the Silent Grey; immediate

delivery of 1916 models, all new 1915 types sold

out ; one or two second-hand bargains in F and J

models from £60.-Send your orders to Crfmore Depots,

261, Deansgate, Manchester, and 31, Benshaw bt.,

Liverpool.
1^°^"

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 7-9h.p Late 1915 Combina-

tion, electric Ughting set and hooter, Stewart speed-

ometer, saddle rest, heavy steel-studded tyres on back

wheel, spare nearly new cover and tube, large car stjie

hood, adjustable wind screen, speoinUy made earner,

motor suits, caps, goggles, pump, plenty of costly spares,

excellent condition; £75 and petrol, a real bargain.--

Gregory, 624, Fulham Ed., Fulham. [3565

Harris.

HARRIS-PEUGEOT, 3%h.p., 1913 ^ F.E., Bosch,

B- and B., horn, lamps, tools; cheap.—43, King

Edward Rd.. Rugby. [XOlOl

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD 5h.p. Twin, 3-speed, ootmtershalt,

very fine coach sidecar, with hood and screen,

lamps, etc.; £45, bargain.-Hedgcock, 7, WUton
Mews, Tipper Belgrave St., S.W. [3685

HAZLEWOOD Combination, 5-6h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds

and clutch, tyres almost new, new belt, fitted with
auxiliary tank complete lor running on substitutes,

coachbuilt 4-point suspension sidecar, perfect ; £60, or

near offer, or would consider part exchange with 1914-15 .

T.T. Douglas.—Apply. Box 363, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[X961G

Henderson.

OE Sale, Henderson, late 1915, with MilUord coach-

built sidecar, little used, fine turnout; £75.—Box
350, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X9398

Hobart.

1 014 Hobart-Jap, 4h.p.. Bosch, B. and B. cartrar-

X«7 etter, new back tyie, belt, lamps; £22; called

up.—65, Elgin Ed.. East Croydon. [X9937

Humber.
3 h.p. Humber, single-speed, Bosch mag., oyerhanled,

splendid condition; £12.—F. Prisk. Bt. Agnos.
OomwaU. [XO033

HUMEEE, 1914, 2^h.p., new big-end. Druids, less

mag.: bargain, £12.—Lidetone, c/o Dollis Garage.
Ltd., Finchley. [3813

pc

411 letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date o{ the issue. AI9
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
number.HUMBER, 1912, SVoh.V; 2-speed. and sidecar, in ex-

cellent condition, new belt; £30.—T. Maetin, Gob-
Lierton, Spalding. [X9693

HUMBEE and Sidecar, 1913, SVah.p., 2-speed, handle
starting, splendid running order; £22/10.—Vine

and Lee, Portslade. [3799

HUMBER, SVah.p.. 3-speed, 1915, brand new; £55.-
Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter,

and Tavistock Rd.. Plymouth. [0842

Slh.p. Humber, 2-8peed, handle start, and 1915 Wat-
2 Bonian sidecar, lamps, horn, perfect condition

:

trial; £25.-65, Grove Ed., Walthamstow. [3576

HTTMBEE 1913 4h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, 3
speeds, handle starting, lamps, speedometer, horn,

snip of the week £27/10.-3, The Mews, "Victoria Ed.,
Clapham, S.W. [3804

Indian.

INDIAN 1916 Powerplus Combination, brand new,
actually in stock.

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds, electric equipment,
combination in nice order; £45.

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., T.T., almost new; £45.-6,
Warren St.. London. [3761

INDIANS, both new and Boccnd-hand, in etoct.—
Massey, Excelsior Works, Spalding. [3525

INDIAN, 1 91 51/^, 7h.p., clutch, excellent condition

;

36 gns.—245, Hammersmith Ed., London, W. [3718

7-9h.p. Speed Model Indian, bought new July, 1916,
accessories; £50.—Capt. I3ixon, E.F.O., Cirencester.

[3776
5-6h.p. Indian, in good running condition; £25.—W,

and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man-
chester. [3388

~|Q16 Powerplus Indian, 3-speed, spring frame; £54;
-Lt/ perfect condition; no offers.—Box 379, c/o The
Motor Cycle. [X9905

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., T.T., clutch, excellent condi-
tion ; £35, or offers-Lieut. Booth, Air Station,

Howden, Yorks. [X9892

INDIAN Combination, 1915, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, elec-

trically equipped, speedometer, splendid condition

;

£60.-101, Upper St., N. [3604

INDIAN, 1914, clutch model, 7-9h.p., very fast,

splendid order and condition; £39.—Bullock, 1.

Johnstone Row, Wej-mouth. [X0103

1 Q15 Indian, 5-6h.p., 3-spe6d, tick start, lamps, me-
J-*/ chanical horn, new tyre, perfect; £50.—Jones,
35, Alderbrook Ed., Balham. [3611

INDIAN Powerplus, 1916, accessories, spares, condi-
tion as new; £65; leaving for Front.—Thurston,

i

Military Hospital, Dover. (D) [X9907

INDIAN Powerplus, June, 1916, sidecar de luxe, speed-
ometer, lamps, horn, 2,000 miles; £75.-17, Uen-

nington Park Ed., West Hampstead. [X9420

INDIAN Combination, 1912, 3y2h.p., 2-8peed, clutch,

new tyre and chains; £28.—Messenger, Albany
Cottage, Cul de Sac Ed., East Molesey. [3773

7-9h.p. Indian, spring frame model, 2-speed free

engine, clutch and kick-start model; £27/10.—
Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, London, E.G. [3792

INDIAN Combination, 7-9h.p., hardly soiled, beauti-

ful condition, electric light, speedometer, etc., with
20 gn. sidecar: £75.—Orton, 256, High St., Manor Park.

[3638

INDIAN 1914 Combination, hardly used, 7-9h.p„ 2-

speed, clutch, spring frame, valuable spares, elec-.

trie lighting; £52; joining up.—Brittain, 27, Waterlool
Rd., S.E. [3616|

INDIANS, model C, in stock for immediate deliverv.

spring frame, 3 speeds, 2 electric lamps, and horn,
also speedometer; £78.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [X9976

INDIAN 1915 5h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick start'
£63 ; nearly new ; deferred payments if desired.

—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, also at 50, Higl.

Rd., Wood Green. [374C

LATE 1915 7-9h.p. 3-8peed Indian Combination, elec-

trical equipment, wind screen, hood, luggage grid

and spares; any trial; £70, or near offer.-Apply, 2,

Burton Rd., Lincoln. [X9884

POWERPLUS Indian, slightly used only, lamps,
speedometer, and Klaxon horn: first cheque £68

secures; 3y2h.p. model, all accessories, £47.—Humber-

'

stone, 7, Bolton Lane. Ipswich. [X9156I

INDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p., 3-speed, T.T., rigid frame
model, Dunlop tyres, £75; spring frame touring

model, £83.—In stock for immediate delivery at P. J.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X9974

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Combination, 3-speed, kick start,

first-class order, £66: sidecar equal to new; de-

ferred terms if desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Wal-
thamstow, also at 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [3747

BIRMINGHAM Indian Agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91,
John Bright St.—Immediate delivery, ex-stock,

5h.p. 3-speed standard and sporting models, with and
without sidecar, price £70 ; sidecars from 11 gns.

[X9975
INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 1913%, coachbuilt car, 2-speed,

clutch, and kick starter, spring frame, Lucas head,
rear, and sidecar lamps, tools, etc., ready to ride away

;

£42/10,—John Ashton, 54, Keane St., Ashton-under-
Lyne. [X9943

WHEN GODFREYS
SELL

THE NOVICE
CAN SAFELY BUY t

THE MAN WHO KNOWS— Deals with Godfreys as a

matter ot cours:.
THE NOVICE— Should Deal with Godfreys as a matter

of Precaution.

Write tor our Full List ot Motor Cycles and Light Cats.

Any machine, New or Second-hand, supplied on Easy
Terms. We will talse yonr old machine in part payment,
and are open to buy good machines for cash.

MOTOR CYCLES : New Models in Stock.
Model F. 7 h.p. twin INDIAN, spring frame, £ s. d.

3-sp. gear, rear drive speedometer,
Splitdorf ignition-lighting outfit,

kick starter £90
„ K. 2Jh.p. INDIAN Lightweight, 3-sp.

gear £49 10
„ B. 5 h.p. twin INDIAN, 3-speed gear,

kick starter £70
2I h.p: CALTHORPE-J.A.P., Enfield

2-speed, variable ignition £37 16
2ih.p. CALTHORPE Lady's, 2-str.,

Enfield 2-speed, variable ignition. £35 14
4 h.p. CALTHORPE L'weight Com-

bination, twin engine ^vith Enfield
2-sp. coimtershaft gear, variable
magneto, handle starter, complete
with highly finished coach-built
Sidecar £70 7

2I h.p. LEVIS, 2-stroke £32
1 h.p. LEVIS, 2-speed £47 10

2I h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-str.,

with countershaft 2-speed gear . . £44 2
2^ h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Light

Toiurist, 2-speed, variable ignition £38
4i h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed c /shaft gear,

chain-cum-belt drive, Idck starter £64
2j h.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, 2-stroke,

countershaft drive, 2-speed gear. £42
6 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD Sidecar

Combination, 2-sp., handle starter £94 10
3i h.p. ZENITH, standard, T.T, bars

and Gradua gear £62 7
4-5h.p. ZENITH, standard, Gradua

gear £65 16 9
6 h.p. ZENITH, standard £76 4 6

4i h.p. JAMES, 3-speed £66 5
4i h.p. JAMES, 3-sp., complete with

Sidecar and apron £81 12
3^ h.p. JAMES, twin, solo model . . £66 5
2jh.p. JAMES, 2-speed, 2-stroke . . £38 12 6
3^ h.p. ROVER, 3-speed c /shaft gear £69 10
3^ h.p. ROVER, T.T. model, hand-

controlled Philipson pulley £61 10

;;

E.
II.

No. I.

Model K.

No. 180.

Model A.

„ C. .

No.'

No.

E.
5.

S.

No.
No.

7.

3.

SE
£17.
£17.
£22.
£25.

£25.
£28.
£28.

COND
1914
1914
1915
1914
1914
1915
1915

£28. 1915

635. 1914

S38.

£45.
1913

•1914

£49.

£52.
1915

•1914

1:57.

657.
1915
J916

£l>0. 1915

£72. 1915

£75. •1915

£78. *I9I5

£78. *I9I5

£85. 1916

-HAND GUARANTEED MACHINES.
2J^h.p. TORPEDO, 2-stroke.

2|h.p. ALLDAYS MATCHLESS 2-stroke.

2i h.p. RADCO, standard, with accessories.

23 h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed.

2^ h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed.

2ih.p. VELOCETTE, 2-str., 2-sp., chain drive.

2I h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed, lamp, gen-
erator, and Stewart horn.

3?, h.D. OVERSEAS, adjustable pulley, semi-
"T.T. bars.

2\ h.p. CLYNO Lightweight, 2-stroke, 2-speed,
and clutch, and sporting coach built Sidecar.

7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, spring frame.
3I h.p. P. & M., 2-speed, kick starter, lanlp,
generator, rear light, horn, and Millford
"Corvette Sidecar.

7 h.p. INDIAN Road Racer.

7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, electrically equipped,
with Sidecar.

5 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, lamps, and horn.
4-5h.p. ZENITH, standard C, Gradua gear,
done 250 miles only.

3^ h.p. SUNBEAM, 3-speed, T.T. bars, ' kick
starter, and acceaories.

7 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, spring frame, kick
starter, elec. equip., with coach-built Sidecar.

7 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, spring frame, kick
starter, elec. equip., with coach-built Sidecar,
hood and screen.

7 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, spring frame, kick
starter, elec. equip., with coach-built Sidecar,
hood and screen.

7 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, spring frame, kick
starter, elec. equip., vvith coach-built Sidecar,

7 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, spring frame, kick
starter, electricadly equipped.

•Sidecar combinations.

GODFREYS, LTD.,
208, Gt Portland St-, London, W.

'Phone—7091, Mayfafr {2 lines).

S

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN, 1915, Bh.p., and PhteBix sidecar, nearly
new, 3-speed and clutch, electric lighting, lamps,

'.ools, spares, magnificent outfit, hardly used; £65,
ir olfer; would deliver 100 miles.—Hinson, 22, Addison
Id., Reading. [3684

INDIAN, 1915 (October), 5h.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick
start, T.T. bars, complete with lamps, horn,

lools, scarcely used, about 300 miles, absolutely new
and unscratched; £50, no offers.—Walton, Osman
Oottage, Sunderland. [X0104

INDIANS.—One 1915, Sh.p., 3-speed, with coach,
built sidecar, and one SV^h.p. 2-speed, with,

coachbuilt sidecar, at £63 and £48/10 respectively;
exchanges.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W.
Phone : Hammersmith 80. [3667

POWERPLUS De Luxe, mag. dynamo, together with
double-seated sidecar, extra side light, also push-

in lamp in case of repairs, a really beautif,ul turnout;
;ost altogether j£117, a bargain £95; will guarantee
in perfect condition throughout.—Below.

LATE 1915 Model C 3-speed electric equipment
Indian combination, in first-class condition, only

done 2,000; *70.—Horswill, 103, Brook St., Chester,

Indian Agent. 'Phone : 943. [3725

OCTOBER (1915) 7-9h-p. Indian, spring frame,
electric lighting, special de luxe sidecar, fitted i

vith hood and screen, done small mileage, and abso-

utely as new, guaranteed perfect in every respect,
,

-s new ; £ 80 ; deferred payments arranged.—Jones,
,

"Jarage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [3815

;

PJ. EVANS. Birmingham and Midland Indian

«

• Agent.—All models in stock for immediate de-

ivery; 5h.p. 3-speed model, i£70; 7h.p. T.T. Powerplus,
•^75; 7h.p. 3-speed, spring frame, and electric light, ,

e78; special de luxe 7h.p. Powerplus, with spring i

frame, *83; sidecars from 11 gns.—87-91, Johmi
Bright St., Birmingham. [X9971 1

Ivy.

PETROL Free with 1915 Ivy 2-strote Sidecarette, ,

2-speed gear; 30 gns., or separate.—Troward, 78,

High St., Hampstead. [3675 i

1 Q15 4h.p. Racing Ivy-Precision, low, will do 60
-L«^ m.p.h., unscratched; exchange fast cycle car;

;

sell ^645.—Gnerard, 42. Angell Rd., Brixton. [3657 T

Ixion.

OLE Bristol Agents for Ixions; immediate delivery.

Derby Motor Co., Bishopstcn, Bristol. [X0036

1

IXION, 1914, in good condition throughout, lamps,
etc.; owner enlisting; £18.-Apply, Eykyn and i

Sons, Warwick Kd., Kenilworth. [X0027

James.

JAMES No. 6 Combinations in stock ; no waiting.— -

Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [0829 '^

COLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, have <

in stock complete range of James motor cycles.

[0803 !

1 Q16 James Combination, new June, Lucas lamps,
Ji*y perfect condition; ^67.-S., 32, Gallwey Rd., ,

Wyke, Weymouth. [3742 .

JAMES.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.
—Immediate delivery all models, including 2-

stroke, 3V2h.p. twin, and 4i4b.p- big single, [X9977 ^

JAMES 4Vih.p. 1915 Combination, complete, spare -

tyre and tube, 2 acetylene lamps, and spares,

2,000 miles, splendid condition; £56.—Childs, Melburj i

Park, Dorchester. [3660 i

JAMES 4V2h.p. 1914 Combination, 3-speed counter--
shaft, chain drive, kick starter, splendid condition, .

?ood tyrees. lamps, and horn, private ownership; £45, ,

-O., 98, Station Rd., Wood Green. [3626 I

J.A.P.

4h.p. J.A.P., engine, tyres, finish like new; £30.— -

J. Woodcock, Barton Field, Barton-on-Humber.
[X0a96.6

Juno.
2y2h.p. V.T.S., 2-speed, 2-stroke, Don-
aluminium footboards, 2 lamps, horn.
£25.-Seen at 248, Bishopsgate, Lon-

'

[3779..
Kerry.

KERRY-ABINGDON, 3y2h.p., 1913, 2 speeds, low '

coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, hoirn, etc., perfect i

order; *27.—8, Half Moon Lane, Heme HUl. [3699

Levis.

T EVIS, 1916, brand new; in stock.

LEVIS, 1916, Enfield 2 speeds, chain drive, as new; ;

*35.

LEVIS, 1916, run 100 miles, as new; je30.r-6, Warren i

St., London. [37S7 '

1lQ16 Popular Model Levis: £32.—Wilkin and Co.,

LV Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [X0016

1016 2i/,h.p. 2-speed Model E Levis; £37.—Wilkin
XtJ and "Co., Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [XOOIS

LEVIS, Baby, 1915, perfect; je20.—W. and H. Motor
Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester. [3392

LEVIS 1916 Latest Lightweight, one special sample
in stock : also a few bargains in shop-soiled.—Lay-

tons' Garage, Bicester, Oson. [X0078

JUNO, 1916,
lop tyres,

and generator

;

don, B.C.

A20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

1016 Popular Levis, lampa, horn, etc., little used;
XV £24 casl.—Taylor's Gaiage, Palmouth. [3268

COLMORE Depots, Birmingliam and Leicester, for

delivery of all models of Leyis motor cycles from
stock. [0801

LEVIS. 1915, 2%b.p., perfect conSition, Broots
saddle, new tyres, all accessories, spares ; £23, no

Oflers.—Hnmpton, 10, Broadhinton Ed., Clapham, S.W.
[X9889

jp 24.—Levis, 1915, zy^h.-p., almost new, 100 m.p.g.,w lamps, horn, witll accessories, complete: must sell,

called up: seen any time.—Miller, 62, Hampstead Bd.,
N.W. [3769

Lincoln-Elk.
LINCOLN-ELK, S'/jh.p., 1913. free engine in back

wheel, kick starter, Lucas lamp, new belt, Brooks
laddle. T.T. bars, machine in new condition: £17 cash.—
64. Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. [S9712

Matchless.
MATCHLESS Combination, model 8B, 1914, M.A.G.

engine, 3-speed gear; offers.—Foxall, Stationer,
Bridgnorth. [3529

MATCHLESS, 8b.p., Gradua gear, 1912 horn, lamp;
£40 cash:—T. E. Brown, Trevena, Manorgate Ed.,

Kingston Hill. [3552

1 Q15 Matchless, 7-9h.p., all chain drive, 3-speed gear,
Xt/ and 2-seater sidecar.—Julians, 84, Broad St.,
Reading. Biggest motor cycle dealer in the South.

[0853

1 Q15 8h.p. Matchless Combination, 3 P. and H. lamps,XO heavy Dunlops. spare Palmer, perfect condition;
£75, lowest; seen any time.—Hubbard, 33, Ohalton St.,
Euston Ed., N.W. 'Phone: 2327 Museum. [3523

MATCHLESS Combination, 1915, 8B model, M.A.G.
engine, 3-speed countershaft, fully equipped, not

soiled, equal new, guaranteed ; £80 cash, genuine bar-
fain.—Hallam, Eosedale, Dove Holes, Stockport. [X9939

MATCHLESS, M.A.G., automatic lubrication, inter-
changeable, detachable wheels and spare, Lucas

electric lighting outfit, spring wheel sidecar, with hood
and screen; £85.—Apply, 73, New Ed.. Woolwich, S.E.

M_ [3745
ATCHLESS, 1913, 6h.p., and Chater-Lea sidecar,
2 speeds, free engine, pedal starting, hardly used

during war, guaranteed take 3 anywhere, splendid con-
dition, all accessories ; £47.-3, Lushjngton Ed., Wrottes-
ley Ed., Harlesden. [3578

NETEE Again.—Late 6-8h.p. Matchless-Jap, 2 speeds,
chain drive, kick start, clutch, 3 lamps, guaran-

teed perfect, enamel, plating, etc., as new, complete,
Oanoelet sidecar to match; first £55 secures.—Bon
Marche, Chesterfield. [X0043

MATCHLESS Combination, 1914-15, SB model,
M-A.G. engine, 3 speeds, countershaft gear, speed-

ometer, clock, pillion seat, tyres almost new, 2 spare
Sbes, perfect condition throughout; £70.—Ivydene,
akesthorpe Ed., Sydenham, S.E. [3736

Minerva.
MINERVA, 3'/2li.p., spring forks, running order; £5.

—455, York Rd., Wandsworth. [3645

33.h.p. Minerva, mag., 2-speed, F.E., running order;
4 £9.-24. Lower Park Fields, Putney, S.W. [354t

MINEEVA, 5i/4h.p., mag., £15, or exchange with
cash for higher power.—Bayliss, 13, Nuffield Rd.,

Thornton Heath, Surrey. [X989G
MINERVA, 2V2h.p., with Minerva engine, mag. igni-

tion, Druid forks, extra tank; £7.—Seen at 248,
Bishopjgate, London, E.C. * [3780

MotO'Reve.
MOTO-EEVE, 2%h.p., as new; £15.-12, Mill Lane,

Brixton Hill. [3519

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHE, 1912, 2y2h.p., h.b.c. variable gear,

with free engine, plating and enamel in good con-
dition; £12 for quick sale.—89, Saltergate, Chesterfield.

[3739
New Hudson.

NEW Hudson Big Six Combinatioii, late 1915, per
feet; £50.—Vickers, 28, Coieshill St., Birmingham.

n3C9922NEW Hudson, 2?ih.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-speed, clutch,
in perfect condition.—K., 61, Lawrence St., York.

NEW Hudson, 2y2h.p., 1915, 2-strok6, 2-speed counter,
shaft, speedometer; £18.-17, Cromwell Ed., Pelt.

ham. [3770

NEW Hudson, model O, 2-stroke; i£38; delivery from
stock.—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd.,

Exeter, and Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0840

NEW Hudson, Sep., 1915, 2y2h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds,
free engine, nearly new; cost £42, only £28, oi

offer.—12, Blacthorse Lane, Walthamstow. [X9890
iqi5 New Hudson, 4h.p., 3-specd countershaft, all
-L«' accessories, in fine order and condition; £54-
easy payments arranged. — Jones, Garage, Broadway
Mutwell Hill. [3828
1013 S^/^h.p. New Hudson, 3-speed, etc., wicker-L«^ sidecar, all lamps, etc., in perfect order
guaranteed; £32; deferred payments arranged.-Jones'
Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [3816

FOR BARGAINS OF CLASS
Qualities that none can excel ?t prices that
none can beat, you should get into touch with

of everything the motor cyclist wants at the price
that always suits.

ATTRACTIVE VALUE IN NEW
MACHINES IN STOCK.

Ready for Immediate Delivery, including these
Grand Bargains

:

5 h.p. CLYNO, Military Model,, with Side-
car, spare wheel, and luggage grid . .£108 3

6 h.p. ENFIELD Combinat'n, dec. equip. £110 5
6 h.p. ENFIELD Combinat'n, Model j8o. £94 10
3 h.p. ENFIELD, Model r40 £57 15
2i h.p. ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed £44 2
7 h.p. INDIAN, Model C, 3-speed £78
7 h.p. INDIAN, Model G, 3-speed £75
5 h.p. INDIAN, Model B, 3-5peed £70
4i h.p. B.S.A., Model H £66
4J- h.p. B.8.A., Model K £64
2J h.p. DIAMOND-1I.A.P., Enfield 2-speed

gear ; , £40 19
2} h.p, O.K. JUNIOR-J.A.P., 2-speed £38
2* h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed .... £37 16
2t h.p. CALTHOBPE-J.A.P., 2-stroke.... £32 U
2ih.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke, 2speed ... £37 10
2i h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-5troke, single gear. £30 16
2i h.p LEVIS, 2-stroke. Popular Model . . £32
Look out for the ' EUK ' EASY STARTER, 21 /-.

Motor cycle pattern. Thousands wanted,
booking orders. Ready in a week or two.

Now

TO-DAY'S SECOND-HAND BARGAINS ON
OFFER AT GLASGOW:

3 h.p. 1915 T.T. ENFIELD, 2-speed, bom,
lamp, generator £40

4 h.p. 1916 CALTHORPE Combination . . £60
8 h.p. igrt WILLIAMSON and Sidecar,

2-speed, horn, lamp £50
7 h.p. 1912 INDIAN and Sidecar, 2-speed £36
2f h.p. 1913 DOUGLAS, War Model, 2-sp.,

lamp and generator £48
2^ h.p. 1915 HOBART, 2-stroke, 2-speed,

shop-soiled only £29 10
2} h.p. 1914 DOUGLAS, T.T., 2-speed ... £34
3V h.p. T.T. NORTON ..£23
6 h.p. I9r5 CLYNO Combination, detach-

able wheels and spare £68

TO-DAY'S SECOND-HAND BARGAINS ON
OFFER AT EDINBURGH :

TRIUMPH, 3.Vh.p., fixed engine £20
1916 CRESCENT, 2-stroke, 2-speed £24
igre CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed £26 10
1915 CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed £27
1912 RUDGE, 3i h.p., 2-5peed £27 10
1913 7 h.p. INDIAN, Sidecar, hood, screen £40
1916 INDIAN, 2-stroke, 3-sp., kick starter,

as new : £44
3V h.p. LINCOLN-ELK £8
1913 3i h.p- RUDGE Multi £35
rgis 5 h.p. INDIAN, 3-speed, as new . . . £53
I9r6 ENFIELD 180 Combination, 8 h.p.

engine, used few miles only £82
7 h.p. INDIAN and Sidecar, spring frame £45
I9r5-i6 6 h.p. CLYNO Combination, very

completely equipped, new condition. . £80

Write for full details of these and many others,
slightly used, at really surprising prices. Full
Lists iree.

MOTOR FUEL.
Unequalled values in the most successful brands.
Beatsol, 2/6 gal. Best Petrol Mixing Fuel, 2/- gal.

Doubles your petrol allowance. Splendid for
eflSciency.

ALEXANDER & CO.,
113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH.

. 272-274, GT. WESTERN RD., GLASGOW. ^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 1914, 4h.p., new Stepney road errip
tyres, speedometer, lamps, 3 spare tubes, accen-

ories, coachbuilt sidecar; £38; bought car.—Dennis,
Earthenware Manulacturer,. Fenton, Staffs. [3691

NEW Hudson, 4h.p., 1913=4, 3 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, countershaft drive, coach sidecar, spring

footboards, speedometer, lamps, etc., engine and year
recently OTerhauled, receipts shown; £36.—Ohafley, 15a,
Dupree Rd., Charlton, S.E. [3593

New ImperlaL
NEW Imperial, latest 2V2h.p. and 6h.p. models in

stock.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [3427

COLMOEE Depots, Manchester and Leicester, for im-
mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[080S
NEW Imperial 1916 Current Models in stock, also

one or two bargains, shop-soiled.—Laytona' Garage,
Bicester, Oxen. [S0079

1 Q15 New Imperial-Jap, 2-spe6d, new condition: price
-tt/ £27/10.—Sanders' Motor Cycle Depot, Bridge
St., Hitchin, Herts. [59389

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1916, 2-8peed, variable ignition;
£29; fast and economical.—Capt. Richardson, East-

church, Isle of Sheppey. [3561

J. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de-
livery alt models Now Imperials from stock, in-

luding standard light tourist, kick starter, and ladies'

models : also one shop-soiled model £35.-87-91, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [X9973

NEW Imperials, the handy lightweights, with J.A.P
engine and 2-speed gear. We are the accredited

agents for Manchester and Liverpocl district, and can
offer immediate delivery from stock; extended terms
:md exchanges arranged. Call or write. — Colmore
Depot, 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool, and 261, Deansgate,
Manchester. [0814

Norton.

NORTON Big Four Combination, brand new, actually
in stock.—6. Warren St., London. [3765

£27.—Wilkin
[X0009

NORTON, June, 1916, racer, £11 accessories, 70
m.p.h. ; £60.—Write, Bramwell, Gatehouse, Wimble-

don, S.W. [X9940

NORTON Tourist Trophy Model, No. 16, brand new.
in stock, ready to drive away; 67 gns.—Embro

Cycle and Motor Co., Ohariotte St., HuU. [3577

N"ORTON, 3%h.p., late 1915, 3-speed countershaft,
chain drive, Lucas, Cowey, beautiful condition

:

offers.— 9, Trinity Terrace, Corbridge-on-Tyne. [59927

N.S.U.

6V2h.p., 3-speed, clutch, Speedwell
1,200, as new; £48; exchange

Morgan.—59, Waverley St., Hull. [50102

P.

1Q13 3V2h.p. T.T. Norton, very fast;XU and Co., Hunters Bar, Sheffield.

-|Q14 N.S.U.,X t/ sidecar,

5-6h.p. N.S.IT., spring frame model, 1914 machine.
2-speed gear and sidecar, coachbuilt, hood and

guaranteed.-
[3798

creen, and all accessories; £35
Wanchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

O.K.

1 Q14 O.K. Junior. 2-speed, in perfect order; £20.—XU Barton, 26, Brook Lane, Chester. [59866

fOlS O.K., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, done 100 miles, like
JinJ new; £30.—Cross, Effingham Sq., Rotherham.

[X9958

O.K. Precision, 4Vjb.p., 3-speed, usual equipment, in

fine order; £25.-14, Dodbrooke Rd., West Nor-
wood. [0856

1Q16 O.K Junior, 2-stroke, good condition; £19, or
A-nJ exchange with cash for combination.—Ginns,
Carleton, Carlisle. [3733

1Q15 O.K., Mark IV., 2%h.p., 2-speed, footboards,
XtJ -clutch, lamps, horn, spares; £17/17, cost ±36

;

owner called up.—Shrubsole, 54, Nunnery Fields, Canter-
bury. [59686

Omega.
OMEGA, 1916, 3h.p., 2-speed, 2-Etroke, in good con-

dition, new tyres: £25, or nearest.-37, Canter-
bury Rd., Dalston, London, N. [3605

P. and M.

1 Q14 P. and M., in fine order, complete lamps, horn,
JLJ/ numbers, etc.; £35.—Cross, Jeweller, Rotherham.

[59956

P.
and M. Combination, complete, 1914, good as new;
£50.—Mundy, 42, High St., Wealdstone, Harrow

[2914

P.
and M., late 1913, Ivy O.B. sidecar, screen, lamps,
etc.; £35.—Dental Surgery, 63, Laurel Rd., Lei-

cester.
'

[X9815

P.
and M., 1913-14, with coachbuilt sidecar, lamps,
spares, etc., excellent condition; bargain, £40.-10,

Moyser Rd., Streatham Park. [5628

Peugeot.

5 h.p. Twin Peugeot, new tyres, gcod condition, and
powerful. £15; also 2y2h.p. J.A.P. engine, in run-

ning order, offers.—F. Withers, 4, Cottage Rd., Waltham
Cross. [3532

PEUGEOT and Sidecar, 7-9h.p., N.S.IT. 2-8peed, free
engine, Claudel-Hobson automatic carburetter, new

belt, tyres, recently overhauled : accept £30, or exchangi
lightweight and cash.—Cobb, No. 14, Officer Cadet Bat-
talion Headquarters, Unity Hall, Berkhamstead. [59968

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of eath advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Precision.

ih.p. Precision Junior, 2-speed; £16.-37, Bramble-
4 bury Kd., Plunistead, Kent. [3572

Premier.
PREMIER, 3i^h.p., free engine, good tyres, good run-

ning order; iE15.—455, York Rd., Wandsworth.
[3646

PREMIER 2V2h.p. Lightweight, excellent condition;
i:i4.—Write, 31, Eeechwood Av., Thornton Heath.

[3343
1Q13 2^4h.p. Premier, in -very nice order and eondi-
JLt/ tion ; £17/10.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Mus-
well Hill. [3829

1Q14 3V2h.p. Premier, 2 speeds, ijoachbiiilt sidecar;
J-H £45; cash or easy terms.—R. E'. Jones (Garages),
Ltd., Swansea. [0823

PETROL Free with 1914 Premier, countershaft gears,
clutch, excellent appearance; 32 gns.—Troward,. 78,

High St., Hampstead. [3674

IQI3 2i,^h.p. Premier, just returned from re-bushing
J-t7 and OTerhauling, all spares, tools, etc.; £17/10,
offers.—Turner, Hemsworth, Yorks. [S9933

PREMIER, 2y2h.p., recent model, a very fine and
economical lightweie'lat: £22, or your reasonable

oiler.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X0080

PREMIER, SVih.p-, just bought for £30; called up;
will sell £20; not soiled.— S. G- Dawes, 11, Urban

Ed., Wrockwardine Wood, Oakengates, Salop. [3591

PREMIER, 2V2I1-P., 1914, 3-Epeed, clutch, brand
new tyres, lamps, and horn, condition equal to

new; sacrifice, sE20.—Longman, King St., Acton, [3662

31,h.p. 1913 2-speed Premier and coachbuilt sidecar,
2 all accessories, in fine order ;. £30 ; easy payments

arranged.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill.
[3830

PREMIER, 1914, T.T., SV^h.p., Philrpson pulley,
very last, perfect condition, £26; exchange light-

weight.—C.S., Clayhall Tavern, Old Ford Rd., Bow-
[3681

3ih.p, Premier, late 1913, 3 speeds, new tyres and
2 belt, electric lights, kick starter, OTerhauled and

painted 1916, Montgomery £14/14 sidecar, as new, all

fittings; £50, or nearest offer.—Whipp, Alltoft, Ernest
Rd., Homchurch. [X9691

Quadrant.
16 4V2h.p- Quadrant Combination, kick starter, 3-

speea, hood, lamps, horn, speedometer, splendid
condition, not run 400 miles ; owner going abroad

;

£65.—Box 382, c/o The Motar Cycle. (U) [X9994

1 Q16 4'/^h.p. Quadrant, B.S.A. 3-speed gear, Canoe-
J- *y let sidecar, screen and grid, all black, disc
wheels, numerous fittings and accessories; £65.—
Capt. Tickler, 15th Yorks Regt., Rugeley, Staffs.

[XOOOI
QUADRANT, late 1914, 4y2h.p., Canoelet sidecar, 3-

speed gear, Senspray carburetter, speedometer,
spare belt, tube, cover, lamps, accessories, splendid
condition, done barely 2,000 miles, recently overhauled;
£42.—Langridge, la, Holmdale Rd., Stamford Hill.

[3703
Radco.

"I
Q14i^ 2-sp6ed Radco, 2-Etroke, in perfect order; take

-Lv cheaper machine part, sell £18.—Jarvis, Ciren-
cester. [3731

Regal.

1 Q13 Regal-Jap, 3h.p. twin, very fast, new tyres and
-M-U belt; owner joining up; 18 gns.—After 7 p.m..
7, Berwick St., Victoria, S.W. [3696

Rex.
13 6h.p. Rex Sidette; £33.—Wilkin and qo..
Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [S0008

12 6h.p. Rex Sidette, in .perfect order; £28.—Wil-
kin and CTi., Hunters Ear, Sheffield. [XOOIO

31.h.p. Rex, Saxon, mag.; £12/10; appointment
2 week-ends.—33, Oaklands Rd., Hanwell. [3659

1 Ck 12 6h.p. Rex, Mabon clutch, K.S., stored since
Xtl August, 1914; £16.—Hedges, 3, Chichester Place,
Paddingtpn. [3775

REX, 5-6h.p. twin, T.T. clutch model, tyres and
belt new, machine in splendid condition; £20.—

14. Dodbrooke Rd., West Norwood. [1543

REX 6h.p. Twin, low and powerful, new tyre and
belt, etc., £13; nearly new sidecar, £4/10.—

Smith, 199b, King St., Hammersmith. [3713

REX 6h.p. 1911 Twin, just overhauled, in perfect
ruiming order, £7/10; magneto to suit, £4; B.B.

carburetter, 15/-.—7, Talbot St., Kidderminster. [X9685

REX, brand new, 1916, just delivered, magnificent
coach combination, 6-8h.p.. enclosed -valves, 2

sueeds, kick; sacrifice 68 gns.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebner St., Wandsworth [Town Station). [X9997
1 Q14 Rex 6h.p. Twin, S-speed combination, with 2-
-*-«./ seater sidecar, complete with accessories, in first-
nite order; £45.—Tnke and Bell, Ltd., Motor Dept.,
Carlton Engineering Works, High Rd., Tottenham, N.

1:9749
Rover,

ROVER, new 1917 latest model combination in stock.
—Moss, Wem. [X9986

TJOVER, 1916, 4h.p., T.T„ free engine, in real goodXV order; 40 gns.—6, Warren St., London. [3759

ROVER, 1914-, 3V2h.p., 3 speeds, £35; with^ new
coachbuilt sidecar, £45.-6, Warren St., London.

[3766

19
19

An Equitable
Deal

On a Business Basis.

We guarantee you this, and
none can offer yoa more.

IN STOCK.
3J h.p. PREMIER Com., latest model. . S79 18
6 b.p. ENFIELD Combination £94 10
4i h.p. B.S.A., Model H £66
4J h.p. B.S.A., Model K £64
3S h.p. ROVER. T.T., racing model ... £57
3i h.p. ROVER, Philipson pulley £61 10
ii b.p. ROVER, counteishait model . . . £69 10
2i b.p. EDMUND, spring frame £46 4
2i h.p. EDMUND. T.T.. spring frame . . £46 4
2} h.p. OMEGA-J.A.P., 2-speed £39 18

TWO-STROKES.
JAMES, 2-speed £38 10
SPARKBROOK, T.T.. single-geared ... £35
HOBART, 2-speed £36
OMEGA, 2-speed £39 18
Lady's METRO, 2-speed £38 10
OMEGA, single-geared £31 10
Lady's IXION £38 10

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
I9r6 4i h.p. JAMES Combination, com-

plete, only done 500 miles £75
1915 2ih.p. T.T. DOUGLAS, Lucas

lamp, horn, etc., like new £44
1915 4 h.p. NORTON, with Norton de

luxe Sidecar, Sturmey countershait
3-speed, beautifully equipped with
Lucas lamps and horn, magnificent
order throughout £75

1914 4 h.p- 3-speed TRIUMPH, complete
with lamps, lovely condition £47 10

1913 22 h.p. twin ENFIELD, 2-speed,
overhauled, etc £24

igr5 IVY, 2-sp., 2-stroke, fine condition £30
igr2 genuine T.T. TRIUMPH, 3-speed,

ridden in igr2 I'.T. race, large tank,
special fitments ; a bargain £35 Q

1913 2j b.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, kick starter,

lamp, and horn, just overhauled . . £30 Q
igii SCOTT, 2-speed, kick starter, etc.,

with Millfnrd Canoelet Sidecar, horn,
lamps, speedometer, etc £37 10

1913 5 h.p. INDIAN (red), T.T. model. . £30
SCRIPPS-BOOTH, 2-seater, practically

new, electrically equipped, including

self-starter, beautifully finished in

black and yellow, spare wheel, hood,
screen, etc £240

10 h.p. ARGO, 2-seater, 4-cyhnder, hood,
screen, lamps, and many spares,
practically new, only done 500 miles.

A bargain £115

Continental Tyres.
Your money returned if not

approved.

26x2i Heavy Rubber-studded, B.E. 25/-
26x2^ Heavy Basket, B.E. .. .. 25/-

26x2i Ribbed, B.E 12/6

The North Wales

Motor Exchange,

HOLT STREET, WREXHAM.
Telephone—283.

Telegrams
—" Motor Exchange," Wrexham.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

ROVER, 3Voh.p., clutch model, sound, but not emart;
£22. or your leaBonable offer.—Laytona' Garage,

Bicester, Oxon. [X0081

ROTEK, 1913. sy^h.p., 3 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar,
lamps, speedometer, etc., run 4,500 miles;, £33.—

14, Chester Terrace, Halifax. (X99M
3ih.p. Rover Combination, 3-speed gear and clutch,

2 complete with Rover coachbuilt sidecar;
£47/10; guaranteed.—AVauchope's. ,9, Shoe Lane,
London. [378S

1 Q 13 T.T. Rover, magnificent conditioQ ; only 2?
-L*' gns., rare bargain.—Julians, 84, Broad St,
Reading. Biggest motor cycle dealer in the South.

[0854

ROVER, 1914 (late), 3-sp6ed, in perfect condition, _
scratched, done 1,650 miles, all accessories; £40.—

Ramsay, Banwell, Somerset. [X9861(

1 Q 14 Rover, 3-speed, clutch, with smart Phoeniz
J-t^ coachbuilt sidecar, completely equipped; £40.—
Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W. 'Phone:
Hanunersmith 80. [3669

3ih.p. 1915 Rover, 3-speed, countershaft, kici
2 starter, speedometer, lamps and horn, in perfect

condition, little used; £48.—Bert Houlding, Church
of England, Bulford Camp. [X0098

PJ. EVANS, sole Birmingham Rover agent.—Im-
• mediate delivery T.T., semi T.T. models, witli

or without Philipson, also latest countershaft models
—87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [XS97C

1 017 Rover Combination, 3-8peed countershaft gear,

it/ all the latest improvements, as illustrated in

" The Motor Cycle " of Sept. 2Sth ; price complete

£89/9.—W. Brandish, Triumph Garage, Coventry.
[X9654

ROVER, 1915, 3y2h.p., very fast, 3 speeds, complete

with lamps, horn, mirrors, and Mills Family side-

car, with wind screen, stoim cover, hood and sides, all

in excellent condition; £56; owner will run out 20 mile«,

-C.B., 61, Station Rd., Harlesden, N.W. [3707

Royal Ruby.
15 2i/.h.p. Royal Ruby; £20.—Wilkin and Co,,

Hunters Bar, SheflSeld. [X0013

OTAL Ruby, 2-stroke, late 1914, in perfect condi-

-».«j tion, tyres and belt nearly new, P. and H. froLt

and rear light, leather knee-grips; £17/10. bargain,-

Ohamberlain, The Chestnuts, Horeham Rd., Sussex.
[3580

Rudge.

RUDGB Multi, 1913, in real good order and coiiiii-

tion; £26.-6, Warren St., London. [3755

1 012 3y2h.p. Rudge, free engine, good condition; £25.

JLt/ —R. B. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0785

RUDGE, sy^h.p., free engine, all in good conditien

and fast; £20.-455, York Rd., Wandsworth.

RTJDGB, sy-h.p., clutch,, free engine, electric hglii,

horn; £26; good condition.—66, Stratford Ed.,

Plaistow, E. (near station). [3655

1 Q 13-14 Free Engine Rudge, in perfect order tlilougli-

XV out, with full set of accessories; 30 gns.-FaiJ-

court, St. Paul's St., Stamford. [X9a30

-| 015 Isle of Man T.T. Rudge, lamps, speedometer,

XE» etc., very little used; £48.—Elce and Co., 15-16,

Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.. E.G. [0492

LATE 1913 Rudge Multi, 3y2h.p., wicker torpedo side-

car, child's seat, little and carefully used, new heavy

cover, spare cover, tube, parts complete; *2S.--Algnr,

Wymondham, Norfolk. [X969U

RUDGE Multi, late 1913, SVah.p., P. and H. lamp

set, speedometer, excellent condition throughout,

bargain, £27/10.-Ca^s;s Motor Mart, only address 5,

Warren St., Euston Ed., W. Museum 623. [3729

RUDGE Multi, 5-6h.p., October, 1915, Rudge C.B.

sidecar, hood, screen, speedometer, horn, lamps,

recently overhauled; 60 gns,, or exchange with cash for

3-4-seater Ught car, not earlier than 1914.-W., 19,

Lavender Gardens,. S.W. [3«01

5-6h.p. Multi Rudge, fitted with a Rudge coaoli-

built sidecar, including speedometer and all

accessories; the combination complete, very power-

ful, and an excellent hill-climber; £37/10; guaran-

teed Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [37Bb

Scott.

COLMORB Depots, Birmingham and Manchestw, foi

Scott motor cycles. Ifl"""

QCOTT, 1913, 2 speeds, kick starter, in good running

i^ order; £28.-26, Seymour St., Euston Sa-, ^y>;
[3854

SCOTT 2-stroke Twin, 2 speeds, good tyres, etc.,

perfect order; £15.—Smith, 199b, King St.,

Hammersmith. [3712

I Q12 Scott, 2-speed, clutch, kick-starter, automatic
J-tJ lubrication, Binks 2-iet carburetter; £24.— 1,

Heath Gardens, Twickenham, Middlesex. [3853

1 Q14 Scott Combination, in splendid order, guaran-

X«/ teed in perfect order, all accessories; £50: easy

payments arranged.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell

mu. [3831

1 OlS Scott, T.T. bars, lamp, horn, all tools, new Dua-
J-U lop and Palmer cord tyres, B. and B. Pilot car-

buretter; owner joined forces, must sell; £35, no ofl^s.

—Baker, The Jewel Casket; Wigan. [369»

19'

A22 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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Advertising and Publishing Offices:

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.
Telegrams :

" Cyclist, Fleet, London."
lelephone : 28-i6 City (live lines).

Editovicd Offices:

Hertford Street, Coventry.
Tcle.irains : " Motorcycle, Coventry."
Telephone : 10 Coventry ^tivo lines).

Northern Offices :

igg, Deansgate, Manchester.
Telegrams : " Iliffe, Manchester."
Telephone : 620 City.

Subscription Rates: Home, 6s. 6d.; all countries abroad, lOs. lOd. per annum.
Colonial and Foreign Agexts:

United States—Xlie International New; Agency, New York. Canada—Toronto news Co.. itd., Toronto : Montreal News Co., Ltd.. Montreal; Winmpeff
News Co., Winnipeg; British Columbia News Co , Vancouver: Gordon & Gotch. Ltd., 132, Bay Street. Toronto.

A0STHALIA—Gordon &, Gotch, Ltd., Melbourne {Viotoriai, Sydney (N.S.W.). Urishana iQueensland)^ Adelaide (S. A.). PerthJW.A.)^and Launceston (Tasmania).

New Zealand—Gordon & Gotch. Ltd,. Wellington, Auckland, Christchurch, and Dunedin. '" "' ' " "''-'-
"- " "

SODTH AFRICA—Central Newa Agency, Ltd. - -
-

India—A. H. ^Tieeler <fc Co.. Bombay. Allahabad, and Calcutta.

Paris—Smith's Entrlisli Library, 248 Roe Rivoli.

Mudguarding.

MOTOR cycles are probably better pro-

tected from mud now than they ever

have been before, but there still remains

a good deal to be done. Before doctors

and professional men will take to a

motor cycle for continuous work it must be

rendered perfectly clean, and so be unnecessary

for them to wear overalls. Most of the mud
comes from the front mudguard. This does not

stop the mud from flying from the edges of the

side wings all .over the machine and rider and,

when a sidecar is used- into the face of the

passenger. Tlie only remedy appears to be a

vertical guard or pair of guards extending from

the head to the bottom of the crank case. This

is,' of course, an old idea, but it would be almost

a novelty to find it incorporated as a standard by a

manufacturer. To extend the guard further and

make it act as an undershield would also be an

advantage, as it would protect 'the working parts

from mud. Attempts of this kind have, we

know, been made, but only in a half-hearted

fashion. We have fixed up a temporary device

of this kind on our present sidecar combination,

and are fully able to appreciate its worth. It

does not come up quite high enough to protect

the knees, but it affords a great deal of protec-

tion to the driver, and being extended as an

undershield keeps a good deal of mud off' both

crank case and chain. With the mudguarding

of the back wheel there is not so much fault to

find. Such attempts as have been made by

manufacturers to supplement the mudguarding
'

by a similar device to that which we have

referred, err chiefly because the auxiliary guard

is not high enough, and so does not sufficiently

protect the rider's nether limbs. It is rnost

essential that the professional and business rider

should be able to keep clean, while it cannot

be other than an advantage that such important

exposed working parts as chains and tappets

should be protected from flying mud and grit.

The only possible objection is that the wind

resistance of the machine is increased, an

objection which is hardly a valid one, as the

width of the guards is barely in excess of tliat

of the rider's legs.

Spring Frame Progress.

AT
regular intervals we have directed atten-

tion to the desirability of springing the

rear portion of the frame of motor cycles.

There is growing support for our cam-

paign, and efforts to solve the problem

of the efficiently sprung motor cycle proceed

from all quarters, and it is not too much to

say that furtlier headway would have been

made but for tlie temporary cessation \ of

activities due to war requirements. Those
readers interested in the subject will be glad

to know that since our campaign was launched

something like eighty-two designs have been

evolved in an attempt to meet the demand.
Amateurs and experts alike have contributed

their efforts. Many a man has entered the arena,

struck by the simple nature of the demand ; a

good many have gone further, and marvelled

that makers should be so tardy in fulfilling such

an obviously reasonable and crying need. Such
have, sooner or later, received their disillusion-

ment, for, simple as it . may appear at first

sight, the spring frame problem is a real one.

There are a good many intricate points which
crop up even in plotting out a design on paper.

The perfect spring frame will come—of that

we are confident. More and more makers, are

concentirating attention on this all-important

subject, and that very fact means that the

concentration of brains in the endeavour to

produce the ideal frame will have good results,

and the perfect design will be evolved ere long.

After the war it is the successful solution of
such problems which will enable manufacturers
to command the motor cycle field, and the

sooner that all and sundry give close attehtion

to the subject the better it will be for the

pastime and the trade in general.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on tiie page facing the bacl< cover.
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HEATING THE CARBURETTER.
A Simple Addition to an Amac Carburetter.

IN our issue of September 28th we re-

produced a photograph of Major (now
Lieutenant-Colonel) D. F. NichoU,

R.A., D.S.O., on his 4 h.p. Bradbury and
sidecar, which he is running on a petrol

substitute. He
has made a ver}'

great improve-
ment by taking

in the air warm,
which is carried

out by quite an.

ingenious device,

of which we
give a descrip-

tion.

The first model
of the device,

as an experi-
ment, was made
out of a carbide

tin, with the aid

of a file and
some insulating tape. A plate was cut
according to the shape shown, and this

was then put over the carburetter from
the top, the aperture A fitting round the

D D

The tin should be cut to

this shape for the rough

model.

barrel, the throttle and air slide, etc.,

having been removed to allow it to go on.

The plate was then bent round the induc-
tion pipe, the semi-circular indentations
C C fitting closely together round the jet

chamber, while the slot B was left to ac-

commodate the squared end of the screw
of the locking ring on the induction pipe.
The edges D D l3 D of the plate just

meet underneath, and the whole is held
in position and made air-tight by means

The more elaborate jacket finished in brass

and secured by small nuts and bolts.

The rough model of hot air jacket

described by Col. Nicholl.

of insulating tape. It is fitted to an
Amac carburetter, with which Col.

Nicholl is extremely pleased. Though
not neat in this particular form it works
very well, the air being drawn in from
the right-hand side of the illustration,

the mouth of the intake being close up
against the cylinder, of which it comes
within a jin.

In a subsequent letter he says: "I
have now bought a piece of sheet brass,

price 8d., and half a dozen B.A. small

threads and nuts, price 3d., of which I

shall probably only use three or four at

the outside, and J am going to make up
the gadget in a workmanlike form."

The Device on the Road.

- As regards the working of the device,

he reports that "all the air is drawn
from the open end within a ^in. from the

passes down the p.

annular piece
between the

carburetter body
and the jacket,

with the result

tliat when run-

ning the whole
carburetter is

warmed to such
an extent that

the dust cap
which screws
over the air in-

take on the
Amac, and
which is exposed
to the air at its

rear surface, is

actually hot to

the touch all

the time. The
vaporising is so

much improved
that I have
been able to

reduce the size

of the control
jet considerably, and yet use the air lever

to the same extent as before. I am going
to reduce the jet still further. The general
running and pulling at slow speeds are

much improved. The merit of the thing
lies in its sweet simplicity and its neglig-
ible cost. Another great advantage is.

that the device involves no alteration
whatever to the carburetter or engine,

and leaves the former just as accessible

as before."

D D
The shape for making the

highly finished jacket.

THE PETROL POSITION.

IT is especially gratifying to know that

motor cyclists will be able in future

to have double the amount of petrol

allotted to them that they have had in

the past. Motor cyclists are not debarred
from applying for the fresh licences after,

as they may put in their claims at any
subsequent date, at any rate up to the
end of November.

Licences will not be allotted for a less

time than five months, so it is no good
demanding a licence for a shorter period.

For those who have no licence already
new forms will be shortly issued, some
of which may be obtained on applying
to this office. In the event of a motor
cyclist not purchasing the full amount to

which he is entitled, he may claim the
rebate at the end of the period for which
the licence has been in force. We are
still assisting readers to obtain supplies,
and are glad to give all information pos-
sible on the subject. Readers who have
sent postal orders to the Petrol Control
Committee for their licences, and have
not received them, should, when making

B2

enquiry, quote the number of these postal

orders, and we shall be pleased to do our
best to assist them.

£in

J
Sgt. R. Clough's variable jet carburetter.

A VARIABLE JET CAR-
BURETTER.

THE desirability of controlling the jet

orifice of a carburetter is so obvious-

that it needs little demonstration.
Two-stroke engines in particular are very
sensitive to jet, as too large a jet tends
to four-stroking, wliile too small a jet

renders starting difficult and hill-climbing

power insufficient. The carburetter illus-'

trated herewith is designed to overcome'
this difficulty, but in this case the supply
of petrol to the jet is controlled by a tap

placed between the jet and the float

chamber ; this is operated from the handle-
bar by means of a Bowden wire. The
hole through the cock is not made truly

circular, but is cut away in such a manner
that very gradual adjustment can be

obtained. It is the invention of Sgt.

Robert Clough, of Fort Camden, Cross-

haven, Cork. Patent No. 13,408, 1915.

There have in the past been many .

devices described in these columns, the

object of which was effectively to regulate

the quantity of spirit ir-uing from the jet.
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Number Three Petrol.

I should be very interested to hear from some
chemist how the grade of spirit now being sold as

No. 3 compares with the quality of Taxibus and
Crown as marketed before the war. Several of my
correspondents complain that the quality of petrol

has deteriorated lately as rapidly as the price has
towered, one rider being driven to abandon a system
of dilution with paraffin which he has employed for

years past. I have used No. 3 spirit on some of
my motors for years past, finding it perfectly satis-

factory when the carburetter was reset to suit it. But
of late I have been bothered to death by a hill-

climbing knock, which I could not account for, and
last week I was struck by its resemblance to the hill-

climbing knock which one gets from petrol substi-

tutes until all the adjustments and heating have been
adequately corrected. So I got hold of some No. i

petrol of one of the lesser-known brands" and tried

a tankful of it ; hey presto, the knock disappeared !

More about Plugs.

An engineer engaged in aeroplane work is of the
opinion that a British plug is the best for hot engines.

He has to tend an engine with a compression of close

on ten atmospheres. This engine runs continuously

.at 2,000 r.p.m. (some engine, eh?), and nothing will

stand up in it but the K.L.G., a twelve-and-sixpenny
plug, originally designed by Kenelm Lee Guinness for

the Sunbeam racing cars. Ordinary plugs, says my
correspondent, droop like a lily after two minutes in

this engine, and their steatite insulators run and hang
down like stalactites ! This ingenious gentleman offers

two tips for the preservation of a jealously guarded
store of Bosch single points, The first is to slacken

back the two lock nuts above the insulator when a
super-efficient engine is being revved ; this affords

more room for expansion, and avoids a cracked steatite.

The other is to use an oxy-acetylene blowpipe for

cleansing carbonised samples. Warm the business

end of the plug to a dull red, moving the flame about
to prevent welding; when the plug is dull red, shut off

the acetylene and continue with neat oxygen, which
" cylcleans " the carbon away. I have not tried either

of these tips, and cannot accept responsibility.

Hard on Us.
The lighting restrictions are peculiarly hard on

motor bicyclists, for the simple reason that we cannot
slow down as conveniently as a car when vision is un-

certain. Like the car drivers, we have throttles,

clutches, and brakes, but our engines are less govern-

able and more inclined to race and roar, and our
machine wants more balancing as the pace falls off.

When a car driver thinks he has sighted brass rabbits

or white elephants, or any other of the weird phantoms

conjured up by dim light faintly diluting the gloom,
he has merely to_ put his outside pedals hard down
and peer. The unlucky motor cyclist has to curb his

engine down to 150 r.p.m. without stopping it, apply
his brake and clutch pedal with considerable force,

and simultaneously balance his machine and peer into

the murk. -

Inaccessibility, Thy Name is !

Tyro Juggins, Esq., was proudly showing off his

new machine to a circle of local enthusiasts, when the

shabby veteran on the outskirts of the mob asked how
the gear box was lubricated. Mr. T. Juggins had got

the book of the words by heart before receiving

delivery, and mentioned a plug in the top of the gear

case. The veteran meekly asked to have the plug

pointed out to him. After considerable search the plug

was discovered to be situated on the forward curve of

the gear box roof, deadlocked 'in front by the crank
case, at the back by the gear box itself, above by the

magneto, and enfiladed from both flanks by the steel

brackets supporting the gear box and the magneto.
In other words, before grease could be injected, it

was necessary to remove the belt, two chains, various

sprockets and pulleys, and, last but not least, the mag-
neto. As a member of the mob remarked when home-
ward bound, " That's the worst of those assembled
machines made of parts with proprietary gear boxes."

Back to the Creepy=crawlies.

The approach of wet and mud has sent me back to

a creepy-crawly again, to wit, a baby two-stroke

—

and rather a nice one at that. Mothball my petrol,

but the little beasties are unco' slow after the big

'uns. A pal of mine says they are the only sporting

mounts left, because, if you take them to really hilly

country, you are not always too certain of getting up,

and their e.xhaust reminds you painfully of the old

diminuendo, " Lthink-I-can, I t-h-i-n-k I can, I feat

I can't!" of the old 2% h.p. Lincona belt days.

Anyhow, my baby is in topping tune just now ; slow,

but sure-, you know. It brought me recently up a

two-mile hill, commencing with a fierce pitch of i in

6, and on the easier landings it positively accelerated

to about twenty miles an hour. The babies have one

merit the 1905 abominations never had; they are

tolerably easy to restart on a grade ; one does not

have to go down to the bottom again, or search .for a

side lane out of which to pick up a new rush.
,
Just

give them three yards with nobody in the saddle, and

they reach their climbing r.p.m. again. Mine is di)ing

wonders at present, and I think its rejuvenation is

largely due to a Sphinx plug, which does not get hot.

Mr. Prestwich tells me the plug which stood up best

in his tested septette was a Sphinx, and mine seems
to be of the true Egyptian brand.
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REAR SPRINGING.
MORE SPRING FRAME DESIGNS.

rHE Motor Cycle campaign in favour of spring

frame motor cycles will be fresh in our readers'

minds. We have for years continually advo-

cated the adoption of spring frames for motor cycles,

and have from time to time published articles on the

subject, and have illustrated and described many
devices that have been the outcome of this campaign.
At the present time not many British manufacturers,

or, indeed, the manufacturers of any other counti7,

A novel method of the plunger

system of rear sprmg, the resisting

coil extending inside the top tube

as far as the steering head. Mr.
C. E. Palmer, of Radstock, is

the patentee.

have adopted spring frames as a standard, though
doubtless they would have been much more common
than they are had it not been for the war. Overseas

riders are continually demanding spring frames, and
if there is still any British maker who has not studied

the subject, then we implore him to lose no further

time.

Many Difficulties to Face.

The design of a spring frame is not by any means
the simple matter that some inventors seem to think.

There are many difficulties which
are not generally recognised, but

which soon make themselves

manifest when the designs are

placed upon the

road. All inventors

and would-be in-

ventors are strongly

advised to read care-

fully the articles

published in The
Motor Cycle on this

subject from time to

time, notably those_

in the issues of Julv

29th, 1915, and
February 3rd, 191 6.

entirely ignored, e.g., the application of the brake

must not throw any extra load upon the springing

system, the belt or chain centres must vary as little

as possible in their distance from one another, the rise

and fall of the machine as it passes over rough sur-

faces, must not throw undue strains upon the trans-

inission (we have known chains broken from this cause

unless a certain aaiount of clutch slip was allowed),

A completely sprung frame by Mr. G.
the Royal Ruby meter cycle, consisting of

rear and fore springing of the machine.

Essential Points.

In these articles are set out the desiderata of the

perfect spring frame, and at the risk of repetition we
refer again to some of the principal points. It is

obvious that the lateral rigidity must be good or the

machine will be decidedly dangerous, especially on
slippery roads. Other essential points are, however,
less obvious, so much so that they hav« often been

Another method of adapting leaf springs. They are

supported from the lower end of the back bar of the

frame, the other end being connected with the back-

stays. This system is patented by Mr. S. Thompson,
of Bangor.

the tension of the brake rods must not be altered by
the springing, and the movable joints must be as few
as possible. It should be noted, too, that a bad front

fork is much more noticeable when the rear part of a •

machine is sprung. It is not suggested that this short
list is exhaustive, and a perusal of the articles referred

to will give many another hint of consider-
able value. So much by way of preface.

Now to describe briefly a few spring frames
which have recently

come to our notice.

The Palmer.

In the Palmer
system of suspen-

sion the triangulated

rear portion of the

frame is controlled

by a plunger rod,

which slides in

bushes placed in the

top tube. This tube

must be straight, and preferably must slope downwards
towards the rear. A strong spring fitted over the

plunger rod inside the tube carries the weight of the

machine and rider ; a light spring takes the rebound,

while a short stiff spring is placed in the front part

of the tube to relieve the main spring of the last part

of very severe shocks. Two flitch plates carrying the

toggle arms bear on flat surfaces below the saddle-

pillar, prevent any tendency to lateral movement.

E. Rigby, of the firm manufacturing

laminated springs,- and used both for
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New Booklet just published.

With British Troops in

German East Africa.
THE MOST UNIQUE WAR

JOURNEY,
By Lieut. H. E. JACKSON.

In this publication Lieut. H. E. Jackson, of the

South African' Motor Cyclists' Corps, describes

how he with 400 men mounted on B.S.A. Motor
Bicycles traversed 2,800 miles of enemy country.

Many dangers and difficulties were encountered

during this, the most arduous journey accomplished

by so large a number of motor bicycles. Writing

of the dread the natives have of motor cycles he

says :
" Needless to say the natives have a sus-

picious dread of the cycles. They call us the

young rhinoceros, which is the most ferocious

animal here. One of the Ugogo chiefs asked me
if the noise the cycle made was because it was

angry at having to go at such a speed. They
cannot realize any vehicle not having a span of

oxen to move it along."

COPY OF BOOKLET FREE.
Send Post Card to-day.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS COMPANY LIMITED.
13. SMALL HEATH. BIRMINGHAM.

B.S.A. Motor Bicycles
FOR SOLO AND SIDECAR.

In answering ihia advertisement U is desiraWe to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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Rear Springing.

—

and at the same time, by checking tlie vertical move-
ment to a small extent, eliminate bouncing. The
springs are quickly adjustable for different weights,
and, being enclosed, are not liable to rust, while they
can. easily be renewed if required. Another point is

that, in the unlikely event of a spring fracture, the
frame cannot collapse'. The whole arrangement is

neat, and can be applied to e.xisting machines without
much alteration.

The Royal Ruby.
This invention in the name of Mr. G. E. Rigby

consists essentially in a combination of laminated
springs and upright stays, which are attached above
the wheel to some convenient part of the frame by
links. The general principle is the same both in the
case of the front forks and the rear springing. In
place of the ordinary-fork blades the steering head
terminates in a triangular member, at the rear of which
the leaf springs are anchored. From the axle stays

extend upwards, which are attached by links to the
handle-bar pillar and help to maintain the lateral

position of the wheel, but carry no weight. In the
rear, the springs are anchored to a stout triangular

construction behind the countershaft gear box. The
lower members of this extend backwards, and^ then
bend sharply upvvards to carry the links support-
ing the stays. The reason for this rather peculiar
shape escapes us; this remark applies also to the
front forks.

The Thompson.
The rear part of the frame in this device is hinged

behind the bottom bracket, above the axle and below
the saddle. The weight is carried by laminated springs
anchored below the bottom bracket (in the drawing
which we reproduce from the patent specification these
are apparently upside down—a common error, we find,

in patent drawings), and short coil springs which

»—

«

operate on a plunger carried in an extension of the

top tube. This idea is neat, and should prove efficient

in practice, but only a road trial can settle this.

The Alton.
. The Allon is another "live" firm interesting itself

in this all-important problem of the motor cycle, and
we illustrate the design now actually on the road. The
rear part of the frame consists of a double triangle,

An effective design of coiled leaf springs as adopted on the

new Allon two-stroke motor cycle.

which is carried in a wide bearing on the back of the

countershaft. This is supported below the saddle by two
wide springs wound in a spiral. Both the springs and
the bearing tend to lateral rigidity, and there are very

few joints to wear. The front forks on this machine
are the Brampton, which give a double movement.
Oar remarks, therefore, regarding the front forks of

a rear-sprung machine will not apply in this case.

>—

«

A Cure for Clutch Slip,

THAT clutches sometimes slip is a truism, and
hardly worth repeating but that this fact has
led to the production of a clutch which can be

locked with dogs if any suspicion of a slip occurs. The
clutch itselt is of the self-contained cone type, the
actuating spring being between the clutch members.
There are, however, also dog teeth, which are normally

out of engagement and controlled by a fork, free to

slide on the shaft, by means of which the teeth are

brought together when required, and the whole clutch

locked in a positive engagement. Those of our

readers who wish to know more of this device are

referred to our sister journal, T/ie Light Car , in which
a sketch appeared on October nth.

-<

An Instructive Experiment.

A READER of The Motor Cycle, who writes whilst

at sea on board H.M.S. Diana, mentions a case

where water was injected accidentally into the

intake pipe of an oil engine. Instead of stopping it,

a decided improvement was immediately noticeable in

the running, all smoking and misfiring ceasing, besides

a noticeable increase taking place in the revolutions

of the engine. He asks if the experiment has ever

taken place on a motor cycle of injecting small quan-

tities of water into the intake tube whilst the engine is

running, with a view to removing the carbon deposit?

We have frequently heard of the experiment, and

whert injection of water takes place there is always a

decided difference in the running. The explosions are

less fierce, and more like a steam engine. Existing

carbon deposits cannot be removed, but if steam is

mixed with the gases continuously little or no deposit

occurs.

In the case of stationary oil engines adapted to

run on paraflin it is quite customary for water to be
injected with each change of gas, in order to prevent

the unpleasantly harsh knock always associated with

the use of this fuel in an internal combustion engine

when working under a heavy load.
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MESSRS. J. A. PRESTWICH and
Co. have been manufacturing
motor cycle engines longer than

most firms, and consequently they have
devoted considerable attention to details,

^V^

Sectional view ot the two cylinders, showing the exhaust valve

lifter, the valve stems and sprmgs in section, the adjustable tappets

in the right-hand cyhnder, and in the left-hand cylinder the piston

m section.

and have evolved a particularly tine

production. Unlike some makers, they
are especially careful to see that the
fullest possible information goes out
concerning their engines, so that either
the private owner of average intelli-

gence or the repairer can obtain such
knowledge as will enable him to keep
his engine up to the mark.
We have been fortunate enough in

obtaining some very fine photographs
showing details of these famous engines.
Much of the matter has been dealt with
previously in these pages, but we offer

no apology for referring to it again, as
it cannot but be of exti-eme value to

the nunierous users of twin-cylinder
J.A.P.'s,

Induction Pipe Unions.

As recently as the issue of October
12th, our contributor, " Ixion," makes
reference to the lack of a suitable inlet

pipe for twin-cylinder engines. Now the
J.A.P. inlet pipe gives a perfectly gas-
tight joint. The pipe is a very light

casting, and all three leads are turned
inside and out. The brass cone A is a
sliding fit on the pipe, and the top por-
tion of the nut B is bored tapered to
correspond exactly with the cone. In
fitting, the nut is first slipped on the
pipe and then the cone, the pipe is held
in place, the connections are put tightly
up against the cylinder, and the nut is

screwed up. The result is that the thin
edge of the cone is so tightly pressed to
the inlet pipe that air is entirely
'b8

excluded and a perfect fit is made. This
pipe is absolutely interchangeable with
other engines of the same make, and is

equally .suitable if another cylinder is

fitted. The whole idea is most ingenious,
and does away with
the necessity of bind-
ing the union nuts
with insulating tape.

Valve Gearing.

The valve gear has
been iriade as simple
as possible. There are
only two gear wheels,
the valves being
operated - by means of

two cams. The ex-

haust valves are raised

by a double cam,
which is inserted be-

tween two heels on
the exhaust rockers.

The cast iron guides
in which the valve
stems work have a
series of internally cut
grooves, allowing a
total clearance of only
.02in. These grooves
serve to collect the oil

which lubricates the
valve stems, and at the same time act as
a seal to prevent air leaks past the stem.
While on the subject ot valves, the

question ot tim-
ing is one of great
interest, in view
of the numerous
CO r respondents
who write and ask
us- how best to
time their engines.
In the case of the
J.A.P. the valve
timing is a simple
matter, as the
single cam wheel
carries the inlet

and exhaust cams
and actuates all

four valves. When
issued from the works the corresponding
teeth are indicated with a punch^mark.
It should be noted, however, that when
the pinion has been
removed it does not
always screw back
into the same posi-

tion in relation to
the crank pin, and
consequently, when
resetting the timing,
if any error is found
it should be cor-

rected. The accom-
p a n y i n g diagram
shows the exact mo-
ment of opening and
closing of the valves,

J.A.P. piston, showing
gudgeon pin fixing.

from which it will be seen that the inlet

valve opens at the top. of the stroke and
closes siin. past the bottom of the stroke,

while the exhaust valve opens -j^in. from
the bottom of the stroke, and closes ^in.

past the top of the stroke. This timing
gives the maximum amount of power with
a minimum fuel consumption. The dead
centre indicated in the diagram repre-

sents the top, and bottom of the stroke.

Ibe Magneto Timing.

The magneto is timed so that the points

should be just separating when the piston

is -rein: from the top of the compression
stroke with the ignition- fully advanced.
There are two cams in the contact

breaker of the magneto. These are

usually numbered 1 and 2 to correspond

1. "jbp of 5lrol\e

Dead Cei\tfe

CU15E5 ~y p OPENS.

Showing the positions of the crank for

the opening and closing of the J.A.P.

valves. Exhaust on the right, inlet on
the left.

with their respective cylinders. In the

case of the J.A.P. engine. No. 1 cylinder

is the right-hand one when viewing the
engine from the pulley side. This is

usually the back cylinder when the

engine is mounted in the frame.
When an engine is used for cycle car

work, the magneto is driven by a bevel.

This is the arrangement in use on the

The inlet pipe fitted to the

new J,A.P. twin engine.
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Section of cylinder and crank case, showing

method of lubrication.

Morgan. With this method of trans-

mission the magneto works in a clock-

wise direction, whereas with the usual

chain drive employed on motor bicycles

and sidecar combinations an anti-clock-

wise magneto is fitted.

The Big End Bearing.

An excellent outstanding feature of

J.A.P. engines is the type of connecting

rod employed. The great difficulty with

A D.S.O. MOTOR CYCLIST.

ME. RICHARD LAJIBAET, who is

the only actor to whom the Dis-

tinguished Service Order has been

awarded, first of all joined the Army as

a motor cycle despatch rider. Later on
he became an officer in the Intelligence

Corps, owing to his familiarity with both

French and German. The most amusing
part of ilr. Lambart's career is that

when joining up (like a good many other

people, we are afraid) he represented

himself to be an experienced motor
cyclist, when he had never been on a
machine in his life. " It was at the

beginning of the war," he said, " when
we so badly wanted men, and what odds
if I did draw the long bow in the matter
of age and qualifications? " He was duly
sworn in one Sunday morning, and spent

the remainder of the day at Regent's
Park endeavouring to become accustomed
to his machine, so that he might make
some kind of a show at the test the next

morning. While practising he smashed
up one machine, and when asked to do
a figure eight he had a nasty fall ; then,

aifter being passed by a fluke, he set out
for Southampton on the way to the

which designers have had to contend
in designing big end bearings is to

obtain a sufficient bearing surface with

the small amount of area available to

withstand the thrust of two powerful
cylinders. Messrs.- J. A. Prestwich and
Co., however, fit a steel bush passing

through one side of the fork rod to the

other, which is held by being shrunk
into position. The centre rod is bushed
with phosphor-bronze, and takes its

bearing on the outside of the steel

bush, which is lined with phosphor-

bronze and takes the bearing of the

crank pin, so that by this means the

maximum beariiig surface is obtained,

lubrication being ensured by forcing

the oil direct to the centre of the crank
pin. When replacing the rods, it is

necessary to see that the forked rod

operates in the front cylinder.

Lubrication.

We now come to the interesting ques-

tion of lubrication, which is carried out

in the case of the J.A.P. engine in an
effective and ingenious manner, pressure

feed being employed to all the main
bearings, and, in addition to this, oil is

fed directly into the wall of the front cylin-

der from two sources—one from the pres-

sure system and the other from the ape.x

oil union, which is supplied with lubricant

by means of the semi-automatic hand
pump. This ensures the front cylinder

getting an ample supply.

The pressure is provided by the
descending force of the piston. This
forces a cjuantity of oil through a hole

at the base of the crank chamber into a

passage, and past the non-return valve

into a box or reservoir cast upon the
exterior of the crank case. The reservoir

gives a sufficient head of oil to allow of

a continuous flow. The only means of

escape is a pipe through which it leaks
into a recess under the main bearing
bush into the flywheel, the oil being then
led unto a semi-circular recess on the
flywheel boss, which presses tightly

->-•»•—<-

Front. " You
can judge the

sort of motorist

I was," he told

a daily paper cor-

respondent,
" when I tell

you I started

from London at

two o'clock, and
was due at seven
in the evening
for dinner, and
I landed there
at a quarter to

one the follow-

ing morning.
Everything hap-
pened to me on
the way. I got

lost, and went
miles and miles

oft' my road, my
engine broke
down, and
several times I

had to take the

thing to bits. It

was an awful ex-
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against the side of the crank case and
registers with the oil channel, so that
this recess is filled with oil under pres-

sure, which flows tlirough a hole in the
flywheel to the_ centre of the crank pin,

thus adequately lubricating the big end
bearing. From the crank pin it descends
again to the main bearing on the pulley
side. There is also a passage for the oil

from the main bearing to the hollow bolt
running through the top of the crank
case, where there is an outlet to the front
cylinder. The non-return valve, which
controls the supply from the crank case

to the oiling system, is merely a flat

steel disc.

Method of fixing the crank pin and main

shaft journals.

From these few notes concerning the

J.A.P. engine the reader may gather
some idea of the care taken in its design

and manufacture, while those who possess

machines fitted with these engines will

undoubtedly have gained a good deal of

knowledge which cannot be otherwise
than of great service to them.

perience." Mr. Lambart comes of a
military family, in which there are two
D.S.O.'s und one Military Cross, while
the head of the family, Lord Cavan, is

a Lieutenant-General, and is soon, we
understand, to be head of an Army
Corps.

Mr. Richard Lambart.

THREE ADJUSTMENTS IN

32,000 MILES.

THERE is nothing remarkable in the
fact that the Coventry Chain Co.,

Ltd., frequently receive testimonials
respecting their chains, but one they re-

ceived from Messrs. H. Collier and Sons,
Ltd., is more than usually interesting.

The famous JNIatchless firm speak of a
Coventry noiseless chain fitted to a "track"
motor cycle, which had been driven by
a large number of different persons. The
mileage recorded to the credit of this

machine was 32,000, during which time
the chain called for adjustment only three

times. At the last time of overhauling
the chain was lound to be in good con-

dition, and did not call for renewal.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Gkeexwich Time.

Nov. 2nd 5.1 p.m.

„ 4th ... ... 4.57 „
„ 6th 4.54 „
„ 8th 4.51 „

Overseas Opinions.

Many interesting observations and com-
ments are contained in the letters pub-
lished in the present issue from motor
cyclists Overseas.

A Twelve-year-old Tricar.

Last week-end, in the neighbourhood of

Derby, vfe saw a Raleighette on the road^
running very well, too. The incident

recalled pleasant memories of such a
machine we owned in 1905

An Australian Engine.

Mr. F. W. Johnston, the manufacturer
of the motor cycle engine in Western
Australia referred to on page 352, has
asked us to state that he was formerly
with the West Perth Garage and not
with the firm mentioned.

Contest for the Victorian M.C.C. Cup.

The cup offered in the twenty-four
hours reliability contest held by the
Victorian M.C.C. in August was won by
J. Fleece on an 8 h.p. J.A.P.-engined
single-geared sidecar. The course was
from Melbourne to Geelong, through
Camperdown and Castlemaine.

The B.S.A. War Fund.

The employees of the B.S.A., Birming
ham, have issued a balance sheet in

connection with their war fund, which
shows that no less than £15,781 has been
subscribed for charitable purposes.
Amongst a few of the grants are :

Prmce of Wales's Fund £1,481, Depend-
ants of B.S.A. £4,274, Cigarettes £418,
Prisoners of War £450, Serbians £250.
The balance in hand is £5,357.

Our Constabulary.

We continue to hear of strange cases

in connection with the much revised

lighting regulations. At East Ham police

court recently a motor cyclist was fined

for riding without either front or rear

lights. The defendant said that a
"special" constable had stopped him
and told him to put his lights out as

there was a Zeppelin raid taking place.

Later he was held up by a police-sergeant,

who said that lights must not be put out.
" How am I to act in face of such con-
tradictory orders ? " asked the defendant.
" There is no pleasure in driving a motor
cycle in darkness!" He was lined 6s.,

the Stipendiary remarking that it was a
mitigated penalty.

Spring Frames.

The eighty-second design of spring

frame is published in this issue—proof

that The Motor Cycle campaign has

succeeded in focussing attention upon this

important subject. No doubt the fruits

of the campaign will be seen immediately
peace returns.

Aluminium Alloy.

In the brief description of the Wiscon-
sin aero engine in our issue of October
25th we mentioned that this engine is

constructed almost entirely of aluminium
alloy. This alloy, we understand, is

known as magnalite. It is lighter in

weight than pure aluminium, while,

weight for weight, its tensile is equal

to that of steel at 80,000 lb. per square
inch. This alloy is largely used in

'

America for pistons, and even connecting
rods in both aero and car. engines.

A Lighting Regulation Laxity.

Referring to our remark in a recent

issue regarding the illumination of the
overhanging trunks of trees when being
transported at night, a correspondent
(Mr. W. P. Cooke) remarks that the
regulation compelling a red lamj) to be
carried on any load projecting more than
six feet to the rear has been compulsory
in all districts since 1907. The point we
wished to raise was that very often, in

spite of this regulation, loads of trees,

timber, etc., are allowed to be carried

without any sign of illumination—an
extremely dangerous proceeding in these
days of reduced lighting.

iiiiiiiiiiiii"'

SPECIAL FEATURES.
ANOTHER R.A.F. HILL-CLIMB..

MORE SPRING FRAME DESIGNS.

OVERSEAS OPINIONS.

From "On Service."

EXTR.4CT FROM AN INSPECTION REPORT.—"Engine missing—tow rope missing."

A Flooded Road.

We hear that the road at Colyford,

between Newton Poppleford and Lyme
Regis, was flooded at the week-end to a

depth of about a foot for a distance of

150 yards.

Motor Cyclists reqiuired for the National
Motor Volunteers.

It is proposed to form a squadron of

motor cyclists to operate with the
National Motor Volunteers, under the
command of Major-General D. C. F.

Macintyre, C.B. Platoons will be
formed in the various London districts,

according to the number of recruits.

Motor cyclists wisliing to join should
make application as soon as possible to

Mr. G. E. C'obley, 55, HaTpenden Road,
South Wanstead.
Mr. Cobley advises us that he showed

General Macintyre T!ie Motor Cycle of

October ' 12th containing the illustrated

accomit of the inspection of the N.M.V.,
and told that officer that he hoped with
our assistance to be able to get the men
wanted.

The latest Enfield sidecar combination fitted with a hood and screen, which are now
standardised fittings. An improvement in the design of body is noticeable, the scuttle

dash being higher and giving better protection to the passenger. n
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The National War Funds.

At tlie week-end the principal war
funds stood as follow :

The Niitioniil Relief Fmirt
(£3.474,475 distributed) .. £5.968,051

Tlie Kritish Ked Cross Kunfl .. 4.536,858
Tobacco Fund 116.440
Kiteheuer Memorial Fund (over) 347,000
The Queen's Work for Women

Fund , 170,801 5

Semi-steel Pistons.

The inflated prices of aluminium in

America have led American engineers to

tap new cliannels. At the present time,
according to the American correspondent
of our sister journal, The Light Car,
interesting experiments are being made
with what are known as semi-steel
pistons, cast in metal moulds, and
finished with very fine walls.

The New Shop Closing Order.

The Amended Closing of Shops Order
fixing 8 p.m. as the closnig hour for shops
uii every day other than Saturday or the
weekly half-holiday adds an exemption for

the sale of motor supplies and accessories
for immediate use so long as the shop is

kept open and lighted only for such time
as is necessary for serving the customer.
This news is, of course, of interest to all

travellers by road.

A Strenuous Contest.

The Kej'stone Motor Cycle Club, Har-
risburg, Penns., held their annual endur-
ance contest on October 7th and 8th
over a course of 408 miles. This contest
is one of the most important eveV held
in the U.S.A., and this year the course
proved to be an exceptionally severe one,
including no fewer than eight mountain
tracks. Only one motor cycle and one
.sidecar completed the course and obtained
full scores. Both of these were 1917
Harley-Davidson three-speed electrically-

equipped outfits. Neither of the machines
experienced the slightest trouble, coming
through without even a puncture.

The National Motoir Volunteers. '

On Sunday last some excellent work
was done by the National Motor Volun-
teers, who conveyed eight hundred
volunteer infantry in one hundred cars
and motor cycles from a station in the
South to the trenches which are forming
part of the national defences. Numerous
journeys were made, each occupying about
fifteen minutes. An enormous amount of
time was saved by transporting the men
by motor vehicles, otherwise if they had
to march they would not have reached
their destination until about noon. The
speed of transport is a very important
item now that the days are so short.

The Second-hand Show.
The date of the second-hand show

organised by Messrs. Wilham Glass and
Co., Lincoln House, 295, High Holborn,
W.C., is rapidly approaching. The show
will open on Friday next week, 10th
inst., and will remain open until the
following Saturday week. Mr. Glass,
the principal organiser of the show,
informed us, in an interview, that up
to the present time about 100 motor
bicycles had been entered, and that many
more were expected. Entries, he said,
were coming in very rapidly now. An
interesting feature concerning the motor
cycle entries is that most of the machines
are of very recent date.

f{^^(^IUE
News

!

Another hill-climbing competition has
been held by employees of the Royal
Aircraft Factory, Farnborough, and the
event is described and illustrated in this

issue. Incidentally, T/ic Motor Cycle is

the only journal that deals with week-
end events in the succeeding issue.

"The Autocar" 21st Birthday Number.
Congratulations to our parent journal,

T/ie Autocar, which celebrates its twenty-
first birthday on Saturday next, the
4th inst. The issue of The Autocar
bearing this date is a special one, con-
siderably enlarged, the greater portion
being devoted to reviews and notes upon
some of the leading events which have
taken place in the motor woi'ld during
the last twenty-one years. There is a
series of reminiscences by such well-
known men as S. F. Edge, A. J. Wilson,
F. W. Lanchester, Col. Lord Jlontagu of

Beaulieu, Claude Johnson, and Sir David
Salomons, Bart. The Autocar is a year
older than the British automobile move-
ment itself, as it first saw the light on
November 2nd, 1895, when it was not
lawful to use a motor car or motor cycle
at above four miles an hour, and un-
accompanied by a man and a red flag.

Until The Motor Ci/cle enjoyed a separate
existence in the spring of 1^3, our parent
journal dealt with motor cycle matters.

A- Problem of the Future,

At the annual meeting of the Eudge-
Whitworth, Ltd., the Chairman (Mr. C.
Vernon Pugh) made some remarks which
applied not only to the Eudge firm, but
to motor cycle manufacturers generally.
Speaking of his own company, he said
that the volume of business being done
for the Government was daily increasing,
and had reached a very large and very
important figure, and that the output of

the company's own natural trades

—

cycles, motor cycles, and motor wheels

—

had correspondingly shrunk, and was now
almost at vanishing point. Continuing,
he thought it would be a problem, which
the directors would regard with a con-
siderable amount of anxiety, bow the
output of those natural products would
be resumed when the present urgent
necessity for Government needs slackened
and, as they hoped, disappeared. Mr.
Pugh went on to give a slight idea of

the increased volume of business by
mentioning the numbers of employees
operating for the company in the last

week before the war and at the present
time. In the last week of July, 1914, the
total employees of the company were
1,817, and in the week ending October
13th this year the total number of their

employees was 5,770. That, of course,

would illustrate, as well as any money
figures could, the great growth of the
responsibility which the company had
undertaken. A dividend of 5% is being
paid on the preference and 10% on the

ordinary shares.

Young Men on Home Service Work.
Among the score of letters bearing

upon military matters received by The
Motor Cycle last week was one from a

lance-corporal, twenty-two years of age,

who seeks a transfer. He mentions that

he is only one of twenty young fellows

who have been stationed on the coast for

a period of over two years, and he is

keen to get to one of the fighting fronts.

Twenty-eight Inch Wheels on Triumohs.
Pte. S. Barneit, writing from France,

says that some of the despatch riders
with the 1st Canadian Division have been
fitting 28in. x 3m. tyres and tubes on
the rear wheels of their countershaft
model Triumphs, and get reliable service

from them. He thinks this information
will interest many of our readers, and
asks " Ixion's " opinion.

We should imagine that there would be
very little clearance with 28in. x 3in.

tyres, and it would be instructive to

know the make of tyre fitted.

Rural England and the War.
Many a village in this country of

ours has a record in the war of which it

may be justly proud. In some cases the
percentage of its able-bodied men who

.

have donned khaki in the national cause,
is truly astounding. Some villages,

|

recognising their big share in the war,

:

have ah-eady erected crosses to the|
memory of their brave sons who have

i

fallen. In yesterday's issue of Tlie

Light Car is the first of a series of

articles dealing with this subject.

Average Prices.

We give below the average prices of
second-hand models offered for sale in

The Motor Ci/ch?. Where it is possible
to obtain a sufficient niunber of each'
model the average for the past week is;

quoted, otherwise the last average is

given, if within four weeks.
Average Latest

for we<^Iy ^>

Make. Year. H.P. last average
week, obtainable

A.J.S igig 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £80 —
„ 1914. 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £60
,

1916 2j 3-speed — £51
Alldays ,... 1915 2-stroke 2-speed. . £29 —
Bradbury . . 1914 4 2-sp. sidecar . . £35 —
B.S.A 1916 4i 3-sp- sidecar . . £63 —
„ 1915 4j- 3:sp. sidecar . . £54 —
, 1914 4jr sidecar £44 —

Caltborpe .. 1915 2 1 2-speed £27 —
., . , 1915 2.1 2-stroke 2-sp., , — £24

Clyno 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £56 —
„ igi2 6 2-sp. sidecar , . — £31

Connaught . 1914 2-speed 2-stroke. . — £24
Douglas ... 1915 ?4 2-speed £42 —

„ ... 1915 2|3speed £44 —
,, ... 1914 2% 2-speed £35 —
„ ... 1913 2|- 2-5peed £31 —
„ ... T912 2 J 2-speed £24 —

Enfield .... 1916 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £76 —
,, .... 1915 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £65 —
,, .... 1915 3 2-speed £40 —
„ .... 1916 2i 2-stroke 2-sp. . — £35

F.N 1912 4 -cylinder — £17
H.-Davidson 191^ 7-g 3-sp. sidecar. . £69 —

„ 1916 7-g 3-sp. sidecar. . £83 —
Henderson., 1915 8 4-cyl. sidecar .. £72 —
Indian 1916 Powerplus sidecar — £8S

„. 1916 Powerplus £60 —
„ igi5 7 3-sp- sidecar . . £69 —

1915 5 3-speed £50 —
, 1915 5 3-sp- sidecar . . £63 —

James I9r4 4:Jr 3-sp- sidecar . . — £40
,, 1916 A 3-sp. sidecar . , — £71
„ 1915 2I 2-stroke 2-sp. , — £34

Lea-Francis. 1915 3^ sidecar — £70
Levis 1915 2-stroke £23 —
Matchless . . 1914 8 2-5peed — £49

,, . . 1913 8 sidecar — £44
,, . . 1915 8 sidecar £70 —

New Hudson 1015 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £53 —
,, 1915 2.V 2-stroke — £21

New Imperial 1916 2I 2-speed ..... — £32
P. & M. ... 1914 3i 2-sp. sidecar . . £40 —
Premier . . . 1914 3^ 2-sp. sidecar . . — £42
Quadrant . . 1916 4.^ 3-sp. sidecar , . £65 —
Radco 1915 2i 2-stroke — £24
Rex 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £45 —
Rover 1914 3V 3-sp. sidecar . . £42 —
Rudge . ... 1915 3.V multi sidecar. . — £45

,, 1913 3.1 multi £29 —
Scott 1914 3'| 2-sp. sidecar . . — £49
Sunbeam . . 1914 s'l 3-sp- sidecar . . — £62
Triumph ... 1914 4 3-speed £38 —

,. ... 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar .. £44 —
Williamson . — 8 3-sp. sidecar . . — Cs-
Zenith 1914 6 Gradua sidecar. £55 —

BI5
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SOME OF THE SUCCESSFUL COMPETITORS.
(1) One of the best performances was made by E. Mannings on a 3j hp. Norton, wfio won

the 560 c.c. class.

(2) Second in the sidecar class, F. W. Hartt, on his 7 h.p, Indian.

(3) Winner of the 350 c.c. class, E. Perrott (2f Douglas)

^ir

[nformal Competition i

IT is only a few weeks ago that
and E. Departments of the
Aircraft Factory ran off a

successful little hill-climb on the
leading to Newland's Corner, whii
duly reported in the issue of Octobe-
Last Saturday G Department <

K.A.F. organised- an event of its o
a hill near Farnham. The start Wr
outside the southern entrance ~t

Waverley Abbey military hospital,-
two miles from Farnham on the G.
ing Road. The course lay straight-
and was off the main road, and ]

a rather stiff hill, with a ma::
gradient of about 1 in 8, througi
Scotch firs on Crooksbury. The s

was excellent, but the road was
enough to make the- competitors
with caution and to prevent fast I

being made.

The Wrong HiU.
A rather amusing incident OC'

before the start. Ufficials spent
care and a considerable amount oi
in marking the course and n
arrangements for flagging before i

discovered that they had been w<
on the wrong hill. In fact, 6 Depar
could hardly be called e.xpert compe
organisers, as this was their first att'

but they did their best, and, mos
portant of all, competitors and-oi
alike enjoyed themselves.
As regards the machines, there

few points of interest. Mannings's N
was fitted with one of the new mechi
Best and Lloyd lubricators, which,
ever, was connected neither to
engine,^ nor handle-bar control,
Perrott's Douglas was equipped
sparking plugs fitted with aluitui

radiating fins tp- the plug.
The weather was fine but cold,

the one little shower which fell tc

the end in no way interfered witl
event. The strong south-westerly
was, if anything, in the compet
favour, but was little felt owing t(

sheltered position of the hill. All
classes except the last, whicli was j
a speed event, were run off on.

Motor Cycle formula (

—

tjtj
—

I

CL.4SS L Tw0-STI10KE.S TIP TO 300
Two Levises only competed, btJti

which made excellent ascents. Besa-
1. Mairies (2^ Levis).
2. Edwards -(2^ Levis).

o

ANOTHER FLAT TWIF^I
The latest Flat-twin Matchless 6 h.B.1

LTR recent descriptions of the'.i

Indian and Humber opposed"-:*

evoked considerable interesti

motor cycling circles, and doubtless-*

announcement of the latest machififi

this type will be similarly received.*

By the introduction of a 6 h,^.]

twin by Messrs. H. Collier and;/?
one more motor cycle concern of -^S

has joined the fast increasing nuinbe
supporters of this type of engine. -,

new iUatchless has a bore and stroki

70x95 mm. respectively, which giv.

total capacity of 732 c.c. The lutft

tion is by an automaii,ic forced sysl
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'erley Abbey, Farnham.

r.ASS II.—LlGHTWJaCHTS UP TO 350 c.c.

Ootterill's Douglas, which was a 1912

udel, came up in first-class form for a

ur-year old ; while Perrott's, which was
later pattern, made a good climb,

^siilt :

1. E. Perrott (2| Douglas).
2. W. Cotterill (2| Douglas).

3. S. Tarr (2| A.J.S.).

..iss III.

—

Motor Bicycles up to
560 CO.

Incidents in this class" were few and
t' between. The outstanding feature ot

le class was the performance of ilan-

jigs's Norton, which was excellent, and
iwas clearly the fastest machine there,

lisult :

i 1. E. Mannings (Si Norton).
2. E. Ambrose (3i Triumph).
3. H. Whitty (4i B.S.A.)

Class IV.

—

Unlimitkd.
There were several little items of

erest to record during the running off

this class. Hambrooke (8-10 jNlatch-

S) was travelling well, but at the last

ner his kick-starter pedal struck the
iund and might have thrown him.
rt (7-9 Indian) got into the gutter on"

off side of the road, swerved badly,
ie se\'eral desperate wobbles, and then
an excellent piece of riding recovered
isell. Whitty (B.S.A.) was baulked
a taxicab. Result :

1. E. Perrott (2| Douglas).
2. W. Cotterill (2| Douglas).
3. T. H. Reeves (4^ Bat-Jap).

Class V.

—

Sidecar Combinations.
. W. Hartt (7-9 Indian) made a good
>b. Another competitor, we are in-

led, changed up too early and stopped
engine. Result :

1. E. A. G. Langridge (7-9

Harlev-Davidson)

.

2. F. W. Hartt (7-9 Indian).

Class VI.

—

Fastest Time.
lere were no incidents in this event,
lit:

1. T. H. Reeves (4i Bat-Jap).
.2. S. R. P. Hambrooke (8-10

Matchless).
13. F. W. Hartt (7-9 Indian).

e principal officials responsible for

6h' iirganisation were JSIessrs. J. N. de
la 'ouclie, honorary secretary ; W. B.

'1, starter; T. Keyte, treasurer; and
Lees. Previous to the event-

a

ion was made to provide the
iters from the hospital with cigar-

\jELL-KNOWN CONCERN.
m; stroke, 95 mm. ; capacity, 732 c.c.

Itjvill be noted that the engine has a
loii?r stroke than is usual with the
fla|twin, and its performance no doubt
wi' be watched with interest. The new
M.vhless has many features in addition
to s engine, among which may be men-
j'od a spring frame, exceptionally
lap. tank with a capacity of two and a
na) gallons petrol and half-gallon oil,

'Of 75 mm. tyres, and primary trans-
mi: on by silent chain, thence to rear

''
I by roller chain. The gear box has

speeds, and embodies a kick
ooaj.f, while .the wheels are inter-
eaajjeable and quickly detachable

^^^^^

SCENES AT CROOKSBURY HILL.

(1) Wounded " Tommies " interested in E. Mannings's start for the 560 c.c. class.

(2) A Levis two-stroke climbing the hill in good style.

(3) A picturesque spot near Waverley Abbey, with the competitors' machmcs in the

background.

m
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THE FLAT TWIN AT THE BAR.
By "IXION."

SO long as the horizontally-opposed type of twin

was practically confined to a single make, it was
accepted largely on its proved merits ; but now

that it is threatening to dominate the motor cycle

industry, various interested or prejudiced people have
begun to spread all sorts, of criticisms upon it and
rumours about it. Such attacks as I personally have
knowledge of are all without foundation—in fact, even

when they masquerade as expert criticism in technical

journals ; and 1 shall be serving a good cause if I

unmask some of these deceptions or delusions.

Efficient Only in 350 c.c. Size ?

Imprimis, it is stated that the flat twin, for some
mysterious reason, can only succeed up to a capacity

of 350 c.c. This allegation is' apparently a spurious

deduction from the difficulty of perfecting large air-

cooled two-strokes, though the connection between

large two-strokes and large flat twins is not obvious.

At any rate, it is a pure invention. The Government
are at present buying flat twins in three sizes exceeding

350 c.c, namely, 500 c.c, 1,100 c.c, and 2,300 c.c.

The Censor will not allow me to state the purposes

for which these engines are employed, though the

Gei-mans know all about them. But the fact of their

service adoption, in the teeth of keen competition from

the V and vertical twins and four-cylinders, disproves

the above allegation. The 1,100 c.c. develops^

22 b.h.p., and tlie 2,300 c.c. develops over 50 b.h.p.,

and is regarded by some technicians as being very

possibly the most efficient petrol engine of its weight

and size ever constructed. The acceptance trials of

these engines, by the Government department con-

cerned, include several ten hour days at full throttle,

with examination of parts for wear at .the con-

clusion of the test. In actual practice, the main
shafts and bushes of these engines evince no wear
perceptible to an ordinary micrometer after the accept-

ance test ; if any wear at all is' found, it will be in the

valve gear, tappets, etc., and is not allowed to exceed

jdVinin. even there, after a trial equivalent to a hard
season on the road. - The current idea that big flat

twins are a failure is simply nonsensical.

Spoilt by Overhead Valves ?

Secondly, it is stated that the flat twin does not lend

itself to overhead valves, and can never share the extra

efficiency so obtained by rival types of engines. The
contours and lengths of the piping are cited as a

pseudo-technical justification of this view.. This is a

very curious accusation, seeing that the first 500 c.c.

machine in the world to beat 80 m.p.h. on Brooklands
was an overhead flat twin ; that the only standard

3j4 h.p. machine sold with, a guarantee of 80 m.p.h.

is of the same type; and that the 2,300 c.c. 50 b.h.p.

engine, above mentioned as claiming all world's

efficiency records, is also an overhead valve type. In

sober fact, the length of exhaust pipes is a matter of

no importance, and the length of inlet pipes ceases, to

matter within reason when the air supply is heated, as

a moment's reflection upon the inlet manifold of a six-

cylinder car will soon show. The pipes need not be

'

sharply curved when either or both valves are mounted
overhead—not more so than on a vertical single-

B18

cylinder, for example. Many people consider that the

A. B.C. practice of fitting an overhead exhaust above
a normally placed inlet valve is of great value, as it

relieves the cylinder of a " hot side," and so reduces

the tendency to distortion under heat. Tliis system is

practically inapplicable to a touring vertical single or

V twin, because the exhaust pipe is so hard to arrange ;

it is as neat as it is efficient on a flat twin.

Other alleged " problems " of the flat twin include

lubrication, central thrusts, cooling, bearing areas, and
housing. Of these, the topical "housing problem " is

certainly very real when sizes exceeding 1,100 cc.""

are considered ; up to that point they have already •

been solved, vide the Williamson ; and no larger

engine of any type has ever yet been successfully
" housed," nor is such a need likely to arise.

The sphere of lubrication is a peculiarly unfortmiate

selection for criticism, seeing that the 4 h.p. Douglas

and 3^ h.p. A. B.C. both possess oiling systems far

superior to those commonly standardised on motor
cycles. These systems were not devised because the

flat twin is specially exacting in point of oil, but simply

because the designers of these engines possessed

original minds, and tried to improve eveiy detail.

Generous Bearing Surfaces.

The question of bearing areas is too complex for

full treatment here ; suffice it to say that, in workshop
experience, three-year-old " flat " twins with roller

bearings show less wear when taken down than is

allowed as clearance for brand new phosphor bronze

bearings on more conventional engines. The Hoffmann
Co., who know more than most people have forgotten

about bearings and their loads, affirm that the bear-

ings which they supply for flat twins are ridiculously

large in proportion to the loads they carry.

.So far as central thrust goes, it is not found on the
Douglas, which does not appear to suffer in any per-

ceptible way for the want of it ; but it is to be found

,

on the A. B.C. and the new Humber, and may be quite

simply arranged for, when a designer has a preference \
for it. At the same time, by employing roller bear-

ings, the pistons may be kept very nearly in line, •

though not absolutely so, as on the V twin. The I

superior balance and bearing durability of the flat twin

suggest that the working of pistons in parallel planes,

instead of in the same plane, is a matter of no import-

ance. After all, the pistons of nearly all motor car

engines work in parallel planes.

The plain facts are that the flat twin offers better

balance and better torque than previous types of motor
cycle engine, in conjunction with a reduction of weight

and an increase of efficiency-for a given c.c. For
example, a 22 lb. engine of 249 c.c. will develop over

4 b.h.p. for a full throttle, full load bench test of 150
hours, and show no perceptible wear at the end ; a

60 lb. engine of 1,100 c.c. will develop 22 b.lT,p. for

a similar test; or a 500 c.c. will develop over 12 b.h.p.

under the same conditions. It would puzzle any

manufacturer in the world to produce a trio of engines,

either single-cylinder, vertical or V twin, or four-

cylinders, to reach these standards, viz., power curve,

weight, and durability.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, *'Th3 Mator Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by tho writer's name and address.

Running on Paraffin.

Sir,—Mr. F. A. Holward would greatly assist riders of
" two-strokes " like myself if he would kindly inform us

:

(1.) What proportion of oil he used to the paraffin? (2.)

Whether the same sized jet will do for paraffin as is usefd for

petrol? Jly engine is a 1915 2| h.p. Sun-Villiers two-stroke,
two-speed. F. LEWIS.

A Poser.

Sir,—In The Motor Cycle for October 26th there appears,

on page 370, an article entitled " A Poser." I have heai'd of

such a thing happening on a V twin, the owner of which
fitted a piece of wood into the hole for the plug and inserted

a piece of copi>er wire through a hole in the centre of the

Avood, and bent the wire to come within -^in. of the cast

metal. This did all right until the wire was burned, but
to remove a piece of rubber and push the wire a little further

in was the matter of a few seconds. I would have tried

this myself, but I have had no time. D. BAYACH.

JVmerican Motor Cycles.

Sir,—Replying to " Prospero," in your issue of the 5th

inst., surely it is rather far-fetched to argue that, because
" to the best of his knowledge " railway engines of American
manufacture in 1900 are scrapped in 1916, American motor
cycles of 1916 are not worth investing in

!

" Necessity is the mother of invention " even in 1916, and
this explains the superiority of British and French aero-

planes.
" Prospero's " admitted restlessness scarcely presupposes a

lengthy experience of American motor cycles, and it is hardly

fair adversely to criticise without such experience.

Again, if "Prospero's" example of buying is typified in

his Ariel transaction, surely that is hardly the course a fair

critic would adopt with any machine.

Now for the dogmatical part of his letter. He says, " Time
is the test, and the prices of British and American second-

hand machines tell the tale." Being a confirmed student of

your second-hand tables week by week, I felt convinced
" Prospero " was wrong, so went to the trouble of getting

out the following table, fomided on your " Buyers' Guide

"

for 1915 (for original costs) and your "second-hand tables

for the last three weeks available, viz., September 14th, 21at,

and 28th respectively :

Date of

Issue.

Sept. 14
,, 21

„ 28

Make and H.P.

Enfield (6)

Matchless (8)

Harley-Davidson (7-q)

Zenith (8)

Williamson (8)

Indian {7-9) . .

.

Original Sale Depre-
Year. Price. Price. ciation.

1915 m £70 £14
£84 £68 £iS
£81 .£65 £15
&3 £74 £18

£74 £is
£86 OS £11

, Hi i7u £l6m £69
£88 C62 £26

1C88 £02 tr-b

£88 £rio £28
£98 £70 £28
£98 £52 C46
£88 ffi? . £19

Near
Average
Depre-
riatioe.

£15

£15

£37

£19

It is not "the restless motor cyclist who is always changing
machines " that is capable of judging the merits of any
particular make. If, say, a rider of at least two years'
riding experience of an American motor cycle will weigh in

with a detailed dissatisfied account of his ownership, I shall

perhaps begin to think that my meagre intelligence has been
at fault in investing in my Harley-Davidson J.W.

Automatic Inlet Valves.

Sir,—With reference to "E.J.C.'s" reply to my query

re automatic inlet valves, might I point out that in my case

loss of compression is not caused by a leak between the valve

case and the cylinder, but between the valve itself and its

seating. To prove this, I put a circle of thin rubber between
the face of the valve and its seat, and then the compression

was as good as desired.

Repeated grinding in of the valve has made very little

difference, the valve face and seat are perfectly smooth and
bright, and three garages I have taken it to say it is in good
condition, and cannot see why it leaks.

Can any reader enlighten me as to what to do, or where
1 might be, able to obtain a new valve case? (It is a very

old engine, and I do not know the maker's name.)

London.
'

L.F.I.

Vibration.

Sir,—This question was touched upon twice in The Motor

Ci/cJe for October 19th—first by Lt. Davison, who stated that

he had ridden a 4 h.p. single, geared low (5^ to 1), under all

conditions in Flanders, and that vibration was not noticeable ;

and " Ixion," who is of opinion that "twins" only are

vibrationless. I should very much like to see an article

on this subject written by one of your experts—a medical

man for preference—and covering the following points :

1. Single V twin—power and gears

2. Correct position of handle-bars and saddle.

3. Springing, handle-bars frame, and footboards.

4. Pace.

This information (up to date) would be very useful to men
like myself who are getting above middle age and use a

' motor cycle day after day on business. Apart from vibration,

motor cycling seems more and more to be becoming an old

man's pastime. I often see two grey-haired old men, who
must be close on seventy, thorouglily enjoying themselves on

the country roads on Douglas machines, albeit taking all

corners very carefully. W.S.T.
Reading.

A Hot Induction Pipe.

Sir, I have noticed
several times in your
journal that a heated
induction pipe is

really necessary for

the successful vapor-
isation of paraffin in

a motor cycle engine.
I think if manufac-

turers of motor cycle
engines were to cast
an induction pipe e7i

hloc with the cylin-

der, as shown in the
sketch, the paraffin

would enter the
engine in a more
vaporised form.
A FIFTEEN YEAR

OLD READER.
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Compound Spring Forks.
Sir,—The account of a trip which I made on my 3 h.p.

Enfield may interest your readers. Starting from Newcastle-
on-Tyne, I passed
through Hexham,
Alston, and Penrith,
reaching Keswick on
the first evening.
On the second day
I crossed Dunmail
Raise, and proceeded
via Winde r m"er e ,

Kendal, Lancaster,
Garstang, and Pres-
ton to Liverpool,
where I stayed the
night. Next morn-
ing, having crossed
the ferry to Birken-
head, I took the
mountain road to
Holywell, Abergele,
Colwyn Bay, and
Llandudno. During
the whole trip I

had no cause to use a spanner, my only stop being due to a
puncture near Penrith. I find the extra springs at the top

^OT^m NOVEMBER 2nd, 1916.

TKe new design Enfield spring fork

fitted to the writer's machine.
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"3 H.P." seated on the Enfield twin, the forks of which are

fitted with the special spring mentioned in his letter.

of the forks a great improvement over my last mount, a 2J
h.p., as they take all the road shocks from one's hands.
The usual disclaimer. 3 H.P.

Rockferry.

Will the Single-cylinder Survive ?

Sir,—As time goes on, I marvel more and more how this

question can still be repeatedly raised, and how there can
be any doubt about 'it in the minds of motor cyclists when
the war has pi'oved so conclusively that the " single " will

not only survive, but that it will do so upon the merits of
reliability, durability, simplicity, and economy, upon which
it stands supreme.
My riding experience extends over a mileage of 35,000,

ridden on various machines, twins and singles, and latterly

7,300 miles on a 4 h.p. countershaft Triumph, in all over
42,000 miles. Briefly put, I majy say that no twin in

existence would tempt me for solo use, and only for sidecar
touring work would f give the preference to the twin at

all, and that a heavily built twin. With the usual dis-

claimer, SINGLISSIMUS.

Sir,
—

" Ixion's " opinions on the question of single v. twin
are quite interesting. They, however, leave me with the
impression that he is only arguing on singles with inside

flywheels, and that in his vast experiences he has not really

tested the one with the outside flywheel, viz., the Blackburne.
My experience of this has been quite satisfactory, viz., 20,000
miles mostly with a sidecar, original bearings still good, and
9,500 mdes before the big end was touched. The vibration
B22

he complains of is a " negligible quantity," and after some
experience with twins I am very dubious if there are any
that can approach this for reliability with long life. As
regards the bearings on the connecting rods, there is need
for much improvement in twins in connection with the

lubrication, which, until perfected, does not tend to a large

mileage. ^ C. E. SYDENHAM.

Sir,—Mr. K. V. Chidley misquotes my letter on the subject
of single v. flat twin rather badly. I did not say that run-
ning an engine on a low gear would wear it out any more
cjuickly than a' high gear; nor did I. advocate "thumping
up hills " at low speeds on a high gear. It is being forced

to do fast hill-climbing on a low gear because the engine is

incapable of doing it on a high gear that I object to.

If Mr. Chidley's Brough climbs Dashwood Hill at 25 m.p.h.
on a 4^ to 1 gear this is a very good performance for a flat

twin, but what does he do if he wants to make a faster

ascent? Changes down, I guess. On the other hand, there
is not much difficulty in finding a 500 c.c. single which will

nearly double the speed he mentions, with a 4^ to 1 gear, on
Dashwood Hill.

The reason why I " imagine that a flat twin with worn
chains, sprockets, gear box, and with the engine gettmg
slack will make more noise than a single in like condition

"

when doing fast hill-climbing is that the twin will have to

do about double the engine speed of the single, in my
experience, for the same road speed. For slow hill-climbing

let us use a low gear by all means.
I conteiid that, however well balanced an engine may be,

it is most unpleasant at very high rates of r.p.m., which are
only tolerable at very high road speeds, when one has other
things to think about than the racket of the engine ; and,
further, that existing systems of transmission, involving
chain drive from the engine, will not stand these high rates
of r.p.m. without rapidly becoming exceedingly noisy.

A portion of the modern motor cycle which is in much
more urgent need of improvement than the engine is the
transmission. A. C. HUSKINSON.

The Scott Sociable.

Sir,—I have been greatly interested in the letters appear-
ing in 7'he Motor Cycle criticising the Scott Sociable.

Mr. F. Greenwood is most certainly in error in stating
that the sociable has difficulty in mounting the camber of

the road when on the near side. I have driven this machine
many thousands of miles, and have never had the troubles
referred to, not even when the camber was abnormal and
the surface very greasy.

From Mr. Greenwood's remarks, that " However the steer-

ing wheel was turned the front wheel refused to right itself,"

it would appear that the steering wheel was independent of
the front wheels, which would be hardly conducive to traffic

driving.

The most probable solution of Mr. Greenwood's impres-
sion is that the engine was cold and (similarly to the
majority of cars) developed little or no power when just

started up, or possibly the near wheel was jammed against
the kerb, necessitating pushing the machine.

I have no hesitation in stating that this machine steers

easier and has less side pull than any sidecar combination on
the road. It also possesses a feature which will appeal to

many sidecarists, that is, it is impossible to lift the near
wheel, even when no passenger is carried. As lor comfort,
both the driver and the passenger are kept clean, dry, and
warm, and the riding is more luxurious than any sidecar I

have ever been in. 'The starting up from the seat is always
sure and effective.

When the machine is standing it is hard to turn the
wheel ; this gives the sidecar machine a slight advantage,
but as this stiffness is usual with all cars, it is not noticeable.

If Mr. Greenwood is in Bradford in the near future, I

shall be pleased to arrange a trip (time permitting) in this

machine, and overcome his objections.

H. 0. WOOD,
The Scott Engineering Co.j Ltd.

Mending Punctures.
Sir,—If J. D. Robinson will use properly prepared patch-

ing and good quality solution he will not need to resort to

the push bicycle method of clamping as sketch. In any
case, if a patch needs treatment of that sort, it shows it

has been put on too wet WM. TURNER.

^
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ANOTHER BRITISH MAGNETO.
Details and Illustrations ol (he P. M. Magneto.

WE are able to give a few details

concerning a new motor cycle

magneto whicli is now being
manufactured in this country. Messrs.

Phillips Magnetos, Ltd., Birchett Road,
Aldershot, the firm responsible for " its

production, have specialised at the

outset on magnetos for motor cycle

engines. The types constructed at the

present lime are made to run in a

clooVwise or anti-clockwise direction

for single-cylinders, 50° twin-cylinders,

and the horizontal type of engine.

While examining a magneto in its various
stages of manufacture, we noted that
the workmanship was good thronghout,
the parts being well made and well

finished. The production of the magneto
has not been rushed through, the firm

having been engaged upon evolving an
efficient machine ever since the war
started, and the subject is being tackled

The new British P.M. magneto.

ALUMINIUM PISTONS.
FOUR samples of aluminium pistons

made by the Aluminium Alloy

Pistons Co., 6, Great Marlborough
Street, Oxford Circus, W., are shown in

the accompanying illustration. They are

composed of special aluminium alloy, and

are made for the principal makes of motor

bicycles. They are intended to be sup-

plied direct to the manufacturers and not

to private owners. The pistons manufac-

tured by this firm range in size from

62 mm. up to Sin. in diameter, and no

less than fifty different types of all shapes

and sizes have been supplied to various

well-known firms.

From the samples illustrated, it will

be noticed that there are two for two-

stroke engines, one of which is in an

unfinished state—a piston with a broad
groove in the centre for the purpose of

oil retaining, and an ordinary flat top

in a thoroughly businesslike manner.
Messrs. Phillips hope soon to extend
their plant so that their weekly output
will run into four figures.

Contact breaker end of the P.M. magneto.

Externally, the P.JM. magneto does
not differ greatly from the types to

which the motor cyclist has been accus-
tomed from the beginning of his career,

but the following details will prove
interesting. The end plate on the
spindle side is so manufactured that the
same end plate will do for a single or a

twin, the fiat side thereof opposite to the
high-tension terminal being left so that it

can be bored and drilled in order to take
an extra terminal and carbon brush
holder. Following standard practice, the
condenser (in the manufacture of which
much care is exercised) is carried at the
end of the armature, while the method

-^~»o» <

four-stroke piston. It will be apparent
that the hitter has tiny holes, which are
drilled through a small groove running
below the edge of the bottom ring groove.
One at least of the pistons is to be used
as an experiment by a leading motor cycle

manufacturer. The advantages offered by
aluminium alloy pistons are—lightened
reciprocating parts, and consequently
better balance and higher engine speed.

A STARTING TANK.
FOR starting when using heavy fuel

the small tank device which we are

about to describe has lately been

provisionally patented. Particulars have

been sent to us by Mr. H. P. Baker, 1,

Camden Villas, New Street, Westerham,
Kent, on behalf of the inventor, Mr.
Baxter.

of fixing the armature-shaft is also

worthy of mention. The armature-shaft

is squared and tapered, and is fitted

into the brass end plate of the armature

so that the largest end of the taper is

inside, and is so rigidly fixed that it

cannot possibly be pushed out.

In addition to this method of fixing

the end is burred over, thus making it

doubly secure. The magneto, of course,

runs "on ball bearings, the bearings on

both sides of the armature being of the

same size. The high-tension wire is

fixed in the brush holder by a sharp

pointed brass screw, the point of which

penetrates the insulation and thus makes
good contact with the high-tension wire.

With this fixing the wire is just pushed

into the socket, and, provided it is home,

it is only neces-

sary to insert the

screw and screw
it up tightly. The
magnets, as are

all other parts of

the machine, are

made entirely at

Messrs. Phillips's

works. We saw
one magnet hold-

ing some scrap

iron w h i c h
weighed 17 lb.

The platinum
points are of
ample dimensions
and welded to the
screws.

(mt^

Section of the brush

holder.showing method

of securing the high-

tension wire.

The device consists of a small tank
about 3in. in diameter and about 6in.
high, which is designed to be screwed
into the induction pipe in the manner

Specimens ot aluminium alloy pistons for four-stroke and two-stroke engines.

The one on the extreme left is a rough casting of a two-stroke piston as it

comes from the sand mould.

The tank referred

to by Mr. Baker,

which is screwed

on to the induction

pipe.

E. Filler cap.

B. Needle valV^i

C. Valve seating.

I. Inlet pipe.

shown in the illustration. The tank is

supplied with a needle valve and a small

filler cap. When it is required to

start the engine, the needle valve B is

unscrewed and a few drops of petrol

allowed to drip into the induction pipe.

The engine will then start, and the heavy
fuel may be turned on. It is claimed
that the tank holds sufficient petrol to

enable an engine to be started and to

warm itself up on petrol about five

hundred times.
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IT seems strange, now that the weather conditions

here are approaching a stage .so dismal that

articles" discussing the most suitable equipment
to ward off rain, wind, and snow are deemed
necessary, that pur brothers of the wheel Overseas—

•

and particularly those in the Antipodes—are looking

forward to summer awheel. Of course the require-

ments of the Army must make a good deal of

difference to the amount of riding possible in the

British Dominions this year, though m.otor cycles long

ceased to be vehicles of pleasure only. They have,

indeed, become so much- a part of our daily routine

that, robbed of their utilitarian value, many of us
- would be almost stranded. Apart from that motor
cycles have become such a dependable method of

travel that thousands of men over military age—and
family men at that—have been won over by their

attractions.

During the past month our Overseas mail bag

—

despite the unpleasant attentions of enemy sub-

marines—has arrived regularly with accounts of

sporting motor cycling events in the different parts

of the globe where motor cycles are popular.

In the race meeting of the Goldfield Motor Club,

held on September 3rd on the dried up bed of Lake
Perkolilli, it was satisfactory to note that British

motor cycles' figured very prominently, not only in

proportion to the machines represented, but in the

results.

The result of a South African competition reaches

us from Mr. T. J. Chester. It was the Pietermaritz-

burg Club's annual trophy run—157 miles of rough

roads. We notice several points of interest. The
winner was mounted on an A. B.C., which lost eight

marks in a thousand, all for being slightly out of

count at the secret checks. Thirteen out of twenty-

three machines were big American tAvins—this in a

British colony. A little 2| h.p. Sun, with no gear

but a Philipson governor, pulley, managed to finish

and to beat two American 7-9 h.p. twins.

One of the most important Australian events of

the year was the Victoria M.C.C. "night to night"
trial, as it was called. Full details*had not reached

us when going to press, but a photograph is to hand
of the winner, J. Fleece, who, it appears, was
mounted on an 8 h.p. J.A.P.-engined single-geared

sidecar outfit. We doubt not that there has been
•great discussion since this remarkable success, in view
of the lack of a gear or clutch on the sidecar in

question. It seems to upset many arguments, but it

is not really so. Evidently Mr. Fleece is a rider of.

rare skill. Even in our own Scottish trials a single-

gear twin-cylinder sidecar outfit has been taken round
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one of the worst courses ever selected, but only by
dint of much athletic wcn-k on bends and hills.

Other Motor Cyclists' Vie-ws.
Appended we quote a number of extracts from

Overseas letters, many of which harp upon the old
topic of the desirability of sprint frames. Those
who support such pleas will be interested in this issue,

in which a number of spring frame designs appear as

a result of the campaign The Motor Cycle^has waged
for many months past.

We frequently, as will be seen from the extracts

quoted, receive letters from readers serving with the

Overseas Forces. These letters as a rule are of a
most interesting nature. Overseas riding conditions

undoubtedly require an even running engine and
plenty of ground clearance, two points in which the
" flat " or horizontal twins render- themselves most
suitable. It is, therefore, interesting to see the two
new makes of this type, which have been described

and illustrated in this journal recently; the flat

twin Humber should undoubtedly prove an attractive
" after the war " Overseas machine.

An American Rear Car.

Mr. W. T. Cooper, Toronto, Canada :
" I take this oppor-

tunity to draw your readers' attention to a new American
machine of unusual design. I enclose a picture of it.

"The Cygnet, as it is called, takes the form of a rear car.

It has two wheels, and fastens to the rear of the motor cycle,

making the outfit a four-wheeler three-track- vehicle. The
driver is still exposed to the elements and with the same
old back-breaking saddle. The passengers are three times

the distance from one as in a sidecar outfit. Do you think
this is an improvement on the sidecar? Would you buy this

in preference to a two-track side-by-side seating cycle car,

which would cost no more to keep up ?

"If Mr. S. L. Burnard calls the "Scott Sociable an ugly,

clumsy thing, what would he call this? The Scott Sociable

is an improvement, but the Cygnet seems to be bought only
because it is something new. It is built by the Cygnet Rear
Car Co., Buffalo, New York."

Cygnet rear car attachment referred to by W. T. Cooper, the writer

of the accompanying letter.
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I
Overseas Opinions.

—

Road Dangers.

Mk. S. a. Austin, Stanford Merthyr, N.S.W. :
" I now

ride a 5-6 h.p. M.A.G.-engined Rover, which cost me £110
without lamps or speedometer. The sidecar cost me a further

£19. So you see motoring out .here is rather expensive

fun. I thinlc my machine would be better with two exhaust
pipes extending to the rear axle instead of the aluminium
silencer which is now fitted, and is so near the ground that

it often fouls the humps. Most of the riding is through

bush country out here ; no brick walls, like in London. The
only thing is one has to be careful that rabbits or hares do
not dive across the road into the front wheel."

The "-Bunyip."

Mr. C. Hardixg, Parramatta, N.S.W. :
" A short

time ago I was spending a holiday in the Illawarra district,

and had a very amusing experience. There was a spot

where the track passed near a water-hole, which, according

to the stories told by the local 'blacks,' Avas inhabited by
a 'bunyip.' Now, the 'bunyip' is the aboriginals' idea

of a ghost or spook. For instance, if a spot is supposed to

be haunted, the aboriginals will say that a bunyip lives

there. This imaginary creature is supposed to inhabit

swamps and water-holes, and is greatly feared by the

natives. I was passing this particular spot one very dark
night on my way back to the station where I was stayiiig.

As I drew near the water-hole I heard a strange shuffling

noise ahead of me. I had a splendid lamp (a very big

P. and H.), and as I looked ahead I saw what seemed to

be a mass of glittering stars, stretched across the road

and into the bush on either side. I promptly loAvered the

Zenith's gear, and let the machine crawl slowly forward

;

at the same time I got out my Colt's .44, which I had in

my hip pocket. The ' mass of stars ' started jumping about
as I got closer, and I began to feel ' a wee bit queer. ' I

listened intently for any sound which might give me a

clue to the meaning of the strange phenomenon. The
glittering mass was now only about twenty-five yards ahead
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of me, and as I stood beside ^my machine I could almost
feel my hair standing up. Not a sound could be heard.

Suddenly a loud ' Baa ' broke the ominous silence, and
relieved my suspense. It was only a flock of sheep standing
in the darkness, with their eyes glittering in the light of

my lamp. I felt rather sheepish, I can tell you. In a

country like this (Australia) motor cyclists often have very
novel experiences. I have had a Brooks saddle almost
eaten by a cow who suddenly developed a taste for leather,

and, again, I have had tyres eaten through by a cockatoo."

Motor Cycles for India.

Mr. F. Goodwill, Bangalore: "Good makes of English
motor cycles seem to do well generally in South India, both
solo and sidecar ; but greater cooling surface for cylinders

is very desirable in view of the high temperature of the
atmosphere. The 3^ h-P-, suitably geared, will take a side-

car with a reasonable load, but sometimes one wishes for a
little more power to cope with heavy roads and strong mon-
soon winds, seeing that repair shops are often far from the
trouble, and almost every motorist one meets grumbles at

the carelessness and inefficiency of the Indian workman.
" A 6 h.p. twin came, through me, into the market lately.

The engine was in perfect order, but its low clearance spoiled

trade to the tune of £15 to £20. It was positively unsafe
tor the ruts of country roads. It was a 1913 model with
about 3^in. clearance.

" I have been interested in

charged for new machines and
attention of an urgent, pushing nature here in South India.

A JMadras firm was lately advertising itself as agent
for not less than twelve different mal-es of motor cycles. I

think it a pity that trade should be put so entirely into the

hands of one firm.

"Thanks for your campaign on rear sprung frames. I

lately went twenty-six miles out and home with sidecar on
a country road, yet a main road. Before ending the return
journey I vowed that my next viiist be rear sprung. But
my average speed Avas only 15 m.p.h., and that with most
careful watching of pot holes.

Colonial reports of prices

spares. The matter needs

SIGNAL SECTION IN A FRENCH MARKET SQUARE.

An interesting official photograph of .the Indian Army Corps signals, lorries, cars, and motor cyclists on their way to the Front. The picture

well shows the fit state of the men, who are mounbed on W.D. Triumphs, the officers having Singer light cars.
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Overseas Opinions.

—

"Then, for India, every nut ought to be castellated or
spring-washered. A friend of mine has shed most possible
items from his machine in the course of about 3,000 miles

;

but he lives in a country town and gets little city driving.
For myself, I ought, if you can permit such a direct testi-

mony, to say that my Rover has run 7,000 miles in India,
town and country, and has shaken but one nut loose, and
dropped not an atom of metal to date."

Biiiish V. American in Australia.

"GuNNEB," A.I.F., France : "The controversy at present
raging in your paper regarding the merits of British and
American machines interests nje. I can truthfully say that
so far as Australia is concerned British machines are
becoming less popular. It is not due to design, workman-
ship, or anything -else concerning the machines themselves,
but to the agents, who charge exorbitant prices both for

machines and parts."

More Difficult Riding Conditions.

"Guide Warerick," Gisborne, Australia: "I have been
a subscriber to your journal for so long now (upwards of

ten years) that I seem to know you quite well. I am sure

I do ; and I write you these few lines in the hope that a

Colonial motor cyclist's views may interest you. From time

to time I read in The Motor Cycle the views of New
Zealand motor cyclists on the question of Colonial models,

but most of them appear to have regard to the conditions

existing in the particular district in which the writer lives,

the result being that we have the ideal Colonial mount
presented in many different forms. In some of the provinces

here, Canterbury and Hawke's Bay for instance, the roads

are really good, and the enthusiastic rider will use his

machine the whole year through, while in Poverty Bay the

conditions are simply appalling in winter. Gisborne is the

largest town by far in this latter district, and for five or

six mouths in the year one may get bogged within two or

three miles of the town, and, except for about twenty
miles on one road, progression on a motor cycle is impos-
sible. There are other provinces in which similar conditions

exist, though to a lesser degree. Now a motor cycle to be
of real use here must be built to meet our most adverse

conditions, conditions such as wiU be met with by any rider

undertaking a serious tour—rough roads, rougher hills, and
stretches of sand.' Ten years of motor cycling in New
Zealand have taught me the value of plenty of power. I

plump for a 6 or 8 h.p. twin with three-speed every time,
particularly if a sidecar is used. My present mount, a

3| h.p. Scott, is the smallest powered machine I have used
for three or four years, and, while I find it a splendid
machine on good roads and hills, it is a little unsuitable
under, other conditions, and I intend replacing it with a
big English twin this summer. Mudguards are the worst
feature of the ordinary machine. Some of the guards are
splendid on wet roads, but when one gets into the thick

mud they cause the wheels to stick and progress ceases.

I have been pulled up in low gear on an 8 h.p. twin with
mud in the guards and wheels. The only way to keep
going in these circumstances is to ride through all the pools
and keep washing the mud out, but this is not always safe.

So let us have wide, almost flat guards, the wider the
better, and do not have any guards which encircle the rims.
Then we should have good clearance, il have seen two
Clynos, excellent macliines in other respects, with punctured
crank cases.) Totally enclosed chain drive (or shaft). Four
speeds in the gear box are better than three, with a large
clutch and a very low gear. A good spring frame would do
more than anything to popularise motor cycling, and it has
given me great pleasure to follow your campaign in this
direction. In the interests of the pastime, I hope you are
entirely successful. Sidecar connections should be stronger,
likewise mudguards. Apart from new sidecars, you rarely
see one with a mudguard. Co'nnections are constantly breaks
ing ; frames occasionally."

A TWENTY-FOUR HOUR CONTEST,
A BRITISH MACHINE WINS .

THE VICTORIAN CUP.

WE are glad to see that the prestige of

the old country is being" upheld in

the Colonies, and though we can-

not hold competitions as in pre-war days, it

is good to observe that when it comes to a

strenuous test tlie Brit-ish mount still retains

its supremacy. In Victoria, during August, a
" night to night" trial took place, J. Fleece

winning the motor cycle cup given for

sidecars over 600 c.c. It will be seen from
the illustration that his sidecar outfit has an

8 h.p. J. A. P. engine, and is belt driven and
single-geared.

The Route.

The .Western district of Victoria was
chosen for the .

scene of the contest, the

route being from Melbourne to Geelong,

through Camperdown, and continuing the

main road to Warrnambool, thence to

Koroit and back to Warrnambool. The
direction then followed was to Mortlake,
Skipton, and Ballarat, then across to

Wearyborough and Castlemaine, thence to

the city by the main Bendigo road. The
trial was a thorough test for machines, and
for human endurance also, as competitors

in .our own reliability contests will agree if

they know the country traversed.

5«-

The winner, of the Victorian Motor Cycle Cup—J. Fleece. A remarkably

efficient lighting set is shown, a car head light being fixed to the forepart of the

sidecar, in addition to the usual head lamp on the bicycle. Inset, the handsome
silver cup which he won in the twenty-four hour contest.

M
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A selection of questions of general interest receiTed from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, '* The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked "Legal" in. the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Double Belt Drive.

In The Motor C'ljde of Sep-
tember 9th and 16th, 1915, 1
saw letters on double counter-
shaft pulleys, with gear ratios of

5 to 12 to 1. Can you give me
the address of the manufacturers?'
Also, can you give me any informa-
tion as to efficiency, durability, and
simplicity?—E.H.

We do not think the pulley you mention
is at present on the market. Most of

those in use are made privately. The
contrivance is simply a double pulley
with the central flange, that which is in

contact with both belts, slidable on the
axle, the whole mounted in such a" way
that it can be moved backwards and
forwards. It is quite .satisfactory in

itself, but the front belt wears ^badly,

as it is so short.

Loss of Power.

I have been taking down my^ motor cj'cle for cleaning, etc.,

> but cannot have put it together
-iJ correctly. When the machine is

on the stand it will run all

right, but when I get astride the
saddle on the road the engine has no
power and stops. I can now pedal
engine round on the stand without
using the valve lifter, which I could
not do before overhauling. (1.) Do
you think the valve timing is wrong ?

(2.) When I was putting in the
piston I broke a piece out of the
skirt. The valves are at the side of

cylinder, and there is only one piston
ring. Do you think the piece being
broken out is the cause of the loss of

power ?—C.F.B.
1(1.) Carefully examine your valves and
see that they are closing properly. If

they are not this is obviously the cause
of the loss of compression. You can
easily check the valve timing, which
should be as follows : Set the exhaust
valve to close just after the completion
ot the e.xhaust stroke. It will then
commence to open when the piston is

about one-seventh of the length of the
stroke from the bottom of the firing

stroke. The inlet should commence to
open as the exhaust closes, and remain
open for rather more than one complete
;lroke of the piston, or while the fly-

wheels turn through 190° or 200°. (2.)

We do not think the small piece broken
out of the bottom of the piston will
appreciably affect matters. It would
be better to have a new piston, but, on
the other hand, we do not think there
will be any objection to running your
_pi'esent piston until the new one arrives.

Single Gear and Sidecar.

I have a 1909 3^ h.p. Triumph,

?' free engine, no gears. It is on
the point of being returned by

-^ the makers with the engine re-

fitted with new parts. It has
previously been used as a solo inachine.
Do you think it will take a sidecar up
a hill on its present fixed gear? I do
not Avant to go to the expense of speed
gear. Passenger's weight, 9 st. 10 lb. ;

mine, 15 st.—T.S.R, (kSgt. R.A.iM.C.)

,

You do not say whether your Triumph
has an adjustable pulley, or what the
gear is ; but, it suitably geared, say 5

or 5^ to 1, it should be quite satisfactory

in any but a hilly district.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.

The proprietors of this journal, bein? fully in

accord with the recommendations agreed
upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured
in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation, either during or after the war.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD

Accumulator Charging.

In The Motor' Cycle for Septem-

?' ber 28th you gave instructions
for charging accumulators from

-2J liouse lights. Will you kindly
inform me whether the voltage

of the lamps matters, e.g., whether the
voltage of the lamps subtracted from
the voltage of the supply mains should
equal the voltage of the accumulator?
Also the number of metal filament
lamps, thirty watts at 200 volts,

required in resistance to charge two
volts two ampere hour accumulators ?

—H.V.C.
When charging accumulators it is neces-

sary that the voltage of the supply should
exceed the voltage of the accumulator,
and unless you are using the lamp for

lighting purposes while charging a high
' voltage is extravagant. Beyond these
points the voltage does not matter.
Accumulators should not "be charged at

a higher speed in amperes than is marked
on them (this varies with the size and
output), but they may be charged at a

loAver rate. The little accumulator you
mention should not be charged at a

higher rate than .2 ampere. As watts
equal volts X amperes, the thirty watt
lamp on a 200 volt circuit will require .15

ampere, and one lamp will be sufficient.

Magneto Sprocket Slipping.

The sprocket wheel which
drives my magneto, fixed to the
magneto on a taper screwed
tight home, is constantly slipping

slightly, and so upsetting the

timing of the machine. The fit by
Contact alone and tightly screwing up
seems in my case scarcely sufficient,

although I am aware other users of

magnetos do not often get this diffi-

culty. Can you suggest a remedy ?

—

E.D.H.
The taper fitting is in most cases quite

satisfactory. What has probably hap-
pened is that the taper has become worn.
Get a good mechanic to verify this and
refit the sprocket, and we think the
trouble will cease.

Skidding of Back Wheel at Starting.

I have a 35-4 h.p. combination
j^ fitted with Armstrong three-speed

> gear. A kick-starter is fitted,

-2J but I have never used it, but
have preferred to push to get

a start. Lately, however, when start-

ing, some difficulty seems to have
arisen, the back wheel skidding along

for a considerable distance. When a

start is ultimately obtained no further

trouble arises, neither does the skid-

ding always occur.—W.F.D.
The trouble, we should say, is due to

your not having the exhaust valve lifter

adjusted so that it raises the valve
sufficiently. Also, you may be advancing
the spark too much when you attempt
to start.

Lamps used near the Coast.

The glass of my motor cycle

g^l
head lamp measures 4^in. in

V diameter. I have been repeatedly
-Jj warned by the constable in one

district in the West of England.
He is the only complainant. Kindly
inform me if it is or is not necessary
to dim a head light of such dimen-
sions.—W.G.S.

The diameter of the glass must not
exceed 6in. Within six miles of the sea

anywhere in the United Kingdom, or

within six miles of navigable waters of

any estuary, the glass must be dimmed
with one thickness of ordinary white
tissue paper, or ground-glass, or a disc of

other uncoloured material. Over the glass

must then be placed a cap or disc of

opaque material, and in it there must be
six ^in. holes, spaced appro-ximately
evenly round the disc so that no portion
of any of the aperture is nearer the
centre of the disc than one-quarter the
diameter of the effective front of the
lamp.
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Acetylene Generators.

I am always having trouble

with my acetylene lamps. Is it

possible to have one generator

for the front and back lamp ?

I mean a large one. What is

the difference between a Low generator

and a Rushmore ?—G.B.

One generator will usually supply the
front and back lamps, but you should

have a Y connection so as to branch off

from the generator to the two lamps.
The Low generator is a self-generating

system of compressed acetylene. The
Rushmore is a generator designed more
or less on standard lines, but with a

shaking grid, which shakes down dust
to the bottom of the generator, leaving
only the unconsumed carbide to be
attacked by the water.

Carburetter Trouble.

(1.) Sly machine is a new 1916

?' I
5 h.p. twin, ridden solo. When
opening up gently off the pilot

-^ jet the engine nearly always
chokes, necessitating the throttle

being closed again before the engine
wOl recommence to fire. This occurs
no matter what amount of extra air is

given either at the pilot jet or main
throttle. The only variation is that
sometimes the engine can be induced •

to fire again by opening the main
throttle wide (again irrespective of the
amount of extra air being given), but
this, of course, produces an enormous
and violent acceleration, accompanied by
great " snatchiness " in the drive. Can
this choking be remedied? (2.) On any-
thing like a poor surface the front fork
spring clatters very violently between
the two rubber stops. The same thing
occurred on a second-hand 7 h.p. T.T.
model of the same make which I previ-

ously owned, and I then -put it down
to wear, but that cannot be the reason
in the present case. Can this noise be
stopped? (3.) Can you inform me
whether I should get satisfactory results
if I fitted another carburetter in place
of the semi-automatic now fitted? (4.)

I contemplate reducing the gear and
lowering the compression for winter
running. If I fit a plate between the
cylinders and the detachable heads,
shall I have to obtain new and longer
holding-down bolts, and will the exist-

ing provision for adjustment at the
inlet rockers be sufficient or will longer
rods be required?—A.G.T.

(1.) We can only think that the main jet

is partially stopped up. Carefully over-
haul your petrol system and see that
there are no obstructions. Perhaps the
sudden opening of the throttle causes
part of the obstruction to be drawn
through and the choking is temporarily
remedied. Until the engine has warmed
up keep the extra air closed. (2.) Care-
fully examine the spring and note if any
part is broken. If this is the case it

should be replaced. See that the head is

tight. Any looseness in the head of

course will aggravate the chattering.
Also see that both rubber buffers are in

good condition. (3 and 4.) We do not
think you will get any better results by
changing your carburetter nor by reduc-
ing the compression. If you raise the
cylinder heads by fitting a washer under-
neath the cylinders this will alter practi-

cally everythmg. As to whether the
existing inlet rockers, etc., will' suffice

depends upon the degree by which the

compression is reduced; in other words,
it depends upon the thickness of the
washer you fit and upon the amount of

adjustment afforded on the rods. It you
should decide to alter the compression
we would advise you to place the packing
under the cylinder base and not under
the detachable head.

Failure' to Start.

I had the spindle of my timing

_| wheels break, and had it repaired

^ and fitted it up again, but I

-I-l could not get the engine to start.

I have set the exhaust valve to

close at the top of the stroke, and the

inlet to open immediately after, which,

I think, is right ; but I cannot under-
stand the magneto. The points break
and -keep open until it has nearly
turned right round. Would you be
good enough to give me your advice
on the matter?—C.P.

The valve timing seems to be correct, but
you have to set the magneto so that the
points are just about to break when the
piston is on the top of the compression
stroke with the spark two-thirds retarded.

We think that if you set the magneto
timing correctly the engine will give no
further trouble.

Storing a Motor Cycle.

I should be very much obliged
if you would inform me, through
j'our valued paper, the proper
way to prepare a motor cycle

for storing it over the winter
season. I mean, should the tyres be
removed ?—J.S.P.

We do not think that you need remove
the tyres for storing for the winter, but
if you should decide to do so the covers

and tubes should be stored in a dark,

damp place, such as a cool cellar. The
tubes should be slightly inflated, or else

carefully rolled up. With regard to the

rest of the machine, you should

NOVEMBER 2nd, igi6.

thoroughly clean it, and then paint all

bright parts with either grease or thick
lubricating oil. If the machine is stored
with the tyres on, keep them blown hard
and both wheels jacked up off the ground.

READER'S REPLY.
Overheating.

With reference to overheating in a

2 h.p'. Humber, in your issue of October
12th, "C.B." will probably find a long

open exhaust pipe the best remedy.
His jet, as you say, is too large and his

gear too low.—C.D.S.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Cardiff to Coddenham (Sttffolk).—

T.RS.
Cardiff, Newport, Chepstow, Newn-

ham, Gloucester, Cheltenhamj North-
leach, Witney, Oxford, Thame, Ayles-
bury, Tring, St. Albans, Hatfield, Hert-
ford, Bishops Stortford, Great Dunraow,
Braintree, Colchester, Capel, Coddenham.

Cheltenham to Lyme Regis.—J.H.G.
Painswick, Stroud, Nailsworth, Bath,

Shepton Mallet, Ilchester, Crewkerne,
Lyme Regis. Distance, 99 miles.

Bournemouth to Cheltenh.\m.—J.H.G.
Wimborne, Blandford, Shaftesbury,

Warminster, Westbury, Melksham, Chip-
penham, Malmesbury, Cirencester, Chel-

tenham. Distance, 106 miles.

Windsor to Seaford.—H.N.H.
Windsor, Staines, Hampton Court, Sur-

biton, Ewell, Tadworth, Reigate, Craw-
ley, Horsham, Cowfold, Hurstpierpoint,
Hassocks, Keymer, Ditchling, West-
mestou, Plumpton, Lewes, Seaford.

Birmingham to Salisbury.—W.B.
Birmingham, Stratford-on-Avon, More-

ton-in-the-i\Iarsh, Sto-w-on-tlie-Wold, Bur-
ford, Lechlade, Highworth, Swindon,
Marlborough, IPewsey, Rushall, Ames-
bury, Salisbury.
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Some of the men who handle the now famous armoured car "tanks." Their experiences

in the battle zone would fill a book. The print was sent us with wishes for the " best of

success" ; our readers will join us in sending out such a message to the boys of the

H.S., M.G.C.
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Examine every other

%,

make if you will -- subject their points to the severest

expert scrutiny—but you W\\\ NEVER discover

another mount to bear equal comparison with
the celebrated "A.J.S."

Its perfect inclusion of every refinement known to modern
practice— ensuring the Greatest Efficiency and Economy
in service— unfailingly stands the incomparable A.J.S. in

the highest stead in whatever service it is called upon to

undertake.

Classed by itself, the A.J.S. has at all times gained its full quota of

high.est-class awards in all the leading motor cycle competitions.

A. J. STEVENS & Co. (1914), Ltd., Wolverhampton
London Agent : H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.. Store St., Tottenham Court Rd.

STANDS ALONE
—In splendid isolation the " Canoelet " Sidecar remains

the perfect example of the engineers' skill and bhe

body-buiiders' craft. Synonymous with co.-nfbrt,

" Canoelet " means all-round sidecar satisfaction,

especially for the lady who has been used to riding

In a car. She will appreciate the luxury of the

" Canoelet."

MEAD & DEAKIN, Tyseley, BIRMINGHAM.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to_—-r-oo"
ILIFfE & SONS Ltd., and crossed __--^t-—=-

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of "Ths Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be pasted in time to reach the ofQces of

"The Motor Cycle" Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisem«its should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience o£ advertisers letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.
WUen this is desired, the sum of 6d. to deiray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies mast be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. All replies should be addres^sed,
*' No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.G."

W-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to sen.! money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect satety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit tee of 25. 5d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be mad»;
payable to Uiffe & Sons Limited. ,
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

thi' Deposit System. Other advertisers may Le equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that eliect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who tepiy to advenisemeots and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silen:e. as an indication that the goods advertisoU have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries thai it l^ quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A. B.C.

1 0l'* A.B.C., with ]y:ontg:omery coach sidecar, in
-Lt/ splendid condition; what offers?—Hancock, 43,
Hill St., Hinckley. [X0440

A.J.S.

16 A.J.S., 2^4h.p., in stock; £55.—Cyril Willinms,
Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton. [X0406

RARE Opportunity-—1916 A.J.S., 4h.p., and sidecar,
just delivered; first cheque £96.—Taylor's Garage,

Falmouth. [3267

A.J.S. 4h.p. Combination, just delivered from works.—
Prices and particulars, W. Brandish, Triumph Gar-

age, Coventry. [X9653

A.J.S., 3-speed, Gloria coachbuilt sidecar, with wind
screen, all accessories; £65.—Appleyard, 97, Elwick

. Krl.. West Hartlepool. [X0523

PETROL Free with 1915 A.J.S., 2^ih.p., 3-speed,
handle-bar clutch, kick-start, perfect order; 39

gns.—Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead. [4118

1Q16 2^4h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, latest model, ridden 700
i-iy miles only, condition genuinely as new, specifica-

(ion as list; £55.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [3994

Alldays.

ALLON, 1916, 2-speed, hand clutch, jperfect; £35.-6,
Montague Rd., Handsworth, Birmmgham. [3875

19

SEGOND=HAND BARGAINS
OARS AND LIOHT OARS.

N.A.G., 14-20 h-p., new chassis, 4-spced gear-box,

C.A.V. 12 volt set £30e

SUNBEAM, 12-16 h.p., 4-spced, 5-seater, hood and
screen, just thoroughly overhauled £295

KNIGHT JUNIOR, 1914, 12 h.p., 2-seater, sporting

body fi155

G.W.K,, 1914, 9 h.p., just re-painted and new hood
fitted £115

G.W.K., igrs, g h.p., detach, wheels, domed guards,
all black finish, speedometer and mech. horn. ... £160

DEEMSTER, 1914, 9.5 h.p., 2-seater, all accessories ;

a bargain at £100
OVERLAND, 1916, 12 h.p., 5-seater, dynamo and

self-starter equip., as new £185
FORD, 1916, 20 h.p., 5-seater, shop-soiled £125

5IDEOAR OUTFITS.
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., 2-speed, model? de luxe £38
rRIU1VI?H, 3* h.p., 2-speed countershaft, Sidecar... £32
INDIAN, 1913, 7 h.p., coach-buQt Sidecar, 2-speed,

and spring frame ,
£42

2EN1TH, I9r4, 6 h.p., countershaft clutch model,
with sporting undsrslung Sidecar £60

RUDGF, 1913, 5-6 h.p. Multi, with Rudge Sidecar.... £46
INDIAN, 1916, 5 h.p. Combination, 3-speed £63
ZENITH, 1914. 8 h.p., clutch, and Sidecar, all access. £68
ENFIELD, 1912,6 h.p., 2-speed twin, Enfield Sidecar. . £29
RUDGE, 1913, 3^ h.p. Multi, coach-built Sidecar »i33

B.S.A., 1916, 4J: h.p., 3-speed, all-chain drive, Godi\a
sporting Sidecar, only done 500 miles £68

SCOTT, 1914, 3?- h.p., 2-sp., and Scott Sidecar Chafsis £45
B.S.A., T915, 4 h.p., 3-speed, chain drive, C.B. Sidecar £50
ZENITH, 1915, 3i h.p., twin, clutch, and C.B. Sidecar £52

SOLO IVIODEI.S.
NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 1915, 2i h.p., s-speed £26
DOUGLAS, igii,2j h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £20
CALTHORPE, I9r4, 2 h.p.. 2-speed £18
RUDGE, 1913, 3* h.p. Multi, T.T. bars £33
ivy, 1915, 2-stroke, single speed £18
NEW HUDSON, Tgis, 3^ h-P-. 3-speed J.A.P. engine. . £34
REX, 191 3, 3i h-p-, 2-speed, and clutch £28
RUDGE, 3.'. h.p., Philipson puUev, 1915 improvements £37
BROWN, s'ih.p. model, Bosch magneto £14
INDIAN, ig'is, 5 h.p., 3-speed twin £52
ROVER, 1912, 3i h.p., T.T. clutch model 520
DOUGLAS, iqi2, 2^ h.p., single-speed fi16

ALLDAYS ALLON, 1915, 2-speed, 2 stroke £32
NEW HUDSON, 1915, 2-stroke, as new £24
TRIUMPH, 1914, 2 h.p.. 2-speed, 2-stroke £31
INDIAN, 1914, 7-9 h-p., 2-speed, electric equip £47
ENFIELD, 1910, 2', h.p., tvnn, Grado gear £14
HARLEY-DAVIDSON. rgis, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, tmn. . £56
LEVIS, 19x4, 2^ h.p-, 2-stroke, countershaft £18
HARLEY-DAVrOSON, igi=i, 79 hp, 3-speed, as new £53
INDIAN, 1914, 7-9 h.p.. T.t., clutch model £41
F.N., 2j h.p., 2-speed, lightweight £17
IVY, 1915, 2i h.p., 2-'vtroke, 2-speed, as new £21
NORTON, 1915, 4 h.p., T.T., all accessories £49

" NEW MODELS.
ALL THE UNDERMENTIONED ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

HAPLEY-DAVIDSOK, Model i6F £80 15
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model i6F, T.T. bars £80 15
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sidecar to either of abOA'e. . £21
ROYAL ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £94 10
ROYAL ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin, 2-5peed £57 15
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2jh.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £44 2
B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-speed, all-chain, H £64
B.S.Am 4i ^^.. 3-speed, chain-cum-belt, K £62
B.S.A., 3.'. h.p., T.T., fi;ced gear, D - . . £50 10
INDIAN, 7 h.p., Powerplus, model G £75
INDIAN, 7 h.p., Powerplus, and Sidecar £104
ROYAL RUBY. All models ex stock.

LEVIS, 2j h.p., s.-speed, Popular model £32
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-5troke, de luxe £37 15

1914and1915 DOUGLAS MACHINES
bought for SPOT Cash.

MOTORMART
100$ 136 Gt Ibrtland SUondon W.
fe/^Ao/i*-532 Mflyfoir^/eyrt7/77.y 'Abdicate Wcsdo

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act.

advertisers requiring workmen, and whose
business consists wholly or mainly of
engrineerinsr orthe productions of munitions
of war. or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more-than 10
miles away, or already engaged on Govern-
ment work, will be engaged."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with
the approval of the Board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchange or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engaged on
Government w^ork need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Alldays.

ALLDAYS Matchless, speedometer, lamps; ^20.—
Warren's, 386, Euston Rd. Museum 3081. [4223

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
can supply immediately all models of Alldays Allon.

[0796
PETROL Free with Alldays Matchless, 4h.p., 1915,

clutch; 24 gns.—Troward, 78, High St., Hamp-
stead. [4116

1 Q 14 SVah.p. 2-speed Alldays Matchless, enamelling
Xt/ and plating excellent; £33.—Parker and Son, St.

Ives, Hunts. [4167"

1 Q16 Allon, 25/41i-P-t 2-stroke, condition as new. hardlyXv been ridden; accept £37, no ofiers.—Cricketers,
Downs Rd., Clapton. [3879

PETROL Free with Alldays Allon, 2-speed, nevf
January, perlect order; • 2*7 gns.—Troward. 78.

High St., Hampstead. [4115

6^3.-3h.p. Alldays Matchless, Villiers engine, 1915
f^ 4z model, splendid condition: £18.-107, Wargrave
Av., Stamford Hill, !<". [3933

1 Q15 Alldays-Matchless, 2^4h.p., very little used, likei.

Xi/ new: £20. or near olfer.-Charlton Villa, Staines
Rd., Bedlont, Middlesex- [4074

ALLDAYS Allon. 1915. 2'speed clutch model, -nith

accessories, £36/10; also 1915 single-speed. £29/10;-
libernl deferred terms.—Lamb's, 151, Hivrh St., Wal-
tbamstow, and 50, High Rd„ ^yood Green. [3951

Ariel.

ARIEL, 3V'h.p., 2-speed free engine, in perfect con-
dition; £12 cash.—Pudney, Walton-on-Naze, Essex.

[X0390
ARIEL, sy^h.p., mag., low frame, tyres, condition ex-

cellent; £18; after 3.—50, Fountayne Rd., Stoke
Newington. [5982

J CfclS SVoh.p. Ariel, decompressor, lamps, horn, wsual
Xt7 accessories, perfect condition; £27 cash.—Llovd,

Welland House, Spalding. [X0362

ARIEL Combination, 3*^jh,p., 3-speed, kick start, ex-

cellent condition; £3'5. or near offer.—A. Green-

field, 16, Temperley Rd., Balhain. [4145

1 017 5-6h.p. Ariels for immediate delivery; also S%
XtF h.p., with or without sidecars: deferred payments
arranged.—Jones Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [4199

COLMORE Depot, 31. Colmore Row, Birmingham,
have in stock for immediate delivery all morlels

of Ariel motor cycles, with or witliout sidecars. [0797.

F! J. WATSON'S 1916 5-6h.p. Twin Ariel Combina-
• tion, in almost new condition. . 3-speed gear bos,

h.b.c elutch: £75.-30, Harvist Rd., Queen's Park.
[4031

2ih.p. Ariel Motor Bicycle, very low, comfortable
4 little lot, juag. ignition, E. and B. carburetter,

good throughout: sacrifice £13/10.—Beale, Chemist. 13.

Cro\mhin Rd., Harlesden. - [3986

I Q16 5-6h.p. Ariel- Combination, almost- new, all '

Xt/ black finish, done 2,000, all possible accessories,

in splendid order and condition guaranteed; £80; easy

payments arranged.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell
kill. [3822

Arno-

ARNO, 1914, lamps, all complete; £20.—Warren's,
386, Euston Rd. Museum 3061. [4218

19
Auto-Wheels.

14V> Auto-Wheel, very good condition, powerful;
£7;i0.—19, Stockwell Park Crescent, S.W.

[X0158

B32 AH letters relating to advertisements sbould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oi the issue.
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Flat Twins.

WE
offer no apology for reverting to the

subject of flat twins. This type of

engine has lately come in for a good
deal of prominence at our hands.

Though a few years ago our references

to the engine wfere just as enthusiastic as they

are now, the amount of consideration given to

the horizontal twin was not so pronounced as it

must necessarily be to-day by reason of the

attention it now commands at the hands of im-

portant manufacturers. Within the last month
we have published detailed descriptions of three

entirely new designs of horizontal twin-cylinder

machines, but the majority of motor cyclists will

not realise the full significance of this until peace

returns.

We consider the present an opportune time for

a review of current design, and in this issue

illustrate no fewer than twelve different examples

of flat twin-cylinder motor cycle -engines of the

four-stroke type, each accompanied by short

specifications setting forth their particular fea-

tures. The twelve specimens include all current

types obtainable at the outbreak of war and the

several recent additions, and particulars are also

given of a thirteenth specimen representing the

very latest arrival. To those anxious- to become
versed in the design and construction of the

different types of flat twin-cylinders now on the

market, we commend this review to special atten-

tion. As will have been gathered by observant

readers, the flat twin is the most promising type

of engine of the future. Important firms of long

standing are now adopting it as their standard,

and consequently it will not be out of place to

recapitulate a few of the inherent advantages the

flat twin possesses over other types of engines,

though, of course, it has its counterbalancing

disadvantages. It is a feature of flat twin engines

that they seldom gum up. They are the easiest

of starters, wonderfully flexible and efficient,

and undoubtedly a good deal of this is due to

the outside flywheel and its large diameter ren-

dered possible by reason of the fact that it is

outside the crank case. Their perfectly even
firing is well known, and is referred to in the

article, whilst the mechanical balance is as good
as can be with a twin. The early types of large

flat twins seemed to possess a real weakness in

the crankshaft, but latterly this objection has

been overcome, and it is interesting to observe

in this connection that, even in the small sizes,

there is a growing tendency to offset the cylin-

ders, so admitting of a straight thrust on the

cylinder walls and at the same time much wider

big-end bearings. The flat twin is usually of the

square type, i.e., the dimensions of the bore, and
stroke are practically the same. The latest

addition to the ranks of flat twins has, however,

a comparatively long stroke, the ratio being
approximately 1.35 to i. As a result the per-

formance of this new arrival is bound to create

a good deal of attention, particularly in com-
parisort with other Engines of similar size in which
a practically square (or i to i) bore-stroke ratio

is employed.
It is curious that the flat twin, which is one

of the very oldest types of engines in use (we
illustrate in this issue a flat twin made in 1895),
should have jumped into popularity so suddenly.

Its virtues were well known, and indeed the only

representative of the type lias for several years

shown up very conspicuously in competition
work both on road and track. For all that the

design did not definitely attract other manufac-
turers until the last year or two, but now, as we
have said, there are thirteen different designs

before the public. Though never really in doubt,
its future is now definitely assured, for the several

leading manufacturers wlio have adopted it have
demonstrated that it is regarded as one of the

engines of the future. The various new arrivals

bear added significance in view of the controversy
in these pages on single v. twin. Undoubtediv
the flat twin is a proved success, and will more
and more command the attention of the, motor
cycling public.

An index to the advertisements in tliii issue will be found on tiie oage fac;n:i tlie bacl< covep.
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THROUGH FEMININE GOGGLES.
Autumn and Winter Riding Attire for the Lady Motor Cyclist.

HOW to clothe oneself most suit-

ably to face the winter winds

is a subject which must crop

up periodically in the feminine

motorist's mind, for with the

approach of the colder seasons dust

coats are ineffectual to safeguard us

against the freezing temperature of

the short dark days. I have during

the past winters tried many of the

motor clothing manufacturers' so-

called " ideal garb," but my own
experience teaches me that many
costumes still leave much to be

desired. One finds that dress for the

lady rider is still only a partially

solved problem, and is likely to

remain so whilst its designers are not

themselves practical motor cyclists.

When motor cycling for women be-

comes as popular as it deservedly

should, and the fashion artists are

among the devotees, we shall be bewildered by the

chic yet practical costumes from which we have t©

choose, but at present it is difficult, especially in

winter, to obtain exactly the dress one would choose

to wear.

Feminine Love of Change.

Since, as we are told, the eternal feminine charac-

teristic is love of change, one's ideals of last year are

replaced by newer ones. For
instance, last year I liked a stout

cloth costume, an oilskin, a

woollen cap and veil, and a pair

of boots; but is always one to

be so limited? This year I feel

ihat the most practical outfit is

one of the fashionable short

skirts, a fur or fleece-lined coat,

no longer than any woman would
dare to wear at the present time,

a little fur cap, the type to re-

mind one of school days, and,

instead of boots, a comfortable

pair of stout brogued shoes and
a pair of soft leather cloth-lined

gaiters, reaching from shoe to

knee. In such a garb one could

defy the bitter cold, and on wet
days one would only need to add
a loose oilskin coat, a belt, and
an oilskin hood such as I have

described before. This should

make one almost regardless of

weather conditions.

Ladies' Lined Leather Gaiters
Wanted.

Most of our wants are catered
for, but the cloth-lined soft

leather gaiters I can find in no
motor clothier's list, so until

A practical and becom:

consisting of a fur-lined coat,

sensible yet fashionable short

some enterprising firm places these

on the market I shall still use as a

substitute a pair of spat puttees. The
fur cap should present no difficulty.

It might vary a little from the ordi-

nary type, as the addition of little

pieces of velvet to meet under ihe

chin and fasten there with snap

fasteners would make a veil un-

necessary, and the strings of velvet

' could twist up on the hat in the form
' of a rosette when not otherwise

required. The fur coat should

button close up to the neck and finish

with a straight collar ; any opening at

the throat is a great mistake when
meeting the wind at speed. The coat

V should reach to just below the knee,

^ then the rider need have no fear of

it getting caught in the belt of the
~

- machine. Two, or at the most three,

buttons on the skirt to open in the

front would be an advantage when riding a diamond-/

framed mount.

A Useful Tip.

I remember in the old trial days on the occasion of

one of the Woolwich Club's reliability tests, amid the

hills of Kent, Mrs. Hardee, of P. and M. fame, show-
ing me how by a few buttons or snap fasteners at

front and back she had converted an ordinary skirt

into a most useful motor cycling

dress, and I very much doubt
-.5^ now whether anyone has in-

vented anything to beat it for

simplicity and usefulness. Each
winter we have heard much of

the lady rider who puts her

machine awny carefully until the

\ spring, but perhaps now that

war work and more ardent duties

are producing a hardier type of

womanhood, this will be a thing

of the past. There are many
wintry days clear and bright

for motor cycling. My own
plan is to smear a little vase-

line on the 'plated parts and
then to use the machine all the

winter through, giving it a good
clean up again when the days

begin to lengthen and the mud
and slush are less plentiful. Now
that a more generous petrol

allowance is obtainable it would
be indeed a sad and eveii foolish

thing, from an economical point

of view, to lay up one's steed in

these days of few pleasures aaid

ng lady's riding outfit, scanty and poor train services
, for^cap. fur gloves, and ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^j^g ^m\&x.

May Walker.
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More about T\vo=stroKes,

A Colonial reader complains that we are publishing
very little two-stroke matter, 'and wants to know
whether the British trade is going to follow the Hendee
example, and jettison the two-strokes in favour of the
miniature four-stroke twin. I should be mightily sur-

prised if we did. We have had no serious " trouble
with baby two-strokes, barring overheated sparking
plugs, and the new Sphinx igniter seems to have
settled that hoodoo. Pour moi, I am still riding a

baby two-stroke James, purchased in 1915, and if I

.say little about it, it is partly because it behaves so
decently, and partly because summer roads tempt one
^to give the preference to heavier and faster mounts.
As- the mud comes out Snd the corners grow more
permanently slippery . the baby two-stroke gets the
preference more frequently. Its handiness and slow
speed make it an ideal winter mount ; it needs no
holding up, and it does not tempt one to go fast

enough to freeze one's marrowbones. Above all, it

possesses excellent engine balance up to thirty miles
per hour, and balance is a point on Avhich I have
become a perfect maniac. I rather expect we shall

hear a good deal about two-stroke twins in rather
large capacities when the war is over; and the baby
types should retain their popularity for all purposes
where speed is not demanded. I daresay the new
lilliputian flat twins of the A. B.C. and Hendee type
will want w-atching, but none of the public can yet

know how they will turn out in hard wear.

My Candid Friend.

A candid friend has been " telling me off " on the

subject of single-cylinders. He knows I keep a map
with a red ink chart of my season's riding, and he

asked to see it. After studying it, he remarked that

it was easy to account for my predilection for the best

balanced types of engine, because so much of my
riding is fast work and on bad hills; and even he,

though a pronounced single-cylinder enthusiast, does

not profess to love either a one-lunger or a V twin

raced hard on a low gear with a rigid form of drive.

His arguments appealed to me so logically that I

took out a belt-driven single-speed single-cylinder

and an all-chain three-speed single-cylinder, and
tested both very carefully on tolerably normal roads,

'

both being types which I had tried in the balances

and found wanting, so far as daily work in my usual

district is concerned. I cannot say that I particu-

larly appreciated the chain-driven three-speeder even
on decent undulating roads, though it is a good
example of its kind ; but I must confess that I

thoroughly enjoyed the belt-driver on Midland high-

ways, and I am now ready to make the amende
honorable, and confess that the nature of one's

Ixion

locality is a weighty factor. In other words, a single-

speeder is no good for a Lake District rider, and in

such districts a three-speed single is tested at its

very worst, because one is so often compelled to rev.

it hard on the lower gears. If these conditions do
riot apply to a majority of British riders, they never-

theless apply to a fair percentage of those resident

in the north and west, and they apply to perhaps the

bulk of Overseas enthusiasts. Therefore they may
have been worth stating.

Coloured Lights for Cattle.

It will all depend on the " waving " or " swing-

ing! When I heard a wild rumour that the Govern-
ment was about to compel cattle drovers to carry lights

at night, I jumped on to my 16-20 h.p. Brooklands
ported o.h.v. J.A. P. and simply hurtled to the office,

where all the staff in turn wept tears of joy on my
neck. . We have never dreamt that any British Govern-
ment could become so sane and logical in our life-

times ; and if it is honourable and all that to labour

nobly for posterity, it is more satisfying to get one
little slice of fat for oneself. After the preliminary

enthusiasm had simmered down, I enquired anxiously,
" What colour?" A perceptible chill fell visibly on
the room. "Not wJiiieV I murmured incredulously.

But it was so. "They're to be 'waved' or
' swung ' at the approach of any vehicle,'you know!"
reassured the chief. It is really too bad. How much
waving or swinging will the average drover be capable

of after rising at 4 a.m. to tramp to a market, loafing

round the yard and surrounding pubs till about 6 p.m.

and then padding the hoof with rather a fractious

drove for another four hours or so ? You cannot-

blame him, but I know the breed. He will give his

beastly white lamp just one tiny waggle when I am a

millimetre off impaling myself on the crumpled horn

of—ugh ! Gentlemen, they really might have made
those lamp glasses blue or green; or I wouldn't have
grumbled if they'd used' the heather mixture which

Mr. Solomon J. Solomon invented for the "Tanks."
I speak feelingly, because only the other day I all but

rammed a herd of bullocks which filled the widest of

our British main roads from hedge to hedge ; and I

know that drover hadn't a waggle left in him, or he'd

never have stood what I said to him, for I was angry

and fairly fluent. »

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.
The proprietors of this journal, being fully in accord with the

recommendations agreed upon at the Paris Economic Conference, give

notice that they will not permit the advertisements of new goods

manufactured in enemy countries to appear in this publication, either

during or after the war.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

AI.S
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3'4H-P ABC.

5'z HP BRADBURY.

y'l HP BROUGH.

FLAT TWEl

SHP BROUGH.

Some Observations and Comparisons in

Design of ihe Various Specimens of

Horizontally -opposed Twins fitted to

Motor Cycles.

THE horizontal twin seems to be coming so much
to the fore of late {vide the issues of The
Motor Cycle for October 5th and 12th) that

some observations and comparisons of the better-

known makes will not be out of place. Two-stifoke

horizontal twins are not included in the .present

article, as they were separately dealt with on Feb. 17th,

1 916; moreover, the flat twin is in its nature more
suited to the four-stroke cycle, for this type of engine

gives excellent torque, having one impulse in every

revolution, and exceptionally good balance. In the

case of the two-stroke, either both cylinders must fire

together, necessitating a special magneto, or the

balance must be sacrificed by utilising a single-throw

crank instead of the 180° cranks invariably used, so'

making the pistons move together instead of in opposite

directions for the sake of obtaining the more frequent

firing impulses which constitute one of the advantages

of a two-stroke.

There is, of course, no iMvelty at the present day
about the horizontal motor cycle engine.- The Holden
motor cycle, one of the earliest designs, had an engine

of this type, the connecting rods of which drove the

small rear wheel direct, f. 6'., without gearing. Later

came the Fee, in 1905, afterw'ards called the Fairy,

which was the forerunner of the Douglas, the machine
to which the largest amount of credit for popularising

this type must be given.

We have already mentioned the excellent balance

of the horizontally-opposed engine. Readers who are

interested in this subject are referred. to three articles

on " The Mechanics of Balancing," which appeared
in The Motor Cycle on May 4th, May 25th, and July

6th ; the instalment referring more particularly to the

flat twin will be found in our issue for July 6th. It

will be sufficient to remark here that the primary
balance is well nigh perfect, but that a small couple

exists in engines as usually constructed. This couple
can be eliminated by fitting a three-throw crank to

avoid off-setting the cylinders, but this adds complica-

tion. We may remark, however, that the less the

cylinders are off-set, the smaller will the couple be. .

AVe will now deal briefly with some of the more
popular flat twins in alphabetical order.

A. B.C. 3^ h.p., The A. B.C. engine, the design of Mr.
70x64 mm., Q. W. Bradshaw, bristles with novel-
194 c.c. ties and ingenious points. The cylin-

ders are steel turned out of the solid,

with the fins placed circumferentially ; the cylinder

heads are cast iron. Contrary to usual practice, the

exhaust valve is placed overhead instead of the inlet,

the objects of this being to improve the cooling of

the exhaust valve and to remove the exhaust porf
further from the cylinder, and thus give it a better

opportunity of dissipating its heat into the atmosphere
and the cylinder less cause for warping. Provided that'

this engine is properly lubricated (and lubrication is
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carried out by a mechanical pump) it is impossible to

make it konk. Aluminium pistons are sometimes used.

A Claudel-Hobson carburetter is fitted as standard,

and the air entering this is effectively warmed by a

pipe from the exhaust. The crank is in one piece,

and yet the big ends are not split, for they consist

of a specially designed roller bearing ; these are

threaded over the crank and the rollers placed in posi-

tion afterwards.

A. B.C. 2^- h.p., This is the smallest flat twin at

60x44 mm., present on the road, and weighs
249 c.c. 14 H)_ exclusive of the flywheel, mag-

neto, and carburetter, which bring the

complete weight to 27 lb. The general design is very

similar to that of the 3^4 h.p. A. B.C., and the exhaust

valves are placed overhead- as in the larger engine,

but the cylinder head differs slightly, and the exhaust

pipes are taken from the bottom of the exhaust ports

instead of from the side. The pistons are of aluminium
alloy. On a low gear of 11 to i it is claimed that

this engine can attain a speed of 37 m.p.h., which
means 5,500 r.p.m. The lubrication is by means of

a mechanical pump. This little engine has been made
principally for Government purposes, but it has been
tested in a motor cycle with excellent results, and will

be marketed after the war.

Bradbury 3^

h.p., 08x68.7

mm., 499 c.c.

The cylinder heads of the Bradbury
are detachable, which enables the

whole of the cylindrical part of the

cylinder, including the horizontal cool-

ing flanges, to be machined. The cylinder is then
nickel plated to prevent rust. This gives it a very

distinctive appearance. The ' valves are side by
side and operated by- adjustable tappets. A B.

and B. carburetter is employed, and Best and Lloyd
semi-automatic lubrication. The Bradbury flat twin

Avas introduced just prior to the war, and only a limited

number are in the hands of motor cyclists.

Brough 34 h.p.. Two models of the 31^ h.p. Brough
70x64.5 mm., engine are manufactured, one being
497 c.c. the racing engine, which is fitted with

steel pistons and racing cams, but in

other respects resembles the standard model. Both
inlet and exhaust valves are placed in the head and
operated by outside tappets and rockers. The valves

are of large size- with detachable portsj" the exhaust

port being provided with cooling flanges. The two-

throw crankshaft is provided with balance webs, and
carries a steel flywheel. The engine is secured in the

frame by three bolts, and is easily removable, but

the cylinders can be taken off without disturbing the

engine when desired. Lubrication is by Best and
Lloyd drip feed, and the oil is forced under high
pressure to the big end bearing ; the carburetter is an
Amac.

Brough 6 h.p.. Unlike the 3^^ h.p. engine of the
70x90 mm., . same make, the larger Brough has
692 c.c. side by side valves arranged above the

cylinders—in fact, the cylinder is very

similar in design to that of the 6 h.p. V twin previously

made by this firm, from which it may be gathered that

the cooling flanges are vertical. Roller bearings are

used throughout,' and not for the crankshaft only, the

2=^4 HP DOUGLAS.

4. HP. DOUGLAS.

4HPHUMBER.

.6.HE HUMBER.W.C,
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8.H-P. WILLIAMSON. AC.

result being a very smooth-running engine. Like its

smaller brother, it is possessed of unusually silent val\ e

gear. The 6 h.p. Brough is a war-time innovation,

and has been designed to meet the demands of those

who desire an effident double-purpose mount. After
the war the 6 h.p. Brough is bound to attract.

Douglas 2|- h.p., The smaller Douglas has undoubtedly
60.5x60 mm., been the pioneer of " flat twins," and,
345 c.c. has been so successful for years that

very few alterations have been re-

quired. Mechanically-operated inlet valves were fitted

in 191 2. The valves are now side by side and placed

in a slanting position at the side of the engine and
operated by adjustable tappets. The cooling flanges

are cast longitudinally on the cylinders, and the crank-

shaft is balanced. One of the difficulties which have
to be overcome in engines of this type is the lubrica-

tion of the front cylinder ; in this engine, it is accom-
plished partly by splash and partly by a small duct

which is drilled in the crank case and cylinder base

;

this is situated just below the oil lead from the drip

feed, and carries the oil straight to the front piston.

A Douglas or Amac carburetter is usually fitted ; the

latter is provided with a jacket which can be heated

by the exhaust gases.

Douglas 4 h.p., The larger Douglas model differs in

72x68 mm., several points of design from its

544 c.c. smaller brother, the most noticeable

being the mechanical lubricatioji

system in which oil is carried in a sump below the

crank case and supplied by a pump to the bearings

and cylinders. This simip is provided with a window,
through which the level of the oil Hiay be, readily

ascertained. - The valve ports are of streamline form
internally, which, of course, allows the gas to enter

and escape with the utmost freedom, and the valves

are placed side by side above the cylinders. The car-

buretter is a jacketed Amac heated by exliaust gases

which are taken by a pipe from a point near tb.e

exhaust port and carried by another pipe to the

silencer.

number 6 h.p., AVater-cooling is a prominent feature

78x78 mm., of the Humber sidecar engine. For
746 c.c. the sake of obtaining large bearings

for the big ends and central bearings

on the gudgeon pins the cylinders are placed rather

more oyt of line than is usual. Another point of

interest is the method of attachment of valves. These

are side by side and -carried in detachable pockets,

which, when in position, are held firmly by a forked

yoke, and a single bolt placed between the two valves.

The advantage of being able to remove the seating

and valves complete for cleaning and grinding pur-

poses is very obvious. The carburetter is the Claudel-

Hobson automatic.

number Si h.p., We have described this entirely new
68x68.75 mm., engine fully so recently (October 12th)

497 c.c. that a detailed account will be un-

necessary here, -and a few notes will

suffice. No specimens are yet in public hands, though

the model has been selected by one of the Allieil

Governments. Like its big brother, the 3]^ h.p. type

has valves (inclined at an angle from the crank case tn

the cylinder heads) which are removable with their
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seatings, and large adjustable tappets are used. The
starting handle operates through the camshaft. A
Longuemare-Hardy carburetter is employed'. The
radiating fins are horizontal and very finely cast. The
cool running of this engine can be ascribed very largely

-to the absence of valve caps which harbour heat.

Matchless 6 h.p., This engine is the very latest addition
.70x95 mm., to the ranks of flat twins. It is to

'*2 c.c. appear on the 1917 model Matchless,

but at present no illustrations are

available. The length of the stroke of this engine is

noteworthy (the usual flat twin is not far removed from
the square). The lubrication of the engine is by an

automatic forced system.

Indian 2^ h.p., Like the 3^ h.p. Humber, the little

50.8x63.5 mm., Indian, introduced for 191 7 and repre-
257 c.c. senting the only flat twin at present on

the American market, has been dealt

with in our pages within the last few weeks (October
5th). Up to the outbreak of war there were not
many makers of the " flat twins " in this country, and
they are even rarer in the States. In this case the

valves are sloping, as in the 4 h.p. Douglas and
Humher models, and neatly covered to exclude the

dirt. With the object of atT:aining equal lubrication

in both cylinders, an oil duct is drilled from the crank

case to the front cylinder.

Montgomery 6 The Montgomery was produced es-

h.p., 75x78 sentially as an engine for a sidecar
mm., 688 c.c. outfit. The valves are placed over

the cylinders, and are side by side.

The cooling flanges are horizontal and nicely shaped.

The split big ends are of rather unusual construction,

being divided only on one side. The cranlcshaft and
camshaft both run . on Skefko ball bearings, a belt

pulley of large dimensions taking the drive from the

latter. The pistons are fitted with two rings, and the

gudgeon pins are held in position by brass end cages.

Lubrication is by splash.

Williamson 8 The last engine we have to describe
h.p., 85x85 is the largest flat twin at present on
mm., 964 c.c. the motor cycle market. The WiUiam-

son engine is made by Douglas Bros.,

but it differs from the smaller Douglas engines in the

fact that it is water-cooled, though air-cooled William-

sons have also been supplied. The valves are side

by side, and placed at the side of the cylinder in a

horizontal position. Either a B. and B. or Amac car-

buretter can be fitted.

> ^c^ <

THE POST-WAR QUADRANT.
Some Advance Particulars of a Machine to embody Aero Engine Practice

IF
any confirmation were required of the recent

~ articles in Tke Motor Cyele wherein we referred

to the way in which war-time developments in

aeroplane engine, design might have a bearing upon
the future design of motor cycle engines, we cite a

recent conversation we had with Mr. T. Silver, of the

Quadrant Co. The Quadrant firm is one of several
'

motor cycle manufacturers who have been engaged for

some time past on aircraft engine parts, and will, it

is hoped, be able to give motor cyclists the benefit of

these experiences hereafter.

Like other motor cycle firms, the company is wholly

employed on Government work, but intend as soon
as pre-war operations are resumed, to introduce a new
engine, the point of which will be the embodying of

experience gained in the manufacture of aeroplane

engine parts. This applies more particularly to tlie

design of the cylinder and piston. These cortiponents

will be extremely light; the cylinder walls, for instance,

will in parts not exceed 2 mm. in thickness. Experi-

ments have been made with an aluminium alloy piston

provided with bushings for the gudgeon pin, also with

the top webbed, but it is not yet settled whether this

will be standardised.

A New Pattern Gear Box.

Exhaust and inlet valves will be constructed of

special nickel steel combining extreme lightness arfd

long wearing qualities. Of other details, a new
design of three-speed countershaft gear box of the

Quadrant Co.'s own manufacture will be introduced

for this model, and the experience gained with the

patent vaporiser recently described has led the firm

to standardise it and to be prepared to fit it to all

models. The usual size of jet used on the Quadrant

single-cylinder is a No. 40, but it has been found
that, in conjunction with the vaporiser, a No. 29 jet

passes quite sufficient fuel, with the result that 25%
greater distance can be covered on the same quantity

of petrol and without any loss of power.

Although the firm expect to produce this machine
at a price to meet the demand for a low-priced

reliable mount, it is advisable to point out to our
readers that it will be useless for them to write to

the company at present for either prices or particulars.

The above is merely an outline of an enterprising post-

war policy.

•;Jt.i.

MOTOR CYCLIST CONSTABULARY.
E. H. Self and his colleagues in the blue uniform of the London

Special Constabulary. The sidecar (an 8 h.p. Chater-Lea) has

frequently been requisitioned in the execution of duties, and often

carries a load of four or five passengers at those times.
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A HOME-MADE SIDECAR OUTFIT.
Design and Details described by the Builder.

FROM time to t'me I have noticed and been immensely
interested in motor cycles built at home. Encouraged
by the successful attempts of others, I have pro-
duced a sidecar outfit which gives the greatest

pleasure, some of which is contributed by the knowledge
that the machine was pi'actically all "home-made." There
is a particular sense of satisfaction in accomplishing some-
thing which thousands never attempt and willingly pay
for dearly, and possibly the details I give of my machine
may interest readers with shallow purses.

S. Holt's home-made sidecar outfit.

It is my own design, and took me in my spare time, from
the commencement of making the drawings, making patterns,
and fitting together, some eighteen months.

This has been made possible by having a small lathe and
workshop at home in the cellar, and also the use of a larger
lathe tor some of the heavier work.

I made patterns for all the frame lugs, which were cast in

steel, bored them out, and brazed the tubes in. All the
tube bending I did myself, including the front forks. The
wheels I built on Chater-Lea disc nubs, the wheels being
fitted with 2iin. Palmer Cord tyres. The links on the front
forks are fitted with eight Hoffmann ball bearings in order
to reduce wear to a minimum. The front brake (horseshoe)
and the back brake (band) are also of my own make and
design.

The band of the rear brake can be parted at the back to

allow of the easy withdrawal of the back wheel without
disturbing the operating mechanism, the brake being
operated by a pedal on the right-hand footboard. The
shoes of the front brake, by simply unscrewing two nuts,

can be slipped down the front fork, on which they slide,

and swung round, thus allowing the. easy withdrawal of the
front wheel without detaching or disturbing the horseshoe.
The tank I made myself out of 20 gauge tinned steel, but

had it enamelled at a shop, as 1 did not feel equal to making
a decent job of the lining, although I enamelled the rest of
the frame.

Boring the New Cylinder.
The engine was an old Excelsior engine of, I believe,

M.M.C. make, which I had previously run solo in an old
Rex frame. The old cylinder being somewhat badly worn,
and the exhaust valve seating cracked, I designed a
pattern for a new one, making it as big as possible to

fit the old crank case. The engine is now 89 mm.
bore X 86 mm. stroke. I got this cylinder cast by a
well-known firm in Birmingham which specialises in this class

of castings. I bored it out myself and made the piston and
rings for it. Although the cylinder was only bored out and
finished off the tool, and not ground out, after I had run
it about fifty miles I could not pull the engine over
compression.
The gear is of the variable type, and consists of a double

expanding countershaft pulley, which can be moved toward
or away from the engine as desired, thus altering the gear,
as has been frequently illustrated.

The gear in itself works very well, but I cannot get a belt

to stand on the front owing to its short length (12in. centres).

I am now, after twelve months, abandoning this gear in

favour of a four-speed gear bo.\, which I have designed and

am now making. I have already cut all the gear wheels,

and had to rig -up the tackle myself for doing it on the big

lathe before mentioned. The drive will be chain-cum-belt,

and I shall fit a Coventry silent chain an the front and a

l^in. belt" on the back. I am going back to the old-fashioned

cone clutcli, as I think this type gives the most satisfaction

for hard and constant wear.
The handle-bars are of the V shaped type, with all the

control wires enclosed, all the control levers being made by
myself. Both tool boxes are made of 20 gauge tinned steel

and lined with felt to prevent rattling.

The sidecar chassis, also of my own design and make, has

a four-point attachment, and is attached to lugs integral with

the frame. The sidecar wheel has an outside support, the

hub being a Chater-Lea disc hub with hollow spindle and
a bolt.

A New Fuel—Paraffin and Water.
It will be observed that there are two temporary tanks

on the main tank, and motor cyclists will be interested to

liear that I am succesfully running on paraffin and water,

with petrol to start up on. I bring all the air to the
carburetter (Senspray) through the exhaust box. A pipe

(l^in. diameter) enters the exhaust box, passes through and
out of it, and is taken to the carburetter, the portion

between the carburetter and the box being lagged to prevent
any cooling of the air. By this means all the air taken in

lias to pass through the exhaust box, and in a few minutes
I can hardly bear my hand on the carburetter. I naturally

found that the engine knocked on hills when using paraffin

—

and knocked badly, too. A friend of mine suggested the
injection of water into the cylinder, so I made a small auto-

matic inlet valve (iin. diameter) to take the place of the
usual compression tap fitted in the top of the cylinder. From
one of the tanks on the top (filled with water) a pipe is led

to this small inlet valve. The flow of water is regulated by
means of a needle valve fitted on the side of the tank. The
engine, when using paraffin, does not knock on the level,

but on going up a hill it starts knocking. As soon as I

turn on the water the knocking ceases, and the engine is

very much more flexible than with petrol, the engine pulling
away on top gear,, similarly to a steam engine, without any
sign of labouring. So successful is it that my friend and I

liave protected its use on cycles and cars, and intend getting
it put on the market S. Holt.

M.M.C. engine with m.o.i v and automatic valve for the admission

of water. This latter takes the place of the compression tap, which

can be seen higher up on the pipe.
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NOTES ON NEW MODELS.
IVY NEW MODELS STILL

FAR DISTANT.
THE Ivy Jlotor Cycle Works of Mr.

S. A. Newman, Lichfield Road,
Birmingham, are still wholly occu-

pied upon munitions at the present

time, and no motor cycle work at all is

being done. Developments which the

makers have in mind only for a later

period have not reached the experi-

mental stage, so that even an outline

of a new model might be very far from
the mark and even misleading.

AN IMPROVED NORTON
CYLINDER.

IMPROVEMENTS in the cooling and
construction of air-cooled cylinders are

always of interest. Therefore, when
a drawing of a cylinder which Mr. J.

L. Norton, of Norton Motors, Ltd., has
designed, was shown to us recently, we
obtained permission to give readers of

The Motor Cycle an outline of its prin-

cipal features. Briefly described, the

new Norton cylinder for the big four

and the 3^ h.p. will have radiator ribs,

which, in the horizontal plane, are set

slightly eccentric to the cylinder barrel.

This, will allow a greater depth of rib

where , the cylinder is likely to get

hottest, thus preventing distortion.

To prevent ring-

ing the horizontal

ribs will also be
joined up - vertically

,

i.e., the interstices

between the ribs

will be filled up at

certain points by
vertical ribs of the
same •_ thickness as

the horizontal ones.

Where the horizon- .

tal ribs, are inter-

sected by the valve
springs the ribs will

be extended partly
to encircle the

J springs, so that, by
y'/ .I'feYplving the engine

to lift a valve and
T-L Ti"^ 1

then i n s e r t i n g a
The old and new ^^^ji j^^; ^..-^f^^

method of webbmg i^^^^^ between the
interior ot ..piston

j.ibs, a v^lve spring
'

'^- :;"' --'cari be"'"iheld up'

Ti'liile'tlie valve '"cotter is;- extracted.
.The'port design will be altel'ed, and the

coinbustien chamber of the 3^ h.p. model
will be' slightly modified "' to

.
give a

more even flow to the :gases:':
-

With regard . to .,the development of
piston (J^sign, the . model ; whfch will be
adopted _is lihat having" six \'i'ebs 'at the
top. 'In Our sketch we have shown'
diagrammatically "how first of all four
webs were tried, blit'as th"is design caused
distortion of' the piston top it' has been
decided 'to adopt 'six ribs to prevent any'
inequality in contraction or expansion of-

the metal. Two or tfiree different designs
were tried before the six rib model was
finally adopted. Mr. Norton explained
to us that the success in power and'
speed of the Norton engine has been
brought about almost entirely by strict

attention to what appear to be minor
points in design, but which really affect

the power output of the engine to an
enormous extent. Riders ot Norton
machines may rest assured that no stone
will be left unturned to effect these
engine improvements, which are the pro-
duction of an engineer who is always
endeavouring to provide a little more
power and efficiency by detail alterations
in design.

twin engine, and it is to the "average
rider" that we must look for the future.

As regards the 4 h.p. and 6 h.p.

models, Messrs. A. J. Stevens and Co.
do not propose to effect any striking

alteration to the 1916 design, and it is

expected that prices will remain un-
altered. Government work occupies prac-

tically the whole of their time at present.

A.J.S. TWINS FOR
FUTURE.

THE

MESSRS. A. J. STEVENS and Co.,

Ltd., of Wolverhampton, have
obtained a great reputation for

their three models—the 2f h.p. single

and the 4 h.p. and 6 h.p. twin—but they
have always shown a marked preference
for the twin. It will be recalled that
the single-cylinder machine ridden by
Eric Williams won the Junior T.T. Race
in 1914, yet the firm have never looked
upon the single as a permanent feature
of their programme, and we were not,

therefore, surprised to hear that they
will, discontinue its manufacture after
the present stock of parts is exhausted,
and concentrate upon twins.

The 2f h.p. mount has many admirers
who will express disappointment at its

disappearance. This decision is in

accordance with the belief, which the
makers firmly hold, that the twin engine
is an infinitely better mechanical pro-
position, and will undoubtedly supplant
the single-cylinder in public favour in

time to come. This opinion is interest-

ing in view of the recent articles in this

journal, emphasising the fact that the
single-cylinder," whilst being quite satis-

factory in every other way, cannot com-
pare with a well-balanced twin engine
for comfort and smoothness of running.
An expert rider with youth in his favour,
it is pointed oiit, will put up with the
snatchy action of the single to obtain a
little greater efficiency, but" the average
rider appreciates the steady pull of the

A SPRING-FRAMED TWO-
STROKE LIGHTWEIGHT.

ONE of the smartest lightweights
we have seen is the two-stroke

Allon de Luxe model, illustrated

herewith. It. has been completed to the

order of a doctor at Wincanton, Somer-
set, wiio ft'ill use it as a tender to his

four-seated car. The most interesting

feature—the spring frame—was described

and illustrated in our last issue, page 381.

The two-stroke engine has a bore and
stroke of 70x76 mm., 292 c.c, whilst a

two-speed countershaft gear
,
box and a

handle-bar controlled clutch are em-
bodied in the design. The mudguarding
is well carried out, and the leg-

guards should be very efficient. It is

hardly necessary to emphasise the

importance of a doctor having a motor
cycle that is well guarded ; next to

reliability this is most important.

The detail work is well thought out, an
example being provided by tile small
guards over the front and back drums.
Finished in grey and lined' to matchj the
tout ensemble is very pleasing;

This machine has been purchased--as
the direct result of the splendid running
of a standard model Allon in the hands
of another member of the same family.
The standard model has stood gruelling

Government work without ji. murmur for
some months past, and is still going
splendidly. Naturally, the spring frame
machine is more comfortable, and the
owner of the original, who took it Aovin
by road to Wincanton, found it com-
pared very favourably with the standard
machine- to which we have just referred.

A fine example of a British two-stroke design —the new Alien de Luxe, with spring frame ,

and special mudguarding.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are

urged to v/rite clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containmg legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Magneto Angle.

I have a twin engine with
cylinders at 50°, and a magneto
which is at 48°. Would you
kindly let me know if they will

run together?—A. E.G.

It is better to have a magneto of the
same degree as the cylinders, but a 48°
magneto will run a 50° twin quite well.

Auto-wheel Licence.

I have a tandem cycle and a
juvenile sidecar attached, and
find I want a little help on hills.

Do you consider an Auto-wheel
would be of any service to me,

and also would the cycle tax of £1 be
legal: having four wheels?—W.H.P.

An Auto-wheel should be of assistance
to you. The licence would be £1, pay-
able on the Auto-wheel, a 5s. driving
licence, and 5s. for registration, but
in some districts a four-wheeler tax may
be demanded.

Overheating.

I have a 2^- h.p. two-stroke,

?' and would be grateful if you
would tell me the reason why,

-iJ when I run a few miles and the
engine gets heated up, it begins

to lose power, and in taking a hill

will stop, but will easily climb almost
any hill starting cold. I may mention
that it is lubricated with an oil and
petrol mixture.—J.B.R.

The trouble is overheating, which may
be caused by the use of too large a jet,

or through using an unsuitable plug, thus
causing pre-ignition ; this might also be
caused by carbon deposit. Possibly you
do not mix sufficient oil with your petrol.

Lightening Pistons.

I have got a 1914 3^ h.p. New^ Hudson and three-speed hub
V gear. I find that at present the
-^ piston is very heavy. I wish to

lighten it so as to obtain the
fastest speed without weakening it too
much. (1.) What weight ought I to

take out of the piston? (2.) Should
I lighten the flywheels correspondingly?
(3.) What timing would be suitable

for fast work solo, and occasionally

with sidecar?—D.G.D.
You are not likely to be able to lighten
the piston sufficiently to make much
difference to the speed. (1.) All you
can do is to drill some holes in the skirt,

but this must not be weakened too much.
(2.) Yes, the engine must be properly
balanced by an expert. See special
article in " Motor Cycles and How to
Manage Them." (3.) We should advise
you not to alter the maker's timing, as

you require the machine for two purposes.

B4

, Petroil on a Four-stroke.

I have purchased a 1913

g^\ Douglas. Last leave I filled a

> two-gallon petrol tin with a
-2J 50% petrol and paraffin mixture

with oil, as I was then riding a
petroil lubricated two-stroke. (1.) Can
I use this petroil mixture on my
Douglas? (2.) Will it make any differ-

ence to the plugs, lubrication, carbu-
retter, etc.? (3.) Are exhaust whistles
any good as row-makers?—E.E.S.

(1.) The mixture could be used all right

on your machine. (2.) ^^It would make
the outside messy—but would not neces-
sarily affect the plugs or the lubrication,

except that you might do with a little

less oil through the lubricator. It

might be desirable to use a larger jet.

(3.) An exhaust whistle is quite good as

a means of giving " audible and sufficient

warning."

Mysterious Refusal to Start.

During last winter I had the

cylinders, carburetter, etc., down
and gave them all a thorough
clean out, also the tank. After

I had put it together again I could
not get a sound out of it. I went care-

fully over everything again. Eventu-
ally I took off the top of the carburetter

and took out the float, and tried it

again. It went off the first turn of the
handle. On putting the float back and
screwing the top on, silence reigned

supreme again. I have had this trouble
more or less during the whole of this

year, and so far have not been able

to cure it. I have tried bending the
petrol pipe, so that all the curls in it

slope downwards. I have made the

little dome on top of the ' carburetter,

in which the top of the needle goes,

perfectly smooth, so that there are no
ledges for it to jam against, and yet
it behaves as if the : needle gets stuck
in two positions. Without any ap-
parent reason it will suddenly begin
to lose power and quickly stop, unless
I slam the throttle wide open, when
it will pick up again, and I can then
usually put the throttle and air levers

in the normal position, and it will run
steadily for a few miles, and then start

slowing up again. On the other hand,
occasionally in making a stop, if I do
not turn the petrol off, the petrol will

•run out of the main air intake.

—

N.A.P.S.

Your trouble is undoubtedly a very
curious one, and without actually seeing

the machine is difficult to explain. It

certainly looks as though the trouble is

in the carburation. See that the carbu-

retter is perfectly clean, and also that

the air vents in both the float chamber

and the petrol tank filler cap are quite

clear. These being choked might account

for the machine running when the float

chamber cover is removed. See that the

collar on the needle valve which regulates

the petrol level is quite tight, and does

not permit the level to vary, sometimes

being too high and sometimes too low.

Is the needle bent by chance? It

might also be well if you went care-

fully over all ordinary adjustments, such

as seeing whether the valve clearances

are correct, valves closing properly, con-

tact breaker points making proper con-

tact, plug in good order, and so on.

Misfiring when Warm.
My mount is a 1915 W.D.

pattern 2| h.p. Douglas. After

riding a few miles at a fair speed,

it will suddenly start firing on
one cylinder and stop. At a.

minimum speed of about ten to fifteem

miles per hour it is all right. When
it has stopped I allow a few minutes

to cool, start away, and, the engine fires

as regularly as clockwork. The plugs

have been changed, the magneto, car-

buretter, and lubrication have been

checked, and found to be in order.^
J.T.

Evidently you are using a plug which is

not suitable for the machine, and possibly

the plug you have substituted is equally

unsatisfactory. You should use a good

single or double-point plug with fairly

substantial electrodes. Also carefully

exairiihe your valves, and see that they

are closing properly. It is possible that

when the engine becomes overhot one of

the exhaust valve stems may extend and
not allow the valve to close. This would
account for the misfiring of which you
complain.

Petroil System.

I possess a 2^ h.p. two-stroke

motor cycle, with drip feed lubri-

cation to the engine. This I find

unsatisfactory, and have taken to

mixing the oil with the petrol,

but am uncertain as to the amount of

oil to mix with one gallon of petrol. I

should be obliged if you would inform
me ; also if this method of lubrication

is satisfactory.—C.A.B.
The petroil system of lubrication is pro-

bably the most satisfactory way of

lubricating a two-stroke. The one dis-

advantage is its messiness. A good point,

however, is that the oil supply increases

as the throttle is opened wider, and the

engine given more work. The proportion

is roughly one part oil to fourteen parts

petrol. A half-pint to a gallon should be
found about correct. If the engine smokes
continually, too much oil is being sup-

plied, and the proportion should be, cut

down slightly.
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ANOTHER SPRING FRAME.
ADAPTING FRONT FORK METHODS TO REAR SPRINGING:

STILL another extremely practical and p.

interesting system o£ rear springing "

for motor cycles is shown in the |

accompanying illustrations. It is the

The new spring frame, shown fitted to a standard and a lady's frame.

Details showing double spring coupling.

joint invention of Mr. F. J. Eichardson
and Mr. Downs, both leading lights in

the motor cycle trade. It will be seen
that the systein is prac-
tically an adaptation of

the Brampton front fork

to the rear of the cycle.

A¥e are now using a
Hobart two-stroke fitted

with this form of rear

springing, and in the
course of a short initial

trip have been impressed
by the simplicity and
light weight of the con-
Btruction. The springing
is neatly adapted to the
r«ar as follows : The top
spring links are attached
to the uppermost point
of the triangulated rear
portion of the frame
formed by the chain
stays and two additional
stays. The springs are
fitted on the moving top
links as in front fork
practice, two being ar-

ranged to take the main
shocks and two the re-

bound.

,
One great advantage is that it does not

necessitate any great alteration to exist-

ing frames, and it is capable of being
easily applied to any regular type of

frame. The triangulated rear portion of

ihe frame is pivoted at the back of the
gear box bracket, while the apex is

attached to the centre lug of the spring
couplings. This gives a considerable
range of movement, whilst side play
is practically impossible, owing to the
distance apart at which the spring coup-
lings are set, and the width of the lower
hinge.. It has the peculiar advant-
age of being also adaptable to ladies'

models—a feature which has not been
possible with many designs of spring

frames. This frame is still undergoing
tests, having been in use for nearly 1,000
miles, and it is now also being tested by
a well-known Midland motor cycle firm.
So far it has given complete satisfaction,
and no doubt, when certain details have
been settled upon, it will come before
the public as one of the simplest solu-
tions of the difficult problem of rear
springing.

f type of spring frame whicfi has had a thorough testing on
a Hobart lightweight.

ANOTHER BRITISH
MAGNETO.

ANEW works solely devoted to the
manufacture of magnetos has lately

been installed by the Fellows Mag-
neto Co. at Cumberland Avenue, Park
Royal, Willesden, N.W. At the present

time the factory is engaged purely on
turning out magnetos for the Government,
but after the war a speciality will be made
of motor cycle magnetos of all types.

Messrs. Fellows have been associated

with the repair of magnetos and ignition

appliances for the past twelve years, and
their name is not unknown to readers of

The. Motor Cycle. They started in quite

a small way in Hertford Street, Mayfair,

and have gradually increased their busi-
ness until it has assumed its present pro-
portions. We have inspected the work

.

turned out in the new factory, and can
assure our readers that it is of the best
and most accurate description.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS M.C.C.

WE had an interesting conversation
the other day with Cpl. H. B.
Browning, R.E., a member of that

very live body in peace time, the Public
Schools M.C.C.

_

Browning joined in October, 1914,

having been working with Pauling and
Tamplin guarding a certain telegraph wire.

Shortly afterwards these men interviewed
the CO. at , and were taken by him
as despatch riders, Browning eventually
going to the Front, where he has been
for eighteen months. Another man who
was with Browning was Bertram Fowke,
the rider of a Blackburne, who also

became a despatch rider. Another
member of the P.S.M.C.C, Victor
Dreschfeld, together with some others of

the club, enlisted in the Buffs. Dresch-
feld was the rider who had a bad spill

during the last P.S.M.C.C. speed trials

at Brooklands. While at the Front
Browning rode a 1915 4 h.p. Triumph,
about wliich he was very enthusiastic.

He has come home to train for a com-
mission in the Gunners.
The day after meeting Cpl. Browning

we were rung up by the brothers Burney,
who both now hold lieutenants' commis-
sions. Alec is in charge of a motor
cycle repair ba-se in France, and Cecil is

running a repair shop for electric lighting

sets attached to a signal station. Many
of these outfits are driven by air-cooled
horizontal twin engines, which, having
to work under a continuous heavy load
for long periods, have given a good deal
of trouble. The newer sets are provided
with flat twin water-cooled engines with
much enlarged crankshafts, and these
are Standing up in the most exemplary
manner. Both the brothers Burney are
extremely fit, and are very glad to have
obtained their ten days' leave at the
same time.

. B5
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A Circular Route Round London.
A New Road which will link up Existing Main Roads.

SINCE it is a recognised fact that after the war
the labour market will be flooded, the Govern-
ment is shortly to be asked to facilitate the

preliminary measures for a great scheme of main
roads round the Metropolis. The idea is no new
one, and has had t^he attention of the principal

motoring organisa-

tions for some con-

siderable time. With
this scheme in view
the Royal Automo-
bile Club made an
excellent map of

roads round London
about three or four
years ago, which has
been of great value,

and will continue to

be until some such
scheme as that we
describe below is

carried out. The
Road Board has also

had the matter in

hand.

The main features
of the proposals are

dealt with by Mr. W.
R. Davidge, F.S.I.,

in Land and Water. The proposed roads, including

51 miles of existing roads, have a total length of about
1-30 miles, of which about 109 miles pass through open
country and about 21 miles through built-up property.

Two Circular Roads.
Briefly, the main proposals are : A north circular

road round tlie north of London from Kew Bridge,

Proposed circular route round London. The thick double lines show the new

plan suggested by the Local Government Board and the Board of Trade, and

drawn up by the Royal Automobile Club.

round to Leytonstone, via Ealing Common, the Welsh

Harp, Hendon, Palmer's Green, and Edmonton,

linking up all the main roads ; and on the south of

the river a south circular road, formed by linking

up and improving existing roads from Woolwich to

Clapham Common, passing on the way Catford,

Forest Hill, Dul-|

wich Common, and
Tulse Hill.

Other proposals

are : A new main
road westwards, a

new main road east-

wards, a new main
road northwards,

and another south-

westwards to Chert-

sey. By-pass roads

or loop roads at

Brentford and Croy-

don are already
arranged for, and
other or loop roads

are proposed to

avoid Romford,
East Ham, Eltham,

Bromley, Sutton,
Kingston, and
Kingston Hill.

Two important internal improvements are proposed,

one from Essex Road to Lea Bridge Road, which will

give a badly wanted new outlet to the north-east, and

one from City Road to Hackney Road, to connect

the' proposed eastern and western avenues via the

Euston Road, and thus form a hew way right across

London.

Lubrication and External Cleanliness.
A Plea for a Smooth and Unobstructed Crank Case.

ONE objection I have to mechanical lubrication

with external pump is that it renders the engine

very difficult to clean. TMot only do the pump
and its connections afford a multitude of nooks and
crevices in which dirt and oil can lodge, but it is

almost impossible to get at the aluminium casting

behind them. If the dirt is allowed to accumulate
for any length of time, the oil dries into a hard brown
coating o\er the face of the metal, as difficult to

remove as a coat of paint, and -the task of thoroughly

cleaning the engine is then a matter of an hour or
' two. Unless the job is done very thoroughly the clean

patches merely show off the dirty ones about the

numerous inaccessible corners, and one wishes one had
left things alone, and gone on pretending the crank
case was not made of aluminium at all.

The only way to keep a crank case with these ex-

ternal fittings at all presentable is to scrub it with

paraffin once a week, so that the oil has no time to

dry on, but we would much prefer a clean, smooth

b6

casting which can be neglected for weeks in the

knowledge that it will brush up clean and white when,
say, the machine is to be sold.

The Ideal.

There is no doubt that external cleanliness and
smoothness of finish influence the mind of the average

rider more than he thinks, and though mechanical
lubrication is much preferable to the hand pump, the

external variety will not, probably, live very long.

The proper place for any such fitment is obviously

inside the timing case, and personally I look, forward

to the day when", or) our heavy touring machines, we
shall simply pour oil into a well, cast integral with the

crank case—as on the Velocette, Douglas, and one or

two other machines. This system is by far the

cleanliest and simplest—no oily accumulation of grit

about the tank and lower portions of the machine
owing to careless garage boys, and ;?o curly oil pipes

to look bad and get in the way. H.M.B.
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CLASS A MEN IN THE M.T.
E are advised by the War Office

that Class A men are not excluded
from the Mechanical Transport

Section of the Army Service Corps, as

stated in our issue of the 26th ult.

Y.M.C.A. IN NEED
MECHANICS.

OF

A NUMBER of first-class mechanics'
are urgently needed to aid the work
of the supply department of the

y.M.C.A. in France, Salonica, and
Mesopotamia. They appeal to discharged
soldiers, or any other men over military

age, or otherwise unfit for service in

the ranks, to help in their great work
of keeping the supplies going to help
our gallant troops. The address of the
secretary is c/o. Motor Dept., Y.M.C.A.,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE
" TANKS."

THOUGH photographs of the heavy
armoured cars— "tanks," "land-
ships," " Willies," or whatever the

reader prefers to call them—have not yet
been published in this country, we are

advised that the first real photographs of

them reached New York on the 17th ult.

An American's comment on them is " that
there is something suggestive of pre-

historic times about the beasts." Is it

not strange that pictures which are

banned in this country find their way to

America and are exhibited there without
restraint? This surely is not the way to

keep secret information from the enemy.

FROM MOTOR CYCLE TO
STEAMSHIP.

DURING the week we had the pleasure

of receiving a call from A. V.
Sumner, the well-known exponent of

Zenith motor cycles in trials previous to

the war. He is now, and has been for

some considerable time, an engineer on
board a transport steamer. At present
he is enjoying a few days' leave in Eng-
land, after a long voyage in the Mediter-
ranean, at the conclusion of which he had
the unpleasant experience of being tor-

pedoed. He was in the engine room at

the time the ship was struck, but was,
however, lucky enough to secure a place
in one of the boats, and was just con-

gratulating himself upori his good fortune
when the wash caused by the sinking of

the steamer capsized the boat. Luckily
they were in fairly populous waters and
were soon rescued. His new rolt, he
tells us^ does not include easy work,
and he would not much care to continue
at it after the conclusion of the war.
When not on duty there is nothing left

to do but eat and sleep.

MOTOR CYCLIST TRANSFERRED.
SEC:-LT. W. D. SOUTH, Royal

Warwickshire Regt., T.F., has been
transferred to the Royal Flying

Corps as a third-class Equipment Officer.

South is the well-known Midland motor
cyclist who scored successes on Rudge
and Scott motor cycles, but latterly seen
in competition on a Grand Prix Morgan.

A PHOTOGRAPHER WOUNDED.
Pte. L. R. Maunder, a former assi.stant

on The. Motor Cylce photographic staff,

who enlisted in the early days of the war,
and has been in Gallipoli, Egypt, and
France during the last two years, is now
lying in the General Hospital, Notting-
ham, suffering from the effects of a bullet

which penetrated his stomach and back.

ANOTHER MOTOR CYCLIST HONOURED.
Lt. R. N. C. Usher with a friend about to leave Buckingham Palace on his motor bicycle

after being decorated with the Military Cross by the King. Lt. Usher, Wilts Regt.,

attached to the R.F.C., attacked three hostile machines and drove them off. On another

occasion he fought five hostile aeroplanes, and, although hit in the leg, continued to fight

until his engine stopped. He then succeeded, under great difficulties, in reaching an
aerodrome, where he collapsed through loss of blood. The friend looks as if he were
indicating that the front tj're was flat, but gallant officers recently decorated with the

Military Cross do not worry about such details.

E9
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Gkeenwich Time.

Nov. 9th 4.49 p.m.

„ 11th 4.46 „
„ 13th 4.43 „
„ 15th 4.40 „

The Show.
The 1916 show—which opens to-morrow

(Friday)—will go down in history as an
exhibition for second-hand vehicles. It

is an excellent idea, and certainly the
only form of exhibition possible in

war-time.

A Progressive Colonial Club.

We have received a copy of the 1916-17

handbook of the East London (S.A.)

Motor Cycle Club. It contains an amount
of information of interest to local riders,

and its compilation reflects credit on the
hon. secretary, Mr. H. Whitby. At the
time the booklet went to press thirty-five

members of the club were on active

service.

The L.C.C. Licences.

Recently a statement was made that the

L.C.C. is issuing driving licences at the

rate of well over one thousand a week.
This naturally upset the newspaper group
which published the information, but we
give them credit for withholding com-
ment until the facts were verified,

though we fully expected to see them
publish further, comment on pleasure

motoring. In 1915 the L.C.C. issued

nearly 15,000 more licences than in 1914,

but this year the number promises to

decrease a little. A representative of the

Daily Mail was told that the increase

was chiefly due to the numbers of women
\xho are learning to drive, and that more
cars are used for military purposes, and,
in addition, many young oiBcers are buy-
ing motor cycles for their personal use.

Cattle at Night.

The A.C.U. on several occasions has

for some years past been urging the
various local county councils to make a
regulation demanding that all drovers of

cattle carry lights, but with the result that

they were laughed to scorn. It is exceed-

ingly gratifying to know that such a
regulation has now been made law as

wSl as the Order causing all vehicles at

night to carry a red lamp at the rear.

These were two points which motorists

were very anxious to see made law in

times of peace, and it seemed well nigh
hopeless that they would ever be brought
into force. The war has done some good
after all, and we sincerely hope that
these regulations, which safeguard the
interests of all users of the road after

dark, will become permanent institutions.

b8

Pushing TJnlighted Cycles.

The latest regulation respecting push-
ing an unlighted bicycle, viz., that such
a proceeding is not illegal, provided that

the machine is kept on the extreme left-

hand side of the road, does not seem to

have penetrated to the "West Countrie,"
for a cyclist was fined 5s. for this at

Crownhill Petty Sessions last week.

Motor Cyclists immune from Accident.

We read in the daily press that during
last quarter 227 accidents to individuals

caused by vehicles in the streets occurred
in the City of London. The number in-

cludes the following : 84 were occasioned
by horse-drawn vehicles, 5 by tramcars,
80 by motor cars, 35 by motor omnibuses,
2 by motor cycles, and 2 by ordinary
cycles.

Naphthaline Balls.

A correspondent tells us that in the
early and hot part of August he rode
from London to Bristol, thence to Liver-
pool, around Lancashire, and back to

London via Coventry. On the outward
journey he used a mixture of petrol and
paraffin and six naphthaline balls to the
gallon. At Liverpool, after a successful

run, he took down the engine and found
very little carbon deposit, and that soft

enough to be wiped off with a cloth.

On the return journey he used the same
petrol-paraffin mixture, but without the
balls. The engine ran badly, so much
so that he had finally to resort to pure
petrol. - The carbon deposit was plentiful,

hard and brittle, and was only removed
with considerable difficulty. The road
conditions were more severe on the out-

ward journey.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
FLAT TWINS.

AN ILLUSTRATED REVIEW.
VOLUNTEER MOTOR CYCLISTS.

THE "SECOND-HAND" SHOW.

Overseas Motor Cycle Corps.

We hear from a reader in Ceylon that

a military motor cycling corps has been
formed by order of the General Officer

Commanding at Kandy, Ceyjon.

Stolen Machine.

An all-black Colonial model 23 h.p.

Douglas, two speed, T.T. bars, year 1915,

has been stolen ' from Chiseldon Camp.
Engine and frame number 25,608, C.A.V.
magneto, Amac carburetter, with black
despatch box on rear carrier. The regis-

tration number is AM 5487. On the top
tube in yellow paint is painted "W.D.,
23,081 G." Any information respecting
this machine should be sent to Capt. H.
M. Thomas, A Lines, Army Cyclist Corps,
Chiseldon Camp, Wiltshire.

The Lighting Regulations.

A correspondent draws our attention to

the reply to "W.G.S." on page 359 of
our last issue, wherein it was stated that
within six miles of the sea anywhere in

the United Kingdom, or within six miles
of navigable waters of any estuary, it is

required that a cap or disc of opaque
material must be placed over the glass

in addition to the one thickness of

ordinary white tissue paper. This state-

ment does not apply generally. The
additional cap or disc is only required in

the Eastern counties.

A 'Hat twin "of 1895. The horizontally opposed air-cooled engine is not a recent invention,

as will be seen by the illustration, which shows the first Wolseiey car built—a three-wheeler.
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feidecars in Official History.
In Vol. IX. of " The, Times History

jof tlie War " there are two photographs
,tiaken on the occasion of the sidecar ont-
ing into Surrey arranged by the Harley-
jDavidson Motor Co. for heroes of the
fcjutland battle.

mo More New Motor Cycles.

The new Order pi-ohibiting tlje manu-
L'facture of motor vehicles was not entirely
l-unexpected. It must be noted that the
•.•assembling of machines is also forbidden.

pA Starting Tank.

With reference to the starting tank
illustrated and described in our last

issue, on page 391, a correspondent tells

ns that a friend of his fitted a similar
device to an old machine a year or so
ago, but something went wrong, and it

[exploded. In this case, however, the
tank was fitted to the cylinder head, and
|so, doubtless, became very hot, which
iprobably made all the difference.

Volunteer Motor Cyclists.

Motor Cyclist Volunteers had a great
time last week-end. Field-Marshal Vis-
count French inspected one section, and
others indulged in manosuvres. The ex-
clusive photographs in our centre pages
this week will interest all supporters of
the Volunteer movement.

Automatic Inlet Valves.

Several letters have been received in
reply to the request of a correspondent
for suggestions regarding the leakage of

gas past his automatic inlet valve. Some
of these appear on another page. Further
suggestions, which we have not space to

print in full, are that the valve stem
may be riding on the guide and thus
preventing the valve from closing ; that
the valve head may foul the plunger in
the inlet pipe, with the same result ; that
the stem may be bent ; and, lastly, that
the seating should be built up by acety-
lene welding faced up and reground. One
reader offers to cure the trouble if the
valve is sent to him.

Special Features.

An especially interesting and instruc-

tive article in this week's issue describes

the many and various makes of flat twin
motor cycle engines. A dozen photo-
graphs ai'e reproduced by which com-
parison can be made.

Tha Show.

At the beginning of this week there

were sixty-four motor cycles entered for

the Second-hand Show at the Agricultural
Hall, Islington, which opens to-morrow
(Friday), and will remain open until

Saturday, the 18th inst.

The National War Funds.

At the weekend the principal war
funds stood as follows :

The Nation.ll Helief Fund (dis-

tributed £3.474,475) .. " .. £5,971,911
The British Red Cross Fund .. 4,954,176 2 9
Tobacco Fund .. ,. .. .. 118,012
The Queen's Worlv for Women

Fund .. : 170,852 13 10

Average Prices.

We give below the average prices of

second-hand models offered for sale in

The Motor Cycle. Where it is possible

to obtain a sufficient number of each
model the average for the past week is

quoted, otherwise the last average is

given, if within four weeks :

Average Latest
for weekly

Make. Year. H.P. last average
week, obtainable.

A.J.S igi5 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — i^o
, 1916 2i 3-speed £50 —

Alldays .... 1915 2-stroke, 2-sp — {^zg

Ariel 1916 5-6 3-sp. sidecar. . £78 —
Bradb\u-y .

.

1914 4 2-sp. sidecar . . — £35
Brough .... 1916 3^ 3-speed £55 ;

—

B.S.A 1916 4I 3-sp. sidecar . . £60 —
, 1915 4i 3-5p. sidecar . . £58 —
., 1913 4i2-speed £31 —
,, J914 4i sidecar — £44

Calthorpe .- 1915 2I -2-speed — £27
. . 1916 2i 2-speed £30

Clyno 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £57 —
, T913 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £48 —
,, 1912 2-sp. sidecar .... — l££

Connaught . 1914 2-sp. 2-stroke . . . £23 —

-

Douglas . .

.

1915 2% 2-speed £44 —
... r9i5 2j 3-speed — £44

1914 2i 2-speed £36 —
,, ... 1913 25 2-speed £29 —
„ ... Igi2 2| 2-speed ^ £19 —

411

Average Latest
for weekly

Make. Year. H . P. last average
week, obtainable.

Enfield igi6 6 ^-sp. sidecar . . {,y& —
„ 1915 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £65 —
„ 1914 6 2-Ep. sidecar . . £51 —
,, 1915 3 2-speed — £40

F.N 1912 4-cylinder — £17
H,-Davidson 1915 7-9 3-sp. sidecar . £70 —

„ igi6 7-9 3-sp. sidecar . £78 —
Henderson . 1915 8 4-cyl. sidecar . £80 —
Indian ..... 1916 Powerpius sidecar — £88

„ .. 1916 Powerpius £6i —
1915 7 3-sp- sidecar . . £76 —

. 1915 5 3-speed £49 —
3915 5 3-sp- sidecar . . £53 —

James 1914 4J 3-sp. sidecar . . £46 —
, 1916 4^ 3-sp. sidecar . . — £71

Levis 1915 2-stroke £20 —
,, 1916 2-stroke £26 — '

Matchless .. 1914 8 2-speed — £49
New Hudson 1915 4 3-sp. sidecar — ;i^53
New Imperial igi6 2\ 2-speed £32 —

-

P. & M. ... 1914 3! 2-sp. sidecar . . — £40
Premier . 1914. 3^ 2-sp. sidecar .. £45 —

... 1914 3^ 3-speed £38 —
Quadrant . . 1916 4^ 3-sp. sidecar . . —

r

£65
Rex ; 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £45
Rover 1914 3.^ 3-sp. sidecar . . £45 —

„ .... 1914 3-1 sp £38 —
Rudge 1915 3i Multi sidecar. . — £45

1914 3* Multi £30 —
,, . 1913 3^ Multi £29 —

Scott 1914 3* 2-sp. sidecar . . £40 —
1913 3I 2-speed £31 —

Singer 1914 4^ 2-sp. sidecar . . £38 —
Sun 1915 2V 2-sp. 2-stroke . £25 —
Sunbeam . . 1914 3^ 3-sp. sidecar . . — £62

. . J914 3i 3-speed £47 —
,, .. 1916 3i 3-sp. sidecar, . . £85 —

Triumph . . . 1914 4 3-speed £38 —
„ ... 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar .. £46 —

... 1913 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . £34 —
Williamson . 1914 8 2-sp. sidecar . . £52 —
Zenith 1914 6 Gradua sidecar — £55

Lighting Regulation Booklet.
The booklet giving details of the light-

ing regulations, which has been issued
for some time by the Automobile Associa-
tion for the convenience of its members,
has now been revised, and in simple
language the lighting restrictions existing
all over the country and including the
Metropolitan area are now given. Mem-
bers may obtain a copy free by applica
tion to the Head Office, Fanum House,
Whitcomb Street, London, at the same
time quoting their membership numbers.
Any motorist non-member may also obtain
a copy upon application if two penny
stamps are enclosed to cover cost of
postage.

->-«Oo^^^

NO MORE NEW MOTOR CYCLES.
New Order Prohibiting Manufacture of Motor Cycles or Cars without a Permit.

oN Monday last an important Order
was issued by the Press Bureau to

the following effect :

The Minister of Munitions hereby
gives notice that, in exercise of the
powers conferred upon liim by the
Defence of the Realm (Consolidation)

Act, 1914, the Defence of the Realm
(Amendment) No. 2 Act, 1915, the
i)efence of the Realm (Consolida-

tion) Regulations, 1914, and all other
-powers thereunto enabling him as

from the 15th day of November,
he hereby prohibits until further
notice any person, firm, or company
engaged in the manufacture or repair

of any vehicle designed for mechani-
cal transport or traction, or any part

of such vehicle, from car-rying out
in any factory, workshop, or other

premises without a permit issued

under the authority of the Admir-

alty, the Araiy Council, or the
Minister of Munitions, any work
consisting in the manufacture,
assembling, or erection of any new
or unused motor, internal combus-
tion engine, designed or adapted
for mechanical traction, or of any
new or unused motor cycle, motor
chassis, motor waggon, or of any
tractor or other motor vehicles of

any kind propelled by mechanical
means, subject, however, to the fol-

lowing exception :

Work required to complete con-

tracts placed by the Admiralty,
the War Office, the Minister of

Munitions, or an Allied Government,
on or before the date of this Order.

Commentary on the New Ordei?.

The new Order does not come as a real

surprise to majrufacturers, so that it is

not so drastic as at first might appear
to be the case. There are very few new
motor cycles being assembled nowadays,
and the majority of machines made have
been despatched Overseas. The refer-

ences to 1917 models which have appeared
in the press are more 1917 models in name
than in reality, as in some cases they are

no other than 1914 designs masquerading
as " new " models. Several entirely uew
designs have, of course, been produced,
but these are usually solitary specimens
of the proposed post-war model of the

manufacturer concerned. For some time
past there has been a good deal of heart-

burning in the trade, the works of some
firms being controlled by the Govern-
ment, whereas their rivals were able to

produce motor vehicles in small quantities

—these remarks apply to the car as well

as the. motor cycle, trade. The new
Order will put everybody on a fair basis.
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(1) The motor cycle section being addressed by Capt. C. J. Hogan, of the Queen's Royal West Surrey Regiment.

(2) A Douglas rider on a stiff portion ot the well-known test hill at Cilcain.

(5) Field-Marshal Viscount

Warwickshire Volunteers
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The Show of Second-hand Motor Cycles.
ENTRIES are still coming in rapidly for the

Second-hand Show. We jnay remind our

readers that the show will be open from
November loth to the i8th. The cost of entering the

Agricultural Hall on Friday, Monday, and Tues-
day will be .2S. 6d. up to 5 p.m.,

md after that hour and all other

Jays, including the first Saturday,

IS. The show will :remain open
from 10 a.m. till 9 p.m.
The motor cycle exhibits will -be

arranged on the outer ring of the

central group of six stands, and will

be classified in alphabetical order

according to make ; for instance,

Ariels, AUdays, etc., will form one

group, while B.S.A. 's, Bats, Brad-

burys, etc., will form the next, and
so on.

! Entries (25s. for' motor cycles)

will be received up to the day the

show opens, between the hours of

8 a.m. and 4.30 p.m., at the Bar-

ford Street entrance, Liverpool

Road, Islington, N. All exhibits

should be clean. No petrol, oil, or

carbide may be brought into the

hall, but if an exhibitor desires

by the owner in the store,provided so as to avoid loss

during the sliow.

The machines exhibited may be insured against

burglary, larceny, and theft at the rate of 3s. per cent,

(minimum 3s.) Details of the scheme can be obtained

3^

to reserve the

amount of petrol in his tank he should provide a can
for that purpose which may be stored for him in a

special shed. Spare parts or tools should be placed

How the Second-hand motor cycles and cars will be ;staged at the Agricultural Hall Show,
which opens to-morrow.

from Mr. Glass, Lincoln House, High Holborn, W.C.
We learn that the well-known motor cycle expert,

Mr. R. G. -Mundy, has been appointed to examine and
inspect the motor cycle and cycle car exhibits.

LIST OF MOTOR CYCLES ENTERED FOR THE SHOW.
The list shows the number of the

different makes of machines entered,
and when a 1916 specimen is to be
represented, that fact is stated :

A.j.s 3
One 6 h.p. 1916 model.

ALLON
One 25i h.p. 1916 model.

ARIEL
B.S.A

BRADBURY
CALTHORPE

One 2% h.p. 19I6V2 model.
One 2% h.p. 1916 model.

COVENTRY EAGLE 1

One 2% h.p. 1916 model.
DOUGLAS 2

ENFIELD 3
One 6 h.p. 1918 model.
One 3 -h.p. 1916 model.

EXCELSIOR (American) 1

EXCELSIOR (British) 1

HAELEY-DAVIDSON 4
One 7-9 h.p. 1916 model.

HENDERSON .. 1

HUMBER 3

INDIAN 4
One 1916 PowerpluB model.

THE BRITISH MAGNETO AND
"THE MOTOR. CYCLE."

Those motor cyclists mho have the

interests of their country at heart

wiU be interested in a booklet which

will be ready shortly, reviewitig the

efforts of " The Motor Cycle " in

fostering a British magneto industry.

It is well to recall that 'Th e Autocar"
and "The Motor Cycle" were the

only two fournals which, BEFORE
THE WAR, openly exposed the fad

that the British motor trade was

entirely dependent upon German

magnetos. We shtdl be pleased to

supply a copy of this pamphlet to

any motor cyclist who cares to make
application to the Editor.

JAMES 2
One 414 h.p. 1916 model.

iLEA-EBANOIS 1

LEVIS
LLOYD

One 254 h.p. 19161/2 model.

MATCHLESS 2

N.S.U .. 1

NEW HUDSON ..1
NEW IMPERIAL 1

:i:0VER 1

BOWX RUBY 1

SCOTT
SERVICE-PRECISION
SINGER
SUNBEAM

T.D.C.

TRIUMPH
WILLIAMSON
ZENITH ..

One 8 h.p. 1916 model.
One 3^ h.p. 1916 model.

1

1

1

3

a
ii

a
.6

CSCVE vCARS.
GARDEN (MOHOOAB)

D.U.O.

A LONG DIST.A.NCE DESPATCH CARRYING TEST.

DURING the present war motor cycles

have undoubtedly come into their

own, and by their great utility have
practically proved themselves indispens-

able for modern warfare. Quite apart from
belligerent Countries, neutrals also realise

their military value, and . we continually

hear of the motor cycle sections of

neutral countries being perfected.
_
A

most interesting and arduous military

'motor cycle test is to be carried out

B14

shortly by the United States military York National

authoi'ities, in order to show the utility - Mexican .front

Guard, now
to Governor

at the
Charles

of the motor cycle as a message carrier

and a rapid means of transport. The
test is to be made with a motor cycle

and sidecar, and will consist of a j ourney
from McAllen, near the Mexican frontier,

to Albany, New York, a distance of,

roughly, 2,700 miles. The test wiU be
for the purpose of carrying a message
from Maj.-Gen. O'Ryan, of the New

Whitman, of New York. The machine
will be mounted by -two men, who will

be equipped as for field conditions with

fuU kits, each weighing '50 lb. ; camping
necessities will also be carried. The
total load, inclnding passengers, will be

over 469 lb., so with the rough roads

and tracks likely to be encountered the

outfit will certainly receive a severe test.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters shoulil be addressej to the Editor, "Tha Motor Cycle," Herliord Street, Coventry, and must be aeoompaniel by the writer's name and address.

Automatic Inlet Valves.

Sir,—In answer to "L.F.I.'s" query relating to auto-
matic inlet valve leaking between valve and seating, I have
experienced the same trouble with valves, both in steam
a^nd petrol engines, and solved the problem by converting
hie seatings from bevel to flat face; the leakage will then
cease. The trouble is caused by contortion when the
cylinder gets heated. GEORGE LEWIS.

Sir,—In reply to " L.F.I." re automatic inlet valves, there
is probably a shght distortion of the valve seat when screwed
into the cylinder. A method which effected a cure in my -

case was, if, as is usual, the inlet is over the exhaust, to
remove the exhaust valve, screw the inlet valve, and cage
with some grinding compound on the valve face into the
cylinder, and grind in with a screwdriver through the
exhaust valve guide. J. A. ROBERTSON.

American Motor Cycles.

Sir,—I should like to reply to the letter by "J.W." in
The. Motor Cycle for November 2nd re American machines,
and to point out that his argument is based upon the depre-
ciation which has taken place in machines since 1915. This
offers no comparison between the lasting qualities of British
and American motor cycles. It is after a machine has seen
four or five years' hard service that the workmanship put
into British machines shows up. Personally, I have been
riding a 1904 Rover lightweight during the recent summer
holidays, and have covered nearly 2,000 miles without a
single breakdown, with the exception of the ignition, which
is- by coil, etc. The machine will climb all but the very
worst hills, and the speed is over 45 m.p.h. Whoever heard
of a twelve-year-old American machine which had not fallen

to pieces years ago? Usual disclaimer. J. W. MORRIS.

Will the Single-cylinder Survive?

Sir,—I have read with great interest the correspondence
in your columns on the subject of single v. twin. May I.

as an all-weather sidecarist, be' allowed to make a small con-
tribution to this controversy? Some of your correspondents
who champion the cause of the single for solo riding appear
to think that the heavy twin is the only suitable machine
for serious sidecaring. I would like to point out that this is

not by any means the case. Both single and twin have their
allotted positions as sidecar machines, and the one will not
efficiently perform the work of the other. To pull a sidecar
satisfactorily the engine of a motor cycle must be kept in

good tune, and the time spent in cleaning, adjusting, and
keeping in tune must necessarily be greater in the case of

the twin than the single—since the former has a greater and
more intricate surface to be cleaned and more working parts
to adjust than the latter. This fact persuades me that as
sidecar machines both single and twin will survive, each in

its own sphere. The man who sidecars principally for

pleasure usually has plenty of time to devote to his engine
and machine between his various outings. The machine
for such a man is the big twin. Were I in the position

to give plenty of time to my machine I would use an 8 h.p.

twin and a luxurious heavy sidecar. The comfort of such
an outfit well repays the time spent in keeping it in good
order. On the other hand, there are many men who, like

myself, use their machines every day in all weathers, because
they have to, and who have very little tinie to devote to

cleaning and tuning. So for such a man the single is, in

my opinion, far more suitable than the twin. AH the time
I can spend on my machine for cleaning and tuning is

about a couple of hours once a week. But I require a
machine that will start at the first kick every day, and
take me in pouring rain over third-class roads suffering
from the attentions of the motor transport lorries. More-
over, my outfit must be such that if I wish to drive a
passenger 150 miles on pleasure bent I can do so without
fatigue or discomfort to myself or passenger, and without
being ashamed of the appearance of my mount. I have
found all my requirements in a big single and sidecar. With
the little time I can spare I could not keep a twin in such
tip-top order as I do my big single, which I consider the

ideal mount for my purpose—fitted, of course, with all-

enclosed chain drive and ample mudguards. My present

machine, a 4^ h.p. James and sidecar, is among the first

of its class, and will, I think, with similar machines by
reputable makers, remain the choice of the busy all-weather

sidecarist. H. V. TATTERSALL.

A Six-stroke Cycle.

Sir,—Your comments on the letter of your correspondent
who writes from H.M.S. Diana, and the various letters of

late on the steam motor cycles, suggest to me a six-stroke

engine. It would have the usual valves timed to give
induction, compression, power, scavenging, conventionally
as with a four-stroke, but followed by the introduction of

a few drops of water pumped into the hot cylinder at the top
of scavenging stroke by a small pump worked by. a suitable

cam. This water should flash into steam and give an extra
power stroke, which, followed by second scavenging stroke,

gives us a cycle of operations in which we have two power
strokes out of six, i.e., one in three as against one in four
as at present.

I am quite prepared to hear that this idea has already

been patented by, say, " Bill Adams " in the early forties,

and. that it was tried and rejected by Noah on a trial trip

preceding his well-known voyage. Nevertheless I submit
the idea for what it is worth. G.H.
Mitcham.

[A six-stroke cycle is not new, but we have never heard
of it being carried out exactly as suggested.

—

Ed.]

Banning on Paraffin.

Sir,—A paragraph in . your issue for November 2nd has
prompted me to "rush into print."

I have now done over 2,000 miles on my 1910 single-geared

Triumph on a home-made tin carburetter, using paraffin and
water (a small amount of petrol is used for starting).

I have come to the following conclusions ;

1. That water is absolutely indispensable when using
paraffin (especially at full throttle).

2. That to warm the fuel, or the mixture, is a mistake in

an air-cooled engine.

3. That if the correct amount of paraffin (for combustion)
is introduced there is none left to dilute the oil.

4. That paraffin requires a larger jet than petrol.

5. That float chambers are out of date on motor cycles.

. 6. That paraffin and water is faster on the level than
petrol, but slightly interior on hills.

7. That one's engine is always cool and eager on paraffin

and water.

I heartily agree with " Ixion " on flat twins. You should
hear me curse my own single—the barbaric spoke smasher

!

Sheffield. , O.B.H.
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The Scott Sociable.

Sir,—As an interested reader of your paper, may I be
allowed to pass oiie or two remarks with regard to the

Scott Sociable, which I ha.ve seen alt'ernately commended
and dejireciated in your columns?

In my opinion the main fact of the popularity of the
sidecar has been overlooked, it being assumed that comfort
and appearance are the only things to be aimed at. On the

contrary, I think that the Scott Sociable has no advantages
over the light car except that it is minus one wheel and
none of the advantages of the sidecar. The points in favour
of the sidecar are :

(1) The sidecar can be detached if necessary and the

motor bicycle used as a solo machine, with a corresponding
decrease in running expenses (probably the first reason why
the sidecar as such was introduced).

(2.) Where the average person is concerned, all houses

have not a large enough side entrance or passage to admit
of such a wide machine as the Scott, whereas a motor bicycle

can be detached and taken in separately.

Also I believe that - many people would prefer rather a

machine like a Morgan runabout, which, after all, is prac-

tically the same type as the Scott (and much neater looking),

or else improve the Scott as your correspondent Sgt. S. Way
suggests in his letter.

EFN. W. C. CLARKE,
5th City of London Rifles.

Inlet Pipe Connections.

Sir,—In your issue of the 12th ult. I note that " Ixion
"

is interested in the several methods of attaching inlet pipes

in twin and multi-cylinder engines. Perhaps he and some
of your readers would be inter-

ested in the accompanying sketch

of the way the inlet manifolds

are connected on the Beardmore
aero engines. This method is

also used on the exhaust mani-
folds on that engine, and for the

inlet manifold of one of the

R.A.F. productions.

If it is found suitable on aero

engines, where insulating tape is

not tolerated, it surely should be
the best and simplest method for

use on motor cycles.

There is something to be said

also for the coned seating, which
does not require a washer if the
faces are properly ground in in

the same manner as a valve.

It is often used tor inlet valve seatings, and would probably
work well if used on the induction pipe itself.

ALEC H. JENKINS,
F.-Sgt., R.F.C.

Boycott of German Goods.
Sir,—In the concluding paragraph of the letter mrder the

above heading, which you were good enough to publish in

your issue of August 17th, I invited each one of your readers
in sympathy with the object referred to to send me his, or
her, name and address, stating if willing to join a league,
either run as a separate body or, preferably, linked up to

the A.C.U., and I stated that if the response were adequate
further steps would be taken in the matter without delay.

I have taken no further steps in the matter up to the pre-
sent because, as a matter of fact, the response, though
interesting, did not seem to me sufScient to warrant any
such steps being taken. It is true I have received a number
of letters expressing strong sympathy with the views set

fort^ in my letter, and promises also to join any league
which may be formed. It may interest you to know that
these letters have come, not only from all parts of the
kingdom, but from such a far-aff land as Japan.
As I say, however, the total number is disappointingly

small, and, indeed, suggests that motor cyclists as a body
are extremely apathetic arid, one might almost venture to
say, selfishly indifferent in a matter of this kind ; yet it

surely cannot be that they are really indifferent : rather
perhaps that they are merely thoughtless in the matter.
Does anyone to-day doubt the necessity for a definite

boycott of &erman-made goods? If that be granted, does

Bi8

anyone question that no such boycott can be brought about
except by co-operation and by the strong pressure of public
opinion? If this too be granted, is there any simpler or
more effective way by which to achieve our purpose than
by the formation of such a league as I suggested? This
league should be so constituted as to appeal to every patriotic
motor cyclist in the kingdom, and, indeed, as one of my
correspondents suggests, it might include the pedal cyclists

also.

Any such organisation is, of course, dependent upon the
energising influence of one or two individuals, and -in these
days it is difficult to find the right kind of man to organise
such a league having the time at liis disposal for the pur-
pose ; that was mainly my reason for suggesting that it might
be taken up by the Auto Cycle Union or some such existing
organisation, and run in connection therewith at a nominal
fee, instead of the ordinary A.C.U. subscription.

Unless the writers object, I propose, therefore, in the
course of the next month, to hand over the letters I have
received to the secretary of the Auto Cycle Union with a
view to his endeavouring to arrange a preliminary meeting
of those interested, ilay I make a final appeal to your .

readers to send in their names at once, in order that they
may be invited to any preliniinary meeting which may be
arranged?

'

BRITISHE'R.
London, E.G.

Electric Lighting for Motor Cycles.

Sir,—I, in company with many others, am glad to see

that publicity is being given, to this subject, for electric

lighting is bound to oust acetylene, as it has practically

done on motor cars.

Your correspondent, unfortunately, said very little' about
dry battery lighting, and, with your leave,- I should like

to give one or two conclusions drawn from experiments.
I have found the best battery for the purpose to be the

Hellesen (catalogue price 6s. 5d.) 4^ volt, its recuperative
powers being astounding.
Your article advocates a 4 volt 3 c.p. bulb for the head

lamp, but in these days of reduced lighting, why waste
3 c.p. against tissue paper, when 1 c.p. without tissue

paper (in the London area) and with the lamp tilted down
has been giving satisfaction for six months or so? More-
over, two bulbs of 4 volt 0.3 amp., 1 c.p. (approximately),

can be run for an hour per night off a Hellesen cell for

at least a season, provided the light is switched off immedi-
ately it is not required. .

,

I should like to add that I have no connection with A.
H. Hunt and Co., the importers of the Hellesen cell.

L. W. E. HURSLEY.

Bearing Pressures.

Sir,
—"A.A.S.'s" article on this subject strikes me as an

ingenious attack upon the long-stroke engine, based largely
upon premises which are not necessarily correct ; and even
upon his premises I disagree with most of his conclusions.

Taking these in order :

Page 334. 1. The bearings of a long-stroke engine can
be as large as in a medium or short-sti'oke if a piece is

taken out of the flywheel rim , but why not have a larger

flywheel?

2. The long-stroke bearing will have a shorter distance

to travel if the bearing is smaller (for the swing of the
connecting rod can be neglected), these distances being Jtt

in. and I^tt in. per revolution.

Page 335, first column, 1 and 2. Neither of these state-

ments would be true if the connecting rods were bo'fh of

the same length in proportion to their stroke, say, five times
the crank throw.
Another point :. a long-stroke engine having a greater

leverage at its crank can be geared higher, and consequently
need not turn over at the same speed. Also, given a certain

speed of crank pin, the longer the radius the less the pressure
of the unbalanced force. "A.A.S." seems to suggest the
opposite in the last colunm of the articlcj although he does
not actually say as much.

Finally, may I say that I hope Mr. Norton or some other
long-stroke exponent will put the case for the opposite side?

Personally, I have an open mind on the subject, and am
willing to be convinced either way, but "A.A.S.'s" article

is riot convincing when it is examined carefully.

JOHN BONYTHON.
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THE

TYRES
Perth, Western Australia.

Gentlemen,— I teel I must WTite and let you know the wonderful wear

I have bad from a set of your 26 X z\\vl. Bates Tyres. After a varied expeii-

ence of eight different makes .on many Motor Cycles during the last nine

years, I was forced to the conclusion that no tyres were much good. In

November, 1914 (on the advice of a friejid), I had Bates Tyres fitted to

my new mount. The machine has now been used for sixteen months,

and the tyres are a treat to see. This is a unique experience for me, for I

have always had to purchase new tyres every 8 or 9 months, the heat and

bid roads here always " settling " them in quick time. I am so dehghted

with my first experience of Bates Tyres that in future I will see that my
machines are always equipped with your excellent tyres.

YouFb sincerely. C.F.K.

This is only one of many proofs of

the growing popularity of Bates Tyres,
the increased output of which has
enabled the makers to reduce prices, in

spite of the higher cost of materials

!

Riders should lose no time
in sending for our New List,

This IS the original Bates,
the finest tyre for hard
work yet produced.

.Colonial Wholesale Stockholders :

^mith, Denbam and Co., Henderson's Build-
ings, Von Brand s Street, Johannesburg,
S-A. Childs, Parr and Joseph, Nairobi,
British East Africa. David F. Lamg, 9,
(Weld Road, Kuala Lumpur, F.M.S. Cycle
and Motor Supplies, Ltd., Farish Street,

Wellington, N.Z. Cornell and Son, 122,
Pirie Street, and 29, Hyde Street, Adelaide,
South Australia. A. G. Healing and Co.,
Ltd., 354-356, Post Office Place West, Mel-
bourne^ Australia. Bennett and Barkell,
Ltd., 124-132, Castlereagh Street, Sydney,

Australia.

The No. 2 i^ made in
Special Heavy only,

in four sizes.

W. & A. BATES, Ltd.,

St. Mary's Mills,

LEICESTER.
Depots at

LONDON : 28. St. John Square,
Clerkenwcll Road,

GLASGOW: 24, Carlton Place.

NEWCASTLE : 28. Clayton St. West.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." Big
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A NEW M.C. COAT.

It is essential that you should protect your-

self against the vagaries of the weather.

Dunhills' New M.C. Coat will prove

excellent weatherproof for your tour.

an

It is made of proofed twill with a lining of

oil cambric, and is thus impervious to any

weathers

A detachable fleece lining is very fashion-

able with many motor cyclists. It is most
useful during the climatic changes at this

period oi the year.

PRICE £3-15-0
Send a card for pattern,

Dunhills
359-361, EUSTON RD., LONDON, N.W.

-42-43, LOMBARD STREET, E.C,—

LTD.,

MANCHESTER

:

90-92, Cross Street.

GLASGOW:
72, Vincent Street.

The "KAY" patent Quick & Easy Starter
(or use with Petrol Substitute and Heavy Fuels. Will start yoiir

engine immediately on the coldest day and when the engine iswarm
enough it automatically takes up the running on the heavy fuel.

Points.

-Testimonial.
Lancaster, Oct. 17th, 1916.

I am delighted with year quicl( Starter. Kindly send
me another as soon as possible.—Yours, W.J.

By the use of the " KAY " Patent Starter there is absolutely no necessity

to turn off your main fuel supply tap, drain your carburetter, or prime
your cylinders with petrol. You cannot be held up in traffic as the Starter

immediately comes into operation if the heavy fuel ceases to act. It is

impossible to start from cold on petrol substitute and therefore absolutely

necessary to have a Starter even if you already have a vapouriser, as heavy

fuels cannot be vapourised until the engine is warm.

Easily fitted to any make of Machine in a few minutes.

Price complete ready for fitting, 15/",
or for fitting to any existing auxiliary tank, price TI&.

Further particulars frotn sole makers .*

KAY & SONS, Halliwell, BOLTON, LANCS.

In answering these advertisements it is desirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle."

mi
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Carburetter Improvement.

Sir,—I enclose herewith a sketch of a simple fitting to a

standard Triumph carburetter which has been made and
tried on six machines at the Front with every satisfaction.

These results are greater economy in petrol and an increase

in speed—conflicting claims, I know, but let anyone who
doubts try it first and

^

—

" express an opinion after-

wards.
It should be of special

interest to the writer of

"1,500 Miles on a Mili-

tary Mount."
The fitment consists of

a piece of i^oin. to fin.

copper tube bent to the
required shape and sol-

dered to the carburetter

body as shown, holes

being first drilled to suit.

The air slide must be
shortened 7%in. at the

top to allow of further

movement, and the con-

trol wire will need ad-

justment too. This will

make it impossible to

close the air right down,
but such a position is

never necessary.

With the slide in its

normal position the action

of the carburetter is not

Sketch of carburetter improvement
referred to in letter.

altered in any way, but it will be found that when the
engine is turning over fast it will take more air, and this

can be given by raising the air slide above its normal
position, and thus allowing dilution of the mixture by air

passing down the -rein, pipe already mentioned. I can
guarantee that anyone taking the trouble to fit this addition
will find it worth while.

A further alteration, which I find convenient, but not
necessary, is to change over the wires on the ignition and
extra air levers so that the throttle is on one side and the
extra air on the other.

Perhaps I had better mention that the jet on the machines
tried with this device is No. 29.

B.E.F. J. C. HUDSON (Lt.), C.A.S.C.

Sidecar or Cycle Car ?

Sir,—I thoroughly agree with Mr. F. E. Cooke in his

commendation of the big twin combination for the family

man. I had much the same experience as be : running a

3^ h.p. single for some years, "smelling" at a cycle car,

and finally getting a 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson with a two-

seated G.K. sidecar. I find that by the use of a simply-

made arrangement, carrying three little seats a la toboggan,

I can take my wife and four children quite comfortably

without using the pillion. I am using Binks, but find that

I can do practically every hill on top gear, which is some-
thing under 4-1, a steady 30 m.p.h. being the most com-
fortable driving pace. My tyres are 28x3in. Goodyears,
which, after over 1,000 miles in very bad weather, are abso-

lutely unscratched. The great comfort of the reserve power
can only be appreciated by anyone who has had a good deal

of the " run alongside to ease her on steep hills " sort of

thing. My 3^ h.p. having a fixed gear, I did this oftener

than I cared for. I have not yet got my carburetter pro-

perly tuned up, but I get 47 to 50 m.p.g., but will, I know,
do better than that. The traotability and flexibility of the

big outfit must be experienced to be believed. I use Ambro-
leum in the gear box, and find an ordinary icing-syringe,

kept filled and hung upside down, a very simple means of

filling. I find the three-speed countershaft very easy to

manipulate, but always declutch (as with the H.D. one
must) when changing. WALTER ROSE.

Overheating and Sparking Plug Design.
Sir,—Referring to your correspondent's suggestion in your

issue of October 26th under the above heading, it is interest-

ing to observe that he is simply putting forward the features

which have been embodied for years in the special racing
model Lodge plug

417

The drawing (fig 1) of the old Lodge T.T. or racing model
shows the radiator at the terminal end, the stout central

electrode with the minimum of surface exposed to the heat
of the combus-
t i n chamber,
and the gradual
increase in its

diameter from
sparking to ter-

minal end.

Fig. 2 is an
illustration of the
present-day
Lodge racing
plug (model K),
and it will be
seen at once, on
referring back to

your correspond-
ent's " proposed
design "and com-
paring the two,
how closely his
radiator and ter-

minal resemble
those used in the
Lodge racing
plug, a plug
which is, as you
know, in general use, especially on high-speed motor cycle

engines. THE LODGE SPARKING PLUG CO., LTD.
F. B. Lodge, Director.

[Our contributor did not overlook the excellent Lodge plug,
' but his idea was to carry the matter further and make the

fins appreciably deeper.

—

Ed.]

Sectional view of the old Lodge T.T. (fig. 1)

and the new model K plugs designed for

racing engmes.

Public School Orderlies.

Sir,

—

I thought that the enclosed photogra|ih of some
of the motor cyclist orderlies at the Public Schools O.T.C.

camp in the South might be of interest to you. Eton,

Westminster, ilarlborough, and Bradfield all provided

orderlies. The photograph shows three Marlburians in

uniform and myself (Westminster) in " change." Except for

an Indian, a Zenith, and three Douglases, everyone rode

good old 3i h.p.'s, which seemed much the most popular. I

do not think anyone had any trouble, bar punctures.

T. M. KER-.

afefeSiftYt^^wA f̂^ w.-.

Orderlies attached to the Public Schools O.T.C. Camp. The
photograph shows three Marlburians in uniform and Mr. T. M. Ker
(Westminster) in " change.

"
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PATENTS.
Abridged by ERIC W. WALFORD,

A Fork Springing System.

The movable fork is attached to the
steering column at the top by plain links

and at the bottom by a system of links

in the form of a closed four-sided figure.

Movement of the

fork in relation

to the steering

column would, of

course, distort
this figure, and
consequently the
movement of the
fork is resisted

by a pair of

springs which
bed against an
abutment on the
steering column.
The result is that

the fork is per-

mitted both a

vertical and a limited horizontal move-
ment. As an alternative, the compound
links may be arranged at the top and
the plain links at the ' bottom of the

head.—A. H. CuUey and S. Davies,

No. 12,977, 1915.

A Compression-operated Lubricator.

Of the two illustrations the upper
represents the operating mechanism of a
lubricating pump, whilst the lower shows
the pump itself. The pump spindle

carries a ratchet wheel actuated by a

pawl which is reciprocated by a valve

rod working in a chamber which screws-

into the cylinder head, and is therefore

exposed to the pressures in the cylinder.

The chamber is provided at each end
with a valve seating, and the valve head
is of double cone formation, so as to

RATCHET
WHEEL

ECCENTRIC

engage either seating. The lower seating

is adjustable to vary the stroke of the
valve rod. Each time that the pressure
in the cylinder rises sufficiently -to lift

the valve the ratchet wheel is rotated,

and by this rotation it actuates a pump

plunger through the medium of the
eccentric shown. The pump chamber is

supplied with oil, which, on each forward
stroke of the plunger, is forced past a ball

valve to a pipe leading to "the desired
point, eg-, the ci-ank chamber. It would
apparently be necessary to provide the
oil supply pipe with a non-return valve
to prevent the oil being forced back to

the source of supply instead of passing
to the engine.—D. 6IcGregor, No. 13,768,

1915.

A Spring Hub.
In order to obtain resilient suspension,

the hub shell is arranged to run on
eccentric side plates, which are secured
together by bolts, enabling the bearings
to be adjusted. The plates are free to

rock on an eccentric sleeve mounted upon
the fixed spindle, and at their centre is

secured a cranked shaft, the ends of
which project outside the plates and are

attached to radius rods pivoted to the
frame of the machine in such a manner
that the plates, and consequently the
hub shell, always move- in 'a suitable
path. Between the crank pin and one of

the attachment bolts for the side plates
will be seen a curved blade spring, which
is deformed when movement takes place,

and which tends always to I'eturii the
parts to the normal position.—J. Martin,
No. 12,774, 1915.

Components Employees' War Relief Fund.
We continue to hear splendid reports

of the various war relief funds organ-
ised by the employees of the big con-
cerns (the small firms doing' just as
well proportionately), and the employees
of Components, 'Ltd., have - recognised
the needs _of' the men at the Front and
the wives left ;at home, in a practical
manner. They have sent' 2,000,000 cigar-
ettes out and numerous parcels. About
eighty, families receive regular weekly
allowances. Up to date £2,000 has been
collected and dispersed. On the. roll of

honour are 350 names of the men who
have enlisted, and it is gratifying to find

among them a holder of the Military
Medal—-Gnr. T. Holmes, who before' the
war was employed in the finishing shop.

SPARKLETS.
Changes of Address,

The Lodge Sparking Plug Co. are now
located at St. Peter's Road, Rugby.

The vendors of Grandex motor cycles

have moved to larger and more com-
modious- premises at 349, Euston Road,
N.W., than those previously occupied by
this firm.

Messrs. W. and A. Bates Ltd., have

removed the Glasgow depot to 24, Carlton

Place, which is within a stone's throw
of the old address.

Sphinx Plugs. -
i

The new catalogue of the Sphinx
Manufacturing Co. will give readers all

they want to know concerning Sphinx
sparking plugs. It will be ready this

week, and can be obtained on applica-

tion to the makers at Bradford Street,

Birmingham.

Stock of Parts.

Messrs. J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd.,

Great Charles Street, Birmingham, whose
enormous factory and extensions are

almost exclusively devoted to Government
work, can still supply ordinary customers

with many articles from stock where such

stock permits. A special stock list can

be obtained on application to the manu
facturers.

Joseph Lucas, Ltd. Second Interim
Dividend.

Owing to the urgenc}"" of war work and
the depletion of the staff for military

service, it is found impossible to prepare
the usual balance sheet. The firm have no
doubt, however, that a profit has been
earned, and they have declared a second
interim dividend on the ordinary shares

of 7^%, less incorne tax, making, with the

dividend already paid, 10% for the year
ended August 31st last.

A Nutritive Drink when Winter Riding.

It is a difficult matter, occasionally, to

obtain a suitable drink when on . a cold

winter's ride—one that is both stimulat-

ing and nourishing. Horlick's malted
milk is a preparation that exactly meets
that requirement, being a combination of

pure rich, fuU-creamed milk, to which is

added the nutritive extracts of maltied

- barley and wheat. It is- obtainable in

tablets, which can be dissolved in the
mouth as required, and being so extremely
portable should appeal- particularly to

motor cyclists.

Air-cooled Plugs.

The makers of the Apollo plugs, the
ApoUo Manufacturing Co., Moseley

. Street, Birmingham, have secured the
- sole manufacturing rights throughout the
world for the Watkins air-cooled sparking
plug. This plug has a large hollow
central electrode, divided in two in such
a way that a current of air can circulate -

through it and so keep it cool. The body
of the plug has radiating fins as well to

assist in cooling. Although the maiii

output of these plugs will be for aeroplane
purposes, they will be developed for other
engines as early as possible.
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THE
AUTOMOBILE
ENGINEER

Devoted to the theory and practice of AUTOMOBILE CONSTRUCTION.

Published
MONTHLY
(second Thursday
in each month).

Price

SIXPENCE
NET.

loniniiiiHiHiuiiniiiniiiiuiimuiinihiiiititniiiiiiiiiinMinniiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiniiiiiniiiMJiiniiiiiiiiitiiiiuiHuuniiiuuiiuninuiiiiMuiiiiHunuiiiiuniiiiHiininiiniuiiiiniihininnniiiuiiiiuiiihiuniiuiiiniuuiiiiituiniiin^

ISSUED in the interests of engineers,
designers, draughtsmen, worlts
managers, heads of departments,
and all others concerned with the

designing and building of motor vehicles,
and dealing fully with the technical and
manufacturing side of the motor car,
utility motor vehicle, and motor cycle
industry.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
The AtUomdbilt Engineer can be supplied direct, it

preferred, at the following rates :

Great Britain, 9/-. Canada, 7/6. Other countries
abroad, 9/- per annum.

Proprietors : lliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street,

London, E.G.

Northern Office : Century Buildings, Deansgate.
Manchester.

THE
Principal Contents of

NOVEMBER NUMBER.
EDUCATION FOR PRODUCTION.

THE GERMAN AEROPLANE ENGINE TRIALS.
KEROSENE v. GASOLENE IN STANDARD

AUTOMOBILE ENGINES.
PLANT AT THE MARTINO'S TREATING AND

TESTING WORKS. LIMITED.
THE 5-TON PIERCE-ARROW CHASSIS.

MACHINING FRONT AXLES.
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS TO THE INSTITUTION

OF AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERS.

Obtainable, by order, from any newsagenl in the United Kingdom.

Every

Motor Cyclist

should draw upon

this Storehouse

of Motor Cycle

Knowledge.

fl
"Hints and Tips ior Motor
Cyclists " contains what may
be termed the cream ol all

motor cycling knowledge up
10 date.

The book gives hundreds cl

useful "wrinkles" and little

items ot information con-

cerning the running, manage-
ment, and repairs of motor
cycles, culled from the

experience of many years of

riding, and covering every
detail of the machine.

The arrangement is simple
and straightforward and
reference is simplified by an
extensive index and marginal
subtitles on every page.

Invaluable to

the new rider

w

IB s

I

1

Motor@:usTs

London
so. tudor street ec

The

Fifth

Edition
Revised, Enlarged, and
brought up to date.

Contains over
400 sep arat e

paragraphs.

tfjl No matter wha^: type oi

Til machine is used, this little

book will be found of the
greatest service toevery cider.

Price:

One Shilling net.

By post. Home or Abroad,
1/2.

From ILIFFE & SONS
Ltd., 20, Tudor Street,

London, E.C., and all

Booksellers and Railway
Bookstalls.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns—^First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every
two words after. Each paragraph is charged
separately. Name and address must be counted.
Series discounts and special terms to regular
trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-
tisements should be made payable to jrr"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed ____&-i:-^

All advertisements in this section should be
acco.npanied with remittance, and be addressed
to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford
Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of
"The Motor Cycle" Coventry, or London (20,
Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of
each alvertissment, and the date of the issue in
which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is laken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Jlotor Cycle" Office.
When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to delray the cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies mast be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
ia the advertisement. All replies should be addressed,
" No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.G."

aW-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send u:ioney-t«-iinl\nown persons

may deal in perfect satety by avaiiin^ tliemselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised ot this receipt.
The time allowed for a decision attcr receipt ot the

goods IS three days, and it a sale is eiiected we remit th.
amount to the seller, out 11 not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pay
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding ^10 'in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is 13. AU deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to lliffe & Suns Limited.
The letter " D " at the end ot an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself 01
the Deposit System. Other advertisers may l^e equally!
desirous, but have not advised us to that etiect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers wtio leply to adver.isements and receive no

snswer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the good:> advertlsou have
dready been disposed ot. Advertisers otten recelife so
many enquiries that it to quite impossihle to reply to eaoo
one oy post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Abingdon.

ABINGDON King Dick, 5-6h.p., twin, condition per-
fect, 2-speed, free engine, kick starter, £30;

exchanges 7-9h.p. Indian, not earlier 191^, cash
adjustment.—52, Connop Rd., Enfield Wash, Middle-
sex.

. [4426

A.J.S.

A.J.S., new 2%h.p., 2-speed model, actually in stock;
X65.—Moss, Wem. [X0939

16 A.J.S., 2%h.p. model, in stock; £55.—Cross.
Agent, Rofherhom. [X0894

16 6h.p. A.,r.S., just delivered, exceptionally good
finish; £84.—Russell, Lawrence St., York. [4282

A.J.S. 19141/2 6h.p. Combination, faultless; £65- part
exchange solo mount.—I'igot-Disney, East Molesey.

[X0929
RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.-191S

A.J.S. lightweight, 3 speeds, clutch, kick start;
38 gns. [4394
"DARE Opportunity'.-1916 A.J.S., 4h.p., and sidecar,
-l-tj just delivered; first cheQue £96.—Taylor's Garage
Falmouth. [3257

"|C|16 2^^h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, latest model, ridden-700
J-t' miles only, condition genuinely as new, specifica-
tion as list; £55.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cnm-
iridge. [4407

19

19

SOME WEAKLY IMITATE
our Advts., but look into the advls. of all com-
petitors, and you find none can imitate

Advant,igeous offers : Britain's largest selection
and greatest variety of Bargains in best maizes, new
or slightly used, at unequalled Low Cle;irance
Prices; biggest values for Cash or easiest Easy
Terms, promptest delivery, and every Bargain

fully Guaranteed.
ASK FOR TO-DAY'S BIG LIST. GALL
AND SEE OUR HOUSE FULL OF REAL

No. h.p. BARGAINS, INCLUDING THESE ;

lf733- 7-9 1915 3-sp EXCELSIOR £60
1073.^. 3h rgii F.E. TRIUIVIPH £20
10739. 2i 1915 2-sp. NEW IMPERIAL-

J.A.P £27 10
10740. 2j 1916 2-sp HEW IMPERIAL-

J.A.P £30
10744. 2} 1915 2-sp. ALLON £27 10
10746. 2S 1914 single-sp. SUN VILLIERS £17 10
10748. 2} single-speed HOBART £20
10749. 4-5 1916 ZENITH and Sidecar £67 10
10750. 4l 1Q15 3-sp. B.S.A. and Sidecar. . £65
10751. 8 1915 MORGAN Runabout, De

Luxe Model .•*.... £94 10
10752. 5-6 1913 2 sp. A.C. Sociable £37 10
10754. 35 1916 I.O.M. RUDGE Muhi. . £50
10705. 12-16 VAUXHALL Car £125
10713. 4-5 1914 ZENITH-GRADUA £37 10
10715- 3l 1914 2-sp- ROVER and Sidecar £42 10
10717. 4} 3sp. PRECISION £22 10
10724. 3-t igi2 3-sp. TRIUMPH andSc. £42 10
10727. 4j 1915 3-sp. B.S.A. and Sidecar. £60 H
10725. 10-12 IQ12 DELAGE Car £175
10682. 35 1914 3-sp. BRADBURY £47 10
10684. 7-9 1914 3-sp. INDIAN £27 10
10687. li single-speed J.E.S. £10
ro688 2.3 igii 2-sp. DOUGLAS £22 10
10699. 3 1913 3-sp. HOBART & Sidecar £35
10700. 5-6 1913 2-sp. F.N. and Sidecar . . £32 10
10701. 2j 1911 single-speed £22 10
10638. 3', 1912 single-speed INDIAN . . . £20
10643. 32 1914 RUDGE Muiti £40
10649. 35 1913 single-speed B.S.A £25
10661. 6 1913 ENFIELD and Sidecar .. £45
10663. 7-9 1914 2-5p. INDIAN J35
10673. 4l 1914 3-sp. B.S.A. and Sidecar. £45
10603. 2I 1913 2-sp. DOUGLAS £27 10
io6in. 2j 19U 3-sp. NEW HUDSON, Sc. £45
10614. 3i 1911 single-speed HUMBER .. £25
10628. li 1914 single-speed DAYTON . . £12 10
10629. 3! 1914 3-sp. ROVER and Sidecar £50
10633. 4 1914 3-sp. SINGER andSidccar £45
10587. 3.1 1914 -3-sp. QUADRAi\IT & S'car f.42
10588. 3.i 1913 RUDGE Multi and Sidecar £45
10590. 8 1012 2 pp. MATCHLESS & Sc. £35
10596 3.S 1913 RUDGE Multi £35
10567. 2.1 1915 2-sp. 2 str. CALTHORPE £25
10573. 2} 1915 2-'P- CALTHORPE £31
10384. 33 1912 PREMIER and Sidecar.. £20
10538. 3S 1915 twin INDIAN £47 10
10540. 4i 1914 3-sp. JAMES and Sidecar £50
10542. 3^ 1913 3-sp. HUMBER £25
10333. 3J 1908 2 sp. TRIUMPH £22 10
10565. 3,5 twin N.U.T. £35
10519. 3} 1914 2-sp. PREMIER £35
10523. 2J 1913 2-sp. DOUGLAS £44
10533. 4i 1912 3-sp QUADRANT £27 10
10477. 2i 1912 2-sp. SINGER £20
10485. 4 single-speed BRADBURY £23 10
10430. 2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE Junior £17 10
10432. 2 1914 2-sp. CALTHORPE Junior £18 10
10448. 4j 1914 3-sp. B.S.A £57 10
10453. 34 1915 SUNBEAM and Sidecar.. £65
10458. zi 1914 2-sp. 2-stroke CLYNO .

.

10462. 5-6 1913 2-sp. N.S.U.
t25 10
40sns.
£3010390. 2j 1915 2-sp. WOLF-J.A.P.

10396. 3^ 2-sp. FAFNIR £12 10
10402 4i 1915 GRANDRX «37 10

vwMUunurc o, fleet st., london

DEFENCE OFTHE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act,

advertisers requiring: workmen, and whose
business cons sts wholly or mainly of
engfineerlng: orthe productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the"
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already eng:ag:ed on Govern-
ment work, will be engaged."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with
the approval of the board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchangre or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engaged on
Government work need apply.

Phone: 5777 Holhori Wires : Opil

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. 4h,p. CombiBatiGn, just delivered from works,

-

Prices and poiticulara, W. Brandish, Triumph Gai.
age, Coventry. [X965^

4Ah. p. A.J.S., 1916, only used for a few weeks
2 condition as new; £65.—The Purley Motoi

Garage, Ltd., Purley. [450C

NEW 6h.p. and 4h.p. A.J.S. Cominations in stork,
latest all black finish.—Parker's, Bradshawgate,

Bolton. 'Phone: .1348. [X099a

1 Q 15 A.J.S. Combination, in good order, inter-
J-O* changeable wheels, Watford speedometer; accepti
£75.-167, High St., Homerton, London, N.E. [4505:

"IQ16 A.J.S. Sh-p. Combination, family sidecar, with'
J-v child's seat, hood and screen, in perfect eondi-i
tion; cost £117/10, accept £95.-Hall, 113, .Queen's.
Rd., Peckham, London. [4295!

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, complete with best Lucaai
lamps, generators, and mechanical horn, new last'

month, not ridden 250 miles: cost £125, what oflers?—
Eos L2,486, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4272-

A.J.S., 1914, 6h.p., 3-speed, countershaft, with'
almost new 1915 A.J.S. sidecar, locker in back,k

windscreen, grid, turnout in splendid condition; £70.i
—Haines, 30, Mandrake Rd.. Upper Tooting, S.W.

[4420

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, late model, complete withti

spare wheel, hood, screen, speedometer, 3 Lucasi
best lamps. Stewart horn, two 700x80 and two 650X65
tyres, everything in first-class condition ; cost £1 30';

only done 5,000 miles; 50 miles trial run to prospectiTei
buyer; first oSer over £90 secures this ideal turnout.—

-

Ashton, tirocer, Newtown, Wigan. [XOSOOi!

Alldays.
16 Allon, 2%h.p., 2-speed,. unused, shop-soiled only;
£36.—Jones, Garhge, jJroitwich. [X087p

ALLON, 2-speed, only used for few weeks; £37/10.—
The Purley Motor Garage, Ltd., Purley. [4501

COLMORB Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham, i

can supply immediately all models of Alldays Alien.

"

[079Bi

ALLON, 2^,ih.p., nearly new, 2-speed, lamps, horn,'
complete; £30, perfect condition.—Paskell's, 143,

Stoke Newington Rd., London, N. [4437'

RIDER TROWARD, 78, Iligh St., Hampstead.-
Three Alldays: one 1915 Allon 2-speed, 29 gns,;

one 1915 ditto, 26 gns.; one 1915 4h.p. clutch model,
4-etroke, 25 gns. [4393'

ALLDAYS Allon. 1915. 2-apeed clufch model, nith
accessories. £36/10: also 191.0 single-speed, £29/10;

liberal deferred terms.— Lamb's, 151, Pligh St., Wal-
thamstow, and at 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [4329

'

ArieL
3ih.p. Ariel Motor Cycle, B.B., mag., running order;

2 £9, or offer.—Snow, Boundary Rd,, Mountsorrel.
[X0931 :

"I
Q14 Ariel, SV^hp-. 3 speeds, and clutch, wicker -

J- •y sidecar, tyres and belt practically new, perfect

'

order; £32.—Mount, Woodcock St., Hull. [X0841

1

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,

-

have in stock for immediate delivery all nfode&fl

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars. [0797

'

Auto-Wheels.

AUTO-WHEEL de Luxe, and B.S.A. Auto-Wheel M-

'

cycle, splendid condition; £14.—Haggett, Arundd.
[4314

19

B24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numbeT at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Auto.Wheels.

WALL'S Anto-Wlieel, B.S.A. Model ile Luxe, shock
absorber, good tyre, running order; £8/10, or

offer; after 6 o'clock-Walters, 143, Westoombe Hill,
Milokheath, S.E, [4263

Bat.

BAT-J.A.P., 1914, 6b.p., connterslmft S-speed,
Briimble sidecar; £48.—Colliers, Deal St., Halifax.

(4*75
BATS.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham agent.—Immediate

delivery 4-5h.p. sporting model, 2 speeds; £63/15.
-^87-91. John Bright St., Birmingham. Di0927

BAT-J.A.1>. Combination, late 1913, 6h.p., 2-speed
countersbatt, lamps, mechanical horn, good tyres,

C;moelet C.B. sidecar, hood, wind screen, clock, condi-
tion practically as new: £47/10; 2-seater wanted.^
The Priory, Swinton Park, Pendleton, Manchester,

[X0875
Bradbury.

IQ12 Bradbury and Sidecar, 2 speeds, complete,XU lamps, etc.; £23.—Cross, Agent, Rotherham.
[X0892

BEADBUEY :i912|, 4h.p., N.S.IT. gear, family ivicker
sidecar, tip-top condition; £30.—Jones, Broadwa.

.Vewbury, Berks. [S0586

BEADBUEY J913 Combination. 41i.p., N.S.tJ. gear,
overhauled by iiiakers October last, good as new

£30.—Evans. Grocer. Buxton. [437*7

BE'ADBUEY, 1912, Stewart, Lucas horn, \Vood
Milne, Duulop, all accessories, perfect condition;

£13.-21, Semley Ed., Noibury. [4447

Brough.

1 1|16 H.T.T. Brough, Lucas lamp and horn set, per
-•-»/ feet: £60.— Geo, Brough, 69, Northumberland
Ed., Coventry. [X1006

B.S.A.

B.S.A., new 1917 models H and K, in stock; also
No. 1 sidecar.—Moss, Wem. [X0940

B.S.A.. 1914, 4'4b.p., kick start, coach sidecar; £38.
—29. St. Leonard's St., Bow. [4432

COLMOEB Depot, 261, Deansgnte, Manchester, for
immediate delivery of B.S.A. [0798

RIDEE TEOWABD, 78, High St., Hampstead.-1915
T.T. B.S.A., clutch model; 31 i;ns. [4305

B.S.-i. 41411. p. Models H and K's in stock for iur
mediate delivery, £64 and £66.—Eussell, Lawrence

St., York. [4283

B.S.A., - 3'/2h.p., 2-speed, free engine, coachbuilt side-
car, good condition ; 27 gns.—Kennisou, Walton-

on-Thames. [4454

B.S.A.. model K, 4l4h.p., 3-speed, chain-cum-belt, just
delivered from works; £S4.—Davenport Vernon and

Co., High Wycombe. [XC833

LATE 1913 2-speed B S.A., SVA.p., with Montgomery
sidecar, fully equipped, and nice condition ; £38.

-20, Whitley St., Beading. [4372

1(ai4 B.S.A. and Coachbuilt Sidecar, 3-Bpeed, kick
X*y start, speedometer, condition -and tyres good:
£49.-118, Kinveachy Gardens, Charlton, S.E. [X0949

B.S.A., 4i4h.p
. 1917,-3-speed countersHaft, K models,

jnst delivered from works : £64 ; liberal exchange
terms.-Eagles and Co., High St., Acton, W. [X0865

IQl? B.S.A. in stock. Catalogues free. Spare parts
X*/ per return, lin. belts, as fitted by makers, 8/6,
post paid.-Albart L. Pitts, Eedditch. Tel.: 91. .

[X0529
B.S.A., 4V4h.p., late" 1915 model H, S-speed counter-

shaft gear, enclosed chain drive, tine all weather
machine; £47.—Eagles and Co., High St., Acton, W.

[X0S66
B.S.A., 1915, model E, 3-speed, with C.B. sidecar

and accessories, overhauled throughout, condition
guaranteed; £50.—Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon.

[4522
B.S.A., 1916, 4Vih.p., chain drive, 3-speed counter-

shaft, and coachbuilt sidecar, all accessories, tyres
never been punctured.—Box L2,504, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4517

B.S.A., 1912, new 1913, ZV<h.V; 2 speeds, and free
engine, little used, e(iual to new, new tyres, all-

accessories; £30.—Harding, 112, Holmhirst Ed.', Wood-
seate, Shelfield. [4305

B.S.A, 1915, model K, countershaft 3-speed, over-
hauled throughout, including gear box and trans-

mission, complete and well tyred; £48.—Lavtou's Gar-
age, Bicester, Oxon. [4523

B.S.A. 1915 4h.p. Sidecar Combination, 2 lamp sets,
spares, tools, horn, etc., all good condition ; £50,

or nearest oifer.-Capt. Goodwin, 37, Cavendish Man-
sions, West Hainpstead. [4246

B.S.A., 1916, model K, Millford Corvette sidecar,
P. aud H. lamp. Stewart sneedoineter, done 2,500,

condition perfect; £65, or offer; also about 30 galls.
Kempol.—Hewett, 43, Maclaren St., Clapton. [4417

10131/2 syjl.p. B.S.A., chain and belt, 3 speeds,
-*-*' lamps, horn, watch, mirror, etc.; this is a very
tine, powerful machine, has bad little use. and is equal
to new; £47/10.—Alfred Proctor, Chepstow. [X0908
"1Q14 T.T. E.SA., fitted lam-ps and born, not been
-*-•-' ridden for 12 months, a big bargain at £30;
1915 combination, Lucas lamps and horn, property of
fi.S.A. emplovce, and condition .is positively as new,
£60.-A. L. Pitts, 60, 62, and 64, Evesham St., Eed-
ditch. [X0879
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The above is taken from
the "Information & Advice"
columns of a leading Motor
Cycling Journal. It appeared
on 17th Oct., 1916.

We want no better testimony

in support of our claim to

fair and straightforward

dealing.

GODFREY'S
LTD.,

208, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.
*PHONE : yogi MAYFAIR

(2 lines).

Write for full list of New and Second-

hand Machines, and Light Cars. -

Any machine supplied on Easy Terms.

V/e will take your old mooit in part

payment, and are open to buy good

machines for cash*

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A. New Models in Stock, ^V^h.\}. 3-speed counter-
shaft rlmin-ouiii-helt, model K, £64: fiU cliiiiii,

model H, £56; Montgomery sidecars to match, froju
£11/16: cash, exchange, or extended terms quoted.—
Elce and Co., B.S.A. Agents, 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St. [0552

B.S.A. Model K, 3-3peed, kick start, with gennijie
B.S.A. No. 1 sidecar, £44/10 ; ^^e can deliver new

1917 models absolutely from stock.—Lamb's, B.S.A.
Siieriab'sls. 151, High St.. Waltharastow. and nt 50,
HiKli Jld., Wood Green. Tel.: Walthamstow 169, and
Harnsev 1956. [4320
1016 B.S.A., belt-eum-cliain, with 2 lamps, separate
J-*^ .|?enerators, mechanical horn, purchased Sept.
20th. ridden under 200 miles, new, and nnseratched;
owner imable ride through illnes."?; quick sale £56, no
offers.—Captain Cnunrd, Scaldwell Manor, near North-
ampton. Station: Brixworth. [X0325

B.S.A. 1915'X. Clinin-cum-belt Combination through-
out, condition excellent, No. 2 sidecar with apron,

light luggage grid, spare 1 gallon petrol tank, Stewarl
speedometer, l-'.E.S. electric head, sidecar, and reai
lamp, very little used; cost over £90, take £70.—West
wood. Orchard Ed., Belvedere, Kent. [4241

B.S.A. 1917 Models, with their latest fitments, just

arrived from works, £64 each ; also a model H
£66 : B.S.A. Cunoelet sidecars delivered from stock,
13 gns. r and late 1914 K, with No. 1 sidecar. £47/10;
lilieral deferred terms.-Lamb's, B.S.A. Specialists, 151,
High St., Waltliamstow, also at 50, High Ed.. Wood
Green. Tel.: Walthamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956,

[4318
Calthorpe

CALTHORPE, 254h.p., h.b.c. good order; £15.-nal-
ton, 3, Brewer St., Piccadilly, [4288

^OLE Bristol Agents for Calthorpes; immediate de-
KJ livery.—Derby Motor Co., Bishopston, Bristol.

^- [S0035
"Id 15 Calthorpe Lightweight, 2-speed, as new; trial;XU £18, or offer.-C.S., 497, Old lipoid Ed.. Bow.

[X0999
CALTHOEPE. 1915-16, 2";ih.p. J.A.P., 2-speed, fiCL-

engine, eaual new; £30, lowest.— 179, Brixton Ed .

S.W. (P) [3974

CALTHOEPE, 4h.p., 1914, 3 speeds, speedometer.
coacli!)uilt sidecar, equals new; £38.-6, Warrc i

St., Loudon. [44C2

IQlS Calthorpe-Jap, Enfield 2-speed, fully equipped,
JLt/ excellent condition: bargain, £24/10.—Newnham,
223, Hammersmith Ed.. W. [444a

COLMOEE Tleoot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham,
have ill stock all models of Calthorpes for im-

mediate delivery; also at our Manchester Depot, [0793

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., £37/16, in stock at Lamb's.
151. High St., Walthamstow; deferred payments

if desired: also at 50. High Ed., Wood Green. Tel.:
Walthamstow 196, aud Horusey 1956. [4350

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P.'s and 2-stroke3; immediate d^'-

livevv from stock of all models; cash or cxchanc'.
A few 1915 shop-soiled only. — Colmore the Agents.
Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgnte, Manchester.

[0815

CAl THORPE-J. A.P. New Models in stock, slightly
shop-soiled, 2^4h.p:, 2-5peed Enfield gear, 30 gns.;

4h.p. twin J.A.P. lightweight combination, complete,
64 gns.; ladies' 2-stroke 2-speed' model, 30 gns.—Elce
and Co., City Agents, 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mile St., E.G. . [0551

Chater-Lea.

CHATER-LEA No. 9 Frame, £2/18/6; Ariel engine
with magneto, carburetter, et-c., £7/12/6.—J,

Bichards, 25, Jeffreys Ed., Clapham, London, S.W.
[X1002

Chater-Len-.Tap.

CHATEE-LEA-J.A.P. 6h.p. Twin and Sidecar, in
real good condition; a real bargain, £18.-6, Warrc-i

St„ London. [4460

RIDEE TROWARD, 78, High St.. Hnmpstead.-1914
Chater-Lea-Jnp 8h.p. combination, new Stnrmev-

Archer counter-shaft gen*-; 39 giis. [4398

Clyno.

CLYNO 1914 5-61). p. Combination, hood, screen, spavn
wheel, accessories; £50.—Vicarage, 123, I'efkhnni

Eye. ,. [4252

CLYNO. 1913-14. 6h.p., 3-speed conntei-shaft chain
drive; £39/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-

fax. [4176

1 Q14 Clyno Combination, in perfect condition

:

-I *y £57/10 ; se-^n any time.—Bounds' Garage, 223,
High Ed., Eilburn. [4305

CLYNO, late 1915, shop-soiled, 2>Mi.p., 2-stroke, 2-

speed, hand clutch, Lucas lamps, 2V4 Dunlop
(heavy), absolutely as new; £36.—Ruddle, Manor House.
Fordingbridge. [4382

Connaught.

PJ. EVANS, Binuinghain Agent.—Immediate de-

. livery all u)odela Connaught from stock; minia-
ture and double - purpose models, prices from
£28/17/6.-37-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[X0924
Coventry Eagle.

COVENTRY Eagle, 2M.h.p.. 2-stroke, 2-speed: £45/10.
-Exeter Motor Cvcle Co., Ltd., Bath Ed., Exeter,

aud Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [0841

COVENTEY Eagle, 1916, S-speed countershaft, twin,

and ooach sidecar: £69/10; little used.—Motor Ex-
change, Hort-on St., Halifax. [4178

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at t^ie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. AXy
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
De Dion.

DE DION, SV-li.p-, in perfect condition and order:
£1/lS.-Walker, 39, Manor Ed., Bentley, Don-

caster. [X091^
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, new 1916, 2Mii.p., S-speed model in
stoolc: 50 gns.—Moss, Wem. . [X0941

16 Douglas, W.D. model, all accessories, as new;
£48.—Henly, 7, Woburn Place, W.C. [442119

19 14 T,T. S'fiih.p. Douglas, good condition

;

Roberts, 15, Victoria Rd., Addlestone.
J£3S.-
[4373

DOUGLAS, with all accessories, in excellent condi-
tion; £28.-29, James St., Waltbamstow. [4366

11 Douglas, 2 speeds, requires sligbt repairs, but
sound; £21.—Cross, Jeweller, Rotlierliam. [X089319

1 Q15 2yth.p, ]iouglas, just been overbauled; £35.—
J-t/ Wilkiii and Co., Hunters Bar, Slieffield. [X0967

DOUGLAS, 2^h.p., lamps, speedometer, horn, fine
hill-climber; £28.-6, High St., Lewisham, S,E.

[4249
1Q13 Douglas, 2-speed model, excellent condition;
J-»/ £35.—The Parley Motor Garage, Ltd., Purley.

[4502
DOUGLAS, 2-fih.p., £15/10; 1914 siagle-speed model,

£27a0.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.
r4177

"I014 T.T. Douglas, lamps, etc., in fine condition
Xt7 £34.-139, BeverstoBe Ed., Thornton Heath.

[4363

TO 14 2j4h.p. Douglas, lamps, horn, and speedometer±V £32.—Wilkin and Co., Hunters Bar, Sheffield.

[X0966
1Q12 2"Kih.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, Stewart horn, in good
-LU condition; £26.-61, Peckhara Park Rd., Peck
ham. ^ [4238

DOUGLAS, 2^;4ii-P-, splendid condition, new tyres;
bargain, £14/10, ofier.^35, Colwell Rd., E. Dul-

wich.
-

[4469

1Q15 (Januaiy) 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, speedometer
^•y lamps, kick start, etc.; £41.—Ijoug, 40, Ferrars
Rd., Oswestry. [4277

DOUGLAS.—Wholesale and retail West of England
agents ; write us your requirements.—Mo"ffat,

Teo-vil. Tel.: 50. [5855

"liftlS 25/jh.p. T.T. Douglas, fitted with Bosch maLXU very fast; £32, bargain.-Earl, 5, Heath St.,

Hampstead, N.W. [4367

DOUGLAS, -1914, 2-3peed, T.T., special low gear.
lamps, hardly used; £38.—H., 19, Grimwood

Rd., Twickenham. [4419

DOUGLAS, 19151A, T.T.. 2%h.p., 2-speed, splendid
condition throughout, lamps, and hora ; £42.— AI

Trethewey, Roche, Cornwall. [i0845

T.T. Douglas, 1915 engine, 1912 frame, etc., single
speed, very fast, and perfect throughout; £20.—

Kmpson, Gamliugay, Sandy. [4385

clutch, lamps,
~~~'

SUT-
[X0789

DOUGLAS, Sept., 1914, 2^11.?., 2-speed, T.T., Volta-
lite bead and tail, condition as new; £37.—Baltic

Cottage, Suffolk Rd.. Dortford. [4360

DOUGLAS 2^^h.p. Motor Cycle, in excellent condi-
tion, all spares and accessories; £18.—C. Sullivan,

111, Larkhall Lane, London, S.W. [SlOOl

DOUGLAS Specialists.—Gibb, Gough, Londoii Rd.,
Gloucester. Gibb, the International Douglas rider,

v.innei of numerous cups and gold- medals. [2218

"IQ13 Late 2^/4h.p. Douglas, new gears, lamps, horu,
j-*y .T.T. bars, splendid condition; any examination:
not used for some Time; £32.—Alfred Proctor, Chep-
stow. [X0907i

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Leicester,
and Liverpool, have in stock complete range of aJi

models Douglas for immediate delivery, also full range
of spares.

'"
[0800

jl Q15 2Vih,p. 2-speed Douglas, W.O.. model, in very
-fi-t!/ good condition throughout, lamps, horn, and
spares: £43.—Lieut. Harrison, Qireenborough Pier.
QueenWorough, Kent. - [X0840

DOUGLAS, 1915. 2y+h.p.,' 2 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, T.T. bars, all accessories, hardly used;

owner been with B.E.F. : £42.—Low, Bennacliie, Soutli-
borough Rd., Snrbiton, Surrey. [4501

DOTGLAS. 1916, 2=.4b-P-, 3 speeds, free engine.
Slewait speedometer, Lucas head and tail lamps,

Lucas liorn, absolutely new condition throughout; £50.
—32, Dartmouth Rd., Chorlton-cum-Hardy. [4584

"I Q 15-1 6 4b.p. Douglas Combination throughout. 3-

-c-v speed, kick start, clutch, lamps, speedometer,
liniu, trnls, new Deoni')er, done 2,500, guaranteed per-
fect; £67/10.-H.F., '38, Claverton St., Bath. [X0880

DOUGLAS. 1913. 2";:,h,p., 2-Kpeed, kick start, lamp,
horn, has not been used loi last 18 months;

£36/10: deferred terms if desired.—Lamb's, 151, High
St., Walthanistow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [4526

lQ15^,i 2^,4b.p. Douglas, War Office model, all black,
J-t7 Lufas lamps, 2 ge^ierators, new tyres. Palmer
;ind Dunlop. extra heavv, splendid order; £45; exchange
liigher power twin combination. Zenith or other good
make.—Paterson, Prior's Gate, Pitteuweera. [X0803

DOUGLAS, late 1913, 2"^h.p., 2 speed:
good running order, Binks carburetter; £33

plice, Poole HiU, Bournemouth.

SEGOND^HAND BARGAINS
OARS AND LIOHT OARS.

N.A.G., 14-20 b.p., new chassis, 4-speed gear-box,
C.A.V. 12 volt set £300

SUNBEAM, 12-16 h. p., 4-spee'l, 5-seater, hood and
screen, just thoroughly overhauled £295

KNIGHT JUNIOR, 191.1, 12 h.p., 2-seater, sporting
body £155

G.W.K., 3915, o h.p., just re-painted and new hood
fitted ....'. £115

G.W.K., 1915, detach, wheels, domed gu^rd?,
all black finish, speedometer and mcch. horn. . . . £160

OVERLAND, igi6, 12 li.p., 5-seater, dynamo and
sclf-stafter equip., as new £185

FORD, 1916, 20 h.p., 5-seater, shop-soiled £125
MORGAN Grand Prix No. i, water-cooled, all access. £92
GARDEN, igr5, 6 h.p., M.A.G. engine, 2-speed, all

lamps, windscreen £70

SIDEOAR OUTFITS.
REX, 1914, 6 h.p., a-'TJced, modele de luxe £38
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., 2-speed countershaft, Sidecar £32
INDIAN, 1913, 7 b.p., coach-built Sidecar-, 2-speed,

and spring frame £42
ZENITH, 1914, 6 h.p., countershaft clutch model,

with sporting undersluug Sidecar £60
RUDGE, 1913, 5-6 h.p. Multi, with Rudge Sidecar £46
ZENITH, 1914, 8 h.p., clutch, and Sidecar, all access. £68
ENFIELD, 1912, 6 li.p., 2-speed twin, Enfield Sidecar.. £29
RUDGE, 1913, 3^- h.p. Multi, coach-built Sidecar £33
B.S.A., 1916, 4i h.p., 3-speed, all-chain drive, Godiva

sporting Sidecar, only done 500 miles £68
SCOTT, 1914, sjb.p., 2-sp., and Scott Sidecar Chassis £45
ZENITH, igrs, 3^- h.p., twin, clutch, and C.B. Sidecar £52
NUMBER 1915 6 b.p. opposed, twin 3-sp., Combination

cost £110 £75
ENFIELD, T914, (. h.p., 2-speed Combination £55
MATCHLESS, i9r4, 8 b.p., 3-speed, J.A! P. engine, just

re-enamellcd £60

SOL.O IVIODELS.
DOUGLAS, igir, 2^- h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £20
RUDGE, 1913, 3^ n.p. Multi, T.T. bars £33
IVY, 1915, 2-stroke, single-speed £18
NEW HUDSON, 1013, 3A b.p., 3-speed J.A.P. engine.

.

£34
REX, 1913, 3.^ h.p., 2-specd, and clutch

, . .

.

£28
RUDGE, 3.V h.p., Philipson pulley, 1915 improvements £37
BROWN, 3i h.p. model, Bosch magneto £14
INDIAN, 1915, 5 h.p., 3-speed twin £52
ROVER, igi2, 3i h.p., T.T. clutch model £20
DOUGLAS, 1912, 2} h.p., single-speed £16
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1915, 2-speed, 2-?troke £32
NEW HUDSON, 1915, 2-strokt, as new £24
INDIAN, 1914, 7-g h.p., 2-speed, electric equip £47
ENFIELD, 1910, 2', h.p. twin, Gndn gear. '. £14
HARLEY-DAVIDSbN, igrs, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, twin.. £56
LEVIS, 1914, 2?,- h.p., 2-stroke, countershaft £18
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, igr5, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, as new £53
INDIAN, 1914, 7-9 h.p., T.T., clutcn model £41
F.N., 2^ h.p., 2-sp€cd, lightweight £17
IVY, r9i5, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, as new JE21
NORTON, 1915, 4 h.p., T.T., all accessories. £49
DOUGLAS, 1912, disc wheels, all accessories £24

NEW IVIODELS.
ALL THE UNDERMENTIONED ACTUALLY IN STOCK.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model i6F £80 15
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model i6F, T.T. bars £80 15
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sidecar to either of above. . £21
ROYAL ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £94 10
ROYAL ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speed £57 15
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2J h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £44 2
B.S.A., 4j h.p., 3-speed, all chain, H., 1917 model. . £66
B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-speed, chain-cum-belt, K., 1917

model £64
INDIAN,' 7 h.p. Powerplus, model G £75
INDIAN, 7 h.p., Powerplus, and Sidecar £104
ROYAL RUBY. All models ex stock.

LEVIS, 2} h.p., s. -speed. Popular model £32
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-stroke, de luxe £37 15
1917 G.P. MORGAN, M.A.G. engine, all accessories £140

1914 and 1915 DOUGLAS MACHINES
bought for SPOT Cash.

MOTORMART
100$ 136 Q. Portland SUondonW

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Dunkley.

1 Qie Dunkley-,Tnp, eh, p. twin J.A.P. , Jardioe 4-apeed.
^*-' with coachtmilt sidecar, 650x65 and 700x80
Hutchiusons, 3 electric lamps, in perfect condition ; £60.
-Dunk-leys', Jamaica Row, Birmingham. [X0935

"J
(ft 16 Twin Dunkiey-Jap, Splitdorf, Araac, Jardine,

Xt/ 4-speed, with clutch and kick starter, 650x65
front and sidecfir, 800x85 rear, Hutchinsons light car
tyres, with coachbuilt sidecar, very roomy, and well
sprung, 1916 model throughout, 3 electric lights, in
perfect condition; £60.—Motorist, St. Ives, Sellv Oak.
Worcs. [X0934

Enfield.
3 h.p. Twin Enfield, new 1915, run 500 miles only;

£40.—John Shaw. Wirksworth. [X0832

Birmingham,
[0801

,£40.-JoHn Shaw, Wirksworth.

COLMORE Depot, 31. Cohnore Row,
for immediate delivery of Enfields,

I Q14 Enfield,
X*' order; £33.

3h.p., iust hack from works, perfect
-Kendall, Ellesmere, 'Salop. [4247

ENFIELD, 1916, 3h.p., kick starter, as new, done
300. 80 m.p.g.. 55 m.p.h. ; cost £58, take £48.—

Ck>3:'s Garage, Southsea. [X090i2

ENFIELD, 3h.p., 1916, ntw 2 months ago; £49, with
new Watsonian sidecar; £55.—Penny, Conntv

Asylum, Exminster, Devon. [X0833

ENFIELD Combination, 6h.p., 2-speed, delivery
from stock; 90 gns.; cash, exchange, or extended

payment terms quoted.—Below.

ENFIELD Combination, 1916, 6h.p., 2-speed, com-
plete with lamps, horn, speedometer, special long

exhaust pipe, etc., fine condition; £74.—Below.

ENFIELD, 1912, 6h.p., 2-speed, with wicker sidecar,
lamps, horn, etc.; £35.—Elce and Co.. Enfield

Agents, 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.(^
[0491

ENFIELD, 2'/lh.p., 1914, 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamps,
horn, etc., perfect condition, good tyres; £32.—

8, Half Moon Lane, Heme Hill. [4429

1 Q 13 Enfield Combination, eoachbuilt sidecar, all
-i-t/ tools and spares; £50.—"W. and H. Motor Cc.,.

Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester. [3944

ENFIELD- 1914 6h.p. Combination, eoachbuilt side-
car, lamps, horn, tools, in perfect condition; £47.—

Priest, Counaught Av., Frinton-ou-Sea. [4294

ENFIELD Combination, 90 gns. ; 3h.p. twin, 55 gns.

;

ai^h.p. 2-stroke, £45.-Exefer Motor Cycle Co.,
Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd., Plymonth.

[0838
ENFIELD Combination, late 1915, absolutely new

condition, Stewart horn, speedometer, lamps;
£67/10.—P., 14, Richmond M-ansious, Earl's Court.

[1339

1 Q15 6h.p. Enfield Combination, in perfect condition,
J-*7 P. and H. lamps, all accessories and spares;
£62/10: seen any lime.—Bounds' Garage, 223, High
Ed., Eilburn. [4310

~IQ16 2i4h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, 2-stroke, with 2 Lucas
X*/ lamp sets and Lucas horn, genuinely as new.
ridden 50 miles only
St., Cambridge.

£40.—Robinson's Garage, Green
[4409

ENFIELD Combination, 1914 -tandem sidecar, excel-
lent condition and appearance, new back tyre and,

tube, Cowey, lamps, horn, etc.-;^ £57/10.-53, Ross Rd.i
Wallington, Surrey. [4365

'1014 Enfield Combination, 6h.p., purchased Easter,
Xtf 1915, overhauled by m-akers August, all acces-
sories, speedometer, perfect condition ; £57.— S.,

"

36,
Rannoch Rd.. Hammersmith. ~ [4359

I1NFIELD 6h.p. Combinations.—We hold a stock of
J the new type, and will be pleased to give yon

"red hot" exchange auotations, send us your queries.
—Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [4524

ROTAL Enfield Combination, 6h.p., 1914, with
lamps, spare tubes, and other accessdries, in splea-

did ooudition; can be seen any time; price £52.—
A. L. Henshall, Church St., Eastwood, Nottingham.

- [X0910
ENFIELD Combination, 1915, hood, screen, P. and -

H. Lamp, speedometer, perfect, engine -just over-
hauled ; £60, "lowest; consider exchange Triumph or
Douglas and cash.—Adjutant, Kidston Camp, Birken-
head. [XOSsI

ROYAL Enfield Combination, eoachbuilt, late 1914,
6h.p., speedometer, jiist been .thoroughly overhauled

at the works ; £45 ; can be seen at the Enfield TVorksi
Eedditch.—Capt. Harrop, 16, Park St., Pembroke Dock,
South Wales. [X0577

ENFIELJJ, 1913, 2^ih.p., 2-speed, recently thoroughly
overhauled mechanic, lamps, horn, speedometer

;

owner wounded, passed G.S. ; insured £30, all risks;
cheap,- £28; also weatherproof riding suit, cost 5 gns.,

perfect condition.—Captain Eniley, Palmeiro Ijodge,
Hove. [X0581

ENFIELD 1917 Models actually in stock, not coming
in, or on the way ; also an 8'h.p, combination, with

bond and screen, £102/2 ; 8h.p. combination, electric,

hood and screen, £119/7; 6h.p. standard combination,
£94/10; all absolutely in stock, and guaranteed 1917

1^

'models; 3h.p. touring' model, £57/15; 3h.p., T.T. bars,

no kick start, £57/15; 1913 6h.p. combination, with all

lamps, 3-speed, new tyres, £49/10; terms quarter down
and balance in 12 monthly instalments if desired;
liberjd concession for sliort term payments; exchanges
enteitained.-Lam)j'a, 151. High St., Walthamstow, and
at 50 High Rd., Wood Green. Tel.: Walthamstow 169,

and liornsey 1956. [4319

Ai8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Sole London and District

Agents for

AJ.S. & British Excelsiors.

3 District Agents for Caltliorpea

Contracting Agents tor all otiier HaKes

TERMS: CASH, EXCHANGE, Ol

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
I9i6 4ih.p. B.S.A., countershaft, chriin drive,
3-speed, just delivered Price £64

1917 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, new
Price £96 12

1916 4 h.p. CALTHORPE Comiiinaiion, new.
P""e £70 7

1916 Lady's CALTHORPt:, 2-speed, new un-
used, cancelled order ; cost ^^35 14s.
Price £33

1916 2} h.p. CALTHORPE-JAP, 2-speed, new,
shop-soiled; cost £3; 16. Price ... £33 18

1913 3i h.p. ARIEL, 3-speed, and Sidecar
Price £40

1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination Price £65

For "further Bargains in high-class Combinations
and Solo Mounls, write for list. E.\tended
Payments arranged.

RITO
EXCELS ALL OTHERS.

The new Soap for removing grease
and stains from the Iiands.

Price, per i lb. tin, 7d.
Postage 3d.

The 'MARVEL'
STEAnn

VULCANIZER.
\ Both Covers and
'I Tubes of any size

I
an be efl'ectively

\ ulcanised. A
permanent repair

IS guaranteed. Saves
expense of sending tyres
away, and a great
sa\ing in time.

Anyone can do it.

To pro\e this, we will
forward on lo days'
approval against remit-
tance. Money returned,

less carriage, if not satisfied. Immediate delivery.
Complete witti supply of all necessary materials.

_
Price—motor cycle and cycle car size, 13/9 ; car
eize, 25/-, Carriage paid.

WRITE FOR OUR TYRE CATALOGUE,
now ready, post free.

SPECIAL AGENTS for REX and J.A.P.
PARTS. TRADE SUPPLIED.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnBeld.

EAFIELD. 1914, 3Ii.p., splendid condition through-
out; £33, or ex<':linnce 5-6h.p. Endge Multi coiu-

binatiou.—Bogie, St. Paul's Terrace, "Winchester. [4494

BIRMINGHAM Enfield Agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91,
John Bright St.—Immediate delivery all models,

including lighting set combination, special 8h.p. with
hood and screen, and standard 6h.p. combination, also
Sli.p. standard and sporting models, and Z^Ah.p. 2-

stioke; prices from 42 gns. [5:0923

£
Excelsior.

3/10.— 3'/.h.p. Excelsior, splendid hill-climber; gift;
first r.O. secures.—Rev. Ball, 49, High St., King-

ston, Surrey. [4291

AMERICAN Excelsior, 8h.p., and racing sidecrir

;

bargain, £45.—W. and H. Motor Co.. Ltd., 2.87,

Dennsgnte, Manchester. [3942

EXCELSIOR (American), new 1916t. 7h.p., 5-speed
model: onsh ofiera wanted; list price £75.—Motor

Exchange, Horton St., Haiifax. [4179

EXCELSIOR, 2%h.p., 2-stroke, and sidecar, only been
^ used 2 months; owner reverting to ear owing to

petrol increase; price £55.—Apply, Box 384, c/o 1 nc
Motor Cycle. [X0028

BRAND New Latest' 1916 Model 7h.p. 3-speed
American Excelsior, exactly as listed at £75, for

immediate delivery, £65 cash; sidecars to match from
£14 to £20.—To be obtained only from The Premier
Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [4342

F.N.

~fQ12 F.N., 5-6h.p., good condition throughout, new
-Li7 tyres; £17.—Cooke, Nuucargate, East Eirkby,
Notts. [X0905

Harley-Davidson.

1Q15 Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., electric model, Gloria
JLt? sidecar; £65.—Vale, 16, Queen Anne Av., Brom-
ley, Kent. [X0869

HARLET-DAVIDSONS, 1916 mod^s; immediate de-

livery from stock.—Colmoie Depot, 261, Deans-
gate, Manchester. [0830

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson, IIJ, and Gloria sidecar, per-
Xt7 feet order; any trial; £65.—Howes, 19, Limbnrg
Rd., Clapham Junction. [4468

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Coach Combination,
model P, splendid condition; £62.—Williams, 28.

Bushey Rd., Horlington, Middlesex. , [4528

COLMORE Depot, " Birmingham, Manchester, Liver
pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of all

models of Ha rley-Davidsons and spare parts. [080."

LATE 1915 Harley-Davidson Combination, fully
eqifipped, excellent condition; £80; cash or easy

terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0861

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.-
Three Mauley-Davidson combinations: one 1916,

dynamo lighting, 65 gns., ono late 1915 ditto, 59 gns.
[4391

HARLEY-DAVDDSON New Models in Stock. Your
present machine taken as part payment.—Elce

and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G.
[0492

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Combination, Harley-
Davidson 1916 combination; both are as now,

scarcely scratched; £65 and £80.-6, Warren St., Lon-
don. [4463

7-9h.p, Harley-Davidson Combination, 3 months'
use, electric equipment, cost £96; offers wanted,

or lowerj)ower part exchange.—Write, Builder, 36a,
Elm GroTe, Peckham. [4425

1 Q15 7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson and Canoelet sidecar,
--•-' lovely condition; £65, or would entertain 5^2 or
4h.p. combination in part payment.—Williams, 19,
Portland St., Cheltenham. [X0887

1 Q15^ Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., 3-8peed, Millford
X«7 Empress sidecar, all grey, accessories, spares,
fast, perfect; nothing better; £65; lower power part.—
Riukside, Penrbyn Rd., Snrbiton [4477

HARLEY^-DAVIDSONt 1915 model. IIB, 4%h.p.,
single-eyl., chain drive, kick starter, 28x3 Good-

year tyres, lamps and horn, Stewart speedometer, guar-
anteed in perfect condition; £35.—The Premier Motor
Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham, [4343

HARLEY-DAVIDSON. tho Silent Grey; immediato
delivery of 1916 models; all new 1915 types sold

out : ono or two second-hand bargains in F and J
models from £60.—Send your orders to Colmore Depots,
261, Deansgate, Manchester, and 31, Renshaw St., Liver-
pool. [0817

Henderson.
HENDERSON, 4-cyI., 2-speed, chain drive; £46/10,

or exchange.-Colliers, Deal St., Halifax. [4180

Humber.HUMBER and Sidecar, 3i/^h.p., 2-speed, and free

;

£25;—82, Shepherd's Bush Rd., Hammersmith.
[4248

HUMBER. 3y3h.p., 2-SB6ed, clutch; £7; cail after 9.

—16, Fortune Gate Rd-, Willesden, London.
[X0930

1 Q14 3%h.p, 3-speed Humber, lamp, etc.; £35; cash
J-t' or easy terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swan-
sea. [0863

HUMBER, S^y^h.p., 3-speed, brand new; £56.—Exeter
Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavi-

stock Rd., Plymouth. [0842 (*

COMBINED
OVERSHOE
& LEGGING
Absolutely Water-

prorf.

Fits over ordinary
boot and covers up

to thigh.

Used with success in

the trenches.

Keeps boots and h'^s

warm and dry.

Fitted with leather

soles.

Price 25/- per pr.
' Carriage paid.

Also with brown tops

and rubber soles.

Price 18/6
Iiniuediate delivery.

State size of boot
worn.

SPECIAL SALE LINE IN LEATHER
WAISTCOATS.

Chamois Sleeve Waistcoats, all leather, unlioed,

button close to throat, 2 large pockets, tan

colour. Alhsizes. Price 32/6.
Ditto, lined, 4 pockets. Price 35/6.

Tan Leather Sleeve Waistcoats, double-breasted,

worn button close to the neck or witu turn

back reveers, lined flcMC. Price 38/6.

ASBESrOL GLOVES,
tan or blacU, iarge

gauntlets, with in-

side knitted wrist-

lets, lined fleece,

as illustrated (state

size of glove worn).

Price 11/3.
No. 3105,— Horse-
'Jiide or Cape grain

"A s b e s t o I , li ned
fleece, sliding strap

fastener at wrist,

tan or black.
Price 11 /-.

No. 3103.—Asbestol
Tan Reindeer
Horsebide expand-
ing Gauntlets with
fasteners, lined

_ ..^— .-«a^-—m«w~",=^5sw fleece. Price 11 /3.

Black or tan Sheepskin, lined fleece (spe:iai

value), short gauntlets. Price 5/3.

Write for our complete Glove List.

H. TAYLOR & CO.,
.TD.

Showrooms : 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.
Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.

Garage : 12, Tottenham Mews, W.C.

'Phone—Museum, 1240.

Telegrams—** Dynametro, Westcent.
London."

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date'ol the issue. A19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

HUMBER. 3V2lt.p. Combination, 2-speed, T.E.,
handle ; tarter, spring forks j bargain, £17.—

87, New Park Rd., Brixton. [4509

2h.p. Humber, Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter,
lamps, generator, good order ; £12/10.—" Crau-

broot," Langton Ed., East Molesey. [4512

3h.p. Humber, drop frame, new taiik, tubes, B. and
B., good tvres, oTerbauled, re-enamelled; bargain.

£5, best offer.—27, Wilbury Av., Hove. [4348

3ib-p. T.T. Humber Combination, fully eauipped, 1915
2 sporting sidecar; £16/10, offer; must sell; _en-

listing.—35, Mowbray Ed., Brondesbury. [4378

HUMBEE Coach Combination, 3V2h.p., 1914 (late).

3-speed, tyres as new, 110 gallons paraffin, take 3

anywhere: £39, offer; owner joined up.—Seen 46, Wood-
grange Ed., Eorest Gate. [4371

Indian

T 016 Powerplus Indian, as new; lowest £60.-16.
X«7 York St., Dover. [X1005

IiSTPTATsr Powerplus 1916 Combination, mn 300 miles,
equals new in every way; cost £115, accept £90.

TNDIAj^. 7-9h.p., 1915 T.T., equals new;. £45.

INDIAI^ SV-h.p. Twin, 1915, 3 speeds, in nice condi-
tion; £42.— 6, -Warren St., London. [4459

PECIAIi Offer.—1912 clutch model Indian, 5b. p., in

good running order: £26.—Brook, Bumham, Som.
[4235

5-6h.p. Indian, in good running order ; £25,—W.
and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man-

chester. [3943

INDIAX 1915V2 5-6h.p. 3-Bpeed Coacli Combination;
£58 : solo mount part exchange.—Sinclair. East

Molesey. [X0997

pfh.p. Indian, 1915, Millford sidecar, new Dunlops. per-O feet condition ; £55 ; smart combination.—Brown,

S^

I BARGAINS.
^ You are certain of these if you buy from ~
•— us. Cash, Deferred Terms of Exchanges, EJ
^ we can always arrange a deal. «
® NEW MOTOR CYCLES §^ actually in Stock include

—

=
= ENFIELD, HAZLEWOOD, JAMES, B.S.A., and WK AMERICAN EXCELSIOR COMBINATIONS. r^
[^ ENFIELD 3 ii.p. and JAMES 3.'. ILD. MEDIUM- L^
U WEIGHTS.

O.K. JUNIOR, NEW IMPERIAL, ALLDAYS= ALLON, SUN, CONNAUGHT, ROYAL RUBY,
JlS COVENTRY EAGLE, J.H., CAlViPION, and
^ WOLF LIGHTWEIGHTS, etc., etc.

{^ SIDECARS. - SERVICE, WATSONIAN, MILL-M FORD, CANOELET, & IVY Coachbuilt Models.

X

King St., Thetford. [X0463

INDIAN", 1916 (July), 5h.p., 3-speed, speedometer,
1,600 miles; trial; as new; £56.—Lieut, ^^aber,

Egpleaclifie, S.O., Durham. [X0736

1015 5-6h.p. Indian, unseratched, original tyres, abso-
J-*y lutely perfect; .£45, immediate sale: owner going

to France.—Lieut. J. B. Tompson, M.T. Depot, GroTe
I'ark, &.E. [X0868

1 Q16 Powerplus Indian, 3-speed, Lucas lamps and
XJ/ ail accessories, with coachbuilt Bramble sidecar,

new in August; £75:—Lieut. Broadwey, c/o Dan Guy,
Wevmouth. [4497

INDIANS, model C, in stock for immediate deliTery,

spring frame, 3 speeds, 2 electric lamps, and horn,

also speedometer; £78.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmiughaiu. [X0925

RIDER TEOWABD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—1915
Indian combination, 5h.p., 3-speed, hand clutch,

kick start, English controls throughout, Biuks carbu-
retter; 55 gns. [4404

INDIAN Co-nbination, 1914^^, just oyerhauled,
guaranteed mechanically perfect, new chains, ^

tyres, etc. ; £ 52, or near offer.—437, Norwood B,d.,

West Norwood. [4428

INDIAN, 5h.p.j Nov., 1915, cigar-shaped sidecar to
match, little used, perfect condition, new tyres,

belt . .£60 ; seen by appointment.—Marsh, 131, War-
stoi5e Lane. Birmingham. [X0994

K

u No.

W 3".
SS 312.

A few SHOP-SOILED MACHINES
at considerable Reductions. ^

I SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES 1
=: Stock

h.p. Specification. Price.

2i O.K.-PRECISION £16
zh TORPEDO, 2-stroke £18 10
2% SUN VILLIERS, 2-sp., 1915,—

- splendid condition £27 10

^ 298. 2}: RAOCO 1916, 2-speed £27 10« 323. 2| LEVIS, 2-stroke, tine machine £20
[•] 336- si TRIUMPH, jgii.Pliilipson pul-

*f ley, excellent order £20S 2880. 3! ROVER, I9r4, T.T. Model £30^ 2S9. 25 ALLON, 1916, 2-speed, clutcb £36 . _

K 3^8. 2j- DOUGLAS, 1914, T.T., 2-speed £37 10 [i]

\i] 337. 3J SCOTT, 1914, good order £32 10 ^M 15c. 2j SUNBEAM, 1914, kick-starter, £5
£!^ fuHv equipped £38 —= 286c. 3J- LEA-FRANCIS Toth, 2-speed . £35 K
JJ 306. 5-6 RUDGE Multi & Sidecar, J913 £32 10 m
r^ aoQ. 5!, PREMIER, 1914, like new, tj

8^

a 309.

INDIAN, 1915->4, 5h.p.. S-speed, kick starter, lamps,
tcols, electric horn, not done 2,000, condition as

new; £50, or near ofler.—Evans, Paddington Manor,
AV)inger Hammer, Dorking. [4376

"IQ15 7h.p, 3-speed Spring Frame Indian and Mont-
JLt/ gomery coachbuilt sidecar, perfect condition,
many improvements; anv trial allowed; owner bought
car; £60.—Se^ton, Elmfield, Taunton. [X0992

INDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p., 3-speed, T.T., rigid frame
model, Dunlop tyres. £75; spring frame touring

model, £83.—In stock for immediate delivery at P. J.
Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. 'tX0920

BIRMINGHAM Indian Agent, P. J. Evans. 87-91.
John Bright St.—Immediate delivery, ex-stock,

5h.p. 3-Epeed standard and sporting models, with and
without sidecar, price £70; sidecars from 11 gns.

[X0921
"Id 16 Indian, 5h.p.. 3-speed model, clutch, kick start.X «7 fitted witli light coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, and
all accessories, very little used, equal to new; price
£60.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., Birkdale, Lanes. Tel.:
44. [X0377

SPECIALLY Tuned 7-9h.p. Indian, Bosch mag., 2-

speed gear and elntch, spring fiame, Montgomery
de Luxe sidecar, electric equipment, excellent tyres, and
valuable spares ; first £52.—Indian, Morningside, Childs
Hill. N W. [4287

~|Q16 Model C 7-9h.p. Indian Combination, in new
X*/ condition, mileage 1,500, electric head, tail, and
sidecar lamps, and horn, condition perfect: any trial;

cost £105, bargain at £70, or Douglas part.—Scoones.
West St., Sittiugbourne. IX:0986

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham and Midland Indian
• Agent.—All models in stock lor immediate de

livery; 5h.p. 3-speed model, £70; 7h.p. T.T. Powerplus.
£75; 7h.p. 3-speed, spring frame, and electric light,

£78 ; special de luxe 7h.p, Powerplus, with spring
frame, £83; sidecajs from 11 gns.—87-91, John
Bright St., Birmingham. [S0919

326.

32+-

303-

332.

Canoelet S/car, hood, screen,

many accessories £55
6 ENFIELD, 1915, fully equipped

Combination £60
3^- BLACKBURNE, 19T5, 3-speed,

countershaft and Sidecar . . £50
2I DOUGLAS. iQi$, T.T., over-

hauled £42 10
7-9 INDIAN, 1915, clutch, T.T. mod.£40

CARS IN STOCK.
^ 1:25. II LAGONDA, 1915, 4-seattr, fine— order, just re-painted greyV and overhauled £145

a^
127. 10 BAYARD, 4-seater, dynamo

lighting, almost new condi-A tion, 5 wheels '.£215= 12C. 6-9 BABY PEUGEOT, splendidly
iitted, _ very slightly used,

1915 £150
10 ENFIELD, 1915, _4-cyl., dynamo

hghting, electric horn, speedo-
meterj etc £170

6-9 BABY PEUGEOT, 1916, speedo-
meter, Stepney acetylene and
electric lamps, mech. horn £160

14c. MORGAN, G.P., 1914, fully

equipped £95
i6c. 10-12 PHOENIX, 4-5eater, good

order, lamps, Stepney, dual
ignition, coackworlc like new,
1910-11 £52 10

SECOND-HAND SIDECARS from 30/-.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

fai SOLE LONDON AGENTS for BROUGH, CLYNO, SS
V CONNAUGHT, and METRO MOTOR CYCLES ; =^ EMPIRE and HERCULES SIDECARS.

SS

a

a

a
=

a

a

I
si
a

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN 7h.p. Combination, 1915, spring frame, Do
Luxe sidecar, fitted wind screen, hood, not doni3

2,000 miles, and is in perfect condition ; can he seen
Saturday or Sunday, or any dav by appointment; price
£72.—rearley, S7, Chestnut Kd., Eaynes Paik, S.W.

[3878
Ivy.

"I (Q14 3'Ah.p. Ivy-Precision racing machine, perfect;
At/ £30.-11, Luna Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E. [4375

RIDEB TEOWAED, 78, High St., Hampstend.-l91S
' Iv7 sidecarette, S-speed, 28 gns. ; solo, 24 gns.

[4396
Ixion.

SOLE Bristol Agents for Ixions; immediate delivery.

—Derby Motor Co., Bishopston, Eiistol. [XO036

IXION", 1916, 2y-h.p-, 2-stroke, perfect order, acces-
Boriea; £20.—O'Hara, Oriel House, St. Asaph,

Flints. [X0734

fiQie Ixion 2V2I1.P. 2-Etroke Motor Cycle, very little

J-»y used, like new; f20.—Maddocks, Tattenhall,
near Chester. [X0947

2ih.p. Two l3Jon Motor Cycle, in splendid condition;
2 cash rertuired; cheap.—Hall, Ammunition Column,

SouUminster. [X0741
James.

JAMES No. 6 Combinations in stock; no waiting.—
Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, [0829

COLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate. Manchester,- hnye
in stock complete range of James motor cycles.

[0803
"1016 James 2-speed LighiweigM, unpunctured, per-
J-U lect, first clieque £28/10 secures.-112, Stone-
leigh Rd., Terry Bar, BiJ-mingham. [X0802

JAMES.—P. J, Evans, John Bright St... Birmingham.
—Immediate delivery all models, ini:luding 2-

stroke, 5',4h.p. twin, and 4Uh.p. big single. [X0926

JAMES, 1915, ai^h.p., 2-speed model. £31/10- de-
ferred payments if desired.—Lamb's, 151, High

St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [4328

JAMES, 1915, 2i4h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed. lamps, speed-
ometer, etc., extremely good condition, little used;

£28.-A. rrimula, Hurstfleld Bd., Hurst Park, "W.

Molesey. t'1293

JAMES 1914 4*i4h.p. Combination, chain drive, 3-

speed countershaft, kick starter, hood, wind screen,

good tyres, lamps, horn ; any trial ; £40 cash.—23,
Albany Ed., jSTorthampton. [X0833

JAIMES 1916 41/2^. p. Combination, 3-speed, clutch
and kick starter, delivery from stock; £80/15;

cash, exchange, or extended terms.—Elce and Co., 15-

16j Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [O480

JAMES 4'4b.p. Canoelet Sidecar Combination, with
torpedo wind screen, all accessories, spare tyre and

tube, purchased new December, 1915; cost £100 with
accessories, perfect condition, not done 2,500 ; owner
called up; what oflers?-Box L2,4S5, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4271

J.A.P.

MOTOR Combination, 6h.p. twin J.A.P. , 3 speeds,

kick start; ride away.-Hunt, Writtle. {4422

8 h.p. J.A.P. Coach Combination, perfect: £32, or ex-
change.-11, Luna Rd., Thornton Heath, S.E. [4374

/^h.p. J.A.P., Chater-Lea, eplendid condition ;
photo,

*0 stamp, £10; wanted, front and back springs and
rods, for 1914 Indian.—Rapley, 3, Villette-Brook St.,

Sunderland. [X0882
J.E.S.

J.E.S., fitted to Triumph cycle; £9. in good condition.

—Burpham Motor Works, London Rd., Guildford.
[4495

Lea=Fraticis.

RIDER TEOWAED, 78, High St., Hampstead.-1915
Lea-Francis handle-bar clutch, countershaft gears,

kick start; 43 gns. [4402

LEA-FEANCIS, late 1915. 3i/2-4h.p. twin J.A.P. en-

gine, Bosch mag,, 3-speed countershaft gear, clutch,

and kick starter, with Montgomery de Lux© 21 gn. side-

car, and Lucas accessories, all practically new, guaran-
teed perfect throughout; £75.—Moss, Wem. iX0942

Levis.

LEVIS, 2i4h.p. Baby, condition perfect: £20.—Fnr-
rington. Park Bd., Bursiem, Staffs. - [X0915

LEVIS, 2V.h.p., 1915, in perfect condition; £20.—
Baths Superintendent, Sevenoaks, Kent. [4236

LEVIS Popular, late 1914, guaranteed perfect order;

£17/10.—Jordan, Chemist, Grays. Essex. (D) [4490

LEVIS, 1916, Enfield 2 speeds, chain drive, practi-

cally hew; £35.-6, Warren St., London. [4466

"IQ16 Popular Levis, lamps, horn, etc., little used;
JL*/ £24 cash.—Taylor's Garage, Falmouth. [3268

"IQ16 Model Levis Popular in stock; £32.—Cyiil
X«7 Williams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

[X093P
LEVIS, 2i4h.p., 1915, perfect, fast, new tyres, belt;

£20 —G.M., 57, Gloucester Gardens, Paddington.
[4370

~f016 Levis Popular, lamps, horn, etc., condition aa

X»/ new; £25/10.-8, Brooke Bd., Stoke Newington,

N. £4254

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham and Leicester, for

delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles from

stock. [0804

A20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES POR SALE.
Levis.

LEVIS, 1914, aVslip-, 2-stioko, eooO. tyres, lamps,
very reliable: £19/10.—Long, 40, I'errars Ed.,

Oswestry. [4278

1016 Levis Popular, lamps, horn, knee-grips, 100
-•-«-' ui.p.K. 1 nearest £20.—Lieut. Uavies, M.G.C.,
Wool, DoKet. [X0861

1Q16 2V-;b.p. 2-speed Chain Drive Model E Levis,
-•-•^ condition .as new; £37/10.-^Vi'lkin and Co.,
Hunters liar, Sheffield. [X0961

LEVIS 1916 Latest Lightweight, one special sample
in stock: also a few bargains in shop-soiled.—Lay

tons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X0506

LEVIS, 1914, 2i4h.p., 2-speed gear, little used, in
.splendid condition, and good going order; £22.—

Turner, Alexandra Ed., Hounslow. [4442

J 1 6 I'opular and model E Levises in stock for im-
-*-t/ mediate delivery: cash, exchange, or easy terms.
-^^ilkln and Co., Hunters jBar, Sheffield. [X0963

LEVIS. 1916 (July), 2%h.p., condition as new, not
done 150 miles; owner going to France; £25, or

nearest oSer.—Eodway, 143, Beul.ih Hill, Norwood, S.E.
[S0906

LEVIS, T.T., 2i4h.p., 1915, picked engine, long brass
e.xhaust, new tyres and -belt, lamps, mechanical

horn, just overhauled and enamelled scarlet, full kit
tools: bargain, £24; photo.—Argall, Daniel St., Truro,
Cornwall. [4266

Matchless
MATCHLESS 1913 6h.p. 2.speed Coach Combination-

£42/10.-Colliers, Deal St., Halifax. [4189

8h.p. M.atchless Combination, 1914, 3-speed ; £55.—
21, Princes' Parade, Church End, Finchley. [4453

MATCHLESS, Sh.p.r sidecar, flrst-class condition,
spares, complete; sacrifice £45.—Pritcliard, Druid,

Corweu. [S0889

MATCHLESS 1915 SB Combination, all accessories,
Lucas head lamp, horn, Stewart speedometer, etc.

:

price £72.—Edwards, Farmer, BarJcingside,'iIssex. [4340

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Coach Combination, lat» 1913,
winrl screen, hood, iu.ggage and petrol ca

trie lights, splendid condition

:

Queen St., Biiston.

petrol carrier, elec-

£48.—K. Hammond,
[X0917

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 8h.p., overhead, late model,
Eosch, Cowey, lamps, 3 belts, tools.. . 3

horn, knee-grips, do 80 ; £40
Fernwood Ed., Newcastle.

WAB Bargain. -1914 8h.p. Matchless chaii
combination, used 4 months only owing

mechanical
~Xye, iMonaise, E.F.C,

[4244

MATCHLESS, 1913, 6h.p., Chater-Lea sidecar, 2
speeds, tree, guaranteed, splendid condition, only

wanre seeing and trying: £44.-3, . Lushington Ed.,
Wrotl?3ley Ed., Harle.sden. [4431

MATCHLESS, 1914, 7h.p., 3-speed, kick staj-f, model
8Ji,- in fine condition, £55; deferred terms if

desired,—L:uub's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and
50, High Ed., \yood Green. [4325

MATCHLE,SS, 8-lOh.p., overhead J.A.P., T.T. bars,
long llexil>le exhausts. Bosch, Senspray, B.-idcocks,

re-euamelled, engine thoroughly overhauled; £30. offers
invited.—Allen, 214, Broadway, Hendou, London. [X0858
"M"ATCHLESS, 1915V4, 7-9h.p., all chain drive, 3-
-^rX speed, lamps, siieedouieter, horn, tyres, as new,
2-seater S.C, hood and screen; cost £115, sacrifice
at £75, or near offer.—Chislett, 280, Battersea Park
Ed., London. [4418

lin drive
. . . - -- . ..,"ing to war,

origmal tyres as new, 2-speed, kick starter, etc., etc.,
everytliing perfect and guaranteed; first £52 secures.—
Bon Marche, Chesterfield. [X0885

Minerva.
MINEEVA, 2''4h.p., mag., good condition; £8/10, or

near offer.-Bird, Florist, -Daventry, [X0583

Motosacoclie,
Motos.acoclie, m.'ig., good condition : £7/10.-37,
Howard Ed., Stoke iS'ewington, London, N. [4290

M0T03AC0CHE, 2h.p., grand going order, Bosch,
Empire de Luxe, new Dunlop tyre and belt.—20,

Norwood Av., Southport. [X0587

New Hudson.
NEW Hudson Big I3ix, 1915, with coachbuilt sidecar,

little used; £60.—Galbraith, 11, Billiter Sg., Lon-
don. (4470

NEW Hudson, 2^;^h.p., 3-speed model, excellent con-
dition; £23/10.-Motor Exchange, Horton St

Halifax. [4183
TVTEW Hudson, 2i4h.p., 2-speed, 2-3troke; £38.—Exeter
-r-'' Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Ed., Exeter, and Tavi-
stock Rd., Plymouth. [0840
"|\JEW Hudson 1914 Coachbuilt Combination, 3 speeds,
-1-^ kick starter; £28. lowest; must sell this week.-76,
Summerley St., Earlsfleld, S.W. [4441
"lyTEW Hudson Model C, 2-stroke, 2-speed, £38- just
^' arrived "roui works: deferred terms if desired.—
Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Ed., Wood Green. 'Phone: Walthamstow 169, or Hom-
sey 1956. [433I
TVTEW Hudson (late 1913), 3y,-4h.p., Speedwell side-
-L' car, 6.000 miles only, Armstrong 3-speed gear, as
new. electric head lamp, Stewart speedometer, exhausf
whistle, numerous spares, including belt; £55.—Apply,
W. Cook, Barley, Royston, Hert=i, [4284

;gh.p.

GO TO LAMB'S

Q4um dea/-

Our style of doins; business is shown by
the following entirely unsolicited testimonial:

" I like your way of doing business.

NO FUSS, NO BEATING DOWN,
NO DELAY, True to your word."

(Original can be seen on request. One
of many testimonials.)

SOME 1917 MODELS
ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

B.S.A., 4^ h.p., chain dri\'e, 1917 model . . £66
B.S.A., 4j h.p,, belt-cum-cliain, 1917 model £64

Canoelet Sidecars from 13 gns. extra.
ENFIELD 6 h.p. standard Combination and

their latest Sidecar, 1917 model £94 10
ENFIELD, 8 h.p., elec, hood and screen. .£119 7
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., kick start (touring and

T.T. models), 1917 models each £57 15
ENFIELD 8 h.p. Combination, 1917 model £92 12
ENFIELD S h.p. Combination, with hood

and screen, 1917 model £102 2
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 16F, and Sidecar. .£105 15
LEVIS, 2i h.p., Popular £32
LEVIS, 2.V h.p.. Model E. 2-speed Enfield. . £47 10
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed Enfield gear £37 16
COVENTRY EAGLE, z\ h.p., 2-sp., 2 str. £39 10
ALLDAYS ALLON, single-speed £38
ALLDAYS ALLON, 2 speed £42
ALLOAYS ALLON, 2-speed, clutch £45

SECOND-HANDS.
ENFIELD 6 h.p. 1916 Commercial Comb'n £8*

Nearly new Sidecar 11 gns. extra.

CLYNO 6 h.p. 1914 Com., 3-sp., kick start,

2-seater Sidecar, and accessories .... £52
TRIUMPH, 1914 (late), 3-sp., coach S'car,

Lucas access., Wattord speedometer. . £49 10
MATCHLESS, 1914 (late), 7 h:p., Model 8B £55
TRIUMPH, 1912-13. 3I h.p., 3-speed £34 10
DOUGLAS, 1913, 2jh.D.. 2-sp., kick start £36 10
SUN-PRECISION, I9i2,"3jh.p., T.T. bars,

lamps, horn. 1916 carburetter £28 10
RUDGE Multi, 3.V h.p., 1Q14, all accessories £34 10
JUNO-VILLIERS, 1914, '3V h.p £33 10
JAMES, 1915, 2|h.p.. 2-sp., new tyres .. £31 10
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916, Model 16F,

Canoelet Sidecar, F.R.S. equipment: . £89 10
ROVER, approx. 190S, new tyres, Grado. . £9 10
TRIUMPH, late 1913, F.E., R & H. access. £32 10
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1915, 2-speed, access. £36 10
NEW HUDSON-J.A.P., 1912, 2J h.p £18 10
ROVER, 1913^, sih.p., lamp, Stewart horn £32 10
P. & M., 1913, 2-speed, Lucas accessories. £39 10
RADCO, 1915, single-speed, Dunlop tyres. £18 18
RADCO, 1914, single-speed £15 15
LEVIS, z\ h.p., 1916, Popular model £30
ALLON, 1915, single-speed, Lucas horn . . £29 10
A.J.S., 1914, 2|h.p,, 2-sp., all-chain, k /start £38 10
WOLF, 1916, 2-str., 2-sp., ridden approx.

200 miles, Lucas access., hand clutch £31 10
ENFIELD 1913 6 h.p. Com., coach Sidecar,

speedometer, lamps. Bargain £47 10
RUDGE, 1912, 3.V h.p., 2-sp. Sidecar, access £25 10
B.S.A. 1916 de luxe AUTO-WHEEL £10 10

SIDECARS.—Always a good assortment of good
makes of Sidecars in stock.

CARS.
FORD (Nov., 1915), magnificently fitted up, many

spares, recently overhauled by Ford Co., £115
SAXON 1915 II h.p. 2/3-seater, Goodyear heavy

tyres uncut, new Stepney wheel and Goodyear
tyre unused, new Watford speedometer,
thoroughly overhauled ; . . . . £112 10

HUMBERETTE, 1913, air-cooled, 8 h.p., hood,
screen, all mechanical parts taken down, and
where worn replaced, all new Dunlop tyres.

Car in really first-class condition £65
MOTOR CYCLE EXCHANGES ENTERTAINED.
DEFERRED PAYMENTS* if desired. Reasonable
suggestions invited. Courtesy and promptitude
given every customer.

L-AMB'S,
151, HIGH ST.,

WALTHAMSTOW,
N.E.
'Phone

:

Walthnmstowieg.
5 min-Jtes Hoe St. CG.E.R.)

Also at 50, HIGH RD.,
WOOD GREEN,

N.
Only depot in this district).
'Phone : Hornsey I9S6.
Hours—9 to 8-SO-

Thursdays, 1 o'clock.

NEW Imijeruu
uew; £30.-135, EweirHd., Surbitoii.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ne" Impeiial.
916, August. 2 speeds, absolutely na^ " "

"
[4239

.i^OIrMORE Depots, Mancliester and Leicester, for iui-
^<^ mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cvcUb.

10605NEW Imperial, 1917, ne»v 2/,li.p. 2-6peed model, in
stock; £38.—Motor Exchant'e, Deal St., Halifax,

[4181l^EW Imperial 1916 Current Models in stock, also
-L™ one or two bargains, shop-soiled.—La-bargains,
Garage, Bicester, Oxon

shop-soiled.—Laytons'
[X0507

|'Iil6 New Imperial-Jap, 2 speed-s. lamps, and horn,
J-«^ run under 300 miles; £30.-52, Mildmti
Milduiay Park, London, N.

Mildmay Grove,
[4473

"I1DI5 New Imperijil-Jap, 2 speeds, lamps, accessorie
J-tf fine order; must sell; £24, bargniu.—43, Wltiti
horse Rd., Thornton Heath. [4476

NEW Imperial-Jap, 2';4h.p., 2-speed,
head and tail lamps, Lucas hori

700,
Horn(

P.

NEW Imperial-Jap, late 1915, 2 speeds, variable igni-
tion, 2M!h.p., lamps and tools, only run 2,500

miles; owner Joining up; price £28.—Abialiam, Billinps-
hurst, Sussex. [X0S96

new July, 1916,
. . __ _ horn, rjiileage under

700, splendid order; £30.—Heary, Mill Tark Av..
HorncJmrch, Essex. [4275

J. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de-
livery all models New Imperi.nls from . stofk, in-

cluding standard light tonrist, kick .st;irti*r, m. Jadies'
models: also one shop-soiled model £35.-87-9. John
Bright St., Birmingham. {X0918

NEW Imperials, the handy lightweighl^s, with J.A T.
" engine and* 2-speed gear. AVe are the accredited

agents for Manchester and Liverpool district, and k-aw

offer immediats delivery from stock; extended Icrnis
and exchanges arranged. Call or write. — Colnioie
Depot. 31, itehshaw St., Liverpool, and 261, Deans-
gate, Manchester.'

"

[0814

Norton.

NORTON Big Four Coniltination, l)rand new, actiudlv
in stock; £87.-6, AVarren St., Louden. [4455

1 Q15 T.T. Norton, lamps, horn, knee-prips. perfect
-1-*^ order; £43.—Meny, Weedon Kd., Northampton.

[X0809
NORTON Combination, brand new No. 16 3-speed

T.T. countershaft model, just arrived.- jMoss, Wem.
[X0943

7016 3V2h.p. T.T. Couidersbaft Norton, all cliaiii

J-«^ drive; -"^68 gns.—Wilkin and Co., Hunters Bar,
Sheffield. [X0953

1Q16 Si/oh.p. T.T. Norton, Philipson pulley. E.R.S.
J-«^ lamps, Stewart horn; £45.—Wilkin add Co.,
Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [X0e54

NORTON, 1916, T.T., 3y2h.p., countershaft, lamp;,
horn, speedometer, large leather luggage carrier,

etc.—Elce and Co., 15-lR. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile
St., E-C. [0431

N.S.U.

jOll 3V.h.p. N.S.IT., clutch model, in good running
JL%3 order; £6.—Wilkin and Co., Hunters Bar, Sb.M-
field. [X09eO

N.S.U.. 3yoh.p., 2-speed, free engine, good useful nui-
chiue; £17/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

Halifax. [4182
N.U.T.

"1014 (late) 3VMi.p. Twin N.U.T., 3-speed, cint.-li.

J-t^ lamps, horn, etc., good tyres, belt, ju-st over-
hauled; £44.—Lt. Isard, Pitsea Camp, Essex. [X0S06

1014 61i.p. N.U.T., coachbuilt sidecar, chain drive
Xt/ throughout, 2-speed, clutch, new tvres, lamps;
£55.-Write, ~ """" " ~ ..-_.-..-..
AVcod, N.W.

C. Eraser, 24, Cavendish Rd., St. John's
[XC-TSe

O.K.

O.K.'s in stock. M.A.G. £42/10, J.A.P. £38.-
i'oungs, 2 and 3, The Parade, High Rd., Kibnun.

[4260

O.K Precision, 4y.h.p., 3-speed, usual eouipment. iu

flue order;- £25.-14, Dodbrooke Rd., West Nor-
wood. [0856

1015 O.K., 2^;4h.p,, 2-speed, usual eauipment, eK-
X.O cellent condition; £24.—Newnham, 223, Hammer-
smith Rd.. W. [4449

P. and M.
and M. Coachbuilt Combination, full accessories.
new tyres ; trial run; £31/10, lowest.—33, South

Park Hill, Croydon. [4242

an{J M., coachbuilt sidecar, F.E., 2-sp.eed, lamps,
norn, etc., fine condition; sacrifice £29/10.—

Brooks, Jeweller, Leigh, Lanes. [X0807

"1013 3y:.h.p. 2-speed P. and M., kick started, and
-i-v Millford sidecai', condition as uew ; £35.—Wib

P
Purl;

P

kin and Co., Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [X0957

"J
Q12 3V2h.p. 2-speed P. and M. and sidecar, iu lovely

JLt/ condition, Lucas horn, and Jones £5/5 speedo-
meter; £34—Wilkin and Co., Hunters Bar, Sheffield.

[X0956

P.
and M. 3V:-h.p. Motor Cycle, coachlmilt sidecar.
hood, screeiH^-lamps, etc., bought Novenibej-, 1914,

looks almost new, mileage about 3,000, unused winter
months, very powerful; any trial or exmninatiou ; 50
gns., cost £85.—Davies, Emlynfau, Newcastle Endyn.

[X0899
Peugeot.

5-6h.p, Twin Peugeot, IMitenix torpedo sidecar, every-
thing perfect; £25.—Biown, King St., Thetford.

[X0464

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Peugeot.

K-6]i.p. Peugeot Twin, B. and B,, Simms mag., Mabon
^ clutch; £15, offers.-Lieut. Collie, Royal Aircraft
Factory, i'arnborougli, Hants. [X0937

1 Q13 Baby Peugeot, Model da Luxe, speedometer,
-*-*-' Stepney, lamps, tyres as new, paintwork extra,
just overhauled, receipt shown; £95; combination part.
-10. Norwood Crescent, Southport. [S0951

Pilot.

ONE Pilot Motor Cycle, 4'4h.p. Precision engine, "prith

sidecar, complete with lamps, Bosch, variable gear,
in good condition; £39.—Hodgson, Eock House, Louth.

[X0860

Precision.

PBECISION, 4^h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, coach side-
car; £29/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-

fax. [4188

Premier.

PEEMIER 2i^h.p. I/ightweight, all on, excellent con-
dition every way.—Brooker, Hollies, Petworth.

tX0740
1Q14 SVoh.p. Premier, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar;
J-«7 £45: cash or easy terms.—K. E. Jones (Garages),
Ltd., Swansea. [0823

PREMIER, 1912, oVzh.p., new tyres and belt, clutch;
any inspection -or trial ; £1 7.—M. Trethewey,

Roche. Cornwall. [X0846

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—
Premier, 1914, 3Voh.p., countershaft gears, per

feet order; 29 gns. [4399

PREMIER, 2i/2h-P-. recent model, a very fine and
economical lightweight; £22, or your reasonal'le

offer.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. . [X0508

1 Q 14 SVijb.p. 3-speed Countershaft Premier, kick
J- «7 starter, and Millford coachbuilt sidecar, lamps,
horn, etc, ; £45.—Wilkin and Co., Hunters Bar, Shef-
field. tX0955

PREMIER, 1914, 5V2'^-V-> 3-speed countershaft gear,
with all-cani: sidecar with panniers, tyres new,

speedometer, lamps, and all sundries ; £42.—Freeth,
5, Cornwall Parade, Church End, Finchley. [4503

Quadrant.
QUADRANT, 3y2h-P.. 3-speed, and C.B. sidecar, in

real good order; £24.—O. Walker, Scunthorpe,
Lines. [4315

4ih.p. Quadrant, 1912, Armstrong 3-speed gear, splen-
4 did condition, with coachbuilt sidecar; £32/10.—

N. Clifton, Knoekholt, Kent. [4255

3ih.p. Quadrant, new Grado gear, 2 new tyres, Simms,
2 B. and B., coach sidecar, thoroughly overhauled;

£16.-298, West Green Rd., N. [4511

3h.p. Quadrant, good tyres, engine thoroughly over-
hauled, ready to ride away; £4/10; Saturday after-

noon.—Rogers, 9, Mansell Bd , Acton Vale. W. [X0842

QUADRANT. 4h.p., 2-speed, free enpine, and sidecar,
£29/10: 7-9h.p. twin, 2-speed, cliaiu drive com-

bination, £45/10.—Collier, Deal St., Halifax. [4184

QUADRANT, 1914, perfect condition, just over-
hauled, 4i4h.p., 3-speed, and clutch; £35; speed-

ometer,.done 4,000 miles.—Drew, H.M.S. Thames, G.P.O
[X0844

Uadco.

RADCO 1914 2Mb.p. 2-stroko Lightweight, U.H. mag..
Amac carburetter, Pedlev extra heavy tvres. re-

tently overhauled and fully guaranteed; £14,—The Pre-
mier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [4344

R
Rex.

EX 1911 7-9h.p. Twin, handle starting; £23/10,
or exchange.-Collier, Deal St., Halifax. [4185

REX, 1912, 6h.p. twin, new tyres, just overhauled,
sidecar, complete; £35.-125, West St., East Grin-

stead. [X0733

1 Q 13 6h.p. Rex, Canoelet sidecar, splendid con'di-
J-^ tion ; no reasonable offer refused.— 57, Abbevhill.--

Rd.. Oldham. [X0928

I Oil 6h.p. 2-speed Rex and coachbuilt sidecar, per-
-i-iy feet running order; £18.—Wilkin and Co.,
Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [X0958

"|012 6h.p. 2-speed Res and cane sidecar, in lovely
X t7 condition, lamps and horn ; £27.—Wilkin and
Co., Hunters Ear, Sheffield. [X0959

REX. 5-6h.p. twin, T.T. clutch model, tyres ancl
belt new, machine in splendid condition ; £20 —

14, Dodbrooke Rd., West Norwood. [1543

"IQ14 5-6h.p. Res Sidette Combination, 3-speed. etc.,X iy full touring equipment, paraffin fitments ; £48
—936, Alum Rock Rd... Birmingham. [X0837

REX 5-6h.p. Combination, 1912, 2 speeds, clutch, E
and B., lamps, splendid order; trial; £22; ex-

change lightweight part.—553, Caledonian Rd,, Hollowav
[4237

"D EX 6h.p. Combination, 1913, new tyres throughout,
Xv just re-buslied and overhauled; owner ordered
France; accept £36.-9, Market Sq., Biggleswade.

[X0901
1Q14 Rex 6h,p. Twin, 3-speed combination, with 2-

Xi? seater sidecar, complete with accessories, in first-

inte order; £45—Tuke and Bell, Ltd., Motor Dept..
Carlton Engineering Works, High Rd., Tottenham. N.

[9749

"south, EAST, or WEST,A
COME NORTH forthe BEST

MOTOR CYCLE BARGAINS, COME TO

113-115, Lothian Road

Edinburgh

272-274,

Gt. Western Rd., Glasgow.

Wise Buyers do it in ever-growing numbers.
For we offer the greatest advantages in the pick

of the latest improved Models ot best Makes at

Lowest Prices none can beat Study our
READY LIST OF LATEST PRODUCTIONS.

5 h.p. CLYNO, Military Model, with Side-

car, spare wheel, and luggage grid . .£108 3
6 h.D. ENFIELD Combinat'n.elec. equip. £110 5
6 h.p. ENFIELD Combinat'n, Model i8o. £94 10

3 h.p. ENFIELD, Model 140 £57 15
2j h.p. ENFIELD, z-stroke, 2-speed £44 2
7 h.p. INDIAN, Model C, 3-speed £78
7 h.p. INDIAN, Model G, 3-speed £75
5 h.p. INDIAN, Model B, 3-speed £70
4-1 h.p. B.S.A., Model H £66

4i h.p. B.S.A., Model K £64
2! h.p. DIAMOND-J.A.P., Enfield 2-sp. gear £40 19
2lh.p. O.K. JUNIOR-J.A.P., 2-speed.... £38
2.'. h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed £37 16
2jh.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-stroke.... £32 11

2i h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-strake, 2-speed £39 5
2j h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke, single gear. £30 16
2} h.p. EXCELSIOR, Lady's Model £46 10
21 h.p. SPARKBROOK, 2-stroke, 2-speed £40
Look out for the ' EUK " EASY STARTER, 21 /-.

Motor Cycle pattern. Thousands wanted. Now
booking orders. Ready in a week or two.

SPECIAL DESIRABLE SECOND-HAND BAR-
GAINS IN STOCK AT OUR GLASGOW HOUSE.

Call and =ee these, or write for our full List,

in which you will surelv find just what suits you.

CALTHORPE, 4 h.p., i'9i6, with Sidecar. . £60
INDIAN, 7 h.p., 1912, 2-speed and Sidecar. £36
HOBART, 25 h.p., 1915, 2-str., 2-sp., shop-

soiled only, worth special notice £29 10
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., igi4, T.T., 2-5peed. .. £34
NORTON, 34 h.p., T.T., extra value £23
OLYNO 6 h.p. igrs Comb., detach, wheels £68
ENFIELD, 6 h.p,, 1915, with Sidecar and

all accessories, grand value £80
HUMBERETTE, 8 h.p., hood, screen, and

all accessories £68
DOUGLAS, 2ih.p., igis. Model U, fine

condition £39

MONEY SAVING SECOND-HAND BARGAINS I

IN STOCK AT OUR EDINBURGH HOUSE.

Every one worth a lot more, and all offering big

attractions to keen buyers.

TRIUMPH, 3-1 h.p., fixed eng., special value £20
CALTHORPE, 2i h.p., 1916, 2-str., 2-sp.. . £26 10
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2-speed £27
SPARKBROOK, 2i h.p., 1915, 2-str., 2-sp. £27 10

RUDGE, 3* h.p., 1912, 2-speed £27 10
INDIAN, 7h.p.,i9i3, &S /car, hood, screen £40
INDIAN, 2.* h.p., 1916, 2-str., 2-sp., kick. . £44
LINCOLN-ELK, 3i h.p., worth special notice £8
RUDGE, 3* h.p., 1913, Multi gears £35
INDIAN, 5 h.p., 1916, 3-speed £53
INDIAN, 7 h.p., spring-frame and Sidecar £45
DOUGLAS, 2ib.p., 1915, Mod.W,3-sp.,kick £48 10

B.S.A., 4i h.p., 1914, 3-sp., kick., & S/car. £48 10

Many others shghtly used, at really surprising

prices. Full Lists free.

MOTOR FUEL.
Unequalled values in the most successful brands.

Beatsol, 2/6 gel. Best Petrol Mixing Fuel, 2/- gaL
Doubles your petrol allowance. Splendid for

efficiency.

2? :

U3-US, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH.
272-274, GT. WESTERN RD., GLASGOW.

R

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex'Jap.

REX-J.A.P. 6-8h.p. Combination, cane sidecar, 2.

speeds, free engine, in perfect condition: any
trial; 1913; £40, all accessories.—10, Clifton Rd., Luton.

-

[4274
Roc.

T> OC SVoh.p. Motor Cycle, 2-speed gear, very fast and
SX powerful ; any trial : must sell ; sacrifice £14.—
Eyers, Orchard Lane, Southampton. [4491

Rover.
OVER, new 1917 latest model combination, in stock.

—Moss, Wem. tX0944

ROVER. 1916, 4h.p„ T.T., Philipsoa pulley, almost
new, fully equipped ; £45.—Below.

ROVER, 1914, 4h.p., 3 speeds, fully equipped, as
new: £36; with coachbuilt sidecar, £45.-6, Warren

St., London. [4464

ROVER, sy^h.p., clutch model, sound, but not
smart; £22, or your reasonable offer.—Laytons'

Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X0509

ROVER Motor Cycle and Sidecar, 3-speed gear, free
en^ne; £40.— George Neivinan and Co., 307, Euston

Rd., London. 'Phone: Museum 1568 and 1569. [4270 '

1 Q14 Rover Coachbuilt Combination, clutch, 3-speed,
Xi/ wind screen, luggage grid, 3 lamps, perfect con-
dition; £36, or nearest ofier.—Barton, 134, Earl's Court
Rd., W. [4435 .

PJ. EVANS, sole Birmingham Rover agent.—Im-
• mediate delivery T.T., semi T-T. models, with

or without Philijpson, also latest countershaft models.
—87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X0922

1 Q17 Rover Combination, 3-speed countershaft gear,
-M-tJ all the latest imprcvements, as illustrated in

"The Motor Cycle" of Sept. 2Sth; price complete
£89/9.-W. Brandish, Triumph Garage, Coventry-

[X9654
Royal Ruby.

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampsteid.-191S
Royal Ruby, 2-speed, 2-stroke; 25 gns. [4403

"IQ15 2y2h.p. Royal Ruby, splendid condition; £20,
JiiJ —Wflkin and Co., Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [X0962

ROYAL Ruby, 2-stroke, 2-speed model, quite new, in
stock; £36/10.—Davenport Vernon and Co., High

Wycombe. [X0859

ROYAL Ruby, 2-stroke, 2S,4h.p., 1915 (late), condi-
tion as new; illness; £20.-90, Pretoria Rd.,

Streatham, S.W., after 8, or write J.F. [4ii79

Rudge.
3ih.p. Rudge Multi; £60; cash or easy terms.-R.

2 E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0864

1 Q12 SVoh.p. Rudge, free engine, good condition; £25.
J-kJ ~R~ E. Jones (Garages). Ltd., Swansea. [0785

T> UDGE, 3V'Iip-. 2-speed, free engine, and sidecJir;
JX £29/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. .

[4186
RUDGE Multi. SVoh.p.. T.T., Isle of Man model, 1915,

with or without sidecar.—38, Radnor Drive. Lis-

card, Cheshire. [4303

RUDGE, 1914, 3i^2b.p., clutch, splendid condition

;

must sell; £26.-Gifl:ord, Hut 83, R.N. Air Station,
Sleaford. Lines.

- [4245-

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St.. Hamiistend.—1914
Rudge Multi 5-6h.p. coachbuilt combination, fully

equipped; 37 gns. ^ £4401

RUDGE Multi, 1914, 5-6h.p., excellent order; £30;
will consider a lighter machine in exchange.—46.

Hillcrest Rd., Acton. [4445

RUDGE Multi, 1913, completely overhauled, nearly
new coachbuilt sidecar, sound lot ; £35.—DH..

7, East Ed-, Maidenhead. [4499

RUDGE Multi, 1913^2. 3V2h.p., hand clutch, per--

fect condition throughout; 24 gns.—245, Ham-
mersmith Rd., London, W. [4504

1 (C|14 Rudge Combination, 3y.h.p.,- S-speed. free en-
Xt/ gine, lamps, horn, accessories, new condition;
owner joined up ; £39/10.-8, Warrington Rd., Ashton-
in-Makerfield, Lanes. [4292

"j Q13 Rudge, new tyres, lamps, horn, Senspray, es-
Xt7 cellent running order; otficer proceeding over-

seas; nearest £22; Bournemouth district—Box 424,
c/o Tfie Motor Cycle. _ [X0862

RUDGE Multi, late 1913. SVsh.p., P. and H. lamp
set, speedometer, excellent condition throughout

;

bargain, £27/10.—Cass's Motor Maii, only address, 5,

Warren St., Euston Rd., W. Museum 623. [4521

RUDGE Multi, 1914. S'/i'b.p., in fine order, £34/10;
also a 1912 2-speed, with cane sidecar, £25; de-

feired payments if desired-.-Lamb's. 151, High St.,

Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., W/wd Green. [4327

Scott.

COLMORE Depots. Birmingham and Manchester, for

Scott motor cycles. [0806

SCOTT, 1916, with Millford wicker sidecar, perfect con-
dition; £60.—Potter. 35, Bigwood Av., Hove. [4354

1013 3^/4h.p. Scott, with lamps, etc., perfect running
Xt7 order; £30, or exchange for lightweight,—119,
Aliance Av., Hull. [X0827

GCOTT, 1914, 3-14h.p., 2-speed, new head lamps, Cowey
i^ speedometer, splendid order, with new Canoelet

sidecar, all new tvres and tubes; £45, lowest.—Ash-
worth, Dursley, Glos. [X0453

A22 A1! letters relating to advertisements should auote the nutnber at the end of each advertisemeat. and the date of the issue.
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Permits for New Motor Vehicles.
SIMULTANEOUSLY with the issue- of the

Board of Trade returns for October, show-
ing that exports had increased roughly

ioo%, came the announcement by the

Minister of Munitions that no further work
upon motor cycles or cars could be performed

after November 15th except by permit. VV«

referred to the Order in our last issue, and since

then we have had an opportunity of testing the

feeling of the trade in the matter. As we have

already pointed out, the majority of motor manu-
facturing firms are at present engaged almost

wholly upon munitions of war, and others who
were producing motor cycles made a point of

exporting as big a proportion as possible. To
those firms who were doing their utmost to follow

the exhortations of the Board of Trade to

specialise on the Overseas market, the ruling

came as a great surprise, and for a few days

considerable disorganisation of works occurred.

Motor vehicles are not made in a week, and,

obviously, plans for an output, however small,

must be laid well in advance. At first, manu-
facturers regarded the edict as drastic and

serious, and very quickly the representative

firms gathered together in order to decide upon
a plan of action. It was felt that if the Govern-

ment intended to control the output of motor

vehicles by freely issuing permits as in the case

of steel and other valuable war material, then

no' one could complain, as war requirements

must receive priority. Some manufacturers,

however, regarded the order as a death blow to

trade in new vehicles as well as repairs. That

such views were ill-founded is confirmed by the

secretary of the Motor Cycle Manufacturers'

Union to whom we broached the subject sub-

sequent to an interview he had with the Govern-

ment department concerned. Mr. Bednell

points out that the Government are not obstruc-

tionists ; they still regard Overseas trade as of

the greatest importance, that their action was

merely to put the production of motors into line

with thkt of steel, for instance, and that,

where it can be proved that the output of muni
tions will not be hindered or war requirements

affected by the making of motor vehicles, then

permits will be freely issued. This announce'-

ment should relieve those members of the trade

who had interpreted the Order in the blackest

manner possible. Those ma-nufacturers who
have been able to continue in a quiet way have
had the greatest difficulty in obtaining adequate
supplies of material, and undoubtedly the con-

sideration of supplies for the Army and Navy
has been one of the governing factors in the

decision. Again, it is possible that the Minister

of Munitions has been misled as to the number
of workers engaged in the output of motor
vehicles, and considers that such men will be
more usefully employed in their country's cause

on strictly Government work. This, of course,

is reasonable enough, but surely one could well

have expected a more extended intimation. Were
permits not to be issued freely, the rulings of

different Government departments would be
entirely at variance, for as the matter now stands

there are thousands of pounds worth of incom-
plete cars and motor cycles lying about the

different works throughout the country, which
with the attention of a little more labour would
mean a large number of valuable vehicles which
could be exported and so bring to this country
gold to assist our exchange. We have been told

throughout that " silver bullets " are as neces-

sary in this war as man power and munitions,

and as we have shown, there is little reason to

suppose that there is to be a sudden reversal of

such an obvious view of the situation.

Finally, the Order is an interesting specimen
of ambiguity so typical of Government depart-
ments. A number of different interpretations of

the Order were made during the first two or
three days, and we encountered manufacturers
of sidecars and bodies, who with but a week in

hand were at a loss to know whether they were
covered by this ruling or not.

, Itos.

An Index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the back cover*.
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Big Back Tyre v. Spring Frame.
My colleague's comparisons between the four-

cylinder Henderson (rigid frame) and the flat twin

A. B.C. (spring frame) were naturally of intense interest

to me, as I know both machines well, though all iny

Henderson experience has been garnered with the
models which have two-speed epicyclic hubs. His
point that a flabbily inflated 3in. back tyre is a toler-

able substitute for a spring frame is certainly true up
to a point. On decent roads a soft back tyre ISf great

size, in conjunction with a good spring fork, ensures

reasonable comfort. But this combination canfiot be
termed ideal. I do _most of my riding on very bad
roads, and I do not find that a loose 3in. tyre is com-
fortable enough for me, or even that it approaches the
comfort of a good sprung frame with a hard back
tyre. There are two more sub-aspects of the same
point which demand attention. _^Three-inch tyres,

loosely inflated, are very prone to side-slip where
provocatives to skidding exist ; they are not nice riding,

for example, on winter roads in Devon or Durham,
though well enough on our wide straight trunk roads,

with hard surfaces. Further, they have not been
applied to 3^ h.p. machines, nor is it likely that they
will be.

A Sparking Plug Cooler.
The accompanying sketch represents two small

fittings which will soon be placed on the market by
Mr. F. M. Fletcher, of Bamford, near Rochdale.
They consist of two attachments intended to keep a
sparking plug cool in a two-stroke or a super-efficient

engine. One of them takes the place of the ordinary
copper-asbestos, washer, being

threaded over the plug before it

is screwed into the engine ; its

central ring closely resembles the

ordinary washer, but carries

three dished radiating fins of thin

copper (about 3in. in diameter),

which radiate heat away from the

butt of the plug and the sur-

rounding cylinder metal. The
auxiliary device is a light inverted

aluminium thimble, which screws
,.

on the outer end of the central ^°°''"s: P'"g '^^^"=«-

electrode, below the terminal nut ; it serves the double
purpose of helping to cool the central electrode, and
also of keeping the insulator dry in rainy weather, like

the so-called " plug umbrellas " akeady on sale for the
latter purpose. I have tested both articles, and find

that the radiating fin washer makes all the difference
to a plug; without this washer my two-stroke usually
stops (from "silent discharge"?) up a certain hill;

with the washer it invariably climbs it. I did not find
the umbrella cooler equally efficient in tests with the
same plug and engine. It must make some difference

to the cooling of the sparking plug, but it did not

prevent overheating of the plug in this particular

test. It would be interesting to know whether, in

the case of incandescent electrodes, the centre or outer

electrode is more commonly the sinner, or whether

both are participes criminis. The above tests were

made with a thick central electrode, and rather a thin

side electrode. If I can fake up a plug with a thin

centre electrode and a thick side point (resembling that

on the Lodge racer), I might find that the umbrella

cooler stopped such a plug from overheating, whilst

the triple copper fins had no effect. .

Overheated Plugs.

Mr. R. J. Cosh complains that lie cannot find plugs

which will stand up on his 33^, h.p. flat twin Brough,
and enquires as to my luck. I can overheat practically

any standard plug with the A. B.C. if I want to, i.e.,

by driving it hard on full throttle on second gear (9%
to i), a test which is "rendered feasible by the excellent

'balance of the engine ; indeed, I usually apply this

test to sample plugs, and that not infrequently on the

level. In normal road work I experience very little

plug trouble with this engine. It does not overheat
a good standard plug at speed on the third and fourth

gears, and, when second gear is requisitioned, the

road very seldom admits of anything like full throttle.

1 have had far more trouble with overheated plugs on
smaller engines.

If I were entering a small engine for a six days
trial, including such climbs as Applecross and Torna-
press, I should pay very special attention indeed to the

choice of a plug; I have no manner of doubt that

hundreds of failures on test hills in the big reliability

trials of the past have been simply and solely due to

unsuitable sparking plugs. On the other hapd, a big

dngine of the "woolly" type, driven at considerably
under its full eflSciency, seldom heats up a plug. In
this connection a very interesting fact was announced
last week by Mr. Ludlow CJayden, late a member of

Messrs. Iliffe's staff, and now in New York. The
standard American plug is larger than ours, but
the AmeiTcan racing experts have regularly used the
European metric plug on their racing engines since
the autumn of 1913. The greater the diameter of the
plug, the greater the separation between the central

electrode, and the cooling jacket of the engine (in

their case, a water chamber; in ours, fins). So plug
manufacturers appear to be in something of a dilemma.
On the one hand, thicker insulation seems desirable,
if the huge electrical pressures generated at modern
engines' rates of r.p.m. are to be resisted. On the
other hand, a plug no thicker than a pencil would
apparently solve the cooling problem. Progress is

being made very rapidly, and I have no fears that our
plugs will not somehow keep pace with the develop-
ments in engine design.
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THE NEW IMPERIAL CO.'S LATEST MODELS.
General Design Retained, with many small Detail Improvements.

New Imperial 3J h.p. model with three-speed countershaft gear, clutch, and kick-starter, ana the 2| h.p. two-speea lightweight fitted with

clutch and kick-starter.

THE New Imperial Cycles, Ltd., of

Princip Street, Birmingham, are

priijcipally known for their excellent

2^ h.p. four-stroke lightweight, a sturdy
little machine, capable of any amount of

hard work, and having a very fair turn

of speed. Their other lines are the 2^
h.p. lady's model, the 3^ h.p. single, and

the 6 h.p. twin
machines. These
last two models
are essentially re-

liable productions

;

but, unforttuiately,

the company, by
reason _ of labour
shortage and pre-
vailing conditions,
have only been
able to turn out
a very small num-
ber. The condi-

tions were more favoiu'able to the light-
weight, and the 2^ h.p. single has been
produced regularly.

Few Alterations.

There are certain alterations to small
points, but substantially the 1916 model
is being retained. The J.A.P. engine
70 X 76 mm., giving 292 c.c, is too well-
known to need description. The magneto
is gear driven, but a new engine is under
test, which has chain drive to the mag-
neto placed well up behind the cylinder,
and no doubt this will be adopted as
standard in the future. The frame has
been considerably strengthened by a

Neat priming
arrangement for
starting on the

2^ h.p. machine.

Method of constructing the frame
with large head and seat lugs and
supports for the tank.

special head lug aaid

tube and under tube
lugs on the under tube
support for the tank,
transmission remain as
certain alterations to
also to guard against

a combined seal

lug, whilst special

form a very strong
Cltrtch, gears, and
before, except for

the kick-starter,

the possibility of

the lock nut on the clutch end of the
countershaft working loose a small twelve-
sided cap is fitted, with a peg at one side

fitting into a hole in the clutch plate, so

preventing any movement of the nut.

Back brake alteration ;

formerly it operated below

the stay with a cranked

rod.

The back mudguard has been improved
by increasing the width, and now affords
ample protection. The back brake has
been redesigned, and is now placed above
the lower stays. A neat idea is the
enclosing of the gear control quadrant in
an aluminium cover. A small priming
tap on the engine head and a pipe leading
from the petrol tank are provided U>
facilitate starting, although it seems hardly

Improved back mudguard with side

extension, on the 2J h.p. lightweight.

necessary, as the engine in good condi-
tion fires very readily. A new pattern
semi-T.T. handle-bar, all black finish to
the wheels, and some alterations to the'

usual colours and lining of the tank, form
the other departures from present practice.

Serviceable Lightweights.

Tliese mounts are essentially light-

weights, but with many of the refinements

of the heavier mounts they form reliable

solo machines. One machine in constant
use in the works has made numerous
successful runs between Birmingham and
the South Coast, and has a very large
mileage to its credit. The big brothers
of the lightweight, the 3^ h.p. S.S.S x 85
mm., and the 6 h.p.

twin 76 X 85 mm.,
are very credit-

able productions
on good standard
lines. No par-

ticular alterations

are to be made,
but, as previously
mentioned, these
two models cannot
be supplied at the
present time.
Prices - remain
practically, the Aluminium cover to thesame as m 1916. 1 _ 1 .

gear lever quadrant.

THE JOHANNESBURG-
DURBAN RECORD.

Now that the African campaign ha4

been nearly brougbit to an end
increasing interest in South Africa

is being devoted to motor cycling. One
of the most recent events is the breaking
of the record from JoEannesburg to

Durban. The fastest train between the
two towns takes 23h. 22m., and on Sep-
tember 7th Mr. D. Owen, on an Indian
and sidecar fitted with Bates tyres, com-
pleted the journey in 16h. 43m. On
September 13th, however, Mr. McKeagh,
on an Enfield, improved on this time by
fifty-two minutes. Not to be beaten, Mr.
Owen made another attempt, and com-
pleted the journey in 14h. 50m., no less

than 84 hours quicker • than the time
taken to do the journey by rail, thus
winning back the record with an hour
to spare. Taking into consideration the

rongh nature of the road, the number of

obstacles and gates, this is a really

remarkable performance, and one, we are

informed, which is not likely to be beaten
ju' some considerable time. Jlr. Owen
reports that his tyres at the end of the

journey were in first-class order.

A15
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THE writer recently had the

opportunity of comparing
the running of his

standard Clyno sidecar outfit

with that of a model supplied

to the War Offiee. It will be
interesting at the commencement
to compare the chief points of

difference in the design. These
are the substitutionvof Brampton
forks, reinforced lugs to the front

portion of the frame, an im-

proved clutch oiling device form-

ing an extension of the gear box,

six-point attachment for the side-

car, lower gear ratios, and a

spring seat-pillar. Prior to the machine being handed
over it had covered nearly 2,000 miles in the hands
of different pilots. A start was made from Coventry

at two o'clock in the afternoon, and the destination

for the night was to be Aberystwyth. ' Desiring to be

independent of garages which seem to carry varying

stocks of petrol, I took the precaution of carrying a

spare tin.

'v.

Taking the steep rise from tKe coast near Borth. Cardigan Bay is

seen in the distance.

A16

The Clyno ascending a rough track

leading from a Welsh trout stream.

Kasy Steering.

. The first point noticeable was. the extreme ease and -

comfort of the steering. It was most marked, and
the machine is certainly one of the best in this respect

the writer has ever driven. The next point was the

tendency of the driver at times to put his hand to the

gear lever in the attempt to change into a higher gear,

when he was already on top. This tendency (after

riding a standard model) is caused by the much lower

gear ratios used on W.D. models than on the standard

machines necessitated by the conditions of the

road surface overseas and the heavy load the machines
carry. The top gear of the W.D. model is 5^^ to i,

and such a low ratio rendered it unnecessary to cjiange

down on hills, and incidentally the speed on the level

was quite good. .With low gearing the transmission

noises are naturally more noticeable, and certain

sounds emanating from below which could not be
accounted for caused some concern at first, and it was
decided to investigate matters next morning.

A Thorough Overhaul.

Taking matters easily, I reached Rhayader, and
elected to stay the night here with the intention of

viewirjg the Birmingham reservoir before breakfast.

Next morning rain came down in torrents, so m}
passenger and I rolled up our sleeves to give the

machine a thorough overhaul. It is a nice' thing to

spend the second day of a holiday tuning up ! Wheels
were taken out, bearings adjusted and oiled, and every

part of the bicycle and sidecar was thoroughly lubri-

cated. Slackness in the driving and magneto chains

was taken up, and as the weather had improved
we set out again a good deal more confident than
formerly. The surrounding country was very pic-

turesque, and we were able to enjoy its beauties. Thf
Clyno, too, had benefited immensely by the overhaul
the transmission noises having entirely disappeared,

and on the rough stretches of road I observed thai

the time spent on lubrication of the soring forks.
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A Run to the Welsh Coast.—
wheels, and leaves of the sidecar springs had not been

wasted. Too little attention is paid by many drivers

to these minor points, which spell increased comfort

and longevity of the wearing parts of the machine.

A Water Test.

Nearing the coast we made a slight dttoitr to do as

all others do, viz., visit the mucli-

famed " Devil's Bridge," leaving

the main road at Dyffryn Castell.

K Scotch mist in Wales seems
certainly out of place, but here we
encountered one so thick that

before I realised it we were in

the middle of a stream. In ordinary

weather the stream is shallow, but,

owuig to the incessant rain, it was
about I sin. to i6in. deep, and
between twenty and thirty yards

across. The machine ploughed
its way through without a misfire,

thanks to the protected position of

the magneto and enclosed chains.
" The Devil's Bridge " was reached
without further incident, but from
my point of view it was a wasted
trip, for the thick fog^ totally

obscured the surrounding hills.

Aberyrstwyth was a contrast and
looked tempting- enough, for it was
quite fine. Some steep hills in the

neighbourhood perhaps naturally

tempted us to try our luck, for the

Clyno is a noted hill-climber. I

found one about half a mile long

with a gradient of about i in 4
leading up from the seashore near Borth. Even at

the first attempt I had no difficulty in getting up.

At the summit there is a magnificent seascape. Other
hills, too, enabled me to test thoroughly the latest

W.D. Clyno, and nothing I encountered proved too

much for it.

423

On the journey home the conditions were vastly

improved, the sun shining gloriously, and I settled

down to a steady pace of 28 to 30 m.p.h. The
engine ran perfectly the whole of the tour, and though
not as fast and not quite as silent as my own standard
touring machine^doubtless accounted for by the differ-

ence in the gearing—there is no doubt that it is a most
efficient machine for the purpose for which it was

; A ,TYPICAL WELSH SCENE.
Fording the stream mentioned in the article. (Note that the water had subsided.

)

designed, viz., " war work." With the exception of

the back tyre going soft through the penetration of a

tack no trouble was experienced. The operation of

changing the wheel took but 2j4!m., which says much
for detachable wheels, and is a refinement greatly

appreciated by all.
, M.

f?ii'**-:?^-'''-*

^;'a**ei'i-5^"^'.'-^|h.^^v^**
******
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WITH A
SIDECAR ON THE

^•'JirLirx.
SOMME.

What Service Machines have to Withstand.
By BARAG.

A motor machine gun battery taking cover in a sunken road on the Western front. Three motor bicycles belonging to the battery scouts

are to be seen in the foreground : a Douglas, Sunbeam, and B.S.A. The sidecars are, of course, Clynos.

BE it known by these presents to all whom it may
concern that a pot-hole is one thing and a

. shell hole another, and that-a sidecar built to

withstand the former is not ipso facto competent to

deal with the latter. By the same token the outfit

which will stand up to French and Belgian roads in

their present condition is not yet constructed. These
remarks, of course, only concern the roads within,

say, fifteen miles of the actual firing line. The glowing

eulogies written on the subject of motor cycles and
sidecar outfits at the Front hold good in the main only

for districts further back, more remote from the actual

firing line, where the roads, if not good, are at any

rate passable. One may without malice opine that

the eulogies in question are penned with the rather

curious object of bringing home to the general public

the glad (though erroneous) news that some individual,

hitherto unknown to them, spends his entire existence

heroically convoying details of motor transport along

unutterable surfaces to the accompaniment of incon-

ceivable shell fire.

The Story Begins.

The following true and particular account of a thirty-

mile run may be of little interest as showing some
of the many ills the bicycle is heir to. Let us call

it " How we brought the sardines from Blank to

Blank," and, before proceeding further, allow me to

introduce the principal persons of the drama in order

.
of importance.

First, the machine, whose actual designation it will

perhaps be as well to keep dark. At any rate it is

a 5-6 h.p. twin, and the engine is, in my humble
opinion, the finest in any entirely British cycle. The
B2

sidecar is a hideous, slab-sided, official looking affair,

suspended by a C spring aft and a three-leaf trans-

verse spring forward, an admirable system for the

Brighton road in point of riding qualities, but of little

or no use for the conditions prevailing out here.

Secondly, the driver, a young and humorous bom-
bardier, a civil engineer, and, in happier times, a

budding road surveyor. At present he is almost entirely

occupied in keeping together the souls and bodies of

our two sidecar outfits and one solo machine. They
are wife, family, and daily bread to him, and he

groans from the depths of his sensitive soul at every

hole and excrescence they hit.

Thirdly, my unworthy self, a subaltern in a -siege

battery, and the secretary of its officers' mess,' to

which fact, coupled with the existence of an urgent

official and secret letter which had to be delivered at

the ordnance workshops, I owe it that I am in a

position to write these notes. It came to pass this

fateful day that I took sweet counsel with the mess

cook, and discovered that we were in lack of tinned

goods, coffee, fruit, vegetables, fresh eggs, bread, and

butter (our greatest luxuries, and by no means easily

procurable), and that, worst of all, we had no drinks.

Accordingly I warned the bombardier that I should

require our three-legged Rolls to be champing at the

bit at 10 a.m. precisely. To which he with dolorous

countenance made answer, " Well, sir, I doubt if

it'll do it. The centre leaf of the C spring has

cracked, and keeps slipping out, and the transverse

spring broke while I was bringing the captain back

from yesterday, and I've patched them both up
with D 5." ,(D 5 is the strongest type of telephone

wire obtainable by anyone of less importance than a
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With a Sidecar on the Somme.—
dmsional signalling officer, and it is used for all sorts

of purposes besides the communicative one for which
it is issued.)

My response was that we couldn't starve, and that

it had darned well got to try. Moreover, the afore-

mentioned letter had to be delivered to the I.O.M.
(Inspection of Ordnance Machinery) that day.

The Sidecar Starts.

On these \mm we bumped forth on our fifteen mile
journey. For a few miles all went well. Considering
the rather " rag-time " repairs which had been
effected, the sidecar rode remarkably well, and I was
just beginning to relax my funk-stiffened spine and
enjoy myself when a series of sickening thuds and
inexplicable clanks became audible from the front

wheel, and the machine swerved to the left and. made
.a determined attempt to " savage " a passing lorry.

'-' Oh, lor' I
" ejaculated the bombardier, and dis-

•-.#'
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as much of the inside of the cylinders as an electric

torch would show us indicated that it had been getting

a good mixture, and disclosed nothing which might
cause the trouble, so we were forced to conclude that

the timing gear had slipped. The bombardier, admir-

able soul, announced that he could fix it. I " knew
that I knew nothing," so turned my attention to a

clump of trees near the road, where I had reason to

believe some friends of mine had established their local

habitation. They were there, took me in, gave me
lunch, and sent out food to the bombardier, who, an

hour later, reported O.K.

The Story Ends.
We arrived at our destination without further mis-

hap, delivered the precious document, made our pur-

chases, and started on the run home. With its nose
towards its stable the. old 'bus behaved better, and we
only had to stop five times for a few minutes to replace

various bits of D5 which it frivolously cast adrift. (We

..gf',,^^^

A motor machine gun battery leaving in answer to a signal. It will be noticed that all the men are equipped with steel helmets.

mounted. So did I. Our machine has a stoutly-

sprung front fork with the bases of the springs held

together by a bolt. This bolt had snapped at the near

end, with the result that the springing was, to put it

mildly, precarious.

The ever-resourceful bombardier produced some
more D5~ and a spanner, another Heath Robinson
repair was successfully carried out, and we proceeded
on our way.

The Sidecar Stops.

Five miles later it conked out altogether, and we
again dismounted. This time we were, in the terse

phrase of the British artilleryman, "in for it." Repeated
applications of the kick-starter having failed to pro-

duce any signs of life, we ground our teeth, took off

our coats, and got down to it. We removed the plugs

and scraped off the soot. Again quoting the gunner,
" No bon." We discovered that petrol was flowing

freely, and after flooding the carburetter made another

attempt. " No bon " again. We fitted new plugs,

first ascertaining that they gave a good fat spark. But
" no bon." once more. Examination of the plusrs and

had abstracted quite a quantity when the Signalling

Corporal's back was turned. He has since discovered

the theft, and he and I are not quite on our oid friendly

footing yet.) " The shades of night were falling fast
"

when we got back, tired and hungry, and, with many
imprecations, pushed the outfit into the' little corru-

gated iron hut which serves as a garage.

The Moral.

Perhaps the foregoing remarks may convey what it

was my purpose to convey, namely, that, magnificent

though the British machine is, sufficient attention has

not yet been paid to the fact that abnormal conditions

require abnormal strength and abnormal efficiency,

and that much yet remains to be done before an outfit

is produced that will stand up to real war conditions.

As I have tried to point out, the main weakness lies

in the suspension. We do not ask for luxury on active

service, and we are willing to sacrifice much of the

comfort with which our machines provide us when
they are in action in exchange for the strength and
reliability which will take us where we need, when we
need, and over the only roads we have available.
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The Economy
of the Motor Cycle ^

Exemplified.

Experiences of a Reader, engaged at the Ministry of Munitions, wfio uses a
Lightweight in his Work.

APART from Service riders, few motor cyclists

put their macliines tlirough their paces like the

owner of the little two-stroke Allon illustrated

on this page. It was delivered on June 20th, 1916,

and the mileage up to September 25th was 5,800.

This works out at an average of fifty-nine miles a day
for fourteen continuous weeks, and is a good test for

a small machine.

Choice of a Machine.

The owner is in the Ministry of Munitions, and his

work entails constant travelling through the big

industrial centres of England south of Yorkshire. All

through last winter he travelled solely by train, but,

in the spring, with a view to saving time, he turned his

thoughts to a motor bic.ycle. Friends were rather

sceptical when he chose a lightweight, thinking that a

faster mount would be more suitable for the work, but

the owner wanted an economical mount, also one that

would be handy in traffic. The results have shown
him to have been very wise in his choice, the Allon
having proved a great success.

The machine is a standard two-speed model, and,

as will be seen frorn the illustration, an auxiliary tank
has been fitted over the top tube. The machine runs
fairly satisfactorily on paraffin, but the owner, by
reason of his work, has no difficulty in obtaining all

the petrol required, and so he sticks to the latter.

The capacity of the main tank is iy% gallons, and. the

auxiliary tank |/8

gallons. A useful

fitment was that of

a tin scoop under
the carburetter to

prevent petrol

dripping on to the

chain case, when it

worked into joints

and destroyed lubri-

cation. Before the

scoop was fitted two
broken magneto
chains were traced

to this cause ; they
occurred at 550 and
1,200 miles respec-

tively. This trouble

has now been
B4

The two-stroke Allon referred to in tKe accompanying article^

remedied by the fitting of a pressed steel chain cover.

As regards tyres, the first puncture (on the back

wheel) did not come until 3,500 miles had been

covered, and then there were four between that and

the 4,200 figure. At the latter, the tyres were changed

from one wheel to the other, and are still in excellent

condition, the rubber centre studs on the original back
tyre being still visible.

An Easily Dismantled Engine.

The engine has been taken down three times. This

is a simple matter with the Alldays engine, as by

undoing eight bolts the bottom half of the crank case,

with the piston, connecting rod, crankshaft, bearing,

etc., may be removed without disturbing any con-

nections. On the first two occasions the top ring was

stuck. At 5,000 miles a heavier driving chain and

special rings were fitted, and are going well. The big

end was also taken up.

During the period under review sixty-one gallons- of

petrol and six gallons of oil have been purchased.

The petrol consumption equals ninety-five miles per

gallon—remarkably good figures, especially when one

considers the amount of town work the machine has to

accomplish.

The owrler has used his machine for about ninety

per cent, of his work, a very small proportion of train

travelling being done, though with the approach of

bad weather the train may be used to a greater extent.

For cross - country

work it is invalu-

able, and enables

many more firms to

be visited in a day
than would be pos-

sible by train. At
the same time it is

often quicker to use

the machine for runs

from one town to

another connected

by good train ser-

vices, because works
are generally in the

suburbs of the large

towns, and with the

two-wheeler one goes

direct and so saves
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tram or 'bus journej's from
main st::tions to outer dis-

tricts.

A Typical Day's Run.
Taking a rather heavy

day's run, a start was made
from Coventry about 8 a.m.,

calls being made at Leicester

?.nd Stamford, and Chatteris,

where another call was made,
was reached by lunch time.

Business being completed by
three o'clock, the journey

, was continued to Ipswich in

time to pay another visit

before closing time. The
total distance is about 175
miles. Such a journey by
train would be very tedious,

owing to it having to be

made on branch lines with

Auxiliary tank con-

nections (top) and shield

fixed to carburetter to

prevent petrol dripping

on to magneto chain.

poor services. Even with good con-

nections it would mean making seven

changes and then not doing it all in the

day. Such an itinerary is, of course,

favourable to the motor cycle, but it is

not an e.xceptional case.

In conclusion it may be added that

the owner is all the better in health

since he took to travelling by

road. The work .at_- any

time is trying, as there are

no fixed hours, and after a

hard day's work there is a

good deal of writing to be

done, but there is no doubt

that the man who has spent

much of his time in the fresh

air on a motor cycle, and
consequently feels fit and
well, is better able to under-

take this than the man who
travels by train.

R.C.F.
->—•»«

Methods of Guarding Against Side-slip.

MANY riders imagine that, so long as they equip

their machines with good tyres, they have

done everything that is possible to divert the

inconvenience of side-slip, but there are several

points, the sum total of which is quite as important

as good tyres, which concern one's safety on the road

during the skiddy season.

Nervousness is, of course, generally the cause of

skidding. The nervous rider sets his body rigid on

approaching a greasy patch, with the result that his

front wheel is forced out of its natural course; whereas,

if he were to sit his machine quite naturally and plug

straight through it, nothing dreadful would occur.

One thing is certain—that neither good tyres nor a

good machine will save the clumsy rider, and if the

likelihood of side-slip is a real source of anxiety to

him, he would be well advised to purchase a light

sidecar as a counter stabiliser. The throttle should

be opened gradually, so that acceleration may not be

too violent and cause the wheel to spin.

Low Compression Desirable.

The old dodge of lowering the compression of one's

engine for the winter months is an excellent safeguard

against skidding. This can be done by inserting a

stiff cardboard packing, smeared with seccotine, be-

tween the cylinder and the crank case. For a 3^^ h.p.

single the washer may be -^^in. thick, for a small twin

^in. or thereabouts, for each cylinder. Take care

to readjust the tappets, and then test them \\'ith the

engine hot.

The reduced compression gives the engine an

increased range on top gear ; it does not detract notice-

ably from its "revving" capabilities, but it softens

down the explosions at low speeds, so that there is less

snatch of the tyre on the road at the moment of firing.

For this reason a small twin or two-stroke is less liable

to side-slip than a single-cylinder.

Quite as important as good tyres is a good carbu-

retter. Most present-day carburetters are good if pro-

perly adjusted, but from the winter rider's point of

view some are undoubtedly better than others.

However perfect a carburetter may be, one cannot
obtain perfect response unless the control wires are

working properly, and the smooth working of these

controls is a vastly important point as regards side-

slip. Recently a beginner handed his machine to the

writer for trial, explaining that it did not run so well

as it used. It was found that the Bowden wires were
rusted, so that the controls moved stififly and in jerks,

and this being set right the machine was returned.
" I don't know what you've done," said the owner a

day or so later, " but the change is simply marvellous."

It is impossible, then, to obtain smooth acceleration

and perfect controllability—which 'count for everything

on grease—unless the carburetter controls are working
smoothly, and easily responding to a light and natural

pressure of the fingers. , Their stiffness should be just

sufficient to prevent them from automatically moving
their position. If it is found that the friction disc

must be screwed down tightly in order to prevent the

levers creeping back, this is distinct proof that the

springs in the barrel of the carburetter are too strong.

In very bad places it is better to run on the low gear

and so obtain a more even impulse. Never put the

brakes on suddenly.

Adjustment of ShocK Absorbers.
The friction type of shock absorber may be kept

screwed up solid for summer solo riding, but if it is

left thus during the winter skidding experiences may
be anticipated. Do not tamper with the shock absorber

unless you are sure that the drive is too solid. Then
to reset the adjustment, jack the machine on the stand,

cover the slipping device with oil, then slacken off

the lock nuts. Jerk the engine over compression by
th.e back wheel ; slowly screw up the nuts till no slip is

perceptible on the most violent jerk. This should

give the proper adjustment, but a subsequent road test

is generally necessary.
' H.M.B.
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Will the

Single-cylinder
Survive ?

i"i(P

An Experienced Amateur's Impressions as a Result of Prolonged Road Test.

The possible doom of the single-cyhnder was discussed by "Road Rider" in our issue for September 28th. Tne
question was taken up by " Ixion " in his Occasional Comments and by several readers in our correspondence columns.
" Ixion '

' agreed with " Road Rider '

' in the main, but their opinion is by no means shared by all our readers, as witness

the remarks on this page by an experienced rider.

I
SHOULD like to endorse the remarks of Mr. A. C.

Huskinson in The Motor Cycle of October i2tli

in regard to the comparative merits of the T.T.
single and the horizontal twin of 500 c.c.

During the summer of 1914, I had an opportunity

of making a lengthy and searching comparison between
a 1913 T.T. Rudge-Multi, geared 2^ to i on top and

5^ to I on bottom (being fitted with a small rear belt

rim), and a 1914 T.T. A. B.C., fitted with a hub gear

in the countershaft position, Claudel-Hobson carbu-

retter, rear springing, chain drive, and both inlet and
exhaust valves overhead. It was geared, I think,

4^, ^yi, and 93'^. to i. On top the A.B.C. could
attain 57-58 m.p.h. in full touring trim on any good
.road, whilst the Rudge on a gear of about 33^ to i

was equally as fast. When stripped, either could
attain a speed of about 64 or 65 m.p.h. On any
serious main road rise, it soon became necessary to

change down on the A.B.C. to maintain a good speed,

and it must be admitted that the revs, on low and
middle gears were surprising. The Rudge at this

time had covered about 3,000 miles more than the

A.B.C, but still managed to hold its own on the

level as well as being faster uphill. The petrol con-

sumption v/as 68 to 70 m.p.g. in the case of the

A.B.C, and 79 to 82 m.p.g. in the case of the Rudge.
From the point of view of flexibility, the margin

was in favour of the Rudge. Its slowest speed was
less than that of the A.B.C, whilst on a gear of 5 to i

it had a greater ratio of flexibility than the A.B.C. on
its middle gear of 6^ to 1.

Acceleration Powers.
The acceleration of the A.B.C. was the better up

to 30 m.p.h., but from that speed up to its maximum
the Rudge was superior, as the A.B.C was slow in

getting going on its top gear. I note " Ixion " makes
much of the fact that he can attain 40 m.p.h. on a

gear of 95^ to i, but surely finality of design is not

reached when such a gear is necessary to attain a

good uphill speed. I have owned a 2^ h.p. Douglas
which, when in competition tune, ' could attain 42
m.p.h. on a gear of 8^ to i, but I did not think

much of this, and was far more keen on getting each
additional mile on a higher gear, as I contend that a

moderate road speed on such a low gear is not good
except as an indication of engine balance. When we
compare a good modern T.T. single, such as the
Norton, Triumph, or Rudge, which will attain

b5

40 m.p.h. up reasonable main road hills, and in

addition do about 8 m.p.h. and 55 m.p.h. also on tlie

same gear, we have some idea of the lack of flexibility

of the twin.

A certain section of your readers would the more

appreciate " Ixion's " remarks about the A.B.C. had

he covered a distance of, say, 6,000 miles or even

more on the same machine, as one is naturally experi-

encing only the best in the early days of a well-tuned

factory special, such as I have no doubt he has been

fortunate efiough to have obtained.

Overhead Valve Gear.

After a mileage of just 4,000 in the case of the

A.B.C. and slightly less than 7,000 in the case of the

Rudge, there was a margin in favour of the latter.

The overhead valve gear on the A.B.C. (particularly

in the. case of the front cylinder, which is very exposed)

had worn badly, and there was a racket at anything

like the revs, of which it was originally easily capable.

1 am quite aware that a Rudge overhead inlet rocker

can do its share in this line when worn.

It may be that the new model A.B.C. is greatly

superior to the one I tried, but, having regard to its

high price and the fact that such niounts as the

Brookland Road Special Norton are now available at'

a price considerably less than that of the A.B.C, I

am still a T.T. single enthusiast when a solo mount
is required.

I have also had experience of the Brough during

1 914 and 1 915, but not to the same extent as the

A.B.C, and here again objected to the exposed over-

head valve mechanism.
It is, of course, understood that this controversy

centres round the 500 c.c. size only, as my experience

is that the 350 c.c. Douglas is in advance of any

single of that size as regards speed, general power
inaintenance, and wearing qualities. There must be

some difficulty, which manufacturers find almost

insuperable, in designing a 500 c.c. flat twin to give a

proportionate power output to the 350 c.c. Douglas.

We find that the Douglas firm has on three occasions

at least altered completely the design of its 4 h.p.

model, whilst the only radical alteration on its

smaller mount has been the substitution of mechanical

for automatic valves on its 1912 models. The
A.B.C has also undergone many alterations during

its three years' existence.
• CP450.
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THE 5-6 h.p. FLAT TWIN MATCHLESS,
70 mm. X 93 mm., 732 c.c, Three Speeds, all wheels sprung.

FEW members of the motor cycle busi-

ness deserve greater success than H.
Colher and Sons, Ltd. Since 1903 the

two sons have devoted their lives to the

movement, and, by engaging in many
competitions and races, have sought to

evolve the perfect motor cycle. Having
known both Charlie and Harry Collier for

the past thirteen years, we have watched
the progress they have made in the design

of their machine, and have always
admired their devotion to their business,

which was also their pleasure. In the
early days they engaged almost entirely

in speed work on the track, and it

was while occupied in this that they
obtained their wonderful practical know-
lodge of the motor cycle engine. This
knowledge has stood them in good stead,

and has been of undoubted value to them
in designing their own engine. Although
for many years they assembled their

machines and bought their engines from
outside firms, they were by no means
ignorant of engine design, and consider-
ably altered for the better many of the
engines built up into their machines. Now,
for the first time, they have designed
their own motor, and a very successful
production it is. Being absolutely up-to-

date in their ideas, they have evolved a
5-6 h.p. fiat twin embodying the very
latest practice in motor cycle engine
design. Furthermore, being cognisant of

the magnificent future for British motor
cycles in the Overseas Dominions, they
have placed upon the market a well-tried

and thoroughly efficient spring frame,
while not only has the absence of vibra-

tion of the flat twin led them to adopt
this form of stsfine, but also the fact that

I i*.

Threequarter view or the new Hat twm Matchiesb The wKuie

design IS new and original.

the ground clearance is much greater
than is possible in the case of the V
type engine, the actual clearance being
5^in. This is a point which will be mucli
appreciated by Overseas customers.
The frame is a total depai-ture from

the firm's standard practice. In the first

place, the tubular tank of steel, contain-

ing two gallons of petrol, forms the top
member of the frame, and has a slight

Details ol the power unit ol the 5-6 h.p. flat twin Matchless.

upward slope towards the head. The
down tube forms a sort of, loop, and acts

as a support for the engine. The spring

forks have been somewhat improved in

design, the lower pair of links being now
inside the main members of the forks,

which are wide enough to allow the mud-
guard to form a perfect sweep from the

front of the extension right down to the

back.

The system employed in the springing

of the rear portion of the frame was
clearly indicated in the issue of October
21st, 1915, page 401, and this has only

undergone slight improvements in detail.

The method adopted is to interpose coil

springs between the movable rear forks

and the rigid portion supporting the rear

carrier. All moving parts, both on the

front forks and the rear springing system,
are provided with grease cups. These,
however, will not be retained. Instead, a

grease gun will be supplied, having a

screw-on end, and on the dust caps
taking the place of the grease cups, being
removed, the nozzle of the grease gun
may be screwed on to the hollow spindle,

and the grease injected. This is much
less trouble than the filling of numerous
grease cups, one grease gun full being
probably sufiicient for all the- points
requiring attention.

The Power Unit.

The question of accessibility has been
carefully studied in the design of the
new Matchless engine arrangement,
which is so carried out that the cylinders
may be removed without taking the
engine out of the frame. The radiating
fins run longitudinally down the cylinders
and taper towards' their base. The
cylinders are off-set to the amount of

one inch. Both valves are hoi'izontr.1

and are arranged at the side in an
accessible position, telescopic valve

B7
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The 5-6 h.p. Flat Twin Matchless.—

spring cams being employed which ex-

clude all grit from the interior working
parts of the valve system. Of the two
portions of the valve spring cover the

larger screws on to a ring surrounding
the base of the
tappet guide, and
when it is found
necessary to re-

place a valve it

is unscrewed and
slipped back, thus
exposing the end
of the valve stem
and cotter. The
valve gear is ex-

ceedingly simple
and interesting,

only three pinions

being employed,
while one set of

cams actuates
both inlet and ex-

haust valves.The rocking form of

clutch pedal is retained.

Note the oil lead for

lubricating the clutch.

The Lubrication
System.

A plunger pump
actuated by one of the valve cams
delivers the oil to two passages cast

in the crank case, which lead direct

to the main bearings ; that is to

say, the oil enters the bearings at

both sides, the crankshaft is hollow
and the lubricant is driven under
pressure through it and exudes at the
big end bearings, all excess returning
to the sump. At the base of the sump
whence the oil is delivered there is a
large gauze which adequately filters it

from all impurities. The system has
been found to be most successful, and
since the oil is delivered under pressure
it is bound to reach those parts which
need copious lubrication. A window
has been let into the crank case just
below the filling orifice which indicates

the level of the oil in the sump.

Induction and Exhaust.

The arrangement of the carburetter i|

somewhat unconventional, the inlet pipe
forming a complete bow, passing from
one cylinder over the top of the timing
gear case to the other, but near the top

of the arc of the bow
there is a branch pipe

to which the Amac car-

buretter is attached.

Long experience with

motor cycle engines has

made the brothers
Collier realise the fact

that it is always bene-

ficial to take the air in

warm if possible, no
matter whether pure
petrol or a petrol sub-

stitute be used ; conse-

quently a warm air pipe

is fitted to the main air „ , .^ii jiu^i' _
intake

General arrangement of valve gear and lubrrcatmg pump.

The design of the exhaust pipes is also

worthy of note, the pipe from the rear

cylinder entering the bottom of the ex-

pansion chamber, while the exhaust gases

from the front cylinder issue through a

short pipe into the top of the expansion
chamber, the final exit being through a

long pipe on the near side of the
machine.
At first the designers were troubled

with a fault which is common to flat

twins, namely, a "ring" in the flywheel,

and this they have corrected in quite an
ingenious manner by interposing between

Rear view ol new Matchless sidecar combination, showing the

duplex tube joining the sidecar and motor cycle, and causing the two
sprung wheels to work in harmony.

The crankshaft, showing the manner in

which the oil ways are drilled.

the periphery and _ the flywheel boss a

disc of three-ply wood securely bolted up
to the face of the flywheel, and this

effectually deadens the noise.

Ignition.

The magneto fitted is the C.A.V., the
advance spark lever being actually on the
contact breaker and within easy reach of
the driver. In actual practice it is found
that the position of the spark lever re-

quires practically no
alteration. At the
bottom of the tim-
ing case will be
noticed tjie exhaust
valve lifter, the
crank for which
consists of a small
pin eccentrically

mounted on a disc,

which has a piece
cut out of the lower
portion, so that on
the valve being
dropped the inden-
tation rests against
one of the studs
holding on the tim-
ing case cover. The
exhaust lifter is of

the double cam
variety, the two
cams actuating the
exhaust rockers.

An interesting ex-

p e r i m e u t is the

fitting of aluminium alloy pistons, which,

so far have given every satisfaction. -

Transmission.

In the new Matchless the circular type

of gear box is retained, but owing to a

slight modification of the design of the

teeth, which enables the gear wheels to

be made lighter,- the new gear box is of

rather smaller dimensions than pre-

viously. It is carried in two plates,

extending from the crank case to the

bottom bracket lug, and is held in

position by two steel straps. To adjust

the front chain the two nuts at the ends

of these straps are loosened, and by
applying a special spanner to two of the

lower nuts in the gear box the whole
may be rotated, thus enabling any slack

to be taken up
It will be noticed that the Lucas

dynamo is driven by a chain off the

camshaft, and is carried in a bracket

suspended from the tank, the chain being

neatly enclosed in an aluminium case.

The clutch consists of two steel plates,

hardened and ground, engaging with a

central plate of cast iron forming part

of the sprocket. An arrangement has

been made so that, in the event of the

machine being used as a solo mount, the

clutch may be controlled by" means of a

Bowden wire from the handle-bar. The
lubrication of the clutch is provided for

by a branch pipe from the oiling system.

From engine to gear box the transmis-

sion is by silent chain, which is, of

course, enclosed.

Considerable ingenuity has been dis-

played in arranging so that the rear chain

cover is free to move with the lower and
movable portion of the spring frame.

The mudguarding has been particularly

well carried out, the guards being S^in.

in diameter, while an additional mud-
shield is fitted to the down tube, and is

arranged so as not to impede the cooling.

This IS continued below the power unit,

and acts as an efficient undershield.

The Sidecar.

The same system of springing as is

employed in the rear of the machine has
been adapted to the sidecar, inasmuch as

both the wheel and also the sidecar body
are sprung on coil springs. The form of

staying at the rear of the sidecar frame
is interesting. This consists of double
tubes attached to the uprights forming
a portion of the motor bicycle frame.

This arrangement enables both the sidecar

wheel and the rear wheel of the motor
bicycle to move more or less in unison,

therefore the fault present in many com-
binations in which the sidecar wheel is

sprung, namely, that of instability and

e8
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a tendency to lean when turning corners

to the left, is entirely absent. The side-

car wheel is also provided witli a stand,

similar in design to that employed in the

front wheel. The sidecar is well sprung
and luxuriously upholstered, while at the

Method o{ fixing the carburetter and the

valve spring covers.

back thereof is carried the spare wheel
and also an efficient luggage carrier. It

will be noticed that both the luggage
platforms on the new Matchless are on
sprung portions of the machine, which is

distinctly an advantage.

The Machine on the Road.

We were next taken for a short run
in the district round Woolwich, which
is decidedly hilly. The first turning to

the right past the works brought us on
to quite an appreciable gradient, which
the engine took comfortably on top speed,

mounting up gradually until we reached
Woolwich Common. We noticed that the

sidecar was exceedingly well sprung.

though Mr. Harry Collier assured us that
he was not satisfied as to this point,
affirming that the rider was more com-
fortable on the rriachine than in the side-

car. The roads were certainly rough in

this locality, and personally we could
find no fault whatsoever. The engine
developed plenty of power, bnt seemed

"

a trifle noisy—a fault which Mr. Collier
readily acknowledged. Hitherto his

efforts had been to obtain the maximum
l^ower for the engine, and he admitted
that it required still further taming down
both as regards the noise of the engine
and of the exhaust, though with the latter

little fault could be found.
On Woolwich Common we took control

of the machine and drove for some con-
siderable distance. Having driven a
1915 Matchless not long previously we
soon became accustomed to the driving
of the new mount. The engine possessed
an ample degree of acceleration and was
quite free from vibration, the clutch
took up. the load sweetly, and the gears
went into engagement without a sound.
The comfort of the spring frame was
most noticeable on the rough road across
the Common, which eventually brought
us into Shooters Hill. A considerable
amount of traffic was met, but the engine
proved itself flexible, and we felt quite
at home in negotiating it. On reaching
Shooters Hill Road we found the surface
distinctly good, though a little wavy
in places, but the machine rode over
the_ waves with an exhilarating and
swinging motion which was delightfully
comfortable. Having slowed up for the
cross-roads at the foot of the hill we
were practically brought to a complete
standstUl through a boy who saw fit to
dismount from his bicycle and hold a
conversation with a carter in the middle
of the road. This necessitated a change
down to second and reduced the speed
of the machine to about four miles an
hour. On opening the throttle it im-
mediately picked up and the top was
engaged, but not before we were well

on to the gradient. However, the engine
rapidly accelerated on top until just

near the crest of the hill, passing over
the summit still in top speed and with

Details of the sidecar suspension, the

sidecar wheel springing, and the 'duplex

tubes forming the rear member of the

frame,

the engine not labouring in the slightest

degree. We noticed that considerable
improvement has been made in the design
of the handle-bars, these being much
wider than on the previous model.
Altogether, the run on the new Match-
less was a delightful experience, and
we greatly look forward to a closer

acquaintance with this machine on the
road at no very distant date.

It must be distinctly understood that
Messrs. Collier and Sons are not in a

position to deliver any machines. This
is merely the prototype of their post-

war model, which they hope to deliver

to the public very shortly after the
cessation of hostilities.

->~«»Q» <

STILL MORE SPRING FRAMES.
STILL they come. The Motor Cycle

campaign in favour of spring frames

shows no sign of abatement at

present. We dealt on November 2nd
with the frame applied to the Allon two-

stroke, and illustrate herewith another

adaptation of the Alldays rear springing.

An adaptation of the Allon spring frame.

the difference being solely in the type of
spring employed. In this instance, two'
springs of the coiled or helical type are
used on either side, surrounding links on
which the top of the rear frame is free
to slide. Two springs take the weight of
the machine and rider and two take the
rebound.—Alldays and Onions and A. H.
Johnson, No. 15,849, 1915.

Compound Rear Springing.

Another attempt at rear springing
is the subject of a patent by T.
Matthews, of Pengam, Monmouthshire
(No. 10,712, 1916). This is designed
to allow

,
a backward as well as an up-

^vard movement of the rear wheel rela-

tively to the frame. The rear stays are
pivoted behind the bottom bracket, and
also are capable of sliding backwards,
this movement being controlled by a
spring. It would be interesting to know
what effect this movement would have
on chain or belt or vice versa. The upper
portion of the rear frame, made in one
with the carrier, is hinged below the
saddle, and carries at its lowest end
two guide rods surrounded by springs.

Between these is a vertical tube, which
slides over another tube mounted on a

plate attached to that part of the frame
which carries the axle. The last men-
tioned tube has an oil-retaining gland at

its base. Upon these tubes and guide
rods the frame must rely for its support,

for otherwise the rear portion is hinged
only. The saddle is shown supported
on a spring pillar.

A design giving movement in two directions.

^H
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Greenwich Time.

Nov. 16th 4.39 p.m.

„ 18th 4.36 „
„ 20th ... _ ... 4.34 „
„ 22nd 4.31 „

Army Forage Department.
The- Director of the Army Forage De-

partment says that only district valuers
are expected to travel in motor cars on
their business, and the main work is

done by cycle and motor cycle.

More "Second-hand" Shows.
The organisers of the Agricultural Hall

Show propose to hold exhibitions of

second-hand motor cycles and cars in

several different centres throughout the

British Isles, viz., Manchester, Birming-
ham, Bristol, Glasgow, Edinburgh, and
Dublin.

The Government's Views.
The Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union

quietly called a meeting of its members
to discuss the new order by the Minister
of Munitions, and on Friday, Mr. Alfred
Bednell, the secretary, interviewed the
Government Department on the matter.
We quote the result of his investigations
in our editorial article this week.

Rover Co., Ltd., Dividend.
The profits of the Rover Co., Ltd.,

for the past year, including the amount
brought forward from the previous year,
amount to £101,457. The directors re-

commend a dividend of 10%, less tax,
absorbing £11,224, and the placing of

£20,000 to the general reserve, £30,000 to
the War Contingency Fund, and £40,233
to be carried forward to next year.

"Rural England and the War."
Many motor cyclists, particularly Mid-

landers, are acquainted with the Cotswold
district : they will therefore be interested
to read the series of articles, "Rural
England and the War," now appearing
in' I'he Light Car. The articles are
written to show how this rural and
beautiful part of the kingdom has con-
tributed to the conduct of the war.

Weatherproofing the Sidecar.

A fortnight ago we illustrated the latest

6 h.p. Enfield sidecar outfit equipped with
a hood and screen, and in so doing men-
tioned that the latter fittings were now
standardised. Some readers have written
to the company imagining that these two
luxuries are now included in the price of
the standard models, and we are asked to
make it clear that such is not the case, as
the extra charge for hood and screen on
either of the Enfield sidecar models is

£4 19s. nett.

Motor Scooters.

A type of motor becoming quite popular
in America is a light four-wheeled type
of trolley similar to those used by street

urchins for tobogganing down slopes, but
propelled by a Smith motor wheel, which
is the American version of the Auto-
wheel. Some of the cars are quite

elaborate, having seats and wheel steer-

ing, while others are quite simple affairs.

Petrol Licences.

New licences (free of duty) for the
purchase of motor spirit for use in

hackney and commercial vehicles, and
in industrial processes, will be issued in

November to holders of licences which
expire in that month. The new licences

will cover a period of six 7)i07iths. Appli-
cations for the renewal of a licence

which expires in November should be
made to the Petrol Control Committee,
19, Berkeley Street, London, W., between
15th and 25th November.

Permits for Motor Cycle Manufacture.

When the Minister of Munitions issued
his Order at fhe beginning of last week
many manufacturers interpreted it in its

blackest manner ; but we have good
reason to believe that there is a bright
side to the Order, and that motor cycle

manufacture will not come to a stand-
still. The Government is not an obstruc-
tionist, and the only difference will be
that in future it will grant permits for
all motor cycles which are manufactured.
We have good grounds for stating that
the permits will be issued freely.

iiiiiii:ii;aii!"

SPECIAL FEATURES.
THE FLAT TWIN MATCHLESS

(Illustrated ).

WITH A SIDECAR ON THE SOMME.

FOUR MORE SPRING FRAMES.

Nothing New.

Naturally, the second-hand motor cycle

and car dealers up and down the country
are strongly opposed to the second-hand
motor show now being held at the Agri-
cultural Hall. They, perhaps, rightly

regard their own stocks of second-hand
motor cycles as a miniature show in

themselves, and, moreover, they go on
all the year round.

The Actress and the Motor Cycle.

Few ladies have been initiated into the
joys of motor cycle riding in a more
curious way than Miss Madge Titheradge.
Having to ride a heavy man's machine
across a plank before an enthralled
audience would not appeal to many, but
this experience has not deterred this lion-

hearted actress in the slightest degree.
She is going to order a machine of her
own, and hopes to evolve some sensible

leather riding suit like her stage one.
She certainly might do worse than pur-
chase a motor bicycle, but to wear any-
thing like the outre costume she has to
don at Drury Lane would, we venture
to think, be a crime. There are plenty
of well-designed ladies' motor cycling
garments already "'d the "market.

NOT TOO OLD AT 68 ! Mr. Uzzell.of Birmingham, is a fastidious rider in spite of

his age. He was twelve months finding a meter cycle suitable to his taste, his final selection

being a 2i h.p. Roval Enfield two-stroke.
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Enemy-owned Company Wound up.

The Bosch Magneto Co., Ijtd., of 204,

Tottenham Court Road, Loudon, W., has
recently been wound up under the Trad-
ing with the Enemy Act.

Three New Flat Twins in Seven Weeks.
Still another Hat twin is described in

this week's issue, viz., the 5-6 h.p.

Matchless. This, incidentally, is tiie

third entirely ' new design o£ horizontal

twin described and illustrated exclusively

in The Motor C'ljcle within the last seven
weeks.

No. 1 Petrol Commaadeeied.
Judging from the quality of motor spirit

that is allotted to motorists in these days,

it is not difficult to imagine that " Shell
"

No. 1 motor spirit has been commandeered
by the Government for a long time past,

though the public notice is issued for the
first tima this week, notifying the public

that such is the case.

Fiince a Light Canst.

H.S.H. Prince George of Battenberg,
who was married yesterday to Countess
Naida Torby, is an enthusiastic supporter
of the light car. In Wednesday's issue

of our sister journal Tlie Light Car
there are two photographs of Prince
George's Morris-Cowley coupe on which
the honeymoon will be spent.

A Motor Cyclist Volunteer Section for

Northamptonshire.
Motor cyclists in Northamptonshire

who would care to join the motor cycle

section of the Second Volunteer Battalion
of the Northamptonshire Regiment should
send in their names to Mr. F. W.
Marriott, Market Square, Welling-

gborough, who will give them all the
Accessary information.

go-ealled 1917 Models.

It would be interesting to know just

tow niucli the constant references to

I" 1917 models " has had to do with the
(decision of the Minister of Munitions
ho prohibit the manufactaire of now motor
Kycles without a permit. Undoubtedly
g. good deal of harm has been done, and
|t is all the more annoying, since many
pf these "1917" models are iu reality

none other than 1914 and 1915 designs
ilnder a new guise.

Gork Motor Cyclists' Annual Meeting.
At' the annual general meeting of the

ICork and District Motor Cycle Club,
aeld last week, for the election of

bfEcers, most of the present office-bearers

vere re-elected. E. S. Russell, to whom
Rhe club owes so much, is again the hon.
pecretary, W. F. L. Dooly as assistant,

and the finances will again be looked
ifteriy H. P. Dobbin. Mr. Frank Daly
Ewas re-elected president.

The hon. secretary's report, which was
bresented to the meeting, had not a great

ideal 'to record. Owing to the present
pstate of public affairs competitions were
'practically abandoned, only two events
being held during the year. Another
factor that has contributed to this in-

activity is the fact that twenty-six of the
members of the club are serving in the
Army, and no inconsiderable part of the
report was given up to a record of their
work.
The usual dinner will not be held this

year. Its place will be taken by a smok-
mg concert.

Fine for Unlighted Cattle.

B]or allowing three cows to be driven

on the road after dark without a light,

in accordance with the new lighting

regulations, Joseph Bower, of Holm-
gate, was fined £1 at Clay Cross. It

appears that one of the animals did con-

siderable damage to a sidecar by jump-
ing on it. This is the first instance of

a fine being imposed under the new
regulations of which we have heard up
to the present.

Motor Cycles £or Police. -

The North Riding County Coiuicil has
approved of the recommendation to pro-

vide motor cycles for police officers in

that Riding, at Stokesley, Malton. and
Northallerton. At the latter place the

police horses and traps are to be
dispensed .with. The machines are to

have sidecars, and the cost of each is

not to exceed £55. For the present, the
forage allowance, amounting to £40 per

year, is to. be continued to meet the cost

of upkeep, including licence duty, re-

pairs, and petrol, the cycles to be used

for all police purposes and to remain

the property of the Riding. At Jlalton

an additional allowance of £25 per year

is to be granted for the same purpose.

Ninety-two Spring Frame Designs.

In support of The Motor Vycle. spring

frame campaign, we illustrate and
describe in this issue four further new
designs of rear springing for motor
cycles, including the Matchless and the

Zenith. During the last two and half

years no less than ninety-two designs

have been published in these columns.

Demand for Second-hand Motor Cycles.

There seems to be a good deal of buying
and selling of second-hand motor cycles

at the present time, and in this connec-
tion it may be remarked that upwards of

a thousand small advertisements of second-
hand machines appear in Tim Motor Cycle
each week—approximately double the
number appearing in any other journal.

JOY RIDING IN THE LAND OF THE PHARAOHS.

There are not many sidecars in Egypt, but they are apparently being used to good purpose.

The illustration shows a member of the R.F.C. and a Gippo " flapper" aboard a P. and M.

BI5
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ZENITH IMPROVEMENTS.
A SPRING FRAME COMBINED WITH A SLIDING WHEEL.

ONE of the pioneer designers of the
spring frame in the motor cycle

world is Mr. F. W. Barnes, the

works manager of Messrs. Zenith Motors,
Ltd., Hampton Court, Middlesex. His
first effort was the Zenette, the two side

members of the frame being designed
scissors fashion, each portion being
separated from the other by coil springs.

The idea was ingenious, and worked well,

but the design in those early days (1908)

was crude. The new Zenith spring

frame follows the very latest practice, is

simple, by no means unsightly in appear-
ance, and most effective. Two long leaf

springs are employed, the forward ends
of which are attached to the rigid portion

of the frame, while the rearmost ends are

attached to brass plungers sliding in the
tubes of the movable portion. This
lower or movable portion, to which the
rear wheel is attached, is connected to

the rigid part by means of hinges

attached to brass plungers sliding in the
rigid tubes. The wheel, therefore, is

free to move vertically, and to slide back-
wards and forwards, so as to preserve a

constant belt tension in spite of the
opening or closing of the
expanding pulley on the
engine-shaft. Great improve- ::L

ment in appearance has been
brought about by fixing the
mudguard stays, mudguard,
and- carrier to the movable
portion of the frame, so that
they all move in unison with
the wheel, and consequently
there is not that ugly gap
between the rear mudguard
and the wheel at present to

be seen in the Zenilh when
the highest gear is in engage-
ment.

Valve side of the newly designed spring-frame Zenith.

quite secure, and just 'allows of suf-
ficient movement of this portion of the
spring, which is, of course, very slight

at this point.

The difficulty has been got over in the
following manner. The long pedal
operating the brake is provided with a
stop, so that it flies back into the
correct, position, and is connected to a
long rod curved upward at its rearmost
end and hinged to a point close to the
rear spindle. This flat rod or bar passes

Rear brake mechanism, showing method of its adaptation

to the sliding Zenith wheel.

An Ingenious Self-adjusting Brake.
The sidecar attachment, which on an

ordinary machine would be a clamp fixed
to the near side chain stay, is a casting
slipped over the spring and pushed
forward as far as it will go. This is

Another important innovation is the
new method of operating the rear brake
by means of a rod instead of a Bowden
wire, a piece of designing which was by
no means easy to carry out in the case
of a machine in which the back wheel
is free to slide backwards and forwards.

.a^awfe?" simMmai&M^m^sm:<!&mxsi^x&:mA

ANOTHER SPRING "FRAME.
'

Belt side of new 8 h.p. twin-cylinder Zenith-Gradja, the rear portion of which is suspended
on laminated springs.

Rear view of springing system adcpted on
latest Zenith.

through an adjustable yoke, in which
there is a roller engaging with the bar.

On the pedal being depressed the bar is

lifted, presses the adjustable yoke up-
wards, which is connected to the brake
shoe, and brings it up against the belt
rim. This brake shoe is self-adjusting,
an excellent feature of the Zenith brake,
which has been in use for some little

time, and allows the shoe to have a

Bl6
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Details of the method of

springing the back wheel of

the new Zenith.

Zenith Improvements.—

perfectly parallel motion, thus engaging
the rim evenly and exerting the maxi-
mum degree of stopping power. This
device vi'as seen more
clearly on a 4 h.p.

Zenith (85.8 ram., x 85
ram.), which was built

to the order of the
Russian Government. It

was a standard clutch

model, but possessed the
important improvement
just described. On this

machine - the instruc-

tions . on ' the clutch,

"Oil here freely," are

written in Russian as

well as in English, and
this is the case also

with the instructions as

regards the operation of

the gear, which are to

be found on the top of Mmmim^Miii.:.:-
the tank.
An interesting experiment we noticed

in the Zenith Works was a pair of

channel steel forks, which are much
lighter than the ordinarr forks, stronger,

post-war model will be a thoroughly
up-to-date machine, but in no way an
untried model.
We had a very enjoyable little run

The priming device on the 8 h.p. twin Zenith.

and on accoimt of their smoothness in

design, far more easy to clean. Though
engaged mainly on war work. Zenith
Motors are not neglecting their experi-

mental department, and when new
machines mav be freely delivered the

on the 8 h.p. spring frame combination,

and were greatly impressed by the

smoothness with which it rode. Shortly

after leaving the works, Mr. Barnes,
who was riding in the sidecar, asked
us to be sure and keep well in the

centre of the road, so that we could

drive over the maximum number of pot-

holes, and at the end of that particular

stretch we were compelled to ask him
where the pot-holes were ; they were
certainly not noticeable. The machine
was tried over varying road surfaces,

and certainly up to the present it is one
of the best sprung frames we have
ridden. Naturally over exceptionally
bad surfaces there was a good deal of

motion, but all small indentations are

entirely absorbed by the springs and
are not noticeable, while the larger ones,

though they threw the rider about, cer-

tainly eliminated the severe shocks which
on an unsprung machine would be quite

unbearable.

On the 4 h.p, model Zenith a new rod-operated foot brake is fitted. The machine

illustrated was supplied to the Russian Government.

Average Prices
OF

Second-hand Machines.

WE give below the average prices of

second-hand models offered for

sale in The Motor Cycle. Where
it is possible to obtain a sufficient number
of each model the average for the past
week is quoted, otherwise the last average
is given, if within four weeks.

Average Latest
for weekly

Year. H.P. last average
week, obtainable^

5 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £7s —
6 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £92
6 2i 3-speed ^55 —
5 2-stroke, 2-sp. . . . £30
6 5-6 3-sp. sidecar . —
4 4 2-sp. sidecar . . —
6 3^ 3-speed ..... —
6 4i 3-sp. sidecar f^6l

5 4J 3-sp. sidecar . . £55
5 4i 3-speed ,f48

3 4i 2-speed —
5 2j 2-speed £25
6 2I 2-speed —
4 6 3-sp. sidecar .. isi
3 6 3-sp. sidecar , .

—
2 6 2-sp. sidecar . . —
4 2-sp. 2-stroke

5 2j 2-5pecd ....

i 2-speed . .

.

Make.

A.J.S. ..

AUdays .

.

Ariel

Bradbury
Broilgh .

.

B.S.A. . .

.

Calthorpe

Clyno . .

,

Connaught
Douglas .

Enfield

H.-Davidson

Henderson.
Indian ....

James

Levis .

M.itchlcss .

.

New Hudson
New Imperial

P. •% M. ...

Premier . .

.

Quadrant . .

Rex
Rover

Rudge .

Scott .

Singer . .

.

Sun
Sunbeam

Triumph .

Williamson .

Zenith

£39
£35
£30
£22
£7i
£65

£53

£78
£35
£55

£31

£30

£48
£31
£22

3 2j 2-speed
2 2| 2-speed ; . .

.

6 6 2-sp. sidecar

5 6 2-sp. sidecar

4 6 2-sp. sidecar

5 3 2-speed £40
6 3 2-speed £51
5 7-9 3-sp. sidecar. . £67
6 7-9 3-sp. sidecar . . —
5 8 4-cyl. sidecar. . —
6 Powerplns sidecar £84
6 Powerplus sidecar —
5 7 3-sp. sidecar . . £67
5 5 3-speed £47
5 5 3-sp. sidecar . . £57
4 4I 3-sp. sidecar . . £43
5 2i 2-sp. 2-stroke . £27
6 4j 3-sp. sidecar . . —
5 2 j 2-stroke £22
62^ 2-stroke £25
4 8 2-speed £53
5 4 3-sp. sidecar . . —
6 2i 2-speed £30
5 24 2-spced £25
4 3A 2 sp. sidecar

^ 3-1 2-sp. sidecar .

6 4h 3-sp. sidecar .

4 6 3-sp. sidecar .

4 ^i 3 sp. sidecar .

+ 35 .',-speerl

i 3'. Miiiti sidecar,
4-3i Hiilti

3 3i Multi

4 3J 2-sp. sidecar .

3 3j 2-speed £30
4 4 1 2-sp. sidecar —
5 2V 2-sp. 2-stroke . -p

4 3^ 3-sp. sidecar . . —
4 2:f 2-speed £42
4 4 3-5peed £40
4 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £44
5 2j 2-sp. 2-stroke . £36
3 3i 3-sp. sidecar . . —
3 3\ 3-speed £30
4 8 2-sp. sidecar . .

—
4 6 Gradua sidecar —

£78
£88

£6"l

£71

£53

£45 -
£47
£43

£40

£65

£34
£24
£43

£38
£45

£38
£25
£62

£34

£52
£53

LIGHTENING PISTONS.
Those of our readers who wish to

lighten their pistons and connecting rods
to the utmost will be interested to heai-

that a British firm, Jlessrs. Bramco,
Ltd., can now supply Magnalite castings
to drawings or patterns.

Jlagnalite is an alloy which is said to
be lighter than aluminium itself, and to
possess high-tension and compression
strength. This alloy has been largely

used for racing pistons in America, and
is standard on several cars.

BI7
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WITH THE TANKS."

WE extract the following paragraph
from a communication received

from a gmmer serving with the

heavy armoured cars in France :

" We appear to have created quite a

sensation in the old country from all

accounts, and I can personally vouch for

the look of utter dismay on the part of

our nice friends the enemy when they
see the ' Tanks.'

" It was very hot for an hour or two,

but as soon as we got over their lines

they thought it time to do a disappearing
- trick. They absolutely poured shrapnel,

machine-gun bullets, and hand bombs at

us, but all to no purpose ; e.xcept for a

scratch or two from bomb splinters we
arrived through without a scratch. We
had nearly a fortnight within the shell

fire zone, and as our position was sur-

rounded by batteries of all kinds, things

were most interesting at times.

"The artillery fire from our side is

wonderful, and really one feels soi'ry at

times for dear old Fritz ; however, one's

sympathies very quickly cool down when
he starts to send the ' rations ' across

about supper time. For ten days he
cleared us off to bed regularly every

night at about 8.45 by a few nicely-placed
' ones,' and generally he kept going until

a little after midnight. In spite of all

this you will be pleased to hear that, as

a rule, I slept the sleep of the just. You
should just hear the racket when per-

haps things have been quiet for an hour
or two ; all of a sudden every gun blazes

away for all it is worth, and until

you get accustomed to it the noise is

simply deafening."

WITH THE EAST AFRICA E.F.

DRIVER W. illLES-THOMAS, who
is serving with one of the motor
batteries of the il.JI.G.S. with

the British East African Expeditionary
Force, writes as follows :

" I wrote you last while I was in

hospital at Nairobi getting over an attack
of fever. I rejoined the battery at

Kondoa Irangi, and two days later we
set off southwards again. On the run
from there to here ( ;) we did jolly

good work, as the road was quite good,
and the Staff say we speeded up the
advance- over the 110 miles very much.
We have run over mines in the road, but
no casualties as yet. The entrance into-
this place was quite spectacular. When
the German cavalry saw us in extended
order on top of the ridge' five miles back
they put up the white flag, and retreated
still further away from the town. Then
we and the S.A. motor cyclist corps
(rather a ragtime crush, who can't ride
for toffee) rushed in, and there was great
competition to be the first Britisher to

cross the German cross-Continental line.

Anyhow, our captain took over the pro-
clamation, and we hoisted our own little

Union Jack used for signalling, and pulled
down the white flag. Now we are resting
here awaiting supplies and orders."

IN THE COUNTRY OF THE
RHINOCEROS AND LION.

FROM the remotest outposts of our

Empire we frequently receive letters

in which the writer shows his sur-

prise at finding the blue-covered - ilsTotor

Cycl^ in such distant and outlandish

places. We have always aimed at cater-

ing as much as in our power for the

reader Overseas, and, as a result, the

journal is as much a friend of the

Colonial as the-home motor cyclist. The
following letter from Cierraan East Africa

gives a brief but graphic sketch of the

conditions in that country :

" It may interest you to know that

your paper has found its way out into

?*» i'5^-**r?aB<«^-Tg^

A Balkan scene, showmg motor despatch riders mterested m
The Motor Cycle. (See letter.)

A NOTE FROM THE
BALKANS.

WE have received from a reader in
Jersey, the accompanying letter
and photograph, which shows the

nature of the shrubby country of the
Balkans, and incidentally gives a slight

idea of the tracks our
_.—.-_ _ " men have to traverse

with their motor
cycles, the one in the
illustration being a
War Office model
Douglas :

" I have been asked
to send you enclosed
snapshots of two motor
despatch riders in the
Balkans, enjoying a
rest and reading The
Motor Cycle.

" They wish me to
say how very much
your paper is enjoyed
in that paVt of the
world:

'

' The two despatch
riders are Cpls. L. R.
Evershed and P.
Austen, of the 28th
Divisional Signal Com-
pany, Salonica Army."

Cpi. Herring, the runner, ot the London
Athletic Club, now serving with A.S.C.,

M.T., in East Africa. (See the accompany-

ing letter.)

this awful part of the world. I was
very delighted when I came across an
old' copy of The Motor Cycle. It was
certainly an old one, being dated

November 4th, 1915, but it is as full of

interest to me as it is when I am at

home (South Africa). This country is

nearly all swampy jimgles, so the postal

service is far from what it ought to be

;

we have not had any papers for nearly

seven months. The despatch riding out

here is done mostly on Douglas machines,
and quite a lot of B.S.A.'s are used as

well. It is really wonderful how they

are sticking it, for they have to go
hundreds of miles over ' game tracks,'

and often it is simply cross-country

riding. Generally speaking, the despatch
rider has a pretty rough time when he
is on a trip , having to keep a look-out

for enemy snipers, and also keep his eyes

open for all sorts of big game, such as

rhinoceros, lions, tigers, and snakes.

"Wishing you and your paper the

best of luck.
" P.S.—Enclosed is a small snapshot

of Cpl. Herring, the runner from the

London Athletic Club now serving with

the A.S.C., M.T., in East' Africa, on a

Douglas."—(Cpl.) C. H. Sjuet.

Bl8
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THE "SECOND-HAND" SHOW.
Molor Cycles well Represented at Prices well up (o the Average.

4yr

TWO EXAMPLES OF FAMILY SIDECARS ON VIEW.

The two-seated adult sidecar on the left is fitted to an American The above sidecar has a seat in front for a child, and is fitted with

Excelsior machine, and is really a four-seated outfit, as the bicycle double screens. The springs appear to require setting up.

has a pillion seat.

<< DUYING a pig in a poke " is a very
XJ old saying. To render such a

possibility unnecessary is the
object of the show of second-hand cars

and motor cycles organised by Messrs.
Willianj Glass and Co. The exhibition
now being held at the Royal Agri-
cidtural Aall, Islington, London, N., is

drawing a fair number of visitors. This
is not surprising, since the demand for

modern motor vehicles of the economical
class has been most pronounced ever
since war broke out, and prices have
consistently increased, and show no signs

of coming to a halt. It was fortunate
in some ways for the promoters of the

show that the Minister of Munitions
should have issued on the Tuesday pre-

vious to the opening an Order in regard
to new vehicles which was interpreted

in many quarters as exceedingly drastic,

but which, we have good reasons to sup-
pose, is not so severe as was at first

imagirled, for permits are to be issued
freely in _

suitable cases. This - Order
laid down that no further motor cycles
or cars may be made after the 15th
November without a permit from the
Ministry of Munitions, the Army Coun-
cil, or the Admiralty. The natural effect

is that existing vehicles are rendered
more precious than ever, and those who
visit the Agricultural Hall this week
will therefore not be surprised at the
absence of real bargains. The motor
cycles represented form quite a good
show, though the makes are not so
varied as one might have imagined-;
Whereas quite a number of prominent
patterns of machines are absent alto-

gether, other brands have six or seven
representatives.

An Examiner's Certificate.

On Thursday there was supposed to
be a press view of the exhibits, but
there were very few vehicles in the hall
even on Thursday afternoon, though the
entrance was crowded with vehicles, the
e.xaminers being extremely busy getting
through their work. All the motor
cycles are examined by Mr. ' R. 6.
Mundy,. who tests each vital part for

wear, and subsequently attaches a certi-

ficate of condition. Quite early Mr.
Mundy discovered a motor bicycle with
a fractured frame, and we heard, too,

that a car with a real blemish had the
weak portion smeared with thick oil..

This, however, at once aroused the
suspicion of the examiner, who removed
the oil and the secret was out ! The
examining system, if performed really

thoroughly (and particularly if it were
possible for the examiners to have a
short trip On each vehicle), is quite a
good idea. It dispenses with the need
for a salesman, whose attentions may be
far too pressing. With a reliable certifi-

cate a buyer is able to consider his

purchase at leisure, and, should he
decide to buy the machine at the price

stated in the catalogue, he proceeds to
,

the sales office and effects the sale.

There is a reserve on every machine, so

that a man may, if he chooses, make an
offer. On Saturday there is to be an
auction sale of any vehicles not dis-

posed of.

Entries Arrive Late.

Even on Friday the show was not full,

but vehicles were still coming in, for

Mr. Glass announced at the press

luncheon that the pressure of entries

grew rapidly last week, and that it

might be necessary to put some of the

Every machine exhibited had attached to it a certificate of condition, the result of a personal

examination by Mr. R. G. Mundy, who is seen above with note pad in hand.

i.
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The " Socond-hand" Show.—

motor cycles in the gallery. ' A certain

number of late entries oi. older vehicles

had been refused.

Ther'5 was only a sparse attendance

on Friday (it was half-crown day),

but even in the morning several sales

had been effected, and, after all, the

actual sales will decide the success,

or otherwise, of the show. Thei-e was
quite a good sprinking of khaki men
among the visitors, and one of the first

persons we met in the show was Eric

Williams, the winner of tlie Junior T.X.,

A neat locker in the nose o{ a sidecar

fitted to one of the exhibits. The door was
inclined at an angle, so that it suggested a

convenient place for a clock or speedometer,

as well as the switch shown.

and lately a despatch rider in the Royal
Engineers, Signal Section. He has just
been discharged fi'om the Army after

several months in hospital.

We cannot congratulate all the exhibi-
tors on the manner in which they liave

prepared their machines for exhibition.

Flat tyres were quite common, sidecar
aprons were hanging in slip-shod fashion
in the body of the sidecar, and a number
of sidecar exhibitors, too, had obviously
strained the springs badly, the bodies in

some cases being in such a position that
anyone sitting in the sidecar would run
a great risk of slipping forwards oil the

A Zenith with an 8 h.p. overhead valve J.A.P. engine. The straggly exhaust pipes at once

attract attention.

seat. Rust, also, was far too prevalent.

Then, again, comparing the machines
with the statements in the catalogues,

one was bound to pause on occasion. For
instance, one machine was reputed to

have covered a thousand miles, according

to the catalogue, but the state of the

tyres and enamel was by no means a
compliment to the exhibitor or the rider,

if such a mileage was anywhere near the

mark. Again, there were some examples
of sidecar misfits, whilst in other cases

the colour schemes formed a striking

contrast.

A Variety in Sidecacs.

.Nevertheless, the exhibition, as a
wliole, is most interesting, if only as a

study of the condition of machines after

two, three, or four years' use on the

road. There were low-built sidecars,

high-built sidecars, lightweight sporting

sidecars, and family sidecars. In the

case of some makes having a number of

representatives, the comparison of the

different years' models proved instructive,

and in this connection it was an excellent

plan on the part of the organisers to

A supplementary tank with a pointed tail,

as fitted to one of the Red Indian machines

in the Show. The usual tank' is, of course,

used for petrol substitute.

group the different specimens of any one
make together to render comparison
easier. In short, the Second-hand Show
is quite interesting, and we shall ba
surprised if it has not come to stay.

Latest Entries of Motor Cycles.

In our last issue we gave a list of the
motor cycles to be exhibited, and since

then the following have been added : _
ALLON 1

B.S.A. 4
BRADBTTRY .. 1

OALTHORPE .. 1
CHATER-LEA .. 1

OLYNO
COVENTRY EAGLE
DIAMOND
ELSWICK
EXCELSIOR (American)..
EXCELSIOR (English) .

.

GRANDEX
HARLEY-DAVIDSON
HUMBEIt

1

1
1

1

1
1

1
4

_ 1
INDIAN 3

1
2
1

1

1

1

2

A general view of the Agricultural Hall Show. The motor cycles occupy the two outside rows

of stands, whilst the cars are staged on the four central rows.

J.A.P.
LEVIS
MATCHLESS ..

N.s.rr. .. ..

PRECISION
RUDGE . . :

.

BUDGE MULTI
ROYAL RUBY 1
SINGER .. .. .. ... ..1
ZENITH .. .. 2

Near . the main entrance there is a
stand for the Auto Cycle Union. Hereon
the Tourist Trophies and other special

cups are exhibited, recollections of the
competitions for which even now. produce
a. tremor in the heart of the enthusiastic

.motor cyclist.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
AU letters should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and add.ess

Motor Cyclist Volunteers.

Sir,^Witli reference to your article re volunteer motor
cyclists, I should be glad if you would insert this letter in

your columns asking if there are any Volunteer Corps in

Brighton or district requiring motor cyclists.

I am sure that there must be many motor cyclists in

this town, who, like myself, are ineligible for the regular
Army, but would like to do something m which their motor
cycling experience would come in useful.

I am sure that there must be many motor cyclists in

section at present attached to any of the Volunteer Corps
here, there would be no difficulty in raising one.

LEWIS C. CAHON.

Boycotting German Goods,
Sir,—Allow me to add my humble tribute of appreciation

to your declaration of the attitude you propose to take
regarding goods of enemy origin after the war. It is

timely and commendable, and it is to be hoped your lead
will be followed by others highly placed, especially manu-
facturers. It is in their hands that the solution of the
matter lies. The average purchaser, after all, can hardly
be expected to refuse a machine which, in every way suits

him merely because it has a German magneto, or because
there is a band of German steatite round the plug, or because
there is a German inner tube in the back wheel. It is for
the people who have in the past incorporated these things
in their products to see that there is no repetition in future.
The question, will not be a very simple one. We have

to remember that we are dealing with the wily Hun, and
it is quite on the cards that if we confine our attention to

goods from Gennany and Austria we shall one day find

that Mr. . Bosch, for example, has transferred his works
to Holland, Denmark, or Sweden, and that we shall be
receiving the same rotten eggs in a different basket.

' It would appear that the time is opportune for the leaders
of England's motor industries to put their heads together
and make up their minds what they intend to do. Only
concerted action can lead to any good result; otherwise
they will all be at sixes and sevens. Many, on the score

of cheapness, laziness, or sheer unpatriotism, will return to
their old and contaminated sources of supply, and, here
is the crux of the question, provided the goods are service-

able and are the cheapest, whether they come from Ger-
many, China, or Timbuctoo, they will find a ready market.

Cairo, Egypt. " H.S.

" Flat Twins on the Bummel."
Sir,—Under the above heading " Ixion " has certainly

scored a victory—at least I think so. To those, like
" Ixion," who have tried and those who have scorned flat

twins the following may be of interest.,

I have ridden 1912, 1913, and 1914 twins an average of

7,000 miles each, 3,400 miles. of this with sidecar, on a
repair and running bill which, I believe, very few could
better. None of these machines " chewed up chains and
chain wheels," although the 1914 did 8,700 miles. I had
one spare chain, which did work on- all three, and was
passed on to the fourth.

There is a point overlooked by some, viz., that a
"revving" engine needs less attention to valves and piston
rings, etc. , than the single, due to the mixture having
little time to escape; at the same time "revs." keep valves
in order. Now I have at present an August (1915) 2| h.p.
three-speeder with adjustable, pulley (the most useful and

educating part of the machine). It has to date run 4,500

miles faultlessly, over 3,000 of this with sidecar. I have
not yet had to grind a valve. The engine has been cleaned
twice internally, the last time within 1,000 miles, to see

the effect of paraffin mixtures. It has not been coddled,
having been over Rest and be Thankful, Kirkstone, and
Honister with sidecar. It does 15 m.p.h. with sidecar on
single-figure gradients with absolutely no vibration. Vibra*
tion on flat twins is, I think, a question of carburation
more than oiling, as suggested by " Ixion." With faked
carburetter it gives power and economy, 85 m.p.g. with
sidecar (jet 28, Amac).
From the foregoing and experience dating from 1903 I

am convinced that, given a single and a flat twin with
not less than 3,000 gruelling miles (the more the better),

without any grinding of valves or cleaning of cylinder, and
send them both over broken country, I would back the
flat twin every time.

Mr. Huskinson unwittingly paid the flat twin a great
compliment when he said, " Take away the gear box," etc.

Why, it is through the gear box that we have a light, handy,
go-anywhere and pull-anything mount. With reasonable
treatment the latest 2| h.p.'s are more than a match for
the average 3^ h.p. singles, especially if the sidecar is

attached. This is my experience. All credit to Douglas
Bros. -

•

W. HUTCHESON.

my
Bearing Pressures.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. Bonython's letter

article. Taking the points he raises in order :

(1.) I do not think for obvious reasons any engineer would
care to take a piece out of the rim of a flywheel. This leaves
us the alternative of larger flywheels.

(2.) The area of the big end bearing of the medium-stroke
engine, on the given pin diameters, is three-sevenths greater
than the long stroke. The slightly greater speed makes little

dift'erence. Arguing on the line given by your correspondent,
we should .assume the smaller the bearing the better.

(3.) If the connecting rods were of the length suggested,
viz., five times the crank throw, the rod of the 120 mm.
stroke engine would be 300 mm. between centres, i.e., nearly
12in. The other would be 240 mm., or nearly 2|in. less.

Of course, either length could not be accommodated on a
motor cycle, and is impracticable, but when we have allowed
this rod for the long stroke, plu.'s a bigger flywheel, the
size of the engine would be formidable. Hardly the one
for motor cycle work. However, reverting to the existing

rods. As both the rods are of the same centre actually, the
deductions arrived at and stated in my article are correct
in actual practice.

(4.) This point, to my mind, is an obvious fallacy. Mr.
Bonython has apparently lost sight of the fact that, although
the stroke is longer, the bore is smaller, therefore the pressure
exerted is proportionately less than the medium-stroke
engine. It is only another way of balancing levers. A long
lever with a small weight will balance a short lever with
a greater ' weight.

(5.) The speed of the crank pin cannot, of course, be
the same at the same engine revolutions in both cases, and
I must draw your correspondent's attention carefully to the

end of the article, as I think this explains as clearly as

can be the whole matter. How I suggest anything, as your
correspondent states, is not clear.

.In conclusion, the letter seems to me to have wandered
far from the actual facts of the case as I have set them
out. A.A.S.
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Favourite MacMnes.
Sir,—Being a constant reader of your paper, I have much

enjoyed the different letters comparing the respective merits
of the British machines and the American ones.

In Belgium, I have ridden many machines of different

makes, and think that for fast and sporty riding nothing
can compare with the good 3^ h.p. single (T.T. Singer or
Triumph) ; for sweet, vibrationless riding the big four-
cylinder 7 h.p. F.N. is unbeatable; whilst for sidecar
work the James is second to none.
Here in Holland, where I am interned now, they seem

fond of the big American twins, and generally ride them
solo. For this work my ideal here would be a Douglas, a
little F.N., or a good two-stroke. Any one of these
machines would take you everywhere.
Wishing your valuable paper (I expect it eagerly every

week) aU the success it deserves, ENTHUSIAST.
Rotterdam, Holland.

Motor Manufacture under Permit.
Sir,—In your comment on the new Order you say, "The

new Order will put everybody on a fair basis." This is

not the fact. The firms which are fully occupied with
Government orders for cars and cycles will have a distinct

advantage. They will maintain their output, and will make
(as they are making) large profits. Firms whose cars or

cycles are not purchased by the Government will have to

dismiss their staff, their business will be entirely disorgan-
ised and they will suffer serious loss. -Moreover, the firms
which continue to manufacture will gain experience, while
those which do not will fall behind. I need hardly point
out that this means also a distinct gain to the foreigner.

Moreover, the non-manufacturing firms will be left with
large stocks which they cannot use or dispose of. Many
firms have on their hands a number of partly completed cars,

built to order and on which deposit has been paid, which
cannot now be completed till the end of the war. ' Your
article seems to imply that all firms can find employment
under Government, sufficient to keep their works fully

occupied. This is not so. If the Government will supply
all firms with sufficient work to run their works at a reason-
able profit (they do not expect pre-war prospei'ity), and will

not compel them to scrap or keep unused much valuable
stock, there will be less hardship. Even then the firms which
continue to produce cars will have an enormous advantage
over those which do not. It is mostly the smaller firms

which will suffer. They will accept the position willingly

if the interests of the country require it (which they 'doubt),

but they will not agree with you that they are being treated

fairly, or that the new Order will put them on a fair basis.

Malvern Link. H. G. MORGAN.
[We direct attention to the leading article in the current

issue. If the expectations of the Motor Cycle Manufac-
turers' Union are realised, the situation will be consider-

ably alleviated.

—

Ed.]

•

The Motor Cycle in Australia.

Sir,—We note the letter from Lt.-Col. C. MacLaurin,
A.M.C., A.I.F., in your issue of July 20th. We agree
with that portion of the colonel's letter where he states

the main roads about Sydney are as bad as can be, but
we cannot agree with him that the roads in most other
parts of N.S. Wales are quite decent.

During June and July it was almost impossible to use
a motor cycle for any distance in any part of N.S. Wales,
the roads being so bad owing to recent rains. Even under
ordinary conditions there are but few goo3 roads in this
State.

The colonel also mentions that, owing to English manu-
facturers appointing but one agent in each State, motorists -

are left " lifce sheep in the hands of the shearer," etc.,

and in some cases have to pay an advance of 60% or more
on English list, etc. We can only say the colonel's
experiences must have been unfortunate. He evidently over-
looks the fact that in the whole of N.S.W. there is less

than one quarter of the population of London. If English
manufacturers appointed, say, half-a-dozen -or more agents
in each State it would not be worth any agent's while to
push the machines or keep stocks of spares. We are
N.S.W. agents for Triumph, Rudge, and New Hudson
motor cycles ; at the last stocktaking we had on hand spares
totalling in value £4,500 for these machines.

B26

It will also no doubt surprise the colonel to find that the
profits made here on British motor cycles and spares are
very fine indeed, so fine that we have no hesitation in
saying that in no case do we make a gross profit of 25%
on an English motor cycle. Out of this percentage, sub-
agents' commission, advertising, and general overhead

.

expenses have to be paid. Further, British motor cycles
are usually sold here at lower prices than the same machines
can be imported by the motorist himself. The duty alone
on a 3j h.p. or 4 h.p. single-cylinder machine is from £15
to £14. It therefore costs at least £20 to land this class
of motor. BENNETT AND BARKELL, LTD.
Sydney.

[Accompanying the above letter were reproductions of photo-,
graphs of New South Wales roads revealing the truth of

our correspondents' statements, and never in all our
experience have we seen worse examples of main roads.

The Automobile Club of Australia is endeavouring to get

,
Parliament to. create Road Boards for all districts, as it

is found that wherever these boards have been set up an
immediate improvement of the roads is a certainty.

—

Ed.]

Flat-faced Valves.

Sir,—The letter of George Lewis, page 415 (November 9th),

raises an interesting point, viz., the substitution of flat-faced

for bevel valves. Of the many motor cycles I have owned,
as far as I can remeinber, three had flat valves—an ancient
Pafnir, N.S.U., and Humber. In these three machines the
valves gave no trouble ; there was never a thought about
grinding in, distortion of seating, nor " lipping." The power
was ample for touring purposes. I have often wondered why
the flat valve has not been universally adopted for utility

mounts. From an efiioiency point of view it appears that
the gas enters and leaves the cylinder with freedom. I have
heard it said that flat valves bounce and require unduly
strong springs. This may be so or it may not ; no one can
say with certainty what happens. I have never seen a

tracing to prove or negative this assertion. If there were a
certain amount of bouncing at racing speed it -would probably
not be evident under touring conditions, and as the motor
cycle of to-day has become a business man's necessity, relia-

bility and a negligible bill for repairs should outweigh the
doubtful advantage of slightly increased speed.

On Military Service. CUTTY.

Why Does the Engine Carbonise?
Sir,—I have read with great interest the article of Mr.

H. Webster Moss in the issue of Tha, Motor Cycle for

October 12th, and 1 endorse his explanation of the engine's

carbonisation. Let me describe for your readers a little

device I have imagined, in order to apply easily Mr.
Webster's remedy for carbonisation. As seen in the article,

the idea of your
contributor is to

have an exhaust-
heated tube lead-

ing through the
induction pipe,

and my device
would be an im-
provement n
that idea. It is

also, I think, a

simple vaporising
device for the

heavy fuels. The
tube from the

exhaust pipe

passes first

through the in-

duction pipe, as

close to the car-

buretter as pos-

sible, and then

A French reader's idea of vaporising

heavy fuels by utilising heated gauzes in

the induction pipe.

returns also through this pipe, leaving a space of a quarter of

an inch between the two parts of the tube. In the interval

two fine gauzes would be located, being forced against the

tubes with two leaf springs, as shown in' the sketch. I

think the gauzes would be heated by the two tubes and the
petrol particles of the gases be well evaporated before -reach-

ing the cylinder. RENE CAMUS,
Medecin Chef, Frenqh Army.
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Brampton Fork Improvements.

Improved type of Bfimpton fork.

THE O.K. SIDECAR.
AT the present time, _when economy is

so essential, any form of sidecar

which will perform two purposes is

sure to be popular among a large per-

centage of our readers. The latest form
of G.K. sidecar can be used as a pleasure
.vehicle and also as a tradesman's carrier,

and the conversion can be effected in a
very few minutes. The upholstery is

buttoned on to the body, and when the
upholstery is in position the outfit looks
just the same as any ordinary sidecar.

It is claimed that the upholstery can be
remo\ed or attached ni ten seconds.

MESSRS. BRAMPTON BROS., the

well-known Birmingham makers of

man}' motor cycle parts, notably
spring forks, have introduced several im-

provements to their standard models.
Previously the Brampton fork had onh'

one central pair of horizontal springs at

the top, but recently this has been im-

proved upon, and the top of the fork is

now fitted with their patent double
sjiring couplings : a heavy spring to take
the direct shocks, and a ligliter spring

to take the rebound.

The method of attaching the side links

is good ; the left and right-hand links

are tapped with left and right threads

respectively, and the spindles on to

whicli they screw are threaded to corre-

spond. Each spindle can be turned by
the squared head on the left side, thus
pulling the links into adjustment. A
reasonable margin of play sliould be

allowed by slackhig back a half turn
from the tight position, and when the

outside lock nuts are tightened up, the

whole link motion is as rigid as can be
desired, whilst perfectly free in action.

Lubrication is well provided for, with oil

holes and spring covers to all necessary

->-•••-<-

When detached it folds away neatly, and
stows into the locker in the bulbous back
of the body, together with the seat

cushion. The lid is then closed, and
ample space is provided for the storage
of all sorts of goods or merchandise.
Wlien the upholstery is in position the

locker at the batk of the body is suffi-

ciently spacious to carry two petrol tins

and other items. Although the coachwork
is made specially strong so as to carry
weighty goods, the whole sidecar only
weighs 112 lb. complete, the body only
weighing 50 lb. The makers are the G.K.
Sidecar Co., Lorenzo Works, Lorenzo
Street, Pentonville Road, London, N.

FOR BUSINESS AND PLEASURE
A double purpose G.K. sidecar, which can be converted into a business vehicle by easy removal

o{ the upholstery, the bulbous portion forming a useful locker for storing purposes.

bearings. It forms, without doubt, an
excellent spring fork, giving the maximum
of comfort, and its adoption by a rmmber
of the bes% known motor cycle firms,

notably the A.J.S., Sunbeam, and Clyno,
is sufficient guarantee of its excellence.

Brampton method of fixing spring fork links

with right and left threaded spindles.

THROTTLE CONTROLLED
LUBRICATION.

MEANS of linking the mechanical
lubrication or semi-automatic drip
feed with tfie throttle, so that

as more power is given by the engine

Throttle controlled lubricator

more oiL is supplied to it, are becoming
more common. Such connecting up was
foreshadowed by The Motor Cycle more
than two years ago, and no special

difficulty is involved in carrying it out.

In the method under review (the

patented invention of A. S. Baylis, No.
101,504/16) the means adopted are very
simple. The throttle barrel carries a

second Bowden wire which extends
through the base of the carburetter
and operates the needle valve of the
oil controlling device. The oil so
delivered may pass to the crank chamber
and be splashed to the various bearings,
or it may be pumped direct to the
bearings or other part where it is

required. This is combined with a hand
pump by which an extra supply of oil

can be given to the engine at any time.

B2/
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THE C.C. SPARKING PLUG.
A Design enabling the Points

to keep Clean and Cool.

AN interesting article entitled " Over-
heating and Sparking Plug Design,"
in the issue of October -26th, by

" H.IM.B.," has caused the inventor of

the C.C. sparking plug to call attention

to his device, which, he claims, supplies

the long-felt want suggested in that
article.

The C.C. sparking plug and its accom-
panying fittings, manufactured by the
C.C. Sparking Plug Co., 5-7, Old Queen
Street, Westminster, S.W., is an in-

genious form of plug, in which the
general construction of the central elec-

The three-way distributer screwed into

the induction pipe, and the adapter for

ordinary sparking plugs,

trode and its porcelain insulation follows
standard lines, but the second or earth-

- ing electrode takes the form of a tube
which passes in at an angle through the
body of the plug. This tube is con-

nected by means of a union, below which
there is a ball valve, and a small bore
pipe to the two-way union screwed into

the induction pipe, also provided with
a ball valve. The object of the first

ball valve is to prevent any pressure
within the cylinder passing up the pipe,

while it allows free ingress for a portion
of the mixture from the induction pipe
to impinge directly

upon the centra!

electrode. Now the
mixture, of course,
contains a large
percentageof petrol,

consequently it pos-

sesses cleaning pro-
perties, arid it is

also cool on account
of the vaporisation.
There is no lower
seating tor the bally

its downward path
being checked by
a pin through the
centre of the tube,
which can be seen
in the illustration.

The second ball

valve is merely intended to come into
action in the case of the first ball valve
failing. Into the top of the union
screwed into the induction pipe is

inserted a compression tap, through
which priming may be effected, or it

may be left open as an extra air device.
It was demonstrated to us on a small

plant consisting of a series of sparking
plugs and a coil that an excessive amount
of soot, though it may not lead to a
dead short, allows a certain leakage of
current, while through a clean plug there
is no leakage at all, consequently a dirty
plug would cause a poor spark -across
the plug gap. It is therefore to the
interests of the motor cyclist to keep
his plug as clean as possible, and the
C.C. sparking plug should certainly, go
a long way towards helping to do this.
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C.C. sparking plug,

showing device for

cooling the elec-

trodes.

An adapter may also be used whereby
an ordinary plug can be fitted and have
practically the same effect as the special
sparking plug we have just described.

TRIAL OF
THE PARKER VAPORISER.
A Simple Method of Breaking

up the Mixture.

OF the various simple fitments alleged

to assist carburation which we have
tried the Parker vaporiser seems to

us to have one of the best chances as

regards permanency ; but it certainly

might more adequately be termed a " gas
mixer " than a vaporiser.

The latter word rather suggests a fit-

ment which is quite needless except when
using a heavy fuel, whereas Mr. Parker's
simple fitment is primarily intended to

break up the charge, which end is

desirable, even with petrol.

All who have experimented with heavy
fuels have experienced that uneven run-
ning and unsteady pulling which indicated
a mixture of varying density, and the
object of this fitment is thoroughly to

break up and mix the charge between the
carburetter and the engine. The device
was described on page 248, September
21st issue, and consists merely of a series

of deep-toothed cog wheels screwed on
to a hollow brass stem, the whole com-
pact fitment sliding into the induction
pipe at the point? where 'it joins the
cylinder.

A Remedy for Uneven Running.

We recently tested this device, both
with heavy fuels and with petrol, and are

able to say with some confidence that it

undoubtedly improves the running of the
engine. The tests were made on a 3 h.p.

twin-cylinder engine, tuned more for

speed than for steady pulling, the
vaporisers being merely pushed into the

induction pipe at five minutes' notice.

Hitherto, the engine has proved rather__

uncontrollable at low speeds, even with
petrol—probably owing to the long and
narrow induction pipe—and thS inclusion

of the vaporisers has made a consider-

The Parker vaporiser and flange by which hot

air is conducted to the carburetter.

able improvement at low speeds. It is

also noticeable that, in addition to im-
proved elasticity, the vaporisers appear
to have sweetened up the running of the
engine, which should indicate reduced
wear and lower consumption.
The accompanying illustration—showing

how the charge in the induction pipe
may vary in density in accordance with
the position it 'Occupies—helps one to

realise that if the charge be mixed as it

rushes through the induction pipe a
cleaner and sharper explosion may be
expected.

'NOVEMBER 16th, igi6.

When heavy fuels are employed and it

becomes necessary to heat the gases as
much as possible, a brass flange can be
placed under the induction pipe. This
encircles the cylinder and not only
assists in warming the induction pipe,
but also can be made to transmit hot air
to the carburetter tria a curved pipe.

Sketch showing how the charge in the

induction- pipe may varj' in density in

accordance with the position it occupies.

Heavy fuels tend to give a very wet
charge, varying in " wetness " or density,
and therefore a super-atomiser or mixer
is desirable. Judging from our own
experiences, this simple and inexpensive
fitment should meet with the approval
not only of the fuel economist of to-day,
but with the speed man of to-morrow, as
our fears that the slight obstruction in
the induction pipe might interfere with
the " revving " capabilities of the engine
proved unfounded. The idea is good

!

. The patentee is Mr. W. Parker, 435,
Little Hortin Lane, Bradford.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
THE prohibition order of importation

of motor cycles is, of course, still

in effect, and, although completely
assembled machines do not now find their
way into this country, tyres and acces-
sories are still imported. The exporta-
tion returns for October have almost
doubled those of September, and also

show a big increase on the numbers given
for the corresponding period last year.

IMPORTS.

October,
1916.

September,
igi6.

October,

1915.

Number
Value of complete
machines

Value of tyres and
n^rts f^.6&(i £q.2t5

314

£i3.83S

£9,273

, EXPOR rs.

October,
1916.

September,
1916.

October,
1915.

Number
Value olcomplete
machines

Value ot tyres and

1,497

£75,q50

£29,460

746

£31,700

£28,130

880

£38,257

£26,568

Petrol Figures.'

The amount of petrol imported this

month shows an increase of 3,000,000
gallons on the September figures, and
1,000,000 gallons increase compared with
the corresponding period last year.

Gallons. Gallons.

July, 1916.—11,526,600 (duty paid 10,528,695)
August, IQ16.—28.773,053 ( ,, 10,017,985)

September, 1916.—13,532,420 ( ,, 8,272,239)
October, igi6.—16,399,255 ( „ 8,926,494)
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A selection of questions o£ general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, '

' The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Cleaning the Crank Case.

Would you be kind enough to

^1 tell me the best material with
^ which to clean motor cycle crank
-iJ cases? I have boiled mine in

strong soda water, and it has not
done much good. Instead of cleaning

off all the oil and dirt and making it

nice and white, it has turned it black.

I once had a crank case repaired, and
I asked the repairer to clean it, and
when it was returned to me it looked
just like a new one, nice and white.

Can you tell me how this was done ?

—

C.E.S.
We think the best way to clean your
crank case is to wash it in paraffin. Any
solidified oil will have to be scraped
away. It is possible that when you had

• your case repaired it was cleaned lay

means of sandblasting, which, of course,
"equires special appliances.

Timing Fixed Ignition.

I have an A.C. cycle car with

qI fixed ignition, and have removed
> the magneto for repairs. I now
-iJ want to replace it. Will you

kindly tell me how to set the
timing? What should be the exact
position of the piston when the contact
points are about to break?—A.F.S.

You should arrange for the ignition to

be as far advanced as possible consistent

with satisfactory running and freedom
fi'om backfiring or knocking. You do
not state the type of your macliine and
the engine dimensions, so we are unable
to give you very accurate measurements.
We would advise you to proceed as
follows : Turn the engine till the piston
is on top dead centre (fii'ing stroke), then
turn the engine slowly backwards until

the piston has descended about 5 mm.
This can be easily ascertained by insert-

ing a piece of wire through the compres-
sion top - Couple up the magneto and
see how the engine runs. You could then
experiment a millimetre at a time one
side or the other of this setting.

Increase of Speed on turning ofl Petrol.

(1.) In your issue of Septem-
~j ber 14th, page 233, a correspon-

^ dent, F. A. Holward, gave par-
-SJ ticulars of altering a Villiers

two-stroke to run on paraffin.

Could you please say if oil would mix
with the paraffin (half a pint to one
gallon) and work under conditions
suggested by Mr. Holward? (2.) I

always turn my petrol off about one
hundred yards before I stop, and I

find immediately I shut oft' petrol

—

that is, from the tank—the engine
runs much better and increases speed
25%.—W.J.W.

Provided you have some method of

vaporising the paraffin fairly well, you
can mix oil with it in the usual manner
quite satisfactorily. The method sug-
gested by Mr. Holward is quite good,
and should allow the fuel and oil to be
mixed quite all right. A slightly larger

jet may be required, however. The
most likely reason for the improvement
in running after shutting off the petrol
is that in the ordinary way the petrol

level is too high ; after the supply has
been stopped the level, of course, becomes
lower. You should have the level lowered
very slightly, or you might try fitting a
slightly smaller jet, which would possibly
give the same result and not interfere
so much with the starting as altering the
petrol level.

has

Loss of Power.

I have a 1914 2^- h.p. two-stroke
two-speed bicycle purchased new
in August, 1914. It has run a

distance of 4,400 miles since then,

but care has been taken of it. It

been little used during the last

year, but . I have had a good deal of

trouble, having had a new piston and
connecting rod. It now lacks power. On
the flat it is a struggle to get along if

there be much head wind, and on a
slight gradient I have to change down.
The compression is excellent. When
warmed up it fires regularly and with-
out four-stroking. The spark is

adjusted in the same way as of old
;

but experiments in altering it have not
improved matters. The carburetter
takes full air, and it must be good,
otherwise it would four-stroke or

misfire. Different adjustments have
been tried. The engine always sounded
rather "puny," but I think there is

now even less " bark." Can you sug-

gest any reason for the lack of power?
Is it merely old age? The compression
being so good makes it difficult to under-
stand.—S.T.F.

We think the most probable cause of

your trouble is choked exhaust outlet.

This trouble is frequently the cause of

trouble on two-strokes. See that the
silencer is quite clear, also tail pipe. In
view of the f^ct that you say all other
points are in order, this seems to be the
only possible cause, unless the new piston
is not correct in design. If clearing the
silencer and exhaust outlets does not
effect a cure you might remove the
cylinder and see that the rings are free

and in good order.

A detachment of motor cyclists of the Armoured Car Section. The photograph was taken in Egypt, and shows the riders all mounted
on Triumph W.D. models.
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A Scored Cylinder.

I have a 1913 2| h.p. hori-

^] zontal twin. The insides of

^ both cylinders have been scored
-iJ by the thin end of the gudgeon

pins to a depth of about 1 mm.
This means that I can get no power
out of the machine at all. (1.) Would
it be sufficient to have the cylinders
reground ? (2.) Or would you advise
me to send it to a firm of oxy-
acetylene welders? (3.) How can I

prevent the gudgeon pins from again
scoring the cylinders?—G.P.

(1.) It will be necessary to have the
cylinders reground, in wluch case you will

require new pistons as well. (2.) This
is hardly a job which could be cured by
acetylene welding. (3.) At each end of
the gudgeon pin, we telieve, there are
brass caps, which are in position for the
purpose of pi-eventing the cylinder being
scored.

Two Sparks.

How can two sparks be got
in each cylinder from a Bosch
magneto, Z.E. type?—C.B.C.

Really the only practical method of

obtaining two sparks per cylinder is

by the use of a double pole plug. This
is screwed into- the usual plug hole.

Another ordinary plug should be fitted

into the cylinder head or any other con-
venient position. The high-tension wire
is then taken from the magneto to the
double pole plug, and a wire from the
second plug terminal is then taken to

the ordinary plug. Two instantaneous
sparks are thus obtained, but this system
is likely to cause difficult starting unless
the double pole plug' is cut out and
switched in after a start has been made.
Two sparks can be obtained by the

introduction of a condenser in the high-

tension circuit, but we do not think this

method is so satisfactory as the double
pole plug.

In view of recent

illustrations in The

Motor Cycle of Auto-

peds and motor
skicycles, the photo-

graphs reproduced

are of interest. They
depict a pair of motor
skates, the invention

of a Frenchman, who
made them ten years

ago. Each skate has

four wheels and a

separate single-cylin-

der air-cooled engine.

fJ^OT(^ILE
Swivelling Lamps.

Will you kindly state exactly

~| what is meant by a "swivelling

> lamp," which when used by a
-2J motor cyclist reilders him liable

to be fined, also to have his

lamps confiscated?—J.H.T.
A swivelling lamp is one which, by
loosening certain nuts, is capable of being
moved, or swivelled, independently of

the movement of the machine, without
actually removing it from the bracket in

which it is normally held.

Oil Leakage.

The lower part (that is, in the^ neighbourhood of the crank case)

> of my 2^ h.p. two-stroke gets
-iJ very much covered with oil.

Does this mean that there must
be a leak between the cylinder and
crank case? The part of the magneto
nearest the engine also gets very oily.

Is this to be expected or not? Would
this mean a loss of much pow«r? If a
new joint of brown paper were made,
would this stop all oil from leaking?
One needs all available power on a
small horse-power machine, and I

should be glad of your advice in the
matter.—HJB.T.

If your two-stroke is lubricated on the
petroil system you need not be surprised
that the crank case and everything else

is enveloped in oil. If, however, the oil

is led direct to the crank case, then there
must obviously be a leak. This should
not be the case, as if there is a leak you
are losing crank case compression, and,
consequently power. A new brown paper
washer might cure the trouble.

Tuning for Reliability and Speed.

My mount is a 1916 4^- h.p.

~| single, and I only use it for

> pleasure. I want some advice
-!-l about tuning it for reliability

trials, speed, or hill-climbing

competitions. (1.) Will it increase the

speed to drill the piston? (2.) Will this

upset the balance and cause excessive

vibration, as the makers recommend
removing the bottom ring? (3.) Will
you give me instructions for timing the

valves? (4.) Do you recommend over-

lap? (5.) What grade of oil would you
use—heavy, medium, or light?—J.U.

We would recommend you, if you desire

to obtain generally good all-round results

from your machine, consistent with relia-

bility, not to make any very drastic

alterations, but merely to make sure that

all the adjustments are correct, and that

the machine generally is clean, well oiled,

etc. Have as few acces-

sories as possible fitted.

(1.) If properly done by
an experienced engineer,

and the engine balance
corrected, an increase of

speed is possible. (2.),

' Yes ; the balance would
be affected, and should
be corrected. (3.) The
best valve timing can
only be arrived at by
experiment, and, unless

you intend to use your

]
machine solely for racing,

we should advise you to

retain the standard set-

ting, as recommended by
,j the makers. (4.) We

for
I

an
the
the

Yes,

NOVEMBER i6ih, igi6.

would not advise overlap, except

racing or fast hill-climbing. (5.) Cfse

oil of well-known make ; the thinner

oil, consistent with. high flash point,

better.

Tricar Licences.

Will you kindly tell me if a

tricar can be kept with a £1
motor cycle licence, and if it can
be driven with a motor cycle

licence?—J.W.J.
tricar is considered to be a motor

cycle as far as the law is concerned.

The local taxation licence is £1 per .

year. It can be driven with a motor
cycle licence ; that is, the driver need
only be fourteen years of age. If under
3 cwt. the registration numbers cost 5s.

;

if over 3 cwt., car numbers have to-be',

used, which cost £1.

Flat-faced Valves.

(1.) Would you please forward
^— I particulars as to differences of flat

> valves and 45° valves? (2.) I

-iJ have been troubled lately with
petrol being blown back through

extra air intake. If I close the air 1

do not get good results. I have set

valves and reground them, but it makes
no difference. They are both flat valves.

(3.) How much clearance should piston

have -in cylinder diameter? My piston

is a fit without rings. Would it cause
overheating?—D.B.

(1.) When new there is little to choose

between flat or tapered valve seatings. If

anything, when new the flat seatings

would be better, as they would require

less lift, but directly wear sets in it is

frequently difficult to get the flat-seated

valve to seat properly, so in the long run
the tapered seating is to be preferred.

(2.) The blow back of which you com-
plain may be due to the valve not seating

correctly, weak inlet springs, or to in-

correct timing. The inlet valve should J

not open until the piston has reached the

top dead centre, and the exhaust valve

has closed. (3.) The piston should be .a

fairly close fit, even -without piston rings.

On the average 3^ h.p. single-cylinder

machine the clearance would be about
3/l,O0Ciin. As a rule l/l,000iii. is allowed
for every inch of cylinder diameter.

RECOMMENDED .
ROUTES.

Ceoydon to Worthing.—L.N.S.
Croydon, Redhill, Horley, Crawley, J

Horsham, Washington, Findon, Worthing.

Manchester to Lydney.—W.N.B.
Manchester, Altrincham, Mere Corner,J

Northwich, Crab Tree Green, Tarporley,

Whitchurch, Wem, Shrewsbury, Churchl
Stretton, Graven Arms, Ludlow, Leo-|

minster, Hereford, Ross, Park End,^
Lydney.

Farnh.\m to Glasgow.—H.W.
Farnham, Odiham, Reading, Streatley,'

Oxford, Woodstock, Chipping Norton,

Moreton-in-the-Marsh, Broadway, . Per-

shore, Worcester, Kidderminster, Bridg-

north, Whitchurch, Tarporley, Warring-

ton, Wigan, Preston, Lancaster, Kendal,

Shap, Penrith, Carlisle, Gretna Green,

Ecclefechan-, Lockerbie, Beattock, Abing-(

ton Inn, Douglas Mill, Hamilton,

-Glasgow.

B^O
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Cpownlng Glop^ of tl3e: motop

e^ell?;t? at t^e fpont 1? t^s

as ii will Be of t^e w^ok moiop ej;cling

puBlie w^en it eaa onee mope Be suppliel

fop ^enepal use. T^e Stupme^-Hpe^^p

(Sounieps^^ft ©eap 5^s Been ipie3. m i^e

jiipe o^ i?)Z -wap anS, ginee i^e J'atej'al

j'oupt^ of Sugusi, 1914, §as Been ''3.oing

its Bit " towapcls t^e goal of victopv.

Fop i§e 3,a^ v\>5en t§at is reae^eS, make

a note of t^e a3.3.pess, Stupmev-Spe^ep

©eaps, Iat3.. J^otting^am.

PUTTEES
, NEW NON-FRAY
i SPIRAL (Patented)

i

Agentsfor United States—

J
Mauley& Johnson, 260-266, West
Broadway KewYork, U.S.A.

SEND US YOUR
DAMAGED TYRES
WE ARE UNBEATABLE.

Price List on application.

TOM CANN, LTD.,
Tyre Repairers LEICESTER.

Phone 2073 (2 lines). 'Grams : " Tom Cann, Leicester.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed

All advertisements in this section should be

Bcconpanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle" Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is laken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Otfice.

When this is desired, the sura of 6d. to defray the cost of
registratioa and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
ia the advertisement. All replies should be addre^'sed,
*' No. ooo, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.C."

MTDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unUuuvvn persons

may deal in perfect satety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amouat to the seller, but it not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit tee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. AU deposit matters ai'e dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be madi
payable to Uiffe & Sons Limited.

The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an
indication that the advertiser is wjlling to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that eUect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers wnj teply 10 jjve; iscmsn^s ani receive no

answer 10 meir enquiries are reque3te^t to regarj the
sUeii:e as an indication that the good^ acvertisca have
already been disposed of. Aavertisers oUen receive so
many enquiries thai ii i... quite impossitilo 10 repfy to eacn
one oy post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S-, 1913, 2'!4h.p., 2 speeds, in first-class order;
£23.-6. Warren St., London. [4843

EIDER TEOWAKD, 78, Hiph St., Hampstead.-1915
A.J.S., 2%h.p., 3-speed, kick-start; 37 gns. [4744

"I 01 6 6h.p. A.J.S., just delivered, exceptionally good
JLt/ finish; £84.—Eussell, Lawrence St., York. [4282

IQie A.J.S., 254h.p., 2-spe6d. in stock: £55.-Cyril
J-t/ Williams, Chapel Ash Depot, Wolverhampton.

[S1371
4ih.p. A.J.S. , 1916, only used for a few weeks,

2 condition as new; £65.—The Purley Motor
Garage, Ltd., Purley.

^ [4500

A.J.S., 1914, 2"?ih.p., 2-speed, kick start, hand
clutch, all chain drive, complete with nccessories

;

£33/10.—Lamb's, below.

A.J.S., 1915, 2^4h.p., 3-speed, ciiginal tyres, first-class
order: £44/10; deferred payments, exchanges.—

Lamb's, 151, Hish St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd.,
Wood Green. 'Phones ; W&lthamstow 1 69, and Horn-
eey 1956. [4611

1Q16 2%h.p. A.J.S., S-apeed, latest model, ridden 700
J- «/ miles only, condition genuinely as new, specifica-
tion as list; £53.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [4771

ADealwlthfiODFREY'S
MAY BE FOR £iO OR £100,

BUT THE RESULT IS INVARIABLY
THE SAME-

WILLING SERVICE AND ASSURED
SATISFACTION.

MOTOR CYCLES : New Models in Stock.

Model K. sih.p. INDIAN Lightweight,
3-speed gear £49 10

Model B. 5 h.p. twin INDIAN, 3-speed
gear, kick starter £70

3ih.p. CALTHORPE - J.A.P.,
Enfield 2-speed, var. ignition £37 16

2>(h.p. CALTHORPE Lady's,
2-stroke, Entield 2-speed,
variable ignition £35 14

4 h.p. CALTHORPE Light-
weight Combination, twin
eEigine with Enfield 2-speed
countershaft gear, variable
magneto, handle starter,
complete with higlily finished
coach-built Sidecar £70 7

2j h.p. LEVIS, 2-stroke £32
Model E. 2; h.p. LEVIS, 2-speed £47 10
Modem. 2ih.p. COVENTRY EAGLE,

2-sLroke, witii countershaft
2-speed gear £44 2

No. I. 2i h.p. NEW IMPERIAL Light
Tourist, 2-speed, variable
ignition £38

Model K. 4i h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed counter-
shaft gear, -chain-cum-belt
drive, kick starter £64

2ih.p. ALLDAYS ALLON,
2-stcoKe, countershaft drive,
and 2-speed gear £42

No. iSo. 6 h.p. ROYAL ENFIELD
Sidecar Combination, 2-sp.,

and handle starter £94 10 Q
Model A. 3.V h.p. ZENITH Standard,

Gradua gear £62 7 6
Model C. _4-5h-p. ZENITH Standard,

Gradua gear £65 16 9
.Model E. 6 b.p. ZENITH Standard,

Gradua gear £76 4 6
Model G. 8 h.p. ZENITH Standard,

Gradua gear £77 7 9
No. 6. 41 h.p. JAMES, 3-speea £60 5

4^ h.p. JAMES, 3-speed, com-
plete witli Sidecar and apron £81 12

No. 7. 3I h.p. JAMES twin solo model £66 5
No. 3. 2i h.p. JAMES, 2-sp., 2-stroke £38 12 6

35 h.p. ROVER, 3-sp. counter-
shaft gear ; £69 10

3! h.p. ROVER, T.T. model,
with hand-controlled Phihp-
son pulley ....'. £61 10

If you buy a second-hand machine of
Godfrey's you know (if you know
Godfrey's) that you will come out on top.
There is only one golden rule—"the
customer must be satisfied."

Write for full list of New and Second-
hand Machines and Light Cars. Any
machine supplied on Easy Terms. We
will take your Old Mount in Part Pay-
ment, and are open to buy good ma-
chines for cash.

GODFREY'S, Ltd.,
208, Gt. Portland St., London, W.

'Phone : 7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act*

advertisers requiring: workmen, and whose
business consists wholly or mainly of
engrineerlng: orthe productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already engaged on Govern-
ment work, will be engaged,

"

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted . with
the approval of the Board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchange or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engaged on
(lovernment work need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

A.J.S., 1915, 4h.p., lamps, horn, etc.. excellent con-
dition ; £50, with Mills-Fulford eiclecar, hood,

:

screen, etc.j £60.—Koland AVinn, 8, Knighton Driye.
Leicester. [4624 ^

1 Q16 4h.p. A.J.S. Combination, practically new, Lucas
J- •J accessories, wind screen and apron, lun about
800 miles; 90 gns., or offers.—Box 451, c/o T7ie Molor
Cycle. , [4590'

23.h.p. A.J.S., late 1915, 3-speed, Lncas 3 gn. lamp
4 set, Lucas horn, Watford speedometer, extra

heavy Dnnlop on back, absolutely perfect; £46.—Thorpe,
8. Gloucester Mansions, Cambridge Circus, W.C. [4579

1 Q15 254Ji,p. A.J.S., in good condition-, 2-speed, hand
-!-«' clutch, fitted with Binks 3-jet-carburetter, lamps,'
and horn, etc. : _ must sell ; nearest cheque tu £42.—
Applv, S. Parkinson, c/o J. Oxley, 1*4, Mary St., West
HiQtlepool, BurhaTai. [XI 191

A.J.S. 6h.p. Combination, late model, complete with
spare wheel, hood, screen, speedometer, 3 Lucas

best lamps, Stewart horn, two 700x80 and two 650x65
tyres, everything in first-class condition ; cost £130;
only done 5,000 miles; 50 miles trial run to prospectiTe
buyer; first offsr over £90 secures this ideal turnout.—
Ashton, Grocer, Newtown, Wigan. [X0900

19
Alldays.

16 Allon, 234h.p., 2-speea, unused, shop-soiled only;
£36.—Jones, Garage, JJroitwich. [X0870

ALLONS in stock.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Mus-
well Hill. Easy payments arranged. [4849

ALLON, 2-speed, only used for few weeks: £37/10.—
The Purley Motor Garage, "Ltd., Purley. [4501

ALLON, late 1915, little used, good condition; £26.
-Jack, 89, Aston-v'ille St., Southfields, Wimbledon.

rX1300
COLMOB,E Depot, 31, Colmore Bow, Birmingham,

can supply immediately all models oi Alldays Allon.
[0796.

ALLONS.—All 1917 njodels delivered from stock;

liberal deferred payments, exchanges.- Lajjjb's,

below.

ALLON, 1915, 2-speed, 2yoh.p., Cowey .=ipeedometer,'

electrically equipped; £36/10; deferred payments
if desired.—Lamb's, below.

ALLON, 1915. 2-speed, with hand clutch, all acces-

sories, in fine order; £36/10.—Lamb's, below.

ALLON, 1915, single speed, all accessories, still has

original tyres on; £27/10.—Lamb's, 151. High St.,

Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green, 'rhonea:
AA'althamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956. .[4610

ALLON, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, and .clutch, as new, and
fully equipped; £42/10.—Colmore Depot, 31, Col-

more Row, Birmingham. [X1240.,

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.-
Three Alldays: One 1916 Allon, 2-speed. 29 gns.;

one 1915 ditto, 25 gns.; one 1915 4h.p. clutch model,

4"Stroke, 24 gns.; exchanges. [4739:

Ariel.

EIEL. SVi'h.p., and sidecar; £12, no offers.

-

k- ley's Lane, Fulham,
-28. Bag-

[4633

ARIEL, all models in stock; easy payments arranged.
—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell JS.iU. [4850

ARIEL, 3V2h.p., 3-speed hub and sidecar, good running
order. Bosch mag.; £22.—Fleming's Garage. Castle

St., Salisbury. fX1195

3,^2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

ARIEL, sy^h.p., free ^jigine, jusfc thoroughly over-
hauled, mst, rc'lfable; ^28.—Particulars, F.

Taylor, SaltfleetDy, Luaih. [4797

AltlEL, 3^ri.p., semi T.T., with Tariable, pulley gear,
fast, most excellent condition; £24, bargain.—

Laytofi's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [4869

COIJMOEB Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham,
have in stock for immediate delivery all models

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars. [0797

ABIEI*, guaranteed 1917 combination, just arrived,
£93/10; exchanges, deferred payments.—Lamb's,

161. High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood
Green. 'Phones; Waltliamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956.

[4613
1Q-^ "'6h.p. Ariel r'cr:hin.\tion, almost new, all
Xt/ black finish, done 2,"O0O, all possible accessories
in splendid order and condition guaranteed; ^£80; easj
payments arranged.—Jones, Garage, Broadway^ Muswell
Hill.

' [4851

AutO'Wheels.
AUTO-WHEEL de Luxe and Premier . 3-speed cycle,

acetylene lamp, excellent condition; £12, or near.
-N., 37. Castletown Ed., West Kensington. [4625

AUTO-WHEELS, B.S.A. de Luxe, 1916 model, ridden
appro.xiniately 40 miles, 11 gns. ; and 1914 Stand-

«rd, with new Palmer tyre, £6/10.—Lamb's. 151, High
St., Walfhamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [4607

Bat.

BATJ'.A.P., 1914, 6h.p., countershaft gear, chain
drive. Bramble sidecar; £48.—Oollier's, Deal St.,

Hahfax. [4798

BATS.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham agent.—Immediate
delivery 4-5h.p. sporting model, 2 speeds; se63/15.

-87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [4717

Bradbury.
BEADBUET, 1912, JiAh.p., in real good order; a

bargain, £li.— d, Warren St., London. [4841

BRADBURY, 4h.p., and sidecar, N.S.U. 2-speed gear,
. running order; £20.—Tollafleld, 22, Loampit Vale,""""''" [S1192Lewisham.

BRADBURY, 1913, 4h,p., Bosoh, B. and B., Bowden
2-speed, free engine, spring wheel, wicker sidecar,

Kempshall and Dunlop, perfect order; £35.—Cobb. 13,
Orchard St., Wombwell, Barnsley, [X1356

Brough.

BROUGH, late, horizontal twin, little used, and per-

„, feet; £47;iO.-Geo. Smith, 268, Lavender Hill,
Olapham Junction. [4619

B.S.A.

B.S.A., new latest models H and K in stock, no
waiting.—Moss, Wem.- [X1365

COLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, for
immediate delivery of B.S.A. [0798

B.S.A.'s. guaranteed 1917 model H, all-chain, £66;
actually in stock.—Lamb's, below.

fJ.S.A,, guaranteed 1917 model K, belt-oum-chain,
*-• £64; easy payments, exchanges.—Lamb's, below.

D.S.A. 1916 Model H, 3-speed, kick start, Lucas lamps,L' Stewart horn, tail lamp, original tyres, oversize
rear tyre, Phcenix coach sidecar, hood and screen;
£68/10.-Lamb's, below.

B.S.A. 1916 Model E, with Phojnix sidecar, all ac-
cessories; £63; deferred payments.—Lamb's, below.

TJ.S.A., 1914 model K, 4i4h.p., S-speed, kick start,
«•-» and B.S.A. Canoelet sidecar, £44/10; deferred
terms* if desired.-Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-
stow, also at 60, High Ed., Wood Green. 'Phones: Wal-
thamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956. [4603

"IQle T.T. B.S.A., a!I-black finish, demonstration
J.»/ machine; £43/10.—Plastow, Grimsby. [X1331

1Q12 B.S.A., 2-sp6cd, free engine, excellent condi-LU tion; £25.-248, Bentley Rd., Doncaster. [X1413

B.S.A.—Immediate deliveries.—Jones, Garage, Broad-
way, Muswell Hill. 'Phone ; Hornsey 2562. [4852

B.S.A., 1913, beautiful combination, 4h.p., Bosch,
2 speeds; £36/10.-1, Ebner St., Wandsworth.B[4767.S.A. 4%h.p. Models H -and K's in stock for im-
mediate delivery, £64 and £66.—Russell, Lawrence

St., York. [4283

LATE 1913-3^«h.p. B.S.A., clutch model, splendid
order; must sell, ,£24.-436, Whitehorss Rd.,

Thornton Heath. [4732

1013 2-speed B.S.A., chain drive, all accessories, guar-
-t-v anteed perfect: £30; easy payments if desired.
—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [4853

Sih-p. B.S.A., 1913, single speed, clutch, ran 3,500
2 miles, accessories, spares, spare tank; £30, or

nearest ofler.—L3,556, o/o The Motor Cycle, [4865

B.S.A., 1917 models, in stock for immediate delivery,
combinations from 80 gns., solo machines ^64.—

P. J. Evans. John Bright St., Birmingham. [4718

Id 13 B.S.A. Motor Cycle and coachbuilt sidecar;
J-f^ inspection invited; in excellent condition; £36.—
Apply, 8, Martin's Terrace, Abercynon, S. Wales. [X1270

1Q13 2-8peed B.S.A., belt drive, all accessories, in
-.*' splendid condition : £30 ; easy payments if de-
sired.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [4854

GET IT AT

lAYLORS
Sole London and District Agents for

A.J.S. & British Excelsiors.

Sole District Agents for Calthorpes.

Contracting Agents for all other Makes.

TERMS CASH, EXCHANGE, or
EXTENDED .PAYMENTS.

Write for Catalogue of the machine you are in-
terested in, & lor our list of Second-hand Machines,

FLASH UAMPS
The Finest Value in the Kingdom.

For HOME or the
TRENCHES.

THE ARGONAUT.
No. 1.

Gives a splendid
light. Fitted with
standard 3-ceU case,

oval domed lens,

hinged top and
bottom, permanent
switch.
Price complete with
3-cell battery and
metal filament bulb,

2/6.
Spare bulb extra,4id.
Extra^Batteries, six

raontlTs' guarantee,

9d.
Postage 3d,

THE ARGONAUT, No. 5.

Baby Torch.

Size, 5i X li.

In superior black fibre,

nickel-plated fittings, per-

manent switch.

Price complete with 2-cell

torch battery and metal
filament bulb, 3/3.

Extra batteries, six months*
guarantee, 1 /-.

Ditto, No- 6 Torch, 6iXiJ,
4/3.

Extra batteries, 1 /3.

Postage 3d.

Ditto, No. 7 Torch, gi X i\. Takes a 3-celI

battery.

Price complete with battery and metal filament
bulb, 5/6.

Extra 3-cell battery, 1 /6.

Extra bulbs for any of the above Torches

:

Clear, 4id. Opal,6d.

Postage on bulbs, id.

,, ,, batteries, 3d.,

„ ,, torches, 4d,

JOHNSON'S CLEANER.
For RENOVATING COACH-BUILT

SIDECARS.

For Polishing, per tin, 7d, & 1 /6.

„ Cleaning, ,,. ,, 1/6.

Postage, 2d. and 3d.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.

Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.
Geira.ge:12, Tottenhcim Mews, W.C*

'Phone—Museum, 1240.

Telegrams
—

' 'Dynaraetro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A., 1915, 31/.I1.P., 2-speed, free engine, iill acees-
soriea. first-ola33>.- conclition ; £45, or exfihautre.—

8. D'Eathe, 15, Tlie Parade, Mncliara, Surrey. [4569

1 Q17 B.S.A. in stock. Catalogues free. Spare parta
J-t' per return, lin. belts, as fitted br makers, 8/6,
post paid.—Albert L. Pitts, Eedditch. Tel. : 91.

[X052S
B.S.A., 1916, 4i4h.p., chain drive, S-speed counter

shaft, and coachbuilt sidecar, all accessories, tyrct
never been punctured.—Boi L2,504, o/o The Maloi
Cycle. [4517

1(111431 B.S.A., aViKV; 3.speed, kick start, chain
J-t7 drive, Oowey's speedometer, lamps, horn, 1S15
Hercules 14 gn. sidecar, all equal new; £50.-43, Cnvvs
KJ., Cardifl. - [XI 18;

B.S.A. 1912 Machine, fixed speed, heavy Dunlop tvre
on back, new belt, Bosch mag., B.B. carburetter,

in perfect running order; accept £13.—W. Judd, Blue
Ball, Brauuston, Oakham. (D) [Xisps

B.S.A. New ModeL in Stock, 4i4h.p. S-speed counter-
shaft chain-cum-belt, model K, £64; nil cliain,

model. H, £66; cash, excha.ise, or fjttended terms
quoted; Montgomery sidecars' to match ii>.m 10 gns.—
Elce and Co., B.S.A. Agents, 15-16, Bishopsgaie Av..
Camomile St., E.G. [0551

1 Q16 B.S.A., belt-cum-chain, with 2 lamps, separate
-^-^^ generators, mechanical horn, purchased Sept.
20th, ridden under 200 miles, new, and unscratched;
owner unable ride through illness

;
quick sale £56, no

offers.—Captain Cunard, Scalduell Manor, near North,
ampton. Station: Brisworth. [X0325

Calthorpe

"I Q IS Calthorpe-Jap, 2Vih..p., Enfield 2-speed ; £24.—
-Lt/ Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Rd., W. [4764

CALTHOEPE, 2%h.p., 2-stroke, 2 speeds, very fine
condition; 21 gns.—30, Talbot St., Burnley. [X1344

QOLB Bristol Agents for Calthorpes ; immediate de- _
^~J livery.—Derby Motor Co., Bishopston, Bristol.

[X0035
CAITHOEPE-J.A.P., 1916, 25/4!?., 2-8peed, free en-

gine, excellent condition; £30.-9, High "iVest St.,
Gateshead. [X1321

CALTHOEPE, 1914, 4h.p., 3. speeds, and coachbiult
sidecar, speedometer, in new condition: £35.-6,

Warren St., London. [4837

COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham,
have in stock all models of Calthcfrpea for im-

mediate delivery; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

CALTHORPB-J.A.P.'s and 2-strokes: immediate de-
livery from stock of all models ; cash or exchange.

A few 1915 shop-soiled only. — Colmore the Agents,
Calthorpe the motor cycle, 261, Deansgate, Manchester.

[0815
CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 1915, 2%h.p,, Enfield 2-speed

gear, free engine, P. and H. lamp . set, speed-
ometer, horn, tools, watch ease, equal new; £32; only
reason selling, joining up.—Box L2,552, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [4654

Coventry Eagle.

COTENTET Eagle, 2y2h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed ; £45/10.
—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Ed., Exeter,

and Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [0841

Chatei--De Dion.
CHATEE-DE DION, 2=,ih.p., in good condition; £15.

—3, Abbotshall Ed., Cattord, S.E. [4647

Chater-Lea.

CHATEE-LEA 5h.p. Twin J.A.P. Combination, in
real good orde-r and condition; a bargain, £18.-6,

Warren St., London. [4846

CHATEE-LEA, 3%h.p., very low and fast, Bosch mag.,
B. and B., new Dunlop heavy tyre, spares, and

all accessories; sacrifice £12.-1, Boswell St., Eadford,
Nottingham. [4538

CHATEE-LEA, 1915, Bh.p., 3-speed, en 4osed chain
drive, kick-starter, coachbuilt sidecar, isual acces-

sories, condition and appearance perfect. £75. or
nearest offer.—Holden, Perseverance Mills, Wibsey,
Bradford. [4684

Chater-Lea-Jap.

CHATBE Coach Combination, 5 6h.p. J.A.P. twin.
2 speeds, handle starting, :.\ii,i good tyres; great

bargain, £18/18.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner
St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [4758

RIDEE TBOWAED, 78, High St , Hampstead.-1914
Chater-Lea-Jap 8h.p. combination, new Btunney-

Archer 3-3peed countershaft gear box, handle-bar
clutch, kick-start, new carburetter, pilot ]et, equipped
for paraffin; bargain, 38 gns. {4752

Clyno.

CLYNO 6h.p. Twin and coachbuilt sidecar; great bar-
gain, £35.—Haines, 169, Lower Clapton Ed., N.E.

[X13J4
CLYNO, 1913-14, 6h.p., 3-speed countershaft chain

drive; £39/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-
[4799

CLYNO, 6h.p-, kick starter, 2-speed, 1916 sidecar,

new tyres, all accessories; 30 gns.—Hayes, 108,
Eustou Ed., N.W. [4566

LATE 1914 Clyno, No. 8 sideoar, 3-speed, clutch,
kick starter, spare wheel, Vind screen, new tyres

:

£55.-Lieut.. Norfolk Hotel, Arundel. [4787

All letters^ relating to advertisements stionld quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A17
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Clyno.

CLYNO Combination, 1912, 6h.p., in splendid order,
wind screen, adjustable tappets, new tyres, lamps,

spares : £28.-39, Chepstow St., 'Walton, Liverpool.
[X1234

"I
Q12-13 5-6h.p, Clyno Combination, 2-speed, kick

-i-«7 start, Bosch, excellent condition, accessories;
any examination ; sacrifice 30 gns.—Sergt.' Owers, Dane
Bridge, Much Hadham, Herts. [4C45

LATE 1913 6h.p. Clyno, thoroughly overhauled and
renewed in every particular part a few weeks

ago, receipted bills showing £25 paid for this available,

new 1916 cylinders, pistons, bearings, sind cones, new
Palmer cords and tubes, new chains, Binks, fully
equipped with speeclometer, lamps, horn, watch, special
Clyno sidecar, and spare wheel, a smart, most reliable,

and economical machine, as good as new; price £55,
lowest ; owner wisJies to buy car ; any fair trial in
neighljourhood.—Eevd, B. Kitchin, Feniton, Homton.
Devon. [1551

Connaught.
CONNArGHT, Z^Ah.V; 2-stroke; £20, -with lamps.-

Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Bow, Birmingham.
[X1236

CONNAUGHT, 2%h.p., 2-strok6, footboards, etc.;

£18/10.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Bir-
mingham. [S1241

CONNAUGHT, latest improved models; immediate
delivery.—W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deans-

gate. Manchester. 14598

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de-
• livery all models Conuaught from stock; minia-

ture and double - purpose models, prices from
£28/17/6.-87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[4713

Coventry Eagle.

COVENTRY Eagle, 1916, 6h.;,., S-speed, countershaft,
coach sidecar; £69/10; little used.—Motor Ex-

change, Horton St., Halifax. [4801

Douglas.
1Q10 Douglas, perfect condition; £10.-248, Bentley
JL^ Ed.. Doncaster. [X1409

1Q12 Douglas, in good order; bargain, £20, or close
Xt7 offer.—Howley, Devizes. [4695

"I Q12 Douglas, 2 speeds, complete lamps, etc.; £23.

—

i-if Cross, Jeweller, Eotherham. 1.X1359

"1012 Douglas, splendid condition, new tyre; £20.—
L»y 17, Broomfleld Ed., Coventry. [X1228

t 013 Douglas, in fine order.—Smith, 16, HaverstockLa Hill, opposite Chalk Farm Tube. [4821

DOUGLAS, 2-sp6ed, excellent order; £20/10.—Gar-
dener, 6a, High St., Hampstead. [4532

DOUGLAS, 2?4h.p., 2-speed, good condition; £15.—A.
E. Tippett, Blackwater, Scorrier, Corn-wall. [4702

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., 1914, 2 speeds: a bargain, £45;
with sidecar, £52.-6, Warren St., London. [4848

1Q13 Douglas, 2-speed model, excellent condition:
i-U £35.—The Purley Motor Garage, Ltd., Purley.

[4502
1 Q13 2%li.p. Douglas, splendid order, all accessories;
i-if quick sale i20.—Henlv, 7, Woburn Place, W.O.

[4697
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%h.p., 2 -speeds, perfect condi-

tion; £35.—H.P.G., 65, Eardley Crescent, Earl's
Court. [X1181

DOUGLAS, 1912, 2-speed, tyres as new, good run-
ning order; what oflers ?—Garrett, 121, Holly Ed.,

Aldershot. [4706

DOUGLAS, 3-sp6ed, 234h.p., condition perfect, ac-
cessories, spares; £47.—Dryland, Kington, Here-

fordshire. [4559

2-speed, footboards, last, reliable,

£25.-21, Eobert
St., N.W. ' [4574

DOUGLAS.—Wholesale and retail West of Engl.ind
agents; write us your reauirements.-Mofiat,

Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [5855

1Q16 W.D. Douglas, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, aU accessories
JLJ/ and spares: £48; as new.— S. J. Eiley, Elmhurst,
South Av., Stourbridge. [X1038

"IQ14 2^h.p. 2-speed T.T. Douglas, in perfect con-
-JL«7 dition; £37; seen any time.—Bounds' Garage,
223, High Ed., Kilbnrn. [4627

TO 14 Douglas, 2^h.p., splendid condition, new tyres,
JLt/ spare belt, valves, tools, etc.; £36.-58, Garfield
Ed., Lavender HiU, S.W. [4545

THE Plum ol the Week.— 2''4h.p. Douglas, 2-speed,
1913. lamps, horn, etc.; first £28 secures, no

offers.-Millards, Chesterfields [X1385

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%h.p., model V, 2-speed, com-
plete, perfect condition ; £40.—Metzgar, Airship

Station, Wormwood Scrubbs. [X1272

"I
Q13 T.T. 2'/ib.v. Douglas, 2-speed, tyres and belt

J-*/ -I as new, thoroughly overhauled throughont ; 32
^s.—Railway Garage, Staines, [4828

DOUGLAS, 1912, 2?ih.p., 2-speed, complete; £26;
cannot repeat the value this machine offers.-Lay-

tons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [4871

DOUGLAS. 2%h.p., £16/10: 1913 2-speed, wants
little attention. £26/10; 1914. single-speed, £28.

~|Q12 Douglas,
J-t7 splendid engine, accessories

-Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [4800

SEGOND^HAND BARGAINS
OARS AND I.IGHT CARS.

KNIGHT JUNIOR, 1914, 12 h.p., 2-seater, sporting
body 1145

G.W.K., 1914, 9 h.p-i just re-painted and new hood
fitted £i15

G.W.K., 1915, detach, wheels, domed guards.
all black fimsh, speedometer and mech. horn. ... £165

OVERLAND, 1916, 12 L.p., 5-seater, dynamo and.

self-starter equip,, as new £1 95
FORD, 1916, 20 h.p., Sjseater, shop-soiled £125
MORGAN Grand Prix No. i, water-cooled, all access. £92
CARDEN, 1915, 6 h.p., M.A.G. engine, 2-speed, all

lamps, windscreen £70
FORD, 1913, 20 h.p., 5-seater, excellent order, but

body poor £55
MINERVA, 24 h.p., 5-seater, hood and screen. A

bargain . . . £75

SIDECAR OUXriTS.
R EX, T914, 6 h.p., 2-speed, modele de luxe £38
TRIUMPH, sJh.p., 2-speed countershaft, Sidecar £32
INDIAN, 1913, 7 h.p., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speed,

and spring fraine £42
ZENITH, 1914, 6 h.p., countershaft clutch model,

with sporting underslung Sidecar £60
RUDGE, 1913, 5-6 h.p. Multi; with Rudge Sidecar £46
ENFIELD, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed twin, Enfield Sidecar. . £25
RUDGE, 1913, 3i h.p. Multi, coach-built Sidecar £33
B.S.A., 1916, 4j h.p., 3-speed, all-chain drive, Godiva

sporting Sidecar, only done 500 miles £68
SCOTT, 39r4, sih.p., 2-sp., and Scott Sidecar Chassis £45
ZENITH, 1915, 3J h.p., twin, clutch, and C.B. Sidecar £52
HUMBER 1915 6 h.p. opposed, twin 3-sp., Combination

cost £110 £75
ENFIELD, 19x4, b h.p., 2-speed Combination £55
MATCHLESS, 1914, 8 h.p., 3-speed, J.A.P. engine, just

re-ei.iamelled £60
RUDGE 1915 3I h.p. Combination, like new £73
PORTLAND-J.A.P., I9i4> 8 h.p., B.S.A. 3-speed, and

.

Sidecar £42

souo nnoDELs.
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, spring forks £20
RUDGE. 1913, 3^ n.p. Multi, T.T. bars £33
iVY, 1915, 2-stroke, single-speed £18
NEW HUDSON, 1913. 3^ h-P-, 3-speed J.A.P. engine. . £34
REX, 1913, 3i h.p., 2-speed, and clutch £28
RUDGE, 3i h.p., Philipson pulley, 1915 improvements £37
BROWN, 3"^ h.p. model, Bosch magneto £14
INDIAN, 1915, 5 b.p;, 3-speed twin £52
ROVER, 1912, si h.p- T.T. clutch model. . , £20
DOUGLAS, 1912, 2| h.p., single-speed £16
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1915- 2-speed, 2-stroke £32
NEW HUDSON, 1915, 2-stroke, as new £24
INDIAN, 1914, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, electric equip £47
ENFIELD, 1910, 2?i h.p. twin, Grado gear £14
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, twin. . £56
LEVIS, 1914, 2.V h.p., 2-stroke, countershaft £18
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, as new £53
INDIAN, 1914, 7 9 h.p., T.T., clutcn model. .

." £41
F.N., 2j h.p., 2-speed, lightweight £17
IVY, 1915, 2j h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, as new.. £21
NORTON, 1915, 4 h.p., T.T., all accessories £49
DOUGLAS, 1932, disc wheels, all accessories ... £24
DOUGLAS 1914 " W," 2-sp., kick-start, all accessories £45
INDIAN, 1915 /6, 5 h.p., 3-speed, like new £48
ENFIELD, 191S, 3 h.p., 2-speed, full equipment £44
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1916, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke. . £30

NEW MODELS.
ALL THE UNDERMENTIONED ACTUALLY IN STOCK.
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model i6F tSO 15
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model j6F, T.T. bars £80 15
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sidecar to either of above. . £21

ROYAL ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £94 10

ROYAL ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speed £57 15
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £44 2

B.S.A., 4ih.p., 3-speed,allchaui, H., J9i7model,. £66
B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-speed, chain-cum-belt, K., igiy

model £64
INDIAN, 7 h.p. Powerplus, model G. , £75
INDIAN, 7 h.p., Powerplus, and Sidecar £104
ROYAL RUBY. All models ex stock.

LEVIS, 2j h.p., s.-speed. Popular model ; £32
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-stroke, de luxe £37 15

r9i7 G.P. MORGAN, M.A.G. engine, all accessories £140

1914 and 1915 DOUGLAS MACHINES
bought for SPOT Gash.

MOTORMART
100§ 136 O. Portland SUondon^
te/ep/io/tf -552 Moyfair ^/f^/u/Ttr -'Abdicate Wcsdo

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGIAS Specinlists.-Gibb, Gongh, London Ed
Gloucester. Gibb, the International Douglas ridei

winner of numerous cups and gold medals. [2211

DOUGLAS, 2-J4h.p., 2-speed, clutch, engine jujt OTer
hauled by makers, exceptionally fast and power

ful; £29.-117, Hazelbank Rd., Hither Green, S.E.
[479;

DOUGLAS, 1912 niodel, 2?ih.p., 2-speed, P.E.. gears
engine, etc., excellent, lamps, horn, footboards

price £25.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Rd., \V.

[476:
DOUGLAS, late 1912, 23ih.p., 2-speed, clutch, pel

feet condition : £26, or exchange higher powe
T.T.—lIcFarlane, 295, Edge Lane, Droylsdeu, Man
Chester. [4731

DOUGLAS, 1913 model, purchased 1914, 2 speeds
kick starter, in absolutely new condition, and verj

little used: £38.—McVoy, Grocer, opposite G.C. Station
Wembley. [486^

DOUGLAS, 2'/lh.p., late 1913, T.T. model, spl6ndi(
condition, all accessories, Klaxon; owner buvinf

light car; £37.—Seen c/o. Private, 126, Euston JEd.
London. [4651

eOLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Mancnester, Leicester
and Liverpool, have in stock complete range of al

models Douglas for immediate delivery, also full rang*
of spares. [080C

"I
Q16 2?4h.p. War Office Douglas, all-black, 2-speeQ

Xtf ridden once only, condition indistinguishablf
from new; £52/10.—^Robinson's Garage, Green St.

Cambridge. [476S

DOUGLAS, 2%h-V. T.T., late 1913, 4,000. perfect
very fast, climb anything- normal on top ; trial

;

deposit: owner in army 18 months; £33.-Clark, Sec
tion, Tynemouth. [487Z

DOUGLAS, 1914, T.T., 2%h.V; 2 speeds, kick starter,

clutch, tyres as new, lamp, speedometer, horn, ani:

spares, fine order : buying car.—Dickinson, Pinehuist
Pyrford, Surrey. (D) [X12?l

DOUGLAS, 1915. 4h.p., S-speed, lamps, horn, speed
ometer, watch, all accessories, not used this year

seen by appointment; £58.—Frederick- Nowell, 282,
Earl's Court Rd., te.W. [470:

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed clutch model, all acces
series, really line order, £36/10: another, 2-3pee<l

without clutch, £32/10.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Wal
thamstow, and Homsey 1956. [4605

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., 2-speed, new October, 1914, per-

fect condition, just overhauled, tyres equal new.
Brooks saddle, F.B.S. lamp, mechanical horn; £33/10.
—Nixon, Boxgrove, Carshaltoa Park Bd., Cal-shalton.

[4723

T.T. Douglas, 1914, 2%hfP., 2-speed, free engine, light

pistons, long exhaust, purchased 1915, good con-

dition, fast and reliable; offers above £36.—Apply,!
Sup.-Lieut. Williams, Queenborough Pier, Sheemess-I

Tel.: Sheemess 141. [4573
Elswick.

ELSWICK, 1914, 3%h.p., 3-8peed, water-cooled, kickj

start, coach combination, aU cccessories ; £29/10 ;|

deferred terms if desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Wal-
thamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [4608'

Enfield.

33.h.p. Enfield, 1912-13, twin; 10 gns.—Smith, 11.
-4 Nascot St., Watford. [4544

ENPIELDS.—Immediate deliveries.*—Jones, Garage,
Broadway, Muswell HiU. [4665

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
for immediate delivery of Enfields. [0801

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 1915, splendid condition, ail

accessories; £38.—Rev. Shaw, Painworth, Widnes.
[X1044

6 h.p. Enfleld Combination, 1913, lamps, horn, etc., in

splendid running order; £35.—Malpass, Bonsall,

Matlock. _
[X1302

CHEAP.—3h.p. Enfield, ridden about 200, purchased

last springj £46, or close offer.-4, Chepstow Bd

,

Newport, Hon. [4561

ENFIELD 1914 Bh.p. Combination, 3 lamps, otlier

accessories; £55; deferred terms if desired.—

Lamb's, below.

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, all accessories,

tip-top order; £65/10; deferred terms, exchanges.

—Lamb's, below.

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, 3 lamps, speed-

ometer; £79/10.-Lamb's, below.

IPNFIELD, guaranteed 1917, 3h.p. T.T. model: 65
J gns.; deferred terms if desired, exchangei.—

Lamb's, below.

ENFIELD, guaranteed 1917 3h.p. touring model, -3-

speed, kick start, actually in stock ; 55 gn8.-->

Lamb's, 151, High St, Walthamstow, and 50, High IW.,

Wood Green. 'Phones: Walthamsto-w 169, and Hornsey

1956. l*"'^

ENFIELD 1914 Combination, excellent condition,

almost new tyres; bargain, £50.—Colmore Depot,

High St., Leicester. [X1278

1 Q16'/z Eufleld Combination, hood, screen, lamps, et«-,

At/ as new; £74, or nearest ofler; any trial.--p.Bg

497, Old Ford Bd., Bow. [4676

10 16 Enfield Combination, Lucas dynamo lighting

Xt/ set. almost new; £85, lowest-G., 5, BofJ?
Mansions, W. Kensington. I*''"'

A18 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end at each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
EnBeld.

ENFIELD. 6h.p., guaraatsed 1917 combination,
latest atmsnts; £94/10: del«rred rayments, ex-

changes.— Lamb's, below.

ENFIELD 1917 Si.p. Oombination, actually in stock,
with r.ewest fltnmnts: f96;i2.—Lamb's, below.

ENFIELD, 1917, 8h.p. electrically OQUipped com-
bmation, bood and screen, 700x80 tyres, £120/7;

2-soat6i sidecar 60/- extra; quite the latest Irom
works.—Lamb's, below.

ENFIELD, ali.p., guaranteed 1917 combination, hood
and screen, £102/2. All above positively in stock,

and may be purchased on deferred payment terms by
mutual arrangement; exchanges entertained: special
tea-rns for short-term payments.—Lamb's, 151, High St.,Wa thamstow, and 50, High Kd., Wood Green. 'Phones:
Walthamstow 169, and Hornsey 1955. [4604

JOle Enfleld Combination, new July, 150 miles;
, nearest 75 gns., or exchange 1916 solo and cash.

—34, Devonshire Ed., Bexhill. [X1419

8h.p., 6h.p. Enfleld Combinations, 3h.p. twins and
2^h.p. 2-speed 2-strokes: immediate delivery from

Jones, Garages, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [4856

ENFIELD 6h,p. Combination, 1913, 2-speed, Amao,
Bosch, heavy Dunlop tyres, all accessories; £88.

or near offer.-D. Jones, The Bridge, Sandycroft, Chester.

ENFIELD Oombination. 6h.p., late 1914, speed-
ometer, new tyres, pillion seat, perfect order; any

trial; £60.-B., 201, Uxbridge Ed., Shepherd's Bush.
[4622ENFIELD Oombination, 90 gns. ; 3h.p. twin, 55 gns.

;

2i4h.p. 2-stroke, £45.-Bx6ter Motor Cycle Co.,
Ltd., Bath Ed., Exeter, and Tavistock Ed., Plymouth.

ENFIELD, 3h.p., 19161,4, 2-speed, kick start, Lucas
lamps, mechanical horn, little used, perfect condi-

tion; £48; good combination wanted.— Gilbert. Bilton,
Eugby. [X1268
pNFIELD Ooachbuilt Combination, 1916, 6h.p., per-
•*-i feet condition, complete set lamps, speedometer,
tools, tyres perfect; any trial; £76.-120, High Ed.,
Leo, S.E. [4557

iqi6 2yh.p. Enfleld, 2-speed, 2-strok6, with 2 Lucas
J-*^ lamp sets and Lucas horn, genuinely as new,
ridden 50 miles only; £40.—Eobinson's Garage, Green
St., Cambridge. [4773
TTNFIELD, 3h.p., 1916 model, in splendid condition,
-•-' very little used, Palmer cord tyres, lamp, horn,
speedometer, 2-spe6d and kick starter, fast and reliable'
£44.—Box 447, c/o The Motor Cycle. [2^1309
T?NFIBa,D Oombinations, new models in stock, 6h p ,•-J 2-speed, 3694/10; your present machine can be
taken as part payment. We supply on the best cash,
exchange, or easy payment terms.—Elce and Co., 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., B.C. [0492

°||Q16 6h.p. Enfleld Combination, hood, screen, Lucas
J-»^ head, rear, and side lamps, horn, mirror, over-
iize, tyres, special mudguards, spare 2-gallon tank, and
ipecial toolbox, only done 2,700 miles; sacriflce £80
!0st £115; like new.—Alexander, 19, Westminster Ter-
race, Glasgow. [4549
rjIRMINGHAM Enfield Agent, P. J. Evans. 87-91,
^-^ John Bright St.—Immediate delivery all 1917
models, including lighting set combination, special 8h.p
mth hood and screen, and standard 6h.p. combination,
uso 3b.p. standard and sporting models, and 2'/ih.p 2-
itroKe

; prices from 42 gns. [4714

Excelsior.
PXCELSIOR (American), 1916, 7h.p., S-speed, and

""' " £77/10 spot cash.coach sidecar, brand new

;

actor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [4802

A MEEICAN Excelsior, 7h.p., 1916 model, engine re-
el- cently overhauled, numerous spares, including new
yies

; £60, or near oSer.-Box^ 443, c/o The Motor Cycle.

SPECIAL Offer of a limited number of brand new
-' latest type 1916 model American Excelsior motor
iycles, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, with mechanical lubrication
land 4nd foot control to clutch, etc., ^665; sidecars
'namalled to match, from *14 to £20; immediate de-
lyery—-To be obtained only from the Premier Motor
/O., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [4700

F.N.
2 speeds, clutch, in perfect condition

or exchange 1914 Triumph.—
[X1423

S-6h.p. F.N.,
J throughout; £35.
Imes, Lynn Kd., Wistiech.

pN., 1914, Sh.p., with coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer
- lamps, fine condition ; £40, or near offer.-Wrieht
Junolly, Milngavie, Scotland. [X1322

and B.,
Norfolk.
[X1421

Gamage.
HAMAGE, 1914, 2i/2h.p., Bosch mag., B^ running order; £10.—Eose, Wicklewood,

Government.

Jl'^'iof,^^?, '^^"J^-'^'^^i
Lightweight; best offer above

"'•I £20.-9, HoUey St., Smethwick. [X1366

Grandex.

I ft ^''i '-'5''°'^*i'.'?"P' 2'/2li.p., 2-speea, 2-stroke, excel-i-*' lent condition, smart machine; £24/10 —N*»wn.
am. 223. Hammersmith Ed;, W. *""'"•"• i^«™j

SPARE PETROL TANK
Specially designed for PARAFFIN CON-
VERSIONS, with large filler cap; union
cock, T piece, and two feet of copper tubing,
the whole forming a complete outfit.

Capacity i quart, length 7jin.

g _ , gm t -I complete
jg|

Can also be supplied in Vertical type, for
attaching to down saddle tube, at same price.

KEMPSHALL new heavy
ANTI-SKID COVERS at

26x2i 18/- 26x21 19/6
are an opportunity you should

not miss.

YOU can overcome the wear on the valve
gear of your engine in lo sees, by the use of the

Service Valve Tappet Adjusters—
Made in

following

thicknesses

:

•048, -036,

028, '022".

Price 2d. each or 6d. per set of 4.

Second-hand Accessories of all kinds
—and Motor Cycles—in good con-
dition wanted for cash or exchange.
Any goods supplied on confidential
easy payments if desired.

THE SERVICE
'ALL, WEATHER" BELT

llasfcs twice as
long as rub-
ber, is more
efficient, and
its great §exi-
bility ' saves
20^ of the
engine power.

fin. 2/- per
m foot.

^in. 2/3 do.

lin. 2/6 do.

li in. 2/9
ditto.

Shop-soiled, spliced, and two-length Belts at two
thirds of above prices in Certain sizes.

Telephone : 6430 Holborn.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

HJ^OTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 7-9h.p , J-apced, like
new; £60, or ofler.—Auston, Harv/ich Ed., Col-

chester. [4642

HAELEr-DAVIDSONSi 1916 models; immediate de-
livery from stock.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deans-

gate, Manchester. [0830

HAELET-DATIDSON Comljination, T-Dh.p., 1915,
speedometer, accessories, perfect; offers.—X . 64.

Wellgate, Eotherham. '

[XI040

LATE 1915 Hariey-Davidson Combination, fully
equipped, excellent condition ; £80 ; cash or easy

terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0861

COLMOEE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-
pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of all

models of Harley-Davidsons and spare parts. [0802

HAELEr-DAVIDSON, late 1915 combination, almost
as new, lamps, watch, speedometer, spares, "^tc. -

sacrifice £65.-6, Lorenzo St., PentonviUe Ed
W.C.

etc.

;

London.
[4592

HAELEY-DAyiDSON, 1915, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, with
Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, horn, lamps, tools,'

and spares, in perfect condition, not ridden since over-
hauled by makers; £63.—Home, Colley Manor, Eeigate,
Surrey. [X1281

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—
Three Harleys : One 7-9h.p., 3-speed, dynamo

lighting, 20 gn. sidecar, new April, 64 gns.; one ditto,
new November, 61 gns.; one ditto, solo, 52 gns.

—

'Phono: 5392. [4740

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916 models, delivered from
stock on the best terms for cash; exchanges or

easy payments ; sidecars in stock to fit. Get in touch
with us before deciding.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-
gate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0552

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, the Silent Grey; immediate
delivery of 1916 models; all new 1915 types sold

out : one or two second-hand bargains in F and J
models from £60.—Send your orders to Colmore Depots,
261, Deansgate, Manchester, and 31, Eenshaw St., Liver-
pool. [0817

1 Q16 Model llj 7-9h.p. Harlcy-Davidson, 3-speed,
-i-«^ with dynamo electric lighting outfit, fitted with
special coachbuilt Gloria sidecars, enamelleii to match,
complete combination now listed at £115, only used
for a few hundred miles, and guaranteed as new; ^95.
—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

[4701
Henderson.

HENDERSON, 4-cyI., 2-sp6ed chain driya; £46/10,
or exchange.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-

fax. [4803

1 1 6 Henderson Combination, fully eguipped, and
--»? only run a few hundred miles; what offers?-
Longman Bros., King St., Acton. 'Phone: 1578 Chis-
wick. [4660

HENDERSON 1915, magnificent combination, little

used, in excellent condition ; £70 ; consider fast
solo machine part.—H. Wareing, 182, Portland St.,

Southport. - [X1377

HENDERSON, S-lOh.p., 4-cyl., 2 speeds and clutch,
automatic lubrication, fitted with Mills-Fulford

Empress de Luxe sidecar, shop-soiled only; £85, usual
price £94/15; easy purchase terms arranged.—Harrods,
Ltd., Motor Car Dept., Brompton Ed., S.W. [4680

Humber.
1Q14 sy^h.p. 3-speed Humber, lamp, etc.; £35; cash
X*/ or easy terms.—B. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swan,
sea. [0863

~| Q12 3V2I1.P. 2-speed Humbet, handle-starter, very
-L«/ good: £20, offers. — Stocks, Thurlstone, Peni-
stone. [X1382

HTTMBEE, SVah.p., 3-speed, brand new; £56.—Exeter
Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavi-

stock Rd., Plymouth. [0842

HUMBEE Motor Cycle, SVsh.p., free engine, 2-speed
gear, with sidecar, perfect condition; £32/10.—E.

Phillips, 228, High St., Watford. [4644

BEST Bargain Ever Offered.—2}4h.p. lightweight
Humber, 3-speed gear; any tjrial; used very little;

accept £19, no offers.^Bon Marche, Chesterfield.
[X1387

HUMBEE 2h.p. Lightweight, Bosch mag., B. and
B., engine just re-bushed, excellent condition

throughout; bargain at £14/10.-3, Norbury Parade,
Norbury, S.W. [4649

HUMBEE, 1912, 3>/2h.p., 2-speed, free engine,
new condition, splendid mount; £25. or near oflei

considered ; expert trial.-

Bakery, Kidderminster.
Gilbert Smith, New Eoa(i

[X126e

Indian.

INDIAsr, 7-9h.p., 1914, electric equipment; £32/10
-Cleverly, Oxted, Surrey. [4694

7-9h.p. Eed Indian, clutch, 1913, T.T. model, perfect
£28.-80, Bispham Ed., Southport. [X1353

INDIAN, 191S, 3'/2h.p. twin, 3 speeds, practically
new; 40 gns.— 6, Warren St., London. [4845

INDIAN 1916 Powerplus Combination, ran 300 miles
only; a bargain, £90, or close oiler.— 6, Warren

St., London. [4844

TNDIAN, late 1915, 4h.p., new condition, and fuUv
-- equipped: £38.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row,
Birmingham. [X1259

advertisement, and the date of the issue. A19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian

INDIAX Combination, 7h.p.. 2-8peed. spring frame,
1 91 31/2, splendid condition ; £37.—Cross, 230,

Archway Rd., High^ate, N. [4724

INDIAN, 1915, 3V;,h.p. twin, 3 speeds, excellent con-
dition; price £45,—Connaught Motor Co., 29, Long

Acre, London. 'Regent ^440. [4563

IQIS Indian, 71i.p,. T.T., clutch, fine condition, little
J-*' used, 2 new tvres ; owner called up; best oiler.—
H., 22, Braiuah Rd., Brixton, S.W. [51326

1Q14 Indian, with Alillford sidecar, good lunning
LiJ order, new tyre on rear wheel; nearest offer to
£45.-12, Midland Kd., Swadlincote. [4635

7-9h.p. Indian, 2-speed, clutch, T.T. bare, ' condition
as new; £40 ; exchange lower power twin.—

Howard, 172, St. Ann's Rd., Tottenham. [4688

RIDER TROWARD. 78, High St., Hampstead.—
1915 Indian combination, 3-speed, clutch, kick-

Btart, underslung coach sidecar; 53 gns. [4749

INDIAN 7-9h.p. O.B. Combination, 1915, electric

lighting, extraordinarily good outfit ;
price £65,

worth much more.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon.
[4870

INDIAN, SV^h.p., 2-speed, clutch, good running order,

new lieavy Dunlop and chains, £22; sidecar if

reouired, £3; owner away,—Rowland WilliamB, East
Molesey, [4696

INDIAN 7h.p. Powerplufl, Swan torpedo coacbbuilt
sidecar, Lucas head, tail, sidecar lamps, Lucas

guinea horn; £80.—2nd Lieut. Tayler, Southsea Castle,

Portsmouth. [X1284

"IQ16 7h.p. Powerplus Indian Combination, electric
J-*/ lamps and horn, spring frame, 3-speed, clutch,
speedometer, new , condition. — Maddock, Oakengates.
Bhropshire.

.
[X1196

INDIANS, model C, in stock for immediate delivery,
spring frame, 3 speeds, 2 electric lamps, ^nd horn

also speedometer; £78.—P. J. Etqus, John Bright St.

Birmingham. [4716

INDIAN, T.T., 1915, 5h.p., 3-8peed, clutch, kick start,

electrically fitted, tools, original tyres, perfect con-
dition, as new; first cheque near £49 secures.—N. Hin-
flon,^2, Addison Rd., Reading. [4666

LATE 1914 7h.p. Spring Frame Indian Combination,
3 new tyres and chains, overhauled, and in perfect

condition; any trial or examination; £52/10.—White,
Hemfield House, Ince, Wigan. [211186

INDIAN Powerplas. 7h.p., 3-speed. T.T., rigid frame
model, Dunlop tyres, £75; spring frame touring

model, £83.—In stock for immediate delirery at P. J.
Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [4711

BIRMINGHAM Indian Agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91,
John Bright St.—Immediate delivery, ex-stock,

5h.p. 3-speed standard and sporting models, with and
without sidecar, price £70; sidecars from 11 gns.

[4712
1Q16 Indian, 5h.p., 3-speed model, clutch, kick start.
-I-*/ fitted with light coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, and
all accessories, very little used, equdl to new; price
£60.—R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., Eirkdale, Lanes. Tel
44. [X0377

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham and Midland Indian
• Agent.—All models in stock for immediate de-

livery; 5h.p. 3-speed model, £70; 7h.p. T.T. Powerplus,
£75 ; 7h.p. 3-speed spring frame, and electric light;

£78; special de luxe 7h.p. Powerplus, with spring
frame, £83; sidecars from 11 gns.—87-'91, John Bright
St., Birmingham. [4710

INDIAN Combination, 1915, 7h.p. model C, 3-speed,
kick start, jusi overhauled by manufacturers,

coachbuilt Oanoelet sidecar, tyres as new, everything
complete with lamps, mechanical horn, speedometer;
genuine purchaser driven 100 noiles; price 60 gns. ; seen
Saturday or Sunday; write for appointment.—46, Lady
Mai-garet Rd., Southall. [S1362

Ivy.

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—
1915 Ivy, 2-speed, 2-stroke; 24 gns. [4745

IVX, 1915 (purchased new August), 2-strok6, 2-speed,
sound condition, not used since July; £20, no

oflers.—Neaum, Auctioneer, Pordingbridge. [4785

IVY, 1916, 4h.p. J.A.P., 3-speed Sturmey-Archer
countershaft, Lucas lamps, electric horn, not done

3,000, in splendid condition; cost £68, what oflera?-
Huntley, Rimac House, Saltfieetby, Lines. [4553

I

S'

Ixion.

OLE Bristol Agents for Ixions; immediate delivery.
—Derby Motor Co., Bishopston, Bristol. [X0036

James.
JAMES No. 6 Combinations in stock; no waiting.

Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, [0829

COLMORE Depot, 261, Deausgate, Manchester, have
in stock complete range of James motor cycles.

[0803
RIDER TROWABD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—

1915 James Canoelet combination, cost £90, mile-
age 2,500, as new; 55 gns. [4753

1Q16 James Combination, as new, all latest fittings;
X»/ cost £95, for good 2-6eater car, or sell £72.—
Gortley, 12, Glenisla Gardens, Edinburgh. [X1319

JAMES.—P. J. Evans. John Bright St., BTrmingham.
—Immediate delivery all models, including 2-

stroke, 3y2h.p. twin, and 4i4h.p. big single. [4715

JHgJg
^ Waftfiamsfoyy'
ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

ARIEL 5-6 h.p. Combination ;_£93 10
B.S.A., \\ h.p., chain drive, 1917 model.. £66
B.S.A.^ 4j h.pr, belt-cum-chain, 19T7 model,

latest fitments £64
Just arrived from Works, Canoelet Sidecars from

'13 gns. extra.

ENFIELD, 6 h.p.. Std. Combn. and their
latest Sidecar, 1917 outfit £94 10

ENFIELD, 3 h.p,, kick-start and touring
models, T.T., r9T7 £57 15

ENFIELD, 8 h.p., rgi?, Combination £96 12
ENFIELD, S h.p., 1917, Combn., 2-seater,

with hood and screen, dynamo lighting
set £120 7

These Outfits have quite the latest fitments,
having just arrived from Works.

HA42LEY-DAV1DSON, Model r6F, and
their newest Sidecar £101 16

NEW HUDSON, 2.V h.p., 2-sp., just arrived £38
'LEVIS, 2.\ h.p., Popular £32
LEVIS, z\ h.p., Mod. E, 2-sp.. Enfic4d gear,

rustless rims £47 1

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-sp., Eu field gear .. £37 16
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2V h.p., 2 sp., 2 str.,

superiorfiiiisb, special price £39 10
ALLDAYS ALLON, single-speed £38
ALLDAYS ALLON, 2 speed £42
ALLDAYS ALLON. 2 speed, clutch £45

Sidecars.
INDIAN, suitable for 5 h.p., cut price. ... 15 gns.
INDIAN-CANOELET for 5 h.p 13 ens.
INDIAN-PHOENIX for 7-9 h.p 14 gns.
2 ENFIELD Box Carriers each 15 gns.
I PH(ENIX wicker Sidecar, nearly new . . £6 10
I PHCENIX Coach, shop-soiled, usual

price, £8 15s £7 15
Deferred Payments on New and Second-hand
Machines, 5% extra, payable at least quarter down
and balance in 12 monthly instalments. Sub-

stantial discounts in i, 3, and 6 months.

Second-hands.
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 1916 Combn., 3 lamps,

speedometer - , , . . £79 10
RADCO, 1914, 2-V h.p., single-speed ..;... £15 15
WOLF-PEGO, 2-str., 1916, k/start, hand

clutcli, ridden about 200 miles, all

access., hunps unused £31 10
B.S.A., 1916, Auto-wheel, ridden 40 miles £11 11
ELSWICK, 1914, 3^ li-P". 3-speed, coach

Sidecar, and accessories £29 10
T.D.C., 1916, sJ-h.p., 2-sp., spare tank,

original tyres < £24 1

DOUGLAS, 1913, -^'i
h.p., 2-spy and access. £32 10

ALLON, 1915, 2th.p., 2-sp., Cdwey speedo-
meter,. and accessories, elec. equipped £36 10

AUTO-WHEEL, 1914, Standard model,
new Palmer tyre £6 10

6.S.A., 1916, 3-sp.. 4I h.p.. Phoenix S/car,
and acres^oiies £63

B.S.A., igrG, ^ih.p., 3-sp., coach Sidecar,
hood, screen, oversize rear tyre, niany
accessories, new 3 months ago, mileage
about 700 £68 10

MATCHLESS, igr^, late, 7 h.p., Model 8B,
excellent condition, left works March,
iQr4, and new Canoelet Sidecar £73 10

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2^ h.p., 2-sp., clutch,

good tyres, all accessories,- not been
used rS months £36 10

SUN-PRECISION, 3^t.p- single -speed,
T.T. model, heap accessories £28 10

B.S.A., 4l h.p., 1914. 3-sp., and B.S.A.
Canoelet Sidecar, bai'gain £44 10

LAMB'S,
161, HIGH ST.,

WALTHAIMSTOW,
N.E.
'Phone

:

Walthamstow 1G9.

« minatea Hoe St: (G.E.R.) Thursdays. 1 o'clock.

AIsoat50,HIGHRD.,
WOOD GREEN,

N.
(Only depot in this district).

'Phoue: Homsey195G.
Hours—9 to e-JiO,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

1 QIS James 3l^h.p. Twin, 3-speed, h.b.c, clutch,
*-•-' speedometer, all accessories, Low generator,-
Palmer tyres ; £42.~Smith, 1 6. naverstock Hill,,
opposite Chalk Farm Tube. [4820

JAMES de Luxe 1916 Combinarion, about 500 uiileg,.

practically, new, fitted Lucas dynamo li^'Uting set
and horn, sidecar silencer, sidecar cover, luggage car-
rier, speedometer; cost complete £110, and not been
used at all for ei^ht iveeks; £90.—Harrap, 4, Cathedral
Mansions. Victoria. 'Phone: Victoria 5050, or Ger-
rurd 5140. [X1039

Lea-Francis.

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—
1915 Lea-Francis, 2-speea, countershait gear,

clutch, kick-start, 3h.p.- twin J.A.P.; 41 gns. [4750

T<i 1 4 3%h.p. Twin 2-speed Lea-Francis - and aeces-
X*7 sories, in perfect condition ; £42 ; seen any
time.—Bounds' Garage, 223, High Rd., Kilbum. [4629

Levis.

LEVIS, 1916, 2y2h.p., mag., 2 speeds, as new; £33/10.
—1, Ebner St., Wandsworth. [4759

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham and Leicester, for
delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles from

stock. [0804

LEVIS Popular, 1914, overhauled; £17.—Gray. 4fh
Roval West Kent Regt., Warbeiry House, Tun-

bridge Wells. [4704

LEVIS, complete, £22, 1916, 2»4h.p., guaiantef^d nil

sound; seen any time.—MiHer, 62, Hampstead Ed.
'Phone: North 1519. [4581

LEVIS Popular, 2*^li.p., in nearly new condition;
^26; easy purchase terms arranged.—Harrods,

Ltd., Motor Car Dept., Brompton Rd., S.W. [4679

1 Q15 Model E 2V2h.p. LsTis, new Dunlop tyres, T.T.
At/ bars, Bosch mag., all accessories : £26 ; buying
combination.—Jackson, 48, High St., Chelmsford. [4639

LEVIS Popular, late 1915; officer must dispose; in

perfect order, with all accessories, recently over-

hauled at makers; £21, or ofEex.—Bos L2,544, c/o TAe
Motor Cycle.

~
[4600

Matchless.

MATCHLESS. 1913, 6h.p., 2-speed. and coach side-
car; £42/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-

fax. [4804

1 Q14 8h.p. Matchless, C.B. sidecar, new, fuUyX *y equipped ; £50. Wanted, 2-seat6r car.—Lind-
field. High St., Crawley, Sussex. [4795

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Twin and coachbuilt sidecar, all

accessories and refinements, perfect; £63, lowest.

—Haines, 169, Lower Clapton Rd.,- N.E. [X1375

MATCHLESS Combination, 1915, 7-9h.p. M.A.G.,
all chain, 3-8peed countershaft, new tyres, electric

light; £75.-42, Park St., Camden Town. [4571

MATCHLESS and Coachbuilt Sidecar, torpedo body,
8-lOh.p., very fast, good condition, late 1913

model, lamps, front and rear; a bargain, £40.—Lt.
Collis, St. Peter's Vicarage, Southborough, Kent. [4539

LATE 1914 Matchless Motor Cycle and sidecar, 7-9

h.p. MA.-G. engine, S-speed countershaft, gear box
in perfect condition, speedometer, electric horn, all ac-

cessories and spares; £80, a real bargain.-The Eelso
Garage, Shedden Park Rd., Kelso. [4552

10 15 Matchless-Jap 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination,
Xr/ 2 speeds, free engine, Binks 1916 carburetter,

latest Mark IL Druid forks, all in splendid condition

and appearance; any expert examination; sacrifice £55,

no offers.-Broadhent, 94, Petersburg Ed., Edgeley,

Stockport. J. CS1334

Minerva.
3.h.p. Minerva, mag., fine little bike; £10, or near
4 offer.-24S, Bentley Rd., Doncaster. [S14123

New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 23^h.p., 3-speed, free engine, fine con-

dition; £23;i0.—Motor Exchange, Horton H.,

Halital. [4806

NEW Hudson. 2l4h.p.. 2-speed.-2-atroke; £38—Exeter
Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., BatL Ed., -Exeter, and Tavi-

stock Bd., Plymouth. [0840

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.-
1913-14 New HudsQ» coachbuilt combination, new

sidecar, 3-speed: 33 gns. [4751

NEW Hudson, Mark IV., 2%-3h.p., bought new last

December; new price £49/7; 3 speeds, kick start,

foot clutch, all accessories; £30.—Bunting's Motor

Dept., Harrow. [4656

1 015 New Hudson, 4h.p., 3-speed countershaft, ftU

J-O accessories, in fine order and condition; *54:
easy payments arranged. — Jones, Garage, Broadway,
Muswell Hill. [4857

NEW Hudson, 1915. 2%h.p., 2-8peed countershaft gear,

free engine, splendid condition, lamps, wind screen,

accessories; leaving England: £25.—Gooding, 38, St.

Luke's Ed., Bayswater, London, W. [4781

New Imperial.

COLMOEE Depots, Manchester and Leicester, for im-

mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[0805

RIDER TROWAKD, 78, High St, Hampstead.—
19IS (November) New Imperial, 2-speed; 24 go.

[4746

A20 All lettei-s relating to advertisements should quote tiie number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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An Unsolved Problem.
WEATHERPROOFING is a problem

which has been with us since the earher

days of the motor cycle. The question

is quite forcibly brought before one's

notice each succeeding winter, and
from tlie remarks one hears by both motor

cyclists and non-motor cyclists, it is clear that

the lack of protection on the average motor cycle

is a deterrent to many. The subject becomes
quite a hardy annual, but there is nothing objec-

tionable in that fact so long as the problem

remains unsolved. It is common knowledge that

many firms have devoted much time and trouble

to provide adequate protection for the riders of

motor cycles.

In some cases really useful fittings have been

the result, but few have been standardised, as

makers attach so much importance to the ques-

tion of appearance, and have banned the shields

as unsightly. But this question of neatness can be

overdone and efficiency sacrificed. After all, a

motor cycle is not exactly pretty to gaze upon,

and we believe the majority of readers would

stipulate efficiency and adequate protection

before appearance any day.

What surprises us in particular is the refusal of

most firms to standardise the admittedly efficient

and simple type of shield which extends from

above the footrests and sweeps under the crank

case. Not only are the rider's nether limbs

protected in this manner, but also the trans-

mission system. It is highly probable that if a

lead were given by one or two of the largest firms

other manufacturers would quickly follow suit,

but the regrettable fact remains that efficient

mud shields are still absent from the average

mount. We must confess that we are not in

favour of half-encasing wheels to obtain cleanli-

ness on account of the fear of clogging, and

also .the effect on the steering due to wind pres-

sure ; but our correspondence proves that there

is a really pressing demand for a shield to ward

off rain and mud from the rider's feet and legs,

and an underjjan to keep down dirt scattered

by the front wheel.

What is there against deflecting mud and grit

which, in the ordinary course of events, coat

crank case, silencer, and gear, and find their way
in to the transmission system, obviously to its

great detriment ? The country practitioner in

particular will never use the motor cycle in

winter until it has been rendered weatherproof,

and so amply protected that the rider need not

of necessity don overalls, the fitting and removal
of which constitute such a nuisance when fre-

quent calls have .to be made.
There is evidence that manufacturers special-

ising in sidecar outfits at any rate are devoting

more attention to the question of protect-

ing the rider's legs, as well as the working
parts of the machine, and we would like to see

the movement extended to solo machines. Two
sidecars belonging to experimentalists which we
examined the other day were remarkably well

protected, and there is no valid reason why every

machine should not be equally well shielded. A
clean motor cycle and a clean rider are the finest

advertisements the pastime could have. After
the war, in order to stimulate effort in the direc-

tion under discussion, competitions must be
organised with the special object of testing the

efficiency of " weatherproot " shields and mud-
guards, and we hope that the Auto Cycle Union
is alive to this crying need.

In the meantime, we direct attention to an
article in this issue by Dr. Rene Camus, of the

French Army, who, in an attempt to solve the
problem, takes the bull by the horns and
designs the whole machine with an eye to pro-
tection from mud and water.

Dr. Camus's idea is to enclose the whole of
the engine mechanism and protect it from the
elements by aluminium plates. This arrange-
ment necessitates the fitting of a blower to assist

the cooling process. After all, there is no reason
that, with the present reliability of a motor cycle
engine, all the vital parts should be exposed.

. hm\
,

An Index to the advertisements In this issue will be found on the page facing the bacl< cover.
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In the Zone of the Fiercest Fighting.
Photographs taken near Verdun, the scene of the recent great French Victory.

It will be recollected that the Germans approached to within three or four miles of Verdun in their great attack,

which commenced in the spring and lasted until July. Up to the time of the Allies' great attack on the Somme, the

intensity of the fighting which occurred in front of this city had never been equalled on any front during the war
;

it even eclipsed Ypres in the persistency and tenacity of the attacks and repulses. A month ago the news was flashed

throughout the world (with the exception of Germany and Austria) that the French had swept the Germans back from

the famous fort of Douaumont, and also recovered in a few days ground which had cost the Germans months of

fighting and thousands of lives to gain. The French victory was one of the most dramatic that has occurred on the

Western front.

r
T is not usual for photographs
taken so close to the fighting

line to be passed by the

Censor, and these, which have been
passed by the Ministere de la

Guecre, have in consequence an
added interest. Tliey show well

the terrible damage done by the

Boches.

In No. I a passage is shown
leading beneath a bridge on the

"Meuse, which is quite in view of

the enemy—an "unhealthy" spot

we should say—and one on which
no one is allowed in daylight.

^ In No. 2 will be seen the beau-

tiful and famous River Meuse,
which flows by the scarred banks of the city, the

cathedral showing in the distance. No. 3 also shows

a distant view of the cathedral, and the photographer's

Tiiumph in the foreground.

No. 4 is a general view of the graceful little town,

and might well be taken for a peaceful English

scene, and in this instance the photograph does not

suggest the brooding horror that hangs over tlie city.

No. 5 shows a despatch rider at the headquarters of

artillery.

The ruthless damage of the churches is portrayed

in No. 6, and No. 7 also depicts the abject desola-

tion seen from a bridge after a terrific bombardment.
The sender of these exclusive pictures is H. E.

Plateau, E.M., and it will be noticed that a foot-

controlled gear is fitted to his Triumph machine in

place of the standard arrangement.

=?v

&'
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Tlwse

photographs

have been

approved by

the French

Ministere de la

Guerre.

Aio
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More Motor Cycling Missionaries.

A parson tossed me a missionary report the other

day. Such reports are often dull documents, but he
drew my attention to_the fact that some of the clergy

working new districts of large area under the " Arch-
bishops' Western Canada Fund " are using Indian
motor cycles for their rounds. As the men concerned
are English curates on loan from English parishes, I

rather wonder they don't use English machines
;
per-

haps the rear sprung Indian frame is concerned in

the answer, as the roads are probably the limit.

.Anyhow, as one would expect, the clerical riders seem
uncommonly pleased with the Indian, and as those

of them who don't use motor cycles perform their

lengthy Sunday trips on ponies or on Ford cars, I

imagine the ministers with the most scattered districts

get the motor bicycles. They apparently preach about
four times a Sunday, and I expect the rides freshen
them up considerably for the final service of the day.
It must be a nice question whether over winter sur-

faces they really prefer the pony, the car, or "the

motor cycle as a means of locomotion.

T-win Inlet Pipings.

I asked the other day when any motor cyclist could
honestly say a good word for the type of inlet pipe
union employed on his twin-cylinder, my own experi-

ence being that it is almost uniformly difficult to

make airtight when once disturbed. In fact, it is quite

the routine in some garages to swathe the unions of

such machines with insiilating tape when an owner
comes in with complaints of bad
running, and many of the know- 5?'''' coi^^ ^l "i^S

ing amateurs have long since Ni^^^
adopted the tip even with new
models; I had to apply it to a

certain 19 16 twin when I called

to take delivery of it at my
nearest railway station; it would
not start till the leaks had been
caulked, despite a complete union A. sound device for

with compressible washers inside
pbtammg an airtight

TH- T 1

.

11 'n's' P'ps union on twin-
it. My challenge evoked one cyllndermotor cycles,

reply, relating to a machine which
I never rode—the old Premier V twin. This had a

split cone sliding on the two ends of the inlet pipe,

and the female locking ring was also coned internally.

The cone and ring necessarily centred each other, as

the ring drew up the thread on the engine stub, and
the device is obviously sound.

Overheated Sparking Plugs.

An eminent plug maker informs me that the over-

heating of sparking plug electrodes does not depend
so much as I had fancied on the thickness or thinness

of the points as on the surface area exposed to the

flame of the explosion. He considers that the ideal

plug is one with an electrode exposing the minimum
surface area to the flame in proportion to its powers

of heat conductivity. A thick and highly exposed

electrode may absorb more heat than its stem can
conduct away in time, and the ideal sparking gap (as

a preventive of overheating) would consist of two cones

with only their tips exposed, supposing proper arrange-

ments could be made for conducting away heat through
their bases. (This looks as if my old claim for bigger

plugs were sound !) Many plugs are spoilt by having

their electrodes riveted or brazed to their foundations,

a joint which always interferes very seriously with

conductivity. Similarly, it is bad practice to terminate

the insulator as a cone surrounding the central

electrode; the cone absorbs the maximum amount of
heat, and transfers it by conduction into the stem of
the electrode, which is already overcrowded,, so to

speak, with heat attempting to escape from its tip.

But if the insulator ends in a hollow cone, the heat

is conducted into the screw-threaded portion of the

body, which never shows any signs of having been
overheated. But the real crux of plug making occurs

when the designer is asked to make a reliable plug for

an oily engine which is also a terrific "revver, " for

the cure of sooting is the cause of overheating, and
the plug which can burn its points clean is also the

plug which has been designed not to keep cool !

The Choked Jet Factor.

One trade magnate told me frankly that he would
have fitted a certain rather expensive automatic carbu-

retter to all his piachines three years ago but for the

mugs who compose so large a percentage of his

customers. He explained that his standard carbu-

retter was extraordinarily simple to tackle. If it

needed a different jet, or if the jet choked, a single

spanner and a little care in tightening a light brass

part down on to a fibre washer was the only work
entailed. But each year brought him many angry

letters and many returned parts, because so many
buyers are incapable of performing such a simple job

accurately. He felt that if he fitted a comparatively

complex vaporiser with several petrol joints and
several small and flimsy parts, he would be asking for

trouble with his customers, and he was very probably

right. The corrective lies in a study of motor car

practice. All European motor cars are equipped with

complex carburetters composed of delicate parts, and
it is the exception for a motor car manufacturer to be

bothered by silly customers in this way, simply because

his carburetter is carefully adjusted prior to delivery,

and is further adequately protected from the ingress

of dirt. As it gives no trouble, the owner does not

tinker with it. If motor cycle designers fit proper

strainer gauzes to their tanks, proper filters to their

supply pipes, and efficient dust screens to their air

intakes, their customers will be more likely to leave

the carburetter undisturbed; and in that case there

will be less difficulty in adopting carburetters havinsf,

many delicate parts.
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THE ALL-WEATHER MOTOR CYCLE.
How to Procuce a Motor Cycle which shall be Clean in all Weathers.

By Dr. Rene Camus, Medeein Chef, French Army.

AS will be generally agreed, one of the improve-
ments most important to effect in order to

make the motor cycle a really practical thing

is to obtain cleanliness. At present, from the point

of view of the mechanism and road qualities, the motor
cycle may be considered really efificient. Almost
the only requirement left unsatisfied is the highly

important one of adequate protection. The question,

therefore, is how to construct a machine which will

carry its rider over the road without gathering up
and depositing upon his clothes the dust or the mud
of the roadway, and whose engine, apart from its use-

fulness as a means of propulsion, ceases to throw over
the clothes of the rider the oil which he innocently

. poured into the tank.

The problem appears simple enough at first sight,

and one easy to solve with proper mudguards and an
oil - tight engine.

But the engine ^'^- '

-"V - ' u r""";,"*

'

,
°

r suggested design by Ur. Kene
needs a current Ot Qmus, of tiie French Army,
air, and where air

passes during run-

ning, mud and dust

also pass. Also,

however oil-proof

the engine may be,

sooner or later it

will get an im-

moderate amount
of oil, and some of this will exude. In my opinion,

therefore, in order to. remedy these two faults it is

necessary to be able to enclose the engine completely

in a case, and to provide for its cooling by other

means than the current of air while running. Water-
cooling would be ideal if it were not heavy, but why
not employ air-cooling with a suitable blower? In
this manner our clean motor cycle may be produced.

The designs herewith give an idea of it.

A Detachable Unit.

For the frame I use a model recalling the Scott

frame, which is a marvel (as is all the rest of the

machine), but modifying it as necessary and in such
a way that all the mechanical block, engine, gear box,

etc., can be withdrawn from the frame without dis-

mounting any essential part. Fig,

I represents the frame alone,

without wheels or engine. Fig. 2

the little accessory frame in which
the power unit is mounted. Thanks
to this arrangement all the

machinery is contained in a Fg. 2.—The auxiliary

limited space by upright metallic ^•'"'= '" which the

pieces forming a kind of skeleton
Power ""'t 's mounted,

case, which can be closed by aluminium plates, thus
allowing an easy and frequent inspection.

In this little frame will be mounted, fixed upon the
front tubes, the inclined engine, having before it the
magneto and carburetter; at the back will be placed
the gear box below and two ventilators conveying the
air over the cylinder through two tubes issuing from
A12

each side of the cylinder. Whatever may be the type
of engine, two or four-stroke, the cylinder wings will

be placed in the direction of the current of air.

As is shown by fig. 3, the engine, the two veiitilators

(whose axle is common), and the gear box are united

Fig. 3.—Showing the ventilator and air pipe.

by the same chain passing over three pinions. Another
chain drives the magneto. The petrol and oil tanks

will be fitted in the front part of the frame above the,

engine unit.

With the complete mechanism entirely enclosed in

a case, the only openings are the two circular orifices

at the back on the right and left by which the venti-

lators take in the air, and the orifices at the jright and
left through which the warm air passes. We have thus

obtained a rigidly constructed frame, an engine,

sheltered from rain, mud, and dust, from which the

oil will not be thrown upon the rider.

The Mudguarding.

Now it is necessary to protect the motor cyclist

against the mud and dust of the road. As we no
longer have to arrange for a passage for cooling the

engine we can place the

mudguard in a better

position and just as

we wish. In order to

obtain efficient protec-

tion, we must know
the manner in which
the mud is thrown.

Besides that due to

the centrifugal force

of the wheels, there

is the mud'^ which is

splashed up under the

front and back tyres,

to right and left. In
order to stop this, the

Fig. 4.—Unconventional mudguards
of sensible size and design.

wheel must be surrounded at two-thirds of its

circumference by a flat mudguard, very large,

about three times the diameter of the tyre (fig.

4). The lateral walls (side valances) of the actual

mudguard serve but little to retain the thick mud, and
they may be discarded. The mud coming from the

back tyre would be stopped by the protectors doing
duty as footrests as in the Scott (fig. 5). The piud
which is thrown up sometimes in the front above the
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The All-weather Motor Cycle.
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mudguard will be avoided by extending this forward.

The mud thrown under the machine will be stopped
by the footrests, which will cover all the lower part

of the frame.

Fig. 5.—Rear mudguard and footboard, an arrange-

ment which would appeal to Colonial riders.

Up to now very little has been said about the mud
ihrown by the rear wheels. That, however, must not

l)e neglected. We shall stop this mud as in the case

^f the front wheel with a large flat mudguard without
lateral walls, but getting larger at the front where it

joins the footrests.

>-••

It seems to me that with a machine thus made one
could drive without any fear of getting dirty. In

addition it is easy to understand that suggestions of

the type described here can be easily improved further

so as to produce a machine very nearly approaching

the ideal. The system of protection against mud does

not prevent the use of the most modern carriers, sup-

ports, etc. In short, the enclosed engine, cooled by

a strong current of air, whether in hill-climbing,

running slowly, or travelling at speed, will give

equally satisfactory results as the present type of air-

cooling system.

Dr. Camus's complete mud-proof motor cycle of quite

revolutionary design.

ANOTHER MINIATURE MOTOR CYCLE.
FROM time to time additions

to the number of " motor
scooters " or " auto-ped

"cycles " make their appearance,

usually emanating from U.S.A.,
but the latest invention of this

type is from an English source,

the patentee being Mr. E. V.

Hammond, 88, Louisville Road,
Balham. The water - cooling

system forms the frame, a cylin-

drical tank or radiator supports

the steering column, and the flow

and return pipes, from a water-

jacketed two-stroke engine, make
up the triangular frame. Mud-
shields are provided in front, in

one with the footboards, and a

glass windscreen is fitted in front

of the steering wheel, which is

preferred to handle-bars. Truly
it is a quaint contrivance, and,
despite its novel features, one

A novel " motor scooter" with a water-cooled engine

and friction drive. Are we soon to see staid city

men tobogganing along the highway on mechanical
" auto-peds" ? The sight would certainly be enter-

taining.

cannot help smiling at the prospect of such a machine
ridden by a tall man. The inventor is bent upon
keeping the rider warm at all costs, the saddle being

clipped on to the rising hot water tube, but this

is counteracted by the absence

of a back mudguard ; thus whilst

the rider's knees and legs are

being well toasted, his back will

be subjected to an ever increasing

poultice of cold mud. We pre-

sume petrol is the motive power,

but there is no provision in the

specification for the tank or oil.

Springs are not forgotten, al-

though it may appear so from
the illustration, but a cunning
device embodies springs inside

the front forks. Friction drive

on a tyre tread will slip directly

wet roads are encountered, and
so provision is made for pulling

the back wheel into harder con-

tact with the driving pulley when
necessary.

It is an exceedingly ingenious

machine, but whether it will

prove efficient is very doubtful.

and, even so, whether members of the British public

will go tobogganing about our streets and roads, some-
what after the manner of the comic trick cyclist of
the music halls, is quite another matter.

WAR TIME ROAD
MANY of our fine main roads have during the

last two years deteriorated to an alarming

degree. The bad conditions are generally

attributed to the increased amount and heavier nature

of the traffic occasioned by the war and the lack of

labour for repairing. This is, of course, correct to

a certain extent, but the damage done could be
reduced by fully 50% if the proper speed limit of

12 m.p.h. for the heavj^ war lorries were rigidly

DESTRUCTION.
enforced. During a recent week-end run one of our

staff encountered several 3 ton war lorries on a famous
main road, now notorious for its atrocious surface,

being driven at speeds varying from 18-30 m.p.h.

This reckless driving is undoubtedly the prime cause

of the extra destruction of the road surfaces. In

addition to the damage to the roads, this speed cannot

possibly be good for the springing and vital parts of

the lorries themselves.

&13
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Lamps Lighted from the Magneto.
A Device which gives Sufficient Light to comply with the Lighting Regulations.

THE question of lighting by means of
the current from a magneto has
been discussed on more than one

occasion in these columns. Various
devices have been described and illus-

trated by which the magneto has been
utilised to illuminate a tail lamp.
A few days ago we inspected the

F.R.S. magneto lighting set fitted to a

2J h.p. twin Douglas. It is claimed for

this set that quite sufficient continuous

F.R.S. magneto-lighted head and tail

lamp The box on the top tube contains

a special coil, three-way switch, and dry

batteiy. The third wire is connected to the

magneto switch termmal.

current is produced for a head light and
tail light for all ordinary purposes under
the lighting restrictions and at touring

speeds. The only addition is a small wood
box attached to the top tube. This con-

tains a coil for converting the magneto
current into a suitable one for lighting

bulbs, and a dry battery for use while

the machine is stationary and for start-

ing. At slow speeds the magneto does
not provide a sufficiently strong current
to light the lamp and at the same time
start the engine.

The amount of light derivable from the
magneto depends on the size of the
magneto machine and the speed at which
it revolves. This set, although more
suitable for high - speed engines, be-
cause of the engine speed, has been used
on a 3^ h.p. Triumph. Three wires
come out of the coil box, one going to
each lamp and one to the magneto cut-

out terminal. The special bulbs used are
very small and provided with metallic
filaments. As an instance of the amount
of light given by the head lamp with
only a flash light bulb, Mr. F. E' Swin-
burne told us that it was sufficient to
draw the attention of the police, who
insisted upon the lamp being screened
with paper. One of these lighting sets

has been in use on a Douglas machine
for forty miles a day (using the light
during daylight for the purpose of a
test) for eighteen months.

The complete set comprises head lamp
and handle-bar brackets, tail lamp to fit

number-plate, the box containing the
converting coil and dry battery switch,
spare bulb and all wiring, and is sold at
65s., nickel-plated or ebony black. The
size of the h«ad lamp is 6in. face with a
Sin. glass, and the box measures Gin.

long by 3|in. deep by 3in. wide. Mr. F.
R. Swinburne is most enthusiastic con-
cerning the possibilities of this method
of lighting, and told us that, although he
would always use a more powerful light
for long night journeys, it was just the
thing for short trips.

Battery-lighted Sets.

The makers of this novel form of light-

ing are also marketing the F.R.S. bat-

tery lighting sets. One of these sets we
illustrate, consisting of a Tin. head lamp
with a Sjin. glass, handle-bar fittings,

egg-shaped sidecar lamp, and ball-

shaped tail lamp. The complete set, with

accumulator case 8in. by ^jin. by 5in.,

costs £5 10s. A smaller set, but without -

the sidecar lamp, is £4 8s. These lamps
have four-volt four candle-power bulbs

and adjustable focus.

Still another device of great service

during restricted lighting is an adapter

F.RS. battery-lighted lamp set for use on

sidecar combmations. The set consists or

handle-bar bracket, head, side, and tail

lamps, accumulator in wood case, switch,

and wire.

for converting an ordinary gas head
lamp to an electric one. This consists

of a flash lamp bulb fitted to a clip

which slips over the acetylene burner,

the bulb facing the lens reflector, and the

wire which connects it to the battery

passing through one of the holes in the

bottom of the lamp. The adapter, com-
plete with accumulator in a leather case,

and the necessary wire to connect it up,

costs £1.

Water-cooled Sparking Plugs.
THE subject of efiiciently cooling

sparking plugs has many times been
brought forward in The, Motor

Cycle, and caused a considerable am.ount
of interest Two readers have submitted
designs which they have tried and found
most satisfactory. The first is one sent by
Cpl. H. Ramsey, who is a fitter attached

A war zone method of water-cooling

the sparking plug.

to an A.S.O. company in France. He
tells us that, owing to inferior fuel, they
had been experiencing considerable -plug
trouble, due to overheating. He accord-
ingly had' a special plug made with a
water jacket, which, as will be noticed
from the illustration, encases the whole
metal body of the plug and a considerable
length of the insulator. An inlet and an
outlet are provided at the top and bottom
of the jacket, and are connected by
means of copper tube to a small water
tank arranged in any convenient position
in the frame of the machine. Cpl.
Ramsey has tried two of these plugs in
a Clyno outfit, which runs seventy to
eighty miles regularly every day, and the
results have proved quite satisfactory.

A Still More Simple Device.

A somewhat simpler design is the one
sent by Mr. G. W. Perian. This is

merely a cup designed to take the place
of the copper asbestos washer of an ordi-
nary plug, so that when the plug is

screwed into position the body, of the
plug is practically standing iri a metal
bowl. Into this bowl water is dripped
from a small tank attached in any con-
venient position.

AI4

Mr. Perian has tried his device on a

3^ h.p. single sidecar combination on

wjiich he suffered considerable plug

trouble. He constructed his device from

a tobacco tin, which he cut down to a

height of about lin. A flange was

soldered on the top in order to prevent

splashing. A hole was cut in the bottom

to fit exactly the thread of the plug.

This was rendered watertight by fitting

two copper washers—one inside between

the plug and tin and one outside between
the tin and the

cylinder. We
are told the im-
provement in
running is won-
derful, and that
only a very
small drip of

water is re-
quired to keep
the toetal cool

and to allow

for evaporation.
The device is

certainly e x -

tremely simple,

and can be tried

by anyone.

Another device easily made
for keeping the plug cool.
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POST-WAR PROGRAMMES.
Further Advance Particulars of New Model Motor Cycles.

IN spite of the Ordei- relating to the
manufacture of new motor cycles,

firms will continue to make plans for

after-the-war production. Arranging a
well thought out programme wdl not

rinterfere with their present munition
Kwork, but it will place them in a good
position, when hostilities cease, to get to
vork immediately, and save valuable
Itime.

ITie Ixion Jlotor Manufacturing Co.,
Liadywood,

_
Birmingham, intend con-

pcentrating bn their two-stroke models
after the war, and have decided to fit a

' 'clutch and two-speed gear to both the
ladies' and men's models, in place of hub
gears previously used.

A Spring Frame L.M.C.

The L.M.C. Co., of Monument Road,
Birmingham, have decided to fit as an
after-the-war production a spring frame
to the 6-7 h.p. twin-cylinder model. This
embodies an old design of Mr. Lloyd's
which he introduced some years ago, but
we are not at liberty to say anything
further concerning it beyond the fact that
it was proved to be a practical and sound
design in the early days. With improve-
ments which e.'^perience has provided, it

will doubtless be eagerly sought for by
this firm's Colonial dient'eh. The L.M.C.
will be built on the clean and solid lines
of English machines, with particular
attention to special Colonial requirements,
such as high engine clearance, large

capacity tank (not necessitating any
alteration to seat level, which will be as
low as before), spring frame, round base
rims, 28in. x 3in. tyres, and the L.M.C.
spring fork reconstructed. A three-speed
countershaft gear will be incorporated,
and a specially-designed sidecar chassis
made to suit the spring frame.
The 4^ h.p. single-cylinder model is to

be redesigned.

Levis Lightweight and Flat Twin.

A new Levis post-war two-stroke model
will be called the Baby 2-3 h.p. This is

the 50x70 mm. Levis which in several
hill-climbing and other competitions was
officially referred to as a 1.9 h.p. There
were only six of these machines built for

competition purposes, but after the war
the model will be standardised as above.
The engine will be the result of experi-

ence gained from the model which won
the Calthorpe Hundred Guinea Cup Trial.

The 2^ h.p. model E and the 2i h.p.
Popular will also be continued.
With regard to the twin-cylinder hori-

zontally - opposed two - stroke 4.2 h.p.

model, it is proposed to fit this to- a
duplex frame and also a dropped top tube
frame. We saw some of these 4.2 h.p.

engines running on test. They are
attached to a bed which is not fastened
down in any way, - yet with the engine
revolving there is an entire absence of

vibration. They should make an ideal

two-stroke for a sidecar outfit, and we

look forward to their introduction at a
later date.

Diuid Forks.

The post-war arrangements in connec-
tion with the Druid fork show that the
makers intend to keep pace with engine
power by strengthening the fork of the
3^ h.p. single-cylinder model and improv-
ing it in all details. It was most strongly
emphasised that this firm does not believe
in grease lubricators for the various joints

of the fork, the reason being that from
their experience grease hardens through
exposure to the weather, and that more
often than not it causes the seizure of a
bearing, which may result in the end oE
the spindle being twisted off. In all

forms of spring fork made on the lines
of the Druid, there is a certain amount
of lateral play which cannot be avoided,
and in the opinion of the makers the best
method of taking up this wear is to
supply thin washers for insertion between
the faces of the joint. They also recom-
mend in all cases that oil should be used
for lubrication, and not grease. The
experience they have gained during the
past is, of course, enormous, as there are
a very large number of machines in use
fitted with Druid forks.
With regard to the foregoing advance

details of after-the-war plans, it is, oi

course, useless for readers to make
enquiries of the firms in question, as it is

impossible to give deliveries yet awhile.

->-»o»--<-

DEVICE FOR USING HEAVY FUEL.
^V/E have received from Mr. H. Locke,W of Manchester, a description of a

device he has adopted on his

3i h.p. fixed gear Premier for the utilis-

ing of heavy fuels. The machine has a
Senspray carburetter, was originally fitted

with tank-controlled magneto, and to

obviate the ugliness of a spare tank

hole was drilled in the induction pipe
and a clip placed around. This device
was made controllable from the handle-

bars by Bowden mechanism, a third lever

being fixed on the top of the standard
controls.

By this means the machine was made
capable of ruiming on pure paraffin with
extreme flexibility. The speed is by no
means slow, fifty-seven miles per hour

having been obtained without undue
effort, so we are told, and six miles per
hour on a 3f to 1 gear without a knock.
The mudshield is extremely efficient,

and was made from 22 gauge tinned sheet

iron, the edges being bent round -ftin.

iron wire, and the whole being given

three coats of enamel. An opening was
cut in the shield, which allows the ait

current to impinge against the cylinder.

Slcetcn ot clip which rotates

reund the induction pipe un-

covering extra air intake.

clipped on the top tube the owner fixed

one in one of the pannier bags, and made
the tube to run direct to the jet. Thus
an easy start can aways be made, no
matter what fuel is in the carburetter.

The petrol is simply turned on and the

jet flooded. After the engine fires the

paraffin can, of course, be used.

To obtain slow running on the heavy
spirit it was found necessary to use a
larger jet and higher level; also, several

gauzes were placed in the induction pipe
to assist the vaporisation.

The big jet, however, caused overheat-
ing, and to overcome this an extra air

_Mr. H. Locke's Premier, showing toolbag used as a casing for the spare petrol tank.

Note efficient mudshield.
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Despatch Carrying in German East Africa.
The men whose duty it is to carry messages on motor cycles between posts often hundreds of miles apart, and

frequently quite alone in this wild country, have strange stories to tell, and the following short article graphically

describes a few of the trials these brave motor cyclists cheerfully endure.

HE was gathering a few dried sticks preparatory

to making a fire when I called him over and
invited him to use our Primus to boil his billy

can. Accepting with thanks, he put his tin on the

stove, and then set about getting his blankets down
for the. night.

" He " was a South African despatch rider attached

to our M.M.G.S. armoured car, which at that time

was acting as a " mobile blockhouse " on outpost duty.

In this distressful country the army is nearly always

on the move, and the D.R. has no base billet to

return to each night. He must carry absolutely every

atom of his kit and equipment with him, and the

luggage carried on my new friend's B.S.A. would have
made some of onr home
riders open their eyes.

An Extensive Kit.

Firmly strapped across

the carrier were a large kit-

bag and a roll of blankets

done up in a waterproof

sheet, surmounted by a mess-

tin and a tin of " bully." On
the near side a spare belt

was coiled up under the

pannier bag, and on the off

side a despatch and map
case. The saddle down tube

carried a spare inner tube

in- lits leather case and a

spare water bottle. Bags
holding flour, coffee, and
sugar were tied to the

handle-bar, .together with an

enamel drinking mug and a

tin of beef fat. Attached to

'the front fork was a long

rifle holster, in which were
a rifle and signalling flags,

while on the other side of

the fork were a native spear and a bow and arrows

—

souvenirs. A spare pair of puttees wrapped round the

tank served as knee-grips.

The rider himself—a tall, well-built, sun-brown
Colonial—wore just a tunic shirt, open necked and
with sleeves rolled up, and riding breeches and
leggings. On the road he carried water bottle and

haversack on either shoulder, with his knife, spoon,

and fork shoved down the top of one legging and pipe

down the other—decidedly unpleasant articles to fall

on in the rather likely event of a spill.

After tea or dinner, or whatever you like to call a

meal of bully, coffee, and dough cakes fried in fat

—

our staple food out here—we sat together on the back
of the car, and, with pipes pulling well on sweet

Boer tobacco, exchanged motor cycling experiences.

He told me that the D.R.'s Corps was recruited at

5s. 6d. a day about the beginning of. this year,' and
after very little training landed in G.E.A., all equipped

.A16

A MOTOR CYCLIST D.R. IN GERMAN "EAST."
An equipment worlliy of the name. A load frequently carried

hundreds of miles by despatch riders in German East Africa. All

available space is utilised, even the gap at the top of the leggings,

where kn'fe, spoon, fork, and pipe are snugly carried.

with new B.S.A. 's. The majority of the men had been

through the German West African Campaign.

British and American Machines.

" Of course, "-he said, " you fellows out from home

feel these roads far more than we do. They have

plenty of roads in S.A. with six inches of sand like

these, but you are used to riding on billiard tables.

Wohl how low your cars are "—(I recalled a few merry

moments when our Rolls-Royce had sat on its under-

shield and running boards in the mud, with its wheels

gaily whizzing round)
—

" and the bicycles hit their

crank cases on twigs in the road. The Americans are

much better in this respect, and that is why they areso

popular down below. Still;

on the whole, we prefer

English makes; they are so

well made. See how these

have stood up to it
'—nod-

ding his head towards the

B.S.A. "It's a terrible

load they've got, especially

over these roads, but now
we trust 'em more than

horses. Wish the clutch

were on the handle-bars, all

the same, and I've had to-

bend the bar out, too.

Joining up Again.

" Almost all of us art

going to come home to join

up again and see what
France is like after this. I

wonder what sort of a job

despatch riding is over

there ; out here we have to

cook all our own ' scoff,

'

such as it is, never seeing a

trace of civilisation, and
riding through the sandy

But I suppose slithering-bush for hours on end.

through shell fire all day must be very merry hell

Naturally, we get our share of excitement here. There
is always the danger of the Askari potting you from
the bush, and only a few days ago I was riding alone

in the early morning, and came across a lioness and
two cubs lying in the road. You should have seen

me shin up a baobob tree at the double I

" My longest run? I once did from X to Y
,

that's 300 miles, on my own in three days. That was
before the roads had been so badly cut up, though.

We usually do about forty miles a day when with the

column. Do you happen to have any motoring papers

from home, by the way? Have not seen one for

years, it seems, and I used to be very keen on follow-

ing the trials and things at home. The Motor Cycle—
thanks very much. Move off five o'clock, don't we,

Right ho ! Good night, old man. Give me a shake

if there^s anything doing in the night." Miles.

_^
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"
20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal
questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelops, and should be kept (distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Jet Sizes.

(1.) How are the jets num-
^n bered for B. and B. and
> Senspray carburetters ? Are the
-IJ higher numbers larger in size

than the lower numbers, or vict-

versa? (2.) How many miles per gallon
ou^ht I to get from a 3^ h.p. single-

cylinder machine Avith three-speed gear
and coachbuilt sidecar ? The machine
is fitted with Senspray carburetter,
No. 40 jet, and I am getting eighty
miles per gallon, carrying one passen-
ger. I usually travel a little over
twenty miles per hour. Is this result
good? (3.) Would results be as good
with a 5-6 h.p. twin combination ?

—

- W.J.U. -

(1.) The numbers marked on most car-

buretters represent thousandths of an
[inch. Consequently the larger the num-
'^r the larger the jet. (2.) The mileage-

pu are obtaining is quite good. (3.)

m>, we do not thiuk you would obtain
Bch a large mileage per gallon.

Knocking.

My machine is a recent pattern
_ , 6 h.p. twin-cylinder sidecar com-
-^ bination, and" has recently taken

to ' knocking. Knocking occurs
on hills, and on very slightly

Irising ground wheu the throttle is

riopened after slowing. The machine has
^travelled only about 600 miles, and I

.am wondering whether the trouble is

due to causes other than carbon de-
posit. For a very little raovemeiit of

- the throttle lever the slide seems to

me to Open a good deal. In these
conditions, if the throttle lever were
opened quickly after slowing, would
this be likely to cause the trouble ? I

have only recently been troubled, and
until I heard it on this machine did
not know what a " konk " was. The
engine is extremely difficult to turn
round when cold, necessitating a

copious priming with petrol. I fear

that this is likely so to dilute the oil

as to render it inefficient as a
lubricant. What can be done ?

—

A..I.H.

The trouble cannot well be due to carbon
deposit, as you have run so short a
distance, and so it is a little early to
expect carbon deposit to cause knocking.
Have you tried closing the air when
knocking begins ? A partially choked jet

will also cause knocking. Make sure the
engine receives sufficient oil. It may also

quite well be due to the use of an un-
suitable plug or plugs which cause pre-
ignition. If you use a good single-point

plug of first-class manufacture this

should cure the trouble. Opening the

throttle quickly after slowing up might
cause knocking if you did not first retard
the spark. Injecting petrol does not
dilute the oil, because as soon as the
engine warms up the petrol evaporates.

Clutch and Gear Box Lubiication.

I have a 1915 4^ h.p. combina-
?tion, and shall be glad of your

help in regard to clutch lubri-
-i-l cation and brakes. The makers

recommend their "special lubri-

cating oil " for the clutch and gears,
but I have not been able to obtain this,

and have been given (by a local

repairer) a tin of jMobiloil T.T. Thrs
seemed satisfactory at first, but after-

wards there was difficulty in getting
the clutch to free, and I concluded
that the ' oil was too thick. After
flushing out with paraffin and refilling

with two parts of T.T. and one part
of paraffin (to thin the lubricant down)
I have obtained satisfactory results up
to the present. I am anxious to know
if there is any objection to thinning
the oil with paraffin, and, further,
could not I use heavy cylinder oil, say,
diluted with equal parts of paraffin for
the gear box and clutch, and so save
having to keep -two grades of oil on
hand?—J.T.G.

Engine oil thinned down by means of

paraffin is perfectly satisfactory for metal
plate clutches. If too fierce, add more
oil, and if not sufficiently fierce, add
more paraffin. The gear box should be
lubricated with a very heavy oil—the
heavier the better. It would, therefore,

not be really suitable for the clutch
unless much diluted with paraffin. Do
not add paraffin to the oil for the gears.

THE BRITISH MAGNETO AND
"THE MOTOR CYCLE."

Those motor cyclists who have the

interests of their country at heart

will be interested in a booklet which

is now ready, reviewing the efforts

of " The Motor Cycle" in fostering

a British magneto industry. It is

well to recall that "The Autocar"
and "The Motor Cycle" were the

only two journals which, BEFORE
THE WAR, openly exposed the fad

that the British motor trade was

entirely dependent upon German
magnetos. We shall be pleased to

supply a copy of this pamphlet to

any motor cyclist who cares to make
application to the Editor.

Imperfect Combustion.

I have a 3^ h.p. 1914 mot«r

?'
I

cycle fitted with a B. and B.

automatic carburetter. I find

—i that after a run, either a long
or short distance, on taking the

carburetter down, there is a quantity
of petrol in the induction pipe. Should
this be so? I have tried to remedy
this by raising and also lowering the
shoulder on the carburetter needle, but
it makes no difference, except in the
matter of the engine requiring more
air or less air, as the case may be ; but
the petrol still lies in the induction
pipe. Ought this to be so? If not,

^please tell me what is wrong. I may
say I only get between fifty and fifty-

eight miles per gallon with a sidecar.

—G.D.

No ; there should be no unvaporised
petrol in your pipe. The trouble will

undoubtedly be cured by fitting a warm-
ing pipe to the carburetter, so that the
fixed air is taken in hot. This should
also improve youx* consumption. The
whole carburetter system should be kept
as warm as possible, including the induc-
tion pipe ; this might be lagged with
several layers of insulation tape to pre-

vent radiation of .any heat.

Popping Back through the Carburetter.

I should be obliged if you

^^1 would tell me the reason for my
^ 1914 7 h.p. twin popping back
-iJ through the carburetter. I am

running on 50% mixture of petrol

and petrol substitute. In extracting a
bent exhaust valve from the front

cylinder I had the misfortune to break
the valve guide about gin. below the
cylinder head. Would this lead to its

popping back? The engine will take
no extra air at all, though I have bound
all the carburetter unions with insulat-

ing tape.—G.S.A.

There are many reasons for the trouble of

which you complain in your letter, such

as the possibility of impurities in the

petrol substitute '(but this is not likely),

to the air entering the carburetter not

being warm enough,, or, very possibly,

the trouble might be caused by a partially

stopped jet, especially the pilot jet,

or to the level in the float chamber being

too low. The level should come to a point

just below the top of the jet. It is hard
to say if the breakage of the valve guic'e

would cause the trouble, but provided

the valve closes properly and there is a

fair length of guide left it is hardly

likely that this would allow of the leak-

age of sufficient air to cause the popping

back.

Li,-.-
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Refusal to take Air.

Since adjusting the control

wires of my carburetter I find

the engine will not take as much
air as previously without misfir-

ing or stopping. What would be

the likely cause?—W.D.
The fact that the engine will not take as

mucli air as previously may be due to

an air leak at the induction pipe or car-

buretter unions, or to a partially choked
jet. It is, of course, possible that the

engine actually takes as much air as
^
it

did, but the alteration in the control wire

renders the position of the levers different

for a given opening. If this is the cause,

it may be found that the carburetter will

now take a slightly larger jet, as the air

slide now opens further.

Liability Jor Accident.

Will you kindly give me advice

on the following accident, which
occurred on the highway in

Meopham Parish, Kent : I was
passing with my motor cycle

sidecar on the right-hand side

where the Kent County Council was
repairing the centre of the road. The
road was 18ft. lOili. wide, with a rough
high bank each side. The part of the
road in repair was 62ft. wide, and
had been broken up with lumps of

stone, and men were working on it.

Between the broken road and the bank
on the right-hand side where I passed
it was 6ft. ; on the left-hand side 6ft.

4in. As I was passing the foreman was
at work on the edge of the broken
road. My sidecar mudguard and wheel
knocked his leg, rendering him unfit

for work. I was running the machine
on low gear, and travelled at low speed,

sounding a 7in. foot bell for a long
distance. He was apparently unable
to hear, as he is deaf. Finding he did

not move, I steered .my machine so

that the footboards touched the bank,
to try and avoid the accident. Now
he wants me to pay 17s. per week all

the time he is laid up. Do you think
I should be justified in doing so?

—

and

E,f\We submitted your query to our legal

adviser, who replies as follows :
" It

certainly seems to me that, even if there

was any negligence on the part of

your correspondent, the man who was
knocked down was guilty of contributory
negligence. He knew of the difficulties

in connection with the road, and, in spite

of the fact that he was deaf, he was
working in a dangerous position close up
to the edge, apparently without troubling
to see whether anything was coming. At
the same time, it is always very difficult

to know just what conclusion a judge or

jury would come to with regard to facts

similar to those disclosed. It is, of course,

quite clear that a driver must take into

account that persons in the road may be
deaf, or blind, or drunk, and it would
be very easy for it to be held that your
correspondent should have been going so
slowly through this narrow part that she
could have pulled up without colliding
with this man. She does not say how
many weeks the man has been laid up.
If the claim is only a small one, or it is

possible to settle for a reasonable amount,
it would be much better than running the
risk of an action."

?

Speedometers and Tyre Sizes.

I shall be extremely obliged if

you will tell me, if I transfer a

speedometer from a motor cycle

fitted with 26in. X 2-iin. tyres to

one equipped with 650 mm. X 65

mm. tyres, what difference it will make
in registering the mileage aiid speed.

—F.T.R.
With the 650 mm. x 65 mm. tyres you
will get a very slightly higher reading;

but' we do not fancy the difference will

be sufficient to be noticed, or cause any

real inconvenience.

Noises in Engine.

I should be much obliged if

you would give me your opinion

re the following : My machine is

a 1915 5-6 h.p. twin Hazlewood-
Jap. A bumping sound has set

in, together with a dull scrape. The
former occurs at speed ; the latter at

any time. I dismantled the machine,

and found side play, very slight, but
sufficient to cause the flywheels

to bump against the crank case.

There was no direct end play to

the connecting rods, but more per-

ceptible rock in the back than in the

front. The scrape is evidently against

the oilguard for the back cylinders.

It is slight but annoying. (1.) Will
it do any harm if allowed to continue?

(2.) Would a -washer or small bush
fitted on the main driving-shaft chain

side inside crank case put matters
right regarding the hump. (3.) Should
I have the big end rebushed to take up
the rock as above? (4.) As I use the

machine for business purposes daily,

wet or fine, how long would the repair

take and probable cost? (5.) The
machine has Vvfonderful power and
speed in spite of the above ; but when
it is rumiing slowly on top or second
with the throttle one-quarter open (or

less), and air in any reasonable posi-

tion, a choke sets in, causing the
machine to proceed in jerks.—W.T.

You should make sure that the flywheels
are not loose on the shaft. This might
easily cause the symptoms you mention,
though when the engine is down you
might not readily notice the looseness.

Try a thin washer on pulley side and
gear side spindles, which will prevent any
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end play. (1.) If the trouble is caused as

you say, no damage will be done. (2.)

Probably not unless there is clearly undue
end play. (3.) This would be the best

course, but should not be necessary unless

there is considerable end play. (4.) We
cannot tell. Ask the repairers for an
estimate both of time and cost. (5.)

Possibly this is caused by an air leak,

causing misfiring.

READER'S REPLY.
Bournemouth to Cheltenham.

This alternative gives easier gradients,

less, tortuous road, equally good sur-

faces, and the mileage is almost identical.

The writer knows both routes well, and
the scenery is equally interesting. Bourne-
mouth, Christchurch, Ringwood, Ford-
ingbridge, Salisbury, Wilton, Maddlng-
ton, Tilshead, West Lavington, Devizes,
Chippenham, Mahnesbury, Cirencester,

Cheltenham.—R. Pbarce.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"P.B." (Birmingham).—6 h.p. A.J.S.

sidecar. Upkeep and reliability.

"W.A." (Cardiff).—Grado and Philip-
son pulleys, also Mabon gear, fitted on
a 3i h.p. single-cylinder.

"K.B." (Yorks).—1916 Harley-David-
son 7-9 h.p. Consumption, speed, reli-

ability, and hill-climbing capabilities.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Birkenhead to Leamington.—H.C.C.

Birkenhead, Chester, Whitchurch,
Weston, Gailey, Brownhills, Erdington,
Castle Bromwich, Stonebridge, Kenil-
worth, Leamington.

Manchester to Glasgow.—^B.S.

Manchester, Pendlebury, Bolton, Chor-
ley, Preston, Garstang, Lancaster, Kendal,
Penrith, Carlisle, Gretna Green, Eccle-
fechan, Lockerbie, Beattock, Abington,
Lesmahagow, Hsmilton, Glasgow.

Burgh to Birmingham via Nottingham.
Burgh, Wainfleet, Boston, Donington,

Holbeaoh, Wisbech, March, Peter-
borough, Wansford, Stamford, Oakham,
Melton Mowbray, Nottingham, Long
Eaton, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Tamworth,
Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham.

The latest model of a curious American design known as " The Militaire." It is another

attempt at a car on two wheels. A single-cylinder engine supplies the power, while the

appearance of the large casing under the seat seems to suggest that friction drive is the type

of gearing employed
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5h.p. BROUGH
FLAT TWIN.

An Entirely New 692 c.c.

Model, the Latest Production
of the Brough Factory, the

Outcome of Several Years'

Experience with Horizontal

Twins.

AT the present time, as will have been
gathered from recent issues of The
Motor Cycle, there is something akin

to a boom in "flat twins," as we have
styled these horizontally-opposed engines.

Some twelve machines are already well

known to the motor cycling public, and
among them the productions of Messrs.
W. E. Brough and Co., of Basford, Not-
tingham.
The 3^ h.p. model of the firm, or, as

they are pleased to call it, "The Pup,"
has proved its worth, not once, but many
times, in competition, and it speaks well

for the machine that it seldom appears
in the second-hand market, and when it

does, always commands a verj^ high
figure.

The larger machine now makes its

appearance in an improved form, and,
without overstating the case, we may
say that it is a very fine product in every
!way, but, unfortunately, for the present,

it is not obtainable, for the simple
reason that Messrs. Brough are much too

busy on important Admiralty work,
which must not be delayed or interfered

with in any way. The 5 h.p. flat twin
must remain in being only, so far as two
or thiee models aie concerned, awaitmg

Threequarter

the termination
of the war,
when it will

take its place

as a standard
model. Messrs.
Brough are con-

vinced of the
superiority of

flat twins over
singles, and this

after extensive
experience over
a pei'iod of

twenty years of

engine manu-
facture.

The specifica-

tion of this out-

fit, for it is

intended to be
sold as a com-
plete combina-
tion with a

specially de-

rear view

tool

.^r/ -v„

showing the rotund shape of the body, designed to accommodate

s and spare-; without disturbing the passenger.

signed sidecar, may briefly be stated thus :

Cyi,inders.—Horizontally-opposed, each

70 X 90 mm. = 346 c.c.

Transmission.—^in. chain to counter-

shaft, Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear,

and l^in. belt to driving wheel.

Magnktc-—Thomson-Bemiett.
CARBURETTEK.^Claudel-hobson, with

hot air jacket.

Frame of special design, rendering
removal of cylinders an easy matter,

leaving the crank case in situ.

Splash lubi'ication by drip feed.

Features of the New Engine.

The cylinder casting of the new 5 h.p.

engine is a fine piece of work, the fins

being arranged horizontally on the cylin-

der itself and "herring boned" over the

Connecting rod of the

new flat twin Brough,

showing split big end.

Power unit of the latest 5 h.p. fiat twin Brough, from which the clean design will be
appreciated. Notice the hot air collector for the carburetter.

A cylmdei of the latest Brough, showing
air passage in cylinder to assist in cooling

the valve pockets. Note herringbone fins.

valve pockets Between the pockets is

an ail passage to assist cooling. The
cylinders are staggered to the extent of

one inch, and bolted to a very cleverly
designed crank case casting in aluminium.
The latter is entirely in one piece, with a
large cover plate forming the off side of

the chamber and secured by twelve nuts.
All corners and edges are rounded, and
particular attention given to making the
engine uiiit as clean and plain in its lines

as possible. Absence of dust-collecting

corners and general simplicity have always
been the striking features of the smaller
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A 5h.p. Brough Flat Twin.

—

Brough machine. Lubrication is very
efficient, the oil being fed directly over
the big ends, and dropping into the crank
case, to be utilised again on the splash

system.

Piston of the new ' 5,' which

has two rings at the top, one at

the bottom, and a " keeper ring"

for the gudgeon pin.

The valves are placed horizontally,

side by side, above the cylinders, are

of large diameter, and easily accessible

in either cylinder. The whole power
unit is held rigidly in the frame. The
back part of the frame is carried under-

neath the crank case, and the front down
tube carries the crank case at the top,

which arrangement facilitates the ready
removal of either cylinder. The crank-

shaft is well balanced and of substantial

design, as also are the connecting rods,

which latter have the usual car type big

ends. The piston lias two rings at the
top and one at the bottom, with a keeper
ring over the gudgeon pin.

The Thomson-Bennett magneto, placed
above the crank case, is gear driven. It

is interesting to note that Messrs. Brough
have been fitting this magneto from the
early days of the war in place of the

Bosch, and it has given entire satisfaction.

The usual outside flywheel is fitted, with
the chain -sprocket on the outer side

connecting the power via a half-inch chain
to the standard Sturmey-Archer gear and
clutch (handle-bar controlled).

The exhaust is carried by easy sweep-
ing pipes into a cast aluminium box

carried under the crank case. No baffle

plates are used, but the engine runs very
quietly.

The Frame.

The head of the frame is particularly

strong, and has cast integral with it two
lugs for sidecar attachment. The forks

are specially made, the main blades

being very wide. Two gallons of fuel

may be carried in the tank, whilst the

oil compartment is partitioned off in the

centre of the right hand side, the con-

trol being by plunger pump and visible

drip feed.

The sidecar is of special design, being
roomy and having a capacious locker at

the rear end. That the springing is

efficient and well thought out we were
able to prove later during a short run
on the rough suburban roads of Notting-
ham. The sidecar is being made
especially for this machine by the Der-

went Sidecar Co., of Borrowash, Derby.

Balanced crankshaft of usual design,

with cranks set at 180 degrees.

After a thorough examination of the
machine we were invited to take a trial

trip in the sidecar. The first noticeable

feature was acceleration : as soon as the
. gear is changed from low to top the
speed jumps to 25 ni.p.h. in a few
yards, and this speed can be maintained
on a give-and-take road on a mere whiff
of gas, whilst the quiet purr of the
engine is very pleasant. But as the
throttle is opened the big reserve of

power is drawn upon, and very high
speeds, for a sidecar combination, can
be maintained whenever the road per-

mits; 45 m.p.h. is easily reached on
deserted stretches of road. No doubt
50 m.p.h. can be attained without undue
effort, and this, with rider and passen-
ger of normal weight, about 12 stone
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each. The engine can be throttled

down to about 10 m.p.h. on top gear,

and it pulled steadily at this speed up
a gentle rising gradient without labour-

The exhaust box design and its

special brackets.

ing in any way. AU horizontally-

opposed engines show a marked reduction

in vibration from that to which we
have become accustomed on the single

and V twin types ; but this superiority

is particularly noticeable in the Brough.

It is excellently balanced, for even when
revving fast on the stand the usual tremor

was almost absent. Without doubt

Messrs. Brough have perfected a splen-

did example of the horizontaUy-opposed

engine, which will add greatly to the

cult of the "flat twin."

The complete Brough sidecar outfit. A three-speed countershaft gear with combined chain

and belt transmission has been adopted on this new model.

AVERAGE PRICES.

WE give below the average prices of

second-hand models offered for

sale in TliP. Motor Cycle. Where
it is possible to obtain a sufficient number
of each model the average for the past

week is quoted, otherwise the last average

is given, if within four weeks.
Average Latest

for weekly
Make. Yeai-. ~ H.P. last average

week, obtaisable,

A.J.S 1915 6 3-sp. sidecar .. — £75
,, 1916 6 3-sp sidecar.. ,

—

£92
J916 2j 3-speed £54. —

^llda>-3 1915 2-stroke, 2-sp. ... £31 —
Ariel igi6 5 3-sp. sidecar . . £80 —

'

B.S.A 1916 4i 3-sp. sidecar . . £63 —
,

1916 4i 3-speed £58 —
1915 4J 3-sp. sidecar . . — £55

„ 1013 4i 2-sp. sidecar . . £37 —
Calthorpe .. 1915 2^ 2-speed £26 —

,, ,. 1916 2j 2-speed £30 —
Clyno 1914 6 3-sp. sidec^ . . — £34
Connaugbt . 1914 2-sp., 2-stroke ... — £22
Douglas ... 1916 2|2-speed.; — £39

„ .. 1914 2J 2-speed £36 —
.. 1913 2| 2-speed £32 —

En&eld 1916 6 2-sp. sidecar , . l77 —
,, 1915 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £65
, 1914 6 2-sp. sidecar . . £33
„ 1915 3 2-speed £--9 —

H.-Davidson 1915 7-9 3-sp. sideiar. . £i5g —
Indiau 1916 Powerplus sidecar £85 —

„ . 1915 7 3-sp. sidecar . . £65 —
„ 1913 5 3-speed £48 —

James 1914 4^ 3-sp. sidecar . . — £43
,

1916 4i 3-sp. sidecar . . £85 —
Levis 1915 2i 2-stroke £24' —

,,
' 1916 2^ 2-stroke — £23

Matchless . . 1915 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £63 —
.. 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . — £53

New Hudson 1915 4 3-sp. sidecar ., £54 —
New Imperial 1916 2.V 2-speed £29 —

„ 1915 2i 2-speed £25 —
P. & M. ... 1914 si 2-sp. sidecar . . — £40
Premier , . . 1911I 3^ 2-sp. sidecar . . £44 —
Rex 1914 6 3-sp. sidecar . . £45 —
Rover 1914 3^ 3-sp. sidecar . . £41 —

„ 1915 3i: 3-sp. sidecar .. £55 —
Rudge 1915 3i Multi sidecar . — £45

,, 1914 3V Multi £30 .
—

Scott...... 1914 3I 2-sp. 2-str.s/c. £42 —
Sunbeam ,. 1914 3! 3-sp. sidecar .. £58 —

„ .. 1915 3 i 3-sp. sidecar . . £79 —
Triumph . , . 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £45 —

,, ... 1914 4 3-sp. sidecar . . £42 —
„ ... 1915 2i 2-5p. 2-stroke . — £36
„ ... 1913 3S 3-sp. sidecar .. — £34

... 1913 3H-speed £30 —
Williamson , 1914 8 2-sp. sidecar £60 —
Zenith 1914 6 Gradua sidecar £44 —

H
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ARTILLERYMEN'S "BATH TUBS."
PLANS are announced in the United

States for tlie formation of a horse-

less regiment of heavy artillery, the

guns to be hauled from point to point by
caterpillar tractors, described as similar

in construction to the " land Dread-
noughts " or " tanks " on the British

Front.

It is instructive to learn that the

artillerymen, who heretofore have ridden
_

horses, will hereafter ride on motor cycles

with " bath tub " attachments, each cycle

carrying three men.

AT GALLIPOLI AND SALONIKA.

WE recently had a visit from Lt.

Cyril Paterson, the competition
and racing motor cyclist. He

joined the colours in October, 1914, and
left this country in the summer of last

year, hoping to get a commission in the
' R.E. He went to Gailipoli, and was in

the furious fighting during the Suvla Bay
landing, when the R.E.'s were employed
as infantry. He was severely wounded,
recovered at Cairo, was sent home for a

brief space of time, and then joined the
Salonika E.xpeditionary Force. He has
;seen fighting on the Somme, fi'om which
scene of operations he has just returned
wearing the ribbons of the JNlilitary Cross
and the Croix de Guerre. He mentioned
that he had seen a despatch rider wearing
his gas helmet and riding along a log

road all out on a Triumph with T.T.
handle-bars. This weird figure, he said,

leaping from log to log, and swaying
about in a most alarming manner, was
like nothing on earth.

D.R.'s AS AIR PILOTS.

WE have received a letter from an
Au.?tralian D.R., who is the ex-

secretary of the West Australian

M.C.C. He tells us that during twelve
months motor cycling in France, he
met numerous Australians and New
Zealanders who Avere either D.R.'s or

drivers who have been sent home for a

course of aviation. Many motor cyclists

and drivers in the Flying Corps are

being sent home for this course, their

pi-actical experience and knowledge of

motors, and the nerve and dash that
they acquire in the execution of their

duties being considered of great assist-

ance in the making of suitable pilots.

THREE-INCH TYRES ON
TRIUMPHS.

WE have received a further letter

from the Front, emanating from
a section using Sin. tyres on their

War Office Triumph machines. Some
doubt was expressed at first as to the
possibility of fitting such a large tyre

to a Triumph macliine, on account of

the clearance necessary. Our informant
tells us that it is possible to put a
3ui. tyre inside the standard mudguard,
but not adA^sable. He himself rode a
machine for some weeks in fine weather
with the standard guard and a 3in. tyre,

but the wheel clogged very easily as
soon as the rain started. The writer
further states that manufacturers of the
different makes of motor cycles at the
Fiont even now do not know what is

wanted in the way of clearance. The

slight increases effected are inappreciable,

and it only needs the right consistency

of mud in France to bring a machine
to a standstill—even a comparatively thin

layer on 'pave will do' it.

HEROES OF THE TANKS.

IN a list of war honours, containing

twelve hundred names, published in

the London Gazette, are the awards
of the Military Cross to the following

officers associated with the heavy
armoured car tanks :

Sec-Lt. John Allan mancEuvred his Tank with
great skill under heavy shell fire over difficult and
unknown ground, and brought it into a good posi-

tion for enfilading the enemy's trenches, which lie

succeeded in doing with good effect.

Sec.-Lt. Francis J. Arnold commanded his

Tank with great courage and determination.
Later, the Tank being held up, he and his crew
continued to fight with their revolvers.

Sec.-Lt. E. C. K. Colle fought his Tank with
great gallantry, reaching the third objective.

Later, on several occasions he went to the assist-

ance of the infaritry, and finally brought his Tank
safely out of action.

Sec.'Lt. A. H. Blowers on several occasions
assisted the infantry and enabled them to advance.

Lt. F. a. Robinson's Tank got ditched, and he
and his crew dug for fourteen hours under heavy
fire, eventually getting the Tank out and back to
the assembly point.

Sec.-Lt. V/. H. Sampson enfiladed an enemy
trench and captured fifteen prisoners.

Sec.-Lt. E. L. Purdv fought his Tank for five

and a half hours with great gallantry, beating off

continual enemy bombing attacks.

Lt. a. E. Arnold went to the assistance of
another Tank. He also rescued a wounded man,
and, although himself wounded, brought his Tank
safely out of action.

Sec.-Lt. H. G. F. Bown fought his Tank, which
was disabled, with great gallantry, reaching his
third objective. He put two machine guns out of
action.

Sec.-Lt. L. C. Bond in his Tank put a machine
gun out of action and captured the team.

R.E. MOTOR CYCLIST DESPATCH RIDERS ATTACHED TO THE CLYDE DEFENCES.

Cpl. Heyes. L.-Cpl. Leonard. L.-Cpl. Burgin. L.-Cpl. Collins. L.-Cpl. Stewart. L.-CpL Service (artificer).

{We arc indebted to Cpl. Hcycs for the photograph,)

BJ
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
Greenwich Time.

Nov. 25rd 4-.51 p.m.

„ 25th 4.28 ,,

„ 27th 4.26 ,,

„ 29th 4.24 .,

Dynamo Lighting for Solo Machines.

We hear of a new dvnamo lighting set

for solo machines which is all ready for

the market, but cannot be manufactured
at present, owing to tlie great demand
for more urgent w"ar material. We shall

publish particulars at the earliest possible

moment.

The Simple Runabout.
The question of a simple form of run-

about as an alternative to the sidecar

combination is a constantly recurring

topic. In Wednesday's issue of The
Light Car there is a three-page illus-

trated article on the subject, wherein a
number of the older patterns and some
of the latest designs of cycle cars are

reviewed and criticised.

Death of a Gallant Motor Cyclist.

When the super-Zeppelin was brought
down Ln Esse.x on September 24th, a
young Essex farmer, a JMr. Alfred
Wright, set out on his machine in the
pitch darkness to call the military, but
unfortunately he collided with a motor
car and sustained injuries resulting in his

leg having to be amputated. We greatly
regret to learn that he has just died in

hospital.

Overseas Mails Lost.

We draw the attention of our Overseas
readers to the fact that there were a

number of Overseas mails on the Ai'abia,

and we think it likely that there may be
many letters on board addressed to ?'/ie

Motor Cycle, since we hear continually

from Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney,
Straits Settlements, Ceylon, etc. Will
Overseas readers kindly note, and dupli-

cate any communications which may
have been posted round about the dates
announced in the press?

Motoring in Switzerland.

We recently dined with JI. Jules

Neher, the managing director of ilotosa-

coche, Ltd., makers of the famous M.A.G.
engine, who was on a brief visit to

England. He told us that there was a

great scarcity of petrol in Switzerland,

and that everyone had to use benzole,

which gave great trouble in cold weather,
as it froze much too easily. He told us,

with great joy, that Motosacoche machines
were now used exclusively by the Swiss
Army. Though a neutral, M. Neher is

very pro-ally in his sympathies.

b8

The Second-hand Show—Closing Scenes.

We paid a visit to the Agricultural
Hall on Saturday morning, to have a

glance at the second-hand show on its

last day, and arrived just before the
auction of the unsold cars and motor
cycles began. This was in the hands of

Mr. S. G. Cummings, who is well-known
in the motoring world. There were few
additions to the machines we reviewed
last week, the most notable being a
Garden cycle car, which appeared to be
in good order. Bidding was not particu-
larly brisk, as few people were present.

Altogether the promoters of the exhibi-
tion are satisfied with the results, forty
motor cycles out of ninety-two entered
were sold, while the proportion of all

vehicles sold was about 50% of the
entries. That a show of this kind can
be iriade a success, Messrs. William Glass
and Co. are quite sure ; so inuch so in

fact that they have booked the hall for

a date in JMarch. If properly advertised
before-hand, and held at a period when
second-hand sales are lookmg up, we
are inclined to share the promoters'
confidence, as there is no doubt that,

owing to the rarity of new goods and
the consequent difficulty of obtaining
them, any exhibition which helps the
sale of second-hand motor cycles is

likely to meet with success.

THE HEAVIEST MOTOR CYCLIST.

In our issued Sept. 14th we reproduced a

photograph of the tallest motor cycle agent

in the world. It is a coincidence that the

heaviest, Mr. Ove Bendixen, weighing

305 lb., should also live in the same city

—

Copenhagen Mr Bendixen is seen mounted

on a flat twin Indian.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
THE ALL-WEATHER MOTOR CYCLE.

By Dr. Rene Camus.

MANUFACTURE UNDER PERMIT.
Makers' Opinions and Experiences.

ANOTHER FLAT TWIN.

The "All-weather" Motor Cycle.

This old topic is once again revived

by the publication of an article in this

issue, written by Dr. Rene Camus, of

the French Army. Only two or three

motor cycle manufacturers standardise

efficient mudshields.

S8 X Sin. Tyres on Triumphs.

In further reference to the paragraph
regarding this subject in our issue of

November 2nd, Pte. Barnett informs us

that the tyres used were Dunlop 28x3
as fitted to American rims. He says that

there is plenty of clearance for the larger

tyres, and that not only is greater com-
fort obtained but the rims suffer less

from damage through striking pot-holes

at speed. This opinion does not tally

with the letter reviewed in our military

notes.

A South African Record Route.

The Johannesburg-Durban Route seems
to be keeping South African motor
cyclists busy. No sooner are new figures

set up than some rival starts out to

beat tJiem. We know not of the failures

to beat records, but we do know that

the original record of about 18^ hours
has been pared down to 12 hours 33
minutes for the 421 miles journey.

London-Edinburgh in 12^ hours is quite

good going, but S.A. roads cannot be
compared with British surfaces.

Another Missing Motor Cycle.

Mr. W. H. TreveUich, of Barnet,

informs us that his motor cycle has been
lent under rather curious circumstances.
On Wednesday afternoon, November
15th, a soldier called at his house and
asked permission to borrow his motor
cycle to ride into the town to obtain

spares for his own machine, which had
broken down, and which he had left at

an inn in the neighbourhood. He at the

same time left two " On His Majesty's
Service " letters addressed to the War
Office to be looked after till his return.

The machine was lent, and has not been
seen or heard of again.

The official envelopes, it appears, were
found to contain sheets from a newspaper.
The description of the missing machine
is as follows : 1911 1^ h.jj. Singer, with
inclined engine, IJin. tyres, new Hutch-
inson on back, raised handle-bars, new
filler caps. Til marked on crank case.
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The New Prohibition Order.

WliUe visiting a motor cycle factory

near London tlie other day, we were

informed by the manager that he had
applied for and obtained a permit from

the Jlinister of Munitions to finish fifty-

two partly completed machines.

Flat Twins o£ Large Capacity.

The value of the opinion of a writer

in a contemporary to the effect that

horizontal engines over 350 c.c. are not

successful can be gauged from the fact

that the following makers, among others,

are now producing engines over the size

stated : A.B.C. Motors, Ltd., W. E.

Brough and Co., H. Collier and Sons,

Ltd., Douglas Bros., and Humber, Ltd.

Rover Company Balance Sheet.

The profit of the Rover Co., Ltd., for

the year ending August 31st is £61,097,
which, with the amount brought forward,
gives an available balance of £101,457
16s. 3d. A 10% dividend is being paid;

which absorbs £11,224. To the general

reserve is -placed £20,000, war contin-

gencies reserve £30,000, and the balance

of £40,233 to be carried forward to next
year. The Chairman (Col. W. F. Wyley,
J.P.), in moving the adoption of the

directors' report, mentioned that they had
disposed of the motor cycle part of the

business.

With regard to the above, the com-
pany referred to by Col. Wyley is the

"Kew Rover Cycle Co., Ltd.

The Colombo Motor Cycle Volunteer Corps.

We mentioned recently that a JUotor

Cycle Volunteer Corps was being formed
in Colombo, Ceylon. The most recent

news is that the detachment Irad their

first " parade " on November 6th, outside

the Racecourse, and took the oath before

Capt. F. J. Hawkes, who is O.C. for the
Colombo detachment. Afterwards he
explained to them the work they were
e.xpected to do. "Their activities," he
said, " would extend over the whole of the
island, acting, if necessity arose, as

despatch riders. It would be essential

for them to go through machine-gun drill,

signalling, infantry drill,' and rifle prac-
tice." After a discussion the tunic of

the Royal Flying Corps was decided upon
as being the most suitable uniform for

their work.

Contents of this Issue.

Among the chief contents of this

issue will be found a series of photo-
graphs in and around Verdun taken by a
motor cyclist attached to the staff of the
French Army (page 445), and an article

on "The All-weather Motor Cycle"
(pages 448-449), curiously enough by a
Medicin Chef of the French Army, Dr.
Rene Camus ; another novel motor
scooter (page 449) ; some specimens of
water-cooled sparking plugs (page 450)

;

some exclusive details of post-war pro-
grammes of different manufacturers (page
451) ; impressions by a Midland motor
cyclist on despatch riding in German
East Africa (page 452) ; an illustrated
description of a new 5 h.p. flat twin
Brough (pages. 455 and 456) ; manufac-
turers' opinions of the new Order pro-
hibiting the manufacture of new motor
cycles (page 462) ; the Reading-Standard
trade carrier page 461) ; items of interest
from Overseas (page 452).

^^^ILE
A Simple Kick-starter.

To convert the pedalling gear of a

three-speed hub geared motor cycle to

a kick-starter is a comparatively simple .

matter with Triumphs or other simi-

lar motor cycles. The sketch illus-

trates the manner clearly. Fix a chain to

the chain wheel at A, and from B to C

The pedalling gear of a three-speed

hub-geared motor cycle converted into a

kick-starter,

fix a strong tension spring. On the other
side of the motor cycle fit a longer crank
case bolt, or stop, to catch the crank at
correct position. The fixing can be
adjusted to suit the required position of

the k.s. crank by altering the left crank
on the bracket spindle.

Humber, Limited.

The directors of Humber, Ltd., in

presenting their report for the year
ended 3lEt August, 1915, state that the
accounts show a net profit on the year's
trading of, £51,293 13s., to which has
to be added the sum of £48,659 brought
forward. A 12% dividend is to be paid
on the preference shares in discharge of

two years arrears, £10,0CO to be added
to the building fund, and £50,174 carried

forward.
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The National War Funds.

For the week ending November 18th
the principal war funds stood as follow :

The Prince of Wales's Fuud
(£3,471,475 distribnteaj .. £5,977,580

Britisli Bert Cross Fund .. .. 5,257,754 13 5
The Queen's Fund 170,190 5 11
Tobacco Fund 119,258

Definition of Motor Spirit.

The question as to whether the use of

paraffin and other substitutes is covered
by the recent Order restricting the use

of motor spirit is now definitely settled.

The Home Secretary says the term
" motor spirit " should be interpreted as

being only such spirits as were liable to

duty under the Finance Act.

Pistons of Aluminium Alloy.

Some doubts have been expressed in

certain quarters regarding the suitability

of aluminium alloy for the manufacture
of motor cycle pistons, because motor
cycle engines are for the most part air-

cooled. In this connection it is inter-

esting to note that in America an alloy, ,

magnaiite, has been adopted for use m
a 35 h.p. air-cooled car. This fact should
allay any doubts as to the possibility

of aluminium alloy being used with
success on a motor cycle.

Flat Twins—Still They Come

!

Another flat twin—a type of engine
with which The Motor Cycle has been
so closely identified—is described and
illustrated in this issue. The machine
in question is a new Brough rated at

5 h.p., and of a design so clean that
comment is at once evoked. It will be
recalled that the Brough Company has
already had several years' e.xperience of

horizontal twins, and the present model
is the outcome of valuable data gained
on road and track.

Mr. and Mrs. Coates. of Hendon, are enthusiastic users of the Royal Enfield. They have

since 1913 covered well over 20,000 miles, including various competitions in which they

were keenly interested, as well as tours in Scotland, Wales, the Lakes, and Devonshire.
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Connecting Rod and Piston Head in One Piece.

AVERY novel piston and con-

necting rod construction is

described in The Autocar of

last week, in which, to put the matter

quite briefly, the piston head is re-

placed by a bulbous head attached

to the connecting rod-- and surrounded
by a sleeve which carries the piston

rings and forms the piston skirt.

Whether such a construction is likely

to become " common in motor cycle

engines is a moot point, but the

designs are certainly interesting and
ingenious, while a reduction of

weight is claimed. Another advant-

age is that the part of the bulbous

head which comes into contact with

the heat of the explosion does not

become oily, and so accumulate car-

bonised oil.

The end of the connecting rod is

spherical, or partly spherical, in

shape, and the seating is ground to

the same radius, and it will be in-

teresting to observe whether or not

this will remain gastight.

Several methods of attachment

have been devised. In A and B the

head is first slipped into position in

the sleeve, turned through an angle

of 90°, and secured to the connect-

ing rod by means of a nut.

In the types C, D, and E the head
is made in one piece with the con-

Designs of pistons and connecting rods,

showing various methods of eliminating

the gudgeon pins as suggested in the

accompanying article.

necting rod, and held in position by
the lower seating, which is, in turn,

secured by a split ring. In D a

strengthening web will be noticed,

and also an alternative form of bead
which is suitable for two-stroke

machines.
In the drawing marked F, in addi-

tion to a two-stroke head, as in D,
there is shown an outer sleeve in two
pieces, which are held together by a

ring possessing two inwardly project-

ing flanges. In this case the big end
must be passed through the lower

flange before the engine is assembled.

In the case of G, the enlarged con-

necting rod end is attached to a per-

forated spherical head by a bolt,

which has free play in the head, a

perforated washer ground to the same
radius as the outside of the head,

and a nut. The A, B, and G types-

would have a distinct advantage in

the case of an engine with a detach-'

able head, which is that, on the nut

being removed, the pistons can be
slid bodily out of the engine for the'

examination or renewal of piston

rings.

These pistons are the design ofi

Messrs. T. J. Biggs, H. Henry, and'

H. W. Hindley, and open up quite

new ideas in the matter of engine

construction.

->-•••-<-

The Magneto Position.

ONE of the burning questions of the day in the

motor industry is that which concerns the pro-

duction of magnetos in this country. For the

past three years The Motor Cycle has urged manufac-

turers to create and develop the British production, but

until comparatively recently the necessity was not

realised, and although the position to-day is encourag-

ing, the supply is not nearly equal to peace time

demands. In The Autocar of November 25th will be

found a leading article reviewing the position, and

making suggestions which are of great interest to all

concerned in the building up of national industries. The
chief: point unquestionably in the establishment of a

magneto industry is the laying of sure foundations,

and these things are, says the writer of the article,

" Government protection after the war, and the con-

fidence of British motorists." With regard to the

first, it has been suggested that all British magnetos

or other ignition apparatus, including parts, should

be protected in the following manner

:

I. (a) Countries now at war against us: total pro-

hibition of imports for at least five years, after this

period a minimum of 33^3% import duty.

{b) All other countries a minimum of 33^^% import

duty for five years, and 20% minimum after five years.

2. All Government departments should purchase

only British-made magnetos, or ignition apparatus, and

specify them for all subsidised vehicles.

3. No undertaking should be allowed to manufac-
ture magnetos or other ignition apparatus in this

country if they are in any way controlled by capital

obtained from enemy countries or subjects.

4. It should be insisted upon that all goods be

plainly marked, on the article itself, in a position to be

clearly visible, the name of the country of origin.

5. That all advertising relating to foreign-made

goods should clearly state the country in which the

goods referred to are manufactured.
The suggestions are quite practicable, and there is

no doubt that unless something of the kind be done
the newly created British industry will not survive.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.
The proprietors of this journal, being fully in accord with the

recommendations agreed upon at the Paris Economic Conference, give

notice that they wil! not permit the advertisements of new goods

manufactured in enemy countries to appear in this publication, either

during or after the v/ar.

II.IFFE & SONS LTD.
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The Reading-Standard Trade Carrier.
Channel Steel Frame, sprung front and rear, 12 h. p. Air-cooled Twin Engine.

A MOTOR cycle trade carrier very
popular in the United States is the
Heading-Standard,, and a consign-

ment of these has recently reached the

Metropolis. The design is distinctly good,
the vehicle being efficiently sprung, not
only in front but at the back ; also, the

frame is not without interest, as it con-

sists of a main channel steel frame, a

single piece of steel suitably stayed by
means of cross members, narrowed behind
and widened in front. The back wheel
is carried on an inner frame, which is

hinged to the centre of and carried below
the main frame. This inner frame sup-
ports the power unit and gear box, which
is exactly the same as is fitted to the
Reading-Standard motor bicycle. The
two frames are connected at the rearmost
end by means of full elliptical springs,
thus completely insulating the driver
from road shocks.

Engine Details.

The Reading-Standard engine is a well-

linished V type cycle motor having a

bore and stroke of 3|in. x 3iin., and a

cubical capacity of 68 cubic inches

(85.7 X 95.25 mm., 1,100 c.c), which is

rated at 12 h.p. The valves are arranged
side by side, while the carburetter is the
well-known Schebler automatic. The
lubrication is effected by means of a
mechanical pump, which keeps a constant
level of oil in the crank chamber from
the oil reservoir in the cylindrical tank,
which also carries a considerable supply
of petrol.

The gear box is of the ordinary three-

speed type and has a kick-starter in-

corporated with it. The control follows
standard car practice throughout, the
left pedal actuating the multiple-disc
clutch, and the right pedal the external
brake on the back hub. The change-
speed lever working in a quadrant is

fitted in the usual position, and there is

also a side brake lever operating the
internally expanding brake. The clutch,
it may be mentioned, has an interlocking
device, preventing the gear lever from
being moved unless the clutch is with-
drawn, which is common on American
machines.

Chassis design, showing method of rear

springing and general disposition of parts.

The transmission is by chain. Direct
wheel steering is fitted. Altogether the
Reading-Standard tradesman's tricar

seems to be of a very practical design.

12 h.p. Reading-Standard twin-cylinder

engine with cover removed, showing timing

gear and pinion drive to magneto.

and should prove to be an economical
vehicle for the purpose of delivering

goods. It has been tested with a load

of 8 cwt. , excluding the driver, and is

supplied with various types of bodies.
The London agents are the Reading-
Standard ftlotor Cycle Co., 28, Baker
Street, Portman Square, W.

IMPROVED PILLION SEAT.

A RECENT improvement which has
been made to the Tanpillion
motor cycle seat, made by Messrs.

Frank Ashby and Co., Princep Street,

Birmingham, is an arrangement of the
attachment clips, which allows the seat

to be fitted to any size of carrier and
to take pannier bags as well. The
adjustability is provided by means of

le new Tanp Ilion seat.

slots, and the plates are enabled to slide

one over the other to suit the distance

between the side tubes of the carrier.

The amount of adjustment is about 3in,

Another recent addition to the Tan-
pillion seat is a backrest, which will be
found a distinct advantage for long
journeys. The seat can be supplied
with or without the backrest.

Side view of the capacious van body of the Reading-Standard carrier.

REPAIRING WATERPROOFS
IT is impossible to effect a neat and

permanent repair of waterproof gar-
ments, but a few more weeks' wear

can be procured by lightly drawing the
edges of any gash together with needle
and cotton, and then solutioning a
canvas patch on the inside, after the
manner of repairing a tyre. After such
a repair, cut the stitches out, or they may
catch on something and produce fresh tears.
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MANUFACTURE UNDER PERMIT.
Some Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Opinions and Experiences.

IT would appear, from information which
lias reached us since the Prohibition

Order of the Minister of Munitions
was circulated, that all manufacturers
are not being treated alike. We know
of an instance where a firm received

permission to go ahead with all the
motor cycles lying about its works in

an incomplete state, whereas another
firm could not obtain such permission,

and has been informed that there is

little hope of receiving assent. In

Birmingham a light car firm has re-

ceived permission to proceed with work
on hand, and a firm building sidecar

bodies in Coventry has been told that

the Order does not affect them, though
we believe that 99% of people reading
the Order would interpret it as covering
bodies, which, after all, go to complete
a new machine. Another firm of light

car manufacturers which asked for per-

mission to continue manufacture received

forms for filling-in purposes, but before
they could have been received and con-

sidered by the authorities, the necessary
permission came to hand.

Tot Homines, Quot Seutentise.

One Midland manufacturing concern
has on hand scores of sets of parts of

motor cycles, and could, if allowed,

build up many complete motor cycles for

Overseas markets independently of out-

side material. In such cases as this, it

will be agreed that national interests

would best be served by the manufac-
turers being; allov^-ed to assemble the

machines and export them, particularly

as there, are only a few eligible men in

the whole of the factory, these being
necessary to superintend the operations
of the ineligibles.

A firm with whom we spoke has in

stock sufficient material and parts for
nearly a thousand machines. If permits

cannot be obtained to assemble and
deliver these as required, stock will

deteriox'ate, and may possibly be thrown
on its hands.
Another trader's opinion .

was that

Government should allow a period in

which stock could be assembled and
delivered, and then, unless on Govern-
ment work, further production should
cease. This trader was indignant that

the Order was sprung on him, as it were,

and that no previous official notification

was given.

That the Order was quite correct, was
the opinion of yet another manufacturer,

and that it would bring all motor cycle

manufacturers into line, whereas previ-

ously, while a controlled firm could not

deliver any motor cycles at all, or only

two or three here and there for private

orders, others were assembling and
sending out machines in fairly large

quantities.

OVERSEAS TRIALS.
A Splendid Performance of a Sidecar Combination under Appalling Weatfier Conditions.

ONE of the most strenuous reliability

motor cycle tests of moderate
duration yet held in Australia

was arranged under the auspices of

the Victorian M.C.C. on September 23rd.

The course was from Melbourne to Marys-
irille and back—a distance of 122 miles,

[t is a stiff test at any time, owing to the

mountainous nature of the country. Rain
had fallen for some forty hours previous

to the time of starting (9 a.m.), and con-

tinued to fall throughout the day. The
competitors knew that the travelling con-

ditions would be strenuous, and only
twenty-five of the forty-sis entrants faced

the starter, the larger number of the

machines used being sidecar combinations
;

in fact, there were but four solo machines
participating. That it proved a great

struggle against the elements is shown by
the fact that only four competitors com-
pleted the course, only one of whom
finished the journey within the time
schedule. This was J. H. Rhodes, who,
with his wife in the sidecar of a 7 h.p.

Indian combination, covered the 122 miles

of heavy flooded roads in 5h. 46m., exclu-

sive of one hour spent in having lunch at

Marysville.

In the circumstances, it stands out as a
most meritorious performance. There
were two classes of competitors—sidecar
and solo machines—each of which was
again divided according to engine power,
high and low, but none whatever in the
latter category finished. Those who
completed the course are as follow :

Time.
1. Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Rhodes (7 Indian

sc.) 5h. 46m.
2. H. A. Parsons and Miss M. Garland

(7 Harlej'-Davidson sc.) .. .. 6h. 30m.
3. H. Pannach and E. J. Jackson "(7

Excelsior sc.) 7h. 3m.
4. N. Galsworthy (7 Indian solo) .. 6h. 59m.

Appalling Conditions.

Reports of the appalling condition of

the roads came to hand from contestants
who were forced to return. In Watson's
Creek Valley (Christmas Hills) a culvert
was washed away, necessitating a detour,
but several plunged into the water un-
awares. It was after passing Yarra Glen
that trouble and danger confronted the
riders. Along the flats north of the line

the water was steadily rising. Some who
passed over in the morning could not
force a passage back after lunch, the
water in places being 2ft. deep, while

the road was submerged in ihany instances

for half a mile in length. Here and there

a neck of land or an isthmus, sometimes
an islet, showed the course of the high-

way. Many of the competitors ran off the

road proper, and had to jump into the

water knee deep to aid the engine to pull

through the mud. One rider, in curving
too sharply on the Blacks' Spur, turned
a somersault ; another, by some means,
lost his sidecar, which broke away, and
was last seen rocking like a cockee boat
in the mountain torrent.

One of the chief causes of delay was
through water reaching the magneto,
when several of the instruments had to

be dismantled and dried. With such
heavy going there was much low gear
work, and oiling freely for safety caused
fouling of plugs. But worse was the
ingress of water into the crank chamber,
one rider having to stop and drain the
case twice—a most unusual proceed-
ing. Tyre troubles fell to some, and
changing tubes or covers was dirty work.
It is significant that no machines having
belt drive came through, while those which
finished had change-speed ' gears in addi-
tion to chain transmission.

The Johannesburg-Durban Record
The Sidecar Record.

This record is attracting a considerable
amount of interest and enthusiasm in

South Africa at the present time. The
sidecar record was begun by Jlessrs.
Williams, Hunt and Co. taking a passen-
ger to Durban in 18h. 29m.—twenty-three
hours being the time taken by the mail
train. This was in September, 1915. A
year later Messrs. Shimwell Bros., feeling
confident that this could be beaten by an
English machine, sent an Enfield over
the route in 18h. 24m. At the third
attempt Owen and Rosenthal, on an
Indian, regained the record (15h. 43m.).

BI4

Six days later this was again reduced
.by the Enfield to 15h. 5]jn., and the
Indian, as reported in our isfne of Novem-
ber 16th, replied with 14h. 50m. On
October 13th the Enfield knocked another
thirty-eight minutes off the previous best,

and so at present the record stands in

favour of a British machine at the excel-

lent figures of 14h. 12m. (29.6 m.p.h.).

The Solo Record.

While the sidecar record-breaking at-
tempts were in progress Messrs. Shimwell
also took the solo record in hand, sending
P. Flook (Triumph) and G. Usher (B.S.A.)

over the route. The former met with
bad luck, but the latter finished the
Journey in 15h. 39m. On the occasion of
the last Enfield success Flook made
another attempt, and accomplished the
extraordinary time of 12h. o3m. In 1914,-
under more favourable conditions and a
slightly shorter course (415 miles, against
421 as at present), Adams (Rudge) accom-
plished the trip in lib. 30m. (average
36.09 m.p.h.), while in the previous year
McKeag (Bradbury) finished in 14h. 46m.
Flook's average on a three-speed Triumph
was over 33.5 m.p.h. We understand
that Dunlop tyres were used throughout.
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The Flat Twin at the Bar.
Sir,—I should like to confirm all that "Ixion" states.

Firstly, as to limits of size. There are a large number of
F.T. engines developing 25 e.li.p. at 550 revs., water-cooled,
running on paraffin, and used in this country on agricultural
tractors.

In Internal Combustion Engineering, Vol. III., page 364,
there is illustrated and described a F.T. engine having a
bore of 3^in., and a stroke of 3iin. = 904 c.c, built by
Messrs. Dixon Bros, and Hutchinson for wireless telegraphy.
The Ivel Co., of Biggleswade, has made a large number of
F.T. engines of S^in. bore x 6in. stroke = 5,312 c.c, also
for agricultural tractors, and running on paraflSn.

.1 am at present designing a F.T. engine of 7in. bore X 8in.

stroke, to develop 30 h.p. at 550 revs., on paraffin, water-
cooled, capacity in cubie inches = 615.74 = 10,089 c.c, which
will be used on agricultural tractors after the war.

I have compiled a list of over thirty F.T. engines of
American make, varying from 4in. bore X 5in. stroke, to Sin.

bore X lOin. stroke, particulars of which I would be pleased -

to send you for publication if desired. VULCAN.
Gainsborough (Lines.).

Overheated Sparking Plugs.
Sir,—Having been particularly interested in the contro-

versy on sparking plugs, recently appearing in the columns
of your ever welcome journal, I thought perhaps my experi-
ences might be of interest.

Out here one gets a variety of plugs through one's hands,
and it is regrettable to say that the majority are far from
satisfactory. Broken porcelains, loose mica packings, and
overheating are quite common occurrences, and these are all

to be met with on first-class British plugs. In the early

part of 1913 I happened to come across a couple of Mascot
single point plugs, marketed by Messrs. Bluemel, of Wolston,
the electrode being about ^in. diameter.

After having done numerous laps at Brooklands in a
Singer car, they gave perfect satisfaction both during
practice and in the T.T. of that year, and later in the Grand
Prix run at Amiens. In the whole of my experience they
have been the only plugs to compare favourably with the
German article with which the British market was flooded
in pre-war days. I doubt if this particular type of plug is

now obtainable, however.
It is a well-known fact that the later edition of the single

point Bosch was by no means the success of its prototype.

In closing, I must add the usual disclaimer.

B.E.F. F. G. BALL (L.-CrL.), A.S.C., M.T.

Sir,—In reply to Jlr. Cosh's letter I would strongly^ re-

commend him to try Lodge racing plugs air-cooled.

I ride a lightweight Villiers two-stroke engine, and was
troubled for a considerable time by the mysterious stoppages
such as several of your correspondents appear to have
experienced. The garage here attributed it to overheating,
due to my hardly being in the lightweight class, but as there

were no signs of seizure this explanation did not satisfy me.
My last plug was a Lodge two-stroke, but it was as bad as

the rest. It had a waterproof terminal, which I cannot think

a good thing for a hot engine, as it is bound to hinder radia-

tion from the central electrode.
'

To assist the cooling of the plug, I made a radiator out of

a strip of aluminium, with a hole in the centre the size of

the. screw on the plug, and it is slipped over the thread
before the washer. The ends are bent back at about 45°,

and punched all over to increase the cooling surface. The

results have certainly so far been most satisfactory, and I

wonder why this fitting has not been put on the market.
In turn I would like to put two queries

—

1. Why does no maker turn out a model ready fitted for

using substitute fuels, with a compartment in the tank for

petrol, and some system of warming the intake? and
2. Why do makers of two stroke engines class a 226 c.c.

as 2^ h.p. and a 349 as 2| h.p. ? The powers are as 9 to 11,

and the volumes as 11 to 17, or as 4^ to 3^ h.p.

Dunbar. F.R.N. C. (Capt.)

Electric Lighting for Motor Cycles.

Sir,—I have been very much interested in Mr. Hursley's
experience with electric lighting from a dry battery, but
do not see why one should use batteries when the magneto
will do the work well. The light obtained is quite a revela-

tion, and has to be screened in order not to be caught by
the "special." As the light required while stopping is

only of short duration, the battery or accumulator need
not be a bulky one, and the one fitted by the makers lasts

quite a long time.

I fitted the F.E.S. set about a year ago, and used it for

about 4,000 miles. My mount has a Dixie magneto. I also

have had another set fitted to a Douglas, using it as well

for head and tail illumination, and this has now run for

some 2,500 miles without the slightest trouble. The magneto
in this case is a Bosch.
My first set included F.E.S lamps, but for the Douglas

set I converted acetylene lamps into electric by fitting

F.R.S. adapters. The whole lighting set is a nice arrange-
ment, consisting of a box about 4in. x 3in. x 3in. in size,

and having everything inside. It clips to the top tube, and
requires no other fitting or wiring up. Three wires protrude,
one for the head lamp, one for the tail, and one for the
magneto. The switch is on the near side of the driver and
watertight.

I hold no biief for the F.R.S. Co., but simply state my
experience as a satisfied rider. F.I.H.

Edgbaston.

Will the Single-cylinder Survive?
Sir,—I have been tempted to write you for the first time

since 1912, when I first read your paper. By the corre-

spondence which has been raging in your pages anent the
eternal question, is the even torque of the twin to be pre-

ferred to the greater reliability and economy of the single?

this, to my mind, is entirely a matter of choice. Many
prefer the feeling of sitting above a single with a bit of a

tug to sitting above a twin revving at rather a high speed.

Happily, however, there are some points which all motor
cyclists are agreed upon. Chief among these points is the

-fact that the motor cycle is no better cooled than its

ancestor of 1906-7, and is a great deal less economical. As
far as cooling goes, the A.B.C. is a step in the right direc-

tion, but it would be interesting to know why Mr. Bradshaw
chose cast iron for his cylinder head in preference to alu-

minium, why he did not make his heads detachable, and
why copper rings shrunk on to a plain steel cylinder were
passed over when he was arranging his cooling. Another
point : why should it not be possible to build a motor cycle

with only three or, at the most, four sizes of nuts on it?

My machine is a 5-6 h.p. twin of first-class make, about
which " Ixion " once waxed very eloquent. If it has one
size of nut it has ten, and similar variety of threads.

W. B. TOBEY.
BI7
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American Machines.
Sir,—Seeing remarks in your paper on American

" crudities," by Capt. Lindsay and others, I would like you
to publish my experience as a novice with one of the culprits.

My machine, a Harley 7-9 h.p., was new on July 16th,

1915, and I have driven it over 5,000 miles with Jlillford

tandem sidecar attached. It has cost me nothing in repairs

or renewals, not wanting any, and had no adjustments
except for tightening the chains and clutch. The clutch has
had very hard usage, and shows no sign of wear. On a

journey to Blackpool and back (about 245 miles) with a

load of 33 stone I never needed bottom gear, and consumed
three and a half gallons of petrol (70 m.p.g.), which is my
average consumption. The machine runs as well now as

when new, and has never let me down, and I have yet to

find in my ordinary course of travelling the hill which the

"silent grey" will not 'romp up." ff any of your corre-

spondents come my way I shall be pleased to take them
for a short run. TJsual disclaimer. HARLEY.

MansBeld.

Bearing Pressures.

Sir,—I have read the article on " Pressure Bearing," by
"A.A.S.," in The. Motor CijcU of October 19tli, and am
really afraid lest the ordinary reader will be misled, and
think the long stroke engine a bugbear upon the road.

Really the .article ought to have been headed " The
- Advantage of the Jledium Stroke Engine over the Long
Stroke Engine." While " A.A.S." has tried to overthrow the
long stroke engine, I am pleased to think in reality he has
only helped it on. But "A.A.S." ought to know that the
long stroke engine was designed and not thrown together
without thought.
In the first place, why use a larger craiik pin? •Is not

one with a -|in. diameter bearing large enough? Of course,

a larger crank pin can be used in the long stroke, if desirable,

just as in the medium stroke, by allowing for an arc recess

in the flywheel rim, assuming the rim to be Ifin. in width.
Then again, the small end bush o.f the long stroke engine

is l|in. in width. Surely this is wide enough for a bearing
of fni. diameter; but, if one needed a wider bearing, 3 mm.
could easily be machined off the bosses inside the piston.

Furthermore, with regard to cylinder lubrication. If

"A.A.S." will spin the flywheels of his long stroke round
(with cylinder off) he will find the oil rise lin. above the
crank case. This means that when the cylinder is on the
throw of oil is 2in. up the cylinder wall ; also there are tour
oil grooves in the skirt of the piston and four fin. holes in

the waist of the piston, thus carrying the oil to the piston
rings, therefore the cylinder gets ample oil, for there is

always a certain amount of oil in the waist of the piston,
and always a fresh supply being thrown up by the connecting
rod and wheels. If however, as "A.A.S." assumes, the long
stroke engine is starved of oil, will he tell me how it is one
finds the cylinder and piston top cai'bonised?

We will suppose the gudgeon pin of the long stroke engine
travels fin. in its bearing, and the gudgeon pin of the medium
stroke engine travels ^in. in its bearing. The medium stroke
engine will wear oval quicker, and will produce a knock
sooner because it has less bearing surface.

I think "A.A.S." makes a mistake in saying the cylinder
wear will be greater on the long stroke because of the con-
necting rod swinging at a greater angle. Will " A.A.S."
prove to me that a cylinder wears oval on its greater bearing
surface, i.e., rear and front cylinder walls, as he assumes?
Piston and cylinder wear are relatively of little value, and
when wear does take place it is caused not so much by the
piston, but by the piston rings. This can best be proved
by a long or short stroke engine cylinder wearing large at

the top and by the fact that in the horizontal gas engine,
which has the weight of its piston to carry, after many year's'

hard wear the liners (cylinders) will be found to be very
little out of rotundity. The only stroke the piston gives any
real wear to the cylinder is the firing stroke, when the piston
is tilted, and receives its greatest pressure from the explo-
sion. CYRIL J. NORTH.

Sir,—The reply of "A.A.S." to my letter leaves me still

unconvinced, and I still regard his article as lacking in the
fairness which an unbiassed investigator should display.
May I, therefore, ask for space for a short answer to hiis

letter?

B18
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(1.) I may leave this point to makers, but still do not
agree vrith "A.A.S."

(2.) I have shown "A.A.S." to be wrong here, and he
does not contradict my figures ; but now that the point in

question works out the other way he says that " The slightly

greater speed makes little dift'erence. In his article he
said t "The long stroke engine sufl'ers wear for a greater

distance t)f its beariog travel." In this case greater speed
involves greater distance. How can these two statements be
reconciled? "A.A.S." cannot have it both ways. Further,
he tries to place upon me the onus of having said, or argued,
that the smaller the bearings the better. This I did not say

;

but still, so far as friction alone is concerned, provided that
the bearings are of sufficient area to retain the requisite film

of oil, it is true.

(3.) I agree that on a motor cycle a connecting rod as

long as would otherwise be desirable is not a practical

proposition.

(4.) There was no fallacy in my statement. I am, of

course, aware that a long lever and light weight can be
balanced by a short lever and a heavy weight, provided
that the weight be heavy enough, which is not so in this

case. In the two engines compared the advantage is about
12 to 11 in favour of the long stroke, and the gear can
therefore be higher by that amount. In consequence P (for

the long stroke engine) will equal 31.6 lb. instead of 38 lb.

(page 335).

(5.) In his article (page 335) "A.A.S." says, "It is

important to note the v- factor in the given formula, as
this, comhined with the leaser radius (the italics are mine),
will always render the short stroke engine the smoother
running of the two when the other conditions are equal."
Other conditions naturally include v', and Avhether "A.A.S."
does or does not suggest what I stated in my last letter-

(November 9th) I will leave your readers to decide. All
whom I have aske^ agree that he does. I have taken
"A.A.S.'s" advice to read the end of his article carefully,

and, in consequence, I am impelled to ask him a simple
question. Did he, or did he not, at the time he wrote his

article hold the opinion that the smaller radius, per se, meant
that the pressure of the unbalanced force would also be
smaller? If he did not, then his use of the English language
is unfortunate ; if he did, he was wrong.

- JOHN BONYTHON.

A Suggested Vaporiser.

Sir,

—

I enclose a sketch of an appliance for a motor cycle

carbm'etter, enabling the rider to start up at any time and
run on paraffin or some other heavy petrol substitute. It

merely consists of a cylindrical-shaped water jacket which
is slid on to the in-

duction pipe, forming
a vaporiser. A thick-

ish pipe is taken
from the water
jacket, coiled once
or twice round the
exhaust pipe, and re-

turned to the jacket.

A small oil or spirit

lamp is placed well
out of the way of
"dripping" fuel
under the jacket.
This is lighted, and
in a very few minutes
a start from cold can
be made with heavy
fuel (this is, of
course, done more

quickly if the cold water contained in the jacket is drained
out through the tap and hot water injected). Just before
or after the start the lamp is extinguished, and as soon as
the engine has started the exhaust pipe becomes hot, and
therefore keeps the whole vaporiser at a very high tempera-
ture as long as the engine is in motion. A hot air intake
from the exliaust, by means of a flexible tube, might also
be added. 0. L. WHATLEY.
[We should like to ark our correspondent whether he has

tried this device, and what causes the water to circulate
and maintain its heat.—Ep.]

A remarkable idea for a

vaporiser suggested in a letter

by C. L. Whatley.
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Steatite Insulators.

Sir,—We trust we may be permitted to comment upon
"Ixion's" note on page 379 of your issue of the 2nd inst.

regarding steatite insulators. In tlie first place, and as the

original British makers of fused steatite plug insulators, we
must take exception to your contributor's sweeping statement
that ordinary steatite plugs, e.g., steatite plugs other than
certain German ones, " droop like a lily, and hang down like

stalactites after two minutes' running." This is a very
grave reflection on British makers and calls for explanation.

In the first place, the mineral steatite is commercially
infusible when pure. Certain other minerals, such as potash,
soda, felspar, etc., have the property of acting as fluxes at

various temperatures, and are, in consequence, employed by
potters in this connection to reduce the non-melting or

refractory elements such as steatite or flint in the production
of what is known as the " body." It will be obvious that
if a violent excess of flux is employed a body can be made
incorporating a proportion of steatite which will, neverthe-
less, fuse at a low temperature ; while, on the other hand,
the proper proportion of the correct flux will result, when
combined with the purest quality of steatite, in the pro-
duction of a body which will not fuse or become crystalline
except under most terrific heat. The word " steatite," there-
fore, is open to abuse, as a material may be made to in-

corporate much or little of this substance, the virtue of
which may in a large measure be lost by being mixed with
other ingredients.

Quite recently we examined a steatite insulator upon a
plug of well-known English make, and found it to be largely
c6mposed of powdered firebrick (which assists to stiffen the
more fusible elements) plus a certain quantity of steatite and
a large addition of material fusible at a low temperature.
Even this did not " droop like a lily " until it attained a
heat too brilliant for the naked eye to endure, and far
exceeding a heat suflicient to cause auto-ignition. Given
sufficient heat all insulators—German steatite or otherwise

—

will droop like a pat of melted butter.
Unfortunately for themselves, other plug makers have not,

so far as we are aware, any knowledge of the composition of
their steatite insulators, and, in consequence, are unable to
control it ; but a more important point is that any insulator
or exposed portion of the plug which attains anything more
than a dull red heat will cause auto-ignition. From this it

may be assumed that the fault in your contributor's case
almost certainly lay in the unsuitable design of his plugs,
the insulators of which did not carry off the heat with suflft-

cient rapidity. Under these circumstances the fitting in
question would continue to accumulate heat until it ap-
proached the heat of the exploding charge, at which point,
or thereabout, any insulator, English or German, steatite or
mica, would melt and be worthless.

English steatite plugs of reasonable price are now made,
•which not only do as well as but will give far better service
than any German plug ever produced, but the need of these
super-plugs for war purposes is so great that they cannot
yet be offered to the private motoring public. Hence this
letter. THE SPHINX MANUFACTURING CO.

Floatless Carburetters.
Sir,—With reference to the

description of a floatless carbu-
retter in your issue of October
19th, of which ]\Ir. Barry claims
to be the inventor, I beg to
inform you that this type of
carburetter has been used for
some few years, with considerable
success, by the New Pelapone
Engine Co., Leeds, on their
high-speed stationary engines,
using coal gas as fuel.

I may say that this firm,

realising long ago that paraffin
could be used as a very economi-
cal and efficient fuel for high-
speed engines, has been using
for some years a paraffin carbu-
retter of its own design, which
has always given perfect results.

I think paraffin as a fuel for
motors has come to stay.

Lee, S.E,
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H.H.L., M.T., A.S.C.

"Somewhere on the Desert in Egypt."

Sir,—A copy of TJie Motor Cycle of September 21st has

just arrived, and I note with more particular interest the

remarks of the four R.F.C. D.B.'S. I, as an R.E. D.R.,
would like to criticise their remarks re the possible mileage

of man and machine. There is one case in particular I

should like to draw your attention to, and that is of a

Triumph motor cycle minus wheels mounted on a light

narrow gauge railway truck, and driving it with a

gear ratio of 8g to 1 a distance of flfty-four miles per day
for approximately six months. The weight of this vehicle

is about 2i cwt., irrespective of driver, mails, or pas-

senger. This engine up to date has covered at least 9,000

miles, and never been overhauled. To quote the R.F.C.

D.R.'s own words, considering the quality of the "juice,"

the climatic conditions (sometimes 120° in the shade), and,

worst of all, the foreign matter, such as sand particles,

etc., getting into the engine, and also taking into considera-

tion the gear ratio of this vehicle in comparison with the

average single-cylinder military motor cycle, I think this

engine is not far off the record.

I have been a despatch rider since 1914.

Egypt. (Cpl.) G. AYLETT, R.E.

Petrol Distribution.

Sir,— I suppose motor cycling in the old country is nearly

dead,, as you have only been allowed two gallons a month.
This is all right

for the babies,

but the big twins
cannot get far.

: Motoring here
; is in full swing,
and the labourers
can afford Fords
(no pun) ; a four-

seater costs £70.
A powerful twin
with sidecar can
be got for £57.
The twins are
very popular here.

Petrol is now
twenty-three cents
(ll^d.) a gallon;.^

it was twelve
cents last year

!

The petrol dis-

tribution is very
efficient here. I

enclose a photo-

graph of an auto-
J matic measuring
pump supplied
from a tank un-

derground. These
tanks are in all

small and large

Air pumps are also

i^viAHSarfSK

The automatic measuring petrol pump
used in all towns in U.S.A. where there are

garages. Note the price—23 cents. (See

J. W. Cufley's letter.)

towns wherever there is a garage,

fitted in garages for blowing up the tyres, worked by motor

engine. Complaints have, however,
^

been made that they give short

measure, but the Govei'nment are

making investigations. The main
roads here are very fine, all

asphalted, with dirt side tracks for

wheeled horse vehicles, but the side

roads—unmentionable. I have not
seen or heard of any police traps in

the country, but they are strict in

New York City, and " speeders

"

have paid pretty heavily lately.

There is no tax on motor cycles, only
the registration fee, and cars pay five

dollars a year driving licence. I

have not seen many motor cycles

here. The fact that cars are so

cheap is probably the reason. The
native loves comfort, and is not, in

my opinion, such a sport as a
Briton.

K T
JOHN W. CUFLEY. Mr J. W. Cufley.New Jersey, U.S.A.

^^^l R.N.A.S.
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PATENTS.
Abridged by ERIC W. WALFORD,

A Spaxe Tube Carrier.

The device illustrated carries two tubes,

which are coiled up round a sleeve A,
which is slipped upon a stem B attached
by a clip at C to any suitable part of the
machine. The coiled-up tubes are encased
by a bos which is divided into two parts

D and E, and
valves project,

box is held in

and after this

coiled-up tubes
so that they
interior of the
Lane and P. L

through the holes F the
The outer or right-hand

place by the wing nut G,
is screwed up the two
are inflated from outside,
pack tightly against the
box and cannot chafe.—F.

. Cearns, No. 13,633, 1915.

Fork Construction.

Steering forks are usually constructed
of four separate parts brazed together,
i.e., the steering column,
fork crown, and two fork
sides. The invention illus-

trated provides a simpli-
fied construction, the fork
consisting of two parts
only. These comprise a
pair of tubes of half-round
section, the lower end of
each of which forms one
fork side, whilst at the
position which would nor-
mally be occupied by the
fork crown the forks con-
verge, and finally meet,
and are secured together I

to form a circular steering i

column.—Soc. Anon des
j

Automobiles et Cycles

!

Peugeot, No. 9,641, 1915.'

A Cooling System.

This invention is shown as applied to

an engine having opposed cylinders, and
it comprises a rotating fan, which is

apparently constructed in one with the
flywheel. This fan directs a blast in-

wards, which is diverted towards the
cylinder heads by means "of the baffles

shown. The cylinders are enclosed ' in

CYLINDER
COWL

WASHER

cowls, and the air travels through pas-
sages int. . the cowls at a point near the
cylinder heads, and then down the

cylinders, finally escaping just below the

lowest radiating fin.—C. A. Holt and 0.

W. Hult, No. 14,271, 1915,

A Shock Absorber.

Where two parts are required to be
connected together resiliently, say, for

example, the springs and shackles of a
sidecar, the mechanism illustrated may
be used. This com-
prises a washer hav-
ing an upwardly ex-

tending loop, which
is suspended by a
pivot pin from one
of the parts to be
connected. The other
part pivotally carries

a pair of side plates, cheek
which extend up-
wards to near the
top of the loop, and
are then turned over
to form flanges, be-
tween which and the
lower washer is ar-

ranged a spring. It
will be seen that relative movement of
the two parts can only be effected against
the pressure of the spring.—J. P.
Maclean, No, 100,860.

Valve Mechanism.
The illustrations here given are a side

elevation and a sectional plan of an
engine, in which the ordinary type of
valve mechanism is discarded in favour
of oscillating plates, which open and
close ports in the cylinder at the required
times. The ports
are shown as

being arranged on
opposite sides of

the cylinder, and
the valve plates
are carried upon
arms which are
pivoted out of

centre in order
that a large and
quick movement
may be imparted
to the Valve plates

for a small move-
ment of the lower
ends of the arms,
giving the effect

of quick opening
and closing of the

. ports. IVIovement
of the lower end
of the pivoted
arms may be
effected by cam
mechanism, but in

the construction
shown solenoids or
electric coils are
used. These are
alternately energised by a current con-
trolled by timing mechanism, which is

not illustrated in the drawings of the
patent specification. Between the coils

is a wire core, and as each coil in turn
is energised the core is attracted and
moves over to that coil. Attached to the
core is a block, with projections which
engage the lower end of the valve arm,
so that, as the core moves, this arm is

oscillated, thus opening and closing the
port. The valve plates are enclosed by
detachable covers, which carry the spigots
for the carburetter and exhaust pipe.^
J. T.. Scarborough, No. 14,241, 1915.

SPARKLETS.

Flash Lamp Batteries.

We are in receipt of an interesting

little booklet by E. Gordon, and pub-
lished by Messrs. Gordon's Electrical

I>epot, Royston, Herts, price 6d. This
bears the title " Flash Lamp Batteries,

their Construction, and how to Re-

charge.^'

Chemico Body Shield Addition.

Our military readers will no doubt be
interested to hear that the Chemico body
shield, which we described in our issue

of May 11th, has since been improved by
the addition of an attachment for protect-

ing the abdomen ; this attachment costs

10s. 6d. extra. We are told that there

are more than 3,000 of these Chemico
body shields in actual use at the Front.

Practical demonstrations have shown
these shields to be of very great value in

warding off shrapnel or revolver bullets

and bayonet thrusts.'

Future Badco Models.

Owing to pressure of important muni-
tion work, E. 0. Radnall and Co., makers
of the Radco, do riot anticipate making
any alterations to then- existing two-
stroke models. They have in view a new
design for after the war. The Radco
two-stroke model 4ias been remarkably
successful, and it is a boast of its makers
that on no occasion has any purchaser
been kept waiting more than ten to four-

teen days for delivery in pre-war times,
when they were in a position to execute
their orders.

Extension of Premises.

A few days ago we were shown over
the new extension of Messrs. J. B. Brooks
and Co., Ltd. No one would imagine

,

from an exterior view that such a sub-

J

sfantial new building had been erected;

behind the walls of the huge factory in'

Great Charles Street, Birmingham. Such
is the case, however, and now the execu-
tive staff finds itself in smart new
quarters, aind behind these are new
departments of the manufacturing pre-

mises built on the gallery system. Crafts
requiring only light work occupy the
galleries, and the basements are given
over to heavier operations.

Catalogues Eeviewed.'
Messrs. C. A. Vandervell and Co.,

who are pioneers of electric lighting fo(

motor vehicles, have lately published a
leaflet entitled, " C.A.V. Electric Light-
ing for Motor Cycles and Sidecars."
At the present time they are devoting
attention to battery sets primarily in-

tended for use on sidecar machines.
The, batteries are sold in neat polished
wooden boxes supplied with nickel
handles and external terminals. The
lamps supplied are of the finest quality

and are most efficient. These include two
patterns of head lamps and special

brackets, sidecar lamps of the round and
also the torpedo pattern, a sidecar dash
lamp, and a switchboard controlling the
head lamp, side lamp, and tail lamp.
They also sell a special round tail lamp
of neat design and an electric horn.
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First in the Field
and FOREMOST

ever Since.

Since the outbreak of war this

magneto has played an active

part on all fronts—by far the

greater number of machines in

use by our Despatch riders are

G.A.V. equipped.

Members of

Write for Art Folder " F

'

and Spare Parts List,

r^a^i Ltd.,
^ Electrical Engneera.ACTON. LONDON.K

HAVE YOU OBTAINED A COPY OF OUR LATEST
BOOKLETS ?

"HINTS & TIPS'" (which deals mainly with four-stcokes).

"ALL ABOUT TWO-STROKES" (which no two-stroke rider can
afiord to be without).

WE SHALL BE HAPPY TO SEND YOU EITHER OR BOTH
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

BROWN& BARLOW, Ltd.,
Wesiwood Road»
WITTON. BIRMINGHAM

Fit

WMfa-Miln
Motor Cycle Tyres

and experience real "tyre

comfort." They are made
on generous lines, and shiow

an increase of 25% Air

Capacity. Withal they are

the most economical, be-

cause, after all, " the best

is really the cheapest."

Wood-Milne,
Ltd.

Preston.

Wire—"Comfort. Preston.

"

'Phone—Preston 418.

LONDON : Manchester Avenue, E.G.
Wire

—
"Bytuming, London."

'Phone—City 4797.

BirminghAD). Leeds. Man-
chester. Bristol. Belfast.
Dublin. Glasgow. Etc.

In cmswerina these advertigementa it it desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." Baa
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these eolumiu
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the oflices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be pasted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle" Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.G.), by the first post on Friday
morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When tbis is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of
refjistratioii and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the nuiuber will appear
in the advertisement. Ail replies should be addressed,
' No. oooj c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tndor Street, E-C."

JWDEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who uesitate to send money to unknown pei;sons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of om^
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a deasion after receipt of the

goods IS three days, and if a sale is effected we remit thi.

amount to the seller, out U not we return the amounl
to tbc depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is chai'ged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to UiSe & Sons Limited.
The fetter '' D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself 01

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that effect.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who leply (o adver-.isements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silen e as an indication' that the goodb advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it i^ quite impossible to reply to eaca
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
A.B.C.

A.B.C., 1914, 3V2h.p., 3-speed, lamps, horn, speedo-
meter, etc., just overhauled by makers, very good

condition; .£54.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., B.C. [0551

4bingdon.
ABINGDON King Dick, 3y2h.p., 2 speeds, sidecar,

good order ; bargain, £28 / 10.—Armstrong, 1 7,

Cioldlia-wk Ed., Shepherd's Bush, London. [5169

A.J.S.

5 QI6 2^,ih.p. A.J.S., in stock; £55.—Cross, Agent.
J- iy Eotherham. [X1749

A.J.S., with sidecar. 6h.p., perfect condition ; £75.

—

Capt. Bellairs, Wareham. [5164

A.J.S. 5-6h.p. 1914 Combination, exceptionally
equipped everything, and practically as new; £55.

A.J.S.. 1913, 2-'!4h.p., 2 speeds, in real good order;
£24.-6, Warren St., London. [5222

A.J.S. 19141/2 6h.p. Combination, perfect; £65; part
exchange solo mount.—^Pigot-Disney, East Molesey.

[5175
1Q16 A.J.S., 4 or 6h.p., -with or mthout eidecar,
J-«/ must be perfect condition.—Osborne, Mjlford,
Donegal. [4933

4ih.p. A.J.S., 1916, only used for a few weeks,
2 condition as new; £65.—The Purley Motor

Garage, Titd., Purley. [4500

BEFORE THE SHORTAGE OF
MACHINES BECOMES GENERAL,

place your order with

CALL NOW
OR WRITE
FOR TO-DAY'S
BIG LIST,
WHICH
INCLUDES
THESE—

Our great selection, includ-
ing largest variety of best
models of leading makes, is

still at your command, at

unequalled low clearing
prices for cash or easiest

easy terms, with promptest
delivery, and every bargain
fully guaranteed.

No.
10757.
107G0.
10763,
10768.
J 0772,

h.p.

3* 1913 3-sp. TRIUMPH and Sc. £40
3* 1915 3-sp. ROVER and Sidecar £55
4 1916 2-sp. NEW HUDSON ... £33

3I 1910 single-speed TRIUMPH. . £20
4 1915 3-sp. DOUGLAS and Sc.. £65

zoyys. 0.5 1914 ^-sp. STANDARD Car ..£185
10776. 3i 1911 angle-sp. LINCOLN-ELK

and Sidecar £20
10777. 3J 1012 F.E. B.S.A £27 10
10779. =1 single-speed WOLF £15
10781. 2I 1914 2-sp. DOUGLAS £35
10733. 7-9 1915 3-5p. EXCELSIOR £60
10739. 2j 1913 2-sp. NEW IMPERIAL-

J.A.P £27 10
10740. 2j 1016 2-sp. NEW IMPERIAL-

J.A.P £30
10744. 2i 1915 2-sp. ALLON £27 10
10746. 2* 1914 .single-sp. SUN VILLIERS £17 10
10748. 2 J single-speed HOBART £20
10750. 4I 2915 3-sp. B.S.A. and Sidecar. . £65
10751. 8 1915 MORGAN Runabout, De

Luxe Model £94 10
10752. 5-6 1913 2 sp. A.C. Sociable .... £37 10
10754. 3i 1916 I.O.M. RUDGE Multi. . £50
10705. 12-16 VAUXHALL Car EMS
10711. 4-5 TOTi 7ENITH-GRADUA £37 10
1071;. 4i PRECISION £22 10
10724. 34 1912 3-sp. TRIUMPH andSc. M2 10
10727. 4I 1915 3-sp. B.S.A. and Sidecar. £60
ro728:* 10-12 1012 DELAGE Car £175.

10682. 3J 1914' 3-sp. BRADBURY £47 10
10687. 1} single-speed J.E.S. £10
10688. 2| 1911 2-sp. DOUGLAS £22 10
10699. 3 1913 3-sp. HOBART & Sidecar £35
10700. 5-6 1913 2-sp. F.N. and Sidecar . . £32 10
10701. 2| 1911 single-speed £22 10

10638. 3 J 1912 single-speed INDIAN ...£20
10643. 3* 1914 RUDGE Multi £40
10649. 3'^ ^9^3 single-speed B.S.A £25
10661. 6' 1913 ENFIELD and Sidecar . . £45
10663. 7-9 1914 2-Ep. INDIAN £35
10673. 4i 1014 3'^P- B.S.A. and Sidecar. £45
10603. 2I 1913 2-^P' DOUGLAS £30
10610. 2| 1914 3-sp. NEW HUDSON, Sc. £45
10614. 3^ 1911 single-speed HUMBER .. £25
10628. ij 1914 single-speed DAYTON . . £12 10
10629. 3j 191+ 3-sp- ROVER and Sidecar £50
10633. 4" 1914 3-sp. SINGER and Sidecar £45
10587. 3i 1914 3-sp. QUADRANT &S'car £42
10588. 3i 1913 RUDGE Multi and Sidecar £45
10590. 8' 1912 2 sp. MATCHLESS & Sc. £35
10596. 3J 1913 RUDGE Multi £35
10567. 2J 1915 2-sp. 2-str. CALTHORPE £25
10573. 2I 1915 2-sp. CALTHORPE £31
105S4. 3t 1912 PREMIER and Sidecar.. £20
10538. 3J 1915 twin INDIAN £47 10
10540, 4I 1914 3-sp. JAMES and Sidecar £50
10542. 3S 1913 3-sp. HUMBER £25
10333. 3* 1908 2-sp. TRIUMPH £22 10
10565. 3S twin N.U.T £35
10519. 3J 1914 2-5p. PREMIER £35
10533. 4l 1912 3-sp. QUADRANT £27 10
10477. 2} 1912 2-sp. SINGER £20
10485. 4 single-speed BRADBURY £23 10

WAUCHOPE'S, fleet"?., LONDON.
Phonfi! 6777 Holliom. Wires' "OpiOcer. London.'

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act,

advertisers requiring: workmen, and whose
business consists wholly or mainly of
engineering- or the productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for tlie pro-
duction thereof, and whose w^orks are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already engaged on Govern-
ment work, will be engasred."

Advertisers whose works are situated
more tlian 30 miles from London can only
liav-e their announcements inserted with
the approval of the Board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchange or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engaged on
Government work need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S., 1914, 2%h.p., 2-3peed, kick start, hand
clutch, all chain drive, complete with accessories;

£38/10.—LaniD's, below.

A.J.S., 1915, 2^ih.p., 3-spesd, ciiginal tyres, first-class

order; £44/10; deferred terms, exchanges.—
Lamb's. 151, Hitrli St., Wnlth.iiustow, and 50, High Ed.,
Wood Green. 'Phones: Walthamstow 169, uud Horn-
sey 1956. [4950

A.J.S. 1912 Sh.p. Twin Combination; £40.—Tuke and
Bell, Ltd., Motor Uept., Carlton Engineering

Works, High E,d., Tottenham, JS". [4915

4h.p. A.J.S., 1916 model, sidecar, speedometer, lamps,
mechanical horn, done 700 miles, like new; £90,

or nearest.—"Whitney, Park St., Newtown, N. Wales.
[X1440

LATE 1914 6h.p, A.J.S., in almost new condition,
complete with cane sidecar, lamps, etc. ; any trial

or examination; £62, a bargain.—Else, Daisy Bank, Mat-
lock. [XI 80 2

"I
Q16 4h.p. A.J.S. Combination, practically new, Lucas

-Lv accessories, wind screen and apron, run about
800 miles; 90 gns., or ofEers.—Bos 451, c/o The Motor.
Cycle. [4590

1Q16 234h.p. A.J.S., 3-8peed, latest model, ridden 700
Xt/ miles only, condition genninely as new, speeitica-

tion as list; ^53.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [5144

"1 Q16 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, latest model, detaeh-
Xtf able wheels, with spare wheel, in new condition,

not run 1,000 miles; cost £118, will accept £90, or

near ofler.—Poole, 205, High St., Cheltenham. [X1786

A.J.S. Combination, 1914, total mileage under 7,500,
eauipment includes speedometer, lamps (electric

and acetylene), t^vo 650x65 and two 700x80 tyres,

guaranteed in perfect condition throughout; £67/10.—
74, Trinity Ed., Handsworth, Birmingham. [X1781

Alldays,
14 AUdays 2-stroke, good tyres, new belt; £18.—
367, Barking Rd., Plaistow. [5057

ALLDATS-ALLON, 1916, as new, lamps, horn; £29.
—15, Creswell Rd., Twickeiaham. [5061

1Q16 Allon, 2%h.p., 2-speed, unused, shop-soiled only;
J-V £36.—Jones, Garage, Droitwich. [X0870

ALLON, 2-speed, only used for few weeks; £37/10.—
The Purley Motor Garage, Ltd., Purley. [4501

COLMOHB Depot, 31 , Colmore Row, Birmingham,
can supply immediately all models of Alldays Allon.

[0796

ALLON, 2-stroke, late 1916, all on, indistinguishable
from new; 30 gns. ; not Sundays.—47, Bonuerhill

Rd., Kingston. - [4958

ALLDAYS Allon (1916, Aug.), done 500 miles; £30.

—J. Huntbach, 30, Ventnor St., Gerald Rd., I'endle-

ton, Manchester. [4980

ALLON, 1915, 2-speed, 2V2h.p., and Cowey speed-

ometer, electrically eduipped; £36/10; deferred

payments if desired.-Lamb's, below.

ALLON, 1915, 2-speed, with hand clutch, all acces-

sories, fiae order; £36/10.—Lamb's, below.

ALLON, 1915, single speed, all accessories, still has
original tyres; two at £27/10 each.—Lamb's, 151,

High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd,, Wood Green.

'Phones: Walthamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956. [4949

I CAN Giye immediate deliTcry of 1917 AUons, 2-

speed model; exchanges or deferred payments.-
Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [5194

19

R2<1 All letters relating to advertisements shnuld quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
AUdays.

"|Q15^/^ 2%h.p.
,
Allon Combination, new sidecar,

J-iy single-speedi paraffin tank, special brakes,
lamps, hooter, generator, spares, tools; £30; called
up.—33, Mandeville Rd., Enfield Wash. [5163

ALLONS, 12 models in stock, just arrived from
works ; deferred payments if desired, exchanges.

—

Lamb's. 151. High St.. \Yiilthamstow, and at 50, Hig]
Ed., Wood Green. Tel.: AYalthnmstow 169, and Horn
soy 1956. [6007

PRICE £38.—Allon, 1916 model, delivered end 01

July, 2%h.p., countershaft drive 2-3peed gear, free
engine, hand operating clutch, tools, acetylene gener-
ator, 2 lamps, Stewart horn, speedometer, extra petrol

' tank connected to carburetter, carrier seat upholstered
fitted to spring frame, machine only slightly used, con
drtidti equal to new ; selling to buy larger h.p.—Box
471, e/o The Motor Cycle. [X169;:

Ariel.

"E"'OE Sale, 1913 S'Ah.p. Ariel, adjustable puljey.-
J- Apply, Ellis, Salop Ed., Oswestry. [X159t

ARIEL, Si^h.p., latest 3-speed model, in stock, ivitl
or without sidecar.—Crow Eros., Guildford. [496;

KIDER TROWARD.—1913 Ariel, 3-speed, dutch,
just re-enamelled, overhauled; 27 gns.—78, High

St., Hampstead. [5120

ARIEL, 3V2h.PT, serai T.T., with variable pullev gear,
fast, most excellent condition ; £24, bargain.

-

Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X184e
/^OLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birminghau
^-^ have in slock for immediate delivery all model
of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars. [079

ARIEL, SVoh.p., variable 2-speed, with sidecar,
lamps, horn; special bargain, 5ei5.—Newnham

223, Hammersmith Ed., W. 'Phone : Hammersmith
80. [5042

I CAN Give immediate delivery of 1917 5-6h.p. Ariels,
3'/2h.D Ariels, solo or combinations: also 1916 5-t

h.p. combination, as new, guaranteed, £80: exchanges
or deferred payments.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Mns
well Hill. . [5192

Arno.
ARNO, excellent order; any trial; £1S.—Warren's

386, EustOQ Ed., London. Museum 3081. [4905

Auto-Wheels.
AUTO-WHEELS (two), 1914, complete, splendid con-

dition: £7 each.—42, Upper Thames St., E.O. [499f

AUTO-WHEEL, 1916, in almost new condition, run
about 80 .miles: real bargain, £9.— Groves, 27

Tyson Ed., Forest Hill, S.E. [5025
AUTO-WHEEL, 1914, nearly new, £8/10- E.S A

ditto, ruodel de Luxe, £10.-Murray's, 37a, Charle:
St., Hatton Garden, Holborn, [X179:
'I'ilREB Auto-wheels, complete with cycles, shock
.„ .",£„ '^"' perfect order throughout; £10 each.-
VYOod, 108, Breck Rd., Liverpool. [X1821
AUTO-WHEEL, 1915, all latest improvements, like^ ??! *i''

bargain; unscratclied.-W. and H. Motoi
Lo., Ltd., ^87, Deaasgate, Manchester. [4966

A^'S?^Tf¥-^^^^ ^? ,''^^^'^' 1516' practically new
£10/10; with lady's bicycle £15, or oflfer- thor-

oughly recommended.-Brown, Argo House, Whitchurch
Hants. [XI 594
A UTO-WHEEL BS.A. De Luxe, 1916 model, ridden
sV u

„2I'I',',?^,™''>*^''' ''0 miles: 11 gns.-Lamb'a, 151
High St., Walthamstow, and 50, Higli Rd., Wood Green
Phone: Walthamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956. [4947

Bat.
rjA'T-J.A.P., 1914, 6h.p., .ouiitershaft gear, chainJJ drive. Bramble sidecar; £48.-Collier's, Deal St
Halifax. [4798
DAT-J.A.P., and sidecar, 1914, 4 speeds; first-class
-l-» order; £60.- Warren's, 386, Euston Rd., London,

GET IT" A"T

lAYLORS
g Sole London and District Agents for g|

i A.J.S. & British Excelsiors. 3
^

—

_ m
g Sole District Agents for Calthorpes.

Contracting Agents for all other Makes

TERMS: CASH, EXCHANGE, or
EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

Museum 3081. [4901

6

T{ T ,'~ •I-.?'^°^' Birmingham agent.-Immediate
V™-, ''?''I^

4-5h.p. sporting model. 2 speeds; *63/15.
-87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. (X1779
IQia 6h.p. Bat, spring frame, Whittle belt, single

, k 3^"^' F^-^^v,'^™"' 'Jres very good, automatic
lubrication; £26.-Harvey Hudson, South Woodford.

h.p. Bat, No. 3 model, Gloria coach sidecar, run 6,200
miles, averages 70 p.g.. perfect running order and

condition, complete with lamps, speedometer, horn, tools
spares, and extras; cost £100, a bargain, £50.-Foster,
fiden Park, Lancaster. [XI 791

Bradbury.
BRADBURY, 1912, 3y2h.p., in real good order; a

bargain, £14.-6, Warren St., London. [5218
"1014 Bradbury, 4h.p., 3-speed, coachbnilt sidecar, 3
T'.n '^™P'. speedometer, pump, horn, etc., new tyres;
£42.-Dal6, 26, Powis St., Woolwich. [S025
"DRADBURY 4h.p. Combination, N.S.U. 2-speed, free
J-.» engine, kick start, latest B. and B., just over-
hauled, 18 gn. ooachbuilt Canoelet sidecar, hood
screen, lamps, mechanical horn, lovely combination-
*35.—Fisher, 249, Portland Rd., South Norwood. [5184

Brough.

BHOUGH 3y2h.p. Horizontal Twin, 1915, 3-speed
handle-bar clutch, perfect condition, tyres un-

scratched; £46.—Davison, Nuneaton. [X1795

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
g 1916 2J h.p. A.J.S., sporting model, 3-sp.,

g 4 months old £52
g 1917 23- h.p. ALLON, 2-speed, and clutch £47 5

g 1916 4i h.p. B.S.A., countershaft, chain

g drive, 3-speed. Just delivered £64
g 1917 8h,p. ENFIELD Combination. Just

g dehvered £96 1

2

g 1915 2j h.p. 2-speed A.J.S., fine order £37 10
g 1917 4 h.p. GALTHORPE Combination,

^ new £73 10
g 1912 2i h.p. 2-speed A.J.S. and Sidecar. . . £26

1913 3ih.p. ARIEL, 3-speed, and Sidecar £40
1914 ALLON and Watsonian Sidecar, 2-sp. £28
igia'sJ h-p. clutch TRIUMPH £23 10
1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, windscreen £67 10

For further Bargains in HiG;h-ulass Combinations
and Solo Mounts, \vrite for List. Extended pay-
ments arranged.

ELECTRIC FLASH TORCHES.
Standard, with domed lens . 2/6
Baby round, sJ X li, No. 5 . . 3/3
Medium „ 6-Vx lA, No. 6. .4/3
Large ,, g X i\, No. 7. . 5/6
Spare batteries 9d. 1/- 1/3, and 1/6 1

Spare bulbs, clear . 45ll.

,, opal . 6d.
Postage paid over 5 /

ENGINE PARTS.

We carry a good assorted stock of Valves and
Piston Rings, Crank and Gudgeon Pins, etc., of
most makes.

PISTON RINGS.
each

J. A. P. 2^ h.p. genuine 2/-
J.A.P. 4-6-S h.p. genuine 2/6
Peugeot 3.V h.p. twin pattern 1 /4
Clyno 5-6 h.p 1/9
Moto-Reve pattern 1/6
Douglas 2J h.p. pattern 1/7
Douglas 4 h.p. genuine 1/9
A.J.S. 2 J. 4, and 6 h.p 1/9
Triumph, P. & M., Bradbury, Rudge, B.S.A.,

and Precision 1 /1

1

Postage on the above, 2d.

VALVES-INLET AND EXHAUST.

J.A.P. 4-6-8 h.p. and 90X77K Inlet or
Exhaust, genuine 5/8

J.A.P. pattern valves 3/10
Triumph, Rudge, P. & M., Bradbury, F.N.,

Douglas, and Enfield pattern 3/4
Douglas 4 h.p. genuine valves, complete .

.

6 /-

Postage on the above, 3d.

A.J.S.. J.A.P., and REX PISTONS and CYLINDERS
IN STOCK.

A.J.S. SPARE WHEELS each £3 7 6

1916 Tyre Catalogue now ready, post free.

SPECIAL AGENTS for REX and J.A.P. PARTS.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms : 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.

Wholesale: 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.
Garage: 12, Tottenham Mews, W.C.

'Phone—Museum, 1240.

Telegrams—"Dynametro, Westcent, London."

ISBI

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Brough.

BROUGH, S-6h.p., 1915";!i, and sidecar; photo; been
800 miles; can show receipt for £89; take £56

or part excbange.—Winifred Lyons, 65a, Eosendale Ed..
Dulwich. . [5029

B.S.A.

B.S.A., 1917 models H and K, with sidecars, in stock.
—Moss, AYem. [X178^

^OLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, for
V-/ immediate delivery of E.S. A. [0798

.
free engine, perfect; £30.—Warren's, 386,

Euston Rd,, London. Museum 3081. [4904
B.S.A.,

Eus'

1Q16 T.T. B.S.A.. all-black finish, demonstration
J-*J' machine, £43/10.—Plastow, Grimsby. [X1829

B.S.A.,
£64;

guaranteed 1917 model H, belt-cum-chain,
easy payments, eschanges.—Lamb's, below.

B.S.A,, guaranteed 1917 model K, belt-curfi-chain

;

£64. -Lamb's, below.

B.S.A., 1916 model K, with Phcenis sidecar, all acces-
sories; £63; deferred payments.—Lamb's, below.

B.S.A., 1914 model K, 4i^h.p., 3-speed, kick start,
and B.S.A. Canoelet sidecar, £44/10; deferred

terms if desired.— Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-
stow, also at 50, High Rd., Wood Green. 'Phones: Wal-
thamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956. [4944

B.S.A.. 1915, 3-speed, speedometer, etc.. Swan coach-
built sidecar; £60.—Topp's Garage, Merstham.

[4952
IQIS B.S.A., 3^.p., 2-speed, kick start; bargain.
-L*J £28.—Lieut. Jackson, Military Hospital, Park-
hurst.

. [4983

"I Q14 B.S.A., S^.-^h.p., chain-cum-belt, 3-speed, splendid
-Lt/ order; 36 gns.—Williams, 19, Portland St.. Chel-
tenham. [X1727

1 QISM; B.S.A., 4^Ah.p., 3-sp6ed countershaft gear, with
-*-*-' expensive sidecar, fully equipped; £60.-20, W.hit
ley St., Reading. [5117

B.S.A., 1916, 3-speed countershaft, model K, lamp;.
horn, etc., with coachbuilt sidecar, good condi-

tion; ^66.—Below.

B.S.A.—Latest new models can be delivered from
stock, chain dri^e, model H, 3-speed countershaft

gear, £66; chain-cum-belt model K, £64; Montgomery
sidecars in stock to fit, from 10 gns. Your present
machine can be taken as part payment.—Elce and Co..
15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. B.S.A.
Agents. [0491

LATE 1913 B.S.A., 3^2^.^-, 2-speed, and Montgomery
sidecar, in nice condition, and fully equipped

;

£38.-20, Whitley St, Reading. [5116

"I Q13 B.S.A., 2-speed. chain driye, with coachbuilt
A *y sidecar, in splendid condition ; f33.—Coombe,
18, Avondale Rd., Wolverhampton. [X1442

B.S.A., 1913, 2-speed, 1916, Phoenix sidecar com-
plete, in good condition ; £36 ; owner on active

service.-W., 33, Olney .St., Walworth Rd [4993

B.S.A., 1917 models, in stock for immediate delivery,
combinations from 80 gns., solo machines £64.—

P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X1776

I CAN Give immediate delivery of 1917 B.S.A. model
H or model K, solo; exchanges or deferred pay-

ments.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [5193

B.S.A,, 1915, SVoh.p., 2-speed, free engine, all acces-
sories, first-class condition; £45, or exchange.—

S. D'Eathe, 15, The Parade, Mitcham, Surrey. [4569

"J
Q17 B.S.A. in stock. Catalogues free. Spare parts

^*y per return, lin. belts, as fitted by makers, 8/6,
post paid.—Albert L, Pitts, Redditch. Tel.: 91r .^^

B.S.A., 4i4h.p., 1917, S-speed countershaft, if
models, just delivered from works ; £64 ; libeml

exchange terms.—Eagles and Co., High St., Acton, W.
[X1804

"I
Q16 B.S.A., 4^h.p., all chain drive, with best B.S.A.

J-t/ sidecar. Lucas horn and lamps, Dunlops and spare
tyre, splendid condition; £69, no oflers.-E., 143, War-
ham St., Camberwell New Rd., S.E. [4934

B.S.A., 1916, 4'4h.p., with 3 speeds, countershaft,
and coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, and accessories, only

done 900 miles; a real bargain, £56 cash.—E. Hurlock,
18, Kembury St., Coldharbour Lane, S.W. [4992

B.S.A., July, 1916, model K, excellent condition, run
580 miles, 2 lamps and generators, Stewart horn

and speedometer, Binks carburetter, spares, etc., if re-

quired; what offers?- 14, Edgehill, Woolwich. [4954

B.S.A., 1915, 4i4h.p., model K, 3-speed, with coach
built sidecar and complete equipment, thoroughly

overhauled, and guaranteed perfectly sound; worth fully
£60, accept £55.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon.

[X1851
Calthoipe

CALTHORPE, 1914. 3%h.p., 3 speeds, fully equipped,
new coachbuilt sidecar; £36.

CALTHORPE, 1914, 2h.p., 2 speeds; £14.-6, Warren
St., London. [5215

"1 Q15 Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed gear, new tyrea; £23/10.
Xt/ —Chilton, High St., Watford. [5062

"I Q15 Calthorpe, 2-strok6, 2-speed, in good condition;
-L*/ offers.-Box L2,589, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4943

1 Q 15 Oalthorpe-Jap, 254h.p,, Enfield 2-speed and
X£/F-E., with accessories and spares, had very careful
use; £26, lowest.—J. Wallier, Sydenham Works, Golden
Hillock Rd., Birmingham. (;X1826

All letters relating to advertisementg shnuM auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A17
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SAtE.
Calthorpe.

CAiTHOBPE-J.A.P., 2%h.p.. Enaeld 2-speea gear,
lamp, horn, tools, not done 500 miles; £30.-118,

Disraeli Bd., Putney, S.W. [5070

A REAL Snip.—Late 1914 23411.5. 2-specd Calthorpe,
guaranteed perfect; must sell instantly; first £18

secures.-Killards, Diapers, Chesterfield. [i.1838

1 Q15 Calthorpe, S-speed, 2-stroke, specially powerful
J-^ engine, T.T. bars, good tyres; a bargain, £26/10.
—Byfleet Automobile Co., West Byfleet, [4912

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Bow, Birmingham,
have in stock all models of Calthorpes for im-

mediate delivery: also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

CALTHOBPE-J.A.P., 1916, 23Ah.E., 2-speea, fast,
economical, reliable, enamel and plating almost un-

scratehed, lamps, spare generator, horn, and tools : £30.
—Hale, 123, Dalsalloch, Auchinleck, Ayrshire. [X1700

TWO 1915 Calthorpe-Jap Machines, 2%h.p., Enfleld
clutch - operating 2 - speed, ' both completely

equipped; prices £24 and ;£27/10; exchanges.—Newn-
ham, 223, Hammersmith Ed., W. 'Phone : 80. [5043

CALTHORPE, latest 1916 models, 2?4h.p., 2-speed,
J.A.P,- engine, 36 gDs. ; 2%h.p. lady's model, 2-

s€roke, 2-speed, 34 gns. ; 4h.p. combination, twin J.A.P.
engine, 2-speed, light coach sidecar, 67 gns. Catalogue
End full particulars sent on request.—Elce and Co.,
15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0480

Campion.
6-8h.p. Campion, J.A.P. engine, sidecar with hood and

screen, Lucas acetylene lighting outfit, speedometer,
mirror, in perfect order ; a bargain, £70.—Apply, Ham-
Bhaw, Leicester. [X1712

1 016 Campion, 61l.p. twin J.A.P. engine, combina-
JLtf tion, Druids, 4-speed, clutch, etc., Dixie mag.,
hood, "speedometer, tools, apron, new in October;
must sell, cost £102/7, accept £90 : a perfect turnout.
-WooUett, 19, Queen's Ed., Peckham. [5167

Chater-Lea
CHATEE-LEA 2-stroli6, 2-speeds, as new: £24.-373,

Katherine Ed., Forest Gate. [5028

CHATEE-LEA. 5-6h.p. J.A.P. twin, and sidecar, in
real good order and condition; £17.-6, Warren

St., LoadoiL [5216
Chater-Lea-Fatnir.

CHATEE-FAFNIE, SV^h.p., N.S.U. gear, mag., m.o.v.,

good tvres, engine and gear just overhauled; £14
—31, Shaisted St., Kennington. [5102

CHATEE-FAFNIE, 3h.p., o.h.T.. mag., B. and B.,

T.T. bars, new tyres, belt ; discharged man, for-

bidden to ride; £16/10.—Massey, 15, Piquet Ed., Aner-
ley. S.E. [4914

Chatei'-Jap.

CHATEE-J.A.P., with sidecar, 5-6h.p. twin, 2 speeds

;

£16/16.-1, Ebnei St., WandsworU* [5078

Clyno.

CLYrrO. 1913-14, 6h.p., 3-spced countershaft chain
drive: £39/10.-Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-

fax. [4799

1 Q12 Clyno Combination, new 1913, Clyno coachbuilt
X«7 sidecar, 3 lamps; £42.—Freeman-Taylor, Torring-
ton, Devon. [X1854

CLYNO, 6h.p., kick starter, 2-speed. 1916 sidecar,
new tyres, all accessories; 30 gns.-Hayes, 108,

Euston Ed., N.W. [4566

1 Q17 Clyno Combination, War Olfice model, spare
Xtf wheel, luggage grid, in stock; don't miss it.—
Poller, Agent, Leicester Grove, Leeds. [il799

Connaught.
eONNAITGHT, latest improved models; immediate

delivery.—W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deans-
gate, Manchester. [4598

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.-Immediate de-
• livery all modei^ Connaught from stock ; minia-

ture and double - purpose models, prices from
£28/17/6.-87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[XI 778
Coventry Eagle.

COYENTEY Eagle, 1916, 6h.;j., 3-speed, countershaft,
coach sidecar; £69/10; little used.—Motor Ex-

change, Horton St., Halifax. [4801

Dayton.
AYTON 2-stioke, nearly new: £12/10, great bar-
gain.—30, Canterbury Ed., Kilburn. [5165

De Dion.

D
3.h.p. De Dion, Dixie mag., fast, low; sacrifice £7/5.
4 —Robinson, Sandy, Bedfordshire. £50583

Diamond.
DIAMOND, 1916, ayJi.p., 2-Etrok8, lamps, tools, as

new ; £32.—P. Ingram, Caswell, near Swansea.
[X1593

Dot.

DOT-J.A.P., 8h.p., overhead valves, and 2-seater side-
car: £60: exchanges.—Mitchell, 35, Eoundhav

Ed., Leeds. - [X1808
Douglas.

pjOUGLAS I91S Combination. £65, 4h.p.

SECOND°HAND BARBDINS
CARS AND UIOHT OARS,

SWIFT, 9 h.p., 1913, excellent order £S2
KNIGHT tlU.llOR, 1914, I2 b.p., 2-seater, sporting

body £^45
G.W.K., igi^, 9 h.p., just repainted, and new hood

fitted £115
G.W.K., 1915, detachable wheels, domed giiards, all

black finish, speedcmeter, and mechanical horn £165
OVERLAND, 1916, 12 h.p., 5-seater, dynamo and

sell-starter equipment, as new £195
FORD, 191G, 20 h.p., 5-seater, shop-soiled £125
MORGAN Grand Prix No. i.water-cooled, all access. £92
GARDEN. 1915, 6 h.p. M,A.G. engine, 2-speed, all

lan^ps, wind screen -. , £70
FORD, 1913, 20 h.p., 5-seater, excellent order, but

body poor £55
MINERVA, 24 h.p., 5-seater, hoed and screen. A

bargain £75

SIDEOAR OUTFITS.
REX, 191-}^, 6 h.p., 2-5peed, modele.de luxe £38
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., 2-speed coanterehatt. Sidecar ... £32
INDIAN, 1913, 7 h.p., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speed .. £42
ZENITH, 1914, 6 h.p., countershaft clutch model .... £60
RUDGE 1913 5-6 h.p. Multi, with Rudge Sidecar . . . £46
ENFIELD, 1912, 6 Kp., 2-speed, twin, Enfield Sidecar £29
RUDGE 1913 3-^ h.p. Multi, coach-built Sidecar £33
B.S.A., I9i6j 4J h,p., 3-speed, all-chain drive, Godiva

sporting Sidecar, only done 500 miles £69
ZENITH, 8 h.p., 1913, clutch, and Sidecar £47
SCOTT, 1914, sjh.p., 2-sp., and Scott sidecar chassis £45
ZENITH, 1915, 3^ h.p., twin, clutch, and C.B. Sidecar £49
ENFIELD 1914 6 h.p. 2-speed Combination £60
MATCHLESS, 1914, 8 h.p., 3-speed, J.A.P. engine ... £60
PDRTLAND-J.A.P., 1914. 8 h.p., B.S.A. 3-speed, and

Sidecar . £42

soi«o nnoDEUs.
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2:^ h.p., 2-speed. spring forks £20
RUDGE 1913 3^ h.p. Multi, T.T. bars , £33
IVY, 1915, 2-stroke, single speed -«.... £18
NEW HUDSON, 1913, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, J.A.P, engine £30
REX, 1913, 3V h.p., 2-speed, and clutch £28
RUDGE, 3i h.p., Fhilipson pulley, 1915 improvements £37
BROWN, 3.V h.p. mcdcl, Bosch magneto £12
INDIAN, 1915, 5 h.p., 3 speed, twin £52
ROVER, 1912, sh h.p., T.T., clutch model £20
DOUGLAS, 1912, -2 h p., single-speed £18
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1915, 2-speed, 2-stroke £32
NEW HUDSON, 1915. 2 stroke, as new £22
Indian, 1014, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, electric equipment . £47
ENFIELD, 1910, 2.1 h.p., twin, Grado gear £14
HARLEY-DAVIDSQN, 1915, 7-9 h.p., 3-speed, twin . . £56
LEVIS, 1914. 2'. h.p., 2-stroke, countershaft £18
HARLEY-DAVICSON, 1915, 7-9 b.p., 3-specd, as new £53
F.N., 2\ h.p., 2-speed, ligntweight £15
IVY, 1915, 2i li.p., 2-stroke. 2-5peed, as new £19
NORTON, 19 1 5, 4 h.p., T.T., all accessories, PhiUpson £47
DOUGLAS, 1912, disc wheels, all accessories £24
DOUGLAS, 1914, " \V," 2-speed, kick start, all access. £45
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1916, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke .. £30
INDIAN, 1915, 31 h.p., 3-speed, twin £43
ALLON, 19 16, 2J h.p., 2-stroke, as new : £26
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2? h.p., 2-3peed, kick start . £46
ENFIELD, i9r6, 2 J- h.p., 2-stroke^ 2-speed- £33
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3} h.p., 3-speed, all accessories .... £38
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2^ h.p.j 3-speed, all accessories .... £52
INDIAN, 1914, 7-9 b.p., clutch model, as new £41

NEW MODELS.
ALL THE UNDERMENTIONED ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model 16F £80 15
HARLEY-DAVIDSON Sidecar to above £21
ROYAL ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £94 10
ROYAL ENFIELD, ^ b.p., twin, 2-speed £57 15
ROYAL ENFIELD, >ib-P, 2-speed, 2-stroke £44 2
B.S.A., 4j h.p., 3-speed, all-chain, H, igr; model . £66
B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-5peed, belt, K, I9r7 model £64
ROVER, 1917, 3! b.p., 3-speed, Combination .... £89 9
ROVER, igry, 3I h.pf. s-speed, solo £69 10
ROVER,' igr;, s^h.p., T.T., Philipson pulley .... £61 10
ROYAL RUBY. 'AH models ex stock.

LEVIS, 2jh.p., smgle-speed. Popular model £32
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-stroke, de luxe £37 15

1914 and 1915 DOUGLAS MACHINES
bought for SPOT Gash.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

-] Q12 DouBlas, 2-speea ; £25 1 good ordei.—lamberts',
-L «/ Tlietford- [5074

DOUGLAS, T.T., 1913?4; i27, lowest.-54, Aschurch
Rd., Croydon. . [5067

DOUGLAS, single speed, good condition; £12.-23,
Balby Ed., Doncaster. [4891

1Q16 Douglas, 234h.p., 3-speed, all accessorieH ; £52.
J-tJ —Boss, 86, High Ed., Lee. [5033

;

1Q13 25,4h.p. Douglas, splendid condition; £25.—E.J-O Dillingham, Ampthill, Beds. rX1763 ,

"1 Q13 Douglas, 2^^h.p., enamelled all grey; a bargain. "J

J-" £27.—Eoss, 86, .High Ed., Lee. [6034
'

1 QIS aate) T.T. Douglas, little used, all spares; £42.
-Lit —Box L2,687, c/o The Molor Cycle. [4919

DOUGLAS, 2^4h.p., 2 speeds, excellent condition

;

£30.—Mason, Priddleton, Leominster. [X1586

1 Q13 Douglas, 2-speed, kick starter, splendid condi-^O tion; f?9.—H. Wright, Ailesey, Beds. [4879

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2^yih.p,, speedometer, accessories,
fine condition; £35.-34, Ashvale Ed., Tooting.

[4909
1Q13 Douglas, 2-speed model, excellent condition;
-L" £35.—The Purley Motor Garage, Ltd., Purley.

[4502
COLMOEE Depot, Birmingham, Leicester, and Liver-

pool, for Douglas motor cycles, also spare parts.
[0800

f Oil 2^/lh.p. Douglas, guaranteed perfect, neiv tyres;
-Ltf £13.-76, Herongate Ed., Wanstead Park Av.. E.

[S1698
DOUGLAS, 1916, 2-speed, T.T. model, lamps, horn,

and spares; £48.—C, 5, St. George's Ed., Wimble-
don. [X1756
33.h.p. Douglas, 1914, 2-speed, T.T. model; £35;
4 guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-

don. [5108

£10, first cheque.—1911 Douglas, 2-spoed model, less

speeds, wants attention.—Elson, Beaufort, Brecon-
shire. [4935

DOUGLAS, 1912, 23^h.p., 2-speed, lamp, etc. ,good
order; £20.-Wells, 63, Castle St., Famham,

Surrey. [5004

DOUGLAS, 3-speed, 2%h.p., condition perfect, ac-

cessories, spares ; £47.—Dryland, Kington, Here-
fordshire. [4559

3.h.p. Douglas, Dec, 1914, T.T., 2-sp6ed, new tyres;
^4 £40.-Waterson, 70, Hailsham At., Streatham
Hill, S.W._ [4994

DOUGLAS, 2%h.p., W.O. model, all accessories, ex-
cellent condition-: £41, no offers.—Portman Garage,

Baker St., W. [4953

DOUGLAS.—Wholesale and retail West of England
agents; write us your requirements.-Moflat,

reovil. Tel.: 50. [5855

DOUGLAS, 2?4h.p., War Office model, 1916^ splendid
condition ; bargain, £40.—Nixon, Uplands, Bramp-

ton, Clrmberland- [X17S7

MOTOR MART
pvOUGLAS 1914 Combination, £55, 3Vah.p.

DOUGLAS, 1915, Svili.p., as new; £46.-6, Warren
St., London. [5223

A18 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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DOUGLAS, 1914, 2-speed, clutch, kick starter, good
condition throughout; £38.—Jenkinson, 13,' Vicar-

age Ed., Teddington. [4877

"I Q13 T.T. 2?4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, tyres and belt
-JL«/ as new, thoroughly overhauled throughout; 32
gns.—Railway Garage, Staines. [5202

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%h.p., 2-speed, kick starter, clutch,

speedometer, lamps; £33.—H. Williams, 322,
Canterbury St., Gillingham, Kent. [X1780

DOUGLAS, late 1915, kick-start, clutch, all acces-

sories, splendid condition; must sell, i£44.—E.,
23, Market Place, Kingston, S.W. [5173

DOUGLAS, 234h.p., £15/10: 1913 2-speed, wants
little attention, £26/10; 1914, single-speed, £28.

-Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [4800

DOUGLAS Specialists.—Gibb, Gough, London Ed.,
Gloucester. Gibb, the International Douglas rider,

winner of numerous cups and gold medals. [2218

DOUGLAS. 1913, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, perfect condition,

spares: £32/10, no offers; can be seen Ealing.

—

Write, A. J. Pugh, Leadenhall Buildings, E.G. [4940

1 C414 2^h.p. T.T. Douglas, nearly new Dunlops, semi-
_L«/ T.T. bars, lamp, horn, tools, excellent condition;

£36/10.—Eobinsou's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.
[5147

1 Q16 War Oflice Douglas, all black, 2-Bpeed, ridden
Xt/ once only, condition indistinguishable from nawj
£52/10.—Eobinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.

[5142
DOUGLAS, 1914, 25^h.p., good order, ^£27/10;

Douglas, accumulator or ignition, il2.—Arm-
strong, 17, Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush, London.

[5168.

DOUGLAS, 1915, clutch, 3-specd, £45; 1914, kick
starter, £38; 1914 T.T., £35; 1912, £20; 1911,

£17/10.—Warren's, 386, Euston Ed., London. Museum
3081. [4899

LATE 1913 2%h-p. 2-speed Douglas, new gears, lamps,

horn, T.T. bars, very fast, running condition, as-

new, and not used lor long time; £30.—Alfred l^roetor,

Chepstow. [5152

DOUGLAS, late 1915 touring model, 2 speeds, F.E.,

Binks carburetter, new Dunlop belt, new 2^ tyres,

speedometer, lamps, horn, et<;., very fast machine, in

perfect condition; what offers? seen by appointment.—.
Box 470, c/o r/ie Motor Cyele. [;X1645
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

COLMORE Depot, Birmingbam, Manchester. Leicester,
and Liverpool, have in stock complete range of all

. models Douglas for immediate delivery, also full range
of spares. [0800

DOUGLAS, 1915-16, T.T., W.D. model, picked en-
gine, fast, perfect, all accessories and spares,

nearly new; £50.—Douglas, c/o Marathon Cafe, 4,

Church St., Kingston, S.W. [5174

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2%li.p., 2-speed, T.T.. lately over-
hauled, speedometer, cut-out, extra air inlet, com-

Elete with lamps, horn, tools, and spares; £35.—Box
2,593, c/o The Motor Ci/cle. [5205

DOUGLAS, 1916 model W. latest typo, S-speed gear,
and footboards, only ridden few miles, guaranteed

absolutely perfect, and indistinguishable from new, only
wants seeing; £55.—Moss, AA'em. [X1743

LATE 1913 2%h.p. T.T. Douglas, special racing
engine, thoroughly overhauled, 1916 new Duulops,

2-8peed model with adjustable pnlley as well : £30 lowest,
worth f 38.—Bon Marche, Chesterfield. [X1843

LATE 1913 Douslas, 2»4h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, kick
start, footboards, T.T. bars, usual accessories, tyres.

ajrd machine excellent condition ; owner in armv ; £34.—
17, Shirley Hd., Bedford Park, Chiswick. [4975

'|Q14 Douglas, 2^4t-p., 2-8peed, clutch, kick starter.
Xt/ new Dunlop tyres, and 2 new belts, mechanical
horn, enamel and plating perfect : sound and genuine
bargain, £32/10.—To be seen. Lea, 243, Fore St., Edmon-
ton. [XI 687

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed clutch model, all acces-
sories, really fine order, £36/10: another. 2-speed

without clutch. £32/10.—Lamb's, 151. High St., Wal-
thamstow, and at 50, High Bd., Wood Green. Tels.

:

Walthamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956. [4946

*|Q15 4h.p. Douglas, kick start, 3-speed clutch modelX^ with Douglas sidecar. Lucas dynamo lighting set,

Stewart speedometer, mechanical horn, handle-bar mirror,
complete set of tools, guaranteed in splendid condition.
^80 ; Binks carburetter, latest model, 40/-.—Lippincott
-Old Lodge, Ashford, Middlesex. [4970

Enfleld.

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
for immediate delivery of Eniields. [0801

ENFIELD, 1916, 3h.p., only done 300 miles: £48.-
46, Whitefleld Ed., Stockton Heath. [X1704

ENFIELD, 1914, 3h.p., splendid condition; £36.—
Apply, Hoghton, Albany Lodge, Esher. [4893

ENFIELD, 6h.p., guaranteed 1317 combination,
latest, fitments; £94/10; deferred payments, ex-

changes.—Lamb's, below.

ENFIELD 1917 8h.p. Combination, £96/12, actually
in stock, with newest fitments.-Lamb's, 151, High

- St., Walthaihstow, also at 50, High Ed., Wood Qreen.
Tels.: Walthamstow 169, and Homsey 1956. [4945

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, 3 lamps, other
accessories, £55; also another, £52/10; deferred

terms if desired.—Lamb's, below.

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, all accessories,
tip-top order; £66/10; deferred terms, exchanges.

—Lamb's, below.

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination. 3 lamps, speed-
ometer; £79/10.—Lamb's, below.

ENFIELD.—Seven 1917 3h.p. tonring T.T. models,
2-speed, kick start, actually in stock. 55 gns. each.

—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, Higli
Ed., Wood Green. Tels.: Walthamstow 169. and Horn-
sey 1956. [4951

ROYAL Enfield Lightweight Twin, mag-, ready drive
away; £12/15. — Wandsworth Motor Exchange,

Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [5079

LATE 1915 6h.p. Enfield Combination, 2 new tyres
large head light, horn, etc., everything in fine con-

dition; 59 gns.—Alfred Proctor, Chepstow. [5165

"IQ14 3h.p. Enfleld (October), in splendid conditionX*/ throughout, nicely fitted up, speedometer, etc.;
£36.—Williams, 19, Portland St., Cheltenham. [X1728

I CAN Give immediate delivery of 1917 Enfield, 8h.p.,
6h.p., 3h.p., 2i^h.p.

; exchanges or deferred pay-
ments.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. [5195
3h.p. Royal Enfield' fully equipped, 2-speed gear, and

P.E., speedometer, etc., nice, smart condition

;

40 gns.; guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
don. [5115
ENFIELD Combination, 90 gns. : 3h.p. twin, £57/10-

2-speed, 2-stroke, £45; delivery from stock.—
Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and
Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0838

ENFIELD Combination, 1915, hood, screen, P. and
H. lamp, speedometer, perfect, engine just over-

nanled; £60, lowest; consider exchange Triumph or
--, Douglas and cash.—Box L2,595, c/o The Motor Cycle.
: ._ „ [X0895iqi6 6h.p. Enfleld Combination, hood, screen, LucasXt/ head, rear, and side lamps, horn, mirror, over-

I
size tyres, special mudguards, spare 2-gallon tank, and

I

special toolbox, only done 2,700 miles; sacrifice £80,
cost £115: like new.—Alexander, 19, Westminster Ter-

'race, Glasgow. [4549
DIRMINGHAM Enfleld Agent, P. J. Evans. 87-91X^ John Bright St.—Immediate delivery all 1917
models, including lighting set combination, special 8h.p.

\. with hood and screen, and standard 6h.p. combination
I also 3h.p. standard and sporting models, and 2i4h p 2-

stroke; prices from 42 gns. [X1769

.1

DoNT Buy
Another man's
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TD.

GODFREPt
208, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.
'Phone—7091 Mayfair (2 lines)

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Edmund.

EDMUND Spring Frame Motor Cycles in stock.—
Gourlay, The Great Douglas Agent, Fallowfield.

[X1754
Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR (American), 1916, 7h.p., 3-8pecd, and
coach sidecar, brand new; £77/10 spot cash.—

Motor Exchange, Hortou St,, Halifax. [4802

BRAND New 1916 Model American Excelsior Motor
Cycle, 7h.p.. 3-speed, with all latest improvements,

including hand and foot control to clutch, mechairical
lubrication, etc., fitted with Montgomery coachbuilt
sidecar, enamelled to match, compete combination £80
cash.—To be obtained only from The Premier Motor Co.,
Aston Rd., Birmingham. [5141

F.N.
'.N.. 1914. 4-cyl.. 7h.p., 3-speed, running order: £65.

—Miller, Brighouse. [X1711

,N., reliable, running order, 25/ih.p. ; f6/10.—Wells.
East View, Dudley, Northumberland. [X1705

IDEB TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—
F.N., 1913, 2?4h.p., 2-speed, clutch; 15 gns. [5121

F
F
R
F'.X., 1914, 2i/^h.p., 2 speeds, clutch, shaft drive;

£27 : exchange entertained.—Sinclair, East Molesey.
[X1858

Grandex.

1 Q16 Grandes-Precision, 254h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed,
JLt/ drip oiling, Lucas lamps, Hutchinsons, Sasona,
Pedley belt, perfect; just cost £38/10, gift £27/10.—
10, Draycott Mansions, Finchley Lane, Hendon. [5140

Harley=Davidson.

1 Q 15 Harley-Davidaon Combination, all accessories,
Xt/ very nice order: £66.—Eoss, 86, High Rd., Lee.

[5031
HARLEY-DAVTDSON Combination, 1916 F, 7-9

h.p., 3-speed; £85.—Barron, Infirmary, Dudley
Rd., Birmingham. , [X1767

HARLEY-DAVIDSON". 7-9b.p., new August, 3-speed,
nnsoiled: bargain, £60, or Imperial-Jap and cash.

-Gentry, MiU St., St. Osyth, Esses. [X1827

1 QIS llh.p. Harley-Davidson and sidecar, in excellent
-«-«I' condition; £68; owner gone to the Front.—Ax-
worthy, Oakfield, "Wilton Rd., Salisbury. [5040

LATE 1915 Harley-Davidson Combination, fully

equipped, excellent condition ; £80 ; cash or easy
terms.-E. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0861

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-
pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of all

models of Harley-Davidsons and spare parts. [0802

HARLlEY-DAVIDSON, 1916 model, delivered from
stock on the best terms for cash, exchange, or

easy payments; sidecars in stock to fit; get in touch
with us before deciding.—Below.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, acces-
sories; £52.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgato

Av., Camomile St.. E.G. [0481

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead,—
Two Harley-Davidson llJ combinations, 7-9h.p.»

dynamo lighting. Swan 20 gn. sidecars; one new April,
1916, 62 gns.; one late 1915, 59 gns.; cost over ^£100
each. [5122

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOODJ.A.P., 1914, 6h.p., 3-speed, counter-

shaft, kick-starter. Bramble underslung sidecar,
splendid condition; £48.—At Jewell's, Archway Rd.,
Highgate. [5019

Henderson.
HENDERSON, 4-cyl., 2-spe6d chain drive; £46/10,

or exchange.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-
fax. [4803

HENDERSON Combination, 1915, 4-cyl., 8-lOh.p.,
Swan coachbuilt sidecar, elaborate equipment, in

every way equal to new; ^£80.—Longman Bros., King
St., -Acton. [5009

"I
Q15 Henderson, 4-cyl., lOh.p., in very good condi-

X<7 tion, full kit of tools, ma about 2,000 miles,
Lucas lamp, generator, and horn, special luggage carrier,

does not interfere with tyre repairs; £65.—Lieut.-Oom.
H. M. Eraser, 96, Piccadilly. [4941

Humber.
1 Q14 3i,^h.p. 3-speed Humber, lamp, etc.; £35; cash
-Lt/ or easy terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swan-
sea. [0863

HUMBEE (1916), 6h.p., water-cooled flat twin com-
bination, 3-speed gear, bought Aug., 1916, as new;

£90.—Box 473, c/o r/w Uoior Cycle. [X1734

HUMBEE, 1915, S^Ii.p., 3-speed, nearly new; special
price, £57/10.—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Bath Ed., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0842

BEST Lightweight Bargain Offered.-3-speed Humber
lightweight, 1913-14, used very little, 2i4h.p. ; £18

rockbottom secures this bargain.—H. Millard, Chester-
field. [XI841

Oh. p. 1913 Humber, appearance as new, brand new
'V tyres, tubes, carburetter, 35/- lamp set, etc., per-
fect, £11. or exchange with £20 for 3-speed Triumph,
B.S.A., Norton, or Sunbeam.—61, Cowley Ed., Oxford.

[5051
HUMBEE, 3V2h.p., 1913, 2-speed, free engine, handle

starting, footboards, nearly new tyres and belt, per-
feet running order and appearance; £22, or exchange
Douglas or other lightweight.—Merilees, Cedar Av..
Chelmsford. [X1830

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, a
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN, 7-9h,r., blue, 2 srecds, elutcli; ^33; very
fine machiue.—Buntiog, Harrow. [5014

7-91i.p. Red Indian, clutch, 1913. T.T. model, perfect;
£28.-80, Eispham Rd., SouthpOrt. [X1353

INDIAN 1916 Combiua-tion ; cost £118; run 300 miles,
indistinguishable from new, guaranteed; £85.

INDIAN 1915 3V'h.p. Twin, 3 speeds, almost new;
£42.

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., 2 speeds; £38.-6, Warren St.,

London. [5227

1Q16 Powerplus Indian, sound order; 1914 7-9h.p.
J-*-' clutch Indian; cheap.—Lamberts', Thetford.

[5071
INDIAN, 1915, 5h.p., 3 speeds, kick start, mileano

800, not used 12 months; £46.-34, Ashvale-Ed.,
Tooting. [4910

INDIAN, 1913, 2-speed, clutch, perfect condition
throughout ; 29 gns. ; deposit system.—Bell, 88,

Broadway, Northampton. [5050

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p., 2-Bpeed combination, all acces-
sories, perfect condition, new tyres; £45.-22, Hyde

Park Gardens Mews, W. [4957

INDIAN, 1915, 3Vili-P- twin, 3 speeds, excellent con-
dition : price £45,—Connaught Motor Co., 29, Long

Acre, London. Regent 6440. [4563

INDIAN Combination, new 1914, 7E.p., 2 speeds,
spring frame, condition good; £32/10 for quick

sale.— 15, Hamilton Rd., Ealing. [5003

"IQ14 Hendee Special Combination, first-class condi-
-M-iJ tion; best offer; just been oTerbauled.—Seen at
King's Garage, Gunter Grove, Chelsea. [4971

1 Q 16 7h.p. Powerplus Indian Conchbuilt Combina-
J-iy tion, new condition, 3-speed, very fast; bargain,
£80.-G.O., 131, White Hart Lane, Barnes. [5065

INDIAN, spring frame, 1913, 2-speed, F.E., Millford
coachbuilt sidecar, thoroughly overhauled, and

new gears fitted; £39.-45, Smallbrook St., Birmingham.
[X1590

INDIAN 7-9h.p. C.B. Combination, 1915, electric

lighting, extraordinarily good outfit ; price £65,
worth mucli more.-Laytbns' Garage, Bicester, Oxon.

[SI848
INDIANS, model C, in stock for immediate delivery,

spring frame, 3 speeds, 2 electric lamps, and born,
also speedometer; £78.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. '

C1775

INDIAN, T.T., 19141/2, clutch model, fully equipped,
splendid condition, recently overhauled; £34, or

exchange good single.—Stanley, 4, Sunnyside, Cross St.,

Farnborough, [4876

SPECIAL War Bargain.—191 5V2 5h,p. Indian, Phoe-
nix sidecar. 2.000; £60 ;' only used by elderly gent

(63) fine weather; appointment.—Wilson, Baughton, Mnn-
chelsea, Kent. [5090

INDIAN, 19143^, 7h.p., electric equipment, with Swan
sidecar, bood, screen, apron, and electric side

lamp, all new tvres, in excellent order; 63 gns.—W.M.,
Dry Drayton, Cambs. [X1742

INDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p., 3-speed, T.T., rigid frame
model. Dunlop tyres, ^75; spring frame touring

model, £83.—In stock for immediate delivery at P. J.
Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X1771

INDIAN Genuine 1915 Coich Combination, 5h.p. twin,
mag., 3 speeds, speedometer, lamps ; any trial

;

great bargain, 49 gns.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange,
Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [5077

-j Q13-14 Indian Combination, 7-9h.p., Binks carbur-
J-*J etter, electrically equipped, clutch model, every
luxury; urgent sale, I'oining up; £48: guaranteed per-
fect.—Choppin, 79j Aldred Rd., Kenningtou Park. [4966

"IQ16 Indian, 5h.p., 3-speed model, clutch, kick start,
Xtf fitted with coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, and all

accessories, very little used, equal to new; price £60.—
E. Bamber and Co., Ltd., Birkdale, Lanes. Tel.: 44.

[4956
BIRMINGHAM Indian Agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91,

John Blight St.—Immediate delivery, es-stock,
5h.p. 3-speed standard and sporting models, with and
without sidecar, pricq £70; sidecars from 11 gns.

[X1772
5h.p. Indian, late 1915, with Phcenix sporting sidecar,

magnificent turnout, splendid condition, Stewart
speedometer, lamps, horn, tools, new spare tyre not
unrolled; bargain, £65.-7, Halford Rd., Richmond,
Surrey. [5055

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham and Midland Indian
• Agent.—All" models in stock for immediate de-

livery; 5h.p. 3-speed model, £70; 7h.p. T.T. Powerplus,
£75 ; 7h.p. 3-speed spring frame, and electric light,

£78; special de luxe 7h.p. Powerplus, with spring
frame, £83; sidecars Irom 11 gns.—87-91, John Bright
St., Birmingham. [3:i773

Ivy.

IVY, late 1915, 2^,2h.p., 4-sfroke engine, little used,
guaranteed perfect, with accessories ; only £26.—

Moss, Wem. [SI 744
James.

15 4i4h.p. James Combination, in excellent condi-
tion; £55.—Morley Bros., Wombwell. [X1740

COLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, have
in. stock complete range of James motor cycles.

[0803
JAMES 1915 Combination, 3-speed, accessories, not

done 1,000, absolutely as new, unscratched; £59.
—47, Hamilton Rd., Reading. [5087

19

|^§2
ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

ROYAL RUBY, 1917 model, 2-speed (just
arrived) £40

ROYAL RUBY, single-speed £32 10
B.S.A., 4ih.p., chain drive, 1917 models

(5 in stock) £66
ENFIELD, 2} h.p., 2-stroke, 2-spped £44 2
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., kick-start and touring

n^odels, iQr;, T.T. (7 in stock) £57 15
ENFIELD 8 h.p. 1917 Combination £96 12
ALLONS, 12 models just arrived, guaran-

teed r9r7's

All above guaranteed 19 r 7 models.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Model 16F, Sidecar £102 5
NEW HUDSON, 2.V h.p., 2-speed, 1917,

Model C (just arrived) £38
LEVIS, 2i h.p,, Popular £32
LEVIS, 2} h.p., Model E, 2-speed En5eld

gear, rustless rims . .*. £47 tO

SIDECARS.
Always a good assortment in stock.

SECOND-HANDS.
ENFIELD 6 h.p. 1916 Combinat'n, 3 lamps,

speedometer £79 lo
ENFIELD 6 h.p. 1915 Combination, lamp,

horn, speedometer £65 10
ENFIELD 6 h.p. 191+ Combination, 2-sp.,

and accessories £55 g
B.S.A., 4} h.p., igrs. Model K, 3-speed,

carefully used £45 Q
B.S.A., 4i h.p., 1914. 3-speed, and B.S.A.-

Canoelet Sidecar. Bargain £44 10
MATCHLESS, late r9T4, 7 h.p.. Model 8B,

excellent condition (left works, March,
1914), with Canoelet Sidecar 4C73 10

RADCO, 1914, :;' h.p., single-speed ISgns.
WOLF-PECO, 2-speed, jgi6, kick start,

hand clutch, ridden about 200 miles,
all accessories, lamps unused £31 10

AUTO-WHEEL, 1916 B.S.A. model, ridden
about 40 miles H gns.

ALLDAYSMATCHLESS, 2i h.p, single sp. £14 10
ELSWICK, water-cooled, 1914, 3|h.p.,

3-speed, coach Sidecar, and accessories £29 10
T.D.C., i9r6, 2i h.p., 2-speed, spare tank,

original tyres £24 10
DOUGLAS, 1913, 25 h.p., 2-speed, access. £32 10
ALLON, 191?, 2^ h.p., 2-speed, Cowey

-speedometer, and access., elec. equip. £36 10
RUDGE, rgr2, 3I h.p., 2-speed, and "cane

Sidecar, all accessories £25 1

COVENTRY EAGLE, i\ h.p., 2 sp., 2-str.,

superior finish. Special price £39 10
JAMES, 2i h.p., 2-speed, new tyres, access. £31 10
ROVER, approx. rgoS, new tyres, Grado

gear, Hellescn's dry cell £9 10
TRIUMPH, 1914- 3-speed, and Swan Side-

car, heap of accessories £49 10
ALLDAYS ALLON, 19T5, single-speed, all

accessories, original tyres £27 10
BAT-J.A.P., 4 h.p., T.T., round tank, grey

finish, 3-specd, kick start, hand clutch —
ALLDAYS ALLON, inrs, 2-speed, clutch

model, and accessories £36 10
A.1I.S., 1914, 23 h.p., 2-speed, kick start,

hand clutch, all-chain drive £38 10
ROVER, 1913L 3.^ h.p., T.T., P. & H.

lamp, Stewai-t horn £32 10
TRIUMPH, 1912-13, 3.;^ h.p., 3-speed, hand

clutch, accessories. Bargain £32 10

Deferred Payments by tnuiuat arrangement.

CARS.
SAXON, 1915, 2-seater, 11 h.p., Stepney,

speedometer, 4 lamps £112 10
FORD, 1915, 2 wind screens, 4 shock

absorbers ; cost £170 t\ months
ago ; used fine weather only £110

UAMB'S,
151, HIGH ST.,

WALTHAMSTOW,
N.E.
'Phone:

WalthamBtow 169.

eminatesHoo St. tG.E.R.)

Alsoai50, HIGHRD.,
WOOD GREEN,

N.
(Only depot in this district).

"Phone : Hornsey 1956.
Hours—9 to 8-SO.

Thnradaya, 1 o'clock.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

1 QI6 James Combination, new June, Lucas lamps,
J-^ perfect condition ; £67, or nearest.—S., 32,
Gallwey Rd., Wyke, Weymouth. [5160

JAMES.—P, J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.
—Immediate delivery all models, including 2-

Btrolie 3Voh.p. twin nud 4*4Ii.P- l^i& single. [X1774

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St.. Hampstead.—
James Canoelet combination, late 1915, unused

last 18 months, mileage 2,500, ^10 accessories; cost
£90, 51 gns. [5123

JAMES 3iA.h.p. Twin. 3-speed gear box, chain drive,
hand clutch, kick start, ridden 200 miles; £50;

level exchange considered tor 4'/ih.p. combination.—
Neuer, Dillwyn St., Swansea. [4979

BEST Sidecar Combination Bargain Oflered.—4'^h.p.
Jamea combination, 3-speed countershaft gear, kick

starter, chain drive, must sell instantly; first £37/10
' secures this wonderful bargain.—Bon Marche, Chester-
field. [XI842

JAMES Late 1913 Big Single, 3-8peed, clutch, kick
start, just overhauled, new mudguarda, Canoelet

sidecar, re-upholstered, all in fine condition, lamp, horn,
tools and spares; £37.—Priest, Connaught Av., Frinton-
on-Sea. [5063

JAMES 1914 Combination, 1916 engine'an'd sidecar,
special sidecar silencer, and Jamea leg guards,

lamps, etc.; price £48/10, or exchange with cash for
Morgan.—Whitehouse, 3, Eggingtou VillaB, Wollaston,
Stourbridge. [X1436

JAMES Combination, D.D.. 1914, chain drive. 2
speeds, kick start, Canoelet sidecar, storm apron,

wind screen, lamps, horn, tyres like new, lot in splen-
did condition; £40 cash; cycle £36.—A. H. Greenwood,
Wenvoe, Cardiff. [X1853

J.A.P.
8 h.p. J.A.P.. Armstrong 3-8peed, Sin. Palmer cords;

£20.-Collin6, 88, Regent St., Cambridge. [5097

1 Q15 2iAh.p. J.A-P.-Royal Ruby, in excellent condi-
J-*/ tion; £18.-70, St. Ann's Rd., Harrow. [5053

J.A.P., 8h.p., Bosch mag., reauires slight repairs; no
time to complete; £10.—Barrett, 6 R.S., RF.C,

Catterick. [X1859

4h.p. T.T. J.A.P. , o.h.T. engine, recently overhauled,
fast and reliable; £18 cash; too cheap for ap-

proval ; can be seen and tried.—Matthews, c/o Faichen's,
South Queenslerry, Scotland.

"
[4984

J.E.S.

J.E.S. Auxiliary Motor Cycle, new carburetter, mag.,
and accessories.—Batten Bros., Cullompton. [X1785

J.H.

1 Q15 J.H., SVah.p. M.A.G. 2-cyl. engine, racing
Xtf model, good eonditiou, mileage abont 550, all

accessories ; £45, or ofEer.—Speer, Powyscourt, Bal-
combe, Sussex. [XI 646

Kerry.

RIDER TROWARD.—1912 Kerry-Abingdon, 3i/jh.p.,

enamel and engine as new ; 21 gns. [5129

3.h.p. Kerry, in splendid order; a bargain, £12.—
/W4 Sparks, 31, Broadwater Down, Tunbridge Wells.

i:X1861
Lea>Francis.

LEA-FRANCIS, 1915, 3-speed countershaft model,
with 21 gn. Montgomery sidecar, and accessories;

£75.—Moss, Wem. [X1745
Levis.

T EVIS, 1916, brand new; special price, £28.

LETTS, 1916. run 100 miles; £26.-6. Warren St.,

London. [5220

LEVIS Popular, only shop-soiled; £25, or near offer.

—Bunting,- Harrow. [5015

1 Q15 Levis, 2-speed, in good condition; offers.—Box
-L^ L2,590, c/o Tlie, Motor Cycle. [4942

RIDER TROWARD, 78. High St., Hampstead.-1915
Levis, mileage 1,800; 21 gns., bargain. [5124

"I tfjie Levis, 2Vih,p., mechanically perfect; £23,—M.XO EUiott, Coxweir Rd., F-aringdon, Berks. [4922

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham and Leicester, for
delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles from

stock. [0804 -

LEVIS. 1916, 2y2h.p., mag., 2 speeds, as new; £33/10.
—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wands-

worth (Town Station). [5080

LEVIS Popular Model, good condition- any trial;

£19. real bargain.—Smith, 8, Gladstone Place,

Sandy Lane, Camp Hill, Birmingham. [X1433

LEVIS, 2-stToke, nearly new, also extra accessories,

long exhaust pipe, etc. ; owner joining up ; bargain,
£23.—Baker, 92, Oxford Rd., Wycombe. [4972

Matchless.

1 1 5 Matchless Combination, condition like new;
J-*y £73.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [5032

MATCHI/ESS, 1913, 6h.p., -2-speed, and coach side*

car; £42/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-

fax. [4804

MATCHLESS 8B 1915 Combination, F.E.8. head.

P. and H. tail and side, horn, coachbuilt sidecar,

new condition, Bpares-—H. Rodwell, Brewery,^ Tring,

Herts. [4973

A20 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

IQ15 8h.p. Matchless Combination, in new condition,
d.U tvres good, all .accessories .and sp.ares, only wnnts
seeine; £85.—Harvey Hudson, South Woodford. [4887

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.-
1913 Matchless combination, Bh.p., 2-speed.

clutch, kick-start, electric lighting, speedometer ; 38
gns. [5125

MATCHLESS Combination, 1915, 7-9h.p. M.A.G.
engine, complete with all accessories, splendid

condition; any trial; £82.—L. Amato and Co., 25,
Brookmill Rd., Deptford. [5198

MATCHLESS Combination, SB model, M.A.G. en-
gine, 2-seater Matchless tandem sidecar, with special

hood and adjustable screen; the whole magnificently
equipped, including timepiece, condition equal to new,
not run 1,000 miles: cost £110, will accept £85;
dealers not entertained.—Ernest E. Hall, 8, Fir Grove,
Levenshulme, Manchester. [X1811

Midget.
MIDGET Bicar Motor Cycle, Precision engine, per-

fect condition; £12/12.-82, York Hd., Batter-
sea. - [5059

Minerva.
3ih.p. Minerva, mag., good hill-climber; £14; must

2 sell, joining.—AYilson, King's Weston, [X1735
Q3,h.p. Minerya, mag,, B. and B., 2 lamps, good run
1*4 ning order; £10.—Cope, 4, St. Michael's Rd.,
Aldershot. [5024

MINERVA, Sy^h.p., Bosch, B. and B., new belt,
just overhauled, all accessories, low l^osition

;

*12.—Hill, 41, Egmont St., New Cross Gate. [5158

33,h.p. Minerva, mag., Amac, footboards, variable
4 pulley, carrier, Michelins, all in grand order

price £10.—James, 14, Lynwood Terrace, Leyland. [4884

MINERVA, sy.h.p., m.o.y., Binks 1916 carburetter,
new tyres, tubes, piston rings. 90 m.p.g., splendid

order; £10.—Rev. MiUen, C.F., St. Aubin's, Brock
hurst, Gosport. [4897

MINERVA, 3V2h.p., guaranteed perfect, and reliable,
new cylinder, heavy Dunlop ; any examination

;

48/10; take lady's push cycles whole or part exchange,
—Particulars, Everett, Newsagent, Dedham, Colchester.

[5156

Moto-Reve.
OTO-REVE, 2i,4h.p., single-oyl., good condition;

£12.-367. Barking Rd., Plaistow. [5058

New Hudson.
NEW Hudson, 2^ili.p., 3-speed, free engine, fine con-

dition; £23/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St..
Halifax. [4806

RIDER TROWABD, 78, High St., Hampstead,
1913-14 New Hudson, 3-speed, new coachbuilt

sidecar; 31 g:ns. [5126

NEW Hudson, 2%h.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-speed, clutch,
in sound condition; £25.—Wilfred Penny, Green-

way Rd., Taunton. [4898

NEW Hudson, 2V4h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke; £38.—Exeter
Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and

Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0840

NEW Hudson Big fiix Combination, splendid condi-
tion, Lucas lamps, horn, spares; £55.-4, Holroyd

Av., Sneinton Dale, Nottingham. [X1443

NEW Hudson, 1914i,2, 3V.-h.p., 3-speea, clutch, and
coachbuilt sidecar, excellent condition: £43.—D.

Milieu, 2nd-Lt., Oliver's Hydro, Buxton. [4878

NEW Hudson 6h.p. Combination, new condition, mile-
age 1,780, electric lighting; sell £55, or ex-

change light car.—84, Talbot Rd., Tyne Dock. [X1439

IQIS New Hudson, 2i/2h.p., 2-stroke, Bosch. B. and
•M-O B., Dunlops, tip-top condition, carefully used,
only wants seeing; any trial; £23; buying combination.
—Colclough, Eric House, Stone Kd., Longton, Staffs

[4925
New Imperial.

NEW Imperial, latest 2V2h.p. and 6h.p. models in
stock.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [4961

1 Q17 2%h.p. 2-speed New Imperial, just unpacked;
J-t/ 39 gns.—Alfred Proctor, Chepstow. [5154

COLMORE Depots, Manchester and Leicester, for im-
mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[0805
"I Q 151/2 New Imperial-Jap, 2-speea, fully equipped;
-Lt/ cost £41, bargain, £26/10.-5, Norwich Rd.,
Jpswich. [5101

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—
New Imperial, new February, 2 speeds, perfect:

25 gns. [5127
33.h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 1915 model, 2-speed gear, as
4 new: £29; guaranteed.—Wauchopes, 9, Shoe

Lane, London. [5107

NEW Imperial, 8h.p,, clutch, 2-spe6d, thoroughly over-
hauled; £35.—Warren's, 386, Euston Ed., London

Museum 3081. [4903

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1916, clutch, kick starter, 2
speeds, little used, perfect condition; £32 —

Ashurst, Fyfield, Ongar. [X1815
"I Q 15-16 2%h.p. New Imperial, 2 speeds, lamps, speed-
J-tf ometer, horn, etc.; this machine is as new in
•very respect; great bargain at £30.—Alfred Proctor,
Chepstow. [5153

BARGAINS.
You are certain of these if you buy from us.

Cash, Deferred Terms, or Exchanges, we can
always arrange a deal.

NEW MUTOR CYCLES
actually in Stock include ;

ENFIELD, HAZLEWOOO, JAMES, B.S.A., &
AMERICAN EXCELSIOR COMBINATIONS.

BROUGH 3', h.p., ENFIELD 3 h.p.7 and
JAMES 3; h.p. MEDIUMWEIGHTS.

O.K. JUNIOR, NEW IMPERIAL, ALLDAYS
ALLON, SUN, CONNAUGHT, ROYAL RUBY,
COVENTRY EAGLE, J.H., CAMPION, and
WOLF LIGHTWEIGHTS, etc., etc.

Sidecars—SERVICE, WATSONIAN, MILL-
FORD, CANOELET, and IVY Coachbuilt
Models.

A few Shop-soiled Machines at considerable
Reductions.

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
stock.
No. h.p. Specification. Price.

Sri. 2J TORPEDO, r^-stroke £18 10
3ro. 2% IXION, 2-stroke £18 10
20J. 3 WANDERER, twin, spring

frame £20
349. 2l RADCO, 2-spced £20
i8r. 2i WOLF, rgrj, good condition £20
379. 2i TYLER, 2-speed, rgij £20
384. 2?, COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-str.,

overhauled 1915 £20
312. 2l SUN VILLIERS, 2-5peed,

I9r5, splencUd condition. . £27 10
298. 2} RADCO, r9r6, 2-speed £27 10
323. 2^ LEVIS, 2-stroke, fine machine £20
336. 35 TRIUMPH, ipir, PhiUpson

pulley, excellent order... £20
94. 2} ALLON, 2-str., fine condition £24

131. 2\ IVY, 2-stroke, overhauled
and guaranteed £24

179. 2I VELOCETTE, rgrs, 2-speed,

like new : . . £28 10
378. 2j ALLON, igro, fully equipped £28
288c. 3.1 ROVER, 1914, T.T. Model . . £30
30S. 2J DOUGLAS, I9r4, T.T., 2 sp. £37 10
15c. 2i SUNBEAM, r9r4, k /starter,

fully equipped £38
286c. 3V LEA-FRANCISTwin, 2-speed £35
364. 3! SERVICE - J.A.P., 3-speed,

countershaft drive £32
433. 2j SERVICE 2-stroke, shop-

soiled only, 2-speed £37 10
537. 2j- SERVICE, 2-stroke, 2-speed,

guaranteed £35
333- 3' RUDGE Multi, overhauled,

1913 model £32 10
309. 3\ PREMIER, r9i4, like new,

Canoelet Sidecar, hood,
screen, many accessories . . £55

924. 3^ BLACKBURNE, igrs, 3-sp.,

countershaft, and Sidecar £50
303. 2| DOUGLAS, igTS, T.T., over-

hauled £42 10
350. 3l NEW HUDSON, 1915. W.O.

model, 3-speed, counter-

shaft, kick-starter £48
353- 3I ROVER, late 1915. 3-speed,

countershaft, kick-st.arter. £55
304- 7-9 HARLEY and Sidecar, 1916,

tpeedometer, etc., done 2000
miles £80

365. 7-9 INDIAN, rgre. Povverplus &
Canoelet. Done 600 miles £95

371. 7-9 HARLEY & Canoelet Sidecar,

1915, electric model, excel-

lent outfit £65
366. 6 ENFIELD Combination, r9r6,

very fuUv equipped £75
SECOND-HAND SIDECARS from 30/-.

LIGHT CARS STOCKED from £105.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Imperial.

1 Q14 New Imperial-Jap, 2-specd, lamps, horn, foot-^^ boards; 1622 ; exchanges.—Newnham, 223, Ham-
mersmith Rd., W. 'Phone ; 80. [5044

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.-Immediate de-
• livery all models New Imperials from stock, in-

cluding standard light tourist, kick starter, and ladies'
models: also one shop-soiled tnodel £35.-87-91, .John
Bright St., Birmingham. [X1770

Norton.
NORTON 1917 Big Four Combination, actually in

stock,— 6, Warien St., London. [5224

NORTON, brand new, 3-speed countershaft sporting
combination, a.Uually in stock.—Moss, Wem.

[X1746
1Q16 T.T. Norton, front and rear lighting set. com-
-»-t» plete, Philipson pulley; £52/10.—Plastow,
Grimsby. [X1828

"IQ15 3'/2h.p. T.T. Norton, fast, beautiful condition,
-I *^ all accessories, spare belt and tube; £35.—Box
475, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X1814

NORTON 1916, 3-speed countershaft, chain and belt,
hand cliitLh, equipped Lucas lampsand horn, me-

chanical horn, belt case, spare belt, Oowey, spares, fast
and perfect, property of oflicer now abroad.—Morgan,
Harbour OUrces, Swansea. [X1447

N.S.U.
3ih-p. N.S.U., 1914, 2-speed, fine order, well kept;

2 offers asked.—Rector, Whittington, Camforth.
[4927

N.S.r.. 3h.p., 2-speed, £14/10; 3y2h.p. 2-speed,
Ji7'10; bargain prices.—Motor Exchange, Horton

St., Halifax. [4805

N.S.U. 1913 3h.p. Twin, Bosch, 2 speeds (new tyresl,
spring frame, beautiful condition; £23/10.-1,

Ebner St., Wandsworth. [5081

N.S.U. Combination, 1914, 2-speed, and free engine,
tyres, lamps, and accessories in perfect condition;

any trial; £36/10.—Below.

N.S.U. Gear, to fit Triumph, nearly new; £5.—L.
Amato and Co., 25, Brookinill Rd., Deptford.

[5200

N.S.U., 1914 model, spring frame and forks, 2
speeds, kick-start, and free engine, fitted with a

coachbuilli sidecar, hood and screen, including all acces-
sories ; £35 ;

guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [5114

N.U.T.
"1 Q15 (N0V..I, 3y2h.p. twin N.U.T., T.T., just re-painted,
--t/ engine overhauled and re-bushed entirely, new
tyres, lamp, speedometer, tools, etc., very fast ; £40.—
Lieut Cooke-Yarborough, R.E., Monmouth. [X1783

O.K.

O.K. Precision, 4y..h.p., 3-speed, usual equipment, in
fine order; £25.-14, Uodlirooke Rd.. West Nor-

wood. [0856

1 Q15 2';4h.p. O.K., countershaft 2-8peed, perfect order,
i-*y complete, horn, tools, bargain, £24.—Wood, 108,
Breck Rd., Liverpool. [X1820

1 015 O.K., 2^4h.p., 2-speed, lamps, horn, footboards ;6
-l-v £24; exchanges.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W. 'Phone; 80. [5045

O.K. 1913, 4h.p. J.A.P., Bosch, 3 speeds, clutch [runs
well), wants little adjustiiuc; must sell; what otfers?

—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Waudswoi-th
(Town Station). [5082

P. and M.

P.
and M. 6h.p. Twin Combination, 2-3eater sidecar;
£75 ; exchanges.-Mitchell, 35, Roundhay Rd.,

Leeds. [X1807

P.
and M.. 1913, 3V>h.p. coachbuilt combination;
£40.—Tuke and Bell, Ltd., illotor Dept., Carlton

Engineering Works, High Rd., Tottenham, N. [4916

P.
and M., SVih.p., 2-speed, F.E., Bosch mag., B.
and B., lamps and generator, splendid running

order; any trial; nearest to £17.—Fisher, Garage, Stoke
D'Abernon, Oobham, Surrey. [5177

Peco.

PECO, 1915, 2%h.p., 2-stroke, perfect order; £19.—
45, Smallbrook St., Birmirgham. [X1589

Peugeot.
5-6h.p. Peugeot, Bosch mag., B.B. carburetter, Druids.

good tyres,' very fast; bargaio, £15.—1, Boswell
St., Radford, Nottingham. [5188

Pierce.

PIEROE-ARROW, 4-5h.p., single-cyl., free engine,
speedometer, Schebler carburetter, mag., spring

forks, tanks incorporated in frame, stand and carrier,

grip control, fine condition; £15/10.—Box 454, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [X1448

Precision.

4ih.p. Precision, 1914 watertight Bosch, B. and B.,
4, in good order; £17/10.-580, Romford Rd., Manor

Park, E. [5008

2IJ1.P. Precision, Bosch mag., B. and B. carburetter,
2 good tyres, splendid condition, engine overhauled;

complete, £15.-44, Kingsway, Coventry. [X1863

Premier.
PREMIER, 1912, 3%h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar;

£29/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.
[4808

411 letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date nt the issue, ^^i
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Premier.

Premier, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecnr;1Q1* 3%h.p,
Xtf £45: cash or easy terms.—R,
Ltd.. Swansea.

Jones (Garages)
[0823

P

PREMIEE, 1914, 2M!1i-P-t single speed, just over-
hauled; price £18, or near ofEer.—D. Tyler, Court

Eoyal, Tuabiidge Wells. [4917

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St.. Hampstead,-1914
Premier, SVah.p., 2-speed countershait gear box,

excellent climber; 27 gns. [5128

PREMIER, 1914, SVoh-p., 3-speed countershaft, kick
starter, coachbuilt sidecar, hood, screen, excellent

order; £46.-37, Church Rd., Brixton. [4991

PREMIER. 2V2h.p-, recent model, a very fine and
economical liglitweiffht ; £22. or your reagonahl^

offer.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X1847

1 Ql3 3V2h.p. Premier, Cancelet coachbuilt sidecar, 3
J-*? speeds, clutch, speedometer, horn, lamps, perfect
running order; £40.—Box 477, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[XI 587
"1Q14 Premier 7-9h.p. Twin, 3-speed countershaft,
J-*^ kick starter, coachbuilt sidecar, all excellent con-
dition; £55; enlistment.—Crawshaw, 50, Jeremy Lane,
Heckmondwike. [X 1 7 2 5

~IQ14 Premier, 3%h.p., 3-8peed, clutch, engine ovei-
J-tf haiiled, new piston, cylinder, and valves, new spare
belt and tyre, perfect condition; £30.—Box L2,596,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [4930

3ih.p. Premier Combination, 2-speed countershaft,
2 clutch, speedometer, mechanical horn, coachbuilt

sidecar, Gloria; £33/10; splendid condition.—West, 36.
Elmfleld Rd., Balham. [X1792

PREMIER Combination, 3V2I1.P., late 1914, 3 speeds,
clutch, kick starter, coachbuilt sidecar, complete

with spares, excellent condition; what oflers? must sell.

—Box L2,534, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4562

iREMIER, SVoh.p., late 1913, 2-speed countershaft
jear, new Dunlop tyres, Canoelet sidecar, screen,

speedometer, horn, lamps, and spares, all in fine Con-
dition; £35.—Mont, 221, Byion Av., High St., Manor
Park. [4959

Quadrant.
QUADRANT 4V2h.p. 3-8peed' Combination, October,

1914, lamps, Klaxon, and accessories; £35, lowest.

—C, 5, St. George's Rd., Wimbledon* [XI 755

QUADRANT, 4%h.p., spring forks, Bosch, B. and
B. and B., adjustable pulley, tvres good, fast;

£15.-14, Dodbrooke Rd., W. Norwood. [0856

QUADRANT 4y2h.p. Combination, improved model
one only, alniost ready for delivery

;
good oppor-

tunitv.-W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate.
Manchester. [4599

QUADRANT, 1912, 4h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar
£29/10; 1913 7h.p., 2-8peed, chain drive, and

sidecar, £45/10 ; exchanges quoted.-Motor Exchange,
' Horton St., Halifax. [4809

Radco.

RADCO, 1915, 2-stroke. splendid running order; £16.
—Nichols, Post Office, Uxbridge, Middlesex. [4963

Rex,

REX, 1911-12, 3V-h.p., Bosch (dropped frame)- bar-
gain, £12/15.-1, Ebner St., Wandsworth. [5083

4h.p. Rex, 2-speed, handle starting, perfect condition
throughout; £15.—Smith, 199b, King St., Hammer-

smith. [5085

REX, 1912, free engine, Mabon clutch, new coachbuilt
sidecar; bargain, £20, near ofEer.—34, Ashvale Rd.,

Tooting. [4908

REX Motor Cycle, mag., everything good, needs little

attention; first £4 secures.—Nixon, Kirkby Stephen,
Westmorland. [X1797

REX 6h.p. CombinatioEi, splendid condition ; £34

;

exchange lower power.—Mosedale, 30, Canterbury
Rd., Kilburn. [5166

T>EX. 5-6h.p. twin, T.T. clutch model, tyres and
XV belt new, machine in splendid condition; £20

—

14, Dodbrooke Rd., West Norwaod. [1543

23.h.p. Rex, going order, Bosch, Amac, also sidecar
4 needing repair; £7, or offer; appointment only.

—S., Witchford, 70, Park Rd., Merton. [4918

RIDER TROWARD.—1 91 1 5-6h.p. Rex, clutch

,

Bosch, brand new carburetter and tyre, over-

hauled; 14 gns.—78, High St., Hampstead. [5130

BARGAIN.—3V2h.p. Rex, re-enamelled, re-plated, new
belt, good tyres, very good order throughout, appear-

ance as new; £14/10.— Ganneson, la, Richardson Rd.,
Eccles. [X1729
"DEX, 1911, 7h.p., handle starting, £23/10; 5y2h.p.,
XL 2-speed, free engine, and coach sidecar, wants
tuning up, £16/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

Halifax. [4810

1 Q12 6h.p. Rex Combination, 2 speeds, free engine,
X«7 handle starting, new Dunlop heavys all round;
perfect bargain, £26/10, quick sale.—Green, 45, Victoria
Bd., Clapham, S.W. [5022

REX, 3Voh.p., 1910, good condition, just been over-
hauled and re-bushed, very fast and reliable, Bosch,

B. and B., variable; cheap, £12, or nearest offer.—N.
Prestidge, Newbold St., Leamington Spa. [XI 709

LATEST 1914 6h.p. Rex Combination, large coach-
Duilt sidecar, hood, wind screen, 3-speed, counter-

shaft gear box, chain driven, speedometer, mechanical
horn, lamps, spares, little used, only wants seeing'; £60.—
Leslie, 25, Chertsey Sd., Tooting. [4911

An immense selection of the best, not to be sur-

passed for extent and variety of choice, with
keenest low price and full guarantee of all models,
new or second-hand. Buyers who seek maximum
advantage at minimum cost should get our to-day's

full listSj and place orders now.

READY LIST OF LATEST PRODUCTIONS.

2I h.p. LEVIS, 2-sp., Model E, chain drive £47 10
2-1 h.p. SPARKBROOK, 2-str., 2-speed £40
5 h.p. CLYNO, Military Model, with Side-

car, spare wheel, and luggage grid . .£108 3
6 h.p. ENFIELD Combinat'n, elec. equip. £110 5
6 h.p. ENFIELD Combinat'n, Model 180. £94 10

3 h.p. ENFIELD, Model 140 - . . £57 15

2i h.p. ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed £44 2

7 h.p. INDIAN, Model C, 3-speed £78
7 h.p. INDIAN, Model G, 3-speed £75
5 h.p. INDIAN, Model B, 3-speed £70

4i b.p. B.S.A., Model H. . . £66

4i h.p. B.S.A., Model K £64
2i h.p. DiAMOND-J.A.P., Enfield 2-sp. gear £40 19
2ih.p. O.K. JUNIOR-tl.A.P., 2-speed £38

2I h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed £37 16
2ih.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2 stroke... £32 11

2i h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke, 2-speed £39 5
2ib.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke, single gear. £30 16
2|h.p. EXCELSIOR, Lady's Model £46 10

2} h.p. SPARKBROOK, 2-stroke, 2-speed £40

Write for details of

THE "EUK" EASY STARTER, 21/-.

Motor Cycle pattern. Thousands wanted. Now
booking orders. Ready very shortly.

SPECIAL DESIRABLE SECOND-HAND BAR-
GAINS IN STOCK AT OUR GLASGOW HOUSE.

Call and see these, or write for our full List,

in which you will surely find just what suits you.

CALTHORPE, 4 h.p., 1916, with Sidecar. . £60
INDIAN, 7 h.p., 1912, 2-speed and Sidecar. £36
HOBART, 2\ h.p., 1915, 2-str., 2-sp.,shop-

soiled only, worth special notice £29 10
DOUGLAS, 2|h.p., rgij.T.T., 2-speed... £34
NORTON, 3.1 h.p., T.'l., extra value £23

CLYNO 6 h.p. 1915 Comb., detach, wheels £68
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., rgij, with Sidecar and

all accessories, grand value £80
HUMBERETTE, 8 b.p., hood, screen, and

all accessories £68
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., rgi5, Model U, fine

condition £39

MONEY SAVING SECOND-HAND BARGAINS
m STOCK AT OUR EDINBURGH HOUSE.

Every one worth a lot more, and all ofiering.big

attractions to keen buyers.

ENFI ELD, 3 h.p., 1916, 2-speed. . . .^ . . . £48
IVY, zk h.p. 'I'win, very fast £25
TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p., fixed eng.jspecialvalue £20
CALTHORPE", 2i h.p., 1916, 2-str., 2-sp.. . £26 10
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 1915. 2-speed £27
SPARKBROOK, 2i h.p., rgig, 2-str., 2-sp. £27 10

RUDGE, 3.V h.p., igi2, 2-speed £27 10

INDIAN, 7 h.p., 1913, &S/car,hood,screen £40
INDIAN, 2k h.p., 1916, 2-str., 2-sp., kick. . £44
RUDGE, 3I h.p., I9r3. Multi gears £35
INDIAN, 5h-P-> 1916. 3-speed £53
INDIAN, 7 h.p., spring-frame and Sidecar £45
B.S.A., 4i h.p.. 1914, 3-sp., kick., & S/car. £48 10

Many others slightly used, at really surprisin,

prices. Ful Lists free.

MOTOR FUEL.
Unequalled values in the most successful brands.

Beatsol, 2/6 gcL Best Petrol Mixing Fuel, 2/- ga .

Doubles your petrol allowance. Splendid for

eEficiency.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex

REX de Luxe Sidette, 1913-14, 6h.p., thoroughly
overhauled, and in perfect order throughout,

enamel and plate as new, lamps, ho'rn, and speedometer,
tyres practically new, mileage 3,000; price £30;_private
o^vner; seen any time.—Davis, 11,
Crouch End.

Topsfield Parade.
[X1739

19
Rover.

17 Kovers, 3 speeds, in stock.—Lamberts', Thet-
ford. [5075

ROVER, new 1917 latest combinations, solo, and
T.T. -models in stock.—Moss, Wem. [X1747

ROVER 4h.p. 1914 Combination, almost new, fulW
equipped, £45 : anotlier, £40.-6, Warren St., Lo]

don. (522

ROVER Combination, free engine; bargain at £3^
-Warren's, 386, Euston Rd., London. MuseiuB

3081. [4902

1 Q17 Rover Combination, latest model witb all latesl
-l-*7 improvements; £89/9; willingly entertain Douglai
in exchange.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.

[514^
ROVER, T.T., 1915 model, Philipson, pulley; price

40 gns. ; smart, fast, and guaranteed mechanicallj
sound, fully equipped. — Waurfiope's, 9, Shoe Lane;
London. [5104

GENtJINE 1914 Rover, 3-speed, clutch, with coach-
built sidecar, lamps, horn, footboards; £39 for

quick sale; exchanges.—^ewnham, 223, Hammersmith
Rd., W. 'Phone: 80. [5046

PJ. EVANS, sole Birmingham Rover agent.—I:

. mediate delivery 1917 T.T., semi-T.T. model
with or without Philipson, also latest countersh:
models.—87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X17'

ROVER 3-speed Countershaft Combination, late 19lS
has only been used a few hundred miles, complew

with lamps, horn, spare belt, Brooks box, and spare^
in perfect condition ; price £65.—Mrs. Tripp, 100. ReC
clifEe Gardens, Kensington. 1985 Western. [X179§

Royal Ruby.
RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—"

Royal Ruby, 1915, 2-speed, 2-stroke; 23 gns.
[5134

1 Q16 Royal Ruby, 2-stroke, not done 200 miles: no
J-t» time to ride; £23.—Mansfield, 230, Cann Hall
Rd., Leytonstone. [4986

ROYAL Ruby 1917 model, just come in, single speed,
£32/10: 2-speed, £40; deferred r)ayments and

exchanges.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and
50, High Rd.. Wood Green. 'Phones: Walthamstow
169, and Hornsey 1956. [4948

Rudge.
£39.—Lamberts',

[5076
T Q15 Rudge Multi, sound order;
-LU Thetford.

T Q15 Rudge, 3 aueeds, complete; £35.—Cross, Jeweller,
i-V Rotherham. [S:751

RUDGE Multi, 1913, in real good order; £26, a
bargain.— 6, Warren St., London. [5219

3ih.p. Rudge Multi; £60; cash or easy terms.—R.
2 E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0864

"j012 3V'h.p. Rudge, free engine, good condition: £25.
It/ —B. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. (0785

RUDGE Multi, 1913, S^/oh.p., free engine, excellent
condition ; £30.—Lt. Ware, Hanlpton Dene. Here-

ford. [S1569

1Q14 T.T. Clutch Rudge, fast, reliable, excellent
J-*y order, lamp, accessories; £28.—Buist, Alexandra
Hotel, DovercouTt. [X1699

IJUDGB, 1912, 3V>h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar. £29/10;
-CV 1913 3Vih.p. Multi and sidecar, £34/10.—Motor
Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [4807

1 Q13 Rudge, VMi.^., clutch model, reliable machine,
-L«? lamps, horn; £23; exchanges.—Newnham, 223,

Hammersmith Rd., W. 'Phone : 80. [5047

RUDGE Multi, 1914-15, 3yoh.p., black finish, just

overhauled by makers, new tyres; sacrifice, 35

gns.—Spear, 44, Wingate Rd., Shepherd's Bush. [5172

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—
Rudge Multi, 1913, 3V2b.p., perfect order, 26 gns.;

1914 5-6h.p. underslung coach sidecar, 36 gns. [5131

RUDGE Multi, semi T.T., very fast, broad tank,

lamps, horn, speedometer, 1916 improvements,
sidecar; £35; would exchange I.O.M. model.—Motorist,
22, Leicester St., Southport. [X1682

RUDGE, 3V,h.p., new 1914, clutch, speedometer,
lamps, spares, £7/10 overhaul September, plating

and enamel practically uuscratclied ; £30.-65, Clon-

more St., Southflelds, Wimbledon. [5095

RUDGE Multi, SVst^v-, late 1912 model, Multi gear,

new engine just fitted, excellent condition, com-

plete with all accessories ; £33 ; owner on active service.

—Rudge, c/o Ponds, Market Place, Blandford. (U)

Scott.

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham, and Manchester, for

Scott motor cycles. [0806

3 3 h.p. Scott, 2 speeds, w.c, little used: £20: guar-

4 anteed.—80, Bispham Rd., Southport. [X1354

SCOTT, 1914, splendid condition; £35; any examina-

tion or trial.—Chaston, Blackwood, Mon. [X1437

A92 All letters relating to advertisements should aoote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

SCOTT, 1914, 3%li.p., 2-speed, nnd aidecnr, good con-
' dition; £38.-AAV., 131, Edmund Ud., Hastings.

[X1723
SCOTT, 1916, -n-itli Millford sidecar, perfect condi-

tion ; £60 ; would separate.—Potter^ 33, Bigwood
Av., HovQ. [5159

SCOTT, 1916, done 2,000 miles, big F.H.S. lamp,
Ci.wey speedometer, Lucas horn, as new; £58, no

offers.—Lynwood, 16, Liscard Orescent, Wallasey. [X1441

SCOTT, late 1915, 3^;41i.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke, with
lamps, 2 horns, etc., fine condition ; £50.—Elce

and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., B.C.
[0492

MODERN" Scott Combination, overhauled, enamelled
May, new tyres, chains, and spares, all on, perfect

;

any trial; sacrifice £35.—Richardson, Holloway, Run-
corn. [X1713

GENUINE Scott Bargain.-Late 1913 35,ih.p. Scott,
No. 1,980, fitted with latest 1916 improvements,

including Binks 5-igt carburetter with hot-air intake,
drip feed, separate each cylinder, 2-speeds, kick startw,
engine, gears, etc., guaranteed, complete with Bramble
1915 coachbuilt torpedo sidecar; £36 secures.—H.
Millard, Chesterfield. [X1844

Singer. «

SINGER, 1913, 3y2h.p., free engine, £21: with coach-
built sidecar, £26.-6, Warren St., London. [5221

SINGER, 1913, SVah.p., 5-speed, and coach sidecar;
£33/10.-Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

[4811
3ih p. Singer, clutch, Bosch mag., with (or without)

2 wicker sidecar, good niuning order; owner going
abroad; £25, or ofler.—Apply, Pomona, Pershore.

[X1438
Sun.

6h.p. Sun-Villiers, and V.T.S. ; £15 to £29.-Lamberts',
Thetford. [5073

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham and Manchester, for
delivery from stock of all models of Sun motor

cycles, [0807

1 Q15 Sun-Yilliers, 2-stroke, ZVoh-i}-, all accessories,
J-iy p. and H. lamp, Dunlop and' Moseley tyres, splen-
did condition, httle ridden; seen any time; £23

—

Howard, 89, Stoke Ed., Gosport, Hants. [X1684

Sunbeam.
1Q15 (November) 3V2h.p. Sunbeam, perfect order and
J-*? condition, electric lighting, all accessories; £60.
—Charles Coales, Newport Pagnell. [X1822

1 Q 1 5 3*^h.p. 3-speed Sunbeam Combination, fully
J-*^ equipped, excellent condition; £80; cash or easy
terms.—R. B. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0862

SUNBEAM, 1916, 3y2h.p., War Office model, nearly
new, Lucas lamps and horn, tools, etc.; £67/10.—

Ercc and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.,
E.G. [0552

SUNBEAM, SVah.p., 1915, 3-speed model, and kick-'
start, fitted with coachbuilt sidecar, fully

equipped with tools and accessories; ^67/10.—Wau
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London, [5109

~IQ14 6h.p. 3-apeed Sunbeam, No. 5 Gloria sidecar,
J-t/ Tvith screen, Lucas lamp sets and horn, Cowey
speedometer, first-class condition, only done 5,000 miles

;

£80.-J. E. Goodwin, Chapel St., Oheadle, Staffs. [5064

1 Q16 8h.p. Sunbeam Combination, detachable wheels,
-L *^ Russian Government model, superb condition,
hardly used, Lucas lamps, horn, accessories; 100 gns-;
appointment any time.-Lieutenant Newmanu, 146,
Colony Cottages, Holbrooks Lane, Coventry. [X1800

1 Q 16 3^/^h.p. Sunbeam, -with No. 1 Sunbeam coach
-»•*/ sidecar and storm apron, 2 Lucas lamp sets, me-
chanical horn, complete set tools and pump, used few
times only for demonstration at a Sunbeam depot, a
perfect outfit in genuinely new condition in every re-

spect.—Robinson's Garage, vGreen St., Cambridge. [5145

T.D.C. *

1Q16 Do Luxe T.D.C, 2-8troke, 2V.h.p., lamps, horn,
J-«/ spare belt, cover, and tube; £12.—Jones, Garage.
Droitwich. ' [X0871

DE LUXE T.D.C. in stock; immediate delivery;
£22.-W. and H." Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deans-

gate, Manchester. [4597

1Q14 3Voh.p. Free Engine T.D.O., splendid condition,LO £16: also 1916 2%h.p. 2-strok3, T.D.C. De
Luxe, lamps, tools, etc., as new, £16/10.—H. Wright.
Arlesey, Beds. [4880

T.D.C, 1914, 3i^h.p., 3-speea Sturmey hub gear,
clutch, adjustable pulley, latest B. and B., fitted for

substitute fuel, waterproof Bosch. Chater sidecar; £26,
-56, Cathles Rd., Balham Hill, S.W. [5099

Torpedo.
TORPEDO-PRECISION, 2-speed, mag., lightweight;

£16/10, bargain.—Motor Exchange, Horton St.,
Halifax. [4812

4ih.p. Torpedo-Precision, with cane sidecar, 1915 en-
4 gine, roller bearings, Bosch waterproof mag.,

Amac carburetter, Mark VI. 3-8peed gear, handle start-
ing, all spares and accessories, in splendid condition,
ready to ride away.—Staff Sergt. Page, 68, Oakley Sq.,
N.W. 1X1752

Triumph.

1 Q14 Triumph Combination, in first-class condition;
Xtf £50.—Morley Bros., Wombwell. [X1741

TYRE
BARGAINS

Special Clearance Lines.
All goods sent on 7 days* approval against

remittance.

A 3/- Outfit presented free of cost to all

purchasers ot covers and tubes as adver-
tised on orders exceeding £i.

COVERS.
26 X 2 for Lightweight Our List

Machines. Price. tTrice.

Continental, standard 11/- 19/6
Kempsball heavy antj-skid 19 /6 28/-

26 K 2} for ii or 2 Rims.
Ctintinental, standard 14/- 22/6
Clincher A Won, rubber studded 19 /6 32/-
Clincher de Luxe, rubbef stud'd 21 /- 32 {•

Kerapshall, heavy anti-SKid ... 19/6 32/-
Kempshall, heavy non-skid ... 27/6 42/-
Pedley, 3-ribbed 21 / 37/6
24- X 2i for 2 Rims.
Clincher de Luxe heavy cover

and tube complete 19/- 32/-

26 X 2g Oversize for 2^ Rims
'

Clincher de Luxe, heavy .....'. 21 /6 30/6
Clincher de Luxe, extra heavy . 23/6 33/-
Pirelli, heavy rubber studded . . 23 /6 39 /-

Kempsball, heavy anti-skid .. 23/6 37/6

26 X 21 X 2i Oversize tor 2} Rims.
Continental basket pattern ... 21/6 28/9
Continental heavy rubber stud. 25/6 37/6
Clin:h';r de Luxe, extra heavy. 25/- 36/6
Chncher Dreadnought 30/- 40/-
Wood-Milne, grip ribbed . . . . . 22 /6 32/9
26 X 2i for 2^ Rims.
Clincher A Won, rubber studed 22/6 30/9
Chncher A Won, ribbed 10/- 26/6
Kempsball, heavy non-skid ... 38/- 48 /-

Wood-Milne, heavv grip ribbed 20/- 3r/6
Wood-Milne, ex. heavy grip rib 25/- 39/-

26 X 3 fbr 2h Rims.
Pedley, heavy 3-ribbed 44/9 77/-
Clincher. rubber studded 21 /- 38 /-

28 ' 2i y 2i for Indian Machines.
Kempsball, heavy racing 25/- 48 /3
Hutchinson, passenger ribbed. . 28/- 45 /-

28 X 3 tor Indian and other
American Machines.

Dominion, special for back wheel 50 / - —
Clincher de Luxe 35/- 48/-
Wooci-Milne 27/6 44 /-

Kempsball heavy anti-skid ... 25/- 42/-

650 X 65
Pedley, heavy 3-ribbed 44/9 50/6
Heavy rubber-studded 22/6 50/-

700 X 80 Oversize for 650x65 Rims.
Wood-Milne, heavy square tread 30/- 40/6
Clincher, 3-ribbed 30/- 48/-

TUBES.
CONTINENTAL, ELITE, etc

26X2 4/6 6/9
26X2i 5/6 7/9
26 X 2g 5/9 8/3
26X2Jy2i 5/9 8/9
26x24 5/6 8/9
26x3 7/6 9/6
28X2i 7/6 9/3
2SX3 9/6 11/9
650x65 5/6 10/-

Butted, 1 /6 extra.

BELTS.
CONTINENTAL
gin, section ,. per ft, 1 /- x /ii

8ft. 6in. X lia. lengths only ..7/- 13/9

PEDLEY.
per ft. per ft.

^in. section ..1/3 x Id. section ..'1/11

ilD 1/5 liin. „ .. 2/4
|in, section 1 /8. X5% allowed for old belt.

RETREADING.
Special Heavy 15/-, Heavy 12/6,

Medimn 10/-, Studded or Ribbed Retreads.

Sections on application. Time required, 3
days frooa receipt of cover.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumph.

TRIUMPH, 1912, clutch model, perfect order;
£25/10.—Below.

TRIUMPH, 1912. 2-speed, and free engine; any trial;
.£30/10.—L. Amato and Co., 25, Brookmill Rd.,

Depttord. [5199

"lOlO Triumph, ijew tvres, new cylinder nnd piston:
-LiJ fl7.-E. Dillinghniu, Ampthill, Beds. [X176a

12 Triumph, Brnmiiton ynriahle gear, perfect order;
f28.-.Saltcr, Dry S.indford, Abingdon. [4955

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3>Ah.p., 3 speeds, fully eauipped,
in nice order; £28.-6, Warren St., Loudon. [6214

TEIUMPH Junior, 2-speed, 2-strol!e, 1916, very little

used; £36.—Wright, 38, High St., Dereham.
[X1449

1013 3-speed Triumph, and 1914 Swan, just over-
J-U harried; £43.-Barlerin, 37, Cavendish Ed., Cinp-
ham. [5100

GENUINE 1911 S'/ili.p. Triumph, perfect condition,
most .^liable: 19 gns.—245, Hamruersmith Rd,,

London, W. [5037

1Q15 Junior Triumph, splendid condition, with foot-
-!-«' boards, and accessories; £35.—Selby, WyUe Regis,
Weymouth. [S1710
1 Q08 Ti-umph, £17; 1909 ditto, 2-speed, £22; 1912
J~^ clutch ditto, £25; all in good running order.—
Lamberts', Thetford. [5072

TEIUMPH, 1914, 4h. p., 3-speed, good conditioa;
£37, or near offer.-Mayhew, The Harrow, Lettsora

St., Camberwell, S.E. [XI 690

1 QIC Triunrph, with N.S.U. gear, tyres good, and
-i.*y macliine in good order generally; £19.—HaiAey
Hudson, South Woodford.

mm
ELITE RUBBER CO., LTD.,

2ee, Vauxhfill .riderc Road,
VICTORIA, S.W. - ^

'Fhone— Vicioria 6553.

1 Q12 3i/'jli.p. Triumph, excellent condition, recently
-Lt' overhauled, with nccessoriss; £22.—Fankhurst, 1,

St. George's Sq.. Maidstone. [X1766

TmUMPH, T.T., 1912, F.E., and Philipson pulley,
new Dunlop tyres and belt, perfect ; £28.-45,

Smallbrook St., Birmingham. [X1591

JQ14 Triumph, 3-speed, re-bushed, re-enamelled, new
-*y belt and back tyre, accessories; £38, exchange.

"Snug Cottage, Little Marlow. [5005

TRIUJIL'H, 3 speeds, free engine, new Duulop.'^,

Cowey, Lucas, and coachbuilt sidecar; £32.-12,
Alexandra Kd., Eichmoud, S.W. [4932

1 Q14 T.T. Koadster Triumph, 3-speed, in excellent
-l *-' condition, all accessories and tyres very good

;

£38.-Harv63' Hudson, South Woodford. [4886

'pUIUMPH 1914 Combination, 3-speed. every acces
J- sory, £45; another, cheap to clear. £21.—Warren's,
386. Euston Kd., London Museum 3081. [4900

TmUMPH. T.T., 1912-1913, sporting model, dropped
bars, 1916 forks, fast, and condition perfect, little

used: £31.—Bromley.. Columbia Rd., Grimsby. [X1660

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4h.p.. 3-speed, lamps, nnd speed-
ometer, had very little use, and condition very

good; price £38.—Cook, The Warren, Wanstead. [4923

TRIUMPH. 1914, 4h.p., completely overhauled re-

cently, lamps, horn, spare inner tube, perfect run-
ning order; £36.—Dr. Gervis, Seaford, Sussex. [5066

TRIUMPH, 1907, £16/10; 1909. £19/19; 1909
2-speed, £22/10; 1910, £21/10; 1911, 3-speeil

Sturmey, £25.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax
[4813

TRIUMPH, 1914V*, 4h.p., S-speed, nearly new Mont-
gomery coachlmilt sidecar, perfect throughout

;

bargain, £48—W. Ayers, Garage, Kensington Palace.
[4936

1 Q13 Free Engine Triumph, Philipson, Millford
-a- »/ spring wheel sidecar, thoroughly overhauled at

makers last month; reason called up; £35.— L. V. Green.
Atherstone. [X1721
"1013-14 Triumph, 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, semi-T.T.
JL«7 model. lamps, Bpeedometer, absolutely like new
throughout; £32/10.-3, The Mews, Victoria Rd., Clap-
ham, S.W. [5023

TRIUMPH, SV^b-p., and coachbuilt sfdetar, running
order; first "remittancov£17/10 secnres; exchange

liiKlier pow,oT combination.—Pe-udlebury, 10, Woodlioitse
Hill, Bierley. [4881

"I
Q16 Junior Triumph, all Lucas accessories, superb

-Lt/ condition, hardly used; £40; appointment any
time.—Lieutenant Newmann, 146, Colony Cottages, Hol-
brooks Lane, Coventry. [X1801

"I
Q13V<, Triumph, 3-speed, cigar sidecar, new tyres

-L */ lamps, horn, just overhauled, been stored 1£
months, guaranteed perfect; £38.—Bird, 12, Ambleoofe
Rd., Grove Park, Kent. [5027

TRIUMPH, 3'^h.p., 1912-3, 3-speed, just overhauled,
Gloria S.O., Bramble coach body, child's seiit, wind

screen, 3 lamps, speedometer, accessories; £35.—Boase,
48, Weston Rd, Gloucester. [XI 588

TRIUMPH, 1914, T.T., 4h.p., N.S.TT. 2-speed, good
running order, tyres good, Lucas lamp, accessories,

£35- also Millford sidecar, luggage platform, £5: the

two £38.—Roe, Bore St., Lichfield. [X1706

I 012 3V2h.p. Triumph, free engine, nearly new tyres,

X«/ Bosch mag., engine guaranteed perfect, outward
condition excellent, lamp set and horn; £27.—Robin-
son's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [5143

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-speed, Sy^h.p., coach sidecar, all

accessories, spares, etc., in good condition, includ-

ing tyres; £37/10.—Apply. Abbotts Garage, Victoria

Rd., eurbiton, Surrey. 'Phone: Kingston 185. [4924

All letters rt-.lating to advertisemetits should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o£ the issue. A23
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Trlumoh.

-| Q09 S^^h.p. Triumph, fixed engine, general condition
J-t7 , very good, engine peiiect, Bosch mag., Brooks
snddle, head and rear lamps, horn, carrier; genuine
bargain, £17/10 cash.—A. H. Clark, 33, Hanover Ed.,
Plumstead, S.E. [4929

TBIIIMPH, 1913, 3y2h.p., Sturmey S-speed, clutch,

with Britannic coachbuilt sidecar, new tyres, new
belt, lamps, and horn, in perfect condition; any trial;,

£36.— J. W. Forster, 31, Clavering Place, Annfield
Plain, Co. Durham. [XI 691

3ih.p. 1911 T.T. Triumph, fitted auxiliary tank com-
2 plete, just been completely overhauled, re-enam-

elled, and engine re-bushed, tyres and belt excellent,

A.K. knee-grips, horn, etc., extension pipe to silencer,

fast, quiet, and good appearance; £20.—Box 452, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [X1450

RIDER TEOWABD, 78, High St., Hampstead.
'Phone: 5392.—Three Triumphs; one 1913 3-

speed, overhauled and re-enamelled, new tyres, 32 gns.

;

one 1914 (November). 4h.p., T.T., clutch model, very

fast, 32 gns.; one 1915 Triumph-T.D.C, 4h.p., mile-

age 1,800, as new, 24 gns. [5133

Trump.
TBUMP-J.A.P. 5-6h.p. Canoelet Sidecar Combination,

3 speeds, free, handle start, Bosch, B. and B., new-

condition, new tyres, every imaginable accessory ; bar-

gain, £35.-14, Dodbrooke Ed., West Norwood. [1542

Tyler.

TTLEB, 2-stroke, 2.Bpeed; £25.—Wanen's, 386, Ens-
ton Bd., London. Museum 3081. [4907

VilHers.

VILLIEES, 1916, 2y2h.p., 2-stroke, only done 200
miles, like new; cost £33 a few weeks ago, accept

£26.-45, Smallbrook St., Birmingham. [X1592

Vindec.
TriNDEC 2-BP6ed Twin; £18.—Warren's, 386, Euston
T Ed., London. Museum 3081. [4906

VINDEC Special, 5h.p. twin, 2 speeds, in real good
order; £16.-6, Warren St., London. [5217

3ih.p. Vindec Special, a.o.i.v., Bosch, B. and B., brass
2 tanks, nearly new Pedley belt and Dunlop heavy

tyre, all in going order, also parts of Mabon clutch for
same; £10, or nearest offer.-Box 472, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [X1718

Williamson.

WILLIAMSON 1914 8h.p. 2-seater Sidecar Com-
bination, water-cooled, kick- starter, 3 speeds,

hood, screen, and spare, single-seater body; £68/10;
liberal exchange.-Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

[4814

Wolf.

WOLF, 19151/2, 2%h.p., unscratehed, 300 miles; 16
gns.—245, Hammersmith Ed., London, W. [6036

LATE 1915 Wolf, 2-8troke, 2-speed gear, clutch, kick
starter, very fast; anv trial: £25, quick sale.-M.,

44, Howard Ed., South Norwood. [4626

19
Zenith.

12 Zenith-Gradua, 413.p. ; £20, or ofEers.—E. Stem-
bridge, BTeacliwood, Welwyn, Herts. [X1825

ZENITH, 1912, SVoh.p., Gradiia gear,.J.A.P. engine;
£\ 9/19 cash, bargain.—Motor Exchange, Horton

St.. Halifax. [4815

61i.p. ^^enith-Gradua, tmn-cyl. J-A.P. engine, com-
pletely overhauled : price £27/10 ; guaranteed.—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5103

1 Q13 Zenith, 4h.p., with smart coachbuilt sidecar,
JlJ/ lamps, horn; £33 ; exchanges.—Newnham, 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W. 'Phone : 80. [5048

ZENITH, 1914, 4-5h.p. trrin, Mills-Pulford "Empress
sidecar, excellent condition, 5,000 miles, acces-

sories: £50.-31, High St., Wealdstone. [5068

"I Q14 Zenith-Gradua, 4h.p., first-class condition, new
JL t7 tyres and belt, coachbuilt sidecar, fully equipped
epares; £32.-93, High St., Hampton Wick. [5006

NEW 1916 4-5h.p. Twin Zenith, kick starter, clutch,
Gradua gear, and Amac carburetter, never oeen

on road; £73.—Byfieet Automobile Co., West Byfleet.
[4913

1 Q14 5h.p. Twin Countershalt Zenith, 1916 pistons
J-t/ and rods, Lucas lamp, with Montgomery sporting
sidecar. Zenith connections; £49.—Bostock, County
Bank, Northwich. [511736

ZENITH-GRADUA, 4h.p., 1913, engine thoroughly
overhauled, new piston rings, etc., fitted, over £5

spent on it, belt and tyres new recently; owner in
army; lowest price £2'5.—Box 453, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[X1435
6h.p. Zenith, 1912, perfect condition, new Avon covers

and tubes, done 100 miles, 3 spare tubes, John
Bull belt, Binks carburetter, Gloria 14 gn. sidecar, sprung
wheel, luggage grid, and petrol carrier; a genuine bar-
gain, £40, or near offer.-Bristow, 11, Richmond St.,

Brighton. [5069

ZENITH Combination, 1916, 4-5h.i)., countershaft
model, only run a few hundred miles, appearance

and condition perfect, best accessories. Swan, coachbuilt
sidecar; sacrifice, ^65, compare this with the show
prices.—Longman Bros., King St., Acton, W. 'Phone :

1578 Chiswick. [5010

RETREADS
EVERY time you-have a Beldam Retread

you save nearly the cost of a new
tyro. Beldam Retreads have run

7,000 miles. A Beldam Retread costs

from 11 /6. You know whata Cover costs.

Have a retread and save the difference.

Send old Covers to us and we will quote
for repairs or retread.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

RIDER TR.OWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead,
'Phone: 5392.—Four Zeniths; one Sh.p., 1914

model, Binks, very fast, unused last 18 months, 35
gns.; one 1913 6h.p., T.T., Binks, Palmer cord tyres,
25 gns.; one 1912 SVsh.p., 19 gna.; one 1914 Zerdthp
Green, 25 gns. [5133

Ladies' Motor Cycles.

ROTAL Euby, 2-8+roks, 2%h.p., new, only ridden
once; cost £45, accept £32, no offers.—Capt.

Phillimore, Willesley Hall, Aahby-de-la-Zouch. [4882

LADY'S Douglas, 2%h.p., perfect condition, £27; 2-

speed and clutch, kick starter, not used 12 months,
lamps and horn; private owner ;_ can be seen.-Heather,
83, London Ed., Bromley, Kent. [X1720

DOUGLAS Lady's Model, 2%h.p., 2-speed, kick
starter, Amac carburetter, 2 lamps, two of the

above for sale; they have been kept in perfect order, as
owner has nsed them for his medical practice, which
he is now- giving up ; price £30 each.—Dr. Hyne, St.

Mawes, Cornwall. [XI 717

Miscellaneous

COLLIER'S Motories for cosh bargains or exchanges.
—Address. Deal St., Halifax.

COLLIER'S.—1914 2%h.p. Douglas, £26/10, fixed '

gear; Williamson 1914 water-cooled combination,
£58/10.

COLLIER'S.—1913 2^4h.p. 2-speed Douglas, £31/10;
1914 2h.p. 2-speed Torpedo-Precision, £16/10.

COLLIER'S. — 1914 4i4h.p. James combination,
£44/10; Syoh.p. 2-speed BoTer, clutch model, £26.

COLLIER'S.—1913 7-9h.p. Quadrant and conch side*,

car, £45/10; 1913 3y2h.p. 3-speed Singer and"
coach sidecar, £ 32 / 10.

COLLIER'S.—N.S.U, SVsh.p., 2-speed, £17/10;
3^/^h.p. 2-speed Rudge and coach sidecar, £29/10.

COLLIER'S.—1916 7h.p. American Excelsior, 3-

speed, chain drive, brand new; £64/10, spot
cash.

COLLIER'S.—Clyno, 6h.p., 3-speed countershaft,
interchangeable wheels, £39/10; Bat, 6h.pi,

1914, 3-speed countershaft, £41.

COLLIER'S.—1909 2-speed Triumph and sidecar,

£^6/10; 1911 3-speed Triumph and sidecar,

£27/10.

COLLIER'S.—1912 S^-h-p. 2-speed Alldays, £25/10;
]912 3V2h.p. 2-speed Premier, £22/10; sidecar,

£3/10 extra-

COLLIER'S.—3V2-4h. p. Indian, conntershaft gear,
' £29/10; 1917 2-8peed New Imperial, 39 gna.

COLLIER'S.—1912 3V2h.p. Zenith-Gradua, £24/10;
5y2h.p. 2-speed free engine Rex and coach side-

car, £19/10.

COLLIER'S.—New Rex coach sidecar, £14/10; new
Rex sidecar chassis, £7/15; latest models.

COLLIER'S.-1913 SVah.p. Rudge Multi and sidecar,

£32/10; N.S.tf. 3h.p. 2-speed, £14/10.

COLLIER'S.—1911 7h.p. Twin Rex, handle starting,

£ 21 / 10 ; 1913 A.C. Sociable, accessories and
spares, £45.

COLLTER'S.—1914 4-cyl. Henderson, £46/10; 1912
4h.p. 2-speed Quadrant and sidecar, £29/10.

COLLIER'S.-2%h.p. 3-speed New Hudson Light-
weight, £23/10; 1915 2V3h.p. 2-speed counter-

shaft 2-stroke, £23/10.

COLLIER'S.—Tourist Triumph, new tyres, £16/10;
Zenith, 1912, SVoh.p., Gradua gear, special bar-

gain, £19/19.

COLLIER'S quote the keenest exchanges. Send for

full list.—Address, Deal St., Halifax. [5183

FARRAR'S.—1916 5-6h.p.' big single English Excel-
sior, countershaft 3 speeds, kick-starter, shop-

soiled; sacrifice, £64,

FARRAR'S.—1916 2%h.p. Omega-Jap, conntershalt
2 s'peeds, shop-soiled; sacrifice, £33.

rARRAR'S.~1914 Sh.p. Omega 2-stroke, £16;
3V2h.p, Minerva, good goer, £8.

FARRAR'S.—1915 6h.p. New Hudson, 3 speeds,

countershaft gear, and Farlow sidecar, very fine

condition; £59/10.

FARRAR'S.—3%h.p. Scott and smart sidecar; £30.
—Farrar's Motorics, Hopwood Lane, Halifax.

[4207

MOTOR Cycle, 2y2h.p., mag., B.B., new Dunlop
heavies, spring forks, good going order; £14.-2,

Clinger St., Hoxton St., London. [5151

3ih.p. Single, tyres unpunctured, TT-H. mag., B.B.,

2 lamps, horn, tools; first cheque £10, no offers.—

Bateman, Shannonvale, Clonakilty, Cork. [4896

6h p Twin, free engine clutch, coachbuilt sidecar, hood
and wind-screen; £27: photo 3 stamps, in splendid

condition.—Worr^U, 163, Derby Ed., NottinghMa. _

BARGAINS.—Douglas, 1-speed, £13/10; Brown, 3-

speed, £16/10; sidecar, 30/-. — Please call.

Liquidator, 6c, Lansdowne Hill, West Norwood. (See

Cars.) CSOlfl

IF You Want to buy, sell, or exchange Bradburys, New
Hudsons, Calthorpes. Levis, Inmana, James, Pre-

miers, Rovers, etc., write Buntings, Motor Depot
Harrow. 'Phone: Harrow 193. . [5093

A24 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oi each advertisement, and the date qi the issue.
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Future Design of Motor Cycles.

MANUFACTURERS are to a large extent

placed in a quandary in the considera-

tion of after-war programmes, and we

are frequently asked our opinion of the

future type of motor cycle. So many
excellent and promising designs already exist,

it would be a bold man indeed who would la,y

down at this moment what he considers to be

the ultimate design, as problems of this sort

are governed so much by outside influences. We
shall be voicing no new opinion in these columns

when we state that the multi-cylinder engine is,

to our mind, the engine of the future, and will

eventually predominate, and our impressions at

this juncture are that the passenger machine of

the future, be it sidecar or sociable, will have

a four-cylinder engine, while in the solo class

there will be a strong leaning towards the

flat twin.

We would not, however, like it to be supposed

that, in laying down these views, we regard the

single-cylinder as doomed, as a popular writer

has suggested in these columns. At the time

we published that article we gave it as our

opinion that a single-cylinder machine, uncom-

fortable though it might be compared to a

modern twin, would, from a utilitarian stand-

point, always claim its adherents. However

great a factor in a buyer's choice the question

of comfort may be, the reliability point of view

must always prove outstanding.

Again, the single-cylinder engine which, as a

leading engineer has put it, is the most

mechanically and - thermally efficient type
^

of

engine,, must be more economical in running

costs—an important consideration in any after-

war plans. Another influence directly affecting

this question of the future type of engine is

the fact that a single-cylinder engine is a much

more simple manufacturing proposition, and

this being so must prove immensely attractive

to a manufacturer desirous of simplifying the

works process and producing his motor cycles in

quantities. With proper organisation, large out-

puts, of course, mean that the selling price may
be low ; so that, judged from every standpoint,

the much maligned single-cylinder engine has

its attractions. We have pointed out in these

columns on divers occasions that many a fore-

cast of expert trade men has been dashed to

the ground, as many such have failed to realise

the basic fact that no one type of machine can

ever satisfy the majority. It is good from many
points of view that motor cyclists' requirements

and ideals differ as they do, otherwise we should

have stagnation of design, and motor cycling on
a specialised mount would be robbed of half

its interest.

Refusal to Grant Driving Licence.

A
CASE was brought to our notice the other

day of a motor cyclist who, being unfor-

tunate enough to be afflicted by deafness,

was refused a driving licence by a certain

County Council on the ground that he was
physically incapable of holding a licence. Now it

has been proved over and over again that a

deaf motorist is not a danger on our roads—in

fact, many expert motorists of to-day are deaf.

The licence was refused to the reader in question,

despite the fact that he made several demands.
He finally wrote to us, and we recommended him
to become a member of the Auto Cycle Union
and get its legal department to take up the case,

which he promptly did and placed the matter

before the secretary. The secretary subsequently

wrote a, strong letter to the clerk of the said

County Council, pointing out that, unless the

licence were granted forthwith, the A.C.U. would
be compelled to issue a mcfndamus from the

High Coiirt compelling one to be made out in

the applicant's favour. The result was that the

licence was promptly granted. It is on record

that in the year i903. a licence was granted to a

man who was blind, so that no' physical defect,

under the present regulations, debars a man from
holding a licence to drive a motor vehicle.

An index to the advertisements In this issue will be found on the page facing the bacl< cover.
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DESPATCH • RIDING • IN • EGYPT

"I

Cpl. A.

HAVE been in khaki
since August 4th, 1914,
and during that time I

have ridden Indian, Eudge,
Premier, Douglas, V.S.,

B.S.A., and Triumph motor
cycles, but all my riding

since March, 1915, has been
done on a 1915 War Office

model Triumph, of the be-

haviour of which I cannot
speak too highly." So begins
Cpl. A. C. Webb in a most
interesting letter vvritten from
Egypt, where he is at pre-

sent serving as- a IJ.R.

attached to a signal com-
pany with a regiment of Hus-
sars. He continues :

" From
August, 1914, to April, 1915,

I was busy riding hard in all

sorts of weather conditions
in England, chiefly in the South, Mid-
lands, and the Eastern Counties. These
points I will not dwell on, as the con-

Sitions are familiar to us all. Early in

March, 1915, I was issued a new
Triumph, and a few weeks later I was
having my ribs shaken together on the
yavi around the docks district at

Alexandria. I shall never forget that
first ride on 'pave. From April to Sep-
tember, 1915, I had many varied
experiences.

Main Roads and Dili: Tracks.

" Riding conditions vary considerably
out here. We have first-class roads—the
like of which I have never ridden
over in England—but they finish very
abruptly : that is, in the big towns in

Egypt, of which there are about four,

the local authorities take their roads just

to the edge of the town, and there they

C. Webb on his Triumph near the Sphinx, with the Pyramid
of Cheops in the background.

finish. Sometimes one can run on to a
'dirt track,' otherwise called the 'main
road,' in the cultivated areas, and some-
times one runs on to the desert. This
depends, of course, on the direction
which one is taking. There are no roads
across the desert, excepting those which
have just been completed for military
purposes. One just tries to pick out a
camel ti'ack if such a track is dis-

tinguishable. The roads in the cultivated
areas are made on the banks of the
canals and irrigation channels which in-

tersect the country, and are chiefly made
up of ' Nile mud.' Woe betide any
unsuspecting D.R. who strikes a freshly
watered patch of road at speed. He
invariably finishes up in the canal, or,

if he is lucky, on the edge of the bank.
The variety of work we get is con-
siderable, and we find that the mix up
in languages is very funny at times ; in

fact, it is most exasperating.
One thinks in English, asks
a question in Arabic, and
receives an answer in Italian,

which is not at all satisfac-

tory to the unfortunate D.R.
who is trying hard to get rid

of his message.

Two Long Journeys.

" My two longest rides have
been from C—— to A and
back (140 miles each wav),
and from C to P.T.-^
and back (95 miles each way).
This latter ride was the most
strenuous and difficult of the

two, as my route lay in a
direct line east of C across

the desert. Oh, the mono-
tony of it all. Nothing
but sand, sand, sand. What

a contrast to the wooded lanes of War-
wickshire ! In places the desert is quite

hard and fit for riding on, whilst in other

places the sand is very deep, and the

crank case is well in it. In such places

one has to walk alongside, with the engine

running in bottom gear, until one comes
again to a hard patch. Overheating has
'never shown itself, even though the

mercury has recorded a shade tempera-
ture of 119^ at times. In the hot season

here, particularly during these last two
summers, a shade temperature of 112^

has been very common.
" I am one of the much maligned

Yeomanry motor cyclists. ! still ride

a motor cycle, and have done so without
any break since August, 1914. We are all

attached and under the control of the

Signal Service, and so far the authorities

in control have expressed themselves as

completely satisfied."

Despatch riders posing in a manner which, as will have been gathered

from recent illustrations, is becoming very popular in the army.

Midst the tropical vegetation near the site of the ancient city

of Memphis.
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ccasional'
^ommenis

Peculiar !

A Scottish rider describes an experience which some
3ader may possibly be able to parallel, though I

_^annot. He was driving a chain-driven single-cylinder
_5ver beautiful roads, which were just dry, and retum-

fing on his tracks down a gentle hill of i in 20 a quarter
of an hour or so after the impressions had been made

,

on the road, noticed that the sun showed up a slight
periodic deepening in the track at regular intervals

;

he considers these marks indicate the moments at
which his engine fired. It looks rather as if this
correspondent were trying to pull my leg in respect of
one of my well-known fads ; but, for the nonce, I will

only say that I have driven much harsher machines
than the one in question, and, though I personally
have felt their explosions quite deeply, I never noticed
that the road was equally sensitive! [We have also
noticed indications of wheel slip on a similar machine
when the road has been muddy and the pace
slow.

—

Ed.]

The Wear of Flat Twins.
A Douglas rider is excessively annoyed with the

correspondent who gave " a short life and a merry
one " as his impression of flat twins. He is accustomed
to buy a new 2% h.p. Douglas every season, and
averages 7,000 miles per annum, half of which is

covered with a sidecar. His annual cash depreciation
is nominal, the machines are as fast at the end of the
year as when they started work, and they need no
replacements. Of course ! As I have often said,

inferior torque and inferior balance do any engine
far more harm in the way of wear than high engine
revolutions. Too many people leap to broad general-
isations on the strength of a single experience; and
the single experience is often based either on a third-

rate machine or a third-rate owner. There are flat

twins of inferior quality, just as there are singles of

inferior quality, and accurate comparisons are only

possible either to an engineer, who can deduce the

probabilities on technical grounds, or to a practical

rider of wide experience.

Foolproof Oiling.

There was a time when I was very enthusiastic about
drip-feed oihng, though I don't know that I ever com-
mitted myself violently in print on that subject. They
were happy days, now gone for ever, when I did

nineteen-twentieths of my road work on one machine,

and knew it inside out. Under such conditions a care-

ful rider soon learns how to set his drip ; the first

thousand miles supply a few tell-tales in the way of a
hot and smelly engine now and again, a sooted plug
or So, and the undue rapidity of carbonisation if the
supply is excessive. Well inside this distance, the

observant driver should know the proper drip setting

for all ordinary conditions. But nevertheless I feel a
grave misgiving as to the suitability of the drip for

the general public. At present, as for several years

past, I seldom have less than three machines in my
stable, of which, perhaps, one is my private property,

and the other two hiay be on test for the trade, or

being tuned up for a chum ; and these two may give

place to others once a month, or even oftener. Under
such conditions it is impossible to know where one is

with the drip
;
just as one is mastering the setting of a

new engine, another machine comes along, and one
has to start all over again. The consequence is that

one usually over-oils a little to be on the safe side. I

wonder whether many careless owners ever master their

drip feeds. I notice that the American makers do not

credit their clients with the necessary intelligence, but

prefer a mechanical supply ; that several of the more
go-al:iead British makers are of the same opinion ; and
that such engines as the 3 h.p. Enfield, the 4 h.p.

Douglas, and the W.D. certainly relieve the driver

of much responsibility. During the war inventors have

been active in this direction, and events seem to be

shaping themselves for a much wider adoption of

mechanical lubrication' after the war.

Overhead Valve Gear.

It is probably true that the M.A.G. engine is the

only motor cycle engine possessing a durable over-

head valve gear, and this protected gear is not

the ideal in point of accessibility. I used to agree

with " CP 450 " on this point ; if we compare the

overhead valve gear of the Rudge with the side-by-

side valve gear of the Triumph, we get no material

increase in efficiency for our money; wear—^with its

concornitants of noise and impaired valve timing—is

certainly more rapid ; and the underneath valve is not

improved in accessibility. On the other hand, each

type of engine, the Rudge, the M.A.G., and the

Triumph, has its own indefinable . cachet—^some

mysterious combination of running qualities—which

appeals to different temperaments ; and, as a con-

sequence, we find Rudge, M.A.G. , and Triumph
enthusiasts, each conversant with the other engines,

each aware of the technical and practical pros and
cons of each design, and each resolutely refusing to

swop makers. But I think one may go a step further

than personal taste when one is speaking of an over-

head exhaust valve. You cannot dry up such an

engine. Its valve gear may wear before the side-by-

side type wears ; its underneath valve may be less

accessible ; but its cylinder is relieved of the usual hot

place down one side ; expansion is even as the engine

warms up in a colossal scrap or hill-climb ; and, pro-

vided you have a well-cooled sparking plug, you may
run that engine all out for miles together, particularly

if its piston and cylinder metals have properly selected

coefficients of expansion. In other words, the cost of

replacing a rocker bush ever)' six months is only a

shilling or thereabouts ; and one can conceive condi-

tions under which that modest outlay is thoroughly

justifiable.

A13
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Road Experiences with a 3 h.p. Enfield.
A Commenlary embodying some Valuable Riding Hints by a Practical Owner.

live side, showing auxiliary petrol tank connection to starting jet

in induction pipe, the latter being lagged.

FOR some- weeks past I have ridden, almost daily,

a latest model 3 h.p. twin Enfield, and as this

machine belongs to a class which may be
regarded as very desirable from the point of view of
the solo rider, a few notes regarding its running will

probably be of interest.

In these days of all-round perfection, it is often very

difficult to decide whether a small twin, on the lines of

the Enfield, or a 3^^ h.p. " single," is the better

adapted to one's requirements. On the one side we
have vibvationless running, speed on the level, and
extreme economy ; on the other side we have a wonder-
fully docile engine, power on hills, and a machine
which requires an absolute minimum of attention.

The tendency of design with small twin cylinders to-

day is to produce an engine that will "rev" indefi-

nitely, and one of the great secrets in handling such an
engine lies in " keeping up the revs "—particularly

when using a heavy fuel. The charm of a perfectly

even torque, smooth and rapid acceleration, a silent

exhaust, and vibrationless running must be experienced
to be appreciated.

Speed and Economy.
The Enfield possesses three excellent features. The

first is its remarkable economy, the second its smooth
running at all speeds, the third the extraordinary
speeds the engine is capable of attaining and main-
iaining.

As regards economy, I have not tried to achieve any-

thing, unusual in fuel consumption. Riding in a moun-
tainous district the consumption averages out at 88
m.p.g., but I have not the least doubt that, at a slight

sacrifice of power, one could obtain 1 10-120 m.p.g.
as a regular thing. I have ridden Enfields that do
140 m.p.g., but they were not remarkable for vitality.

Economy in tyres and transmission interests me much
more than m.p.g., for the former rests with the
designer, while the latter rests chiefly with the rider

—

or tuner. The rear tyre on my machine is very little

worn after 3,000 miles. It should do 5,000 on the
back and 2,000 on the front '"'t^out risk—^barring

KT4.
.

'

Note the hot air intake and petrol pipe bearing against back
cylinder. This view also shows the stop for kick starter.

cuts. The front tyre would almost sell as new, and
the chains are perfect.

The Enfield transmission system is really excellent.

I have locked up the' slipping ring device, yet there is

not the faintest suggestion of snag till the engine abso-

lutely konks out. Even when the machine jogs along

on one cylinder for a few yards—as it often does with

a heavy fuel—no suggestion of solidity in the drive is

conveyed to the rider.

This accounts, of course, for the unusual tyre wear,

while it has not a little to do with the vibrationless'

running. The machine " zips " along at 37 m.p.h. with-

out a tremor, and is good for an occasional burst of

50 m.p.h. with no danger of overheating. Riding
between London and Leeds, it is 3 m.p.h. faster than
my last 3^^ h.p. single, and that single was no
sluggard.

All things considered, the Enfield is quite a cheer-

ful little beast. One can drive out all day without

touching one's pocket or a spanner. It purrs up our

interminable mountain slopes at 22 m.p.h. on low gear,

taking top without a murmur immediately the gradient

slackens, and withal it is absurdly cheap to run! But
it requires more attention than, say, anything so

monotonously reliable as a Triumph or P. and M.

Heavy Fuels—An Unsolved Problem.
The running of the machine was perfect in every

way till, from stern business necessity, heavy fuels

became the daily order. Then the band began to

play. For a week or so the engine runs as well on

the heaviest of mixtures as it does on petrol, but at

the end of the week irregular and faulty running sets

in. The engine never lacks power; it merely cuts out

on one cylinder or fires irregularly. The most careful

search has been made for air leaks, the ignition system

thoroughly overhauled, and carburetter minutely

examined. The fault is never cured; it merely cures

itself.

Certain fittings were, of course, necessary ere the

machine could be run with safety and satisfaction on

heavy mixtures. With the Enfield it is particularly
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necessary to guard against bad carburation, for the oil

is circulated through the engine by means of pumps,
the surplus being returned to the oil tank. Neglect of

obvious rules would lead to the oil becoming thinned,

with resultant worn bearings, and probably a seized

piston. The obvious rules are : Fit an efficient hot air

intake ; if the induction pipe is of any length, lag it

to prevent the escape of heat ; if possible, warm the

fuel before it reaches the float chamber, and keep it

warm while it rests in the float chamber.
The hot air intake was made out of the bend of an

old double twist horn. Nothing better could have

been arrived at, the bend being wider at one end than

at the other, so that the hot air is drawn from an

ample surface. The end of the pipe which 6ts up
against the cylinder is deeply gropved, so that it draws

air actually from between the fins. The bend is lagged

with insulation tape, it being made of such thin stuff

that it is not capable of retaining heat. This arrange-

ment, I find, is

quite sufficient to

warm the whole
carburetter, and it

may be " added
that the function

of a hot air intake

is not merely to

supply warm air,

but to warm up
the whole of the

carburetter body.
Unless it does this

it cannot be re-

garded as efficient, as the carburetter is a massive
piece of metal, which will absorb the warmth of the
vaporised fuel if the metal be at atmospheric tempera-
ture or below.

Warming the Float Chamber.
The fuel pipe from the tank was next shaped so

that it bore hard against the back cylinder for the

greater part of its length, and by this means the fuel

is brought well above atmospheric temperature ere it

reaches the float chamber. It remains there, however,

quite long enough to cool down, and the next problem
was to warm the float chamber by some means. To
effect this a copper clip was made to fasten round the

float chamber as shown in the sketch, its ends bearing

hard against the back cylinder. Normally, the clip is

too hot to hold at A, and quite perceptibly above the

temperature of one's hand at B. When the machine
is stationary, or after much low gear work, it is quite

hot at C, and thus it cannot be doubted that it im-

parts an appreciable degree of warmth to the float

chamber.
With these fitments the machine was subjected to a

practical road test on a fuel a good deal heavier than

it was ever intended to use, but there were distinct

symptoms of imperfect carburation. It was then pretty

clear that bad carburation was not the fault ; condensa-
tion was the culprit, and accordingly the induction

pipe was heavily lagged with asbestos twine, wrapped
over with insulation tape. This made all the difference

in the world, and, except for the occasional fits already

alluded to, the heavy fuel problem is mastered. That
the heavy fuel does have some effect upon the lubricat-

^

Copper clip for warming float chamber.

ing oil is proved by the rapid discolouration of the

oil when a heavy fuel is used. After circulating a few
times it becomes a deep brown—almost black

—

whereas,' with petrol as the fuel, the oil in the tank
retains its greenish tinge till the tank is drained. But
there are no indications that wear in the engine is

taking place.

Eniield Lubrication System.
Many riders of, Enfield machines have hesitated to

adopt heavy fuels on account of the lubricating system.

If bad carburation occurred the fuel would escape
past the piston rings and gain the oil in the crank case,

and, since the oil is constantly circulating, it would
absorb more and more of the fuel, thus becoming
dangerously thinned. Perfect carburation is, of course,

the only safeguard against this, and if the fitments

described be adopted, I do not think there is the least

danger in using heavy fuels on the machine under
review. So far as starting goes, an injection of petrol

is all that is required, but to avoid the nuisance of

carrying an injector, which is apt to run dry, I have
fitted my machine with a small petrol tank, which is

connected up to a pilot jet fitted into the induction

pipe. By turning on the tap under the small tank
it is thus possible to flood the induction pipe with

petrol, and a very easy start is made.
Returning to the lubricating system, this is much

preferable to the ordinary drip feed, as it is economical
and requires no attention while on the road. But just

as in the case of the drip feed the absent-minded rider

forgets to push down the plunger and thus starves his

engine, so, in the case of the Enfield system, he forgets

to turn off the oil on reaching his garage, and next

morning the contents of his oil tank have percolated

through into the engine. The engine then remains
filthy e.xternally till next cleaned, though, when started

up, the pump returns the oil to the tank in a few
seconds. Still the system would be much improved
if it were not necessary to turn off the oil when garag-

ing the machine.

The gravity feed to the wall of the front cylinder

is a necessity, and I find that if I omit to turn this

on, the top. piston ring of the front cylinder gums up
in 500 miles. I have removed the bottom ring from
the front piston, and this has also helped to cure the

sticking of the top ring.

,j^.=gg-3r".wMii;..,;.^.

^.
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Forcing grease into the EnBeld gear by the use of a grease gun. This

is a more permanent way of oiling than the usual method.
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Ignition System.
The Thomson-Bennett magneto is a well designed

;.nd remarkably accessible little instrument which any

lovice can take to pieces and replace without difficulty

;

3ut the one on my machine possesses one fault. It

s not waterproof.

With the usual thoroughness of workmanship mani-

fest throughout the design of the instrument, thin

packings are inset round the edges of the aluminium
end plates, which
draw up against the ^Badjoinrj-—

v^

magnets at either end,

but there is evidently

just enough spring

in the aluminium plates

to cause the joints to

gape open at the top.

This I have cured by
fitting a simple clip,

which serves to draw
the joints well home.
There should, of

course, be no necessity

for such gadgets, but

before the addition of

the clip I was troubled

by water getting in

and rusting the arma-

ture and magnets.

It has often
occurred to me how much more handy it would
be if hexagon-headed setscrews were used through-

out in magneto construction instead of the counter-

sunk screws, which require the use of a screw-

J—i

Clip for binding joints of

magneto to exclude water.

driver, the latter being quite an inadequate instrument

when a screw has become rusted in. If this were done
the key provided for contact breaker adjustment would
be the only tool required to take the magneto apart.

Two=speed Gear.
At first I was not. particularly in love with the gear,

though I found it a vast improvement on the simple

dog-clutch mechanism of my last semi-lightweight.

It has, however, improved immensely with running,

and now leaves nothing to be desired—unless possibly

a combination (hand and foot) control. I can start

- off with perfect smoothness on a i in 5 gradient, and
such feats were impossible when the gear was new.

I have ceased using oil for this gear and now use

vaseline or gear grease, which is forced in by the use

of a grease pump having a screw-down plunger. I

find this way of lubricating far more permanent than
the usual method.

KicK=starter.

The kick-starter is rather apt to stick, automatically

releasing itself at the exact moment when one's left

shin is in its direct line of travel. I have improved it

very considerably by fitting a stop. This prevents the

crank from attaining a position from which the neces-

sary push forward can be given only after manoeuvring
the crank over dead centre.

All things considered, the 3 h.p. Enfield is a very

desirable solo mount. It is cheaper to run and less

tiring -to ride than most 3^^ h.p. singles I have
possessed, and for speed it is distinctly superior to the

average "big single." That it periodically objects

to heavy fuels is no criticism of the machine, itself, as

any aristocratic mount would object to some of the

obnoxious mixtures to-day sold as motor fuel.

H.M.B.

A Well-designed Sidecar.

A family sidecar turnout, assembled by the owner,

is seen mounted on the machine. Some details

app'^nded.

THE well-equipped motor cycle and sidecar we
illustrate was built by C. Edwards, Gorton,

Manchester. The sidecar especially is designed

on exceptionally pleasing lines. At the back of it is a

box arrangement, which opens and forms a dickey

seat, and the lid being upholstered forms a padding
for the back. When not used for a passenger, it forms
a luggage carrier of good dimensions. The small

running board, continuing from a sensible mudguard,

A,l6
'

swings over when repairs are being done to the wheel,

and it also adds to the appearance of the turn-out.

A point of interest in connection with the motor cycle

is the mudshield of ample size, which keeps the engine

perfectly clean. The seat on. the luggage carrier is

sprung, and is also home-made.
Mr. Edwards informs us that his outfit has been

running eighteen months, during which period it has

given him entire satisfaction.
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WILL THE SINGLE-CYLINDER SURVIVE?
The Trade Delivery Aspect of a Burning Topic.

SO far one very important point seems to liave

been overlooked in the controversy on the above

subject—that is the future possibilities of the

three-speed single-cylinder machine for business and

commercial use. It is only during the last year or so

that tradesmen have taken to the motor cycle at all for

delivery puiposes, but it is now becoming more and

more generally realised that the side-carrier affords the

cheapest, quickest, and most convenient method of

carrying out light delivery work, and that a vast

future awaits the really serviceable commercial

machine cannot be doubted. For this kind of work

absolute simplicity, reliability, and strength are the

prime essentials.

Judicious Management.
It seems to me that those who have so far entered

-in upon the discussion are expert riders, who are

inclined to judge the matter from their own point of

view. In the hands of " Ixion " and " Road Rider "

a small, highly efficient twin doubtless gives unqualified

satisfaction, since they know just what plug to use,

the best setting for the carburetter, etc., under various

SCENES NEAR THE ITALIAN FRONT.

(1) The arrival of a section of Italian army

motor cyclists at a rallying point by the side of the

Lake de Garde en route for the Front.

(2) One of our Italian Ally's primitive garages

for motor cycles situated in the Alpine region.

Motor cycles are used on ;he Italian Front

wherever the roads are practicable, and they have

to withstand much severe handling. Incidentally,

British machines show up prominently in our

photographs.

conditions, and if the machine does not run

just as it should they are able to put a finger

on the fault and remedy it. With a less

experienced rider, the fault might continue

for days, and the whole tune of the engine

would duly become upset.

The high efficiency twin of to-day is doubtless

reliable, but its reliability is more dependent on the

knowledge of the rider and the attention he gives it

than is that of the single. And the machine which
will best fill the bill as a commercial proposition is

the one which will cover its allotted mileage with an
absolute minimum of attention.

Commercial Requirements.
Personally I do not think there is a great future

for the single as a pleasure mount, but for trade

and business purposes it will undoubtedly hold its

own. The chain-driven single of 3-^-4 h.p. is

undoubtedly the most suitable machine at present on
the road for the serious business rider and for local

delivery. The. neglect and exposure to which many
commercial machines are subjected really pass all

belief ; not only do they cover an immense mileage,
but they are out in all weathers, and often left

standing in the rain for hours. Doubtless the big twin
will put up with a good deal of this sort of thing, but
the single is cheaper to buy and to run, amply power-
ful, and probably requires less attention than the twin.

During the last six months practically all

my riding has been dene on small twins of
the high-efficiency order or on still smaller
two-strokes, and if to-day I mount one of
my old favourite " singles," I am absolutely

appalled by the manner in which the engine
seems to dominate the whole situation. Yet
if I were called upon to go the round of the
A.C.U. Six Days, with bad weather pro-

bable and bad roads certain, I should risk

permanently shattering my nervous system
and choose the " single," though for reason-

ably good roads the small twin is unques-
tionably the more comfortable and the less

tiring to ride. Midlander.
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A selection ot questions ot general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, *' The Motor Cycle,"

2o, Tudor Street, London, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are

urged to r/rite clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containmg legal

questions should be marked "Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

Difficult Starting.

I have recently purchased a
— 1914 Douglas, which does not
^ start well. It will start when
-U a handkerchief is placed over the

air inlet, and when it is running
on the stand it will not take any air.

Please tell me what is the matter, and
how to cure the trouble.—H.K.

Probablv the air slide is badly worn in

the carburetter and requires to be re-

newed. Also, see that there are no air

leaks at the carburetter or induction pipe
unions, and if the jet is quite clear try
the effect of fitting a smaller air choke.
The Douglas usually starts very easily.

Lubrication.

I have a 2^ h.p. Chater-Lea

^^ witli a Villiers engine. I wish
> to fit a drip feed instead of the
-2J petroil system now in use on it.

Will you please tell me if this

can possibly do any harm ? Also state

whether the oil pipe from the pump
should be led into the induction pipe
or straight into a hole bored in the
crank case, in which case, I suppose,
there would have to be a non-return
valve.—E.R.

A drip feed caji be fitted with quite
satisfactory results. The oil pipe can
be fitted either to the induction pipe, so

allowing the oil to be drawn in with the
mi.xture, or it may be taken direct to

the crank case. If this is done, it will

of course be necessary to fit a non-return
valve. The former system is probably
the most satisfactory method all round.
as you practically combine the petroil

and drip feed systems without the
messiness of the former.

Soldering on a Bowden Nipple.

Would you be good enough to

^Zl give me directions for soldering

^ nipples on Bowden wire ? 1

-i-1 propose using spirits of salt

killed with zinc as flux.—E.McC.
The best method of soldering on the
Bowden nijiple would' be the following :

Before cutting the wire smear on any
soldering flux you think of using, and then
rub your iron lightly round the spot where
you wish to cut it, having previously

well tinned the iron. This has the

effect of tinning the wire, or covering it

with a thin \ayer of solder, and it will

not fray when cut. The joint is now
ready tinned for fixing on the nipple.

All you liave to do is to slip the nipple

in position so that about one-sixteenth

of an inch projects beyond the head.
Apply the iron to the nipple and the
heat will cause the solder to run. Finish
off by hammering the short projecting

piece of wire flat, and securing it with
a blob of solder.

B2 „

Bad Steering on Grease.

I should be extremely obliged

I— I if you coirld give me any advice

> with regard to the following
LsJ difficulty : I have a 1912 3^ h.p.

, single, and find it unsteady to

drive at anything like a decent speed.

It was not new when I bought it, and
had been fitted with quite a late pat-'

tern spring fork, about 1914 or 1915.

If the road is smooth the unsteadiness

is hardly noticeable, but should the

road be at all uneven or muddy, there

is a most unpleasant tendency to

"sway" about. I ride with good hard
tyres, and the wheels are in good con-

dition. There seems to be a small

amount of give in the forks ; do you
think this would cause the unsteadi-

ness?—E.G.

It is quite possible that the unsteadiness

on grease may be due to the frame being

out of line on account of a fall at some
time or other. You should very carefully

go over the machine and make certain

that the wheels are .absolutely in track,

and that the frame is not twisted in any
way, or the steering angle set back at

all. The only place that wear might
affect the steering is in the bearing on

which the forks pivot, and this wear
would have to be fairly considerable to

have much effect on the steering. A
common cause for bad. steering on grease

is too tight a steering head. When the

front wheel is jacked up _ the steering

head should swing quite easily, of its own
weight.

Aids to Cooling. -

I find that my 1914 Triumph
heats up a good deal with a

heavy person in the sidecar. I

noticed in one issue of The Motor
Cycle a suggestion for putting

short pieces of copper tubing between

the radiating flanges on the cylinders.

Could you tell me ;

(1.) How many pieces of tubing

would be needed and of what length

they would have to be ?

(2.) Whether this method would be

as effective as the aluminium auxiliary

radiators ?—V. de P.

(1.) Instead of putting copper tubing

round the cylinder in this manner it

would be better to use a ready-made
device consisting of coiled wire, in the

form of springs, which can be ohtained

from most accessory firms.

(2.) 'VVe should say that if anything
the aluminium radiators might be a little

more effective.

There is still another alteirnative, and
that is to reduce the compression by
fitting a plate between the cylinder and
crank case about one-sixteenth of an inch

in thickness.

1.ADY MOTOR CYCLIST ON FARM WORK..

In the early days oif the war Miss Joan Sill offered her services for farm and garden

work, and is at present employed on a large estate near Evesham. As the acreage is

extensive she appreciates the handiness of her 2f h.p. Enfield. The photograph depicts

Miss Sill giving instructions to a labourer.
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Variable v. Fixed Ignition.

(1.) My engine, 2^ li.p. single,

gy four-stroke, -knocks badly on top

^ gear at speeds below about 15
m.p.h. The ignition is fixed,

and was set much advanced. I

tried , retarding _
somewhat, without

effecting improvement. I notice that__

the piston rises about gin. or -j^in. into

the combustion chamber when at its

highest point. Should this be so? If

not, it seems as if the extra high com-
pression thus caused might occasion the
knocking (2.) The engine runs well,

at speeds of from 20 to 25 m.p.h.
;

above this there is much engine vibra-

tion till 35 m.p.h. is reached, when
the running becomes quite smooth.
Are these phases due to the way the
engine is balanced ? (3. ) What are

the disadvantages in using a multiple-
point plug in a single-cylinder engine ?

—A.G.

(1.) Your ignition is still- probably too
far advanced ; try retarding it more.
The knocking might also be caused
through too weak a mixture. When the
.knocking occurs, close the air slightly.

We presume the bearings of the engine
are in good order ; if not, this would
account for the knock. Yes, it is quite
in order that the piston should rise a
certain distance into the combustion
chamber. We do not think you will

find that the compression is excessive.

(2.) Yes, the vibration periods are due
to the manner in which the engine is

balanced. You might make sure that the
engine is securely bolted in the frame.
Worn bearings would also cause vibra-

tion to be excessive. (3.) The disadvan-
tages are none. The advantages, how-
ever, of the- multi-point plug are prac-

tically nil, as the spark always takes the
easiest path.

Charging from Dynamo Outfit.

Will you kindly oblige by

f~| answering the following queries ;

> I have a magneto-dynamo Indian.
-i-J This will run all lights, both

cycle and sidecar. I have a. six

volt 64 a.h. accumulator. (1.) Can I

charge this from the dynamo? (2.)

Should I connect the two accumulators,

or remove the original and connect the
other (which Avould be in the sidecar)

in the same manner as the one now
fixed? (3.) If I charge a hand lamp
accumulator, could I do this off the
big battery, or. should it be done
through the dynamo? '

(4.) Would the
length of wiring to sidecar interfere

with the give-and-take system of charg-

ing, etc.? (5.) If I turn the main light

out before the rear might this destroy

the small bulb fitted to the rear lamp?
—S.H.JEI.

(1 and 2.) Yes ; you could certainly

charge this from the dynamo. We think

you would find it more satisfactory to

change the accumulators over when
charging. It would be possible to charge

the two together by connecting in

parallel, so making one large battery of

the two ; but you would find the charging
this way very slow unless the number of

amperes passing Were pretty high. (3.)

Yes
;
you can charge the smaller accumu-

lator from the larger one, provided the

number of volts and ampere capacity of

the charging accumulator are greater 4han

those of the smaller one. It would be
necessary to insert a lamp in. circuit as

resistance. (4.) It is not advisable to

have a longer length, of wire in circuit

than is absolutely necessary. (5.) No;
you. should be able to switch off the head
lamp before the tail light without damage
to the tail lamp.

Irregular Running,

My 1913 air-cooled Morgan-^ Jap (B. and B.) is not going

> as it should. It will run some-
-iJ times for four or five miles very

well, - and then without any
alterations will slow down to almost

a standstill, then will set off again

and. go just as well as before. Some-
times when slowing down it will back-

fire rapidly but not every time. When
standing, the engine runs perfectly,

and I have ' tried braking the flywheel

to make it behave as it does when
going on the road, but cannot. Will

you please tell me what to do with
it?

—

Psyche.

We should say that the trouble is

probably due to some obstruction in the

carburetter, quite possibly water. Water
in the carburetter or petrol pipe would
cause the symptoms you describe in your
letter. We should, therefore, recommend
you to overhaul the petrol system care-

fully. Also make sure that the valves

are working freely in their guides and
that the valve springs are strong enough.

Timing a Two-stroke.

(1.) My machiiie is a, two-
"^ stroke. When the engine is

S forced up a hill or when going
-iJ over fourteen miles an hour, the

piston suddenly commences to

rattle, the engine gives no pew_eij and
the cylinder becomes fairly hot. A
change of plug makes no difference,

and the trouble appears to be getting

worse. The engine has lately been
cleaned.

(2.) The ignition is set as follows :

Piston dead on top, ignition lever fully

advanced, the points are about to

break. Should not this be the position

when the lever is fully retarded ?

(3.) There is no name on the mag-
neto, and so far as I can see I can
only advance the spark by altering

the' chain one tooth. How can I

advance the magneto without taking
off the chain? There is only a large

nut on the sprocket wheel of the mag-
neto—is this for altering, the timing?

—

CG.E
_-(l.) You might try fitting a slightly

smaller jet.

(2.) The usual' magneto setting for a
two-stroke is so to arrange the magneto
that the points have, just broken with
the piston on the top of the stroke and
the spark fully retarded.

(3.) If you remove the nut and lever

off the sprocket you will find that this

is a taper fit
, on the shaft. This will

allow you to replace it in any position,

and on screwing up the nut the taper
will secure it. Set the magneto accord-
ing to the instructions given, and again
verify the timing after you have replaced,

the sprocket so as to make sure the
wheel has not shifted while you were
screwing up the nut.

Electric Lighting.

I have fitted electric side and
j^ tail lamps to my sidecar. (I.)

> Could I work them from a four-

-iJ volt dry battery of good quality?

I do very little night driving.

(2.) What kind of electric bulbs should
I use (volts and amps-), and where are
these obtainable?—S.C.

(1.) Yes; the lamps in question could be
worked off a four-volt battery ; but an
accumulator would be better. (2.) Any
four-volt metal filament bulb would be
suitable, provided it fits the sockets of

the lamps. The larger tlie candle-power
of the lamps the more current is con-

sumed. The bulbs can be obtained from-

any accessory dealer.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Manchester to London.—W.B.H.
Manchester, Cheadle, Wilmslow,

Congleton, Leek, Uttoxeter, Abbotts
Bromley, Lichfield, Weeford, along
Watling Street through Atherstone to
Daventry, Towcester, Stony Stratford,
Eenny Stratford, Dunstable, St. Albans,
Barnet, London.

Perth to B.4rhow-in-Fuhness.—J.C.
Perth, Auchterarder, Dunblane, Stirl-

ing, Denny, Newmains, Carluke, Lanark,
Symington, Abington Inn, BeattocR,
Lockerbie, Ecclefechan, Carlisle, Penrith,
Shap, Kendal, Tarnside, Newby Bridge,
Havertliwaite, Ulverston, Dalston,
Barfow-in-Furness. The distance is

approximately 220 miles.

St. Aleans to Chichester.—CG.E.
St. Albans, Watford, Rickmansworth,

Denham, Uxbridge, Staines, Chertsey,
\yoking, Guildford, Godalming, Hasle-
mSre, Fernhurst, Midhurst, Singleton,
Chichester.

Tring to Combe Martin.—G.R.
Tring, Aylesbury, Thame, Oxford,

Abingdon, Faringdon, Swindon, Ave-
bury, Trowbridge, Frome, Shepton
Mallet, Glastonbury, Bridgwater, Willi-
ton, Minehead, Lynton, Combe Martin.

If you wish to avoid the hills at Lyn-
mouth, Lynton, and Porlock, the follow-

ing route will be found to be easier :

Bridgwater, Taunton, Milverton, Bamp-
ton, South Molton, Combe Martin.

Bury St. Edmund's to Hegkmondwike.
—J.'S.S.

Bary St. Edmund's, Thetford, Mund-
ford. King's Lynn, Sutton Bridge, Fos-
dyke, Sutterton, Swineshead, Sleaford,

Leadenham, Newark, Ollerton, Work-
sop,' Rotherham, Wentworth, Barnsley,
Wakefield. Dewsbury, Heckmondwike.
Approximately 175 miles.

Stoke-on-Trent to Doncaster.—A.B.W.
(1) Stoke, Uttoxeter, Derby, Annesley,

Mansfield, Worksop, Tickhill, Doncaster;
or (2) Stoke, Ashbourne, Wirksworth,
Matlock, Chesterfield, Worksop, Don-
caster.

Kidderminster to Selsey".—H.L.R.M.
Kidderminster, Worcester, Tewkesbury,

Cheltenham. Cirencester, Cricklade,

Swindon, Aldbourne, Hungerford, New-
bury, Whitchurch, Winchester, Bishop's
Waltham, Wickham, Fareham, Cosham,
Havant, Emsworth, Chichester, Selsey.
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A "BIG FOUR" NORTON FOR OVERSEAS.
A Machine Specially Designed

for Colonial Requirements.

4 h.p 82 X 120 mm. = 633 c.c.

Three-speeil Gear.

Chain Transmission.

The new 4 h.p. (633 c.c.) Colonial Model Norton, showing engine ground clearance of 6iin.

Norton motor cycles.

TO the home reader motor cycling in

the Colonies conjures up visions of

wild waste?, of sand and rock;

devoid of any kind of road, perilous

crossings of rivers in flood, or deep
dried-up water courses, and adventures
with wild animals, these ideas being

" derived chiefly from accounts of e.xciting

cross-country journeys as recounted in

our columns from time to time. In
reality the Colonial motorist avoids such
" stunts " whenever possible, and en-

deavours to find and use the best roads
in his district. This probably means
something worse than the worst of our
English roads, and for this reason we
frequently hear complaints from Over-
seas readers of the unsuitability of Eng-
lish standard models. The chief defects
are want of ground clearance anTi

insufficient or unsuitable mudguarding.

Ground Clearance.

British manufacturers are rather back-
ward in remedying these defects, and it

is with considerable interest that we give

details of the latest product of Norton
Motors, Ltd., Phillips Street, Aston,
Birmingham. Thi^ machine is quite a
special design, and not merely a standard
model altered in detail. Its outstanding

The bottom bracket formation, showing
slots allowing gear box to be slid along, also

manner of fixing brake red and pedal.

feature is exceptional ground clearance ;

there are 6^in.-to spare below the crank
case. This increase, about 2^in. more
than the standard tj^pe, is obtained by
a careful rearrangement of the frame
tubes and the Norton method of carry-

ing the gear box. A horizontal stamp-

Sectional view of piston, showing
' method of webbing the head. The

lower sketch shows the gudgeon pin,

its stop and split fastener.

ing is cranked up behind the engine,

under which the Sturmey-Archer three-

speed countershaft gear is bolted, so that

no part of it projects below the bottom
of the crank case. A vertical tube fitted

below • this platform carries the foot-

boards rear support and also the back
brake operating levers. In passing, we
note that the S.A. three-speed is now
made to give a^slightly lower ratio on
the first speed than previously.

The head and saddle lugs are long and
substantial, and the whole frame is

undoubtedly strong. Whilst on this

point we were interested to see a Norton
machine which had suffered badly in'' a
direct end-on collision at high speed

;'

what happened to the unfortunate rider
did not transpire, but it is remarkable
that no breakage had occurred in any
tube or lug, although the frame was
distorted beyond hope of repair. For

The straight exhaust pipe is a feature of

the Colonial model the tank has been
increased in 'size to accommodate two
and a quarter gallons of petrol and over
threequarters of a gallon of oil ; this
necessitates a deviation from the usual
Norton shape of tank, noticeable prin-
cipally at the front, and also on the
right-hand side, where a small recess is

formed to permit easy removal of the
valves.

The Power Unit.

The engine is the Norton " big four,"
82x120 mm. bore and stroke, giving
633 c.c, but with certain improvements.
Roller bearings to the mainshaft are now
fitted. Three extra radiating fins have
been added to the valve pockets, and
vertical ribs on each side. The piston
is improved ,by the addition of six ribs
in the head to prevent distortion, as
illustrated on November 9th, and,
although not new, the method of securing
the gudgeon pin is interesting, it being
a parallel fit, held in place by a small
stud and socket at one end and a small
cott€r pin at the other—a method which
prevents rotary as well as in and out
movement, while there is little likelihood
of parts coming adrift.

The leg shields fitted to the Colonial

Norton are of sensible dimensions and
extremely effective.

B4
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The clean design of both cyhnder and crank case is Immediately

noticeable, the sharp edges and corners of the crank case being

rounded off, enabling the surface to be cleaned easily^

Transmission side of the Colonial Model Norton with gear caSe

removed. A special feature is the high position of the gear box,

which is built well up into the bracket, giving good ground clearance-

The back mudguard is Tin. wide and
set 2^in. away from the tyre tread, with
no restriction at the forks ; it is given
additional strength by a central liner,

throughout the whole length. The front

guard is also wide and set the same dis-

tance from the tyre, the bottom edge
being kept at crank case level, bjin. from
the ground. Additional leg shields can
be fitted if desired ; they are neat in

appearance, and provide ample protec-

tion. Heavy chain drive throughout is

to be standard, but chain-cum-belt trans-

mission can be supplied. The chains are

protected by a strong, serviceable metal
cover, but it is intended to market a
completely enclosing type of chain case.

The 3in. Dunlop tyres on 2^in. rims
give a very substantial appearance to

the 26in. wheels. Handle-bar clutch

control, B. and B. carbm'etter with
startirxg jet, and a chain-driven C.A.V.
magneto complete a very fine model.
Although of special design for Overseas,

we see no particular reason why it

should not become popular in this

country, as its deviations from standard
practice in no way decrease the usual

Norton good points of speed and power,
coupled with reliability in every way.
It undoubtedly fills the bill for the needs
of the average Colonial rider, and the

makers look forward to a considerable

demand when business resumes its normal
course after the war.

Norton Motors, Ltd., can supply two
types of sidecars to suit any make of

machine, the de luxe and the sporting
model. Both give ample leg room, and
also capacious lockers. The springing is

Recess formed in underside of tank to

facilitate valve removal.

well designed, rendering them e.xceedingly

comfortable, whilst both coachwork and
fittings are excellent. The lines of the

sporting model are attractive, and when
combined with the Norton machine, for

which it was primarily intended, it makes
up as smart an outfit as one could wish.

AVERAGE PRICES.

WE give below the average prices of

second-hand models offered for

sale in Th^ Motor Cycle, where

it is possible to obtaui a sufficient number
of each model.

Make.

A.J.S;

Alltlays . .

.

Ariel

B.S.A

Calthorpe ,

Clyno
Connaught
Douglas .

H.P.

X915 & 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1916 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1916 2 J 3-speed

1915 2-stroke, a-sp. . .

.

1916 5 3-sp. sidecar ."'.

1916 4i 3-sp. sid<?car .

.

1916 4i 3-speed

1915 4i 3-sp- sidecar .

.

1Q13 4J 2-sp. sidecar .

.

T915 -I 2-speed

1916 2 J 2-speed

1914 6 3-sn. sidecar .

.

1914 2-sp. 2-stroke . .

.

1916 ?.% 2-speed

1915 2\ 2-speed'

1914 2% 2-speed

191 3 2I 2-speed
TfiTC A a-^r). =;idprar . .

Average Latest
for weekly
last average

week, obtainable.

Enfield

H.-Davidson
Headerson .

Indian

James

Levis

Matchless .

.

Kew Hudson
New Imperial
P. & M. ...

Premier . .

.

Rex
Rover

Rudge

Scott

Sunbeam .

.

Triumph . .

.

19^5 4
1916 6

1915 6
1914 6 2

[914 3 2

,-5p. sidecar ,

-sp. sidecar .

.

-sp. sidecar . .

-sp. sidecar .

.

-speed

1915 3 2-speed,

T915 7-9 3-sp. sidecar.

.

^-,

1915 4-cyl. 2-sp. s /car. £70
1916 Powerplus sidecar —
1913 7 3-sp. sidecar .

.

—
1914 7 2-5peed £50

£90

£29

£66

£57

£25
£30

£48
U\
£34
£29
£58
/80

£^3

£37

£67
£70

£50
£59
£46
£70

£76
£70

„ -speed.

1915 5 3-speed

1914 4i 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1916 4} 3-sp. sidecar ..

1915 2.V 2-stroke

1916 2\ 2-stroke

1915 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1914 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

191

5

4 3-sp. sidecar. .

.

1916 2.V 2-speed

1914 3^ 2-sp. sidecar .

,

1914 32' 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1914 6 2-sp, sidecar .. ^,35

1914 3.V 3-sp. sidecar .. £42
1915 3^^ 3-sp- sidecar . . —
1915 3^ Multi sidecar. . —

£40
£35
£42

iyij 3^ Multi sidecj

1915 3.V Multi

1914 3j 2-sp. sidecar .

.

— c _;i -,5p_ sidecar .

.

I916 2'\

1 he i. porting Model Norton sidecar, showing spacious locker in rear.

Williamson
Zenith

1910 2% 2-sp. sidecar .

.

1914 3^ 3"Sp, sidecar ,

.

1915 3^ 3"Sp, sidecar .

.

1914, 4" 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1914 4 3-speed

1915 2\ 2-sp. 2-stroke .

1913 3I 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1933 3^ 3-speed

1914 8 2-sp„ sidecar .

.

1914 6 Gradua sidecar

£75

i5_8

£37

£54
t22

£53

£39

£85

£2+

£53— £54
£30 —

£40

£35
£45

£35
£40 —
£58 —
- £58
£70 —
£45 —
£40 —
£34 —
£35 —
£31 -
£62 -
— £44
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Greenwich Time.

Nov. 30th 4.24 p.m.
2nd ... ... 4.23 „
4th 4.22 „
6th 4.21 „

De

Lights on Cattle.

Last week, foe the first time, we saw
the leader of a horse carrying a light in
compliance with the recent Order under
the Defence of the Realm Act. However,
he did not comply correctly with the
regulations, for the light he carried was
a red one.

Indian Flat Twin Deliveries.

We understand that deliveries of the
new Indian flat twin lightweight will
commence in America about the middle
of December. Arrangements have been
made for the manufacture of 7,500 of
these little machines, arid already the
demand exceeds half this number. In
America these are to be sold for the
extraordinarily low figure of $165 = £33.

Motor Cycles in Request.

Among the various offers in exchange
for motor cycles and combinations, to be
found in the last two issues of The Motor
Cycle, are : Thoroughbred horse, sure
Derby winner, 20 h.p. motor car, free-

hold cottage in Devonshire, diamonds,
jewellery, motor launch, watches, plea-
sure trap, typewriter, flute, piccolo,
banjo, violin, and a sugar boiler.

Two-stioke Wails and Praise.

There must be either an extremely wide
difference in the driving of two-strokes of
the same make, or a great disparity be-
tween identical models. One hears nothing
but praise from a certain section of two-
stroke lovers ; on the other hand, these
little mounts are condemned far more hotly
than the flat twin enthusiast condemns
the thudding singles. Why this strong
divergence of opinion ? Is it solely lack
of uniform efiiciency in the manufacture,
or the driver's fault every time?

SOO Miles in 48 Hours.
A strenuous test, both for man and

machine, was carried out recently by
two Harley-Davidson riders attached to
the Pittsburg Military Training Com-
pany. They left Pittsburg at 7.30 a.m.,
carrying a despatch from the Mayor of

^

Pittsburg to President Wilson. The :

journey to New Jersey, where the Presi-
dent was staying, is 400 miles, and the
ride was accomplished in just over eleven
hours. The return journey was started
the following morning, the xiders reach-
ing Pittsburg the same evening, thus
accomplishing the double journey of 800
miles in two dai""

b8

Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd.

At an extraordinary general meeting
of the Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., held
on November 22nd, resolutions were con-
firmed authorising the increase of the
capital of the company to £3,000,000 by
the creation of 1,000,000 new shares of
£1 each, to be called B preference shares.

Ten Years Ago.
Even in 1905 The Motor Cycle was

endeavouring to stimulate interest in

spring frames. Yet years lapsed before
the British manufacturer would heed the
cry, and now only comparatively few
machines are turned out as standard
sprung both front and rear.

In the leader for November 21st,

1905, we said, " Spring frames are still

few and far between, and it is a

matter of surprise to us that more
makers have not turned their atten-

tion to springing both the front and the
rear of a motor cycle. Spring frames
will be standard some day, we feel sure,

but for the present we must console our-

selves with the excellent spring front

forks now almost general."
iilany of us to-day have to content our-

selves in the same way, but we think,

after the war is over, spring frames will

be standardised on many machines.

SPECIAL FEATURES.

THE TANKS—AND NEUTRAL NOTIONS.

AIRCRAFT WORKERS' HILL-CLIMB.

ROAD EXPERIENCES WITH A
3 h.p. ENFIELD.

The Aluminium Market.

Shall we eventually see steel or iron

crank cases in place of aluminium? It is

acknowledged in America that' the state

of the aluminium market is serious. It

is easy to add two and two together in

this country, and come to the conclusion

that if it is scarce in America it is sure to

be scarcer here, in view of the manufac-
tures in the future that will absorb much
of that light metal.

Great Motor Factory for Cork.

The Cork Corporation and the Cork
Harbour Commissioners have accepted

the offer of the Trafford Engineering Co.,

Manchester, to purchase for £10,000
Cork Park racecourse and ground abut-

ting the quays for the pui-pose of erecting

a motor factory, with a stipulation that

£200,000 should be expended on the
buildings, and a guarantee to employ
2,000 persons.

A despatch rider attached to the Italian headquarters. His mount is one ot tljc 100 Douglases
which have been supplied to the Italian Government.
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The Royal Dutch M.C.C.

The Dutch Motor Cycle Club has
received the patronage of the Queen of

Holland, and will now be known as the

Royal Dutch Jlotor Cycle Club.

Proposed One Day Trial.

We understand that tlie motor cyclists

of the Royal Aircraft Factox-y are con-

templating yet another competition for

one day in the spring. This is to take
the form of a one-day reliability trial.

Road Guides in Wartime.

A correspondent in the daily press has
been questioning the need for road scouts
in wartime. Certainly there are many
war jobs more, important than "minding
a street corner."

The National War Funds.

At the week-en-d the principal war
funds stood as follow :

The Prinne of Wales's Fund (dis-

tributed £3,479,475) .. ,. £6,003,230 -

Eritish Eed Cross Fund .. .. 5,316,998
Ttic Qnfien's Work lor Woruen

Fund 170,915 15 7
Tobacco Fund 119,838

A Luxurious Outfit.

We are indebted to Mr. 0, L. De Lissa
for a most pieasant afternoon's run, on
the occasion of the Royal Aircraft Fac-
tory's hill-climb last Saturday, in his

6 h.p. Jlotosacoche fitted with one of the
latest M.A.G. engines. The smooth,
silent running of the big twin engine was
really delightful, while the comfort of

the sidecar was luxurious.

Bogus Tanks.

Jlr. Lloyd George said in Parliament
last week that he had seen some
American photographs of " tanks," and
they bore no relation to the actual
armoured cars, We have seen some, too,

and have been greatly amused. Some
cunnings Yankees have quickly built up
bogus tanks, and issued photographs,
and, of course, neutrals have fallen into

the trap !

Praise for Motor Cyclist D.E.'s.

General Sir William Robertson, in un-
veiling last Saturday a stone cross in the
quadrangle of Bradford College, as a
memorial to old boys who fell in the
war, congratulated the college on what
he described as its wonderful record, in

the war, and acknowledged the debt of

gratitude which the War Office owed to

all officers' training corps. Wbat they
would have done without them be did
not know. Many of the junior officers'

training corps and the universities accom-
panied our first fine army as despatch
riders. Despatch riding in those days
was a perilous business, and they did
splendid work, ever ready to go where
they were asked at no matter what time
of the day or night.

. He remembered
during the retreat, when things . were,
perhaps, at their worst, needing to get
some instructions to headquarters. All
his despatch riders were out, and there
was no one to send. Presently two boys
came in, "done up." They offered their
services, but he said, " I cannot send
you; you are not fit to go." They said,
"Yes, we will go." They went, got
through, and, he was glad to say, came
back.

The Petrol Outlook.

The Director of the United States

Bureau of i\Iines says that calculations,

based on the present-day consumption
of petroleum, have led the United States

Geological Survey to conclude that the

supply in America will not last longer

than from twenty seven to thirty years.

The King's Painting.

A painting by Mr. Alfred Pearse of a

Tank in action has been accepted ,by

H.M. the King. The sketch from which
it was painted was made by a pupil who
volunteered for the' Front two years ago.

The picture is in monochrome, and bears

the pupil's name, as well as that of Jlr.

Pearse.

The Motor Cychsts' Ideal.

The seventh design submitted by
readers of The Liijlit Car is published

in Wednesday's issue of that journal.

These designs are sent in Jpy amateur
readers, and the one given this week
is by a motor cyclist " somewhere in

France," who says: "I look upon the

majority of light cars as something in

reserve for old age. Mj' ideal light car

is one which will give the same pleasure

to drive as my late T.T. 3^- h.p. motor
cycle."

Export oJ Motor Cycles,

The Wulfruna Engineering Co., of

Wolverhampton, send us a copy of a com-
munication they, have addressed to the

Minister of JIunitions on the subject of

the export trade, in which they point out

the great importance of retaining this

trade and Overseas markets, as far as pos-

sible, in British hands. They are of

opinion that the markets can be retained

if permits to export are freely given.

Our- views on this subject are already
known to our readers, as we have repeat-

edly referred to its importance, and we
should advise other makers to approach
the Minister of Munitions in a similar

Road Record Breaking in South Austraha

An Australian correspondent tells us
that soon after daylight oiV October 7th
the officials of the M.C.C. of South
Australia and the representatives of

the Indian Garage motored a few miles
north of Adelaide, on the main Gawler
Road, to witness attempts on records
by J. Booth (Victoria) "and E. Ferguson
(South Australia), mounted on eight-

valve Indian racing motor cycles. 'The

half-mile was timed by the club's electric

timing machine and the one mile by
club officials manipulating ' stoprwatches.

Booth opened the programme for the
half-mile, and clocked 19|s. Ferguson
then got going, and clocked the half-mile
in 19|s. (South Australian record).
Booth made a second attempt, and again
clocked IQjS. After a few adjustments,
a third attempt was still unsuccessful,
his engine misfiring badly ; time, 20|s.
Booth was not allowed further time for

half-mile trials, so he prepared for the
one mile attempt, and the spectators saw
something they are not likely to forget
for some time. Booth got a good start,

and with his engine firing regularly and
revving splendidly he crossed the mile
mark in 35s. = 102.8 miles per hour.
This is stated +o be a- world's road
record.

Engines without Oil.

An American firm has succeeded in

impregnating graphite with mel,al, there-

by combining the self-lubricating proper-

ties of the graphite with the tenacity of

the metal used. It is interesting to learn

this, and the question arises in the mind
as to whether we shall eventually have
an oilless engine and bearings.

Petrol 5M. per Gallon.

T/ie Autocar states that in the autumn
of 1915 petrol was retailed in Cai"i-

fornia at 5^d. per gallon, but gradually

advanced until, in August, 1916, it

reached lOd. per gallon. A highly satis-

factory substitute can be obtained (one-

third petrol two-thirds distillate) foi\ 6d.

per gallon.

British-made Tungsten.

At the commencement of the war the

Germans practically held a monopoly in

the manufacture of tungsten powder,
which is derived from wolfrasi ore; and
there was in this couiitry only about
three months' supply of tungsten. How
the difficulty was met and conquered
may be described as one of the romances
of industry. Suffice it to say that there

is now near Widnes "a tungsten factory

which is capable of producing three tons

a day. Tungsten is interesting to motor
cyclists from the fact that it is used _

in the manufacture of high speed steel.'

Valves are sometimes made of tungsten
steel, and it also finds a place in

magneto construction.

The Admiral Arbuthnot Trophy,

We recently had an- opportunity of

viewing Lady Scott's statuette of the

late Rear-Admiral Sir Robert Arbuthnot,
which she is executing tor the Arbuthnot
Trophy. It is a beautiful piece of work,
and represents the late Admiral standing
in his motor cycle suit in a characteristic

attitude. The features are wonderfully
well portrayed, and, considering that,

the talented sculptor never had an
opportunity of seeing the Admiral, and
has had to work entirely from photo-
graphs, the result is astonishingly good.
The model we saw was in clay, but it

will be finished in bronze standing upon
a marble base, on which an inscription

will be written, and into which the
A.C.U. badge will be fixed. It is

sincerely to be hoped that the time .will

not be long before the trophy may bf

put up for actual competition.

Work on the Roads.

It is, of course, unreasonable to expect
that much repair work should be done on
thj roads, unless, as has been suggested
in The Motor Cycle, German prisoners
of war could be organised into gangs to

perform it. However, it does seem
somewhat ridiculous that what little

work is done should be of an entirely

useless Tiature. There has been a man
working for weeks upon a stretch of road
over which a member of our staff passes
daily. This road is, upon the whole,
good,- considering everything, but it is

disfigured in several places by groups of
really dangerous pot-holes, and one
would have supposed that, if any work
could be done on this road, the pot-
holes would first receive attention. But
no, the man to whom we have referred
has been erigaged entirely upon trimming
the grass edges of the road !
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Real BriftEsHa i

nTHE armoured car " Tanks," it is generally con-

ceded, formed the best kept secret" of the war.

The interest of The Motor Cycle in them will be

fresh in our readers' minds. .It was through our

Recruiting Section that the men operating these Tanks
were recruited, and the Editor of The Motor Cycle was,

at the beginning of the year, requested by the War
Office to "journey about the country examining appli-

cants for this Heavy .'\rmoured Car Section, it being

necessary that all should possess practical motoring oi

technical experience. xAccordingly examinations of

recruits were held regularly in London, Manchester,

Nottingham, Bristol, Coventry, etc. The Army Council

subsequently sent to Mr. Geoffrey Smith a letter of

" thanks and appreciation for the most patriotic and

cordial assistance rendered."

A Journalistic Scoop.

It was not until September i6th last that the first

reference to these heavy armoured cars was made- in

an official despatch. The sensation that the Tanks
created and the..success that attended their, ddbut will

be fresh in our readers' minds, -and since that time the

authorities have been busy doling out credit to the

originators of the Tanks—but there are still more
claimants to the honour ! Americans, for instance,

assert that the Tanks were conceived in the States,

and that the plans were originally submitted by

American manufacturers to the British Government.
But the same authority which advances this remark-
able statement also illustrates the vehicle which it

supposes is the real Tank used by the British

Government, and puts forward the edifying informa-

tion that the caterpillars were made in America and
subsequently armoured by the British in this country !

AN
AMERICAN
DESIGN.
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in one ' \How the photographs came to be published
of the illustrated papers last week and to appear
simultaneously with a statement bv Mr. Llovd
George that it was not in the national interest that
pictures of the Tanks should be published just yet is

general talk. The fact of one paper being favoured
was, it appears, due to that journal having approached
the Commander-in-Chief in France, thus leaving the
Press Bureau out of reckoning. It is altogether absurd
that such a thing could, have happened.

American and Dutch Ideas.

On this page we publish two photographs of the
actual all-British Tanks propelled by an internal
combustion engine which have already made historv

and promise to command still more attention in the
future, .\longside the official pictures we publish the

.\nierican journal's version of the British Tank as
".conceived in America and armoured by the British

authorities," and also a Dutch paper's impression of

the Tanks.
When the last picture was reproduced in a Dutch

motor contemporary, the editor was quite under the
impression that he had got hold of the real thing, and
an.nounced the publication of the " first photographs "

with a flourish of trumpets. There was a footnote
to the article to the effect that, while the paper was
being printed, the Dutch war correspondent on the
English side, being in Amsterdam, saw the picture
and aflirmed that it was really one of the war
monsters which he saw on the \¥estern Front. An
informative "secret" is appended! Let us whisper
it ! The Tanks were made in America to the order
of the English Government, and the first six were
despatched to England in August

!

It^
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THE FLAT TWIN AT THE BAR.
By •

IN
our issue of November and I dealt with certain

criticisms wliicli have been passed on tlie flat

twin, especially in the larger sizes, and which had
recently found expression in a technical article. The
main misstatement is tersely phrased .by the writer in

question as follows: " While the 350 c.c. opposed
engine is singularly successful, engines of larger

capacity have yet to prove their success." Endeavour-
ing to avoid personalities and side issues as far as

possible, I based my correction on a few simple facts,

notably that Government services are preferring certain

500 c.c, 1,100 c.c, and J, 300 cc; flat twins to all

other types of engine for important war duties ; that

these engines are displaying efficiencies which have

genuinely surprised -technical experts ; and that, they

compare most favourablv with rival types in point of

durability.

My correction, as might be expected, has provoked
a reply—a reply composed largely of abuse and

IXION."

innuendo. Its reference to the facts on which the

correction was based takes tlie form of a sneer at the

purchasing methods of the authorities, and a query

as to the alleged power output and wearing factors of

the engines con.cerned.

This reply, however, oiakes the position perfectly

clear. Either I am lying about these engines, or the

writer in question is ignorant of their existence and

quality. We will leave it at that till the war is over,

and these engines are available for public tests and

discussion. In the meantime any reader who doubts

my honesty will probably realise that the helter-skelter

visible in trade circles to get big flat twin models ready

for the post-war markets indicates one of two things :

either* our motor cycle engineers are suffering from

temporary insanity, or else the alleged impossibility

of producing satisfactory flat twins exceeding 350 c.c

is a myth. It appears to me that this is a point which
is easily decided.

PETROL SUBSTITUTES.
BINKS FUEL.

DURING the summer substitutes for petrol were largely

in demand, and were used with considerable success

by motor cyclists in general. Latterly, however,
partly owing to the arrival of winter, partly due to

the Petrol Committee having been more generous in its allot-

ments, and to some extent to the difficulty and delay in

obtaining deliveries of " substitutes," the fuel question has
not been so largely before the public eye.

In connection with the last point, it will be recalled that

we recently published a number of letters, representative of

a larger number received, complaining of the delay in delivery

of fuel oi-dered from Messrs. C. Binks, Ltd., Eccles, Man-
chester,- and, in the case of one correspondent,' also suggest-

ing that this firm was profiteering or taking advantage of

war conditions to make unreasonable profits.

Messrs. Binks considered that the publication of such

letters was a serious refleetion upon their business methods,
and suggested that we should send a representative to their

works to investigate their system. This we have done, and
we briefly state the result.

In most of the cases investigated the delay complained of

was due to the fact that the customer had not remitted the

full amount in payment of the fuel : the reason for this being

that the price of the fuel had advanced between the date of

Messrs. Binks's advertisement appearing and tlie 'receipt of

the customer's cheque.
Messrs. Binks satisfied our investigator . that this rapid

advance was owing to the conditions under which Messrs.

Binks themselves were purchasing supplies, and in this con-

nection it should be borne in mind that some time might
elapse between the time of tlie despatch of Messrs. Binks's
advertisement "copy" and the date when the advertisement
itself was read by the particular reader concei'ned. .

In other cases delay was due to the fact that i\Iessrs.

Binks were depending upon other firms for the despatch of

the fuel. The delay was unavoidable in the circumstances,
but, as Messrs. Binks's advertisement did not indicate the
possibility of such delay, we think that those of our readers
who had sent the full amount in payment were fnlly justified

in assuming that their orders would be dealt with promptly
by the firm, and therefore they had reasonable cause . for

complaint. 'This applies not only to delivery of fuel but also

to carburetters.
Messrs. Binks frankly admit that there have been mistakes

on their part, and that in some cases delays have occurred in

dealing with correspondence, but here we think full allow-
ance should be made for the difficulty in carrying on any

BT)

business satisfactorily in these times, because of the shortness

of labour, and it should also be recognised that, in the case

of Jlessrs. Binks, this difficulty has been enormously increased
by the rapid growth of the firm's business. It is only fair

to add that the mistakes and delays which have occurred
were not in undue proportion to the very large number of

orders which have been dealt with.

Messrs. Binks have now arranged to carry a considerable
amount of stock on their own premises, and have also made
improvements in their organisation.

We are satisfied that they wish to execute all orders
promptly, and have reason to believe that in future customers
will have no cause for complaint in this respect, though
allowance must be made for the present abjrormal conditions
under which every business is suffering both as regards staff

and transport facilities.

We may add that the financial position of the firm is good,
as we have satisfied ourselves that its monetary reserve is

ample. This is not merely based on the books of the firm,

but has been verified by its bankers.

2ih.p. EXCELSIOR-J.A.P. LIGHTWEIGHT.
Messis. Bayliss, Thomas & Co. have produced the 'above lour-

stroke lightweight. Footboards are fitted in place of footrests, and

a sight feed lubricator is provided. The gear is an Albion two-speed,

With hand-controlled clutch.
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Aircraft \vbRKERS Hill-climb

Passing the timekeepers at speed at the top of the hill.

YET another hill-climb has been organ-

ised by the Royal Aircraft Factory.

It was held on the hill leading to

^ewlands Corner on Saturday afternoon
Bcist. It formed an inter-department com-
betition between E department in which
experimental engine work is carried out,

and G department which deals with re-

pairs and overhauls. In fact, the affair

vas the outcome of a challenge between
fche two sections, viz., the repairs and the

experimental department staffs, between
Vhoni keen rivalry exists. The organisa-

tion devolved largely upon the shoulders

of the seci'etary of the meeting, j\lr. W. E.

l\'ickham, who though comparatively a

aovice at this kind of work, has a

aatural aptitude for it. The manner in

Thich he gave out the formula results

If each event within five minutes of its

Eompletion was really quite remarkable.
The officials were greatly assisted by a

E>ortable telephone which, unlike the
baj'ority of these instruments when used

|;t hill-climbs, worked faultlessly through
at "the afternoon. By its use the start-

Qg time was "ti-ansmitted to the time-
Seeper, who was stationed on the finish-

ing line. Two Surrey policemen ren-

Jered valuable help, one kept the road
clear at the start while the other
officiated at the top of the hill, All the
competing motor cycles bore a number
|n the front, and, in addition,- the
Eiders carried their numbers on the right
&rm. Odd numbers denoted E depart-
iient, even numbers G department. In
deciding the results first place counted
aree points second two points, and
liird one point.

We arrived at the venue punctually,
but the event, which was timed to start
at 1.15, did not take place until sixty-
five minutes . later, as many of the com-
petitors were very late in reaching the
foot of the hill. The weather was cold
and inclined to be showery, while a
strong westerly wind blew across the

course ; however, the rain, fortunately,
held off. Previous to the start, we met
W. F. Guivei-, a well-known competition
rider in pre-war days. He has been
about eighteen months at the R.A.F.,
and has been in France sevei'al times.
Having attended two previous R.A.F.
events, we naturally became acquainted

ON THE STARTING LINE. The foremost rider is T. P. Mears (5 h.p. Ivy).

Mears won Event III. for machines of unlimited capacity.

B17.
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Aircraft Workers' Hill-climb.

—

with the more skilful riders and their

machines, and on this occasion we
noticed that Davey's fast Norton bore
the title " Gott straf." What he meant
to strafe he did not state. Was it

Deutschland or his rivals ? The pro-

gramme evoked some amusement by
stating in event No. VII. that Page's
2^ h.p. O.K. had a cubic capacity of

993 c.c.

"No. 13."

One competitor, Barnwell, No. 13,

complained bitterly at having been
allotted that "unlucky number, blaming it

for the disaster which befell him in hav-
ing to take part in the competition with
ten broken spokes in his back wheel.
Later he tried to reverse liis bad luck
by carrying his numbers upside down,
but the only result was more broken
spokes ; in fact, so untrue did the wheel
become that the brake fouled the belt
rim. Once started, the climb was run
off smartly, the men being sent off in

quick succession, and then sent back to

the start promptly at the end of each
event. The surface of the hill was m
first-class order.

The Results.

Event I. was for motor bicycles iitted

with engines of unlimited cubic capacity,
the result to be decided on formula.
The two fastest machines appeared to

be Meairs's Ivy and Davey's Norton.
Guiver made a mistake which we should
not have expected of him, and changed
up too early, thus losing valuable time.

Mears ' started with his clutch, and
though his start was made with rather
a jerk he got off the mark well. Others
elected to be pushed off the line.

E€sult :

NOVEMBER 30th, 1916.

A.Whitty (4ih.p. B.S.A.), second m Event II.

photograph shows the highly suitable nature of

climbing competition.

Fi^. of
c.c Merit. Dept.

1. P. Davey (3^ Norton) .... 490 2J30 E
2. E. Manning '(3^ Norton) . . 490 2240 G
3. T. P. Mears (5 Ivy) 670 2250 E
Event U. for motor cycles fitted with

engines up to 750 c.c. Guiver this time
profited by experience, did not change
speed, and improved upon his previous
time by 9s. Some delay was caused by
the timekeeper's watcli failing, but
another was produced and the competi-

tion proceeded. Result :

W. F Guiver (3J h.p. Ariel), winner of Event II. for mactines up. to 750 c.c, as well <

the sidecar class.

for machines up to 750 c.c Incidentally, the

Newlands Corner, near Guildford, for a hill-

Y'-\%. of

C.C. Merit. Dep.t
1. W. F. G\iiver (3.V Ariel) ... 499 1793 E
2. A. Whitty Ui B'.S.A.) 549 1960 G
3. E. Perrott (2^- Douglas) .. . 319 2160 G
Event III. for motor cycles fitted with

engines of unlimited cubic capacity,

decided on time. Result :*

Time. Dept.

1. T. P, Mears (5 Ivy) 35? sec. E
2. J. W. Hinds (5-6 Zenith) 36I sec. E
3. F. W. Hartt (7-9 Indian) 37 sec. G

Event IV. for. motor cycles fitted with

engines up to 500 c.c.

Much interest was evoked by tlxe good

ascent of R. Page (O.K. Junior 180 c.c),

who warmed up his little engine for pro-

longed periods before each event in

which he competed. Result :

1 Kig. 01
c.c. Merit. Dept

1. P. Davey {3^ Norton) .... 490 2160 E
2. E. Perrott \2.\ Douglas) . . . 349 2200 G
3. W. F. Guiver (3i Ariel) ... 499 2320 E
Event V. for motor cycles fitted with

engines up to 350 c.c. Result :

Fig. of
c.c. Merit. Dept.-

l: E. Perrott (25 Douglas) .. . 349 1880 G -

2. E. W. Cox (2.VCnlthorpe-Jap) 293 2640 E
3. S. J. GaTratt'(2jTriumph). 225 3225 E
Event VI. for two-stroke single-

cylinder motor cycles.

In this event there were only two
competitors, who performed as follows :

Fig. of

c.c. Merit. Dept.

1. S. J. Garratt (2i Triumph). 22=^ 3220 E
2. G. Slatter (2i Levis) 2r5 0080 G

It was now late, getting rapidly dark,

and the weather became very threaten-

ing, so it was decided to cancel Event
VII., the slow hill-climb, and finish up
with Event VIII. for sidecar combina-
tions with engines of unlimited cubic

capacity. Result :

Fig. 01

c.c. Merit. Dept.'

1. W. F. Guiver (3^ Ariel) . . . 499 2490 E
2. T. P. Mears {5 Ivy) 670 3600 E
3. F. W. Hartt (7-9 Indian) . . 993 3650 E
The result of the competitions was that

E department won the event, gaining

twenty-three points to G department's
eleven.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.

An Instructive Experiment.

Sir,—I was very much interested in the account of the

Epidental injection of ivater into the intalce pipe of an
engine in The Motor Cydd of November 2nd. I have

fen experimenting' in this direction for the past four

|nths, with good results.

intended writing to you later, when I had found out,

road tests and a better appliance than I have at present

conveying the water to engine, what quantity of water
ed gave the best results, but when I saw this paragraph
{thought I would write at once.

Vt present I am using a large generator with the bottom
taken off. A glass tube is fixed to the drip pipe,

Eth a rubber tube leading from it, to a small copper pipe
pdered on the top side of extended air pipe of a B. and

carburetter.

TMy engine is a J.A.P. 1912, and I am now able to do
jith sidecar and passenger a little over ninety miles per
gallon (one-third paraffin, two-thirds petrol) on long

tjourneys. Passenger's weight is 9st, driver's 12st.

AVILLIAM SCOTT.

Three Questions for Manufacturers.

'Sir,—Having noticed in recent issues of your paper several

feiew and otherwise excellent designs spoilt by embodying
iome or all of these (to my mind) faults, may I ask why
So manufacturers fit (1) the change speed lever on the

same side as the throttle, when to effect a neat change
it is essential to operate both simultaneously?

(2.) Semi-automatic lubrication. Why not an oil sump
and pump which distributes oil under pressure to all parts

and keeps the oil in the crank case at the correct level,

instead of a sight feed lubricator, which can never be seen

owing to the glass being covered with oil?

(3.) Belt drive on a sidecar machine. Considering the

improvements made in chain transmissions, I consider this

form of drive is equally as smooth as a belt, with the

additional attraction that chains require little attention

and seldom get out of order in comparison with a belt,

which slips when it is wet, stretches, pulls out, breaks,

and has to be frequently renewed. A sidecar outfit in

•1917 with belt drive!! E.D.M., R.F.A.

Vaporisation of Heavy Fuels.

Sir,—I have been a keen motor cyclist for some j'ears

now, having ridden most makes of machines. I have taken
in your paper since it was first published in 1903, and would
not miss it for anything.

On reading through your issue for October 19th (just

arrived here) I noticed the vaporiser made by Mr. Reid from
a boot polish tin. As early as March, 1913, I fitted a some-
what similar device on my Scott in order to get easy start-

ing on benzole. In my case though I used the hot water

from the drain tap at the base of the cylinder (riglit-hand

.cylinder), the outlet pipe from the tin also being fitted with
a tap. The top of the tin was fitted with a rubber and felt

pad and was readily detachable, and held in position with
a light spiral spring. To start I simply took off the lid,

dropped in a few lumps of carbide, turned on the water tap,

and in a few seconds it would be quite warm, and would
always start at the first dig of the starter. As soon as it

was started I opened first the tap from the tin and let out
the gas generated and water residue, then turned on th^

tap from the cylinder and flushed the residue out of the tin,

and then shut both taps. As soon as the water in the
radiator had warmed up I again opened the cylinder tap
and thus formed a hot water jacket, which I found greatly

assisted the running, especially on the pilot jet (Binks carbu-
retter). With tills arrangement I regularly obtained 102
to 105 m.fi.g. on pure benzole.

Alexandria. A REGULAR READER.

The Scott Sociable.

Sir,—May I add my humble opinion anent the Scott
Sociable? The three wheels are apparently a great eyesore
to some of your readers ; but, to my mind, the criticisms

on this' point are nothing but the voice of a narrow-minded
convention, which seems ever to bar modern progress.

Conservatism of this kind will never get us anywhere.
Do we buy motors for ornament? No; we buy them for

travel. What then matters appearance? Moreover, why
should we call that "ugly" which is merely unconventional?
Let us rather educate ourselves to appreciate a new
departure, and judge it from an unbiassed standpoint when
we have sampled its abilities as a motor, and not prematurely
from its appearance, which is surely the least important of

all a motor's points.

If, in days to come, we find the sociable to be powerful
and flexible, reliable, accessible, clean, and weatherproof,
what practical man among us will be puerile enough to ask
for a fourth and unnecessary wheel— an extra tyre to wear,
extra weight, and friction to reduce. speed and increase the
fuel bill, and extra tax to pay?
Let us remember that the Scott motor cycle did not please

our conventional minds in 1908 and 1909, but that we have
had to raise our hats to it since then in the Isle of Man.
Moreover, I think most of us who have ridden one of these
machines are anticipating " some luxury " when the new
sociable arrives.

Usual disclaimer, please.
_ JUSTICE.

Limerick.

A Compression-operating Device.

Sir,—We notice with in-

terest on page 418 of your
issue of the 9th November
an illustrated description of
an oiling device, which has
apparently been patented by
Mr. D. MacGregor, of 49,
Sampson Road, Sparkbrook.
We append herewith a

drawing of a device which
we designed and made in
conjunction with Mr. W. G.
Aston at this address some
four years ago.

We think your readers
will be impressed by 'the
coincidence that the making
of the device we illustrate

was entrusted to a mechanic
named D. MacGregor, who
was at that time in our
employ.
THE SPHINX MANU-
FACTURING CO.

A mechanical pump made
four yeirs ago
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Colonial Built Engine.
Sir,—In your issue of the 19th ult. your correspondent

quotes an engine built by Mr. F. D. Johnson, of Perth

(Australia), as the first motor cycle engine built in the
^

Commonwealth.
This is entirely incorrect, as I can quote seveijal instances

of locally built engines which have been on the market
several years, one of which is the Mona, the whole machine

being manufactured in the factory of Messrs. Quirk and

Co., of Melbourne. The engine is 3^ h.p., horizontally

opposed.
The engine illustrated seems to be almost identical with

the American Pope machine.
JAMES P. STEWART.

Further Trials of Substitutes and Paraffin.

Sir,—I have further experimented with
_
different fuels,

and since my letter that appeared in, your issue of October

19th I have covered several hundred miles. On October

14th, for example, I ran ninety miles in 3h. 20m. on pure

"white spirit," American Oil Co.'s (Pratt's), from Oxford

to Cambridge. The last twenty miles to Cambridge at an

average of 30 m.p.h. No overheating.

On October 15th I fitted an auxiliary pure petrol tank,

connected to main supply, for starting purposes. Tlie advan-

tages gained are obvious.
''

On October 16th or 17th I fitted a Morgan vaporiser in

the usual manner, only that both petrol and substitute pipes

connect to inlet of vaporiser, . which gives better results.

The fuel pipe, inlet pipe, and carburetter are lagged

with asbestos string and insulation tape, further strength-

ened with fine copper wire to prevent fuel loosening insula-

tion tape. This is necessary to keep in the heat.

I proceed in usual manner, turning on substitute when
engine is wa^m. The vaporiser makes the substitute more
or less like petrol, and is quite a necessity. I find that

pure white paraffin (the Mex at Is. Id. a gallon) works
well, but knocks badly on opening throttle, and picks up
badly. However, with 25% .petrol added, it makes a fuel

as good as petrol nearly (because of the Morgan vaporiser).

This paraffin at Is. Id. and petrol works out cheaper than

substitute, viz.. Is. 6d.- per gallon. Whereas petrol substi-

tutes are, Petrofin 2s. and Pratt's white .spirit 2s. 6d. a

gallon, naturally, when one is short of petrol, pure substi-

tute must be used.

I am not yet in a position to say which fuel is the better

with the Morgan vaporiser (substitute or paraffin-petrol). I

think perhaps the substitute is the better on the whole, as

it uses less petrol. I notice, however, that less air is

taken with the vaporiser, less pinking and knocking, cooler

engine, and more power on hills, etc.

One thing; furtlier, with the vaporiser acceleration and
picking up are slow on pure paraffin, and knocking occurs.

This is less on pure substitute. On paraffin and petrol (75%
and 25%) it is almost nil.

Since I wrote last I have been several hundred mileB> .

I have had the engine down and decarbonised it. The
carbon was quite soft, and easy to get off. The valves were

hardly pitted at all. Rather much side play in bearings, but

no. vertical play.

If I run the carburetter dry of substitute before stopping

(with vaporiser), a huge suction is created, causing leaks at

taps and joints. So I turn on the pure petrol about 250

yards from my Stopping
,
place, and turn off substitute, to

be ready for starting up again on -pure petrol.

J. H. LAWSON WALTON, Lt., 13K.R.R., att. R.F.C.

The Flat Twin at the Bar.

Sir,—May I be permitted to say a few words on this

interesting discussion. I think it is generally admitted that

all future designs will be on the lines of increased efficiency,

that is, the ma.ximum power out of the minimum engine

capacity. Now let us see how the "flat" twin compares
with its rivals, the single and the V twin. In order to

obtain this high power output it is necessary to run the

engine at a very high speed ; well, Bailey's Douglas attained

5,400 r.p.m. on the track, and ' a 2i A. B.C. 5,500 on the

road (37 m.p.h. on an 11 to 1 gear). The fastest singles I

know of are the 2J; A.J;.S., the winner of the last T.T.,

and' the experimental long-stroke Levis, which did close on
5,000.1'.p.m. . O'Donovap's Norton attained 4,100 r.p.m. on

.the track. Here, at :any rate, the "flat twin" scores over'

its rivals, as the V twin'has probably, never done more than

B22
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3,500 r.p.m. But it is impossible to run an engine at such
J

high speeds without causing awful wear, unless it is welL-

balanced. The "flat" twin has a good even firing interval,.^

and almost perfect mechanical balance ; the thumping single-

has a fair firing interval but a hopeless balance; the V twin

has an uneven firing interval, and a moderate balance. Thus
for our efficient design the flat twin fills the bill, perfectly ;

the others nowhere nearly approach it. ^ Still, even high

.

efficiency is not everything; wear and economy are also iin-

portant. The vibration of a flat twin is negligible. I have
seen many such an engine "revved" all out on the stand

with hardly a tremor ; the single and V twin would nearly

shake themselves to bits under such conditions.. Obviously,

then, the smooth even firing and perfect balance of the flat

twin must cause far less wear than the awful jerkiness and

-

vibration apparent on the other machines running at half its

speed. After all, it is not "revving" which hurts an
engine—it is the "kick, kick, kick," of the single-cylinder

thumper, and the vibration of both it and the V twin which
does the damage. As to economy, there is no.- reason to

suppose that- either of the twins would differ in this respect,

but personally I think that a single is always a little more
economical than any twin. Still, the "flat" twin, would
more than even this uj) by its saving in, chains, belts, and
tyres, owing to its even drive. Now let us come to prac-_

tice. The Indian V twin and the Norton single hold the

world's speed records. Why is this ? Well, the former

belongs to a class -only occupied by the V twin type, and
the latter is merely the result of. what a wonderfully clever

driver and tuner up of a really fine, crack machine can, do,

and is merely the exception which proves the rule. The
peak of the power cun'e of the most efficient racing engine

known (the 10 h.p. Calthoipe racer) is only 3,750 r.p.m.,

so if a single can do over that speed it can develop the,

maximum power possible. When- it is possible to design an
engine with a power curve peak higher than the maximum
engine speed obtainable on a single (and a V twin is inferior,

in that respect), then, indeed, the " flat " twin will be in^

disputably unapproachable, as it now is in all ' other"

respects.. This also is the cause of the Norton victory.

There is nothing technically wrong with the flat twin ; could

this ever be even suggested for its rivals ? Personally, I >

think the 71 m.p.h. solo and 53 with sidecar and passenger
of a 2J h.p. Douglas equally as fine a performance. In the-

350 c.c. class the Douglas has already swept the V twm
and single practically off the market, as witness the "dis-

appearance of 'the 2J V twin Humber, and the 2f A.J.S.
single, both Junior T.T. winners. Soon the A.B.C. and
other 35 flat twins -vyill dominate the 500 c.c. and other

classes in the same manner. After all is said and ' done,

it was Douglas who introduced an, entirely new design of

engine, which, in the teeth of the competition of the singles,

made by firms with a splendid pedal cycle reputation be-^

hind them, forced itself by sheer merit into the position it

holds to-day of being the most popular machine on the road.

Here, indeed, we 1-i^ve a firm winning through solely on the
superioi'ity of the design of its productions. Had the flat

twin not been infinitely superior to its rivals this could never
have been possible. No, however good the results obtained
on, a type of machine which, though fundamentally bad in

design^ has nevertheless been designed and tuned up by an
expert, it cannot be denied that of- all engines, the one most
perfect in design is " the flat twin." POPPALONG.

Sutton-Veny.

Petrol Substitutes.
Sir,—Jly expei'iences with two petrol substitutes may be

of interest to your readers. During the last fortnight I have
experimented with " Benzolite " and, " Kempol," and find

the results almost identical, although one of the compounds
is obviously much more largely a paraffin mixture than the

other. My experience is that I can run on ' either pure by
using a petrol injection to -start, J have to retard my spark

for comparatively slight hills owing to knocking developing,

and^9.ve to change down rather earlier on Stiff climbs. The
consumption is such that- 1 get about five or six miles less

-

per gallon than on petrol, with which I reckon to get sixty

miles per gallon. The machine is a 3^ h.p. suigle-cylinder

with heavy coach-built sidecar, and I use a B. and B. car-

buretter, to which I made no alteration. 5Iy machine is

four years old. and my brother on a five-year-old Douglas
is getting, similar results., J.N.B.

Newcastle-on-Tyne.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

£ach advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is laken

to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES. ,

For the convenience of advertisers. letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

Wben this is desired, the sum of 5d. to defray the cos: of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number wiH appear
in the advertisement. All" replies should be addressed,
** No. 000, c/o 'The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.C."

3WDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. IE the money be deposited with '* The
Motor Cycle,"" both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time ahowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding ((^lo in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, wlien under
£10 the fee is is. AU deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that eflect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite Impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES
A..I.S.

FOR SALE.

new, in stock; £76. -JFryei's, Here-
[5279

horn, speedometer

:

[5275

T Q16 4h.p. A.J.S.,
-i-V ford. . ,,

A.J.S.. 1915, 6h.p.. sidecar, lamps,
bargain, £85.—Fryer's, Hereford.

A.J.S. Combination, 1914, 6]i.p. twin, fully and -well

efjuipped ; £55 ; thoroughly overhauled, new tyres.

, in real good order: a
St., London. [6579

A.J.S., 23,4h.p.. 1913, 2 .

bargain
j
£24.-6, "Warren

A.J.S., 1914, 2'/lh.p., 2-speed, liick start, hand clutfh,

all chain drive, and^ accessories ; £38/10.—Lamb's,

A .J.S., 1915, 23jh.p., 3-speea,
x5l order: £44/10; deterred
Lamb's, 151, High
Ed., \Vood Green.
Hornsey 1956.

original tyres, first-class

payments, exchanges.-
St., Waltliamstow, and 50. High
'I'houes; Walthamstow 169. and

[5331

A.J.S., 6h.p., cabriolet sidecar, 3 speeds, 1913, splen-

did condition; £50; owner with colours.—Apply,
Cedarville, Withernsea. [S2085

A.J.S 1912 6h.p. Twin Combination: £40.—Tuke and
Bell. Ltd., Motor Dept., Carlton Engineering

Works, High Ed., Tottenham, N. [4915

1Q16 2%h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, latest model, ridden 700
XtJ miles only, condition genuinely as new. specitica-

tion as list.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.
[5509

in the 17ih
October issue
of a leading

Journal deal-
ing with Motor

Cycling.

For full particu-

lars of NEW and
SECOND-HAND
MOTOR CYCLES
in Stock,

WRITE TO

Godfrey's
Ltd.,

208,Gt. Portland St.

LONDON, W.
7091 IIAYFAIR (2 lines).

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT
Under the provisionis oi the above Act,

advertisers requiring^ workmen, and whose
business consists wholly or mainly of
ensrineering or the productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already engaged on Govern-
ment work, will be eng-aged,"

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with
the approval of the board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received.. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchange or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engaged on i

Qovernment work need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

1 Q16 A-J.S. 6b.p. Coui hination, interchangea
i«7 -(rheels. spare tj-re and tube, 3 liimps, large gei
ntor, speedometer; £100; owner enlistine.—Batt, 3
High St., Chatham. [5;

A.J.S., 1916, 2^ih-P-- 3-speed, lamp. Klaxon > lie

spoedometer, very little used, excellent conditit
ortioer ordered overseas; £50.—Hazlemere, Glenca
Park Kd., Cheltenham. [X2(

"1015 (Nov.) 2'Jili.p. A-J-S., sporting model, 2'8p(
X«7 clutch, lamps, mechanical horn, spares, li

used, perfect; 42gns. ;"al6o see Xew Imperial.—Hill;
The Peak, Basingstoke. {V) '

[51

A.J.S. 1914 6h.p. Combination, 3-speed, hand chii

kick, screen, new tyres, 700 x SO and 650 x
Lucas lamps and horn, tools; trial by appointment;
dealers ; £55.—The Elms, Ford, near Salisbury. [5;

1 Q16 25/4h,p, A.J.S., 3-speed, sporting model, used !

X«7 miles, and complete with Lucas head lamp, Lu
horn, spare sprockets, spare valves, speedometer n
maximum hand, etc.; cost £70; conditiou as ne^v;
cept £60.—Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon, [X2;

Alcyon,
LIGHTWEIGHT 2^1i.p. Alcyon, good eonditi

£10/10.—H. Thompson, 15, Lambeth Walk, I
don, S.E. [5;

ALCYON". 21411-P-. just overhauled,, condition as n
accessories; bargain, £12.'10.—Partridge, 179. 1

dale Ed., Nunhead. [5;

Alldays.

COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Bow. Birminghi
can supply immediately all models of Alldays AU

rc
23.11-P. Alldays, spring forks, good tyres and belt,

4 cumiUator ; £3/5.—Pearce, Woodmancote, Cii

cester. [5^

RIDER TROWAKD, 78, High St., Hampste^i-
1916 Alldays-Allon, 2-speed, 29 gns.; ditto, 19

25 gns. [5:

ALLDAYS Matchless, 2-6troke, will take £20
quick sale.—Pulling, Half Moon Garage, Loii<

Ed.. Croydon. 'Phone: 1619. [5-

ALLON, 1915, 2-speed, aVsb.p., and Cowey' spt

ometer, electrically equipped; £36/10; defei

terms if desirei—Lamb's, below.

ALLOX, 1915, 2-speed, with hand clutch, all ac
sories, fine order; £36/10.—Lamb's, below.

A LLON, 1915, single speed, all accessories, still

-CX original tvres ; two at £27^10 each.—Lamb's, 1

High St., Waltliamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Gn
phone: Walthamstow 169. and -Hornsey 1956. [5,

ALLDAYS Matchless 2-stroke, 2V2I1.P., in beaut
condition; great bargain, £17/10.—Longman Bi

King St.. Acton. 'Phone: 1578 Chi.swiek. [5

ALLON, 2-speed, new June, 1916, auxiliary Vrgai

tank, lamp, horn, and usual tools, in excel!

condition throughout, actual machine illustrated p

426, The Motor Cycle, November 16th.—Box 500,

The Motor Cycle. ' (X2:

ALLONS. 12 models in stock, .just arrived fi

works: deferred pavmeuts if desired, excbai:

entertained.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthniustow,
at 50, High Rd., Wood Green. Tels.: Walthams
169, and Horns'ey 1956. [5

ArieL

ARIEL, 3V'h.p., latest 3-speed model, in steely v

or without sidecar.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [4

-H All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

Ariel.

IDER TEOWABD. — 1913 S-speed Ariel, re-

enamelled, overhauled; 24 gns.—78, High St.,

Hampstead. [5380

IQ13-14 Ariel, S^^li-P., light coach sidecar, as new,
J-ir all on; £45; Yorkshire.—Particulars, Box 508,
o/o T?ie Motor Cycle. [X2244

ARIEL, 3i,^h.p., semi T.T., with variable pulley ^ear,
fast, most excellent condition; £24, bargain.—

Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oson, [X1846

ARIEL, 1914, 3-sp6ed countershaft, iService belt, tyres
good, P.R.S. lamp, spares, Canoelet sidecar, good

condition; £40.-42, Park St., Camden Town. [5S74

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
have in stock for immediate delivery all models

of Ariel motor cycles, with or withput sidecars. [0797

BARGAIN.-Aiiel,' £12/15, 3y2h.p., variable 2-speea,
free engine, excellent running order; will take

8 sidecar.—Newnham, 223, Hammersmith Kd , W.
rPhone: 80. [5442

10AN Give immediate delivery of 1917 5-6h.p. Ariels
SVsh.p. Ariels, solo or combinations; also 1916 5-6

h.p. combination, as new, guaranteed, £80; exchanges
"'' „"??-"'^'^ payments.—Jones, Qamge, Broadway, Mus-
well HiU. [5192
ARIEL, 1916, 3%h.p., countershaft 3-speed, hand

'

rTi ""^^ '°°* clutch, speedometer, lamps, and spares,
left works September last, 200 miles only cost £70;
quite new; £55, for (juick sale.—Box 606, c/o The
motor Cycle. [X2243

I q 15 Ariel ,3i/2h.p. Countershaft 3-speed Combina.
• J ,

*'™' '"'*" coachbuilt sidecar, Lucas head and
Bide lamps, Watford speedometer, guaranteed in perfect
order, only run 2,754 miles; price £50.—Baker, Middle-
ton Rd., Rmgwood. [5461

A RIEL, l'913 T.T., B. and B., Bosch, decompressor,
-C^ variable pulley, brand new tyres. Miller head lamp
and rear lamp, horn, Cowey speedometer, good service-
able machine; £23; would consider lightweight in ex-
oflange.—Laurel House, Kewchurch, Warrington. [X2203

Arno.
ARNO, excellent order; any trial; £15.—Warren's

386, Euston Rd., N.W. [5559

A RNO, 1913, 3"/2h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar, recentlyii. enamelled and plated. Best and Lloyd lubricator
fitted, tyres and belt Eood condition, lamps, horn etc
£26.—Robins, High St., Wanstead. [5264

Auto.Wheels.
UTO-WHEEL, absolutely perfect, just done Exeter""

£6/17/6; seen Ohiswiok.-Box L2,634,
'y''"- [5353

AUTO-WHEELS, standard models, in good order

CT^i,iI' o^u^^^'w^'S"' "^''^ °^^''' ses.-Vallis, 49,High St., Saffron Walden, Essex. [X2232
AUTO-WHEEL, 1915, all latest improvements, like•c». new; £11, bargain; unseratched.—W. and H Motor

Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester. [4965

Bat.
/?h.p, 1913 Bat and sidecar, 3-speed gear, luxurious" outnt: bargain, £50.-Babington, Ashburton. [5247
TO 13 Bat Combination, 8h.p., 2-speed, chain drive
f-^J Lucas accessories; £35.—Bateson, 5, Poynter Rd

'

H™. [5425
"DAT-J.A.P., 1914, 8h.p., Gloria sidecar; £55- light-

s'^ i,.
™Eht part exchonge.-Cunningham, Hatfield

Heath, Harlow. [5259
"DATS—P. J. Evans; Birmingham agent.—Immediate
„o^ /7 ^^^''?; 'Jf''"" '^°<^='' 2 speeds; £63/15.—87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X2177

"VTEW Bat-Japs, very latest model, in stock • 4-5h x>

i™ speeds and free engine: £63/5; exchange or easvterms.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, London. [5455
Oh.p. Bat-Jap, free engine, guaranteed perfect, mag

V "l^fes adjustment; bargain, £12; exchange with
cash for lower power.-Dunkley, Postman, Bracklev
JNorthampton. 1X2263
r> AT-J.A.r. 1912, 6h.p., 2-speed, foot starter, chain
-»-' drive. J.A.P, carburetter, Montgomery M.D.L. side-
oar, run 4,000 miles, tyres renewed; £60.-Oram, 72,Clapham Rd., Bedford. [5280

QET l-r AT

lAYLORS
Sole London and District Agents for

A.J.S. & British Excelsiors.

USEFUL ACCESSORIES.

A^ and back _
c/o The Motor Cycle.

Blackburne.
"DLACKBirBNB, 1913, 3%h.p., 3-speed, handle con-
iT t™> clutch, just overhauled: £32.-Behnont, Os-Dome Kd., 1' arnborough, Hants. [X2018

Blumfleld

Ifl-^V^ '^'P"*!''''''
5-Sh-p., coachbuilt combination,•^i' Druids, Ainac, Bosch, 2-speed countershaft, kick

start, good condition; £38: exdiange horizontal twin
combination, cash adjustment. -5, Selborne Rd., Durtlev

[X2205
Bradbury.

"DRADBTJBT 4h.p. Combination, N.S.U. 2-speed,JJ splendid condition; £22.-Tugwood, 42, Brecon
Rd., Fulham. [jj^g

1914 Bradbury sy^h.p., P.E., N.S.TJ. gear, sidecar,

t„
new 1916 B.B., Bosch mag., in splendid order;ibgns.-T. Cooper, West End Eorge, Boston, Lines.

[5369

COIVIBIN^D
OVERSHOE
& UEGGING.

Absolutely Waterproof.
Fits over ordinary boot and

covers up to thi^h.

Used with success in the
trenches.

Keeps boots and legs warm and
dry.

Fitted with leather soles.

Price 25/- per pr.<««
Also vdth bro^Ti tops and

rubber soles.

Price 18/6
Immediate delivery.

State size of boot worn.

SPECIAL SALE LINE IN LEATHER
WAISTCOATS.

Chamois Sleeve Waistcoats, all leather, unlined,

button close to throat, 2 large pockets, tan

colour. All sizes. Price 32/6.

Ditto, lined, 4 pockets. Price 35/6.

Oilskins.—Black or yellow, double-breasted

Coat, half lined oilskin, 36" to 40' long.

Price 12/6
Ditto, 48" to 52° long, 18/9

State chest measurement.
South-Westers.—Black, 2/-. Yellow, 3/-.

-^ ASBESTOL GLOVES,
' N0.513J. tan or black, large

gauntlets, with in-

side knitted ^v^ist-

lets, lined fleece,

as illustrated (state

size of glove worn).
Price 12/9.

No. 3105.— Horse-
hide or Cape grain
A s b e s t o 1 , lined
fleece, sliding strap
fastener at wrist,

tan or black.
Price 11/6.
No. 3103.—Asbestol
Tan Reindeer
Horsehide expand-
ing Gauntlets with
fasteners, lined
fleece. Price 12/9.

Black or tan Sheepskin, lined fleece (special
value), short gauntlets. Price 5/9.
Grey Horsehide, fleece lined, knitted WTistlet.

Special line. Price 7/6.
Tan Horsehide, fleece lined. Gauntlet cuffs.

Price 8/3-.

Write for our complete Glove List.

1916 Tyre Catalogue now ready,
post free.

SPECIAL AGENTS for
REX and J.A.P. Parts.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

S H. TAYLOR & CO.,"
UTD.

Showrooms : 21a, STORE STREET, W.C,
Wholesale: 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.
GELra.se: 12, Tottenham Mews, W.C.

H *Phone—Museum, 1240.
Telegrams—" Dynametro, Westcent, London." M

SBBHHBBBaHBflDEIBHaoaBBSSBaa^H

! MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.

I

Bradbury,
"IQ13 4h.p. Bradbury, S-speed (Sturraey), just been

!
-L*-' overhauled, with new Henderson liglitweight side-
car, complete; £35.—Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Ed., Shef-

I field. [X1899

[|Q14 Bradbury, Sturmey 3-3peed, with new under-
-Lt/ slung coachbuilt sidecar, splendid condition; £33,

I ofler.—Allworthy, 50, Uftoa Ed., Downham Ed., Kings-

I

land. [5588

BRADBUEY 1914 Combination, 6h.p,, perfect con-
dition, 3-speed countershaft gear, chain drive, Lucas

lamps, twin-cyl., O.E. sidecar; £49.—W.T., 285, High
St., Brentford. [5289

Brough.
BE0T7GH, 5-6h,p., and sidecar; cost Oct., 1915, £89,

take £56, or near.—65a, Eosendale Ed., Dulwich.
[5412BROUGH SVab.p. Horizontal Twin, 1915, 3-8peed,

handle-bar clutch, perfect condition, tyres ud-
scratcheJ*: £46.—Davison, Nuneaton. [X2191

FOR Sale, 3i^h.p. Brough motor cycle, 2-speed, T.T.
model, horizontal twin, fitted with speedometer,

P. and H. head lamp and generator, acetylene tail lamp

;

price £50.—Skurray, Reading. [5464

Brown.
BEOWiSr, 3V.h.p., in absolutely perfect condition; £23.

-W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate,
JUanchester. [5341

BROWN, SVsh.p., sound order, good condition, good
tyres, and fast; £5.—Head, 31, Hainthorpe Ed.,

West Norwood. [0868

B,S.A.

S.A., 1917 models H and K, with sidecars, in stock.
—Moss, Wem. [X2215

S.A.. model K, 1917, ^Vih.'p., in stock; £64.-
Fryer's, Hereford. [5277

S.A., free engine, perfect; £30. — Warren's, 386,
Eustoa Rd., N.W. [5557

COLMOEE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, for
immediate delivery of B.S.A. [0793

demonstration
[X2221

B.S.A., 1917, guaranteed,
£64. actually in stock.

1Q16 T.T. B.S.A., all-black finish.
J~*y machine, £43/10.—Plastow, Grimsby.

1Q15 B.S.A. Model K, splendid order throughout;
J-t7 best over £45.—Leatherbarrow, Wolsingham, Co.
Durham.

,
[S2210

B.S.A., 1917 models, in stock for immediate delivery,

combinations from 80 gns., solo machines £64.

~

P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X2173

1 Q17 B.S.A. in stock. Catalogues free. Spare parts
i«^ per return, lin. belts, as fitted by makers, 8/6,
post paid—Albert L. Pitts, Eedditch. Tel.: 91.

[50529

J QI5 B'S.A. Model H, Lucas lamps, horn, tools. 2
JLJ!/ spare tyres and tubes, Canoelet sidecar, aU equal
to new; £52.—Toombs, 18, Avenue Rd., Winchester.

[5373
4ih.p. B.S.A. 1917 Models from' stock: 3-stieed gear,

4 all chain drive, £66; chain-cum-belt, £64; side-
cars to fit; e:cchange or easy terms.—Wauchope's, 9,

Shoe Lane, London. [5454

B.S.A.'s.-Three guaranteed 1917 models H, all chain,
£66, actually in stock; exchanges and deferred pay-

ments arranged ; good prices allowed for up-to-date motor
cycles.—I*amb's, below.

model K, belt-cum-chain,
£64, actually in stock.—Lamb's, 151, High St.,

Walthamstow, and 50. High Ed., Wood Green. Tels.

:

Walthamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956. [5326

LATE 1915 (Nov.) B.S.A. Combination, B.S.A. side-
car, Dunlops, lamps, mechanical horn, absolutely

new and unseratched; £65.—Arthur GrifSths, Castle St.,

Conway, N- Wales. [5434

B.S.A., 1916, 4Vih.p., chain drive, 3-speed countershaft
gear, Pboanix coachbuilt sidecar, accessories, mile-

age under 2,000 miles; £63, or near ofler.—136, Ancona
E"d., riumstead, S.E. [5522

B.S.A, 1916 model H, all chain drive, as new, guaran-
teed perfect, only run few hundred miles, with

coachbuilt sidecar, and accessories ; 60 gns. ; without
sidecar £58.—Moss, Wem. [X2218

B.S.A., 1917, latest model K, 3 speeds, and coach-
built sidecar, brand new monta ago, used few

times only, in perfect order; £68.—Wallis, 49, High
St., Saffron Walden, Essex. [X2235

B.S.A., 414I1-P-- T.T., 1913. 4h.p., 2 speeds, Bosch,
Amac carburetter, very fast, with collapsible

chassis, all perfect order; £35: suit business or pleasure,
—46, Woodgrange Ed., Eorest Gate. [5284

1 <£k 16 B.S.A., 4i^h.p.. chain drive, Canoelet combina-
-L 9J tion, hood, wind screen, Lucas King of Eond
head lights, Stewart horn, perfect condition; £64,—
Stratton, 31, Mount Pleasant, Eedditch [X2192

LATE 1913 B.-S.A., 3y2h.p., 2-speed, kick start, al'

chain, fully equipped, tyres, appearance, and con
dition very good: first £30 secures, or call and inspect
—Perry, 2, Kendal St., Barrow-in-Furness. [X215^

1 Q14 B.S.A., in very good order, new tyres, mode.'
JL t/ K, 3 speeds, and new 1916 Canoelet sidecar
lamp sets, and wind screen, horn, tools, all complete:
£55.-Wallis, 49. High St., Saffron Walden, Essex. '

[X2231
AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A17
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALEr
B.S.A.

BaS.A., 1915, 4i,4h.p., model K, 5 speeds, and coach-
' built sidecar, 2 lamp sets and rear light, horn,

tools complete, very good tyres, and in nice order;
fSS.—WaUJs, 49, High St., SaHron Walden, Essex.

[X2228
B.S.A.. 19161/^, model K, chain-cum-belt, 3-Bpeed, kick

start,. Canoelet sidecar, luggage carrier, Lucas
lamps aud horn, Dunlop 21/2 tyres; cost £83, accept
£66; perfect, ridden 900 miles.—Topham, Poplar At.,
King's Heath, Birmingham. [S:2262

41.h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar, 1916, 3-speed, model H,
4 all cliain drive, clutch and kick start, fitted with

handsome "Canoelet coachbuilt sidecar, not ridden 2.000
miles, complete with all accessories; 60 gns, guaranteed.
— ^'auchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5456

B.S.A., new models in stock; 4i/lh.p. 3-speed counter-
shaft chain-cum-belt model K, £64 ; all chain

model H, £66 ; cash, exchange, or extended terms
quoted; Montgomery sidecars to match from 10 gns.~
i]lce and Co., JB.S.A. Agents, 15-16, Eishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.O. [0552

B.S.A., just arrived, 1917 model E, belt-cum-chain,
3-sijeed, kicK start, and B.S.A. genuine No. 2 side-

car, with their patent spring suspension B.S.A. wind
screen; ^86/15; easy payments if desired. — Lamb's.
151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood
Green. 'Phone: Walthamstow 169, and Hornsev 1956.

[5371
Calthorpe.

CALTHORPE Junior, 1916, 2-speed; £23.—Warren's,
386. Euston Rd., N.W. [5564

CALTHORPE 1914 4h.p. Combination, ahnost new;
£30.-6, Warren St., London. [5576

"I Q 1^5 Calthorpe, 2-stroke, 2-speed, in good condition

;

XCF offers,—Box L2,589, c/o The Motor Cycle. [4343

CALTHORPE'S Birmingham Agent, P. J. E\ans,
John Bright St. Immediate delivery 1917 models.

Book now to secure delivery. [X218I

P. J. EVANS, Sole Birmingham and District Agent,
87-91. John Bright St.—Immediate delivery all

models, 2-strokes, 4-strokes, ladies' models. [S2182
"IQ15 Calthorpe-Jap, 2V2h.p., 2-speed, free, lamps,
-Ltf Jiorn; £24; excellent condition.—Newnham, 223,
Hammersmith Rd., W. 'Phone: 80. [5443

~|Q15 Calthorpe, 2-speed, 2-stroke, specially powerful
J-*.' engine, T.T. bars, good tyres; a bargain, £26/10.
—Byfleet Automobile Co., West Byfleet. [4912

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
have in stock all models of Calthorpes for im

mediate delivery; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

1Q15 Calthorpe-Jap. Enfield 2-speed, fully equipped
-i-t/ belt, tyres, and condition excellent; £27; owner
bought 3Voh.p.—Hudson, Manor Farm, Hordle, Hants.

[5262
CALTHORPE-J.A.P.. 1916. 2-strok6 lightweight, with

latest pattern taper tank, quite new condition, set
of Lucas lamps, etc. ; £36/10 ; exchanges and terms
entertained.—W. E. Clark and Co., Motor Engineers,
Dpncaster. [5351

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2%h.p. model, with Enfield 2-

speed gear; three actually in stock; deferred terms,
exchanges.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and
50, High Rd., Wood Green. 'Phones: Walthamstow
169, and Hornsey 1956. [5334

Campion.
CAMPION 4h.p. Combination, 2-speed, free; photo;

tyres good, accessories ; £25, war bargain ; must
sell.-39, Dundonald Rd., Leicester. [S2140

Chater-Lea-

CHATER-LEA 8h.p. Combination, 3-speed, chain,
splendid condition; £50, 01 nearest.—Lorimer, Vine

P.O., Sevenoaks. [5236

CHATER-LEA, 1914, No. 7, 8h.p., 3-speed, engine
never re-bushed, C.B. sidecar, hood, screen ; cost

£122, sell £55.—Perry, Ingleneuk, Foston, Derby. [X1905

CHATER, 1916. drop frame, tank, 26x214 wheels,
mudgunrds. Druid forks, etc., for 3y2h-P-r all quite

new, plated, and stone enamelled, very smart; £11; en-
listing.— 4, Kingsley Rd., Wimbledon, London. [5318

Clyno.
;, 2-spee

dition; f23.—25, Cambridge Rd., Barnes. [5465
/^LYNO 1914_2-stroke,_ 2-speed, clutch, _splendid_con

CLYNO, 1913-14, 6h.p., 3-speed countershaft, chain
drive; £39/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St..

Halifax. [5469

SEGOND=HAND BAR6MNS
SIDECAR OUTFITS.

REX, 1914, 6h.p., 2-speed, modele de luxe £35
TRIUMPH, 3i b.p., 2-speed countershaft, Sidecar ... £32
INDIAN, 1913, 7 h.p., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speed . . £42
ZENITH, 1914, 6 b.p., countershaft clutch model .... £60
RUDGE 1913 5-6 b.p. Multi, with Rudge Sidecar £46
£NFIELD, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-5peed, twin, Enfield Sidecar £29
RUDGE 1913 3.V h.p. Multi, coach-built Sidecar £33
ZENITH, 8 h.p., 1913, clutch, and Sidecar £47
SCOTT, igr4, 3I h.p., 2-sp., and Scott sidecar chassis £45
ZENITH, 1915, 3-i h.p., twTn, clutch, and C.B. Sidecar £49
ENFIELD 1914 6"h.p. 2-speed Combination £55
PORTLAND-J.A.P., 1914, 8 h.p., B.S.A. 3-speed £42
GHATER LEA, 1913, No. 7, 8 h.p. 3-sp., and Sidecar £40
DOUGLAS, 3^- h.p., 2-sp., Canoelet, disc wheels £58
B.S.A., 1915, 4 h.p., 3-sp., chain drive : £50
MATCHLESS, 1913, 8 h.p., J.A.P. overhead, 6-speed £48

souo nnoDELs.
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2j 1].]!., 2-speed, spring forks £20
RUDGE 1913 sih.p. Multi, T.T. bars £33
IVY, 1915, 2-stroke, single-speed £18
NEW HUDSON, 1913, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, J.A.P. engine £30
REX, 1913, sk ^-P-j 2-speed, and clutch £28
BROWN, 3i- h.p. model, Bosch magneto £12
INDIAN, 1915, 5 h.p., 3-5peed, twin £52
DOUGLAS, r9i2, 2|- h.p., single-speed £18
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1915, 2-speed, 2-stroive £32
NEW HUDSON, 1915, 2-stroke, as new ., £22
INDIAN, 1914, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, electric equipment . £47
ENFIELD, 1910, 2.; h.p., twin, Grade gear £14
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 7-9 bp-, 3-speed, twm .. £56
LEVIS, I9r4, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, countershaft £18
HARLEY-DAVfDSON. 1915, 7-9 b-P-, 3-speed, as ne\v £53
F.N., 2^ h.p., 2-speed, lightweight £15
IVY, 1915, 2J b.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, as new £19
Norton, 1915, 4 h.p., T.T., all accessories, Philipson £47
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1916, 2^ b.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke . . £30
INDIAN, 1915, 3i-h.p., 3-speed, twin £43
ALLON, 1916, 2|h.p., 2-stroke, as new, single-speed £26
ENFIELD, 1916, 2-J-h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £33
TRIUMPH, i9r3, 3i h.p., 3-speed, all accessories £38
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2f b.p., 3-speed, all accessories . . . £54
INDIAN, 1914, 7-9 h.p., clutch model, as new £41
HUMBER, 1915, water-cooled, 3^ h.p., 3-speed £45
INDIAN, igi5, 5 h.p., 3-speed, as new £46
CALTHORPE, 1916, 2I h.p. J.A.P., all accessories.. £22
DOUGLAS, 1913, 2j h.p., 3-speed. Very fast £32

lEW 1917 MODELS.
ROYAL ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £94 10
ROYAL ENFIELD, =1 h.p., twin, 2-stieed S57 15
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 2-strolfe £44 .2

B.S.A., 4l h.p., 3-speed, all-chain, H, 1917 model . £66
6.S.A., 4j- h.p., ^-speed, belt, K, 1917 model .... £64
B.S.A., 3.V h.p.. Model D, T.T £52 10
ROVER, 1917, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, Combination .... £89 9
ROVER, 1917, 3* h.pf. 3-speed, solo £69 10
ROVER, 1917, 3i h.p., T.T., Philipson pulley .... £61 10
LEVIS, 2i h.p., single-speed. Popular model £32
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-stroke, de lu.xe £37 15

A Few 1916 ROYAL RUBYS to Clear. Send for Lists and
Prices.

LIGHT GARS.
SWIFT, 1913, 9 h.p., all accessories and fine order . . ^f*
G.W.K., 1914, 8 h.p., just re-painted and overhauled £i2^
G.W.K., 1915, 8 h.p., just re-painted, detach, wheels £1S^
MORGAN, 1917, G.P. No. i, oolv done 500, & as new £13|
MORGAN, 1914, G.P. No. i, all accessories £9»

KNIGHT, 1914. ii.oh.p., sporting body.; £14^
OVERLAND;, 1916. 12 h.p., 5-seater, electric equip. £19*
CALCOTT, 1915, 10.5 h.p., dynamo light, and starter £275
CALTHORPE, 1916, 10 h.p., G.D'.M. dynamo, 6 wheels £275
SINGER, 1914, 10 h.p., dynamo lighting £185
SINGER, 1913, 10 h.p., 5 lamps, just being overhauled £135

1914 and 1915 DOUGLAS MACHINES
bought for SPOT Cash.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Connaught.

1 Q 14 Connangbt, 3-8peed, condition as new, lunipe,
-LtT iiom, etc.; £21.— Stncey, 12, Ecclesall Ed., Shef-
field. [XI 898

CONNAUGHT, late 1914, splendid condition: £22,
barijain.— 4, New River Crescent, Palmer's Green,

London. [5242

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de-
. livery all models Connaught from fltock ; minia-

ture and double - purpose models, prices from
£28/17/6.-87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[X2171
CONNAUGHT, 2^/ih.p.. 1915, T.T. model, perfect

order, lamps, foothoards. Palmer back, Senspray,
U.H. mag.: owner shortly for active service; £20, oi

nearest.—Corporal Abby, c/o 71, WalsnU Ed., Lichfield.
[X2261

Coventry Eagle.

COTENTET Eagle, 1916, 6h.p., 3-speed countershaft,
coach sidecar, and accessories ; cost £100, little

used, £69/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.
[6471

33.h.p. 2-stToke 2-speed Eree Engine Coventry Eagle,
4 500 miles only; must sell, going Overseas next

weel:; first £45 cheaue secures.—Box 505, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [X2164

Douglas.

"PJOUGLAS 1915 4h.p. Combination.

T-JOUGLAS 1914 J%h.p. Combination.

rvOUGLAS, 1915, 2%h.p., 3 speeds.

"TVOUGLAS, 1914, 25/ih.p., 2 speeds.

"pvOUGLAS, 1913, 254h,p., 2 speeds.

DOUGLAS, 1912, S%h.p., 2 speeds.— 6, Warren St.,

London. ^
[5580

1 fkl2 Douglas, 2 speeds, complete, lamps, horn, etc.;

-L«/ £23.—Cross, Effingham Sq., Eotherham. (X2156

COLMOEB Depot, Birmingham, Leicester, and Liver-
pool, for Douglas motor cycles, also spare parts.

[0800
-

-| Qll Douglas, grand puller, tyres and tubes good;
-Lt/ any trial; £20.—Clark, Garage, Long Melford,
Suffolk. [5245

DOUGLAS, 2»;,h.p., 1914%. T.T., 2-siieed, been care-

fully used, parts good; £34.—Rev. S. Fowler, Eoche,
Cornwall. [X2084 ,-

T 012 Douglas, 2-speed, footboards, splendid condition, .'

X«7 fast, reliable, accessories; £25.—Heath, 21, Robert

St., N.W. [5429

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., 1915, 2 speeds, new Watsonian side-

car, perfect; bargain, £55.-370, Stratford Ed.,,
Birmingham. []X2223

-j Q15 2%h.p. Douglas, lamps, all accessories as ney,
i-*y under 1,000 miles; £45.—Proudlock, Fairthome,

CLYNO New Latest Military Model Combination,
sidecar luggage grid, spare wheel : in stock ; don't

miss it.—Potter, Qyno Agent, Leicester Grove, Leeds.
[X2160

CLYNO, 2-stroke, late 1914, 2 speeds, hand controlled
clutch, Lucas lamps, speedometer, total mileage

2,400 : owner in Egypt ; no reasonable offer refused.-
7. Vale Terrace, Chelsea, S.W. (X2194

LATE 1914 Clyno Combination, clutch, kick starter,
3 speeds, spare wheel, wind screen, new tyres, me-

chanical horn, overhauled, splendid condition, all ac-
cessories: £52.—Lieut. Worfold Hotel, Arundel. [5301

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT 2-Etroke, in perfect order; j£24.—

Warren's, 386, Euston Ed., N.W. [5551

CONNAUGHT, 1914, 2-speea, perfect; £24.-W. and
H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester.

[5342
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Eidgeway, Enfield. [X2106

DOUGLAS, 1912, 2-speed, clutch, good condition, new
tyres, speedometer, lamps; £25/10.—flugb, Vieker's

Club, Wcybridge. i [X2274

DOUGLAS.—Wholesale and retail West of England
agents; write us your requirements.—MofEat,

Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [685S

DOUGLAS, 1915y2, 2%h.p., 2-speed, perfect condi-

tion, little used, all accessories, spares; £45.-62,
Aero Lane, Brixton. [X2102

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, perfect condi-

tion- can be seen any tiine; must sell.-Ball, 154,

Grosvenor Rd., S.W. [5374

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-Bpeea, recently overhauled, long -

exhaust, 1916 Amac; £32.—Eorbes, 16, Morning;
ton Ed., Camden Town. [5372

1 012 254h.p. Douglas, 2 speeds, clutch, lamps, foot-

i-U boards, Binks, perfect; £25.—J. Smith, High-
field St., Anstey, Leicester. [X2139

1 013 T T. 2%h.p. Douglas, 2-speed, tyres and belt as

-LI/ new, thoroughly overhauled throughoutj 32 gns.

-Railway Garage, Staines. [6535

DOUGLAS, 2=/ih.p., £15/10; 1913 2-speea, wants
tuning up, £26; 1914, single speed, £28.—Motor

Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [5470

DOUGLAS, 1912, 2^/th-PM 2.speed, all accessories,

new, makers' receipt, overhauled August; £22/10,

ofler.—42, Belvoir St., Leicester. [X1904

DOUGLAS, 1912 £18, 1913 £30, 1914 £35, 1915
3-speed £45, 1915 4h.p. combination £65.—

Warren's, 386, Euston Rd., N.W. [5565

DOUGLAS, 1914, 234h.p., semi T.T., 2-speed, lamps,

and horn, fast and reliable, good condition; £36.—
J. C. I'hipp, Stanton, Highworth,. Wilts. [X2153

DOUGLAS Specialists.-Gibb, Gough, London Bdj,

.

Gloucester. Gibb, the International Douglas rider,

winner of numerous cups and gold medals. [2218

DOUGLAS, 2?4h.p., 1913 model, 2-speed, kick-starter,

fine order, not used this year, all accessories;

£38.—H. Blower, 282, Earl's Court Ed., S.W. [5498

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle, 2 speeds, full equipment,
lieen carefully and little used; cost £56 complete,

sacrifice £32 cash.—Box L2,637, c/o The Motor Cjicle.

[5527
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
|

Douglas. I

DOUGLAS, 1914, 2^ib.p., 2-8peed8, lamps, foot-

boards, numerous accessories, perfect condition

:

i40.—A. J. Wake, Albert Villa, Keuniugtou Lees, Asb-
ford. rX2208

2^h.p. 1914 Douglas. T.T. model, 2 speeds, thor-
4 oug'hly overhauled, fully equipped Kitb acces-

sories; £35, guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [5453

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2'Kih.p., splendid condition, tyres
included, recently thoiouglily overhauled and enam-

elled, accessories; £27.—Waddams, 110, Orclund Ud.,
Erdington. rX2165

DOUGLAS, 2';41i.p., latest 1915 T.T., 2-ape6d, not
scratched, guaranteed 50 ni.p.b., nil fittings; £SU,

no offers: joined colours.—22, Noicott Rd., Stoke New-
ington, N. [5363

1Q16 2^4h.p. Doug'las, W, 3-speed. clutch, kick start,
Xt/ with lamps, horn, many spares, condition perfect,
little used, really new; £54,—Robinson's Garage, Green
St., Cambridga. [5505

DOUGLAS, purchased 1914, clutch, kick start, un-
used last 2 years, condition like new; bargain,

£37/10.—McVoy, 11, Abercorn Place, Maida Vale, N.W.
Hampstead 6255. [5358

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-speed, clutch model, all acces-
sories, really fine order, £36/10; also another, with-

out clutch, £31/10.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-
stow, and 50, High Rd , Wood Green. 'Phone: Wal-
thamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956. [5328

DOUGLAS, late 1915 touring model, 2 speeds, F.E.,
Binks carburetter, new Dunlop belt, new 2^^ tyres,

speedometer, lamps, horn, etc.. very fast machine, in
perfect condition; what offers? seen by appointment.—
Bos 470, c/o The Motor Cycle. [XI 645

1 Q15 4h.p. Douglas, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, C.A.V.
M-iJ mag., complete with Watford speedometer, 2
lamp sets, Lucas horn, new Dunlops, with coachbuilt
sidecar, many spares, perfect condition, 1,500 only;
£67/10.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.

[5508

Edmund.
EDMUND Spring Frame Motor Cycles in stock —

Gourlay, The Great DougLis Agent, FallowtieM.
[X1754

EDMUND, 1916, with adjustable spring frame, 2V.h.p.
J.A.P. engine, and Enfield 2-speed gear, only

nsed demonstration purposes ; usual price £48/K), onlv
£39.—Moss, Wem. [X2219

Engeld.

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
for immediate delivery of Enfields. [0801

LATE 1915 T.T. Enfield. 3h,p., new condition, with
accessories; £42.—James, 27, Walters Rd., Swansea.

[X1903
1016^2 3h.p. Enfield, 2 speeds, done 700 miles; £39:
-t-tf perfect; cost £60.—Williamson, Ryhill. Wake-
field. [X1909

ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, wind screen,
lamps, horn; owner called up; £76.-103, Lovely

Lane, Warrington. [5290

1 Q 16 6h.p. Enfield Combination, not done 2,000
J-*.' miles, like new; £68; seen any time.—24, Roupell
St., Lambeth, S.E.

'

[5257

1 Q15 Enfield Combination, like new, done 650 miles,
J-*' 3 lamps, horn, etc.; dE6 5.—Robinson, 75, East
Hill, Wandsworth. [5492

ENFIELD, 3h.p., 1916, little used., speedometer,
lamps, horn, perfect; £48.—Anderson, 434, Main

St., Shettleston, Glasgow. [X2112

"I Q 14 Enfield Combination, complete, nearly new
J-tf tyre; owner called up; a bargain at £50.—Starey,
12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield. [X1902

1 Q16 Enfield Combination, new July, 150 miles;
-L«/ 75 gns., or exchange for 1916 solo and cash.—
34, Devonshire Rd,, Beshill. [X2266

ENFIELD, three 6h.p. guaranteed 1917 combina-
tions, latest fitments; £94/10, actually in stock;

deferred payments and exchanges.-Lamb's, below.

ENFIELD 1917 8h.p. Combination, with 2-seater side-
car, in stock, £99/12; good prices allowed on up-

to-date machines in exchange.—Lamb's, 151, High St.,
Walthamstow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. Tels.

:

Walthamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956. [5327

IQ12V2 Royal Enfield, 2-speed, just overhauled by
-Lt/ makers, perfect condition; 21 gns., or nearest

;

owner called up.—O.H.P., Longrford, Coventry. [X2151

ENFIELD Coachbuilt Combination, late 1914, 6h.p.,
speedometer, lamps, 2 new tvres, perfect; anv

trial; £55.—Box L2,624, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5291

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, new condition,
almost new tyres, lamp, and horn, etc., genuine;

£52/10.—Colmore Depot, High St., Leicester. [5459

ENFIELD Combination, 6-8h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds,
perfect, will go anywhere 3 up ; price £45, or ex-

change 2-s6ater.—Kershaw, Lonsdale Rd., Dorking. [5422

ENFIELD Combination, 1914, 6h.p., low mileage,
condition excellent; trial; 2-seater sidecar, Cowev,

all accessories; £55.-53, Ross Rd., Waliington, Surrev
' [5375

3h.p. Royal Enfield, fully equipped, 2-speed gear, and
F.E., speedometer, etc., nice, smart condition

;

40 gns.; guaianteed.-Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lon-
don. [5449

WHILST
There is Yet Time.

The Ministry of Munitions have issued an
order prohibiting the manufacture of Motor
Cycles for private use after Nov. 15th, 1916.

It therefore behoves ever/ intending
purchaser to place his order immediately,
as the stock of motor cycles on hand is quite
inadequate for a>l requirements.
We have decided to deal with orders

strictly in the rotation in which they are
received, and in cases where immediate
delivery is not desired, we will put aside
any ma.hine upon which a deposit is paid.
Communicate with us without delay, and

secure your new machine whilst there is yet
time.

NEW MODELS
FROM STOCK.
ALLON, 2-stroke, 2-speed £42
B.S.A., 4} h.p., 3-speed, chain drive £66
B.S.A., 4I h.p., 3-speed, Model K .

.

£64
CALTHORPE, 2-stioke, 2-speed ... 33 gns.

CAUTHORPE-J.A.P., 2}h.p., 2-5peed 38 gns.

ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speed ... 55 gnS.

ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination 90 gnS.

JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed £42
JAMES, 3I h.p., twin, 3-5peed .... £69
JAMES 4i h.p. Combination £86
NEW IMPERIAL, 2l h.p., 2-SDeed 39 gns.
NEW IMPERIAL, 2§ h.p., 2-speed,

chitch, and kick starter 46 gns.
NORTON, si h.p., B.R.S. model .

.

£63
ZENITH-GRADUA, 3; h.p., twin .

.

£62

EXCHANGES.
We specialise in exchange transactions, and
will allow full value for your old motor
cycle or light car in part payment lor any
new one.

SECOND-HANDS.
The following is a selection from our large

stock of machines of all types :

NEW HUDSON. 1914, sjh.p., 2-stroke,

lamp set £18
INDIAN 191G 7 h-P- Powerplus Com-

bination, dynamo lighting set, electric

horn, speedometer, and mirror,
luxurious Sidecar, fitted with hood,
windscreen, coverall, and luggage
carrier £93

JAMES, igi6, 3J h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed,
lamps, and bom £36

CLYNO 1914 6 h.p. Combination. Lucas
electric lighting set, ^peedometer, etc. £68

JAMES, 1915, 2I h.p.. 2-stroke, 2-speed,

Lucas lamp set, rear lamp, and horn £33
ALLON, iQi';; 2J h.p., 2-stroke. 2-speed £33
MATCHLESS, 1913, 8 h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick starter, all access.. . £38
ZENITH, 1913, 3^ h.p., Gradua gear.. £3D
PREMIER, 1915, 3> h.p., countershaft

3-speed gear, lamps, and horn £45
CALTHORPE, 1915. 2th-p., 2-stroke,

2-speed, head light, rear lamp, horn,
apd speedometer £28

ZENtTH, 1915, 4 h.p. twin, counter-
shaft model, lamps and horn £48

VINDEC, igir, 5 h.p., 2-speed, head
light, rear lamp, horn, and coach-
built Sidecar £22

CHATER-J.A.P.. 1912, 8 h.p., countcr-
shait 3-speed gear, all-chain drive,

and coach-built Sidecar £45
DOUGLAS, 19x5, 25 h.p., War Omce

Model £50
ALLDAYS-MATCHLESS, 1913, 3^ h.p..

coach-built combiuatioa, 3-spe';d:

lamps and horn £45
TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3 speeds,

lamps, and horn £43

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ACCEPTED for

either NEW or SECOND-HAND GOODS.

EASTERN GARAGE Co.,

Official Repairers to

R.A .C, A .C. U., A.A.& M. t/.,

418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate,E.

Telephone : 490 East Ham.
Telegrams :

' Egaraco, London."

MOTOn CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENTIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination. 3 Inmps. other
acceaBoriea, £55 ; and anotlier, £52/10 ; deferred

payments by arrangement; thoroufe-hly reliable mounts.
—Lamb's, below.

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, all accessories,
tip-top order, £66/10; also anotlier, electric equip-

nent, hood and screen, battery ignition, f 69/10 ; de-
I'erred terms, exchanges.—Lamb's, below.

ENFIELD 1916 6h p. Combination, 3 lamps, speed-
ometer; i;79/10."Larab'8, below.

ENFIELD.-Seven 1917 3h.p. touring T.T. models,
2-speed, kick start models, actually in stock. 55 gna.

each.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50,
HiKh Rd., Wood Green. Tels.: Walthamstow 169, and
Hornsey 1956. [5332

ENFIELD Combination, 90 gns, ; 3h.p. twin, £57/10;
2-speed, 2>stroke, £45; delivery from stock.—

Exeter Motor Cvcle Co.. Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and
Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [0838

1 QI6I/2 Twin 2-8p6ed Back Starter 3h.p. Enfield,
-L ij latest belt rim front brake, Palmer tyres, 2 lamps,
also brand new Stewart horn, tool kit. outfit, etc. ; bar-
gain, £46.—Rich, Cosham. Portsmouth. [X2110

ENFIELD Twin, 1914, 2%h.p., 2-speed, kick start.

chain drive, good condition, thoronphly overhauled,
not done 250 miles this year, new back tyre, accessories
£30, near.-Box 507, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X226T

ENFIELD Coachbuilt Combination. 1915=4. 8h.p.,
perfect' condition, all accessories, speedometer,

with extra interchangeable tradesman's box carrier,
easy detachable; 70 gns.—Godfrey, 58, Battersea Bridge
Rd., S.W. [5493

ENFIELD 6h,p. Combination, purchased new 1916,
speedometer, lamps, tools, indistinguishable froin

new, silent and powerful,, and guaranteed perfect through-
out : 65 gns., accept Douglas or Triumph part.—280,
Camberwell Rd., S.E. [5437

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, with spring handle-
bars. P. and H. lamps and generator, and D.A.

cylinder, Lncas horn, Watford speedometer: £65.—En-
field Agents, Fulling, Half Moon Garage, London Rd.,
Croydon. 'Phone: 1619. [5401

ENFIELD Combinations, new models in stock; 6h.p.,

2-speed, £94/10 ; your present machine con be
taken as part payment. We supply on the best cash,
excliange, or extended terms.-Elce and Co., 15-16,
Eishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0492

1Q16 3h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, specification as list, used
-Lit/ 50 miles only, and as new; cost 55 gns., accept
£48 : this machine is offered for sale as the owner,
wounded in the leg, finds it impossible to use a motor
cycle.-Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxen. [52167

ROYAL Enfield 6h.p. Motor Bicycle and Sidecar, in

splendid condition, new September, 1915, hood,
screen, head and rear lamps, horn, spare tyre and tools,

only done about 3,000 miles ; owner has left for mili-

tary sefvice; £70, cost over £90.—Smith. 9, Strand,
Torquay. [X2019
BIRMINGHAM Enfield Ageni, P. J. Evans. 87-91.

John Bright St.—Immediate delivery all 1917
models, including lighting set combination, special 8h.p.
with hood and screen, and standard 6h.p. combination,
also 3h.p. standard and sporting models, and 2i4h.p, 2-

Lstruke; prices from 42 gus. fX2170

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR, 8h.p., and r.icing sidecar, 1914; ±50.—
AV. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man-

rhester. [5343

EXCELSIOR. 1916, 7b. p., 3-speed, and coach side-
car, both new; £77/10 cash, bargain.—Motor Ex-

change, Horton St., Halifax. [5472

EXCELSIOR (American), 4Mh.p.. clutch model. 1914;
rare bargain, £18/10, no offers.—Brown, 554, High

Rd., Tottenham, London, N. [5282

1 Q 13 Excelsior, 4'/^h.p., 3-speed hub, clutch, kick
it/ start, lamps, horn, etc., excellent condition
throughout, also I9I6 Phffinix coaclibuilt sidecar, wind
screen, and apron ; £42, or exchange modern Douglas
and about £20.—Saunders, 342, Prince Regent Lane.
Custom House, E. [5439

Fafnir.

3 h.p. Fafnir, new piston, re-bushed throughout, new
belt, new tyre, new B. and B. carburetter, stand-

carrier, lamp, ready to ride anywhere ; genuine bargain,
£5;5.-Clark, Garage, Long Melford, Suffolk [5244

F.N.

6 h.p. Shaft Driven F.N., in good condition worth
£20, sacrifice £10/10; must sell.—116- Croyland

Rd., Lower Edmonton. [5253

4-CYL. 50x57 5h.p. F.N., perfect condition, latest
improvements, 115 m.p.g.; inspection invited;

bargain, ^16/10.-26, Bulstrode Av., Hounslow. [5497

4ib.p. F.N., Bosch, E. and B., low, new Avons, un-
2 punctured, stand, carrier, footboards, sound order;

£ 1 3/1 0, close offer.-Barlow, Plumber, Monton, Man*
Chester. [X2201

F,N., 4-cyI., in excellent condition, ^with coachbuilt
sidecar; best cash offer taken: exchanges and terras

entertained.—W. E. Clark and Co , Motor Engineers.
Doncaster, [5350

Government.
GOTERNMENT 23^h.p. 1916 Lightweight; £23/10;

part exchange considered.— 9, Holly St., Smeth-
wick. [X2202

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. aI9

k:
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-^Davidson.

7-9h.p.
_

,

, _i?cessonfia. nfiriflct

:

Wellgate, Rotherham.

HAR LEY-DAVIDSON Combinntion, .

speedometer, accessories, perfect ; offers.

-

, 1915,
X., 64,
[X2141

HARLEY-DAVIDSON" 1916 Combination, run 500
"miles only, equals new in every respect; £80.-6

Warren St., London. [5585

RIDEE TEOWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead,
Harley-Davidson, 1915, 7-91i.p., 3-speed, dynamo

lighting', 20 gns. ; sidecar, 58 gns. [5381
"1 QIS Harley-Davidson, llj, and Gloria a'^ecar, ex-
X«/ cellent condition; £65, or exchange.—Howes, 19,
Limburg Ed., Clapham Junction, S.W, [5426

HAKLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p.. coachbuilt sidecar,

1915, perfect throughout ; £67 ; seen London.—
Pett, 5, Bonheur Rd., Bedford Park, W. [5265

HAELEY-DAVIDSON", 7-9h.p., new August, 3-speed,
unsoiled ; too powerful for owner ; bargain, 60

jns., or offer.—Sutton, Little Clacton. Esse^. [X2269

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson Model F, with Gloria sidecar
-i- «^ (coach), very little used, complete, lamp, etc.

;

£62/10.-Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Ed., Sheffield. [X1901

LATE 1915 Harley-Davidson Combination, fully

equipped, excellent condition; £80; cash or easy
lerms.—R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0861

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-
pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of all

nodels of Harley-Davidsona and spare parts. [0802

HAfiLEY-DAVIDSON", 7-9h.p.," 11J, electrically

equipped, bought last June; owner going overseas;

£65, or near offer.—Hors field, 33, CTarlton Rd., Derby.
[X2143

HARLEY-DAVIDSON", new Juno this year, 7-9h.p.

S-speed, Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, £70 ; also

commercial body, £5.—Boyd, Baker, Enfield Rd., Leeds.
[X2260

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Late 1915 Combination, 7-9

b.p., electrically equipped, 3-speed, clutch, kick
start, spares, tools, all in excellent condition; £67.
Priest, Connaught Av., Frinton-on-Sea^ [5416

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915-16 Coach Combination.
7-9h-p., mag., 3 speeds, clutch, overhauled by

Harley-Davidson's ; aaerifico 62 gns.—Wandsworth Motor
Exchange, Ebner St. Wandsworth {Town Station). [5570

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 Models delivered from
stock on the best terms for cash, exchange, or

easy payments; sidecars in stock to fit; get in touch
with us before deciding.-Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-
gate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0481

Hazlewood.
HAZELWOOD, 1914, 6h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, lamps,

and horn; £55.—Fryer's, Hereford. [5276

HAZLEWOOD Combina,tion, 3-speed, perfect order;
£50.—Warren's, 386, Euston Rd., N.W. [5554

Hsnderson.
HENDERSON, 4-cyl., 2-Epeed, chain drive; £46/10,

or exchange,—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hnli-
fai. [5473

Humber.
14 SVoh.p. Humber, splendid running order; £18/10.

Driver, Barrington, Burford, Oxon. [5304

HTJMBER, 3%h.p., 2-speed gear; sale or exchange 2-

stToke.—Nelson, Gloddaeth St., Llandudno. [X2188

HUMBER, 1914, 6h.p., water-cooled, 3-speed, sidecar,
just overhauled; £85.—Fryer's Garage, Hereford.

[5274

1 Q12 3yoh.p. Humber, B. and B., EoscB, Roc 2-speed;
Xt/ £14^ bargain.—Pearce, Woodmancote, Cirencester.

[5314
"|Q14 3y2h.p. 3-speed Humber, lamp, etc.; £35; omh
.LiJ or easy terms.—R.E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swan-
tea. [0863

HUMBER, SVsh.p., 1912-13, 2-speed, engine re-

bushed, new gears fitted.—^Deacon, 8, High St.,

Crayford. [5495

"I Q17 3Vi'h.p. Humber, horizontally opposed twin. 3-
-Lt/ speed gear, in stock; £75.—Wilkin, Hunters Bar,
Sheffield. [X1912

"I Q17 6h.p. Humber, water-cooled horizontally opposed
A.U twin, 3-speed gear, in stock; £89/5.—Wilkin,
Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [XI 911

1 Q13 3V^h.p. 3-speed Humber, Canoelet sidecar, lamps,
-I-t/ etc., new Dunlop tyres, very little used; £45.—
64, Tynemouth Ed., Tottenham. [5379

*| Q13 Humber, 2-speed, free engine, S^^h.p., all acces-
JL tJ series, sidecar upholstered green ; cash £2 1

;

called up.—162, Acre Lane, Brixton. [5254

HUMBER Lightweight, excellent condition, almost
equal new ; bargain, £131 10.—Armstrong, 17,

Goldhawk Rd., Shepherd's Bush, London. [5491

HUMBER Combination, S^/^h.p., 2-sp6ed, free, mag.,
B. and B., fast, in fine order and condition; £22.

—Head, 31, Hamthorpo Rd., West Norwood. [0870

HUMBER, 1915, 3V2h.p., 3-speed, nearly new; special
price, £57/10.—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd,,

Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [0842

HUMBER, 2^h.p., twin, 3-speed gear and free en-
gine hub, very fast, and in very good order;

£20.—Wallis, 49, High St., Saffron Walden, Essex.
[X2229
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Lambs.
'I Like your way of doin^.
fivs,in.ess" rs wfear our
casfom-ers say.

ACTUALLY IN STOCK.
B.SJV., 4^ h.p., chain drive, 1917 model

(5 in stock) £GG
B.S.A., 4i h.p., belt-cum-chain, 1917 model

(4 in stock) £64
ROYAL RUBY, 2-speed, 1917 model. Just

arrived £40
ROYAL RUBY, single-speed £32 10
ENFIELD, 2\ h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £44 2
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., k/start, 1917 (4 tour-

ing models in stock) £57 IS
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., T.T., 1917 model £57 15
ENFIELD 8 h.p. 1917 Combination £96 12
ENFIELD 8 h.p. Comhtn, 2-seater Sidecar^

hood and screen £105 2
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model 16F, Sidecar £102 9
NEW HUDSON, 2^ h.p., 2-sp., 1917, Mod. C £38
LEVIS, 2i h.p., PopuLTT £32
LEVIS, 2h h.p., Model E, 2-speed Enfield

gear, rustless rims £47 1

CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed Enfield gear,
igr7 (^ in stock) . . . . : £39 18

CONNAUGHT, 2i h.p. {new 1916), shop-
soi.ed, lamp, horn £29 10

SECOND-HANDS.
ENFIELD 6 h.p. rgie Corabinat'n, 3 lamps,

speedometer £79 10
ENFIELD 6 h.p. 19x4 Combination, wind

screen, lamp, horn, fine order £52 10
ENFIELD 6 h.p. rgis Combination, lamp,

horn, speedometer £66 10
ENFIELD 6 h.p. igr4.Combination, 2-sp.,

and accessories £55
ENFIELD 6 h.p. 19T5 Cocnbination, elec.

equip., hood, screen, batterv igr.Uion £68 10
MATCHLESS, 7 h.p., late igr4, Model 8B,

new Canoelet Sidecar £73 10
ALLDAYS MATCHLESS, 2', h.p., single-sp. £14 10
RADCO, 2i h.p., 191.4, single-speed £15 15
RADCO, 2a-n.p., 1915, smgle-speed £16 16
ELSWICK,^ 3ih.p., 1914, water-cooled,

3-speed, coach Sidecar, and access... £29 10
ALLON, 2^ b.p., igr5, 2-'^peed, Cowey -

speedometer, elec. equip., accessories, £36 10
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1915, single-speed, all

accessories, original tyres £27 10
ALLDAYS ALLON, I9i5> 'single-speed,

lamp, born, and accessories £28 10
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1915, 2-speed, clutch,

and accessories £36 10
DOUGLAS, 1913, 2;]- h.p., 2-speed, clutch,

good tyres, all accessories £36 10
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., late 1913, 2-spced ... £31 10
RUDGE, 3i h.p., 1912, 2-speed, and cane

Sidecar, all accessories £25 10
RUDGE Multi, 3.'. h.p., 1914, all access.,

splendid trim £36 10
JUNO-VILLIERS, -Mi.p., rgie, ridden

100 miles, all accessories £33 10
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2.V h.p., 2-sp., 2-str.,

superior finish. Special price £39 10
JAiWES, 2^ h,p., 2-speed, new tjies, and

accessories £31 10
B.S.A., just arrived, 1917 Model K, with

genuiue B.S.A. No. 2 sidecar and
wind ' screen £86 1

5

(All chain machines £2 extra.)

DEFERRED PAYMEWTS by mutual arrangement.
CARS.

FORD, 1915, 2 wind screens, 4 shock
absorbers ; cost £i"o i\ months
ago ; used fine weather only £110

HUMBERETTE, 1913, air-cooled, 3 speeds
and reverse, hood, screen, lamps .. £52 10

SAXON, ri b.p., 1915, 2-seatcr, Stepney,
speedometer, lamps £112 10

I.AIVIB'S,
151, HIGH ST.,

WALTHAMSTOW,
N.E.
'Phone

:

Walthamstow 169.

5 minutes Hoe St. (G.E.R.)

AIS0at5O,HiGHRD.,
WOOD GREEN,

N.
(Only depot in this district).

'Phone : Hornsey 1966.
Hours—9 to 8-30.

Thursdays, 1 o'clock.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

HTMEER Undershing Combination, 1914, 3V'h.p.,
3-Bx)eed, clutch, special vaporiser for paraffin, 110

m.p.g., take 3 anywhere; owner joined up; £37, offer;
must sell.—Seen 46, Woodgrange Ed., Forest Gate, [5285

Indian. .

INDIAN 1916 Po-fferplus Combination, run 318 miles
only ; £90, a bargain.

TNBIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., T.T., as new; £45.
'

INDIAN, 1915, 3Vyh.p. twin, almost new; £40.-6,
Warren St., London. [5586

INDIAN, 7h.p., 1914, sidecar; £55.—Letters, Wade,
H.A.C. Cedars, Belmont Hill, Lewisham. [5306

13'/" Indian Oombiuation, spring frame, 2-speed

;

£37.-230, Archway Rd., Highgate, N. [5408

INDIAN, 5-6h.p., fixed gear, enamelled red; bargain,
£35, or exchange.—W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287,

Deansgate, Manchester. [5340

INDIAN, 1915, 5h,p., 3 speeds, clutch, and kick
starter, usual accessories; £52.—P. J. Eyans, Jbhn

Bright St., Birmingham. [X2180

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Combination, complete, and in
guaranteed condition ; £60, genuine bargain.—Lay-

fcon's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [5543

INDIAN, 5h.p., 1915, 3 speeds, and clutch, sporting
sidecar, excellent condition ; £49.—Clayton, Mel-

bourne Rd., Wallington, Surrey. {5435

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., 3-8peed, kick start, spring
frame, little used; £48 cash; exchange lightOT

machine.-64, Doggett Ed.. Catford. [5421

INDIAN. 1915, 7-9h.p., 3 speeds, kick start com-
bination ; £50, or exchange Douglas.—W. Strad-

wick, 34, AshTale Ed., Tooting, S.W. [5403

1 Q16 7h.p. Powerplus Indian Coachbuilt Combina-
l-*y 'tion, new condition, 3-speed, verv fast; bargain,

£75.— G.O., 131, Whit« Hart Lane, Barnes. [5065-

~i 015 Indian Combination, 7h.p., fast and powerful,
Xtl lamps, 'horn, speedometer, in nice order and con-

dition; £67.—Calmer, 30, Walton Ed., Liverpool. [X2187

INDIANS, model C, in stock for immediate delivery,

spring frame, 3 speeds, 2 electric lamps,, and horn,
also speedometer; £78.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.>

Birmingham. [X2178

INDIAN, 7-9h.p.,~Nov., 1915, 3-speed, kick starter,

electric lighting and horn, Bramble coach sidecar,

as new £78, or near olfer.—Milne, Gairlock, Earlsdon
Av., Coventry. [X2108

INDIAN, Sept., 1915. 7-9h.p., 3-speed, electrically
;

equipped, 20 gn. sidecar, screen, hood, luggage car-

rier, numerous accessories : 80 gns. ; seen by appoint-

ment.-38, The Drive, Golder's Green. \ [5432

RIDEE TEOWAED, 78, High St., Hampstead.—
1915 Indian, "Sh.p., 3-speed, clutch, kick start,

T.T., mileage '2,500, as new, 48 gns.; another similar,

with underslung coachbuilt sidecar, 51 gns. [5382

INDIAN 1915-16 (Genuine) Coach Combination, 5h.p.

twin, mag., 3 speeds, speedometer, lamps ; trial

;

greatest bargain known; 49 gns.—Wandsworth Motor 1

Exchange, Ebuer St., Wandsworth [Town Station).
(5571 .

1 Q16 Indian, 5h.p., 3-speed model, clutch, kick start,

itf fitted with coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, and all

accessories, very little used, ea^ial to new; price £60.—
R. Bamber and Co., Ltd., Birkdale, Lanes. Tel.: 44.

[4956
INDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p., 3-speed, T.T., rigid frame

model, Dunlop tyres, £75; spring frame touring
model, with lamps and horn, £78,—in stock tor immedi-
ate delivery at 1'. J. Evans, John Bright St., Eiruung-
ham. [X2179

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham and Midland Indian :

• Agent.—All models in stock for immediate da-

livery; 7b.p. T.T. Powerplus, £75; 7h.p. 5-speed spring

frame,' and electric light, £78; special do luxe 7h.p., ,

spring framo, £78; sidecars from 11 gns.-87-91, John 1

Bright St., Birmingham. [X2175

James.

COLMOEE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, have
in stock complete range of James motor cycles.

[0803

JAMES 1914 4Vlh.p. Coach Combination, counter-

shaft gear, and accessories; £44/10.—Motor Ex-
change, Horton St., Halifax. [5474

JAMES.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.
—Immediate delivery all models, including 2-

stroke S'/ah.p. twin and 4i4h.p. big single. [X2172 ;

1QI6 James Combination, 4i4h.p., 3-speed, Canoelet
J-«? S.C, 3 new lamps, only done 100 miles; price

£71/10; owner joining up.—Walters Stores, 38, Crown
Ed., St. Margarets, E. Twickenham, [5296;

JAMES 1916 Combination, 4i^h.p., 3-speed, LuoMi
dynamo electric lighting set and horn, toolSi

:

spare tyres, chain, and exhaust valve, parts, etc. ; coito-

plete, 70 gns.—356, Lordship Lane, E. Dulwich.'

'Phone : 363 Sydenham. [5503

'

J.A.P.

JA.P 5-6h.p. Twin, coach sidecar, 2 speeds, good

tyres, ready rid© away; £18/18.-1, Ebner St.,'

Wandsworth. [5572

A^O AH letters relatinn tn advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
J.A.P.

-IQ14 4-5h.p. Twin J.A.P., Bpria? imms, 3 ... ,itf lamps, horn, speedometer, cane sporting sidecar
and wind screoji, in good condition.—Roberts, 16, Peter-
borough Ed., Parsons Green, S.W. [5252

J.E.S.

J.E.S., strong frame, good condition; £12.—Write,
Smith, St. Stephen's Vicarage, Bast Ham. (D)

[X1907
Kerry.

RIDER TEOWAED, 78, High St., Hampstead.-
1912 Iverry-Abmgdon, S'/ah.p. engine, as new;

19 e"S-
, [5383
Levis.

LEVIS, latest, brand new, single and 2.spe6d modelsm stock.—Moss, Wem.
,

[X2220
1 Q15 Levis, 2.speed, in good condition; offers —Box
J-'.' L2,590, c/o The Motar Cycle.

_ [4942
"DABGAIN.—1915 Levis, 2.speed, perfect condition;
J-» £26.-53, Brownhill Rd., Catford. [5467
Ifjle Levis, 20 gns., complete; called up; trial given.
J-tf —Miller, 62, Hampstead Rd., N.W. [5263
T EVIS, 1916, run 150 miles only, equals new in
J-i every ivay; £26.-6, Warren St., London. [5584

LEVIS, 2M:h.p., lamp, horn, speedometer, very little
used; £26.-38, Scotland St., Ellesmere, Salop.

LEVIS. 1915, 2>4h.p., new condition, pan saddle;
£19/10.—Bright, 6, Pinborough Ed., looting. -

[S2214
"IQle Popular and Model B Leviscs; delivery trom
J-Y stock

; cash or terms.—Wilkin, Hunters Bar. Shet-
fleld. [X1916
COLMOEB Depots, Birmingham and Leicester for

delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles from'"
[0804stock.

LEVIS, V/Ja-v-. perfect running condition- £18.—W.
and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man-

chester. £5347

LEVIS Popular, 2>4h.p.. 1915, splendid condition;
£18; all accessories.-Eutherford, 19, Stanton Ed.,

\^ rmbledon.
, [5302

Matchless-

SPORTING Matchless, 4iAh.p. twin, o.h.v., excellent
condition

; £28.-Box L2,638, c/o Ilut Motor Cycle.

MATCHLESS 6h,p. 2-speed Coach Combination;
£42/ 10, or exchange.—Motor Exchange, Horton

3t., Halifax. [5475

MATCHLESS 1915 Combination, magniflcently
equipped, practically new condition.—Box L2.639,

ij/o The Motor Cycle. [5293
"1014 Matchless Combination, 7-9h.p. M A.G., 3-
J-i' speed countershaft, horn, lamps, spares; £70.—
Swan, Bridge St., Kelso. [X2272
"1 Q 13 8h:'p. Matchless, 2-speed countershaft, chain
-L ^ drive, Montgomery sidecar, first-class order ; £42
-Staoey, 12, Bcclesall Bd., Slieffleld. [X1900

1Q15 8h.p. Matchless Combination, in new condition,
-*-*' tyres gcod, all accessories and spares, only wants
seeing; £85.—Harvey Hudson, South Woodford. [4867

RIDER TROWAED, 78, High St., Hampstead.-
1913-14 Matchless combination, 8h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, kick start, elctric light, speedometer; 35 ens.
[5384

[VTATCHLESS Combination, 6-8h.p., purchased new
1-"X May, 1915,, fully equipped, smart combination,
runs perfectly, new condition; 47 gns. ; exchanges.—
245, Hammersmith Bd., London, W. [5364

MATCHLESS Model 8B, and brand new Canoelet
sidecar model D4 attached, all accessories, splen-

did outfit ; £73/10 : exchanges, deferred payments.—
Lamb's. 151, High St., Waltliamstow, and 50, High
Ed., Wood Green. 'Pliones : Walthamstow 169, and
Hornsey 1956. [5336

Militaire.

MOTOR Cycle Militaire, lOh.p.. 4-c.vl. model, 3-speed
gear box and reverse, for sidecar use, kick starter,

many accessories and spare parts, in new condition ; a
motor cycle on car lines; £65.—Ware and de Freville,
Ltd., 6, Gt. Marlborough St. (O.xford Circus), W. [5233

Minerva.
31h.p. Minerva; coil ignition, perfect; ie7/10.—Lobb,

2 Faringdon, Berks. [5504

4ih.p. Twin Minerva, 2-3peed, watertight mag.. Sen-
2 spray, extra tank, belts; £18; 2-strok6 wanted.

-26, Farley Ed., Catford. [5400

2h.p. Minerva, vertical engine, m.o.v., Bosch, B. and
B., re-modelled frame, splendid order, good climber;

) £10.— Swallow, Green Lane, Bolton. [X2226

Moto-Reve.
MOTO-REVE Twin-cyl. Lightweight, mag., B. and

B., horn, and spares; £10, offers.—79, Adelaide
Rd., Leyton. [X2135a

Motosacoche.
MOTOSACOCHB, 2y4h.p. V twin, ,M.A.Q. engine,

Bosch, Amac, Druids, new belt, tyre; £10 —
' Appleton. c/o Garty, 16, BSJham Hill, S.W. [5514

New Hudson.
14 4h.p. New Hudson, 3-speed, perfect; £36.-53,19 Brownhill Bd., Catford.

SPARE PETROL TANK
SpecjaUy designed for PARAFFIN CON-
VERSIONS, with large filler cap, union
cock, T piece, and two feet of copper tubing,
the whole forming a complete outfit.

Capacity i quart, length 7Mn,

S f -/complete h
Can also be supplied in Vertical type, for
attaching to down saddle tube, at same price.

KEMPSHALL new heavy

ANTI-SKID COVERS at

26 X 2i 18/- 26 X 2| 19/6
are ai^ opportunity you should

not miss.

YOU can overcome the wear on the valvci

gear of your engine in lo sees, by the use of the-

Service Valve Tappet Adjusters

Made in

following
thicknesses

:

048, 036,

•028, "022".

Price 2d. each or 6d. per set o£ 4.

Second-hand Accessories of all kinds

—and Motor Cycles—in good con-
dition wanted for cash or exchange.
Any goods supplied on confidential

easy payments if desired.

THE SERVICE
"ALL WEATHER" BELT

Lasts twice as
long as rub-
bsr, is more
efficient, and
its great flexi-
bility saves
20% of the
engine power.

Jin. 2/- per

N foot.

lin. 2/3 do.

lin. 2/6 do.

i\ in. 2/9
ditto.

Shop-soiled, spliced, and two-length Belts at two
thirds of above prices in certain sizes.

TRADE SUPPLIED.
Telephone: 6430 Holhorn.

"^^^^^^^^

N

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
New Hudson.

1 Q12 New Hudson niid Sideenr, perfect niiniinj*
--tf order; £32.-Rioh, Sliifunl, SjiIod. tX210<1

NEW Hudson, 2^4h.p., 3-speed, new gears just fitted,
Palmer tyres; £23.-DeaLon, 8, High St., Ciay-

ford. [5494

TJIDER TROWARD. 78, High St., Hampstead.—
J-tJ 1913-14 New Hudson, 3-speed, new coachbuilt
sidecar; 29 gns. [5385

NEW Hudson, 2i/ih.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke; £38.—Exeter
Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., JBath Rd.. Ex?ter, and

Tavistock Rd., Vlymouth. [0840

NEW Hudson, 1914i/,, 3i/.h.p., 3-speed, clutch, and
coachbuilt sidecar, excellent condftion: £43.—D.

Milieu, 2nd-Lt., Oliver's Hydro, Buxtca. [4878

NEW Hudson, latest model C, 2-.';peed, just arrived;
£38/10; deferred terms and e'.vGJumge.s by arrange-

ment.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthnmstow, find 50,
High Rd., Wood Green. 'Phones: Walthamstow 169,
and Hornsey 1956. [5335

NEW Hudson, S'.'^h.p., 3-speed, thoroughly over-
hauled, and several parts renewed, Al condition,

insurance policy included : a bargain, £30 ; exchanges
and terms entertained.—W. E. Clark and Co.. Motor
Engineers, Doncaster. [5348

New Imperial.
EW Imperial, 8h.p., 2-speed; £35.—Warren's, 386,
Euston Rd., N.W. [5556

NEW Imperial, latest 2V'h.p. and 6h.p. models in
stock.—Crow Eros., Guildford. [4961

COLMORE Depots, Manchester and Leicester, for im-
mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[0805
NEW Imperial, S^^h.p., 2 speeds, variable ignition,

1915, excellent, condition; £26.—J-K.. 4, Holland
Park, W. [5232

NEW Imperial, 2'fih.p., July, 1916, 80O miles only,

2 speeds, speedometer, etc.; £33.—Mylam, 197,
London Rd., W. Croydon. [5534

NEW Imperial-Jap, 1914, 2-speed, free, lamps, horn,
footboards, reliable machine; £22.—Newnham, 223.

Hammersmith Rd., W. 'Phone: 80. [5444

"J
Q14 {late) 2%lLp. New Imperial, 2-speed, horn,

-i-t/ Bosch, new tyre and belt, tools, excellent condi-
tion; £24; also see A.J.S.—Hillaiv, The Peak, Basing-
stoke. (D) [5261

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de-
• livery all models New Imperials from stock, in-

cluding standard light tourist, kick starter, and ladies'

models; also one shop-soiled model £35.-37-91, Jolm
Bright St., Birmingham. [X2174

Norton.

IQl? 4h.p. Norton Combination, De Luxe model.—
J-t/ Eryer's, Hereford. 85 gns. [5278

NORTON 1917 Big Four Combination, brand new;
actually in stock.— 6, Warren St., London. [5587

NORTON, brand new, 3-speed countershaft sporting
combination, a-^tually iu stock.—Moss, Wem.

[X2216
1 Q16 T.T. Norton, front and rear lighting set, coni-
X «7., plete, Philipson pulley ; £52/10.—I*lastow,
Grimsby. [S2246

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hnmpstend.—
1916 (July) T.T. Norton, Philipson pulley, mileage

1,800, as new: 48 i;ns. [5386

NORTON, 3'/_.h.p:, T.T.. very fast, 1916 cylinder,
piston, new tyres, lamps, speedometer; JB30.— 23,

Bowron's Av., Alperton. [5407

N.S.U.
S.U. Combination, twin, 2-speed; £45.—Warren's,
386, Euston Rd., N.W. [5563

N.S.U., 3h.p., 2-speed, £14/10; 3V:;h.p. 2-speed,
£17/10; bargain prices.—Motor Exchange, Hor-

ton St., Halifax. [5476

N.S.U., sy^h.p., mag., m.o.i.v., splendid running order,

and good condition throughout ; £10, or near.—
Farmer, 44, Cecil Rd., Upton Park, E. [5233

N.S.U., 1914 model, spring frame and forks, £

speeds, kick-start, and free engine, fitted with a

coachbuilt sidecar, hood and screen, including all acces-

sories ; £35 ;
guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

London. [5446

O.K.

O.IC, 1916, 4-stroke, 2-speed, countershaft, 'elaborate
accessories, spares, and tools, as new; £28.—Head,

31, Haiuthorpe Rd., West Norwood. [0867

P. and M.

1 Q13 P. and M., and cane sidecar, excellent condi-
J-t/ tiou, kick starter, Cowey, many spares; i35.—
Gillman, 6, Upper Bridge St., Canterbury. [5418

P.
and M., 1913, SVoli.p. coachbuilt combination

:

£40.—Take and Bell. Ltd., Motor Dept., Carlton
Engineering Works, High Ed., Tottenham, N. [4916

Peugeot.
5-6h.p. 2-speed T^vin Peugeot, f.nst, perfect order;

photo free ; £18, or exchange lightweight.—W.
Gill, Grindleford, Slieffleld. [5430

N

All letters^relating to advertisements should quote the numbe.- at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Peugeot.

6h.p. Peugeot Coach Combinaiion, U.H, mag.. Whittle,
drip feed, £20; also Montgomerv cane sidecar body,

side entrance, £1.-29, Thornhill Ed., Leyton, ISr.E.

[5433

Pope.

POPE, 1914, 4i4i.p., C.B. sidecar, 2 speeds, F.E.,
spares, tools, neare.^it £35; also lady's Triumph

bicycle, nearly new, £6/10.-31, Ennersdale Rd., Hither
Green. [5404

Precision.

PEECISION^ Junior, 2h.p., 1915, splendid condition,
2 speeds; £17.-7, Vale Terrace, Chelsea, S.W.

[X2193

Premier.
PREMIER, 1912, 3iih.p., 2-Bpeed, £23/10; or with

sidecar, 3E27/IO.—Motor Exchange, Horton St..
Halifax. [5477

3ih.p. Premier, 2-speed, F.E., generous allowance for
2 Douglas or other lightweight.—Morgan, Hall,

Seven Sisters. [X1910

1Q14 3V2h.p. Premier, 2 speeds, coaehbuilt sidecar;
J-iJ £45: cash or easy terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages),
Ltd., Swansea, [0823

PREMIER, 3Vih.p., 1914, 2-speed countershaft, speed-
ometer, coach sidecar ; £35.—Mouser, Wheelwright,

ToUeshunt D'Arcy, Witham, Essex. [6424

PREMIER. 2V2h.p., recent model, a yery fine and
economical lightweight; £22, or your reasonable

ofler.—Laytons' Garage, Bicester, Oxou. [X1847

PREMIER, Silh.p., late 19141 with coaehbuilt side-'
car. all new tyres, speedometer, and lamps, in per-

fect condition; £40.—Redman, 13, Denbigh Place, Pim-
lico. [5370

3 lb. p. Premier, late 1913, 3-speed hub gear, Millford
2 wicker sidecar, splendid condition, spares; £33.—

Milsom, lyydene, Argyle Rd., Causeway, Fishponds,
Bristoh [X2270

PREMIER, 3y2h.p., free engine, Bosch, enamel,
plating splendid, lamps, ad,iustable tappets, perfect,

spare tyre: £20. lowest.—Gardner, 31, Oliye Mount,
Tranmere, Birkenhead. [X2198

PREinER, 1914, 3i4h.p., War OfBce model. 3-speed
countershatt gear; price and all particulars on

application; exchanges or terms entertained.—AV. E.
Clark and Co., Motor Engineers, Doncaster. [5349

Quadrant.
QUADRANT. 3V,h.p.. spring forks, mag., good tyres

and belt, good order, and fast ; £12.-14, Dodbrooke
Rd., AAest Norwood. [0872

QITADRANT, 4iih.p., 3-speed, solo, September, 1914.
and improvements. Pillion seat, perfect; £32.-50.

Thornhill Ed., Barnsburj', N. [5399

QIJADEANT, 1912, 4h.p., 2-sreed, and sidecar,
£29/10; 1913 7-9h.p., countershatt gear, chain

drive, coach sidecar, £45 / 10.—Motor Exchange, Hor-
ton St., Halifax. [5479

Radco.

RADCO, 1916, 2-speed, 2-stroke, all accessories, new
this month; owner called up; splendid running;

bargain, £30; seen before 6.30.-104, Eotherhithe New
Ed., Eotherhithe. [5288

RADCO, 1914, single-speed, 15gns. : and 1915 single-
speed, 16gns. ; deferred terms if desired.-Lamb's.

151, High St., Waltharastow, and 50, High Rd., Wood
Green. 'Phones: Walthamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956

[5333
Rex.

T Qll 6h.p. 2-speed Rex and coaehbuilt sidecar, fineJ-O condition; £13.—Wilkin, Hunters Bar. Sheffield.

[X1917
1 Q12 6b. p. 2-sreed Eex Sidette. condition like new.
-Lt/ lamps, and horn; £26.—Wilkin, Hunters Bar.
ShelBeld. [XI 91

4

REX 1912 6h.p- Combination, 2 speeds, free en-
gine, handle starting, ^ood order; £25.—Plastow.

Grimsby. [X2222

REX 5-6h.p. Twin, clutch model, tyres and Service
belt new, in tine order; £17.-14, Dodbrooke Ed..

West Norwood. [0873

REX, 3Voh.p., mag., spring forks, le-enamelled, good
tvres. in good order; £10.—Head, 31, Hainthorpe

Ed., West Norwood. [0869

WONDERFUL Opportunity.-2%h.p. lightweight Eex,
Bosch mag.; must sell at once; been stored away

two years; first £10 secures.—Eiger, House, Sheffield
Ed., Chesterfield.

_ [X2185

REX 7h.p. Twin, handle starting, £23/10; 1913
6h.p. 2-speed Rex Sidette, £36/10; 31/ih.p., mag-

neto model, £14/10; SVjh.p. twin, £13/10.—Motor
Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [5480

REX Combination, 6h.p., in yery good order, recently
overhauled; owner joined army; must sell; £30,

or nearest oifer ; seen by appointment.—Oldroyd, China
Merchant, New Rd., Middlestown, Wakefield. [X2159

1Q13 6-7h.p. Eex Combination, handle starting, tyres
J-*/ as new. Whittle belt, lamp, and speedometer,
inany spares, not done 2,000 miles, plating and enamel
as new; £40.—B., 39, Holmewood Rd., South Norwood.

[5356
Rover.

ROVER Combination, free engine; £35.—Warren's,
388, Euston Rd., N.W. [5558

GET TO-DAY'S LIST FROM
THE BARGAIN SEEKER'SMECCA

113-115, Lothian Road,

Edinburgh.

272-274,

Gt. Western Rd., Glasgow.

A grand stock of nearly 200 highly desirable

new and second-hand bargains. A splendid range
of the most improved new up-to-date models now
very scarce and will soon be unobtainable at any
price. Choose to-day from our

READY LIST OF LATEST PRODUCTIONS,
2l h.p. LEVIS, 2.sp., Model E, chain drive £47 10
2i h.p. SPARKBROOK, 2-str., 2-speed £40
5 h.p. CLYNO, MiUtary Model, n-ith .Side-

car, spare wheel, and luggage grid . .£108 3

6 h.p. ENFIELD Combinat'n, elcc. equip. £110 5
3 h.p. ENFIELD, Model 140 £57 15

2i h.p. ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed £44 2
7 h.p. INDIAN, Model C, 3-speed £78
5 h.p. INDIAN, Model B, 3-speed £70
4ih.p. B.S.A., Model H £66

4i h.p. B.S.A., Model K £64
2ih.p. DIAMOND-J.A.P., Enfield 2-sp. gear £40 19
2* h.p. O.K. 1IUNIOR-J.A.P., 2-speed £38
2* h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-stroke.». . . £32 11

2i h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-strokc, 2-speed £39 5

2ib.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke, single gear. £30 18
2|h.p. EXCELSIOR, Lady's Model £46 10
2J h.p. SPARKBROOK, i-stroke, 2-5peed £40

SPECIAL DESIRABLE SECOND-HAND BAR-
GAINS IN STOCK AT OUR GLASGOW HOUSE.

An unrivalled collection of reliable second-
hands, thoroughly overhauled, perfect in every
detail, fully guaranteed for satisfactory rurming,
including these :

CALTHORPE, 4h.p., rgre, withSidccar.. £60
INDIAN, 7 h.p., igrs, 2-speed, and Sidecar £36
HOBART, 2i h.p., igrs, 2-str., 2-sp., shop-

soiled only, worth special notice £29 10
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., rgr^, T.T., 2-speed. . . £34
NORTON, 3! h.p., T.T., extra value £23
CLYNO 6 h.p. rgrs Comb., detach, wheels £68
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., rgis, with Sidecar and

all accessories, grand value £80
HUMBERETTE, 8 h.p., hood, screen, and

all accessories ; £68

MONEY SAVING SECOND-HAND BARGAINS
IN STOCK AT OUR EDINBURGH HOUSE.

Some of the choicest values in second-hand
bargain offers, every one a money saver and sure
to give the greatest satisfaction.

IVY, 3I h.p. Twin, very fast £28
TRIUMPH, 3?.- h.p., fixed eng,, special value £20
CALTHORPE, 2J h.p., igre, 2-str., 2-sd... £26 10
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., rgrs, 2-speed..."... £27
SPARKBROOK, 2} h.p., rgrs, 2-str., 2-sp. £27 10
RUDGE, 3^ h.p., 1912, 2-speed £27 10
INDIAN, 2i h.p., 1916, 2-str., 2-sp., kick. . £44
RUDGE, s'ih.p., jgrj, Multi gears. £35
INDIAN, 5 h.p., igre, 3-speed £53
INDIAN, 7 h.p., spring-frame and Sidecar £45
B.S.A., 4j h.p.. 1914, 3-sp., kick., & S/car. £48 10
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p.,r9r5,Mod. W,3-sp., kick £48 10

Many others slightly used, at really surprising
prices. Full Lists free.

MOTOR FUEU.
Unequalled values in the most successful brands.
Beatsol, 2/6 gal. Best Petrol Mixing Fuel, 2/- gal.

Doubles your petrol allowance. Splendid for

efficieDcy.

|^^4^J^.:^liP
113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH.
272-274, GT. WESTERN RD., GLASGOW.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

ROVEB, new 19X7 latest combinQtionB, solo, and
T.T. models in stock.—Moss, Wem. [S2217

17 ZYi^.p. Rover, 3-speed, tick starter, in stork;
f69/10.-Wilkin, Hunters Ear, Sheffield. [X1913

OVEE, S'/^b.p., clutch, with nearly new Watsonian
nicker torpedo sidecar; £30.—Lloyd, Lewes. [5428

ROVER, 1917 model, brand new, nniised, 3-speed
gear: must sell, joining colours; what ofiersi'—No.

'

J.2,621, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5249^

ROVER Combination, 1914, 3 speeds, fnUy equipped,
equals new, run 2,500, £45; another at £40; a-

1916 T.T., almost new, at £40.-6, Warren St., Lon-
don. [5575

ROVER, T.T., 1915 model, Philipson, pulley; price
40 gns. ; smart, fast, and guaranteed mechanically

sound, fully equipped. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [5447

ROVER, 3J^h.p., 3-sp6ed countershaft gear, new
model in stock; £66/10; cash, exchange, or easy

payment terms.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.G. [0491

1 Q17 Rover Combination, brand new latest model,
-*-«^ with all latest improvements; £89r9; willingly
entertain Douglas in exchange.—Robinson's Garage,
Green St., Cambridge. [5507

PJ. EVANS, sole Birmingham Rover agent.—Im-
• mediate delivery 1917 T.T., semi-T.T. models,

with or without Philipson, also latest countershaft
models.— 87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X2176

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL Ruby 2-stroke; X22/10.—Warren's, 386,

Euston Rd., N.W. [5555

ROYAL Ruby, 1917 model, just arrived, single speed,
£32/10, 2-speed £40: deferred payments and ex-

changes.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and-
50, High Rd., Wood Green. 'Phone; Walthamstow 169,
and Hornsey 1956. [5329

Rudge.

Sib. p. Rudge Multi; £60; cash or easy terms.—R.
2 E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0864

12 SVah.p. Rudge, free engine, good condition; £25.
—R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea, [0785

T> UDGE Multi, 1913, SV^h.p., new tyres,, in new con-
-tV ditiou throughout ; £24.-6, Warren St., London.

[5583

1 Q 13 3V2b-p. Rudge Multi and coaehbuilt sidecar,
-i~iJ lamps, and horn, speedometer; £36.—Wilkin,
Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [X1915

RUDGE, 1912, 3iAh.p., 2-speed, coach sidecar,
£29/10; 1913 3y2h.p. Rudge Multi, new coach

sidecar, £37/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-
fax. [5478

REAL Snip.—Lato 1913 Rudge, plating, enamel, etc.,

very good, used fine Sundays only ; wonderful bar--
gain, £19 secures, lowest; worth £26.—Bon jVInirhe.

Chesterfield. [X2184
"IQL4 T.T. Rudge, 3V2h.p., and 1916 sporting sidecar
Xt/ (coaehbuilt), splendid condition, all accessories,
new tyres and belt, 3 lamps, speedometer; £45, or
nearest.—Rvan, 9, Walerand Rd., Lewisham, S.E.

[X2237
RIDER TROWARD, 78. High St., Hampstead.—

1914 5-6h.p. Rudge Multi, nnderslung coaehbuilt
sidecar, 34 gns.; 1913 T.T. clutch Rudge. 24 gns.;
1913 T.T. Rudge, special machine, 23 gns. Exchanges.
—'Phone: 5392 Hampstead. [5387

Sarolea.

SAROLEA, 2%h.p., m.o.v., Bosch, B. and B., T.T.
model; £11.— 65a, Rosendale Rd., Dulwich. [5415

Scott.

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham, and Manchester, for
Scott motor cycles. [0806

19

1 Q12-1913 Scott, new Clinchers, low mileage, fast;XU £24.-Boyden, Oriord, Warrington. [X2088

SCOTT and Sidecar, all accessories, in perfect order;
£45.—Warren's, ^86, Euston Rd., N.W. [5562

SCOTT Combination, excellent condition, just over-
hauled; £35.—Miss Buttery, High St., Morley.

[5317
SCOTT, 1913, 354h.p., 2-speed, kick starter, in good

running order; £25.-26, Seymour St., Euston Sq.,
N.W.

^

[5237

1 Q 12 Scott and Sidecar, Einks carburetter, lamps,
-Lt? etc., splendid running order; owner joining up;*
£35.—Hodgkinson, 12, Victoria Rd., Norfhwich. [A.2224:

33.h.p. 1914 Scott and Canoelet sidecar combination,
4 lamps, hood, screens, accessories, etc., just over-

hauled, fine condition, suit lady ; £40, no oflers.—Seen
37, Atherton Rd., Forest Gate, liOndon. [5231

Singer.

SINGER, 4h.p., 1913, 2-speed, perfect; £29.-7, South-
western Rd., Tffiekenham. [5234

SINGER 2-stroke, 2-speed, clutch, as new; £25.—
Warren's, 386, Euston Rd., N.W. [5550

SINGER, 1913, 3%li-P-. 3 speeds, coach sidecar;,
£33/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

[5481
3ih.p. 1912 Singer, B. and B., Bosch, tyres as new,

2 95 m.p.g., marvellously reliable, perfect order and
condition; £14, oflera.-Draper, 49, Brook St., C.-on-M.,

.

Manchester. [XI 897

A22 All-letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Manufacture Under Permit.

SINCE the issue of the OrcJer by the Minister

of Munitions prohibiting the manufacture

of new motor veliicles unless armed with

a permit, we have kept readers acquainted

with the position from the manufacturers'

point of view.' Our enquiries of tlie past week

show that, in the majority of cases, firms have

been given a temporary permit of fourteen days'

duration, this being, apparently, the plan of the

particular committee controlling motor permits

until its investigations are complete. After

particulars have been sent in by the different

firn;is still engaged on motor manufacture,

inspectioni are held by officers appointed by
the committee to confirm the statements made.

Already certain firms have received permission

to carry on, the Government officials having

satisfied themselves that the resources of the

works, apart from the output of munitions where

possible are being used .to the best advantage

in the national interest. So far from the

Ministry of Munitions Order having thrown

works into chaos," we have heard it stated on

more than one hand by managers of firms that

they are better off under the permit system

than formerly. In addition to producing what

munitions they can, they are materially assisting

out exchange by concentrating their much-

reduced motor cycle departments on Overseas

trade, and, more important still, the two types

of work are being performed with the cogni-

sance of the authorities. We have already

'

pointed out that many firms have thousands of

pounds worth of complete stock on hand, which

it would be serious to allow to stand aside

depreciating in value, when, by the minimum
amount of labour, they could be assembled and

turned into gold. Whether the conditions may
alter later so as to preclude even the smallest

amount of labour being diverted from munitions

no one can say definitely, but it is to be hoped

that such a state of affairs may not be reached,

both in the national interest and also from the

point of view of the British motor trade, which

before the war held such an elevated position in

the world's markets, but now severely crippled by
the war. .Even so, should a still greater effort

be proved to be needed, the motor industry,

which has already proved of inestimable value

to the Government in its ready adaptation to

the production of special engineering work, is

patriotic to the core, and will readily put every-

thing aside to concentrate the whole of its

energies on war work.

Meanwhile it may be well to reassure those

firms sorely tried by the new Order that the

Government are not obstructionists, and recog-

nise, as clearly as other business men, the

paramount need of maintaining our exports as

far as possible, and also of studying the national

interests in regard to important established

industries. As the work of the Permit Com-
mitt(2e is growing, any firms who have applied

for a permit and have not yet received any
reply may reasonably carry on until their case

has been considered.

Sidecar Machine Guns for Cadets.

NO
doubt the excellent work rendered Over-
seas by the sidecar machine gun outfits

which form the equipment of the Motor
Machine Gun Service, has led the authori-

ties to approve the formation of motor
machine guns in connection with Cadet Corps.

Henceforward the operation of machine guns

and their rapid concentration at most favourable

points by means of the mobile motor cycle and
sidecar will form part of their training, and the

youths are looking forward to the latest depar-

ture with no small amount of enthusiasm. Whilst
the War Office has approved the formation and
equipment, it is unable at present to provide
the machines necessary, so that the officers com-
manding the unit are making an appeal for the
motor cycles and sidecar chassis necessary.

Good luck to this new official recognition of the
handiness and good qualities of the sidecar.

An index to the advertisements in this issue will be found on the page facing the bacl< cover.
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An Active Service Hint.

A D.R. gravely informs me that when the little end
bush of his engine gave out, he made a new one out

of a Hun shell fuse, and successfully covered 500 miles

on it.

More Imagination, Please !

Why is it that your brilliant engineer so seldom
possesses the* necessary imagination to render his work
ideal from a user's standpoint? If he plans a car

engine it is usually perfectly accessible when it is

lying on the bench, but requires a spanner incorporating

eight universal joints and a lazytongs handle when
it is installed in the chassis. If he designs a powerful
twin he forgets {a) that it will probably be used with

a sidecar, and (b) on which side the sidecar will go.

As a consequence he mounts such items as the oil and
petrol fillers and the carburetter on the sidecar flank.

By means of long swan-necked funnels one may
succeed in replenishing the tanks, but only a pro-

fessional contortionist can handle the carburetter

details comfortably unless the sidecar is first removed,
and some of the best modern sidecars are as good as

brazed up solid with the cycle frame. I know the

modern craze is all for short inlet pipes and straight

through carburetters with their communication trenches

opening amidships ; but most users would sacrifice a

fraction of efficiency for an off-side carburetter with

a top inlet, like the Longuemare-Hardy ; and the

excellent functioning of my Claudel vaporiser shows
that a hot air supply will atone for many parasangs
of inlet piping.

Natives of India interested in the photographer and the rider of a

Baby Triumph. The beautiful palms will convey an idea of the

climate of Madras, where the sender of the picture—Mr. Douglas

Burch—resides.

Sprung Sidecar Wheels.
It will be interesting to see whether the long tale

of broken sidecar tubes in Six Day trials ceases when
the spring sidecar wheel is standardised. This spring

side wheel has been long in coming, chiefly because

the chair could be sprung separately from the chassis,

and the spring of the chair was not hampered by any

dread of lateral sway. Consequently it proved a

simple matter to spring the passenger so that he or

she rode more comfortably than on most big cars,

the designer having nothing but efficient springing to

consider, and knowing practically the exact weight

for which to provide, instead of having to compromise
betv,-een extremes represented by one passenger, and
by five passengers and luggage, as the car engineer

must do. As soon as the passenger was comfortable,

sidecar springing was rashly regarded as perfect, and
nothing more was attempted, until engines and gears

improved so much that the outfits began to be entered

for big trials.' Then we got large crops of broken

frames. Even thus makers coquetted for a time

with heavier tubing, girder trusses, and the substi-

tution of mechanical designs with straight tubes for

the old bent-up-anyhow affairs. I'inally it has dawned
on a few bright spirits that tubes are bound to fatigue

when they are trussed rigidly tense, and then

subjected to an eternal succession of very heavy

shocks ; and so the spnmg side wheel as favoured

by Millford and Gloria is appearing on heavy outfits,

and our sidecar chassis should gradually cease to

fracture. I am speaking here, of course, with an eye to

the hard rider's machine. A potterer's sidecar, per-

forming its mileage on easy roads, does not fracture

very quickly ; but set a driver to average legal limit

over bad roads, and to lug his outfit round forty or fifty

• fierce hairpins in a week—then his frame and wheels

will bear rapid testimony to their structural weak-

nesses. I notice that the War Office is beginning to

realise the merits of the more modern sidecar chassis.

Fact V, Fancy.

If critics were content to say that the bigger flat

twins available for the public do not yet evince the

same power of tackling heavy jobs on high gears

which the best singles possess, I should not complain

;

for this allegation is true so far as my own wide and
varied experience of such engines goes, and pace
" CP450 " these experiences afford a pretty solid basis

for convictions. '
I have owned a couple of 4 h.p.

Douglas machines, both of which were worked hard

for twelve months, and my present A. B.C. has been
in use for a longer period than that, and has probably

covered seven or eight thousand miles. I think this

interesting discussion is being weakened by two mis-

conceptions, which are closely connected. The first
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Occasional Comments.

—

is the prevalent idea that a modern designer can get

HB,. llie best out of a new pattern or size of engine in three

months work; the second is that " Road Rider " and

L-
myself pretend that the 500 c.c. twin is already

—

hie

it nunc—ineffably and on all scores immensely the

superior of the single cylinder, and of all rival types

of engine. The first point requires a paragraph to

itself, the second is an exaggeration ; we both already

prefer the existing flat twins to other types of engine

at present on the market, and we both think that the

superiority which we claim for it will increase rapidly

as the possibilities of the type are better comprehended
and developed.

The Evolution of an Engine.

In the ancient myth Pallas Athene leapt fully armed
from the brain of Jove; and " CP450 " has a similar

explanation of the 350 c.c. Douglas, saying that the

substitution of mechanical for automatic valves in 191

2

is the only radical innovation it has undergone. I

saw the prototypes of this engine years before it

; astonished the riding world in an ever-memorable
End-to-end trial, and though I am not too familiar

;. with its commercial history, I believe at least two firms

absolutely failed to make anything of it before the

Douglas Co. adopted it, and succeeded. A parallel

example from the machine which " CP450 " prefers

—

the Rudge-^is germane- here. The Rudge people

made a great success of the " square " single-cylinder,

and a few years ago they introduced a special 5-6 h.p.

long-stroke 750 c.c. single, the early models of which

were monsters of vibration. A rash judge, drawing

premature deductions, might then have asserted that

»a long-stroke single-cylinder was an impossible

monstrosity for inherent technical reasons, and he

might have plumed himself on his acumen until he

pet, for example, the famous long-stroke Norton.

The simple fact of the matter is that the designing of

petrol engines is still but partially understood ; an

engineer takes a successful, even a brilliant, engine,

and produces a fresh model, diversified by perhaps a

single new factor, even a factor so simple as additional

capacity ; and he is mortified to discover that the new
engine is disappointing. To quote another example,

some clever makers made up their minds that if they

could produce an engine which would set up records

on the Brooklands test hill, that engine would win most
of the competitions for them. They got their record,

and found it impossible to adapt the engine either' for

speed on the flat, or even for ordinary touring pur-

poses ; they scrapped the entire design, and began all

over again. Or again, two years ago I owned a 500
c.c. fiat twin, which in the way of gear holding up hills

was as good as the ordinary 500 c.c. single; and its

designer, in trying to incorporate other much needed
merits, has lost this quality. Perhaps next year he will

manage to combine the lot. To sum up, many flat twins

of the larger size are in the position occupied by the

350 c.c. flat twin before the Douglas people metamor-
phosed it, or the big 750 singles in their earlier days

;

they constitute a new type of engine, and their detail

design is not thoroughly mastered. They suffer from

juvenility in some of their aspects, and in particular

they rely overmuch on their gear boxes. But as they

can already boast a better balance than any motor

cycle engine except the four-cylinder, and as they

further develop quite as high an efficiency as the

oldest and best understood types, it is hardly risky to

prophesy that in the very near future they will embody
all that is best in the singles and V twins, plus an
excellence of balance which no previous type has ever

attained or can hope to equal at any time.

An Unfair Comparison.
Another fallacy is' being permitted to cloud our

discussions. A number of correspondents actually con-

trast the road performances of T.T. singles with those

of the bulky touring flat twins, replete with kick-

starters, three and four speed gears, double springing,

and other fittings which these speed merchants would
not dream of employing in their road-burning work.
" CP450," for example, calmly pits the Brooklands

Special Norton against the tourist A. B.C., and even

draws a price comparison. . His other comparison with

a belt-driven Rudge, geared 5j^ to i on bottom, is

hardly less unfair, seeing that his Rudge, good hill-

climber as it is, could not face anything very stiff on
such a gear, and is really a road racer, whereas his

flat twin could clamber up precipices, and, though a

go-anywhere mount, could hold its own tolerably well

with the'Rudge as a fast mount on the flat (he is, by
the way, perfectly right in supposing that the later

A. B.C. is perceptibly superior to his old model).

Comparisons witfi T.T. singles ought surely to be
drawn against flat twins of a similar type, e-.g., the
" H.T.T." model Brough or the " C " model A.B.C.
The latter machine is one of which very few people

have any e.xperience, nor can they taste its paces till

after the war. It scales 150 lb. ready for the road,

has a two-speed gear with foot change, and can get

nearly 80 m.p.h. In other words, *t can cut out work
for the fastest single ever made. I do not know
whether there is any other T.T. special fiat twin of

the 500 c.c. size in existence; though I have heard

rumours of a very fast road racing Brough, I never

met it ; and I suppose the scarcity of such models
explains the calm humour with which correspondents

pit machines which ought to be classed with such heavy
go-anywhere mounts as a W.D. Triumph against

stripped road racing specials.

THE RECOGNISED POSE FOR ARMY MOTOR
CYCLISTS.

"Ten up" on a 3^- h.p. B.SA. motor cycle. Cpl. Eaton,

58tli Division, S.C.R.E., who sends us the photograph, does not

state the speed he attained with his merry men aboard.

AI3

\A.
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THE CARE OF HUB GEARS.
Some General Hints on ihe Management of Change-speed Hub Gears.

ALTHOUGH the countershaft gear is the most

popular form of change speed to-day, par-

ticularly for sidecar combinations, there still

remain a large number of motor cycles in use which

are fitted with three-speed hub gears, of which the

best known, of course, are the Armstrong and Stuuney-

Archer. These hub gears are perfectly satisfactory

when the correct model is selected to suit the power

of the engine, but, like any other piece of mechanism,

they pay for a little attention, and if neglected they

are likely to give trouble.

Maintenance and Care.

Dealing first with the Armstrong, which is the oldest

of these hub gears- on motor cycles. First and fore-

most, the rider must not forget to lubricate the gear

freely about every hundred miles with ihin oil, not

thick engine oil, and on no account grease (this attention

is, of course, necessary in the case of all types and

makes), while he must also pay particular attention

to the tightness of the nuts securing the control to

the frame and the axle to the back forks of the

machine. Any lack of rigidity between that part of

the frame to which the control is attached and the

rear forks of the machine may prevent the gear wheels

coming properly into mesh, with the result that a

breakage occurs, the chipped portion of the teeth

gets between the other gear wheels, and trouble at

once arises. • '

'

Many breakages in gear teeth are due to the spring

in the control rod not being sufficiently strong. The
spring referred to is that marked with an arrow in

fig. I. If this spring is weak it simply

gives, and cannot overcome the pressure

of the spring in the horizontal spindle

which is shown in the illustra'tion. This

second spring serves to push the pinior.s

into mesh, and, unless sufficient pressure

is exerted upon it, the teeth will not

H wholly engage. Very much the same
Spjg) effect can be ob-

I
;''W^n|lwnim.««ii«m ii B i i i iipJ!C^SM-vn»wy»»i»

tailed by the con-
t|J--[;- '̂h^:;,i--?r::r:::--=H"-

j^ f.'!^^^^^ ^j-^l j^q^ being
tightly fixed to the

Fig. 1.—A weak spring in control rod frame. See fio'. 2.
may cause breakages in the gear teeth. -pj^g rider has tO

make sure that the nut on the spindle on which
the change-speed lever works is tight, and also that the

small grub screw which secures the clip on to the top

tube enters a hole in the frame. To secure the clip

to the frame by frictional pressure is not enough.
Sometimes in cases when the gears are badly fitted

the clip is merely a frictional fit, and the screw is

omitted ; in such cases the nuts are bound to work
loose in time, the whole bracket moves along the

A14

1/

Fig. 2.—See that the gear control is

fixed tightly to the frame.

frame tube, and trouble ensues because the control

no longer allows the pinions to mesh properly.

Referring again to fig. i. The clip in which the

bell crank lever works should be screwed well along

the spindle, so that there is enough movement for the

crank to work, but not too much. Many people screw

the clip and -ad-

justing nut only a.

few threads along

the spindle, with

the result that in-

sufficient pressure

is placed upon the

small push rod in-

side the hollow

spindle.

The gear should

never be run with

any side shake in

the belt rim, and
any slack ji ess
should be taken up
by adjusting the

cone on the chain

w'heel side ; if the

rim is allowed to

run slack the driver attached to the belt rim is likely

to get broken.

To a.djust the gear engage the clutch and put the

change-speed lever in the free position, unscrew the

lock nut at the end of the control rod, and turn the

adjusting sleeve until the free or neutral position is

found by rotating the back wheel by hand. This will

be found by revolving the wheel and gradually moving
the adjusting sleeve on control rod until wheel revolves

quite freely. A slight noise will be heard from the

pinions, but only what arises -from the wheels rolling

round : there must not on any account b& a harsh
grating sound.

Parts which can be Dismantled.

There is not very much that the average amateur
can do to a gear of this kind in the case of internal

trouble ; in fact, in the case of both gears, he will find

that even with the instructions given to him he can
proceed to a Certain stage and will then have to cease

work for lack of special tools. The only advantage
that can be gained by dismantling a complex gear
is to find the source of the trouble. If such a thing

as a broken pinion is discovered there is nothing to be
done but to send the gear away to a firm of specialists,

or to the manufacturers. By dismantling a gear a rider

may possibly be able to send away a smaller part,

which will cost him less in postage or carriage by rail

than if the whole wheel were sent complete.
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The Care of Hub Gears.—

With regard to the Armstrong gear, which is tlie

more complicated of the two, the rider should start to

dismount from the free wheel end, and remove the star

washer and cone. The kick-starter free wheel is now
free, and the balls which are exposed may be taken
out. The wheel should then be turned over and the

spindle firmly fixed

<:;^:>

Fig. 3.—Method of removing hub
end ring. Remember it is a left-

handed thread.

between lead

clamps in a vice,

aad a similar star

piece and also a
cone removed,
allowiflig access to

anotlier row of balls

(see fig. 4). The
belt rim and driver

may now be re-

moved, _ See that

tlie cone has the

projection, which
serves to prevent it

from turning, in-

tact. Next the liub

|nd ring, which is a left-hand thread, should be re-

moved by means of a hammer and punch (see fig. 3).

in the case of a gear which we saw dismantled by the
^oimty Cycle and Engineering Co., 64, Staines Road,
tounslow, the ball holder was missing, and all the

jails had dropped into the gear. This ball holder
5s a driving fit.

The motor cyclist has now reached the stage

|eyond which it is inadvisable to attempt to proceed
arther without special tools, which are not in the

possession of the average amateur. With the aid

B'f these latter the makers or specialists can remove
Eie pawl cage, and finally the clutch, which has to

separately dismantled. It will be seen, there-

lire, that unless the motor cyclist is an amateur with

sceptional skill and can make for himself or obtain

lorn the makers the necessary tools he cannot get very

ar beyond the dismantling process which enables him
examine for broken parts with this type of gear.

The Sturiney=Archer Gear.

With the Sturmey-Archer, however, he can proceed

a little further. This gear is much simpler in con-

struction, and up to a certain stage the dismantling is

rather easier. As in the case of the Armstrong, the

spindle should be held in a vice, and operations

should be begun at the free wheel end. The cone

should be removed and then the balls, as shown in

fig. 4. The chain wheel may now be lifted off, and
also the pawd ring with which the free wheel engages.

Another cone, cup, and balls are now exposed, and
should be unscrewed with a hammer and a punch.

This cone has a ri2;ht-hand thread. Next the wheel

should be turned over, refastened in the vice, and the
ring, similar to that on the Armstrong, shown in

the left-hand drawing of fig. 5, should be removed
by means of a punch. This has a left-hand thread.
^Vhen this is done the whole gear may be lifted out,
leaving the clutch in the hub. When this stage has
been reached the clutch can be examined, and fresh
clutch plates can be added if necessary, also any
defects that may have developed in the outer .shell

should be visible. This is about as far as the
amateur can go with this type of gear. Even
removing the belt rim is a fairly difficult operation,
which is quite beyond the skill of the average amateur
rider-mechanic.

Difference bet'ween the Various Types.
Some further interesting facts about the gears are

here appended.

Armstrong.
The earliest types were Mark II. and Mark III.,

which latter had rather more clutch plates.

Marks V. and VI. had a still further improved
clutch.

Mark VII. a larger clutch.

The T.T. t3'pe no clutch and a larger sun pinion.

REMOVE LARCE RING

LEFT HAND THREAD,

CONE, Right hand
THREAD

Fig. 4.—The cone removed from free-wheel end, showing the balls.

Fig. 3.—IMPORTANT. On depressing the spring and removing
the key A, the whole gear will come to pieces.

As regards the number of balls in all ball races,

when fitting new balls or checking the old ones, a
sufficient number of balls to fill the race completely
should be inserted in every case, and afterwards one
ball should be removed.
The following are the various sizes of balls fitted

to different parts of the Armstrong hubs.

_ Marks VI. and VII., belt rim side :

Outside cone, ^in.
Round driver, |in.

Inside of driver support, ^in.
. Other side :

One row, -]^in.

Underneath clutch body, -j^in.

Clutch fork, |-in.

Marks II., III., and IV., same as above, except
j^-in. on driver support instead of iVn-j and a |in.

under clutch body.

Sturmey-Archer.
The sizes of balls in this hub are :

J.S. type, belt rim side.

Outer cone, ^^in.

Round driver, -f^j-in.

Inside driver, working on internal clutch cone, \'m.

In clutch round central ball ring, |-in.

Clutch thrust cone, |in.

Underneath free wheel, ^in.

A15
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A Further Selection of Letters from Readers scattered all over the World.

OBSERVATIONS of general interest are em-
bodied in the selection of letters appended from

Overseas readers. They come from all sorts of

out-of-the-way places, and the views expressed are a

reflex of our month's correspondence. We repeat our

invitation to other motor cyclist readers scattered all

over the world to take part in this round table con-

ference of motor cyclists in the different hemispheres.

It is by such comparison of views and experiences that

the motor cycle will become a perfected mount, and
our incomparable sport rendered still more pleasurable.

Owing to the unpleasant attentions of German sub-

marines of late, it is highly probable that there have

been letters to us among the lost mails, consequently

any reader who finds his letter not published and un-

answered would do well to duplicate any communica-
tion sent to us.

The Munitions Order.

Regular readers will have noticed that, since the

last instalment of Overseas letters was published, an

Order by the Minister of Munitions prohibits the manu-
facture of motor vehicles in future without a permit.

At first this Order was interpreted by firms generally

to mean that the production of new vehicles was to

cease entirely, but such is not the case. The Govern-
ment is desirous of knowing just how much motor work
is proceeding, and is furthermore desirous of avoiding

any hindrance to the output of the very necessary

miunitions of war. Where it can be shown that new
motor cycles can be built up from parts in stock, and
that munitions will in no way be affected, permits will

be granted freely. It will clear the air if we remark
that the British Government is just as convinced of the

desirability of maintaining Overseas connections and
specialising on export trade as it has been all along,

and it may be taken that the effect of the new Order
will, where shipping permits, mean an increase in the

number of machines sent Overseas.

We publish below a few letters received from motor
cyclists Overseas during the past month

:

Road Conditions in South Afiica.

A South African reader says :
" Out here powerful

machines are really needed, and we are therefore not keen
on the baby two-strokes and other lightweights. Most
riders want at least 3^ h-P-, ^"d prefer 4^ h.p. and even
5 and 5 li.p. for solo work, while 7 h.p. is none too much
for sidecar work, as we get gradients as steep as 1 in 4^.

Spring frames would greatly improve many machines for

use in South Africa."

Mk. J. W. Shoeboth.\m, East Griqualand, South Africa :

" The conditions here are very different from those existing

at home in England, where there are garages every few

i6

miles. Here they are few and far between, and one has to
tackle repairs and overhauls oneself, so that manufacturers
should endeavour to produce a strong machine that will

withstand these rough roads. At the present moment the
roads are one mass of dust, especially on the through posta:l

route from the Colony to Natal. There are large holes filled

with loose sand and dust, and only personal experience of
the roads enables one to steer clear of them. We have not
had a drop of rain for three months, and only .llin. during
the last sixteen weeks, so you may perhaps imagine what
the dust storms have been like. When the rain eventually
comes we .shallhave to pilot our machines through a sea of

mud."

Watersplashes and Belt Drive.

Staff-Sgt. C. R. Turner, Barrachpore, India :
" I have

been ten years in India, and have been motor cycling since

1911. I have always favoured Triumphs, and I must say
for solo riding I have found them very good. The belt

drive is a bit of a nuisance in wet weather, and the road I

used often to cover from Eawal Pindi to Abbattabad was
full of watersplashes. On the Murree-Kashmir road both 1

and a Clyno were unable to proceed owing to snow nine

feet deep. . . . The worst of this part is that the

only hills are canal bridges."

An Australian's Opinion of the Seott Sociable.

Mr. C. G. Sowell, Guildford, Australia: "It is with
great interest that I have read your description of the new
Scott cycle car in the issue of The Motor Cycle dated July
27th, and I regard your laudatory leader thereon as a hall

mark to a good thing. I have been an enthusiastic cycle

car '•xper'mnntalist for the past five years, although,' un-

^ fortunately, most of

"•iS^ my designs have re-
^*^- mained on paper for

lack of funds and pro-

per appliances. How-
ever, my latest tryout
is similar to Mr.
Scott's idea. I have
had the design in my
head for the past two
years, and I com-
menced the construc-
tion some ten months
ago. I felt I had hit

the right nail at last,

and I am in agree-

ment with your com-
ment that this design

will become the true

cycle car. Moreover,
such a vehicle with a

big firm behind it will

find a fair-sized fortune

in Australia alone. Incidentally, if big manufacturers pro-

perly realised the prospective size of the motor cycle market
in this. country if properly catered for, they would establish

branch depots' without delay at the termination of the war.
" Referring again to my cycle car, I might mention that

it is partly constructed from an old car, including the

700 X 85 mm. artillery wheels, all three of which are sprung

independently of each other, different types of springs being

also fitted to each according to the varying conditions of

An Autralian reader's home-built

Cycle car evolved from the remains ol

an old car. (See Mr. C. G. Sowell's

letter.)
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Overseas Opinions.—
working. Wlien completed it will have spring upholstery,
and the gear is of the Gradua type, the connt^rshat't being
attached to the engine, which will pivot in order to

take up the slack in the Whittle belt. The body has room
for two passengers on the seat and a child in front, and
is so arranged that it cannot sag down at the unsupported
front corner. The wheelbase is 4ft. 9in. ; track 3tt. 4in.

The weight will not exceed 350 lb. unladen."

Petrol Pipe Unions -a Useful Tip.

Mr. L. W. J. Dicuss, Fort Johnston, Nyasaland :
" Who

has not had trouble from his petrol pipe parting company
at the union? Sooner or later almost everybody is sure to

experience it, so the following tip may be welcome :

" Cut a small strip of tin about |in. wide and long enough
to make a ring round the part where the leak occurs. Tm
the leaking part thoroughly, put fiuxite on, the little tin
ring over the offending place, and s^veat it on
with a very hot soldering iron. That union will

never leak again, the thin tin strip holding the
parts together much more effectively than solder-
ing alone could do.

" My petrol tank (of brass) often sprang a leak
along the top, where it had been joined. There
also I sweated on a long strip of tin, and I have
had no more trouble since.

" I wonder why carbm-etter makers do not
fix the unions of the petrol pipes in a way that will last for

ever, as the above strip does. Perhaps they think their way
does last; but we know how often the unions come off."

Dust in the Engine.

Pte. a. Denjjy, Nowshera, India :
" Having read ' Ixion's

'

remark in The Motor Cycle of August 31st re dust being
the cause of rapid cylinder wear, I thought perhaps you
might like to hear of a somewhat similar instance which
came under my notice. The machine in question was a
6 h.p. twin of well-known make, and the symptoms were a
sluggish running engine and a decided rattle. The engine
had just been taken down and decarbonised, so what was
actually the cause was not looked for.

"Everything possible was done in the way of carburetter
tinkering, and timing checked, but all of no avail, so in

desperation the engine was again dismantled, and imagine
our surprise on finding the oil in crank case like glue
and choked with dust. It was gummed as thickly as could
be on flywheels and inside case, pistons and all.

" The carburetter had the usual double gauze over air

intake, so that it is difficult to suggest how the dust got

inside the crank case. It could hardly have got by the
piston in such quantities, and yet it was there. Also it was
not in the oil tank, as this was not emptied, and the engine
ran satisfactorily on town riding after.

" From this time onwards the engine had a decided piston

rattle. I had not the necessary gauges to measure for wear,
but have little doubt as to the cause ; also the tappet guides
were enormously worn.

" The majority of country roads on the frontier are nine
or ten inches thick with dust, as they, as a rule, are un-

metalled

.

" Another fault I have found pretty frequently is gudgeon
pin play in piston, the pins of driving fit variety being the
offenders. Frames of sidecar outfits continue to. break,
mostly at the steering head."

Mountainous Districts.

"T.C.H.," Nilgiris, India: "This is a mountainous
district, in which elevations run from 1,000 to 8,000 feet

above sea level, and although, on the whole, our roads are

good, we have an abundance of hairpins, ' Irish bridges,'

etc., which are sufficient to give any newly arrived motorist,

however proficient in the art, 'furiously to think.' In fact,

I do not think you have anywhere in the British Isles such
a ' sporty ' district from the motor cyclist's point of view.

To quote an instance : Our main ' ghat ' road from
MettapoUium to Ootacamund (thirty-two miles) rises 6,000

feet in that distance, has seventeen hairpins (always with
the chance of a couple of bullock carts or a herd of cattle

round the corner), and gradients varying from 1 in 8 to

1 in 30, without, a single stretch on which one can ' rest

'

one's engine in the whole distance. A T.T. in this district

would produce some fun ! Another point which baffles most
new arrivals here is the effect of the rarefied atmosphere on

their engines. No standard carburetter will give good
results here until some provision is made to give the engine
more air. The way in which the majority of machines
stand up to their work in such a severe district is a striking
tribute to British manufacturing principles. I know of a
Scott (to mention one instance) which has done over 30,000
miles in three years, and has just been sold for over £40.
Of course prices, both new and second-hand, rule high as
compared with home prices ; about 30% seems to be the
average increase. In conclusion, let me say that, to com-
pensate for our many drawbacks, we have a delightful
climate, an equable temperature, incomparable scenery,
and petrol at 2s. Id. per gallon (war price) in this, the
'Queen of Indian Hill Stations.'"

ITEMS FROM OVERSEAS,
Road Records.

A considerable amount of interest has been aroused of late

in the Overseas Dominions in town-to-town records. One
of the latest comes from New Zealand, one of the favourite
record road routes there being from Christchurch to Hammer
Springs and bacl^, the total distance being 174 miles. On
October 2nd, Mr. Harold Jones, of Christchurch, mounted
on a Harley-Davidson sidecar, made an attack on the sidecar

record for this journey, which he sucpeeded in beating by
Ih. 33m. The route is a very difficult one, and included
several watercourses.

High Speeds in Australia.

The extraordinary speed of 103. m.p.h. is claimed to have
been obtained on a motor cycle in Australia. In the early

morning of October 7th, Jack Booth, the famous Australian
rider of an eight-valve Indian, is credited with the above
remarkable speed along a straight stretch on the Gawler
Road. The distance covered was one mile, and the time
taken 35s., which works out at just under 103 m.p.h. His
machine was, of course, a 7-9 h.p. twin Indian, stripped of

all unnecessary fitments, but was run without auxiliary ports,

and what makes the figures the more remarkable (and pro-

bably doubtful to many record-holders) is the fact that he
used large size tyres in order to comply with the local con-

ditions. On the same morning E. Ferguson, a local rider,

also mounted on an Indian, is reported to have established

a South Australian half-mile road record by covering that

distance in 19|s., equalling a speed of 92 m.p.h.

,') t;

AN OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE.

In the issue of Nov. 23rd we described the reliability trial held by

the Victorian M.C.C. on Sept. 23rd under appalling weather conditions.

In this event only one of the four competitors to finish completed the

course to schedule time. The competitor was J. H. Rhodes, who, with

his wife in the sidecar of his Powerplus Indian, covered the course

in the best time, and won what is termed—appropriately enough 1

—

the "winner's" cup.
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Test of a Spring-frame Hobart.
Adapting Front Fork Springing Methods to (he Rear of the Machine.

MONTH ago we described a

/\ rear springing device, owned
^ ^ jointly by Messrs. Richard-

son and Downs, both well-known

men in the trade. In the interim

we have been- privileged to test a

Hobart lightweight machine sprung

at the rear on the same lines.

There is no need for us to go into

details again, as the sketch and

photograph render the system suf-

ficiently clear. The system is very

similar to the Brampton front fork

spring, Mr. -Richardson, the de-

signer, being connected with that

company.
The machine we have been using

is owned by Mr. Downs, who uses

it regularly in his business. It was
intentionally fitted with an old saddle practically devoid

of comfort in order further to demonstrate the

efficiency of the

springing sys-

tem. For our

test we naturally

selected excep-

tionally rough
stretches of road

in the district,

and we had no
difficulty in find-

ing pot - holes

galore, thanks

to the re-
markably heavy
and constant

lorry traffic.

First of all,

steering vv a s

entirely un-

affected. We

Hobart Iwo-stroke fitted with front and rear

springing devices

Showing details of, the rear springing.

found that road shocks were damped considerably by
the aid of the coil springs, whilst riding on good
ordinary main roads was positively luxurious. When
pot-holey stretches were encountered, however, the

springing did not show up to the best advantage,

owing to the small amount of movement possible in

the springs. This will be appreciated from an

inspection of the springs, which have comparatively
little space between each coil to allow free movement.
This criticism, however, does not expose a defect bf
the design, but more of the type of spring fitted, and
we feel sure that when fitted with larger springs

allowing increased movement, the design will go a long

way to solve the sj^ring frame problem. It is con-

ceivable that if this design were purchased in quantities,

many firms would be disposed to adopt and fit it in

the same way that they do the various accepted
designs of spring forks now available for manu-
facturers who specialise in assembling. It will be
appreciated that the design would be quite easy to

adapt to the accepted type of motor cycle frame,
requiring little or no structural alteration.

->~a»0c

Tfie Scott Sociable tlirougli American Goggles.

WHEN the Scott Sociable was described in The
Motor Cycle a month or two ago, among the

considerable number of enquiries which fol-

lowed from home and Overseas was one from the

Editor of TJie Scientific American, who expressed in-

terest in the design, and mentioned his desire to publish

details. We now have before us the issue of November
nth, in which the description appears, and we cull the
following extract, as showing the American view of

Mr. Alfred Scott's latest design :

" Another attempt has recently been made to provide
a low-priced vehicle that will comfortably accommodate
two people and give them practically all the comforts
of a large automobile, and at the same time be econo-
mical to maintain and easy to operate and care for. This,
creation is the work of an English designer, and, as will
be seen by the illustrations and the picture on the cover
of thi3 issue, he has produced a decidedly neat and

to.

convenient little car ; but interest does not cease with
the general appearance of the car, for it embodies a host
•of ingenious details, only a few of which can be
noted here."

The Scientific American replies to the criticisms

which have been offered by some readers on the

appearance of the machine in the following terms

:

" Some comment has been made as to the appearance
of this car, but the worst that can be said against it is

that it is novel, and we all know that many a novel

-

creation is approved as soon as we become accustomed
to it, as is demonstrated by a comparison of the horse-
drawn vehicles of twenty years ago and the present
motor car. As to the question of practicability, it may
be said that every individual feature involved has been
thoroughly tried out, and the identical type of engine
has been in successful use in England for at least six
year's. This little car can make as good an average spesd
as a regular automobile, and operate in places impossible
for the latter."
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RECRUITS WANTED.
WE are informed that important work

is being done by tlie 1st Battalion
City of London Volunteer Regi-

ment, IMaj. E. A. Dodd, T.D. Com-
mandant—Headquarters, 57-58, Leadenhall
Street, E.G. Recruits are needed who
ride either sidecar or solo machines.
Further particulars can be obtained from
Sergeant-Instructor T. J. B. Cross, 8,

Upper Thames Street, E.G.

A PROMINENT A.C.U. OFFICIAL.

\Y/E congratulate Capt. A. E. David-W son, E.E., D.S.O., on his promo-
tion to the rank of major, which

was gazetted on Friday. Maj. Davidson
was on many occasions judge at various
A.C.U. competitions, and though not
actually the rider of a motor cycle, he
has a keen knowledge of - the piachine,

and long before the war made a very
careful study oi the use of the motor
cycle in warfare.

HOW THE TANK MEN FARE.

THE following are some very interest-

ing extracts from the diary of a

member of the crew of one of His
Majesty's Land Ships (Tanks) : Monday.
—Out in a fog. Completely at sea for

first part of day, travelling at rate of

1,000 yards per hour. Furious gun fire

and ceaseless racket of machine guns.

Enemy attack. Enough lead to smother
us. Came through unscathed. Went
blindly at foe. Terrible crash and cease-

less jolting. Up and down like a switch-

back. Dashed into a party of enemy,
and crushed them under machine.
Tuesday.—Out in abominable weather.

Gun fire all the time. Vicious rattling

on our metal hide. Machine guns every-

where
;

passed through without a
scratch. Seemed to run into an earth-

quake. Nothing serious ; only an enemy
trench. Suddenly everything seemed to

go wrong. Could not make the old thing
move as much as half an inch. Stranded !

Enemy thought we were done for and
closed in with great glee ; came right up
to us. Still no sign of life ; tlien sudden
recovery. We opened fire ; enemy went
down like ninepins. Ship gave sudden
lurch, then on as fast as we could.
Enemy had not time to get clear. We
knocked them over, and they were
crushed underneath.
Wednesday.—Had weirdest experience

imaginable just as we were well under
way. There was a sudden upheaval.
"Tank" seemed to be lifted from the
ground and tossed sky high. Felt sure
it was all over. Terrible jar back on
land again. Little the worse. Enemy
had sprung a mine under us. Went
^forward again at full speed.

MOTOR CYCLISTS WANTED IN
THE R.F.C.

THE Royal Flying Corps is open to
enlist a number of expei'ienced
motor cyclists. In order to be

accepted men must have held driving
licences for the last two years, and must
be in Class A or Class Bl. There are
also openings for motor drivers, whose
medical category must be Bl or B2.
Application should be made to Major
Robert Mitchell, organiser of R.F.C.
Technical Instruction, R.F.C, the Poly-
technic, Regent Street, London W.

A CHANCE MEETING IN FRANCE.
THE accompanying photograph shows

Sgt. H. E. Ashley and Cpl. H. J.

Beal, both well-known amateur
motor cyclists, who met accidentally a
few weeks ago "somewhere" in France.
These happy and unlooked-for meetings
frequently occur at the back of tjie line,

and in this case the riders commemorated
the event by being photographed together
with their mounts. Gpl. H. J. Beal, of

Ilford, on the right, and his friend
Ashley, who hails from Manchester, have
several times competed in Six Days
Trials with invariable success, mounted
on L.M.C. machines. In civil life the
former finds good use for his motor cycle
as a commercial traveller, and is, besides,
a well-known competitor in M.C.C. trials,

notably the London-Edinburgh run. In
1913 Beal secured ten awards, including
three gold medals and a silver cup, with
his L.M.C, of which make the owner
speaks most highly. Out in France the

strain upon Beal is not so great as to

some of the men, seeing that in England
for five days a week he used his motor
cycle for business purposes.

FROM A MOTOR CYCLIST
COLONEL.

WE have had an interesting letter

from GoL.D. F. NichoU, D.S.O.
(the judge in former A.C.U. Six

Days Trials), since he has taken up his

quarters in France. He travelled from
the port of arrival to his destination by
road, and his opinion on the road condi-

tions over there are quite interesting.
" The roads," he writes, " on the whole,
are much better than most of the English
main roads are in these days, and even
up here, where pavi and mud abound,
any amount of new metal is being shoved
into the sides of the road, and soon gets

rolled in by the incessant traffic, nearly

all very heavy motor vehicles. I took
out one of our bicycles, a new Triumph,
and liked it immensely. The latest 4 h. p.

is certainly some bicycle, and the ac-

celeration is fine. The Triumph carbu-
retter appears to be pretty automatic,

though one cannot use full throttle on
these bumpy sru'faces, apart from other

traffic on the roads, so I cannot say how
the carburetter works at large openings."

Sgt. H. E. Ashley and Cpl. H. ]. Beal.

who previous to the war were enthusiastic

riders of L.M.C.'s.

FROM A LORRY DRIVER
FROM Pte. J. F. Spencer, A.S.C, M.T.,

an official of the Coventry Motor
Club, now serving with the 5th

Australian contingent, comes a very

cheerful letter. Among the general items

of interest Pte. Spencer says :
" I receive

The Motor Cycle each week, and find

it is greatly appreciated by others of the

workshop party, and many who use our
canteen. Since last writing we have
moved our quarters, and are now
stationed at . We are situated

on a main road, our lorries parked
each side, with the workshops, etc.,

in a field. We sleep in a hut,

fortunately, for every kind of weather
comes our way—sharp frosts, rain, and
strong winds. Our ablutions are per-

formed in a running stream at 6 a.m.,

work commences at 7.30, and ceases

at 4.30 p.m. ;
' Lights out ' at 8 p.m. The

nearest town is about twenty minutes'
walk, and from the state of the buildings

there it is evident that our enemies have
been ventilating their wrath. At the

rnoment of writing two fellows are having
a bo.xing contest, and as the dimensions
of the hut are approximately 15ft. x 12ft.

,

if is something of a job to concentrate
one's mind on this epistle. As we are
near an aerodrome plenty of 'planes are

to be seen all day long. I have not
yet come across a single fellow whom I

know. I "am keeping fit and well."
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THE FLAT TWIN AT THE BAR.
INDUCTION PIPE DESIGN —
DISPOSITION OF VALVES

AND THEIR ACCESSI-
BILITY —

THE "HOT" SIDE OF A
CYLINDER.

THE recent controversy on the

alleged disadvantages of the

flat twin of larger sizes, and
" Ixion's " defence in particular,

have interested me greatly.

To the designer accustomed to

close investigation of every detail of
design from all points of view the

arguments against flat twins over

350 c.c. show nothing more than a

lack of knowledge of the subject.

The most pitiable attempts are

shown in sketches, every one of
which is exaggerated favourably to

illustrate the claims advanced, and
unfavourably where it is attempted
to show the disadvantages of the

types disapproved of. For instance,

in the type of pipe called " direct

induction," the valve springs are not

shown, because it is not possible to

work them into the design without
.ruining the claims put forward. A
truly journalistic touch !

The principal arguments against

the flat twin of over 350 c.c. capacity

appear to be summed up in " the

difficulties that have to be overcome
in the induction and exhaust pipe
system

'

' and '

' the innumerable
bends and increased pipe lengths."

Why such difficulties do not arise in s7nali flat twins is,

to say the least of it, puzzling. One would imagine that

these difficulties are associated with types, and not with

cylinder capacity, and I must confess that I personally

f-'il to see any connection whatever between cylinder

capacity and the number of bends in the induction and
exhaust pipes.

But supposing we ignore this blunder and investi-

gate the deductions which follow. It is stated that

with overhead valves the efficiency gained in a vertical

engine is lost entirely in tile horizontal, on account of

the innumerable bends and increased pipe lengths,

and the carefully arranged sketches above referred to

are produced to prove that with side valves the induc-

tion passage' has fewer bends. Actually it has more,

and if a complete engine had been sketched, with all

parts necessary to its working, this would have come
to light. The induction pipe must leave room for a

valve spring and valve gear, and this necessitates its

entry at something approaching a right angle.

Fig. I, which is properly drawn to scale, will serve

to show this. Fig. 2 shows an overhead valve also

drawn to scale, and both views, show the path of the

gases by means of arrows.
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A Defence (if one were needed)

of the Flat Twin of over 330 c.c.

capacity.

By GRANVILLE E. BRADSHAW,
The DesiBner of the A.B.C.

Fig. 1 (top). Showing the induction pipe

arrangement on a flat twin.

Fig. 2 (bottom) indicates the cause o\ a

" hot side" in an overhead valve engine.

Increased induction pipe length

.

does not matter in the least, except

that in nearly all engines this is an

advantage, and one has only to read

expert carburetter manufacturers'

catalogues to find particular stress

laid in fitting a considerable length

of pipe between carburetter and

engine to allow of thorough mixing

of the gases. Further, the engine of

high efficiency is invariably timed

with a late closing inlet in order to

obtain an increase of volume in the

cylinder occasioned by the gas being

carried in by momentum after the

piston has commenced to travel on

the up stroke.

A long induction pipe assists in

piling more gas into the cylinder,

and is therefore of great benefit

where high efficiency per cylinder

volume is concerned. But why is so

much importance attached to the so-

called impossibility of fitting over-

liead valves efficiently, ,
when over-

head valves are 'seldom desired,

either by the manufacturer or the

motor cyclist, neither are they fitted

in the particular 350 c.c. engine

which was put forward as "the

finest example of opposed engine

efficiency "? Nevertheless, and just to show how far

the question was studied before such wild views were

expressed on it, I would remark that this " finest

example of opposed engine efficiency" obtained its

well-known and existing record of seventy-two miles

per hour by the use of overhead valves. This speed

has not been equ^illed by a single-cylinder engine of

the same capacity, and yet it is asserted that oveiiiead

valves in flat twins cannot be efficient.

The remarks are unmistakably written to discourage

the development of the flat twin, and yet we find the

following admission, "here we have a design the very

foundation of which is perfect balance—the designer's

Utopia."

The Duties of a Designer.

What is a designer for if not to choose the best prin-

ciple, and to make a commercial job of it? It is just

this which determines the difference- between the clever

designer with an _eye to development and the in-

efficient man satisfied with lesser victories, that are

more easily achieved. The horizontal engine is the

designers' Utopia, and yet.it has no future! Surely

this is not w-hat one would call fostering the industry!
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The Flat Twin at the Bar.—

The successful designer is tlie man who realises that

difficulties are there to be overcome. He will say, if

this is the best design I can score heavily by making a

successful practical job of it—and this sort of thing

ought to be encouraged by the technical press.

Another accusation is that the larger flat twin has
not proved itself so successful as the little twin. Of
course it has not, but it has not had a chance. The
small flat twin has had many years in which to prove
its value, and has entered into almost every competi-
tion and trial. Nearly all the large flat twins have
materialised since the commencement of the war, and
have had no chance of demonstration in competition.

_ I carr confidently promise the sceptical a rude shock
when competition does start again.

Continuing, the writer in a contemporary says that

why it is necessary to link minimum weight and b.h.p.

together, in motor cycle engine designing, is beyond
him. Truly this is surprising, particularly as it is

generally recognised that the 350 c.c. flat twin so

deservedly applauded' has achieved its wonderful popu-
larity on account of its lightness and handiness, com-
bined with its exceptional power. Manufacturers are

constantly aiming at light weight combined with power,
and those who have attained this very desirable feature

have been singularly successful. One would think it

superfluous to add- any remarks about decreased tyre

wear, low^er petrol and oil consumption, and greater

hill-climbing capacity, with the light and efficient

machine, but one is tempted to point such details out

to those who are so short-sighted that they cannot see

them.

The Hot Side.

In one sentence tlie critic says he does not know
exactly what is meant by a " hot side " to a cylinder,

but he does know that such a side cannot exist in an
overhead valve engine ! Perhaps I can enlighten him
on a subject of which " Ixion ''

is evidently cognisant.

In water-cooled engines the cylinder is kept at an
approximately even temperature on all sides, due to

the heat distributing capacity of the constantly moving
water, and maximum power can be obtained for long

periods. In air-cooled design, however, the material

is very thin, and unfortunately generally of material of

low heat conductive capacity : the result is that the

exhaust valve has to be extremely carefully placed in

order to prevent one side of the cylinder becoming
much hotter than the other, and distorting the cylinder

walls. I can assert, after years of careful experiment,

that the reason the air-cooled engine is looked upon
unfavourably for continuous high dut}' is principally

due to this defect with its resultant leakage past the

piston, blackening the rings, and scorching the oil. In

some standard side valve engines that I have measured
the distortion has been as much as one hundredth of

an inch, and, despite the inexperienced assertions to the

contrary, the distortion occurs even to a greater extent

in many overhead valve engines.

A few minutes' consideration of the overhead valve

design "shown in sketch fig. 2, where I have shown the
" hot side " shaded, should be very convincing, and I

do not mind stating that this was the principal reason
the A. B.C. overhead valve engine was discarded. In
the new A. B.C. design, a perfectly concentric cylinder

barrel of steel is used with a separate head, on which
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the exhaust valve is isolated from the cylinder as much
as possible, as shown in fig. i. The result is that this

engine can now be sold with a guarantee of twenty
hours' running on wide open throttle, with a loss of
power of not more than one per cent, throughout the
whole run. A test of 150 hours has actually been
successfully carried out, at the first attempt, and inci-

dentally I might mention that a careful test has been
taken of the wear on the roller bearing big end of an
engine that has done over 11,000 miles on the road,
and that " Ixion " was perfectly right in what he said.

It was impossible, on an ordinary micrometer, accu-
rately to read any wear, but on a special instrument
this was found to be two-tenths of one thousandth (or

one five-thousandth) of an inch.

To put it briefly, the flat twin is particularly desir-

able because its balance is practically perfect with only
two cylinders—it is the lightest type of engine known

—

its impulses ai-e at regular intervals. It is consider-
ably cheaper to manufacture than the four-cylinder
vertical prophesied to be the future engine, and it is

more economical from almost every point of view.
It is extremely accessible, and has a minimum

number of working parts. Overhead valves, which are
more efficient than other types, can be readily applied
to the flat twin, but for reasons foreign to this par-
ticular type of engine, they are not desirable in an air-

cooled engine, except for short speed contests. Both
cylinders can be operated from the same cams, and
synchronisation is easy. Lubrication offers no greater
difficulties than in any other type of engine, and there
are no limits to its capacity for present-day motor cycle
purposes. Its particular limitation is overall length,

and unsuitability to the adoption of a long stroke, but
its inherent capacity for revving easily counterbalances
the latter.

Sgt. F. E. Barker, A.S.C., MT., formerly with Zenith Motors,

Ltd., off to dinner with a load of eighty-five stones. Of the

many uses the motor cycle is put to in the great military camps,
not the least appreciated is when it is commandeered as a " hack"
to give acquaintances a lift.

B7
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS
Geeeswich Time.

Dec. 7th 4.20 p.m.

„ 9th 4.20 „
„ nth ... ... 4.19 „
„ 13th 4.19 ,,

Sidecar Machine Guns on Home Defence.

In connection with the home defence
forces, a Motor Machine Gun Section
is to be formed. Offers of sidecars are
invited.

The Mersey Tunnel.

Tliere is talk in Liverpool of a project
to construct a tunnel beneath the Mersey,
to afford direct road communication
between that part of Lancashire and the
county of Cheshire.

A Missing Motor Cycle.

A three-speed late 1915 model Douglas
owned by an R.E. officer was stolen from
Chatham on Friday. It is a 2| h.p.
model, engine No. 25,451, gear box No.
1,791, and cylinder No. 26,122.' The
machine has a clutch and kick starter,
and in case any reader is offered it for
sale he should immediately advise the
police or The Motor Cycle.

The Internal Combustion Engine.

In a paper read before the Royal
Society of Arts on Wednesday last week
some striking remarks were made both
by the chairman, Sir Charles Algernon
Parsons, and by Dr. Dugald Clerk, whose
papei was on the internal combustion
engine. In the coui'se of his introduction
Sir Charles said: "The internal combus-
tion engine to-day ranks among the most
important prime movers. It is also the
most economical in the conversion of the
energy in oil and gas into mechanical
work. On it depends all aircraft, and
nearly all submarines and motor trans-
ports of all descriptions. It has become
an ever present part of our modern life,

and is exercising on the commmiity
at large an educational influence in

mechanics and engineering far greater
than we are accustomed to suppose."

German Influence.

Dr. Dugald Clei-k, who in the near
future will be assuming an important
Government position in connection with
developments in this country, said that
"Some of our engineers seemed un-
aware of the leadnig part taken by
England in the great field of invention
covered by internal combustion engines.
An impression that we are whoUy in-

debted to Germany, and that the work
of invention here is small compared with
that of the Continent, has arisen, because
of the indefatigable propaganda of

scientific engineering Germany and the

?8

distinct bias to German methods shown
by some of our prominent men. The
younger engineer of to-day has a huge
field of effort open to him, and he
will need all the scientific and practical

knowledge available to fit him for his

task. The fate of the British Empire in

the future depends on the scientific

engineer ; our present existence,' as a
free nation, depends on our sailors and
soldiers, but the distant future is subject
more to the efforts of the engineer than
to the labours of war or politics."

Triumph Cycle Co.'s 30% Dividend.

The directors of the Triumph Cycle
Co., Ltd., are unable to submit the
accounts usually presented to the annual
general meeting, owing to the fact that

the company was declared a " controlled
"

establishment in August, 1915. Until an
adjustment of accounts has been made
with the JMinistry ot Munitions and the
Inland Revenue Department it is quite

impossible to present reliable figures as

to the net result of the company's trad-

ing since the dates of the last accounts.

The directors are satisfied, however, that

the company has made sufficient profit to

justify them in paying 5^% (free of tax)

on the preference shares, which absorbs

£2,627 ; 20% (free of tax) on the ordinary
shares, £16,000 ; a bonus of 2s. per share

on the ordinary shares, £8,000 ; and to

carry to pensions fund the sum of £2,000.

SPECIAL FEATURES

MOTOR MACHINE GUNS FOR CADET
CORPS.

WAR MODELS ON TEST.

THE CARE OF HUB GEARS.

American Style.

Will trade.—For three-speed twin, will

trade complete motion picture outfit, with

gas machines, Powers's electric, with
rheostat ; taken in on mortgage. Good
as new ; worth 250 dollars. Packed in

travelling trunk.

—

Vide American Motor
Ci/ding.

The Future of Second-hand Shows.

The promoters of the display of second-

hand vehicles held at the Agricultural
Hall recently write in an optimistic vein

concerning the holding of such exhibitions

in the future. Judging by the diverse

location of some of the sellers and buyers
at the show recently held, it must 'have
attracted motor cyclists from all parts

of Great Britain. The towns where it

has been definitely decided to hold shows
either yearly or bi-annually are Bir-

mingham, Glasgow, Edinburgh. Bristol,

and Dublin. Messrs. Cilass and Co. hope
to announce the dates shortly, but, owing
to most of the halls being stiM in the
occupation of the Gtovernment. nothing
definite can be; stated at present.

^ s,?«:8W«w«=»^
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DESPATCH RIDERS OF THE FRENCH ARMY.

The men shown in the photograph belong to divisional headquarters, and have been

in the neighbourhood of Verdun since the beginning of the great German attacks. Their

mounts are B.S.A.'s and Triumphs.
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Another Airman Motor Cyclist Killed.

We regret to note among tlie casualties

the name of George L. Columb, Sec.-Lt.,

London Regiment, attached to the R.F.C.
Lt. Columb was well known to Midland
manufacturers and competition riders as

a motor journalist.

The National War Funds.

At tlie week-end tlie principal war
funds stood as follow :

The Prince of Wales's Fund (dis-

trihufed £3,489,465) .. .. £6,000,706
niitish Eed Cross Fu:id .. .. 5,366,677 11 6
The Queen's Work for Women

Fund 170,924 10 1

Tobacco Fund 120,471

Large Size Flat Twins.

In defence of the flat twin-cylinder

engine over 350 c.c, a leading motor
cycle ^designer, Mr. Gl-ran\alle E. Brad-
shaw, enters the arena this week. It is

a pity that the time is not propitious

for an actual demonstration' of the quali-

ties of large size flat twins—not that

their efficiency is doubted by more than
a minority.

A Posthumous Award.

Mrs. Baxter, wife of the late Sec.-Lt.

E. F. Baxter, V.C, late Liverpool R.,

received the posthumous award at Buck-
ingham Palace on Wednesday last. It

will be remembered that Lt. Baxter
was awarded the Victoria Cross for

conspicuous bravery whilst engaged in

bombing the enemy trenches. His
exploits were fully described in our

issue of October 5th.

Competition Eider Granted Commission.

S. Charles Ferryman, a leading official

of the Birmingham M.C.C., has been
granted a commission as Lieutenant
K.N.V.R. for R.N.A.S. Ferryman will

be recalled by all motor cyclists as a

T.T. and competition rider. He has, in

fact, competed in no fewer than seven

T.T. races, and has, moreover, won three

gold medals in London-Land's End trials.

He was chiefly responsible for the intro-

duction of the Senspray carburetter.

Wheeling Cycles at Night.

In the London area, hitherto, cyclists

wheeling their machines at night, even
on the edge of the roadway, were liable

to be fined, though throughout the rest

of the country this stringent Order has

been modified. The Home Secretary has

now stated in a letter to the secretary

of the Cyclists' Touring Union that an
amendment will be made in the Lights

• (London) Order at the next convenient
opportunity, and that in the meantime
no action will be taken against cyclists

who take advantage of the proposed
relaxation, but he does not see his way
to authorise a similar relaxation in the

case of tricycles.

Should Unlit Cycles be Wheeled ?

The Auto Cycle Union is not satisfied

with the proposal that the lighting regu-

lations as regards pedal cycles shall be
relaxed, so as to permit them to be
wheeled close to the edge of the road
without warning lights. The A.C.U.
secretary has addressed a letter to the

Home Secretary protesting against this

.; proposed exception to the general rule,

and pointing out the danger of unlit

pedal cycles, even if^ wheeled on the left

of the ro: d.

Real "TaU" Lights.

The new British Order requiring
drovers in charge of cattle to carry a
warning light will be fresh in our readers'

memories. Near Los Angeles a disastrous

accident occurred recently, a lady driving
her car into a drove ot mules. In order
to overcome the possibility of such an
accident in the future, a red reflex light

mounted on a strap is now used to buckle
around the mules' tails.

Volunteers and Cadets.

Volunteers are at last to be recognised
under certain conditions. The announce-
ment of the terms of recognition was
made officially last week, and would
please thousands of our readers who are
members of motor volunteer sections.

Another development of interest to men
on Home Service is the decision to form
sidecar machine gun batteries for attach-
ment to cadet battalions.

A Sunset Table.

We have received from the Under
Secretary of State a copy of " Tables of

Local Sunsets," which may be purchased,
price Id., from Messrs. Wyman and Sons,
Ltd., 20. Breams Buildings, Fetter Lane,
E.C. These tables have been prepared
in connection with the Orders under the
Defence of the Realm Regulations with
regard to the lighting of lamps on
vehicles. The times given in the tables

are in all cases the times of local sunset
(Greenwich mean time), "sunset" being
taken as the moment when the upper
edge of the sun reaches the horizon.

The times of sunset are stated for twenty-
nine places in the United Kingdom, and
the figures given have been furnished by
the courtesy of the Astronomer Royal.

Water-cooling Systems.

For the next few months hard frosts

may be expected any night, and riders of

water-cooled machines, such as Scott,

Hnmber, Williamson, and Morgan, will

no doubt be already wondering whether
they will risk a frozen water jacket or

radiator or go to the trouble of draining
off the water after each run. Those who
are interested in this subject should see

the article in our sister journal The Light
Car, which describes a simple home-made
device which has been designed to keep
the water in the system circulating and
so to prevent freezing.

Quantity Production and||Overseas Trade.
" British Subject " in The Autocar this

week discusses the future of the British

motor business Overseas, and hits the nail

on the head when he says that " directly

you go for quantity (production) at all

you must fight in the quantity market of

your class, and the mere fact that you
must turn out a large number of cars of

some one model without alterations means
that you cannot cater for the individual

who has his own special ideas." That
will be a point in our . favour when the
time comes for us to commence the new
war for trade supremacy in the Colonies.

That one asset and the other of fine

quality are, in the eyes of some pessi-

mists, about all we have left. We
certainly have some leeway to make up ;

the lecords of the American exports of

motor cycles to the Colonies at the
present time do not make particularly
cheei ful reading.

THE NATIONAL MOTOR
VOLUNTEERS.

Inspection of the Lancashire Volunteers

by Lord French.

SATURDAY, the day appointed for

the inspection of the Lancashire
Volunteers, was a red letter day

for Preston. All the main streets from
the railway station to Avenham Psrk
were lined up with the Royal Field
Aitillery, and the streets were almost
impassable. As it was

,
impossible to

handle all the members of the National
Jlotor Volunteers, it was ordered that

sixteen should be the number to represent

each section of the N.M.V.
The Blackpool men paraded at the

No. 3 Assembly Hall at 11.30, where, at

the invitation of Half Squadron Com-
mander V. Prestwich, the company
partook of lunch.
At twelve o'clock the men proceeded,

under the command of Half Squadron
Commander V. Prestwich, Adj. S. 0.
Taylor, and Sgt.-Maj. Sanderson, for

inspection at the Town Hall by His
Worship the Mayor, Commander A. L. B.

'

Parkinson. After a brief halt here they
wended their way to Preston. Outriders
Robert Hall and J. Wilkinson, who had
proceeded two hours before, carried out
their duties remarkably well, and
awaited the Commander at Lea Gate
Hotel with a map of the route to be
taken through Preston and the place of

inspection. Arriving at Preston, the

section took up its appointed pl^ce

along with sections from the East
Lancashire district.

The six staff cars awaiting Lord
French and party at the station required
six motor cyclists to accompany the party
as orderlies, and the selection was taken
from the Blackpool contingent, which
can be considered one of the honours of

the day. The men were Cpl. T. Sharpies,
Ptes. Rogers, Clough, and Miller, Bugler
Horner, and Drummer Clarke. The
sight was a magnificent one.

New Volunteer Bill.

It will be remembered that, as

announced officially last week, the
Volunteers have at last been formally
recognised by the Government. A man can
now volunteer for the duration of the
war, in which case he will be liable for

certain drills and duties, be subject to

military law (the men when engaged on
military duty and the officers at all

times), and receive a grant. Those who
volunteer for the term of the war will

not be allowed to retire from their

corps except under special circumstances.

AN ATTRAGTIVE ALMANAC.
LAST year we received a very artis-

tic almanac published by Messrs.
AbduUa and Co., Ltd., 168, New

Bond Street, W. This year we have
received another, which contains fourteen
reproductions of work by British and
Allied artists. As was the case last year,

twenty thousand copies of this almanac
have been given by Messrs. AbduUa and
Co. for sale, the proceeds of which go to

the funds of the British Red Cross
Society. The price peir copy is Is. 4d.,

and it is hoped that »t least £1,000 will

be realised.
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ONE of the

several flat

twiiT - cylin-

der motor c-ycles

which have made
their bow to the

public this autumn
is the 2>h ^-P-
Humber, described

in detail in our
issue of October
i2th last. Since

we first inspected

and introduced

this machine to

motor cyclists, we
have been privi-

leged to test its capabilities on the road. Before
dealing with the running of this entirely new mount,
it might be well for us to recount its main features

of design. The bore and stroke of each cylinder

are 68x68.75 mm., giving a cubical capacity (or

cubicity, as a well-known designer put it the other

day) of 497 c.c. In the description of this new
Humber we dwelt upon the substantial nature of the

The W.D. Triumph and Humber
Edge' Hills,

Hill-climbing on the Edge Hill Range
with a W.D. Triumph and a 497 c.c.

Flat Twin Humber.

;
working parts ; in-

deed, the solidity

of the design is

its most striking

feature.

The machine we
rode was fitted

with ordinary tour-

ing handle - bars,

footboards, and a

foot - controlled
clutch. As our rid-

ing experience in-

cluded stretches of

greasy roads, the

need for a semi-

T.T. position to

impart to the ridei

a greater feeling

of security and
control over the

machine was rather pronounced. Accordingly we
suggested to the makers that their latest twin would
be rendered still more attractive by the fitting of a

flat bar, a handle-bar controlled clutch, and foot-

rests in lieu of footboards. Our suggestion was acted

upon, and the first example of the type outlined is

illustrated on this page. The natural riding position

of the Humber tester, seen in one of the photographs,

will be appreciated by practical riders who
desire a machine for all-weather work.

During our tests of the Humber machine,
which were made on the noted Edge Hill range,

we had as companion a well-known motor cyclist,

to whom we loaned for the occasion our War
Oflice model 4 h.p. Triumph, the idea being that

we could compare side by side their respective

\.'. capabilities. On the one hand, we had a

representative type single.

at the Round Tower at the summit of

Warwickshire.

apd on
attractive

'

the

flat

other an

tw^in of

500 c.c,
,
a type of

machine upon w h i c h
readers have often urged
manufacturers to concen-

trate their energies.

A SEMI-T.T. FLAT TWIN HUMBER.
The new 3J h.p. flat twin Humber was dealt

with in our issue of Oct. 12th last fpages

311-313). Since that date certain modifications

rendering the machine more suitable for military

requirements have been effected, such as the

fitting of semi-T.T. bars with a handle-bar

controlled clutch and footrests in lieu of

footboards.

.M



At the bend near the summit of Sunrising Hi

, appioximately 1 m 6
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War Models on Test.—

Within two minutes of our visit to the garage both

engines were firing away merrily, both with entirely

different voices. Tlie air was crisp and dry on this

autumn' morning, and w'e sped through avenues of
trees over falling leaves, the hedgerow's in their

autumn garb, and the ever-changing tints being

delightful to behold. Through Leamington and
Warwick, thence through Barford and Wellesbourne
towards Kineton, we
maintained a good
average .speed, our

object being to tackle

Edge Hill, the most
severe of the range,

with hot engines. Of
course, no^vadays there

is nothing exceptional in

climbing the i in 6

gradient of Edge Hill

after a non-slop run

from the city of motors,

but now that change-

speed gears are generally

adopted it is instructive

to observe how far a

machine will climb the

hill before calling for a

change down. We led

the w'ay on the smooth-

running Humber, and at

the foot of the hill

opened out, and away
the machine darted,

revelling in its work. The roads

were deserted, and the machine
was' travelling so fast that it was
only just possible to scrape round

the first bend without switching

off, and the next bend was
reached with very little per-

ceptible falling off in speed.

Then on the steepest portion the

engine commenced to slow down,
and, .glancing over our shoulder,

we saw that our companion was
rapidly overhauling us on the

Triurnph. Side by side we pro-

gressed, the Humber just losing

ground, so we snicked in the

second gear, and the .twin

attained its maximum revolutions

again in the space of a few yards
despite the severe gradient. Soon
we had overtaken

,
and left the

Triumph standing, the twin romping over the summit
of the hill on its middle gear, the Triumph rider,

who had been late in changing, following thirty or

forty yards in the rear. A descent of the hill for

aj;other try with cooler engines gave an opportunitv
of proving that both machines were capable of
climbing the hill on the top gear, but near the top
they were much faster on the middle gear. Partly
descending the hill with the Humber, we turned the

machine round, and, fngaging the clutch, made a

restart on the steepest section without difificultv or

50^

real effort. Turning in the narrow road with the

engine running demonstrated to us, however, that the

foot clutch and footboard could very well be
impro-i'ed upon.

Acceleration Powers.

Proceeding to Sunrising, again both machines
toyed with the gradient, and were even able to answer
to the throttle whilst still on top gear. On the middle

gear, engaged at the

vhere the i^radient is

iJ ^,^-^V . .

A top gear climb up Warmington Hill, near Banbury.

corner, it was possible

to slow either machine
right down and suddenly

open up, the engines re-

sponding in a twinkling

and gathering speed to

the summit.
We next tried an

acceleration test on the

level, the weights of the

riders being approxi-

mately the same, viz.,

\z\ stone, and the top

gears of the machines
approximately equal,
viz., 4| and 4^^ to i.

At a signal when travel-

ling at 10 m.p.h. the

throttles were suddenly

swept open, and both

machines bounded away,
the Triumph, with its

550 c.c. engine, just

having the advantage in

two bursts.

Warmington Hill is much
easier than Sunrising and Edge
Hill, and both the main road

and by-road, which crosses the

hill at the church, were as nought

to these delightful war models.

One could stop and restart with

ease on any portion of the hill.

So far we have dealt mainly

with hill-climbing and accelera-

tion, but it would be unfair to

lead readers to suppose, that the

twin Humber in particular can

be judged on these two counts

alone. It is in the controllability

of its engine and smoothness of

running generally that the Hum-
ber is so attractive to the rider.

With its one lever Loguemare
carburetter the engine will tick

along so slowly and regularly that it is easily possible

to count the explosions.

Throughout the test, despite its newness, the engine

kept remarkably cool. Even when cold the engine

would start after two or three turns of the starting

handle without the necessity for an injection.

Altogether our experience proved most enjoyable, and

left us with an impression that a good deal more will

be heard of the
3-J-

h.p. flat twin Humber when the

company have satisfied the demands of the allied

Governments.
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The dash on the " Flexible" sidecar shown

fitted, with dock, switch, lamp, and mirror.

The Emblem three-speed gear is actuated by
a rocker pedal on the right fodtboard.

cycle design
the most notable
in design is the
Hendee Company
twin lightweight,

THE motor cycle show held at the
Chicago Coliseum gives a very good
indication of the trend of motor

America. Probahly
and drastic change
introduction by the

of the small flat

which, undoubtedly,
anticipates a greater demand in the future

for the lighter twins as solo mounts in

place of the heavy 7 h.p. twins as hereto-

fore. Although the baby two-stroke has
apparently made little headway, some
firms are still manufacturing them, so

there . is evidently a certain demand for

these machines, though evidently nothing
.like so great as that which exists in this

country. With regard to the ordinary
machines, the only alterations in design
noticeable are improvements in details,

while efficiency has been aimed at by
improving the design of such parts as

valve ports, inlet pipes, exhaust pipes,

etc. The three-speed gear, usually placed
in the countershaft, is also a feature of

practically all 1917 models, while electric

lighting outfits are now almost universal

on all but the lightweights.

In looking through the specifications of

the latest models, it is interesting, and
at the same time almost amusing, to

notice how the horse-power ratings of

the engines have gone up, although the
capacities remain- the same. It is quite
common to see whfff are geiipvally known
in this country as 7 h.p. twins rated at

16 h.p., while 6 h.p. is the common rating
for many single-cylinders under 500 c.c.

With the exception of the flat twin, the
Indian models remain unaltered, though
an interesting detail point of the 1917

1917
AMERICAN
TREND OF
DESIGN,

Details of some of (lie

Principal Exfiibits at

Cfiicago Show.
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On the Henderson a small Ammeter is fitted

on the top tube, set at an angle to facilitate

easy reading.

model Powerplus is the fitting of valve
caps equipped with extensive radiating
fins. This is a most desirable feature,
for, as mentioned many times before in

this journal, the masses of metal usually
situated in the neighbourhood of the
valves are often the prime cause of many
overheating troubles. Another slight

alteration in design in the Powerplus
Indian which is of interest is the fact
that the pocket beneath the inlet valves
has been eliminated in order to allow the
incoming gas to flow easily into the
cylinder.

Mechanical oiler and brake pedal on Dayton
models.

Dry battery case on Henderson, made of

pressed steel and attached to the seat tube.

Enclosed valve springs are becoming
standard on most American mounts, and
are to be found, to mention only a few
makes, on the Indian, Harley-Davidson,
and Reading Standard, in which makes
they take the form of telescopic sleeves.

Several of the big twins even now
require the engine to be removed from
the frame before the cylinders can be
taken off. In the Excelsior provision is

made so that the tank tube can be
removed so as to give room for dis-

mantling cylinders.

The Henderson power unit is undoubt-
edly a very neat piece
of work, and, as men-
tioned in a - previous
review of American
models, contains a three-

speed gear box situated
at the rear end of the

.

crank case, the bottom
half of the crank case
casting forming the lower
lialf of the gear box.

The chief alteration m
the latest four-cylinder

Henderson is the inclusion

of a three-speed, sliding

dog clutch type gear box
incorporated as a unit with

the engine. The overhead

inlet valve rockers are also

much more substantial

This 8-10 h.p. engine, as

most of our readers will

already know, follows car

practice throughout.
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MOTOR CYCLIST GUIDES.
A Reader's Suggestion and a

THE following interesting letter has been received
from a reader, wlio considers, and we think
rightly, that a minute geographical knowledge

of the whole country would be useful to the military

authorities. It seemed to us that, if such a corps were
to be formed, it should be done under the auspices of
the A.C.U. We therefore consulted the secretary, and
append his reply to our' correspondent's letter:

The Suggestion.
Sir,—;I notice that you give the Volunteer movement, as

far as it affects motor cycUsts, your hearty support. Such
being the case, could you not organise a National Corps of

M.C. Guides? •

A guide should know thoroughly some hundred, or even
more, square miles of country. By "thoroughly" I mean—

1. All roads and byroads.
2. All bridges, and—

-

(a) Whether over road, rail, or water.
(hj Approximate weight they will each carry.
(c) Length of span.

3. Nature of country—arable or pasture ; character of

field boundaries—hedges, ditches, stone dykes, etc.

4. Any other special characteristic of the district.

In my opinion, a body of men possessed .of such informa-
tion as I have above stated would represent a human map of

considerable value to the militarj' authorities.

I would suggest a head guide in each county—perhaps
more in special cases—and, in addition, one more guide per
one hundred square miles. A register of such guides, show-
ing areas, could be kept at the various military centres.

I should mention that about two years ago I endeavoured
to form a similar body of guides from my fellow officers in

the Excise Department. Over 800 volunteered readily, but,
owing to lack of official encoaragement and time, the matter
dropped. As far as I can remember, the War Office stated
that, motor cycling sections were being formed in the different

counties. I have, however, after several enquiries, failed

to find that a body of men of the type indicated have been
enrolled as volunteers.

It may be asked why I have not again brought the
matter forward in my own department? I should like to

have done so, but my belief now is that the body should
be composed of motor cyclists only.

In the event of the idea receiving your, support, I should
be pleased to do anything in my power in this part of the
country. C.J.L.

Wolsingham.
>-«(

Reply by the A.C.U. Secietary.

The Reply of the A.C.U.
"C.J.L.'s" suggestion is valuable, inasmuch as it

draws attention to the military value to the Volunteers of

the motor cyclist as a guide, and for despatch carrying and
communication purposes.

His idea of a separate " National Corps of Motor Cycling
Guides " is impracticable in the present condition of the

- Volunteer movement. Such a corps would be analogous to

the Motor Cyclist Section, Signal Service, R.E., and pre
supposes the. grouping of Volunteer Battalions into brigades
and divisions, each with its complement of auxiliary

services, of which the Signal Service would be one. Such
an organisation of the Volunteer Forces, however desirable,

is remote, arid in the event of invasion and mobilisation no
attempt would, I .think, be made to usethe Volunteers as

a separate mobile _ force, complete in itself. They would
then undertaTce special duties iii connection with the
guarding of lines of: communication and the preparation
of defence works, and they would -possibly act as reserves

to our regular infantry. \.^

.

The value and the use of Motor Cyclist Volunteers seems
to me to be essentially of a local character. Their know-
ledge as guides would be that of a particular locality, and
they would be of great value to the particular Battalion
operating in that locality. The "Volunteer Force is

organised on the Territorial basis, the Battalion composing
a county regiment having its headquarters in various parts
of that county. On mobilisation the Volunteers would, as

a general rule, take up duties in their own districts.

This is not to imply that there is no necessity for co

ordination. On the contrai'y, I consider that the standard
and methods of training, and to some extent recruiting, of

Volunteer Motor Cyclists should be under the direction of

a central authority. For discipline and command purposes
they would be under their Battalion CO., who would also

be responsible for their training and readiness for war and
for the maintenance of proper system in the section.

The Central Association might be requested to arrange for :

1. A syllabus of training for motor cyclists other than
the usual training in signalling.

2. Examinations and certificates of proficiency.

3. Circularising of County and Battalion Commandants,
drawing their attention to the military value of motor
cyclist volunteers, and encouraging them to recruit

such men.
In all these matters I should be pleased to give any

assistance possible, (Signed) T. W. Loughborough,
Secretary Auto Cycle L'nion, Major Surrey Volunteer

Regt., etc.

!•-<

Cadet Corps and Motor Machine Guns.
War Office Approval for Formation of a^ Macfiine Gun Section.

THE good work in connection with Cadet Corps

throughout the country is to be further aided

by a new development now in progress. The
Motor Machine Gun Service now forms a very

important section of our Overseas forces, and their

great value has been proved beyond all doubt. With
this example before them, we are advised by an

officer interested, the War Office has sanctioned
' the formation of Motor Machine Gun Sections of

each Cadet Infantry Brigade throughout the country.

At present the authorities are not supplying the

necessary motor equipment, and steps are being taken

to raise the required number of motor cycles and
sidecar chassis by loan or gift from various sources.

The Warwickshire Cadet Infantry Brigade, under

Col. Ludlow (who holds the rank of brigadier-general

in this connection), is progressing rapidly with the

new scheme. Capt. B. Fray, the machine gun officer

appointed, and Sec.-Lt. E. L. Girling are busilv

engaged in collecting -together the necessary sidecar

outfits to form their equipment. Twenty-four are

required, and offers by any patriotii? manufacturers or

private owners who may have new or second-hand
machines which they care to devote to this work would
be appreciated. T//c Motor Cycle w'ill gladly place

any such offers before the proper authorities. Heavy
machines, preferably about 6 h.p., with sidecar

chassis only, capable of carrying three men, are

necessary, but some solo machines also will be very

acceptable. These Cadet Motor Machine Gun Sections

are nearly complete in point of members.
The intention to make the Cadet Corps training

still more efficient by the introduction of this, one of
the latest forms of military operations, is very

commendable, and will be watched with considerable

interest.

B17
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Water in a Petrol Engine.
Sir,—In reference to a paragraph of the article signed by

Mr. S. Holt in Thu Motor Cycle of November 9th, I would
like to state that the idea of introducing \yater into the
cylinder of his engine is by no means new, for the same
was patented by Prof. Banco in Germany some years ago,
and the said Professor claims that the water is immediately
dried by the intense heat, leaving behind a hydrogen and
oxygen gas, and by these gases the engine gains its advan-
tageous properties. Therefore I really cannot see the grounds
on which Mr. Holt can patent A is idea without encroaching
on international patent laws. Prof. Banco patented his idea
tor internal combustion engines, which, of course, includes
petrol engines. L.6. (R.N.).
[As we stated in a recent issue, the idea of injecting water

into an internal combustion engine is not new, but though
the idea may not be patentable, it is quite possible that

the method employed would be subject matter for a valid

patent.

—

Ed.]

Throttle-controlled Lubricators.

Sir,—With reference to the various apparatus constructed
within recent years to couple throttle and oil supply, I think

1 can fairly lay claim to have been the first to advocate the

system; in other words, to point out that the feed of oil

should be proportional to consumption of petrol. I cannot
at the moment put my hand on the papers ; but, from recol-

lection, the lecture at which I first made the suggestion, as

an ideal to be aimed at, was before the Essex Motor Club,

in the spring of 1907—March, I think. Anyway, Jlr. A. G.

Reynolds remembers the occasion, and can confirm.

The Best and Lloyd mechanical pump with throttle con-

trol is most efficient, as engine speed as well as throttle

is allowed for. Coasting down hill with the throttle shut
consumes some oil, and the B. and L. . passes a little oil in

proportion to the engine speed. In the case of the drip feed

controlled by the throttle, with the throttle shut coasting, a

little oil might pass, but the quantity would be constant and
irrespective of engine speed, which is not right.

J. W. G. BEOOKER.

Coloured Lights for Cattle.

Sir,—With reference to " Ixion's " paragraph on the

above in the issue dated November 9th, I have had the

necessity of distinctive coloured lights borne in upon me by
the following experience. When returning home the other

night about 9.30 I encountered eight or ten liorses, led in

pairs, on the left side of the road approaching. The leading

man (or boy) carried a white light, quite steady, about 18in.

above ground level, which I naturally took for a cyclist's

lamp. I w'as going very cautiously at the time, preparing

for a corner, but only a white blaze on the - outside leader,

which I caught sight of just in time, saved me from a spill.

1 did a lightning swerve and pulled up, and then heard what
seemed like countless hoof beats. - The road was about 12ft.

wide, and the horses in pairs occupied about 8ft. of this

space. The man leading the rear pair also had a glimmer of

white light, which was totally invisible from behind the
horses. There was absolutely no waving or swinging of

lights whatever. With the dimming discs now in vogue,
there is no chance of detecting cattle or horses in time to

avoid disaster at above 10 m.p.h. My point in tliis case is

that if a distinctive coloured light had been shown I should
have known what to expect on the road. The kind of

incident described is fairly common in this district (Brackley).

BiS

Perhaps after a few serious accidents have occurred tlis

regulation will be amended. I hope you will continue to

raise the point in your valuable journal, which I have read
regularly since 1903, though this is the first time I have
written to you. W. CHARLES ROBSON.

WiU the Single Cylinder Survive ?

Sir,—One camiot help noticing with interest in the corre-

spondence columns of your excellent paper, the various
missives dealing with the supposed superiority of tw'in-

cylinder machines over singles. Judging from their con-
tents, I venture to say that an impartial observer reading
them over would soon make up his mind to make any
and every "single" his absolute bete-noire!

Now I am the—let me say, "unfortunate"—possessor of

a 34 h.p. single motor cycle, purchased new in 1915. May
I then be allowed to lay bare a few facts about my
machine which I think will show tha,t twins have not it

all their own way just at present.
The week ending October 28th, I went for a run of 132

mUes with a friend. We were both mounted on singles.

I allow the roads were pretty good—most of the way we
were on the Portsmouth Road-^at the same time they
were inclined to be slippery, as there were several showers

;

also we had to contend with a strong head wind the whole
way. The first twenty miles or so were through traffic,

as we had to pass through the south suburbs of London.
Our speed worked out at 33 m.p.h. which—as we did

not attempt any abnormal speed, the maximum done being
50 m.p.h.—shows a fairly good constant speed.
As regards power my throttle slide was never more than

half open.
The most satisfactory result, however, was our petrol

consumption, my friend's working out at 120 miles per
gallon, mine as 140 m.p.g. ; both figures, to say the least,

are fairly useful.

The two machines in question are 490 c.c. Nortons, mine
being the ordinary three-speed countershaft touring model,
my friend's the standard T.T. The usual disclaimer.

M. A. PYKE.

Paraffin Starting Device.

Sir,—I notice from your issues of October 26th and
November 2nd that your correspondents " Brightonian " and
Mr. F. Lewis would like further particulars of my method
of stiarting up for ruraiing on paraffin, so I am giving a
detailed description of how this is carried out.

The peti'ol is contained in a small tank and led to the
jet in the anti-blow back cap by means of the ordinary ^in.

diameter copper pipe (see page 233, September 14th). I find

that a common failiiig is to attempt to use too large a jet

in this position as a most suitable size is, to give satisfactory,

starting, a 24 Amac, as, of course, if too large a jet is

employed too rich a mixture will be drawn into the engine,

and considerable di6ficulty will be found in starting. This
method is quite satisfactory with practically all types of

engines ; but, it possible, the head of the jet should be
-,%in. from the carburetter slides, and as near as possible in

the middle of the tube.

With reference to ilr. Lewis's remarks, the two-stroke
machine that I am now using has a Best and Lloyd drip

feed oil pump fitted, and with this the same amount of oil

should be used as when ruiming on petrol. However, if th«
machine should be fitted with the petroil system, the correct

proportion of oil to paraffin is half a pint of oil to a gallon
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of paraffin. It is a well-known fact that when paraffin is

used a small jet is required to break up the heavy fuel ; but,
if this is used, the power obtained will not be very great,
so, to get over this difficulty, I have sealed up the hole in
the jet of my Amac carburetter and drilled three small
holes, each about a third of the size of the Amac 28 jet.

Any watchmaker will be able to carry out this work at a
minimum of expense. However, if this is not carried out,
for general running I have found the 27 Amac most satis-

factory. F. A. MILWARD.

Bearing Pressures.

Sir,
—

" A.A.S.'s " article on the above subject contains no
reference to the relative quantity and quality of work obtained
from the two types of engines discussed. All reference to
such essential features of good running and efficiency as
petrol consumption, oil consumption, speed, pulling power,
and cool running, of the two machines is omitted. The public
would like to know which of the machines did the better
all-round work.
He also compares machines of completely different cubic

capacity. I have had five long-stroke singles, including one
of the 82x120 mm. type criticised by "A.A.S.," and I
know of no better lubricated single. I gave mine some hard
work, too, both pulling and revving. Reading his article
made me wonder Vfhy he did not choose a square engine
for purposes of comparison. Then we might have had some
valuable data.
Despite "A.A.S.'s" condemnation, a complacent motor

cycling world is slowly being given in homoeopathic doses
what it refused a few years ago—the long-stroke engine.
Even the flat twin is getting inoculated with the virus.
Witness the Matchless and Br'ough productions ; their per-
formance will be watched keenly.
B-E.F. A. LINDSAY (Capt.).

^
Sir,—With regard to the letters in reply to mine, in the

issue of November 25rd of your esteemed paper, re " Bearing
Pressures."

(1.) With regard to this point, I am quite prepared to go
by the opinion of manufacturers. I have yet to see an engine
with a piece taken out of the flywheel rim, and should be
pleased to be informed of erne out of the hundreds of different
engines made. This, I think, fairly establishes the point on
Jlr. Bonython's own reasoning.

(2.) This point I will explain fully, thus: Assuming an
e.xplosion pressure of 200 lb. sq. in. on piston head.
Area of 82 mm. piston = 8.18 sq. in. Total explosion pres-

sure = 1,636 lb.

Bearing area of crank pin = diameter x length = -|in. X l|in.
= 1.2 sq. in.

1,636
Pressure per sq. in. = -y-g- = 1,363 lb. per sq. in.

Area of 88 mm. piston = 9.42 sq. in. Total explosion pres-
sure = 1,884 lb.

Bearing area of crank pin = D x Z = l^in. x Ifin. =
1.72 sq. in.

1,884
Pressure per sq. in. = , „n = 1,095 lb. per sq. in.

Now, it is customary to keep bearing pressures as low as
possible, and certainly not to exceed 800 lb. per sq. in. in
first-class practice. It is perfectly clear which of these
engines approaches the pressure which is thought to be best
practice. Also, it is obvious even the medium stroke engine
is a long way off being correct, as 200 lb., the explosion
pressure taken, is easily exceeded in certain instances. I

conclude, therefore, we can do with a larger bearing in both
instances, and that, this being the case, the arguments which
I brought forward are correct, and hold good for any
reasonable size of engine. The remainder of the question is

rather a misconstruction—I. expect, unconsciously. The
point is this. In each revolution of the engine the crank
pin rotates once in either case. The distance turned is

I -K and li ir respectively inside the big end bush. The first

turns under a pressure of: 1,363 lb. per sq. in.; the second
at 1,095 lb. per sq. in. In the sense in which I mentioned
the distance, I intended the distance measured the path
of the circle the crank pin centre describes during one up-
ward and one downward stroke of the piston. The other is

too obvious to need elaboration. Of course, the crank pin
rotating under least pressure in our case will suffer least

wear, as the pressure is outside the 800 lb. per sq. in. which
is advisable.

(3.) I am pleased to see Mr. Bonython agrees on this

point.

(4.) The only reason I can think of for this statement ia

because the long stroke engine is larger than the medium
stroke by the ratio of 12 to 11 suggested (approximately). 1

think, however, for this point we must take engines of equal

capacity, I only having used the example I did because I had
no other to hand. However, the basic argument of greater

centrifugal pressure is admitted, and I take it Mr. Bonython
is again in agreement with me, at least, judging by his

figures.

(5.) This, again, is rather a misconstruction. In the

Wt)= . „ .

formula l" = -, it is so self-evident the larger ' r is

the smaller F will be that I did not think it necessary to

explain any further. However, to anyone to whom this is

not clear.

As our factor v is obtained by multiplying the r.p.m. by

'the length of the circular path of the crank pin centre—or

thus, R.P.M. X stroke x tt and the factor r is halt of the

stroke—it becomes evident that the smaller r is (given the

same r.p.m.) the smaller will F be. I do not think it neces-

sary to elaborate any further, as the reader can easily see

this by substituting various figures. I do not think anyone
can say I either thought wrongly, or even my use of the

English language is unfortunate, as the whole matter is so

simple. I have so much made a point that r.p.m. is the

governing factor, and not v', that all I can think is that a

deliberate misconstruction is being put on the article. For
anyone to think that the factor v- can be the same when
r.p.m. are the same is unthinkable. However, to be quite

clear, I once more repeat that r.p.m. are equal, as I have
taken all through riiy article, this being perfectly clear in

the calculation I made in my article, the velocity being in

one case 30.9ft. per second, and in the other 26.4ft. We must
assume an equal rise in r.p.m. at high speeds, i.e., one

engine cannot be compared at, say, 3,000 r.p.m. with another

at 1,500 r.p.m. Both must run at the same revolutions to

make a fair comparison. I trust this point is now clear to

Mr. Bonython, and that he can once more agree with me.

Mr. North's letter is answered to a large extent with the

other. With regard to the gudgeon pin pressure. As we
niay assume the pressures are equal in either case, we must
see that the less distance the motion occurs through, the less

will be the wear. For instance, if no motion occurs, no wear
will take place. As far as taking a piece off the gudgeon pin

bosses, this can be done to as great an extent on the bigger

diameter piston, thus preserving its initial advantage of

larger area.

The lubrication point I leave to your readers' decision, but
merely ask if the oil can reasonably be expected to splash

as much up a small diameter long tube as up a large diameter
and shorter tube. With regard to explaining carbonisation,

as this can be caused by faulty combustion and other causes,

e.g., closing the throttle with the engine in motion and
drawing oil past the piston into the combustion chamber, I

do not think it affects the case either way.

I do not think anyone can contend that a cylinder does
not wear oval, I myself having come across numbers of old

engines suffering from this. The wear always occurs on the
front and rear walls, as any motor engineer of wide experi-

ence can vouch. Indeed, if I am not mistaken, I have seen
in The Motor Cycle advice columns, on more than one occa-
sion, complaints about this, and questions as to reboring.
With regard to cylinder wearing large at the top, it naturally
wears quicker where the lubrication is poorest. May I also

add that piston ring wear is not very considerable, the
pressure exerted by an average ring not being more than
10 lb. to 15 lb. per sq. in. The pressure of the piston .on the
cylinder walls is much greater than this on the explosion
stroke.

In conclusion, as I have not noticed the usual disclaimer
from either of the gentlemen who have written, might I

venture to enquire if they, like myself; are totally uninter-
ested parties in' the making or selling of long stroke engines,
or engines of any sort for motor cycles?

I must apologise for trespassing on your valuable space
to such a great extent, but I think we may possibly learn
a little from this discussion. A.A.S.

Bournbrook.
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Shorting the Plug Points.

Is there a danger, if the plug

g^l
points are set extra wide apart,

> and then become oiled or fouled
-IJ up, of the current breaking down

the mica insulator in order to

find an easy path to earth?—S.H.R.

If the plug points become oiled up there
i"? no risk of the current shorting through
the insulation. No spark occurs at the
points, simply because the burnt oil

between the points makes an easy path
for the current.

Size of Jet for 3J h.p.,

Would you kindly tell me what

?'
I

size of jet is necessary in a
Senspray carburetter when fitted

-2-1 to a 3^ h.p. single, ridden solo

with a variable gear.—J.H.

It is impossible to say what size of jet

is required. The only way to arrive at
the correct size is by experiment, as so
many things affect the size of the jet,

such as different valve timings, petrol
levels, compression ratios, etc. Use as
small a jet as possible, consistent with
satisfactory all-round running ; too large
a jet causes overheating. If much too
large, black smoke will come from the
exhaust. The result will be fouled plugs,
excessive petrol consumption, and loss of

power. Too small a jet causes difficult

starting, popping back through carbu-
retter, refusal to take extra air, while
the weak mixture resulting will also

cause overheating, lack of power, and the
engine will be difficult to start from cold.

Brazing Materials.

Would you kindly tell me
what materials are needed for

brazing, and how to proceed
with the work? I have a power-
ful brazing blow-lamp.—H.A.

To make really satisfactory brazing jobs

much skill and practice is required. The
materials required are the following : A
brazing lamp, forge, or blow-pipe large
enough to supply plenty of heat. A
brazing hearth, which, if a blow-lamp
or blow-pipe is used, should be filled

with asbestos cubes, or some material to

concentrate the heat. Boron Compo, or

some similar brazing flux, brazing wire,

or spelter. The articles, to be brazed
should be cleaned bright and pinned
together in the desired positions. The
joints should then be heated in the forge,

placing the asbestos cubes in position,

so as to concentrate the heat to the
best advantage. Apply the flux when red
hot, and continue to heat until the brass
spelter runs evenly around the I'oints.

Difficult Starting.

I have a 1914 single-cylinder

motor bicycle, which is very
difficult to start at times. When
the machine has been standing
indoors, I can start the engine-

up on the stand by pulling the back
wheel round in top gear ; I can also

paddle it off when starting out for a

ride, but when I have been riding a
few miles, and then stop and allow the
engine to cool down, J have a difficult

job to get it to fire again, even by
giving it an injection of petrol, or

running by the side of the machine in

bottom gear (11 to 1). The next day
it will start quite easily again indoors.

I have bound all carburetter joints with
adhesive tape, and the plug sparks all

right. I should be grateful if you
would tell me the cause of this mysteri-

ous behaviour.—F.M. .

The trouble is certainly difficult to diag-

nose. We should be inclined to think
that it is caused by oil or condensation
of moisture on the plug points. Try

slightly increasing the plug gap. If the

machine is only difficult to start when
warm, it is quite possible that the trouble

is due to too large a jet, so that when
warm the mixture is richer than when
cold, and is just too rich to allow easy

starting. If this be the case, slightly

opening the air should rectify the start-

ing, and of course injection woxild make
matters worse.

Belt Slip.

I ride a 3^ h.p. single and
sidecar, and in wet weather I

am much troubled with belt

slipping (an ordinary rubber belt

is used). Will you please help

me out of this difficulty? Raising

the gear by means of the adjustable

pulley does not make any difference,

and there is never any slip in dry
. weather.—H.V.M.

You might try using a slightly larger

belt, also see that the pulley flanges

are true and made to the correct angle,

viz., 28°.

THE UTILITARIAN SIDECAR.

The sidecar has been adopted for many and various purposes. We have seen machine

guri motor cycles, sidecar ambulances, tradesmen's carriers, and now we have the field

kitchenette and ammunition caisson manufactured by the Hendee Co. It has already done

excellent service in the field on the Mexican border, we are told.
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COMBINED
RIBBED HEAD

Gent's Two -speed 39 gns.
Two-speed Clutch and Kick Starter. . 46 „
Lady's ditto 48
NEW IMPERIAL CYCLES,

—is attained by the careful study of the require-
ments entailed in the power developed, and the

- embodying in the construction the elements of
safety and reliability.—A good example of this is the
"New Imperial " frame illustrated with combined
head and seat lugs giving the strength where needed.

Sej\d for illustrated Catalogue and
Booklet "Don't take Risks and Why."

LTD.. BIRMINGHAM.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Eaeh paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to ___—r"cS"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed _^-2^—

^

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offlces of

"The Motor Cycle" Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which Is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is laken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the conveoience of advertisers letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost of

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. All replies should be addressed,
" No. 000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.C."

WDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who nesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of om
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised ot this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit th.

amount to the seller, out it not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pay
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding ^lo in

value, a deposit tee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with ai

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be mad.
payable to IliSe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself 01

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may oe equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that efiectt

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers wno leply to aavei isements and receive nc

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silen-^e as an indication that the gooda advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it !•:> quite impossible to reply to eaea
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S., 1914, a^/iih.p., 2-speed, just overhauled by
makers; £39.—Below.

A.J.S. , new model, just delivered, 25^h.p., 2-speed,
model B.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate At.,

Camomile St., E.C. [0480

A.J.S., 1914, 2^4h-p., 2-speed, kick start, hand clutch,
all chain drive, and accessories; £38/10.—Lamb's,

below.

A.J.S., 1915, 23/4h.p,, 3-speed, original tyres, first-class
order ; £44/10 ; deferred payments, exchanges.—

Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthainstow, and 50, High
Ed„ Wood Green. 'Phones: "Ualtbamstow 169, and
Hornser 1956. [5667

LATE 1914 6h.p. A.J.S., and sidecar, in almost new
condition any trial ; £62.~Else, Daisy Bank,

Matlock. tX2570

A.J.S., 1916, 2%h.p., 3-speed, lamps, horn, speed-
ometer, 700 miles; £52.—Palfreemau, Pleasley,

Mansfield. [X2299

1 iai6 4h.p. A.J.S. Combination, only done 300 miles;
-*-«-' bargain, complete, £82 ; no exchanges.-Manby,
Eirkgnte, Wakefield. [X2443

A.J.S. 1912 6h.p. Twin Combination; £40.—Tuke and
Bell, Ltd., Motor Dept... Carlton Engineering

Works. High Ed., Tottenham, N. [4915

HUNDREDS OF BARGAIN LINES OF
DOUBLE VAL^E are offered at 1

CALL NOW
OR WRITE
FOR TO-DAY'S
BIG LIST,
WHICH
INCLUDES
THESE—

No. h.p.

10782. 7-g

10783. 3I
10786. 2%
10789. 8

10794. 4-5

10795- 3
10796. 3^
10799. 4

ro8oo. 7-9
10802. 4i

Double value because of lowest

price and easiest Easy Terms on
which they are oEfcred, and from
their perfect excellent condition,

re.idy for immediate riding, and
fully guaranteed, combined in

many cases with tlie fact that they
are scarce, much sought-after

models, bard to get, and steadily

growing in demand.

1080].
10803.

10806. 3 '.-

10808. 3J-

10760. 3:V

10763. 2^
1076S. 3i
10772. 4
10776. 3J

10779. 2i
10739. 2|

10740. 2|

10744. 2i
10746. 2i

10748. 2^
10750. 4i
10731- 8

3510754-
10705. 12-

10713. 4-5

10717- 4i
10724. ai
10727. 4i
10682. 3*
10687. i{
10688. 2j
10699. 3
10701. 2^
10638. 3^
10643. 3*

10649. sk
10661. 6
10663. 7-9

10673. 4i
10603. 2j
10610, 2I
10614. 35
10629. 3I
10633. 4
10587- 3i
10588. 3i
10596. 3i
10567. 2i
10573- 2I
10584. 3i
10538. 34

1916 3sp. HARLEY-DAVIO-
SON and Sidecar £100
1913 vspeed TRIUMPH £32 10
1911 Single-speed HOBART . . £20
1914 HUMBERETTE £75
1914 ZENITH Gradua £42 10
1914 2-sp ROYAL ENFIELD S42 10
191=; single-sp. T.T. ROVER £45
191". s /speed F.E. BRADBURY
and Sidecai; S32 10

1913 3-speed EXCELSIOR ... £60
1915 3-specd B.S.A., chain-

cum-belt £52 10

1913 3 speed TRIUMPH .... £3T 10
1911 3-speed BRADBURY and
wicker .Sidecar £32 10
1912 3 speed TRIUMPH £30
191 5 2-speed SCOTT and Sidecar £63

1915 3-sp. ROVER and Sidecar £55
19162-sp. NEW HUDSON ... £33
19IC single-speed TRIUMPH.. £20
1915 3-sp. DOUGLAS and Sc. £65
1911 single-sp. LINCOLN-ELK
and Sidecar £20

single-speed WOLF £15
1913 2-sp- NEW IMPERIAL-

J.A.P £27 10
191:6 2-sp. NEW IMPERIAL-
J.A.P £30

1913 2-sp. ALLON £27 10
1914 single-sp. SUN VILLIERS £17 10
single-speed HOBART £20
19153-sp.B.S.A. and Sidecar. . £65
1913 MORGAN Runabout, De

L\ixe iVIodel £94 10

1916 I.O.M. RUDGE Multi.. £50
16 VAUXHALL Car 2125
1914 ZENITH-GRADUA £37 10
PRECISION £22 10
1912 3-sp. TRIUMPH and Sc. £42 10
1915 3-sp. B.S.A. and Sidecar. £60
1914 3-sp. BRADBURY £47 10
single-speedJ.E.S. £10
1911 2-sp. DOUGLAS £22 10

1913 3-sp. HOBART & Sidecar £35
1911 single-speed £22 10

1912 single-speed INDIAN ...£20
1914 RUDGE Multi £40
1913 single-speed B.S.A £25
1913 ENFIELD and Sidecar . . £45
1914 2-sp. INDIAN S35
1914 3-sp. B.S.A. and Sidecar. £45
1913 2-sp. DOUGLAS £30
1914 3-sp. NEW HUDSON, Sc. £45
1911 single-speed HUM6ER . . £25
1914 3-sp. ROVER and Sidecar £50
1914 3-5p. SINGER and Sidecar £45

1914 3-sp. QUADRAiMT & Scar £42
igij RUDGE Multi and Sidecar £45
1913 RUDGE Multi £35
1915 2-sp. 2-str. CALTHORPE £25
1915 2-sp. CALTHORPE £31 10

1912 PREMIER and Sidecar.. £20
1913 twin INDIAN £47 la

19^

19^

WAUCHOPE'S, FLl'Ef"^^'^N''l6,.
'Phone: S777 Holbom. Wires: "Opiacer. London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S., 6h.p., and coaehbnilt sidecar, fitted with hood
and screen, electric head lamps, in good condition;

£72.—A. Doivnie, 19, Haymarket Terrace, Edinburgh.
[5606

16 2%h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, latest model, ridden
700 miles only, condition genuinely as new;

mpeciiieation as list.—Robinson's Garage, Green St.,

Cambridge. [5811

A.J.S. Late 1915 4h.p. Combination, hood, screen,

lamps, horn, speedometer, leg sliields, interchange-

able wheels, flrst-class condition; £75.-3. C. Pnipps,

Stanton, Highworth, Wilts. [X2586

14 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination, in good condition,

complete with all accessories; £60, or would

accept smaller power machine and cash.—"Williams, 19,

Portland St., Cheltenham. [X2546

1(Q16 A.J.S. smd Sidecar, 6h.p., only done 2,000
-It/ miles, perfect condition; cost oyer £115, electno

lighting throughont, spare wheel, tyres unused, A.J.S.

spring seat-pillar, ninny spares; price £95.—Pearce, Corn
Exchange Chambers, Ipswich. [5685

-] 016 2%h.p. A.J.S. Sporting Model, used 580 milea

X»7 only, and complete with Lucas head lamp, tail

lamp, Lucas horn, spare sprockets, spare yalye, speedo-

meter with maximum hand, etc., cost £70, condition as

new; accept £56, or very near ofl'er.—Layton's Garage,

Bicester, Oxon. [X2688
Alldays.

COLMOBE Depot, 31, Colinore Row, nirmingham,
can supply immediately all models of Alldays Alton.

[0796-

ALLCS', 19151.1, single speed, excellent throughout,
lamps; oSers wanted.—Arrowsmith, 21, "^^iUage

Way, Beckenham. [5726

ALLON, 1916, 2i/,h.p., 2-sti'oke. 2-speei™ speedo-
meter, electric lights, like new; £35.-29, St.

Leonards St., Bow. [5759

A LL02<, .1916, 2-speed, 2-stroke, Lucas lamp and
-3^ horn, tools, etc., as new; £38.—A. Downie, 19,

Haymarket Terrace, Edinburgh. [S607

ALLON, 1916, single-speed, practically new, best ae-

cessories; £29; seen by appointment only.—Boyce,
Bank House, Clieam Ed., Sutton. [5821

.

ALLON, late 1916, 2-speed, bought llarch, 1916, good
condition, all accessories; officer going abroad;

bargain, £32.-12, Wentworth Ed., Eedland, Bristol.
'

[X2661
ALLON, 1916, 2-stroke, 2-speed, excellent condition,

bought .Tnlv, with all accessories, Dnnlop tyres,

r,H. lamp; £30.—22, ^Aennr Crescent, Stranraer, Scot-

land. [S2448

ALLDATS, Slih-r., 1912 clutch model, engine, tyieB,-

enameUing excellent condition, little used; a bar-

gain, 20 gns.—Faiiey, 23, Shaftesbury Ed., Ravenscourt

Park, London, W. [66BS

ALLON, 2=ih.r., 2-speed model, £44/2, or on easy

purchase terms, deposit £ll/o;6, and 12 monthly
payments of £2/16/6.—Harrods, Ltd., Motor Cycle Bepf.,

Br'ompton Ed., London, S.W. [5643

ALLON, 2-speed, new June, 1916, auxiliary Va-gallon

tank, lamp, horn, and usual tools, in excellent
,

condition throughout, actual machine illustrated page !

426, The Motor Cycle, November 16th.—Box 500, c/o
:

The Motor Cycle. [X2134

ALLONS, 12 models in stock, just arrived from,,

works; deferred payments if desired, exchanges

entertained.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and

at 50, High Ed., Wood Green. Tels.: Walthamstow
169, .ind Hornsey 1956. [5673

Ariel.

-IQ12 SV'h.p. Ariel 3-speed Combination; £28.-239,
±if Live'ipool Ed., N. [5799

17 Ariel, 3VA.p., 3-speed C.S., actually in stock.—
Ross, 86, High Ed., Lee. [5782

3I.I1.P. Ariel, free engine, good condition, new tyres:

2 £18.—Lambert's, Thetford. [5823

AEIEL, S'.ih.p., latest 3-speed model, in stock, with

or without sidecar.-Crow Bros., Guildford. [4962

RIDEE TEOWAED, 78, High St., Hampstead.—
1913 3i4h.p. 3-speed Ariel, overhauled and re-

enamelled, fas't; 22 gns. [5868

AEIEL, 3'/.h.p., semi T.T., with variable pnlley gear,

fast, most excellent condition; £24, bargain.-

Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. - iX2685

ARIEL, 1916, S'oh.p., 3-speed countershaft gear,

lamps, horn, tools, etc., in use 8 weeks only, equal

new; cost £69, sell f58.-A. Downie, 19, Haymarket
Terrace, Edinburgh. [5608

ARIEL, 1913, S'Ah.p., 3-speed combination, guaran-

teed perfect order, complete with head and rear

lamps, apron; carrier, etc.: great bargain, lowest £27/10.

—ElUs, 360, Lillio Ed., Fulham, London. [5666

IC 4.N Give immediate delivery of 1917 5-6h.p. Ariels,

3V'h.p. Ariels, solo or combinations; also 1916 5-6

h p. combination, as new, guaranteed, £80 :
exchanges

or deferred payments.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Mus-

19

or deferred payments.—Jones,
well HiU. [5192

B24 All letters lelatinj! to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

COLMOBE Depot, 31. Colmore Row, Birmingliwn.
have ill stock for immediate delivery all models

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars. [079'(

Auto^Wheels.
AUTO-WHEEL, U.S.A. de Luxe, perfect condition:

£7/10.— Bishop Kingsbury, Martock. [6611

AUTO-WHEEL, 1915, like new; £11, or exchanBe.-
W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deausgate, Man-

i-Lester. [5806

AUTO-WHEEL, 1916, in new condition, hardly
used; real bargain, ^9.—Groves, 27, Tyson Rd.,

Forest Hill. [5765

SEVERAL Genuine Auto-Wheels, late models, abso-
lutely as new, from £7 to £10 each.—iMurray's,

37a, Charles St., Hntton Garden, Holboru. [X2624a

Bat.
AT-J.A.P., 1913 6.7h.p. twin, Bosch: must sell:
£19/10.-1, Ebner St.. Wandsworth. [5840

8h.p. Bat. 2-speea, ohrirn drive, Mills-Fulford C.B.
sidecar, perfect order; £65. — Smith, riumber

Wivenhoe, Essex. [669S

BATS.—P. J. Evans. Birmingham agent.—Immediate
delivery 4-5h.p. sporting model, 2 speeds; ^663/15.

-87-91. John Bright St., Birmingham. [X2693

NEW Bat-Japsi very latest model, in stock: 4-6h.p..
2 speeds and free engine: £63/5: exchange or easy

terms.—Wauchope's. 9. Shoe Lane. London. [5831

Blackburne.
"1 Q15 Blackburne Combination, only done 1,200 miles.
-*-^ perfect condition, lamps, horn, speedometer, wind
screen, new tvres, 3 speeds; anv trial; sacrifice £55.—
Island, Compton, Guildford. [5595

"DLACKBURNE, 1916, SlAh.p., 3-speed countershaft
--*, gear, Lucas lamp, horn, tools, etc., fitted with tor-
pedo coachbuilt sidecar, fast sporting outfit, only done
300 miles, condition as new; £72.—A. Downie, 19, Har-
uiarket Terrace, Edinburgh- [5609

Bradbury.

FOR Sale, Bradbury and sidecar, N.S-.U. 2-speed, fine
order: anv trial; £27, or nearest offer.— 8, Castle-

ford St., Chadderton, Oldham. [X2494

BRAUBUKT, 1912, 4h.p., N.S.U., capit.al cane side
car, good spares, splendid engine, 90 m.p.g ; £24

—T.F.B., 2, Alcester Rd., Wallington. [5683

BRADBURY, 1915, 4h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, 3-speed
gear box, h.b. clutch, lamps, Irorns, etc., splendid

condition, little used, £50; also 3y2h p. 1913 New Hud-
son, 3-speed, clutch, coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, nearest
£40.-Beever, Station Ed., Holmflrth. [X2696

•Brough.

B ROUGH. 1915, 3Voh.p., flat twin, T.T. model. 2-

speed countershaft, very fast and iKiwerful, all

accessories, including speedometer, perfect condition,
unscratehed : £40.—C. Hurlock, 63, Denmark Hill, S ^

[5725
Brown.

BROWN. SiAh.p., in absolutely perfect condition ; £23
—W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate

Manchester. [5341

BROWN, 3V^h.p., sound order, good condition, good
tyres, and fast; £5.-Head, 31, Hainthorpe Ed.

West Norwood. [0868

RIDER TROWARD. 78. High St., Hampstead.—
1913 T T. Brown. 3'/ih.p., re-enamelled, over-

b-mled, pan saddle; 16gns. [5863

B.S.A.

B.S.A., 1917 models in stock.—Lambert's, Thetford
[5824

COLMORE Depot. 261. Deansgate, Manchester, for
immediate delivery of B.S.A. [0798

"IQ16 T.T. B.S.A.. nll-blaok finish, demonstration
i-if machine; £43/10.—Plastow, Grimsby. [X2610

B.S.A., 3^/3h-p., £20; approval, or exchange light-
weight fpr lady.—Mrs. Kipps, Eastry, Kent.

[X2565
B.S.A., 4h.p., 1915 model. 3-speed. all-chain, good

order; £38.—Ferris, Spa Rd., Eadipole, Weymouth
[5814

3ih.p. B.S.A.. 2-speed gear, sound condition through-
2 out; *30.—Hayes, 344, Euston Rd., N.W.

[X2707
B.S.A., late 1913, 4h.p., 3-speed. all chain. Gloria

sidecar; £40.—Box 527, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[X2650

LATE 1913 B.S.A.. SVih.p.. 2-speed. Montgomery
sidecar, guaranteed perfect; £36.-20, Whitley St.,

Reading. [5864

~l C| 12 3V2h.p. B.S.A., 2-speed, free engine, excellent
JLt/ condition; £25, or near offer.—248, Bentlev Ed.,
Doncaster. [X2673

1 Qisy? B.S.A., 4yh.p., 3-speed countershaft, electric
J-if light. Swan sidecar, all new tyres; £57.-20,
Whitley St., Eeading [6853

3ih,p. B.S-A. Motor Cycle for sale. 2-speed gear, in
2 excellent condition; price £25.—Forster, 18.

Priest Hill, Caversham, Oxon. [X2481

SECOND^HAND BARGAINS
SIDEOAFt OUTFITS.

rtEX, 1914, 611. p., 2-speed, modele de luxe £3b
TRIUMPH, sh h.p., 2-speed coimtershalt. Sidecar ... £32
NDIAN, 1913, 7 h.p., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speed .. £42
£EI^ITH, 914, 6 h.p., countershait clutch model .... £5C
RUDGE 1913 5-6 h.p. Multi, with Rudye Sidecar . ,

.

£46
cNFIELD, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed, twin, Enfield Sidecar £25;

DRUDGE 1913 3^ h.p. Multi, coach-built Sidecar £33
SCOTT, 1914, 3.^ h.p., 2-sp., and Scott sidecar chassis £45
£ENITH, 1915 ^ h.p., twin, clutch, and C.B. Sidecar £49
*ENFIELD 1914 6 h.p. 2-?peed Combination £55
*PORTLAND-J.A.P., 1914, 8 h.p., B.S.A. 3-speed £42
*CHATER LEA. 1913, No. 7, 8 h.p. 3-sp., and Sidecar £40
""DOUGLAS, 3.^ h.p., 2-sp., Canoelet, disc wheels.... £58
*MATCHLESS,"i9i3. 8 h.p., J.A.P. overhead, 6-speed £48
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7~9 b-P-, 1915. 3-sp.. C.B. S /car. £68

SOI.O IV100E1.S.
DOUGLAS, 1914, 25 h.p., T.T., long exhaust, 2-speed £45
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2|; h.p., 3-speed, like new £54
^DOUGLAS, 1915, 2j h.p., 2-speed, splendid order .. £48
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2.J h.p., 2-speed, Zephyr pistons, very

fa?t £48
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2| h.p., 2-speed, kick-start £48
*DOUGLAS, 1914, 2jh,p., 2-speed, Model V £47
*DOUGLAS, 1915. 23 h.p., 3-speed, T.T. bars ". . . £52
DOUGLAS 1911, 2^ h.p., 2-speed touring bars £20
*DOUGLAS, 1913, 2f h.p., 2-speed, tourinji biurs £37
KUDGE [913 3^i h.p, Multi. T.T. bars ... . €33
IVY, 1915, 2-stroke, single-speed £16
NEW HUDSON. 1913, sh ^-P-, 3-speed, J.A.P. engine £30
RiX, 1913, \\ h.p., 2-5peed, and clutch £28
BROWN, 3.V h.p. model, Bosch magneto £12
IMblAN, 1915- "i li-P-, 3-speed, twin £52
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1915, 2-speed, 2-stroke £32
NEW HUDSON, 1915, 2-stroke, as new £2?
INDIAN, 1914, 7-9 'i-pM 2-speed, electric equipment . £47
£NFIELD, 1910, 2.', h.p., twin, Grado gear £14
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915. 7-9 h-P-, 3-speed, twm .. £56
LEVIS, 1914, 2.1 h.p., 2-stroke, countershaft . . £18
HARLEY-DAVI'DSON, 1915. 7-9 h-P.. 3-speed, as new £53
F.N., 2t h.p., 2-sp-ed, Ughtweight '. . £15
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1916, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke . . £30
ALLON, 1916, 2| h.p., 2-stroke, as new, single-speed £26
ENFIELD, 1916, 2i h.D. 2-stroke, 2*speed £33
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-^ h.p., 3-speed, all accessories £38
INOlAN, igiA- 7-9 Ij-p.. clutch model, as new ... . £41
HUMBER^ 1915, water-cooled, 3l- h.p., 3-speed £45
^INDIAN, 1915. 5 b.p-, 3-speed, as new £46
*CALTHORPE, 1916, 2.i h.p. J-A.P., single-speed £22
PREMIER, 1913, 2A h.p., lightweight £14
TRIUMPH, 1913, Si b.p., tourist, fixed gear £19
INDIAN, 1914. 7-9 b.p., 2-speed, e^pring frame £38
ENFIELD, 1916, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speed, speedometer £48
HUMBER, 1913. 2^ h.p., twin, had careful usage .... £21
RADCO, 1915, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, done about 500 £20

1 Q16 B.S.A., 414b. p., 3 speeds, coamtershaft chain
-l-«^ drive, lamps, tools, complete, run 500 miles;
£64—Cbilds, Berkeley Bd., Berkeley, Glos. ' [X264i

NEW 1917 MODELS.
ROYAL 6NFIEL0 6h.p. Combmation £94 10
ROYAL ENFIELD, ^ h.p., twin, 2-speed MT 15
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p-, ^-speed, 2-stroke £44 2,

6.S.A., 4j h.p.. s-speed, all-chain, H, rgr/ model . £66
B.S.A., 4i h.p., li-speed, belt, K, rgr? model . .

.

£64
B.S.A., 35 h.p., Model D, T.T. £52 10
ROVER, 1917, 3i h.p., 3-speed, Combination .... £89 9
ROVER, rgir, si b.p., s-speed, solo £69 10
ROVER, r9t7, 3i h.p., T.T., PhiHpson pulley .... £61 10

LEVIS, 2i h.p single-speed. Popular model £32
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-stroke, de lu,te £37 15
•MORGAN G.P. No. i, M.A.G. engiae, discs, etc. £150

A Few 1916 ROYAL RUBYS to Clear. Send tor Lists and
Prices.

LIGHT CARS.
G.W.K., r9T4. 8 h.p., lust re-painted and overhauled £120
*G.W.K., I9r5, 8 h.p., just re-painted, detach, wheels £165
•MORGAN, rgry, G.P. No. r, only done 500, & as new £135
"KNIGHT, I9r4, it.9 h.p., sporting body £145
•CALTHORPE, I9r6, 10 h.p., G.D.M. dyn., 6 wheels £275
"SINGER, I9t4, to h.p., dynamo lighting £195
"SINGER, J 9T3, ro h.p., 5 lamps, just being overhauled £135
•SINGER, I9r3 (late), 5 lamps, dickey £145
•HILLMAN. rgrs, 9.5 h.;j., speedometer, little used £205
•MATHIS, r9r4, 15 l'..p., 5-seater, dvnamo £300

Machines started (*) are complete with lamps, horn, etc.

1914 and 1915 DOUGLAS MACHINES bought lor Spot Cash

MOTOR MART
!00§ 136 Q Ebrtland St.London^
Je/epf>ant> -SS? Mayfoir re/e^rams'Mtdicate Wcsda

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A., late 1913, clutch model, splendid condition,
unused for 12 months; ^£26. Lightweight

wanted.—436, Whitehorse Rd., Thornton Heath. [5771

I Q17 B.S.A. in stock. Catalogues free. Spare parta
-8-t/ per return, lin. belts, as fitted by makers. 8/6,
post pald.-Albert L, Pitts, Redditch. - Tel.: 91.

[X0529
B.S.A,, 1913, SV^li-p.. variable (jear, excellent fon-

dition, lamps, etc.; bargain; owner buying car;
£25. quick sale.—Box L2,690, c/o The Motor Cycle.

[5855
1 Q14 B.S.A., 4'^h,p., 3-speed countershaft gear, chain
l-c/ drive, coachbuilt sidecar, tyres practically new,
in excellent condition; £44.—Stead, Market St., Cinder-
ford. [X2305
BAR.GAIN.-1913V2 B.S.A., S'^h.p., 2-speed and free,

chain drive, tyres nearly new, engine re-bushed

;

first cheque £23 secures.— 6, Broomfleld Place, Head-
ingley, Leeds. [X2545

B.S.A., 1915, model K, complete with nearly new
C B. sidecar, overhauled and complete with usual

aoceasories, excellent outfl.t; £55.—Layton's Garage,
Bicester, Oxon. [X2689
"j(Ql7 B.S.A.'s, all models from absolute stock; cash,
-»- 1/ deferred, or exchanges, Douglases preferred.

—

Jones, Garage, Broadway, Muswell Hill. 'Phone

:

Hornsey 2562. [5836

B.S.A., 1916, 4yih.p., chain drive. 3-Bpeed countershaft
gear, Phcenix coachbuilt sidecar, accessories, mile-

age under 2,000 miles; £63, or near offer.—136, Ancona
Rd., Plumstead, S.E. [5522

B.S.A., 1916 model H, all chain drive, as new, guaran-
teed perfect, only run few hxxndred miles, with

coachbuilt sidecar, and accessories ; 60 gns. ; without
sidecar £58.—Moss, Mem. [X2613

B.S.A., 1916, 3-speed gear box, clutch, kick starter,
Lucas head and tail lamps, horn, speedometer, per-

fect condition throxighout; £50.—Sussex Garage Co.,
Grand Parade. Brighton. [X2308

B.S.A., 1915, 41411.?-, 3-speed countershaft, chain-cum-
belt, lamps, horn, and Millford coachbuilt sidecar,

spares, splendid order; must sell; £47.—Reeves, 13,
Cromwell Rd., Whitstable. [5802

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.-
1914-15 B.S.A., 4-'4h.p., 3-speed countershaft

gear, clutch, kick-start, all-enclosed chain drive, good
order and appearance; 36 gns. [5ov-t

B.S.A., 5V:,h.p., 2-speed, F.E., 1915 Canoelet sidecar,
all Al condition, tyres as new; £37/10, or best

offer ; must sell, joining up.—Woodward, 203, Pershore
Rd., Selly Park, Birmingham. [X2670

B.S.A., 1916, 41/ih.p., belt-cum-chain drive, best 1916
Millford sidecar. Palmer tvres, and new spare Dud-

lop, best lamps and horn, splendid condition; £65.—
Edmonds, Market Place, Fairford, Glos. [X.2537

B.S.A. 4Vih.p. Combination, late 1914, only run 8,000.
enamelling, plating as new, mechanical horn, speed-

ometer, all accessories, excellent condition throughout

;

£55.-12, Wentworth Rd., Redland, Bristol. [X2662

B.S.A., new models delivered from stock, chain driven
3-3peed model H £66, model K, chain-cum-belt,

£64; your present motor cycle taken in part payment.—
Eagles and Co., High St., Acton, London, W. [X2640

B.S.A., 3V>li-P-, 2 speeds, drip feed, speedometer,
horn, lamp, and IS gn. Gloria sidecar, splendid

condition; bargain, £57, or exchange higher power,
cash adjustment.—57, Atwell Rd., Peckham, S.E.

[5730

B.S.A., 1913, 3V211-P-. 2-speed, chain drive, kick start,

new tyres just fitted, all accessories, speedometer,
lamps, with coachbuilt sidecar, splendid order; £40, or

exchange 4';ih.p. model.—Waddv, Arnold Villas, Church
Walk, Rugby. [X2495

B.S.A., 1915, 4i4hP-. 3-speed, all-chain drive, fitted

with B.iS.A. best sidecar, apron, large head lamp,
rear lamp, horn, speedometer, etc., condition almost aa

new; bargain, £59, or offers.—Ellis, 360, Lillie Rd.,

Fulham. London. [5655

41.h.p. B.S.A. and Sidecar, 1916, 3-speed, model H,
4: all chain drive, clutch and kick start, fi.tted with

hamlsorae Canoelet coachbuilt sidecar, not ridden 2.000
miles, complete with all accessories: 60 gns, guaranteed.
—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [5832

B.S.A, Latest New Models can be delivered from
stock : Chain drive model H. 3-speed countershaft

gear, £66; chain-cum-belt model K, £64; Montgomery
sidecars in stock to fit from 10 gns ; your presenl

machine can be taken as part payment.—Below.

B.S.A., 1916, 3-speed countershaft, molel K, with
coacQbuilt sidec^ar; £64.—Elce and Co.,. B.S.A.

Agents, 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile St., E.G.
[0551

B.S.A.'s.—Three guaranteed 1917 models H, all chain,

£66; and three model K's, £64; and a No. 2

sidecar, £21 ; deferred payments arranged, exchanges;
good prices allowed for second-hand up-to-date machines.
-Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50. High
Rd , Wood Green. Tels. : Walthamstow 169, and Horn-
sey 1956. [5663

Caltliorpe.

CALTHORPE, Si^h.p., excellent condition, new en-

gine; offers.-Weed, Harboro' Rd., Northampton.
[X2314

CALTHORPE, 2%h.p. J.A.P. engine. Enfield 2-speed
gear, brand new, unused; £35.—Moss, Wem.

[X2616
CALTHORPE, 2i/,h.p., 2 speeds, fitted for substitutes,

runs well; £14/10.-51, Gilpin Av., East Sheen,
S.W. [X2541

AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and tlie date of the issue. A17
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Calthorpe.

"I
Q15 CnltJiorpe-Jop, 2-speed, splendid condition; trial;

Xt^ piice £21, with lamps.—Cliflord House, Bnrnliam,
Somerset. [5796

1 Q15 Calthorpe-Jap, 2%h.p., 2 speeds, iully
-*-•-' equipped; baigaid, ^21.-394, Finchley Rd.,
Child's Hill, N.W. [5737

1 015 2%h.p. Caltliorpe-Jap, Enfield 2-3peed. Lucas
J- »/ horn, lamps, sneedoraeter, first-rate order ; £24.
—2/Lt. Adams. H.A.C., Westbeie, Canterbury. [5651

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
have in stock all models of Caltliorpes for im-

mediate delivery; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 2^i4h.p., with Enfield 2-speed
gear; three actually iu stock; deferred terms, ex-

changes.—Lamb's, 151, High St., \Valthamstow, and 50,
High Ed., Wood Green. Tels.: Walthamstow 169, and
Hornsey 1956. [5671

CALTHORPE Latest 1916 Models: 254h.p., 2 sneed.
J.A.P. engine, 36 gns. ; 2i/4h.p. ladies' model, 2-

stroke, 2-speed, 34 gns. ; catalogue and full particulars
sent on request.—Elce and Co., City Agents, 15-16,
Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0492

Chater»De Dion.
CHATER-DE DION, Bosch mag., Senspray carbur-

etter, splendid condition; £7/10.—Royston, 17,
North Side, Clapham Common, S.W. [S:2440

Clarendon.
CLARENDON,, 3h.p., accessories, battery, good con-

dition; £5.—Smith, 41, Congo Rd., Plumstead.
[5732

Clyno.
14 2V'h.p. 2-speed Clyno, 2-^roke, like new; £27.
—Wilkin, Hunters Ear, Sheffield. [X2652

CLYNO Combination, 2-speed gear, kick-starter,
fitted lamps and apron.—Hayes, 544, Euston Rd..

N.W. [X2706

CLYNO, 1913-14, Sh.p., 3-speed countershaft, chain
drive; £39/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St..

Halifax. [5469

CLYNO 5-6h.p. Combination, carburetter and tyres
new, all just overhauled, condition and appear-

ance excellent: £37/10.—Fisher, 48, High St., Chelms-
ford. - [5774

Connaught.
CONNAUGHT. 1914, 2-speed, perfect; £24.—W. and

H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester.
[5342

P.
J. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de-
livery all models Connaught from stock ; miniature

and double-purpose models, prices from £28/17/6.-87-
91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [S:2594

Coventry Eagle.

COVENTRY Eagle, 1916, 6h.p.. 3-8peed countershaft,
coach sidecar, and accessories; cost £100, little

used, £69/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.
[5471

COVENTRY Eagle, fitted with 2i4h.p. Villiers engine,
Brampton forks. 26in. wheels, £37. or on easy

purchase terms, deposit £9/6/8. and 12 monthly pay-
ments of £2/7/4; ditto, but fitted with 2-speed gear,

£44/5, deposit £11/1/8, and 12 monthly payments of

£2/16/9.—Harrods, Ltd., Motor Cycle Dept., Brompton
Rd., Loudon, S.W. [5641

De Dion.

BARGAIN.-3h.p. De Dion, B. and B., Michelins,
tubes unpunetured, in good condition throughout;

£6/10.—Apply, Wapshott, York Cottage, Furze Platt,

Maidenhead. [5781
Douglas.

1012, 1913, 1914 Douglas's, £25, £27, £32.—Ross,
X57 86. High Rd., Lee. [5787

DOUGLAS, 1914. 2-speed, 'speedometer, lamps; £35.
-Leeding, High St.. Sutton. [5819

T Cill 3")ouglas, 2^/th p., perfect order, good tyres; £12.Xa -58. Garfield Rd., Lavender Hill, S.W. [5696

11 2^/41i.p. Douglas, good condition; gift, 12 gns..

great bargain.—30, Talbot St., Burnley. [X2626

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Leicester, and Liver-

pool, lor Douglas motor cycles, also spare parts,
[0800

DOUGLAS, 1913, new 1914, perfect condition, un-
scratched; 27 gns.—245, Hammersmith Rd., Lon-

don, W. [5715

"(013 2-speed Douglas, clutch model, splendid running
X-t/ order; £26, no exchanges.-Manby, Kirkgnte,
Wakefield. [X2444

"I C612 Douglas, 2-speed, footboajds, splendid condition.
J-*y fn.st, reliable, accessories; £25.~Heath,-21, Robert
St., N.W. [5734

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.-
1914 T.T. Douglas, 2-8peed, enamelled red, very

fast; 35 gns. [5858

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, 2^A tyres, lamps, footboards,

lull equipment; £30.—Shand, 14, Brandram Rd.,

Lee, London. [5728

DOUGLAS, 1912, 234h.p., lamps, horn, etc., in fine

condition; £15, or nearest offer.- 6, High St.,

Lewisham, S.E. [5645

DOUGLAS, 1911, new tyres, 2 generators, lamps,
Brooks saddle; Farnborough; £15-.—Box 528, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [X2564

DOUGLAS.-Wholesale and retail West of England
agents; write us your requirements.-Moflat,

Y-eoyil. Tel.: 50. [5855
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You can profit by

but can never buy
experience

at GODFREY'S.

Just think this over

carefully, and then, if

in need of any

NEW MODEL
or

SECOND-HAND
MACHINE,

CALL AT

GODFREYS
SHOWROOMS,

OR WRITE FOR FULL LIST

OF MACHINES IN STOCK.

A LARGE AND VARIED
STOCK TO SELECT FROM.

TERMS ARRANGED
ACCORDING TO YOUR
— REQUIREMENTS. —

MAXIMUM EXCHANGE
VALUES.

TD.

GodfrefL
208, Gt. Portland St.,

LONDON, W.
'Phone—7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1916, 2%h.p, War Office, all hlnck, ridden
less than 200, accessories; £58.—Dunn, 177.

Knightsbridge, S.W.
. [5619

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2^j41i.p., splendid condition; bar-
gain, £19/10, oflev; side door.—115, Lady Mar-

garet Rd., Tufneli Park, N. [5713

DOUGLAS, 2^411.?., £15/10: 1913 2-speed, wants
tuning up. £26; 1914, single speed, £28.—Motor

Exchange, Hoiton St., Halifax. [5470

1 CI14 Douglas, 2%h.-i)., new back tyre, spares, lamps,
--•-' etc., in splendid condition; £34; trial by ap-
pointment.—101. Tooting Bee Kd., S.W. [5689

DOUGLAS, 2%li.p. single, guaranteed in good condi-
tion, ready to drive away ; genuine bargain,

£22/10.-17, Goldhawk Hd., London, W. [5740

DOUGLAS Specialists.- Gibb, Gough, London Ed.,
Gloucester. Gibb, the International Douglas rider,

winner of numerous cups and gold medals. [2218

"I ni6 2^/lb.p. Douglas, W, 3-speed, clutch, kick start,
-*-^ with lamps, horn, many spares, condition perfect,
little used, really new; £54.—Bobxnsou'e Garage, Green
St., Cambridge. [5808

DOUGLAS, purchased 1914, clutch, kick start, tin-
need last 2 years, condition like new; bargain,

£37/10.—MoVoy, 11, Abercorn IMaee, Maida Vale, N.W.
Hampstead 6255. [5358

1 Q14 Douglas, 2%h.p., 2-speed, just overhauled, new
-*-*^ tyres and inner tubes, Stewart speedometer, horn,
accessories, enamel and plating perfect ; £33.-44, Horse
Fair, Birmingham. [X2309

DOUGLAS, 2S/4h.p. T.T., late 1913, 4,000, perfect.
very fast, climb anything normal on top ; trial

;

deposit; owner in armv 18 months; £33. — Newman,
Minories, Newcastle-on-Tyne. [5879

DOUGLAS, 1915, 2-speed, clutch model, all acces-
sories, really fine order; £36/10.—Lamb's, 151,

High St., Walthamstow,"and 50, High Rd., Wood Green.
Tels.: Walthamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956. [5665

GUESS This is Some Douglas.—Latest War Office
all grey model, T.T., all accessories, practically

new, very fast, perfect; £54, or with cash for 1915-16
twin combination.—Albert, 23, Market Place, Kingston,
S.W. . [5765

DOUGLAS, 1913-14, 2^4h.p., 2 speeds, excellent con-
dition, fully e<inipped, valuable spares, T.T. or

touring bars, long exhaust, running on 50% paraffin;
accept £32/10; appointment.— 136, DalmaUy Rd., Croy-
don. [5705

1Q15 4h.p. Donglag, 3-speed, clutch, kick start,. C.A.V.
-Lt/ mag., complete with Watford speedometer, 2
lamp sets, Lucas horn, new Dunlons, with roachbuilt
sidecar, many spares, perfect condition, 1,500 only;
£67/10.—Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.

[5810
Enfield. '

6h.p, Roval Enfield Combination, unscratched; £63.—
Morrison, John St., Langholm. _ [5604

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
for immediate delivery of Enfieids. [080"1

13 Enfield, 6h.p., C.B. sidecar, just renovated; a
bargain, £41.—Ross, 86, High Rd., Lee. [5784

"I Q 14 6h.p, Enfield Combination, very good order

;

-tU £55.-Gough, Castle Court, Shrewsbury. [X2495

ENFIELD Combination : £55, or_ exchange for Mor-
gan.—Jane, ATood Rd., Pontypridd, Glamorgan.

[X2606
ENFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, electric lights,

hood, screen; £75.-29, St. Leonards St., Bov?.
[5757

ENFIELD 1916 Sh.p. Combination, little used, splen-

did order, guaranteed perfect; £69.—Moss, Wein.
[X2617

ENFIELD 19141^ 611.p. Combination, speedometer,
new condition"; 55 gns.—29, St. Leonard-s St.,

Bow. [5758

1016 Enfield Combination, new July, 150 miles;
Xtl 75 gns., or exchange for 1916 solo and cash.—
54, Devonshire Rd., BexhilL [X2266 _

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St.. Hampstead.—
1916 Enfield combination, luxuriously equipped,

cost £100, mileage 450; 72 gns. [5876

3h.p. 1916 Tivin Enfield, ridden 3,000 miles, auxiliary

tank, stjn'ting iet, vaporisers, spares, new condition

throughout ; £42.—Thistlethwaite, Grassington, Skinton.
[X2447

ENFIELD 3h.p. Twin, 1915, fully equipped, speedo-
meter, done 2,000 miles, condition guaranteed;

£35, or nearest offer.—Holland, Fairfield, Harlow,
Essex. [5711

ENFIELD Combination, 90 gns. ; Sh.p. twin, £57/10;
2-speed, 2-stroke, £45; delivery from stock.—

Exeter Motor Cvcle Co., Ltd., Bath Rd., Exeter, and
Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0838

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, late 1915, liood, wind
screen, speedometer, spnre inner tube, outer cover,

lamps, ail accessories: any trial; bargain, £65.-54. Lin-

coha Rd., Ponders End. [5617

ENFIELD 1916 Combination, with hood, speedometer,

lamps, horn, mirror, numerous spare parts and

tools, in beantiful condition; 72 gns.—Crawley Bros.,

Bishop's Stortford, Herts. [5661

ENFIELD, 23Ah.p., 1913, 2-speed. free engine, kick

starter, complete with speedometer, mechanical

/lorn, lamps, etc., new Dnnlop rear; £20.—Heppell. 33,

lYmton -St., Newcastle-on-Tyne. [X2492
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1917 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, hood, screen,
apron, spare wheel Price £111 5 9

1917 6 h.p. A.il.S. Combination, screen storm
apron, Lucas dynamo lighting outfit.

Price £122 13 9

1917 4 h.p, A.J.S. Combination, screen and
storm apron Price'£93 13 3

1917 8 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, new.
Price £96 12

1916 4 J h.p. B.S.A., countershaft, ch.-iin drive,
3-spee^, just delivered Price £64

1917 2j h.p. 2-speed and clutch ALLON.
Price £47 5

1916 2j h.p. A.J.S., sporting model, run soo
miles Price £52

1916 Lady's CALTHORPH, 2-speed, new, un-
used, cancelled order ; cost £35 14s.

Price £33

1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combinalion and vWndscreen.
Price £6r 10

RBTO
EXCELS ALL OTHERS.

The new Soap for removing grease
and stains from the hands.

Price, per i lb. tin, 7d.
Postage 4d.

The 'MARVEL'
STEAIVl

VULCANIZER.
, Both Covers and
Tubes of any size

I

can be effectively
'vulcanized. A
permanent repair

IS guaranteed. Saves
expense of sending tyres
away, and a great
saving in time.
Anyone can do it.

To prove this, we will
forward on lo days'
approval against remit-
tancc. Money returned,

less carnage, if not satisfied. Immediate delivery
Complete with supply of all necessary materials'
Price—motor cycle and cycle car size, 13/9 car
size, 25/-, Carriage paid-

'

WRITE FOR OUR TYRE CATALOGUEnow ready, post frG&,

SPECIAL AGENTS for REX and J.A.P.
PARTS. TRADE SUPPLIED.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD.-Six 1917 3h.p. touring and T.T. models,
2-ypeed, kick start, actually in stock, 55 gns. each.

—Laml)'s, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Rd., Wood Green. Tela.: Walthamstow 169, and Horn-
sey 1956. ,

[5668

ENFIELD, 1916, 3h.p., 2-speGd, BpeoiQcation as list,

used 50 miles only, and as new; cost 55 gns., accept
£48, or nearest offer; owner, throueh wounded leg, finds

it impossihie to use motor cycle.—Layton's GaiaRe,
Bicester, Oxon. [X2690

1 Q17 Enfield Model 8h.p. Combination, hood, screen,
J-t/ Lucas dynamo set, spring: handle-bars, horn,
mirror, new October, splendid outfit; ill-health cause
of sale; cost £125, accept 93 gns., lowest.—Coniston,
Clifle Av., Margate. [X2542

ENFIELD Combinations, new models in stock; 6h.p.,
2-speed, £94/ 1

;
your present machine can be

taken as part payment. We supply on the best cash,
exchange, or easy payment terms.—Elce and Co., 15-
16, Bishopsgat-e At.. Camomile St., E.C. - [0597

BIRMINGHAM Enfield Agent, P. J. Evans. 87 91.
John Bright St.—Immediate delivery all 1917

models, including lighting set combination, special 8h.p.
with hood and screen, and standard 6h.p. combination,
also 3h.p. standard and sporting models, and SVih.p. 2-

stroke; prices from 42 gns. [X2592

ENFIELD 8h.p. Colonial Outfit, £96/12; also 1917
61i.p. standard combination Enfield, hood and

screen, £100; good prict";3 nlloweJ on np-to-date motor
cycles in exchange; deferred terms entertained.—Lamb's,
151, High St., Walthamstow ,and 50, High Ed., Wood
Green. Tels. ; Walthamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956.

[5664
Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR, 8h.p., and racing sidecar. 1914; £50.-
W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgnte, Mai:

(hester. [534^

EXCELSIOR Bh.p. Twin, 2-speed, racing sidecar;
£50.-W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate,

Manchester. - [5807

"I^XCELSIOR, 1916. 7h.p., 3-speed, and coach side-
-Li car. both new; £77/10 cash, bargain.—Motor Ex-
change, Horton St., Halifax. [5472

7-9h.p. 1916 Excelsior Combination, 3-speed, kick
starter, electric light, all accessories, only done

1,700 miles, just Hk& new; bargain, £80, or nearest;
must sell.— 63, Caerleon Ed., Newport, Mon. [X2496

EXCELSIOR, 4V'2h.p. Coventry, 1912 (Easter). Ful-
ford family sidecar, wdcker, Sturmey-Archer 3-

[ speed hub, 650 x 65 Palmers, tools, sound condition,
i little used last 3 years ; 35 gns.—8, Perry Eise, Forest
Hill, S.E. [5657

F.N.

F.N., 5-6h.p., good condition; sell or exchange light-
weight, Levis or J A. P. preferred.—Cooke, Nun-

cargate, Notts. [X2646

F.N., 1911. 5-6h.p.. 2.speed, clutch, B. and B., wants
overhauling, good tyres, wicker sidecar; £12.—

E.H.S., 42, Norton Rd., Letchworth. [X2573

Grandex.
GRANDEX-PRECISION, 3"^:lh.p., T;T., new, 1916

model; bargain to clear, £33.

GRANDEX-VILLIERS 2-stroke Lightweight, new
1917 model, just come from works; £38/10; in-

spection Invited.

GRANDEX-ABINGDON, 4h.p., 2-speed and free en-
gine, new 1916 model; bargain to clear, £47/10.—

Grandex Motors, 349, Euston Rd., London, N.W. [5659

Harley-Davidson.
1015 Harley-Davidson Combination; £65.—Rosa. 86.
X«7 High Rd.. Lee. [5785

RIDER. TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—
1915 IIJ Harley-Davidson combination; 59 gns.

i:5871HARLEY-DAYIDSON Combination, 7-9h.p., 1915.
speedometer, accessories, perfect; offers.—X., 64,

Wellgate, Eotherham. [X2141

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1915 Combination, fully
equipped with, lamps, tools, etc.; ^65.—Hayes,

344, Euston Rd., N.W. [X2709

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 8h.p., 1915, twin, with Mills-
Fulford eoachbnilt car. lamps, apeedomel'er, etc.

:

£70.—Cheale and Sons, Chelmsford. [5626

HABLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 Models delivered from
stock on the beat terms for cash exchange or

easy payments; sidecars in stock to fit.—Below.

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915, 7-9h.p., 3-speed, acces-
sories; £50.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate

At., Camomile St., E.C. [0552

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-
pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of all

models of Hartey-Davidsons and spare parts. [0B02

LATE 1915 Harley-Davidson Combination, fully
equipped, excellent condition; £80; cash or easy

terms.-R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0861

7-9h.p. Harley-Davidson, late 1915 model, electric
lighting set, , MiJlford coachbuilt sidecar, fine con-

dition f genuine bargain, £52/10.—C^ow Eros., Guildford.
[5597

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.p., late 1915, 11 J,
dynamo lighting, guaranteed perfect condition;

£55.—Balawick, St. Albans Terrace, Sherwood St., Not-
tingham. [X25i5

,, ^ ABESTOL GLOVES,
[r ^ IMo.5139. tan or black, iargo

gauntlets, with in-

side knitted wrist-
lets, lined fltei;e,

as illustrated (atsite

size of glove worn).
Price 12/9.

No. 3105.— Horse-
hide or Cape grain
Asbestol, lined
fleece, sliding strap
fastener at wrist,

tan or black.
Price 11/6,
No. 3103.—Asbestol
Tan Rei n deer
Horsehide expand-

/ J^HiS^^ '"€ Gauntlets with
fasteners, lined
fleece. Price 12/9.

Black or tan Sheepskin, lined fleece (Special
value), short gauntlets. Price 5/9,
Grey Horsehide, fleece lined, knitted wristlet.

Special line. Price 7/6.
Tan Horsehide, fleece lined. Gauntlet cuffs.

Price 8/3.
Write For our complete Glove L;st.

SPECIAL SALE LINE IN LEATHER
WAISTCOATS.

Chamois Sleeve Waistcoats, all leather, unlined^
button close to throat, 2 large pockets, tan
colour. All sizes. Price 32/6.

Ditto, lined, 4 pockets. Price 35/6.

Oilskins—Black or yeliow, double-breasted
Coat, half lined oilskin, 36" to 40" long.
Price 12/6

Ditto, 48" to 52" long, 18/9
State chest measurement.

South-Westers.—Black, 2/-. Yellow, 3/-.

ELECTRIC FLASH TORCHES.
Standard, with domed lens 2/6
Baby round, si X li, No. 5 3/3
Medium,, e^Xi-V, No. 6 4/3
Large ,, 9'xr|,No.7 5/6
Spare batteries 9d., 1 /-, 1 /3, and 1 /6
Spare bulbs, clear 4^d.

„ opal 6d.
Postage paid over ^ /-. ,

Approval against remittance.

ENGINE PARTS.
We carry a good assorted stock of Valves and
Piston Rings, Crank and Gudgeon Pins, etc., of

most makes. Send particulars of your requirements.

H. TAYUOR & Oo„ E.±cl,,

Showrooms : 21a. STORE STREET, W.C
. Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.G,

Garage: 12, Tottenham Mevrs, W.C.

'Phone : Museum, 1240.
Telegrams :

" Dynaraetro, Westcexrt,
London."

All liters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue, at
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley-Davidson.

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson, model IIJ, electrically
J-tr equipped, excellent condition, speedometer, and
spares, mileape 2,700. new tyre on back wheel; £60, or
near offer.—A. H. Ellis, Wivenhoe, Essex. [5733

HARLEY-DAVIDSONS deliTeied from stock with or
witlioiit their latest sidecar; liberal exchanges, de-

ferred p.nvnients.—L.nmb's, 151, High St., Waltham-
stow, and 60, High Ed., Wood Green. Tels. : Waltham-
stow 169, and Hornsey 1356. [5669

HARLEY-DAVIDSON" 19161/, Combination, electric
lighting set and hornj Stewart speedometer, special

i21 H.D. sidecar, with "Walbro wind screen and apron,
in perfect condition; cost £113, lowest price £95; can
be seen by appointment.—39, Sefton Park Rd., St. An-
drews, Bristol. [S;2563

Henderson.
HENDERSON, 4-cyl.. 2-speed, chain drive; £46/10,

or exchange.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Hali-
fax. [5473

1014 Henderson, all accessories, splendid running
-*-*' order, tvres as new; £45, or exchange lightweight.
—Henly, 7, Woburn Place, London. [5839

Hobart.
HOBART, 1915, 254h.p., 2-speea, lamps, horn, com-

plete, perfect condition; bargain, £20.

—

441,
Brighton Rd., Croydon. [5739

Humber.
3ih.p. Humber, in going order; a trial giyen ; £3.-

2 22, Gilmore Ed., Lee. [5790

HUMBER, 2-speed, free, perfect; 5623.—W. and H.
Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester. [5805

1 Q14 3^h.p. 3-speed Humber, lamp, etc.; £35; cash
J-*/ or easy terms.—R. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swan-
sea. ^ [0863

3JLh.p. 2-sp6ed Humber, with sidecar, good condition;
2 £27 —Frank Chedgey, Sandwich Ed., Eythorne,

Dover. [5777
3h.p. Humber, Amac, new tank, re-enamelled, good

tyres, etc.; requires battery; £4.-27, WilSury
Av., Hove. [5775

1Q17 3Voh.p. Horizontal Twin Humber, 3-speed. and
Ji*y clutch, actually in stock; £75.—Wilkin and Co.,
Hunters Bar, ShelHeld. [X2629

"IQ17 6h.p. Horizontal Twin Humber, 3-speed, and
JlU clutch; delivery from stock; £89/5.—Wilkin and
Co., Hunters Bar, ShefBeld. [X2628

HUMBER Combination, 3'/^h.p., 2-speed, free, mag.,
B. and B., tost, in fine order and condition; £22.

—Head, 31, Hamthorpe Ed., West Norwood. [0870

HUMBER. 1915, 3y2h.p., 3-speed, nearly new; special
price, £57/10.—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [0842

FIRST Cheque £5/10 secures .fno offers) Humber,
2-speed, free engine, 3yoh.p., Triumph carburetter;

owner called up.—Chiyers, 1, King Edward Rd., Rugby.
[X2577

HUMBER Combination, SVah.p., free engine, speed-
ometer, tyres splendid condition ; price £30, or

exchange ; no dealers. — Pates, 62, High Ed., Wood
Green. N. [X2671
LIGHTWEIGHT Bargain.—2h.p, Humber, perfect

running order, 3 speeds, ready ior instant service:
£18 secures, worth £30; owner in army.—Millard,
Chesterfield. [X25S2

Indian.

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., T.T. clutch model, as new:
£43.-159, Leytbnstone Ed., E. [5625

INDIAN, latest model, 5h.p., 3-Bpeed, scarcely used;
£60.—Hayes, 344, Enston Rd., N.W. [X2702

"1016 Sh.p. Indian Combination, condition new; must
i«? sell; oilers.-Gray, Tailor. Coalville. [X2569

INDIAN 1914 Combination, beaufilnlly fitted, perfect
order ; called up, must sell.— 1, Kensington Park

Ed., W. [5660

INDIAN, 1916, Sh.p. T.T., guaranteed, Phcenix double
sidecar; £63, or exchange.—Bishop, Ervnmoor,

Wednesfleld. [X2607

INDIAN Combination, 1913, 7h.p., 2-speed, spring
frame, good condition ; £35.-63, Cambridge Rd.,

Anerley, S.E. [5815

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampslead.—
1915 Indian, 5-6h.p., 3-speed, underslung coach

sidecar ; 52 gns, [5862

INDIAN, 1915, Sh.p., S-speed, with . Mills-Pulford
coachbuilt sidecar all accessories, splendid con-

dition; £60.—Below.

INDIAN. 1915, 7-Qh,p., road racing model, lamps,
speedometer, etc., good condition; £43.—Elce and

Co., 15 16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.C. [0598

1 Q14 7-9Ii,p, Electrically-equipped Indian, 2-speed,
Xt/ chitch, expensive Indian sidecar; £45.-20,
Whitley St., Beading. [5852

INDIAN, 5-6h.p., ft;sed gear, enamelled red; bargain,
£35, or exchange.-W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287,

Deansgate, Manchester. [5340

INDIAN. 1915, 5h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, and kick
starter, usual accessories; £52.—P. J. Evans, John

Bright St., Birmingham. [X2596

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Combination, complete^ and in
guaranteed condition ; £60, genuine bargain.—Lay-

'vm's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X2682
I

4lb

4ih

4h
2,5 h

2,Vh

2Jh.
3 h

8 h.

3 h

8 h,

7-9h.

7-9b

2ih.
2ih.
2Jh.

ACTUALLY IN STOCK.
.p. B S.A., rgi7, Itfod. K, with genuine
B.S.A. No. 2 Sidecar £8S 15
.p. B.S.A., 1917, chain drive (5 models
in stock) £68
.p. B.S.A., 1917, belt - cum - chain (4
models in stocky £64
.p. ROYAL RUBY, rpiy, 2-specd, just
arrived £40
p. ROYAL RUBY, 1917, single-speed £32 10
p. ENFIELD, 1917, 2-speed, a-stroke. £44 2
p. ENFIELD, igt7, kick start (4 tour-
ing models in stock) £57 15
.p. ENFIELD igiy Combination £96 12
.p. ENFIELD, 1917, T.T. model (3 in
sttx-k) £57 15
.D. ENFIELD I9r7 Combtn, 2-5eater
Sidecar, hood and screen £105 2
p. ENFIELD 1917 Colonial model . . £9$ 12
p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model r6F,
and Sidecar £102 9
.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, Model 16F,
T.T., Swan torpedo Sidecar £110
p. NEW HUDSON. 2-?p., r9i7. Mod. C £38
p. LEVIS, Popular S32
.p. LEVIS, IModel E, 2-speed Enfield
gear, rustless lims (3 in stock, £39 18

SECOND-HANDS.
6 h.p. ENFIELD rgrO Combin'n, 3 lamps,

speedometer £79 10
2} h.p. CONNAUGHT, igi6, only shop-

soiled, lamp, horn £29 10
7 h.p. MATCHLESS, late jgr4, Model 8B,

new Canoelet Sidecar £73 1

9

2I h.p. RADCO, T914, single-speed £15 15
6 h.p. MATCHLESS 1912 Combination,

coach Sidecar, fine condition £29 10
2j h.p. DOUGLAS, t9i3, 2-speed, cluteh,

good tyres, all accessories £36 1

3.1 h.p. DOUGLAS (Dec, rgr4) 2-speed
Combination —

35 h.p. RUDGE Multi r9r4, all access.,
splendid trim £36 10

25 h.p. RUDGE, Tgi2, 7-spced, and cane
Sidecar, all accessories £25 10

2i h.p. JAMES, 1915, 2-speed, new tyres,
and accessories £31 10

4} h.p. JAMES rgrs 3-sp. Com., standard
outfit, access., Stewart speedometer. . £63

6 h.p. ENFIELD 1916 Com., ridden 800
mi.es, not in use for last 6 months . . £84

4 h.p. tRIUMPH, igi.f, 3-sp.; and Swan
Sidecar, heap of accessories £49 10

35 h.p. HUMBER, 1913-14, 2-speed, and
coach Sidecar, all accessories £30

34 h.p. P. & M. 2-speed Com. Good value —
2I h.p. LEVIS, t9i4, 2-speed . . .- £25 10.
2i h.p. ALLDAYS ALLON, clutch, 2-speed

model, all accessories £36 10
25 h.p. ALLDAYS MATCHLESS, single-sp. £14 10
2} h.p. NEW HUDSON, late r9r4, 2-speed £23 10

CARS.
HUMBERETTE, 1913, air-cooled, 3 speeds

and reverse, hood, screen, larnps . ... £52 10
SAXON, II h.p., 1915, 2-seater, Stepney,

speedometer, lamps £112 10
FORD, 1915, 2 wind screens, 4 shock

absorbers; cost £l70 12 mo'iths
ago ; used fine weather only £110

DEFERRED PAYMENTS if desired. Terms:
quarter down and balance not exceeding 12
monthly instalments. Substantial discounts
in I, 3, and 6 months.

EXCHANGES.- Liberal prices paid for up-to-date
Second-hand Combmations in exchange for

new. Motor cycles entertained in exchange
for cars.

i-AM B'S,
151, HIGH ST.,

WALTHAMSTOW,
N.E.
'Phone:

Walthamstow 1G9.

6 minates Hoe St. (».E.H,>

Also at 50| HIGH RD.,
WOOD GREEN,

N.
(Only depot in this district).

'Phone : Hornsey 1956.
Hoiirs~9 to 8-80.

Thursdays, 1 o'clocli.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

~|Q16 Indian, 5h.p., S-speed, lamps, and accessories,
J-*^ condition as new; £47.-48, Nelson St., St. -

Peter St., Hackney Rd., N.E. [5593
"BQ16 7]i.p. Powerplus Indian Coachbuilt Combination,
-t*^ new condition, 3-speed, very fast; bargain, £75.—

'

Olive, 131, White Hart Lane, Barnes. [5591
TNDIAN, 7-9h.p., 1915 T.T. model, ran 1,500 miles, ;

-*- perfectly kept, Luias lamps and horn ; £45.— -

Waterkeyn, 24, Harbome Rd., iiirmin&'ham. [X2543":

INDIAN, 1913, 7-9h.p., 2-speed, beautiful condition :

throughout ; sacrifice £30, or with sidecar £35

:

deposit system.—Bell, 88, Broadway, Northampton.
[5724

TJIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—

-

--t 1915 (new 1916) T.T. Indian, 5-6h.p., 3-speed,
clutch, kick-start, mileage 2,300, and as new; 48 gns.

[5873
INDIANS, model C, in stock for immediate delivery,

spring frame, 3 speeds, 2 electric lamps, and horn,
also speedometer; £78.—P. J, Evans, John Bright St.,
Birmingham. [X2591
INDIAN Combin_ation, 7-9h.p., 1915=^4, electric light,

speedometer, "etc., with 20 gn. sidecar, absolutely
as new; £75; seen by appointment.—Orton, Oakleigh,
Graham Rd., Hendon. [5623

1 Q15 Indian Combination, 7h.p., 3-speed, spring
J~^ frame, Lucas lighting set, just overhauled by
manufacturers; trial mn by appointment; price £58
cash.—Tompsett, Moors, Marden, Kent. [5620 s

1 Q16 Indian, 5h.p., 5-3peed model, clutch, kick start,
it/ fitted with coachbuilt sidecar, lamps, and all
accessories, very little used, equal to new; price £60.—
R. Eamber and Co., Ltd., Birkdale, Lanes. Tel.: 44.

F4956
INDIAN Powerplua, 7h.p., 3-Epeed, T.T., rigid frame

model, Dunlop tyres, ^75; spring frame tourifig
model, with lamps and horn, £78.—In stock for immedi-
ate delivery at P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. [X2590
INDIAN 1915% 7h.p. Combination, electrically

eQuipped, speedometer, perfect mechanical condi-
tion, enamelling, plating, and tyres as new, not done
1,000 miles; any trial; £75.—Particulars, Box L2.670,
c/o The Motor Cycle. [5614

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham and Midland Indian
• Agent.—AH models in stock for immediate de-

livery; 7h.p. T.T, Powerplus, £75; 7h.p, 3-speed spring
frame, and electric light, £78; special de luxe fh.p.,
spring frame, £78; sidecars from 11 gns.— 87-91, John
Bright St., Bi.mtngb.im. [X2588

LATE 1916 Dynamo-magneto Powerplus Indian Model
de Luxe, the most luxurious sidecar outfit on the

road, with double-seated (back seatr locks up) sidecar,
extra sidecar electric light, ditto with push-in switch,
with long flexible cable, cycle fitted with detachable
leg shields, etc.; a bargain, £95, cost £115; guaranteed
in perfect condition throughout.—-Indian Agent, Hors-
will, 103, Brook St., Chester. [5630

Invicta.

16 2y'>h.p. Invicta, 2-speed. absolutely as new;
£33.-Wilkin, Huuters Bar, Sheffield. [X2636

Ivy.

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—
1915 Ivy Sidecarette, 2-speed, cost ^48, 28 gns.;

separate, 24' gns., Watsonian £4/10. [5867

James.
COLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, havs

in stock complete range of James motor cycles.

[0803
JAMES 1914 4^/lh.p. Coach Combination, counter-

shaft gear, and accessories; £44/10.—Motor Ex*
change, Horton St., Halilax. [5474

JAMES.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.. Birmingham.
—Immediate delivery all models, including 2-

stroke S'^h-p. twin and Ai^h.p. big single. [X2595

SIDECAR Bargain; owner caUed up.—1914 James
combination, splendid order and condition

;
quick

sale £37/10; ready for instant service; 3-speed, chain
drive, kick start, Canoelet sidecar.—Millard, Chester-
field. ^ [X2581

JAMES, 1915, 2i4h.p., 2-speed, firGt-class condition,
only ridden 2,000 miles, as owner joined the army,

rear drive speedometer and mirror fixed, tools
;

price

£28.—Apply by letter, H. Young, 38, Leinster Sq.,

Bayswater, W. [5818

B. H. DAVIES has for disposal 1917 model James
2-strok6, 2-speed gear, eaual to new in- all re-

spects, Hellesen dry battery head and tail lamps ; cost

about £45, accept £35, or close cash offer; approval,

deposit.-St. Wenn, Bodmin. [X2697

"jC|15^ James 4^,4h.p. Combination, in splendid con-
J-tJ djtiou, screen, apron, Stewaii; speedometer, all

accessories, many spares, including inner tube and
cover, insurance transferable; seen any time; bargain,

£57/10.—Myers, 99, Kentish Town Rd., N..W. [5680

J.A.P.

-| Cfcie 3V>h.p. Twin J.A.P. , Chafer-Left frame and fit-

Xt7 tings, Dunlopg, Druids, Amac, speedometer,
Abingdon clutch, spring seat-pillar, Liicas lamp, horn,

and spares.; £35; all new condition.—Box L2,680, c/o

The Motor Cycle. [5676
J.E.S.

J.B.S. lh.p. Auxiliary Lightweight Motot Cycle, in
esculent condition, with accessories; price £12,

offers.—J.O., 13, Cambrian Grove, Gfavesend, Kent.
[5618

19
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Kerry

14 Keriv-Abiiigdon. SV.li.p.. 3-speed, T.T. roadster

;

£34.-22, Gilmore Rd., Lee. [5788

l(ai2 3'/>li.ii. Kerrj', Bosch, B.B., vnrinble iet, sprine
J-«/ forks, N.S.U. 2 speeds, F.E., just been Uior-

ourIiIt ovcihmilcd, fast and reliable.— 5, Hillcrest Ed.,

Actou. [5637
Lea=Francis.

LEA-PBANOIS, 1914, 3'All.p twin, 2-speed. lamps,
horn, £11 with ooacbbuilt sidecar £45, lowest.—

Irons, 17, Janefleld Place, Uundee. [X2644

LEA-FBANCIS, 1916, S'l.h.p. twin, 3 speeds, clutch

kick starter, enclosed chain drive, luxurious mount ;

£57; pait exchange older machine.- 124, Walton Ed
Hampton Court. [X266C

Levis.

"IQ15 Levis, 2i,4b.p. Popular model; £19.—22,_ Gil

more Ed., Lee. [5789

LEVIS, latest, brand new, single and 2-speed model
in tock.—Moss, Wem. [X2616

RIDER TEOWARD, 78, High St.,

1915 Levis. 2',.^.p.; 20 gns.
Hampstead.—

[6866

LEVIS, 1916, 2y2h.p., mag., 2 speeds, as new, £33/10,
—1, Ebner St., Wandsworth. [5841

1Q16-1917 Popular and Model E Levises: delivei\
J-tf from stock,—Wilkin and Co., Hunters Bar, Shel
Held. [X2631

COLMORE Depots. Birmingham and Leicester, toi

delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles frou
stock. (080<

"|015 2i/4b.p. 2-speed Levis, splendid condition, jusi
J-«/ overhauled;,, £22.—Wilkin, " "

field.

Hunters Bar, Shef
[X263;

LEVIS, Popular model, £32, or by easy purchast
terms, deposit £8, and 12 monthly payments o:

£2/4/5.

LEVIS Model do Luxe, Eoyal Enfield 2-speed gear
£47/10, or on easy purchase terms, deposii

£11/17/6, and 12 monthly payments of £3/1 ; bof,

models actually in stock.—Harrods. Ltd., Motor Cyclt
Dept., Bromptou Ed., London, S.W. * [564:

LEVIS, 2Vih.p.. perfect running condition; £18—

W

and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man
Chester. [534'

LEVIS Popular, 2^h.p.. 1915, splendid condition
£18; all accessories.—Eutherford, 19, Stanton Ed

Wimbledon. [530:

LEVIS Popular, 1915, good condition, Dunlop heavy
Pedley belt; £20.—E. Strangleman, Gt. Bircham

King's Lynn, Norfolk. [X260C

LEVIS (late 1914), zy^il.p., single speed, good con-
dition: £18.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate

Ay., Camomile St., E.O. [0481

LEVIS, Popular, shop-soiled, delivered l^'ov., 1915
£27/10: lamps and accessories given in.—Bunt-

ings (Motor Dept.), Harrow. [5778

LEVIS Popular, 2i4h p., 1915, bought last June
lamps, tan saddle, accessories, everything in per-

fect condition: cash and no reducible price: £21.—Box
L2,687, c/o The Motor Cycle. (D) [585r

LEVIS, both models, £32 and £47/10, actually i

stock; exchanges, deterred payments.-Lamb's, 151
High St.. Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green
Tels. : Walthamstow 169. and Horusey 1956. [567C

Liberty.

SJLh.p. Liberty Combination, perfect condition through
2 out; £24/10; called up.-26, Pulleyns Av., Easi

Ham. [565t
Lincoln-Elk.

RIDER TEOWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.-
Lincoln-Elk, 1915, 1\ih.p., 2-speed countershaft

gear, clutch, kick-start, powerful sidecar or sole
machine, tyres and engine as new; 34 gns. [5875

31h.p. Lincoln-Elk and Sidecar, 2-speed, free engine
2 kick start, recently overhauled, new tyres anc

belt: any trial: £30, or part exchange; seen by ap
pointment only.-North, 214, Empress Rd., Southamp
ton. [5621

Matchless
"IQ15 Matchless Combination, 8h.p., like new; £72 —
J-t/ Ross, 86, High Ed.. Lee. [578.'

MATCHLESS, late 1914, 8h.p., excellent condition
£40.—Borough, Chetwynd, Newport, Salop. [X2521

MATCHLESS 5h.p. 2-speed Coach Combination
£42/10. or exchange.—Motor Exchange, Hortcn

St., Halifax. [5475

MATCHLESS 8h.p. Combination, new 1915, perfect
47 gns. : cheaper machine and cash.—245, Ham

mersmith Ed., London, W. [5718

MATCHLESS Combination, 1913, 8h.p., 2-speed
speedometer, spares, luggage grid, competition

winner; £38.-29, High St., Hampste.id. [X2651

MATCHLESS, 1913. 3i/o-4h.p. J.A.P., Bosch, splen.
did condition: £19/10.—Wandsworth Motor Ex-

change, Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [5845

MATCHLESS 8B 1915 Combination, F.E.S. head,
P. and H. tail and side, horn, coachbnilt sidecar,

new condition, spares; £80. — H. Rodwell, Brewery.
Tring, Herts. [5776

MATCHLESS Coachbnilt Combination, 2 speeds,
free engine, pedal starter, accessories, good run-

ning order and condition : accent £32 cash.—'* Bramlea."
Charlton Ed., Shepperton-ou-Thames. [5798

WANTS.
AT PRICES TO PLEASE ALU

Latest improved Ne\v Models of Leadmg Makes -

low priced Second-hands at phenomenally reduced
quotations, and classy Bargains in sHghtly used
Machines, all included in our to-day's Lists sent

free anywhere on demand

[
FAMOUS NEW MODELS IN STOCK

|

2 h.p. LEVIS, 2-sp., Model E. chain drive £47 10
2ih.p. SPARKBROOK, 2 stroke, 2-spcpd £40
5 h.p. CLYNO, Military Model, with Side-

car, spare wheel, and luggage grid . £108 i
6 h.p. ENFIELDCombinat'n.elec. equip. £110 5
2jh.p. ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed £44 2

7 h.p. INDIAN, Mode C, 3-speed £78
7 h.p. INDIAN, Mode G, 3-speed £75
5 h.p. INDIAN, Model B, 3-5pecd £70

4i h.p. B.S.A., Model H £66

ii h.p. B.S.A., Model K £64
2ib.p. DIAIWOND-J.A.P., Enfield 2-sp gear £40 19

2,Vh.p. O.K. JUNIOR-J.A.P., 2-speed. .. £38
2.! h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed £37 16
2!, h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-stroke . . £32 11

2i h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke, 2-spced . . £39 5
2.V b.p. SPARKBROOK, 2-stroke, 2-speed. £40

t4 AT OUR GLASGOW HOUSE.

We invite special early attention to

the following

EXCEPTIONAL 3nd HANDS
19164 hp. CALTHORPECom.,2-sp. F.E. £70
rgrs 6 h.p. CLYNO Comb., compl. eqoip. .£65
rgis 6 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., dyn.ighting £75 C

4 h.p. PREMIER Twin, 2-sp., and Sidecar £26
1916 7 h.p. INDIAN H S/car., Mod. C, as

new £68
lort 6 h p. MATCH LESS-J.A.P. & S/car. £44
1916 AUTO-WHEEL, with R.rleigh 2-speed £15
8 h.p. HUMBERETTE complete, perfect,

full equipment, special £68

AT OUR EDINBURGH HOUSE.

We offer the followmg GRAND
VALUES IN 2nd HAND
BARGAINS.

zi h.p. RADCO, 2-sti-., T.T., sped.rl value £12
2l h.p. TRIUMPH, fixed engine, big snip £20
I9r4 7 h.p. VICTOniA-PRECISION, 2-sp.,

fine state £20
rgrs 2S h.p. ROYAL RUBY, goodrun.order£21
I9r5 2j h.p. CALTHORPE-il A.P., 2-5PCcd,

rare value £22 10
igri 3.V h.p ROVER, 3-speed and clutch . . £25
i9ri> 2,i h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2-sti., Villiers'

engine £25
3l h.p. IVY Twin, very specdv £26 10
19:0 2S h.p. SPARKBROOK, 2-str., 2-sp.,

as new £27
1912 3.\ h.p RUDGE, 2-sp., F.E., fine state £28 10
1913 3,'. h.p. B.S.A., belt, 2-sp., kick-start £30
ll h.p.'EDMUND Twin, 2-speed £33
1913 3.'. h p. RUDGE, Multi gear, fine con-

dition £33
lgi6 2j b.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-str., 2-sp., and

clutch £39
r9i4 7 h.p. INDIAN, elec. equip., withS/c. £42
I9r4 6 h.p. BRADBURY,3-sp. and clutch,

and Sidecar £43 1

r9r6 2* h.p. INDIAN, 2-str . almost new . £44
r9r6 3 h.p. ENFIELD, cost £57/15, as new £48
r9r4 4^ h.p. B.S.A., ^-sp , kick and Sidecar £48 10
rgrs 4 b p. LEA-FRANCIS, 3-sp.. k /start,

coach Sidecar, cost £87, snip £50
r5l6 7 h.p. INDIAN, 3-5p., Mod. G, with

Swan Sidecar, fine equipment . . . £70

nnOTOR FUEL.
Unequaded \ alues in the m.ost successful brands,
Beatsol, 2/6 gal. Best Petro Mixing Fuel, 2,'- gal-

Doubles your petrol allowance. Splendid for

efficiency.

MOTOR CYC! HS FOR SALK.
Matchless

MATCHLESS Model SB and brand new Canoelet
sidecar, model D4, all accessories, splendid outfit;

£73/10. exchanges, deferred pavnieuls.— Lamli's, 161,

High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High ltd.. Wood Green.

Tels.; Wolthajustow 169. and Hornsey 1956. [5672

Minerva.

Oih.p. Minerva, Bosch, Druids; £10, or near offer.—
4/4 248. Bentlcy Ed., Doncnster. [X2678

Oi-h.P. Minerva, in running -order, £6: another, £8.—
'^2 Wood. 7, Ale-Kandra Buildings, Luke St.. Shore-

ditch. [5'?03

MINEEVA, 3y.h.p., perfect order, fast machine: first

cheque £10 secures, bargain.-Wilson, Kings n es-

ton, Bristol. [X2599
MotO'Reve.

MOTO-EEVE, 2h.p., mag., all h.h.c, good climber;

£8/10.—Butlin, The Bungalow, Galleywood, Chelms-

ford. [X2602

Motosacoche.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1909, mag.. Druids. Whittle, com-
plete, but wants attention; £2.-Palmer, Dairy,

Cwm St., Abertillery. [X2520

1Q13 2h.p. Motosacoche, variable gear, and free en-

Xtf gine, used very little; £22.—Williams, 19. Port-

land St., Clieltenham. [S2547

Nkw Hudson.

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.-
1913-14 New Hudson, 3'/2h.p., 3-speed, new side-

car; 29 gns. [°°""

lO 13-14 New Hudson Coachbnilt Combination. 3-

lif speed and clutch: £34.-T. Dale, 118, Old Ed.
Brampton, Chesterfield. [X23U/

NEW Hudson, 2Vjh.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke; £38—Exeter

Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Ed., Exeter, and

Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. lOSlu

"VTEW Hudson, 1914, 2i4h.p., 2-stroke, Lucas^ lamp-
£16.—McGreadv.

[5800
-L^ good tyres, in fine condition

The Rose Gardens. Hitchiu.

1014 6h.p New Hudson Combination: cost £100. as

if/ new, complete with lamps, speedometer, and

spares amounting to over £10, price £55.-103, Uei by

St., Bolton. [X231b

NEW Hudson, 1914, 31/oh.p., 3-speed, clutch, and kick

starter, with lamps, horn, and nearly new Phoenix

racing coachbnilt sidecar: no ruljbish offered: ±45--

Barber, 440, Fore St., Edmonton. 156ui

NEW Hudson 6h.p. 1914 Combination, fitted with

1916 .Jardine 4-speed countershaft gear, complete

horn, speedometer, lamps, etc.; any trial; ±55, or

near offer.—Mason. Motors, Letchworth, Herts. [5727

LATE 1914 6h p. New Hudson Combination, hood,

screen, lamps, speedometer, other accessories, very

powerful and fast: £53, or offers; would consider small

screw-cutting lathe part exchange.-Hartley, Draper.

Dalton-in-Furuess. [A.^544

New ImperiaL

NEW Imperial, latest 2i/5h.p. and 6h.p. models in

stock.-Crow Bros,, Guildford. [4961

COLMORE Depots, Manchester and Leicester, for im-

mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[0805

1015 New Imperial-Jap, 2->ili.p., 2-speed, good con-

i-J/ dition; no exchanges; £24.-Manby, Knkgiite.

Wa'sefield. [^2446

NEW Imperial, 6h.p.. 2-speed gear, handle starting,

suitable for sidecar work, good condition through-

out; accept ,-£35.—Hayes, 344. Euston Ed., '^•™- _

1015 New Imperial-Jap, 21,-ih.p., 2 speeds, fully

i«7 equipped, little used, selling through heart-

trouble; sacrifice £24/10.-Box L2,689, c/o The Motor

Cycle. [5848

I 015 Model (bought new. February, 1916) New Im-
L«7 perial-Jap, 2'ilh.p., 2'speea, new Duulop tyres, P.

and H. front lamp, generator, horn, pump, tools;

£28/10.—Hutchins, Bierton, Ajdesbuiy. [X2296

J. EVANS, Birmingham Agent —Immediate de-

— - livery all models New Imperials from stock, in-

luding standard light tourist, kick starter, and ladies'

models also one shop-soiled mociel £35.-87-91. John
Bright St., Birmingham. [X26S7

Norton
Brooklands T.T.,

P.

lOl' Norton.
Xfr £37.-Eoss, 86, High Ed., Lee,

113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINtiUhGH.
272-274, GT. WESTERN RD., GLA3G0W

Philipson pulley

:

[5786

10 16 T.T. Norton, front and rear, lighting set. com-
X57 plete, Philipson pulley; £52/10.—Plastow,
Grimsby. [X2612

NOETON 1915 Big Four Combination, chain drive,

all accessories, splendid condition; £65.—Allan, 16,

Normauton Rd,, Leicester. [5801

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.-
1916 (July), T.T. Norton. Brooklands special

model. 70 m.p.h., guaranteed, Philipson pulley, mile-
.Tge 1,500, and unscratched; 48 ens. [5872

N.S U.

N.S.U., 1914, 3h.p. twin, mag., 2 speeds; gift, £25.—
1, Ebner St., Wandsworth. [5843

N.S.U., 3h.p., 2-speed, ;E14/10; SVah.p. 2-speed,
£17/10; bargain prices.—Motor Exchange, Hor-

ton St., Halifax. [5476

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. a2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
N.S.U.

FOE Sale or exchange for lightweight, S^Ah-p. N.S-TJ..
with 2-speed gear, good condition.—King, South

View, Holmwood. [5816

XT.S.TJ., 1912 (late), SVah-P-. 2-speed, free engine, good
-L^ condition, spares; approval; £24.—A. Willonghby,
Gipsy Lane, Wokingham, Berks. [X2503

N.S,U., 1914 model, spring frame and forks, 2
speeds, kick-start, and free engine, fitted with a

coachbuilt sidecar, hood and screen, including all acces-
sories ; £35 ; guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [5829

SECURE This Special Bargain.-3h.p. twin N.S.U., 2-

speed, 1913 model, spring frame, new heavy Dun-
lop tyres and belt, large Lucas lamp set, guaranteed
in tip-top condition; first eheyue or P.O. for £16 gets
it.—Amber House, Gloucester Rd., Chesterfield. [S2571

it K

O.K., 1916, 4-stroke, 2-speed, countershaft, elaborate
accessories, spares, and tools, as new ; £28.—Head,

31, Haiuthorpe ltd.. West Norwood. [0867

O.K. Junior, 2y2^-V-- perfect, new September, will
do 125 m.p-g. ; exchange for higher power; no

rulibish oftered or wanted.—Letters, 91, Albany Ed.,
Camberwell. [5615

P. and M.
1 012 P. and M., and sidecar, lamps, horn, and speed-
XiJ ometer; £32.—Wilkin, Hunters Bar, Sheffield.

[X2637
SALE, P. and M. combination, late 1913; £45, ex-

ceptional oargaiu.-Edwardea, 642, HoUoway Ed..
N. [5624

P.
and M. (1914), new Milford sidecar, all accessories,
scarcely used; £50.—Buntings (Motor Dept.), Har-

row. [5779

P.
and M., 1913, 3i/'h.p. coachbuilt combination;
£40.-Tuke and Bell, Ltd., Motor Dept., Carlton

Engineering AVorka, High Ed., Tottenhaiu, N. [4916

P.
and M., late 1913 (£58/10), and wicker sidecar

(£43), new tyres, Stewart speedometer, splendid
condition.— Gray, Fiona, Bromley Ed., Shortlands
Station. [5714

Peco.

EAR Offer.—1915 (late) 2-speed Peco 2-stroke, 800;
£25; approval.

"JQ15 (Dec.) 2-speed Peco 2-stroke, 3,000; £23; ap-
-L «7 proval.—Newman, " Minories," Newcaatle-on-
Tyne. [5880

Peugeot.
23.h.p. Peugeot, Bosch, spring forks, sound machine;

4 £7/10.-248, Eentley Ed., Doncaster. [X2677

Premier.
PREMIER, 1912, 3i/.h.p., 2-sneed, £23/10; or with

sidecar, £27/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

Halifax. [5477

PREMIER, 1913, 2V2h.p., splendid condition; trial;
all accessories ; £16/ 10.—Green, Rectory Gate,

Petworth. [5764

1 Q14 3^/^h.p. Premier, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar;
M-iJ £45; cash or easy terms.—E. E. Jones (Garages),
Ltd., Swansea. [0823

-| Q14 Premier, Mark VII. 3-speed, --clutch, kick,
J- *y sidecar, good order ; £38, or offers.—Peach,
Albany St., South Elmsall, Yorks. [5736

PEEMIER, 2iAh.p., recent model, a very fine and
economical lightweight; £22, or your reasonable

offer.—Laytou's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X2686

"pIDER TROWARD,, 78, High St.. Hampstead.—
XL 1914 Premier, 3yi.h.p., countershaft gears, clutch,
kick-start, good order and appearance; 27 gns. [5869

1 0I3V2 Premier, 3Vjh.p., 2-speed countershaft, free
-L t/ engine, coachbuilt Gloria sidecar, mechanical
horn, speedometer, lamps ; £32/10.—W., 36, Elmfield
Ed., Balham. [5822

3ih.p. Premier, Druids, B.B., 3 speeds, F.E., Bosch
2 watertight mag., Cowey speedometer, auxiliary

tank and connections, new tyres, excellent condition;
£24.-5, Hillcrest Ed., Acton. [5636

33.h.p. Premier, 90° t^in, exceptionally fast, excel-
4 lent condition throughout, semi T.T. bars, tools,

bag, spring forks; ordered to France; must sell; £16/10.
—Nc. 2,679, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5675

PREMIER, 1914, S'/^h.p., 3-speed countershaft gear,
with all cane sidecar with panniers, tyres new,

speedometer, lamps, and all" sundries ; £40.—Freeth, 5,

Cornwall Parade, Church End, Fiuchley. [5652

Puch.
PITCH, 1914, T.T., 'fast, reliable, new Dunlop belt

and tyre, heavy KempshaU back, adjustable pulley;
£18.-Mitchell, 12, Lancaster Ed., Wimbledon. [5654

Quadrant.
QUADRANT, SV^liP . spring forks, raag., good tyres

and belt, good order, and fast; £12.-14, Dodbrooke
Ed., West Norwood. [0872
QUADRANT, 1912, 4h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar,

£29/10; 1913 7-9h.p., countershaft gear, chain
drive, coach sidecar, £45/10.—Motor Exchange, Hor-
ton St., Halifax. [5479

Radco.
EADCO, 1916, 2-8troke, lightweight, fiill accessories,

scarcely used, better than new ; accept 25 gns.

;

appointment.—136, Dalmally Ed., Croydon. [5706

To all our

Clients at

the Front
We propose Sending a

CHRISTMAS PARCEL.

If they will be good

enough to furnish us

with their Addresses, it

will enable us to do so.

Our definition of a Client is one
who lias purchased any article

from us.

Please address all communications
as below.

IN STOCK.
4 h.p. A.J.S. Combination £93 17

3i h.p. ROVER, countershaft model £69 10

3I h.p. ROVER, competition model £57
4i h.p. B.S.A., lHodel K £64
2j h.p. EDMUND, 2-speed, spring frame. . £48 10

2i h.p. OMEGA-J.A.P., 2-speed £39 18

TWO-STROKES.
JAMES, 2-speed £42
SPARKBROOK, single-geared £35
HOBARTr 2-speed £36
SPARKBROOK, 2-speed £40
OMEGA, 2-speed £39 18
Ladv's IXION £38
OMEGA, single-geared £31
IXION, single-geared £28 10

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1916 4i h.p, QUADRANT Combination,

practically new, complete £70
19T5 4 h.p. A.J.S., Sporting model £60
1916 2! h.p. IMPERIAL-J.A.P., 2-speed , . £30
1916 Baby LEVIS, all-black £26
.1916 IXION, 2-stroke, practicallv new . . . £25
1915 5 h.p. (Red) INDIAN, 3-speed £60
1915 IVY, 2-stroke, 2-£peed £30
1914 DOUGUVS, 2? h.p., 2-sp., kick starter £42
1913 2} h.p. T.T. DOUGLAS, perfect £37
1913 2|h.p. ENFIELD, twin, 2-speed £24
1913 35 h.p. T.T. SINGER, very fast £30
igii SCOTT Combination, 2-speed £37 Q
1914 35 h.p. T.T. SINGER, Phihpson, etc. £35
1913 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, perfect

order. Just overhauled £60
igi.l- 3.V h.p. ROVER, 3-sp., com.plete, T.T. £40
1913 3.ih.p. F.E. RUDGE, complete £25
1916 ARGO, 10 h.p., 2-seater, nearly new £115
1913 MORRIS-OXFORD, 2-seater £150
1912 3.', h.p. T.T. TRIUMPH, 3-speed ... £30
1911 3i h.p. HUMBER. Fine goer £18

THE NORTH WALES
MOTOR EXCHANGE,
Holt Street. WREXHAM.

Telephone : 283.
Telegrams :

" Motor Exchange, Wrexham."

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

1Q13 Eex, 4h.p., 2-speed, free engine, and Eidecar;At/ £35, or oflers.— 194, Shrewsbury Ed., East Ham.
E. [5702
1 QIO 31/^h.p. Ees, Boscb, spring: forks, dropped frame,
J-t/ new Clinchers; £12/10.-248, Bentle? Ed., Bon-
caster. [X2679

RES 1912 6h.p. Combination, 2 speeds, free en-
gine, handle starting, good order; £25.—Plnstow,

Grimsby, [X2611

RES, 6h.p., and sidecar, 2-speed, accessories, perfect
order; £23, or exchange.—80, Palatine Rd., Stoke

Newington. [5729

REX 5-6h.p. Twin, clutch model, tyres and Service
belt new, in tine order; £17.-14, Dodbrooke Ed.,

West Norwood, ^ [0873

REX, S^^h.p., mag., .spring forks, re-enamelled, good
tyres, in good order; £10.—Head, 31, Hainthorpa

Ed., West Norwood. [0869

RES, SVah.p., enamel and plate as new, good tyres,
Bosch, Sensxtray, all accessories, must sell, £12;

also sidecar, 50 /-.-l , Bosweli St., Eadford, Notting-
ham, [5735

4h.p. Eex, 1912 model, and sidecar, N.S.U. gears,
clutch, Jones speedometer, ready to ride away

;

owner joining n^; £25/10, or near offer.—Alcock, 108,
Eosebery Av. [5679

REX 7h.p. Twin, handle starting, £23/10; 1913
6h.p. 2-speed Eex Sidette, £36/10; SV-h-p., mag-

neto model, £14/10; 5Vjh.p. twin, £13/10.—Motor
Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [5480

REX, 1912, 6h.p. twin, 2 speeds, C'.B. sidecar, B.
^^and B. carbuietter, Bnsch mag., 3 lamps, complete

'

with accessories, spare innci' tubes; £40.-6. Wigan Ed.,
Skelmersdald, Ormskirk. Photo, any trial. [5612

5-6h.p. Twin Ee.K, Bosch mag., free engine, Tariable
"

pulley, excellent condition, carefully used, re-
cently overhauled by expert, new rings, valves, springs,
bearings, Avon tyres; £30, or nearest otEer; exchanges
entertained.—Discharged, Glen-Garth, Grove Rd., Fish-,
ponds, Bristol. [X2652

Rover.

ROVER, 1917 models in stock.-Lambert's, Thetford. '.

[5825
;

ROVEE, new 1917 latest combinations, solo, and
T.T. models in stock.—Moss, Wem. [X2614 .

17 3y2h.p. 3-speed Countershaft Rover; £69.—Wil-
kin aud Co., Hunters Bar, Sheffield. CX2630

1 QlS Rover Combination. 3-speed gear, excellent

'

-Lt/ condition throughout; £47/10.—Hayes, 344,
Euston Rd., N.W. [S2704
ROVER, T.T., 1915 model, Philipson. pulley; price

40 gns.; smart, fast, and guaranteed mechanically
sound, fully equipped. — Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [5833

"1Q17 Rover 'Combination, brand new latest model,X *y witli all latest improvements ; £89/9 ; willingly
entertain- Douglas in exchange.—Robinson's Garage,
Green St., Cambridge. [5809 ;

ROVER Combination, 1914, excellent condition; will
dismantle for inspection by arrangement, and will ;

gi-ve buyer an afternoon with same; what oflers? must
sell,-98, Kinveachy Gardens, Charlton, S.E. [5613 .

PJ. EVANS, sole Birmingham Rover agent.—Im-
• mediate delivery 1917 T.T., semi-T.T. models,

,

with or without Philipson, also latest countershaft,'
models.— 87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X2589

'

Royal Ruby.
~|Q14 Ruby 2-atroke, guaranteed perfect; £14.—20,Xi/ Whitley St., Reading. - [5851

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.-
1915 Royal Ruby, 2-speed. 2-stroke; 21 gns, [5877

"jQ14 2%h.p. Royal Ruby, 2-stroke, perfect; £17, orXv very near offer.—248, Bentley Rd., Doncaster.
[S2675

ROYAL Ruby, 1917 model, just arrived, single speed.
£32/10, 2-speed £40: deferred payments and ex-

changes. See our name on outside cover of this issue.
—Lamb's 151, High St., Waltharastow, and 50, High
Rd., Wood Green. Tels. : Walthamstow 169, and Horn--
sey 1956. [5666

'

Rudge.
15 6h.p, Rudge Multi, sound order; cheap.—Lam-

bert's, Thetford. [5827

ih.p. Eudge Multi; £60; cash or easy terms.-R.
>2 E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0864

12 3V2h.p. Rudge, free engine, good condition; £25.
R; E. Jones [Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0785

1 Q 12 3V^h.p. Rudge, clutch model, splendid condi-
-LiJ tion; £22.—Wilkin, Hunters Bar, Sheffield

[X2635
31.h.p. Eudge Multi, 1914, lamps, Stewart horn, good

2 condition; £32.—Mitton, 1, Sandbeck Place, End-
clifle, Sheffield. [5653

1Q13 Rudge, fitted with N.S.U. 2-speed, in perfect
Xt/ condition, except belt; £28/10.—Horswill, 103,
Brook St., Chester. [5632

1 Q13 S^Ah.p. Rudge Multi and coachbuilt sidecar, :X «/ lamps, horn, and speedometer ; £35.—Wilkin,
Hunters Bar, Sheffield. [X2634

RUDGE Mnlti, 1913, 2 new tyres, 2 new belts, lamps,
etc., £29; Watsonian sidecar to fit, £2/10.—Box

530, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5722

19
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The Question of Exports.

AN
Italian correspondent, in a letter pub-

lished in the present issue, takes up the

important quegtion of British trade Over-

seas. It will be recalled that the Wulfruna
Engineering Co., Ltd., following upon

the recent manufacturing proiiibition Order, com-

plained to the Ministry of Munition that, unless

it were possible to obtain permits to rnanufacture

motor cycles freely, it would mean losing im-

portant British trade in foreign markets, to the

direct benefit of neutrals. The company rightly

considers the matter of vital importance, inso-

much as an established trade in which British

manufacturers held supremacy is at stake.

Though the matter is one concerning the trade

in particular, it is no new subject to our readers.

In the early part of the year we collected the

experiences and opinions of manufacturers on

this subject of Overseas trade, and submitted to

the Board of Trade a list of the difficulties and

obstacles in the way of mairitaining exports. The
outcome was an official foreshadowing of im-

proved conditions for export. Things^ move
quickly, however, in war time, and i. is impos-

sible for anyone to anticipate what may be the

state of affairs more than a few months ahead.

We are jn the hands of the authorities, and so

long as it is realised how our motor industry is

being jeopardised by insurmountable obstacles,

there seems nothing to be done. It is extremely

galling to British manufacturers who are in a

position to assemble motor cycles without hinder-

ing the output of munitions to be unable
_
to

devote their energies to Overseas" trade owing

to the three-fold difficulties of obtaining licences

to export, transport to the docks, and the scarcity

of shipping space available. Great Britain's grip

is being gradually lost in markets where we have

hitherto held sway, and it is obvious that, once

other countries get established in our markets,

it will take many years for us to regain our old

position. In support of our Italian corre-

spondent's remarks, we quote the following cable

published broadcast in the daily press last week

:

Dui'ing the last three years Australian trade

with Ainerica has increased by 500%, or in money
value by £9,004,000. The balance of trade be-

tween the two countries has been reduced from

59% to 4% in favour of America.

The Motor Cycle as an Alter=
native to the Train.

THREE separate appeals have now been

issued by the Board of Trade to avoid in

every case possible unnecessaiy journeys

by train. As to whether " unnecessary
"

journeys are made nowadays the Govern-

ment probably know best, and such would be in-

defensible, but the recommendation calls to

mind a point we have advanced on several

occasions during the war, and that is that

travelling by motor cycle is cheaper, healthier

if the weather be good, and often more con-

venient than journeying in a train.

Motor-cyclists would readily resort to their

machines for necessary journeys in preference

to travelling by rail if that alternative were
made easier. It is regrettable, however, that

petrol supplies are not only exceedingly expen-

sive, but difficult to obtain, except in small

quantities, and the position, therefore, becomes
difficult whichever course one may decide to

adopt. It is mentioned in- the Order that '

' the

Government would be reluctant to take any steps

in the direction of a general interference with
railway travel, and the possibility of any such
action may be made more remote if members
of the public will individually bear in mind
that every journey not of genuine necessity

should be avoided in the interests of the
country." The inference of the Government
announcement is that we should adopt other
forms of conveyance, and we appeal on behalf
of motorists—particularly motor cyclists, who use
the most economical form of motor vehicle—to

render the change easier. For a start, petrol
should be readily forthcoming, and at a figure

which approximates more to tlie pre-war level.

An index to tKe advertisements in tiiis issue will be found on tiie page facing tlie bacl< covec.
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Repair workshops—where every part of a motor cycle can be replaced— are situated relatively close to the

firing line, thus enabling motor cycles which are only slightly damaged to be
,
put into commission again with

a minimum loss of time. The Italian equipment enables even accessories to be rejuvenated.

"OTOR cycles play an important role in the

prosecution of the war on the Italian front,
' as they do in all'- the zones of war, and the

photographs we reproduce show the caitral repair

depot, where more than 300 men are employed in

renovating or dismantling motor cycles that have
received a temporary quietus, maybe by a shell or

skid, or through an unruly lorry, but seldom by
ordinary wear and tear.

At this depot almost any kind of repair is

undertaken when it is found that the machine is

worth it. Everything that it is possible to renovate

is renovated. Even lamps and horns are repaired,

besides sparking plugs and magnetos. The whole
workshop is fitted up on most modern lines, and quite

complete and -independent. There are a foundry,

vulcanising plant for tyres, plating, and enamelling

departments, as well as the special magneto^ andl
sparking plug repairing shop. If a machine is!

found to be unserviceable it is entirely dismantled,

and all parts that can be of any further use put

on one side for repairs to ether machines of the

same make.
Older and miscellaneous models of machines that

were requisitioned at the beginning of the war,

however, are gradually * eliminated when badly

damaged. All machines that leave these workshops
after being repaired are completely enamelled the

grey-green shade which is the official colour for all

vehicles in thS Italian Army.
At these stores there is usually a big stock of- new

machine.s—-Triumph, Sunbeam, Douglas, Bianchi,

Stucchi, Frera, and Excelsior motor cycles are among
the models represented.

(1) The erection shop. An Italian Bianchi and an American
Excebior motor cycle are in the foreground.

(3) Store room for spare parts.

(2) A workshop of electricians, where magneto overhauls

and repairs are effected.

(4) Frame building anirepairs department.

AC2
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Engine Balance of T-wo-strokes.
On6 of the factors which classifies baby two-strokes

as good, bad, and indifferent is engine balance. Some
of these machines vibrate almost as badly as a reaping

machine, despite their even torque; others run almost

as smoothly as a steam engine or a good flat twin. It

IS a little difficult to be sure whether the vibration

einanates frorn the engine or from the road, as some
of them have very whippy frames of crude design;

but the point can always be 'determined by testing

the machine on a bit of first-class surface. These
lightweights are peculiarly sensitive to tyre pressures

;

art uncomfortable machine can be transformed by
running the back tyre just less than board hard, and
the front tyre so soppy that the rims just do not indent

the tube, though this latter pressure is, of course, too

low to get a very long life ' out of the front tube and
cover. Riders accustomed to heavyweights usually

"pump up the back tyre until they are tired, and the

front tyre until it just yields a trifle to knuckle pressure

;

these inflations are excessive for baby mounts. In any
case it is folly to purchase lightweights without a trial

;

they vary excessively in merit, and no factors differ

more upon baby two-strokes than engine balance and
frame rigidity.

From the Front.

My postbag from " somewhere in France " continues

to bring assortments of interesting letters. Bernard

Siffken, who owes his motor enthusiasm to catching

sight of our '

' pretty blue cover " on a bookstall in

1904, pleads for a new type of D.R. machine. He
thinks the D.R. work demands a light, handy machine

on 2^ h.p. Douglas lines, but that the ideal mount
won't be with us until light machines can be built

much more substantially than is at present possible.

Riders prefer the lightweight for short-distance

military work on convoy-crowded and shell-shattered

mud tracks, because it is so manageable. On the

other hand, it wags its tail more than the heavyweights,

because its frame is less. rigid;, and it is apt to give

trouble on long fast runs in France, because the roads

produce so piuch vibration. This is largely a question

of metallurgy. The gear boxes of prehistoric cars

were fitted with colossal pinions ; as time., went on, the

weight of these pinions was quartered, and their

strength was quadrupled. .Some day we shall get

100 lb. lightweights as sturdy and as powerful as a

250 lb. 3ji. h.p. machine of to-day; but we must wait

till the steel chemists have made a little more progress.

Capt. Lindsay is still pegging away at the plug

question, and is rather surprised to find that he can

"dry up " his W.D. Triumph in less than two miles

of speed with an aeroplane plug installed. It is surely

obvious that an aeroplane plug works under tolerably

favourable conditions ; the minimum speed of the

plane may be 45 m.p.h., or even more, so that a

JiU^ltj,

terrific cooling draught is assured. I should guess that

pains are taken to produce super-plugs for aeroplanes

rather because the consequences of failure are so

disastrous than because the working conditions make
for overheating. The plug surely has a much worse

time on a W.D. Triumph scrapping on the flat with

a top gear of 53^, to i ?

Three Mounts Compared,
Last week I had occasion to make an eighty-mile

run thrice over in cold, frosty weather, the route

including the crossing of a very bleak exposed moor.

I chanced to use three separate motors for the three

trips, viz., a 10 h.p. racing light car, a 3^^ h.p. flat

twin, and a baby two-stroke. The latter provided the

most comfortable journey, partly because it proved to

be the handiest vehicle on the congealed grease, partly

because its pace did not create draughts capable of

piercing my thick winter clothing. The light car,

much to my surprise, caused me the maximum of dis-

comfort ; its narrow windscreen diverted a piercing

draught on to my right hand, which nearly got frost-

bitten ; and this one cold spot in my anatomy raised

profound sympathy with the feeling of a standard

petrol engine, having a hot spot down one side owing

to the presence of its exhaust valve. The flat twin

was more comfortable than the light car, because I

was evenly cold all over, and so was not distracted by
one acutely chilly spot in my body; incidentally, it

was very easily the fastest over the route. There was
no reason why I should not have throttled it down to

the average of the baby two-stroke, but I was mentally

incapable of averaging 18 m.p.h. on a machine capable

of averaging 40 m.p.h. I wore th,e same clothing on

all three runs, and I now take out the baby two-

stroke for all solo work in very bleak weather.

Flat Twins Don't Gum.
I am middle-aged and lazy. My horizontal twin

must weigh about 3 cwt. . Yet it is the simplest matter

in the world to paddle it off from stone cold on a gear

of 9^ to I—so simple that I had just as soon start it

this way as by the kick-starter. What about gumming?
will be the natural enquiry of every owner of a vertical

single or a V twin. The owners of flat twins will

all have noticed how free from gumming this type,

of engine is; and the facts suggest that what most
of us call " gumming " and are accustomed to remedy
by petrol injections (did not our makers fit little leaky,

tank spouts for the express purpose to the vertical

and V engines which we last rode?) was really metal 1

friction, due to the lubricant having drained down off

the cylinder walls whilst the machine was standing?)

I must get hold of a vertical single, and see whether|

injecting a charge of oil and revolving the engine a

dozen times does not free it quite as efficiently as a

petrol injection.

A13
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The T.M combination as it appears on the ipad.
I he porlmanteau unfolded and used as an operating table.

Placing a wounded man into the sidecar on the stretcher.

A
THREE-PURPOSE

SIDECAR.

IT
is no new thing to use a sidecar

for the purpose of transporting

the sick and wounded ; many such
outfits have been designed during the

last few years and have proved them-
selves to be very serviceable. Nor is

it unusual to use a sidecar on a camp-
ing trip, for it lends itself well to carry-

ing the necessary apparatus. However,
a sidecar specially designed so as to be
suitable for both these purposes as

well as for ordinary driving and touring

has not, we believe, previously been
constructed.

The T.M. combination, which we
illustrate and describe on this page,

combines the necessary requisites for

these various functions in a very in-

genious manner. The sidecar body,
which is very roomy, is divided into,

three compartments.

The Portmanteau.

The underneath compartment, or

boot, is designed to receive the port-

manteau, which consists of a case

made in two parts and hinged together

so that when opened out it can form
a bed or an operating table. The.
drawers in the one portion can then be
opened from the side oj the whole lid

turned back. The other portions may
contain blankets, clothes, or other

articles. In the toe are two lockers, of

which the bottom one is intended to

carry two Primus stoves, tools, paraffin,

etc., while the upper locker is for

food.

The hood is constructed to be used

in different positions, so as to cover

any person riding or sleeping in the

sidecar, or, when used as an ambulance,

to shelter the patient from the elements.

When the portmanteau is not in posi-

tion, part of the floor can be taken out

to form a table top. A second seat can

be fitted.

The back of the body can be let

down into any position that may be
convenient.

The Stretcher.

A folding stretcher is provided which,

when. folded, fits into the body of the

sidecar. This is furnished with wheels,

which also fold up under the stretcher,

and when not employed in its osten-

sible purpose can b^ used as a bed for

a camper, second and third beds being

provided "by- the portmanteau and the

sidecar itself. Thus none of the three
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A COMMODIOUS OUTFIT

DESIGNED FOR CAMPING,

AMBULANCE WORK. OR
TOURING.

passengers need sleep on the ground

itself. Three mattresses are also part

of the equipment.

The Sidecar.

The, sidecar body is so arranged that

a child as well as an adult passenger

can be carried comfortably. The outfit

can thus accommodate no fewer than

four passengers. Also several cans of

petrol can be placed in the boot with-

out opening the door at the back. It

will' be seen, therefore, that the T.M.
combination will make an admirable

family vehicle suitable for every pur-

pose to which such a conveyance is

usually put. Room is found also for

the usual paraphernalia of a camping
tour.

The Tent.
The tent, when erected, is composed

of two compartments, separated by a
curtain, and is large enough to contain

the bicycle and sidecar as well as the

rider and passengers. The entrance

is closed by flaps, not shown in the'

photograph. The telescopic tubes on
'

which the tent is erected were first

carried in rectangular form around the
sidecar, but this arrangement has now
been improved upon by so constructing

them that they can be placed in a
bundle between the sidecar and cycle.

Although the whole forms a combina-
tion, the parts have been patented
separately by W. A. Mercer and A.
Timpe, since they can be used inde-

pendently of each other.

Ambulance Sidecars.
While on the subject of sidecar

ambulances it may be, mentioned that,

while many are privately employed in

this country, the British ,Red Cross
Society does not employ them, nor are
they used :i3y the War ' Department.
They are, however, used with success
by the French authorities, and a certain
number are in use on the Italian Front,
where they are quickly proving their
value as an expeditious method of
carrying a wounded man.
Apart from the use of the sidecar and

tent for ambulance work, their use for
touring purposes would be fully appre-
ciated, especially by the family man.
When a small child is taken the length
and flatness of the sidecar enables it to
be laid flat at the bottom of the car
instead of always being carried on the
passenger's knees..

Asleep in the sidecar.

The tent, front view, showing portmanteau and extras.

Side view of the tent,
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The Double Acting Two-stroke Engine.
A Design sometimes known as a One-stroke.

THE announcement in a recent issue

of this journal that a reader had
designed a one-stroke engine has

apparently caused interest among inven-

tors, for since then we have received

several suggested designs which are in-

tended to be included under this heading.

The designs are interesting, and in some
cases ingenious, but the question arises

whether the title, " One-stroke Engine,"

is really applicable to any of them.
" Double acting two-strokes " Would seem

to be the term which describes them
better. " One-stroke " seems no more
applicable to these designs than to the

four-cylinder engine, or two-cylinder two-

stroke, for, although an impulse is trans-

mitted to the crankshaft every half

revolution or stroke, a double-ended

cylinder is necessary in every instance,

which, of course, occupies a considerable

length, and might reasonably be com-
pared with a two-cylinder horizontal

twin. Then, again, in everjf instance a

pump of some description is required,

and as in all the designs, but one, this

is in the form of a pump cylinder, the

numbers of moving and reciprocating

parts are no less, and in some cases

rather greater, than in the two-cyJinder

two-stroke already known ; whilst the

efficiency of the so-called "one-stroke"
is likely to be considerably lower than
in the two separate cylinder two-

stroke type.

Some Working Difficulties.
~

Interesting though these designs are,

a number of points crop up which, would
prevent their practical use. The greatest

of these is overheating, which would
moat certainly occur, and which would
necessitate water-cooling.

An Overseas Design.

Among the numerous designs sub-

mitted, probably the most practical is

that sent by Mr. G. B. Martin, jun.,

of Pretoria, South Africa. This engine
is very similar to the double acting two-
stroke design which appeared in our issue

of March 30th in its general outlay,

A *' one-stroke" engine designed by " Dixie"

(referred to in the article).

A16

Design for a double-actmg two-stroke

engine by G. B. Martin.

but, whereas in that design two exhaust
ports, two inlet ports, and two transfer

ports were required, Mr. Martin's has
common ports for both ends of the
cylinder.

The working is briefly as follows : D
is a light pump made of thin material
attached to the cylinder E, A is the
induction pipe from carburetter, B is

the inlet port to cylinder and Serving
both N and 0, F and G are automatic
valves in transfer ports from pump, C
is exhaust port common to N and 0.
and K and J are sparking plugs. -The
cycle of operations is as follows,: The
piston in pump D has ascended to L,
thereby causing a partial vacuum until

the automatic valve in A is uncovered,
when a sudden charge of gas is drawn
into M ; at the same time an explosion
occurs at O, caused by the ignition of

gas drawn in on a previous cycle. The
double-ended piston is now forced up
to N, thereby causing piston in pump to

descend to M, at the same time com-
pressing gas (which now closes valve
in A) until the port B is uncovered by
the piston on its travel to N, when the
gas passing through the valve F in a
compressed state is deflected by the
shape of the piston to 0, and forces
out the exhaust gas through C.
A very similar design to Mr. Martin's

is submitted under the pseudonym
" Dixie. '^ In this the transfer valves
are of the slide valve variety, and
operated by an eccentric similar to a
steam engine ; otherwise, as wiU be
seen from the sketch, the working is

identical with Mr. Martin's, common
ports also being used.

Rotary Pumps.

In a design submitted by Mr. G. S.

Moores, an enthusiastic nineteen years
old Bristol motor cyclist, the common
port principle is agam adopted, but no
valves are used, the piston acting as a

slide valve, as in the usual two-stroke.
This design utilises two -rotary pumps,
one for scavenging and one "for forcing
the fresh charge into the cylinder. The
working of this design is as follows :

A is a common cylinder with both
ends closed, whilst two exhaust ports
B and an inlet port C are uncovered,
as in usual two-stroke design. The
piston D is also closed at either end
and connected with a shaft E, which
slides up and down in a packed gland F.
The mixture is drawn from the carbu-
retter by the rotary pump H and pushed
into an auxiliary cylinder I fitted with
a non-return valve J. Thus while the
inlet is closed, the pump still compress-
ing the mixture, the gas immediately
enters the combustion chamber on the
opening of the inlet port C, followed by
compression and explosion, and is finally

drawn out by the vacuum caused in the
exhaust system by the working of the
rotary pump K.

.

""

A double-acting two-stroke entitle designed

by Mr. G. S. Moores.
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HOW TO PREPARE A MOTOR CYCLE FOR USE IN BAD WEATHER.

AN afternoon spent in preparing one's

machine for the rainy winter
months cannot be regarded as idle

time, for with a little preparation for

the mud and slush a fair sum can be
saved in the way of depreciation. The
great thing to remember during the wet
weather is that one has a cycle to look
after in addition to a motor. The cycle

parts of the machine are far more
susceptible to wet and mud than is the
engine, and unless something in the way
of preparation be made for winter riding
one must expect rapid deterioration

—

wear of controls, wheel bearings, spring
forks, and general lack of lustre.

As regards the wheel bearings, steer-

ing head, and spring forks, one cannot
do better than buy a grease gun (pre-

ferably with screw-down plimger), and
use Price's hub lubricant. Both the gun
and the lubricant can be purchased
from an accessory dealer in almost any
town. Fill the hubs till the lubricant
squelches out ^ from the cups on
either side, as this overflow
forms a more or less waterproof
pad which prevents foreign

matter working into the hubs.
Repeat the dose perhaps once a
fortnight, allowing the grease
to squelch out each time, as

by doing so it carries with it

any fine grit that may be in the
act of entering the bearing.

Do not clean tlie hubs during
the winter ; it is net woi'th

-while, and by so doing you are
likely to foTce grit into the

crevices. More hubs give out
through over cleaning than by
neglect.

Leg Shields.

A winter mount that does not

possess leg shields is like a re-

tired imcle without funds. It

is an iniquity. I think the time is

drawing near when every rider will

demand, with his new mount, a set of

shields for winter riding. Personally I

make_ a point of writing for these
whether or not the makers supply them,
and I think that the characteristically

thorough and thoughtful British manu-
facturer will in due course follow the
example of the few firms that have
already fallen into line.

Ever-useiul Insulating Tape.

It I were asked which I would rather
forego for the winter months, my
muflfier or my insulating tape, I think I

should toss for it. Three articles reside
side by side in my motor house as the
indispensable necessities of winter—

a

By H. MO.^TIMER B \TTEN

force-feed oilcan, a grease gun, and a
large roll of insulation tape. And when
the creeper on the wall begins to shed
its leaves I start off with the insulation
tape by binding the h.t. wires to the

frame in such a way that they will

collect as little moisture as possible.

Trouble is very often caused by the
wii-es becoming saturated, or by water
streaming down them and draining on to

the plug or into the magneto. Incon-
venience in this direction can be avoided
by thoughtful use of the tape, and, if

possible, arrange the wires so that the
drip they accumulate would have to run
uphill half an inch or so before it

could reach the magneto.

Take Caie of Bowdeu Controls.

Now to turn one's attention to the

Bowden wires, which require very special

attention. Neglect of these and one will

experience, next spi'ing, the annoyance
of broken strands, which prevent the

Theincorrectand

correct methods of

fastenmg magneto
control wires to

frame of bicycle.

controls from working, and wliicli draw
blood from one's thumb when one
attempts to persuade them into the right

and narrow way.
We must economise, and if given proper

attention the Bowden controls should last

indefinitely. A single winter of neglect,

however, means their ruin. If the wires

are of the preferable ' waterproof cover
type, mix a half and half solution of

petrol and vaseline in a small oilcan,

and, holding the end of the wire vertical,

work the solution thr'ough the casing by
injecting it drop by drop. This should
not, of course, be necessary with the

waterproof controls, but I have found it

pays, because the waterproof cover in-

variably becomes damaged at certain

points. The petrol evaporates and leaves

only the heavy grease in the casing, thus
preventing rust. One dose of lubricant
is sufficient for the winter.
Make sure the outer case is sound.

Probably it has been trapped at one or

two points and the watel-proof cover
damaged. Bind the wire with insulation
tape at all such parts—not only to the
frame, so that it cannot be trapped again,
but also in a way that will prevent water
working in at the wound.

It is as well, while at it, to secure the
wire tightly to any point at which it

passes over a sharp edge, as this will

prevent movement of the outer casing,
and thus eliminate wear caused by
friction against the edge.

Handle-bars.

I think it a very good plan to bind
one's handle-bars from end to end for the
winter—more insulation tape, please ! By
binding the bars from end to end with
tape we not only preserve their virgin

lustre, but also we protect the
cable controls at the point where
they are most exposed. Bind
the cables securely to the bars,
and, instead of slopping down
and trapping themselves in the
forks, they will stick straight
out forward, and thus assume
a natural downward curve out
of harm's way.

If the wires are of the alleged
internal variety, without water-
proofing, deluge the casings
with oil, as only this will save
the inner cable from rust at
the points where the wires are
inevitably exposed to the atmos-
phere.

Sparking Plugs.

Some sparking plugs are
likely to give trouble after a
machine has been left stand-

ing in the rain. I think those with
fat insulations are the best for winter
use, but it is very difficult to stop a wet
plug from short circuiting. After trj'ing

various home devised overcoats for the
plugs I have come to the conclusion that
a handy duster, for wiping the plugs and
the wires, is the simplest method.

Carburation.

We may hopefully anticipate starting

difficulties during the coming winter. I

think I shall resort to the baby two-
stroke, and see that the kettle is on the
kitchen bars ten minutes before starting.

It is to be hoped, however, that culinary
equipment will not always be necessary.

Fit a hot air intake, and look out for

air leaks! Run the engine, and go over
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Winter Hints.

—

all the joints with an oilcan. If there

is the faintest suggestion of a leali, drop
seccotine over tlie suspected joint while

the engine is ticking over. The vacuum
in tile induction pipe will draw the

seccotine well into the joint, and when
next a test is made probably no leakage
will show.

Multiple-jet Carburetters^

A hint here as regards starting with
carburetters of the above type—such as

the Binks. It is of no use flooding the

carburetter with the handle-bar lever at

the usual starting point, as in this posi-

tion only the pilot is uncovered. Thrust
the throttle lever fully open and then

flood, whereupon all three jets will spurt

petrol^sufficieut to flood the whole induc-

tion pipe with gas. Then close the

Showing where the Bowden
wires should be protected Ly a

binding of insulating tape to

prevent wear on a rough edge.

throttle, so as to shut off the automatic
air supply, and start in the usual way
at pilot opening.

Belts.

As regards wet weather use, many
chain-cum-belt machines exhibit a sur-

prising degree of thoughtlessness on the
part of tlieii designers. Very often the
back mudguard is cut to admit the belt

at a point which intercepts the whole
flow of drip from the guard, which is

thus concentrated upon the belt. On
some machines the back guard might
have been designed with a view primarily
to keeping the belt well watered,
and the oiuy course is to make the best
of things or buy a new guard, after
pouring one's vitriol wrath upon the
makers. By judiciously shaping the
guard -with a pair of square-nosed pliers,

the iniquitous flood can sometimes be
diverted in such a way as to postpone
the period of belt slip.

Plated Parts.

Plated parts are not half so bad as

we sometimes like to suppose, but they
savour more of summer plumage than of

winter usefulness. Stove enamel, thinned
down with petrol, is a useful and not
unsightly winter black-, which can easily

be^ rubbed off next spring with a cloth

soaked in paraffin. It dries almost
instantly, and a tin of it kept handy and
applied with a thin brush where a spot
of rust appears preserves appearances
wonderfully.

Lamps.
Drain your generator with the valve

turned full on every time you remove
the lower portion to refill with carbide.
Keep your tube lengths as short and neat
as possible, and bind the joints with a
twist or two of tape to prevent perish-
ing and cracking. As regards the tail

lamp, arrange the tube so that there are
no low points in which water can
accumulate. Do -not try to revive an

. exhausted generator by turning the water
fully on, or you may experience trouble
next time.

Clothing.

Really good, well-lined overalls, made
Tof some soft material, and worn under
a long tarpaulin coat, make the best
motor covering. Suits are rather costly,

and by wearing a tarpaulin over them

Wires frappcd ai\cl damaged

by foi'^ of tKis pol^t

Bowden wires made to assume a natural

curve out of the way of the forks.

one not only keeps warm and dry, but
saves the suit from those periodical
drenchings which ultimately spoil its

shape and wearing qualities.

There is nothing to beat the strong
tarpaulin coats such as seamen wear.
The slip-on tarpaulin leggings are ex-

ceedingly useful, and if these garments
prove a shade stiff when new, they relax

immediately- if held before the fire

previous to donning.

THE CHEAP MOTOR CYCLE.
A Reader's Ideas on Quantity Production.

AN interesting question relating to the

production of cheap motor cycles is

raised by a correspondervt, whose
letter we give in full on this page. We
have tentatively touched on the subject

once or twice recently, and although it

is impossible that capital could be
obtained for such a venture tor many a

long month to come, there is at the same
time a distinct possibility that " quantity

"

production will be a necessity in the

future, especially if our manufacturers
intend competing for the world trade.

" Sir,—Two paragraphs in your issue of

October 19th open a field for interesting

discussion. The first is that in ' Ixion's
'

'Occasional Comments,' on page 331,

under the heading 'Mutatis ^Iutandis '

;

the second, that on page 342, entitled

'More Cheap Cars.' in which the opinion
is expressed that 'we - do not think
cheaply manufactured motor cycles would
benefit motor cycling in England, though
it might for a period popularise it.'

"In connection with the latter para-
graph, it is only right to demand what
standard should be taken as a criterion of

cheapness. We are told by 'Ixion' that
America's best 7 h.p. sells at £55 in the
States—a price some pounds below that
asked for a first-class British single-
cylinder machine.

" There is surely some fault in British

B2

organisation, even if we accept either the
British or American standard of cheap-
ness in our compai'ison, and allowing for

differences on account of the extra atten-

tion paid to finish in this country.
" One factor ol considerable moment

would- seem, in my opniion, to be ascrib-

able to lack of specialisation in repetition
work, and desire to secure big dividends
at the expense of the rider. The British

rider prefers to trust to a machine that
has gained a reputation for workmanship
and appearance, forgetting, as 'Ixion

'

points out, that this fetish is not a factor

of prime importance. A machine gets a

reputation for these qualities, and the
buyer will have it at any price, much to

the satisfaction of the profit-maker, who
pockets large dividends and gains a
reputation based on judgments that are
dictated by fancy rather than soimd
reasoning.

" If motor cycling can be popularised by
cheapening machines, by all means let us
have cheap machines, provided reasonable
attention is paid to workmanship and
efficiency of vital parts, and less to ap-
pearance. It is only the finnicky rider
that sets undue store on the finish of his

machine. The man who wants a motor
cycle for the purpose for which it is

created is content if balance is observed
in the constructional features and finish.

"It is both amusing and irritating to

find how the maker who is obsessed with

the ' appearance ' mania neglects many
of the m.inor points which make for the

comfort and pleasure of the rider.

Although an improvement is becoming
manifest, it is annoying to find many
small parts -fixed by misei'able little grub
screws and nuts which no s,tandard

spanner will fit. Why cannot some
system of standardisation be adopted?
And what does such a body as the
Engineering Standards Committee exist

for? Of course, it is to the advantage of

the maker to have his own special

spanners and other tools, which the
cheerful rider purchases from him.

" I am a keen motor cyclist, and will

continue to be so in spite of the draw-
backs I have mentioned ; and, provided
the public can purchase a machine of

reasonable excellence at j, moderate price,

there should be a big future for this

utilitarian pastime But if the British

manufacturer is to hold his own in the
favour of the British public and in the
Colonial and foreign markets the facts I

have set forth will have to be faced.
" One' great factor to be remembered is

this—that it is possible to produce a

motor cycle which will be - cheap when
judged by the standard above mentioned.

" Edwarb S. Hodgson."
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A FEATURE COMMENCED IN " THE MOTOR CYCLE" OF MARCH 21st, 1910.

ANOTHER NEW PILOT.

WE hear that T. West, the well-known
Cheltenham motorist, who has been
in the A.S.C. for a very consider-

able period, has lately taken his pilot's

-certificate at Hendon.

MOTOR CYCLISTS FOR THE R.F.C.
i C'TJETHEE to the paragraph which
' 1 appeared in last week's issue, we have

received the following information
from Maj. H. Stuart Ebber. Special Re-
cruiting Officer, R.F.C. The R.F.C. is

now open to ijractically all trades, but
there are numerous restrictions, the chief

of which are (a) that no man who has
already received a notice calling him to

the Colours is eligible unless allotted to

the R.F.C. by his Area Commander; (by
motor cyclists and gunner observers are
the only classes of men who may be
accepted if fit for general service.

Francis, A.S.C. ,M.T., called to see us.

Capt. Francis is officer-in-charge of the
motor cycle section of the workshops in
w'hich some of these men are employed,
and was interested to see the photograph
of the men, whose services he values so
highly. After a very long speU abroad,
Capt. Francis is now enjoying a few
days' leave.

P. AND M.'s AT THE FRONT.

WE learn that Mr. Richard Moore,
director of Jlessrs. Phelon and
Moore, Ltd., and formerly a fre-

quent competitor in A.C.U. six days
trials, left on Friday last for C4.H.Q. in

France under War Office instructions to

give expert advice and assistance in the
organisation of depots for P. and JI.

motor cycles with the British Expedition-
ary Force. His visit is expected to

occupy about ten days.

A GATHERING OF THE CLANS.

IT is strange how well-known motor
cyclists are by mere chance billeted

together or get together somehow over
in France. Our photograph is of five

well-known riders, among them J. Cocker,
the Brooklands record holder, formerly
with the Singer and Triumph companies

;

W. Westwood, of Westmorland, a notable

competitor in Six Days Trials ; Ernest
Smith, formerly proprietor of Regal
ilotois ; Artificer-Sergeant Howard New-
man,- son of Mr. S. A. Newman, maker
of the Ivy motor cycle ; and R. Bow-
nass, the North-country Matchless and
N.U.T. rider. Newman, is attached to

the Royal Engineers ; the others are

A.S.C' men, for-

merly attached to

the Motor Machine
Gun Service. The
picture can cor-

rectly be described
as a gathering of

a elan, for five more
successful riders it

would be almost
impossible to gather
together, and cer-

tainly not in the
Forces.' Their fine

physique and fitness

will be appareiit
from the photo-
graph.

It is a curious
fact that the same
morning the picture
reproduced on this

page reached the
Editor, our old
friend, Capt. G. I.

C^

DESPATCH RIDERS HARD AT IT.

'PL. A. W. CLOSE, R.E. despatch
rider, and one of the Editor's
recruits, writing from France, meiv

tions how busy he is being kept, and is

constantly out and about on his machine
—a Douglas. The machine he has is not
the first with which he was supplied, and
he emphasises what other despatch riders

have brought out, viz., the severe testing

all despatch riders' machines receive.

The weather lately has been very i-ough

at the Front, which has not lessened the
D.R.'s difficulty. He mentions, finally,

that the Artificer-Sergeant of his batta-

lion is the Ivy expert, Howard Newman,
and remarks that he is a general favourite
and a friend' to all D.R. s.

A GATHERING OF IHK CLANS
A group of well-known men in the motor cycle world. (See paragraph

on this page.)

MOTOR CYCLIST VOLUNTEERS.

IT appears that motor cycle sections are

not covered by the scheme of recogni-

tion of volunteers which we referred

to last week. The infantry and other

attached units are fully recognised, and
their officers" have been granted com-
missions.

FROM INFANTRY TO R.F.C.

CAPT. CHARLES HIGHAM, a motor
cyclist and .car .owner well known
in the Manchester district, and a

valued contributor to the pages of The
Motor C'yie in peace time, foi'merly

Capt. Chas. Higham.

O.C, A.C. 8th Battalion Manchester
Regiment, was some months ago trans-

fered to the Royal Flying Corps, and
is now an Equipment Officer.

Capt. Higham was one of the founders
of the North-Western Automobile Asso-

ciation, which body has nearly two
thousand motor cyclists and car drivers

on its competition register.

A MOTORIST'S WAR BOOK.
MR. FREDERIC COLEMAN'S book

"With Cavalry in 1915," just

recently published, contains only

one reference to despatch riders, but it

is such a splendid testimony that it is

well worthy of reproduction here.
" Once during the afternoon my work

took me to Ypres, but not beyond it. A
fresh attack was on, and the Boches
were sweeping the Menin Bridge and the
road beyond with shrapnel.

" Even Macfarline's intrepid motor
cyclists could no longer go over it with
their signal corps messages, but were
compelled to dismount, leave their motor
bicycles in Ypres, and proceed on foot to

Potijze by a roundabout route through
the fields. These cyclists generally used
a road long after it had been given up as

impassable by everyone else, and when
they at last abandoned it as too dangerous
for use it was indeed time, in their par-
lance, to 'give it a miss.'"

B3
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MOTOR CYCLISTS IN THE AIR SERVICE.

Motor cyclists attached to the 41st Reserve Squadron, Royal Flying Corps. Their machines, it will be noticed, are P. and M.'s and Triumphs,

though there is a privately-owned two-stroke lightweight among the group.

HIGH PRAISE FOR ARMY MOTOR
CYCLES.

A LANCE-CORPORAL artificer writ-

ing from Egypt says :
" You should

see tlie work our poor little

' Duggies ' have to do, ploughing through
sand for miles and miles, running day in

and day out. They were just as satis-

factory in the -broiling sun with oil as

thin as water. I am certain that there

is no motor cycle of foreign origin that
can hold a candle to this wonderful
example of British workmanship and
material.

" The same applies to the Triumphs
here. They also do not know the mean-
ing of the word 'trouble.'"

STIFF QUESTIONS FOR A.S.C.,
M.T., COMMISSION ASPIRANTS.
JUDGING by stories which are going the
' round among experienced motoi'ists,

some of the questions that candidates
for commissions in the A.S.C., M.T., and
R.F.C. have been asked can be described
as "the limit." We cannot say how
true the statements are, but, at any
rate, we give a few questions which we
have heard at different times which
candidates have been plied with :

1. What do you know about a

gear box ?

2. You are in charge of a unit, and
receive intimation that your lorries

will be inspected in two days' time.

What steps would you take ?

3. The sparking plug of your
Triumph cycle becomes unservice-
able

; you have no spare. How
would you carry on ?

4. Mention any four parts of a
lorry, indicating their position.

The above were taken from the Sep-
tember issue of On Service. Here are
a few mors :

1=4

5. Y'ou are descending a hill at 21
m.p.h. on, a Crossley car; your
brakes refuse to act ; likewise the
switch is out of commission, the
petrol tap is too far ajvay to turn
off. What would you do ?

6. How many nuts are there on
a Ford car ?

One really sensible question we heard
the other day was as follows :

7. You are driving a lorry, and
the gear box is damaged to the
extent that a new box must be
fitted. How would you prove, after
fitting the box on the road, that the
shafts were in line ?

AVERAGE PRICES.

WE give below the average prices of
second-hand models offered for
sale in TIi e Motor Cycle, where

it is possible to obtain a sufficient number
of each model;

Average Latest
' for weekly

Vear. H.P. list average
week, obtainable.

Make.

A.J.S.

Alldays .

Ariel.

.

B.S.A.

Calthorpe .

.

Clyno . . . .

.

Connaught ,

Douglas . .

.

Enfield ..

H.-Davidson
Henderson .

1915 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1916 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1916 2^ 3-speed
1915 2-stroke, 2-sp. . ..

1914, 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1916 5 3-5p. sidecar .

.

1916 4,t 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1916 4j 3-speed
1915 4i 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1915 2| 2-speed
1916 2'J 2-speed
191 2 6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

1914 2-sp. 2-stroke . ..

1916 2-i 2-speed
19T5 2| 2-speed
1914 2j 2-speed
191^3 2j 2-spped
1916 6 2-sp. sidecar .

.

1915 6 2-sp. sidecar .

.

1914 6 2-sp. sidecar .

.

19'^-i- 3 2-speed
1916 3 2-speed
1915 7-9 3-sp. sidecar .

1915 4 cyl. 2-sp. sidecar

£55
£30

£59
^23

£23
£52

£80
£90

£80

£31
£53

- £45
£36 -
£32 -
£78

£54 -£78
£37

£57
£65 -— £70

Make. Year. H.P.

Indian igi6

„ 1915

.. 1914
"

.. 1915
James 1914

,, 1916
Levis 1915

,, 1916
Matchless .

.

1915
. 1914

New Hudson 1915
1914

New Imperial 1916
1914

Norton. . . .

.

1916
P. & M. ... 1914

... 1913
Premier . .

.

1914
Rex 1914
Rover 1914

„ .; 1915
Rudge
Scott ,

Average Latest
for weekly

ti.f. last average
week, obtainable.

Powerplus sidecar — £85
7 3-sp. Fidecar . . £62 —
7 2-speed —
5 3-speed £52
4} 3-sp. sidecar . . £42
4^ 3-sp. sidecar . .

—
^i 2-stroke fm

Sunbeam .

Triumph .

.

Williamson
Zenith 1914

1915
1914
igi6
1914
1915
1914
1914
1915
1913
1914

.^ --stroke

J j 2-stroke
8 3-sp. sidecar .

.

6 3-sp. sidecar .

.

4 3-sp. sidecar^ ,

,

4J 3-sp. sidecar .

.

2A 2-speed:"

2I 2-speed
4'T.T
3.V 2-sp. sidecar .

.

3.J 2-sp. sidecar .

.

32 3-sp. sidecar .

.

6 2-sp. sidecar . .
—

3.V 3-sp. sidecar . .
—

3 1 3-sp. sidecar . .
—

3^ Multi sidecar. .
—

3I 2-sp. sidecar .
—

3I 2-sp. sidecar .

3^ 3-sp. sidecar

Sk 3"Sp. sidecar .

iS5

£50

- £65- £53

i," —
- £30

£39
£39

i58
i72

£40

£33
£42
£53
£45
C40
£58

3-sp. SKiecar . . /_/3

3-sp. sidecar . . £45
3-speed £404 3-speed £40 —

2I 2-sp. 2-stroke . —

-

£34
3 1 3-sp. sidecar .

.

£34 —
8 2-sp. sidecar .

.

£59 —
6 Gradua sidecar — £44

NEW ZEALAND RACING.
THE Pioneer Motor and Sports Club

opened the season on' October 21st at

New Brighton beach with a meeting
of two races only. The beach was very
heavy owing to the tide having recently

receded, and the entrants were further
handicapped by a strong wind. The
attendance was small, the cold weather
beuig a deterrent. Results :

riVB MILES MAIDEN HANDICAP (SOLO).
1. O. H. Green (7 Indian), 25 sec.

2. H. S. Curtis (7 Indian), 25 see.

3. R. L. Kenuett (7 Harley-Davidson), scratch.
Time not talren.

TWENTY-FIVE MILES HANDICAP (SOLO).
1. G. Moffett (4 Triumph), 3 min.
2. H. S. Curtis (7 Indian), 2 min. 30 sec.

3. F. Haworth (4% B.S.A.). 5 mins.
Time 25 min. 51 sec.
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A FAMILY SIDECAR AND A 1917 AMERICAN MODEL

517

Tl-.c above photograph? were sent us by Mrs. J. Lang, ot Waterbury Conn., U.S.A., and show—(1) her iamiiy sidecar outfit, and (2'* her

hustand, J. Lang, astride a 1917 model Harley-Davidson with military drab finish. Mr. Lang will be known to many of our readers, as he

raced at the Celtic Park, Glasgow, thirteen years ago, and competed in 1909, 1910, and 191 1 in the Tourist Trophv Races on an N.S.U. and

t\/o Matchless respectively.

A SIDECAR AMBULANCE.
WE have received details of

outfit whicli Mr. D. E..

Branch, Scartlio, Grimsby,

an ambulance for the use of the St.

Brigade (Grimsby Divi-

sion), and the owner's

action may be an incen-

tive to others. The
springs of the ambulance
have been fitted under

the frame, instead of at

the top, to give a lower

position, and four U-
shaped clips are attached

to the upper part of the

springs, into which the

frame of the ambulance
drops. The sidecar wheel

a Rover sidecar

Fountain, Rose
has adapted as

John Ambulance

is half enclosed in zinc to prevent mud being thrown
underneath the carrier, and a box containing the first

aid outfit has been fitted to the chassis. Mr.
Fountain will be pleased to send further details to

readers who may be

desirous of pressing their

sidecar outfits into this

useful service. With a

little ingenuity we think

the chassis could be so

made to take both the

ambulance and the side-

car. To render them
interchangeable should
not present any diffi-

culties, and a very useful

double purpose vehicle

would lie the result.

^eS

A

CONVERSION

WITH A

WORTHY

OBJECT.

_
A reader has placed at the disposal ol the St. Jo,hn Ambulance Brigade, Grimsby Division, his Rover motor cycle combination, the

sidecar chassis of which is arranged to carry an easily detached stretcher. The idea is good, and we congratulate Mr. Fountain on turning
his outfit to such a useful purpose

B7
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Geeemwich Time.

Dec. 14th 4.19 p.m.
„ 16th 4.20 „
„ 18th ... ... 4.20 „
„ 20th 4.21 „

Trapping by Eligible Policemen.

When summoned at Brentford recently
for exceeding the speed limit, Mr. Row-
land Williams stated that he considered
it a national scandal that three able-
bodied men, excellent materia! for the
Army, should be kept at home to under-
take work of this character.

A Hobby which Paid.

A motor cyclist of Norwich, Conn.,
U.S.A., who- has been unfailing in his
promptness in attending fires with a
motor cycle and sidecar, has now been
placed on the permanent fire staff, and
m future will be paid for his services.
It was his habit for three years to answer
practically every fire call, stopping for
the Deputy Fire Chief, and taking him
to the scene of the conflagration in his
sidecar. In three years he has answered
more than 200 fire calls.

A Chiel Constable's Purchase.

Among recent well-known purchasers
of Harley-Davidson combinations is the
Chief Constable of Monmouthshire, Victor
Bosanquet.

A Car Number Wanted.
A correspondent has asked for our

assistance in tracing the car which he
alleges ran into his sidecar on the Ports-
mouth Road, near Putney Heath, shortly
after four o'clock on the afternoon of
December 3rd. The sidecar was driven
violently against a pony and trap, and
the occupants thrown out. The driver
of the car slowed up momentarily, but
then dashed off. If any of our readers
witnessed the occurrence, perhaps they
wlU send us the number of the car.

The Rear Car.

We have the sidecar and the cycle
car, but the Americans go one better
and have a rear car. This is a trailer
attachment clamped to a motor bicycle,
turning it into a four-wheeled vehicle,
solitary examples of which were pro-
duced in this country in 1904. The most
luxurious models are fitted with a
limousine body, which is luxuriously
upholstered and equipped. We hardly
think that this type of attachment would
become popular in England. The driver
is quite isolated, and has not the
pleasure of having his passenger beside
him, and the vehicle, being a four-
wheeler, would, if used over here, be
liable to a car tax.

b8

American Two-stroke Exit.

It would be interesting to know why
the Hendee Manufacturing Co. dropped
the two-stroke single-cylinder lightweight
which was included in their 1915 pro-

gramme, and replaced it by the 2^ h.p.

Bat twin which was described and illus-

trated in our issue of October 5th.

England Pays—America Pockets.

Twelve 'months before the outbreak of

war the Sunbeam Motor Car Co., Ltd.,
established many world's records on a
twelve-cylinder machine. This was the
first car in the world of such a type, and
would have been marketed but for the
war. An American firm has now copied
the engine and standardised the twelve-
cylinder car from the Sunbeam Co.'s

machine so successfully that the company
has been able to pay a dividend of 50%
on a capital which had to be increased
twofold to meet the great demand.

More Money for Technical^Schools.

The Government has made an impor-
tant declaration with regard to further
financial assistance in aid of scientific

research work as applied to industry.
The State is to discuss with the local

authorities concerned and the governors
of schools certain new draft regulations
which will simplify administration and
stiffen up the instruction. " It is

desired," says Lord Crewe, "to make
the road easy for those sons and daughters
of Britain who see the beacons of science
shining ahead of them on a high hill

which it was their life's work to climb."

'liliiliilliii!>ii;illii''"

SPECIAL FEATURES.
A THREE PURPOSE SIDECAR

(Illustrated).

THE DOUBLE-ACTiNG TWO-STROKE.

The R.A.F. HiU Climb.

On the occasion of the last R.A.F. hill-

climb W. F. Guiver (Ariel) was awarded
the special prize for the best performance
of the day.

"Joining Up."
Last week there was a certain revival

of applications for particulars from motor
cyclists desirous of joining the Sei--

vices. Of the twenty-one enquiries
received the majority required informa-
tion respecting the Heavy Section,

Machine Gun Corps (Tanks), the Motor
Machine Gun Service, and the R.F.C.

A 2,700 Mile Trip.

Two American motor cyclists have
planned a 2,700 mile trip, carrying a full

field equipment (with the exception of the
rifles), weighing 110 lb. The primary
idea is to impress the United States Army
officials still further with the importance
of the motor cycle as an adjiinct to the
military organisation of the country. A
message will be carried from a major
of the New York National Guard to
Governor Whitman, of New York, under
strict military field conditions, and the
riders will use a Harley-Davidson com-
bination.

Motor cyclists of the London Section (D Squadron) of the National Motor Volunteers, snapped
during their week-end manoeuvres. The sidecar outfits are an Enfield and B.S.A.
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Ooi Christmas Number.

The next issue of The Motor Cycle
being our Chi'islmas Number, we shall

follow our usual custom and publish one
or two articles in a lighter style and
applicable to the season—we wish we
could say the festive season.

Palmer Xyte, Ltd., Report.

The accounts of the Palmer Tyre, Ltd.,
for the twelve months ending September
30th, 1916, show a prolit. of £10,687.

Lights on Pedal Cycles.

Motor cyclists have had to conform
to all the Ligliting Orders for some time,
past, and it is rare now to see an acety-
lene or electric head lamp on a motor
bicycle ^which does not coniorm to the
regulations with respect to dimming.
Pedal cyclists in many districts are not
so blameless, and it is not at all un-
common—in fact, it is common—to see

undimmed acetylene head lights of com-
parative brilliancy on "push bicycles." -

A Wrong Interpretation.

We tackled a push cyclist about this

vhe other day, and he expressed the
opinion that the Order does not apply
to his machine, and on going further
into it we found that in many instances
the authorities imagine that , they can
only proceed against cyclists if the
light be too brilliant.

The Correct Exposition.

Now that is a wrong interpretation of

the Order, and our legal adviser says
that " The word ' vehicle ' is the expres-
sion generally used in the Order, and the
interpretation clause shows that it in-

cludes any bicycle, tricycle, or velocipede,
so that the whole of the Order really
affects push cycles." Pedal cycles fitted

with acetylene or electric lights which
are undimmed should therefore be pro-
ceeded against, otherwise motorists cannot
be expected rigorously to comply with
the law.

Mr. Wells back in England.

We are glad to learn that JMr. W. H.
Wells, the London manager of the

Hendee Manufacturing Co., has arrived
safely from the United States, where
he has been for some months. He was
to have been accompanied by Mr. Russell

Goes, a well-known American exponent
of the Indian motor bicycle, whose bril-

liant Tiding in several trials during 1913
will no doubt be recalled. At the last

moment this rider was prevented from
sailing with Mr. Wells on the ss. Phila-
delphia.

Treacherous Roads.
In certain districts during the week-

end the roads were in the most
treacherous condition. In Berkshire, for

example, it snowed, then rained, and
then froze dui'ing the night, with the
result that the roads were a sheet of

glass the next morning. On one par-

ticular hill two cars turned completely
round within the space of five minutes,
and a motor cyclist who came to see if

he could be of any assistance had his

machine slip from under him while
attempting to restart. Immediately
afterwards a pedal cyclist came a cropper
after he had been warned to dismount.
The main Bath Road was treated with
gravel, but for some unknown reason the
road to Henley was totally neglected.

Death of A.C.U. Helmet Inventor.

The death took place on Friday of last

week of Mr. Frederic S. Hess, the

inventor of the helmet made obligatory

by the A.C.U. for the last Tourist

Trophy Race in the Isle of Man. This

helmet was undoubtedly the means of

saving the lives of a number of com-

petitors, and has proved to be as useful

in racing as the shrapnel helmet in

warfare

Imports and Exports.

The number of motor cycles imported

during November was thirty-seven, and
the value £1,474. When the value of

parts is- added, the total amounts to

£5,520. These are evidently commercial
vehicles, as ordinary imports have been
prohibited since March. In October last

no motor cycles were imported, but the

value of imported parts was £3,569.

The export figures are natm-ally far in

excess of the imports, the November
exports being as follows :

1914. 1915. 1916.

1,375 1,690 1,612

motor cycles, and the value of these

machines, including parts, was :

1914. 1915. 1916.

£95,233 £124,543 £106,883

The total for the past month is £1,473
more than for October. The total for the

year is £879,516 at present, but it is not

likely to exceed one million pounds, as

it did in 1914.

Huge Petrol Imports.

No less than 18,004,011 gallons of motor
spirit were imported during the past

month, and the total for the year exceeds

157 million gallons. In October the total

was 15,399,255 gallons, and in November,
1915, 10,254,496 gallons.

The National War Funds.

At the week-end the principal war
funds stood as follow :

The Prince of Wnlen's Fund [dis-

tributed £3.509,475) .. .. £6,012,734
British Eed Cross Fund .. .. 6,380,627
Tobacco Fund 121,233

A Description of the Zeppelin Engines.

The December number of TJie Aulo-
iiwhile Emjinecr contains a full detailed

description pf the 200 h.p. six-cylinder

engines fitted to the Schutte Lanz and
Zeppelin airships. Our contemporary is

enabled to do tliis by permission of the
British naval and military authorities.

The Autocar of December 15th also con-

tains a full description of the same engine,

and our readers may be more interested

in this, as it is written for the benefit of

the average reader of a motor paper.

Each engine has six cylinders 150x190
mm. bore and stroke, and many most
interesting and novel features that are
described in simple language and illus-

trated by detail sketches.

Still Another Missing Motor Cycle.

With reference to our paragraph on
page 458 (November 23rd), a corre-

spondent tells us that he has had a very
similar experience. A man in uniform
wearing badges of the 17th Lancers, but
with shoulder letters of the 7th Lancers
(which regiment does not exist), appeared
in answer to an advertisement. He ex-

plained that he came from the Major
commanding the depot, and asked if he
could fetch the machine from Salisbury,

where it was being overhauled. Permis-
sion was given, and neither man nor
machine has been seen since. The
machine is a 1913 3^ h.p. Triumph, with
free engine and standard bars bent out
and down.

k

THE FAMILY SIDECAR. _

The sidecar is becoming more and more popular as a general service vehicle. Our
illustration shows Mr. H. Gorringe and family on their Bradbury outfit, which has served

them well for a jear.
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The Future of the
Single-cylinder Mount

By CAPT. A. LINDSAY. R.A.M.C.

MAY I be allowed to enter an appeal, on behalf

of the 500 c.c. single, against the verdict pro-

nounced by " Road Rider " in the issue of

September 28th last and the subsequent support?

His judgment, carefully analysed, centres on the

following conditional clause :
" Should it therefore

prove that an increasing percentage of the riders who
lead opinion and demand have done for ever with the

500 c.c. single-cylinder." " Road Rider " takes the

proof for granted. It is against this veiled assumption
that I am appealing. There has been no remarkable

demand for the summary execution of our most
.
dominant type of motor cycle. Thanks to The Motor
Cycle spring frame campaign, there has been a demand
for marked improvement in its comfort. There is

undoubtedly a prejudice against the single in some
quarters

—

a perfectly jusiif.able prejudice when one
ceases to generalise and begins to mention names.

The culprits are well-known, and unless radical

alterations are made to certain single-cylinder mounts
they alone are going to be the victims of " Road
Rider's " judgment.

Absence of Vibration,

He complains of the " thumpiness " of the big

single. I am afraid he has been unfortunate in his

choice of big singles. Perhaps he has had"" some "

of these hastily designed " catch-penny " big singles

which had a mushroom-like growth a year or two ago,

in which case he is deservmg of sympathy, not abuse.

The elimination of road vibration is going to be the

crux of the question. " Road Rider " opines that

the raising of the standard of comfort by spring

frames will make us intolerant of anything but an
even impulse, vibratipnless engine, and as a result the

single will gradually die out I deny that absolutely,

and, assuming the prophet's mantle, dogmatise thusly :

" The adoption of spring frames particularly, and the

improvement of springing generally, is going to mean
a new lease of life for the 500 c.c. single."

" Road Rider " also complains of engine vibration.

Engine vibration in the higher class singles is prac-

tically unnoticeable whether the engine is pulling

slowly or " revving." This is against all theory, but

the fact remains that the running of three or four
singles I have in mind thoroughly deserves the adjec-

tives "effortless" and " vibrationless." Watch a

3^ h.p. Blackburne turning over in neutral ! Sit on a

3! h.p. or 4 h.p. Norton chain drive at 8-10 m.p.h.
on top gear in trafific, or a 3^^ h.p. Sunbeam or Rover
at 30 m.p.h. in the open ! Picture one of these engines

in a fore and aft insulated frame, and you have my
3J h.p. single of the future.

V Twin Engines.
A comparison of present day manufacturing practice

will strengthen the case for the single materially.

The single engine lends itself best qf all to simple,

strong frame construction, and allows of most con-

sideration being given to such vital factors as weight

distribution, engine accessibility, cooling problems,

lubrication, and protection of working parts from the

ravages of weather, dust, and mud.
Most of these remarks are equally applicable to the

V twin of moderate power. Heje our designers are

up against some constructional problems peculiar to

this type of engine alone. Cylinder angles, cooling,

lubrication, big end bearing, design, engine balance,

and firing periods.

Ignition timing in this type of engine is still merely

a compromise even after a considerable number of

years of experimental work. Considering everything,

V twin design is in a very unsettled state by com-
parison with its one-lunged brother, and I am afraid

the manufacturer who proposes to supplant the single

with a V twin combining all the constructional excel-

lences of the despised and rejected has a long row to

hoe yet. We had a mild sort of boom in 506 c.c. V
twins recently—1914, I think—bu'' the heather was
not set on fire. The number of factories relying

entirely on a 500 c.c. twin machine for their livelihood

is still very small.

Flat Twins.
The horizontal twin engine also has its worries. On

its credit side we have its wonderful balance and con-

sequent revving capabilities, all factors making it an
undoubted treat to ride. \ On the debit side there are

several s'erious problems to be faced.

It is an awkward engine to build into a motor cycle

frame without making the wheelbase too long for solo

riding. Special frames have to be built to avoid this -\

lengthening of the wheelbase, and as a result we have
had some weird efforts Usually it meant some vital

portion of the cylinder and valve gear being carried

low down outside the frame, where it wa.s exposed to

dirt and the liability of severe damage-
Engine inaccessibility has been quite a marked

feature. Cooling of the rear cylinder has never been
satisfactory. Inherent with the cooling problem is the

problem of lubricating both cylinders equally.

The necessarily long induction pipe is not an aid

to good carburation,* and possibly helps to account for

the slightly disappointing petrol consumption of this

type of engine. -

The fourrcylinder engine has only a very small foot-

ing at present, and I do not look on it as a serious

competitor just now. When we start building our
engines almost entirely from some aluminium alloy,

possibly then the en bloc four-cylinder engine may come
into its own. Presumably, then, ' Road Rider " will

write' a
'

' Plea for the six-cylinder.
'

'

*Mr. Granville E. Bradsllaw, the designer of the A .B.C., in the issue for Dec. 7th,

refutes the assertion that a long induction pipe is a drawha^k.^-'E'D.

\

i
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Wintry conditions do not damp the enthusiasm of the National Motor Volunteers. The photograph shows members ot the

D (London) Squadron during the operations arranged for last week end.

A comparison of the performance of the four types

of engines—single, V twin, flat twin, four-cylinder

—

substantiates Mr. Norton's claim that the single is

" mechanically and thermally the most efficient engine

we have."
In speed, power, economy, reliability, and value for

money the single has it every time, if the buyer is

careful and does not rush in and take whatever the

loquacious agent offers him.

The Trend of Public Opinion.
" Road Rider " and I differ in our interpretation of

the trend of public opinion just now. The last three

years have seen a boom in lightweight two and four-

stroke machines. Particularly has this been marked
since the war began. The principal result has been

the " graduation " of large numbers of motor cyclists,

who but for the crisis might still be entirely ignorant

of the joys of the sport. This rapid graduation implies

simplicity and solidity of design for some years to

come, and here is where the 500 c.c. single manu-
facturer is going to reap his reward. He is in a

position to supply the demand that will arise after

the war, whilst his " comfort seeking " brother

manufacturers are learning their job. For some time

to come their experimental departments will be working
out their own special problems.

To summarise, my opinion is that the 3^^ h.p.

siiigle will, by the adoption of efficient front and rear

springing and careful attention to engine balance and
transmission, easily keep its dominant position in our

trade, a position it has won by sheer superlative

merit. The 3^ h.p. single engine balance problem
is going to upset some people, I am afraid, because
intimately bound up with the success of the single of

the future is the success of the long stroke engine with

its light reciprocating parts and excellent balance,

coming as near to theoretical correctness as is possible

in a single-cylinder engine.

To conclude, I am willing to risk this further

prophecy: The 3^ h.p. single of the future will be a

3^ h.p. long stroke engine, unit construction, engine,

magneto, dynamo, housing, and gear box cast en bloc.

Semi-open frame. It will have front and rear spring-

ing, as well as forced lubrication and automatic
carburation. Electric lighting would be a standard
feature.

->-•••-<-

MANUFACTURERS CONSIDERING THE FUTURE.
Last week a meeting of motor cycle manufacturers

was held at the Grand Hotel, Birmingham, at which
Mr. Humphries, of Humphries and Dawes, Ltd.,

makers of the O.K. motor cycle, proposed, and Mr.
Downs, of New Imperial Cycles, Ltd., seconded, and
it was carried nem. con. :

" That this meeting favours co-operative action by
British motor cycle manufacturers, tlu'ough somo
organisation from which foreign manufacturers' influence

must be completely absent, with a view to complete

co-operation with other British industries and the

preservation of the British motor cycle industry in

future."

B13
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OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING.
Broken Castings and Damaged Keyways built up and made as good as New by

a Welding Process.

WE spent a most interesting morning recently

watching repairs to motor cycle cylinders,

crank cases, and crankshafts by means of the
oxy-acetylene welding process, carried out by Messrs.
Barimar, Ltd., 10, Poland Street, W. The company's
workshops are at 13,. Lamb's Conduit Street, W.C.
Outside the building is a large acetylene generator,

while inside are

oxygen cylinders.

The two gases are

mixed and issue
in correct propor-

tions through a

special torch. The
first job we saw was
one very similar to

the accompanying
photograph, in which
the flange had been
broken off the base
of the cylinder. Only
one original corner

of the flange was
left, and the remain-

ing three pieces were
welded on, and also

the spigot.

Protecting the
Eyes from Glare.

Watching the re- -

pair through
darkened spectacles,

one saw the work-

man with a stick of

cast iron in one hand
and a torch in the

other sealing up tlie

joints of this cylin-

der casting, filling

up the holes, and
finally building up
the spigot which pro-

jects into the crank

case. As soon as

the repair is com-
pleted, the cylinder

is taken into the adjoining workshop, and all rough-

nesses are carefully ground down, most ingenious

appliances being used for this operation. The emery
wheel is on a flexible shaft, so that it may be moved
about in any position.

In the case of the repair we were watching, the

holes for the holding-down bolts were all filled up,

and after the repair had been completed new holes,

of course, would be drilled. ^ One of the greatest

advantages of the Barimar workshops is tliat the

finishing off is done on their own premises, and any
defects which may occur in the welding can be dis-

covered before the cylinder is sent away. It is extra-

'

ordinary what excellent work is done by this firm.

B14
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A crank

minus a lug,

case

and

the repair on the

right.

Owing to careless fitting sometimes a flywheel key-

way in the solid crankshaft of a horizontal twin or a

two-stroke is damaged. In a case of this kind the gap

is filled up with steel and then ground so that the

repair is hardly visible. Afterwards a fresh keyway

is cut and the repaired crankshaft is as good as new.

We saw many examples of broken aluminium
crank cases due to

a broken" connecting

rod smashing its way
through the ends or

side. When this

happens the broken
part is neatly welded
in position, and, as

will be seen in the

accompanying photo-

graph, the patch is

practically invisible

after it has been
finally dealt with.

We saw other parts

undergoing repair,

e.g., a broken boss

which held the bush
for one of the timing

gear bearings. A
valve had been sent

in two pieces so. that

the stem might be
welded up and made
as good as new, and
numerous crank
cases had also been
received in which
the main bearing

bosses had been
cracked and allowed

the bearings to come
adrift. Nearly all

makes of motor

A damaged
keyway, which
can be made like

new by the ox>'-

acetylene pro-

-ess.

cycles

sented

were repre-

in the firm's

SOME TYPICAL BARIMAR REPAIRS BY THE OXY-ACETYLENE
WELDING PROCESS.

The lower views show that even the base of a broken cylinder can be rebuilt.

workshops.
One of the most

interesting repairs

shown to us in

operation was the welding of a new tooth on to a

broken gear wheel, and this is a repair which might

often be required by motor cyclists, for over-hardened

gear wheels or timing wheels are liable to give trouble

in this respect.

At the present time, when spares are difficult to

obtain, this work is of extreme importance, and many
motor cyclists who would otherwise scrap broken parts

of their machines will be glad to know where they, can
be effectually and skilfully repaired. A separate depart-

ment has been allotted to the repair of radiators and
lamps. We noticed a. Scott radiator being treated,

while lamps, however battered their condition, may be
restored to look almost like new.
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ALUMINIUM ALLOY AND
STEEL COMBINED.

ALUMINIUM alloy is every day be-

coming more and more popular for

use in the construction of internal

combustion engines—in the first place,

undoubtedly on account of its extreme
lightness, while its propensity for rapid

heat conduction
is also a point
greatly in its

favour, especi-
ally for air-

cooled engines.
Practically the
only point not
in its favour is

the fact that
its somewhat
soft nature does
not lend . itself

to any great
strain, such as,

in the case of

Diagram of aluminium ^ piston, the

alloy and steel piston,
caxjying of the

showing the steel liner. f^^^Zl,^,^
has been overcome in the piston herewith
illustrated by fitting a steel liner over
the !ov;er portion of the piston, so

forming the skirt and providing a strong
bearing to carry the gu^eon pin, thus
enabling strength, lightness, and good
heat conducting powers to be combined.
We understand this type of piston has

proved satisfactory, though, without
actual experience, one might be doubt-
ful of the result of the combination of

the two metals, owing, to the different

expansions under heat of the steel and
aluminium alloy.

ALUMINIUM PISTONS.

A FIRM which long since devoted itself

to the manufacture of aluminium
alloy pistons is known as the Aero-

lite Piston Co., Hanover Court Garage,
Hanover Court, Hanover Square, W. At
the present time the pistons are used in

aeroplane engines, in which they work
under extremely difficult conditions, and
the manufacturers assume that since they

are behaving so well in aeroplane motors

they are likely 'to be equally successful

in motor cycle engines. '_

The pistons are made in sizes from
60 mm. bore to 150

mm., in V a r i u s

patterns, but most
of these have the

Aerolite pistons for

motor cycle use.

interior of the top rather heavily webbed,
not so much for the sake of strengthening
the metal, as to provide additional metal
to radiate the heat from the hottest p^rt
of the piston. The Aerolite pistons are
very carefully fitted into the cylinder,

and are lapped in with rouge.

WASHING SIDECARS.
VERY frequently the appearance of

the coachwork of a new sidecar is

spoilt on the first washing. If once
the polished surface is roughened, no
amount of furniture polish will revive it.

Never give dirt a chance to dry hard
on, and never rub the dirt off ; sop it

off with a hose or wringing wet sponge.
Finally, dry the superfluous moisture off

with a vfash-leather, and polish with
special car polish.

BURNT VALVES.
OCCASIONALLY a valve becomes so

badly burnt and pitted that ordin-

ary fine emery powder fails to

grind the face smooth again. A quick
method of grinding in, if a lathe or

special valve-truing tool is not available

on which to touch up the valve face, is to

cut a piece of fine emery cloth and fit it

over the valve stem, the cutting side

towards the valve, and twirling the screw-
driver vigorously for a minute or two.

Except in extreme cases, however, this

method should not be used, as it gets

through the carbon glaze rapidly, and if

continued too long will score the metal
too deeply. Thus the remedy may be
worse than the disease.

BRITISH-MADE MAGNETOS

A VISIT we paid recently to the

E.I.O. Co. went a long way to

confirm our opinion that after the

war there will be no need to go abroad

for magnetos. The workmanship of the

E.I.C. is in every way equal to the pre-

war enemy-made article, and as a proof

that the firm have the utmost confidence

in their work, it will interest readers to

know that they issue a very complete
guarantee ; in fact, although this covers

the use of the magneto for twelve months
only, its makers are always prepared and
willing to replace any defective part, or

do anything that is necessary to a faulty

magneto for a considerable time after that

period has expired.

They impress upon users of their mag-
neto that in all cases the machines should

be sent direct to them at Sampson Road
North, Birmingham, without being taken

to pieces or interfered with in any way.

The type A is the most popular model

—

in fact, the only one now being made

;

and with an extended armature shaft and
raised centres by means of an adapter

plate the same model is used for 3^ h.p.

500 c c. single-cylinder machines, where
the Bosch DAS was previously employed.

Many people are under the impression
that a big engine necessitates

a big magneto, but the type
A has been successfully used
on a number of- 500 c.c.

machines, such as the B.S.A.
and others.

We were told that plans
have been passed for a new

factory to permit of the manufacture of
2,000 magnetos a week. The company
is at present almost wholly employed on
Government orders. We spent an in-

structive hour in the works, and left con-
vinced that the utmost care is taken to
ensure accuracy of manufacture.

ORTO WINDSCREEN.
SINCE we last described the patent

Orto windscreen, made by Messrs.
A. Atkinson and Co., 24, Arminger

Road, Shepherd's Bush, W., it has
been improved by the fitting of adjust-
able side wings, which greatly add to

Urto windscreen witfi adjustable side wings.

the comfort of the passenger. It may
be mentioned that the most interesting

feature of this screen is the fact that it

swings back as the door opens, allowing

easy access to the seat. The adjustable

_side screens provide adequate protection

against side eddies of air. It is certainly

one of the most practical forms of

sidecar windscreen we have seen. The
sidecar, it will be noticed, is fitted with

a hood protected by means of a hood
cover, which is a very useful adjunct, as

it keeps the hood clean when it is not

in use.

INTERNAL LEAF SPRINGS.
To design a spring frame which shall

be entirely different from all its

predecessors would seem, seeing

that so many designs have been put for-

A spring frame with enclosed leaf, springs

Ward, a practical impossibility, but while
the design by Mr. W. V. Pagett, Dudley,
which we illustrate, resembles others in

general appearance, it has several new
features in design. A triangular rear
frame is pivoted behind the bottom
bracket and supported beneath the saddle
by coil springs such as we have described
more than once in recent issues. The
lower stays, however, are rectangular in
section, and contain leaf springs, which
are anchored to a bracket at one end.
The specification also provides for these
springs to be placed outside the frame
and bear upon it, in which case some
means of checking lateral movement
would be provided.
The enclosing of the leaf springs should

enhance the appearance and render lubri-

cation an easy matter.
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The Hammond "Motor Scooter."

Sir,—I have seen in your issue of November 23rd a
humorous description of what you are pleased to call my
"motor scooter." The invention, up to the present, exists

only on paper, but, as a matter of fact, it is intended to

be a tiny car on two wheels, or, in other words, a two-
wheeled cycle car. The engine and footboards are actually

to be enclosed in a small car-like body, composed of three-

ply birch or ash, which, together with ample mudguards of

the same material, in addition to the forward vertical

shields (as shown in your sketch), gives greater protection
from the weather than any motor cycle yet produced. Also
the machine is to be fitted with a mahogany dash carrying
speedometer, clock, switches for engine and lights, etc.,

and surmounted by a glass windsci'een.

The actual machine, as designed for practical purposes,
affords not only ample room for a man of large propor-
tions, but, in addition, the actual comfort of a small car,

by reason of being provided with a comfortably upholstered
bucket seat and easy wheel steering.

I intend placing this machine upon the market at a
future date. E. V. HAMMOND, M.E.

Motor Cyclist Guides.

Sir,
—

'The letters published in your last issue are inter-

esting. Surely able and willing motor cyclists of any age
could be utilised and organised to be of national help at

the present time. I have been trying to find some such
opening, and I know others who have done the same, but so

far with no success. One reads occasionally of V.T.C. who
want motor cyclists, for some non-apparent use, but,

generally speaking, the H.Q. are at a considerable distance

and the field of operations probably in quite a strange
locality. To take my own case, I live ten miles out in

Essex, and I fail to see the use of joining up with a City
corps, with assembly not nearer than the City and opera-

tions only too likely in South London. If my services and
the free use of my machine cannot be usefully employed
in the locality in which I live, then it seems to me that we
are not required. Or is it that we have not been thought
about yet? A.H.G.
Loudon, E.G.

Motor Machine Guns for Cadets.

Sir,—My attention has been called to a statement in The
Motor Cycle to the effect that the War Office has approved
of the formation of motor machine gun sections as part of the

cadet training for the Warwickshire Cadet Infantry Brigade.
In explanation, let me say that a machine' gun detachinent

has been in existence in my brigade for more than a year
prior to my taking over the command on November 1st last,

and is highly efficient both with the Lewis and Vickers
Maxim machine guns.
The proposal was made by some of the officers to expand the

detachment into a brigade motor machine gun company, and
it is hoped by the loyal co-operation and generosity of motor
manufacturers and others to be able to do so, in order that
cadets may be taught this most important branch of the
Service. IBut it has not yet been submitted to me for my
approval, or to the Territorial Force Association for

Warwickshire.
The only concession that has been rtiade by the War Office

is to permit of the purchase of a number of dummy machine
guns for instructional purposes from the D.G.R.A. The im-
pression that the War Office has in any way formally ap-
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proved of any general scheme of machine gun training foi"-

cadets is not correct, although- it is hoped that every
encouragement will be given if it be proved to be successful.

It must be pointed out, however, that no part of the capital

outlay necessary is chargeable to the public funds, and that
the success of the scheme must depend on private efforts.

The guns that will be mounted will be dummy ones for

drill purposes only:

WALTER R. LUDLOW, Colonel,

County Commandant of Cadets for Warwickshire.

Export of Motor Cycles.

Sir,—I have just read in The Motor Cycle of November
30th a complaint of the Wulfruna Engineering Co. re the
prohibition of exports and manufacture now prevailing in

England, where it is mentioned that the British Overseas
trade in that line will certainly not benefit by such a

procedure.
I am entirely of this opinion, and, living abroad as I do,

I am able to see both sides of the question, and form even
a better opinion of the' case as it .stands at present. American
manufacturers are grasping this golden opportunity and doing
their best to capture the European motor cycle market,
whilst the English manufacturers are kept out of the way
by their own Government.
To mention only one fact, I can inform you that the

Hendee Manufacturing Co. have just sent over to Europe
the head of their export department, with instructions t<J

study the conditions and requirements of the different allied

and neutral countries, and fix up contracts for the coming
season, and I can also add that the said representative has
started off very well by fixing up a contract of 600 machines
with their new Italian agent for the coming year. No doubt
there are many more similar cases, and bit by bit the Ameri-
cans will capture the whole trade, and British manufacturers,
when they are again in a position to deliver, will have to
start right from the beginning, because in the meantime the
Yanks, after having studied European requirements, \vill

endeavour to conform to the requirements of the countries

on this side of the Atlantic, and supply machines adapted
to the different conditions, and entirely satisfactory.

I therefore think that you should certainly take some very
energetic steps to see that the British motor cycle trade does
not completely lose its Overseas market after having
obtained, by means of much perseverance, superior workman-
ship, and design, the premier position the whole world over.

"Jlilan, Italy. . G. F. HEAD.
[We again refer to this subject editoriallj' this week.

—

Ed.]

Bearing Pressures.

Sir,—I intended ray letter, published on November 23rd,
to have been my last on this subject, but "A.A.S."' asks
me a question to which, although he has not answered
mine, I should like to' reply. -I am not in any way interested
in the manufacture of any engine, but if I had been
concerned in the manufacture of long-stroke engines I
should certainly not have written mj» letters without
revealing the fact. I wrote simply in the interests of fair

play^ which, I think, the long-stroke engine has not had
at "A.A.S.'s" hands. I have already pointed out several
instances : here is one more. If the long-stroke is to be
denied the advantage of its superior torque, and not be
allowed to "rev " at a slower rate, because the extra torque
is only the result of its larger capacity, why should it be
saddled with the greater weight of moving parts which
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appertain to this larger capacity? "A.A.S." is still trying
to have it both ways.

Capt. Lindsay's interesting letter disposes entirely of the
lubrication question.
With regard to section 2, this was a question of bearing

friction with reference to movement between the surface?,
and had nothing to do with the pressure. "A.A.S." has
liere taken the trouble to prove what was never denied.
With reference to the movement in question, if '"A.A.S."
measures this by the path of the crank pin, all I have to
say is that this movement has no more to do with the case
than the colour of the tank, and it is only another proof
of my assertion that the long-stroke has not been fairly
treated.

Lastly (imder section 5), we find two statements : (a)
" It is so self-evident that the larger r is the smaller F
will be "

; and (bj " it becomes evident that the smaller r

is the smaller F will be." The meaning is attainable
when another constant has been dragged in, but "the state-

ments are unfortunate and^ confusing ; . in fact, the whole
paragraph is very obscure, and, I think, bears put my
statement.

,

-
.

In conclusion, may I thank "A.A.S." for explaining
several points which were already perfectly clear, and you,
sir, for the space you have allowed me ?

JOHN BONYTHON.

The Flat Twin at the Bar.

Sir,—I have read Mr. Granville E. Bradshaw's article

in the last issue of The Motor Cycle entitled " The
Flat Twin at the Bar," as well as many other of his

writings on his engine, and I, feel I would like to say some-
thing on the matter.
Mr. Bradshaw seems to find it a verj' easy matter to

talk and criticise other people's designs ; he also finds it

quite easy to fill in parts of other designs with a little

shading and call it a "hot" side—he also shows his

drawing but fails to fill in any shading. I might mention
it would be quite easy for me to fill in some shading on
his combustion chamber and call it a "hot" top, and I

would be quite justified in doing so, for it is no doubt a

very "hot" top. I would myself prefer a "hot" side

to a "hot" top, as with the former the piston and the
oil which it brings up can conduct the heat away, whilst
the "hot" top causes self ignition and destroys as many
plugs as can be put in, which is well known to Mr.
Bradshaw I have no doubt.
Well designed engines like the M.A.G., "hot side" or

no "hot side," do not blacken their rings or scorch the
oil or cause the plug electrodes to drop into the cylinder,
and I can only conclude that Mr. Bradshaw has had ex-
perience with a poor assortment of engines, if that is what
he has found. The M.A.G. engine, if it is as hot as it

can get, has as good, if not better (not worse), compression
as when cold, which i« very easily tried. "The cylinders
when they expand are circular, and the rings of course go
with them. I have known cylinders that expand in all-

directions, and, judging from his remarks, Mr. Bradshaw
has had a similar experience.
Probably by the time Mr. Bradshaw has made and sold

iris 5,OO0th motor cycle engine he will change his views about
the duties of a designer. Thei'e is no secret in making an
engine that will run at 70 m.p.h. when new. After the first

few "blinds," its owner looks in vain for the electrodes of

the plugs (as the writer witnessed on certain machines in

the 1914 .T.T.), and finds with very great regret that his

bearings have been thumped loose and that the 70 m.p.h. is

no longer obtainable.

/As i-egards "pitiable sketches," which Mr. Bradshaw .so

freely writes about, I should like to know what he thinks
now of the so-called wonderful drawings and the marvellous
flat twin that came from them, and which was to astonish
the world by its Brooklands performances in the "happy
days," and what its clever designer thought when it merely
lapped at 48 m.p.h. instead of, according to drawings,
about 80 m.p.h.

I call a clever designer a man who designs engines like the\

M.A.G., that can be used by any firm, in a sensible frame,
fitted with any type of speed gear, and any plvg- The
M.A.G. _Co., who have made about 50,000 engines, do not
appeal only to the speed man, who generally wants his

machine and repairs free of charge, or as near to this figure

as possible. Several people have burnt their fingers in

supplying racing engines as commercial engines, and Mr.
Bradshaw may find himself in the same boat, in my opinion.

I cannot see at all why such a wonderful and powerful
engine as the A. B.C. is supposed to be, that will pull from
4 to 70 m.p.h. on the top, requires a four-speed gear box,
which increases the cost of an already expensive machine,
and in which after a few months' use, when wear takes place
in the actuating rods, etc., only three, or, in some cases, two
speeds are obtainable. Perhaps the four-speed box is to
allow a very low gear to enable this flat twin to pull at low
speeds. This is sometimes necessary on certain engines.

After there are a number of these racing engines, which
we have heard so much about, fitted to touring machines
and with sidecars, in the ahnds of the pulolic, I am confident
it will be Mr. Bradshaw's best guide, and I am equally
confident that he will be ready to eat his own words.
The M.A.G. Engine Co. have made a few racing engines

for speed men, but have not found it necessary to shout in
newspapers about providing "rude shocks" and such non-
sense. They depend upon performances (which are not
imaginary ones) for their excellent reputation, at home and
on the Continent. Their engine has been designed by "some
designer," who is a practical man as well as being
theoretical.

If engines are made to a good design by the very best
materials obtainable on the very best tools obtainable,
by mechanics, they will give good results in the hands of
the general public. If the iron is of the right composition,
our works have found that it gives far better results than
steel for cylinders, and it is also necessary that the piston
rings be made of the right material. I have seen rings
which I should be very sorry to see in a M.A.G. engine,
but perhaps ilr. Bradshaw when he used iron was unfor-
tunate enough tc have used that which would be more
suitable for mangles and bedsteads and such type of iron-
mongery.

I do not want to be considered as unduly criticising Mr.
Bradshaw's machine or his good self. I have no, doubt that
his engine is quite good, and perhaps he knows much more
about the subject than I do ; but I do know one thing

—

he is looking for trouble which he will undoubtedly find.

Many makers have tried to combine high compression,
quick lift, steel cylinders, light pistons, and other light
parts, etc., etc., and sell them as commercial engines, but
those people who once did it do not do it now, for very
obvious reasons. OSBORNE DE LISSA,

The M.A.G. Engine Co.,, Ltd.

Will the Multi-cylinder Survive?

Sir,—My first two motor cycles were multi-cylinder
machines—twin two-strokes—which are, of course, practically

equivalent to four-cylinder four-stroke machines as far as
even torque is concerned. My present mount is a long-stroke
" big single " (Norton), and for pleasure of riding there is

simply no comparison, the single being far ahead. There is

absolutely no unpleasant vibration or " racketing," and the
steady pull of the long-stroke engine is infinitely pleasanter
than the hum and racket of a twin or four-cylinder. Every
horse-rider knows the sensation of the long steady strides

of a powerful horse "at speed" or up hill—a car or train
running on lines may get there just as quickly, or more so,

but for sheer exhilaration the horse is a long way ahead.
It is this feeling of '"life" in the engine which is the

making of the single—especially the long-stroke " big single."

It is shared by no other type of machine, and if machines
were only obtainable fitted with electric motors or petrol

turbines giving an infinitely even torque, I, for one, would
give up riding as a pleasure, and would merely use the

machine as a means of travel when train or tram was
not available. Every rider who has tried the two types
knows that there is no sensation of power when riding a

twin as compared with a single. The twin may get there ,m
just as soon, but the little patter-patter strokes and feeble

explosions in the small cylinders do not give the feeling of
" life " which a single possesses.

The flat twin, for which there is such a craze just now,
is, in my mind, out of the running as a practical mount
wherever economy is of account. Every engineer knows ti'<vt,

even in a slow-moving steam engine, a horizontal piston sold
wears the cylinder to an oval, as all the weight of the pi.ston

rests on the lower part of the cylinder only. In a high-speed
petrol motor it is much worse, and that is the reason why a
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horizontally-opposed twin has "a short lite and a merry
one." If it were possible to carry it in the frame, a verti-

cally-opposed twin would be a much more practical proposi-

tion. To a certain class of riders who can afford to buy a

new machine every few months, this question of wear and
tear may not appeal, but where economy is considered the

flat twin is out of it. But there is no doubt that until com-
paratively lately the single has not had a fair show.
Then as to gear. JIanufacturers, either through ignorance

of mechanical laws, or in order to please customers with a

craze for utmost possible speed down hill or on a dead-level

road, in almost every case insist in sending -out singles

geared much too highly for sidecar work, with the inevitable

result, a jerky and uncertain drive, especially at low or

moderate speeds.

Numerous e.xperim'ents with singles have proved to me
that the best all-round gear for sidecar work, to give best

average speed and efficiency, should not be a fraction higher

than 5 to 1 for top gear of a 3^ h.p. single. A larger engine

like the 5 h.p. "big single" will, of course, stand a higher

gear, but best results are obtained with a 5^ or 5^ to 1 gear.

Such a gear will give far smoother running—no " tugging "

—and better average speed, and also better petrol consump-
tion, than a higher one, as the middle or low gears are

much less often engaged.
As to reliability on the road, argument is unnecessary to

prove the great superiority of the single. The twin (not to

mention the four-cylinder), having far more moving parts,

must be more liable to breakdown—equality of material and
workmanship being the same in both_ machines. The single,

therefore, I consider, has by no means "bad its day"—it

is rather just coming into its own—and I believe that, after

the war, when economy will have to be practised by many
riders who now buy a new machine every season, there will

be more demand than ever for the chain-driven single.

JIICHELMORE HITCHCOCK.

Sidecar Suspension

Sir,—I am sending

you herewith two
drawings of a side-

car which I hope will

prove of interest to

you, inasmuch as the
suspension is by shock
absorber rubber cord,

obtainable from all

dealers in aeroplane
fittings, etc. As will

be seen in the draw-
ings, two suspensions
each side take the
_w eight and other
downward stresses,

while the rebound is

taken by one suspen-
sion ' each side. All
the rubter should be
fitted under slight
tension to keep everything taut,

scale.

Sidecar suspension referred to in

A. H. Jenkins's letter.

The drawings are not to

ALEC. H. JENKINS.

The All-weather Motor Cycle.

Sir,—We ask for space to reply to some of Dr. Rene
Camus's assertions in his. article on mudguarding in your
issue of November 23rd. We will take them in order

:

He says :
" Where air passes during running, mud and

dust also pass." This is true as to dust, but our patent front
wheel mud-shield permits the air to pass but no mud or
splashes, as proved by many thousands of miles running in
tlie worst of weather. This is brought about by placing a
flange close up to its work, so constructed as to intercept the
blown back spray and conduct it to the ground. This flange
creates a vacuum behind it, the air rushes in, impinges on
the cheeks of the mud-shield, and is swept direct on to the
engine. This is proved by the cheeks being always tree of
dust, swept clean by the current of air.

Now as to the protection of the rider.' Dr. Rene Camus
says :

" We must know the manner in which the mud is

thrown." This, of course, is the base of all experimenting.
And he gives data to work to, viz., "There is the mud
which is splashed up under the front and back tyres to right
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and left." We agree, and say this is the source of nine-tenths

of the trouble, and we are surprised that Dr. Rene Camus,
as a medical man, and knowing how mud and filth carry

disease germs, did not suggest a design to prevent the mud
rising from this danger spot and conduct it back to the road

at once. Dr. Rene Camus's design, shown in fig. 4, is use-

less for tliis purpose. The mud splashed up by the tyre

rises, according to the pace, outwards and upwards to about
2ft., and is then blown in by the wind in the form of

spray all over the engine and rider. The second trouble

is that the centrifugal force of the wheel carries the

liquid mud along the centre of the mudguard to the

fore-end, where it drops, and the wind blows it back
over the upper part of the machine and rider. This

centrifugal force, however, is beneficial to the mudguarding
of the back wheel if the mudguard—front and back—is con-

structed to drop perpendiculai-ly to the ground from 'the

horizontal diameter. The mud thrown oft the tyre at the

back at a tangent is trapped, carried forward between the

valances, and deposited on the road at the fore-end.

^'alances, we find, contrary to Dr. Rene Camus's statement,

act an essential part. Without them the air pressure

from the centrifugal force forces the mud outwards to drop
from the edge into the belt rim ; but with them the air

pressure is increased within the mudguard, and the mud is

thereby carried forward within a channel to the ground.
Perhaps Dr. Rene Camus referred simply to valances put on
at places to intercept splash. In that case, we agree with
him, they are useless. The perfect back mudguai'd must be
at least Tin. wide at the back and top to overhang the

belt, then taper gently to pass between, the stays, and con-

tinue below the belt to keep it clear of mud.
It is almost impossible to convey an adequate idea without

drawings, but the principle we have worked to and. found
to answer is to go to the seat of the trouble. It is far easier

to catch 6in. of mud than 3ft. of spray.

COMFORT MOTOR CYCLE AND ACCESSORIES CO.,
F. Waigh.

An After-the-War Ideal.

Sir,—Much as one hesitates to disagree with such experts

as " Ixion " and "Road Rider," I think their prophecies
that the single 3^ h.p. machine is doomed to an early death
will be falsified. Very many motor cyclists are not
mechanics and hate " fiddling round " with their machines,
and this class anyhow will always remain faithful to the
single, which, however much the twin may be improved,
must still remaijr the more simple engine.

There is one point about the price of machines that . I

could never quite fathom, and that is a single is generally

sold for much about the same price as a twin of the same
power, whereas one would have thought that the former
must be considerably less costly to build.

I hop& after the war more makers -will adopt a grey finish

as standard : not only is it far smarter, in my opinion, than
the more usual black, but it shows dust and dirt less. That
is, I think, one point where the Yankee makers secure many

' an order, for there is no denying that the Indian red and
Harley grey finish are vei-y attractive, whilst of English
machines there are none to beat, and few to equal, the grey
finish of the Bat. My a.pre-s la guerre machine is going to

be a Norton

—

if I can get the grey finish—although I rather

hanker after the long belt drive of the Zenith : a feature I

wonder more firms do not adopt.

In some ways motor cycle manufacturers must be a hide-

bound lot, although there are exceptions. Take mudguards
for instance : 90% of makers go on fitting year after year
the same old totally inefficient guards with side wings,
which hide the tyre and do not catch the mud, following on
like sheep in the same old groove, season after season, in

spit€ of the every-day vision of the unfortunate riders of

their products covered from head to foot with mud and
waterbecause of mudguards (?) which do -not guard.

I have had your paper posted to me regularly every week
since I left England sixteen months ago, and I do not think
a single copy has failed to arrive.

B.E.F., Salonika. C. K. DAWSON (Capt.).

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE'
"A.A.S." (Bournbrook) writes that he made an omission

in his last letter, and that the 4 h.p. Norton has a piece
taken out of its flywheel rim.
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Condenser Trouble.

I have a 1908 magneto. I

cannot run above 500 yards
before my platinum paints become
burnt, and, of course, the engine
misses fire very badly and soon

stops. Would you tell me what the
trouble is ? I have a new armature
in, and new points.—R.T.W.

Burnt platinum points are nearly always
due either to a broken down condenser
or to the points not being made of pure
platiniun. If the points prove upon
being tested with acid to be of platinum,
the only thing to be done is to have
the magneto overhauled by a reliable

magneto repairer.

A Broken Chain Stay.

I have cracked the stay, which

?' 1 runs from the bottom bracket to

hub of back wheel, of my 2|
-^ h.p. 1914 model iwin. Can this

be repaired by oxy-acetylene or
other welding or brazing process ? If

so, would the member be as strong
as before? (It occasionally carries a
light sidecar.) The broken back stay
is in one jointless piece with its

fellow stay, the back forks and the
lower portion of the frame.—F.H.

We should say that the stay in question
could be welded, but, personally, we
should prefer to have it replaced by a
new one, or a new rear portion to the
frame. This would be much safer,
especially as a sidecar is used.

The Liability of the Driver.

A few weeks back I read in

?' I The Motor Cycle that if one
takes a friend out in the sidecar

-i-l and meets with an accident and
the friend gets hurt he or she

can claim damages, which seems rather
hard, but I suppose it is the law.
Now, since trade has not been so brisk,
I have been taking people out at a
charge of Sjd. per mile and e.xtra for
waiting ; do you think it enough or

too. much ? What I want to know in

particular is—I have not got my
machine insured against accident—if I

get my customers to sign a paper to
the effect that should I meet with an
accident they would not claim on me,
would this meet the case ?—R.O.

The sum of 3^d. a mile is quite enough
to charge, and at this figure we should
say that you could afford to insure your
machine against accidents and third party
risks, which you certainly ought to do.
The signature of a paper absolving you
from responsibility would, we think,
^render you immune from claims, and

even if no paper were signed a passenger
could only claim damages if he could

show you were driving negligently.

Broken Gearshaft.

I have a 1912 Scott motor cycle,^ and of late have had the gear

> main spindle snap twice after

-iJ only doing a few hundred miles.

The fracture looks as though the

balls had broken first and had then
worn the spindle through close up to

the cone till it broke. Could you make
any suggestion as to why this should
happen? I have fitted the new spindle

myself, and wonder if I have omitted
to perform some necessary operation.

—

G.H.
Undoubtedly the cause of the fracture is

due to the broken balls. This may be
due to the balls being faulty or to

the cones being badly worn, or to their

being insecurely fixed and screwing them-
selves up, so tightening the bearings that
the balls were broken. In fitting the
spindle see that the right-hand cone is

screwed right home tight against the
spindle shoulder. Then, after placing

the balls in their cups packed well with
grease, thes left-hand cone should be
screwed up until the correct adjustment
is obtained—that is, free running without
play. I'heii lock this cone in position by
means of the lock nut provided. When
the gear is assembled in the frame make
sure the securing nuts are tightened up
well, and that the spindle is quite square
with the engine-shaft. If these directions

are followed there is no reason why
trouble should occur.

Knocking.
I am running a 3^ h.p. (1914)

gy\ three-speed machine fitted with a

> coachbuilt sidecar. I find that it

-2J runs perfectly on second and low
gears, but on changing into

" top " I cannot prevent knocking,
although I shut off air and retard the
magneto. The engine is perfectly clean,

and the whole mileage does not exceed
2,000. Please suggest the cause and
probable remedy.—A.H.M.

A slightly larger jet might cure the
trouble, or you might try the effect of

lowering the gear a little.

An outing was recently organised by the National Motor Volunteers for the benefit of

wounded soldiers. A few of them are seen seated on the steps of the memorial erected to

the memory of the first Earl of Cranbrook in the tCent village of that name. A 5-6 h.p.

Ariel sidecar owned by one of the volunteers is shown in the foreground.

B23
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Making a Pilot Jet.

I am fitting a pilot jet on the

Iq carburetter of my motor cycle,

S and I shall be much obliged if

LsJ you will answer the following
questions : (1.) What size hole

is required in the jet? (2.) Should
the top of the jet and the petrol
level be the same as the main jet in

the carburetter?—W.H.C.

(1.) We should recommend you to start

with a hole about .3 mm. or j^^-g of an
inch diameter, and enlarge this if j'ou do
not get the best results at first. The
size depends upon the size of choke used.

(2.) The petrol level shoiild bq just below
the top of both jets.

Knocking.

My engine is suffering very
Cri badly from knocking. If the

I "5 spark is retarded it runs all

LhJ right on the stand, but it will

not pull unless it is a trifle

advanced, when it still knocks even
when cold. It is a single-cylinder B^

h.p. The bearings are all right. It

has an automatic inlet valve, and B.
and B. carburetter. Would early or

late timing improve matters ? The
exhaust valve closes on the top of the
stroke.—J.H.L.

If all the moving parts are in order
and not worn the engine should not
knock. This may be due to pre-ignition,

caused by the use of an unsuitable plug
with too thin electrodes, or electrodes

whi.cli project too far into the cylinder,

or the magneto may be timed too early.

Too high a compression causes the

engine to knock, but it would hardly
be likely to be noticed luifil warmed up
a little. A weak mixture will also

cause an engine to knock. The valve
timing appears to be correct.

Acetylene Lighting Troubles.

I have a F.R.S. Junior lamp
set on my 3^ h.p. machine ; the

lamp will light all right, but
when I go over a bump in the

road it jerks out. Can you tell

me the cause of this ?

Also I have a rear light which is.

worked by the generator in front for

the head light, and it is not at all

satisfactory, as it will not light very
easily, and when it is lit, blows out

very quickly. Do you recommend a

rear light which is worked by a

separate generator or worked by the

generator from the front lamp?—J. S.P.

The lamp jerks out because the rubber
tube gets nipped somehow. The trouble

may also be due to moisture somewhere
in the system. Make sure all tubes are

quite dry inside, also the burner.

The only objection to using a rear

light from the main generator is that

the length of tubing is occasionally apt
to get nijjped. You should use some
discretion in installing the tubing ; in

fact, it is better to use metal tubing with
short rubber connections, as nipping is

then less likely to occur. When running
the tail lamp from the same generator,
the size of the head lamp burner" may
sometimes require reducing, otherwise
there may be insufficient pressure to

force enough gas through the small tail

lamp burner. See that the tail lamp
burner is not too large.

B2d.
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Reducing Explosion Noise.

I have a 7 h.p. twin motor

^1 cycle, and the expansion chamber
^ which is in use does not seem
-i-i to be sufficient to silence the

explosions.

Will you be good enough to give

me the dimensions of a good silencer

which I could make myself (as I am
a sheet metal worker), to replace the
one already on my machine ? The one
I use now is a plain tube Sin. long,

and 3|in. diameter.—H.J.L.
The expansion chamber should be as

large as possible. It is no good giving

you the dimensions, as they must be
governed entirely by the amount of

space at your disposal. ,

Your expansion chamber should be as

near the exhaust ports as is convenient,
and there should be a fairly long ex-
tension pipe through which the gases
escape. This may have a flattened end,
and there maj' be saw-cuts in it at

intervals. There is no necessity to have
any baffle plates in the expansion cham-
ber. We think you will find a simple
silencer such as this as efficient as any-
thing, provided it is made of stout

material.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERIWANY.

The proprietors of this journal, bein? fully in

accord with the recommendations agreed

upon at the Paris Economic Conference,

give notice that they will not permit the

advertisements of new goods manufactured

in enemy countries to appear in this publi-

cation, either during or after the war.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD

the

Warming the Air.

In order to improve the run- ,

_ ning of my flat twin machine I

^ have been thinking lately of coil-

ing a small copper pipe round
the inlet pipe on both sides of

carburetter and connecting up to

the silencer, the idea being that portion
of the exhaust passing Through the
copper pipe would heat the inlet pipe

and lead to better running. Looking^
at the illustrations in the article in

your issue of November 9th I notice

the A. B.C. engine has a pipe connected
directly from the exhaust to the air

intake of the carburetter. I had
thought of doing this with my machine,
but decided not to, for fear of causing
fire in the carburetter. Evidently
there is no fear of. this, but I should
be glad if you would let me kjiow if

1 should be quite safe in coupling up
a small copper pipe from the rear

exhaust pipe to the hot air -intake of

the Douglas carburetter, and if you
think this would give me as good
I'esults as heating the inlet pipe in the
manner described above. The latter

would be the more troublesome job of

the two.—F.W.W.
Tlie idea of coiling a copper pipe round
the inlet is quite good. You will find

this will heat the portion in which there

is great cold, due to the vaporisation of

the petrol, and the warming is bound to.

have an advantageous effect^ both as

DECEMBER i^th, igi6.

regards economy and flexibility. You
have been deceived as regards the A.B.C -

hot air pipe. This is not connected to

the exhaust. The pipe has a dead end,

but there are holes drilled close up
against the exhaust pipe. The air inlet

pipe becomes hot through conduction,

and the air as it enters these holes is

warmed by the hot pipe, and is nicely

warm before entering the carburetter.

It certainly looks as it the exhaust gases

were taken straright into the carburetter,

but this is not so. Also, if you take the

exhaust gases straight into the carbu-

retter air intake you would upset the

mixture badly.
You may connect a pipe from the air

intake of your carburetter close up to

the radiating fins, and this will also help

matters Bl good deal. We should recom-
mend you to fit whichever device is the

simpler for you, or both could be used.

Flaming Exhaust.

I have recently purchased a
"^ 6 h.p. twin outfit. Upon trying

> to start it I experienced consider-
-2-J able trouble in getting it to go.

Eventually, when started, it did

so with a~ roar, and refused to stop

when the throttle was closed. Flames
appeared to pass down" the exhaust

pipes, causing "them to become red hot,

also the cylinders. ' Is it right for

flames to pass down these pipes and
cause them to be red hot? Also why
does the engine not respond to the

throttle?—T.S.

The exhaust gas is always in the form
of a flame, but if the engine is in really

good tune it is almost colourless and not
very long. It should not cause the pipes

to glow. An over-rich mixture will cause

the exhaust flames to be of a red colour,

instead of an almost invisible blue ; this

will cause the engine to heat up unduly
If the spark is retarded the flame will

extend for a much ^greater distance down
the exhaust pipe, and will cause the

engine to overheat. The reason for the

engine refusing to answer the throttle is

probably due to grit having caused the

throttle piston to jam. Eemove the car-

buretter slides, and see that they are

quite clean and working freely.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Leicester to Chester.—JI-.S.

Leicester, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Burton,
Uttoxeter, Stone, Pipe Gate, Nantwich,
Tarporley, Chester.

Ll.\ni>udno to Birmingham.—C.W.C.
Llandudno, Abergele, St. Asaph, Mold,

Wrexham, Whitchurch, Newport, Wes-
ton, Gailey, Brownhills, Erdington, Bir-

mingham.

Ibstock to Bedford.—C.S.H.
Ibstock, Hinckley, Smockingtoh, Lut-

terworth, Thornby, Northampton, Ohiey,
Turvey, Bedford. The distance is ap-

proximately 69 miles.

FoLKESiOfra TO Ipswich.—A.W.P.
Folkestone, Sandgate, Hythe, Ashford,

Charing, Maidstone, Wrotham Heath,
Meopham, Gravesend, by feri'y to Til-

bm-y, Billericay, Chelmsford^ Witham,
Colchester, Ipswich. Approximately 116
miles. *
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THE Sturmey-Archer Countershaft Gear is something quite

unique. It has been tried and proved. It has been and
is in regular use in the war on all fronts.

It differs radically from ordinary variable gears— just as much
as the Sturmey-Archer has always differed, in being something

a little better made, a little better in theory, a little better in

practice, and a great deal better in results.

Until after the war it must remain a prerogative of the fighting

men. You won't begrudge that. They must come first.

But after the war the Sturmey-Archer will be ready for everyone

and it will be everyone s choice. This is no vain boast. Ask
the men at the front. They KNOW. Their lives have often

depended upon it.

Meanwhile, just note the address : Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd.,

Nottingham.

You'll want it when the war's over.

The Ideal Machine
forTown or Country

CT^HE Ideal Machine for either

>-^ Town or Country is the thoroughly

British " Excelsior" Two-stroke 2| h.p.

It is simple in construction and very

easy to control. Solidly built, and as

reliable as it is possible for a Light-

weight to be. Above all, it is very

inexpensive to run.

The British I

Two - speed Model,

2J h.p. (as illustrated)Price,
Single Speed, 24 h.p. - - -

Two-speed, Two-stroke, 2J h.p.

£44:2:0
. - -£32:10:0
(no Clutch) £39: 5:0

Bayliss, Thomas & Co.,
Excelsior Works,

Fomied 1874. Coventry.
Qodbilda

Sole London Agents : H. Taylor & Co., Ltd., Store Street, W.C.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A17

£.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to __—r-co"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed ^—-=

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be pasted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the' day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers. letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Of&ce.
When this is desired, the sura of 6d. to defray tbe cost of
registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appear
in the advertisement. All replies should be addressed,
^' No. 000, c/o 'The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.C."

W^DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who besitate to senU money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " Thi
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt of the

Koods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit thi

amount to the seller, but u not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party

,
to the transaction pays

carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of as. 6d. is charged, when under
,^10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders ^hould be mad.
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is an

indication that the advertiser is willing to avail himself of

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally
desirous, but have not advised us to that edecU

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advenisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard tbe
silence as an Indication that tbe goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers Often receive so
many enquiries that it Is quite Impossible to reply to eaob
one by post.

MOTOR CYCLES
A.J.S.

FOR SALE.

A.J.S. 1912 6h.p. Twin Combination; £40.—Tute and
Bell, Ltd., Motor Dept., Carlton Engineering

Works, High Ed., Tottenlam, N. [491S

A.J.S., 1916, 254h.p., 2-8peed countersliaft, clutcli,

kicli starter, accessories, beautiful condition ; £42

;

exchange considered.^Malbrooke, Wolsey Rd., E. Mole,
sey, Surrey. [5960

A.J.S., 1914, 2?41i.p., 2-speed, kick start, hand clutch,
all chain drive, accessories; £38/10; deferred terras

if desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and
50, High Ed., Wood Green. [6936

1Q16 2'j4h.p. A.J.S. Sporting Model, used 580 miles
-i-tJ only, and complete ^rith Lucas head lamp, tail
lamp, Lucas horn, spare sprockets, spare valve, speedb-
nieter with maximum hand, etc., cost £70, condition as
new; accept £56, or very near offer.—Layton's Garage,
Bicester, Oxon. [S3085

Alldays.
COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham,

can supply immediately all models of Alldays Allon.
[0796RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.-

1915 Alldays 4h.p. coachbuilt combination,
clutch, kick start ; 29 gns. [6082
ALLON, 1915%, 2y,h.p., 2-speed. 2-stroke. new ov'er-

size Dnnlop back wheel, head lamp, tools seen by
appointment; £27/10.—Box L2,736, c/c The Motor
Cycle. [6173

Al8

The Wheels of

GODFREYS
ARE FASTER THAN

THE WHEELS OF TIME,

AND NOT LESS SURE.

Below is a " focus " list of New and
Second-hand Machines in stock. If you

can call and inspect we shcJl be only too

pleased to show you round, if not con-

venient to call, a post card will bring you
a full and compfete Hst by return.

Easy Terms of Payment if you wish

and your old mount taken in part

exchange against the price of either

a New or Second-hand Machine.

New Models in Stock comprise :

—

Indians, Enfield, Calthorpe, Levis, Zenith,

James, Rover, New Imperial, B.S.A.,

AUon, Coventry Eagle.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES
PRICES

Lowest Highest

1916 £30a £96b
45
28
22
50*

58

Year

1913— 1914

1915

1912

1910 —
— 1914

,— — 1916

1915 —
1915 —

52
65
30*

60*

Make
Indians

Douglas
Scott
P. & M.
B.SJ\.

Zenith
Harley-
Davidson — — 1915 — 60

Clyno — 1914 — — 32*

Humber 1911 1914 — — 12 39
Triumph 1906 1914 — — 16 45*
Torpedo — 1914 — — 17
Calthorpe-Jap — — 1916 30
Velocette — — 1915 — 28
Royal Enfield 1912— — — 45*

V 7h,p. Road Racer with Accessories.
8 J9t6 Model, 7 h.p., 3-speed, spring frame, sidecar

combination.
' These are Sidecar Combinations.

GODFREF t
208, Gt. Portland Street,

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Christmas Holidays,
the issue of "The Motor Cycle"
for Dec. 28th must be closed
for press earlier than usual.
All copy and instructions for

IWiscellaneous Advertisements in

that issue must therefore be in

our hands not later than first post
on Wednesday, Dec. 20th.

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act*

advertisers requirine: workmen, and whose
business consists wholly or mainly of
engrineerlng or the productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for the pro-
duction thereof, and whose . works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already engragred on Qoverh-
ment work, will be engaged/*

Advertisers whose works are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with
the approval of the Board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertrsement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the.
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchange or from the
offices of this paper, and each advertise-
ment must containa clear reference to the
effect that no person already engaeed on
Qovernment work need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR "SALE.

Alldays*

NEW Allons, 2-8peed, 2-stroke, aVoh.p., 1917 models;
£42; easy terms 2% extra, or ei^anges airanged.'

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe I*ane, London. [6115

1 Q 14 3'A.h.p. Alldays Matchless, 2-flpeed, splendid
J- 1/ conditioh, with 14 gn. Burbury sidecar ; only
£40.—Parker's Motors, St. Ives, Hunts. [6155

LONDON, W.
.'PKone-7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the i;

~IQ15 2V2h.p. Allon, 2-speed, 2-6troke, new tyre, me-
--•7 chanical horn, lamps, and generator, in perfect
going order; stamp for photo.—Apply, Box 553, c/o
TJie Motor CycU, [X2985

ALLON 2-stroke, 2-speed; £42, plus manufacturers'
increase of 5% ; easy purchase terms arranged

;

exchanges considered.—Harrods, Ltd., Motor Cycle
Dept., Brompton Ed., London, S.W. [5929

ALLON, 1916, 254h.p., 2-speed, perfect running con-
dition, done about 1,000 miles, fast, and economi-

cal : trial or examination invited ; owner getting car

;

£30.—Capt, Salmon, Royal Military College, Sandhurst, /
Berks. [6171

ALLONS, all models, 12 in stock, from £37/18 to
£47/5 ; exchanges, easy payments

; good prices
offered on up-to-date machines; also a 1916 clutch model,
kick start, £36/10.-Lanib's, 151, High St., Waltham-
stow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [5940

Ariel.

ARIEL, 3*^h.p., latest 3-speed model, in stock, with
or without sidecar.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [4962

1 Ql7 3i/>li.p, Ariel, countershaft 3-speed, for imme-
-Li/ diate delivery; £65/10.—Dan Guy, Weymouth.

[6178
ARIEL, 1913, mag., requires some attention; must

sell, joining- up; £15, or offer.—18, Wilbury Villas,
Hove, Brighton. [X2924
RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—

1913 3-speed Ariel, overhauled, re-enamelled, per-
fect order; 22 gns. [6084

._ . . semi T.T., with Tariable pulley gear,
fast, most excellent condition ; £24, bargain.—

Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X3086

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
have in stock for immediate delivery all models

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars. [0797

1 Q14 5-6h.p, Ariel, countershaft 3-speed, Gloria cane
J. t/ sidecar, almost new Bates tyres, 3 Lucas lamps,
spare belt, tube, etc^ combination guaranteed perfect

;

£50.—Box 558, c/o The Motor Cycle. [X3112

1Q17 New Ariels in stock, 3-speed countershaft gear,
A«/ clutch, and kick start, , chain-eum-belt drive,
£65/10; easy terms 2% extra, or exchange arranged'.— .

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. 1^6116

A RIEL, 3V2h.p.,
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

ARIEL, 1917, 3V^li.p. model, just nrrived; cnll and
see tliese silky -runhiiig machines: £65/10; ex-

changes, deferred payments.—Lamb's, 151, High St.,
Wolthanistow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [5944

NOV., 1914, 5-6h.p. Ariel twin coacli combination,
wind screen, lamps, Cowey speedometer, many

spares, new Pedley back, dual fuel tanks; any trial;
S65.—Hollinghurst, 115. Empress Av., Ilford, Essex.

[6070

I CAN Give immediate delivery of 1917 5-6h.p. Ariels,
SVsh.p. Ariels, solo or coraoiuationa ; also 1916 5-6

h p. couiliination, as new, guaranteed, £80 ; exchanges
or deferred payments.—Jones, Garage, Broadway, Mus
well Hill. [5192

Auto-Wheels.
AUTO-WHEEL, just overhauled " by makers; £7.-

Pearce, Woodmancott, Cirencester. [S.3041

AUTO-WHEEL, 1915, like new; £11, or exchange.—
W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Man-

chester. [5806

BEST Auto and new bicycle, all accessories, perfect
condition; £12/10, sacrifice.—Woodford, 36, Ash-

vale Ed., looting. [5952

AUTO-WHEEL, B.S.A. De Luxe, 1916, run under
20 miles, perfect order; 10 gns.—Friederichs,

Beechcroft, Burnham, BucJis. [58S6

Bat.

NEW Bat-Jap's, very latest models in stock, 4-5h.p., 2
speeds, £63/5 ; exchange or extended payments.—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [6109

BATS.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham agent.—Immediate
delivery 4-5h.p. sporting model, 2 speeds; je63/15.

—87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. CX;30S4
BAT-J.A.P., 1912, SVih.p., spring Irame, enamelled

all black, P. and M. gears, B. and B. semi-auto-
matic carburetter, open caoe sidecar, gc-id order; £25
—Letters, Gill, 25, Oheyne Row, Chelsea. [X2956

Bradbury.
1Q12 T.T. Bradbury, guaranteed perlect running*-^ order; £24, bargain.—Bennetts, Glencoe, Scorrier,
Cornwall. [X2976

1
13 Bradbury, 41i.p,, 2-speed, fast, powerful, good
condition: bargain, £25, or oSers.—JSUis, Fruiterer,

Millhouses, Sheffield. [6067
Brough.

3ih.p. Horizontal Twin Brough, 1914, with 1915 en-
2 gine; bargain, £35.—Crawford, Arcliitect, Bishop

Auckland. [X3015
Brown.

BROWN, 3^Ah.p., sound order, good condition, good
tyres, ancf fast; £5.—Head, 31, Hainthorpe Ed..

West Norwood. [0868

LATE Brown, 3^/^h.p., mag., free engine, kick starter,
speedometer, new tyres, lamps, all accessories

;

bargain for quick sale, £19/10, or nearest.—3, Wast
dale Ed , Forest Hill.

B.S.A.

19^

[6925

B .S.A., brand new 1916 model K, £62.

B.S.A., 1917 model E, just delivered; £64.-
Motor Co., Kidderminster-

-Castle
[5983

COLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, for
immediate delivery of B.S.A. [0798

B.S.A. Model K, latest model (new); £64.—Clark and
Co., Motor Engineers, Doncaster. [5351

NEW B.S.A., chain drive, in stock; ^66; exchanges
quoted.—Motor Exchange, Horton St,, Halifax.

[6126
B.S.A., late 1915, 4^ih.p., 3-speed, coachbnilt sidecar,

good condition ; £60.-555, London Kd., Westcliif-
on-Sea. gs:3111

B.S.A., 1912, genuine 4h.p., absolutely as new; in-
ternal inspection invited: £18.-248, Drakefell

Ed., Brockley. [6044

B.S.A., 1914, 3V.h.p., 2-speed N.S.U. gear, speed-
ometer, .iccessories, lamps, perfect; £30.—W. H.

Cocks, South Ealing. [6172

B.S.A., 1916, 4i4h.p., 3-speed countershaft model K,
run 500 miles, as new; £58.—Dunvegan, Stour

Ed., Christchuroh, Hants. [6029

B.S.A. 1917 Models in stock, H £66, K £64; also
genuine B.S.A. No. 1 sidecar, £17/17.—Huckle-

bridge, 133, Sloane St., London. [X2742

RIDER TROWAED, 78, High St., Hampstead.-
1914 (late) B.S.A., all-chain drive, 4i/ih.p., 3-

speed, perfect, mileage 5,000; 37 gns. [6091

"I017 B.S.A. in stock. Catalogues free. Spare parts
X*y per return, lin. belts, as fitted by makers, 8/6,

post paid.—Albert J. Pitts, Eedditch. TeL: 91. [X0529

FOR Sale, 1915 4^h.p. B.S.A., 3-speed countershaft,
all chain drive, beautiful running order; sacrifice.-

Sellers, Motor Cycle and Light Car Works, Dorchester.
[5887

B.S.A., 1915-16, 4i4h.p., 3->peed gear box, kick-start,
chain and belt drive, model K, splendid condi-

'tion throughout; price 40 gns.—Davey, Greenway Rd.,
Taunton. [6045

1Q17 B.S.A.'a, all models from absolute stock; cash,
XI/ deferred, or exchanges, _ Douglases^ preferred.—
Jones, Garage, Broadway,
Hornsey 2562.

Muswell Hill. Phone -

[5836

"D.S.A. .1916 Model K, 4%h.p., S-speed, kick start,

SEGOND^HAHD BARGAINS
SIDECAR OUTFITS.

REX, rgi.|, 6 h.p., 2-speed, modele de luxe £35
TRIUMPH, 3.i h.p., 2-speed countersbalt, Sidecai . . . £32
iNDIAN, r9l3, 7 h.o., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speecl ,. £42
ZENITH, 1914, 6 h.p., countei-shatt clutch model £60
RUDGE 1913 5-6 h.p. Multi, with Kudge Sidecar .... £46
ENFIELD, 1912, 15 h.p., 2-5peed, twin, Enfield Sidec-.r £29
RUDGE I9r3 3.V h.p. Multi, coach-built Sidecar *£33
SCOTT, 19T4, 33 h.p., 2-sp., add Scott sidecar chassis £45
ZENITH, rgr; ai h.p., twin, clutch, and C.B. Sidecar £49
ENFIELD 1914 6 h.p. 2-speed Combination fiSS
CHATER LEA, I9r3, No. 7, 8 h.p. 3-sp., and Sidecar. *£40
DOUGLAS, 3* h.p., 2-sp., Canoelet, disc wheels *£58
MATCHLESS,' I9r3, 8 h.p., J.A.P. overhead,. 6-speed.*£48
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 h.p., rgr^ 3-sp., C.B. S/car. £68
P. & M., 3j h.p., rgia, 2-speed, C B. Sidecar *£46
JAMES 4j h.p., 1914, 3-speed, Empress Sidecar *£S8

soko nnoDEks.
DOUGLAS, I9r4, 2% h.p., T.T., long exhaust, 2-speed £45
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2j h.p., 3-speed, like new £54
DOUGLAS, I9r5, 2j h.p,, 2-specd, splendid order -..•£48
DOUGLAS, r9r4, 25 h.p., 2-speed, Zephyr pistons ... £48
DOUGLAS, I9r4, 2i h.p., 2-speed, kit.lc-start ., *£48
DOUGLAS, I9r4, 2} h.p., 2-speed, Model V — ..•£47
DOUGLAS, igrr, 2j h.p., 2-speed touring bars £20
RUDGE igra 3J h.p. Multi, T.T. bars £33
IVY, rgrs, 2-stroke, single-speed £16
NEW HUDSON, 1913, 3J h.p., 3-speed, J-.A.P. engine £30
REX, I9r3, 3i h.p., 2-speed, and clutch £28
BROWN, 3* h.p. model, Bosch magneto .' £ 1 2
INDIAN, tgrs, 5 h.p., 3-speed, twin £48
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1915, 2-speed, 2-stroke £32
NEW HUDSON, rgis, 2-stroke, as new £22
INDIAN, igr4, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, electric equipment . £47
ENFIELD, igro, 24 h-p., twin. Grade gear £14
LEVIS, 1914, 2* h.p., 2-stroke, countershaft £18
F.N., 2\ h.p., 2-speed, lightweight £15
ALLDAYS ALLON, rgre, 2J h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke . . £30
ALLON, I9r6, 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, as new, single-speed £26
ENFIELD, I9r6, 25 h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £33
TRIUMPH, I9r3, 3J h.p., 3-speed, all accessories •£38
INDIAN, r9r4, 7-9 h.p., clutch model, as new £41
HUMBER, rgrs, water-cooled, 3 J h.p., 3-speed *£45
INDIAN, rgrs, 5 ti-P-. 3-speed, as new ^£46
PREMIER, rgr3, 2I h.p., lightweight £14
TRIUMPH, igrs, 3* h.p., tourist, fixed gear £19
INDIAN, igi4, 7-g h.p., 2-speed. spring frame ^£38
ENFIELD, r^i6, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speed, speedometer

.

*£48
HUMBER, 1913, 2\ h.p., twin, had careful usage ^£21

RADCO, 1915, 2\ h.p., 2-stroke, done about 500 .

TRIUMPH, I9r4, 4 h.p., 3 speed, excellent order
£20
•£50

NEW 1917 MODELS.
ROYAL ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £94 10

ROYAL ENFIELD, ^ h.p., twin, 2-sneed , im IS

ROYAL ENFIELD, Hb-P-. 2-5peed, 2-stroke .... £44 2
B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-speed, all-chain, H, 1917 model , £66
B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-speed, belt, K, rgi7 model .... £64
B.S.A., 3i h.p.. Model D, T.T £52 10

ROVER, "rgr?, 3]t h.p., 3-speed, Combination .... £89 9

ROVER, r9r7, 3^ h.p., 3-SFeed, solo , £69 10

ROVER, r9i7, 3.I h.p., T.T., Philipson pulley .... £61 10

LEVIS, 2i h.p single-speed, Popular model £32
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-stroke, de luxe £37 15

MORGAN G.P. No. i, M.A.G. engine, discs, etc..*£150

A Few 1916 ROYAL RUBYS to Clear. Send lor Lists and
Prices.

LIGHT CARS.
G.W.K., 1914, 8 h.p., lust re-painted and overhauled £120

G.W.K., 1915, 8 h.p., just re-painted, detach, wheels. •£165

MORGAN I9r7, G.P. No. i, only done 500, & as new. •£135

KNIGHT, 'r9i4, ir.gh.p., sporting body •£145

CALTHORPE, igre, 10 h.p., G.D.M. dyn., 6 wheels. •£275

SINGER, t9r4, 10 h.p., dynamo lighting •£195

SINGER, 1913, ro h.p., slamps, just being overhauled. *£135

SINGER, rgrs (late), 5 lamps, dickey •£145

HILLMAN I9r,5, 9.5 h.p., speedometer, little used. •£205

MATHIS, igr4, 15 h.p., 5-seater, dynamo ^£300

Machines starred (•) are complete with lamps, born, etc.

,914 and 1915 DOUGLAS MACHINES bought lor Spot Cash.

MOTORMART
1004 136Q Portland 51.LondonW
telephonr-SSii Miyfoir Telegrams'PAdiaXeVlttii

original tyres, oversize on rear, coach sidecar, and
screen; £68/10.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow,
50, High Ed., Wood Green. [5942

All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end of eacli advertisement, and the date ol the issue, aio

B^

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
U.S.A.

TO 16 U.S.A., 4'41i.p., chfiiii drive, Canoelet eombina-
-- 1/ tjon, liood, wind screen, Lucas King of Road
head liglita, Stewart horn, pert'er.t condition; £61.—
Stratton, 31, Mount Pleasant, Redditch. [X3061

B.S.A., new models delivered from stock, chain driven
3-8peed model H £66, model K, cbain-cum-belt,

£64: your present motor cycle taken in part payment.—
Eagles and Co , High St., Acton, London, W. [X3039

1Q16 B.S.A., coachbnilt sidecar, 3-8peed countershaft
J-t/ gear, mechanical horn, storm apron, lamps, and
tools, the combination not run 200 miles, guaranteed,
unscratched: £65.—Hatcher, 83. Dock Ed., Victoria
Docks, London. [5988

.&.. Latest New Models can be delivered from
stock: Chain drive model H, 3-speed countershaft

gear, £66; chaiu-cum-belt model K. £64; Montgomery
iidecars in stock to fit from 10 gns; your present
machine can be taken as part payment.-EJce and Co.,
15-16. Bishopsgate Av., CamomUe St., E.G. B.S.A.
Agents. r0551

B.S.A.'g.—Three guaranteed 1917 models H. all chain,
£66: three model K's and No. 1 pattern sidecar,

delivered from stock ; deferred payments arranged, ex-
changes; good prices allowed for second-hand up-to-date
machines.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and
50, High Kd-, Wood Green. Tels. : Walthamstow 169.
and Hornsey 1956. [5932

4ih.p. 1916 B.S.A. and coachbnilt sidecar, 3-speed,
4 model H, all chain drive, clutch and kick start,

in the pink of good condition, complete with accessories,
60 gns., guaranteed; also a 1916 chain-eum-belt model,
fitted with roomy sidecar, including accessories, £60,
guaranteed; and a solo chain-cum-belt B.SA., 50 gns.,

guaranteed: easy terms, 2.^2%, half down.—Wauchope's,
appointed B.S.A. City agents, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

[6123
Calthorpe.

1Q15 2'5'th.p. Calthorpe-Jap, new tyres, splendid- con-
J-«/ dition; £26.—Fray, Princethorpe, Eugby. EX.3026

"IQ15 Calthorpe, 2y2h.p. J.A.P. , 2-speed, nad acces-
*-*y sories; £24.—Seen Bounds' Garage, Kilburn.

[5969
CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 2-speed, 1915; £23.—W. and

H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansagte, Manchester.
[6060

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 254h.p., 1916, "nearly new, 2-

speed Enfield gears; £30.—Owner, 4, Spa Lane,
Starbeck, Harrogate. [X2757

CALTHOEPE Junior, 1914, 2-speed, good condition,
all accessories ; first cheque 12 gns.—Meadow

View, Dymchuich, Kent. [5959

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P.. 1916, 2^ih.p., Enfield S-speed
gear, not done 500 miles; £28.—Drqnhart, 49,

Hurlingham Conrt, Putney Bridge, S.W. [6162

COLMOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham,
have in stock all models of Calthorpes for im-

mediate delivery; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

33.h,p. Calthorpe-Jap, new November, 1915, Enfield
4 2-speed gear, engine perfect, lamps, horn, speed-

ometer; £28.—Knight, Beech Lawn, Sasmundham.
[X2980

NEW Calthorpes, J.A.P. 2^4h.p. engine, 2-speed En-
field gear, sloping top bar, £37/16; easy terms 2%

extra, or exchange arranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane.
London. [6114

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 234h.p., with Enfield 2-speed
gear; three aotuoUy in stock; deferred terms, ex-

changes entertained.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-
stow, and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [5939

"1016 4h.p. Calthorpe Combination, Enfield 2-speed
Xtl gear, with free engine and handle starter, com-
plete with high grade coachbuilt sidecar, only used a few
miles, as new; price £60.—Alexander and Co., 272, Gt.
Western Ed., Glasgow. [5883

NEW Calthorpes on easy terms, 2% only extra charge:
Latest lightweights, 2^;4h.p. J.A.P. engines, 2-

speed Enfield gears, sloping top bars. 36 gns.; also
Si^h.p. 2-stroke models, £28/17/6.—Wauchope's, Cal-
thorpe's appointed agents, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [6124

Campion.
CAMPION, 1915 6h.p. twin J.A.P., coachbuilt side

car, 3-speed Jardine countershaft, chain drive, kick
starter, speedometer, lamps, spare tyre; £60.—W., Lilac

Villas, CoUington St., Beeston, Notts. [X3105

Chater»I-afnir.

CHATEB-FAFNIE, 3V2h.p., Grado Multi pulley,

mag., m.o.7., good tyres, splendid order ; £25.—
Bryan, Grosmont, Hereford. [X2871

Chater'Jap.
4h.p. Chater-Jap, free engine. Bosch, B. and B., spring

forks; £16.-129, Angel Ed., Edmonton. [5916

Chatei'-Lea.

CHATER-LEA 7-9h.p. Combination, 1915, 3 speeds,
new condition: £65; appointment.—Clevedon,

Pretoria Rd,. Streatham. [;5997

CHATER-LEA Combination. No. 7, hood and screen,

1914%. every accessory, like new, 5,000 miles, new
tyres; bargain, £.QQ.-~20, Derby Ed., W. Croydon. [6050

15 Bh.p. Ohater-Lea Combination, hood, screen,

luggage grid, tyre carrier, and all beat acces-19^
series, only run 3,700 miles; cost £120, best ofler over

f5B tor quick- sale.—142, Harford St., Stepney. [5955
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-Minerva.

CEATEE-MINEEVA, 2=41).?., as new; fl5, or oflei.
—Joyce, 42, Druiy Lane, W.C. [5900

Clyno.

CLYNO. 1913-14, 6h.p., S-speed countershaft,
,
chain

drive; fSS/lO—Motor Exchange, Hortot St.,
Halilax. [6127

CLYNO, 1911, 5-6h.p., in Eood order, mil take side-
car anywhere; £19.—Billaon, Finedon Ed., Well-

ingborough. [X3040
lOlSV- Clyno Combination, spare wheel, speedometer,
-ItF 2 F.R.S. lamps, hood; £60.— Glflfin, Ltd., 89,
Gt. Portland St„ London. [S97S

"IQ17 War Office Model 5-6h.p. Olyno and sidecar,
-I-«7 fitted with spare wheel and special paraffin and
hot sir device; £106.—Dan Guy, Weymouth. [6177
5-6h.p. Clyno, 1915, C.B. sidecar, Clero horn, lamps,

and tools,, kick starter, 2 speeds, jnst like new;
£48 : accept lightweight part excharige.—Buntings Motor
Department, Harrow. [5996

LATE 1914 Clyno Combination, 3 .speeds, clutch,
kick starter, spare wheel, wind screen, new tyres,

mechanical horn, oyerhauled, splendid condition; £52.—
Lieut., Norfolk Hotel, Arundel. [6954

Connaught.

P.
J. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de-
livery all models Connaught from stock ; miniature

Rnd double-purpose models, prices from £23/17/6.-87-
»1, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X3052

Coventry Eagle.
COVENTEY Eagle, 1916, 6h.p., 3-sp96d countershaft,

coach sidecar, and accessories; cost £100. little

nsed, £69/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.
[6129

COVENTRY Eagles, Model de Luxe, single and 2-

speed machines in Ptock ; Villiers engines, Bramp-
ton forks, 26in. wheels ; for cash or easy purchase
terms; exchanges considered.—Harrods, Ltd., Motor
Cycle Dept., Brompton Ed., London, S.W. [5928

Diamond.
KOBEETSONS' Motors, Ltd., have one shop-soiled 2-

speed 2-stroke Diamond motor cycle, also one single
geared model, for disposal for prompt cash only, at
£33/10 and £26/10 each respectively; catalogue prices
£38/17 and £31/10; both machines brand new.—Can
b« seen at Works, 154, Gt. Titchfield St., W. [X3078

Dot.
4ih.p. Dot-Precision, 1912, clutch, speedometer, 1916
4 B. and B., splendid appearance and condition

;

£19 ; bought combination.—Ollerenshaw, 142, Longmoor
Lane, Aintree, Liverpool. [X3011

Douglas.
lOUGLAS, 2 speeds, kick-start, dutdl model; £34.
—34, Ashvale Rd., Tooting.

'

[6018

,ODGLAS 1915 4h.p. Combination, kick-start; *6S.
29, St. Leonards St., Bow. [6072

12 2-speed Douglas, complete, lamps, etc. ; £22.—
' Cross, Jeweller, Eotherham. [X3069

OUGIAS, 2%l.p., 2;speed; £32/10.—Flying Officer,

100, High Ed., New Southgate. [5889

COLMOEE Depot, Birmingham, Leicester, and Liver-
pool, for Douglas motor cycles, also spare parts.

[0800
1Q15 T.T. Douglas, W.D. model, 2-speed, and acces-
Xt/ series; £42/10.—Seen Bounds' Garage, Kilburn.

[5968
RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—

1914 T.T. Douglas, 2-speed, very fast; 35 gns.
[6088

1Q15 T.T. Douglas, fast, as new, lamps, horn, new
-Li/ tyre, chain; £39.—Hartley, Lincoln College, Ox-
ford. [X2988

1Q11 2^h.p. Douglas, excellent condition, unused 2
-!-»/ years; £15.-370, Liverpool Ed., Birkdale, South-
port. [X3002

DOUGLAS, 2^.p., £15/10; 1913 2-speed, wants
tuning up, £26.—Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

Halifax. [6128

DOtTGLAS, 1916, 4h.p., 3-speed, clutch, unscratched,
appearance as new; £60.—M. Trethewey, Eoche.

Cornwall. -[X2975

DOUGLAS, late 1914, 2%h.p., 2-specd, lamps, horn,
speedometer, kick-starter; £35.-14, Stanley Ed.,

Wimbledon. [6046

1 Q13 T.T. Douglas, perfect condition, new tyres;
J-»/ sacriJico £22.-76, Herongate Ed., Wanstead
Park Avenue. [X2995

DOUGLAS.—Wholesale and retail West of England
agents ; write us your reauirements.—Moffat,

Teovil. Tel.: 50. [S8S5

"IQ15 25^.p. Douglas, lamps, all accessories, as new,
X«7 under 1,000 miles; £45.—O.M.P., Oakwood,
Blades Hill, Enfield. [X3005
-| 014 2^4h.p. Douglas, T.T. model, just overhauled,
J-v perfect condition; £38/10.—Robinson's Garage,
Green St., Cambridge. [6104

1013 Douglas, 2-speed, kick start, clutch; any trial;

X«/ £30, exchanges.—Martin, 23, Warren Ed., Toot-
ing Tram Terminus, S.W. [6040

DOUGLAS, 1915?i, 2'Ah.v., 2-speed, perfect condi-
tion throughout, little used, accGsaories, spares

;

*44.—62, Atire Lane, Brixton. [6181

D
D
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NEW MODELS
FROM STOCK.
ALLON, 2-stroke, 2-speed £42
B.S.A., 4} h.p., 3-speed, chain drive £66
B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-speed, Model K , . £64
CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed ... 33 gns.
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., zfh.p., 2-speed 38 ens.
ENFIELD, 2-stroke, 2-speed 42- gns.
ENEIELD, 3 h.p., twin, 2-speed ... 55 gns.
ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination 90 gnS.
JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed £42
JAMES, 3i h.p., twin, 3-speed- £69
JAMES 4i h.p. Combination £86
NEW IMPERIAL, 2l h.p., 2-ST)eed 39 gns.
NEW IMPERIAL, 2| h.p., 2-speed,

cTutcb, and kick starter 46 gns.
ZENITH-GRADUA, 3I h.p., twin . . £62

EXCHANGES
We specialise in exchange transactions, and
will allow full value for your old motor
cycle or light car in part payment for any
new one.

SECOND-HANDS.
The following is a selection from our large

stock of machines of all type^ :

CLYNO 1914 6 h.p. Combination, Lucas
electric lighting set, speedometer, etc. £68

JAMES, 1915, 2\ h.p.. 2-stroke, 2-speed,
Lucas lamp set, rear lamp, and horn £33

ALLON, loi";; 2| h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed £33
MATCHLESS, 1913. 8 h.p., 2-speed,

clutch, and kick starter, all access.. . £38
ZENITH^ 1913, S-V h.p., Gradua gear.. £30
PREMIER, igij.'si h.p., countershaft

3-speed gear. lamps, and horn £45
CALTHORPE, 1915, 2\ h.p.. 2-stroke,

2-speed, head hght, rear lamp, horn,
and speedometer £28

ZENITH, 1915, 4 h.p. twin, counter-
shaft model, lamps and horn £48

VINDEC, 1911, 5 h.p., 2-?pe^, head
light, rear lamp, horn, and coach-
built Sidecar £22

CHATER-J.A.P., 1912, 8 h.p., counter-
shait 3-speed gear, all-chain drive,

and coach-built Sidecar £45
DOUGLAS, 1915, 2jh.p., War Offite

Model £50
ALLDAYS-MATCHLESS 1915 3^ h.p.

coach-built Combination,- 3-speed.
lamps and horn £45

TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3 speeds,
lamps, and horn £43

INDIAN igi6 7 h.p. Powerplus Com-
bination, dynamo lighting set, electric

horn, speedometer, and mirror,
luxurious Sidecar, fitted with hood,

, windscreen, coverall, and luggage
carrier £93

NEW HUDSON, 1914, 2jh.p., 2-stroke,
lamp set £18

JAMES, 1916. 2\ h.p., 2-strokei 2-speed,
lamps, and horn £36

NEW IMPERIAL-J.A.P,, 19T6. 2i h.p.,

2-speed, T.T. model, Cowey speedo-
meter £36

ROYAL ENFIELD 1914 6 h.p. Com-
bination, Lucas lamps, horn, and
Cowey speedometer £55

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ACCEPTED for

either NEW or SECOND-HAND GOODS,

EASTERN GARAGE Co.,

Official Repairers to

R.A.C., A.C.U., A.A.S- M.U.,

418, Romford Sd., Forest Gate,E.

Telephone : 490 East Ham.
Telegrams :

*' E^araco, Londoa."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS. 1914, T.T., 2-8i}eed, 2 lamps, tyres nearly
new, very reliable; must sell; £29,—Brock, Motor

Works, The Sq., Birchington-on-Sea. [5973

DOUGLAS Combination, 1914, clutch, kick start, 3
InmpB, horn, speedometer, spares, splendid order

;

£50.-183. Moulsham St., Chelmsford. [X3013

PEACTICALLT New 2^4h.p. 1915-16 Douglas, kick
starter model, beautiful condition, only done 836;

£52/10.—Lord, Mountfield, Prestwicb. [5:3070

DOUGLAS Specialists.— Gibb, Gough, London Ed.,
Gloucester. Gibb, the International Douglas rider,

winner of numerous cups and gold medals. [2218

DOUGLAS, 1915, T.T., 25ih.p., 2-8pe€d, new January,
1916, done less than 2,000 miles, escellent condi-

tion, all accessories; £46.—Bos 550, c/o The Motor
Cycle. ' [X2982
DOUGLAS, 191554, 234h.p., T.T., 3 speeds, done 628

miles only, guaranteed as new, special engine,
specially tuned, lamps, horn ; £56 ; experts invited.—Cox,
Eocklyn, Eoche, Cornwall. [X2953

'

1 Q 13-14 Douglas, overhauled and enamelled, new-
J-t/ pistons, valves, rings, beautiful condition
throughout, 2-speed, T.T.; £30.-4, Grantley Terrace,
Sydenham Ed., Guildford. [6047

1Q14 22/ih.p. Douglas, semi T-T., 2-speed, disc wheels,
J-t/ long nickel exhaust, excellent condition, lamps,
and few spares, mechanically perfect; £37.—Davis, Ken-
mure, Murray Ed., Northwood, Middlesex. [5915-

DOUGLAS, late 1913, bought in 1914, 2 speeds,
clutch, kick-start, speedometer, lamps, horn, tools,

pump, spares, pan, just like new; £33, sacrifice.—T.,
436, Whitehorse Ed., -Thornton Heath, Surrey. [6016
4h.p. Douglas, 1915 model, 2-speed, kick starter, speed-

ometer, horn, Lucas lamps, watch, with underslung
Millford sidecar, coachbuilt, a very fine turnout, like
-new; bargain, £65.—Morgan, Croft Ed., Thaine, Oson.

[5993
DOUGLAS, 25Ah.p., 2-speed, new October, 1914, pexr

feet condition, just overhauled, tyres equal new.
Brooks saddle, F.E.S. lamp, long exhaust; £33/10.—
Nixon, Boxgrove, Carshalton Park Ed., Carshalton.

[6003
DOUGLAS, 25,4h.p., 1912. purchased 1913, ridden

very little* Cowey speedometer, lamps, tools, horn,
good tyres. Whittle belt, smart machine, splendid order,

property of soldier away; ofEers.— 4, Park Ed., Edmon-
ton, N. [5974

DOUGLAS. 1913, 2-speed, clutch model, all acces-

sories, really fine order, i!36'10; also late 1914
[date guarantee'!}, 2^4h.p-, 2-speed, kick start model, un-
s.-ratched, £44/10; deferred payments if desired.—
Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed-
Wood Green. [5934

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., 1915, 3-speed, special 2in.

polished exhaust, lamp set, horn, speedometer,
Binks carburetter, with spare petrol tank, tyres as

new, run ordy 1,700 miles, in perfect condition, guaran-
teed, whole machine as new; £55.—Winter, 14, Con-
naught Av., East Sheen. [6001

W.D. Douglas, November, 1915, 2 new tyres and
tube, front not yet fitted, P. and H. 6in. lamp,

generator and tail light, mechanical horn, knee-grips,

and spares, specially fitted 1^4in. long exhaust pipe
leading to rear wheel, just "overhauled, and in perfect
condition ; price £55 cash, or nearest.—Grimditch,
Willow Green, Little Leigh, near Northwich. [X2762

Enfield.

COLMOEE Depot. 31, Colmore Eow, Eiimingham,
for immediate delivery of Enfields. [0801

ENFIELD 19141/2 6h.p. Coach Combination, wind
screen, new condition; £57.-29, St. Leonards St.,

Bow. [6071

ENFIELD 234I1.P., twin-cyl., enclosed mag., good nm-
ning order; £12/10.—Brown, 518, Kjngsland Rd.,

London, N-E. [5906

ENFIELD, 2i^h.p., 1916, 2-speed, stroke, shop-
soiled, new; £42.—Jones, Garage, Broadway,

MusweU Hill. [6169

-| Q15 3h.p. Enfield, 2-speed, fast, reliable, good tyres,
±.*y lamps, hoin, etc.; £35.—Lieut. Hope Gill, The
Castle, Monmouth. [X2867

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1914, excellent order
and condition; any trial; £52/10, or near.—71,

Sisters Av., Clapham Common. [6998

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, 1913, 2 speeds, Amac,
just overhauled, all accessories; £45, or near.—32,

Dartmouth Ed., Chorlton-cum-Hardy- [6031

1014 6h.p. Enfield Coach Combination, iplendid con-

_

J-t' dition, 700x80 tyres, Badcock bypass; £57.—
Jackson, Idlybank, Hereford St., Sale, Oheshira [X3071

ENFIELD, 1&13, 6h.p., 2 speeds, handle starter,

coachbuilt sidecar, speedometer, good condition;

£32. bargain.—129, Warwick Rd., Earl's Court, S.W.
[6027

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, genuine 1916, lamp,
speedometer, purchased new August, mileage 800,.

as new throughout; £75.-280, Camberwell Ed., S.E.
[6158

ENFIELD 1914 6h.p. Combination, 3 lamps, speed-'

ometer, and spares, tyres practically new, very

reliable; £48.—Brock, Motor Works, The Sq., Birching-

ton-on-Sea. [5971

1016 3h.p. Enfield, 2-8peed, chain drive,^ only done
J-tF 200 miles, condition as new, complete with Luca»
lamps and horn; £42.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston

Ed., Birmingham. [5903

1

A20 AH letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enaetd.

ENFIELD Combination, 90 giis. : 3h.p. twin. £57/10;
2-st)eed, 2-3tioke, £45 ; deliveiy from stock.—

Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Kd., Exeter, and
Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0838

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting
set, Lucas ond electric horns, wind screen, spare

tyie; £58: call or write; trial any time.—Cranford. 49,
Everton Ed., Addist^qmbe, Croydon. [5881

KIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.-
1916 Enfield combination, 3 lamps, mechanical

horn, mileage 450, 70 gns. ; 1915 ditto, all Lucas
accessories, beautiful order, 55 gns., bargain. [6077

ENFIELD, 1916, 3h.p., 2-speed, specification as list.

used 50 miles only, and as new; cost 55 gns., accept
£48. or nearest offer; owner, through wounded leg, finds
it impossible to use motor cvcle.—Layton's Garage,
Bicester, Oxon. [X3087

"I
Q16 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, nearly new, run

J-«-' about 1,500 miles, lamps, horn, I'almer tyres;
£75 cash.—Apply, Styring, Southdown Motors, Fresh-
fleld Ed., Brighton. [X5033

ENFIELD, 1916, 6h.p., and sidecar, heap accessories,
original tyres still on, 70 gns. ; also 1913 3h.p., 2-

speed, kick start, 30 gns. ; exchanges, deferred payments.
-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Ed., Wood Green. [5943

ENFIELD 6h.p. Coachbuilt Combination, late model,
2-speed, lightly used, perfect order, 3 lamps,

speedometer, watch, sidecar hood, screen, etc.; any
trial; t>eautiful outfit costing £104; must dispose; £66
—24, Elm Park Ed., Finchley, London, N. [6185

BIEMINGHAM Enfield Agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91.
John Bright St.—Immediate delivery all 1917

models, including lighting set combination, special 8h.p.
with hood and screen, and standard 6h.p. combination,
also 3h.p. standard and sporting models, and 2Vih.p 2
stroke; prices from 42 gns, [X3048
ENFIELD 8h.p. Colonial Outfit, £96/12; also 1917

6h.p. standard combination Enfield, hood and
screen, £100; seven 3h.p. solo models, T.T. and Tour-
ing, £57/15, delivered from stock; good prices allowed
on up-to-date motor cycles in exchange; deferred terms
arranged.—Lamb's. 151, High St., Walthamstow, and
60, High Ed., Wood Green. Tels. : "Walthamstow 169,
•and Hornaey 1956. [5933

6h.p. 1916 Eoyal Enfield Combination, fitted ~with
Lucas's dynamo lighting set, comprising head lamp,

rear lamp, sidecar lamp, superior quality hood, and mica
screen, powerful Lucas hooter, all chain drive m'aLLine,
handle starting, speed gear, beautifully sprung roomy
coachbuilt sidecar; the combination complete, and as
good as uew, with all tools; 90 gus., guaranteed; any
severe trial given, and delivered by Tctrd free.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [6111

Excelsior.

EXCEI/3I0E 8h.p. Twin, 2.8peed, racing sidecar;
£50.-^. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate.

Manchester. - [5807

EXCELSIOR, 1916. 7h.p., 3-speed. and coach side-
car, used for demonstration; ;£69/10, cash bar-

gain.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [6130

FOE a short time we can ofEer the new model American
Excelsior, 7h.p., 3-speed. chain drive, with improved

kick starter, mechanical lubrication, etc., fitted with
Montgomery coachbuilt sidecar, £80 net cash; immedi-
ate delivery.—The Premier Motor Co., Aston Ed., Bir-
mingham. [5903

^ Fafnir.
31.h.p. Fafnir, mag., B, and B., requires a little atten-

2 tion; bargain pries to clear, £8.-3, Wastdale
Ed., Forest Hill. [5926

F.N.
5-6h.p. F.N"., splendid condition; £20, or offer.—

Lewis, 12, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. [5897

FN.. 4-cyl., in excellent condition, with coachbuilt
sidecar; best cash offer taken; exchanges and terms

sntertained.-W. E. Clark and Co, Motor Engineers.
Doncaster. [5350

Givaudan.
XVAUDAN ^rench}, 3h.p., Amac, good tyres, belt;
£4.-152, Camberwell Grove, London. [X2958

Grandex.
EANDES-PEECISION, ai/ah-p., Sturmey-Archer 3-
speed; £14.—138a, High St, Peckham. [6148

Harley-Davidson.
HAELEY-DAVIDSGlSr Late 1915 Combination, elec-

trically equipped, condition as new; £80,—Apply,
G. H. Hawkins, 1, Mansfield Ed., Reading. [5961

COLMOEE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-
pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery of all

. models of Harley-Davidsons, and spare parts. [0802

LATE 1915 Harley-Davidson Combination, fully
equipped, excellent condition, £80; cash or easy

terms.—E. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0861

T^VIN-CTL. 8h.p. Harley-Davidson Motor Cycle, 1915
model, as' new, only run 800 miles; would accept

£70 for a quick sale.—Eobb, Chiltley Place, Liphook.
[5911

HAELEr-DAVIDSONS delivered from stock with or
without their latest sidecar : liberal exchanges, de-

ferred payment terms.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-
stow. and 50, HiErh Rd., Wood Green. Tels.: "Wajtham-
Btow 169, and Hornsey 1956. [5937

G

G

QET IT A-r

lAYLORS
Sole London and District Agents for

A.J.S. & British Excelsiors. S

Sole District Agents for Calthorpes.

Contracting Agents for all other Makes.

TERMS: CASH, EXCHANGE, Or
EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

^'FORWARD VALVE

a

STEM ADJUSTERS per set,

W/TM Discs Post

N0.5139. ABESTOLGUOVES,
tan or black, large
gauntlets, with in-

side knitted \vrist-^
lets, lined fleece,

as illustrated (state
size of glove worn).
Price 12/9,

No. 3105.— Horse-
hide or Cape grain
Asbestol, lined
fleece, sliding strap
fastener at wTist,
tan or black.
Price 11/6.

Black or tan Sheep-
skin, lined fleece

(special value),5hort
gauntlets. Price
5/9.

Grey Horsehide, fleece lined, knitted wristlet.
Special line. "Price 7/6.

Tan Horsehide, fleece lined. Gauntlet cufls.
Price-fl'/a.

Write for our complete Glove Ust.

ENGINE PARTS.
We carry a good assorted stock of Valves and
Piston Rings, Crank and Gudgeon Pins, etc., of
most makes.

PISTON RINGS.
each

J.A.P. 2{ h.p. genuine 2 /-

J.A. P. 4-6-8 h.p. genuine 2/6
Ppiigeot si h.p. twin pattern 1/4
Clyno 5-6 h.p 1/9 i

Mote- Reve pattern 1/6
Douglas 2l h.p. pattern 1/7
Douglas 4 h.p. genuine 1/9 i

A.J.S. 2|, 4. and 6 h.p 1/9
Triumph, P. & M., Bradbury, Rudge, B.S.A.,

and Precision 1/11
Postage on, the above, 2d.

VALVES-INLET AND EXHAUST.
J.A.P. 4-6-8 h.p. and 90X77i. genuine Inlet

or Exhaust 6/8-
J.A.P. pattern valves 3/10
Triumph, Rudge, P. & M., Bradbury, F.N.,

Douglas, and Enfield pattern 3/4
Douglas 4 h.p. genuine valves, complete . . 6/-

Postage on the above, 3d.

A.J.S.. J.A.P., and REX PISTONS and CYLINDERS
IN STOCK.

A.J.S. SPARE WHEELS each £3 7 6

Write for Tyre Catalogue, now ready, post free.

SPECIAL AGENTS for REX and J.A.P. PARTS,
TRADE SUPPLIED.

H. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms : 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.

Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.

Garage: 12, Tottenham Mews, W.C.
*Phone—Museum, 1240.

Telegrams—"Dynametro, Westcent, London."

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Harley=Davidson.

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.-
1915 Harley-Davidson combination, 1 1J, elec-

trically equipped, just overhauled by makers, perfect;
cost £110, 59 gns. [6085

HARLEY-DAVIDSON Combination, 1915, hand-soma
Gloria sidecar, electric equipment, speedometer,

perfect condition; £68.—Scans, Dunn, and Jones.
Bromley, Kent. Tel. : Bromley 350. [6015

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 Models deUvered from
stock on the best terms for cash exchange or

c-asv payments. Sidecars in stock to fit.—Elce and Co.,
15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0552

jfQie^t Hnrley-Dnvidson Combination, 7h.p., 3-speed,
-L*^ semi T.T. bars, and Swan 20 gn. sporting side-
car, bought 7 days ago by officer on sick leave, run 200
miles, as new; 90 gns. ; seen any time.—Maxwell, Mai-
welton, Palmer's Green, N. 'Phone: 828. [5912

BRAND New Model J 7-9h.p. 3-speed Harley-David-
son, with dynamo electric lighting outfit, head

lamp, tail lamp, electric horn, etc., fitted with Gloria
coachbuilt sidecar ; £100 : the most luxurious outfit
on tiie road; you save £15 by purchasing direct from
Tlie Premier Motor Co., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [590*1

Henderson.
HENDERSON, 1914-15, 4-cyl., 2-speed, chain drive;

£46/10, or exchange.—Motor Exchange, Horton
St., Halifax. [6131

HENDERSON, 1915 (September), lOh.p., 3 lamps,
speedometer, Millford tandem sidecar, has only

(lone 2,300 miles, very fast lot, and reliable, in new
condition: £70.—Brock, Motor Works, The Sq., Birch-
ingtou-on-Sea. [5972

Humber.

HUMBER. 2-speed, free, perfect; £23.—W. and H.
Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester. [5806

HUMBJEIR, 3y'.h.p., 1912. Bosch. B. and B. ; £14.
offers.—Homer, 57, Foregate St., Worcester. [6020

HUMBER, SJ^jh.p., 2-speed; £23; eKchange.—W. and
H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester.

[6053
1Q14 SVah.p. 3-spBed Humber, lamp, etc.; £35; cash
^*y or easy terms.—E. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swan-
sea, [0863

1 QiS S^Ah.p. 2-apeed Humber, excellent condition,
.«-*./ very good tyrea; £19.—Stocks, Tburlstone, Peni-
stone. [X3016

HUMBER Combination, 3V-h.p., 2-speed, free, mag.,
B. and B., fast, in fine order and condition; £22.

-Head, 31, Hamthorpe Rd., West Norwood. [0870

HUMBER, 1915, SV^h-p., S-speed, nearly new; special
price, £57/10.—Exeter Motor Cycle Co.. Ltd..

Hath Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0842

A GIFT; owner joined up.—Late 1913 2h.p. Humber
lightweight, 3 speeds, perfect running order, guar-

;i nteed ; £1 5, no oflers.—Bon Marohe, Ohesteifield.
[X30?4

Indian.

INDIAN, latest model, 5h.p., 3 speeds, kick-start;

£45, bargain.—34, Ashvale Rd., Tooting. - [6017

"jC&lS Speed Clutch Model Indian, complete, excellent
J.^ condition; £43.—Castle Motor Co., Kiddermin-
ster. [5981

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Combination, fully equipped, and
in reiilly desirable condition ; accept £60, or near

offer.—Layton's Garage, Bicester. [S3093

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., T.T., clutch, ^£3/10 speprl-

ometer, new tyres and tubes, as new ; £38.—V., 66,
Loughbofougli Park, Brixton, S.W. [X305b

INIUAN, 7-9h.p., T.T., 2 speeds, clutch, perfect order,
brand new tyres: exceptional bargi^m, £27/10.—

Burton, 66, Woodstock At.. Golder's Green, London.
[5907

INDIAN. T.T. model B, 1916, fast machine, ridden
1,000 miles, new condition, complete, lamps, and

Iiorn; £62.—Eveson, The Dingle, near Stourbridge.
[6159

INDIAN, November, 1915, 5h.p., 3-8peed, kick start,

clutch, perfect condition, never had breakdown or

puncture; £60.—B. J. Dunlop, 87, Victoria St., Lon-
don. [X2977

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 1914 Heudee Special, 2-3p6ed, elec-

tric lamps, spring frame, luxurious Millford side-

car; £50; sold part exchange.—Indian, 28. Castle Rd.,

Bedford. [X3027

INDIAN 7h.p. Combination, 1915, fully equipped,
speedometer, electric lamps horn, almost new

;

bargain, £70; appointment.—Pudney, Richardson St.,

Bermondsey. [6013

INDIANS, model C, in stock for immediate delivery,

spring frame, 3 speeds, 2 electric lamps, and horn,
also speedometer; £78.—P. J Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [X3050

1 (C|14 Indian, 4h.p., 2-Bpeed8, clutch, with low sporting
i t/ coachbuilt . sidecar, electrical equipment ; £45

;

wonld exchange for good solo machine.—Newnham, 223.
Hammersmith Ed., W. 'Phono: 80. [6096

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p. ; disabled officer wishes tc

sell Hendee Special combination, Model de Luxe
sidecar, just overhauled, tvres in splendid condition.—W.
J. Stanton, Billing Ed., Northampton. [5884

7Q15 Indian Combination, 7h.p.. S-speed, spring
X «? frame, Lucas lighting set, just overhauled by
manufacturers; trial run by appointment; price £58
cash.-Tompsett, Moors, Mardon, Kent. [5620

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2I
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Indian.

INDIAN Powerplus. 7h.p., 3-speed, T.T., rigid frame
model, D.unlop tyres, dE75; epriug frame touring

model, -with lamps and horn, £78.—In stock for immedi-
ate delivery at P. J. Evans. John Bright St., Biiming-
ham. [S3053

IiSTDIAN" 1914-15 Genuine Coach Combination, 7-9h.p.,

spring frame, speedometer, lamps, tools, horn,
large Taluable skin motor rug, back seat; lot 45gnB-;
trial.—Wires: lieeming, Westboui'ne, Vicarage Lane,
Marton, Blackpool. [X3018

INDIAN, 19141/2, 7-9h,p., 2-sp6ed, electric lamps,
signal, speedometer, perfect condition, with M.F-

Hendee de Luxe C.B. sidecar, encased red leather; ac-

cept £55, or near offer.—Kenyon, 160, Slade Lane,
Levenshulme, Manchester. [X2955

INDIANS, second-hand 1915 models: 7h.p. model C,
mth de luxe coach sidecar, £60; 5h.p., 3 speeds,

with spcrting coach, sidecar, £52/10; 5h.p. solo mount,
£50: all overhauled and guaranteed sound.—P. J. Evans,
John Bright St., Birmingham. [X3058

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham and Midland Indian
• Agent.—All models in stock for immediate de-

livery; 7h.p, T.T. Powerplus, £75; 7h.p. S-speed spring
frame, and electric light, £78; special de luxe 7h,p.,
spring frame, £78; sidecars from 11 gns.—87-91, John
Bright St„ Birmingham. tX3051

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9h.p. , spring frame combination,
Millford 19 gn. De Luxe sidecar, with luggage

carrier, 50/- Xl'all bucket seat, speedometer, lamps,
horn, etc., excellent condition, has just been overhauled,
new chain, and other renewals wherever advisable; £55,
or nearest ofKer.—Apply, Private Ovmer, 28, College,

' Ed., Harrow. 'Phone: Harrow 77. [5965

Ivy.

IVY, 1916, 2Vih.p., 2-speed. mileage 3,000, condition
as new; £27.—luman, Hunton, Bedale. [5953

James.
COLMOEE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, have

in stock complete range of James motor cycles.
[0803

1 Q16 4^/ih.p. James Combination, listed £80/15/-,
J- *y used for few trial runs only ; £65.—Parker's
Motors, St. Ives, Hunts. [6152

1 Q16 James Combination, S-speed, with sidecar, -elec-
J-*' trio lights, kick starter, same as new; £75.—
Godfrees, 124, Komford Ed., Stratford, London. [5918

JAMES 1914 4%h.p. Coach Combination, counter-
shaft gear, and accessories, £44/10^ also 1915

model, ^£56/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.
[6132

A 1916 3i/^h.p. 2-cyl. 3-8peed James, new last June,
done only BOO mile^ perfect condition. Palmer

tyres; £60.—Captain Fellows, Headquarter StafJ Office,

Salisbury. [X2973

1Q16 S'^h.p. Twin James, 3-8peed, h.b.c. clutch, en-
J-t/ closed chain drive, only ridden 200 miles, and
in excellent condition throughout; £50.—Box 560, c/o
The Motor Cycle. [X3115

JAMES, 1914^ big single, 3-speed Sturmey, uphol-
stered wicker sidecar, Binks 3-jet, speedometer,

heavy Dunlops, lust overhauled, in good conmtion; £34.
—H. Marshall, Mill Pond, Hascombe, Godalming. [X2744

B. H. DAVIES has for disposal 1917 model James
2-Btroke, 2-8peBd gear, equal to new in all re

spects, Hellesen dry battery head and tail lamps ; cost

about £45, accept £35, or close cash offer ; approval,
deposit.— St. Wenn, Bodmin. [X2697

JAMES 1915 No. 6 Coach Combination, 4i4h.p., 3-

speed, kick start, lamps, speedometer, beautiful
order, £63; also 1915 2i/4h.p., 2-speed, kick start, 2-

stroke, 30 gns.—Lamb's, 1 51 , High St., Walthamstow,
and 50, High Rd., Wood Green. [5945

J.A.P.

Ih.p. J.A.P. , very low, perfect condition; £13.-18,
2 "Winns Terrace, Walthamstow. [5908

J.E.S.

14 J.E.S. MotOTcyclette ; 12 gns.—Particulars, 13,

Tweeubrooke Av., Gloucester. [X3044

Keri*y.

33.b.p. Kerry, just overhauled, new outer covers (one
4 spare), several new accessories, belt driven, coil,

everything guaranteed in good going order; a bargain,

£15.—Stroud, Glen Av., Heme Bay. [X'2756

Kynoch.

I Q14 Kynoch-Jap, 4h.p., S.A. 3-speed bub, clutch,
-L«/ perfect condition; dE36.—Baker, 10, Church St.,

Baldock, Herts. * [6002
Lea=Francis.

LEA-FEANCIS, SVoh.p., been, ridden periodically only,

perfect order; £55.—A. L. Pitts, Redditch. [X3062

-0^5 Lea-Francis SVoh.p. Twin, 3-speed, iandle-bar
J-i/ and foot controlled clutch, kick starter, complete

with Montgomery sidecar and accessories ; £70 ; owner
buying car.—Gibb. Gough, London Ed., Gloucester.

[X3023
Levis.

t Q Gns.—1916 Levis; joining up : worth double.—
XO Miller, 62, Hampstead Ed., N.W.. [5956

COLMOEE Depots, Birmingham and Leicester, for

delivery of all models of Levis motor cycles from
itock. [0804
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SCOTS SHOULD VISIT

bj1&,MA| NiU EL' VtS
AND SEE OUR DISPLAY Of

fPRESENTS^^
For Motor Cyclists
And bnrgain seekers everywhere should write for

our Lists of unbeatable values in the newest pro-
ductions of famous makers and fully guaranteed
low-priced second-bands not to be equalled any-
whexe.

SPECIAL SHOW, SCARCE NEW MODELS,

6 h.p.

7 h.p.

4-5h-P-
2 h.p.

2i h.p.

2i h.p.

2* h.p.

2* Q.p.

2+ h.p.

2i h.p.

5 b-P-

6 h.p.

2+ h.p.

7 h.p.

Ih.p.
5 h.p.

4i h.p.

4* h.p.

2i h.p.

2.V h.p.

2l h.p.

2j h.p.
2jh.p
2,V h.p.

Fully detailed Listr, sent free, including

:

ENFIELD Combination, 2-^e,-it. So. £102
INDIAN, Model G, ^-speed £76
ZENITH, Modd D £73 18
LEVIS, 2-stroke, Populnr model . . £32
NEW IMPERIAL, 2 speed, k /start £48 8
NEW IMPERIAL, 2 speed Model I £40 19
CALTHORPE, 2-stroko, 2-speed . . £34 13
CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed .... £39 18
LEVIS, 2-sp., Model E. chain drive £47 10
SPARKBROOK, 2 stroke, 2-speed £40
CLYNO, Military Model, with Side-

car, spare wheel, and luggage grid . £108 3
ENFIELD Combinat'n.elec. equip. £110 5

ENFIELD. 2-stroke, 2-spced £44 2
INDIAN, Model C, 3-speed £78
ENFIELD, Model 140 £57 15
INDIAN, Model B, 3-speed £70
B.S.A, Model H £66
B.S,A., Model K £64
DIAMOND-J.A.P., Enfield 2-sp gear £40 19
O.K. ilUNIOR-J.A.P., 2-speed... £38
EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke, 2-speed . . £39 5

. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke. single gear £30 16
EXCELSIOR, Lady's Model £46 10
SPARKBROOK, 2-stroke, 2-speed. £40

4 AT OUR GLASGOW HOUSE.

Our matchless Second-hand Bargains

include these. Full List Free.

:9i6 4 h.p. CALTHORPE Com., 2-sp. F.E. £60

IQ15 6 h.p. CLYNO Comb., compl. equip. £65

1915 6 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., dvn. lighting £75

4 h.p. PREMIER Twin, 2-5p., and Sidecar £26

igi6 7 h.p. INDIAN & S/car., Mod. C, as

new £68

19146 h.p. MATCHLESS-J.A.P. & S/car. £44

1916 AUTO-WHEEL, with Raleigh 2-speed £15

8 h.p. HUMBERETTE complete, perfect,

full equipment, special £68

^ AT OUR EDINBURGH HOUSE.

Ask for full List of unusually low-
priced Second-hands, including

:

2i h.p. RADCO, 2-str., T.T., special .value £12

2l h.p. TRIUMPH, fixed engine, big snip £20
IQ14 2 h.p. VICTORIA-PRECISION, 2sp. £20
1915 2I h.p. ROYALRUBY,goodrun.order£21
1915 ai h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., 2-speed £22 10

jgn 3i h.p ROVER, 3-speed and clutch . . £25

1916 21 h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke £25
3,S h.p."IVY Twin, very speedy £26 10
iqib 2J h.p. SPARKBROOK, 2-str., 2-sp.,

4s new £27
1912 3J h.p RUDGE, 2-sp., F.E., fine state £28 10

1913 3! h.p. B.S.A., belt, 2-sp., kick-start £30
3t h.p."EDMUND Twin, 2-speed £33

ST
113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH.
272-274, GT. WESTERN RD., GLASGOW.

^^^P^P
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

14 I/6Tia, 2%h.p., perfect condition: J318.—Martin,
23, Warren Ed., Tooting Tram Terminus, S.W.

[6057
1Q1S leuis, 2i4h.p., little used; £18, a bargain; trial
X«7 by appointment.—D.H., Argyle-. Lodge, Feltham.

[6030
LEVIS, 1916, mileage under 1,000, condition excel-

lent; sacrifice 19 gns.—15, Summerhill Ed., Dart-
ford, Kent. [X2971

LEVIS Popular Model, quite neiv, but very slightly

shop-soiled; accept £26/10. — Layton's Garage,,
Bicester, Oxon. [X3094

LEVIS, 21/ih.p., late 1915, splendid condition
tbroughout ; £22

;
joining Army.—Leake, Donner-

yille, WeUington, Salop. [X3102

LEVIS, both models, £32 and £47/10, actually in
stock; exchanges, deferred payments.—Lamb's, 151,

High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green.
[5938

1Q17 New Levis Model E's, fitted ivitli Enfield 2-

-i-t7 speed gear and free engine, £47/10; Popular
models, £32 ; easy terms 2% extra, or exchange.-Wan-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [6112

TO 16 Levis, 4-5h.p., countershaft gear model, fitted
-1-*^ with sporting Swan sidecar, clutch, and kick
start, complete with all accessories; the combination
£65, bargain, guaranteed.—Wauchope's, "9, Shoe Lane,
London. [6U7

LEVIS Popular, 2J4h.p., 1917 model, actually in

stock, £52, or on easy purchase terms; deposit

£8, and 12 monthly payments of £2/1; exchanges con-

sidered.-Harrods, Ltd., Motor Cycle Dept., Brompton
Rd., London, S.W. [5930

LEVIS Model de Luxe, 2i/2h.p. (1917), with Boyal
Enfield 2-speed gear, actually in stock; £47/10,

or on easy purchase terms, deposit £11/17/6, and 12
monthly payments of £3/0/11; exchanges consideied. .

-Harrods, Ltd., Motor Cycle Dept., Brompton Ed.'

London, S.W. [5927
Llncoln-Elk.

RIDER TROWABD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—
1915 4J4h.p. Lincoln Elk, 2-speed countershaft

gear, clutch, kick-start, powerful sidecar or solo

machine, perfect condition; 33 gns. [6056

Matchless.

1014 Matchless, 8h.p., 2^speed, T.T.—Sampson, 28,

i-U South Park HiU Bd., Croydon. [5910

MATCHLESS Bb.p. 2-speed Coach .Comljination

;

£42/10, or exchange.-Motor Exchange, Horton .

St., Halifax. • [6133

MATCHLESS 1913 Combination, 8h.p.,- 2 speed,

pedal start, ready for use ; between 1 and 2 ; £45.
—24a, iBcclestown Ed., Islington, N. [5890

RIDER TROWABD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—
1913-W Matchless T.T. combination, 8h.p., 2-

speed, clutch, kick-start, very last; 35 gns. [6090

8B. Matchless Combination, 1915, hood, screen, 3
lamps,, speedometer, 4 covers, 5 tubes, many spares

;

owner joining; £75.-8., Bownlam Grange, Stroud.
[X3006

MATCHLESS Combination, 19M-191S, 8B model,

M.A.G. engine, 3-speed countershaft gear, extra

bucket seat for child, fully equipped, fitted extra large

tyres- £70. seen appointment.-Brunell, 26, Hanover
Ed., Brondesbnry Park, London. [X2923

Minerva.

MINERVA, 3'Ah.p., mag., speedometer, lamps, side-

car; owner enlisted; bargain, £18; 'seen.—P., 602,

King's Ed., Fulham. [X2986

£10 offers.-Minerva, 3^,^h.p., faultless, mechanical
valves, Bosch, spring forks; must sell.—Bradstreet,

5, St. James's Ed., Kingston-on-Thames. [5964

Motosacoche.

MOTOSAOOOHB, 2%h.p., perfect -condition; £8.—
Eenton, 313, Kingston Ed., Wimbledon. [5899

New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 1916, 2-stroke, 2-speed, lamp, horn,

speedometer ; £27 ; must sell.—Box 557, c/o Tlis

Motor Cycle. [X2999

NEW Hudson, 1912, 3^/f.h.p., 3 speeds and clutch,

with sidecar; £22.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [X3059

NEW Hudson, 2^4h.p., 2-speed, 2-6troke; £38.—Exeter
Motor Cycle Co., Ltd., Bath Ed., Exeter, and

Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [0840

~| Q12 New Hudson, 3i^h.p., coachbuilt sidecar, 3

Jl*j speeds, clutch, speedometer; £31.—Kerry, Sylvan

Av., Brookland^, Cheshire. [X2957

NEW Hudson, late 1913, 3-speed, 3J/4h.p., very good
order throughout, all tools, accessories, etc. : genu-

ine bargain, £25.—Sidney Brown, Cowley ' Hill, St. •

Helens. [X2974

NEW Hudson, 3V2h.p., 3-speed, thoroughly over-

hauled, and several parts renewed, Al condition,

insurance policy included ; a bargain, £30 ; exchanges
and terms entertained.—W. E. Clark and Co., Motor
Engineers, Doncaster. , [5348

New Imperial.

1 OI6 2i/.h.p. New Imperial-Jap, 2-speed, good aa
X-I/ new;" only £30, or offers.—Parker's Motors, St.

Ives, Hunts. [615.»

A22 All letters relating to advertisements should Quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and thp <«««
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want 'xtra value

forXMAS?
YOU SHOULD SEE

A visii win reveal

Britain's greatest Stock,

crowded wi th Bargains

ol most exceptional

\aLie, that make most

nii-t^nificent fiifts, at

moderate coit. Finest

new and slightly used

famous Motiels. Low
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to every motor cyclist, and es-

pecially to those gallant lads wHt
are obeying the call of the cause

so nobly on land and sea. His

silently ottered "Good Luck"
is just sincere — and he wishes

you all a speedy return lo the

joys and glories of old Blighty's

highways

DOUGLAS BROTHERS.
ICiniswaod . - BRISTOL.

WOLF
MOTORS

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The Ministry of Munitions has given us permit to supply any motors, erected or

assembled up to the 15th February, 1917. If Agents, therefore, are desirous of securing

motors which we have commg through the works they could be delivered before ihat

date ; after that date we expect no more motors can be supplied for the English market.

THE WULFRUNA ENGINEERING CO, LTD., WOLVERHAMPTON.
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is fully described in our new booklet, and
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is illustrated in a series of excellent

photographs.

There is a copy of this booklet waiting to

be posted to you ! Send us your name and

address on a postcard, and it will come to

you at the earliest possible moment.
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PLUMSTEAD. LONDON, S.E.
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A Third War Christmas.

IT
would be an irony to wish any reader a

happy Christmas in these troublous times,

when so many near and dear to us are fight-

ing the common enemy. The best we can

hope is that, after our task is accomplished

and " adequate reparation for the past and ade-

quate security for the future " are assured, we
shall all be peacefully and happily re-united by
Christmas 1917. In the meantime, we extend

our heartiest greetings to all readers at home
and abroad, and sincere wishes for a successful

conclusion of the war in 191 7. 'May the thoughts

of a happy re-union at Christmas next year prove

an additional incentive to renewed efforts.

Peace is impossible with a nation unbroken
which has made a study of war for over forty

years past, and has even taught war and
militarism in its schools and churches. When
the object with which the Allies entered the

field in 1914 has been achieved we may look

forward to happy 'times awheel, and the renewal

of our ordinary and peaceful avocations. Here's

to success and a safe return 1

T'wO'StroRe Lubrication.

THE
system of lubricating two-stroke

machines, it is generally agreed, is not yet

on a satisfactory basis. Proof of that fact

lies in the number of different methods of

lubrication adopted by the various pro-

ducers of two-stroke engines. It is almost

unnecessary for us to point out that a. perfect

system of lubrication, is more desirable—if such

a remark is permissible—in the case of a two-

stroke than in the case of a four-stroke, as the

former engines are usually of small size, and

for the greater part of their life work almost

up to their limit output. Again, carbon deposit

is more apt to form in these engines with

detriment to the piston rings and, of course, the

compression, largely due to the extra heat

generated by the double explosion. It is a

subject we have discussed at different times, and
have at various periods offered suggestions, as

the result of prolonged riding experience with

such machines. The petroil system is at once
the most foolproof and attractive method of
lubrication evolved, and is entirely in keeping
with the simplicity of the machine as a whole,

but it has its shortcomings. Messiness is its

main defect, as it detracts from that smart and
workmanlike appearance of the two-stroke light-

weight of typical British design. When petrol

is mixed with oil tlie vibration to which the

carburetter is subjected causes the fluid to collect

on the top of the float chamber. In time the

petrol evaporates, and so leaves a yellow sticky

mess in the region of the carburetter. Dust and
dirt collect on this, with the result all users

know only too well.

Two years ago, in dilating upon this subject,

we suggested that the throttle-controlled lubrica-

tor is surely ideal and perfectly automatic,
relieving the rider of all lubrication worries.

We went on to state that from these considera-
tions alone it was to be hoped that some discovery
would be made that would overcome the objec-
tions outlined. On this subject, it is not without
interest that we are at the present moment riding

a two-stroke machine fitted with a throttle-

controlled lubricator, the details of which we
must refrain from divulging at the present time,
for the simple reason that duplicates cannot be
produced owing to war demands. This design,
however, is not the only one of the type, for
of late months we have seen three designs of
throttle-controlled lubricators specially designed
for two-stroke machines. Thu^ it will be seen
that, though progress, so far as the ordinary
riding public is concerned, may be comparatively
slow and almost indiscernible, the fact remains
that behind the scenes there is a good deal of
experimental work quietly in progress, all of
which will be to the general good of the pastime
and trade when the glorious days of peace
return.

An index to the advertisements in this Issue will be found on the oat^e facini^ the back cover.
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Our Toolbags.

Not long ago I fitted up a couple of new machines
with my favourite kit, and as usual got into difficul-

ties at once. One of the pannier bags was not un-

reasonably fully occupied by the tool roll, and as the

tool-roll contained a good set of ordinary weapons, I

had no quarrel with it. I then laid out on the bench
the goods destined for the remaining pannier

—

delivered empty, but carefully sealed by some
humorous packer, wko presumably wished to play a

trick on railway thieves. The assortment comprised

a tyre repair outfit, two spare sparking plugs, a valve

removing tool, two spare valves (the engine in- ques-

tion has inlets which differ from the exhausts), a spare

chain and links, a belt punch, and a lamp burner.

Not an excessive catalogue, but. they would not go in

anyhow. In particular, the tyre repair outfit could

not be coaxed into the pannier, even when the latter

was empty, and three of other makes were equally

reluctant. I do not know whether we should blame
the pannier maker or. the repair outfit maker, but the

fact is that every year fewer and fewer makers supply

tyre repair outfits with their bicycles, and as a con-

sequence touch is being lost, between the two. So I

am actually driven to mount two small leather wallets

on my handle-bars, one holding two spare plugs, the

other a repair outfit. I do not see why pannier tool-

bags should not be much larger than they are; after

all, we are not compelled to fill them_with anything

heavier than cotton waste, if we prefer to travel light.

Ugh!
I must not grumble, for I have had very few punc-

tures during the last two years, but when the spell of

luck broke of course I got a really shocking puncture

in inky darkness and pouring rain. The tyre, as you
will expect to hear, was a brand new 3in. with steel

studs in the tread, and as stiff and unmanageable as

it could be made. There was no divided axle, no
handy railway bridge or barn, and my supply of car-

bide wasn't excessive. There were no tyre levers in

the standard kit, nor in the repair outfit. I draped
my oilskin neatly over the back wheel to keep the tube

as dry as possible, crept into the tent thus improvised,

propped my head lamp to throw a fitful glare on the

job, and turned the water as low as possible. Wiping
my hands dry and clean, I gouged the reluctant cover

off the rim at last with the aid of a stumpy screw-

driver and two or three stamped spanners ; by this

time, of course, my hands were wet and gritty, as the

whole tail of the machine was drowned in mud. There
is only one worse experience in motor cycling, and that

is tackling the same job in a blizzard, and the Worst

of it is that there is no cure for it; it is still a rotten

job even if you have a drop-out wheel and a spare

tube. Thank goodness, it is far easier than it used

to be, for there was a time when tyre solution wouldn't
stick imless it was treated delicately, whereas modern
solutior-3 dry quickly and stick closer than a dun.

An Imported Sparking Plug.

One of my most treasured possessions is a cheap

imported sparking plug with two hook electrodes of

very thin wire. I am afraid I was rather rude to the

agent who sold it me, but I bought it when one

cylinder of my twin was sooting badly, in the days

when British makers were choked up with Govern-

ment work, and the vendor had nothing else in stock.

I soon learnt its value and its limitations. If I put

it in a baby two-stroke or a high-efficiency T.T.

mount, it grew red hot in a very short distance, and

terrific pre-ignition would set in on the first long hill;

so it went on the shelf one day, and I pigeon-holed

it in my memory as one of the hottest plugs I had ever

struck. Before long I was in trouble with another

twin, equipped with a low efficiency engine and ah

oily back cylinder. Several expensive standard British

plugs were being paraded for a good scrub after short

service in that oily back cylinder, when my eye fell

on the weedy-looking electrodes of the discarded

foreigner. Methought it was just the sort of little

beast to keep itself burnt clean in that exacting

cylinder ; and so it proved.

' The Future.

I may be wrong again, as I have often been wrong

in the past, but I cannot help thinking that, unless

considerable extension of the decarbonisatibn intervals

is possible, the simplicity of this job will exercise a

marked influence on the survival of certain types of

engine. If I may take leading names in vain, let us

suppose that in 1925 a.d. the Douglas and Triumph
firms are both producing 8 h.p. sidecar outfits ; that

any duffer can decarbonise the one make in an hour

and a half, whilst the other represents a whole day's

work. In 1925 a.d. the two outfits would sell on their

makers' past reputation. In 1926 a.d. the quick

decarboniser would begin to forge ahead; and in 1927

A.D. the clumsy decarboniser would fall far away in

the rear on sales statistics, unless it was improved in

the meantime. Now it is apparently certain that the

thumping big V twin can never be decarbonised very

simply and quickly unless it is, for example, fitted

with a bolted-in top tube to the frame, so that the

whole of the top hamper can come away quickly, and
leave the cylinders clear to be lifted off. It is easier,

but still not really easy, to design a big horizontal

twin so that its cylinders whip off smartly. Of course,

as the super-efficient engine is_ developed, the thump-
ing big twin may be eliminated altogether in favour

of a " revving " small twin. If this does not happen, I

wonder if the four-cylinder will come into its own?
Imagine a four-cylinder, set rather low in rather a

deep frame. Fit it with a detachable cylinder cover,

and with overhead valves. Add, if you like, a second
joint lower down between the monobloc cylinder casting

and the crank case. It will be difficult to design a

twin of the same c.c. to equal this for general handi-

ness and accessibility.
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A MESSAGE TO OUR COMRADES
AT HOME AND ABROAD.

.£?-<^o--^

TKearti? (Brcfttlngs for Xmas, 1916

anb ^est Wlsl)&s for

ti)A "Ensuing ^ear.

'C^-c^-c>--iy-

MA Y Christmas Nineteen Seventeen see yen

all re-united in glorious peace, having fulfilled

your Country's service in France, ,The Balkans,

Egypt, Mesopotamia, East Africa, " At Sea," or

at home in " Blighty."

MA Y the advent of the New Year find you

as resolute and determined in your fight for the

right, and carrying on in true British fashion,

with the knowledge that our hearts are with you

all the way.

MA Y you be inspired to still greater deeds.

MA Y you, who have provided such admirable

material for all the specialised sections of our

gallant Army—whether in the air, on land, on

sea, or under the sea—may you return safe

and sound to the foys of the open road astride

a motor cycle, exhilarated by the knowledge of a

deserved victory hardly won, to " rev-" on un-

limited petrol and with unrestricted lighting.

These are but a tithe of the Good Wishes

we would convey to you.

HERE'S TO OUR NEXT MEETING! 1 I

s*r
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NIGHT DUTY.
A Despatch Rider's Initial

Experience of Niglit Riding in

France,

THE sergeant looked into the motor cyclists' billet

and shouted, " Where's 'Udson? " A long,

lean youth got up from his kitbag and replied,
" Here, sergeant." The other D.R.'s looked round

with interest.

"You're for night duty to-night," said the

sergeant. " Morgan's gone sick, so you'll have to

take his place."

"Righto, sergeant," said the long youth, "when
do I start duty? "

" You report to the Signal Office at ten o'clock,

fully dressed and ready to go out. And don't be late,

mind you, or there'll be trouble."

The sergeant walked out of the barn, and the other

D.R.'s returned to their magazines and letters. All,

that is, save one, a fatherly individual, who had- been

on duty the night before. He lit a cigarette with

great deliberation and gazed on the tall youth, who
was a new-comer to the section.

"Wasted Sympathy.
" Poor devil," he said, with intense feeling.

The new-comer. No. 87,501 Motor Cyclist Corporal

Hudson, J.E., was surprised. He was still full of

that vim and enthusiasm which is characteristic of

new arrivals in the land of France, Army area.

Everything to him was so strange and interesting.

True, it was rough at times, but this was a thing for

which he was prepared, 'and the novelty and excite-

ment more than compensated for it. He could not

understand the boredom of his companions, nor yet

their remarkable agility when it came to avoiding

work. So he was surprised when a comrade
sympathised with him, merely because he had a hard

night's work in front.
" Why, what's the matter," he exclaimed, " every-

one's got to do night duty sometimes, I suppose? I'm
not frightened at taking my turn with the rest."

The fatherly ojae grunted.

"Maybe not," he replied, "but you don't know
what you're in for, my boy. If you did you wouldn't

be quite so pleased with yourself. I had it last night

:

it poured with rain all the time. To-night it'll be
worse."

" Why's that? " queried Hudson; " it hasn't r^iined

since this morning, so
"

" That's just the reason why it'll be so bad
to-night," replied the other. " Yesterday it was wet;
to-day it's been fine. The roads are getting dry now.
To-night they'll be sticky. You haven't been on the

roads here when they're really sticky. The mud's so

thick that it absolutely clogs up your wheels. You
can't go 200 yards without getting off and clearing

out the mud. You'll see what it's like all right. And

there's no moon—won't be any stars either, for the

amount of cloud, there is about. You're in for a

picnic, mark my words. And don't say I didn't

tell you."

Where Ignorance is Bliss.
" Oh, well, if that's all I needn't worry much.

Many a time at home I've ridden without a lamp, and

had the police to dodge as well. I'm not afraid of

things like that. We'll have worse to put up with if

we get to moving warfare again."
" Cut it off," said the fatherly one. " We've heard

all that stuff before. You get it for a ha'penny a

day in the Daily Mail, along with a bit about ' horror?

of war ' and ' gallant lads.' I've been out since Mons,

that's over two years now. You won't buck so much
in the morning."
The conversation had taken place in the tumble-

down barn that was the billet of the motor cyclist

despatch riders of the Tenth Division. Hudson had
arrived from the base two days before. Like all others

of the " just out " variety, he was keen to prove his

worth. Every job that was put before him he per-

formed with alacrity and despatch. He held exalted

opinions on doing odd jobs to help other people, and

was always to the front when there was a long run

to be done. The old hands had seen many of his

type. As a rule their energy lasted about a week,

sometimes a -fortnight, but never more. These first

few days after the arrival of a reinforcement from
the base were good times for the old hands. Morgan,
had he not gone sick, would probably have persuaded
Hudson to do his night duty for him in any case.

Hudson, clad in oilskins, mufflers, and Hutchinson
waders, presented himself at the Signal Office on the

stroke of the hour. The signal master, who was
accustomed to waking a bored " night man " at about

10.30 p.m., was surprised at his punctuality and
enthusiasm, for the D.R. seemed almost disappointed

to hear that there was nothing important to be
taken out.

"Don't you worry, sonny," he laughed, "you'll
be out before the night's much older. There'll be
some " specials " for brigades about midnight, unless

I'm much mistaken. Know the way to the brigades

all right?"
" Yes, thanks," said Hudson. " I went over them

all this afternoon. Well, I suppose I'd better make
myself comfortable."

A Start for Brigade Headquarters.
He selected a packing case, and, placing it against

the wall, settled down till such time as his services

should be required. His glance wandered from the

signal master to the operator at the telephone exchange,
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and on from him to the Morse operators seated in

front of their polished brass sounders. Each bore

on his face the dull contented look of the man who
has done a thing a hundred times before, knows
exactly what will happen, and exactly how long it

will last. They,- poor devils, thought the despatch
rider, had got a sickly, monotonous job. They were
doing, under somewhat unpleasant conditions, exactly

what they had always done in civil life before the

war—at less than half the pay. He, on the other

hand, was working at his favourite pastime—motor
cycling, and being paid for it, to boot. That was
where the difference lay; that was why he was so

keen on his job, whilst these

others were " bored " to a man.
A clerk walked into the

Signal Office towards midnight
carrying a bundle of official

envelopes. He tossed them on
to the signal master's table,

muttering "Three specials."

Then, grumbling about the late-

ness of the hour and the pres-

sure of work on hand, he
departed into the outer regions.

The signal master looked
through them lazily, and entered

particulars of them on the
" Register for Outgoing Mes-
sages." He made out a
" Despatch Rider's Docket " in

triplicate, and tore off the two
top copies. These he handed
to Hudson, who signed the

remaining copy, gathered up
his despatches, and went off

to his motor cycle. He soon
had the engine running, and
was bouncing over the abomin-
able road towards the nearest

Brigade Headquarters.
It was one of those nights

which is dreaded by all road
users in Northern France. The
roads were in the most appalling
condition of mud—thick, sticky

mud, which clung to the tyres

and filled up the mudguards
so that the wheels could
scarcely turn. Added to this

was considerable traffic on the roadSj horses frightened
and plunging, men shouting and swearing ; and it was
black as pitch.

The A'wakening,
Hudson had not gone many hundred yards before

fe realised that the Fatherly One had spoken solid

th. His machine was slipping and sliding from side

side of the road. With feet out, he could just keep
upright. Progress on top gear was impossible—it

was a struggle to get along on second or first ; and
he could not go more than 200 yards without dis-

mounting to clean the wheels.

There were difficulties before him of which he had
not thought. In the main it was the traffic which dis-

turbed him. Given a clear road he coul 1 have held
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" This particular train

showers of sparks . ,

Hudson . . . had to

approaching vehicle."

up against any amount of mud and darkness. But
the continuous stream of " limbers," water carts, " G.S.
waggons " and the like went a long way towards break-
ing his nerve. Every second he was having hair-

breadth escapes ; each skid was rendered fifty times

more dangerous by the congested traffic and horses

about him.

At last, however, he came to a clear stretch of road.

He cleaned out his- wheels at the beginning of it, and
congratulated himself on having reached a road where
he would be able to proceed at more than three or

four miles an hour. It was dark, of course, but the

direction of the road was clearly outlined by the rows
of trees on each side, which stood out blacker than

the sky above. Hudson opened
his throttle slightly and changed
up into top gear.

But many are the traps for

the unwary. Horses and
waggons, to be sure, he had
left behind, but motor cycles

and cars coming in the oppo-

site direction still had to be

reckoned with. A car bore

down upon him at reckless

speed. Involuntarily he

stamped on the brake ; he

swerved, skidded, and came
heavily to the ground. The car

twisted away ' to the right,

missed him by six inches, and
disappeared. Hudson picked

hiniself up and shifted his

machine to the side of the

road to count the damage.
Then, finding that little or none
had been done, he started the

engine and continued on his

way.

Presently he heard a most
weird and uncanny noise above

the beat of his engine. The
noise of the latter made it

impossible for him to define or

locate it ; but with a care

gained by his previous fall, he

changed down to low gear and
proceeded warily. The noise

now became more distinct.

There was a hiss, a whistle,

and a shower of sparks rose in

the air. He was riding into the back of a train.

A Narrow Escape.
To those who are accustomed to the wayside trains

of France there is nothing so very alarming in encoun-

,tering one at night, but to the new-comer it is the most

frightening experience. This particular train was
moving in a series of jerks at a speed of something

under two miles aa hour, but, save for occasional

showers of sparks which showed it to be somewhere
on the right it was almost invisible. And Hudson, in

giving it a wide berth, had to risk being run down by
any approaching vehicle.

But, somehow, he got past it, and, somehow, he
reached the headquarters of each of the three

briaades. Similarly, "somehow" and with many
A13

. . .
• save for occasional

. was almost invisible, and
risk being run do%vn by any
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narrow escapes, he reached Divisional Headquarters
and walked into the Signal Office, more wise and tired

than he had walked out. The signal master greeted

him with a grin.

" Had a rough time, sonny? Thought you would.
It's bad going, these dark nights."

" By gad it is!" said Hudson, and tvmibled down
on to his packing case, half exhausted. " A few more
runs like that would do me in."

The signal master laughed.
" You'll have lots worse than that before the war's

over, my boy," he said. '' And I suppose I shan't

cheer you up over much when I tell you that there'll

be another special for all brigades in about half-an-

>-«

hour. The ' G ' branch clerk has just been round

to warn me."
" Good gracious!" said Hudson.

K- * * * * *
" Well," said the Fatherly One, "how did you

enjoy your night's work? Cushy, eh?"
"It was rotten," said Hudson, briefly. "I never

thought anything could be like it."

The Fatherly One laughed." No, my boy, I didn't think you did. And no more
do all the blighters who say motor cyclists have got

soft jobs. We may not get shelled or sniped much,
butWe dp stick it. And when you've done about two

years of the sort of riding you had last night—^well,

you get to know something about motor cycling, eh?"

—

«
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A TALE or TWO TRIUriPHS
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HI.

She : 1 have a song to sing, oh.

He : Sing mc your song, oh.

She : A tale I tell

Of the fate that befell
The rascal who wrought this

wrong, oh.
'Tis a song of the reading of marriage
banns

—

(The mongrel - murdering motor
man's

And the girl's who'd grieved for the
ghost that fled

From the colioped corpse of her
doggie dead,

To the tune of a Triumph's purr
and puff,

In spite of his luckless larboard luff

And his scuttering scurry to save
his scruff

From the puffer propelled by petrol.)

He : Heighdy, heighdy! lacl^adaisyM
misery mcl!!

I'm in place of the pup with the
luckless luff

Polished off by my puffer of petrol !!!!

ii.

I have a song to sing, oh.

Sing me your song, oh.

'Tis the tale of a Tyke

And a motor-bike,

That was blissfully bowling

along, oh.

'Tis the tale of a Triumph's purr

and puff,

'Tis the Jay of a lap-dog's larboard

luff

In a scurry to 'scape with scathe-

less scruff

From a puffer propelled by petrol.

Heighdy, heighdy ! lacka-

daisyl misery me!

Pity the pup with a larboard luff

Polished off by a puffer of petrol i

He : I have a song to sing, oh.

She : Sing me your song, oh.

He : 'Tis no song for a cyn-
ical soul; therein,

A thousand threnodies
throng, oh.

It takes for topic the teardrops shed
By a maid dismayed at her doggie
dead.

To the tune of a Triumph's purr
and puff,

In spite of his luckless Jarboard luff

And his scurry to 'scape with 5cathe-
less scruff

From that puffer prope;lled by petrol.
Heighdy, heighdy I lackadaisy!
misery me I

She pined for the pup with luckless
luff.

Done to death by that puffer of petrol.
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H The following article is purely imaginary, being contributed by a motor cyclist who has never seen a Zeppelin, H

B never made an aeroplane ascent, and has no connection with, or knowledge of, the Flying Services.
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ZEPPS crossing, are they? That means a cold job
for me, anyway. Thank heaven for a decent
'bus. No fog either. Fog's the devil on this

game. Ahster got on top of one of them last raid,

and nearly loosed oif everything on her, fancying he
was over the water; then a rift .opened' in the mist
beneath, and he said it was a toss-up whether she'd
have come down on a cathedral or a munition factory.

Then he lost her in the fog; then he lost himself, and
had about a pint of petrol left when he spotted the

aerodrome signal 6,000 feet below. Talk about
sport! Dog's Hfe, I call it. Well, here goes for a

messy death or the D.S.O. " Contact?"

~y^ ~^r ~~^r

6,000 feet, eh ? What's the time ? Another ten

minutes if the reports were anywhere near right.

Better wait at io,oeo feet, I suppose, and get a dive at

her. Wonder if she'll be the new type with a gun on
top. I'd rather ram her than miss her. Guess she'd

buckle if I punch her amidships with a 4,000 feet run
at 120 m.p.h. She's about due now. Must get my
nose round—facing seawards. Nothing doing yet.

Better make another spiral. Gosh! That was close.

Who was it? Alister, I suppose. Wish he'd keep
over his own side; this is my beat. Hello! Search-

lights at last. What's the good of my climbing for a

dive if those silly fools will blaze their beastly beams
right in my eyes, and blind me for ten minutes. See

anything, Hugh? Fool I am—who could hear the

last trump with my engine running like the peach
she is?

Wish I could paint. Some Johnny will get his R.A.
for one of those fleecy clouds with searchlights play-

ing on it from the bottom side. Happy thought—go

and hide in that cloud; it's just about the right level,

and the Zepp won't see me so easily if the cloud's

thick enough to blanket our searchlights. Whoosh

!

It's some cold. Cloud's too beastly thick. Can't see

a thing. Don't know whether I'm right side up or

sideways. What's Hugh slugging me for? Can he

see her? Finds this cloud a bit damp, I suppose.

Let's get out. Searchlights still wandering. Silly

fools think they're whitewashing the sky, instead of

looking for Zepps. What's that? Zooks, they've

found her. Seven thousand, I should say, perhaps

eight; and say three miles. All the beams on her

now. She can't possibly see me. What's my best

game ? Keep up, anyhow. Right up, I should think.

What's she over? There's the mark. Whew,
she's bang over X , and doesn't know it; she ain't

dropping anything. Steering due west too. Open
land out there. Shall I cut her line and dive at her?

It's a chance before she sights me—one of those

beastly beams is sure to show me up soon, or she may
cut out her engines, hover and listen for us. What's -

she doing? Sixty? Seventy? Not more anyhow.

No-0-0. I don't think. How's this? Keep right

up, curl round behind her. Dive down on her stern

in her line, and loose the whole blessed tray of ammu-
nition right along her back. Bound to get one home

;

and if she's a gun on top and wings me, why, she'll

just get the beak of" this old 'bus where her hair is

short, and that'll be as good as a bomb any day.

Keep those — beams off me, you fools down there.

Pretty mess there'll be if Alister is on the same lay,

and doesn't see me. He curls in from the soutli, I

curl in from the north, and whichever of us is bottom

dog takes the other's bombs. Well, we shall be in the

beams long before that, so here goes.

^r ~^r '-^r

I reckon my course is just about dead parallel to

hers, now. Mustn't keep on it long. Suppose she's

coming to meet me at sixty, and I'm meeting her at

sixty, a minute will just about do it. Then I bank

south, line on her, and dive. Mustn't mull it, or
'

she'll be out of the lights. That glow on her hull

means the cabin lamps are going, but I shan't see

them from upstairs. If I miss her in the dive, what's

next ? Run alongside, and let Hugh try his gun. Poor

look out that. She'll have three guns on her broad-

side, and bigger ones than ours. No. Let her run

on till she gets into the searchHghts at , and

then try another stern dive. We ivon't miss.

All
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There she's nearly up level now. Say 4,000 down.
Time to bank. I guess Hugh's jumpy. We'll be
doing 120 in a minute, and he'll have to loose off to

the tick, or he'll only singe her nose or her tail. A
bit more to port, old girl. Dead on her line now.
Another half-mile, and down we go. Now then. Up
with everything. Keep those beams steady, curse
you. Oh, dear ! the gunners are starting on her.

Well, it'll be rotten shooting if they hit me till I'm
all but on her tail. Wonder if she's got a gun on top.

,
Soon know, anyhow. that beam. M'yes, a

battery, I should think. No, it's only one. Coning
his fire, is he? Drilling holes all "round me by the

zips. Well, so long as he doesn't hit a stay, he's anly

got about another half second in this world to practise

in. Steady, old girl!

~^r ~^r -^v
Wish our explosives were a leetle less hefty. That

shell just about capsized us. Of course, if it had hit

the Zepp., it would have been a dud right enough;
but as it fizzed off just under my right-hand plane, it

was a never-wozzer. Now I shall have to climb and
find her again. No searchlights for ten miles. She's

3,000 feet above me, and going full throttle with a

tail wind. Bet Hugh's some sick. Thought our

number was up, too. Get my nose up, and look for

her cabin lights. What's that? Good biz. She's

winged. She's stopping. No! Something up, though.

An engine or two out perhaps. Where's Alister?

Almost as soon he got her as I. Now, old girl, climb,

climb, climb! She's off again, too. Turning, eh? Good
gracious ! why can't the brutes keep a course ? How
am I to apply tactics to a drunken Zepp. pirouetting

like Adeline Genee at 6,000 feet? Has she spotted

X ? Is she taking her bombs back there? No,
I believe she's running. They've hit her somewhere,
and she's taking no risks. ' Out to sea, that's her

game. Oh, the cads! Loosing off every -bomb they've

got on the off chance of hitting a few kids and women.
Nothing but farms under there, though, and pretty

thin at that. She'll only save Hodge a little plough-

ing to-morrow. Get on a course, Fritz, my friend,

and then I'll lay mine. Till then, up, up, up.

~v ""V"

Yes, Fritz, I see. A bee-line for the North Sea, is

it? You don't know I'm above you, do you? Above
and behind. Straight behind, it'll be in a very few
moments, my babykilling friends. Now when shall

the strafing begin ? Rather hard to pick up the signals

at X at this pace. May be five miles of open
country, may be two. Better let her get over the water.

Sure to be lights there by now. Anyway, the mist's

clearing. I shall see her against the sea at the worst.

Yes, we'll keep up, and dive when she crosses the

coast line. Plenty of time—tiipe to tell Hugh the

game. (Writes and passes back to observer.) " I dive

along her back when she clears the harbour. Twig ?
"

~V "V"
Here's the sea. We're lined straight on her. I'll

dive in a thousand yards from now. Not too fast,

either. The slower I go, the better Hugh's chance

Al5
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with his pills. What about that gun, too? We've
lost some bits of rigging already. If I dive fast enough,
the rush means a ram, even if their gun gets home on
us again. M'yes, pretty fast will pay, I think. Here
goes. Hugh! Now!

^^r ~^r ^r
BANG!

~>r "V ~v
Golly! Sticking on a bucking broncho must be

child's play to that I think. Shouldn't think I've an
eyebrow left. Regular sheet of flame. Poor devils !

It's a dog's game, and a dog's death. They wouldn't
get our boys to do it. Rather a -sell if we smash up
now. Never did like night landings. Wonder if I'd

better climb a bit first. Don't know where we are

—

rather too low to be pleasant. The old 'bus feels a

bit shaky, too. That gunfire must have carried away
a decent few wires I fancy. Won't Alister be sick?

Perhaps he's got one too; the brutes generally hunt
in couples. Ah, there's the signal. What a bit of

luck—no mist, either. Funny thing, never felt so

jumpy coming down before. Would be rotten to pile

her up to-night of all nights. Steady does it, old

girl—^that's it. Well. boys,~ some flare, wasn't it?

'^

A SURE SIGN OF CHRISTMAS I

In some of the old-world villages flocks of geese were frequently

to be encountered during the past month. Sad to relate, there is a

distinct probability that the majority are now hanging on poultry

hooks !
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THE A.B.C. INJECTOR CARBURETTER.
An Automatic Carburetter on New Principles, Vertical or Horizontal at Will.

ALL carburetters, automatic or hand-controlled,

have two principal difficulties to overcome.

What is commonly called the suction on the

jet is really the difference in atmospheric pressure in

the induction pipe and above the petrol in the float

chamber. The force which causes petrol to spurt

from the jet is the pressure just referred to (and not

suction at all), but it would have no effect were not

the pressure in the induction pipe and in the carbu-

retter above the jet not reduced by the action of the

piston. As the speed of the engine increases the

difference in the two pressures becomes greater, and

therefore a larger quantity of petrol flies from the

jet. It is true that a larger amount of air enters at

the same time, but the air does not increase in the

same ratio as the petrol, and the gas therefore becomes

too rich. This is the first difficulty. In a hand-con-

trolled carburetter, as every motor cyclist knows, this

inequality is adjusted by means of the

hand lever controlling the extra air and
allowing more air as the speed in-

creases. In some carburetters, known
as semi-automatic, the throttle also

controls the air to some extent.

Throttling Down.
The second difficulty is that of main-

taining sufficient suction (we use the

popular term for the sake of conveni-

ence) on the jet at low speeds with the

throttle nearly closed. The throttle

being in most cases between the jet

and the engine causes a great difference

in atmospheric pressure in the induction

pipe and above the jet, consequently

the petrol does not issue from the jet

in sufficient quantity to produce a satis-

factory mixture. In the hand-con-

trolled carburetter the extra air supply

would now be cut off and a sufficient head of petrol

thus obtained. The designers of automatic carbu-

retters attack these two difficulties in a variety of ways,

the methods adopted in the new A. B.C. carburetter

being as follow :

A Double Choke Tube,
In the A.B.C. carburetter are two choke tubes, one

situated inside the other in such manner that, as the

speed of the engine increases, the outer choke tube
injects an increased quantity of air into the inner,

and, as the jet is situated in the latter, the pressure

round the jet, which would otherwise be largely

reduced and thus cause an increased flow of petrol,

is, on the other hand, slightly increased. This action

is positive, and is dependent entirely on the speed of
the air entering the carburetter, and so automatically

B2

The A.B.C. automatic injector

carburetter.

keeps the mixture correct from the lowest to the

highest speed. (It is to be understood that the change
of speed to which we refer here is caused by a change
of gradient or some other outside force, and not by

a movement of the throttle.)

The second difficulty—that of maintaining a suffi-

cient head of petrol with the throttle almost closed—
is met by fitting a small slow-running tube from a

point opposite the jet to the small opening of the

throttle. The result is that at small openings the

suction is concentrated almost entirely upon the jet,

and, as the throttle is opened further, the special

concentration upon the jet is lessened in proportion to

the throttle opening, and there can be no "dead"
point or change from one operation to another.

Other Details.

The size of the jet is controlled by a taper needle

which is designed to be used as

an adjustment to suit varying atmos-

pheric conditions, also a rich mix-
ture can be obtained. for starting pur-

poses, after which the needle can be
returned to its normal position; This
control needle passes through the centre

of the slow-running tube and greatly

facilitates starting from cold by increas-

ing the capillary attraction of the tube

and enabling it to hold the petrol wliich

is squirted into it when the carburetter

is flooded. Only very slight flooding

is necessary, as the petrol which is held

in the tube readily forms an explosive

mixture by mingling with the air con-

tained in the induction pipe. The jet

control also produces an annular jet,

with its obvious advantages and free-

dom from choking.

As th§ rich mixture issuing from the

small end of the inner choke tube impinges upon the

air passing more slowly around it, a very thorough

mixture of petrol and air is the result. The carbu-

retter has no constantly moving parts, and obtains

perfect correction without the use of a number of

small jets, and is without a multiplicity of adjust-

ments which can easily be upset. The only adjust-

ment can be controlled from the saddle. Another
advantage is that the mixing chamber is capable of

being turned through an angle of 90° about the float

chamber, and so it can be used as a vertical or hori-

zontal carburetter at will; in either case the jet will

be at an angle of 45°.

It will be gathered from this description that the

carburetter is a rtiost interesting one, and has great

possibilities.
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THE 1917 7-9 h.p. HARLEY-DAVIDSON.
Twin-cylinder Engine (84.1 mm. x 88.9 mm., 9 38.83c.c.) having New Cam Design.

(Left) A specimen of the 1917 model 7-9 h.p. Harley-Davidson. (Right> The electrified Harley-Davidson, wMch is equipped with the
Remy electric lighting, warning, and ignition system.

THERE is not outwai-dly very much
difference between the 1917 Harley-
Davidson and the 1915 model, e.xcept

the striking change of colour, the "silent
grey fellow" to wliich we have been so

long accustomed having changed his coat

for a khaki hue. The colour is most
effective, and is adhered to throughout
the whole machine, with the exception
of the timing gear cover, wliich is left

polished aluminium, even the crank case

harmonising witK the rest of the machine.

A further inspection reveals the fact that

the detail finish has been very greatly

improved.

Engine Improvements.

The chief alteration is in tlie power
unit, and consists in the adoption of a

special cam wheel, possessing four cams,

each one of which is different. It will

be seen that the cams are arranged in

pairs, and actuate the four rockers inside

the timing gear case. The reason why
the cams are all different is not at first

apparent to the casual observer, but a

further study of the arrangement will

show that the difference in contour has

been arranged to make up for the idio-

syncrasies of each cylinder. The matter

has been carefully studied, and each

EXHAUST
INLET X- ,1N1XT

tr-

The newly-designed

double cam wheel.

The new inlet pipe and carburetter

attachment.

cylinder now develops an equal amount
of power, and so much has the running
of the engine been improved that 16 h.p.
has been guaranteed. The small pinion
on the engine-shaft, besides driving the
cam wheel, drives

also the timed
crank case release

valve, which is

an excellent
Harley - Davidson
feature of long
standing. It

allows the crank
case compression
lO escape on the
downward stroke

of the pistons,

and prevents oil

from being driven
out from the
bearings. A
still further im-
provement has been made in the valve

gear ; the lower portions of the push
rods operating the inlet rockers are now
enclosed by casings containing springs,

v.'hich cause the rollers to follow the

cams at ail speeds, and reduce rocker

arm clatter to a minimum. The inlet
' valve stem now works in a longer guide

so as to reduce wear, while the width of

the inlet valve seating has been reduced

so as to ensure longer and better seating

without regrinding. There are more coils

on both inlet and exhaust valve springs,

in order to ensure uniform tension. The
coils are wound by an improved method,
which prevents distortion and gives the

springs a longer life. The inlet domes
are ventilated so as to provide adequate
radiation, and cause the springs to retain

their temper through being kept reason-

ably cool.

The main engine-shaft on the driving

side is now provided with a bearing of

the double roller type, which replaces the
ball bearing used on the 1916 model. The
shaft itself forms the inner race of the
bearing, thus simplifying construction
and reducing the friction. An oil channel
leads into the bearing direct from the
crank case, and after the lubricant hag
run through the bearing it is deflected by
a deflector ring through a second channel
at the bottom, thence returning to the
crank case, while the deflector acts as an
additional oil guard to the felt washer,
which has been a standard fitting on

. Harley-Davidson, sprocket shafts during
the past two seasons. The outside of the
flywheel is now provided with a hardened
steel facing ring to take side thrust,

which is used in connection with the
roller bearing just referred to.

Induction Pipe and Carburetter.

Some alteration has been made in the
design of the inlet pipe and also in the
method of attaching the carburetter.

This .inlet, pipe is of smooth and even
design, and is so shaped that the mixture

Three-point adjustment of the

automatic air valve
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The 1917 6-7 h.p. Harley-Davidson.—

can flow with equal ease into each cylin-

der. The carburetter is now bolted up
against a casting forming a flat face. In

the carburetter itself there have been

The latest H.-D. h.is a

detachable rear guard.

some slight alterations, the most im-

portant of these being a three-point air

adjustment, which enables the driver to

alter the position of the automatic air

valve so as to suit different temperatures.
A new needle valve actuating cam is now
fitted to the carburetter, and when the
latter has once been correctly adjusted
it is unnecessary for the rider to make
any further alteration. However, if an
increase of power is desired, use may be
made of the large auxiliary air shutter at

the side.

A small detail which will be much
appreciated by those who look after their

own machines is in the fitting of the oil

pump, which may now be reached by the
employment of an ordinary screwdriver,
whereas formerly to dismount the pump
special tools were required.

General Improvements.

A few improvements in detail have been
carried out in the Remy electric lighting,

warning, and ignition system, which pro-

vides a high-tension alternating current
for the ignition, a low-tension direct

current for the horn and lamps, and also

serves to charge the battery. It is not
generally known that in the event of the
battery being run down a start can be
made by using the generator direct, the
generator then acting as a magneto, but
it is required in this case to put a little

more energy into the kick-starter. As
soon as the engine starts running the
generator begins to charge the battery

which gradually resumes its normal
condition.

The main features of the machine
have not undergone any great alteration.

For example, the gear box is the same,
but the kick starter has been improved
by providing a rubber-covered pedal,

which gives more surface for the foot

to work upon than the step which was
Erovided m last year's model. Strength
as been added to the back stand by

providing a substantial web at the
ends. Last year the front chain cover
was incomplete, bnt now it encloses the
whole length of the chain.
To enable the rider to have access

to as large a portion of the tyre as
possible, the rear end of the back mud-
guard is detachable. Attached to this is

the tail lamp, the wire of which passes
through a brass tube underneath the
mudguard, and is thus adequateh' pro-

tected from the elements.

Of the two brakes in the rear hub, thi

external band brake is controlled by
hand. This has been improved in

design, and is provided with powerful
take-off springs, so that the brake frees

itself when the pressure of the hand is

released. The size of the drum upon
which the brake acts is Vi^in. in diameter
with a |in. face. The foot brake is of

the internal expanding pattern.

Attention has been given to the rela-

tive positions of the handle-bars, saddle,

and footboards, with the result that the
riding position has been considerably
improved, and the comfort of the 1917
Harley-Davidson has been consequently
increased. Altogether, the latest model
deserves the highest praise. The reason
given for the change in colour is that
it is chosen by the American military
authorities, who have taken delivery of

a large number of these machines for

military work during the year.

TTie latest Harley-Davidson power unit with cover removed, showing new cams o..c) timing

gear The new pedal starter will be observed.

MOTOR CYCLES IN THE, WAR ZONE.

As stated in last week's issue, Mr.
Richard Moore, director of Messrs.

Phelon and Moore, Ltd., recently

visited the various R.F.C. stations in

France where repairs, etc., are being
carried out. Accompanied by Capt.
Jarrott, M.T.,R.P.C., Mr. Moore landed
at Boulogne, and first visited the 1st A.D.,
which he found to be well equipped and
ably managed.
Moving to the second A.D., Mr. Moore

found himself well within earshot of the
guns, which, at that distance, was a con-
tinuous boom, the only comment at the
station being that " some poor blighters
were_ getting it " ! Mr. Moore was able
to give those in control of the repairs
department several useful tipsy which
were much appreciated, and he and Capt.

B4

Jarrott then moved to the G.H.Q., where
their report was made.

A City amidst the Firing Line.

Mr. Moore expressed a desire to visit a

squadron operating under fire, and subse-
quently he was taken by car to a city in

the midst of the firing line. Here he
describes the road conditions as beyond
all belief. It was impossible to sit natur-
ally on the seats of the luxurious car

provided, and throughout the journey
they were compelled to support them-
selves by clutching the seat with both
arms rigid. Tliey were driven at walking
pace, but even then their heads occasion-
ally bumped the canopy. The D.R.'s,
however, seemed perfectly at home, riding

at surprising speeds over the skiddy and

shattered roads. The batches of German
prisoners, working on the roads, also

seemed quite contepded.
At all quarters Mr. Moore heard nothing

but praise for the P, and M. machines.
Only one unpleasant, experience befell

them, when amidst rain .and darkness,
Mr. Moore and his colleague had some
difficulty in locating the ancient chateau
where they were to put up for the night

;

but, finding it evtentually, they were
greeted by a most effusive and willing
host, whose quaint manners afforded them
much amusement.

Mr. Moore anticipates a periodical visit

to France—an arrangement which would
doubtless prove of very great assistauc8
to the willing and able officers in charge
of the P. and M. motor. cycles.

A
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^ The tourist or racer of yesterday is the despatch rider of
-" to-day. He is naturally a connoisseur of the things that

make motor cycling successful — and he welcomes such trusty equip-

ment as Avon Tyres with lively recollection of " services rendered " in the

good old days before the War. Sometimes he is good enough to write us —
as, for example, the following from an A.S.C. driver at Zagazig, Egypt :-^

^ " Before proceeding to Ismailia I was stationed at Alexandria, and for two
months I rode a ' Douglas ' motor cycle fitted with Avon tyres. The roads

were of the roughest — cobbles, sand, etc. — but, despite the hardest wear
and tear, I experienced no trouble whatever with the tyres.

t^ "My work was delivering despatches, and the machine was very seldom at

rest. No matter what part of Egy^t I have been to, I have always found the

greatest reliance is placed on Avon tyres."

ifeg,-:

Full illustrated Ca'.alogue free from —

Avon India Rubber Co., Ltd., 19, Newman Street, Oxford Street, London, W.
Depots—Manchester : 38, King Street West. Birmingham- Broad Street Chambers. Glasgow: 55, Queen Street Bristol-: 119, Viot ria ireet.

Newcastle; 5. Gallowgatc. Nottingham: Mansfield Road, Aberdeen: 106, Union Street. Swansea: Fisher Street

Dublin : L.J.Sullivan, "Croc Alvin'' Dalkey.

Ill answeiing- tJiis advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B5
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7 T \ar conditions have
I I

I
emphasised the

\.KJ soundness of B.S.A
design 62 the efficiency of
the B. S.A. Motor Bicycle
fitted with B.S.A. Counten
shaft Ghree Speed Qean

Latest Catalogue free fpom She Bipmia^ham Small

Arms Compare/ Limited. Small Heath, Birmingham

I

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ MUJ

b5 In attswering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MILITARY NOTES.
PENALTY FOR BEING TALL!

A CADET writing to us last week
bewails the fact that he stands no
chance of heing accepted for the

Tanks, as he has been informed that only
email men are wanted, and he himself
.stands over sis feet.

THE LATE SEC.-LT.
GODFREY.

O. C.

HON. SEC. OF THE M.C.C.
CONVALESCENT.

SERGT. W. E. SOUTHCOMB MAY,
late hoi), secretary of the Motor
Cycling Club, when we last heard

from him was with the Motor Machine Gun
Section in German East Africa. He now
writes from Alexandra Hospital, Maitland,
Cape Town, where he is convalescent :

" The above address is the result of

getting in the way of a bullet on SejJ-

tember 12th, but I am hoping to get back
to my regiment very shortly. I had a
varied journey back from the Front to

Korogove, the stationary hospital—motor
lorry first, then seven miles on a stretcher,

and the rest of the way by Ford ambu-
lances.

"The. roads are appalling. We got
hung up at Turiani for eight days owing
to rain, and as the hosijital there was
moving, they had sent most of their stores
on, and we were on half rations. By the
time W'C eventually got to Korogove the
wounds in my leg were healed, but as I

had been hit by a ricochet, and I was

Sgt. Southccmb .May, iVl.M.G.S., late

hon. sec. of the M.C.C.

sure there were some pieces still in, they
X-rayed me and operated forthwith,
making four cuts : so I had to start the
healing process-all over again. We came
down here by the hospital ship Ehani
from_ Tanga after a fifty-mile trip m the
hospital train. The railroad was about
on a par with the rest of the roads. I
have never before been so thrown about
in a train.

" I had three days' scrapping up in
the mountains, and' got through nearly
3,000 rounds with my Tickers gun. That
was on September 4th. We had marched
over 200 miles, and had quite despaired
of ever seeing a shot fired. My company
went into action again on the 12th, after
which I left, leaving only one of the si.x

who went out from Bisley in the firing
line—fever, etc., having caused the tem-
porary absence of the others.
"I have seen three issues of The. Motor

Cycle since I have been out ; they came
from the Armoured Car Section, and one
of thero I had' seen at hoTne—in fact, it

was the one with my portrait in."

iT has been previously announced in

these pages that Sec.-Lt. 0. C. God-
frey, E.F.C, was reported missing.

At the time it was hoped that he had
been forced down in the enemy lines

and taken prisoner, but later practically
all hope was given up of his being alive,

and on the 13th inst. he was reported
by the War Office as killed. We have
known Godfrey for a number of years,

and are keenly aware that his loss will

be a serious one for the motor cycle
community. He was an excellent sports-
man in every sense of the word, and a
first-class rider of

no m e a n skill.

Early in the war
h e offered h i s

services tof his
country, and ap-

plied himself most
diligently to his

work with the

Flying Corps. He
eventually passed
the tests and duly
became a second-

lieutenant and a
pilot in the R.F.C.
Not very long
after, however, he
suffered an acci-

dent and broke
his leg, and while
on leave recover-
ing from this he
officiated at a
motor cycle meet-
ing, acting as starter, on the occasion of
the H.Q.C.D. hill-climb at Pebble Hill,

Dorking, on July 29th, 1916.
Grodfrey's name first appeared in the

issue of y/ie Motor C'ycZe of February 19th,
1905, when he rode a 4 h.p. twin-cylinder
Werner, in the hill-climb organised by
the Lewisham Automobile Club, winning
his class. He rode consistently through-
out the year, and became quite famous
on his bright yellow Werner. During
the same year he rode in the first Land's
End to John-o'-Groat's run, but after

performing well for the greater part of

the journey had to retire with a broken
connecting rod at Pitlochry. When the
Werner disappeared from the public gaze,
he rode Ee.x machines, and as usual per-
formed .well on them. Riding a 3^ h.p.
Rex, he set up one of the first 500 c.c.

The late Sec.-Lt.

Oliver C. Godfrey,

R.F.C, killed whilst

flymg over the

enemy lines.

hour records at Brooklands, which re-

mained unbroken for several years. Later
he became a devotee of the Indian, a
machine to which he adhered until the
outbreak of war.

It is interesting to note that at the
end of our report of the Xjewisham A.C.
hill-climb just referred to the following
paragraph appeared: " H. Mogridge
entered a 2 h.p. chain-driven Indian, a

much boomed American motor cycle.

Godfrey founded the firm of Godfreys,
Ltd., that prosperous business in Great
Portland Street, which acts as the retail

London agents for the Hendee Manufac-
turing Co., and does an extensive business
iu second-hand machines.

To revert to Godfrey's prowess, it may
be mentioned, among his numerous per-

formances on road and track, that in 1911
he won, after a magnificent race, the
Senior 'Tourist Trophy on a twin Indian,
and on the occasion of the last Senior
T.T. race in 1914 he tied for second place

with H. R. Davies, who was riding a
Sunbeam.

Godfrey, who was of a bright and
genial disposition, will be sadly missed
when competitions are run off once more.
We desire to take this opportunity of

expressing our sincere sympathy with his

widow and parents.

MOTOR CYCLIST TO LEARN
FLYING.

NO doubt many readers will be inter-

ested to hear that A. Milner, the
well-known Levis competition rider,

has now left the Royal Engineers, in which
he has been sergeant in charge of a work-i

shop at a D.R. training centre for a veryi

long period. He has applied for a com-j

mission as pilot in the R.F.C, and is'

now training in an O.T.C. We expect the
D.R.'s at the training centre will miss
his amusing and thrilling trick riding,

in which he was a real expert. '

O. C.Godfrey
was undoubtedly
the finest ex-
ponent of the
Indian machine
in Great Britain.

He won the T.T.
race in 1911 and
finished second
In 1914.
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TIMES TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Gkeexwich Time.

Dec' 21st 4.21 p.m.
23rd
25th

27th

4.22

4.23

4.25

Motor Cycles taken by Train.

For the period of one week dating
from last Monday, Railway Companies
will not carry by passenger trains motor
cycles unaccompanied by passengers.

Motor Cyclist Volunteers Wanted.

The Warwickshire Volunteer Regiment
are appealing to motor cyclists to join

the Motoj Section, which is in urgent
need of recruits. Every man who joins

the' Volunteers releases one man for

service abroad. Applications should
be addressed to Adjutant, Warwickshire
Volunteer Regiment, Motor Section,

Orderly Office, 142a, Great Charles
Street, Birmingham.

Christmas Number of " The Light Car."

In the Christmas number of T/ie

Light Car there are several features of

special interest, among them being an
entertaining article -entitled " Legends
of the Road," a racy narrative dealing
with some traditional spectres of the high-

way. "Unlucky Houses" deals with a
subject especially interesting at this time
of the year. " A JMotorist's Christmas
Dinner" and "Consolation from Retro-

spection " are among other entertaining

articles in the issue.

An Admiral's Widow Honoured.

Lady Arbuthnot, widow of the late

Rear-Admiral Sir Robert Keith Arbuth-
not, received from H.M. The King, at

Buckingham Palace on the 13th inst.,

the insignia of a Knight Commander of

the Bath, awarded to her late husband,
who went down in H.M.S. Defence in

the Battle of Jutland.
Lady Arbuthnot has recently taken a

very keen interest in the Arbuthnot
Trophy, and made very valuable sug-
gestions to Lady Scott who is executing
it. The statuette will be completed very
shortly.

A Rude Awakening.
At Shoreditcli Tribunal.
Capt. Fisher: "Who called you up?"
Applicant : "I have an alarum clock."
The Mayor : " It will be a bugle in

future."

Colmore Depot's Greeting.

We have received an ^musing greeting
card from the Colmore Depot, Bir-
mingham, representing in a humorous
manner the advance of a Tank across
the German, lines. The Colmore Depot
will be pleased to send one to any person
who forwards his address. Accompany-
ing the card was a Roll of Honour giving
the names of fifty-five men of the staff

who had responded to the country's call.

See "Exchange " Column.
It is interesting to know that if any

of our readers have "anything motorish
"

lying about their garages that is in the
way generally they may obtain two drum
tambourines and a new accordion in ex-

change for these goods. A solid oak
music stand, pianola, roll top desk, type-
writer, and Yin. lathe are among the

items offered in exchange for motor cycles

this week.

A Double Deck Sidecar.

A manufacturer in Eastern U.S. has
constructed a double deck type of sidecar
stretcher, which it is proposed to use as

a high speed motor cj'cle ambulance. The
track of the machine is adjustable to suit

different road conditions, and straps over
the chest and feet are used to hold the
wounded men in position while being
transported.

The Triumph Co.'s Example.

At the annual meeting of the Triumph
Co. last week Mr. S. Bettmann, second-

ing the chairman's (Lord Leigh's) proposi-

tion, said, in reviewing the situation of

the company, that 560 employees had en-

listed, and that 60 or 70 of them had
been wounded. Those who were able to

work would be taken back by the
Triumph Co., and if the directors had
to sacrifice their salaries and their fees

those men would not be allowed to be
deficient in anything that was necessary

to uphold them £«id to enable them to

SPECIAL FEATURES
SEASONABLE ARTICLES AND

ILLUSTRATIONS.

NEW DESIGNS (Illustrated).

live in relative comfort. Out of tli9j

number he mentioned about 25 had been

kUled. He was particularly proud that

they had a Pension Fund, out of which
he hoped, in addition to the Government;,

grant, they would be able to support the,'

widows and children of those brave men.'

Dangers of Rutty Ice.

During a recent week-end a member of i

the statf, • a well-known rider, had a^

narrow escape from a disaster whichj

might have ended disastrously. After;

almost accomplishing a trip of about 100'

miles in the night, and thinking the

terrible journey would soon be over, he

struck a patch of rutty ice which caused

the machine to skid. He rolled over

several times and eventually landed on a,

heap of granite with the machine on

the top of him. After he recovered

sufficiently to grasp the situation he

found pure petrol running freely over

his coat and face, and the lamp with the

dqor open still burning within an inch or,

two of his saturated garments. What
might have happened did not happen;
there is no dramatic sequel, only a moral.

Spring Frame Criticism—Ten Years Ago.

"Ixipn" writing ten years ago—in

the December 5th, 1906, issue—criticised

'the spring frames of motor cycles ex-

hibited at the Stanley Show. " There

is a perfect rage for spring frames.

Several firms exhibited sound devices

of this kind, though I saw one or two
machines with springs of so great a

play, that T am certain the tail of the

front guard (and perhaps the bottom-

of the crank case as well) is bound to

touch stones occasionally, if not the road

surface as well. I was a little surprised

at this tendency—I should fancy the i

vertical bouncing of the entire weight I

on the road wheels must tend to induce

slip, and on paper I prefer a device

like the Bat, which insulates the rider,

but leaves the weight of the machine
steady on the rear wheels."
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It's a muddy road and a bloody road,

And a road that's swept by fire,

But we've got to get through with the Orders 'bus

Or ^ve'll raise the C.O.'s ire.

So you'll hold at the bend, I know, old girl,

You'll stick it and turn not a hair.

Just one more dash ! Through one more splash !

And w^e're there, old girl, we're there !

The Diinlop rubber-studded non-skid motor-cycle cover.
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SUNBEAM SUPERlORin
23rd October, 1916.

Dear Sirs,

The Palace Cigar Box,

Reading.

Including my two Sunbeams (3^- h.p.) I have had 17 motors in 5 years for my own private

use ; the 1915 model I bought of Messrs. Baker and Son, Reading, in May last year, and, after

travelling 25,000 miles in all weathers regularly, it has not yet cost me a penny for repairs,

and I have not had a single trouble on the road ; in fact, apart from puncture trouble, I could

hjve ridden the whole distance without tools, and now the machine looks better than any

other make I have had after doing 10,000 miles.

My 1916 3j h.p. I purchased through an advert, in "The Motor Cycle" a fortnight ago; the

machine has only done 1,500 miles, and is unscratched ; the price I gave for it was £65 ; two
friends of mine here want it, their offers are £70 and 70 gns., but it is not for sale: they are -

keen on it, knowing all about my 1915 model.

Yours faithfully,

VV. PRIDMORE HARDY.

Prospective buyers are advised to apply to have their names put on our Waiting List.

Catalog le and full particulars sent on application to

JOHN MARSTON, LIMITED, n, Sunbeamland, WOLVERHAMPTON.

FEATURES *)? ^M?
Esimiy . xonsi ENGINES

'limbs " are turned,
is a sliding fit on the

' B " is bored taper to

No. 5.—THE INLET PIPE.
It will be remembered that the usual practice in fitting an inlet

pipe to a twin engine is a very tedious and awkward one.
The J.A.P. pipe has been carefully designed to overcome all

these troubles, and, at the same tirne, give a perfectly gas-

tight joint.

The pipe is a very light casting, all three '

inside and out. The brass ferrule "A'
pipe, and the top portion of the nut '

exactly correspond with the ferrule.

In fitting, the nut is first slipped on to the pipe, then the cone ;

hold pipe in place and put cones tight up against inlet ports
and screw up nut. The result is that the thin edge of the cone
grips the pipe tightly, that air is entirely excluded, and a perfect

fit is made. It also allows for any expansion in the cylinders.

A further advantage is that the pipe is adjustable; should the
pipe be transferred to another engine, or for any reason
another cylinder fitted, the same inlet pipe will serve.

BIO In answering these advertisements it is

When examining the various features of

the J.A.P. Engine, their careful design and
sturdy nature give the user confidence of

reliability. Every part is a sound engineering

job, all flimsy work being studiously avoided,

therefore

Specify always J.A.P.

J. A. PRESTWICH & CO.,
Northnmberland Park, Tottenham, London, N.

Grams :
" Prestwich. Tottlane, London."

'Phone: 1613 Tottenham.

sirable to mention " TJie Motor Ci/cle.
'

^
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iEasy Starting from. Cold.

If any reader has trouble in starting

his engine these cold mornings, half a
kettleful of boiling water poured over
the inlet pipe will work wonders. Water
is cheaper than petrol these days.

SUencers or Mufflers.

When the American makers build

factories in England shall we have to call

a silencer a " muffler " ?

In many instances the latter' term will

be more correct.

AUdays and Onions' Report.

The directors of the above company,
although unable to present a balance-
sheet, are satisfied that the profits made
justify the payment of a further interim
dividend on the old ordinary shares of

7i% for the sis months ended July 51st,

1916, and a bonus of 2^%, making, with
the interim dividend already paid, 12^%
for the year.

Petrol Licences in Ireland.

Up to the present time the usual Petrol

Control Committee licences have not been
necessary for the purchase of petrol in

Ireland. A recent .Aimy Council Order
under the Defence of the Healm Regula-
tions now prohibits- the sale of petrol

there, except to the holders of special

licences issued and signed by the com-
petent military authority, authorising the
purchase of a specified quantity of spirit.

Sidecarists Wanted in France.

The British Ambulance Committee to

the Service de Sante Militaire requires
immediately the services of a few expert
sidecarists who can speak French. Slen
of military age are eligible provided
they have not been passed for general
service. Paid men are provided with
uniform, keep, and £2 per week

;

volunteers are kept and only have to

provide their uniforms. Applicants should
write to the British Ambulance Com-
mittee, 23a, Bruton Street, London, W.

Valve Lifter on the Zepps.

One would hardly credit the Zeppelin
engines with a valve lifter ; neverthe-
less, they have one. It lifts all the valves

for starting, and the exhaust passages are

then closed. Gas is subsequently pumped
into the engine, and the valves are

allowed to fall. The next operation is

to produce sparks in the cylinders, which
are already filled with gas ; this is done
by a geared up magneto revolved by
hand. Result, " phut, phut," many
"phuts."

Another Old Motor Cycle Feature.

Cast threads and steel cylinders, another
feature of the Maybach engine, were
quite common on' Zedel racing motor cycle

engines some years ago. Anzani, Deme-
ster, and other Frenchmen rode machines
fitted with such cylinders, and they had
overhead valves, too.

The only difference between the Zepp
engine cylinders and the Zedel was that
the heads of the latter were hard cast

iron and not malleable.

We suppose the experts have not been
deceived with regard to the Maybach
heads. Did- they commence life as hard
iron and become annealed in the air and
on the ground?
Perhaps not. It takes a fortnight in

an oven to make good malleable.

American Motor Cycle Journals.

There appears to be nothing in the
U.S.A. in the journalistic line which
occupies the same position as The Motor
C'l/cle does in England. The two prin-
cipal motor cycle papers seem to ignore
the private owner, and to devote their
energy to fostering the trade, and the
trade only, while, curiously enough, they
are both introducing pedal cycles into
their pages.

Fickle December Weather.

At this time of year many varying
weather conditions are likely to be
encountered on a cross-country ride.

During a recent hundred mile eaily

morning ride we encountered the follow-

ing conditions : Start in mild, clear

weather, then came mist, mist and frost,

fog and snow-covered roads, mild and
rain, cold mist, then ice-covered roads
(very treacherous), sleet, snow-covered
roads and thick mist again, finishing in

dense yellow fog with mild atmosphere
;

two hours later a heavy snowstorm took
place.
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Special Features of this Issue.

It is our usual custom in the Christmas
issue of The Motor Cycle to include

features of a seasonable nature, but as we
are in the midst of a world conflict, and
most of us are either directly concerned
or have associates who are engaged in

'warfare, we liave included articles that
have "war" atmosphere, and departed
from our usual type of Christmas motor
stories.

Petrol Figures.

We imported into this country last year

(1915) 150,000,000 gallons of petrol. A
va.st quantity indeed, but relatively small

when compared with the consumption in

the United States. Nearly 1,000,000,000
gallons are used annually, yet the popula-
tion of the U.S.A. is only double that of

C4reat Britain. If the industrial and all

other petrol consuming devices are

reckoned, then 2,400,000,000 gallons will

be about the amount of petrol consumed
in the United States in twelve months

—

truly an enormous quantity, but likely to

be still further increased during next year.

FROM THE CAUCASUS TO Th£ DOBRUDjA.

The difficulties of transit on the narrow rocky mountainous roads ol the Caucasus are

revealed in the photograph, which shows part of the British armoured car section,

consisting of Lanchester cars of the Royal Naval Air Service, halting whilst a Red Cross

ambulance car passes by. A despatch rider's mcunt (a Douglas) is seen in the foreground.
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TOURIST TROPHY 1

Being the fan

reminiscei

mencei

J_T is

curious

how the Isle

of Man always
crops up sooner or

later when a few D.R.'s
foregather. The sporting
little place certainly gets a hold
on one's affections; even thou^
we all vote the T.T. as dull as ditch-

water when we board the home-bound
steamer, and we all know perfectly well that
as soon as the war is over we shall all be there
again, simmering with the same frantic excitement.
Indeed, we often find ourselves smiling at the want of
proportion which turns our sympathies more to the dis
tress the war has brought on the kindly Manx folk than
to the infinitely more pitiable fate of Belgium or
Armenia. I wonder if the Manx girls are to

blame for the spell their home has for so
many motor cyclists. I always think it

is a toss up whether an Irish or a

Manx belle is the prettier ; cer-

tainly, there is nobody like j'

her anywhere else. That
dark red hair, freckles

—

more bewitching than
a sedan chair

beauty's
patches
have
ev-

Cotti!

Thelea

2. Static

Fowler {5h.

c..
The rider, A. S

• tr<t

W. Jones (2i h;p

D. R. O'Donova
Approachins Hilberry Comer int.

7. Tim Wood (3J h.p. Scott)5iu
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ISCENCES OF "VETERAN

talment of a series of

trials and races com-
le Motor Cycle "

13th last.

Willaston

it )I3 Senior lace.

C^. Braid (Indian).

e)08race. H. Rem
orton), on the left, and

11- (Matchless).

3i h.p. A.B.C. encounters belt

ie"1913 race.

I at Ballacraine in the 1914 Junior.

jooseneck in the 1913 Junior.

lEnior race. The rider is H. G. Dixon (James),

lig Bridge in the 1913 race, which he won.
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Some Manx Memories.

—

had given him a dose of a patent drug wliich paralyses

your stomach and prevents it from flapping when the

stormy winds do blow at sea. But his Good Samaritan

never told him that the stomach should be empty
before you paralyse it. So he made an unusually

hearty meal, intended to last the voyage, and then he

duly paralysed his interior. I spare you all the details

v)f the menu, but we were not out of the Mersey before

he confessed that a five-course breakfast, when
paralysed within you, feels rotten. Halfway over he
decided he would rather be very seasick indeed than
put up with that paralysed breakfast any longer. So
he was.

Some readers will recall the most lurid voyage of

many which we have shared. The sea at Douglas is

usually rough, but on tliis occasion spume flying over

the Promenade warned us what things would be like

ofl^ the Head. After its custom of speeding the parting

guest, the I. O. M.S. P. Co. had put on its oldest and
narrowest boat—a champion "roller." There were
something like 400 motor cycles on board, and fifty

cars, whilst the passengers were packed as tightly

as oysters in a barrel. Many people capitulated to

Neptune before we cleared the breakwater, and the

agonised faces of those riders on the lower deck who
saw green faces vertically overhanging them from the

upper deck will ever live in my memory.. I fancy that

more than once on this voyage it was touch and go
whether the old boat would ever recover from one or

two of her worst rolls, as the tons of metal on her

upper deck made her more top-heavy than ever.

The Onlooker's Point of View.

The racing? Well, I hope I am not blase, but as

a spectacle it is somewhat overrated. The eye soon
gets habituated to high speeds, and after two or thipee

laps there does not seem to be anything very wonder-
ful about the pace. If you have the patience to keep
in touch with tlie positions of the riders, you begin

to form opinions about the results, and anyhow you

>—
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are gradually learning whether any new engines or

riders show extraordinary capabilities. This is, per-

haps, the main interest of the opening rounds, unless

you chance to be a frenzied partisan and would bet

your boots on one given make. The closing laps are

always breathless. You know, and the riders know,

that the issue lies between a select knot of riders, and

perhaps only seconds separate them. One of them is

sure to be your" favourite, and probably some of the

leaders are on foreign-made machines.

But, taking the whole race through, the chief interest

lies in watching the magnificent corner work of the

few brilliant riders who are out for blood ; some of

our cracks, as you know, ride for safety, and depend

on the other fellows' mistakes. Let me sit somewhere

within earshot of a telephone, and close to a bad

corner, where I can see the Scotts lying over till their

radiators almost tear the ground, and I ask for nothing

better.

Other Attractions.

There are other attractions, and it is the sum total

of a Manx week which tempts us all over the water.

There is the incomparably ridiculous golf on Douglas

Head. Scores of duffers intermingled with scratch

men, nearly all hopelessly out of temper with each

other, or with the jeering townies ensconced in the

gorse out of bounds ; and the chance of a sea fog

descending and swamping you all in a mist from which

hoarse cries of " Fore " and whizzing balls emerge in

all directions. The Palace, where you may see 3,000

couples on the floor at once, and perchance be lucky

enough to see a girl in evening dress footing it with a

partner in a straw hat, tail coat, and gaiters. The
music halls, where you may get London programmes^

with topical petrol verses and patter thrown in. The
grease—than which none in the world can be more

skiddy ! The fog on Snaefell at early morning practice,

out of which low crouching figures hurtle at 70 m.p.h.

There's a lot of human nature in a Manx week. • May
we all keep another one together, when tlie Kaiser

has gone to his own place.

THE ART OF ADVERTISING.
YEAR OF ORIGIN AND PRICE THE MOST NECESSARY DETAILS.

WHEN a prospective motor cyclist has decided

to purchase a motor cycle second-hand, he
will most likely consult the second-hand

advertisement columns of a motor cycle journal,

having in all probability previously decided on the

t)rpe of machine .required, and in most cases also on
the particular year of manufacture most suited to his

banking account. Now, curiously enough, this most
essential particular is often omitted by the advertiser,

who seems to think that the prospective buyer will be
misled into believing that the machine in question is

of fiinr' recent date. The price, too, is often omitted,

with the result that the advertisement is passed over

with only a casual glance. The following details are

really essential in order to sell to the best advantage

:

First and foremost, the date of manufacture, then

horse-power, type (whether T.T. or touring), the

number of gears, and whether a kick-starter is fitted.

Another useful piece of information is the approxi-

mate number of miles covered, while the price
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expected is most necessary, as many purchasers will

not take the trouble to write or go to see a machine
when they have no idea whether the price that will

be asked will come within their means. Any acces-

sories which are included should be mentioned, and,

if the machine is a sidecar outfit, the make and type

of the sidecar are also necessary. The writer would
suggest the following as a typical advertisement, and
one which is likely to succeed in its object

:

" 1916,
, 7 h.p., three speeds, kick-starter, chain

drive, 26x3 tyres unpunctured, machine covered

4,000 miles, enamel and plate unscratched, mechanical

condition good, expert examination, lamp set,

speedometer,, tools and spares, • sidecar,

torpedo coachbuilt body; ^70.—Address."
With such an advertisement the prospective pur-

chaser knows roughly what he is to expect, and if

these essential details come up tD his requirements

all he has to do is to see the machine to confirm

the specification.
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Safety and Speed
go with Bates Tyres

They not only mean economy in petrol,

but they stand the toughest of tests, and
the increased output due to growing popu-
larity has made it possible, in spite of
higher cost of materials, to reduce prices.

Lose no time in writing for our new illustrated price list.

Note this testimony of
a Government official

in Australia :

"After a varied experi-
ence of eight different

makes during the past
nine years I was forced
to the conclusion that
no tyres were much
good. But I am so

delighted with my first

experience of Bates
Tyres that in future
I will see that my
machines are always
equipped with your
excellent tyres."

V«f. & A. BATES, L.TD., ST.
Depots—London. Glasgow, and Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Colonial Wholesale Stockholders

Smith, Denham aad Co., Henderson's Build-

ings, Von Brandis Street, Johannesburg,

S.A. Childs, Part and Joseph, Nairobi,

British East Airica. David F. Lamg, 9,

Weld Road, Kuala Lumpur, F.M.S. Cycle
and Motor Supplies, Limited, Parish Street,

Wellington, N.Z. Cornell & Son, 122, Pirie

Street, and 29, Hyde Street, Adelaide, South

Australia. A. G. Healing & Co., Ltd., 354-

355, Post Office Place West, Melbourne,

Australia. Bennett & Barkell, Limited,

124-132, Castlereagb St., Sydney, Australia.

MARY'S MIWL.S, UEICESTER.
The Glasgow Depot has been removed to 24, Carlton Place.

B
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DUNHILLS
PATENT

TRIPLE WINDSCREEN

AN ideal windscreen—keeps the passenger

always snug and cosy in the coldest

weather and free from draughts.

The side wings are detachable, and the

screen can be tilted to any angle. It will

fit any make of car.

A twist of a wing nut is sufficient to

release the catch and let the screen swing

across and allow the passenger to alight.

In Polisbfd Walnut with Nickel Fittings:

Price complete with side wings- - - - £3

Price of Single Screen ------£2 20

Dunhills
359-361, EUSTON RD., LONDON, N.W.
—42-43, LOMBARD STREET, E.G.—
MANCHESTER: GLASGOW:

LTD.

90-92, Cross Street, 72, Vincent Street.

Fit

WDOdMOne
Motor Cycle Tyres

and experience real " tyre

comfort." They are made
on generous lines, and show

an increase of 25% Air

Capacity. Withal they are

'the most economical, be-

cause, after all, " the best

is really the cheapest."

Wood-Milne,
Ltd.

Preston.

Wire— ' Comfort. PrestoQ."
'Phone—Preston 413.

LONDON : Manchester Avenue, E.C.
Wire— "EyiLiniini;. London."
'Phone—City 4797.

Birmingham. LeedE. ilan.
Chester. Bristol. Belfast.
Dublin. Glasgow. Etc.

Bowden Wire Ltd., London,

Established 1897.

Manufacturers of Bowden Wire

and of all Levers and Acces-

sories used in its application.

Trade Marks and Names :

Bowdensolo Bowdenite Bowdensilver

Bowdenoir Bowdenamel Bowdenbrass

orders filled only
as Government
requirements permit.

BOWDEN
LONDON

Victoria Roa<d,Willesclen Junction. N.W

El5 In answering these advertisements it desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters sbould be addressed to the Editor, "The Mstor Cycle," Hertford Street, Coventry, and should be

accompanied by the writer's name and address.

A Carious Case.
Sir,—I possess a 2\ h.p. Levis, 1916 model, and I have

been troubled continually for the last two months with the
carburetter. The machine runs perfectly when started from
cold until hot (for about two miles) ; then, when it is neces-

sary to open out for hjUs or more speed, there is a peculiar

choking and blowing back in the carburetter, also in the
silencer, and, I am inclined to think, through the release

valve as well. The fact is the machine will take only a set

proportion of the throttle, and if this is exceeded the engine
chokes up completely and soon stops.

I may say, I never so much as heard the engine " pop

"

before the time stated, and I have tried the engnie with all

mixtures of spirits and still with no better results. I have
tried enormous sizes in jets, and am running on a 26 now,
which was fitted when new. The petrol flows quite freely

to the carburetter, and it has been cleaned times without
number to piake sure that dirt is not the fault. There is

no hole in the induction where air can leak.

Probably some of your readers have had the same experi-

ence with their machines, and I shall be glad of their advice.
(Cyclist) H. J. IVES (2581).

Will the Single-cylinder Survive?

Sir,—Replying to the arlicle by
"Road Rider," I consider myself in

a position to intervene, because I

have ridden for 11,000 miles one of

the machines which he instances as

being comparatively free from engine
vibration. This was a 1913 four-

cylinder F.N., from which I had
great satisfaction except as a sidecar
machine.

I passed straight from this machine
to a 1915 650 c.c. single made by
Bayliss, Thomas, and Co., and have
in no way regretted the change. I

find that I am less tired after riding

a long journey on this machine than
after a similar journey on the four-

cylinder. Perhaps the explanation
is that the E.xcelsior machine
(English) is so well provided with
a slipping sprocket that the drive is

really not rigid at all, despite the
all-chain drive.

Tyre wear and petrol consumption
are better than on the F.N. As for
power, I dare not compare the two,
because I would not be hard on a

good machine, which was essentially

reliable, but was very mistakenly (as

I think) considered as a sidecar
machine.

I have ridden all three of the most
popular singles which were the other
day referred to as the worst. I agree

with the verdict, and I write this letter because I would
not see the English Excelsior classed with them.
Usual disclaimer applies. A. G. CHILD.

An American Rear Car.

Sir,—^^In reference to The Motor Cycle of November
2nd, 1916, we wish to correct the statement of your
co-respondent, Mr. T. W. Cooper,
Toronto, Canada, that the driver

is . still , exposed to the elements,

as you will see by the enclosed illus-

tration showing the protection afforded

the motor cycle attached to Cygnet
delivery car and Cygnet pleasure car.

In the near future we expect to have
a test made by a leading engineering
school, showing the relative superiority

of the Cygnet rear car over sidecars,

and substantiating the claims which
motor cycle drivers have made to us
as follows,: (1.) Larger capacity. (2.)

Less wear and tear on the motor cycle.

(3.) Less petrol. (4.) Less danger of
accident. (5.) Easier operation for
motor cycle rider. When these tests

are completed we will send you copies.

CYGNET REAR CAR CO.
Buffalo, U.S.A.

Sir,—May I be allowed to say a few more words on this

subject? I have read Mr. M. A. Pyke's letter with special

interest, as my experience in the matter of petrol consump-
tion by " singles " has been vei'y similar to his, and, although
120 to 140 m.p.g. may have appeared an exaggeration to

some of your readers, I am fully convinced that it is not so
in the case of a well-tuned and well-driven 3j h.p. single.

On three consecutive Sunday mornings in the early autumn
of last year I ran to Brighton and back, a distance of 110
miles from my residence, on a T.T. Rudge-JMulti. The riding
conditions on the three occasions were practically similar,

and each journey of 110 miles was done on seven pints of
Shell No. 1. Had my average speed been somewhat less

(the riding times for the journeys averaging 3h. .40m.), the
consumption would have reached the high average mentioned.
My average consumption with a 4 h.p. countershaft Triumph,
over a mileage of 7,500 and with a top gear of only 5 to 1,

has been slightly over 100 m.p.g. I should like to know of
any horizontal or V type of twin of similar capacity that
can show such economy. Also, I should like to know how
the driving powers of such engines would compare with
those of singles, equally geared, across, say, Salisbury Plain,

^V^'

The new American Cygnet car hood, which completely protects both driver and passenger.

(See letter.)
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against a westerly wind blowing at a velocity of 60 mrp.h.,

as it often does, or across Lincolnshire in the teeth of a

cold easterly wind of like velocity, in which carburetters,

are prone to freeze. I venture to think the twin would,
comparatively speaking, put up a poor performance. In
conclusion, again I ask, can the survival of the single be
denied after the War Office has given it the place of honour
it has had in the Army? MYER B. LEE.

Sir,—Might I trespass on your valuable space to inflict

my dole in defence of the big single? It would seem that

the largest stone thrown at it is that it cannot be considered

so mechanically perfect as the flat twin. But what is

mechanical perfection if it is not maximum efficiency, and
what is superior efficiency if it is not a lower fuel con-

sumption, a greater pulling power, and greater reliability

;

and who will deny the big single these qualifications ? In
fact, I consider the big single at fresent preferable to the

flat twin on almost every score. I say "at present,""

because the flat twin is as yet in its infancy, and will

doubtless undergo -many radical changes for the better

before it settles down into the groove of .almost standard
design which characterises the best known Big singles. The
assumption that the flat twin is so much more flexible

than its one-lunged rival is surely not well founded. If the
''horizontally-opposed double motor" is really so flexible,

why is a fixed geared specimen
_

practically unheard of,

while the T.T. fixed engined, single-geared single abounds 1

I have had experience of both types of machines of the

most popular makes, and I can confidently state that my
experiences, at any rate, justify my preference. My present
mount is a Triumph, and if I can wait till the cessation of
hostilities again liberates the supply of these excellent

motor cycles, my next love will be a Triumph also.

MALCOLM G. HALLOWES.

The Double-acting Two^stroke.

Sir,—ilay I . be allowed to criticise the three designs for

one-stroke engines as applied to motor cycle engines? In the
first place, all designs are quite possible for large power
water-cooled engines, but for motor cycles, in my opinion,

unv7orkable, for these reasons : Commercial expense to pro-

duce, gland troubles, inaccessibility of slides and valves,

overheating of pistons and rod and stuffing boxes! It wiU.

be noted that two designs require a working cylinder and a

pump cylinder, and employ twcf cranks, etc., and would
require three bearings. When the total is set against two
simple cylinders w'itlr a double crank in one case with two
bearings and utilising lower portion of each cylinder for

pump cylinder with cool gland, it can be seen the latter

IS the simpler and cheaper to produce. H. SWIFT.

Petrol Substitutes.

Sir,—I herewith send you particulars of my experience of

running on petrol substitute for the last six months, having
just taken my engine down for cleaning, etc.

My machine is a 4 h.p. B.S.A., three-speed countershaft

fear, 1915 model, all-chain drive, with sidecar, and it has
een run entirely since the end of April on raw substitute

without any petrol whatever in the tank. I do not use even
an auxiliary tank to start with, but simply inject into the
cylinder one teaspoonful of No. 2 petrol, when the engine
always starts off at the first or second kick. To each gallon

of substitute I add three naphthalene balls, which can be
obtained locally anywhere at a cost of about a humble copiDer

(I have tried Spots and other nostrums, but prefer naphtha-
lene balls), with the result that, after running about 5,000
miles, the valves grind in with about five minutes' easy
work. The carbon deposit was removed with a duster ; even
on the exhaust valve cap it was quite loose, and rubbed off

with one's finger. I also found all the bearings, gudgeon
pin, and the big end perfect, without the slightest shake
of any kind. Is not this a record?
As to the carburetter, it is just as it left the makers

adjusted tor petrol, without any hot-air pipes or other acces-

sories whatever. I have never had the slightest trouble in
starting, even in the present cold, damp weather. I am
still running the original engine' chains. Although the
mileage is not large, I have been as far as Farnborough and
back several times from here, so it is posBible the- mileage
is more than I have stated.
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In conclusion, I may say that I shall never go back to

petrol again, and that whilst the machine is at least five

miles per hour faster and the consumption about 65 to 70

m.p.g, (it was only 60 m,p.g. with petrol at 2s. 6d.), the
only slight disadvantage I can find is that it is not quite

as powerful on hills. I can now add the usual disclaimer.

Barton-on-Humber. B.S.A.

Two Uselul Hints.

Sir,—Having received a vast quantity of valuable in-

formation through the columns of your paper, I should like

to pass on to others a little in return.

In the first place, the front braTje of the motor bicycle

is usually little better than an ornament, I obtained a

sample of Ferodo brake lining, and cut it to shape to

fit the front shoes. The improvement in braking powers is

quite incredible. I understand that after the war this firm

intends to market its goods for the requirements of bicycles

of all sorts. At present after obtaining the lining one has
to cut it to shajje, but it is well worth while, I have since

fitted it as band brake to my P, and M, Result, twice

as great efficiency as with my previous lining.

Secondly, who was the idiot that invented the word
"tacky," referring to solution? In the eveirt of a puncture
two coats of solution should be given, both to" patch and
tube, and each allowed to get absolutely dry, ' This is the

practice of the -repairers in all big rubber firms, I have
repeatedly allowed three or four days to elapse between the
solutioning and the fixing of the patch. It is years since

I had a patch leak. The back tube of my bicycle had
patches put on two or three years ago, and there is not
the slightest sign of any lifting. I am quite sure that no
one will believe (mitil after trial) the great difference

between an ahsohitehj dry. patch and one which is "tacky."
Brist 1. 'EXPERIMENTALIST,

The Flat Twin at the Bar.

Sir,—After reading Mr. de Lissa's letter m The Motor
Cycle for December 14th I should like to say something on
the matter. Firstly, Mr. de Lissa seems to have fallen into

the very error of which he accuses Mr. Bradshaw—that of

criticising other people's ideas and designs a little too quickly.

I think that it is rather obvious that if a. "hot top" does
occur in the A.B.C, cylinder it is in^a far less harmful
position than in the overhead valve design, for a "hot side"
will tend to warp the cylinder barrel and cause loss of

compression, whereas a " hot top " will not have any effect

in this direction.

It might 'be argued that a "hot top" would warp the
exhaust valve seating, but this seems to be effectively cooled

by the inrushiiig charge of cool gas, as is the plug. I should
also imagine that few engines, even the M,A,G,,, could stand
being run " all out " when new, and that most owners are
accustomed to run in their engines before driving them really

hard. Finally, I do not see that the ordinary A,B,C, engine
is so very much a special racing engine as Jlr. de Lissa

states. Let him grumble if the racing A.B.C.—model C

—

is sold as a touring mount ; but I should have thought that

an engine which would stand up to the amount of hard
second gear v/ork that the A.B.C, will was eminently suit-

able for strenuous touring conditions. No one doubts the
efficiency of the M.A.C, but it will have all its work cut out
to beat the A,B.C, Usual disclaimer. JAM SATIS.

Wellington College.

Sir,—Having read Mr. de Lissa's article on the A.B.C.
flat twin I can only draw one conclusion, that he is suffering

from extreme jealousy. The usual idisclaimer,

A. WILKIN.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

GOODS MADE IN GERMANY.
The proprietors of this journal, being fully in accord with the

recommendations agreed upon at the Paris Economic Conference, give

notice that they will not permit the advertisements of new goods

manufactured in enemy countries to appear in this publication, either

,

during or after the \7ar.
' ILIFFE & SONS LTD. ,,
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Ignition troubles cannot exist

when the Motor Bike or Cycle Car is fitted with a
C.A.V. Magneto.— It's the httle contrivance that
sparks for sure even at walking pace— the Magneto
which water, dust, heat, or cold cannot put out of

action— the Magneto that relieves all ignition

anxieties .-. .-. .-. .-. Write now for folder.

ACTON . LONDON .W.
Birmingham Stanhope Strcit.

Manchester 12, Victoria Buildings.

In answering these, advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Oi/cle. Big
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A Special Offer
A LEATHER CARRYING CASE with

FLASK OF HORLICK'S LUNCH TABLETS.
May be attached to the handle-bars or in any other convenient position by means
of the two neat straps. Actual size of case closed is S^in. x Sin. x l^in. deep.

By post complete

The Leather Case
is strongly made in solid

leather, is excellently

finished, and may be at-

tached to the handle-

bars or in any other

convenient position, so

that the Flask may be

removed lor use at a

moment's notice, thus

making it possible to

carry full nutriment in a

light and palatable form

Also a New and Accurate Road Map of ENGLAND & WALES
in Leatherette Case, with Roads shown in Colours and
Classified, will be sent FREE with this Case and Flask.

The Flask holds
enough Tablets for

a day's run. A
few dissolved

in the mouth
from time to

time will sup-

ply the neces-

sary nutriment

to maintain
strength and vigour

id prevent thirst.

Horlick's Malted Milk Lunch Tablets have been very extensively supplied to the
Expeditionary Forces both direct and through the War Office.

Also in Sterilised Glass Bottles, from which these Flasks may be refilled, 1/6, 2/6 & 1 1/- at all Chemists and Stores

Send Postal Order, aad write plainly, to—BORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO., SLOUGH, BUCKS.

02MaM^
—for building Motor Cycles.

The excessive strain imposed upon the modern
Motor Cycle necessitates the use of highest grade

Tubes in its construction.

Then specify ORIENTAL SEAMLESS STEEL
TUBES—the tubes that are recognised throughout

the trade as representing the highest stand ird of

steel tube manufacture. Ask us for details.

ORIENTAL TUBE Co., Lid., West Bromwich.
Birmingham. Telephone: 45. West Brom-wich.

Telegrains : — — "Tubes, West Bromwich."

&

AUB I O

ALBION ENGINEERING CO., Ltd.,

Upper Highgate St., BIRMINGHAM.

A Useful Little Pocket Companion.

C Every motor cyclist should make use of this book. It is brimful of sound advice

respecting the care, management, and repair of motor cycles. Every hint and tip is

numbered, and reference is made very simple by a very exhaustive alphabetical index.

Fifth Edition (Revised).

Price 1/- net.

By Post. Home orAbroad, 1 /2

Obtainable Jrom—
ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.,

and all Booksellers and Bookstalls.

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllliillllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllilll^

B20 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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A selection of questions oi general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle,"

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not must be accompanied by a Stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are
urged to write clearly and on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy for ease of reference. Letters containing legal

questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from questions bearing on technical subjects.

A Debate in a Dug-oat.

Recently we had a debate in

our dug-out about the small two-
stroke machine. One section said

that it has no valves, and the
other section said it has. We

have agreed to stand by your answer
in the matter, so shall be glad if you
can settle the matter for us.—R.A.M.C.

The small two-stroke has no valves. The
mixture is taken into the- engine and the
exhaust gases allowed to escape through
ports which the piston covers and un-
covers in its travel. It is, however, quite
possible to construct a two-stroke with
valves.

An Extra Air Inlet.

My motor cycle is fitted with
"^L a B. and B. carburetter, and I

> wish to fit a lever or tap so as
-2J to admit extra air when possible.

Shall I be right in fitting this

in the induction pipe ? If not, where
would you suggest it being fitted ?

What kind of a lever would you re-

commend? I might add that the
smallest possible jet is fitted, and the
machine will take full air with the

throttle a quarter open.—B.H.N.
You would be quite in order fitting a

tap as suggested on your induction pipe.

The only thing we should advise you to

be careful about is that the tap itself

and all joints in connection therewith

are perfectly airtight. The ordinary tap

handle, if accessible, should suffice.

The Question of Plug Gaps.

I use the plugs recommended
^jZl by the makers of my machine.

> The central electrode in these
2-1 plugs is a very thin wire, and

when central it is approximately
^in. from the earthed electrode, which
entirely surrounds it. Is this distance

too great to get a spark, and, if so, will

you kindly inform me at what distance

the centre wire should be to get the
best results ? In cleaning the plugs the
.centre electrodes have bent (as they
are very thin), and I am now in

doubt as to their correct adjustment.
—W.H.F.

The correct plug gap varies consider-

ably, according to the engine in which
the plug is used. Some engines will

fire best with the points almost touching,
most like a gap of about half a milli-

metre, and others even will fire best

with a gap of a full millimetre. One-
eighth of an inch is much too great,

and would be likely to cause extremely
difficult starting. A machine having
a magneto run at engine speed would
probably take a much larger plug gap.

Oily Engine.

(1.) Why does the engine
throw oil around the crankshaft,
and what remedy is there ? (2.

)

Would a hollow crankshaft not
afford sufficient release for the

crank case compression? (3.) Do you
think it is necessary to fit an addi-
tional release, and where would be the
most suitable place? (4.) Would you
tell me the reason of smoke coming
from the crank case through the engine-
shaft? (5.) Could an amateur be
trusted to dismantle the flywheels and
reassemble them?—H.M.L.

(1.) The usual cause of oil throwing out
of the bearings is either worn bearings or
inefficient crank case release. This causes
considerable pressure in the crank case,

and forces the oil out of any doubtful joint.

The trouble might be cured by fitting an
additional release valve of normal type,
such as can be obtained from most
accessory dealers. Then, if you still

get leakage from the bearings, you will

know that these require attention. (2.)

It certainly ought to. (3.) There seems
to be no alternative. It might be fitted

to any convenient place near the top of
the crank case. (4.) The smoke is the
smoke of overheated oil, burned through
contact with piston top. (5.) Not unless
he was unusually skilled.

?

Uneven Running when Running Light.

My 1913 7-9 h.p. Indian has
a slight defect which I cannot
trace. When pulling uphill or

running hard on level, the engina
. runs perfectly, but when running

light or on pilot jet in free the engina
seems to misfire slightly.—A.H.

It is possible that the mixture is too
strong, with the result that the engine
fires regularly under load, but runa
unevenly when free or downhill. To get
over the difficulty of the front cylinder
running faster than the rear one, we
would suggest that you examine tha
carbon brushes, and, if necessary, re-

move any grease or oil which may have
collected thereon. It would also be aa

well to examine the front inlet valve
dome and valve guides to see if there
are any air leaks, which would make
the mixture weaker in that cylinder.

Uneven oiling might cause the difference

;

see that the front cylinder obtains plenty
of lubrication, also check the timing of

the front cylinder. The mixture for slow
running can be corrected by means of the
small adjustable air inlet on top of tha
^pilot jet tube; altering this while tha
engine is running will probably correct
the slight misfire. For good slow run-
ning a fairly large plug point gap ia

required—about -^in.

To many ot our readeis who are in the trenches thi? scene will recall memories ol the

days ot the autumn shoots, and the tramps across the moors with a beloved hammerless
ejector and the dogs at heel. The photograph shows a Lowland keeper and a rider of a

7-9 h.p. Abingdon admiring the puppies.
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Magneto Drive.

I have a 3^ h.p. Minerva, to

_| which I am fitting a magneto,
> but I do not know whether a
-5J cloclvwise or anti-clockwise mag-

neto is required. When turning
the engine in the proper direction, the

shaft from which the magneto is to be
driven turns in the opposite direction.

Kindly let me know what type of

magneto is necessary.—A.B.

Clockwise or anti-clockwise, as the words
indicate, mean that the magneto either

rotates in the same direction as a clock
or otherwise ; this is alwaj's taken when
lacing the driving end of the armature-
shaft. Most magnetos are marked with
an arrow, indicating which direction they
are to be driven. Your machine would
require an anti-clockwise magneto.

Poor Compression.

Will you kindly assist me? I

jjZl have a oj h.p. 1913 machine. I

> recently took off the cylinder and
-^ fitted a new piston ring, ground

the valves in, and fitted new
valve springs. The ignition is in good
order. After assembling and taking a

ten-mile trial run I iind that the com-
pression is not so good as previous to

taking the engine down. Although it

runs much better on the level it has
not the power it had on hills. I ha.ve

heard that the ring should have been
ground in. How is this done, or is it

best to let the engine run itself in ?

—J.S.

No, the rings should not have been
ground in. Probably after you have run
the machine about 200 miles, or perhaps
less, you will find that the compression

has returned. It is not uncommon to find

that an engine after being taken down
does not recover its compression until

it has been run some little distance.

Faulty Firing when Retarded.

I shall be very grateful-if you

^^ will kindly give me your opinion

> on the following. My machine
-2J is a 2J h.p. twin, fitted with a

Bosch magneto. (1.) I used to

be able to retard the spark fully, but
cannot do so now. If I retard it more
tlian about one-third of its range the

engine misses, fires in the silencer, and
then stops, although I have not touched
the timing lever in any way. (2.)

There is sparking on the contact

breaker disc, but I cannot determine
at which point, as it only shows when

,

it' is rotating quickly. (3.) Will the

latter do any damage if allowed to

continue?—L.D.

(1.) The contact breaker may be stick-

ing, owing to the fibre bush having be-

come swollen and requiring to be eased.

The contact points may be adjusted too

far apart, or, on the other hand, too

close. See that they separate A mm.
Ascertain at what point of the advance
range the missing commences, then stop

the engine and make sure that when the

contact breaker is in that position tlie

points separate correctly. (2 and 3.)

If there is excessive sparking at the

contact breaker points this is an indica-

tion that the condenser or its connections

are broken, down, and if the sparking
is allowed to continue the points will

i-apidly burn out.

The Dimming of Lamps.

When riding my machine at

^_| night I was stopped by two

> policemen, who said my light

-iJ was too bright. The lamp was
an electric one, with a 6 c.p.

bulb, and dimmed with one thickness

of ordinary white tissue paper. I told

the policemen I was allowed a lamp
with a glass not greater than 5in.

across and a bulb not exceeding 12 c.p.,

provided the glass was obscured with
one thickness of tissue paper. They
said that was only^a suggestion from
the Home Office and not a law, and
that I must dim my lamp with another
piece of tissue paper. Naturally, I do
not intend to do so. I shall be much
obliged if you will advise me what
course to take up if I am stopped
again.—E.I.

Immediately on receipt of your letter we
submitted the query contained therein to

the official of the Home Office who is

responsible for the Order, and you will

be pleased to hear that he informed us
that the policemen who stopped you are
absolutely in the wrong, and that you
cannot be proceeded against. If you are

stopped again report the matter to the
Home Office.
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^ In submitting to the Editor articles, ^
H photographs, or drawings, contributors Q

Q are asked to mention whether the illus- b

T. trations are exclusive, and further to ^
B enclose a stamped addressed envelope Q

-for return oj unaccepted contributions, q
B B
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READERS' REPLIES.

Leaky Inlet Valve.

With reference to "Jj.F.I.'s" query re

automatic inlet valves in your issue of

November 2nd, I Avould suggest that he
makes sure that the extremity of the
valve stem, or the spring cap, or the
cotter, or the spring itself, is not fouling

any part of the valve chamber, f have
had the same trouble twice on my 1908

IJ h.p. Terrot. The first time the spring

cap, owing to wear or the cotter, was
.fouling the top of the valve chamber
(Cure : A new cotter) ; the second time
the valve stem itself, owing to repeated
grinding in of valve (Cure : File end of

valve stem). I would also recommend
him to try much stronger springs. The
strength given by The Motor Cycle for

2f h.p. a.o.i.v. engines, is 4 oz. (I presume
this means that a dead weight of 4 oz.

is just sufficient to open the valve). I

tried a spring of about 8 oz., and obtained

a wonderful improvement in running (lift

allowed ^sin.). With a clean plug I

could always start at a walk on a 6^ to 1

gear ; and obtained what I had never
been able to obtain before—regular firing

between 8 and 18. m.p.h. With regard to

loss of power from overheating, and pre-

ignition, has it never been suggested that

they are due to the constant e.m.f.

maintained across the plug points by the

purely " dynamo " action of the secondary
coil of the magneto (as distinguished from
its induction coil action) actually forming
and maintaining an arc?—A.A.S.

DECEMBER 21st, igi6.

Carburetter Trouble.

With reference to " A.G.T.'s" enquiry
in your issue of November 2nd, I take

it that his machine is an Indian, and is

suffering from what we caU a dead spot.

I have had about 150 of these machines
pass through my hands since coming

from Canada, and
found the same thing
on the majority of

them. It is a fairly

simple matter to

cure ; there is a choke
ring which surrounds
the jef, which is

moved up and down
in relation to the
throttle opening.
This can be adjusted
by simply opening or

•^''"^^•.ftj^^"'^^ closing' the two arms
I o «-.« nD0 by which it is at-

tached to the throttle
barrel, and the cor-
rect adjustment can
be found by experi-
ment. The rattle of

fronk forks can be cured by inserting
a rubber or felt cylinder in the curl of
the spring. I should like to say how
much your valuable paper is appreciated
by the men in eur unit. I have been
a constant reader since 1905, and having'
owned over thirty different makes of,
motor cycles have found some of your!
hints and tips very valuable.

—

Edg-ie H. '

fliCKLBt- (Cpl., C.A.S.C).

Adjustable choke

lube described in

CpJ. E. H. Hick-

ley's letter.

RECOMMENDED ROUTES.
Peneith to Belford.—T.A.W.

Penrith, MelnierJDy, Alston, Haydon
Bridge, Four Stones, Colwell, Kirkharle,
Rothley, Forestburngate, Rothbury, Aln-
wick, Belford.

Folkestone to Bath.—P.M.
Folkestone, Sandgate, Hythe, Ashford,

Charing, Maidstone, Wrotham Heath,
Ightham, Riverhead, Westerham, Red-
hill, Reigate, Dorking, Shere, Guildford,
Farnham, Odiham, Basingstoke, Kings-
clere, Newbury, Hungerford, Marl-
borough, Calne, Chippenham, Bath.

Lydd to Davbntry.—H.A.H.
Lydd, Brenzett, Tenterden, Biddenden,

Goudhurst, Pembury, Tunbridge Wells,
East Grinstead, Felbridge, Redhill, Rei-
gate, Dorking, Leatherhead, Cobham,
Chertsey, Staines, Windsor, Slough,
Beaconsfield, Amersha,m, Aylesbury, Wins-
low, Buckingham, Towcester, Weedon,
Daventry. Approximately 158 mOes.

Cl-rELTENHAM TO ExMOTTTH.—R.I.O. •

Cheltenham, Cross Hands Inn, Pains-
wick. Stroud, Nailsworth, Dunkirk,
Swainswick, Bath, Radstock, Wells,
Glastonbury, Durston, Taunton, Church-
ingford, Honiton, Sidmouth, East Bnd-
leigh, Exmouth.

Derby to Salisbtory.—G.H.
Derby, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Atherstone,

Nuneaton, Coventry, Kenilworth, War-
wick, Stratford-on-Avon, Shipston-on-

Stour, Chipping Norton, Burford,
Lechlade, Swindon, Marlborough, Pewsey,
Amesbury, Salisbury. Approximately
170 miles.
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To the Trade.

ii

i(

a

SHELL
SHELL 1

1

CROWN
SWAN"
MOTOR SPIRITS

EMPTIES
Commencing January 1st, all

empty cans and steel barrels in

which the well-known "Shell,

" Shell" II, "Crown" and "Swan
brands of motor spirit have been

delivered, should be returned to

the "Shell" Marketing Co/s

vans or depots—not to the British

Petroleum Company. Credit in

full will be given for all such

empties received in goodcondition

»

it

DIVISIONAL OFFICES

:

LONDON—
Town ...

Home Counties, North
Home Counties, South

MANCHESTER

'"
I Canada House,
f Kingsway, W.C.

1 , Brazenose Street

BIRMINGHAM Carlton House, 28, High Street

BRISTOL ...

PLYMOUTH
HULL
GLASGOW
DUBLIN ...

• ,. 5a, Union Street

... "Shell" House, East Street

"Shell" House, 21, Story Street

53, Bothwell Street

70, Grafton Street

"SHELL" MARKETING CO., LTD.,
EMPIRE HOUSE,- KINGSWAY. LONDON, W.C.

In answering thii culvertisem&nt it u desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B23
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these oolumm
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

Postal Orders sent in payment for adver-

tisements should be made payable to __—r-Ho"
ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., and crossed ^—^

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To ensure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle" Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office

When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defray the cost o\

registration and to cover postage on replies must be added
to the advertisement charge. Only the number will appeai
in the advertisement. All replies should -be addressed,
*' No. 000, c /o ' The Motor Cycle,' 20, Tudor Street, E.C.''

JWrDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who uesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of oui

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " ThL
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision alter receipt of thi

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit th

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amoum
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pay
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding ixo ii

value, a deposit fee of as. 6d. is charged, when undc:

£10 tiie fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with a

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be mad.
payable to IliSe &.Sons Limited.
The letter " D " at the end of an advertisement is ai:

indication that the advertiser is wiUing to avail himself o,

the Deposit System. Other advertisers may be equally

desirous, but have not advised us to that eflect,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers wdo lepiy (o adver-.isements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the gooda advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers olten receive sc

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eacu
one b; post.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
A.J.S.

A.J.S. Spares, prompt delivery.—Cyril Wiriams, A.J.S.

Agent, Chapel Asb Depot, WolTeiliampton.
rX3491

A.J.S., Oct., 1914, 6I1.P. combination, wind screen

etc., in perfect condition; £60.-39, Queen St

Ehyl. [X346'

A J S , 2';:lh.p., 1913, 2 speeds, chain-driven, in rca!

good order; £23.—Percy and Co., 337, Eastern

Ed., London. [647.^

1Q16 254h.p. 3-speed A.J.S., sporting model, used 50C--

iSV miles, Lucas head lamp, tail lamp, -Lucas horn

spare sprockets, spare valve, speedometer with maximum
hand, condition as new; cost £70, accept 50 gns.—Lav-

ton's Garage, Bicester, Oxou. [6450

A.J.S., 1914, 2%h.p., 2-speed, kick start, hand clutch

all chain drive, accessories, £38/10; and a 1915
2%h.p., 3-speed, kick start, hand clutch, new tyres,

£44/10 deferred terms if desired.—Lamb's, 151, His!

St Walthamstow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green

'Phones: Walthamstow 169, and Hornsey 1956. [6265

6hp A.J.S. 1915 or 1916 Motor Cycle, fitted with

be Luxe sidecar, screen, storm apron, 3-speed gear,

handle-bar control, free engine and kick start, Watford
speedometer. Lucas lamps, Stewart warning signal; this

combination is like new, only ridden 750 miles; price

90 gns., guaranteed; this combination should appeal to

a purchaser who requires o good and reliaDle cojubina-

tion for Xmas.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St

,

London. [6438

THERE'S DOUBLE THE NUMBER
OF GOOD LINES to choose from at

1

\\liate\ er famous make you
seek, New or Second-haiid,

we hold double the numBer
of Models to be found at

any other house, and we
offer double advantages in

Lowest Cash Prices, Easiest

Easy Terms, Fullest Guar-
antee, and Promptest De-

livery.

No. h.p,

io8op. 3.'.- igi6 3-5p. SUNBEAM ic S/cir. ££5
io8ib. 4-5 1Q16 countershaft ZENITH and

sporting Sidec;\r . - • ^
1916 2-speed REVERE

TO PROVE IT,

CALL OR WRITE
FOR TO-DAY'S
BIG LIST. IT

INCLUDES
THESE—

imPORTANT NOTICE.
Owing to the Christmas Holidays,
the issue of "The IVlotor Cycle"
for Deo. 28th must be closed
for press earlier than usual.
All copy and instructions for

IVliscellaneous Advertisements in

that issue must therefore be in

our hands not later than first post
on Wednesday, Dec. 20th.

£67 10
£35

4i iQi6 3-5p. B.S.A. and Sidecar £65

%y. igx3 3-spccd TRIUMPH .... £37 10

ji IQXI 2-speed HUMBER £20
6' 10X6 ROYAL ENFIELD & S/c. £84
5-6 rgrs^-sp.FAFNIR and Sidecar £32 10

4i 1916 <i-sp. B.S.A. and Sidecar £65

S-6 igri A.C. Sociable £40

2t igrs 2sp. NEW IMPERIAL . £39

10782. 7-9 igx6 3-sp. HARLEY-DAVID-
SON and Sidecar £100

A iQxx Single-speed HOBART . . £20
8 10X4 HUMBERETTE £75
4-5 xoxi ZENITH Gradua £42 10

3 X914 2 sp. ROYAL ENFIELD £42 10

7-9 1915 3-speed EXCELSIOR ... £60

4i 19x5 3-speed B.S.A., chain-

cum-belt £52 10

3i 19x3 3-5pced TRIUMPH .... £37 10
4" igix 3-speed BRADBURY and

wicker Sidecar £32 10

3! 19x2 3-speed TRIUiflPH .... £30

108x4.
xo8x6.
10824.
10S28.
10830.
1083X.

10833.
10834
10S3S,

X0786.
X0789.

10794.
ro795.
X0800.
10S02.

10804.
10805.

X0806.
xo8o3. -

3I igx5 2-sp. SCOTT and Sidecar £63

10763.
10768.
xr)772-

10776.

X0779.
X0739.

X0740,

10744.
10746.

10748^.

10750-
X0751.

10705.
X07X3.
X07X7.

10724.
10727.
10682.

10687.
10688.
xofigg.

X070X.

10638.
10643.
106:19.

10661.
10673.
X0610.
X06X4.
X0629,

10633.
X0587.
10588.
X0596.

2I 19x6 2-sp. NEW HUDSON ... £33

3i xgio single-speed TRIUMPH.. £20 u
4" 1915 3-5p. DOUGLAS and Sc. £65
3i igxi single-sp. LINCOLN-ELK

and Sidecar £20

2i single-speed WOLF £15
2i xgi5 2-5p. NEW IMPERIAL-
" a.A.P. £27 10

2} XQie 2 sp. NEW IMPERIAL-
J.A.P £30

2j. XQXS 2-sp. ALLON £27 10

2J 19x4 single-sp. SUN VILLIERS £17 10

sj single-speed HOBART £20

4i 1915 3-sp. B.S.A. and.Sidecar . £65
8 I9X=; MORGAN Runabout, IDe

"Luxe Model £94 10

12x6 VAUX-HALL Car £125

4-5 igx^ ZENITH-GRADUA .... £37 10

t,\ PRECISION £22 10

3.V X912 3-sp. TRIUMPH and Sc. £42 10

\\ 19x5 Vsp. B.S.A. and Sidecar £60

sf X9X4 3-5p. BRADBURY £47 10

1+ single-speed J.E.S £10

A igxi 2-sp. DOUGLAS £22 10

3 X9X3 3-sD. HOBART & Sidecar £35
2} xgii single-speed DOUGLAS. . £22 10

3i 19x2 single-speed INDIAN ... £20

31 19x4 RUDGE Multi 140

3S 19x3 single-speed B.S.A £25
6" 19x3 ENFIELD and Sidecar.. £45

4i xgx4 3-sp. B.S.A. and Sidecar £45

2? X914 3-sp. NEW HUDSON, Sc. £45
33- xgix sintde-speed HUMBER.. £25

3* 19X+ 3-sp. ROVER and Sidecar £50

4 19143-sp. SINGER and Sidecar £45

3l 19x4 3-sp. QUADRANT & S'car £42
3i-l9X3 RUDGE Multi and Sidecar £45

si 1913 RUDGE Multi £35

WAUCHOPE'S, rLlE?""'
'*'"^

'Phone: 5777 Holbom. ,
Wires :

ST., LONDON.
Opillcer. London.' I

DEFENCE OF THE REALM ACT
Under the provisions of the above Act.

advertisers requiring workmen, and whose
business consists wholly or mainly of
engineering: orthe productions of munitions
of war, or substances required for- the pro-
duction thereof, and whose works are
situated within 30 miles of London, must
include in every such advertisement the
words, "No person resident more than 10
miles away, or already engraged on Govern-
ment work, will be engaged."

.Advertisers whose w^orks are situated
more than 30 miles from London can only
have their announcements inserted with
the approval of the Board of Trade, who
will allocate to each advertisement a box
number, and collect and distribute to the
advertiser all replies received. The neces-
sary forms of application can be obtained
from any Labour Exchange or from the
offices oi this paper, and each advertise-
ment must contain a clear reference to the
effect that no person already engaged on
Qovernment work need apply.

MOTOR CYCLES
A.J.S.

FOR SALE.

N^

A.J.S. 1912 6h.p. Twin Combinationt £40.—Tuke anil
Bell, Ltd., Motor Dept., Carlton Engineerint;

Works, High Ed., Tottenham, N. . [4915.

Alldays.

ALIO;^, 1916, 2-speed, 2-stroke. as new; £30.-29,
St. Leonard's St., Bow. [6319 J

COLIIOEE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birminghani,
can supplj' immediately all models ot Alldays Alton.

[0793

ALLO^, single-speed, practically new, perfect ; must
sell; £27.—Brooks, Church St., Carersham, Head-

ing. [6415

i

ALLDAYS Allon, 1916, 2-stroke, 2-speed; f26.-Eleo-
and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St.

E.O. [0679 i

ALLOIs^, 2-stroke, 2-speed, late 1916, ridden under r

1,000 miles, condition as new; £38.—Eos L2,759,

'

c/o Tlu Motor Cycle. ,
[6232

EW Aliens, 2-speed, 2-stroke, 2'/oli.p., 1917 models;
£42; easy terms 2% extra, or exchanges arranged.

—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [6426

ALLONS, all models, 12 positively in stock, £37/18 to

£47/5; exchanges, easy payments.—Lamb's, 151,
High St., Walthamstow, and SO, High Bd., Wood Green.

[6265''

ALLON, 1915, single Speed, new condition, lady's and
gent's push cycles, 3-speed, excellent condition;

exchange for good combination- and cash, or sell.—78,
Sedlescombe Rd., Pulham. (Eyenings.} [X3402.

ALLDATS Allon 234h.p. 2-stroke Motor Cycle, single-

speed, £36; 2-speed, £42; ditto, with clutch, £45;'

Model de Luxe, £52/10, plus 5% advance; easy pur-

chase terms arranged; excliange^ considered.—Horrods,-
Ltd., Motor Cycle Dept., Bioiiipton Rd., London, S.W."

[6230 I

Ariel.

ARIEL, SV^h.p., late.xt 3-speed model, actually

stock.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [6366ji

ARIEL, 3'/ih.p., 1914, Armstrong 3-speed, lamp, horn,'
. etc., new condition, mileage 2,000.—Montgomery.;

Victoria Rooms, Bristol. [X33S0-)

ARIEL, 3V2h.p., semi T.T., with variable pulley gear,'

fast, most excellent condition; £24, bargain.—

Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X3086"

AfiIELr-191'5, 3>/"h.p.', semi T.T., Philipson (hand con.'

trol), lamps, horn, speedometer; £34.—M. H.
Hofleit, The Castle, Monmouth. [X3356 'i

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,'
have in stock for immediate delivery all models,''

of Ariel motor cycles, with or without sidecars. [0797 i

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

1Q17 New Ariels in stock, 3-speed countershaft gear,XO clutcli, and kick start, chain-cum-belt drive,
£65/10: easy terms 2% estra, or exchange arranged.

—

Wauchope's, 9, Shoo Lane, London. [6427

ARIEL, SVoh.p., 3-8peed, hand and foot clutch, Bosch,
head and rear lamps, horn, etc., good running order

and condition; must sell owing to shell shook; £14;
trials Northampton.—2/Lieut. Liveing, Combroke, War-
wickshire. [X3142

Auto-Wheels.
ATJTO-WHEEL, absolutely perfect, just done Devon-

shire tour; best ofler over £5.-2, Grove Kd., Isle-
worth station. [6303

AUTO-WHEEL, 1916, new condition, run about 100
miles, perfect order; bargain, £9/10.—Groves, 27,

Tyson Ed., Forest Hill. [6358

Bat.

1Q15 Bat 6h.p. Combination, new condition; £52.—
J-i/ 22, Gilmore Ed., Lee. . [6376

BAT-J.A.P., 1913, 6-7h.B. twrn, Bosch; mnat seU;
£19/10.-1, Ebner St., Wandsworth. [6315

NEW Bats from stock, 2-speed gear models, solo
mounts; £63/5.—Wauchope's, 9,' Shoe Lane, Lon-

don. . (6437

BAT, 1912-13, 6h.p., sporting model, 3 speeds, usual
spares; £32.-1'. J. Evans, John Bright St., Bir-

mingham. [X3448
BATS.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham agent.—Immediate

delivery 4-5h.p. sporting model, 2 speeds; £63/ IS.
-87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X3444

Bradbury.
BEADBURY, 3%h.p., 1912. in real good order; £14,

a bargain.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Ed.,
London. [6471

BEADBUET, 4h.p., variable gear, perfect, £20; sporty
sidecar, £5; no offers.—Broom, 77, Marylebone

Lane, W. [6360
"IQll 4h.B. Bradbury, N.S.tT.- gear, perfect order;Li/ £22/10, or take lower power and cash.—Clayphan,
Laughton, Gainsboro'. (D) [6324

1Q12 Bradbury, 2 speeds, free engine, complete tools,
J-^ lamp, spares, excellent condition ; bargain, £20.—Bissell, Sutton Grange, Kidderminster. [6418
"DEADBURT, 4h.p., 3-speed, ooaohbuilt sidecar, free
-«-» engine, all new tyres, just overhauled; bargain,
£35.-Charles Wood, Forest Brickfields, Oooperaale,
Epping, Essex. [X3464
BEADBUET, 3y2h.p., free engine, 2-speed, kick

starter, Bosch mag., speedometer, undersluug side-
car, excellent condition; trial run; £25.-567, Forest
Ed., Walthamstow. [6210

TJEADBURT Combination, 6h.p. twin, 3-3peed
•*-* countershaft, chain drive, speedometer, etc., twin
sidecar, latest model, new condition; £68.—Challen, 328,
Ditchling Ed., Brighton. [6310
31h.p. Bradbury Motor Cycle, with Montgomery wicker

^ sidecar, free engine, 2 speeds, all tyres practically
new, lamps, mirror, Cowey speedometer, tools, and
•pares; £30, or near offer; seen by appointment.—225,
Nantwich Ed., Crewe. tX3377

Brougn.
»1Q14 Brough, 3^/^h.p., opposed, very nice condition:XU £37.-E03S. 86, High Ed., Lee. [6381

BBOUGH, lat« 1915. 3%h.p., horizontal engine, 2-
speed countershaft, very fast, flue machine, little

used, all accessories; £45; owner for France.-Apply,
60, Marine Parade, Sheerness. tX.3415

Brown.
RIDEE TEOWABD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—

1912 Brown, 3y2h.p., re-enamelled, overhauled:
16 gns. [6412

B.S.A.
pj.S.A., brand new 1916 model K, £62.

B.S.A., 1917 model K, just delivered; £64.-Castl6
Motor Co., Kidderminster. [5983

B.S.A., 1917 models H and K, with sidecars, in
stock.—Moss, Wem. [X3137

COLMOBE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, (or
immediate delivery of B.S.A. [0798

1016 4^5h.p. B.S.A., complete, done 1,500, perfect;
J-t' £58.-35, Westcombe Park Ed., Blackheath. [6219

NEW B.S.A.. chain drive, in stock; ^66; exchanges
quoted.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.L[6126ATE 1913 SVih.v- B.S.A. 2-spe6d and Montgomery
sidecar, guaranteed perfect; £35.-30, Whitley

St., Beading. [6446

OPEN all Christmas.-1914 B.S.A., 3-speed counter-
shaft, all chain drive ; 36 gns.—Troward, 78, High

8t, Hampstead. [6401

B.S.A. 1917 Models in stock, H £66, E £64; also
genuine B.S.A. No. 1 sidecar, £17/17.-Huckle-

bridge, 133, Sloane St., London. [X2742

1Q17 B.S.A. in stock. Catalogues free. Spare parts
t-tJ per return, lin. belts, as fitted by makers, 8/6,
Bost paid.-Albert J. Pitts, Eedditch. Tel.: 91. [X0529

SEGOND=HAHD BARGAINS
SIDECAR OUTFITS.

REX, 1914. 6 h.p., 2-speed, modele de luxe £35
TRIUMPH, 3A h.p., 2-speed counterstiatt, Sidecar ... £32
INDIAN, 1913, 7 h.p., coach-built Sidecar, 2-speed .. £42
ZEHMH, 1.914, 6 h.p., countershatt clutch model £60
RUDGE i9i3 5-6b.p. Multi, with Rudge Sidecar . . , .' £46
Enfield, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed, twin, Enfield Sidecar £29
RUDGE 1913 si h.p. Multi, coach-bi\ilt Sidecar *£33
SCOTT, 1914, 3I h.p., 2-sp., and Scott sidecai chassis €45
ZENITH, 1915 a^ h.p., twin, clutch, and C.B. Sidecar £49
ENFIELD i<)i4 6 h.p. 2-speed Combination *£55
CHATER LEA, 1913, No. 7, 8 h.p. 3-Ep., and Sidecar. *£40
DOUGLAS, 3i h.p,, 2-sp., Canoelet, disc wheels *£58
MATCHLESS, 1913, 8 h.p., J.A.P. overhead, 6-spced.*£48
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9 b.p., 1915, 3-sp.. C.B. S /car. £68
P. & M., 3i h.p., 1913, 2-speed. C B. Sidecar *£4B
JAMES 4i h.p., 19 14, 3-speed, Empress Sidecar *£58

SOLO nnODELS.
DOUGLAS, I9r4, 2% h.p., T.T., long exhaust, 2-speed £45
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2j h.p., 2-speed, Zephyr pistons ... £48
DOUGLAS, 1914, 2I h.p., 2-speed, kirk-start *£48
DOUGLAS 1914, 2^ h.p., 2-speed. Model .V £47
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2J h.p., 2-speed touring'bars £20
RUDGE 1913 3* h.p. Multi, T.T. bars £33
IVY, 1915, 2-stroke, single-speed £16
NEW HUDSON, 1913, 3^ h-P-, sspeed, J.A.P. engine £30
REX, 1913, si h.p., 2-speed, and clutch

" £28
BROWN, 3* h.p. model, Bosch magneto £12
INDIAN, 1915. 5 h.p., 3-speed, twin £48
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1915, 2-speed. 2-stroke £32
INDIAN, 1914, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed, electric equipment . £47
ENFIELD, ig^o, 24 h.p., twin, Grado gear £14
LEVIS, 1914, sHi.p., 2-stroke, countershaft £18
F.N., 2} h.p., 2-speed, lightweight £15
ALLDAYS ALLON, 1916, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke .. £30
ALLON, 1916, 2.^ h.p., 2-stroke, as new, single-speed £26
ENFIELD, 1916, 2J h.p.. 2-stroke, 2-speed £33
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, all accessories ..... *£38
INDIAN, 1914, 7-9 h.p., clutch model, as new £41
HUMBER, 1915, water-cooled, 3! h.p., 3-speed.'. *£45
INDIAN, 1915, 5 h.p., 3-speed, as new; ;..; *£46
PREMIER, 1913, 2ih-.p., h'ghtweight, ;£1^
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3I h.p., tourist, fixed gear/.^..- "£19

INDIAN, 1914, 7-9 h.p., 2-speed. spring frame\ ...'.. .£38
ENFIELD, 1916, 3 h.p., twin. 2-speet], speedometer. *£48
HUMBER, 1913, z\ h.p., twin, had caretul usage *£21
RADCO, 1915, 2i h.p., 2-stroke, done about 500 £20
TRIUMPH, 1914, 4 h.p., 3 speed, excellent order *£50

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A,

NEW B.S.A. 1917 War OflacG Model, ohaln-cmn-I.elt
trnubmisaiou, 3-Bi>eed oouotershnft pear and kicit

starter; £64.—Wauchoije'a, 9, Shoe Lane, London,
[6439

B.S.A. 4»4h.p. Combination, 1915, ehaln-cum-belt, all
accegsories, excellent condition ; £59 ; would con-

sider exchange for car, 4-seater.—Fish, Watergate, liiil-

ford Viilnge, Salisbury. [6350
"D.S.A., ohain-cum-belt model, just aeliTored from
J-* works; £64; easy purchase terms arranged; ex-
changes considered.—Harroda, Ltd., Motor Cycle Deiit.,
Brompton Kd., London, 8.W. [6231

B.S.A. Model K. 1915, 4^h.p., 3-apeed. with coach-
built sidecar and all accessories, overLaaled through-

out, most excellent condition; accept £60, or nearest
offer.-Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [6451

S.A. 1916 Model K, 4^h.p., S-speed, kick start,
original tyres. Palmers oversize on rear, coach

NEW 1917 MODELS.
ROYAL ENFIELD 6 h.p. Combination £94 10
ROYAL ENFIELD, ^ h.p., twin, 2-speed £57 IS
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2i h.p., 2-speed, 2-stroke £44 2
B.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-speed, all-chain, H, 1917 model . £66
B.S.A., 4i h.p,, 3-speed, belt, K, 1917 model . . . £64
B.S.A., 3i h.p., Model D, T.T £52 10
ROVER, 1917, 3i h.p., 3-speed, Combination .... £89 9
ROVER, 1917, 3* h.p., 3-speed, solo £69 1ft

ROVER, 1917, si h.p., T.T., Philipson pulley £61 KP
LEVIS, 2t h.p single-speed, Popular model £32
COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-stroke, de luxe £37 15
MORGAN G.P. No. i, M.A.G. engine, discs, etc..*£150

A Few 1916 ROYAL RUBYS to Clear. Send for Lists and
Prices.

LIGHT CARS.
G.W.K., 1914, 8 h.p., just re-painted and overhauled £120
G.W.K., 1915, 8 h.p., just re-paintedj detach, wheels. *£160
MORGAN. 1917. G.P. No. i, only done 500, & as new.*£13S
KNIGHT, 1914, ii.9h.p., sporting body •£145
CALTHORPE, 1916, 10 h.p., G.D.M. dyn., 6 wheels. •£275
SINGER, 1914, 10 h.p., dynamo lighting ^£195
SINGER, 1913, 10 h.p., 5 lamps, just being overhauled. '£135
SINGER, 1913 (late), 5 lamps, dickey •£145
HILLMAN. 1915, 9.5 h.p., speedometer, little used.*£205
MATHIS, 1914, 15 h.p., 5-seater, dynamo •£305

Machines started (*) are complete with lamps, horn, etc.

1914 and 1915 DOUGLAS MACHINES bought lor Spot Cash.

MOTORMART
I00$136 GPortlandSUondonW
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sidecar, and screen; £68/10.—Lamb's, 151, High St.,
Walthamstow, 50, High Ed., Wood Green. [6268

B.8.A., 3^h.p., 2-speed, clutch, new heavy tyres, any
triai, £28, or exchange lower power; J.E.S., fitted

in i B.S.A. cycle, S-spoed hub, new Dunlop Magunm
tyres, lot as new, £12/10.—Martin, 23, Warren Rd.,
Tooting. [6462

B.S.A., 1916, 4^h.p., 3-3peed-geaT box, clutch, tick
starter, Palmers tyres nearly new, and new siiare

Dunlop, lamps and horn, 1916 coachbuilt Millford side-
car, all splendid condition ; £65.—Edmonds, I^angford,
Lecldade. [6341

B.S.A. Model K. 4i4h.p., S-speed, B.S.A. Canoelet
sidecar, No. 1, with hood, wind screen, grid, lamps,

mechanical horn, 2 months old, done 500, fine com-
bination; cost £88; officer going overseas; sell £78, or
£28 deposit, and 12 monthly payments of £4/8.—P.,
32, Eighth At., Forest Town, Mansfield. [3423

B.S.A. Latest New Models can be delivered from
stock: Chain drive model H, 3-speed countershaft

gear. £66; chain-cnm-belt model K, £64; Montgomery
sidecars in stock to fit from 10 gns ; your present
machine oan be taken as part payment.—Elce and Co.,
B.S.A. Agents, 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St..

E.G. ^ [0551

B.S.A.'i, 1917 model H, all chain, £66: and 1917
model K's, £64; not coming in, but actually in

stock ; deferred payments arranged : esehanges ; good
prices allowed for second-hand up-to-date machines.—
Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
Rd., Wood Green. 'Phones: Walthamstow 169, and
Hornsey 1956. [6262

4ih.p. 1916 B.S.A. and coachbuilt sidecar, 3-speed,
4 model H, all chain drive, clutch and kick start,

in the pink of good condition, complete with accessories,
60 gns., guaranteed; also a 1916 chain-cum-belt model,
fitted with roomy sidecar, including accessories, £60,
guaranteed; and a solo chain-cum-belt B.S.A,, 50 gns.,

guaranteed: easy terms, 2i,^%, half down.—Wauchope's,
appointed B.S.A. City agents, 9, Shoe Lane, London.

[6424
Calcott.

CALCOTT Lightweight, in good running order, tries
as new; £15, bargain.—Bacon, WellingtMi, Salop.

£6205
Calthorpe.

^ALTHORPE Junior, 1914, 2 speeds; £13.

CALTHORPE Junior, 1915, 2 speeds, J.A.P. engine;
£23.

CALTHORPE, 4h.p., 1914, 3 speeds, speedometer,
coachbuilt sidecar, as new; £33.—Percy and Co.,

337, Euston Rd., London. [6477

CALTHOEPE-J.A.P., 2-sp6ed, 1915; £23.-W. and
H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansagte, Manchester.

[6060
CALTHOEPE-J.A.P.. IQlSVo, but little used, perfect

condition: £25.—Apply, 10, Tideswell Sd., Pntuev.
Tel.: 1660 Putney. [6240

COLMORE Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham,
have in stock all models of Caltnorpes for im-

mediate delivery; also at our Manchester Depot. [0799

"I
0141/2 Calthorpe-Jap, 2-speed, just overhauled, lamps,

XiJ horn, new belt; exceptional bargain, £20, offers.

—Curtis, Brightside, Golders Green Rd., N.W. [X3539

NEW Calthorpes, J.A.P. 2^h.p, engine, 2-speed En-
field pear, sloping top bar £37/16; easy terms 2%

extra, or exchange arranged.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,
London. [6425

1Q16 4h.p. Oalthorpe Comoination, Enfield 2-speed
J-t/ gear, with free engine and handle starter, com-
plete with high grade coachbuilt fiidecar, only used a tew
miles, as new; price £60.—Alexander and Co., 272, Gt.
Western Rd., Glasgow. [5^83

NEW Calthorpes on easy terms, 2% only extra charge:
Latest lightweights, 2%h.p. J.A.P. engines, 2*

speed Epfield gears, sloping top bars, 36 gns. ; also
2^h.p. 2-stroke models, £28/17/6.—Wauchope's, Cal-
thorpe's appointed agents, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [6428

CALTHORPE Combination, 4h.p. J.A.P., twin en-
gine. Luyai Enfield, 2-speed gear, footboards, coach'

built sidecar; £73/10; just delivered from works; easj
purchase terms arranged ; exchanges considered.—Harrods
Ltd., Motor Cycle Dept., Brompton Rd., London, S.W

[622-.

Champion.
CHAMPION-J.A.P., 1913, 3i^h.p., complete with free

engine, h.b.c, Binks carburetter, Lucas lighting
set. automatic oil feed, speedometer, tools, and spares,
in perfect running order; a good bargain, £28, or near
ofiei;.-P. Tindall, Market Rasen. [X3390

AU letters relating to advertisements shjould auote the number at the end of each advertiRement. and the-. dat& of the issue, at*?
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-Jap.

CHATEE-J.AT., 1913, Bh.p. solo, 2-apeea, clutch,

chain, BinlvS, 1915 cylinders, tyres nearly ueiv, ac-

cessories, excellent condition; £30.~K6Xd, 68, Bailgate,
Lincoln. [X3395

Chatei'-Lea.

CHATEB-LEA, Sh.p. twin J.A.P., free engine com-
bination; £16.—Percy and Co., 337. Euston Ed.,

Loudon. [6478

Chater-Lea-Minerva.
CHATEE-LEA-MINEBVA, 5h.p. twin, ideal motor

cycle; £14, or cycle in part.-^W. Norman, Grey-
hound Lane, Streatham, S.W. [6417

Clyno.

CLTNO, 1913-14, 6h.p., .3-speed countershaft, chain
drive; £39/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St..

Halifax. [6127

RIDEE TEOWAED. 78, High St., Hampstead.-
1912 Clyno, 2-speed, with sidecar 24 gna., solo 21

ens.; good order. [6410

CLYNO 2-stroke, 1915, 2-8peed, elirtch, recently oyer-

hauled; bargain; nearest offer secures.—ITssher,
Moor House, Hawkhurst, Kent. [6290

CLYNO, lat« 1914, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, hand clutch, 2
lamp sets, speedometer, condition as new, mileage

2,400; lowest £26; owner in Egypt.— 7, Vale Terrace,
King's Ed., Chelsea. [X3147

Connaught.

P. J. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de^
livery all models Connaught from stock; miniature

and double-purpose models, prices from £28/17/6.-87-
91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X3442

Coventry Eagle.
COVENTET Eagle, 1916, 6h.p., S-speed countershaft,

coach sidecar, and accessories; cost £100, little

used, £69/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.
[6129

Dalm.
BALM 2-stroke, 1915, 3 speeds, clutch, lamps, etc.,

do 46 m.p.h. ; £22.^11, Luna Ed., Thornton
Heath, S.E. [6371

De Dion.

DE DION, 3%h.p., sidecar, just overhauled: £12, or
nearest offer.—G. Felgate, 72, Beechfleld Ed.,

Finsbury Park, [6420
Dot.

DOT, 3^4h.p. Precision engine, just been overhauled

:

£20, or near offer; owner called up.—Leigh, King's
Uromley, Lichfield. 1X3469

Douglas.
DOUGLAS Combination, 4h.p., 191B, almost new:

£65.
.. i-. .

QOUGLAS 4h.p. 2-speed 1914 Comhination; £55.

"TJOUGLAS, 1915, 2%h.p., 3 speeds; £46.

DOUGLAS, 1912, 2?ih.p., 2 speeds; £24.-Percy and
Co., 337, Euston Ed., London. [6467

TO 12 Douglas, good condition; £25.—Boss, 86, Higl
J-tJ Ed., Lee. [6375

CHRISTMAS
TRAVELLING.

19
D
19

15 Douglas, in fine order, complete.-
Eotherham.

[6379

Cross, Jeweller,

tX3473
OtJGLAS, 1913%, 2-speed, new condition; £30.-29,
St. Leonard's St., Bow. [6348

12 Douglas, re-enamelled, only wants seeing; £18.
—637, Holloway Ed., N. [6224

1 014 T.T. ]3oudas, complete, lamps, etc.; £34.—Cross,±f Effllngh.nm Sq., Eotherham. [X3472

COLMOBE Depot, Birmingham, Leicester, and Liver-
pool, for Douglas motor cycles, also spare parts,

[0800
DOUGLAS, 1912, 2 speeds; £20.—Smith, 16, Haver-

stotk Hill, opposite Chalk Farm Tube Station.
[6213

DOUGLAS, 1916, W.D. model, 2-speed, and acces-
sories; £45.—Stour Cycle Depot, Stourbridge.

[X3492
DOUGLAS, 1914, perfect condition, fully eauipped,

left by an officer; £37.—Alderton, 105, Oheapside.
[6297

DOUGLAS Combination, late 1915, new condition;
bargain, £50.—Maher, 75, BfSra Ed., Brixton, S.W.

[6307
~|Q11 Douglas, running order; £11, or exchange 2-

it/ stroke.-McCarthy, 10, Dougilas Av., Christ-
churcl). [6332

DOUGLAS, 23/ih.p., £15/10; 1913 2-spced, wants
tuning up, £26.—Motor Exchange, Horton St..

Halifax.

1 Q13 T.T. _ . ,

JL»/ condition, fully eQuipped;

[6128

Douglas, purchased 1914, in exceptional
on, fully equipped; £33—20, Whitley St.,

Reading. i [6447

IQIS Douglas, 2-speed, T.T. handle-bars, good condi-X ?/ tiou throughout ; accept 30 gns.—Hayes, 344,
Euston Ed. • [X3407

DOUGLAS.—Wholesale and retail West of England
agents ; write us your requirements.—Moffat,

Yeovil. Tel.: 50. [5855

Travel by road, and leave the railways free for

soldiers on Xmas furlough.

It is not only patriotic to do so, but more healthy

and economical.

GODFREYS can supply you with just the motor

cycle or combination to suit you—and can supply

from stock.

NEW MODELS IN STOCK.
GALTHORPE-J.A.P., aih.p., Enfield 2-spced gear £39 18
CALTHORPE Lady's 2-stroke, -j-speed gear £37 16
CALTHORPE Combination, 4 h.p.,C.B.S/car,3-sp. £73 10
LEVIS 2-stroke, -J h.p £32
LEVIS 2-stroke, 2^ h.p., Enfield 2-speecl gear .... £47 10
COVENTRY EAGLE 2-stroke. c /shaft, 2-5p. gear £44 2
NEW IMPERIAL, J.A.P. engine, 2-5peed gear £38
6.S.A., 4i h.p., 3-sp., countershaft gear (Model K) £64
B.S.A., 4I h.p., Model K, Slillford Corvette Sidecar £79 15
ALLON 2-stroke, 2I h.p., countershaft 2-speed gear £44 2
ALLON, 2-stroke, 2|^h.p., 2-speed gear, clutch .... £47 5
ENFIELD 6 h.p. Comb., C.B. S /car, 2-5peed gear £94 10
ZENITH, 3! h.p. J.A.P. engine, Gradua gear £62 7
ZENITH, 4-5 h.p. J.A.P. engine, Gradua gear £65 16
ZENITH, 6 h.p., twin cyl. J.,A..P. engine, Gradua . . £76 4
JAMES, 4I h.p., 3-speed countershaft gear, k-stirt £69 10
JAMES Comb., 4I h.p., C.B. Sidecar, 3-sp., k-start £87 5
JAMES 2-5troke, 2i h.p., 2-5peed gear £42
ROVER, 3.\ h.p., 3-speed, countershaft gear, k-start £69 10
ROVER Comb., 3! h.p., 3-sp., Rover C.B. Sidecar . £89 9

GUARANTEED SECOND-HAND
MACHINES.

HUMBER, 2 h.p., igrr, belt drive £12
TRIUMPH, 3.^ h.p., 1906, complete with accessories £16
TORPEDO, 25 h.p., 2-stroke, I9r4... £17
P. & M., 3i h.p., rgro, 2-speed, accessories. ....... £22
MOTOSACOCHE, 3i h.p., 1913, M.A.G. engine,

chain drive £25
ZENITH, 3I h.p., igi2, Gradua gear, speedometer

and lariip £25
HUMBER, 35h.p., rgir, 2-sp., complete with S /car

and accessories £25
SCOTT, 3^ h.p., r9i2, 2-str., 2-sp., k 'start, speedo-

meter, etc £26
tfELOCETTE, 2; h.p., rgis, 2-sfr., 2-sii:, chain drive £28
REVERE, 2.'. h.p.. 1916, 2-5troke, 2-speed £28
NEW IMPERIAL, 1915, 2J h.p., J.A.P. engine, ace. £29
INDIAN, 7 h.p., clutch model, igrs, accessories. . . . £30
CLYNO 2^ h.p., 2-stroke, 1914, 2-sp., and clutch,

C.B. Sidecar j
' £32

HUMBER, 35 h.p., 3-sp., and kick-stai-ter £36
DOUGLAS, 2^ h.p., 2-sp., and accessories, 1914. . . . £43
DOUGLAS, 2^ h.p., 2-sp., and accessories, r9i4. . . . £44
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 1914, 3-sp., Montgomery Sidecar,

and accessories £4S
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 2-sp., C.B. Sidecar, andaxess ,

'12 £45
DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., 2-sp., and accessories, r9r4. . . . £45
INDIAN, 5 h.p., 3-sp., k-stirt, accessories, rgi-;... . £49"

DOUGLAS, 3i h.p., 2-sp. and Idck-starter, 1914 £52
INDIAN, 5 h.p., rgrS, 3-sp., k-start, and accessories £54
ZENI'TH, 4-5 h.p., 1915, countershaft gear, k-start,

acr^essories £55
HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1915. 3-sp-> k-start, lamps

and horn £55
INDIAN, 7 h.p., 1915, 3-sp., spring frame, electric

eouipmcDt £-56

INDIAN,. 7 h.p., rgrs, 3-sp., spring frame, k-start,

electric eqmpment £59
INDIAN, 5 h.p., 3-sp., access., and C.B. Indian Side-

car, r9i5 ; £62
SCOTT, 3I h.p., r9i6, 2-sp., k-start, speedometer

and lamp, etc £65
iNDIAN, 7 h.p., 3-speed, spring frame, elec. equip.,

C.B. Sidecar £69
INDIAN, 5h.p.,l9j6,3sp., C.B. S/car,newcondition £72
INDIAN, 7 h.p.. Mod. F., elec. equip., disc wheels,

as new £85
INDIAN, 7 h.p.. Mod. F, access., & Swan sporting

Sidecar £88
INDIAN, Mod. F, rgre, 7 h.p., 3-sp., C.B. Sidecar,

shop-soiled £96

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS, 1912, 2-speed, kick starter, f.E.S. lampl
set, splendid condition : called up ; £27.-35, Colwell'

Ed., B. Dulwich, S.E. [6254

"I Q13 T.T. 2=/th.p. Douglas, 2-speed, tyres aijd belt as
-*. *^ new, thoroughly overhauled thiGUghoat ; £32.

—

Eailway Garage, Staines. [6459

DOUGLAS, 1914, Z%h.v., 2-speed, T.T., enamelled
red, condition perfect, accessories: £35, nearest.— ,.

Lovell, 42, Church St., Baldock, Herts. [6222

DOUGLAS. 1916, 3-speed, rests and footboards, splen-
did condition, Watford, Stewart horn and Lucas

rear; £46.—Eiley, 39, Charles St., Sheffield, [6345

DOUGLAS Specialists.-Gibb, Gough, London Ed.,
Gloucester. Gibb, the International Douglas rider,

winner of numerous cups and gold medals. . [2218

"f Q15 W.D. Pattern T.T. Douglas, spare inlet and el-
J-*/ haust valves: £38.—Capt. 0. P. Symonds, Con-
naught Hospital, Aldershot, or Tel. 93 Famhorough.

[X338a

J Q 13-1914 T.T. Douglas, 2-speed, free engine, kick
J-iJ start, tyres new, guaranteed perfect; any trialT
£26.—Watsou, Foresters' Arms, Brady St., Whitechapel.-'

[6306
DOUGLAS, late 1911, 2 speeds, clufeh, footboards,

splendid condition: seen week-ends, or by appoint-
ment; £19/10.-E. Andrews, 11, Whatman Ed., Forest
Hill. [6200'

DOUGLAS, Bosch, 2-speed, F.B., handle starting, '

footboards, running order; quick sale, bargain, £12,
or nearest.—Hiseocki Marlowes, Hfimel Hempsteadr.
Herts. [X3357,

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., T.T., Ooi, 1915, S-speod, torpedii

sidecar, accessories, little and carefully used ; seen
before 7 o'clock; £58.—Eandall, 88, Church Ed,
Barnes. [6192

1Q15 2%h.p. Douglas, W, S-speed, clutch, engine
Xi/ perfect, ridden very little, nearly new, with

- - -
St.,

[638*

1913, 2-speed, and clutch, in excellent
£32.-47, Hamil-

Bending. [6456

DOUGLAS,
cfindition, black lamp set, spares

perfect, ridden very . ,

accessories; £52/10 -Bobinsou's Garage, Green St.,

Cambridge.

33.h.p. 2-speed. T.T. Douglas. 1916 model, perfect
4 order throughout, complete with Lucas acces-

sories; £49/10.-2, McDowall Ed., Camberwell Green,
Loudon, S.E. [6198

DOUGLAS. 1915, ZVih-f; 2-speed, T.T., lamps, horn,
speedometer, knee-grips, spare belt, spares, etc.;

£43/10.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mile St., E.O. [0''91

DOUGLAS, 1916, lamps, speedometer, T.T. model,
special machine, little* used ; £38 for Quick sale.—

11, Luna Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E. Alter 7.30, or
by appointment. [637?^

1 Q 14-1 5 4h.p. Douglas, 2-spced, clutch, kick start, in
-t*' perfect condition, tyres as new, lamps, horn, and"
accessories; £46.
Water, Surrey.

-Webber, Eailway Hotel, Virginia
[6359

GODFREY'S, ltd

208, Gt. Portland Street,

LONDON, W,
'Phone—7091 Mayfair (2 lines).

DOUGLAS; 23/,h.p. T.T.. late 1913, 4,000, perfect,

very fast, climb anything- noimal on top; trial]

deposit; owner in army- 18 months; £33. — Ne^nuan,
Cowpen HaU. Blyth. [6242

DOUGLAS, 1913-14, T.T., 2 speeds, perfect beauty,
fully equipped, long: exhaust, running on aubstitutes;

quick sale accept 30 gns. ; evenings after 8, or week-end-
—136, Dalmally Ed., Croydon. [629*

DOUGLAS, 234Ji.p., 2-speed, clutch, complete with
lamps, etc., in 1915 condition, quite the best

second-band Douglas we have seen lately; oflers wanted.
—Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxen.. [6452

PEACnCALLT New 2%h.p. Bouglaa, 3-speed model
W, purchased 1916, xacing bars, footrests, Stewart,

(75) epeedometei lamps, tools, done 636, beautiful con-

dition; £55.-19. Mouutaeld, PreatwiclL [X343ft

31h.p.' Late 1914 2-speed Douglas, OTerhauled by.

2 Douglas firm last June at cost of £7, perfect
condition, lamps, bom, etc., special large leather box
for carrier, long exhaust; £45,—Capt. Flower, Easton,
Corsham, Wilts.

~ [X335S

DOUGLAS Models for Sale.—One 1911 model, £10; !

one 1911 model, £14; one 1912 mode!, 2-speed,

tick starter, free engine, £30: one 1913 model, 2-'

speed, £30; one 1915 model, T.T., 2-speed, £38; one
lady's model, £38.—T. Barker and Sons, 35, Friar St,
Reading. [X3272

SELDOM Occurs.-T.T. Douglas, 2^h.p., late 1913
(geuuine), 2-speed, special racing engine, practically

brand new heavy Dunlops, P. and H. lamp set, long ex-

haust, kuee-grips, etc., just had general overhaul, guar-

anteed in perfect condition ; accept £28/10 for immedi-
ate sale.—Amber House, Gloucester Rd., Chesterfield.

[X3416
DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-8peed, clutch model, all acces-

sories, really fine order, £35/10; also another need-

ing slight repairs, £24/10; similar model, 1914 (data >

guaranteed), 2^h.p., 2-speed, kick start model, un-
scratched, £44/10 ; deferred payments if desired.—
Lamb's, 151, High St., "Waltharastow, and 60, High Ed.,

Wood Green. Thones: Walthamstow 169, and Horn- ,-

sey 1956. - [6264-i

Eagle.

1 Qie^Eagle, new^ondition; cost £90, accept £55^-^.-
Hayes, 344, Euston Ed. [S3410 i

Enfield.

1013 Enfield Combination, O.B. sidecar; £40.—Ross.XU 86. High Ed., Lee.
'

[6382

.<m8 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfleld.

OPEN all Chfistmas.—1916 Enfleld combination, 3
lamps, mileage 450; 70 gua.—Below.

ANOTHER, 1915 combination, fully OQulpped: 56
gns.—Rider Tioward, 78, High St., Hampstead.

[6398
1Q16 Enfield, 3h.p., all accessories, new condition;
J-if £39.-Eoss, 86, Higli Rd., Lee. [6377

COLMOKE Depot, 31, Colinore Row, Birmingham,
for immediate delivery oi Enfields. [0801

1 Q16 6h.p. Enfleld Combination, perfect, 4 months'
J-t/ use, lamps.—Varcoe Motors, St. Austell. [6187

ENFIELD 1916 Sh.p. Combination, Lucaa electric
set; £85.-Stour Cycle Depot, Stourbridge. [X3493

1Q14 Enfleld Combination, complete; owner calledJ-" up; £48/15.—Stacey, 12, Ecclesall Rd., Sheffield.

3
16245

n.p. Twin Royal Enfleld, In perfect condrtion;
£27/10.—Chilton and Co., 199, High St., Watford.

[6457"1016% 6h.p. Enfleld Combination, done 150 miles,
JL-iT practically brand new; £75.-20, Whitley St.,
Eoadmg. [5445

1Q16 Enfield Combination, new Dnnlop rear wheel,
JLt/ fine condition; £65, oflers.-35. Bishop St.,

,
Shrewsbury. [X3429

1Q13 Enfield 6h.p. Combination, all accessories; £45.J-f —Smith, 16, Haierstock Hill, opposite Chalk
Farm Tube Station. [6211

p^NFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, hood, screen, 3
J-i lamps, speedometer, mirror, original tyres still on;
£85.—Lamb's, below.

NFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, lamp, horn, new
2 months ago; £85.—Lamb's, below.

pNFIELD 1916 6h.p. Combination, 3 Lucas lamps,
-'-' Stewart speedometer, horn, ridden slightly over
1,000 miles; £84.

piNFIELD, 1915, 3h.p., tick start, 2-3peed, touring
J-' model, exceeding good condition, ridden leas than
600 miles; £47/10.—Lamb's, below.

ENFIELD Commercial Chassis, with quite new box on

;

12 gns.—Lamb's, below.

ENFIELD, 1917, 8h.p., dynamo Ughting outfit, with
bood and screen; £115/15.—Lamb's. 151, High

St., Walthamstow, and 50, High Kd., Wood Green.
'Tels. ; Walthamstow 169, and Homsey 1956. [6269

ROYAL Enfleld Lightweight Twin Magneto, runs
well; £12/15.—Wand-rworth Motor Exchange,

Ebner St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [6316
pNEIELD Combination, new models in stock, 6h.p.,
J-i 2-spe6d, £94/10; cash, exchange, or deferred pay-
ment terms.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate Av.,
Camomile St., E.G. [0492

T7NFIELD, 1912, 2y4h.p. twin, Bosch mag., Druid-' forks, new tyres, splendid condition
; quick sale,

bargain, £15, or nearest.—Hisoock, Marlowes, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts. [X3368

1Q16 Enfleld 6h.p. Combination, nearly new, runJ-v about 1,500 miles, lamps, horn. Palmer tyres-
£75 cash.—Apply, Styring, Southdown Motors, Fresh-
fleld Ed., Brighton. [X3033

ENFIELD Combination, 90 gns. ; 3h.p. twin, £57/10;
2-speed, 2-stroke, £45; delivery from stock.—

Exeter Motor Cycle Co,, Ltd., Bath Ed., Exeter, and
Tavistock Ed., Plymouth. [0838

ENFIELD 1915 6h.p. Combination, dynamo lighting
set, Lucas and electric horns, wind screen, spare

tyre; £58; call or write; trial any time.—Cranford, 49.
Bverton Ed., Addiscombe, Croydon. [5881

1Q15 Enfleld Combination, 6h.p., condition perfect,
•LkJ 3 lamps, horn, speedometer, Blnks earburetlcr.
screen ; expert examination invited ; only run 4,500
miles; £70, no oftere.—17, Shaw St., Bnmley. [X3420

ROYAL Enfleld 1916 Model Coach Combination, 6h.p.
twin, mag. (countershaft gear). Lncas dynamo

lighting; sacrifice 78 gns.-Wandsworth Motor Ex-
change, Ebuer St., Wandiworth (Town Station). [6318

ROTAL Enfleld Combination, 6h!p., late 1914, in
beautiful condition, tyres almost new, complete

with lamps, horn, all tools, and wind screen, been care-
Inlly used; bargain, £58.-21, Burrage Ed., Plnnstead.

[6220
ENFIELD, 1916, 3h.p., 2-«rood, specification as list,

used 50 miles only, and as new ; cost 55 gns., accept
£48, or nearest offer; owner, through wounded leg, finds
it impossible to use motor cycle.—Layton'a Garage,
Bicester, Oxon. [X3087

ENFIELD 6h.p. Combination, quite new, done 300
miles only; cost 2 montha ago, with Jones speedo-

meter, £98; selling because wife too nervous; £85,—
Apply, letter only first, to A., c/o Stewart, 44, Alten-
bnrg Gardens, Clapham Comuaoa. S.W. [6331

ENFIELD 1913-14 6h.p. Combination, speedometer,
Lucas horn, mechanical horn, mirror, watch, 3

tamps, spare tyres as new, spare tube in leather case,
new spare chain, several spare links, link extractor, in-
surance : 48 gns., no offers, rock-bottom.—90, Sydney
Bd., Hornsey, London. [6221

BIRinNGHAM Enfleld Agent, P. J. Evans, 87-91,
John Bright St.—Immediate delivery all 1917

lDlode.3, incliidipg lighting set combination, special Sh.p.
jwith hiod and screen, and standiird 6h.p. combination,
1»1bo Sh.p. standard and sporting models, and 2'4h.p, 2-
latroke : prices from 42 gns. [X3443

GET IT AT

lAYLORS
Sole London and District Agents for

A,J,S, & British Excelsiors.

CHRISTMAS
Gifts and Useful Presents

FOR OUR SOLDIERS.
Single breasted Tan Leather SLEEVE
Waistcoats, warm lined, 32/6. Double-
breasted ditto, lined fleece, 44/-. Single
breasted, without sleeves, 25/-.

Chamois leather undyed Trench Socks, to
fit over ordinary sock, very warm and
damp-proof, 4/6 per pair.

Belts, plaited leather, giving spring to fitting,

2in. wide, with large plated buckle, as illustra-

tion, 2/9 ; post 3d.

"Asbestol"
Gloves, as iUus-

t r a t i o n , No.

3105, made of

finest horsehide,

lined fieece,

strap fastening

at \vrist, state

size, 11/6.

English make. Gauntlet Cuff, Tan Kid Gloves,
lined wool, strap fastening at wrist, 9/3. State
size. _^_
Gauntlet One Finger Gloves, inserted knitted
wristlets, made from. Tan Sheepskin, 7/6.
Tan Sheepskin, short Gauntlets, lined, 5/9.

Black Sheepskin, short Gauntlets, lined, 5/9.

ELECTRIC FLASH TORCHES.

Standard, with domed lens,
flat type 2/6

Medium round,6Jy iJ,No. 6 4/3

Large „ 9 xi}, No. 7 6/6
Spare batteries .... 9d., 1 /-, 1 /3,
and 1 /6

Spare bulbs, clear 4|d.

„ opal 6d,

Postage paid over 5 /-.

Approval against remittance.

Write for Tyra Catalogue, now ready, port free.

SPECIAL AGENTS for REX and J.A.P. PARTS,
TRADE SUPPLIED.

H, TAYLOR & CO., LTD.
Showrooms: 21a, STORE STREET, W.C.

Wholesale : 38, ALFRED PLACE, W.C.

Gara-ge: i?, Tottenham Mews, W.C,
'Phone—Museum, 1340.

Telegrams—"Dynametro, Westcent, London."i

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Enfield.

ENFIELD 8h.p. Colonial Outfit, £96/12; also 1917
6h.p. standard combination EDfield, liood and

screen, £100; 3h.p. solo models, T.T. touring, £57/15;
two Sh.p. 2-seater combinations, £99/12; not coming in,
but actunlly hera Good prices offered for second-hand
up-to-dnte machines in part exchange; deferred terma
entertained.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow, and
50, High Rd., Wood Green. 'Phones: Walthamstow 169,
and Hornsey 1956. [6263
6h.p. 1916 Royal Enfleld Combination, fitted with

Lucas's dynamo lighting set, comprising head lamp,
rear lamp, sidecar lamp, superior quality hood, and mica
screen, powerful Lucas hooter, all chain drive machine,
handle starting, speed gear, beautifully sprung roomy
coachbuilt sidecar ; the combination complete, and as
good as new, with all tools; 90 gns., guaranteed; any
severe trial given, and delivered by road free.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lano, London. [6429

Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR, 1916, 7h.p., 3-speed, and coach side-
car, used for demonstration; ;e69/10, caah bar-

gain.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [6130

EXCELSIOR, late 1916, 4V2h.p., 3-speed countershaft,
Lucas lamp and horn, including electric lighting

set, with new £18 Star sidecar, with hood and screen;
67 gns., complete.—242, Bhirland Lane, Atterclifle, Shef-
fleld. [6237

MOTOR Cycle, 7-9h.p. American Excelsior, He Luxe
model, electric magneto generator lighting equip-

ment, etc., Hercules sidecar, not driven 3,000 miles;
cost over £100, accept £65 for immediute sale; owner
called to the colours in January.—Harris, Jeweller, Bi-
cester, Oson. [6248

F.N.

F.N. 4-cyl. Magneto [dropped frame), running order;
£12/15.-1, Ebner St., Wandsworth. [6317

F.N., 4-cyI., going order, mag., Amao, good tyres,
etc.; £10; after 7—32, Boston Park Ed., Brent-

ford. [6249

03.h.p. P.N"., Bosch mag., clutch, splendid condition,^4 £10; also 1912 F.N., 4-cyl.. clutch.—Smith, 16,
Haverstock Hill, opposite Ohalk Farm Tube Station.

[6214
35.h.p. F.N"., low and fast, T.T. bars, B. and B. car-
4 buretter, engine overhauled, Hellesen ignition

;

£10, or nearest: guaranteed reliable.—Edgar, 158, Stan-
ley St., K.P., Glasgow. [X3348

Harley-Davidson.
|Q15 Harlev-Davidson Combination, all accessories;
J-t' £64.-22, Gilmore Rd., Lee. [6375

1 Q15 Harley-Davidson Combination, fully equipped,
Xt/ and in good condition; 50 gns.—Hayes, 344, Ens-
ton Rd. [X3408

J A. STACET, 12, Ecclesall Ed., Sheffield, for im-
• mediate delivery of Harley-Davidsona. Spares, 24

hours' service. [6244

HARLEY-DAVIDSON 1916 Combination, run 600
miles, indistinguishable from new; £80.—Percy

and Co., 337, Euston Rd., Londoru [6469

HARLEY-DAVIPSON 1916 Models daliyered from
stock on the best terms for cash exchange or

easy payments. Sidecars in stock to fit.—Below.

HABLEY-DATIDSON, 1915, 7-9h.p., 3-3peed, model
11J, electric lighting, electric horn, with Harley

sidecar, model A; £63.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishops-
gate At., Camomile St., E.O. [0480

1 Q15 llh,p. Harley-Davidson and sidecar, in excellent
-L*J condition; £68- owner gone to the Front.—
Axworthy, Oakfield, Wilton Ed., Salisbury. [6226

COLMORE Depot, Birmingham, Manchester, Liver-
pool, Leicester, for immediate delivery ol all

models of Harley-Davidsons, and spare parts. [0802

LATE 1915 Harley-Davidson Combination, fully
equipped, excellent condition, £80; cash or easy

terms.-E. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0861

1Q15 Model IIP Harley-Davidson, 7-9h.p., only done
X*? -3,000 miles, in splendid runnmg order, very fast,

not a puncture, all accessories, excepting speedometer;
expert advice with pleasure; £55.—S. O. Salter, Manor
Ed., Aldershot. [X2111

HARLEY-DAVIDSON, 1916, model 16F, and Harley
Canoelet sidecar, wind screen, many valuable acces-

sories, new 4 months ago, ridden approximately 800
miles; £89/10; etosy payments if desired; also ex-
changes entertained.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-
tow. [6270

Hazlewood.
HAZLEWOOD, 1914, 6h.p. J.A.P. engine, 3 ipeedi,

coachbuilt sidecar, in real good order ; £29.—
Perjy and Co., 337, Euston Ed., London. [6474

Henderson.
HENDERSON, 1914-15, 4-cyl., 2-speed, chain drive;

£46/10, or exchange.—Motor Exchange, Horton
St., Halifax. [6131

Humber.
ITMBEE. 3V2h.p., 2-flp6ecI; i23; eKohange.—W. and
H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deanagate. Manchester.

[6058
1Q14 3%h.p. 3-speed Humber, lamp, etc.; £35; cash
X«7 or easy terms.—E. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swan-
sea. [0863

HUMBER Combination, 3^h.p., 2-speed, free, mag.,
B. and B., fast, in flne order and condition; £18

—Head, 31, Hamthorpe Bd., West Norwood. [0870

H

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue. AI9
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR
Humber.

SALE.

HUMBER, 3y2li.p., 2-speed, free engine, in good run-
ning order ; £15 ; owner witli coloura.—Sheldon

s

Cottages, Long Lane, Bexley Heath, Kent. [6259

HUMBER, 1915, ZVoh.-p., 3-speed, nearly new; special
price, £57/10.—Exeter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Bath Rd., Exeter, and Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0842

1 Q17 3^h.p. Humber, twin horizontal engine, aemi-
-A.«^ T.T. bars, hn.ndle-bar controlled clutch, quite
new, just deli-vered, £75; with Mills-Fulford coach, side-
car complete, £88; Douglas machines taken in part
exchange.—Robinson's Garage, Green St, Cambridge.

£6390

Indian.
INDIAN 1916 Powerplus Combination, ran 300 miles:

£90.

TNDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. T.T., almost new; £45.

TNDLAN 1915 SYzltp. Twin, 3 speeds; £40.

INDIAN 1915 5h.p. Combination; £50.—Percy and
Co., 337, Euston Ed., London. [6468

INDIAN, 5h.p., new thia year, 3-8peed gear; accept
£57/10.—Haves. 344. Enston Rd. rx.^4Q9[S:3409

INDIAN 1914 7-9h.p. 2-

, condition, all accessories
Gardens Mews, W.

1Q15 Speed Clutch Model Indian, complete, eseelleut
J-«/ condition; £43.—Castle Motor Co., Kiddermin-
ster. [5981

Combination, perfect
£45.-22; Hyde Park

[6309

INDIAN 1915 7-9h.p. Combination, fully equipped, and
in really desirable condition; accept £60, or near

ofter.—Layton'a Garage, Bicester. [S3093

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., spring frame combination, new chains
and tyres, OYerhauIed; called up; best ofier.—G.,

1, Kensington Park Rd., London, W. [6356

INDIAN Combination (May, 1916). £24 sidecar, elec-
trically equipped, speedometer, equal to new; must

sell; £68.-8, Stockwell Park Walk, Brixton. [6251

INDIAN (1913-1914), 7-91i.p., not used for a year, good
condition; owner sefYing; first cheque 22 gns.

secures.—A.P., Spencer's Garage, Gravesend. [6292

INDIAN, 1915, 7-9h.p., S-speed, spring frame, elec-
tric lighting, electric horn, speedometer, etc, with

1916 Montgomery sidecar to match; £70.—Below.

INDIAN, 1915, Sh.p., 3-8peed, lamps, horn, etc., with
Mills-Fulford sidecar, in fine condition, very little

used; £60.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate At., Camo-
mile St., E.O. [0481

INDIANS, model 0, In stock for immediate deli^'ery,

spring frame, 3 speeds, 2 electrio lamps, and horn
also speedometer; £78.—P. J Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. CS;3441

1 ttl6 5h.p. Indian, 3-speed, clutch, kick start, 20 gn.
J~iJ Millford sidecar, new in August, lamps and acces-
sories, perfect condition; £75.—Saunders, 3, Calverley
Terrace, Tunbridge Wells. [X3461

1 Q15 Indian Combination, 7Ii.p., 3-speed, spring
J-«7 frame, Lucas lighting set, just overhauled by
manufacturers ; trial run by appointmant ; price £58
cash.—Tompsett, Moors, Harden, Kent. [5620

INDIAN and Sidecar, 191 6, 7-9h.p. Powerplus
model, condition new, 1,500 miles, all fitments;

owner accepted commission ; price £85, or nearest offer.

—Been at H.D.C. Garage, Hendon, N.W. [6209

7-9h.p. Indian, IClls-Fulford combination, 2 speeds,
clutch model, electrically equipped, everything as

new; selling for owner joined up; £48/10, valuable
spares.—Choppen, 79, Aldred Rd., Kennington Park,
S.E. [6280

INDIAN Powerplus, 7h.p., 3-speed, T.T., rigid Irame
model, Dunlop tyres, ^75; spring frame touring

model, with lamps and horn, £78.—In stock for immedi-
ate delivery at P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-
ham. [X3437

coachbuilt
,__,

, ^_ .. _.. .... . kick,

electrically equipped {3 lamps and horn), speedometer,
spares, tools, as new; £80; seen by appointment.— 24,

Langside Av., Putney. [6199

INDIANS, second-hand 1915 models: 7h.p. model C,
with de luxe coach sidecar, £60; 5h.p,, 3 speeds,

with spcrting coach sidecar, £52/10; 5h.p.- solo mount,
£50 ; all overhauled and guaranteed sound.—P. J. Evans,
John Bright St, Birmingham. [X3438

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham and Midland Indian
• Agent.—All models in stock for immediate de-

livery; 7h.p. T.T. Powerplus, £75; 7h.p. S-speed spring
frame, and electric light, £78; sidecars from 11 gns.—87
91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X3439

INDIAN, 7h.p., 1915-16, 3-speed, electrically equipped,
practically new Dunlop tyres, spare new chain, plugs,

etc., with almost new 22 gn. Millford sidecar, hood,
screen, etc. ; an absolute bargain ; inspection and trial

arranged, or photo; £68.—Williams, 42, St Mary Rd.
Southampton [X3498

J.A.P.
21.h.p. J.A.P., 1916, with Dixie mag.. Amac carbur-

2 etter, with controls, engine sprocket with chain
for countershaft, as new; £10.—2nd Lt. Waterpouse,
Broome Lodge, Sunninghill, Berks- [X3465

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 1915, with luxurious
sidecar, with luggage carrier, 3-speed, clutch.

SCOTS SHOULD VISIT

ms3mB
AND SEE OUR DISPLAY of

rPRESENTS?J
For Motor Cyclists
And bargain seekers everywhere should write for
our Lists of unbeatable values in the newest pro-
ductions of famous makers and fully guaranteed
low-priced second-bands not to be equalled any-
where.

SPECIAL SHOW, SCARCE NEW MODELS.

Fully detailed Lists sent free, including

:

6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, 2-seat. Sc. £102
7 h.p. INDIAN, Model G, o-speed £75
4-5h.p. ZENITH, Model D " £73 18
2j h.p. LEVIS, 2-stroke, Popular model . . £32
2i h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed, k /start £48 S
2i h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed. Model I £40 18
2* h.p. GALTHORPE, 2-strokc, 2-speed . . £34 13
2i h.p. CALTHORPE-il.A.P., 2-speed .... £39 18
2* h.p. LEVIS, 2-sp., Model E, chain drive £47 10
2t h.p. SPARKBROOK, 2 stroke, 2-speed £40
5 h.p. CLYNO, Military Model, with Side-

car, spare wheel, and luggage grid . £108 3
6 h.p. ENFIELDCombinat'n.elec. equip. £110 5
2l h.p. ENFIELD. 2-stroke, 2-speed ,..., £44 2
7 h.p. INDIAN, Model C, 3-speed £78
3 h.p. ENFIELD, Model 140 £57 15
•i h.p. INDIAN, Model B, 3-speed £70
4i h.p. B.S.A., Model H £66
4i h.p. B.S.A., Model K £64
2jh.p. DIAMOND.J.A.P., Enfield 2-sp gear £40 19
2ih.p. O.K. JUNIOR-J.A.P., 2-5peed... £38
23: h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke, 2-speed . . £39 5

2i h.p. EXCELSIOR, 2-stroke, single gear £30 16
2| h.p EXCELSIOR, Lady's Model £46 10
2i h.p. SPARKBROOK, 2-stroke, 2-speed. £40

^ AT OUR GLASGOW HOUSE.

Our matchless Second-hand Bargains
include these. Full List Free.

1916 4
1915 6

h.p. GALTHORPE Com., 2-sp. F.E. £60
h.p. CLYNO Comb., compl. equip. £65

1915 6 h.p. ENFIELD Comb., dyn. lighting £75
4 h.p. PREMIER Twin, 2-sp:, and Sidecar £26
1916 7 h.p. INDIAN & S/car., Mod. C, as

new £68
1014. 6 h.p. MATCHLESS-J.A.P. & S/car. £44
1916 AUTO-WHEEL, with Raleigh 2-speed £15
8 h.p, HUMBERETTE complete, perfect,

full equipment, special £68

t=| AT OUR EDINBURGH HOUSE.

Ask for full List of unusually low-
priced Second-hands, including

:

2i h.p. RADCO, 2-str., T.T., special value £12
2I h.p. TRIUMPH, fixed engine, big snip £20
I9r4 2 h.p. VICTORIA-PRECISION, 2-sp. £20
1915 2i h.p. ROYAL RUBY, good run. order£21

I9r5 2I h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P., a-speed £22 10
jQi<13ih.p ROVER, 3-speed and clutch .. £25
J916 2I h.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke £26
3S h.p.'IVY Twin, very speedv £26 10
tgib 2I h.p. SPARKBROOK, 2-str., 2-sp.,

as new £27
1912 3* h.p RUOGE, 2-sp., F.E., fine state £28 10

1913 3I h.p. B.S.A., belt, 2-sp., kick-start £30

3i h.p.'EDMUND Twin, 2-speed £33

113-115, LOTHIAN RD., EDINBURGH.
272-274, GT. WESTERN RD., GLASGOW.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
James.

/^OLMORE Depot, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, havo
^-^ in stock complete range of James motor cycles.

[0803
TAMES 3%h,p. Twin, 3-speed, chain diiTO, hand clutch,^ kick start, not mn 1,000 miles, perfect condition.
—Irrine Smith, Buttershaw, Bradford. [6294

JAMES 1914 4^h.p. Coach Combination, counter.
shaft gear, and accessories, ^44/10( also 1915

model, iE66/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.
[6132

JAMES, 1915, liUeaa lighting set, coachbuilt combina-
tion, 4V,h.p., 3 speeds, clutch and starter, good

condition; £68.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. [X3446

"I
Q16 ^i/ah.p. James Twin, S-speed countershaft, kick

--*/ start, h.b.c. clutch, Lucas lamps, and all aeces-

£55, no oflers.—Laughton, 3. Leopold
[6223

Kerry.

KERRY, 3%h.p., 1912, spring forks, Bosch, B. and
B., 2-9Beed, P.E.: £15.-5, Hillcrest Ed., Acton.

[X3353
5-6h.p. Kerry-Abingdon, 3-speed gear, and clutch, etc.,

perfect, and fully equipped, and complete '

sones, as new
St., Sheffield.

new B.S.A. coachbuilt sidecar; £35.-
St., Hammersmith.

, with a
Smith, 199b, King

[6368

Levis.

LEVIS, latest, brand new, single and 2-sp6ed models
in stock.—Moss, Wem. [3:3152

excellent
Kipon-

condition

;

[6193
1015 2?4h.p. 2-apeea Levis,
JLJ/ cheap, £23.-27, North St..

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.—
1915 Levis, mileage 2,500, perfect; 20 gns. [6411

LEVIS Popular, late 1915, good condition, all acces-

sories; £18.—Buckley, Gas Works, Farnham.
[X3432

COLMOEE Depots, Birmingham and -Leicester, for
delivery of all models of Levis motor eycles from

stock. [0804

LEVIS Popular Model, guite new, but very slightly

shop-soiled; accept £26/10.— Layton's Garage, -

Bicester, Oxon. [3.3094

1 Q16 2y2h.p. Levis, Enfield. 2-sTie''6d, chain drive, new
Xt/ 6 weeks ago, guaranteed liie new; £38.—Missin,
Oottingham, Hull. [X3418

1Q17 New Xevis Model E's, fitted with Enfield 2-

-If/ speed gear and free engine, £47/10; Popular
models, £32; easy terms 2% extra, or exchange.—Wau-
chope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [6430

21.h.p. LevisPopular 1916 Machine, about 3 months
4 old. complete with lamps, horn, etc., as new,

hardly soiled: a bargain,^ £26/10.—Warrilow and ""

Oxford St., Weston-super-, aare.

"IQIS Levis, 4-5h.p., countershaft gear model,^
-Li/ with sporting "

[313435

fitted

Swan sidecar, clutch, and kick

start complete with all accessories; the combination

£65, bargain, guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane,

London. t^*^!

Lincoln-EIIc.

RIDER TROWARD, 78, High St., Hampstead.-
1915 Lincoln-Elk, 4i4h.p., 2-spe6a countershaft

gear clutch, kick start, mileage 4,500, powerful sidecar

or solo mount, perfect ; 32 gns. [6407

Matchless.

i Q14 6h.p. Matchless, good condition, lamps, etc.;

Xu £35.—Parrlsh, Cavendish St., Keighley. [X3359

MATCHLESS Combination, 1912, 2-apoed! £27/10;
perfect order.-Staoey, 12, BcclesaU Ed., Sheffield."

L6247
8B Matchless, M.A.Q. engine, Bosch mag., absolufely

as new, electric lamps; £7R—Cross, Jeweller,

Eotherham. [X3471.

MATCHLESS 6h.p. 2-speed Coach Combination;
£42/10, or exchange.—Motor Exchange, Horton

St., Halifax. [^133

MATCHLESS, 1913, 6h.p. twin J.A.P., free engine,

and sidecar; £28.-Percy and Co., 337, Euston

Hd., London. [6480

MATCHLESS, 1915, 4h.p. twin, 3 speeds, ^perfeoi

order, under 3,000, lamp, speedoineter ; b^Eain,

£40.—P. Birch, Sutton-at-Hove, Kent. [33135 -

RIDER TROWAED, 78, High St., Hampstead.—
1913-14 Matchless combination. 8h.p., 2-speea,

clutch, kick start, fast, flexible, perfect, electric hghtsi

36 gns. _
[6406

MATCHLESS Combination, 8h,p., S-speed, luggage

grid wind screen, all accessories, exceptionally

fine sidecar; £45, bargain.-W. Ayers, Garage, Kensing-

ton Palace. [6263
_

MATCHLESS 6h.p. J.A P. Combination, 2-speed,

kick start, nearly new tyres, horo, P.,^.and H.,

sin.re8, underslung coachbuilt sidecar, everything just

overhauled, forced to sell, owner in Navy; 36 gns.-

Carter Woodside Grange, Lower Addiscomhe Ed.,

Croydon. [6329

MATCHLESS Combination, SB, late 1914. 3-8pecd.

fitted with disc wheels, Lucas head, «id6, ana

tail lamps, 5 gn. Cowey, horn, full tool kit, new 3in.

back tyre, spare petrol tin; the whole o;atflt as new,-

run very little mileage; £79.-Pope, 51, ComwaU Ed.,

Bristol. [S;3494-

A20 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

MATCHLESS, 1913, Slip. J.A.P., tick starter, free
engine, back hub clutch, in perfect mechauicnl

condition, with speedometer, lamp, horn, and spares, ex-
ceedingly powerful and fast, £25, or with Montgomery
largo art cane sidecar, with luggage carrier at rear

;

£29 lot, or separate; after 8 o'clock evenings, or any
time week-ends.—64, Mill Lane, Brixton Hill. [X3457

2

19

Minerva.
ih.p. Mng, Minerva, rnnning order; £9/10.-0. Farris,
2 (jooinbe Bissett, Salisbury. [X3427

MotO'Reve.
MOTO-REVE Twin-oyl. Lightweight, mag., B. and B.,

horn, and spares; bargain, £9/10.-79, Adelaide
i Ed., Leyton. [6344

Motosacoche.
14 Motosacoche, 2-speed, very fast; £25.—Ross, 86,
High Ed., Lee. [6378

MOTOSACOCHE, 1914. 2'/jh.p., -variable gear, free
engine, perfect order throughout, lamps, toolg,

spares, all complete; owner Overseas; £14.—D., 27.
Crockerton Rd., Upper Tooting, London. [6355

MOTOSACOCHE, SVah.p. twin M.A.Q.. 1915 model,
2-speed, and clutch, lamps, speedometer, tools,

Millford roachbuilt ."sidecar; the internal and external
condition of this outfit is excellent, and an exceptional
hargain at £46.—Longman, King St., Acton. 'Phone:
1578 Chiswick. - [6394

New Hudson.
NEW Hudson, 2^h,p., 2-speed, 2-stroke: £38.—Eseter

Stotor Cvole Co., Ltd., Jiath Rd., Exeter, and
Tavistock Rd., Plymouth. [0840

NEW Hudson 1913 3'/2-4h.p. Combination, 3 speeds,
clutch, etc., £35; 1912 combination, as above, all

accessories, £22.—P. J. Evans, John Blight St., Bir-
mingham. - [X3447

New Imperial.

NEW rmperial, brand new. 1916 model; £33-Castle
Motor Co , Kidderminster. [5982

NEW Imperial, latest 2'Ah.p. and 6h.p. models in
stock.—Crow Bros., Guildford. [6367

1Q17 New Imperial Lightweight, 2 speeds; 39 ens.—
•Ltl Motor Exchange, Horton St.. Halifax. [6135

1Q14 New Imperial-Jap, good running order: £16.—
J-«^ Seen Gunter Garage, Gunter Grove, Chelsea. [6312

COLMORE Depots, Muofhester and Leicester, for im-
mediate delivery of New Imperial motor cycles.

[0805
RIDER TROWARD, 78. High St.. Hampsteod.-

New Imperial, 1916 (July), 2-speed, mileage 450,
as new; 29 gns. [6408

NEW Imperial-Jap, 6h.p. twin, 2 speeds, countershaft,
in nice condition; £26—Percy and Co., 337, Eus-

ton Rd., London. [6479

J A. STAGEY, 12, Ecclesall Rd.. Sheffield, for Im-
• perial-Jap, the finest lightweight on the market;

delivery from stock. [6246

NEW Imperial, latest model, not ridden 200 miles,
perfect condition ; cost with licence, etc., £40, will

take £34.—Alderton. 105, Oheapside. [6296

NEW Imperial-Jap's, 2'/2h-P-. 2-sp66d, £38; free en-
gine and kick start models, £48/6; 2-speed models,

£40/19: easy terms arrange, or exchange.—Wauchope's,
9, Shoe Lane, London. [6436

PJ. EVANS, Birmingham Agent.—Immediate de
• livery all models New Imperials from stock, in

eluding standard light tourist, kick starter, and ladies'

models; also one shop-soiled motlel £35—87-91. John
Bright St., Birmingham. [X3445

IQIS New Imperial-Jap, 2V2h.p , 2-Bpe6d, perfect con-
Xi' dition, tyres unpunctured, front and rear lamps,

Jump, all tools, and spaje tyre: must sell before Jan
5th; price £30.— Harris, The Poplars. Downend, near

Bristol. [6323
New Ryder.

NEW Ryder, 1914, 2%h.p. Villiers 2-&troke, 2-speed.
lamp, horn, engine, gears, tyres perfect, speedy

olimb anything: bargain at £24, worth £30.—Bentley,
Woodbrook, Wilmslow, Cheshire. [6313

Norton.

NORTON" 1917 Brand New Big Four Oombioation;
£90 -Percy and Co., 337. Easton Rd., London.N[6465ORTON. TT„ Piiilipson, 1916. unscratched. excep
tionally fast, tyres excellent, 6in. P. and H. head

and rear lights, speedometer, done 600 miles, acces-
8ories, all in beautiful condition- £39.-34. Cumberland
8t., Luton, Beds. [X3369

N.S-U.

N.S.U.. 3h.p., -2-speed, £1^/10; 3i/i.h p. 2.speed.
£17/10; bargain prices.—Motor Exchange, Hor-

ton St., Halifas.
_

[6134

N.S.TJ. 1914 3h.p. Twin Magneto, Z speeds; cheap,
£25.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner St.,

Wandsworth (Town Station). [6319

N.S-U. 3h.p., Bosch, clutch, re-enamelled, good tyres.
fine condition: must sell; £15; seen after 7.-81.

Amersham Vale, New Cross. [6461

N.S.U., 1912-13, 3i/:.h.p., 2-speed, F.E„ adjustable
puller, and sidecar, in good condition ; £20. or ex-

change with cash for higher power.-H M., 13, May Rd.,
Giliingham, Kent. [6260

ACTUALLY IN STOCK.
2^ h.p. ALLON, 2-sp., clutch, £47 5s. ; 2-speed.

244 2s. ; single-speed, £37 lOS. ; ii models in

stock.

4} h.p. B.S.A., 1917, Mod. K, and Canoelct
Sidecar and windscreen £80 10

4i h.p. B.S.A-i 191 7,chaia driven, 8 models
in stock £66

4i h.p. B.S.A., belt-cum-chain £64
2th.p. ROYAL RUBY 1917, s-speed £40
zlh.p. ROYAL RUBY, 1917, single-speed £32 10

2i h.p. ENFIELD, 1917, 2-sp., 2-stroke .. £44 2
3 h.p. ENFIELD, 1917, k /start, T.T.

model, £57 15s. ; 3 h.p., £57 15s. ; 5
models in stock.

8 h.p. ENFIELQ, 1917, 2-seater Comb.,
Sidecar, hood, and screen £105 2

8 b.p. ENFIELD Colonial Combination .. £96 12
6 h.p ENFIELD Standard Combination . £94 10
3 h.p. ENFIELD 2-sp. Lightweight, Canoe-

let Sidecar £68 3
8 h.p. ENFIELD, 1917, dynamo lighting

outfit, with hcHDd and screen £115 15

7-9^.V. HARLEY-DAVIDSON, mod. 16F,
and Sidecar £102 9

2\ h.p, NEW HUDSON, 2-sp., mod. C, 1917 £38
2i h.p. LEVIS Popular £32
2I h.p. LEVIS, mod. E, 2-sp., Enfield gear,

rustless rims £47 10
3A b.p. 1917 ARIEL Solo, 3-sp., kick-start £65 10

SECOND-HANDS.
6 h.p. ENFIELD 1916 Com., 3 lamps,

speedometer, mirror, hood, screen £85
ENFIELD 1916 6 h.p. Comb., with access.,

scarcely used ; used 2 months ago £84
ENFIELD Commercial Chassis and box,

little used £12 12
ENFIELD rgr5 3 h.p. touring model, beauti-

fully kept, ridden less than 500 miles . . £47 10
ENFIELD 6 h.p. I9r6 Comb., Lucas access,,

speedometer, mileage under 2,000 £84
2^ b.p. DOUGLASj 1913, 2-sp., clutch,

hood, tyres, all access £35 10
2| h.p. DOUGLAS. 1913, 2-sp.,' & k /start,

accessories, requires sUght overhaul .... £24 10
2^ h.p. DOUGLAS, r9r4 ("date guaranteed),

2-speed, absolutely unscratched £44 10
2i h.p. 1916 O.K.-JUNIOR, 2-speed, lamp
and horn, splendid condition £29 10

2ih.p. CONNAUGHT, 1916, only shop-
soiled, lamp, born £29 10

2^ b.p. RADCO, 1914, single-speed £15 15
3* h.p. NUMBER, 2-sp., Sidecar, many ace. £25 10

zl h.p. P. & M., 2-sp., 1914, Comb , late,

good value £55
2i h.p. NEW HUDSON, late I9r4, 2-speed £23 10

3i h.p. ROVER, igish T.T. model, P. & H.
lamp, Stewart horn £29 19

CARS.
HUMBERETTE, 1913, air-cooled, 3-sp.,

reverse, hood, screen, lamps £52 10
SAXON, IT h.p., 1915, 2-seater, Stepney,

speedometer, lamps £112 10
FORD, 1915, 2 windscreens, 4 shock absor-

bers, cost £170 12 months ago, used fine

weather only £110
BELSIZE, late 1914, 10-12 h.p., Com-

mercial Car, fitted up by them through-
out, ridden not more than 6,000 miles . .£185

DEFERRED PAYMENTS
if desired ; terms quarter down and balance in 12
monthly instalments. Substantial discount in

one, three and six months.
EXCHANGES.

Good prices allowed on up-to-date Outfits in

Exchange for new. Motor Cycles entertained
against Cars,

LAMB'S,
151, HIGH ST.,

WALTHAMSTOW,
N.E.
'Phone;

Walthamatow 169.

-) minutes Hoe St. <G.E.R.)

Alsoat50,HIGHRD.,
WOOD GREEN,

N.
(Only depot in this distriet).

"Phono : HoruBey XOSfl.

Hnurg—g to 8-80.

Thuradaya. I o'eloolc
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
K

O.K.'a la stock, M A.G. £42/10, J.A.P. £38.—
Youngs, 2 and 3, The Porade, High Ed., Kilburn.

[5931

O.K., 1916, 4-atroke, 2-apeed, connterBhaft, elaborate
accesaorie., spares, and tools, as new; £25.—Head,

31, Hainthoroa Ed., West Norwood. [0867

O.K., late 1915, little used, owner absent, tyres, tube,
unscratched. excellent going order, 4-8troke, 2-Bpeed,

2h.p. (the engine of Snowdon fame) : £23.—Q., 1. High
St., Tunbridge Wells. [X3401

2JLh p. 1916 O.K. Junior, 2-sp6ed, lamp and horn,
2 splendid condition; £29/10.—Lamb's, 151. High

St.. Walthamatow, and 50, High Ed., Wood Green.
Tels. : Walthamstow 169, and Homsey 1956. [6272

Omega.
16 Omega 2-8trobe, 2-Bpeed. not done 200 miles, as
new; best cash offer.-Missin, Cottingham, Hull.

[X3417
P. and M.

P. and M., SV^h.p., 2 speeds, in good order, speedo-
meter; £17.—Percy and Co., 337, Euaton Ed.,

London. [6470

1 Q12 3%h.p. P. and M., 2-apeed, torpedo pattern caneA" sidecar; any trial; £32.-394, Fincbley Ed.,
Child's Hill, N.W. [6320

P. and M., 1913, 3V2h.p. coachbuilt combination;
£40.—Tuke and Bell, Ltd., Motor Dept., Carlton

Engineering Works, High Ed., Tottenham, N. [4916

P.
and M., late 1914, 3y2h.p., 2-spe6d, with P. and M.
coach sidecar, aplendid order ; £55 ; exchanges, de-

ferred payments if desired.—Lamb's, 151, High St.. Wal-
thamstow, and 60, High Ed., Wood Qreen. [6267

Peco.
EAB Ofler.—1915 (late) 2-spe6d Peco 2-atroke, 800;
£25 ; approval.

15 (Deo.) 2-spoed Peco 2-stroke, 3,000; £23; ap-
proval.—Newman, Cowpen Hall, BIyth. [6243

Precision.

PEEOISION 4h.p. 1914 Combination, countershaft 3-

apeed, clutch, lamps, speedometer, etc. ; £28/10.—
Lieut. Fleming, E.N., 11, Luna Sd., Thornton Heath,
S.E. [6374

Premier.
PBEMIEE, lat© model, 2'/2h.p. lightweight, in almost

new condition; £18/18.—Layton's Garage, Bicester,
Oxon. [X3096

PREMIER, 1912, SVih.p., 2-speed, £23/10; or with
sidecar, £27/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St.,

iralifax. [6136

PEEMIEE, 1915, 3>Ah.p., 3 speeds, countershaft, kick
starter, and coachbuilt sidecar, in jirst-class condi-

tion; £40.

PEEMIEE, 1914, S'/jh.p.. 3 speeds, and coachbuilt
sidecar, in good order; £30.—Percy and Co., 337,

Euston Ed., London. [6487

IQ14 SVah.?. Premier, 2 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar;
J-t/ £45: cash or easy terms.—E. E. Jones (Garages),
Ltd., Swansea. [0823

1 Q14 Premier. 2i^h.p., 3-speed, clutch, all accessories;
Xt/ £28.-Smith, 16, Haverstock Hill, opposite Chalk
l''arm Tube Station. [6212

PEEMIEE, 3'/2h.p.. S-speed, F.E., Druids, Cowey
speedometer, perfect mechanical condition, brand

new tyres; £25.-5, Hillcrest Ed., Acton. [X3352

PEEMIEE, 1913, 3V2h.p., 2-speed countershaft,
speedometer, coachbuilt sidecar, good condition

;

£30.— Saudringham, Victoria Av., Swanage. [X3274

PEEMIEE, 3y2h.p., 1914, countershaft 3-speod, kick
starter, Jones trip, coachbuilt sidecar, hood, screen,

scarcely used 1916; £45.-37, Church Ed., Brixton.
[6301

PREMISE Combination, 1915 (lat«), 4h.p., 3-speed
countershaft gear, chain-cum-lielt drive, and mag-

nificent" Watsonian cabriolet coachbuilt sidecar, whole
norabination as new, and unscratched; £54, lowest price;
nail evenings, or week-end5.—64, Mill Lane, Brixton
Hill. (X3459

Quadrant.
QUADRANT, 3V2h-p., spring forka, mag., good tyres

and belt, good order, and fast; £12.-14, Dodbrooke
Rd., West Norwood. [0872

QUADRANT, 1912, 4h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar,
£29/10; 1913 7-9h.p., countershaft gear, chain

drive, coach sidecar, £45/10.—Motor Exchange, Hor-
ton St., Halifax. [6138

Rex.

REX, 3%h.p., clutch, mag.. Miller head lamp, spring
forks, fast; £10.-15, Bannister St., Withemsea

[6314

REX, 3i^h.p., mag., spring forks, re-enamelled, good
tyres, in good order; £10.—Head, 31, Hainthorpe

Ed., West Norwood. [0869

3ih.p. Eex, Bosch, B. and B., etc., very low, and
a complete with sidecar; £13/10.—Smith, 1991i.

King St., Hammersmith. [6369

1 Q13 Eex, 6h.p., 2-sp6ed, free engine, only ridden oneXU season, new tyres, tubes, excellent condition; 29
gns.—Tintem, Norman Ed., Button, Surrey. [6256

1 Q14 6h.p. Eex and Coachbuilt Sidecar, recently over.
X iJ hauled : £40, no offers, or part exchange Morgan.
—Recruiting Officer, Eegent Grove, I/eamington. [X3460

All letters relating to advertisements should ouote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Usue. a9t
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rex.

ela.p. Bex and S.C., 2-speed, Eoa clutch, Bosch, B.
and B., vaiiable puUey, recently overhauled, leady

to ride away; £25.-134, Loughborough Park, Brixton.
[6347

REX 7h.p. Twin, handle Btarting, ie23/10; 1913
6h.p. 2-Epeed Bex Sidette, ie36/10; Syjh.p.,^ mag-

neto model, £14/10; Si,4h.p. tw
Exchange, Horton St., Halifax.

in, jei3/10.—Motor
[6139

Roc

ROO, 4h.p., free engine, clutch, perfect order, fast
machine; il4.—F.W., 103, King's Ed., I'eckham,

.
S.E. [6236

Rover.

ROVEE 1916 4h.p. T.T,, almost new, Philipson
pulley, speedometer; £40.

ROVEE 1915 4h.p. Combination, fully equipped;
£46.

"poVEE 1914 4h,p. Combination; £40.

ROVEB 1913 4h.p. Combination; £26.-Percv and
Co., 337, Enstou Ed, London. [6466

OVEE, new 1917 latest combinations, solo, and
T.T. models in stock.—Moss, Wem. [X3151

"IQiayo Rover and Sidecar, 3-speed, free engine, new
J-t/ tyres; £35.-98, Osborne Ed., Forest Gate. [6206

ROVEK, 8h.p., late model, 2-36ater, in real ggod
order; £28.~Percy and Co., 337, Euston Rd..

London. ^6483

1Q14 3-speed EoTer, mechanically perfect, new Dun-
J-t' lop, runs well on paraffin; £34.-27, Wilburv
Av., Hovo. [6354

OPEN" all Christmas.—1915-16 T.T. Rover, Philipson,
well equipped; 41 gns.—Troward, 78, High St.,

Hampstead. [6400

ROVEE, S^ah-p., 3-speed, clutch, new tyres and belt,
new engine bearings; £25.—Highfield, 2, Dulwicb

Ed., Brixton. [6202

ROVER, 3>^h.p., clutch model, sound, but not smart;
£16., bargain; must clear.—Layton's Garage,

Bicester, Oxon. [X3097

ROVER, 3%h.p., clutch, S-speed, sidecar, accessories,
spares, new condition;' offers.—Saxton, 11, Oharle-

mont Ed., East Ham.
_

[6346

1Q16 Rover. Si/ah.p. (Philipson), semi T.T., fully
--•7 equipped ; first reasonable <raer accepted.—Apply,
574. o/o TJt,e Motor Cycla. [X3373

~f Q14 Si/ih.p. Rover, free engine, speedometer, and all
X«/ accessories, excellent condition! £30.—Neil, 397,
Gairbraid St., Maryhill, Glasgow. tX3141

FIRST Oheaue, £6/10, secures (no ofEers).^3V2h.p.
Rover, go6d tyre, Adjustable puUey, B. and B.,

less mag.; owner called up.—Goddard, 11, ITewland St.,
Eugby. [X3489

]Q14 (new October) Rover Coaehbuilt Sidecar Com-^ binnl-ion. absolutely perfect, lamps, horn, only
reanires setMnp: grpat bargain, £39, no offers.—190.
Divinity Ed., Oxford EX3425

ROVEE, 3'/2b.p., countershaft model, just delivered
from works; £66/10; easy purchase terma arranged

exchanges considered.—Harrods, Ltd., Motor Oycle Dept.
Brompton Rd., London, S.W. [6228

"I Q15 T-T. Rover, hbtt tyres and belt, mechanical horn,
-i*^ Lucas lamps and generator, very fast, 68 m.p.h.
guaranteed, condition ana order as new, tools, spares,
etc.; £32/10.-24, Tudor Gardens, Barnes. [6351

P. J. EVANS, sole Birmingham Eover agent.—Tm
mediate delivery 1917 T.T., semi-T.T. models,

with or without Philipson, also latest countershaft
models--87-91, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X3440

ROVER.—New models In stock; 1916 S^^h.p., counter-
shaft 3-speed, £66/10; 1917 SYah-p., countershaft

3*8peed, T.T., £69/10; your present machine can be
t^en as part payment ; cash or deferred payment terms
arranged.—Below.

ROVER, 1916, SVah.p., T.T., with Philipson pulley,
lamps, bulb horn, mechanical horn, guaranteed

absolutely as new, done under 100 miles; bargain, £50.
—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate At., Camomile St.

E.G. [0552

Royal Ruby.
ROYAL Ruby, 2Voh.p., 2-stroke, single-speed, £29/10

2-8peed model, £36/10 ; easy purchase terms
arranged; exchanges considered.—Harrods, Ltd., Motor
C^cle Dept., Brompton Rd., London, S.W. [6229

Rudge.

31 h.p. Rudge Multi ; £60 ; cash or easy terms.—R.
2 E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0864

"I Q12 3V2h.p. Rudge, free engine, good condition; £25.
X*/ —E. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0785

~|Q12 3y2h.p Eudge and Coaehbuilt Sidecar, 2-speed;
Xtf bargain, £26.-394, Finchley Ed., Child's Hill,
N.W. [6321

"OUDGE Combination, 5-6h.p., electric lamps, good
-mX condition; £40, olfers.—Webb, Culverthorpe, Grant-
haoi. [X3554

"OUBGE, 1913, 3'/2h.p., N.S.U. 2-sr6ed, and Lambert
-IX coaehbuilt sidecar, splendid condition; £35.—
Clarke, 39, Moffat Rd., Dumfries. [X3276

Munitioneers'

HOLUPAY.
TRY OUR GUARANTEED= TONICS. =
The following New Machines actually in Stock.

SUN-JAP, B.SA., COVENTRY EAGLE,
J.H., SUN VILLIERS, LEVIS.
SERVICE, HAZLEWOOD, ROYAL
RUBY, CONNAUGHT, ALLON, WOLF.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
2i h.p. T.D.C, all accessories, as new . . . £15

'2i h.p. ENFIELD, 2-speed £TO
2j h.p. O.K.-PRECISI0N £16
2j h.p. TORPEDO, 2-'5troke £18 10
2i l>.p. IXION, 2-stroke £18 10
3 h.p. WANDERER, twin, spring frame.. £20
2i h.p. RADGO, 2-speed £20
2} h.p. WOLF, 1915, good condition £20
2i h.p. COVENTRY EAGLE, 2-stroke, over-

hauled £20
2i h.p. WOOLER, 2-stroke, 1914 £22 10
2ib.p. SUN -VILLIERS, 2-speed, igis,

splendid condition £27 10
h.p. RADCO, 1916, 2-speed,
as new, all accessories. . . £27- 10

2i h.p. LEVIS, 2-stroke. Fine
machine

a| h.p. AL'lON, 2-5troke, fine condition .

.

2* h.p. IVY, 2-stroke, overhauled and
guaranteed £24

F.N., igr4, useful mount, guaranteed £27 10
5-6h.p, ZENITH-GRADUA and Canoelet

Sidecar in Service grey £30

3J h.p. ROVER, 1914, T.T. model £30
Sjh.p BRADBURY, 1913, 2-speed, Mill-

ford Sidecar £35
3* h.p. LEA-FRANCIS, twin, 2-speed £35
3? h.p. SERVICE-JJV.P., 3-sp., overhauled £32
2} h.p. SERVICE, 2-stroke, 2-speed, shop-.

soiled only *37 10

2I h.p. SERVICE, 2-ftroke, -2-speed, guar-

anteed *35
3* h.p. RUDGE Mijlti, overhauled, 1913

model 832 10
6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, 1913-14,

overhauled £45
3* h.p. BLACKBURNE, 1915, countershaft

3-speed, and Sidecar £50
2} h.p. DOUGLAS^ 1915, T.T., overhauled £42 10

3* h.p. NEW HUDSON, 1915, W.O. model,

3-speed countershaft, aU accessories.. £48
7-9h.p. HARLEY and Sidecar, 1916, done

2,000 miles, speedometer, etc £86
INDIAN, 1916, Powerplus, and Canoelet,

done 600 tiiiles £95
7-9h.p. INDIAN, 1914, spring frame, and

Sidecar, elec. equipped £50
INDIAN, 1916, Powerplu.s Model G, perfect £72
6 h.p. ENFIELD Combination, 1916, very

fully equipped £80

LIGHT CARS o> well-known makes from £105.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS ARRANGED.

WANTED
1915-16 Outfits and Solo
Mounts from 3| h.p. for

SPOT CASH.
ALSO LIGHT CARS.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rudge.

OPEN all Christma8.-1914 Eudge Multi, underslmj
coach sidecar, 5-6h.p. model; cost over £85, 3)

gns.—Below.

ANOTHBE, 5%h.p. 1913 T.T. Kudge, clutch, 23 gnB.
another, SVzh.p. T.T. Budge, special engine, yen

fast, 22 gns.—Eiaei Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead
[640<

1 Q15 Eudge Multi, 3\^h.p., army model, splendid con
-*-t^ dition, only done 1,000 miles, lamps, speedome^ei
complete; £35.—Palmer, Ongar, Essex. [62^

RUDGE Multi 6h,p. 1914 Combination, In excelleni
running order, complete with lamp, horn, spares'!

£40.—Pearce, Kiwdry St. Foundry, Smethwlok. [X314J

RUDGE, 1912, 3V.h.p., 2-sp6ed, coach sidecar,

*29/10; 1913 Si/ih.p. Eudge Multi, new coacl
sidecar, ^37/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton St., Half. '

fax. [6137

RUDGE, S^h.p., 1912, clutch model, in good condi-
tion, and well tyred, coaehbuilt sidecar: accept

£27, or without sidecar £23..-Ijayton's Garage, Bif-esteXi

Oxon. _ [64S3

RUDGE Multi and Ooaohbullt Sidecar, lat« 1914,
splendid condition, tyres new, lamps, horn, mirror,

accessories; any trial; £39, no offers.—Jones, c/o Miss
Broad, Grain, Isle of Grain. [621S!

1 Q15 S%li.p. Eudge Multi, coach-built sidecar, plating
X«/ onam^ling, tyres as new, spare tyre, new belt

case, speedometer, aU accessories.—Martin, Bandon Amis:
Hotel, South Main St., Bandon, Cork. [6419!

RUDGE INoyember, 1912) SVah.p. T.T. Machine, ex-s

cellent condition, private owner, £25; absolutejjl

no oflers; seen or tried any day Xmas week.—Apply, 1%;(

Dabbs, Scrub Hill, Dogdyke, Lincolnshire. [6257

Scott.

COLMOEE Depots, Birmingham, and Manchester, for
Scott motor cycles. [0866'

OPEN all Ohristmas.—1916 (Ma7\ Scott, mileage 40g<
perfect, unscratched, Lucas accessortosi cost £8<^)

55 gns.—Below.

ANOTHEB, 1914 T.T. combination, sporting undet
slung sidecar, good order, last j 36 gns.—Rida

Trowardj 78, High St., Hampstead. [639?;

GENUHns 1914-15 T.T. Scott, speedometer, lamps, 1

perfect order, overhauled: £35.—White Hart Qm-i
age. White Hart Lane, Barnes. [6358

;

SCOTT, 1914, 3%h.p., 8-Bpeed, Cowey, lamps, newi
tyres, with Canoelet eioecar, as iieTyi 48 gn8.|

exchange for lightweight and cash.—Ashworth, Dursley,
Olos. [X3101 '

SCOTT, 191S (latej, T.T., -3'4h.p., 2^sp6Bd, 2-stroke,

lamps, meohanical and bulb horns, good couditiouj
£47.—Elce and Co., 15-16, Bishopsgate At., Camomile'
St., E.G. [0479 i

SCOTT Canoelet Combination, 1914, 2 new tyres.

hood and full size rain screens, completely fitted
'

for road, recently overhauled, suit lady) £42.-3'?,
Atherton Ed., Torest Gate, London. [619l'i

Singer.

"GINGER, 1912, ZVih.p., free engine; *18.

SINGEE, 1912, 3i;4h.p. ; £14: both in real goo4 :

order.-Percy and Co., 337, Euston Ed., London.
[6472

SINGEE, 1913, 3'Ah.p., 3 speeds; coach sidecar;
£33/10.—Motor JBxchanse, Horton St.. Halifax.

[6140
SINGES 2^h.p. Lightweight, mag., perfect order; no

exchanges; £9, or ofler.—Tait, 8, Wardie Ed.,
Edinburgh. [6208,

Id 14 Singer, S^/^h.p., Sturmey 3-speed and clutch. F^
M-*^ and H. lairip, College shield, fine order; £35,
or nearest.—Tmscott, laskeard, Cornwall. [53282"

4h.p. 1914 Singer and coaehbuilt sidecar, fitted witjl-

hood and screen, handsome turnout, 2-speed gear
and free engine, all accessories complete i £45, guaran-
teed.—Wau(^ope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [6454

SINGEE Lightweight, about 1913, M.A.G. engine, a
h.p., mag., belt drive, very light machine, cUmba,

Btifl hills, new tyres and belt, in perfect mechanical con.

'

dition, and a bargain, £12.-64, Mill Lane, Brixton HiU.
[X3458

Sun.

SUN-VILIJERS, 1915, 2-sjeed, perfect; 25 gns.—

-

Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead. [6409
_

COLMORE Depots, Birmingham and Manchester, tof
delivery from stock of all models of Sun motoj

cycles. [0807
Sunbeam.

SUNBEAM, 3'/oh.p., 1916, S-speed; £68.-W. and H.
Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester.

[6061

ON Sale, 1915 3^Ah.p. Sunbeam .combination, ecjU.il

to new,- all on ; £75.—Apply, J. H. Jennings, Sand,
bach. [5662

CUNBEAM 1914 6h.p. Twin Combination, woU
O- equipped, and in perfect order; £80.—The Biinrs,

Gatwiok, Horley, Surrey. [X3375

1 Q16 3%h.p. Sunbeam, unscratched, only ridden 300
JL €/ miles, Lucas accessories ; coat £84, accept 67

gns., bargain.—30, Talbot St., Burnley. [S3421

1 Q15 3V2h-p. 3-speed Sunbeam Combination, folly

XJ/ equipped, excellent condition; £80; cash or easy

terms.-E. E. Jones (Garages), Ltd., Swansea. [0862

A22 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the nuinber at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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' MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Sunbeam.

1Q15 3',^Ii.p. Sunbeam Combination, lamps, speed-
XtJ onioter. etc., perfect condition, done 4,865 miles;
£68,10. -Squire, 86a, London Ed., Forest Hill. [6239

SUSBEAM 1915 3i,4h.p. Combination, S-speed, lamps,
liorn, speedometer, excellent condition, light coach-

built sidecar: £65, or solo £60.—Mcintosh, Southtiew,
Guildford Ed., Ash, Surrey. [X3276
r^PES" all Cliristmas.—1914-15 Sunbeam, 3y2h.p., Bur-^ berry sidecar, adjustable Tvind screen, luggage grid,
all Lucas accessories, new tyres throughout: cost £100;
mdenge 5,000; 65 gns.-Troward, 78, High St., Hamp-
•tead. [6403

1015 3^h.p. Sunbeam, Mills-Fulford coach sidecar,
-•*' Lucas lamps, Jones speedometer, guinea horn,
complete tools, condition genuinely indistinguishable
'rom new; entertain Douglas part exchange.—Robin-
•on's Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6388

1Q 1 6 SVoh.p. Sunbeam, 3-3peed and free engine model,

r ! '"'^'^ starter, fitted with Millford sidecar,
I,ucas horn, Lucas head lamp and generator, Lucas rear
lamp and generator, and Cower speedometer, condition
splendid: no offers, price £85.—Alexander and Co., 272,
Gt. Western Ed., Glasgow. [5882

T.D.C. ^

Irp.D.O.,
4h.D., S-speed, clutch, coachbuilt sidecar' bar-

J- gam, £25.-245, Hammersmith Ed., London, W.
[6288

Torpedo.
TOEPEDO-PRECISION 2.speed Lightweight, recently
... o'phauled; £16/10.—Motor Exchange, Horton
St., Halllai. [6141

Triumph.
1CI12 Clutch Triumph, yary nice order; £24.—Boss,••^ 86, High Ed., Lee. [6380
31.h.p^^ Triumph, good condition throughout; £25.—
2 Hayes, 344. Euston Ed. [X3411

Jlh.p. Triumph, clutch model, in ana order; £20 no'i Offers.—14, Dodbrooke Ed., W. Norwood. [0874

S.Q 14% Triumph, 3-speed, splendid machine, acces-
X".' sones; £40.—Tarcoe Motors, St. AustelL [6188

rEIUHPH, 3y2h.p., 2-speed, and wicker side chair;
a bargain, £20.—E. Brown, Newburn, Norham.

I Oil Triumph, just oyerhauled, tyres good, very
IL*^ rehable; £18.—Henly, 7, Wobum Place, W.C.

rEiUMPH, 1911, clutch model, lamps, etc., nei^cra^.
dition; £21.-11, Luna Ed., Thornton Heath, S.E.

IQ^' Clutch T.T. Triumph, in perfect condition- £29
J-y —Wellboy Motor Garage, Woodford Ed., Forest
aate. [5284

IQ08 Triumph, 3',4h.p., good condition, NS-TJ gearti/ tyres nearly now; £17.-7, Dayids Ed., Forest
*!" [6201
ipEIUMPH 1913, 3%h.p., 3 spseds, speedometer, in
.•- good order; £28.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Ed.,
jondon. [6482
rEIUMPH, SVzh.p. (1909), racing cylinder; £27.—

W

and H. Motor Co.. Ltd., 287, Dealisgate, Man-
Jwster. [6059
irEItTMPH, 1911, free engine, perfect condition,
II lamps; nearest £18/10.—Holder, 413, Wellington
.t., Grimsby. [X3386
rSIUMPH, re-enamelled and plated, new tyres; £26-W. and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate',
lanohester. [5062
IflEIUMPH, 1913, 3-speed, 1914 Swan; £36, offers-

„ , '^t overhauled. -Baibrin, 37, Cavendish Ed..
Hapham, S.W.

.

[6197
rEITTMPH, SVjh.p., 1912, plate clutch, good tyres,

good order, and fast; £19.-14, Dodbrooka Ed
vest jSTorwood. [0873

IQ12 T.T. Triumph, N.S.U. 2-speed, splendid condi-
Lt./ tion; £21; with sidecar £24.—Electrician, Stnd-
>y Eoyal, Eipoa. 0X3393
1013 T.T. Triumph, been little used, 2 lamps andt-^ all accessories: 28 gu>.—Chilton and Co.. 199
Qgh St, Watford. [6456
rEIUMPH, 1913?4, 3l4h.p., 3-8peed, lamp, horn,

mirror, etc., excellent condition; £35.—J w
kstle, Eepton, Derby. CS3394
IQ09-10 3y2h.p. Triumph, with lamps, spares, over-If alls, perfect running condition; £18, or offers —
!63, Murray Ed., Eugby. [X3134
rEIUMPH, T.T., 3-speea, January, 1915, about 6

months' use, rider on active service; what offers?
hBacon, Wellington, Salop. [6204

EIDEE TEOWABD, 78, ffigh St., Hampataad.-
1913 3-sp6ed Triumph, rs^namellad, new tyres.

iTeihanled, perfect ; 32 gns. [6405

Rih.p. Triumph, 1912 model, free engine, fast
^2 machine, T.T. bars; £22/10, guaranteed.—Wau-
aope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [6435

IQ12 Triumph, new bearings, new Kempshall non-K^ skid, lamps, complete, running order; £18.—
faUer, Hillside, Eynsford Ed., Farningham. [X3462

rEIUMPH, 3h.p., splendid running order, new tyre
and inner tnoe; owner joined up; sacrifice £12.—

f.pply, Ditchfield, '544, London Ed., Lowestoft. [X3413

TYRE
BARGAINS

Special Clearance Lines,
All goods sent on 7 days' approval against

remittance.
A 3/- Outfit presented free of cost to all

purchasers o± covers and tubes as adver-
tised on orders exceeding £i.

COVERd.
26 X 2 for Lightweight Our List

Machines. Price. Price.
Continental, standard 11/- 19/6
Kempghall heavy anti-skid 19/6 28/-

26 X 2i for 2i or 2 Rims.
"

- Continental, standard 14/- 22/6
Clincher A Won, rubber studded 19 /8 32 /-

Clincher de Luxe, rubber stud'd 21 /- 32/-
Kempshall, heavy anti-skid ... 19/6 32/-
Kempshall, heavy non-skid ... 37/6 42/-
Michelin, heavy Trident 21/6 30 /-

Pedley, wired-on 18/- 32/6
Pedley, 3-ribbed 21 /- 37/6
24 X 2i for 2 Rims.
Clincher de Luxe heavy cover

and tube complete 19/- 32 /-

26 X 2| Overnize for 2J Rims
Clincher de Luxe, heavy 21/6 30/6
Clincher de Luxe, extra heavy . 23/6 33/-
Pirelli, heavy rubber studded. . 23/6 39/-
Kempshall, heavy anti-skid ... 23/6 37/6
26 X 2* X 2i Oversize for 2i Rims. "

Continental basket pattern ... 21/6 28/9
Clincher de Luxe, extra heavy. 25/- 36/6
Clincher Dreadnought 30/- 40/-
Wood-Mi'ne, grip ribbed 22/6 32/9
26 X 2A for z\ Rims.
Clinclier A Won, rubber stud'ed 22/6 30/9
Clincher A Won, ribbed 10/- 26/6
Kempshall, heavy non-skid ... 38/- 48/-
Wood-Milne, heavv grip ribbed 20/- 31/6
Wood-Milne, ex. heavy grip rib 25/- 39/-
Michelin Trident, wired on .. 19/- 32/-

26. 3 for 2.1 Rihis.
^

Pedley, heavy 3-ribbed 44/9 77/-
CJincber, rubber studded 21 /- 38 /-

28 X 2i '"^ 2i for Indian Machines.
Kempshall. liea\'y racing 25/- 48/3

28 X 3 tor Indian and other
American Machines.

Clincher de Luxe 35/- 48/-
Wood-Milne 27/6 44/-
Kempshalt heavy anti-skid .. 25/- 42/-

650 X 65
Pedley, heavy 3-ribbed 41/9 50/6
Heavy rubber-studded 22 /6 50/-

700 X 80 Oversize for 650x65 Rims.
^Vood-Milue. heavy square tread 30 /- 40 /6

Clincher, 3-ribbed 32/6 48/-

TUBES.- CONTINENTAL. ELITE. etOi

26 X"^ 4/6 b/9

26X2i 5/6 7/9
26X21 5/9 8/3
26X24X2i 5/9 8/9
26X2i 5/6 8/9
26X3 7/6 9/6
28X2J 7/8 9/3
28X 3 9/6 II /9
650x65 5/6 10/-

Butted. 1 /6 extra. ^^
BEUTS.—CONTINENTAL.
gin. section ... per ft. 1 /- i /ii

8ft. 6in. V Jin. lengths only 7/- 13/9
MIDLAND PATENT WIRE COIL
i^in. section per ft. 1/6 2/9
lin. „ „ 1/4 2,3
Sin. „ ,. 1/1 2/-

|in. „ „ lid. 1/9
|in, „ „ 9lL 1/6
Best English Make (2-piece belts).

Tin, section per ft. 1,3 i/ii

RETREADING.
Special Heavy 15/-, Heavy 12/6,

Medium 10/-, Studded or Ribbed Retreads.

Sections on application. Time required, 3
days from receipt of cover.

>3m'

ELITE RUBBER CO.. LTD.,
2«a, VauahKll •ridKc Road,

VICTORIA, a.w. ^
'hone— Vicioria €553

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Triumoh

1016 Triumph, countorsljalt 4h.p. model, semi T.T.
J-t/ bars, as new, and rare machine: 60 gns.—Lee.
Sherwood, Kinnaird Av., Bromley Hill, Kent, S.E. [6277

1 Oil SVoh.p, Triumph, Millennium 2.8peed fitted, large
Jt-*^ wiclter sidecar, engine in excellent condition;
£27.—Particulars, Fletcher, Castle Ed., Bedford. [X3144

TEIUMPH, 1911, oierhauled, re-bushed, tank re-
enamelled, at Triumph works, tyres, belt, new,

perfect; £18/10, (juiok sale.—51, High St., Chatteris.
[6422

1 Q13 Triumph, 3y2h.p., clutch, 2 speeds^ in perfect
-*-*' condition, lamps, tools, etc.: must sell; under^
orders for Pront; 25 gns.—Box 1/2,770, c/o The Motor
Cycle. [6449

1 Q15 Countershaft Triumph, now condition, not done
-L«^ 3,000 miles, lamps, horn, speedometer, fitted
Canoelet sidecar; £65.—Wright, Aycot, The Ayenue,
Coulsdon. [6421

3ih.p. Triumph, late 1912, clutch model, new Dunlops
2 and belt, excellent condition ; seen any time

;

owner enlisted; £28, or nearest offer.-Booker, Builder,
Walbertou, Arundel. [6286

TRIUMPH, SVsh.p., free engine, Philipson pulley,
Jones speedometer, lamps, and accessories; £25;

sidecar if desired; seen by appointment.—Barholia,
Queen's Ed., Loughton. [6186

1 01^^% Triumph, 4h.p., 3 speeds, clutch, tick starter.
-L t/ lamp set, speedometer, and handsome coachbuilt
sidecar, splendid condition ; bargain, £42.-8, Stock-
well Park Walk, Brixton. [6252

1 Q13 3%h.p. Triumph, late model, JS type S-speeS
X«7 hub, new Dunlopa, 2 lamps, Stewart speedometer,
horn, tools, etc, excellent condition: £33.—Hobinson's
Garage, Green St., Cambridge. [6391

1 Q16 Triumph Junior, practically new, Dunlops, Lucas
Xt/ lamps, accessories include two new Clinchers
spare; must sell immediately; what oflers?—Dnnlora,
Cambuskenneth, Stirlingshire. [6195

TEIUMPH, 1907, £16/10; 1909, £19/19; 1909 2-

speed, *22/10; 1910, £21/10; 1911, £22/10;
sidecar, £3 extra ; close cash offers considered.-Motor
Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [6142

"1Q14 (late) 4h.p. 3-speed Triumph, Lucas lamps.
X tj Cowcy speedometer, watch, . electric horn, and
full kit, used only solo, condition as new; price £50 —
Apply, Malcolm Simmonds, Monmouth. [6343

TRIUMPH, 3i,^h.p. clutch model, rebushed, new pis-

ton, new Miller head lamp and generator, and ne"
lightweight sidecar, underslung, 2 new Dunlop heavies:

bargain, £30.—Gatcombes Dairy, 397, High St., Lewis
ham. [6278

Veloce.

VELOOB, 1915, 2y2h.p.. free engine, 2-8peed. kick

start, speedometer, in excellent condition; £52 —W.
E. Lomar, 227, High St., Stirchley, Birmingham. [6339

Vjndec.

VINDEC Special 5h.p. Twin, N.S.U. 2 speeds, in

real good'order; £17.—Percy and Co., 337, Lusfon
Ed., London. .

[6481

Whiting.

OPEN all Christmas.-1917 Whiting, 4-5h.p.- twin
' J.A.P., spring frame, 4-8peed, clutch, kick start,

electric light; cost £85: mileage 300: illness cause of

sale; 61 gns.-Troward, 78, High St., Hampstead. [6402

Williamson.

OPEN all Christmas.-1914 water-cooled Williamson,

underslung 20 gn. sidecar, -wind screen, luggage

grid, speedometer, horn, lamps, perfect order; cost

£135, 49 gns.-Below.

ANOTHER 1914, air-cooled, coachbuilt sidecar, hood,

screen, lamps, mileage 4,500 ; 56 gns.—Eider Ttot^

ard, 78, High St., Hampstead. [6397

Wolf.

10 16 "(Sept.) 254h.p. Wolf, S-stroto, 2 speeds, done
X«7 600 • cost £38 ; beautiful condition ; £27/10 : must
sell.—Lord, Mountfield, Prestwich. [s;3431

WOLF, late 1915, 2-stroke, 2-3peed, clutch, kick

starter, excellent order and fast; £20; any trial.

—M., 44, Howard Rd., South Norwood. [6333

1 016 Wolf, 2-8troke, 2-speed countershaft, kick

J-«7 starter, hand clutch; price £21; mileage 600 : no
oSers.—7, Cambridge Ed., Thornton Heath, Oroydon.

Zenith.

31h.p. Zenith, very little used, and in good condition

;

2 £30.—Hayes, 344, Boston Ed. [X3412

6h.p Zenith, 1914, speedometer, lamp, Jnst oyer-

hauled; £29.—Ohurch View, Ohard. [6233

ZENITH, 1913-14, 4h.p., water-cooled, overhead
valves; bargain, £28/10.-53, Swaffleld Ed., Wands-

worth, S.W. [6441

FOE Sale, Zenith Motor Bicycle, latest pattern, pnr-
ohaaed July, 1916, cost £84, and etcetras £6:

for sale £65.—Apply, Ohauifeur, Eamslade, Bracknell.
[6440

ZENITH, 3^,^h.p., Gradua, for sale, or exchange for

lightweight, Levis preferred, recently thoroughly
overhauled and replacements by Zenith Co. : communi-
cate or visit.—Sgt. P. Hayman, o/o Park House, Wal-
ton-on-Thamea. [6217

All letters relating to advertisements should auote ths number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a2^
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

Siih.i). Zenith-GreeB Water-coalefl 1913 Combination,
4 just overhauled, electric liu'lit, spare belts, com-

I'lete set tools, etc., 13 gn. Conoelet sidecar with petrol
Liirrier.—Dutnall, High St., Queenboroiigh. [6535

3ih.p, Zenith, Gradua gear, 1912, splendid order and
2 condition, Bosch mag., new lin. Dunlop belt,

I'almers. lamp, tools, bargain, £18/10; seen, tested any
time: coaehbuilt sidecar, £4/10.— Green, 45, Charles
St., Exmouth St., Commercial Ed., E. [X34SV

8h.p. Zenith Motor Cycle, with Gradua gear, clutch
model, complete with wicker torpedo sidecar, good

tyres, belt, etc., in perfect condition, complete with
lamps, spare covers and tubes, tools, etc. ; a bargain,
£37/10; open for any trial.—Warrilow and Co., Oxford
St., Weston-super-Mare. [53433

Ladles' Motor Cycles.

ROYAL Ruby, 2-stroke, 2^/4h.p., new, only ridden
oncej cost £45, accept £32. no offers.—Capt.

Plhllimore, VTiUesley Hall, Ashby-de-la-Zouch. [4882

per-
com-

Warrilow and Co., Oxford
[X3434

tf>Jlh.p. Ivy 2-8tTote Motor Cycle, lady's model, in
-^ 2 feet condition, 1916 machine, Dunlop tyres.
plete; a bargain, £23/10.-
St., Weston-super-Mare.

Miscellaneous.

FAEEAE'S.—Lady's Douglas, 2-speed model, fine
goer, very good tyres- £25.

FAEEAE'S. — 1915
countershaft 3 r

7-9h.p. American Excelsior,
_ -peeds, dynamo lighting, lamps,

speedometer, and fine sidecar; £59/10, cash only.

. "PAREAR'S. ~ Latest 6h.p. A.J.8. combination
-- arrived, smarter than ever, one only; iei02/18.

FAEEAE'S.—1911 S'Ah.p. P. and M., 2 speeds, cLain
drive, and Montgomery sidecar; ^£28.

FARRAB'S.—1916 5-6h.p. big single English Excel-
sior, countershaft 3 speeds, kick-starter, shop-

soiled; sacrifice, ^64.

FARRAR'S.—1916 23Ah.p. Omega-Jap, countershaft
' 2 speeds, shop-soiled; sacrifice, ^33.

FAEEAE'S.—1914 3h.p. Omega 2-stroke, £16; SVah.p.
Minerva, good goer, ^8.

FABEAE'S.—3?ih.p. Scott and smart sidecar; £30.—Parrar's Motorics, -Hopwood Lane, Halifax.
[6166

BOOTHS Motorics, Portland Place, Halifax.—De-
tailed list of motor cycle baruains free.

HAELEY-DAVIDSON, 7-9h.D., fitted with £22/10
coupe Fitsu sidecai'; £69/10.—Booths Motorics.

NEW Imperial-Jap, 2y2li-P-. 1915, 2-speea conntershafi
gear, Binks carburetter; £25/15.—Booths Motories

Halifax.

RTOGE Multl, 3y2h.p., 1913. fitted irith cigar-shapec
sidecar; £28/15.—Booths Motories.

EXCELSIOE, 2yh.p., 2-8tro'.!e, 1916, only run aboul
500 miles; £24/15.—Booths Motories.

TEITTMPH, syah.p., 1910, 2-Bpeed, very lo-w riding
position; £17/10.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

JAMES, 4i^h.p., 1912, 2-apeed, chain drive, coacl
sidecar; £28/15.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

PEBMIEE, 3V2h.p., 1913, 2-speed countershaft, chaiz
and belt drive; £26/15.—Booths Motories.

REX, 6h.p., 2-speed, mag., spring forks, good tyren,
B. and B. ; £11/15.—Booths Motories.

TEIUMPH, 3>/oh.p., 1911, 2-8peed, good tyres, lamp,
horn, tools; £19/15.-Booths Motories.

LINCOLN-ELK, 3h.p., 1911, mag., Druid forks, good
tyres: £11/15.—Booths Motories.

HDMBEE, 3V2h.p., 1913, 2-speed, handle starting,
enamel splendid condition; £28/15. — Booths

Motories.

TWIN Premier, 8h.p., 19i4, 2-speed countershaft-
£18/18 coach sidecar; £49/15.—Booths Motories.

TRIUMPH, ISIO, free engine, T.T. bars, good tyres;
£18/10.-Booths Motories, Halifax.

B.S.A., 1911, SVih.p., Grado variable gear, nice con-
dition; £22/10.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

RUDGE, 1912, i?. and M. gear, belt and chain drive;
£25/15.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

TWIN N.S.U., 6h.p., 1910, 2-speea, irith •ideoar:
£18/15.-Booth's Motories, Halifax.

" NEVER
BE

WITHOUT
A

BOX

Vs
OF

STANLEY
spares;*

2-speed, T.T. bars;
' ~'

Halifax.
£30.-Booths

[6383

REALISING the fact that
"a stitch in time saves

nine," we are making It

more easy 1op riders to
have at hand a set of our
special fitments by putting
up an assortment in a
neat box.

Both the Items pic-
tured here, the STAN-
LEY "SHIELD" and
the STANLEY "SPARE
LINK" are included,
IS also a STANLEY
FASTENER, and a set
]f ADJUSTING LINKS.
It will be on sale at
3/-; ask your agent
to shov^ It you.

The STANLEY "SHIELD" pr<)tects
bhe belt fastener, prevents wear
>f the pulley, and conserves
power Sd.
The STANLEY "SPARE LINK" is

the best belt length adjuster yet
invented 1 /-

The "STANLEY" FASTENER with
the BENDthat NEVER BREAKS, 9d.

The "LION" FASTENER—CHEAP
yet RELIABLE. Guaranteed 5,000
miles .. -. .- .. 6cl.
STANLEY ADJUSTING LINKS, for
adjusting the length of your
belt in one second. Gd. set of 3

STANLEY BELTING, |in. 1/3, |in. 1/6, Sin. 1/9,

lin. 1/11, 1 Jin. 2/5 per foot, plus 10%.
JVeir Booklet sent on requect by postcard.

STANLEY MOTOR BELT
AND FASTENER CO.

(Stanley Webb. Manager),

nventors of the Original H.

Belt Fastener and other
practical Belt Aid»\

BROMLEY. KENT.

.AND
k^^k (Inven

; CO. J

Hook ^F^A

Ata
IGNITION iLf^SriJirTl
If other people can't keep promises, we can, and we
do not tinker with your machine, but repair and
absolutely guarantee it at moderate cpstj and we
will let you I30W beforehand the day of delivery.

Time means money so send your Magneto at once to

THE REPAIRERS,
"

Wm. MOORE & 00.,
14, Cannon Street, hiANCHE&TER. Tel. 2S48 City.

U

DOUGLAS, 1913, .___.
Motories, I'ortland Place,

£82.-1916 Harley-Davidson motor cycle, model 16J,
with 21 gn. sidecar, in perfect order.

£95.-1916 ditto, model 16F, with 20 gn. eidecar, only
been used for demonstration purposes.

£60.-1915 ditto, model llj, not been used for 6
months ; owner in the army.

£54.-1916 a^^h.p. 2-speed W.D. Douglas, not done
600 miles.

£.65.-1915 5-6h.p. Hazlewood combination, J.A.P. en-
gine, in perfect order, with 3-apeed countershaft

gear.

£43.-1915 Si/oh.p. Hazlewood, J.A.P. engine, with 3-
speed countershaft gear.—E- Newitt, Easton St.,

High Wycombe. [X3455

A24 '^n letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Ifisue*

IMP
SPECIALITIES.
PUNCTORE BEALBR
antoniaiioally reuairs tyre puiioturea
as they ocoQr without eveu stoppage
o£ the car or cycle. Send 2/- for
BuHicient to treat a motor cycle tyre,
11- ordinai'y cycle tyre.

PETROL PILLS.—One pill cUsdolved in two GaUons o£ Petrol,
Paraffin, oraubstitnte, eives Rreater mileage, makes easyatartine,
and keeps engine cool and'Clcan. 2.5 for 2/ . 60 lor 3/6.

THERE'S NOTHING TO EQUAL THEM.
Stocked by all leading ni'ilw aseiits, nr direct from

The Atkinson Manuf'g. Co., Ltd., Guildhall St., Preston.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALK.
Miscellaneous.

EXCELSIOR, shoB-aolled model only, £68; also
Harley-Davidson.—TnrpinB, 22 and 29, Preston Ed.,

Brighton. [0716

1 Q 16 6h.p. Oombination, in new condition, with all
-•-«.' accessories; 75 gna.—Wellboy Oarage, Woodford
Ud., Forest Gate. [6191

INDIAN and Sidecar, £55; Budge 2-speed and sidecar,
£35; Eoyer 1917 T.T. model, new, £50 .-Christie

Bros., St. Andrews. [6305

31h.p. Motor Bicycle, good running order, new tyres
2 £7/15, bargain.-Apply, " " " ~

Villas, Portslade, Brighton.
Manager, Hoye Seaside

[6260

LAST Three Lett: Must clear.—Douglas twin, £15;
Brown S^peed, £17/10; Indian twin, £20; no

offers.—Seen 9 to 6.—LiQuidator, 6c. lansdowne Hill.
West Norwood, S.E. (See cars.) [5792

TfXOELLENT Combination, 5-6h.p. Blumfield engine,
--^ Jardine 4-speed gear, Canoelet sidecar, Senspray,
tyres, etc., practically new, recently oyerhanled- £46,
or near offer -Batohelor, Bell Farm, Clifle, near
Rochester. f6448
"P'OR Real Bargains apply to Longman Bros., King
-L St., Acton. 'Phone: 1578 Chiswiok. Ton will reap
the benefit of their expert advice, and bo purchasing
your machine from a firm who have a reputation to
consider. [6395

1 Q15 Morgan, sporting model, esicellent order, 80 gns.

;

J-y 1913 3-specd Triumph, Gloria sidecar, and acces-
sories, £38; 1915 3-speed T.T. Douglas, accessories,
£38 : exchange -8h.p. Rover car, accessories, 2 ignitions,
for motor cycle, B.S.A. preferred.-Green, Haverford-
west. [X31B3

OPEN all Christmas.-Machines under £16 in stock:
Excelsior, new carburetter, saddle, Bosch, 8 gns.

:

Smger, 3h.p., Bosch, B. and B., 8 gns.; F.N., 1912, 2%
h.p., 2-speed, 10 gns. ; Bex, 1911, 5-6h.p., T.T., clutch,
Bosch, new carburetter, tyre, belt, overhauled, 45 m.p.h.,
12 gns. : L.M.C., 1912, 3y'>h.p. engine, perfect, 13 gns.

;

Brown, 1912, SV^h.p., IS gns.—Eider Troward, 78, High
St., Hampstead. [6413

SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
/^.K. Sidecars.—Cigar sidecars complete, from £7.

G.E. Coachbnilt TTnderslung Sidecar, complete with
Palmer tyre: £7/15.

G.E. Sidecars, 40 models ; write for 1917 list.—Whole-
sale suppliers. The London Sidecar Honse, G.K.

Sidecar Co., Lorenzo St., Pentonville Bd., W.O. [6386

BASTONE'S.—New cigar pattern sidecars, complett
with Michelin tyre, ^7/10.

BASTONE'S.—New coaehbuilt latest underslung side-
car, complete with Michelin tyre, JE7/15.

BASTONE'S Sidecar Dept., 228, Pentonville Bd.,
King'-s Cross, London, N. Close 6.30, Saturdays

1 o'clock. [5542

WATSONIAN Coaehbuilt Sidecar, storm apron, as
new; £7.—Church View, Chard. |;6234

MILLFOBD Sidecar, wicker body, side door, good,
tyre, coverall apron, fine order; £3/3.—Below.

WE have a few new but showroom-soiled Farlow
sidecars; Model No. 1, usual price £11, sale

price £8 ; Model No. 2, usual price £10, sale prica
£7; all carrying our usual guarantee.—Farrar'B
Vlotories, Hopwood Lane, Halifax. [5531

LIGHT Middlcton Sidecar, 26in. wheel: 30/-; fair
condition.—Evers, Kenilworth Av., Harropate.

„ [X3281
/lORONET Sidecars.—Illustrated catalogue free upou
^^ request.—Booths Motories, Portland Place, Hall-
fax.

CORONET Sidecars from £9/15; special model tor
Harley-Davidson, enamelled French grey.

COBONET Sidecars from £9/15; special model for
Indians, enamelled red, 28in. tyre.

COBONET Sidecars from £9/15; sporting models,
with cigar-shaped bodies, lor lightweights.

CORONET Sidecars ; special coaehbuilt model for
lightweights, £9/15; illustrated list free.

COBONET Sidecars are made to suit any machine,
and delivered from stock.

COBONET Sidecars.—Send for illustrated catalogue
from Booths Motories, Portland Place, Halifax.

BOOTHS Motories, Halifax.—Light torpedo sit^ecar,

£5/5; £18/18 coach sidecar, hood and screen,

£8/15.

BOOTHS Motories, Halifax.—New sidecar chassis,

with wheel, spring, all fittings; £2/15. [6384

CANOELET Coaehbuilt Sidecar, in perfect order and
good condition; £5/10.—E. T. Davej, 152, Kathe-

rine Ed., East Ham. [6302

CIGAB Shaped Sidecar, quick-flt joints, etc., £4/10;
also semi canoe sidecar, side door, etc., £4.—Smith,

199b, King St., Hammersmith. [6370

SIDECARS.—Several sporting models in coaehbuilt and -

aluminium to clear cheap, with or withoat chassis.

—Royal Leicester Sidecar Co".,' Leicester. [0718

PHOSNIX Sidecars, new and second-hand, also bodies,

hoods and screens. Write second-band list; side-

oars from 50/-.—Phffinix, 736, Holloway Bd., N. [X8e83
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A FEW OF

Brown Brothers^

Specialities

:

ACCUMULATORS - -

"B.B.L."

ANTI-RUST - "Peero"

BALLS (Steel) - "B.B.L."

BALL BEARINGS -

" New Departure
"

BELT (Fan) - - " Duco "

BELT DRILLS - " Duco *'

BRAKES - - -"B.B.L."

BRAKE LINING - -

" Raybestos
"

BRAKE SHOES - " Duco "

BRUSHES - - "Veena"
CALCJUM CARBIDE -

"B.B.L."

CARBON REMOVING
TOOLS- - "Success

CLOCKS - - - " Duco

CLOTHS (Polishing) -

"Duco
COILS ... - "Duco
CONTACT FILES -

" Duco

COTTON WASTE -

" Duco

CUT-OUTS - - "Ddco
DYNAMO SETS (Car

Lighting) - - " Brolt

ELECTRIC ACCES-
SORIES - - "Duco

ENAMELS - - "Duco '

FUNNELS - - "Duco

GAUGES . "Challenge '

GENERATORS - -

" Autoclipse

GOGGLES - "Veena

GRAPHITE GREASE
" Brito

GREASERS - - "Duco

GREASE - - - "Brito

HORNS - - "Sparton

HOSE CLIPS - - -

" Challenge

JACKS - - . . "Duco

LAMPS - . " Autoclipse

LAMP BRACKETS

.

" Autoclipse

LAMP BULBS - - -

"Autoclipse"

LAMP COVERS - " Duco "

LUBRICATORS - "Duco"
LtfGGAGE CARRIERS

" Celerio
"

MATS .... "Duco"
METAL POLISH - "Brito"

AMPERE & VOLT
METERS . . "B.B.L."

MIRRORS - . "Duco"

BroimBiothers!
complete I

Motor Catalogue
contains over 500 pages of illustrations and descnp
tions of motor goods at present obtainable. No
motor cyclist can afford to be without this compen
d]um, which is the most complete reference book of

motor equipment ever issued.

Write for a copy (enclosing four stamps for postage)

'fi

fe

i

1

BiownBiolbe
Great Eastern St., LONDON, E.C.

North of England Depot—Deansgate, Manchester.

Showrooms—15, Newman Street, London, W.
Paris Depot—31, Rue de la Folie Mericourt.

Australasian Agent—John Arnold, 328, Flinders St., Melbourne.

S. African Representative—^E. G. Higginson, P.O, Box 1269,

Johannesburg.

m
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A FEW OF

Brown Brothers'

Specialities:

MOTOR CLOTHING
"Duco"

MOTOR CYCLES - -

" Vindeo "

MUDGUARDS - " Celerio
"

NON-SKID CHAINS
" Liqall

"

NUMBER PLATES -

" Duco "

OIL "Brito"
OIL CANS - " Duco "

PETROL CAN
CARRIERS - " Celerio

"

PETROL FILLER -

"Duco"
PETROL STORAGE

BINS - "Challenge"

PETROL STRAINERS
" Duco "

PISTON CASTINGS -

" Duco "

PUMPS (Tyre) - -

" Gleason-Peters
"

REPAIR OUTFITS -

" Duco "

SHOCK ABSORBERS
" Brown "

SOLDERING LAMP
" Imp "

SPANNERS - - "Duco"
SPARKING PLUGS

All makes
SPEEDOMETERS -

" Corbin-Brown "

SPRING GAITERS -

" Duco "

STOVES (Heating) -

" Brown "

SWITCHES . " Duco "

SYRINGES " Duco "

TOOL KITS " Duco "

\ TUBES (Inner)

\
" Duco "

I TYRE GAITERS ^ '

---^ "Duco"
TYRE LEVERS -

"B.B.L."

VALVE GRINDERS -

VALVE GRINDING
COMPOUND "Clover"

VALVE LIFTER - "Duco"
VALVE RESEATERS

VARNISH - - "Duco"
VICES - - - . " Marco

"

VULCANIZERS - -

" Wizard "

WASHERS - - "Duco"
WATCHES - - "Duco"
WHISTLES (Exhaust)

" Celerio
"

WINDSCREENS -"Duco"
WIRE (Insulated) - " Duco "

TOOLS of every kind.
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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WHITELEYS
ALWAYS DELIVER THE LATEST MODELS.

It is important to remember this now that, owing to war conditions, the line dividing the
models of one year from that of another is not clearly defined. Fresh supplies of the

WORLD'S BEST MACHINES ARE CONTINUALLY ARRIVING AT OUR STORE.
WE WILL SUPPLY YOU WITH

Any Make of Motor Cycle by Easy Payments
Delivery on Payment of £5 to £10 Deposit.

2% only added to List Prices for a year's credit.
Should you select a CALTHORPE J. two-speed (cash price, 38 guiocas) you pay 16/- extra only. Ths machine is delivered

aitei: payment of £8, to be followed by 12' monthly payments of £2 14s. 6d.

In STOCK a.s wve eo ±0

SOLO MACHINES, c s d
4} h.p. No. 6 JAMES, 3-speed €9 10

iJh.p. JAMES, twill. 69 10

3 h.p. ENFIELD, twin 2-speed 57 15

2? h.p. ALLON, 2-stroke, 2-speed 44 i

2i h.p. ALLON, zstroke 37 16

sjb.p. CALTH0RPE-J.A.P.,3-speed, variableignition 39 18

2i h.p. ROYAL RUBY, two-stroke 32
2Ui.p. ROYAL RUBY, 2-stroke, 2-speed 40
2j h.p. CALTHORPE, 2-stroke, 2-speed 34 13
2* h.p. NEW IMPERIAL, 2-speed, variable ignition 40 19

2j h.p. LEVIS, latest model 32

:i h.p. JAMES, 2-stroke, 2-speed 42

2l h.p. IXION, 2-stroke, 2-speed 35 10

ji h.p. IXION, single-speed 29 10

Sole London A-pntsforthelXION MOTOR CYCLES.

press :

COMBINATIONS. ^ s.

4] h.p. JAMES Combination 8S 6
6h.p: ENFIELD Combination 94 10
4 h.p. CALTHORPE-J.A.P. Twia Lightweight Com-

bination, Entield 2-speed gear, handle starter 73 10
4^ h.p. JAMES Combination, with Lucas dynamo

lightin? and electric horn 102 18
3i h.p. ARIEL Combination 82 10

SECOND-HAND.
7-9 h.p. lOF HARIEY-OAVIDSON, special H.-D.

Sidecar, second-hand, perfect 92 10

4i h.p. QUADRANT, 1916, second-hand, but as new 65
Packing I-ree. Carriage Paid to any Address in the ti.K,

T.D.C. DE LUXE MOTOR CYCLES, INDIANS, B S.A.,
and ROVERS, supplied by deferred payments on

special terms—particulars on application.

West End Agents for the famous JAMES Motor Cycles.

Wm. WHITELEY, Ltd., QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W.

YOU CAN ii,
DEPEND ON

SPECIALITIES AT ALL TIMES.

They are des'gned by clever engineers, and
we can recommend them with every confidence
to motor cyclists who are out for comfort and
reliabihly.

SEE THE

"GRADO" MULTI-PULLEY
which enables you to start like a car. Takes yoiir

iaiachine and sidecar up hills impossible without.
It gets you safely through the thickest traffic,

besides enabling you to travel over the greasiest
roads with safety. The price tor Triumphs, Krad-
burys, etc., is £3 3s. ; ball thrust models, £.4 ;

lightweight models from £2 10s. Recessed
pulleys, 10/- extra.

99

Delivery from Stock. Pulley fitted to machine.

Then there is the

''GRADO" VAPORIZER,
:h enables you to run on paraffin or
inferior substitutes with comfort.

The price complete is

£2, ISs.,
and it will save its cost in

a month.
It heats the paraffin before
entering the float chamber,
and also defuses and thor-
oughly heats the mixture
before entering the cylinder.

Nothing more can be desired.

Write for descriptive leaflet.

Write tor Catalogue to:

The GRADO Manufacturing Co., ''"^''"|fR^,rwBIRMINGHAM.

FOXS

CAUTION
See that the name F0\

o t e metnl d scs 'ri ht and
left attfielied to everj t. nuine
puir of FOX'S New Non-Fray
SDiral Putteea, thus

—

Patentees & Sole ManufacfureTA-
FOX BEjS & Co.. Lta-. (ijept N

Wellingcon, Somerset.

IS?P. PUTTEES

In answerlnff these advertisements it is desirable to mention

NEW NON-FRAY
SPIRAL (Patented)

Agentsfor United States^

Mauley& Johnson, 26a-2€6, Welt
Broadway New York. U.S.A*

The Motor Cycle."
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Hudson

Works:

Parade Mill?,Birmingham

London :

45, Gray's Inn Road.

SATISFACTION
is pepmanentlyrealised
by every owncp of the

New-HudsonBig Six,

Its quality efficiency&
inbuilt sepviceability
Its wonderful command
over hills &i pugged poads.
Its absolute trustworthiness

and dependability under
themost exacting conditions

ape attributeswhichGomineiid
it to discriminating riders,

in the w^orAs Oj^tAe j—

NewHudson Cycle CqE?

a fipm of Wopld A\^de
Reputation fop

EXCELLENCE
In answering this advertiseiiieiil it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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I
i

Economical Insurance for Motor Cycllstsj
THE PROVIDENT CLERKS' AND GENERAL GUARANTEE I

AND ACCIDENT. CO., LTD.
ESTABLISHED 1865.

REASONABLE POLICY CONDITIONS. PROMPT SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS.

Premiums for- Private Use Only.
H.P.

VALUE OF MOTOR CYCLE and SIDECAR.
Not Exceeding £50. ExceediiifJ £50

Under 3| £2 7 6 £2 10

n 2 10 2 15

4i 2 15 3
5—6 3 3 10
7—9 3 17 6 4 7 6

15% REDUCTION IF INSURED BEARS THE FIRST £1 OF ALL CLAIMS.

Extra benefits and Personal Accident Insurance included at slightly increased premiums.

FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION TO-
He^d O-fflce: 61, COL.EMAN STREET, l_ONDON, E.G.
W&st End O-FHce: 199, PICCADIUUY, I.ONDON, ysf.

Telegrams
—
"Peroend, Ave, London." Telephone—London Wall. 5305 (4 lina^

m

8

ENGINE
combines

maximum of efficiency

with maximum of

refined running.

The Motor Cycle, 10/8/16.

WELL BRED
Motor Cycling, 26/9/16.

A.BC MOTORS, LTO.
Walton-on-Thames.

riiaiie: Walton-on-TImTnes. 220.
Tii'inia: " Revs Wnltnn-nn-Tlinme.o ''

'Swf?

The BLUEMEL

Sparking Plug

is— like every other

accessory bearing
the BLUEMEL Mark— of

the very finest materials and

workmanship.

Pressure of Government ivork prevents

production of Bluemel Plugs at

normal rate. It is well to know,

lowever, all about the Plug which

consistently stands up to

its work. Therefore

Write for the Bluemel

Booklet; post free.

BLUEMEL BROS., LTD.,

WOLSTON, Nr. COVENTRY.

M In answering these advertisements it is desirable, to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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[©^MO] [©^M©] IQl^M©

HARLEY-DAVIDSON

1917

©
©

©

©

©

©

©

O
©

"THE MOTORCYCLE MAGNIFICENT."

The 1917 7-9 h.p. twin-cylinder engine is the

most wonderful power unit ever built into a
motorcycle. With the same capacity as hereto-

fore, it now develops over 16 actual horse-power.

ORDERS NOW BEING BOOKED for early delivery.

INSPECTION AT OUR SHOWROOMS cordially invited.

74, Newman Street, Oxford Street, London, W. |

In answering this adverttsement it is desirable to v\cntion " Tfie Motor Cycle." AS
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BUY YOUR MOTOR CYCLE

NOW
"A little later" may prove "too late." There is

already a scarcity of new Motor Cycles, and prices

are advancing. Be advised to order yours now !

= fl

= fl

= §

HARRODS have a splendid selection of

new Motor Cycles from the 2J h.p. Popular
Levis to the 8 h.p. heavy combinations.

If it is not convenient to pa^ cash down,
wh5' not ask for particulars of Harrods'
unique Eas}' Purchase System ?

A full list of Motor Cycles actually in

stock will gladly be sent to you, together
with the makers' catalogue of any
particular machine.

Liberal exchange allowances for any well-

known make of recent date, if in

guaranteed good going order and condition.

HARRODS LD. =
(Motor Cycle Dept.),

Brompton Road LONDON SW
Richard Bmbidge Managing Director

llllllllllllllllll

HAVE YOU OBTAINED A COPY OF OUR LATEST
BOOKLETS ?

"HINTS & TIPS" (which deals maialy with four-strokes).

"ALL ABOUT TWO-STROKES" (which no two-stroke rider caa
aSord £0 be without).

WE SHALL BE HAPPY TO SEND YOU EITHER OR BOTH
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

BROWN& BARLOW, Ltd., ^!#o°SfB%^.^iNGHAM.

a-

The INSURANCE POLICY
that Covers

Pillion Riding (with Sidecar attached) and the use of the
occasional personal business journeys.

Without Extra Premium.
Accidents to

machine for

Risks Covesred

:

Premiums

:

Unlimited Third Party Claims and all Law Costs -

the Machine — Fire — Theft — and Transit Risks.

3 h.p., ^3 -7 - G, 4h.p., *3- 12-tj; 5h.p., S3-17.
6h.p., *4-0-0, 8h.p., £4-5-0.

6.

Including a Free Subscription to "Tlie Motor Cycle" for Twelve Months

ENQUIRY FORM
(To be sent to address below).

Make ot

Machine. H.f Date 01

Manufacture. Present Value.
Registered
Number.

Will machine be driven solely by owner ? ,

Will passenger be carried on luggage
carrier or pillion of motor cycle ? . . .

,

If so, will sidecar attachment be used ? . .

,

Name

Address ,

1-Ul in this form and send to " THE iVlOTOR CYCLE " INSURANCE DEPT., HERTFORD STREET, COVENTRY

a6 In answei-ing these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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THE SPHINX MFG. CO , BIRMINGHAM. LONDON OFFICE, 1 07, Bishopsgate, E.G.

AUTO-CYCLE UNION
^PROTECTION, ADVICE, INSURANCE, CONVENIENCE, ECONOMY.

Illustrated Booklet post free on application to—
Secretary, Auto-Cycle Union, Royal Automobile Club Buildings, Pall Mall, London, S.W.

rr-

\

BRITISH Experience.
An unequalled BRITISH Lightweight Engineering Experience— assisted in manufacture by the

Best BRITISH Brains, using Best BRITISH Materials, in a highly-organised BRITISH Factory—
has produced the universally-approved Standard in Lightweights — The " IXION " Two-stroke.

Farther, the ' IXION" features a quartette of models, furnishing equally pre-eminent satisfaction, whatever the
riding class or sphere. Let your mount for 1917 be the "IXION"—send for our fuUy-descriptive booklet NOW.

IXION MOTOR MFG.
CO., Ladywood, BIRMINGHAM.

So le London Agent

:

Wm. Whlteley, Ltd., Queen's Rd., W.

i.Li.^^L^^kKA.KA^LLLLLLLLkkLkkkkkkHrL
We are busily engaged in munitions, but, as soon as

things in Europe are put right, we hope to fulfil

our obligations to our numerous clients. Meanwhile, write

and have your name booked for earliest possible delivery.

T yy TT¥TTT¥ Vl'frT^T ? ?f TTT V TT?Ty TTTyT ^ TTTT ¥
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SIDECAR ATTACHMENTS.
CHATRR-LEA Sidecar, wicker, luggage carrier, apron,

Dunlop, good condition; £2/10, near offer; othei
accessoriea, list.—Wall, 104, Lansdowne Ed., Dalston,
N.E. [6261

WATSONIAN" and Juno Sidecars, 9 models, imme
diate delivery; cash, prices from £6/13/6; gradual

payments from 12/5 monthly. — Juno Works, 248,
Bishopsgate, London. [3614

SPECIAL Sidecars to suit American Escelsior and
Hnrley-Davidson ; Cape hood3 30/-, wind screens

17/6; splendid value in lightweight model at £8.—Mel-
Tiile Sidecars, Hnlifas. [S1054

SIDE-CARRIERS AND PARCEL-CARS.
TEADESMAN'S Box Sidecar, brand new, Kerry-

Abingdon; cost £14/14, accept £8.—Percy and
Co., 337, Euston Ed., London. [6485

FOE Sale, 26h.p. Isotta-Frascliini motor lorry, and
10-12h.p. Humber lorry, owner giving business up.

Wanted, cane torpedo sidecar, complete, fittings suit

1910 fixed Triumph ; also small revolver.—Particulars.
Horsfield, Motor Engineer, Church Gresley, Burton-on-
Trent. [X3403

HOODS> WIND SCREENS, ETC.
CAMBER Hoods 37/6, wind screens 19/6.-Bright

and Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell, [6362

WIND Screens, 6 patterns, for sidecars, 19/6, 27/6.
30/-, 32/6, sidecar hoods, 33/6.—Juno Showrooms.

248, Bishopsgate, London. [3612

BODIES.
"DASTONE'S.—New cigar pattern bodies; £2.

ASTONE'S.—New coacbbuilt bodies from ^2/15.B
BASTONE'S Sidecar Dept., 228; Pentonville Rd.,

King's Cross. London. N. [5541

ROVEE Coach Body, condition as Jiew; £3/15—73.
Church St., Camberwell. [6363

COACH Bodies, latest ; great sacrifice, 25/- ; brand
new.—Venus Sidecar Co., 746, Seven Sisters Ed..

Tottenham. [3723

ZEPP Cigar Torpedo Sports Coach Bodies, upholsterecl
and finished; 50/-.—Venus Car Co., Seven Sister?

Ed., Tottenham. [6291

PHQilNIX.-Actual manufacturers of bodies, hoods,
and screens; secjDnd-hand sidecars from 50/-. bodies

SO/-, screens 19/-, write special list.—PhCEnis Sidecars,
736, Holloway Rd., London. [X8582

SIDECAR Bodies.—Coloured sketches of original de-
signs and working drawings supplied; flist-cla?3

work guaranteed.—Coonei's Vehicle Journal, Ltd., 19.

Qarrick St., Long Acre, London, W.C. Tel.: Qerrard
2425. . [08i8

G.K. Sidecars, manufactxirerB of thousands of sidecar
bodies, the originators of popular models, the

only actual manufacturers in London of complete bodies,
hoods, and screens of every description; write for 1917
catalogue.— O.K. Sidecars, Lorenao St., Pentonville Ed..
Iiondon, W.O. [6387

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS.

MORGAN Runabouts.-Largest dealers in the West
of England.

MORGAN Runabout, latest 1917 De Luxe model.
Grand Prix, complete with hood, screen, lamps,

large tyres, flush type speedometer, actually in stock.—
Exeter Motor Cvcle Co.. Ltd., Bath Ed., Exeter, and
Tavistock Ed„ Plymouth. [0839

MORGAN. 8h.p., fully equipped; £96.—W. and H,
Motor Co., -Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Manchester.

[6063
TV/TORGANS.-For 1917 modeU apply to Potter, Cou-
J-TX tractin-g Agent, Leicester Gro\e, Blackman Lare.
Tieeds. [X9410

CABDEN Monocar, 6Ii.p. J.A.P., overhauled and re-
painted; £45.—Percy and Co., 337. Euston Ed.,

London. [6475

MORGAN, 1914 sporting model, hood, screen,
lamps, speedometer, very smarts dE69/10.—

Farrar's.

ORGAN, latest Grand Prix model, water-cooled
M.A.G. engine, all on; £135.—Farrar's.

FARRAR'S.—llh.p. Trumbull light car. spare wheel
and tyre, speedometer, full equipment, shop-

Boiled only; sacrifice, £120.—Farrar's Motories, Hop
wood Lane, Halifax. [5529

HtTMBEEETTE, 1913, overhauled and repainted
brown, in real nice condition; £55.—Percy and

Co., 337, Euston Ed., London. [6489

MORGANS.—New Grand Prix model, w.c. M.A.G.
engine, just delivered; also sporting model, J.A.P.

engine. Write for full particulars.—Below.

MORGAN, 1914 Grand Prix, w.c. J.A.P. engine, hood.
screen, lamps, horn, large tyres, etc.; £90.—Elce

and Co.. 15-16. Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G.
'Phone: Avenue 5548. [0598

PREMIER 7-9h.p. Light Car, hood, screen, lamps,
good order, fast and reliable; £60, or part ex-

change motor cycle.-77, Tower Earaparts, Ipswich.
[X3496

M

Above, we pointedly exprc s

the universal verdict of

experienced riders on the
SPRL'^JG FORK which

—

ojtstandingly to - day— en-
sures, by its presence on their

machines, " wheel - steadi-
ness " unequalled and
permanent— theDRUID
MARK II.
And the "cause"—
Because the DRUID
alone perfectly fulfils its

shock-absorbinfT
fu iclions— b e 1 n ? tho
ONLY Fork which
totally absorbs within
itself VERT.CAL and
HORIZONTAL Shocks.

Your Agent will confirm—
or, if preferred, ask us for

latest Art Folder— note its

contents, then " DRUID-
equip " YOUR mount.

A. Drew & Co.. Ld.
Leopold Street, B'UAM

RUNABOUTS AND CYCLE CARS-
Q-SEATEE Cycle Car, 8h.p. J.A.P- Bosch, Dunloj-s.
/^ electric Inmpa, needs adjustment; eheap; view iiny

tiuio—Fulhain House, Putney Bridge. [X34ia

CYCLE Car, minus body and radiator, 6h.p. twin
Fafnir, complete unit, 2-speed, chain drive: calkil

up; £14, oli:er.-35, Colwell Ed., E. Dulwieh, S.E. [6255

MORGAN 1914-15 De Luxe, disc wheels, hood, screen,
electric lights, speedomeler, clock, etc., very amiiit

;

87 ens, ; motor cycle part,—245, Hammersmith Ed., Lon-
don, W. [6287

BOOK Morfrans, Grand Prix models, for early de-
livery, with Wauchops's, 9, Shoe Lane, London,

who spetiiilise in ensy terms of payment or exchange.
—Wanehope's, 9, Shoe Lane, London. [6433

MORGAN, 1915, De Luxe model, disc wheels, hood,
screen, lamps, horn, fully eciuipped, roomy body,

beautifully sprung ; any severe trial given ; bargain at

90 gns., guaranteed.—Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Lonrlmi.
[6434

MORGANS.—We have in stock to-day the largest find

most varied selection of new and second-hand Mor-
gana in Great Britain. We have on hand no less thim
15 of these uniaue little runabouts, ranging from n

useful second-hand at £60, through varying prices, £80,
£90, £100, etc., up to the latest model—a 1917 Graud
Prix de Luxe, with every possible fitment, at £135.—
Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright St., Birmingham. [6195

CARS FOR SALE.
DARRACQ, 8-lOh.p., 2-seater, a real good car; bar-

gain, £30 —Percy and Co., 337, Euston Ed., Lnn-
don. [6486

DARRACQ. 8-lOh.p., 2-seater, in exceptional nir^e

condition; £35.—Percy and Co., 337, Euston Rd..
London. [6488

RITZ 4-cyl. New Light Car, £145; shop-soiled model.
£J25; 1913-14 Premier 2-seater, £57/10.—Motor

Exchange, Horton St., Haiifas. [5143

SMALL Car, Sizaire and Naudin, 2-seater, 10-12h.p.,

4-cyl., overhead valves, condition as new; cost £250,
accept £90.—Palmer, Ongar, Esses. [6283

CALTHORPE Light Car.—Early deliveries from the

authorised agents, Eseter Motor Cycle Co., Ltd.,
Bath Ed.. Exeter, and Tavistock Rd.. Plymouth. [Ob41

DE DION 2-seater, 6h.p., Bosch, Zenith, good going
order; £30, or exchange good motor bike or corn-

hination, cash adjustment ; Midlands.—52, Cox St.,

Coventry. [X3140

DARRACQ, 4-cyl., 14-16h.p., 5-seater, hood^ screen,

speedometer, gate, mag., excellent order; £50, or

exchange motor cycle and little cash.-Calversbert. 77.

Tower Ramparts, Ipswich. [X5497

TRUMBTJLL llh.p. 4-cyI. Light Car, 2-seater, coiu-

pletely equipped, the finest specimen we have yet

seen, quite new ; exchange entertained.—Full particu-

lars from Layton's Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [6455

SAXON 4-cyl. 11-i.p. 2-seater, complete overhauled,
re-paictea and re-tyred, a topping light car;

accept £120; good motor cycle or combination con-

sidered in part payment.—Layton's Garage, Bicester,

Oxon. [X3091

TRtTMBULL 2-seater Light Car, complete with dickey,

electric lamps, electric and hand horns, speed-

ometer, hood, screen, and tools, used very little, and iu

beautiful order; £115; would accept a good motor cycle

or combination in part payment.—Layton's Garage,

Bicester, Oxon. [6454

CHELSEA Light Car, 4-cyl., lOh.p., 2-s6ater, semi-
sporting model, complete, quite new, one furth r

sample just received; usual price £175, accept £135;
would consider good combination part payment; most
unusual opportunity.—Full particulars from Layton's
Garage, Bicester, Oxon. [X3090

XMAS Bargains : Every one a present.-8h. p. Darracq
van, £10; 6h.p. Rover 2-seater, £25; 10-12h.p.

Darracq 4-seat6r, £35 ; 8-lOh.p. Jackson sporting 2-

seater, £45; 10-15h.p. Spyker taxicab chassis, £65;
IBh.p. Argyll 3-senter. £85; llh.p. Brixia-Zust stream-
line 2-seater, £90; 15h.p. New Pick torpedo, £100;
om Hii"''>^'-ette. £il0- Baby Peugent. £115: l2h.p.

Eover, sporting streamjine 2-seater, £125; 12-15h.p.
1912 Stauaard streamliue 4-seater, £145; Morris-Ox-
ford 2-seater, exceptional condition, £165; Calthorpe
4-seater, £185; many others to £385; dozen lorrys and
vans, landaulets, chassis; 50 on view. Call 9 to 6.—
Liquidator, 6c, Lansdowne Hill, West Norwood, S.E.

[6460
EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

EXTENDED Payments.—All makes supplied; lowest
terms.—Service Co., 292, High Holborn, London.

[0618
GENERAL Insurance Co. issue Lloyd's Motor Policies

by monthly payments. Lowest premiums for motor
cycles. Before insuring elsewhere write for prospectus.
—Head Office: 199, Piccadilly, London, W. [0810

ENGINES.
PRECISION, 4i4h.p., only done 700 miles, perfect.

£13; N.S.U., 75X75 twin, going order, £3; 50°
Eosch mab'neto, £2/15.—Alder, 16, East Park Ed,
Harrogate. [6189

IGNITION APPLIANCES,
MAGNETO, waterproof, brand new; 65/-.—64,

Staines Rd., Hounslow. [5719

EXPEET Magneto and Electric. Repairs on tlie

premises.-Grandex Motors, 549, Euston Ed., N-W.
[3569

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of eacli advertisement, and the date of the issue. A25
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IGNITION APPLIANCES.
/O.—Cohimbifi new 41/2 volt dry cells, for ignition,

•^ ' t/ lighting, etc., fully gua^.^nt9ed: post free, write
^OT c.Ttiilogiie.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [627.5

PAKKEE and Rice have some good new and second-
hand m.ngnetos for sale, which will be guaranteed

lor 12 months.-7S. Park Ed. North, Acton, W. [6311

MAGNETO Repairs and Spare Parts, all makes :

spare parts suitable for Bosch magnetos a speci-

1

a'ity.—Simms Motor Units, Ltd., 191, Wardour St.,
j

London, W. T.A. : Simotuuit, London. [0746
|

MAGNETOS Repaired by skilful workmen ; expedi-
\

tion and moderate charges; several 1'2-cyl. mag-

1

netos in stock ; every magneto guaranteed.—The Mag-

.

neto Mart and Repairing Co., 142, Wardour St., AA'.
|

'Phone: Qerrard 727. [8814 1

TANKS.
I

TANKS Repaired: tanks re-enamelled, 10/6.—Bright
and Hayles, 73, Church St., CamberweU. [6364

TANKS.—Tanks any shape to order, repaired, or
enamelled ; all-metal sidecar bodies • general sheet

metal work : lists free.—Attwoods, 86, Eosebery Av..
B.C. Tel. : Central 12445. [6352

TYRES.
j

T EGQATB'S, Edinburgh, for Tyre Value.

TEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.-Tears of motor cycle tyre
J study placed at your service.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.—Knowing tyres is our busi-
ne.ss, and customers profit by our experience-

LEQGATE'S, ' Edinburgh, offer great reductions in
brand new 1916 clearance Clinchers, the tyre with

the great reputatiori for Quality, resiliency, durability,
and non-skidding properties. Make the Clincher your
safeguard. See below for approval terms. Prompt
despatch guaranteed.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.-Clearance.—1916 new pat-
tern Clincher de Luxe, heavy rubber studded,

beaded covers, 26x2 21/-, list 26/6; 26x214 21/-, list

28/6; 26X2%, to fit 2'A rims, 23/6. list 30/6; 26x2'/,,
26/6, list 30/9.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh. — Clearance. — 1916 new
pattern, Clincher de luxe, beaded edge, special

heavy, rubber studded covers, 26x2i^, for 2Vi rims,
27/6, list fl/16/6.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.—Clearance.—1916 new pat-
tern Clincher Dreadnought, 6-ply fabric, extra

heavy, rubber studded, beaded covers, 26x214 31/-,
list £2: 26x21/2, to fit 214 rims, 31/6, list £2; 26x2V.
32/6, hst £2.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh. — Standard 1916 Clincher
Dreadnought, 3-ribbed, 6-ply fabric, beaded covers,

650X65 39/9, 700x80 44/9, 700X80 for 650x65 rims,
44/9; specially made for powerful passenger outfits and
light cars.

LEGGATE'S, Edinburgh.—These goods are all brand
new, and sent anywhere on 7 days' approval against

remittance, cash refunded in full if goods not approved
of.

LEGGATE and Company, Motor Cycle Specialists, 15-

17, Slateford Ed., Edinburgh. 'Phone: Central
8693. T.A. : Tyres, Edinburgh. [X3114

SEE Eancroftian Advertisement under Miscellaneous.
[0846

ECONOMIC lor Cheap Clearance lines, 7 days' ap-
proval; money refunded if not approved.

ECONOMIC —Kempshall clearance heavy non-skids,
26x214 27/6, 26X2% 36/-, 26x2% 38/-, 26X21AX

214 40/-, 660X66 60/-.

ECONOMIC—Kempshall clearance heavy anti-skids,
26x214 19/6, 28x21/2 23/-, 28x3 25;-; Clincher

D« Luxe non-skid, 26x2, 14/-.

ECONOMIC.—Continental 26x214 wired covers, over-
size for 26x2, 10/6, pair 17/6.

ECONOMIC—Special clearance of Indian and Harley-
Davidsnn covers; Kempshall heavy anti-skids. 25/-;

28x3Vj steel stud oversize, 67/6; Goodyear 28x3 Blue
Streak. 56/11; Wood-Milne heavy grooved, 28x3, 27/6;
Clincher heavy De Luxe, 28x3 36/-.

ECONOMIC—Look! Great bargain in Clincher
clearance tubes, 26x2% 4/9, 26x2 4/6, 24x2

3/-; large number of odd butted tubes from 4/6, 26x2i4
to 2SX3.

ECONOMIC Tyre Co., 137, Lewisham High. Rd.,
New Cross. 'Phone: New Cross 1393. [6423

BASTONE'S Presents Free a 3/- repair outfit to
purchasers of Henley, Michelin clearance covers

as below to the value of 14/- and over.

BASTONE'S.—P.N. cavers, Michelin heavy trident,
wired edge, 26x21/, 19/-, 26x2iA 18/-,

BASTONE'S.-Michelin covers, ordinal? 26x2 B.E.
9/6, wired edge 26x2 9/-, 26x21^ 9/6, 26x21/2

BASTONE'S.—Michelin heavy trident, B.B., 26x2
19/-, 26x214 21/-, 26x21/2 23/-. .

B.E,

covers, 26x21/1, 19/6.'

BASTONE'S.—Henley rubber-studded covers, 26x2
14/-. 26X2% 16/-, 26x21/2 18/-.

BASTONE'S.—Guaranteed red 26X2 4/6, 26x214
4/9, 26x21/2 6/-, 26x3 7/6, 26X2 butted 5/6.

TOASTONE'S^^ 22^, _
Pentonville Rd., King's Cross,

BASTONE'S.—Michelin heavy trident, 28x2i/,,
fit 28x3 rims, 20/-; Kempshall heavy

London, N. Tel. : 2481 North. [5540

Brilish

Tyres
Write for Prices.

Tbe Beldam Tyre Co., Ltd.,
Brentford, Middlesex.

New Zealand: J.E.Fitzgerald, 139, Lamb-_
ton Quay, Wellington. Cape Colony : The
Tyre and Motor Co., Rodney Street, Port
Elizabeth. India : Wilkinson & Co., 12,

Dalhousie Square E., Calcutta. Ireland;
P. Drohan & Sons, Carrick - on - Suit.

Beldam '.

: Retreads

:

EVERY time you have a Beldam "
Retread you save nearly

the cost of a new tyre. A _
Beldam Retread costs from 11/6.

YoU^ know what a Cover costs. •BHHBBHHa

TYRES.
CLEARANCE Clincher Heavy De Luxe, all sizes;

24/- each.—Farrar's Motoriea, Halifax. [5209

BRAND JSTew Midland CoverB, 650x65, heavy 3- '.

libbed; listed 38/6, our price 21/-.— Percy and Co.,
337, Eustou Ed., London.

, [6484

7//? Allowance Gaaranteed for old tyre towards nearly
/ vl all new motor cycle covers.—Particulars to

Taylors', Tyre Stockists, Store St., London, W.C. [0626

0/5x214 New Continental Cover, 12/6; ditto, heavier,
/VO 18/6; 26x21/2 ditto, 15/-; ditto, heavier, 20/-;
approval against remittance.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting.

[6276
^ QxZ Tyres, absolute bargains, fit Indian, Harl*^-^ O Davidson, Excelsior, etc., guaranteed brand new,
13ominion, United States, Englebert, Firestone, covers
25/-, tubes 9/-.—Holmes, Long Park, Chesham Bois.

[X2989
VAPORISERS.

MORE Petrol for Ton.— Gordon's improved Auto-Vac
petrol economiser positively saves 30 to 40%. For

B. and B., Triumph, and P. and M. carburetters; easy
to fit; price 1/9 each, postage 2d. A super economiser
that saves its cost on the first tin of petrol or substitute.
Makes your engine start up exceptionally easy ; used by
naval and military motor cyclists. Send for one now.
—Gordon's Motor Works, Eoyston, Herts. [6443

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, good all-round cycle mechanic, ineligible

or rejected: state wages and experience.-Wells
and Son, Central Garage, Dovercourt, Harwich. [X3374

PATENT AGENTS.
CONSTTLT Patent Agency, 253, Gray's Inn Rd.,

London.—Free advice. Inclusive charges, ' [9220

INVENTORS' Advice and Handbook Free.-King's
Patent Agency, Ltd., 16, Queen Victoria" St.,

London. [5818

HENRY SKERRETT, Chartered Patent Agent, 24,
Temple Row^ Birmingham.—Patents, trade marks,

and designs. Motor patents a speciality. [0636

INSURANCE.
FOE Insurance of all kinds (specially motor), apply

Ernest J. Bass, Insurance Broker, Bishops Stort

ford. [069:

GENEEAL Insurance Co. issue Hoyd's Motor Policiei

by xnonthly payments. Lowest premiums for motoi
cycles. Before insuring elsewhere write for prospectus.

—Head Office: -199, Piccadilly, London, W. [7731

TUITION.
WABEEN'S, 386, Buston Ed.

car and cycle tuition.
(Museom 3081), foi

[0860

WANTED.

ANT Number modem second-hand motor cycles, sound
condition, Douglas, B.S.A., Triumph, A.J;S.t

Enfield, Sunbeam preferred ; spot cash on examination
and proof of ownership.—Maudes' Motor Mart, 100, Gt.
Portland St., London. W. Tel.: 552 Mayfaif. [5186

be cheap.—Bos L2,627, c/o
[5272

SIDEOAE, sporting, must be cheap.—Box L2,628, c/o
The Motor Cycle, [527.3

WANTED, A.J.S. 2%h.p. 3-speed new motor.-Oross,
Agent, Rotherham. lX3474

AUTO-WHEEL, must
The Motor Cycle.

3-SPEED Gear, Armstrong or Sturmey preferred.—64,
Staines Ed., Hounslow. [5622

N.S.U. Gear, for Eradbiiry; stato lowest price.-Broom,
77, Marylebone Lane, W. [6361

WANTED, oranishatt. for Douglas,
L2,775, c/o The Motor Cycle.

1914. — Box
[6490

cash.-INDIAN Sidecar, well sprung, sporting, 5h.p.

,

Benson, 17, Prior St., Lincoln. (D) [X3337

COTJNTBESHAI'T Gear, chain-cum-belt, suit sy^h.p.

—E. Ball, High St., Tutbuiy, Stafls. [6203

BADCOCK'S By-pass Jet, with or without pipes.—
21, JJurnsford Ay., Wimbledon Park. [6338

WANTED, very old motor cycle, cheapest possible.—
Ohaufleur, Bramhope, Leeds, Yorks. [6279

1 AA Motor Cycles Wanted ;' spot cash paid.—BringJ.W or send, Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [6273

WANTED, Sason, Trumbull, or similar light car for

cash.—Tollady, Hemingford, Bicester. [3:3092

letters
[6300

WANTED, Druid forks, for 1913 Douglas, perfect
condition.-34, Ashvale Ed., Tooting, S.W. [6337

CHAIN Belt, countershaft gear, for 6h.p. Matchless-
Jap.—Clark, 90, Bexley Ed., Erith, Kent. [6196

WANTED, B.S.A. sidecar, good condition; state lowest
cash.—Eiohardson, Middle St., Driffield. [X3387

DKUMMOND Bench Lathe, cheap for cash, condi-

tion good.—HassaU, 7, Christie St., Widnes.
. _ [X3336

ANTED, 3y.h.p. Antoine cylinder, Xl'all spring

forks, good; cheap cash.—Jupp, Horsmonden.
[6308

4?15-£20 waiting for best lightweight offered;^ first.—Simmons, 11, Grant Ed., Croydon.

W^
A26 All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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YOU hear

a lot of

platitudes
about plug

guarantees
in these days, but after all

the vital matter is the

question of fulfilment, and

in that the

FORWARD
stands pre-eminent.

A wide and generous inter-

pretation is given, and in

the exceedingly rare cases

where we are called upon to

"make good " we do so fully,

promptly, and .
without

demur.

You will rarely, very rarely,

meet a Forward user who has
experienced the need for such
demand but, when you do—he
will confirm all we say—ask him 1

Thsre are many models in

the FORWARD range, but

none more popular than"C."

Let us send you fuller details.

FORWARD MOTOR CO..

35, Forward Works, Summer Dow,

BIRMINGHAM.

^^

WANTED.
DOUGLAS or otlier liBhtweieht. clutch preferred;

cash.—Logan, Central Flyiug School, TJpavoii.

rX3273
WANTED, magneto, single or t^in ; also Bowden

handle-bar control.—Norris, PixhaU, Hnivklniist.
[6340

BOSCH Magneto, ZF4, anti-cloclarise. wanted, per-

fect order.-Box L2,721, c/o The Motor Cycle.
[5895

NEW Iinperial-Jap, latest model, clutch, starter, etc.

:

cheap tor cash.— G., 1, High St-, Tunbridge Wells
[X34C0

WANTED, good make underslung sidecar or chassis,

suit 81i.p.—Weldon, Devonshire Rd., Nottingham.
[S3463

WANTED, main driving shaft for Douglas, 2-speed,
1913 motor cycle.—Overed, Church End, Finch-

ley. [6238

WANTED, 3-speed gear, must be late type, hub or
countershaft.—Ward, £9, Webster St.. Coventry.

[X3426
WANTED, screwcutting lathe, 3tt. to 6tt., power

or treadle.—D., 5, Layengro Rd., West Duiwich,
8.E. [5795

HALF Crankcase, pulley side, for M.M.O. 3h.p. eu-
gine.—The South Essex Motor Co., High Ed.,

Ilford. [X3456

3-SPEED Countershaft Gear, for Bh.p. J.A.P., Stui-
iney-Archer preferred.-pKnight, Maypole House,

Bexley.

WANTED,
and H.

W^

[X3391

your old machine for new model.—W.
Motor Co., Ltd., 287. Deanssate, Man-

chester. [6064

ANTED, motor cycles: cash Tvaiting.—Wandsworth
Motor Exchange, Ebner St., Wandsivorth Town

Station. [2966

DOUGLAS, New Imperial, on other good lightweight.
Full particulars and lowest for cash.— 15, Summer-

hill Ed.. Dartford. [6293

to send for our
Motor Exchange.

Hort-on St., Halifax. [6144

WANTED, S'/ah-p. 1915 T.T. Triumph, also spare
cylinder, must be in new condition.—Argrle,

Somercotes, Alfreton. [X3372

WANTED, P. and M. chain wheel, for solo, must be
unworn : state number of teeth.—Shephard, Sit-

well Vale, Eotherham. [X3371

WANTED, back cylinder, with piston and middle
connecting rod. for 5-6h.p. Peugeot.—A.B., 207,

MOTORISTS requiring exchanges
bargain list : liberal allowances.—

Bentley Lane, Walsall. [i3389

WANTED, a cylinder, new or second-hand, for SVo
h.p. 1912 Triumph motor Cycle.—Castle Motor

Co., Ltd., Kidderminster. [5980

WANTED,
Apply

2-stroke Triumph cycle, second-hand.—
with particulars to Robinson's Garage,

Belford, Northumberland. [S3136

WAJSTTED, back spindle and nut of 1912 2-speed
3V2h.p. B.S.A. — Address, Sub.-Lieut. Metcalfe,

H.M-S. Yulcan, c/o G.P-O.
,
[6225

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles, purchased for cash.
—Send particulars and lowest prices.—Service Co.,

292, High Holborn, W.C. [0679

WANTED, powerful combination; £10 cash, new
concert gramophone, typewriter, 3-speed cycle.—

Cearles Stores, Southborough. [X3468

WANTED, lady's Douglas, 1914-15, 2^4h.p., 2-speed.
kick start ;

give full particulars, lowest price" cash.
—Yates, Coedpoeth, AVrexham. [X3419

UP-TO-DATE Motor Cycles and light cars wanted
rash lent on same with option of purchase.—Motor

Exchange, Horton St., Halifax. [6146

iiave you Deen look-

ing for the Cover,

alls that really

keep the wet
out?

Then get

this book-

SEND A\ \
CARD TO
IRVINE SMITH,

BUTTERSHAW, BRADFORD,

WANTED, any number of good motor cycles and
combinations ; cash paid on sight.—Percy and

Co., 357, Euston Ed., London, [6476

WANTED, first-olasa motor cycle, with or without
sidecar.—Graham Lawson, Lynn Eoad Nurseries,

Teriington St. Clement, King's Lynn. [X3145

WANTED, good second-hand known mate motor cycle
and sidecar, must be reasonable price; no dealers.

—Write, Bos L2,626, c/o The Motor Cycle. [5270

SIDECARS wanted. We buy on sight, all types; send
particulars.-Geo. Smith, 268, Lavender Hill, Clap-

ham Junction. 'Phone: Battersea 1271. [5271

WANTED, front cylinder for 1915 American Excel-
sior, 7-9h.p., new or second-hand; good price for

sound cylinder.—46, Holmscroft St., Greenock. [X3370

DOUGLAS. 1913 model B, chain wheel, front cylin-
der, half crankcase, flywheel side, 2 pistons and

connecting
Gloucester.

rods; ' state price.—Gibb, Douglas Depot,
[3:3490

WANTED, good second-hand lamps, horns, speed-
ometers, and other modern aecessories.—Particu-

lars and lowest price for cash, Service Co., 292, High
Holborn, W.C. [0743

WANTED, good second-hand accessories, lamps, horns,
speedometers, etc. ; stock can be brought or sent

for approval ; cash paid on eight.—Geo. Smith, Motor
Cycle Depot, Clapham Junction. [5269

DOUGLAS, 23Ah.p., 1914. 1915, 1916 machines
wanted; good cash prices offered. We are legiti-

mate buyers and really want machines.—Douglas
Specialists, Robinson's Garage, Green St., Cambridge.

[6393

save all this by fitting one

If the Fastener fails, ,„

where are you ? Well, %
usually miles from a repair '^i|||

shop, that's according to the

general "cussedness" of things I

WTiere are you ?— Well, '* stuck up "

with that which may be the speediest

bike in the world rendered a "dud " by
the unreliability of this single fitment

!

And you '"eel your position keenly

—

feel the weight of the bike, too, as you
push it to the nearest repair shop,

or, alternatively, the indignity of the

situation as you endeavour to eflect a

temporary repair

!

You Cb

of the

FORWARD
range—the fasteners that never

fail.

There's the Forward—strongest

of all Fasteners at 1 /6.

The KING HOOK—King of the

Hook Types, at 1/- Detaehable,

1/3 Adjustable ; and the

CHAMPION— the best at its

price—at 9d. Detachable, 1/-
Adjustable.

Ask your dealer, and write us

for Catalogue.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,

35, Forward Works, Summer Row,

BIRMINGHAM.

INSURANCE
BY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

LLOYD'S
COMPREHENSIVE POLICIES

Exceptional Terms
, for MOTOn CYCLES.

Send particulars of Machine

THE MOTOR INSURANCE BUREAU,
14, Abchurch Lane, LONDON, E.C.

All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. kii
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WANTED.
WANTED, cliEiin driven couibjnntion, fully eauipped,

Intest type, 41i.p. A.J.S., with interchangeable
T^'lieels, mnat lie in good condition and reasonable.—
Powell, 112, Eodenburst Ed., Claphani Park, S.W.

[313280
WANTED to purchase lor cash, motor cycles or com-

binations of any of the following makes: Cous-
ins, Norton, Sunbenm, Brougb, Trinmph, Matchless,
Jndinn, etc, not earlier than 19X4.—Elce and Co., 15-

16, llishopsgate Av., Camomile St., E.G. [0599

SMART Up-to-date Motor Cycle Combinations; good
prices paid for right sort. Call with them, if pos-

sible, to ensure prompt attention, at Lamb's, 151, High
St., Waltliamstow, and 50, Hiph Ed., Wood Green
Tels.: Walthamstow -169, and Homsey 1956. [6271

WANTED, air-cooled 2-orl. S-lOh.p. engine, suitable
for cycle car, complete with carburetter, mag-

neto, etc., recent make, perfect condition; send gjietcb,

dimensions, makers' number, weight, and full particu-

lars.—Advertiser, 30, Baxter Av., SouthendnDn-Sea. [6258

ALL Types of Machines and Combinations required
immediately, including light cars; exchanges enter-

tained ; epot cash and good prices paid. Before dis'

posing of elsewhere write, 'phone, or calif prompt atten-

tion straight denline, aud courtesy.—Longman Bros.,

King St.. Acton. 'Phone: 1578 Chiswict. [6396

SE^'O Your Motor Cycle to Palmer's Garage, Tooting,
Wimbledon Station, L. and S.W. Railway, per goods

or Tooting Junction Passenger Train. Cash oUer will

be telegraphed immediately on receipt of machine. Ma-
chine cau be included in fortnightly auction without
cliarge if offer not accepted; reserve price may be fixed

—Sole address. Palmer's Garage and Motor Cycle Auc-
tion Rooms, 185, 185, 187, 189, High St., Tooting. [6274

EXCHANGE.
3h.p. Gas Engine; exchange for M.G,—Charles, Forbes

St., Landoie, S.W. [X3340

THE Halifax Motor Exchange quote the keenest
exchanges.—68. Horton St., Halifax. [6145

EXCHANGE your present mount for another.—W.
and H. Motor Co., Ltd., 287, Deansgate, Mnn-

chester. [6065

1 Q 13 4h.p. Bradbury, 2-speed, chain drive, sidecar,
J- */ complete, £28; cycle part.—143, Evington Ed.,
Leicester. [X3466

DOUGLAS, 4h.p., 1914-15, electric lighting, 2-speed,

cheaper machine and cash.—245, Hammersmith
Ed., Loudon, W. [6286

EXCHANGE.—Any make of motor cycle taken in

part exchange for 'ight cars.—Service Co., Featlier-

stone Buildings, W.C. -- [0664

4-CYL. FN., mag. ignition, engine good condition, also
tyres, needs new carburetter ; £12 ; exchange-

Nixon, Bianipton, Cumberland. [X3470

WANTED, magneto motor cycle, in exchange for 100
21- inlly-paid shares Kibweya Rubber Estates,

Ltd.—Box L2,766, c/o The Motor Cycle. [6241

T.T. Iiidinn, 7-9h.p., 1913, clutch model, beautiful
condition ; £35 ; exchange lower power, cash ad-

jn.stment.—35, Mowbray Rd., Brondesbnry. [6336

"j Q15 8B Matchless Combination, complete with acces-

]

-i-*^ soiies and spares, for 2-seater car, cash adjust-
ment; sell £75.—H. Eodwell, Brewery, Tring. [6334

EXCHANGE 1913 Scott. 2-speed. FJS., perfect order,
for Zenith, Eudge Multi, or Triumph; sell £25.—

Rolls, 5, Thornton Place, York St., Baker St., W. [6357

1 Oh.p. Sizaiie, fine sporting streamline 2-seater; ex-
-i-/W change really first-class solo, or combination, or
sell £70.—Stanhope, 130, Beulah Hill, Upper Noi-wood.

[0871
"1Q12 3'/'h.p., o.h.v. single, top-feed B. and E., Bad-
-Lv cock's bypass, good tyres, excellent condition,
for lightweight, or sell f15.— Ginns, Carletou, Carlisle.

[6327
WANTED, Combinations, Motor Cycles; exchange

'"ars. Jtring them along any day, 9 to 6.—LiQui-
dntor, 6c, Lansdowne Hjll, West Norwood. CSee cars.)

[5793

1 Q15 7li.p. Indian, 2 speeds, and sidecar, good oon-
J-*y dition. value £45; exchange for modern 4i^h.p-

combiuation, casli adjustment,—30, Talbot St., Burnley.
[X3422

"I
014 T.T. Douglas, 2-speed, 2%h.p., perfect; exchange

-LU 1914 T.T. Triumph, speed gear, cash either way:
aiipoinfment. — Paterson, Percival Parade, Worcester
Park. [6235

FXANDEES 1912 15-20h.p. Chassis, gate change,
mag., 3 speeds nfid reverse; £45, or exchange

gonri combination.—Cahersbert, 77, Tower Ramparts,
Ipswich. CS:34&5

WARREN'S, 386, Euston Ed. ('Phone : 3081
Museum), will take your present machine and

allow you top price in part payment, or will purchase
outright. [0859

8h.p- Single Water-cooled M.M.O. Car Engine, -water
pump, radiator, coil, wants overhaul; £7, or ex-

change for good hammerless gun,—Wm. Gossip, Enows-
ley, Inverness. ' [X3404
1Q15 6h.p- Sun-Jap and special Sun sidecar, 3-speed
J- *y and clutch, Stui mey-Archer gear bos, as new,
and casli, for 1914 w.c. Morgan, or Htimberette.—D.
Millon, Lt.,. Oliver's Hydro, Buxton. [X2349

F*OEV) Touring Car, 1914 model, in perfect condition,
complete with 5 lamps, spare corer, etc., tyres all

as new; a Imrgain, £85, or would exchange for 1916
touring model.—Wanilow and Co., Oxford St., Weston-
supei-Maie. [X3436

SEND FOR

LIST
OF

MACHINES
IN STOCK

JULIANS,
84, Broad St., READING.

Biggest Light Car and Cycle

Dealers in the South.

45 Years' reputation. 'Piione 1024.

ARMSTRONG &

STURMEYARCHER
We have every

Armstrong
part actually in

stock, and also

eve r y J.S.

Sturmey-
Archer part.
Any part can

be sent by next

post, or we can

repair your
gear in six

hours with

tested parts

exactly as we
are supplying

to the British

and Allied
Governments
—Mid guaran-

tee them.

GEAR
REPAIRS in

6
HOURS.

46, Brunswick- Street,
Edhiburgh, 12/12/16.

Dear Sirs,

My wheel received mid
is noto running all rigM.
Please accept my sincere
apology /or giving you
unnecessary trouble, which
might have been saved had
I sent my wheel whole.
I am very much in-

debted to you for your
consideration. Please
accept my best thanks^

Yours siticerely,

J. MILLAR.

Send wheels or parts
(carriage paid) clearly
labelled with name and
address to

—

COUNTY
ENGINEERING

CO.,
64, Staines Rd.,

HOUNSLOW
(L. & S.W.Rly.)

REPAIRERS.

A
War Office Contractors.

.J.S.

.J.S. Repairs my speciality.—Yonngs, 2 and 3, The
Parade, High Rd., Kilburn. [4259

WHITTAI^L Machinists' Co.,
for all engine repairs.

WHITTALI/.-Espert -n-ehlers. Suecialists in Alu-
minium welding. Crank cases, cylinder flanges,

valve seats, pistons, etc., promptly -welded and machined,
frames repaired.—Whittall Machinists' Co., Whittall St.,
Birmingham. [0136

VALVES.—Nickel Bt«el Talves, anv size, 4/6: per pair,
8/6.-C. E. Foster, KirkstaU Bd.. Leeds. [0253

BRADBURY Spares and Repairs. — Agents, Bright
and Hayles, 73, Church St., Camberwell. [6365

ARMSTROH^TG Gears Repaired promptly, or parta
supplied. — The JBotary Joining Co., Regent St.,

Warrington. [4629

A .J.S. Official Repairers and spare part stockists.—Sole
London agents, Taylors, Ltd., Store St., W.C.

Tel.: Museum 1240. [0779

ARMSTRON"G and Sturmey Gears overhauled, broken
parts replaced; Triumph engines a speciality.—,

Dalby, Baker St., Sparkhill, Birmingham. [5681

TO EPAIRS and Spare Rarts.—The Runbaken MasnetoXt Co., Ltd., Camp Street Works, Manchester. Tel.:
8266 City (3 lines). T.A. : Runmag, Manchester. [0404

FRAME Repairs and Alterations.—Special frames and
tanks built, any designs; enamelling and plating.

—A. Pilkington and Co., 390, Lichfield Rd., Birming-
ham. [S 9-114

PISTONS, fitted irith top and bottom step-out rings,
hardened steel gudgeon pin, and your cylinder re-

bored and ground, 30/-.—O. R. Poster, Kirkstnll Ed.,
Leeds. • [0310

ENGINES, Engines, Engines.—Repairs of all descrip-
tions : immediate attention

;
prompt delivery ;

guar-
anteed repairs.—M.M. Engineering Co., 228, Grove Rd..
Hounslow. [5590

SWIFT Cycle Co., Ltd., undertake the thorough re-

pair and overhaul of any make of motor cycle
at their large aud -B-ell equipped repair works, 132-134,
Long Acre, W.C. Enquiries invited. [3B63

FOR First-class Guaranteed Repairs to all makes of
motor cycles, and for choice of large stock of

I'arts for all makes of macbines, call on Walter
Matthews, Motor Cycle Repair Expert, 117, Siiflolk

St,, Birmingham. [0820

TjVIRST-CLASS Eenairs to motor cycles, cylinders re-X ground, valves re-seated, plating and enamelling,
rountershaft and bub gears repaired ; all makes of en-
twines overhauled; repairs promptly executed.— George
Pilkington and Son, 123, Allesley Old Rd., Coventry.

15201
ARMSTRONG and Sturmer-Archer Hub and Counter-

shaft Gears ; all parts for all types in stock ; no -

waiting; 10 hour repairs by experts; recommended by
Messrs. Sturmey-Archer and other leading manufac-
turers. — Crom-\vell Engineering Co., Putney Bridge
Rd., S.W. [262C-

TUBE Repairs.—Discard troublesome patches, and use
Mustikon Rubber Repair Studs. Impossible to

move, and never give trouble. Sample box of assorted
studs, with pliers and scissors, will be sent post free foi
1/6 by Mustikon, Ltd.. 23, New St., Cardifi!. These
sample boxes are only to be obtained from the makers
Write to-daj', offer only holds good for a short period.

[083?
CYLINDERS Re-ground, fitted with pistons, rings, and

hardened gudgeons; prompt delivery and moderate"
quotations: guarantee 3 months. Simplex steel pistons
supplied to order. Valves, sprockets, timing gears,
bushes, shafts, or crank-pins machined from patterns
or sketched. Forged crankshafts or connecting rods sup-
plied lor Douglas or similar engines.—Norman and Bliss.

Motor and General Engineers, London Rd., Hounslow.
'Phone: 227. [8270

MISCELtANEOUS,
BINKS Carburetters.—We specialise in these for any

machine,—Booth's Motories.. Halifax.

INKS Carbm-etter.—Good allowance for your carbur-
etter in exchange.—Booths Motories, Halifax.

INES Carburetters.—Run on paraffin or substitute,
and economise.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

INKS Carburetters.—Supplied promptly: old carbur-
etter taken in exchange.—Booth's Motorics, Hali-

DOUGLAS Carburetter, h.b.c., 1915. 12/6; Triumph
pulley, 4/6.—Booth's Motories, Halifax.

BRAND New £6 Weatherproof Magneto, single-oyl,,

anti-clockwise; £3/17/6.—Booths Motories, Halifax.
[6385

OETO Wind Screens, Atkinson's patent, three types

;

single 30/-, sliding 36/-, triple 50/-.—Below.

HOODS, aprons, highest quality, lowest prices, guar-
anteed waterproof ; catalogues gratis.-Atkinsoris,

24, Arminger Ed., Shepherd's Bush, W. [3313

1016 Senspray, 25/-, suit 6h.p. J.A.P.--H. Kenyon,
Xt/ 14, Home Park, Devonport. tX3360

A2S All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
TJANCROFTIAN Co. for extraordinary bargains.

TYRES, beaded, the largest stock in London; don't
buy any until you see us. We can save you

money. For example, Kempshall heavy non-slipping
tl-ead 26x2i/i. 21/9; Henley 650;<65, guaranteed '/.in.

thick, 32/G; Clincher clearance 650x65 light car, 21/6;
700X75 or 80, 25/-; 26x21/.., 16/6, 26x3, 17/6; wired
26x21/2 and 2i/i, 17/6; Midfand studded 26X21/,, 16/6.

TUBES.—Hutchinson clearance, perfect, 26x2 3/6,
26x2i/i 4/3, 26x21/2 5/3, 26x2% 4/6. 26x3 7/6;

other makes equally cheap; every make in stock. We
make liberal allowance for old tyres.

BELTING.—Rubber, best make, cannot advertise
name, s/sin. SVad., ?4in. lOi/jd. .yain. 1/-. lin. 1/3

loot; limited quantity only.

WATERPROOF Clothing.—Double-breasted heavy
texture suit, complete, 22/6, as sold at *2/2;

very best on the market, as sold at £3/10, our price
39/6; seatless trousers, heavy waterproof texture, 13/6;
leggings from 4/6; everything for motor cyclists at cut
prices; no lists.

"pBNIEE^ Leather Bags, special line, 8/9 pair.

LXrMIiS"OtrS Paint, beat quality, 8^.4., 1/214, S/Sl/o
bottle.—Bancroftian Co., 64, Bishopsgate, London^

E.O. T.A. : Ohaikel, London. Tel.: No. 9897 London
WaU. [2989
AC0ESS0RIES.-«6lling out. Send for list.-Wall,

104, LansdoTvne Rd., Dalston, London. [6330

COWET Speedometer, 26/-; Brooks B104 padded
saddle, 10/-.—Dicker, Monks Ed., Exeter. [X3146

tyo Screws, Nuts, Bolts, -washers, motor cycle repairs;
* t^ 2/-.—Meadows, Bankfield Lane, Southport. [3980

1Q11 Triumph Cylinder and Piston, also pedallingJ-" gear, less sprocket; 2S/-.-a. Merryfleld, Eythorne,
Dover. [6289

MUD Stoppers.—Pivotal flaps, shields, non-drip edges,
.

keeps you clean; lists.—Necessities, Vine St., Bir-
mingham. [4982
"DINKS Carburetter for sale, almost brand new, suit
J-» 31/jh.p. engine; what offers?-Kitto, Calamansack,
Falmouth. [X3271
BINKS Carburetter, almost new, only used fortnight,

suit eh.p. twin; 35/-.—The Briars, Gatwick, Hor-
ley, Surrey. [X3376
"O. and B. Carburetter, Bosch mag., head lamp and
--' generator, trench 'waders.—Beardshaw, Auctioneer,
Wood Green. [6353

T'WO Continental Covers, 650x05, best make, used
once, 40/-T Stewart horn, 15/-.— 19, Fleet Rd.,

'

Hampsfead,
' London. [6207

SPEEDOMETER, Cowey, trip record, little used, 26in.
wheel: 50/-, or best offer.—W. G. Robinson, Stani-

forth St., Birmingham. [X3449
30/.

iry.-

[X3338

OA Gallon Petrol or Substitute Store Tank. .,„,-,
K>\J wanted, F.E. olntoh, old pattern Bradbury.—
Basevi, Malmesbnry. (D) [X3338
GRAMOPHONE from 36/-, records 9/6 doz., 1,000

needles 1/9; gramoplione parts; lists free.—Re-
gentor, 120, Old St., 'London. [4580

O O Gallons Petrol Substitute, best quality, in twoOtJ barrels. 1/10 per gallon, on rail.—Shackleton, Mir-
field Drive, Monton, Manchester. [X3428
DOUGLAS Latest Handbook, full instructions, hints

in overhauling, general care of the Douglas, in-
cluding pries list spares ; 1/-.—Below.

DOUGLAS Spares, good assortment, pistons, tool-kits,
T.T. bars; all 1911 spares and 1915 3-speed gear

parts —Below.

TRIUMPH Pattern Pistons, gudgeon pins and rings,
brand new; 84, 85 mm., 25/6; packing 6d,—

Below.

PREMIER Pattern Pistons, gudgeon pins and rings,
brand new: 27/6; packing 6d.—Robinson's Garage,

Green St., Cambridge. [6392

HUNDRED Beautifully Printed Note Headings
memos, billheads, or cards (own wording} 1/--

samples.—" Observer " Office, Tenby. [4234
OCREWCUTTING Lathe, 6ft.x6in., igSO; also Drum-
*^ mond.—Call, 9 to 6, Liquidator, 6c, Lansdowne
Hill, West Norwood, S.E. (See Cars.) [5794

SENSPRAT, 1916, new, 27/6; dropped back frame,
30/-, deep motor horn, 7/-, belt rims from 1/

—

24, Arminger Ed., Shepherd's Bush, W. [64i6
" "fT'LASH-LAMP Batteries : Tlieir Construction and

-•- How to Re-charge," 7d. P.O., post free.—Gordon's
Electrical Depot, Eoyston, Hertfordshire. [X3024
BOSCH Magneto, anti-clock. 50/-; B. and B. carbur-

etter, 1913, h.b.c, complete, 18/-; pa'
'

lops, 26x2i/i and 26X2
. pair heavy Dun-

18/- each, new condition.

WICKER Sidecar, 3-point. nearly new tyre, 50/-:
front wheel, 26x214, 8/-; Rex engine, m.o.v.,

silencer, perfect, 70/-.

T>EX Frame, spring forks, tank, back wheel fittings,Xt etc., lot 40/-; drop back Chater frame, tank,
wheels, tyres, fittings, ready for engine, £5.

GENT'S Push Bike, B.S.A. 24in. frame, dropped, new
tyres : 50/-, or exchange anything motorish.—Mar-

tin, 23, Warren Rd., Tooting. [6463

HANDLB-BAES, best quality steel, 10 gauge, stems
15 gauge, tops best plating, 12 patterns; 7/- each.

—Juno Showrooms, 248, Bishopsgate, London. [3613

PHCENIX
38 Models to suit all Motors

actually in stock.

Phoenix Model 100 Lightweight.
Designed for Lightweight Motors. Lightest
Practical Coach Sidecar. Price 1 1 guineas,
Built with side door to open, extra 7 / 6.

SIDECARS to suit Harley and all

American Motors.

Largest Sidecar & Body Stock in London.
Write for catalogue listing 61 models,from 5 guinscu,

BODIES. HOODS. SCREENS.
AGENTS WANTED.

PHCENIX SIDECAR WORKS.
736, HoUoway Road, LONDON

(Proprietors - - Phoenix Motors, Ltd

)

'Phone—Homsey 449. Teleerams—" Sycamis."

Hours of business, 8 till 7. Saturdays, 1 p.m.,
or by appointment. One minute walk from

Highgate Tube Station (Underground).

Exchanges made Large stock ot second-
in band models

SIDECARS of all makes.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.
MOTOR CYCLE DEPOT : CAR D£POT :

173. Gt. PorUanI Street.
'"^usIo'n ROAof

*'

'Phone: 1970, Regent. 'Phone: 4219, Regent.

MOTORCYCLES FOR HIRE.
1916 &1917 New Machines

in Stock. Inspection invited.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1915 HARLEY-DAVIDSON and Sidecar.;.. £65
1915 MATCHLESS 8B Combination £85
1913 RUDGE-MULTI £35
1914 CLYNO 6 h.p. Combination, as new . , £65
1915 VELOCETTE, 2-stroke, 2-speed £22
1915 NEW IMPERIAL, all accessories . . . ; £30
19x5 NEW IMPERIAL, all accessories ....£28
1909 DOUGLAS £14
iqi4 INDIAN T.T., 2-speed £43
1911 8 h.p. CHATER LEA
Shop-soiled Indian spring; frame

Swan Sidecars, £17 10 G,

and other Sidecars at bargain prices.

MISCELLANEOUS-
LATHE, £.^/10; dining room billiard table, £1/10;

petrol lighting plant, complete, 3 beer pumps, 15/-
offers.—Aitken, Choppington Colliery, Morpeth. [X339;

LUMINOUS Buttons, brooches, and butterflies, whole-
sale only; sample parcel V2 gross Id., V2 gross 2d.,

9/-, post paid.—Will Eicketta, Eastborough, Scarborough.
[X3278

GRAMOPHONE, model drawing room hornless cabi-
net, height 4ft., on wheels, with records; £5/5.—

69, St. Paul's Av., Willesden Green, London, N.W.
[X3148

FLASHLIGHTS, special line, complete, l^in. dome
lens, guaranteed battery filament bulb; 21- each,

postage free.—Forerunner Cycle Co., Kedfleld, Bristol.
[5600

CLUTCH, ofE 1914 Douglas, less control, condition as
new; also Douglas touring bars, 45/- lot, or ex-

change Douglas Biuks, 3-jet.—Waldeck, London E,d.,

Newcastle, Staffs. [53405

MAGNETO, new, O.A.T. twin, 180°, £6/10; lin. belt,

new, 7/-; %in" ditto, 6/-; Fafnir engine, water-
cooled, mag., carburetter, £8.-40, Bishops Rd., Cam-
bridge Heath, N.E. [6342

UNBREAKABLE Chrome Nickel Valves, guaranteed
one year, 4/6 each, 8/- pair; step-cut piston rings

3/- pair
;

post free per return. — Capacity Tool Co.,

Eroseley, Shropshire. [641^

3-SPEED Gear Box, cork clutch, kick starter, new
chains and chain wheels, £7; 5-6h.p. twin, 50/-;

frame, 20/-.—Bailey (ring bell), 42, Grosvenor Terrace,
Camberwell Ed., S.E. [6304

VALVES, High-class finish, 3% nickel st^el, guaran-
teed, 3/6 each; piston rings, best Quality, most

popular makes, 1/6 each.—Juno Showrooms, 248,
Bishopsgate, London. [3615

OILSK!INS, motor suits, handle-bar muffs, rain coats,
for everything waterproof, send for list.-The

Para Rubber Co., Waterproof Garment Makers. John
Bright St., Birmingham. [52458

lor wrist watches, clocks,
remains luminous for years

;

bottles 1/6 and 2/9.—B. Tobiu and Co., 39, Charles
St., Hatton Garden, E.C. [3480

SPAEE Parts.—Large stock of Triumph, E.S.A., Doug-
las, and J.A.P. spare parts on hand. Send us par-

LUMINOUS Paint
match boxes, etc.,

ticulars of your requirements.-
Depot, Bridge St., Hitchin.

Motor Cycle
[0865

KING of the Eoad Lamp Set, complete, £1 ; small
self-coiGained motor lamp, 5/- ; four 26in. motor

tubes, 10/ eft. Whittle, ^si^-' 6/-.—-Dobson, Stonefield
Villas. ii<it" ang, Lancashire. [632 £

DOUGLAS New Parts, crankshaft 50/-, pistons com-
plete 15/6, connecting rods 25/-, Eenold chains

7/6, cam wheels 15/-, secondary shafts, 15/-, sprockets
5/-, 10/-. etc.—Empson, Gamlingay. [6325

GENERAL Insurance Co. issue Lloyd's Motor Policies
by monthly payments. Ijowest premiums for motor

cycles. Before insuring elsewhere write for prospectus.
—Head Office: 199, Piccadilly, London, W. [0765

GRADO Multi Pulley, 4V2in., unused, unbored, 30/-;
Triumph 84mm. piston, complete, 12/6; 26x2^

Avon combination cover (unused), 32/6; 26x2^4 Dun-
lop studded (new), 18/6.— 136, Dalmally Ed., Croydon.

[6299
LUMINOUS Armlets, protection on dark nights, bril-

liantly luminous', seen from back or front, ever- -

lasting, 1/- each, three for 2/6, post paid, with instiuc*
tions.—Will Eicketts, 2, Eastborough, Scarborough.

[55277
FLASH Lamp and other dry batteries made as good

as new in a few minutes by anyone in their own
home; no charging necessary; send P.O. 7d. for full

instructions.—W. Nelson, 104, Kennington Ed., London,
S.E. [5987

31.h.p. P.F. Engine, £2; pair of 26x2 motor cycle
2 -wheels, tyre and tubes, 30/-; Brooks motor cycla

saddle, 7/6; low motor cycle frame and handle-bars, £1;
sm£?ll accumulator, 6/-.—Driver, Barrington, Burford,
Oxou. [6190

QPARKING Plugs, from 2/-; tubes, 26x2^ and 2%,^ from 5/- ; valves, springe, grinding paste, accumu-
lators, dry batteries, petrol can holders, Eobbilac, drills,

taps, spanners, bolts, nuts, anything motorish.-Writa
5, Hillcrest Rd., Acton. [53353

RE5 Cylinder, m.o.v., 3^ bore, perfect, 10/-; 5h.p.
Peugeot front cylinder, 5/- ; 2^.p. Do Dion,

5/- ; Rudge piston, sound, 5/- • 1911 Eex adjustable
pulley, new, 7/6 ; auxiliary sidecar arm, new, 7/6.—
Smith, 16, Haverstock Hill, Chalk Farm Tube Station.

[6215

NEW Ecco Magnetos, singlensyl., clock or anti-clock,
£2/15; new Amao carbxiretters, £1, complete with

controls; Clincher tyres, extra heavy, 26x21/1, £1; Clin-

cher belts, 8ft. lengths, %in-, 7/6; 5h.p. Minerva engine,
twin, £4/10.—Baines, 166, Belgrave Gate, Leicester.

[53106
3-SPEED (Naylor), £2/10; Douglas 2-speed, £3/5;

spring forks, 30/-; sidecar. £1/10; Douglas mag*
neto, £3/5; Singer engine, 20/-; electric horn, 12/6

;

Moto-Reve engine, £1/15 ; frame, 15/-; Auto-wheel,
£7/10; trembler coil, 6/6.-74, Upper Tooting Rd.,
S.W. [646'!!

HARLET-DAVIDSON Handle-bars. 25/-; Stewart
speedometer, off Harley, 34/6; ditto, off Triumph,

27/6- Triumph 4h.p. 1914 cylinder and piston, 30/-;
8ft. Whittle inch belting, 10/-; Lneas lamp set, com-
plete, 15/-; all above perfect.—Graham, Spring Rd., Wrex-
ham. [6281

Ail letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement^ and" the date of the issue. A29
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The effect of Robbialac is magical! It takes
' away all the signs of hard wear and rough
usage and makes yoxir old cycle look as good
as new. Robbialac is the enamel that
ENDURES. It lasts a whole season. Petrol,
oil, and mud proof. Beautiful rich colours.
NJagnificent glassy surface.

Sold, by cycle and motor dealers.

la tins 1/3, 1/9, 3/6 (postage and packing
5d., jd., 8d. extra respectively).

Black and all popular shades.

Robbialac Brush, lin.. lOd. (postage 3d. ex.)

Soie
Manufacturers .

Jenson & Nioholson,

BARTLETT'S
THE NORTON AGENTS.

1917 ARNO, 3i h.p., T.T. . .

.

1917 OMEGA-J.A.P., 2-speed.
£44 2
£39 18

1915 ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-speed,
as new

1915 DOUGLAS, W.O. model,
speedometer

1914 DOUGLAS, T.T .....

191.^ DOUGLAS, T.T. bars

1915 INDIAN, 5 h.p., 3-speed.

.

1915 LEVIS, 2i h.p

1914 TRIUMPH 4 h.p. Comb.,
new sidecar

1913 ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-speed

1914 ARNO, 3i h-P-, T.T.

£45

1914 ARNO, 3j h-P-,"T.T

1913 TRIUMPH, f.e. and

£52
£38
£33 10
£45
£24

£55
£35
£25

gears £32 10

1915 G.W.K., all black, and
disc wheels £155

1914 MORGAN de Luxe, hood
and screen £75

ii.gh.p. HUMBER, 2-seater..£160

74, Gt. Portland St.,

°9«Mayiair. LOIIClOn, W.

MISCELLANEOUS.
BOLTS, nuts, spring find flat ivjishers, aet screws, en-

gine studs, livets, etc., nice useful asBortnieut, 2/6
ffross ; motor cycle hub spindles, 3/- dozen ; motor cycle
back a3:les, 6/- dozen.—Tibbs Qnd Winn, Screw iintl

Bolt Specialists, 2, Exchange rarade, Southwaik. St.,

London, S.E.

CAST Tool Steel, round, finest quality, Vain, to V2in.
diameter, in lengths 4in. to lOin., 6d. lb, (usual

price to-day 3/6 lb.)—Tibbs and Winn, as aboire. [6444>

TWIN" Bosch, DAT, 45°, 55/-; Fitall 2-speed, com-
plete, 40/-; brand new 2-speed countershaft gear

box, 75/-: 3V2h.p. 1911 Humber cylinder. 25/-; 26x2^/2
Chater-Lea wheels, also many otlier accessories ; euquiries.

solicited ; all aboTO perfect order.—Lewis, 349, Glou-
cester ltd., Bristol.

*

[53424

F'AIl.E.AR'S Bargains.—New motor cycle frames, 25/-;

dropped top tube frame, new, £3; new Splitdorf-

Dixie magneto, single, anti, £4 ; latest mechanical horns,

black and nickel, £1 F.R.S. lamp set, 500ft. beam,
shop-soiled, 35/-; P.E.S. lamp set, 1,000ft. beam, shop-

soiled, 45/-.~Farrar's Motorics, Hopwood Lane, Halifax.
[6167

THE Plug Cooling Question Settled.—Fit Gordon's
patent air-cooling sparking plug terminals, which

eSectually radiate the heat from the central electrode

and surrounding insulating material, maintaining engine
efflcienoy -and prolonged life .of the plug. Price 6d.

each. For all makes of plogs. "Please state make, or send
terminal.-^Gordon's Motor Works, Ruyston, Herts. [6442

A.J.S. 1916 Spare Wheel, fitted S.S. cover, £5/10: En-
field narrow 6h.p. bars, with controls, 20/- ; En-

field 1916 carrier, 10/-; leg mudshislds, 10/-; Hutchin-
son waders, worn once, 17/6; two E.I.O. decompressors,
6/-; four 85 rings, four valves, two tapets, two rockers,

two valve caps, pilot B. and B., incomplete, lot 30/-;

no offers; carriage paid against cash.—Smith, 300, Goy-
well Rd., London. [6328

N.S.U. 2-Bpeed Gears, with free engine, adjustable
pulley (British make), supplied to anit Triumph,,

B S.A., Bradbury, Precision, J.A.P., Bover, T.D.C.,

L.M.O., Ariel, Swift, Premier, Kerry-Abingdon, Singer,

Budge, and other makes at £7/17/6; easy to fit, no
alteration to motor cycle necessary; trade inquiries

invited. Specialists in repairs to these gears.—Eagles
and Co., High St., Acton, London. 'Phone: Chiswick
556. [X3406

31h.p. Cylinder Casting, 7/6; 2y2h.p. and 4V2h.p.
2 ditto. 7/6; Bosch single waterproof magneto,

anti-clock, £3/10; Ariel 1913 model SVah.p. engine,

wants assembling, £7/10; 26x2 irand new wired
Hutchinson cover. 10/-: 2V4 ditto, 11/-; 26X2 shop-

soiled Dunlop tube, 3/6; new 3V3 carrier and mud-
guard, enamelled, with number plate, 8/6; new 2y2h.p.

J.A.P. engine- and pulley, £10; lightweight carrier ^nd
stand clip, 4/-: Palmer 26x21/2 rim, 2/-; 20 belt rims,

for 3A. Vs. and lin. belts, sye.^A. Holland, Earlsdon,

Coventry. - [3488

0.-SPEED P. and M. Countershaft Gear, chain drive,

/Q £5; 5-6h.p. twin Bex engine, a.i.v., £3: N.S.U.
engine, m.o.i.y., 50/-; 5-6h.p. twin Antoine engine,
a.i.v., £3; Druid forks, 35/-; pair Indian pattern spring
forks, 35/-; N.S.U. spring forks, 30/-; Saxon, 35/-;
N.S.U. frame and tank, 30/-; dropped frame, complete
with *-ank, wheels, etc. (less power unit), £3/10; Vindec
frame, tank, and spring forks, £3; Edmunds dropped
frame, complete with tank, 30/-; pair wheels, 26X2V2,
25/-; saddles, 5/-; bars, 3/6; SVoh.p. Minerva motor
cycle, mag., £5; wicker sidecar bodies 2/6, with doors
5/-; exchanges considered !or motor accessories.—City.

Motor Co., 125, London Bd., Manchester. [X9576

GODDARD'S motor cycle houses.

From £3:5:6
Made in liections to bolt

together. Made, of
well-seasoned |in. T.
and G. and V-jointed
Matchboards, and com-
plete with floor and
window. New illus-

trated list post free.

GODDARD'S Ltd., Crown W'ks, Vicarage Lane, llford, Essex
Telephone

—

^60 Dford,

DO IT NOW.
IN STOCK.

3i h.p. T.T. ROVER, with Phihpson .... £61 10
3} h.p. ROVER, countershaft model £69 10
3'. h.p. ROVER, competition model .. .. £57
4}h.p. B.S.A., iMbdd K £64
2.Vh.p. EDMUND, 2-sp., and spring frame £48 10
2! h.p. OMEGA-J A.P,, 2-5peed £33 18

TWO-STROKES.
JAMES, 2-speed £42
SPARKBROOK, single geared . £35
HOBART, 2-speed £36 ,0

SPARKBROOK, 2-speed £40
OMEGA, 2-speed £39 18
Lady's IXION £38
OMEGA, single-geared £31
IXION, single-geared £28 10

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1916 4i h.p. QUADRANT Combination,

practically new, complete £70
1915 2,V h.p, CALTHORPE, 2-speed,_etc..

.

£28
1915 .| h.pi A.J.S., sporting model £60
1914 2? h.p. A.J.S., 3-speed, late model . . £45 ,0

1916 2! h.p. IMPERiAI--J.A.P., 2-speed .. £30
1916 Baby LEVIS, all black £26
1916 IXION, 2-stroke, practically new . .

.

£25
1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, complete £70 'O^

. 1915 5 h.p. (Red) INDIAM, 3-speed £50
1915 IVY, 2-stroke, 2-speed S30
1914. DOUGLAS, 23 b.p., 2 sp., kick starter £42 ;0

1915 CALTHORPE, lightweight, 2-speed,

etc., complete £15
1913 3f h.p, ENFIELD, twin, 2-speed . . £24
1913 3.1 h.p. F.E. RUDGE. A beauty ... £27
1911 SCOTT Combination, 2-speed £37 O
1914 WOLF, ?-stroke, new tyres SIS O
1913 6 h.p. A.J.S. Combination, perfect

order, just overhauled £60 0.

3i h.p. N.S.U., racing machine, known as
Ragtime, very fast £20

The North Wales Motor Exchange,
HOLT STREET, WREXHAM.

Telephone— 283.
Telegrams—" Motor Exchinge, Wrexham."

'

BEST MAKE & VALUE

SPARE
PETROL TANK

Fitted with Filler Cap, Union Tap, T Piece, and 2tt. of Copper
TQbe, complete Petrol Oatfit for u^je with Paraflfin,

WAUCHOPE'S, 9, Shoe Lane, LONDON, E.C.

A^o AU letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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WAR-TIME
TESTIMONY

In War
as

In Peace

produces

excellent

results

and

Maintains
its

Pre-eminence
as a

market place
for

Second-hand

Bargains

ct.

.

The rates for paragraph advertisements in The
Motor Cycle are: First 12 words or less 1/6,

and 3d for every additional two words. Each
paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted. Advertisements should

be posted to arrive not later than by first post

on FRIDAY morning for the following Thurs-
day's issue. Address The Motor Cycle,

Coventry, or 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.

d
During the war The Motor Cycle has enhanced

its already high reputation as THE newspaper

for motor cyclists. It is read by practically

every owner (and intending buyer), whether

in the army, navy, air service, or civil life, and

is, therefore, the most suitable medium for

readers' advertisements of second-hand goods— for sale, wanted, or to be exchanged

imgmg

mmi

ggm

smm.

i^H"

»%"U%-UV%'S^%'^%%%%'

Callers on day of publication.

In respect to my advert, in The Motor
Cycle, on arriving home on Thursday
afternoon I found a gentleman had been
waiting two hours to see my machine.
Since then I have had lo APPLICA-
TIONS, and my wife informs me that
as early as eleven o'clock on Thursday
morning a man came to see the machine.

C. HECTOR PETERS,
13, Mayow Rd., Forest Hill, S.E.

An excellent advertising medium.

I must give The Motor Cycle credit for

being an excellent advertising medium.
Your paper must have been newly
published when QUITE A HOST OF
OFFERS came for my carburetter, and
also offers to supply tank I asked for.

JAMES PAUL.
124, High St., Perth.

mmmm

iggi

up:

Sold same day.

I wish to thank you lor inserting the
last advert. I sent in place of the one
that was too late.

It may interest you to know that the

machine was SOLD THE SAME DAY
that the advert, appeared. I also had
MANY WIRES AND LETTERS.

Undoubtedly The Motor Cycle is THE
paper for motor cyclists in every way.

/. L. RUTTER,
Newlands Park, Sydenham.

Delighted with speedy replies.

I am delighted with speedy replies

received through the medium of your
valuable paper, The Motor Cycle. Last
week, advertising exchange, 1 have
HAD REPLIES EVERY POST, and
have suitably exchanged with a satis-

fied reader. G. HAPROP,
57, Abbeyhill Rd., Oldham.

glggl.v^JWW-ww-^wwvvWlwvl-w^v^A-!l
m
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INDEX
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A.B.O. Road Motors 4
A MiDpdoii Kcoo, Ltd Cover iii.

AJbion Engineering Co., Ltd 16
AJexander »& Co 22
AmTican Supplies 34
Atlsinson Manufacturing Co., Ltd 26
Auto Cycle Onion 7
A.von Indiarubber Co., Ltd 9
Barbour, J ., & Sons, Ltd Cover iii.

Bartlett'B . 32
Bates, W. & A., Ltd 13
Bat .Motor Manufacturing Go. . . Front Cover
Beldam Tyre Co.. Ltd 28
Birmingham Small Arms Co., Ltd 10
Bluemel Bros., Ltd 4
Uowden Wire. Ltd 14
Brown Bro^., Ltd 1
Brown & Barlow, Ltd 6
Collier, H., & Sons, Ltd. Cover ii.

County Cycle & Engineering Go 30
Douglas Bros Front Cover
Drew, A., & Co 27
Dunhill, A., & Co., Ltd 14
Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd 11
Elite Rubber Co., Ltd 25
Forward Motor Co 29
Fox Bros. & Co., Ltd, '..'.. 2

TO ADVERTISEMENTS.
PAore

Goddard's, Ltd 32
Godfrey's, Ltd 20
" Grado " Manufacturing Co 2
Green, A., & Co 34
Harley-Davidson 5
Harrods, Ltd 6
Hazlewood's, Ltd 7
Hercules Cycle & Motor Co., Ltd. . Front Cover
Herwin. Canny & Co 34
Horlick's Malted Milk Co 16
lliffe & Sons, Ltd 33
Ixion Motor Manufacturing Co 7
Jenson & Nicholson, Ltd 32
Julians 30
Lamb's 23
Leicester Rubber Go 15
Marston, J, Ltd. .- 12
Maude's Motor Mart 19
Montgomery, W., & Co Front Cover
Moore. Wm., & Co 26
Motor Cycle Insurance Policy 6
Motor Insurance Bureau 29
New Hudson Cycle Co., Ltd 3

North Wales Motor E.tchange 32
Oriental Tube Co., Ltd 16
Phelon & Moore, Ltd 8

Phoenix Motors. Ltd 31

PAOW
Prestwich, J ., & Co 12
Price's Company, Ltd Cover 111.

Provident Clerks' and General Guarantee
and Accident Co., Ltd ^

Reading-Standard Motor Cycle Co 32
Rey, A. P 31
Royal Ruby Cycle Co Cover Iv.

Service Co.. Ltd 24
Shell Marketing Co., Ltd IV
Simms Motor Units, Ltd
Smith, Irvine 29
South-western Timber Co 34

,
Sphinx Manufacturing Co 7
Stanlev Motor Belt & Fastener Go 26
S.U.I.'T. Co 34
Tan Sad Works 34
Tavlor, H., & Co., Ltd 23
Travers, Ltd 32
Vanderveil, C. A., & Co., Ltd 15
Vevo Works 32
Wauchope's Front Cover, 18, 32
Whiteley's, Wm., Ltd 2
Wital Motor Fuel Co 34
Wood-Milne, Ltd 14
Wulfruna Engineering Co., Ltd. . . Front Cover
XL'All. Ltd Front Cover
Zilla Motor Accessories Co. 34

Pillion Seats and Carriers.

if you want to carr*y a petrol
can rigidly, buy a grip.

5/-
Model 1.

Send for List, 13 modeXs.

TAN SAD WORKS,
5a. Parker Street BIRMINGHAM.
Or ot Brown Bros., Ltd., East Loudon Rubber Co., etc.

Model 9. Adaptable
Seat 01* Petrol Carrier,

with grip.

35/-

The new ZILLA BELT is IT.
. No slipping; no fastener to pull out. AH sizes for

from 2^ h.p. to 13 h.p. Write for particulars and
prices.

ZILLA MOTOR FUEL is the perfect White
Spirit. 2/- per gallon; in 42 gallon barrels. 9/-
deposit, returnable, on barrels.

THE ZILLA MOTOR ACCESSORIES CO.,
101, Grea.t.- Western St., Manchesterp

THE PERFECT ^%^l
MOTOR FUEL /^^ g

IH42fi»I.S*SRElsVX^„rtTrtr.
1

NO GOVERNMENT
RESTRICTIONS
g OR LICENSE^M REQUIRED

» * TO KEEP IT

Specialists in
liicheat -^.Rrnde

'anks. Satis-

faction guaniil-'

1^0 d. " Prices
from 15/-.
IVadeei^quiiies
Kolioit-^l

A. GREEN & Co., Water St., Blacktriars, Mancherter. !

4*/»i«ji<ii«riiimiihi«ihinii«iaiii»idiiiii»imimn«igi«i4i«i»i«A4!

MOTOR FUEL
The V^ital Motor Fuel Co..
m ms Ctntrti. 37 Moar/it/ds. Liverboot.

When next you go into a motor depot to purchase a
Belt Fastener, you need only ask for a

to ensure having one that will give
you good service. Both are well
designed and carefully made ; both
have been tested and proved over
millions of miles ' by riders every-
where ; and either will " fill the bill.*'

It's just a matter of choice which
you use, although the STANDARD has
special features possessed by • no
other fastener. Either can be
obtained in the Adjustable pattern
If desired.

Standard Hook .. .. 1/- Simplex Hook .. .. 9d.
Standard Adjustable, 1/3 Simplex Adjustable . . 1 /-

Aa used by the French War Department.

HERWIN, CANNY & Co., William St.. WOOLWICH, LONDON,
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS.

Get one before trouble comes. All Agents stock them : ask to see one.

THE HOUSING OF THE MOTOR CYCl£
Quality and Gtieapnsss

CombineJ.

Guaranteed Waather-
prOOf. Made i ii sections

to bolt together.

Illastrated Catalogue
Poat Free.

Telephone—Vutney 785.

orcalland.iuai»ect.

South Western Timber Co., FifuHAM, s.vy

U^ C EVERY TUBE GUARANTEED^ ^- TO SAVE ITS OWN COST.

Searle Unburstable Inner

26"x2r. JSI 9s. Od.ea. | UBES,
CATALOG FBEE.

S.U.I.T. CO., LTD., 6, Livery St...B'HAM.

Trf\Tr'^:^^7^ I
1 wjmimssKim^MMBJiML i

|;iKiM^^P::|
lAmerican. Supplies Co.. Ltd,

i

i 162 Ot. Portland St . London .'W. I
oiii>it!iiiitiiiiii|[iiliiiiiiiiiiiillliiiuiiuiiiiiiiimiiitiiii[iiiittiiiliiili>iiiliiiMiiilttllliililiiltiiiiilNiiiijiiiiiiiiiiin

/ji answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.
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Abingdon Ecco, Ltd.,
Abingdon Works.

Tyseley, Birmingham.
London : G. H. Smitll, 12. Mortimer St.. W
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l[:'^.; Fm sorryi- '1

— very sorry— for tlie unavoidable

delay in supplying Motor Cyclists

with Beacon Oilskins.

Service Orders are diverting work and
materialj and thougb the RI. C. production
's almost normal many orders have to —ait.

If Motor Crclists will help me to help
the National Cause by withholding:
orders for a month. I shall be grateful

1 \

By the end of December. I expect to fulfil all

waiting orders and to be able to deal with
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(resh ones.

IE - '
J. BARBOUR & SONS. LTDr

26. Beaco:i Bui'dings.

<
S. Shields. Ens.
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M
A change
of Oil -

is not the onl}'

precaution to ; .

take when using/, ,.

P a r a fJi n and
other PetrolV
substitutes irii -

petrol motors,'

^e have compiled
;

from a wide c.vpcn-

cncc with aItcrnati\L-

fuels, a budget of
notes in which we in-

dicate, and give reasons
for, the steps to take to
ensure the best results.

Lubrication, CooUng,
and Carburation all

require attention. An
interesting publication
well worth securing.

Write for Petrol Substitutes Budget and Lists.

PRICES'
BATTERSEA

COMPANY LIMITED,
LONDON, S.W.

In rnistrc>i?i!j these, nd curli.Hnne.nt.s n (•' rlefiidlAr to mention "The UotofCijdc
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OTORCYCLE
December 2ist, igiO,

Get the Best Valtie for Money.

2| h,p., 4-stirokc, 2 -speed, Lightweight.
SPECIFICATION:

FRAME—Low built, aoimdly constructed, and with
dropped back, giving low position, 23iu. iiom ground
to top of saddle, made throughout of Royal Euby fit-

tings, specially designed, and best quality weldless

«teel tubing. KOEKS—Druid Liglitiveinht (manufac-
tured under lirew's Patent). ENOIXK—Tlie cele-

brated J.A.P. 2'^4h.p., 4-stroke, with M.O. side valves,

and adjustable tappets, 70 inm.x76 jiiiu., with c.c.

292, latest design with large f)earings and valves, and
gear drive to magneto. MAGNETO—Thomson-Ben-
nett gear driven, with variable ignition. TRANS-
MISSION—Combined chain and belt. Hans Eenold's

chain to countershaft gear, and ^iin. Danlop belt to

real' wheel. CHAIN CASE-Metnl detachable as

ijhown. GEAR — Albion 2-8peed Countershaft.

CARBUBETTEE-A.M.A.C. or B. and B. BRAKES
Bowden front brake, with outside lever and rear belt

rim brake, operated by foot. New design as shown
with Royal Euby patent eccentrtc adjustment.

SILENCER—Welded steel as shown. BADULt—
Mid.llemore and Lamplugh's Pan Seat, padded top.

CAHEIEE—Tubular, Tery strong. TANK-Speci;iliy
well-made, holding 1^ gallons of petrol and IV2 gilla

of oil, resting on rubber cushions and fastened on two
supports brazed to frame. Euamelletl in rieh Euby
colour and lined in real gold leaf. LUBKICATION—
From separate chamber in tank through Best and
Lloyd's semi-automatic sight feed, with pump. CON-
TROL—Ignition and carburetter levers on handle-lmr.
Comi}ression release by outside lever worked with
Bowden Wire from handlebar.-HANIlLE-liAR—As
shown or semi T.T. (optional). MUDGDAEDS—Deep
section steel, with side shields to front and rear, also
belt shield on rear guard. STAND—Gootl rear stand.
WHEELS-26in.x2>4in. B.E. aims, well enamelh-d
black, and fitted with good quality hubs. FOOT-
BOAEUS-Royal Bnhy patent adjustable. BAG—
Side Bag. TOOLS—Good set of tools in roll.
INFLATOE AND OLIPS-Bluemel's celluloid in-
flator and clips brazed to frame. TYRES—DUnlop
26in.x2i4in. B.E. Knbber-Sfudded Motoicyclette
lyres.

Price, complete, as above

SeuU to*

£46 : :

illustrated catalogue.

ROYAL RUBY CYCLE CO., Cannel Street, Ancoats, Manchester.
Telephones: City 3818; Centra! 1570.

Special
Telegrams: **Machm3s, Manchester.'

Stocking Agents:
London—•Service Co.. Ltd.. 263-29a. Iliuh ITolljurn, W.C.

•William liVhiteley, Ltd., Queeu'e UoaU, W.
'Harroda, Ltd., liromptou Itoad, Knisfbtsbridgo. 8.W
*Lamb a, 161, HiKh Street, Waltlianistow.

Liverpool—'Mead Cycle Co.. Hand l;J. Paradi e Street.
Manchester—*Hutchinson &, I)avie.s, 221, Ifeaii.snaia (corner Peter St.
Birmingham-'The Premier .Motor Co., Aston lioad.
Bristol—'Tbe Derby Motor Co.. Derbv Road. Bialiouttton.
Salisbury—*J, Naih i Hon, Si. Cabilu sirei;!.

No«rcastle-on-Tyne—'TiaverH. Ltil.. 77, Pilgrim Street
Leeds—Mbion Giuageand Motor Work<. hg, Albion Streot.
Norwich-Mr. R. O. Clark, 2a. Upper Kinir's Stropt.
Gloucaster—Mr. A. C. Stretton, 1-4. Worcester Streut
Cambridge-MesBTs. iJa.vsons, 60. It 't:eiit Street.
Canterbury-Mr. E. J. Pbilpot m, St. Genriie's Koad.
Suransea— I'ryca, Tro"-, Ltd , 230, Oxford Street.

Scottish Agents—Wli- legale and Itetitil. Wertlea' ^fotora. lAd., 7^
Qii 'ensfenr Street. Edinbur/li, and 44, Saucbiehalt St., Gla^inow.

'lloyid RabyB euiiplied on deEurred iiayuieius by these firtnih

Piiated aud Publisliea by rbe ProprletorB, Iliffb a.- Limired, 20, Tudor Street. London, E.O., aud Coreatrv
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